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IN

IOWA,

PREFERRED

WHO
PUBLIC

Ever since the birth of radio, the industry's
wisest leaders
have recognized inradio's
potentialities and responsibilities
the public
welfare. They have understood that sound
Public Service, far from being a mere
restraint or "tax" on the industry, is its best
justification
existence,
best "life
insurance forforbuilding
anditsholding
the
For instance: Our European Relief Project, carried
almost daily on our station for several years, has
sent many tons of food and clothing (over
54,000 parcels, by very conservative estimate) to
needy Europeans. One typical listener recently
reported shipments of over 500 lbs. — forwarded
us such
grateful
European
responses
all
our heart
we thank
you again
and as:again"Withfor
your true friendship and we pray the Great God
might always beware you from all what is
terrible" — etc., etc.

WIKI©
+for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Waits
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet. Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

IS

THE

SERVICE

STATION

esteem and confidence of the nation.
Station WHO has always put Public Service
at the top of its programming activities. Not
second or third or tenth. First. WHO is the
spark plug for dozens of public-service
projects which regularly enlist the hearts,
minds,
citizens pocketbooks
in Iowa Plus.and work of millions of
Anofher for instance: Our Annual Corn Belt Plowing Match and Soil Conservation Day has drawn
up to 100,000 farmers per year, to witness newest
agricultural developments. Of one such recent
Day, the Chief of the U. S. Soil Conservation
Service
perhaps
the most farm
important
thing thatsaidhas "this
taken isplace
on American
lands
for 350 years" . . .
More for instances: Every day of the week, WHO
carries at least one hour of Public Service proincluding "The
Billboard"
(a highly
lar andgrams,
effective
program
exclusively
devotedpopu-to
special
appeals)
—
"Veterans'
Forum"
(in which—
veterans' problems are discussed and solved)
"Flight Lines" (in which the Director of the Iowa
Aeronautics
Commission
speaks)
— "Iowa byRoundtable"
(forums
and panels
conducted
civic
leaders) — "Governor Beardsley Hour" (our
State's First Executive) — "Country Home" (a
program for farm women) — "Highways to
Safety", "National Guard Show", "News and
Views About
and hosts
including
many Religion",
church services.
All of oftheseothers,
are
sponsored , . . by WHO only!
This is Point Four in the Five Point System
of Programming Evaluation, which helps
explain WHO's outstanding position as a
public f acility and as an advertising medium,
in Iowa Plus. We suggest your consideration
of this and the other four points as vital
factors in time-buving.

...the nation's most
television station

powerful

PRESENTS

fVEN/JVG

Mohd
5'00 _ 6.00

FRIDA]

1 7>- .

EARLY EVENING THEATRE . . . sure-fire feature films for spot
advertisers . . . Louisville's only across-the-board movies . . . high sets
in use because most Louisville factories and plants change their
shifts between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m. (according to the Department
of Economic Security) and schools let out early . . . top family
audiences in class B time. See your Petry man.

WHASTV
Basic CBS

interconnected

Affiliate

serving a market of 100,000 television homes.
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

NEIL D. CLINE, Safes Director

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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When you use WTRY in the Albany-TroySchenectady market you're warmly welcomed by the whole family— the WTRY
family, largest audience in the market morning, afternoon, and evening. You're not
on the outside looking in.
Station B, failing to deliver the WTRY
size audience in the market, boasts outside
coverage at twice WTRY rates. But you
know you can do a lot better on the inside with WTRY.

WTRY

The CBS Radio Network
5000 Watts at 980 KC
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

Press Building,
870 'National
by BroadcastingD. C,Publications
and February
Numbers)
issues as(Yearbook
Monday, 53rd4, D.and C.54thEntered
Published every Washington
second class
matterpublished
March 14.in January
1933. at Post
Office at Washington,
under act Inc.,
ot Marcn
6,
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Closed

Circuit

IS PRESIDENT
TRUMAN's
order
to
federal agencies
(see page"security"
29) intended
as preliminary to restoration of full-fledged
Office ofkeyCensorship?
in recent
months
officials who It's
servedknown
in World
War
II censorship have been advised that recall
to
directive
lastservice
week is
maypossible.
be partPresident's
of Administration
strategy to create a clamor for reactivation of
censorship office as better solution to security
question than agency-by-agency security
review.
ABC, sweating out FCC action on its projected
$25 million-plus merger with United Paramount, is confronted with prospects of new
financing unless approval is forthcoming
reasonably soon. With its leases in New York,
Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles expiring in April 1952 (NBC is its landlord)
it will require an estimated $5 million to $7.5
million for housing alone by that time.
NEW NATIONAL radio-advertiser merchandising premium plan will be announced this
week by Radio Dollars Inc., sparked by Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington, and Howard
Rudolph, WITH Baltimore. Franchises will
be offered as one-station exclusive in each
community. Idea envisages radio advertisers
giving out "radio dollars" with purchase of
each of their products, redeemable in national y-advertised premiums.
BECAUSE NBC is. 100% owned by RCA,
actualforefigures
network's
have neveron been
made revenues
public butheretowere
integrated in overall RCA accounts. Current
brochure titled, "RCA, What It Is— What It
Does,"didbreaks
down orthese15.8%figures.
In RCA
1950
NBC
$92,373,000,
of gross
revenue. In 1949 it amounted to $72,867,000,
or 18.3% of RCA's gross that year.
DESPITE GLOOMY reports on confirmation
of FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock for New
York Federal judgeship after opposition got
instilllicksplenty
last week
(see money
story page
31) betting
there's
of wise
around
Miss Hennock will don judicial toga. At
it's thought,
Senate might
prior
toworst,
mid-October
adjournment,
whichnotthenact would
leave way open for recess appointment .by
President"
session-. Truman and confirmation at next
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co. reportedly making plans for using Jack Benny on CBS-TV
six or more times during coming year, replacing telecasts of This Is Show Business (Sun.,
7:30-8 p.m.) at five-week intervals beginning
Nov. 4. Company sponsors Benny program
regularly on CBS radio, Sun., 7-7 :30 p.m.
BBDO, N. Y. is agency.
WHEN CBS Television formally begins operation of its TV station in Los Angeles from new
transmitter site on Mt. Wilson on Oct. 28
call letters will be switched from KTSL (for
Thomas S. Lee) to KNXT, tying in with its
(Continued on page 11U)
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Upcoming
Oct. 2: Hearing resumes on New York District
Court Judgeship Nomination of FCC Comr.
Frieda Hennock, Executive Session of Senate
Judiciary Committee, Senate Office Bldg.,
Washington.
Oct. 2-3: NARTB Television Program Standards
Committee meeting, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Oct.4-5:
Assn., Hotel
Beecher, Kentucky
Somerset, Broadcasters
Ky.
Oct. 4-6: District 14 NARTB Meeting, Hotel
Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Oct. 8-9: District 17 NARTB Meeting, Davenport
Hotel, Spokane, Wash.
(More Upcomings on page 30)
Bulletins
JOSEPH E. BAUDINO, general manager of
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., elected vice
president and director. He succeeded Walter
E. Benoit as general manager July 1 when
latter was named general manager of parent
Westinghouse
Electric
Corp. Air-Arm
Division, Baltimore.
Mr. Benoit
resigned WRS
vice presidency but was re-elected director.
Mark W. Cresap Jr., vice president of parent
firm and assistant to president, erected WRS
director. E. C. Dehne, assistant secretarytreasurer of parent company, elected WRS
assistant treasurer.
WALTER WINCHELL has signed lifetime
contract with ABC, network disclosed Friday.
It is understood he will continue to broadcast
for
Warner-Hudnut
He
will present
serve assponsor,
consultant
to ABC in Co.
addition
to duties as newscaster.
ASCAP WOULD PREJUDICE
BMI VIDEO LICENSEES
ASCAP has served notice it intends to ask U. S.
District Court, Southern District of New York,
to modify interim television fee to: 1, consider
station income from spot adjacencies in per
programcenses torates,
program listationsandthat2, refuse
are BMIperlicensees.
Society currently engaged in court battle
with
All-Industry
Programto
Committee.
ASCAP Television
indicated Per
its intent
examine some TV station owners.
MAINE GROUP PROTESTS
TREASURY BOND TACTICS
MAINE Broadcasters Assn. sent strong protest to. U. S. Treasury Secretary John W.
Snyder and Portland office because of letter
from Savings Bond Division asking stations
"to joinpaperwithadvertisements
other groups
news. . . Thein sponsoring
local newspapers
have ads and mats and will be pleased to show
them
to you."
Murray
Carpenter, WABI Bangor, on behalf of association, called Treasury request
"outrageously
He reminded
that radio has discriminatory."
donated huge amounts
of time
and talent to bond sales and asked that
Treasury issue similar letter asking retailers
to purchase radio advertising.

Business Briefly
HOOD RADIO-TV • Hood Rubber Co.,
Watertown, Mass., buying spot announcements
in 41 radio markets starting Oct. 15 for 10
weeks for its farm division ; also buying spot- , P
TV in Agency,
seven major
markets forNewwomen's
division.
McCann-Erickson,
York.
ARMY SPOT TEST 0 Headquarters, New
York Military District, Organized Reserve
Corps, U. S. Army, to Getshal & Richard, New
York, for test radio spot campaign in 14 New
York state markets (excluding New York
City), scheduled to begin this week. Length
of test depends on results. If successful, expansion is contemplated.
TIDE PLACING • Procter & Gamble Co.
Cincinnati (Tide), placing additional spot
radio campaign starting Oct. 8 for 52 weeks.
Agency, Benton & Bowles, New York.
CLORETS PLAN # American Chicle Co.,
New York (Clorets), understood to be adding
several radio markets starting Oct. 1-Nov. 30.
Agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.
RELIGIOUS SERIES • Baltimore Tabernacle adding 15 to 20 radio markets for its one-" *
hour
52 weeks. Agency, '
Walter Tabernacle
F. Bennett,Show,
Philadelphia.
FELLOWS COMPLETES
COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
SECONDFriday
NARTB
standing Harold
committee—
AM—
named
by President
E. Fellows,
along with board committees covering by-laws,
convention
follow : and membership. New committees
AM Committee—
Shaw,
KLX Oakland,
chairman;
WilliamWTWA
C.Glenn
Grove,
KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo.;W.
Edgar
Kobak,
Thomson,
Ga.;
HarryKTUL
Linder,
KLWM
Willmar,
Minn.;
John
Esau,
Tulsa; John
Patt, WJRShafto,
Detroit;
Little, KTVC
G. Richard
WIS Lee
Columbia,
S.R, C;A.
F.Tucson;
C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville.
Alternates:
Borel,
WBNS
Columbus;
Richard
H.
Mason,
WPTF
Raleigh;
John
Elmer,
WCBM
Baltimore;
Simon
R.
Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. C.
Boardgusta, By-Laws—
A.
D.
Willard
Jr.,
WGAC
AuLeonard
WCAEAntonio.
PittsburghG;aW.., D.chairman;
Rogers Jr.,
KEYLKapner,
(TV) San
Board cinnati,
Convention
—
James
D.
Shouse,
WLW
Cinchairman; Lindsay,
Harold Wheelahan,
WSMB New
Orleans;B. Merrill
WSOYstations.
Decatur,
111,;
George
Storer, Fort
Industry
Board Membership — Radio, active and associate:
Craig WAPI
Lawrence,
WCOP Boston,
chairman;
Thad"
Holt,
Birmingham;
M. Fairbanks,
WIBC Tex.;
Indianapolis;
KenyonCox,Richard
Brown,
KWFT
Wichita
Falls,
H.
Quenton
KGW
Portland,
Ore.;
Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles; Jack Todd,
KAKE
Wichita.
Television,
associate:
R. McCollough,(TV)
WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
Pa.;S. Thomas,
PaulClairRaibourn,
KTLA
Los (Television
Angeles;
Eugene
WORTV
New mitteeYork.comprises
active
membership
comentire TV board.)
Y & R EXECUTIVE CHANGES
CHANGES in key personnel announced by
Sigmund S. Larmon, president, Young &
Rubicam, New York Walter K. Nield, vice
president in charge of art, named senior account supervisor on General Foods Corp.
Frederick S. Sergenian, vice president and
manager of art department, succeeds Mr.
Nield. Replacing Mr. Sergenian is Walter P.
Glenn, art supervisor.
BROADCASTING
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SPECIAL
T
I EVEN
m
May 19, 1951 was General Michaelis Day in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. The General, home from combat in Korea, is one of the
county's most famous sons. In Korea he commanded the 27th
"Wolfhound" Regiment of the 25th Division. As its leader, he
lead one of the fiercest bayonet charges in America*s military
history. He was called home for re-assignment in Europe under
General Eisenhower's command.
General John H. Michaelis was accorded as fine a welcome as was
ever seen in Lancaster. However, out of his hectically busy day
he took time to appear before the cameras of WGAL-TV. Many
thousands of people in the area saw and heard this distinguished
American right in their own homes.
Operation: SPECIAL EVENT is a regular occurrence at
WGAL-TV. It is just one out of many such events and programs
telecast in the public interest.
WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
A Steinman Station • Clair R. McCollough, President
V.AF F I I I A T 6
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES Chicago • San Francisco . New York . Los Angeles
[NBC
ADCASTING
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DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR THE XL STATIONS DELIVER THE BIGGER MARKET
THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
NBC Re-evaluation; Study to SPAC
23
Court Holds Bill of Rights Covers Radio
23
ANA Spotlight Leaves Radio-TV for Magazines .... 24
West Answers Radio Protests
24
Radio Impact Proved by Kemper
25
August Network Gross Is Down 6%
26
O'Mahoney Protests Defense Ads
27
Sarnoff Looks Ahead
27
Truman Orders News 'Security' Curbs
29
Hennock Hearing Resumes Tomorrow
31
District 10 Hits Inroads Made by Tax-Free Groups 72
NBC Plans Fall Mystery Series
76
TELECASTING Starts on Page 79
DEPARTMENTS
Business
Agency Beat
Aircasters
681070 New
On All
Accounts
1016
Allied
Arts
On
Dotted
Line
66
Editorial
60
Miketo 6012
FCC
Actions 112
106 Open
Our Respects
FCC
Promotions, 75
FeatureRoundup
of Week 18 Programs,
Premiums
Film Report
Strictly Business . . . 3018
Front
Office 10065 Upcoming
Markets
DEAD OR ALIVE . . . YOUR REWARD IS HERE! Since
time began there have been Them WHAT HEARD' and
"Them WHAT SAW ... The BAD MAN in the woodpile is the misinformed
impression as to the comparative sizes of these two groups. RECENT SURVEYS HAVE PROVED Them WHAT HEARD' is the larger group.
In a recent, thorough investigation, Advertising Research Bureau (ARBI)
interviewed scores of persons who shopped in ADVERTISED stores, LEARNED
that 54.5% got their information exclusively from the XL Stations.
54.5%

radio
12.3% "«
33*2% newspaper
LET US PROVE IT!
Clip this coupSn and
receive frte "Proof of
Puttfnq"

—■
feS^";- ....... •••••

KXL
KXLY
KXLF
KXLL
KXLJ
KXLK KXLQ
Eastern Sales Manager - Wythe Walker - New York
Western Sales Manager - Tracy Moore - Los Angeles
SERVING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: Senior
ART KING,
Managing
Editor;
JAMES,
Editor;
J.Fred
FrankFitzgerald,
Beatty,EDWIN
Earl H.B.
Abrams,
Associate
Editors;
Assistant
Managing
Editor;
Dave Berlyn, Assignment
Editor;
Lawrence
Christopher,
Editor.
John H. Kearney,
Wilson Technical
D. McCarthy,
John STAFF:
Osbon,
Allen Riley,
Keith
Trantow.
EDITORIAL
ASSISTANTS: Kathryn Ann Fisher, Pat Kowalczyk, Jean
D. Statz; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Business Manager;George
Winfield
R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L.Classified
Dant,
Adv.
Production
Manager;Manager;
Harry Stevens,
Advertising
Manager;
Eleanor
Schadi,
Doris Orme,
Eckstein; B.andT. Office
Taishoff,Manager;
TreasIrving Jeanine
C. Miller,
Euniceurer;Weston,
AssistantAuditor
Auditor.
CIRCULATION Manager;
AND READERS'
COSGROVE,
DorisSchorm.
J. SERVICE:
Buschling,JOHN
Ruth W.P.
Davis, Jonah Gitlitz, Grace
NEW YORK BUREAU
Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza
5-8355; Florence
EDITORIAL:
Rufus Editor;
Crater, New
York
Editor;
Small,
chen Groff, William Ruchti, LizAgency
Thackston. GretBruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
Cowan,Assistant
Advertising
RepresentativeDi- .
yAMfSwnii 6-4115;
■niiraMiJiV
< 360 H.N.Shaw,
Michigan Ave.,AdvertisZone 1,
CEntral
William
ing Representative;
Jane Pinkerton,Midwest
News Editor.
man, West Coast Manager; Ann August.
TORONTO:Montagnes.
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Broadcasting
* Magazine wasInc.,founded
1931title:by
Broadcasting
usingof inthe
Broadcasting
*—Publications
TheAdvertising
News Magazine
thein Fifth
Estate
Broadcast
*
was
acquired
1932
and Broadcast Reporter in 1933.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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man
steeis

who
out

makes
of

four

makes five steers out of every four he feeds —
materially increases our national beef supply —
helps make beef available during the months
when range cattle are not coming to market.
But he takes a risk in doing this essential job.
The kind of living his boarders enjoy costs the
feeder plenty. And between the time he buys and
sells, many things can happen to put his calculations in the red.
Fortunately, though,most feeders are optimists.
Months later, he sells them— 200 to 500 pounds
And as long as they keep those beef critters
heavier than they would be if they had been left
on the open range. Thus, the feeder, in effect,
eating, you'll continue to eat better, too!
American Meat Institute
Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.
That fifth steer, though, really isn't an extra
steer. It's extra beef on the other four; beef that
would never exist were it not for this man called
a "feeder."
He buys cattle from ranchers — lean animals
that have been grazing on the open range. Then
he takes them to his "beef factory" and feeds
them— fills out their frames with all the wellbalanced feeds the animals can hold.

BROADCASTING
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name,

same

fine

service...

New name, same fine service for radio stations, advertisers
and their agencies! Now "Radio Sales" — for the
past twenty years known as the foremost national spot
representative in the broadcasting business — gets a
new name : cbs radio spot sales.
CBS radio spot sales will concentrate exclusively on radio.
representing 13 of the most sales-effective radio stations
in the nation, each the audience leader in its own market.

£ DC
RADIO

SPOT

SALES

~i WCBS, New York -50,000 watts
WBBM, Chicago-50,000 watts
KNX, Los Angeles -50,000 watts
WCAU, Philadelphia -50,000 watts
WCCO,Minneapoiis-St.Paul-50,000 watts
WEEI, Boston - 5,000 watts
KMOX, St. Louis -50,000 watts
KCBS, San Francisco-50,000 watts
WBT, Charlotte -50,000 watts
Richmond -50,000 watts
WRVA, Washington
WTOP,
-50,000 watts
KSL, Salt Lake City- 50,000 watts
WAPI, Birmingham-5,000 watts
CPN, Columbia Pacific Network

As before, for the best buys in spot radio, call Radio Sa—
oops! call cbs radio spot sales.
New York - Plaza 5-2000
Chicago - Whitehall 4-6000
Detroit -Trinity 2-5500

San Francisco -Yukon 2-7000
Los Angeles - Hollywood 9-1212
Memphis -Memphis 37-8612

agency
JAMES
DOUGLAS
and director
of radio
and TV,C. Erwin,
Wasey appointed
& Co., L. vice
A. Hepresident
was coordinator
of radio
and
TV for Colgate- Palmolive-Peet (see story page 54).
ALFRED STANFORD, vice president and director of advertising New j
York Herald-Tribune, to Benton & Bowles, N. Y., effective Oct. 1, as vice president and head of review plans
board. Prior to his association with the newspaper
Mr. Stanford was with Compton Adv. for 13 years.
WILLIAM E. CHAMBERS Jr., advertising manager;
National Sugar Refining Co., to Benton & Bowles, N. Y.,
as
account WILLIAM
executive E.for PALMER,
Post's Sugar
Crisp agency
Cereal,
succeeding
who leaves
Oct. 1 to join F. C. Ball Co., Muncie, Ind., as marketing director of consumer division.
Mr. Stanford
LUIS G. DILLION, executive vice president Foote,
Cone & Belding International Corp., resigns. Future
plans will be announced.
JOSEPH H. CARO, vice president and director Earl Ludgin & Co.j
Chicago, appointed vice president and member of plans board Weiss &
Geller, Chicago.

WE'RE BETTING ON
FOOTBALL AGAIN

on all accounts

For ten consecutive years KOMA
has broadcast the Oklahoma University football games, as we will do
this year. No program in the world
can outpull our football games in
this market. But if any could, it
would be such shows as Jack Benny,
Red Skelton and the rest of the
packed CBS Radio lineup. So add
CBS, our football and 50,000 watts
of
see
thatpromoted
the smart power
money andis onyou'll
KOMA
again this fall.
J. J. Bernard
VP and General Manager

I
Outlet for the Columbia Broadcasting System

REPRESENTED
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BY

for production of a dramatic fanrector at Aubrey
tasy which he wrote during his
media anddi-d free-lancing
HERZo,,, hasMoore
E FROM
GENWallac
stint.
e, Chicag
chalke
Mr. Fromherz, who started out
up 18 years of radio experience,
but is completely outranked in in the brokerage business on Chicatelevision by his wife. She is
go's LaSalle St. and was bounced
radio by the stock market
Dorothy Chaquette Fromherz, time- into
crash,
snared his first advertising
g,
buyer at Foote, Cone & Beldin
job
in
1933 with First United
who had the title of the "most Broadcasters.
after
Televised Girl in Kansas City" 16 steeping himselfHe inwastradehiredjournals
years ago. Mr. Fromherz just and convincing the company presibarely knew what a scanning disc
dent he could bring in new business.
was in those days.
His first account
was Willard Tablets,
Sincetelevision
then he'sas
added
and a later one,
well as printed media
Sterling Insurance,
to his activities.
Media director at
grew rapidly in the
new
Aubrey, Moore &
dio. medium of raWallace since JanuHe continued with
ary, he formerly
account work, movfree-lanced as a raing to J. Walter
dio scriptfive
writeryears,
for
almost
Thompson and Danturning out shows
cer-Fitzgerald- Sample, both Chicago,
for Grand Central
Station,
First
Nighttimebuyer
two andas*
er,
The Whistler
and
where
he worked
Curtain
Time, among
eight years,
respectively.
During
his
others. An accomtenure at D-F-S the
plished radio playhad
agency
was heydey,
in its
soap opera
his workwright, he has
featured
Mm
and Mr. Fromherz
more than that of
Mr. FROMHERZ
bought a flock of
authorCollege
in anthology
inany theotherGrinnel
daytime shows for such clients as
of radio plays.
General Mills, Procter & Gamble
and Falstaff Beer. At JWT he
Although he has always pre- worked
with clients such as Kraft
ferred comedy writing to straight
drama or mystery, he found better Foods, Elgin Watch and Swift.
markets for the latter and shelved His A-M-W accounts include Inhis comedy ambitions temporarily.
ternational Harvester, Wayne KnitHe is negotiating now with a
(Continued on page 14)
broadway "angel" and producer
BROADCASTING
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Obviously
beat
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GIL BABBITT appointed director of radio and TV, Harry Feigenbaum
Adv. Agency, Phila. He was with Korn Agency, same city as TV and
radio director.
MURRAY BOLEN, producer-director, Benton & Bowles, working
out
past year,
to agency's
office,of toNew
directYorkNBCoffice
The forRailroad
Hour returns
and Father
Knows Hollywood
Best. He
replaces FRAN VAN HARTESVELDT, resigned to devote time to writing.
EARL EBI, director of radio and TV, Warwick & Legler, L. A., rejoins
J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood, as director of CBS Lux Radio
Theatre. He replaces FRED MacKAYE, resigned. Mr. Ebi was with
J. Walter Thompson from 1943 to 1950 working out of both New York
and Hollywood, as director on many major shows. Leaving there in
1950 as Hollywood TV director, he went into TV packaging, later joining W & L.
MICHAEL J. TURNER, group account manager G. M. Basford Co.,
N. Y., elected vice president.
HARRY A. EGBERT, copy and account executive Lavenson Bureau of Advertising, Phila., appointed radio
and TV director.
TV director NBC Chicago, to teleEm LARRY visionAUERBACH,
production Biow Agency, N. Y.
H&3!mHI
WRIGHT NODINE, merchandising director W. Earl
Bothwell Adv., Hollywood, named vice president in
Mr. Turner
charge West Coast operations. He replaces FRED
JORDAN, resigned to join Richfield Oil Corp., L. A., as advertising and
j»sales promotion manager.
GORDON MINTER, senior director KTLA (TV) Hollywood, to Leo
Burnett Co., L. A., as film director.
FRANK NICKEL, George L. DeVille Co., Chicago, to H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago, as art director.
RICHARD I. HIRSCH has opened his own advertising agency in Chicago.
He is former advertising manager of L. Fish Furniture Co., same city.
CUNNINGHAM & WALSH, N. Y., planning to move to larger offices
at 260 Madison Ave., next year.
JOHN PARSONS, sales manager Hoffman Television L. A., opens
new advertising agency under his name in San Francisco. Offices at
450 Sutter Street.
SHIRLEY GREY, assistant to sales service manager WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, appointed traffic manager W. Craig Chambers Inc., Pittsburgh.
FITZGERALD Adv., New Orleans, moves to new offices in Lee Circle
Bldg., 1040 St. Charles Ave.
EUGENE N. WORRELL, staff Mt. Lebanon (Pa.) News, appointed assistant account executive Sykes Adv., Pittsburgh.
»-MOHAWK Adv. Co., Schenectady, moves to larger quarters at 151
' Erie Blvd.
ALAN RHONE, supervisor of network film programming CBS Television, to J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., as staff director of radio-TV
department.
LARRY SCHWARTZ, partner The Wexton Co., N. Y., appointed lecturer in sales promotion, City College, N. Y.
. LICE HOGAN appointed copywriter Eli Cohan Adv., Cincinnati.
O'NEIL,
LARSON
McMAHON,
Chicago,
opens No
officemanager
in New has
Yorkbeenat
90 Madison
Ave. to& service
east coast
accounts.
named.
JOHN WILLOUGHBY, publicity director Needham, Louis & Brorby,
' hicago,
of agency's
subsidiaryW. inS.Toronto,
eedham,named
Louis managing
& Brorbydirector
of Canada,
Ltd. new
EDWARD
WEED
1 i 5signed from J. Walter Thompson, also Chicago, to work with Mr.
'Yilloughby in handling Canadian accounts.
ROADCASTING
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0UTSTANVIN6

Industries throughout the world know
"Karry Krone"— built in Peoria by HYSTER
Developed
HYSTER is CO.,
up to construction
10,000 lbs.
This versatileby product
doing"Karry
a big Krane"
job for lifts
factories,
firms, and a host of other industries around the globe.
the
WMBD
Rich

Dominates
Peoriarea

Market

WMBD's position is also OBVIOUSLY OUTSTANDING ... the result
of planning successfully —
PROGRAMMING . . . that backs
the nation's No. 1 network with outstanding locally produced shows.
SALES . . . that are the result of
that programming.
PROMOTION . . . that serves advertisers with special publicity and merchandising.
FLORENCE LUEDEKE . . .
veteran account executive, handles major furniture and departWMBD's Women's Director.

FACILITIES AND POWER . . .
that blankets prosperous Peoriarea.
WMBD— the No. 1 Station in the
Midwest's No. 1 Test Market.

CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice
President
General
Managerand
DON D. KYN ASTON, Director of Sales
See Free & Peters .

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts
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open mike

Needle!

in bringing it to the attention of
Quick
the foreign service department of
EDITOR: Answers
the Dept. of Commerce, which must
... It was interesting to write be doing its northward viewing
you a letter on Friday and on with magnified lenses.
the latest news of sales and
T. J. Allard
Monday morning have an issue of
General
Manager
Broadcasting on my desk which
Canadian Assn. of
program developments from the
practically answered the questions
Broadcasters
I had asked J.you.S. .Stolzoff
..
Ottawa
ASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVICE
Foote,
Chicago Cone & Belding [EDITOR'S
NOTE:
ambiguous
U: S. Anforeign
service re-byin
Canadaport fromwasthe wrongly
interpreted
If all you need from a transcription library is a limited [EDITOR'S
the
Dept.
of
Commerce.
Actual
NOTE:
Mr.
Stolzoff's
questions dealtThewithanswers
radio heandfound
television
to Canada,numacamount of material, all you should have to pay is a limited economics.
were Assn.:ber of TV
cording tsets
o theas shipped
Radio-Television
58,216
of
last
July 31.] Mfrs.
in
"Trends
for
Fall"
features
in
the
price.
That's
the
astonishingly
simple
principle
behind
Sept.
17
issue
of
BROADCASTING
•
the APS announcement which is reaching the desk of TELECASTING.]
broadcasters across the U. S. and Canada today. SpecialEDITOR:
ized transcribed musical libraries to meet Special broadcasting needs are yours from now on at prices from $19.50
FRANKMENT IN SEPT.
PELLEGRIN'S
17 ISSUE STATEIS BY
per month up — and contracts run for just one year.
No Bargain
PAR BEST I HAVE SEEN ON THIS
EDITOR:
VITAL
SUBJECT
[comparable
We've spent
a
whole
year
finding
out
exactly
what
broadsearch among all media]. BELIEVEreRelative to your . . . article apcasters want from the transcription field. And this new
SHOULD BE DISTRIBUTED
service is the answer. It took a lot of planning to work it pearing on page 94, column 2, of COPIES
STAout . . . we had to streamline our entire operation and the Sept. 24, issue of Broadcast- TO EVERY
TION
IN
THE BROADCASTING
COUNTRY AS WELL
ing • Telecasting relative to the AS TO OTHER
adopt a whole new concept of service to the industry. But
INTERESTED
PARTIES. DO YOU KNOW OP ANY
the first flood of orders ... of letters and telegrams that approval by NPA of the Air Mart
Corp. application for a new station PLANS FOR SUCH DISTRIBUTION.
express
a
heartfelt
"Thanks"
from
station
operators
large
at
Oak
Ridge,
the
article
seems
to
and small . . . make us feel pretty proud and happy. This indicate that the cost of the new
Lee B. Wailes
station is $3,300 when actually the
week
V. P.Industry
Chg. of Co.Operations
dollarsalone
! we'll save broadcasters over a quarter-million cost
Fort
was $17,661.75.
Our
NPA
authorization
dated
Birmingham, Mich.
Details?
They're
you'll with
receive
this weweek
and
on a little
red indisca brochure
that will come
it. All
have— Aug. 9 covered $11,103.07 for [EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Wailes may be
equipment
and
$3,300
for
remodelthat distribution has already
space to say here is that we've built five specialized libraries
the equipment we assured
been made. The Sept. 17 issue of
from the rich, jumbo catalog that comprises the full basic alreadyling. Thehadrestonofhand
for which we BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING,
did
not
need
NPA
authorization.
APS Library. They are:
like every other issue, went to nearly
The
only
reason
for
advising
you
16,000
subscribers
and
Commercial — All the famous APS commercial of these facts and asking that a legrin's text in full.] carried Mr. Pel
lead-ins . . . plus time, weather, dollar day, correction be made is because Owen
Christmas jingles . . . PLUS the COMPLETE J. McReynolds, the head of the
SERIES to date of Mitch's transcribed sales Gates Radio Co.'s East Coast of- ROYAL REQUEST
fice, has an interest in this station
meeting series and an additional new meeting
WGAC's Grant Visits King
and there may be some who might
every month. Cost: $22.50 per month.
think that Mr. McReynolds was able
Production — A whole library of theme and good to build the entire station with HUGH G. GRANT, commenator on
for only $3,300. . . . WGAC Augusta, Ga., spent several
music ... of interludes, fanfares, bridges, na- new equipment
Harry J. Daly, Esq.
tional anthems, stand-by music. Cost: $19.50
in Washington a fortnight
Metropolitan
Bank Bldg. days
per month.
ago renewing an old friendship
Washington, D. C.
with exiled King Zog of Albania.
Show Medley — Hours of show medleys . . .
The king and Mr. Grant became
lavish, long-running medleys from top broadway
close friends when Mr. Grant was
shows. Cost: $22.50 monthly.
U. S. Minister to Albania.
Optical
Illusion
Popular — A complete pop dance and vocal li- EDITOR:
Mr. Grant left his microphone a1"! ,
brary— featuring names like Flanagan, Jurgens,
Page 80 of your Sept. 17 issue the king's request to join him in
Masters, Knight, Carson, Mitchell, Brito, others. carries
a
breakdown
of
television
the
for a few
A big little library. Cost: $39.50 monthly.
sets in foreign countries compiled
Mr.nation's
Grantcapital
has been
askeddays.by
by the Foreign Service Office of Radio Free Europe to prepare
Radio Music — -Cream of our pop concert music — the
of Commerce. Canada,
Ted Dale, Glenn Osser, Al Goodman — hundreds whichDept.
has no television stations in broadcasts to be beamed to Alof selections. Cost: $47.50 monthly.
operation at present, is credited banians.
the incredible
A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC presiAnd, as ever, there's the FULL APS BASIC LIBRARY for with
sets. total of 1,350,dent and general manager, obthe basic stations . . . the richest, soundest, best-played 000Thistelevision
would be something in the
Mr. Grant's services in the
library ever! Yes . . . it's APS from now on . . . for every order of one set for ever four Ca- station tainedlast
January. Mr. Grant
radio
station!
nadian homes. The actual figure
write or
wire atWatch
once! for your copy of our brochure . . . is somewhere
discusses
national and internain the neighborhood
tional events nightly for WGAC.
of 50,000.
I know thatwithBroadcasting • Telecasting,
its jeal- He is familiar with many foreign
ously guarded reputation for ac- lands cropping up in the news and
wil want
to bringof its
thisreadcor- is able to give listeners a personal s
reccutrioancyto,the
attention
Vice-President, General Manager
ers, and there might be some profit slant.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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isthej

ta

station

in

Hooper Radio Audience Index
Total Rated Time Periods
JULY— AUGUST 1951
WERE
A
B

34.2
23.2
12.0
8.6

C

Cleveland

MUSIC
O.

E

5.5

SPORTS

F

5.3

COMPANY

G

3.0

Representatives

VITAL IN NORTHEASTERN
CLEVELAND,

7.1

NEWS

L. TAYLOR
National

D

OHIO

OHIO

Sunday through Saturday
8:00 A.M. — 10:30 P.M.

5000 WATTS
13 00

KC

milestones

\10VI

► FIFTH
of Sunoco
Extra
news year
programs
on NBC3-Star
gets
underway today (Monday) as
nightly "newspaper
of theof air"
continues
under sponsorship
Sun
Oil Co. In charge of news commentary, heard Monday through
Friday at 6:45 p.m., are Albert L.
Warner, foreign affairs editor;
Ray Brooks,
Henle,national
editor-in-chief,
and
Ned
affairs editor.
► Priscilla Fortescue celebrated
her 10th anniversary of broadcasting over WEEI Boston Sept. 14.
Most of the sponsors have been
participating in her program during the entire decade. Miss Fortescue interviewed Mrs. Celia Wellman, mother of William Wellman,
MGM director, who was Miss Fortescue's first guest 10 years ago.
► Elder Lightfoot Solomon Michaux, thebegan
Negrothe "Happy
preacher,
21st yearAmof hisI"
WCKY

of tke C^arodnaA
GREENSBORO,

NORTH

CAROLINA

The policy was initiated on the
years.
station's 22d birthday, Sept. 16,
when Mr. Wilson presented three
20-year staff members with a
$1,000 bond each. Receiving the
awards were Charles H. Topmiller,
station manager; Mrs. Jeanette
Heinze, traffic manager, and
George H. Moore, sales manager.
Mr.inal license
Wilson
for obtained
the stationthein orig1929
and has been owner and operator
for the past 22 years. In presenting the awards, Mr. Wilson reminisced about WCKY's early days
and of many personalities and
events in the broadcasting business.
Mr. Wilson recalled that he bought
the first schedule of double-truck
ads in Broadcasting shortly after
the
1931.publication was established in

25 Years
Serving the Richest
And Most populous
Area in the Southeast
1926-1951

Gilbert M. Hutchison
President

BIRTHDAY
Wilson Gives Awards
VETERAN broadcaster L. B. Wilson, president and general manager of WCKY Cincinnati, has
set a policy of giving a $1,000
U. S. Defense Bond to every staff
member who serves the station 20

Radio Church of God, Sept. 23.
Elder Michaux began broadcasts of
his church services in 1931 over
WJSV (now WTOP) Washington.
Program today is heard Sunday
7-8 a.m. on WTOP a CBS station,
and 9:30-10 a.m. on MBS. On his
anniversary broadcast, congratulatory messages were read from
many notables, including Gen. and
Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower.
► The Railroad Hour Oct. 1 begins
its fourth year with a performance
of Cole Porter's "Jubilee" starring
Gordon
sten. MacRae and Dorothy Kir► Lowell Thomas, CBS news-l
caster, celebrated
his 25th last
anniversary of broadcasting
Saturday
by
inviting
James
Melton and his ball team to play opposite his own team, known as
"The Nine Old Men." Mr. Melton's
team was composed of members of
his Ford TV show, while the nine
old men included: Ed Eagan, Gene
Tunney, Lanny Ross, Ed Murrow,
Henry J. Taylor and others. Mr.
Thomas'
five timesby
weekly
on newscasts,
CBSSoap.are sponsored
P&G's Ivory
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
ting Mills, Williamson Candy Co.,
Ryerson Steel, Appleton Electric
Co. and Moorman Manufacturing.
He and his wife, whom he married 12 years ago, compare notes
on media morning and night, but
keep a tight lid on secrets within
their own agency. Their mutual
confidante is Becky, a Springer
Spaniel whose name was included
in the purchase price.
Mr. and Mrs. Fromherz enjoy
theatre-going and television, and
mingle with many professionals at
the Actor's Club. Gene dislikes
people who sneer at television programming and thinks there have
been "wonderful strides in production in the past year." Pro-;
gram fare now is "grown-up and
amazingly adult," in his opinion.

CBS
Affiliate

Represented by Hollingbery
5000 Watts
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1470 KC
At the award ceremony are Mr. Topmiller, Mrs. Jeanette Heinze, Mr.
Wilson and Mr. Moore.
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MUTUAL

The

West

Texas-New

QUALITY
now
THE

GROUP

affiliated

with

INTERMOUNTAIN

Represented

Mexico

NETWORK

By

Avery-Knodel
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

- LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS - ATLANTA

Concentrated coverage where the people live in
UTAH-MONTANA-WYOMING-IDAHO
COLORADO
BROADCASTING

-NEVADA-

• Telecasting

NEW

MEXICO-W.

TEXAS
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new

WRITE FOR IT

business

fj^t

CAT'S
PAW RUBBER
renews Comspot
announcement
campaignCo., onBaltimore
30 radio (heels
stationsand forsoles),
52 weeks.
pany also planning new TV spot schedule. Agency: S. A. Levyne
Co., Baltimore.
EMERSON DRUG Co., N. Y. (Bromo- Seltzer), preparing availabilities,
for day and evening radio spots in about six markets. Agency: BBDO
N. Y.
INTERWOVEN STOCKING Co., New Brunswick, N. J., planning national promotion of new products, Special kit for radio spots being sen
to dealers.
G. N. COUGLAN & Co., West Orange, N. J. (Chimney Sweep Soot De
stroyer), planning national campaign for product. Radio and TV wil
be used.
UNIVERSAL Co., High Point, N. C. (television tables and bases), planning TV spot campaign in several local markets. Details to be announced
later. Agency: Corbin Adv., N. Y.
A/eturotk m • •
BENDIX HOME APPLIANCES, division of AVCO Mfg. Corp., South
Bend, Ind., renews Chance of a Lifetime over ABC-TV Wed.,7:30-8 p.m.
EDT. Agency: Tatham-Laird, Chicago.

. . . yes — SEVENTEEN different ways to make
your advertising more effective. Selling
your advertising campaign through wholesale and retail channels is a regular part of
the WISH merchandising program. The whole
program is put down on paper ... 17 different
ways to make your advertising more effective.
When your schedule starts on WISH, this
17-point plan goes into action . . . swiftly . . .
automatically. And, ultimately it means
more effective advertising PLUS greater sales.
For a copy of this plan write WISH, or call
the Boiling Company.
The Station that never out-promises
. . . BUT ALWAYS OUT-PERFORMS

WIS
INDIANAPOLIS

WHOT — South Bend
WA N E - Fort Wayne
WHBU — Anderson

1310 KC
Represented Nationally by The BOLUNG COMPANY
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RHODES
PHARMACAL
Cleveland,
of The'''
Clock
on ABC-TV
9:30Co.,tohave
10 p.m.
CT. begins
Agency:sponsorship
O'Neil, Larson
&
McMahon,
Chicago. Wed.,
Products
not been
set.
JENE SALES Corp., Chicago (Jene home permanent, hand lotion), to
sponsor The Paul Dixon Show, Thurs. on ABC-TV, 10-10:30 p.m. (EST),
effective Sept. 27. Agency: Sherwin Robert Rodgers & Assoc., Chicago.
PROM HOME PERMANENT, Chicago, product of Gillette and Toni
Co., is sponsoring Grand Central Station on CBS Sat., 12-12:30 p.m. CDT.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City, N. J. (Amm-i-dent tooth paste), sponsoring Crime with Father, Fri. 9-9:30 p.m., on ABC-TV, starting Oct. 5.
QUALITY
IMPORTERS
Inc., N.filmY.series,
(Welch's
to sponsor
Crusade in the Pacific
documentary
on twoWine)
key stations
of ABCTV. Series to begin on WJZ-TV New York, Tues., Oct. 30, 10-10:30
p.m. EST, and on KECA-TV Hollywood, Thurs., Nov. 1, 8:30-9 p.m.
PST. Agency: Al Paul Lefton Co., N. Y.
LEWIS FOOD Co., L.A. (Dr. Ross Dog and Cat Food), Sept. 23 started
Theatre of Famous Radio Players, Sun 3:30-4 p.m., for 52 weeks on
Columbia Pacific Network. Agency: Rockett-Lauritzen, L. A.
-@(jenctf -Ojajaolntmanti
UTTER-McKINLEY, L. A. (mortuary), names Hixson & Jorgensen, L. A.,
to handle advertising. TV may be used.
PETER FOX BREWING Co., Chicago, names Fletcher D. Richards Co.,
Chicago, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
KYRON FOUNDATION, Chicago (dietary aid), names Simmonds &
Simmonds, same city, to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
ELECTRIC
Corp.,
Paris, Ky., Radio
names and
O'Neil,
Larsonbe
& McMahon, STEAM
Chicago,RADIATOR
to handle its
advertising.
TV will
used. WALTER ZIVI is account executive.
H. L. HUBBELL Mfg. Co.,
(furniture),
Zeeland,7U) Mich., appoints Denman
(Continued
on page
BROADCASTING
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Continuing their successful ownership management policy of WHIM, Providence,
coaches Bob Engles and George Taylor
are getting their new sprinter"^ off to a
flying start. , .

Li Worcester, Mass
1000 watts
1310 kilocycles

^Represented
JROADCASTING

cYlationaUy

• Telecasting

by the 3leadley~^&eed

Company
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feature of the meek
GAS EXPLOSIONS and resultant
fires in Brighton, fashionable Rochester suburb, which blew up 16
homes and damaged 25 others Sept.
21, gave radio and video stations
an opportunity for quick, complete
coverage and public service.
Rochester stations meeting the
challenge were WHAM-AM-TV,
WHEC, WARC, WRNY, WSAY
and WVET.
Immediately following the blast,
all stations threw equipment and
personnel into the disaster area to
gather first-hand stories from the
injured, those who had lost their
homes, witnesses of the explosions
and ityfires,
plus interviews
men brought
in to cope with
with utilthe
emergency. Bulletins calling for
volunteers from defense, policemen
and firemen were aired.
WARC suggested to listeners
they offer shelter for the dispossessed. Three station employes were
on the phone nearly an hour taking
names of persons offering space.
Mrs. David E. Kessler, wife of
the WHAM news director, who
lives in the neighborhood, phoned
the station within two minutes
after the blast occurred. Five
WHAM reporters, two photographers and engineers were on the
scene within an hour and began
feeding running accounts as houses
blew up and caught afire in rapid
succession.
WBEN Buffalo monitored
WHAM and relayed information to
its listeners, it was reported. WSYR
Syracuse had a direct line into
WHAM and recorded WHAM news-

casts. WENY Elmira and WGY
Schenectady by long-distance phone
recorded eye-witness accounts of
Jack
editor. Ross, WHAM night news
WHAM fed a summary to NBC
for use by Morgan Beatty on News
of the World. By coincidence,
Lou Keller, of United Press radio,
was visiting WHAM when the
story broke. Mr. Keller fed reports
to New York from the WHAM news
room.
WHEC, because of the emergency, was permitted to broadcast
direct from the disaster scene using
telephone facilities instead of a
microphone.
Persons in the area were without
power so battery-operated portables
and automobile radios were pressed
into service by those anxious to
know what was happening and
what they were to do next.
WRNY's news editor, W. Eccles
Huff, fed
on-the-spot
ments and bulletins
to theannouncestation
all afternoon, airing requests and
instructions to persons in the
stricken area to remain outside
their homes and for outsiders to
keep
from theeachscene.
WSAYawaydiscussed
demolished
house with
owneralsoand broadcast
eye-witnesses. Theitsstation
emergency announcements.
The WVET newsroom sent a runstory to United
Press andIt also
the
Mutualning network
newsrooms.
sent eye-witness reports by telephone recording to MBS for newsreel programs and to WEBR Buffalo.

STED
ERE'RE
INT
IF YOU
IN RESULTS.,

Be Spot-wise!
And You'll Find
That WISN's New
Fall Line-up Is Your
Best Bet For Real
Results in Milwaukee,
i
I
I
I
vour KATZ Man
Can Give You The
Cold Facts That Will
Produce Hot Sales
For You.
l
ou'll Like Doing
x
BusinessWithWISN.

J$?

strictly business

a certai
DATEPrincofeton
ON YaleTHE-Penncrewn
race, determination was
etched on the faces of the Yale
men as they prepared for their
gruelimenngbut task.
one. That is, on all crewTheodore W. Griggs was assigned
to the observation train because of
injuries. With him on the train
were radio and press representatives.
Unexpectedly, however, at a hectic point during the race, a harried
announcer stuck his microphone in
young Griggs' face and desperately
exclaimed, "Here, you broadcast
theThat
race."was Mr. Griggs' dynamic
introduction
to radio and he has
had more than a passive interest
(Continued on page 52)
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According to an independent survey made
by students at North Dakota Agricultural
College, 17 out of 18 families within a
90-mile radius of Fargo prefer WDAY to
any other station. 3,969 farm families in
the rich Red River Valley were asked "To
what radio station does your family listen
most?" 78.6% said WD AY, with the next
station getting only 4.4%!
Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers credit WDAY
with much the same overwhelming

popularity
"in three
town".major
Despite
the fact
that
the other
networks
are
represented with local studios, WDAY
consistently gets a 3-to-l greater Share of
Audience than all other Fargo-Moorhead
stations combined!
WDAY is one of America's great radio
buys, serving
one ofdirect
America's
markets.
Write
or askgreatFreefarm&
Peters for all the facts on WDAY and
the rich Red River Valley!

WDAY
• NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
•fe&tpp FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

500 wattscomplete
VHF (£RP
to500-watt
2 lew) This
is a control-room
set-up—
withrange,
an The
RCA»/jarrangement,
transmitter,
booth, and
film facilities.
and an RCAannounce
5-bay
Super
Turnstile
Antenna,
provides
up
to
2
kw
ERP*— gets you
on the air for minimum outlay.

ts

H

ft

Wt

Ob

-plan

kw VHF antenna,
(ERP range,this 10plant
to TOO
kw) Using
a100UO-kw"
and
aTOIr high-gain
provides
up toduring
kw,network
ERP.
includes
film offacilities
torandbreaks
andusually
'•pot-,
.shows.
Stations
this
class
larger
have
srudio
facilities, along with program switching equipment (not shown).

to

ri/p

pwe
nyTV

Jora

These models represent seven typical TV transmitter room arrangements for various power
classes -from 500 watts to 200 kw, ERP*. They
include the film equipment required for spot,
station breaks, and network operation. They
show the basic or minimum facilities you need to
go "on the air" for a given power. The set-ups are
worked out in accordance with tried-and-proved
operating procedure and provide a handy means
for estimating your space requirements. There is
ample leeway to meet the particular needs of
every station.
Your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative is
ready
to give
planning
throughout
youryou
station!
By all help
means,like'this—
call him.
*EfFecHve radiated power

RADIO CORPORATION a/ AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN N.J.

WEEKDAY HOOPERS
Shreveport City Zone
12:00 Noon to 6:00 P. M.

it's

easy,
WHEN
YOU

KNOW

mo

J95J

March-April*

HOW!

KWKH

31.7

KWKH

41.6

^\^R^Oq

B" 26.8
KWKH
*B* 21.3

45.3

JL HIS chart shows that KWKH led the Weekday-Afternoon Shreveport Hooper parade for March and April of
1949, 1950 and 19511
Yes, and look at the margin of superiority. In 1949 KWKH
got 6.7% more listeners than our nearest competition. By
1950 we were getting 55.2% more listeners. In 1951 we
were 112.7% ahead of Station "B" — or fifteen times as great
a "plurality" as in 19491
But KWKH is 50,000 watts— gets 89% of its listeners
outside Shreveport. BMB Report No. 2 gives KWKH a
Daytime Audience of 303,230 families in 87 Louisiana,
Arkansas and Texas counties. 64% of these families listen
to KWKH "6 or 7 days weekly"!
What other facts would you like? Your Branham representative has them!

KWKH
BMB COUNTIES
Study No. 2
Spring, 194*

*latest available at press time

KWKH

SHREVEPORT
50,000

Watts

•

CBS

•

€ LOUISIANA

^£±L£ry
vArW
Henry Clay, General Manager

I
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SPAC

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

May Get Study Tuesday

ANBC
REAPPRAISAL'RE-EVALUATION'
of the network over the weekend and that he
ments, isfar-ranging. Among the
rates of NBC Radio
affiliates, fol- doubted the final draft could be subjects which have been specified
into shape for presenta- are sales policies and methods, netlowed by "appropriate adjust- whipped
tion to SPAC before Tuesday.
work operations and programming,
ments," loomed as a possibility
The SPAC meeting opens today in addition to the rate question.
last
week
as
the
network's
Basic
Economic Committee convened to and probably will extend through
It is also known that NBC, not
review what is described as the Thursday, it was indicated — an- alone
among the networks, feels
other sign of the magnitude of that radio
first fundamental re-evaluation of
must conform to changradio in a quarter-century [Broad- the project.
ing times.
casting •Telecasting, Sept. 24].
Both network officials and affiliWilliam S. Hedges, NBC vice
ates'
on the rigid
eco- president in charge of integrated
Some affiliates' rates would be
nomic representatives
committee are keeping
adjusted upward, some downward,
services, voiced such views in a
some not at all if the plan is put silence on the details of the study, speech 10 days ago when he told a
determined to unveil it BMI program clinic at Rochester
into effect, it was reliably predict- patently
first to SPAC and then to affiliates that "there can be no doubt that
ed on the basis of early develop- generally.
The possibility of some broadcasting is undergoing a revoments in the meeting, the commit- public statement
by the network
tee's third.
lution" and that "radio must learn
following
SPAC's
session was fore- to roll with the punches and to beAlthough the formula for adjustseen,
however.
come flexible and adaptable if it is
ments was not revealed — and indeed apparently was yet to be fully
The study, by NBC's own state- to have a prosperous future"
determined as Broadcasting •
Telecasting went to press — the
plan which appeared most likely in
the Thursday and Friday sessions
Covers
was reported to use radio coverage BILL Of RIGHTS
rather than so-called TV inroads
as a primary base, with TV among
NATION'S COURTS last working without precedent to guide
other factors to be taken into con- THE
requiring imrecognized for the first time him in amediatesituation
sideration "further down the line." week
action, handed down his
American homes deSome affiliate representatives that 41pend million
historic
ruling
after
Aswho have become conversant with news. on radio as a basic source of
bury Park Press and hearing
its affiliated
the plan said they did not expect
station,
WJLK,
challenge
the
Thirty years after the birth of council's denial of broadcast priviloud repercussions such as oc- commercial
broadcasting, an arm
curred, for example, when NBC of the judiciary
leges as a denial of constitutional
— the New Jersey
vainly undertook to force evening
Superior Court- — handed down a rights.
rate atesreductions
upon
radio
affiliHis
decision, handed down late
in TV markets.
decision
recognizing
quicklyand aroused
lel position
with theradio's
press paralas a Monday,
wide
interest
brought nationmany
Some Boosts Seen,
primary, and certainly the fastest
These executives expressed the means of reporting current history. letters and telegrams of congratulation to Ernest Lass, general manview that
affiliates'evening
networkas
Coming on the eve of the 162d
ager of Asbury Park Press, and
rates
would some
be boosted,
of
the
Constitution's
Thomas
B. McTighe, station manwell as daytime, but there was no anniversary
Bill of Rights, the decision was the
ager. Among them were messages
public indication of what percent- first to establish radio's right to from NARTB
Board Chairman Jusage would fall into this favored report a governmental proceeding.
class.
tin Miller, New Jersey Assn. of
The
unprecedented
decision
put
Broadcasters
and
National Assn. of
It was not felt, as of Friday, into an official court order the
. that any change would be recom- claim made unsuccessfully for dec- Radio News Directors.
Radio News
mended in the formula by which
ades by broadcasters
the network compensates affiliates that the
In essence Judge Schettino held
Bill of Rightsthemselves
provisions—
for carrying network programs.
protecting freedom of speech and that radio news broadcasting comes
It was emphasized that the rate the press also apply to broadcast- within the basic meaning of the
development was only a part of the
under the Bill of Rights.
ing, a mechanical development the press
The cause of action developed
network's and its committee's re- writers of the Constitution could
when the council called a Sept. 25
ap raisal of the radio picture, not foresee.
which is slated to be presented to
In holding that the Asbury Park hearing on an ordinance imposing
to 3% luxury tax on lodging,
NBC's Stations Planning and Ad- (N. J.) city council had violated up
visory Committee this week.
freedom of the press by refusing amusements and beverages sold
over
a bar. This type of tax was
The fluid state of the study, in- to allow broadcast of a tax hear- authorized
years ago by the
sofar as final conclusions and proing, the court applied federal and state as an several
aid to resort cities.
posals are concerned, was indicat- state constitutional protection to
Asbury Park Press had favored
ed by a high network official when broadcasting, and to television by
the tax in its columns. The station
he said the economic committee's inference.
sessions probably would continue
Judge C. Thomas Schettino, had broadcast tax programs beBROADCASTING • Telecasting

[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept.
24]. said:
He also
"The point I want to leave with
you is that in changing times such
as these, network radio cannot be
frozen to old patterns of operations
which were developed in a different
advertising
gear itself to new era.
types Itof must
opportunities
not only for its own preservation
but for the preservation of other
forms of broadcasting which are
Unless broadcasters
reckon with
dependent
on it."
the "significant changes" which are
taking ditions
placeaffecting
"in radio,"
the economic
conMr. Hedges
said, these changes "can prove faRadio, Court Holds
cause of intense local interest in
the subject.
The Tuesday afternoon hearing
pickuptal."was the first ever attempted
by WJLK
from the
council
hearing
time
most officials
ofchamthe
councilber. Bymembers
and city
had abandoned their hostility to
the broadcast.
When the council hearing opened
Tuesday afternoon, Mayor George
A. Smock II awaited the on-the-air
signal from Tom Birckhead, WJLK
news director, and Frank Huber,
chief engineer, seated in a corner.
Abraham Frankel, city attorney,
had asked station personnel not to
run around the room asking names.
mikes These
were used,
oneTwoin desk
the aisle.
pickedwithup
the entire proceedings. About 35
persons attended the hearing.
WJLK reported most of the city
tuned into the hearing broadcast.
The hours.
hearing lasted a little over
two
The council voted 4-0 to adopt
the tax resolution, which goes to a
general election Nov. 6.
Legal forces were set in motion
Sept. 21 when the Asbury Park
Press and WJLK along with John
J. McKeon Sr., local grocer acting
as a citizen and taxpayer, asked the
court to direct the city to show
cause why the broadcast should
not be permitted.
At the(Continued
Monday argument
in Freeon page 32)
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Now Turns on Magazines
ANA
SPOTLIGHT
Besides the 26-week radio series
over-all
TELEVISION— despite the adver- dominant
left with
the impression
viewer. should scheduled to start on CBS Radio in
tising history it has made during be Robert
November,
plans three
Saudek,
director
of
TV
the past year — received what many and radio for the Ford Foundation, separate halfthe-hourgroup
TV series of 13
delegates considered surprisingly
shows
each.
little attention at the annual meet- explained the Foundation's TV
ing of the Assn. of National Adver- workshop, operating on a $1,200,000
Reporting on a survey of mem• Telecastbers'
availableSchachte,
magatisers' annual meeting in New grant ing,[Broadcasting
Aug. 20]. Stating his belief
zine opinions
research,onHenry
York's Plaza Hotel from Monday
through Wednesday last week.
that "the two dynamic forces of chairman of the magazine commitInstead of raising a clamor about business and government" deserve
tee, confirmed
"the long-felt
when they are workradio, as the group sometimes did encouragement
more
and better
magazineneed"
reing together, he explained that the for
in the past, the association heard
search.
a call for more explicit research workshop was a practical way to
A survey — with 153 answers
solve problems.
on magazines.
Programs dealing with one or from the 300 companies in the
Major event for broadcasters ocgroup — showed that only
curred during the closed business more of the Foundation's five areas magazine
1% considered present information,
session Monday when Paul B. West, will be filmed in advance and of- supplied
Mr. NUNN
by publishers themselves,
fered for commercial sponsorship
president, issued an expected but
unscheduled statement concerning on a non-profit basis.
as "very reliable"; 67% found
magazines' self-analyses "fairly
controversial ANA reports on telereliable,"
28% and
foundthethem
somevision's effects on radio listening.
times reliable
remaining
At the same closed session, Wesliable.thought them generally unre4%
morticians y
ley I. Nunn, advertising manager
for Standard Oil Co. of Indiana,
The needs in magazine research
was elected chairman of the board
were cited as: (1) To find the total
I? ANNUAL CONVENTION Y
of directors to succeed Albert
people
a magazine reaches, (2) to
Brown, vice president of advertisfind
how
many peopleof— undupliing and public relations for Best
cated
—
a
combination
two or
Foods Inc., who automatically bemore publications meet, (3) to
comes adirector for the next year.
measure duplication for use in conMr. West, who has served as ANA
centrated coverage, and (4) to find
president Since 1932, was reelected
the basic characteristics of the
to that office, and J. Ward Maurer,
audience
of
each magazine.
director of advertising for the WildReorganization of Advertising
root Co., was named vice chairman
Research Foundation, New York,
of the board. New officers will serve
to allow membership for and para one-year term.
ticipation byadvertisers, agencies,
Election of Directors
and media, was revealed WednesDirectors, elected for three years,
day
by
H.
M. Warren, chairman.
include William H. Collins, Dravo
The organization has expanded
Corp.; E. G. Gerbic, Johnson &
its
cooperative
research facilities
Johnson; David W. Tibbott, New
so it can perform five major funcEngland Mutual Life Insurance Co.;
tions:
(1)
To
supervise
conduct of
A. S. Dempewolff, Celanese Corp.
research studies of general subof America; Paul Willis, Carnation
scriber
interest,
(2)
to
review
and
Co. B. R. Donaldson of Ford Motor
appraise media research reports for
Co. was re-elected for one year.
subscribers, (3) to offer general
Other major events included a
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix advisory facilities to media subforecast that 1952 advertising
scribers, (4) to continue superbudgets will approximate the 1951
(Continued on page 113)
'Gentlemen, I have sad news. Radio is very much alive!"
level, a report on planning TV commercials, anexplanation of the Ford
Foundation's nouncemTV
workshop, an-by
ent of reorganization
Advertising Research Foundation,
and a speech on communist propaRadi° Rqtes
Says No Pressurezines and°n
S had been
SW
Hottelet.ganda techniques by CBS's Dick DENYING
newspapers, for example,
WESTthat AN
the ANA
hadER
as
they
in
past
surveys,
on those of radio. Evidence
Andrew Heiskell, publisher of
Mr. West said. Their answers also than
action that could "prop- confirmed
Life magazine, addressing the 450 taken any
the radio and television bearing on these trends has been
as advertiser
delegates from 250 companies at pressureerly" beonconstrued
radiot i rates,
Associa- committee's
judgment,
added,on called to [members'] attention . . .
the opening session Monday, asked,
o n President
that there was
need forhedata
as Useit became
available."
"IsAnswering
reading obsolete?"
of the studies,
Mr. West reitlistening
trends.
Paul
B.
West
isthe question, he said
erated, is left entirely to member
sued a statement
The
reports
were
inaugurated,
all new media are complementary
at
a
closed
ANA
companies.
The
committee
acknowlMr. West explained, after thorough
rather than mutually exclusive.
business session consideration
that it had no legitimate
by the Radio and TV concern edgedwith
Horace S. Schwerin, president of
negotiations
radio
Monday to ex- Steering Committee, in line with rates, he explained, when iton stated
the Schwerin Research Corp., told
plainversial
the controthe
association's
traditional
practhe
group
"there
is
a
staggering
three rethe first orreport,
individual
amount of waste in the field of TV
tice of supplying
members with
in- inadvertiser
trade "no
group
should
ports about the
formation on significant
trends.
commercials . . . most of it avoidattempt
to
dictate
to
the
radio sta"Impact
of
TeleThe association
had
previously
isable." His topic was "How to Invision
on
Radio
tions
and
networks
a
formula
for
sued circulation and cost studies of
crease the Efficiency of TV ComMr. West
other media, including the recent pricing
radio
time."
ANA
ViceI.
mercials."
Listening"
President
and
General
Counsel
• magazine studies, report on busi- W. Digges, followed and approved
In planning a commercial, he ad- Telecasting, Sept.[Broadcasting
10].
vised that objectives be defined by
ness publications, and analysis of
legality as well as the business
Opinion that nighttime rates local and national newspaper rates, the
considering (1) what brand name
Should be remembered, (2) what would require adjustment if ad- he pointed out. "The ANA," Mr. justification of this service at every
vertisers
were
to
continue
to
use
stage,
he added. of the report was
major ideas viewers should asso- radio was expressed individually by West esaffirmed,
less inter-on
Construction
ted in the effect"is ofnotelevision
ciate with each name, (3) which
(Continued on page 113)
ideas should be believed, (4) what radio-using ANA members, polled the advertising audiences of magaBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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EACH WEEK ADULTS IN 3500 SAMPLE HOMES SPEND . . .
^ 164,200 Hours Hearing Radio
^ 87,600 Hours Seeing Television
IMPACT!
^ 55,200 Hours Reading Newspapers
By DR. RAYMOND A. KEMPER
were randomly selected.
RAYMOND A. KEMPER ASSOCIATES
Proportional
of households were chosen,numbers
at random,
from
MORE people are listening to radio HERE'S COMPARABLE RESEARCH that shows how radio,
over more sets in more Louisville- newspapers,
each of the 52 small towns and vilmagazines
fare
in
a
television
area.
No
matter
in the surveyed area. The
market homes and automobiles, how you juggle the figures of this independently conducted urban lageshouseholds
were chosen, at
than ever before. And, in terms of
comparative circulation, Louisville survey of the Louisville market, you can't escape these facts: random, from 40 neighborhood
sampling areas — proportional
radio still leads its closest comand racial dis-to
peting media by wide margins.
RADIO papers
IS BIG.
It's magazines,
installed in 9878%;
% ofand
all homes
while37%.
news- the socio-economic
t
r
i
b
u
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
the
population
— of
reach 95%,
television,
These conclusions are clearly
urban Louisville, Jeffersonville
drawn from the results of a mar(Ind.),
New
Albany
(Ind.),
Inket-area research, recently comIS ACCESSIBLE. It goes where other media don't.
(Ky.), St. Matthews
pleted by Raymond A. Kemper RADIO
Some 66.1% of all radio sets are in places where no TV re- (Ky.) dianandHillsAudubon
Park
(Ky.).
ceivers are available, and 44.5% of all radio sets operate in
Associates, which involved comPractically everyone in the Louisprehensive personal interviews with
ville market is reached by radio!
the adult heads of 3,500 urban, places newspapers and magazines are not commonly read.
Of the 3500 households in our
town and farm families within the RADIO COMMANDS ATTENTION. Adults spend more time
60-miles-of-Louisville area.
97.8%
more
listening to radio than to watching television and reading sample,
in-the-home
radiohave
sets. oneWe orfound:
When the statistical results were newspapers
combined.
dio-equipped.
98.3%
of
the
URBAN
homes
are
raprojectedlation toof approximately
cover the total313,700
popudio-equipped.
97.3% of the TOWN homes are rafamilies presently in the marketdio-equipped.
96.1% of the FARM homes are raii area, we found:
was designed to truly represent the
549,000 in-the-home radio sets
vision,
as
well
as
radio)
was
so
deAnd supplementing this com306,800 homes with one, or more,
total population of families living
prehensive in-the-home coverage,
signed as to de-emphasize the speci- within
in-the-home radio sets
we
found that 40.9% of the market
the
60-miles-of-Louisville
fic-research
purpose.
territory.
150,000 homes with more than one
families have at least one radioObviously, many aspects of the
in-the-home radio sets
To select the proportional farm- equipped car or truck. Urban famcomprehensive
bodyof ofthe data
col- family
128,300 radio-equipped
lected in the course
research
segment of the sample, we
ilies, though they average fewer
and trucks automobiles
de- cars, have a higher proportion of
132,700 homes with radio sets in are of specific interest to the spon- first subdivided
tailed map of theanareaup-to-date
by plotting
their vehicles equipped with radio
sor alone, and are not published
adult's
bedrooms
104,200 homes
concentric circles at 15-, 30-, receivers. This analysis shows:
Certain of the findings, how- three
kitchenswith radio sets in here. ever,
and 60-mile intervals from the 44% of the URBAN families have
may be of interest to other center
cars.
25,700 homes with radio sets in broadcasters.
of urban Louisville. In turn, radio-equipped
36% of the cars.
TOWN families have
children's
segments were frac- radio-equipped
In general, we found that radio these circular
309,900 radio
sets inbedrooms
rooms (and
tionated into quadrants, and 36 radio-equipped
37% of the cars.
FARM families have
gives
the
Louisville-market
cars) where newspaper still
areas'
— three from
each
and magazine reading is merchandiser much more mileage 'sampling
We
wanted
to
know, as a matter
of
the
12
territorial
segments
for his advertising dollar than had
improbable
were selected. In each of these of course, something of the com460,200 radio sets in rooms (and been generally supposed. For —smaller
parable
reach
of
the three major
sampling
areas,
a
proporcars) where televiewing example, in each 1000-household
tional number of bona fide farms contenders for radio's title — newsis impossible
segment
of
the
Louisville
market
15,575,600 adult-hours of radio listen- there are about:
nationally-circulated magazinespapers,
and television.
ing during the 7-day week
sample,
1,750
radio orsets;more, inOf
the
3500
households in the
978 in-the-home
homes
with
one,
Though the research was sponthe-home sets;
sored by WAVE, local NBC affi478 homes
with more
the-home
sets; than one in98%
have
one
or
liate, we were not interested in
in their homes. more RADIO sets
409 radio-equipped
cars and
trucks;
conducting a mere inter-station
95% regularly receive one or more
423 homes
with sets in adult's
bedrooms;
"popularity contest." We were not
NEWSPAPERS.
332 homes with sets in kitchens;
I needed
out to "prove"
anything!
Our
client
78% regularly receive one or more
MAGAZINES.
facts — circulation facts,
82 homes
with sets in children's
bedrooms;
program-interest and program988
radio
sets
in
rooms
and
places
37%
have TELEVISION sets.
preference facts, facts about the
where zinenewspaper
and magaWhen we considered the results
reading
is improbable;
audience attitudes toward present1,467
radio
sets
in
rooms
and
places
in
terms
of the types of families,
sible;
day radio practices and policies,
where televiewing is imposwe
found
that the
and so on — to guide in the formuhomes-reached
was proportions-oflower among
47,970 adult-hourstening spent
in radio7 -day
lislation of future operational plans.
during a typical
week!
TOWN
and
FARM
householdsInterviewing, which was comlower,
that
is,
except
in the case
Specifically,
we
needed
answers
pleted between June 1 and June
of
radio!
17 of this year, was restricted to to questions such as these:
What is radio's circulation in
% OF BYURBAN
HOMESMEDIA
REACHED
a single adult respondent from
VARIOUS
each of the 3500 households in the
today's
- market?
How manyLouisville
market homes
and
Radio
98.3%
sample. Only adult respondents
automobiles are radioNewspapers
98.2%
were interviewed and, wherever
Magazines
84.7%
equipped?
With
how
many
rapossible, the male head of the
Television
47.3%
dio
sets?
Just
how
much
time
family was contacted. The 30
AUTHOR
of
radio
and
television
staare
Louisville-market
adults
%
OF
TOWN
HOMES
REACHED
male and female college-student
surveys. Dr. Raymond A.
now
97.3%
interviewers (all of them paid memdio? spending listening to ra- Kemper tions'
has been active initiating Radio
93.4%
bers of our research staff) are
carrying through a variety of Newspapers
Circulation-wise, how are ra- and
Magazines
thoroughly trained researchers with
research and public opinion Television 66.1%
22.4%
dio's competitors faring in this market
considerable survey experience.
market?
surveys in Louisville since 1948. Dr. % OF FARM HOMES REACHED
The respondent was given no
Kemper
is
professor
of
industrial
What is radio's future in this
96.1%
positive indication of the specific
market, and how may pro- psychology at the U. of Louisville Radio
87.7%
nature of the study, nor was he told
and holds directorship of the insti- Newspapers
Magazines
64.4%
gramming
best
be
'tailored'
to fit that future?
the name of the sponsor. The
Television
21.5%
tution's
Psychological
Services
Center.
comprehensive question - schedule
Early this year, he formed his own
The
3500-household
'probability
And (Continued
radio reaches
those 40)
hard-to-.
(which included questions relating sample' — selected from 128 urban, public relations and market research
on page
fo newspapers, magazines and tele- town and farm 'sampling areas' —
organization.
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Due to Rate Cuts
AUG. NETWORK
GROSS
DOWN
6%
ABC
TABLE II
EFFECT of the rate cuts for naTABLE RADIO
I
May
January
NETWORK
NBC
MBS
CBS
tional radio network time intro1951
February
Aug. 1950
Aug. 1951
duced in July by CBS and NBC is ABC
$1,542,887
4,731
,626
$5,215,947
March
1,426,705
$ 4,455,528
2,210,352
$ 4,644,066
2,258,244
evident in the table of gross time CBS
1 ,648,006
2,891 ,339
5,085,636
1 ,329,375
NBC
1,090,222
April
$6,849,462*
4,897,882
$3,099,418*
June
sales for August and January- MBS
1
,539,801
4,566,293
2,702,721
*
3,808,906
6,16,808,938*
1 1 ,346*
1,510,818
5,329,752
2,720,268
August, this year and last, of the
1,191,691
4,739,193
1 ,347,841
$12,558,825
$11,804,161
4,401
,797reported.
four nationwide networks released Total
2,980,183*
Jan. -Aug. * Indicates revised figures
from those previously
Jan.
-Aug.
6,502,009*
6,760,750*
2,996,143*
1950
by Publishers Information Bureau ABC
6,216,255*
1951
2,270,078*
TABLE III
for publication today (Monday). CBS
comparable savings
in network time
$ 21,870,502
$ 23,999,013
48,106,085
45,218,878
3,728,687*
Combined network total for August MBS
costs as of the same date, these TOP 10 RADIO JULY
NETWORK
11,537,124
10,641,066
1951 ADVERTISERScuts
are
not
reflected
in
the
PIB
1951 is 6% below that for August NBC
41 ,931 ,767
37,537,629
& Gamble Co
$962,088
the ABC and Mutual de- 1.2. Procter
1950, while the eight-month comTotal $119,051,340
$121,790,724 records as ductions
Miles Labs
589,325
bined gross for this year is down
are made through disGeneral Mills
471,888
counts in net payments and not 3.4. American
only 2.2% from the 1950 level.
Home
Products
449,888
billings
when
many
sponthrough
changes
in
gross
rates
such
Individually, CBS gross time network
5.
Philip
Morris
374,277
sors take a summer hiatus for their as were made by CBS and NBC. 6. Lever Bros Co
370,329
sales in August of this year were
Drug
Inc
358,681
— ofpulled
the July
gross A special notice, repeated fre- 7.8. Sterling
off 4.1% from August 1950 and programs
William
Wrigley
Jr.
Co
355,303
time
sales
the
four
nationwide
quently throughout the PIB July 9. Liggett & Myors
NBC suffered a decline of 16.6% radio networks down 21.1% from
345,280
10. Schenley Industries Inc
312,536
ABC and MBS reductions were their June total, according to the report, reads:
made as discounts on net and not
* * *
"According
to theforpractice
which
has followed
many years,
cuts in gross billings and therefore PIB's compilation of advertisers' PIB
the network to the advertiser
are not reflected in the PIB figures time.
expenditures "for radio network the program values shown in the whenever earned.
service are gross, based on one(see explanation below).
in July, CBS and NBC
time network or station rates cur- have"Starting
Combined gross of the four netABC for August shows a decline
reduced their gross time rates
was reported by PIB as
rently in effect. Such a practice has
of 2.2% from August of last year totaling works$11,738,585
necessarily
been
adopted
since
PIB
by
approximately
this reducin
July,
comwhile Mutual shows an increase of
tion has been put 10%;
into effect
on all
totals are accumulated on a calenpared with $14,872,111 in June.
22%. PIB breakdown is shown in
programs
appearing
on
these
two
While
ABC
and
MBS
also
gave
dar
year
basis,
while
cash
and
Table I.
(Continued
on
page
111)
Gross time sales for the previous advertisers using their networks frequency discounts are credited by
seven months, January through
TABLE IV
July, were also tabulated by PIB
TOP RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUP FOR JULYBurton-Dixie
1951 Corp.
(Table II).
Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
Household Furnishings
Agriculture
&
Farming
36,110
120,600
U. S. Steel Corp.
Industrial Materials
Rate reductions put into effect Apparel,
Footwear
&
106,667
Accessories
Prudential Ins. Co. of Am.
July 1 by NBC and CBS— added Automotive,
Auto.
Access.
&
Jewelry,
Optical Goods & Longii -Wittnauer Watch Co.
to the normal let-down in radio
Firestone Tire & Rubber
Equip.
Cameras
Aviation,
Office Equip., Writing Sup& Equip.Aviation Access.
sories plies, Stationery & AccesSchenley
IndustriesCo.)
Beer, Wine & Liquor
ZIV SHOWS IN N.Y.
312,536 Political
(Blatz Brewing
Materials, Equip. & Johns-Manville Corp.
WNBC Buys Four Bldg.Fixtures
Publishing
Media
Book Associates
107,681 Radios, TV & Sets,
PhonoWrigley Jr. Co.
SALE of exclusive New York Confectionery & Soft Drinks Wm.
355,303
American Telephone & Telegraph 75,857
mengraphs,
ts & Access.
Musical Instru- RCA
Services
rights to the Frederic W. Ziv Co.'s Consumer
Miles Labs
Stores & Direct By Dr. Hiss Shoes, Inc.
589,325 Retail
& Remedies
top four transcribed radio pack- Drugs
Mail
1,185
Entertainment
&
Amuse374,277
ments
ages to NBC's WNBC
Smoking Materials Philip Morris Co.
612,657
was announced
last weekNew byYork
the Food & Food Products
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
Procter
&
Gamble
Co.
Ziv company.
Gasoline,
Lubricants & Standard Oil Co. of Indii
Sporting Goods & Toys
Other Fuels
The four properties are Bright
Toiletries & Toilet Goods Gillette Safety Razor Co.
Star, featuring Irene Dunne and Horticulture
Transportation,
Hotels & Ass'n. of American Railroads 102,004
Philco Corp.
Fred MacMurray; Bold Venture,
76,118
Resorts
Miscellaneous
American Federation of Labor
with Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Source: Publishe Information Bureau
Bacall; Favorite Story, with Ronald Colman and Guy Lombardo
TABLE V
Show. The contracts are for 52
weeks.
Jan-July
Ted Cott, WNBC general man1951 July 1950
ager, said acquisition of the four
Agriculture & Farming
packages represents an important
491
,497 146,855
Apparel, Footwear
& Accessories
7,260
$ 2,558,290
380,219
Automotive,
Auto. Access.
& Equip.
forward mentstep
in WNBC's
developand
makes
top-budgeted
Aviation,
Avia'n.
Access.
&
Equip.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
2,092,669
shows available to local advertisers
816,118 $109,174
Bldg. Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
614,281
110,655
Confectionery
at "realistic prices."
Consumer Service& Soft Drinks
10,890
3,760,879
122,400
12,600
Bold Venture already has been
14,035,917
1,831,447
Drugs
&
Remedies
Entertainment
& Amusements
re-sold by WNBC to Omnyl PharFood & FoodLubricants
Products
26,156,661 276,127
604,230
31 ,560 2,224,200
macal
Co.'s page
Nu-Pax,
Gasoline,
& Other Fuels
3,463,554
909,518
Horticulture
(see story
44). to start Oct. 21
86,394
Household
Equipment
&
Supplies
223,543
991,519
573,639
1,665,019
Negotiations for the properties
5,775
Household
Furnishings
213,492
1,410
25,500
120,600
Industrial Materials
1,210,715 119,279
were conducted by Mr. Cott -for
72,410
255,668
1,841
,280
WNBC and by vice president
691
,430
43,296
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
&
Cameras
80,325
Herbert Gordon for Ziv.
Office Equip., Writing Supplies,
Stationery & Accessories
389,292
Strietmann Biscuit Co. of Cin- NEW HALF-HOUR Ziv series. Bright Political
204,172
19,650
Star,
is
sold
by
R.
Main
Morris
(c),
Publishing
MediaPhonographs,
cinnati, subsidiary of United Bis- assistant manager, KLZ Denver, to Radios, TV & Sets,
cuit Co. of America, has signed for the Central Bank & Trust Co. of that Musical Instruments
&
Access.
1,535,475
84,120
236,181
52 weeks of Bright Star. Firm will
Retail Stores & Direct By Mail
1,554,182
26,154
Materials & Polishes
sponsor the Irene Dunne-Fred Mac- city for Monday night airing. Curt Smoking
1,631
1,185 12,520,143
10,851,043
199,290
,374,892
Cleansers
2,902,031
Murray series over WWNC, Ashe- Freiberger (I), head of Denver agency Soaps,
Sporting
Goods
&
Toys
,062,771
208,974
& Toilet Goods
ville, N. C; WHIS Bluefield, N. bearing his name which handles the Toiletries
88,343
547,263
,604,449
,352,013
C; WMFD Wilmington, N. C; bank account, examines promotion Transportation,
99,724
Miscellaneous Hotels & Resorts
WDBJ Roanoke, Va.; and WWOD Jm material with Max Brooks (r),
$11,738,585
$107,237,361 $1,454,493
4,628 $15,432,288
bank vice president.
Lynchburg, Va.
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AHEAD
LOOKS
SARNOFF
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, the pictures became dimmer in- special camera placed in front of
stead of brighter. What is needed the kinescope photographs the proRCA board chairman, last Thursday celebrated his completion of
gram on motion picture film. But
a truesecond
amplifier
of light
itself."
Sarnoff
request,
for
45 years in radio by asking RCA is The
is costly, time-conresearch scientists to make three a "Videograph" which would re- that technique
suming and limited. The pictures
new inventions before his 50th
cord
TV's
picture
signals
on
an
pass
through
all
the possible
ards of the television
system hazand
radio anniversary five years hence. inexpensive tape in the same way
that sound is now recorded on discs then through all the photographic
Praising
their
past
achievements, Gen. Sarnoff called on the or tape, would provide a permanent process with its possible degradascientists to invent an electronic record for reproduction at any
. As a result,
the recorded picturetionssuffers
in quality.
tit "^T
amplifier for light for television, time and place.
a television picture recorder and
"The television art needs an elec"In contrast with present kinetronic recorder of television pic- scopic
an electronic air-conditioner for
recordings on film," Gen.
home use.
ture signals," Gen. Sarnoff stated.
out,of"the
This three-fold challenge was de- "Today, when a television program Sarnoff pointed
recording
the instanactual
livered following a luncheon in is recorded, the pictures pass from television taneous
picture
signals
tape
the camera through the major por- would be more economical,on would
Gen.
Sarnoff's
honor
held
at
the
tion of the television system and
RCA Labs in Princeton, which
were officially re-named the "David first reproduce the picture on the save time in processing and would
Sarnoff Research Center" at that face of a kinescope. Another and simplify certain problems of distime. A bronze plaque was preGen. SARNOFF
sented by Gano Dunn, president,
J. G. White Engineering Corp.,
tribution. Also, it would solve the
and an RCA
America's Leaders Salute Gen. Sarnoff
national time-zone problem in telescription reads:director. Plaque's incasting. Any number of copies of
Congratulations on your 45 years of great achievements in the
"Commemorating the 45th annisuch tapes could be made instanfield
of
radio,
television
and
electronics.
Through
your
leadership
v
e
r
s
a
r
y
o
f
David
Sarnoff's
entry
and copies could
be pre-or
in American industrial life and in science you have contributed
into the field of radio on Sept. 30,
servedtanforeouslyhistoric
reference
immensely to the growth of America and its preeminence in com1906, this plaque is dedicated by
munications. It isbe most
therefore
RCA Laborahis associates in the Radio Corp.
The "Electronair," final request
tories at Princeton
namedfitting
the David
SarnoffthatResearch
Center
of America as a symbol of their
other
of theuse."
RCA chairman, was enesteem and admiration.
and I extend to you and your staff of scientists my warm wishes
visaged as a small, inexpensive
for
continued
progress.
"As a pioneer
of wireless, tohe has
home air conditioner that would fit
contributed
immeasurably
the
Harry
S.
Truman
any
room
operate
development of radio, television
President of the United States.
lessly,andwithoutwould
moving
parts,noise-by
and electronics as new services to
tubes tionorof electrons
possibly inthrough
the nation and to the American
I have just learned that on Thursday you will celebrate the 45th
solids. the acpeople.
anniversary on your entrance into the radio industry. My heartNoting
recent
applications
of
iest
congratulations
to
you.
"A creative
of progress
the discovery that electrons will
endowed
with acrusader
penetrating
vision,
Throughout your years of service you have been a vital and imagiwork
in
cold
solids
as
well
as
in
David Sarnoff has continually led
native foi-ce in the
of radio.
heated vacuum tubes, Gen. Sarnoff
the way across new frontiers in
your leadership
and development
genius radio andhas expansion
grown from
a very Under
small
said:
"Electrons
in
solids
offer
trebeginning until today it serves as an integral part of our daily
science, art and industry to make
mendous possibilities and I bid you
the universe vibrant with internalives bringing to all of us the best in entertainment, public service
tional communications.
harnessfort' them
work in 'solid
and the tremendous news events of these times. May your anniinstead
ofto subjecting
themcom-to
versary be a very happy one indeed and may you continue to
"These
laboratories,
the RCA
red hot heat. Indeed, cold electrons
Victor
plants,
the RCA world-wide
guide
RCA
for
many
years
to
come.
are a great challenge, the promise
radio cricuits and the NBC radioThomas E. Dewey
of which is already manifested in
television networks, symbolize his
Governor
of
State
of
New
York.
tiny transistors,
being and
defaith in science, his constructive
veloped for use asnowdetectors
planning and enduring achieveOther messages were received from Frank B. Folsom, RCA
amplifiers
in
radio,
wire
and
cable
ments.
communications.
president, now on a visit to Rome; Owen D. Young, first chair"David Sarnoff's work, leaderman of the Board of RCA; John T. Cahill, RCA director and
"You have succeeded in throwing
ship
and
genius
comprise
radio's
general
counsel,
who
was
in
Washington
appearing
before
the
away the spinning wheels in telepreeminent record of the past, teleSenate Judiciary Committee on the nomination of Frieda B. Henn," he declared,
I amin
vision's and
brilliant aperformance
nock, FCC Commissioner, to a Federal District Court Judgeship in
sure that visioyou
will also"and
succeed
the present,
rich legacy ofin
New York.
discarding the wheels and noise
communications for the future."
In tists
asking
research
scienin air-conditioners."
for the RCA's
three new
inventions,
Gen. Sarnoff said that he was fully
aware of the challenge to their in"but I know that
you you
can
solve thegenuity,problems
because
have an enviable record of accomProtests Funds
on^ tent in offering
plishment in science."
D
free time or space.
dio S
programs slated to OW
get under
— way
NSE media A
The electronic
amplifier of light, AMERICAN
DEFEadvertising
Furthermore,
spokesmen pointed
this
month.
He
planned
to
urge
radio
and
televiwhich would provide brighter, and sion—particularly
last week stood before the outright cuts in radio funds when out, the military has received
clearer projected pictures for both
matter comes before a joint "good returns" from money spent
home and theatre TV, giving a bar of Congressional opinion on the
conference commit- thus far on radio-TV.
the
issue
of funds for military re- Senate-House
"big-looker" to television compartee
momentarily. .
Sen. O'Mahoney's concerted move
cruiting activities.
able to radio's "loud-speaker," was
Spokesmen
for
both the Army the past two weeks, born of a
The controversy joined a fort- and Air Force indicated,
tilted "Magnalux" by Gen. Sarnoff.
sudden inclination for economy, is
however,
night
of
Senatorial
onslaughts
on
"A produce
true photo-amplifier
that the wisdom of allowing the Dept. that both branches would proceed directed primarily at radio and telcould
bigger and brighter
evision. Allowing these funds, he
pictures in fine detail would greatly of Defense adequate monies to with their network radio plans in told Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
radio, TV and other media pursuit of a "vigorous recruitment
advance television in the home," he finance
would
"not
be an effective and efactivities
for
the
new
fiscal
year,
program
through
voluntary
means
said. "It is also needed for theatres which began last July 1.
ficient
way
of
spending
the taxpayand industrial purposes. The presalready
authorized
by Congress."
The view
of the military
tradiers' money."
Leading the attack was Sen.
ently known optical systems canWith
respect
to
other
media
tional y has been that it would sinot accomplish it. We can, of
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), who
the Senatoron said
he36)would
phon paid funds to those media funds,(Continued
course, enlarge pictures optically, Joseph
protested
the
expenditure
of
nearpage
but in the process light is lost and
ly $1 million for three network ra- which cooperate to the greatest exOctober 1, 1951 • Page 27
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Tax Relief Defended
EXCESS PROFITS
By Senate Group
PROPONENTS of excess profits tax "relief," backed up by radio and
TV-conscious ministration
legislators,
stalwarts lastsurvived
week. a series of Senate line bucks by adIf the defending bloc can continue to withstand any last-minute athigher broadcasters
tax rate and *
to knocktempts to get
out a relief,
can hope the revenue bill will not
beconference.
too cut-up in joint Senate-House
The key bout for those who supported the relief formula, as reported by the Senate Finance Committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 24, 17], occurred last
Tuesday. A faction led by Sen.
Joseph
failed thatC. dayO'Mahoney
in attempts (D-Wyo.)
to throw
out a series of relief provisions for
new businesses and others hit hardest by the Excess Profits Tax Act.
One of these provisions is a new
relief formula written into the proposed revenue act by the Senate Man who helped prod action on
committee.
excess profits reliefis Sen.
for TV
Frearbroad(I),
This
section would
permit
TV broadcasters
to use
theirradioown who talkscasters in Senate
about his model bill with
earnings or the industry rate of Bob Kelly, his administrative assistant.
return for computing their tax. The
* * *
longer established broadcaster
would benefit from the first method ting concerned about growing com— thatings ofas a using
panies "which can charge $735 a
base. his firm's own earnSen. Millikin answered in
The model bill (S 1861) that minute."
served as the basis for the com- part that television broadcasters
mittee's action was offered by Sen. are making money, "but they did
J. Allen Frear (D-Del.) [Broad- not make money during the base
(1946-1949
inclusive)."that the
casting • Telecasting, Aug. 6, years
To bolster
his argument
July 30, 23].
television industry does not need
relief, Sen. O'Mahoney produced an
Humphrey's Support
"Fabulous Upswing in TV
Unexpected support for the radio- article,
which appeared in the
TV industry came from an admin- Billings,"
Sept.
8
The article
istration stalwart, Sen. Hubert H. described TVthe Digest.
climb of gross sales
Humphrey (D-Minn.), and repeated among TV stations.
critic of the Senate Finance Commit e bil .
Sen. Humphrey came to the industry's defense during debate
Sept. 21. Pointing out the television
industry
"did not
get JACK M. DRAUGHON, manager
started until within
the really
past three
and co-owner of WSIX-AM-FM
or four years," the Senator said: Nashville,
died Thursday morning
"In that area I would surely rec- after an extended
illness. He was
ognize that one would have to adjust the base . . . because of its 54 years old and he had suffered
limited experience with the eco- two years from a heart affliction.
nomic market."
Mr. Draughon entered broadcastHe then outlined the "two favoring over two decades ago with his
able alternatives in computing its younger
brother, Louis. He was a
nationally-known
figure
average
earnings
credit"
—
apply
to
the total radio-TV assets the radio and had taken an industry
active part in
assets alone or apply an industry many of radio's important events.
rate of return alone on total of all
The Draughons started WSIX in
assets.
Springfield, Tenn., about
Vote in the Senate defeating Sen. 251927milesat from
a sideline to their oilNashville,
and tireasbusiness
O'Mahoney
's
move
to
chuck
out
relief provisions was a steamrolling interests. They moved the local
70-to-15.
Nashville in 1937 and reCo-captains of the defending outlet toceived aregional
grant, 5 kw 980
forces were Sens. Walter F. George kc, in 1941.
(D-Ga.), chairman of the finance
Jack
Draughon
congroup,
fined to his bed muchhad ofbeen
the time
Col.). and Eugene D. Millikin (It- since the
summer of 1949, but had
Sen. O'Mahoney shared the spot- remained active in management of
light for the administration group,
until recently. He lived on
which tried to boost the $5% billion WSIX
Draughon farm properrevenue measure closer to President one ofties the
outside Springfield. Before beTruman's
request
for
a
$10
billion
coming
had commuted
tax program, with Sens. Paul H. to the stationbedfastinheNashville.
Douglas (D-Ill.) and Herbert H.
The
Draughons
had
applied for
Lehman (D-N. Y.).
TV some years ago but their appliDuring
debate,
Sen.
O'Mahoney
cation was caught in the FCC
said the country seemed to be getPage 28 • October 1, 1951

Sen. Millikin summed up the TV
broadcasters' plight, saying the
question
"how to provide
kind
of awas
constructive
base to some
take
care of that business and other new
businesses which had no fair base
period against which to relate their
so-called
Summaryexcess
of theprofits."
TV industry position was given on the Senate floor
by Sen. George. He said it was
"indisputable" that pioneering com"suffered1946
heavythrough
losses" 1949.
during thepaniesyears
"The fact that these losses would
be suffered was clearly envisioned
by these companies, but they had
courage and foresight to see that
television broadcasting would eventually become a profitable busines ," he said.
Radio Income
The Senator said now that the
businesspaniesisfind that
profitable,
they not"these
only comhave
no normal earnings credit . . . but
even their normal base period income from radio broadcasting . . .
during the base period has been
reduced below the normal level by
the base period television broadcasting losses." showed the SenSen.ate, inO'Mahoney
opening debate
Sept. 21 on
tax-relief provisions, a letter from
the Treasury Dept. that attacked
these sections. However, Sen.
George reminded the Wyoming Senator that "Mr. Lynch does not make
the
of thesigned
Treasury
Dept."
(Thepolicies
letter was
by Thomas
counsel.)
J. Lynch, the Treasury's general
It was predicted that with a tax
speed-up in the Senate, the bill
may go ference
to joint
sometimeSenate-House
this week. con-

CITRUS BUDGET
Radio-TV Portion Doubled
RADIO-TV budget of the Florida
Citrus Commission for the citrus
season just getting under way will
be more
than doubled, it was learned last week.
Figures were to be released geny in a radio
dayeralbetween
Ralphinterview
Henry, yesteracting
advertising manager for the citrus
commission, and Jack Forshew,
Lakeland, Fla., manager for J.
Walter Thompson Co., commission
agency.
.
agencyadvertising
will place during
$2 million
in The
consumer
the
upcoming season. Of this $585,000
is to bevision as compared
spent in radio
and teleto $213,000
last
Local radio spots will be used on
43 stations in 32 markets. Video
spots and participation shows will
year.used on 25 stations in 17 marbe
kets. All the markets are in the
northeastern and north central sections of the country.
Interview between Messrs. Forshew and Henry was to take place
during a 15-minute weekly public
service feature entitled, Citrus Mutual Calling. The program was
carried over 12 Florida radio stations in the citrus belt.
TV Demonstrative
"We've found this year that TV
particularly gives us an opportunity todo something with Florida
citrus that makes a natural sale,
we feel, and that is the ability of
TV to take the product into the
home and show a demonstration of
the
said. product in use," Mr. Forshew
"That's been a very costly operation with actual
explained.
"Now people
with TVbefore,"
we havehe
the opportunity to do it. And all
three citrus products lend themselves very well to have these home
economists, who have their following in how to prepare tonight's
meal orderfultomorrow's
a won-to
job in showingmeal,themdo how
prepare citrus in many delightful

dishes."
COCA-COLA
ADDS
Also Considers TV
COCA-COLA Co., New York,through D'Arcy Adv. Co., New
York,
will sponsor
an additional
radio show
and is contemplating
adding another TV program to its
present radio and TV schedule.
The new program in radio will
feature Mario Lanza (summer replacement on the Edgar Bergen
Mr. DRAUGHON
show) on Monday, 10-10:30 p.m.,
on NBC Radio. Coca-Cola also will
freeze. Louis Draughon has been retain
the Show
Edgar onBergCBSen-Charlie
in active charge of the station McCarthy
Radio,
since camehisacute. brother's condition be- Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m.
This
week
a
kinescope
will
Funeral services were held Fri- made of the Andre Kostelanetzbe
day afternoon from the First
and a decision is expected
Methodist Church of Springfield. program
a fortnight as to whether
Surviving are his widow, Nancy, within
the soft drink firm will underwrite
and a daughter, Jacqueline.
the show.
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Edward R. Murrow,
ona*
a regular
RULES
governing
of secur' said
CUR
S by release
NEW
ity information
all'SE
government
CBS ITY
Radio newscast,
that the
departments, agencies and em- President's order "represents a real
ployes, handed down Tuesday by loss in the freedom we are preparPresident Truman, quickly drew
Lateing to defend."
Thursday President Truman
protest from news media on the
ground that censorship would de- ordered Office of Price Stabilization
velop.
to kill a news ban by which OPS
President Truman explained the directed employes not to disclose
action standardizes the classifica- news embarrassing to the agency.
tion system now used in the De- OPS Director Michael DiSalle was
quoted the
as saying
he knew nothing
_ fense and State Depts. He cau- about
OPS order.
tioned government officials against
Associated Press Managing Ediexercise of censorship and predicted more, instead of less, governtors' Assn.,
meeting
San Franment information will become availcisco
Wednesday,
voicedat alarm
over
the Presidential mandate. Kent
able to the public.
Taking an opposite stand, the Cooper, AP executive director, in
American Society of Newspaper referring to the order said, "I'm
Editors made public its reasons for really alarmed by what is being
objecting, based on a review of the done to cover up mistakes in public
information order last summer.
This position was laid out in a let- office."
James S. Pope, Louisville Courter sent July 10 to Joseph Short,
ier-Journal managing editor and
White House information secretary. chairman of the ASNE's freedom
Many capital newsmen expressed of information committee, joined
fear the standardized security sys- James R. Wiggins, managing editor of the Washington Post, in urgtem would cause government officials to assume censorship powers
ing fortsthatto editors
their efmeet themobilize
restrictions
on
and
to
"clam
up"
when
asked
for
information.
been committed "Many
in the crimes
name ofhave
seThe Radio Correspondents Assn. information.
is expected to take up the matter
curity," Mr. Wiggins reminded.
at its next meeting, scheduled in
On Capitol Hill four Republican Senators criticized the inforabouters avoiced
fortnight.
Some
newscastmation order. Sen. Francis Case
individual concern lest
enforcement of the rules bring (R-S. D.) asked newsmen to tell
about a degree of censorship despite him of any attempt by federal agenWhite House disclaimers.
cies to suppress news.

Back fro Standard
ALL networks were slated
to follow the calendar and
switch back to standard time
«
Sen. George* D. »-*■
Aiken (R-Vt.)
with opening programs yessaid
would beis made
"very tosurprised"
terday (Sunday). Those havif no heattempt
use the
ing daylight saving time
regulations to cover up mistakes.
playback
for
Sen. Owen Brewster (R-Me.) foretranscribedplans,
repeatscalling
one hour
later than actual broadcasts,
saw "an almost inevitable tendency
cancelled the operation after
to
cover E.up Ferguson
mistakes" (R-Mich.)
and Sen.
Homer
Saturday night signoffs.
feared the order would prevent
"legitimate news from getting out
interest arises only at the point
of The
departments
the government."
National ofAssembly
for the where information is classified so as
Advancement of Public Relations, to deny public access.
We which
strongly
opposedesignates
an executive
of Washington, called on the Pres- order
formally
each
ident to name a five-man review
agency an auboard to provide necessary safe- head of athoritgovernment
information as
guards and serve best interests of injurious toy to classify
national security, withthe nation. President of NAAPR
out definition of what breaches nais Bernard Tassler, managing editional
security,
without appeal or
tor of the American Federationist, review. We feelandthat
the net effect
monthly AFL magazine.
of this executive order would be to
formalize
the
suppression
of much
David Lawrence Suggestion
news to which the public is entitled.
David Lawrence, syndicated colSigning the letter for ASNE
suggested thatontherelations
"Iron were Alexander F. Jones, president;
Curtain" umnist,
has descended
B.
McKelway, James S. Pope,
between the executive branch of the JackM. H.
Lockhart and Walker
government and the outside world. Stone.
He
contended
the
Administration's
After being informed of the Tuespolitical appointees will decide what
day order Mr. Jones, executive
is or is not security information.
editor ofsaid.the Syracuse HeraldHe regretted no system of check- Journal,
ing against abuse was created.
ANPA's opposition said in part:
"Any time you give a government department head authority to
We recognize
are some which
categories of officialthere
information
classify
as top secret on a
affect military security and therefore security material
basis you are placing a
should be withheld from all except
(Continued
on
page 38)
responsible government officers. Our

Danger Signals in the Name of Security
an editorial
PRESIDENT TRUMAN last week issued a meeting itself and not just to the details of No trade magazine to our knowledge has camthe discussion.
paigned more steadily against government
directive which, however well intended, cannot
control over information than this journal
result in anything but hopeless confusion
Aside from errors in judgment that are in- has.
But
when national security is involved,
among executive
agencies
of
the
federal
govtable in the exists
President's
system of secreternment as to what constitutes releasable news
as it is today, and when an attempt to prokeeping, evithere
an opportunity,
which
tect it is made in a form that virtually guarand what should be withheld on grounds of some will see as an invitation, for government
antees failure, we feel the only thing to do is
security.
officials to use these powers as a means of
to put the censoring power in the hands of
The President told the agencies to adopt
improving their own status. In the constant
people who will use it with discretion.
uniform safeguards to prevent valuable intel- jockeying for position that goes on in WashAn Office of Censorship should be recreated.
ligence from leaking to enemies. But he left it
ington, Department Chief A might very well
Its chief should be a man of unassailable proup to each to make its own decisions about
find it convenient to conceal news permanently
experience in news and should report
what to tell and what to keep to itself.
or until its disclosure gave him a tactical ad- directly tofessional
the President. His staff should be
vantage in whatever intramural vendetta he
No working newsman who has had experidrawn from the better news brains in broadence with government agencies will venture to happened to be conducting against Department
casting and the press.
Chief B.
hope
that thispurpose
plan willof achieve
President's
Now we do not mean to imply that there is
announced
keepingthesecrets
from
Only that kind of an organization is compeour enemies on the one hand and keeping the no need to establish a system of preventtent to reconcile the news media's avidity for
ing critical intelligence from reaching the
U. S. public informed on the other.
the government's characteristic parenemy. Quite obviously, as long as the U. S. news andtiality to concealment.
Even if every government official dealing
Byron Price, now depwith this question makes an honest effort to is confronted by a hostile alliance as big and
uty
director
general of UN, performed exemtreacherous as the Soviet, the U. S. will have
be objective — a condition without precedent,
plary
service
during
World
War II as director
secrets
it
must
keep.
we must forlornly point out — there will still
of censorship, working voluntarily with press
the system of protecting security must
be wide discrepancies in judgment among de- be But
and
radio
without
a
single
untoward
incident.
orderly and must guarantee the disclosure
partments. The working newsman may expect
No American newsman likes censorship. But
to the U. S. public of the absolute maximum
to encounter silence in one agency and garneither does any responsible human like war
rulity in another on the same story.
information consistent with the nation's
Among all agencies, moreover, there will be of
welfare. The President's system assures nei- moment.
or what passes for "peace" at this chaotic
ther.
an irresistible tendency to withhold informaWhat is needed is a reactivation of the Oftion concerning which officials have the slightIf censorship over government news must
fice of Censorship that functioned during
est doubt.
An example
sort ofwhen
bureaucome, as we believe it must, it should be adcratic decision
occurred oflastthisMarch
the World War II.
ministered bypeople who understand its inWe are aware that on the surface it may
FCC classified as "restricted" a conference on
herent evils and who will not attempt to
seem strange that this publication advocates
defense planning to which every broadcaster
perpetuate
it or their administration beyond
the
formation
of
any
government
agency
in
in the U. S. was invited. Mind you, the "rethe limits of the present emergency.
stricted" label applied to the calling of the whose title the word "censorship" appears.
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Three Other Stations
File for Transfer
KVER SOLD
SALE of KVER Albuquerque, N. M, for $80,000 to Mrs. Helen Price,
Washington and Atlantic City, was reported last week. Transaction
is subject to FCC approval.
Transfer applications were filed also with the Commission last week
for WGAD Gadsden, Ala.; WJHO
Opelika, Ala.; KWRN Reno, Nev. HAID TO WSPD
FCC granted final approval to
Succeeds Flanagan As Mgr.
transfers of the following stations : APPOINTMENT
of Allen L. Haid,
KOLT Scottsbluff, Neb.; WREVAM-FM Reidsville, N. C; WHLN manager of Fort Cincinnati,
Industry's WSAIas
Harlan, Ky.; WNVA Norton, Va.
manager of the
and others. (Details in Fee Roundup, page 111).
c o m p a n y's
KVER licensee, Westernair Inc.,
WSPD-AM-FMTV
Detroit was
will sell the station to Mrs. Price
announced last
and Bert Arnold, an active broadweek. In his new
caster. He has been with WFLA
Tampa, WQAM Miami, WGR Bufpost
Mr. E.HaidY.
succeeds
falo, N. Y., and other stations.
Blackburn-Hamilton Co. handled
Flanigan, who
the KVER sale.
died in late AuW. Curtis DeLamar, publisher of
Mr. Haid
gust• Telecast[Broadcastthe Gadsden (Ala.) Times, filed to
inging,
Sept. 3].
buy WGAD there from General
Glenn Jackson, program director
Newspapers Inc. for $46,000. He
of the WSPD properties, was
is applying
Goosa Broadcasting Co.,through
a corporation
owned named vice president and general
60% by him, 30% by his wife and manager of WMMN, the Fort Industry station at Fairmont, W. Va.
10% by his daughter.
J. Robert Kerns, manager of
Owners of WJHO Opelika, Ala.,
goes to WSAI as vice
requested permission to sell one- WMMN,
and managing director.
fourth interest to Miles H. Fergu- president
The changes were announced by
son, local business man, for $7,500 Richard
Jones,
Fort Industry vice
plus. Present partners are Yetta
G. Samford, C. S. Shealy and Ai- president in charge of the comleen M. Samford, executrix of the
northern district. The new
estate of Thomas D. Samford, Jr., WSPD pany's
manager is a former manager of WMMN who moved into
deceased. The partnershsip does
business as Opelika-Auburn Broad- the WSAI managership when Fort
casting Co.
acquired that station earlier this year.
A veteran broadcaster, Donald Industry
W. Reynolds, filed to purchase
50% interest in KWRN Reno,
Nev., from Kenyon Brown for Halley Speaks
§1,250. Mr. Reynolds is majority RUDOLPH HALLEY, prosecutor
owner of KFSA-AM-FM Fort of the former Kefauver Committee
Smith and KBRS Springdale, Ark. and Liberal Party candidate for
He also holds interest in TV appli- president of the New York City
cations for Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Council, will address the first lunchLas Vegas, Little Rock and Erie,
eon meeting of the 1951-52 season
Pa. He is part owner of KHBG of the Radio Executives Club of
Okmulgee, Okla., KAKE Wichita, New
Oct. 4, at the WaldorfAstoriaYork,Hotel.
Kan., and WIKK Erie.

SPEAKERS at the up-state New York BMI program clinic
in Rochester, Sept. 20 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept.
24], include (seated, I to r): Ken Sparnon, BMI field representative for New York state and clinic chairman; E.
R. Vadeboncoeur, vice president and general manager,
WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse; Dr. Howard Hanson, Eastman
School of Music, Rochester; Carl Haverlin, BMI president;
William A. Fay, vice president and general manager
WHAM-AM-TV Rochester, director of NARTB District 2
and chairman, Up-State N. Y. Broadcasters Committee;
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upcoming
NARTB DISTRICT
Dates Bist. Hotel
Oct.
Utah
4-6
Davenport
Beverly
11-12
Clift Hotel
8-9
15-16
Hills
St. Charles
13 Shamrock
Nov.
1-2 57 Seelbach
Soreno
8-9
12-13
31 William
15-16
Somerset Penn

City
MEETINGS
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Spokane
Los
Angeles
New
HoustonOrleans
St.
Petersburg
Louisville
Pittsburgh

Oct.Standards
2-3: NARTB
Television Program
Committee
Meeting,
Hdqrs., Washington.
Oct.NARTB
4-5:
Kentucky
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Hotel
Beecher,
Somerset,
Ky.
Oct. 4-5: Continental Adv. Agency
Network,
19th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.
Oct.Federation
5-7: Second
District Sterling
Meeting, Hotel,
Adv.
of America,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
Oct. 7-9: Tenth District Meeting, Adv.
FederationHotel,
of America, WashingtonOct.Youree
12-13:
AlabamaShreveport,
BroadcastersLa. Assn.,
U.
of
Alabama,
Tuscaloosa.
Oct. 15-16: Boston
Conference
Distribution, 23d Annual Forum,on Hotel
Statler, Boston.
Oct.& Television
15-19: Society
of
Motion
Picture
Engineers Convention,
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
Oct.
18-19: NorthFall Carolina
Assn. of
Broadcasters,
Meeting,
Park
Hotel, Asheville,
N. C. Battery
Oct. 18-20:
AAAA
Pacific
Council
Annual Meeting,
Coronado,
Calif. Hotel del Coronado,
AMA Cites NBC
AMERICAN Medical Assn. recently bestowed a citation upon
NBC in "appreciation of cordial
cooperation and effective teamwork
in
health education
Presentation
was made atby theradio."
close
of Worthy of His Hire, an NBC
radio documentary about employment of the physically handicapped, broadcast Sept. 23. Award
was made by Dr. W. W. Bauer of
AMA and was accepted by Niles
Trammell, chairman of the NBC
board.

AD ALLOWANCES
Proposal Preserves
WATERED-DOWN
minorityPower
proposal, which would preserve most
ofallowable
the administration's
advertising powers
costs, over
was
contained in legislation marking
time in the Senate last week.
The minority substitute was offered by Sen. Homer Capehart
(R-Ind.), author of the original
formula, and three GOP colleagues,
and represented
noticeable
drawal from the aposition
theywithhad
taken earlier.
The
new
administration
proposal1
was outlined in a report filed with
the upper chamber last week
Authorities say it would restrict
the number of manufacturers who
could apply for price boosts under
a "financial hardship" clause, and
permit the President to set un
elastic ceilings for allowable advertising, selling, labor and other costs
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 24].
The new Capehart plan goes
along with the administration pitch
in these details, but sets aside
exceptions which would:
(1) Require the President
through zatiothe
Officeregulations
of Price Stabilin to issue
within
60 days and mandate a complete
revision of all price levels.
date(2) ofEmploy
July 26a mandatory
in allowancecutoff
for
sellers' increased costs in ceiling
price
(3) levels.
Allow a manufacturer, proces or, or industrial service establishment to apply for an increased
price ceiling beyond July 26 if he is
paying increased labor costs bethat date.
The yondbill
(S 2170) was reported
last Monday by the Senate Banking & Currency Committee. The
minority substitute (S 2155), inSept. 21,JohnalsoW. was
coauthored bytroducedSens.
Bricker
(R-Ohio),
Everett
Dirksen
(R-Ill.)
and Andrew F. Sehoeppel (RKans.). The full committee earlier
had adopted the administration
plan,
CBS 9-4.BONUS
Add Three in Idaho
ADDITION of three new CBS radio bonus affiliates in Idaho
[Closed Circuit,
17] wastoday
announced last week,Sept.effective
(Monday).
They
are:
KID
Idaho
Falls, on 1350 kc with 5 kw day
and 500 w night, owned by Idaho
Radio Corp. with C. N. Layne as
general manager; KEYY Pocatello, on 1240 kc with 250 w fulltime, owned by Radio & Television
Broadcasting Co. of Idaho with
Clayton S. Hale as general manager, and KVMV Twin Falls, on
1450 kc with 250 w fulltime, owned
by Radio Sales Corp. with Arch
L. Madsen as general manager.
KID and KEYY will be bonus to
KSL, CBS radio affiliate in Salt
Lake City, and KVMV will be
bonus to KDSH Boise, Ida. Addito 203. tions bring CBS Radio affiliates

William S. Hedges, NBC vice president; Jack Knabb, Jack
Knabb Adv., Rochester. Standing, Merl Galusha, supervisor, farm broadcasting, WGY Schenectady; Earl Kelly,
manager, WWNY Watertown; Milton Slater, program
director, WCAX Burlington, Vt.; W. Harold Moon, assistant general manager, BMI Canada, Toronto; Murray
Arnold, program manager, WIP Philadelphia; Russell Sanjek, director of special projects, BMI New York; Glenn
Dolberg, BMI director of station relations; W. Robert
Rich, program director, WBEN Buffalo.
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Heatin^ Resume Tomorrow
POST
K
NOC
HEN
BEHIND
closed
doors, the Senate Judiciary Committee resumes hear- of a new type of camera. Introduced in evidence was Judge Coron theCourt,
nomination
Frieda B.of Hennock
be a ings
judgetomorrow
of the(Tuesday)
U. S. District
Southernof District
New York.';o
opinion deciding
Hearings were prolonged because of time consumed by opposition against nelius
MissSmyth's
Hennock.
Others said to be ready to testify
witnesses and by frequent inter- confirmation, it was Said.
in support include: Louis S. Posner,
uptions of legislative activity on
A full committee, under the former vice chairman, New York
the floor of the Senate.
chairmanship
of
Sen.
Pat
McCarThe executive session was a deState Mortgage Assn.; Jacob Holtzran (D-Nev.), attended the ses- man, member, New York State
parture for the committee which
sions. It was reported that Sen. Board of Regents; and Judge Agnes
normally holds such meetings in
Robert C. Hendrickson (R-N. J.) Craig, New Yourk City Municipal
the presence of the public and led
the forces supporting Miss Hen- Court. A number of women's bar
newsmen.
associations from the New York
nock's nomination.
It consumed all day Thursday
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D- City area had representatives at
■and was put over until tomorrow
the Capitol. They also may testify.
Wash.),
also
a
member
of
the
Sen■■after two witnesses testified Friate Interstate & Foreign Com- Some women's bar groups from the
day.
area have endorsed her nomination.
merce
Committee,
said
he
wanted
According to a source close to
hear both sides before taking a
It was understood that the Fedi the proceedings it was indicated toposition
on
the
nomination.
And,
Bar Assn. of New York, New
E that some members of the commit- he added, he thought that was the Jerseyeral and
is on record
» tee feel the opposition may be way
in
favor
of Connecticut
Miss Hennock.
all
the
Senators
felt
about
it.
i Senate
scoring action.
at least a long delay in any
Sen. Magnuson also indicated
Earlier in the week, Miss Hennock received backing from AttorIt was even speculated that the that certain
"legal cases" were discus ed in committee.
ney General J. Howard McGrath
■ committee may stretch hearings out
It was reported that one matter who said the Dept. of Justice
and possibly sit on the nomination injected
into the proceedings was a would support the nomination
j thus setting up a recess appoint- lawsuit Miss
filed against "completely." He said she was
d ment by the President. If this Julius Silver,Hennock
who was her law "eminently qualified" for the
, materialized,
confirmation
proceedpartner
from
1927
to
1934.
It was judgeship.
ings would be put off for some further reported that the case
The Attorney General thus added
in5: lays
months.
Because
of
continued
dev
o
l
v
e
d
a
dispute
over
an
agreement
his
voice
who
in committee, the proceeding dissolving the partnership.
flatly
statedto atthea President's,
news conference
J the
has Senate
entered rush
what toisadjourn.
fast becoming
Also involved were royalties Miss that he was not going to withdraw
he sent to the SenChairman Pat McCarran (D- Hennock was said to have alleged the atenomination
June 12.
j Nev.) virtually decreed secrecy on they were to share from the sale
,|the proceedings
announcing he wouldThursday
not callby Miss
hennock to the stand and that he
New Service Feature
: doubted whether the transcript of
the hearings would be made public.
Added by APS
I However, it is expected that Miss MAKING a sharp departure from established transcription library
Hennock will volunteer testimony practice, Associated
'
TS announced last week its library
'UNIService
1 on her behalf. Sen. McCarran said LIBRARY Program
1 the committee would permit her to has been divided into units which will be leased singly or in combination,
as in policy
toto aswasin the
past. solely
*
' testify. Miss Hennock was present as well new
ofcluding
transcribed
commercials,
inannounced
weather jingles,
time jingles,
\ in the hearing room during the by The
Maurice B. Mitchell, APS vice lead-ins for
26 different types of adver'; birthday.
sessions. Thursday was her 47th president and general manager,
tiserscribed
s, and others,
plus the Available
APS "Tran-at
Sales Meetings."
said a station's individual
a month.
Spokesmen
New ofYork's
legal who
library needs will be substantially $22.50
2. Production
Library
— consists music:
of 247
groups
led theforparade
witnesses
different
cuts
of
production
only factor determining what Bridges, moods, sound effects, stingers,
testifying in opposition to the nom- the
it
buys
from
APS.
interludes, fanfares, modulations, etc.
ination on grounds that Miss HenIf a station needs only popular at $19.50 a month.
nock lacks experience and is not
3. Show from
Medleymajor
Library—
total shows
of 82
tunes, or transcribed commercials, medleys
musical
qualified for a judgeship.
example, it need buy only that (250 selections);
useful as open-end proOnly witness testifying in sup- for
$22.50 a month.
library unit out of the present
Radiograms.Music
Library — composed of
Hennock's
tionport thusof Miss
far was
John T.nominaCahill, library service, Mr. Mitchell ex- 6874. titles
(aside from
in the
popular
concert
and$47.50"bonuses")
standard
RCA director and general counsel. plained.
tion
music
fields.
a month.producThe
decision
to
sell
APS
servMr. Cahill, a former U. S. attorney
5.
Popular
Library—
Total
of
729
different selections in popular dance
ices in units, he said, resulted from
in New York's southern district,
music
fieldreleases
(aside monthly.
from "bonuses"),
inquiries
for
specific
portold newsmen he knew the Com- frequent
plus
new
$39.50
a
rather than the full library. month.
mis ioner as a lawyer and was ap- APS tions
officials feel stations should
To save recoupling costs and keep
pearing on her behalf.
not be "forced" to lease an entire
■»areAmong
who Wayne
may testify
on the the
reFCC those
Chairman
Coy, library in order to get only the prices versedown,
sides of material
discs comprising
they
need.
Comr. Paul A. Walker and possibly parts
new
library
units
may
be
used
With the number of stations "bonuses," whether the reversesas
Comr. Robert F. Jones.
Identified as witnesses Thursday now exceeding 2,000, he explained, are part of the library or not.
were President Whitney Seymour, a large number are "specialist," Index cards for the extra material
Louis M. Loeb, also with law firm emphasizing
programming
spe- are included without extra charge.
cific fields, with
the resultin their
representing New York Times, and
Stations which subscribe to two
Leo Fennelly, all of the, Assn. of library needs center on certain or more of the unit libraries are
types of music rather than allowed a 10% discount on the
the Bar of the City of New York, basic
and Henry Root Stern, New York the full range.
each.
Manythestations,
will This
still costTheof contract
County Lawyers Assn.
is for a minimum
full APShe said,
service.
Appearing Friday in opposition want
of
one
but provisions are
were Howard F. Burns, of Cleve- will larstillAPS beprice.available at the regu- made foryear,
longer station protection
land, chairman of the American
For those who want only parts, up to five years.
Bar
Assn.'s
judiciary
committee,
As
a
special
bonus, APS is ofthe
following
breakdowns
have
and Chester Wood of the New York
ering a collection of Christmas
made : (prices are at one-year carols ffor
State Bar Assn. Still others may been
subscriptions entered
minimum)
-be called tomorrow to argue against
1. Commercial Library — composed by Oct. 15.
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NEW SONG
Meredith
z bydirector
"Zfi
Willson, musical
of
NBC Radio's The Big Show,
titled "Three Chimes of
Silver," has been proclaimed
official song ofcelebration
NBC's 25thby
anniversary
Charles R. Denny, executive
vice president of the network.
BAB EFFORTS
Networks Pledge Support
STATEMENTS of officials of
ABC, ingCBS,
MBS, andof NBC
the objectives
BAB praiswere
released
by
the
radio-promotion
bureau last week on the heels of the
announcement that the networks
and their
stations haveowned-and-operated
signed for membership
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
Sept. 24].
Howard S. Meighan, president of
the
CBS Radio
Division,
said "the
dominance
of the
essential
and
unique values of radio is unchanged.
It is only some of the thinking
about these values which has
shifted. Now that BAB is armed
with funds and backed with the
unified energies of radio broadcasters, I am convinced this thinking
will swing back to its proper perCharles R. Denny, NBC executive vice president,
in
accord
with the said,
aims "We
and are
obspective."
j
e
c
t
i
v
e
s
o
f
BAB
in
its
efforts
bring to the broadcasting industry,to
advertisers, agencies, and the public a complete awareness of radio's economic and social values.
. . . We intend to participate fully
in BAB's activities, not limiting
ourSpeaking
support toforfinancial
ABC, matters."
President
Robert E. Kintner said that "ABC
isthe happy
to
join
BAB
because
results we feel BAB can achieveof
in promoting and publicizing as
well as further developing radio as
the nation'scationslargest
mass communimedium. ABC
has the
strongest possible faith in the future of radio.
. . ." Frank White
Mutual
President
called it "both a privilege and an
obligation for Mutual to lend its
tangible support to the growing
activities of BAB. . . ."
AWRT Meeting
FIRST annual meeting of New
York state chapter of newly organized American Women in Radio
& Television will be held at Hotel
Ten Eyck, Albany, Nov. 17-18.
Two-day convention is slated to include two panel discussions, social
events and business meeting. Jane
Barton, program director, state
radio bureau, Dept. of Commerce,
will serve as chairman, and Beth
Lee, formerly with WPTR Albany,
vice chairman of the convention
committee.
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CENTER OF ATTRACTION for this group of NARTB District 11 delegates was
Alice Kavanaugh, WTCN Minneapolis. Standing (I to r): Dalton LeMasurier,
Harry Hyett, WEAU Eau Claire; F. E. Fitzsimonds, KFYR BisONE-WAY GAZERS at NARTB District 11 meeting included (seated, I to r): KDAL Duluth;
marck; Lee L. Whiting, KEYD Minneapolis; Burt Squire, BMI; Bill Young,
Manny Marget, KVOX Moorhead; Harry W. Linder, KWLM Willmar, district Lang-Worth;
John
Boles, KCJB Minot, N. D. Seated beside Miss Kavanaugh,
director; Oliver Gramling, AP. Standing, S. (Bud) Fantle, KELO Sioux Falls;
Ray Eppel, KORN Mitchell, S. D.
Robert Tincher, WNAX Yankton; Odin Ramsland, KDAL Duluth; Jack
Hardesty, NARTB. District 1 1 met in Minneapolis.
Listener Trends Feature
harm
°^ Permissi°n
Bill of Rioh
**tS to
city officials,couldhe cause
said, nowhereas DISTRICT 12
(District 10 Story onOpening
page 72) Day Talks
(Continued from page 23) lack of permission would do "irhold, N. J., Judge Schettino heard reparable damage."
William B. Novogrod, attorney for Mr. Frankel argued that because TRENDS in listener program choices were reviewed Thursday afterduring the opening day of the NARTB District 12 meeting, held
the .newspaper and station, Mr. the rights of newscasts are not at thenoonBroadview
Hotel, Wichita. The discussion was first of the kind
McKeon,
and City
AttorneytheAbrasettled into hand
law, the
ham Frankel,
representing
city hesitate
down court
a rule.should
He held during the current series of meetings.
*
As in five of the six meetings
council. The court was told several cited decisions in which courts have
ofmechanical
news of public
in- held prior to the District 12 sesV
councilmen had decided they had no held broadcasts of court proceed- dissemination
terest
in
a
manner
sion,
attendance ran ahead of one
objection
broadcast after and
ings referred
are not to"rights"
of stations,
court
actionto wasthe instituted.
the Kefauver
crime
year ago.during
Eighty-three
persons
registered
the opening
day,
which
is
new."
The court noted that the mayor hearings,
Judge Miller said:
compared
to
a
final
registration
I
have
noted
with
very
great
pleasure
80
in
1950.
Total
attendance
for
theof
and
councilmen
perhaps
theSchettino
decision ofofAsbury
Supefearedbea should
Judge not
' Schettino
thequestion
court and satisfaction
rabble meeting would develop
dodge felt
rior
Court
Judge
the
seven
meetings
held
thus
far
this
cause of broadcasting, but later
holding
that thecitypublic
because it was unique. He Park,
is 650,
compared
605 for
entitledN. toJ.,
have
access
councilis year
felt there would be no objection if merely
continued that news broadcasting meetings
through
radio tobroadcasting.
the same
districts
a yearto ago.
the complete proceedings were comeg
within the basic term of that
Judge
Schettino's
decision
recognizes
radio broadcasting, although a
Dr. Forrest L. Whan, U. of
broadcast. Frank L. Wilgus, WJLK .<press» in the federal and state comparatively
recent
scientific neverdevel- Wichita, conducted the session on
news director, said the pickup in- constitutions
nstjust
of public
information,
as important
as any of audience preferences. Dr. Whan
stallation would be simple. Jud Schettino took the position the oldertheloepsmeiinstruments
of
information.
Attorney Novogrod argued that that & fean broadcasts of a b. Here we have a judge with vision, as has iesbeen
conducting
for more
than a audience
decade. studasthe legal
understands
the whole history of democracy is Hc heari Qnwou]d
that
law learning,
is arestated
living,whogrowing
thingto
do irreparable well
which
must
be
from
time
based on keeping the citizens m- ^
Todd Presides
constitutional rights time in terms of varying and changing
formed and said public rights trans- Qf thg to the
problems.
g (Agb
park pregs community
cend all other interests. Granting inc., operating
His decision is a very proper recogJack
Todd,
KAKE Wichita, DisWJLK). He said:
nition of the public's
needradio
and coverdesire
trict 12 director, presided at thie
prT ' v/W
f\ I I TI rDlU IT
®n *nespends
Das'c human
our for accurate,
on-the-spot
Jfc
I
country
millions interest
of dollars
Thursday
Friday
meeting. Thp
age,
and
of
their
right
to
enjoy
all
the
of speech and press which opening morning session
its channels
its publicthe affairs,
Droadcasting through
included
scienceable to and
industry have made availTV Greatest DrOO" civilization,
them.
Voice
of
Haverlin, BMI presiPRODUCTION of radio receivers America to peoples who are slaves in
Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon, talks bydent; Carl
during the declining trend that has suppressed nations,
Oliver Gramling, AP assistmarked the first eight months of Yet, when we have an opportunity Ga., president of National Assn.
manager, and Col.
1951 held up much better than that to do the same to some of our own of Radio News Directors, and Georgeant A.general
Duerr, information
secof TV sets, according to the month- unenlightened local citizens we object Charles McCuen, WTCN Minnetion
headquarters,
Fifth Army.
apolis, NARND news director, con- Robert K. Richards, NARTB public
by Ra- because it new.is something novel or
ly industry report compiled
gratulated WJLK on its fight on affairs director, described the new
dio-Television Mfrs. Assn. something
of free speech.
cit.zenry op-is behalf
local foreign,
, beste^tened
dur3.5%
dropped
.
j
j
j.
j:
the
offense
against
output
Radio
After
the
Mayor Smock NARTB radio-TV operation and
ing the period compared to 13% for presgive thinking and against the lo_ was quoted inhearing
the Press as follows : reviewed
TV sets, RTMA found, amounting cal> state and municlpal corruption
the association's
ment relations
program. govern"WJLK
performed
an
important
to 8,977,232 radio m 1951 compared that has been revealed in our country,
The famed Wichita Kiwanis Glee
to 9,303,000 in the first eight Judge Schettino said he was not public service by bringing the hear- Club
entertained the delegates at
months of last year. TV output unmindful of the need to maintain his ingbelief
to the public."
He emphasized
the broadcast
was a the Thursday
luncheon.
this year reached 3,633,516 sets in decorum at public proceedings,
Resolutions committee named by
eight months compared to 4,184,400 «It is one thing to say a mayor valuable service "because it was a
for the same period
a year ago. and council C£m control the me_ complete
broadcast
the hearing."of Director Todd comprised Fred L.
voiced itsofrecognition
August
Conger, WREN Topeka, chairman;
included 48 - chanicg of a meetin and something theNJBA
importance of the decision. S. Walter
323 radios production
with FM reception
facilelse
KWBW Hutchinson,
to
sa
that
th
haye
a
ri
ht
ities, wath 246,287 TV sets m 1951 ag bHc officialg tQ exdude th Carl Mark, of WTTM Trenton, who and GuyTurner,
Farnsworth, KCRC Enid.
is
NJBA
president,
issued
this
having FM-band tuners.
Television Home Radios Portables Auto Sets statement:
Oklahoma and Kansas state assoJanuary
645,716
750,289
75,294
346,799
ciations reported to the meeting
The decision of Judge Schettino in
February
679,319
764,679
79,859 545,297
437,779
March
(Five
Weeks)
874,634
988,078
147,037
just
before adjournment Thursday
upholding
the
right
of
WJLK
to
April
469,157
619,651
150,494
542,021
broadcast a public council meeting as NARTB started carrying out a
MayJune (Five Weeks)
339,132 581,577
164,171 603,534
affirms the belief held by every broad- membership suggestion that state
326,547
346,135
228,454
July
152,306
184,002
70,538 494,202
293,955
caster
that radio, like
the press,by perAugust
146,705 295,587
77,568
190,252
take part in district meet
forms a function
guaranteed
the groups
ings.
TOTAL
3,633,516 4,529,978
993,415 3,452,839 Constitution.
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Here's what the Regional Sales Director of the Wm. B. Reilly Company (Luzianne Coffee) says about WITH:
During our recent TV-Radio promotion campaign, radio station WITH
produced inquiries at a lower cost than any other media used."
There's just one good reason why: WITH delivers more buying
listeners- per -dollar than any other radio or TV station in town. Let
your Headley-Reed man tell you what WITH

/
&Sfa
j
station

H
T
I MARYLAND
BALTIMORE,
W

TOM TINSLEY, President
ROADCASTING
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can do for you!

■

Represented by HEADLEY-REED
October 1, 1951
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WOR

sell

can

anything

cost

at

less

to

more

more

than
in the

people,

often,

any

United

other

station

States!

WOR can sell automobiles. (Ask Austin of England, Chrysler, Dodge,
Ford, General Motors, Hudson, Willys, etc.)
WOR can sell plays and pictures. (Ask RKO, Paramount,
Loew's, Twentieth Century Fox, United Artists, Universal —
ask anyone in show business.)
WOR can sell beverages. (Ask Krueger, Ruppert, Schaefer, et al)
WOR can sell clothes. (Ask Bond.)
WOR can sell confections and soft drinks. (Ask Peter Paul,
Breyer Ice Cream Co., Life-Savers, Pepsi-Cola, etc.)
WOR can sell food and drugs. (Ask anybody!)

WOR

can

sell . . .

but why go on about a station that has one of the most
remarkable records in all hard-hitting media today.

WOR

can sell anything

at less cost to more
more

often, than

people,

any other

station in the United

States!

WOR picked up hundreds of thousands of new customers for one
client for less than l/2-cem each! That's a fact! Ask the
Hudson Pulp and Paper Co. Or call, write or bicycle over to
— that power-full station at
1440 Broadway, in New York

WOR
LOngacre 4-8000

Defense Ads
(Continued from page 27)
"look into that also." The Navy,
he reported, has received substantial public service on the radio.
Moreover, a number of small stations have notified him that the radio industry allots "millions of dolin freehetime.
The
Army lars"
and annually
Air Force,
indicated,
could follow suit in this regard.
The objecttirades
of Sen.theO'Mahoney's
continuous
past week
have been the Frankie Laine show,
starting on CBS next Sunday (Oct.
7) ; 15-minute programs featuring
Bill Stern on NBC beginning Dec.
1; and the Game of the Week
(football) starting Oct. 13 on ABC.
Of significance is the fact that
funds for these three network
shows were obligated or paid for
under the budget for 1950-51 ending last June 30. A sum of $735,000 is earmarked under a $3.1 million recruiting largesse for radio
and TV during the current fiscal
year ending next June 30. This
figure
would cover
radio-TV
announcements
this only
fall and
next
spring and no programs.
According to Grant Advertising
Inc., Washington, the exact sums
obligated under the old budget are
$434,602 for the Laine show, to run
39 weeks; $254,000 for the Stern
series, scheduled to continue
through the winter months; and
$117,000 for the Game of the Week,
for the duration of the football
season.
Other Shows Named
Other programs cited by the
Senator were the Roller Derby on
ABC and Madison Square Garden
sports events. This series has been
completed.
In expressing his belief that the
network programs are of "doubtful
value,"
was
joinedTheby Wyoming
Sen. HomerDemocrat
E. Ferguson (R-Mich.), who claimed
"there is no rhyme or reason for
this
O'Mahoney
quotedexpenditure."
Rep. GeorgeSen.
D. Mahon
(DTexas), another conferee, as agreeing with him.
Conferees also are certain to
scrutinize monies for newspapers
($525,000 or 25%) and magazines ($420,000 or 20%). Thus,
there may be sentiment also for
cutting printed media funds. Commit e is expected to meet shortly.
Senators sitting in joint conference committee, besides Sen. O'Mahoney, are Sens. Carl Hayden (DAriz.), Richard B. Russell (D-Ga.),
Dennis Chavez (D-N. M.), Harry
Byrd (D-Va.), Styles Bridges (RN. H.), Kenneth Wherry (R-Neb.),
Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.),
and Sen.
Ferguson.
House tomembers include
in addition
Mr.
Mahon, Reps. Harry Sheppard (DCalif.), Robert L. Sikes (D-Fla.),
John J. Riley (D-S. C), Clarence
Cannon (D-Mo.), John Taber (RN. Y.), Richard B. Wigglesworth
(R-Mass.) and Errett P. Scrivner
(R-Kans.).
CBS-Radio carried Lux Radio Theato filmtopindustry
last Mondaytre'swithtributeseven
films previewed.
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CCBA

MEET
Views Sales, Shows
PROGRAMMING and sales dominated the first annual meeting of
the Central Canada Broadcasters
Assn. at Toronto, Sept. 24-25. Some
100 station executives,
stationagency
representatives and advertising
executives attended the meeting at
the Royal York Hotel, under the
chairmanship of Ralph Snelgrove,
CKBB Barrie.
Murray Brown, CFPL London,
was elected president of the CCBA
starting January 1, with J. G. Hyland, CJIC Sault Ste. Marie, as
first vice-president; Frank Ryan,
CFRA Ottawa, second vice-president; Wm. Mitchell, CKCR Kitchener, treasurer; and Bob Lee,
CHUM Toronto, secretary. Representing the CCBA on the CAB
board will be Ken Soble, CHML
Hamilton; Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB
Barrie; and J. A. Dupont, CJDA
Montreal.
The CCBA went on record suggesting to the CAB that Harry
Sedgwick, CFRB Toronto, be made
honorary president of CAB for
life. The meeting also decided to
ask Ontario government authorities to (1) lift restrictions nowj
limiting
beer andstations,
liquor advertising on Ontario
(2) ask
CAB to change number of directors
from 11 to 12 and to serve twoyear terms (3) urge CAB take
steps tolatiosit
on revisionbroadcastof reguns for allin Canadian
ing, and (4) set up CCBA program
exchange and technical committees.

INAUGURAL office
PARTYincluded
held these
Sept. guests
20 at (seated,
opening I toof r):John
Pearson manCo.'s
Minneapolis
JamesE. Bowden,
ager of office; John E. Pearson; Earl Classen, Pillsbury Mills; Willis White,
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. Standing: George Clark, Pearson Chicago office;
Loy Booton, Bruce Brewer Agency, Minneapolis; Robert Spaeth, General Mills;
Dewitt Jones, Leo Burnett Co.
Pratt Soon to Take
Telecommunications
Post
TRUMAN AIDE
FIRST inkling of concrete steps toward forming American policy on
national and international frequency allocations — and particularly on
possible restoration of precious spectrum space to radio-TV broadcasters
— may develop at the government level later this month.
This was seen last week as
Haraden Pratt, vice president of
American Cable & Radio Corp.,
BILL
laid the groundwork in Washing- McFARLAND
Continues Under Study
ton for assumption of his duties as
the
President's telecommunications HOUSE Interstate & Foreign Comadvisor.
merce Committee last week continmarking up the McFarland
Mr. Pratt expects to assume his Bill toued realign
FCC procedures.
responsibilities within the next
At the end of the week, the AIR MUSIC POST
fortnight. He will headquarter in committee was reported to be deep
Patterson Named Counsel
the old State Dept. building, now in the long-contested section that
occupied by the National Security deals with the relationship of the ROBERT P. PATTERSON, former Secretary of War, has been
Resources Board. Mr. Pratt will Commission staff to the members
work with NSRB and the Chief of the Commission.
counsel for Air MuThe McFarland Bill (S 658) namedsic Inc.,general
President Linton Wells is
Executive on international freto
announce
today
(Monday). Air
quency problems and those en- would not permit the Commission
tailed in the allocation as between to consult with any of its prosecu- Music Inc. is associated with Functional Music Inc., Chicago, a Maror investigatory staff when
government and civilian users tory
shall Field enterprise.
its decision in contested
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, making
hearings
on
applications.
Aug. 20, 6].
According to Mr. Wells' announceAlso barred would be conferences
Air Music's
subscribers
include Thehundreds
Nationalof City
between hearing examiners and Bank, ment,
Confer With Truman
Bankers Trust Co., J. Henry
other
FCC
staff
members.
Mr. Pratt probably will confer
These issues in particular, which Schroder Banking Corp., Bowery Savwith Mr. Truman at the outset, have
fire from the FCC Cyanamid
ings Banks,Co.,Readers'
Digest,Co. American
Insurance
of North
once he has cleared routine matters itself, drawn
have been slowing committee America,
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, Ligof setting up shop. He told Broad- progress
gett Drug Co., Sears Roebuck & Co.,
casting •Telecasting last week stood. on the bill, it was under- Gimbel's,
Saks Fifth Avenue, Bulova
he will assume his duties within
Chairman Robert Crosser (D- Watch Co., Central Airlines Terminal,
the next two weeks. He hopes to Ohio),
Loft
Candy
Co., Dun & Bradstreet and
when
questioned
about
the
function with a small staff.
bill last week, said he could not the Boxy Theatre.
speculate
how
much
time
the
comAside from working on governmittee would take in its deliberament-civilian frequency allocation
tions because the measure is so Bowles Approved
problems and international agree- "controversial."
ments, Mr. Pratt will work with
NOMINATION of Chester Bowles
the NSRB on issues touching on
to be Ambassador to India squeezed
Presidential authorization to as- Truman Opens Drive
by a special Senate subcommittee
sign radio frequencies to govern- PRESIDENT TRUMAN was last
The Senators
ment stations without regard to scheduled to make a four-minute voted Wednesday.
3-2 to approve President
address to the nation over the four Truman's nomination. AmbassaFCC's
licensing
regulations
and
to
take over civilian telecommunica- major radio networks and coastdor-designate Bowles is a former
tions facilities, radio and wire, to-coast TV channels at 10:55 p.m. advertising executive and served as
for emergency purposes. These EST last night (Sunday) to launch Governor of Connecticut. He
are posed in Sees. 305 and 606 of the 1951 Red Feather Campaigns started Benton & Bowles with Sen.
of America.
the Communications Act.
William Benton (D-Conn.) in 1929.
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the appointment
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KGGM
5000 watts 610 Kc.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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KVSF
1000 watts 1260 Kc.
Santa Fe, N. M.
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Will Continue Dominant,
Fellows Declares
RADIO
will maintain HOLD
its position as a dominant mass medium of adverRADIO'S
tising, and probably improve this position regardless of development
and expansion of other media, NARTB President Harold E. Fellows
told a joint luncheon of the Omaha Ad Club and NARTB District 10
last Tuesday (see district meeting *— —
story page 72).
Radio's position as the lowest
As late as last summer, Mr. Fel- cost-per-thousand
mass medium is
lows said, 71% of the production of based on its flexibility, intimacy of
America's set manufacturers was approach and speed, he said, adddevoted to building AM and FM
ing that the medium perhaps has
radio sets, with factories finding been derelict in failing to increase
demand far ahead of a year ago. its own rates where such increases
Mr. Fellows aimed several sharp
are justified.
comments at anti-radio elements. certainly
needs nothing today but
Citing figures showing how the the"Radio
confidence
of those who adminnumber of radio stations has
i
s
t
e
r
i
t
s
affairs
such confidence on
tripled in a decade, whereas ad- their part, for —example,
as already
vertising expenditure of the U. S.
has more than doubled in the same has been demonstrated by the lisperiod,dredheTV stations
noted that
over
a
hunto Mr.
are on the air Fellows. tening
"Forpublic,"
out according
of that confidence
in 67 markets. But, he insisted, will grow a new, burning desire to
radio is holding its own in TV make radio an even greater instrumentality than it has proven itself
markets and in some cases is improving its position.
to be."

COMPTON NAMED
To Davis Engineering Staff
APPOINTMENT of Robin D.
Compton to the staff of George C.
Davis, radio-TV consulting engineer, was announced last week. Mr.
Compton is a veteran of 25 years
in radio and television and will devote most of his time to TV engineering.
Mr. Compton worked for twelve
years with NBC in New York, specializing in television development
and operation. He also supervised
planning and construction of
WPEN-TV (now WCAU-TV)
Philadelphia and WOIC (now
WTOP-TV) Washington, D. C.

(Continued
page 29)
News from
'Security1
potent weapon in his hands. The
result, inevitably, is further supjpression of news.
"The order does not contain
proper
provisions
and theredeclassification
is not a definite
appeal
regulation. A reporter protesting
a decision of a department head
would
to go toalthough
the Atjtorney really
Generalhaveto appeal,
Joe Short could be of some assist-

In explaining
the order
men, Mr. Short had
offeredtotonewshelp
news was abeing
withheld.
whenever
reporter
felt legitimate"'
President Truman, in sending
ance."
the regulations to governmen
Syracuse
TalkVENARD, vice agency heads, said:
LLOYD
GEORGE
Specifies Purpose
president and New York manager
"To put the matter bluntly, these
of the O. L. Taylor Co., station regulations
are designed to keep
representative, will speak today security information
away from
(Monday) at a meeting of the potential enemies and must
not be
Syracuse Advertising Club.
used to withhold
non-security
formation or to cover up mistakesinmade by any official or employe of
THE
theThegovernment."
President said the order contains "no element of censorship,
either direct or implied." He hoped
"the American people will receive
more, rather than less information
ARROWHEAD
NETWORK
about
their committee
government."
ASNE's
had studied
the order carefully when consulted
last
summer by theof White
House.WEBC — Duluth-Superior — NBC — 5000 Watts
A subcommittee
the National
Security
Council
had
reviewed
the
WEAU — Eau Claire, Wis.
5000
Watts
NBC
entire situation.
wise — Madison, Wis.
1000 Watts
In cautioning government officials
againstthatcensorship,
President
wrote
the ordertheapplies
only
to
officials
and
employes
of
the gov(ABC
WMFG — Hibbing, Minn.
250
Watts
NBC
ernment, with the public requested
(MBS
250 Watts
WHLB — Virginia, Minn.
to cooperate. No compulsion is
NBC
placed
on
the public, however.
MBS
WJMC — Rice Lake, Wis.
250 Watts

Announce
tLe appointment oftL
GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

COMPANY

as

Yjationai If^epresentatives
October I, 1951
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FRAUD CASE
C & W Files Bankruptcy
THE HOLIDAY fiasco that embarrassed radio and television stations last year and allegedly lined
the pockets of Harold Cowan and
Ralph Whitmore, partners in a
Hollywoodminatedmail
orderin agency,
cullast week
bankruptcy
The fabulous partners, whose
petitions.
glowingly described
Christmas
ornaments
disappointed
many tree""1'
listeners and didn't even reach other
$1 donors,
according
to evidence,
went
into court
individually
and as
the firm of Cowan & Whitmore.
Literally hundreds of creditors,
including
and petitions.
TV stations, weremany
listedradio
in the
Both men were indicted last March
by a federal grand jury after they
assertedly had reaped a fortune
out of their holiday advertising
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
March
5].
Mr. Cowan totaled liabilities at
$338,826 and assets at $7,056. Mr.
Whitmore's debts totaled $329,910
against listed assets of $9,556.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

HOW

TO WIN FRIENDS

AND

INFLUENCE

DRUGGISTS

in the high-income Middle Atlantic market
Participate in the KYW

Yes, that's the kind of trade reaction you can
expect when you participate in KYW's "Feature
Drugs." But "reaction" is only part of the picture.
You get results. . in advertising, merchandising,
sales. You get point-of-sale contacts, handled by
a group of experienced drug merchandisers. You
get pin-point promotions in hundreds of leading
stores, with distribution of literature and samples
where appropriate. You get regular reports on
distribution, out-of-stock conditions, package visibility, shelf positions, rate of sale, competitive
situations. In fact, KYW's "Feature Drugs" becomes ahigh-power extension of your own sales
force in this important market! For availabilities
and costs, check KYW or Free & Peters.

"FEATURE DRUGS" Plan
We knew that Philadelphia's popular Hal Moore
would attract thousands of listeners to the twicea-daynever
programs
of KYW's
"Featureresponse
Drugs." from
But
we
expected
such terrific
druggists themselves! When you hear comments
like these from the men behind the counter, you
know they're in there pitching for the participating sponsors.
"It's a revelation to see how many people bear the
program. A man I haven't seen for 20 years called in
an order on the telephone."
"A neighborhood physician came in personally after
hearing my store mentioned on the program."
PHILADELPHIA
"Even the kids in the neighborhood tell me what Hal
Moore said on the program."
50,000
WATTS
"About 30 people right in my neighborhood told me
KYW NBC AFFILIATE
they heard it."
_^ Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc
m
WBZ • WBZA • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ-TV
^
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
Radio
AMERICA'S
GREAT ADVERTISING MEDIUM
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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radio still led the pack — but by a
Impact
wider margin than before. The
(Continued from page 25)
average - units -in -circulation -per for each of the media, was:
get-at-places. Where the other family,
2.22 RADIO sets per family (1.75
media,
requiring
as
they
do
the
in-the-home;
0.47 auto-radios).
visual attention of the customer,
2.03 nationally - circulated MAGAare
restricted
to
certain
'recreation
per family (1.04 published
ONLY
rooms'
insinuatethe
home, presence
radio can into
in- monthly;ZINES0.99
published weekly).
42%
75%
its auditory
41%8%
3%
33%
1.64
regularly-received
NEWSPA3%
8%
all
sorts
of
'utility
rooms'
as
well.
PERS
per
family
(1.42
published
Our1%findings show:
daily;
0.22
published
weekly).
3% have
0.37
TV
sets
per
family.
sets
in
Living
Rooms,
sets inin Autos
Adult Bedrooms,
1% have
& Trucks,
Ignoring, for the moment, the
have sets
sets inin Child
Kitchens,
day-in-and-day-out availability of
have
sets
Bedrooms,
have
radio
as contrasted to the restricted
sets
in
Dining
Rooms,
have
sets inin Attics.
Basements,
availability of newspapers and
have sets
ONE
STATION
/&)
magazines, we find that Louisville
Portable
sets,
have
have
sets onin Sun
Lavatories,
market radio circulates a signfihave sets
Porches.
cantly greater number of units-perAdditional sets (less than 1% of family
COVERS
than does any of the comthe sample in each case) were found
peting media.
in barns,
garages,
'dens',
recreaLouisville Radio-Active
tion rooms and utility rooms.
To supplement what we had
Radio, of course, is always in learned
of the extent and intensity
position to compete with the other
media. However, in some areas of radio's
coverage
of theto Louisville market,
we wanted
know
radio's "squatters
rights"
are
exsomething
about
the
listening-habit
clusive. Some 66.1% of all of the
7779 radio sets found among the patterns of families in that market.
3500 sample households are in auto- Particularly, we were interested in
mobiles, or in rooms where there learning something about time-ofare no television receivers. By the day and total-time-spent patterns.
same token, 44.5% of all radio sets And, again, we wanted the compicture for each of the
were found in places where news- competingparable
media.
papers and magazines are not
We
used
three
similar
usually read — autos, kitchens, chil- series of questionsessentially
to elicit the dedren's bedrooms, basements, barns,
sired
information
relative
to
newsgarages and utility rooms.
papers, television and radio. AdRadio's One-Two Punch
ditional y, we used a questionseries specifically relating to the
But, even then, measurement by extent
of auto-radio usage.
this
proportion-of
is a somewhat greater use
yardstick
does not -homes-reached
do radio full of There
radio on Sundays, but weekday
justice. In our opinion, broad- patterns differ little from Saturcasters (and now telecasters) have
day patterns.
Adults
living in homes with one
too long
accepted amorality.
"double standard" of circulation
While
sets, average:
the publisher is allowed to justify or 2.75morehoursradio
of radio listening on typihis circulation claims in terms of
cal
WEEKDAYS.
compactin market
*acounties
of radio listening on typiof units actually cir- 2.69 hours
rltlac
OO CHICS
•a AA
Eastern ofNew54 the number
SATURDAYS.
culated, the broadcaster must at- 3.04calhours
York and Western New
of radio listening on typical
SUNDAYS.
t
e
m
p
t
t
o
justify
his
circulation
in
population
whose
England
• 428 tOWIlS
terms of the number of PLACES to
exceeds that of 32 states. which
the Louisvillewhere
market,
a 'rur-is
his units are circulated.
ban'In community
the auto
• 54 counties
own a practical necessity to efficient
caseForis example,
in point. the
In ourwriter's
home, with
living, the extent to which
its three AM receivers plus one family
• 2,980,100 citizens
are used in a very imauto-radio and a television receiver, auto-radios
portant determiner of the intensity
we
regularly
receive
three
daily
of
radio
circulation.
• 840,040 radio families
We used two questions to bring
newspapers and six nationally-circulated popular magazines. Under out the information we needed.
• only NBC station
the
circulation
"double
standard,"
"ABOUTMEMBERS
HOW OFTEN
our household is counted as one OTHER
OF THEDO YOU.
FAMILY,OR
AUTO-RADIO
WHEN
DRIVradio-home, one television-home, USE THE
• more people than 32 states
ING
ABOUT
LOCALLY
ON
EVERYthree newspaper-homes and six
DAY BUSINESS OR SOCIAL CALLS?"
magazine-homes. And, following
• more goods purchased than 34 states
the pixie
logicweofwould
one weird
formula proposal
be counted
Percentages, based on replies
a
non-radio
home
because
of
the
• more spendable income than 36 states
from 1464 owners of radio-equippresence of a television set.
In order to bring some clarificaped cars show:
Longer
Trips
tion to a circulation picture mud- Use the ear radio— Short
% Trips
%
died by the curious logic of this
".
.
.
almost
all
of
double standard, we compared all
the
time"
34
42
". . . quite a bit of the 12 19
four media on the basis of the publisher's criterion — the number of ". time"
. . only part of the
16 1415
units
actually
in
circulation.
In
te
".". time"
.. .. seldom"
l °fthe i7th sm
other words, we wanted to know
ta
p|
almost never" 24
14 10
ca
e
th
Y
100%
100%
Q
how
many
sets,
radio
and
TV,
are
| ElECTRIC STATION REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES
GENERAL
A^
in the market, as well as how many
By agesprojecting
our per-day
avermagazines
(of the amount
of time spent
culated. and newspapers are cir(Continued on page UU)
And when the results were in,
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SELL

THE

HEART

OVER

OF

VIRGINIA

WMBG

RICHMOND^

The quickest way to get results in the South's top-ranking industrial market
is through the station that sells your product with the strongest voice —
WMBG, Richmond, Virginia.
WMBG's recent changes in transmitting equipment have added 84,968
families to its regular listeners. But still more important, this increase in
signal strength (which approximates an increase in power up to 10,000
watts) gives WMBG the most penetrating coverage within its service area.
Add top-flight NBC and local programming to this picture and you have
the lion's share of one of the nation's most important markets.
This improvement in service to listeners and advertisers is typical of
WMBG's leadership throughout its twenty-six year history. WMBG was
the first commercial station in Virginia ... the first in Richmond to broadcast daytime programs . . . the first to own its own buildings . . . the first to
own a short-wave mobile unit and recording equipment... the first to use a
directional antenna. It was the first station in Richmond with FM (WCOD)
...the first in the entire South to build a television station (WTVR) — the
three deservedly known today as the "First Stations of Virginia".
As exclusive representatives of WMBG for the past twelve years, John
Blair & Company knows how successfully this pioneer station has moved
goods for scores of spot radio advertisers. Today, WMBG is better equipped
than ever to do the same for you ... contact your John Blair man today.

INTERIOR of WMBG transmitter building. WMBG now uses FM tower as radiator of
AM signal, providing a very substantial increase in WMBG coverage of the State of Virginia.
JERRY LANE, whose popular woman's program "Home
j§j| Edition", features such guest stars as Maggi McNellis.

THE

JOHN

/IRGINIA'S

BLAIR

MOST

WAY

PROGRESSIVE

RADIO

STATION

WALTER A. BOWRY JR., Assistant General Manager.

VIRGINIA STATE CAPITOL
BUILDING. Richmond holds the industrial rank of first in the South and
fourteenth in the Nation, based on value
of manufactured
cigarette capital of products.
the country,It isthethetrade
center of the South Atlantic region. Its
unusual economic stability stems from
steadyment in and
employstrong widely
consumerdiversified
goods industries.
NEWTON THOMAS, emcee of "The 1380 Club"
and a favorite with WMBG's big morning audiences.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
specializes in radio representation exclusively.
Since we are entirely removed from any other
operation or function, we
are able to give the stations we represent our
full time and our full

CHARLIE SPEARS, mailman's burden with his "Western Request Time"

JOHN
BLAIR

efforts
... viaas spot
specialists
"^^*\ £■ COMPANY
in
selling
radio.
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS
RALPH
Timekeeper",
keeps music.
listeners tunedJONES,"The
to news of time
and weather,

Quiimn

all Time Buyers:
What

\Z

Tf.

do you

look for when
you buy Timfi ?

you consider the
MARKET
The Memphis market is certainly of
prime consideration — a 2 billion dollar
market that ranks first nationally in volume of wholesale sales per establishment.
you choose the
station that
REACHES THAT MARKET
WMC,
its 5000
covers with
the more
thanwatts
800.000both day and night,
radio
homes
in
this
vast
market.

you choose the itjyr
station that successfully
sells that market
and WMC has demonstrated time and
again that its programs are geared to
this market. Many advertisers have run
continuously for 10 years.
and lastbtttnot least,
you choose the
station ACCEPTED
BY THE COMMUNITY
and WMC, aware of its responsibility in the
community has, since 1923, enjoyed a loyal
following of thousands of listeners who have
turned
tainment.to WMC for information and enterHkk these
because you consider ALL
NBC- 5000
things ... in
WATTS -790
National
Memphis the
Representatives,
The
Branham
choice of
Company
Kmc buyers is WMC
M E M P H
WMCF 260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule
WMCT
First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
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sibility that the 1949 BMB estimate
Impact
was too low, it is clearly evident
that the Louisville radio market
(Continued from page U0)
has grown materially during the
by adults listening to radio), we recent past. And, this increase incan estimate the average amount
volves the density as well as the
of radio-tune-in time spent by comprehensiveness of coverage.
adults during a typical 7-day week.
With
ability to reach
Additionally, our data allow a customersits inunique
places and situations
similar computation for newspaper- where the visual media cannot folreading, so that a comparison of
low, radio will continue to hold its
the media is possible.
important place among the media
The average adult, living in a available in this market. As older
home with at least one radio set and model cars are retired and replaced
at least one regularly received by newer models (which are usually
radio-equipped), this continued exnewspaper,
spends to19.5
pansion will probably be greatest
per-week listening
radio,hoursand
6.8 hours-per-week reading news- among the auto-owning members
of theers' population
— the merchandis"bread and butter!"
AdditionalAdult residents of the television
papers.
ly,
we
found
an
increasing
dio;
homes in our sample spend ap- of sets in kitchens and other number
utility
proximately:
vision;
rooms (places verboten to video),
27.3 hours-per-week viewing televi- where
the housewife is able to con15.5 hours-per-week listening to ratinue her radio listening as she
her every-day household
7.2 hours-per-week reading news- performs
chores. Clearly, radio is still
"champ"
in
Louisville!
However,
since
only
37%
of
the
market papers.
homes were equipped for
* Our area
60-miles-of
-Louisville
circular
survey
includes
34 Kentucky
and
TV reception, a better comparative Indiana
in whole
or in part.
criterion would be the total-num- Since thecounties,
BMB
data
are
presented
in
ber-of-adult-hours spent, during totermssystematically
of 'county units,' we thehaveproper
had
some time period, listening to radio, pro-ration to coverestimate
the figure
market— 260,500
terriviewing television and reading
we surveyed. This
radio torymahomes
best estinewspapers.
te of the —1949represents
circulationour picture.
The 8,612 adults living in the
3,500 sample households, spend,
during a typical week:
ing.
CAMPAIGN
$ 164,200 hours in radio listen- NU-PAX
Start in N. Y. Market
# 87,600 hours in televiewing.
ONE of the biggest advertising and
9 55,200 hours in reading news- merchandising campaigns ever employed to introduce a new drug
Though these are approximations product to a single market will be
paper.
(they have been rounded to the launched next month in New York
nearest 100-hours), they clearly for Nu-Pax, manufactured by
show that significantly more adultAmerhours are spent listening to radio, Somnylica, N.Pharmacal
Y., throughCorp.itsof agency,
than are spent reading newspapers Emil Mogul Co., N. Y. The total
and televiewing combined. Though
for 1952 will run from
these statistics are based on a budget
$500,000 to $1,000,000, depending
relatively small sample of the total on results of opening drive.
market population, the proportions
Radio and TV will be used. Heading the radio lineup will be the
would hold (if the sample is representative) their approximate re- show
Humphrey
Bogart-Lauren
Bacall
Bold Venture,
a ZIV package,
l
a
t
i
o
n
s
h
i
p
f
o
r
the
entire
population.
Sunday 5:30-6 p.m. on WNBC, New
On the basis of 1949 BMB data York. In addition, the schedule on
station includes a quarter-hour
(Report No. 2), there were ap- that
proximately 260,500 radio homes Sunday of the Tex and Jinx program,
of Muwithin 60 miles of Louisville in the
showthe three-hour
on SaturdayHouse
afternoons
Spring of 1949.* Projecting our own and sicthe
morning
Bob
and
Ray
statistics to cover the present-day
Monday through Saturday,
total population in the area — ap- show,
Skitch Henderson, afternoon and
shows Monday through
find that thereproximately
are 313,700
nowhomes
(June —1951)we nighttime
Friday, plus Bill Stern across the
approximately 306,500 radio-equip- board,
Monday
through Friday.
ped homes
in the18%
market.
An the
inIn addition Nu-Pax will particicrease of some
during
pate
on
the
following
two-year period!
shows: Date in ManhattanWNBT-TV
and the
Admittedly, such a projection new Wayne Howell Show.
could be dangerous. While we have
The agency
is alsotwist
planning
full confidence in the representa- introduce
a novel
in theirto
tivenes of our sample and in the use of station posters to merchanprojectibility of the statistics we
dise the radio and TW shows. They
obtained in it, the BMB data — ob- are preparing a series of stickers,
tained, as they are, on the basis each featuring one of the radio
of responses to a mail-question- and TV personalities used by Nunaire— are of questionable validity. Pax on its radio and TV schedule.
This limitation is especially signi- Each poster will carry one of these
ficant when we realize that the stickers, so that consumers will see
people most likely to ignore such as many as half a dozen different
a questionnaire are those who do ones in a single day and will get
not have radio in their homes. How- some idea of the array of talent
ever, duly discounting for the pos- promoting the new product.
BROADCASTING
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NewStoryork
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BEST
MEDIA
SERIESBUY
Story

BEST
MEDIAStory
BUY
SERIES

Vkehalf
and-a-

Zke
Northern
California

Millionby KOA

by KNBC

LAST!

intimate

jacts
from the

s

Nation'

l
Capita
Percenters Exposed! Spot schedules on WRC penetrate 82% of
the
District's
and cities
80%
of those
in fourradio
otherhomes
key area
as well. The largest magazine, by
comparison, reaches only 19% of
Washington's
. . . the
ing newspaperfamilies
only 52%
... leadand
even television a potential 62%.
Pentagonal Maze! WRC covers the
30-county trading areas around the
Capital in addition to Metropolitan
Washington itself — all at one time
with a single appropriation.
Get all the facts of this explosive expose! These are only part of the
story why WRC is your best media buy in your Washington — Maryland —
Northern Virginia distribution area — and why all seven major market
stations represented by NBC Spot Sales are the best buys in their areas.
And
only oneServing
reasononlywhyseven
firstkeycallsradio
just stations,
naturallyyourare NBC
put inSpotto
NBC that's
Spot Sales.
Salesman has the time to devote to your account . . . the knowledge, organization and research service to show what Spot can deliver for you
in the nation's key markets . . .
via Radio, America's No. 1 mass medium
BROADCASTING
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Headlines and Bylines! WRC is
nation's most important news
station
country's
most newsconsciousin city;
originates
much
of NBC's thoritative
award-winning,
aureporting. Originates
Bill Herson to the largest audience in Washington at the lowest
cost-per-1000
ing disc jockey.(45(0 of any mornHostest with the Mostest!
WRC ularis station:
Washington's
most BMB
poplargest total
weekly and daily audience in D.
of C. metropolitan area day and
night . . . largest combined audience in entire area's cities.
Your
ownthe Lobbyists!
WRC's
stars sell
Capital. Bill Herson
— on since 1932 — 6 to 10 each
morning. Nancy Osgood — housewife's darling since 1944 — 1:15
to 1:45 each weekday. Earl Godwin— dean of Washington commentators— noon and 6:15 pm
news. Here's Archer — Gene Archer's daily music show — 12:15
toto 7:30
1:15 pmpm. M-FBatter's
—7
and ThePlatters
Mac McGarry Show — Sat. and Sun.
11:30 pm-12:55 am.
Here are the Authors
of the 7 NBC SPOT
Best-sellers.
WNBC New York KOA Denver
WMAQ Chicago KNBC San Francisco
WTAM Cleveland WGY SchenectadyWRC Washington Albany-Troy
Represented by
NBC SPOT SALES
New York Chicago Cleveland San Francisco Hollywood
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up *° study
rd aGro
SalarY Boaunder
self-administering proceSALARY
problems
of talent PA
in the Y
NT
TALE
mittee.SSB set up the advisory comentertainment
industries will
be that
dure,
avoiding
ment red-tape. drawn-out governtackled Oct. 22 by a new Talent
First meeting of the committee
Committee, serving as an advisory was held Monday in New York.
SSB'ssons notjurisdiction
perrepresentedcovers
by labor
body to the Salary Stabilization Committee chairman is Roy HenBoard.
drickson. Other members are Neal unions in their collective bargaining, dealing mainly with executives,
Procedure for talent compensa- Agnew and Philip Siff.
artists and professional people.
tion problems will be recommended
Series of Conferences
Union wage problems come under
to SSB after the new committee
It plans
hold a These
series are
of in-to the Wage Stabilization Board.
has made a thorough study, includformaltoconferences.
Fifteen groups would come withing broadcasting and telecasting draw suggested
methods
of
carryjurisdiction
employment. The entertainment
underin thea committee's
proposed lineup.
These
ing
out
the
Salary
Stabilization
industries have so many special Act in the entertainment field and would be actors; extra talent inproblems in compensating artists, proposed regulations by which most
cluding dancers; producers and
performers and related personnel salary problems would be brought associated producers; directors and

WNXT
WNXT
WNXT
WNXT
WNXT
WSm
PORTSMOUTH,
1,000 WATTS

OHIO

• 1260 ke

ABC PROGRAMS
Now you can cover the
entire Portsmouth, Ohio,
market. ►
From the fertile farm lands of Ohio to the rich
Kentucky coal fields — the 1,000 watt voice of
WNXT

will deliver your sales story to 80,000

families.
In Portsmouth,

TELLS MORE...
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INGENUITY PAYS
KCJB, KSJB Buy Tent
KCJB Minot and KSJB Jamestown,
N. D., composing the Dakota Radio
Network, solved the problem of
covering two state fairs this season
by purchasing a huge tent.
For the Minot fair, KCJB moved
all operations from sign-on to
sign-off into the tent and used the
program label, KCJB Big Top
Radio Theatre.
Three weeks later, KSJB used
the tent for the KSJB Big Top
Radio-Television Theatre to cover
the Red River Valley Fair in
Fargo. TV, still in the future to
most Dakotans, was brought in
through cooperation of DuMont
Television Inc. Broadcasts from
each of the fairs were fed to both
stations over the DRN. Sponsor
tie-in was fostered by inviting
sponsors to display their products
along the tent sides.
KCJB also conducted a series,
Picnic Party, in a public park
featuring area bands and amateur
talent in addition to staff personnel. Series was sold on a participating basis to local sponsors,
including a soft drink bottling firm,
acompany.
savings bank and an ice cream

Ohio, now,

it's the station that . . .

SELLS MORE

producer-directors; assistant direcincluding technical
directors;
dancetors,directors;
writers;
song
writers, music and lyrics; composers;
musicians;
art
directors;
wardrobe designers ; cameramen,
assistant and operative cameraengineers, professionalman;
;filmsoundeditors.
Under the Defense Act setting
up the Economic
ministration, Stabilization
wages were frozen Ad-as
of last Jan. 25. No raises or
bonuses are allowed except as provided in a series of regulations,
but many of the wage situations
in the entertainment industries do
not come within the regulations.
Creation of the SSB Talent Commit e is designed to give industry
a chance to handle its own affairs.
Those desiring to submit cases
or recommendations to the committee are asked to file requests
in quadruplicate to Joseph D.
Cooper, executive director, Salary
Stabilization Board, Room 1042,
Federal Security Bldg. South,
Washington 25, D. C. Requests
must be filed by 3 p.m. Oct. 10.
The committee's
Oct. in22 informal
session
will be held
the Bar
Assn. Bldg., 42 W. 44th St., New
York.

WNXT

Contract to GE
CONTRACT for extensive additional microwave equipment for
military use has been awarded to
General Electric Co., Dept. of
Represented by
Army mentannounced
23. Equipwill be used Sept.
to improve
Army
EVERETT-McKINNEY, Inc.
communications systems overseas
and
U. S.to provide reserve facilities in
BROADCASTING
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Every

Store

Grocery

KFABarea

has

a

Gash

in the

fegisto

BY CARL DENNISON
DIVISION MANAGER
BOYLE MIDWAY, INC.
MANUFACTURERS OF AEROWAX

Nonsense! Maybe! But it makes sense when you learn more about those
cash registers.
There are approximately 6,350 grocery store cash registers in the KFAB
area. They ring up over $423,700,000 every year. A vast majority of
those dollars are for sales made for KFAB advertisers. Pretty important
money! And when you consider the low selling cost by using only one BIG
station to help make the sales, KFAB becomes pretty important, too!
Also, Mr. Grocer is a pretty important man in the KFAB area. When you
get to know him, you get to like him. You learn that he is quick to grasp
new merchandising ideas, alert to new product possibilities. You start a
-demand for your product over KFAB and he will meet you more than half
way in seeing that that demand is satisfied.
If you have a grocery item, there's space on the grocers' shelves for it—
and the cash registers will ring up sales when you put KFAB to work helping create a demand. KFAB has one availability now that may interest you.
Get in touch with FREE & PETERS or phone Harry Burke.

Represented by FREE & PETERS Inc. BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

General Manager, HARRY

BURKE
October 1, 1951
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Style

gfSrl

, famed MinneJUSTER BROS.
apoliss men's
store,inclu
alway
dings
does thing
in style,
its programs on KSTP there.
Ever since P. B. Juster left a
small shop in Aberdeen, S. D., to
invade the metropolis of the Northwest, he has thought, dreamed and
sold "style."
Today
household
word far Juster's
out into isthea rich
Minnesota buying area. In national retail circles the store is widely
known because of its emphasis on
style.
Things weren't always so cozy,
though. When "P. B.," as he is
fondly called, first hit Minneapolis in 1914 he opened a store opposite the Nicollet Hotel, with
Harryness Browar
partner.
Busiboomed untilas1916
when World
War I struck its brutal blow.
Mr. Browar and his lawyer
wanted to go into bankruptcy but
Mr. Juster fought the idea and
woundner andupnursing
by buying
out histhrough
partthe store
the crisis.
As the store grew, Mr. Juster
was joined by a brother and the
store policy gradually changed

RADIO

Selling

by

Radio

Juster's Has 25|Years of Proof
from a tailor-made suit house to
a ready-made store with emphasis
on clothing for the younger man.
First venture into radio was a
quarter-century ago and the Juster
business may truly be said to be a
radio-promoted enterprise, with
principal
advertising.emphasis on institutional
The initial radio excursion in
1926 was an hour show with a
20-piece band and full talent staff,
all for the staggering sum of $50
per program. Today the store invests $180 in each of its quarterhour newscasts.
That pioneer show was a variety
job, with dramatic skits and live
music.
Later,shows
Juster's
disc jockey
and turned
then toto
newscasts.
Mr. Juster had a hunch as he
listened to those first news programs on behalf of his store. Soon
he started broadcasting from his
home, where he entertained visiting celebrities — and put them on

HAS

IMPACT

the show. He took an active part
in all the store's broadcasts, answering style questions submitted
by listeners
givingtrends
commentaries on newand style
and
developments in the clothing industry. These style quiz episodes
developed wide audience interest,
as evidenced by the large quantities
ofB." mail
bringing questions for "P.
to answer.
The main commercial approach
on the broadcasts has been institutional, though Juster's
directselling messages
productive. The main have
effort been
is institutional because the store wants to
keep hammering on its leadership
as a style center, not only in the
Twin Cities but in the country.
"P. B." is the authority for
Juster's promotional policy as
Mr. JUSTER
exemplified on its newscasts. He
says, regarding radio:
as one ofRadio the
style cengave nation's
us the opportunity
"The pattern followed by Jus- to talkters.'style'
to the people in our
ter's
in
its
radio
approach
has
(Continued on page 50)
served to establish Juster Brothers

IN

ORLANDO,

FLORIDA!

250,000
LISTENERS

TELEPHONE

WLOF

ANNUALLY!

FOR SPOT AVAILABILITIES CONTACTPAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY, INC.
Three of WLOF's disc-jockey shows are telephone request programs. WLOF's staff of operators take telephone calls every Saturday afternoon from 1 :00 PM
until 6:00 PM for the BOB KEITH SHOW. The
operators accept calls every Saturday Night from 7:30
until 1 :00 AM for MOONDIAL TIME. The staff takes
calls on Sunday Nights from 6:00 PM until 1:00 AM
for the MERRY-GO-ROUND. More than 250,000 telephone requests are accepted by the station annually.
Yes, Radio has IMPACT in Orlando and all of Central
Florida!

WLOF
"FLORIDA'S SWEET MUSIC STATION"
5000 WATTS • 950 KC • MBS NETWORK
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
J. ALLEN BROWN
VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
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YANKEE
who

PERSONALITIES

give you ready acceptance in New

England homes.

with
THE

YANKEE

HOME

TOWN

FOOD

SHOW

jjeaiuAinxj,
RUTH
Woman's

MUGGLEBEE

Editor Boston Record-American and Sunday Advertiser
a*u&

BILL

HAHN

Yankee Radio and Television Personality
Monday

thru Friday 1:15 to 1:45 p.m.

Let your Petry Man show you how inexpensive and how effective the Yankee
Home Town Food Show really is . . . You'll
be amazed when you see the promotion
and merchandising plan behind it.

THE

YANKEE

NETWORK

DIVISION OF THOMAS S. LEE ENTERPRISES, INC.
ROADCASTING

21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
• Telecasting
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coach. Coach Beirman resigned,
but plans for a new show are in
the
works. with
Last TVyearandJuster's
experimented
has a ANTI-GAMBLING BILLS *K3?
WHETHER anti-gambling legislation will get through the Senate bevisual program under discussion.
fore its scheduled adjournment this month is a toss-up.
The Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last Wednesday
cleared its decks of the four bills it held hearings on in the past fortnight
Get Tax Aid
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
*— ■
■—
order:
24]. The bills
are S 1563, numerical
CERTIFICATES of necessity for Sept. 1624
and 2116.
accelerated tax amortization on new 1564,
#
S
1563
—
Would
require
perWhile some conflicts are present
sons engaged in dissemination of
or expanded defense plants have
in general they would gambling
information, particularly
been announced by the Defense inmakethe itbills,
for the gambler to wire services,
to be licensed. Radio
Production Administration follow- get his tougher
betting
information
via
and ed.television
stations
ing the conclusion of a 60-day radio.
Committee
amended arethisexemptbill to
moratorium on applications. ApHill authorities noted transfer the licensing authority
proved were these percentages of thatCapitol
ordinarily the bills would not from the FCC, as originally intendrequests for writeoffs from elec- have a chance to hurdle the glut of
ed, to the Jusice Dept. This is in
tronics firms: Federal Telecomlegislation
up atkey
the sponsors
Senate's line
with Chairman Wayne Coy's
munication Labs, military items, finish
line. piling
However,
recommendation.
90%; RCA, military items, 75%; of the majority of the bills, Sens.
Standard Tool & Mfg. Co., elec- Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.) and "knothole"
# S 1564bill.—It Isis aimed
the so-called
at protronics, 80%; Globe-Union Inc.,
Kefauver (D-Tenn.), present
hibiting
transmission
interstate
electronic parts, two requests 75% Estes
past chairmen of the Senate commerce of gambling ininformation
each. Above cases were not sub- and
Crime
Investigating
Committee
reject to the general moratorium
spectively, have the means to push of a sporting event that's obtained
asked by Defense Mobilizer Charles the measures if they so desire.
without consent "of the person conE. Wilson.
a sporting
Approved by the committee in This bill ducting
hassuch no
effect on event."
broadcasters.
£ S 1624 — Would prohibit
broadcasting
of gambling
tion, transmission
of informabets or
wagers by meansmunications,
of interstate
comprohibit interstate
transportation of gambling devices
and extend criminal law against
lottery information to include
"gambling enterprises."
This bill is perhaps the vague
one for the broadcaster. It refers
to a ban on broadcasting informaWhat tiontheof "gambling
term meansenterprises."
is unclear
y»>
**
HOURS
in the legislation. S 1563 defines
245 280
"gambling information" as information concerning "horse racing
of the best in NEWS, MUSIC and SPORTS
or dog racingformation
events
or any
bettingother
inconcerning

Style Selling
(Continued from page 48)
territory in an effective manner.
"The response to listeners' style
questions helped to establish Juster's aster. the
Northwest's
style news
cenWe like
our present
format because newscasting ties in
beautifully with our aim to broadcast style news."
Juster's three
sponsors
newscast
times a a 15-minute
week on
KSTP.
Agency is Bozell & Jacobs, Minneapolis, with Ken Schlasinger as
account executive.
Breakdown of Budget
The store spends 6% of gross
receipts on advertising, divided
roughly 35% on radio, TV and
billboards and 65% on newspapers.
The annual radio investment is
about $18,000.
Each autumn the store sponsored
a half-hour football program on
WCCO Minneapolis, featuring
Bernie Beirman, U. of Minnesota

YOU'LL have to look among the KDKA's
and the KYW's to find another station so
long established, so much a part of community life as WEXL, Royal Oak.
So carefully has WEXL been tuned to
the wants and needs and desires of this
metropolitan Detroit community, that
you'll
findhomes!
99% radio ownership — 105,493 radio
For surburban rate coverage of the
"Motor City," remember WEXL . . .
Michigan's first independent station.

on Michigan's first
independent
station

2116
sporting
event."(introduced
Ed # C. S Johnson,
chairman byof Sen.
the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerceinterstate
Committee)transmission
— Would pro-of
hibit
gambling information prior to time
a horse race is held but permit
broadcasts or telecasts of the actual event. It would make it a crime
toscratches,
transmitjockey
"betschanges,
or wagers,
the
weights,
probable winners, betting odds or
changes" prior to the running.
Change By Committee
The committee amended this bill
so as to prohibit violations of the
wire-tapping
statutes,
exempt
common carriers
unlessandlocal
law
enforcement officials say a certain
facility is being used for illegal
gambling.
While some legislation conceivably could pass the Senate soon, the
fate of the bills in the House is
more doubtful. It is expected that
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee would want
to hold hearings on the bills.
If Congress continues along its
present pace,
has the
markings
of a which
lawmaking
rushear-in
the last days before adjournment,
itdo looks
like nexton year's
session will
the honors
anti-gambling.

"toUKn SERVING 105,493 VS»
Jacob B. Sparks, Pres. & Gen. Mgr. • Garnet G. Sparks, V. P. & Ch. Eng. • Gordon A. Sparks, Sec'y-Treas. & Mgr.
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'We're from Milwaukee and we want you to see
that your $ $ $ go farthest onWEM
HIGH
HOOPERS!

P"
LOWER

RATE!

PROBLEM: How to budget $125.00 per week in
Milwaukee?
ANSWER: On WEMP:
$108 for
per 52
weekweeks
buys 14 - 1 Min. or 100-word Announcements

i
g
\
]

5 ti. weekly in the "Coffee Club", 3.5 Hooperating
5 ti. weekly in the "1340 Club", 4.6 Hooperating
4 ti. weekly in the "Old Timers Party", 4.2 Hooperating
Total Daily— 12.3 Hooperating*
Total Weekly — 57.3 Hooperating

ON NET STATION #1*
$122.50 Buys 5 - 100-word Announcements for 52
weeks
5 ti. weekly in the Early Morning Show, 6.6 Hooper
ating
Total Daily— 6.6 Hooperating*
Total Weekly— 33.0 Hooperating
Note: Computation is for 100 words on Network Station #1 r ,
cost would be $203.75 per week.
' Min-

*All Hooperatings based on Ocl.-Feb., 1951
Comprehensive using highest individual 15minule strip rating, 8:00 A.M. -6:00 P.M.

ON NET STATION #2*
5-1-Min. or 100-word
$116.20 Buys
Announcements for 52 weeks
y ing the Noonday Program,
weeklratin
5 ti.Hoope
4.8
g* g
ratin
Hoope
— 4824.0
Dailyly—
Total Week
ratin
Hoope
Total

For $50, $75, $100, $150 or more, you can buy
2 times the audience of Network Station #1
IVz times the audience of Network Station #2
Join other shrewd national advertisers using high-rated, low-cost saturation
schedules on

one of the

nation's strongest independent stations!
24 HOURS

WEMP
BROADCASTING
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OF MUSIC, NEWS

HUGH BOICE, General Mgr.

•

AND

SPORTS

HEADLEY REED, National Rep.
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His ear is
to the ground
"Legwork"
formsstory.
in establishing
for a Fulton takes
Lewis,many
Jr. news
He keeps histheearfactsto
the ground — and the phones — to fit the pieces into an
informed commentary. As Mr. Lloyd A. Brown, of the
General Appliance Co., wrote to station KWWL of
Waterloo, Iowa:
"The
news coming
theseLewis,
days
is of primary
concernout toofallWashington
of us. Fulton
Jr. does an excellent commentary on this news,
and the comments of our customers certainly bear
this out.
"Our firm has shown a substantial increase in
business over the comparable period last year
since our sponsorship. We feel that this increase
must be attributed, at least in part, to the program,
"We are well satisfied with the results and plan to
continue our sponsorship indefinitely."
For network prestige and a ready-made audience,
investigate the locally-sponsored Fulton Lewis, Jr.
program. Though currently presented on more
than 370 Mutual stations by 572 advertisers, there
may be an opening in your locality. Check your
Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department,
Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway,
NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago, 11).
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Strictly Business
K&E BILLINGS UP
(Continued from page 18)
As Lewis Assumes Presidency
in the medium since that day.
At 36, Mr. Griggs today is sales WILLIAM B. LEWIS, newlymanager of Griggs, Cooper & Co., elected president of Kenyon & Ecka St. Paul food firm. His interest
N. Y.,Sept.
[Broadcasting
in radio, together with a practical hardt,
Telecasting,
24], last week•
business Sense, is reflected in his assumed his duties in that capacity
advertising.
with the addition of two new acThe food firm sponsors the Fricounts totalling close to a million
day night Diner at the Adams
y dollars,
plus sevshow, starring Cedric Adams, over
e r a 1 personnel
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul.
jS^*-1
Nj
changes.
Griggs, Cooper & Co. uses this
weekly
half -hour
sell its
Home Ij^^HHHB
Mr. Lewis,
Brand Poods
and to
Minuet
Crackers.
kVHEf f
started
with Kwho&
The firm recently implemented
the schedule with a Saturday night b|E»||
i^n iI presi
chai
of as vicein
E inge1944
dent
spot on which Mr. Adams voices iw^'^;|'.
late news to the upper Midwest.
,^HK^ anc'
a rapidly.
member Inof
rose
Mr. Griggs puts the bulk of his
L j$ 1 the plans board,
advertising budget into radio and «§3Pfcfe
Mr. Lewis
1948
headminiswasof
named
TV. A variety of shows is featured
trative
and supervisor
inarea.key markets of the Home Brand the Ford andexecutive
Lincoln-Mercury
acto 1944 he was with
Newscasts are sponsored over the OWI counts.in PriorWashington
and
before
KDAL Duluth, Minn., . WNAX
CBS as vice president in
Yankton, S. D., and KFYR Bis- that,
chargewithof programming.
marck, N. D.
With
the
of the
WDAY Fargo, N. D., airs the Hudson Pulp appointment
and Paper and MenSmiley Burnett package. A half- nen Products Co., the agency will
hour television spot at 5 p.m. Sun- benefit by one million dollars. Both
day over WTCN-TV Minneapolis- accounts used radio and television.
St. Paul features the Range Riders.
Dwight Mills, who moves from
His basic advertising policy is president
of the agency to chairsimply to develop merchandisable
man of the executive committee,
advertising to help improve dis- was also named account supervisor
for Mennen. Grayson Lathorp was
ribution of Griggs'
this, Mr. tGriggs
valuesproducts'.
highly hisIn appointed account executive; B.
Allen, assistant account executive,
two
main
allies,
radio
and
television.
J. Campbell, radio and television
Griggs,
Cooper
&
Co.
began
in
and Bruce Dodge, radio and
1882 as a wholesale feed house. copy,
TV production for the Mennen account.
Ted tionGriggs
is
the
fourth
generaof his family in the business.
Among the additions to its perHis father, Milton W. Griggs, is
sonnel are Tom Frank, assistant
sales
service manager of TV at
president.
CBS-TV,
becomes business
JoinsPaulFirm
in '38 and Yale manager ofwho
the radio and television
After St.
Academy
department; and Norris D. Konschooling, he spent a year with heim,
formerly with Grey adverGeneral Foods in its New York oftising, to the copy department.
fice. Then he entered the family
Gerald
Link, vice president and
firm in 1938 as a student salesman. art director,
a
Through an unassuming willing- member of thehasboardbeenof elected
directors.
ness to work, Mr. Griggs rose to
In addition, all agency
copy
become branch manager and assist- writers were transferred to the
ant to the sales manager before
production deenlisting in the Air Force in 1941, radio and television
partment, under supervision of
before Pearl Harbor.
Garth
Montgomery,
vice president
His service career included the
initial B-29 bombing mission over in charge of radio and television.
Japan out of China. He won the
Air Medal with three clusters, the
Distinguished Flying Cross and the Howard F. Vickery
rank of major. He rejoined the FUNERAL services were held last
firm's liquor division.
The company today consists of week for Howard F. Vickery, 50,
four divisions. Mr. Griggs' job is assistant director of UNESCO relations for the State Dept. and
supervision over sales and advertising of three divisions, those of liaison between the department and
Home Brand, Minuet Crackers and radio, television and other media
Sweetest Maid specialty food prod- representatives. He died of a heart
ucts (selling candy to 42 states). attack in his home Sept. 23. A
At the time Mr. Griggs stepped former
newspaperman, Mr. Vickery
into the top sales role, major poli- was active principally in UNESCO
cies were being changed to keep public information and organizaapace with changing times. With
tion activities.
typical thoroughness, he evaluated
every
sales
route,
account
by
account.
Mayor of London, Sir Denys
Six-foot three-inch Mr. Griggs LORD
Lowson, addressed radio audience as
well as his hosts, The Pilgrims of the
devotesily. Hehis
spare
time
to
his
famhas three boys, aged 7, 4, United States, when he spoke at
New York, Sept. 18.
and 20 months. He also likes golf- Waldorf-Astoria,
Speech was carried by CBS-Radio.
ing, sailing and hunting.
BROADCASTING
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mm

're an
Advertiser

Independent
You

Make

More

Sales

JUST READ WHAT
THESE INDEPENDENT
W<^ei„Cfea
THINKERS
SAY:
sin

^U,te * number
of t

Leading independent radio stations are today's best buy!
There's something about being independent that keeps you toughened up, ready to tackle any job that requires good, honest, hard
selling. At any rate, you will find in radio today it's the leading
independent radio stations which are doing a truly productive sales

^counts." Crofn^

job for national advertisers. Perhaps you've been thinking to yourself, "I ought to try Independent Radio." Well, now's the time to
act. Write for all the facts to any AIMS station listed below.
s THESE

ARE

THE

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

RAPIO

WMIE —Miami, Florida
WCUE -Akron, Ohio
WBMD -Baltimore, Maryland
WMIL —Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WBNY -Buffalo, New York
WKDA —Nashville, Tennessee
WJMO -Cleveland, Ohio
WWSW— Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
KMYR —Denver, Colorado
KXL -Portland, Oregon
KCBC — Des Moines, Iowa
WHIM -Providence, Rhode Island
WIKY — Evansville, Indiana
WXCI —Richmond, Virginia
WCGC —Hartford, Connecticut
KSTL —St. Louis, Missouri
WXLW —Indianapolis, Indiana
WMIN -St. Paul, Minnesota
WJXN —Jackson, Mississippi
KNAK -Salt Lake City, Utah
KLM S —Li ncol n , Nebraska
WKYW -Louisville, Kentucky
KITE —San Antonio, Texas
WHHM —Memphis, Tennessee
They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations— each the outstandi tig independent station in a city.

Aim for BULL 'S-BYE results. ..with the AIMS
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

KSON
KYA
KING
KREM
WACE
KSTN
WOLF
KFMJ
WNEB
WBBW

STATIONS:

—San Diego, California
—San Francisco, California
-Seattle, Washington
—Spokane, Washington
—Springfield, Massachusetts
—Stockton, California
—Syracuse, New York
-Tulsa, Oklahoma
—Worcester, Massachusetts
-Youngstown, Ohio

GROUP
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New
POLITICAL
SHOWS
MULTIPLE issues which have under the same coverage of the Act
the political broadcast question as it pertains to the political candidate himself, the new bill fs even
were lumped together in one bill
more specific.
and
last dropped
week. in the legislators' laps
The Horan bill:
(1) Denotes legally qualified
The new bill seeks a clearly-defined path in the cluttered impasse.
"in a primary, general
It was introduced in the House by candidates
or
other election."
Rep. Walt Horan (R-Wash.)
(2) Specifies that an authorizationdateto speak
behalf of a candiRep. outHoran's
(HR terms
5470)
spells
in no bill
uncertain
must be inin writing.
(3) Directs that the broadcaster
what the use of broadcasting facilities by candidates for public office would have no power to censor or
would be under the Communica- alter or in any manner control the
material so broadcast.
tions Act.
It goes further than the bills
The legislation also would not
introduced earlier in Congress on make the broadcaster liable in any
political broadcasts. While the civil or criminal action in any local,
bills, (S 1379) introduced by Sen. state or federal court for the
Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), and (HR broadcast of the material.
The bill is designed to clear up
4240) by Rep. Mike Mansfield (DMont.), would bring any person such dilemmas as that created by
the
in the Felix vs. Westing"authorized"
candi- housecourts
date to speak by
for aandpolitical
on his behalf
case [Broadcasting • Tele-

Bill Introduced

casting, April 23]. In that case,
the court ruled the Communications Act does not prohibit stations
from censoring talks by persons
who are not candidates. The Supreme Court later refused to rethe lower
decision.
Theview bill
wouldcourt's
amend
Sec. 315
of the Act. Pertinent parts of the
bill read:
Sec. any315legally
(a) If qualified
any licensee
shall percandidate
for
any mitpublic
office in a primary,
general,
or other thorelection,
auized in writing orby anysuchperson
candidate
to speak casting
on station,
his behalf,
to use shall
a broad-afsuch licensee
fordbroadcasting
equal opportunities
intotheall useother
of
such
station
such candidates
officeby orsuchto
persons
authorizedforin that
writing
other candidates to speak on their behalf.
(b) The licensee shall have no power
to censor,
alter, or inbroadcast
any mannerby control the material
any
person
whoany isof permitted
to use its
station
in
the
cases
in subsection (a) or who enumerated
used such

station by reason of any requirement
specified shall
in such
and civil
the
licensee
not besubsection;
any
or criminal
action
inliable
any inlocal,
state,
or federal
court abecause
of anyexcept
material in such
broadcast,
material censpersonally
uttered
byunderthe hislie
o
r
by
any
person
control.
It haslativebeen
out in legisquarterspointed
that subsection
(b)
may be subject to open fire since
there are state libel laws to contend with. Thus, a conflict in law
between the state, on the one hand,
and the federal government on the
other, would be created.
In theferredFelix
it waswould
inthat the decision,
broadcaster
be held responsible for the libelous
matter which
a supporter
ticular candidate
utters onofthea parair.
In
FCC's
famous
Port
Huron
ruling, it was indicated the policy
of
equal time
"no aspower
censorship"
wouldandapply
well ofto
those
dates. who spoke on behalf of candiThe bill was referred to the
House Interstate
Commerce Committee.& ItForeign
is doubted
whether that committee will be
able to get to the Horan bill since
it is deep in the McFarland bill to
streamline FCC procedures, a task
that should consume most of the
time left
before expected
adjournment of Congress
this month.
HARRIS NAMED
C-P-P Radio-TV Head
LESLIE HARRIS, NBC sales program manager for the past two
years,
Octoberand1
to becomeresigns
directorhis ofpost
television
radio for the Colgate - Palmolive Wsbe
in Mr.
c°-will
Harris
peet capacity
wf jmSBK&I new
^^^^^[^H
supervising
$20
million worth of
radio
shows. and
AmongTV
them the Colgate
Comedy Hour;
Howdy Doody;
Mr. Harris
Miss Susan;
Strike It Rich; Mr. & Mrs. North
andPrior
others.to his association with
NBC,ton &Mr.
HarrisN. was
with before
BenBowles,
Y., and
that with CBS. Mr. Harris succeeds James C. Douglass who
resigned as coordinator of radio
and
TV
advertising
ColgatePalmolive-Peet
Co. to for
become
vice
president
and
director
of
radio
television for Erwin, Wasey & and
Co.,

THE

BRANHAM
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N. Y.
Arnold Loewy
ARNOLD LOEWY, 73, founder of
Loewy Adv. Agency, one of the
oldest agencies in New York, died
Tuesday at his home in Brooklyn.
Mr. Loewy had not been active in
the firm in recent years. Surviving
are hisLoewy;
wife, two
Mrs. sons,
Bertha
mann
HenryKauffH.,
COMPANY
and Albert T., and a sister, Mrs.
Hannah Ghinger. Funeral service
was held Wednesday.
BROADCASTING
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New Columbia
10" Microgroove Disc

COLUMBIA'S

NEW

f

IS REVOLUTIONIZING
Setting new quality standards for the whole
industry! Amazingly economical — as the typical case
history shows! No wonder the popularity of Microgroove
grows and grows!
HERE'S WHY . . .
• Cuts costs ... as much as half!
• Smaller Disc . . . more program time!
• Big savings on packing and shipping costs!
• Famous Columbia Quality throughout!
Columbia Microgroove Transcription discs are available in
the 12" size, too! Full 25 minutes per side— with the same
all-around Microgroove advantages. Call, Phone or Write
COLUMBIA
/l/fioto&st&oise
TRANSCRIPTIONS
Los Angers— 8723 Alden Drive, BRadshaw 2-5411
New York— 799 Seventh Avenue, Circle 5-7300
Chicago— 410 North Michigan Avenue, WHitehall 4-6000
Trade Morks "Columbia, " "Masterworks, " ©£>, ® Reg. U. S. Pal. Off. Marcos Registradas

BROADCASTING
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IH0GR00V1

DISC

THE TRANSCRIPTION

BUSINESS!

CASE HISTORY #4
*
See Hew One a/ent
Saved 44T

old 16"
pProce"'n9
SSgSS
Pre«ings
' * 390.00
Sh,pp'"9
2£0°0°*i£S?
60.00
sp;c^ ::::: 2'592r°
=42£? 1*2.00
S°v.ng
_T,847.0Q
$1,447.00 W s per year=:44%
*Fu'f details on r„
$3,294.00 *3,294.00 s on request
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Markets

Grow

Fast,

too

Norfolk Metropolitan Sales Area
Population Increases 60% Since 1940
When you consider your markets for fall advertising, the Norfolk,
Portsmouth, Newport News Metropolitan Sales Area is a must for
any list. WTAR, WTAR-TV, or both will bring your message to
every home in the area.
Population is up 60% since 1940*, making this the fastest growing market in the top 30 of the U. S. In fact, it is now 29th in
the Nation in population. In Norfolk-Portsmouth total retail sales
are up 8.2%, food sales up 4.5%, furniture, household, radio sales
up 19.2%, automotive sales up 44.2%. In Newport News, total
sales are up 14.1%, food sales up 5.5%, furniture, household, radio
sales up 20.0%, automotive sales up 66.1%.**
Check any Hooper and you'll see that WTAR is the preferred
station in Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Newport News. In fact, WTAR
delivers more listeners per dollar than any other station or combination.
Ask your Petry man for availabilities to cash in on this growing
market.
NBC Affiliate
5,000 watts Day & Night
Nationally Represented by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
*"The son,162Co. Cream Markets"— J. Walter Thomp**Sales Management, September I, 1951
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So. Calif. Promotion
Shown New York
SCBA STORY
THE STORY of Southern California radio — "where mass and class unite
in a perfect marketing marriage and radio advertising performs the
ceremony" — was detailed in New York last week as the Southern CaliforniavertisBroadcasters
ers and agencies.Assn. launched a multimarket campaign among adSCBA Managing Director Robert channel stations average $65 as
J. McAndrews, who is directing compared to $168 in the next eight
the showings, emphasized that smaller markets; on regional stations, $238 as compared to $312,
SCBA's
cooperative
radio-promotion venture
is one which
can — and and on clear-channel stations, $550
should — be emulated by sectional as compared to $570.
groups of broadcasters throughout a Class
Where A thefullcost-per-thousand
for
hour averages $0.53
the country for the advancement of
the entire radio medium, with BAB on Los Angeles clear-channel stahandling the job on a national
tions and $0.41 on regional stabasis.
ns, a full ispage
largest tiodaily
placedin atthe$4.79area's
per
Assisted by SCBA members who thousand
noters and in the smallest
will serve in shifts of one or two
weeks, Mr. McAndrews planned to daily, at $2.83. On the highest TV
present the Southern California station, the cost per-thousand is
radio story to advertiser and put at $1.85; on the lowest TV station, $0.70.
agency representatives in New
York at the rate of four presentaAs
"bestentationtestimonial,"
prescited an SCBA thesurvey,
tions a day for about two weeks,
following with similar showings in covering 23 Southern California
Philadelphia,
stations, which showed 18 with
and Cincinnati.Chicago, Minneapolis January-June
revenues running
The SCBA presentation empha- ahead of those for the same 1950
by
an
averageby of
sized that advertisers "get more period
three running behind
1, 7,35%;
and
for Los
(their)
moneymetropolitan
from radio. area
".In 20%,
and two reporting no change
the
Angeles
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
alone, it is pointed out, "you can Sept. 17].
buy a Class A quarter-hour on all
The study concludes by citing
20 . . . AM stations for $1,574—
less than a page in any one of the case histories demonstrating radio's
effectiveness in boosting sales of a
three leading Los Angeles dailies." wide
variety of products.
The Southern California area
consists of 11 counties with a total
Kickoff presentation of the SCBA
population of 6,157,500 — represent- study for New York trade newsmen was held at BAB headquarters
ing a population increase of 57%
since 1940 as against a national Monday afternoon. Stan Spero of
KFAC
Los Angeles accompanied
average of 15%. Here, it is noted,
retail sales have gained 254% since Mr. McAndrews for the first week's
1940 nation
as against
200% gain over showings. Other SCBA representathe
as a awhole.
tives will alternate in assisting him
at future presentations.
Consists of 11 Counties
In Southern California, the study
continues, the number of radio WXKW POWER CUT
families has gained 28% since
FCC Favors 1 kw Night
1946, so that today radio circulaREDUCTION in nighttime power
tion "is just 1% less than every- from
10 kw to 1 kw for WXKW
body." With 857,900 automobile
radios, the study asserts, the two- Albany, N. Y., was proposed in
county Los Angeles area has more an initial decision by FCC Hearthan any other single market.
ing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
The study cites figures to show last week. The station has been
that families in the Pacific time operating on 850 kc with 10 kw
zone are spending more time with fulltime under FCC program test
authorization.
radio per
— 3.87 average
hours, asof comference with Objectionable
KOA Denver interand
pared to a day
national
3.76 WHDH Boston
is the reason for
— than with television (1.43 the reduction. KOA
and WHDH
hours), newspapers
(1.23), or
magazines
(0.35).
also operate on 850 kc, each with
Though the number of hours 50 kw fulltime.
spent with radio per day per home
Thesion denied
hearing
examiner's deciis down 16.6% in the Pacific time
WXKW's
its construction
permitbid toto modify
change
zone, the study continues, total its
directional array. The examiner
hours of listening are up 6.3%.
Since only a few stations have in- felt the proposed change would
creased their rates, therefore, not reduce
the objectionable
ference to KOA
and WHDH. interShe
"Southern California radio, on a
WXKW's
nighttime
power10
cost-per-thousand basis, is a bet- ordered
reduced
to
1
kw.
The
daytime
ter buy now than
ever before," Mr. kw power was unaffected.
McAndrews
asserted.
The presentation placed out-ofhome listening in metropolitan Los CONSOLIDATED net income of InterAngeles as highest in the nation,
national Telephone and Telegraph
Corp. and its subsidiaries for the six
adds asets-in-use.
20% "plus" months
ended June 30 amounted to
toestimating
average itin-home
The study said basic Class A $8,693,096, showing increase of $3,720,one-hour rates on Los Angeles local 800 over corresponding period of 1950
BROADCASTING
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NORTH
AMERICA
GEOGRAPHY
LESSON
ON

JETS

The rush to re-arm makes scarce
metals scarcer. This affects every
user of steel products in the world.
Whether you operate a machine,
drive an automobile, a truck, a
tractor, a tank or an airplane, your
life is inseparable from the
struggle to maintain an open road
to the essential metals of the world.

SOURCES OF ESSENTIAL ORES used to make the tougher alloy steels
neededmap.for jets and for all precision machines are shown on
this

STRICTLY HOME-COOKED: Picture shows workman finishing
new type jet engine designed to use only those materials found
in the Western Hemisphere.

MOLECULES MAY BE TAUGHT to align
themselves in proper order with smaller
quantities
of thePicture
traditional
ments needed.
showsalloying
start ofele-a
chemical process used to harden steel.
Steel companies are rushing experiments
to find substitutes for scarce metals in
alloying processes.
BROADCASTING
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Are you interested in knowing more about the hundreds of
things that are being done to "stretch" supplies of scarce
metals ? We'd like you to know something of the promising
new use of boron in steel making. Also the
search for tungsten is interesting. For carefully
prepared background material write American
Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue,
New York 1, New York. Ask for "Scarce
Metals" reprint from Steelways Magazine.
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NUMBER

OF

UNITED

STATES

1949 — 42,000,000
TOTAL

RADIO

SETS

HOMES

•
IN USE

WITH

RADIO

SETS

1950 — 45,000,000
IN UNITED

STATES

1949 — 81,000,000
•
1950 — 90,000,000
today) have radios installed. The success of
Radio's use and popularity have increased
steadily ever since commercial broadcasting
radio is a tribute to the faith and loyalty of
started in 1920. And today, more people
the American people as listeners, as well
listen to radio than ever before in its pheas to the initiative and foresight of the
nomenal history. No other medium of
American
people as broadcasters and adentertainment and public service can show
vertisers. The concentration of radio in the
such astonishing growth and widespread
home and overall sets-in-use is so great that
acceptance. Evidence that radio has become
public acceptance of radio is virtually 100%.
an integral part of everyday life to the average American is the fact that, in addition to
It is no wonder, then, that radio is America's
the millions of home radios, 17 million
greatest entertainment and public service
medium.
automobiles (47% of the total on the road
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and FIGURES" SHOW

THAT ADVERTISERS

AGREE

*Broadcasting Yearbook 1951
RADIO
1949 - $425,357,133
RADIO

NET

TIME
•

GROSS

SALES

1950 - $453,605,722
BILLINGS

1949 — $629,000,000
•
1950 — $676,173,000
There must be a reason for this substantial
they know their radio advertising delivers
the sales results they want. And the consistent
increase in radio advertising expenditures
increase in radio billings each year since
. . . and there is. Advertisers and time-buyers
know from experience that radio reaches
the 1930s demonstrates radio's popularity
with sponsors. More than ever, radio is
more people more effectively, and at lower
cost than any other medium. Consequently,
America's greatest advertising medium.
THE
FORT
INDUSTRY
COMPANY
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
WSPD, Toledo, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
National Sales Headquarters: 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
TING

• Telecasting
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editorial

4

Sarnoff Symbol
LAST WEEK a man of 60 observed his 45th
anniversary in radio. The man is David SarHe didn'tMarconi,
invent heradio,
his
bosom noff.friend,
had but,
more next
to dotowith
its development (and the development of electronics generally) than any other individual
in history.
The saga of Sarnoff — from immigrant boy to
board chairman of the largest entity in electronics— has been told many times. He is one of
the most publicized men in America, if not the
world. At 60 he is in robust health. He keeps
busy. RCA and its far-flung subsidiaries constitute the most important unit in electronics.
Gen. Sarnoff is the most important individual
in RCA.
At Princeton
last was
Thursday,
David Sarnoff's
45th
anniversary
commemorated.
The
RCA Laboratory there was named "David
Sarnoff Research Center." One day it will
stand as the symbol of the man most responsible for the Electronic Age.
. . . From Little Acorns Grow
FOR YEARS outstanding figures in public
life have proclaimed that radio should be "as
free as theistration,
press."
in hiscalled
first adminPresident Early
Roosevelt
for it.
President Truman followed suit. The Republicans and the Democrats, in their party platforms, have given lip-service to radio-press
parity.
But there has never been a court decision to
implement those expressions — not until last
week.
The ruling came on the plea of a 250 w independent station in a secondary market. The
issue was the right of the station (WJLK
Asbury Park, N. J.) to pick up a city council
hearing on a proposed ordinance imposing a
luxury tax in the resort city. The Mayor and
abroadcast.
majority of the City Council opposed the
For intrinsic merit and judicial substance,
the decision might just as well have involved
the right of networks to broadcast public
hearings of the erstwhile Kefauver Crime
Committee. Superior Court Judge C. Thomas
Schettino, after observing he had no precedent
to guide him, held that radio news comes within
the basic meaning of the press under the
U. S. Constitution; that radio news reporting
should enjoy the same privileges as newspapers. And he added :
On the basic human interest, our country
spends
millions
of dollars
broadcasting
civilization,
through
the Voice
of Americaits
to peoples
who
are
slaves
in
suppressed
naons. Yet whento some
we have
an opportunity
do the tisame
of our
unenlightenedto
local citizens we object because it is someor something
new.
* * * * Theon
greaterthing
thenovel light
that can
beour imposed
public
affairs,
the
better
will
country be
run chosen
by the toofficials
are
do thewhowork.are elected or who
In the news vernacular, we suggest to the
higher courts, the Congress and the platform
committees of the major parties, "please copy"
Judge
Schettino's
to the Asbury
Park Press,
and itsopinion.
WJLK, And
our congratulations
for their courage in defending the sanctity of
a free American radio — "as free as the press."
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ANAesthetized!
THE UTTER INEQUITY existing between
radio's research services which mercilessly expose the medium in minute-by-minute detail
and the infinitely less informative research
techniques used by printed media was never
more clearly shown than in a speech by Paul
West, of the ANA.
In an effort to turn aside some of the criticism raised by the ANA's three reports on
radio values, Mr. West said that his organization was "no less interested in the effect of
television on the advertising audiences of
magazines and newspapers . . . than on those
of But
radio."
the reason that ANA had not produced
reports on those media comparable to its reports on radio, he said, was that although
there was plenty of information available on
radio from independent sources (i.e., Nielsen,
Hooper) , there was no similar data to be had
for newspapers and magazines.
No greater stimulation could be found than
this to arouse a campaign to make advertisers
demand comparable research from all competing media. Indeed it's their duty as prudent
businessmen.
The kind of research toward which all radio
should be moving is reported in this issue on
page 25. The Kemper survey in Louisville put
radio on an equal footing with other media,
investigating the nature of all. And radio
came off better than its competitors.
The longer radio permits itself to be examined in detail while other media show only
their prettiest parts, the longer radio will be
inviting its own destruction.
That T-L Stigma
OVER THE years, one of the most vicious
practices indulged in by the FCC, wittingly
or unwittingly, has been the device of the
"temporary license." Sometimes meted out as
a punitive measure, and sometimes innocently
enough because a station has been "under investigation," the temporary
license has
been anto
automatic signal
for competitive
Stations
raid the business of the stigmatized outlet.
It is most welcome news, as reported in
this journal last week, that the FCC plans
forthwith to cut into the back-log of some 150
"temporaries"
Sept. 24]. The[Broadcasting
Commission •hasTelecasting,
recognized
the inequities that grow out of the temporary
license. Staff members, in extenuation, cite the
long-delayed FCC functional reorganization as
a retarding factor. And, as always, it's contended that personnel shortages stemming from
budgetnate limitations
have contributed to inordidelays.
The current bumper crop of "temporaries"
is mainly attributable to investigations dealing with horse race broadcasts, purported antitrust violations, the whole question of what to
do about specialized FM services like
functional music, transit-casting and storecasting.
decision. These, it's now reported, are near
There has been an appalling lack of uniformity inthe handling of temporaries. Only
those stations whose licenses happen to come
up for renewal while a topic is under inigation now hitFCCthe has
FCC used
"blotter."
the method vestthe
from theThat's
beg
i
n
i
n
g
i
n
placing
the
burden
of
proof on the
station.
The immediate need is to get as many innocent stations as possible off the hook. In
the process, we hope the FCC evolves a permanent solution for the temporary license
problem.

£

our respects to:

CARLIN SCOTT FRENCH
A VICE tives,
PRESIDENT
Chicago, dictatedof aH-RletterRepresentalast week
that was 11 years overdue.
It was a thank-you note for advice given
indirectly more than a decade ago by Writer
Clarence Buddington Kelland.
Carlin Scott French, the H-R vice president,
read a Kelland short story in 1940 in the
Saturday Evening Post which gave him the
"foresight"
to make
that
clinched his radio
career.a business
He was inmove
the midst
of his first radio venture — a partnership in
WTMV East St. Louis, 111.
Business had been bad. So bad the telephone
power companies threatened cancellation oandf service.
Reluctantly, he faced three alternatives: (1)
selling out to his partner, (2) buying his partner's stock, or (3) declaring bankruptcy.
On the night he had to choose, he thumbed
through the Post, saw the Kelland story and
read it word for word. The methods of an ambitious and ingenious businessman touched
off his own ingenuity, and the next morning
he found a fourth — and successful — alternative.
He talked with the president of the local
bank for half an hour and walked out with
$30,000. Carlin French bought the rest of the
station "and made money the first month and
every
that"radio
as long
he ownedafterit.
Mr. month
French after
elected
as hisas career
crediting it with the demise of the old Chicago
Herald-Examiner, for which he was advertising roads
director.
his efforts,
inbecame Despite
increasingly
evidentradio's
and the
paper ultimately was reduced to tabloid size
and then folded.
His pre-radio history with the Hearst newspaper empire had been energetic and varied.
He first worked for the Herald-Examiner
after graduation from the Chicago Academy
of Fine Arts. Convinced since the age of 6
he would be a career cartoonist, he aroused
the ire of both parents with his preoccupation.
Born in Lexington, Ky., Mr. French spent
most of his youth in central Illinois towns,
mainly Virginia, where his father was a
Church of Christ minister. Wherever the
church,
young Carlin
foundOutside
midsermon sketching
in thecould
hymn bebook.
church, he concentrated on scratch paper, walls
and old letters.
While still in grade school, he invested in a
cartoon correspondence course the money he
earned as a grocery clerk (starting at 5 a.m.
and working until midnight each Saturday for
(Continued on page 62)
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I cWAi

HOW
EM

TO

KEEP

DOWN

THE

ON

FARM

If you had a cash income of over 2 billion dollars last year you'd stay
on the farm, too. And that's howjmuch cash Canadian farmers took in
during 1950.
Farming is big business in Canada, and it's carried on in practically every
section of the country. Everyone knows about the grain farms of the
Prairies, but Canada grows everything from apples to soybeans. In the
south of Ontario tobacco is the big crop, while in British Columbia the
whole Okanagan Valley is a giant orchard. And don't forget Canadian
cheese and bacon, there's always a steady export market for these.
In just twenty years the farmer's income has risen over 450%.
They're spending money, too, for cars, radios, furniture, in fact anything that a city home would have.
For the past few years the rural areas have accounted for over 40% of all
Canadian retail sales, and unfortunately, many manufacturers have missed
this rich market by putting all their advertising eggs in the city basket.
There's only one medium which reaches with equal effect the reader of
the city daily, the small town weekly, and the farm paper. That's radio
which ignores distance and delivery routes. In many rural areas radio is
the only dependable mass medium.
So just figure how much of the Canadian farm market should be yours,
and then remember:
"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell em!"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
108 Sparks St.,
37 Bloor St. West,
Ottawa.
Toronto.
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Respects
(Continued from page 60)
the farm trade).
An only child, he whipped around
Virginia
2,000) leaving
in a Model
T Ford and(pop.
regretted
high
school for nearby Eureka College
because Virginia boasted twice as
many girls as boys.
"When you're in high school and
have a Model T, that's the most imsays. portant statistic in your life," he
After two years at Eureka he
went to the Chicago Academy of
Fine Arts. Two years later he was
free-lancing as a layout artist for
International Harvester Co., Oscar
Mayer meat products, Pine Bros,
cough drops and Sara Lee salad
dressing.
At the age of 22, he was "earning $300was
a weekwhenbut hecollecting
That
aligned $20."
with
the Herald-Examiner as authorartist of a cartoon strip, "The
Alden cious
Family,"
featuringgirla caprigrandpa, romantic
and a
small lad. The series ran six
months, until "one of the many edicaught uphimself
with me."
He torsconfined
to sketching
for
two
of
the
paper's
weekly
magazine supplements
distributed
to real estate and used car dealers,
finally ending up as editor, writer,
makeup man, circulation manager
and publisher. To complete his oneman operation, Mr. French began
selling advertising and handling
promotion. In another move upward, he was hired as supervisor
of the "boiler factory," the name
given
to
paper's room.
classified ad
departmentthetelephone
Advances With Papers
Five years of this led to duties as
classified advertising manager of
the Daily Oklahoman and the Oklahoma City Times, morning and
evening papers published by one
company.
He loved
Oklahomathe life
— "The
climate
was perfect,
people
the
nicest I ever met." But>— "I never
heard
want toa train
leave. whistle
It was that
so farI didn't
from

hired western
and hillbilly
musicians each weekend.
His station
was
the
first
locally
to
program
that kind of music.
Moving into sports as the WTMV
audience mushroomed, he snared
an exclusive St. Louis Cardinal
baseball contract, with Dizzy Dean,
the star pitcher, announcing. He
added Rogers Hornsby, who holds
the all-time batting record, and
Grover Cleveland Alexander, a
famous pitcher, to narrate live
soprtscasts.
Combining his knowledge of
radio and newspapers, Mr. French
joined Lorenzen & Thompson at
Chicago headquarters to carry out
the assignment of establishing a
radio department to represent stations. The firm, which maintained
nine offices, previously only represented newspapers. In 1948, Mr.
French joined Transit Radio as
western teringsales
manager, headquarin Chicago.
When Transit Radio was absorbed by H-R Representatives he
became a vice president. Mr.
French maintains several other
radio interests
major Tenn.,
stockholder in WATOandOakis a Ridge,
which he helped put on the air. He
and his wife, Chubby ("who isn't,
so I can call her that"), live on
the city's near north side.
They both "play at golf." Chubby
has three strokes to go "before she
beats
I'll quit."
Theyme,likeandto then
take their
vacation
in the winter and last year went to
Havana. This year, because of
tobusiness,
watchingthey've
hula been
dancersrestricted
on TV
and scanning travel folders.
New KNEM Building
KNEM Nevada, Mo., celebrated its
second birthday last month by moving into the new KNEM Bldg.,
located on a nearby hill at the
transmitter site. William R. Tedrick, KNEM general manager,
drew the plans
struction of theandnewsupervised
concrete conand
masonry structure. The building
contains complete studio, office and
transmitting facilities. KNEM,
owned by the Missouri Broadcasting System,
fulltime
with operates
250 w. on 1240 kc

every
He place."
snapped
up ad
an manager
offer as as-of
sistant classified
the New York Journal American,
another Hearst paper. Two years
later, when
late William
Randolph Hearsttheordered
the Chicago
Herald-Examiner to carry more
classified ad lineage than any other
paper in the world, Mr. French was
dispatched westward to tackle the
In a year, with the aid of 200
salesmen, he accomplished the feat.
And
director.he then became advertising
job.
The same purposefulness and
daring guided his steps at WTMV.
Asserting that his station was "not
going
to be all things
to all competipeople,"
he analyzed
tion and the the
kind St.of Louis
entertainment
people wanted. He noted the
"home-folks" quality of the people
and that every tavern in the area
BROADCASTING
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NEW

FACILITIES

TO

BE TTER

SERVE

YOUR

W,
E SPECIALIZE
DESIGN

TO

NEEDS

IN CUSTOM

SOLVE

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
.Our NEW, modern plant, vastly
expanded facilities and trained
personnel are ready to go to
work tice.
for you
a moment'sare no-at
Skilled atengineers
your disposal to analyze specific problems. Expert draftsmen are on the job to design
equipment geared to your particular needs in smooth, dependable broadcasting operations. Long years of experience
— in both domestic and foreign
markets — stand behind Continental Service. The Continental reputation for uniform high
quality, superior workmanship
and technical ability is your assurance of lasting satisfaction.
Upper right, the
Continental 5 Tower 5 KW visionPower
Diand Phase
Control
Lower right,Unit.
typical
Continental
nents— radiocompofrequency inductors
grouped about a
larger
ductor. isolation in-

NEW HOME OF CONTINENTAL
ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD.

DALLAS 10

PHONE EVERGREEN

-jr Complete transmittersproducers
Radio frequency inductors
-fa Isolation inductors
■A" Aluminum coupling cabinets
Antenna coupling units

of Power division
phase control
jr Rectifiers — Amplifiers
-fc FM-AM Isolation units
if Arc-back indicators

•
•

TAKE
A
GOOD
LOOK
AT

CHATTANOOGA

\
I IN AUDIENCE
IN THE MORNING

IN COST
PER LISTENER

IN LOCAL
ACCEPTANCE
Outstanding Local
Personalities Build an
Outstanding Audience

1370 KC 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
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contracts was reviewed by the task
Attacks Radio-TV force in its first meeting. Many
items, Mr. Morris' unit concluded,
DPA TASK FORCE
Unemployment
are not adapted
to mass
productechniques now
existing
for
THE GOVERNMENT is taking concrete steps to alleviate growing un- home tion
radio-TV
receivers
for
employment amongof thethe nation's
mass-production
firms. and TV reasons: (1) a "high degreetheseof
In recognition
acute picture
confrontingelectronic
home radio
there
receiver plants in New York, Philadelphia and Chicago, the Defense Pro- isengineering"
the factor isof required;
fluidity of(2)design,
duction Administration has ap- *
ratio of mechanical depointed a special Electronics Task liam Balderston, Philco Corp.; Col. and a high
vices incorporated into delivered
Force, with a view toward chan- Leigh Hunt (USAF), Munitions
neling more defense contracts to Board, Dept. of Defense; M. F. equipment.
Darling, IBEW (AFL) Chicago;
these plants.
Suggested Procedures
Edmund T. Morris, who shifted Daniel Arnold, Radio-TV conference board, International Union of
his duties from Westinghouse ElecHere
are other specific recomtric Corp., Baltimore, Md., to the Electrical, Radio & Machine Worktronics units:mendations laid down by the Elecgovernment earlier this year, was
ers (IUE-CIO), Camden, N. J.
The two labor representatives
named chairman by Manly Fleisch• Military procurement services
mann, DPA administrator. Mr. Mor- were asked to provide "accurate, should
request prime contractors to
ris also is chairman of the govern- current figures" on employment place sub contracts in areas with a
and production estimates for the surplus of skilled labor and producment's
Electronics
Production
tion facilities.
Board and the Electronics Product fourth quarter beginning today
Division of the National Production (Oct. 1).
• Radio and television manufacturAuthority.
In announcing the appointment
ers shouldworking
seek "aggressively"
sub
through the armed
Appointment of the special group of the group, Mr. Fleischmann said contracts,
was prompted by widespread in- it would study "the possibilities of forces regional councils.
o Defense agenc'es should monitor
dustry disruption caused by the placing additional defense work in
time lag between commitment and the mass production plants of the the placement of future contracts on
heavily loaded prime contractors and
actual placement of military orders electronics industry."
The establishment of the task
for electronics equipment. Another
existing contract
"loads."
• "Leader-type"
contracts
and proprime factor has been repeated cut- force came only shortly after study
of suitable incentives for prime
backs in civilian goods leaving a the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and subvision contractors
should
be
encourslack in plant production and re- agreed to set up a clearing house
sulting in unemployment.
to aid in bringing together prime aged.
•
Production
companies
should
be
The task force met initially Sept. and sub contractors on defense
with design contractors
21 under the chairmanship of Mr. contracts. The move was taken by associated
from
the
time
development
contracts
Morris and faced squarely up to RTMA's Small Business Survey are placed.
reports that employment in home Committee
• Tele• Manufacturers of electronic comcasting,[Broadcasting
Sept. 24].
radio-TV set plants in those cities
ponents should submit samples for
has
dropped
to
about
50%
of
preThe
whole
scope
of
electronics
testing bytronicstheStandards
ArmedAgency
Services
ElecKorean levels.
(ASESA).
production
touching
on
military
Serving under Mr. Morris will
be Benjamin Abrams, Emerson
CLEVELAND'S fotf STATION • Wj W • CLEVEUND'S/^few^TSHiNAL* WJW • CLEVELAND'S Sty $T4j>
Radio and Phonograph Corp.; WilCHANGES
Three Advise FCC
FCC REPORTED notice of new
stations and assignment changes
from three countries last week under terms of the 1941 North Amerment. ican Regional Broadcast AgreeMexico, Canada and the Dominican Republic announced changes as
follows (probable commencement
dates in parenthesis):
MEXICO
XEDV 700Zapopan,
new (Jan.
class II1,
station,
kc, 500 Jalisco,
w, daytime
1952).
XEFL
Rio
Bravo,
Tamaulipas,
new
Class
1952). II, 1110 kc, 250 w, daytime (Jan. 1,
XEDT
Durango,
Durango,
new
Class
IV,XEFO
1400 kc,Poza250 w,Rica,
fulltime
(Dec. 1).new
Veracruz,
class
III-B.
1480
kc,
5
kw-day,
500
w-rrght
(Jan. 1, 1952).San Luis Potosi,
XEFFClassMatehuala,
new
IV,
1490
kc,
250
w,
fulltime
(Jan. 1, 1952).
XEDU
ING fromDurango,
1400(Dec.
kc to1).Durango,
860 kc, 1SWITCHkw-day,
500XEML
w-night
Mexico,
D.F., DELETED.
CANADA
Sask., directional
new Class
II,CHBD
1170 kc.Saskatoon,
1 kw, fulltime,
(July
CKOM1, 1952),
Saskatoon, Sask., new Class
IV, 1340tionalkc,(now in250 operation).
w, fulltime, non-direcDOMINICAN REPUBLIC
HI6T Santiago, switching from 1090 kc
to 610 tional,
kc, Class1 IIkw,(Nov.
fulltime,
1). non-direcHI8Bing fromBella610 Vista
(Santiago),
kc
to
1090
kc, switch250
fulltime,
non-directional
(Nov.
1).Vega.w,
HI3V
Bani,
moving
from
La
Still
III on 1310(Nov.
kc, 5001). w, fulltime, Class
nondirectional

CHIEF SAYS:
"Rosen-Lemon plenty great

NARBA

j|/ Hit and pitch for baseball team; «
^"X,
And with sponsor they're first-rate
^
Selling on Chief Station beam."
INDIANS
MAKEf
BIG HIT
|

Baseball stars Al Rosen and^
Bob Lemon are now in their |
fifth sponsored month as WJW J
DJ's. There's a buy for you, |
too, on this showman's station. |

BILLPRESIDENT
O'NEU
CLEVELAND'S

W STATION

1 i

5000
W. %J)
BASIC 15,ABCOHIO
WJW
BUILBINO
^^-^
CLEVELAND
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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ADVISORY BOARD
Benton Plan Supported
THE BENTON plan to set up a
National Citizens Advisory Board
for Radio and Television made its
appearance in the House last week.
Rep. Kenneth A. Roberts (D.Ala.) dropped a companion measure (HR 5471) in the hopper last
Tuesday. It was referred to the
House merce
Interstate
Committee. & Foreign ComThe Congressman said he would
speak with committee Chairman
Robert Crosser (D.-Ohio) on the
bill as soon as they could get together.
On the Senate side, where the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee has held some
hearings on the issue [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10],
there
uled. has been no action schedRep. Roberts, in introducing the
measure told Broadcasting •
Telecasting, he did so because he
felt that "television, and radio, too,
are important as educational and
public
servicea study
mediums."
He saidin
he
thought
of trends
the industry would "assure protection for the public."
LUCIO BASCO, Rome correspondent
for bi-lingual
New fromYork,Italian
obtained exclusive WOV
interview
Premier Alcide DeGasperi before the
statesman sailed for U. S. Taped interview was played on WOV and disstations. tributed to five other Italian-language
Miss Nancy Clifford
Newby and Peron, Inc.
Chicago, III.
Dear Nancy:
up a which
follcrinis
rkets
ferHityershore
clientspays ter bu Idsteady
through right
perprositices, edeprs-essions, ersions, re zvhut
Charleston,
Virginity
—West
th' hometown
uvw7 WCHS
Yessir,—
all
kinds
Nancy,
ther's
industries
here,uv
an' thetbisness
means
steady
!
Why, th'ical chemplants
alone pays
75
milyun
a year terdollars
theirin
employees
y
uv men
ONEstrifsre
hereny!
indu
t he es o\ae
Air
yern'
tocliehitntsyouthet
isseeiwell
represen t e d
don'
here
HSt
fer?sgitAn'
more
yuh—WC
give
e
we!l
thes
uv
eners then alltherth'!inlisstown
Yrs.A putlay t'ge

RICHARDS EVANS, general manager KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake
City, elected vice president Radio Services Corp. of Utah (owner
of KSL-AM-TV). Mr. Evans will continue to manage stations.
BERNARD C. HARGREAVES, commercial manager
KWFC Hot Springs, Ark., appointed local sales manager KBTM-AM-FM Jonesboro, Ark. Mrs. KATHERINE S. HARGREAVES, traffic manager KWFC,
appointed program director KBTM.
FREDERICK H. ELLIOTT Jr., sales representative
WKRT Cortland, N. Y., named to sales department
WTRY Troy, N. Y.
WILLIAM R. TEDRICK, general manager KNEM
Nevada,
Mr. Evans
FM
Alton,Mo.,111. appointed general manager WOKZ-AMDONALD N. MANN, general manager WKNK Muskegon, Mich., resigns. He will join WBBM Chicago, staff.
MARTIN N. LEEDS, associate director business affairs program department CBS Hollywood, named director of business affairs for network
TV division.
JERRY HAUSER and EMERY ELLINGSON appointed to sales staff
WLDY Ladysmith, Wis. ROBERT FOREMAN, sales staff, resigns.
JOHN R. GNAU, publicity and promotion manager WWJ-AM-FM-TV
Detroit, to sales staff WWJ-TV.
EDWARD F. LETHEN Jr., MacFadden Publications, to network sales
staff CBS Radio Div., as account executive, effective immediately.
CLYDE MELVILLE Co., Dallas, appointed southwestern representative
for KSEL Lubbock, Texas.
BILLY WILSON, account executive KCOH Houston, resigns to devote
more time to Montrose Studios (TV production) where he is director
of sales and promotion. FRED BATES succeeds Mr. Wilson at KCOH.
DAN SCHMIDT III, WOR New York, to CBS Radio Spot Sales, Hollywo d, as account executive.
HAL NEAL promotion, publicity and advertising director WXYZ Detroit, appointed to newly created post as assistant radio sales manager.
WILLIAM MORGAN, staff announcer, will succeed Mr. Neal.
FORJOE & Co., N. Y., moving to larger offices at 29 East 57th Street,
effective Oct. 1. New telephone number will be PLaza 5-8501.
JIM KELSO, WOSU Columbus, Ohio, appointed southern Ohio sales
representative for WRFD Worthington, Ohio.
ADAM J. YOUNG Jr. Inc., New York, appointed national representative
for WJAC Johnstown, Pa.
DAN V. CARR, CKEY Toronto, appointed manager CKOY Ottawa.

WSCR
SCRANTON
Is a member of America's
No. 1 Radio Network

SCRANTON
N.

B. C.

Operating On A Full-Time
Schedule, Day and Night,
Since August 5th
Network Programs
of the
National
Broadcasting
onCompany
WSCR. are now heard

N

B

WSCR adds mendous
the Scranton
treMarket, covering
350,000 listeners,
for the first time on
America
s No. 1. Ra-. .
dio Network.

Contact us COMPANY,
or THE
WALKER
c.
our National
Represenabilities. tatives for choice availFor REAL COVERAGE of
the Scranton Market —
Schedule

WSCR
The N.B.C. Affiliate Station
CRAIG LAWRENCE, executive vice president Cowles Broadcasting Co. in Scranton, Pennsylvania
(WCOP Boston, KRNT Des Moines and WNAX Yankton, S. D.), and
general manager WCOP, named Massachusetts radio chairman for Crusade for Freedom campaign. . . . ROBERT E. KINTNER, president
1,000 Watts Daytime
ABC, elected to Advertising Council to replace MARK WOODS, repre500 Watts Nighttime
sentative for radio and TV, who resigned from board when he left ABC
board vice chairmanship. . . . BILL REA Jr., president and general
manager CKNW New Westminster, B. C, father of daughter, Sept. 14. DAVID M. BALTIMORE
WCHS
. . . ROBERT B. HANNA, manager WGY and WRGB(TV) Schenectady, N. Y., elected president of local Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Hanna President & General Manager
Charleston, W. Va.
is first radio man to become president of that local group. . . . HARVEY Studios: 116 Adams Ave., Scranton, Pa.
J. STRUTHERS, general manager WEEI Boston, named chairman of
radio committee of 1952 United Red Feather campaign.
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Revisions in the 1951 Marketbook

Editor's
No
te
:
,
y|y i ■1
The 1951
Broadcasting • Telecasting
Marketbook
involved more than HK
\fVf Hp
ainevitable
million separate
In soerrors.
prodigious an operation it was 1
if JT^. T
that therecomputations.
would be some
We made a few — the corrections are printed on this page. With each
is printed the page, column and place in the column where it should
appear to make it easy for your secretary to insert them over the
incorrect lines. Just clip off on the dotted lines, then, when you find
the proper place, clip off the direction line printed in italic.
Page
South after
Carolina
metro- Page
Col. 1, Terrell, Tex., insert HKMf
tMim
4 1* *% C4.VL
*J L wL OA. tiflfc
I t *e
politan7, Col.
areas,2,insert
Columbia:
KTER 172,Rates:
\mS fl IrlfC
GREENVILLE,
168,152
(1950
pop.);
136,580
6.15
8.35
16.10
23.75
43.70
„,„__.
,,
_.
(1940 pop.); 44,313 (1950 homes); 39,527
WKRC Cincinnati signed sponsorship for all ,,U. of, Cincinnati
grid games.
(1950 radio homes); 89.2 (% radio). Page 203, Col. 4, Albuquerque, N. M., (Seated, I to r): Reuben Frisch, mgr. of large branch of Frisch's Restaurants,
Los Angeles rates:
125,000
dir.; Dave
Frisch, sponsor
(standing,
I to r):^T^V'1
Ed Kennedy
Pag^WcoLircna^ge-lwBHlTV)
KOAT listeners to: athletic
S**l
^ president;
Mj.W,«7'
■
and David Taft,
WKRC*Tsporrscasters,
and ^\
Syd Cornell,
of agency, Rollman,
?■ .12222 J22«2 I^SJ 222 22 ^'22 , o««2 PaSe 203
1- Albuquerque, N. M., Cary & Rittenhouse. Mr. Taft is assistant to the executive vice president of
N 200.00 200.00 313.00 500.00 750.00 1,250.00 change KVER listing:
Radio
Cincinnati Inc., WKRC licensee.
Page
Col. 2, should
Salinas,onlyCalif.,be delete
125,000 3,000
JBfe.
KDON 19. which
listed Spanish
__
.
F^Hl
under Santa Cruz.
Page 203. Col. 4. New Mexico foreign ~mE ^pjSffj^
'
4p\ /
Page 45. Col. 4. Weiser. Idaho. Change
'V
, MF^M *
KWEI rates:
LAS^CRUCES
^
- / :
v^-^
"T" ^
V

P^g'e^iii^Col^Y^in sert Southern 'Pines,
SOUTHERN ^ PINES,^ Moore, ^ 8,335 homes,
Dweeb,4.00i kw-D,4.00 99012.00kcQ '°24.0010meS'
36.00 60.00
Snyder, Tex., insert under Stamford,
Tex '- Scurry, 6,979 homes, 87.7% radio,
STAMFORD,
6,121 radio homes.

Page 206, ~ Col ~~~3~,~ Texa's' "foreign ' lanPLEASANTON ^ ^ ^
Spanish w ' 75%' 840
STEPHENVILLE
210
55o/0
KSjv
Page 206, Col. 4, insert Terrell, Tex.:
TERRELL 250w-D, 1570 kc
KTER,
Bohemian
40,000
60

■HHhKHH
j
P
jj Jf Sk
/ - "jit £
CHET
HUNTLEY,
A,BC T.The
VV. Motor
COAKLEY
pres.,
. and. „Paul
' (seated
. DBeuter,' ad' .mgr.
w„»„. C..„„l„
r~Co. „t
Savannah,
ot c-L.-U
SupplyTHOMPSON,
newscaster,
shake hands after MJB signed 52- Aiken, signs contract covering exweek
for Chet
and the Georgia
elusive sponsorship
all WSAV
U. of
News pact
on ABC
PacificHuntley
and Mountain
grid games of over
networks. Standing (I to r): Christy Savannah for second consecutive seaAllen,
BBDO;
Gayle
Grubb,
general
son.
(L
to
r)
Don
Jones,
WSAV
comm. mgr., Mr. Thompson, and Bob
manager, KGO
San Francisco;
Ward, WSAV local ad mgr.
McNiff,
BBDO. Walter

ALVIN BAUMER, pres., Baumer OTIS MILLER (seated, I) co-owner of
Foods Inc., signs to sponsor Hour of Scott Co., plumbing contractor, signs
Charm Mondays over WWL New to sponsor H. V. Kaltenborn (seated,
Orleans for 52 weeks. Standing (I r) and Richard Harkness five days
to r) are James G. Aldige jr., of weekly on KNBC San Francisco.
(I to r): Robert Sherman,
WWL; dentHelion
jr., vice
of StoneDickson
Stevens
Inc.,presiand Standing
v. p., Elliott, Daly & Sherman, S. F.
Heberexec.Smith, KNBC
George Arnold, Baumer sales man- agency, and acct.
ager.
Brunch With Dorothy & Dick on
SEALY Mattress signs for full sponsorship ofKollmar,
co-star, Eugene Kligman
r) Dick
WOR New York, Sundays. (L to Sealy
of New York; Dorothy KilMattress
(seated), executive vice president, Abe Cenit, Sealy
sales & merchandising
(standing),
gallen Kollmar, (co-star),
mgr., and Paul Tuttle, ad mgr. Contract placed by Getschal & Richard, N. Y.

172, Col. 1, delete KDWT
for MJB Co. (coffee,
spices, rice) Augusta,
Waycross, Brunswick and
BISMARCK,
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BOXING FEUD
KRSC Defends Action
KRSC Seattle has been threatened
with legal action by promoters of
the erHarry
Matthews-Grant
Butchmiddleweight
bout held on
the
West Coast.
The dispute between the station
and the promoters grew from a
radio blackout called by Jimmy
Fitten, matchmaker, and the two
fighters' managers in an effort to
boost gate receipts. KRSC, however, re-created the bout round by
round from the studio. This action
precipitated
the threat of legal
recourse.
Ted Bell, KRSC program director, declared the recreation could
not have cut into gate receipts
because the fight was not broadcast until after its conclusion "and
we did not plug our planned coverage until 6 p.m. the night of the
fight."
Mr. Bell noted the station ran
free spots during the week preceding the fight, urging listeners to
attend, and telling them where
tickets could be obtained.
WHUM HOLIDAY
Host to N.Y. Execs.
MAKING the trip in a chartered
plane, New York agency timebuyers and officials of H-R Representatives were guests of WHUM
Reading,
at a "carnival
in
ReadingPa., fortnight
ago. party"
Hosts
were Mr. and Mrs. Humboldt Greig
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Heim of
WHUM.
Among those who made the trip
were:
Jayne
Walter Thompson
Co.; BettyShannon,
Powell,J. Geyer,
Newell &
Ganger;RuthFrankJones,
Coulter,
Young& &Bowles;
Rubicam;
Benton
Murray Roffis, Maxon Inc.; Frank Daniel,
Lennen
&
Mitchell;
Helen
Hartwig,
Lucy
Kenyon && Ryan;
Eckhardt;
Don Kerwin,
Quinn,
Pedlar
Jack
Neale,
Compton
Inc.;
Elenore
Scanlan,
BBDO;
Ethel
Weider,
Biow
Co.;
Vera Dick
Brennan,
Scheideler,
Beck
&JackWerner;
Fichthorn,
Lane,
Shuler,andJohnny
Deegan,AllanPriscilla
Pomeroy,
Mel Wayne,
WHUM;
Jean
Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell
&Carroll,
Bayles;
Helen Wilbur,
Clifford
& Shenfield;
Robert Doherty,
Stivers,
Hilton
&
Riggio;
Frank
E. Pellegrin,
Frank M. Headley, Allan Kerr,
Paul R.
Weeks,
H-R
Representatives;
Anne
Small,
& Presbrey,
Betty Nasse,
Dowd, Cecil
Redfield
& Johnstone;
Mary
Dunlavey,
HarryMcCann-Erickson;
B. Cohen Inc.; Robert
Reuschle,
Fred
Cusick,
DancerN.-Fitzgerald-Sample;
McDermott,
W.ConeAyer& &Belding.
Son; Tom
Lillian Selb, Foote,

Paid Space, Free Time
Plan Hit by Paige
NRFA POLICY
THE chiseling fringe is back at its nibbling, judging by scattered but
violent reactions from broadcasters.
In the mountain states, Jack Paige, vice president of the 39-station
Intermountain Network, blew his top when a letter arrived from NaFurniturecame Assn.,
Chicago. tionalHisRetailexplosion
when * sideration, any material supplied
he read tailerparagraphs
advising
re- by any public relations bureau such
s to buy newspapers space
as yours. . . . Also please be
and solicit free radio time.
assured that the furniture stores
long recog"I, for one, wonder just how long in this nizedtown
radio aswhoonehaveof their
finest
publicity organizations such as
yours can expect to continue ask- mediums will receive complete and
ing radio for free time while at thorough cooperation from this
in this, as well as any other
the same
directing
tion of thetime
retailer
to the thefactattenthat station
promotions. Our cooperation with
his greatest medium is the news- them will come through their recognition and not because of your
wrote NRFA.
"You paper,"
willMr. Paige
be interested
to know
that your material has served one treatment."
The
furniture group recompurpose . . . and that is an edict
d in a 12-page
home will
fashion
issued to all our commentators on brochure mendethat
newspapers
get
the 39-station Intermountain Net- out special sections if retailers
work never to use, under any con- support it, Mr. Paige said. The

MODEL
FILM

S5

SYNCHRONOUS
AND

RECORDER

brochure then noted that radio stations will promote the home fashion
campaign of NRFA — free.
An effort nouncto
anements at50buy
centsstation
each drew
the wrath of Arthur J. Barry,
president of WEOK Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. Mr. Barry wrote Maurice
Greenberg, of Eastern Wine Corp.,
New York, as follows:
In reply to your letter dated Sept.
19,
a schedule
of 50each,to
100 requesting
announcements
at 50 cents
wish to advise our maximum discount
rate for one-minute spots is $S each.
This is the rate now being paid by all
our ingadvertisers,
includ'ng a competwine advertiser.
I doubt
very much if you would be
willing to offer us a case of Chateau
Martin
standard wine
price. at one-twelfth of the
ADVERTISING -merchandising offer
under which
may receive
promotion of theirsponsors
grocery-store
products
in
250
Bohack
Supermarkets
in
New
York area has been announced by WOV
New York.

MAGNETIC
REPRODUCER

The STANCIL-HOFFMAN Synchronous . . .
Magnetic . . . Sprocket Film Recorder insures
for 7 6 mm film production . . . 35 mm SOUND
FIDELITY plus . . . MAGNETIC TAPE convenience
... at 16 mm PRODUCTION COSTS.
This remarkable S5 Recorder may be ordered
for either 16 mm or 17.5 mm film.
The S5 Recorder is designed for either portable
use (as illustrated) or rack mounting
for permanent placement.

STANCIL-HOFFMAN Synchronous
equipment has been field tested and
proven by extensive use throughout the world.
Over 2 1 60 foot film capacity, or a full hour
of 1 6 mm recording.
Available with both a synchronous drive
motor and an interlock motor, either motor
used selectively.
The mechanical filter system uses TWO fly
wheels in a balanced tight loop, providing
flutterless operation.
Complete relay control permitting remote
operation from any number of positions.
I1UIM
silent chain
of gears,
Insteadwhich
y drive
requiresusesNOa unique
maintenance.

Coy Prediction
ADVANCES in electronics, particularly in radio, television and
facsimile, will move freight and
passengers with increasing speed
and safety, Chairman Wayne Coy
of the FCC predicted in an address
marking the 100th anniversary of
the sending of the first train order
by telegraph. The ceremony was
held in Harriman, N. Y. Chairman
Coy speculated that whole yards or
terminal areas might be made
visible to a dispatcher by television with all activities observed
by railroad executives.
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E FOR DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE
HOFFMAN

CH1016
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Air Force. He will enter Air Force
Officers Candidate School at Lakeland
Field, Texas.
HUGH
KEMP,
associate
editor,ofscript
division
NBC Sept.
radio,18. father
boy,
Ian Fletcher,
WILLIAM WHITE PARISH, assistant
air-casters
to president
Simon & ofSchuster,
N. Y.,
named
supervisor
playreading
NBC New York.
JOE LANDIS and GEORGE TIBBLES BILL REILLY, publicity director RENEE LEASE to continuity staff
named co-producers and Mr. Landis WCKY Cincinnati, father of boy.
WIRE Indianapolis, succeeding
new director for weekly Al Jarvis
CRAWFORD replaces PEG GLORIA JOYNER, resigned.
Show on KLAC-TV Los Angeles. They ADELE
ROTHE JACOBSON as supervisor of EARL STEELE, announcing staff
replace who
JOE resigned
PARKER,
producerinformation
Chicago. and guest relations NBC WCCO Minneapolis, appointed prodirector,
to fulfill
ducer.
commitments.
Mr. Tibbies
is other
also
musical director.
BUDDY MORENO, singer and band- ERNEST E. STERN, copy chief publ
e
a
d
e
r
,
t
o
WBBM
Chicago,
on
music
department
named trade
RAY E. BROSSEAU, guest relations staff as singer, musician and emcee.
news licity
editor.
TOMABC,FITZSIMMONS
NBC New
appointed
ming sales York,
coordinator
WLWDprogram(TV) ERNEST DE LA OSSA, director of succeeds Mr. Stern, as copy chief.
JANE SMITH, commentator KVVC
Dayton.
personnelto beNBC,heldto Oct.
preside
BILL BRADLEY, WCAU Philadelphia, Forum
22 inatNewan Office
York Ventura, Calif., to KVEN same city.
tonouncer.
KCBS San Francisco as staff an- on technical and scientific manpower BOB KING, KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.,
and salary-wage stabilization, spon- appointed
Yankton, S.to D.announcing staff WNAX
NewAssn.York
Personnel ManSHIRLEY
programanddepartin
conjunction
with
ment KPIXHAYES,
San Francisco,
Dick Nationalsored byagement
BUD STEFAN, emcee KTLA (TV)
Business Show.
Hickman, married.
recovering following recent appendectomy.
WARREN
MICHAEL KELLY to DON THURSTON, staff announcer- Hollywood,
WXYZ Detroit, as emcee on Stag engineer WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
Party.
and Oralie Lane, married Sept. 9.
JOWMGMRANSON,
New Yorkpublicity
and MGM director
Radio DON BAKER, announcer KNX Holly- MtVi • • •
CHUCK Kalamazoo,
LAMBERT, Mich.,
music appointed
director
wood,
and JOEnamed
ALLABOUGH,
assist- WGFG
Attractions,
chairmanof Brooklyn
of pressdirector,
night supervisors
radio
liaisonnamed
committee
for antstation.
assistant
news
editor
and
special
Chapter of American Red Cross.
LEON RADSLIFF, staff musician CONNIE B. GAY, noted radio-TV hill- events man.
KCBS, father of girl, Nickie.
MILT BERKOWITZ, news and sports
billytainers
band fromleader,
and top D.TVC, enterWashington,
area, editor and publicity director WONS
JUNE MELENDY, organist KPIX San
Hartford, Conn., resigns effective
Francisco, mother of boy.
visiting
Armed
Force's
installations
Oct. 1.
CLARENCE CASSELL, announcer in the Caribbean.
KCBS San Francisco, to CBS Pacific DAN TOBEY, ring announcer, appear- JOHN ADAIR to WNAX Yankton,
Network, Hollywood.
ing in that capacity on KTTV (TV) S. D., as newscaster.
Los Angeles Wrestlers and The Ladies. JOSEPH SLAVIN, recent graduate
to WMTR
MorCANDY McDOWELL starts two week- Fordham
ristown, N.U.,J.,N. asY.,general
newsman.
ly quarter-hour Musical Nightcap rec- BENEDICT E. HARDMAN, instructor
ord program on KTSL(TV) Los An- for American Institute of the Air,
responsive listeners make
and CLAYTON KAUFgeles.
responsive
JACK BRUCE, staff announcer WNAX Minneapolis,
sports editor, staff
and
Yankton, S. D., father of boy, Steven editor MAN,International
Newswriter
Service,
Edward.
Dallas,
appointed
to
news
staff
WCCO
buyers!
CHARLES (Happy) HOLMES, disc Minneapolis.
OBERLIN, news director
jockey WBTM Danville, Va., to WAYS RICHARD
Charlotte, N. C, in same capacity. WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, returns to
MARGARET JOHNSTON, continuity absence
w
station after
three months' leave of
writer WCPS Tarboro, N. C, to con- France. to work with UNESCO in
four v
tinuity
department
WAYS.
CHARLES
WJR
KURALT, announcer WAYS, leaves JIM LEATHERS, county extension
\
station to enroll at U. of North Caro- agent of Cowley County, Kansas, aplina.
pointed associate
farm City,
director
team Kansas
Mo.
WILLIAM
BRENNAN,
programfather
direc-of KMBC-KFRM
response tests \
He succeeds KEN PARSONS, resigned.
tor
KTSL
(TV)
Hollywood,
J
averaged i
DEKE HOULGATE, sports columnist,
boy Sept. 18.
j
starts quarter-hour weekly Pigskin
JIM JOHNSTON, WOC-TV Daven- Parlay
on KHJ Los Angeles.
pocago.
rt, to announcing
staff
WLS
Chioutcome Inofaddibig
BOB SHAFFER to talent staff, games tiontoto predicting
be played, Mr. Houlgate will
as singer. He was with WKNX Sagi- ities.
interview
prominent
football
personalnaw, Mich.
LLOYDE GAYNES, producer WTVJ BOB REYNOLDS named sports ananswers i
R
(TV)
Miami, called to active duty with
DeI
troit. Henouncer
wasand disc
with jockey
WTAC WJBK
and WFDF
the
Flint,
Mich.
per
single
\
KLIX Joins MBS
GREAT VOICE
i
JIM MARTIN, morning news editor
AFFILIATION of KLIX Twin WGAR Cleveland, presented scroll
announcement! i
honoring him with life membership
of the
Falls,
Ida.,
with
MBS,
effective
in Smaller Business of America Inc.,
GREAT LAKES
today, was announced last week by for
his contribution to organization.
Frank C. Mclntyre, KLIX vice GEORGE
HAMILTON COMBS, news
president and general manager. analyst WMGM
Newbar,York,madeand special
memKLIX
also
has
joined
the
Interber
of
New
Remember . . . first they
mountain Network, effective today assistant U. York
S. Attorney attached to
district
office
enforcement
division
listen . . . then they buy!
[At Deadline, Sept. 24], and Office of Price Stabilization. He wasof
«EAR CHAN
FREE
already
was affiliated with ABC.
in last Tuesday by James G.
SPEECH
"This marks the first time any sworn
nationally
by Edward
MIKE
Lyons, OPS regional director. Mr.
PetryRepresented
& Company
Combs
will, for the present, continue
Magic
Valley
station
has
had
conWJR — now celebrating its 25th
tracts with twosaid.major networks," with his news broadcasts over
year of service to home. and nation
Mr. Mclntyre
WMGM, Mon.-Fri., 12:15-12:30 p.m.
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ted program
JACK
r WMBG appoin
and WCOD (FM)
directoLEWIS
nd, Va., dsucceeding ALRichmo
LAN PHAUP, recalle to active duty
as Air Force Reserve officer.
m man-E
SON,
progra
ART agerJACOB
. GEORG
NBC Chicago, TVresigns
MANN, TV operatn.ions manHEINEager,
succeeds Mr. Jacobso
TED MILLS, executive TV producer
, to CBS, as video
proNBC Chicago
SHIRLEY WILducer in New York.
ry to Mr. Mills, also joins
secreta
LER,
CBS.
FRAN
for
radio andHARRIS,
TV WWJ women's
Detroit, editor
appointed
manager of publicity and promotion,
succeeding JOHN N. GNAU (see
Front Office).
DARRELL E. ROSS, stage supervisor
KECA-TVductionHollywood,
appointed promanager.
FRANCESgram director
A. BOVICK
proWJNC appointed
Jacksonville,
N. C, succeeding DOROTHY R.
GOULD, resigned. Miss Bovik was
with KBON and KFAB Omaha, and
CBS-TV in Hollywood.
BOB GEIS, writer-producer WRFD
Worthington, Ohio, appointed production
manager. MARY
LOU Institute,
PFEIFFER,
instructor
Community
and associated
with extension
staff
Ohio State U., appointed director of
women's
activities.
GEORGE
BODNER,
station personality, appointed
chief announcer.
KENTON R. MUDGETT appointed
program director WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt., succeeding ROBERT WEBSTER, resigned. Mr. Mudgett and
Toni Dugas were married Sept. 8.
APRIL
WALTERS
named continuity
chief.

NLRB Orders Elections
At Five Outlets
SAN DIEGO
ELECTIONS to determine the collective bargaining representative for
• • •
certain technical employes at five San Diego, Calif., stations have been
ordered by the National Labor Relations Board.
Stations involved are KFMB-AM-TV (Kennedy Broadcasting Co.,
formerly Jack Gross Broadcasting tervened for its Local 569, claimCo.), KCBQ (Charles E. Salik),
ing that it originally had a con- RCA
KGB (Don Lee Broadcasting Systract covering employes at four
tem), KSDO (San Diego Broad- Don Lee
outlets, including KGB,
casting Co.) and KSON
behalf of other union locals.baker Broadcasting
Co.). (Stude- on
The
one-year
contracts have been
In all cases except that of
renewed each year
KSON, employes will choose be- automatically
before
June
30.
Last April NABET
tween NABET (CIO) and IBEW notified the employer
(AFL), or select neither. At for representation and offileditsa claim
peti,KSON, NABET is the sole union
tion. The AFL union protest was
involved.
rejected
by
NLRB
in
favor
of
A consolidated hearing was the
CIO claim.
heard on NABET's five-station
Taking each case, the board
petition and affirmed by three ruled
these comprise adequate
members of the board. The elec- units that
for collective bargaining:
tions will be held within 30 days
(1)
All
engineering,
and
after the date of direction, Sept. 27. production employes attechnical
In the Don Lee case, IBEW in- TV, excluding directors, KFMB-AMproducer?,
writers, announcers,
fessional employes. talent and proWMCA SPONSORS
(2) All engineers and technicians
Adds 17 New Accounts
excluding the chief engiSEVENTEEN new advertisers for at KCBQ,
neer and transmitter supervisor (suboth spot announcements and propervisors under the Taft-Hartley Act),
grams have been signed by WMCA professional employes and other suNew York.
pervisors.
(3) All engineers and technicians,
Included in roster are:
including the vacation relief man, but
Dexter
Motors,
through
Henry
L.
excluding
employes and
Davis
Co.,
N.
Y.,
to
sponsor
Football
Huddle, preceding Notre Dame football supervisors,professional
at KGB.
games, plus corresponding
spot
an(4) All engineers and technicians,
n
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
;
P
h
i
l
c
o
Radio
&
Phonothe chief engineer, but exgraphseries,
Corp. sponsoring
Notre Dame including cluding
professional employes and
football
through Sternfield-Godley,
N.
Y.;
Italian-Swiss
Colony
Wine,
supervisors,
at KSDO.
through
Honig-Cooper,
San
Francisco,
(5)
All
engineers
technicians,
presenting
quarter-hour
Football Score- excluding professionalandemployes
and
all games
Mutualboard,offollowing
Omaha,
throughon WMCA.
Roberts supervisors, at KSON.
&minute
Reimers,
N. ofY., Ted
sponsoring
tensegment
Steel Show,
Mon.-Fri.,
and BordenN. Y.,
Co., signs
through13Young
& Rubicam,
week contract
for show;
nine weekly
par- Cost of Living
t
i
c
i
p
a
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
same
Caryl
RichPRICES on television sets "generards Permanent
Wave,
through
Emerson-Rogers, N.Y.,forweekly
quarter
hour.
were lower
in August
New
sponsors
Barry
Gray
postduringally"the
preceding
month, than
the
midnight
show include:
Bestdressing),
Foods Bureau
(Old
Homestead
salad
of
Labor
Statistics
rethrough
Benton
&
Bowles,
N.
Y.;
p
o
r
t
e
d
i
n
a
cost-of-living
survey
Spain
& Spain
Furriers,
direct;
MasterY.; issued Sept. 21. The revised index
Yogurt,
through
Peck
Adv.,
N.
Dexter
Motors;Harrison,
Mars N.Television,
prices, however, rethrough
Lester
Y., and of consumer
mained about 9% above the preShow-of-the-Month
Club, direct.
Spot
campaigns
starting
thisthrough
month Korea period
and 185.5% of the
are:
Dolcin
Corp.
(Kedrin),
Victor
VanderBrand
LindeRiceCo.,Mills,
20 spots
per 1935-1939 average, reflecting no
week;
River
through
change
from
the
record mark set
Donahue
& Coe,
N.through
Y.; American
July 15. Bureau said a drop
Safety Razor
Co.,through
BBDO;& last
Messing
Bakeries,
Donahue
in
household
furnishings
and food
worries! f
Coe;
Florence
Halpernthrough
Neckwear,
was more than offset by
direct;Adv.,
Lee N.Television,
Mar- items
boosts in rents and tangible goods. I v rectifier '
free
Y.
MIDCONTINENT BROAD 'CA'STING CO., INC.
SIOUX
FALLS, S XJUTH DAKOTA
KELO
SERVES AND SELLS
one of the
RICHEST FARM
MARKETS
IN THE NATION
NBC 5000 WATTS John V. p'earson co.
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Only ONE Station
DOMINATES
This
Rich, Growing
15-COUNTY
MARKET
With
DRUG

SALES
OF

$12,474,000*
*Sales Management, 1951
Survey of Buying Power

HARRY GRELCK
field supervisor in charge appointed
of field operations
for NBC's New York Radio Technical
Onerations, succeeding MAX JACOBSON, who has transferred to Television
Technical Operations
casting • Telecasting,
Sept. [Broad24].
allied arts
Dr. PETER C. GOLDMARK, vice
presidentsearchinand charge
of
engineering
redevelopment, CBS Labs,
and inventor of the CBS color televisystem, wasforone1951
of recipients
of government
indus- ColorsionAward
RAYMOND
S. PERRY, general
from Rahrof
trial division.
WILLIAM and
J. PELTZ,
sales manager
Tele- manager
Color
Clinic
on
last
Monday's
phone & Radio Federal
Corp., Clifton,
manager
of
government
and
indusProgram on CBS-TV. Margaret
N. J., elected vice president and ditrial operations, appointed vice presi- Arlen
LIONEL WITTENBURG and HENRY
rector.
dent-operations ofTV and radio divi- SHEPPARD, WTCN-AM-TV MinSTANDARD RATE & DATA, moves sion.
neapolis, named assistant TV studio
executive and publishing offices to PENTRON Corp., Chicago (tape re- supervisors.
They will assist JOHN
1740 N. Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.
SHERMAN, WTCN-TV technical
corders), announces new duo-speed M.
director.
Company sales office will be main- portable tape
Recorder Itfea-is JERRY JOHNSON, chief engineer
tained at 333 N. Michigan Ave., Chitures new pushrecorder.
button control.
cago, headed by J. W. WILLIAMS.
St. Johnsbury, Vt., father of
available
with
dual
track
or single WTWN
daughter, Paula Suzanne.
JOHN agerJ. Cinecolor
GLAVIN,
Inc.,production
L. A., to manFive track heads for broadcast use.
DONALD
PIKE and HERMAN FOLKStar Productions, Hollywood (TV film "Technical
ERTS named studio supervisors NBC
commercials), as general manager.
TV network.
Mr. Glavin will supervise all color
work in addition to handling the coHOWARD LEPPLE, chief engineer STATION BREAKS
departments.ordination of firm's five production WLWD (TV) Dayton, appointed TV
KSTP Makes Special Offer
administrative assistant
ALEXIS THURN-TAXIS, director engineering
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. He will KSTP Minneapolis-St.
anCBS-TV New York, released from his ofcoordinate
nounced last week that Paul
effective
technical
phase
of
three
contract.
He hasassistant
returnedto toLouis
Holly-B.
wo d to become
it is offering nonTV stations (WLWD, WLWC Colum- immediately
bus, and WLWT Cincinnati), and new guaranteed-time station breaks (20
Mayer, formerly MGM executive in
charge of production, who recently TV plant construction. J. M. Mac- seconds) with all standard contract
established Beverly Hills offices.
provisions applying at 50% of the
DONALD
appointed
assistantHe technical director
of Crosley.
will regular station break rates.
HAL TATE, who syndicates Who's supervise
Miller C. Robertson, KSTP vice
AM,
FM
and
TV
activities,
Talking for radio and TV out of Chi- including Voice of America plant. president in charge of sales, said,
cago, father of boy, Martin, Sept. 12. LESTER STURGILL replaces Mr. Lep- "This service is available in all time
WAYNE OLIVER, field representa- ple at WLWD. CAL BOPP, chief en- brackets, in any quantity or fregineer WLWT, to Crosley Mfg. Div.,
TV Authorquency desired, and is definitely not
ity,tive,namedwestern
westsection,
coast representative
to work on color TV.
protem, replacing PETER PROUSE,
'floating
time'."
who recently resigned to join Jack
DouglasucersProductions,
TV
film
prod[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
STEVE ALLEN DISCOVERS PENNSYLVANIA
Sept. 10]. Other protem appointments
include that of HENRY REESE, member of TVA Board and AGMA executive group as field representative.
Second pectfield
representative
exed to be named
at a lateris date.
All appointments become effective
Oct.
Final approval
of selections
awaits1 decision
of national
board.
TERRYager SOUTHARD,
manColumbia Recordsdistrict
Inc., named
division manager in charge of greater
New York, New Jersey, upstate New
York and New England areas. BILL
O'BOYLE,
districtin manager,
named
division manager
charge of Middle
Atlantic and Southeast areas. BILL
NEILSEN, district manager, named
division manager in charge of Middle
West. PAUL PEPPIN, district manager, appointed division manager in
charge
of West Coast, Northwest, and
Southwest.
R. RUSSELL PORTER resumes directorship of department
radio atafterU.
of Denver.
Mr. Porter ofreturns
year's leave of absence to coordinate
25th
Scienceanniversary
Foundation.of school's Social
STANDARD RADIO TRANSCRIPTIONS SERVICES, N. Y., moves to
new and larger offices at 444 Madison
Ave.,
Suite
2008. Telephone: PLaza
3-4620.

Steve Allen, Star of CBS Songs for Sale, meets Betty
Eileen McAllister — Mrs. America, 1950, and Marcella
Marder — Mrs. Pennsylvania, 1951, both representing WARD. Steve lived in Johnstown and appreciates
Keystone State Pulchritude and vice-versa.
TIMEBUYERS DISCOVER SALES RESULTS in Western
Pennsylvania's 2nd Largest Market and appreciate
Johnstown's FIRST station. RATINGWISE, That is.

WARDlWVAM
WINSTON-SALEM
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nt
£guija/ne
JOSEPH
P. GILLIES, vice presidentoperations
of
government
trial division and
director and
of TVindusand
radio division Philco Corp., Phila.,
appointed vice president and general

JOHNSTOWN

Wj

A L T O O N A

Represented by We e d and Company
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NLRB RULING
On C-P-P in Puerto Rico
A UNIT of actors, actresses and
narrators employed by the branch
office
Peet Co.of ontheits Colgate-Palmolivefour Puerto Rico
radio programs is appropriate for
collective bargaining purposes, the
National Labor Relations Board
ruled last Tuesday.
The dispute involves the union,
Gremio De Prensa, Radio y Teatro
de Puerto Rico, which had requested the unit. The company contended the individuals are independent
contractors and not employes within the meaning of the labor-management act. Only
Rican branch
officetheis firm's
involved.Puerto
In directing an election, NLRB
bracketedsound
in the
unitmen,
"nonfixed"
actors,
effects
emcees
and a discmercial
jockey
but
excluded
announcers, recorders comand
other employes. Election was directed within 30 days.
The employer advertises its
products in Puerto Rico, according
to the board, on four daily dramatic radio programs : Fab Drama,
Octagon Drama, Palmolive Theatre and Colgate Theatre. Company
maintains its own Radio Artists
Department "to guarantee top talexplained.
Someent," theofboard
the actors
who appear
on C-P-P programs also work for
other sponsors and radio stations
(not identified), but are precluded
from appearing on any program
sponsored by a direct competitor, it
was explained.
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO
TV
Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area
WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market

5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
BROADCASTING

(Total Urban
U. S. Area,
Including
Small-Town,
Farm
and
and including
and Homes
Non-Telephone
Homes) Telephone
Advertisement
Rank
Programs
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK (Average for (3.8)
All Programs)
1 Arthur Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) 6.9
(CBS)
324 Romance
F.B.I,andin Peace
and War(CBS)
(CBS) 6.26.8
Mr.
Mrs.
North
56 Gene
Autry
Show
(CBS)
6.16.16.1
Big
(NBC)
78 Mr.
Dr. Town
Christian
(CBS)
District
Attorney
(ABC) 5.6
5.5
9 Screen
Directors
Playhouse
(NBC)
5.4
10 Big Story (NBC) 5.4
EVENING,
MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average
For
1 AllLonePrograms)
Ranger (ABC) (2.1)
4.7
23 One
Man's
News of theFamily
World(NBC)
(NBC) 4.4
4.2
WEEKDAY
(Average
For
All Programs) (4.0)
12 Ma
Perkins
(CBS)
7.5
Gal, ofSunday
(CBS)
7.4
34 Our
Romance
Helen
Trent
(CBS)
7.3
(CBS)
5 Big
WendySisterWarren
and the News 7.2
(CBS)
6.6
67 Guiding
Light
(CBS)
6.2
Perry Jenny
Mason (CBS)
(CBS) 5.9
6.1
89 Aunt
RosemaryGodfrey
(CBS)
10 Arthur
(Ligg. & Myers) 5.8
(CBS)
5.5
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Pro- grams) (1.8)
12 True
Detective
Mysteries
(MBS)
3.8
Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 3.6
3 Sunday Morning Gatherin' (CBS) 3.6
DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Pro- grams) (4.1)
CentralHollywood
Station (CBS)
231 Grand
Stars
Over
(CBS) 6.6
6.5
Armstrong
Theatre (CBS)
6.0
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by app
l
y
i
n
g
t
h
e
"NIELSEN-RATING"
(%)
to
41,903,000—
the 1951
States Radio
Homes.estimate of Total United
(*) Homes
reached
all orlistening
any partonlyof
the
program,
except during
for homes
1 to 5 Audience
minutes.
For
5-minute
Average
basis
is used. programs,
Copyright by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Adams Named
JOHN ADAMS, chief engineer of
of KFDX
ita Falls,WichTex.,
has been elected
president
the
National ofAssn.
of Radio Ene rs. Also
elected are ginBill
Elkins, executive vice president; J. B. Edwards, treasMr. Adams
urer,
ard B. Culbertson, editor. and HowThomas Hargis
THOMAS HARGIS, radio news
writer
for the
Voice
of America
and State
formerDept.'s
newspaperman,
died
Sept.
23
of
a
heart
attack. He joined the VOA news desk
in New York last May after a long
career with papers in New York,
Philadelphia and Camden, N. J.

NON-EXCLUSIVE cross-licensing patent agreement between Western Union
Telegraph Co. and Western Electric
Co., making
inventions
of each
company availableWestern
to the Electric
other,
hassigned
been
announced.
also for AT&T.
• Telecasting

From

where

jby Joe

Guess

They

I sit

Marsh

Felt

Pretty
My
wife and "Sheepish"
I went to Central City
Saturday for the football game and it
was a top-notcher. But I began to
wonder if it was worth the trouble
when we got in a traffic jam coming
home.
Heavy traffic makes me mighty impatient. When I came to a side road
that seemed to point towards the main
highway, I turned onto it. This little
road bumps along for maybe a mile,
then fetches up short by the railroad
— a dead end.
So, I turned around and darned
if there weren't twenty cars behind
me! One driver had followed— figuring
I knew a short cut — then a string of
them swung after him, like sheep.
From where I sit, there's no sense
in just "following along." Whether
it's choosing a road, a movie star, or
what beverage to drink at mealtime,
it's always better to make your own
decisions. Personally, I often like a
glass of beer with my dinner, but most
of all, I like the freedom of making
up my own mind about it!

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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CORRIDOR GROUP caught during NARTB District 10 session (seated, I to DISTRICT 10 DELEGATION at Omaha (seated, I to r): Ralph Foster, KWTO
r): Ralph Evans, WHO Des Moines and WOC Davenport; Paul Loyet, WHO Springfield; Frank Fogarty, WOW Omaha; Owen Saddler, KMTV (TV) Omaha;
Des Moines; Paul Fry, KBON Omaha; Howard Peterson, KMA-KMTV Shenan- Henry Hook, KGLO Mason City. Standing, Don Kearney, ABC-TV; Chet
doah-Omaha; Joe Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City. Standing, George Thomas, KXOK St. Louis; Cy Kaplan, World Broadcasting System; Ernest
Kercher, Edward Petry Co.; George Smith, KFOR Lincoln; Bill Newens, KOIL Saunders, WOC Davenport; Lew Van Nostrand, WMT Cedar Rapids; Don
Davis, WHB Kansas City.
Omaha; Robert K. Richards, NARTB; Greg Reesor, RCA Thesaurus.
NARTB
DISTRICT
10
Scores Educators' Radio-TV
around feature films, home
President Harold E. Fellows, of built
INVASION of free enterprise by district charged. Officials of Iowa,
economics and interview shows,
tax-supported institutions seeking Nebraska and Missouri are to be NARTB, discussed industry prob- sports
matinees and audience
to set up commercial radio and TV notified of the convention's action,
lems at a question-answer session
and
gave
a
formal
address
on
and
U.
S.
govstations was condemned as "unfair as well asernmenteducators
participations.
officials. The district called "Radio in an Expanding Economy"
Local TV program costs could be
competition and improper use of
at a joint luncheon held Tuesday kept within reasonable bounds,
such invasions
the taxpayers
money," by
in aNARTB
resolu- upon
said, by astute programming
have officials
occurred"where
to provide
for their with the Omaha Ad Club (see he
tion adopted Tuesday
direction. In the evening on local
story this issue).
District 10, winding up its two-day
As at mosttermination."
of the current series
meeting at the Hotel Blackstone, seasonable
William B. Quarton, District 10 time most program structures inOmaha.
clude sports shows, news, musical
of district meetings, attendance ran
presided Committee
at sessions.were
On
the Resolutions
Such encroachments constitute ahead of last year — 127 officially director,
he said, programs
with some andlate"owl"
film movies,
periods
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas variety
"an attack upon freedom of the registered as compared to 121 at Joe
outstanding ratings. Mr.
City, chairman ; Ken Gordon, having
press, radio and television," the the district's convention a year ago. KDTH
Dubuque, and L. L. Hilliard, Kearney advised TV broadcasters
KOLT Seottsbluff.
to keep spot rates competitive with
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB network rates.
Discussion at the TV panel sesemploye-employer relations direcstarted with a query from
tor, discussed management yard- W. H. sionClark,
KFSB Joplin, on the
sticks and conducted a workshop
on staff and employment problems. cost of running a TV station in
W
B M
L
Carl Haverlin, BMI president, and a small market. Charles H. Tower,
Oliver Gramling, assistant general NARTB assistant employe-emrelations director, said
manager of Associated Press, ad- NARTB ployer
studies indicated around a
dres ed the meeting. Mr. Gramling
Macon, Georgia
showed the AP news film.
minimum.
He said
NARTB daily
had found
in its latest
TV
Other resolutions adopted by $1,000
District 10 condemned attempts to cost study that a small group of
TV
stations
were
being
operated
break downOmaha
radio'sbroadcasters
rate structure;
thanked
and under $200,000 a year, but not
id proud to announce
Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben for hospi- much under that figure.
Ralph Foster, KWTO Springfield,
tality;
congratulated
President
iti affiliatiuon
Fellows and NARTB staff on their asked how long present-day cost
estimates
TV would stand. He
work; voiced appreciation of ad- was told oncosts
will
dress by Don Kearney, ABC-TV increase. Owen undoubtedly
with, tlie
New York; approved BMI clinics;
In Saddler, KMTV
lauded work of BAB ; opposed Benton legislation; urged setting aside
of time for state association sesNational Broadcasting System
Altoona, Pa.,
sions during future district meetings; endorsed administration of
Director Quarton.
EFFECTIVE
Richards Speaks
ROY F. and
THOMPSON
Robert K. Richards, NARTB
September 30, 1951
public affairs director, told the delegates it was his conviction, based
on NARTB studies and conferences
It's
WBML
with broadcasters, that the basic
WBML'FM
radio service must be news. He
said development of sound local
news coverage would lead to
A prize radio combination in
$epreienteJ.
lu
epreieniea Yjationadu
r /auonaiiy otf
greater tions.
profit
and ofprestige
the rich industrial market of
About 7%
station fortimesta-is
THE HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
devoted
Central Pennsylvania.
estimated.to local news coverage, he
Represented by
Mr. Kearney, speaking on spot
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
TV programming, said the present
program structure in daytime is
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Omaha, and Frank Fogarty, WOWTV
tions.Omaha, answered other quesAsked about the Broadcast
Measurement Bureau situation,
NARTB President Fellows said
about $112,000 is still owed, with
NARTB to recover around $10,000.
No further assessments will be
made on NARTB members, he said.
Ed Breen, KVFD Fort Dodge,
asked about the status of Broadcast Audience Measurement. Mr.
Fellows said BAM is still alive but
lack of industry endorsement has
precluded any definite action thus
far.
Chet Thomas, KXOK St. Louis,
asked Mr. Fellows what NARTB is
doing about the the Assn. of National Advertisers rate battle. Mr.
Fellows said NARTB has kept out
of active participation but declared
the affiliate's committee is "very
active." Later a resolution was
adopted which condemned groups
trying to depreciate the medium.
Fellows Answers Questions
Replying to a query by George
Higgins, KMBC Kansas City,
about NARTB 's attitude on state
broadcasters associations, Mr. Fellows said state groups are highly
important, particularly from the
legislative standpoint. He endorsed
their
At work
the "enthusiastically."
Broadcast Advertising
Bureau clinic Tuesday afternoon
William B. Ryan, BAB president,
urged broadcasters to commit
themselves now to BAB membership after BAB and NARTB are
completely separated next April.
He indicated BAB's budget next
year will run between $350,000
and $400,000, with American Newspaper Publishers Assn. operating
with a sales budget of around
$1,250,000.
Members of the BAB panel were
G. Pearson Ward, KTTS Springfield; Arden Swisher, KOIL Omaha;
Lew Van Nostrand, WMT Cedar
Rapids, and Richard W. Evans,

Swisher.Clinton.
Arden, Iowa;
KOIL; Thomas,
Teich. W.C. J.,L.
KROS
(Chet),ert E..KXOK
St. Totten,
Louis; Thomas.
RobWJAG;
Keokuk. Iowa; Tower, Hal.
CharlesKOKXH.,
NARTB.
Van Nostrand,
Lew, WMT;
Walt.
RCA, Kansas
City; Varnum,
Volger,
George
J.,
KWPC-AM-FM
Muscatine,
Iowa;ner,Walter,
W.
G.,
KOLT;
WagWilliam D.. WHO & WOC; Ward,
G. Pearson.
KTTS-AM-FM
Springfield.
Mo.;
Wardell,
J.
Gordon,
KGBX;
Ware,S. Les,
KXLW;Bonds,
Warin, Roger
U.
Defense
Moines;P.,F.,
Welna,
Dick.
KBON; Iowa;
White,Des
William
KFJB
Marshalltown,
Williams,
C.
Earl. KFNF
Shenandoah,
Iowa; Wilson,
Bill,
UP, Chicago;
Mark,
WOC-AM-TV;
Wood,Wodlinger,
Bill, KODY;
Woods,liam C, W.KGLO;
W., WHO; Yenerich, WilWorth, New York.Young, William, Lang-

WQAN SWITCH
Denied by Initial Decision
SIX-MAN SEGMENT of NARTB District 10 convention (seated, I to r): Harry SWITCH
1450 kc from 630 kc
Burke, KFAB Omaha; Arthur Church Jr. and George Higgins, KMBC Kansas was deniedtoWQAN
Scranton, Pa.,
City. Standing, Earl Dougherty, KXEO Mexico, Mo., Jerry Gill, Associated
Press; Bill Stubblefield, Associated Program Service.
in an initial decision by FCC HearHughstation
B. Hutchisoninglast Examiner
week. The
had reWJAG Norfolk,
Neb.;
Mullin, Natale
Bob, U. di,S.
KCMO Kansas City. Lee Hart, Defense
Bonds,
Des
Moines;
quested
250
w
fulltime
on 1450
BAB
assistant
director,
spoke
on
Joe,
KODY;
Neathery,
Robert,
KWPM
kc.
It
is
now
operating
with
sales aids.
West Plains, Mo.; Newens, William J., w daytime only on 630 kc. 500
Ray, York;
WOW; Peterson,
Parker, HowKenCol. George A. Duerr, Fifth KOIL; neth,Olson,
SESAC New
The examiner concluded the proO., KMTV
Omaha;
Pontius,
Don
Army information section head- Robt. ardMeeker
Assoc.,
Chicago;
Quarton,
posed operation would interfere
quarters, pointed to the importance William B., WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
with WPAM Pottsof verifying facts in the case of Rasmussen, L. G., KSWI-KFMX objectionably
Council Bluffs, Iowa; Reeser, Gregory, ville, Pa., and would not cover as
military news.
RCA,
Chicago;
Richards,
RobertSam-K., large an area as it now serves durNARTB;
Saddler,
Owen,
KMTV;
ingtime
the day.
proposed
nightmons. Elizabeth, KSCJ; Sanders, Ernest
operationThewould
not comply
Registration
C,Shaw,WOC-AM-TV;
Sharpe, •Virgil,
KOIL;
Bill,
Broadcasting
Telecasting;
with
FCC's
standards
of
good
enNARTB Dist. 10— Omaha
Singer,
Shel,Sloan,
KCOM;
Art,
KASILouis;
Ames;
S. E.Skinner,
(Art)
KXLW
gineering WQAN
practice, he would
said. only
The
decision
stated
St.
Smith,
George
X.,
KFOR
Ackerley,Gloria,
Gene, KCOW;
KCOW Aldridge,
Alliance; Lincoln, Neb.; Stedry, Vernon, WJAG;
Ackerley,
Stine, Al,blefielAP,
Kansas City
Mo.; StubScranton's
populaat nightof under
the proposed
Mahlon,der, John.
KFRUKODYColumbia,
Bil , Associated
Serv- serve tion70%
North Mo.;
Platte,AlexanNeb.;
ice, New d,York;
Suter, Program
Bud, KGLO;
Allen, Hugh,
Lang-Worth
Feature
Prooperation.
grams,
New York;
Alley,
J. P. KGLO
Mason Omaha;
City,
Iowa;
Anderson,
KBON
Arkoff,Birr,
HaroldEdwin
B.. KMHap,
A
Shenandoah,
Iowa;
W.,
WHB
KCIM Kansas
Carroll, City,
Iowa;Mo.;
Breen,Bliss,Ed,Everett,
KVFD
Fort
Lyle,
What does it take to be first?
KFAB Dodge,
Omaha; Iowa;
Burks,Bremster,
Harry, KFAB;
Church,
Arthur
B.
Jr.,
KMBC-KFRM
Kansas
City,
Mo.;
Clark,
W.
H.,
KFSB
Joplin, Mo.;Mo.;
Cribb,Cunningham,
Wayne W., P.
KHMOH.,
Hannibal
Among all Savannah Stations
KHMO;
Daly,Don,
John,WHBKDMOKansas
Carthage,
Mo.; Davis,
City,
Mo.; lonDeMoss
Lyle.
WOW
Omaha;
DilMoines;
Dietrich,Robert,
Dirks, KRNT
KCOMWOW;Des
SiouxDougherty,
City, Iowa;
WSAV is — FIRST in Total Audience Families (*BMB)
Dooley,
Robert,
W.
(*BMB)
Earl,
KXEO
Mexico,
Mo.
Ebener,
Fred,
WOW;
Elliott,
Paul
M„
— FIRST in 3 to 5 Day-per-week Listening
KRNT; Evans, Ralph, WOC Davenport,
Iowa;Farber,
Evans, AlRichard
W., KCMO-AMFM;
M., KCOG
Centerville,
(*BMB)
Iowa;
Farquhar,
Burkett,
WOI-AMFM-TV
Ames,
Iowa;
Fellows,
H.SiouxE..
— FIRST in 3 to 7 Day-per-week Listening
NARTB,
Flaherty,
Gene,
KSCJ
City, Iowa;
WOW;
Foster,
Ralph Fogarty,
D., KWTOFrank,
Springfield,
(*BMB)
Mo.;
Freburg,Harold,
Charles
TV; Fulton,
WHOR..DesWOC-AMMoines;
— FIRST in Number of Counties Covered
Fry, Paul,
KBON;
Gill.
Jerry,
AP,
Omaha; Gordon, K. S., KDTH Dubuque,
KDECver, AP,Decorah.
New York.Iowa; Gramling, OliHagenah,
Gus, Standard
Chi— FIRST in Total Audience in Every Competicago;
Hamilton,
Ray V.,Jack,Radio.
BlackburnHamilton Co.;
Hardesty,
NARTB;
tor's BMB Area (Eliminating the 14 adHarrison,
Austin
A..
KSWM
Joplin.
4 Reasons Why Mo.;
Hart, Lee,
New York; Harditional counties exclusive to WSAV)
tenbower,
E. BAB
Wayne
J.,K.KJFJKCMO-AM-FM;
Webster City,
The foremost national and local ad- Hatchett,
Iowa; L.Higgins.
George J., KMBC; Neb.;
Hilvertisers use WEVD year after liard,
—FIRST in +he Hooper Area Survey
L.. KOLT
year to reach the vast
Hoff. Carolyn.
KOIL Scottsbluff.
Omaha; Hook, H.
B..
KGLO;
Horning,
E.
M.,
KSIB
CresJewish Market
ton,
J. (Mike),
nparative analysis of all Savannah Media — get the ful
Sioux la.;
City,Huber,
Iowa; E.Johnston,
WintonKTRIH.,
of Metropolitan Xen York WHB.
"Savannah Story' •from any Hollingbery man.
Kaplan,
Cy,
World
Broadcasting
Sys1. Top adult programming
tem, New York;
Don L.,Kennon,
ABC| 2. 3.Strong
audience
TV Spot
Sales, Kearney,
New York;
I
Inherent
listenerimpact
loyalty Leslie
L.,
KWTO
Springfield,
Mo.:
rigan,
Jack,
WHO;
Kilmer,
Ken,
KBOE
1
4. Potential buying power Oskaloosa, Iowa; Koelker, AnthonyKer-J.
~L Send for a copy of
KMA; LeGrand, F. J„ KFRU Columbia.
Mo.;
LeRoy Edmund.
W., KBRLTreasMc■
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
Cook,uryLenwell.
Neb.;
Linehan,
Dept.; Long,
Maury,PaulBroadcasting
• Telecasting;
Loyet,
A.,
WHO;
a* Henry Greenfield, Managing Director McDonough,
Savannah
Francis X., Dow.
Lohnes
m
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
WSAV
L.& Albertson,
C, KDMO; Washington;
McCord, J. McKenney,
I.. KAYL
2
New York 19
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. . . that's a super
salesman for any of
his sponsors!

ep wuson
Sponsors love 300-pound
Ed Wilson 'cause results
just naturally make
sponsors happy. A
St. Louis jewelry chain has
been happy with Ed 10
years — an auto agency,
8 years — a regional
coffee, 9 years — a
national mail order
chain, 7 years.
Mornings at 7:30 and
afternoons at 2:30; Ed
turns on his resistancewithering sales pitch. It's
over the back-fence stuff,
but it sells . . . and sells!
Globe-Louis
Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint

Ike KATZ AGENCY
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New Business
(Continued from, page 16)
& Baker Inc., Detroit, to handle advertising. TV will be used in national
campaign.
H. & L. BLOCK, S. F. (sportswear manufacturer), appoints agency to
handle its advertising. MALCOLM DEWEES is account executive.
GOLDEN GATE FIELDS, Albany, Calif, (racetrack), appoints AbbottKimball Co. of Calif., S. F. to handle advertising. PAUL BROWNE is
account executive.
CIA.
BRAZIL
names advertising
McCann-Erickson's
office atDE RioMAQUINAS
de Janeiro, ELNA
Brazil, toDE handle
Brazilian
of Swiss
sewing machine.
HAL COLLINS Co., Dallas (Bakers Hair Tonic), appoints Dallas office
of Simmonds & Simmonds, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
THIS
WEEK magazine appoints Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to handle
advertising.
DAVID D. DONIGER & Co., N. Y. (McGregor Sportswear), names Grey
Adv., N. Y., to handle its advertising.
PHARMACO Inc., (Feen-A-Mint and Chooz) formerly with Duane Jones
& Co., tisng. names Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y. to handle its adverSERVEL Inc., Evansville, Ind. (refrigerators), appoints Ruthrauff &
Ryan, to handle advertising.
QUAKER OATS, Chicago, names Price, Robinson & Frank, same city,
to handle advertising on its flour and macaroni products effective Jan. 1.
Radio and TV are used. ROBERT EVERETT is account executive.
AUDICRAFT Inc., N. Y. (Loudspeakers), appoints Adrian E. Clark Adv.,
Long Island City, N. Y., to handle advertising.
FEDERAL DEPARTMENT STORES of Ohio appoints W. B. Doner &
Co., Detroit, to handle radio and TV advertising for Cleveland stores.
NOBLE PINE PRODUCTS, Newark, N. J. (drug manufacturer) appoints R. T. O'Connell Co., N. Y., to handle advertising.
AMERICANA ENTERPRISES Co., N. Y. (novelties), appoints Lancaster Adv., N. Y., to handle advertising for Howdy Doody ice cream
and frozen novelty packages.
JUDY WOMACK, New York district sales manager Hunt Foods, named
divisional sales manager for New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington. CHESTER REGIS, assistant New York district sales
manager, named district sales manager. FREDERICK SHOBE, assistant district sales manager, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, appointed district sales manager.
ROBERT B. OSBURN, Toni Co., Chicago, to Lever Bros. Co., N. Y.,
as assistant advertising brand manager of Lux toilet soap, Lux flakes
and Silver Dust.
VOA DODGES ISSUES
Rep. Hillings Charges
CHARGE that the Voice of America has failed to "meet the Russian
charges head-on" and "tended to
dodge issues raised by communist
propaganda" was leveled last Monday by a Congressman newly returned from Europe.
Rep. Pat J. Hillings (R.-Calif.)
told the Young Republican Club of
the District of Columbia that many
Voice listeners overseas also feel
they are being propagandized by
the U. S. State Dept. He urged
VOA officials "take steps to debunk
the false charges of the Reds
whenever the occasion arises."

FAIR COVERAGE
Reported by Stations
WNAX Yankton, S. D., WHAS
Louisville, Ky., WSAM Saginaw,
Mich., KCRC Enid, Okla., and WGR
Buffalo, N. Y., reported last week
on their fair coverage and public
service shows. WNAX originated
22 broadcasts from large tent in
heart of Clay County (Iowa) Fair.
Station reports that an estimated
10,000
persons attended
"'WNAX
Radio
Playhouse"
duringmany
Fair
week.
WHAS
originated
local
shows from "WHAS Big Top," tent
seating tuckyabout
350
people,
at
KenState Fair. Station passed
out 16-page souvenir booklets
about WHAS personalities to Fairgoers. WHAStertainmentalso
enwhile offpresented
the
air during festivities. KCRC
wrapped
up
three weeks of broadcasting public
service events by placing second in
parade
during
annual Strip
"run celefor
land" into
Cherokee
bration. Station not only particicoveragepatedofbut broadcast
event. Twoon-the-spot
previous
weeks station broadcast coverage
of Sooner State Dairy Show and
County Fair.
WSAM aired 106 of its special
"home" programs from specially
built "radio home" at Saginaw
County Fair. Station's exhibit was
visual portion of WSAM's week
long "radio
special
observing National
Home edition"
Week which
fell during same dates as Fair.
Door panels carried NBC identification, house1400,
numberandwaslamp
station's
frequency,
post
carried street sign reading "Radio
Home
Blvd.coverage
and Kilocycle
Ave."
WGR aired
of Erie County
Fair for sixth consecutive year.
Station originated large portion of
local broadcasts from Fair grounds.
Itwithalsopublic
serviced
addresspersons
system,attending
paging
and exhibitor commercial Spots. All
station talent visited fairgrounds
once during event for entertaining
and to autograph pictures for fans.
ARTURO TOSCANINI has returned to
New York from Italy and is slated to
open his broadcast season as conductor
of NBC Symphony Orchestra Nov. 3.

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23
experienced sales
personnel will sell community
serviceyears
to theof
programs throughout
broadcasting industry
your coverage area
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER Company

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, General Monagei
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PLATTER-CHATTER SHOW
WTAG Worcester, Mass., Shirley
and Pen, Mon. through Pri. 5:05
p.m., started Sept. 14, starring
Shirley Matson and Pen Brown.
Stars and engineers dug up old
carbon
premiere
broadcast.mikeFunforshowshow's
features
records and chatter.
_
'KID'S DAY'
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt., as part
TOP PROMOTION
observance of National Kid's
WIBW Topeka sending trade and of
Day, Sept. 22, used staff of local
advertising brochure with "snack high school students. Students aptray" attached. Piece headed
peared on shows, read commercials
"Want to serve yourself more Kan- and were shown the typical day
sas sales?" Inside has small green in a radio station.
plastic
sayingfor"Hire
WIBW "snack
to do tray"
the job
you
smoothly, quickly, economically." 'CRUSADE' SERIES
Back WIBW
page reports,
"Here's proof
that
packs a powerful
sales
WRFD Worthington, Ohio,
punch ... 29 farm accounts have
Crusade for Freedom, Sun.
been on WIBW for a total of 206
3:30 p.m.,
create in-of
terest andseries
enlisttosupport
years!"
At
bottom
is
list
of
advertisers.
rural listeners to job being
done by Radio Free Europe.
Series created by Bob Geis,
EDITORS SERIES
station's production manager
WIBC Indianapolis, 1:30, Sun.,
was inspired
by feature
article about RFE
appearing
Sept. 30, started series The Hometown Editor Speaks. Station has
in Aug. 13 issue of Broadcasting •Telecasting. Proinvited 285 Indiana newspaper
gram was introduced by
editors to participate on show, disGov.
Frank
Lausche, who
cussing problems in their home
communities. Program primarily
proclaimed
September
"Crusade for Freedom Month."
designed to better acquaint
Series dramatized facts gathHoosiers and newcomers with state.
ered from RFE's operations
telling
ridicule how
and "through
exposure, satire,
Radio
TEAR SHEET
Free
Europe
shows disinteKCBS San Francisco sending trade
gration among Communist
and advertisers large folding tear
intruders and their puppets."
sheet based on newspapers and
Many local and national figures have appeared on show
trade journal coverage of its new
as guest speakers.
power increase. Piece headed
*— *— *
"KCBS made news when it pulled
the big
Inside from
was many
clip- SWEET PROMOTION
ping and switch!"
pictures taken
magazines, metropolitan dailies KTUL Tulsa, sending trade and
and weekly newspapers from coast- advertisers small box of hard
to-coast.
candy. Note atop candy says "The

WELLES
IS

BACK!

[52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
famous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition.
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New York
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sweetest buy in radio . . . KTUL
Tulsa."
Hard and
peppermint
candy
has
call letters
CBS affiliations
imprinted on it.
'ROUTE 17'
WVOS tionLiberty,
Y., newspapers
in cooperawith two N.local
launched campaign to compel state
lawmakers to pass legislation for
monies to reconstruct Route 17.
Highway
to vaca-of
tion areaisandmainis artery
rich source
much revenue. Traffic jams have
been frequent and a great many
accidents have been caused by the
faulty road. Station used spot announcements, public service announcements and gave full support to printed petitions and newspaper articles. Campaign named
"Stop Death on Route 17" solicited
many post
cards to be sent to lawmakers in Albany.
PLUGS OPENING DANCE
WDVA Danville, Va., was sole advertising medium used in promotion
of local "Tobacco Market Opening
Dance."
Station
in cooperation
with
several local merchants
informed
public of affair. WDVA reports
people flocked to events, traffic
jams were heavy.
CHAPEL FUNDS
TWO WLIB New York, Polish
commentators, Natalie and Michael
Kecki, recently turned over $2,500
in cash contributions to Carmalite
Sisters of Yonkers, N. Y. It was
collected so sisters could start constructmentators
ion of newaired news
chapel.of Two
comintention
to build chapel at convent and
funds
pouring in. At last
ing. started
report
contributions were still com-

Sales Managers
Sales managers of stations everywhere
are selling home Sbuilders and allied
ellHEADLINES
services with HOUSING
. . . a 15-minute news commentary
transcribed weekly in Washington.
Contains vital information on home
buying, how-to-do-it tips, popular
feature interviews.

Sell isINGwhat
you canHeredo with
HOUSHEADLINES.
is a valuable
"foot-in-the-door" to the S12 billion
home building industry. Many stations are selling additional spots and
programsLINES has once
HOUSING HEADbeen presented.
The
The public is intensely interested in
news about housing. And home builders everywhere are interested in sponsoring this series. HOUSING HEADLINES is the builders'
show withto
news commentator
John ownBatchelder
bring the latest information in a
natural market.
Home
Building
Home building
is oneBuilders,
of America's
biggest
industries.
contractors, suppliers, banks and building
and loans spend vast sums yearly to
reach the American public. HOUSING HEADLINES will help your station get it's share of this yearly advertising bonanza.

Market
Market-wise advertisers will recognize
the tremendous potential of HOUSING
HEADLINES ... a radio show that
attracts and maintains audience apSCORE SCOOP
peal. The cost is low and includes
KSL Salt Lake City carried first free publicity
"Hand
the
oupromotion
sin...
broadcast interview with new Miss sponsor. Sales
g upforyour
America, Colleen Hutchins, on her station's billings managers
...
return to Utah. Station Program
with
Director Ted Kimball flew to Denver and boarded plane that was
carrying her home. When plane
landed, Mr. Kimball handed engineers 15-minute tape recording.
Recording units set up at airport
fed tape by direct line back to
station for immediate broadcast.
Preceding tape release, Announcer For complete information and audition
discs write to . . .
Paul Royall climbed through baggage door with mike and got brief
interview with Miss Hutchins beRADIO
DIRECTOR
HeadAssociation
fore she left plane.
lines" of
National
Home Builders
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
1028 Connecticut Ave., N. W.
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.
Washington, D. C.
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In Fall Plans
NBC
MSMY
SERIES
SERIES called Mystery Nightcap, major market affiliates. A total of until the end of the year, includes
to be broadcast 10-10:30 p.m. night- 750,000 lines of newspaper space is more than 200 announcements for
being used during September and program sponsors each week. Two
ly, is being program
introducedschedule
into NBC's
fall-winter
as a October, with 6,000 lines appearing types of announcements are used:
magnet to attract a wide audience in the paper of each station's Inserts of 15 to 60 seconds in NBC
In addition to the block sustaining programs and 5-second
for the radio network's late-eve- choosing.
immediately preceding the
ning programs.loves
NBC's
theoryandis listings of commercial programs cues
identification breaks. Proof
that everybody
mysteries
as part of the network's daily eve- network
of
the
effectiveness of such on-thening
line-up,
each
sponsored
netthat
by
10
o'clock
a
lot
of
people
are tired of television and ready
work show its
will own.
also be given a 160- air advertising, Mr. Evans said,
to listen to a good radio program. lineThead 145of cities
BAB'saudiences
1949 report
in which the NBC was
that given
53% ofbyradio
hear
The mystery series was described
about
other
radio
programs
from
newspaper
ads
will
appear
repreas the "real news" in NBC's fall
radio
itself.
sent
87%
of
all
major
markets
in
programming plans by John K.
Whole campaign, Mr. Evans
Herbert, vice president in charge the country, Mr. Evans said. "With stated,
will be used on the slogan,
advertisements schedof radio sales for NBC, who on many uledoffor the
more
than
one
paper
in
Tuesday discussed with the adver- these cities, I am positive that no "People Sell Better Than Paper,"
also keynotes
NBC's current
press the which
network's
new other network can offer clients such which
trade paper
advertising.
program tisingstructure,
he called
"as aggressive a line-up as NBC consistent and substantial support
Heavy Promotion
printed part
media."
has"We're
ever put
out." to do busi- in Major
of the commercial
Charles R. Denny, NBC execuin business
program promotion will be provided
tive vice president, pointed out that
ness,"
Mr.
Herbert
declared.
"We're
by
radio,
Mr.
Evans
with the while the 10 p.m. Mystery Nightin the cost-per-thousand race in stars of the showssaid,advertising
cap series is being heavily procompetition with newspapers, mag- them through announcements libmotedhave
by NBC,
this
azines and television," he said,
fall
will
fewerthethannetwork
at present,
erally spotted
throughprogram
NBC's chain
stating that in justice to its stock- break and
sustaining
time. but that it has scheduled them
holders, its affiliates and itself, As an example,
out that chiefly in the late evening hours. It
NBC "can't overlook any way to at the conclusionhe ofpointed
each Mystery was noted that Thursday, when the
get the advertiser the most for his Nightcap
broadcast the star of the Lucky Strike Hit Parade program
will thus
ask is broadcast at 10-10:30 p.m., is the
money."
listeners tonight's
tune inprogram
his show,
"We'll look at anything that will following
the week
whentime,
a mysat this
but
bring the advertiser a larger au- building up the 10 o'clock NBC lis- only terydayis notin aired
that it is not necessary to have one
tening habit.
dience and the listener better proThe radio campaign, which began in this Thursday spot as it is pregrams,"
Mr.
Herbert
said.
He
cited the proposal that NBC sell Sept. 1 and will continue through
ceded by three programs of that
announcements
its "chime
as
a new idea inwhich
was time"
given
thorough examination, adding that
it was finally dropped as "not
practicable at this time."
NARTSR Denounces
When first broached to advertisers', this "chime time" plan was
NEWER
THAN
promptly and bitterly denounced
by the National Assn. of Radio and
Television Station Representatives
as an unfair and unwarranted enTELEVISION!
try by NBC into a type of advertising which properly belongs to
but in the Quad-Cities
the stations
• TeleSure, television's great
casting, Aug[Broadcasting
6].
(Davenport, Iowa; Rock Island, Moline and East
Running through NBC's evening
Moline, Illinois), all eyes are on a brand new
and Sunday afternoon schedule (reproduced herewith), Mr. Herbert
medium. It's the only morning newspaper publishdisclosed that 31 of the 53 halfed in and for this $402,000,000 market — the new
hour periods are already sponsored
Morning Democrat. Together, the Morning Demand that those still unsold are
ocrat and the evening Daily Times give you the
priced attractively. Prices for the
complete program packages range
most complete coverage of this rich, major
from $2,176 for The Whisperer at
market. It pays to put your product where the
5-5:30 p.m. Sundays to $8,820 for
reception is always good!
the 7-7:30 p.m. Sunday segment of
The Big Show.
NBC'smotedfall
programs
will
be
prowith an extensive campaign
of on-the-air and newspaper advertising, largest into the
history, according
Jacobnetwork's
Evans,
manager of the NBC radio network
advertising and promotion departFor a clearer picture, dial Jann & Kelley,
ment. Last year's campaign, he
Inc., National Representatives, The
reported, had an overall value in
Morning
Democrat, The Daily Times,
excess of $12 million and this
The Sunday Democrat and Times.
year's
will
be
even
larger.
Published
by Davenport Newspapers, Inc.
Conducted cooperatively with
IS
NBC affiliated stations on a 50-50
basis, the 1951 campaign is being
supported by 145 NBC stations,
Mr. Evans said, including all the
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

SHOWING the enthusiasm that is the
crux of the current Detroit radio promotion campaign are these members
of the United Detroit Radio Commit e as they look over new car cards
(I to r): Hal Neal WXYZ; Wendell
Parmalee, WWJ; Art Gloster, CKLW;
Joyce Chapman, WJBK; Jim Quello,
WJR; George Millar, WKMH; Ernie
Holder, WEXL; Charles Stout, of the
< committee's agency, C. R. Stout
Adv.

type: Mr. Keen, Dragnet and
Counterspy.
Concluding his presentation of
the NBC fall radio line-up, Mr.
Herbertfor declared:
is a of
gooda
year
radio. The"Thisfeeling
year ago that radio was dying and
that maybe
we'dnowbetter
get out
from
under has
all changed.
The pencil men who provide the
facts on which the advertising decisions are based have figured out
that radio's cost-per-thousand is
such that it's a must buy today."
Boost For Radio
UNITED Detroit Radio Committee has announced that
material developed in campaign to sell radio will be
available to other stations
interested in conducting
similar campaign. Drive is
built around slogan, "Wherever You Go, There's
Radio"
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Sept. 17]. Kit available includes ad mats, mailing tails
pieces,howspot
plus deUDRCcopy launched
Motor City campaign. For
information contact committee, Room 1316 Penobscot
Bldg., Detroit 26.
Francis C. Heaney
FRANCIS C. HEANEY, 53, owner
of Abbott Advertising, Chicago,
was killed Tuesday when his plane
crashed near Cairo, 111. He was
commuting from a farm he owned
in Mississippi to his home in West
Chicago, 111. He is survived by his
wife, Sarah, of Glenn Road, N. J.,
and three daughters.

period on all stations and a 3
column-12 inch newspaper ad
signed by the six stations in two
dailies urged the public to welcome
Pulse interviewers.
The council has named a special
committee to handle all requests
for free time for civil defense, Red
Cross, Community Chest, Crusade
for Freedom and many others. This
joint effort aided materially in gettingfense5,000andapplications
civilover
dethe top.
putting the forchest
Every noon the six stations
AM Stations' Council broadcast
a one-minute prayer. On
Starts Fall Drive
ROCHESTER
three occasions the stations have
FALL campaign of the six Rochester, N. Y., radio stations, designed sent out joint promotional material
and other
to expand audiences and convince advertisers that radio is the- best buy to sponsors, agencies
timebuyers. Every
day poall
of all media, has been started under the banner of the local Radio Broad- stationstentialbroadcast
hard-hitting
cast Management Council.
This local cooperative project has
tellingandtimebuyers
listening surveys and one spots
by radio"
closing towith"sellthisit
been a pioneer in the field, having home
Daily an- suggestion, "Ask any radio station
been set in motion last winter cut-of-home survey.
nouncements over a two-week for sales-getting facts."
TBhoadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb.lar to5].
It
set
up
a
pattern
simithat now followed by Detroit,
Tulsa and other cities [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 27, Sept.
17, 24].
The autumn drive was launched
in a series of civic talks by Jack
Knabb, president of Jack Knabb
in
,
Advertising
and council.
public Plans
relations counsel Co.
for the
s
y
u
B
call for special programs at school
assemblies, business organizations,
M00LA
clubs,
PTA's
and
churches,
with
radio station tours for interested
eansers
Your Cl
youngsters.
Executives, program managers,
disc jockeys, sportscasters and
other staff personnel are taking
WISCONSI
WKOW
N

Mr. Wiig
Knabb
part in the drive to build up radio
interest and audiences. Participating stations are WARC, WHAM,
WHEC, WRNY, WSAY and WVET.
Managers of the six stations have
met regularly since last winter,
studying
Rochester
radio plans.
situation and the
mapping
campaign
Gunnar O. Wiig, manager of
WHEC, is present chairman of the
council.
eok
■b
2SfwPOUGHKEEPSIE
y£Q
Latest
cooperative
projectof cenREPRESENTED BY D EVN E Y
ters around
employment
the
Pulse Inc. to make four 1951-52
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helps you "clean up"
in Americas rich "Moo-La" land
Tell the story of your product
Use
where the sales potential is
WK0W-CBS
1070 K.C.
greatest.
WKOW'scoverage
powerful, concentrated
reaches your best customers,
MOST
POWERFUL
WISCONSIN'S
who want and need your
RADIO STATION
No station in the state gives you
greater coverage than WKOW,
Bossy's "Moo-La"
.product.
. . $500,000,000
worth . . .
blanketing the capital and the
prosperous counties in central
will buy a lot!
and southern Wisconsin. That's
Represented by Headley-Reed Company
biggestWKOW-CBS
advertising isbuy!Wisconsin's
why
WKOW-CBS

MADISON, WISCONSIN
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May Include Radio Cases
SCOTUS
AGENDA
is that WEOL asked and got a
WHETHER the Supreme Court ern Ohio. It even included photo- point
license to fill a local Ohio need.
stats of WEOL promotion and cov- Every
will take up the questions of newsHits the
erage maps to bolster that point.
paper ownership and transitcasting
wo dpurchase
or New Yorkit ismakes
directedin toHollythat
may be known Oct. 8, the first
Claiming that it is purely a local end, to serve its hearers in Ohio. Its
Ohio
advertisers
do
not
advertise
to
"order"
day
after
the
justices
ree
newspaper,
the
Journal
denied
the
ey
Bullsads heard in Michigan or
sume high court sessions Oct. 1.
government to convict have their
in Pennsylvania; they get no
Both cases are before the court itrightof ofa the
crime in interstate com- ...
merce. It did not take punitive good out of transient evesdropping
on requests for writs of certiorari
For You
action against national advertisers outside Ohio.
— first on appeal by Scripps-How- who
might also have used WEOL,
ard Radio, Inc. [Broadcasting •
x >A With this sensational Telecasting, Sept 10, Aug. 13], it pointed out.
It
admitted that it did put local
on appeal by Washingcoordinated "bulls-eye" the second
ton Transit Radio Inc. (WWDC- advertisers on the spot by refusing LIBERTY CHANGES
| *^1s { merchandising plan.
their
advertisements if they used
FM), Capital Transit Co. and the
Newsroom to New York
District of Columbia Public Utili- WEOL, but excused the practice LIBERTY Broadcasting System
as a matter
of business survival, changes were announced last week,
ties Commission [BROADCASTING • thusly
:
Telecasting, Aug. 13, June
18, 11].
transferfrom
of theWashington
network's
The Journal's refusal to publish including
newsroom
Lorain (Ohio) Journal — which ads of local users of WEOL was not main
to New York.
attempt
to
monopolize
interstate
is appealing a U. S. District Court an
John T. Flynn will be in charge
conviction under the monopoly laws commerce. . . . The Journal was not
of six newsmen in New York, which
for
refusing
to
accept
advertising
itself
engaged
in
interstate
comKDYL'S three-man merchandising
merce; hence it could not monopolize heretofore employed two men. The
from advertisers who used WEOL such commerce,
by local New York address is 509 Madison
staff uses this eye-catching display
Elyria, Ohio [Broadcasting • acts. Its refusalparticularly
was a legitimate Ave.
piece with your product attached
Telecasting,
Jan.
8]
—
will
be
competitive
weapon.
Control
of a
to build displays of KDYL-adverAlso announced was the transfer
heard in oral argument by the local business situation is itself
a
tised products in retail outlets.
Court during the week of Oct. 15. property right; the use of such con- of John M. Dunnagan, head of the
Washington
LBS office, to the home
t
r
o
l
i
s
no
more
unfair
than
the
use
of
In a brief filed Sept. 19, the
Write for details,
or seeTODAY
your
Blair man
size, greater efficiency, lower office in Dallas. Mr. Dunnagan will
Journal set out its case for re- superior
serve
in
Dallas
as vice president in
cost, better quality or any other sellversal of its conviction.
ing argument which takes customers charge of client relations.
from a business rival. The
Of major interest to broadcast- away
survival is a
ers is one of its basic premises: struggleone;forthebusiness
Sherman Act does not
That WEOL is not engaged in selfish
enact into law a doctrinaire counsel WGH Fashion Show
interstate commerce.
The right of a comJournal pleadings claimed that of perfection.
pany to versally
chooseadmitteditsandcustomers
is uni- FALL "Fashion Preview," a conthe government
the
FCC
granted
a
license
to
WEOL
effort of Mildred Alexander,
National Representative: John Blair & Co, as a local station, covering north- cannot police its use to favor and women'scertedaffairs
director for WGH
protect a so-called interstate rival.
As local ads are the chief source Newport News, Va., and 15 leadof revenue of a local radio station, Portsmouth-Newport
ing apparel shops in the
NewsNorfolkarea,
the federal
when it theli- was reported a greater
success
censed WEOLgovernment
must have intended
year than last [Broadcasting
latter to vtake
away the
ad- this
• Telecasting, Oct. 9, 1950]. In
ertisers to support
itself.Journal's
nal, however,
was under
noThedutyJour-to addition to presenting upcoming
CleTbar
fall in with these plans. A federally styles, it introduced "The 10 Bestlicensed radio station is not an arm Dressed
Women of Tidewater,"
of the government; the Sherman Act WGH promotion,
it markeda
the stop watch of should not be utilized to guarantee Mrs. Alexander's and
third year as
the survival of the so-called inter- women's director. Some
2,800 percompetitor; it is not to be used
split second accuracy as a state
form of subsidy or insurance.
sons paid $1.30-and-up for each
The diofederal
license
launched
the
raticket
and
jammed
Norfolk's
station to succeed or fail in the
Last year 500 City
permarket place like any other company; Auditorium.
sons attended. All proceeds of this
refusals
to
deal
which
are
legal
under
year's
event
went
to
Navy
relief
#650
1 /5 second timer for State law are not rendered illegal and to the local cerebral palsy
general timing, 7 jewels merelylegedbecause
interstate used
rival. against the al- clinic.
Clebar quality, nonInterstate
Concept
magnetic, 30 minute
GREENVILLE is
Attack on the interstate conregister-start, stop and
SOUTH CAROLINA'S
METROPOLITAN
AREA LARGEST
...
cept of tained
radio
is confly-back from crown.
in thebroadcasting
following excerpt
from the brief:
In POPULATION
The Journal not being engaged in
interstate commerce the government GREENVILLE 168,152
There is a Clebar stop watch for must
try to find it in WEOL, licensed
only. The govevery precision timing purpose. Write for local broadcasting
ernment showing is an artificial and Charleston 164,856
synthetic
one
only;
WEOL
heard
Columbia 142,565
for new FREE catalog which illus- in Michigan; it buys canned isrecords
trates more than a score of models. in California; it rebroadcasts out-ofstate baseball and football games; it
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
gets United Press news by teletype.
The Government also seeks to eke out
an interstate showing by resort to
NLRB cases in the building trades
For FtheBGreenville-Anderson
5000 watts C Markets
industry, involving out-of-state purCLEBAR WATCH AGENCY
Spartanburg
chases of materials. These analogies
521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17
R«pr«Mnte«l by Avery-Kitodel
are valueless in the present case; the
NBC
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6:30-7:00 PM
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Now Washington's most popular Saturday evening local program is available for sponsorship from 6:30-7:00
P.M. on WNBW.

pRobm Hoof
fUnyoT^

STARRING ^^P*
D
I
-CARRILLO
LEO
Hand
©
RENALDO
DUNCAN CISCO)
C
-S lAS PANCHO)
(AS
I
Cstars- of Cisco Kid moyieu
Famous
II

Highly-rated, highly-popular, highlypositive to get your sales message
across where it counts!

111

For complete details on a top local program that will SELL for you please contact
your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office or call the WNBW Sales Department at
REpublic 4000 TODAY!!
Channel Four
WNBW

NBC-TV IN WASHINGTON

50 K. W. of radiated power
from a tower 1,059 feet high,
channel 2. Check this formula
with any qualified TV engineer.

..now

the

television

in

Dixie

Thousands of square miles of territory— where no adequate television
service
now has had
been been
openedprovided
up. before —
Tens of thousands of prosperous
Southern families — who never before enjoyed television in their homes
—now have entered the WSB-TV
market.
Set sales are booming. Circulation
is going up at a dizzy pace.
A schedule of top-rated shows plus
the
know-how
of thetremendous
WSB-TV
staffproven
combine
with this
new power to give you a golden sales
opportunity.
Call, write or wire us or your Petry
man at once. WSB-TV On Peachtree Street, Atlanta.
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta
Constitution. Represented by Edw. Petry & Co., Inc.
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WLTV
ON AS 108TH
STATION
Broadcasting Inc. comprises a
Georgia cities; Montgomery, Ala., technical director; Roger O. Van
v poised
THE 108th
television
station
was
and
Greenville,
S.
C.
to take the air yesterday
program director; Ann group of Atlanta business and civic
WLTV officials, under General Duzer,
(Sunday) in Atlanta, first addition
Hucheson, traffic manager; Wini- leaders headed by Walter C. SturdiManager Lane, had been working
fred C. Brown, manager of account- vant, owner of Montogmery Knittoa year.
the nation's video spectrum in weeks
to get the station on the
ing department, and Madelinn
ting Mills, Summerville, Ga. It
air
by
Sept.
30.
Studios
were
set
Chace
Haddox, director of promo- negotiated
Sept. 30as will
down day.
in Atlanta's
last March for acquisition and public relations.
history
TV gomoving
These up in the old Constitution Bldg.,
tion of WSB-TV equipment for
where the discontinued WCON-AMevents were listed:
WLTV
is
operating
as
a
teleuse
on
Channel
8. Atlanta Newsvision affiliate of ABC and also
had headquartered.
# WSB-TV — Switch from FMOther
key personnel at WLTV plans a film network schedule, expapers Inc. had merged the Atlanta
Channel 8 to 2, using 1,062-foot include
Arch Ragan, general sales
panding to live local productions Constitution into its Atlanta Jourtower originally built for the
nal, thus having two TV facilities
former Atlanta Constitution's pro- manager; Harvey J. Aderhold, before the end of the year.
since WCON-TV was conducting
increasedjectedtooutlet,
50 WCON-TV.
kw radiated. Power
program tests at the time for
Channel 2 operation.
• WLTV — First program
scheduled yesterday from former
WSB-TV transmitter. New staSpecial Programs
tion operated by Broadcasting Inc.
Both WSB-TV and WLTV
# WAGA-TV—
Continued
operplanned special inaugural programs
ation on Channel 5 under Fort
for the Sunday switchover. A speIndustry Co. ownership.
cial WSB-TV feature was arranged
• Second AT&T network link
for
Saturday, with a TV camera
ready.
Final details for the switch of
mounted atop the 1,062-foot tower
WSB-TV to Channel 2 and sale of
picking up the surrounding area.
Channel 8 transmitting facilities
Taking part in a Sunday breakto Broadcasting Inc. were settled
fast staged by WSB-TV for
late Wednesday in Atlanta. The
special
visitors were Mr. Reinsch
transfer had been approved by
and
John
M. Outler, Jr., general
the FCC Aug. 9 [Broadcasting
manager of the WSB stations.
• Telecasting, Aug. 13].
WLTV planned an afternoon debut.
Wilcox, Lane Sign
Schedule for apportionment of the
two
AT&T network lines among
Signing the contract between
the three stations will be worked
Atlanta Newspapers Inc. (WSB)
and Broadcasting Inc. were H. B.
out. WSB-TV is an NBC teleWilcox, secretary-treasurer and a
mm
vision affiliate with WAGA-TV
director of Atlanta Newspapers,
CBS and DuMont.
and William T. Lane, vice presi- ARRANGEMENTS for representation of Broadcasting Ine.'s WLTV (TV) having
TV set manufacturers and disdent and general manager of the
by Harrington,
RighterL &to Parsons,
representatributors were moving sets into
new station. Present at the sign- Atlanta,
tive, areGa.,
concluded
in that city.
r: Jack television
Harrington,station
president
of the
ing for WSB-TV were J. Leonard station representative firm which headquarters in New York; Arch Ragan, cities which the new WSB-TV
Eeinsch, in charge of the radio-TV sales director of WLTV, and William T. Lane, vice president and general signal was expected to reach for
the first time.
properties of ex-Gov. James M.
manager of station.
Cox,
of
Ohio,
and
Paul
A.
O'Bryan,
of the law firm of Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson.
Mr. Wednesday
O'Bryan notified
the
FCC late
that
negotiations had been officially
d in
-Folalter
completed.
ly Five
Negrwould
not greatly
the Augpicture.
1950 OS
gross for
TVNE
network
timeOR
sales areKnot only GR
Sthe sameUpperiod.
TW
Atlanta and a large area of the increasing
Gross time sales for the previous
but
are
doing
so
at
an
While
the
comparison
is
not
exSoutheast were in a state of TV accelerated pace, according to figseven
months,
January
through
actly due to the absence of DuMont
animation last week as pre-transures released for publication today figures for 1950, it appears likely July, were also tabulated by PIB.
fer excitement spread rapidly.
that the addition of those figures
(Monday)
by
Publishers
InformaWSB - TV began test-pattern
AUGUST GROSS TIME SALES
tion Bureau. PIB reports show the
operation Tuesday from the 1,062Jan.1951
-Aug. Jan.1950-Aug.
gross TV network time
Aug.
1951
Aug.
1950
foot tower with 50 kw radiated combined
sales in August were more than ABC-TV
$13,734,551
,444,593
$ 354,524
265,421
$11,174,614
DuMont
t
24,238,538
power. Using the old WCON-TV five times as high as in the same CBS-TV
763,071
5,339,826
$ 2,402,902
t
4,468,996
1,242,276
3,359,856
month ofcumulative
last year, total
while forthe 1951
eight-is NBC-TV
test pattern, WSB-TV called for month
33,577,340
9,684,755
Total
reception reports and claimed that
SI
7,427,483
July
for 1950 $9,302,071
not available. $1 ,862,221
these reports came from all parts only a little over four times the tFiguresREVISED
GROSS SALES JANUARY-JULY —
of an area extending more than 1951 ABC-TV
DuM
CBS-TV
DuM
NBC-TV
ABC-TV
574,025
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
200 miles away from Atlanta. It
4,758409
$2,601,165*
$435,527
$4,178,222
April
]
.432,319*
4,946,338
January
$1,328,719*
564,478
asserted reliable pictures were be- February 1,254,851
3,066,249
2,600,339 406,079 3,949,360 June
645,359
,385,901
2,900,782
4,244,240
ing received in such spots as Sa- March 1,539,470
3,434,659
2,993,902
457,81 1 25, 1951,
4,654,063*
2,906,891*
vannah, Thomaston and other
Revised as of September
and differing from those previously reported.
October 1, 622,646*
1951 • Page 81
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,437,593*
3,477,952*
,351,168*

WOW INC. SALE
Meredith Purchase Approved
SALE of WOW-AM-TV Omaha to
Meredith Publishing Co. for
$2,525,000 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13] was approved
by the FCC last week.
Grant of the purchase to the Des
Moines magazine publisher (Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming) gives it 100% stock
ownership
licensee
Radio Station WOWof Inc.
Meredith
also
owns WHEN (TV) Syracuse and
is a TV applicant for Albany and
Rochester, N. Y.
The Omaha radio and TV stawere bought
dor totionsIreland
FrancisfromP. AmbassaMatthews
(exSecretary
of the Navy)
and
six other stockholders.
The stock
will be owned by Meredith Engineering Co., a subsidiary of the
publishing company.
Consolidated Application
Request by Connecticut Radio
Foundation Inc. for UHF frequencies 746-752 mc at New Haven,
instead of Channel 12 at Waterbury, leaves Nutmeg State Broadcasting Co. as only applicant for
sole channel in that city (proposed
to be UHF Channel 53 by the FCC).
Nutmeg State Broadcasting Co.
was formed by WBRY, WATR and
the Danbury News-Times several
years ago in a consolidation of
their individual applications. Danbury newspaper is owned by James
B. Lee of the Lee Hat Company,
which last week asked the FCC for
approval to buy WLAD in Danbury
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 24].
Withdrawal
Danbury NewsTimes
from theof triumvirate
will
be announced soon, it is understood.
At that time, both WBRY and
WATR will sever their relationship
and compete with each other for
the single channel in Waterbury.
Only TV application up to Thursday was for Quincy, 111., from
WGEM for Channel 10. It plans
to spend $394,750 for construction,
$93,000 a year for operations. It
is affiliated with the Quincy Herald
Whig.

NBC NEWSREEL
Expands to Daily Service
FULLY-SCORED daily newsreel
will be offered to television stations
by NBC,
McCall, events,
director of TV Francis
news andC. special
announced last week.
Covering some 40 stories per
week, the 16mm film will run for
7% minutes and will be accompanied by cued scripts and spot
sheets. To continue coverage
through
NBC-TV
newsroom delivery
in New time,
York will
wire
script revisions
each
day
to
subscribing stations.
Films will be scored with on-thespot words and sounds, narration,
and music, but local stations may
run them as silents or can splice in
local news, commentary, and commercials.
Daily newsreel will be supplied
by
more than
100 NBCthecameramen
stationed
throughout
world, by
foreign film services, and by special photographer-correspondents
like Charlie and Gene Jones, whose
celebrated coverage of the Korean
war, midwest floods, West Point
sports scandal, Robert Vogeler, and
Marshallhistory.
Tito have helped record
recent
Rights to the daily newsreel will
be handled by John Cron, head of
NBC film syndication division.
The same NBC department also
offers a weekly sports reel, covering biggest stories in athletics on
a world-wide basis as well as interviews with sports figures and features. The fully-scored reel will be
narrated — when necessary — by
Clem McCarthy, Rad Hall, Peter
Roberts, Don Goddard, and Bob
Wilson. cluded
Oneinterviews
recentwith
sports
inSugarreel Ray
Robinson and Randy Turpin, coverage of the Antique Auto Race from
Chicago to New York, a report on
Florence
Channel swim, Chadwick's
and baseball 2-way
highlights.

PLANS to promote UHF were formulated at a meeting Sept. 21 at WAVZ
New Haven, Conn. Daniel W. Kops (I, at mike), WAVZ vice president
and general
manager, distributors.
outlined proposals
between
broadcasters and television
Seated for(I cooperation
to r) are Lynne
C. Smeby,
former director of engineering at NAB (now NARTB); Victor W. Knauth,
WAVZ president, and
Assn.GlenAllMcDaniel,
spoke on president,
the program.Radio-Television Mfrs.
WOOD-TV STAFF
Schroeder Will Manage STANTON, McAVITY
by NBC-TV
WILLARD SCHROEDER, general CARL M.Promoted
director of
manager of WOOD Grand Rapids, talent and STANTON,
program procurement
also will hold that position at
has been named
WOOD-TV, which was formerly for NBC-TV,
rector of commercial
programdiWLAV-TV Grand Rapids. Sale of
for the network, it was
the TV station to WFBM-AM-TV planning
announced last week by Frederic
Indianapolis, also owner of WOOD, W.
Wile Jr., vice president in
was approved by FCC a fortnight charge
of television production.
ago. Price was $1,382,068 [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Sept. 24].
Expansion of NBC-TV network
Hy Steed, who has been general schedule during coming fall-winter
manager of the WLAV stations, season from early morning to late
continues to manage WLAV-AM- night, plus full weekend programming, requires assignment of a top
executive full time in the plans
area, Mr. Wile explained. Mr.
Stanton's successor will be named
shortly.
Thomas A. McAvity has been
named to succeed Mr. Stanton as
director of talent and program
procurement. After familiarizing
himself with NBC-TV operations
in the East, he will make his headMr. Bitner Sr. Mr. Bitner Jr.
quarters in New York.
a production supervisor
FM. These stations have been re- withRecently
CBS, Mr. McAvity helped in- HOLLYWOOD NEWS
tained by Leonard A. Versluis.
Screen Gems Plans Series
augurate the Bob Hope Show for
WLAV-TV was purchased from Pepsodent and, as a free-lance A MOTION picture TV news serMr. Versluis by the Grandwood producer-director,
he
produced
vice itions
s being
offered localby TVScreen
staBroadcasting Co., owned entirely Corliss Archer, The Hardy Famand advertisers
by WFBM Inc. Major stockholders
ily, The Saint, The Joan Davis Gems, embodied in a quarter-hour
of WFBM Inc. are Harry M. Bit- Show, and The Sealtest Program. weekly Hollywood Newsreel which
ner Sr., president of Grandwood, He rejoins NBC on the anniversary will be distributed regularly startand Harry M. Bitner Jr., vice presi- of his leaving it, Oct. 8.
ing in November, Will Baltin, TV
dent of Grandwood and general
sales manager, has announced. An
manager
of
WFBM-AM-TV.
They
audition
print of the first film of
JAEGER TO PROCKTER
also own WE OA Evansville and
the series, presenting views of
Curtis
Backs
Show
are
50%
of
Trebit
Corp.,
licensee
Dean
Martin
and Jerry Lewis,
Will Be V. P.-Gen. Mgr.
WFDF Flint, Mich.
CURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Phila- Ethel Barrymore, Joan Crawford,
ANDEW P. JAEGER, who has of The
Bitner
group
announced
that
(Saturday Evening Post, Ken Murray, Jane Wyman, Roy
resigned as director of DuMont the present WOOD staff will as- Holiday, delphia
Ladies Homes Journal) Rogers, Edgar Bergen and other
Television Network film operations,
sume
TV
responsibilities
in
addiwill
sponsor
a
new television pro- top personalities, will be sent this
has been appointed vice president
tion to their radio duties. Emgram packaged by Lawrence E. week to each TV station, Mr. Baland general manager of Prockter
ployes
of
the
former
WLAV-TV
tin said. He added that advertisers
Spivak-Martha
Rountree and called
Syndications International, New who wish to move to WOOD-TV Keep Posted starting
Oct. 9 on the and agencies are being notified that
York, President Paul White an- will be employed by the company full
DuMont
network,
Tuesdays,
these
nounced Tuesday.
wherever practicable, it was said. 8:30-9 p.m. Mr. Spivak and Miss stations.prints are available at the
Prockter Syndications, planned
Rountree will be the moderators on
Screen Gems has signed a fivefor over a year, will handle procontract with Erman Pessis,
the program
whichvitalwillissues
discussof curgrams for foreign and domestic
rent events and
the year
veteran Hollywood publicist and
distribution to TV stations and XELD-TV Affiliates
producer,
to produce the weekly
New York, is the agenlocal advertisers. The new organi- XELD-TV in Matamores, Mexico, day. cy.BBDO,
Curtis during the summer had newsreel. Handled on a spot news
zation also will sell a limited num- has affiliated with ABC-TV and sponsored
TV version of Meet the basis, the quarter-hour film flows
ber of specialized theatrical feat- NBC-TV to become the networks' Press on NBC-TV, Tuesdays, 8:30 directly to the subscribing stations
ures and transcribed series for first foreign TV member. XELD- p.m., but released time when from
Hollywood for immediate
telecasting.
Texaco Star Theatre returned.
motion picture and radio markets. TV is also a CBS-TV affiliate.
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IN TV
Cf
/HO
drew the largest atSOME 800WES
delegates'to the PM
The- the TV report
tendance of all reports. Theatre
atre Owners of America convention in New York last week were TV especially drew the spotlight.
admonished to expand into both
Harry Brandt, head of the Brandt
the broadcast television and theatre Theatre
circuit, said theatre teleTV fields, but to waste no worry
vision "is the togreatest
thing since
that
has
happened
the theatre
onThehomeadmonition
"subscription" television.
was contained in {^■SBBHMH sound."
The concessions committee,
a report delivered
headed by Harold J. Fitzgerald of
Wednesday
by ' w
'fBi Milwaukee, recognized theatre TV's
TOA's
by recomComy| collateral possibilities
Chai
mittee TV
rmanff, * - jgj
"that prior
a television
Mitchell Wolfson, '* \Jk event, themendingfull
house tolights
be on,
' Wometco
co-owner theatre
of the ^g^,
*— ' mBk
appropriate music, and that
ffl with
20
minutes
be
devoted
to
aislechain in Florida WBL r: mi
to offset any conand of its WTV J ^m^m^m vending cesinion losorder
during
the
evening.
If
(TV) Miami, who
the lobby price for a commodity is,
Wolfson for
Mr.
earlier
days
two
example, 22 cents, it is sugwas elected TOA
gested that the aisle-vending price
president for the coming year.
be
25
cents. This obviously would
Mr. Wolfson's committee report save time
in making change, etc."
hewed generally to the lines laid
Samuel Pinanski of Boston, redown in his preview for newsmen
tiring TOA president, extended on
two weeks ago: That broadcast
television and the theatres, though behalf
of the
"Movietime
the thanks
of TOAUSA"to
competitors, "can survive and committee
CBS and Lever Bros, for their
prosper
together";
that
theatre
hailing the movie
owners generally are well qualified Sept. 24 program
At the same time Mr.
to, and should, ally themselves with industry.
Pinanski
urged
theatres to use
both broadcast and theatre TV, and
that theatre television as an ad- large space which is being bought
junct to regular motion pictures nationally
in newspapers,
"as a
of obtaining
better relations
holds vast possibilities for expand- means
in the editorial departments of the
ing
the
public's
entertainment,
educational and cultural fare
He also suggested that radio,
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, newspapers."
Sept. 17].
But the committee wrote off TV and press interviews be arsubscription video as a cause for
no alarm to theatre men. Mentioning Phonevision, Skiatron ("SubMr. Wolfson said:scriber-Vision"), andTelemetering, FAIR TRADE
Notes Evidence Lack
COLOR TV again emerged as a
"These three devices are obvious- highlight
government-industry
deliberationsof last
week on proposed
ly
merely
methods
of
distribution
of a toll service into the home fair trade practices for the radio. . . There is thus far no evidence TV manufacturing industry.
that they are commercially feasThe setting
was the
inible. Also, the subscription schemes
dustry conference
calledsecond
by the
Federal Trade Commission to
run into other problems."
rules for the industry.
Among "other problems" he promulgate
Sessions were held in Washington
listed
serious question"
regular"a broadcast
channels whether
may be Wednesday through Friday. A
conference tentatively was
assigned to "this limited type of third
set for later this year.
toll
would service,"
make suchandan whether
assignmentFCCin
The meetings were held over the
any case.
objections of the Radio-Television
"In
the
foreseeable
future
it
is
Mfrs.
Assn. and the National Apclear that there will be an acute
and Radio Dealers Assn.,
shortage of television channels in both of pliance
which had requested postmarkets where any subscription
p
o
study further
a protelevision system would hold forth
posed FTCnements todraft
on suggested
commercial promise," Mr. Wolfson rules.
continued. "For that reason alone
Color TV Issue
I cannot believe there is much likeliThe color TV issue arose both
hood of such a service being per- Wednesday
and Thursday, stemmitted. That reason together with
ming from controversy over sugthe many other problems a toll
gested recommendations governing
home service would face makes it the advertisements
of adapters and
seem impossible that we need now converters.
be concerned about that type of
A surprise proposal was offered
television
American Television Inc. which
Election development."
of Mr. Wolfson as TOA by
urged adoption of a rule that
president was seen by observers as would,
in effect, prohibit radio-TV
manufacturers from ownan indicationinterest
of the inmembership's
clear-cut
television, receiver
ing
broadcast
stations. There was
which was also evidenced in other little enthusiasm
for this recomsessions as well as in the fact, that
mendation, promulgated as a soBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

T*"5 T0A
™™
ranged dustry
forlocally.promotion of the in"Use the (movie) personalities
on television whenever you have
some who are not forbidden to appear on this speech
medium,"Mr.he Pinanski
advised.
In another
took occasion to defend theatre TV
against "the loose talk and illconsidered statements" protesting
the closed-circuiting of prize-fights
to theatres. The fights, he emphasized, are private property and the
promoter cannot be compelled
either to give them free to the
public
sell them "to
one
class orof topurchaser
as any
against
another." TOA Leads Way
Alfred Stan- of Nashville, Tenn.,
pointed out in his keynote speech
that
"TOA has and
consistently
for exhibitors
for the worked
motion
picture industry" in the TV field.
It was TOA, he said, which "spearheaded the industry's drive for
theatre television." TOA also has
"consistently
that separately
television
produce its ownurged
pictures
and apart from those produced for
motion
He alsopicture
paid theatres,"
tribute to hethe added.
work
done for the industry by Cohn &
Marks, Washington radio-TV law
firm, and Jansky & Bailey, Washington radio-TV consulting engineering firm, as legal and engineering counsel, respectively, in

PRACTICES
called at"anti-monopoly"
aimed
the munificent ad measure
budgets
of the larger firms.
Presiding over the sessions for
FTC were Paul Butz, attorney,
Trade Practices Conference Bureau; James Horton, director,
Bureau of Industry Cooperation,
and P. B. Morehouse, assistant
director of BIC and chief of TPCB.
RTMA was represented by Glen
McDaniel, RTMA president; James
Secrest, general manager; John
W. Van Allen, general counsel, and
Ray Donaldson, attorney.
FTC Chairman James Mead
welcomed industry members, stressing, "We dorestrictions
not seek toonimpose
additional
your
business
but
only
clear
the
air."
Trade practice rules have proved
beneficial to all industries and are
bound tofidence"result
in "greater
conin the industry,
he stated.
Mr. McDaniel cited the "difficulties" under which RTMA participated and stressed the complexities of color TV in writing proposed rules. Color TV is both an
economic and merchandising problem,bers, hehe added,
explained.
have Industry
had only memthree
weeks to study the proposed FTC
draft and they need more time. He
suggested a third conference.
Mr. Morehouse replied that with

TV UPS GATE
For Houston Boll Club
BOX OFFICE of the Houston
Baseballcause of TV,
Club which
hasn't carried
sufferedabout
beone third of its home games this
year on KPRC-TV.
attendance was higherInonfact,
nights
games were televised than on other
nights.
An article in the Houston Post,
owner of KPRC-TV, noted the
Houston club permitted more telecasts than any other team in the
Texas League, yet was the only
club to show an attendance increase over last year. The average
attendance at 23 games televised
was 318 more paid customers than
the average non-televised game.
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV general
manager, tractipointed
out, want,
"if thethey
aton is what fans
will
be inclasstheofball
park." The
weather,
competition
and
pitcher named all figure in the
park attendance, he said. Two of
the top crowds of the year — 11,252
and 10,271 — packed the stadium on
nights
vised. when the games were teleconnectionatre-TV with
case beforethe thepending
FCC. theMarcus Cohn of Cohn & Marks
brought the conventioners up to
date on TV legal questions following(Continued
Mr. Wolfson'son presentation
page 89) of
FTC Confers Again
some 12,000 invitations out a postponement was not feasible.
Emphasizing RTMA was unable
to speak
for its
membership Mr.
because of lack
of deliberation,
McDaniel stated there are many
new clauses in the draft with "no
applications to any known practices in the industry."
Only Eight Comment
Only
eight of some
330 members
have commented
to RTMA
on the
overall FTC rules, he noted.
Mr. Daniel was supported in his
request for a third conference by
Mort Farr, who heads the NationalTheAppliance
and Radio
Dealers Assn.
National
Electronics
Dealers Assn. also suggested sessions be deferred after reasonable
discussion.
The initial proposal of American
Television Inc., offered by U. A.
Sanabria,
a suggested
"floor"
on
quality was
of sets,
with particular
emphasis
on
"fidelity
and
contrast."
Mr. McDaniel promptly protested the suggestion, claiming it
would set the principle of the federal
ards forgovernment
TV sets.establishing standMr. Butz doubted FTC would
move into the quality field. He explained the commission
(Continued
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—
s MURDER
— —Rebuttal
Initial
— — —
FCC — Receives
VideoCASES
Joins Manhunt
ALLOCATIONS
BOSTON TV stations are joining
FIRST REBUTTALS to opposi- Steinman stations' WGAL-TV Lan- accepted UHF for Buffalo and police in attempt to close unsolved
tions came into the FCC last week,
caster and WDEL-TV Wilming- Rochester after first demanding murder cases. WNAC-TV, in coas the number of filings in the
operation with the Massachusetts
channels there
tonposalto Philadelphia
groups'12 back
pro- VHF
• Telecasting,
Sept.[Broadcasting
10].
State Police, last Friday presented
for putting Channel
"paper"
hearing
procedure
reached
in the Quaker city.
All Kansas City stations got a special telecast clue hunt deal613, with 163 filed last week.
Rebuttals were due Sept. 25 for
It disparaged the Philadelphia together with a plan to put four
ing with the Aug. 31 murder of
cities in the New England and plan as "retrogression to an aban- VHF channels back into that city State Trooper Alje M. Savela.
WBZ-TV
this Friday will begin
Central Atlantic States. Due Sept.
policy," referring
to
the — FCC proposes only three, with a weekly program
24 were the affirmative filings for FCC's doned
entitled
determination
not
to
use
one
already
occupied
by
WDAFProsecutor,
which will
reviewPublic
unsuch cities as Des Moines, Kansas directional antennas or what it TV and the other reserved for edusolved
murders.
Henry
R. Silver,
cational
telecasting.
Kansas
City
City, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. called "sub-standard powers."
treasurer
of
the
Cott
Bottling
Co.,
Paul, Omaha and St. Louis.
CBS also filed counter-opposi- plan was filed in the form of a program sponsor, offers $500 to
tions to 11 entities which filed pro- three-part proposal.
Oppositions to the request for
anyone who submits a clue or testiposals in conflictregarding
withBoston.
its recom'Partial Commercialization'
oral hearing by Cornell XL's WHCU
mony resulting in the arrest and
Most
Indications
that some educational conviction
Ithaca [Broadcasting • Telecast- of it was onmendations
of any person or persons
engineering
grounds.
ing, Sept. 24] were filed by WWNY
institutions
want
an
out
from
pureguilty ofProsecutor
a murder program.
telecast on the
But, alluding to the proposals by
Watertown,
N.
Y.,
and
Buffalo
staPublic
ly
non-commercial
TV
operation
tions WGR and WKBW as well as Lowell Institute of Cooperative was contained in a proposal by the
WRGB (TV) Schenectady has
Broadcasting Council and U. of U. of Missouri for "partial com- been
the Buffalo Courier Express.
credited with being instrufavoring the FCCSample of the "oppositions to New Hampshirereservation
mental in the arrest of a cattleof chan- mercialization."
oppositions" was that filed by recommended
Non-profit
operation,
with
netman
who was convicted Sept. 12
nels in Boston and Durham (inwork affiliation for entertainment of murdering
New York State
volved in CBS's plan for Boston), programs, was urged by Lester E. policeman last aJune.
WRGB teleCBS pointed out that neither:
c
a
s
t
a
picture
of
the
getaway truck
Cox,
chairman
of
the
Radio
ComUHF TESTS
(1) Had
done
anything
to
admittee,
Board
of
Curators.
He
was
and
asked
viewers
to
notify
vance their TV plans since their supported by Stephens College if they had any information police
Outlined by Greig
confirst
comments
May, and (2) President Homer P. Rainey.
cerning the truck or its driver.
WORTH of UHF experimental TV had undertaken last
to
study
the
posstation requested by WHUM
proposes to reserve Channel After 11 telecasts, the suspect subsibilities of UHF, as had the New 8 FCC
sequently convicted was arrested.
Reading, Pa., was described last
at Columbia,
Mo., TV.
for non-commercial, educational
Mr. Cox
police captain said that
week by Humboldt J. Greig, presi- York State Board of Regents which warned that
unless FCC acceded Athe state
dent and general manager.
tip which aided investigators
to its plea for non-profit operation, was supplied by persons who had
WHUM applied for $500,000 ex- NARTB TV CODE
perimental TV last August, with
Reports to be Presented it "would have no alternative" but seen the WRGB telecasts.
grant being opposed last week by PROJECTED
a full commercial
stacode of to apply forThis would
mean opposing
WEEU of the same city. WEEU NARTB will betelevision
into one KFRU, tion.which
already has objected CBS COLORCASTS
argued that the grant might be package for the wrapped
first
time
at
a
considered a means of getting meeting of the Television Program to the "partial commercialization"
Football Pickups Start
of the university.
around the TV freeze [Broadcast- Standards Committee, to be held planConstruction
CBS Television started its college
costs can be financed football
ing • Telecasting, Sept. 24, Tuesday-Wednesday at NARTB
color games Saturday with
Aug. 20].
by the university, Mr. Cox said,
headquarters.
Powers of 200 kw requested will Washington
revealing that it has $350,000 for 11 affiliates scheduled to carry the
Four
subcommittees
that
have
be proved out through use of drafted sections of the document that purpose. But operating ex- pickups.
All but two were reported putGeneral Electric klystron tube, a
submit their reports at the clared. penses are another matter, he deting the games on the air.
prototype of which should be ready will
under chairmanship of
Washington planned
in March 1952. It will cost 30 cents meeting,
Operation the university has in to WTOP-TV
Robert
D.
Swezey,
WDSU-TV
New
close-circuit the games to the
an hour to operate. GE will not be- Orleans. By Wednesday night the mind, Mr. Cox submitted, would WTOP
Assembly
Room in the
gin commercial production of klys- committee hopes to have in rough- involve "interspersing" commercial Washington Post Building.
Station
trons until December 1952, then draft shape a document that can program between educational pro- is 55% owned by the newspaper,
only about 12 a year, he revealed.
be submitted to an Oct. 19 NARTB
grams
"so
that
there
would
be
Problems of getting UHF up TV
45%
owned
by
CBS.
It
had
origmeeting to be held no long sustained periods of either
inally planned to microwave the
1,050-ft tower will be overcome by Oct. membership
commercial
programs
or
educa19
at
the
Stevens
Hotel,
Chigames
to
a
recreation
hall
owned
using an aluminum wave guide de- cago.
veloped by GE. It will be 1,200 ft.
programs." by Milwaukee by the Christian Heurich Brewing
Fancytionalpackaging
The 30-odd TV stations that are
long 8xl6-in. in diameter, should
armembers of NARTB have been Educators' Committee on Television Co., but network's
prove 86.6% effective, Mr. Greig not
rangements with thecontractual
colleges foreyes of FCC staff. Cutout
of the Oct. 19 meeting. caught
bade
local
sponsorship,
said
John
explained. A 6-in. coaxial cable notified
of
TV
screen
on
cover
of
its
docuhave been invited to take out
would be only 56% effective, he They
and general
ment stressed the title of the plead- S. Hayes,of president
memberships and participate in the
said.
the station. WTOP-TV
Chicago meeting, which may come
ing: "Milwaukee Needs Educational manager
He said he plans to build the up
will broadcast in black-and-white
with
a
basic
document
that
will
tower
Summit HeMt., has22 set the TV pattern for years to Television!"
Force servWith the committee
help of WTMJ-TV
the Army-Navy-Marine-Air
miles atop
north1,650-ft.
of Reading.
ice games during that time, he said
Milwaukee
said it had
some steel now, plans to prefabri- come.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Subcommittee chairmen who have figured that an educational TV sta- Sept.
cate the tower in sections during
17].
the code-writing operation are:
tion could be built for $836,525—
the winter, he said, and could be let
WMAR-TV
Baltimore
on ThursSubcommittee
1
—
advancement
of
eduincluding
$500,000
for
a
building.
on the air by late spring.
cation and culture, responsibility to- Operating costs should run $50,000
daywavewasthe still
planning
toa microLine of sight from the mountain
ward
children,
acceptability
of
procolor
games
to
public
a
year
for
programming,
$161,772
top is estimated at 71 miles, he
gram material, decency and decorum for personnel (with general man- place. It also still intended to pick
declared. Wilmington, Del., might in production, Davidson Taylor, NBC,
ager
at
$7,800),
and
$77,305
per
Subcommittee 2 — treateasily get signal, he thought, as chairman;
up
and games,
rebroadcast
service
station WTOP-TV's
said.
ment of news and public events, year for equipment.
well as Easton, Bethlehem, Wil- presentation
Following stations were schedreligion, community
liamston, Harrisburg, Lancaster, responsibility,ofpresentation
uled
to
carry
the
full
schedule:
of
conLubcke
Consultant
York, among other communities.
troversial issues, Harold Hough, HARRY R. LUBCKE is establish- WCBS-TV New York, WCAU-TV
Rough terrain should make it a
Philadelphia,
WEWS
(TV)
CleveWBAP-TV Forth3 — "Worth,
chairman;
good testing ground, he said.
ing offices
as a TV consulting
enadvertising
pracland, WJBK-TV Detroit, WHIOTransmitter cost is estimated at Subcommittee
gine r in Hollywood.
His practice
tices,
Walter
J.
Damm,
WTMJ-TV
TV
Dayton,
WBNS-TV
Columbus,
8145,000, tower 8125,000, building Milwaukee, chairman; Subcommittee will be restricted to "television WKRC-TV Cincinnati.
$40,000, miscellaneous $200,000.
4, observance, Paul Raibourn, KTLA- engineering, electronics and the
WBKB Chicago skipped SaturMr. Greig said he had pledges of TV Los Angeles, chairman.
for television program
day's California vs. Penn game, but
The subcommittees have been facilities
cooperation from CBS, Philco and
Offices
are
at
2443
will
carry the rest. WNAC-TV Bostwo months on the four production."
GE. He will use color transmissions, working
Creston
Way,
Hollywood
28,
Calif.
as well as black-and-white signals. sections of the code.
Telephone: Hollywood 9-3266.
not tonall.was set to carry "several" but
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* ARB, January '51 on NBC-TV

ABBOTT AND

COSTELLO

the fabulous funsters with 21%

million*

TV

friends

and believe it or not: for nine years running they've turned up consistently
in the ten biggest Hollywood box office hits now available on

NBC

television

Co-op
6:00 PM
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
J 10:45
jj11:00
H 11:15 PM

9:00 AM
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00 N
12:15 PM
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15

Swanson
Gen.
Mills
(alt. wks.)
TedFamily
Mack
Hour
L (E-M)
Goodyear
Paul
Whiteman
L (E-M)

General
Foods
Hopalong
Cassidy
F

Ronson
Star
Familyof
Healy &
Hayes
Wrigley
Gene
Autry
Show

Hollywood
Adventure
Time
Film
Marshall
Plan
B. Graham
Evan.
Assn
B. Graham
Religious
Show
L
Young
Church
People's
on
theYouthMarch
L

Cactus
JimL

Kellogg
Jimmy
Cdt.
Space
Blaine

LincolnMercury
Dealers
ofToast
Townthe

Pentagon —
Washington
Clorets
Chlorophyll
Gum
Rockey
Philco
General
Corp.
Detective
Electric
Philco TV
Fred
Waring
Playhouse
Larus
&
Bro. Co.
Plainclothes
Man
15.
F.
P&GSkeltoi
Goodrich
Red Show
Celebrity
L
Crawford
Clothes
They
Stand
Jules
Accused Regent
Cigs
Montenier
It
toLeave
theL Girls
MyWhat's
Line
Sunday
News Spec.

CBS DuMONT
SUNDAY"

Lipton
LiuMadame
Tsong
LeverTalent
Scouts
Godfrey's
P. MorrisBall
Lucille
Paul Dixon 10/15
L (E-M) Gen.Fds. Co-op
It'sSanka
News
To Me Wrestling
with
Dennis
Trial
LOn (E-M)
James
WestingStudio One
Studs'
Place
L (E-M)
OrUnited
Not?

RCA
£ukla,
& OUieFran Garmel
Show
Mohawk
Myers
P&G
Mohawk
show Room
Beulah
Camel
News
Caravan L
)avid- Wild
Wine
P.I. Speidel
Winchell Chas.
Private
Mahoney
MogenDetective
L
Firestone
What's
On
Voice
of
Your
Mind?
Firestone L (E-M)
L
Admiral
Lights
OutL
Q.E.D.
Arnold
Bakeries
5. Theatre
Maugham LifeatBegins
80
Bymart
alt.
withCo.
["obacco
American
Film
Robert
Montgomery
Co-op
WhoThatSaid Symphony
L
L

Oldsmobile
News
Fatima
Stork
Club
GmFrank
Sinatra
-Crime
Schick Inc.
Syndicated
Electric
Drug
Lite
Suspense
AutoBlock
Danger

scope
ChronoFRIDAY NBC
ABCMONDAY
CBS - DuMONT
Film
Program
(Color
TV)

of
Prophecy
Faith
For
Today

C-P-P
(MWF)
Strike
It Rich

Walter
JohnsonCo.H.
Candy
Flying
Tigers

CoryClicquot
Corp.
duPont Amer. Home
All Products
Langford
Ameche- Love
P&Gof forLife
Search
Tomorrow

Noontime
News
with
Waller
Raney
Premier
Prod.
Rumpus
Room
Take
Breakthe
Don
SteveP&GAllen Russell
T.&Th.

P&G
Cukla Fran
Van& Ollie
Camp
Perry
of a Oldsmobile
Little
Bendix
Show
News
Chance
Lifetime
Washington Camel
News
Jhesterrield
Pillsbury
Report Caravan L
Toni (alt.)
University 'exas Oil Co.
Georgetown
Forum
Frosty jodfrey
American
lis Friendsand
Vitamin
GMTStar°
Frolics
Theatre
Johns
Drug
&Liggett
Myers
Science
Hopkins
Review
I iodfrey and
His
Friends
Philco
P&G
Don
Colgate
Strike
Fireside McNeill
TBA) It Rich
TVStore
Prod. Theatre (alt.Co-op
Armstrong
?. Lorillard
Theatre Theatre
Circle The Ruggles
The
politan
CosmoCo-op
Web
L
Corp.
Destiny
Pabst
Hands of Lorrillard Celanese Sales
BlueCo.
Pabst
Original Celanese
Bouts
Theatre
(alt.
Lo Cigar
L
LTBA) lenrl.
Co-op i
scope
Wick Kenny Wrestling Sports
L
Show
ChronoGen.
Foods
Video
Capt.

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

1:30 PM
2:00
1:45

TheIs Yours
World
(Color TV)

Soup
Box
Theatre
li.Ranger
Joe Inc.
Mason
Grid:
Chester
the
VoicPupe

WEDN
CBS

ABC
Kellogg

Cdt.
Space
Junior
Edition

Chesterfield
Show
Foods
Gen.
Liggett
Capt.
Video
Myers &
Tobacco
Ironrite Oldsmobile
YoungFds Hollywood
General
News
Mr. Button Screen
Test Chesterfield
GM-Como
Perry
Seiberling
Stage
The
Amazing
Lux
Lever
Vlr. M alone Video
Entrance
Earl
Wilson
CH™ury
Colgate Mr.BristolMyers
D. A. Theatre

Music
Velvet in ThisTobacco
Is Show
Business

ABC

Co-op
TUESDAY
CBS
DuMONT NBC
Cactus
JimL

wood. Cdy
3h,Jr.KayCircus
(alt.)
Gen.
Shoe
Acrobat
Ranch
Internatl.
Kids Co.&
tinstolLatex Internatl.
Foodini
Shoe
Myers
Company
Fashion
Magic
McKesson
&with
Judy
ARobbins
Date
Top
BT Two
Babbitt Dairy
Girls
Named
TheNatl.Big
Smith
eaman
Bros
I CoverSq.
Times
MaidenForm
F.(alt,Betty
Baldwii
wks.)
Gen. Mills
Crocker

"1
2:15 Hour
2:30

2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5i45Pf

Ralston
Patrol
(alt.)
Space
^Canada
(alt.) Dry
L
super
PeterM&MCircus
Shoe
Super Circus

N IN G
ESDAY
DuMONT NBC
Co-op
Cactus
JimL

ABC

THURSDAY
CBS
DuMONT NBC
Cactus
JimL

ABC

CBS FRIDAYDuMONT Co-op
NBC
Cactus
JimL

Space
Cdt.
Edition
Gen.
NationalCo.
Foods
Biscuit
Capt
Kukla,
Frar
Video
& Ollie
Mohawk
Mohawk
Gen. Oldsmobile
News
Mills
ShowCamelRoom Lone
GMStage
Ranger
News
tStork
atim-i
* Entrance Caravan L
Club
Carnation
Stop
Admiral
Burns
Allen Washington
Reynolds
John- TrisReport
withCoffin
sonscStarlight
B. T.Metals
Babbiti SL (alt.)
Thtr.
10-18
CongoleumG.
Moore
Nairn,
Norge
Blatz
Stop
Tydol
Lorillard
Headline
Brewing
Kate
Cluesto
Smith
Bdw.
Hwood.
Amos n'
Esso
Cluett
Frazer
Peabody
What's withthe
KaiserSlorv
Herb AlanKroger
Young Adventures
of Ellery
Walter
Sheldon
Kiernan KraftKraftFds. (alt.)
Show
Big
L Jhe
Television
Queen
Theatre
Lever
L
Shadow
Theatre
of the
L
Cloak
Town
Foods
Capt.
Video

BristolMyersthe
Break
Bank
L
HazelFreddy
Bishof
Martin
Kick
Kennv L
Show

Jene Sales
(alt.) TBA
AtMasland
ShowHomeL
Florsheim
Red Grange
Paul
Dixon

TIME
SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

Color
ProgramTV

Philip
Sanford
BigelowMorris Carpet
Co.
Racket
Bigelow
Theatre
Squad
ToniCarter
Crime(alt.)
Photographer

Bohn
Alum
American
Forum
L

Minn. &
Mining
Mfg.
Juvenile
Jury
L
Revere

Kukla. Frai
& Ollie
^ Of. 1 irii;
Little
Show
Camel
News L
Caravan
DeSotoPlymouth
Groucho
Marx
F
Borden
T-Men in

Foods
Video
Capt.
Green
Giant
Linkletter
Brown
Sho<
Say
It Witt
(alt.)
SterlingL
Mystery
Theatre
L
Film

Block Drug
Crime
Fatherwith
Ford
CL°n
Ford
Kreislerof
Festival
Tales
L
Tomorrow
Bona
Fide
Versatile
Vrties (alt.I
Drug
Mills
U.S. Tobacc< Dell o Dell Gen.
(alt.
wks.)
Martin
Grove
Live
Like <
Millionaire
Store
Prod.TV
Cavalcade
Standard
of
Stars
America
King
in View Hollywood
Wayne
Oil
Opening
Night
TV Opera
scope
month)
Oct. 4;a
(once
^Pearson
ChronoL

MONDAY
- FRIDAY
BHsl CBS
f UUUJi DuMONT NBC
GEP&G.
Labs.
Hansen's
Qkr.
Oats,
Reynolds,
Standard
Brands
CornduPont
Prods.
Garry
Moore
Show
P&G
First
Years100

YanityFair
(Wed.)
Marlene's
Interntnl.
Latex
Fashion
Magic
(Tues.)
Aluminum
Cook.
Natl. Pr.Ut.
Ckr.
HomeExchange
makers

Oldsmobile
News
Perry
Chestertield
<1MComo
General
Fds Mennen
Maxwell
Coffee H Skippy
Co.
rations
R.
J.
Peanut
Reynolds
Butter
Man
You
Crime
\skedIt
For
Old Gold
Schlitz DownGo You
Schlitz
Playhouse
of Stars

Vacation
Wonderland
F
M.W.FFds
General
BertTu. Parks
Th
3en. Goodwin
Electric
Participat
ngKateHour
Sponsors
Smith

ABC

Anthracite
Int.
Better
Mr. Wizard
Home
L
Burkhart
Show P. Bowman
Soap
P&G Fran Hollywood
Lambert
Sammy
Theatre ThePharmacal
Kukla.
TBA
& Ollie
Kaye Show
Mohawk
Gen.
Manhattan
Mohawk
Mills
Family
Show
Room Erwin
Beat
Stu
Camel
Sylvania
The
One Man s
Clock
Caravan L Show
Miles Labs.
SnowKellogg
Crop
e >ma or ABusc1fr
Quiz^K ids Whiteman KenBudweiser
All Star
Murray
Teen
Gulf Oil TVNashRevue
Club
We,
Peoplethe
American Safety
Faye
Reynolds.
Libby
Cig. & Cig.
Pepsi-Cola
S.O.S.
Emerson
Benrus
Libbv.
American
McNeiU
\
Campbell
Family
Eversharp
Aldrich
Lehn & Fink
The Show
Goes On
Co-op
Racing
Carterfor Wresting Your Show
Songs
of Shows
Harness
Gillette
from
Chicago
Sale
Cavalcade
Sale
SterlingDru^
American
Tobacco
SongsSale for Brickhouse
Your
Chesefcrougl
ParadeHit
Jack
Greatest
WordofLife
sB's

SATURDAY
CBS
DuMONT
From
Gen. T. & R
StadiumTV)
(Color

Inter
2-1:30
Collegiate
Football
Color TV)
Approx.

(Color TV)

C-P-P,
Welch.
Klg.:
Int.s. Shoe.
WanderDdy.
-lowdy

6:00 P.vi1

6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15 PM

Explanation:
Programs
in italics,
taining; Time, EDT.
L. live:
F. film:sus-K,
kinescopic recording; E, Eastern network; M, connected
Midwestern:
NX, non-interstations.
12-12:30
p.m.. Tues..
Cory Thurs.;
sponsorsClicquot
Ameche-on
Langford
Thurs.; duPont Fri.

NCAA
Coast) to
Football
(Coast

Post-Game
Show L

—(Color
FTtaTV;
—
Show
Derby
Food:
SkyThtr.King
F
alt.
with
Pwd Candy

CBSSATURDAY
DuMONT NBC

CBS
3:15-3:30
p.m..
Th..
Hudson Paper Co.Bride & Groom;
3:15-3:30 p.m., Tues., Bride & Groom;
Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
3:30-4Town.
p.m..s. M-W-F. All Around The
3:30-4 p.m., Th.. Meet Your Cover Girl.
5-5:30
Paul, p.m..
Th.; Quaker
Gabby Oats.
Hayes.M-F; Peter
:30-6 p.m.. M-F, Firms listed sponsor
Howdy Doody in 15 min. segments.
BKO%

Nature
Mutualof
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Movies' Place in TV
(Continued from page 83)
the TV committee report, and Nate
Halpern,visionofInc.,Theatre
reviewedNetwork
progressTele-in
that field.
Morris Lowenstein of Oklahoma
City, chairman
local legislation and taxof TOA's
committee,
saw
special
taxation
as
"a
new
stemming from the advent threat"
of theatre TV. In Pennsylvania, he noted,
a $1,500 annual license fee has been
proposed for TV-equipped theatres,
while New Jersey legislators "are
toying with
idea television
of a 5% ad-is
ditional taxthewhere
used in the theatres." The TOA
"will seekof
adirectorate,
test case heto reminded,
tax the validity
such bills levying these taxes."
In his TV report, Mr. Wolfson
warned his listeners: "Do not kid
yourselves with the thought that
the television broadcasting boom
might burst ..."
'Just Another Way'
Television,
said, what
"is just
another
way ofhe doing
you
have been specialists in for many
years," and qualified exhibitors
"should get into it. . . . We expect
the FCC's television freeze to end
January or February of 1952, and
anyone who wants to get into television had better start his planning
right
now."
Mr. Wolfson also saw TV as
"verylieveuseful"
otherwise.
"I beTV advertising
is the greatest
sales medium available today,"
he said. Citing his Wometco experience inMiami, he said: "Let me
strongly urge those of you in television markets to take advantage of
this excellent medium for stimulating your business."
Theatresurpassed
television,all heexpectations
said, "has
already
in its remarkable growth."
Mr. Wolfson quoted Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, asevsaying
will theatre
be as in-to
itable for every"it film
have TV as it is necessary for
them to have a sound system for
their talking pictures."
The new TOA head said he agreed
"entirely" with Gen. Sarnoff, then
added:

"Earlier doubtedly
I pointed
out could
that unmany theatres
for
some time ignore television and
survive. But I do not believe they
can ignore it forever, or even for
too
TOAlong."
officers elected
in Charles
addition P.to
Mr.
Wolfson
included
Skouras,
head
ofboard;
National
Theatres,
chairman
of
the
John
of Dallas and Walter Reade Jr. Rowley
of New
York,
vice
presidents;
Max
Connett
Newton, Miss., secretary, and J. ofJ.
O'Leary of Leonard
Scranton,Goldenson,
Pa., re-elected
treasurer.
presidenthasof United
Paramount
Theatres,
which
merged
with
ABCWilliams
subject
to
FCC
approval,
and
Nat
Thomasville,
Ga.,TOAwerefinance
re-elected
co-of
chairmen
of
the
committee. Gael Sullivan
re-elected
exdirector, andThewasHerman
M. Levy,
general ecutive
counsel.
convention
was
held Sept. 23-27.
VIDEO'S IMPACT
Be Creative, Papers Told
NEWSPAPERS were warned to
brighten their content as a means
of meeting the impact of television
in a session held Thursday during
the Associated Press Managing
Editors Assn. meeting in San Francisco. A committee headed by Lee
Hills, Miamiis aHerald,
reported
TV's
influence
challenge
to newspapers
to
be
creative
and
"to
take full advantage of the unique
medium that we have."
In another report, Vincent S.
Jones, Gannett papers, said editors
have been so busy "looking fearful y" at TV they have been slow
tomakeappreciate
what it isinterest
doing "toin
and to stimulate
news fields."
Fair Trade Practices
(Continued from -page 83)
ested only in promulgating rules
which
tising. involve deceptive adverMr. Horton added FTC wants
only to enforce existing standards,
not establish new ones.
Mr.tionSanabria
his suggeswithin the posed
framework
of a
standard definition for television
receivers. There is no difference, he
held berbetween
of channelsadvertising
obtainable the
and numdata
on fidelity and brilliance.
"If the FTC does not go along
with the FCC and the 1940 Television System Committee on this,

PROTECT YOURSELF, yoor STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising
Editorializing,
Speeches,
Newscasts, AdMan-on-the-street
libs, Financial
Comment,fromMystery
Plots, Gossipy
Announcements,
Interviews.
Hundreds
Broadcasters
and Newspapers
guard thisInsurance.
continuous hazardof with
our special,
tailored-to-the-risk
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—
Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

much of the work of that committee will be lost," he
he charged.
Additionally,
suggested an
amendment to "make it unfair" for
manufacturers of receiver equipment who own or operate stations
to engage
in "monopolistic" advertising practices.
Color TV emerged as a highlight when Richard Salant, CBS
Inc., complained at suggestions
which, he said, singled out color
TV in deceptive advertising.
General principles should apply
throughout the rules, he said.
NEDA held the consumer should
not be misled into thinking he will
receive the same size color picture
on his receiver after adapted and
converted as he obtained in black
and white.
Mr. Salant replied there is no
proof such a situation would
obtain.
Mr. Morehouse observed representations for monochrome picture
size alsotures arecarry
notice that color picsmaller.
Mr. Salant suggested adoption
of the RTMA proposal under which
it would be an unfair trade practice to represent deceptively that
TV or "companion sets, converters
or
similar
give isan notactual
viewing areadevices"
when such
the
case.
Spokesmen for the Baltimore,
New York and Chicago Better
Business Bureaus also were active
in discussions. They cited complaints as to misrepresentation of
picture sizes, brand names, licensing rights, so-called
manufacturer's
sponsorship
of sets,
and other
issues.
Rules covering distributors and
reprocessed cathode ray tubes also
were debated. It was suggested
RTMA refer the question of uniof thearea,
actualformtubepicture
andsizethe(that
viewing
plus diagonal vs. horizontal measurements) to a standards committee.
NARDA urged a probe of practices by which retailers are asked
toas riders
sell non-profit
parts warranties
to TV sales.
Representatives also were on
hand from RCA Service Co., Allen
B. DuMont Labs, Stromberg-Carlson, Admiral Corp., Sylvania Electric Products and Philco Corp.
BOND TV FILM
Treasury Distributes
A QUARTER-HOUR television
film featuring Sylvia Porter syndicated financial columnist, and Richard Harkness, NBC Washington
correspondent, in a discussion of
reasons to buy U. S. Savings Bonds
is being distributed to all TV stations by the Treasury Dept.
Neither Miss Porter, who writes
for the New York Post syndicate,
nor Mr. Harkness is identified by
his company affiliations in the film,
a necessary provision to avoid conflicts with competing broadcasting
ownerships. The film runs 14 minutes and 5 seconds, is entitled
Your Greatest Chance.
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'FRE
EDOM
' 13-Hr.
DRIVRally
CBS-TV
Airs
E
MORE than $200,000 was pledged
by phone or telegram to the Crusade for Fi-eedom Drive from New
York alone when CBS-TV presented a 13-hour rally, coast-tocoast, Sept. 23.
Harold E. Stassen, chairman of
the 1951 campaign, wired CBS
President Frank Stanton "heartfelt thanks"
for "outstanding
coast-It
to-coast
television
marathon.
is almost unbelievable that this
tremendous effort was planned and
executed in only one week's time."
Opening four hours of the telecast, which started at 1 p.m. EDT,
inaugurated
first transcontinental
East - to - West
transmission over
TV facilities [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Sept. 24]. Steve Allen emceed the marathon, which
was cut into CBS programs
throughout the evening, to introduce celebrities and dignitaries who
appealed for fund contributions.
Appearances were made from New
York, Washington, and Hollywood
by a number of stars. ABC-TV
also carried major portions of the
marathon.
CAPITAL SHOWING
Set for RCA Color
WASHINGTON will see the "new
and
improved"
system
beginning
Oct. 9RCA
when color
the regular
New York demonstrations are networked to the Nation's Capital for
a 10-day period, F. M. Russell,
NBC Washington vice president,
announced last Thursday.
The move follows trial two weeks
ago when the New York color program was fed to Washington via
coaxial cable and microwave. This
test so impressed RCA Chairman
Brig. General David Sarnoff that
he ordered the Washington showings [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 24].
Color shows will be shown in the
NBC Trans Lux Bldg. studio in the
heart of downtown Washington.
Schedule will run Oct. 9-13 and
Oct. 15-19, with a 10 a.m. pickup
off-the-air and the 2:15 and 4 p.m.
pickups
by closed-circuit.
The first
session will be for the
working press, after which invitations will be extended to top Congres ional and Government officials,
consulting engineers and radio attorneys, RCA Victor dealers, NBC
clients and agencies. Studio audience will be limited to 50-60 at each
showing.
RCA color TV was demonstrated last Tuesday for 46 members of the National Security Industrial Assn. at Princeton, N. J.
The industrial leaders — representatives of 39 firms throughout the
U. S. — also heard lectures on the
principles of color TV and the uses
of phosphors in the RCA tri-color
picture tube. The guests also saw
the ar.a^gue computer constructed
by RCA for the U. S. Navy to
evaluate the performance of guided
missiles, ships, airplanes, and submarines.
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GEN. Lucius D. Clay (I), is welcomed by Ed Sullivan
to the23 13-on
hour CBS-TV
show Sept.
behalf ofFreedom
the 1951drive.
Crusade for

SET SALES DRIVE
Begins in Dallas-Fort Worth
TO COUNTERACT the slump in
set sales this past summer, dealers
and distributors in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area have joined with local
stations and their affiliated newspapers in a the
fall public
campaign
and contest to sell
on television.
Joining
in
the
drive
are
TV and the Dallas MorningWFAANews,
KRLD-TV and the Dallas Times
Herald, and WBAP-TV and the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
The promotion is being directed
by thesionDallas-Fort
Worth TeleviCommittee. Chairman
is E.
P. Miles, sales manager, Adleta
Co. Advertising agency is TracyLocke Co., Dallas.
The campaign, to run through
November, tainment
emphasizes
values offeredthe byenterthe
three stations. A nine-week "Name
the Stars" contest is featured for
the public, with $15,000 in TV
sets offered as prizes. A companion
contest to stimulate more effective
salesmanship in the stores is offering $1,350 in cash prizes to the
best set salesmen chosen by "mystery shoppers."
Included
in the newspaper promotion are special Sunday tabloids
on TV.

PARIS PRAISES
CBS Color Showing
FRENCH reporters who covered
CBS color demonstrations for the
14th International Congress of
Surgeons in Paris last week actually applauded the operations they
watched on the screens, David
Schoenbrun, chief CBS Paris cor- FT PC REPLY
respondent, cabled last week.
The medical men at the congress,
Hits Pinanski View
who came from 48 countries, were
FAIR Television Practices Com"frankly enthralled"
by
the
demonmittee last Thursday assailed a
strations, Mr. Schoenbrun reported.
Dr. A. Bazy, ICS general secretary, statement by Samuel Pinanski, retiring president of Theatre Owners
said "color-television is a revolu- of America.
tion in training
surgeons."
Paris
surgicalfuture
demonstrations
Jerome W. Marks, chairman,
are sponsored by Smith, Kline & FTPC, directed fire against Mr.
French Labs., Philadelphia.
Pinanski's
carried pointed
by the
Associated statement
Press, which
out
that
radio,
film
and
TV
rights
TV CENSORSHIP
fightofpro-no
Cleric Asks in Home are private
moters andproperty
that he ofknew
CALL for home censorship of tele- legal requirement that private
property be given to the public.
programs
protests vision
to the
firmsandthat"extensive
sponsor
Mr. Marks complained that the
immoral
programs"
has
been
issued
statement "reflects a callous disreby
Archbishop
Richard
J.
Cushing
gard of public interest, indifference
of Boston.
public opinion and established
Writing in the Sept. 23 Boston to
custom,
as well as lack of knowlSunday Advertiser, the archbishop
edge of the nation's anti-trust
charged letters he has received
complaingrams"that
The FTPC head added that his
have sunksometo television
a new lowpro-in organization
was studying the
breaking the laws of morality and laws."
status of the International Boxing
Club,
which
he
charged with beThe article was printed in the
decency."
"almost the sole promoter
Congressional Record at the re- of fightscomingfor
major titles" and
quest of Rep Thomas J. Lane (Dfindings General.
to the attenMass.), who is author of legislation wouldtion ofbring
the Attorney
in the House calling for a TV program censorship board.
WPIX Names Ames
Theatre-TV Case
LOU AMES, assistant program
THEATRE-TV hearing was post- manager,
has been named acting
poned again by the FCC last week
manager for WPIX (TV)
—from Nov. 26 to Feb. 25, 1952. program
New
York.
Jack F. A. Flynn, one
It originally had been scheduled
program
directors,
Sept. 17. Time for filing appear- ofhas thebeenstation's
named
his administrative
ances also was delayed from Oct. assistant, and Tony
Azzato,
26 to Jan. 25, 1952. Heavy sched- charge of WPIX films, has beenin
ule for the Commissioners, including TV allocations decisions, is where he willto continue
Mr. Ames'
to bestaff,in
understood to be the reason for transferred
charge of film purchases.
the further postponement.
BROA

PAY-AS-YOU-SEE
Urged by Telford Taylor
"WE MUST develop and exploit
new forms of broadcasting, such
as subscription television, which
will enable the broadcaster to get
direct revenue from his programs,
just as theatre
admission,charge
or newspapers and magazines
for
subscriptions."
That's
what
Brig.
Gen. Telford Taylor, attorney,
former FCC general counsel and
currentlymittee counsel
to the Joint
Comfor Educational
Television,
told delegates at a luncheon meetthe conference onThe "Women
in theingcanofDefense
AmeriCouncil onDecade."
Education held
the
meetings Thursday and Friday at
the Commodore Hotel in New York.
In addition,
he said, "We must
bring
public
educational
fundsandand philanthropic
endowments
to support
TV.
We
must
have ra-by
dio and TV stations operated
universities, schools and other public institutions."
"Some
people think," Gen. Taylor
said, "thatcationalthetelevision
supporters
eduwant to ofsubstitute screen for books and blackboards— others think that home TV
sets will be tuned to classroom
scenes and college professors will
replace Would
comedians."
Review Both
The first would ruin education,
he said, while the second would just
as surely ruin TV. Both are false
alarms, he asserted, adding that
television sets will have a respected
place
in the
not a
dominant
one. classroom,
TV will bebuta useful
and enriching instrument chiefly for
specialto illustrative
purposesdisabled
" ...
and
reach physically
students
at
home,"
he
said.
Doris Corwith, supervisor of
talks and religious education at
NBC, spokecational
on Medium,"
"Radioat asthean same
EduThursday luncheon.
In the next ten years, she predicted,
phasizeradiomore will
news continue
programs,to emfine
music and thoughtful dramatic
shows (documentary type). She
also advised the educators that
they cizeshould
critiradio — findconstructively
the better things
on the air and develop audiences
by recommending them so that
broadcasters will be justified in
carrying
such programs.
On Thursday
evening the group
attended a meeting at the Center
Theatre to see a live network radio broadcast, a kinescope of a
television educational program, the
large-screen projection by RCA of
an educational film and a pre-premier preview of Red Badge of
Courage, a new photoplay.
GE Spot Plan
GENERAL
ELECTRIC's
new
line
of TV receivers
will be adver-jj
tised by a series of TV film com-j
mercials,
soon dealers
to be made
able to GE
underavailthe? 1
firm's
cooperative
plan.
This
plan!
allows local dealers to pay only al
fraction of time costs for the film.}
CASTING
• Telecastingj
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REPRESENTING
otieTELEVISION STATIONS:
sefi 1© is
DAVENPORT WOC-TV*
ec
s%ed,
u
(CentralWHO-WOC)
Broadcasting Co. —
cna1
FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)
LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE. Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
Free
& Peters,
inc.
(Wometco Theatres)
Since
1932
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PAUL WTCN-TV
Pioneer Station Representatives
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)
ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)
NEW YORK
CHICAGO DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV*
(THE CHRONICLE)
♦ Primary NBC Affiliates
ATLANTA
FT. WORTH
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

^ar^

e*i

YESTERDAY
and
TODAY
in
Central Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday ....
On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today ....
there are

171,250
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6

telestatus

CBS Color Sets;
$499.95 Model Ready
(Report 183)

plained that the colors were
set in the current CBS-Columbia line
is a maple console, priced at $469.95. "washed out," that skin tones were
(5) Drum method of color is a year "unnatural," that predominant color of the setting pervaded the
off. Present
will ofconcentrate solely onproduction
wheel. Use
drum
magnifying
would permit larger picture tubes to scene; that
stricted viewing
angle. lens rebe used with present CBS mechanical
On the other side, some did agree
system.
(6) Tri-color tube is three years off. that set was good looking and comCBS-Columbia is working on its own
believe it would they
be ;
developments in this field as well as had beenpact, notledtheto "monstrosity"
with RCA tube. It is watching Para- that built-in motor and wheel were
mount-Chromatic
development
[Broadhardly noticeable; and that there
casting • Telecasting, Sept. 24], al- was
has nottubeyet togotten
a sample. lookedslight
for it.color breakup if viewer
Price ofthough itRCA
manufacturers
Dealers
felt that
the "Columis $280.
bia" name also
on both
and color
sets
wouldblack-and-white
go long way
Also Monochrome Sets
CBS-Columbia line includes 14 toward making them salable.
other sets, all black and white. Best Viewing
Some still carry Air King name,
but that is due to disappear as Distance Advised
Brooklyn factory begins to get supply of new cabinets. Black-and- VIEWERS of a 14-inch TV set
white sets begin with 17-in. ebony should sit about 10 feet away from
metal table model at $189.95, in- the screen, according to Dr. Frankclude also a 20-in. metal table
lin M. Foote, executive director of
model at $279.95.
Society for the PreSmall group of dealers present the National
vention of Blindness. Pointing out
at meeting were frankly cynical that vision cannot be impaired by
about future of color, although all watching TV. Dr. Foote cautioned
agreed they would have to have a viewers that eyestrain will develop
color set for demonstration pur- if a person sits too close to the
neglects to adjust the picposes at least.
Their
cynicism was apparent screen, places
a lamp which reflects
from their reaction to the CBS on theture orscreen.
Television network color program
"The(Continued
picture onshould
page be
113) wellaired at the session. They comCity
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Weekly Television Summary—
City
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area Louisville
Sets in103,799
Area
WMCT
Albuquerque KOB-TV
WAVE-TV,
9,450 Memphis
62,903
WTVJ WHAS-TV
WOI-TV
115,000
Atlanta
93,160
Miami
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV WLTV
257,607
Milwaukee
81,600
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
313,889
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
Minn.
-St. Paul KSTP-TV,
Binghamton
273,300
WNBF-TV
42,025
Birmingham
Nashville
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
60,000
WTTV
Haven
WSM-TV
Bloomington
37,024
WNHC-TV
17,200 New
173,000
New York
Orleans
Boston
766,492
WBZ-TV,
New
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Buffalo
214,287
WABD,
WBEN-TV WNAC-TV
Charlotte
WBTV
WOR-TV,
WPIX
89,134
62,150
Chicago
949,793 Newark
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
Norfolk City WATV
Cincinnati
2,500,000
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT WNBQ
305,000 Oklahoma
WTAR-TV
494,238
75,312
Cleveland
WKY-TV
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
229,000 Omaha
Philadelphia KMTV,
95,811
WCAU-TV,WOW-TV
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
87,981
129,564 Pittsburgh
Dallas883,000
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WDTV
Davenport
KPHO-TV
40,100
300,000
WOC-TV
Providence
62,263
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
Include Davenport,
WTVR
162,000
WJAR-TV
210,000 Richmond
WLWD Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline627,164
Dayton
Rochester
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
WICU
WHAM-TV
Island
Erie
95,071
71,576 Rock
WHBF-TV
QuadCityCities KDYL-TV,
Include Davenport,
Ft.Dallas
WorthSalt Lake
129,564
KSL-TV Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 51,500
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
88,135
Antonio
62,263
Grand
RapidsSan
Diego
Kalamazoo WFMY-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
146,181 San Francisco KFMB-TV
WLAV-TV
108,460
Greensboro
51,615
73,91
1
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Houston
210,000
Albany-Troy
84,129
SchenectadyKPRC-TV
WRGB
160,900
HuntingtonSeattle
Charleston WFBM-TV
WSAZ-TV
KING-TV
171,250
50,562
Indianapolis
St.
Louis
KSD-TV WSYR-TV
92,600
Jacksonville WMBR-TV
306,000
Toledo
WHEN,
40,000
Johnstown
KOTV
Syracuse
106,796 Tulsa
WJAC-TV
129,276
WSPD-TV
127,000
WKZO-TV
KalamazooUtica-Rome
Grand CityRapic s WDAF-TV
WKTV
146,181 Washington
Kansas
132,784
Wilmington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
50,000
109,112
WGAL-TV
Lancaster
WDEL-TV
84,275
60,000
281,125
WJIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV,
KFI-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
77,671
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
1,013,000
Total Markets on Air 63
Estimated Sets in Use 13,510,000
Total Stations on Air 108
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
television
area.
Where
coverage
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially
duplicated. Since
Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulationareascommittees,
and
manufacturers.
necessarilly
approximate. many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
FUTURE of CBS-Columbia color
TV sets shapes up something like
this, according to R. D. Payne,
sales manager of CBS manufacturing subsidiary, who spoke to Washington dealers Sept. 26 at distributor showing of new line:
(1) Present
$499.95withcolorhalf-doors
and black-is
and-white
console
already
distributors.
Dealers being
shouldshipped
have atto least
one in
near future. The set contains a 10in. CR tube, magnified to give a 12%in.
includes
other tubes
and picture,
rectifiers.
It is26 housed
in a
cabinet measuring 36% x 32 x 2211/16-in., has five control knobs (onoff and chrome,
volume,
colorvertical,
and monohorizontal and
focus
and brightness, channel selector).
Price does not include federal excise
tax or warranty.
(2) Same set, in console without
doors, is due soon. Price will be
$399.95.
ConsoleOct."slave"
productionset
will(3) begin
12. unit
Companion
will be priced around $250. Such
units are designed to work with existing black-and-white sets to give
color pictures.
All present
CBSColumbia
monochrome
sets contain
asetcolor
plug
in
rear
so
that
"slave"
can be easily connected.
(4) All
CBS-Columbia
white
sets will
have adaptersblack-andbuilt in
— although,
for onethisset,device.
present line doesexcept
not include
Adapters will permit reception of
black-and-white pictures from color
broadcasts. The one "compatible"
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★ CHANNEL 2 ★
Maryland's Pioneer Television Station
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THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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"TV or not TV?" is no longer the question, but "What
price TV?". Today, advertisers are learning that a thoroughly experienced TV agency can greatly reduce the
cost of selling goods through this magic new medium.
When you hear of a half-hour TV show that costs fifteen
thousand — twenty-five thousand — forty thousand dollars a
week — you may wonder how it can pay out. Sometimes
it doesn't.
Last year, while many advertisers were
using television on a profitable basis,
others were not. And more than 150 network shows failed to click.
But, properly handled by an agency experienced in the field,
TV can and does pay out. In fact, Television today is selling many types of merchandise at lower unit costs than any
advertising medium in history!
Whether or not television will sell your product at a profit
will depend largely on the yardsticks you apply in selecting
-an advertising agency.
One good rule to remember is this : no agency without a
long and successful record of selling goods before the advent
of TV can be expected to better its performance simply because ithas a new outlet for its efforts.
Remember this, too. If your agency does not have considerable experience in TV— and substantial billings in TVbe prepared for expensive delays. For no agency can "convert"
to TV overnight. The whole creative and executive staff
must be thoroughly indoctrinated and large, separate departments must be trained and integrated.
Otherwise, you, the advertiser, pay the excessive costs of shows owned by one group,

produced by another group, with commercials created by still another outside group.
There are surprisingly few agencies today which began years
ago to get ready for TV— which have complete TV departments—and which have extensive experience in making Television sel goods at a profit.
Such an agency is William Esty Company, Inc. Today,
we place more network television programs than any agency
in the business ... over one-third of our billings are in TV.
With 38 separate programs on the air every
week for 10 major brands of packaged
goods, Esty experience is broad, Esty network contacts are close-knit at the top
level, Esty knowledge of availabilities is
up-to-the-minute.
And, perhaps most important of all, Esty techniques for creating commercials that sell merchandise are tested and proven.
In all media, we've always relied on action . . . drama . . . human
interest . . . real people doing and saying real things . . . newsiness... excitement — to tell simple, memorable, hard-selling
product stories.
If you are wondering whether or not to use Television —
or if your present Television is not producing the results you
planned on — we'd like you to see a special presentation we've
prepared. It contains the fact-and-flgure answers to this question of getting the most for your TV dollar. A call to Mr.
Wood at MU 5-1900 — or a note — will bring this material.
Without any obligation.

William
Esty Company,
Inc • Advertising
100 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK • MUrray Hill 5-1900
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Shown below are some of the 38 programs telecast each week for clients of the William Esty Company

FOR COLGATE'S FAB. 5-TIME-A-WEEK, DAYTIME TV
...the dramatic show "Miss Susan". ..is making sales —
and is reaching viewers at a lower cost per thousand
than any other five-time-a-week, daytime dramatic show.

THE

QNii

cia^s *

£Styco^-

"**

ren

». ■• i
FOR COLGATE'S VEL AND SUPER SUDS. "STRIKE IT
RICH" — the dramatic, human interest quiz show — is
proving that even in the morning TV can do a great job.
Today "Strike It Rich", at 11:30 A.M., has a higher
rating than most afternoon TV shows.

FOR M&M'S CANDIES. "SUPER CIRCUS", highest rating TV network children's program, has given M&M's
Candies such a sales boost in 18 months that M&M's is
now the number one seller of all bag-packaged candy.
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

FOR CAMELS."MAN AGAINST CRIME", starring Ralph
Bellamy — consistently one of the top two ranking mystery shows — continues for the third straight year... and
Camel continues to be America'slargest-sellingcigarette.

FOR COCA-COLA. "ROOTIE KAZOOTIE" is one of
several programs a week for The Coca-Cola Bottling
Company of N. Y., Inc., featuring a steady parade of
such youngsters' heroes as Phil Rizzuto, selling the
"Coke's A Natural" idea. Judging from initial response, TV's a "natural" for "Coke"!

FOR CAVALIER CIGARETTES. THE "GARRY MOORE
SHOW" is doing a real selling job. This show, the first
successful daytime variety program, is another example
of Esty pioneering in TV.

TV SPOTS FOR PRINCE ALBERT Smoking Tobacco as
well as for "Prestone" Anti-Freeze and "Eveready" batteries are currently proving that interesting, memorable
TV spots can be a very effective use of the medium.
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ABC — CBS— NBC — DTN
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY

WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
One of the Nation's Oldest Stations

MORE LISTENERS
Than All Stations
Combined
IN THE
W. Va., Ky.,and Ohio
Tri-Stare Area*
*by C. E. HOOPER 195T
5000 WATTS— 930 KC
ABC PROGRAMS
Represented by
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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RCA UHF TESTS
Would Formalize KC2XCY
FULL SCALE simultaneous tests
on both the high and low end of
the UHF hands are indicated by
an RCA-NBC application for an
850-856 mc experimental TV station in Stratford, Conn., a suburb
of Bridgeport.
The application would formalize
the present 300-w transmitter and
44-dipole antenna station KC2XCY,
now operating under a special temporary authorization granted by
FCC last July.
For more than a year, RCA-NBC
has been operating experimental
TV station KC2XAK on 529-535 mc
with 14 kw effective radiated power.
It has been used to pick up programs from WNBT (TV) New
York,
NBC's
4 station
there, 51 milesChannel
from Bridgeport.
Construction Costs $40,000
The 850-mc station cost $40,000
to construct and $23,000 a year to
operate, the application indicates.
It will be used to make comparative
tests between the low end and the
high end of the 470-890 mc TV band,
produce additional tropospheric
data and to make further tests with
beam tilting — which has been found
to increase signal strength 10 db
up to five miles from the transmitter [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 24].
Antenna of the 850-mc station
has a gain of 421 and is directional
with a 65-degree beam, the application reports. This gives it an output of 110 kw. However, on a nondirectional basis, the radiated
power is listed as 20.55 kw.
SAG CONTRACT TALKS
Report Due Oct. 9
CONTRACT negotiations between
Screen Actors Guild and major
motion picture producers, carried
on for the past two weeks by negotiating committees of both groups,
will be continued for the next two
weeks by sub-committees representing staff executives and legal
counsel. Negotiations started Sept.
17. Sub-committees report back to
the
committees about
Oct. negotiating
9.
According to SAG, many highly
technical issues are involved in the
negotiations. Included among SAG
contract demands are two important television issues: Banning
from television use of all motion
picture films produced after Aug.
1, 1948; additional payment to
actors for re-use of theatrical films
on television [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Sept. 17, 3; Aug. 20].
TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
-7205 28, Calif.
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood

ATTENDING clinic at KTSL (TV) Hollywood for CBS Radio Sales executives are
(I to r): Standing, Robert Hoag, KTSL sales mgr.; Charles Glett, CBS vice
pres. in charge of network services, Hollywood, for both Radio and Television
Divisions; MacLean Chandler, Radio Sales, Chicago; George Moskovics, mgr.,
TV development, KTSL; Tony Moe, station sales prom, mgr.; Roy Hall, Radio
Sales, New York; seated, Sam Digges, Chicago sales mgr.. Radio Sales; Merle
S. Jones, v.p. charge
TV stations;
eastern sales
Radio CBS-owned
Sales; Lamont
Thompson,George
RadioDunham,
Sales, S.F.

DR. ROY K. MARSHALL, conductor. NEW exhibit, demonstrating network
The Nature of Things, NBC-TV, TV transmission for NBC New York
demonstrates pack TV transmitter studios is presented by John Waidlich
and portable camera, while Dr. I. M. William
(I), AT&TS. Hedges,
public relations
NBC v.p. dir.,
chargeto
Leavitt, director, Fels Planetarium,
Franklin Institute, Phila., explains to of integrated services. Exhibit is
now part of Radio City-NBC tour.
viewers "How TV Works."

TRIO responsible
live Valley
on KPHO-TV
Tues.,
7:30 p.m., forare Arizona
(I to r):Round
WalterTable,
Bimson,airedpres.,
NationalPhoenix
Bank,
sponsor; Moderator Malcolm Bayley, editorial writer, Arizona Republic, and
John C. Mullins, KPHO-AM-TV pres.
CELEBRATING first anniversary of WFIL-TV Philadelphia Ford Film Playhouse, sponsored since August 1950 by Ford Dealers Assn. Inc., Chester Dish,
are (I to r): Kenneth W. Stowman, WFIL-TV sales mgr.; Harrison Smith, Ford
Motor Co. asst. dist. mgr.; Cliff Koelle, Phila. Ford Dealers Assn. pres.;
Gordon Johnston, Ford dist. mgr.; Joseph J. Conroy, Ford Dealers Assn.,
Chester Dist., pres.; Ben Thorpe, FDA, Chester Dist., secretary.

From The Congressional Record
Thursday, August 2, 1951:

F.C.C. Notice re Non-Commercial
Educational Television, March 22, 1951:

The Place of Television in Education

"The need . . . was based upon the important contributions which non-commercial educational stations can
make in educating the people both in school . . . and also
the adult public, the need . . . was justified upon the high
quality type of programming . . . of an entirely different
character from that available on most commercial

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
HON. EDWIN C. JOHNSON
OF COLORADO
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MR. JOHNSON of Colorado: Mr. President, it has been most reassuring to note the great interest educators are taking in television and
what contribution television may make to educational processes. An
editorial in Broadcasting magazine of July 23 discusses this matter
most interestingly and pointedly.
EDUCATORS ADVISED
A stop, look and listen sign has been hoisted beside the tracks of
steamed upstation
educators
who want to purposes.
own and operate a non-commercial
television
for educational
The'
sign
bearers
are
Col.
Harry
C.
Syracuse and D. L. (Tony) Provost, Wilder,
business president
manager WSYR-AM-TV
WBAL-AM-TV
and acting general manager of Hearst Radio, Inc.***
Both men hold positions in operations which embrace more than one
broadcast property. WBAL-AM-TV is owned by Hearst, whose
properties include WISN-AM-FM, Milwaukee. Hearst Consolidated
operates WCAE, Pittsburgh. Col. Wilder, in addition to his WSYR
post, is president and stockholder of WELI of New Haven and
WTYR, Troy, N. Y.
They feel the educators' problems of where to get the funds to
operategramanddemandsthe can
broadcaster's
of how to meet cooperation.
educational probe met bydilemma
broadcaster-educator
Insaidannouncing
the
WBAL-TV
project
to
start
this
fall,
Mr. will
Provostbe
the services of a complete professional creative staff
made available to colleges and universities desiring to put their own
showstime.on TV. The station will offer educators at least 1 hour "class
A"
WBAL-TV said it was instituting the program in order to assist and
expand educational
Maryland.
The "package-staff"
is to
include
a professor,television
director,inwriter,
set designer,
and announcer,
and will be similar to that of a mobile unit. It will go directly to the
schools and participate in story conferences, casting, and rehearsals
prior to any on-camera activities, the station announced.
This plan, WBAL-TV said, is th6 answer to the school that cannot
get into the business of broadcasting and lacks the personnel with
professional know-how to take full advantage of the facilities offered.
Elaborating, Mr. Provost said time has been available for Maryland
institutions which want to put on shows but that they have lacked
people
knew and
how universities
to do the necessary
job. "Weact want
Marylandwhocolleges
into the television
on a tosoundget
and permanent basis as soon as possible," he said, adding that the
station is "setting aside several commercial programs to accommodate
the scheduling of this series in prime evening time."
Arnold Wilkes, WBAL-TV program manager will supervise the "eduunit." Mr.(Vt.)Wilkes,
former
dramaticscationalat creative
Middlebury
College,
heldinstructor
the post inof speech
directorandat
WRGB
(TV),
Schenectady,
N.Y.,
and
WSYR-TV
before
joining
the
Baltimore station.
WBAL-TV reported that 12 Maryland colleges are going ahead with
plans for
fall ofprograms.
been ofheldprograms
with theto Baltimore Board
Education Conferences
looking to have
a series
start
after Labor Day.
Endorsement of the program has come from Dr. H. C. Byrd, University of Maryland president, and Mrs. Eleanora B. Kane, radio-TV
education
TV
said. specialist for Baltimore's department of education, WBAL-

Anticipating this need, Commercial Station
stations."
WBAL-TV pioneered these programs on education
which are now in effect.
TV CAMPUS
Sunday, 6:00 to 6:30 PM
Ten leading universities and colleges each having a month
in which to develop a course in cooperation with WBALTV's Educational Production Unit:
St. Johns College
State Teachers College
Goucher College
Johns Hopkins University
University of Maryland
Morgan State College
Univ. ofCollege
Baltimore
Peabody Conservatory of Music Hood
Western Maryland College
(Directly from the WBAL-TV studios, program manager Arnold
Wilkes, who also is director of WBAL-TV's Educational Production Unit,forconducts
TV course
college Johns
credits.)Hopkins University's first semester
CLASS "A"
Monday, 11:00 to 11:15 AM
A weekly series, now in its third year, of elementary
school programs for entire school year, presented by the
Baltimore Department of Education. Each program is
received in the Baltimore classrooms on sets provided by
WBAL-TV.
TOWN & COUNTRY
Monday, 12:30 to 12:45 PM
Agricultural series presented by the Maryland State Department of Education in association lvith the Farm
Bureau Federation, the National Grange, U. S. and Maryland University Departments of Agriculture.
UNITED STATES NEWSREEL
Tuesday, 10:00 to 10:30 PM
In cooperation with the U. S. Office of Education and
other governmental agencies. Official films outlining the
activities of the various branches of government.

2610 NORTH CHARLES STREET

CHANNEL 11 — BALTIMORE
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A lot of advertisers these days are haunted
— by the memory of lost opportunities
in nighttime television ... of shows sold out
solidly by the time they were ready to make
up their minds to buy.
Now they're beginning to get that feeling
about daytime, too, as more and more of
the choice afternoon hours vanish.
Obviously, the way to avoid this kind of
worry is to get into daytime right now, with
a good show at a good hour.
Those who've done so have found a big
and profitable audience, growing all the time.
The number of afternoon sets-in-use has
nearly quadrupled in the past year. And you
can deliver a multi-weekly daytime message
on a once-a-week nighttime budget.
That brings up the fellow in the picture
— Steve Allen — and what could be worse
than to be haunted by him? Especially
since his show more than doubled its arb
National Rating in its first five months
. . . hitting an 8.0 in midsummer, to get a
spectacular start for fall. No wonder the
biggest network advertiser has bought
into the show ... no wonder time's running
out for advertisers who prefer a success
story over a ghost story any day.

cbs television

WHEN
TELEVISION
SELLS...

IN

NATIONAL RENEWS
Big WMAR-TV Contract
THIRD STRAIGHT annual renewal for 13% hours per week, 52
weeks per year on Baltimore Sunpapers' WMAR-TV demonstrates
National Brewing Co.'s belief in
TV advertising. Baltimore brewing firm (National Bohemian and
National Review, with Bailey Goss
as m. c, two-hour sports, variety,
quiz show 12 hours a week (Mon.Sat., 4-6 p.m.); wrestling from
Baltimore Coliseum one hour a
week (Tues., 10-11 p.m.), and Amateur Time, amateur talent contest, half -hour a week (Sat., 7-7:30
p.m.). National Review is picked
up off-the-air and rebroadcast by
WMAL-TV Washington; wrestling
by WTOP-TV
Washington.
National Brewing also
sponsors about
75 days of horseracing at local
tracks, plus local golf and bowling
tournaments carries a large spot
schedule.

and TV director, ▲
Seated are (I to r) : David Hale Halpern,
Owen & Chappell Inc., agency; E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV vice president; Norman S. Almony, advertising and sales promotion manager,
M. J. SWAN- National Brewing Co. Standing are: John J. Snyder, vice president,
SON, Ad Mgr. of Owen & Chappell; Earnest A. Lang, commercial manager, WMAR-TV.
the W. T. Grant
C o., Syracuse,
says,
two
featuring Irv Fields Trio. Both seyears "Our
on WHEN
ries were shot in color and blackreport . . .
have proved TV
and-white.
to be successful
rector at Kling Studios, Chicago.
in promoting VIEWERS will go behind the scenes
the sale of all of big Hollywood studios in Holly- Kling recently purchased such a JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions,
wood
at
Work,
to
be
produced
by
crane
from
Paramount and is relines. TV has been especially B-M-D Productions. Each of the 26
ported to be the first producer in Hollywood, has filmed three groups
films in the series will deal with the the Midwest to use one for TV film of commercials for Bendix, Prince
productive
in
children's
wear
and toys. Toy pistols, one of 12 making of a major motion picture commercials and shows. . . . Kling Albert and Lyson, Lennen &
items shown on a recent pro- and will feature off-set shots, stars has completed video spots for Mitchell. . . . Fairbanks has also
gram, brought 64 sales at $2.98, and actual scenes from the produc- Clopay, Freihofer's Sonny Boy acquired The Deadly Root, an origtion. First movie to be analyzed is bread, Ceresota and Hecker's flour, iginal teleplay by Herbert Perdum
the day after a single 45-second
Ideal dog food, Thiele meats, Peter for its Front Page Detective TV
mention on WHEN."
Blood
and for
Sin,United
Ben Hecht's
scheduled
Artists film
re- Pan peanut butter, Fehr beer, film series.
lease. Mr. Hecht wrote the TV Brach candy, Glidden paints and
script.
Greyhound bus.
Dinner table magic will go under DICK LEWIS Art Studios is now
Movie and TV rights to 325
criminal case histories have been the merciless eye of the camera on producing video commercials with
six
TV stations soon. George A. appointment of Mr. Lewis as vice
securedwood actor.
by Bruce
The caseBennett,
historiesHollyare Bartell nouAssoc.,
and midwest
nces ithas soldMilwaukee,
its series of an-26 president
tive of Telepix
Corp., representaHollywood.
records of crimes solved by Dr.
Studios are at 155 E. Ohio St.,
Alan Moritz when he headed Har- open-end MiniTrix to WHIO-TV Chicago.
Dayton,
WBNS-TV
Columbus,
* * *
vard's department of legal medi- WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WXYZTO YOUR NEAREST KATZ
cine. MGM's
film,work.
Mystery
Street, TV Detroit, WTOP-TV Washingbased
on his
Mr. Bennett
AGENCY MAN AND GET THE was
WES
BEEMAN
Productions, Hollyand WABD (TV) New York.
that series
film andof Firstton half
producing an untitled
FACTS ON CENTRAL NEW played
of each short shows the Westernwood, isseries
will alsothestardoctor
in thein new
starring Wanda
trick,
YORK'S BEST TIME BUYS. half-hour TV shows.
done. second half shows how it's Hendrix and Mel Swift.
A
typographical
error
in
the
Exclusive TV negotiating rights
THE ONLY TV STATION Sept. 17 Film Report contradicted
an advertisement on the same page. for scenery, costumes, props, scores ACTOR'S HOTEL, a half-hour draIN CENTRAL NEW YORK
and
other assets have been acFor the record, the ad was right:
abouttheatrical
a family'stenants,
roomingis
WITH COMPLETE STUDIO
andshowtheir
by Edward R. Conne and house matic
Craig Kennedy, Criminologist will John J. quired
Garrity from J. J. Shubert. first TV package to be marketed by
AND REMOTE FACILITIES
be offered free to the local sponsor Eight hundred
for live or Productions for Television Inc., -N. Y.
for a second run if the rating for film telecastingproperties
are available from Eonzoni Macaroni Co.. through Emil
first run of 13 weeks (not 3,
CBS»ABODUMONT the
Co., bought show for WJZ-TV
and Garrity, head- Mogul
as we had it) does not top that of Messrs. Conne
quartered atMotion Picture Center New York, Tuesday, 10:30 p.m.
any mystery-detective TV shows in Studios, Hollywood.
the same city at a comparable
time. Louis Weiss & Co., Los An- Sales & Production . . .
geles, is distributing.
Snader Telescriptions Corp., HolWHEN
A shaggy dog story may be
lywood, hasmusical
completed
second
seforthcoming
from
William
F.
ries of five
shorts
featurTY I
TELEVISION
TOP QUAU
Broidy Productions, now that Rin
ing Allan Jones, singer, and five
completely
Up^to-dqte; j
Tin Tin III, canine star, has affixed his paw-print to a contract
SYRACUSE
calling for color TV film series.
1932 e q u i p ped
Harry Webb will produce and J?<>J$m#: AUTOS?
f^ew
Since
s t'u d iYork
os of
direct.
OWNED BY THE
New effects are possible when
TV
FILM
COMMERCIALS
;— ■
n ii » mi ii 11
n— Varieties
film producer makes use of a
■— Video
MEREDITH PUBLISHING CO. the
Research Camera Council crane,
CORPORATION
37
BROADWAY,
N.
Y.
■
JUDSON
2
3816
according to Fred Niles, TV diOffice: 41 E. 50th St., N.Y. 22 MU 8-1162
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the

advertiser
with

Spot

program

television:

less. . .
Here's a price paradox that really pays off for Spot program
advertisers. Consider these facts:
Spot rates for facilities are lower than network rates for
the same period . . . over the same stations. Yet . . .
Stations net more when a time period is sold for a Spot
program than when it's taken by a network show.
The first statement is readily established by a simple check of
rate cards. The second becomes clear when you remember that
stations get about 30% of the base rate when the network sells
the time ; but on a Spot sale, stations receive the card rate, less
agency and Representative commissions. So any way you figure
it, the arithmetic is all in favor of Spot program business.

pays
the
stations
make
more

Stations can figure, too. They know Spot program advertisers
are more profitable customers. That's why they clear time more
readily . . . cooperate wholeheartedly with Spot program
advertisers.
There are other advantages to Spot program advertising.
There's the free selection of markets . . . the absence of any
"must" stations or any minimum stations requirements . . .
the superior quality of film compared to kinescope recordings —
and many more.
// you're planning to use television, ask your Katz representative for the full story on Spot program advertising. Ask him
to figure out how much you can save — in markets of your own
choosing. You'll see that in television . . .
you can do better with Spot. Much better.

THE

K A T Z

NEW YORK • CHICAGO
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INC.
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now

2 major

half-hour

shows

Here's a major development in local
and regional programming — a chance
for your station to get off to a flying
start for the new television season.
Two big-time shows are now on film
for sponsorship — "Tales of the Texas
Rangers" and "Dangerous Assignment." Both are well-established
from NBC Radio . . . both are ideal

now

available

great

TV

for local TV sponsorship

for local accounts who want a show
of top network caliber but must
work with a limited budget. These
half -hour shows are red-hot, so start
checking your prospects now!
Write, wire, or phone today for
price and audition print. NBC -TV
Film Syndicate Sales, 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York City.

Each Half Hour A Complete Story
5 sponsor identifications
through provision for:
• Opening billboard
• Opening one-minute commercial
• Middle one-minute commercial
• Closing one-minute commercial
• Closing billboard

FILM SYNDICATE SALES
NBC-TV
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, N.Y.

"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT"
starring Brian Donlevy as
"Steve Mitchell" international
adventurer, fighting crime in a
background of global intrigue.
Donlevy follows through —
sells time and products!
When he "muscles in"— out
goes the competition!

Wants to Live With 7V,
Tug Wilson Says
NCAA'S
AIM
NATIONAL Collegiate
Athletic Assn. is "struggling to find out how to
live with director
TV, not ofclosing
the door
on it," according
to Kenneth
(Tug)10
Wilson,
athletics
at Northwestern
U. for
20 years,L. Big
commissioner and secretary of the NCAA. He discussed the problem
of NCAA's controlled, experimenence will ever see as varied a protal telecasts of major college football this season before the Chicago
gram of football
this year."
whichas sponsors
the
Television Council Tuesday at the Westinghouse,
telecasts on NBC, has scheduled
opening fall session.
with 29 colleges, offerare not
exercising
boycott 19 games
ing nine Saturdays of games with
or "We
putting
anyone
out of abusiness,
but we have to find out exactly two blackouts per area.
what effect TV has on attendance
Results of the experimental survey being conducted by the NCAA
at major games and at small colleges, the effect of regional tele- and the National Opinion Research
casts on a big university game, Center, Chicago, may disclose "that
and that on gate receipts for a TV is not the menace we think
local game when there is a big- it is, but all of our results thus
far show it is," Mr. Wilson said.
school game telecast nearby."
"We know we must grow and He said TV's
wouldadverse
cause effect
loweringon
live with television," Mr. Wilson attendance
of athletic budgets and cutting of
said, adding the NCAA is cooperat- athletic
programs, especially at
ing with the industry to the point
where "no widespread TV audi- smaller schools and colleges.
Know your m

l

In earlier reports the NCAA has
outlined in detail how it arrived
at the conclusion that there has
been between a 4-8% decline in
attendance in TV areas and a gain
of a like amount in non-TV areas.
Sports fees paid by telecasters "do
not takethe upaverage
the slack,"
said,
noting
charge heis from
$l,000-$3,000
per
game.
"The
schools lose much more than that."
Agrees With Utley
Mr. Wilson said he would be
"very unhappy" to see football
games cuitstelecast
only agreeing
on closed with
cirfor theatres,
introductory remarks of NBC
Commentator Clifton Utley. Mr.
Utley recapped a summary of
public reaction to the exclusive
theatre telecasts of the RobinsonTurpin fight,onabout
which he(TV)
had
commented
his WNBQ
Chicago news jprogram.
The television industry faces a
"financial problem of great magnitude," Mr. Utley said. "It's hard

Boxing Ceremony
SPORTS enthusiasts in
southeastern New England
were able Sept. 17 to see over
WJAR-TV Providence exactly what goes on at an official
weighing-in
ceremony
boxers in preparation
for ofa bout.
Rhode Island Athletic Comrs.
brought its scales to WJARTV. The entire official activity was telecast during Warren Walden's TV-Sports Page
program. Norman Gittleson,
TV sales and promotion manager at WJAR-TV,
said that
this was
the first time
that
Rhode Island televiewers
were able to watch this professional boxing ritual.
to see how we can compete with
the theatres financially once
theatres are telecasting special
events on a mass audience basis."
Inasmuch as "no single sponsor
could
huge sports
well aspayfacilities
charges,rights
maybeas
a partial solution would be the
proposedTVsubsidy
on a pro-rata
basis
set manufacturers
would byessentially
be setting upwhoa
war fund."
"only other TV,
recourse wouldThe
be subscription
which might produce a major box
office if engineering and technical
problems
were resolved," Mr.
Utley
concluded.
Council
President Roy McLaughlin of ABC said the next luncheon
speaker is scheduled to be Adrian
Murphy of CBS Television, who
would
speak and
on plans.
the company's
color system

MEXICAN OUTLET
Asks Relay in Texas
REQUEST from XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico, for permission to
establish
5-w relay stationanin experimental
Brownsville, Tex.,
on
140 mc with directional antenna has
been received by the FCC.
Application
the SanLewis
Anto-&
nio law firm from
of Foster,
Langley
explained
that
XELD-TV
is powered by its own diesel engine
whereas Brownsville — across the
Rio Grande — uses Central Power &
Light Co. power. It is necessary,
the request stated, to have a relay
to synchronize
the electrical
imof the diesel
that of pulsesCentral
Power.engine with
Plan is to connect the station
with Central Power & Light lines
in the near future, the application
Visualize markets with this big 25" x 35" outline map. Every
stated. Until then a relay is reradio — AM • FM • TV—
in the United States and Canada
Stationquired, it said.
also is expected to ask
FCC
for
permission
to run aBrownsstudioKey tool for productive sales plagjj
transmitter link between
• Telecasting
ning. Use it for presentations, to
ville and Matamoros.
This
is
believed
to
be
the
first
demonstrate coverage, plot net
Mot-en
ding
TV relay
request
the
FCC
has
rework and spot campaigns. V
tion. ceived involving a foreign TV staink like your letterhead.
.
maps to the undersigned.
Meanwhile, ABC has asked FCC
Prices
i enclose . Please bill □
for permission to transmit its TV
Single Map $1.00
programs
and other
5 copies— $ 4.50
" — $20.00^
37.50
5025 copies—
Mexican TVto XELD-TV
stations. FCC
some
8.50
weeks ago approved such an ar100 copies -$70.00
rangement for CBS Sept.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
3].
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*

Television Station

WLTV
Atlanta, Georgia
owned and operated by Broadcasting Inc.

announces

the appointment

Harrington,

of

Righter & Parsons, Inc.

as their national representatives
Effective October 1, 1951

*
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*
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Advertising succeeds

fCC actions

WJWL-FM
Georgetown,
Del. — License for CP AM—
new
FM station.
1230
kc
KWRN1490 Reno,
Nev. —kc.CP to change
from
kc to 1230
License Renewal
FollowingWWPB-FM
stations request
renewal:
Miami, license
Fla.;
WATG-FM
Ashland,
Alexander City,
Ala. Ohio; WRFS (FM)

w'^K'j ill111111*7
September 25 Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 21 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 27
ACTION ON MOTIONS
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
By
Hearing
Examiner
J. D. BondFla.
Continuous advertising in DA-directional
LS-local sunset
Circle
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Hollywood,
antenna D-day
mod.-modification
—
Granted
petition
for
leave
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
application
to submit
specify engineering
1320 kcto inamend
lieu
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
of
1260
kc,
to
data
unl.-unlimited
hours
a Jj Ink develops
Printers'
and
changes and
in stockholders,
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.- visual
officersto make
and directors
for removal
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
of application,
amended, from hearing docket.Miami,as Fla.—
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers forWFEC
Granted
petition
continuance
of
hearing
Oct. 4
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new to Oct. 16, in Washington
a
that crea
in from
proceeding
tes
station and transfer applications.
re his application.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
vivid picture of
WLIZ for
Bridgeport, Conn.—
Zanesville,
Ohio—
Granted
CP petition
of Granted
hearing
September 24 Decisions . . .
toandWHIZ
change
trans,
and
studio
locations
from
Oct. 12 tocontinuance
Oct.
15
in
Washington
make changes in ant. system; cond. in proceeding
BY
THE
COMMISSION
re its application,
KLVC
Leadville,
Colo.
—
Granted
mod.
your station and
CP to make
in ant.trans.
and ground
Request Denied
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
system
and changes
change
type
WABD to(TV)commence
New Yorkequipment
City— Denied
H. Wetherington,
New Bern,
WTOC-FM
Savannah,
Ga.—completion
Granted N. Luke
tests
market in the minds of the request
mod.
CP
for
extension
of
C.
—
Granted
motion
forto continuance
onYorkCh.City,
5 at with
Empire16.7State
Building,
New
of
hearing
from
Oct.
8
14 in
dateWKIN
to 3-18-52.
kw visual ERP.
Granted
reNov.
hisCarolina
appliBY THE SECRETARY
mod. CPchanges
toKingsport,
change
typeTenn.
of —trans,
and Washington
leading^
cation andCo.,inthatproceeding
of Eastern
make
in
ant.
system.
Broadcast
Greenville,
N.
C.
KEPHcense forEphraim,
Utah— Granted
li- Following were granted mod. CP's
noncommercial
educational
extension of completion dates as ByWTOD
HearingToledo,
Examiner Fanney
N. Litvin
FM station;
Ch. 205 (88.9 mc);
10 w. for
Ordered
thatbe
shown;
WLETJ-FM
Erie, Pa.
toto 12-19-51;
further
hearing in Ohio—
this proceeding
WBBB-FM
Burlington,
N.
C—
GrantWLCS-FM
Baton
Rouge,
La.
12-19-51;
ed
license
for
FM
station;
Ch.
266
ton.
d
n
KCBC-FM
Des
Moines,
Iowa
to
10scheduled for Oct. 4, 1951, in Washing24-51,
^J^l^a
(101. mc); 3.8 kw; ant. 410 ft.
Lakewood Bcstg. Co.,hearing
Dallas, Tex. —
WFIN-FM Findley,
Granted
helps you sell
license
FMOhio—
station;
24 Applications . . . Ordered
263 (100.5formc)changes
8.2 kw;in ant.
240
ft. Ch. September
proceedingthatbe further
scheduled for Oct.in 8thisin
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Washington.
WLEA
Hornell,
N.
Y.—
Granted
liModification of CP
more advertising.
cense for AM station; 1480 kc 1 kw.
By Hearing
Examiner
ResnickreKWHK Hutchinson,
Kan.— Mod. CP
WACBcense for Kittanning,
— Granted
WJDX
Jackson,
Miss. —LeoGranted
installation ofPa.new
trans. li- authorizing
change inetc.frequency,_powvised
petition
fbr-eontinuance
of hearer;
hours
operation
for
extension
WKBS
Oyster
Bay,
N.
Y.—
Granted
ing
from
Oct.
1
to
Dec.
4
in
Washingcompletion date to May 28, 1952.
authority
to operate
from in studio
lo- of WLETJ-FM
tonthat
in proceeding
reGainesville,
its application
Erie,
Pa.—
Mod.
CP
new
cton, aN.tedY.,
327 New
York
Ave.
Huntingand
of
WGGA
for period beginning Sept. FM station for extension of completion Also, WJDX was granted petition Ga.
for
30, and30, ending
amend itsof application
to subNov.
1951. in no event later than date.
WLBJ-FM
Bowling
Green,
Ky.—station
Mod. leave mittoa revision
proposedauthorized
program
CP
authorizing
changes
in
FM
WWRL
New
York,
N.
Y.
—
Granted
material.
And
on
petition
extension Boston,
of completion
date.
CP to install
trans,on at1600present
25 of the persons
listed
cation of mainnewtrans,
kc 1 kwlo- forWBZ-FM
Mass.—
Mod. CP todepositions
be taken Miss.,
atof Mississippi
State9; College,
station
to
change
ant.
height
for aux. purposes only employing DA. FM
Starkville,
on Nov.
before
etc.
average terrain from 495 ft. to 446aboveft. Mrs.
H.
E.
McLeroy,
Notary
Public,
and at Building,
Office of County
License for CP
House
Raymond,Agent,
Miss.,Courton
MEYERS ELECTED
KOB-TV
Albuquerque,
N.TV M.—
Li- Nov. 10; before Mr. E. A. Knight,
c
e
n
s
e
f
o
r
CP,
as
mod.,
new
station
Notary
Public, Miss.,
and aton Studio
WJDX Jackson,
Nov. 12. "B,"
Heads Chicago Radio Club etc.
HOWARD B. (Howdee) Meyers,
QUINCY,
sales manager of WMAQ (NBC)
Chicago, was elected president of
ILLINOIS
the Radio Management Club there
Wednesday at the first luncheon
meeting of the fall season. Frank
Baker, radio-television director of
Reincke, Meyer and Finn, was
named first vice president.
Working with them will be
George Clark, Chicago manager of
John E. Pearson Co., second vice
THESE OFFICES
president; Florence Neighbors,
TO SERVE YOU
media director, Goodkind, Joice and
Morgan, secretary; Marion Reuter,
QUINCY, ILL
timebuyer, Young and Rubicam,
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexTEL. 8202
. . . TEL. AtWOOD
8536
HOUSTON, TEXAS
ibility, high fidelity and features you
treasurer. New trustees for tworequire— at a price you want to pay!
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
year terms are Jim Thompson, Chicago manager, O. L. Taylor Co.,
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
MONTREAL, QUE. .
. . TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
and Carroll Marts, midwest manNEW YORK CITY .
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
ager of Mutual. Holdover trustees
PORTABLE - LIGHTWEIGHT
with another year of service are
Charles (Chick) Freeman, sales
manager of WLS, and Carol Perel
Colby, timebuyer, Arthur Meyerhoff.
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Russell
Tolg, and
radio-television
rector of BBDO
retiring seconddivice president of the group, took
COMMERCIAL RADIO
charge senceofof retiring
the meeting
in the Art
abCustom-Built Equipment
MONITORING COMPANY
president
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Harre, general manager of WJJD.
U. S. RECORDING CO.
"A reliable
service for over phone
IS yean"
Mr. Tolg suggested the memberFor immediate
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, 0. C.
JACKSON service
5302
ship consider possibility of a merSTerling 3626
ger
with
the
Chicago
Television
P.
O.
Box
7037
Kansas
City, Mo.
Council.
ecasti
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Mtmbtr AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A— US-year
background
Established
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg — STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas,
Seattle,
Wash.
4212 S. Texas
Buckner Blvd. 4742
W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6103

Member AFCCE'

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE*
KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG. REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
Quarter Consulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectron
ics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
6,
D. C.
Executive H30— Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
One LeFevre
Lane, New Systems
Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

proceeding
extended fromhas Oct.been26 correspondingly
to Jan. 25, 1952.
CP to Replace CP
WMVO
Mount
Vernon,
— Granted
CP to replace
expired
CPOhio which
thorized new Class
B station
on Ch. au229
(93.7
mc);
ERP
3.2
kw
on
site
to be
determined.
WFMZ-FM Allentown, Pa.— Granted
CP to replace
expired CP which au-on
Member AFCCE*
thorized new Class
I
Ch. 264 (100.7
mc); BERPFM 20station
kw; ant.
i By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison of license: KOLT Scottsbluff, Neb.; 290 ft.
To Remain Silent
WARK
Hagerstown,
Md.
West
Florida
Bcstg.
Service,
Fort
Walton,
Fla.— Granted
petitionto for
WSKB tensMcComb,
Miss.—
Grantedsilent
exAPPLICATION RETURNED
leave to amend
application
inion of authority
toofremain
corporate thereinofitspersonal
sworn Brown,
finanfor
an 25,
additional
period
60 station
days fromby
KXLO
Lewiston,
Mont.—
RETURNED
cial statements
H. French
Sept.
pending
sale
of
application for assignment of license trustee in bankruptcy.
James
O'Neal and Tom 23,
C. Miniard,
dated,JulyC.respectively,
July 26 from tanaWilliam
Bcstg. Co.G. Kelly to Central Monand
28. Bcstg.Aug.
BY THE SECRETARY
Vacationland
Co.,
Ft.
Walton,
KOB-TV STA Albuquerque,
Fla.
—
Granted
in
part
petition
for
Granted
for increase in N.vis. M.trans,—
thirty-day
continuance
ofinhearing,
now September 26 Decisions . . .
output power from 4.26 kw to 5 kw.
scheduled
for
Sept.
25
Washington
BY
THE
COMMISSION
EN
BANC
inthatproceeding
re its application
and
West Florida
Hearings Postponed
September 26 Applications . . .
hearingof continued
until Bcstg.
furtherService;
order.
The26 Commission
postponed
fromof
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Nov.
to
Feb.
25,
1952,
the
start
September 25 Applications . . . its hearing on allocation of frequencies
Modification of CP
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Valdosta,
Ga.— Mod.
CP new
and promulgation
of theater
rules andtelevision
regula- AMWGAF
License Renewal
station
for extension
of completion
tions
for
proposed
Following stations request renewal service. The time for filing in this date to Nov. 1.
JROADC ASTING
• Telecasting
Of. 1R. filler
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho— Mod. CP,
as mod., quency,
authorizing
change etc..
in freincrease in power,
extension of completion
date to Nov. for1.
WFMT
(FM)
Chicago,
111.—
Mod.
new FM station for extension of com-CP
pletion dateLicense
.
for CP
WJPR
Greenville,
Miss.— License for
CP
authorizing
increase
in powerchange
etc. in frequency,
KSRV Ontario, Ore. — License for CP
authorizing
changeetc. in frequency, increase in power
AM— 1480 kc
KLVLD toPasadena,
from
unl.
withTex.—
500 CPw-Nto 1change
kw-D
DA-N.
TV— Ch. 10
WTTV
(TV) Bloomington,
Ind.—
CP
AMENDED
changeto .314
ERPkw Mod.
from
43.2
kwkw vis.aur.21.6andkwto change
aur.
vis.
.157
ant.
system
etc.
License Renewal
FollowingWCUM
stationsCumberland,
request license
renewal:
Md.;
WLOH Princeton,
W. Va.;Chicago,
WBML-FM
Macon,
Ga.;
WMAQ-FM
111.;
WLBJ-FM Bowling Green, Ky.; WFMA
(FM) (Continued
Rocky Mount,on N.pageC; 111)
WJW-FM
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
SituationsAllWanted,
10*
per word-*1.00
minimum
Help ^^^^J^^^^^
• Display ads. $12.00 per inch
$4.00. minimum
25* per word—
other classifications
box replies to
No charge for blind box number. SendWashington
4, D. C.
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg.,
Bkoabcastivg expressly repudiates
risk.
owner's
at
sent
are
numbers
box
to
sent
etc.,
photos,
transcriptions,
AH
return.
or
custody
their
for
responsibility
or
any liability
Help Wanted
Managerial
com-ot
for good
opportun
Unusual mercial
manager
oritygeneral
managerstation
m addBROADsmall market vancement. Write Boxintereste
893K,
CASTING.
Salesman
al
with exception
te opening
Immedianity
time
nced
experie
opportu as for
for
tative
represen
field
salesman
stations
radio
local Expenses plus
supplyingservice.
firm program
with
Weeklymustearn-be
and bonus.
ons $300.00.
commissi
Applicant
exceed
ings
and
car City
dependab
Forle NewhaveYork
free toe, travel.
bepersonabl
BROADBox 854K.
write
fntervtew? CASTING
.
and enclose
photo
city tyof
car. ASouthwest
with
Salesman
opportuni
real
200.000.
than
more
wholy wishes
man
sober
ambitious,
an
for
in the
permanent
himself
establish
tofastest
S. Salary
in U.rate
growing
with
commensu
onmarket
and commissi
^reference
Mail .experienc
ability.
ST-s
BROADCA
Box 5L,e and
interview
for
ING.
for
dsmall
backgroun
radioexecutive
Man withas broad
mcommisaccountSalary
position
and
marketsionsstation.
more
on current accounts10L,nowBROADBox
weekly. G^
than $100TIN
CAS
edbasein
, experienc
announcer
SalesmanAttractive
market.
single
conditions
n, living
commissio
salarv,station
opporand climate.
Colorado.
LaJunta,future
tunity. Box 485,Excellent
comto
n
promotio
possible
Salesman- mercial manager if ability Proven
car
n. Noman draw,
commissio
plus
Salary
earn
can
Good
job.
on
furnished
or more depending
$5 000.00 annually
Consider applicants southon effort.
westberg,only.
Texas. Permanent. KFRD, Rosenneedandanother
power,
Going increased
comaccount
drawing
salesman, mission.
of Idaho.
sectionIdaho
Excellent
Falls,
KIFI,
s
reference
Write,
o.
ah
Id
salesman. onIndepend
ve time
Aggressi
ex-for who
ent station.
Also salesman
salesman. propositi
periencedGood
show,
DJ
can sell hisgressiveownsalesmanwestern
how ag-to
whoon knows
against
commissi
sell
Utica, N.draw.Y.
WGAT,
Williams,
J. EricHigh
Salesman— male
or female,
commission,
15% independent
station.
Berkshire
Contact
guarantee.
a weekNorth
00 WNAW,
$75
Nicoll,
Adams, Mass.
We
want an experienced
salesman
(not
high-pressure)
a very
non-competitive formarket.
$80profitable
weeklyfor
commission
liberal
plus
guarantee
details
Send complete
the right man.to WRCO,
Richland Cenimmediately
ter, Wisconsin.
Announcers
Northern
New
England 5 Assist
kw station
needs seasoned newsman.
news
broadcast
edit, permanent
CapableGoodgather,
editor.news.
local
future
man. Experience, qualifications first
letter.
No discs. Box 1L, BROADCASTING.
2250combo
men needed immediately
for
watt
southwestern
VirginiaBoxstation.
No
loafers.
$60.00 to start.
16L,
BROADCASTING.
Combination manopening,
withdaytime
first phone,
imstation,
Michigan. mediate
Box 57L, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Morning man. 5000
watt netbreakfast
affiliate.
personality
super-Hooper,
Aplatter
man. Opportunity
unlimited it
you'vetion,gotHooper-ratings,
what we business
want. Sendand audisonal references in first letter. perBox
47L, BROADCASTING.
Top independent southeastern market
has eral
opening
for
announcer
with avergenall-round
ability.
Well
salary schedule
for above
responsible
man. ageThree
or more years
experience
requiredsonalwith
goodSend
business
and perreferences.
audition
commercial
spots,
fiveconfidential.
minute
news with
and
disc
jock.
Replies
91L, BROADCASTING. Box
New York State
independent
experiencedDisc
announcer.
Sixtywants
48-hour
week.
or tape
withdollars.
first
letter.
Also
want
a
news
editor.
Box
101L, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening. Staff announcer.
Michigansole.1Experienced
kw net news,
affiliate.ad RCA
conlib. Ship
CASTING^
disc,
references. Box 104L, BROADCombination
n g i nSalary
eer
wanted.
Fineannouncer-e
opportunity.
CASTING.
starting
$75.00. Box 105L, BROADAnnouncer-engineer,
experienced.
SalJ. B. McNutt,
KBUD,ary $65.00.
Athens,Contact
Texas.
Announcer wanted:. Good salary for
right
man.as Must
tops on
operation
wellwithasbe staff.
Sendboard
full
details
disc
first letter.
Joe
Monroe, andKENT,
Shreveport,
Louisiana.
Announcer
with
first
ticket.
Must
have
at least one year experience, good
topWantability
voice and
notch
man production
with good sense.
habits staff,
and
trood
excellent
get along with
toopportunity
Salary
man.
right
for
commensurate
with ability.
Network
affiliate (MBS)climate,
located
onofOregon
coast
Temperate
lots
hunting
and
family.
with
live
to
place
good
fishing,
salary
and
experience
photo,
disc,
Send
expected. KOOS, Coos Bay, Oregon.
Announcer-engineer
with station.
first classSendlicense. 250 watt network
salaryIowa.requiredisc, qualifications
ments. KRIB, MasonandCity,
Wanted, cowboy
discmusic
jockeyprogram
artist foron
westernstation
Elafternoon
Paso, Must
Texas
affiliated
with
Mutual.
be
able
to
fill
present
disc jockey
high
standards.
Our
man
leaving
for
coast
to
coast
program.
Complete
details
and
audition
disc
or
no consideration.
Baseto salary
Address
KSET, plus706 tal-N.
Mesa,entElfees.Paso,
Texas.
Combination announcer-engineer. Emphasis onmeannouncing.
Salary
comnsurate with ability. Call
Manager,
at telephoneS. C.
780 collect. WBSC, Bennettsville,
versatile anExperienc
Wanted: nouncer,
strong Good
oned,morning
salary,
starting records
and staff news.
Sendonsaudi-intalent.
scale,of qualificati
nayletter
graduated
tion, photo,
salary
Station
to
expected
cluding
WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
n man
, combinatioengineer
immediately
Wantedgood
voiceAirandmailchiefyoice
with
ons.
qualificati
disc
full details
starting
minimum
Radio Station
WHIT,salary,
New Bern,
N. C,
Announcer with first phone license.
$60
per week. WMOG, Brunswick, Georgia.
Dual network station, TV application,
Betannouncer. Send
for staff
has teropening
average
auditionthanMeridian,
and
resumeopportunities.
WMOX,
Miss.to J. W. Carson,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted:
engineer.
Both mustOnebe announcer,
capable of one
getting
along
with
people.
Paris, Illinois. Radio Station WPRS,
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton, Ga., Phone 921.
Wanted:
Experienced
announcer.
Send audition
and resumestaffimmediately.
WWPG, Palm Beach, Florida.
Wanted:
Announcer-engineer
with first
class
ticket.
Experience
desired
but
not
necessary.
1
kw
daytime
station
going
on
air
about
November
First
Taylorville, Illinois. $70 per week. Carat
necessary.
Send
disc Clark
and qualifications. RogerMissouri.
L. Moyer,
Theatres,
Louisiana,
Technical
ING^
Engineer
or combination for 250 watter
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTTransmitter engineer needed at once.
AM-FM essary.
withExperience
TV prospects.
Car necnot necessary.
Box
48L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
AM
control
operator
for
5
kw
station
central New York
State. located
Box 56L,south
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
combination
engineerannouncersFour
with
emphasis
announcing.
$65.00 per
week
48on hours
time
and
one
half
time
overtime
plus
talent fees. Also need two experienced
straight announcers. Send all details
and qualifications to Box 88L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted-Engineer,
transmit er in studio, nofirst
car ticket,
or experience
required.
hour,Write
40 hours.
Penna.
250 $1.25
watter.
Box 98L,W.
BROADCASTING.
Immediate
opening.
Chief engineer.
Michigan
1 kw
RCA.
directional.
Net
IN
G
affiliate.
Excellent
working
conditions.
References. Box 103L, BROADCASTChief
Engineer,
maintenance
experience
essential.
Knowledge
of construction
helpful.
Excellent
starting
salary,
with
rapid
advancement
rightPalmer,
man.
S°nd full
particulars for
to Ken
KVER, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Needed immediately, a man with first
class phone ticket to handle combo job.
Excellent
earnings.
Permanent position. Car needed.
Carbondale,
Penna.Write or wire WCDL,
Wanted: First phone or operation men.
Experience
not necessary. WDOR, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.
Transmitter engineer, first ticket. 5000
watt
independent station.
necessary.
phoneAutomobile
WEAM,
Arlington, Va.Wire
Oxfordor 1603.
Transmitter
engineer
for
new
5000
watt
5 tower directional installation. First
phone
and
car
necessary.
Excellent
working conditions. Opportunity for
ambitious
person
gain desired
experience. Contact
immediately
S. Weyland,
WENE, Endicott-Binghamton, N. Y.
Immediate
for experienced
enwithopening
first
class
ticket.
Wilmington,
N. C.
Allen
B.gineer Jones,
Radio
Station Contact
WGNI,

Help Wanted
Experienced
transmitter(Cont'd)
operator
for
kilowatt
FM.
Contact
Florida.
Al Scott,directional
WNDB, andDaytona
Beach, .
Immediate
opening
in 5000 watt station
for
first class
engineer.
Writeexperienced
to Chief transmitter
Engineer,
WTOC, Savannah,
Ga.
Production-Programming, Others
News
director,
able toroomtake infulla leading
charge
of a live
wire news
5000 watt,
affiliate. Mustnorth-central
be a topflightnetwork
newscaster,
thoroughly
in local
report-to
editingexperienced
wire
and
beReply
able
directing,other
news copy
personnel.
in
confidence,
giving
detailed
previous
experience,
salaries,
when
available
and attach
small photograph. Box
413K,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent
opportunity
at 1 kw midwest
ING^
NBC affiliate
for experienced
writer. Send samples,
personal copydata,
references to Box 15L, BROADCASTSales
promotion
manager
for
leading
CAS
radio
stationTIN
representative.
All replies
G.
confidential. Reply Box
67L, BROADMusical director — play piano and Hammond organ,repertoire,
accompany;
must station
translibrary.pose, haveFulltime
job,maintain
day hours;
no
objection to respectable outside work.
Call Program Director, WGBA, Columbus,copywriter
Georgia 3-3603.with ideas. Some anMale
nouncing. Submit samples. KFRQ,
Longview,
Texas.
Wanted:write.Experienced
news man,
Excellent opportunity
for manrewith writing
ability
news judgment. Air work
not and
essential.
Send
letter
of qualifications, including exgan^
perience,
background
and
salary
expected to Station WFDF, Flint, MichiTopnotchship. writer
for continuity
director- : |
No dramatic
genius required;
ability tocopy,turnsupervise
out volume
of commercial
and efficiently
run
department
necessary.of department
Full re- VI
sponsibility
and
control
to right nerson. Call Program Director, {
WGBA, "Columbus, Georgia 3-3603.
Situations Wanted
Attorney,
congressional,
radio and
publicity
experience
with
company
or lawdesires
firm connection
preferably
Washington,
D.
C.
Box
86L,
BROADCASTING.
Managerial
General manager available. 18 years
experience,
sober,man.
reliable.
sound
family
Top Financially
references
South
only. Can
invest.
Box 25L
BROADCASTING.
"Top
billing"
salesman
desires
mercial manager position radio orc TV
preferably
California,yearswillbackground
consider
other
radio markets.
sales, net Five
and indie, 3 years at
present
50,000
watt
major
net
station
west coast. Married, family, college
graduate,
veteran,
thorough
knowledge
ofsonable
all radio
operations.
Available
notice present employer. rea
Bo:
42L, BROADCASTING.
For
sale:
26
years
experience
in
broad
cast field. Engineering, sales, program
ming,
management.
Knowto really
cost operation
and how
build vollow
ume.
Want general
positior
in market
25,000 ormanager's
over. Presents
employed.
Top references. Addres:
Box
46L, BROADCASTING.
Six hundred
fifty dollars manage),:
monthly
brings
youengineer,
anand experienced
and
chief
who granted
has handlec
three
applications
and
con
struction
permits
each. Personall;
constructed
and formanaging
station
UHF,
pictureshouH
anc
writingbeprofessional
experiencemotion
invaluable
you
TV.
Available
days noticeplanning
to present
employer.
Bo3
51L,
Man BROADCASTING.
in industrial New England seek
managerial
privately
owne
rather
thenopening
absenteein3 managers.
owned statior
Over 6 years
under
Pres
ent
salary
$6,000,
married,
33
and
lieves radio is here to stay. Knowb(
selling,
programming
and
P
&
CASTING.
Resume
on request. Box 58L, BROAEL

Chief engineer-announcer
wanted and
immevoice.
diately. Must be Permanent,
experienced
have
goodconditions.
good
working
Call
collect,
Ray
Williams, WHIT, New Bern, N. C.
Capable of - managing
operatic^E^
Transmitter forengineer.
Car necessary.
engineer man,
- small
salesman.
Permanent
right man.
1000 watt Announcer
perienced. $350.00.
Family
automobi]
newspaper
affiliated
ABC
network
staminimum
Box
63L,
BROAI
tion. Contact Harold White, WKTY,
LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
CASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Business minded
general
manager
ofhea
midwest
kilowatt
operation
which
has
taken
out
of
the
red
and
into
solid
black in less than two years wishes to
step upably intolarge
more responsibility,
preferHave
executive
since city.
194613 inyears
agencyinbeenradio
and radio
sta-as
tion
operations.
manager,
salesman,
promotion
and
program
man;
strong
on
sales.
Now
earning ences,
$10,000including
yearly.
Excellent
referpresent
employers.
Married, age 30, teetotaler. Box 69L,
BROADCASTING.
Manager:
a record of achievement
in highlyWithcompetitive
midwestern
metropolitan
Not operator
a "Fancy with
Dan,"a
but a sound, field.
practical
backgroundperience ofand 1012 years
years innewspaper
exmanagement
of 2 recognized
5 conscious
kw network
outlets.
TSxtremely
dollar
and
strictly
-sales-minded. Now in newspaper field,
but seeklishedreturn
to AM radio
with estaba man-sized
toaccomplishment.
be done station
and having
willing
pay well job
forin
Not tointerested
station
skatingmanon thin
ice because
I'm
not a miracle
or
one-shot
wonderworker. Wil invest. References from
prominent
and employer.
industry
leaders
as past
well employer
as present
Goand anywhere.
30 days
notice
available forAvailable
immediate
interview
in vour office. Box 70L, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman,
excellent
draft
exempt; can announcesalesandrecord;
write copy;
good
narrator.
Box
961K,
BROADCASTING^
Salesman,
presently
promoting
radio
and
TVnical
service
to adsuitable
agencies.forTechbackground,
allround
station
work.
Any
area.
Box
992K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman with
11 yearsonce,
radio8 years
sales
experience
available
major
market,
goodmeatrecord
and top
references.
Phone
at
Evergreen
1-6776, Cleveland, Ohio.
Announcers
Staff
job
with
NBC with
or CBS
- affiliate. Prefer regional
combination
TV.
Five years noexperience
all phases proanu
n
c
i
n
g
.
T
w
o
years
managing
[i gram
directing.
Six
years
college.
31,
non
drinker,
married,
one
child.
If
sininterested
willtwocomeweeksfor notice.
inter .: cerely
view.
Available
on
Box 861K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer,
school,
First Airlines.
phone. 27. 8NoRadio
years
Mer::: private.
chant
Marine,
broadcast
experience.
Disc.
Box
955K,
BROADCASTING.
_• school
Salesman-announcer-copywriter:
radio
and record
college andgraduate.
Excellent
radio sales
references.
Box
; 962K, BROADCASTING.
K Excellent staff man available news and
1< DJ.
any board. Disc. Box
983K, Handle
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, ambitious,
AM-TV.
news, etc. Strong
Presentlycommercials,
employed 50 MC,
kw
- NBC AM-TV. Desire change. Excellent references.
:' ulars
on request. Disc,
Offer?photo,
Thanksparticfor
J reading! Box 995K, BROADCASTING.
f; selling
Staff announcer
with
good
friendly
voice and authoritative news
!■Li "write,
delivery.creator
Experienced,
responsible,
can
original
disc
Audition
discofavailable.
Boxshows.
14L,
; BROADCASTING.
'|■
•:
I

I'm
your news.
man: Announcer,
strong
DJ and
Also years
writing,experience.
produc-on
tion,
organist.
Eight
Currently
free
lancing
NYC
radio-TV.
Desire
relocateeast.metropolitan
like
area, prefer
Permanent. orMinimum $75credits,
plus talent.
Top level
background,
references
offer
proof
ofBoxability.
Disc, pix, resume available.
39L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer:
5 years experience,
smoothto
news,
director,Likewant
graduatenowfromprogram
1000 watts.
mid;f west,
family
man,
deep
voice,
college.
*Box
interview or aisi
Personal
disc available.
Boywoundi
ddT.
BDnAnpACTi
44L, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch staff
announcer.
4 Northeast
years exDraft exempt.
stations
only.perience. Tape
on request.
Box
^45L,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-operator,
1st phone,all 3phases.
years
experience, handles console,
University
graduate,
draft exempt
eran, married,
car. Present
salary vet$65,
2 weeks notice. Box 50L, BROADCASTING^
Announcer-program director desires
position
Ten year background. inBoxnortheast.
55L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer:for Experience,
go anywhere.
Looking
immediate
Prefer
night turn. Good voice andoffer.
personality.
Please
don't
reply
unless
interested
immediately. Box 60L, BROADCASTING^
Announcer-PD:
32,experience
married, inmature
voice,
echelonfiveof years
broadcasting.
Would every
like
permanent position
offering
real opportunities. Box 66L, BROADCASTING^
Presently employed 5 kw. Five years
experience,
two as "morning man."
Desire
other 71L,
thanadvancement
board work. with$70 something
minimum.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
four
years
experience
morning
Background
B. U.,
musician, man.
trained
class. Family,
dependable,
desiresNBCpermanency.
Box
75L, BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate
School
of
Radio
Technique, desires general staff, sports
play-by-play.
married, vetrean. Box 79L, College,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
all sports,
phases DJ,program
copy,
including
news,
commercials,
control
board
operation.
B.A. Degree
English.
Vet,
draft
exempt.
Small
community desired. Box 82L, BROADCASTING^
Sales mindedradio
young announcer
trainedDJ
all
TV. copywriting,
Radio:
work,phases
control board,andnews,
sales. TV: Camera, film editing, direction,
immediCASTING^
ately. Draftproduction.
exemot. Available
Box 84L, BROADAnnouncer,
experienced,
22,
draft
exempt,board.
Radio CityOpportunity
graduate, primary,
college,
operate
salary
secondary.
Will
travel,
disc,
photo. Box 85L, BROADCASTING.
We
likeofhillbillies!
Two hillbilly
DJ's
plenty
experience.
do staff.
Employed.
Draftconsidered.
exempt.CanSober.
Only
good
deals
Box
90L,
BROADCASTING.
Baseball
1952—
sports
years baseball, A & B, live, recreated.
5bailyears
Jr. college,
high 5 school,
footbasketball,
boxing.
years radio.
News,
work.
Married,DJ,27,special
draft events,
exempt.boardMinimum
$400 monthly.
Box .
94L, BROADCASTI
NG
Announcer,
staff
and
sports.
5 yearsGo
radio.
Vet,butdraft
family.
anywhere
next exempt,
job
long
range possibilities.
Disc,must
photo,haveresume
upon request. Box 95L, BROADCASTING^
3 way combination
man.
10 years
announcing experience.
1st $75.00
phone
license.
salesman.
Expect
week
for
40Good
hours
and
15
%
straight
commission.
Southeast
or southwest preferred. Box
99L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-sportscaster.
Married.
Veteran.
Strong
on 26.all
sports. One Exempt.
year experience.
Employed.
Will
travel ' immediately. Box 100L,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster
- announcer.
Strong
on
news,
sports,
play-byplaycommercials,
and recreation.
Thirteen
years
experience
as
football
forecaster,
five
years
newspaper
feature
writer and
forecaster.
Familiar
with board.
Desires midwest
location.
Box 102L,
BROADCASTING.
Good
announcing,
newscasts.
Capable,
experienced,338 reliable.
draft. Wis$75.
Midwest.
S. in
21st, LaNo.
Crosse,
cons
Announcer
—
Five
years
sports,
news
and disc show. West preferred. Best
references.Cody,Sports
a must. "Gabby"
Barrus,
Wyoming.
All-round
announcer
wants a good job
with
a
good
station.
draft exempt,
WorldGa.50WarkwLoveexperience,
II toveteran,
native
of Atlanta,
wake
'em
up
and
spin
'em
to
sleep!
Semipro baseball mediexperience.
Available
ima
t
e
l
y
.
B
i
l
Borom.
703
S.
Vernon,
Dallas 8, Texas.
College graduate, 27, desires position
sportscasteror and
staff station
announcer,carrying
midwestern
eastern
play-by-play
sports,graduate
baseball Pathfinder
specialty;
some
experience;
School
Radio; City,
EdgarMo.
Clarke, 1222A
Oak St.,ofKansas
Announcer, perience.
thoroughly
trained.
No exthrough47,DanIllinois.
Lotesto,
1649 N. Sawyer, ContactChicago

StaffSituations
announcer,Wanted
married(Cont'd)
vet, draft
exempt. manencyWilling
to travel. Per-at
prime
requisite.
news, DJ and commercial Proficient
work and I
know sports.
athletic
round and highSRTCollege
school
coaching.backRecent ggraduate
Chicago.
Dan
McHugh,
1028 S. Oakley
Blvd..Write
Chicago,
111. or call collect Seeley 3-4685.
Technical
Chief engineer,and20 new
yearsconstruction.
experience
maintenance
Excellent record as chief, family, reaCASTING.sonable salary. Box 887K, BROADWanted:
Chief engineer's
job,
AM,
FM,
TV.had Presently
in radar.
Have
experienceemployed
in construction.
Box 924K,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer with
first class
ticket,upon
car
and
available
notice.some
Box experience,
40L, BROADCASTING.
1st phone engineer. Draft exempt.
Reliable,
years experience.
with 41L,
car. il'z
Available
now, make Single
offer.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Engineer pwith
degree
and
15
years
e in radio,
all details ex-in
first letter.eriencBox
43L, give
BROADCASTING.
Permanent position with larger station.
1st classing, IV2license,
years
servicyears 1\'2
250engineering
watt radio
experience,
studying
advanced
course.
Sincere,sirouscongenial
and
dependable.
De22, married,
one child. midwest
Box or49L,south.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
combo man.in engineering.
Good voice.
Especially
Single. Box interested
54L, BROADCASTING.
Chief, presently
Married,15
family.
College employed.
grad. Exempt.
years sires
broadcast
experience. established
Ham. Dechange
to
progressive,
station
and better salary. Prefer
CASTING.
southeast,
south. Box 59L, BROADEngineer,
1st
class. east
Desires
permanent
position in north
section.
Draft
exempt.
AM-FM
experience.
Union
CASTING.
station preferred. Box 61L, BROADFirst phone operator, single. Will travel.
Some sires
experience
in broadcasting.
Dework in the
east. Box 77L,
BROADCASTING.
First
phone, inexperienced.StateWillsalary
try
combination,
and hours. Boxdraft78L,exemDt.
BROADCASTING.
Reliable,gineerconscientious
practical en-in
with fifteen
yearsand experience
construction,
maintenance
andassociated
operation
of
transmitters
and
broadcast
equipment.
Married
with
family.
Desires
chiefs
position
in
small
station
or Presently
transmitteremployed
engineer asin larger
station.
chief.
Ireferences
am not asa drifter
and will reasons
furnish
for
towellmakeas excellent
a change. Box
89L. desiring
BROADCASTING.
California,
72 miles Engineer,
radius LA.20 months
Availimmediately.
1Seek
kw able
and
5
kw
transmitter
experience.
transmitter
or studio SRT-TV.
nosition c/o
raFM-TV. Lexington
Graduate
Ciafone,dio.lywood.
59-15
Avenue, HolCalifornia.

WANTED

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Production minded announcer, 29, seeks
permanent
location near
Boston.manager
Four
years
experience.
Program
two summers.
Specialize
music,
children's
programs.
Available
for
perBROADCASTING.
sonal interview Mondays. Box 966K,
Yankee
network
producer,
TV
writer,
also
7station.
years
plus traffic.
CA
STannouncing
IN
G.
ABC
$65 minimum.
Prefer
New England. Box 977K, BROADContinuity
girl:
Presently
employed,
desires change of climate. Also doing
air work,
generalad. office.
BROADCASTING.
ager knowstraffic,
of this
Box Man988K,
Continuity
writer-solid
selling
copy,
experience
radio
and
allied
fields.
Draft
exempt
male. No announcing. Box
12L, BROADCASTING.
Retiredgramstation
manager open
for prodirector
position.
years
experience, nman.
et and
indie.10sports
Sober,
reliable,
family
Handle
playby-play.
MC
work, announcing,
news
and
farm
programs.
South
only.
Top
references, can invest. Box 26L,
BROADCASTING.
News director, specializing local news
coverage;
farm experience. Box programming,
52L, BROADCASTING.
Qualified young man (32) with first class
ticket.tion andExperienced
(4
years)
combina-for
production position.
man, looking
program
directors
married, ences.one Presently
child.employed
ExcellentasVeteran,
referchief.
Box 64L, BROADCASTING.
Continuity /news editor with unlimited
productive capacity and rare news sales
gatheringawake station,
abilitypreferably
wants berth
south atorwideNew
England.
Young, married,
ex-service,for
draft exempt.
on security
family.
Box 76L,SoldBROADCASTING.
Writertion staffeight
years TVWants
and radio sta-in
BROA
DCAS
New
York experience:
station or TING
agency. position
Box
. 83L,
Want
opportunity
in
production.
Thorough
knowledge records.
Two
years
radio.
Single, all-round
vet, exemnt.experience
Box 93L. inBROADCASTING.
Television
Salesman
TV film buyer-salesman.
10 years and
experience
motion
distribution.
Box picture
781K. exhibition
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Creative
sales genius,
more
ounce, desires
position
TV. bounce
Box 87L,to
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Announcers
1st phone,
no
experience.
tele-to
castalsostation.
Married
andDesires
willing
learn,
seeking
permanent
residence
in40thNewStreet,
York.
V.
A.
Ranieri,
1692
Brooklyn 34, New York. E.
(Continued on next page)

: RADIO

STATIONS

Experienced and responsible operators will purchase
250 to 1000 watt radio stations. Prefer single station markets
but will consider other properties. Price must be realistic
and market must have potential. Give full particulars and
price in first letter. Will deal with principals only. No
brokers. All replies will be kept strictly confidential.
REPLY BOX 96L, BROADCASTING

Stations
Wanted
to buy:network
A radio station Allin
Florida.
Prefer
replies
in strictestoperation.
confidence.
Box 36L,held
BROADCASTING.
Want
to ofbuyoveronly25,000,
AM radio
ain town
or deal
onestationof twoin
a
city
over
60,000.
Will
directly
with owner. F. F. McNaughton, Pekin,
Illinois.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted:
1
kwState amplitude
modulated
transmitter.
price, condition,
age.
Box 92L, BROADCASTING.

FOR

SALE?

ATTENTION
10,000
watt southweste r n NBC
affiliate
needs A-l morning
man. Excellent working conditions. Genial
companionship.
Spend
winterwest.inSendsunny
tape orsouthdisc.

BOX 35L,
BROADCASTING
Technical

WANTED
for affiliation with the National Association ofRadio Engineers — a nonprofit
professional
organization
devoted entirely
to the
welfare and
rights of the licensed operator and
engineer.
Several state chairmen vacancies
now open. Apply for information to
N.A.R.E.
P. O. Box 6704
Dallas, Texas

• need an engineer
• looking for a job
• want- to buy a station
The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations
minimum)wanted, 10<# per word ($1.00
Help wanted, 204 per word ($2.00 minimum)
All minimum)
other classifications 25tf per word ($4.00
Display ads, $12.00 per inch
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

Equipment etc.
WANTED
One kilowatt transmitter and any or
all equipment for new AM station, for
cash. Box 97L, BROADCASTING.
Employment Services
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
experienced mancommercial
gram directors,
chiefmanagers,
engineers proand
disc jockeys.
applicants
and Inquiries
employers.invited from
Howard S. Frazier
TV Bond
& RadioBldg.,Management
726
WashingtonConsultant!
5, D. C.

Situations Wanted

Schools

network
PRODUCER-WRITER
with announcing-acting
background seeks same
position with agency or
large station. Will pay own
expenses for interview if
right spot open.
BOX 53L, BROADCASTING
For Sale

© equipment for sale

For Sale (Cont'd)
For
Sale:
Complete
micro-wave relay
system, television
used by
stations WLW-D and WLW-C for
transmitting TV programs between
Dayton
Ohio. For
details and
writeColumbus,
J. M. McDonald,
Asst. Dir. Engineering, Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., Crosley
Square, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.
Wanted to Buy

Hewlett-Packard
Model 325-B DISTORTION ANALYSER
New condition. Best offer.
WOAI, Post Office Box 2641,
San Antonio, Texas.

******

For sale: Western Electric
451-250 watt
AM
and
crystalstransmitter,
for 1450 kc.one
WBIB,set NewtunesHaven,
Conn.
Western
Electric,
503B-2,Electric.
1 kw, 126C
FM
transmitter.
Western
limitingpanel.
amplifier,
with FMrectifier
and
meter
Doolittle
freq
and
mod monitor,
model FD-11.
Western
Electric,
cloverleaf
antenna54-A,
500 ft. 8-section
of 1% inch,
51.5 ohm
transmission
line,
Communications
Productions auto-dryaire
model 46. WOSH,
Contact
Allen dehydrator,
Embury,
Station
Oshkosh,
Wisconsin.Radio
Limited
quantity,
ice of 340-10
inch London
78 RPMlibrary
discs.servAll
instrumental
Price $175. F.selections
O. B. New FFRR
York.quality.
Write
or wire
for
immediate
delivery,
Record113 West 42 Street, New
Yorking18,Associates,
New York.
Wanted to Buy

Help Wanted

•".

EQUIPMENT

For Sale (Cont'd)
RCA TMV-75-B
field
intensityA meter
in
good
mechanical
condition.
bargain
for
someone
who
knows
this
reliable
time-tested
instrument.
me an
offer,
write
for more Make
information.
Box 72L,or BROADCASTING.

A
»»»•»"''"?
:

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer:
television
tunity. TwoSeeking
years
radio.
Seven opporyears
show business
and demonstrator
background.
Twenty
seven,
married,
veteran.
Employed
net
affiliate.
Box
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.37L,
Production-Programming , Others
Desire position as director community
TV
station. 60-70
hours TV directing
experience.
Varied
background: featured
in 3 theatrical
Broadway music
a
l
s
,
1
drama;
writer-producer-director
32NewArmyEngland,
shows.westFamily
man.
Prefer
coast. Box 62L,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Experienced
ass'theaded
director-floor
manager.program-production
Formerly
own TVmanager
package firm,
at various
radio-TV
stations.
Opin interest.
Presently employed.portuniBoxty ma80L,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Television production team. Young
couple.
women's
continuityGirlchief,
provenprogram
on the director,
air personality. combined
Man-ass't director,
floor man-all
ager 12 years
experience
phases sidered
radio-TV.
Opportunity
conabove all. Presently
employed.
Box
81L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
_____
Stations
Excellent 250 watt fulltime station in
growing
east
coast
of 15,000.
Good
potential.
Fine city
studio
building
acresother
of transmitter
land
right
in city. with
Ownersfivehave
interests.
$49,500 with $20-25,000 cash. Box 2L,
BROADCASTING.
For ardsale—
broadcasting
LeonJ. Schrader,
509V2 stations.
East
Champaign,
111. Phone
9094. Green St.,
Equipment, Etc.
Channel two or three RCA TF3A three
bay
Bat
Wing
antennaBROADCASTING.
immediate delivery. Box 869K,
For sale.
Antenna
tuning
unit, offer.
Andrew's 49.BROADCASTING.
Good condition. Best
Box 38L,

bee:::o«-c--°»e"rn8. »««•"«•

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL

Old Established
Fulltime Midwest Station
Si2J.000.00
The only radio facility in a city of more than 40,000 with retail sales
in excess of $60,000,000.00. This well established property has always
been profitable and is one of the very substantial midwest independents. Valuable real estate included. Financing arranged.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION CHICAGO
AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
James
W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
TribuneR. Tower
Washington
Bldg.
Harold
Murphy235RayExbrook
Montgomery
2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-3

Aug. Network Gross
(Continued from page 26)
networks, according to current rate
cards.
"On ABC and Mutual there has
been no change in the gross time
rates, but a discount of approximately 15% is to be credited to
each advertiser on his net billings.
For the reasons already stated, it
. is not possible for PIB to apply
" tothese
and appearing
Mutual discounts
any ABC
programs
on these
twoAccordingly,
networks." gross time sales of
! ABC and MBS will make better
""relative showings in comparison
"with
the grosses
of CBS
as reported
by PIB
from andnowNBCon
than they have in the past.
Decrease in advertisers' network
time purchases from June to July
is also reflected in Table III, which
- lists
the expenditures
of the one
top
ten network
clients. Number
- time buyer, Procter & Gamble Co.,
for instance, spent $1,852,777 for
network time in June, but only
$962,088 in July (at gross rates).
Of the July toppers, seven also
were included in the June list, with
three newcomers — Philip Morris
Co., William Wrigley Jr. Co. and
Schenley Industries — replacing
General Foods Corp., Colgatep Palmolive Peet Co. and Campbell
A Soup Co., which ranked second,
j sixth and ninth among network
time buyers in June. Leading advertiser in each product group is
reported in Table IV.
Combined time purchases of advertisers inall product groups for
July and for the first seven months
|of
year,arewith
withthe1950,
shown1951in compared
Table V.
When the product class grosses for
July of this year are compared with
the June grosses, 15 classes have
lower grosses and only seven show
increases — beer, building materials,
confectionery and soft drinks, publishing and media, retail stores,
transportation
and resorts, miscellaneous.
Somewhatfectionersurprisingly,
the cony and soft drink increased
use of network time in July was
due not to expanded soft drink advertising but to extensive summer
campaigns launched by two gum
companies, American Chicle, using
three programs on ABC, and William Wrigley Jr. Co., adding three

EXECUTIVES of Free & Peters and representatives of WTCN-AM-FM-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul met in Minneapolis Sept. 22 for a sales conference.
Taking part are (front row, I to r) Dick Jensen, WTCN national sales coordinator; Sob Ekstrum, WTCN sales manager; F. Van Konynenburg, WTCN
vice president and general manager; Charles Miller, director of WTCN radio
operations, and H. P. Peters, Free & Peters, New York; (rear, I to r) Bill
Bryan, Free & Peters, Detroit; Art Bagge, John Erickson, Dean Milburn and
Ray Neihengan, all Free & Peters, Chicago.
CBS shows to its usual schedule. ELECT WILLEM
Similarly, the new transportation
advertiser
wasvacationers
not tryingbutto isat-a
Top Post in AAAA
tract summer
M. WILLEM, Leo Burnett
freight handler, North American JOHN
Co., Chicago, has been elected
Van Lines, which has a new pro- chairman
of Board of Governors,
gram on ABC.
Central Council, American Assn. of
Advertising
will repre-on
sent the Agencies,
Central Council
BAB PBSTS
AAAA's Board of Directors.
Two Still Unnamed
Former secretary-treasurer of
SUCCESSORS to BAB staff execu- Central Council, Mr. Willem retives Hugh M. P. Higgins and
places Rolland Taylor in both ofWilliam Dignam, who have redue to Mr.to the
Taylor's
from ficesChicago
N. Y. transfer
office of
signed
Oct.
15
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting, Sept. 24], still had Foote, Cone & Belding. George
not been designated late last week. Reeves, J. Walter Thompson, ChiMr. Higgins
cago, elected
Mr. Willem's
rector and Mr.resigned
Dignam asas BAB
directorditermto asfillsecretary-treasof information and assistant to unexpired
urer.
President William B. Ryan.
Mr. Dignam announced meanthat upon
return whilethis
week President
from the Ryan's
recent CBAST OFFICE
CBS Station Relations
rounds of NARTB district meetings,
he
would
seek
to
arrange
his
CBS
Radio
station relations office
release in advance of the Oct. 15 will be re-established
on the West
date in order to undertake a spe- Coast effective today (Monday)
cial assignment in the radio field with Ole G. Morby, assistant sales
for which he has been retained "on manager of the Columbia Pacific
Network and KNX, CBS-owned
an independent
basis."
He saidhe Los
Angeles stations, heading operthat
during the next
two weeks
plans to complete a series of three ations.
As western division manager,
articles on radio and some of its
competitive and promotional prob- station relations, CBS Radio Divlems.
ision, Mr. Morby will be responsible
for field work in Oregon, Idaho,
Montana, California, Nevada,
carries the weight
Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and the western part of
Prior to joining the San
in the Oregon Market Texas.
Francisco office of CBS Radio Sales
in 1942, Mr. Morby was associated
- :
with McCann-Erickson in the same
P - ^
city for 8 years.

PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Mrs. Lloyd Yoder
MRS. LLOYD YODER, wife of
Lloyd Yoder, manager of KNBC
San Francisco, died Wednesday.
KGW I&'.gio She had been hospitalized frequently with a heart ailment. Private
funeral services were held in San
Francisco.
Stotloo
C
EDWARD RETRY & CO.

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 107)
Applications Cont.:
Cleveland,
Cincinnati. Ohio. Ohio; WKRC-FM
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED
KTKT Tuscon,
Ariz.— DISMISSED
application
KTKT
Inc. for assignment of CP to
KSIJ
Gladewater,
Tex.— DISMISSED
kcapplication
to 1320 kcforetc.CP to change from 1430
September
27 Decisions
.. .
BY THE COMMISSION
EN BANC
James
Cozby
Byrd
Jr.
and
Southernair Bcstg.forCo.,consolidated
Spartanburg,hearing
S. C. —in
Designated
Washington
on
Nov.
13,
applications
Byrd and Southernair for new stations,of
requesting
operation on
1400 kc 250 wco-channel
unl.
WWHG andfor WLEA
Hornell,
N. Y. —
Designated
hearing
in
consolidated
proceeding
inof Washington
on Nov.from14,
application
WWHG
to
change
1320 kc 1 kw D to 1420 kc 500of WLEA
w-N 1
kw-LS
to changeDA-N,fromand1480application
kc 1 kw D to 1420
kc George
500 w-N,Basil1 kw-LS
DA-N.
Anderson, Rockford, HI.,
and
North
Shore Bcstg. for
Co. Inc.,
Evans-in
ton,
111.—
Designated
hearing
consolidated
on Nov. 15, proceeding
application inofWashington
Anderson
and that
stations on of1330North
kc 500Shorew DforDA;new made
WKAN Kankakee, 111. and WJOL
Joliet, 111. parties to proceeding with
respect toIowa
NorthandShore
and KROS
Clinton,
WIBAonly;Madison,
Wis.
parties
with
respect
to
Anderson.
Armando E. Santos, San Diego, Calif.
— Granted mod. CP which authorized
applicant
furnish tosustaining
and
commercialsotoprograms
XEC Tijuana,
Mexico,
as to substitute
in lieu
thereof XEAZ Tijuana, Mexico.
Mutual Bcstg. System, Inc., New
York, N.thorityY.to transmit
— Grantedprograms
extensionto CKLW
of au(Continued on page 112)

In Green Bay, Radio Is More
Than "Just
SINCEEntertainment"
WJPG
gave
this concentrated
do market
95 millionwell-toretail
sales — 39"More
millionReason
farm income
— 35 million
industrial income
to and
Listenthe Oftener"
We Emphasize
the Exclusive
Local.
We have the mass audience in
this
favorite
test
It's "PG" for news — market
the first
and the most.
It's "PG" for sports — in one of
America's most
areas.sports minded
It's "PG" for listenable music
THE RADIO SERVICE OF THE GREEN BAY
PRESS GAZETTE
ASK McGILLVRA
WJPG- GREEN BAY, WIS. -(1440 K)
October 1, 1951
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Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Bcstg.
Way grantOhio-Sky
Columbus, issued
decision
final
Corp.ing FCC
station on
AM conditions.
new
for
application
daytime;
1580 kc, 1 kw,
DW^onSePOnio-Stephen
H. Kovalan.
apgranting
FCC issuedplicationfinal
on 1570
AM station
for new decision
Deciconditions.
daytime;
w,
kc, 250sion Sept. 27.
INITIAL DECISIONS
ExPa.— Hearing
WQAN aminerScranton,
iniissued
B. Hutchison
Hughfavoring
request
ofdaytime
denial
tial
decision
w,
500
kc,
630
switchkc,from
for
250 w, fulltime. Decision
to 1450
SWXKW aminerAlbany,
N.Litvin
Y.— issued
Hearinginitial
ExFanney N. denial
for
of request
decision favoring
permit
construction
of
modification
pattern;to
antenna interferchange directional
demonstrated
of Boston and KOA
also, inenceview
WHDH
with
reduce
WXKW is ordered
Denver,
from 10tokw to. 1
nighttime
its
kw.
Decision power
Sept. 26.
Hearing
Kan.—
KSOK Arkansas
initialn deBondCity,ofissued
J. D. denial
Examiner
for
applicatio
cision favoring

FCC roundup Wf
New Grants
nts, Transfers, Changes, Applications

lG SUMMARY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 27
ScO
SOX.Summary
of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Hearing
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
2789
AM
Stations
•
.
.
.
2,297
2,279
123
FM
651
In114
516
TV Stations
Stations
108 561
87 10121
* On the air.

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 111)
Decisions Cont. :
Windsor, Ont. for period beginning
NBurnstroit,Avenue
Baptist
Church,of Deauextension
Granted
thorityMich.—
to transmit
religious
period
theprograms
for
Ont.
CKLW Windsor,
tobeginning
Oct.
10.
Mo.— onDesignated
forKUMO
hearing Columbia,
Nov 16,
of completion
extension
forin Washington
application
date
from
June
15
to
Oct.
15kwon unl.
CP
for
new
station
on
950
kc
1
DA, authorized June 8, 1949.
WIBK Knoxville,
Tenn.— Upon peti-to
extended
operatetion,
ondays
800 after
kctemporary
1 entry
kw D oftoauthority
31 or
until
30
aDec.decision
byof Columbia,
U. S. Courtwhich
of Appeals
for
DistrictIn
ever
is
shorter.
event that bysaidDec,appeal
has not been
terminated
31, petitioner
may
apply for further extension
of temp,
auth.
.,
The
following
stations
were
granted
renewal
of
licenses
for
the
regular
period: WAYB
Va.; WBLT
Bedford,
Va.; Waynesboro,
WCVA W.Culpeper
, Va
WGKV
Charleston,
Va.; WVEC
Hampton,
Va.;
WWW
Fairmont
W
VaCumberland,
• WARK Hagerstown,
Md.;
WCUM
Md.; WLOH Princeton,
W.FM Va.;
WBCC
Bethesda,
Md.;
WWODLynchburg,
Va. Ind.— On petition
WJVA
South Bend,
of WJVA,
orderedand applications
ren
e
w
a
l
o
f
license
transfer hearing
of for
control
designated
foron consolidated
in
Washington
Oct.
29.
KCIJ and Frequency Bcstg. System,
Inc.,
Shreveport,
La.—
Denied
petition
toMayreconsider
and
set asidefor order
of
16 which
designated
hearing
application
forforlicense
to coverof CP,
andof
application
assignment
CP
KCIJ
tosameFrequency
Bcstg.
System
and
grant
without
hearing.
Further
ordered
that
hearingOrleans
in thiscommencing
proceeding
beOct. held
in
New
24.
.,
KTXC Big Spring, Tex— Denied peti-

change from daytime only to fulltime
with 100quencywof 1280nightkc on
presentpow_er
freand itsSept.
daytime
of 1 kw etc. Decision
27.
MEMORANDUM
AND ORDEROPINION
FortdumStockton,
— ByFCCmemoranand Tex.
order,
denied
request
ofopinionTrans-Pecos
Bcstg. Co.
oral argument
on
its
petition
for for
re-28
consideration oforder released
Aug.
which
denied
Trans-Pecos'
petitionissues
for
leave
to
intervene
and
enlarge
in matter of revocation of construction
permit
Sept. 26.for KFST Ft. Stockton. Order
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Norfolk, 1050Va.kc,— 500Rollins
Bcstg. EstiInc.
Granted
w, daytime.
tion forsion's action
reconsideration
Commisof March for
14,ofdesignating
for
hearing
application
renewal
of
license
of
KTXC,
and
for
grant
Further ordered that hearing ofinsame.
this
proceedingmencinbeg Oct. 30.held in Big Spring comSeptember 27 Applications . . .
WFNC
N.power
C— Mod. for
CP
toextension
changeFayetteville,
offrequency,
completion
date.Iowaetc,
KRNT-FM
Des
Moines,
—
Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
completion date.
License for CP
CPKPAM
new AMPortland,
station. Ore.— License for
Sturgeon
Bay, Wis.— License
forWDOR
CP
new
AM
station.
CPWHOS-FM
new FM Decatur,
station. Ala. — License for
S. C— License
forWCOS-FM
CP newWaverly,
FMColumbia,
station.
KWAR
Iowa— License
for
CP
new
non-commercial
FM station. TV— Ch. 5 . educational
KSD-TV ERP St.fromLouis,
Mo.— CP to into 100 crease
kw vis. 50 16kw kwaur.vis.etc.8 kw aur.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KDKD Clinton,
RETURNED application for licenseMo.—renewal.

SERVICE
Twenty-four years of faithful service
to American agriculture makes WIBW
the most-listened-to-station in Kansas
and adjoining states.

WIBW
Page 112 • October 1, 1951

TheVaice^/Kansas
in TOPE KA

County and
Statetheatre
Bank; manager;
John A. Flache,
farmer
Hubert
F. Nelson,
ness. Filedradio
Sept.sales
26. and service busiDenver, ofCol.—
New York
Institute
Cincinnati,
Ohio,Technical
1380 kc,
5 kw, atingday;cost $75,000;
estimatedrevenue
cost $33,615;
oper$85,000.
App
l
i
c
a
n
t
h
a
s
also
filed
for
a
new
station in Cincinnati. Filed Sept. AM25.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WLAD Berkshire
Danbury,Bcstg.
Conn.—
control
Corp.,Transfer
licensee,of
from
RobertP. J.Previdi
Doran,to John
C. B.Doran
and
John
James
Lee
through
of 75% interest
Mr. Lee sale
is president
of Frankfor H.$30,000.
Lee
Co., hat manufacturers,
and part-owner
Nutmeg
StateTV Bcstg.
Co.
which has
applied
for
station
in
Waterbury,
Conn. Filed Sept. 24.
KHAS Hastings,Bcstg.
Neb.—Co.,
Transfer
of
control
licensee,
from twoFredNebraska
A. Seatonof his
to Fred
SeatonN.
and
members
family,A. Fay
Richard
through $15,sale
ofand
interestM.Fred
forSeaton,
approximately
100.46%Whereas
Seaton now owns
69%,
he
and
his
father
and
brother
will
each own 23% after transfer. Filed
Sept.
WJHO24. from
Opelika,
— Assignment of
license
old Ala.
partnership
one including
Miles
H. Ferguson tod/bnewas
Opelika-Auburn
Bcstg.
Co. $7,500
Mr. Ferother partners
for his gusonVi paysinterest.
Filed Sept.
24. plus
KMCO
Conroe,
Tex.
—
Assignment
license from partnership d/b as Mont-of
gomeryCounty
CountyBcstg.
Bcstg. Co.Co.Inc.,
to aMontgomery
new
corporation
Filed
Sept. 24.owned by same partners.
KWRN
Reno,
Nev.
—
Acquisition
of
negative
Nevada
Radio-TelevisionnoldsInc.,control
licensee,
by
Donald
W.
Reythroughowner
purchase
of 50%Brown
interest
from
100%
Kenyon
for
$1,250.
Mr. Reynolds
is Co.majority
owner
ofKFSA-AM-FM
Southwestern
Pub.
which
owns
Ft. Smith, Ark., KBRS
Springdale,
and Oklahoma
has appliedCity,
for
TV
stations Ark.,
in Tulsa,
Las Vegas
and Okmulgee
Little Rock;
he KAKE
owns
part
of
KHBG
Okla.,
Wichita, Kan. and WIKK Erie, Pa.; he
isCorp.,
also applicant
part-ownerfor aofTVEriestation
Television
there.
Filed Sept.
25.
WGAD from
Gadsden,
Ala. Newspapers
— Assignment Inc.of
license
General
to Coosa Bcstg. Co. Inc. for $46,000
plus.
Principals
PresidentThe W.Gadsden
Curtis
DeLamar
(60%), arepublisher
Times; Lamar
Secretary-Treasurer
SaraPresiDe(30%),
housewife;
Vice
dentdent.MaryFiledJune
(10%), stuSept. DeLamar
26.
WSBB New
Smyrna from
Beach,old Fla.—
Asship to newsignment of license
partnership
d/b aspartnerBeach
Bcstg.ter T. Co.
James
D.
King
Jr.
and
WalSlattery retain their y3 interest.
Roland
Jordan Filed
Jr. buys
J. 26.G. Cobble's
V3 WCAZ
for $5,000.
Sept.
Carthage,
111.—Service
Transfer
control
Superior
Bcstg.
Inc. toofof
Zola
N.interest
Comptonfromthrough
purchase
100%
Chicago
Title
&
Trust
and trustee
estate
ofCo.,her executor
Robert26.of
E. Compton,
fordeceased
$25,450. husband,
Filed Sept.
Mich. H.— Assignment
ofWMUS
licenseMuskegon,
Cross,
rer, tofrom
GreaterGeorge
Muskegon
Bcstrs.
Inc. No ceiveconsideration.
Assignment
is
by operation
of
law
pursuant
to
discharge of receiver in bankruptcy. Filed
Sept.
26.
KCRVment of license
Caruthersville,
Mo.— Assignfrom owned
Pemiscot
Inc.
to partnership
by Bcstrs.
same
stockholders,
Pemiscot
Bcstrs.
KRON-FM-TV
San
Francisco,
Calif.
— Transfer
of
negative
control
Chronicle Pub. Co.,andlicensee,
from
Kathleento
Y.Charles
Thieriot
NionPhyllis
R. Tucker
Thieriot
and
M.
through
appointment
of latter
asTucker
new
trustees
of 25%Filed
each.Sept.
No 26.monetary
consideration.
WPMP
Pascagoula,
Miss.
—
Acquisition
of control Crest Bcstg. Co., licensee,
by Hugh O. Jones, present
stockholder,
through
$568. Filedpurchase
Sept. 27.of 568 shares for

cost $19,990. Rollins
ismated
also construction
licensee
Granted
Sept. 26.of WRAD Radford, Va.
WOOKfromSilver
Md.—kc,Granted
switch
1590 Spring,
kc to 1600
1 kw,
daytime
and Spring
change toin Rockville.
transmitter
site from onlySilver
KEPOcrease toElnighttime
Paso, Tex.—
Granted
from
kwin-kc
toand10 make
kw withchanges
10 kw power
daytime
on 6905 DA;
in
nighttime
engineering
conditions.GRANTS
TRANSFER
KOLT Scottsbluff,
assignment of licenseandtoNeb.—
new Granted
partnership
of L. L. Hilliard
Ruth
K. Hilliard
d/b
as
Hilliard
Co.
Former
partner,
Russell
Hand, sold
1% interest
L. L. A.Hilliard
for his$1,000.
Grantedto
Sept. 21.
KGPH Flagstaff, Ariz.—
Granted asBcstg. Co. signtoment of license
Frontier from
Bcstg.Flagstaff
Co. to
effect changeporation.from
partnership
Granted Sept. 21. to corKXOX
Sweetwater,
Tex.—
Granted
assignment
of license & from
Sweetwater
Radioent Inc.
company.to Radio
Granted News
Sept. Inc.,
18. parWKYB-WKYC
(FM) ofPaducah,
Ky.—
Granted
assignment
license
from
Paducah
Newspapers
WKYB
Inc. for $17,400.19
cash Inc.
and to$114,460.15
in bonds
to be adjusted.
News corporatialso
on is controlled
the Paxton
family,
who
control26. byPaducah
Newspapers.
Granted
Sept.
WREV-AM-FM Reidsville, N. C. —
Granted
acquisition
oflicensee,
control byReidsCo. Sr.,
Die,present
WilliamvilleM. Bcstg.
Oliver
through
purchase
of other50%50%owner,for
$3,500
plus certain
obligations
C. R. Oliver
Sr. Granted
Sept. 26.from
WHLN
Harlan,
Ky.acquisition
and WNVAof negaNorton,tiveVa.—control
Granted
Blanfox
Radio
Co.,
lic
e
n
s
e
o
f
both
stations,
by
R.
B.
Helms
and
Jack
T. Helms
whothrough
increaseissuance
their
stock
interest
to
50%
of four shares (6.25% interest) to J. T.
Helms tion.
as payment
Granted Sept.for26. $2,001.90 obligaKBUC Corona,
Calif.—
sand
ignment of license
fromGranted
Elmer as-toJ.
Bucknum
15 limited
partners
Mr.
Bucknum
and
12
limited
for $5,885.02. Granted Sept. 26.partners
WOW-AM-TV
— Granted
transfer
of controlOmaha,
Radio Neb.
Station
WOW
Inc., licensee,
from
Francis
P. Matt-to
hews
and
six
other
stockholders
Meredith
Engineering
Co.
for
$2,525,000.
Meredith
Meredith Engineering
Pub. Co. andis subsidiary
owns WHENof
Syracuse,
N. Y.,for and
has and
TV applications
pending
Albany
Rochester, N. Y. [BROADCASTING
TELE-26.
CASTING, Aug. 13]. Granted •Sept.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Montrose,
Montrose
Bcstg.
Corp.,
960
kc,Pa. 1— $17,506.95;
kw,
day; estimated
construction
year
operating costcost
$16,500; revenue,first$16,500.
Montrose Bcstg. is organized as a nonnon-stock corporation.
cipprofit,
als are President
W.Montrose
Douglas PrinRoe,
executive
secretary
Bible
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
Conference;
Secretary
Arthur
Kuschke, vice president F. E. ParkhurstW.
One
the leading
and
Insurance
Inc.,
Wilkes-Barre;
Treasurer Lynnothers.
L. Rider,Filed
retired
oldestof schools
of Radio
and four
Sept.accountant,
26.
Technology
In
America,
offers
Lamesa, Tex.— Citizens Bcstg. Co.,
trained Radio
and Television tech-Its
1360 kc,operating
1 kw, day;
estimated
cost
dustry. nicians to the Broadcasting In$19,250;
cost
$30,000;
revenue
Address inquiries
to
$40,000.
One-fifth
are David
E. J.
Watkins,
ownergeneral
realpartners
estate
firm;
DirectorINC.
RCAPlacement
INSTITUTES,
R.
Worley,
manager
KTFY
Brownfield,
Tex.
and
V±
owner
New
A Service of Radio Corporation
Frontier
Co. (applicant
new
AM stationBcstg.
in Seminole,
Tex.);forBruce
C.
Zorns,
vice
president
Brownfield
State Bank & Trust Co. and Yoakum
BROADCASTING
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ANA Spotlight
(Continued from page 2U)
vision and validation of media
studies, and (5) to foster whatever
other research as may further the
science of advertising and marketing. Media studies supervised
under the new plan may include
broadcast media as well as the
printed media which formerly were
the exclusive area of the foundaattention. fees will range
ARF tion's
membership
from $150 to $2,000, based on advertising expenditures, agency billings or income from sales of advertising space or time. The expanded foundation will not provide
research services, it was emphasized, but will help only in the
direction, planning or examination
or research done by the usual professional research organizations.
Marion Harper Jr., president of
McCann-Erickson, answered "Is
Adertising Suffering From Overproduction?" bysaying
the ifquestion is comparable
to asking
too
many ideas are being produced.
The function of advertising, he said,
is to produce new ideas and to effect
action on them in competition with
other ideas; that advertising is not
capable of over or under supply.
Increase in radio advertising has
been the greatest, he pointed out,
having gone up 184% in dollars
and 75% in hours since 1940.
"A 12-Year Cycle of Advertising
Expenditures"
M. L.
McElroy, vice presented
president by
of ANA,
indicated that advertising expenditures for member companies have
risen 2% times, while sales ha^e
increased 3% times. He also
found that a greater part of selling
expenses is now given to advertising, indicating greater dependence
on advertising in the total marketing job.
Members reported that, whereas
production by government contract
has increased, product shortages
have risen only slightly. The defense program has affected relatively few budgets, but more
than half the organizations have
altered budgets as a result of rising
advertising costs, Mr. McElroy said.
About 70% of the companies expect a rise in sales during 1952
and 20% expect to equal their present volume, while 50% expect to

increase their budgets. Advertising budgets will remain, he reported, at essentially the 1951 level.
The final program feature, sponsored by the Advertising Council
under the chairmanship of Fairfax
M. Cone, board chairman for Foote,
Cone & Belding, was "America Is
at War
Today."of Benton
William & R.Bowles;
Baker
Jr.,
president
Henry G. Little, vice president of
Campbell-Ewald Co., and Robert
R. Mathews, General Foods Corp.
advertising director, presented
ways advertisers could participate
in the battle of ideologies.
CBS correspondent Hottelet, who
flew back from Germany to address
the advertisers, received prolonged
applause for his description of communist propaganda methods.
Describing youth rallies held in
Berlin, he explained the techniques
used there as "a staple diet of
daily
The propaganda."
Kremlin now uses U. S. advertising methods, he said, for
propaganda
by police.
Power— backed
of Persuasion
"The
power
of
persuasion,
the
knack of simple appeal, repetition
and the all-out campaign are employed on a scale which even
America has never known," he
said.
"Propaganda
and where
hate have
been raised to the pitch
open
war seems the logical and inevitable next step
in history."
Formal
dinner
for ANA delegates Tuesday evening had stage
show entertainment planned and
produced by ABC.
Sessions closed with a luncheon
Wednesday at which C. D. Jackson,
president
the National
Committee for Freeof Europe,
on leave
from
Fortune magazine, described the
work of Radio Free Europe.
RFE, he said, has adopted American advertising and sales techniques — including singing commercials— for the business of selling America. That technique, he
added, is one of the real reasons
for the impact of RFE and is building hope against the psychosis of
dispair.
are reaching
audience,"
he "We
assured
ANA, andour the
U. S.,
once very close to becoming a nation
of
"so-whatters,"
is
realizing,
he feels, a new surge that will
counteract the fanaticism of communism in Europe.
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West Answers
(Continued from page 2U)
based on the most commonly accepted, objective, and independent
data available, he said. Time span
of the report was based upon members' needs and pertained to radio
only since the advent of television,
in order to avoid the complexities
of wartime and postwar growth of
radio.
Comparisons between the value
of radio and other media were not
made, it was explained, because
evaluations would have been too
subjective to be of worth.
The studies also did not purport
to furnish specific information on
differences
of television's
effect theon
different programs
and stations,
president
remarked.
"The has
impact
of
television
undoubtedly
not
been uniform for all radio programs at a given hour, for all radio
stations in a given city, or for all
radio networks," he said, adding
that members' own research sources
could be used to gauge the extent
of those differences.
"It should
reaffirm
the hardly
interestbe ofnecessary
the ANAto
in the sound progress of all advertising media," Mr. West emphaProclaiming theandmutual
tersized.
est of advertisers
media in-to
have effective communication channels available under the free enterprise system,
he concluded,
"for
this reason
particularly,
the ANA
regrets that its following of a traditional practice
in issuing
the the
series of radio
studies
has been
cause of misgivings in radio circles,
and hopes that this statement may
contribute toward a realization of
the true and proper purpose of
these reports."

JONES AGENCY
To Carry On, Ad Says
DUANE JONES, president of
Duane Jones Co., ran full-page
newspaper advertisements in the
New York Times and Herald-Tribune last Thursday, assuring his
friends that he is remaining in the
advertising agency business, despite
the recent changes in his company.
Preceding the announcement of
the ad on Thursday, Mr. Jones appeared Tuesday as principal speaker at a meeting of the Assn. of advertising Men in New York.
He told the group that he was
still planning to sue his ex-employees, but on attorney's
was not revealing
the grounds.advice
He did say that he was going to
continue his agency and that he
had two clients which had refused
to leave him and upheld their faith
in him. He expected to go on a
European trip around Oct. 12 for
two months and then return to
work at the agency, to rebuild it.
New WBAL Aide
APPOINTMENT of Thomas J.
White Jr. as manager of news and
publicity
WBAL-AM-TV
more wasforannounced
last week.BaltiHe
has been a newspaperman since
1939. For the past year, he worked
for the Baltimore News-Post as
picture editor. The paper and the
station are Hearst-owned properties.
TRIED and PROVED
for 5 YEARS

A Dramatized
Telestatus
(Continued from page 92)
Industrial
focused, with not too much contrast,"
Dr.
Foote'
advised.
He
favors light in the viewing room, but
Educational
not placed so it reflects on the tube.
* * *
Program
Rate Card No. 8 Issued
By WPTZ Philadelphia
for Employees
WPTZ Philadelphia last week issued a new rate card, this one On WBRY since 1945. Just
No. 8, effective, today.
New WPTZ rate structure calls renewed on upper N. Y. station. Now available for your
for a one-time rate of $1,500 per
Class A hour of program time; city. Programs run 5 minutes: Can be adapted to
$1,125
per
Class
B
hour
and
$750
for Class C.
Announcements are set at $300 special local situations.
FOR AUDITION RECORDS
each in Class A time, $225 in Class
AND INFORMATION
B, and $135 for Class C.
WRITE
H. Reid Smith
FUNERAL services for Henry
Reid Smith, 29, who died Sept. 15
following a heart attack, were held
Sept. 17 in his home city, Bloomington, Ind. Mr. Smith was program director for WJBF Augusta,
Ga.

WBRY
5,000 WATTS
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TRUMAN SECURITY ORDER
DRAWS DISTRICT 12 FIRE
STRONG resolution condemning President
Truman's security
29)
unanimously
adoptedorder
Friday(seeat story
closingpagesession
of NARTB District 12 in Wichita (early story
on meeting page 32).
New order gives government agency heads
"unassailable right to classify their own information as to its releasability," resolution
said,
creating
danger"dissemination
power may beof
exercised
to "obvious
prevent free
news. District opposed order as "violation of
the public interest." District Director Jack
Todd, ident
KAKE
Truman Wichita,
of action.directed to notify PresOther resolutions followed pattern of previous meetings, opposing Benton Bill and endorsing BMI, BAB, Director Todd, Dr. Forrest
L.
Whan's
speechofficials
and Wichita
Kiwanis
Glee
Club.
NARTB
and Station
Relations
Dept. commended. Efforts to depreciate value
of radio medium condemned.
Sales clinic conducted Friday afternoon by
BAB President William B. Ryan and Lee Hart,
of BAB Chicago office. Taking part were George
Collison, KOCY Oklahoma City; Budd Blust,
KTUL Tulsa; Dale McCoy, KFBI Wichita;
Gerald Barker, WREN Topeka; Allen Page,
KSWO Lawton, Okla.; Ray Jensen, KSAL
Salina, and George Higgins, KMBC Kansas
City.
BASEBALL PROBE PLANS
FURTHER CONFERENCES scheduled between organized baseball executives and Justice Dept., following meeting last week between
Ben Fiery, Cleveland attorney for American
League, and Louis F. Carroll, New York attorney for National League, with H. Graham
Morison, Assistant Attorney General in charge
of Anti-Trust Division. Meetings part of fourmonth investigation by Justice Dept. into
monopoly aspects of organized sports, with
particular
emphasis on exclusive radio and
TV broadcasts.
ABC CANADIAN SERIES
RADIO drama series, Stage 52, heard for eight
years over Canadian Broadcasting Co., will
be heard over ABC-Radio starting Sunday,
Oct. 14, 6:30-7:30 p.m. (EST). Weekly series,
describedertorybygroupone
as having
"best Conrepon critic
the North
American
tinent"
will
offer
Strindberg's
"The
Father"
for its American premiere, to be followed by
plays
Canadianranging
works. from Shakespeare to original
CBS-TV LEASES THEATRE
CBS Television Division leasing Monroe Theatre, former motion picture theatre at 76th
and First Ave., New York, under five-year
contract. Upon conversion it will be CBSTV's 14th (and largest) studio in New York.
It's ready
to be for
designated
"StudioWaring
61," isShow
slatedandto
be
use by Fred
two, perhaps three, five-a-week daytime programs about mid-December.
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ROGERS, DILLARD FORM
GOOD MUSIC HOOKUP
NEW "good music network" between Washington and Boston to open Oct. 7 under cooperative venture started by M. Robert Rogers,
vice president and general manager of WGMSAM-FM Washington, and Everett L. Dillard,
president of WASH (FM) Washington and
Continental FM Network.
Five programs by Budapest Quartet from
Library of Congress will be fed in October
over Continental high-fidelity facilities. Carrying programs will be WWIN-AM-FM Baltimore; WFLN (FM) Philadelphia; WNYCAM-FM New York and KE2XCC Alpine,
N. J.; WGBH (FM) Boston and Yale U. campus station at New Haven. First program to
be heard 3-5 p.m. Oct. 7. Backers of new
hookup contend strong program distribution
over networks should provide basis for FM
development. Both AT&T and off-the-air pickups involved.
PRO FOOTBALL TELECASTS
STARTED BY DU MONT
DuMONT will telecast from one to three pro
football games — utilizing 26 of 60 National
Football League contests it has contracted for
— every Sunday through Dec. 23. Network
will be split on regional basis with 27 stations
participating in coverage that will bring every
National League team before cameras at least
once. League championship game Dec. 23 will
cap series.
First game was scheduled yesterday (Sunday) between Philadelphia Eagles and Chicago
Cardinals in Chicago. Game was to be beamed
to 14 cities, primarily in midwest, but like all
games scheduled, was not to be shown in New
York because league ruling forbids television
when local team is playing.
Atlantic Refining Co. through N. W. Ayer
and
Americathrough
(Carling's
Cap Brewing
Ale, BlackCorp.
Labelof Beer),
BentonRed&
Bowles and Lang, Fisher, & Stashower, Cleveland, for their respective nroducts, will share
sponsorship of all Cleveland Browns games.
Atlantic and Pittsburgh local Chevrolet dealers, through Ketchum. MacLeod & Grove,
Pittsburgh, sponsor all Pittsburgh Steelers
games, and Atlantic alone will sponsor Philadelphia Eagles.
DUANE JONES PLANS SUIT
DUANE JONES, president of Duane Jones Co.,
said Friday former advertising client would be
named as defendant with nine former employes
in million-dollar suit to be filed in New York
next week. He affirmed his decision to remain
in advertising business. He will retain part
of present quarters, cutting space from 17,000
feet to 2,000. He also predicted he would start
with about $1.5 million billing for coming year
as compared with the $15 million he had.
Although Mr. Jones did not reveal accounts
he is retaining it was understood that Bonomo
candy would be one of them.

Closed Circuit |
(Continued from page U )
50 kw Los Angeles radio key.
WORLD SERIES will be seen in several nonTV cities. AT&T approached by number of
broadcasters and theatre owners along microwave-coaxial routes for permission to pickup
and close-circuit telecasts of baseball classic
which begins Oct. 3 It will not identify its
"customers," but one is KFEL Denver, which
has equipment and number of sets ready for
use. Another in same city is Wolfberg theatre
chain [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20].
WAS FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy offered I
executive post with Ford Foundation? Story
is that just before his reappointment last June
offer was made by James Webb Young, consultant to foundation, but FCC chairman on
very next day declined, having informed President Truman he would accept reappointment. <
Understood offer was for $35,000 per year,
with headquarters at Pasadena, Calif.
WRITERS of first drafts of NARTB television code, with one eye on legislators and
other on listener reaction, proposing seal of
approval for code subscribers and stiff
penalties for violators.
SUCCESSOR to Leslie Harris, program manager of NBC radio, who becomes director of
television and radio for Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co. (see story page 54), expected to be
executive within production department.
UNDERSTOOD
number ofOct.broadcasters
interested
in attending
2 meeting are
of * '
LeBlanc Corp. (Hadacol) creditors, to be held
in New York. Tonic firm has spent millions
annually on radio.
FCC SEES NEW COLOR TUBE
FCC'S
COLOR TVBureau
engineering
quadrum-B.
virate — Broadcast
Chief Curtis
Plummer, Chief Engineer Edward W. Allen
Jr., Technical
ResearchDivision
DivisionChiefChiefEdward
William Boese, Laboratory
W. Chapin
—
saw
Paramount-Chromatic
tricolor tube in action Friday in New York.
Earlier in week they toured RCA Victor's
Lancaster, Pa., tube plant, saw also the RCAdeveloped tri-color tube.
TELFORD TAYLOR NAMED
TELFORD TAYLOR, 43-year-old counsel of
Joint Committee on Educational Television,
nominated Friday by President Truman to be
administrator of Small Defense Plants Administration. He represented
U. S.was
in prosecution of Nazi war
criminals and
former
FCC general counsel.
CBS RENAMES SPOT DIVISION
RADIO
SALES,unit,
CBSrenamed
Radio Division's
representation
CBS Radiostation
Spot
Sales effective today (Monday). Ralph W.
Goshen, of CBS-owned WBBM Chicago sales
staff, appointed account executive of CBS Radio Spot Sales.
BRICKER SECURITY BILL
A BILL calling for repeal of President Truman's security order covering release of information by federal agencies introduced in
Senate late Friday by Sen. John W. Bricker
(R-Ohio) (see story, page 29).
BROADCASTING
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That's what you want, isn't it? In advertising that means more sales impressions
per dollar spent.
No other medium can approach radio in reaching a lot of people at low cost.
In a market that is nearly 1/1 Oth of America, one station— WLW— reaches
more people more frequently and at lower cost than any
other medium available.
If you're really serious about wanting more for your advertising dollar,
if you're concerned about the cost of reaching people, you should see the new
presentation, "What Price People?" We'll be glad to show you
this factual story about—

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE- ABLE STATION

J
1

Electron tubes are the nerve ends of
military intelligence— in systems
set up and maintained by RCA Service
Company field engineers.

E/ecfron

7c/6&

With the rapid advance of airplanes, tanks, fast
ships, and mechanized weapons, a swift, sure
means of communication and detection is as important asthe weapons themselves. It is provided
—by electron tubes and electronics.
So important is this area of military intelligence
that RCA Service field engineers— here and abroad—
have lifted their efforts to new peaks. Working with
our Armed Forces, they install and maintain such
communications systems as short-wave radio and portable radiotelephones. They work with systems of

h/M

a m/'/ffary m/nc/

detection, such as radar. They help ships and planes
navigate with loran and shoran. These engineers are
the link between research developments made at RCA
Laboratories— and America's military strength.
The number of RCA field engineers has tripled since
World War II. And they serve where needed, wherever
an electron tube's "military
mind"
*
* can
* be of military use.
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and electronics
at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street, N. Y. Admission isfree. Radio Corporation of America, RCA Ruilding,
Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

Practical training of military personnel
—in classes, factory, and the field— is a
basic
work part
with ofourRCA
ArmedService
Forces.Company';

f?J\£>/<> CORPORATION o-f AMERfCA
PVor/c/ l-eac/er/r? 'Rac/Zo — ffrsf' /n ~7e/ew's/on
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WOR-tv channel 9

New TheYork's
greatest
tvgame,sports
station
programming
World Series, Brooklyn
Dodgers, All-Star baseball
boxing, wrestling, collegiate
basketball, pro and collegiate football highlights...
expands

its 1951

fall schedule!
•luntary Censors
\sked by Trunn
Page 25

igins on Page 6*5

Monday-Boxing,
IBC Bouts
St. Nicholas
Arena from
* Tuesday-Boxing from Westchester County Center
Wednesday— Wrestling, from Ridgewood Grove (in
October); Basketball, from Columbia,
Fordham and St. Francis College...
from their own gyms (in December)
* Thursday-Boxing, from Sunnyside Gardens
Friday— Wrestling, from Jamaica Arena
* Saturday-Boxing, from Ridgewood Grove

The station whose main events on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday attracted a 41%
larger audience than the Madison Square
Garden events during the 1950-51 season
now brings you the strongest sports lineup ever seen on any tv station
1^ F
3

These top-premium sports availabilities guaranteed against
preemption. . . at a cost any sponsor can afford.
write, wire or phone
WOR-tv
channel 9
year

at 1440 Broadway, in New York
Bouts under the supervision of one of the greatest promoters and matchmakers in the fight game, Joe McKenna.-

M.C. Donald "Red" Blanchard — teller of humorous tales

INTRODUCING
THE

RED &LANCUAM)
A New Concept in WLS Morning Programming
. . . offering advertisers a tremendous Midwest Audience at
Economical Participation Rates!

SHOW
-with Donald "Red" Blanchard
and featuring Captain Stubby
and the
Buccaneers and Phyllis Brown

Presenting "The Red Blanchard Show"— a new, exciting live-talent participation program, 7:00-7:40 each morning, Monday thru Saturday. Using the
WLS pre-tested, time-proven formula of live-talent block programming, "The
Red Blanchard Show" is offering listeners a Saturday night Revue for morning enjoyment! In addition, each day Captain Stubby and the Buccaneers,
famous NATIONAL BARN DANCE favorites are featured — plus other
outstanding WLS entertainers. Comedian Donald "Red" Blanchard, the midwest's laughable comic favorite, M.C.'s the entire revue.
There is something to please all tastes: Service features — weather— time —
temperature; comedy; musical favorites both vocal and instrumental — all
combined in that informal, friendly manner which has proven so enormously
successful on the Saturday night NATIONAL BARN DANCE.
A. C. Nielsen's Chicago Station Area Reports have consistently shown the
7:00-7:40 A.M. WLS time to reach top available audiences. Your Blair man
can give you complete audience information.
WLS accepting, believing morning listeners are being reached, and most
economically, too! Each day's program is designed for sales on an effective
participation basis, with live or transcribed announcements.

—
from Captain
musical Stubby
mad-capsand tothesoftBuccaneers
interpretations

See your Blair man today for complete details on the
Red Blanchard Show— profitably programmed for you.
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The Phyllis
Little Melody
Brown — Miss

P rovidehce

ounir
WHIM

Leads All Independents

Hooper proves ,
WHIM not only leads all stations in Providence -* morning
and afternoon , *
but . . .
WHIM

also tops all independents throughout the United

States - morning• and afternoon. * *
No Baseball - Just Music & News

* Providence Hooper ; June - July , 1951
* * Independent Station ranking , Hooper ; June • July , 1951

1000 watts WHIM
1110 kc
Providence, Rhode Island
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The

Action

Suits

the

During the most recent visit of the Red Cross
Bloodmobile to Wilmington, WDEL-TV's
local news reporter, James Adshead, was
among several hundred men and women
who contributed blood for use in Korea. A
WDEL-TV news cameramanfilms theevent
for telecasting on "Delaware Newsreel.''''
The local news program, "Delaware Newsreel" is presented four times weekly. For
this program, two WDEL-TV cameramen cover
all important news events in Wilmington and
surrounding areas. During September, Adshead
appealed for volunteers to support the Red Cross
Campaign for blood, and suiting action to the
words, he was one of the first in line the morning

WDEL
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Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

Words . . .
the drive opened. Films made of him in the Red
Cross Bloodmobile were shown on "Delaware
Newsreel" the
samesuccess
night.of This
TV publicity
contributed
to the
the drive
. . . and
helped to create active interest among hundreds
of future blood donors.
The "Delaware Newsreel" telecasts are but
one of the many local programs carried by
WDEL-TV in an endeavor to meet the public
needs of the communities it serves.
WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • New York
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

* WILL CORNELL U. become the CBS Television laboratory for educational and public
service programs? Under active consideration
is plan whereby broadcast-minded Ivy League
institution would produce programs, acting in
effect as CBS Television educational-public
service headquarters. J. L. Van Volkenburg,
CBS Television president, and Michael R.
Hanna, general manager of Cornell's WHCU
and Rural Radio Network, it's ascertained,
have plan under advisement, with decision expected within fortnight.
SHORTLY TO BE announced will be promotion of William R. McAndrew, general manager of NBC's Washington stations (WRCAM-PM, WNBW (TV)), as director of NBC
television public affairs (news, special events,
etc.) newly created position with headquarters
in New York. Gene Juster, program director
under Mr. McAndrew, expected to succeed him
with Charles de Lozier, commercial manager
of TV, as assistant manager.
" SOME cerned
serious-minded
writers member
of TV code
conover prospect Chicago
meeting,
behind locked doors, may bring revival of 1947
oratorical riot that led to watering down of
original radio standards.
ROUGH going is predicted for any TV code
clause covering amount of time sponsor identification symbols may be shown on screen,
j judging by first reaction to idea.
PUBLIC RESPONSE to the RCA advertisement in New York papers last week reportedly
brought enough requests for tickets to color
demonstrations to make the 10-day exhibition
a standing-room-only hit. Admen pointed out
that answering the ad involved clipping a
coupon.atRCA's
daily which
color tests
will be
given
Centerthree
Theatre,
has seating
capacity of 125 (see story page 74).
PART or all of FCC funds requested for vital
monitoring activities stand good chance of being restored by Senate Appropriations Com_ mittee. After revelation that FCC had tracked
spurious transmitter signals in District of Columbia, members said to look upon monitoring
value in new defense light. Budget sought
$1,340,000, which House committee pared to $1
million and economy-minded House deleted.
YOU can write off new Taft-Hartley election
requirement now pending on Hill as of little
significance to broadcasters. Bill (S 1959)
would permit employer and union to agree on
union shop contract without special election as
heretofore. Amendment would eliminate need
I for new elections in over 4,700 cases, with only
| small minority involving radio-TV. Legislation passed Senate, now pends in House.
Controversy arose with SCOTUS decision in(Continued on page 6)
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MRS. HORTON RCA DIRECTOR;
5(ty VOTED ON COMMON
MRS. DOUGLAS HORTON was elected to
RCA Board of Directors, first woman to serve
in that capacity, at regular board meeting,
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman, announced
Friday. She succeeds Arthur E. Braun, member since 1921, who resigned both his RCA
and NBC directorships.
Mrs. Horton, vice president of Council of
Churches of Christ in America, became first
woman to serve on NBC board when she was
elected to that position last December. As
Mildred McAfee, she served as president of
Wellesley College and as commander of the
Waves during the second World War.
At same board meeting, dividend of 50
cents per share was voted on RCA common
stock, payable Nov. 26 to holders of record
as of the Oct. 19 close. The semi-annual
dividend brings total payment this year to
$1 First
per share.
preferred stock was voted on 87%
cent dividend for the Oct. 1-Dec. 31 period,
payable Jan. 2, 1952, to holders as of Dec. 17.
HARKNESS URGES MEETING
ON CENSORSHIP MUDDLE
MEETING of radio news executives and editors,
including Washington radio and news correspondents, urged Friday by Richard Harkness,
NBC commentator, to clear up confusion over
security and censorship issue (early story
page
While25).President Truman has indicated he has
no immediate plan to revive wartime Office of
Censorship (see editorial page 56), Mr. Harkness said Thursday censorship mixup at White
House had left radio newsmen as well as newspaper correspondents baffled over security
policies. He added Joseph Short, President's
press-radio secretary, would have called in
newsmen at Thursday conference with government news chief if Administration were acting
in good faith.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
TEXCEL SPOTS • Industrial Tape Corp.,
New Brunswick, N. J. (Texcel cellophane tape),
has started spot radio and TV campaign
tripling
company's
normalforadthree
outlay.
Is using
13 and 26-week
contracts
weekly
spot
participations in 11 markets for TV and storecast advertising of 12 spots per week, 13 weeks,
in three radio markets. Agency, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York.
CHICLE MYSTERY • American Chicle Co.,
New York, to sponsor The Top Guy, mystery
drama, on ABC-TV, Wed., 8:30-9 p.m., beginning Oct. 17. Agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.
ZENITH RADIO-TV • Zenith Radio Corp.,
Chicago (hearing aid), will start radio-TV spot
schedule in early November using one-minute
spots in all TV and 120 AM markets, 13 weeks.
Agency, MacFarland-Aveyard, Chicago.
GENERAL MILLS TV # General Mills,
Minneapolis, to sponsor Betty Crocker Star
Time weekly on ABC-TV, 12-12:30 p.m., starting Sat., Nov. 3. Agency, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, New York.
HOUSE PASSES BAN ON
RADIO RECRUITING FUNDS
HOUSE Friday passed and sent to Senate
amendment to defense funds bill to prohibit
use of military funds for all recruitment advertising. Original proposal banned sponsorship onlythemselves
of radio-TV
but conferees
reversed
late shows,
Thursday.
Overall ban provided at end of earlier
Senate amendment which would limit expenditures for Defense Dept. public information
activities to $10,950,000. Proviso adds that
"none of the funds in this act (HR 5054) shall
be used or expended in connection with recruitment advertising including sponsorship of
radio and television shows by the Dept. of
Army, Dept. of the Navy and the Dept. of
the Air Force" (early story page 25).

Mountain Stations Hit
Billfor small
half of Benton's
technical employment relief
BITTER condemnation of Benton "censor- and
medium
stations;
praised
NARTB
Presiboard" proposal
Frident Harold E. Fellows and his administration
dayshipby NARTB
Districtvoted14 atunanimously
Salt Lake City
emphasis
on
activities
protecting
radio's
meeting (early story page 29), with postscript, with
welfare and freedom; criticized attempts to
"Connecticut broadcasters please take note."
bring down radio rates and undermine ecoPostscript
referred
to
Sen.
Benton's
re-elecnomic status of industry; called for cooperation campaign next year.
tion in promotion of peace.
Frontal attack on President Truman's recent
Another resolution commended NARTB
order extending security regulations to headquarters
staff, pointing especially to
civilian agencies also embodied in second
resolution passed unanimously. This further activities concerning such legislation as
O'Mahoney rider to defense bill and its ban
disapproved
"any form agency
of censorship
news on
radio-TV recruitment advertising. Carl
from
any government
with theof single
exception of such news as might actually en- Haverlin, BMI president, was lauded for his
organization's accomplishments.
the security
of the nation."
Other dangerDistrict
14 resolutions,
also adopted
for moreturn
AT page
DEADLINE}
unanimously, voiced appreciation of regime of
District Director William C. Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne, and commended his efforts on beOctober 8, 1951 • Page 5

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
validating union
shop pacts on issue of nonCommunist
affidavits.
In this Issue—
NBC announces innovations for advertisers
and affiliates in far-reaching step which may
alter policies of all networks. Page 23.
Broadcasting, TV employes highest paid in any
industry. Page 23.
Indignation grows over Pres. Truman's order
governing
releaseat ofWhite
government
information. Remarks
House conference
add to confusion. Page 25.
Editorial, "You Can't Say That," sees need for
Office of Censorship to ride herd on indiscriminate government suppression of news.
Page 56.
Hearing set for Nov. 9 on objections to petition
for reorganization filed by LeBlanc Corp.,
producers of Hadacol. Page 27. In Washington the FTC filed a formal complaint
challenging Hadacol claims. Page 84.
Radio today used by more advertisers, investing more money than ever before, Jerry
Stolzoff,bers ofofAdv.
Foote,Federation
Cone & Belding
told mem-at
of America
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Saturday. Page 40.
NARTB President Harold Fellows warns of
inherent dangers to free speech in legislation sponsord by Sen. William Benton (DConn.). Page 29. NARTB District 14 meeting hearssurance plan
to explore
all types of infor stations.
Page 29.
On Capitol Hill House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee called on FCC Chairman Wayne Coy and Commissioners Paul
A. Walker and Robert F. Jones for explanations of application renewal provisions of
the Communications Act. Page 53. Illness
of Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock tempostponedhearings
windup onof nomination
Senate Judi-to
ciaryporarily
Committee
federal judgeship. Page 27. Sen. Edwin C.
Johnson
(D-Col.)of educational
made pithy channel
observation
on reservation
for
TV. Page 71.
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson in third
quarterly report said present inventory of
TV and radio sets will help offset temporary
production decreases. Page 30. The signal
control
to implement
President's power
to seize bill
facilities
under Communications
Act
won sweeping approval from House. Page
37. A Senate-House conference committee
moved to prohibit spending of recruiting
money for radio and TV programs. Page 25.
Among management changes are: Transfer of
Allen L. Haid to vice president and managing director of WSPD, WSPD-TV Toledo; J.
Robert Kerns to vice president and managing director of WSAI Cincinnati and Glenn
Jackson to managing director of WMMN
Fairmont, W. Va., for the Fort Industry Co.
Page 46. John T. Murphy and Kieran T.
Murphy made vice presidents of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. Page 58. Kenneth B.
Murphy named general manager of WORC
Worcester. Page 68. Harry Folts made
manager of WINS New York. Page 24.
Richard A. Stevens made director of Scheideler, Beck and Werner. Page 24.
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WOODS, WARWICK FORM
AGENCY IN NEW YORK
MARK WOODS, former president and vice
chairman of ABC, and J. R. Warwick, former
vice president and director of Warwick &
Legler, announced Friday formation of Woods
& Warwick Inc., advertising agency. Temporary quarters located in Chrysler Bldg.,
New York. Clients and principal personnel
will be announced first of year.
Former vice president and treasurer of
NBC, Mr. Woods organized Blue Network and
was elected its president in January 1942. He
remained president when Blue Network was
purchased by Edward J. Noble and its name
changed to ABC. He was elected vice chairman of ABC in January 1950, resigning
June 1, 1951.
Mr. Warwick began his advertising career
with Frank Presbrey Co. in 1931. He has
been with Warwick & Legler since 1932 as
vice president, stockholder, director, and membertionof plans
1936 such
until accounts
his resigna-as
Oct. 1. board
He hasfromserved
Sherwin-Williams, Vick Chemical Co., William
R. Warner & Co., Motorola, George W. Luft
Co., Capehart-Farnsworth, Kingan & Co., and
Equitable Life Insurance.
FOUR STATION SALES OK#D
FCC approved following station sales Friday:
WIAC San Juan to El Mundo Broadcasting
Corp. (WKAQ) same city for $480,000 [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Aug. 13]; KELP El
Paso to Trinity Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
KLIF, Oak Cliff, Tex., under a lease arrangement [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10] ;
KWIN Ashland, Ore., to Leslie V. Bahr and
James A. Strockland, paying $25,000 for 51.4%
of stock; WBEL Beloit, Wis., positive control
to L. O. Fitzgibbons for $13,333.33 for half of
Lloyd Burlingham's interest.
TV TUBE SALES RISE
AUGUST sales of TV picture tubes to set
makers totaled 210,043 tubes compared to
89,144 in July, according to Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. Of August sales, 98% were 16
inches or larger and 93% rectangular. Eightmonth TV tube sales were 2,851,222 units.
ALTERNATE SPONSORSHIP
Philco Corp. and Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
will alternate sponsorship of Television Playhouse over NBC-TV (Sun., 9-10 p.m. EST)
starting with Goodyear Oct. 14. Agencies,
Hutchins Adv. Co., Philadelphia, and Young &
Rubicam, New York, respectively.

Oct. 8-9: District- 17 NARTB Meeting, Davenport
Hotel, Spokane, Wash.
Oct. 11-12: District 15 NARTB Meeting, Clift
Hotel, San Francisco, Calif.
Oct. 18: Affiliates Committee Meeting, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
Oct. 18: NBC-TV Affiliates Meeting, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
Oct. 19: NARTB Television Membership Meeting, Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
(More Upeomings on page 38)

CHARGE by Dudley LeBlanc that FTC complaint against Hadacol was politically-inspired
because he seeks gubernatorial seat in Louisiana categorically denied in Commission quarters. Authorities point out Hadacol ad claims
were under scrutiny long before Sen. LeBlanc
announced
It's also under
known wraps
that
FTC has hadcandidacy.
formal complaint
for past few months (see story page 84).
WNBC New York planning entry into all-night
broadcasting" field in near future, as soon as
program plans now under development can be
completed.
In thisbe following
move, NBC's
New of York
key station would
example
network's Chicago O&O station, WMAQ.
THOUGH FINAL decision may await Mutual
affiliates' approval of overall MBS-MGM program tieup [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 24], that
it's expected
that the
among
programs
will go into
six existing
evening
hours to be supplied weekly by MGM radio
attractions will be Story of Dr. Kildare, Hardy
Family, Adventures of Maisie, Grade Fields
Show, Crime Does Not Pay, and hour-long
MGM Theatre of the Air.
BAYLOR CHIDES SENATOR
FOR RADIO PREJUDICE
USE of radio advertising for Armed Forces
recruiting can bring more recruits per dollar
spent than any other medium, Dave Baylor,
vice president and general manager of WJMO
Cleveland, wrote Sen. Joseph O'Mahoney (DWyo.)andin space.
answering criticism over use of paid
time
Sen. O'Mahoney is author of amendment to
proposed defense funds bill which would prohibit use of funds for radio and TV recruiting.
Mr. Baylor wrote he was unable to understand why radio is being singled out for criticism in spending advertising money when radio
and TV total combined would be less than
sum spent in other media.
Use of the Frankie Laine program, Bill
Stern sports series and Game of the Week were
defended in letter. Mr. Baylor said Armed
Forces are trying to reach 18-year-olds, who
spend more time listening to radio than reading national weeklies and are more influenced
by radio than by printed media.
As to WJMO, Mr. Baylor said station had
received $761 in 4V2 years from Armed Forces
recruiting advertising but had donated $6,448
in time to same agencies.
"The thing which disturbs me most," he
concluded,
"is more
that inradio,
whichof giving
has un-,
doubtedly done
the way
of
its facilities and talents to Armed Forces
recruiting, without compensation of any kind,
than any other medium, is as usual being
singled out for public criticism. All I want
to know is why?"
SCRANTON TV APPLICATION
TV APPLICATION for Scranton, Pa., filed Friday by WGBI-AM-FM
for Channel
22, 200 for;
kw
radiated
power. Station
plans $326,099
construction, $100,000 per year for operation,
for more AT DEADLINE
see page 106 }
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The Boiling Company

was

founded

on the principle that it is better to
serve

a few, well-managed

thoroughly

stations

than a lot of them

hap-

hazardly. This principle has paid off
for The Boiling Stations! Ask

them I

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR THE XL STATIONS DELIVER THE BIGGER MARKET

if
There

to

are

sell!

In a recent, thorough investigation Advertising
Research Bureau (ARBI) interviewed scores of persons
who shopped in ADVERTISED stores LEARNED that some
people get their information by listening others by
Reading . . .
^^^K
■•

LET US PROVE IT!
Clip this coupon and
receive the "Proof of
Putting"

■35»»*:;:.:..
SDoVa°e

KXL
KXLY
KXLF
KXLL
KXLJ
KXLK KXLQ
Eastern Sales Manager - Wythe Walker - New York
Western Sales Manager - Tracy Moore - Los Angeles
SERVING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
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N ow MORE than 10 per cent of total U. S. retail sales
is concentrated in the prosperous Middle West area
served by Station WMAQ.
Almost 14 billion dollars, an increase of 632 per cent in
dollar volume in the past 10 years, are spent annually for
consumer goods in thriving WMAQ-land where population has increased 13.5 per cent in the past 10 years . . .
where per capita income buying power is 13 per cent
above the national average . . . where home building is
19 per cent above 10 years ago . . . where industrial growth
is first in the nation . . . where more people listen daily to
WMAQ than to any other radio station.
Start cash registers ringing for your product or service
by contacting WMAQ, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, or
your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office NOW.
Sources: Rand McNally 1951 Commercial AtlData,
as, U. S. •Bureau
ofAssociation
Census, Standard
Rate
and
Chicago
and Industry,
BMB Study
No. 2. of Commerce
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Kcrdio reaches customers with split-second speed and gets
immediate action. Economically!
As illustrated by the case of the poultry shipper who found that,
due to postal regulations, he had to sell 5,000 baby chicks (held up by a
shipping delay) within forty-five minutes. He brought his problem to
the attention of kmox (represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales). And kmox
immediately brought the story to the attention of its listeners. The result?
A full five minutes before the deadline, all the chicks were gone
. . . all 5,000 of them sold within forty minutes. By one announcement!
Any time you want to sell— whether it's a one-shot emergency,
a seasonal drive or a sustained year-round campaign — Radio is the way
to do it easily and economically. And the way to use Radio most
effectively in thirteen of your best markets is to use the stations
represented by CBS Radio Spot
*CBS RADIO SPOT SALES represents:
WCBS, 50,000 wotls-New York
WCCO, 50,000 watts-Minneapolis
KMOX, 50,000 watts-St. Louis
WT0P, 50,000 watts-Washington

Sales*
KNX, 50,000 watts-Los Angeles
WCAU, 50,000 watts-Philadelphia
WBBM, 50,000 watts-Chicago
WAPI, 5,000 watts -Birmingham
WBT, 50,000 watts -Charlotte

WRVA, 50,000 watts -Richmond
WEEI, 5,000 watts -Boston
KCBS, 50,000 watts-San Francisco
KSL, 50,000 watts-Salt Lake City
and the Columbia Pacific Network

.and for the best in radio, call CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

new business f
yl
tSA/T
£NOU6Hi

WGST offers the triple threat combination
to score sales touchdowns in the Atlanta
market — (a) Top rated net and local shows;
(b) complete market coverage; (c) front
line merchandising support. That's why
more local advertisers use WGST than any
other Atlanta station. Get off the bench
and get in the game by playing on the
varsity — WGST# Atlanta.

MR.
ATLANTA
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DENNISON'S
FOODS,states,
Oakland,
$350,000Minneapolis
campaign
in seven Western
Hawaii,Calif.,
Dallas,launches
San Antonio,
Spot
and St. Paul. Half of campaign budget will go to television and
spot radio. Agency: Biow Co., S. F.
LANGENDORF UNITED BAKERIES, S. F., launches one of its largest
Pacific
CoastTV campaigns
new bread
formula TT93."
Radio and
will be used.to plug
Agency:
Biow with
Co., S."miracle
F.
FOOD LICENSING DTV. of Walt Disney Productions, Chicago (Donald
Duck Foods), started 13-week spot radio and TV campaign in Cincinnati Oct. 4. Spot announcements being carried on WKRC-AM-TV,
WSAI and WCPO-TV Cincinnati. Campaign includes appearances
by
(Ducky) Nash, voice of "Donald Duck." Agency: Russel M.
SeedsClarence
Co., Chicago.
WILLIAM S. SCULL Co., Camden, N. J. (Boscul Coffee), planning extensive campaign in Middle Atlantic area. Radio spots will be used.
Agency: Lamb & Keen Inc., Phila.
DEAN ROSS PIANO COURSE, N. Y., lining up availabilities for 10minute transcribed show on mail-order basis, mostly in Midwest markets.
Agency: R. T. O'Connell, N. Y.
KELLOGG Co. of Canada, London, Ont. (Corn Pops), starts spot announcement campaign on large list of Canadian stations through December. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt Ltd., Toronto.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Ltd., Toronto (Dreft and Oxydol), starts spot
announcement campaign varying from 5 to 25 announcements weekly
on major market stations across Canada. Agency: Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, Toronto.
A/atwotk • • •
RHODES PHARMACAL Co., Cleveland, to sponsor The Clock on ABC-TV,
Wed.,
p.m. EST,
for 52 weeks effective Oct. 17. Agency: O'Neil,
Larson 9:30-10
& McMahon,
Chicago.
RCA VICTOR, N. Y., starts sponsorship of Phil Harris-Alice Faye Show
on NBC Radio, Suns., 8-8:30 p.m. Commercials on show will promote the
new RCA Victor TV Super Sets, television service contracts and protection
plan
N. Y. and 45 rpm record-playing system. Agency: J. Walter Thompson,
GENERAL
FOODS Fri.,
Corp.,overChicago
(Jello), Network.
sponsoringAgency:
Nine OBenton
'Clock
News,
Mon. through
entire Yankee
& Bowles, N. Y.
NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind., through Castor
& Assoc., L. A., to sponsor Fan Mail, new weekly series starring Jay
Stewart as emcee, Sun., 4-4:05 p.m. over CBS Radio, beginning Oct. 14.
Agency: Castor & Assoc., L. A.
RONSON ART METAL WORKS Inc., sponsoring new show, Hollywood
Stars on Stage, Sun., over ABC, 9:30-9:55 p.m. Agency: Grey Adv., N. Y.
Show originates from Hollywood.
BEKINS VAN & STORAGE Co., L. A., renews for 52 weeks, Oct. 9
Hollywood Music Hall, Tues., 7:30-8 p.m. (PST) on 13 Columbia Pacific
stations. Agency: Brooks Adv., L. A.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co. (Chesterfield cigarettes), to sponsor
new Martin and Lewis Show starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis on
NBC Radio, 8:30-9 p.m. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
CHEVROLET, Detroit (cars), central office, will sponsor Dinah Shore on
Tues. and Thurs., 7:30-45 p.m. on NBC-TV. Agency: Campbell-Ewald,
N. Y. Three other days weekly are sponsored by Proctor & Gamble.
RALSTON PURINA CO., St. Louis (breakfast foods), sponsoring Space
Patrol, Sat.'s, 10:30-11 a.m. over ABC. Agency: Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
WARNER-HUDNUT INC.,
N. Y., toonsponsor
12:45-1 p.m. segment, Mon.,
(Continued
page 100)
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lowest

cost
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in the

fabulous

i
Houston

market

■ Network station B's cost-per-thousond
is 52^ HIGHER than KPRC
■ Network station C's cost-per-thousand
is 142% HIGHER than KPRC
If you want to present your sales story to a constantly increasing
Gulf Coast audience, and make it a buying audience,
ask your Retry man ... or call us.
* Percentages based on BMB, February-May
Hooper Report, and 260 time Daytime
Quarter Hour Rate.

NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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PEOPLE

sell

You'll never be the people's choice
Unless you use the human voice.
We don't have to sell radio to the nation's political parties. They know,
as every politician in history has known, the power of the human voice. Candidates for office were among the first users of radio. And network radio is the
only truly national advertising medium used extensively by the national parties.
With network radio they can use the human voice to reach the nation. And
the human voice can successfully sell the intangibles — good will, personality,
policy — just as it sells actual merchandise.
Isn't it logical that network radio should be your primary public relations
instrument? If you are an institutional advertiser, then you are selling intan-

better

than

paper

gibles. You are selling the good will, the personality and the policy of your company. On NBC you use the human voice to sell these qualities to the largest
audience in all advertising. In fact, not only the commercial message, but
the entire program becomes your ambassador.
NBC leads all other networks in the number and prestige of its institutional advertisers. On NBC you will join company with Cities Service, Firestone
Tire and Rubber, United States Steel, American Dairy Association, Bell Telephone, Reynolds Metals, American Trucking Association, the Dupont Company,
Standard Oil of California, and numerous others.
These advertisers are using the warmth and conviction of the human voice
to present their messages. And they're using NBC so that the greatest possible
number of people will be convinced.

NBC

Radio

Network
a service of Radio Corporation of America

feature of the week

LOOK
AT

$AVANNAH
LOOK

AT

THE

ations ceas
such rorganiz
WHEN
of Commer
the Chambe
ng
— there's
say
to
somethi
have
that
one powerful medium, radio,
can say it for them effectively.
WROK Rockford, 111., has signed
the local Chamber of Commerce to
sponsor amateur sports events
there. The civic organization will
sell the "American way of life."
A contest,
"The Economic
Name
Contesttitled
— Capitalism
... or
What,"
is
scheduled.
must
select a better name Entrants
for the American system of free enterprise or
defend the label, capitalism. Purto stimulate
a re-evaluation
of thepose ismerits
and benefits
of free
enterprise.
Cooperation of school officials is
taking contest details directly into
the schools. Newspaper ads, posters and direct mail also are being
used to promote the contest.

Signing for WROK series are (I to
r) Morey Owens, station sports
director who furnishes play-by-play
descriptions; Harold J. Collins,
Rockford industrialist and Chamber of Commerce president; John
J. Dixon, WROK commercial
manager.

OVER
1 ,000,00
PER DA
WRC audience surveys
mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and
Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.

business
strictly
W
to firms with large or small ad
IT ofis the
a farHicksville,
cry from L.beingI., editor
Town budgets.
Topics to being advertising director
Mr. Mintz believes that ads
of the Admiral Corp., but Seymour
be simple and grasped easWHERE IT COUNTS . . . Mintz has scaled that ladder with should
ily in hearing or upon seeing, and
apparent
ease.
that
only
Admiral, which grossed about chandise. quick results sell merMorning, noon and
$233 million last year, will spend
WTOC
That, caoftion. It has
course,
is inover-simplifisome $15 million on advertising
been
the
intelliDOES THE BEST JOB
night,
Washington area
this year, of which $2 million will
gent working out of details which
be spent in broadcast media.
has
spelled
success
for
Mr.
Mintz.
a. IN SAVANNAH
That is a lot of money to spend
in Rockville Center, L. I., people tune to the continuon advertising and Mr. Mintz is he Born
ing editions of WRC-NBC.
studied for 2V2 years at the U.
b. IN CHATHAM COUNTY
finding that those seemingly end- of North Carolina but got his de- Combined total listening
less
hours
he
put
in
as
a
newsgree in 1934 from New York U.
c. WITHIN A 50 - MILE
have taught
Whilebined school
attendingworkNYUon two
he daily
com- goes well over nine digits
which are paperman
valuable
now. him lessons
RADIUS OF THE CITY.
... a tremendous audience
From his varied experience has newspapers with
in Nassau, L. I. He
WTOC reaches more radio emerged a philosophy about adver- began as a reporter,
moved
on
to
tising, which, he believes, applies an editorship, then finally was for your commercial mesfamilies (daytime) within 50sage.
drawn into advertising.
mile radius than any other
This prepared him for his own
publishing venture on Long Island
Savannah station.*
The entire WRC schedule
when he put out the Hicksville,
Farmingdale
and
Oyster
Bay
week*BMB Study #2 Spring 1949.
represents a range of prolies, al tagged Town Topics.
gram ing to fit any sales
Then he began as an outside appliance salesman for Montgomery
Ward in Jamaica, L. I. After a requirement.
WTOC
short transfer to Kingston, L. I.,
Mr. Mintz was moved to MontgomSAVANNAH, GEORGIA
ery Ward headquarters in Chicago.
That was in 1939 and he has been
5000 W 1290 KC CBS
in Chicago ever since.
His last job with Montgomery
Ward, before leaving to join Admiral in 1944, was sales superRepresented by
appliance divisvioinssorinofallradio
retailandstores.
His wife is the former Alice
The Katx Agency, Inc.
Anderson, who was a New York
(Continued on page 93)
Mr. MINTZ
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$tation!

Board

with

statistics

Consider the Carolina timber industry which produces,
lYz billion board feet . . . earns 421 million dollars
annually, with plants in almost every Carolina
community. Among the beneficiaries are many
of WBT's 3,000,000 listeners— the largest
group of your prospects you can reach by
any single advertising medium in the
two Carolinas.

CHARLOTTE

COLOSSUS OF THE CAROLINAS
JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO SALES

*
they say it's a
television age, BUT...

Indiana's first
and only 50 KW
radio station
has increased its share
of nighttime audiences

*

»

agency

ALPH LINDER, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., named vice presiden
charge of marketing and member of plans board in additio
R toin his
present position as account supervisor.
GARRIT A. LYDECKER, vice president and account supervisor o
General Foods, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., named vice president an
account supervisor Biow Co., same city.
WALTER WEIR, president, DAVID ECHOLS, executive vice presiden
and WILBUR B. DOWNES, vice president and secretary, Walter Wei
Inc., N. Y., to executive staff of Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
FRANK MILLER appointed vice president in charge of marketing G. M
Basford Co., N. Y. He was president of farm stores division Genera
Mills, and general manager for P. & F. Corbin Div. of American Hard
ware.
HARRY E. WHOLLEY, assistant manager of merchandising Lever Bro
Co., to Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., as account executive.
VINCENT TUTCHING, manager of Canadian office of Foote, Cone ,
Belding, elected vice president in charge of Latin American and Cana.
dian operations.

on all accounts

No doubt about it, television has grown rapidly
here in Indiana. But WIBC's share of nighttime
audiences has done a heap of growing, too!
WIBC's share of this "A-time" audience shows
a gain of 36.8% over the comparable period in
1950, according to the latest Hooper (Feb.-April,
1951).
By contrast, all other Indianapolis radio stations
showed a drop in percentage of the nighttime
audience of the Hoosier capital.
So, before you buy time or television in Indiana,
investigate the solid evening lineup of good
listening on WIBC . . . the only Indianapolis
radio
station that gives you an out-of-state "bonus"
coverage.
Ask your JOHN BLAIR man for particulars on
these excellent nighttime availabilities.

WIBC

1070

KC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana
30 West Washington Street • Indianapolis 6, Indiana
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
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II
he attended the U. of Souther
California where he studied ad
in the FactorFactorLosagency,
chief Inc.,
ad- vertising
TED,Breyer
and merchandising, an
vertising Angeles
lost little
UCLA, arts.
where he was briefed
time in getting into the business liberal
he made up his mind to pursue
In 1934 he joined Max Facto
in high school days.
In 1936, at the age of 22, Ted & Co., Los Angeles (cosmetics
Factor established the Ted H. where he helped to organize th
advertising department. H
Factor Agency as he puts it, armed foreign
left there early in 1936 and late
with "more ideas than money." that
year
formed his agency wit!
This year, by way of celebrating a staff of one
secretary.
the agency's 15th birthday, the firm
Mr.
Factor
became aware earl
was incorporated and the name extended to Factorof television's
vertising
strengthac
Breyer
The Inc.
latter name
He had a client
TV as early as 194E
indicates
presence of DontheBreyer,
First good proof
the medium
former
vice
president in charge of the
strength came
Los Angeles office
1949 when he ran ai
of Brisacher,
Wheeleighttheweek
er & Staff, who
on
KTLApremiun
(TV
joined the firm as
Los
Angeles
Tim
vice president. Mr.
For Beany show fo
Factor remains
Budget
Pack
(foo
president of the
processor and pack
agency.
In the meantime
er), first sponsor
the billing of the
the
successful
sho-w|>
Offering
a plasti
hard-working comtoy
50l
and atrain
Budgetfor PacljR
pany
has
increased
from about $50,000
label, the agenc
that first year to
Mr. FACTOR
received
re
over $1 million this
plies at a 43,000
time wheijg
year.
Approximately
were only 325,000 TV seti
one-third
of that sum is being spent there
in the area.
in radio and television.
he feels, provide:
Mr. Factor was born 37 years theTelevision,
direct selling oppor g
ago in St. Louis. When he was tunitygreatest
there
is.
Similar to house
10 the family moved to Chicago
canvassing, it goes
and then to Berkeley, Calif., where to-house
important
step
further,
.
he was graduated from University past the front door and byrightgetting
(Continued on page 20) inti
Highily School.
After
this,
the
fammoved to Los Angeles. There
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C
j^'lOBERT BRAGARNICK,
account supervisor, Biow Co., N. Y., named
vice president.
ATHOL C. STEWART appointed Canadian representative for Robert Otto & Co., N. Y., Mr. Stewart will open
service office in Toronto, Ont., Nov. 1.
JOHN BAINBRIDGE, program director KFMB San
Diego, Calif., appointed to radio and TV staff Walter
McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.
RAYMOND WAGNER, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to
& Co., N. Y., as director of teleWeintraub
H. commercial
Ir Bragarnick Williamvision
department.
CLAIRE KOREN, radio-television time buyer Foote, Cone & Belding,
j.A., to Mayers Co., L.A. She replaces MADELINE MILES. Succeeding
ler at F, C & B is LYDIA HATTON, assistant radio-TV time buyer.
1ELEN PICKINS, office manager Needham, Louis & Brorby, Hollywood,
ransfers to New York office, in same capacity. MARY McCUE replaces
ler in Hollywood.
DA KEHL, production assistant to publisher Architectural Digest to
Aick Knight Adv., L. A., as director of graphic arts.
VILLIAM C. PARKER, assistant publicity director WPIX (TV) New
fork, to Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., in press department.
GORMAN GORT, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., appointed agency supervisor on untitled Sunday night NBC-TV show, 7:30-8 p.m., sponsored by
Jggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfield Cigarettes), starring Bob
lope, Fred Allen and Jerry Lester, alternately, beginning Oct. 14.
ACK M. ANTHONY named senior art supervisor, and HARLOW L.
tOCKWELL and CARL S. HARRIS, art directors, named art supervisors,
JLfoung & Rubicam, N. Y.
SHIRLEY GRAY, sales service assistant WDTV(TV) Pittsburgh, ap>ointed radio and TV traffic manager W. Craig Chambers Adv., Pittslurgh.
CHARLES J. NESBITT, advertising and public relations manager Halicrafters Co., Chicago, to creative staff Critchfield & Co., Chicago. He
s being succeeded by JOHN S. MALONEY, sales promotion manager of
he company.
rALERIE STACY, graduate Rollins College, named radio-TV production assistant Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington. NORMAN EVERS
ejoins agency, as radio-TV copywriter.
.AWRENCE D. DUNHAM, Hoefer, Dieterich Brown. Inc., S. F., to
lichard N. Meltzer Adv., Inc., S. F.
p|'|I. P. (Hank) NEWMAN, Jewell Advertising Agency S. F., to sales staff
■w /ielder,
Sorensen & Davis, Oakland.
fco'
0C(,IERBERT K. HORTON, production manager, Grey Adv., N. Y., to Geyer.
C|J Jewell & Ganger, same city, as television producer.
& ilARFREE ADV. Corp., N. Y., moving to new and larger quarters on
st ihe penthouse office floor at 105 West 40th Street.
IITCHIE Adv. Agency, Houston, Texas, elected to membership in Amerian Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
tif'.ERNARD
(Ben) DUFFY,
president City
BBDO,of New
N. Y.,York.
appointed
Honorary
se|
>eputy Commissioner
of Commerce,
Mr. Duffy
will
erve as public relations and advertising consultant for the department.
EORGE N. FERRAND, assistant treasurer Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
lected president Advertising Agency Financial Management Group.
OM FRANK, TV sales service manager CBS Television Div., N. Y., to
adio-TV
production department Kenyon & Eckhardt, same city, as busi£ss manager.
ROADCASTING
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congratulations
to NBC

on

its

SILVER

JUBILEE

WHAM is very proud of its affiliation with the
National Broadcasting Company — an affiliation
which dates back to 1927. We gladly join with the
entire industry in congratulating NBC on 25 years
of pioneering leadership in radio broadcasting.
Note to Time-Buyers:
One of the great advantages enjoyed by NBC in
prosperous Western New York is the coverage of
clear-channel, 50,000-watt WHAM — a coverage ten
times greater than that of any other Rochester
station.
Superiority in physical facilities is as important
today as ever .... And bear in mind that NBC
affiliate WHAM includes in its coverage almost
500,000 people who as yet have no adequate TV
service, or no TV service at all . . . On a network
basis, or on a spot basis, WHAM is your outstanding buy for rich, prosperous up-state New York.
For complete details on coverage of the up-state New York
market, consult your nearest Hollingbery representative.
The Strom berg-Carlson
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts — clear channel— 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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Needle!
the latest news of sales and
program developments from the
ASSOCIATED

PROGRAM

SERVICE

A transcription library for $19.50 a month ... or
$22.50 . . . not just any old library, but fresh, new
material on brand-new virgin vinylite discs from the
BEST library in the business. And contracts for only
one year!
Not leftover or leavings. Not artists you never heard
of. Not just less of the music you don't use anyhow.
No sir! Libraries are 100% useable — without a single
unplayable track.
It's impossible! It can't be done! Why? Because it
hasn't been done? Shucks . . . that doesn't bother us!
We're doing it! And the whole industry's buzzing —
we're already hip-deep in delighted letters and teleand orders,
orders! Where've some
of yougrams—fellows
been uporders,
till now?
The whole story's told in detail in a big blue brochure
we just mailed to most of you — and on an 8-minute
disc contained in that folder. You may want to take
a chance on waiting till you get the whole story. Or
you may want to write or phone, as dozens did last
week. Anyhow — here's a quick outline of the only
truly low-cost, short-term, waste-free, fully-useful
libraries in radio today:
Commercial — All the famous APS commercial
lead-ins . . . plus time, weather, dollar day,
Christmas jingles . . . PLUS the COMPLETE
SERIES to date of Mitch's transcribed sales
meeting series and an additional new meeting
every month. Cost: $22.50 per month.
Production — A whole library of theme and good
music ... of interludes, fanfares, bridges, national anthems, stand-by music. Cost: $19.50
per month.
Show Medley — Hours of show medleys . . .
lavish, long-running medleys from top Broadway
shows. Cost: $22.50 monthly.
Popular — A complete pop dance and vocal library— featuring names like Flanagan, Jurgens,
Masters, Knight, Carson, Mitchell, Brito, others.
A big little library. Cost: $39.50 monthly.
Radio Music — Cream of our pop concert music —
Ted Dale, Glenn Osser, Al Goodman — hundreds
of selections. Cost: $47.50 monthly.
Gonna wait till it's too late? Why?
Page 20 • October 8, 1951

Marketbook Comments
EDITOR :
. . . your 1951 Map.ketbook . . .
will certainly
save a lot of time.
Avv Wright
J. Walter Thompson Co.
New York
* * *
EDITOR:
. . . the Marketbook is real classy. I was using it only this mornwas bya
listinging:.ofMy particular
cities in problem
each state
market
population.
There
was
every kind of breakdown but this one.
Do
you
suppose
this
could
be
done
in the future?
James O. Luce
J. Walter Thompson Co.
New York
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Could and
be. We'll
call
our
work it outexperts
for thetogether
1952 issue.] try to
EDITOR:
... I gather that you people
feel the Marketbook is used occasional y— How right you are.
Penelope Adv.
Simmons
Federal
Agency
New York
* * *
EDITOR:
... the 1951 Marketbook . . .
isconstant
one publication
whichit isI make
reference to...
very
helpful. One suggestion ... if
someone would undertake to correlate market data to the average
coverage of radio stations within
any given area. I know -this is a
colossal task, but it is one that
would be particularly helpful. . . .
Arthur S. Pardoll
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles
New York
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 18)
the home where it can demonstrate
its merchandise.
In addition to the Budget Pack
account which plans new TV program ing in the fall, the agency
handles Globe Bottling Co., (Wilshire .Club Beverages), now sponsoring Hollywood Road to Fame on
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles; J. N.
Ceazan (distributor, Crosley products and Dayton tires) on KTLA
with Beat the Champ for Dayton
and spot radio for Crosley on apely 12 Southern
fornia stations,proximatwith
TV plansCali-in
the immediate offing; Farmers Insurance Group, now on KHJ-TV
with weekly Football Forecast.
Mr. Factor is married to the
former Margot Kadel. Next month
the Factors trade their present
Westwood residence for their own
home in the same west Los AnWhengeles area.hehe isn't
pursuing
business
says busy
he would
pay theto
work at if it didn't pay him, he
keeps up with his tennis, a sport
he has been faithful to for 20 years.
R O AD

1952.]
That :
a[EDITOR'S
tough one, NOTE:
but we'llHmmmm.
study it befor
EDITOR:
... the 1951 Marketbook . .
isconstant
of great
value,
and towillme. be
source
of help
Francis C. Barton Jr.
Vice president, director of
Radio and TV
Federal Adv. Agency
New York
EDITOR:
... I intend to keep it in nh
desk in order to have it handy for
very instant
Charles reference.
Dalton . . .
BBD&O
New York
EDITOR:
. . . the 1951 Marketbook, I
sure, will- be as useful as it h
always Richard
been. . .Mann
.
Ted Bates Co.
New York
EDITOR:
... I find the Marketbook
exceedingly valuable recapitulative
of highlyJerome
pertinent
statistics.
Feniger
Cunningham
New York & Walsh
EDITOR:
... it contains a lot of inte
esting and useful material whk i
should make my job easier. I w
hold off opportunity
my commentsto put
untiltheI ha'
bo( i
tohadrealan use.
Harry Parnas
Media
Cecil &Director
Presbrey
New York
EDITOR:
... so glad you are continuii
this as Lillian
we find Selb
it most helpful.
Manager, Radio & TV Dej
Foote,
Cone & Belding
New York
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Wewe value
each
the
comments
have receive*
on many
thewe1951
MARKETBOOK.
Tho e
above
value
particularly
they are typical of those from because
ageniy
people
who
use
the
book
most.
1949, when
Spot
Rate
Finder Sinfe
wis
made
a partoftheofthis
thebook
MARKETBOOK,
acceptance
of
facts has
increased each year.]
ANA Study on Display)
EDITOR:
editorial
is Your
OK: Did
it dawn"ANAsthetized"
on you th$t
most newspapers thrive on abcwj
80%
local their
and advertisers
regional business
and that
never
get to see an ANA study? Even if
(Continued on page 9U) -f
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The

Hoopers

ROSE

all CB5
WHEN

THEY

on

Shows

MOVED

TO-

DES MOINES
. . . and the Great LOCAL

Shows Continue to Lead !

• Here's dramatic proof of the BIGGER audiences delivered by Des Moines'
KRNT! Even before the big CBS shows joined the big local shows and big
audiences on KRNT June 15th, KRNT led in Des Moines listeners MORNING, AFTERNOON, AND EVENING — and continues that amazing
record. Of the 19 CBS shows that moved to KRNT without a change or
summer replacement, ALL NINETEEN gained a greater Hooper share of
audience on KRNT the very first month!
33.4%
32
.7
%
18.2%
HERE'S THE PROOF!BEFORE
AFTER
BEFORE
Arthur Godfrey (morning)
Grand Slam
17.8
37.9
Wendy Warren
|Average of last 60 minutes;
Hollywood Star Playhouse 25.0
Aunt Jenny
35.7
28.6
46.4
Mr.
and Mrs. North
26.1
Helen Trent
38.3
56.7
25.5
Dr.
Christian
36.1
Our Gal Sunday
23.4
14.0
41.2
FBI In Peace and War
Nora Drake
Mr.
Keen
10.9
37.5
Hilltop House
28.8
3.9
Rex Allen
43.7
19.0
Kings Row
Camel
Caravan
17.6
33.3
House Party
19.2
33.8
22.8
32.7
Strike it Rich
Gangbusters

47.9%
AFTER
29.0
59.1
28.0
41.2
33.3
19.5
30.8
51.4

NOW, More Than Ever, You're Right When You

STATION WITH THE
FABULOUS PERSONALITIES AND
ASTRONOMICAL HOOPERS
SOURCEWinter-Spring, 1950-51, C. E. Hooper Audience Index
July, 1951, C. E. Hooper Audience Index
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Cardells is one of the most alert merchandisers
of ladies' wearing apparel in Baltimore. Last summer they used WITH exclusively to promote a
special sale. Here's what Cardells' General Manager says about the results : "The first day of our
sale on a sweltering day punctuated by lightning,
thunder, and a drenching rainstorm was the greatest day's business in our entire history. Every day

a

since has been a record-breaker . . . radio station
WITH

has done a magnificent selling job for

Cardells". . .
Results like this prove one big fact: WITH
delivers more buying listeners-per-dollar than any
other radio or TV station in town ! It's the biggest
bargain buy in Baltimore. Just let your HeadleyReed man tell you what WITH can do for you.

i
The results station

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT —

REPRESENTED BY HEADLY-REED

g
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Changes Are Drastic
NBC REVAMPS
POLICIES
By RUFUS CRATER
the NBC Stations Planning and the plan envisions from 100 to 200 an advertising medium; to take
Advisory Committee — except for new affiliates — an expansion which stock of cnanges that have occurred
REVOLUTIONARY departures the
adjustment feature, which in itself could lead to widespread over the years, and to gear netfrom existing network radio poli- as arate
in the affiliation lineups of
"private business
was upsets
cies, with realignments and inno- not submitted
work radio'squirementoperations
reto SPAC matter"
for endorseother networks. An addition of 200
s ofthe market toofthetoday
vations affecting both advertisers
and
the
future.
ment—
during
four
days
of
meet171 ingive
the itcon-a
and affiliates, were announced by
ings last week. It was communi- to NBC's tinepresent
ntal U. S. would
have taken television fully
NBC last Friday as the network
cated to NBC affiliates via closed multiplicity of outlets far out- into"Weaccount,
out we reject the asunveiled first results of its fundacircuit
at
noon
Frisumption that the existence of a
d
i
s
t
a
n
c
i
n
g
C
B
S
and
ABC
but
still
mental
network-radio
reappraisal.
television
set
in a radio home
short
of
the
545
Mutual
now
has.
day and was
anSeen by observers as a farnounced publicly
eliminates that home from evening
reaching step which will leave its
Television Impact
immediately
therehe said in disimprint on practices and policies
after.
The impact of television was radio circulation,"
NBC's new clearly
rate formula
of all networks, the plan as disMarkets where clearly
and his cussing
statement
could —be
among
the
problems
in
mind
closed by Executive Vice President
NBC plans to add wnen the plan was developed — the taken as an answer to the Assn.
Charles R. Denny incorporates
new
affiliates,
and
addition of affiliates, for example, of National Advertisers' various
these changes:
how many will be which
would add many non-TV but uniformly controversial studies
# Complete freedom of choice
added,
were
not
markets;
of choice for of TV's effects on radio time values.
for the advertiser in selecting which
disclosed except advertisersthein freedom
selecting the stations
"Such an assumption" — that a
(but not necessarily how many)
that
Mr.
Denny
Mr.
Denny
which will permit spon- TV set eliminates evening radio
affiliates he will use. The old policy
number" they soruse,
s to concentrate on non-TV mar- listening — "is contrary to the
of network designating certain sta- will be signed "insaidareas"a where
he continued. "Reduced to
kets if they wish; the revised net- facts,"
"mustformula
buys" foris out.
provement in network coverage im-is
its logical conclusion, it holds that
work rate formula, which takes when
# tiAons asnew
construct- most important
from a sales stand- TV penetration
all radio families in a stainto consideration
ing NBC Radio Network rates, with
point," and that thenegotiations
additions will
tion's area are equipped with telechanges indicated for the individ- be announced
other things; and the variare among sales
innovations designed to zero. Such
ual network rates of most affiliates completed. Mr.as Denny
vision, the station's
rate isshould
estimated make ousradio
a position
opposedbe
buys,
overall,
more
at—butsomewithupward,
some
downward
—
that a "limited"
number
of
stations
to
the
interests
of
the
advertisers
tractive.
the total network rate would
be added in markets which
it would lead to the ecoMr. Denny made clear that because nomic
"substantially
stations having a net- theButpurpose
destruction of the radio
rate advertisersequal
pay toforthethepresent
total justifywork the
of the NBC study was medium which
they need and can
rate,
and
that
a
"substantial"
broader
than
a
mere
answer
to
NBC network."
number
of
others
—
possibly
100
but
# Reclassification of affiliates. not as many as 200 — would be television. It was intended, he continue to use to great advan# Addition of new affiliates — added as "premium" (bonus) sta- said, to determine the Steps that
The new formula for rates was
from 100officialtoestimates.
200, according to un- tions.
should be taken to bring network
(Continued on page 31 )
It was reliably understood that radio to maximum effectiveness as
#
"Minute
Man"
sustainers
to
be provided by NBC for sale by
affiliates on a spot-announcement
tage."
or local sponsorship basis, with
Radio-TV Rates Second
NBC being reimbursed only when
INCOME
sales are made. Officials acknowl- EMPLOYES
edged this plan puts the network
The Dept. of Commerce analysis
clearly into competition with tran- BROADCASTING and television average dropped to $2,510 in 1933,
scription package firms.
employes are the highest paid in $2,198 in 1934 and a low point of shows only five other lines, besides
brokers
and broadcast-telecast emall
American
industry.
# Certain programs to be of$2,089leledinthat of1935.
This and
trendbusiness
paralployes, that had average earnings
fered by the network for sale on a
industry
Their average earnings — $4,698
of
more
than
$4,000 in 1950. Water
in 1950 — are exceeded in the entire in general.
one-time-or-more basis.
# Lengthening of the chain- U. S. economy only by those of
The level started upward in 1936, transport employes had earnings
break on a number of evening sus- security and commodity brokers, recovering to $2,223 and setting in of $4,413, followed by oil and coal
who are regarded as independent
an upward trend. Average products with $4,320. Pipeline eming. tainers to 60 seconds, for local sell- contractors, according to the U. S. motion
ployes earned $4,296,averugea
engineers$4,1^,
and
earnings were $2,361 in- 1937; other professions
Dept.
of
Commerce
in
its
latest
#
Revision
of
network
option
$2,497
in
1938; down slightly to and air carriers $4,lle>.
time.
publication,
National
Income,
1951
$2,427 in 1939.
The new way of network radio edition.
Over most oi tne 2z years covStarting the new decade, average
ered by the analysis, broadcast
life was the outgrowth of an intenIn analyzing the earnings of full- earnings of fulltime employes
sive study undertaken by a group time employes by industries, the reached $2,554 in 1940, went up to employes have been among the
paid. In 1929 a numoer of
found that broadcast- $2,581 in 1941 and $2,667 in 1942 highest
of network and affiliates' repre- department
topped broadcasting, but
sentatives established as the NBC telecast earnings had increased and
then in 1943 passed the peak inindustries
the 30s broadcast earnings rose
Basic Economic Committee at the from $4,469 in 1949 to the $4,698 figure
of
the
previous
decade
by
steadily,
though
always topped by
time the network announced its peak in 1950.
to a new high of $2,929. brokers. In the last
several years
The broadcasting wage scale has mounting
radio rate cut earlier this year.
Earnings have risen rapidly only
the
brokers
have
earned more
This rate nortion of the studv progressed steadily through the since
amounting to $3,333 in than radio-TV personnel.
was described as a major nart of last couple decades from $2,513 in 1944; then,
$3,515
in
1945;
$3,972
in
Average number of fulltime and
the review. Economic problems of 1929; $2,624 in 1930; $2,732 in 1946; $4,073 in 1947; $4,234 in
affiliates in their local operations 1931; $2,740 in 1932. At this point
employesunitperhasbroadcasttelecast(Continued
industry
the full impact of the depression 1948; $4,469 in 1949, and the all- parttime
also were surveyed.
on page 80)doubled
The overall plan was approved by period became apparent and the time peak of $4,698 in 1950.
October 8, 1951 • Page 23
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FOLTS TO WINS
CITRUS FUNDS
Is Named Manager
More to Radio-TV Okayed
HARRY FOLTS, assistant general
ADDITIONAL funds of $75,000
sales manager, WLW Cincinnati,
for radio and TV for a total of
was appointed manager of WINS
$660,000 are contained in the
New York last Wednesday. AnFloridavisedCitrus
Commission's renouncement was made by Robert
E. Dunville, president, and James
coming year.advertising budget for the
D. Shouse, board chairman, of the
This figure, approved by the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
Commission last Wednesday at the
Mr. Folts succeeds W. H. Losee,
suggestion of O. C. Minton, Fort
who is taking a new position in
Pierce Commissioner and chairNew York (see early story page
man tising
of thecommittee,
commission's
93). He is a native of Cincinnati
supersedesadverthe
and has been in the advertising
total $585,000 for radio and TV
business since 1934.
The new WINS manager has
approved earlier
•
Telecasting,
Oct. [Broadcasting
1].
been with Crockett Adv. Agency,
Of the new figure, $253,000 is
Cleveland, with Central Outdoor
earmarked for radio and $407,Adv. Agency and with Burke,
000 for television. Don Francisco,
Kuipers & Mahoney, New York. He
vice president,
and Thompson
David C. Co.,
Cojoined Crosley in 1949.
rey, of J. Walter
Joe Besch, director of advertisNew
York,
were
present
when
the
ing, promotion and publicity for
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix action was taken.
WINS, becomes assistant manager
Meanwhile,
the
commission
of the station as part of new duties
named Ralph Henry its advertisare assigned him, it was announced. Peter Storer Named
STEVENS NAMED
ing manager, effective Oct. 1, with
Prior to joining the station in 1948, PETER STORER has been
Is
Director
of
SB&W
$9,500
salary. Mr. Henry acted in
Mr. Besch handled publicity for the
that
capacity
following
resignaSkouras Theatre Corp.
pointed
public
SCHEIDELER,
BECK
&
WERtion
of Dawson
Newton
two
service director
NER Inc., agency formed by
for WJBK and
former personnel of the Duane months ago to join Ruthrauff &
W J B K troit,
- TVaccording
DeWINCHELL PACT
Jonestion Agency,
announcedWednesday.
the elec- Ryan,
The New
citrusYork.
commission spends
of a new director
Is ABC Exclusive to Vice President
upwards of $2 million annually to
He
is
Richard
A.
Stevens,
business
Richard
E.
Jones.
LIFETIME CONTRACT between Mr. Storer is a
and personnel manager of the com- promote Florida citrus fruit.
Walter Winchell and ABC, an- son of George B.
The new organization, through
pany.
nounced fortnight ago [Broadcast- Storer, president,
Joseph Scheideler, president, also MERLIN NOMINATED
ing • Telecasting, Oct. 1], gives
the network exclusive rights to The Fort Induslisted newly-elected vice presidents :
For RWG Presidency
Co., owner
Robert G. Hughes Jr., creative diMr.
servicesalthough
in botha and try
operator Peter Storer
rector; William J. McKenna Jr., EASTERN region nominating comradio Winchell's
and television,
definite date for his entrance into of WJBK and
and ofLawrence
J. Hubt e of the Radio
Guild
bard, director
marketing
and named miMilton
In his new capacity, copy chief;
TV has not been determined. Un- WJBK-TV.
MerlinWriters'
as candidate
der the same contract, he will act Mr. Storer takes over all radio and research.
for
national
presidency
in
the
elecas consultant in both media for TV public service activities and
Officers and directors previously
tion to be held at the RWG annual
ABC.
will work with the U. of Detroit, announced, in addition to Mr. meeting Nov. 13 in New York. His
and Michigan State Col- Scheideler, include Paul A. Werner, nomination comes as a matter of
Warner-Hudnut Inc. (Richard Waynelege onU.educational
TV programs. executive vice president; Joseph F. succession within the western reHudnut home permanent & other
Beck, vice president and treasurer;
hair products) through Kenyon &
gion and is endorsed by the eastern
and Eugene
Hulshizer, vice presi- unit.
Eckhardt, New York — Mr. Win- Old Dutch Buys Spot
dent
and
secretary.
IRA Marion was simultaneously
sponsor sinceto January
— will chell's
continue
present 1950
the OLD DUTCH COFFEE Co. Inc.,
named for the vice presidency on
the slate — mailed to Guild members
newscaster's radio broadcasts cur- New York, has named Elliott
Nonas Advertising, same city to Buys Six Markets
Sunday
also includes
over therentlyfullheardABC
radio 9-9:15
network.p.m., handle account. A new spot cam- SILVER SKILLET Brands, Skokie, Wednesday
officers for— which
the Eastern
Region
paign— effective date undetermined 111., for its corned beef hash, has Council and representatives to the
In
addition
to
Mr.
Winchell's
contract with ABC, terms of which — will be launched shortly on both begun radio and TV participations Council of the Author's League of
on cooking shows in six markets America, parent body of the Guild.
were not revealed, it was under- radio and television in New York, for
13 weeks and plans expansion. Additions to the lists of nominees
stood his agreement with Warner- New Jersey and Connecticut maris Frederick Asher Inc., may be made by written petition
Hudnut included provisions giv- for 52 kets. Contracts will be scheduled Agency
Chicago.
in accordance with the RWG conoption stock.
on some 1-0,000
sharesing himofanHudnut
stitution and by-laws, Secretary
May Bolhower announced.
Mr. Winchell's first radio broadcast intranceMayinto the1930entertainment
followed his field
enParsons Asks Release
several years before when, starting at the age of 13, he was a
member of a trio of singing ushers
LOUELLA
PARSONS, movie colin a Harlem movie house. The
umnist-commentator, sponsored on
others in the group were Eddie
ABC by Andrew Jergens Co.
Cantor and George Jessel.
(soaps, lotion) for six years, had
Following a term in the U. S.
asked release from a current conNavy during World War I, he retract ending
to do a comturned to vaudeville, shortly
binationDec.radio-TV23 program
for
thereafter deserting the role of
another
unidentified
national adentertainer for that of newsman NOW in sixth year on radio for the Bristol-Myers Co., Break the Bank has
vertiser. Jergens, it understood,
and commentator.
moved to the ABC network. Backstage are (I to r) Ted Herbert, ABC sales;
In addition to his duties as a Wallace T. Drew, ad manager, Bristol-Myers; Ed Wolf, producer; Bud Collyer, had first choice for the combination
deal,
but
preferred
her on radio
radio newsman, he writes a syn- m. c; Chester MacCracken, vice president in charge of radio and TV at only. Miss Parsons has
a TV film
dicated daily column and serves Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield; Helen Wilbur, DC&S timebuyer, and Joel F.
as treasurer of the Damon Runshow inispreparation,
Robert Orr &
Assoc.
agency.
yon Cancer Fund.
Jacobs, DC&S vice president and account executive.
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cover for withholding from the peoplementinformation
aboutbe their
which should
made governknown
to them. I believe that everyone including government officials,
should try to prevent this from
The main idea of the Sept. 24
happening."
order,
he said,
to protect
information aboutwasnational
security
when other
it getsagencies.
out of military
hands
into
In addition,
it was designed to prevent abuses
of over-classification of information in the name of security. He
said he would be glad to change
the order if experience points to
such a course.
President Truman said the Sept.
24 order was handed down after
Fortune magazine had printed pictorial material showing atomic
energy plants and after "newsslick magazines"
had
carried papers
airand photos
of large cities
with arrows pointing to vulnerable
bomb targets.
Several newsmen reminded the
President that the air photos had
been prepared and released to the
press
defense
officialsbybutauthorized
he said thatcivilpublishers
should not have printed them.
Asked directly if the Sept. 24
security order and related Presidential statements applied to broadcasters and telecasters as well as
publishers, Mr. Truman said they
certainly minded himdo.that Thesome question
rebroadcasters
who had visited Korea had later
revealed to the public secret strate(Continued on page 32

****** v°/t,nfofy c^™^
DER
OR
TY
CURIbroadcasters,
SENATION'S
to revive the Office of Censorship, information."
THE
telecasters and publishers — in fact, as proposed in the Oct. 1 Broad- experience
William inHillman,
"I've forhad
EnglandMBS—
and other
casting • Telecasting (see also
all persons who disseminate news —
eign
countries.
It's
amazing
the
way
are operating once again under a editorial on page 56).
and newspapers in Engform of voluntary censorship.
Washington radio and TV com- broadcasters
land voluntarily suppress news inmentators who attended the PresiSelf-policing of news is a result
volving
security.
I have suppressed
of direct instructions from President's Thursday
conference
a lot of material that might affect
dent Truman, but broadcasters and were among
the mostnewsbaffled
though national
security."
telecasters are without any sort of the later clarifying statement reAn obvious thought in the Presimoved some of this confusion.
official yardstick to guide them in
dent's mind, it was felt, was that
deciding what to make public and Here are their comments:
national safety is more important
Elmer
Davis,
ABC,
wartime
directhan
a
At his news
'v whatThe tocensorship
suppress. hassle grew out
tor of the Office of War Information conferencenewsthe scoop.
President repeatedly
—
"I
think
the
statements
will
lead
to
of President Truman's Sept. 24 more confusion than already existed referred to the paramount imporExecutive Order [Broadcasting • although the clarifying language
tance of survival in the whole seTelecasting, Oct. 1] designed to
curity situation.
unify security policies in govern- clears up much of the uncertainty."
He claimed his record in defendment agencies, and reached a peak
HilmaridentBaukhage,
MBS
—
"The
Presordered voluntary censorship
civil liberties
Thursday morning at his news con- without saying
so specifically. It that ingI have
no desire"demonstrates
to suppress
ference.
Newsmen were baffled when the appears he either didn't mean what freedom of speech or freedom of
he
said
or
he
didn't
say
what
he
was
President stated several times
meant
have said." NBC White the press."
Answers Criticism
Thursdaycasters andthat
publishers,
Frankto Bourgholtzer,
telecasters
must broadcensor
His formal statement Thursday
House
correspondent
— "NBC has ina
news for security.
policy
of
avoiding
sensationalism
was
pointed
at criticism of his Sept.
They threw up their hands in
national security. Ap- 24 order. "Whether
it be treason
complete confusion when the Chief news affecting
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
self-policing
is
probably
or not,"
the President
said, "it does
Executive said media must screen more complicated than the White the
United
States
just
all military information for secu- House realizes. The point often arises harm for military secretsas tomuchbe
rity even though it was authorized where a newsman can't censor public made known to potential enemies
and made public by official agencies. officials."
through open publication, as it does
Charles Collingwood, CBS White for
Then, later in the day, the White
military secrets to be given to
House obviously
correspondent
— "TheandPresident
House withdrew this last condition, was
confused
in
my
an enemy through the clandestine
removing some of the confusion.
he clouded the basic issue of
But there remained a direct opinion
spies." that he did not
in government operations
Presidential mandate to all who security regulations
Then he ofobserved
by introducing the sepdisseminate news. The mandate, departments
arate
issue
of
responsibility
of
news
believe
"protection
militaryor
in effect, calls on them as patriots media for making public borderline secrets should be madeofa cloak
to suppress all news that might endanger national security except for
material made public by responHill Group Seeks Cut
sible officials — and this doesn't in- RECRUITING
ADS
clude Congress.
Lacking further instructions,
minority attempt to wield the Congressional hatchet over it was pointed out, to resolve existbroadcasters and publishers who A STRONG monies
ing differences, not promulgate
for paid
radio-TV
time was brewing a full-blown
looked into the problem seemed to recruiting
storm on Capitol Hill
late last
Thursday.
newNARTB
provisions.
agree they should use a "common
is known to be plainly
What concerned the broadcast industry chiefly was a move by a joint
sense"
Senate-House conference commit- *
skeptical of any action which would
In theyardstick.
words of a White House tee
to prohibit funds for radio and
the broadcasters of their
while paid space in news- deprive
clarifying statement issued Thurs- television and retain those for money, papers
and magazines is a matter share of the recruiting budget in
day
afternoon,
they
should
"exerprinted
media.
view
of
industry's
munificence
of He"patriotic
appeal." that he will in giving themillions
cise the most careful judgment in
added, however,
of dollars
worth
The group agreed
to abide
determining the safety of publish- discrimination
in the
form thisof sponsor an amendment on the floor, of free time. Newspapers and
when the bill comes to the Senate, magazines have not been as gening"
information
from
other
than
amendments
tacked
on
the
$57
bilresponsible, authorized officials.
erous in the past, it was noted.
lion defense bill (S 5054). The which would allow programs already committed to take the air
report was to be filed Friday and
Rep.
George
Mahon
Truman Censorship Views
on
schedule.
Two
begin
this
month
was
slated
to guide
the (D-Tex.)
amended
the House was expected to act on and one in December.
The President carefully avoided it
measure to the floor. He told
momentarily
—
but
not
without
any admission that the Sept. 24 strong opposition on the floor. It
Actually, this is academic since Broadcasting • Telecasting that
order or the Oct. 4 statements
nearly all House conferees voted
deferred action Thursday.
the way—programs
set toShowgetonundermight be construed as censorship. hadSpearheading
Frankie Laine
CBS,
the O'Mahoney proposal. He
the
attack
on
He said Thursday that he hated radio-TV was Sen. Joseph C. Bill Stern on NBC and Game of for
said he felt, however, that funds
censorship, though he called on O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), who had the Week on ABC — have been paid for all media should be banned and
media to suppress news that might protested an approximate $1 mil- for out of previous funds. The that the draft could do the job
endanger security without offering
earmarked for this fiscal without recourse to paid recruiting
lion expenditure for three network $735,000
were earmarked for a spring drives in newspapers and on radioany rules to guide them.
radio programs already committed year
spot
recruiting
drive, according to TV.
It appeared to those who must under
the budget during the fiscal Grant Adv., which
handles the
Speaking for his colleagues, he
decide whether news is dangerous year ending last June 30 [Broad- Army
and
Air
Force
account.
said many conferees complained
casting •Telecasting, Oct. 1].
toactually
the nation's
security
that
they
that
sponsorship of radio and video
were operating as selfQuestion Procedure
It was reported that the concensors. Unlike the World War II
was of no great benefit
ferees went along almost unaniAside from the question of prin- toprograms
the
defense effort. Army and
procedure under the Office of Cenciple involved in the issue — that Air Force
mously with thebut O'Mahoney
econ- of discrimination
sorship, however, the government
omy
proposal,
with
misgivings
aural- otherwise. surveys have indicated
has no central agency to aid media which were sure to be reflected visual and printedbetween
media
—
some
Another sore point in the backin
deciding
what
to
make
public
during House debate.
authorities last week also quesand what to avoid.
ground picture is the feeling of
tioned
the
procedural
right
of
the some Senators,
Sen.
O'Mahoney
was
quoted
as
particularly Sen.
Confusion over the whole secu- stating that payment of sums for conferees to raise this question
that the Appropriarity problem has become so great radio-TV personalities and spot after both the Senate and House O'Mahoney,
tions
Committee
was not apprised
since the Sept. 24 order that new announcements is "an indefensible
original bill.set Con(Continued on page 32)
nces are traditionally
up,
interest is developing in proposals expenditure" of the taxpayers' approved ferethe
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ATOM

on

The

gram ing in this field.
The RadioVisual Information
Branch
of the
agency's
public
information
ice does try to keep the latest servand
best "raw material" available for
those asking help in planning or
writing shows. And it can give
security review for any broadcaster
or telecaster who has any doubt
that a given program may contain
"restricted data" within the mean1946. ing of the Atomic Energy Act of
To keep abreast of what is being
done, an attempt is made to get
scripts of programs dealing with
atomic energy. These are studied
so that practical counsel may be
given when assistance is asked.
A by-product of this activity is a
set of script books that constitute
an impressive record of the prothat has
been past
done twoin
the atomic gramming
field
in the
years. The collection is far from
complete and does not contain
scripts dealing specifically with
civil defense where much fine work
has been accomplished.
Here are some of the outstanding scripts on file which give an
idea of the range and treatment
of
atomic
television. subjects on radio and
RADIO
The Quick
andproduced
The Dead. A fourprogram
series
the summer of 1950. Featuredby BobNBCHopein
asking rence,questions
of
William
L.writer,
LauNew York Times
science
with dramatized
episodes
developing
from
Hope's
questions.
Repeated
popular demand and won a host byof
prizes
This inNew1950.World of Atomic Energy.
Eleven programs tracing the advent of
the atomic age produced by WLS Chiand broadcast
station's
famedcago,School
Timeoverfromthat February
through
April of this
year.and Aimed
at
upper
elementary
grades,
directed
by Josephine
Stafford.series
Manager
Glennto
Snyder
made
entire
available
the
tape networkBroadcasters.
of the National Assn.
of Educational
Science Marches On. Six programs
in June-July 1949, featuring the activittoryies ofneartheChicago.
ArgonneProduced
National byLaboraWMBI
Chicago.

Air
Lab.
giving
the same treatment
to worksomewhat
of the Brookhaven
National
You
and
the
Atom.
Five thoughtful
discussions
of
various
aspects
of
energy aired by CBS in Februaryatomic
1949.
Practically all of the regular network
discussion
programs
have
carried several shows dealing with
some phase
energy.from
Included in thisoflistatomic
are scripts
the Chicago Round Table (NBC);
Northwestern Reviewing Stand
(MBS) for
; Town
Hall of(both
the Air
Time
Defense
ABC)and ;
Adventures in Science (CBS), and
NBC's Living, 1949 and Living,
1950.The- subject has been covered
also by programs produced by the
Rocky Mountain Radio Council, the
Lowell Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council of Boston and in a
number of single-shot documentaries by individual stations.
Among the last group are E Equals
M C Squared broadcast over Texas
State Network in October 1949, and
After the Atom by Bill Hodapp
(now with the Sloan foundation)
over WAVE Louisville, Ky., September, 1949.
The wide range of important
jobs performed at atomic energy
laboratories and plants by physical y-handicap ed persons has been
treated in two network documentaries. The first, Physical Disability Is Not Job Disability, dealt with
Oak Ridge, Tenn., and was aired
by MBS in 1949. Last year, ABC
carried a 30-minute show from Los
Alamos, N. M., covering the same
topic. It was the first major network program ever broadcast from
what has
"most
secretbeen
city."called America's
TELEVISION
Atomicof Report
was aproduced
pioneeringby
series
10 programs
WMAR
summer many
and
autumn Baltimore,
of 1949. inItthecovered
phases ofactual
the demonstrations
atomic programbefore
and
featured
the
camera
as scientists.
well as interviews
with
leading
atomic
The
program
won many awards.
NBC and the Navy put together
(Contiuned on page 76)

By CHARTER HESLEP
CHIEF, RADIO-VISUAL
INFORMATION BRANCH, AEC PUBLIC
INFORMATION SERVICE
ing
fast becom
ATOMtantis part
THEan impor
of radio
and television programming.
News of atomic developments
the top of newslead or are near asing
frequency.
casts with incre
Public service shows with wide audience appeal are growing as writers and produg cers tacklee the problem of tellin the peopl about the
progress, meaning and challenges
of the still new atomic age.
An historic
"first" wasAtomic
the
dramatic
documentary,
Bombs, by Frank and Doris Hursley, broadcast over CBS on Aug.
7, 1945 — within
after
President
Truman 24hadhours
announced
the advent of the atomic age in
the
shima.form of the bombing of HiroSince then, and particularly in
the past two years, radio and television have rolled up an impressive record of public service program ing in the atomic field. Considerable experimenting is under
way with actual teaching of nuclear physics and related atomic
subjects via television.

ming in the atomic field. There is
the importance of atomic weapons
to our national security and the
job survival
of preparing
own millions
for
under our
a possible
enemy
atomic attack. The popularity of
science-fiction is another gauge of
the times. It is on the increase in
all media, including radio and television.
wasA Maryland
surprisedsecond-grade
one Mondayteacher
last
spring to hear her young pupils
talking
aboutIt turned
"radioactivity"
"reactors."
out that and14
of the 32 in her class had seen the
television documentary, Mobilizing
the Atom, on CBS on Sunday. The
teacher asked the AEC for some
basic material — and quickly — to
help her catch up with the sevenyear-olds.
The importance of safeguarding
certain types of data — such as rate
and scale of production of weapons, components, uranium ore,
etc. — cannot be minimized as long
as thevails.present
tension
The AEC world
is charged
with prethe
security of this kind of information and triple-checks every fact
that is released to the public. But
program planners and writers are
discovering that there is a wealth
of material available around which
to build good programs.

ANOTHER "first" was recorded
at Ames, Iowa, on Sept. 28-29.
The Iowa
Radio itsNews1951Assn.
decided to turn
annual
meeting into the first radio-television atomic energy seminar ever
held. There have been 14 of these
seminars for various newspaper
groups.
For two days, the Iowa radio
news editors and their guests will
"go to school" for lectures on
basic atomic
reactors,
fissionableenergy,
materials and
isotopes.
They will hear — and see — applications of atomic energy to farming,
medicine, industry and research.
The Atomic Energy Commission is
cooperating to provide some of the
speakers, headed by Commissioner
T. Keith Glennan.
There are some obvious reasons
for the growing value of programPage 26 • October 8, 1951

inscience
MUCH of volvedthecan bebasic
d and
simplifie
made interesting on radio and television. The history of the development of atomic energy is a fascinating story. The ever widening
use of radioactive isotopes furnishes
a continuous stream of new — and
unrestricted — information that often has local or area leads.
Finally, Chairman Gordon Dean
has said that the AEC hopes that
all media — including radio and television— may some day cover an actual weapon test. However, that will
not be possible during the series
of tests this fall at Las Vegas
which were recently announced.
The AEC is not in the business of
radio and television production. It
is not in the business of educa- Working out sequence for WMAR-TV Atomic Report are Producer
Ed Mick, Mr. Heslep and Narrator Michael Amrine.
tion. It does not "promote" proBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

of $3,631,188. In the next three
months, ending June 30, sales
Hearing Set for Nov. 9 dropped to $3,154,090, and the
corporation's
loss was
947. Estimatednet losses
from$1,058,June
LeBlanc Corp. of Louisiana as its
ship. A syndicate of New York until Sept. 30. were said to be in
ILLS
subsidiary,
announced reorganiza- businessmen, headed by Mr. Lans, excess of $700,000.
tion plans.
Officials attributed the reversal
ibed at that timewhat
as a they
lease de-to to overexpansion, a change from
Although creditors attending the in turn scrpurchased
meeting complained afterwards the Hadacol trademark, and Mr. testimonial to institutional adverthat they still did not know what Lans replaced Mr. LeBlanc as presising, the failure
caravan be-—
was going on, that their questions
ident, although the latter was to be which twas
halted oftwothe weeks
— although asked — remained unan- retained— for a reported $100,000
fore the scheduled time — and the
swered, most of them agreed with
of sales campaigns beplus expenses — as "na- extension Hadacol's
the statement ascribed to Mr. Lans per year
naturaland environthat they would be lucky to collect ager. tional and international" sales man- west. yond
ments in the South
South5 cents on each dollar owed them
The
company
has
pushed
its
if bankruptcy action were to result. product with lavish promotion,
Advertising expenses for 15
At week's
end, with
epithetsventured
match- estimated at reaching $1 million a months ended March 31 were listed
ing vagueries,
few people
month and including a caravan of at $9,724,391 and for three months
■to predict the future of their stars Such as Bob Hope, Carmen ended June 30 they were $2,495,154.
claims, saying that it all depended Miranda, and Jimmy Durante. At
The Sept. 8 balance sheet was
to list liabilities of $4,263,on
company's futureof business
the sale, the new presi- said
andthedisentanglement
myriad the timedent, ofMr. Lans,
647.96,
including bank overdraft
anticipated that of $17,909
and caravan expenses
legal claims.
First changes in the Hadacol advei-tising promotion would "reach of $187,911 still payable. Wedstatus became evident last August a new record total."
nesday's
to have been reorganization
promptedwasby said
the
when the Louisiana Corp. was sold
Accounts Not 'Receivable'
camel's straw of a $14,000 suit
to the Tobey-Maltz Memorial FounAt
the
creditors'
meeting,
Mr
dation Inc., a private medical Lans reportedly explained that filed by United Broadcasting Co. in
foundation with New York plastic upon investigation of its purchase, Baltimore Sept. 27.
Excluding claims for negligence
surgeon, Dr. Maxwell Maltz, as the syndicate discovered that an
director for some $8 million estimated $2 million of accounts or product liability, a total of 14
receivable were not accounts at major proceedings have been filed
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
Sept. 3].
all, in the usual sense, and that against the
two for
corporations,
cluding a suit
$114,000 inby
Terms were reported to call for litigation against the business was
Products Inc. of Des
an immediate payment of $1 mil- threatened from several sides. Televisual
lion in cash, the rest in 10 annual Describing the patent medicine Moines, Iowa.
Mr. LeBlanc, in addition to payinstallments. Dudley J. LeBlanc, business as previously "extremely
is listed among
Louisiana State Senator who start- profitable," Mr. Lans reported creditorsmentsofreceived,
the LeBlanc Corp.
ed the company in 1943, is reported Hadacol sales for the 15 months whose claims may
in excess
to have received about a quarter ending March 31 reached $25,356,(Continued on bepage
84 ) of
of a million dollars for his owner- 525 with net profit, before taxes,

(See FCC story on page 8i)
HADACOL'S
HEARING
was set last week for
2:30 p.m., Nov. 9 in the U. S. District Court, N. Y., for objections
:[jj by
to petition
for reorganization
filed
the LeBlanc
Corp., producers
of Hadacol.
i ! The corporation, whose radio
spot campaign
and newspaper
i | timonial
ads jockeyed
net profitstes-to
; | the multi-million dollar level, last
[ ^Wednesday filed for reorganization
[ pursuant to Chapter 10 of the Federal Bankruptcy Act, and Judge
William Bondy issued an order the
same day approving the legality
of the application.
Anything can happen at the Nov.
9 hearing, officials said, and it was
assumed that creditors of the corporation, who were expected to file
their answer to the LeBlanc request sometime this week, would be
heard. If the petition is approved,
however, the court will name trustees to take possession of the LeBlanc Corp., make an inventory of
j its assets and liabilities, report
back to the court, and inform interested parties of the findings.
Creditors May Wait
Company
reorganization in orderrequested
to free itself
from
creditors — court actions would in
effect be frozen — and to gain time
for reestablishing its business, in
which the owners say they retain
confidence.
money"
that could
be
raised, "New
LeBlanc
officials
were
reported to have said, would be devoted exclusively to continuing the
sale and manufacture of Hadacol,
a==HEARI
CK
with the implication that creditors HENNO
the New YorkNG
Court of STALLS
General tails of its endorsement of Miss
Hennock's nomination.
would be considered only as new ILLNESSBy ofDAVE
FCC BERLYN
Comr. Frieda B. Sessions.
Still to be heard are witnesses
profits accrued.
They followed other opposition from
Hennock last week left up in the
New York, including Louis
nearly a fortnight aero
With the organization's account
windup of the Senate Ju- heard
payable — including radio fees — air the diciary
S.
Posner, New York State Mort[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
Oct.
1].
Committee
hearings
on
her
reaching $2,065,358 as totaled by nomination to a Federal judgeship
Assn.; Board
Jacob ofHoltzman,
an unaudited balance sheet dated in New York.
York gage
State
Regents, New
and
According
tointoreports,
the com- Judge
Sept. 8, many radio stations were
Agnes
Craig,
New
York City
mittee
delved
the
professional
Word of her illness was given and the personal background of the Municipal Court. Other New
York
understood to be preparing to carry
Broadcasting • Telecasting by nominee. It was understood that legal and women's club officials also
Hadacol business only with in-writ- Committee
Chairman Pat McCaring agreements.
may testify.
judgesvarious
were quesIndustry complaints were that ran (D-Nev.) following last Wed- the NewtionedYork
closely about
legal
There was renewed talk in Washvery few Hadacol contracts have
affairs
with
which
Miss
Hennock
nesday's
commitington circles that the committee
tee session. The was said to have been involved be- might not
been in legal form, having consistact on the nomination
Senator
indicated
ed mostly of telephoned or telefore
she
joined
the
FCC
in
1948.
this
session
of Congress, due soon
that additional
graphed authority or letters that
FCC
Witnesses
to adjourncasting[Broadcasting
meetings would
would not stand up in court. Many
Witnesses
Wednesday
were
This would Telepave
not be held until Chairman Wayne Coy, Comrs. the way for, Octa. 1].recess
such agreements were made by
appointment
Miss Hennock Paul A. Walker and Robert F. to the New York Southern
people no longer with Hadacol, it
District
was
in
better
was pointed out, and often on a
Jones, all of the FCC; William
by the President.
health.
cut-rate basis that had, in some
A. Porter, of the Washington law Court
He also said he firm
If thisplained lasthappened,
was exinstances, been publicized suffiBingham,
Collins,
Porter
&
did
not
know
Missit Hennock,
ciently so that other advertisers, Miss Hennock whether Miss Kistler; Julia Hopkins, National if appointed, week,
could
serve
on the
too, sought reduced charges.
Assn.
of
Women
Lawyers;
Ralph
Hennock would
with pay until the end of
Asher Lans, New York attorney
Steetle, executive director, Joint bench
stand to testify.
the
next
Congressional
term
who is now president of LeBlanc takeThe theCommissioner
on Educational TeleCircit, Oct. 1].
Corp., said last week that authori- reached for comment. could not be Committee
vision, and Mrs. Clara Longstreth, [Closed
After
adjournment
this
session,
zations made by former company
officers would be honored.
This development came as the nationaltionalsecurity
Federation ofchairman,
Business Naand the Senate committee automatically
with Miss Hen- Professional Womens Clubs. Mr. returns the nomination to the
Action came promptly day after Senatenock committee,
House if not acted upon.
absent
for
the
first
time
since
a creditors' meeting had been called the committee began its closed door Porter represented the Federal White
Then, President Truman during the
in New York, with invitations going: hearings, questioned witnesses in Communications Bar Assn.
second
session could renominate
out to an estimated 20 of 7,000
They were asked merely routine her, sending
the name back to the
creditors. The press was excluded. favor of the nomination.
questions,
and
in
instances
where
Senate.
if the Senate
Two opposition witnesses, both people other than FCC members then failedHowever,
| At thedentmeeting,
presi- subpenaed,
to act on the nominaof LeBlancMr.ofLans,
Maryland,
were called Tuesday were involved, the committee memtion,
she
would
automatically
lose
which was incorporated quietly in morning. They were Judges James
in knowing the her seat on the bench.
August and which lists the older G. Wallace and John A. Mullen of makeupbers wereof interested
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Reaches Most, Slide Show Claims
RADIO
NBC
THE IMPORTANCE of network in the presentation, noted that most commercial programs, are covered
radio as "the most taken-for- of NBC's nighttime shows cost less by the presentation, with the stars
granted advertising force in the than $22,000, with daytime costs delivering recorded messages.
below that figure. He also
The slide sound film also hails
land" and the importance of NBC far
because "more people are reached stressed that a 13-week contract is NBC's 25 years of network operaby NBC Radio than by any adver- no longer necessary but that "you
tion and its host of long-time procan sell your product over NBC
grams and sponsors. Conceived by
force in theareworld,"
includ-in for
ingtisingtelevision,
stressed
as long or as short a period Jacob A. Evans, manager of NBC
radio advertising and promotion,
This Is NBC, a 31-minute color
slide-sound presentation. The slide as you like."
of the new uses of radio," the presentation was produced by
show was previewed Thursday for Mr."OneHerbert
Shepard, supervisor of NBC
said, "is the 'satura- Hank
the advertising press in New York
sales promotion, assisted by
tion campaign'
— aadvertising
technique
of con- radio
centrated
on several
prior to showing to advertisers and
QUARTER -CENTURY service to
Robert Hitchens. It was directed health
education by NBC is marked
agencies across the country.
programs during a single week or by Jack Cleary. Bernard Green
by presentation
citation ofto Niles
month. This form of spe- composed the musical background Trammell
To prove the superiority of radio a single
(r), ofchairman
NBC
cial promotion is quick, simple to and led the NBC orchestra.
over television as a mass medium,
board
of
directors,
by Dr. W. W.
the
same
cusfor example, the presentation use, and tomerscanseveralreach
Bauer (I) of the American Medical
times a day in a
points out that in present TV
Assn. [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
HOWARD CHENEY
markets
"there
are
more
homes
controlled
period
of
time."
Oct.
1]. Award was made at close
with just radios than homes with
Adman Dies in Sleep
'Blanket Coverage'
special documentary, Worthy of
both radio and television."
In addition to such short-term HOWARD W. CHENEY, 47, of
His Hire, relating to employment of
of theadditional
TV area homes
there campaigns, NBC also has the "tan- executive vice president and West the physically handicapped, heard
are"Outside
over 100%
dem" year-round multiple program
manager of Erwin, Wasey
Sept. 23.
with radios, adding up to the plan by which an advertiser can &Coast
died in his
largest advertising potential audi- reach nearly 25 million people a sleepCo.,atLoshis Angeles,
Beverly
Hills
home
MESTRE
HONORED
last Tuesday morning.
claims. ence available anywhere," NBC week with a one-minute commercial early
Given EAA Award
West Coast manager of Leo
plus
opening
and
closing
"billBetween 7 and 10 p.m. a radio
ards" on three evening shows "at Burnett Co., he resigned and GOAR MESTRE, head of the
set is on in one out of ten TV the low, bolow
cost of 1,000 advertis- joined Erwin, Wasey & Co. last CMQ Radio Network in Cuba,
homes, the presentation declares, Herbert
May 15. Well known in West Coast CMQ-TV Havana and president
ing impressions
for shows
28 cents,"
Mr. advertising,
said. The
are Mr.
with this and other extra-room
at one time he was
the Inter-American Assn. of
listening, plus car radio and other Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons, account executive of Foote, Cone of
& Lewis and The Big Show. & Belding, Los Angeles, and also Broadcasters, last Friday received
out-of-home listening adding 54 Martin
New programs, like the mystery headed the advertising department annual
million supplementary sets to the
the Export
Assn.'s
awardAdvertising
for outstanding
42 million American radio homes. show Barrie Crane and the Bob and of Lockheed Aircraft, Burbank.
international adBesides his widow, Bettina J. achievementvertising in
This gives the radio advertiser Ray comedy series, and old favor- Cheney,
and
marketing.
surviving are his father,
ites, such &s Fibber McGee and
a total of "96 million outlets for
Mr. Mestre was presented the
William T. Cheney, Terre Haute, award
an EAA luncheon in New
Duffy's
Tavern,
Bob
Hope
your sales message — truly blanket Molly,
Ind.,
and
a sister, Mrs. Charles E. York's at Plaza
and Jimmy
Durante,
including
alHotel, at which
coverage of all America."
most
the
complete
roster
of
NBC
Mills,
Washington,
D.
C.
Nor is this picture changing.
Thomas D. ternational
Cabot,Securitydirector
InAffairs, ofDept.
NBC cites Radio-Television Mfrs.
States Correct FCC of State, was principal speaker.
Assn. figures showing that in the
first six months of this year, WAYNE COY
Third annual EAA survey conStand on S. 7563
ducted among 1,000 foreign busi"Americans
radio theat THE only effective method of meeting the problem of disseminating
a 10% fasterwere
clip buying
than during
ness leaders in the U. S., was regambling
information
is
to
prohibit
such
transmission
by
statute,
which
ported by William Kapp of Gotham
same period
1950. twice
In fact,as they're
buying
more of than
many would be enforced by the Dept. of Justice, according to FCC Chairman Adv. Co. Thursday afternoon,
radio sets as they are television Wayne Coy.
openingtion. Fordate
the straight
EAA conventhe ofthird
year,
★
sets."
Comof the
This isas thewell,position
to
any
bill
that
would
license
persons
mission
Chairman
Coy
said
foreign
ad
budgets
will
be
inNoting "advertisers take noth- in a letter to Broadcasting • Tele- disseminating gambling information
creased,
with making
9 outincreases
of 10 busiing at face value — they measure
that such an approach is basically
nessmen
this
The letter was designed isineffective
media by potential and delivered to correct casting.
and unsound, regardless of year as compared with 8 out of 10
an impression given by what government
agency
is desig- last year. Over two-thirds say
audience,"
nated as the licensing
authority.
that out of the
everypresentation
25 people: 4 avers
read a story which said a Senate bill
their sales this year stand more
Life magazine; 7 read Metro on (S 1563) requiring Dept. of Justice
We
have
taken
the
position
that than
10% ahead of 1950, with the
Sundays; 8 watch NBC Television; licensing was in line with Chair- the only effective way to deal with rise
attributed to American subsid12 listen to Mutual ; 14 listen to the
man Coy's recommendation.
this problem is by a statute prohibiaries in markets abroad as well
ABC Radio Network; 17 listen to follows:
Text of Chairman Coy's letter
iting
certain de- as export
from the U. S.
finedthetypestransmission
of gamblingof information.
CBS; 19 listen to NBC.
EDITOR:
Such a statute would, of course, be
Exporters still list trade publiTranslating this into people
In
the
BROADCASTING
»
TELEenforced
by
the
Dept.
of
Justice
in
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
a
s their favorite advertisreached per dollar of advertising
CASTING issue of Oct. 1, 1951, there
manner that all other crimmedium. Spending less than
expenditure, NBC reports that for is a news item on page 50 headed the same
inal statutes are enforced by the 5% ofing their
sales' income on ada budget of about $22,000, the cost "Anti-Gambling Bills," in which it Dept. of Justice. This position was
exporters are
of some nighttime radio shows, an was reported that the Senate Inter- apparently misconstrued by the pering about vertising,
as much
for earmarkTV this
son
who
wrote
the
item
in
the
Oct.
1
statemittee
and Foreign
Commerce
Comadvertiser can buy a half-hour TV
year
as
they
did
last.
approved
four
bills.
It
was
show on the 15 largest NBC-TV stated with respect to one of these issue of BROADCASTING
ASTING to mean that I was• TELEof the FCBA Outing
stations, to reach 5,252,000 people; bills, S. 1563, relating to the licens- view that Cthe
licensing functions in
or a two-color full page in Life,
ing of persons
engagedinformation
in the dissemS. 1563 should be administered by
to reach 5,747,000 people; or a fourination of gambling
that the
Dept.
of
Justice.
fall outingBarof Assn.
the Fedcolor half -page in the metropolitan the Committee amended this bill to
eral Communications
was
So that the record may be entirely ANNUAL
group of Sunday supplements, to transfer the licensing authority from
I should like to point out that held Saturday at Twin Oaks,
reach 7,316,000 people. But if he the FCC, as originally intended, to clear,
the
Commission
opposes
any
licensing
Vienna,
Va.,
estate
of
Horace
L.
spends the $22,000 for a nighttime the Justice Dept. Then follows the
regardless of whether the Lohnes, partner in the Washington
half-hour show on the full NBC statement, "This is in line with Chair- approach
responsibility
to
issue
licenses
is
radio
law
firm
of
Dow,
Lohnes
&
Wayne Coy's
recommendation."
Radio Network, the report said, he
FCC,Federal
the Dept.
of Jus- Albertson. FCC and other governTherectmanbutquoted
statement
iswasnot inadcor- placedtice or inanytheother
can reach 7,794,000 people.
agency.
ment officials attended. Mr. Lohnes,
I
am
sure
that
it
John K. Herbert, NBC vice presI am sure you will want to correct
vertent and arose only out of a misof FCBA, last
ident and director of radio sales,
taken understanding of the position the mistaken notion that may have aweekpastwaspresident
elected president of the
created
by
the
above
quoted
who delivers the NBC radio story in taken by me in behalf of the Com- been
George
Washington
mis ion. Our position with respect statement.
his own voice, specially recorded
Assn. for 1951-52. U. Law Alumni
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Told NARTB

District 14

PLAN
INSURANCE
THOROUGH exploration of all
gram ing was criticized, with sugnoon of the first day, with KDYLgestion that radio reports be fea- TV and KSL-TV, the two Salt Lake
types of insurance for stations,
tured
in
dramas.
Joe
Wilkins,
City
stations,
manning the panel.
ranging all the way from towers KFBB Great Falls, contended
to personnel, is under way at broadcasters do everything except Mr. Terry acted as moderator. Takpart were Gene Halliday,
NARTB, President Harold E. Fel- influence politicians favorably when WayneingRichards
and Vince Clayton,
lows told NARTB District 14 at
charge premium rates for all of KSL-TV, and George Provol,
its opening session Thursday in they
political advertising.
Salt Lake City.
Rainger and Alan GunderSince he had started charging Danny
son, all of KDYL-TV. They covered
The district opened a three-day
meeting with William C. Grove, the one-time rate, with no cash re- commercial, program and engineering topics. Richard P. Doherty,
quired, he has been getting along
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., presiding
employe-employer relaas district director. Hugh Terry, better with politicians, Mr. Wilkins NARTBtions director,
analyzed TV costs.
KLZ Denver, participated as said. Art J. Mosby, KGVO Missoula, contended the premium rate
Penalize Benton Firms?
NARTBium stations.
director-at-large
for
medAttendance reached followed newspaper practice, but
In a reference to the Benton legadded some papers charge three or
108 the first day.
islation, President Fellows, answerSavings ranging from 30% to four times the regular rates for
ing a question from the floor, said
509r under current insurance rates political space. Cancellation of busi- it would
"most unfortunate"
and other problems of political Associatedbe Music
may develop from the NARTB plan, time nesswere
Publishers orif
cited.
Mr. Fellows said. He described it
Muzak, both Benton enterprises,
as an effort by NARTB to save
Political Time Rates
were penalized because of the Sen"honest dollars" for stations.
President Fellows urged stations
crusade for He"reforms"
NARTB is studying group employ- to charge equitable rates for politi- radio andator'stelevision.
deprecatedin
ment and libel insurance, among
the
Benton
objectives
as
threatencal
time
but
said
special
situations
other types.
each locality must be taken into
raIn the case of tower insurance, inaccount.
dioing toandundermine
television the
but future
felt thatof the
he said large savings are possible
services of suppliers "should be
Richards reviewed
if around $20 million in policies newMr. administrative
setupNARTB's
and deintrinsicBMI
merit."
can be committed, with a group of
Carl on
Haverlin,
president,
headquarters activity. In bought
companies secondarily underwritten a talk onscribed
radio news he offered a was on the Friday agenda. Mr.
by Lloyds of London. He told of formula for expansion of news Doherty conducted his session on
one case where 860,000 tower in- service.
sound management practices. In the
surance involved a SI, 500 premium
Commenting on the Benton leg- afternoon William B. Ryan, presiannually for three years as against
dent of Broadcast Advertising BuMr. Richards
said. "If
less than 81,000 a year under the newspapersislation,had
reau, conducted a sales session.
been attacked
by
NARTB plan.
such legislation they would have
Saturday was devoted to an allTower insurance would take into knocked
day
workshop
under direction of
it down in 30 minutes."
account the relatively higher hazA TV panel was held on the after- Al Meyer, KMYR Denver.
ards in some parts of the country,
Mr. Fellows said, but benefits would
be generally pro-rated.
L'rges Follow-Through
In a question-answer session the SELF-REGULATION of broadcasting and telecasting is the inevitable
'
NARTB president urged an indus- responsibility
°«18
ER Harold
of thoseBI
engaged
theseNG
professions,
E. Fellows,
LL inDA
ON
trywide follow-through against the BENT
president,
told the Salt Lake City Kiwanis Club Thursday in
Benton censorship and related leg- NARTB
islation undermining the economic warning of the common dangers to free speech inherent in the legislation sponsored by Sen. William who
★
stability of the medium or affecting
fail to recognize the high trust
its freedom. Answering Frank C. Benton (D-Conn.).
inherent
in their dealings with the
Mclntyre, KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho,
He called the legislation "a rehe said NARTB is investigating
markable parallel" to the recent
"Such
as these by their unwise
Western Union rate increases. Mr. "Hutchins
Report" oncreation
the press,
stewardship wantonly waste their
which recommended
of a people.
Mclntyre said baseball line rates commission
greatest
economic resource — the
on freedom of the press
had been more than doubled.
would appraise and report public support and confidence in
Several members complained that
output of their transmitWestern Union had increased the annually upon the performance of the daily
ters and presses. There can be
rates without notice. Mr. Fellows the press.
convincing defense before the
said he first heard of the new rates
"We are fighting this dangerous no
public opinion for
during the District 9 meeting Sept. legislation,"
he said, "and shall bar of American
mediocrity or downright
17-18 at Highland Park, 111. He continue to resist this and all other continuing
offensive programming and jourthe foundaadded that Robert K. Richards, effortstionstoof thisgnawbasicawaybulwark
of our nalism.
NARTB public affairs director, had
"But judgment, preference and
been
assigned
to
investigate
the
American
heritage."
He
suggested
the
matter.
the Benton-proposed review board economic decisionunderaffecting
our AmerDirector Grove named the follow- would end up as a censorship body. press icanandsystemradio,
belong
to
the
people
—
ing Resolutions Committee: James
"Those of us who are privileged
of the people, and not to the
Russell, KVOR Colorado Springs, to labor in the media of the press, all
By their daily inchairman; Bert McAllister, KRPL radio and television partake of spe- government.
dividual decisions and free choices
Moscow; William Kemp, KVER Alcial responsibilities,"
"The they exercise a type of control,
betweenhe said.
publishers
buquerque; Don Hathaway, KSPR relationships
sometimes less draCasper; Florence Gardner, KTFI and the people and the relation- which maticwhile
than that of a bureaucratic
Twin Falls.
ships
between
owners
of
broadcastgovernment
censor,
nevertheless
ing facilities and the people are inexorable and in its isexpression
World Series games were viewed
beat the Thursday-Friday luncheons of
the
highest
professional
charspeaks the unfettered voice of the
on TV receivers set up by KDYL acter.
free
people.
...
We
invite
your
Salt Lake City.
"There is no haven of security
influence and your inAfter the Western Union dis- from criticism under our American sustaining
participation in the onward
cus ion, flo r discussion went ahead guarantees of freedom of speech march toformedpreserve
our free mass
at a lively pace. Featuring of and of the press for those of the
newspaper reporters in radio pro- press and broadcasting industries media, the sentinels of democracy."
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GLADE'S WELCOME
Offers Radio Commandment
BROADCASTERS of NARTB
Districttrict,"14,
the "Mountain Diswere officially
greeted when
by a
fellow broadcaster Thursday
they convened at the Hotel Utah,
Salt Lake City. Formal welcomer
was Earl J. Glade, three-time
mayor of Salt Lake City and first
manager of KSL Salt Lake
He retains a KSL directorate. City.
Mayor Glade offered an 11th
commandment for radio: "Thou
shalt deliver the goods." He cited
the
great responsibilities of
radio five
management
as follows: Fair
pay,
opportunity
to
progress,
reco
g
n
i
t
i
o
n
o
f
personnel,
participation
curity.
of personnel in operations, seHe admonished broadcasters and
telecasters to be "careful" because
of their tremendous responsibility
to the public. At one time he was
chairman of the NAB code committee.

WXKW EXCEPTIONS
Still Using Full Power
SLIGHT modification of the directional antenna of WXKW Albany, N. Y.,terferencewould
claims satisfy
permitallit in-to
continue with itsandpresent
10 kw
fulltime on 850 kc, the station
claimed in exceptions filed last
week with the FCC.
Exceptions were made to a hearing examiner's
initialofdecision
proposing reduction
nighttime
power under program test authorization to 1 kw [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 1].
Until oral argument is heard by
the full Commission and a final
decision is rendered, WXKW continues operating with present 10
kw day and night.
Station also took issue to the
examiner's conclusion that "no
valid reason" had been advanced
to support the request for a waiver
of engineering standards regarding operating efficiency.
Objections to present and proposed WXKW operation were made
by KOA Denver and WHDH Boston. Both have 50 kw on 850 kc,
the latter with directional antenna.
15 kc Taped Music
MUSIC recorded on 15 kc
tape time
was broadcast
first
anywherefor the
by
WABF(FM) New York last
week,
to station.
Programaccording
was possible
only
on FM since that band alone
is capable of reproducing the
wide range of frequencies
present in 15,000-cyele tape,
described as delivering the
maximum music reproduction
to date,corded station
for the mostsaid.
part Re-in
Europe, the music ranged
from Beethoven symphonies
to Ravel quartets.
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cto am
RT
REPO
LSON
WI
AN
INVENTORY
of two million
additional
supplies of copper are remodeling
•
24].
TV receivers and three million ra- limited by several delaying fac- Telecasting,workSept.[Broadcasting
Administration
forces,
including
dio sets will help offset temporary
tors'. CopperMaterials
allotmentsPlanunder
had theto Economic Stabilizer Eric Johnston
production decreases resulting from Controlled
the increase of military demands be tightened, with extension of pro- and Mr. Wilson, have recommendhibited uses. Extension of CMP to
upon electronics manufacturers.
ed sharper cutbacks in civilian
Meanwhile, consumer demand in all new construction using struc- building. Meanwhile, the National
Production
Authority is expected
tural
steel
will
make
it
possible
to
the radio-TV market "has not been
high enough to eliminate some un- direct steel to "more important to release a compilation this week
of over 2,000 denials of requests
employment inthe industry."
projects" and an orderly cut-back for
materials to start projects.
Thesefensefacts
outlined
by De- of non-defense construction.
MobilizerwereCharles
E. Wilson
Turning again to materials, Mr. OUTSTANDING public service by
Wilson
held out hope for a surge
in his third quarterly report on
26% of Requests Ok'd
Moody
defense mobilization. The report,
In the electronic plant field, an in nickel output by April 1. Even WMBItute Chicago,
during
its 25BibleyearsInsti-of
titled Three Keys to Strength, was average of about 26% of the re- so,, he added, "there seems no pros- existencestation,
is commended by Mayor
submitted to President Truman last
quests were given the go-ahead,
of an early ofendnickel
to allocations."
Thepect shortage
for receiv- Martin Kennedy. Announcer William
Monday. The three "keys," as de- with only 11% of steel actually
ing tube producers has been brought Pearce (I) makes a tape recording
scribed by Mr. Wilson, are maxi- siphoned off to commercial conthe mayor's
downmum production, stability of econstruction. Broadcasters who were to the attention of NPA by Radio- of thetowntribute
office for inbroadcast
on WMBI.
omy and free world unity.
denied authorization to commence Television Mfrs. AsSn. The agency Station celebrated quarter-century as
Outlining progress in various building
has
revealed
no
steps
for
alleviatduring the fourth quarter
government programs, Mr. Wilson
ing the critical situation which "the pioneer voice of Christian radio"
noted that in electronics a com- (beginning last Monday) may re- threatens widespread unemploy- with open house anniversary party
apply for permission. A number of
ment of between 15,000 and 18,000
paratively small number of "high- radio-TV
Sept. 16-22.
operators already have by Dec. 1, barring larger allocations
cost complex"
ac- begun construction,
(Continued on page 80)
alteration or
count for 60% radar
of thesystems
production
FM TESTING
dollar. "Deliveries to date have
been relatively low," he explained,
NARTB-RTMA Joint Effort
"while the industry expanded its
Capehart Amendment THREE-AREA campaign to test
plantnextandsummer,
completed
its tooling."
Fails in Senate
By
however,
the de- AD ALLOWANCES
extent of FM listening and prolivery rate should triple, he premote the FM medium will be undicted, noting that new electronic- INDUSTRY'S fight for a flexible formula which would permit manufacaken by NARTB
controlled weapons now are in use.
turers individually to raise price ceilings on basis of advertising and Television dertMfrs.
Assn. and RadioMoreover, tax write-off certifi- other costs was beaten down in the Senate last Thursday.
In
announcing
the joint project,
cates totaling some $400 million
The Senate approved an administration substitute for the so-called Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washworth of projected investments
ington, named three broadcasters
amendment. Under the *
have been issued by the govern- Capehart
Capehart plan manufacturers could that the plan opens the way for to spearhead campaigns in the
ment. They would permit industry have
test
areas.
They are Everett L.
Presidential
control
of
all
media
requested
individual
adjustto expand for "most urgently needments on the basis of increased through advertising budgets.
Dillard, WASH (FM) Washinged military
end
items"
and
comton,
for
the
District of Columbia;
advertising,
labor,
selling
and
other
The cutoff and applicable dates
plete facilities already underway.
Electronics manufacturers have expenses. The bill (S 2170) was would remain the same: Under E. Z. Jones, WBBB (FM) Burlington,
N.
C,
for North Carolina;
sent fight
to the led
Houseby future Presidential directive, manbeen the beneficiaries in many passed,
after a 49-21,
heatedandfloor
F. Schmitt, WIBA Madicases.
ufacturers could be eligible for Kenneth
its
author,
Sen.
Homer
Capehart
son, for Wisconsin.
With respect to materials, the
higher
ceilings
The three campaigns will be
of costs price
incurred
since onthethestartbasisof
defense mobilization chief asserted, (R-Ind.).
The Indiana Republican fought the Korean war to July 26. Sep- conducted on a sequential basis
for retention of his own substitute
with North Carolina in
arate directives may be issued starting
1952. John H. Smith, NARTB FM
covering advertising, selling, labor director,
as a inalcompromise
between
his
origwill hold meetings with
plan and that reported by the and administration costs, with a
the state chairman. He will diSenate Banking & Currency Com- set percentage allowed for each.
rect the overall campaign. He will
Failure of Mr. Truman to issue
Carolina and Wisconing, mittee
Oct. 1, [Broadcasting
Sept. 24]. • Telecast- such directives to OPS would con- meet sinNorth
later this month
stitute a hurdle to future price and alsocommittees
will
confer with David
Capehart's
Idea
Sen. Capehart suggested that the boosts. Thus, applications for
head of committee.
RTMA's spePresident be required to issue new higher ceilings based on advertis- H. Grigsby,
cial FM promotion
ing costs would be stymied, it was
regulations revising ceilings with- reasoned.
planning session will find
The logical effect could theFinal
in 60 tdays
and
allow
manufacfull RTMA committee meeturers to apply for higher prices be curtailment of broadcast and
with Messrs.
other media budgets in the long Smith.ing Decision
beyond
July
26
if
their
labor
costs
will Strouse
be made andat
have mounted since that date.
run.
that time on sales promotion,
Plan
Rejected
But in the end, the administraand other mertion prevailed with a new bill that
The Capehart alternative plan public relations
chandising devices to be employed
would (1) allow the Chief Execu- was rejected by the Senate with a in the test areas.
tive to determine amount of allow- 41 to 28 vote. The Senator proGENE SEEHAFER (I), U. of Minnesota
able advertising and other costs on
tested that his proposal was a
assistant professor and co-author of an industry-wide
rather than workable one and removed all pre- Nussbaum Named
Successful Radio & Television Ad- individually; (2)basis,
require applivious administration objections.
vertising conducted radio advertising
cants for adjustments to prove
His remarks drew immediate dis- COL. HOWARD NUSSBAUM, diconference at Jamestown, N. Y. Fred "financial
hardship"
(or,
in
effect,
agreement from administration
radio and television of
E. Bigelow (c), president of James- those now losing money).
stalwarts, among them Sen. Mike Harry rB.ector of Cohen
Adv., New York,
town's
largest
department
store
and
Thus,
the
President,
acting
heavy user of radio, examines ac- through the Office of Price Stabi- Monroney (D-Okla.). The Cape- has been assigned special assistant
hart plan, the later said, would to Harry B. Cohen, agency presicount of one of his programs included
lization, would not find it manda- allow manufacturers and procesin the book. Simon Goldman (r),
dent. Effective today (Monday),
tory to grant
price boosts to insors to "pyramid" their costs and Jose Di Donato, formerly of Robert
general manager of WJTN-AM-FM
dividual applicants.
Jamestown, looks on. WJTN was
pass
on
"excessive"
charges
for
host at the conference which included
Opponents of the administration advertising and other items. Such W. Orr & Assoc., New York, will
WHDL Olean, N. Y.; WNAE Warren, plan, including numerous industry action, he added, would prove succeed Col. Nussbaum as radio
and television director.
Pa., and WFCB Dunkirk, N. Y.
and trade groups, have protested "highly inflationary."
BROADCASTING
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NBC Revamps Policies
(Continued from page 23)
not disclosed. Mr. Denny said the
adjustments will be negotiated individual y with the stations.
Saying that some stations in TV
markets will get rate boosts under
the plan, Mr. Denny asserted that
"our
provides
rate formula
adjustments
whicha basis
can forbe
made in terms of measurable facj tors and will conform to the changing valuesvertiserofs and stations
networkwillradio.
have Adthe
assurance that the network rate
i structure will continue to reflect
* circulation values of the medium
and will maintain the value of an
NBC franchise."
proposeintotoeffect
put CONGRATULATIONS are in order from O. B. Smith (second from left), sales
thisHe newsaid,rate"We
structure
advertising manager, Esskay products, on the occasion of firm's 2,000
as soon as practicable," but no and
broadcast
It's Fun to goCook,
Monday
target date is possible because in- consecutive
over
Baltimore.of Handshakes
out toairedSusan
Kent through
and JackFriday
Day
dividual negotiations with stations (r), whoWFBRair progam.
Beaming approval is Henry G. Erck (I), vice president,
are required. He expected several VanSant,
Dugdale
&
Co.,
advertising
agency
for
Esskay
meat,
shortening
months would be required.
products, and the Wm. Schluderberg-T. J. Kurdle Co.
However, he continued, complete
implementation of the rate plan
will not involve significant changes reorganization of the network network radio's effectiveness when
in the total network rate the ad- structure, NBC stations will be used on a regular, individual sponvertiser pays. It will put indivi- classified in logical, functional
sorship basis, but that the network
dual station rates in proper rela- groups which reflect their relative can also serve a greater number
tion to each other and have long values
and
broaden
its base by diversifyto the network advertiser."
range values in introducing stabiling its offerings.
In abandoning present requireity and objectivity in the network
With
that
in mind, Mr. Denny
ments that advertisers must inrate structure, he said.
clude certain stations or combina- reported, the "per-program" sales
In reclassifying stations, the netnational network plan is beingers to buyoffered
to permit
adwork plans to eliminate the present orders, tionsNBCin their
a single
program
set up a new approach of certain vertisestablished
shows,
or
to
"Basic
Station"
category,
which
—
the
minimum
purchase
in
nethow consists of 29 outlets which
many13-program
less than
theas estabwork option time is a combination buy as lished
are "must mentarybuys."
Existing
supplecycle
they
of
stations
representing
75%
of
desire.
group classifications Mso
the gross tinental
costnetwork
of for
the total
conwill be eliminated.
Two programs are available for
the time
type of sponsorship effective
Grouping Changed
period ordered. The minimum this
immediately
— the 7-7:30 p.m. segnumber of stations that might be
Instead, a group of stations — used
ment of The Big Show on Sundays,
to
meet
this
limitation
was
estimated at 40 to 50, including 26
and
the
new
Barrie Crane mystery
at "more" than the existing at 10-10:30 p.m.
of the present 29 "Basics"— w^ill placed
Wednesdays. On a
be designated "Primary" stations. numerical requirement of 50.
basis Skelton
similar Show,
to CBS'stheseoffertwoof may
the
There will be no minimum re- Red
This as yet unidentified group conquirements ofany sort with respect be ordered for a single broadcast,
sists of stations which ranked highpurchases made in staest in "grades"
basedcalculated
on a large
week basis, for
number
of carefully
and to network
tion time, except that the network on an alternating
of consecutive broadcasts
consistently applied factors relat- orders must be of a type and size aof series
less than 13 weeks, or for a
ing to various aspects of radio satisfactory to NBC.
of non-consecutive broadhomes coverage, audience circulaDenny stressed that NBC series
casts.
tion, and economic importance of andMr.SPAC
are
confident
that
the
the market involved, NBC ex- values offered by NBC stations are
'Big Show' Rates
he "Primary"
stations asa such that they need no "must buy"
The half-hour available on The
a whole, plitained. Twas
said, represent
for protection.
Big Show — the other two half"distinctive"
group which
of NBC'sdeliver
top- requirement
"With this basic change in hours already are sponsored — is
ranking facilities
a great forward step has offered at a time-and-talent price
basic nationwide coverage, repre- policy,
sent the most important markets, been taken to make network radio of $21,600 for the full 30 minutes
and furnish circulations in these completely responsive to current on the complete network, or $12,900 forment.a Timesingle
15-minute
markets at the lowest cost-per- advertising
needs," he said.
and talent
price segfor
thousand.
will show [advertisers]
that "We
each
Crane on a one-time basis
The remaining affiliates, hereto- station on the NBC network is a Barrie
buy on its own merits; on the full network is $17,590.
fore classified as Basic Supple- valuable
It was emphasized that these promentary and Group Supplementary, that each serves an individual
grams are immediately available,
will be reclassified in a consolidated function in delivering effective
and
that orders will be accepted
coverage
of
its
particular
market,
"Supplemental" group which proon a first-come, first served
and together provide more com- firm
coveragevidein"important
additionsupplementary
to that proprehensive and economical net- basis.
work coverage than any other
Per-program
sales, it was pointvided
by
the
primary
station."
ed out, may be used advantageously
Then a third classification will be medium can offer. But the decision
established known as "Premium" as to which facilities a national by advertisers who want to give
stations to give added depth of cov- advertiser needs to meet his par- special promotional support to a
ticular advertising objectives is one peak selling season, to launch new
erage in less important markets.
Equivalent to stations previously that should rest with him after he products, or to get a new advertishas
all
facts. By giving him
ing story under way. This type of
called "Bonus," these will be sta- freedom the
to exercise that choice, we sponsorship also puts network rations
which
"do
not
individually
believe
that
we
can
enhance
the
dio
within reach of budgets unable
deliver a sufficiently large or a suf- value of our network medium in
ficiently valuable audience to justo support a full 13-week series.
"Minuteaffiliates
Man" plan,
tify a network rate," NBC said.
theNBC
advertising
said theworld."
studies confirmed NBCUnderwillthesupply
with
Mr. Denny noted that "by this
BROADCASTING
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programs
featuring tonationally
known entertainers,
be sold
locally on either an announcement
or sponsorship basis. Suitable for
recording by stations for delayed
broadcast as desired, these programs will be offered to the affiliates on a "paywillas pay
you sell
Each station
an plan."
established charge for each announcement sold, and an established
charge for each program sold on
an individual sponsorship basis.
The prices were not announced,
but NBC said the charges would
be fixed at levels making them more
economical than comparable properties from any other source.
"Minute Man" programs which
aren't
sold locally
will continuebasis.to
be available
on a sustaining
Present plans, it was reported,
contemplate 1 % hours of strip programs Monday - Friday between
12:15 and 1:30 p.m. and 6:15-6:45
p.m.;
an hour-long
children's
9-10 a.m.,
Saturdays,
and a show,
news
review 6:15-6:30 p.m. Saturday
all New York times) — for a
total of 40 quarter-hours weekly,
containing 119 one-minute daytime
and
local early
sales. evening availabilities for
A half-hour afternoon Kate
Smith show and a new Saturday
morning Howdy Doody radio version will beMr.among
"Minute Man"
programs,
Denny
Additionally,
eveningdisclosed.
programs
for sale by the stations are planned
in the 10:30 p.m. periods when
these periods are converted from
network time to station time. These
programs will be 30 minutes in
length, each accommodating three
one-minute announcements.
Can Position Spots
"Under this plan," Mr. Denny
said, "national
and regional
advertisers can position
their spot
announcements in a standard program vehicle with which they and
their agencies are familair. Spot
campaigns can be integrated into
designated Minute Man properties
instead of consisting of announcements in a variety of unrelated
local programs. Long - distance
buying
of spotsin for
NBC affiliates
wholeplacement
areas willon
certainly be facilitated.
"In addition to the provision of
this new type of program service
for local sale, NBC is expanding
the chainbreak time preceding a
number of designated evening susprogramsstations
in network
option timetaining
so that
will have
a total of one minute for sale.
This will be done by starting these
sustaining programs 40 seconds
late, so adjacency
that in eachwillcase
the oneminute
precede
the
sustaining
programs
selected."
New volveoperations
plan also
ins aseries of overall
changes
in network option time periods to
conform to changing sales requirements.arrangements
Changes require
contractual
between
the network and individual affiliates and are therefore subject
to negotiations.
It is(Continued
proposed onthatpagenetwork
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Security Order
(Continued from page 25)
gic information about battle plans.
Time after time President Truman referred to the fact that 95%
of our secret military information
has been published in news media.
He said a Yale survey of printed
material was submitted to Central
Intelligence Agency, which supplied the 95% figure after a careful analysis.
Republican legislators on Capitol
Hill took the lead in pointing to
the dictatorship implications in the
order. They were joined by Sen.
William Benton (D-Conn.), at one
time Assistant Secretary of State
and currently an advocate of a
censorship procedure for broadcasting and telecasting.
Sen. John theW. Presidential
Bricker (R-Ohio)
denounced
order
Tuesday in connection with legislation designed to repeal the disputed mandate.
Sen. Bricker said President Truman's order was an attempt to
impose
disgusting agencies.
Iron Curtain"
around "agovernment
His
bill (S 2190) was co-sponsored by
Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.) and
Ferguson
ItSen.wasHomer
referred
to the (R-Mich.).
Executive
Expenditures Committee. Similar
bill (HR 5564) was introduced in
the House by Rep. Gerald R. Ford
Jr. (R-Mich.).
The taken
President's
orderArgentina,
parallels
steps
in Russia,
India and Hitler Germany, Sen.
Brickerworthy said,
describing
"unof a President
of the itUnited
States, whatever his motives may
be. It is an insult to the Congress,
tofreethepeople.
world's Itbestis press
and to ina
subversive
every sense of the word.
Cites 'Suppression'
"The sweeping
nature that
of this
executive
order suggests
Mr.
Truman is more concerned with
suppressing information relative to
corruption, disloyalty and the general incompetence which is the
trade mark of his administration."
Rep. Henry 0. Talle (R-Iowa)
told the House he deemed it significant that "the lid of secrecy is
being clamped down even as Congressional committees are sifting
charges of corruption in the Truman Administration." The order is
"infamous,"
he said.
Sen. Benton,
speaking in the
Senate Wednesday, said a "peoples'
advocate" should participate in the
security
machinery,
"fighting
hard
to release
information
as someas
officials have been known to fight
to Hesuppress
said heit."had fought for this
type of reform when he was Assistant Secretary of State. He
recommended elimination of the
"restricted" category applied to
many government documents, terming it an "absurdity"
often
carelessly
handled that
and isinvites
"sloppy decisions in marginal
cases."
The "peoples' advocate" technique ment
wouldof an
be applied
by appointadditional
civilian
member of the National Security
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COMPLETING purchase of WOW-AM-TV Omaha are (I to r) E. T. Meredith
Jr., vice president and general manager of Meredith Pub. Co., Des Moines;
Francis P. Matthews, Ambassador to Ireland, and Fred Bohen, president,
Meredith Pub. Co. Purchase was made by Meredith Engineering Co., a subsidiary of the publishing company [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 1].
Mr. Meredith presented Mr. Matthews with a check for purchase price—
$2,525,000.
Council "whose function would be
continuously to advance the presumption of the public right to
information; to review the procedures regularly; to argue the
case for disclosure, instance by instance on important matters; to
force a clear statement of the
reasons for secrecy; to review
cases of withheld information regularly to determine whether the
need for secrecy had passed and
providing the right of appeal to
the full Security Council in disThe council member, he proposed,
would putedbecases."named vice chairman.
"The American people today need
such a top-ranking advocate of the
people's right to know," he said.
"He should have a counterpart in
the various key government agencies. The right of the people to
know what is going on in government is classic American doctrine."
"This doctrine," he added, "must
be periodically restated and refurbished."
About 30 Republican Senators
last week signed a GOP manifesto
pledging to fight for freedom of
speech and the press.
NARND Asks Repeal
The National Assn. of Radio
News Directors, through President
Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon, Ga.,
asked Congress for speedy approval
of legislation repealing the President's security
order. Mr.
field wrote
the President
that Chatradio
news directors recognize the need
for military security but added that
"no peace-loving
American
man will do anything
to voidnewsthat
security."
Joseph Short, press-radio secretary to the President who issued
the clarifying statement Thursday
afternoon, said a training program
is being worked out for government
officials to aid them in interpreting
security regulations.
About information from Congres men that
and Senators
Presi-he
dent ducked
one by? The
saying
couldn't answer such a question,

but he kept pounding on the nation's peril and the need of keeping
secrets from the enemy. He said
Associated Press should not have
published
someRussian
of itsatommaterial
about the latest
bomb
explosions, explaining
announcement went as farhisas own
security
permitted.
Summing it all up, the President
said he is trying to keep us from
being wiped out.
Joseph Short
Statement
TEXT of statement issued Thursday by Joseph
Short, Truman,
press-radioin
secretary
to President
effort to clear up some of confuover censorship
tiessionof news
media: responsibiliThe President has directed me to
clarify hisformatioviews
n as follows:on security in1. Every citizen — including officials
and tectpublishers
our country.— has a duty to pro2. Citizens who receive military information for publication from responsible officials qualified to judge
the relationship of such information
to the national security may rightfully assume that it is safe to publish
the information.
3. Citizens who receive military information from sources not having
the necessary responsibilities and
qualifications to evaluate such information should, as loyal Americans,
exercise the most careful judgment
in determining the safety of publishing such information.
4. The recent Executive Order on
classified information does not in any
way alter
the right of citizens to publish anything.

Recruiting Ads
(Continued from page 25)
of
Dept.'s plans
for
radiothe andDefense
TV programs.
It was
pointed out, again, that funds for
fiscal 1951-1952 were not requested
for
programs
sinceThethey
were
obligated
last year.
Wyoming
Democrat apparently was not apprised of this fact.
Aside from NARTB, other facactiontionsterest.
withare watching
more
thanconferees'
passingAdv.,
inThese include
Grant
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
and newspaper groups. Feeling
in some quarters is that the
O'Mahoney proposal opposes the
very principle that advertising media have been used to "sell" the
American public on various campaignsfor
throughout
The case
radio history.
was developed
along these
lines
by
military and
recruiting authorities: Programs
spots have
in many re-is,
cruits.brought
Voluntary recruiting
over the
long
run,
economical
because volunteers serve longer than
draftees. Hence, radio advertising
is relatively inexpensive.
Additionally, a Defense Dept.
surveycameshowed
beinterested that
after volunteers
hearing radio
announcements and that listeners
wrote to recruiting stations after
hearing
themAug.[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
6].
If the bill is permitted to pass
unmolested in its present form,
newspapers would stand to gain !
$525,000 or 25% of the recruiting
20%.
budget
and magazines $420,000 or
The current controversy was reported to stem from The Shadow,
an MBS program formerly sponsored by the Dept. of Defense. This
mystery series drew the attention
of Sen. George D. Aiken (R-Vt.),
a former
avid listener
protested he would
like ThewhoShadow
better if it were not paid for by the
taxpayer.
O'Mahoney
then
promised to Sen.
look into
this and other
programs.
RTDG, ABC PACT
Salaries Boosted
SUBSTANTIAL increases were
won by 14 ABC Hollywood radio
directors in a new contract signed
with Radio and Television Directors Guild. The two-year contract,
retroactive to Jan. 16, awaits Wage
Stabilization Board approval.
Terms call for increase in basic
weekly salary from $81.25 to $110
for first year directors; $97.50 to
$120 for after the first year. The
network employs no staff associate
directors now but salaries for associate directors were increased
from $70.42 to $90 for the first
year; $78.54 to $100 afterward.
Ratio also was set in the contract calling for one associate
director for every three directors.
Contract also established a commercial fee schedule for network
shows. According to schedule,
minimum feecontinental
for anetworkhalfshow
-houris trans$112.

MEMBERS of Teamsters Joint CounChicago, Football
is sponsoring
Notrecil,Dame
scheduleentireon
WCFL,
Chicago
Federation
Labor
station. Contract, first forofstation,
also is precedent for council, a labor
control body of some 50 locals.
BROADCASTING
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..for sales!

There is something about a University of Michigan
or Detroit Lions football game that causes radios
to snap on all over the Michigan-Great Lakes area.
This year, as in the past, these millions of listeners
will have their dials set to WJR. This means
that advertisers — already accustomed to WJR'S
audience leadership — w/7/ attract a vast new
audience, and get the attentive ears of thousands
of new sales prospects.
Yes, WJR gets more listeners — day after day,
month after month — than any other station in its
market. And WJR holds ffiese listeners by smart
showmanship and programming. Get the largest
possible audience for your sales messages. Buy
WJR, the Great Voice of the Great Lakes.
Remember . . . first they listen . . . then they buy !

BROADCASTING
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GREAT VOICE

Edward Ptfry & Company

GREATof the
LAKES

WJR— now celebrating 25 years
of service to home and nation
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It

pays

to

buy

the

giant

And in the Chicago market the giant economy
size is WBBM. For WBBM consistently delivers
size!

more listeners* at less cosfi for more

leading advertisers* than any
other Chicago radio station . . . more customers at less
cost than any other Chicago station
or major advertising medium.
WBBM

*wbbm's average weekly
rating and share of
audience more than
equal those
of Chicago's
second
and third
radio
stations combined
(Pulse: Jan.-June 1951).
t958
listeners-per-dollar
for the
average daytime
quarter-hour
through-FridayMondaystrip:
more customers at
less cost than any other
Chicago radio station
or major medium.
*wbbm has been Chicago's
Most Sponsored Station
for twenty-five
consecutive years.
All details on request.
^Chicago's Showmanship
Station - 50,000 watts
780 kc • CBS Owned
Represented by
CBS Radio Spot Sales

KPRO

SUIT
Trial Date Expected
TRIAL date for the $500,000 triple
damage suit of Broadcasting Corp.
of America, operator of KPRO
Riverside, against San Bernardino
(Calif.) Broadcasting Corp. (former licensee of KITO) and others
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 9, Aug. 20], is expected to be
set in U. S. District Court at Los
Angeles sometime next month. Violation of Sherman Anti-Trust Act
is charged.
The plaintiff charges that the
defendants during 1947 and 1948
continuously conspired to injure
KPRO's
restrain its
trade in business,
interstateandcommerce
by
unfair competition and false representation in violation of the antitrust laws. Suit further cites that
KITO's ducedformer
management
inABC to switch
affiliation
from
to KITO and"by false
exhibiting
certainKPRO
fraudulent
audience
survey
material."
This survey material, according
to the suit, was used in raiding advertising accounts of KPRO and to
divert prospective advertisers from
that station.
KPRO allegedly suffered actual
damages of $171,000, the suit
charges, but triple that amount is
asked for under Section 7 of the
Sherman Act. Attorney fees,
amounting to $51,300, also are requested.
Also named as defendants in suit

Renewal Provisions
Under Study

PROOF that KWNO Winona, Minn.,
literally takes to the air to cover
out-of-town baseball and football
games is shown here by two members of the sports staff. Sportscaster
Chuck Williams (I) hoists remote
broadcast equipment to Announcer
H. Rod Hurd prior to a 100-mile
flight of its Ercoupe to Austin. Flying
"dramatizes" KWNO play-by-play
sports coverage, saves time and is a
"most enjoyable means of hitting the
road," Mr. Williams says.
are Carl E. Haymond of Tacoma,
Wash., former operator of KITO
and licensee of KMO Tacoma; his
son, Carl Dexter Haymond; George
Lindemann, former manager of
KITO, and Robert S. Conlan &
Assoc., Kansas City, radio audience
survey organization.

McFARLAND BILL
HOUSE Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, flirting with the
application renewal provision of the Communications Act, wound up last
Wednesday by calling FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, Comr. Paul A. Walker
and Robert F. Jones for explanations.
requestedsession
when Coy
*and Comr. Walker
: did not
theViewpoints
committee, were
in executive
on the so-called McFarland Bill favor
such an amendment but testified on details of the present pro(S 658) cedures,
to wasreorganize
faced with FCC
Sec. 6pro-of
on renewals which requires
the bill and two amendments the samecedurepresentation
by applicants
for
renewals
as original applicants.
sponsored by committee members,
Broadcasting
•
Telecasting
Rep. Hale's
learned.
eliminate
renewalamendment
of license would
after
The committee has been mark- a prescribed period of time, permitting the FCC to inquire and
ing up the Senate-passed bill the
on anyHowever,
broadcastFCClipast
fortnightOct.[Broadcasting
® hold hearing
Telecasting,
1].
cense at any time.
would have to show cause why the
Thesion bill
provides
that
Commisaction on renewals would bear public interest was not being
on its finding whether the public served.
It was reported that Comr. Jones,
interest would be served. The applicant for renewal, however, would who long has advocated such procedure, upheldconferees
the Hale disclosed
position. it
no longer have to make the same
presentation as required of original wasOnetheof the
consensus of committee
applicants.
The "amendments," so described members that there might be a few
by a committee source, were offered changes in the bill, but that it would
substantially the same measure
by
(D- be
when reported.
Fla.)Reps.
and Dwight
Robert L.HaleRogers
(R-Me.).
This authority also said he
Rep. Rogers'
wouldto doubted
seriously whether the bill
eliminate
right amendment
of an applicant
compete for a particular facility would "get out of committee this
it has beenfinishes
conheld
by a application
licensee 'at for
timerenewal,
of the year."ceded However,
that if the committee
licensee's
its initial study of the legislation,
providedcense isserving
the FCC
finds
the
lithe public interest. the bill will have a good chance the
It was understood that Chairman second session of the 82d Congress.
CENTRAL
LIKE

TO

OHIO
DRESS

FOLKS
UP

It's always an Easter Parade for Central Ohioans.
They spend $67,303,000 annually on everything
from shorts to shoes, hose to homburgs.
And the newest Hooperatings show WBNS with
more of these Central Ohio listeners than any
other station. In Columbus, WBNS has the
highest percentage of listeners every night. Ask
your John Blair man or write us for information.
Dress up your sales charts, too, with WBNS.
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY CBS OUTLET

POWER WBNS 5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
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WRAG ON AIR
NBC Revamps
(Continued from page 31)
New Ala. Outlet Starts
tionboth
timeEastern
on week-day
evenings
station at Carrollton, Ala.,
for
and Central
Time isNEWWRAG,
1 kw daytime on 590
Zone stations be moved one-half kc. Owned by
Roth E. Hook and
hour ahead, to be from 7:30-10:30 William E. Farrar, theatre operap.m. instead of 8-11 p.m. EST.
tors,
the
station
NBC proposes to start its option news and music. is emphasizing
time a half hour earlier on weekW. Stratton, formerly
daywork canmornings,
net- of Charles
WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., is
utilize so9:30that
a.m. the
to noon
general
manager.
Staff includes
EST in both Eastern and Central
Zones instead of the 10 a.m. to Peggy Jones, commercial manager; Herb Guthrie, chief enginoon EST now required. An hour
of option time also will be sought tor. neer; Noel Pass, program direcfor Sunday morning. Jan. 1, 1952
is the goal for these changes.
Another half-hour also is proposed as network option time on
week day mornings, by adding the SIGNAL CONTROLS
9:15-9:30 a.m. EST and 12:15House Approves Measure
12:30 p.m. EST periods. A shift in
afternoon option time will change MILITARY-BACKED signal control bill, which would implement
the present 3-6 p.m. EST time reservation to2-5 p.m. EST for both the President's
to seize facilities under thepower
Communications
Eastern and Central Zones. Provided that afternoon commercial Act, won sweeping approval in the
schedules can be shifted by then, House last Thursday.
the network hopes to effect these
Theate,proposal,
the Senchanges by Oct. 1, 1952.
provides foras sent
more to stringent
Mountain Zone time option penalties
for
broadcasters
and 606
device holders who violate Sec.
periods will remain unchanged.
Act, and includes all navigaNew morning option time for of the tional
devices capable of serving as
Pacific Zone stations on weekdays
would be 9:45 a.m. to noon and homing aids to enemy aircraft. As
spelled out, this would mean
12:15-1 p.m. PST. Weekday eve- now
ning periods would be from 6:30- those which radiate in excess of five
9:30 p,.m. PST. The proposed miles.
The approved bill (S 537) is
changes are intended to make allowance for the mixed schedule of live identical to that reported last
and repeated network programs in month by the House Interstate &
conformity
with local
times of net- Foreign Commerce Committee and
work commercial
broadcasts.
forwarded to the Senate, which
originally passed it. A conference
Will Aid Clearance
committee will be set up to resolve
differences
between the upper and
"The completion of these plans
regarding option time," Mr. lower chamber versions.
Denny
Sets $20,000 Fine
strengthen said,
the NBC "will
networkfurther
service by providing more adequate
As
now
constituted, the radiatime for network sale and by fations control plan would set a maxicilitating clearances for NBC commum levy of $20,000 and 20 years
mercial programs. The Stations
or both, for parties
Planning and Advisory Committee imprisonment,
convicted of adding the enemy if
has recognized the equity of the they do so "with intent to injure"
changes recommended, and it is the U. S. "Wilful failure" to act
now up to us to initiate the indi- otherwise in pursuance of Presividual negotiations to carry the
dential authority would carry a
plan into effect," he added. "This $1,000 fine and one year's sentence
we intend to do promptly."
$5,000 for corAffiliates represented on the for individuals, s. Tand
he $20,000 levy was
Basic Economic Committee are advocated byporationthe
House
—
Jack Harris of KPRC Houston, the only prime difference ingroup
Senate
chairman of SPAC and also chair- and House thinking.
man of the Economic Study Group ; The sanctions would be specifiHarold Essex, WSJS Winstonas Subsection H of Sec.
Salem; Harry Bannister, WWJ 606 ofcally added
Act.
Detroit, Buffalo.
and C. Robert Thompson, Inclusion theof Communications
non-broadcast devices
WBEN
also is made within the framework
SPAC members, in addition to of Sec. 606.
Mr. Harris and Mr. Thompson are
the bill arose in the House,
B. T. Whitmire, WFBC Green- theWhen
pointed out that
vil e, S. C; Milton L. Greenebaum, Germancommittee
scientists
now working for
WSAM Saginaw, Mich.; Howard Soviet Russia are developing
equipE. Pill, WFSA Montgomery, Ala.;
ment "capable
of utilizing
electro-in
Ralph Evans, WHO Des Moines
magnetic
radiations
to
be
used
and WOC Davenport; S. S. Fox, case of war with the United
KDYL Salt Lake City.
NBC officials on the Basic
Economic Committee are Mr. States."
NBC Radio Network controller;
Denny; Carleton D. Smith, vice Norman
of radioJams,
stapresident in charge of station relation Cash,
relations,director
and David
tions; Hugh M. Beville, director of assistant to the executive vice
plans and research; H. T. Sjugren, president.
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Oct. 25-26: A AAA Central Council Ancago. nual Meeting, Blackstone Hotel, ChiOct.
28-Nov.
vision Week.3: National Radio & Teleupcoming
Oct.Annual
28-31: Meeting,
Life Insurance
Adv. Assn.,
Williamsburg,
Va.
Oct.Papers
29-31:onIRE-RTMA
Annual
Meeting.
City
NARTB
DISTRICT
MEETINGS
noise
in
TV
receivers,
supDates
Dist.
Hotel
n of localKing
oscillator
Oct. 17 Davenport
and
colorpres ioTV.
Edwardradiation
Hotel,
Toronto.
Spokane
8-9 15 Clift
San
Francisco
11-12
Oct.
30-31:
AAAA
Eastern
CouncilHotel,
AnBeverly
15-16 16 Hills
nual
Conference,
Roosevelt
Hotel Los
Angeles
New York.
6 Shamrock
St. Charles
New
Orleans
25-26
13
Houston
Nov. 2-3: casters,
Michigan
Broad29-30
Fort ShelbyAssn.
Hotel,of Detroit.
*
Nov.
Nov.
12-13:
First
District
Meeting,
Federation of America, Boston. Adv.
Soreno
St. Petersburg
1-2 75 Seelbach
Louisville
8-9
Nov.
12-14: National
Assn. of Radio
31 William
Penn
Pittsburgh
12-13
News
Boston
Somerset
Hotel, Directors
Chicago. Convention, Sherman
15-16
Nov. 13:nualAAAA
Council
AnMeeting, Michigan
Statler Hotel,
Detroit.
Oct. 7-9: Tenth District Meeting, Adv. Nov. 14-15:
American Annual
Public Relations
Federation
of
America,
WashingtonAssn.,
Seventh
Meeting,
Hotel.
Philadelphia.
Oct.Youree
12-13:
AlabamaShreveport,
BroadcastersLa. Assn., Nov.
26-29:Annual
Financial Public Relations
of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa.
Assn.,
Oct.U.
15-19:
Society
of
Motion
Picture
wood Beach Hotel,Convention,
Hollywood, HollyFla.
& Television Engineers Convention, Nov.
28-Dec.
1: Fifth Affiliates
Annual NBC
RaHollywood
Roosevelt
Hotel,
Hollywood.
dio
and
Television
ConvenOct.
18-19:
North
Carolina
Assn.
of
tion,
Boca
Raton
(Fla.)
Club
and
Hotel.
Broadcasters,
Fall
Meeting,
Battery
1952
Park Hotel, AsheviUe, N. C.
Oct. 18-20:
AAA A Hotel
PacificdelCouncil
An- Jan. 24-25: Advertising Assn. of the
nual
Meeting,
Coronado,
West,
Midwinter
Conference, OakCoronado, Calif.
land, Calif.
Oct. 19:ing, NARTB
TV Chicago.
Members Meet- Jan. 25-26: Assn. of Railroad Adv.
Stevens
Hotel,
St. Louis.
Oct.Sales
19: Eighth
Annual Advertising and Feb.Managers,
9-29: International
Radio and India.
ElecPromotion
tronics
Exhibition, Bombay,
State U.,
Columbus.Conference, Ohio
(Further
information
obtainable
from
Oct.Federation
19-20: Fifthof District
Meeting,
Adv.
Consulate
General
of
India,
3
E.
64th
St., New York 21, N. Y.)
Hotel, Columbus,America,
Ohio. Fort Hayes April
26-May
2,
1952:
NARTB
30th
Oct.ference
22-24: and
National
Electronics
ConferAnnual
Exhibition, Edgewater
Chicago. Convention, Stevens Hotel,
Hotel,
Chicago.
Oct.Beach
22-26:
AIEE
Fall
General
Meeting,
June
8-11:
Adv. Convention
Federation and
of America.
48th
Annual
Exhibit,
Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland.
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel. New York.
Oct.Stabilization
22-24: TalentBoardCommittee
of Salary
June
22-26:
Advertising
Assn.
of the
meets,
641
WashWest, Annual Convention, Seattle.
ington St., New York.

TWO...

QUAKER STATE
Radio Pays Tribute
NUMBER of shows on national
radio networks will pay tribute to
the state of Pennsylvania during
"Pennsylvania Week" Oct. 15-21,
the
state's J.Secretary
Andrew
Sordoni,of Commerce,
announced
last week.
Sunday evening Theatre Guild of
the Air (U. S. Steel) salutes the
state Oct. 14 as a preliminary to
the community festival which gets
underway the following day. On
Oct. 15, the Railroad Hour devotes
its final announcement to Pennsylvania Week. That same evening, the
Telephone Hour will acknowledge
the week. On Oct. 20, the ArmCork's dramatic asshow
feature strong
announcements
will will
the
Army Recruiting Service.
Still other commentary will be
used on the Keystone State by Arthur Godfrey, Bill Slater on
Twenty Questions, the Army Air
Force Band, Bands of America and
by daily
news programs of Chevrolet Dealers.
Local stations will broadcast
short announcements or station
breaks on the theme of what the
state has accomplished for the
nation's welfare and defense, with
longer programs dramatizing the
state's vision
history.
Mentions on telealso are slated.
Headingmit e is Victor
the statewide
radio-TV
comC. Diehm,
president,
WAZL Hazleton. Regional chairmen
include:
Roy
Morgan,
WILK
WilkesBarre; Charles
Erie;
James
Chambers,C. Denny,
WHOL WERC
Allentown;
John S. Booth, WCHA Chambersburg;
Charles R. Petrie. WISL Shamokin;
Roger
Clipp.
George
Podeyn,WFIL
WHJB Philadelphia;
Greensburg;
Thomas J.Metzger.
WMRF
Lewistown;
Jim Murray, KQV Pittsburgh.

KBA MEETING
Betts Elected President
IF
nation's broadcasters
taketheadvantage
of their rightdon'tto
editorialize,
they
lose that right. eventually will
That warning was sounded last
week by Robert T. Mason, president-general manager of WMRNAM-FMtrictMarion,
Ohio, and 7th DisNARTB director.
Mr. Mason spoke before the KenAssn.Ky.,
convention,tuckyheld Broadcasters'
in Somerset,
last
Thursday and Friday.
The convention elected new officers, including J. W. Betts, WFTM
Maysville, as president, succeeding
Charles Warren, WCMI Ashland.
In tones of urgency, Mr. Mason
declared
"Anything
sets
out to do that,
for the
benefit radio
of a comm
u
n
i
t
y
i
t
can
do,
but
too
many
of
munity.
us don't do anything for the com"Not editorializing," he charged,
"we're shirking responsibility to
the community as well as ourselves.
We've now got FCC telling us
nearly everything we can do as well
as can't do, because broadcasters
haven't stood shoulder to shoulder
and fought for freedom of expression. If we don't fight every step
of the way, we'll finally lose what
we've
left." elected were Joe
Othergot officers
Eaton, WKLO Louisville, first vice
president; Ken Given, WLBJ
Bowling Green, second vice president, and Hugh Potter, WO MI
Owensboro, first KBA president
in 1946, was re-elected secretary.
Concurrently,
women broadcasters formed a Kentucky
branch of
American Women in Radio and
Forrest Thayer Jr.
Television. Elected were Mrs.
Wood, WFTM, president;
FORREST THAYER Jr., 32, cos- Dorothy
tume designer for television and Mrs. Cliffordine Potter, WOMI,
stage, died last Monday in South- first vice president; Mrs. Arthur
hampton (L. I.) hospital as a re- Eilerman, WZIP Covington, second
sult of injuries suffered in an
Mrs. Betty
Maxautomobile accident Sunday. His vice president;
well, WLAP Lexington,
secretary;
home was in East Hampton, L. I. Miss Sue Fenimore, WLAP, pubIn addition to designing costumes
licity officer, and Miss Katherine
WHOP
Hopkinsville,
treasfor
— including
NBC-TV'sas- Peden, urer.
The women
were invited
Jacktelevision
Carter Show
— Mr. Thayer
sisted the producer in designing KBA.
hereafter to meet jointly with the
costumes for such stage successes
as Kiss Me Kate, Out of This
Named as KBA directors were
World, and Music in the Air. Sur- Mike Layman, WSFC Somerset,
and E. J. Paxton Jr., WKYB
viving
are
Mr.
Thayer's
immediate
family, his parents and a sister.
Paducah.

Hudson Names Biow
HUDSON PULP & Paper Corp.,
New York, names Biow Co., same
city, as advertising agency.
Broadcasting • Telecasting erroneously reported last week that
Kenyon & Eckhardt had been
named to handle the account.

KLIX is klickin' with . . .
both ABC
and MBS
Frank C. Mclntyre, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. • Twin Falls, Idaho
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Rivers Names Venn
ROBERT G. VENN has been
signed by ex-Gov. E. D. Rivers
Sr., purchaser of WMIE Miami,
to serve as manager of the station
upon FCC approval of the transfer
applicationcasting,[Broadcasting
Sept. 24, 10]. Mr.• TeleVenn
been manager of WMIE prior
ALL-EMPLOYE variety show, "This had
to
announcement
of
the
sale
and
Is CBS,"
will beOct.presented
com- served as broker in the $220,000
pany personnel
31 at CBSfor Studio
transaction. Currently managing
59, erNew
York.
Producers
Patty
Paintand Jay Johnson held auditions last WMIE for Arthur B. McBride and
week for singers, dancers, comedians, Daniel Sherby, present owners, is
writers and specialty acts. Show will Jack
Stewart,
radiohasexecube presented for one performance
tive. The WMIEveteran
transfer
been
only, neither broadcast nor telecast.
set for hearing.
BROADCASTING
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AX— Top Radio Buy in BIG

CONSIDER

THE

AGGIE

LAND

COVERAGE

405,210 radio families in 267 BMB Counties . . .
. . . AND THEY LISTEN REGULARLY!
A Diary Study conducted by Audience Surveys, Inc., showed WNAX
received top rating in 439 (88 fc) of the 500 quarter-hours studied.
This was a 10 to 1 advantage over the second station. Of the
52 stations receiving mention in the Diary Study, listeners
liked WNAX best 89 of all daytime quarter-hours . . . 84% of all
evening quarter-hours. LOYAL AUDIENCE?
WNAX HAS IT!
CONSIDER

THE

COST:

. . in Big
A one-time, one minute Class "A" announcement .... $30.00.
No other radio station ... OR COMBINATION OF STATIONS . 1000).
Aggie Land can deliver 13,507 radio families for $1.00 — (.075c per
DOES WNAX's AUDIENCE HAVE THE MONEY TO BUY?
Big Aggie Land's buying income in
1950 was $3,609,826,000.00.
When you buy to sell in Big Aggie Land, remember this : One powerful, dominant radio
station, WNAX, assures complete market
coverage of the world's richest agricultural
area. WNAX alone delivers this Major Market in ONE BIG LOW-COST PACKAGE.
See your Katz Man today.
THE MIDWEST ADDRESS OF CBS

SIOUX

BROADCASTING
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CITY

AFFILIATED WITH THE
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Alampi Scores Thrice
THREE AWARDS— one for
^
IS UNIQUE
each ofwonhis ABC
programs
RADIO
were
by Phil
Alampi,—
SPIKING any concepts that tele- factors
in
radio's
continued
WJZ New York farm news
vision isjust another form of radio strength :
He doubted "we can go along
speculations."
editor, at the New Jersey
and will invitably replace it, Jerry
# Radio today is being used with those who say that radio is
State Fair. The Phil Alampi
Stolzoff, of the account manage- by more advertisers who are in- the thing that used to be great,"
Farm
News program on WJZ
and
cautioned
advertising
men
to
ment staff of Foote, Cone & Beldvesting
more
money
than
ever
bereceived
its fifth consecutive
ing, Chicago, called upon members
"look a little closer" at radio and
fore in the history of radio.
award
as the best farm news
of the Adv. Federation of America
TV.
© Radio's
big power
is the
to
supplantstatements
"quick-quick
guesses, power
program.
Garof repetition
made possible
Acknowledging that "TV has had
dener Show onTheWJZHomereceived
unproved
and emotional
by the fact that radio delivers a marked effect on radio," he said
reactions"
with
measurements
of
astraight
similar time,
awardandforThethe Home
third'
were:
(1)
"radio
listenwhen and how to use radio based more listeners per advertising mes- the reasons
lower at night in cities that
Gardener with Phil and Ruth
sage thanvertising
anymedium.other leading ad- haveing isany
on "facts and sound thinking."
appreciable number of
Alampi
on WJZ-TV
for
Speaking Saturday at the Fedtelevision
receivers"
and
(2)
"some
the
second
consecutivewontime.
©
Radio,
like
all
advertising
eration's second district meeting media, works best when used right. of the big, sweeping statements
in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., he termed
about what's hapCharging that some discussions we havepening toheard
put some onmemradio
and TVwith
"quiteeachdifferent
bers of theradioradiohas industry
the evidence," he added, "that 1951 is
broadcast media are based "on defensive
of animals,
doing itsbreeds
own ofspeculation,
and some advertisers on going to break that record all over
incomplete figures and
kind of job." Despite the impact- personal emotion
thinking," Mr.
from-television, radio offers low Stolzoff said "advertising
One major
radio's
has
thePointing
fence." out that 1951 was TV's potency
is that factor
televisionin reaches
cost-per
thousand
—
"I,
for
one,
can
grown
too
big
and
too "most
dramatic
year"
he
said
also
about
three
in
every
10
U.
S.
homes,
see no evidence that radio ever will fast for any of us istogrowing
be able to that radio the same year grossed
of some 180 major tradbe replaced by television," he said. afford to make major decisions on "more than at anytime in its his- in 63ingout
areas, while radio hits 19 out
Mr. Stolzoff numbers as major either careless thinking or sheer
tory." There is "strong dollar of again."
every 20 homes and 95% of all
homes nationally. Not "belittling
TV," he termed
it awhich
"powerful
vertising medium
has adbecome abasic one in only five years."
A second factor in radio's power
is that "a lot of advertisers and
agency
not isaccepted
the theorypeople
that have
television
a new
form of radio." Television, in his
opinion, "is now more radio with
sight and motion than is an animated billboard in the home, or a
newspaper ad that comes to life
andA changes
scenes."
comparision
of radio and TV
should be made on the basis of
where the two fit into the overall
advertising picture, Mr. Stolzoff
said. Claiming there is "no such
thing as a best advertising medium," he explained there is only
"a best advertising plan" for a
particular
market. product and a specific
'Powerful Impact'
"Television is a powerful impact
medium, and its big value is its
power per advertising message
IN THE RICH FLINT MARKET!
when properly used. Generally
WFDF LITERALLY
speaking, however, it is not used
for constant day-after-day repetidominates a great industrial area now enjoying the most prosperous period in
tion," he said.
Not many advertising media can
its history.
claim, as can radio, that "you can
reach more people for fewer dolBEST OF ALL, FLINT prosperity
THE AVERAGE FLINT family earns
FURTHERMORE, MORE THAN $238lars on a daytime show today than
will continue! . . . thanks to the
000,000, will be spent in Flint
a yearly income of $6134 (higher
you have ever been able to at any
great
General
Motors,
and
to
their
than Detroit, Chicago, New York)
this
year
for
retailed
products
—
tremendous
defense
contracts.
dollars
you
can
share
in!
— $1613 above the national avertime
in the history
Mr. Stolzoff
said. of the industry,"
age!
Reiterating
that radio works best
Over 600 local advertisers — countless national adwhen used correctly, he suggested
vertisers— sell . . . and sell . . . and sell over
these
points
for
successful, selling
SEE
YOUR
LATEST
HOOPER!
Flint's FIRST STATION. So can you!
commercials.
•
What's
the
big
idea — anan effective
commercial should make
exciting
910 Kilocycles
• written
Say it, don't
write it — use spoken,
not
language.
promise.
• Don't say everything, just the most
important
— when you've picked
the stick
big things
idea
MICH
FLINT
toout tell,
withinit.the story you want
•
Be
like
the
Negro
preacher
— he
«— —AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
he's
going
to tellhe them
—tells
thenthem
he what
tells
themthem.
— then,
tells
them
what
he
told
AGENCY
BY THE KATZ
R E P R E S ENTED
•
Don't
buy
one
spot
a
w£ek
—
radio's
power isposingthe
power of repeatedly
Associated with: WOOD Grand Rapid WFBM & WFBM-TV Indianapolis— WEOA Evansville
story.ex• Don't yourbe prospects
a campaignto your
switcher.
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afa

Don

lee audiences

have

grow

Daytime audience 16.3% bigger
Evening audience 22.3% bigger
(according to Nielsen, 1st half of 1951 vs. 1st half of 1949, full network average audience)
Don Lee can deliver your sales message consistently to more
people through their own, major, local selling medium at a lower
cost per sales impression than any other advertising medium.
That's a big statement, but it's true because Don Lee is a
big network. Don Lee broadcasts locally from 45 network
stations in 45 important Pacific Coast markets with all
the local selling influence and prestige that you need to
do the best job of selling within each local market...
where your sales are actually made.
As a matter of fact, Don Lee is the only selling medium
actually designed to sell consistently to all the Pacific
Coast. That's why Don Lee consistently broadcasts more
regionally sponsored advertising than any other network
on the Pacific Coast. Don Lee delivers more and better
and the advertisers who sell the Pacific Coast know it.

WILLET H. BROWN, President • WARD D. INGRIM, Executive Vice-President
NORMAN BOGGS, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
1313 NORTH VINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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'VOICE'WillSIGet
GNNew
AL Boost
A PROJECT calling for construction of 10 high-power curtain anto provide
the revealed
world's
greatest tennas
radio
signal was
as well underway last week by a
State Dept. broadcasting official.
The antennas, being built at an
estimated cost of $41,188,000, are
designed
jammingof
tactics andto meet
enableSoviet
the Voice
America to reach additional millions of listeners. Voice transmission power is expected to increase 14-fold, according to George
Herrick, facilities chief, International Broadcasting Division.
new upantennas
"will bringof
ourThevoice
to the strength
Radio Moscow in a considerable
area of the Curtain states and will
add millions of listeners to the
Voice," Mr. Herrick stated. Eventobject isof "toAmerica
make the
the loudest
sound
of theual Voice

signal
on the are
worldbeing
dial,"constructed
he added.
Antennas
at Wayne and Bound Brook, N. J.;
Delano and Dixon, Calif. ; Bethany,
Ohio, fulandnew radio
Brentwood,
N. Y.also
Powerstations
are
earmarked for Seattle and North
Carolina. They will be used to
transmit signals directly to the
USSR and its satellite nations
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 24]. Target date for comend. pletion of all construction is year's
Sumtain for
powerful cur-by
antennasthewasnewappropriated
Congress two years ago and work
commenced at once. Towers supporting the antenna will be around
290 feet and will be spaced about
800
feet
Herrick. apart, according to Mr.
The facilities chief acknowledged
that Russian jamming has posed
a "stiffmit eproblem
transrs, but we knowforwe our
are getting
through to a considerable degree."
Addition of the antennas will put'

the U.theS. Soviet
on a "competitive
basis"
with
Union. Furthermore, it will give listeners an opportunity to choose between the
Voice and the Russian radio.
Mr. Herrick's views were expres ed in a byline article written
by M. Jay Racusin for the New
York Herald-Tribune last Tuesday.
Electronics Orders
SUM of $6.1 billion was spent by
the Defense Dept. during July and
August for procurement of elecand other "hard
items. tronics
Obligations
cover goods"
orders
placed cludeduring
that period
and infirm contracts
and accepted
bids with private industry. Total
of $145 million of the $6.1 billion
is procurement under the Mutual
Defense Assistance Program. Sum
of $35.6 billion has been obligated
for electronics and other goods in
the 14-month
period war
from totheSept.
advent of the Korean
1, 1951.

Asbury Park Press
PRESS PLAZA ASBURY PARK, N. J.
October 1, 1951
To A Free Press and A Free Radio:
The precedent making decision of Superior Court Judge
C. Thomas Schettino of New Jersey upholding the contention of
Station W J L K that it had a constitutional right to broadcast a
public
(Asbury
Press, council
Inc., v.meeting
the Cityin Asbury
of AsburyPark,Park),New'hasJersey
attracted
the Park
interest and support of the radio industry.
W J L K applauds this decision, since it gives judicial
approvalof tonews
its belief
that radio should enjoy parity with other
means
dissemination.
W J L K has consistently .emphasized nev
its program structure. It has devoted many choice broadcast hours
to
local events reported thru the news facilities of the Asbury Park
Press. It has done this in accordance with the policies of the
Asbury Park Press, and in the belief that the public interest is
best
tion. served when radio is employed as an instrument of informaTo do otherwise would be at
•mce with the policies
enunciated by the late J. Lyle Kinmonth, for more than 50 years
Editor and Publisher of the Asbury Park Press, whose initials
comprise the call letters of W J L K.
Many in the radio and allied industries have sent words
of endorsement of our action. We take this means of acknowledging
this support of our conviction that free access to the news, whether
disseminated thru the printed word or over the air, is a
teed by the Constitution to the people of the United States.
guarar
STATION W J L K
'The Radio Voice of the Asbury Park Press'
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GOV. Luther Youngdahl (r), admires
album containing recordings of the
governor's
farewellfromaddress
to Minnesotans,
Gene Sept.
Wilkey26
general manager of WCCO Minne
apolis-St. Paul. Governor has been
appointed by the President to a judge
ship in Washington, D. C.
APS MEETINGS
Held Aid to Sales
MARKING completion of the
eighth of its continuing series of
transcribed sales meetings, Associated Program Service, Ne^
York, stated it had received reports from APS subscribers
throughout the country commending the "meetings" for boosting
station men's
salesenthusiasm.
and improving salesThe transcribed meetings, featuring APS vice president and general manager, Maurice B. Mitchell
in a 30-minute talk on specific
phases of toradioAPSselling,
are sen'
monthly
transcriptioi
library subscribers. With the discs
go
special
manual;of
dealing
with instruction
the background
the problem to be discussed anc
suggestingthe material
be compiled
before
station tosalesmen
are
assembled to hear the discs and
discuss local applications.
APS spokesmen said repor
from broadcasters since the service
was inaugurated last February
indicate many sales experts feel
that, aside from the primary value
of the meetings, the transcriptions
themselves are valuable as a library
that can be used to indoctrinate
new men in the sales field.
The project thus far has covered
these subjects : "Some Fundamen
tals for Radio Salesmen"; "CopyMinded Selling"; "The Department
Store and Radio Advertising"; "The
Cold Call"; "The Lost Sale"; "Nex^
Week's Cancellations"; "Merchan
dising Radio
Advertising,"
"Radio
vs. Newspaper
(No. 1)and
Mr. Mitchell said, "We think it
is a good example of how this in-i
dustry can help itself do a better
and more profitable job."

Keystone Office
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System
has moved its Chicago headquarters to larger offices at 111 W.
Washington St., the Chicago Title
and Trust Bldg. New telephone
number is STate 2-6303.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

To

a

time

buyer

who
of

An Icelandic couple vacationing herea_f\_ bouts heard a WMT commercial on the
10 p.m. news and bought two complete living
room suites from the sponsor next day. Shipping tags on the crates set a new high in
tongue-twisters: from Smuiekoff 's to Reykjavik.
A GI in the Pacific caught a vagrant airwave
and ordered a cedar chest shipped to his girl
in Louisiana. His letter was addressed to the
Lane cedar chest store that advertises on WMT
in Cedar Rapids. The order was duly executed.
SmulekofFs is a furniture store in Cedar
Rapids whose management first saw the light
in 1940, after a schedule of spots on our favorite station brought customers traipsing in
from the hinterland. Two years later Smuiekof 'smoved into a six-story skyscraper (Iowa
skies scrape easy) and twisted our arm for
regular sponsorship of the 10 o'clock news,
with 20 supplementary spots a week. The
results were, to use the locution of an advertiser concerned about the effect of too much
enthusiasm upon rates, only gratifying. Annual volume is now almost eight times that
of 1940. (Reserved note: Good management

BROADCASTING
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never

heard

Smuiekoff s

had a lot to do with. Increased purchasing
power figured. Higher price-levels contribute.
We don't claim all the kudos.)
But Smulekoff's "frankly gives WMT full
credit for the extended trade territory which
results in a high percentage of our total
volume and for the dominating influence on
our immediate trade area."
This recital is not offered to promote, necessarily, the Reykjavik market or the possibilities of skip signals. Iowa needs no embellishment, and we suggest that you consider (1)
it's $4 billion annual cash income and (2)
the effective manner in which WMT taps it.
5000 WATTS
600 KC

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY
BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK
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Brooms Sweep Clean
CLIMBING incidence of polio
in Colorado and absence of
iron lung facilities in Weld
County started KPKA Greeley, Col., and the Greeley
Lions Club on a one-day
"broom
selling"1,500campaign.
They ordered
brooms
from a factory operated by
blind in Denver. KFKA announced on the air that every
broom bought for $2 entitled
listener to have a member of
the Lions Club deliver the
broom and sweep the purchaser's walk free. By the
evening, all brooms were
gone and orders were taken
on an additional 500. Sales
assured an iron lung for the
community's
new hospital
under
construction.

A

current

FORT

INDUSTRY

Haid, Jackson,
Kerns Shifted

Kerns
Jackson
ALLEN L. HAID has become vice president and managing director of
WSPD and WSPD-TV Toledo, J. Robert Kerns, vice president and managing director of WSAI Cincinnati and Glenn Jackson managing director of WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.
executive Co.personnelThefor shifts
the Fortin Industry
were of* E. Y. Flanigan, formerly vice
brought about by the recent death president and managing director

advertiser

this. It's another
tisers on WGN

on WGN

told us

example of what adverhave come to expect . . .

top results for their advertising dollar.
WGN Reaches More Homes Per Week Than Any Other Chicago Station

of WSPD and WSPD-TV Toledo.
Mr. Kerns was formerly vice
president and managing director
of WMMN. Prior to going to Fairmont, he was vice president and
managing director of WLOK Lima,
Ohio, until that station was sold to
Lloyd Pixley.
Glenn Jackson, 37, has been program director of WSPD and
WSPD-TV Toledo for the last eight
years. He started his radio career
as an announcer at WHIO in Dayton, Ohio, and is a native of
Bridgeport, Ohio. He is a graduate
of Marietta College and joined the
Fort Industry Co. at WSPD as an
announcer in July, 1940. During
the
the war
Navy.he served three years in
Mr. Haid has been vice president and managing director of
WSAI Cincinnati. In his new position he will have charge of all of
the operations of WSPD and
WSPD-TV. Mr. Haid, 44, formerly
managed WHIZ Zanesville, when
that station was owned by The
Fort Industry Co., and for the last
five years has been managing
director of WMMN. He is a veteran of 26 years in radio.
Under the recently announced
reorganization of the Fort Industry Co. into three districts, Mr.
Haid and Mr. Kerns will report to
Richard E. Jones, vice president of
the Northern District, while Mr.
Jackson will report to William E.
Rine, try's
viceCentral
president
District.of Fort IndusHARTLINE FIRM
To License Merchandise
OPENING of offices to merchandise products bearing the name of
Mary has
Hartline,
ABC-TV and
radio
star,
been announced
by Mary
Hartline Enterprises, with headChicago. quarters at 39 S. LaSalle St.,
Manufacturers of toys, children's wear and food products have
signed licenses enabling them to
place named goods on retail counters for the Christmas season, according to the new firm. Henry G.
Saperstein is in charge of the
licensing operation. Miss Hartline
appearsSunday
on ABC-TV's
SuperinCircus
each
and has been
radio
for six years.
CANCER FUND
WAR A Has 17-Hour Drive

Chicago 11
Illinois
A Clear Channel Station. . .
50,000720Watts
Serving the Middle West
On Your Dial
MBS
Chicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y. for New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
Advertising Solicitors for AH Other Cities
Los Angeles
—
411
W.
5th
Street
•
New York• —San500Francisco
5th Avenue— 400• Montgomery
Atlanta— 223 Street
Peach Street
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue
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WARA Attleboro, Mass., devoted
an entire broadcast day fortnight
ago to raising money for a children's cancer research center being
built in Boston. During the 17
hours WARA was on the air,
nearly
was station
raised. manager,
Keith $1,800
S. Field,
stated every member of the WARA
staff gave up his day off to help
make the effort a success. WARA
boosted public cooperation for the
special broadcast through advance
promotion.
ROADCASTING
• Tel,

Keeps Step with the forward march of
WREC

I

Radio Advertising Values

(1949} 8MB measurements, WR£G
available
HID Cr From
UJntL
covered 448,890
radio homes, the highest in its history to
that date.

average higher than any other
hooper ratings
Ill R P T Memphis
UlnCL
Station.
Ill D C T ra*e m cos* Per thousand listeners has gone down
►UJflCl 10.1% compared with 1946.

WREC
IS FIRST IN COVERAGE
in the rich 76 county Memphis market,
largest market area in the South, with
a two billion dollar buying potential. The
Memphis market rates 13th in the nation's wholesale volume of trade.

«se WREC
Memphis N9. 1 Station
Affiliated with CBS. 600 Kc. 5,000 Waffs
BROADCASTING
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Represented by The Kafz Agency, Inc.
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America's

TOP

Independent
for instance
n

WPIX it reaching
more
its new millions
station from
atop
the
Empire
State
Building
York
City. in New

Already recognized as a leader in sports
programs and news remotes in the New
York Metropolitan area, WPIX is now
delivering a new, improved visual and
aural service to the largest TV audience
in the world— jrom the tallest television
tower in the world!
"Individual" planning by one of television's top engineering
staffsoperation
demonstrates anew
technique in TV
— used for the first time by any station.

m ; ■ ■•

TV

Stations

are RCA

... with two complete transmitter rooms and two independent antennas

WPIX backs its operations with two completely independent transmitter - and antenna systems on two different sites.
"on-air"
is handled
by Regular
the Empire
State service
plant. Emergency
"on-air" service is handled from the
original installation in the building of
the New York Daily News.
WPIX uses RCA equipment throughout both stations. For example, two independent transmitter rooms — with all

associated equipment. Two independent
antenna systems. Field equipment — including micro-wave relays. Remote
video relay switching. Studio controlroom equipment. Control consoles, amplifiers, sync generators, power supplies.
When you plan your TV station, or
add facilities to your present operation,
talk it over with your RCA Broadcast
Specialist. He can tell you exactly what
you need to do the job at minimum cost.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN, N.J.

Strouse Announces
Premium Plan
THREE-WAY
merchandising-premium
plan involving radio stations,
'RADIO
DOLLARS'
local advertisers and listeners was announced last week by Ben Strouse,
general manager of WWDC Washington. [Closed Circuit, Oct. 1].
Local franchises are being issued * —
the required number of Radio
by Radio Dollars Inc., one to a com- for
munity. The participating station Dollars coupons.
in turn franchises its own adverThe coupons are in denominatisers, each of which agrees to buy
ranging from a half-dollar
a minimum amount of time on the to $10.tionsThe
merchant gives these
station. Radio Dollars Inc. sup- Radio Dollars to customers in the
plies participating advertisers with same proportion as the customers
Radio Dollar coupons, Radio Dollar purchases — a $1 coupon for a $1
catalogues and Radio Dollar em- purchase, for example.
blems.
Franchised stations publicize
Coupons are redeemed by Radio items offered as premiums and
Dollars Inc. for more than 100 na- names of local participating advertionally advertised items, including
tisers. Merchants identify themgas ranges, freezers, refrigerators,
selves on the air as "Your Radio
smaller appliances, aluminum, Dollar Store."
chinaware, hosiery and other items.
An additional "bonus" is offered
Radio Dollars Inc. forwards se- stations under a plan by which
lected items to customers in return regional manufacturers have cou-

pons placed in their products, the
manufacturer buying the minimum SOS Thanks
STANDBY service supplied
time
station.specified by the particular
by the
durOffices of Radio Dollars are loing theRCA
KansasTubeandDept.
Missouri
cated at 1627 K St. N.W., Washfloods has not gone unrecognized. Nine tube and elecington, D. C, and 125 E. Baltimore
tronic parts distributors in
St., Baltimore, Md. The entire
those
areas
placed themselves
plan is copyrighted.
on
record
as commending
Company
officers,
besides
Mr.
RCA for its SOS service. DeStrouse, are Howard Rudolph,
partment
rushed shipments
WITH Baltimore, vice president;
of tubes and other parts to
Alton Whitehouse, formerly of
emergency
areas
for use by
WCUM Cumberland, Md., and
police, fire and other groups.
Azrael Adv. Agency, Baltimore,
The
RCA
unit
telegraphed
secretary-sales manager; Harry H.
distributors when it received
Hatton, treasurer, and Aaron Helfirst flood bulletins and offerman, assistant secretary-treasurer,
ed its services and facilities
both of Home Utilities Co., Baltithrough "top priority" channels.
more-Washington
industrial
merchandising firm.
'Aggressive' Merchandising
premium merchandising of Raleigh
"It's aggressive radio merchan- cigarettes, Octagon and other nadising at its best," Mr. Strouse
tionalfirst
advertisers."
franchise recipients
said, "borrowing a page from the areAmong
WWDC Washington; WARL
Arlington,
WITH Va.
Baltimore,
and WLEE Va.;
Richmond,

New Yorkers get their weather forecast
STRAIGHT

FROM

Any evening a New Yorker wonders
about tomorrow's weather, he need only
gaze
a starLife
aboveWeather
Broadway.
It's
the newuponMutual
Star atop
our building at 55th Street. Here, onetenth of a mile up, the star flashes the
official Weather Bureau forecast by
means of a simple color code.
On the tower supporting the star,
bands of light run up when the temperature isexpected to rise — down when it's
expected to fall. Stationary lights indicate no temperature change. As an added
public service, a jump clock at the base
of the tower tells the time in figures 1XA
feet high.
The Mutual Life Weather Star is not
only line,
a colorful
the neighborly
city's skybut also a addition
symbol ofto the
service to which our Company is dedicated. To help amateur weather prophets
in other parts of the country, we offer a colorfully
illustrated booklet entitled, "How to Forecast the
Weather." We'd be glad
to send you a free copy.

A STAR!

of
THE MUTUAL Signals
LIFE WEATHER
STAR
Green Stai — Fair
Orange Star — Cloudy
Flashing Orange — Rain
Flashing White— Snow

THE MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK
1740 BROADWAY AT 55TH STREET
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SONG CONTEST
Station Entries Sought
AMERICAN radio and television
stations have been asked to join
the Crusade for Freedom by broadcasting a new version of the ballad, "Casey Jones," which has been
equipped
with train.
lyrics about the
Czech runaway
Best recording of the democracyminded song will be chosen by Crusade officials — including Gen. Lucius Clay, Harold Stassen, and
C. D. Jackson, head of Radio Free
Europecast in—Europe.
to be used
re-broadAfter for
transmitting
the
American
version
of
Jones" to Czechs and Poles "Casey
behind
the
RFE's
stationIronwillCurtain,
repeat the
song, Munich
translated into local idiom, as part of its
truth campaign
nism. Stations areagainst
asked commuto send
either tape or acetate recordings
of their
"Casey Jones"
to
Alton versions
Kastner,of radio-television
director, Crusade for Freedom, 308
Empire State Bldg., New York, by
Oct. 31.
Blood Drive
INFORMED of urgency of Armed
Forces blood donor program, networks are planning long-range support, including special shows and
stunts, to extend through next
spring, Advertising
announced. Both radio Council
and television will carry regularly scheduled
messages on blood needs starting
in October. Campaign is conducted
through Advertising Council with
Dept. of Defense and Red Cross.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
. Toronto, announces prizes and plaques
for Canadian stations and personnel
based onsumer contest.
promotion
of autumn
conConsumer
prizes total
$20,000. Stations and personnel can
win prizes of $100, $50, $20 and three
prizes of $10 each plus annual Colgate plaque for first prize.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Thanksgiving
The Pilgrims of 1621... they had so little
Yet they found it in their hearts
To give Thanks for what they had.
We Americans of 1951... w e have so much
We, too give Thanks for what we have.
We have
Freedom..,
God's today
richest gift
And
The lingering hope
OfIn other
the oppressed
lands.
For that Freedom
We give thanks.
We have
Courage...
To defend the
Cause
"With ofourFreedom
lives
Our fortunes and
Our that
sacredCourage
honor."
For
We give thanks.
We have
Memories. ..
We do not forget
American bravery
And sacrifice
Valley
Forge at
Tripoli
The Alamo
Gettysburg
San Juan
The
Argon Hillne
Normandy
Iwo Jima Beaches
And Korea.
For those Memories
We give thanks.
We have
Faith...
In God
In Nations
InAndManin ourselves.
For that Faith
We give thanks.
We have
Hope...
That all Peoples
OfWillGod's
world
be united
In everlasting Peace.
For that Hope
We give thanks.

We have
the Bell. . .
The
Bell
WhoseLiberty
inspiring
Chimes now echo
On
And foreign
whose shores
Song
of Freedom
Is drowning
out
The
bloody dirge
Of communism.
For that Bell
We give thanks.
We have
Unity... we may
Though
Disagree
Among ourselves,
At any real threat
our Freedom
ATo united
America
Rises in her might.
For that Unity
We give thanks.
We have
Wisdom . . .
ToThereknoware that
many
Enemies at home
Who seek
Stealthily to
Take
From our
us, Freedoms
From our children
Children.
And our children's
For that Wisdom
We giveso thanks.
And
we pray:
Give to us all
The strength
ToAt home
keep Freedom
...
To spread Freedom
Abroad . . .
To pass
On
to theFreedom
Next togeneration
And
unborn
Generations
In a world
At peace.

Recpa-st, mag,

REPUBLIC STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland l,Ohio

full

Republic mills, mines and offices are located. For a
color reprint,
permissionSteel,to Cleveland
broadcast 1,orOhio.^
telewrite
Dept. M, orRepublic

is
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Inter mountain Adds
NETWORKS MERGE Rocky Mountain
OFFICIALS of the Intermountain Network Inc. and the Rocky Mountain
Broadcasting System last week announced merger of the networks,,
effective Oct. 1, as Intermountain Network.
The announcement was made by George C. Hatch, Intermountain
president, and Frank C. Carman *
and S. John Schile, president and The network also will maintain a
vice president, respectively, of fulltime line to Los Angeles enablRocky Mountain.
program exchanges with the
Intermountain Network will Don ingLee
Broadcasting System,
serve as exclusive representative operating in Arizona, California,
for the Rocky Mountain outlets, Oregon and Washington. The two
KIFI Idaho Falls, KLIX Twin Falls, networks will jointly offer proKWIK Pocatello, all in Idaho, and
gram coverage in 11 western states.
KOPR Butte, Mont., in addition to
Plan TV Network
the 37 stations of Intermountain.
Rocky
Mountain officials said
Now 41 Stations
they plan to devote their principal
The expanded Intermountain time to establishing a television
Network now has a total of 41 network to serve the Intermountain
stations in seven mountain states — area. Address of the Intermountain Network is 146 S. Main St.,
Utah, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming,
Colorado, New Mexico and Nevada. Salt Lake City.

BMI
IN

PROGRAM

NBC

Mr. Schile (I) and Mr. Hatch discuss future network plans.
WCSS Joins Liberty
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., 250 w
on 1490 kc, has affiliated with
Liberty Broadcasting System, effective last Monday, according to
Cecil Woodland, station president.

CLINICS

YEAR'S
FINAL
SERIES
And here is the schedule which concludes
the BMI Program Clinic calendar of 1951
Make

Plans

Now

to Attend

SEVENTEENTH NEW YORK PROGRAM CLINIC
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
MONDAY and TUESDAY, OCT. 22nd and 23rd
And

On

Tour

HOUSTON, Texas Shamrock Hotel SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28th
Ken Brown, Chairman, Texas Broadcasters Committee & NARTB Director
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla. Skirvin Hotel
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30th
L. F. Beixatti, President, Oklahoma Broadcasters Association
WICHITA, Kans.
Broadview Hotel WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31st
Ben Ludy, President, Kansas Association of Broadcasters
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah
Utah Hotel
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd
C. Richard Evans, Chairman, Utah-Idaho Broadcasters Committee
BILLINGS, Mont.
Hotel Northern MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5th
Paul McAdam, President, Montana Broadcasters Association
ABERDEEN, S. D.
Alonzo Ward Hotel WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 7th
Robert Dean, President, South Dakota Broadcasters Association
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.
Radisson Hotel
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9th
Dave Gentling, President, Minnesota Broadcasters Association

SPOT SALES
Three Are Named
THREE NEW appointments in
national
spot been
sales announced
department byof
NBC have
James V. McConnell, director:
W. Martin Werner has joined
the department as assistant manager of advertising and promotion.
Richard H. Close, eastern manager of radioto spot
sales, has
been
transferred
be eastern
manager
of television spot sales to succeed
Charles H. Philips, now assistant
manager of WNBC-WNBT (TV)
New York. Robert J. Leder, radio
spot
salesman,
succeeds
Mr. Close
as eastern
manager
of radio
spot
sales.
Mr. Werner's previous experience with advertising includes
association with such radio and
video
package organizations
Goodson-Todman
and Talent Assn.as
and BMI. He has been both a radio writer and announcer and manarmythe radio
seasaged anduring
war. station overMr. Close has been associated
with NBC since 1933 and with the
department since 1935. Mr. Leder
joined the department in August
1950, after experience in local sta
tion sales management and as an
advertising
agency account exec
utive.
RCA EXPANDS
To Air-Conditioner Field
RCA plans to enter the home airconditioningnounced field,
by Frankit has
M. been
FolsomanPresident of RCA. The first room
air conditioners to be sold by RCA
will be placed on the marked in
January 1952.
Present plans call for the introduction ofthree models — a onethird, one-half, and a three-quarter
horsepower unit. A separate dewithin RCA
will line
be or-of
ganizedpartment
to handle
the new
room air conditioners, with its own
sales,
merchandising,
and advertising
groups. engineering
PIANOPlace'
ditties on radio are
Ed's
nothing new but when you
put
a player-piano
the air,
that's
something, onboth
old
and new. WHIZ Zanesville,
Ohio,tionis discovered
doing just
that. Staa player-piano
for
sale,
bought
it
for $150
and launched Announced
Ed
Fisher on Ed's
thrice-weekly
showPlace,
for aa
brewing firm. The station
also gotdolin and200zither
pianoattachments.
rolls, manThe ad-libbed program has
caught the fancy of WHIZ
listeners, station reports.

TO PLUG its album A Streetcar
Named Desire taken from sound track
film
and movie produced by Warner
"MOST casters
PROFITABLE
DAY EVERthe SPENT,"
is the just
repeated
expression
of theas2,362
Bros., Capitol Records, Inc., is distribwho have attended
28 CLINICS
concluded
in 28 states
well broadas the
ing to disc giving
jockeys thea 10-inch
tional utrecord
opening promo
move
many hundreds who have been to the 16 CLINICS in New York.
ments of score.
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
North Dakota has arrived as America's 27th oil-producing state.
Oil was struck in the Williston Basin on April 5, last, after 29 years of
patient search by a small army of geologists and equally patient probing
of the earth by scores of exploratory, or wildcat, drillers.
Already, a spectacular rush is under way as oilmen by the thousands again compete to find the ever-increasing amounts of petroleum
required to supply the United States and aid our allies.
More than half
of North Dakota — a land area larger than Belgium, Holland, Denmark and
Wales combined — is now under lease by oil companies or individuals.
Plans for the pipe-lines and other facilities needed to get the new crude
oil to refineries will be translated into reality as fast as shortages of
steel and skilled manpower permit.
The North Dakota strike was followed by another in Montana, less
than 100 miles away. This leads producers to believe that these fields
may be extensions of those which have proved so productive in Canada's
Alberta Province to the northwest and they presage development of a
major oil-producing area.
However that may be, there is no doubt that America's 27 producing
states, together, are keeping well ahead of domestic demand for oil which
has increased 75 per cent in the past ten years. Last year, for example,
they passed the billion barrel mark in motor fuel production; raised
refinery capacity to an all-time high by processing more crude oil than
ever before ; drilled the largest number of wells in history.
The North Dakota story is only one of thousands of evidences of
petroleum's progress which will be reported to the American people during
this third annual observance of Oil Progress Week in almost every community
throughout the nation.
By means of motion pictures, radio and television
shows, speeches, posters, exhibits, community leader luncheons, school
programs, parades, essay contests, open houses and other special events,
as well as through the widespread use of colorful booklets, leaflets and
newspaper and magazine advertising, local oilmen take their customers
and neighbors into their confidence during this period.
Their objective is to show, by a recital of the things they have
done to serve America during 1951, that the individual interests of the
people, as well as those of the nation, in peace or in war, are best served
by competitive, privately-managed oil businesses — the very kind without
which the North Dakota strike would have been long delayed, if not
impossible.
If you would like further information about Oil Progress Week or
about the petroleum business and its operations, please write to me.

H. B. Miller, Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
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THE

LATEST

WCRY

STORY

ATTENTION
NIGHTTIME

ADVERTISERS

WCKY

invites you to use its famous Jamboree

WCKY

invites you to compare it with any other
media — newspapers, magazines or television

WCKY

invites you to compare it by results, by sales

WILL YOU ACCEPT THIS INVITATION?

THE

LATEST

Before

you

you

THE

WCKY

WCKY

STORY

accept,

should

JAMBOREE

know

this

IS GREATER

—

THAN

1. More mail than ever before

2. More national advertisers than ever before
3. More time sold to national advertisers than
ever before
4. More sales success stories than ever before
5. More of everything that makes for a
successful advertising campaign

Yes, this is nighttime
radio

on

WCKY!

CALL COLLECT:
Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
C.WCKY
H. "Top"
Topmiller
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281

EVER

editorial

^

You Can't Say That!
IT CAME as no surprise when newsmen everywhere were outraged
new security
order andoverwhenPresident
a move Truman's
to repeal
it developed in Congress. Now the President
has thoroughly confused everyone by warning
all media they must be their own censors —
even after news has been screened and approved under terms of his new order. Of what
avail is such an order?
Impinge upon the freedom of the press ever
so lightly and the press is galvanized into
action. The fact that this affects radio equalwasn't mentioned
the President
issued
a lysecond
explanationuntilThursday.
In recent
years it has been radio on the freedom firing
line, but all too often the press has been willing
to stand by and let radio fight its own battles.
And in that connection radio won its greatest
victory a fortnight ago, thanks to the determination of a newspaper-owned station —
WJLK in Asbury Park, N. J. Superior Court
Judge Schettino held that free access to news,
whether through the printed word or by radio,
is a right guaranteed by the Constitution.
The President's new order bears directly on
free access to the news — but by all media.
Military censorship, via the Defense and State
Depts. has been continuously in force, and
properly so. The functions of these agencies
involve the security of the nation. But it is
hard to understand, why, in the name of seextcurity,
ended to allclassification
agencies,authority
with theshould
agencybehead
the arbiter.
One has only to look at very recent history
to learn that there will be abuses. In 1942,
the Office of Facts and Figures was functioning as a sort of twilight zone information
organization. This journal was directly involved in one incident — that of publication
of
a survey
marked MacLeish.
"confidential"
OFF
Director
Archibald
Thisbysurvey
showed that radio had displaced the newsas theMacLeish
public's primary
of war
news. paperMr.
and the source
press howled,
but not the slightest semblance of violation of
"security" — that which could give aid and
comfort to the enemy — could be cited.
Along with all news media, we hope the
President will see fit to rescind his new executive order. Even though there may be nothing
as sinister in it as some observers contend,
itfly can
openface
a Pandora's
Box of evils
that
in the
of our democratic
precepts.
The government will become suspect in the
eyes of the public. And the freedom motto
of the Voice of America will be blasted from
every communist transmitter.
If the order does stand, and those inevitable
abuses occur, we predict there will develop
the clamor for reactivation of the Office of
Censorship, which, ironically, was the first
agency having a war-time connotation to close
up shop after V-J Day. The record of that
office, under the guiding genius of Byron
Price, a practical newspaperman who abhors
censorship, was impeccable. It handled its
delicate assignment without serious complaint.
It was not pushed around by the military.
There were practically no recriminations from
Congress — something of a record.
As we said here last week — before the opposition reached white heat — we are convinced
that, in this chaotic world, full-scale censorship is in sight. First Korea was merely a
"police action," but by whatever name it was
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called, people were being killed and in the
eyes
the world
and is war — the
UnitedofNations
againstit was
the Reds.
The roles of radio and television, as instantaneous news media, are as important as they
are frightening. The broadcast reporter has
a responsibility transcending that of his colleague of the printed page. There is no copy
desk, no compositor, no newsboy in between.
Once he has access to the microphone, the
broadcast
ear-shot. reporter is "published" to all within
Stand-by plans are blueprinted for an Office
of Censorship. The call may come sooner than
you think.
The Import or Impact
IF IT HAS done nothing else, the furore over
radio rates has stimulated a lot of new and
original approaches to the dollar value of
radio versus its competitors. Aside from the
all-out crusades of the networks and of the
syndicated
program
tions are doing
a job,suppliers,
the most individual
recent thatsta-of
WAVE Louisville [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 1].
Dr. Raymond A. Kemper, U. of Louisville
professor, was retained by WAVE, not to conduct what he describes as "a mere inter-station
contest,"of butfuture
to get
facts to plans.
guide
inpopularity
the formulation
operational
It is significant, too, that WAVE Inc., also
operates WAVE-TV.
This comparative research showed a lot of
things, all attesting to the impact of radio in
the Louisville market. The same story, it is
to be assumed, is duplicated in a lot of other
"Louisvilles." It showed that each week in
3,500 sample homes,. 164,200 hours were spent
listening to radio; 87,600 hours viewing television (over WHAS-TV and WAVE-TV) and
55,200 hours reading newspapers.
Radio, to
the compete
survey points
"always
position
with out,
the isother
media.in
However,
in
some
areas
'squatter's
rights'
are
exclusive. Some 66.1% of all the 7,779 radio
sets found among the 3,500 sample households
are in automobiles, or in rooms where there
are no television receivers. By the same token,
44.5% of all radio sets were found in places
where newspapers and magazines are not usuallyrooms,
read —basements,
autos, barns,
kitchens,
children's
bedgarages
and utility
Dr. Kemper's research, we're certain, is
rooms."
practically infallible scientifically. What impres ed us particularly was a bit of home-spun
bringing home the truism that broadcasters
and telecasters have too long accepted a
double standard" of what he called "circucited, inis
allowedlation
to morality."
justifyThehis publisher,
circulationhe claims
terms of the number of units actually circulated, while the broadcaster must attempt to
justify his circulation in terms of the number
of places to which his units are circulated.
"For example," he said "the writer's own
case in point. In our home, with its three AM
receivers plus one auto radio and a television
receiver, we regularly receive three daily
newspapers and six nationally-circulated popular magazines. Under the circulation 'double
standard,' our household is counted as one
radio-home, one-television home, three newspaper-homes and six-magazine homes. And
following the pixie logic of one weird formula
proposal (ANA) we would be counted a nonradio home because of the presence of a teleset." your witness.
ANA,visionhe's

- our respects to:

CHARLES

CORNELIUS

BEVIS JR.

of KOA
THEDenverGENERAL
is easy to MANAGER
get along with.
But
there is one subject about which Charles
C. Bevis Jr. is slightly belligerent.
Anyone doubting that radio will weather the
storm created by television is in for a torrent
of arguments from Mr. Bevis.
"Give the public solid, live programming,
active and aggressive news coverage and a
touch of the 'spectacular'," Mr. Bevis prescribes, "and you will keep your radio station
on Mr.
the Bevis
air andis inconstantly
good shape."
on the lookout for
new ideas. He is opposed to the philosophy
which
o. k., why
His says,
belief"WethatareAMdoingstations
will change
continue? "
to serve a large part of the American public
is tempered
the contention
survival
will with
be based
entirely onthat
the AM's
individual
station's
alert
programming
and consistent service to its listeners.
Mr. Bevis believes first that a station, large
or small, should become a part of the community which is serves.
He feels that at KOA he has inherited such
a station and credits Lloyd Yoder, whom he
succeeded as manager last January, with
making the NBC Denver outlet a strong factor
in the community life of the Mile High City.
At 34, Mr. Bevis is one of the youngest
general
owned-andoperated managers
stations. serving
DespiteNBC's
his comparative
youth, he is well qualified to wear the mantle
of "radio veteran."
Born Dec. 13, 1916, in New York City, Mr.
Bevis attended Richmond Hill High School
and later New York U. as a pre-med student.
It was during his senior year in prep school
that he became interested in news work, which
he used later in radio.
After he was graduated from high school,
he embarked on a sightseeing voyage to South
America.
While there, he became acquainted with a
newspaper correspondent who mentioned that
NBC was a good place to work and that it
was an opportune company for someone who
wanted
hard. to get ahead and was willing to work
After three months, young Mr. Bevis returned to this country and filed an application with NBC. He was employed as a page
in September 1936.
He first job was to help handle the eager
crowds who filed into Studio 8-H to see what
was then the biggest thing in radio — the Rudy
(Continued on page 61)
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THESE

SIGNS*

ARE

NORMAL

IN

NEW

YORK

Italian traffic signs* are a realistic recognition of the fact that the Italian language is
more commonplace on the streets of New York than any other except English. More than
2,000,000 Americans of Italian origin live in the New York area. Their buying power
exceeds $2,300,000,000 a year.
By showmanship, service, facilities and tradition, WOV long ago became the unrivalled
first choice of the New York area Italian audience. So much so, that 90% of all expenditure for Italian-language radio advertising in New York is on WOV.
The only direct and inexpensive way to influence the buying of these 2,000,000 ItalianAmericans is through WOV. Put it on all your New York schedules!
*The sign says "Pedestrian Crossing."

ROME STUDIOS: VIA di PORTA PINCIANA 4
National Representative: John £. Pearson Co.
730 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 19
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has a (sales) way
with the ladies ,

BANDSTAND REVUE"
Every day at 12:30 p. m.
Gil Newsome talks
to Mrs. Housewife
in thousands of
St. Louis homes!
Network veteran Gil really
knows his music and the
artists . . . worked with
most . . . many are his
close friends.
When Mrs. St. Louis tunes
to "Bandstand Revue" for
the best in tunes and the
latest in chatter, Gil talks
about his sponsors' products
with that authority
and conviction that
sells . . . and sells !

Globe- Louis
Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint

KATZ AGENCY
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CROSLEY ELECTS
Two Murphys as V.P.s
front office
ELECTION of John T. Murphy
fllf
and Kieran T. Murphy as vice
presidents of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. was announced following a meeting of the board of
directors Sept. 28.
JERRELL
HENRY,
appointed
ager KNEM
Nevada,KREI
Mo. Farmington,
AL MESCHI Mo.,
appointed
salesgeneral
managerman-at
John Murphy, formerly with
KNEM.
NBC for 18 years, was placed in
charge ofations.Crosley's
television
oper- NORMAN H. SLOAN, assistant to manager KECA-TV Los Angeles, apKieran Murphy,
originally
pointed coordinator of television production services ABC Western Div.
RALPH W. GOSHEN, account executive on local sales staff WBBM
Chicago, appointed account executive CBS Radio spot sales.
WALLY SEIDLER, manager KOCS Ontario, Calif., appointed manager
KPMO Pomona, Calif.
JOHN A. BUNING, account executive ABC Radio Network Sales, to
sales department WNEW New York, in same capacity.
THE
WALKER Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WHRV
John Murphy Ann Arbor,
Mich.
DAN
SCHMIDT
WOR New York, to CBS Radio Spot Sales, New
with Hearst Radio when Crosley York, as account III,
executive.
acquired WINS New York, was
named vice president and con- DOUG CAPLETTE, manager KREO Indo, Calif., appointed account reptroller of Crosley Broadcasting
resentative KXO El Centro, Calif. MARC HANAN appointed salesmanCorp. He had been serving as con- announcer KXO.
He was with KSYC Yreka, Calif.
troller.
Simultaneously, James D. RONALD C. IVES, salesman KCNY San Marcos, Texas, appointed commercial manager.
Shouse, chairman of the board of
Crosley and vice president of
AVERY
Inc., N. Y., appointed exclusive national representative
Avco Mfg. Corp., ville,
and R.Crosley
E. Dun- for KLIX KNODEL
Twin Falls, Ida.
president,
announced the appointment of HERBERT BROWN, advertising manager for New York factory distriHarry Mason
bution division of Allen B. DuMont Labs., to WOR-TV New York, as
Smith as vice account executive.
president
ley sales. ofHe Croshad
held a similar PetAonafo • • •
post
with WLW ROBERT E. KINTNER, ABC president, elected to board of directors of
Cincinnati.
John Murphy Better Business Bureau of New York City. . . . Jack Schneider, spot
Mr. Smith
started at NBC sales, CBS Television, Chicago, and BETH SIMPSON, Chicago, merdirector for Today's Woman, to be married Oct. 20. . . .
as a page boy and advanced to an WALTER H.chandising
ANNENBERG, editor and publisher Philadelphia Inquirer,
executive
post
within
the
network's
and
owner
of
WFIL-AM-TV
Philadelphia, and Leonore C. Rosenstiel,
stations relations department. In married Sept. 29.
that capacity
he
was
liaison
between the sales department and
KIMBLE, advertising and sales promotion manager of WBBM
NBC affiliates. He was named TV DAVE
Chicago, discussed radio promotion last Monday at dinner sponsored
operations supervisor at WLWT by
Junior
Club . . . manager,
HAROLD spoke
A. SMITH,
NBC
(TV) Cincinnati in October 1949. Chicago TV Women's
network Advertising
advertising promotion
at luncheon
Kieran Murphy was controller meeting Thursday of American Marketing Assn. and American Statistiat WINS and joined the Crosley
cal Assn. in Chicago. He discussed TV today and showed a motion
organization when it acquired that picture on NBC's Hofstra Research project. . . . ELIAS I. GODOFSKY,
station. Later he was named man- president and general manager WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L. I., elected
ager of WINS and was transferred president of Long Island Peoples Symphony Orchestra Assn.
to Cincinnati where he assumed
similar controller duities.
Mr. Smith joined Crosley in 1940
AN
INVITATION TO
as manager of the WLW sales office in New York. A year later he
SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING
moved to Cincinnati becoming
WLW sales manager. In 1946 he
— ^ See Centerspre ad This Issue
was appointed to a Crosley vice
presidency.
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. owns, in
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
addition to WINS, WLW (AM), WLWA
(FM) WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWB
(FM) WLWD (TV) Dayton, and WLWF
50,000 WATTS
(FM) WLWC (TV) Columbus, all Ohio.
SELLINGOF POWER
KRNO San Bernardino, Calif., Oct. 1
increased rates 15%, first boost in
three years. Reason for increase based
onarea.exceptional population gains in the
BROADCASTING
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GraybaR

recommends

MACHLETT

ELECTRON

TUBES

L
For years, it has been Graybar policy
to distribute only the finest in broadcast equipment. It is natural, then, that
Graybar offers the Machlett line of
tried and tested electron tubes.
Machlett products are backed by
more than 50 years of experience and
skill— you get a bonus of extra-long
life and high-quality performance in
every tube.

All types and sizes of Machlett tubes,
as well as any of your other broadcasting equipment requirements, are conavailable through
Graybar's
nation-wideveniently
network
of warehouses.
For
facts, call your nearest Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, New
York 17, N. Y.
us-

Manufactured By . . .
Graybar Brings
(1) Altec Lansing
Amplifiers
(1,23) You Broadcasting's Best . . .
Antenna Equipment (23)
(2) Ampex
MINNEAPOLIS
(3)
Blaw-Knox
Attenuators (8)
Graybar's network of more than 100 offices and warehouses in
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
(4)
Bryant
Cabinets (15)
(5)
CommunicationElectronics
Products principal cities throughout the nation assures you of convenient
(6) Continental
Consoles (23)
NEW YORK
service
wherever
you
are.
The
19
Graybar
Broadcast
Equipment
(7)
Crouse-Hinds
Representatives are located in the following key cities:
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
J. J. Connolly, Stillwell 6-5858
(8)
Daven
Microphones, Stands, and Accessories
(9)
Fairchild
PHILADELPHIA
ATLANTA
DETROIT
(10)
General Electric
Cable
(1,13,14,16,23,25)
(11) General
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
G.PITTSBURGH
I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
Monitors (12)
(12)
General Radio
BOSTON
HOUSTON
Recorders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
(13) Hugh
HubbellLyons
(14)
R.
F.
Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
J.CHICAGO
P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
Speech Input Equipment (23)
(15) Karp Metal
RICHMOND
Test Equipment (1,8,12,24)
JACKSONVILLE
(16)
Machlett
E.
C.
Toms, Richmond 7-3491
(17) National
Meletron Electric
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
W. C. Winfree,
(18)
SAN FRANCISCO
CINCINNATI
Tower Lighting Equipment (7,11)
Products
Jacksonville
6-7611
H. Hansher, Main 0600 KANSAS CITY, MO.
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
(19)
Presto Electronics W.CLEVELAND
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
(20)
Transmitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
SEATTLE
(21) Standard
Triangle
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
Tubes (11,16,23)
(22)
Webster
Electric
W.
S.
Rockwell,
Cherry
1-1360
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
Western Electric
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (9,19,23) (23)
ST. LOUIS
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
(24)
Wiring Supplies and Devices (4,10,11,13,18,21,25)
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
R. B. Thompson, Angelu
(25) Weston
Whitney Blake
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WFIL-TV Newsreel and manager of
film production. Mr. Keys succeeds
WILLIAMcomes C.editor-and-chief
DRISCOLL,of Telenews
who beProductions Inc., N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA,
air-casters
WIBG
FOR THE

Fast-moving! Powerful! Playby-play action covering each
Saturday's oustanding collegiate football clash. Narration
by Harry Wismer, America's
top sportscaster. A WIBG exclusive for the second consecutive year. Last year's line-up
included such famous games
as Navy vs. Notre Dame, Michigan vs. Army.
This great program will bring
your sales message to thousands of customers in America's
third-largest market. IKs tops
for intense market penetration.
Write/ Phone! Wire!
for commercial availability

Harry Wismer
*
10,000 WATTS
Philadelphia's
Most
Powerful
Independent

WIBG
1425 WALNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA 2, PA.
Phone
Rittenhouse 6-2300
REPRESENTED BY
Radio Representatives, Inc.
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SAMfor J.NewSLATE,
York program
office of director
British
Broadcasting
named events
director of programs Corp.,
and special
WCBS New York, effective Oct. 15.
He succeeds DON BALL, who has
been
to director of editing
for CBSpromoted
Radio Network.
RUTH RUSSELL, public relations and
advertising staff Borden Co., N. Y.,
appointed
tor WTVN publicity-promotion
(TV) Columbus, Ohio.direcRALPH H. KLEIN, program director
WONS Hartford, to WICC Bridgeport,
in same capacity.
HOMER
announcernewscasterCUNNINGHAM,
WIBW Topeka,
elected
president Topeka Toastmasters' Club.
DOROTHY HENRY appointed program director KNEM Nevada, Mo.
CAROLALD LYONS,
LEVINE,
GERpublicassistant
relations todirector
DuMont TV Network, to WPIX (TV)
New York,
as assistant to public relations director.
WILLIAMrectorG.American
TICE Metals
Jr., personnel
diCo. Ltd.,
N. Y., appointed manager of personnel DORENBC.M. THOMPSON,
Mr. Tice replaces
who hasTHEObeen
recalled to active duty with Army.
ALAN DINEHART resigns as director
of CBS-TV Alan Young Show, to develop his own television properties.
RALPH LEVY, show producer, takes
over director duties temporarily.
FRED MacKAYE, director CBS Lux
Radio Theatre, named producer-direcrecorded ABC Hollywood
Stars torOntapeStage.
DAVE FENTRESS, WTIK Durham,
N. C, appointed staff announcer
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.
DON BRADLEY, WJOL Joliet, 111.,
appointed
Kankakee, to111.announcing staff WKAN
DICK FORTUNE, Pittsburgh Press,
appointed(TV)director
of public relations
WDTV
Pittsburgh.
GEORGE SWIFT, announcer WGIL
Galesburg, 111. to KVOE Santa Ana,
Calif., in similar capacity.
"BIG BOB" SHAFFER, singer of modern folk ballads, to talent staff WLS
Chicago.
JIM JOHNSTON, writer-announcer
WOC-TV Davenport, la., to announcing staff WLS Chicago.
BOB HIBBARD,
director recalled
of opera-to
tions WGN-TV Chicago,
active duty with U. S. Army Reserves
for assignment
in psychological
fare. He reported
for duty atwar-Ft.
Sheridan, 111. Oct. 2.
ROBERT F. BLAKE, director of publicity WOR-AM-TV New York, appointed chairman of publicity comSociety. mittee for American Television
CAROLYN OSTERBERG and MURIEL
"The Yankton,
Ranch Girls,"
toFREDRICKSON,
talent staff WNAX
S. D.
JOHNNY tinuityKIRK,
entertainer
and
conwriter KTUL Tulsa, assigned
to U. of Tulsa, as promotion liaison
man in behalf of University.

Meur£ •
JOHN ASPINWALL, general news
supervisor for
early-morning reAssociatedto
Press, port,
assigned
the radio news depreparaV ■ , partment
tory to succeeding
THOMAS H.
M
M O'NEIL, as radio
Mr.
editor when
news January.
WgL ^fl ,n
^atter byretires
w^m. m^^Msucceeded
JAY
DEUTCH
Aspinwall ofwillgen-be
news desk staff.
Aspinwall
Mr. eral
ROBERT
STOEPKER,
graduatecollege
Rutgers U. and member of WRSU,
station,
to
night
news
staff
of
WMTR
Morristown, N. J.
TED PARKER
appointed
WKAN
Kankakee,
111. to news staff
JOHN ALLEN,
newsman
WKAN WHAS
Kankake , 1 1., to news
department
Louisville.
ROBERTent International
SCHAKNE, war
NewscorrespondService,
named to news staff WLW and WLWT
(TV)ing inCincinnati,
covering
the
fightFar East.
BILL INGRAM, newscaster KSTP-TV
Minneapolis, presented award from
St. Paul Junior Chamber of Comrce, for his safety.
outstanding contribution tomepublic

MARY E. WILLIAMSON, A. C. Croft
Publications, Washington, appointed
publicity director KXOK St. Louis.
PAT PERRINGS appointed assistant
in publicity
departments workingandwithpromotion
Miss Williamson.
MARK KOVEN, WNAC-TV Boston,
Mass., appointed to production staff
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
RED GAYNOR, graduate New York
U., appointed to announcing staff
WLOG Logan, W. Va.
HENRY LEWIS, WLIB New York, to
WCAV Norfolk, as night disc jockey.
MARY and HOWARD JONES, stars
of Mr. & Mrs. Show on WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, awarded New Jersey
State Fair Blue Ribbon Award for
"meritorious service and consistently
good
entertainment."
EDDIETV PHELAN,
announcer WMIS
Natchez,
Miss.,
ing staff WNAT appointed
same city.to announcCHARLES nounGENSER
ancing staf KXO Elappointed
Centro, toCalif.
He was with KPMO Pomona, Calif.
DRUE SMITH,
women'sTenn.,
personality
WDOD
Chattanooga,
named
"Women
of the area.
Year in Radio" for
the Chattanooga
CHARLES J. KEYS, executive secretary to the general manager WFIL
Philadelphia, appointed director of
BEFORE
DECIDE
FALL

ON

YOU
YOUR

SCHEDULE

in the DETROIT

See How Much MORE

Area

You Get Using

-CKLW—
and it's 50,000
AT THE LOWEST RATE
MAJOR STATION IN THIS
Guardian Bldg. • Detroit
BROADCASTING

watts
OF ANY
MARKET
26,
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Respects
(Continued from page 56)
Vallee Show.
Also a page at that time was
Thomas B. McFadden, now genwood. eral manager of KNBH HollyEarly in 1937, when the Nazi
war machine began rolling, NBC
expanded its news and special
events department and Mr. Bevis
was given a job in the news room.
Six months later he went into
NBC's
program
department,
workingnightunder
William
Burke
Miller, who had won a Pulitzer
Prize for his coverage of the
"Floyd
Cave" story.
Mr.
BevisCollins
believesSandhe learned
more
under Mr. Miller about news and
special events coverage than during any other period of his career.
Mr. Bevis helped coordinate
NBC's coverage of the Hindenburg
burning and Hitler's march through
the low countries. Shortwave pickups often necessitated working
around the clock.
In the spring of 1941, Mr. Bevis
enlisted in the Navy as an aviation
cadet. His initial assignment was
aboard the U.S.S. Ranger, the first
full carrier commissioned by the
Navy. As a dive bomber, he saw
action both in the European and
Pacific theatres and was awarded
a Distinguished Flying Cross for
scoring a direct hit on a Jap
destroyer.
Returning to inactive duty in

WDBJ

September 1945, Mr. Bevis rejoined NBC as executive assistant
to John Royal, then vice president
in charge of television.
Shortly thereafter, he was made
manager
NBC's station
tions foroftelevision.
In 1948rela-he
supervised
the
planning
WNBK (TV) Cleveland andof NBC's
served
as its general manager a year.
He returned to New York in 1949
as director of NBC owned and
operated stations.
As a result of the general NBC
reorganization, he was promoted
to administrative assistant to
James Gaines, NBC vice president
in charge of all O&O stations.
Goes to San Francisco
In January 1951 he was named
manager of KOA, succeeding Mr.
Yoder who was transferred to San
Francisco as manager of KNBC.
While working his way up
through NBC, Mr. Bevis learned
several rules for successful broadne he considers
"must"
is to workcasting. Owith
and give a full
cooperation to sponsors.
From the day he arrived in
Denver, Mr. Bevis has spent hour
upon hour with KOA advertisers,
helping them merchandise their
products and strengthening their
belief in the sales power of radio.
In spite of his demanding front
office duties, Mr. Bevis finds time
to join his favorite department —
news ingandunusual
specialhappenings
events — in incoverthe

FOR ROANOKE AND
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA

The million people in WDBJ's coverage
area will earn nearly a billion dollars
this year. Here's WDBJ's family coverage, according to the 1949 BMB:
Day — 110,590 families in 36 counties
Night — 85,830 families in 31 counties
and 3 to 7 days weekly
Day — 90, 320 families Night — 66, 230 families
For further information:
Write WDBJ or Ask FREE & PETERS!
Established 1924
CBS Since 1929
WDBJ
AM - 5 0 0 0 WATTS — 9 6 0 Kc.
41 ,000 WATTS — 94.9 Mc.
FMSOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S 2We* RADIO STATION
ROADCASTING
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Colorado capital.
The second day after he arrived
in Denver, Mr. Bevis was on the
scene of the spectacular Denver
AthleticviewsClub
fire arranging interwith survivors.
On June 9, 1942, Mr. Bevis
married the former Loraine Parkinson of Jarvis, Ontario, Canada.
They have two children, Judy Ann,
7, and Barbara Ann, 1.
He is a member of Sigma Delta
Chi, Phi Alpha Eta, national business fraterity, Denver Rotary
Club, Denver Club, Denver and
Colorado chambers of commerce;
Radio Executives Club of New
York, board of directors of DenBureau, ofa
directorver'sofBettertheBusiness
Denver Chapter
the American Red Cross and a
director of the Colorado Division
of the Crusade for Freedom.
Mr. Bevis' hobbies are hunting,
fishing and golf. He has a growroading.
ing interest in scale model railDR. SMITH CITED
Given Diamond Award
DR. NEWBERN SMITH, Central
Radio Propagation Labs. Chief for
National Bureau of Standards, has
been named by Institute of Radio
Engineers as 1951 recipient of
the Harry Diamond Memorial
Award, given
ernment servicetowhoa person
has madein govoutstanding contributions to radio or
electronics.
Also named fellows of IRE are
45 radio engineers and scientists,
including:
H.Christaldi,
W. Bode, Allen
Bell Telephone
P.
S.Howard
B. DuWestern
MontLabs;
Labs.;
PostCo.;Corwith,
Union
Telegraph
Arthur
B.
Crawford,
Bell
Telephone; L. A. De Rosa,L. Federal
Telecommunications
T. De
Vore, General Electric;Labs.;
D. W. Epstein,
RCA
Labs.;
R.
N.
Harmon,
WestinghouseLabs.;
RadioW. Stations;
R.BeU S.Telephone
Holmes,
RCA
E.B. Kock,
Labs.;
HaroldWilliam
Law,
Louis Malter,
RCA
Labs.;
W.
Mumford,
Bell
Telephone
L. S. Nergaard,
RCA
Labs.;
HarryLabs.:
Nyquist,
Telephone;
J. A. Ouimet.
CanadianBellBroadcasting
Corp.;tricHenry
SylvaniaGeneral
ElecProducts;W.D.Parker,
W. Pugsley,
Electric; searchBernard
Salzberg,
Naval Re-H.
Lab.;
Dr.
Smith:
Phillip
Smith, Bell Telephone.
'McCALL'S' AWARDS
Name Radio-TV Judges
JUDGESin radio
for McCall's
awardshaveto
women
and television
been announced by Daniel D.
Mich, editorial
Judges
selected director
are : of McCall's.
Sen. Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.) ;
Dr. EarlsioneJ.r of Education;
McGrath, U.Mrs.S. CommisDorothy
Deemer Houghton, president, General
Federation
of
Women's
Clubs;
Mrs.
Harrietican Women
Sabine,in Radio
board & member,
Television,Amerand
Otis Lee Wiese, editor and publisher
of According
McCall's.executives
to Mr. Mich,
"nearly 200
women
and broadcasters
have
entries Sept.
. . ."10.to The
the
contestsubmitted
which closed
awards, sentseven
in
number,
will
be
preed to radio and television women
judged
be outstanding
public
service tofield.
Presentationin the
of awards
will take place at the 1952 convention
of American Women in Radio & Television.

WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
One of the Nation's Oldest Stations

MORE LISTENERS
Than All Stations
Combined
IN THE
W. Va., Ky., and Ohio
*by Tri-State
C. E. HOOPER
Area* 1951
5000 WATTS — 930 KC
ABC PROGRAMS
Represented by
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

WSAZ

TV

CAannd

OF THE/

gARLESTON
IB MARKET
ABC— CBS — NBC — DTN
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY

®
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TALENT COMMITTEE
Hearing Re-Set Oct. 22-24
WIDE INTEREST in the Oct. 22
hearing scheduled by the new
Talent Committee serving as an
advisory agency to the Salary
Stabilization Board led last week
to a revision of plans [Broadcast^
ing • Telecasting, Oct. 1].
A three-day hearing has been
scheduled, starting Oct. 22, because
of the large number of requests
to make appearances. The committee will recommend procedure
for SSB to use for entertainment
industry cases, including broadcasting and telecasting employment.
Meetings will be held at 641
Washington St., New York. Originally they had been scheduled
for the Bar Assn. Bldg., that city.
Comprising the advisory committee are Roy Hendrickson, chairman, Neal Agnew and Philip Sift".
UNESCO Leaflets
TWO new UNESCO leaflets touching on radio and other media
—UNESCO Town and UNESCO
Publications That Should Be in
Every Library — have been issued
by the U. S. National Commission
for UNESCO. First leaflet is for
community groups desiring to participate in UNESCO program
and lists radio station, theatre,
newspaper and other categories.
Pamphlet for libraries includes
communications publications.

KCMC
TEXARKANA,
TEXAS

allied arts
ROBERT tion F.staff BRUNTON,
producNBC-TV, appointed
general
manager
of
P.
J. Rotondo Co., New York construction
firm specializing in the designing and
building of stage and television settings.
MEDIA RECORDS Inc., N. Y., moves
to new offices at 353 4th Ave. Telephone is MUrray Hill 5-9376.
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., N. Y., appointed sales promotion representaN. C. tives for WCBT Roanoke Rapids,
EDWARD BROWNING Jr., WDNC
Durham, N. C, to radio section Public
Information Office, Fort Bragg, N. C,
in civilian capacity.
WILLIAM
F. CRAIG,Procter
associate
director of television
& Gamble
Productions, takes over duties of
GILBERT A. RALSTON, who resigned
as executive producer
wo d-oriheadquarters
ginaofting shfirm's
ows. Mr. HollyCraig
continues
Cincinnati.toMr.makeRalston
left P & inG
to join Screen Televideo Productions,
Hollywood.
ROBERT D. MERRILL, assistant vice
president and director of sales in
charge of publicity and advertising
American Cable & Radio Corp., N. Y.,
elected vice president in charge of
commercial department.

and

KCMC-FM

manufacturing, livestock. Dollars to buy
your products!
Represented by
O.L.TAYLOR CO.
Frank O.
Myers, Mgr

^^^^
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239,330

PEOPLE

LIVE WITHIN KCMC AM-FM
.05M V/M ARE/

^^^tf

£

TURKEY
TALK,released
specialto holiday
feature, is being
subscribers
by Associated Program Service, N. Y.
transcription library. Series includes
six five-minute strips on Thanksgiving food and origin of Thanksgiving
customs and is designed for broadcast
from Nov. 22-28 for sponsorship by
local food outlets. Full-hour holiday
program of music and narration,
"Thanksgiving — 1951," is included in
package.
CHARLES
IRVING,
producer-director
CBS Television,
announces
opening of
TV Production Assoc. Offices will be
located at 130 E. 61st Street. Firm
will produce TV and radio packages.

J. HERBERT BEHM, assistant to
manager ofgineering
fractional-horsepower
enGeneral Electric, appointed
staff assistant
to
manager
of
engine ring in small apparatus division.
ARTHUR F. VINSON, manager of
employe and community relations for
small apparatus division General
Electric, Lynn, Mass., appointed assistant managerservices
of company's
manudivision.
LIARD V. facturing
MERRIHUE,
managerWIL-of
employe and plant community relations for company's large apparatus
division,
newlyestablishedappointed
employemanager
relationsof service
department.
RADIO SHACK Corp., Boston (electronics parts distributor), announces
publication of industrial mail-order
catalog
of its lists
entireoverline.15,000
The types
192page catalog
of equipment and components.
TREVOR H. CLARK, Federal Telecom unications Labs, appointed director of military research and development Southwest Research Institute,
San Antonio, Texas.
STANLEY A. HARRIS Co., Brookline,
Mass., named sales representative for
cathode-ray
DuMont Labs.tube division, Allen B.
PALMER M. CRAIG, director of engineering electronics division of engineering department Philco Corp.,
Phila., appointed vice president of
No Number, Please
USUAL friendly chats on
one of two party telephone
lines at Egg Harbor, Wis.,
were missing fortnight ago.
Ed Allen, manager of WDOR
Sturgeon
ises fromBay,
the obtained
11 personsprom-on
the line to refrain from using
their phones so WDOR could
relay a baseball game from
Egg ter.
Harbor
to its championtransmitGame decided
ship of the Door County
Amateur Baseball League.
Party line had to be used because there are no other telephone connections in Egg
Harbor.

engineering for TV and radio divisions.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, announces publication of two
new
booklets,
GEA-5658features
and GEC-809.
GEA-5658
describes
of new
metallic rectifier power-conversion
units. GEC-809 gives details of operof company's fixed paperdielectricationscapacitors.
RCA announces new 17-inch kinescope
utilizingRCA-17TP4
low-voltage,tubeelectronstatic
focus.
eliminates
need for focusing coil or magnet, but
also agemakes
it
possible
to
obtain
for focusing electrode from voltlow
voltage dc supply of receiver.
MARSHALL C. WELLS, general sales
manager Sues Young & Brown,
named mansales
promotion
manager Hoff-of
Corp.,
Hoffman SalesRadio
Corp.,L. A.,
that division
city.
W. VICTOR GEORGE, broadcasting
manager Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal, publicity
appointed director
for publicin
relations,
and advertising
addition to his present duties.

JOE
WMAZ HIGGISON,
Macon, Ga.,engineering
father of staff
girl,
Dorothy Jean, Sept. 28.
LUKE STRIPLING, engineer KCNY
San Marcos, Texas, appointed chief
engineer,TENS,replacing
ROBERT MARArkansas. resigned to enter U. of
NED
BROOKE, projectionist
WSAZTV Huntington,
W. Va., appointed
film director. BILL TAYLOR replaced Mr. Brooke, as projectionist.
'MUSIC NIGHT'
CBS Sets Three Shows
FRIDAY
nightRadio
became week
"Music
Night"network
on CBS
the
launched last
a programas
block of three shows, produced
separately but linked together for
a continuous evening's sechedule.
The weekly feature will fill the
8:15-10 p.m. EST time spot until
Nov. 23 when it will start 15 minutes earlier. Fourth half-hour show
will be added to the line-up later.
Musicland, U.S.A. is the title for
the first segment, from 8:15-9 p.m.,
with Earl Wrightson the host.
Songs from musical comedy and
opera are performed by Virginia
Haskins of the New York City
Opera Company, Thomas Hayward
of the Metropolitan, Alfredo Antonini's orchestra, and a mixed chorus.
Hit tunes from 1900-1935 are the
core of the next program Big Time,
with
GeorgieJimmy
Price,Carroll,
Ray Bloch's
orchestra,
Sally
Sweeland and Dorothy Loudon.
Both
York. segments originate in New

Third program, from 9:30-10
p.m., is broadcast from Hollywood
with Paul Weston and orchestra
and a weekly big-name vocalist.
Already signed as guests are Jo
Stafford, Peggy Lee, Patti Page,
Connie Day.
Haines, Monica Lewis and
Doris
Music Night was idea of Lester
Gottlieb, director of radio programs.
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IMDRIN ORDER
Injunction Is FTC Victory
GOVERNMENT'S
attemptCo.,to Chirestrain Rhodes Pharmacal
cago, from allegedly false advertising of its medicinal preparation,
Imdrin, was finally rewarded by a
U. S. district court injunction last
Monday.
The order, handed down by the
U. S. District Court in Chicago, enjoins the dissemination of certain
representations pending final disposition of a complaint filed last
January by the Federal Trade
- Commission. The district court denied the initial plea but was overruled by the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the Seventh Circuit.
Approval of the preliminary injunction represented a significant
victory for FTC, which earlier this
year warned drug advertisers it
would seek such relief where questionable advertisements are continued pending "cease and desist"
orders [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 5].
The injunction prohibits claims that
Imdrintism,(1)neuritis
will andcureother
arthritis,
rheuma-(2)
ailments;
isremedy
an "adequate,
effective
or
reliable
ofinflicted
these
ailm"toentsfor
; resume
(3) willsymptoms
enable
sonormal
persons
their
living"
and
(4)
is
a
"remarkable,
amazing
or
sensational new discovery."
Effect of Ads
Dissemination of these advertise| ments, the commission has charged,
"may ablecause
and irreparinjury immediate
to the public
in that
| persons induced by such false advertisements topurchase said prepI aration may delay proper treatment, and thereby suffer permanent
andHearings
irreparable
on crippling."
the complaint got
underway in September 1950 and
have been held intermittently in
the past year, with request for injunction filed Jan. 27. In dismissing
the suit, the district court explained
that FTC had "failed to maintain
the burden of proof" and chided
! the commission for its "delay" in
[ launching
hearings — proceedings
13 months
after commencing
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 5].
The appellate court reversed the
decision last July upon FTC's ap-

WTMV RENEWS BID
Seeks Improved Facilities
IMPROVED facilities, first requested in 1947 but denied last year
by thetion, FCC
of a new
is askedin byfavor
WTMV
East staSt.
Louis, 111., in a petition filed with
the Commission to "reinstate, reWTMV, consideonr and grant."
1490 kc with 250 w,
alleges that thehasBelleville
News-Democrat
given up(111.)
the
construction permit it won in the
case, never made any attempt to
construct the station and failed to
keep
informedthe ofbuilding.
its decision
not toFCC
undertake
The newspaper won out in a 1948
comparative hearing with WTMV.
Latter wanted to change to 1260 kc
with
1 kwwhich
directional.
FCC'sin June
final
decision,
was issued
1950, upheldmendation ofana grant
examiner'sthe recomBelleville interests on the forground
that
it was better to have a first station
in a community that had no service thantion'stofacilities.
improve an existing staSince the newspaper has now
given up its permit, WTMV says
FCC should reopen the case and
grantpetition
WTMV's
original
request.
The
was filed
by Attorney
Arthur Scharfeld.
What WTMV seems concerned
about is that another applicant
might file for the 1260 kc facilities
hearing.
and force it to undergo another

AT
TIMEBUYERS
in New
Hotel Roosevelt
Sept. 20Ruthrauff
are (I to&
r) Russ
Young and banquet
Tom Lynch,
YoungYork's
& Rubicam;
Herb Clossen,
Ryan; Graeme Zimmer, manager, WCAV Norfolk, Va.; Dave Harris, R&R;
Ray Penner, WCAV program director, and Oscar Lutz, Indie Sales Inc.
peal and remanded the case to the
lower court July 5. The complaint WCBS GIVES 'EXTRA'
Through Marketing Aids
specifically cites the firm and its
officerstion offorthe alleged
misrepresentamerchandising "WCBS Sutherapetic
properties NEW
devised
by WCBS
and effectiveness of the product. permarketing"
New York for all
advertisers
who
Imdrin claims have appeared in contract for a minimum $1,500
radio continuities and other media weekly
expenditure
on
a
13-week
advertisements.
basis.
General manager Carl Ward ex"We preferadvertising,
to think weso are
basically plained,selling
we
RADIO PROMOTION
offer
—
as
a
plus
service
— in-store
MBS Campaign Praised displays of the radio-advertised
ASSERTING that radio is pretty product" in some 1,300 key grocerwonderful after all, Mutual net- area.ies in the New York metropolitan
— which containing
has taken
the formwork'sofcampaign
a booklet
After the contract is signed,
15 air announcements to promote WCBS suggests display subject to
the medium [Broadcasting • participating chain grocer i es:
Telecasting, Sept. 17] — has
Bohack's, Grand Union, Dilshifted into second gear: MBS offi- A&P,
bert's, Food Fair, King's and Shopcials are now offering copies of the well.
booklet to all stations, regardless
of affiliation, upon request.
Already distributed to Mutual
stations, the isbooklet,
It's
Wonderful!"
expressly"Radio
not —copyrighted and is intended to promote
radio-at-large, not just MBS. Activity has caused comment:
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president:
"Congratulations
. . weandarehopecooperating along other . lines
that
g r o w
I N G
we too may help in bringing about national
recognition
of
radio's
greatness."
William
B.
Ryan,
BAB
president:
"No
can
do a betterMutual
job than
radiomedium
itself.
Congratulate
for
making
these
finethatannouncements
available
to
stations
may
not
have
WITH
MACON
. . .
the resources to do as comprehensive
a Frederic
.job on their
own." AAAA presiR. Gamble,
dent:
"Certainly
American
radio
is
wonderfulg to —compare
no otherwith
country
has have
anyit.leadYou
the 124th MARKET
takening toathinmake
fine andlisteners
sensiblemore
in
helpaware of
Paul W.Committee:
Morency, "Itchairman
the
Affiliates
is a veryof fine
this."
idea I. certainly
. . your hope
material
LBS PROGRAMS
and
it willis excellent,
have the
Adds Two Phoenix Shows widest possible use."
yyiiddle tf&Dhqia (jtfakom&A
LIBERTY Broadcasting System
has announced two new shows be- MacQUARRIE-CBS SOIT
ginning this month, both originatNBC
Settled Out of Court
ing- in Phoenix,
Ariz. LBS is airing
Five
times weekly
A $750,000 plagiarism damage suit
Breakfast in Phoenix, starring Bill brought by Haven MacQuarrie,
AFFILIATED WITH
Pennell, who has conducted similar Hollywood radio producer - m.c.
programs
at Orlando and Nash- against CBS, has been settled out
ville.
of court under undisclosed terms.
On Oct. 6 the Junior Rangers of
Mr. MacQuarrie had complained
America began a nation-wide tal- that his radio show, Noah Webster
ent hunt under the direction of Says, was copied almost entirely by
WBML
Lew King, president of the Phoenix CBS for its We Take Your Word.
| ad firm, King, Ackerman, Deckard Neither show is now on radio.
& Burch, agency for both Liberty Settlement itself prohibited disshows. The Junior Rangers is set
closure of terms, according to Max
up as a nation-wide package for E. Gilford, attorney for the producer-m.c.
local level sponsorship.
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Common OUTLETS
Control Denied
RIVERS'
SEVEN
RIVERS'
stations
not
under common control
and theare FCC
should not consider such ownership
of even 10 stations "undue concentration of broadcast facilities."
Therefore, says a petition for reconsideration and grant, filed at
FCC by E. D. Rivers Sr., his son
E. D. Rivers Jr. and James S. Rivers (brother of the elder Mr. Rivers), the FCC ought to call off its
hearing and grant the transfers
of, WMIE Miami to ex-Gov. Rivers; WACL Waycross, Ga., to the
junior Mr. Rivers; KWEM West
Memphis, Ark., to James Rivers.
FCC had set the three transfer
applications for hearing early last
month on the grounds that approvof theundue
transfers
might "resultof
in al an
concentration
control of broadcast facilities"
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 17].
Gov. Rivers owns WLBS Birmingham and WOBS Jacksonville,
has a minority interest in WGAAAM-FM Cedartown, Ga. His son
owns WEAS Decatur, WJIV-AMFM Savannah and WGOV-AM-FM
Valdosta, Ga. James Rivers owns
WMJM Cordele and has a controlling interest in WTJH East Point,
Ga.
In serttheir
petition,
the are
Rivers'
asthat their
stations
not under common control, even though
they themselves are related. There

PHILADELPHIA stations pledged to make a success of T. E. Paisley, WFIL; Clarence L. Jordan, United Fund
that
second annual
for theAttending
United Fund,
chairman
and WIP;
vice president'
N. W.
omnibuscity'scommunity
welfaredrive
project.
luncheonan public & relations
Son; Murray
Arnold,
Joseph D.of Gibbon,
meeting at the Warwick Hotel are (I to r): Tom Brady, Ayer
executive director. United Fund; E. Preston Stover, WPTZ;
WDAS; Chick Kelly, WPTZ; Joseph Zimmerman, WFILRupe Werling, WIBG; Jack Pearee, KYW.
TV; John L. McClay, WCAU-TV; Norris West, WCAU;
are no undisclosed agreements re- or equipment, no joint rates or con- FACTS & FABLES
specting management, ownership
tracts with national sales repreAd Fallacies Attacked
or control, the petition says. There
sentatives, the petition states.
are no interlocking stockholders,
Each
of
the
Rivers'
dwells
in
a
U.
S.
Chamber
of Commerce, to
officers or directors or partnership different city and has his own fam- help clear up misconceptions
about
interests in the station which they
ily,
the
petition
goes
on.
There
are
advertising,
has
a trio
already own or have applied to ac- no loans among them. All their of pamphlets in published
a
series
titled,
stations are in separate markets "Fables and Facts About Adverquire.
Rivers' have no other business
WEAS Decatur and WTJH
interests in common, no real es- except
Ga., which are located
In amusing fashion, the pamtate or property in common, no inEastthePoint,
Atlanta metropolitan area
sharing of profits or bank accounts, about 12 miles apart. "WEAS and loweringphletsprices,
show advertising's rolejobsin
tising."
no joint use of personnel or talent WTJH compete vigorously with and enumerate why increasing
advertising can
each other," the petition states.
beseries
believed.
The "Fables
is available
at $3andperFacts"
100.
For free samples write Committee
LAVERY SUIT
Advertising, U. S. Chamber of
Gets $30,000 Damages on
Commerce, Washington 6, D. C.
JUDGMENT of $30,000, plus
court costs of $2,357, have been
irnnu
sells more
turned over to Emmet Lavery, Hol- WBS Renewals
lywood film writer and playright. NEW CONTRACTS to furnish an
He was awarded depreciation of additional
nDUil
MERCHANDISE
throughproperty
damagesby asLela
a result
out the U.39 radio
S. andsations
Canada
with
charges made
Rogersof transcribed
library
programs
and
against him and his play on an commercial features have heen
ABC Town Meeting debate in Sep- signed by World Broadcasting Systember 1947Aug.[Broadcasting
the Advertising Research Bureau,
Inc., it was announced last
Telecasting,
20, July 16]. • week.tem Renewals
also have been
recently
posed
questions
to
shopNamed
in
original
suit besides signed with 77 stations
pers in a department of Orchard &
already afMrs. Rogers, Town Hall Inc. and
f^w furnishings
Wilhelm Co.,
exclusive
home
■
filiated
since
the
last
report.
store to determine the
ABC were Ayn Rand, novelist;
relative effectiveness of equally budgeted radio and newspaper adMorris Arthur,
Ryskind, producer;
producer-writer
vertising. After interviewing those people who had purchased, or
Robert
estates ;
of the late James McGuinness, film
inquired for the test merchandise, ARBI's computed figures showed:
producer,
and Hall
Sam Inc.
Wood,did film
Radio
director. Town
not
KBON News- Both Other
Total
participate
in
settlement.
Other
defendants pooled and paid the dampaper 3.2% 19.3% 100.0%
45.2% 32.3%
JOS. WEED & CO.,
% Traffic
ages rather than appeal from the
% Purchasing
Los Angeles Superior Court jury
350
Madison
Ave., New York,
28.6% 30.0%
Merchandise
22.6%
decision.
Know About the
Mr. Lavery charged in his suit
% Dollar Value
56.6% 43.4%
1 00.0%
of Purchases
that
debate on Threat
"Is Therein
5000 WATT TRANSMITTER
Reallyduring
a Communist
Now in Use at
Hollywood?"
Mrs.
Rogers
accused
Buy KBON . . . the Station That Gets Results!
him of Communist sympathies.
KBON CARRIED ADVERTISING FOR 248 LOCAL MEROriginally he filed a $1 million
C H N S
slander suit against the defend- HALIFAX
CHANTS IN THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS OF 1951
NOVA SCOTIA
ants, but Judge Arnold Praeger
early in the trial ruled out a plea
The
Maritimes
INLAND BROADCASTING CO.
for general damages amounting to
BUSIEST
WORLD INSURANCE BLDG., OMAHA
$800,000.stricteMr.
red to sue Lavery
only forwas
specific
PaulJohnR. Fry,
Pres.
and
Gen'l
Sales
Mgr.
Commercial
Station
damages of $200,000, with a SuE. Pearson, National Repr.
KBON
perior Court jury awarding him
$30,000 plus court costs on Aug. 13.
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700 Stations Seen
Covering Country
GERMAN FM
ABOUT 100 FM stations, varying in power from 250 w to 10 kw, are
being established throughout Western Germany as part of FM networks
operating by means of microwave transmission, the State Dept. has
reported.
In a progress
the de- network
*
has been set up in Bavaria,
velopment
of FMreport
in theon Federal
Republic of Germany, the depart- with the prime center at Nuremburg.
It
carries
the same programs
ment's Office of German Public
Affairs emphasized that the inde- as those originated at Munich.
The networks are connected
pendent German broadcast systems
have turned to FM "as a means of mainly by microwave facilities.
providing their listeners with ade- The stations broadcast on 16 channels in the 87.7-93.7 mc band.
service."
Thisquatedevelopment
is a virtual Separation of 0.4 mc is provided.
necessity, according to the State The military utilizes the upper portion of the band.
Dept., because of the limitations
placed on standard-band AM broadNearly 40 outlets either have
casts in Germany by the Copen- been completed or are in the final
hagen frequency allocation plan.
stages of completion in Western
As a result, nearly all receivers Germany.
Reserve links also are
now produced are able to receive under construction
between cities.
FM broadcasts and relatively inThe
German
is reported
expensive converters have been generally turningpopulace
more and more to
placed on the market for listeners free radio, and particularly
FM, as
in poor AM coverage areas.
of strengthening the demAmerican technical authorities a means ocratic
elements
in
that
country
have been particularly instrumental and as a bulwark against the rein coordinating the planning for the
vival of Nazism or state control
FM networks. Among U. S. au- [Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
thorities who have visited Germany Sept. 17].
is Robert Linx, FCC engineer, who
traveled to Europe last year on a
mission set up by the State Dept. IRISH NETWORK
Geographic Aspects
Set on 44 Outlets
Germany's various mountain
areas, especially in southern Ger- IRISH Football Network has
many, make it possible to cover reached a total of 44 stations carrygreat distances from central transthe entire game schedule of
mission points, the State Dept. Notreing Dame
this season. Series is
pointed out in its progress report. being fed by WSBT South Bend,
Coverage in the U. S. or Western Ind., where the school is located.
zone isvancespecially
manager of the netplanning. pinpointed in ad- Joe Boland,
work and sports director of the
"This is in no small measure station, handles the play-by-play
due to the insistence of U. S. occu- for both home and road games.
pation authorities and the Dept. of Stations carrying the network
feed
Pa., Buffalo,
WBBW
State that adequate broadcast are WARD Johnstown.
Ohio, WBEN
coverage must be provided for the Youngstown,
WBRD
Ft.
Lauderdale,
WBZ
Boston,
Chicago,WCUE
WCPOAkron,Cincinnati,
publicman wherever
the Ger- WCFL
WCSI
Columbus,
WDYK
Public Affairspossible,"
Office explained.
Cumberland,
Md.,
WEAM
Arlington,
WERC
Erie,
WERE
Cleveland,
German FM hookups have been Va.,
Altoona,
organized to cover areas served by WFBG New
Britain,WGLConn.Ft. Wayne,
different radio companies chartered WHAY
WHLL Wheeling,
W. Va,, WJEL
Ohio,
111.,
in various states as corporations Springfield,
WKNX Saginaw, WKAI
Mich., Macomb,
WMCA New
under public law. Major program- York,
WMUS
Muskegon,
WOKO
AlWPEN Philadelphia, WQAN
ming areas are centered in Munich, Scranton,bany,KSTT
Davenport,
WSIVWWPB
PeFrankfort, Stuttgart, Hamburg kin,
111.,
WWEZ
New
Orleans,
and Baden-Baden. A secondary Biloxi,
Miami, Fla.,
WWSWIndianapolis,
Pittsburgh, WVMI
WXLW
KDTHSt.
Dubuque,WWBZ
KXOKVineland,
St. Louis,N, WMIN
Paul,
J., WINR
Binghampton,
WITZ
Jasper,
Ind.,
WHIO
Dayton,
KTLNWBMD
Denver,Baltimore,
WCAW
Charleston,
W.
Va.,
WLEA Hornell, N. Y., WELC Welch,
W. Irish
Va. Football Network officials
AN
INVITATION
TO
gave
to the
Armedup
Forces permission
Radio Service
to pick
SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING
the games from WMCA New York
for overseas broadcasts.
See Centerspread This Issue
BMI Clinic in N.Y.
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
NEXT New York radio clinic by
Broadcast Music Inc. will be held
509000 WATTS
at the Waldorf-Astoria Oct. 22
OF
and 23. BMI has now conducted,
with the cooperation of state broadSELLING POWER
casters associations, a total of 45
clinics,tails of25the ofNewthemYorkthissessions
year. Deare
being mailed all stations.
BROADCASTING • elecasting
177 Station Error
EL ingPASO's
discusslocal watermayor,
problems,
was
scheduled to be heard on the
five El Paso stations only but
by mistake his talk was carried by 182 stations of the Liberty BroadcastingDick Weaver,
Liberty System.
division
manager of KELP El Paso
blamed the mixup on telephone switching. A phone
call from a California radio
station informed Liberty of
the error. Said the mayor,
"Well,
at least
the
country
know people
we haveovera
water problem."
AWRT CHAPTER
Women's Role Explored
OPPORTUNITIES and responsibilities of radio and TV — including
those
"educating
publicandto
the factof that
women arethe people
should be judged on their individual merits"McAfee
— were Horton,
stressed wartime
by Mrs.
Mildred
commander of the Waves and
president of Wellesley College. She
addressed the newly formed New
York chapter of American Women
in Radio & Television Sept. 24 at
a dinner meeting.
Citing "the
challenge
everyone
connected
withwhich
radiofaces
and
TV," ible
she instrument.
said: "This
is
an
incredI am personally
impatient with the people who expect a new tool to be managed
with perfect skill in the infancy of
everybody dealing with it. . . ."
Radio-TV, she said, "can be the
instrument
— as itintois —lands
by where
which
truth permeates
it is an unwelcome guest. Let it
be equally true that it is an instrument at home to spread the truth
without compromise."
The 94 members and guests who
attended the dinner meeting to
meet and hear Mrs. Horton also
discussed According
plans for the
chapter's
future.
to President
Margaret Cuthbert, supervisor of
public affairs programs for NBC,
there are 86 paid members in the
local group, and over 500 in the
national organization.

WRUL STOCK NEWS
Large Firms Sponsor
WRUL Boston has started its j
fifth year of shortwaving stock
market quotations to listeners in
Europe and South America. Sponthe program
is titled Americansored,Business
Bulletins.
The quotations are furnished by
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & i
Beane on two separate daily broadcasts, sponsored by RemingtonRand, Westinghouse and Electric
Autolite. One is aired at 4:45 p.m.
(EDT) for the East and the other
at 7:15 p.m. for Latin America.
Announcer is Jack Terry.
According to WRUL, licensed to
World Wide Broadcasting Corp.
with studios in Boston and New
York, the commercials are dignified and restrained, serving to promote good will for sponsors and
American business. They seek to
spread the influence and knowledge
of benefits under American free
enterprise, as well as apprising
foreign investors in American
stock.
Series was conceived as an experiment in 1947.
World Adds Two
WIN NEEDLES and Paul Kemper j
have been appointed to the field
force of World Broadcasting System Inc., producers of transcribed
library
features. programs and commercial

the key station
of state
the keystone
. . .
Harrisburg, Pa.
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Statement of The Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Required by the Acts of Congres of August 24, 1912,
as amended by Acts of
March 3, 1933, and
July 2, 1946
Ofweekly,
Broadcasting-Telecasting,
at
Washington,
D. C,published
for October
8, 1951.
District of Columbia — ss.
Before
me, aforesaid,
a notary personally
public in appeared
and for
the
District
Maurice
H. Long,
who
having
been
duly
sworn
according
to
law,
deposes
and.
says
that he is the business
manager
of
Broadc
a
s
t
i
n
g
T
e
l
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
a
n
d
that
the
following
is, to the best of his knowledge and belief,
a true ment,
statement
ofetc.theof ownership,
managethe aforesaid
publirequired
catcirculation,
ion for the date
shown
in August
the above
caption,
by
the
Act
of
24,
1912,
as
amended
by
the
Act
of
March
3,
and JulyLaws2, and
1946, Regulations:
embodied in section 1933,
537,
Postal
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher,manager
editor,aremanaging
editor, and
business
:
Publisher
Washington,and D. C.Editor— Sol Taishoff,
Managing
D. C. Editor— Art King, Washington,
Business
Manager—
Washington,
D. C. Maurice H. Long,
2. That the
owner
is:and(Ifaddress
owned bymusta cor-be
p
o
r
a
t
i
o
n
,
i
t
s
name
stated
also
immediately
thereunder own-the
namesing or and
and
addresses
of
stockholders
holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount ofporatstock.
If and
not owned
by ofa cor-the
ion, the namesmust
individual
be addresses
given.
If owned
byconcern,
a firm,itsowners
company,
or
other
unincorporated
nameindividual
and address,
as must
well beas
those
of
each
member,
given.)
Broadcasting
Washington, D. C;Publications,
Sol Taishoff,Inc.,Washington,
D. C.ton,; D.Betty
C. Tash Taishoff, Washing3. Thatandtheother
known bondholders,
mortorgagees,
holding 1 per security
cent or holders
more ofowning
total
amount of bonds, mortgages or other se-

ST in
CHATTANOOGA
in the morning

ND in
CHATTANOOGA
in the! evening

Source: March, April, May— Hooper
WDEF
CHATTANOOGA
1370 M.KC Parham,
• 500O WATTS
Carter
President
Represented by BRANHAM
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RADIO COPY GUIDE
BAB Aids Commercials
THREE-POINT radio copy formula for more effective commercials that will bring advertisers
more results has been issued by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
System breaks commercials down
into three parts: (1) The main
sales idea: (2) the proof of that
idea, andgestion that(3)willtheencourage
advertiserlistener
sugaction.
Produced as a chart with accompanying letter of explanation and
examples, the formula suggests
stating the main sales idea clearly,
truthfully, believably and in terms
of listener interest. Prove the main
idea, it advises, and then encourage
buyer
tions. action with specific suggesSelling for
Aids"15
is "Radio
availableCopy-Minded
to BAB members
cents
and may
chartsbuycostthem25 cents.
Nonmembers
for
35
cents
and $1,Ave.,respectively,
Park
New York from
City 17.BAB, 270

PINPOINTING his native land is Mathias Felten (r), reshnical director of
Radio Luxembourg, during visit to WLW-AM-TV Cincinnati. Discussing
problems of converting from AM to TV operations are, in addition to Mr.
Felten, James D. Shouse (center), chairman of the board, Crosley Broadcasting Co., and James Rockwell (I), Crosley engineering vice president.
curities are: (If there are none, so state.) SCARCE METALS
Bradley Barker
None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
RTMA Reports Savings BRADLEY BARKER, 68, wellgiving theholders, annames
ofholders,
the owners,
stockknown imitator of animal voices
d
security
if
any,
contechniqueswill ofsave
ra- for both radio and motion pictures,
only theas listtheyof appear
stockholders
and
dio-TV set manufacturers
securitytainofnotholders
upon
the CONSERVATION
died Sept. 29, at his Manhattan
books
the
company
but
also,
in
cases
over
70,000
tons
of
critical
metals
where the stockholder or security holder
Mr. Barker — for more than
appears oruponin theany books
offiduciary
the company
as in 1951, according to the Engineer- home.
20 years an imitator of animal
trustee
other
relation,
ing
Dept.
of
Radio-Television
Mfrs.
cries
for
— had mastered the
the
name
of
the
person
or
corporation
for
whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also Assn., headed by L. M. Clement, individual radio
voices of 58 species of
that the said two paragraphs contain state- Crosley Division of Avco.
animals,
and
his career
embracing
full knowledge
The saving in materials has been often appeared during
and beliefments
asunder
towhich
theaffiant's
circumstances
andand con-se- effected
on 20 radio shows
by increased efficiency in
ditions
stockholders
curity
whocompany
do not asappear
upon hold
the design and production techniques
books
of holders
thesecurities
trustees,
week.
and without any deterioration in per
stock
and
in aowner;
capacity
other
the end product, according to Lot in a Name
than
that
of
a
bonafide
and
this
affiant
has
no
reason
to
believe
that
any
RTMA.
Metals
involved
are
alumJUNIOR Advertising Club
otheranyperson,
or corporation
inum, cadmium, cobalt, copper,
has
interestassociation,
direct or indirect
in the
of Philadelphia has changed
said
its name to the Philadelphia
zinc. nickel, iron and steel, tin, and
as sostock,
statedbonds,
by him.or other securities than lead,
Guild of Advertising Men.
5. That the average number of copies of
Basing
its
estimate
on
a
producClub president, Lee Keeler,
each issuetributed,
of this
publication
sold
or
distion
rate
20%
below
the
7,400,000
through
the
mails
or
otherwise,
H o p s o n Adv. Agency, exto
subscribers,
duringshowntheabove
twelveis TV sets and 14,500,000 radios made
monthspaidpreceding
the date
plained, "When you look
in 1950, RTMA said most of the
around
at members'
balding
Maurice
H.
Long.
probably
will
not half
becomeof
pates and
graying temples,
Sworn to and subscribed before me this changes
effective
until
the
second
2nd day of October, 1951. Minnie Jacobs,
it's
downright
difficult
to imthis year.
Specificare:savings
estiagine them as juniors in anymated
for
1951
Aluminum,
(Seal)
Notary
Public.
thing.
Then,
too,
most
of the
(My commission expires November 14, 1951). 1,324 tons or 21% compared to
club's members are execu1950; balt,cadmium,
66
tons,
23%;
cotives
with
their
companies
229 tons, 36%; copper, 9,687
and the junior connotation is
tons, 24%; lead, 239 tons, 21%;
KSOK NIGHT BID
hardlysubmitted
flattering."by New
nickel,
367
28%; iron and
was
J. T.name
McFCC Denial Proposed steel, 54,058 tons,
tons, 24%; tin, 266
Court,
Gray
&
Rogers.
DENIAL of KSOK Arkansas City, tons, 25%; zinc, 4,117 tons, 26%.
Kan., request for 100 w nighttime
on its present frequency of 1280 kc
is proposed in an initial decision
bv FCC Hearing Examiner J. D.
Bond. KSOK is presently a 1 kw
In Greater Grand Rapids
daytimer.
The examiner said the proposed
. . . the most ears
operation would be inefficient since
it would use "substandard" power
on a Class III or regional freare WOODpecked!
quency. Minimum power for a
Class III station is 500 w at night,
the examiner stated, adding that
KSOK could have "proposed a
Class III station operation . . . complying with the requirements . . .
so asardtobroadcast
provideservice
a protected
to all standof the
residents of the city of its location
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
as well as to at least 10% more
persons than are proposed to be
ALSO WFDF, FLINT; WEOA, EVANSV|LLE; WFBM, INDIANAPOLIS . KATZ AGENCY
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FILM COUNCIL
State Dept. Names
CREATION of a 12-man Film
Advisory Committee to advise the
U. S. Advisory
Information on theCommission
continuing onstudy
ofhasAmerica's
"Campaign
of
Truth"
been announced by the State
Dept. It joins department action
which also provides for radio-TV
and other media panels.
Among those named to the group
are Ralph W. Steetle, executive director, Joint Committee on Educational
Television; Donald K. White, execuvice president,
Audio-U.,
Visualtive Assn.,
and MarkNational
May, Yale
who will serve as committee chairman. Mr. May also is a member of
the commission,
includes
Justin Miller, NARTBwhichboard
chairman
anud general counsel. Commission is
headed by Erwin D. Canham, editor,
Christian Science Monitor.

W. I. GRIFFITH
Educator Dies in Iowa
WALTER IRVING GRIFFITH, 73,
one ofentsthe
nation's by
leading
of education
radio,expondied
Sept. 28 in Ames, Iowa.
Mr. Griffith, born on a farm near
Millersburg, Iowa, spent his adult
life in education and kindred fields
and looked forward to the development of education by radio and
television.
In 1934, he was elected president
of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters. He served as
director of WOI Ames from 1925
to 1946. In 1946 he became educational director for the station.
Mr. Griffith prepared a "20-year
plan"
in
which he became
stated that
if and
when television
a reality,
WOI should take the fullest advantage of the service for the public.
In February 1950, WOI-TV became the first educational television station in the nation.
Mr. Griffith currently was treasurer of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters.
In 1904, he was married to the
former Katherine M. Hess, a Lone
Tree, Iowa, schoolteacher. They
had three children, Eugene S., Gerald I., and Katherine M.

NCCJ Series
RADIO series of 12 weekly programs, Operation Brotherhood,
sponsored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews, started Sept. 29 (12:15 p.m. EDT,
NBC) with Celeste Holm and
George Murphy starring in the
first program.
other entertainment stars willTenparticipate
in the
live and recorded series, dedicated
to the theme that "No man is an MBS NEWSCASTS
island; no man stands alone." They
Service Increased
are Pat O'Brien, Edward Arnold,
Loretta Young, Ronald Reagan, MBS NEWS and commentary programs each week now total 22, of
Jean Hersholt, Selena Royale, Jack
14 are five-minute editions,
Benny, Raymond Massey, Audrey which
network
officials reported last week.
Totter, and Lionel Barrymore.
Two years ago, Mutual carried only
nine news shows, including one
five-minute digest.
Programming structure has been
Powerful
'WHIMpacr'
WHIM
Providence
is promoting its keyed to listeners' demands, with
impact on the buying public cold war in Europe and fighting
in Korea considered the contributthroughdencelarge
The ProviJournal. ads
Ad inincludes
three
ing causes,
said. Two
asters, H. officials
R. Baukhage
and newsHazel
photographs showing heavy first- Markel, chave
added in recent
day business of a shoe store which months to thebeen
permanent
staff
used only radio to announce its four: Bill Henry, Frank Singiser,of
grand opening. Segment of copy, Les Higbie and Robert F. Hurleigh.
alluding
photos,
startling toproof
that says,
radio "Here's
is still
PACIFIC O'Hara series
the most powerful advertising me- COLUMBIA
moves (PDT).
to new Sunday period, 7-7:30
p.m.
dium."

26

YEARS
OF SERVICE
to the

MADISON AREA
Thru
POWER, PRESTIGE,
PERFORMANCE
Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
Badger Broadcasting Company
5000 WATTS ON B10 . . . ESTABLISHED 1925
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FLQN NAMES YOUNG
Officers Re-Elected
FOREIGN LANGUAGE Quality
Network confirmed the appointment
of Adam Young Jr. Inc. as its national sales representative at the annual meeting held last week in New
York. ments
Announcing
Garhas contractedthatfor PNa series
of programs on FLQN stations,
Adam Young Jr. pointed out that
foreign-language time sales have
remained consistently high on all
member stations.
Network officers re-elected include Ralph N. Weil, WOV New
York,WNHC
president;
Aldo DeDominicis,
New Haven,
treasurer;
E. Douglas
Hibbs,
WTEL
Philadelphia, secretary.

Arizona Gov. J. Howard Pyle (I)
addresses Navajo tribal council via
KGAK's all-Navajo show as Mr.
Jones interprets talk in native language. Gov.director,
Pyle is viceof.presidentprogram,
KTAR
Phoenix.
★ ★ *
NAVAJO SHOW
Indian Program on KGAK William C. Mitchell
CLYDE MITCHELL,
KGAK Gallup, N. M., has started WILLIAM
president of CKCR Kitchener,
a Navajo Indian language pro- 52,
Ont.,
died
of
heart attack Sept.
gram, the Navajo Hour, Saturday, 26 after being a stricken
at Toronto
2-3 p.m. Station claims it is the while
attending
first annual
first all-Navajo program ever meeting of the the
Central Canada
aired.
Disc jockey and announcer is Broadcasters Assn., where he was
Paul Jones, official interpreter for elected treasurer. Well-known in
the Navajo tribal council. A Navajo Canadian broadcasting circles
himself, Mr. Jones lived for many since he started CKCR 22 years
years in Chicago and Boston and is ago, he was formerly a hockey
a college graduate. He speaks both player with Toronto teams. He is
Navajo and English fluently.
wife and one son,
Program consists primarily of survived C,by ofhis Kitchener,
as well
news from the tribal council and James
as
two
brothers
and a sister.
the U. S. government. Also included
are items from various Navajo
communities. KGAK covers more
than half of the Navajo population, estimated at over 70,000,
station reported.
» MOLINE
<?UAOCiriES
ROCK ISLAND
EAST MOLINE o JAVENPORT
DEMOS TAKE AIR
a unique combination of df- cities
With Early Oct. Flurry
in £ states - on tie Mississippi River
FLURRY of Democratic Party
mm
activities in early October has resulted in a number of commit'T'HE
four
Quad-Cities
are as cofor public
hesive as a strong backfield.
workmentstime.
Kickoffservice
took radio
place netlast
cities,together
each acomprise
vigorous a individweek
with the
National Theseual unit,
potent
Convention
of three-day
Young Democratic
Clubs of America at St. Louis.
combination that puts the Quad-Cities
big-time company. Here 234,256
Keynote address was delivered inQuad-Citians
to people
Thursday by Arkansas Governor in the boroughsliveofsimilarly
New York. Alert
Sidney S. McMath, speaking on
CBS Radio, 5-5:30 p.m. EST. time buyers know this fact and are
Another speech was slated by Sen. making profitable sales to QuadWarren Magnuson (D-Wash.) for Citians whose per capita effective buying income is 14th among sales manFriday over MBS, 10:30-11 p.m.
162 Metropolitan
areas.
EST, on a delayed basis. Vice Write for agement's
brochure
on this unique
President
Alben
Barkley
is
scheduled to address the Democratic Quad-City market.
National Conference of Western
States tonight (Monday) on NBC,
11:30-12 midnight EST. He will
speak before some 2,000 Democrats
convening in Los Angeles.
CBC Regulations
A NEW BOOK OF regulations is
now being
drawn upCorp.,
by the
Canadian Broadcasting
to apply
to all Canadian broadcasting, which
the CBCadianregulates
the CanBroadcasting under
Act. There
has
been no revision of broadcasting
regulations for close to a decade.

WHBF
TEtCO BU11DING, ROCK ISLAM, ILUtiOIS
Represented by Avery-Kno^i. lBlOctober 8, 1951 • Page 67

MO. SESSIONS
Name Griswold President
GLENN GRISWOLD, KFEQ St.
Joseph, Mo., was elected president
of the Missouri Broadcasters Assn.
at its semi-annual meeting held
Sept. 26 at the Hotel Robidoux, St.
Joseph.
S. E. (Art) Sloan, KXLW St.
Louis, was elected vice president.
Pearson Ward, KTTS Springfield,
was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Directors for the coming year in
addition to these officers are: John
Schilling, WHB Kansas City; Sam
Burk, KIRX Kirksville; Mahlon
Aldridge, KFRU Columbia, retiring president, and Bob Neathery,
KWPM West Plains.
Speakers at the meeting, attended by some 35 broadcasters,
were Carl Haverlin, president of
BMI, and John Naylor, Gardner
Adv. Agency, St. Louis. Group
was briefed on civil defense by
Charles E. Dewey Jr., chief of
communications of the Office of
Civil Defense in Missouri. Others
addressing the meeting were Col.
Verne Logan, Central Air Defense
Command, and Ernest Thelemann,
FCC.
SCOTT, MECK MERGER
Both Boards Approve
PROPOSED merger of John Meek
Industries, Plymouth, Ind., with
Scott Radio Labs, Chicago, was approved last week by the boards of
both radio-television manufacturing
companies. Meek and Scott shareholders will vote on the proposal
Oct. 15 and 23, respectively.
The plan provides for absorption
of the Meek company by Scott Radio Labs, with issuance of 1.3
shares of Scott stock for each Meek
share. John Meek Industries would
relinquish its 131,600 shares of
Scott dentstock.
S. Meek
is presiof ScottJohn
as well
as the
firm
which bears his name.
Both boards, in making public
their approval, stated operations of
the two concerns "are complementary" and the proposed merger
would result in "substantial savings" in a "unified operation."

MICHIGAN Assn. of Broadcasters' board of directors drafts final plans for
the association's
meeting,
set board
Nov. 2-3approved
at Detroit's
Fort Shelby
Hotel.
Meeting
last weekannual
in Battle
Creek,
appointment
of Jordan
Jenkins,
Lansing,
as
association's
state-legislative
advisor.
Seated
(I
to r)
are Lester Lindow, WFDF Flint, vice president; Dan Jayne, WELL Battle
Creek, secretary-treasurer, and Edward F. Baughn, WPAG Ann Arbor, president. Standing (I to r) are Leonard Versluis, WLAV Grand Rapids; Dr. Willis
Dunbar, WKZO Kalamazoo, and Don De Groot, WWJ Detroit.
MURRAY NAMED
WORC General Manager
APPOINTMENT of Kenneth B.
Murray as general manager of
WORC Worcester, Mass., was announced last week, along with
other appointments under the station's new aownership.
launching
promotion Station
campaignis
on the theme, "Things Are Hapng at WORC."
Mr. Murray
former penivice
president
and partis
owner of WNEB Worcester.
Arthur Sydney is commercial
manager; Harry Cohoon, news editor; Dorothy Murray, traffic manager. Bill Pierce, former WNEB
personality, is chief announcer.
Officials said a complete new announcing staff has been set up.
Chet Morino is salesman.
WORC will be represented by
Headley-Reed Co. It has installed
new studio and office equipment
and has Associated Press news
service. The station is owned by
Radio Worcester Inc., headed by
President C. George Taylor and
Vice President Robert T. Engles,
owners of WHIM Providence.

GATES

QUINCY,
ILLINOIS

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL. . . .
.... TEL. ATWOODTEL. 8202
8536
HOUSTON, TEXAS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
. TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
. . . TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
MONTREAL, QUE. .
NEW YORK CITY .
. TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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MUSIC COURSE
WQXR Works With College
Music,"
listed
in"ENJOYMENT
the Brooklyn of
College
catalogue
as Music R-l, is being offered as
an accredited home-study course by
the terschool's
Radio-Television
Cenwith the cooperation
of WQXR
New York.
Course is Hall,
built around
Symphony
heard WQXR's
Friday
8:05-9
p.m.
EST,
and
started last
week. The same broadcasts
are
sponsored by General Electric over
13 stations of Rural Radio Netvania. work in New York and PennsylStudents are required to listen
to 13 programs and complete five
written assignments, outlined in a
study guide which also gives information about music on each program, reading lists and additional
recorded material. Guide was written by Harold C. Schonberg, music
and record reviewer for the New
York Times, and Harold G. Lawrence, director of recorded music
for WQXR.
Study is intended to develop a
capacity for creative — rather than
merely
listening.
lees maypassive
take — the
course Enrolas an
elective toward the two-year diploma from Brooklyn College or
may study without credit. Radio
listeners who want a copy of the
study guide
may obtain it from the
college
for $1.

NJBA MEETING
Alger Elected President
SELLING and programming
shared honors on the agenda of the
New Jersey
Fourth
Annual Broadcasters
Radio InstituteAssn.'s
held
at Bridgeton Sept. 27-28.
Paul Alger, WSNJ Bridgeton,
was elected
presidentWTTM
succeeding S.NJBA
Carl Mark,
Trenton. Ranulf Compton, WKDN
Camden, and Thomas B. Tighe,
WJLK Asbury Park, were reelected vice president
and secretary-treasurer, respectively,
while
Fred Weber of WKDN and Harry
Goodwin,
WNJR
Newark,
were
named to the executive committee.
Program awards for the year
were presented to WNJR, whose
coverage
the Newark
summer's gas tank
explosionsofclaimedin
acthe best publicwasservice
broadcast; WTTM for its Meet
Mary program, featuring Mary
Wilson, which was named the best
women's
Brunsick, for itsshow;
farmWCTC
bulletinNewprogram,
adjudged
first
in
the
morning-show
category, and for its Little League,
selected as best sports show; and
WJLK for its coverage of the
Woodbridge train disaster, named
best news show.
Management problems were explored by a panel consisting of
Fred Bernstein, WTTM, Mr. Goodwin and Mr. Tighe. Mr. Bernstein
reported WTTM had tackled the
summer slump problem by concentrating efforts, in February and
March,
on sales ofcontracts.
26-week rather
than shorter-term
Result
was that the past summer was the
station's most successful.
Peterson Claims Fallacy
In a banquet address, Dr. Houston Peterson of Rutgers U. scoffed
at the notion that TV will kill
radio. He pointed out that radio
serves a definite need. He advised
small stations to experiment more
and extend radio's boundaries, following the example of little theatre
groups, for instance.
Other features of the two-day
meeting
talk by included
Dr. Johnan W.off-the-record
Riley Jr.,
Rutgers U., reporting on a recent
visit to Korea; a presentation on
"Your News and Its Revenue
Potentials" by Oliver Gramling of
Associated Press, and an expresStationsion of congratulations
Manager Tighe toon WJLK's
his station's victory in winning judicial
acknowledgement that radio stands
parallel with the press under the
Bill
of RightsOct.[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
1].

KERG Joins CBS
KERG Eugene, Ore., has joined
the CBS Radio network as a supplementary station in the Pacific
Coast group, it was announced
Monday [Closed Circuit, Sept. 24].
The 204th affiliate, KERG operates
POUGHKEEPSIE
7 tWEOK
with 1 kw unlimited on 1280 kc.
REPRESENTED
BY D EVN EY
L. W. Trommlitz is general manager.
BROADCASTING
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THE

CURTAIN'S
UP..

on a great new
hour and a half

ast-to-Coast
Gets World Ser
I
Page 73

of top-flight
television
entertainment . .
Latest Set
By Markets
Page 82

KEEP

POSTED

two wonderful
TUESDAY
night programs
(designed tor literate
audiences) that will build
and build and build:

8:30 P.M. (EST.)
A provocative thirty
minutes spotlighting
the week's
"big issue"
in
the
headlines
Presented each week by
Curtis Publishing Company

Success Story
Page 88

COSMOPOLITAN

THEATRE

910 P.M. (EST.)
A full-hour dramatic
presentation
of
outstanding stories
by the
foremost writers of the day
Presented each week by
Drug Store Television Prod-actions

DU MONT TELEVISION NETWORK 62 Affiliated Stations
A Division ot Allen B. Du Mont L xboratories, Inc. • 515 Madison Avenue. Ne York 22 • MU I

$900
in

8

buys
big

a

lot

markets

of

lunches

• • •

Look closely. This is a man who pays $900 to have a luncheon date with thousands and
thousands of women in 8 major cities— all in one day. Magic? Not really. Good business?
Decidedly. The man at the table is just one of the alert advertisers who picks up the check
for low-cost, midday selling in the busiest, most vital television markets in the country today.
He discovers that for slightly less than $900 his one-minute sales message can reach
housewives in an 8-city daytime market of 7,000,000 television homes.
He finds that over half of all television sets throughout America are concentrated within this
8-market area— and he learns that 33% of all U. S. buying power ... 30% of all retail sales . . .
32% of all food consumption ... 29% of all drug purchases in the entire nation lie within
their boundaries.*
*SOURCE: Sales Management, 1951
He knoivs there is no better, more economical mid-daytime buy than participations in one
or more of these top programs on the 8 key market stations represented by NBC Spot Sales:

WNBT— New York
Date in Manhattan
The Eve Hunter Show

..12:00-1:00..
.. 1:00-2:00.. ..M-F
. .M-F
KNBH-Hollywood
Foods for Thought ...2:00-2:30..
2:30-3:00. . ..M-F
Monty Margetts
Bill Stulla's Parlor Party. . ...3:00-4:00. . ..M-F
..M-F
WNBQ— Chicago
.12:00-12:15..
Meet Mintz
Matinee Playhouse . 1:00- 2:00. . . .M-W-F
..M-F
WPTZ-Philadelphia
Deadline for Dinner ...2:00-2:30.. ..M
...2:30-3:00..
Charm Clinic
Something Special . . .2:30-3:00. . ...M-W-F
.T-TH

WBZ-TV-Boston
.12:30-1:00..
Hollywood
Spotlight Review. .12:30-1:00..
Down to Earth
Domestic Diary
. 1:00-1:15..
Matinee Today
. 1:30-2:30.:
WNBK-Cleveland
Idea Shop
.12:30-1:00..
Film Trio
. 1:00-2:00..
WNBW-Washington
Nancy's Notebook .12:30-1:00. .
Inga's Angle
.12:30-1:00..
1:00-2:00..
People's Playhouse
WRGB-Schenectady-Albany-Troy
Taste Time with Bonnie Ross .1:15-1:30. .
Roll in' with Stone
.1:30-2:30..

.M-W-F
.TH
.M-F
.M-F
.M-F
.M-W-F
.T-TH
.M-F
.M-W-F
.M-F

Like to investigate this blue-plate special? The place to begin your selling schedule
in daytime television is on the stations served by NBC Spot Sales.
The man to call is your NBC Spot Salesman who has all the details on the best
daytime spot buys in these 8 major television markets.
The time to investigate is novo.
NBC
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NARTB To See Draft Oct. 19
TV CODE
TAKES
SHAPE
By J. FRANK BEATTY
cago, a day ahead of the full
NARTB's radio operation.
were actively
behind last
it."
Much attention
was devoted
The CBS code is described as "a NARTB TV membership meeting. meeting
THE NATION'S telecasters— at
NBC officials said the meeting was week by the NARTB code writers
least those who belong to NARTB continuing
study"
and
to
some
exto
the
seal
of
approval
and
penalty
tent
the
principles
are
being
put
—will have a chance next week to into effect as they are developed. called "by a couple of affiliates"
but they refused to discuss the mat- provisions. Committeemen felt the
decide if they want to be regulated
seal should
Meeting of NBC television affilter and "weren't sure that all those NARTB(Continued
by a code of self -discipline.
on bepagewidely
81) pubiates
was
called
for
Oct.
18
in
Chisigning the letter requesting a
A document setting up stringent
program and advertising standards
was drawn up last week by the
NARTB Television Program standards Committee. It will be submit ed to the NARTB's television
members at a meeting to be held
Oct. 19 in the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Four subcommittees that had
worked weeks on the code submitted the results of their labors
to the full committee last Tuesday
and Wednesday, under chairmanship of Robert D. Swezey, WDSUTV New Orleans. They had drawn
up their portions of the code in an
NARTB move to ward off government censorship and listener wrath.
Highly Secret Draft
There emerged from the committee a highly secret draft that will NARTB TV CODE writers drew up draft of document
Henry W. Slavick, WMCT (TV) Memphis;
be kept under wraps until the as- to be submitted Oct. 19 to TV membership. At Tuesday- ThadStanding,
NARTB TV director; Harold Hough, WBAPsociation's TV members enter the Wednesday meeting were (seated, I to r): Harold E. TV FortBrown,
Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles;
Stevens Tower auditorium Friday Fellows, NARTB president; Davidson Taylor, NBC; Robert James L.Worth;
Caddigan,
DuMont Network; James C. Hanof next week. Non-members are D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans, committee chairman; rahan, WEWS (TV) Cleveland;
Donald W. Thornburgh,
not eligible to attend.
Justin
Miller,
NARTB
board
chairman;
J.
Leonard
Reinsch,
WCAU-TV
Philadelphia;
Harry Bannister, WWJ-TV
The full code committee worked
Detroit;
C.
E.
Arney
Jr.,
NARTB
secretary-treasurer.
WSB-TV
Atlanta;
Clair
R.
McCollough,
WGAL-TV
a day-and-a-half on the four sub- Lancaster, Pa.
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, is not shown.
committee reports. They came up
with a document that is understood
to have two key provisions
[Closed Circuit, Oct. 1] :
1. NARTB seal for those subSen. Johnson Gives Veiws
scribing tothe code.
2. Penalty for subscribers who EDUCATIONAL
TV
violate it.
Along with these features, not PITHY observations on the use great luster. As a practical matin thefeature.
public intetional
rest as a purposes
sustaining
present in the 3 V2 -year-old NARTB of reserved TV channels by educater, after close scrutiny, one observes that the brightness covers
tors featured a plea for more VHF
radio Standards of Practice, is a
"In
this
manner,
TV
can
work
set of time standards for advertis- channels for Colorado, particularly little ground and the glitter is only available for educationalbecome
ing copy. Committee members Denver, by Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
without saddling schools with
Why answered
is this so?"
Senator
his own now
the enormous burden and expense
refused to make public the details (D-Col.) among the 122 filings last skinThedeep.
of these standards but it is be- week in the "paper" TV allocation question by pointing to the "huge of constructing and operating a
lieved they followed closely the proceeding. Total of filings as of capital outlay" required to build noncommercial, educational statime limits in the radio document. Friday was 736.
a TV station
"huge" expenses requiredandfor the
operations.
Of special interest to telecastSenator Johnson first proposed
Chairman of the Senate ComSees 10 Year Delay
ers, it was indicated, is a clause
mittee on Interstate & Foreign
the fixed-time idea when his comgoverning use of advertiser in- Commerce, which oversees the FCC,
Neither the U. of Denver nor
mittee had FCC Chairman Coy besignia during television programs. and active in many facets of the any other educational group will
fore it last July
•
July[Broadcasting
23].
This applies a percentage formula TV freeze, Senator Johnson made be ready during the next 10 years Telecasting,
It also has been taken up by
to such insignia, limiting use of these remarks about the reserva- to apply for a license and state it tion."
such advertiser identification to a
tion of frequencies for non-com- is "fit, willing and able" to operate Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.),
specified ratio.
mercial, educational TV in his per- a TV station, the Senator declared. who included it in his bill to estabsonal filing:
The TV code situation took a
lish aNational Advisory Board for
"It is my belief, as I have renew turn last week when it was
RadioING • and
Television Sept.
[BROADCAST"There
has been some intense the Commission
peatedly
said,"
he
continued,
"that
Telecasting,
10, 3].
should
and
could
learned that CBS is in the process drum beating
throughouteducational
the counof drawing up its own code. CBS
In his request for more Denver
try for noncommercial,
impose
<
a
condition
in
all
TV
channels, onSenator
Johnson
;as a network does not belong to purposes. In theory, and at first licenses that a certain amount of VHF (Continued
page 85)
NARTB-TV nor does it belong to blush, this proposal shines with time be made available for educaBROADCASTING
• Tele
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GIANT local TV time sale by WNBQ (TV) Chicago involving Mon.-Fri.
sponsorship of feature films by Alan's Industries, Chicago, affirmed by
(IIndustries.
to r): Seated,
Harry John
Kopf, MePartlin,
NBC Chicago
v. p.; sis.
Alanrr.gr.;
Kritz,Terry
pres.,Dickson,
Alan's
Standing,
station
Dickson & Wiebe
Ted Gaines,
counsel,
Alan's;exec.Edward Wiebe,
of D Agency;
& W; Thomas
Horan,legalWNBQ
account

LINEUP on this Standard Oil of
Indiana contract giving AM and TV
rights of Chicago Bears football
pros to WGN-TV Chicago and 15
Midwest stations is (I to r): Seated,
A. W. Peake, pres., SO, and OwnerCoach George Halas, of Bears; standing, Dwight F. Benton, gen. mgr. sis.,
Wesley I. Nunn, adv. mgr., both SO,
and Sidney A. Wells, v. p., McCannErickson, Chicago, agency.

UHF TUNER
Displayed by Tarzian
TUNING DEVICES designed to
permit full reception of both VHF
and UHF telecasts by a single
video receiver were demonstrated
Thursday at Bridgeport, Conn., by
Sarkes Tarzian Inc. TV chassis
equipped with the Tarzian devices
received
the World's
gram by VHF
from NewSeries
York proand
by UHF from the RCA-NBC experimental station at Bridgeport.
The new Tarzian VHF tuner,
TT16, features full 12-channel
VHF performance, plus a UHF
position in which the tuner is
changed to an amplifier for UHF
intermediate frequency, Mr. Tarzian explained, the switch position
being added to the existing 12 so
that full VHF and full UHF are
available. When the TT16 tuner is
utilized in a VHF video receiver,
UHF reception can be provided by
a full range Tarzian UHF tuner
which connects to a special input
circuit in the TT16 tuner by means
of brackets permitting easy field
installation.
The UHF tuner was said to
cover the full range of 470-890 mc,
with a three-section tuning element, two used for band-pass input
and one for oscillator tuning.
Mr. Tarzian, operator of WTTS
and WTTV(TV) Bloomington, Ind.,
as well as head of his electronic
parts manufacturing firm, and C. L.
Cade, distributor sales manager of
Sarkes Tarzian Inc., conducted the
meeting, attended by some 25 reptronics press.resentatives ofthe technical elec-

NEW STATION BIDS
KOOL, KIFI File With FCC
TWO
TV with
applications
filed
last week
FCC forwere
Phoenix
and Idaho Falls, and an applicacated. tion for Mobile, Ala., was indiKOOL
for power.
Channel 10 withPhoenix
200 kw asked
radiated
It estimated $359,208 for construccosts. tion, $110,000 per year operating
KIFI Idaho Falls filed for Channel 3 with 3.06 kw radiated power.
It plans to spend $82,462 on build$90,000 yearly
Same ing,interests
intendforto operating.
apply for
Pocatello, Boise, Twin Falls, Idaho;
Butte, Mont.
A Mobile, Ala. application will
be filed in name of Mobile Television Corp., organized by Mobile
Press
WDSU-AM-TV
New Register
Orleans and
interests.
Officers of the new company are
Edgar B. Stern, Jr., chairman;
R. B. Chandler, president; William
J. Hearin, Jr., Robert D. Swezey,
A. Louis Read, Walter D. Bellingrath, vice presidents; Lester
Kabacoff, Arthur
secretary
and ass't.
treasurer;
Tonsmeire,
Jr.,
treasurer. Messrs. Stern, Swezey,
Read and Kabacoff are WDSU
principals;
Messrs.
Chandler,
Bellingrath
and
Tonsmeire Heaare
Pressrin,Register
principals.
Meanwhile, KDYL-TV Salt Lake
City plans
a new antenna
instal-in
lation atop 9,363-ft.
Mt. Nelson
the Oquirrh Range west of Salt
Lake, it has been announced by
S. S. Fox, president and general
manager
of KDYL-TV.
50 kw radiated
would Power
not onlyof
cover
85%
of
Utah's
population,
but would also make some TV
service available to Southern
Idaho, Mr. Fox said.

FINAL touches put on Miller Brewing Co. (Miller High Life beer) sponsorship of professional football
championship game to be telecast
coast-to-coast.
purchased from the Rights
DuMont were
Television
Network for game tentatively set for
Dec. 23. mis iBert
Bell, National
oner of professional
footballCom-(I)
handles pen. With him are Tom
Gallery (center), special events dir.,
DuMont, and Vernon S. Mullen Jr. MOVIE TV TAX
(r). Miller's adv. mgr.
Asked by Phila. Council
LICENSE fee threat to Philadelphia theatre TV exhibitors, lurking
in the background since the Robin- HILL OR NO HILL
son-Turpin fight showing, has
They Get Programs
materialized with a City Council
petition to the state legislature.
OUT
IN
THE
mountain area of
The council petitioned to ban western North Carolina
two ambitious residents living on Route
theatre television as "a pernicious
and monopolistic practice limiting 2, Sparta, are getting TV recepthe display of popular TV programs
tion in the shadow of a ridge.
Having
receivers,decided
Gene
to a few
exhibitors."
The
objections were contained in a resolu- R. Irwin andbought
Bert Shumate
tion introduced by James G. Clark to do something about it when they
and approved by the council. Mr. couldn't get any pictures. Mr.
Clark had promised such action Shumate's son Hershey, who was
after
the Robinson-Turpin fight taking a correspondence electronics
OKAYING 52-week contract for TV ADVERTISER Gil Schaefer signs [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, course at the time, went to work
Boston Blackie over WKY-TV Okla- for Football Incorporated, featuring Sept. 17].
on the problem.
homa City effective Oct. 14 is W. A. Detroit Lions professional football
At the same time he also introThe two families put up a 30-foot
talent,
on
WXYZ-TV
Detroit
on
beColeman,
v.
p..
Standard
Food
Marduced
an
ordinance
under
which
pole 1,500 feet away. It sat atop
kets Inc. Standing are W. J. Willis
half of his Walker Motor Ford dealer- exhibitors would pay a $1,500 the
mountain that was barring the
(I), WKY-TV coml. dept., and G. V.
ship. Attending ceremony are (I to license fee to show closed circuit
TV signals. From an antenna on
Wampler (r), adv. mgr.. Standard r): Jimmy Riddell, pres., WXYZ;
Food. The 30-minute series is Sportscaster Don Wattrick; Mr. programs. Proposal was referred the pole they connected two No.
scheduled for 6:30-7 p.m. Sunday. Schaefer; and Fred A. Epps, Rex. Adv. to the public safety committee. bare copper wires, using spacers
Co., agency for Mr. Schaefer.
Public hearings will be held on his every five feet to keep wires an
suggestion if Pennsylvania does inch apart. The wires are held up by
of All Sorts on WHIO-TV not
Sports
of
sponsor
becomes
Co.
Refining
GULF
smallattached
posts. Aat two-set
TV coupler
Dayton in this sendoff: (L to r) R. N. Mullen, mgr.. Gulf retail sales; Si added.prohibit these showings, he was
the Shumate
home.
Burick, sports editor, Dayton Daily News and emcee of program; Don Lyons,
From
this
coupler
the
wires were
Three other Philadelphia memPittsburgh,
Huber,Toledo
announcer;
prog, dir.,
another
1,500
feet
to
the
bers of the legislature also indi- carried
district.gen. sis.
gen. R.mgr.,
Div. W.
R. Johnston,
Gulf;andR. show's
mgr..WHIO
cated they plan to author a bill Irwin home.
The Shumate signal was fine but
requiring a $2,000 license fee for
places using
TV with
ad- the Irwin's had only a fair picture
missiondirect
charge. The
bill anwould
so a booster was placed on his set.
cover Philadelphia and subject Later another booster was installed.
Antenna has automatic timer.
violations to a $5,000 fine.
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ER
RILL
BALL
of television
rights
to S
the World
WORLD
SERIES
baseball — as TH
BASE
well as the playoff games between Series. Part of the agreement rethe Giants and Dodgers for the
quired that NBC share its picture
National League Pennant — were with any MBS-affiliated stations
telecast coast-to-coast for the first that might have TV outlets. MBS
time last week, through the com- carried the series radio coverage.
bined efforts and competition of
Baseball TV hassle really started
two networks and a local New when the unexpected playoff was
York outlet.
required
the National League.
Transcontinental television had WOR-TV, inwhich
does not have a
network
affiliation
but has rights
been utilized previously for coverage of the Japanese Peace Treaty to Dodgers games, was approached
signing in San Francisco [Broad- with virtually nation-wide offers
to participate in their exclusive on
v casting
Aug. 27]
and for •theTelecasting,
special Crusade
for the first playoff game. WOR in
Freedom marathon [Broadcasting turn approached ABC, which
• Telecasting, Oct. 1].
thought it might obtain sponsorship from the American Tobacco
Sept. 29 Broadcast
Co., but while negotiations were
The nation-spanning hookup had in
progress,
CBS-TV bought the
been introduced commercially for rights. The Columbia
network was
the first time Sept. 29 when net- still clearing outlets five minutes
works started airing regular shows before the playing started.
from East to West [Broadcasting
Since WOR-TV
fa• Telecasting,
Sept. 24].
cilities could notandbeCBS-TV
connected
West
Coast transmission
to the First
rest readily, however,
ABC
was
called
of the United States did not occur, upon to make the match, which
however, until last Sunday (Sept.
did through their 67th St.
30) when the Red Skelton Show and they
studio located next door to WORTV
facilities.
ABC then passed
Eddie
Cantor's
appearance
on
the
Colgate Comedy Hour were trans- transmission along
to AT&T, which
mitted from Hollywood.
relayed
the
program
to CBS-TV
Coast-to-coast baseball telecasts outlets for participation
by 42
had been set for an NBC exclu- stations. Since transcontinental
sive with the network's purchase facilities so far allow transmission
of only one program in each direction, CBS-TV had to get a release from NBC, which had arNBC SITES
ranged for the time. In turn, CBSits Tuesday and WedBklyn., Chicago Expansion TV yielded
nesday time to NBC-TV, which
NBC WILL SPEND more than had secured
network rights to the
$500,000 on a new video studio at last two games.
its Chicago headquarters in the
KFEL's Closed Circuit
Merchandise Mart, Central Division
Vice President Harry Kopf anKFEL, Denver MBS affiliate, obnounced last week. Construction,
tained series rights — although Denwhich will start immediately, is
ver is a non-television city — for
expected to be completed and the closed circuit telecast. KFEL installed receivers in the local Brown
studio in service by the beginning
of next year, he said.
Palace and Cosmopolitan Hotels
and other locations for public viewThe new video studio for WNBQ ing.
replaces former radio Studio E.
Three camera chains will be inCoverage of the first playoff
cluded in the studio plan and dress- was cooperatively shared throughout the nation, while Liggett &
ing rooms will be built into an adMyers (Chesterfield Cigarettes),
jacent corridor.
backer
of all Giant games this
NBC-TV Chicago has five other
studios. The largest is on the enlarged stage of the Studebaker
Theatre on S. Michigan Ave., while
the others are located in the Mart.
Brooklyn Purchase
Tract of land in Brooklyn has
been purchased by NBC from Vitagraph Corp., subsidiary of Warner
Bros. Pictures Corp., on which will
be constructed
the network's
est television studio,
accordinglarg-to
Joseph V. Heffernan, NBC financial
vice president.
The purchase contract signed
last week describes the area as
containing
buildings,
of which willseveral
be converted
into one
the
new studio measuring 85 x 185 ft.,
or 15,725 sq. ft. of floor space.
Having already taken possession of
the premises, NBC will shortly
begin construction of the new
studio.
Herblock in Washington Post
BROADCASTING
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See" coasMo-coast
season, sponsored the last two
games, carried by NBC from the
Polo Grounds after rights were
purchased from WPIX New York,
title-holder for Giant coverage
throughout the season.
Mutual network, carrying the
playoffs on radio, donated coverage
of the first half of each game,
while R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
for Camel Cigarettes, paid for the
final half.
50 Million Viewers
NBC-TV, which had picked up
the last two playoffs from WPIX,
reciprocated by granting World
Series participation to the local
outlet. With WOR-TV handlingWorld Series originations for NBCTV, therefore, three television
stations in New York— WNBT,
WOR-TV,
and WOR
WPIX—andandWINS
two
radio
stations—
— were carrying the events. Nation-wide television audience
topped 50 million viewers, it was
estimated, when some 52 stations
affiliated with NBC carried the
series, in addition
to severalGillette
Mutual-related TV outlets.
Safety Razor, which had bought
series sponsorship for the next
three years, was sponsor.
To handle television camera
work for the series games, WORTV moved a quarter of a million
dollars worth of equipment into
the Polo Grounds prior to the
opening of the games there. Their
inventory listed a notable assemblage of cameras, monitors, receivers, synch generators, test equipment, relays,tinguishers
cables,
and fire
exwith a total
weight
in excess of six tons. More than
50 technicians were required to
handle operations at the field.
As actual coverage settled into
the already-done departments of
radio and television outlets last
week, special individual programs
were being prepared for late-evening schedules — by film, by transcription— to let all America, evening as well as daytime audiences,
know about their favorite sport.
SET OUTPUT CUT
Defense Brings Conversion
WITH TV receiver production cut
to
40% Television
of last year's
the
DuMont
Receivertotal,Manufacturing Plant at East Patterson,
N. J. — described as the world's
largest, with 480,000 square feet
capacity — is being converted to
production of electronic equipment
for U. S. military needs, it has
been announced.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont said that
raw material requirements for the
defense effort necessitated the cut
in receiver production, and distwo have
of thealready
plant's been
four
conveyorclosed thatlines
allocated to government production.

WISHING each other good luck at
aComedy
cocktailHourpartyhadbefore
NBC-TV's
transcontinental run on its
the first
microwave
relay from Hollywood are (I to r)
Robert Healy, ad manager, ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., sponsor; Eddie
Cantor, star, and Sam Fuller, executive producer.
BENDIX CONTRACT
NBC-TV Signs Film Star
ALTHOUGH financial arrangeWilliam
Bendix, ments
filmweren'tandrevealed,
radio star,
has
been signed to an exclusive long
term
NBC-TV
contract.
With'
definite format having been workedno
out as yet for a regular weekly program, it is understood he will fill
guest
spots
variousbeing.
NBC-TV
shows'
theon time
Mr.
Bendix for
for several
seasons starred
in Life of Riley< on radio.
NBC-TV also is negotiating with
Al Pearce, comedian, to bring him
out of retirement and revive his
radio show, Al Pearce and His
Gang, on participating
a five-weeklysponsorship
60-minute
daytime
basis for video. Since leaving show
business a few years ago, Mr.
Pearce has been devoting time to
adeveloped
prune-pitting
and ismachine
marketing.which he
AUDIENCE participation program
What's from
The KTSL
Name (TV)
of That
Song?
moves
Los Angeles
to KHJ-TV that city. Thrifty Drug
Stores is sponsor through Milton
Weinberg Adv., L. A.
R.I. P.: Tube RCA-8D21
TV TUBE RCA-8D21, 9,254.8
hours old, passed away while
in operation last month at
KING-TV Seattle, Wash. The
TV transmitter tube was
born in Lancaster, Pa., and
was graduated from the RCA
production lines in due
course. Though serving almost exclusively and continwith KING-TV,
RCA8D21 uously
achieved
recognition
for its advanced, recordbreaking service. Death was
attributed by George Freeengine man,
r, to oldKING-TV
age. Hechiefreported
it was "vigorous and full of
electrons to the end." It was
replaced
a younger transmember ofmitter
thebysection.television
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THE RED SKELTON SHOW,
which made its video debut on
NBC-TV Sept. 30 for Procter &
Gamble, gave Star Skelton a rigorous workout in his initial performance that may be hard to maintain
— if at all desirable — in subsequent
showings.
Save for a brief musical interlude, when the Skylarks sang and
danced
"Hallelujah"
and duringfora
couple of
filmed commercials
Tide and Camay, Mr. Skelton remained in front of the cameras —
and microphone — for the full 30
minutes.
Thefile view
program
a proof the opened
star in with
full Indian
chief headdress, held for fully
three seconds before he turned to
face the camera, grimace and
speak the immortal comedy line,
"One moment,
lowed afast and please."
furious Then
parade fol-of
the kind of sight gags with which
Red has wowed 'em in vaudeville,
night tureclubs
screen. and on the motion picThese were the American tourist in his first British-tailored suit,
a covey of armed service hitchhikers— Army, Navy and Marine
— andous such
an alarmingly
numerassortment
of drunks that
one
might well have believed the
pulled-up coat collar, battered hat
PROGRAM FACTS
Program:Procter
Red Skelton Show.
Sponsor:
Agencies: Benton & Gamble.
& Bowles,
N.wood.Y.; Russel M. Seeds, HollyProducer-Star:
Red
Skelton.
Director:
John EdGaunt.Hillie.
Asst. Director:
Technical
Director: William L.
States.
Musical
Director:
Rose. Ben
Writers:
JohnJack David
Murray,
Freedman,
Douglas,
Red
Skelton.
Set
Cast:Designer:
Different Ken
cast MacClelland.
each week.
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and buckled knee to constitute Mr.
Skelton's favorite pose.
Giving of himself without stint,
Mr. Skelton helped his radio followers to accompany him on his
transition to television by giving
in his first video show brief
glimpses of some of the characters
that he has made household words
— and vice versa — in radio. These
were
"Deadeye,"
Old West,
on whomdesperado
Red hungof the
the
equally old piece of business of
mis-synchronizing the action of
shooting a gun with the sound of
the shot; "Junior," who for years
has won all honors as radio's most
disagreeable brat; the crooked
politician, "San Fernando Red";
the punch-drunk fighter, "Cauliflower"; the clumsy oaf, "Clem
Kediddlehoffer."
"Portraying" is perhaps the
wrong word. Mostly Red just
talked the character, then showed
a still photo of how the individual
will appear on future TV shows
when Skelton takes the time to
don makeup and costume, which
he did on the opening show only
for the Irish tenor sequence, longest single item in the program.
Red's lines,
mugging,
werelikeinhistheunparalleled
best low
comedy tradition. For example,
when introducing a commercial
(and the fact he did introduce the
commercial was in itself in full
harmony with the spirit of the
show), Red asked the audience to
stand by — "we'll be back in just
a minute with an English movie."
of the
— atofleast
forHigh
this spot
viewer,
whoseshowlove
low
comedy is sometimes viewed with
disfavor by the distaff side of the
house — came at the end of the performance. Mr. Skelton stepped before the curtain to explain that if
this
were the
radiotime
they'dranjustout cutbuthimin
off when
television he could stay there all
night. Just then a pair of brawny
hands reached out from beneath
the curtain, grabbed his ankles
and unceremoniously dragged him
off, face down.
As an opening program, the
half-hour Skelton monolog was a
reasonably amusing show. For a
week-in, week-out diet, however, it
appears to this reviewer that Red
will need help from his writers
and other actors to present the
kind of a TV series that will duplicate the popularity of his radio
broadcasts.

turned
business one's
at hand.attention from the
The color reproduction, in this
on-looker's
fell short
what nature opinion,
had in mind.
Withoutof
knowing what shades the Penn
players
season,
it seems aresafefavoring
to assumethisthat
the
colors are more uniform than app
e
a
r
e
d
t
o
be
the
case
in
the
TV
version.
Color fringing sometimes made
the
the onto
officials'
shirts
seem stripes
to have onfaded
the adjoining
white
areas,
and
a
color
tinge
reddish on some of the four sets—
CBS-TV had set up for guests in
its New York quarters, greenish on
others — seemed to hang over the
long-range crowd shots.
This viewer did not discern, as
some observers reported they did,
any color breakup or other flaws
which might be deemed peculiar
to fast-motion shots. And it was
much easier to follow the plays in
color — an advantage which the
cameramen occasionally did not enjoy, thoughball-handling
this was more a tribute
to adroit
California backfield than bya the
criticism
of the camera work. Pennsylvania's football team, as the score
suggests, encountered the same
trouble.
PROGRAM FACTS
Penn.-Calif. football game, 9-29,
CBS
(color) from Franklin
Field, Philadelphia.
Bailey.
Producer-Director:
Judson
Commentators:
Connie
Desmond,
and
Dr.
Mai
Stevens.
No. of Stations: 11.

RCA TESTS
Public Showings Slated
RCA COLOR television tests will
be open to the public in New York
for the first time Oct. 9-19 when
the transmission also will be extended to Washington for viewing
by government
officialsOct.[Broadcasting •Telecasting,
1].
RCA placed full-page ads in New
York papers
Wednesday
to announce the tests
and to request
viewers who receive the morning
programs
to send their
reactions toat thehome
company.
Color will be shown at the Center
Theatre three times daily except
Sunday.
is authorized only Transmission
under test license
from
the FCC, so only one color program
each day — held at 10 a.m. before
regular programming starts — will
beChannel
carried4.overHome
WNBTviewers
New will
York'sbe
able to receive these tests in black
and white on their own receivers.
Other showings, at 2:15 and 4 p.m.
will be carried closed circuit to the
exhibition sites.
Admission to the Center Theatre
will be by ticket only, with a limit
of two per person. They may be
obtained from RCA Color Television, RCA Bldg., New York.
RuppertRUPPERT
Adds Brewery of
JACOB
New York (Ruppert Light Ale,
Mory's
Stock extended
Ale, and itsRuppiner
Dark Beer)
Candid
Camera TV show to WTTG(TV)
Washington for 13 weeks starting
Sept. 24 and shortly will add
WRGB(TV) Schenectady for 13
weeks.
York. Agency is Biow Co., New

HEAVY SWIFT BUY
Takes Films on WPIX
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, enters New
York television on an extensive
scale Oct. 15 with an hourlong
Time, film
to beprogram,
aired on Swift's
WPIX Movie
(TV)
week nights 7:15-8:15 p.m. under a
52-week contract. Agency is J.
Walter Thompson Co.
Harold Wilson, New York disSwift,bestsaid,in "We
intendtricttomanager
bringfor the
film
fare suitable for All-Family viewing to the city's
week-day
night. TVWeaudience
know each
that
bringing this
top-flight
tainment to thousands offilmourenterconsumers will help our metropolitan
area dealers to move more of the
Swift
products."
national food store Some
sales 12.5%
are madeof NCAA plan for controlled football
in the New York area.
telecasts is outlined to members of
the Chicago Television Council by
THE SEPT. 29 COLLEGE FOOTTug Wilson
(standing), athletic
tor of Northwestern
U., BigdirecTen
BALL COLORCAST, a 35-0 walk- Pabsr Gets Fight
commissioner and secretary of the
away bysyCalifornia
over
PennNational
Collegiate
Athletic
Assn.
TEN-round
heavyweight
boxing
lvania, left this observer two
principal impressions which at bout between Ezzard Charles, for- [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 1],
mer world champion, and Rex L to r: George Harvey, commercial
first might seem to be — if the word
manager of WGN-TV Chicago; Mr.
will be excused — incompatible.
Layne
will be carried
exclusively
over CBScoast-toRadio
Clifton Utley,whoNBC-AM-TV
First,
color isIt good
a foot- coast
news commentator,
served as
and Television from Forbes Field, Wilson;
ball telecast.
is a for
compelling
addition which makes watching Pittsburgh, Oct. 10, 10-10:45 p.m., moderator, and Roy McLaughlin,
by Pabst Blue Ribbon sales manager of WENR-TV Chieasier. Second, this particular per- sponsored
cago. Mr. Wilson spoke at Sept.
formance, at least, displayed some Beer, through Warwick & Legler,
25 session.
imperfections which intermittently New York.
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GROSS TABLEG—
Y NETWORK
JUL
I
GENERAL FOODS Corp. was top
client of the TV networks during
TOP TEN TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR JULY 1951
July, expending $467,653 for time
on the video networks (at gross 1. General Foods Corp
$467,653
398,640
rates) according to a Broadcast- 2. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
Co
396,249
ing • Telecasting compilation of 4.3. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
P. Lorillard Co
295,760
individual program time purchases
& Myers Tobacco Co
292,260
during that month as reported by 5.6. Liggett
Procter & Gamble Co
282,995
Publishers Information Bureau.
Co
279,195
Procter & Gamble Co., which for 7. Lever Brothers
Tobacco Co
262,655
months has stayed at the top of the 8.9. American
Ford Motor Co
253,675
TV network advertiser list, match- 10. Philco Corp
171,625
, ing its perennial position as leading radio network advertiser,
TABLE
II
dropped to sixth place among the
video network sponsors in July, TOP TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUP FOR JULY 1951
following the summer layoffs of the
Access & international Latex Corp. $ 59,775
Garry Moore Show, Kate Smith Apparel, Footwear
Auto. &Access.
and Kukla, Fran & Ollie, which ac- Automotive,
Ford Motor Co.
253,675
counted for more than $350,000 of Beer,Equip.Wine & Liquor
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co. 135,300
Canada
Dry
Ginger
Ale
Inc.
70,830
Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
P & G's gross
purchases
in June.TV network time Drugs & Remedies
Noxzema Chemical Co.
90,135
General Foods Corp.
467,653
Despite changes in rank order, Food & Food Products
Lubricants & Other
however, nine of the top ten adver- Gasoline,
Gulf Oil Corp.
54,900
Fuels
tisers on the TV networks in July
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 156,750
Equip. & Supplies
(see Table I) were holdovers from Household
Household
Furnishings
Armstrong
Cork
Co.
90,120
the June top ten [Broadcasting • Industrial Materials
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. 95,433
Telecasting, Aug. 13]. Quaker Jewelry, Optical Goods &
Oats Co., tenth ranking TV netCameras
Gruen Watch Co.
40,230
work client in June, was replaced
Equip., Stationery &
in July by Philco Corp., which Office
Writing Supplies
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. 68,925
ranked tenth that month. Leading Publishing & Media
Curtis Publishing Co.
66,150
TV Sets, Phonographs,
advertisers in the various product Radios,
Musical Instruments & Access. Philco Corp.
171,625
groups, are listed in Table II.
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail Drugstore Television Productions 155,813
Overall, the TV networks in July Smoking
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 398,640
Materials
did not suffer any such decline as Soaps,
Procter & Gamble
282,995
Polishes
is usual with the radio networks. ToiletriesCleansers
& Toilet& Goods
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. 266,259
The July combined TV gross time Miscellaneous
Gen'l
Conference
of
Seventh
sales totaled $8,924,473, less than
Day Adventists 20,432
1% below the June total of $8,996,TABLE III
940.
July
July
Breakdown of time sales by
GROSS
TV
NETWORK
BILLINGS
FOR
JULY
AND
JAN.-JULY 1951
product classes [Table III shows
AS COMPARED TO SAME PERIOD 1950
class billings for July and for JanJan. -July
Jan.
-July
uary-July, this year compared with
1950
1950
1951
1951
last] reveals little change from
June to July. Foods continued to Apparel, Footwear &
7,260 $
maintain the lead position as the
108,801 $ 1,446,827 $
354,143
Access.
Automotive '.
most advertised type of wares on Automotive,
Access,
and
Equipnetwork television. As in June,
ment
146,855 2,304,413
898,036
smoking materials ranked second
494,708 5,778,981
Beer, Wine & Liquor
685,183
and toiletries third.
2,808,731
36,672
Bldg.
Materials,
Equip.
Soaps and cleansers, ranking
Equip.
&
Fixtures
fourth in June, were in fifth place Confectionery & Soft
7,690
in July, while automotive products,
Drinks
263,395 1,550,271
614,281
109,174
110,655
ranking fifth in June, took fourth Consumer Services
315,712
10,890
122,400
position in July. Household equip- Drugs & Remedies
256,534
12,600
1,193,749
ment stood sixth in both months,
& Food Products
276,127 2,224,200
beer seventh and radio and TV Food
Gasoline, Lubricants & 1,668,278 13,606,316
604,230
Other Fuels
150,773 1,425,660
sets eighth. Candy and soft drinks,
31,560
not included in the top ten cate- Household Equip. &
909,518
gories in June ranked ninth in Household
4,025,040
558,162
Supplies Furnishings
156,600 2,094,859
991,519
25,500
5,775
July, with drugs and remedies, in Industrial Materials
213,492
199,638 1,810,991
119,279
ninth position in June, standing Insurance
246,990
tenth in July and household fur- Jewelry, Optical Goods
& Cameras
nishings, in tenth place in June,
50,005 1,162,856
43,296
Equip., Stationery
not included in the leading classes Office
237,480
&
Writing Supplies
68,925
in July.
464,228
144,947
19,650
Publishing & Media
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs 66,150
Musical Instruments &
Access.
367,279 2,875,632
Witting to Speak
84,120 1,554,182
Retail & Direct by Mail 180,953 1,172,223
CHRIS J. WITTING, director, Du- Smoking
Materials
1,503,295
349^654 2,902,031
1,631
Mont Television Network, and Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes 650,191 8,847,010
199,290
5,107,283
5,775 1,352,013
Francis T. Murphy, director of Toiletries & Toilet Goods 1,262,318 7,282,289
208,974
inter-collegiate athletics at the U. Miscellaneous 20,432 711,934
99,724
4,628
of Pennsylvania, are to be guest
TOTAL
$8,924,473 $64,172,752 $1,454,493 $15,432,288
speakers Oct. 10 (Wednesday) at
PUBLISHERS INFORMATION BUREAU
the second fall meeting of the Tele- SOURCE:
* include
19S0 figures
ABC, CBS, NBC TV networks only, with DuMont excluded; 1951 figures
vision Assn. of Philadelphia.
all fourcovernetworks.
BROADCASTING
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ARRANGEMENTS for TV presentation of a newsreel series are completed for ABC by Slocum Chapin
(r), network vice president in charge
of owned TV stations, as pact is
sealed by handshake with Jack
Bisco, vice president and general business manager of United Press. UP
is collaborating on production with
20th Century-Fox.
EIDOPHOR-CBS
U.S. Showing Soon
PLANS for demonstration of Eidophor-CBS
largein the
screen
color television
U. S. theatre
before
the end of the year were announced
last week by Spyros P. Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., which last summer acquired
rights to use the CBS color technique with the Eidophor large-screen
system.
This large-screen color TV will
bepicture
available to the within
nation's amotion
short
time afteraudiences
its first U. S. showing,
Mr. Skouras predicted.
The 20th Century
executive's
announcement came upon
his return
from Zurich, Switzerland, where he
witnessed a demonstration of the
system for newsmen. He said the
demonstration was "spectacular
overwhelming,"
"aand whole
new era of foreshadowing
prosperity for
the motion picture industry."
A CBS Labs. Division announcement of Mr. press
Skouras'
statement
also quoted
reports
from
Zurich describing pictures in the
demonstration as "very vivid, all
colors ings
perfectly
shaddelicate natural,
and of with
exquisite
reality,"
and
saying
that
observers
"termed the quality of the pictures
excellent."
Kingsley Resigns
ROBERTTelenews
KINGSLEY,
who Inc.
cofounded
Productions
with Jack Tobin, announced his
resignation Tuesday, following
that of Mr. Tobin by several weeks.
As chief of production, Mr. Kingsley's
recentforpost
supervisor
Your was
Esso production
Reporter,
weekly
half-hour
news
show willon
CBS Television. Mr. Kingsley
continue his association with motion pictures and television by
operating as a TV film production
and cost consultant.
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PROGRAM OBSERVING move of WSB-TV Atlanta to new tower and Channel
2 included (I to r) James M. Cox Jr., vice chairman of board; George C.
Biggers, president of Atlanta Newspapers Inc.; William B. Hartsfield, Atlanta
mayor, and Tom Camp, Fulton County commissioner.
as part Weof theFace.CBS public service series
Facts
The H-Bomb and Atomic Energy,
which opened
Mrs. Franklin
famed
television
NBCRoosevelt's
in February 1950. Thisseries
showon featured
Dr.
Albert
Einstein,
Dr.
J.
Robert
Openheimer
and
the
then
AEC
chairman,
David E. Lilienthal.
The Atomtop Tomorrow—
telecasts
featuring
scientists attwo
of the
AEC
Radiation
Laboratory
Berkeley,
Calif.,
produced
in
December
1950 forby
the
California
Academy
of
Science
KGO-TV.
You and the Atom, produced by
WOR-TV
September
1950 as partNewof aYork,
telecastin mobilization
series.
Atomic
Report,
a
"March
of Time"
documentary
featuring
two
previous
MOT with
filmsexcerpts
covering from
the
atomic
program
updating
Chairman Gordon Dean of the AEC.by
Released
for
television
syndication
in
AT FOOT of new 1,062-foot tower August 1951.
of WSB-TV Atlanta, Penny Reinsch,
All
TV
networks
carried
Operadaughter of Managing Director J.
tion Sandstone, a documentary film
Leonard Reinsch (right) of Cox radio made for the AEC which depicted
and TV enterprises, is interviewed by the 1948 atomic weapons tests at
John M. Outler Jr., WSB-AM-FM-TV the Pacific atoll of Eniwetok.
Some 50 stations have telecast
general manager.
Engineering for Radioisotopes, a
21-minute film showing how an orThe Atom
der is filled at the "world's largest
atomic drug store" at Oak Ridge.
(Continued from page 26)
As in radio, many established
an hour lecture program in Septem- discussion and science programs
ber 1949 featuring Dr. Clark Good- feature some aspect of atomic energy from time to time. Included
man as part of the Fordham study
of the teaching possibilities on here are scripts from Dr. Roy K.
television. (Similar experiments Marshall's Nature of Things
(NBC) ; Court of Public Issues and
have been run by the Census Bu- The
Johns Hopkins Science Review,
reau and just recently by the
Federal Civil Defense Adminis- both DuMont programs; Meet the
tration.)
Press, Battle Report and American
A course of 11 lectures on nuclear Forum of the Air, all NBC.
physics
was
given
over
WFIL-TV's
University
the Air College.
by Dr. Thomas
P.lecture
Merritt ofof Albright
BirthofofthethePhiladelphia
BombA 12th
was Royal Visit on TV
included onin The
another
WBEN-TV Buffalo will telestation's courses.
cast the visit to Niagara
Several lectures on the atomic
Falls, Ont., of Princess Elizaaspect of physics were included in
beth
and the Duke of Edinwhat is believed to be the first
burgh Oct. 14. Cameras will
physics course ever given for
be
mounted
atop a nearby
hocredit via television. It was a joint
tel. Ed Dinsmore
will serve
project of Utah U. and KSL-TV
as
commentator
for
WBENSalt Lake City.
TV. Jack Pegler, president,
KTLA and KTTV Los Angeles,
Zoomar Lens Corp., is lendin February of this year, with
ing the flector
station
a 40-inch
lens which
will re-be
cameras on the top of Mt. Wilson —
flown from New York City.
175
miles
away
from
the
scene
—
did the first live telecasts of an
WBEN-TV also will use its
atomic explosion, one of the series
own Zoomar lens. The Bufbeing held at Las Vegas, Nev., at
falo station originated its
that time.
first telecast from Niagara
Falls in September 1948.
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To ServeCONTEST
as Promotion for 1952 Line
CROSLEY'S $2 MILLION
CROSLEY Division of Avco Mfg. believe will be history-making in
Corp. will distribute more than $2 these industries."
W. A. Blees, Avco vice president
millioncaninWay"prizes
in its
contest
now"Ameribeing and general sales manager of the
launched through the company's Crosleytest willDivision,
said,
"This conan opportunity
radio,
TV /asappliance
dealerspro-to for millionsprovide
of our customers to
serve both
an introductory
motion for Crosley's new 1952 line sit down and put into words what
and as a rekindling of the pub- the American way of life means to
lic's
appreciationwayof ofthe life.
value of
the American
Contestants filling out brief
Compares Radio Abroad
Contrasting what life offers the
"True and False" quizzes on Crosley products and telling in 50 average citizen of America and
of other lands, Crosley displayed
words or less "What the Ameri- them."
radios and TV sets and appliances
can Way offorLife
Me" manufactured
are eligible
1,001Means
prizes totopped
abroad alongside
by a first national prize of $10,- their own products, with wall
000 in cash, with another $10,000 signs statistically describing the
to be awarded to the church or
of them in the United States,
charity of his choice, followed by use
Russia and other countries. They
scores of chandise
smaller
cash
and
merinstance,
awards. Contest ends showed,
the U. S.forboasts
two that
radioswhile
for
Dec. 1.tionalParticipants
in
the
naevery
three
persons,
in
Russia
and local contests, which one person in 103 has a radio only
set,
together include cash awards to although there are eight million
church or charity totaling $500,loud speakers in Russia wired to
000, ersmust
to getvisit
the their
entryCrosley
blanks, dealbut government propaganda stations.
The more than 12 million TV sets
are
not
required
to
make
purchases.
in the U. S. were contrasted with
the 50,000
Further
figAsks 'Aggressive' Selling
ures noted inthatRussia.
in order
to earn
In announcing the contest at a
purchase
price ofa worker
a seven-inch
news conference Wednesday, John the
set in Russia,
must
W. Craig, Avco vice president tube
put
in
1,224
hours
of labor,
and ley
general
manager
of
the
Croswhereas
the
average
citizen
in
the
Division, noted that just as United States, where lower prices
the radio and television manufac- and
higher wages prevail, can
turers had developed new means
to maintain production at former buy a 16-inch tube set with the
money he earns in 136 hours.
levels interialthelimitations,
face of sostringent
mamust they
"carry forward aggressive sales,
advertising and sales promotion
activities."
is as vital Declaring
a part of that
our "selling
civilian
economy
as
is
production,"
said
that his company is going tohe back
the production of the products in
its
1952 line and
"with sales
intensive
sales,
advertising
promotion
campaigns,
for
which
the
'American Way' and
contest
will provide
launching
an impetus
that wea
FILM PRODUCTION
Council Sets Union Area
TELEVISION
wood have beenproducers
informedin byHollythe
AFL Film Council that union ROGER W. CLIPP (I), general manager of WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadeljurisdiction covered production of
phia, cuts his birthday cake baked
16mm film for commercial release
in the ing.
shape
of thetookWFIL-TV
buildas well as 35mm film.
Festivities
place during
"Regardless of gauge," the coun- first monthly
luncheon
of
the
newlycil announcement
said, to"filmallunion
jurisdiction
extends
film formed "Mary Jones Club" in the
Hotel, Phila. Looking
production for commercial pur- onPennareSheraton
hotel chef (c) and Kurt Smith
The Film Council action followed (r), hotel manager. Luncheon drew
reports that some TV producers nearly 500 women radio-TV fans of
have claimed union jurisdiction does Mary
Jones,
WFIL-AM-TV
commennot extend to the production of
tator. Mr. Clipp
later presented
the
16mm
poses."film for television.
cake
to
the
Children's
Heart
The council has postponed its Gov. Alfred E. Driscoll of NewHospital.
Jersey
next mregular
dateIATSE,
inas- attended the luncheon and presented
uch as one of meeting
its affiliates,
the New Jersey State Fair
was scheduled to have met with Mrs. Jones Television
Award.
producers last week.
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29,000
On June 15, almost 29,000 people in
several cities watched a heavyweight fight
on movie screens as television cameras at
ringside brought the event from Madison
Square Garden. And Big Screen Television
made its bow to the public over the network provided by the Long Lines Department of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company.
Since then other fights have gone over
the Bell System's television network. And
future plans call for more events going to
more theaters, reaching more people.
This new kind of showmanship is one

RINGSIDE

SEATS-at

movie prices

more example of the use made of the Bell
System's network . . . facilities made possible bythe experience and imagination of
Bell engineers. The equipment for these
facilities is specialized and expensive.
Much of it must be precise and delicate, yet
sturdy and long-lasting.
Last year the Bell System doubled its
television channels, bringing them up to
almost 23,500 miles. The value of coaxial
cable, radio relay, and associated equipment used for television purposes is nearly
$85,000,000. Yet the service is supplied at
a very moderate rate.
BELL TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR THE RADIO AND TELEVISION INDUSTRIES TODAY AND TOMORROW

on film-

-mm

m
Yno\)er
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TALES OF THE

DANGERS First-Run, First-Produced— with the same action, the same
impact of the famous radio show of the same name!
1 Half-hour episodes — each a complete story.
2 Allows for 5 product identifications including
time for Full-Length Commercial spots.
3 Authentic stories from files of Texas Rangers with a ready-made audience.
4 Heavy promotional backing.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting U

NBC-TV
FILM SYNDICATE SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y.
Rush complete information and prices on "Texas Rangers" and
"Dangerous Assignment".
d Express postpaid : Audition film, "Tales of the Texas Rangers".
Audition film, "Dangerous Assignment".
Station or AgencyAddress

ft
the first time! "TALES

now

OF

available for local and

THE

TEXAS

regional TV

RANGERS

programs

This top-rated, big-time show offers all the advantages of a network production. Mail
coupon above for exclusive programming in your area!
Just about every business in every market wants to get into TV. Unfortunately, though, the
average firm with limited product distribution can't compete with national advertisers . . .
they run up against prohibitive cost and waste coverage.
The answer? NBC-TV Films. Take the latest development — the offering of major shows like
"Tales of the Texas Rangers" and "Dangerous Assignment" for local and regional
sponsorship on a long-term basis. They're already established through radio . . . and they've been
getting high ratings, a good big share of audiences everywhere!
We suggest you bring these shows to the attention of your better prospects. Perhaps there's a
bakery, a soft drink distributor, or a laundry for "Texas Rangers". And if there's
a brewer in your market, how about Brian Donlevy's "Dangerous Assignment"?
Phone, wire, or send coupon above for immediate action — for prices in your market
and audition film. Don't Delay — Mail this coupon today!
FILM

SYN D I CATE SALES

BC-TV
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y.
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Radio-TV Employes
(Continued from page 23)
since 1943, according to the analysis, rising from 30 in the mid-war
year to 58 in 1950. In 1929 the
average was four employes per
unit.
The number of persons "engaged
in production"
risenindicating
from 29
in
1943 to 54 inhas 1950,
that most broadcast-telecast personnel take an active part in station operations.
Corporate sales of broadcasttelecast units rose from $421 million in 1949 to $454 million in 1950,
according to the analysis. This figure falls short of the Broadcasting • Telecasting estimate of
total radio-TV net time sales in
1950, which ran close to $540 million, apparently because of technical factors in the Dept. of Comsales. merce's definition of corporate
The analysis showed broadcasttelecast firms had $16 million of
undistributed corporate income in
1950 compared to $12 million in
1949. Net corporate dividend payments were $9 million in 1950 and
$8 million
in 1949.andCorporate
come after federal
state incomeinand excess profits taxes was $25
million in 1950 and $20 million in
1949.
Federal and state corporate income and excess profits tax liability was $24 million in 1950 compared to $16 million in 1949. Corporate income before federal and
state income and excess profits
taxes was $49 million in 1950 and
$36 million in 1949.
Income of unincorporated enterprises was listed at $3 million in
1950 and $2 million in 1949.
A section dealing with "supplements to wages
salaries"
showed that
employes and
in broadcasttelecast units earned an extra $9
million in 1950 and $7 million in
1949.
Total wages and salaries of
broadcast -telecast personnel
reached $249 million in 1950, compared to $219 million in 1949, $199
million in 1948 and $167 million in
1947. Total compensation attained
the $100 million mark for the first
time in 1944, according to the
analysis.

Mr. Shannon (r) and his assistant,
Wes Whitlock, prepare to film first
scenes of Flight 226.
* * *
'FLIGHT 226'
WKY-TV Films Air Base
WKY-TV Oklahoma City has come
up with public service programs
with dramatic impact, winning
plaudits from the U. S. Air Force.
An hour-long live remote telecast
and a documentary film, Flight 226,
were made with WKY cameras onthe-spot at Tinker Air Force Base
through
the cooperation
national headquarters
of the ofAirways
and Air Communications Service.
The Air Force voted the Flight 226
script
"outstanding."
Cameras
were placed along the
flight line to the 117-foot tower
for the remote. They were moved
on "cargo lifts." Theme wai
"AACS, supporting global all
weather air power." Air Force
officials
ambitioustermed
project,it "aan tremendously
example of a
really
outstanding
television
The other show
was effort.'
photographed entirely by Staffer Johnny
Shannon. It was shot in one day,
about a foot and a half of film
exposed for each foot used after
editing, the station explains. Flight
226 was about the radar flying aid
(ground controlled approach) provided by this Air Force branch.
Robert Olson, WKY-TV program
manager, arranged the shows.
S/Sgt. Ed McNeilly, of the public
information staff, assisted in the
production. He is a former radioTV director of Rockett-Lauritzen
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles. The
sergeant was author and director.

Wilson Report
(Continued from page 30)
Sept.
17]
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
"Shortages of steel, aluminum,
copper and other metals are intensified by shortages of scrap necessary to theobserved.
production
of each,"
Mr. Wilson
Domestic
output of tungsten has been on the
upswing and imports have helped.
Actual production of radio-TV
receivers and in other industries has
remained high because of inventories of materials, substitution of
less ous
critical
materials
and "ingeniconservation
techniques
adopted
by
firms,"
the
director pointed out. mobilization
"No shortages of consumer goods
yet"Whether
exist," hethey
continued.
develop during
1952 will depend not only on production, of course, but on demand.
For the time being, demand for
many articles is below supply."
Citing the radio-TV market, Mr.
Wilson said such demand "has not
been high enough to eliminate some
unemployment
industry."
Flexibility of CMPin wasthecited
by Mr.
Wilson as one method of easing
civilian cutbacks. Electronics firms,
for instance, have been able to shift
quotas of steel among broadcast
receivers,
refrigerators and other
items.
Manpower shortages have not
materialized to a large enough degree to disrupt defense production,
itdeveloped
was said.in "Real
have
only a shortages
few localities,
industries and occupations, among
them electronics.
Committee Set Up
The Defense Production Administration has set up an industrylabor-government committee to
look into unemployment [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Oct. 1].
Turning to national civil defense,
Mr. Wilson noted the "greatest obstacle ... is widespread apathy."
The present program is off to "a
good start" but is not far enough
along to "prevent catastrophe in
the event of all-out attack."
Succeeding steps in the federal
program touch on establishment of
a national communications System,
air raid warning alerts and stockpiling of essential supplies. Distioned. persal of key plants also was menIn recognition of the importance
of radio amateurs in the civil defense effort, NPA last Thursday
granted priority assistance to
"ham" operators seeking critical
materials for equipment. Besides
the 40,000 operators now active, an
additional 20,000 are needed to fulfill emergency duty, NPA said.

TV Soapbox
TELEVISION in Philadelphia broughtrally
a political
street-corner
to the
WFIL-TV audience when
City Treasurer Richardson
Dilworth,
candidate for Democratic
district attorney,
stood on top of a sound truck
replying
to questions
him.
The interview
took asked
place
near the entrance of the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel with
the WFIL truck in attendance. Questioners from the
sidewalk were introduced by
Mrs. Dilworth for benefit of
the camera which then swung
to the candidate. About 300
persons were in attendance
at the unrehearsed sidewalk
telecast, it was reported.
Election Requested
NABET, KHJ-AM-TV
PETITION was expected to be
filed over the weekend with NLRB
by NABET calling for a representative election among engineering department employes at Don
Lee stations KHJ and KHJ-TV
Los Angeles to decide bargaining
agent. NABET currently represents engineers at KHJ-TV, IBEW
at KFI. Approximately 50 envolved. gineers and technicians are inNLRB has ordered an election
among engineering employes at six
San Diego stations as a result of an
earlier NABET petition. Date not
yet set for elections. Engineers
and technicians at KFMB, KFMBTV, KSDO,
will
choose
between KGB,
NABET KCBQ
and IBEW
for bargaining representative; at
KSON for NABET or no union.
IBEW withdrew from the latter
ballot.
Engineers
at late
four Wednesday
San Francisco stations
elected NABET (CIO) as bargainingtions,representative
NLRB which
elecousting IBEW at (AFL)
formerly represented them. Approximately 50 men
engineers,
technicians and floor
are involved
at the stations, including KSFO
and KPIX (TV) and two short
wave stations, KWID, KWIX.
Election
for
NLRBfollowed
election.NABET petition

WWRL Tie-in Plan
WWRL New York has launched
"Corporation Tie-in," a merchandising promotion for sponsors which
will
provideproducts
displaysin of
advertised
someradio150
supermarkets and groceries of the
associated grocers of Harlem. Effective Oct. 15, plan offers product
display together with cards featuring
WWRL
Negro disk jockeys and
MAGNAVOX Co. reported highest
endorsing the prodsales and earnings in its 44-year his- personalities
uct, without cost. First four prodtory— plus backlog of military orders
ucts
to
be
shown,
each on weekly
exceeding
$35,000,000
— in ending
its annual
statement for
fiscal year
June rotating basis, are Piel's Beer,
30, released last week. Net income Carolina
Rice,
Quaker
Corn Meal
after taxes reached $2,233,327, equal and Aunt Jemima Self
Rising
to a $3.01standingdividend
on
723,437
outFlour.
common shares.
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TV Code Takes Shape
(Continued from page 71)
.icized to listeners and the industry
30 that adherence to the code would
.end prestige to stations and carry
significance.
Review board procedure met
.vith favor. A board of perhaps five
kvould be set up under terms of the
committee draft, it was believed.
This board possibly would give
violating stations a specified period
:o cease disobeying the code. If
violations continue, it is believed
the committee favors formal hear'•might
ing procedure.
Ultimate of
penalty
be withdrawal
the
NARTB's
seal.
Provision
was
in the draft for granting ofmade
seal
privileges to non-NARTB stations.
Alled to draw
of these
subjects
are expectheated
discussion
when
the TV membership gets a chance
to scan the code and see how it
could affect their operations.
The two-day Washington meeting was a lively one as the committeemen took up the provisions
word by word, and sometimes comma by comma. Large numbers of
minor changes, and some more important ones, were made but the
final document was described as
quite closecommittee
in substance
recommendations.to sub-

Electronics Museum
WTVJ (TV) Miami has announced Museum"
plans foratanthe"Electronics
base
ofantenna.
its proposed
new 500-foot
Lee Ruwitch,
vice
president and general managerseumof WTVJ,
muwould be asaidshowthe place
ofthe"glass
and
gadgets"
where
public could be given
some idea of how a transmitter system works. WTVJ said
it would begin construction
on obtaining FCC approval.

and
vice Inc.
president of Paramount
Pictures
Committeemen were understood
to have agreed on spelling out some
objectionable words, just as the
movie code specifies words that
should not be used on the screen.
Reverence for the deity is included,
as in the radio standards.
Some parts of the radio document
were lifted, with substitution of
the word "telecast" for "broad," it was learned.
The castentire
document will run
somewhat longer than the radio
code, it was indicated. It opens with
a preamble, citing purpose of the
document and laying background.
Separate
sections cover education
'Fully Integrated'
and
culture, acceptability of mateOne of the code writers described
rial for programs, responsibility
it as "a fully integrated docu- for children, decency in production,
! the
ment."textCommittee
majority
decided
community
role, news and public
should not be made public
advertising, public issues
because members want to show the events,
and controversies, and finally a
public that the industry "means section dealing with the seal and
business."
On thethatother
hand the
board procedure.
view
was voiced
members
ex- review
While the committeemen flatly
pecting the vote intelligently on so refused
to disclose the standards
vital a document should have a
TV advertising copy, it was
chance to study it thoroughly, for
believed
favored a set of
along with staff executives, before standardsthey
closely following the
casting a vote at Chicasro Oct. 19. radio time limits.
At the weekend NARTB had reThe radio advertising time limits
i ceived advance registrations for which
reviewed in
the Oct. 19 membership meeting drawingtheup committee
TV
limits
are as folfrom 39 persons representing 33
lows :
member television stations. C. E.
5-minute
programs,
1:00
Arney Jr., NARTB secretary10-minute programs, 2:00
treasurer, reiterated that the meet15-minute
programs,
2:30
I ing will be a closed session, with
25-minute programs, 2:50
only personnel of NARTB TV
30-minute programs, 3:00
member stations admitted. He said
45-minute
programs, 4:30
there is no limit on the number of
60-minute programs, 6:00
member station staff personnel who
Roughly
25%
is
may attend but only one delegate allowed in the radiomoretime latitude
limits for
from each member station will be other than Class A time. It was beallowed to vote.
lieved the TV standards might folj The document they will vote on,
low rather closely the radio formula before 6 p.m. and after 11 p.m.,
should the committee's version be
' amended and then submitted for under the committee draft.
i membership action, will meet headDanger Warning
on some of the problems tbe radio
standards carefully skirted.
Thetion lastcodeMayproject
was setNARTB
in moby a special
The TV code writers are not
committee,
with
the
entire
industry
afraid
Swezey ofsaid.the Hewordadded"code",
that Mr.
the invited to a meeting held June 22
committee had acted courae'eouslv in Washington. At that time FCC
in an effort to forestall govern- Chairman Wayne Coy and Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) of
mental reprisals from censorshipminded legislators. Other than that the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, warned of
he would not comment.
It was indicated that some ideas danger in TV programming.
in the minds of many of
had been borrowed from the motion theFresh
code writers were the words of
nicture code, since Paul Raibourn,
Coy at the time he apjKTLA (TV) Los Angeles, headed Chairman
plied Blue Book program standards
' the observance subcommittee. Mr. to television
and warned that adRaibournmount is
president
of
Paravertisers must not be allowed to
Television Productions Inc.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

assume the role of program director.
Members
tees are: of the four subcommitAdvancement of Education and Culture, Responsibility Toward Children,
Acceptability of Program Material,
Decency and Decorum in Production
— Davidson Taylor, NBC, chairman;
James L. Caddigan, DuMont Network;
Clair R. caster,
McCollough,
WGAL-TV KTLA
LanPa.; Paul Raibourn,
(TV)
Los
Angeles;
Donald
W.
Thornburgh,
WCAU-TV
Philadelphia.
Treatment
of News
and Public
Events, Presentation of Religion,
Community Responsibility, Presentation of Controversial Issues — Harold
Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth, chairAtlanta;man; J. Leonard
Henry W.Reinsch,
Slavick,WSB-TV
WMCT

round

TV A Meet Dec. 7-9
TELEVISION Authority will hold
a convention
7-9 in New
York's
Park
SheratonDec.hotel.
No agenda
has been set for the meeting, the
first convention TVA, a two-yearold organization, has held.
(TV) Memphis;
Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV
New Orleans.
Advertising Practices — Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, chairman;troit;HarryJamesBannister,
WWJ-TVWEWS
DeC. Hanrahan,
(TV) Cleveland.
Observance — Mr. Raibourn, chairman; Mr. Bannister; Mr. Thornburgh.

up sales

for your

brand !

"Western Roundup" weekly mail
count now over 1,000
Every weekday afternoon from 4:30 to 6:00 youngsters
gather round the Chuck Wagon for a fast-moving visit to the
Old West. The Wrangler and Blackie keep the youngsters
fascinated with their western lore, cowboy rope tricks and
stories highlighted with the drawing of exclusive personal
brands Join
for this
youngsters
completedwestern
"achievement"'
cards.
exciting who
live have
wrap-around
film fare.
The whole gang will round up sales for your brands witli
a "whoop" and a '"holler." W hat the Wrangler says goes!
For your brand and complete details on this unique WBNSTV participation show, see Blair TV or write direct.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10
CBJ-TV Network. Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
WBNS-AM. General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
tv8, 1951 • Page 8J
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'Show of Shows'
Leads Nielsen
(Report 184)

telestatus
It
jjj

= DALLAS

THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . 920,500

I 135

tk ere are
656

movies on television. Stations inau66 films never
seen on TVgurated aseries
in the ofarea.
In a special survey, Crosley
found 80% of sets in use tuned to
Familying theTheatre,
program toshowfilms. the
According
the
firm, these figures represented some
500,000
persons
in
the
three-city
area in 175,000 homes.
Only six minutes of the entire
late
hour's program
to commercials.
Some were
40% devoted
of sets
were in use that night, according
to Crosley. * * *

St. Louis Radio-TV
Preference Polled
A PREFERENCE ratio of four to
one for television over radio was
reported
in specialat events
cover-as
age last Tuesday
St. Louis
the city opened its social season
with the traditional Veiled Prophet
Ball. According to KSD-TV St.
Louis, a survey showed that of 795
persons contacted who were either
viewing or listening, 80% were
watching on TV. Total of 1,073
homes were contacted.
Crosley Survey
KSD-TV carried a two-hour
On Quality Movies
telecast of the event with the last
RESEARCHERS at Crosley 30 minutes being fed to the NBCBroadcasting Corp. (WLWT (TV) TV network as a sustaining feaCincinnati, WLWD (TV) Dayton
ture. KSD and KXOK aired the radio versions.
and WLWC (TV) Columbus) reWith 310,000 TVCityreceivers now
port audience success with first run

DALLAS

NOW

NBC-TV's Your Show of Shows,
back after a summer hiatus, replaced Arthur inGodfrey's
front-runner
NielsenFriends
nationalas
ratings for the top 10 TV programs
during the two-week period ending Sept. 8. The variety show
emerged with the three top ratings,
each representing
a half-hour
segment under different
sponsorship.
The lowsNielsen
national
report
fol:
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREA* HOMES
(%)
Your(Reynolds,
ShowPROGRAM
of R.Shows
45.7
J., Tobacco)
42.2
Show
of
Shows
Your(Participating)
Show of Shows
37.9
(Lehn & Fink Prod. Corp.)
34.7
Arthur
Godfrey's
Friends
(Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco)
34.3
Mama
Pabst
Blue
Ribbon
Bouts
Amos
'n' Parade
Andy
31.2
Your
Hit
31.0
Gillette
Fireside Cavalcade
Theater
30.4
reached"
gives
*The
Nielsen
"percent
of
homi
a relative measurement of the
tainedtionbyareaseachwhere
program
in
the
particular
stait wasareastelecast
homestelecast
in those
station
able — toallviewTV
the
being
taken
as
100%.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.3\'.S

I
City

in the St. Louis area, perhaps more
than one million people watched the
ball on video, KSD-TV estimated.
WPTZ Issues
New Rate Card
WPTZ sued(TV)
Philadelphia
has isRate Card
No. 8, effective
Oct. 1. Announcement was made
by Alexandermanager.
W. Dannenbaum Jr.,
commercial
New only,
rates,areall Class
for oneA,hour,
one
time
$1,500;
Class B, $1,125, and Class C, $750.
Announcements are set at Class A,
$300; Class B, $225, and Class C,
Dillon Talk
$135.
CHARLES DILLON, chief of the
Defense Dept.'s Radio-TV Branch,
addressed the
formation Armed
School last Forces
Friday In-on
"Use of Radio and Television by
the Dept. of Defense." He was to
speak listed
before
enmen of 200
the officers
school and
as part
of a regular program for prosofficers. pective
Questionpublicandinformation
answer period
and demonstration of kinescopes
and recordings followed the

speech.
1951 — Telecasting Survey

Weekly Television Summary— October
Sets in Area Louisville
Outlets On Air
in Area
Outlets On Air
103,799
WMCT
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WTVJ
KOB-TV
Memphis
9,450
Ames
62,903
115,000
WOI-TV
257,607
98,769
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
86,300
273,300
313,889
Milwaukee
Baltimore
WTMJ-TV
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
s
Minn.-St.
Paul
-TV'
KRLD
in
Nashville
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WNBF-TV WBRC-TV
Binghamton
43,115
Birmingham
WSM-TV
WAFM-TV,
17,200
62,500
New
Haven
Bloomington WTTV
Orleans WNHC-TV
766,492 New
WDSU-TV
Boston
WBZ-TV,
Effective
New York
214,287
WABD,
WBEN-TV WNAC-TV
Buffalo
WOR-TV,WCBS-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
2,500,000
WBTV
WATV
Charlotte
89,134 Newark
949,793
Chicago
305,000
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
Norfolk
75,312
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
Cincinnati
WTAR-TV
Oklahoma
City
494,238
229,000
95,811
WKY-TV
WEWS,
Omaha
WBNS-TV,WNBK,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
Coverage Area Cleveland
883,000
Columbus
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Dallas,
WCAU-TV,
WFIl-TV,
WPTZ
89,950
Phoenix
WDTV
135,656
40,100
Pittsburgh
300,000
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
Ft.
Worth
KPHO-TV
WTVR
62,263
165,000
Davenport
E. Moline210,000 Providence
, WOC-TV
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
WL CBS Sutio
WJAR-TV
Quad
Citie
Richmond
WHIO-TV,
WLWD WXYZ-TV
Dayton
627,164 Rochester
95,071
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV,
for
DALLAS and
Rock Island WHAM-TV
WICU
Erie
WHBF-TV
74,375
Include Davenport,
Moline, Rock Ise., Moline91,010
62,263
Lake City
Cities KDYL-TV,
FORT WORTH
135,656 Salt Quad
Ft.Dallas
WorthKSL-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
San
Antonio
51,500
San
Diego
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
108,460
146,181
KFMB-TV
52,275
Grand
RapidsKalamazoo
WLAV-TV
litis is wliu
San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Greensboro
78,463 Schenectady
WFMY-TV
160,900
Houston
K PRC-TV
84,129 Albany-Troy WRGB
92,600
KING-TV
HuntingtonSeattle
Charleston WSAZ-TV
St.
Louis
127,000
KSD-TV
306,000
Indianapolis
129,276
WFBM-TV
] Jacksonville WMBR-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Toledo
Tulsa
WKTV
KOTV
WSPD-TV
Syracuse
53,000
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
Kalamazoo
AM-FM-TV
146,181 Washington
Utica-Rome
84,275
WKZO-TV
Grand CityRapid: WDAF-TV
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
Kansas
132,784
Wilmington
288,650
WDEL-TV
Lansing
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
(Channel 4
65,000
109,112
W JIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
77,671
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
KTLA, KTSl, KTTV
n
Air
108
Estimated
Sets
in
Use
13,598,000
Total
Stations
is your Lest buy
Total Markets on Air 63
' ulal" areas overlap set counts may be
Where coverage
I he TIMES HERALD Station Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets withi television
partially
duplicated. Since
Sourcesmanyof are
set estimates
are basedsomeon data
Sutional R e preventatives
and
manufacturers.
compiled monthly,
may renfro
necessarily approximate.
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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WSB-TV

for

makes

Channel

no

2

as

claims

yet

—

BUT„.
In the first two days of testing over Channel 2 with 50 K. W. of
radiated power from the 1,062-foot tower*
Verified reception already has been noted from distant points
including these cities:
SAVANNAH, GA.
PANAMA CITY, FLA.
MONTGOMERY, ALA.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
HUNTSVILLE, ALA.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
ANDREWS, S. C.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
AUGUSTA, GA.

We are as yet without complete information on characteristics
of these tremendously powerful new facilities. Thus far we are
gratified — and amazed.
Programming over the new facilities began Sept. 30. A more comprehensive report on the extent of the new market opened up
will be made soon.

'Check this formula with any
qualified TV engineer

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution. Represented by Edw. Petry & Co., Inc.
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FTC Hits Claims
For Hadacol
LeBLANC CITED
A FORMAL complaint challenging claims made for Hadacol in radio
and
advertisements
as "false,
misleading
and deceptive" was served
on theotherLeBlanc
Corp. by the
government
last week.
The Federal Trade Commission which has been eying Hadacol representations for over a year "in- ★
than vitamins Bl, B2, niacin, B6
vited"
Dudley onJ. these
LeBlanccharges
to appear
at a hearing
Nov. and pantothenic acid, plus iron,
26 in Lafayette, La., former head- calcium, manganese and phosquarters for the firm.
phorus— all compounded in a genSen. LeBlanc, Louisiana state
erous 12% solution of alcohol —
senator, and Richard L. Brown, the government
charged.
Contrary to claims in radio comgeneral manager, continue "to formercials,
newspaper
ads and letmulate,
direct
and
control"
policies
and activities of the Hadacol firm
ters— all of which helped to build
despite its sale to Tobey-Maltz the product into a multi-millionFoundation Inc. last August, FTC dollar industry — Hadacol is "of no
held.
in treating cancer, epileptic
Simultaneously, the commission value"
fits, delirium tremens and a score
announced it had rescinded a stipu- of other ailments. Vitamin and
lation, approved Aug. 17, 1950, by mineral deficiencies, for which it
which LeBlanc Corp. agreed to might have some value, can only
cease certain advertising claims. be detected by diagnostic tests.
The firm failed to comply with the Often, certain symptoms and conditions are not ascribable to these
terms, it was explained.
Generally, FTC took exception to but other causes, FTC argued.
claims that the vitamin-mineral
Other Conditions
supplement is an effective treatTurning to irritability,
other conditions
ment and cure for scores of ail- nervousness,
fatigue,—
ments and diseases. Specifically, it
cited testimonial letters in which etc., FTC said "the dissemination
may cause perthe writers
am cured
posi- of thissonsadvertising
suffering from the described
tive that it isdeclared:
Hadacol "Ithat
symptoms ... to delay obtaining
me."
Hadacol contains nothing more proper treatment, resulting in seriand evenalsodeath."
Theous illness
complaint
challenged
claims that vitamins and minerals
must be taken together — as in
Hadacol — to obtain the most benefit, and that Hadacol is preferred
as a diet supplement.
The commission continued:
Hadacol is not to be preferred as a
diet supplement, first, because it does
not contain all the vitamins necessary for human nutrition and, second,cienbecause
is a defi-in
cy of the where
vitaminstherecontained
this preparation, better results can be
obtained by giving more of those
vitamins
than contained
Time to stake your claim
dose
of Hadacol.
. . . in the daily
The
government
also attacked
in DAYTIME
representations
thatbrings
Hadacol
"insures
good
health,
new hope
SPOT TELEVISION
The sooner you get there, the bigger
the pay-off.
That's established
why advertisers
who
have
already
chises in daytime
spot television francan
point to most gratifying sales records
.stations.
. . builtForoninstance:
Blair-represented TV
"What'sSaltCookLakeng ",City,televised
over
KDYL-TV
consistently
pulls some 250 phone requests for a
recipecast,within
3 hours
of the broadanother 250
by mail.
Every Blair-represented TV station
has a similar roster of daytime television spot success stories ... for the
facts,tivecall
today! your Blair TV representa-

AIR
NEW
YORK• DETROIT
• CHICAGO• LOS• ST.ANGELES
LOUIS
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
• JACKSONVILLE
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to those over 50, cures sickness and
suffering after all medicines fail,
and makes the taking of medicines
unnecessary."
The FTC list of ailments, diseasesmentedandevensymptoms,
to the pointwasmadedocu-in
testimonial letters received by LeBlanc Corp. ofIt using
was the
and manner"
these"content
letters
that drew the FTC's attention.
"Neither the writers . . . nor
the respondents are competent to
judge"result
whether
the symptoms
the
of these
deficiencieswereor
whether Hadacol relieved or cured
them, the complaint held.
The hearing will be held before
FTC Trial Examiner Abner E. Lipscomb. Sen. LeBlanc was president
of the corporation before the sale,
and is being retained as consultant
by the new company now in process
of
27).reorganization (see story, page

EMPIRE STATE MAST
Gets De-Icing Units
EMPIRE STATE Bldg. television
tower will be equipped next month
with a special, electronic system to
preventsionsblacking-out
of transmisby ice formations
or dust
particles on the mast. Manufactured by the Minneapolis-HoneyRegulator Co.
canwellInstrument
Co., and
the the
deviceAmeriwill
be comparable to having home
thermostats which will automatically send heat-producing power,
when
element.needed, to each transmitting

units
its own
system.
Eachwillof have
the five
transmitting*
Thermostats will be located on the
tower to avoid the temperature
difference, often as much as 15
degrees, between that height and
the street,
1,472of feet
below. Controlled heating
the transmitting
units also will reduce condensation of water, which tends to attract and hold dust particles, thereby impeding transmission.
Hadacol's
Ills 27)
(Continued
from page
holder of a $150,000 note; and
5% of all claims. Others include: Televisual
Productions.
Frances S. Levien of New York,
who is said to be a member of the theCreditors'
offices
ofmeeting
MortimerwasJ. held
Davis,in
syndicate and who holds a note for
vice president of the New
$244,900, secured by pledge of 85,- executive
Credit
Manage470 shares of the Louisiana Cor- York ment
Assn. &He Finance
announced
that
poration's
capital
stock;
the
Colhis
organization
has
formed
a
lector of Internal Revenue, who
creditors' committee to protect
has
filed
a
lien
for
$665,000;
Einclaims
against
LeBlanc
Corp.
son-Freeman Inc., lithographers of members — who will deal with Le
Long Island City; L&H Brokerage Blanc officers after reorganization
Co. of Lafayette, La., which holds
a note for $104,539.59; the Majes- or with the appointed referee in
representtic Adv. Agency of Houston and /or case oftivesbankruptcy,
of J. T. Baker or
Chemical
Co.,
the American Credit Indemnity Co. which ahas
a
reputed
claim
$1%
of Baltimore, whose claim is re- million; J. K. Lasser & Co.,of certiported to be in excess of $300,fied public accountants; the Wil000; Owens-Illinois Glass Co. of
liam Morris Agency, said to be in
Toledo, which is said to be seek- for $300,000
although agency offiing $186,000 for bottles produced
no comment;
and delivered; S. B. Penick Inc., Freemancials hadInc.;
Senca WatchEinsonCo.;
New York; Standard Factors
Adv., and the Katz Drug
Corp., of New York, which has Majestic
Chain,
said
to
be
seeking
$40,000
sued for upwards of $120,000 and
attached the LeBlanc bank bal- for cooperative advertising.
ance oftional
$58,000;
Whitney
Na10,000 Cases a Month.
Bank of theNew
Orleans,
Richard L. Brown, formerly vice
president and sales manager of the
Louisiana Corp. and announced
Wednesday as vice president of
both the Maryland and Louisiana
Corps., said that 10,000 cases of
Hadacol still are being produced
each month, and that he felt the
company could make a "reasonable
profit"
Southern byand restricting
Southwesternitself
statesto
where it can "best be sold to the
emotional
— notestimated
to intellectuals." Mr.type
Brown
that
if the company can continue operations, they can sell up to $5 million
worth
year amount.
and make a "tidy"
profit onper that
Mr. Lans stated that action had
been filedCourt
in Newin order
York's toSouthern
get all
AFTER the first "Down You Go" telecast Sept. 21 under sponsorship of P. District
Lorillard Co., agency, client and network executives gathered with program action co-ordinated under one
principals. At table are (I to r) Dr. Bergan Evans, moderator, Toni Gilman, authority. As president of the corporation, he maintains offices at
Francis Coughlin and Carmelita Pope, "Down You Go" permanent panel 70 West 40th
St., New York City.
member. Standing (I to r) Raymond McGinn, Lorillard division man- Other
officers are Howard M.
ager in Chicago; Frank P. Russell, field manager for Lorillard in Chicago;
Lawn,
vice
president,
treasurer,
Frank Schreiber, general manager, WGN-AM-TV Chicago; Tom Doughten,
vice president and account executive, Lennen & Mitchell, agency on the ac- and director; Mr. Brown, and Lillian Gould, secretary and director.
count, and Ted Bergmann, DuMont Television Network.
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WW
CHANNCL4- MIAMI
Covers the vast, rich,
Big-Spendinc market
.reaching a permanent
^residence audience op
.NEARLY 750,000; oQjuA
\A VISITOR MARKET OF
NEARLY 2,000,000
YEARLY

Educational TV
(Continued from page 71 )
proposedsigned that
Channelto Denver
9 be reasfrom Boulder
and
that Channel 6 be reclassified from
noncommercial to commercial, with
Channel 26 reserved for educational TV. He suggested Channel
22 in Boulder be made noncommercial.
As an alternative, he suggested
that Channel 12 be reassigned from
Colorado Springs to Denver, with
the same changes for Channel 6
and 26.
Third alternative involved a
number of changes in the Rocky
Mountain area: Channel 9 from
Boulder to Denver, Channel 12
from Colorado Springs to Boulder
as reserved wave length, Channels
11 and 13 from Cheyenne, Wyo.,
to Colorado Springs, Channels 3
and 5 to Cheyenne, Channel 11 in
lieu of Channel 12 at Rawlins, Wyo.
FCC proposes Channels 2, 4, 6,
7, 20 neland
26 to Denver,
with Chan6 earmarked
for educational

NBC Rebuttal to WIP
A national allocation plan should
not be based on any consideration
of network affiliation, NBC averred
in rebuttal to plan of WIP Philadelphia—which, with other Philadelphia stations and applicants,
seeks to retain VHF Channel 12
there ing,[Broadcasting
• TelecastSept. 10].
Part of that plan envisages the
continuance of WGAL-TV Lancaster on Channel 4. In his affirmative statement in support of that
plan, WIP President Benedict Gimbel
Jr. stated
NBC's
WNBT
New interference
York and toWNBW
Washington, also on Channel 4,
was not significant since other NBC
affiliates would be carrying the
same network programs.
"Network affiliations are matters solely of business arrangements," the NBC
rebuttal stated.
In a footnote,
it added:
"The -irrelevance of network affiliation as a criterion in formulating an allocation plan is shown by
an analysis of programs broadcast by WNBT and WNBW and
by the delphia
NBCand Baltimore
affiliates during
in Philathe
week commencing Sept. 2, 1951.
During this period at least 53% of
WNBT programs or over 48 hours
of programs were not carried by
WPTZ, the NBC affiliate in Philadelphia. During the same week
about 44% of the programs of
WNBW in Washington or approximately 41 hours of programs were
not carried by WBAL-TV, the
NBC affiliate in Baltimore."
Filings have begun to take on
the tinge of the courtroom.
During the last few weeks, motions to strike evidence have been
V«£L 4 MlA*V
received by the Commission, but
last
week
that legal action was
Represented by TREE* PETERS asked by KQV
Pittsburgh against
the filings of the following stations: WLOA Braddock, WEDO
McKeesport, WJPA Washington,
JROADCASTING
• Telecasting
86,300
TV SETS IN
GREATER MIAMI ALONE
(NBC amd. Dealer Surveys)
Complete
Coverage
INCLUDES
\
So.FT.PALM
BEACH
LAUDERDALECounty
HOLLYWOOD
GREATER MIAMI

SCHOOL RADIO
TV Is on Dec. 4-6 Agenda
BECAUSE of the rising interest
of educators in television, that
medium will assume a more prominent place this year on the agenda
of the School Broadcast Conference, Director George Jennings
said in Chicago last week.
The 15th annual conference will
take manplace
in Chicago's
Hotel Dec.
4-6, and isSherexpected to attract more than 2,000
teachers, school administrators and
commercial radio people, he said.
Concurrent meetings will be sponsored by the Assn. for Education
by
Parent-Teachers
Assn.Radio,
and thethe
National
Society for
the Study of Communications, a
university group
in communicationsinterested
research.
Television demonstrations will
include
origination
of publicviewing
service shows
with students
them in their homes and then participating in test-discussions conducted by educators. Films which
assist tionvisual
educators
of material
on TVin presentaalso will
be shown, including several filmed
especially
by the U.andof the
Indiana, thefor
U. ofTV Minnesota
Chicago Board of Education, of
which
Mr. Jennings is radio council director.
Two leading workshop groups in
the broadcast media will be invited
to give student productions, and
another will be presented by a
group from the special schools
class,
children.probably with handicapped
Bi-aural tape-recording, which
reportedly gives depth and another
dimension to sound, will be explained and demonstrated by Gene
Carrington of Allied Radio Corp.,
who helped develop the innovation
in tape recording.
The conference can be attended
by any interested person paying
the
said. registration fee, Mr. Jennings

IS YOUR
BET IN
SOUTH BEST
FLORIDA
OF
tfaMARKET
FASTESTEASTGROWING
THE ROCKIES.'
CHANNEL 4 MIAMI
Covers
the vast, rich,
big spending market
...reaching a permanent
residence audience of
NEARLY 750,000; pbjji
A NEARLY
VISITOR 2,000,000
MARKET OF
YEARLY.
86,300
TV SETS IN
GREATER
MIAMISurveys
ALONE^
NBC
a/vu£ Dealer
Complete Coverage
So. PALM
BEACH County
INCLUDES'.
FT.HOLLYWOOD
LAUDERDALE
GREATER MIAMI
.channel 4 mi ami

New Kinescope
RCA has announced a new 17-inch
kinescope utilizing low - voltage,
electrostatic focus. The tube repsents an engineering achievement
in kinescope design which not only
eliminates the need for a focusing
coil or magnet, but also makes it
possible to obtain the voltage for
the focusing electrode from the lowvoltage dc supply of the receiver.
Pa.; WSTV Steubenville, Ohio;
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.
Motions were directed against
portions of those filings which
KQV claimed lacked judicial standing— hearsay, non-expert opinion,
lack of qualification, etc.
Filings this week covered the
western states of Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska, Utah, Idaho, Wash- Represented by FREE PETERS
Oregon and were
partsfromof
Nebraska.ington,Rebuttals
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio,
Kentucky and parts of Indiana.
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EDUCATIONAL TV
Illinois U. Maps Plans
U. OF ILLINOIS plans to use
television as an educational and
research service "complementary to
that
of George
privateD. broadcasters,"
President
Stoddard has
reiterated.
University'sis projected plansThe
for telecasting
opposed unanimously by the Illinois
Broadcasters Assn., of which Ray
Livesay, WLBH-AM-FM Mattoon,
is president. The matter, resulting
in a broadcasters resolution opposing the proposed construction of a
TV station on the Urbana campus,
came up for debate again at
NARTB's
District
9 meeting.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Sept. 24].
The University is considering
the possibilities of TV for agricultural and other extension programs, for service schools and professional groups, and for research
in TV programming and the effects
of video shows, Mr. Stoddard said.
He added that a program exchange
with other educational TV outlets
may be used to reduce costs, and
that uletheavailable
school tomaybroadcasters.
make its schedMr. Stoddard, who answered
broadcasters in a letter to Mr.
Livesay, said he wanted to cooperate with them in the planning
but that no concrete details had
been formulated. A special TV
committee, studying all phases of
the medium, is now trying to find
answers to such questions as these.

HODAPP SPEAKS
On Education Programs
"IF WE can come to educators for
advice on specialized subject matter, and if they will come to us
with concrete suggestions for programs, together we can make teleforce inproducer
education,"of
Williamvision a great
Hodapp,
The American Inventory TV series,
said fortnight
Mr. Hodapp
addressed facultyago.
members,
parents,
and experts in child development
at a New York meeting of the
Child Education Foundation.
In planning his radio series,
jointly
sponsored byandthe NBC,
Alfred Mr.P.
Sloan Foundation
Hodapp found that education had
failed to help people live or to add
to the joy and excitement of living.
Educators
working
television
programming,
Mr. onHodapp
advised,
should
recognize
the
pracTIDE WATER-Associated Oil Co., San Francisco, signs for area games on
tical aspects of integrating a teleKGO-TV San Francisco under NCAA experimental TV. plan. Two live games
cast and continue to provide rewill be telecast plus 30-minute delayed telecasts weekly of highlights of
search help throughout production.
Stanford-U. of California games. Signing contract is P. E. Allen, company
vice president in charge of sales. Standing (I to r) are Hal Deal, advertising
and promotion manager for oil firm; David Sacks, KGO-TV sales representa- KPRC-TV OFFER
tive, and Gayle V. Grubb, Telecasting,
KGO-AM-TV Sept.
general
24] manager [Broadcasting •
School Postpones Action
KPRC-TV Houston offered Sept.
24
telecastboardon
WEWS TELECOURSES
schoolto present
activities.a daily
The school
College Via TV Proving Popular thanked Jack Harris, KPRC-TV
general manager, but voted to postpone action on the offer until the
AUDIENCE response to college 50 students signed up.
board
can present its own case for
telecourses launched by WEWS
Many arranged for their homechannel to FCC.
(TV) Cleveland in collaboration study kits to be sent out C. O. D. so a TV
The
board chairman said it would
with Western Reserve U. has "ex- they wouldn't waste any more time jeopardize
its chances of getting
before
beginning
to
follow
the
teleceeded
anything
we
expected,"
a
a channel if shown the school
cast sessions.
DuMont Color
school official has acknowledged.
already
is
telecasting
Other
WRU classes occupy the 9-9:30 board members felt itdaily.
Other university spokesmen
DuMONT industrial color telewould aid
period. Psychology is seen chances for a channel because
agree that the TV project, which a.m.
vision
system
will
be
used
to
transit
mit demonstrations of the latest started as an experiment, has Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
that the board is takramjet aircraft engine from the turned out to be an effective med- Comparative Literature is seen woulding show
Thursday. An esti- it had. advantage of the opportunities
supersonic tunnel where they will
iumwill.of public
relations
good- Tuesdaymatedand
30,000 viewers watch TV
For concrete
results,andofficials
be held for some 1,200 military
and businessmen attending the noted that telecourse enrollments during the morning hours, according to WEWS. were pouring in, UN Week Spot
four-day meeting of the National reached 386 after the first week
Registrations
Advisory Committee for Aircraft of telecasts, with 83 actually regall
at
regular college tuition A ONE-MINUTE film spot, UN
in Cleveland, Oct. 9-12. Four tests
istering for the full-credit courses. fees forthe these
courses — $48 per Plus You, or the Hopes of Hopeful
will be shown each meeting day on
No
Hooperating
was
necessary
student
for
psychology and $32 Herbert,
12-inch DuMont monitors by TA- to obtain audience reception. The each for the literature
is ■ being distributed to
course. In
164-A color equipment, operating
outlets nationally by the
by closed circuit. System is the university's switchboard was addition, more than 150 of the $5 video
United
Nations
the sixth
anwith calls within 30 min- home-study books for non-credit
product of the Television Trans- jammedutes after
nual observance offorUnited
Nations
the opening lecture on students have been sold.
mitter Div. of the DuMont Labs.,
21-27. The film is aniDean John P. Barden, head of Week, mateOct.
Clifton, N. J.
psychology. During the first hour
d— the first to be used by the
the
university's
school of general
UN — and has its message sung in
studies
and administrator
of the folk
with guitar background.
telecourses, said TV spots, inter- Themestyleexpresses
importance
views and special shows heralding of the individual's the
for the finest in...
of the
the start of the teleclasses had world organization,support
emphasizing
stirred up "the greatest response the slogan, "UN Plus You." Strip
we have ever had from any adver- has been produced by the AmeriTELEVISION FILM PRODUCTION
can Association for the United
tising campaign."
Personnel
appearing "on cam- Nations in cooperation with the
era"
are
all
from
the
university's
American
Jewish Committee.
faculty. Producer Barclay S.
Leathern is head of the department
of dramatic arts, which has done Firm Dissolved
almost 200 telecasts on WEWS
since 1947.
WASHINGTON law firm of
has been disNINETEEN reformed Jewish Temples Fletcher solved,& bothMidlen
continuing
in Chicago area cooperated Thursday practice in attorneys
the
Munsey
Bldg.,
night to present story of Jewish high
holidays
on
network
TV
for
the
first
Washington.
Frank
U.
Fletcher
ve
thA
A|;uc7297
CftDETU
time. DuMont, from WGN-TV Chi- continues with National 5308 teleis, n.y.
ULIYIO^
01/ If CUR
cago, planned to carry Prelude to the
phone number; John H. Midlen
High
minimum
incorporated
Circle 3-S044
dozen Holidays
stations foron half
an hour.of two now has Metropolitan 6006.
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M
film

report

as ■■ FOREST FIRE prevention will be
ro. stressed in nine one-minute films
ie- ordered from the George Fox Orii," ganization, Los Angeles, by the
oi California State Forestry Division.
s reeler
Fox recently
completed
a threeon the causes
of forest
fires
ts,! entwhich
will
be
shown
on
all
California TV stations. The nine shorts
the . will also be scheduled for viewing
j when completed.
Twenty-six half-hour Westerns
will beAutry
presented
Gene
Show. onTheCBS-TV's
cowboy
singer stars in all of them and his
TV
production
company, Calif.,
Flying-APictures,
Pioneertown,
did
the shooting earlier this year. First
Cif" film in this series, Ghost Town
W [Raiders, • was telecast by CBS-TV
[ac" Sunday, Oct. 7.
ele"j- Fireside Theatre TV films pro* duced by Bing Crosby Enterprises
'""'ICoronet
last season
have Productions
been renamed
Theatre
and
firm will add to the series 44 adi ditional half-hour dramatic programs with distribution through
Hon (United Television Programs Inc.
;ept ; on a weekly basis. Second run on
.ar(j||old
J'^oyalseries
Playhouse,
title under iswhich
was released,
also
jy! available for distribution according
' the
I toBCK.Everett Crosby, president of
,{ML
Sales promotion campaign for
King's
seriesTelevision,
is being
launchedCrossroads
by Sterling
°™jNew York, according to Bernard
!UI1° Schulman, head of agency sales for
,iuo1 'Sterling. The campaign will in1:n-r tlude a sales promotion kit, trade
™ advertising, direct mail, etc.

SIGNING contract for the $500,000 Brazilian TV station to be built in
Belo Horizonte with equipment furnished by RCA International are (I to r):
Fernando de Mello, son of the principal owner of Emissoras Associadas, Dr.
Assis Chateaubriand; Augusto de Angelo, J. Walter Thompson Co., advertising agency; Dr. Carlos Pizzini, director of Emissoras Associadas; Dr. Artur
Bernardes, president of Italcolomi TV; Dr. Walter Obermuller, RCA International; Per y F. Hadlock, president of RCA Victor Radio S. A., Brazil.

AMA CLINIC OCT. 16
To Study Educational TV
CLINIC will be held Oct. 16 by the
Bureau of Health Education of the
American Medical Association to
show networks, stations, agencies
and voluntary organizations how to
use television for health education.
The one-day clinic will be held in
the ballroom of the Biltmore Hotel,
New York.
Speakers include Dr. Thomas
Coffin,sionsupervisor
of NBC'sdivision;
televiprogram research
Dr. Roy K. Marshall, producermoderator of television's The Nature of Things;
Ted Cott,
manager
of WNBC
and general'
WNBT
(TV) New York; and Leo Brown,
executive manager.
assistant toDr.theLouis
AMA'sH.
general
Bauer, president-elect of AMA, will
give the key-note address, and Erik
TV ROAD SHOWS
Barnouw, editor of communication
Planned by New Firm materials
center of the Columbia
PRODUCTION of live television University Press, will act as disshows for agencies and stations
cussion leader.
Outside New York has been underClinic will study characteristics
;.Y ;aken by Phil Edwards and Assoc., of the TV audience and how to
y New York independent packaging build television programs, with emtolirm. Major casting, scripts, music
phasliusatoinoncosts,
promotion,
evatiiei'ind small props will be assembled
of listener
reaction.and Kine,,,.!. n New York to produce, in effect,
scopes and films on health subjects,
which have already been presented
,.-m a road company that will travel on
television will also be shown.
'rom city show
to citywith
doinglocalthe variasame
•'fe. television
nj ^ Lions.
jni Planning to operate as far west
Unce *| Chicago, the organization has 'HOPALONG' CITED
.] evened additional offices in PhilaNamed in $180,000 Suit
delphia to handle activities in that SUIT for |180,000 was filed last
„;iJ,.ity, Baltimore, and Washington. week
in Los Angeles Superior Court
in theInc.,
Quaker
City by John
A. Daley, Hollywood pub. „ •,Ls?jjrst
for account
Seberhagen
and calls
licist, who claims that amount is
'or
a
weekly,
hour-long
production
owed
him
by William (Hopalong
»ver WFIL-TV on Thursday Cassidy) Boyd.
lights, sponsored by William Gretz
Mr.
Daley
in his complaint al3rewing Co., Philadelphia.
agreement
Octoberleged an1949
whereinwashe made
was toin
receive
3%
of
Mr.
Boyd's
net
profSOAP?
its for public relations services.
WILBUR STREECH PRODUCTIONS The complainant states Mr. Boyd's
1950 income amounted to $6 million
and that
his share
be $180,TV FILM COMMERCIALS
000.
Television
was should
described
as a
major
source
of
Mr.
Boyd's
income.
Mitchell & Gold represent Mr.
1697 BROADWAY, N. Y. • JUDSON 2-3816 Daley.
e
c
a
s11n g
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NEW TV DEVICES
Presented to SMPTE Meet
LATEST developments in television equipment and techniques,
both broadcast TV and theatre TV,
will be presented
semiannual conventionat ofthethe70thSociety
of Motion Picture & Television Engine rs in Hollywood Oct. 15-19.
One of the opening-day features
will be a description, by Otto H.
Schade of the RCA Tube Dept., of
laboratory work toward ultimate
development of a theatre TV system providing picture detail contrast equal to that of motion pictures according to a first-day
agenda release last week by
SMPTE president Peter Molewm.
Another first-day feature will be
presentation of the first annual
David Sarnoff Gold Medal Award
in recognition of outstanding
achievement in TV engineering.
First-afternoon program will includejectionpaperstheatreon TVa new
systemdirect-proand on
a TV camera adaptable for theatre
network use, the first by F. N.
Gillette of General Precision Labs,
and the second by Blair Foulds and
E. A. Hungerford Jr., also of GPL;
and one by Lawrence Sachtleben
of the RCA Engineering Products
Dept. describing high-speed optics
employed taneous
in theatre
RCA'sTV PT-100
system. instan-

BRAZILIAN TV
Third Outlet Underway
BRAZIL'S third TV station will
be built in the mining center of
Belo Horizonte (pop. 700,000) in
the middle of that country. The
$500,000
tion will Emissoras
be equippedAssociadas
by RCA staand
will begin operating on Channel 4
in about a year, it was announced
last week.
Emissoras Associadas, p r i ncipally owned by Dr. Assis Chateaubriand, on
already owns
tion PRE-8-TV
ChannelTV 6sta-in
Rio
de
Janeiro
and
Channel 3 in Sao PRF-3-TV
Paulo. Firmon
also operates a chain of radio
stations in Brazil. Dr. Chateaubriand in addition publishes a number of newspapers in that country.
Only other Brazilian TV is a
construction permit held by Radio
Televisao Paulista S. A. for Channel 5 in Sao Paulo.
Next applicant in Brazil is expected to be ofJao11Baptista
do Arma-in
ral,
owner
the state
of Sao radio
Paulo stations
(three of
them in the city proper). Sr.
Armaral, who also publishes the
Sao Paulo Recorde, intends to build
a TV station in that city as well
as one in Rio de Janeiro. He is in
the U.S. at the present time.
PORTABLE aluminum TV antenna
tower for troduviewers
areas Inc.,
inced in Chicagoin byfringe
Alprodco
Kempton,
whichin claims
pound
unit Ind.,
cuts cost
half. 100FREE
If the rating
on ourshowscompleted
13Donald
Craig
Kennedy
mystery
starring
Woods,
filmed
especially
for
television,
does not beat
detective
TV the
showrating
at endof any
of 13mysteryweeks
(comparable time) in any city, we offer
your
show. sponsor 2nd run at no charge for
Immediate Delivery
first 13 %-hour TV films
Adrian completed
Weiss Productions
CRAIG
present
KENNEDY
CRIMINOLOGIST

DONALD
'DISCPurchased
JOCKEY by
TUNES'
WOODS
24 Outlets
THE TELEVISION disc jockey
show, TV Disc Jockey Tunes, has
been purchased by 24 TV stations
in as many cities on an exclusive
basis, Will Baltin, TV sales man- Sydney Mason and Lewis G. Wilson
ager of Screen Gems, producer of
the series, said last week.
Available
Program is being sold on a packFor National-Regional
age
basis
of
15
silent
films
—
10
or Local Sponsorship
using live talent and five cartoons
— with accompanying records of
the 12 top tunes and three new LOUIS WEISS & COMPANY
ones. A new package is to be
655 N. Fairfax
sent stations every six weeks. Films
Los Angeles
36, California
are timed and cued to the precise
Phone:
5287
length of each record, eliminating Write-Wire-Phone •WEbster
Screening Prints Available
any synchronization problem.
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KEYNOTES D. C. APPLIANCE STORE VIDEO SUCCESS
gton, D. C, full selling job for Home Appliance every piece of this near-$100 item
Washin
AROUandNDout into
several surround- Co.
in the Home store and practically
cleaned out the stocks of all the
How successful?
like Home. ing states, there's no place
retailers
in the region. The Thor
This
12-year-old
neighborhood
Every Sunday noon, Home comes store has tripled its business in people ran a piece in their house
into its own as the Channel 4 two
years and a substantial share organ, crediting the Revue with
facilities of WNBW (TV) Wash- of the credit is given Your Junior the sale of more than 300 ironers
ington, which carry the friendly Revue by store officials and their at a time when ironers were not
messages of Home Appliance Co. advertising agency, Robert J. moving well.
to one of the largest audiences Enders Adv. Inc.
Perhaps the best evidence that
reached by any television program
Its ratings have soared to the juvenile video can be a merchandisastonishing
peak
of
33.3
(Amerigoing
out
of
the
nation's
capital.
er's best friend is the observation
Inevitably the Home Appliance
can Research Bureau), a larger of "Cousin"
Joe Burke, manager of
Co.'s
telecast
has
been
centered
audience
than
most
network
proHome
Appliance and heralded
around the familiar strains of city.
around the TV industry as the
grams
enjoy
in
the
nation's
capital
John
song,
man who discovered Sunday noon.
a tieupHoward
that hasPayne's
broughtclassic
thousands
This has happened in a Class C Mr. Burke puts it this way:
THIRD YEAR of Your Junior Revue,
of
customers
into
the
sponsor's
time
period
that
Washington
sponsuccessful appliance program on
showrooms.
"Our rising sales during the last WNBW
sors
spurned
until
Home
Appliance
(TV) Washington, opens next
years prove to us beyond all doubt
A fortnight ago the program came along with its kid show.
that television can sell, and really Sunday. Contract signer is "Cousin"
celebrated its second anniversary,
Joe
Burke,
manager of Home Applido
a
job.
Daytime
programming
a ceremony that was marked with
ance Co. Watching are (I to r) Sylvia
of this ambitious nature was a
cutting of cake and similar trapnovelty when we started but we Devey, m. c; Charles de Lozier, compings. More important, the appliis brash enough to hit
mercial manager of WNBW, and
ance store a week ago noted its NOBODY
claim
that Home's
tripled
bus- ence.a formula that drew an audi- Mary Griffin Jr., radio-TV director of
i
n
e
s
i
s
entirely
due
to
the
telecast.
Robert
J. Enders Adv.
appreciation of the program's ap- The appliance business, especially
"Having a large and loyal audipeal and its sales potency by enterence, we are consistently obtaining
has been good. In re- customers
ing its third year as sponsor of television,
from a wide area. We
cent weeks the program is believed
Your Junior Revue.
they are television viewers and we know it will continue to
have done an effective job of know
Moppet shows come and go in to
because
they
always
cushioning
the
nationwide
decline
in
the video field but Your Junior demand for major electrical goods. kindly, about thecomment,
for us under the guidprogram. More do theance of job
Revue, which went on the air in
the Endei-s television staff."
they
are
buying
appliOf course, there are high spots important,
September 1949, is going on and
ances.
on because it is doing a success- in the sales history of the pro"Your Junior Revue is a permagram,motionlikefor Thor
the two-program
nent part of our advertising plans
ironers that prosold
HOME
Appliance
Co. outside
started
business
in Washington's
northeastern
section,
well
the downtown business area. It
catered to clientele in that resiFOR
dential area. Hence the name
A MOVIE 'DRY
RUN'
ON to TV
Russell,
Brisson
Test Script Before Filming "Home," and hence the adoption of
SALE
"Homecast wasSweet
Home" when the telestarted.
audiences not yet reached. She
IN A PRECEDENT move, tele- tial
The program
opens Superimposed
with a teenvision will be used as a testing reasoned:
For television micro-wave
of dancers.
If 40 or 50 million people view the on theage linevideo
ground
for a motion picture in an Schlitz
screen is a paraphrase
Playhouse version and like
relay use — one 200 foot
experiment to be conducted by what
they have seen, they automat- of Payne's poem as the audience in
Rosalind Russell, film star and her
become toboosters
of the lengthWardman Park Hotel
"Skyline" double guyed
ierically
version
be released
many WNBW's
studio chants the special lyrics.
movie
producer
husband,
Frederick
months
later.
tower complete with reBrisson.
Just
think
what
this
could
mean
In
thousands
of homes the viewquired obstruction lightTo get public and trade reaction to the motion picture industry? Every
ing groups join this far-flung comto Never Wave at a Wave before major studio has millions of dollars
ing.
munityconcerted
sing.schoolMore
thanhasonecalled
disstory propertiesreason
tied upor onanother,
their
teacher
it goes into production early next inshelves
Also, four reflecting
year, a 45 minute video version of when, byfortheone simple
for
classroom
singing
of
"Home
expedient
of
Independent Artists projected having it tried out on television, these TV-minded
Sweet
only to hear
the
screens which permit the
noon, Home" youngsters
eagerly
movie first will be presented live producers may find solutions for their respond
with
this
version:
mounting of micro-wave
on CBS-TV Schlitz Playhouse of problems.
the Stars Oct. 19. Miss Russell
Admitting that her motives Let's all get together each Sunday at
dishes on ground.
will star and her husband produce. were "strictly selfish" and that she
We'll
in theall have
tune. a good time, now join
Miss Russell and her husband was in the profession to "make Remember
Home
you
may
roam,Appliance wherever
are
said
to
have
close
to
$100,000
FOR DETAILS,
money," Miss Russell declared that
We're
to tell you there's no
already tied up in story and script- "if we have any doubts whatsoever
place here
like Home.
WRITE a story might be reing costs on their projected pro- about how
Presiding
at
Sunday
ceived, television is the way to find
duction. They feel that putting
(Continued the
on page
93) teleit on live TV will definitely enhance out about it and I intend to use it."
j. m. Mcdonald,
its
future
value
as
a
motion
picA kinescope of the TV show will
Assistant Director of
ture for regular theatre release be available for 60 days after the
through United Artists. Officials live CBS-TV show. It will be
Engineering
of the latter firm, it was said, have studied by Miss Russell, her husCro9ley Broadcasting
Why buy 2 or more...
agreed to the experiment.
band and other members of the indo 1 big sales job
dependent film production company,
After watching her viedo screen
Corporation
to determine what improvement
for twoclared sheyears,
Miss
Russell
deon
"RADIO
BALTIMORE "
Crosley Square,
and Mr. Brisson became might be made before actual shootContact
PETRY CO
EDWARD
convinced that not only could this
ing starts. The movie will not be
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
medium be used for a testing released until fall of next year, it
was said.
WBAL
ground, but to build greater poten-'
BROADCASTING
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PL

Makes
TV's Outstanding
Chain
Camera

THESE FEATURES WITH
ANYTHING
ON THE MARKET TODAY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three Compact Units
Push-button Lens Change
Right or Left Hand Focus Knobs
Right or Left Hand Lens Iris
Control Buttons
Turret, Focus and Iris Controls from
remote location if desired
High Resolution Integral View Finder
Enclosed I.O. Controls
Iris Setting Indicator
Pre-loaded Color Filter Wheel
Swing-up Chassis
Focus Range Selector Switch
Equal Flexibility in Studio or Field

GPL's 1951 Image Orthicon Chain
is delivering even more features —
better vious
performance
than the
premodel which — itself
set new
industry standards! Compare it for
ease of operation, uniform high
quality,
field.
Set thisflexibility
camera upin tostudio
meet orvarying
requirements . . . control it remotely
if desired . . . select any of four lenses
at the press of a button . . . adjust
focus from right or left side of camera, with the same 300° arc of focus
adjustment for all lenses . . . choose
color niters, masks, at the flick of a

thumb . . . control the motor-driven
iris from camera or camera control
unit. Normal optical focus range
automatically
adjusts forforconstant
diagonal at close-up,
all lenses9"
except telephoto. Overtravel switch
provides extended focus range,
obtaining
lenses. full optical focus on all
In every way,
GPL'schain,
is a "humanengineered"
camera
built to
do a tough job more easily, built to
do your specific job best! Arrange
toearliest
see this
great new model at the
opportunity.

FINGER-TIP OPERATION
from CAMERA or REMOTE LOCATION
Right
left hand
focusor controls
High resolution
integral
view finder
I.O. controls
housed for protection
Push-button lens
turret control

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
FOR DETAILS
TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains
TV Field and Studio Equipment
Theatre TV Equipment
0
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GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY
INCORPORATED
Pleasantville
New York
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NABRT EXPANDS
Adds Three Board Members
TO MAKE its operation national
in fact as well as name, the newly
organized National Assn. for Better Radio Television, Los Angeles,
has added three out-of-state members to its local board of directors
and will honor them at a reception
to be held Oct. 18 in that city.
New board members include Mrs.
Gertrude G. Broderick, executive
secretary, Federal Radio Education Committee, Washington;
Robert Lewis Shayon, radio-TV
editor, Saturday Review of Literature, Westport, Conn.; Dr. Dallas
Smythe,
research professor,
Institute of Communications
Research,
U. of Illinois, and director of
studies, tional
National
Assn. Mrs.
of EducaBroadcasters.
Clara
S. Logan, Los Angeles, is president.
Cover British Poll
NBC COVERAGE of the British
elections Oct. 25 will be handled
by a five-man radio news staff
direct from London, Manchester,
Edinburgh and Wales. Henry Cassidy, NBC director of radio news
and special events, will fly to London to supervise the special team
composed of Robert Trout, Romney Wheeler,
William
Edwin Haaker and
JohnFrye,
Farrell.
NBC-TV camermen will also record the elections for NBC-TV
newscasts including John Cameron
Swayze's Camel News Caravan.

to
E^JJJ^Jlike
read ads, too. And

so advertising in
Printers' Ink is read by
the leadingESE}
Hnot
only because they are
interested in the
markets they might use,
but also because they
have a professional interest in
your copy, layout, etc.
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FRANK STARBUCK
WRJN Founder, Pres. Dies
FRANK R. STARBUCK, 75,
founder and stockholder of the
Racine Broadcasting Corp.
(WRJN- AM -FM Racine, Wis.)
and president of the parent Journal-Times Co., died of a heart attack last Monday. He was active
in the American Publishers Assn.
Mr. radio
Starbuck
founded
the city's
first
station
in 1926
and
served as president of Racine
Broadcasting Corp. until his death.
A veteran newspaperman, he bepresidenthisof the
Racinein
Journalcame when
fatherold died
1929. Duringnal-Newshisboughtservice,
the Jourthe Times
Call,
merging
into
the
present
Times. Mr. Starbuck is Journalsurvived
by
his wife, a the
former Carol,
Grace andL.
Bassindale;
daughter,
Talking their trade, U. of Michigan gridcasts on WWJ, are (I to r) : two sisters.
A. E. Home, Dodge advertising manager; Ken Brown, chairman of
Detroit Dodge dealers and committee; Bill Putich, captain of U of M OHIO U. AD CLINIC
team, and Mr. Tyson.
Pixley Named for Radio
L. A. PIXLEY, president of WCOL
Columbus and the Ohio Assn. of
TY TYSON STARTS HIS 28TH
Broadcasters, will preside as chairRadio Problems Repeat in TV Today
man of the clinic on radio advertising to be held during the eighth
annual
Advertising Conference of
PROGRESS in sports broadcast- the first broadcast. But by Wednes- Ohio State
U., Oct. 19-20.
day
following
the
game,
ticket
ing through the years was viewed
A
concurrent
clinic on newshad gone way up, and Yost
by Ty Tyson, WWJ Detroit, as sales
paper advertising will be conducthe signed for his 28th consecutive phoned WWJ to say it would be
ed by nati
William
C. Savage, director.
Cincinyear of broadcasting U. of Michi- all right to carry more games.
Post advertising
"I remember he said: 'It seems
gan games. He noted early radio
of the Oct. 19 luncheon
troubles in gridcasting seem much as though some of those rich Chairman
alumni heard the broadcast and it session, at the Chittenden Hotel,
like those of television today.
be DeanCollege.
C. Weidler
of OSU'sof
Ty, who has been broadcasting sort of stirred up their old school will
Commerce
Secretary
football longer than most radio
When asked whether TV has the Commerce Charles Sawyer will be
stations have been in business,
speaker.
same effect on the gate as early principal
stated :
will be held
at theOther
Fort sessions
Hayes
radio, Mr. Tyson said:
Breakfast session is slated
1924, when
I handled
"TV will not hurt football Hotel.
the"Back
first infootball
broadcast
from
Oct.
20
under
auspices
of
the
fifth
spirit'." if there is a good team
Ann Arbor, I was lucky to have receipts
the Advertising Fedwith a good schedule and fair district erof
one spotter to help me keep the weather.
ation of America.
If
there
is
a
heavy
snow
'M' and Wisconsin teams straight. storm the day of the game, people
Back then, we had no shelter. It
stay home to watch, but that WNHC-AM-TV Signed
was a wide open broadcast, on a will
be balanced off by the extra
wide open windy day, with a wide will
WNHC New Haven, Conn., will
open mike. Through that season attendance on days when morn- become
the 181st affiliate of the
and later ones, we used to sit
Radio network effective Dec.
Mr.ingsTyson
are fair."opened his 28th year NBC
huddled through drenching rains with
1.
On
1340
kc, WNHC has 250 w.
the Michigan U. -Michigan
and blanketing snow storms.
State game Sept. 29. The series is WNHC-TV, an NBC-TV affiliate
"I
will
admit,
though,
that
the
1949, has signed a two-year
sponsored by the 27 Dodge- since
new high in blizzards came only being
dealers of greater renewal with the network. James
last year at Columbus, Ohio, when Plymouth
T. Milne is general manager.
the two spotters and I could hardly Detroit.
see the field in front of us, much
less the players, but we were
tucked away in nice dry, warm
booths.
immediate revenue produced
"I remember the first out-oftown game that WWJ brought to
with regional promotion
Detroit radio fans. It was from
campaigns
Ohio State in 1926. The line
charge for that one broadcast was
experienced sales
around $2,200. That would almost
23
personnel will sell community
take care of a season's schedule
serviceyears
to theof
programs throughout
The current fear of college
broadcasting industry
your coverage area
athletic
departments that televinow." sion will
cut down box office
receipts is an old story to Ty
HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company
Tyson, who went through the same
thing in the early days of radio.
66 ACACIA DRIVE
"In those
early considerable
days, too, the fear
colleges suffered
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
and trepidation for their gate
receipts. Fielding H. Yost, U. of
PAUL
W.
McCOLLISTER,
General
Manager
M. coach, was very unhappy about
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'MEMORANDUMS'
WMAZ Macon, Ga., sending local
advertisers "Telephone Memorandums." Green pad has many possibilities that advertiser's secretary
may check for calls. Some included
are: "While you were — Asleep,
to collect"cus-or
golf, trying
playing— wife,
"Your
only profitable
tomer, bookie, red head and girls
father" called. One remark on
sheet says "Reserve Time on
WMAZ."
NAME IT AND WIN
KWK St. Louis, Recallit and Win,
featuring Tom Daily playing old
songs from
the 90's.tunes
Listeners
are
asked
to identify
for cash
prizes.
TOP PROMOTION
WFGM Fitchburg, Mass., A.M.
Coffee with Curtis, featuring Disc
Jockey Allan Curtis, used new type
promotional gimmick in connection
with Perry Como's new RCA Victor recording "Rollin' Stone." Mr.
Curtis offered free records of release, personally autographed by
Perry Como, to first few listeners
sending in a lock of hair and stone.
Station reports that response was
instantaneous and heavy.
FAIR COVERAGE
KTUL Tulsa, and WFIN Findlay,
Ohio, reported last week of their
fair coverage of recent weeks.
KTUL played records, provided free
entertainment and presented many
give-aways
largeat crowds
ered around tobooth
State Fairgath-at
Tulsa. Station reports it gave away
over 300 pounds of candy to children and adults attending festivities along with such things as
book matches, emory boards, note
pads and lipstick tissues. WFIN
has already covered three county
fairs and is now in progress of reporting coverage of fourth. At all
fairs station presents special programming direct from fair grounds
using
Tent" from
as studios.
Station "WFIN
reports crowds
200 to
300 attend shows. Station utilizes
local talent during shows.
THE NEWS
MARGO Wine Co., Phila., in cooperation with WIBG Philadelphia
and local newspapers ran full page
advertisement based on Radio Free
A CHAS. MICHELSON HIT!

FOUR ON ONE
WOL Washington, Four Star Disc
Jockey Revue, 9 to 10 p.m., startprograms prorno
ed Oct. 3, featuring four of statjol)
tion's top platter spinners. Disc
Jockeys George Crawford, Mike
Hunnicutt,
Grampsin and
Hal Jackson, entertained
his own
style.
premiums
Each presented 15-minute portion
be-bop.
of
show
ranging
from
folk
music
to
fishing abilities inEurope. Ad was headed "And now tales ofvited their
them to settle their fishing
. . . the news . . ." translated into
Russian. Ad explained that behind
the Iron Curtain there are no real matters. Station used short-wave Further ideas or samples of the
news shows like company presents facilities for pick-up.
promotion items mentioned on this
on WIBG. Station and company
page
are available
by writing to
used window displays at studio and FOOTBALL SHOW
the individual
companies.
girls collected donations at noon
hour on streets. John A. Margolis, KGO-TV San Francisco, Pappy
president of company was pre- Waldorf's Night Off, Wed. 8:30
sented Scroll of Appreciation by p.m., sponsored by Craig Oil Co., NO CONTROVERSY
Brig. Gen. Hugh B. Hester, Phila- Oakland. Features California
On LBS Congressional Show
delphia chairman of Crusade for
coach Lynn "Pappy" Waldorf
Freedom, for work done by his head
inFriends,
home setting
on his "night
off." GIVE the legislator a microphone,
radio program on WIBG.
sportswriters,
coaches,
but keep him away from discussing
fans drop in to discuss the Cali- politics and controversial issues.
fornia team, prospects, errors and With that unorthodox formula,
feats of past games and possi- LBS last week launched its new
'PERFECT COMBINATION'
bilities for scheduled games. Oc- Lunch With Congress, taped each
WDSU New Orleans sent
casional films of play Waldorf is day in the dining room of the
advertising trade five post
planning to use or is preparing his Congressional Hotel, Washington,
cards during last week of
team
to
meet
are shown.
D. C. maiRecorded
showsfedareto airSeptember with different
led to Dallas and
the
symbols and promotion mesnetwork
each
weekday,
1:15-1:30
sages saying ". . . the PerSTATION AUCTIONS
fect Combination"
but giving
has p.m.Conductors
no call
letters. Post
cards
of the show, Betty
EST.
WLIZ Bridgeport, Conn.
Bradley and Arthur Reilly, single
were followed up with large
started
"Auctionbucks"
giveaway
out
a
different
legislator for each
folded
mail Perfect
piece headed
"It's
in which station auctions off list show and interview
him on human
here! The
Combinaof
merchandise
items
to
bidders.
interest aspects of his career and
Inside it Combination
says "Here
is the tion."
Perfect
Participating merchants give cus- Washington — but studiously steer
. . . WDSU New Orleans.
Eachcouple,
protomers "auctionbucks" — one for clear of also"hot"
Station WDSU is the New
presentsissues.
a tourist
every dollar spent in store. Sev- who gramrecount
their
reactions
Orleans affiliate of the Naeral hundred shopkeepers partici- meeting their Representative andon
tional Broadcasting Company
pating in Bridgeport, according to
effective Thursday, October
Philip Merryman, WLIZ president. Senator.
4,is 1951."
On
outside
of
piece
Idea credited to Henry F. Auger,
However, in the interests of
pictures of all five post
averting complete frustration, the
cards.
formerlywho ofhasBridgeport
gram,
organized Post-Tele^
new firm, Congressman or Senator is finally
Auctionbucks Inc., with Mr. Merry- allotted one minute to expound on
man as president and himself as his favorite political issue. Show
TOP D. J.
is directed by Allan Filipps.
WIP Philadelphia sending trade vice president.
and advertisers large "jumbo mailing" piece featuring
stories Stories
about
Disc Jockey
Mac McGuire.
from Broadcasting •Telecasting
and other journal give inside view
of Mr. McGuire's show. Inside follows up heading "twice in one
week" saying "two of the nation's ran
leading magazines pick Mac McGuire as Philly's leading disc
jockey. This is followed by list of
advertisers that "pick him, too."
EDUCATIONAL SHOW
NINETEEN stations through New
WELLES
York State began Oct. 1 carrying
Empire State FM School of the
'Air
1:30-2 p.m,
Mon. through
Fri.
Educational
network
was opened
by Lieut. Gov. Frank E. Moore,
IS
BACK!
speaking from Saranac Lake, N. Y.,
where the state council of school
superintendents were meeting.

FISHING COVERAGE
30TRANSCRIBED
MIN. SHOWS
WTMJ Milwaukee, presented onthe-spotcians coverage
of itsListener
staff musifor particulars
fishing contest.
who
CHARLES
MICHELSON,
Inc.
heard
"The
Grenadiers"
band
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
bers return from vacations memwith
BROADCASTING
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52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
I famous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition.
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New York
October 8, 1951
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whose
Broadcasting
is this?
Of covirse, Broadcasting belongs
to everybody connected directly
or indirectly with the business
of broadcasting and telecasting.
It's the marketplace where sponsors, their agencies, stations, networks and services all meet to do
business.
This copy came to you as a subscriber who wants the latest,
most complete news of all radio
—AM FM TV
. . . or did it?
Are you at the leisure of a routeslip . . . reading an put-dated
issue ... or taking chances on a
newsstand copy?
Whatever the reason, there's too
much doing in radio-tv today
that directly affects your job,
your future. You need the news
while it's still news — while you
can turn it into profitable decisions. Here's a $7.00 investment that pays real dividends
every week of the year. Use
this coupon to make it . . .
your

.Broadcasting

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Yes, I want my own copy of Broadcasting every week. Please start with
next issue.
bill
□ $7 enc
□ Pie
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VILLANOVA GAMES
Are Sponsored on WIP
PHILCO Distributors Inc. has
#PHlLCO^. 1
signed to sponsor Villanova foot^ forr"v<s for | H
gall games exclusively over WIP
Philadelphia. Announcement was
made by John Hawkins, general
manager of Philco Distributors, at
a luncheon attended by principals.
Jim Learning, WIP sports director and former grid star at the
U. of North Carolina, was signed
by Philco Distributors to handle
Jm
!_
play-by-play
accounts.
will travel with
the Mr.teamLearning
some
HAILING
WIP
Philadelphia's
signing
of
Villanova
broad17,000 miles, as eight of nine schedcasts by Philco Dealers Inc. are (I to r) : Jack
Rensell,football
accountgameexecutive,
uled games are out-of-town.
Weightman Adv.; William Horn, advertising and promotion director, Vic
Hendler, Mr. Hawkins, general manager, Ed Berg, treasurer, all Philco
Dealers; Rev. Edward B. McKee, O. S. A., moderator of athletics, VilORSON WELLES
lanova College; James Shallow, sales manager, Philco Dealers; Clyde
Spitzner,
WIP Philadelphia local sales manager; Benedict Gimbel Jr.,
Interested in TV Production
president and sales manager WIP and Mr. Learning.
ORSON WELLES, star of the
transcribed series The Lives of
COVIDEO, JEWEL CITED
Harry Lime, was interviewed Sept. 'SHOW TRAIN'
In Actions by FTC
28 by United States press in a
Gets
on
the
Track
special
two-way
trans-Atlantic
DISTRIBUTOR
of coin-operated
closed circuited to London.
SOUTHERN affiliates of NBC TV sets and a supplier of push
Mr. Welles, whose radio series have
cards
allegedly
used
in the lottery
arranged send-off programs sales of radios and other
is being offered to U. S. stations for sections
merchanof the
'
Show
Train,"
by Lang-Worth feature programs, which will carry
dise
figured
in
actions
announced
guestsforfromTheDixieNew York, said that The Lives of
by
the
Federal
Trade
Commission
land
to
New
York
Big
last week.
Harry Lime which will soon be Show broadcast of Oct. 14.
heard on radio stations throughout
Covideo Inc., New York, was
WDSU New Orleans, which
the country is "the first leg of my joins the network Oct. 4, will pro- charged by FTC with false adverjourney home. I plan to come home
tising of coin-manipulated sets
duce a half-hour network show —
it sells to hotels, motor
soon after
Christmas.
home-to to celebrate its affiliation as well which
courts
and
other establishments.
sick and want
to getI'mback
the Show Train — from 10:30American radio, TV, films and as
Contrary to claims, FTC said,
11
p.m.
EST,
Oct.
11.
Also
teleCovideo
neither
owns nor operates
most of all to just America. Just
cast locally, over WDSU-TV, the
as soon as I finish the film program
manufacturing plant and does not
will
feature
two
Dixieland bands, a concert orchestra, a maintain a staff of competent engi"Othello" and complete an engageneers and technicians. Hearing is
choir, and commentary by
ment at the St. James theatre, I'll 93-voice
Ben
Grauer.
set for Nov. 5 in New York.
be Mr.
homeward
bound."
In
an
initial decision, lottery
WSB
Atlanta
is
holding
a
beauty
Welles also indicated that contest on three of its programs to schemes would
be prohibited in a
although
he
had
not
seen
AmeriWSB, who will rep- nroceeding filed against Jewel
can television he was interested in select asresentMiss
Radio
and
Television
Corp. of
the
station
on
the
northbeing a producer in the medium.
bound train. Since Atlanta is the America, New York; its subrallying point for all sections of s'diary, Crosby-Paige Industries,
the Show Train, the station will Chicago and Don J. Ferraro, presisend a brass band to meet each
dent of Jewel. Firm is charged
L. M. SMITH NAMED
section as it arrives.
with supplying dealers with push
Other
stations
participating
in
the
By Blackburn-Hamilton send-off are KTBS Shreveport, La.; cards used in reselling radios and
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON Co., WMIS Natchez, Miss.; WFSA Mont- other items by lot or chance.
WBRC Birmingham,
radio and televi- Ala.; WSMgomery, Ala.;
Nashville, WMC Mem- CFEG Gravelbourg, Sask., new
sion station brophis, WAPO Chattanooga, and WROL French-language 250 w station is to
ker,
last
week
Tenn.; and WDAK Colum- go on thecording toair
named Lester M. Knoxville,
late plans.
in November, acpresent
bus, Ga.
Smith to manage
the
firm's office.
San
Francisco
Jfa/ Mr. Smithsigned as operathas remanagerBldg.,of
ing Russ
■[ ^Rkbp
the
San Francisco,
\ Smith
and previously
was active in radio and newspaper work there and
in New York.
Ray V, Hamilton, co-owner of
the firm and former resident manager of the San Francisco office,
has transferred to the Chicago of- Mississippi assured a bumper
fice because of "a step-up in radio cotton crop this Fall. This
and newspaper
the means more money in the
Midwest.
He isactivity"
workingin with
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
Harold R. Murphy, resident part- hands of more people. WJDX
ner of the company there. James . . . the Voice of Mississippi . . .
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
W. Blackburn continues to super- can help you get your share of
vise activities in Washington.
casting
these "cotton" dollars.
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Moppet Talent
(Continued from page 88)
casts is Sylvia Devey, who audiitions, rehearses and becalms the
young hopefuls competing for
weekly prizes plus quarterly grand
prizes. Mary Griffin Jr., Enders
radio-TV director, is producer.
Commercials are handled in
an easy and relaxed style by
Stuart Finley, who has been with
the show since its early weeks. He
carries on the calm, friendly atof the store's
promotion.
Actually hemospherecarries
the Home
story
into Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and Delaware, as customer
studies and program ballots reveal
dramatically every week. The
Enders agency adds that the program has a rating in Baltimore, WEARING tarn hat to prove it,
40 miles away.
Frcnk P. Fognrty, general manager of
WOW- AM -TV Omaha, was judged
- winning member of a panel of "city
an interna
has able
am obtain
THE progr
only in slicker"
tional flavor
a district
dairy
show at judges
Seward, inNeb.
Mr. Fogarty
Washington. Each week a child was
to be well briefed on finer
from a foreign embassy is inter- pointssaidof judging
dairy cattle by Mai
ies
50 countr
viewed,thuswithfar.
brief Hansen, WOW's farm service director.
After a represented
illustrated interview about the customs and history of the country, BASEBALL AWARDS
the young guest performs a folk
Sportcasters Picked
dance, sings a native song or tells a FIRST Top
videobaseballawards
to honor were
telefolk story.
vision
Weekly adult guests take part, announced last commentators
week
by
a
baseball
including leading entertainment weekly newspaper, The Sporting
and political figures. During the News.
school season Washington choral
The publication has for years
groups are heard.
outstanding play-by-play
Winners are selected by weekly selected
sportscasters
each major
league.
post-card balloting. Some of the
Chosen to inreceive
the first
TV
winners have gone on to profes- awards were Jack Brickhouse,
sional careers. A teen-age ac- WGN-TV Chicago, telecaster of the
cordionist gave a concert in New
games of the Chicago White
York's Town Hall. A recent win- home
Sox, and Russ Hodges, WPIX
ner,came a10-year-old
Benny
Brown,
be(TV)
New York, who airs New
three-time winner of Ted York Giant
home games.
Mack's Amateur Hour.
Radio honors for 1951 went to
The program has received many Mel Allen, who handles New York
scrolls and awards from civic Yankee games, and Harry Caray,
organizations for its role in build- who describes St. Louis Cardinal
ing community spirit and tolerance contests.
as well as combating juvenile
This was the sixth consecutive
delinquency.
win for Mr. Allen, whose reports
The weekly mail count runs into are aired by WINS New York and
the thousands as listeners vote for a chain of stations. Mr. Caray
their favorites. A special promo- previously won similar recognition
tion completed yesterday was built
and 1949. His acaround selection of a name for the in 1946,counts ar1948
aired over theat Cardinals'
dancing line, with a TV set as network, eoriginating
WIL St.
Louis.
prize.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
City dress designer. They have
three children, Alan R., 9, Gary E.,
7, and Gloria Jean, 4.
This happy fivesome makes its
home in Deerfield, a Chicago North
Shore suburb. Five acres around
their home give Mr. Mintz ample
opportunity to practice flower gardening,
finds also
relaxationthrough
. Mr. andwhich
Mrs. heMintz
enjoy horseback riding.
Contrary to persistent rumor, he
is not related to Herbie Mintz, Chiand ra-he
diocago
veteranNBC-AM-TV
of 25 pianist
years. But,
added, they both have the same
doctor.

SELLS,
WMRY

NEW ORLEANS

WMRY Colored
programspeople
to morethroughout
than %
'AM R.RADIO
Atlass SetsSALES'
Up Firm million
Southern Louisiana, Mississippi,
NEW REPRESENTATIVE or- Alabama and Northwest Florida.
ganization has been set up by
Ralph Atlass, general
WINDmanager
Chicago,of 600 KC- "THE SEPIA STATION '
to sell time on
four stations in
WMRY
which heterest —has
NEW ORLEANS, LA. :
WINDinChicago, WMCA
JOHN
E. PEARSON CO;
New York, WLOL
Nat'l. Representative
Minneapolis and
K I 0 A Des THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
Moines. The com- ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
known
as AMpany, to beRadio
Mr. Losee
Sales, will open
New York offices
Nov.
1 in the WMCA Bldg., 1657
Broadway.
Wilmot H. Losee has resigned
as general manager of WINS New
York to head the new company's
operations there. Additional perHere's
you can
more asradio
sonnel will be added and the comtime to how
your local
lumberselldealer
you
help ahim
promote
onewoodof hiswindow
most profitpany plans also to open a Chicago
b
l
e
l
i
n
e
s
—
modern
units.
office at 400 N. Michigan Ave.
Two
records radio
containannouncements
24 1 -minute
and 24new15 -second
Mr, Atlass and John Carey, comprepared
with appropriate
soundofeffects
mercial manager of WIND, will
and
professional
talent.
Plenty
time
supervise operations. Mr. Atlass
for fill-in.
has controlling interest in WLOL
and KIOA and is a consultant to
WMCA.
Present plans provide only for
representat:on of the four stations
and future plans have not been
determined, Mr. Carey said. He
Appealing
Films plug
also Available
explained the stations previously
13 new TVTV films
the same profit
line — modern wood windows. Profesworked with four station representative firms and that the new
sional quality. Generous time allotted
for dealer's signature.
arrangement will offer faster and
more complete service to all clients.
FREE
MANUAL
tells what
you
to know to offer expert
advertising advice to
N. Y. Theatre Leased
I your
dealer.localSendlumber
for
FIVE YEAR lease on Colonial
your copy today!
Theatre, Broadway at 62d St., New
Wood
Window
Program
38 South Dearborn Street
York, has been obtained by NBC
from RKO Theatres. The Colonial, Chicago
Please send3, Illinois
me the free manual that will
seating more than 1,000 persons,
help metisers. Iamadvise
my lumber dealer adverwill be used for television. NBC
ments □— interested
TV films inO radio announceName
previously sterdam
acquired
the New
Roof Theatre
for AmTV Address
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
City
State
Sept. 17].
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 20)
they did . . . and we showed one
around
them. locally ... it doesn't phase
A local readership study based
on
"225 interviews"
of a 30,000
circulation
paper showed
bo t h
these extremes.
(1) The
ment storeback
dailypage
for 20usedyearsby ata departa total
cost ofing" over
$iy2identification.
million got "top-billwith
97%
(2) Quarter-page
ads
national
products
got asyetlittlethese
as 2%for
identification;
samereadership
people
goand right
back
in
as
a
matter
of
habit
convenience.
In my 28 years in the advertising and radio business I have come
to the conclusion that a local newspaper advertiser who gets "specific
action
item"withcannot
unsold onon athespecific
medium
statis-be
tics. Only results will keep him
sold and results ought to be determined on equal expenditures
under equal conditions.
I think we in radio — on a local
level — try to get results for people
who cannotvertising
be medium.
helped
by any adA concentrated
effort to land the fish that have
meat on their bones will result in
acceptance, eventually . . . there
has
not tonow?be a starting point . . . why
Let every radio station concenon getting
the more successfultratebusiness
establishments
in its
community on the air on an equal
footing and equal conditions with
other media and the national ac-

Wf£K

mese peace treaty conference — the one in wl
teds made their last-ditch effort to stall the meeting.
It began at 9 p. m., Iowa time, and lasted until about 11:30
'p. m. WOI-TV, Ames, the only station in the nation operated by an
edj^cational institution, didn't; carry any of it although it was availWOW-TV, Omaha, carried all of
it except for
20 minutes at
able. about
- " it interrupted
10 p. m. when
for
its own new>«yeather and sports,
and operated station do not want
Page Senator Benton
to see the FCC allocate too many
EDITOR:
channels for educational use.
Enclosed [above] clipping from
Judson D. Edwards
the Des Moines Register makes it
6568 Colby Ave.
rather clear why those of us who
Des Moines
live near an educationally owned
counts
surveys.will take cognisance despite
Lou Poller
WPWA Chester, Pa.
Voice for Radio
EDITOR:
It's always nice to know that
we laymen in radio have Broadcasting .to serve aswhen
a "loudspeaker"
to the Industry
we want to
shout about something. . . .
Dave Rodman
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.
Sight-Seers Invited
EDITOR:
Was most interested to read in
Open Mike of Sept 17 that ZNH,
in the Bahamas Islands, is now a
commercial radio station. . . .
It might also be of interest that
ZBM Hamilton, Bermuda, has always been commercial, from its inception in May of 1946. ZBM is
a hard-hitting 250 w independent,
whose operation could be well
copiedcan bycounterparts.
quite a few of its Ameri. . . anyone in the industry with a
Bermuda vacation would find it
worthwhile
in at enough
ZBM's
studios .... Itowasstop
fortunate
to be with Radio Bermuda for two
years,
mending.so I know what I'm recomEddie Phelan
WNAT Natchez, Miss.
Dream Materializes
HOW Mrs. Mary Lou Pfeiffer, director
of women's
activities for WRFD
Worthington, Ohio, saw her dream of
a memorial hospital at Kenton, Ohio come true, is told in
the October issue of Good
Housekeeping magazine. The
WRFD personality initiated
the drive for the hospital
several years ago, helped its
growth through auctions and
other promotion.
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NEWSPAPERS
Video Aids Circulation
TELEVISION was described as an
aid to daily newspaper circulation
in a report presented before the
Associated Press Managing Editors
Assn. in San Francisco.
Thesive report,
surveys by anchored
editors into10 extencities
where the Senate Crime Investigatingcast,
Committee
hearings
were
telewas presented by Frank
Eyerly,
Des
Moines
Register
&
Tribune.
While there was some dissension,
six editors reported telecasts not
only failed to reduce circulation
but "whetted the appetites" of
newspaper readers.
It was noted, however, that video
will require newspapers to be more
exact in descriptive details when
reporting major news events.
Dissenting was Dick Clark, New
York Daily News, who warned
that as the quality of television improved, itwill become increasingly
difficult to sell newspapers.
Dale Stafford, Detroit Free,
Press, said the telecast Kefauver
hearings
definitely
his paper's
circulation.
Carl hurt
White,
Santa
Monica Outlook, whose regional
survey was described as "the most
intensive,"
said that
video in effect
California ishaving
a negligible
on circulation. "Television will be
absorbed just as radio was absorbed," he predicted.
Turner Catledge, New York
Times, commented
that and
only not
in en-in
tertainment features
serious news reporting is television
a competitive factor.
Herbert F. Corn, Washington
Star, said TV did hurt circulation
until the novelty wore off, then the
loss in circulation was regained.

book reviews
ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGNS. By49Irv-E.
in33rdGraham.
St., New Harper
York 16, &N. Bros.,
Y. 324 pp. $5.
This book is primarily a text
but it is valuable for the advertising man who wants greater insight
into the methods of coordinating
various phases of advertising and
selling into the integrated program
called a "campaign."
Its thesis is that the residual effect left by a single commercial,:
announcement on the mind of aj
listener, for example, is generally
diminutive :
"In most cases the prospect is
not vitally interested in what the
advertiser has to say . . . also he
is apt to forget what the advertiser claimed the day before. Consequently a concerted series of
advertisements — a campaign — is
usually necessary to drive home the
trade names, brand names, product
features, and many other points
considered important by the adverAfter the usual definitions of
terms, the book discusses problems
of launching a campaign. These
include charting policies, agency
selection
and the advertising
tiser."
budget.
The selection and use of media is
considered and not only are the
well-known
such as
and televisionmedia
analysed,
but radio*
also
techniques such as transit radio
and storecasting. Case histories are
cited.
Coordination of the sales and
advertising programs is described
and the final section of the book
tells how campaign success may be
evaluated.
The author is now an account
executive with Roberts & Reimers,
New York. He formerly was promotion manager for CBS Radio
Sales Division.
COLOR TELEVISION
NOTEBOOK,
Volume
Paul H. Wendel
Box 1321,II,Indianapolis
6, Ind.Pub.$1. Co.,
THIS tains
paper-covered
notebookfor contechnical information
circuit engineers, servicemen, and
TV experimenters. It describes
fundamentals of color television
systems, receiver circuitry for the
CBS color system and details of*
the CBS-Columbia companion receiver and the Tele-Tone color
companion receiver.

WKY-TV Schedule
REGULAR daytime telecasting has
boosted schedule
WKY-TV toOklahoma
weekly
more thanCity's90
WCBS-TV Antenna
hours per week. Effective Oct. 1,
station signs on at 9:30 a.m.
CONSTRUCTION of new WCBS- the
morning, Monday through
TV New York transmitting anten- every
na started Sept. 27 when the Friday. It had been signing on at
1 p.m. on those days. Station day
first of 20 radiating elements were never
ends before 11 p.m., and on
hoisted atop the Empire State
Bldg. New antenna should be Saturday, WKY-TV "has been
operating from 8:45 a.m. to past
ready for use about the end of this midnight
for some time.
month.
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RADIO:
By THE
TOM VIKING
HOTCHKISS,
NETWORKMgr.
PORTLAND, ORE.
like to get
BROADC
ther ERS
these days and
togeAST
diagnose the illsilsof the industry. Coffee or cockta will get
you some of the analytical answers
to "What's wrong with broadcasting today?"
It's swer
surprising
seems to be:how often the an"We've got to SELL radio!"
to the problem
than
theThere's
need formoreselling.
Selling alone
won't save radio.
What is more pathetic than the
figure of the tired radio salesman,
inluster
the illumines
market where
TV'splodding
bright
the scene,
his route from door-to-door, peddling the same dingy wares?
Yes, I said dingy. For, generally, that is what radio has become. It seems about the same, in
many cases, as the gramaphone did
,in its last days: ornate, tinny, outof-place — almost vulgarly passe.
E station today to see just what
comes out of its heart and head —
the program office. You will be
somewhat shocked to discover a
frayed and tarnished parade of
wheezing and rheumatic "ideas."
You will find, in almost any given
large city, two or more stations
dishing out practically the same
fare — programming based lazily
and almost completely upon phonograph records, and news pulled
directly off the wire.
You could take literally hundreds
Df stations and transplant them,
jumble them up — from state to
state — and no one would know the
difference, so little are they iden:ified or concerned with their community lives.
Cut out of a standard pattern,
slapped together like a cheap suit,
nass produced, they are a far cry
from their progeny which faith-
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TOM HOTCHKISS, the author, is manager of The Viking Network with
offices in Oregon. He began his radio career in 1935 at the age of 16
as an announcer for WKBZ Muskegon, Mich. At 18, he became continuity
chief at WIBC Indianapolis. Gained valuable experience in writing, production and programming at KTAR Phoenix, KTUC Tucson and KROD El Paso.
Then came 32 months in the Navy during World War II. He was program
director for KGER Long Beach, Calif., 1946-1948, and held the same position
at KFSD San Diego 1948-1950. Late in 1950, with a group of other young
radio people, he helped form The Viking Network, which extends throughout
the Pacific Northwest region. The network grew from four to 14 affiliates in
less than a year.
fully reflected community life and
which intrigued with refreshingly
new ideas.
sell, —sell,"
and"Sell,
exciting
but sounds
when vigorous
we ask,
"Sell what?" it is inclined to have
aecho.hollow ring — a long and lonely
True, radio salesmanship is in
an ailing state. Gone is the old
luster and verve. Half-hearted,
weak, time
andlustyfailing
fast, radio's
oneconfidence
has been
severely shaken.
Radio's
inferiority
being reflected
more andcomplex
more inis the
fluid ranks of its salesmen — men
without conviction, resigned to
picking up the crumbs. Sales
clinics — some of them inspired,
others farcical — have all failed to
rally the faltering forces.
For there is no quick and easy
cure for radio. Its ills are basic
and deep-rooted, and salesmanship
alone can never do the job.
_TTL bling foundation can be fixed
squarely upon its programming.
Practically every station facing
death can logically, step by step,
narrow its degeneration down to
its diseased programming.
Have enterprise, imagination,
and creative writing skill been the
requisite of program directors?
In successful
stations,
and
some
of them can
afford yesto— face
television with cocky assurance.

IT'S A HABIT!
For 24 years, farmers in Kansas and
nearby states have turned to WIBW
for dependable service and preferred
entertainment.

WIBW

PRODIGAL

TheVoice^/Kansas
in TOPE K A
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But in a large majority of stations
— and this is a scandalous fact —
program
is ill-qualified
tothe hold
what director
is certainly
the most
responsible post in broadcasting.
Program directors have been
chosen because they were "the best
announcer," a "good sportscaster,"
a "fine disc jockey," a "capable
traffic
manager,"
and reasons.
for lots of
other equally
illogical
Often prima donnas, self-styled
executives, mike-happy over-age
announcers — all too rarely men of
true creative skill — this motley
crew of gilt-edged phonies, utterly
lacking in vision and with small
concern (even in this hour of
crisis)
for broken-down
radio's destiny,
is now
riding the
bandwagon
on what may be its last mile.
Jealously within
containing
station'sof
programs
the theconfines
their own personal tastes, slamming the door on dozens of fresh
outside ideas, doing everything the
easy way — this reckless fraternity
has gained a stranglehold on a vast
dustry.
segment of the broadcasting inIt all happened, of course, because management or ownership
was lax or short-sighted or misguided— and it will fall to the men
at the top to institute the shake-up
and begin the purge that will rid
radio ofthe the
without
faithgood-for-nothings
or fortitude to
rise to the occasion.
Open the back door for all the
weaklings who quake at the challenge of today — turn them out!
There'sdoor!
new blood banging at the
front
It's time for radio to dare! The
tape recorder has fired the imagination— given radio a new scope in
news, in special events, in all kinds
of programming.
— talent that
have town
been
THERE'S
talentwould
in your
on the air before World War II,
when radio quit working very hard
at its trade. Build it into programs! Surprise your listeners
out of the deadly apathy into which
radio has lulled them.
Call on industry — radio seldom
has. Inritoryalmost
there is every
heavy station's
industry ter-of

Mr. HOTCHKISS
some kind with public relations
dollars to spend on programs of
local significance.
out and
of your
studios —Shove
out into
theGettown
country.
the
staff out the door, thrust them out
into the world. There's more to
radio(Continued
than spinning
or ridfrom records
page 10U)

WWDC
NOW

|st

in out-of-the-home
Washington audience

Ask your Blair man for the
whole WWDC story
fcPulse; July, 1951: 6 A.M. to Midnight
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CAPT. CLARK NAMED
Succeeds Maj. Meranda
APPOINTMENT of Capt. Chester
H. Clark (USAF) to succeed Maj.
Mark D. Meranda (USAF) as assistant chief of production for the
Defense
Dept.'s last
Radio-TV
Branchby
was anounced
Tuesday
Charles Dillon, branch chief. Major Meranda has been transferred
to the Air University, Maxwell
Field, Ala.
Captain Clark was staff announcer at WCAE Pittsburgh from
1938 to 1947 when he resigned to
manage WLOG Logan, W. Va. In
1948 he helped put WRYO Rochester, Pa., on the air. Subsequently
he served as account executive at
WWSW Pittsburgh.
Majorduced theMeranda
proAir Force wrote
Hour and
on MBS
for five years and the Armed
Forces Review on MBS since last
July.

fCCSEPTEMBER
actions
28 THROUGH£'J>
OCTOBER 4
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA -special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.

September 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOB FILING
Modification of CP
WOOF Dothan,
Mod. etc.,
CP auchanges Ala.—
in power,
for
extension thorizing
of completion
date.
WDMJ
Marquette,
Mich.—
Mod.
CP
authorizing
change
frequency,of powForeign Shows
er, location,
etc., forinextension
comp
l
e
t
i
o
n
d
a
t
e
.
TWICE daily Polish language
news broadcasts, first of a series to WALK Patchogue, N. Y. — Mod. CP
originate in European studios, was
launched in Munich last Monday by FISH SAGA
the State Dept.
KECC Sells Spots at Sea
New policy is designed to reduce
the time lag in programs emanat- SELLING a client on radio is a
ing from New York and to make
achievement in itself, but
available interview-type segments. worthy
you convince the sponsor to
Broadcasts supplement standard when
move
into
your station area and
Voice of America language shows
from New York and also feature then sell out his entire stock in a
week — perhaps that is the ultimate
eastern European news.
in salesmanship, and no fish story
either.
In any event, that claim is made
by KECCcording toPittsburg,
Calif. Mel
AcGeneral Manager
Marshall, Capt. Charles Armstrong
was cruising his fishing boat and
filling
with freshly-caught
when heit tuned
in KECC while tuna
150
miles off the Golden Gate. Apparently he liked what he heard.
Later the captain anchored at
McAvoy, near Pittsburg, and
visited the station where he bought
a series of spot announcements
plugging sale of tuna at McAvoy.
The first spot was aired at 6 p.m.,
bringing in a customer 10 minutes
later. Similar announcements the
next five days took care of slightly
over four tons of fish. Capt. ArmFIRST CHOICE
sea and promOF ENGINEERS!
ised tostrong
buy returned
more tospots.
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
WGBH (FM) On Air
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE! A NEW educational station,
WGBHuled to go(FM)
was schedLIGHTWEIGHT
on theBoston,
air Saturday,
Oct.
6 at 8:30 p.m. with what is described afsorthe
full-length
permance of thefirstBoston
Symphony
Orchestra to be broadcast in that
city in 25 years. An open house was
held Oct. 3 in the Symphony Hall
studios, now nearing completion.
WGBH (FM) is licensed to the
Lowell Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council, a project jointly
sponsored by Boston College, Boston U., Harvard U., Lowell Institute, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Northeastern U. and
Tufts College.
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authorizing
new AMdate.station for extension of completion
AM— 1320 kc
Circle CPBcstg.
Co., Hollywood,
Amend
to change
from 1260 Fla.—
kc to
1320 kc, holders,
and officers
makeand changes
directors.in stockLicense Renewal
for license
FMRequest
Lynchburg,
Va. renewal: WWODOctober 1 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
KRNT-FM
Granted mod. CP Des
for Moines,
extensionIowa—
of completion
date
to
3-20-52.
WFBC-FM
Granted
mod.
CP for Greenville,
extension S.of C—completion
dateWFMT
to 4-1-52.
Chicago,of 111.—
Granteddatemod.to
CP12-21-51.
for extension
completion
WARD-FM
Johnstown,
Pa.— Granted
license285 forw; FM
mc)
ant. station;
minus 87Ch.feet.221 (92.1
KFAC-FM
Calif.—
Granted
licenseLosfor Angeles,
FM station:
Ch.
282 (104.3 mc), 8.8 kw, ant. 190 ft.
WLOK-FM
Lima,
Ohio
—
Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 1-18-52.
WLAN-FM
Granted
mod.
CP for Lancaster,
extension ofPa.—completion
dateWGAFto 4-13-52.
Valdosta,
Ga.—
Granted
CP12-1-51;
for extension
cond. of completion datemod.to

WLBJ-FM The Bowling Green Bcstg.
Co., CP
Bowling
Green, ofKy.completion
— Granted
mod.
for extension
date to 12-18-51.
October 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WIBL Medford, Mass.— Mod. CP, as
mod.,
authorizing
new AMdate.station, for
extension of completion
La.— ERP,
Mod.
CPant.WLCS-FM
forheight,
new FMetc.Baton
stationRouge,
to change
Greenville,
S.station,
C— Mod.for
CP,WFBC-FM
as mod.,
for new FMdate.
extension
of completion
KSDS
(FM)
San
Diego,
Calif.—
Mod.
CP,
as mod.,forforextension
new non-commercial
FM station,
of completion
date.
of License
WDXE Modification
Lawrenceburg,
Tenn.— Mod. '
wof tolicense
1 kw. to increase power from 500
October 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KUGN-FM Eugene, Ore.— Mod. CP
authorizing
new FM station for extension of completion
License date.
for CP
KD
AS
Malvern,
Ark.—station.
License for
CP,KDLM
as mod.,
new
AM
Detroit
Lakes,
Minn.
for CP, as mod., for new AM — License
station.
Ohio — License for CP,
as WIRO
mod., Ironton,
for new
FM— AM97.5 station.
mc
WLVA-FM Lynchburg,
make
heightVa.—
fromCP 2040to
to 2063changes
ft. License
abovein ant.
average
Renewal terrain, etc.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WPAZ Pottstown,
RETURNED
application
license Pa.—
for CP,
as mod.,
for new AMfor station.
October 3 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Wayne Coy, Chairman
Sky
Way Bcstg.
Corp.,
— Granted
for ofColumbus,
correction
ofOhio
argumentmotion
transcript
July 16,
reH. oral
itsKovalan,
application
and
that
Wellston, Ohio. of Stephen
By Comr.
Jones
Johnston
Bcstg.Robert
Co.,F. Birmingham,

AN
INVITATION TO
SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING
See Centerspread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
5©,® 00 WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER

SERVICE
Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for over phene
It year*"
For immediate
JACKSON service
5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Me.
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Office*
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A—Established
US-year background
1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas,
Seattle,
Wash.
4212 S. Texas
Buckner Blvd. 4742
W. Ruffner

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG. REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
One LeFevre
Lane, New Systems
Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1*20

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 31
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineer:
y Professional
Jio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M St., 1B30—
N. W.,Executive
Wash. 6, 6861
D. C.
Executive
(Nights- holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*
of fact reandapplication.
conclusions of law
infindings
proceeding
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Chief, forBroadcast
Bureauof —timeGranted
petition
an extension
from
Oct. i1ngs otof factOct.and15 conclusions
to file proposed
of WKEY
lawfind-in
proceeding
re
application
of
Covington, Va.
Member AFCCE*
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Azalea Bcstg. Co., La.Mobile,
Ala. joint
and
Ala.
— Granted petition for dismissal of WSMB
application.
Granted
petitionNewfor Orleans,
indefinite —continuance
of
KTRBtion for Modesto,
Calif.—
Granted
petinow inscheduled
for Oct.hearing
2 in
continuance
ofWashington,
hearing fromin hearing,
Oct.
18
to
Nov.
19
in
Washington,
proceeding;
proceeding re application.
continued
until 30action
days upon
after joint
commission has taken
peCBS tionNew
York,toN. amend
Y.— Granted
petifor leave
application
t
i
t
i
o
n
f
i
l
e
d
by
parties
Sept.
5
(for re(re assignment
license &of Katz
WBKB-TV
consideration and grant
without hearing of respective
applications).
Chicago,
from ofBalaban
Corp.
to CBS) so as to bring application upWOL titiWashington,
Granted from
peon for continuanceD. ofC—hearing
to-date
withdirectors
respect andto tostockholders,
officers, and.
make
cor- Oct. 10 to Dec. 10 in Washington, in
rections
relating
to
number
of
shares
proceeding
upon ofapplication
for reof applicant corporation.
newal of license
synchronous
plifier
located in Silver
Spring, Md.amBy Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith
City Bcstg.
Nashua, N.of time
H.— ByAllentown
Bcstg. Corp., Allentown,
Granted
petitionCorp.,
for extension
from Oct. 1 to Oct. 31, to file proposed Pa. — Granted motion for extension of
BROADCASTING
• Tel e c a s 1 1 n !
LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE"

Member AFCCE*

time from October 1 to October 22 to October 3 Applications . . .
file proposed
findings of refactits andapplicaconclusions in proceeding
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Easton,tion andPa.that of Easton Publishing Co.,
Grand Island Bcstg. Co., Grand
KAKC-FM Tulsa, Okla. — Mod. CP
Island, Neb.tinuance of—hearing
Grantedfrompetition
for
conauthorizing
new FM date.
station for extenOct. 1 to Oct.
sion of completion
31 in Washington, in proceeding upon
License
for
CP
its application
that ofBow,CusterNeb.County Bcstg. Co., and
Broken
KFQD
Anchorage,
Alaska
— inLicense
WVOP
Vidalia,
Ga.—
Deferred
action
for
CP
authorizing
changes
freon petition to change place of hearing.
quenWilmington,
cy, etc.
WAMS
Del.—
License
for
CP
authorizing
changes
in
operating
hours, etc.
Green,authorizing
Ky.— LiTampa, ofFla.hearing
— Granted
cense for CP,Bowling
as mod.,
forWEEK
continuance
from motion
Oct. 3 WLBJ-FM
to Dec. 4 in Washington, in proceed- changes inCPstation,
to Replace CP
ing uponH.application.
Wetherington,
KNCM
Moberly,changes
Mo.— CPin frequency,
to replace
N.Luke
C. — Granted
motion forNewleaveBern,to etc.
CP
authorizing
amend cantsapplication
(a) applito be Luke toH,showWetherington,
WEWO-FM Laurinburg, N. C— CP to
L. T. Grantham and David E. Hardi- tion.
son,
co-partnership,
d/b(b)as required
Craven replace CP authorizing new FM staBroadcasting
Co.,
and
APPLICATION RETURNED
data with respect to partnership.
Network application
Inc., Delray forBeach,CP
WARM
Scranton,
Pa. — Granted
peti- Fla.Sunshine
— RETURNED
t
i
o
n
i
n
so
far
as
it
requests
continuance
of hearing on applications for mod. CP new AM station.
and in other respects denied.
(Continued on page 103)
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10# per word— JI.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 204 per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 2S< per word— 44.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted: Commercial
for
Louisiana
station. Hardmanager
and sincere
worker
can gethaspartalways
of station
profits.in
This
station
operated
black. Box 154L, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Going increased power, need another
salesman, mission.
drawing
comExcellent account
section and
of Idaho.
Write,
Idaho. references KIFI, Idaho Falls,
Salesman: and
If you
arelikea radio
salesman
wouldunlimited
to earnings,
livetimein
vacation
land,or with
call,
wire
write
Buddy
Starcher,
WMBM, Miami Beach, Florida.
Salesman — male
or female,
Berkshire
station.
15% independent
commission,
$75.00
a week
guarantee.
Contact
Nicoll, WNAW,
North
Adams, Mass.
Announcers
Morning man. 5000 watt net affiliate.
Aplatter
super-Hooper,
personalityunlimited
breakfast,if
man. Opportunity
you'vetion,gotHooper-ratings,
what we business
want. Sendand audisonal references in first letter. perBox
47L, BROADCASTING.
Top independent southeastern market
has eral
opening
for
announcer
with avergenall-round
ability.
Well
salary schedule
for above
responsible
man. ageThree
or more years
experience
requiredsonalwith
goodSend
business
and with
perreferences.
audition
commercial
spots,
fiveconfidential.
minute news Box
and
disc
jock.
Replies
91L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Combination
and sports
primarily,
prefernews
interest
also.
Midwestwould
station,
only
outlet sales
good
community.
Give
full
particulars
letter. Box 120L, BROADCASTING.first
Announcer-engineer,
station
making
good profits, network
congenial
small
staff,
owner-manager,
excellent
living
conditions.
$65
to
start.
Selling
not
required,
but
will
pay
20%
commissions
on135L,all BROADCASTING.
sales. Located in southeast. Box
Wanted gramimmediately,
combination
promorning
manlocated
for
1000 watt director
daytimeand independent
in western
N.
C.
Excellent
opportunity, good working and living condireferences,tions.etc.,Statein allfirstqualifications,
letter. All replies
confidential.
Box 143L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
with
first
phone Excellent
licenses,
emphasis on for
sportsober,
and reliable
news.
proposition
man
not
afraid of Box
work,153L,located
in southwest
Virginia.
BROADCASTING.
Central satile,
Illinois
net affiliate
needs verexperienced
onBROADCASTING.
commercials
and announcer,
discs. Box strong
158L,
Wanted: Experienced
combo
man, Well
immediately. $watt
70.0 for progressive
48 hours.
establishedKBMY,
250
affiliate.
Billings, Montana.MBS
Announcer
Good
for
right
man.aswanted:
Must
tops salary
on
operation
wellwithasbe staff.
Sendboard
full
details
and
disc
first
letter.
Joe
Monroe, KENT, Shreveport, Louisiana.
Announcer-engineer.
Opportunity
for
advancement
in profitable
network
tionsmall
located near
Birmingham.
$55.00sta-tois
start,
congenial
staff,
owner
manager,
selling not onrequired
but Box
will
pay
commission
all sales.
136L,20%BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Immediate opening for anr-engine r atone of west
newest 250 watt nounceindies.
Forty Texas'
hour
week with salary and advancement accordingdonnas,
to ability.if you
Don'tcanhave
time
for
prima
talk
have a 1st class ticket, contact and
Pat
Jeter, Texas.
Chief Engineer, KFLD, Floydada,
Wanted,
twoOneengineer-announcer.
Must
be
good.
strong onandsports,
one
assist
in programming
morning
announcing.
Local
independent
station
with
ambitions
to
grow.
Interested
family
men
who $85wantor more
future perandweek
lotsin
of hard
work.
for
right
man.
Send
full
information,
audition,
photo
Only
experienced
men and
need references.
apply.
Tucker,
KGAK,
Gallup,
N. M. Merle H.
Wanted:
Announcer-engineer.
Emphaon announcing.
Old,November
established,
1000 siswatt
going
network
1st.
Permanent
position.
Send
disc
or tape,
qualifications,
KIUP,
Durango, salary
Colorado.requirements.
Announcer:
$65 per Rush
week.audition
Minimumdisc5
years experience.
and
complete
details.
KNEA,
Jonesboro, Arkansas.
Combination
announcer-engineer.
Emphasis onmeannouncing.
Salary
comnsurate with ability. Call
Manager,
atnettsville,
telephoneS. C.780 collect. WBSC, BenComboate opening.
man, with first ticket.
Immedioperation. AccentPermanent.
announcing. Daytime
$63.75 weekly
year
round.
Maximum
50-hour
week,
presentsary. schedule
40-hour.
Car
neceston, N. Y.Details, disc, photo. WDLA, WalWanted: nouncer,
Experienced,
versatile anon morning
and staff news.strong Good
starting records
salary,
graduated
payletter
scale,oftalent.
Send audition, photo,
qualifications
including salary
expected to Station
WFDF, Flint,
Michigan.
Aggressive
time
salesman.
Independent station.
Good
proposition
for who
experienced
salesman.
Also salesman
can sell hisgressive
ownsalesman
western
DJ
show,
ag-to
who
knows
how
sell.
commission
J. EricHigh
Williams,
WGAT, against
Utica, N.draw.Y.
Announcer-copywriter
wanted
growing independent. Good
workingfor
conditions.
Gateway
to Michigan's
fishing,
hunting,
resort
area.
Write
call WMDN, Midland, Michigan.. or
Announcer
with firstBrunswick,
phone license.
per week. WMOG,
Georgia.$60
Dual network station, TV application,
has teropening
for staff
announcer. Send
Betaverage
auditionthanMeridian,
and
resumeopportunities.
WMOX,
Miss.to J. W. Carson,
announcer
is wanted
onGood,5 kwsteady
NBC staffaffiliate
in large
North
Carolinaists. Justcity.
No sports
orman.
DJ specialtopflight
staff
PreferC.
man from southeast. Write Robert
Estes, N.Pgm.C.
Mgr., WSJS, WinstonSalem.
AnnouncerTifton,
- engineer,
WWGS,
Ga., Phonefirst
921. phone.
Technical
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia
network
station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING,
Engineer
for 250 watter
near N. Y.or combination
Box 585K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer needed at once.
AM-FM essary.
withExperience
TV prospects.
Car necnot necessary.
Box
48L, BROADCASTING.

Wanted,Help
chief Wanted
engineer (Cont'd)
and a first class
operator forpendent. 1000
southern indeBox 144L,wattBROADCASTING.
Modern
station
in
Phila.
area hasmanopen-for
ing for operation.
experienced Man
licensed
duplex
our
present staff is going on toleaving
bigger but
not
better things. Box 151L, BROADCASTING.
Want
combination engineer-announcer
for permanent
with
Missouri station $300position
Sendsolid
discKREI,
and
full information
inmonth.
first letter.
Farmington, Missouri.
Wanted: Transmitter
Must have engineer
car,
firstimmeclass
ticket
anddiately.experience,
minimum
of two
years
transmitter
preferably
with
station of 1 kw or more. In first letter,
please give
full photo
particulars
of background
including
and
references.
Reply
to General Manager, KRMG,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Transmitter
engineer. 1000outlet.
watt Good
fulltime,
progressive,
working
conditions,network
good wages. Write
Chief
Engineer,
KSUM,
Fairmont,
Minnesota.
Have immediate opening for engineer
with first
No experience
necesWritephone.
all details
first letter.
Stationsary.KVAL,
Brownsville,
Texas.Radio
Engineer,
$65.00 for
45 hours. some
KWAD,announcing,
Wadena, Minn.
Needed
immediately,
a
man
with
first
class phone earnings.
ticket to handle
combo posijob.
Excellent
Permanent
tion. Car needed.
Carbondale,
Penna.Write or wire WCDL,
Wanted: Engineer-announcer,
nouncer. Station WKEU, Griffin,alsoGa.anTransmitter
Permanent foreneineer.
right man.Car necessary.
1000 watt
newspaper
affiliated
ABC Network station.
Contact
Harold
LaCrosse, Wisconsin. White, WKTY,
Transmitter
engineer.
40 tohours
peron
week.
Neededtown.
immediately
air. College
Call orPhone
wirekeep
collect
WLBK,
DeKalb, Illinois.
2677.
Immediately,
first class starting
engineer,salary
experience not necessary,
40 hours
weekEngineer,
$55. ABCWNBZ,
affiliate.Saranac
Contact
Chief
Lake, New York.
Two
first classcaroperators,
not necessary,
essential. experience
$50.00 per
forty hour
Contact
neer, WOLS,week.
Florence,
S, C/Chief EngiImmediate
opening
in 5000 watt station
for first class
engineer.
Writeexperienced
to Chief transmitter
Engineer,
WTOC, Savannah,
Ga.
Wanted: First
operator,
preferably
noneclasscontact
or licensed
littleRadio
experience,
need automobile,
Station
WVMI,
Biloxi, Mississippi.
Production-Programming, Others
We want
aOnethoroughly
radio girl. work.
whoExcellent
knowsexperienced
traffic, copy
and
for
capableair worker.
1000 watt netsalary
affiliate
in attractive
midwest
city. Send
details,
picture,
when
available
to
Box
157L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:write.Experienced
news man,
Excellent opportunity
for manrewith writing
ability
news judgment. Air work
not and
essential.
Send
letter of perience,
qualifications,
including
exbackground
and
salary
expected to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
Capable of managing small operation.
Announcer -perienced.
engineer
- salesman.
ExFamily man,
automobile,
minimum
CASTING. $350.00. Box 63L, BROADManager: With a record of achievement
in highly competitive midwestern
metropolitan
Not operator
a "Fancy with
Dan,"a
but
a sound, field.
practical
backgroundperience ofand 1012 years
years innewspaper
exmanagement
ofExtremely
2 recognized
5
kw
network
outlets.
dollar
conscious
and
strictly
sales-minded. Now in newspaper field,
but seeklishedreturn
to AM radio
with estaba man-sized
toaccomplishment.
be done station
and having
willing
pay well job
forin jj
Not tointerested
station
skating
on
thin
ice
because
I'm'
not a miracle man or one-shot wonderworker.
Will invest.
Referencesindustry
from": !
prominent
leaders as past
well employer
as presentand employer,
j
Goand anywhere.
Available
30
days
notice
available for immediate interview
inING.vour office. Box 70L, BROADCASTStationthat
or commercial
manager,
ideas
have increased
sales with
and
built audiences. Thoroughly experienckets.
ed al phases,
large
and
small
marAvailable now. Box 113L,
BROADCASTING.
I can make you money! 4% return
last year under past manager. We have
paid 25%
this year.
Can domarket.
same for11
you.
Looking
larger
years
radio.forSober.
Family
29BROADCASTING,
years.in Available
30 days.
Box man.
119L,
Proven executive
years rated
sales
experience
with 50 ability.
kw top 14Hooper
station. Experience
independent. Prior agencywithandleading
newspaper
experience. Leaving
present station
for
understandable
reason.
consider
account
executiveVirginia.
at rightWillfigure.
Box
810, Richmond,
Salesmen
Employed
new
position in time
New salesman
York City.desires
Box 148L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer, 27. Radio school,
private.chant First
phone. 8Noyears
MerMarine, Airlines.
broadcast
experience. Disc. Box 955K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director desires
position ingroundnortheast.
Ten year back. Box 55L, BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate
Radio sports
Technique, desires School
generalof staff,
play-by-play.
married, veteran. Box 79L, College,
BROADCASTING.
Salesphases
mindedradio
young announcer
trainedDJ
all
TV. copywriting,
Radio:
work,
control board,andnews,
sales. tion,
TV: production.
Camera, Available
film editing,immedidirecately. Draft exempt. Box 84L, BROADCASTING.
Non-flubproof?
No! Several
months
experience
on board,
newscasts,
DJ,In
daytime now,
station.
Veteran,
wife, car.Box
Penna.
travel
immediately.
112L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
phases!
Strong announcer
commercials,AM-TV,
MC, news.all
employed
50Excellent
kw NBC referAM, Presently
TV. Desire
change.
ences.Thank
Disc, photo,
particulars
on request.
you!
Box
114L,
BROADCASTING.
Attention station managers. Program
directors! Do you need a good man to
help
your station
grow? news,
Can selling,
handle
announcing,
DJ,
sports,
continuity.
WishHave
to become
partoverof
your
community.
done
work
New
Yorkphoto,
stations.
veteran,
resume,
disc Single,
available.
Box
115L, BROADCASTING.
College graduate first phone, first teleseeks with
combination
announcer-or
engineergraph,jobstation.
small
California
southwest
Four-F
draft.
experience,
no contact
with Soon
any toformNobe
ofdischarged
radio in past
four
years.
from
Navy.
Will
work
shift. Box 117L, BROADCASTING. any

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer,
had
westerndependable,
band on
radio,
clearprefer
voice,own
sober,
married,
western
show.
Box
121L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newsman,
3
years
all
phases
college
radio. Single,
26. Car.
Desire anything
in fieldveteran,
with program
development
Midwest prefer ed. Box in124L,view.
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster,SRTannouncer.
Married,
draft
exempt.
graduate,
three
years
college.
Can
write
copy.
Strong
commercials,
jockey,on request.
all phasesBoxonof
sports.
Disc anddiscphoto
129L, BROADCASTING.
Lots of melody plus quiet, convincing
way
to 'em"dollars
has housewives
ears ofand"talkin'
market.
Willsponsor's
doBoxsame132L,
for BROADCASTyouinat present
$125.00
week,
talent.
ING.
Combo or engineer, prefer
first phone, 14
months
Box 133L.experience,
BROADCASTING. midwest.
Hillbillyyears
DJ. with
Know,own like
hillbillies.
Seven
western
;Want
right permanent
spot.
Pleaseunit.no
"stuffedcommercials,
shirt" station
replies.
Also
news,
details,
transcriprequest. Available one week. Box
134L, tionBROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer-salesman.
Atten-all
tion Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas and
points in southwest ! If looking for permanent
help
I'm
your
man.
Experienced al phases. Employed metroCASTING.politan directional. Box 141L, BROADAnnouncer,
SRT graduate,
single, draft
exempt. commercials.
Strong
on newscasts,
disc
:jockey,
Operate disc
board.
Speak,
read
Polish.
Photo,
request. Box 145L, BROADCASTING.on
Morning man
with
Exannouncer.firstCaninticket.
sell time.
Looking
forperienced
opportunity
Florida
or
southeast.
Box
146L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
- announcer,
salesman - writer.
Eight
years chief
copywriter for CBS
affiliate.salesman,
Vet, married,
no drifter,sonality.
excellent
appearance,
Experience movies. TV. perBox
147L, BROADCASTING.
Particular
announcer
for
particular
station. 8 years
DJ
.and PD.
If shift.
youexperience.
wantDependable,
tape; Staff,
state comsalary, hours,
petent,
draft
exempt.
Box
149L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
draft exempt.
Married,
college onbackground.
SRT
graduate.
I ing.
Strong
DJ, copywritPhoto newscasting,
and disc available.
Box
I 155L, BROADCASTING.
}j.and
Announcer
—
Five
years
sports,
news
disc show. West preferred. Best
l references.
a must. "Gabby"
Barrus, Cody,Sports
Wyoming.
Recent
graduate from
! dio Technique.
Strongthe onschoolnews,of Ra-DJ
| and consoleWilloperating.
Single, draft
I exempt.
Write: Bob Baxter,travel708 immediately.
S. Western
I Avenue, Chicago. Illinois.
|Announcer:
4
years
experience,
23,
married,
draft exempt, midwest828—ageonly.
Call Donald
15th
I Street,
Oshkosh, Christensen,
Wisconsin, or telei phone Blackhawk 7119.
phone,
two
II Announcer-engineer,
years experience, no first
accent,
married
',.veteran,
college,
interested
inHall,sports,
tapes,
discs,
will
travel.
Don
4122
Buell
H-1463. Drive, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Announcer, perience.
thoroughly
No exthroughtrained.
Lotesto,
1649 N. Sawyer, ContactChicago
47,DanIllinois.
Experienced
Specialty2 years
zany
disc show. 26.announcer.
single, veteran.
college.
R. Phillips,
107i'2 South 19th
St.,
St. Joseph.
Missouri.
Announcer-engineer,
1st phone. Strong
Draft
exempt.
Accent on announcing.
lews. Independent
andWilliam
networkRogel,
exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
.
W
i
l
travel.
L275
NT. Y. Grant Avenue, New York City,
Technical
Permanent
positionIV2 with
larger station,
stng,class
license,
years
servicIV2 advanced
years 250engineering
watt radio
experience,
tudying
course.
Sincere,sirous
congenial
and
dependable.
Deor south.
22, married,
me child. midwest
Box 49L,
BROADCASTING,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted:
Chief engineer's
job,
AM,
FM,
TV.had Presently
in radar.
Have 924K,
experienceemployed
in construction.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Engineer
with first class
ticket,upon
car
and
some
available
notice.
Box experience,
40L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer withe in radio,
degreegiveand all15 details
years exfirst letter.periencBox
43L, BROADCASTING.in
First
operator,in single.
Will travel.
Some phone
experience
broadcasting.
Desires
work in the
east. Box 77L,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
— Long
experience
phases.
for position
in south.all
Box
111L,Available
BROADCASTING.
Present locate.
chiefExperience
engineer
wishes
to rein all
maintenance,
construction
andphases
repair.of
Have
car,
married
and
very
reliable
wish
permanent
Very good
references.
Box location.
116L, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer,
5 maintenance
years experience
construction,
ofposition
operation
250W
to station
10andkw.allorphases
Desire
with
a
larger
chief
with a station in middlewest. MiniING. mum $80.00. Box 126L, BROADCASTEngineer,
five years AM
and
FM,
fifteenchief
yearslastexperience.
34 y.ears
old, ferhighest
ability,
goodconsider
habits. other.
Prewest
coast,
but
will
Box 161L, BROADCASTING.
Stable! Married!
phone! Easy
2 years
experience.
Smooth1stcopynews.
disc
delivery.
Versatile
interpretation.
Desire California position. Letter, tape
on inquiry. Box 127L, BROADCASTING.
West-southwest.
Engineer
or combo.
One yearHarold
engineering
experience.
First
phone.
Marion,
Iowa. Higgins, 1195-26th Street,
Production-Programming, Others
Program
news, farm,
sales,
announcing,director;
programming
experience.
$400 month. Box 110L, BROADCASTING^
Program
director-announcer,
ten direcyears
in radio, three
years manager.
as program
tor-assistant
Now
at
5000
watt CBSrector postaffiliate.
Desirestation.
programReferdiat smaller
ences from past
and present
employers.
Box 118L, BROADCASTING.
Program
director;
13 TV.
yearsExperienced
all phases
ofin radio.
Two years
programming
for
profit.
in station with TVMarried,
plans. Interested
settle
oneWantchild,to
31. Boxpermanently.
131L, BROADCASTING.
Attention
Chicago
stations:
Ambitious,
non-avaricious writer
withexperience
5 years
publicity-editorial
available,
salary
educated,
veteran.secondary.
Box 137L. College
BROADCASTING.
Young
woman,
university
graduate,in
journalism.
Excellent
background
station
operations
including
continuity
and engineering. Four years with 50
kw station.
Can commercials.
write dramaticAvailproselling
ablegramsafterand October
15. Prefer west or
southwest. Box 138L, BROADCASTING;
Attention,cation,Florida!
permanentradiolothoroughly For
experienced
man
background
announcing,
copy, offers
production,
board, ofnews.
Present
positionrectorstation
manager-program
1
kw.
Details
please.
Tape,dibrochure. Box 140L. BROADCASTING.
Copy-continuity
writer.
Heavy
publication Can
experience,
limited
radio-TV
background.
assist
at announcing,
producing.
Hard
worker.
Box
156L.
BROADCASTING .
LookingtionsA4 agency,
up: Experience
in all direcradio packaging,
50,000
watt
watt sales
suburban
and NewN. Y.Yorkindie.
daily.500Strong
plus
programming,
production,
copy,
promotion. Currently employed, married,
CA
age 25. ST
own car.IN
Box G.
159L, BROAD10 years radio, TV. Like to utilize
program
supervision,
sales,
engineering knowhow
onor progressive
medium
station
as PDdraft
asst. manager-PD.
32,
married,
exempt.
Associate
in Arts tration
degree plus
business
adminisCollege
faculty
ber. Besttraining.
references.
Box mem162L,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Announcers
Presently
employed
as announcer-control
operator
and
enjoying
for
superior
controls
workaa reputation
and
program
production
over
tenTVradio
yearas
period,
I
now
seek
entree
to
audio control
operator
with
TV
production
and BROADCASTdirection promy
ultimateING •gram
aim.
Box 152L,
TELECASTING.
Technical
1st phone,
no experience.
tele-to
cast
station.
Married
andDesires
willing
learn,
alsoYork.
seeking
permanent
residence
in46thNewStreet,
V.
A.
Ranieri,
1692
Brooklyn 34, New York.East
Production-Programming , Others
Experienced
ass'theaded
director-floor
manager.program-production
Formerly
own TVmanager
package firm,
at various
radio-TV
stations.
Opin interest.
Presently emTELECA
plopyoerdt.uniBtoyxma80L,
BROADCASTING
•
STI
NG.
TV
producer
experienced
all
phases
television. Presently employed one of
nation's
top TV stations.
Can furnish
good ingreferences.
Experienced
localplies. shows.
Will answer in allcreatre-•
TELECASTING.
Box 150L. BROADCASTING
For Sale

Sale10 (Cont'd)
Like
new,ForFederal
kw FM asbroadcast
transmitter
for
saleancheap,
junk asif
necessary.
Make
offer quick,
this
model
193-A
with
modulator
109-B
must
go immediately.
Also
one shuntC-100
FM
antenna,
consisting
of eight
fed
radiating
loops,
with
heaters
for
de-icing,
elbows,
expansion
joints,
air
mounting
brackets
andCompany).
340 feet
ofAintake,
3V8
inch
co-ax
(Andrew
lot of good copper, at least. All this
equipment
used only two years. Kankakee
kakee, Daily
Illinois.Journal Company, KanLimited
quantity,
Library
Service of 340-10
inchLondon
78 RPM
discs.
All
instrumental
selections
FFRR
quality.
Price $175. F. O. B. New York. Write
or wire
for immediate
113 Westdelivery.
42 Street,RecordNew
Yorking18,Associates,
New York.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Station wanted — Will pay cash for 2501000 watt,
daystation
or fulltime,
25,000
single
market ininCecil10,000Iowa,
Missouri,
Illinois,
or Kansas.
Roberts,
Missouri
Broadcasting
System,W.
Farmington, Missouri.

Equipment
Wanted:
1 kwState
amplitude
modulated
transmitter.
pricp. condition,
age.
Box
92L, BROADCASTING.
Will
buy:
250
Must
beNo injunk
good wanted.
shapewattand transmitter.
worth the money.
mulge , Okla. Station KHBG, Ok5000 watt unlimited southwest station,
now FCC portauthorized
silent,required,
unusual wire,
op- Want to buy only AM radio station in
unity— $35,000.
a town of over 25,000, or one of two
write. Box
130L, Cash
BROADCASTING.
in a city
over F.60,000.
Will deal directly
with
owner.
F. McNaughton,
Pekin,
Illinois.
Absentee
owner,
now
ill,
will
sell
yearold
daytime
independent
in
two-station
70,000
population
midwest
market.
Help Wanted
Operating
slightlyandin red.
Excellent
new equipment
studios.
Total
Announcers
price
forQualified
fixed assets,
$50,000;
$15,000
cash.
principals
only.
Box
160L, BROADCASTING.
COMBO MAN
wanted
Equipment
For
Sale mixer
Raytheonand console
RR-30amplifier
three Must be strong
on an-or
channel
program
n
o
u
n
c
i
n
g
.
S
e
n
d
tape
with separate
power control
supply unit
forIn platter
and state
expected.
Orth salary
Bell.
Nemo
andcondition.
auxiliary
use. Box
General
Manager,
perfect
Price $265.
128L, BROADCASTING.
2overhead
Allied 16"mechanisms
turntables dual
KLMR, Lamar, Colo
insidespeed
out with
and
outside
incabinet.
speed screws
120RadiolineMinper
inch and
Calvary
Produ
ctio
n-Progra
m m ing, Others
istry,
Box
11,
Radio
City
Station,
New
York City.
HELP
WANTED
2turntables
model V practically
Rek-O-Kut
completeandnew
with
pick-up
Creative
man station.
for large
arms, cutting
spare cabinet.
motors.
western radio
Must midhave
Mounted
ontoheads
double table
$400.00.bell,Write
or
phone
Vann
Campproven
record
as
one
who canup
WAGC, Chattanooga.
spark new ideas to liven
shows and can execute his ideas
Western
Electric,
503B-2,Electric.
1 kw, 126C
FM
transmitter.
Western
byING.working
with producers.
Adlimitingpanel.
amplifier,
with FMrectifier
and
dress Box 122L,
BROADCASTmeter
Doolittle
freq
and
mod
monitor,
model
FD-11.
Western
Electric,
54-A,
8-section
cloverleaf
antenna 500 ft.line.of Communications
1% inch, 51.5 Proohm
transmission
ductions auto-dryaire
dehydrator,
modHELP WANTED
el
46.
Contact
Allen
Embury,
Radio
Station WOSH, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Largest Radio-TV operation in the
midwest
needsmana who
skilledcancontinuFor sale —Electric
two slightly
used arms,
complete
ity re-write
adapt
Western
9-A pickup
with
plots
to
established
mystery
shows
equalizers
and
three
spare
diamond
stylus
heads,
all
available
immediately.
Tor
both
radio
and
TV.
Address
Bob McRaney, WROB, West Point,
Box I23L, BROADCASTING.
Miss.
FORMER STATION OWNER AND OPERATOR
DESIRES TO RE-ENTER BUSINESS.
ALL CASH OR TERMS FAVORABLE
TO YOUR TAX POSITION
For
local,
regional,
1 orconsider
TV network
non-network
station. action on
Southeast preferred class
but will
other orlocations.
Immediate
realistic
proposals
if
full
information
furnished
first
contact.
All replies
treated strictest confidence.
Not a broker but just what this adv. says — former station owner and operator.
BOX 139L, BROADCASTING
reply.
BROKERS
NOTE: If you have listings that fit the above requirements please

For Sale
Stations
WE WILL SACRIFICE
good
250eastwattcoastfulltime
station
growing
city
15,000.in
Excellent
potential.
Fineofbuilding,
five
acres,
right
in
city.
Principal
owners
have other interests demanding
immediate
BROADCASTING.attention. Box 125L,
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, Etc.
WANTED
One kilowatt transmitter and any or
all equipment for new AM station, for
cash. Box 97L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
250 w AM TRANSMITTER
HARTFORD 4,
CONN.
WDRC •
Employment Services
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidentialqualified,
nationexperienced
- wide service
placing
managers,
commercial
managers,
program directors,Inquiries
chief engineers
and
disc
jockeys.
invited
from
applicants and employers.
Howard S. Frazieh
TV & Radio Management Conaultanti
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

NEED

AN

Pietro Frosini
PIETRO FROSINI, accordionist in
the Gamboleers Musical Ensemble
on
B. Gambling's
ClockJohn
morning
program onMusical
WOR
New York, died Sept. 29 at his
home in New York. Widely known
to audiences
he hadB.
been
a memberas of"Fros,"
the John
Gambling
group
for
21
years.
Mr.
Frosini was also noted as a concert
accordionist, composer and teacher.
He made the first accordion recording for victor in 1908 and in 1911
gave a command performance for
King George V in London.
Schools
mflimnflfi ifli1*
SRT-Radio
AMERICA'S OLDEST BROADCASTING SCHOOL
Intensive full or part time
COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Outstanding faculty of
Network Professionals
Co-Educational
Day or Evening
Small •Classes
Approved for Veterans
Write for Prospectus
School of Radio Technique
RK0 Bldg., Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
228 South Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois

ANNOUNCER?

• looking for a job
• equipment for sale
# need an engineer

1

# want to buy a station

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations
minimum)wanted, 104 per word ($1.00
Help wanted, 20t# per word ($2.00 minimum)
All minimum)
other classifications 25^ per word ($4.00
Display ads, $12.00 per inch
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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New Business
(Continued from page 12)
Wed. and Fri. of The Frances Langford-Don Ameche Show, beginning
today (Monday) for 52 weeks over ABC-TV.
SWIFT & CO., Chicago, renewing its sponsorship of 9:15-9:45 a.m.,
Mon.-Fri.
McNeill's
Breakfast
Club, Chicago.
over ABC, effective
Oct. 22 forsegment
52 weeks.of Don
Agency:
J. Walker
Thompson,
ADAMS BRANDS SALES LTD., Canadian Division, AMERICAN
CHICLE Co., names Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., to conduct introductory spot radio campaign for new chewing gum in Ontario and
Quebec, starting Oct. 15.
■Agency -Oppointmtnti • • •
KELLY-WILLIAMS MOTOR Co., Kansas City, Mo., and Kansas City,
Kan., appoints
Merritt
Owensbe Adv.,
tising. Radio and
TV will
used. Kansas City, Kan., to handle adverWASHINGTON STOVE WORKS, Everett, Wash., appoints Honig-Cooper
Co., Seattle, to handle advertising.
C. F. MUELLER Co., N. Y. (macaroni, spaghetti and egg noodle product),
formerly with Duane Jones Co., N. Y., appoints Scheideler, Beck &
Werner, N. Y., to handle advertising.
AMERICAN BUSLINES, Chicago, names Hanson & Hanson, same city, to
handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
SERVEL INC., Evansville, Ind., names Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, to
handle advertising for its air conditioners, refrigerators and water
heaters. Radio will be used.
MARK FARMER MFG. Co., El Cerrito, Calif, (makers of Jennie June
China dolls and ceramics), appoints Raymond I. Lang Advertising, S. F.,
to handle advertising.
SAN FRANCISCO REAL ESTATE Co., appoints H. Jack Wyman Adv.,
S. F., to handle advertising.
ASSEMBLE-EZE, S. F., (unfinished furniture), appoints Richard N
Meltzer Advertising, S. F., to handle advertising.
TIRE Co., S. F., appoints Theodore H. Segall Adv., S. Fj|
toGURLEY-LORD
handle advertising.
SAN FRANCISCO HOTEL Assn., appoints Richard N. Meltzer Adv.!
S. F., to handle its advertising.
COMMONWEALTH INVESTMENT Co., S. F., appoints Albert FrankGuenther Law Inc., S. F., to handle advertising.
HORSETRADER ED, S. F., (used car dealer), appoints Theodore H.
Segall Adv., S. F., to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
AL GOODMAN, sales staff, Benrus Watch Co., ippointed to the newly
created position of assistant sales manager.
CONTROLLING
INTEREST
Southwest
Midwest
$75,000.00
$50,000.00
Located in one of the outOnly station in a substanial
standing growth markets of the
midwest
city
of
more
than
20,000
with retail sales in excess of
southwest of more than 100,000 population. This station is
$25,000,000.00. Minority local
operating profitably,
owners want to retain investincreasing
and runningbusiness
at leastis
ment under capable new man25% ahead of last year.
agement.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON,
D. C. HaroldCHICAGO
James
W.
Blackburn
It. Tower
Murphy 235SAN
RayMontgomery
V.FRANCISCO
Hamilton
Washington
Bids.
Tribune
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2TS5-6 Exbroek 2-5*72 St.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

NEPH AWARD
Cites Radio, TV Efforts
AN AWARD for coordinating four
years of national network radioTV coverage in observance of the
President's Committee on National
Employ the Physically Handicapped was presented to Carl R.
Gray Jr., Veterans Administrator,
last tonTuesday
office. in the VA's WashingPresentation of the Distinguished Service Certificate, made
by Vice Admiral Ross T. Mclntire
(USN retired), chairman of NEPH
►Week, drew recognition that radio
and television station managers
had given nearly $500,000 in free
time and talent during the 1950
campaign. It also cited an annual
fact sheet and spot announcements
prepared by the VA in cooperation
with the Advertising Council and
NARTB.
The 1951 drive is underway this
week, Oct. 7-13. The award to Mr.
Gray was "for year around program of public education and information to provide greater employment opportunities and economic security for qualified physically handicapped men and women
workers."
four years
of VA effortsIt incovered
this field.

PRESENT at ceremony are (I to r) : A. W. Woolford, director of VA
information service; Vice Admiral Mclntire; Mr. Gray, and Earl H.
Gammons, CBS Washington vice president and NEPH vice chairman.
Present but not shown were William R. McAndrew, general manager of
WRC-AM-FM and WNBW (TV) Washington and public information
chairman
of President's
tor, and Hernando
Silva, committee;
former VA Bernard
radio-TVPosner,
chief. VA radio-TV direc-

VIDEO'S MORALS
Topic of Walker Address
PEEK into the contents of correspondence on radio and TV programs received by the FCC was
given by Comr. Paul A. Walker,
speaking
the board Council
of directorsof
of
the toNational
Churches of Christ in the United
States
of America in New York
last Tuesday.
Excerpts cited by Mr. Walker,
who is vice chairman of the FCC,
mainly werevertising ofconcerned
with "adalcoholic beverages,
indecent or profane programs, false
or misleading advertising, crime
and horror stories and other types
of One
inferior
programs."
example
was the following
received from a "distressed woman,"sioner : said the Oklahoma CommisMyter sitslittle
five-year-old
in utter
absorptiongranddaughoblivious
to everything
else aroundmurder
her, stories,
listening to all the gruesome
peopleing eachshooting
and
being
shot,
beatother
up,
screaming
and
help dybut
have ing,a etc.badTheseeffectthings
uponcannot
the kids.
Although some citizens advocate
government censorship to improve
programs, Mr. Walker disavowed
that
not
believeschool
that aoffewthought.
officials "Iin doWashington should have the power to
tell 150 million people what they
may hear and see on radio and
television," he said.
Comr. Walker urged the Council to plan and experiment with
TV programs. Referring to the
opening of the transcontinental TV
link,
said, the
"It impact
is difficult
imaginehe fully
of thisto
development upon the thinking and
the behavior of our people and
the possibilities, of its use for
religious education and the moral
improvement and spiritual awakening of our nation."
Ziv Show
WGAR Cleveland starts Frederic
Ziv Co.'s radio show package,
Bright Star, featuring Irene Dunne
and Fred MacMurray, for 52-weeks
under sponsorship of ClevelandSandusky Brewing Co., bottlers of
Gold Bond Beer. Show is placed
on 5:30-6 p.m. segment, John B.
Garfield, WGAR sales manager,
has
Adv. announced.
is the agency.Howard L. Grider

J0n the Public Untetetf
WMT Scholarships
Protective League, KIRO; FredWILLIAM B. QUARTON, general
erick Lloyd, KOMO announcer.
Skit was the idea of the president
manager
of
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
NBC Buys Survey
given his personal best wishes of the Seattle Gas Co. The comTRENDEX Inc. has announced has
ad agency, Honig-Cooper
that NBC has subscribed to its new for school success to two winners Co., likedpany'sthe
idea and inAlcharge
Amund-of
"WMTMediapolis,
scholarships.
TedwonHutchsen, account executive
"TV Report" which will be based ofcroft,
Iowa,
the
on telephone coincidental inter- fifth annual WMT farm scholar- radio
and
TV,
wrote
and
produced
the play.
viewing conducted from the 1st
ship. For him, this will mean Sl,through the 7th of each month and 000, plus
Farm Program Lauded
employment at
issued on the 15th. Designed to the stationsummer
and additional work PUBLIC service tribute was paid
eliminate network size from pro- during his senior
Tri-State
Farm & Home Hour by
year
at
Iowa
gram ratings, it covers only priAgriculture Secretary Charles F.
mary markets where the majority correspondent
State College, there.
Ames, Marge
as WMT's
Brannan
on
its 15th anniversary
of network shows can be seen with Marion, Iowa, won the title of Lala,
Miss Sept. 28 over WWVA Wheeling,
equal facility: Atlanta, Baltimore, Eastern Iowa over 34 other candiW. Va. feature
Programin istri-state
station'sareafarmof
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus,
and was awarded one of the service
Detroit, New York, Los Angeles, four dates
full-tuition
scholarships
in
West
Virginia,
Ohio
and Manager
PennsylPhiladelphia, San Francisco and music and drama which WMT
vania. WWVA General
Washington.
maintains at Coe College in Cedar William E. Rine congratulated
farm services for their support.
Rapids.
Also on program: J. O. Knapp,
Disaster Service
LOS ANGELES television programs
director, Agricultural Extension
approved
by
Los
Angeles
10th
District
WOKZ
Alton,
111.,
performed
valuParent Teachers Assn. executive board
able public service when an oil plant Service, U. of W. Va.; George B.
include KTTV The Living Book; KTLA explosion Sept. 17 killed 13 workers Crane, assistant director, of AES,
Frosty
Frolic,
and
KLAC-TV
Young
and seriously injured 17 others. Ohio State U.; County Agent W.
Musical America.
The station recruited nurses, blood C. Gist; and Home Demonstration
Agent Kathleen Stephenson, who
donors,tion forbaby
and transportabloodsitters
donors.
WOKZ re- started with program 15 years ago.
corded on-the-spot broadcasts the
night of the disaster and enabled
carries the weight
the mayor of nearby Wood River,
where the explosion occurred, to
make official announcements. Ironiin the Oregon Market
cally, the Red Cross was to begin
its regular appeal the next day
DAYjor NIGHT
over WOKZ. Announcers, salesmen and the entire staff gave all
their time to aid victims.
Play Helps Chest
SEATTLE radiomen, in addition
to their usual support, are aiding
the local Community Chest campaign through acting in a playlst
entitled,tails ofThe
DeNIGHTTIME
the Lightest
comedy Hand.
have been
K6V< ■„ Iw.BIOQ
sought by national Chest officials.
RTL&fiS, OREGON
Cast includes George Dean, KOMO
ie efficient 62© f requeney
public relations representative ;
Sam Pearce, KOMO newscaster;
IE.IA7ED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
Paul West, director, Housewives
:»•& *»CO.
::■295.4TO
SSSd RETRY
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PEARSON SUIT
Depositions Taken
ATTORNEYS, taking pre-trial
depositions last week in Radio Commentator Drew Pearson's $5,100,000 omnibus assault-libel-conspiracy suit against Sen. Joseph R.
McCarthy (R-Wis.) and nearly a
score of other defendants, argued
freedom of the press and speech.
Among those named are Columnist
Westbrook Pegler; Radio Commentator Fulton Lewis jr.; Edward K.
Nellor, a writer for Mr. Lewis; George
Waters, publicity man; Don Surine,
employed
inBealle,
Sen. author;
McCarthy's
Morris thA.ews, awriter,
J. B.office;
Matand two unidentified
persons
listed
as
"John
Doe"
and
"Richard Roe."
Another defendant is the Washington Times-Herald, whose attorneys were unsuccessful in having
closing
todepositions
the radio "sealed,"
and to the
press.them
In entering motions for dismissal, defendants claimed violation
of freedom of the press and freedomneysof speech.
argued thatMr. thePearson's
contraryattorwas
true, that Mr. Pearson allegedly
was being attacked for what he
says and writes.
Alleged Argument
Involved among other things in
the suit is the argument between
Sen. McCarthy and Mr. Pearson
in the fashionable Sulgrave Club
in Washington, an alleged libel by
the Senator against the plaintiff in
a speech last year; alleged conspiracy by all defendants to attack
and ridicule Mr. Pearson, including the issuing of false statements
and urging a boycott of his radio
sponsor's products.
Mr. Pearson said derogatory "atby Sen. $150,000
McCarthya year
and others costtacks"him
via
radio alone. He said incidents including senate speeches and unfavorable publicity caused loss of
sponsor, Adam Hats, two prospective TV sponsors and a prospective
radio show. He said his news show
now is only partly sponsored and income is $100,000 compared with
$250,000 received before.

► KDKA Pittsburgh marked the
30th anniversary of football broadcasting Sept. 29 when it aired the
Pitt-Duke game from Pitt Stadium.
On Oct. 8, 1921, KDKA broadcast
the Pitt-West Virginia game. That
was reportedly the first time a
play-by-playThegridiron
tilt was
broadcast.
announcer
was
Harold W. Arin, reportedly the
first fulltime announcer.
► WDRC Hartford is observing
three anniversaries this month. I.
A. Martino, chief engineer, has
been with the station 28 years.
With WDRC President Franklin
M. Doolittle, Mr. Martino took part
in founding the station. Carlton
Brown, transmitter supervisor at
TAKING
shortwave
broadcast
has now been at the
connection part
with intheWCCC
Cigar Hartford's
Valley Harvest
Festivaltrans-Atlantic
are: Mrs. Daniel
Francisin WDRC-FM,
station 12 years. Robert Coe,
transmitter
operator,
is chalking
Sullivan,
mother
of
"Festival
Queen"
Shirley
Ann
Sullivan,
who
was
on
the
other end of the microphone line in Paris; Paul Martin, station manager, up his sixth year.
who
moderated;
Mr.
Sullivan,
father
of
the
"Queen";
John
Rameika,
chief
► Sereno Smith, member of the
engineer; Bob Peas, chief announcer; Basil Barwell, vice president, Con- staff
WGAR Cleveland almost
necticut Cigar Valley Tobacco Assoc.; Bill Savitt, show's sponsor; William since of
day the station took the
Alfred Johnson, father of Nancy Johnson, the tobacco "Queen's" companion. air, is the
celebrating his 20th anniverMiss Sullivan's trip to Paris was the festival award.
month. sary as a studio engineer this
HEAVY SCHEDULE
May Battle Bowles
► KTTV
(TV) starts
Los its
Angeles'
Calo
Pet
Exchange
third year.
SENATE Republicans last week
KDAL Signs Westinghouse During its two years on the air
formed battle lines over nominahas found over 100
tion by President Truman of KDAL Duluth, Minn., has made the program
for pets. Under continuous
Chester Bowles to become Am- what it describes as the largest homes
sponsorship of Calo Pet Food Co.,
bas ador to India. Decision to package sale in Duluth-Superior, show
is Frank
station'sWright
oldestissponsored
fight confirmation came after the Wis., radio history.
show.
the m.c.
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co.
full Senate Foreign Relations Com►
WIBG
Philadelphia's
mittee approved the nomination. and six local Westinghouse dealers of the Air, nightly hour-longNewsreel
newsMr. Bowles, former Governor of are co-sponsoring a saturation
cast, celebrated its eighth anniverConnecticut and co-founder of campaign of 17 quarter hours and
sary late last month. Both the station and the newscast sponsor, The
two half-hours per week for 17
Benton & Bowles, advertising agen- weeks.
Margo Wine
Co., made
the annicy, squeezed past a subcommittee
versary celebration
an all-out
drive
in a close vote a fortnight ago
for the Crusade for Freedom. Har[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
old
Stassen,
U.
of
Pennsylvania
Oct. 1]. In announcing GOP
president,
leaders heard.was among Crusade
strategy, Sen. Robert A. Taft (ROhio) said opposition was
► Open house celebration was held
last Wednesday by WEXL (AM)on Mr. Bowles' qualifications.
WOMC (FM) Royal Oak, Mich.,
on
occasion of Royal Oak BroadCHARLES COLE, chairman of Pacific
anniversary
Council AAAA, announces registradedicationcasting Co.'sof 26th
its new
studios and
and
tions for this month's convention at
enlarged
facilities.
Open
house
Coronado, Calif., 100% ahead of atwas
held
2-10
p.m.
Invitation
was
tendance at 1950's convention.
mailed to trade by Gordon A.
Sparks,urer andRoyal
secretary-treasWEXLOakprogram
director.
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WBAL Names Wilkes
APPOINTMENT of Arnold Wilkes
as public service director for
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore was announced last week. Mr. Wilkes
formerly served on the faculty of
Middlebury College in Vermont and
is now with Johns Hopkins U. in
Baltimore teaching television. He
has been previously associated with
New CAB List
WGY-WRGB Schenectady and
WSYR Syracuse. Until his new
NEW list of advertising agencies appointment,
Mr. Wilkes had been
enfranchised by Canadian Assn. of acting as WBAL-TV
program manBroadcasters, Ottawa, gives 70
ager, a post now taken over by
Canadian, American and British Jerre Wyatt,
a Baltimore TV veteran. The station announced that
agencies. Included were 13 American agencies with branch offices an ambitious progx-am of educational broadcasting is planned.
at Toronto or Montreal.
BROADCASTING
• Telecai
Checking heavy radio schedule are
(I to r) Rod Quick, KDAL sales
manager; Fred Johnston, Westinghouse Duluth manager, and Odin
Ramsland, KDAL commercial man-

=

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 97)
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WSIC Statesville,
C— DISMISSED
application
for CPetc.to N.change
frequency,
I increase
power,
October 4 Decisions . . .
ad-L BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
tit,
WKAT-FM
Beach, Fla. CP—
Granted
CP toMiami
replace
which
authorized
new classexpired
B station
,on
Ch.
226
(93.1
mc);
285 kw; 430 ft.
ant.
Ireplace
WLAB expired
Lebanon,CPPa.—which
Granted
CP to
authorized
new
mc); class
4.7 kw;B station
590 ft. onant.Ch. 281 (104.1
5authority
WGCH toGreenwich,
Conn. to— Granted
remainreorganization.,
silent
Oct. 22
pending
financial
vmake
WWJ changes
Detroit,
Mich.—
Granted
CPcond.to
in
DA
pattern,
etc.,
KWTO
Springfield,
Mo.—
G
ranted
mod. tem;CPcond.to make changes in DA sysis, Eastland
County Bcstg. Co., Eastland,
]j»irTex.,
and Lyman
Brown Enterprises,
Brownwood,
Tex. — Designated
for eon-on
'ttTin [Nov.
isolidated
hearing
in Washington
5
application
of
station on 1250 kc 1 kwEastland
D, and forthatnewof
'Brownkc Enterprises
formade
new station
lieat 4240
KFJZ Tex.Ft.on
Worth and1 kwKXOXunl.; Sweetwater,
™m 'parties
toD. proceeding.
Frank
Teftt,
Jr.
Big
Rapids,
Mich,
and WSAM
Saginaw
Bcstg. ofCo.,
Saginaw,
Mich.
—
Upon
petition
WSAM,
}iC .designated
for hearingof inTeftt
Washington
on
Nov..
9
application
for
new
i;Ihe made
'station WSAM
on 1400 Saginaw
kc 100 wandunl.WGRD
time;
Grand Rapids
to proceeding.
BY THEparties
SECRETARY
"S WSB-TV
(FormerlySTAWCON-TV)
At-on
lanta, Ga.— Granted
operate CP,
, commercial
basis ofwith5 kwtocurrent
except
vis.
output
and
aur.
ir, ,2.5 kw; with nominal carrier frequencyof
ofthe vis.normal
and aur.
100 kc's below
llr(][). jperiod
carriertrans.frequencies,
for
30 andsubject
ending
no laterbeginning
than Feb.Sept.
15, 1952;
to
lJj !'final
action
taken
by
commission
in
the
television proceedings.
October 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
License FOR
for CPFILING
WOKE Oak Ridge, Tenn.— License

TV— Ch. 8
forKPFM
CP, as(FM)
mod.,Portland,
new FM Ore.—
station.License
for
CP
authorizing
changes
in
FM
station.
PapequestBcstg.
Mobile,
FM Change
frequencyCo.,
change
from Ala.—
Ch. 3Re-to
Ch. 8; ERP from 17.4 kw aur., 8.7 kw
WTSV-FM
Claremont,
N.
H.—
CP
to
vis.,
to
54
kw
aur.,
16.5
kw
vis.;
other
make changes in ERP, antenna height, changes.
etc.
FCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

Assignment
from d/b
Miltonas Edge
Edge
and
Edgar
J.of license
Korsmeyer
and
Korsmeyer
to Jacksonville
Radio
& Television
Bcstg.
Corp., for $100,000.
Transferee
is owned 90%
ville Journal-Courier
Co. by
and Jackson10% by
Vice
President
and
General
Manager
R. Karl Baker, executive secretary
and
manager
of Jacksonville,
m.is president
Chamber
ofof Commerce.
W. 50.2%
A. Fayowner
transferee
and
of
Journal-Courier Co. Filed Oct. 2. the
WWNY-AM-FM Watertown, N. Y.
and
WMSA-AM-FM Massena,
N. Y. —
Involuntary
license
Mrs. Jessie assignment
R. Johnson ofand
JohnfromB.
Johnson,
co-executors
of
estate
of
Harold
B. Johnson,
deceased,
toof John
B. Johnson,
executor
of
estates
Harold B. Johnson
deceased.
Filed andOct.Jessie
2. R. Johnson,
KALI
Pasadena,
Calif.
— Assignment
of license solidated
from Bcstg.John
to ConCo. H.forPoole
$37,700
plus
85%
of
accounts
receivable
on
date areof
transfer.
Principals
in
transferee
President
Fritzen (51%),
of FritzenHenry
Advertising
Agency,owner
Los
Angeles; Vice President Jack Reeder
(20%), employee of KXLA Pasadena,
Calif.; Secretary-Treasurer
Charles forT.Hughes (29%), advertising
Fritzen agency.
Filed Oct.salesman
3.
Lake,Bcstg.
N. Y.— Corp.
Transferto
ofWNBZ
controlSaranac
Upstate
Jacques M.DeMattos,
Day and
Jeanne
DeMattosThomas
throughJ. purchase
of 100%Fitzpatrick,
from Thomas
Durkan
and
Eugene
executors
offor estate
of000.JohnJacques
F. Grimes,
deceased,
$50,DeMattos
(45%)
is
sales
manager for WNBZ. Mr. Day (10%)
isSanatorium.
owner and Jeanne
managerDeMattos
of Northwood
(45%)
is wife of Jacques DeMattos. Filed
Oct. 3.
KVERment of Albuquerque,
N. M.— Assignlicense from Westernair
Inc.
to KVERcipals in transferee
Bcstg. Co. are
for President
$80,000. Prinand
Treasurer Helen A. Price (90.9%),
housewife
in AtlanticBertis
City;A. Vice
dent and Secretary
ArnoldPresi-Jr.
(9.1%), for
former
of placement
bureau
radiooperator
personnel
manager of WFLA
Fla.; andAssistant
Secretary
HaroldTampa,
A. Kertz,
special
partner
in
law
firm
of
Roberts
&
Innis, Washington. Filed Oct. 4. McKDDD North
Dumas,Plains
Tex. —Bcstg.
Acquisition
control
Corp. byof
J. M. Crabb, present stockholder,
through
transfer
of
35
shares
from
Duke for $3,500. Mr. Crabb andElmohis
wife
Filed will
Oct. own
4. 57.14% after transfer.
WIAMment of Williamston,
C— Assignlicense to newN. partnership
without
Henry A.to remaining
Johnson whopartners
sells
his
25%
interest
James H. Gray and Charles R. Gray
for $7,500. Filed Oct. 4.
WGWR-AM-FM ofAsheboro,
C—
Relinquishment
negativebyN.control
Asheboro Bcstg. Co.,
licensee,
W. C.
Lucas
transfer
ofmanager.
100 shares
toshares
J. R. through
Marlowe,
station
The
are
pledged
at First
Bank, Asheboro,
as security
forNational
$10,000
note
due
the
bank
by
Mr.
Marlowe.
Filed Oct. 4.

jSoX SiCOtQ
SUMMARY THROUGH OCTOBER 4
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Cond'l
Air, Applications
Appls. Hearing
In
Grants Pending
Class
On Air Licensed <
278
1172
AM
Stations
2,301
2,280
*1
9
FM
Stations
653
518 171
TV Stations
108 56388
* On the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS:
KVNC Clovis,
Winslow,
(Gila Bcstg.
Co.,12401010kc,kc,1001 kw-local
sunset,
500 w-night);
KCLV
N. Allen,
M.Ariz.(New-Tex
fulltime);
KGAE
Salem,
Ore.
(W. Gordon
John(Jack
B.Bcstg.,
Truhan,
JustineandH.w.Nancy
Clark,
1430
kc,
1
kw,
day);
WJAT-FM
Swainsboro,
Ga.
A.
Thompson
M.Ga. Thompson,
Ch.
269
(101.7
mc),
970
w,
antenna
110
feet);
WLTV
(TV)
Atlanta,
(Broadcasting
Inc., Changed
from WSB-TV);
Ga. (Atlanta
Newspapers
Inc.,
Changed
from WBCC);
WCON-TV);
WUST WSB-TV
Bethesda, Atlanta,
Md.(Broadcast
Mana
g
e
m
e
n
t
I
n
c
.
,
Changed
from
WUST-FM
Bethesda,
Md.
(Changed
from
WBCC-FM);
WESN WKFM
(FM) Salisbury,
Md. Rapids,
(The Peninsula
Bcstg. Inc.,
Co., Changed
from
WBOC-FM);
(FM)
Roanoke
N.
C.
(WCBT
Changed
from
WCBT-FM);
KNXT
(TV)
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
(CBS
Inc.,
Changed
from
KTSL (TV) effective Oct. 28).
1340 kc, first
250 w,yearfulltime;
estimated
cost
Non-Docket Actions . . .
812,289;
operating
costApplicant
§30,000;
first
year
revenue
$36,000.
FM GRANTS
isCity,licensee
Lenoir
WTOC-FM
Savannah,43 Ga.kw — toGranted
Tenn.TV ofAPPLICATIONS
FiledWLIL-AM-FM
Oct. 1.
increase
in ERP
and antenna
from from
510 to 260 feet. 5 kw
Phoenix, Ariz.— Maricopa Bcstrs. Inc.,
WEHS in(FM)
(192-198Estimated
mc), 200cost
kw $359,207.86;
visual, 100
decrease
ERP Chicago,
from 24.5 111.—
kw toGranted
21 kw Ch.
kw 10aural.
and
cost $110,000;
first
year rev-of
ditions.antenna from 240 to 200 feet; con- operating
enue
$150,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
WCBS-FM
NewfromYork—
Granted
deKOOL
Phoenix,
Ariz. Filed
Oct. Idaho
3.
c
r
e
a
s
e
i
n
ERP
2.8
kw
to
1.5
kw
Idaho
Falls,
Idaho—
Eastern
and increase antenna from 870 to 1270 Bcstg. & Television Co., Ch. 3 (60-66
feet; conditions.
mc),
3.06
kw
visual,
1.574
kw
aural,
antennafirst238 year
feet;operating
estimatedcostcost$90,000;
$82,461.75;
New Applications ...
revenue
$100,000.
Applicant
is licensee
ofpending
KIFI Idaho
Falls
and
has
application
AM APPLICATIONS
for TVOct. station
in Pocatello,
Idaho. Filed
4.
Crossville,
ArthurLumber
Wilkerson
tr/as
Arthur Tenn.—
Wilkerson
Co.,
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KEYY Pocatello,
Idaho— Transfer
control
& Television
Bcstg. Co.S.,of
ofClaraIdahoQ.,Radio
Inc.,
licensee,
from
Clayton
Arden
D.
and
Rachel
D.(24%),
Hale
toBurlThe C.Scripps
Newspapers
Inc.
1884
llarl Stefan 1951
Hagadone
(24%),
Robert
Howard
(24%)
and
Harry
Henke
Jr.S.
(8%)
through
sale
of
80%
interest
for
REP. KARL STEFAN, 67, often group was one stop among many m $1 plus
agreement
involving $7,500lease-option
advance
against
$300 option
monthly
for $8,770
five years
with
to
called
Congressman"
farmers' study of agricultural payments
purchase
for
at
end
of
five
because theof "Radio
his background
as a the
methods,
conditions
and
operations
Scripps Newspapers own part of years.
KVNI
radio news commentator, died last in southeastern Canada, New Couer
d'AIene,
Ida.
and
KNEW
SpoMr. Hagadone owns 40%
Monday at George Washington U.
Washington, D. C, Dept. of KVNIkane,andWash. 50%
of KNEW.
Mr. Dalles
HowHospital in Washington, D. C, England,
ard is 33.7%
owner
ofOre.Theand
of Agriculture's
experiment
station
in
Beltsville,
Md.,
and
farms
and
Chronicle,
The
Dalles,newspapers.
owns
ending 17 years' service in the orchards in Pennsylvania, Ohio and part of several other
House.
Mr.
Henke
is
an
attorney
and
part-owner
Rep. Stefan, whose early hobby Illinois.
of KVNI and KNEW. Filed Oct. 1.
was telegraphy, read news on
WLDS-AM-FM Jacksonville, HI. —
The
article
in
the
Times
related
WJAG Norfolk, Neb., conducting the stop-over by the group in New
the noon news period on the sta York and contained interviews and
tion for some 12 years before be- descriptions of members of the
ing elected to Congress as a WOW party.
Nebraska Republican in 1934.
Stefan was born in Bohemia
A friend to radio, a medium andRep.brought
to the U. S. when two
with which he was closely ac- years old. The
Congressman was
q
u
a
i
n
t
e
d
,
o
n
e
of
Rep.
Stefan's
last
lets before his death was a blast noted for his traveling and had
5red at the New York Times for an unusually keen interest in
WMiL
»vhat he called a lack of objectivity European affairs. He was thirdranking member of the House Apn its reporting
means
carm-study
tour ofvisitWOW
to NewOmaha's
York
propriations Committee, a strong
$ty.
supporter of bi-partisan foreign
The report was carried in the policy
and the oldest member of
3ept. 22 issue of the Times. Call- the Nebraska
Congressional deleng the reporter's impressions
MILWAUKtE
gation at his death.
'doubtful superior sneers," Rep.
Mrs.
Ida
Stefan,
his wife, and
Stefan
said
"it
is
necessary
to
Mrs. Robert Askren, his daughter,
ooint the finger of shame at the were
at his bedside when he died.
"eporter of a 100-year-old news- A son,
REPRESENTED BY FORJOE
Dr. Karl F. Stefan, of
paper."
The New York visit by the farm Washougal, Wash., also survives.
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WICHITA WAS focal point for NARTB District 12 members. In above
group (seated, I to r): J. I. Myerson, KOME Tulsa; John Esau, KTUL Tulsa;
Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita, district director; Dr. Forrest Whan, U. of
Wichita; Frank V. Webb, KFH Wichita. Standing, Richard P. Doherty,
NARTB; Robert B. Jones Jr., KRMG Tulsa; Grover C. Cobb, KVGB Great
Bend; Fred L. Conger, WREN Topeka; Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyyille.
Radio: Prodigal Son
(Continued from page 95)
ing
network tolinedo— more,
and unless
radio aundertakes
it will
soon have a new generation of
"broadcast
idiots"records
capableandof giving
nothing but playing
station
breaks.
It's
an
alarming
fact that radio has almost ceased
to be a school and proving ground
for producers and writers.
Back, boost, and build your community. Don't let the newspapers
take the lead in every civic campaign. If necessary, institute these
community projects yourself.
Put some new zest into news. Use
the telephone
"beep" recording
device, the tape recorder,
and develop
a daily news beat. Lead off with
local news, build it, and watch
listeners' interest surge.
Construct simple, honest, informshows around
"fundamentals"
such asative home
building,
gardening,
health, baby care, fishing, business
— and farm them out to non-radio
people who are experts in each of
these and many other fields.
TRANSMITTERS
WANTED
used,
operating
conditionin good
and appearance
• TV TRANSMITTERS
Studio equipment, cameras
• AM BROADCAST
TRANSMITTERS
and studio equipment
• SHORT WAVE
TRANSMITTERS
For immediate or future delivery.
Substantia! cash binder available.
Negotiations strictly confidential.
Write Box 170
Cromwe'l
175 FifthAdvertising
Ave., New Agency,
York 10 Inc.
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STACKED
up available
against inalmost
anything else
programming, features of intensely
local or regional interest, handled
by local personalities through whom
the sponsor can promote and merchandise, are your most quickly
salable and longest-term accounts
— and they're exclusive.
Base your programming on some
research. Written requests for
musical numbers are not an accurate guide to overall listener tastes.
A telephone survey or questionnaire may reveal valuable new insights to your community's radio
appetite.
Fortify your salesmen with something concrete. Get a program man
who can wrap up his ideas on paper,
who'll
work hand
in glove There
with
your account
executives.
are men like that around and
they'reshould
well worth
the extraSome
wagesof
they
command.
these men aren't even in radio because you haven't made it worth
their
while —in but
somewhere
your they're
area. working
Radio's a big boy now — better
able to do a man-sized job than
he realizes. He's out of the errand
boy
stage, and
stop
the frenzied
quest ifforhe'll
the just
fast buck
and buckle down to the adult busidoingstature
a grown-up
gain nessa ofnew
in the job,
world.he'll
Lying before radio are dozens
of unexplored hours per week that
no other medium can devour.
Limited only by the thinking of
its program department that produces the commodity AM-FM salesmen sell, radio can still be the
strong man.
But radio must stop looking for
the Prince Charming to come riding
up on a white charger and solve
all its fretful problems.
When the weekly newspaper
thought it had found the perfect
formula
began to buyin its"boiler
inside plate"
pages and
already
printed up — letting the "national
advertising"
by free-of-cost
its
fiber soonget weakened
and —it

TEN-MAN DELEGATION at NARTB District 12 meeting includes (seated,
I to r): Richard Holloway and Paul Lago, Lago & Whitehead, Wichita agency;
Hale Bondurant, KFBI Wichita; William Hoover, KADA Ada, Okla.; Francis
McDonough, Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. Standing, Ken
Parker, SESAC; Frank J. Lynch, KBYE Oklahoma City; Joe Bernard, KOMAi
Oklahoma City; Pat Murphy, KSMI Seminole, Okla.; Walter Turner, KWBW
Hutchinson, Kan. Dist. met Sept. 28-29 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 1].
crumbled fast.
ready to embrace again a prodigal
Men who claim to offer the pana- son — so willing to support the
cea are on the radio scene today, underdog and lionize the ex-champ
but the real answer for most will returned. They make only cne
not be found in hooking up to a stipulation: Guts!
cross-country telephone line or buying a big inventory of transcrip- WEATHER HOBBY
tions, because unless a radio station is a mirror of the area it
WFBR's Wizard Forecaster
serves, a chronicle of the life and
times of its own people, it will not HOBBY of predicting the weather
according to his aches and pains
be greatly missed when it passes.
There is a very simple truth practiced by Rufus Banks, WFBR
that has become apparent about Baltimore janitor, now has become
radio: The station that dies is never a regular feature of Jim and Phil
missed
the station
Christ's Morning in Maryland
missed —never
dies. that would be show.
Mr. Banks first was heard
Live in your town — but be as
different from your competitor as the program when he got into an
Life is from the Saturday Evening open mike conversation with Jim
Post, and both of you will get along Christ. He was asked what the
as prosperously in a competitive weather looked like outside since
market as those two magazines do. the disc jockey was concerned
about his convertible that had its
* * *
top down. Mr. Banks said the
weather
THERE
is
no
set
formula.
No
monthly subscription fee will right. looked very good. He was
buy it.vide itNo
will give
ever itpro-to
The mail the following day de. No handbook
network can
manded that Mr. Banks predict
you. A good program department the weather every morning and
that thinks and feels and lives the invariably he has been correct. As
way your territory does is the only Bill Roche, station's promotion dianswer.
rector, emphasizes: "He's a man
It's not issimple.
condition
serious The
— andindustry's
the re- you can bet your umbrella on."
covery cannot be fast. If radio is
to regain its stature, it will be a
slow process of again schooling
and developing personnel in creative programming and production.
We can be thankful that within
the industry there seems to be an
awakening to the urgent need for a
whole new concept of programming,
on a localized or regionalized basis,
initiated by individual stations.
The showdown looms near. It
takes courage to start the tortuous
road to creative, colorful, completely fresh home-town programto embark
on the steep
that ming—
leads
to the loftiest
peak. trail
But,
some
are
doing
it
now
—
and
others Sometimes when the aches and
will.
pains fail, the crystal ball helps
Mr. Banks (r), who gazes for
Americans
love ain "come-back."
There
is no nation
the world so
Jim Christ.
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WJZ'S 30 EVENTFUL YEARS
Recounted in Station's History
Yorksixth
in 1923,
"NEW YORK'Sphrase
First used
Station,"
the to Newters on the
floor with
of thequarold
identification
by WJZ,
could be interpreted literally since Aeolian Hall on 42d St. The station then had such ambitious prothe station — which quietly noted its
a live broad30th anniversary Oct. 1 — has been
cast of the gramming
New features
Yorkas Philharmonic
Ion
the air
sinceevent1921.cameOnlyon WJZ
mention
of the
local orchestra and a stage program from
].|shows during the day and in sta- the Capitol Theatre.
breakweek.
announcements throughIn 1923, WJZ joined one of the
ji llouttion the
first networks — four stations were
affiliated — and the first broadcast
J|
Unruffled
deference
to
Oct.
1,
1,1921, date of its first broadcast, from an airplane was carried the
J was one indication of how much next year when station engineers
J 'WJZ has changed since its institu- picked up, by means of special portable transmitting equipment, the
T(tion —riedtheone. The
station's
start license
was a huroperating
was voice of an aviator flying over
Central
Park. In 1925, a concert
ed^lgranted June 1, 1921, to the Westcy;!;iinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., and broadcast from London was reitisiijust four months later the first proceived and rebroadcast by WJZ.
(en'figram
air, Westinghouse
using a small That was also the time of the
MAShack was
builton onthe the
Coolidge
inauguration,
the broadTOfactory roof in Newark to house
cast of which
was capped,
after
1]..[the 500 w transmitter.
four hours of ad-lib description by
WJZ was not a commercial sta- Mr. Brokenshire, by Mr. Coolidge's
jallition in the current meaning of the terse,
"I do."the WJZ transmitter
term. With only 29 other stations
In 1925
mp jlicensed in the country, it operated moved
the roof of the Aeolian
only to fill the airwaves and thus Hall tofrom
Brook, N. J., and
create a use, if not a demand, for the radioBound
world
was impressed to
the radio sets which Westinghouse learn that a transmitter
could be
was beginning to produce.
separated from a station. SimulStaff of Five
taneously,
station
power
creased to 50 kw to makewasWJZinThe staff consisted of four people
in addition to the late Charles B. the
first regular "super-power"
Popenoe, who headed the group. station.
The station became a member of
Thomas J. Cowan, senior announcer
BRflfor New York's municipal station the then new NBC network the
year, and in 1927, studios
SWNYC today, was engineer as well following
were moved to 711 Fifth Ave.
''as announcer,
super-in where
the AT&T station WEAF
Visor,
general m.c,
utilityprogram
man and
charge of contacting artists.
shared space.
One contact, a singer he inWJZ headquarters now are at
Veigled to go to Newark to appear 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
'on
radio was
free Milton
since theCross,
station
When the Blue Network of NBC
no fees,
who paid
bea separate and independent
came the outlet's second announcer. became
organization
in January 1942, WJZ
The others who joined the payroll became its lead
a position
for $45 per week was a man with it retained when station,
the Blue Network
a resonant voice, Norman Broken- became the American
Broadcast'shire, andnitureansalesman,
erstwhile
dancer, furing Co. after Edward J. Noble
and Florida
real purchased
it
in
1943.
estate promoter named Ted Husing.
[ Listeners in those days were
essentially hobbyists who, with ear MULL TAX BILL
ohones clamped tightly over their
leads, searched the airwaves to
Adjournment Seen Oct. 20
aick up the WJZ signal. "WJZ has SENATE and House conferees
:ome a long way in the past 30 huddled on the revenue bill last
/ears," General Manager Ted Ober- week. The legislation, as passed by
the Senate 10 days ago, contains
■I I'elder
recalls,of "and
we toarethe proud
its record
comaffording the radio-TV
■ pfnunity.
I would service
like to predict
that provisions
industry excess profits tax relief
1 jluring the next 30 years, WJZ will Oct.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
1].
■ j'ontinue to be 'New York's First
station' in terms of service and
bill (HR 4473), as passed
■ntertainment as well as historical by The
the House, did not provide for
act."
excess
profits tax relief. If the
When radio caught on, Westingaccepts the Senate version
louse sold its outlet to RCA, which House
conference, and the measure is
noved the facilities across the river inapproved
by both chambers, the
relief provisions would go into
effect after the President signs
GENERAL MANAGER
the bill.
having now active or with references
Action on tax legislation came
previous experience as general manager
as Senate Majority Leader Ernest
in smaller community. Ambitious for
unusual opportunity in metropolitan
McFarland (D-Ariz.) predicted
market.
Congress would adjourn not later
Box 163L, BROADCASTING
than Oct. 20, perhaps earlier.
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MALCOLM McCORMACK (I), farm
director of WBZ Boston and WBZA
Springfield, Mass., welcomes Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Reynolds at the Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. booth at
the Eastern States Exposition in
Springfield. Mr. Reynolds, manager
of the Wisconsin State Fair, takes
over as manager of the eastern exposition next January. The Westinghouse stations broadcast a series of
programs from the fair grounds,
where WBZ and WBZA started their
radio history 30 years ago.
GORE NAMED
For NSRB Chairmanship
JACKton State
GORRIE,
former Washingnewspaperman
and close
associate of Mon C. Wallgren,
Federal Power Commissioner and
stockholder in KIRO Seattle,
Wash., has been nominated for
the chairmanship of the National
Security Resources Board.
Mr. Gorrie's nomination was
sent to the Senate by President
Truman last Wednesday. He has
been serving as acting chairman
of NSRB since last April when
W. Stuart Symington resigned to
Corp. the Reconstruction Finance
head
The appointment of Mr. Gorrie
is unique since his associate, Mr.
Wallgren, was rejected for the
NSRB chairmanship in 1949 when
the Senate Armed Services Committee refused to approve his
nomination. Mr. Gorrie served as
assistant to Mr. Wallgren when
the latter was governor of the
State of Washington.

STATION SALES
WLDS, KEYY, WNBZ File
SALE of WLDS-AM-FM Jacksonvil e, 1 1., to interests
Jacksonville
Journal and Courier
for $100,000 was revealed in an application for approval filed with the FCC
last week. KEYY Pocatello, Ida.,
and WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y.,
also filed transfer applications.
WLDS asked assignment of
license from Milton Edge and
Edgar J. Korsmeyer to Jacksonville Radio & Television Broadcasting Corp.,sonville
ownedJournal-Courier
90% by Co.the W.Jack-A.
Fay is president of the broadcasting company and owns 50.2% of
the publishing firm. Other 10%
of the broadcasting company is
owned dentbyand R.general
Karl Baker,
vice ofpresimanager
the
transferee and executive secretary
of the Jacksonville Chamber of
Commerce.
The same interests which control
KVNI Couer d'Alene, Ida., and
KNEW Spokane, Wash., were
parties in an application to buy
control of KEYY Pocatello.
Scripps Newspapers
Burl C.
Hagadone
and RobertInc.,
S. Howard
want to buy 24% each and Harry
Henke Jr. wants 8%. Total purchase price for the 80% to be
transferred is $1 plus a leaseoption agreement involving a
$7,500 advance against $300
monthly payments for five years,
with option to purchase for $8,770
at that time.
Scripps Times,
Newspapers
the
Tacoma
Provopublish
Herald,
Logan (Utah) Herald-Journal, and
Couer d'Alene Press. Scripps Newspapers and KNEW.
Mr. Hagadone
control
KVNI and
Mr. Howard
owns 33.7% of The Dalles (Ore.)
Chronicle and has interests in several other papers. Mr. Henke is
an
attorneyandarjji
holds an interest
in KVNI
KNEW.
Jacques
DeMattos,
sales Lake,
manager of WNBZ
Saranac
N. Y., his wife, and Thomas J.
Day have filed to purchase WNBZ
for $50,000 from Thomas Durkan
and Eugene Fitzpatrick. Mr. Day
is owner-manager
wood
Sanatorium. of
He the
wouldNorthown
10%
while
Mr.
and
Mrs.
DeMattos
would own 90%.

AN
INVITATION
TO
SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING
See Center spread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000 WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER
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PLUMMER, COTTON E TERM
RICHARDS' ANSWER EVASIVE
ANSWER of Mrs. G. A. Richards to FCC's
request for clarification of Goodwill stations'
program policies [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 24, 10] was termed evasive last
week by FCC Broadcast Bureau Chief Curtis
Plummer
and General Counsel Benedict Cottone.
In "Comments"
Richards'
Messrs.
Plummer onandMrs.Cottone
againanswers,
urged
FCC to instruct examiner to issue regular
decision on news-slanting charges against
KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland. Examiner had recommended dismis al of charges after death of G. A. Richards.
Mrs. Richards told the Commission that
stations were and would in future abide by
statement of principles, also had detailed
specifics regarding bias, news-slanting, etc.
FCC had asked her to clarify her response
to a question regarding program plans in her
application for involuntary transfer. She
had answered that there would be no change
in such policies.
CANADA DRY STARTS
BIG PROMOTION DRIVE
CONTEST offering 255 pedigreed puppies as
prizes — said to be biggest advertising campaign company has ever placed behind single
promotion — will be launched by Canada Dry
Ginger Ale, New York, through J. M. Mathes
Inc., that city, to run through October and
November with closing date Nov. 20.
live "dog"
commercialsSundays,
to be
seenIn addition
on Superto Circus
(alternating
ABC-TV, 5-6 p.m.) starting Oct. 7, company
will launch nationwide dealer co-op campaign
on both radio and TV in every major and
minor market, according to agency spokesman.
FANCHON & MARCO DENIED
FANCHON & MARCO request for permission
to intervene in ABC-United Paramount case
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13, 6]
was denied Friday by FCC Comr. Sterling on
ground theatre chain had no standing as party
in case. However, that does not mean that
Fanchon & Marco cannot or will not testify —
it can do so upon request by FCC or on its own.

RADIO FREE EUROPE FUND
PROPOSAL that broadcasters, under
NARTB aegis, contribute their highest
half-hour rate for Radio Free Europe
to yield
sufficient was
fundsmade
to build
powerful transmitter
to NARTB
District 14 meeting at Salt Lake City
Fridaytrose,byColo. George Cory, KUBC MonAction was in form of resolution to
be submitted
Saturday
workshop session. atMr.District's
Cory said
this gesture
would embody very personification of
what free radio has achieved in United
States in three decades. He declared it
would
"very Bill
sharpandsword
cut
throughprovide
the Benton
other toovert
thrusts at all radio's freedom."
TV STUDIO PROJECTS
TURNED DOWN BY NPA
REQUESTS of Allen B. DuMont Labs and
CBS New York for authority to start work on
TV studioductionprojects
rejected
National Sums
ProAuthority for
fourthbyquarter.
were $1,150,000 for WABD (TV) and $230,000
for CBS. In list of construction denials for
period ending Sept. 29, NPA also rejected
project bids of following:
Neely Broadcasting Co. (WJAM Marion, Ala.),
which ing,"received
CP JuneCo.27,(WJBK-TV
"radio broadcastFortFCCIndustry
Detroit,
Mich.),
"TV$12,000;(KSOO
studio,"
$169,200;
Sioux
FallswhichBroadcasting
Assoc.
Sioux
Falls,
S.
D.),
has
for 5 kw n, 10 kw d, $19,500; Radio Station
KABRCP
(KABR
Aberdeen,
S.
D.),
"radio
station,"
$4,564;
Vine Street Realty Corp., Los Angeles, "TV studio,"
$5,330,000.
WGN MEDIATION SESSION
AFTER three-month delay, first arbitration
between AFRA and WGN Chicago scheduled
Oct. 23 with three mediators present. AFRA
wants its members to handle video sound effects,
with ex-to
isting claiming
contract. this
AFRAis inandaccordance
IBEW expected
meet with management of WCFL Chicago
again this week for continuing talks on salary
increases. Station has offered each group $5
weekly raise and another $2.50 next January,
which unions reject.

Howell Urges Comparative Media Data
advertisers in the absence of any other method of
ASSERTING broadcasters have forged weameasurement, resulting in a generally confused
pons "to cut each other's throats through supevaluation of radio against other media, and
port of measurement and rating services," Rex
Whereas, broadcasters have unwittingly conHowell, president-general manager of KFXJ
tributed to intramural conflicts by reliance soleGrand Junction, Colo., served notice Friday at
ly upon a system which merely compares one
the NARTB District 14 meeting in Salt Lake
broadcaster's
againston another's
than
City he would offer resolution Saturday de- giving useful service
information
advertisingrather
coverage
signed to place radio on competitive footing
as
a
whole,
therefore
with other media, notably newspapers.
Be It Resolved that the 14th District members
His resolution read as follows:
of NARTB in convention assembled do recommend
Whereas, the broadcasting industry has long felt the establishment of a new nationwide form of
audience study incorporating the useful aspects
the need of an adequate technique of measureof the comparable circulation surveys made in
that would properly
radio's
circulaLouisville by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper as reported
tionmentin comparison
with thereflect
printed
media,
and
on page 25 of the Oct. 1 issue of Broadcasting •
Whereas, existing methods of audience measurement while providing useful information such as Telecasting, titled "Impact," and
Be It Further Resolved that the District 14
program ratings and share of audience do not
broadcasters hereby go on record as opposing the
give radio a fair basis of consideration in comfurther
use of rating services except on such basis
parison to the
circulation
informationin generally
deemed gross
acceptable
by advertisers
the as ,will properly provide comparisons such as
evaluation of printed media, and
cost-per-thousand
when compared to costs
Whereas, the use of the highly definitive studies
achieved by the application of readership to the
such as the ratings services are demanded by printed media.
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PEOPLE...
CARINO, BARON
LOUIS J. CARINO, WMGM New York program supervisor, has resigned to manage
newly formed Cue Personnel Agency, New
York specialists in clerical help for radio and
TV stations. Mr. Carino has more than decade
service with WMGM. Paul Baron, WMGM
night management staff and formerly with
KFMB San Diego, WHUC Hudson, N. Y., and
WOKO Albany, succeeds Mr. Carino as program supervisor. Ray Lapolla, of WMGM
news editing staff and former news editor of
WGNR New Rochelle and WLNA Peekskill,
N. Y., replaces Mr. Baron.
JOHN W. PACEY
JOHN W. PACEY has been named director of
Public Affairs Department of ABC, Pres.
Robert E. Kintner revealed Friday. Mr. Pacey
was appointed acting director of the department in mid-August when Robert Saudek resigned to join Ford Foundation [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Aug. 20]. Prior to that, Mr.
Pacey had served since May, 1950, as assistant
to Mr. Saudek, vice president in charge of public affairs. The new director joined ABC as
trade news editor in 1945.
FRANK B. ROGERS JR.
APPOINTMENT of Frank B. Rogers Jr. as
vice president in charge of sales for Reeves
Soundcraft Corp., Long Island City, N. Y.,
was announced Friday. Former vice president and assistant general sales manager
for Ampro Corp., Chicago, he receives his
post as part of company's current expansion^
program.
ROBERT McKEE
ROBERT McKEE, formerly sales manager for
Network
ABC's central
has
joinedRadio
NBC Sales
Radioin Network
Sales division,
in Chicago as account executive. Mr. McKee, for
the first 15 years of his advertising career, was
vice president, treasurer and part owner of the
Homer McKee Co. Inc., which had headquarters
in Indianapolis and offices in New York and
Chicago. He joined NBC's blue network in
1940 as account executive, remaining in network sales when ABC was established shortly
thereafter.
ROBERT E. WILLIAMS
ROBERT E. WILLIAMS, treasurer and director of Doremus
& Co., New York,' since 1920,
elected
vice president.
WARREN COX
WARREN COX promoted to director of public relations and publicity for J. M. MathesAgency, New York, to succeed Arthur Fij
Monroe, who becomes executive for CapehartFarnsworth Corp. account. Mr. Monroe, who
was appointed vice president last year, will:
retain overall supervision of public relations
and publicity.
BRITISH ELECTION COVERAGE
GENERAL election in Great Britain will receive special coverage by ABC Radio beginning
with British elections program Tuesday, Oct.
23 (8-8:30 p.m. EST) and continuing through
election day, Thursday, Oct. 25. On-the-spot
reports of climactic portions will be included in
schedule under direct supervision of Frederick
B. Opper, manager of ABC's London news
bureau.
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Wholehearted
On The Air — or In Person!

It's the

and
...
m
a
Te
I

It

Program organization and the wide
coverage of The KMBC-KFRM Team
provides an important daily link between the trade capital, Kansas City,
and thousands of rural homes in Kansas, Missouri, and portions of the surrounding states which comprise Kansas City's Primary Trade Area.
Just as important, however, is the
wholehearted personal link between
the Team personalities and the listeners. During the Missouri State Fair,
the Kansas State Fair, and the American Royal, thousands of folks met
and visited with Phil Evans — with
Hiram Higsby and other KMBCKFRM personalities. Similarly, every
Saturday night hundreds more attend
the "Brush Creek Follies" and during
the course of the year, countless contacts are made through the sports, news
and special events departments.
Evidence of the success of this "onthe-air or in-person" technique is that
it is in part responsible for the fact
that in urban, rural and metropolitan
areas alike, The Team is on top by a
margin of 3 to 2.
This advantage of more loyal listeners means more impacts for the advertiser, less cost per thousand and more
product or service sales. Write, wire
or phone KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel.
To put it simply, to sell
the Whole Heart of
America, Wholeheartedly, use . . .

1Tea m
ABC
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY MIDLAND

BROADCA
G C<

TEAM-MATES
for 25 years
Since the formation of the NBC network 25 years ago,
WWJ
receiving WWJ
end forhasthedonesalesa
pitches hasmadebeenby Detroit's
NBC advertisers.
league-leading job of batting-in billions of dollars worth
of business for these advertisers, in an era which has
seen Detroit's radio audience soar from 100,000 to over
two million!
FIRST IN DETROIT
Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate MeWt/on Station WWJ-W
AMFM —- CHANNEL
950 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS
246-37.1 - MEGACYCLES
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Baltimore sports fans by the thousands stick to WITH the year round.
Reason why: WITH carries more
sports programs and events than any
other station in town ! Orioles baseball
games in the summer . . . University
of Maryland football games and Bullets
basketball games in the winter . . . late
results of all contests every day in the
year . . . just this season, a great new
feature was added: the high school
football game of the week, broadcast
play-by-play from Baltimore Stadium.
WITH is a sports fan's dream!

IN

TOWN!

These thousands of sports fans make
up part of WITH's huge loyal audience.
They are one reason why WITH regularly delivers more listeners-per-dollar
than any other radio or TV station in
Baltimore . . . one reason why WITH
is the BIG BARGAIN BUY! Get all
the facts from your Headley-Reed man.
The Results Station
Baltimore, Md. WITH
Tom Tinsley, President — Represented by Headley-Reed

WHASTV

...the
50,000

nation's
waff

first

television

station

The popular WHAS-TV sports team of Jimmy Finegan and Phil Sutterfield has made "Sportraits"
the top-rated strip sports show in Louisville. With Finegan and Sutterfield alternating before
the cameras, Louisville viewers get first and foremost a rundown of all the late sports news . . .
then, such plus features as film briefs of top national sports attractions . . . films of local
sports events taken by the WHAS-TV cameramen . . . and interesting interviews with a steady
parade of local and national sports personalities such as Pee Wee Reese, Princeton Football coach
Charlie Caldwell, Happy Chandler, Strangler Lewis, Bill Corum and others. Tops in sports . . .
tops in audience, that's "Sportraits." See your Petry man today.

WHASTV

Serving a market of more than 100,000 television homes

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, D/reefor

•

NEIL D. CLINE, Safes Direct

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

RIDE

A

COCK

HORSE

When you put your money on

You can't get very far in this
part of the Northeast without WTRY —
the NUMBER ONE MEDIUM in the

WTRY, you're not on a cock horse to
nowhere. You're on the best station

Albany-Troy-Schenectady market, morn-

in the Nation's 27th market — at one-half
the cost of station Number Two!

ing, afternoon and evening.*
You can go along just for the
ride on the Number Two station.
Failing to deliver the WTRY-size
audience in the market, the Number
Two station boasts outside coverage —
in secondary markets where 21 other
radio stations bid for and
audiences.
*Oct '50 — Jan '51 Hooper

WTRY

win

5000 w day and night at 980 kc
The

CBS

Radio

Network

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED
Published every Washington
Monday, 53rd4, D.and C.54thEntered
issues (Year
Book class
Numbers*
and February
by BroadcastingD. C,Publications,
870 National
as second
matterpublished
March 14,in January
1933, at Post
Office at Washington.
under act Inc..
of March
3, 1879. Press Building,

NORTH

TEXAS

TELEVISION
133

SERVICE

and

DEALERS

rate
KRLD-TV
(Channel 4, DALLAS)
The
IN

First

Station

NORTH
OF

196

T£XA$
DEALERS

SAY

KRLD-TV's PICTURE
AND AUDIO BEST....
Here

are

the RESULTS

of a New Dealer Survey!
A direct survey addressed to 750 Television Sales and Service Dealers
in the North Texas Area produced a 33% return; analysis of which
furnished an insight to TV station performance and coverage.
Here's the breakdown of usable returns:
>
i<
KRLD-TV
STATION
A STATION R
FIRST:
1 or 0.5%
133 or 67.9%
62 or 31.6%
Combined FIRST
and SECOND:

KRLD-TV
191 or 49.6%

108 DEALERS REPORT
IMPROVED WITH NEW

KRLD-TV RECEPTION
INCREASED POWER. . .
John W. Runyon
President

Owners and
Operators of
KRLD
50,000 Watts
The CBS Station for
Dallas and Fort Worth

1
J

VEDIO
TEXAS'
4 • October 15, 1951

59 or 15.3%

135 or 35.1%

Channel 4
27,300 WATTS
AUDIO

MOST

POWERFUL

Clyde W. Rembert
Managing Director
The Branham Company
Exclusive Representatives

13,600 WATTS

TELEVISION

STATION
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

•INDIANAPOLIS broadcasters are one of several metropolitan area groups planning surveys on effective use of radio similar to that
conducted by Dr. Raymond Kemper for WAVE
and the 'Louisville area [B • T, Oct. 1].
NUMBER of Mountain States stations, notably
in Intermountain Network, keyed by KALL Salt
Lake City, have advised NARTB that they will
withhold action on joining trade association
until forthcoming December NARTB board
meeting, and will join only if association takes
positive action on radio rate cuts.
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION will start
sponsorship
of announcements
participa-in
tion programs
in radio and andtelevision
practically every market east of Mississippi
on Nov. 1 for 39 weeks through J. Walter
Thompson, N. Y. This is result of adding
$75,000 to bring to $666,000 total which commission voted to spend in radio and TV [B • T,
Oct. 8].
ACTION AT NARTB District 14 meeting (Salt
Lake City) in copyright sphere, seeking appraisal of all catalogs to enable broadcasters
better to gauge licensing needs, was preceded by informal suggestions that BMI explore possibility of acquiring SESAC, or of
licensing its music. Carl Haverlin, BMI president was button-holed on it.
NEXT move in industrywide effort to block
rate-baiting and economic attacks on broadcast
medium may be proposal to set up permanent
agency
to carry on work started by Affiliates
Committee.
EARLY ISSUE of Saturday Review of Literature will carry letter from Raymond Rubicam,
retired co-founder of Young & Rubicam,
supporting Sen. Benton in his fight for educational television and creation of National Citizens Advisory board for TV. In the same/
issue a letter from Maurice Mitchell, vice president and general manager of Associated Program Service (which Sen. Benton owns), will
"give
against commercial
Benton plan. broadcasters arguments
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co., N. Y.,
through John F. Murray Adv., N. Y., buying
number of smaller markets for radio spot announcements for Anacin in addition to its
major market campaign which started
inheavy
September.

DESPITE PLEAS by NARTB President Harold
Fellows at district meetings that Associated
lusic Publishers be not penalized because its
■wner, Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.), is
uuthor of legislation
which would hobble radio'sprisals.
freedom,
broadcasters
keep talking
rePlans to adopt resolutions
specifically
(Continued on page 6)
i BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WHOO ORLANDO, FLA.,
BOUGHT BY EDWARD LAMB
WHOO Orlando, Fla., was purchased last week
by Edward Lamb, Toledo attorney and broadcaster, for $200,000 subject to FCC approval.
Mr. Lamb acquires property from Martin
Andersen, publisher of Orlando Sentinel-Star.
WHOO operates on 990 kc with 10 kw day
and
with 5 59kw kw.night. Its FM transmitter operates
Mr. Lamb is owner of WTOD Toledo and
two TV stations, WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., and
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio. He said he
plans
to carry
on WHOO'schanges
community
service
policies.
No particular
in personnel
or operating schedules are planned, he added.
WHOO is an ABC affiliate.
With purchase Mr. Lamb takes over WHOO
TV application. Negotiations for sale were
handled by J. W. Blackburn, of BlackburnHamilton Co., Washington.
SENATE KILLS DEFENSE ADS
IN FIRST PIECE of anti-broadcasting legislation passed by 82d Congress, Senate Friday passed and sent to White House defense
funds bill including specific prohibition against
use of military money for recruiting advertising in any medium. This will mean broadcasting loses $735,000 which Dept. of Defense
had earmarked for recruiting spot campaign
next spring, although present commitments
for advertising not affected. Recruiting advertising appropriations had been cut from
defense funds bill by House fortnight ago.
(See early story page 25.)
SCHREIBER PLEASED
FRANK SCHREIBER, general manager
of WGN Chicago, said in regard to the
Don Lee, Yankee, WOR merger: "I think
General
be to theTire's
best purchase
advantagewillofcertainly
Mutual
Broadcasting System. The new direction of the WOR properties will further
strengthen Mutual and facilitate the
operation of the network." (See story
page 23.)

FCC Majority Blasts
MAJORITY on FCC are not in favor of Sen.
William
(D-Conn.)Board
plan for
to create
National Benton's
Citizens Advisory
Radio
and Television because of censorship dangers
involved.
Comments filed with Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, which has
Benton Plan before it for study. Rendering
separate views were Chairman Wayne Coy
and Comr. Paul A. Walker.
Letter, signed on behalf of Commission by
Chairman Coy, said majority of FCC believes
rreation of board of type contemplated by
Benton Bill (S 1579) to be_ "undesirable."

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

PROPRIETARY ACCOUNT * H-B Cough
Syrup, Boston,
spot an-13
nouncementNov.
campaign 1inplacing
six majorradiomarkets,
weeks. Agency, Chambers & Wiswell, Boston.
GEM TEST # American Safety Razor Co.,
New York (Gem blades), planning spot radio
tests in several Missouri markets. Agency,
Federal Adv.„ N. Y.
CHICK SERIES Q ABC Chicks, Columbia,
Pa., starting spot radio campaign in rural
markets in December. Campaign usually runs
about 26 weeks. Agency, Cox & Tanz, Philadelphia.
FALSTAFF BASEBALL PLANS # Falstaff
Brewing Co., St. Louis (Falstaff beer), signed
Dizzy Dean to broadcast baseball games next
season in its series, carried this year on
Liberty with Gordon McLendon announcing.
It is understood that Mutual, which had its
own daily game this year with sponsorship
partiallyis bynegotiating
Gillette and
co-op
basis,
withpartially
Falstaff onagency,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., for brewing
company games next year.
AMERICAN VITAMIN
DIFFICULTIES
ADMITTING "over-extending" itself and
"financial
American spending
Vitamin
Assoc.
Inc.,difficulties,"
Hollywood, reportedly
around $300,000 a month to promote Thyavals,
Orvita, Formula 621 (see earlier story, 101),
cancelled all advertising late last Thursday.
Last May company announced it was spending
$5 million for TV to end of year.
Firm hopes to solve financial difficulties
' through reorganization and retrenchment,"
officials said. Jack Scott, president, Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, which took over account
Aug. ing,1,conferred
flew into
Friday mornwith Hollywood
George S. Johnston,
AVA
president. Mr. Johnston is striving to get
additional lines of credit to carry on operations, does not intend to go into bankruptcy.
All bills will be paid, but over a period of
time, it was reported.
Benton Video Bill
Referring to majority on Commission, Chairmantions oCoyf thesaid:
believe that bythethefuncboard"They
as contemplated
bill
involve
dangers
of
censorship."
Under Benton Plan, both radio and TV programs would be subject to review by citizens
group. As described by Sen. Benton, hoard's
duties would perform "annual Blue Book."
Referringto assign
to "investigative"
functions bill
proposes
those
functions are board,
under majority
FCC andasserted
should
(Continued on page 106)
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
LEGISLATIVE RADIO-TV BAN
IN CALIFORNIA PROTESTED
STRONG condemnation of radio-TV ban imposed by California State Legislature and
Crime Commission, preventing broadcasters
and telecasters
the sameservices
privileges as other "from
press enjoying
or information
with respect to news coverage of public meetFridaymeeting
by NARTB
15 at ings,"
Sanwas voiced
Francisco
(earlyDistrict
story
page
32).
Seventy-five
delegates
were registered.
The resolution contended this was "open
discrimination
against
television"
and
denied public
fullradio
and and
complete
news
coverage
guaranteed
by the U.afterS.' Constitution.
The resolution
was adopted
considerable
floor discussion led by Paul R. Bartlett, KFRE
Fresno, Resolutions Committee chairman.
Also adopted, but without unanimous vote,
was resolution denouncing the legislative proposals of Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.).
President by
Truman's
government gag rule was
protested
delegates.
For first time at current series of district
meetings no resolutions endorsing BAB and
BMI were adopted. However, district endorsed
administration of NARTB President Harold
E. Fellows and stewardship of Glenn Shaw,
KLX Oakland, district director.
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB employe-employer relations director, predicted during
question-answer session that next five years
will present radio with most difficult labor and
union situation in its history. Unfreezing of
TV, with additional hundreds of stations going
into operation, will contribute to problem, he
said. He urged broadcasters to avoid labor
pitfalls that have created havoc in motion
picture industry.
UTILITY'S BIG SPOT DRIVE
ELECTRIC
ASSN.
City, inand
cooperation with 15
TV ofsetKansas
distributors
the
Kansas City Power & Light Co., has embarked
on what is described as heaviest concentration
of radio spot announcements ever undertaken
by single advertiser in Kansas City area.
Four-week schedule of 608 one-minute announcements onfive Kansas City radio stations
began Sept. 27. Campaign costs $11,750 and is
designed to sell TV sets by publicizing TV proAgency forInc.campaign is R. J. PottsCalkins &grams.Holden
TV SET OUTPUT TO DROP
OUTPUT of TV sets during fourth quarter
to run between 1,000,000 and 1,250,000 units
due to controls and shortages, Glen McDaniel,
president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., said
Friday in talk to International Assn. of Electrical Leagues at New Orleans. Shortages
rapidly becoming more acute because of defense orders, he said, adding that set sales are
rising. RTMA estimated 2,744,831 TV sets
shipped to dealers in first eight months of 1951.
FTC SETS HEARING
FEDERAL Trade Commission Friday set Oct.
16 for final phase of hearings at Buffalo on
complaint charging Rhodes Pharmacal Co.
(Imdrin) with false advertising. U. S. Circuit
Court for
of Appeals
District)
deniedwillfirm'sbe
plea
injunction(7thstay.
Hearing
devoted to government rebuttal of Rhodes
testimony.
Page 6 • October 15, 1951

mentioning tercesAMP
thwarted only by inion ofNARTBso farofficials.
In this Issue—
Merger of General Tire's Don Lee and
Yankee stations with Macy's General
Teleradio Inc. (WOR-AM-FM-TV New
York) will create broadcasting combine owning seven AM and three TV
stations and 58% of MBS stock. Next
question: What happens to Mutual?
Page 23.
The new NBC economic plan is liked by
some, disliked by others. Affiliates will
hold rump meeting in Chicago this
week to talk about what it means, and
there's evidence the network won't have
smooth sailing in forcing its adoption
by affiliates. Page 23.
Sports broadcasting gets new lease on
life as American and National Baseball Leagues revoke territorial limitations on baseball broadcasts and Dept.
of Justice files suit against National
Football League charging restraint of
trade in granting rights to radio and
TV broadcasts. Page 25.
For the past 11 years, broadcasting has
anted up more than half of all the
measurable advertising in the five
major media on behalf of U.S. Savings
Bonds drives. Page 25.
All-Industry Affiliates Committee meets
Thursday in Chicago to see what can
be done search.
about
Page 26.equalizing media reTax relief for radio-TV broadcasters is
passed by Senate-House conference.
Page 27.
Evita Peron's television station, first in
Argentina, will go on the air to celebrate the counter-revolution that
sprang her husband from jail and into
the limelight. A special report. Page
28.
NARTB television members meet Friday in Chicago to wrestle with their
consciences. The tough question: Will
they adopt the stiff code an NARTB
committee has prepared? Page 71.
RCA calls in the public and Washington
brass for a look at its color TV system. Page 71.
Employment is on the rise in Hollywood,
the movie capital, but the enterprise
doing the hiring is television. Page 73.
The Lawrence tri-color tube is "in process of production,"
Paramout Labs.,
subsidiary, Chromatic theTelevision
reports. Page 80.
Upcoming
Oct. 15-16: NARTB District 16 meeting,
Beverly Hills Hotel, Los Angeles.
Oct. 18: All-Industry Affiliates Committee
meeting. Hotel Stevens, Chicago, 5 p.m.
Oct. 18: NBC Affiliate Group meeting.
Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
Oct. 18-19: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, Battery Park Hotel, Asheville,
N. C.
Oct. 19: NARTB Television membership
meeting. Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
Oct. 19-20: Ohio State U. Advertising Sales
Promotion Conference, Fort Hayes Hotel,
Columbus.

AT LEAST
one TV station
will go toprepared
NARTB'sto
video
code meeting
next Friday
vote "no" or pull out of proceedings if effort
is made to adopt weak set of standards or
pull teeth out of enforcement clause.
LIGGETT & MYERS, N. Y. (Chesterfield
Cigarettes),
campaign in 34 topadding
marketsspotfor announcement
four weeks through
Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., starting immediately.
PROJECT LAUNCHED in West for award of
plaques to radio advertisers who have used
medium for five years or longer without
hiatuses [B • T, Sept. 24], may be picked up
as national project under auspices of Broadcast Advertising Bureau and Radio Pioneers.
Ed Craney, head of XL stations of Pacific
Northwest; former Sen. C. C. Dill, of Washington, co-author of Radio Act; William B.
Ryan, BAB president, and Carl Haverlin, BMI
and Radio Pioneers president, last week discussed national expansion.
CROSLEY TV SETS, Division of Avco Mfg.
Corp., Cincinnati, through Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., planning another TV spot campaign
Nov. 12 through Dec. 7 on stations used in
October drive.
GATES RADIO CO., independent transmitter
manufacturer,
announce line.
intro-<
duction of VHF shortly
televisionmaytransmitter
It
has been testing two units, but has made no
public announcements.
CHRYSLER CORP., Dodge cars, Detroit,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., on single
dealer basis placing three-week spot announcement radio campaign to start in November
in the 8 a.m. and after 6 p.m. time periods.
DENTISTRY ON COLOR TV
DENTAL techniques to be demonstrated via
CBS color TV at American Dental Assn. meetings in Washington, Tuesday through Thursday, in cooperation with E. R. Squibb & Sons
(dental products) and Remington Rand, whose
Vericolor equipment will be used. Pickups at
Mt. Alto Veterans Administration Hospital will
be microwaved to convention site at National
Guard Armory. John Martin, CBS Labs. Divi
sion, in charge of production.
HALSEY LAUDS CRUSADE
ADM. WILLIAM F. (Bull) Halsey, retire
hero of Pacific war, sanctioned work of Crusade
for Freedom's Radio Free Europe in Chicago1
speech, saying effectiveness of broadcasts has
beenthatproved
specific
pointed'
out
RFE, bybecause
it isresults.
subsidizedHe privately
and not by government, is not restricted in
its air messages by diplomacy and protocol.
Adm. Halsey spoke on behalf of Crusade, which
hopes to raise $3.5 million nationally for construction oftwo more radio stations in Europe
and similar psychological warfare by radio
in Pacific.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 106 ^
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The successful WCFL "Sports-Music-News" Formula- now brought
to fullest realization! Here is proved and constantly improved 3-Power Programming
that captures, holds, and builds potent listenership. It makes this independent
station a major factor in your Chicago Market strategy.
SPORTS

that command

the DOMINANT

audience!

Sensational White Sox baseball — the complete schedule for '52 . . . Notre Dame
football Classics . . . Chicago Cardinal football (a WCFL exclusive) . . . outstanding hockey, tennis, and basketball events, race results ... a// identify WCFL to
masses of listeners!
ft NEWS

J MUSIC
J?
.

of DOMINANT interest— timely , most complete!
The only station in Chicago that presents hourly newscasts, all of them especially
edited and written by the newscasters themselves: crack newsmen John Vandercook, John T. Flynn, Vic Barnes, Bill Hamilton and others . . .
—the Common Denominator of every listening mood!
Star disc-jockeys Bill Evans, Mai Bellairs, Marty Hogan, Howard Miller . . . balanced by such vastly-popular symphonic shows as the Music Lovers Hour, one
of radio's oldest, best-loved classical programs.

WE PLANNED IT THAT WAY-to

achieve ever-greater
WCFL

W
50,000 C
watts F
• 1000 L
on the dial
The Voice of Labor
666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III.
Represented by the Boiling Company, Inc.

■

BROADCASTING

.... ■.:
• T elecasting

LISTENER-PULL!

"Dominan
pull ofeffectiven
PUT the ing
esst-Three'
programm
to work* for
you ! Call George Isaac at WCFL, or contact
your Boiling Company representative.
- f-<'ci - v,:- . ■

.- :

.:. .
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WFBR

FAMILY

PROMOTION!

25,000
PACK LOCAL AMUSEMENT PARK!

Families all over Baltimore listened to WFBR's
advance promotion for WFBR "Family Day" at
Gwynn Oak Park. They believed what they heard —
and then acted!
Family after family stormed the park!
WFBR is proud of this record-breaking promotion—proud, to , that it is Baltimore's
real "family station"— the station whole
families listen to, enjoy and trust implicitly.
Yes, we have the Hoopers, too — in some
cases startlingly high. But more than
that— we have the confidence and
solid loyalty of Baltimore families!
Ask any WFBR representative
or John Blair man to tell you
about it.

fAMity
RADIO
STATION
ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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"Madam,

how

do you spend

your time?

In the WAVE area, people spend 5,141,760 home hours per
week listening to radio — against 2,582,573 for
television and 1,751,925 for newspapers.
WAVE radio reaches more people, for more hours,
for less money. Ask Free & Peters!
Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (bead of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WAVE area, July, 1951. Copy on request.
5000

WATTS

•

NBC

WAVE
•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

JROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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^Reliable estimates indicate that above 90% of all national spot radio "
auiUf
Re
a by I
business
is "placed"
agencies
in New York, Chicago, Detroit,
(f
Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood and San Francisco.
This heavy concentration would obviously make it pretty easy for any
representative to rely almost entirely on "sit-at-home selling," if he
wished. Thus the amount of traveling done by F&P becomes a rather good
index of our willingness to work — to spend time and money to keep
in touch with the realities of radio advertising, to know our markets,
and thus to render better service to you agencies and advertisers who
buy our products.
Even though Free & Peters maintains offices in all the cities mentioned above, there is hardly a business day in the year when we are
all at our home offices. During 1950, for example, our Colonels spent
737 working days in "outside" cities — made literally thousands of
sales and service calls (on jobbers and dealers as well as on agencies,
advertisers, and the stations we represent). . . .
In other words, F & P is interested in the sale of your goods and
ours, and proves it with work instead of words. That's one of the
"secrets" of our success, here in this pioneer group of radio and television station representatives.

TE
Since 1932 Station Representatives
Pioneer Radio and Television
NEW YORK
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CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

BROADCASTING

FT. WORTH

• Telecastin

REPRESENTING
RADIO
STATIONS:
EAST, SOUTHEAST
WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield
WGR
Buffalo
WMCA
New
York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
KYW
KDKA
WFBL
WDBJ
Syracuse
WCSC
Charleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
WGH
WIS
Norfolk
Raleigh-Durham
WPTF
Roanoke

INC
Photo Courtesy American Air Li,

HOLLYWOOD

BROADCASTING

SAN FRANCISCO

• Telecasting

MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST WHO
Des Moines
Fargo
WOC
Davenport
Duluth-Supenor
WDSM
Fort Wayne
WOWO
WD AY
Kansas City
KMBC-KFRM
Louisville
WAVE
WTCN
Minneapolis-St. Paul
KFAB
Omaha
Peoria
WMBD
St. Louis
KSD
Beaumont
KFDM
KRIS
Corpus
Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
WBAP
Houston
KXYZ
KTSA
San Antonio
MOUNTAIN AND WEST
Boise
KDSH
Denver
KVOD
Honolulu-Hilo KGMB-KHBC
Portland, Ore.
KEX
Seattle
KIRO
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GENE ARCHER
WRC's Gene Archer, to
be exact. Gene's delightful, hour-long mid-day
program features the
Cliff Quartette's individual music, popular records . . . plus Gene
Archer's own brilliant
baritone style.
Participation in this
choice time period (12:15-1:15 PM, Monday
throught Friday) promises business in Washington. An impressive list
of current national spots
amply story.
supports Gene's
selling
Audience loyalty of
"Here's Archer" offers
an immediate association with a "Name Performer" in the Nation's
Capital.
A few choice availabilities remain, contact WRC
directly or NBC Spot
Sales.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts • 980 KC
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WBS' John L. Sinn (I), president, and Robert W. Friedheim, general
manager, examine some of the company's promotional effort.
UNCOUNTED thousands of times
a day listeners are being reminded
that radio is a fundamental part of
their lives.
While many groups are taking
part in the movement to make
peopleture recognize
radio's
nainstead of taking
it forbasic
granted
[B • T, Aug. 27 et seq.], one of
those which is conducting the campaign on many fronts is the World
Broadcasting System, transcribed
program package firm.
Spokesmen for World, an affiliate
of the Frederic W. Ziv Co., estimate
that the "Listen — Wherever You
Go, There's
messageis which
World
is Radio!"
distributing
being

day.
broadcast
close to 20,000 times a
These discs are transcriptions of
the "Listen" message by 16 name
personalities.
World than
has distributed
them to the more
800 World
affiliates and also is making them
available to non-affiliates. The stations insert them during station
breaks and at other appropriate
times throughout the broadcast
day. Reports indicate wide usage,
running in at least one case as high
as 55 times in one day.
In addition to these messages
being sent out by World, Mutual is
distributing to stations a 20-page
(Continued on page 101)

IF YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR POWER ... WE
HAVE THE KIND
THAT COUNTS!
THE POWER OF
THE LARGEST
LISTENING AUDIENCE
IN WILKES-BARRE
.VALLEY
. . WYOMING
AREA.
• • •
A recent Conlan Audience
Survey showed WBRE programs ranked FIRST. FIRST
in the morning . . . FIRST
in the afternoon and FIRST
in the evening. Aside from
the fact that WBRE's listenership to nearly every NBC
program stood far above
the national average for
the same shows, it was
proven that WBRE had the
TOP THIRTEEN daytime programs in listener popularity and THREE of the top
TEN were our own local
shows. You just can't go
wrong on WBRE.
• • •

strictly business
jHf
d ngto
FOLGE
R coffee
learni
byR firstlearne
PETEsell
about coffee itself.
In the learning process, he did
not neglect such important, questions as who buys coffee when,
how and why.
By the time he was ready to step
into an executive position with the
western coffee firm bearing his
family name — organized more than
100 years ago by his grandfather,
James A. Folger — he had the
answers to these questions firmly
in his mind.
Coffee is bought, as it is used,
every day of the year. It is bought
mostly (85%) by housewives and
it is bought for its flavor.
With these facts dictating his
sales promotion and merchandising
approach, Mr. Folger decided radio
Mr. FOLGER
(Continued on page 68)
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It's impossible...

as impossible as covering California's
Bonanza Beeline with outside radio
Call your shots in the Beeline!
That one market . . . inland
California plus western Nevada
. . . has a 3-billion-dollar "pool"
of buying power ... a 2 1/3-billion-dollar stake in retail sales.*
ballButon you're
outsidebehind
stationsthe— eight
even
far-reaching Los Angeles and
San Francisco stations. Because
Beeline people are independent
inlanders who prefer to listen
to their own strong stations.
So take this cue; Do your
Beeline shooting on the five onthe-spot BEELINE stations.

With all five, you rack-up the
whole market. With each one,
you pocket a major Beeline
trading area. For example . . .
KERN BAKERSFIELD
It's the CBS station for 59,000
radio families in oil-rich Kern
County — with a BMB homecity total weekly audience of
84% daytime, 92% at night.
Hoopers 60% more audience
than next best station, weekday
mornings; 70% more, weekday
afternoons; 31% more, weekday
evenings !
*Sales Management's 1951 Copyrighted Survey

I

McClatchySACRAMENTO.
CALIFORNIA •casti
Broad
PAUL H. RAYMER ng
CO. National Representative
KWGCompany
KE*N
KOH
KFBK
Stockton (ABC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Socromento (ABC)
Reno (NBC)
Fresno
KMJ(NBC)
. 50.000 watts 1530 kc. 5000 watts, day;
1000 watts, night 1000 watts 1410 kc. 250 watts 1230 kc.
5000 watts
580 kc
630 kc.
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Moves
WWL

Mountains

Sells More Southerners

of

Cereal

than Any Other Advertising Medium

.WWL, the South's Greatest Salesman, can help send your food
sales Up — Up— Up! No tricks. It's simple arithmetic: With WWL,
you get more reach, more audience, more advertising extras than
any other medium in the Deep South has to offer.

Coverage unsurpassed in the Deep
South — intensive coverage over a 4»tate market, rich with new industry
md still unquestionably radio-domilated. That's WWL!

Highest Ratings — built up over a period
of 25 years through excellent programing, featuring CBS and Southern stars,
the finest news coverage, outstanding
special events. That's WWL!

All-out advertising support — with liberal
use of store displays, 24-sheet posters,
streetcar and bus dash signs, newspaper ads, and personal calls on
jobbers and distributors. Product push
no other station South gives advertisers.
That's WWL!

Let

WWL
THE SOUTH'S
GREATEST SALESMAN
Sell
the
South
for YOU!
50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
CBS AFFILIATE
A Department of Loyola University • Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency

in

West

Virginia . . .
new

your

dollar

farther

goes

business

with

'personality"

More than a million
West Virginians, (with
a half-billion dollars to
spend annually) can hear your
sales story when you put this
potent pair
of "Personality"
Stations
to work
for
you. And WKNA and
WJLS are yours at a
combination rate that is
about the same as you
would pay for any single
comparable station in
either locality. Make us
prove it!

WKNA
WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON
950 KC— ABC
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT

JULES
MONTENIERin Portland,
Inc., Chicago,
new Broadcast
product, Secure
Stick Deodorant,
Ore., andtesting
South itsBend.
media
Spot
will be considered seriously when testing is completed, probably in
December. Agency: MacDonald-Cook, Chicago.
ROSEFIELD PACKING Co., Alameda, Calif., begins two-week $15,000
radio-TV spot campaign in Chicago today (Monday) for Skippy Peanut
Butter. Bill Thompson, Mr. Wimple of Fibber McGee and Molly, appears
on transcribed spots for WGN WENR WMAQ WBBM WIND and WLS.
TV commercials will be used on WGN-TV WNBQ WENR-TV and WBKB.
Cut-insFriday
will benight.
featured
on Skippy's
You Asked
For It Hollywood.
telecast by DuMont
Agency:
Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli,
KIERULFF & Co., L. A., (distributors, Motorola Television sets), Oct.;
1 started intensive radio spot campaign on three Los Angeles stations.
Spots will run 48 weekly for indefinite period on KLAC; 21 weekly for
five weeks, on KHJ; 22 weekly, 13 weeks on KNX. Agency: Hixson &
Jorgenson Inc., L. A.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH Inc., St. Louis (Budweiser beer), Oct. 4 renewed
for 13 weeks transcribed Hollywood Theatre of Stars on six Montana
stations, KBOW Butte; KMON Great Falls; KFDW Helena; KRJF Miles
City; KOOK Billings; KPRK Livingston. Program produced by C. P.
MacGregor, Hollywood.
IDEAL TOY CORP., N. Y., (-Toni doll), launching TV spot campaignincluding some participations in 14 markets, contracts to run approximately 12 weeks. Agency: Atlantic Advertising Co., N. Y.
MAPLE LEAF MILLING Co. Ltd., Toronto (Monarch flour), starts spot
announcement campaign on number of stations. Agency: Cockfield,
Brown & Co., Toronto.
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR of Canada Ltd., Montreal (razor blades),
starts transcribed five-minute show five times weekly on seven eastern
Canadian stations. Agency: F. H. Hayhurst Co., Toronto.
ADREM PHARMACEUTICAL SALES Ltd., Toronto (Sarnak), starts
spot announcements and newscasts on western Canadian stations three
to five times weekly. Agency: Armand S. Weill Co., Toronto.
UNITED NATIONS WORLD Magazine starting five-market spot radio
test for first newsstand sale of magazine. It may expand to 14
markets if test succeeds. Agency: Colonial Adv. Assoc., N. Y.
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind., (Alka-Seltzer), starting largest export
spot radio-TV campaign Jan. 1 in over 65 countries. Present contracts
only in Cuba, with possible expansion to Mexico. Contracts run 52
weeks. Agency: Robert Otto & Co., N. Y.
A/etwotk • • •

'
I

Joe L Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented nationally by weed & CO.
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RALSTON-PURINA Co., St. Louis, which sponsors Space Patrol on ABCTV, has bought an AM version of program on same network for its
wheat cereal, instant Ralston cereal, Wheat Chex, Ry-Krisp and Rice
Chex. Show aired Sat. 9:30 to 10 a.m. (CST). Agency: Gardner Adv.,
St. Louis.
BILLY GRAHAM Evangelist Assn., renews Hour of Decision on ABC
for 52 weeks Sun. 2:30 to 3 p.m. CT. Show is telecast on same network
Sun. from 9 to 9:30 p.m. Agency: Walter F. Bennett & Co., Chicago.
CLUB ALUMINUM PRODUCTS, Chicago, renews Club Time on ABC
for 52 weeks Sat. 5:45 to 6 p.m. CT. Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., N. Y., (Vaseline brand products), effective
Oct. 17 renewed its sponsorship of Dr. Christian, Thurs., on CBS Radio
for 15th year. Company also exercised its option on services of Jean
Hersholt in his role as Dr. Christian and on Rosemary De Camp, as
(Continued on page 18)
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Leading
Radio

Independent

Stations

Sales Curves

\
/'just read what
THINKERS SAY: J\
NDENT
THESE INDEPE

are Pushing

UP!
we had a n.2%
sova
^creaseonoutsalebur
e a
last year. We armof
Aid»
mpo
ma
.a jonr to the splend
UE
oration of WCValue
at
gre
to plug our

Event."

It Will Pay You to do some INDEPENDENT

THINKING

If you have been hearing dire predictions about the fate of radio
in general, just cast an eye at" the leading independent radio stations!
Competition has kept them toughened up, made them today's best
buy when you really want profitable results. You owe it to yourself
to get the facts. Just write to any AIMS member listed below.

THESE

ARE

THE

LEADING INDEPENDENT
WMIE -Miami, Florida
WCUE —Akron, Ohio
WBMD —Baltimore, Maryland
-Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WKDA
WBNY -Buffalo, New York
WMIL - -Nashville, Tennessee
WJMO —Cleveland, Ohio
Pennsylvania
KXL -Pittsburgh,
KMYR —Denver, Colorado
WWSW- -Portland, Oregon
KCBC — Des Moines, Iowa
-Providence,
Rhode Island
WIKY Evansville, Indiana
Virginia
WCCC ——Hartford,
WHIM - -Richmond,
Connecticut
-St.
Louis,
Missouri
WXGI WXLW Indianapolis, Indiana
Paul
WJXN ——Jackson,
KSTL - -Minneapolis-St.
Mississippi
Lake City, Utah
WMIN -- -Salt
KLMS —Lincoln, Nebraska
KITE
KNAK
-San
Antonio,
Texas
WKYW —Louisville, Kentucky
WHHM —Memphis, Tennessee
They are all members of AIMS — Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations— each the outstanding independent station in a city.

Aim for BULL'S-EYE
3ROADCASTING
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results. ..with the AIMS

stations ^

RADIO

STATIONS

KSON
—San Diego,
KYA —San
Francisco,California
California
KING -Seattle, Washington
KREM —Spokane, Washington
WACE —Springfield, Massachusetts
KSTN —Stockton, California
WOLF —Syracuse, New York
KFMJ -Tulsa, Oklahoma
WNEB —Worcester. Massachusetts
WBBW-Younestown, Ohio

GROUP
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open mike

Needle!
the latest news of sales and
program developments from the

Coverage Note
EDITOR:
... I would no more like to start
out on my weekly itinerary without
having
currentoutmagazine
than I read
wouldyour
to start
without

ices or get off the FM air and let
other broadcasters in who will
ice.
utilize
the ether in the public servGeorge K. Thompson
Staten Island, N. Y.

Two Yearbooks
my pantsWilliam
on. G. Broughton
District Sales Mgr.
EDITOR:
Broadcast Equipment
ASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVICE
Congratulations
yourseparate
excelGeneral Electric Co.
lent idea of publishingon two
Yearbooks. Since radio and teleQuestions . . . Questions . . . from broadcasters all over the
Syracuse
vision are two separate mediums
nation.
All of them
about arethose
of communication, they should be
ized Libraries.
And here
the remarkable
answers : new APS Special- Kudos for Kemper
treated
as such. Each new YearQ. These new Specialized Libraries sound terrific. But none EDITOR:
book should be received with great
enthusiasm
in its respective field.
of the five you describe exactly fits our needs. Can you
Raymond
build a special library for us?
Ed Galbreath
on Dr.
impact
[B • T, Kemper's
Oct. 1] is article
one of
convincing
re10U
S. GreenN. St.C.
A. Certainly. Tell us what you want. We have the music — the the mostsearch Ihave
Statesville,
seen in pieces
a long oftime.
best
in
the
business.
We've
just
finished
building
a
special
Every
person
who
has
a
responsiconcert library for one station . . . cost $32.50 per month.
bility of buying advertising should
report. . . .
Gloomy Sunday
Q. What's
these Special Libraries? Different music? Are read thisC. H.convincing
they oldindiscs?
Topmiller
Sales
Mgr.
&
Chief
Engr.
EDITOR:
A. These Specialized APS Libraries are built from the full, basic
WCKY Cincinnati
AP Library. The selections are from that library. The music
Your terestpublication
is of little
to me. I understand
thatin-I
is the same. And every disc is brand new.
am
one
of
four
who
takes
an
airQ. I'm ordering two of your APS Specialized Libraries, and Duped by Duplication
mail edition. I go to the post office
at 6:30 a.m. each Sunday; if it has
I'd like a cabinet. Yours seems to be perfect for our Li- EDITOR:
but sincecanweI arrange
don't getfora one?
cabinet with these small
not arrived,
I ignore
matThe downtime
come for who
a showlibraries,brary, how
ter until about
8:30thea.m.wholeI check
with AMhas operators
gyp
again at 11:30 and today at 1:30,
the
public
with
six
hours
of
FM
A. We'll sell
you
a
brand,
new
APS
Custom-Built
Cabinet,
designed by broadcasters for broadcasters, for $125, FOB New duplication. WMGM [New York] 4:30, 5:30. It still is not here.
. . . Usually it arrives some time in
pulled the stunt of the year by in- the
York. Then it's yours for all time, to use as you wish.
early afternoon or morning. . . .
teofr upting ththe
e Dodgers'
games
at
Q. them.
I'm usingNowthese
APS
Specials,
and
my
staff
is
wild
about
Never before in my business exthe
climax
baseball
season
I wonder whether I made a mistake in not
perience have I known any publicaevening
at nineto o'clock
to tell
ordering the full Library. Can I still do this without each
tion to compare with Broadcasting
listeners
to re-tune
AM. Owners
•
Telecasting.
Your complete
penalty?
of FM-only sets (like my Zenith
A. Certainly. You can convert to the full APS Library any time Major) and TV sets with FM coverage of all details of our industry
and
your
editorial
opinions
during the life of your APS Special Library contract, simply bands are thus deprived of a broadcast service which had been started are of such great value to broadby signing a full Library agreement.
casters
that
it
is
difficult
to comcompleted.
Q. Can you let us see the list of titles and artists comprising andIn not
pareWilliam
with any other
trade journal.
areas where FM channels are
T. Kemp
these Special Libraries before we decide?
at a premium, the FCC should tell
President
A. Commercial
On request we'll
send($22.50
you condensed
for the
APS these AM-FM'ers to put up or shut
KVER Albuquerque
Library
per month)catalogues
; Production
Library
up;
either
broadcast
full
FM
serv($19.50) ; Show Medley Library ($22.50) ; Popular Library
($39.50); and Badio Music Library ($47.50). We'll have
New Business
catalogues on the newest units, a Concert Library and a Nov(Continued from page 16)
elty Library, shortly. Just write for them.
nurse, and Art Gilmore as announcer. All three have been with program
Q. We're subscribing to the APS Commercial Library. Do since its inception, as has Dorothy B. MeCann, program producer for
we get the eight half-hour sales meetings and instructions agency, McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
already issued or do we just get one new meeting a month
from now on?
EKCO PRODUCTS CO., Chicago (Flint cutlery, kitchen tools) is sponA. Both. We ship you all eight meetings already released right
soring first quarter-hour of Frank Sinatra Show on CBS-TV Tues., 7
away . . . the others come along monthly at no extra cost. to 8 p.m., CT. Agency: Earle Ludgin Agency, same city.
Q. Whating about
APS those?
Christmas Shows everybody's talk- PHILIP MORRIS & CO., N. Y., sponsoring new Eddie Cantor Show,
about? these
Who gets
starting
(Sunday), 9:30-10 p.m. over NBC Radio. Agency:
A. The APS Jumbo Christmas Program Release— biggest in our Biow
Co., yesterday
N. Y.
history — goes to APS Full Library subscribers only.
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis (Turns) Sept. 18 starts Hollywood Theatre
on 26 Trans-Canada network stations, Tues. 8:30-9 p.m. Contract runs
through March 11. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
MINUTE MAID Corp., N. Y., (frozen orange juice), will sponsor
Gaylord Hauser in 15-minute show over ABC-TV, Wed. 1-1:15 p.m.
ASSOCIATED
PROGRAM SERVICE
(EST), beginning Oct. 31. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
151 W. 46th Street, New York
NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind., Oct. 14
PLaza 7-7710
(Continued on page 67)
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spot

program
television

Judging by ratings, film programs on television have millions
of fans. Some of the most enthusiastic are the advertisers
who sponsor them. And for good reason.
Advertisers and agencies know that film programs assure
uniform and pleasing picture quality which is too often lacking in kinescope recordings. And even more important, film
opens the door to a better way to TV coverage — through Spot
program advertising.

more

Spot program advertising gives you a station line-up customfitted to your specific selling plans. You use as few or as many
markets as you need. If you're "feeling your way" in television, Spot program advertising relieves you of any "must"
stations or minimum group requirements.

s

ut
sellp

If you're going "all out," Spot program advertising allows
you to cut across network affiliations (such as they are in
television) to develop the broadest coverage for your program.
In the greatest number of markets ... on the best stations . . .
with the best adjacencies . . . and at the lowest rates.

in

celluloid

All this extra selling power — at no extra cost ! For Spot rates
are generally lower than network rates for the same time
periods, over the same stations. Enough lower to cover the
film prints needed, their handling and distribution. There's a
saving which Spot program advertisers can apply to promotion ... or to merchandising ... or to the addition of more
time ... or more markets.
Spot program television makes good sense — to more and more
advertisers. If you'd like to get more sell out of your television
dollar, you should get the full story on Spot program advertising. You can get it from any Katz representative. It shows,
in detailed close-up, that in television . . .
you can do better with Spot. Much better.
ATZ
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

ROADCASTING

• DETROIT

• Telecasting

AGENCY,
• LOS ANGELES

inc

♦ SAN FRANCISCO

Station Representatives
• ATLANTA

• DALLAS

• KANSAS CITY
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agency

WILLIAM
WILSONnamed
Jr., manager
associate ofradio-TV
Young and&
Rubicam, W.Chicago,
radio-TVdirector
department,
director. PHIL BOWMAN, formerly in charge of department, appointed
ALEX EVANS, vice president and manager of Brisacher, Wheeler &
Staff, L. A., to Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, S. F., as account
executive.
of

the

"St. Lo
uis

RICHARD E. WILLIAMS, treasurer and director Doremus & Co., N. Y.,
elected vice president.
JAMES F. FALLON, account executive Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A.,
to Warwick & Legler, L. A., in executive capacity, effective Nov. 1.
FREDERICK N. POLANGIN, vice president in charge of Los Angeles
offices for Buchanan & Co., to Hutchins Adv. Co., Phila., to work on
all creative and merchandising phases of Philco account.
L. H. MARTINEAU, director of radio and TV Standish Adv. Inc.,
Providence, to Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
WALLACE H. GOLDSMITH, Foote, Cone & Belding International, to
Robert Otto & Co., N. Y., in executive capacity.

"
room
Ball these
sold

advertisers

The "St. Louis Ballroom" ////J is promotion! Bigger, better than
ever! 24 sheets, exterior bus and streetcar cards, interior bus and
streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper displayads, special mail promotions and personal appearances, promotion announcements on KXOK are scoring a wide plus for
"St. Louis Ballroom" advertisers. Get details from your
John Blair man or from KXOK today.

0 WATTS •FULL 37
63okc«500.
TIME
00
S& aw«

*
KXQ
Represented by John Blair & Co.
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on all accounts
he was instrumental in buying the
Our Missfor Brooks
and Mr. and Mrs.
ent in DOUG
vice presid
charg-e North
LASS,CAMP
the company.
JAMofESradio
for
television
andBELL
On Sept. 17 he joined the Erwin,
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York,
is not a man to whom to apply Wasey company as vice president
traditional standards. He is the in charge of radio and television.
fellow who went down under to Among the radio and TV accounts
he now handles are Admiral Radio,
per- Pertussin,
is theigated
just asbe heinvest
top; never
reachson the
Barbasol, Musterole, and
who will
for having joined the Russian navy. Kreml.
Born
in
Washington, Ind., Mr.
The latter juncture occurred
during the closing seven months of Douglass was educated at Hastings
Music and
the war when,
a lieutenant com- College of Conservatory
mander withasthe
the U. of Nebraska.
American fleet, he
He received his A. B.
travelled to the
degree majoring in
Aleutians to serve
fine arts
and busias liaison with the
ness administration
Soviet sea force
in 1933. He worked
his way through
there; the trip down
under was to Ausschool
as a conductor of orchestras
and
tralia
and
New
Zeaa leader of his own
land directly after
dance
band.
the war to represent
When he was
Colgatein- Palmolive
Peet
its radio graduated
the
university
hefromtaught
campaign
in that
area.
music at an Omaha
It was as a result
high school for one
of his cescivilian
suces in the South
year and
returned to thethenenterPacific that he was
tainment fieldeverything
conrecalled to the states
ducting
Mr. DOUGLASS
from jazz bands
by the parent comto grand opera
pany to function
co-ordinator
of itsas radio advertis- throughout the country. In 1936 he
ing. In that capacity he helped returned to Omaha and joined
launch the company on its impres- WAAW there as assistant manager.
sive sail into television. Among the One year later he moved to Central
TV projects he helped inaugurate State Broadcasting System as
were the Colgate Comedy Hour, director of programs for its stathe early sponsorship of the Howdy tions.
Two(Continued
years lateron hepagewent100)to St.
Doody show, the Miss Susan program and Strike It Rich. In radio
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WASHINGTON

SCREEN

beat
GERRY MARTIN, vice president in charge of television, Duane Jones
Co., N. Y., to Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., as vice
president and account executive.
THOMAS CADDEN, continuity director WIL St. Louis,
Mo., to Smith, Taylor & Jenkins Adv., Pittsburgh, as
radio-TV writer.
HOWARD S. FOLEY, J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., to
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., as copy supervisor.
KENDALL J. MAU, west coast publicity director Ross
Roy Inc.,
L. A., to Buchanan & Co., that city, as acMr. Martin
count
executive.
GORE-DIAMOND-EWING Adv., S. F., changes name to The Sam Ewing
Agency, following purchase by SAM EWING of firm's major accounts.
ALBERT F. VISKANT named director of mechanical productions for
Chicago office Fuller & Smith & Ross. He was with Standard Rate &
Data, Chicago.
MYRON KIRK, vice president Kudner Agency, N. Y., appointed chairman of radio division for 1951 Travelers Aid Society.
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, St. Louis, appointed by KXOK St. Louis, to
handle advertising.
THOMAS R. COOPER rejoins J. Walter Thompson Co., S. F., as account
representative.
BILL
COLDREN,
W. Ayerexecutive.
& Son, Phila., transfers to agency's San
Francisco
office, as N.account
PHILIP M. BOTTFELD, assistant director of publicity Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., named associate director of publicity.
CHARLES P. GRAVES, Grant Adv., Washington, to Federal Adv., N. Y.,
as radio and TV copywriter.
JIM EVANS, program director WICC Bridgeport, Conn., appointed
account executive Moore & Beckham Adv., Greenwich, Conn. RALPH
KLEIN, program director WONS Hartford, succeeds Mr. Evans at WICC.
LYLE
SMITH, Garfield
advertising
managerS. F.,
of Borden's
Delivery Co.,
S. F., toT. Sidney
& Assoc.,
as accountDairy
executive.
THOMAS H. CALHOUN Jr., sales staff WEEI Boston, to N. W. Ayer &
Sons, N. Y.
JOHN P. (Pat) COLIHAN, western states promotion manager C. D.
Beck Co., Sidney, Ohio, (inter-city motor coaches), to creative department Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F.
TOM MONAHAN, copy writer Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, and
FRED H. COMSTOCK, newspaperman, to Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh
& Macaulay Inc., that city, as copy chief and public relations director
respectively.
MAURY BAKER, assistant radio-television director BBD&O, S. F.,
named head of radio-TV department. He succeeds JAMES A. BARNES,
who retires to travel and free-lance.
JOHN MATHER LUPTON, president John Mather Lupton Co., N. Y.,
spoke on "Tools of Advertising," Oct. 9, at Advertising Club of Washington.
JEAN SHEPHARD, office manager and media buyer Will Grant Adv.,
L. A., to Don Jenner Adv., that city, as production manager and media
buyer. ,
JAMES DEAN and ROBERT CULBERTSON, account executives Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh & Macaulay and The Irwin Co., both Beverly
Hills, join Anderson-McConnell Adv., L. A., in similar capacity.
ROBERT OTTO & Co., N. Y., opens Toronto office Nov. 1, with ATHOL
C. STEWART, radio director of Walsh Adv. Co. Toronto, as manager.
ROBERT W. TANNEHILL, Benton Bowles, N. Y., to Compton Adv.,
same city, as account executive.
BROADCASTING
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One

of

Top

Local

Washington's

Monday

TV

thru

Shows

. . .

Saturday

6 to 6:45 pm
AUDIENCE
COMPOSITION*
MEN
21 %
WOMEN

26 %

CHILDREN

53 %

*ARB TV Survey,

Frontier
Theater local
is one tvof prothe
most-viewed
grams in the Nation's Capital.
Featuring
film
thriller,a ittop-flight
is the onlyWestern
early
evening film show available six
nights a week in the rich
Washington market! With consistently high ratings in a choice
time period — Frontier Theater
not only offers the spot advertiser MAXIMUM results, but at
LOWER COST!
July 14-21, 1951

Get the Facts From —
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
WMAL

WMAL-FM
The Evening Star
Stations
WMAL-TV
WASHINGTON, D. C
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KTSA.

with

PIGGLY
WIGGLY
San Antonio Company
E. A. Basse, Owner
San Antonio's largest chain of self-service markets with 29 outlets uses KTSA exclusively to
SELL their merchandise. 100% of the Piggly
Wiggly radio budget is spent on two daily quarter hour programs with outstanding results.
Ask your F & P Colonel for
the full KTSA-les story.
5000
WATTS
AT 550
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE EXPRESS PUBLISHING CO
AVENUE E AT THIRD ST. • SAN ANTONIO &. TEXAS

AM

/
FM
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TO MBS?
HAPPENS
T CRATER
WHA
By RUFUS
ABC, and even with only three TV).
said they
hoped
to
have
final
details worked out in time to file for would be ahead of CBS-TV, which General Teleradio (WOR-AM-FMA MOVE toward unification of
necessary FCC approval in less currently owns two outright and
Due to FCC's policy limiting
the ownership of Mutual Broad- the
has a 45% non-voting interest in multiple ownership in AM to seven
casting System, raising the pros- than 60 days.
a third. (CBS-TV also has bought stations, addition of WOR would
Mr. O'Neil told
Broadcasting
•
pect of potentially far-reaching ef- Telecasting
that no changes in WBKB-TV Chicago, though this require General Tire to dispose of
upon the andnetwork's
seven AM outlets it curin bothfectsradio
TV, cameposition
sud- Mutual operation are planned at acquisition currently awaits FCC one of the
rently owns. The one designated
denly last week with announcement present. Mutual's TV plans also approval as a corollary to the pro- for sale
is WICC Bridgeport,
posed
merger
of
ABC
and
United
of plans for merger of the radio merger
are "status
quo,"
he
said.
The
Conn., in the Yankee group.
itself, he made clear, does Paramount Theatres.)
and TV properties of General Tire not involve
Mutual but only the
& Rubber Co. and those of New
and [of
Straus
General Tire Holds 38.6%
radio and television
saidThus,
"theMessrs.
ultimateO'Neil
purpose
the
York's
R. H.company,
Macy & with
Co. General respective
properties of the two companies.
The new General Tire-Macy com- merger] is to vest in one operating
The new
This did little, however, to still
the following radio and
pany's stock control of Mutual company
Tire owning "a substantial major- industry
speculation as to the would derive from General Tire's television properties :
ity" of the stock, would have ap- ultimate results.
"Radio stations WOR New York,
Assuming FCC present 38.6% interest (19.3 % via
proximately 587c interest in Mu- approval of the merger,
tual.
it was Yankee and 19.3 r\ via Don Lee) WNAC Boston, WEAN Providence,
It would also own and operate pointed out, the unified Mutual and the Macy 19.3 % holdings.
WONS Hartford, KHJ Los Anthe owned stations of Don Lee and ownership will control three TV
geles, KFRC San Francisco, and
A provision
Mutual's
any ofsingle
entityby-laws
from KGB San Diego.
Yankee networks, currently owned stations — Don Lee's KHJ-TV Los prohibits
"Television stations WOR-TV
more than 30%, but authby General Tire, as well as WOR- Angeles, Yankee's WNAC-TV Bos- voting orities
confident that this New York, WNAC-TV Boston, and
AM-FM-TV owned by the Macy
ton, and Macy's WOR-TV— and prohibition appeared
KHJ-TV Los Angeles, and the
could be removed, per- Yankee
company through its subsidiary. may have
available WGN-TV Chiand Don Lee regional radio
methods, through
General Teleradio Inc., and would
interest Tribune,
in Mu- votes hapsofby several
controlling stockholders.
tualcago viaheldtheby 19.3%
the Chicago
operate the Don Lee and Yankee
Announcement
of
the
merger
owner of the WGN properties.
regional networks.
The in
announcement
said "noor
networks."
present operations
With four TV outlets, Mutual plan was issued Thursday by Mr. change
Long-range effects and possible
Jack I. Straus, presi- personnel
changes which might result with would be only one short of the FCC- O'Neil dentand
of
the
constituent
(Continued on page 38) comof Macy and chairman of
Mutual under the control of a sin- set maximum held by NBC and
gle entity were not mentioned except for a short assertion of belief
that
Mutual and"would
strengthened
be ablebeto further
render
May Stir Storm
great
public
service."
PLAN
REACTION
was immediate speculationButthattherein NBC
the long run the effects might be A FEW RUMBLINGS were audible implications of the plan.
to radio's present-day problems.
sweeping, perhaps extending to in the background, but for the most
said the reaction
9 ABC, without referring spe- theyNBChaveofficials
conversion of the network to "old
received thus far from
c
i
f
i
c
a
l
y
t
o
the
NBC
blueprint,
cirpart,
quiet
prevailed
last
wreek
as
line"
standard
type
of
network
c
u
l
a
t
e
d
a
letter
to
advertisers
and
affiliates has and
been agencies
"very good."
operation, and that it may herald all elements of the radio broadcast agencies noting that ABC has had Advertisers
also
field studied the far-reaching NBC
Mutual's
entry into
for some time and in- "showed great interest" in the new
ing on a major
scale. TV network- blueprint which may affect their "flexibility"
viting
suggestions
as
to
new
ways
policy
which
henceforth
will
peroperating
mit them to designate which staO'Neil Would Head
tures [B •policies
T, Oct. and
8]. their fu- it may serve advertisers.
tions they use, rather than force
With a few exceptions, NBC RaWith General Tire holding subSome
early
reverberations
sugdio affiliates
were
reluctant
to
compurchase
ofand"must
buy" stations.
stantial controlling interests in the
gested it may have been the calm
Agencies
advertisers
already
ment
at
all.
They
have
not
been
that precedes a storm.
new
company, ofThomas
have been notified of this change
advised
what
their
individual
situvice president
General F.TireO'Neil,
and
Industry officials almost unaniand
it
is
now
in
effect,
though
no
a
t
i
o
n
s
a
r
e
with
respect
to
proposed
president of its Thomas S. Lee Enpleaded for more time to
been made.
terprises Inc. (Yankee and Don study themouslyNBC
adjustments in their respective net- newThissalesnewhavepolicy
plan
before
comnot be
work rates — one of the most provo- expected to set well,could
menting publicly and directly, but
Lee), would head the new organit was felt,
cative features of the overall plan.
zation. He already is board chair- the week saw these developments
man of iMutual.
in the wake of itse release:
with
some
of
the
29
"must
Double Response
affiliates. The same would be buy"
true
Details of the merger plan were
of those who lose rank in another
#
The
plan
was
slated
for
scruThose
who
devised
the
plan
—
not disclosed — have not, in fact,
tiny in an NBC affiliates meeting
blueprint — reclasrepresentatives and net- feature ofsification othe
been finally set, pending final de- called for Thursday in Chicago — affiliatework officials
f affiliates.
— conceded
that rate
staterminations ofvalues and inven- a meeting to which NBC officials
For instance, three of the 29
tions for which
a downward
tories. But it is implicit in the were not invited. That some comformerly classified as
transaction that General Tire will
is indicated undoubt- stations
would be aired inevitable
at this meet-in adjustment
"basic," which were also must buys,
hold more than 75% of the stock
edly
will
set
up
a
protest,
"just
as
ing wasplaintsconsidered
will
not
be
in the group — 40 to
of the merged companies. It was view of the vehement opposition those which get boosts will ap- 50 — which will
be designated as
But
they
were
equally
thought probable that in addition already expressed by some affiliates confident plaud."
that in the long run the "primary."
to a minority stock interest in the (see below).
But
NBC
Executive
Vice Presiemployed in the rate
# The National Assn. of Radio principles
new
would also
will be accepted as realistic,
dent Charles R. Denny, in announcreceivecompany,
cash or Macy's
like consideration.
and Television Station Represent- plan
ing
the
new
plan,
and
that
the
overall
blueprint
will
atives called a membership session
New firm's name is not set.
(Continued on pageemphasized
84)
Spokesmen for the negotiators for today (Monday) to explore the be welcomed as a realistic approach
October
15,
1951
•
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AGENCIES MERGE
AM-TV
SPLITS
Three Stations
Complete
Lazarus Joins B & J
SIGNIFYING a continuing trend in
MERGER
of two advertising
creating autonomous radio and telagencies — Bozell & Jacobs and
evision operations, three broadcast
Harry 1 J.wasLazarus
& Co.in— effective
licensees have announced separaNov.
announced
Chicago
tion of these functions. Operators
are Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBT-AM-FM WBTV
Charlotte, N. C), Stromberg Carlson Co. (WHAM-AM-FM-TV Rochester, N. Y.) and WAVE Inc.
(WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.).
A division in the sales department of WBT-AM-TV was anannounced by Larry Walker, acting general manager.
Keith S. Byerly continues as genMr. Jacobs
Mr. Lazarus
eral sales manager for all operations, coordinating all spot sales
last week.
Nathan
E.
Jacobs
and establishing policy. He also
tinues to head the Chicago
officecon-of
will act as sales manager of WBTB
&
J.
Harry
J.
Lazarus
will
beAM-FM, concentrating on radio.
come vice president
under the conWallace J. Jorgenson has been
solidation, with responsibility
for
named sales manager of WBTV,
and consumer accounts.
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix financial
Mr. Lazarus founded his agency
handling regional, national and local sales for television. He for- 'It's a new Christmas Card P.I. deal. We get paid in Christmas Cards!" in 1946, resigning as vice president
merly was local sales manager for
of the Central National Bank. He
AM and video operations. Bennett
annual billings well over
Scholarships compiled
K. McKinnon will serve under Mr.
$1 million, and brings with him 13
Byerly as radio sales representageneral
and
10 financial accounts,
tive. John D. Veller has been as- duPONT AWARDS PLAN
along with production, creative and
clerical
personnel.
He also was vice
Ch'cago. of Bauerle
'51 of president
UNIVERSITY scholarships and fellowships will be grantedForwinners
Adv. Co.,
The Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation radio-TV public service awards
in the future, it was announced today (Monday).
Bozell & Jacobs h<is been in exMrs. Alfred I. duPont, widow of the famous scientist and philanthropist,
istence 3 years, with 11 offices in
and founder of the Memorial
principalTotal
citiesannual
throughout
the
country.
billings are
Awards,
estimated at $10 million annually.
Lee U., designated
Lexington, Washington
Va., as the& *
advisory educational institution to
collaborate in the new scholarship
RESEARCH SCOPE
Mr. Byerly
Mr. Jorgenson
program.
Each City Seen to Vary
Established in 1942, the duPont
signed to the TV sales staff.
awardstions were
limited to until
radio 1949
staand commentators
BROADCASTING
research
WHAM-FM-TV split into sepstrives for absolutes
in a"often
field
arate radio-TV divisions after 27 when the scope was broadened to
where
no
absolutes
exist,"
Murrayof
months of joint programming, ac- include television.
Grabhorn,
managing
director
cording to William Fay, vice presiNational Assn. of Radio and TV
Winners to Select
dent in charge of Stromberg CarlStation Representatives, said last
son Co., announced last Wednesday.
week
in an address to the Radio
Winners of previous awards reCharles W. Siverson, overall
c
e
i
v
e
d
a
plaque
along
with
a
$1,000
and
program director the past 15 years, check. Under the scholarship plan,
York. TV Research Council in New
was appointed general program di- selection of the persons to receive
"The important complexities of
rector. Sylvester Novelli and Eu- the scholarship, the schools and
individual market problems," he
gene Zacher will report to him as the
courses of study or training
said, "areeralitiwashed
awayscene
withof genassistant program directors for ra- will be made by the stations and
es far from the
the
dio and television respectively. Mr. commentators receiving the awards.
Novelli had been chief WHAM pro- Selection will be subject to apbuyer's
purchase."
Explaining
that
the
competitive
ducer, Mr. Zacher WHAM music
aspects of spot selling call for more
val of the Foundation.
Graddirector and Charles Clerks, TV
uates porroundergraduates
specialized
detailed analysis of each market
Mrs. duPONT
program sales coordinator.
in the field of communication will
rather
a generalized
measureWAVE and WAVE-TV now are be eligible.
mentthan
of audience,
Mr. Grabhorn
award
may
select
any
college
or
said,
"living
habits
and
In announcing the scholarship university other than W & L, it was themselves vary so widely in people
differplan, Mrs.mendousduPont
said: "The tre-of further pointed out in the awards
ent cities, time zones, and sections
potential developments
announcement.
that
strictly
quantitative
analysis
the sciences and arts of communiProcedures governing the en- is of secondary importance to qualcations have made increasingly
itative information of a non-comprogram of the Foundation
evident the acute need for proper will belargedannounced
soon, it was
training of the youth of this coun- said. Entries and records
of
perpetitive nature."
try for leadership in this important
formance by stations and commenfield of endeavor in order that the
tators will be submitted to the Col- Kellogg Renews
full potential of this great pursuit
of W & L for
Mr. Caldwell may be realized for the increased reviewlege of Journalism
Mr. Sutton
and consideration by the KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
welfare of mankind."
Mich. (Kellogg's
Cornof Pops),
has
Committee
of
Awards.
operated autonomously, with Jim
renewed
sponsorship
Wild Bill
& Lee was selected
First awards under the scholar- Hickok
for 52 weeks over MBS,
Caldwell, former WAVE newsroom as Washington
the
advisory
school
because
of
ship plan will nouncements
be for
1951, inand1952.
an- starting Dec. 30. Weekly drama
director, becoming radio program
made early
sound and uniwill be switched to a new time spot,
chief. Hugh Sutton succeeds him its "traditionally
versally recognized principles of
The awards have a perpetual 4:30-5 p.m. Sunday, to fill a full
at the hews post. George Patterson
existence through a continuing half-hour, effective same date.
education," Mrs. duPont said. How- trust.
was
named
TV
programming
director.
ever, the winner of any future
Agency: Leo Burnett Inc. Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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Justice Probes Football
BASEBALL
FUTURE
BRIGHT
A civil suit charging the National the day and Liberty to start a sports league clubs in that city and within
By J. FRANK BEATTY
League and its member network that later developed into 50 miles. When the Dept. of JusWIDE-OPEN bidding for rights to Football
tice threatened suit in 1949, Rule
entering into an agree- the present nationwide hookup.
broadcast and telecast baseball clubs with
ment
to
restrain trade in broadMajor leagues are interested in 1-D was softened to give the clubs
games will develop this winter as
of games several bills now pending in Con- veto power during periods when
networks and stations once again was filedcastinginand telecasting
federal court in an
gress, designed mainly to protect they played at home or, in the case
enjoy the right to bargain without
effort to clarify radio-TV rights in the "reserve clause" governing of TV, also during periods when
the
handicap
of
organized
restrictheir road games were being telerelation to the sports world.
tions.
player contracts.
cast at home. This softened rule
Broadcasters themselves have was repealed
It was apparent at the weekend
One of the strongest monopolies
last week.
anxious to obtain freedom of
that artificial "territorial" barriers in all sports, the National Collegi- been
Consequently
desiring to
imposed by baseball, football and
ate Athletic Assn. college football contract negotiation with major broadcast games those
must now dicker
other organized sports were on the telecasting schedule, apparently league baseball clubs and at the with
the
home
team
in
each case
way out, if the Dept. of Justice will continue despite the govern- same time to protect minor league instead of with the respective
leaclubs in what to them is a declincan obtain court support of its thement
suggestion
that
monopolies
ory that the public is entitled to are in the doghouse.
ing economy.
The
major
league
clubs
must
deenjoy contests via radio and TV. Ralph Furey, Columbia U. athLast year NARTB cooperated
cide to what extent they wish to
Thesidesports
world
was
turned
upletic
director
and
a
member
of
with
the
minors
by
promoting
atprotect
minor
leagues
from
impact
down last week as:
ndance at games, with Robert K. gues.
of their game broadcasts.
NCAA's Television
Committee, toldhe Richards, tepublic
0 Major league baseball teams Broadcasting
• Telecasting
affairs director, co"We'll be in there bidding for
ordinating the project. Mr. Rich- rights, just as we have other years,"
decided Monday to drop their "ter- sees no reason why the government
ards
is
NARTB
liaison
in
a
new
Mr.
McLendon told Broadcasting
ritorial"
rules
cramping
radio-TV
suit should affect NCAA's TV joint radio-TV committee that will
rights.
schedule. He called it "perfectly work with the clubs next season. • Telecasting. "At this point the
0 The Dept. of Justice went to reasonable"
and said he contemrule
that wethedon't
know
court in an effort to break down
plates no change in the program as
how weis sowillnewapproach
situation.
NARTB Position Not Definite
a result of the football suit or
"I think the new baseball rules
professional
football's
bans.
These two developments com- statements of government attorAs of Thursday night NARTB will have a salutary influence on
pletely changed the radio-TV side
neys who filed it.
officials had not formally discussed the public and the broadcasting inof the sports universe. Of greatest
dustry. Itgives carry
many major
stationsleague
the
of Justice action grew
association's position next year first chance
impact was the baseball ruling, Theof Dept.
an inquiry that has lasted the
but itball
appeared
the would
wide-open
base- baseball andto changes
voluntarily adopted by major league out
the
whole
several
years.
First
formal
action
negotiations
stimulate
clubs without consulting the minor to fight the sports monopolies was industry cooperation with both ma- structure of baseball broadcasting.
leagues.
"For the first time Liberty will
1947 by Frank U. Fletcher,
jor and minor league clubs in an
The baseball ruling means that taken inattorney,
at that time part effort to promote attendance as be able to bring games into the Midthe matter of granting radio and radio
owner
of
WARL
Arlington,
Va.,
as good relations between club
East andeffect
Northeast."
TV rights has reverted to the indi- and later a member of the NARTB well
Askedwest, what
the new situaowners and the industry.
vidual major league clubs instead board.
tion might have on minor league
The
original
Rule
1-D
of
the
maof the leagues.
teams,
Mr.
McLendon
said they
Prosecution
was
hinted
by
the
jor league clubs flatly banned will not be hurt. He recalled
League officials insisted they did
that
not act last Monday because they Dept. of Justice in 1949 and the broadcast or telecast of any big when
Liberty
started
broadcasting
clubs relaxed their Rule 1-D, league game by stations without
might have had wind of the com- major
(Continued on page 105)
plaint filed Tuesday by the Dept. of enabling MBS to start its game of the consent of major and minor
Justice.
Heading the baseball negotiation
parade this winter will be Mutual
Radio Aid Tops 50% of All Media
and Liberty networks, each of BOND
DRIVES
which has featured daily networking of major league games to the
mittee under which the Defense fear that the proposed amendment
Sen. Styles Bridges (Rentire nation outside major league WITH
be killing the goose that
N. H.) leading the fight, the Sen- Dept. was shorn of monies to buy "might
territory.
programs
and space for recruiting lays the golden egg of advertisate
last
Monday
beat
down
an
atMBS, LBS Proposals
tempt to prohibit radio, TV and campaigns [B • T, Oct. 8]. The
In clearing the measure, the
took that action by voice
Because of last week's develop- other advertising funds earmarked House
ments, Mutual and Liberty are pro- for the Treasury Dept.'s savings vote Oct. 5 and sent the proposal Senate went along with the comto the Senate, which scheduled it
mittee's proposal placing restricposing to carry daily major league bond program.
tions on compensation paid to ragames to the Midwest, East and
Military auIt was revealed, perhaps official- for debatethorities wFriday.
dio, TV and other experts employed
Northeast. Major league teams are
ly for the first time, that radio radio plans. ere uncertain over future
bying."the Dept. of Labor and the Fedcentered in these areas and sta- and radio advertisers have contriberal Security Agency. This protions within their borders have been
uted over 50% of all free measAdded to H.R. 5215
viso brings them in line with pregenerally out-of-bounds for the two
urable
advertising
in
the
five
mavious legislation which limits the
The
bond
proviso
was
tacked
networks because of territorial
jor media over many of the last 11
be paid out to informarules. Liberty already has acquired years. Peak year was 1944 when on a supplemental expenditures moniestion tospecialists
hired by all other
bill
(HR
5215)
reported
by
the
radio
time
donations
reached
$65
rights to games of the Chicago
White Sox.
million.
Senate Appropriations Committee government departments. In a
word,
it
cuts
funds
25% as proGordon B. McLendon, president
The upper chamber rejected by Oct. 6. The Senate did vote, howposed by Sen. Harry Byrd (D-Va.).
savings bonds monies
of Liberty, predicted that the net- voice vote a recommendation by its from ev$1er, to cut
million to $500,000. The
Affected would be:
work will be able to enter major Appropriations Committee that
league territory and said he did not "no part" of any funds bill be measure now goes to conference. designated
(1) Functions
a person
as anperformed
informationby specialist
In offering the amendment on . . . publications
believe minor leagues would suffer used to promote savings bonds sales
information
ordinator .. . radioand expert,
televisioncofrom the baseball ruling.
the floor, Sen. Bridges told his col- expert, motion
through
both
broadcast
and
printor pubed media.
leagues that "it is most necessary
MBS officials
readyexec-to
licity expert . picture
. . andexpert,
(2) functions
The action was regarded as a that we shall be able to have the performed
comment
but one weren't
high-placed
bydrafting,
personspreparing,
who assistediting,
persons
...
in
bondthatsales
effectively"
"We next
wouldyear.likeWeto want
have significant victory on Capitol Hill and
duplicating,publications
or disseminating
the conducted
Treasury Dept.
should typing,
baseballutive said,
again
public linformation
or
where economy-minded factions
es, articles,
radio or television
scripts, motion
maga-re"within reasonable limitahave launched concerted drives de- proceed tions."
it and we plan to have it."
zineeasand
photographs,
This
"freedom
of
action,"
pictures
similar
material.
Liberty is broadcasting professigned to prohibit the government he added, is more important than
The ban on military monies for
sional football games every Sunday, from buying
commercial radio-TV the actual amount ($1 million) set
having contracts with two clubs.
recruiting
also arose
programs
forth in the bill.
The football action from the during the ornewspotfiscalannouncements
ate discussions.
Sen. during
GeorgeSen-D.
year
ending
Dept. of Justice was announced next June 30.
Sen. Bridges' sentiments also Aiken (R-Vt.), who objected to
shared by Sen. Harley KilTuesday in Philadelphia by Attor(Continued on page 104.)
Senate rejection followed similar were
ney General J. Howard McGrath. action
by a joint conference com- gore (D-W. Va.), who expressed
October 15, 1951 • Page 25
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Include Leading Ad Speakers
OSU
CLINICS
TWO broadcast advertising clinics 4 p.m. the same day with Victor
— one each for radio and television Sholis, vice president and director
Today."
Paneltisingmembers,
who will give
— are programmed for the Eighth of WHAS Inc., Louisville, as chair- ten-minute talks, are George Bolas,
Annual Advertising conference to
man. Keynote speaker will be director of radio-TV, Tatham-Laird
be given by Ohio State U. at Co- Robert M. Reuschle, manager of Inc., Chicago, who will discuss
lumbus, Oct. 19 and 20.
time buying for McCann-Erickson "Television's place in Advertising
Radio clinic, conducted by L. A. Inc., New York, and his topic will and Selling"; Robert W. Dailey,
Pixley, president of WCOL Colum- be "How to buy Television Adver- radio-TV director for McCannbus and of the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, wil start at 10 a.m., Friday, Oct.justing
19 Radio
withAdvertising
a speech onto "AdAmong Speakers at OSU Meet
Today's
Conditions"
delivered
by
John
Karol, Vice President in charge
of sales for CBS Radio, New York.
Ten-minute spot analyses will
include: "How We Intend to use
Radio Advertising,"
with Johnof H.J.
Hosch
Jr., vice president
Walter Thompson, New York, and
Ray Wunderlich, president of Cussins and Fearn Co., Columbus;
"Best Buys in Radio Advertising
Time president
Today," withof Fred
vice
PaulC. H.Brokaw,
Raymer
Co.,
Chicago;
"Importance
of Quantifying Advertising AudiMr. Reuschle
Mr. Matthews
Kenneth Audit
H. Baker,
presidentences" byofDr. Standard
and
Measurement Services Inc., New
York. The radio clinic will close
after panel and open-forum discussion.
Television clinic will start at
ETHICS REVIEW
Solons New Report Bill
PROPOSED "Commission on
Ethics"
government
got up some
steam lastin week
in the waning
days
of Authored
this sessionby"of Sen.
Congress.
J. William
Fulbright (D-Ark.), the measure
(S. J. Res 107) was given favorable report by the Senate Labor
and Public Welfare. Hearings were
held before a subcommittee headed
by Sen. Paul H. Douglas (D-I1L).
It would set up a 15-member commission morals
that wouldandstudy
problem of
ethics"thein
government"
and
recommend
legislation to maintain high moral
standards.
Among those who testified before
the committee were Sen. Fulbright,
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.), author of the so-called Benton Plan to
create an advisory board to review
radio manandWayneTVCoyprograms,
of FCC. and ChairChairman Coy had testified on the
practice of leaving the employ of the
government
job ininvolved
private mayindustry, whenforthea firm
have had dealings with the agency
and with which the employe was
familiar.
Meanwhile, Sen. Richard M. Nixon (R-Calif.) introduced a bill (S
2235) to make it a federal offense
for an officer or employe of the
government to accept compensation
or gratuity from any officer Or
member of a national committee
of a political party. Companion
measure in the House (HR 5668)
was dropped in the hopper by Rep.
Patrick J. Hillings (R-Calif.).
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Mr. Dailey

Mr. Bolas

Erickson,
Cleveland,TVwithCommer"New
Developments
cials"; LeonardinMatthews,
time
buying supervisor for Leo Burnett
Co.
Are We
GoingInc.,in Chicago,
TV Rates "Where
and Production
costs?"; and Franklin Snyder, general manager of WXEL Cleveland,
who will answer "Is Television
Overrated
Theme ofToday?"
the conference is "Adjusting Advertising to Today's
Conditions."
the
event with OhioCo-sponsors
State are theofFifth
District of Advertising Federation
of America, member advertising
clubs, and Ohio trade associations.
Other convention meetings include retail and newspaper advertising clinics and a luncheon speech
by Secretary of Commerce Charles
Sawyer,mentwho
"GovernEconomywill
— Itsdiscuss
Prospects
and
Possibilities." Conference will end
after a reception,
banquet,
and
tertainment Friday night anden-a
breakfast business meeting Saturday morning.
L&M Sales Staff
REORGANIZATION in sales staff
was announced last week by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. E. S.
Peters, a member of the board of
directors and Midwest sales manager headquartered in St. Louis,
has been named general sales manager under G. W. Thompson, vice
president in charge of sales, New
York. Mr. Peters will transfer
from St. Louis to New York. E.
C. Harbur, supervisor of sales in
St. Louis, succeeds Mr. Peters as
Midwest sales manager. 0. A.
Lohrengel, department manager,
Chicago, becomes sales supervisor
under Mr. Harbur, and and P. T.
O'Connor,
formerly
sion manager,
will Chicago
succeed diviMr.
Lohrengel.

a
Agend
go since
of printed
media,
publicaChica
r C°mPa
SOLUTION
to one ofCH
radio's worst^nfo!
headaches
— unfair rison
research 'posi-Tops
EAR
RES
circulation times the
tion in inter-media
competition — will be sought next Thursday in Chicago numbertionsofpromote
readers
per
copy.
This
by the all-industry Affiliates Committee headed by Paul W. Morency, general information, unsupported
WTIC Hartford.
*
readership
most
The committee has been conduct- radio picture will be discussed at by
cases,actual
is widely
accepteddataby inbuyers
ing tional
negotiations
of Na-to the Thursday meeting.
of
space
whereas
buyers
of
time
Advertiserswithin Assn.
an effort
Main strategy of the committee
Hooper, Pulse, Amerhas been to find out the basic area use Nielsen,
halt ANA'S
ican Research Bureau and others.
signed to beat pressure
down radiotactics
rates de-on of agreement on radio's actual perANA has been asked by the Affilthe unsupported theory that people
and to inanalyze
elementsformanceinvolved
rate the
attacks.
iates Committee
doesn'tof
in
TV evening.
cities don't listen to radio
leave
radio
studies why
in theithands
in the
Considerable
sponsored Advertising Research
Meet With ANA Group
made,
committeeprogress
membershassaid.^been its
Foundation, instead of leaving the
Committee representatives met in There still remains a basic head- job
to a special advertiser group.
ache— the fact that radio supplies
New York last Monday with an
committeemen who met
the very research information with lastAffiliate
ANA group.
Findings
will
be
reMonday with ANA represenwhich
advertisers,
agencies
and
p
o
r
t
e
d
t
o
the
full
affiliate
group
in
tatives
included Mr. Morency; EdChicago.
competing media use in crucifying
gar Kobak, consultant; and Clair
The committee was organized broadcasters.
and advertisers insist R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster.
last April during the NARTB con- on Agencies
The rate-cutting and research ashaving all the specific audience
vention when CBS started the rateand
program
data now supplied, yet
pects of radio's
current
dilemmaat
cutting trend among radio netbeen
carefully
considered
require comparable in- have
works. It is an all-industry oper- they do not formation
about other media, the all 10 NARTB district meetings
ation entirely outside the NARTB committee contends.
held this season. Every district has
structure and under Chairman Momembers have been told by adopted a resolution condemning
rency has led the radio effort to theANAcommittee
that
it
has
only
efforts nomicto position.
undermine radio's ecoprotect rates
from place
ANA'sin onslaughts. Its future
the sketchy information on readership
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RADIO, TV
A SINGULAR tax victory for the
radio-TV industry was chalked up
on Capitol Hill last week.
Conferees meeting on the 1951
revenue-tax bill in Congress have
approved a formula that is designed to provide excess profits tax
relief to the industry.
Section approved by the confere s is Senate Amendment 237,
section 519 of the bill (HR 4473),
which specifically relates to television broadcasting companies.
It would permit radio-TV broadcasters to use their own earnings
or the industry rate of return for
computing their tax. The longer
established broadcaster would benefit from the first method, that is,
EYE '52 OUTPUT
Congress Previews Needs
IN AN almost unprecedented
move, members of both the Senate
and House Banking & Currency
and Small Business Committees
last Friday called in top mobilization officials for a first-hand pre1952 first quarter productionview ofneeds.
The special session was set by
Sen. Burnet Maybank (D-S. C),
chairman of the Senate Banking
Committee.
witnessesMobilizer
scheduled wereKeyDefense
Charles E. Wilson and Defense
Production Administrator Manly
Fleischmann.
Mr. Wilson was prepared to apprise members of the four groups
of production and allocation plans
in "crucial" months ahead — the
last quarter of this year and the
first of 1952. Mr. Fleischmann was
quoted as telling Sen. Maybank
that "the real impact of military
production"
will be felt early next
year.
Sen.
Blair
Moody Small
(D-Mich.),
who
heads the Senate
Business
Subcommittee, said he had received
complaints from numerous groups
protesting
"drastic Hecutbacks"
civilian production.
added thatin
his group would look into cutbacks
with an eye to minimizing plant
unemployment in the shift to defense output.

TAX RELIEF
using his firm's earnings as the
base.
The relief section is patterned
after that contained in the bill
(S 1861), introduced by Sen. J.
Allen Frear (D-Del.). It was the
Senator's
measure Committee
upon whichbased
the
Senate Finance
the
new
relief
provision
[B
•
T,
Oct. 1, July 23].
Agreement on the relief provision was announced last Tuesday
following a session of the conferees.
Work on all sections of the revenue
bill was completed last Thursday.
Following the release of a conference report, both branches of Congress must concur. Then, the bill
will be sent to the White House for
President
The new Truman's
revenue signature.
bill will raise
$5.7% billion, the second-largest increase in history. President Truman had asked Congress for a $10
million boost. Increased is the regular corporation income tax, some
$2.3 billion, retroactive to last
April 1. Excess profits tax hikes
are effective next Jan. 1.
Can Gain 2%
In computing the excess profits
tax, corporations will be given
credit on 83% of earnings in the
best three years of the 1946-49
period, thus lopping off two percentage points of the current 85%
credit. The conferees did not change
the capital gains tax which stays
at 25%, but cooperatives would be
required to pay taxes at the regular corporate rates on earnings not
paid to members.
Last
week'slikeaction
seemed
broadcasters
the ship
comingto
out of the storm. The case of the
TV broadcaster, who suffered

losses while attempting to get established inthe new medium, was
repeated both in the House Ways
& Means Committee and the Senate
Finance Committee this year and
also last year, so much so that it
tale.
began to resemble an old wives'
The relief boat could not get out
of dock in the House, where the
Ways & Means Committee ignored
the pioneer telecaster.
But in the Senate, the arguments
hammered home by NARTB and
RTMA, among many, got the ship
underway. When Sen. Frear introduced his bill, the boat entered
port, after weathering its greatest
storm
during
T, Oct. 1]. Senate debate [B •
Highlighting the debate was the
about-face taken by Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey (D-Minn.), who while
supporting
Administration's
battle
to up the
revenue,
aligned himself with the l-adio-TV relief forces.
Also aiding were Sens. Walter
F. George (D-Ga.), chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee, and
Eugene D. Millikin (R-Col.). It
was their appeal which scattered
Administration forces led by Sens.
Joseph' C. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.),
Paul H. Douglas (D-Ill.) and Herbert H. Lehman (D-N. Y.).

I
in
DAYTIME scheduling of 3V2 hours
daily by Philip Morris over ABC gets
sendoff
by (I to ofr) O.cigarette
Parker firm;
McComas, president
John E. McMillin, Cecil & Presbrey
account executive for the firm; and
Robert E. Kintner, ABC president.
Messrs. McComas and Kintner were
guests at special premiere Sept. 30
of PM sponsored Against the Storm,
one of the daytime segments.

NCAB MEETING
'Selling Radio' Is Theme
"SELLING RADIO" will be the
theme of the North Carolina Assn.
of Broadcasters' fall convention
Oct. 18-19 at the Battery Park
Hotel, Asheville.
First dday's
agenda
includes
adres es by Ralph
Hardy,
director
of government relations, NARTB,
on "Selling
Radio assistant
to the Listener";
Oliver
Gramling,
general
manager of AP, who also will prea film, "Your
and
Judis-Herbert Nuptials
Ken sentSparnon,
BMI. News";
On Friday,
BERNICE JUDIS, vice president Maurice Mitchell, vice president of
and general manager of WNEW Associated Program Service, will
New York, and Ira M. Herbert, speak on "Selling Radio to the
WNEW vice president and sales
two-day
manager, were married in Reno, Advertiser."
is rounded outThewith
severalschedule
panel
Nev., a month ago, a station discussions of current industry
topics
and
a
business
session
of
spokesman confirmed last week.
the NCAB.
Wednesday
evening
8
p.m.,
as
a
Goes to Richardson,
preliminary'
to FMthe broadcasters
convention,
North
Carolina
CONTROL OF TSN
Cagle, Dillards
MAJORITY control of Texas State Network is transferred in a $900,000 will meet at the Battery Park.
transaction filed for approval with the FCC last week. The network
would acquire 3,550 shares of stock, 71% of the outstanding shares,
from a group of stockholders, paying $118,000 in cash plus long-term AFRA DRIVE
notes.
*
Continues in San Diego
Remainder of the stock will be an official of the network, 800
held by Sid Richardson, Texas oil shares; Emily Roeser Trust, 650 WEST COAST chapter of AFRA
man and TSN director, 900 shares; shares (the late Charles Roeser last week started its drive to organize the two remaining nonGene L. Cagle, TSN president as was in partnership with Mr.
Richardson) ; Ellen Roeser trust, AFRA stations in San Diego —
well as president-general manager 650
shares;
Ellen
Roeser,
175
of
the
TSN-owned
KFJZ
Fort
KSON
and
KRDO— and negotiated
MBS ADDS FOUR
Worth, 500 shares, and the Dillard shares; Emily Ruth Parker (Emily $5 weekly increases for announcers
New Station Affiliates family,
of Wichita Falls, 50 shares. Roeser), 175 shares; Vivienne at
the
city's
four other member
TSN owns KABC San Antonio, Hanger Laughlin, 250 shares; stations.
FOUR more stations have signed WACO
Charles
Roeser
estate,
50
shares.
Waco
and
KRIO
McAllen,
Claude McCue, executive secreaffiliation contracts with Mutual, all in Texas, as well as the Fort
tary of AFRA, this week expects
Interest in the TSN headquarEarl Johnson, MBS vice president Worth outlet.
ters building in Fort Worth is to start talks with the two nonin charge nouncedoflast station
relations,
antransferred
to
those
selling
stock,
AFRA
independents.
week.
Rearrange Capitalization
with the network to rent back the
They are: WCPM Cumberland,
Other filiates
four KFSD,stations,
network and
afPurpose of the transaction, it building
from
them.
KGB, KFMB
Ky., 250 w, 1490 kc, owned and
is
to
permit
redempTSN
was
founded
in
1938.
It
has
operated by the Blanfox Radio Co.; was explained,
tion of a portion of the capital
KCBQ, approached by AFRA for
affiliates plus the four owned cost-of-living
KOSY Texarkana, Tex., 500 w day stock on a fair and reasonable 17
increase on the contract expiring May 1952, agreed on
and 1 kw night, 790 kc, owned basis and to rearrange capitaliza- stations and is sold to advertisers
tion. The network is paying $250 as a unit. Elliott Roosevelt, for- a $5 weekly
by Gateway Broadcasting Co.;
increase
announcers effective
Oct. 1 for
for two
mer TSN president, left the netWKMH Jackson, Mich., 1 kw, a share for the stock.
970 kc, owned by Jackson Broadyears.
Increase
brings
present
salwork
in
the
early
'40s.
Selling cordtheir
stock
to
TSN,
acThe transfer application was
ing to the FCC filing, are
casting and Television Corp.;
aries from $65 to $70 for new anRuth Roosevelt Eidson, former filed
for TSN by Eugene L. Burke,
nouncers; $75 to $80, after first
WIRO Ironton, Ohio, 250 w, 1230 wife
of Elliott Roosevelt who was attorney.
kc, owned by Glacus G. Merrill.
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A SPECIAL REPORT

PERONLIKE

STYLE

RADIO.

By HERBERT M. CLARK
BUENOS AIRES, (Special)— Television isgoing to come to Argentina Oct. 17, just in time to highlight the celebration of "Loyalty
Day." Occasion is the anniversary
of the day in 1945 when demonstrating "descamisados" (shirtless
ones) forced a shortlived counterrevoluntionary coalition to release
Juan Peron (then a colonel), Vice
President and Secretary of Labor,
from prison and restore him to
rank and office.
Peron went on to become a general and Argentina's president,
and, barring a more serious accident than the abortive revolutionary bid of late September, is likely
to win a second term in elections
scheduled Nov. 11.
Like radio broadcasting, television will be a "free and private enterprise." TV was ostensibly
brought here
Radio Belgrano,
headedby
by Jaime Yankelevich though actually forming part of the tremendous holdings of Madame Evita
Peron, Argentina's glamorous and
now-ailing
"first lady."of the actual
Partial admission
ownership was contained in the
announcement from the Presidential press office which, confirming a
date long rumored to have been
picked for the TV premiere, added
that Radio Belgrano was in this
instance "acting as the agent of
the Ministry of Telecommunications." The latter is headed by Oscar Nicolini, some-time escort of
Senora Juana Duarte, Evita's
mother,
Yankelevich
partner
in a newand news
agency,'s Agencia
Periodistica Argentina, which has
become the exclusive processor of
news for radio in the six weeks
since it was opened on Aug. 17.
'Best in The World'
will be than
"the that
best
in Argentina's
the world, farTV clearer
in the United States, because of
the competence of Argentine techUnderin
Secretariatnicianofs," the Presidential
Information said
its announcement. Both transmitting and receiving equipment are
entirely American, of course, and
while Peron's press spokesmen ignored the fact, four Standard Electric Company engineers have been
responsible for the installation of
the transmitter, a 5 kw Standard
Electric job expected to have 42
kw in modulation from a 150-foot
tower built on top of the Ministry
of
townPublic
BuenosWorks
Aires.building in midAt its outset the bulk of the TV
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audience will be furnished by those
watching the 1038 receivers (Capehart tabletops) which rounded out
the initial purchase from Standard
Electric. They will be spotted in
schoolsing to and
belongthe political
Peronistaclubs
Party,
the
president's own supporting unit.
Private Sets Few
Purchases of sets by private citizens have been few. Only important importer today is, again, Yankelevich, who got the concession in
return for his cooperation in the
original deal.
He has brought in several Capehart models, the bulk of them the
tabletop set priced in the $200-$300
bracket in the U. S. but retailing
here at 13,500 pesos, $945 at the
government's nominal "official"

TO

PERONISTA

BOW
MOUTHPIECE

out of Argentina, so far as is
known, was one (for ABC) for
which an ordinary French telephone set was used from a studio
improvised out of rugs and blankets
on The
a living-room
floor. tightened in
clamps were
March after BBC had short-waved
a program for retransmission over
long wave for domestic Argentine
listeners which criticized Peron
sharply for his handling of the case
of La Prensa. Next day all programs under similar foreign sponsorship, including two United
States Information Service newsand-comment shows and others put
on by borssuch
South American
as Venezuela
and Peru neighwere
cut off the air. The measure was
ostensibly
by individual
stations, with taken
the government
denying
intervention.
A ualnew
amendment toparathe las"Mande Instruccionies
Estaciones struction
de Radiodifusion"
(InManual
for
Radio
BroadUNDER FIRM CONTROL of Evita Peron, television goes on
casting Stations) issued by the
Ministry of Communications says,
the air in Buenos Aires to celebrate the annihowever, that before Argentine
stations sell time for programs
versary of the counter-revolution that swept
sponsored by foreign governments
or institutions, "they shall require
her husband out of jail and on his way toward
guarantees
of reciprocity
— amount
of time, program
hours, costs,
etc.
iron-fisted rule of Argentina. The new TV sta— in the BBC
country
concerned."
Ban
Remains
tion, like Argentinan radio, will be exclusively
After the American Embassy, to
which USIS is attached, had taken
reserved for pro-Peron campaigning in his
Mr. Clark
a hand, the American shows were
reinstated. BBC and others are
rigged bid for reelection Nov. 1 1 . This restill off the air, however.
The case was similar to that over
port from our special correspondent, Herbert M. Clark, which
the U.S. Embassy protested
shows how broadcasting can be corrupted by a strong man. to the Argentine Foreign Office two
years ago. Argentina's reply in
that instance asserted that "broadng is a private
industry,"
despitecastievidence
of Banco
de la Naannual reports for 1947 and
rate of peso-dollar exchange and closing of most anti-Peron organs cion
$485 even to a man with dollars by government forces, and are even 1948 which shows the purchase of
able to sell them on the black mar- restricted in billboard propaganda every station in the country by the
ket.
or top-level officials.
because they cannot get sufficient government
Prohibitions against newscasts
Further bar to sale is that terms
are cash: Dealers must pay in full paper stocks for posters
ernment-control ed from
sup lies. gov- by foreign correspondents for rePresent restrictions date from
transmis ion intheir home counwithin eight days, and despite a
tries was reinforced at the same
constantly increasing supply of early February and March. Earlier
money pouring from government prohibitions against broadcasts by time. tions
TheinsistsMinistry
that it ofhasCommunicaissued no
presses, Argentina is so short of foreign correspondents had been
credit facilities that it is impossi- lifted in February in order to per- directive to stations to refuse studio
ble to finance time payments.
mit newscasts dealing with the Pan- and microphone facilities to foreign
American Olympic games. The reporters, but the text of the order
Argentina's
off-again, on-again
restrictions
on broadcasting
by non- sports events coincided, however, posted in each station is identical.
Argentines — incoming programs with the trumped-up strike against The Ministry insists that it would
sponsored by foreign governments, the once-great morning paper La be glad to have anyone broadcast
out-going news shows by foreign Prensa and the gun battle in which from Argentina, but has refused to
correspondents — seemed definitely pro-Peron labor forces shot a print- authorize use of one recording stuand permanently on here this week,
dio which has thevoice
proper
tie-lines
the paper's
circuits
for
to forcewhenpicket
lines. staff
Last to international
with onlymationtheService
United
Infor-of trieder to death
out ofStates
scores
broadcast on general news to get newscasts.
BROADCASTING
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would-be users of local facilities
permitted to operate.
Sources close to the Casa Rosada,
Argentina's
"white house,"
believe that pink
if President-General
Peron nurses the country through
to national elections on Nov. 11 and
wins a second term in the balloting,
he maymentincline
thereafter.to more liberal treatSimilar hopes have been expres ed in the past, however, and
there is nothing in the current campaigning for the
electionsdemocratic
to indicate a return
to normal
standards: Opposition forces are
rationed as to public electioneering
meetings, cannot buy so much as a
minute of radio time, are able to
present their views in only a handful of papers as a result of the

Opposition Still Mounts
ORDER
SECURITY
INDICATION that broadcasters State Senate Finance Committee,
remarks waskind,
that the
the
and telecasters are disturbed over attacked the Truman security order. burden ofcludinghisthe 'voluntary'
press
and
radio
should
act
as volHe
said,
"A
national
government,
President Truman's mandate ex- long riddled by the subtle activities
untary censors of his own Admintending military security to all federal agencies continued to appear of communists and their allies,
as two NARTB districts adopted daily sinking more and more to the istration."
Ernest B. Vaccaro, Associated
strong resolutions protesting the degrading standards of British Press White House reporter, said
socialism, is to be suspect when Washington newsmen are now conorder.
leader urges a sysThe two districts, 14 (Mountain) its entrenched
fronted by a greatly expanded centem of newspaper censorship of
sorship atthe source of government
and 17 (Northwest), also were concerned over news conference state- governmental affairs."
news along with a lack of a comments by the President which called
Charges Data Gone
plete system to make it work, and
on broadcasters and publishers to
an absence of specific guides for
He
charged
the
President
"has
exercise voluntary censorship [B • discovered that the anti-American security officers to follow in saying
T, Oct. 8].
termites in his Administration al- what news should be withheld.
District 17, meeting at Spokane,
ready have given away 95% of the
Mr. Vaccaro observed that the
Wash., endorsed the opposition of so-called top security information." President,
while saying he was not
Arthur Krock, writing in the
the newspaper industry to the new
rules (District 17 story page 32). New York Times, said the Presi- asking the press and radio to impose voluntary censorship, at the
Destruction of basic American
dent's Oct. 4 observations "have
freedoms is feared in view of the created a mystery." He said that same time called on them to use
good
judgment for the safety of
fact that no official safeguards have while repudiating "the wish to im- the United
States.
pose censorship in any form, inbeen set up to prevent bureaucrats from becoming individual and
all-powerful censors.
On Capitol
Hill toRepublican
islators continued
condemn legthe
Presidential mandate. Forty-four
of the 46 Republican Senators de- HARADEN
PRATT,
60 year-old vice
president *SSlSt
of American Cable &
PRATT
TAKES
nounced the order and signed a Radio
Corp., last Friday
was sworn POST
in as telecommunications
advisor to
the President 24 hours after resigning his post with the IT&T subsidiary.
manifesto
calling
it
"a
new
and
dangerous departure in American
Earlier, President Truman had issued an executive order formalizing
the appointment of the communica- *
history."
dio-television industry and other
The manifesto pledged its tions executive, which the White
House
announced last August [B • non-government users.
signers
"to against
rally to whom
the defense
There have been complaints, in
any
person
reprisalsof T, Aug. 6].
Swearing-in ceremonies were to
are directed as a result of the
years, that the allocation
exercise of his Constitutional right be presided over by Matthew J. recent
between governConnelly,
Presidential assistant. of frequencies
ment
and civilianas interests
has not
of Secretary
freedom ofof speech."
Commerce Charles Mr. Pratt will serve with an annual been equitable. One of the storm
compensation of $15,000 under the centers of this controversy is the
Sawyer last Tuesday called on pub- jurisdiction
of the Executive Office government's Interdepartment Ralishers to adopt a voluntary security code to prevent vital defense of the President.
dio Advisory Committee (IRAC).
information from reaching potenTo Aid President
Of its role, the executive order
tial enemies. Traditional freedom
According to the executive order, states :
of thedom topress
not mean
free- issued
by Mr. Truman last Tuesday,
"[IRAC] shall report to and
print "does
everything
we know
Mr. Pratt "shall assist and advise assist the telecommunications adorRichard
can find
out,"
he
told
the
Poor
visor in the performance of his
the
President"
on
these
and
other
Club in Philadelphia.
telecommunications functions which functions as he may request."
Advocates Self-Censorship
the Chief Executive may designate : With respect to others, Mr. Pratt
While advocating a self-censor£ Coordinating development of
to the maximum extent
ing system for the newspaper in- telecommunications "policies and "shall,
perform his functions with
dustry, Mr. Sawyer declared there standards applying to the Executive feasible,
the aid, or through the facilities, of
have been "emotional outbursts" Branch of the government."
appropriate departments and agenabout
the President's
order designed
# Assuring "high standards of
cies of the government." He is
to bring
about uniform
security telecommunications
management"
delegated agency
to "establish
interpractices in government agencies within that branch.
committees andsuchworking
[B • T, Oct. 8, 1].
9 Coordinating development by groi'ps" composed of their repreteleSecretary Sawyer envisioned "a several agencies ofcom unicexecutive
sentatives, and "consult" with them.
ations plans and prochanging
panel"
of publishers
and
"Nothing in this order shall be
top-ranking
government
officials
grams
"designed
to
assure
maximum security to the U. S. in time deemed to impair any existing
to consider national security matters. He felt this "would alleviate of national
emergencytowithcontinuing
a mini- authority or jurisdiction" of the
mum interference
fear on the part of the press that
FCC,
the President advisor
stated. "The
anything unreasonable is being non-governmental requirements."
telecommunications
shall
done. I would like to see responsi% Assigning radio frequencies cooperate" with FCC on "problems
bility assumed by the press on what to government agencies under Sec.
should and what should not be pub- 305 of the Federal Communications of mutualRelate
concern."
to Sec. 305
lished. If they don't,
amended), and "establishthe government
shouldthengo maybe
ahead Act ing(aspolicies
and procedures governSpecifically,
of the "problems"
Communiing such assignments and their con- relate to Sec. 305these
with the plan."
cations Act— authorizing the PresiHe did not support a plan to form
tinued
use."
% Developing U. S. government
dent to assign radio frequencies to
a separate government informa- frequency
requirements.
government stations without regard
contending
Of prime importance to broad- to FCC's licensing regulations —
are too tional
manyagency,publicity
men "there
in the
casters,
underlying
the
appointempowering him to
government now."
ment of Mr. Pratt, is the potential- and Sec. 606- —civilian
telecommuniWalter J. Mahoney, New York
ity of the government restoring commandeer
cations facilities (radio and wire)
State senator, chairman of the valuable spectrum space to the raBROADCASTING • Telecasting

EDWARD R. MURROW, CBS commentator (r), gsts some opinions from
Aluminum Co. of America officials
at WNOX Knoxville, Tenn., where
the commentator broadcast reports
from the Governors Conference in
nearby Gatlinburg. WNOX gave a
partyed byin135
Mr. Tennessee
Murrow's honor,
businessattendand
industrial leaders. Officials are R.
M. Ferry, Tennessee manager, ALCOA
(I), and A. D. Huddleston, regional
manager for ALCOA public relations.
for emergency purposes.
He will work with personnel of
the National Security Resources
Board, which is charged with longrange mobilization planning and
particularly
time activities.censorship and warMr. Pratt assumed his duties this
past week and is in the process of
gathering a professional staff. He
will headquarter in Room 4 of the
old State Dept. Bldg., which now
houses the NSRB. His appointment was not subject to Senate
confirmation. It stems from a set
of recommendations laid out by the
now-defunct President's
Temporary
Communications
Policy Board
under
the chairmanship of Dr. Irvin
Stewart, former FCC Commissioner and president of the U. of
West Virginia [B • T, March 12].
Will Have Small Staff
The common carrier executive,
who has an outstanding background in engineering and science,
as well as in international radio
conferences, expects to function
with a small
retarial staf . professional and secAlready notset toofficially
assist Mr.designated
Pratt —
though
with titles — are Fred C. Alexander
and William E. Plummer, both of
whom collaborated with the Stewart committee on its report.
Mr. Alexander organized and directed the technical studies leading up to the report, especially on
frequency utilization.
Mr. Plummer had been with
Glenn D. Gillett & Assoc., Washington consulting radio engineering firm, until early this year when
he left to assist the communications
board as a senior member. He had
been with the firm from 1933 to
1941, served with the U. S. Army
and returned to Gillett where he
was named a partner in April 1946.
After his work with the Stewart
group,fied workhe forwastheassigned
to classiU. S. government.
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GAMBLING DATA
Reports on Bills Issued
TIME ELEMENT in the Senate
bill which would prohibit interstate
radio transmission
gambling
information before a ofcontest
is held
was put there to avoid legal or Constitutional entanglements.
That's what the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee
said last week in releasing its report on the measure (S 2116), one
of four anti-gambling bills it has
cleared for Senate action [B • T,
Oct. 1].
However, radio or TV pickup of
an event after it gets underway
would be permitted under S 2116.
In its report, the committee
pointed out that FCC in its original
proposal, placed before Congress
last year, asked for an outright
ban — which,manently"absolutely
and perprohibited the interstate
transmission or reception of wagers, bets or ofoddsS on2116,horsethe races
. ."
Purpose
only . one
of the four bills authored by Sen.
Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman
of the Senate Commerce group,
was outlined by the committee. The
other bills were drawn up by the
Senate Crime Investigating Committee.
The bill, the committee said, is
designed to "aid the respective
states in coping with off-track
horse and dog-race betting carried
on illegally by bookmakers by denying orstate
hampering
the use
of inter-to
communications
facilities
furnish information and news essential to such would
operations."
The measure
achieve this
byor providing
a
year's
imprisonment
a $1,000 fine or both
for violators, the committee said.
Explaining
further,
the committee said the bill
bars transmission
ofchanges,
"bets, weights,
wagers, probable
scratches,winners,
jockey
betting odds, and changes in the
betting
beforeas a soon
race asstarts,
but mayodds"
be sent
the
race starts.
The other bills (S 1563, S 1654
and S 1624) respectively concern
the licensing of wire services, sending information obtained without
consent of person conducting the
sporting event, and the broadcast of
gambling
information
"knowingly"
by
a licensee
or a person
over a
licensed broadcast station. All
three bills have been explained by
the crime committee in the past
[B • T, Oct. 1, Sept. 24, June 18,
11, 4].
Tigers Name Patrick
VAN. PATRICK, sports director of
WJR Detroit, will broadcast Detroit Tigers baseball games on both
radio and TV during 1952, it was
announced last week by Charles L.
Gehringer, vice president and general manager of the Detroit Baseball Co. Under the club's new
management, Mr. Patrick will be
employed by the Tigers rather than
by the sponsor.
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EXECUTIVES chatting at the Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board meeting in
New York fortnight ago at which I. R. Lounsberry, president and general
manager, WGR Buffalo, was re-elected chairman, and Richard Borel, general
manager, WBNS Columbus, Ohio, named secretary, are (I to r): Frank Stanton, CBS president; Mr. Lounsberry; Howard S. Meighan, president, CBS
Radio Div.; and Mr. Borel.
1868

Albert <g. matt

ALBERT G. WADE, 82, founder
of Wade Adv. Agency which operated under that name in Chicago
42 years, died at his home in White
Pigeon, Mich., last Wednesday.
Services were to take place there
Saturday.
Mr. Wade was sole owner of
Wade Advertising from 1909 until
March of this year, when the company was reorganized under the
nameing andof hisGeoffrey
Advertisgrandson,WadeAlbert
G. II,
assumed control.
The elder Mr. Wade was born in
Leeds, England, Oct. 31, 1868 and
came to this country, with his
parents and brother, to Mongo,
Ind., when he was 12. A year later
they moved to White Pigeon.
Entered Advertising in 1902
Mr. Wade was married to the
former Claudia Weatherwax in
1889 and a year later moved to
Elkhart, Ind. where he was subsequently employed by the Elkhart
Truth newspaper and Miles Labs.,
which later became his biggest account. He entered the advertising
business in 1902 with N. W. Ayer
and Son, Philadelphia, where he
prepared copy in early campaigns
for such clients as National Biscuit
Co., American Tobacco, Diamond
Crystal salt, Ferry seeds, Karo
Corn syrup, Ponds Extract, Resinol
Soap, Dixon Pencils, Diamond
Matches.
In August 1909 he organized his
awn company, Wade Advertising
Agency. Among his clients were
Miles Labs., Murphy Products Co.
(livestock, poultry feeds), Encyclopaedia Britannica, and Brown
Fence and Wire.
Mr. Wade was one of the first
agency tional
men advertising
to use scale,
radio onanda nafor
many years his agency was among
the top 10 in radio business.
He and his wife lived 25 years
in suburban Oak Park.
In 1935 he retired from daily

1951

activity turned
at withthe
rehis agency
wife toandWhite
Pigeon, where they owned two nearby farms. He was a member of
the Presbyterian Church there, an
elder and a member of the board.
For a time he was the main stockholder and board chairman of the
Illinois Bottled Gas Co., dealing
in gas and portable tanks to be
used beyond
limits of gas
mains.
He sold the
it later.
Mr. Wade was a 32nd Degree
Free Mason, a Knight Templar
and a Shriner, a member of the
Order of the Eastern Star, The
Grange and the White Pigeon
businessmen's club.
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Lois Nelson and Mrs. Mary
Niderman, and a brother, Arthur,
along with his wife. His son,
Walter
former general manary. ager ofWade,
the agency, died last Janu-

COMR. HENNOCK
Action Seen Deferred
HEARINGS on the nomination of
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock to
besouthern
a federaldistrict
judge were
in Newslated
York'sto
draw to a close over the weekend,
amid these developments:
@ Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Pat McCarran (D-Nev.)
announced Thursday that this
meeting probably would be the
committee's last.
An unidentified
member
the© committee
said action
by theof
Judiciary
committee might be de!]• ferred until next year [B • T, Oct.
@ Proponents
of of Miss
Hennock's
nomination,
them
from
New York,
testifiedalllast
Thursday
with others expected to appear Oct.
13 (last Saturday).
At his Thursday news conference
President Truman was asked if he
planned topointmemake
interim
nt inview an
of the
delay ap-in
consideration
of
Comr.
Hennock's
confirmation. The President replied
that der
he consideration
would take when
the matter
unthe time
comes.
Heard Thursday were Judge
Agnes Craig of the New York
Municipal Court in the Bronx;
Jacob L. Holtzmann of the New
York State Board of Regents;
Judge Doris I. Byrns of the New
York Court of Special Sessions,
and
David Schenker, New York
attorney.
A fortnight ago, hearings were
interrupted because of an illness
suffered by Miss Hennock. HowThursday.
ever, they were resumed last
The committee refused to reveal
last week whether Miss Hennock
had asked to take the stand to
testify on her behalf. Chairman
McCarran has stated that she may
testify if she so wishes.
Reports circulated in the press
last week that Judge Robert P.
Patterson, former Secretary of
War, had withdrawn his approval
of Miss inHennock's
judgeship
nomation. ACapitol source,
however,
said that while true, the withdrawal was dates
"nothingbacknew"to since
the action
last
August.
The emergence of such reports
was hastened by the clamp of secrecy imposed on the Hennock
hearings by the Judiciary cominciting widespread
est in themittee,non-broadcast
field. inter-

GODFREY GRANT
Given to American U.
FINANCIAL grant by Arthur
Godfrey of CBS Radio and Television will be used to augment
academic courses in aviation with
actual flight training at American
U., Washington, D. C.
The Godfrey Foundation grant
will support 30 scholarships for
35 hours flying by beginning and
advanced students enrolled in the
university's
air transportation in- Lou Smith Named
stitute.
Announcement of the grant was LOU SMITH, sports writer for
made Friday at a luncheon mark- the Cincinnati Enquirer and commentator on WCPO-AM-TV Cining the 60th anniversary of the
cinnati, was elected president of
university's first public subscrip- the Baseball
Writers Assn. at a
tion, whichin resulted
the college's
held in New York during
founding
1893. Mr.in Godfrey
and meeting
the
World
Series
last week. Mr.
Richard C. Patterson Jr., United Smith has been engaged,
radioStates minister to Switzerland, TV and sports commentaryin for
11
were principal speakers.
BROADCASTING
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WHO
Dear Mr. Shelley:
I received a copy of news mention of
my husband, Marine Lieutenant Donald
Houge's
accident assurvival
reportedofon hisyourfourth
10:15 plane
news
broadcast on April 6th.
I'm your
sure that
in instituting
service
from
station
you fully this
appreciate
the great kindness you are performing to
many
war-burdened
people.
In this instance I had three days of
mental anguish trying to trace a report
appearing
an Omaha
paper never
on April
3rd. And toin this
date I have
had
any acknowledgment of a wire I sent to
this paper requesting information.
There are times when civilian reserves, such as my husband was up to
August 1, 1950, have occasion to feel
embittered by the turn of their lives and
fortunes, but such actions as this from
your station makes things much easier
toconcerned
face knowing
there are
persons
with thethatwelfare
of affected
families.
Thank you forSincerely,
your kindness.
Mrs. Don Houge
Aberdeen, S. D.
Editor's
Shortly
outbreak of theNote:
Korean
War, after
WHO thebegan
making copies of all broadcast news
items concerning
personnel
Korea.
We mailIowa-Plus
these copies
to thein
Postmaster in the serviceman's home
toivn with
requestrelatives.
that they be delivered tohisthenearest
Dear Mr. Loyet:
Pleasetional accept
the thanks
the NaSafety Council
for the ofcooperation
of your station and Messrs. Kenneth
Gfeller, Del Donahoo, and Jack Kerrigan in connection with a "Green Cross
Festival"
onSongApril
21. broadcast from your city
The National Safety Council has long
since learned that it can depend upon
WHO for full-hearted public interest
support of its nation-wide
campaign toin
prevent
cooperation
connectionaccidents.
with theYourFestival
series is
just another example of this continuing
service to safety.
Very truly yours,
Ned H. Dearborn
President
National
Safety
Council
Chicago
Dear Sir :
I appreciate your 8 :00 a.m. Weather
Report. Believe it is best report on air.
A real help to farmers. Keep it on the
Yours truly,
John C. Cameron
Wayland,

Gentlemen :
On behalf of the local American Legion post toandextend
all poststo inall Greene
County,
we wish
concerned
our
thanks and
appreciation
for
the
announcing of our meeting postponed. We
realize
how
powerful
you
are
and
the
value of time allowed for us.
We received great results ; only two
families showed up out of a possible 500.
Very truly yours,
Bill Pearce
United Food MarketsCounty Commander
Jefferson, Iowa
Dear Mr. Shelley:
The mentOverseas
Affairs
Branch,
Departof the Army,
is very
appreciative
of the public service time given by your
station infor aiding
recruitment of
civilians
overseasourservice.
Please accept my personal thanks and
that of the
operatiSincerely
on anDepartment
d assistance.yours,for your coJohn H. Plattenburg
Representative
Overseas
Affairs Branch
Department
of
the
Army
Civilian
Personnel
Division
Chicago

To the News Staff of Radio WHO :
Just a fewpreciation of the
lines way
of "fan
mail" men
in ap-at
the news
WHO compile and present the news.
We are a farm family, and having little
time to read much in the summer
months, especially, we really enjoy the
concise accounts of the news, and try to
hear the 7:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
periods, particularly.
Somehow,
you news
have aa live
secretsparkfor that
injecting into the
makes the news so meaningful and
easily understood. We have often
agreed that the same news heard within
the hour on other broadcasts (other
stations)
sound aslikeif the
same
news just
— and doesn't
often sounds
newsmen were bored, or tired of reading.
On one
of Jack midway
Shelley'sto noon
casts, he stopped
say, broad"Now,
Clay
Rusk"
—
Our
3
year
old,
Glenn,
who
was
sitting
at
the
dinner
table
and
who
has often been cautioned about playing
too hard and rough, reached over and
patted his mother's shoulder and said,
"Mom,
the managain.
said 'Now, play rough !' "
Our thanks
Regular listeners,
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Schultz
Kiron, Iowa

/ew professional advertising men, we suppose, have
ever written a personal letter to a radio station. Therefore it may be difficult for you to realize why WHO
gets mailbags of personal letters — to understand the
feelings of friendship and inter-dependence that exist
between WHO and its listeners. . . .
Read these few typical letters, and we believe you'll get
some new ideas of what WHO means in Iowa Plus —
what WHO can mean to advertisers, too. . . .

WIHI©
*for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

Wamed °f |nr°qds °n Rqdi°
15
NAseeRT
(Also
storiesBDistrictDIS
17, pageT.Mr. Fellows reiterated his plan to
fornia State Chamber of Commerce,
upcoming
46; District 14, page 90.)
recommend to the December meet- local chambers and other private
ing
of
the
board
that
a
basic
study
RADIO must stop being "a sitting be undertaken of rate-making. groups "receiving tax monies."
George McLain, chairman of the
DISTRICT MEETINGS
duck"want
for tocompetitors
who
break its and
rate buyers
struc- Responding to John C. Cohan of institute,
asked that if they are DatesNARTB
Dist. Hotel City
ture, NARTB District 15 broad- KSBW Salinas, he said NARTB given time, then his organization Oct.
Beverly
casters were told Thursday as their could do nothing directly on the
accorded the same privi- 15-16 16 Hills
Hot
annual meeting opened at the Clift question of network rate cuts, should lege.beNo action
was taken. Each 25-26 6 St. Charles
Hotel, San Francisco.
which falls in the £ategory of seg- licensee must make his own de- 29-30 13 Shamrock New
Houston
ment
against
segment.
These
are
termination, itwas concluded.
Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland, pre- matters for individual negotiation
Nov.
siding as district director, called between network and affiliates, he
1-2 5 Seelbach
Soreno St.
Petersburg
Spirited discussion animated con- 8-9
Louisville
on broadcasters "to keep radio said.
sideration ofthe stateradio
legislature's
12-13 371 William
Penn Pittsburgh
action
in
precluding
and
telehealthy"
and
to
go
after
their
15-16
Somerset
Boston
share of the advertising dollar. Mr.
Network Encroachment
vision from picking up of the newlycreated California Crime Commis- Oct. 15-19: Society of Motion Picture
Shaw reviewed problems confronting the industry, including rate
Pressed by Mr. Cohan on netsion
The District did & Television Engineers Convention,
Mr. Fellows not vote hearings.
to protest at this time. wood.
reduction and inter-media compe- said itworkwasrate activities,
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, Hollytition.
his personal view that While
18-19: NorthFall Carolina
Assn. of
opposition had been regis- Oct.
Broadcasters,
Meeting,
NARTB President Harold E. networks should not encroach upon
tered at the
of the bill's
introPark
Hotel, Asheville,
N. C. Battery
duction,time
John Hamlyn,
McClatchy
Fellows addressed the delegates on the national spot field.
Oct.
18-20:
A
AAA
Pacific
Council
Annual Meeting.
Declaring the industry needs a Broadcasting Co., pointed out that
NARTB and industry problems.
Calif. Hotel del Coronado,
it was concluded to forego action Oct.Coronado,
He
conducted
a
question-answer
"standard
measurement
yardstick,"
19: NARTB
TV Chicago.
Members Meetsession.
Mr. Fellows added, however, that it that might thwart passage of the
Stevens Hotel,
19:ing,Eighth
AnnualConference,
Advertising Ohio
and
could not endorse any methods, bill. Steps are contemplated later, Oct.Sales
District 15 delegates took up a notably
Promotion
it
was
indicated.
at this time.
State19-20:U., Fifth
Columbus.
number of problems, including free
Oct.
District
Meeting,
Adv.
In one of the most spirited questime applications by pseudo pubFederation of America, Fort Hayes
Cooperative Promotion
lic service groups. Broadcasters
Ohio.
tion-answer sessions of the "Flea
On the matter of cooperative Oct.Hotel,
22-24:Columbus,
National
Electronics
Confershowed interest in the spreading Circus" swing thus far, Mr. Fellows radio
ference
and
Exhibition,
Edgewater
promotion, William B. Ryan,
movement to form cooperative was tossed a wide range of quesBeach Hotel,
Chicago.
22-26:Cleveland,
AIEE FallCleveland.
General Meeting,
of BAB, said his organi- Oct.Hotel
tions covering almost every facet presidentzation ismoving
radio station
groups
for
local
proin three directions
motion of the medium.
of station operation. He agreed
that sphere. He said he had
Robert K. Richards, NARTB that the networks should "get back in
been
notified
by
telegram
that NBC WKBZ SALE
public affairs director, described on the track" in support of AM
the new administrative procedure and alluded to studies now being Thesaurus is sending copies of the
Shawd Buys for $150,000
You Go NAME
at association headquarters. He made, in which the networks are transcription
There's Radio""Where-Ever
to all stations.
famous in broadcasting
discussed the sales and program footing the bill.
committee, appointed legal annals is involved in a staAt a regional business session, by Resolutions
potentialities of news broadcastDirector Shaw, is headed by Paul
tion sale, reported last week.
ing, with emphasis on improved Director Shaw raised the question
coverage of local and regional of free time applications by pseudo- Bartlett, KFRE Fresno; Philip G.
Sale of WKBZ-AM-FM Muskeevents.
KSFO-KPIX (TV) San
public service organizations,. A Lasky,
gon, Mich., by Grant F. Ashbacker
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB situation raised involved the Cali- Francisco; Art Westlund, KRE to Arch Shawd of Detroit, Mich.,
fornia Institute of Social Welfare, Berkeley, and Sheldon Anderson, for $150,000 has been filed for FCC
employe-employer relations direcapproval. Mr. Shawd over the past
tor, conducted a clinic on sound opposing free time to the Cali- KCOK Tulare.
20 years has been identified with
management practices and operatthe
management of WTOL Toledo
ingcientcosts.
and WJR Detroit, among other
staffs Case
were histories
cited. of effiRequested of FCC midwest
radio stations.
Col. James Notestein, chief of
In Complaint
The Ashbacker case is widely
the information section, Sixth
quoted in radio legal circles. It
Army Headquarters, Presidio, San AN ALLEGED feud between
York's nighttime
disc jockey,
from a 1945 Supreme Court
BE'WMCA
and
Greenwich,
Conn.,Newnewspaper
editor, reached
the stems
'PaRO
Francisco, discussed the role of the Barry
J.
D. Gray,
decision which held that the FCC
ear of a Congressman last week.
armed forces in radio and televi- sensitive
deny an application withsion. He thanked broadcasters for
The dispute was revealed when Rep. Albert P. Morano (R-Conn.) sent couldout anot
hearing. The case involved
stinging letter to FCC Chairman
,
their "fine cooperation" and said aWayne
Ashbacker's
cised to insure good taste and ab- Mr.
Coy last Wednesday asking
the Army would make available all
1943 for a new AM application
station in Mus-in
sence of malevolent rancor."
information not impinging on na- for a disc jockey investigation.
kegon, which was denied on engiIn his letter to the Congressman,
Outlining the situation, brought
tional security.
neering grounds while a competing
to a head by a letter he received Mr. Yudain complained that after
for the same facilities
Can't Take Sides
from Bernie Yudain, managing edi- the alleged "vicious attack on me application
was
granted
without hearing.
tor of the Greenwich Time, Rep. the
personally"
by Mr.
Gray,
hetherephoned
If the NARTB took an official
station
but
was
told
was
position on such matters as the Morano said he asked the inquiry no script available.
WKYW Lauds WAVE
the situation wherein Mr.
clear channel issue, involving seg- "into
His questions, Mr. Yudain said,
other record comENDORSEMENT of the
ment against segment in the in- Barry Gray mentaand
tors are allowed free reign are "What is the broadcaster's reKemper survey in Louisville,
dustry, itwould "be out of business to discuss not only the innocuous
sponsibility? What is the station's
showing radio's
impact
in three
years," in the opinion of subject of music but delve into po- responsibility?"
comparison
with other
mediain
Mr.
Fellows.
Questioned about the exchange,
litical harangues and personal at[B • T, Oct. 1], was given
Asked by Paul Bartlett, KFRE
Sidney Yudain, who is an aide in
tacks on individuals."
by
the Kentucky
According to Rep. Morano the Rep. Morano's office and also the
Fresno, what the NARTB position
Broadcasters
at itsAssn.
recentof
was on the North American Region- microphone masters of ceremonies editor's brother, said he had nothmeeting.
The
resolution
enal Broadcasting Agreement, Mr. "speak out on affairs of every deing to do with his brother's comdorsing the survey, sponscription without adequate moni- plaint.
Fellows told the 15th District meetsored
by
WAVE
Louisville,
toring or recording, with apparently
He also explained more about the
ing in San Francisco last Thursday
was introduced by S. A. Cisor regulation, as is im- incident which led to the feud.
that the NARTB had no position no check
ler,
president
of a
posed
upon
regular
and
legitimate
According to Sidney Yudain, his
WAVEvice local
competitor,
on this matter. He pointed out that commentators on the air.
brother had written a column atWKYW. The resolution comNARTB has had observers at
speech
plimented WAVE and Dr.
tacking government sponsorship of
NARBA sessions, but that the as- does"Certainly
not includefreedom
freedom ofto malign
Raymond Kemper
their
sociation itself took no side.
individuals over the public airways recruiting programs on the air (see
contribution
to the foreffective
25), "arousing comuse of radio.
Following his practice of forth- without any record or transcript— story, mentpage
including that of Gray."
right response to all questions. with no containing authority exerBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Morning and Afternoon
...Your best bet's WJZ !
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:10
7:15
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:55
9:00
10:00
10:25
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:15
12.30
1:00
2:00
2:30
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
5:00
5:30
5:55

Phil Alampi
Listen to Sheldon
Don Gardiner
Weather Report
Listen to Sheldon
Don Gardiner
Listen to Sheldon
The Fitzger aids
Inside News from Hollywood
The Breakfast Club
My True Story
Edward Arnold
Betty Crocker Magazine
of the Air
Against the Storm
Lone Journey
Wlien a Girl Marries
Break the Bank
Jack Berch
Victor H. Lindlahr
Herb Sheldon
Mary Margaret McBride
J7fca Chase
Family Circle
Mary Marlin
T/ie Strange Romance
of Evelyn Winters
Valiant Lady
Marriage for Two
Dean Cameron
Big Jon and Sparkie
Marfc TraiZ
Victor Borge

"It's one o'clock . . . and here's
Mary Margaret! " Famous words introducing
radio's most famous lady — Mary Margaret
McBride. Millions love the warmth and cordiality of
this charming and gracious lady . . . love her celebrated
and informative program, which has made Mary Margaret the greatest
single selling force in the history of advertising and marketing.
WJZ is proud of Mary Margaret . . . proud of her accomplishments . . .
of the strength and loyalty of her following . . . proud, too, of the credit she
brings to this station and the American Broadcasting Company. WJZ, too, is
celebrating an anniversary — its 30th — with radio's greatest line-up of daytime
entertainment. Top dramatic programs, audience participation, comedy,
music and news are yours on New York's first station. Today and every day
tune to WJZ first . . . and stay tuned for the best in daytime radio.

Listen to Radio's First Lady on New York's First Station
Every Weekday at 1 O'clock

\/\/
f
I O
▼ T
I M-^J
770 On Your Dial
American
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MONITORING
ADMINISTRATION'S
request the
for
additional funds to bulwark
FCC's monitoring activities in the
interest of national defense planning drew a blank on Capitol Hill
last week.
The Senate Appropriations Committee backed House action by refusing to allow any part of the
$1,340,000 asked by President Truman for this project. No effort
was made to restore the monies by
the Senate in passing an omnibus
funds bill (HR 5215) for emergency agencies last Monday. The
measure was referred to a joint
Senate-House
conference committee.
The Senate committee did not
even bother to cite reasons in its
report for turning down the request. It merely ignored it despite
pleas by FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy and Commission staff members
during hearings last month [B • T,
Sept. 24].
After the upper chamber had
pursued this course, the White
House received the signal control
bill (S 537) designed to implement
the President's authority to seize
facilities
tions Act. under the CommunicaDefense Objective
The measure ties in with the
object of the Defense Dept. to
control all electromagnetic radiations through the FCC in the event
of emergency, including non-broadcast devices
radio sought
transmis ions forand
whichillegal
the FCC
additional monitoring monies. Radio-TV stations already are covered
under the Communications Act.
The Senate concurred Thursday
on major House amendments which
prescribe more stringent penalties
under Sec. 606 of the Communications Act for violations stemming
from actions undertaken "with intent to injure" the United States
[B • T, Oct. 8].
Senate-House failure to allot additional monitoring money came
as a surprise in some quarters and
was viewed with confusion in
others. Industry generally had
favored expansion of monitoring
activities as exemplified by
NARTB'ssional stand
Congreshearings onduring
the radiations
control measure.
NARTB put it this way: Of what
avail
is signal
broadcast
alert control
plan to and
the FCC's
U. S.
if spurious transmitters can be set
up without detection to serve as
navigational aids to enemy craft?
There had been reports that some
Senate Appropriations Committee
members had favored allocation of
at least part of those funds in view
of the security aspect of the Commission's work. Instead, the group
made no provision for extra expenditures. Since the Senate agreed
with the House, there was little
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Congress Still Withholds
FUNDS
chance for restoration of the funds. and modernized equipment.
Part of the supplemental aid was
The Commission's request was
for the electromagnetic
carefully screened by the Senate earmarked
control project in conjunccommittee during hearings, which radiation
tion with FCC's alert system for
were released last Monday. It was
stations.
perrevealed that the FCC had asked broadcast
FCC now Nineteen
are working
$1,763,281, a sum scaled down by on thesons from
from an Air Force
President Truman to $1,340,000 and working plan
fund, it was explained.
revised to $1,081,402 for field en- An additional
staff must be proing and monitoring by the
Commission gine ritself.
v
i
d
e
d
t
o
"ferret
emissions"
aids. may be usedout asanynavigational
that
The Commission, in its introThe Commission said it requested
ductory statement, explained the
funds were necessary because of money to increase its manpower
the "effects of the defense effort and monitoring stations, improve
coverage with respect to both VHF
upon
and UHF ranges, and to install
The communications."
statement continued:
equipmentfinders
for remote
control of
Specifically,
in
numerous
cases
the
at all monitoring
outlets.
Commission has not been able to take direction
the necessary steps to prevent the use
Unlicensed Stations
of radio transmissions and other elecwhere interest.
the use isAndinim-it With respect to the need for more
ical ttronic
o thedevicesnational
cannot, with the present 1952 budget investigation personnel, FCC exthat "a common type" of
($6,116,650), perform its function in violation,plained"though
not large in numconnectionmagnetic
withradiationcontrolling
ber, is the operation of unlicensed
to prevent electroenemy
broadcasting
stations,
either for
and the purpose of selling advertising
toplanes
assurefromthe "homing"
proper use onof them
radio frequencies inthe civilian-defense effort. at a profit or for self-advertisement
FCC listed these present monitor- by misguided individuals."
ing deficiencies: (1) Gaps in the
Another
the "wired-wireless"
which isoperates
frequently as
monitoring network, notably in the type
station. Operasouthwestern U. S. and in Alaska a radiotion ofbroadcasting
unlicensed
stations
on amaand Puerto Rico; (2) inadequate
teur bands is "very common," it
staff to police the "relatively higher was observed.
frequency,cationsshort
communi-in
"If this activity is permitted to
parts of distance
the spectrum,
proceed unchecked, there would
which radio has expanded tremend- grow up in a very short time a
ously in the past few years"; (3)
the Commisimpossibility of maintaining 24- chaoticsion'ssituation,"
statement warned.
It conhour, 7-day-a-week watches at mon- tinued:
With
the
public
and
industry
morea
itoring outlets; (4) lack of con- radio and TV conscious than ever,
centrated coverage by the investi- climb
inis [clandestine
station
operation]
cases
inevitable.
To
take
care
of
gative staff, -and (5) need for new

KOOL Phoenix gets contract signing
Wolf & Burke, distributor of Blatz
Beer for central Arizona, for an hour
broadcast each week from local horse
race track. Airings each Saturday
from one of three tracks near Phoenix
—Arizona
Fairgrounds,
Sportsman's
Park pe-or
cover 29-week
riod. LDowns
to r: —Standing,
Lew Lowry,
KOOL special events director who
will handle program called Blatz Paddock Downs
Party; general
James Herbeveaux,
Arizona
manager; George
Agnew,ager; sitting,
station's
Frank commercial
Wolf, of W man& B;
Charles Garland,
station's general
manager.
each item more offices must be opened
and
properly
manned. cases
A totalhasof taxed
1,167
major
investigative
present
mannower
andthe offices,
and it ofis
only
as
a
result
of
contribution
more
thanthat10,000we hours
of voluntary
overtime,
have .been
keep
reasonably
current
. . able to
Turning to the enforcement of
its broadcast
plan, thesystem
Commission said itsalert
monitoring
must
"be
alert
and
in
case
of
an
air
raid see that the licensed radio
stations comply with the FCC orders and institute a forward-looking program forquaintancegaining
closeon the
acair and the control ship wofith stations
all incidental
(Continued on page 36)

Plan
charged
attempt rt
to cripple
ad
s anCapeha
Reject
House
tising as a specifichadGroup
factor
in costs,"
Mr. Cranston
advised
Rep. vertising and control all media.
Paul Brown (D-Ga.), a committee
The control bill was slated to be
member. "I am skeptical about reported by the House committee in
leaving too much authority with subtantially the same form as it
the bureaucrats because we know passed the Senate. There appeared
they have a large number who are to be some doubt, however, whether
making plans to limit or cripple the House Rules Committee would
or to eliminate advertising in every clear it for floor debate. Group is
controlled by a coalition of GOP
and Southern Democratic members.
DiSalle Denies
way possible."
Price Stabilizer Michael DiSalle,
Actually,
who described himself as anything
mony threw Mr.
very DiSalle's
little lighttesti-on
but a "bureaucrat," categorically just how the new proposal would
denied any such plans were afoot. work out in actual practice. Of
The proposed legislation, he stated chief concern in many quarters
during hearings last Tuesday, pro- are the allegedly vague and loose
vides for "reasonable
allowances"
in the Adminfor advertising
in computing
price definitions istcontained
ration bil . Latter is an alterceilings.
native to the formula sponsored
on advertising's
in Inquiries
the economics
control law phase
were by Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.).
Another frontal attack was depursued by Rep. Brown on the
livered by the National Assn. of
basis
of
Mr.
Cranston's
letter.
Manufacturers,
which claimed it
Similar charges had been raised
"I am concerned about the drive by
newspaper
and
other
groups
itself."
give the on Office"
page 10ofU) Price
in Washington to eliminate adver- in recent weeks. Some groups would (Continued
ROADCASTING
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AMID CHARGES
that S
government
COST'
J|0
plans to discount
advertising
costs
in formulation of new price ceilings, the House Banking & Currency Comrriittee last Thursday
sustained the Administration by
spurning the so-called Capehart
formula in the present economic
control law.
The committee voted 15-7 to uphold the Administration position,
after receiving a sharply-worded
protest from American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. The group held
hearings last week on the bill (S
2170) already passed by the Senate.
Early action by the lower chamber
was indicated.
The advertising issue arose on
the heels of a letter from Cranston
Williams, ANPA executive, urging
the
to set "themayrecord
clear committee
on where advertising
find

amazing

(ati\
revelations
ahout tfu
Tfldftc

28 Stories in One! If you need effective* penetration in Northern
California at the lowest possible
cost, KNBC will deliver all 28 of
the key markets as compared to 14
for the largest magazine, 8 for the
area's
only
1 for theleading
leadingnewspaper,
televisionandstation.
Tender Love Story! KNBC has the
largest weekly BMB audience of
any S.F. station — in the city, the
entire Metropolitan area and the
whole state of California. In fact
KNBC reaches 50% more people
daily than the next best station.
Blazing Passion! Even in TV peak
viewing time (6-10 PM) radio has
63% ence.
of There
the areS.F.9 times
broadcast
audimore radio
homes (1,885,000) in San Francisco
than television homes (210,000).

Coast

Treasure Chest! KNBC literally
poured gold into the coffers of a
national book-publisher, delivered
the lowest cost-per-order of any of
the other 78 stations he used across
the country, 20% lower than the
next best station. One year later
KNBC delivered sales for the same
advertiser at a 30% lower cost-perorder than he had expected.
Thrilling
Characters!
top favorites,
backed KNBC's
by starsownof
NBC's big network shows, help
station's Hooper and popularity
outstrip all other S.F. stations —
such as Judy Deane (9-10 am),
Jane Lee's Woman's 'Magazine of
the Mr (10-10:30 am since 1932),
Bob lefts (10:15-10:30pm MWF),
Jimmy Lyons Discapades (midnight
— 1 am, Mon— Sat).

You can't afford to miss this story
These are some of the reasons on the books why KNBC is your best
media buy in San Francisco and Northern California. Just so, all seven
major market stations represented by NBC Spot Sales are the best buys
in their
And that's
only oneServing
reasononlywhyseven
first key
calls radio
just naturally
are
put areas.
in to NBC
Spot Sales.
stations,
your NBC Spot Salesman has the time to devote to your account . . .
the knowledge, organization and research service to show what Spot
can deliver for you in the nation's key markets . . .
via Radio, America's No. 1 mass medium
NBC SPOT SALES

BROADCASTING
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Were are the Authors of the 7
mC SPOT Bestsellers:
WNBC New York
WMAQ Chicago
WTAM Cleveland .
WRC Washington
KOA Denver
KNBC San Francisco
WGY Schenectady-Albany-Troy
Represented by
NBC SPOT SALES
New York Chicago Cleveland
San Francisco Hollywood
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Monitoring Funds
(Continued from page 34)
or clandestine radiations."
"We have Air
established
Continental
Command[withof the
the
Air Force] in recent weeks, a planning project to control the use of
radio transmissions in a way so as
not
to giveCoy
aid told
to thecommittee
enemy,"
Chairman
members, adding that monitoring
ties in with this project.
Chairman Kenneth McKellar (DTenn.) and Sen. Carl Hayden (DAriz.) wanted to know how radio
station licensees are apprised of
frequency changes envisioned under
the alert system plan and additional costs for monitoring.
"It
costs
becauseworking
you must
a staff of people
with have
the
Air Force to tell the radio stations
what kind of changes to make, and
give them notice of when to make
them, if we are are going to be under attack; and it will have to be
set up so that it will move instantly,
or it will be of no value, and the
information will have to be gotten
to the public," Chairman Coy replied.
The FCC Chairman explained
that the cost of changing frequencies "we expect to be borne by the
broadcasters themselves." The
cost
is
"not soprimarily
great" in the
manyexpense
cases
and involves
of a crystal save for some transmitter and antenna charges.
Sen. Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.)
wondered
aloud, signals,
"When you
changing these
and start
then
you get espionage agents orperating in these various stations, and
they start to switch on you, what
are you going to do?"
Suggests Caution
He suggested great caution by
FCC and added:
"Eachwillradio
I should
think,
have station,
to be investigated
to determine whether or not they
have any Communist agents in
these various places, and getting
this information that might manipulate this change without notice,
even for your own planes."
Chairman Coy acknowledged that
problem as a threat. Then he
traced the procedure to be followed :
There are seven districts, established by the Air Force where there
would be AirresentatiForce
repve of [FCC].officers
When andthea time
came in any particular area to make
change infecting thfrequency
anything ofaf-a
e control oforradiation
radio station, the Air Force officer at
that point would tell the FCC man
what is to be done with the radio stations in the particular area where the
Air Force wants to take the precaution toquchange
change have
freency, etc. Therepower,
will already
been established
contact
between the
FCC man and all of the radio stations
in that area, and those contacts are
now going on as a matter of fact, and
we have had at least two meetings
that I recall with all of the broadcasters of the United States to discuss the problem [B • T, April 23,
March 26, 19].
Mr. Coy said "there is no need
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at this point" for President Truman to issue the anticipated executive order which would serve notice that the President is empowered to invoke Sec. 606 (c) of
the
Communications
Coy's
statement
was taken Act.
as anMr. indication that the order, which now
pends before the Chief Executive,
may be withheld pending an allout emergency. The order has
been reported as forthcoming momentarily in recent weeks.
Mr. Coy also revealed, for the
first time, that the Federal Civil
Defense Administration had asked
Mr. Truman to sign an order under
which stations would not be put off
the air. Its officials have participated in meetings "to see to it that
we
keep the stations in operation,"
he added.
The FCC chairman also had a
word for military control when
asked why the Army had not requested funds for navigational control. Mr. Coy explained that staare subject to the jurisdiction
of thetionsFCC.
Tests Effective
He
added:
"I justto give
doubtthethatmili-it
would be advisable
tary control over radio stations in
this country in order to accomplish
that purpose where we are perfectly willing and working with
them ... to defend and adequately
plan so that radio signals won't
helpThetheFCC
enemy."
Chairman recounted
that the Commission has conducted
experiments in Washington, D. C,
New York City, Youngstown, Ohio,
and "one
or twoforother
places"navigatesting methods
denying
tional aid to aircraft. The tests
proved effective, he indicated.
Mr. Coy stressed the need for
implementing
force, observingFCC's
that theinvestigative
Air Force
had supported expansion of monitoring activities. He cited tracking of illegal radio transmissions
"right
in Washington"
and
said the here
Commission
is cooperating
with
all
government
agencies
on
this work.
According to Mr. Coy, there were
165 illegal outlets last year — "most
ofCases
them included
were in thethose
broadcast
field."or
of three
four TV stations and "many" radio
broadcastillegal
outlets,stations
he saidthat
"Those
include
are
operated by American citizens as
well," he added.
Mr. Coy cited, but did not identify by name, one
in which
"a big
manufacturing
company
established
a television station without authorization of the Commission. We
asked the Dept. of Justice to prosecute them for violating the Communications Act, and it filed
charges against them, and the
company pleaded nolo contendre,
andThepaidFCCa Chairman
fine of $2,500."
was referring to Sylvania Electric, which
last month was granted permission
for an experimental TV station in
Emporium, Pa., thus closing a
year-old case [B. • T, Sept. 24,
1951; Oct. 23, 1950].

'RADIO FREE' AMERICA? Th.
P.I. Agents Touting Their Christmas Wares
RADIO advertising can be obtained
"free" on 400 stations, according
to an advertisement in the October
issue of Popular Mechanics.
An advertising agency — Letts
Advertisers, Frankfort, 111. — boasts
that it can supply a list of per inof $5. quiry stations for the modest sum
The advertisement in Popular
Mechanics.
This novel wrinkle in the P. I.
market gives advertisers access to
stations that "will advertise your
product for just a small percent of BOWLES, TAYLOR
Approved for Posts
each sale, instead of a set fee."
While stations scan the usual pre- TWO MEN well-known in broadcast circles were on their way to
Christmas rush of mail order propositions, they have an opportunity new jobs last week.
to accepttional
moreRadio business
from NaChester Bowles, co-founder of
Advertising
Co., Benton
& Bowles, advertising agenSeattle, whose advertising techwas confirmed by the Senate
niques match those of Hadacol in last cy,week
to India,
their time-buying ingenuity though and Telfordas Ambassador
Taylor, a former
operated on a less spectacular scale. FCC GeneralA. Counsel,
was apHundreds of stations are bravely
proved by a Senate committee as
hoping to salvage something out of Administrator
of the Small Defense Plants Administration.
the Hadacol
proce ding [P> •"reorganization"
T, Oct. 8]. Large
Ex-Gov. Bowles, of Connecticut,
numbers of stations are reported against
whose confirmation the
by suchtions as Dun
business
rating organizahad aligned itself [B • T,
& Bradstreet
to have GOP
Oct.
8],
was
given given a tight
made inquiry about the Seattle firm. 43-33 vote of confidence.
The ballotNational Radio Adv. Co. is curing followed party-lines except for
the bolting of five Republicans to
rentlycounts,"
placingDesigns
"twofor very
active
ac"aye" side of the aisle while
decorating book) and Living
a tulip (home
offer the Democrat
— Sen. Pat McCarran
for Mt. Baker Bulb Co., Seattle. one
of Nevada— voted with the GOP.
Writing to stations, Edwin A.
Brig. stillGen.
Taylor, towhose
Kraft, National manager, offers to
is subject
Senatenominavote,
buy 12 five-minute periods a week is an tionattorney
who has been active
"at the published one-hour rate." in both broadcast and government
This letter offers "to pay cash fields. After World War II, he
in advance on this basis" with the was a chief prosecutor for the
accounts to run "for about eight United States at the Nuremburg
He alsoCommittee
was asWilliam V. Stewart, general war crimesociatedtrials.
with the Joint
manager
of
WPBC
Minneapolis,
on
Educational
Television,
where
weeks."
he served as general counsel. His
offers
Christmas"fellow
greetingbroadcasters"
package to sella nomination cleared the Senate
for $2, out of which the station gets Banking & Currency Committee.
50 cents. "Join WPBC in a very
successful Merry Christmas campaign!" Mr. Stewart writes.
Lauds 'Youth Forum'
REMINDING
hear
a lot abouthisthecolleagues,
wrong type"Weof
Paley Reception
RECEPTION was held in Wash- program on television," Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.) hailed the
ington last Wednesday for Mr. and
Mrs. William Paley, with W. Stu- American Youth Forum (NBCTV)
conducted by Theodore
art nance
Symington,
Reconstruction
FiCorp. director,
as host. Mr.
Granik, founder and moderator of
Paley, board chairman of CBS, has the American Forum of the Air, as
been dividing his time between New
type of program which merits
York and Washington, where he "the
sponsorship and backserves as chairman of the Presi- commercial
ing
from the American free enterdent's
Materials
Policy
Commission.
system." Hethesaid,
"to myis
Mr. and Mrs. Symington presided way ofprisethinking
program
over a dinner attended by 50 guests one of the most constructive
uses
at the 1925 F St. Club.
of television on any network."
WNYC New York was scheduled to
start its second annual American art
TO LEARNING, Sunfestival at 5 p.m. yesterday (Sunday) INVITATION
day feature of CBS Radio, 11:35 a.m.with special address from Brooklyn 12 noon,
EST,
introducing new series
Museum
by Seymour
N. Siegel,for direcofbooksinformal
discussions
tor
of
radio
communications
City
from
last
half of on19thstill-living
century
of New York. More than 50 hours of
airtime on WNYC will be devoted to titled Grandfather's Bookshelf. New
all phases of art during the festival series will run through remainder of
week, which ends Oct. 20.
BROADCASTING
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HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
CITY -Scranton MONTH — December 1950 through April 1951
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE -Individual Evenings 6:00 P.M. ■ 10:30 P.M.

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Radio
Sets in Use
40.3
37.2
34.6
37.5
33.0
34.4
33.2

WGBI
66.4
80.3
79.1
71.8
69.5
58.0
78.5

Station
B
26.7
15.4
1110
20.2
25.1
35.0
10.6

Station
C
1.3

Station
D
1.1

L3
0.4
1.8
0.5

0.2
0.7
0.4
1.5

0.8
2.3

FMOtherAM
4.1
3.4
4.9
5.8
3.4
5.4
7.4

0.7
1.1

Ratings are People... and People buy Things
That's why WGBFs audience figures add up to one of the
nation's best buys— day or night!
Hooper gives WGBI 61.1% of the listeners in the Scranton
area in the morning, 53.6% in the afternoon and 71.6% in
the evening. To add an exclamation point to this story of intensive radio listening, WGBI heads all CBS stations in the

morning, afternoon, evening for the March-April 1951 period.
When you consider that these percentages pile up in Scranton, which is part of the Scranton- Wilkes-Barre Metropolitan
Market — comprised of 674,000 spending people — it makes
sense to investigate such facts as extremely reasonable time
costs. Your John Blair man has all the data— call him today!

WGBI
MRS. M. E. MEGARGEE, President GEORGE D. COLEMAN, General Manager
CBS Affiliate • 910 KC • 1000 Watts Day . 500 Watts Night
JOHN
BROADCASTING

BLAIR
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&
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What Happens
(Continued from -page 23)
panies is contemplated by the plan."
In Lospres edAngeles,
O'Neil ex-C.
the hope thatMr. Theodore
Streibert, president of General
Teleradio, will remain in charge of
the New York operations under
the
fusion. One
of the nation's
outstanding
broadcasters,
Mr.
Streibert is a charter member and
former chairman of the board of
Mutual, and has been identified in
the
leadership
industry affairs
for almost
two ofdecades.

Buy

the

Whole

Pie

for the
Price

of a Piece

<C40°S750
# MONTHLY
^J^T^y
based on advertising rates
FOR THE BIG, COMPLETE

SESAC
Transcribed Library
INGREDIENTS:
4000 SELECTIONS COVERING
ALL PROGRAMMING NEEDS
500 SCRIPTS TO START AND
LARGE MONTHLY RELEASES
1200 BRIDGES, MOODS AND
THEMES
PROGRAM NOTES FOR
EVERY NUMBER
SESAC, INC.
475 Fifth Avenue
New York City
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the late John ^Shepard 3d several
years ago.
Messrs. Brown and Travers both
held comparable positions with the
original ownerships, underscoring
the O'Neil policy of continuing
competent management personnel.
Stockholders of Mutual, in addiand
WOR'stion to General
19.3%, areTire's
WGN38.6%
Chicago
(Chicago
Tribune)
19.3%;
United
Broadcasting Co. (WHK Cleveland,
WHKK Akron), 10.4%; Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co. (WIP Phil6.1% and Co.
Western
Ontario adelphia),
Broadcasting
(CKLW
Windsor-Detroit), 6.1%. These figures are carried to the nearest
100%. and do not total exactly
tenth

Affiliates Told
Text of the
O 'Neil-Straus
announcement of the
merger plans
was read to Mutual affiliates ThursLos was
Angeles
with Mr. Pierson
O'Neil
day morning on a conference call lastIn week
W. Theodore
by E. dentM.in charge
Johnson,of station
MBS vicerelations
presi- of the Washington law firm of
Pierson & Ball, chief counsel for
and engineering,
acted onFrank
be- Don Lee-Yankee, who had particihalf of Mutual who
President
pated in the negotiations almost
White, who was out of the city. Mr.
their inception some eight
Johnson told the affiliates that he from
months
& Co. acted
and Mr. White were confident, with consultantago.to Blythe
both parties
duringas
Messrs. O'Neil and Straus, that negotiations.
the
work.plan would strengthen the net- haveMBSworked
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
out a plan, subject to
Mr. O'Neil has been involved in affiliate endorsement,
calling for
a half-dozen
major
radio-TV
transMGM Radio Attractions to provide
actions in recent years.
six
hours
of
star
entertainment
a
The 36-year-old son of General
the Mutual evening schedTire's principal owner was instru- week ule,forstarting
in November and conmental in the acquisition of Yantinuing at least through 1952 [B •
kee from the Shepard family some
T,
Sept.
24].
five years ago for $2,100,000.
Last December, General Tire acquired the Don Lee radio and TV
properties from the Thomas S. Lee Conroy Names W&S
estate for a record $12,300,000, at
THE THOMAS F. CONROY Adthe
time Losselling
Don Lee's
vertising Agency, San Antonio,
KTSLsame(TV)
Angeles
(now
KNX-TV) to CBS for $333,765 plus Tex., has appointed Wyatt &
Schuebel,
N.
Y., as its New York
long-term lease arrangements for
studios, transmitter site, and other office television and radio departfacilities for a total rental of $3,ment, Mr. Conroy, head of the firm
115,000. At the same time, to meet announced in New York last week.
FCC's multiple-ownership policy, The prominent Southwest agency
Don Lee's KDB Santa Barbara was is a member of the 4 A's. Mr.
sold to Lincoln Dellar (owner of Conroy has been active in the asKXOA - AM - FM Sacramento,
sociation for many years.
KXOB Stockton, and KXOC Chico,
Calif., for $25,000.
Just a few months ago KFI-TV
Los Angeles (now KHJ-TV) was Folsom Returns
added to the General Tire owner- FRANK M. FOLSOM, president
ship group byInc.
purchase
from Earle of RCA, returned to New York
C. Anthony
for $2,500,000.
Wednesday from a business trip
Father Heads General Tire
to Europe which he started Sept.
Head of the General Tire opera- 21 with a flight to Paris. After
Wil- three days in the French capital,
liam,tions ibuts Mr.
the O'Neil's
son as vicefather,
president
he reof the tire company and president he flew mainedtountilRome,
Oct. 2.where
Mr. Folsom
of Thomas S. Lee Enterprises (Yan- spent his last week abroad in
kee and Don Lee) directs the ra- Madrid.
dio-TV operations from New York
headquarters.
Williamis owner
M. O'Neil,
brother of Thomas,
and
operator of WJW Cleveland but is NEW CORPORATION formed by
not connected with the General Tire Bing
Crosby under
the name ofandBing's
merchandising
disradio-TV enterprises except Things fortributing
approximately 20 different
through
participation
in
the
O'Neil
articles including children's and adults'
family's ownership of about 20% of wearing
apparel,
toys and games.
Offinew organization
are Bing
General Tire's stock. Willet Brown, Crosby,cers of president;
Everett
N.
and
president of Don Lee for the past Larry
Crosby, vice presidents; Basil
several years, directs the West Grillo, E.secretary-treasurer,
Bing
CrosCoast operations while Linus Travby Enterprises, secretary; Larry Shea,
ers, executive vice president of general
manager; Ray Fahn, producYankee, has supervised Yankee
tion manager; Jim Fahn, sales manoperations since the retirement of
ager.
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AND IN THE WHOLE 4-COUNTY * FRESNO MARKET KMJ is again the top station — with a BMB penetration of
92% daytime, 91% at night. In fact, KMJ's "day after day"
audience (72% of the market's 143,030 radio families) is
34ths larger than that of second best station!
* Sales Management's 1951 Survey of Buying Power, Net EBI. ** U.S. Dept of Commerce Wholesale Trading Area.
NUMBER

1 STATION

IN THE $660 MILLION FRESNO MARKET
580 KC NBC 5,000 WATTS
One of the Bonanza Beeline Stations . . . McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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Radio-TV Funds
Pass Senate
CIVIL DEFENSE
SUM of $3 million was approved by the Senate last Monday for communications, "the nerve system of civil defense," together with a
$1,545,000 outlay for educating the "man on the street" to civil defense
other media. *
radio,
through
These funds TV
wereandrecommended
for preparation of materials
by the Senate Appropriations Com- budget
for radio and TV stations, previousmittee with the proviso that "no
ly approved by the House.
part" of the $3 million be "used
The House
Appropriationsgreater
Comfor duplicating existing communirecommended
cations facilities" but be retained emphasismitteeonhad the
public
information
for any emergency.
drives through all advertising
The Senate also allotted another media
as an alternative to lavish
$2.5 million
to
be
expended
as
fedexpenditures
for construction of
eral contributions to the states in certain facilities.
their communications planning. The
Thus, while President Truman
government's
sys- failed to obtain $535 million for
tem of air raid attack
sirens warning
was allocated
overall
FCDA operations, communi$240,000 for operations and an adcations and media came through
ditional $3million in contributions the Congressional
mill relatively
to be matched by the states.
untouched. FCDA received a total
The Federal Civil Defense Ad- of $97,635,000 in appropriations, inministration was assured the full
cluding provision for a $5 million
amount of money requested in the procurement fund for matching

contributions
among the various
states.
The federalformation
agency's
campaign ispublic
handledinthrough the Audio-Visual Division,
which
prepares radio
scriptsfilms,
and
transcriptions,
television
kinescopeslotmentand
otheralso
material.
Alof funds
will make
possible TVcontinuation
of FCDA's
theatre
train
teer workersproject
[B • T,to Sept.
24,volun17].
The communications outlay comprises fixed radio equipment, encenters
to communicateabling
with control
district
command
posts,
and is part of the overall plan
involving
cast stationsparticipation
in the event ofof broadenemy
attack (also see story this issue).
Additionally, various sections of
FCDA are turning out technical
manuals for use by state and city
CD groups. Among those slated
for early release is one on communications— common carrier and
broadcast — spelling out plans for

HERE'S
REAL
WITCHCRAFT
This "witcher" tells Kansans where to
dig their wells. When he walks across
the land, this forked twig mysteriously
turns downward — despite all efforts to
hold it— and points to a supply of water
underground.
You don't risk much when you "witch"
for water, but you can't afford such unscientific methods when you're looking
for more sales in Kansas.
Study Dr. Whan's independent, houseto-house survey, Kansas Radio Audience,
1951. Notice the outstanding, state- wide

preference for WIBW. Then, make the
listener's choice your choice and you'll
see some modern "sales witchcraft" with
results that will amaze you.

Pain* That Station!
WTTM Trenton,
J., dem-to
onstrated radio'sN.ability
effect communication
when it
joined
two-year
crusade
of local theresidents
to have
the
Pennsylvania Railroad repaint its Trenton
and install
escalators.station
The
WTTM
campaign
News Commentator— led
Georgeby
Taylor
— paid
off last
when the
railroad
agreedweekto
the plan. City Counsel Louis
Josephson
said, Chamber
"I want ofto
thank
the local
Commerce, the local press,
and particularly WTTM for
its aid and support which
greatly assisted in bringing
about the result."
national civil defense. Role of
radio-TV stations will be explored
as a followup
the President's
handbook
releasedto last
year [B •
T, FCDA
Sept. 25,Administrator
1950].
Millard F.
Caldwell Jr. told the House Appropriations Committee,
had
told the counterpart
Houseas hegroup,
that radio, TV and other media
"have contributed more to civil
defense,
and and
time-wise,
measurablespace-wise
in dollars
cents,
than the federal and all other governments combined." He described
their
FCDA isefforts
making asthe "magnificent."
fullest use of
these media, he noted.
MURPHY NAMED
Head AWRT in Mo., La., Neb.
DORIS MURPHY, KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, has been elected president of the Missouri-Iowa-Nebraska
chapter
of Assn. of Women in
Radio & Television.
Theter held
"Heart
of America"
its annual
meetingchap-in
Omaha Sept. 29-30. Proceedings
included
of Boy's
a report tour
by Miss
MurphyTownon and
the
AWRT New York meeting. Discussions were held on work attitude by Betty Wells, KIOA Des
Moines; handling of news, by Ann
Hayes, KCMO Kansas City; show
production by Betty Brady, WHO
Des Moines; transcription selling,
byShenandoah,
Kay WilkensIowa.
Farris,
Co ,
Sam Perfex
Reynolds,
Omaha civilian defense director,
spoke
on radio's
role inchairman
this sphere.
General
convention
was
Belle West, KOIL Omaha. She was
assisted by Martha Bohlsen, WOW
Omaha; Mayme Allison, KBON
Omaha, and Nancy Condon, KFAB
Omaha.

LAB Meets Oct. 24
THE LOUISIANA Assn. of Broadcasters wil hold its business meet^-»mo.
T W
mI mFtm
mm
/f™
■ kahs.
W
ing and election of officers on Oct.
W
24, the day preceding NARTB DisServing and Selling
"V y £
trict 6 meeting
New Orleans'
St. Charles
Hotel,in President
Tom
THE MAGIC CIRCLE"
\lOKLA- |ARK/ I
Gibbens, who is WAFB Baton
vv
Rougeweek.
general manager, announced
Rep.: Capper P«Wi<«Hons, Inc. • MEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr.* WIBW* KCKN
^^"j^/ llusti
last
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TWO MILLION PEOPLE have paid their way to seeThe Midday
Merry-Go-Round in a 15-year whirl on WNOX Knoxville,
and uncounted millions more have heard it on the air.
AND THERE'S A WAITING LINE of audience and sponsors for
a radio show that is a Tennessee phenomenon.

MORE
POTENT
THAN
EVER!

NEWS STORY from
Sept. 3, 1951
BROADCASTING • Telecasting

WNOXSCRIPPS-HOWARD RADIO, INC. ^^tf

XV/ILLE, TENKL - 10,000 WATTS

- 990KC

- CBS

U/NOX IS A BETTER BUY TODAY THAN EVER
AND IS GETTING BETTER ALL THE TIME WITH
Representatives: THE BRANHAM COMPANY

BROADCASTING
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• MORE LISTENERS THAN EVER (no rW.v»fon competition) • BETTER SERVICE AND PROGRAMS THAN EVER • HIGHER HOOPERS THAN EVER
• BIGGER MARKET THAN EVER • MORE ADVERTISERS THAN EVER
October 15, 1951
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New York Session
Set Oct. 30-31
PLANS for the eastern annual conference of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, to be held Oct. 30-31 at the Hotel Roosevelt,
New
York, last
on the
of "Advertising
Underpresident
the Microscope,"
announced
weektheme
by Fletcher
D. Richards,
of FletcherwereD.
ONLY
Richards Inc. and conference chair- ★
man.
A radio and TV production group said, "we anticipate that more people will attend
meetings
own andseveral
other fields.
More—
meeting will be held Tuesday after- on their
noon, Oct. 30, under the chairman- copywriters and artists, for inshipdentofofAdrian
Samish, vice presistance, will attend the radio and
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
television
meeting.
There's
great
as
one
of
nine
group
sessions
to
be
ONE
stress
today
in agencies
for better
STATION
fa
many specialists
conducted during the two-day meet- teamwork and
ing. fTotal
attendanceto atexceed
the contheir overall knowerence is expected
last want toledgeincrease
of the agency business. In
year's
record
of
1,600-plus,
Mr.
keeping with this, the conference
Richards said.
COVERS
will be 'Advertising Under
The final conference session on theme
The SEVENTEENTH STATE*
Microscope,' and specific dayWednesday afternoon, open to all the
to-day
of agency
tion willproblems
be discussed
at these operagroup
4-A agency personnel,, will hear
speeches
by
4-A
Board
Chairman
Louis Brockway and President
The Copy and Art, Marketing
Frederic R. Gamble, along with meetings."
summaries of the various group and Merchandising, and Media
HM. 1
sessionsmorning,
will run Oct.
concurrentmeetings. These group sessions, grouply Tuesday
30; the
and their respective chairmen, are: Radio and TV
Production, Trade
Copy
and
Art
—
Elwood
Whitney,
and
Industrial
Advertising,
and
{
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York.
l ! /
sessions, and
concurMarketing and Merchandising — R. Agency rentlyLibrary
Tuesday
afternoon;
the
W.
York. Welch, McCann-Erickson, New three management sessions (divided
C T A D Vf
according to agency billing size)
Media
—
Elizabeth
Black,
Joseph
and the Mechanical Production and
■ r
Katz Co., New York.
Radio and TV Production — Adrian Research group meetings, WednesSamish,
Dancer
Fitzgerald
Sample,
day morning.
New York.
f
Trade
and
Industrial
Advertising
—
John Mather Lupton, John Mather
CONN.
ilPMAS5> \
Lupton Co., New York.
AMA AGENDA
1 R.I.
Agency Library — Delphine V. HumWeiss Among Speakers
phrey, McCann-Erickson, New York.
(three &sessions)
Al- LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, former
vinManagement
H. Kaplan, Kaplan
Bruck, —New
York; Wilbur VanSant, VanSant, Dugof Don Lee Broadcastdale & Co., Baltimore, and D. C. Stew- president
ingman,System
and MBS administrator
board chairart, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
now
assistant
Mechanical Production — Michael J.
requirement
of the NaMadar, Lennen & Mitchell, New York. for civilian
tional Production Authority,
will
Research — Fred B. Manchee, BBDO,
be one of the speakers at a one// New York.
_• OO v"1
ritifl «***
*acounties
compactin market
of
54
day
conference
sponsored
by
the
Eastern
New
"This year," Chairman Richards New York Chapter of American
York and Western New
• 428 tOWnS
England
whose
population
Marketing
Assn.
Oct.
29
at
the
exceeds that of 32 states.
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
CHARITY
DRIVE
Plans call for a morning session
• 54 counties
WTAM Raises $10,000 at which business and government
officials
will participate in panel
• 2,980,100 citizens
discussions on the Fair Trade Act
THANKS to a ten-day promotion and
"Unfair Sales Act" or loss
drive by WTAM Cleveland, a fund
• 840,040 radio families
for the Society for Crippled Chil- leader laws. During the afternoon
Robindren was swelled $10,000 and the panelists
son-PatmanwillAct discuss
and thetheanti-trust
• only NBC station
station broke its own three-year laws.
Luncheon
session
will
be adpromotion record.
dres ed by George Sokolsky, author
The raised
NBC that
owned-and-operated
• more people than 32 states
outlet
sum by offering of nationally syndicated newspaper
an admission to the special Ice column,
on the subject
"The Ef-on
fect of Government
Regulations
• more goods purchased than 34 states
Capades charity matinee Oct. 13
for each dollar donation. The air Marketing
Practices."
Other officials
to date who have
campaign was launched Sept. 24
• more spendable income than 36 states
to
participate
in the panel
under the leadership of WTAM agreed
General Manager John McCormick. discussions include J. W. Hubbell,
By Oct. 5 all tickets had been vice president in charge of mercommitted, assuring over $40,000
andising and advertising,
Simmons Co., chand
Joseph Kolodny,
over a four-year period for the
director, National Assn.
campaign. Cleveland chapter of the managing
society receives 100% of the contri- of Tobacco Distributors.
butions.
All station personnel and outhas vertical
completedantenna
construcside volunteers drew congratula- WGN tion Chicago
A GENERAL ElECTRIC STATION REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SAICS
of a 250-foot
for
tions' from Mr. McCormick, who emergency
operations. Tower is 900
singled out the effectiveness of feet
from
station's
750-foot
primary
regional and national radio broad- antenna on transmitter site near
casting in making the 1951 drive Roselle, 111. Test transmissions will
an unqualified success.
begin mid-October.
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4-A MEET

In Northern California
MORE

PEOPLE

LISTEN

- more

often - to KNBC

than to any other radio station
KNBC's
watt Non-Directional
transmitter. . .
reaches all50,000
the markets
of Northern California
KNBC has the biggest and most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market — the
seventh largest, fastest-growing major market in America.
And as a plus, KNBC penetrates all the rich, fast-growing markets
throughout Northern California, plus markets like StocktonModesto, Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Bosa, Santa Cruz-Monterey,
Sacramento, San Jose-Santa Clara, and Eureka-Humholdt County.
ONLY KNBC can reach all these markets — in one, big
economical package. KNBC sales reps will show you how. ..
KNBC delivers MORE PEOPLE (in one package!)—at LESS COST per thousand — than any
other advertising medium in Northern California.

L

BROADCASTING
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PLUS-Market Case History
Santa Cruz-Monterey
Population:-195,831,
from 1940-1950
income* : — $273,41 1 ,000,
anEffective
increasebuying
of 151.5%
Retail Sales': -$205,01 7,000, up 194%
KNBC Audience:— Week after week, over
4/5 of the radio families listen regularly
to KNBC
*Sa/es Management's f 951 Survey af Buying Power

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising
Represented by NBCMedium
Spot Sales
50,000 Watts -680 K.C.
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SET MAKERS
Third Practice Parley Set
SPADE work for a third industrygovernment conference on proposed
trade practice rules for radio-TV
set manufacturers will get underway vision
under Mfrs.auspices
Assn. ofin Radio-TeleNew York
next week.
RTMA'sferenceTrade
Committee Practices
is scheduledCon-to
meet at association headquarters
under the chairmanship of Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp. Preliminary
session Monday will be used to
brief RTMA members who were
unable to attend second general
conference held by Federal Trade
Commission Sept. 26-28.
At that time, following conclusion of a three-day meeting, FTC
authorities suggested formation of
a broad all-industry committee to
discuss its proposed rules. Both

the Commission and RTMA suggested a third meeting, to be held
later this year [B • T, Oct. 1].
Because of the complexity of
problems posed by the new trade
rules, it appears that the third industry-government ses ion may be
delayed until early 1952.
The RTMA meeting next week
will be the forerunner to an overall industry conference of RTMA
members, wholesalers, retailers, and
better business bureau groups. A
committee is to be set up under the
tentative chairmanship of Louis B.
Calamaras,
representing
National Electronic
DistributorstheAssn.
FTC authorities have offered to
confer with the group after initial
meetings later this year.
Immediate objective of the
RTMA Fair Trade Practices Commit e is to obtain an adequate
consensus of association membership on various
facets ofwill
FTC'sbe
proposed
code. Meeting
held in the engineering room of
RTMA's New York headquarters.

Who
to

talk*
thi*

Auction Aids Crusade
THE BONUS baseball fans
enjoyed
with intheNewGiantsDodgers playoff
York
proved
to
be aFreedom
bonus fordrive
the
Crusade for
in Florida. WFTL Fort Lauderdale auctioned off sponsorship of theandseries
to local
merchants
turned
over
all proceeds to the Crusade.
General Manager R. L.
Bowles ceedsreported
profrom the that
threethegames
helped
put
the
Crusade
over
the top in Broward County
and "also created a great
amount of good will for the

RINE ELECTED
At W. Va. AP Radio Meet
WILLIAM
RINE, manager
vice presi-of
dent and E.
general
WWVA Wheeling, was elected
president of the West Virginia AssociatedJohnPressT.Radio
succeeding
Gelder,Assn.,
manager
of WCHS Charleston. Group
named its new slate at a fall meeting and news clinic in Huntington
Oct. 6.
Mr. Gelder was named to one of
the three vice presidencies, along
with Pat Beacom, manager of
WMMN Fairmont, and Ellis Landreth, manager of WBRW Welch.
Flem Evans, manager of WLPH
was elected treasurer,
Thestation."
committee was active in pre- Huntington,
and
Richard K. Boyd, Huntington AP
suggested which
revisions
the correspondent,
was reelected secrecurrent paring
standards
coverin only
tary. Mr. Evans also remains chairradio set practices. Subsequent
man
of
the
association's
news study
committee.
discussions probably will be necessary before RTMA members meet
with other industry segments.
An illustrated talk, "Your News
— and its Revenue Potential," was
presentedsistantby general
Oliver
Gramling,
asmanager
of AP.
Clinic speakers included Paul A.
Myers of WWVA; Ross Edwards,
WCHS; Joe Farris, WGKV Charleston; and Ted Eiland, WSAZ Huntington.
"Local Newsroom Operation"
was the subject of a talk by William R. Barrett, news, sports and
special events director for WJLS
Beckley. The attendance of 65 was
the largest
in the eight-year history of the organization.

Gvy%

Well over 250,000 automobiles in
WGR's Western New York listening range
are radio-equipped
WGR's top-rated programming catches
this extra listenership ... a big plus to WGR's
established coverage of the 360,000
radio-equipped homes
in this rich market.
Columbia Network
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3,
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
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Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpafrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry

BOB HAWK PACT
Camels Pays $1 Million
DETAILS of Bob Hawk-R. J. Reynolds Co. (Camel Cigarettes) contract signed last month and just
made available reveals that over a
million dollars are involved in the
three-year contract. The pact insures the CBS Bob Hawk Show being on the air 39 weeks a year for
each of the three years, with a
definite 13-week vacation each summer. Overall salary goes over the
$1 million mark.
According to the terms, Mr.
Hawk is given the sole right for
approval of material used on his
programs,
complete
nonexclusivity asforwell
bothas radio
and television. Sole reservation is that
he not broadcast for competitive
products.
Touchdown
Tips7of 250%
Gainsin
INCREASE
for 1951
dollar volume over 1950 of RCA's
syndicated, 13-quarter-hour football program series, Touchdown
Tips With Sam Hayes, has been
reported by A. B. Sambrook, manager, RCA Recorded Program
Services Sales. "After an intensive six-weeks' sales effort . . .
enthusiastic stations and sponsors
are already picking up options on
Touchdownstated.
Tips for 1952," Mr.
Sambrook
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DEPENDABLE

Whether for video or standard broadcasting, Engineers,
with an eye to the future, wil! appreciate the exceptional
versatility of GATES Speech Input Equipment. Here is
equipment with unusual adaptability to the ever-changing
demands of programming techniques. If you are planning
a studio' installation today — think of tomorrow, and consider the flexibility, the expandability of GATES Speech
Input Equipment.
Space bilitiprevents
fullyconsoles
describingshown.
the circuit
capa-to
es ofthe three
You handling
are invited
write for the GATES SPEECH INPUT CATALOG where
functional block diagrams and additional data will better
acquaint you with these versatile GATES Consoles — truly,
Speech Input Equipment With A Future.

■■■B

BS

52-CS STUDIOETTE
Ideally suited lor small station studio applications or as part of
largerallmaster
installation,
the GATES
Studioette
has
ol the control
necessarytypefacilities
for complete
studio52-CS
operation
and
will fulfilltortion.theFacilities
mostinclude
rigid four
requirements
of
fidelity,
low
noise
and one
dismixing channels. Two preamplifiers,
program amplifier and one monitoring amplifier plus complete power
supply are self-contained.
Send for GATES SPEECH INPUT CATALOG Today.

EECH

INPUT

EQUIPMENT

GATES SA-50 DUAL SPEECH CONSOLE
Typical of a comprehensive GATES Speech Input system is
the SA-50 Dual Speech Console illustrated above.
Consisting of the main console and power supply unit, the
SA-50 provides almost unlimited facilities for smooth uninterrupted studio five
operationmicrophones,
of the most twocomplex
nature. Nine
mixfor turntables
and keys
one
each ingforchannels:
remote andfor network
service. Separate
PBX type
allow selection of any mixing channel into one of two program
amplifiers.
NINE AMPLIFIERS
Five 2 stage preamplifiers and two 4-stage high gjin program amplifiers are contained within the console. A ten watt
low distortion
amplifier power
and a supply
two wattunit.cueing
plifier are partmonitoring
of the separate
Spaceam-is
provided in console for two additional preamplifiers if needed.
Sub-chassis units are individually removable for servicing without disrupting operation of balance of console.

Similar in siie and
symmetry to the SA-50,
characterized
by its" exthe
SA-40
Cons
flexibility
ofdesign,
operattreme
ion. Of modern
it is generously equipped for hensive
a most
compreinstallation,
preamplifiers,
three
For
turntables and one for net-remote forSeven
five 2-stage preamplifiers, one 4-stage prograamplifiers include
one 3-stage monitoring amplifier. Provision is m
ing external cueing amplifier. Cabinet construe
of the SA-50 and features easy accessibility of

GATES RADIO COMPANY • MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS • QUINCY. ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal, Quebec
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.^t" .....
IN BETWEEN 17th NARTB district sessions in Spokane
Oct. 8-9, the Oregon State Broadcasters convened for
consideration of intrastate problems. Seated (I to r):
Frank Coffin, KGW Portland; Chet Wheeler, KWIL
Albany; Lee Bishop, KORE Eugene; Irwin Adams, KGON
Oregon City; H Quenton Cox, KGW Portland; Ted
Cooke, KOIN Portland; OSBA President Richard M.
Brown, KPOJ Portland; John Birrel, KWIL Albany. Stand-

NARTB
TO
THE WHOLE question of radio
rate structures, looking toward use
of standard
in fixing
station rates formethods
all classes
of time,
■will
be
placed
before
the
NARTB
board of directors at its Dec. 5-6
meeting with the recommendation
that the association institute a
basic revaluation study.
This was disclosed by NARTB
President Harold E. Fellows last
Monday at the opening session of
the 17th District meeting. Presiding at the sessions was H Quenton
Cox, KGW Portland, district director.
After Loren Stone, general manager of KIRO Seattle, had commented that there was "no rhyme

JHpv
ing (I to r): Harry Buckendahl, KOIN; John Jones, KLBM
LaGrande; Gordon Capps, KSRV Ontario; S. W. MeCready, KUGN Eugene; Al Bishop, Multnomah College,
Portland; Al Barnard, consulting engineer, Portland;
Lee Jacobs, KBKR-KLBM Baker and LaGrande; L. W.
Trommlitz, KERG Eugene; Gordon Sabine, U. of Oregon,
Eugene; Mike Miksche, KRCO Prineville.

Dist. 77 Told
STUDY
RATES
tice to fix the spot announcement
or reason"
to existing
tures, Mr. Fellows
said rate
he feltstructhe rate at 10% of the hour rate, Mr.
topic was within the board purview, Fellows pointed out that perhaps 60
and that he would recommend the to 90% of station revenue is derived from announcements and
study whole-heartedly.
Drawing upon his two decades participations, with the balance
as a station operator before he from "program time". He said one
assumed the NARTB presidency station group, which he did not
four months ago, Mr. Fellows said identify, fixed its 1 minute announcement rate at 18% of the
station rates originally were set
arbitrarily more or less by follow- hour rate; station breaks at 16%
ing the network pattern. The ques- of the hour rate. This group also
tion to beshould
probed,behe considered
said, is whatin uses the rule-of-thumb of a 50%
factors
increase in overall rates from every
fixing station rates. He observed 100% increase in circulation.
After a discussion of the part
that the tradition of fixing the daytime rate at one-half night rates NARTB should play in the overall
is outmoded.
rate controversy, R. M. Brown, general manager of KPOJ Portland,
While it has been standard prac-

commented that the question of
basic rate structure was in the
spherefore of
thereshouldmanagement
fall within theandpurview
of NARTB rather than BAB, which
is sales and promotion. On a showing of hands, the district voted
practically
unanimously
in favor outof
the undertaking.
It was pointed
that network rates for affiliated
stations should not be the criterion,
since the networks themselves have
stated there's no real relationship.
In trict
adopting
the dispointed toresolutions
the rate pressures
that have resulted from incomplete research data and lack of
equitable comparison with other
media. The delegates recommened
to all segments of the industry
the
research
bringsdevelopment
radio into offocus
with "that
other
media on a scientific and comparA second resolution condemned
basis." from inside or outrate able
pressures
side the industry as well as network or program service action
"which undermine the basic economy of broadcast stations by comthem theforstations
sourcesrelyof
revenue peting
on withwhich
for economic stability." District 17
urged BAB, NARTB and the Affiliates' Committee to do all they can
"to stabilize this phase of the
broadcasting industry." NARTB
was urged
to develop ideas for uniform rate formulas.
The recent Presidential order extending security censorship to all
federal agencies drew a stiff reproof from District 17 on the
ground that no machinery was set
up to safeguard basic rights (see
censorship story this issue).
Benton Plan Assailed
Other resolutions condemned the
Benton legislation to set up a radio-television program review
board; endorsed administration of
President Fellows and key staff officials; commended William B.
Ryan,
BAB president,
for efforts
aid broadcast
sales;
approvedto
BMI's clinics and general operapraisedand
administration
Directortions;Cox
thanked localof
broadcasters for convention arrangements.
Members of the Resolutions Committee were Mr. Brown; Arch
Morton, KJR Seattle; John Jones,
KLBM LaGrande, Ore., and Tom
Olsen, KGY Olympia.
In discussion of the basic broadcast research problem, with the
need of bringing media data to a
comparable
Mr. Jonesby said
the action basis,
was inspired
an
article in the Oct. 1 issue of Broadcasting •Telecasting, titled "ImTechniques in radio selling and
steps taken by BAB were reviewed
by Operations
Mr. Ryan ofin the
a half-day
clinic.
new NARTB
headquarters organization under
President Fellows were described by
Robert K. Richards, public affairs
director, who used his "black
magic"
board to illustarte the setpact."
up. Mr. Richards called on broadcasters to develop their local and
regional news operations as a public service
and as ona means
(Continued
page 50)of rais-
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MR.

SPONSOR:

LOOK

AT

THESE

HOOPERS!

WJBK is 1st on Sunday afternoon with a whopping 57.4
Hooper! ... 1st on Wednesday and Friday evenings . . .
and 2nd (only to a 50,000 watt net) in Total Rated Time
Periods with a thumping 24.7! These Hoopers show that
WJBK has the audience in Detroit. . . .

<£)
/tAHfOMID
NDEX
CITY ZONE
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
RADIO A
WJBK
D E NETW
F G
USE
AMOTHER
& FM
SETS-IN- NETW B AM-FM c NETW
NETW
3.8
4.7
1.4
9.1
12.3 22.7
0.5 'ED10.7 1.6 42.2
14.9
2.3
8.6 5.1 2.3 25.5 4.2 33.3 6.5
5.9
17.8 5.9 0.5 57.4 3.2 7.8 7.2
6.4
6.2
5.4
NOT
I ETRC IT
IN
21.5 13.6
3.4
9.6 8.4 0.7 21.9 2.5 24.9 3.1
R A "]
EVENINGS 6:00 p.m.-io so p.m.
5.3
9.5 15.9 0.8 13.6 3.8 15.2 1.5 21.2 22.7
11.5 11.0 1.1 22
1.1
. 0 0.5 38.5
16.5
9.3
12.7
2.1 28.2 1.4 34.5 12.0
3.5
9.6
0.7
17.0
17.7
16.3
6.1
0.7
0.7
7.5
9.6
2.7
31.3 4.5
10.3 1.3
.19.4
5.2
27.7 9.7
32.3
|
4.9
1.1
13.8
5.2
16.1
4.6
2.3
10.9
17.8
: 39 . i
14.1
5.9
5.7 8.2 2.4 16.5 2.9
2.9
7.1 29.4 4.9
9.4 15.3 12.5
7.1
9.7 6.2 1.!
29.5
HOOPER

TIME

MON. THRU FRI.
8:00 A.M.-12:00 NOON
MON. THRU FRI.
1 2:00 NOON-6:00 P.M.
SUNDAY
1 2:00 NOON-6=00 P.M.
SATURDAY
8:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
SUN. THRU SAT. EVE.
6:00 P.M.- 10:30 P.M.
INDIVIDUAL
SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
TOTAL
RATED
TIME PERIODS
© No listeners found in sample.

Yes, Sir! And you can reach more of the 5 billion dollar Detroit
market, more effectively, at less cost, when WJBK delivers your sales
message with the punch that pays off. Call your KATZ man today.

NATIONAL SALES

BROADCASTING

WJBK
DETROIT
The Station with =5
a Million
Friends
HEADQUARTERS:
488 MADISON
AVENUE, NEW YORK
22. ELDORADO 5-2455
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Pa., whichTV proposed
set up
atown,
community
antenna tosystem;
Neely Broadcasting Co. (WJAM
Marion,de n, S. D.Ala.),
AberNPA
STUDIES
The and
two KABR
radio stations
PROSPECT that the radio-TV in- assistant general counsel. Repre- file applications prior to the Oct. 1 have received construction permits
from the FCC but are not yet on
dustry may be granted relief from
senting NARTB were Ralph deadline.
air.
certain building limitations by al- Hardy, government relations direcThe warning was sounded by theThere
was little ground for fear,
lowing broadcasters to self-authorMr. Fleischmann in a statement
tor;
Vincent
T.
Wasilewski,
attorize greater quantities of scarce
however, that both radio stations
ney; Neal McNaughten, engineer- pointing
up
the
evils
of
plant
materials was under consideration
would
be
unable eventually to take
ing director; Thad H. Brown Jr., shutdowns which would result for the air because
of the denials.
by the government last week.
television manager and counsel; lack of materials.
Lester M. Neely, licensee for
This possibility arose following and Oscar Elder, assistant director,
By
inference,
Mr.
Fleischmann
NPA in his applicaa conference between NARTB rep- NARTB Public Affairs Dept.
alluded to manufacturers who pro- WJAM,tion thattold
resentatives and officials of the Nahe had started construcThe new reclassification, Mr.
duce civilian radio-TV receivers
tional Production Authority. A Bronson
tion Aug. 15 and had set a target
and who are required to file for
said, stems from a re- materials
Application Form date derofFCCOct.Rules1 for& completion.
decision was expected by week's
consideration of"basic criteria." CMP-4B. on
end.
Regulations, UnCP
Conceivably, output of
Radio-TV
broadcasting
is
not
conholders
must
commence
construcNARTB had sought the meeting
station equipment (transmitters,
strued to come under the "indus- etc.)
tion within three months of the
on the basis of an NPA order which
could
be
seriously
affected,
trial plant,
factory orsince
facility"
Broadcasting was reshifted newspapers and other print- category,
he explained,
it is too, if these manufacturers fail to grant. jeNeely
cted in a bid for materials totaling establishments
from
the
comfor these commernot
an
industry
which
produces
mercial to the industrial category. "end product" like newspapers,an obtaincialmaterials
ing $12,000. Percent of completion
products. Both categories are
project was not indicated.
The new order would, in effect, books, magazines, etc.
to Materials
the government's
Con- of Because
building already has
Plan.
enable newspapers to claim larger
NARTB countered that the end subject trolled
started and FCC had issued a CP,
amounts of steel, copper and alu- products of radio-television and
A number of electronic manufac- it
was
believed
Mr. Neely
minum for projects than are now newspapers actually are comparturers have cited growing unem- could establish histhat
case for more
provided under the commercial
ployment in their
plants.
Aside
able in terms of public consumption from the usual
classification.
inventory backlog, materials to complete construction
of news and other vital informaAccording to the government or- tion.
the problem
is chiefly
one lagging
of cut- the
and air.
enableNPAthestressed
station again
to go that
'on
b
a
c
k
s
o
n
the
one
and
der, issued last Monday, publishing
Peter Black, special assistant to defense orders onhand,
denials are not tantamount to final
the other.
enterprises would be permitted to Production
Administrator
Manly
secure 25 tons of steel, 2,000 pounds
rejection and pointed out the apBroadcasters Fare Well
said this line of reaof copper and 1,000 pounds of Fleischmann,
plicant may refile in "subsequent
soning had been under study by
On
the
construction
front,
NPA
aluminum each quarter without NPA and
quarters." Authorities conceded
that reclassification has taken an increasingly dim view that
NPA authorization. Broadcasters would be considered.
WJAM may prove a hardship
NPA
officials
of requests for authorization to case in this instance.
still are bound by the two-tons-ofacknowledged the matter build
or alter present commercial
steel, 200 pounds-of -copper ceiling frankly
In the case of KABR, construcof
definition
has
been
a
thorny
structures.
Broadcasters have
in going ahead with construction, problem in recent months.
tionwardbegancompletion.
Aug. 15Target
and is date
65% wastofared surprisingly well, considering
alteration or remodeling projects.
Other
NPA
officials
present
were
NARTB branded the action
government
rejection
of
over
2,000
set
by
KABR
for
Sept.
15.
Project
Rufe B. Newman Jr., director of bids, though the pinch on scarce was placed at $4,465.
"highly minded
discriminatory"
re- NPA's
Construction Controls Divi- materials continues.
NPA authorities and
of past
Pennwire
TV
Co.
started
work
assurance that neither media would ant. sion, and Henry Badoux, his assistIn cases involving projects al- in August on a project designed
ready
launched,
shortage
of
steel,
beThegiven
treatment."up
The Government last Monday copper and aluminum has taken "to supply TV signals to consumers
issue"preferential
originally cropped
earlier this year, with the result also warned radio-TV set and other some toll, despite small costs esti- in an area where individual reception is impractical"
— theandcounties
that the
will face "seri- NPA. mated in applications filed with of Lewistown,
Burnham
Derry
tical order.agency rescinded an iden- manufacturers they
in obtaining
Its deadline was
Two most recent examples are inset Pennsylvania.
The meeting was held in the copperous difficulties"
and aluminum
for the steel,
first
for
June
1952,
with
the
TV
office of Richardson Bronson, NPA quarter of 1952 if they failed to those of Pennwire TV Co., Lewis- antenna project estimated at $85,000.
Construction
would
consume
++++
over 10 tons of steel and some 1,800
pounds of copper.
Allen B. DuMont Labs was
turned down on TV studio project
for its WABD (TV) New York at
an estimated cost of $1,150,000, as
was CBS Television for similar
Ballooning high, our Mister PLUS
work at $230,000 [B • T, Oct. 8]. CBS was fortunate on another
Surveys a wide terrain:
front, however, receiving authority to proceed with construction on
its Gilmore Stadium TV studios
Says he: "No one compares with us
valued at $5,330,000. Applicant was
Vine Street Realty Corp., Los AnIn actual audience gain!"
geles. NPA originally had rejected this bid, as reported in BroadTelecasting,
It's ON THE RISE, from coast to coast,
scindceasdtitnhge•denial
last week.but reThis listener-ship of ours,
The firm reported its project,
begun on Dec. 29, 1950, as 5%
Despite TV, our sponsors boast
completed. Its target date was
Sept. 30 this year, but additional
Millions more tune-in hours!
materials
construction.will be needed to speed
In such cases as those of KABR
and WJAM, authorities pointed
out,
FCC grant of a CP is not
the difference is MUTUAL!
necessarily a primary factor in
any
consideration
of requests. Prinw WF' w i
won
Uftii
cipal yardstick
materials
during isanyavailability
one quarter,of
+++++++ FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM NEW YORK 18, N.Y. + + + + + + + with provision for refiling.
ecasting
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Radio-TV Materials Status

The

VOICE

TULSA'S

that

SELLS

MAIN

on

STREET!

KTUL carries twice as many locally-sponsored quarter-hours as its nearest competitor.
Tulsa merchants know where to spend their advertising dollars for DAY BY DAY
RESULTS!
Not only do local merchants prefer to spend their advertising dollars on KTUL— they
STAY on KTUL year after year: (Globe Clothiers— 17 years; Clarke's Clothiers— 15 years;
Brown-Dunkin— 16 years; Vandever's— 15 years; S. G. Holmes & Sons— 12 years; Walkover Shoe Store— 12 years; Talbot Theatres— 12 years; Gray's Jewelers— 12 years; Midwest
Chevrolet Co.— 12 years; George Fuller Chevrolet Co.— 9 years; etc.)
KTUL produces SALES for local advertisers-IT CAN DO THE SAME FOR YOU!

KTUL

CBS
n
TULSA

JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres.-Gen. Mgr. • AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Radio Representative
Affiliated with KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark., and KOMA, Oklahoma City
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NARTB to Study
(Continued from page i6)
ing revenue as well as building
community prestige.
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB
employe-employer relations director, discussed sound management
practices and reviewed trends in
the labor situation. He took part
in discussions dealing with operating costs and television problems.
Attending the District 17 meeting:
Edwin Irwin
Adams,Adams,
U. ofKGON
Washington,
Seattle;
Oregon
City.
Ore.; RayS.Engineering
Baker, KOMO
Seattle;
Al
Barnard,
Consultant,
Portland;
John
Birrel,
KWIL
Albany,
Ore.; Al Bishop,
Multnomah
College,
Portland;
Ore.; Otto Lee
Brandt.Bishop,
KING KORE
Seattle;Eugene,
R. M.
Brown.
KPOJ
Portland;
Harry
endahl, KOIN Portland; DarrelBuck-K.
Burns,don Capps,
KXLEKSRVEllensburg,
Wash;
Ontario,
Ore.; C.Gor-O.
Chatterton
Longview,
Lt.
Col. JamesKWLK
C. Chesnutt,
U. S. Wash.;
Army,
Seattle; couver;
FredFrankF.H. Chitty,
KVAN
VanCoffin,
KGW
Portland;
Ted
Cooke,
KOIN;
H
Quenton
Cox,
KGW;
Jim
Cox,
BMI,
Hollywood;
Douglas
Seattle. I. Craig, Graybar Electric Co.,
Walter
B. Davison,
Lang-Worth
ture Programs,
New Washington;
York;
RichardFeaDoherty,
NARTB,
CarlP.
Downing,
Washington
State
Radio
News
Bureau,
Wash.; Dick
Richard
Dunning, Olympia,
KHQPress,Spokane;
Eimers,O.
Associated
Spokane;Hollywood;
Franklin
Evans,
Standard
Radio,
Harold KUGN
E. Fellows,
NARTB;
C. H.O.
Fisher,
Ore.; M.
Fritsch,
KHQ;DickW.Eugene,
C. Gartland,
RCA
Hollywood;
Godon,
KHQ;
Saul
Haas,
KIRO-Hamilton
Seattle; Ray
V.SanHamilton,
Blackburn
Co.,
Francisco;
John
F.
Hardesty,
NARTB;
Burt
Harrison,
KWSC
Pullman;
Miss Lee
Hart,
BAB,York;
New LeeYork;
Carl
BMI
New
W,LaGrande,
Jacobs,Haverlin,
KBKR
Baker,
Ore.
and
KLBM
Ore.;
George Johnston, SESAC New York;
John
G.
Jones,
KLBM;
Ted
Knightlinger,
KMO Tacoma;
Harold W.Krieger,
KBKO
Portland,
Ore.;Fernando;
Robert
Kuhl,
Gates Radio
Co., San
Charles
Lohnes,
KHQ;
Jessica
Longston,
KPUG
Bellingham;
Lillian
Markkanen,
KGW;
M.
Marquardt,
World Broadcasting
System,
Hollywood;
McCaw,
KYAK
Yakima; S.Robert
W. S.McCready,
KUGN
Eugene,
Ore.;
R.
T.
(Mac)
McKenzie,
Tacoma; Studios,
James McLoughlin, JohnKMO Keating
Seattle;

Co.,
Seattle;
Burt Porter,
Magnecord,
Seattle;
William
B.Robert
Ryan, K.Ida.;
BAB;Richards,
GeorgeW.NARTB;
Shreve,
KWAL
Wallace,
Lest
Smith,
Blackburn-Hamilton Co.; Mark Sorley,
KPQ; deen,
HarryWash.; R.Loren
Spence,
KXRO KIRO;
AberB. Stone,
Wm. T. Stubblefield, Associated ProgramBroadcasting
Service, Atlanta, •Ga.;Telecasting
Sol Tais- ,
hoff,
Comdr. R.Robert
E. Thomlinson,
U.Washington;
U. S.ofNavy,
Idaho,Seattle;
Moscow, Ida.;K. L.Tracy,W.
Trommlitz,
KERGWarren,
Eugene;
Vainrib, KHQ; Bill
KOMOStanSeattle;
Cal Watson,
KWSCWheeler,
Pullman;KWLL;
Bob Wesson,
KHQ;
Chet
Fred
Wild, Seattle;
CAA, Seattle; Winterman,
George V. Wiltse,
FCC,
KHQ;
Robert Finley, Mike
KAPA Raymond, Wash.;
Joe
KELA KWIE
Centralia-Chehalis,
Wash;Chytil,
Hal Clark,
Kennewick,
Wash.; nett,W. KSEMW. Moses
Boone, Lake,
KYAK; Wash.,
Don Benand
KBKW
Aberdeen;
Mike
Miksche,
KRCO
Prineville,
Ore.;
Elroy
McCaw,
KRSC
Seattle;
Bruce
Bartley,
KBRO
Bremerton;
Archie Taft, Grand
KOL Seattle;
Carl K. W.Knierim,
James
Wallace,KFDR
KPQ; Vicki Coulee;
Zaser,
KPUG.
CORRIDOR huddle Monday morning (Oct. 8) at Spokane NARTB District 17
meeting to discuss Broadcasting • Telecasting's comprehensive story on
NBC's newKJRaffiliation
to r)KGW
Bob Portland,
Wesson KHG
Spokane;
Morton,
Seattle; Hproject.
Quenton (ICox,
District
Director;J. Arch
Otto
Brandt, KING-AM-TV Seattle; Paul Moore KJR.

BMI REPORT
Net Profits Rise
STOCKHOLDERS of Broadcast
Music Inc. were informed in a
letter from President Carl Haverthe company's
profits31
for linthethat fiscal
year endingnet July
were
$135,257.69
with
some
500 reserved for tax payments.$133,Increased gross receipts of the
broadcasting and television industries during the year, Mr. Haverlin reported, resulted in increased
income for BMI which was counterbalanced inpart by higher payments for performing rights and a
FRONT ROW at meeting of Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters, held 25% reduction in broadcasters fees
during NARTB District 17 session in Spokane. Left to right: Comdr. R. E. during the last three months of
fiscal year.
Thomlinson, USN, formerly KGW Portland; Saul Haas, KIRO Seattle; Burt the
Harrison, Cal Watson, Allen Miller, KWSC Pullman; Lt. Col. James C.
BMI has a total of 2,880 broadChesnutt, Army public information office, Seattle.
casting licensees in the United
States and Canada, he noted, with
mann,
KALE
Richland,
Wash.;
Dean
3,488
licensees
in fields other than
Allen'
Miller,
KWSC
Pullman;
Lincoln
W.
Seattle;KJR Paul
MooreJ. Nichols, KOMW Omak, Wash.; Pat radio.
and Miller,
J. ArchieKXAMorton,
Seattle;
Wenatchee;
Dave
A. Murphy, KIT Yakima; R. A. Nacht- O'Halloran,
O'Neil, PacificKPQ
Telephone
& Telegraph
Performances of BMI music increased throughout the year, with
++++++++two
of theandbig"Jezebel,"
song hits,originating
"Because
of You"
in the company's own publishing
department. The writer plan, the
president reported, has also been
successful with the writer of "I
Get Ideas" having been a particiMister PLUS needs diving gear,
pant in the arrangement.
Complete with pump and hawser,
Field Clinics Draw
Field program clinics have been
To make our low costs crystal clear:
held for 2,400 people in 27 states,
Lowest you ever saw, sir!
Mr. Haverlin said, and have received broad praise from participants. The concert music project —
designed to make it easier for
ROCKBOTTOM COSTS, our rate card shows,
broadcasters to satisfy the increasPer thousand folks who listen,
ing— public
for classical
music
has appetite
also received
high
In urban markets or in those
commendation from broadcasters.
BMI has planned and will shortly
Where other nets are missin'!
launch, he revealed, a series of
radio awards for young composers
of concert music and a series of
book review scripts which will
-the difference is MUTUAL!
focus the attention of teen-agers
on good literature.
The letter, dated Sept. 28, also
+
+
announced
annual stockholders'
meeting forthe tomorrow
(Tuesday)
+ + + + + + + FOR details, THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM • new YORK 18, N.Y. +++ + +++
at BMI New York offices.
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The case
of
the missing
warehouse!
For many alert businessmen, the big,
overcrowded warehouse is virtually disappearing.
because tothey've
found a
wayTheto reason?
cut their It'sinventory
a minimum!
No huge stock ties up their capital.
No sudden price-drop hits them hard.
No big storage bills cut their profit.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

For they have a "warehouse" in the sky!
Whenever they need parts to keep production lines moving, or merchandise to
keep shelves stocked, they get them overnight or sooner — with Air Express!
Whatever your business, you can profit
by inventory control via the world's fastest
shipping vantgesservice.
Here are its unique ad:
IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pickup and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT — One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency arranges everything.
IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express pro-

vides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making
opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of Railway Express Agency.

fXPfffSS
GETS THERE FIRST
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Competitors Charged
In FCC Complaint
WSKB PLIGHT
CHARGES that a conspiracy among Mississippi interests forced WSKB
Advertisement McComb, MisS., off the air after 13 years of operation have been filed
with the FCC by Julia D. and George Blumenstock, directors and officers
of McComb Broadcasting Corp.
Named in the complaint are
Louis Alford, president and man- music copyright firm "was planning
From where I sit
ager of WAPF McComb, and de- astation
big suit
against
WSKB."loaned
The
contends
Mr. Alford
scribed as attorney for the First
National Bank and Kramer Serv- recording equipment to permit a
ice Inc., of McComb; Southwest check on WSKB music but "nothing
Broadcasting Co., operating WAPF was
found." The ministers were
and
WGLC Centerville, Miss., and driven away from investing in
Marsh
6y Joe
WSKB stock, it is claimed.
applicant
for
a
250-w
daytime
station on 1200 kc at Hazelhurst,
Finally, WSKB charges, WAPF
Miss.; the First National Bank
Mr. Alford's management
and Kramer Service Inc., McComb. "under
directed his salesmen to undersell
WSKB charges that the parties WSKB accounts. In many cases
they gave time free, all to drive
cited planned
two years
obtain
control for
of WSKB
— or "to
de- WSKB off the air. Today WSKB
stroy it and obtain its frequency is off the air — in bankruptcy. On
Sign of a Nice Guy
July 2 Louis Alford through his
1250The kcdefunct
on 5000station
w power."
claims the associate attorney applied for the
First National Bank obtained a
one-fourth interest in WAPF by WSKB frequency."
Got so around these parts that everya foreclosure and delivered this to
where ahunter went this fall, he came
Mr. Alford as its attorney. WSKB STERLING DRUG
was banking at First National, it
claims, with the bank carrying
up against signs saying "private
Reports on Radio-TV
$10,000 in short-term notes.
PROPERTY, NO HUNTING, KEEP OFF."
Mr. Alford also was attorney for STERLING DRUG Inc., N. Y.,
Kramer Service Inc., owning the again is issuing "accountings" of
But not out at Happy Preston's place!
with wholesalers — inHotel McColgan in which WSKB its business
ng abookletthe Where
You Canof
studios have been located, it is See and cludiHear
Happy's signs say "private propAdvertising
charged.
erty, GOOD HUNTING, BUT BE CARESterling
Drug
Inc.
—
to
members
Recites Rent Troubles
of the National Wholesale DrugFirst,
WSKB
says,
in
reciting
its
gists
Assn.
when
it
convenes
this
FUL."
story, the hotel raised its rent from week in Houston.
"Don't hunt myself," Happy says,
This advertising booklet, with
$50 a month to $75, and then with"but there's plenty of game on my
60 days' rent
noticepastto due,
$100.WSKB
With coverage broken down by city, state
two outmonths
and media, identifies Sterling with
property. I tell the hunters where the
charges, the hotel through Mr. "the world's largest drug adverbest spots are likely to be — away from
Alford padlocked WSKB's studios
tising budget . . . advertising that
and
notices posted
where Tm working and where nobody
truly effective
it's local."
the had
doorssheriff's
and around
city andon is Network
radiobecause
programs
sponelse is hunting. It works out pretty
countyces or notice
offices,to"allthe without
due
prosored
by
Sterling
include
My True
McComb Broad- Story and Mystery Theatre
over
casting Corp." This destroyed 212 and 291 stations, respectively,
well all-around."
WSKB's cordibusiness
and credit, ac- of the ABC network; Pursuit on
ng to the complaint.
From where I sit, Happy has once
CBS stations; Stella Dallas
Next, the station charges, the 141
and Young Widder Brown both on
again shown why he gets along with
bank refused to renew its notes 146
NBC
outlets; and Ladies Fair
though there was no mortgage on on 535 Mutual
everyone and why everyone respects
stations. The drug
try.
any properties or equipment and concern
also
has radio spots on
despite the fact that it previously 473 stations throughout
him. Happy's likes and dislikes might
the counhad agreed to give a $25,000 mortnot be the same as his neighbors', but
gage on the $150,000 property.
Television programs are Songs
However, WSKB continues, the
that doesn't stop him from underbank reduced the mortgage to $20,- for Sale on 12 stations of CBS-TV
standing. When it comes to opinions
000 at the last minute and included
Mystery Theatre on 21 ABCon hunting, fishing, politics, ways of
a clause that it could take over the and
TV outlets.
station
if
additional
security
was
farming, or whether your favorite
not supplied in 24 hours. Besides,
beverage is beer or cider, try to be
Mr. Alford was named as trustee
for WSKB, the station contends, NEW NEVADA AM
like Happy and the chances are you'll
adding
that it refused to sign for KORK to Take Air With NBC
such a loan.
be really happy!
WSKB claims the bank and Mr. KORK Las Vegas, Nev., announced
Alford blocked its efforts to obtain last week that it was scheduled
outside financial aid so it went off to go into regular operation "withdays."inKORK
is the new
the air last Feb. 17 because its NBCin a fewaffiliate
Las Vegas,
reelectric bill was so high. FCC three
placing
KRAM.
The
new
times granted 30-day periods of will operate on 1340 kc with station
250 w
silence,wasthe made
stationtosays,
but "every
effort
frustrate
each fulltime.
KORK is located on the grounds
The station came back on the air of the Hotel Thunderbird. David
of the ofnewKOLO
stalast June 3, with a group of local McKay,tion, ispresident
Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
president
churches subscribing $28,000 in Reno andalsoKGYW
Vallejo, Calif.
stock, it is stated. At that point, Manager Jack Kehoe
is former
theplan."
complaint continues, ministers
manager of KOLO. Chief
and others were notified that a sales
Engineer is Bill Binford.
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for

low-cost

the

covmc

WW

Want economical circulation in the Midwest? You'll get it when
you put your program on WO WO. Not only does WO WO deliver
listeners in 3 of the Midwest's most populous states. . but WOWO
produces top ratings in morning, afternoon and evening periods.
No matter when your program goes on the air, you can count on
an active, established following!
At
for example,
WOWO's
is 4times
times asashigh.
high Atas
that7:00
of theAM,nearest
competitor.
At 7:30rating*
AM, 4.6
00 AM, 5 times as high. At 5:30 PM, 2.2 times as high. At
10:00 PM, 1.6 times as high.
A comprehensive data book on the WOWO area gives
full information on population (almost 2 million), geographical
extent, effective buying power (almost %2Vi billion), retail sales,
and
and onor farms.
If you& Peters.
haven't a copy,
et itlistening
from Paulhabits
Millsin atcities
WOWO
from Free
Survey by Edward G. Doody and Company, St. L ,ouis

m

®

WiftoeW^M^
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•ww-wiw
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KYw ■kdka
toe •Representatives,
National
Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
-Amrim

gmt

Advert&inq
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Typical
2-kw range,
TV station
for VHF (ERP
2 to 20layout
lew)
A low-cost arrangement for
getting up to 20 kw ERP
with an The
RCA installation
high-gain
antenna.
includes: an RCA 2-kw transmitter, control console, transmitter monitoring equipment, audio equipment, sync
generator, video equipment,
and power supplies.

J-he drawings spread across these pages are layouts
of typical TV transmitter rooms using RCA equipment. They are prepared expressly for TV station
planners in accordance with the best engineering
practice known today. Each plan represents the basic
or minimum TV transmitter room equipment needed
to get "on the air" for a specific power. Each indicates
the approximate space needed for the equipmentincluding approximate weights of individual units.
Each provides wide flexibility for equipment rear angements to meet the special or future requirements of individual stations.
"Ready-to-use" plans like these are just one of
RCA's many television services now available to you
— through your RCA Sales Representative. For a
complete engineering analysis of your station requirements, cal this expert. He can show you exactly
what you will need to get "on the air" for a minimum

editorial

n%

Where Credit Is Due
ANOTHER SESSION of Congress is about
to end. In toting up the radio tallies, the records show that while an unprecedented number of bills and resolutions dealing with the
broadcast media were introduced, not a single
piece of legislation adversely affecting their
welfare was passed. The same goes for beneficial legislation, such as the McFarland Bill
to reform
which appears
mied in theFCCHouseprocedures
for the fourth
time. styThe legislative record, then, must be regarded as favorable. Beyond that, broadcasters are more respected on Capitol Hill than
was
the
case in several
past problems.
sessions. There's
greater sympathy
for their
Credit must go to those who operated on
the Washington front during the session. The
new command at the NARTB was of immeasurable help. Ralph Hardy, who now works
full time as the legislative contact for NARTB,
has figured
importantly.
as a practical broadcaster
(having Hebeentalked
associated
with
KSL Salt Lake City before joing NARTB two
years ago).
Therebroadcasters
has been excellent
coordination with other
in Washington,
and with a group of vigilantes who, at their
own
converged
their expense,
talents were
needed.on Washington when
And while credit is being handed out, the
network
vice presidents
scene inshouldn't
be overlooked.
In order onof the
seniority
Washington radio they are: F. M. (Scoop) Russell,
on the firing line for NBC since 1929; Earl H.
Gammons, the ubiquitous CBS vice president
since 1942sinceand1946,
Robert
Hinckley,
ABC's
stalwart
but H.whose
distinguished
Washington background began in the thirties
when he served the late President Roosevelt
in many high executive capacities.
None knows better than these men, however,
that the legislative task (call it lobbying if
you will) is a continuing one, in which all
broadcasters should participate. There can be
no oar-resting during the recess — particularly
in an election year. The locale is simply transferred from Capitol Hill to the grass-roots
habitats of the legislators. Every Congressman, every Senator must be inculcated with
the truth about such iniquitous proposals as
the Bentonslaughts
censorship
bill, the O'Mahoney
onagainst government
use of radio
commercially while paid newspaper space is
bought, and against the continuing flood of
legislative proposals that would inundate
radio's free charter.
Back in Business
THE GOVERNMENT'S suit against the National Football League and the not unrelated
decision of the major baseball leagues to eliminate restrictions against broadcasting come as
welcome news.
They may encourage the abandonment by
all major sports of the artificial and arbitrary
rules limiting the granting of broadcasting
rights. Like most broadcasters, this publication has always argued that broadcasting arrangements should be managed no differently
from any other business transaction in which
sports enterprises engage.
Let every team make its best bargain with
radio and television without the encumbrance
of phony
league rules.
well
as businesslike
thingIt'sto the
do. sporting as
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On the Firing Line
RADIO has been tapped so often for donations to protective movements and causes, all
based on the rate card, that such propositions
these
days —understandable
if they do not resistance.
fall on deaf ears —
meet with
There is one such proposal — for one time
the highest half-hour rate from every broadcaster— made at the 14th NARTB district
meeting
in theemotion
fastnessand,of totheus,Rockies
that
has laudable
great —merit.
The funds would be earmarked for Radio Free
Europe and for the purchase of a transmitter.
George Cory, KUBC Montrose, Col., who saw
his resolution passed by acclamation, wants
free American radio to play its part in freeing "the minds of the people behind the Iron
The NARTB board will have to authorize
Curtain."
the trade association to become the repository
for such a fund. We hope it does.
No Easy Job
FROM ALL INDICATIONS the meeting of
television members of the NARTB this Friday
in Chicagomonious omay
not since
be among
most ishar-to
n record,
their the
purpose
consider the adoption of standards of selfdiscipline somewhat more rigorous than some
have been practicing.
Harmonious or not, the meeting must not
end without
positive
— unless
wish
to deliver
theiraction
futures
to thetelecasters
likes of
Senator Benton and his proposed governmentsponsored censorship board.
We have not had access to the full text that
will be submitted to the membership, but we
have been told enough about it to cause us to
believe that Robert D. Swezey's committee
has done
bling it. a uniquely competent job in assemIt contains measures that are stiffer than
those in any other broadcasting code. Among
other innovations, it prescribes penalties for
violations, a provision that alone elevates it
measurably above the NAB radio code which
was adopted in 1948 and, theoretically at
least, is still in existence.
It also requires administration by a board
of review, and here, we think, is its strongest
element. We suggest that the NARTB TV
members give their most serious consideration to establishing this board as more than
a mere review body.
The board should act as a spokesman agency
for television when questions about program
standards are raised. It should maintain a
complete and timely reservoir of information
about what is on the air, in short be a central
authority on television programming and commercial practices.
The only question we reserve as to the proposed code cannot be answered until its details
have been disclosed. That is the question of
whether it is so stringently composed as to
discourage artistry.
Codes can too easily be written with such
strictures that they lead to mediocrity, particularly ifa penalty system exists. The creative mind can be so unfortunately distracted
by worrying over trifling prohibitions in an
unsound code that it turns hopelessly to routine production, a consequence of which is
the inevitable deterioration of the medium.
Whatever is done in Chicago must be done
well, for there the moral standards of television will be established. The code that
emerges must be stiff enough to banish smut
and discourage such offensive material as
over-commercialism but flexible enough to let
the artist thrive. It won't be an easy job.

f • our respects to:

EDWARD ANDERSON WHEELER

isNG
carefulthe tosummer
remain months,
seated behind
a big
Ed Wheeler
DURIdesk
at WEAW (FM) Evanston, 111.,
while talking to VIPs about the sales and program virtues of FM.
Visitors are surprised enough at his age
(he'll be 29 Oct. 24) and bedrock knowledge of
the industry, but would probably be thrown
completely off stride if they discovered he
frequently wears tennis shorts at work. Many
a balmy day he skips out during lunch time for
a fast game and only adds a white shirt and
striped tie for work.
An accomplished FM broadcaster as well as
athlete, Ed Wheeler has been a leading proponent of FM since 1945. He has put WEAW
(FM) Evanston
on the air and operates WOKZAM-FM
Alton, 111.
North Shore Broadcasting Co. of which he
is president, three years ago introduced experimental multiplex facsimile reportedly for
the first time beyond the banks of the Hudson.
The company pioneered also in store broadcasts and has a winning daily-double on
WEAW in music programming to 154 Jewel
stores through Consumer Aid Inc. and 54 I.G.A.
supermarkets in the Chicago metropolitan area
as half-owner of Store Broadcasting.
Mr. Wheeler went to Washington in 1945 to
apply for an AM station in Evanston, the rich,
North Shore Chicago suburb with a lot of busistation.ness and buying power but then with no radio
He switched from AM to FM for two rea"The first
people IDillard,
met there
Leonardsons: (1)Marks
and Everett
whichwereis
enough
said,"
and
(2)
"I
found
out
shortly
there was no AM channel available in Evanston
at His
that initial
time." exposure to broadcasting occurred
when he was an engineering student at the
California Institute of Technology in Pasadena,
where he announced, without pay, for KPPC,
a 100 w spare-time church station. Visits to
broadcast operations in Washington state
owned
by a friend's father also netted him
knowledge.
A native of Washington state, Edward
Anderson Wheeler was born in Tacoma on Oct.
24, 1922. He moved to Pasadena when he was
10, but revisited Tacoma frequently because his
parents had extensive real estate interests
there. He learned the pattern of the business
("I was a lousy rent collector") between terms
at Shawnigan,
prep school in British Columbia and Cal aTech.
He transferred to Stanford U., getting a B.A.
(Continued on page 60)
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HOW BK
Colossal?
Under the shadow of the big tent the
barker for the side show glibly employs
all the superlatives.
But the big show is under the big top!
Imagine a tremendous tent covering
116,000 square miles, ringing 171
counties of big, rich Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkan
That's Radio Southwest, the stupendous
primary coverage area of WFAA! And

product high
anc
your story, selling, your
in 1,143,500
income, radio homes! That's colossal!
What about television? Drawing
enthusiastic, capacity crowds in 130,000
homes, WFAA-TV is a great show, too!
BUT the big show is Radio — the biggest
show on earth — and in Radio Southwest
it's WFAA, showing to and selling
millions with billions to spend. It's the
spot for your spot if you want to play
BIG TIME!

St
Hum Covering This Great Southwes
in B. Campbell, Genera/ Manager
Radio Service of The Dallas Morning News
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WFAA
DALLAS
820
570 T
50,000 Watts 5,000 Watts Chan
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front office
RICHARD G. CAHILL, sales staff WNBQ (TV) Chicago, named
supervisor of Midwest Div. NBC Syndicated Films for TV, newly
created position.
WILLIAM W. FIRMAN and CHARLES M. ADELL to CBS Network
Radio Sales in Chicago. Mr. Adell was with MBS, and Mr. Firman at
WOR's Chicago sales office.
JOHN T. ROGERS, commercial manager WCVA Culpeper, Va., appointed
general manager. He will also continue duties as commercial manager.
DONALD N. MANN, sales manager WKNK Muskegon, Mich., and CLEM
LOWDEN, WMTR Norristown, N. J., appointed to sales staff WBBM
Chicago.
TOM MASTERSON, sales staff Dallas Times-Herald, appointed account
executive KEYL(TV) San Antonio.
J. NUGENT LOPES, consultant with Carl Byoir & Assoc., Inc., N. Y., to
sales department WOR-TV New York, as account executive.
E. SAWYER SMITH transfers from work as sales service manager CBS
Radio Chicago,
the network's
divisionCasualty
sales staff.
CARL
GYLFE,
former tospecial
agent withcentral
Continental
Co., named
sales service manager.
THOMAS M. PEDEN, announcer and assistant program director WIRE
Indianapolis, to WAOV Vincennes, Ind. as general manager. He succeeds
HOWARD ZINN, resigned.
CHARLES E. BURGE appointed assistant sales manager KXOK St.
Louis.

WILLIAM DALLMAN appointed head of Grocery Div., merchandising
operation, Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLW, WLWA(FM), WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati, WINS New York, WLWB(FM), WLWD(TV) Dayton
WLWF(FM) and WLWC(TV) Columbus). Mr. Dallman has been TV
salesman
company's specialty sales force. He succeeds JAMES
SANDNER,forresigned.
QUENTIN W. WELTY, program manager WMVO(FM) Mount Vernon,
Ohio, appointed general manager.
JOHN F. CONBOYE, sales staff WDVA Danville, Va., appointed to sales
staff KTSM El Paso, Texas.
GILMA MARTINSON named administrative assistant
to FRANK C. McINTYRE, vice president and general
manager KLIX Twin Falls, Ida. Miss Martinson was
with the Cowles Publications in Des Moines. DAVID
HILTY appointed to Sales staff KLIX.
WALTER (Wally) GREEN, sales manager Treasure
Master Corp., Minneapolis-St. Paul (greeting cards),
appointed to sales staff WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis.
Mr. Conboye
ALAN MILLER, program director KBRC Mt. Vernon,
Wash., appointed manager KSEM Moses Lake, Wash.
FREE & PETERS, S. F., moves to suite 1226 in Russ Bldg., S. F. New
telephone number is SUtter 1-3798.
ALISTAIR MacKENZIE, commercial manager CFAC Calgary, named
general manager CKY Winnipeg.
HOMER GRIFFITH, commercial manager KBIS Bakersfield, Calif.,
named national sales manager for San Joaquin Valley Group of stations
comprising, KYNO Fresno, KCOK Tulare, KAFY Bakersfield.
TOM SLOAN, assistant Canadian representative of British Broadcasting
Corp., Toronto, appointed Canadian representative succeeding BASIL
THORNTON who has been moved to New York, as North American
representative of BBC. MARY PEMBERTON appointed assistant
Canadian BBC representative at Toronto.
PAUL W. COLLIN, sales staff WROK Rockford, 111., to Humphrey
Cadillac and Olds Co., Rockford General Motors midwest distributor, as
radio and TV director on business in Rockford area.
BRANHAM Co., N. Y., announces opening of offices in San Francisco
and Los Angeles. San Francisco offices will be located at 703 Market St.
Telephone YUkon 2-1582. WALTER F. PATZLAFF directs office. Los
Angeles offices are located at 6367 Wilshire Blvd. Telephone WEbster
1-1551. NORMAN E. NOYES and ROY BRISCOE DAVIS will head Los
Angeles office.
HAROLD F. MATHEWS, promotion department Duncan Hines, N. Y.,
appointed to sales department WDSU New Orleans.
ADAM J. YOUNG Jr., appointed national representative for WKXL
Concord, N. H., effective immediately.
Petion&U • • •
JOHN WHITE, sales staff KXOK St. Louis, father of boy, Sept. 27
HENRY A. CURTH, sales department WSB-AM-TV Atlanta, appointed
chairman of radio-TV group for local 1951 Community Chest Campaign.
. . . TOM McCRAY, director NBC Western Div. Radio Network Operations, named radio-TV director on public relations committee of local
1951 Community Chest campaign. . . .MURRAY B. GRABHORN, managing director of NARSTR, will speak on "The Importance of Audience
Research to National Spot" on Oct. 24 at the Tenth annual luncheon
given by Pulse Inc., Audience Research organization, at the Biltmore,
New York. . . . RALPH E. McKINNIE, sales manager Paul H. Raymer
Co., N.U. Y., appointed instructor in division of general education at New
York
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WILLIAM T. KEMP, president and owner KVER Albuquerque, N. M.,
father of boy, William Thomas Jr., Sept. 25. . . . ALLEN WANNAMAKER, general manager WGTM Wilson, N. C, father of daughter,
Mildred Morris, Sept. 22. . . . ELZEY M. ROBERTS Jr., vice president
KXOX St. Louis, elected to board of governors of St. Louis Advertising
Club.
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THE

EXPANDING

UNIVERSE
OF

STEEL

When you studied geography, did
your book tell about the "inexhaustible" store of high grade ore in the
Mesabi Range of Minnesota? Millions
of tons are still there, but we
now know that this store of ore is not
"inexhaustible". The enormous
growth of the steel companies of
America has forced them to
develop new iron mines thousands of
miles from home.

W0RKMAN
WAITS
F0R PLANE t0northern
fly t0 Ungava
■NORTH'
" " !' ■hundred
■ ' ■ iron
ore fields
in wilderness
Several
million
dollars
are being ofinvested
in Quebec.
Quebec
and Labrador ore fields by American companies. It is estimated that hundreds of millions of tons of high grade ore will
be made available by this new development.

EAST"' " load
NATIVEof OFironf-'BERIA
casts offfor mooring
lines Anas American
first shipore leaves
the States.
steel
built a railroad into the back-country of Africa to
serve company
its new mines.
FINDING ORE, mining it in the wilderness, transporting it
thousands of miles is an adventure story, having its source
in the growing need of American steel companies for
more ore. Behind the struggle of men against geography
is the planning and building of tremendous new production capacity. These stories make interesting reading.
Write for reprints from Steelways Magazine, "Iron Boom
Infor Liberia"
Expansion."
Excellent
schools and
and "Case
study History
groups. OfAmerican
Iron and
Steel
Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, New York.
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THE WHOLE FREE WORLD has been searched by
SOUTH American iron ore prospectors. In South America they turned up a mountain made of high grade ore, plus
other rich
deposits.
showsopened
road-building
in Venezuela, to reach
new This
ore picture
fields being
up by American
steel companies.
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whose
Broadcasting
is this?
Of course, Broadcasting belongs
to everybody connected directly
or indirectly with the business
of broadcasting and telecasting.
It's the marketplace where sponsors, their agencies, stations, networks and services all meet to do
business.
This copy came to you as a subscriber.
... or did it?
Are you at the leisure of a routeslip . . . reading an out-dated
issue ... or taking chances on a
newsstand copy?
Whatever the reason, there's too
much doing in radio-tv today
that directly affects your job,
your future. You need the news
while it's still news — while you
can turn it into profitable decisions. Here's a $7.00 investment that pays real dividends
every week of the year. Use
this coupon to make it . . .
your . . .Broadcasting
Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Yes, I want my own copy of BroadCastinc every week. Please start with
next issue.
□ $7 enclosed

□ please bill
NAME

COMPANY
STREET
CITY

ZONE STATE
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Respects
(Continued from page 56)
in industrial relations in 1943 after
an active life as member of Chi Psi
social fraternity and a multiplesport athlete.
Still interested in athletics, he
confines himself nowadays to flying
(renting a Cessna to commute to
his Alton station), speed-boating
at Lake Geneva, Wis., playing tennis and badminton and waterskiing.
He'snostalgically
eliminated rugby
from
his efforts,
describing
the Shawnigan
violentno
form
of footballsport
whichas "aallows
replacements
for
injured
players."
This summer he played golf for
the first time since he was 14,
shooting the same score of 87 for
18 holes.
His business score is even better.
WEAW, which took the air February 1947 with 225 w, now has
36,000 w. Daytime hours are sold
out with double commercials sent
to Jewel and I.G.A. stores — and
available to 500,000 PM homes—
from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. Monday
through Saturday. He has petitioned the FCC for a daytime directional AM in Evanston, which
will have its own program schedule apart from the FM outlet and
promote the latter's evening shows.
"We've nothing left to sell on FM
during the day, so want to concentrate on AM," Mr. Wheeler says.
Plans for Facsimile
He still plans to put facsimile to
profitable use some day.
Mr. Wheeler says a million persons shop each week in stores which
carry WEAW broadcasts. He says
WEAW's commercials affect 14%
of every food dollar spent in
Chicago.
advertising
money
forThestoreclient's
broadcasting,
he reports,
usually comes from the merchandising rather than the broadcast budget because the medium "is a pointof-sale activity."
The Jewel network reportedly
makes 800,000 impressions weekly
at a cost of 69 cents per thousand,
while the I.G.A. network makes
120,000 impressions weekly for
$1.76 per thousand. Combined,
they get 920,000 impressions at 72
cents
each. per thousand, or 1/14 cent
Ed Wheeler has translated efficiencylearned
methodswith
and American
industrial Can
relations
Co., Clayton-Mark and Western
Felt Works, all Chicago, to his radio stations. Convinced that FM
"and all of its services" are legal
as long as they operate in the public interest, Mr. Wheeler believes
the Communications Act should be
clarified so there "is no question of
legality within reasonable standards" for FM services.
"It's too late now, but networks
missed their biggest bet in cutting
rates. They would more than have
made up what may have been lost
to TV by measuring FM in the

larger cities," he charges.
Another conviction: "Hardship
cases excluded, AM stations with
FM affiliates should be required to
broadcast the same number of
hours daily as does the AM station,
whether duplicated wholly, partial y or not inat manual
all." arts as well
Inventive
as broadcasting concepts, Mr.
Wheeler has a workshop in the
basement of his Wilmette house,
where he has built everything from
radios to outboard racing boats.
His wife is the former Barbara
Wakeley of Kenilworth, 111. Their
children
are Beth, 6, and Robert,
1%.
The head of the house is home
every
membership
in
the night,
Indian despite
Hill Country
Club,
Evanston Chamber of Commerce,
Stanford Alumni Club, Radio Management Club, California
tute of Technology
Alumni InstiClub,
NARTB and BAB. The most
distinctive membership, in one way,
is that in the Evanston Rotary
Club. He's the only member who
had to register for the last draft.

COMPONENTS
Canadian Shortage Cited
CRITICAL SHORTAGES are
looming
in components
radio
and television
receivers inforCanada,
according to R. A. Hackbusch, president of the Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. of Canada. The association
is undertaking
a program
conserve critical materials
and tostretch
existing
supplies
in
order
to
make
available as many radio and TV
receivers as possible before the industry is converted to an even
greater extent for the production
of electronic equipment for the
armed services.
Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
Ottawa, shows that in the first six
months of 1951 a total of 390,000
radio receivers
28,300 TV re-in
ceivers were and
manufactured
Canada, while 22,300 radio and TV
sets were imported in the first six
months
U. S. of 1951, mostly from the

Morris Sales Named
EDGAR
MORRIS SALES Co.,
Women in Radio
has been named
disINDEPENDENT Canadian stations Washington,
tributor for Hallicrafters
TV and
radio receivers. The Edgar Morris
are
being
urged
by
the
Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters to employ firm previously handled the Zenith
more women commentators for line in the Nation's Capital. William J. Halligan, Hallicrafters
both better programming and for
station promotion work among president, and R. J. Sherwood, sales
vice
president,
attended Washingwomen'sdian stations
clubs.areNotdoing
enough
Canathis, CBS
ton showings
believes.
crafters line. of the new Halli-
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THESE
its

MARKETS
A. Af.

MORNING
& EVENING
Yes, and for A.M. radio in these markets 'SPOT" the call-letters as listed here!

Owned & Operated by
SOUTHWESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
Don W. Reynolds, President
Publishers of: Southwest Times-Record, Fort Smith, Arkansas; Examiner-Enter
prise, Bartlesville, Oklahoma; and The Daily Times, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
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The

pumps

that

kept

each

other

hopping...

Mr. Public and the country he lived in.
ONCE upon a time (namely, noiu) , a lot of gasoline pumps were trying to win the affection of
This particular Mr. Public, whose front initials
the same motorist.
are U. S., gets more fuel, better fuel, and cheaper
fuel, for his car, home, railroads, ships, airplanes
They led each other a merry chase indeed.
and industries, than any other Mr. Public in the
Every time a pump developed something New
world . . . simply because the many oil companies in
and Improved, other pumps would come along with
his country keep each other hopping day and night.
something Newer and even more Improved.
The reason why we are telling you this story is
Let one pump turn up with a Super gasoline, and
that
we want you to think well of us. Competition
the others would get busy on a Super-Duper gasofor your approval is behind all the progress our
line. Soon every pump would be obliged to dash
industry has ever made.
back to his laboratories to be the first out with a
To keep everything hopping is the American way
Super-Super-Duper gasoline.
to get ahead. We are proud to be one of the hoppers.
And so it went, without rest.
Now, while it cannot be denied that every pump
sometimes secretly wished that its rivals would go
jump in a lake, the competition was a fine thing
for all of them.
It kept them from becoming fat and lazy.
It kept them constantly improving their products.
(Sso)
It kept them offering better values all the time.
ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY
Of course, the real gainers from all this were
This is an advertisement appearing during Oil Progress Week, Oct. 14-20, in newspapers
in the 18 states and the District of Columbia where Esso Products are marketed.
ROADCASTING
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that's super salesman

Tom Dailey of
"RECALLIT
AND WIN"
Like the pied piper of
legend, Tom Dailey's
music gathers listeners —
plenty of them every day
at 11 a. m. — from St. Louis,
out-state Missouri and
Illinois.
Those housewives love to
hear Tom play the songs
of yester-year. . . the
music that brings back a
host of pleasant and
treasured memories.
Call them sentimental!
But rain or shine, six days
a week, the studio's
packed. And the air
audience is packed, too.
It's such a following that
adds to Tom's sales . . .
with more sales!

Globe- Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis

<JU KATZ AGENCY
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FOREIGN MARKETS
Mestre Advises Exporters
AMERICAN EXPORTERS are
faced with a weakened position in
the international marketing scene,
Goar Mestre, Broadcasters
president of theAssn.,
PanAmerican
warned the Export Advertising
Assn. fortnight ago as he received
the association's first annual award
for distinguished services in international advertising [B • T, Oct. 8]
Mr. Mestre, central figure in
Cuban radio and television, spoke
from London via facilities of NBC.
He said an increasing number of
American exporters seem to be deviating from aggressive and progressive advertising methods, thus
relinquishing business to "that
handful
local firms"
abroad
which are ofdisplaying
the alertness
"generally associated with AmeriFears Trend
cans."
"This is a trend that worries us,"
explained.
"We inwould
like
tohe see
all business
Cuba not
concentrated in a few hands the same way
that we would not like to see CMQ
[Mr. Mestre's Havana station]
without strong, alert competition."
"We do not think that a small
number of very large firms is conducive to greater general indusalization," he continued.
"We
want those of triyou
who have small
businesses in Cuba today to achieve
a large volume of business that
would make it worth your while to
manufacture your products in
Cuba
tomorrow."
Arturo
Chabau, sales manager
of CMQ-TV Havanna, accepted the
plaque
award
Mr. convention
Mestre at
the EAA third forannual
held in New York's Plaza Hotel.
JUNGLE DAZE
Bird, Beast Invade Fla.
REPORTS from Florida last week
indicate that at least two stations
in the state are competing for
zoological honors.
A racing pigeon released in
Georgia by WDAK Columbus got
its signals crossed and was sighted
circling around the transmitter
tower of WTAL Tallahassee. Intrepid engineers captured the bird
and found the WDAK identification
band on its leg. The pigeon has
been shipped back to Georgia prepaid by WTAL.
WALT Tampa Manager Walter
Tilson looked out of his office window one morning and sighted a
monkey. A spot news announcement was made on the jungle
beast's presence and a telephone
call from the other end of the city
soon followed. Yes, a female voice
answered, it was her monkey all
right, but before she hung up the
only thing she wanted to know was
how far it had ventured, "It's
been gone 30 days!"

Pass the Milk
MEMBERS of the new Advertising Club of Chicago are
boasting they are the only
advertising people who really
face the facts of business life
realistically. The name of
their new club publication is
The Ulcer.
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
Is Claimed by WIRO
RECORD time in station construction from ground-breaking to going
on the air is claimed by WIRO
Iron City, Ohio.
On July 28, trees
were removed
from the studio
and transmitter
building site and
57 days later the
250 w station was
broadcasting.
Glacus
Merrill, whoG.owns
Mr. Merrill
WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va., is
also thevisedowner
of WIRO. He WIRO
superstation construction.
is affiliated with MBS.
NEW SERIES, entitled Save Your
Sorrows
members
the Armedgiving
Forcesstories
who ofhave
receivedof
Medal of Honor is being produced for
and diodistributed
by Armed
RaService to AFRS
stationsForces
overseas.

VA TRAINEES
Appeal Right Desired
A VETERAN, who is a broadcast
trainee, should have recourse or
appeal to an agency, to the General
Accounting Office or to the courts
if there is disagreement with the
Veteransfication ofAdministration's
classihis broadcast school.
That is a recommendation expected to be presented by a select
House committee that has been investigating alleged abuses
the'
veterans' educational
and oftraining program [Closed Circuit, Aug.
13, B • T, Aug. 6].
The committee last week was engaged inbefore
drafting
a report
for release
Congress
adjourns.
Points to be made in the report,
it was learned, are:
1. VA decision — such as placing radio broadcasting schooling in the
same category as dancing and bartending— was taken without consultinging thepeoplevarious
in the factors
field, without
involvedstudyand
without
asking
views
of
regional ofrulings.fices which must carry out
the VA
2. Decisions of the Administrator
are final. No school nor industry can
challenge this ruling. Committee
feels that this authority is an unusual
grant to a government official.

CtKOWS C/ty STATION • WJW • CLEVEUND'S/jfew^SSGHflL- WJW • ClEVEUMD'S (jUt^ ST4j>
Chief Says:
"Chief Station puts on heap big show,
Good medicine for building sales;
Chief's advertisers sure do know
It's "network plus" the listener hails"

TOWN'S

TOP

TALENT

ABC prestige, PLUS net-calibre local talent
spells listener interest and sales punch for
the unique WJW programming plan.
CLEVELAND'S

STATION

5000 W. QJ/
BASIC ABC
WJW BUIIOINO >N— ^
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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PRESTO has been a byword of discriminating broadcast and recording
engineers for almost two decades. Recognized as the designer and
builder of the finest tape recorders available today, presto stands behind
this reputation with a complete guarantee of satisfaction on every
instrument sold. For smooth operation, for minimum maintenance, for
best results . . .tape it with presto, the best buy in tape recorders today.

Discussed at Ad Meet
'PIRATING'
"ACCOUNT Pirating and What
Agencies
About byIt"Milton
was
the subject Can
of anDoaddress
J. Simon, Philadelphia attorney, at
the League of Advertising Agencies
meeting Oct. 4 in the Ben Franklin
Room of the Advertising Club of
New York.
for agency
principals
to "The
protecttimethemselves
against
pirating is yesterday,"
Mr.
Simon
asserted. If at the time an account
man is hired he is asked to sign
an agreement satisfactory to both
sides, Mr. Simon added, then under
law the principal is protected not
only during the length of employment but for two or three years
after the account man leaves his
agency. When no agreement has
been drawn, the employe is free to
take his accounts with him at the
time
of his tei-mination,
no soliciting
has been doneprovided
during
his
employ."
such agreementsMr. areSimon
and noted
shouldthatbe
tailor-made to fill requirements of
individual agencies. The attorney
stated that although he was not citing any specific example, it would
be wise for all agency principals
to protect themselves at the outset.
The group plans to hold regular
meetings the first Thursday of
every month. Tentatively slated
for the next session will be a discus ion on television and how it

affects printed media, according to
an LAA spokesman.
Chairmen of various units of
the league were also announced
at the Oct. 4 meeting as follows: Credit Bureau — Bertram W.
Frisch, Will Burgess & Co. ; Ethics
— Sam Mitchell, Samuel Mitchell
Agency
Relations
Kenneth; Government
Radar, Kenneth
Rader—
Co.; Membership — S. Duane Lyon,
S. Duane Lyon Inc.; Program —
Harry Waterson, Waterson & Fried
Inc.;
Smith Publicity
Adv. Inc.— Ben Smith, Ben
WCTT CEREMONIES
New Building Dedicated
CEREMONIES held jointly by
WCTT Corbin, Ky., and its parent
company,
Times-Tribune,
marked theCorbin
dedication
of a new
two-story brick newspaper-radio
building. WCTT at the same time
changed facilities from 250 w on
1400 kc to 1 kw on 680 kc, directional night. More than 1500 persons attended the ceremonies, held
Sept.
29.
WCTT went on the air in 1947.
John L. Crawford is the publisher
of the newspaper and general manager of the station. Kenneth Z.
Turner is station manager and S.
G. Hembree is commercial manager.
DEDICATION ceremonies of new
Mack Trucks
Inc. carried
plant atby Bridgewater,
N. J., was
WNJR
Newark in a special broadcast recently.

Leaves TalJing? Trees Getting Bare?
Nrfin&eater
New shoots are busting
out all over!... we look
better than ever this fall.
We had a good Summer.
More tourists, business
and building than in
any other Summer in
our history.
We had a good Summer
at WIOD, too. Local
accounts were 'way up.
(And, those local boys
are your best barometer.
Their cash registers total
the results every day!)
Yep,greener
our"grass"
getting
every isday!
To
find out how we do
it... Call our Rep, The
Boiling Company.

JAMES M. leGATE, Generol Manager
5,000 WATTS . 610 KC • NBC
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Miami!

KING MIDAS Feed Mills, Minneapolis, buys Harvest Hands, Mon.-Fri., 12:451 p.m., 52 atweeks,
on WDGY
there, store
plus each
personalSaturday.
appearances
half-hour
broadcast
different
Minn.-Wis.
Sale and
approximates
$30,000. Seated is Frank Heffelfinger, sponsor gen. mgr. Standing {I to r):
Bob Mullen, King Midas, adv. mgr.; Harry D. Peck, WDGY v. p.-gen. mgr;
Bill Sandberg, station acct exec; Jim McTighe, radio-TV dir., Olmsred-Foley
Adv.; Carl Hagen, King Midas sis. mgr.

C. F. TURBIVILLE (c), owner Turbiville Motors, Houston, finalizes contract with local KXYZ for sponsorship
of Frederic W. Ziv Bold Venture.
Fred Nahas (r), exec. v. p.-gen. mgr.
of station, and Bill Bryan, radio dir.,
Laughlin-Wilson-Baxter & Persons,
agency, look on.

PEPSI-COLA
of Cleveland vice pres.Bottling
Urban Co.
H. Benderman
affirms renewal of Bill Gordon (I)
morning show on WHK Cleveland
Watching is Brusman.
WHK acct. exec. Bill

_
HARTLEY'S, Worcester dept. store,
signs for year of news and spots on
WTAG there as part of plan to put
20-25% advertising into local radio.
Seated are Harry Bielfeld (I), Hartand WTAG
sales Mario
mgr.
Richardley'sL.mgr.,Gravel.
Standing:
Baratta
(I), Baratta-Wardell
Agency,
and Bernard
S. Morley, WTAG.

TRU-FRUIT
Dare
soft drinks, Co.,
takesbottler
daily Virginia
participation
on Bob Lynn Show of WWPB Miami,
Fla. mgr.
Concluding
pact Neary;
(I to r): WWPB
sis
Bernard
George
Branch, mgr., Tru-Fruit; Mr. Lynn.
ITALIAN Swiss Colony Wines buys WiLDROOT Co., Buffalo, sponsorship
weekly Rogues Gallery on KGO San of The Shadow on MBS is set by Alan
Francisco. L to r: Jack Davis, Honig- D. Lehman, BBDO act. exec; Jack
Cooper media dir.; Paul Jones, KGO Overall,
MBS eastern sis mgr.; J.
sis rep.; William Honig, agency acct.
Ward Maurer, Wildroot adv. dir.
exec; Gayle V. Grubb, KGO gen. mgr.

FAITHFUL
of

AM

SERVANTS

Broadcasting

By faithfully serving the important requirements
of AM broadcasting, RCA tubes have won an unqualified reputation for engineering excellence, dependability, and true operating economy.
In the future, as in the past, AM broadcasters can
look to RCA for the finest in power tubes. RCA consistently follows a program of developing new AM tube
types and of improving earlier AM types. For example:
RCA 892- R— The forerunner of a group of RCA- designed air-cooled power amplifier tubes that simplified transmitter construction and introduced new operating and
maintenance economies. Today, hundreds of these tubes are
demonstrating their long life and dependability in the nation's
leading 5- and 50-kw AM transmitters.
RCA 833-A— Originally designed by RCA engineers, this
power triode features a giant zirconium- coated anode for
greater dissipation, shielding that eliminates bulb bombardment, and a husky filament that has tremendous emission
reserve for peak loads. These features have contributed to
more dependable operation, longer service life, and greater
operating economy.
RCA 5671— A recent addition to the RCA line, this power
triode with its thoriated-tungsten filament draws 60 per cent less
filament power than the previous pure-tungsten-filament type
. . . making possible a saving of $1200 or more a year in filament power in standard 50-kw AM transmitters. Performanceproved in the field.
1/a REMINDER-RCA tubes for all types of
broadcast service are available from your local
RCA Tube Distributor or direct from RCA.

PRINCETON, N.J.
THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA
RA DIO CORPORA TIOM of A ME RICA
ELECTRON TUBES
HARRISON, N. J.

RICHARD sistant
L. STAHLBERGER,
manager of advertisingasand promotion WNBC and
WNBT(TV) New York, to advertising
and promotion department ABC.
DON FOLEY, supervisor of package
program sales promotion, NBC, directmotion
or of advertising
sales New
profor CBS-ownedandWCBS
York. Mr. Foley replaces BOB PATT,
who has been appointed director of
advertising and sales promotion for
WCBS-TV.
RAY A. LIUZZA appointed promotion
and merchandising manager WWL
New Orleans.
DONALD K. ALLEN, chief announcer
KLIX Twin Falls, Ida., appointed program director. EDDIE GISH, announcer-writer, appointed production
manager.
RUTH THOMPSON, sales promotion
department WOV New York, appointed
publicity director. She succeeds
ANNE C. BALDWIN, resigned.
MARK GERSTLE, staff announcer
KLX-AM-FM Oakland, Calif., appointed production manager.
DANA CLARK, guest relations supervisor KECA-AM-TV Los Angeles,
named general service supervisor for
ABC
wood. AM and TV operations, HollyERNIE SIMON, promotion manager
WKRT Cortland, N. Y., appointed
promotion manager WAGE Syracuse.
BOB LEE appointed program director
WPEO Peoria, 111.
J. A. HICKS, program manager KEOP
El Paso, appointed film director. He
succeeds ROBERT DALCHAU, who
enters Army.
Good

air-casters
MARILYN ROHAN, continuity department WIL St. Louis, Mo., ap^
pointedceedscontinuity
director.(see SheAgency
sucTHOMAS CADDEN
Beat). SUE ITTNER, graduate of
Washington U., St. Louis, appointed
to continuity staff.
JIM PURVIS
namedJaw.promotion manager CHAB Moose
EDDIE GUEST, public relations diCKOY Ottawa,
ontorector
, in similar
position.to CKEY TorNORMAN LEE, KGBC Galveston,
Texas, appointed to announcing staff
KGB San Diego, Calif.
ALLIS RICE named director of
South Dakota School of the Air for
KUSD, liU.on. Shofe wasS. D.with
stationKUOM
in VermilMinneapolis.
JEAN HERSHOLT, CBS Radio Dr.
Christian Show, named first honorary
staff member of Los Angeles Cancer
Detection Clinic.
DAN TOBIN, actor CBS Television
Network, and JEAN HOLLOWAY,
writer CBS Television, married.
JIM McKIBBEN, program director
KIDO Boise, Ida., father of boy, Dennis Sean.
tinuity MARILYN
writer, resigns.PEARSON, conPAT JENKINS, traffic manager KJAY
Topeka,
resigns. RITA RAE OVERBEY,
Jenkins.record librarian, succeeds Miss

Morning ... you bet!

March, April, May, 1951
Hooper in Chattanooga
WDEF
Monday thru Friday Station
Station
B
2.0C
T1.0
7:30 to 8:00 A.M.
2.8
3.2
2.8
13.0
8:00 to 8:15
1.4
2.1
11.0
8:15 to 8:30
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
b
c WDEF
33.5%
8:00 A.M.— 12:00 Noon 9.3 1

WDEF
CHATTANOOGA
REPRESENTED
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Station
2.3D
3.1
3.3
21.1

Station
E
1.0
2.8
3.0
22.3

1370 KC
5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
BY

BRAN

HAM

ROBERT de GRASSE, cameraman
RKO, to Amos V Andy show, CBS
Television Network, as director of
cinematography.
IRVINGeditor
SCHOENBERG
named assistant
of TV
series.
JOHN
ARCHER,
announcer
and
director WWPA Williamsport, news
Pa.,
appointed Pa.program director WCMB
Lemoyne,
CAMPBELL, assistant business
MONTE DeVON and GEORGE VIC
WBAL-AM-TV
PENCE, graduates
NorthwestOre.,
Broad-to manager
father of daughter,
Oct. 6.Baltimore,
casting School, Portland,
CAROLINE BURKE, producer-direcKODL The BILL
Dalles,HANNING,
Ore., as announcertor NBC-TV, named chairman of the
operators.
graduate, theatrical,
radio, and television comappointed
announcer-operator
KAPA
Raymond, Wash. SIDNEY ROACH, 15-21. mit e for National Bible Week, Oct.
graduate, to KRCO Prineville, Ore., EDWARD A. DALY, George B. Holas announcer-operator. GORDON lingbery Co., N. Y., to NBC Television
MASON, graduate, named announcer- station
relations department, as conoperator
KPDQ Portland,
DENtact representative.
MAN DAYTON,
graduate, Ore.
to KWRC
Pendleton, Ore., as announcer-operator. DICK BRATTIN, graduate, ap- //ew£ ...
news writer ABC, aplands, Va.pointed staff announcer WRIC Rich- JESSE MASS,
pointed news editor of radio news
department ABC. He replaces JOHN
HERBERT O. PHILLIPS, art director H.
DUNN,television
who transfers
to newly
KECA-TV
Angeles,
elected
chair- created
news department.
man of TV LosSection
Society
of Motion
Picture Art Directors. SEYMOUR GEORGE BETCHER, sportscaster
Ohio, appointed to
KLATE, art director KTTV(TV) Los WAND Canton,
staff WMVO(FM) Mount
Angeles, elected vice-chairman; CARL announcing
Vernon,
Ohio,
as
newscaster and
F. MACAULEY, art department
KECA-TV, named secretary.
sports HALVORSON,
man.
HAL
KDAL Duluth,
ART COLLINS, librarian CKEY To- Minn., appointed to news
staff KCBQ
capacity.ronto, to CHUM Toronto, in same San Diego, Calif. Mr. Halvorson replaces
BILL
BROWNING,
who will
LARRY MANN, announcer CHUM handle music shows and production.
Toronto,
to
WHAM-AM-TV
Rochester,
JOHN
FORD,
newscaster
WTCN-TV
as announcer.
Minneapolis,Press
appointed
secretary of
News Broadcasters
DYER S. HUSTON, writer-producer, Associated
in area.
KFI
Los
Angeles,
father
of
boy,
Oct. 3.
HORACE GREELEY, reporter and
Beaumont, Tex. EnterDICK THOMAS, former staff an- book editor
prise, appointedMr.
to news
staff replaces
WDGY
nouncer-disc jockey WCBA Corning, Minneapolis.
Greeley
N. Y., now stationed in Korea.
NORM SYSE, who enters the Navy.
BOB ANTHONY, emcee of Tulsa Ball- RULON BRADLEY, news editor KIDO
room on KRMG Tulsa, father of boy, lege.
Boise, Ida., resigns to return to colChristopher.
LAMBERT, music director
ALAN COURTNEY and CHARLES CHUCK
WGFG Kalamazoo, Mich., appointed
HAMILTON, public service directors assistant
and special
NBC Western Division and KPI Los events man news
WKZOeditor
Kalamazoo.
Angeles, respectively, represent JAMES G. HANLON,
publicity and
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. Education Committee on dis- public relations director WGN-AMTV Chicago,
electedClub.first vice presicussion
panels at Gov. ofWarren's
dent of Publicity
ference on Problems
the AgingCon-at MERRILL
MUELLER,
commenSacramento, Oct. 15-16.
in San Francisco, NBC
is taking
five
DAN RUSSELL, production manager month tatorleave
of absence starting Oct.
KFWB Hollywood, named Southern 19 to enter Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
California Broadcasters Assn., liaison Minn., for surgery. Mr. Mueller is
on Los Angeles Citizens Committee heard over NBC Pacific Coast Network for Fisher Flouring Mills. No
for United National Week, Oct. 21-27.
WILLIAM M. PETTY, director of replacement has been named.
Home & School on the Air on CFCF
Montreal, appointed supervisor of
public service broadcasts.
CARLTON FREDERICKS, health and
nutrition commentator WMGM New
York,
and Be author
Merry. of new book, Eat, Live
ANNE C. BALDWIN, publicity director WOV New York, resigns to marry
Philip A. Perkins, Boston banker.
RUTH M. CRAWFORD, librarian
ABC, named chairman of 1952 convention of Special Libraries Assn.,
to be held in New York, May 25-29.
BOB BOLLEN, production assistant
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, father of
daughter, Patricia Lynn.
Pfc J. L. DACEY, formerly on announcing staf WCLI Corning, N. Y.,
appointed to announcing staff Radio
Tokyo,
which
is operated by Armed
Forces Radio Service.
BROADCASTING
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New Business
(Continued from page 18)
started Fan Mail on 191 CBS Radio Network stations Sun. 1-1:05 p.m.
(PST). Program to feature different Hollywood film stars. Contract 52
weeks. Agency: Castor & Assoc., L. A.
You

■fluency -Qppoint me nt5 • • •
NATIONAL ANILINE Div. of ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE Corp.,
Chicago (Swerl), appoints Price, Robinson & Frank Inc., Chicago, to
handle advertising.
PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING Co., Chicago, appoints Chicago office of
Buchanan & Co., to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
NARRAGANSETT BREWING Co., Providence, appoints Cunningham
& Walsh, N. Y., to handle advertising.
HELENE CURTIS INDUSTRIES, Chicago, names Russel M. Seeds
Agency, same
to handle
of company's
retail
division.
Agencycity,will
superviseshampoo
severaladvertising
new products,
and GORDON
BEST Co., same city, continues with portion of account.
STOPPERS Inc., N. Y.. (Stoppers chlorophyl deodorant tablets), names
Donahue & Coe Inc., same city, to handle advertising.
HOME FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN Assn., Kansas City, Mo., appoints
Merritt Owens Adv., Kansas City, Mo., to handle advertising.
LUCIEN LELONG Inc., Chicago, names Weiss and Geller, same city,
to handle its advertising. Howard Sobel is account executive.
CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND and PACIFIC RAILROAD names Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, same city, to handle its advertising from Jan. 1.
Radio and TV will be used. Herb Carlson, agency vice president, will
supervise account.
URBANA WINE Co., Hammondsport, N. Y., appoints Comstock & Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., to handle advertising.
POTOSI BREWING Co., Potosi, Wis., appoints W. D. Lyons Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, to handle advertising. Radio will be used. ROBERT H.
SCHUBERT is account executive.
C. S. HAMMOND Co., N. Y., (map and atlas publishers), names Grant
& Wadsworth Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising.
REDDI DISTRIBUTORS Inc., N. Y. (Reddi sliced bacon), names The
Wexton Co., same city, to handle advertising. Spot radio campaign is
contemplated, but no details available at present.
LADY ESTHER Ltd., N. Y. and Chicago, names The Biow Co., N. Y., to
handle advertising on all its products effective Nov. 1.
LEO'S points
STORES
and toappliance
chain), apGuenther, Inc.,
BrownCincinnati
& Berne (auto
Inc., supply
same city,
handle advertising
in Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky.

Can

Central

Cover
New

York

ROBERT M. STEVENS, sales manager, Servel New York Corp., distributing subsidiary for Servel Inc., Evansville, Ind., appointed advertising manager for Servel Inc. CLIFFORD A. STOCKHOFF, district
sales manager in Columbus, Ohio, succeeds Mr. Stevens in New York.
NAT KALECH, general Sales manager Tintair Div., Bymart Inc., N. Y.,
named second vice president for field sales management. LOUIS LERNER, research director for Tintair, appointed second vice president for
product department. HENRY PYT, plant manager Tintair, appointed
second vice president, for manufacturing.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Rich
Market

BMB Nighttime Audience Families
WSYR

214,960

station A

164,720

Station B
■Qdjaeojala • • •
THOMAS PAYTON, test flight engineer Douglas Aircraft, Park Ridge,
111., appointed assistant sales manager for commercial equipment division Cory Corp., Chicago (household appliances). WALTER W. ROGERS,
assistant service manager, appointed national service manager of newly
consolidated service department.

the

148,340

Station C

76,920

Station D

68,970

WSYR — AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC Affiliate • Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)
was the best medium through which
to sell his product and he backed
this decision with approximately
6595 of his total advertising and
promotion budget.
"With radio — daytime radio exclusively— we sell coffee to the
people who buy it on the same
basis that they buy it— six days a
week, 52 weeks a year. And our
commercial messages stress the
quality for which they buy it:
Flavor," he said.
Expanding this approach, he explained the pattern for coffee advertising innewspapers is a weekly
ad over a 13-week period in the
spring and in the fall.
to 26 impressions
a "This
year onaddsyourup prospective
coffee
customer. Through radio we make
312 impressions a year with each
of our two daily programs, plus
many more with our spot schedule.
That makes sense with a product
that is being used everyday and
bought
This every
makes day."
so much sense to
Pete Folger he never has paid much
attention to radio surveys as a
check on the effectiveness of his
radio use. (His company does, however, conduct occasional telephone
surveys of its own to check certain
merchandising approaches.) The
fact, he says, that his company in
recent years has shown a greater

dollar and percentage increase in
sales than any of its competition
is proof
of the soundness of
its
sales enough
techniques.
The assurance with which Mr.
Folger approaches his job as vice
president in charge of sales and
advertising for his company is
partly the result of an aggressive
enthusiasm innate in his personality and partly the result of the
thorough background he developed
before entering the executive levels
of his family firm.
Born in San Francisco in 1905,
Mr. Folger attended private schools
in Santa Barbara, Calif., and then
went on to Yale U. He was graduated in 1929. As a graduation
present his family gave him a
round-the-world trip, which he
characteristically made mostly on
a motorcycle.
Learns All The Rudiments
Returning to San Francisco to
enter business, he first went to the
waterfront and got a job as a
stevedore on the docks. This
wasn't a lark to see how the workingman lives. His purpose was to
learn about coffee, how it is shipped
and how it is handled.
When he entered the family business in 1931, he started at the bottom, as a clerk, moving in this capacity through
all departments
the firm.
He also
worked on thein
production line in the factory, processing, packing and shipping. He
later put in a tour on the road as
an outside salesman. Then he

OF A
MARKET
in GEORGIA
• • •
THE NEW NBC
AFFILIATE
IN MIDDLE GEORGIA

WBML
GROWING
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WITH

MACON

SIGNINGtweenaffiliation
beWNHG New agreement
Haven, Conn.,
and NBC [B • T, Oct. 1] are Aldo
De Dominicis (I), WNHC secretarytreasurer, and Carleton D. Smith,
NBC tion
vicerelations.
president
in chargesigned
of staWNHC-TV
for
a two-year renewal of its NBC
contract.

she was
given question
opportunity
swer a simple
and towinan-a|
It is through such promotions
that Mr. Folger has made the company's slogan — "When I say coffee,
prize.
I mean Folger's" — one of the best
known in the West.
When war came in 1941, Mr.
Folger
activitiesabandoned
to enter his
the business
service.
Typically, he enlisted in the Marine
Corps as a private. He was selected
for officer training, commissioned
a second lieutenant and in the following years of war rose to major.
At war's end he returned to the
firm and continued to pursue the
same advertising and promotion
policies he favored before the war.
Teams Well With Brother
Pete Folger, with his enthusiasm
and aggressive promotion and sales
techniques, and his brother Frank
A. Folger III, who heads the firm,
are perfect counter-balances to each
other. Frank, according to associates, is cautious and conservative, the director
of finances
maintains
the balanced
budget who
and
profit level
so
necessary
to a business. Each brings opposite,
but
equally necessary, talents to the
firm's executive structure.
Aside from his business activities, Pete Folger
his attention
on hiscenters
home. most
At oneof
time he was a prominent polo
player in the West. But today he
lives quietly with his wife and two
children in San Francisco and enactivities.plays
He
belongsgages toin fewfewoutside
organizations,
onlyCoffee
an occasional
game
of
tennis.
remains his chief interest
— how to promote it, how to sell it.

worked as an assistant department
head in each department. Next he
moved to Los Angeles as assistant
sales supervisor
Southerndistrict
California and laterforbecame
sales manager there.
In 1940 he returned to the San
Francisco headquarters to assume
the vice presidency for which he
had been training and took over
direction of all sales and advertising for the firm.
Coffee
is sold
as Though
far east Folger's
as Ohio, the
midwestern
operation is handled by a separate
corporation in Kansas City. The
western firm covers only the nine
western states.
His use of radio as the
company's
primary
medium
never
since hasadvertising
been slackened.
The
backbone of the company's radio
advertising is Frank Hemingway's MOVIE OPERATORS
twice daily newscasts on 71 MutualDon Lee and Inter-Mountain NetPromote Films by Radio-TV
stations in the company's
market workarea.
IN
REGARD to television, some
Sees Value of News Shows
movie exhibitors apparently believe
Mr. Folger believes a news show in the adage: "If you can't lick
captures the largest audience at
the least cost of any radio offerings. 'em,Harry
join 'em."
account execuThese regular news shows, spontive for Hartman,
WCPO-AM-FM-TV
Cinsored by the company for the past
c
i
n
a
t
i
,
h
a
s
signed
a
contract with
seven years, are supplemented by 35 independent operators
to
proa heavy schedule of spots. The
motethrough
neighborhood
attendance
radio theatre
and television.
spot campaigns
are
full
of
promotional stunts, special offers and The 35 operators represent about
merchandisingfectivenes of gimmicks,
ef- 70% of the local theatres.
which Mr. the
Folger
Core of the exhibitors' promotion
never doubts.
mysterypersonalities.
identificaOne such campaign this year is campaign
tion contestis ofa movie
typical. It ran for 13 weeks on There are to be 12 such weekly
more than 60 stations in various contests. For this drive, the opermarkets of the western area.
ators have bought 10 % hours on
In addition to a concentration of WCPO-AM-FM
and 5% hours on
spots bought on numerous stations WCPO-TV. Contract was signed
in each area with such regularity through the Julian Behr Adv.
no listener could have remained Agency, Cincinnati.
unaware of the campaign, a 15minute, five-days-a-week program
was used.
This ger's
campaign,
"FolCoffee Doorcalled
Bell theRinging
Promotion,"
was builtworkers
aroundwhoa
staff of door-to-door
POUGHKEEPSIE
V fWEOK
visited housewives in each area unREPRESENTED
BY DEVNEY
an ounced. If the housewife had
a can of Folger's Coffee on hand
BROADCASTING
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TELECASTING

SPOT
TELEVISION

Shows Colo
o Public
Page 71

Its sight-and-sound impact means both eye
and ear selling.
Its complete flexibility lets you pick the markets, the stations,
the time periods you want.
Its home-town programming with local talent gives your
... important
. .
...
r ii
product
community..identity
... at costs. far
below
any network production.

And Spot Television Advertising works best for you on these
twelve leading stations . . .

WSB-TV
WBAL-TV
WFAA-TV

Atlanta
Baltimore
Dallas

KPRC-TV Houston
Anaeles
KHJ-TV
WHAS-TV LosLouisville
KSTP-TV . . .M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV Nashville
WTAR-TV Norfolk
KPHO-TV Phoenix
WOAI-TV San Antonio
KOTV
...Tulsa
REPRESENTED BY

EDWARD

PETRY
& CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • DALLAS

I

o inspire and further
inter-religious understanding

. . . \

"Sanctuary Time'
is presented on
WGAL-TV
every Sunday night at six o'clock
awareness of broad responsibilities to the
communities it serves led WGAL-TV to originate aseries of inter-religious telecasts, "Sanctuary Time." The photograph shows the
Reverend Robert C. Batchelder with his organist and choir conducting a devotional service.
A permanent committee of three, consisting
of a man from each of the three major faiths,
worked out the details of the series on a
rotating schedule: Protestant, Catholic, Jewish.
Each Protestant program features a member
of the Ministerial Association conducting an
abbreviated service. The Catholic and Jewish
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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programs are of a nature covering the various
rituals and symbols of these religions.
Through this pioneering in inter-religious telecasts, WGAL-TV seeks to further and inspire
inter-religious tolerance and understanding. The
complimentary mail response indicates this objective isbeing achieved.
WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA.
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, President
NBC
TV Affiliate
Chicago • San Francisco • New York • Los Angeles
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BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7 annually, 25c weekly

None to See 'til Oct.
THE SECRET
CODE
to
commit
their
million-dollar
intin Miller, chairman of the board,
NARTB's member television stavestments to a set of regulations and C. E. Arney Jr., secretarytions face a critical problem in
Chicago next Friday: Whether to topped by a review board with treasurer. Judge Miller led discusdisciplinary powers.
sions of the radio Standards of
sign — or reject — a stiff self -dis- extensive
Should serious opposition to the Practice when they were discussed
ciplinary code of advertising and
proposed code develop at the Fri- by the NAB membership at Atprogram ethics.
day meeting, which will be held
With the Congressional spotlight
lantic City in 1947 and at Los Andoors, final memberpointed
at them, will
some try60-odd
TV behindshiplocked
geles in 1948.
Others
scheduled to attend are
action may be postponed.
station delegates
to reach
On the other hand, if the draft
a decision in the space of a few
S. Thomas, WOR-TV New
hours.
drawn up after eight weeks of hard Eugene
York, chairman of the NARTB TV
board; Thad Brown Jr., operating
Television isProThey will try to evaluate a docu- work bygramNARTB's
Standards Committee
reNARTB TV organizament they know nothing about —
favorably, it may quickly head oftion,theand Robert
K. Richards,
officially, at least — though it af- become ceived
a living set of TV ethics. NARTB public affairs director.
fects the very vitals of station and
All NARTB TV board members
network operation and might even
49 Stations Register
mean the difference between suc- will attend the Chicago meeting or
As of last Friday 55 delegates
cess and bankruptcy.
be represented. If the membership approves the committee code, representing 49 stations and two
Extensive precautions have been
taken by NARTB to prevent any or an amended version, during the networks had registered in advance
news of the code provisions from day it would be possible for the for the Chicago meeting. Stations
quick meeting and may send more than one delegate
leaking out. [Summary of the code board to callthea document
with due but each member will have only
was carried in the Oct. 8 Broad- promulgate
formality.
one vote.
casting •Telecasting.]
First official information to be
NARTB's top-level officials will
NARTB's membership includes
given delegates will be copies of the be on hand Friday, including Presi- 69 stations and two networks (NBC
code to be handed out as they enter
dent Harold E. Fellows, Judge Jus- and DuMont). A new member
the Tower auditorium of the
Stevens Hotel Friday morning.
Individual delegates, NARTB itself and the entire television industry will find nationwide attention
focused on the Stevens Tower as
D- C, N. Y.
COL
A its color
RCtook
TV OR
system to
they try to perform a one-day mir- RCA
authorization now."
i acle. These delegates must decide tne public last week in three-a-day commercial
The Washington and New York
within a brief interval if they care showings in New York and Wash- showings
started Oct. 9 and will
ington.
continue
Oct. 19. They run
In Washington, top government at 10 a.m.,through
off-the-air; at 2:15 and
officials,
including
two
FCC
memPARAMOUNT CASE
4 p.m., closed circuit.
bers, saw the improved system.
The Washington demonstrations
Consensus of those viewing the
FCC Hearing Jan. 15
compatible, all-electronic take place in the NBC studios in
HEARING on Paramount and re- improved
the
Trans Lux Building in downIt's excellent.
lated cases was set to begin Jan. color
One was:
newsman
who has seen both
Washington. Shown are three
15, the FCC announced last week. CBS and RCA color demonstrations color town
sets —show
one compatibility,
21-in., two 16-in.
Involved are a whole series of during the 1949-50 hearings and sets. To
two
questions regarding the qualifica- thereafter, exclaimed: "That's the 14-in. black-and-white table models
are
also
on
view.
JI hold
tions TVof licenses,
Paramountits Pictures
to
TV I've Seen yet."
relationship bestBut,color
New York tests are being viewed
the main
i with DuMont and the United Para- when
ittowould
go toquestion
the FCC,nowask—
lounge of the Center Theatre
mount Theatres-ABC merger [B • for commercial authorization — RCA inin the
Radio City on six color sets.
was not saying.
T, Sept. 3, Aug. 20, 13].
At the first day's showing in
Still due to be named is the hear"We are working with the indus- Washington,
the half-hour program
ing examiner.
committee, the
NTSC,"
Dr.
E.
was
carried from New York via coCounsel for FCC is expected to W. tryEngstrom,
vice president in
axial
cable
and
microwave relay.
be Fred Ford, chief of the Broad- charge of the RCA Laboratories at The interconnection
was switched
cast
Bureau's
Hearing
Division.
Princeton,
told
the
first
Washingcontinuously throughout the proRepresenting Paramount Pictures
ton audience of newsmen Oct. 9.
gram.
Only
noticeable
difference in
is the law firm of Arnold, Fortas
"First we have to set numerical
and Porter (Paul Porter is ex- values for the system. Then we have the color pictures was a lowering
Chairman of FCC and ex-OPA to test it out in conjunction with brought
of detaildown
whenthrough
they were
the 2.7beingmc
Administrator),
Representing
Du- other members of the industry.
band of the cable.
Mont is Roberts
& Mclnnis.
"After
that
we
can
tell
when
But that was also true of the
Counsel for United Paramount
the Commission."
pictures.
Theatres is Hogan & Hartson. To we'll
But,gohe toadded
in response to a black-and-white
Only critical comments referred
appear
for ABC is Haley, McKen- question:
na & Wilkinson.
"The RCA system is ready for to pastel shades of the color picROADCASTING
• Telecasting

19, Then Must Act
joined the ranks last week, KOTV
(TV)
The Tulsa.
big job of writing the code
in committee was directed by Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans, chairman of the drafting
group and an NARTB TV director.
Aiding him in the preparation were
four subcommittees that met in
August mittee
andcompleted
September.
The jobcom-in
its drafting
Washington Oct. 10.
Specialmit e isscheduled
meeting ofat the
com8 a.m.codeFriday,
prior to the membership meeting.
TV station affiliates of the NBC
Television Network will meet
Thursday in an all-day session at
the Stevens. While the affiliates are
understood to be planning discus ion of such network problems
as rates and option time, it was
thought the NARTB code might
come up for discussion before the
meeting concludes.

Tests Held Success
tures. RCA engineers claimed, however, that each set has a control
permitting the viewer to set his
own hue.
Pictures on the smaller 16-in.
color sets seemed to be less sharp
than on the large 21-in. picture.
This was explained as due to the
fact that there are 20% more dots
on the
largertubes.
picture tube than on
the
smaller
Tricky
black-andwhite
oncessful,
thereception
color noted.
setsof proved
sucobservers
Black-and-white pictures of the
color transmissions, as they have
always done, continued to impress
viewers
with their better than normal quality.
In addition to Dr. Engstrom, also
present at the first Washington
showing were: Dr. C. B. Jolliffe,
RCA technical director; Dr. George
Brown, RCA Labs; Niles Trammell,
NBC chairman; Orrin E. Dunlap
Jr., RCA vice president in charge
of advertising and publicity; Emanuel Sacks, staff vice president, RCA.
On Thursday, FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy and Sen. Edwin G.
Johnson (D-Col.) were guest view• (Continued on page 85)
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EMPIRE STATE Bldg.'s multiple TV array, in model form, is admired by
Minneapolis radio-TV men. Inspection followed last week's proposal that
Twin Cities'
FoshayforTower
be used for
antennaL topurposes
by successful applicants
two remaining
TV multiple
outlets there.
r: Lee Whiting
and Harvey Hayden, KEYD Minneapolis; Leslie U. Park, vice president Baker
Properties, owner of tower; John M. Sherman, technical director WTCN-AMFM-TV; Gordon Johnson, Twin Cities Television Lab.; G. R. Magney, architect
and designer of the Foshay Tower; Loren Bridges and Rev. Forrest Boyd, KTIS.
Arrest Made; Other
FCC Cases Pend
ILLEGAL SIGNALS
ARREST of a father and son in Shadyside, Ohio, last week for alleged
illegal transmissions of TV signals points up a condition that is giving
the FCC monitoring staff more and more trouble.
More than a dozen cases of unlicensed TV broadcasts are currently
the FCC files. They involve *
in
communities as far apart as Hunt- Madisonville, Tex.
ington, W. Va., and Raymond,
Most prominent of illegal TV
Wash.
transmission cases was that in 1950
Walter S. McGuire and his son, by Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
Earl, were arrested Oct. 9 by a major
radio-TV tube manufacU. S. marshal on complaint of FCC turer.
engineers that they were illegally
Some Sylvania officials erected a
transmitting TV signals.
receiving-transmitting station on
Found on their f arm was a tower top of a mountain outside Emporium, Pa., where the company
and receiving and transmitting
equipment which was used to pick operates one of its largest tube
up Channel 3 signals from WDTV plants. The unauthorized station
Pittsburgh, a little over 40 miles was used to pick up Philadelphia
away. The signals were relayed, signals, transmit them down into
also on Channel 3, across the Ohio the valley to the city.
River to Glen Dale, W. Va. The
Sylvania
pleaded"
contendre
station was unattended. The area when
the case
went nolo
to court
and
is south of Wheeling.
received a $2,500 fine.
month it got an FCC grant
According to the McGuire's testi- forLast
an experimental TV station in
mony
the U. S.theCommissioner inbefore
Steubenville,
station Emporium [B • T, Sept. 24].
was being used to help increase TV
Most of the investigations are
set sales in the area.
began through tips or complaints,
according to FCC staffmen. Radio
Released on Bond
are one good source.
After being bound over for the servicemen
Another is the irate televiewer
Federal Grand Jury, they were re- who finds that something is interleased on $1,000 bond.
fering with his reception.
Warrants also were issued for
In
his
testimony before the Senthe arrest of three other men, beate Appropriations Committee last
ltion iofevedthe
to be implicated
in
the
operamonth, fer edFCC
Chairman
Coyradio
restation.
to 165 cases
of illegal
Last June, FCC monitors began transmissions. Most of them, it
an investigation into the Shadyside has been learned, involve unlicensed taxicab broadcasts.
operation. It ceased transmitting
before FCC investigators closed in.
When it resumed several weeks
ago, engineers
of the FieldDivision,
Engi- Murphy Talks
neering and Monitoring
MURPHY, president of
Office of the Chief Engineer, moved ADRIAN
CBS Labs Division, is to discuss
fast. The arrests followed.
color television in speeches before
of directors of the NaPenaltymis ion is aforfineillegal
of notradio
more transthan the board
tional Electronics Conference at a
$10,000, two years in jail or both. luncheon at the Edgewater Beach
Chicago, Oct. 23; a Chicago
Among other illegal TV broad- Hotel,
cast investigations current in the Television Council luncheon at Hotel Sheraton Oct. 24, and the Radio
FCC are those involving Marmet,
McMeachen and Huntington, W. Council of Greater Cleveland session at Higbee Auditorium in
Va.; Raymond and Centralia, Cleveland
Oct. 25.
Wash.; Boulder Creek, Calif., and
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Legality
Issue
Before FCC
COMMUNITY TV
PEG ON WHICH the FCC can hang its long-pending policy decision
regarding community-TV installations seems to be at hand.
by J. E. Belknap
& Assoc.Memphis
of Poplarand Bluff,
Mo., for cities
com
~monApplication
carrier microwave
links between
the Missouri
of Kennett and Poplar Bluff for
the
relaying
TV signals
has purpose
been filedofwith
the Commission.
^. FCC for a long time has been McANDREW NAMED
looking into the community-type
To New NBC-TV Post
TV installation — which has ex- APPOINTMENT of William R
tended TV coverage notwithstand- McAndrew, general manager of
three-year-old freeze on WRC and WNBW (TV), NBCnew ingTVthe stations.
owned and oper
Since all use coaxial cable to deated stations in
Washington, a s
liver TV scsignals
to
individual
subribers, itwas believed that they
director of public
were outside the scope of FCC
affairs for the
full television
network Oct.
[Closed8]
regulation.
However, the Belknap applicaCircuit,
tion now gives FCC a definite case.
was
announced
It involves the tise of radio freby
quencies and a tariff of charges.'
WileFrederic
Jr., NBCW
Application
isusing
for two5925-6425
microwavevice
presidentof
relay
stations,
mc.
and
director
McAndrew
These frequencies are assigned for Mr.
television
production,
last
Monday
common carrier purposes.
Eugene E. Juster will become
RCA microwave equipment is to
station manager and Charles M.
be used,tion. according
the applicaEach link willto cost
$25,005. De Lozier, assistant general manager for the Washington stations,
Firm states it intends to put a
first joined NBC
two-channel pickup outside Mem- in Mr.1936,McAndrew
leaving the Washington
(TV) north
sig- United Press
staff to become news
nalphis,fromfeed the
thereWMCT
75 miles
editor. He was, subsequently,
west to Kennett, Mo. At that point executive
news editor of Broad
another
relay
would
boost
the
sig• Telecasting, director
nal another 40 miles to Poplar casting
for
the
Board
of Economic War
Bluff, Mo.
fare, and producer of the news
Will Expand Service
program, Watch
the World
Go By.of
to NBC
as director
If the FCC grants permission, He returned
and special events in Wash
the Missouri group intends to ex- news
ington in 1944 and was made as
the Memphis-Kennett-Poplar
Bluff tendservice
eastward to Dexter, sistant to the vice president of
Maiden, Sikeston, Jackson, Cape NBC Washington in 1946. He became general manager of WRC
Girardeau,
Paducah, Ky.Mo.; Cairo, 111., and and WNBW
two years later.
After that, firm intends to start
McAndrew Duties
out from St. Louis, feed the KSDin his new capacity
TV signal
follow- to Reporting
Davidson Taylor, general proing Illinoissoutheast
cities: toMt.the Vernon,
duction
executive,
McAndrew
Benton, DuQuoin, West Frankfort, will supervise and Mr.
administer all
Johnston
City,
Marion
and
Carbontelevision broadcasts of news, spedale.
cial events, sports, politics, educaThe erateBelknap
firm intends service
to opits own distribution
tion, religion,and talks,
specialboth
causes,
live dis-on
in its hometown of Poplar Bluff film. Hiscussionsdirectorship
is a new
and has made arrangements with
a distributing organization in Kennett.
Francis C. McCall remains director of news and special eventsJ. E. Belknap & Assoc. com- reporting
to Mr. McAndrew.
prises in addition to Mr. Belknap
who is a druggist: C. B. Bidewell, post.Mr. Juster's most recent posihardware store owner; William L.
tion has been director of integrated
Cohen, merchant; Ernest C. Dunn, services and director of public
hotel owner; John S. Davis, insur- service for WRC and WNBW (TV)
ance agent. Each owns 20% of the as well as the NBC radio and television networks. He joined the
partnership.
Tariff calls for the following network in 1941 as member of the
charges to customer distributing continuity acceptance department
companies: Upon installation of and was transferred to Washing100 TV sets, $5,000, plus $25 per
ton in 1943. He has since served
set up to 500 sets; $10 per set be- there as director of continuity acceptance, assistant to the general
tween 500 and 1,000 sets; no further installation charges above manager, assistant program man*
1,000 sets. Also a service charge ager, program manager for WRC
and director
of programs for both
of $1.75 per month per set for the WRC
and WNBW.
first 500 sets, $1 for 500 to 1,000
Mr. De Lozier joined the sales
sets, 75tf thereafter. What the distributing companies charge the staff of the Washington stations
consumer would, of course, be up in 1945, and was named sales manto them individually.
ager of WNBW in January, 1950
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Video Spurs Employment
HOLLYWOOD
BOOM
By DAVE GLICKMAN
Some 15 members of the Society
Set workers, technicians, cameramen, cartoonists, electricians, grip, of Motion Picture Art Directors
TELEVISION
will eventually
prove a great boon to artisans of prop and special effects men, scenic are working in live action video.
designers, builders and painters, As far as film-for-TV is concerned,
the Hollywood motion picture in- makeup
and hairdressers, the figure is considerably higher,
dustry, giving jobs to thousands. are but a artists
few of the motion picture with more than 25 art directors
With some 80 TV film production
units now in action and others be- industry artisans who are earning employed on a picture-to-picture
an SMPAD official said.'
ing added to the list almost weekly, their livelihood through the new basis,
Screen writers are also deriving
employment continues to increase. advertising-entertainment medium.
It has been freely predicted that benefit from video. Scripts are beSeveral hundred are already working bought on a free lance basis in
ing in video and new jobs are being it won't be long before television
instances with average price
found almost daily for members of has a long list of contract writers, many
said
be around S500 for a half
the various movie industry crafts actors and directors and is working hour tostory.
Some writers get as
along
the
same
big-studio
lines
that
and unions. Some are on perma- Hollywood does.
much as S700 per half hour story
nent basis, while others are on
script
and
they
also hold re-run
casual or picture-to-picture assignDirectors Employment Rises
rights in many cases.
ment.
Growing
activity
in
TV
film
proCheckup
Although prediction has been
duction has led to greater steady
ducers showwith
that video
at leastfilm60%pro-of
made that the move-in of TV will
among directors. the writer contributors are Screen
make Hollywood another ghost employment
Guild records reA goodly
town as far as movie production is Screenveal thatDirectors
more than 55 directors or Writers Guildof members.
the scripts are also
concerned and thus create unprece- over 18% of its membership are percentage
contributed
by
Radio
Writers
Guild
dented unemployment among film
working fulltime in video. members, it was pointed out.
industry craftsmen, there is no currently
Increased
use
of
cartoons
Several
of
them
are
on
longpanic-stricken dash for the hills. term contract, handling various animation for TV commercials and
has
With video, there is more produc- TV film series. Others are work- created a field day for top animation than ever before and. TV protors.
Screen
Cartoonists
Guild
reing
on
pilot
films
and
or
TV
comduction units are sharing studio
Then there are transient
ported that employment of its
lots with motion picture production or casual mercials.
assignments.
Television
members
is
higher
than
a
year
ago
companies. In some instances they has also increased employment when many started switching over
aid and cooperate with each other. among assistant directors to a to video.
There is no fear that Hollywood as '•fantastic degree" a SDG official
Commercial studios turning out
aintoproduction
spots have been competthe dust. center will crumble said.Television is credited with cre- animated
ing for services of the cartoonists.
Hal Roach Studios, for example,
ating
the
healthiest
amount
of
As
result,
many are getting heavy
humming with TV film production,
over a long period of time increase over wages received in
is giving permanent employment work
and
SDG
reported
the
number
of
the
regular
cartoon field.
to motion picture crews and has term contracts being signed by
Motion
Picture Film
Loincreased personnel 35% during members with video film producers
cal
776
estimates
that Editors
more than
the past year.
is reaching a gratifying proportion. 150 editors, or between 20 and 25%
Planned Shows
About 300 cameramen, all mem- of its active membership is embers of International Photograployed in Hollywood TV film proSome 84 half -hour TV shows will
duction. They include various clasphers Local 659 "have been workbe filmed at that studio during the
editors, editors,
assisting"
or
"are
working"
in
TV
film
next 90 days, with others on the
ant editors,sifications:
soundFeature effects
on
a
picture-to-picture
planning board, according to Hal production,
music
film
editors
and
apprentice
basis,
it
was
reported.
Roach Jr., vice-president in charge
of production.
He pointed out that an important
FCC Approves Purchase;
part ofcludesthe
studio'sof activities
the making
TV commer-inStorer Jr. to Manage
cial films. Approximately 250 have KEYL (TV)
been produced there so far this year
B. STORER JR. has been appointed managing director of
— some are one-minute spots and GEORGE
KEYL (TV) San Antonio following FCC approval last week of the
others full length.
sale
of
the
to the Fort Industry Co. Appointment was announced
The studio averages 30 film edi- by Stanton station
P. Kettler, southern district vice president of Fort Industry.
tors and assistants, with 20 men
★in the sound department. Approxithe month
Mr. Storer
eldest
son ofis the
they filed three UHF applimately 100 writers scripted shows
cations for San Antonio, Dallas
president of Fort
filmed on that lot during the first
Industry
Co.
He
and
Houston,
but these were withnine months of this year, he said.
has been assistant
drawn the following week [B • T,
A checkup with unions and guilds
Sept.
17,
10].
Provision in the
managing direct- KEYL sales contract
found many reluctant to give memprohibits their
or of WAGA-AMbership figures or percentages of
PM-TV
Atlanta
re-entry
into
TV
in San Antonio
those now in TV. Approximations
for 10 years.
since
1948
and
were given by some. Others byFort Industry also owns and
supervised
passed the question, but said they
construction theo f
WJBK-AM-FM-TV
Dehave "many members active in both Mr. Storer Jr. the TV station. A operatestroit,
WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo,
live and film television." Still
as well as the Atlanta and San
Navy veteran, Antonio
others were pleased to give the young Storer attended
It also owns and
the U. of operates stations.
statistical information.
Colorado.
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.;
Talent, in all catagories, from
WWVA-AM-FM
Wheeling,
W. Va.:
KEYL
was
sold
by
Texas
Oilmen
stars to extras, and numbering in
H. Coffield, W. L. Pickens, and WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati; WGBS
the many hundreds, is benefiting H.
H. L. Wheelock to Fort Industry AM-FM Miami and is a TV applifrom television. As the video in- Co. for Sl.050,000 [B • T, Aug. 6].
cant for Miami, Wheeling and Cindustry grows and expands, talent
had an incinnati. Mr. Storer Sr. publishes
use will be heavier, giving steady Same threewhatoriginally
is now KPHO-TV the Florida Sun in Miami Beach.
jobs to additional hundreds from Phoenix,terest inand
are
still
pre-freeze
Consummation
of the KEYL saie
both Screen Actors Guild and applicants for TV stations in New
Screen Extras Guild.
Orleans and Corpus Christi. Last is scheduled for Oct. 21.
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PHILADELPHIA'S official thanks are
presented to Rolland V. Tooke (r),
assistant general manager of WPTZ
(TV), for its public service show, You
and
Health,Presenting
upon the citation
show's
100thYourtelecast.
signed
by
Mayor
Bernard
Samuels
Dr. Rufus S. Reeves, director of theis
city's health department.
editors. Some are on steady basis,
with others handling casual assignments.
Recent survey made by American
Cinemature film
Editors
editorsshows
or 22that% 38of feaits
membership are working regular
in Hollywood TV films. It was
further pointed out that most of
these feature film editors have an
assistant or two on each assignment, thus further swelling the
employed
ranks. film
More editors
than 90%
of
the feature
are
ACE members.
Struggling
an unemployment problem with
for years,
Musicians
Mutual Protective Assn. Local 47,
AFM, sees a bonanza in television
as the industry expands and grows.
Other Employment
Added employment wiil come
from three separate sources — live
Hollywood originating network TV
shows; rescoring of old theatrical
movies for video showing and new
TV
Then of oncourse
therefilmis programs.
work for sidemen
the
strictly local TV live shows.
There are more choir singers
working lywoodthan
ever before
in Holand because
of television.
That's
the
opinion
of
Norman
Luboff, voice coach, singing director
and arranger
at
Warner
Bros.
Studios. He also is choir director of
NBC Railroad Hour.
With the westward trek of television's big name shows he predicts there will be a serious shortage in the future. At present, according to Mr. Luboff, the number
of trained
choir issingers
in Southern California
extremely
low.
One studio, he pointed out, recentlyersissued
a
call
for
50
women
singand was barely able to fill the
quota.
Blair Moves
JOHN BLAIR resent&ative, aCo.,
repnd its station
subsidiary
Blair-TV
Inc.,
will
move
their
offices into the new Chrysler Bldg.
East, 159 East 42d St., New York,
effective Jan. 1. Phone numbers
are expected to remain the same.
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this within a perimeter artificially
created by factors over which we
have no control:
the freeze;
landishly
high wages,
salary, o'utand
talent
costs;
and
a
public
that
ex^
j
^
^
N
AT
OP
from us what it has been
DuMOofNT
a merger
in IO
which strangers take joked, "has put the nub of the getting pectsfrom
"PROBLEMS
television
have ER
Broadway
and
Hollytheir
roots in inexorable
economic
situation
pretty
succinctly
and
wood with decades of experience
control isn't good business."
and financial factors," Chris J.
Mr. cluded
Witting
"we conexactly in the statement, 'there is and organization behind them."
that if itadded,
[television]
was only
Witting, director and general manone
network
in
television
—
ager of the DuMont Network, said going to grow and prosper, it the AT&T's— but there are four
Wednesday at the Television Soci- needed a broad base of hundreds ways of getting to it, through NBC,
ety of Philadelphia.
of advertisers — national, regional,
SMPTE SESSIONS
local. Radio may have got by CBS,
Attracting
local DuMont'."
advertisers to a
ABC, and
Financing public service pro- and
Tatum, Wald to Speak
through
the
support
of
a
hundred
network
station
in
Manhattan
is
grams, he suggested, could be ac- blue chip advertisers, nationally,
complished iftelevision were perjust about the toughest job in tele- DONN TATUM, director of telemit ed to seek sponsorship of spe- but television can't; it needs thouvision, ABC Western Division, and
vision, Mr. Witting observed, becial events — as it did, though uncause of competition for audience Jerry Wald, Wald-Krasna Producsands of sponsors."the DuMont Net- attention
He attributed
suc es ful y, for the San Francisco
with top network shows
tions, Hollywood, will be principal
development with
to itsSaturday
willing- and the existence of seven chan- speakers at the opening luncheon
Conference coverage — and if the
ness towork's
experiment
networks, among themselves,
nels "with consequent
rotated the coverage that did not night audiences, new talent, an audience
already division
under theof today (Monday)
conventionofof the
the 70th
Societysemi-of
multiple sponsorship contracts, and pressure of show business, sport- Motion annual
lend itself to sponsorship.
Picture
and
Television
Enproduction techniques.
Pointing out that the industry, low-cost
ing events,centrand
the stations
greatest anycongineers. Sessions will run Oct. 15believe,"
he once
testified,
"that
ation of radio
with major time segments sold, "We
19
at
the
Hollywood-Roosevelt
over
the
years
and
its
novelty
has been operating nevertheless in has worn off, television will prosDu- Hotel, Hollywood.
Mont's whereleadin thein world."
introducingCiting
daytime
the red, Mr. Witting conceded that
A feature of the luncheon, acper only sopetitivlong
as it that
remains
com- programming on both national and
it is time "to settle down to do
cording to Peter Mole, SMPTE
e
.
W
e
believe
at
heart
local
levels,
Mr.
Witting
said,
"but
some intelligent living." He ex- sponsors are businessmen — not
president,
will David
be the first
presentation
of
the
Sarnoff
Gold
in
New
York,
we've
found,
teleplained:
"We
(at
DuMont)
have
showmen
—
that
they
.
.
.
will
buy
felt that while set distribution TV only so long as it will sell casters can't stop with program- Medal Award,
established earlier
ming
alone.
So,
effective
Nov.
1,
was limited — that is, while the their merchandise and services at we are reclassifying our time for this year by RCA as a recognition
freeze was on — we'd be wise not a cost less than any other medium. the sake of making attractive for exceptional achievement in TV
to go overboard financially. The And
so we have specialized, you periods available at more attrac- engineering.
result is that of the $10% million
Other awards by the Society will
loss that TV suffered in 1950, our might
in low-cost
DuMontsay,billing
is, asproduction."
a result,
be conferred
tive
prices."
share
was
only
10%-"
Anticipating
Valuable
to
News
nesday night. at the banquet Weda new deal for TV when 300 or 500 186% ness,ahead
of last fall's busihe
revealed.
Major include
topics theatre
of the television,
technical
stations are in operation, he said,
Turning to the problem of im- sessions
Not Enough Markets
"we think spending ourselves into
prolast
ving TV fare,
he electronic
observed, "duruse of films in video programming,
ing
this
year,
jourMr. Witting added that sponsors,
TV and related subjects in
nalismhashas added
become a anew
reality.
Tele- color
willing to invest vast sums in
dimension
television and motion picture work.
DuMONT SALES UP their
programs, cannot get into to the vision
honored Fourth Estate, and
Banking Group Told enough markets to make the invest- there is nothing either in newspay out. "During the last paperdom or video more significant
ALLEN B. DuMont Labs, sales this severalmentmonths,"
out, than candid recognition of this
year will be up 25% over any pre- "stations have comeheto pointed
occupy such
by publishers and editors DOUBLE BILLS
vious year in the company's his- a strategic position that every fact
He continued, "if we
tory, according to Dr. Allen B. Du- sort of pressure has been brought everywhere."
United Cites Success
Mont, who attributed the increase to bear on them by networks, agen- in the industry required proof that
NEW TREND in regional TV
settle
for
ento heavy defense orders for eleccies, and advertisers themselves, the country wouldn't
sole fare, we
tronics equipment in adding to in an attempt to get a program certainly hadtertainmenitt as TV's
was reported last week
in the State De- timebuying
regular civilian production.
by
Gerald
King,Programs,
presidentNewof
into a good market. At this stage
partment's
request
for
coverage
of
United
Television
The vealed
company
president
also
retelevision's development, the the San Francisco Peace Treaty." York, when his organization
that TV set sales are on the of
network operator can sell pracIn concluding, Mr. Witting Old American Barn Dance soldto
al the time he can clear,
upswing again. Responsible fac- but thetical ytrouble
lies in the fact pointed up that "we — all of us — WWJ-TV Detroit for sponsorship
tors, he said, were the linking of that he cannot clear
much. There are part of a group that has with- by the E&B Beer Co.
east and west coasts by microwave
in four short years set up and
relay, the recent power increases is only one solution to the problem,
Significance of the sale, Mr.
granted by the FCC which allow namely, a thawing of the freeze." started rolling a vast and promis- King felt, is that the brewer plans
ing industry, and we have done to present two half-hours weekly
"Someone in New York," he
programs to be transmitted to prerather than following the usual,
viously non-television areas, and
the improvement of TV receivers
once-weekly schedule. This is but
which also enables people at
a forerunner
purchases which ofMr.many
King similar
anticipated
greater distances from transmitters to join television audiences.
since his sales representatives reProduction of TV sets will drop
ported that local sponsors in particular seem tothanwantweekly
more programs
pin-point
from the 7M; million of last year
saturation
to about 5 million for 1951, Dr.
can give them.
DuMont said, because of the shortage of necessary materials and the
Another indication of the doublneed
ing-up
United
TV officialsby
tion. for greater defense producsay, istrend,
Chicago
sponsorship
the De Met Pontiac Co. of Royal
Addressing members of Robert
Playhouse film series. Two of the
Morris Assoc., banking and credit
half-hour dramas have been shown
association, which met. in New
in succession for the past several
York last week, Dr. DuMont reweeks, rather than separating the
iterated his belief that television's
shows over a long span.
biggest
problems
today freeze,
are the and
result of the
construction
Playhouse also has been
explained the DuMont alternative WES FESLER (r), new head football coach at U. of Minnesota, makes his soldRoyal
to WOW-TV Omaha for the
plan for allocating new channels. debut with his full hour Football With Fesler show over WTCN-TV Min- Dexter
Washing Machine Co.,
He d'scussed color television also, neapolis-St. Paul. Among guests on first show Sept. 17 are John S. PillsDancer-Fitzgerald- Sample,
predicting that it will be some time bury, retired Pillsbury Mills chairman of the board, and Charles Johnson, through
Mr.
King
Series started
Minneapolis Star & Tribune. Show is sponsored by in Omaha announced.
before wide-spread public use of executive sports editor,
last week.
the Dayton Co., department store.
color television is affected. 1
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750.000 folks stood on thetr^hecau^ol

WflMV/

was the kflsto^polfdi in the (^). ..it ma^
~q — scratch-proof. ..ei/en on
could change color
^

ou put it on all 01/ er. ypu
of i[our

hijfju^t usin^ g

rli-fWht color o£ ^SjSpI^ p^ 3 brgh j-inei^^^on ynur
fii/ery time you used it/ But (iSi) 's adi/ertiW
yjf^was so ^VMalL^^tka-!: hardlt| a^bodtf had fwhflird
nl It . . . ohlt[ tke wdamcfia Auner Q of (frg?) ^nd a
■Crw ftlose.-ftiewdsi But okq clay,ike* ^

had a b^ht

ffi&Ske
on iff put -thai little S|| to work buying a MpU
oiks m the Skw Awtowio**
trade area were so^

•'CONSCIOUS, tkat: they practTcalfu

qtnod ohtlieii^yWiti? joy over this wonderful hew idea in
/
kloMore worry about scratches ...your
Coulol watch ^Yt?^^-

n"p day^fieh. infl hP*fc/

Q n-P (^g) has a BIG advertising
*hd murl bfofo Bank account/..
ro

ro

AMD 50 CAN YOU/ W0AI-T1/ Joes it PEST/
*Uf Course, SHme-M-Up is fictional, but it
havens every day with OTHER ^ood
products on rv
WOAI-TV/
#*Amenca'sfastest^rowmg major* city/
Represented Nationally By
Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
• LOS ANGELES
• ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK
DALLAS• CHICAGO
• SAN FRANCISCO
• DETROIT
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r
NT Board Screens

Bless
our busy
little
channel/

After
it's the only
in town.
So weall,dispense
aboutoneeverything
everybody wants to see and hear.
That
500,00013
viewers."everybody"
They just issit aatvast
Channel
and capture the best from all four
television networks :
NBC • CBS • ABC • DTN
and bless our
faithful...

TOLEDO TV TUNERS
.in. . asbut bonus
we don'tcoverage
stop there.viewers
We tossin
Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
Our advertisers are as faithful as our
viewers. We've got 'em by the scads,
but there's always room for "just
one
stance.more.'' Room for you, for in-

telestatus
TV SHOWS Howdy Doody and
Captain Video have been ranked as
"objectionable" program fare for
children, with Bride and Groom
and Juvenile Jury the same for
adults by the National Television
Review Board, which meets in Chicago in cooperation with Television
Forecast, fan magazine.
The board in its third report
listed objectionable programs for
the first time. Heretofore, it listed
only those TV shows which it approved in two classes, children and
adult.
"Variable" programs, which
fluctuate between "approved" and
"objectionable," were cited as, for
youngsters, Cisco Kid; Cliff Norton; comedy circus film, Foodini
the Great; Space Cadet Tom
Corbett. Those for adults were
Charlie Wild, Comedy Hour, Crime
Photographer, Danger, E 11 ery
Queen, Eloise Salutes the Stars,
Front Page Detective, Ken Murray,
Lights Out, Man Against Crime,
Martin Kane, Milton Berle, Show
Goes On, Stork Club, Suspense,
Talent Scouts, This Is Show Business, Two Girls Named Smith,
Web, What's
My Wrestling
Line, Wrestling
From
Marigold,
From
Rainbo and Your Show of Shows.
Martin O. Shaughnessy, manCity

Programs' Content
(Report 185)
aging editor of Forecast and a
member of the board, said the State
Parent-Teacher Assn. is sending
copies of the show ratings to 2,400
"key people." The reviewing group
has had "many requests" for the
report from educators, he said.
The board, organized a year ago,
is comprised of business and clergymen, sports leaders, club workers
and family heads, he said. Its
function is "to view current shows,
rate them, and make recommendations to families owning sets and to
issue reports of their findings to
program managers, sponsors and
agencies nationally."

NBC-TV comedian had dropped
from ence54.4for Oct.
with 2 87.2%
audito 45.4ofandthe 71.2%
for Oct. 9. The Frank Sinatra Show
received a 13.4 rating with 21% of
the TV-owners dialed to the latter
show.
Hooperating for New York City
indicated that the Sinatra show
cost Mr. Berle 22.1 points when the
singer got an 18.2 rating with a
31.7% share of the audience as
comparedand with
35.0
rating
60.9%the ofcomedian's
the audience.
The Berle Hooperating in New
York for the previous week was
57.1 with 90.2% for his share of
audience.

Sinatra Show Chips
Berle's Block
FRANK SINATRA knocked nine
points
Berle's
Tuesday offnightMilton
and cost
him arating
16%
loss of audience when the singer
resumed his CBS-TV show for the
1951-52 season, CBS-TV reported
last
week on the basis of a Trendex
survey.
Trendex made a special survey
of the 10 largest TV markets, all
multi-station cities with Chicago
as the western-most area, and reported that their rating for the

Texas Cable Will
Be Ready In 1952
NEW CABLE of eight coaxial
tubes was opened last week between Dallas and Houston, according to an announcement from the
Long Lines department of AT&T.
Four of the tubes will be used
for intercity television channels,
scheduled for service late in 1952.
The cable's construction cost was
$6,800,000, including one main and
33 auxiliary repeater stations along
the 251-mile route.

Weekly Television Summary — October 15, 1951— telecasting survey
in Area City Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
Louisville
KOB-TV
Matamoros
(Mexico), WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
103,799
Ames
WOI-TV
68,025
Atlanta
115,000
9,450 Memphis ille, Tex. XELD-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV. WLTV
WMCT
WTVJ
313,889
Baltimore
10,500
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
W
MAR-TV
Miami
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
98,769
43,115
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee Paul
Birmingham
257,607
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
62,500
Minn.-St.
WTTV
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Bloomington
86,300
WSM-TV
18,400 Nashville
275,600
WBZ-TV. WNAC-TV
Boston
766,492
Buffalo
New Haven
40,070
WNHC-TV
WWBTV
BEN -TV
WDSU-TV
221,972
188,000
New
Orleans
Charlotte
89,134
Chicago
New
York
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
969,423
Just say the word . . . Cincinnati
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WOR-TV,
WPIX
62,150
WATV
305,000
WCPO-TV.WNBK,
WKRC-TV. WLWT
510,922 Newark
Cleveland
WEWS,
Norfolk
2,500,000
Columbus
229,000 Oklahoma
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
Dallas,
WKY-TV
City WTAR-TV
81,556
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Ft. Worth WOC-TV
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
91,786
Davenport
99,955
KPHO-TV
WDTV
Phoenix
Include Davenport,
Moline, Rock Ise.,
Pittsburgh
883,000
Quad Citie , WHIO-TV,
WLWD
210,000
Dayton
Providence
WTVR
WJAR-TV
642,567
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
300,000
Detroit
40,100
Richmond
WICU
Erie
165,000
74,375 Rochester
WHAM-TV
Ft.Dallas
WorthRock Island
WHBF-TV
95,071
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
91,010
nclude
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Cities KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Moline62,263
Salt Quad
Lake City
Grand
Rapids- WLAV-TV
146,181 San
Kalamazoo
55,300
Antonio
Greensboro
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
San
Diego
WFMY-TV
78,463
Houston
KFMB-TV
52,826
KPRC-TV
Schenectady
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
111,985
San
Francisco
84,129
HuntingtonWRGB
55,350 Albany-Troy
Charleston WSAZ-TV
171,250
233,025
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
KING-TV
40,000 Seattle
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
St. Louis
KSD-TV
106,796
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
WHEN,
Kalamazoo
129,276
127,000
Toledo
WKTV WSYR-TV
KOTV
WSPD-TV
146,181
WKZO-TV
Grand
Rapid
Tulsb
143,558 Syracuse
Kansas
City
WDAF-TV
Utica-Rome
Lancaster
113,243 Washington
WGAl-TV
Lansing
WMAL-TV,
53,000
W JIM-TV
65,000 Wilmington
WDEL-TV WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG 288,650
84,275
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
80,877
KTLA, KTSL,KFI-TV,
KTTV KLAC-TV, KNBH
,033,899 on Air 109*
Total
Markets
on AirMatamoros,
64*
Total Stations
Estimated Sets in Use 13,729,000
* Includes
XELD-TV
Mexico.
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
television
area.
Where
coverage
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
duplicated. Since
Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulationareascommittees,
Nat. Sales Hq. 488 Madison Avenue, partially
and
manufacturers.
necessarily
approximate. many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
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DO

YOU

(OR
IN
AND

WANT

58,560)

TV

WESTERN

HOMES

MICHIGAN

NORTHERN

There are two television stations serving the 24county area of Western Michigan and Northern
Indiana; WKZO-TV, Channel 3 and Station "B".
The respective transmitters are located 25 miles
apart. There is an approximate coverage duplication of 40% in the high intensity area.
When two stations serve substantially the same
area, it becomes important to determine who
covers what, and how much. Under these circumstances, the .1 MV contour method is an outmoded
device. Most people in the business agree that
BMB developed the only satisfactory yardstick
to determine circulation in radio. That method,
we believe,
ment in TV.is the only solution to audience measureDuring May and June, Jay & Graham Research,
Inc. conducted a Videodex diary study using the
BMB method covering television homes in 18
Western Michigan and 6 Northern Indiana counties. Fifty or more diaries were tabulated in every
county except one; one hundred and twenty-five
were distributed in Kent County (Grand Rapids).
The result was smashing proof of the WKZO-TV
audience area showing all counties wherein 15%
or more television families view WKZO-TV at least
6 nighttime hours a week!
The chart at the right shows the results: 90,581
TV families in the 24-county area view WKZO-TV;
58,560 families view Station "B". Thus WKZOTV delivers 32,021, or 54.7%, more Western Michigan and Northern Indiana television homes than
Station "B"/
This Videodex Survey, using the time-tested BMB
technique, is a must for anyone interested in television. Write direct or ask Avery-Knodel for your
free copy, today!

90,581

INDIANA?

videodex
report
Percent of Viewing in TV Homes
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana
County
WKZO-TV
Nighttime Audience
Nighttime Audience
TV Families*
Families
Barry
Families
61.5
%
%
MICHIGAN
67.0
Allegan
76.9
**
4,055 Station "B"
73.0
5,071
6,594
2,353
Berrien
45.8
3,512
2,564
915
Branch
3.770
8,231
1.406
12.2
398
68.1
Calhoun
5.9
75.5
15,504
2,064
12,775
82.4
Cass
2,462
Eaton
63.0
20.0
****
3,261
1,058
43.6
72.4
Hillsdale
3.333
5,290
Ionia
1,984
1,436
77.3
972
36.7
Jackson
17.6
2,133
2,534
5,813
Kalamazoo
74.6
5.9
1.529
12,733
16,473
8,690
67.6
37.3
13,560
27,121
41.0
Kent
36,355
Montcalm
48.6
2,648
Muskegon
1,606
Newaygo
**
12.360
3,917
7,008
63.2
33.9
56.7
6,007
964
1.798
67;5
62.5
Ottawa
2,845
71.0
St. Joseph
43.6
5.360
4,963
7,940
Van Buren
2.773
3,367
2,391
2.143
4,916
56.4
INDIANA
****
64.3
DeKalb
1.266
**76
32.5
Elkhart
1,969
Kosciusko
2,978
52.0
9,162
LaGrange
981
5.3
2,149
1,117
73.9
**
68.4
1,434
Noble
1,945
1,437
73.3
121
6.7
Steuben
1,326
1,809
90,581
TOTAL
167,584
58,560

*TV setBroadcasting
figures supplied
by dealers
and distributors
Fetzer
Company
and confirmed
by Jay as& compiled
Graham Re-by
search, Inc., who maintains access to the warranty cards showing delivery
of television sets by major manufacturers.

** Measures less than 5%. In three counties, Michigan television Station "C" showedwasviewing
however,of since
its degree
of penetration
of littlegreater
value than
to the5%;pertinence
this study,
detailed figures were not included.
WKZO

ALL
FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

THREE

OWNED

AND

frit and
IN KALAMAZOO
GREATER
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS)
OPERATED BY

BROADCASTING
COMPANY
INC., EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

film

report

RADIO'S Lonesome Gal, Jean King,
will be the subject of a full-length
feature film to be produced by
MGM. The film will be based on the
story
of Miss King's
with
her transcribed
series,success
introduced
to radio audiences four years ago
via WING Dayton, Ohio, and now
heard on approximately 50 stations
throughout the country on a local
sponsorship basis. Sam Zimbalist
is producing the film.
Rights to a syndicated sciencefiction comic strip, Rick Kane,
Space Marshal, were bought by
George Foley and Richard Gordon
Inc., New York TV production firm.
Films will run five times weekly
for 15 minutes.
Science fiction also enters into
Kid Magic, a new TV film series
being produced
by Aladdin
Television Productions,
Hollywood.
Other major elements in the series
of 13 films are "magic and adventure." Scripts
David Kasday
in theby
title role.
were stars
written
Arthur
Brown
and
Betty
Helvenston.
The adventurous life of Dick
Tracy goes into its second series
of seven episodes at P. K. Palmer
Productions under supervision of
Snader Telescriptions Corp. Snader
recently completed re-filming the
first six episodes, originally produced by Palmer. Bob Snader and
Herb Mou'ton will directly supervise the second group. Art director
is Rudi Field.
Illustrate Inc. is the new name
of Telecomics Inc. Hollywood offices
are at 1532 Cahuenga Blvd. and
New York offices were recently
opened at 270 Park Ave. TeleComics series is now showing in
five markets— on WKY-TV Oklahoma City, KOTV (TV) Tulsa,
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles, KRLD
(TV) Dallas, and KPIX (TV) San
Francisco.
New headquarters for Gene
Autry's
enterprises
Sunset various
Blvd., Los
Angeles,at 6920
will
house Flying A Productions from
now on. Firm was formerly located
at
6900 picture
Sunset outfit,
Blvd. Mr.
motion
Gene Autry's
Autry
Productions, will remain at Columbia Studios, 1438 N. Gower St.

.

.

.

Sales & Production . . .
ALEXANDER FILM Co., Colorado
Springs,
has Central
completedDiv.TVof Avco
films
for American
Mfg. Corp.; Apex Electrical Mfg.
Co.; Continental Airlines; Uncle
Sam Breakfast Food Co.; Fisher
Brewing Co.; Drexel Furniture Co.;
Genessee
Co. Inc.;Milling
Ameri-&
can StoveBrewing
Co.; Colorado
Elevator Co.; Ralston-Purina Co.;
Rival Mfg. Co.; Timken-Detroit
Axle Co., and Union Pacific R. R.
BING CROSBY Enterprises, Los
Angeles, completed second group
of six TV films in Rebound dramatic series. Next group goes into
production Oct 23.
SNADER Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, completed
of telescriptions featuring series
the Bobcats,
local instrumentalists.
* * *
JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions,
Hollywood, purchased Alibi, original TV play by Monroe Manning
and
John Kohn, for Hollywood
Theatre.
DUDLEY TV Corp., Hollywood,
signed
Lloyd Detective
Bridges for
International
series.lead in

FIRST-RUN FILMS
WLWT Reports Response
AUDIENCE and station reaction
to
Cincinnati's
newlyWLWT
launched(TV)
Family
Theatre
of first-run television films has
proved highly gratifying, Crosley
Broadcasting
Corp. executives revealed last week.
Films aired on WLWT and other
Crosley outlets — WL WD (T V )
Dayton and WLWC (TV) Columbus— have drawn inquiries from
TV outlets in New Orleans, Louisville,delphiaMinneapolis,
Omaha,Inquiries
Philaand Syracuse.
sought out format used by Crosley.
According to a survey by the
Crosley research department, 82%
of the Cincinnati audience watch
late-hour movies. Hollywood-style
premiere
"The Story
of GIa Joe"
on Family.ofTheatre
compiled
35.6
rating, compared with a 28.9% for
Your Show of Shows on NBC-TV.
Total of 88% of the audience reported they were aware that
WLWT was showing first-run films.
MOTION
Station held a party after premiere
the first in series of 66 films to be
PICTURES
shown, with Actor Burgess Merefor
dith as guest of honor.
V
T
• SHORTS
• 2 REELERS
• GASOLINE?
write
fully for . FEATURE PICTURES
WILBUR
SIR
EEC H PRODUCTIONS
descriptive
•0• catalog
. - * EDUCATIONAL
ui icir a i c
MUSICALS
TV FILM COMMERCIALS •
: International 16 MM Corp.
• 165 West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
1697 BROADWAY, N. Y. • JUDSON 2-3816
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SERVE
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AS A RUNNING
TORY OF THE
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AVAILABLE

WILL

FEATURES

FILMS
FOR

DIREC-

CURRENT
& PROGRAMS
SHOWINGS.

Every month you will find the
newest and best TV films in
TELECASTING, the weekly
market place of all the television executives who make all
the decisions all of the time.
BROADCASTING •TELECASTING
870 NATIONAL PRESS BUILDING
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
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FILMS

Explorers Pictures
45NEWWEST YORK
45TH STREET
CITY
LU 2-4717—
J U 6-4674
JULES
B. WEILL,
PRES.

THE BIG GAME HUNT. A package of twenty-six half hour subjects featuring Osa Johnson.
Packed with thrills and adventure aimed at every member
of the family. Also available
in four full length features . . .
Congorilla, Baboona, I Married
Adventure, Borneo.

Post Pictures Corp.
115 W.YORK45TH19, STREET
NEW
N. Y.
LUdlow
2-4870

DREAMING OUT LOUD, starring
LUM 'N' ABNER,
LANGFORD,
FRANK FRANCES
CRAVEN,
and PHIL HARRIS, is just one
of 6 BIG features in our succes -tested Lfor
UM 'N'17 ABNER
series. On radio
years,
LUM 'N' ABNER have a readymade audience just waiting to
see 'em. Clients, Agencies, and
Stations
thinkLOUD
they'rewhenall
DREAMINGwill OUT
they see this "natural" on film!

Telecast Films, Inc.
112
NEW WESTYORK48TH6-5480
19, STREET
N. Y.
JUdson

A SERIES OF HISTORICAL
ACTION DRAMAS, starring Tom
Keene, Rita Hayworth and
others. This is a group of costume plays Each
that willstoryplease
audiences.
has alla
background
of historical
fact
and
is dramatized
in a most
entertaining manner. Stirring
passages
from the pages of the
colorful past.

AND

FEATURES

Sterling Television Co., Inc.
PRODUCED
SAUL J. STREET
TURELL,
316
WESTBY: 57TH
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.— JU 6-3750

KING'S CROSSROADS— 26 half
hour programs
on film
. . . Fea-TV
tures Carl King,
popular
host, with
his
selection
unusual film subjects . . .ofMore
than tion
$2,000,000
in
film
producprogrammed properly for
TV for the first time. Tailormadetion— never
for acommercial
inserbreak in program
continuity.
available forSpecial
screening.programs

NEW TV FIRST . . . these 10
Hollywood
well
known
stars Features
are now with
available
for
showing.
Caged
Fury
.
Fear in The Night . . . Shaggy. .
. . . Take It Big . . . Swamp
Fire . . . Tornado . . . Wrecking
Crew . . . Wildcat . . . Follow
That
Also ready and
Specialty45 WEST
Television
Films, Inc. recentlyWoman.
produced
Man TheIn
45TH STREET
Black,
Room
To
Let,areWhat
NEW YORK
CITY
Butler Saw.
LU 2-4717— JU 6-4674

MARLENE DIETRICH
'KNIGHT
ROBERTand DONAT
Unity
Corp.
1501 Television
BROADWAY,
N-W
YORK
36, N. Y.
LOngacre 4-8234

WITHOUT
An Alexander
Production Korda
ARMOR'

For more information please write direct to the distributors.
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WSAZ-TV

OF THE/

ngpP
"p

un

H MARKET
ABC— CBS — N BC— DTN
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY

WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
One of the Nation's Oldest Stations

MORE LISTENERS
Than All Stations
Combined
IN THE
W. Va.,Ky.,and Ohio
Tri-Stare Area*
•by C. E. HOOPER 1951
5000 WATTS— 930 KC
ABC PROGRAMS
Represented by
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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LAWRENCE
LAWRENCE tri-color TV tubes
are
and
new "insetsprocess
utilizingof production"
them for blackand-white as well as color reception should be on the market by the
first of the year.
The announcement came Tuesday from Richard Hodgson, president ofdiary,
Paramount
Pictures' Labs.,
subsiChromatic Television
whose recently acquired plant at
Conn.,theis being
converted
toStamford,
manufacture
new color
tubes
[B • T, Sept. 24]. Complaining
that his offices have been "deluged
with tionrequests"
for fuller tube
informaabout the Lawrence
ever
since word of it was issued, Mr.
Hodgson issued a summary of what
he considered its salient points.
The Lawrence tube, he explained,
can receive any presently proposed
color system and automatically can
receive either black and white or
color
telecasts.now Anyon the
"goodmarket
quality"
TV receiver
can
be made to receive both black-andwhite and CBS color by insertion
of the tube, the addition of an
adapter, and by making minor circuit minates
adjustments.
The mechanical
tube elineed for the
drum or disc currently used in
receivers for the CBS system.
Costs Compared
Cost of producing the tube, which
has been described as uniquely
simple, will not be substantially
higher than production costs for
standard black and white tubes of
comparable size. Mr. Hodgson said
itto was
"impossible,"
date,
estimate
accurately atthethis
ultimate
price list of one tube, however.
New sets incorporating the tube
will cost, Mr. Hodgson estimates,
about 15% more to produce than
the same size black-and-white receivers. Each color system added
to commercial standards will require additional circuit changes in
future sets, however, and costs will
increase proportionately.
The Stamford plant of Chromatic Labs, has been producing the
black-and-white tubes and is now
only in the process of conversion
to color-tube manufacture. Although mass production will involve a normal number of operating problems, Mr. Hodgson believes
the simplicity of the Lawrence
tube will minimize delays and result in quantity production by
January. He estimates that new
color sets using the Lawrence tube
should, as a result, be available to
the public in early 1952.
The Lawrence model is a single
gun tube, which
allowsaddition
for com-of
paratively inexpensive
other guns because of the acceleration lens structure, it was explained. Unlike other color tubes,
it has no masking, thus allowing
for full utilization of all electrons
rather than the loss — which
mounts to 80 percent in some
tubes — of electrons and resulting

In Process of Production
TUBE
problems with brightness. There viewing face in narrow parallel
strips — red, green, and blue. The
is no problem
of mechanical
tration of colors
within the registube, strips and associated wire grid can
he explained, since it has a unique run together horizontally or vertically; they do not necessarily have
manufacturing tolerance of 10 to 1, to be laid
down in strips.
which permits
simplicity
of manuThe only tube in existence at
facture and use
of conventional
this timeatories isat thein Paramount
the televisionbuilding,
laborproduction tooling techniques.
Another economy inherent in the New York.
This
tube
is
a
handdesign — besides low production built, open pump tube constructed
costs — is its use of post deflection in Dr. Lawrence's garage-workshop
acceleration and focusing prin- by the inventor.
ciples which, in turn, make possible
In black-and-white
size, it is equivalent
to acolor
19designies in the
simplifications
and economtube. The
television
de- inch
structure is at present housed in
flectionstandard
circuits.
laboratory-type test
The tube applies, for the first a demountable
Because it is not, at present,
time, a new concept of electron inset-up.
a sealed-off vacuum type shell,
opticsdirection
and permits
controlin functional inefficiencies are introand
over theprecise
electrons
duced in the phosphors and electron
the tube,flection
operating
on
a
post
Obviously, Mr. Hodgson said,
acceleration principle, de-he guns.
the sealed-off tube will result in
said. tionThevoltages
postaredeflection
pictures and imapplied toacceleraa grid much brighter
the color saturation. It is
located behind the viewing face expectedprove that
sealed-off
of the tube which accelerate and be available in November. tubes will
direct the electrons to intercept
Noson purpose
is served,a Mr.
Hodgthe appropriate color phosphors desaid, in comparing
laboratory
posited on the viewing face.
tube which
with have
the sealed
In the present tube, the color open-pump
vacuum tubes
been
phosphors are laid down on the demonstrated by others at their
advanced stage of development. The
color fidelity and registration of
the Lawrence
"substantially superior totubeotheris tubes
in a
COLOR SPONSOR
G-F Takes CBS Show similar stage of laboratory development," he added.
GENERAL FOODS, through
Young & Rubicam, New York, becomes the first to sponsor color
television — outside of the premiere CROSLBY BID
FCC Refuses Test
— when it backs a one-time quarterhour
over CBS (Tuesday).
from 4:45-5 p.m. FOR THE THIRD time the FCC
EST tomorrow
has turned down a TV station which
As the one-time stand would in- wanted
day. to broadcast non-authorized
dicate,
General
Foods'
move
is
incolor
signals during its broadcast
tended more for publicity than actual delivery of a commercial. The
permission
to doCorp.
just
organization is using the show, to thatIn todenying
Broadcasting
be called Pie in the Sky, to launch for its Crosley
WLWT
(TV)
Cincinnati
a new pie-filling product, colorful [B • T, Sept. 24], the Commission
enough to appear to full advantage called attention to the fact that it
on the medium. Program will star has consistently turned down such
Jackie
Kelk and feature Murray requests.
Moonbeam.
It referred to its refusal to perNetwork doesn't
expect active
mit NBC to telecast the dot sequensponsorship
of its colorcasts
until
system of compatible color TV
enough sets are on the market to over tialWNBW
Washington in
establish an audience for the me- October 1950 (TV)
and also its refusal
dium, which cannot be received in to permit Philco Corp.'s WPTZ
black-and-white without adapters. (TV) Philadelphia to do the same
in August 1951.
CBS-TV
expands
vision schedule
to 12its% color
hourstele-a
Crosley had obtained permission
week starting today (Monday) and to telecast what the Commission
spokesmen said additional color calls "non-standard color" outside
plans will be announced shortly and broadcast hours, but wanted perthat the schedule will reach 20
mis ion to transmit the NTSC composite System during its 7:30-1:30
hours a week "by the end of fall." a.m. broadcast
Color programs to be added to- public reaction. day in order to get
day are a half-hour film feature
to be presented Monday through
Friday at 5-5:30 p.m., and The Fri., 4:30-5 p.m.; New Horizons,
Whistling Wizard, featuring the a natural history program featurwhich started
Baird puppets, in the 5:30-5:45 Oct. ing6IvanandSanderson,
seen Saturday 10p.m. period
Mondayprogram
throughwillFri-be 10:30 a.m.; isSaturday
day. The puppet
games ; and Mike afternoon
and Buff,
boosted to a half-hour starting Nov. football
Monday
through Friday,
19. Color shows already being aired carried
10:30-11
p.m.
include the Mel Torme Show, Mon.ROADCASTING
• Telecastini

TRUSCON . . . & tuuft* ojmi wi IWd
The maximum

(Hi
of everything
in radio

important
towers

Complete TV and FM service through
the air waves to Louisville and surrounding
territory— Kentucky's biggest and most
prosperous metropolitan market— is achieved by the outstanding combination of WAVE-TV and WRXW-FM.
The most popular network and local audio and video shows are broadcast from these stations by means
of a Truscon Self-Supporting Tower 569 feet high, of which 69 feet is an RCA FM-TV antenna.
The maximum of everything important in tower construction is embodied in this
Truscon job. Lessons learned through experience, observation, and co-ordination with leading
tower erectors during construction of hundreds of towers since 1934, are reflected in the
design, detail, and safe, simple field assembly and erection of all Truscon Steel Radio Towers.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient Truscon district office, or to our
THUS CON
home office in Youngstown, will bring you immediate, capable engineering
assistance on your tower problems. Call or write today.

ROADCASTING

TRUSCON® STEEL
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
• Telecasting

Youngstown 1, Ohio
October 15, 1951
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RECIPE

FOR

SUCCESS

Take Mary Lou Humphreys and Jean Siade. Mix
in a half hour of women's
news, fashion trends,
menu planning and best
buys for housewives, and
you'll come up with a best
buy for the advertiser who
wants to reach the great
homemakers audience.
It's "WHAT'S NEW"
daily from 1 1 :00 to 1 1 :30
on WHEN.

Say]*
TO YOUR NEAREST
KATZ AGENCY MAN
AND PUT "WHAT'S
NEW" TO WORK FOR
YOU!
WHEN
TELEVISION
SYRACUSE
CBS-ABODUMONT
OWNED BY THE
MEREDITH PUBLISHING CO.
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Paramount's
Test FILM EDITORS
TELEMETER TV
Gets FCC Grant
Jobs Loom in TV
(Also see story page 72)
ON-THE-AIR tests of Paramount Pictures' Telemeter system of subscription-TV were approved by the FCC last week [P> • T, Sept. 24, 3].
400 hours of
Non-public tests will be made from producer-owned KTLA (TV) Los APPROXIMATELY
television programs weekly
Angeles during midnight to 9 a.m. for a period of 90 days. Only six TV filmed
or 20,800 annually will be produced
receivers will be used to test out
the technicalities of the coin-operby
the TV filmfuture,"
industrySid "in
the
not-too-distant
Rogell,
ated system.
vice president, Jerry Fairbanks
This will make the third sub- Go, Go Ekco
day.
Productions, Hollywood, told AmerCOMMERCIAL organization
scription-TV system that has been
ican Cinema Editors last Wednestested since the beginning of this
for a TV show can be comyear — Zenith's Phonevision in Chipleted in a fast week, officials
He
compared these figures with
of Ekco Products Co., Chi775 hours total turned out last
Vision cagoin andNewSkiatron's
York areSubscriberthe other
cago, learned recently when
two.
year by trical
Hollywood
studiosfigures,
for thea-he
release. The
they purchased the first
Phonevision uses telephone lines
quarter-hour
of
the
CBS-TV
to send the impulse that clears up
pointed
out,
are
based
on
preFrank Sinatra Show. Their
diction of Brig. Gen. David the
Sarnoff,
the ted
"scrambled"
pictureSubscribertransmitRCA board chairman, who saw
from the station.
agency, Earl Ludgin Co., Chiultimate possibility of 70-80% of
Vision uses coded cards, similar to
cago, presented the purchase
TV programming on film.
IBM cards, but no telephone signal,
idea to Ekco on a Wednesday.
Turning to another phase of the
for the same purposes. The cards
Two days later, Ekco ordered
television film industry, Mr. Rogell
would be purchased through local
the purhcase and the agency
retail establishments or by mail.
emphasized
film
started preparing
comeditors
will the
play"major
in the role"
industry
Telemeter system consists of a coin
mercials Saturday.the
Monday,
because of their knowledge of speed
box on the set; when the correct
CBS-TV started clearing staand quality in production. This
amount of money is deposited, the
tions. Last Tuesday CBS-TV
knowledge
of "tailoring
scrambledup. transmitted picture is
ing entertainment
and andskilldoctorand
cleared
completed clearances by addcreativeness in ensuring fluidity of
ing Los Angeles and San
Zenith has been reported ready
Francisco on the West Coast
visual
film
to petition the FCC for commercial
editor, progression"
in fact, the makes
naturalthechoice
authorization of its system [B • T,
to the lineup three hours befor the director's post.
Sept. 24].
fore the show went on the
Although established directors
air.
Only other subscription-TV syswould be recruited from film stutemtailsreported
is
one
by
RCA.
Dedios,doushe pointed
out, inthethetremenwere never announced.
potentialities
field
As it has for the other tests, the
would provide room for creation of
FCC qualified its approval of the CBS TV CENTER
many new
directors from editors'
Telemeter tests to insure that Paraas well.
Construction Continues ranks,
mount did not: (1) Publicize the
Rogell spoke at the first in
tests to give the public the idea REPORTS that the proposed CBS a Mr.
of bi-monthly screenings
that the Telemeter system had been Television Center in Los Angeles of series
informative films at California
accepted as official; (2) consider has been stymied by a National Studios,
Hollywood.
are
the test authorization as meaning Production Authority turndown for designed to acquaintMeetings
ACE with
that the FCC accepted the prin- materials were branded as errone- new
film and TV developments.
ciple of subscription-TV in the
ous last week by Austin Joscelyn/
broadcast
bands or on the frequen- the network's West Coast director
cies involved.
of operations. (Story pag-e 48.)
PRODUCER TALKS
Mr. Joscelyn declared that inUnderway on Coast
clusion of CBS on this turndown
the lead of the Nalist was purely an NPA clerical FOLLOWING
WHUM REPLY
tional Society of Television ProFCC Sets Deadline error. Materials requested for the
ducers, whose existence it otherof 1951 had been apFCC gave WHUM Reading, Pa., last quarter
wise is ignoring, the newly-formed
proved by NPA several weeks ago Alliance
of Television Film Prountil Oct. 22 to reply to the protest and work
on
the
project
is
conducers last Friday met with IATSE
by WEEU of the same city against
tinuing without interruption, he representatives
in the first of a
granting WHUM an experimental said. When
completed,
the
TV
TV station in Reading.
projected with
serieslabor
of fact-finding
center will represent an investment meetings
and
WHUM had applied for an ex- exceeding $35 million. One set of guilds (see early story,unions
page 87).
perimental TV authorization on the TV studios are expected to be ready
Results
of
the
meetings,
planned
UHF band in September and pro- for use by fall of next year.
preliminarytiationsto between
later producers
contract negoposed to spend $500,000 on the staand
tion [B • T, Aug. 20]. WEEU
unions, are to be presented to an
protested that a grant would give Garden Bouts
ATFP membership meeting exWHUM a "foot in the door" for
pected to be held this week.
commercial operation, thus cir- WPIX (TV) New York will start
Open ducers,
to all organized
television because
film pro-of
cumventing the three - year - old its winter coverage of Madison
TV freeze [B • T, Sept. 24].
Square Garden events today (Mon- the need feltATFPfor
"truly
representworld's championship
ative" TV film producers group.
rodeo.day) withThetheindependent
outlet will
The other producers
group,
provide
television
with
more
than
WTVN Doubles Space
in the meantime was re115 Garden events on a five-nights NSTP, ported
preparingunions
to startandnegotiaDOUBLING its floor space, WTVN weekly schedule. Sponsor for half
tions with labor
guilds
(TV) Columbus, Ohio, has leased the sports coverage, from Oct. 15
fact - finding sessions
the entire 43d floor of the LeVeque to March 30, is P. Lorillard (Old following
during
the
past
several
weeks.
Lincoln Tower in Columbus for offi- Gold cigarettes) through Lennen Suggestions made at an earlier
ces. The programming, sales, pub- & Mitchell, New York. WPIX has meeting with representatives of the
licity and promotion, art and traffic
six announcers and 19 AFL Film Council are to be predepartments will be located there. assigned
sented to membership at the next
technicians to the project, to be
The main
studios onandtheexecuprobably next week
tive office office,
will remain
37th headed by Jack Murphy, director of meeting,
[B • T, Oct. 8].
floor of the same building.
sports.
ROADCASTING
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KROW
ALLOCATIONS
applicants.
ANOTHER request for oral hear- BayIn area
its legal argument
ing was filed with the FCC last againstmaking
the
reservation of Channel
Week, when KROW Oakland, Calif., 9 for noncommercial,
put in its affirmative case regarding TV, KROW pointed outeducational
that the
'the
tions.proposed San Francisco alloca- TV freeze was imposed for engineering reasons — to modify exist' Only others asking for oral hearing separation standards to overing thus far are WHCU Ithaca
come
interference
but that there
and the State of New Jersey [B • is no engineering —reason
requiring
T, Sept. 24].
the reservation of Channel 9 for
educators.
legalthe
d
KROW also questione
The public would be better served
San
proposal
ity of FCC's
on theforground
channels
Francisco
by making Channel 9 a commercial
facility,
KROW said.
^that itcantsandhave aother
VHF
priorBayrightareain appliReasoning
KROW's
briefa
Channels 9 and 11.
pointed up the invirtue
of having
! The Oakland station, together "multi-purpose" station in the area
with Paramount Pictures, CBS as distinguished from a "single
and Television California (Edwin
KROW educational
concludedstation.
educators
^Pauley, et al.), went through a TV purpose"
hearing in 1948 for the then two should be given a UHF reservaremaining channels in the San tion.
The KROW brief was one of 200
Fi'ancisco market.
. Under the FCC proposal, Channel filed during the past week in the
9 has been reserved for educational "paper"
allocations hearing. Total
TV and Channel 11 has been re- number filed as of Oct. 12 was 933.
Affirmative
filings involved westmoved from the area. The remainern cities like Reno, Las Vegas,
reserved
ing Channel 2 has been
Stockton, Sacramento, San
■for Don Lee Broadcasting System Fresno,
since before the hearing. That Francisco. Rebuttals were filed for
reservation is under dispute by the such cities as Indianapolis, Flint,
Lansing, Detroit, Toledo, Chicago.
Backing for Sen. Edwin C. JohnGood Timing
WAY BACK in mid-August
CBS BREAK HIT
when the New York Giants
In Sanabria Complaint
were trailing the Brooklyn
FCC last week rejected the claim
Dodgers by 13 y2 games,
that "This is the CBS Television
Oscar M. Lazrus, president
Network" repeated at every proof Benrus Watch Co., decided
gram change on the network, is
that despite the record the
nothing but an advertisement for
Giants might win the NaCBS-Columbia
TV sets. U. A. Sational League pennant. He
nabria, electronics pioneer and
signified his faith by sugpresident of American Television
gesting the signing of LaInc., Chicago had contended it is an
raine Day,LeowifeDurocher
of Giant's
unfair trade practice.
Manager
and
So serious is Mr. Sanabria, that
a movie star in her own
he asked the FCC two weeks ago
right, for mercial.
a Benrus
TV
comto suspend all CBS radio and TV
Benrus and J. D.
Tarcher produced the film
licenses and take "regulatory acand with the World Series at
tion to prevent such unfair profever pitch last week, Miss
cedure in the future."
FCC,tions didhowever,
said FCC
the allegaDay, pride of the Giants, was
not warrant
action.
pitching on commercials seen
The Commission suggested he comall over the country for the
Benrus Embraceable Watch.
plain to the FTC or try "private
litigation."

EQUIPMENT

GO

FILM EDITING
L*A B
STUDIO EQUIPMENT
Dealers for NEUMADE, DeVRY, AMPRO, KLIEGL, and MOVIOLA
1318 S. Wabash Ave.
WRITE
IROADCASTING

FOR

Chicago 5, III
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Asks Oral Hearing
son's (D-Col.)
thatbyeducational
needs
could be idea
served
requiring
commercial stations to devote a
percentage of their time for such
programs [B • T, Oct. 8] has come
from broadcasters-telecaster Edward Lamb, who owns WTOD
Toledo, WTVN (TV) Columbus,
Ohio, and WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.
Mr. Lamb, writing in the Oct. 13
Nation magazine, recommends that
stations allocate time for educational use, but educator permittees
be required
fied time. to build within a speciUHF PROMOTION
WAVZ Plan to FCC
A PLAN for community-wide promotion of UHF telecasting was
submitted to the FCC last week by
WAVZ-AM-FM New Haven, Conn.,
which has announced its intention
of applying
that
city. for a UHF station in
The report, which was requested
by FCC Vice Chairman Paul A.
Walker, stemmed from a conference held fortnight ago among
regional TVsentativdistributors
and repre-of
es ofthe local Chamber
Commerce. Glen McDaniel. president of Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn., also attended.
Inherent in the plan is a 10-point
course of action outlined for prospective licensees and a summary
of joint activity
may be undertaken by areawhich
distributors.
Its objective is to point the way
for building up the VHF audience,
with a view to a large potential
for both VHF and UHF, according
to Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ vice
president and general manager.
Highlights of the
recommendations
: plan are these
(1) siveUsepromotion
AM facilities
aggresof the TVforaudience;
(2) inform the public that present
TV receivers can be fitted inexpeno receiveUHFupper
rangetakechannels sand,ively twhen
stations
the
air, urge public to convert sets or
exchange them for UHF- VHF receivers; (3) use station's
merchandisingsiondepartment
to speed institutional
up converof UHF through
and personal contacts; (4) use newspaper, billboard and car card adver(5) organize toa UHF
contestbasedto
dramatizetising;conversion
on an offer to refund to every 50th
buyer of a converter the full cost
of the changeover; (6) supply dealers
and servicemen and also grocers with
posters plugging UHF; (7) print and
display logs for display in stores;
and (8)tion" evolve
"special
trick channel
promobased on No.
59— UHF
expected to be allocated to New
Haven.
Distributors are asked jointly
to take part in public demonstrations of UHF reception through use
of converters, exchange of information on UHF developments, fullpage
when thenewspaper
new stationadvertisements
goes on the
air and in a reporting system on
converter sales.

4,000 NEW TV
Families Every
Month!
That's the big
BONUS
AUDIENCE
You get when you buy

WOW-TV
OMAHA
Onefastest
of thegrowing
nation's
TV markets!
35,000 sets sold
this year, making a
total of more
than 88,000 NOW!
II
Thi
100,000
Ifbyin
pays
buy
'sto end
year
a rising
MARKET!
•

WOW-TV
Insurance Bldg., Omaha
Telephone WEbster 3400
Frank P. Fogarty, Gen'l Mgr.
Lyle DeMoss, Ass't Gen'l Mgr.
ANY JOHN BLAIR-TV OFFICE
or
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NBC Plan Reaction
(Continued from page 23)
NBC's
by NBC belief
affiliatesthatare values
such thatoffered
they
need
no
"must
buy"
for protection, and thatrequirement
reclassification— into groups of "primary,"
"supplementary" and "premium"
(or bonus) stations — provides "logfunctional"
groupings
reflectical,their
relative
values "which
to the
network
advertiser."
He also noted that stations were
put into their various new classifications on the basis of their ranking on some 18 different factors —
not including the penetration of
television. Further, he pointed out,
the 29 stations which formerly
comprised
group netdid
not
constitutethe a "basic"
truly national
work,
whereas
the
new
"primary"
group will consist of top audience
— outlets which will give reasonably
good national coverage.
At least
two of certain
NBC's innovations are deemed
to win
affiliates' approval — the network's
"Minute which
Man" plan
offering may
sustainers
the ofstations
record and sell locally either on a
sponsorship or spot announcement
basis, paying NBC a set fee only
when sales are made; and the
lengthening of the chainbreak on
a number of evening sustainers to
60 seconds, also for local selling.
Mr. Denny frankly conceded that
the Minute Man plan puts NBC
into competition with transcribed
program companies. Announcing it,

Look at
SPOT
TV
in the light of DAY
Daytime TV does more than build
big
it delivers
the
kind audiences
that look,— listen
and buy.
Success
storiesstations
from Blair-represented TV
show how
advertisers who are developing
franchises in daytime TV are get. . . quality . . .
results!ting Forquantityexample:
"The
Billie
Burke
Show" overthe
KTTV, Los Angeles, presents
first big "name" personality on
West Coast television . . . "Come
Into daytime,
the Kitchen",
KTTV in
the
now hasalso 17onsponsors.
For facts and figures, call your
Blair TV representative today!

BLAIR
NEW
YORK• DETROIT
> CHICAGO• LOS• ST.ANGELES
LOUIS
DALLASFRANCISCO
SAN
• JACKSONVILLE
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NBC pointed out that stations may
use the Minute Man programs as
sustainers
if they upon
aren'tsale,
sold fixed
and
will
be assessed,
charges signed
which
"will
be
at
levels
deto provide a much more
economical service than that available fromL.anySinn,
other executive
source." vice
John
president of Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
said
no surprise
that NBC
has "it
takenwas this
step because
the
whole trend in radio during the
past four
ward salesoratfivethe years
local has
level.been to"ZIV is delighted that NBC has
taken this
he continued,is good
"because betterstep,"
programming
for the entire industry. As for
Ziv'scourse
plans toforcontinue
the future,
it is
of
producing
the finest possible transcribed openendNorprograms,
and to have
sell them."
did NARTSR
formal
comment, other than the statement
that a membership meeting would
be held in New York today. Mr.
Denny, however, said NARTSR
should welcome the Minute Man
project because
it opens
new possibilities for station
revenues.
Thus far, it was reported late
last week,
the half
-hourandafter-an
noon KateonlySmith
Show
hour-long Saturday morning radio
version of Howdy Doody have been
definitely set as Minute Man programs. Several others will be
added — a total of 40 quarter-hours
a week is contemplated.
NBC's plan atto 100
add new
affiliates
—estimated
to 200—
did
not appear to be causing great concern to the largest of them all, Mutual (545 affiliates). MBS officials
would not comment formally but
left the impression they felt the
financial value of their cooperative
programs, as well as other MBS
attractions, plus difficulties they
forsee
expansionin NBC's
program,implementing
would operateits
against any wholesale raiding of
the Mutual affiliate list.
No CBS Comment
Nor did CBS have any comment.
On the itsubject
of "flexibility,"
however,
was pointed
out that
CBS Radio, though it does have a
buy" corresponding
plan, does nottohave
a"group
provision
the
new policy NBC set up in eliminating its "must buys." This new NBC
provision,
whilein giving
the advertiser free rein
designating
which
partcular stations he wants to use,
requireschase in network
that theoption
minimum
purtime must
be a combination of stations representing 75% of the gross cost of
the total continental NBC network
for the time period ordered.
NBC has estimated that an advertiser buying only the 40 to 50
"nrimary" stations would be spending only 80% of this minimum.
In one of its new features, NBC
is putting into effect a plan adopted
by CBS Radio a few weeks ago —
offering
programs to basis.
sponsors on specific
a one-time-or-more
ABC's
position
was
set
forth
a letter sent by Charles T. Ayers,in
vice president in charge of radio
sales, to advertisers and agencies.
It said: "It has been our prime ob-

emphasized that ABC had, nevertheless, issued a special rate card
on Sept. 1, 1949 covering the cost
of a specific time period for one
time, for two times, for 26 times on
an alternating week, and for 13
times on an every fourth week
basis.
"Obviously," he wrote, "such a
plan is designed to meet the needs
of an advertiser who may have special seasonal promotions and for
the company that wants to make
full use of network radio, but who
may not have sufficient appropriacontractwords,"
for 13 heweeks.
. ."
"Intion toother
explained,
"you
can
buy
any
number
of
weeks
of an established program in just ,
the same manner as you would
schedule a certain number of pages
Mr.
Ayres asserted the continued
inflexibility
a magazine."
of ABC Radio by sugesting, "If you
have ina any
particular
problem gnot
covered
of the
foregoing plans, I'd like to hear
Nature Not Disclosed
from
The you."
nature of the meeting of
NBC
affiliates
ChicagoTV—
coincident
withcalled
the forNARTB
code sessions there (story, page
71) — was not fully disclosed. The
meeting had been called prior to
the announcement of NBC's radio
blueprint, but there appeared little
doubt that the network's radio
moves would be brought into examination. Reports that Walter
Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee, was one
of those who set up the affiliates
meeting
confirmed.could not be immediately
The iates
TV meeting
phaseis ofexpected
the NBCto affildeal
with "contractual matters" which
some of the stations want to consider in advance of the NBC conNovember.vention at Boca Raton in late
NBC officials said they had not
been invited to the meeting, but it
was assumed
some
NBC representatives would
be available
for
discussions was Chicago affiliates.
The way
which will
NBC'saffectnewly
evolved
rate informula
the
network rates of specific affiliates
has not been disclosed to the stations as yet. This will be done on
a station-by-station basis through
personal visits by members of the
network's station relations department, under Station Relations Vice
President Carleton D. Smith. New
rates must be negotiated by the
network(Continued
with the onstations
page individu86)

FIRST TV show for Dinah Shore will
be carried by NBC-TV twice weekly
(Tuesday and Thursday), 7:30-45
p.m., starting Nov. 27, under sponsorship of Chevrolet dealers. Principals of contract signing are (I to r)
W. H. Case, vice president, Campbell-Ewald,
Shore,
whoseChevrolet's
new show agency;
originatesMissin
Hollywood; and W. G. Power, advertising manager of Chevrolet.
jective here at ABC to make this
network just as flexible as we
know how to make it."
"As long ago as Jan. 1, 1947,"
Mr. Ayers
wrote, "we
issueddiscounts
a rate
card
[to provide]
specific
for specific hand-tailored networks." For example, an advertiser
can earn a 25% discount by purhasing, on a the
half -hour
annual cbasis,
basic,evening
mountain,
and coast network which comprises some 50 metropolitan markets in network
time. Ad-as
ditional discountsoption
are earned
additional stations are used, to the
extent that a half-hour evening on
full network qualifies for a 37%%
discount on an annual basis.
"There have been no rigid grouprequirements
radioingnetwork
during onthethelastABC
several
years,"
Mr.
Ayres
said,
"and
such
advertisers as, to name a couple,
General Foods Corp. and the Kellogg Co. have taken good advanof this flexibility."
In tageannouncing
their pyramid
operation last March, he explained
that ABC pointed out an advertiser
could buy one participation one
time in one program, or he could
buy all four participations in all
four programs for 52 weeks, or any
combination thereof. An advertiser
could, in addition, select whatever
markets he wanted for coordination
with his sales and promotion plans.
"A specific example of this flexMr. Ayres Co.
offered,
"is the
Americanibility,"Chicle
for Clorets
which started on some 100 eastern
stations the first of last July. Clo- NDUSTRI AL FILMS
rets is now using some 250 ABC
TV SPOTS . . .
stations
coast 15,"
to coast."
"On Sept.
Mr. Ayres con- [PROGRAMS
tinued,part"weure iannounced
a
radical
den network broadcasting
involving co-sponsorship of daytime
serials — thus permitting one advertiser topurchase one-half sponsorship at exactly one-half the cost
of
and anon established
a network of'going
his ownconcern'
choos^^^625 Madison Av«
Noting that many advertisers
have, for some specific purpose in N.Y. 22, N.Y. • PLaxa 9-360C
the past, used one-time shots, he
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
ing."

RCA Color
(Continued from page 71)
ers. Also present was Brig. General David Sarnoff, RCA chairman.
Senator Johnson is chairman of the
Senate Committee on Interstate &
Foreign Commerce, has taken a
leading role in the color fight.
FCC Comr. Paul A. Walker
viewed the test Friday.
Congressmen saw the demonstrations Oct. 10. Diplomatic representatives and other
govern-11.
ment officials
were high
in Oct.
Armed Forces representatives saw
the tests Oct. 12 and 13.
This week's schedule calls for:
■Additional
government
Oct. 15; Washington
radioofficials,
attorneys and consulting engineers, Oct.
16 and 17. RCA dealers, distributors, local clients, etc., Oct. 17.
Other government officials and leading citizens, Oct. 18 and 19.
NT?C Group to View
On Oct. 17, NTSC Panel 17 (networking) wil view the Washington
showings. Frank Marx. ABC chief
engineer, is chairman of that ranel.
FCC Commissioners and staffmen
have been invited to attend.
Host at the first Washington
showing was Dr. Engstrom. In
answer
reported:to newsmen's questions he
(1) No one at RCA has seen the
Paramount-Chromatic tri-color tube
[B • T, Sept. 24]. However, RCA
experimented with the method used
— that of changi'isr voltages on a
grid up to 4,000,000 times a second

to change the colors on the face of
the tube — but turned it down in
favor colorof tube.the present three-gun tri(2) All color TV receiver plans
are based on the three-gun tricolor tube. In two or three years,
RCA may get into color tube production, but at the moment it is
awaiting the outcome of its fight
to have its color system approved
by (3)
FCC.Coaxial cable holds no fears
for RCA "dot sequential" color
system. A single rack of equipment with which RCA is able to
compress its 3.6 mc color video
frequency carrier down to 2.4 mc
to g-etaxialthecable color
through the cowas exhibited.
(4) Charge of $280 for each tricolor tube, quoted by CBS-Columbia
Sales Manager R. D. Payne last
month [B • T, Oct. 1], is the price
for a sample tube. It is not the
regular commercial price, which
will not be set until the tubes are
mass produced.
NBC in Washington received up
to 250 responses from the public
during first three days of tests.
All were highly complimentary,
NBC reported.
It was also obvious, NBC said,
that some respondents did not understand the nature of the tests.
For example, some wanted to know
why
they weren't receiving color
pictures
white sets.on their home black-andSubstantial number of respondents mentioned the improved black-

TRY

POST
FOR
TV

BETTER
FILMS

Dramas • Mysteries
Musicals • Comedies
and others
Send to Dept. BT-51 for our free list
of 16mm sound features and shorts
available for television.

Color Theatre-TV
COLOR theatre-TV will be demonstrated by RCA Oct. 16 in the Colonial Theatre, New York. Showing will be the first New York public demonstration of the largescreen theatre-TV potentialities of
RCA's
all-electronic
color TVcompatible,
system. Tests
will be
held at 9:45 a.m., and at 2 and
3:45 p.m. [B • T, Aug. 20].
and-white
pictures resulting from
the colorcasts.
Full-page
advertisements
in New
York and Washington
newspapers
asked the public to tune in, let RCA
know how it likea tne compatibility factor.
Ad was headed "Now You Can
Help Test
RCA Color
asked
for postcard
withTelevision,"
name
dress, age of set, size of screen,
type of antenna, day program seen,
how pictures compared with normal
reception.
New York Tests
In New York, RCA officials confirmed reports that enough tickets
have been requested to "more than
fill" available seats during the test
period
Oct. was8].
Public [Closed
reaction Circuit,
to the tests
obtainednairesthrough
questionissued to theprinted
audience
after
the show by Opinion Research
Corp., Princeton, N. J.
Atmosphere of the first New
York demonstration was somewhat
reserved, a fact that may be attributed to the morning hour, separation of audience into six groups,
heavy carpeting and low lighting
of the Center Theatre lounge.
Most viewers watched interestedly, but without animation.
An art student, who expressed a
particular interest in color in his
own field, said after the demonstraion:
true hueto nature,
but"Itat was
timesalmost
the blue
seemed
a bit too strong so that the reds
and yellows, in particular, lost
fidelity . . . Closeups were very
good, but in the overall picture,
some color was lost ... It was
superior to technicolor films, a bit
clearer and truer to nature . . .
farProgram
superiorhadto songstress
CBS color."Nanette
Fabray as mistress of ceremonies,
included novelty dancers Dorothy
Keller and Earl Barton, vocalists
Gail Manners and Arthur Maxwell,
George Burton's
fashionas
models,
etc. Ben lovebirds,
Grauer acted
commentator.
Transmissions were from WNBT
New York studios. A remote pickup from Palisades Amusement Park
across the Hudson River in New
Jersey featured a Scots bagpipe
band in bright red uniforms, tartans, kilts, etc.
This was the third series of color
demonstrations conducted by RCA
in the New York area. First showing was held July 9 for the press
and representatives of the radio
and TV industry. The second group
of tests in September was open
only
to broadcasters,
distributors
and dealers.adv<n-tisers,

Wn:e lor catalog ol Features.
Westerns, Serials, Cartoons.
LommonujERLTH
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NBC Plan Reaction
(Continued from page 84)
ally — a months.
process expected to take
several
Reaction to the NBC plan among
affiliates ranged from warmest
praise to outright hostility.
Among those friendly to the plan
was Martin B. Campbell, general
manager of WFAA Dallas, who
said the "new
in radio
operation,
salesconcept
practice,
price
structure and relations with affiliated stations as presented at
NBC's SPAC meeting in New York
last weekSees
has Renaissance
my endorsement."
In fact, he thought, the new
plan "should mean the renaissance
of network radio."
Mr. Campbell conceded there
were some features (which he did
not identify) that "I might not
like if taken separately," but he
believed that "on the whole the
plan makes sense."
All other networks, Mr. Campdo well
make bell
thethought,
same "would
basic study
and re-to
evaluation of their own operations."
G. Richard Shafto, vice president
and general manager of WIS Columbia, S. C, thought the plan
showed
of a practicalof
approach"prospects
to the continuation
network radio as an economical
and effective medium for national
products."
Mr. Shafto said, however, that
FREE
IfKennedy
the rating
on onrshowscompleted
13Donald
Cratff
mystery
starring
Woods,not filmed
especially
forany television,
does
beat
the
rating
of
mysterydetective
show inat anyend city,
of 13we weeks
(comparableTV time)
offer
your
show. sponsor 2nd run at no charge for
Immediate Delivery
first 13 '4-hour TV films
completed
Adrian Weiss Productions
present
CRAIG
KENNEDY
CRIMINOLOGIST
Starring
DONALD
WOODS
with
Sydney Mason and Lewis G. Wilson
Available
For National-Regional
or Local Sponsorship
LOUIS WEISS & COMPANY
655 N. Fairfax
Los Angeles
36, California
Phone: WEbster
5287
Write-Wire-Phone • Screening Prints Available
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he
formula infludoes
not "hoped
overlookthatthetheenormous
ence of station personalities upon
a local congregation of listeners."
"Listener response, and not the
slide rule, determine station value
to non-network advertisers," said
Mr. Shafto. "It is these local and
national spot advertisers who provide the basic — even the essential
— support for affiliate operation,
and this fact must be recognized in
any adjustment of station rates or
option
Georgehours."
M. Burbach, general manager of KSD St. Louis, said:
"Frankly we are favorably imwith NBC's
operatingpressedpolicies.
Severalproposed
innovations,
such
as
the
'Minute
Man
Plan,'
one-minute spots and other services,
should make radio advertising even
more attractive to advertisers and
affiliates."
The most fervent opposition to
the plan came from Wilbur M.
Havens, president and general manager of WMBG Richmond, who
said that if NBC makes its new
policies
it "appears
the
simplest stick,
solution
for all that
stations
would be to say, 'We want no NBC
contracts.'Sees" No Free Hours
"That way," said Mr. Havens,
"stations could then pay NBC for
what programs they took from the
network and NBC would be required
to pay the affiliates spot rates at
a reasonable discount or not more
than 40% off for all programs it
required for its advertisers, with
no Hr.freeHavens
hours."said he believed that
if 100 premium stations were added
to NBC, "present affiliates should
insist upon the removal of all option hours from NBC contracts."
"If NBC network future rates
will be determined upon a juggled,
manipulated
or so-called
basis of economics
and weighted
market
data,"
he
continued,
"stations
should insist that FM circulation
be included, based upon the affiliates' weighted, manipulated or jugIn gled
Mr.formulas."
Havens' opinion, "NBC
doesn't
a hootofhow
badly af-it
hurts thegiverevenue
existing
filiates or how much it dilutes the
spot revenue of present affiliates by
adding 100 or 200 bonus stations
which, after becoming network
affiliates and by virtue of their
network program service, will become serious competitors to the
present
If all affiliates."
affiliates cancelled their
NBC contracts and took NBC program service on the basis he suggested, Mr. Havens said, it would
mean that "affiliates would not be
paying for bonus stations programs and getting competition from
those stations in return."
The majority of NBC affiliates
reached by Broadcasting • Telecasting preferred to withhold comment on the network's economic
plan until they knew more about it
— more specifically until they could
find out what it would mean in dol-

Rep. Dill
Sheppard
on TV Cites
HITS NETWORKS
ARCH-FOE in Congress of radio networks' rebroadcasting rights —
Rep. Harry R. Sheppard (D-Calif.) — came up with more ammunition
last week in his anti-network crusade.
'new and conclusive evidence'
Rep. Sheppard told FCC he now
to show that the networks are en- tions not connected with the netgaging in"restraint of rebroadcastworks, as they are now doing."
programs."
Sen. Dill brcontinued,
reTheing of sponsor's
Congressman
is author of
oadcasting which I and "The
the other
legislation (HR 10 and HR 73) members of Congress
prepared
which would require the licensing the legislation had inwhomind,
were
of networks by FCC and which
would take the rebroadcasting the re-broadcasts of programs
originated
by
stations
or
controlled
rights away from the networks by stations through the voluntary
and place them in the hands of the agreements with sponsors. I hope
originating station or sponsor, you will press your bill for licensing
whoever assumes the greater cost the
networks so they can be effecofT, Jan.
the program
in question [B •
8].
Whiletivelycommenting
The new evidence, according to
regulated." on Rep. ShepSen. Dill freeze.
again
the Congressman, is a letter sent referredpard's
to proposal,
the television
him last
August
by ex-Sen. State,
ClarSen Dill said: "I still think there
ence C. Dill
of Washington
is no sionjustification
for ontheanyCommisoften called the
to refuse to act
applimunications Afather
ct of 1934.of the Comcations
for
television
stations,
Sen. Dill re-entered the Washington broadcast scene last summer simply
because
haven'tcan decided
wavetheylengths
be alwhen he soundly called down the how many
located to different
towns. cause
TeleCommission because it had failed
vision
stations
can
to give equal treatment to all parts interference with one never
another
like
of the country in the use of fre- radio stations do.
quencies for TV. He called for a
"For
that
reason
I
am
rather
partial thaw of the freeze to permit amazed that the Commissioners
at least part of the nation to have should allow themselves to be ensome service without undue delay
tangled in their own rulings to the
[B • T, July 2].
The Dill letter was in answer extent they can't take any action
for
a
period
more than three
to Rep. Sheppard's communication years, with theof indications
will
that asked
the
Senator's
interprebe
several
months
more beforeit they
tation of the re-broadcast rule in
the Act (Sec. 325 (a) ). With the doTheanything
or dependable."
Dill letterdefinite
was dated
Aug. 8.
request, Rep. Sheppard included
The material sent to the Commiscopies of his bills and his analyses.
sion cbyludedthe
Congressman
inIn his answer, Sen. Dill noted
as exhibits
in a casewasbefore
that when he worked on the Radio
the
FCC
on
the
interpretation
of
Act of 1927, predecessor to the 1934
asfiledaddi-by
re-write of the act, he did not — networktionalrebroadcasting
comments
to
those
"in fact could not" — foresee the de- WSAY Rochester, owned by Gordon
velopment ofradio networks to the P. Brown.
point
He now
said reached.
he never intended that
the networks "should be able to Chesnes Named
enforce such arbitrary rules on
sponsors of programs and all sta- PARAMOUNT Pictures Corp., New
York, last week announced the aplars and cents to them.
pointment ofAlbert A. Chesnes as
One multi-station operator said manager of Paramount's theatre
he had not been advised of the television department. Mr. Chesnes
details of the plan as it would — f or three years in charge of varipertain to his stations, but, he
ous aspects of company's theatre
added : "You can bet we won't take television operations — assumes
administrative and operational aumanager said he was
anyAnother
rate cuts."
thority over video recording service and installations of Paradeferring
find
out what ourjudgment
rates will"until
be and I what
mount's inter - film theatre TV
stations the network proposes to system.
addPlainly
in my the
area."chief causes of concern to most affiliates were (1) how WRIA Status
much would they gain or lose in the IN an initial decision, FCC Comr.
rate adjustment, and (2) whether Paul A. Walker last week proposed
any of the stations that NBC is to set aside revocation of WRIA
thinking of adding to its list would Caguas, P. R., and give it a clean
be within their coverage areas.
bill of health. Station had been
Whatever other advantages the cited for engineering and other
plan would bring to the affiliates, irregularities since it began
the network may find it tough to operation in 1946, and had its license revoked in November 1950.
sell its new practices to affiliates
who must take rate reductions Hearing before Comr. Walker was
and/or find themselves with new held in March 1951 in Puerto Rico.
NBC affiliates operating within WRIA operates on 1450 kc with
earshot of their own stations.
250 w, unlimited time.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasi

UNITED EXPANDS
King Reports on Status
UNITED Television Programs is
expandingto operations
is "in
business
stay, with and
the future
looking especially bright," the
firm'sBroadcasting
president, Gerald
King, has
told
• Telecasting.
Mr. King said Dick Dorson, vice
president of the TV film distribution company, who has sold his
stock interest in UTP to take on
other outside business activities,
will continue to work with the firm
on some properties.
The company, now solely owned
>by Standard Radio Transcription
Services and Edward Petry & Co.,
currently handles distribution and
sales for eight TV film production
companies.

TV IN THE CLASSROOM
Fall Semester Sees Increased Use
MANY commercial TV stations development will be stressed.
are increasing their educational
Registration for telecourses
programming
for the fall school started
8 at inMichigan
ExtensionOct.Center
Detroit U.'s
and
term.
the Extension Service at Ann
Among castireports
reaching
Broadng •Telecasting last week Arbor. Last year's series of 28
TV hours, on which six courses
were the following:
offered, won WWJ-TV two
WFIL-TV Philadelphia will ex- were
national
wards for public service.
pand itsfromschedule
of in-school
teleIn New
York,presented
The Living
casts
30 minutes
to one hour
board
will
three Blacktimes
and 15 minutes weekly. Three 25- weekly on beWPIX
(TV)— Monday,
minute programs will be directed Wednesday and Friday,
10:45-11
at the elementary and junior high
York's Board
Educa-of
pupils — on Tuesday, Wednesday a.m. New
tion is conducting
the ofseries
and Thursday at 9:20 a.m. begin- programs
on
liberal
arts,
guidance. science
Manning and
His World will be a andThevocational
WPIX telecasts will be seen
16.'
Oct.
separate cational
weekly
of the to
city'shave"homebound
show on quarter-hour
WFIL-TV. eduThe by 80% known
TV sets,
ROYAL VISIT
program begins Oct. 15, featuring aspupils"
well as hospitalized
children
and
Dr.
Wilton
M.
Krogman.
war
veterans
who
are completing
NBC, ABC to Cover Events
high
school
educations,
according
WFIL-TV's
adult
educational
FIRST international network tele- programs will be built around to Superintendent of Schools Wilcasts are being scheduled by NBC
liam Jansen.
Univesrity of the Air,
and ABC when Princess Elizabeth WFIL-TV
resumed Oct. 8, 11:10 a.m.-12
WATV's Programs
and the Duke of Edinburgh speak which
noon,
Monday
through
Friday.
A
at Windsor, Ont., today (Monday). full roster of programs is planned
In
cooperation
with the Newark,
NBC network will carry the
educa- N. J., Board of Education, WATV
event from 10:45-11:15 a.m. (EST) by Dr.tionalRoydirectorK.of Marshall,
the Philadelphia
(TV)
Newark
started
two series
with mobile pickup to be made Inquirer station. Each show will of educational TV programs
Oct. 8.
Titled
Science
Lesson
(Monday,
through
its
Detroit
affiliate,
WWJbe
conducted
by
faculty
members
TV.
from
colleges
and
universities
in
1-1:30
p.m.)
and
Report
to
Parents
ABC planned last week to carry the area. A schedule of the first (Wednesday, 12:30-1 p.m.), the
the ceremonies 10:45-11:15 a.m. semester's University of the Air programs
are prepared by the
Telecast will be transmitted from follows :
Museum, Dept. of LibrarCanada by microwave relay to Monday, 11:10 a.m., "Play Produc- Newark
ies, and Visual Aids and Radio
of the Board of Education
ABC's
which
tion for Community Teacher"; 11:30 Division
will thenWXYZ-TV
relay it to Detroit,
the network.
for viewing during the present
a.m., "Face the Music."
term.
Events planned for the Windsor
Tuesday, 11:10 a.m., "Your Govern- school
According to figures issued by
ments— Federal, State and Local";
reception of the royal couple inthe Newark board, 71.29c of local
clude presentation to them of Gov. 11:30 a.m., "Fine Arts."
children have TV receivers
Wednesday, 11:10 a.m., "It's Your inschool
G. Mennen Williams of Michigan Language";
their homes.
11:30 a.m., "Imprint of a
and
Detroit's
Mayor
Alfred
E.
Million
Years
of
Human
Affairs."
Cobo.
Withandemphasis
on entertainment
Thursday, 11:10 a.m., "Chemistry first
education
second, two
After the ceremonies, the heiress
11:30 a.m., "Conservation Boston U. professors are conductpresumptive to the British throne ofof Living";
Natural Resources."
and her consort will be televised as
ing popular
weekly shows over
Friday, 11:10 a.m., "Botany"; 11:30 WBZ-TV
Boston.
they inspect a section of the un- a.m.,
Got the English
Informality is the keynote, as
fortified international boundary on Bible,"(1)and"How(2) We
"Ancient
Books
and
the shows make liberal use of
a visit arranged at the request of Libraries."
Princess Elizabeth.
stylized backgrounds, freehand
U. of Michigan Series
sketches, moveable objects and
The U, of Michigan will present other props having little to do with
classroom techniques.
new series of "telecourses" on traditional
WOR-TV Extends Time aWWJ-TV
The professors are Dr. James
Detroit starting Sunday, Oct. 21, at 1 p.m. Courses for A. Wylie, associate professor of
EXPANSION of WOR-TV NewYork daytime schedule to start at the first 15 weeks include "Man education, and Prof. Donald Born,
of general education, Bos10:30 a.m., Monday through Fri- in His World: Human Behavior;" college
ton U.
day, was announced by the station "Democracy in Action: ParliamenDr.
Wylie
in his show, Away
last week. On the new schedule,
Procedure,"
and "Understandingtary
the Child
: Growth
and Develop- From It All, explains and demononly one program — Letter To Lee
strates
with
equipment
constructed
ment at Home and School."
Graham (Tues. and Thurs., 2:30-45
the camera ways in which
An assistant professor of psy- before
p.m.) — was listed as a new entry.
families
can
have
fun
together.
J. MeKeachie,
Others are shows returning from will teachchology,theWilberthuman
behavior His program guests are experts in
summer hiatus, or re-scheduled into course,
who help explain how
covering basic principles of torecreation
new time slots. During the sum- psychology.
have fun with little or no expense
Winton H. Beaven,
mer WOR-TV commenced pro- assistant professor
of
speech,
will
at
home,
in
the backyard or outof-doors.
gram ing at 12:45 p.m., but last
teach "Parliamentary Procedure."
winter started at 9:30 a.m.
Prof.
Born,
for his program,
He pointed out that such knowl- From Adam to Atom,
on the
edge is the cornerstone of demo- art of the world from draws
the ancient
cratic group action and can often
prevent subversive elements from to the ultra-modern. He sketches
TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM
gaining control of an organization. a backdrop of the time and culture
FOR PRODUCTION
The child development course of each art object disrtla-'-ed and
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
will
be taught by Dr. Willard weaves about it the story it repreAll Production Steps
sents or the story of its creation.
Olson,
national authority on the
In One Organization
Other TV educational programs
subject.
His course begins Dec.
6039 Hollywood
Blvd.,
Hollywood
28,
Calif.
16. Understanding children and have been reported earlier [B • T,
HOLLYWOOD 9.7205
their mental, physical and social Oct. 8].
3ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TV PRODUCERS
Another Group Formed
FORMAL ORGANIZATION of a
second television
film producers
association, the Alliance
of Television
Film Producers,
has
been
announced in Hollywood, following a
few weeks
laying10].the groundwork [B • T,of Sept.
Made up of eight leading TV
film producers, the group seeks to
"better the unity and progress of
television films generally and to
create cooperation and mutual unbiased benefit among TV proMaking
the board
of the new upgroup
are: of directors
Unger,
Ziv
TV Programs,
president;
F. Broidy,
Broidj
ducers."
Productions,William
vice president;
Richard
Morley,tary; Basil
Primrose
Productions,
secreGrillo,
CrosbySchaefer,
Enterprises,
treasurer; Bing
Armand
Flying
A
Productions,
Jack
Lacey,
Roy
Rogers Productions; Jerry Fairbanks,
Jerry Fairbanks
Productions;Productions.
Gil Ralston,
Screen
Televideo
Albert
counsel. Pearlson was named general
The Alliance has announced its
membership is open to all television
producers.
There is at present in Hollywood
another television producers group,
the National Society of Television
Producers, headed by Louis Snader,
president of Snader Telescriptions
Corp.,invited
Beverly
Hills.
was
to join
the Mr.
new Snader
group,
replying with an invitation to join
the NSTP.
Previously
he had
issued a similar
invitation
to the
Alliance.

Your product
merchandising PLUSgetswhen
you
advertise on KDYL-TV! N
O
PROMOTI

team to brokers
placing3bystrategic
KDYL-TV's
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play pie<
chandisin.

CHANNEL YL
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Salt Lake City, Utah
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TV STABILIZING AMPLIFIER — Does a
Better Job than any other stabilizing amplifier on the market. Some of its notable
advantages are: automatic correction of
syne and blanking, adjustable sync percentage, improved LF characteristics, automatic clipping of white spikes.

UTILITY VIDEO AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLYImproved Band Width and Adjustable High
Cain. Provides accurate output monitoring
even whentena ce islowfeeding
telephone lines.
Mainbecausenegative
feedback
eliminates peaking coils and permits wider
tolerance in tubes and components.

These
General Electric
studio
rack units
are interchangeable
with any

VIDEO PATCHING
EQUIPMENT—circuits
Qui'cfcareandprovided
Convenient
Adjustment
of video distribution
by these
complete G-E units. Common grounds are avoided by isolation between jacks and shields. Dual control plugs are selfaligning. Easily installed. Exceptionally high reliability*
Oxidation is avoided through the use of gold-plated contacts.

VIDEO SWITCHING RELAY CHASSIS-Saves Space yet
permits easy expansion of system inputs or outputs. Each
chassis is adaptable to preset control and you get fast
trc/»WF»r through a single transfer relay.

TV system!

TV ELECTRONIC MIXER — tap, Fade, and Dissolve
at constant, preset rates at the touch of a finger
at control panel. Unique bypass feature permits
you to release three channels for rehearsal use
while carrying
program.
It's all-electronic — operation ispractically
automatic.

J^TOGEIHER

Here's a way to replace obsolete studio rack
equipment with new G-E units that meet all
existing RMA performance standards.
Study the items shown on these pages. With
them you can modernize your sync distribution
system . . . get better performance, better handling of poor input signals . . . more flexibility
in video patching . . . smoother studio control
all around.
All General Electric studio units are designed
specifically for easy maintenance— dead front
construction, no exposed voltages. Standard
video controls are used throughout. Kits are
available to accommodate any position of rack
mounting angles.
In addition to the equipment shown here,
General Electric makes a complete line of studio
gear, including camera channels, sync generators, and projectors. The broadcast representative at the G-E office near you will tell you
more. Call him or write: General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

SYNC GENERATOR SWITCHING UNIT-tocaJ or
Remote Switching Control of any sync generator
with RTMA output is easy with this unit. Handles
four sync signals
one sync
"sync generator
lock" signal.intoAutomatical y switchand
es spare
system should operating sync generator power supply fail. Video relays minimize cross-talk.

REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES— High Current
Capabilities with low ripple make these power
supplies ideal for TV station application. Single phase input,
built-in start
voltageprotects
and current
instrument.
Time-delay
tubes.

HANDY LEATHERETTE ENVE
LOPE . . . will be sent on request to station managers
and engineers. Inside compacked with
tratedpartment
specification
sheetsillus-on
G-E
equipment.
Write:television
Genera/ Electric
Co.,
Section 2101-15 Electronics
Park, Syracuse. New York.

0<-<// com

yotfit cC7^(tie?zce tin

GENERAL

ELECTRI

SIX SHOOTERS at the 14th District meeting (seated, I to rh Walt Wagstaff,
KIDO Boise; Easton C. Wooley, KDYL-AM-TV Salt Lake City; Don Hathaway,
KSPR Casper, Wyo. Back row: Joe Wilkins, KFBB Great Falls; Bill Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne; Robert K. Richards, NARTB public affairs director.
NEW RFE VOICE
Dist. 12 in 'Record'
Beams to Hungary
RESOLUTION by NARTB District 12 attacking Sen. William NEW Radio Free Europe transmitter in Germany started to
Benton's
(D-Conn.)Citizens
proposalAdvisory
to set
up
a National
exclusively to Hungary
Board on Radio and Television, broadcast
Oct.
6.
adopted at its Wichita session last
Located in the Frankfurt area,
month [B • T, Oct. 1], was intro- the shortwave transmitter is on the
troduced ingressionallast
Con- air 12 hours weekdays and 10
Record. Monday's
It was inserted
Sunday to send programs
in the Record by Rep. Edward H. hours
from Munich studios directly to the
Rees (R-Kan.).
Iron Curtain country.
Programs include news broadcasts, music, religious services,
Miss Kay Shanahan
coded "messages"
Morey, Humm, and Johnstone
people
from
friends toandHungarian
relatives
New York City
in Western Europe, drama, enDear Kay:
tertainment, identification of Cominformers, commentary on
Hit's fellers
a plumbullsight
here internal munist
WCHS
do terwhutfutherthesea good
affairs and the free world,
cause!
Take
th'
and
special
programs
to
big West Vir- labor, farmers, women,addressed
ginny
youth, the
Bond Defense
Drive, military and Communist
Party
fer instance. members themselves.
WCHS is a'-a
The 10 kw transmitter is a
sponsorin'
statewide
con- temporary
arrangement, to be used
schooltestteachers
among th' until
funds from the 1951 Crusade
fer
the' tuhsalepushuv for Freedom drive can be utilized
bonds, an' th' to increase facilities.
station
ferin' threeis bigofAnother transmitter in the same
teachersterwhutth' area broadcasts an hour and a
prises
kin
git
thur
Poland, Rumania, Alpupils
ter sellin half dailybania,to Bulgaria,
th' mostest
and Czechoslovakia as well as Hungary.
hitbonds!
or not,B'lieve
Kay,
th'
er'll top
git ateachfree
trip ter
rope ter Eu-see Will K. Kellogg
wnut'swithbein'ar
done
WILL KEITH KELLOGG, 91,
defense
an' th' bonds,
next
of the Kellogg Co., died in
two'll win big founder
Creek, Mich., Oct. 6 after a
prizes fer
thurI e Battle
schools
!
O
long
illness.
Kellogg, who
WCHS reely massed a fortuneMr.estimated
at $50
b'lieves
in
gain'
million
with
his
cereal
business,
all outKay,fer why
pub- was almost blind since 1937.
He
ervice!
Thet's
one
reason,
gotstations
more inIisseners
then together!
all th' other spent much of his time working
town put
Yrs.
on his multi-million-dollar Kellogg
Foundation, giving most of his
fortune to it and keeping only $2
million
for his own use. The
WCHS
foundation, established in 1930, is
dedicated to the fostering of health,
Charleston, W. Va.
happiness and welfare for all people, especially children and youngsters.
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Endorses Regular Rates
For Politicos
DISTRICT 14
WITH A CAMPAIGN year upcoming, broadcasters at the 14th district
meeting of NARTB at Salt Lake City Oct. 6 unanimously adopted
resolution endorsing the stand of the NARTB national board against
discriminatory rates for political candidates for public office. While suggestions were made from the floor
tinue to be unless we sell ourselves
that the highest one-time rate be
used
as
the 100to as we've never sold before."
broadcastersa "yardstick,"
present decided
Registered at the District 14
leave to individual stations the sessions:
question
as
to
what
is
or
is
not
Charles
C. Bevis Jr., KOA Denver;
discriminatory.
Al Biorge,
KSL Salt
City; Mont.;
Charlot e H. Brader,
KOJMLake
Havre,
Carroll,
KWYO
Sheridan,
Wyo.;
At the all-Saturday workshop Jim
S.
Gam
Carter,
KNEU
Provo.
session, following the regular two- Vincent Clayton, KSL Salt Lake Utah;
City;
Ty Colvin,
KGVOCory,Missoula,
day
meeting, also:
the Rocky Mountain H.
broadcasters
Mont.;E. George
and Wanda
KUBC
Montrose,
Colo.;
Charles
Crabtree,
Charles
Crehan,
• Asked NARTB and BMI to KWIK Pocatello, Ida.;
Mont.;
C. L.Dee
Crist,B.
explore music copyright services KFDW Helena,
Billings,
Montana;
Crouch,
KDZA
Pueblo,
Colo.;
L.
with a view toward eliminating KOOK
KOVO, Utah;
Provo;R. Bob
Davies,H.
unnecessary
licenses. ofThis
fol- Curtis,
KMUR
Murray,
P.
Doherty,
lowed a full discussion
SESAC
NARTB,
Washington.
Richard
Eimers,Denver;
AP, Spokane;
T.
and informal suggestions that it C. J.Ekrem,
KVOD
pehaps be acquired by, or licensed J.KRJFP. Miles
City,
Mont.;Riverton,
Mr.I. A.and Elliot,
Mrs.
Ernst,
KWRL
Wyo.;
through, BMI.
Frank
Evans,Harold
Standard
Transcription,
Hollywood;
Fellows,
NARTB,
© Approved
the Rex
Washington;
Bob
Fleming,
KFDW
resolution
on program
ratingHowell
and Helena,
Mont.;
Henry
and
Ruthe
KSEI Pocatello, Ida.; E. A.S.
measurement
services [B • T, Oct. Fletcher,
8].
Frost,
RCA,
Hollywood;
Florence
Gardner, KTFI Twin Falls, Ida.; JeanM.
KRDO
Colorado Springs;
Earl
6 Approved the George Cory Gitz,
Jr., KDSH
Ida.; William
C. Grove,
KFBC Boise,
Cheyenne,
Wyo.;
Resolution urging NARTB to col- Glade,
lect from all stations one-half the Eugene
M.
Holliday,
KSL-TV
Salt
Lake
City; Jack Hardesty,
NARTB;
highest hour rate for a transmitter Hardiman,
KSL; L.Lee Hathaway,
Hart, BAB,Wm.KSPR
NewM.
York; Donald
for Radio Free Europe to blast Casper,
Wyo.; Hecker,
Carl Haverlin,
BMI,Denver;
New
Red Iron
Oct.
8]. Curtain countries [B • T, Arthur
York; Con
KVODCedar
L. Higbee,
KSUB
City,
Utah;
Henry
Hilton,
KSL
Salt
Lake
9 Discussed metamorphosis in City,
Utah; Colorado;
Rex Howell, KFXJ Grand
Junction,
Hufradio ancerates
that cogniz- smith,
KSPR Casper, Frederick
Wyo.
be takenandof urged
the intermountain
Clo
B.
and
Vir
N. Johnson,
James, KOOK
KVRH
Colo.;
J.
Carter
area which is more reliant upon Salida,
Billings, Inc.,
Mont.:NewGeorge
W.DougJohnston,
radio than ever before, with great- SESAC
York;Wayne
Kahle,
est circulation in history.
KPSJ
Pueblo,
Colo.;
Kearl,
KSL; KSL,
Edw. F.B.G. Kimball,
KSL; Joseph
Kiar,
Lieser,
KGVO;
Frank
Scores Rate Situation
McLatchy,
KSL;
Paul
McAdam,
KPRK
Mont.;
Bert McAllister,
At the no-holds-barred session, Livingston,
KRPL
Moscow,
Ida.:
Duncan
A.
McCall,
Isabelle
McClung,Frank
KVOR;
J. H.
with Al Meyer, KMYR Denver, KOA;
McGill.Twin
KGHFFalls.Pueblo,
Mclntvre,
presiding,
Ida.; Al Marlin,
BMI;
the failuretheofwesterners
radio to deplored
increase KLIX
Marq
Marquardt,
World,Denver;
Hollywood;
Al
G. Meyer,
KMYR
Elwood
rates while newspapers and maga- Meyer,
KYOU Missoula,
Greeley, Mont.;
Colo.; A. J.
zines with no provocation other Mosby, KGVO
than increased costs, have gone into Colo.;
Lee and
Pat O'Brien,
KIUP ofDurango,
R. Colo.;
Russel
Denver,A.
round after round of rate increases. Denver,
W.Porter,
D. Pyle,U.Logan,
KVOD;
Bill Kemp, KVER Albuquerque, Robert
George Raymond,
KVNU
Utah;
K.
Richards,
NARTB;
argued there was no justification Richards, KSL; Mr. and Mrs.Wayne
Joe
for any network cuts, notably in Rohrer,
KRDO; Spring,
James Colo.;
D. Russell,
KVORRyan,Colorado
Helen
the western area.
M.
KGVO;
Wm.
B.
Ryan,
BAB,
Russ Sharp,
Shaffer.
Walter E. Wagstaff, KIDO New York;
KSL;S.KBOL
Hugh
Boise, urged realism, pointing out C.Boulder,
Shelley,Colo.;
KIDOIvorBoise,
Ida.;
John
that in TV markets, network shows
have suffered
giddy
losses
in
ratings, which would justify sharp
SOONER
cuts inardsrates,
if recognized
stand-he
were applied.
Instead,
said, the cuts have been spread
nationally, whether or not TV has
cut in,thingonwesttheof theory
that is"everyPittsburgh
wildER
SLAND
He
felt
NARTB
couldn't
do
a
thing
about it, but thought that
erness."
and
THEN you'll
need our
BAB could be the salvation,
UNIQUE
INSURANCE
covering
hazard.
ItPlagiarism,
covers also
Invasion thisof Privacy,
through
a
"constructive
selling
job
Piracy and Copyright. It is
the like of which never has been
ADEQUATE,
SURPRISINGLY
INEXPENSIVE.
undertaken before." He made his
EL of
L
In I
useITBNation-wide.
pitch after huddling with William
GET
IN TIME!
B. Ryan, BAB director, who had
addressed the meeting the preceding day.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
"We have been the sacrificial
CORPORATION
lambs of the big stations in the big
markets," he said. "We will conBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Schile, Rocky Mt. Broadcasting, Salt
1 Lake
City; Co.,
LesterSanM. Smith,
BlackburnHamilton
Francisco;
O. P.
Soule, ciated
KTFI;ProgramBillServ.,Stubblefield,
AssoNew
York;
Sol
Taishoff. BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING;
Miss
Beth
Talbot,
KSUR
City;Wyo.Don Tannehill, KWYO
. Cedar
Sheridan,
Hugh B. KEXO
Terry, KLZ
Denver;
AbbottE.
■ Tessman,
GrandGrand
Junction;
Anson Thomas,
KFXJ
Junction;
Arthur
Tucker,
KSVC
Richfield,
Utah;
Jerry
Tyd,
KPRK RCALivingston,
Mont.;
W.
B.Mo.;
Varnum,
Victor, Kansas
City,
Walter
E.
Wagstaff,
KIDO
Boise; Bill Warner, KSVC; Harry
; Waterstone,
KGEM
Boise,York;
Ida.; RalphP.
Wentworth,KFBB
BMI, New
Wilkins,
Falls; Joe
O.Utah;J.
Wilkinson. KMURGreatMurray,
Easton City;
C. Woolley,
KDYL-AM-TV
Salt
Lake
LeGrande
Young,
KOVO
Provo,
Walter Utah.B. Davison and John D.
>Langlois,
George
R. Lang-Worth,
Turpin,
KUTA New
Salt York;
Lake
City; Leonard
Wasden,
KID
Idaho
Falls,
Ida.;
Benton
Paschall,
KLIF
Dallas,
Tex.;
Frank
Peacock,
KSVC;
Ken
Palmer, General
Manager,President,
KVER
Albuquerque;
Wm. T. Kemp,
KVER
Albuquerque;
Ray
Hamilton,
Blackburn-Hamilton,
San Francisco;
Mrs.
William
S. Hale,
KEYYC. Grove,
Pocatello,KFBC;
Ida. Clayton

IT"

NOT EVEN the radio srare of the nation could interfere with World Series
during the 14th NARTB district meeting at Salt Lake City Oct. 4-6. Through
arrangements with KDYL-TV (NBC), Easton C. Woolley, executive vice president, had a half-dozen TV receivers in the dining room each day. (The convention was regaled
operations
the raw atViewing
KSL-TV'sthesumptuous
new studios
at open with
houseTV during
the inconvention.)
baseball
telecast are (I to r): Al. G. Meyer, KMYR Denver; William C. Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne, director 14th District; Florence M. Gardner, KTFI Twin Falls, Ida.;
S. John Schile, vice president Rocky Mountain Bcstg. System, Salt Lake City;
Hugh Terry, KLZ Denver, NARTB director-at-large, medium stations.
BRITISH ELECTION
S-H DENIED
MOGUL MOVE
CBS Radio, MBS Set Plans
SCOTUS Upholds FCC
Fast 18-Floor Jump
TWO-WEEK series, You and the SUPREME
COURT last week
World: British Elections — to be
carried by CBS Radio from Lon- denied Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. A FAST five-hour move transdon, Oct. 15-19 and Oct. 22-26, 6:15- appeal for a writ of certiorari on
ferred the Emil Mogul Co., adver30 p.m. EST — will be presented by the
question of the FCC's policy
tising agency, from the fourth floor
to the 22d floor of the Fisk Bldg.
a team of CBS Radio correspond- toward newspaper applicants.
As is customary, it offered no in New York Oct. 1. The agency
ents headed by Edward R. Murrow.
Two-week feature will be pro- reasons for turning down the case. has headquartered in the same
Denial by the Supreme Court of building since 1941.
duced by CBS Radio News Editorin-Chief Wells Church, who will the Scripps-Howard appeal [B • T, More space was needed to acleave New York for London today Sept. 10, Aug. 13], sustains the
commodate additional personnel
(Monday). Other network corre- lower court's ruling that the FCC's working on new fall season TV
spondents in London for the elec- policy regarding newspaper appli- shows including Kate Smith's
tions include Howard K. Smith,
cants is legal. Long-standing polp.m. segment
for Esquire
CBS Radio European news chief;
icy by the FCC is that given a 4:30-4:45
Boot Polish
on WNBT
(TV),
Paul Niven, CBS Radio London; choice between two equal appli- Actor's Hotel on WJZ-TV for Roncants, one of which is owned by a zoni Macaroni Co., Junior Frolics
David Schoenbrun, Paris bureau,
and Richard C. Hottelet of CBS newspaper, it will pick the non- on WATV (TV) and Time for AdRadio Germany.
newspaper applicant. This is on
re on WNBT (TV) for NationalventuShoes.
MBS also announced on-the-spot the theory that it is necessary to
coverage of the elections Oct. 25, widen
the
ownership
of
news
disSince
Mogul
was sharing the
together with reports by the net- semination.
floor with Voice of America,
Appeal of Transit Radio Inc. fourth
work's
London
correspondent,
Noranother
rapidly
expanding organman Michie. Events preceding and and others for the high court to
ization, there was little hope of
following the elections also will be decide the question of transitcast- getting additional
space there.
incorporated into Mutual Newsreel ing was not referred to in the
Whencame the
22d
floor
suddenly
beorder of the Supreme Court
(weekdays, 7:45-55 p.m.) and War first
available, the agency
jumped
Front — Home Front (Oct. 22 and in its new session which began at the chance
notified staffers
29, 9:30-10 p.m.)
Oct. 1. Next "order" day is today on Friday thatandMonday
morning
would be moving day for the whole
KVOE Santa Ana, Calif., Oct. 1 started (Oct. 15).
On
Monday,
intra-building
granting all national accounts a 2% STUDIO and Recording Services Div., office.
communications between the two
cash discount on payments postmarked Capitol Records Inc. retained by Rus- floors
helped the moving job go
not later than 10th of month following sel M. Seeds Agency, Chicago, to hanbilling, according to Deane S. Long,
dle recording, editing and pressing of smoothly. Secretaries rode back
station manager.
and forth on the elevators every
CBS Radio Red Skelton Show.
15 minutes and 275 packing cases
were switched from one level to
the other.
carries the weight
Interior decorators now are lookforward to a more leisurely
in the Oregon Market job iningfixing
up the place.
DAYjor NIGHT
MBS Sunday Brochure
"MISTER PLUS shows what to
do. . ." is title of new two-page
brochure issued last week by MBS.
TOTAL BMS»
With a memo from Vice President
fA»lUE
Robert A. Schmid attached, the
brochure offers facts and figures of
•AYTIMC
Sunday afternoon program time
• • ■ joi>»
available on the network.
PORTLAND, OREGON k<tw . 5i5»
on the efficient 620 frequency M«HTT1V«
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
(TV) Hollywood
half-hour
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD KTRY & CO KTLA
Dixie Showboat
expands to full
hour.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

LAIRD RE-NAMED
At Wis. Broadcasters Meet
BEN LAIRD of WDUZ Green Bay
was
re-elected
presidentAssn.
of the
Wisconsin
Broadcasters
for
the second consecutive term at an
all-day meeting in Milwaukee Tuesday. Other officers who will serve
one year terms are vice president,
Bruce Wallace, WTMJ Milwaukee;
treasurer, Verl Bratton, WKTY
LaCrosse; and secretary, Jean Heal,
WTCH Shawano.
are three
directors
on the board
withTheythese
members:
G. P.
Richards, WHBL Sheboygan; Jerry
Sill, WMIL Milwaukee and Sid
Bliss, WCLO Janesville. Mr. Laird
reported the
in associationlargest
history, withturnout
71 persons
representing
26
of
34
member
stations.
Maurice Mitchell, vice president
and general manager of Associated
Program Service, was the luncheon
speaker. The committee, which will
investigate with the Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic Assn. possibility of lower sports fees for regional, sectional and state high
school athletic tourneys, includes
Joe Mackin, WNAM Marinette;
Georgesin Frechette,
Rapids; andWFHR
Hugh WisconBoice,
WEMP Milwaukee.
FREDERIC W. ZIV CO., N. Y., radio
transcription distributors, has announced 5 new series
sales for
It's Football
Time, 13-week
of quarter-hour
sports programs, bringing total to 259.
There's

More

SELL
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NATIONAL NIELSEN RATING

HAM C-D TEST
'Disasters'
RADIO Prepare
amateursfordemonstrated
civil defense and disaster communications plans in nationwide tests
Oct. 13-14. The amateurs conducted the annual simulated-emergency exercise under sponsorship
of the American Radio Relay
League,
tion. national amateur associaIndividual amateurs stood by,
ready to man their fixed, portable
or mobile stations when alerted by
their local ARRL emergency coordinators. They set up emergency
networks on the shortwave bands
and relayed messages from the
"disaster" area to the American
National Red Cross in Washington.
WGAR Sales Up
NEW ACCOUNT a day for 30
days is record of WGAR Cleveland
sales department for September,
according to John B. Garfield, sales
manager. The accounts signed by
WGAR last month made it the best
business month since January.
Anacin, Pilsner Brewing, Brach
Candy, General Electric, Gulf Oil,
Italian Swiss Colony Wine and
Trend were among new accounts.
The S.S. United States, equipped
with two permanent built-in theatres,
will install complete RCA motion picture projection and sound reproduction equipment.

Your greatest
sales asset is
advertiser R
Your advertising
in Printers' Ink
^jjj^your
acceptance among
the leading ^]]tJ^Tj|
and so helps
you sell more
advertising to them.
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PILES of stationery for soldiers rand sailors in Korea are displayed by WAGE
Syracuse personalities (I to r) Joe Cummiskey, Joan Lorry and Dean Harris.
Listeners sent in writing paper after WAGE promotion requested by
Chaplain's Corps.
TRAFFIC SAFETY

(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town,
Farm and Urban Homes — and including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
REGULAR WEEK SEPTEMBER 2-8, 1951
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Homes
Rank Programs %
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average
for
All Programs) (4.7)
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 10.9
2 Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS) 8.9
3 Big Story (NBC) 8.7
45 Mr.
Attorney (ABC) 8.21
Bob District
Hawk (CBS)
7.9
67 Arthur
Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) 7.9
Life with Luigi (CBS)
7.6
8 Mr. Keen (NBC) 7.0
9 It Pays to be Ignorant (NBC) 6.9
10 F.B.I, in Peace and War (CBS) 6.8
EVENING,
MULTI-WEEKLY (Average for (2.9)
All Programs)
1 Beulah (CBS)
5.3
2 Lone Ranger (ABC) 5.0
3 One Man's Family (NBC) 4.6
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs) (3.9)
1 Ma Perkins (CBS) 7.5
2 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS) 7.3
3 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS) 7.2
4 Big Sister (CBS) 6.9
5 Guiding Light (CBS) 6.1
Pepper Mason
Young's(CBS)
Family (NBC) 5.8
5.9
76 Perry
8 Road of Life (NBC) 5.8
9 Aunt Jenny (CBS) 5.5
10 Wendy Warren and the News
(CBS)
5.2
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Pro- grams) (1.8)
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 5.7
2 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 2.6
3 Van Deventer & the News (MBS) 2.3
DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Pro- grams) (3.7)
1 Armstrong Theatre of Today
2 Stars(CBS)
Over Hollywood (CBS) 6.16.6
3 Alias Jane Doe (CBS) 5.0 1.:
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by apg the "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,903,000
—plyinthe
1951 estimate of Total
States Radio
Homes.
(*) Homes
all orlistening
any partonlyof
the
program,reached
except during
for homes
1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs.
Average Audience basis is used.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
RCA
announced
xenon-filled,
half
wave has
rectifier
tube, designed
to meet
military requirements for rectifier
capableder extreme
of performing
unambient efficiently
temperatures.
The tube is RCA-3B28.

Stations Help Reduce Accidents
dous response to a traffic program,
FIVE more stations have reported
Holiday For Death, which was
their
safety. activities to promote traffic No
aired Labor Day weekend to promote careful driving. With Gene
City traffic policemen have been
King, WCOP program manager, as
delivering their own safety mes- narrator,
actual stories from files
sages since City.
Oct. 1 Working
over WKY-TV
Oklahoma
with of Massachusetts State Police concerning
Labor Day traffic tragedies
Oklahoma City Safety Council, the
station has filmed a series of 30- of previous years were dramatized.
KING Seattle presented a heavy
second sound-on-film safety talks schedule
of public service spots
by
cityarepolicemen.
safetyof urging safe
driving over Labor
shorts
used at These
the close
Day
weekend.
began a week
WKY-TV's
News Room Monday preceding the Spots
holiday. One set,
through Friday.
featuring
six
prominent
public
WGAR BillCleveland's
morning
was used for station breaks.
jockey,
Mayer, went
aloftdiscin figures,
A second set of KING spots
a U. S. Naval Reserve blimp to as- carried
voices of four traffic victims
semble grist for his drive for traffic
safety and city planning to relieve as recorded at hospital bedside.
traffic congestion. The lighter- LABOR'S participation in the Crusade
than-air craft flew over bottleneck for
Freedom was acknowledged Wedareas for four hours while Mr.
when Brig. Gen. David SarMayer made visual and tape- noff, RCAnesday board
accepted
recorded observations for his morn- fund pledges fromchairman,
George Barasch,
president of the Allied Trades Couning show.
WBUD Morrisville, Pa., has
cil, AFL. Pledges represented entire
council's convencompleted a traffic courtesy cam- membership
tion, held in ofNewthe York.
paign aimed at making this past
summer Trenton, N. J.'s safest
summer.
Despite a 10-12% increase in
automobile registration in the
immediate revenue produced
country, there were during the nine
weeks of the campaign 12 fewer
with
regional promotion
persons cidents
injured
and 97streets
fewer than
accampaigns
on Trenton
during the same period in 1950, the
report stated.
experienced sales
Participating in the campaign, in
23 years of
personnel will sell community
service to the
addition to WBUD, was a newsprograms throughout
paper, The Trentonian, and the
broadcasting industry
AAA Automobile Club of Central
your coverage area
New Jersey. The campaign ran
JulyA courteous
5-Sept. 3. driver was selected
HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company
weekly and awarded prizes.
66 ACACIA DRIVE
WBUD aired 16-20 spot announcements daily and used several
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
30-minute special public service
broadcasts__Jp^^'6niote the
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, General Manaqer
-WCOP Boston reported tremenBROADCASTING
• Telecast!
paign^-""

SAFETY POEM
WSYR Syracuse reports it has
been swamped with requests for
programs m\
poem aired on station. The poem
m
came in the mail to WSYR's Jim
Deline. Writer omitted name but expressed hope her verse would be
aired. Station hopes that it will
serve as guide for safety campaign WRITERS vs. TALKERS
for drivers today. Poem relates
mother's
prayers
child's safety BROADCASTERS and sportswriton her first
day offor school.
ers on Topeka staged a "Radio
Appreciation
honor Theof
owner
of localNight"
baseballin team.
t! AIR SHOW
two inning contest was witnessed
3,000 fans. The Writers edged
WLWD(TV) Dayton, For Spacious by
the Talkers 4 to 2 in a tight ball
'Skies, Sun., started Sept. 30, in co- game.
Highlight of game was
operation with Wright-Patterson
Air Field, Dayton. Format of show when WIBW Announcer, Dick Carderter. stepped
to plate
hitis to acquaint viewers with Air
Mr. Carder,
dressedas pinch
in tuxedo,
Force and its mission. Premier
followed by attendants who
show featured Cap.t. Lynden E. was
sprayed the catcher and umpire
Thompson, just returned from with
DDT and perfume.
Korea,ord. where
he
set
a
world
recHe rescued 224 men during
his 114 combat helicopter rescue
missions. Program also featured
landing lot.
of Future
helicopter
station's
parking
programs
will
feature actual planes and other interesting
demonstrations
and
exhibits in WLWD studios.
PARENT-CHILD SHOW
WLCR Torrington, Conn., You and
Your Child, three times weekly,
presenting psychological problem
confronting children. John Schereschewsky directs new series. Pete
Stoner does the announcing on
show. Station reports that program, ". . . has met with parent's
approval in Litchfield County."
EDITORIAL AIDS
WGL Fort Wayne, Ind., using editorial column written by General
Manager Pierre Boucheron for advertising in Fort Wayne NewsSentinel. Mr. Boucheron's column
titled
"Now Hear
This,"pagerunsof
every Saturday
on radio
both morning and evening editions.
Piece deals with station programs
and sponsors. Copies of column are
sent to sponsors and agencies as
they appear in print.

DISPLAYING the one that didn't get
away, Marget McGavren, continuity
director at KBOL Boulder, Col., holds
aloft the only catch of her recent vacation fishing trip. Miss McGavern
reported to Broadcasting • Telecasting that she is prepared to swear,
under oath, that the trout is legal
size — six inches.

KOREA FILMS
WTOP-TV Washington, The Crisis
in Korea, Sun., 1:30 p.m., started
Oct. 7, showing combat films from
Korea in cooperation with Military District of Washington. ProINVOICE TO TRADE
gram features first 40 days of
fighting.
guest was Maj.
WTAG Worcester, started adver-. Joseph K. Special
Donahue, who was on
tising and promoting "Worcester hand when fighting began. MDW
Shopping
Habit,"
month. large
Sta- personnel handle all production
tion has sent
locallastretailers
and narration. Lt. Carl Bruton,
"WTAG
markedplayspaidin formerly with WTVJ(TV) Miami,
showing theInvoice"
part station
now radio-TV officer for MDW, is
promoting local buying. Letter director. All of films were shot in
from Local Sales Manager Rich- combat by photographers of all
ard L. Gravel, gives full details on branches of Armed Forces.
promotion plan.
DISTANT INTERVIEW
WCKY Cincinnati received tape inRCA INSTITUTES, INC.
terview with serviceman serving in
Korea. Newscaster Bob Flaherty,
One
of schools
the leading
and
oldest
of
Radio
invited
and
Technology
In America,
offerstech-its
relatives serviceman's
to attend hisparents
broadcast
trained Radio
Television
nicians to theandBroadcasting
Inwhen tape was used. Following
dustry. Address
newscast Mr. Flaherty presented
inquiries
to
DirectorINC.
parents with recording of tape. Mr.
RCAPlacement
INSTITUTES,
Flaherty then made tape recordings
of boy's parents
and relatives
and
forwarded
it to soldier.
Interview
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

premiums
featuring the local serviceman was
sent to station from the Far East
Air
Force Public Information Office,
Tokyo.
FOUR PAPER ADS
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., recently ran full page ads in four
papers in Huntington and Charleston— principal cities in its coverad headed
the topage area.
sportEach
events!
See your "See
TV
dealer now! Buy your TV set todrawings
sporting day!"
eventsPieceandhas lists
footballof games
that will be seen on the station
this fall. It goes on to say, "Enjoy
these great sports events . . . plus
20
of theweek
nation's
25 top
TV
showsout every
. . . and
dozens
of other fine attractions over
WSAZ-TV."
P. O. TRIBUTE
A SPECIAL half-hour Annual
Postal Service Award Program
honoring community services performed by the Los Angeles Post
Office will be presented by Union
Bank & Trust Co. of Los Angeles
Wednesday, Oct. 24. Singled out
for special tribute will be two post
office employes who have completed
40
yearsE. Benton
of 'continuous
service,V.
Harold
and William
Spencer.
Jay
Stewart
will
be
master of ceremonies; comedians, singers and Wilbur Hatch orchestra
will round out the program. William Froug will supervise program;Agency
Gordon for
T. Hughes
will di-&
rect.
Union Bank
Trust is Milton Weinberg Adv., L.A.

COOKING SHOW
COOKING program of Osborne
Putnam Stearns, aired daily on
WMAQ Chicago, is originating for
12radiodayscenter
at thein Electric
station's Cooking
temporaryInEdison stitute
Co. operated by Commonwealth
SHARP PROMOTION
KGO San Francisco promotes
John
Digest with
and
Home Harvey's
InstituteHome
programs
unique folder to trade. Folder, in
simulated novel form, is enclosed
in bright red book cover bearing
title: "Renewals by John Harvey"
and seller'
subtitle:
Harvey
'best
from "Another
ABC's station
for
Northern California." Note on
cover explains:
"Here's your
personal copy of Renewals,
by John
Harvey. If you are interested in
sales good
success
stories,in the
I think
you'll
find
reading
following
positive
proof
of
Harvey's
selling
power. Gordon Grannis, promotion
manager, KGO." Content contains
pages newal
of from
reproduced
responsors letters
and textof outMr. Harvey's background
and salesliningresults.
HELPING THE MAILS
KXYZ Houston, Post Office Tips,
15-minutes ran weekly for three
weeks, offering unique public service information to listeners. Program was conducted by Ken Millican, station's newsman, who wrote
and narrated the shows in cooperation withW.Houston's
Postmaster
Granville
Elder. Theme
was
how the patron of the postoffice
could help the mails and himself,
too. Station and Mr. Elder received
letters of masters
congratulation
from postnationwide.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

I'liH'Ll

WELLES
IS

BACK!

52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
famous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition.
LAKG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New York
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CHURCH RADIO-TV
Discussed by Presbyterians
RELIGIOUS broadcasting will be
the subject of speeches to be given
when the Radio and Television Department of the Presbyterian
Church in the U. S. holds its third
annual dinner in New York
Wednesday.
Speakers and their topics are
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president, "Frontiers of Faith — Proon TV"; Chris
J. Witting,
generalgram manager
of the
DuMont
Network, "Morning Chapel — TV
Program";
Meighan,
CBS RadioHoward
DivisionS. president,
"The Continuing Importance of
Radio";
S. Franklin
Mack, Visual
executive secretary
of the Radio,
Education, and Mass Communication Committee of National Council of Churches, "Christian Broadin Asia"; and
Ronaldof
Bridges, castingexecutive
director
Broadcasting and Film Commission
of the National Council. John
Sutherland Bonnell, speaker on
ABC's National Vespers and pastor of the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, will offer the closing prayer.
Guests at the 60-place dinner will
include department members, radio
and television representatives, and
officers and staff of the Broadcasting and Film Commission.
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO
TV
Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
WATTS
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
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fCC actions
OCTOBER 5 THROUGH OCTOBER 11
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective
radiated power
mod. -modification
STL-stndio-transmitter
link N-night
aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp.-synehronous amplifier vis.-visual unl. -unlimited hours
STA -special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
October 5 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Silence Denied
WKMA forQuitman,
Ga. — Inremain
responsesilentto
request
authority
for an indefinite
periodto not
to exceed
90you days,
FCC
advised
applicant:
"As
aware,
as a application
result of yourfor failurearetonewafile
suitable
rel
o
f
license
for
WKMA,
the
license
for
thatIn view
stationof theexpired
on July
31,
1951.
expiration
of
your
license,which
you have
no legalof WKMA
authorization
under
operation
could
be resumed.
the Commission can give Therefore,
no consideration
to authRenewals
orizing the station Granted
to remain silent."
Following
stationsforwereregular
granted renewal of licenses
KOLS
Pryor,
Okla.;
KXRXGa.;Sanperiod:
Jose,
Calif.;
WDWD
Dawson,
WEEB
Southern
Pines,
N.Huntington,
C; WMOC W.Covington,
Ga.;
WPLH
Va.;
WGOV-FM Valdosta, Ga.
October 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WJFR Caguas, P. R.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
Aguadilla, extension
P. R.— Mod.
newWABA
AM pletistation
of com-CP
on date. Rome,for Ga.
WRGA-FM
—
Mod.
CP new
FM
date. station for extension of completion
La.— Mod.
newKRMD-FM
FM stationShreveport,
for extension
date. CP
KITE-FM
Sanstation
Antonio,for Tex.—
Mod,
CP
new
FM
extension
date.
KISS
(FM)
San
Antonio,
Tex.—
CP
new FMdate.station for extensionMod.of
completion
License for CP
License
for
CPWMBI-FM
authorizingChicago,
changes 111.—
in FM
station.
KONO-FM
San
Antonio,
Tex.—
Lior CP,
mod.,
FM station.
KLON cense ffor
(FM)CPas authorizing
Long new
Beach,
Calif
License
non-commercial
FM station. changes in
License Renewal «
FollowingWTRC-FM
stations request
license
renewal:
Elkhart,
Ind.;
KAYL-FM
Storm
Lake,
Iowa; Findlay,
WRALFM
Raleigh,
N.
C;
WFIN-FM
Ohio;
WKST-FM
New
Castle
Pa.;
WPPA-FM
Pottsville,
Pa.; WBAP-FM
Fort
Worth,
Tex.;
KFMB-TV
San
Diego, Calif.
October 9 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP';as
Costello Returns
AFTER a six-month leave of absence, Bill Costello, former CBS
Radio correspondent stationed in
the
Tokyo-Korea
area,a has
returned
to the network from
lecture
tour
of the United States. He will be attached to the radio news staff of
WTOP Washington.

October 10 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension Granted
WLPM-FM
Suffolk, Va.—dateGranted
ext
e
n
s
i
o
n of completion
new FM
station
to Dec.
28;
requested
station
on
orfor before
that
date
to
file
application
mod. CP or advise that construction
according to permit has been comRequest Denied
pleted.
KQV-FM
Pittsburgh,
Pa. — Denied
request forhours
waiver
ofoperation
rules
regarding
minimum
ofKQV-FM
FM
stations5 p.m.
to permit
to for
operate
from
to
12:30
a.m.
daily.
(Rules
require
FM — three
stationsbefore
to operate
six
after 6 daily
p.m.)
hours
and three
FM Plan Amended
Commission
proposed
to amend
vised Tentative
Allocation
Plan Refor
Classfer BCh. FM225 broadcast
stationsand toHarristransfrom
Tuscola
burg,
111.,Indianapolis,
to Olney, 111.; transfer
Ch.
234
111.; from
and
transfer Ch. 111.236Ind.
fromtoSt.Tuscola,
Louis,
Mo.
to Harrisburg,
Antenna Changes
WKJGCP toFortmakeWayne,
mod.
changesInd.—
in Granted
daytime
DA
patterntower
and asemploy
present
FM
supporting
part
of
DA system
forWHK
D operation;
cond.
to changeCleveland,
DA systemOhio—
and Granted
utilize newCP
FM
supporting
tower for D, nonDA ant.
operation;
cond.
Petition Denied
Radio Sumter, Sumter, S. C. and
WSOC tionCharlotte,
N. C— Denied petirequestinghearing
reconsideration
and
grant
without
applications
(Radio
Sumter
for
new ofstation
1240newkc
250
w
unl.,
and
WSOC
to
install
vertical
ant.), andNov.ordered
in Washington
26. hearing held
Renewals Granted
Following
stations were granted renewal of licenses:
KCRA
Sacramento,
KDYL
Salt
Lake
City;
KELO Calif.;
Sioux
Falls,
S. D.; KFKA
Greeley,
Col.; KFSB
Joplin,
Mo.;
KPOJ
Portland,
Ore.;
KPOW
Powell,
Wyo.;
KRIS
Corpus
Christi; KTYL Mesa, Ariz.; KUOA,
Siloam KWWL
Springs, Waterloo,
Ark.; KWSHIowa;Seminole,
Okla.;
KXYZ
Touston,
Tex, WANS
Anderson,
S. C;
WAS
A
Havre
de
Grace.
Md.;
WATR
Waterbury,
Conn.;
WBAY
Green
Bay,
Wis.;
WBBC
Flint,
Mich.;
WCRB
Waltham,
Mass.;Chattanooga;
WDKD Kingstree,
S.
C;
WDOD
WDRC
Hartford, Guntersville,
Conn.; WFYC Ala.;
Alma, WGVM
Mich.;
WGSV
Greenville,
Miss.;
WHKY Ohio;
Hickory,
N.
C;
WHOK
Lancaster,
WHVR
Hanover,
Pa.; Ga.;
WIBAWIRK
Madison.
Wis.;
WIBB Macon,
West Palm
Beach,
111.; WJAY
Mullins, Fla.;
S. C;WIRLWJDAPeoria,
Quincy,
Mass.;
WJDX
ville/Ind.;Jackson,
WKNE Miss.;
Keene, WJPS
N. H.; EvansWKOP
Binghamton,
N.
Y.;
WLBK
Dekalb,
111.;
WLBR
Lebanon,Neenah,
Pa.; WNAE
Warren,
Pa.; WNAM
Wis.;
WNGO
Mayfield,
Ky.;
WTND
Orangeburg,
S. C; WTOC
Savannah,
Ga.; WTRF
Bellaire,
Ohio;Carmel,
WVET
Rochester,
N.Rock
Y.;
WVMC
Mt.
111.;
KVRS
Springs,
Wyo.;
WEBC
Duluth,
Minn.;
WERC
Erie, Fort
Pa.;Morgan,
WFBC Col.;
Greenville,
S.Springfield,
C; KFTM
KGBX
KGHFKMOD
Pueblo,Modesto,
Colo.;
KID (Continued
Idaho Mo.;Falls;
on page 97)

shown:
WRGA-FM
Rome, Ga.
1-1552;
KITE-FM
San Antonio,
Tex.to toto4-9-52;
2-152;
WATV
Newark,
N.
J.
KWHK
Hutchinson,
Kans.
to
5-28-52;
cond.; WIBL Eugene,
Medford, Ore.,
Mass. to 4-18-52;
4-7-52;
KUGN-FM
KSDS Twin
San Diego,
Calif, tototo 11-15-51;
12-1-51;
KLIX
Falls,
Idaho
cond.;
WFNC
Fayetteville,
N.
1-6-52;11-1-51;
cond.; cond.;
KCOR WBOW-FM
San Antonio, C.Terre
Tex.to
to
Haute,
Ind.Asheville,
to 4-9-52.N. C— Granted mod.
CPWSKY
to change
ant, system; cond.
KPAMcense for AM
Portland,
station;Oreg.
1410— kcGranted
1 kw. liPontiac,
Mich.—
Granted
CP
toandWCAR
replace
expired
CP
for
new
vert. ant.
tower.to mount FM ant. on top of AM
WOKOold Albany,
N. Y.—atGranted
CPloca-to
install
WOKOtrans,trans,
present
tionkcon main
tofor beaux.
operated
on
1460
with
1
kw
purposes
only; cond.
KBIG Santa
Catalina
Island,name
Calif. —
Granted
mod. CP
change
John H. Poole
tr/astoJohn
Poole Bcstg.to
Co.;WNBK
cond. Cleveland, Ohio— Granted license for TV station.
KSL-TVlicenseSaltfor Lake
City, ERPUtahGranted
vis.
18.6
kw, aur.
aur.9.29.32kw;TVkwant.station;
in height
lieu ofminus
vis.
18.4
kw,
416
ft. above
in lieuground:
of minus218 436ft. 6ft.;in. overall
height
in
lieu
of 240 ft.
WRVCcense for Norfolk,
FM station;Va.—Ch.Granted
273 (102.5limc) 8.7 kw, ant. 95 ft.
WFHG Bristol, Va.—
Granted license
covering
in facilities,
location andchange
installation
of new trans,
trans,
and
DA-N;
980
kc
1
kw
unl. DA-N;
cond.
WRICcense fRichlands,
or AM station;Va. 1050— Granted
kc 1 kw li-D.
KWCBcense for AMSearcy,
station;Ark.—
1300 Granted
kc 1 kw D.liKLIFcense to Oak
usemainoldCliff,
mainTex.—
trans,Granted
at presentlilocation
trans,
for
aux. ofpurposes
only. on 1190 kc 1 kw,
Campbellsville,
CPWLCK
to change
ant. system. Ky.— Granted
KSWB
Yuma,
Granted
mod.
CP for location.
approval of Ariz.
ant., —trans,
and main
studio
October 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
NEWS
Falls, S. ofD.—completion
Mod. CP,
as KSOO
mod., Sioux
for extension
date.
from Binghamton, N. Y.
KUTE
(FM)station
Glendale,
Calif.— Mod.of
CP
new FM
for extension
completion
date.
CPWNBC-FM
to changeNewtrans,York,powerN. Y.—
and Mod.
ant.
type.
License for CP
Pottsdown
— License for
CP,WPAZ
as mod.,
new AM Pa.station.
TV Name Change
Southwestern
Publishing
Co., Little
Rock,
Ark. — Amend
application
new
TV station
to
change
name
from
Southwestern
Publishing
Co.
W. Reynolds. TV— Ch; 13 to Donald
Ashtabula,
— Application
for newto
TV
station
byOhio
amended
change
from2.16
ch.WICA
8vis.toInc.
ch.6.88
13, kwchange
CALL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
ERP
from
kw
to
1.08 kw aur. to 3.44 kw aur., etc. vis.,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KVOO
"RAISES
WITH

ITS

THREE

BLAW-KNOX
SGN

VOICE"

TYPE

TOWERS

By replacing old antenna systems with
these 450 ft. guyed structures, KVOO,
Tulsa, has increased its audience tremendously. The selection of Blaw-Knox
towers by KVOO engineers was prompted
by soundness of design— both electrical
and structural — and their all-weather
protection of hot-dipped galvanizing
throughout. If you, too, want this longterm efficiency at no added cost, just get
in touch with
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Building
Pittsburgh, Penna.

BLAW-KNOX^TOWERS

)ADCASTING

• Telecasting
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Cassell Commission Co. congratulations are extended by Mr. Hurley to
WBAL for its selling job with Kitchen Karnival. Left to right: Mr.
Mason, Mr. Redding, Mr. Hurley and Mr. Gunts
'* * *
KUDOS TO KITCHEN KARNIVAL
WBAL Show Marks Up Sales Record for Gorton's Cakes
BEHIND the current Gorton-Pew November until April of this year."
Fisheries Co. 13-week contract on
Gorton's first advertised on
WBAL Baltimore's Kitchen Kar- Kitchen Karnival on a 13-week
nival, outstanding midday broad- basis starting Jan. 18 of this year.
cast, lies a solid success story.
Results were so successful that
Cassell Commission Co., Balti- another contract was signed for
more brokers for the Gorton-Pew Sept. 20 through Dec. 13.
Fisheries, reports its organization
Kitchen Karnival is an audience
led all food brokers in the country participation
program, geared to
with
and sell grocery prodincreasetheover"largest
a similarpercentage
period 1949-of merchandise
ucts. Program is carried five days
1950 in theCodsaleFish
of Gorton's
12:30 to 1 p.m., Monto-Fry
Cakes Readyfrom a weekday from
through Friday. Format for
the show is relatively simple.
The cast includes Brent Gunts,
m.c. ; Joe Croghan, announcer; and
Earl Reaves, who plays the part
of KayKay, the clown. Audience
questions, generally dealing with
food, are the basis for the script.
The program is staged live on
Mondays with a luncheon at the
Park Plaza Hotel. Following the
live broadcast, another broadcast,
to be presented Friday of the same
week, is transcribed on tape. Programs for the other days of the
week are transcribed on tape at
various
women's clubs
and civic churches,
organizations.
Donations to Charity
The Plaza
women's
clubs broadcast
attending are
the
Park
luncheon
FIRST CHOICE/ charged $1 per person of which
OF ENGINEERS!
half is returned to the clubs to
donate to whatever charity they
Only Magnecorder
all the flexibility, high fidelity offers
and features
you
select. The other half of each dolrequire— at a price you want to pay!
lar is turned over to the hotel for
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE! the luncheon service. At the church
and
club transcribed broadcasts
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
tickets are furnished by WBAL
and
sold by women's
for whatever
amount organizations
they choose.
Those proceeds also are turned over
to charity.
In the 10 months WBAL's Kitchen Karnival has been on the air,
it has raised nearly $10,000 for
Baltimore charities.
High-powered merchandising is a
major part of Kitchen Karnival
sponsor success. Bill Mason,
WBAL merchandising manager,
who has wide experience in the
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grocery
dure : field, follows this proceOn
account such
as Gorton's
he — (1)an Arranges
a display
of the
sponsor's
product
at
the
and club broadcasts; (2) luncheon
calls on
chain stores, super markets and
independent retail outlets in the
vicinity whetfs the broadcast is to
be transcribed; (3) gets store displays; (4) improves counter and
shelf
positions; (6)
(5) keeps
arranges
in advertising;
busy tieon
the job of selling more goods and
uct.
gaining
distribution for the prodFor further promotion, WBAL
carries not only full-page newspaper advertisements promoting
the program,
vidual productbutads inareaddition,
run in indilocal
trade newspaper and magazine
publications.
To further promote Kitchen
Karnival, sponsors are invited to
talk about, show and demonstrate
their product
on Shopper's
book,visiona 15-minute
morning Noteteleshow.
This ambitious advertising —
merchandising combination, with
well-tested ingredients that prove
themselves in adding sales — results
in success stories such as this —
embraced in the following letters
to WBAL from the Cassell Commis ion Co.:
RADIO STATION WBAL:
You have recently completed a
contract with Gorton-Pew Fisheries
Co. of Gloucester, Mass., in which
two
of theirKarnival.
products were featured
on Kitchen
We wish to take this opportunity
to thank you for a wonderful job
well done by your radio station.
It has just come to our attention
that our organization came out on
top of all the food brokers in the
country, with the largest percentage
of increase over a similar period in
1949-50 Codfish
in the sale of Gorton's
Readyto-Fry
from November
until April of Cakes
this year.
In our opinion, a good deal of credit
for this increase in business goes
to Brent Gunts, Joe Croghan, Don
Redding, and John Coppers for their
splendid cooperation in acquainting
your listening and participating
audience
ducts. with Gorton's quality proIncidentally, this same program
was instrumental in establishing a
new item
ready Gorton's
Cooked. Our Salt
retailCodfish,
staff Aladvises, that grocers are having requests
for
this
new
item
due
to
Kitchen Karnival.
CASSELL Arthur
COMMISSION
CO.
G. Hurley
RADIO STATION WBAL:
. . . We sincerely believe Kitchen
SERVICE

Karnival is the biggest $ $ $ $ worth
of advertising anyone can buy today,
and you may refer to us at any time
as one of your satisfied customers.
us Gorton's
. . . of Gloucester agree with
CASSELL Arthur
COMMISSION
G. HurlyCO.
COPYRIGHT LAW
ABA Course Begins
COPYRIGHT INSTITUTE, course
of seven lectures on copyright law,
will begin tonight (Monday) at the
U. S. Federal Court House in New
York, Theodore R. Kupferman,
member of the NBC legal department and chairman of the Copyright Committee of the Federal
Bar Assn. of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, announced
last week.
Course agenda includes:
Oct. 15&— Samuel
W. Tannenbaum,
Johnson
Tannenbaum,
counsel and
consultantpetition toinbroadcasters,
copyright andmotion
unfairpicture
comcompanies and advertising agencies,
speaking
on
"Practical
Problems
in
Copyright."
Oct.Abramson
22— John& Schulman,
Hays,
St. John,
Schulman,
chairman
of
the
copyright
committee
of the American Bar Assn., speaking
on "The F.Rights
of Authors."
29—
Joseph
McDonald,
ABC chairman
viceOct.president and general
counsel,
the
Copyright
Committee
of
the
Barof
Assn. of the City of New York, speakof Broadcasting."
Nov. ing19on— "The
HermanLawFinkelstein,
general
attorney
of ASCAP,Rights
speaking
on "Public Performance
in Music
and
Performance
Rights
Societies."
Nov.
26 — Robert J. Burton, vice president
and counsel
to inBMI,the speaking
"Business3—Practices
CopyrightonStern
Field."
Dec.
Arthur
Reubens,
chairmanE. ofFarmer,
UNESCO copy-&
righttorney fcommittee
of theBookABAPublishers
and ator American
Council,
speaking
on or"Thethe Perils
of
(Publisher)
Pauline
Peculiar
Problems of Book Publishers, Featuring Copyright, Obscenity, Defamation
and Right
of Privacy."
10—
Joseph
D. paKarp,
memberBros.of Dec.
legal
dertment of Warner
Pictures,
speaking
on
"Copyright
Litigation."
Sydney M. Kaye, Rosenman,
Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, BMI vice
president,
counselwillandleadvicea
chairman ofgeneral
the board,
forum discussion following each
lecture.
OIIT-OF-HOME LISTENING
Surveyed by WHDH
WHDH Boston survey on out-ofhome listening
with radio
pertinent data on comes
Bostonuparea
family habits. Survey finds 95.7%
of 6,263 families
questionnaires listen answering
to radio while
away from their homes. Station
claims that computation shows 57%
ofto WHDH.
these families "listening most"
Of those questioned, WHDH says 8;:
21.7% reported ownership of a
portable
radio;53.7%
57.5%havehaveTVautomobile radios,
sets.

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for over phone
It yean"
For immediate
JACKSON eerviee
5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Me.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
STerling 3626

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A— 43-year
background
Established
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
v Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
I INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
j P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas,
Seattle,
Wash.
4212 S. Texas
Buckner Blvd. 4742
W. Ruffner

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG. REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
Quarter Consulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectron
ics-Communicaf
ionsD. C.
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
6,
Executive 1230— Executive
(Nights-holidays,
Lockwood 6851
5-1819)
Member AFCCE*
ticipation. Only six receivers will be
used.
STA Granted
WABD special
(TV) New
York, authority
N. Y. —
Granted
temporary
for
periodTV ending
March
31, and1952,aur.to
operate
station
with
vis.
trans,
output powers
of to5 kwfinalandaction2.5
kw, Commission
respectively,
Member AFCCE*
by
insubject
TVandproceedings
in
Docket
8736
et
al.;
on condition
that WABD (TV) and WTTG
(TV)
(DuMont'swithWashington,
C. station)
FCC ACTIONS
continue
their
off-setD.carrier
operationthe
s so as two
to stations.
reduce
interference
(Continued from page 9U)
between
-alif.;
KRGV
Weslaco,
Texas;
KTKR
WNHC-TV
New
Haven,
Conn.—
By
Taft,
Calif.;Tex.;KVSFWFINSantaFindlay.
Fe; KWHI
special
auBrenham,
Ohio; order, granted
thority for period
endingtemporary
Feb.vis.1, 1952,
WGAD
Gadsden,
Ala.;
WGBF
Evansto
operate
TV
station
with
and
ville.
Ind.; WGFG
Kalamazoo;
WLIZ aur. trans, output powers of 5 kw and
Bridgeport;
WOODMass.;
Grand
kw, respectively, subject to final
WORC Worcester,
WORK Rapids;
York, 2.5
ings. by Commission in TV proceedPa.; WOSCcinnati; Fulton,
N. Y.;N. WSAI
Cin- action
WSAT
Salisbury,
C;
WWCA
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Sary.
Ind.; WYVEOhio.Wytheville, Va.;
WILE Cambridge,
By Comr. George E. Sterling
STA
for
'Telemeter'
WGBA
Columbus,
Ga.— prejudice
Granted petiParamount Television Productions, lication.
tion to dismiss
without
apInc.—
temporary
au:horityGranted
to testspecial
subscriber
television
Partmar Corp.; Paramount Holly;ystem
called
"Telemeter"
over
faciliwood Theatre Corp., Los Angeles; Ca:ies of TVmidnight
station and
KTLA9 a.m.,
Los Angeles
aetween
for 90 bart Theatres Corp., Long Beach,
Jays. There will be no public par- Calif.; St. Louis Amusement Co., St.
JROADCASTING
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LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

AFCCE *
KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6103

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
One LeFevre
Lane, New Systems
Rochelle, N. Y,
New Rochelle 6-1620

Louis, Mo., and Eden Theatre Co., St.
Louis, Mo. — Denied petition to intervene in proceeding
applications
Paramount
Pictures reInc.,
et al andof
American Bcstg. Co. et al.
Paramount Pictures, Inc.; Paramount
Pictures Corp.; Paramount Television
Productions Inc.; and Paramount Communications, Inc. — Granted petition to
accept late appearance in proceeding.
Covington Bcstg. Co. Inc. and The
Opp
Co. by Inc.,
Opp, forAla.dis-—
GrantedBcstg.
petition
Covington
m
i
s
a
l
o
f
application
and
on owndocket
motion, FCC removed from hearing
application of Opp Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Eastern Radio Corp.,
Reading,of Pa.—
Granted
for extension
timeto
to Oct. 22petition
in which
to file reply
petition of Hawley Bcstg, Co. in opposition to Eastern's
application for
experimental
TV operation.
WFEC
Miami,
Fla.—
Granted
to amend application to include petition
revised
program schedules
programof Sept.
percentages. Also grantedandpetition
27re for
said authority
application.to take depositions in

By Hearing Eaxminer Fanney N. Litvin
Lakewood Bcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex.—
Granted petition for continuance of
hearing from Oct. 8 to Oct. 14, in
Washington.
By Hearing Examiner
Smith Elizabeth C.
WJKO to Springfield,
Mass.— inGranted
petition
amend application
order
to showward WWRL
change
in
MEOV
toWoodside, L. I.,values
thus decreasing possibility of interference to
WWRL.
By
Hearing
Leo Resnick
Western
Bcstg.Examiner
Assoc., Modesto,
Calif.
—Granted petition for continuance of
further hearing from Oct. 9 to Dec. 11
in Washington,
its application
and
that
of West Sidere Radio,
Tracy, Calif.
October 10AM—Applications
...
1380 kc
WBEL fromBeloit,1 kwWis.—to CP5 kw,
to increase
power
change
trans, (Continued
location, install
DA-D
etc.
on page 103)
October 15, 1951
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10<J per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 204 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All transcriptions,
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Help wanted, complete staffs for two
stations, business
top picanrscomplete
, girl Fridaymanagers,
traffic.
Send
tures,
disc,nounceKGAE,
history,
paySalem,
desired,
Marion
Hotel,
Oregon.
Managerial
Wanted:
Commercial
for
Louisiana station. Hardmanager
and sincere
worker
can gethaspartalways
of station
profits.in
This
station
operated
black. Box 154L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Successful commercial manager-salesman for daytime andstation,
be
experienced,
own must
car.
High
salary andhonest
commission.
Box
186L, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Salesmen,
if
you
are interested
livingingin from
a small
college
town andainearn$4,000.00
to $7,000.00
year,
depending
on
how
hard
you
work,
contact Box 224L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
in stable
market
with fulltime salesman
ABC
and
Contactstation.
WCLI,Salary
Corning,
N.commission.
Y.
There's
nothing wrong
radio
that
good ansalesmanship
can'tif with
cure.don't
If you're
not
order -taker,
you
wait
for
agencies
to phone,
if you have
ideasyouandat canthe sell,
there's a Area's
rosy future
for
Washington
powerful
independent.
fullymostto
Howard Stanley,
WEAM,WriteArlington,
Virginia..
Wanted:
Salesman who
sell and
service accounts.
Futurecan unlimited.
Should
be
able
to
earn
$100.00
weekly.
Contact Norman Glenn, Commercial
Manager,
aware. WJWL, Georgetown, DelAnother
salesmanexpanding
needed immediately
in the greatly
market of
Tide Water,
Virginia..
Fulltimecondinetworktions.station,
excellent
working
Right
man
will
be
energetic, between the ages ambitious,
of 24 and
35 and will
receivesoutherner
a guarantee
comA native
preferred
seeking
amis ion.bright
future.
Write,
wire,
call
Harrol
Brauer,
WVEC,
Hampton,
Virginia.
Attractive
position.or Ifsales
you have
a musical,ground,sales
youtechnical,
may musical
qualify instruments
to sellbackour
nationally
known
toWe churches,
colleges
and universities.
teach
you
the
business,
supply
leads andritory.sales
Exclusive
terFulltimehelps.
necessary.
Drawing
account
ifdetails,
you
qualify.
Please
give
complete
age,
make
and
year
of car, ingprevious
and earns. ISchulmerich
t will payexperience,
youElectronics.
to investigate.
Address
Inc.,
Sellersville, Pennsylvania.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer.
Opportunity
for
advancement
in profitable
network
tionsmall
located near
Birmingham.
$55.00sta-tois
start,
congenial
staff,
owner
manager,
selling not onrequired
but Box
will
pay 20%BROADCASTING.
commission
all sales.
136L,
Announcer
morning
showwith
and real
staff.personality
5000 watt Mu-forin
tual station.
Unlimited
opportunity
one of tions.
midwest's
most
progressive
staSend audition,
and combackground
with photo
first letter.
Box
223L, plete
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted gramimmediately,
combination
promorning
manlocated
for
1000 watt director,
daytimeand independent
in western
N.
C.
Excellent
opportunity,
good
working
and
living
condireferenctions.
es, etc.State
, in allfirstqualifications,
letter. All replies
confidential. Box 143L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
with
first
phone Excellent
licenses,
emphasis on for
sportsober,
and reliable
news.
proposition
man
not
afraid of Box
work,153L,located
in southwest
Virginia.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
announcer,
clean,
soberphoto
and
experienced.
Send $55.00.
disc and
first
letter. Start
Box 185L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer,
station
making
good profits, network
congenial
small
staff,
owner-manager,
excellent
conditions.
$65
topaystart.
Sellingliving
not
required,
but
will
20%
commissions
on135L,all BROADCASTING.
sales. Located in southeast. Box
Wantedman immediately,
announcer-salesfor oil
ABCcapital
affiliate
Casper,
Wyoming,
ofdetails
thein Rockies,
good
future,
send
all
in first
letter
all
along
with
disc
or
tape
and
photo. Eugene Larrieux, Program Dir.,
KVOC.
Wanted: nouncer
Combination
man,area good
anWisconsinpay.resortAll
network
affiliate.Box
Good193L,
details
first
letter.
BROADCASTING.
We're looking
for a About
personality
for a
hillbilly
DJplusshow.
tenhourshours
per
week,
equal
number
asif
straight
announcer.indieOpportunity
good.
Aggressive
in
city
over
100,000.
CASTING. South. Box 202L, BROADImmediate
opening
experienced
general staff andNet
play-by-play
$75
affiliatefamily
upperannouncer,
midwest,
goodweek.
smallmanenfriendly
city.
Per-or
t. Nosend
repliesdiscto orbeginners
shoppers,
so
tape
with
first letter please. They will be returned
CASTIr
Wanted,
Not themanworld's
best but aannouncer.
good small station
who
knowssic andand
can aread
EnglishWe plays,
muhandle
console.
area small
looking
for
a
man
who
knows
he
is
stationple rather
announcer
and
can
talk
to
peothem.at a Who
wants
toandliveenjoy
in a than
small atwithout
town
fair salary
too
hard.
Lots life
of commercialsworking
and some
continuity
vils Lake, N.writing.
D. Write KDLR, DeImmediate nounceropening
experienced anand announcer-copywriter.
Ark.
$55.00
week start.
KDMS, El Dorado,
Wanted: Immediatenouncer-engine r atoneopening
anof Forty
westforTexas'
newestwith250salary
watt andindies.
hour
week
advancement
according to ability.
have andtimehave
for
prima
if youDon't
can talk
aChief
1st donnas,
class
ticket,
contact
Pat
Jeter,
Texas. Engineer, KFLD, Floydada,
Wanted
— for
A staff
and aSingle,
news
director
1000 announcer
watt preferred.
station.
drafttactdeferred
ConTom Belcher,menKGWA,
Enid, Okla.
Wanted:
Announcer-engineer.
Emphaon announcing.
Old,November
established,
1000 siswatt
going
networkSend
1st.
Permanent
position.
disc
or tape,
qualifications,
KITJP,
Durango, salary
Colorado.requirements.
Byphone.
November
10— TwoStart
combosixtymendollars
first
Permanent.
forty
hours.
SendH. disc
and qualificat
i
o
n
s
t
o
Phillip
Barnhart,
KODI,
Cody, Wyoming.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer
— send disc, photo and salary
Liberal,requirements.
Kansas. Larry Filkins, KSCB,
Two combination jobs open, engineer,
some
announcing;
also announcerlocal
newsman;
$58 start,
advancement.
writeguaranteed
Jackson
or Crenshaw, Phone
KVLH,or Pauls
Valley,
Okla.
Combination
announcer-engineer.
Emphasis onmeannouncing.
Salary
comnsurate with ability. Call
Manager,
atnettsville,
telephoneS. 780
C. collect. WBSC, BenWanted: nouncer,
Experienced,
versatile anon morning
and staff news.strong Good
starting records
salary,
graduated
payletter
scale,oftalent.
Send audition, photo,
qualifications
including salary
expected to Station
WFDF, Flint,
Michigan.
Wantedfirstimmediately.
Two announcers
with
phone
New 1000R.
watt station.
Call licenses.
or wire William
Murray,
Carolina. WFMC, Goldsboro, North
Announcer,
regional ABC. combination
WKTY, La man
Crosse,forWisAnnouncer-copywriter
wanted
growing independent. Good
workingfor
conditions.
Gateway
to
Michigan's
fishing,
hunting,Midland,
resort Michigan,
area. Write or
call WMDN,
Announcer
with
first
phone
per week. WMOG, Brunswick,license.
Georgia.$60
Dual network station, TV application,
has teropening
for staff
announcer. Send
Betaverage
auditionthan and
resumeopportunities.
to J. W. Carson,
WMOX, Meridian, Miss.
Good
announcer
is wanted
on 5 kwsteadyNBCstaffaffiliate
in large
North
Carolinaists. Justcity.
No
sports
or
DJ
specialtopflight staffWriteman.Robert
PreferC.
man from southeast.
Estes,
Salem, N.Pgm.C. Mgr., WSJS, WinstonAnnouncerTifton,
- engineer,
WWGS,
Ga., Phonefirst92 phone.
Technical
Engineer or combination for 250 watter
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, chief engineer and a first class
operator forpendent. 1000
southern indeBox 144L,wattBROADCASTING.
Wanted. Radio operators holding 1st
class ence
radiounnecessary.
telephoneCarlicenses.
Experirequired.
Upstate New York. Box
180L,
BROADCASTING,
Needed
a man combo
with first
class phoneimmediately,
ticket to handle
job.
Excellent
earnings.
Permanent
position.
Car
needed.
Write
or
wire
WCDL,
Carbondale, Penna.
First classquired,engineer,
no experience
WCDT, Winchester,
Tennessee.reEngineer, first
license. Immediate
opening.
WEAV,class Plattsburg,
N. Y.
Engineer-announcer
$60
or
more
weekly. Permanent position and excellent
working
conditions.
Writenumber.
or wire John
collect
giving
your
phone
Garrison, WFUN, Huntsville, Alabama.
Immediate
opening for
engineer
first class license.
Contact
AllenwithB.
Jones,ton, N.Radio
C, Station WGNI, Wilming-

Help Wanted Need
(Cont'd)two, one
Engineer-announcer.
with
sufficient
experience
for bonus
chief.
Salary
and
percentage
system.
WJAM 1000 ofwatt,profitdaytime.
Marion, Alabama.
Engineer
wanted, someSendannouncing
for
evening
full details
first letter,schedule.
Lester
Jacksonville,
N. C. L. Gould, WJNC,
Wanted: Engineer-announcer,
nouncer. Station WKEU, Griffin,alsoGa.anWanted,
engineer,
AM and Tennessee.
FM NBC
affiliate WKPT, Kingsport,
Two
first
class
operators,
experience
not necessary, car essential. $50.00 per
forty hour
Contact
neer, WOLS,week.
Florence,
S, C.Chief EngiProduction-Programming, Others
Copy girl: For small
station not
in eastern
Pennsylvania.
Experience
essential,Typing
but potentialities
for development
are.
and
dictation
necessary.
Opportunity
for
air
work
with
talent.
Box 201L, BROADCASTING.
Where 'n writers!
Sam GoodHill
aregoodall pay,
the copyjob,
good
station.
Good
deal
for background,
good man.
Come
on,
fellas:
Samples,
data
to
Box
218L,
BROADCASTING.
don't
you? to get ahead in the world,
You want
New
Englander
gooddirector
voice and
and
ideas
wanted State
as with
program
announcer.
qualifications,
experience
and
salary
expected.
Box
221L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:write.Experienced
news man,
Excellent opportunity
for manrewith writing
ability
news judgment. Air work
not and
essential.
Send
letter of perience,
qualifications,
including
exbackground
and
salary
expected to Station WFDF, Flint, MichiTelevision
Technical
gan.
TV
cameraman
foravailability
midwest station.
State
experience,
salary
required.
Non-engineer
" ~ ~ only.
' Reply
LESituations Wanted
Managerial
Manager: With a record of achievement
in highly competitive midwestern
metropolitan
Not a "Fancy with
Dan,"a
but
a sound, offield.
practical
background
12 years
years operator
newspaper
exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
a
n
d
10
in
management
ofExtremely
2 recognized
5 conscious
kw network
outlets.
dollar
and
strictly
sales-minded. Now in newspaper field,
but seeklishedreturn
to AM radio
with estaba man-sized
toaccomplishment.
be done station
and having
willing
pay well job
forin
Not tointerested
station
skating
on
thin
ice
because
I'm
not a miracle
or one-shot
worker. Wil man
invest.
Referenceswonderfrom
prominent
industry
leaders as past
well employer
as presentand employer.
Goand anywhere.
Available
30
days
notice
available for immediate interview
in your office. Box 70L, BROADCASTING.
Ilastcanyearmake
underyoupastmoney!
manager.4%We return
have
paid
25%
this
year.
Can domarket.
same for11
you.
Looking
for
larger
radio. Sober.
Family
29years
years.in Available
30 days.
Box man.
119L,
BROADCASTING,
Commercial - program - promotion manager resigning
present
positionofimmedesiresBest
management
local
indie
or diately,
net.Civic
references
employer.
minded
collegepresent
man.
Replies
answered.
Box
181L,
BROADCASTING.
Manager —oughlycommercial
Thor-all
long manager.
experience
phases
radio.capable,
Efficient
management,
strong
sales,
good
programming
and
public
relations. Mature,
enthusiastic,
fine personality,
good showmanship,
everything
that
makes
a
successful
station.sonable
Small salary
or medium
market. Reaand percentage.
Box
195L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
combination
announcerengineer-salesman
for astation
network operation inlooking
a single
market tomis ion manage
and combasis minimuma salary
$400. Box
198L,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
What station needs a hustling high type
manager
sales programming
and
productionwithability.
Sober,Boxreliable,
trustworthy.
Middle-aged.
199L,
BROADCASTING.
Stationence manager,
over Experienced
20 years experidesires change.
sales
promotion,
over-all station
operation.
Excellent commercial
air voice.
Over
ten
years
on
present
job.
Sober
family
man.
Modest salary to
200L, BROADCASTING
. start. Box
After overmercial20manager
yearsof ashighly
manager-comsuccessful
operation
infindcompetitive
metropolitan
market
I
it
necessary
good
personal reasons to make aforchange.
If youtionneed
hardwant
working
managera and
a mancombinathat is
trained topetitionperform
in heavy comwantwellaandmanager-salesman scious,
that ismake; ifyoumeprogram
policyprefer
conan
offer.
Would
part
ownership
to
be
paid
out
earnings
to assuretreated
long range
security.of
All
information
confidentially.
Box 206L, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Ateeth!
good Nosalesman
than hens
kidden.is scarcer
Prefer Mississippi
Valley. Presently
employed.
Vast experience. Box 176L, BROADCASTING.
Sales and air
work
combination.
Exdesires relocatein with
financially
stableperienced,
organization
small
midw
e
s
t
o
r
southwest
market.
Box
203L,
BROADCASTING.
Tough job at topCommercial
dollar. Experienced
time
manager,of
accountsalesman.
executive
leading
producer
transcribed
shows.
Send full
details.
Box 222L, BROADCASTING.
Salesman,
good
personality,
makes
friends
easily.
references.
Available
because Excellent
of15%
merger.
$75 per
week
guarantee,
commission.
James Waterfield,
Washington,
D. C. 600 G St., S. E.
Announcers
Announcer-program
director
position ingroundnortheast.
Ten year desires
back. Box 55L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer
AM-TV,
phases! Strong commercials, MC, news.all
Presently
employed
50Excellent
kw NBC referAMTV. Desire
ences.Thank
Disc, change.
photo,
particulars
on request.
you!
Box
114L,
BROADCASTING.
College graph,
graduate
first phone,announcerfirst teleseeks with
combination
engineer
jobstation.
small
California
or
southwest
Four-F
draft.
experience,
no contact
with Soon
any toformNobe
ofdischarged
radio in past
four
years.
Will work any
shift. Box from
117L, Navy.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer-salesman.
Atten-all
tion Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas and
points in southwest ! If looking for perhelp I'm yourEmployed
man. Experiencedmanentall phases.
metroCASTING.politan directional. Box 141L, BROADCompetent
desirescommercials.
staff position. veteran,
Strongannouncer
on news
and
Married
draft
exempt.
Disc,
photo
upon
request.
Box
173L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— 3 years Desirous
experience, tops
news,
commercials.
gettingin
with
progressive
kw or more31,ofmarried.
network
affiliate.
$65.00
minimum.
Box 178L, BROADCASTING.
Call Dayton
8-5707 in NYC operator
for experiencedmiles
announcer-board
within
of there. Otherwiseif
Box 184L,150 BROADCASTING.
Capablecollege.
announcer,
8 years radio,
years
Cleardelivery,
unaffected
speech,5
authoritative
news
convincing
commercials,
adequate
special
No
sports. Musical
Acting conducting
experience,events.
some
directing.
ability,
especially
chorus.
Age
33,
married.
Want staff
job with
regional
major network affiliate.
like opportunity
for
some
workDiscWould
inondrama,
music, or
production.
request.
view later, if practical. Box Inter196L,
BROADCASTING.
Network
caliber
play-by-play
staff
man. ballExplayercollege
football
and pro basedesires
metropolitan
location,
college
sports
and
pro
baseball.
$85.00 per week. Box 204L, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination
announcer-engineer.
First
phone
licenseexperience,
accent on announcing,
five
pleasant
voice.years
Run good morningdeepshow.
Will
sell onfercommission.
Family Box
man. 208L,
Presouthern
station.
BROA
DCAS
TING.
Young
announcer
in radio,
TV
and film
looking
fortrained
permanent
position
with
chance
to
develop
abilities.
Single
and
draft
exempt.
Will
go
anywhere
at once. Box 209L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
desires position
New
York
area.25 Experienced.
excellent
training,
competent,References.
energetic, Box
imaginative,
congenial.
211L,
BROADCASTING.
Combotin Radio
man.School
Collegegrad.
degree.FirstDon phone.
MarNo
professional
experience,
desire
right ablestart.
Learnexperience,
quickly, canconsideramateur
write.
Age
27,habits,
single,MC
veteran, draftaccustomed
exempt.
Good
conscientious,
toDisc,
responsibility.
Present jobon iYzrequest.
years.
photo,
Prefer
west ofreferences
the Mississippi.
Box
213L. BROADCASTING.
Topnotch
New
England
sportscaster
desires
a heavy
sports hockey,
schedulefoot-in
easternball,city.
Basketball,
baseballnews.
play-by-play.
Alsoand strong
onexempt.
DJ and
Married
draft
Box 220L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
heavy
on
news,
being relieved
Oct. 23.
Desires
positionfromin active
Texas duty
or midwest.
Accept
announcer-copywriter
position.
Grad
of
Inst,
of
Radio
Broadcasting,
Dallas,tact S/Sgt.
Texas.
Age
23, owns Hqs.
car. Sqdn.,
ConBob
Billingsley,
20th
A.
B.
G.,
Shaw
A.
F.
B.,
S.
C.
before4
18 1
Oct. 3
Phone0Shaw
Ext.
. A. F. B.,
Experienced
6 years
commercial Jack
radio.announcer,
News,
discs,142
interviewsspecialty.
Boris.
East
33rd
Street, New York City, Lexington
2-3970.
Announcer-engineer,
phone,
two
years
experience,
no first
accent,
married
veteran,
college,
interested
inHall,
sports,
tapes,
discs,
will
travel.
Don
4122
Buell Drive, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
H-1463.
Announcer-salesman-newscaster.
education,
good newscaster.
AgeGood
45.
single,
gorequest.
anywhere.
Available
Tape
on
John
Lewis.
3310now.E.
25th
Street,
Kansas
City.
Missouri,
phone Benton 2435.
Announcer-engineer,
1st phone. Strong
Draft
exempt.
Accent on announcing.
news. Independent
andWilliam
networkRogel,
exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
.
W
i
l
travel.
N.1275Y. Grant Avenue, New York City,
Technical
Engineer
with
first class
ticket,upon
car
and
some
experience,
available
notice. Box 40L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer withe in radio,
degreegiveand all15 details
years exfirst letter.periencBox
43L, BROADCASTING.in
Present locate.
chiefExperience
engineer
wishes
to rein all
maintenance,
construction
andphases
repair.of
Have
car,
married
and
very
reliable
wish permanent location. Very good
references.
Box 116L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Age 31, 12 years experience
in all phases ofkw radio.
Presently chief
emstation,
position ployined at 50small
station, desire
or operator
inwest.50 kwBox station.
Prefer
upper
mid171L, BROADCASTING.
Vet,
first
phonetraining.
license. Please
Colored,state5
years
technical
salary
and BROADCASTING.
transportation requirements.
Box 175L,
Engineer —perievet,
phone.
1 kw24, 1st
WE FMclass
443-A1
AM, Exandin1 kw RCAcludingnce onBTF-1C
xmitters,
directional
array.
New
York
area
preferred.
Available
Nov.
15th.
Box 215L. BROADCASTING.
Experienced
radio atengineer,
phone
license employed
250 watt1st station.
3 years ofnications
radio,
television,
commuschooling.
Preference
around New York City. Box in187L,or
BROADCASTING.
Excellent
voiceannouncing.
quality. FirstMinimum
phone.
Emphasis
S65.00. Boxon 197L,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitterdiately.operator
available immeexperienced,
dependable. SLicensed,
tate requirements.
Lewis
Sherlock,
General
Delivery,
Denver,
Colorado.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Program
director-announcer,
ten years
in radio, three
years manager.
as program
tor-assistant
Now atdirec5000
watt CBSrector postaffiliate.
Desire
program
at smaller
station.
Refer-diences
from
past
and
present
employers.
Box 118L, BROADCASTING.
Attention,cation,Florida!
permanentradiolothoroughly For
experienced
man offers background
of announcing,
copy, production,
board, news. Presentdiposition
station Details
manager-program
please. Tape,
brochure.rector 1 kw.
Box 140L, BROADCASTING.
Copy-continuity
writer.
Heavy
publication
experience,
limited
radio-TV
background.
Can assist
at announcing,
producing.
Hard
worker.
Box
156L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced traffic,
urday-southern
Thursday, girl
to ) wantsFriday
traffic(Satdi-or
rector area.
position inExcellent
Indiana
Louisville
stenographer
CASTING^
and
typist. Write Box 170L, BROADLocal
news coverage
builds audiences.
Experienced
newsBROADCASTING.
director
available.
Write Box 174L,
Program
manager-announcer-newsman
relocatingences. Topimmediately.
Best referman seeking
permanency.radio
Replies answered.
Box 182L,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter-announcer.
Young
woman
— good appearance. 3 years experience. News,features,
commercials,DJ women's
and
children's
and board
work.
sales. College
grad
(B. A.).Knowledge
Disc available.
Box 188L,
BROADCASTING.
Limited staff stations! Commercial
minded
PD-announcer-hillbilly
DJsalesman-trafnc
manager-newscastercontrolknowhow
board operator-typist.
years
radio
with a small staff4 indie.
Single. Draft
exempt. butPrefer
independent,Family
non-glamorous,
promotion
wise station.
affairs and
rapidchangingBROADCASTING.
staff stations, don't reply.
Boxly 190L,
CBS affiliate
PD midwest
in secondary
market
seeks
position
metropolitan
staff.
Family,
veteran,
college,
Prefer
newsroom inoroperation
production.
Will31.
accept
anything
managed
byBox radiomen
who
believe
in
radio.
191L. BROADCASTING.
Western states: Capable, attractive
womansive now
employed
desires manageprogresopportunity
with program,
reliable
ment. Experienced
traffic,
broadcasting,
women's
features,
relations,
sales, continuity. Box public
194L,
BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer
television
and radio
staff
background.
Wide
experience
dramatic. news and documentary
shows.
staCASTING.
tion or Desires
agency. newBox opportunity
210L, BROADNewsman,
ten
years
news
experience.
Directed
newsrooms. Emphasizes
full use oftwoall presentation
techniques.
Wants
good-paying
CASTING.
radio or television. job
Box with
216L, future,
BROAD-in
Attention! Livewire! Experienced gal
charged with talent for some lucky
PD.
on women's
programs,
DJ
shows,Strong
board
work. Graduatecopy,
leading some
radio219L,
school-Radio
City.
ING^
Will
travel.
Box
BROADCASTTelevision
Announcert
Announcer
— AM TVor experience
TV: 3 years atexperience. 2 years
large
network
station
in midwest
on nonstaff
basis.
Special
events, newsreel
and
on-camera
experience.
Married,
24, veteran and active member AFRA.
Desireary to opportunity.
staff position.BoxLocation
second179L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Producer-director
with network, com-for
mercial TV experience
opening
with
agency TV looking
department.
CASTING.
Box 183L, BROADCASTING e TELESuccessful AM station manager wants
to geting,into
TV.andExperienced
writproducing
selling.
Hasin theatrical,
public Will
relations
and anything
newspaper
background.
consider
in
TV.
Canand furnish
clippings,
scripts
best oflayouts,
references.
Box
ING.
205L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTTV film man. Two years building programs,Opportunity
commercialsprimary.
with major
network.
Box 212L,
BROADCASTING
» TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Seeking position with TV, AM/TV, or
agency
operation. - Five
years radio
Director
Some :
writing. - producer
Four yearsannouncer.
summer stock:
ass't director,
stageSRT-TV.
managerTopandrefer-director.Family
Graduate
ences.
man. 27. Write
Box
217,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
Channel two or three RCA TF3A three
bay Bat liveWing
immediate dery. Box 869K.antenna
BROADCASTING.
Two
MI4875-GRCAandUniversal
one sparepickup
pickupkitshead.
Kits ingcomplete
in all CB-11
respects,turntables.
mountplates
fit
Gates
Spare
completely reconditioned
by9 months
RCA,head
other
ago. twoKitsheads
have reconditioned
been in use
2\'2
years
and
are in Guymon,
perfect condition.
Best offer. KGYN,
Okla.
For er;sale
—
Truscon
self-supporting
tow172 feet high;
insulated:
Cross-Heinz
navigation
lights.
Price
SI,
750
standdismantled.
WOKO,ing; S3, 500
Albany,
N. Y. Jim Healey.
For
sale
—
two
slightly
used arms,
complete
Western
Electric
9-A pickup
with
equalizers
andall three
spare
diamond
stylus
heads,
available
immediately.
Bob
McRaney,
WROB,
West
Point,
Miss.
Like
new, Federalsale10 cheap,
kw FM broadcast
transmitter
junk asif
necessary. for
Make an offer asquick,
this
model
193-A
with
modulator
109-B
must
go immediately.
Also
one shuntC-100
FM
antenna,
consisting
of eight
fed
radiating
loops,
with
heaters
for
de-icing,
elbows,
expansion
joints,
air
intake, mounting brackets and 340 feet
ofA lot2\'bofinchgoodco-ax
(Andrew
Company).
copper, at least. All this
equipment
used only two years. Kankakee
kakee, Daily
Illinois.Journal Company, KanWanted to Buy
Stations
Want
to
buy
only
AM radio
ain town
ofoverover60,000.
25,000,
onestation
of twoin
Willor deal
directly
witha city
owner.
F. F. McNaughton,
Pekin,
Illinois.
Equipment, etc.
Crystal for 1240
take oven if
available.
Box kc.189L,WillBROADCASTING.
Will
buy:
250
Must
beNo injunk
good wanted.
shapewattand transmitter.
worth the money.
mulge , Okla. Station KHBG, OkWanted,
latest
type
equipment.
RCA
BTA-250M
or Also
CollinsGR
300-J-250
watt
transmitter.
type 1931-A
modulation
monitor
or
equivalent.
Jack
Hall. The WCPO Stations, Cincinnati.
Ohio.
Will
pay cash
for usedMustRCAbe 76B2
equivalent
consolette.
in goodor
shape.
KayStreet,
BankMinneapolis
Studios, 1113, North
Eleventh
Minnesota.
Wanted:
Console
for
campus
station
at
AbilenePerry,
Christian
Lowell
Station College.
A, Abilene. Contact
Texas.
Miscellaneous
Antenna resistance measurements made
at reasonable
All work
guaranteed. Edwardcost.
Goodberlet
Company,
6378
souri. Smiley Avenue. St. Louis 9, MisEmployment Services
4J
1
J'1
1
Aj
j

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT
Confidential
nation - wideSERVICE
service
placing qualified, experienced managers,
commercial
managers.
program
directors, Inquiries
chief engineers
and
disc jockeys.
invited from
applicantsHoward
and employers.
S. Frazier
TV Bond
& RadioBldg..Management
72fi
WashingtonConsultants
5. D. C.
(Continued on next page)

Help Wanted
Announcers
COMBO MAN
wanted
Must be strong
on an-or
nouncing. Send tape
platter
and state
expected.
Orth salaryBell,
General
Manager.
KLMR, Lamar, Colo.
Production-Programming, Others
HELP WANTED
Creative radio
man station.
for large
western
Must midhave
proven record as one who can
spark
new
ideas
to
liven
shows and can execute his ideasup
by working with producers. AdING. dress Box 122L, BROADCASTHELP WANTED
Largest Radio-TV
in the
midwest
needs a operation
skilled continuity
re-write
man
who
can
adapt
plotsboth
to established
shows
for
radio and mystery
TV. Address
Box I23L, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
Program manager — Here
Radio Station
Small
a big city
programlifetownmanandpreferred.
who
hasand hadlikesa istaste
town
work
it!withHasofa small
both
agencyural feand
station
experience,
—
natwhatcommercial
the public department,
wants. Will work
well withl forticularlythe
pari
n
developing
new
business
through
program
ideas.
Has
operated
on
both
large
and
More dollar
interested
happy small
set-upforbudgets.
than
large
income.insta-Aa
good
someBox asmart,
down-to-earth
tionbetmanager.
172L, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Managerial
Young Radio Executive
WANTS
promotion from present secure
position
as
ASSISTANT MANAGER
of successful east coast indie to
MANAGER
of your station in tough competitive market
11 years of success
as talent and
management.Offers
Innate sense of
showmanship.
Documented
tory of sales success. Writehis-or
wire.
ING. Box 177L, BROADCASTFor Sale
Stations
WE WILL SACRIFICE
good
250 watt coastfulltime
in
growing
cityFine ofstation
15,000.
Excellentacres,east
potential.
building,
five
right
in
city.
Principal
owners
have other
interestsBoxdemanding
immediate
attention.
125L,
BROADCASTING.

CALVARY Baptist Church Hour,
heard Sundays over WMGM New
York, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., also will
be broadcast, via transcription of earlier programs, over HCJB, 100,000watt station in Quito, Ecuador.

Announcement

November

ly 1951

the following classified
rates will be in force:
SITUATIONS WANTED
• 20£ per word ($2.00 minimum)
HELP WANTED
• 25£ per word ($2.00 minimum)
ALL OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS
• 30£ per word ($4.00 minimum)
DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS
• $15.00 per inch (one column x V);
• $30.00— (one column x 2");
• $45.00— (one column x 3"), etc.
All classified advertising includes
the blind box number at no cost. Replies will
be mailed daily, first class, postage free. If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00
extra charge for mailing.
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
Page 100 • October 15, 1951
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On All Account
Low Pressure Sports
(Continued from page 20)
EXPERIMENTING with
Louis as program-production manplay-by-play
sports
events, description
WFDR (FM)of
ager for KMOX, the CBS outlet
there. He remained with the staNew
York,
outlet
for the Intion until 1941 when he joined the
ternational Ladies'broadcast
Garment
Navy as a lieutenant junior grade.
Workers
Union,
There, besides his tour of duty with
the
NYU-Rutgers
football
the Russian Navy, he served in the
game from Triboro Stadium,
Southwest Pacific on the staff of
New
York,
Saturday
afterthe Seventh Fleet and as a liaison
noon. Priding itself on proofficer with the Royal Navy.
gramming for the mature
Themer Douglass'
— she— now
is thelivefor-in
listener, nouncedthe
Muriel Campbell
the gamestation
would an-be
a New York apartment. Mrs.
described by Joe Michaels,
director of talks and news, in
Douglass owns the radio and television program package firm known
a "relaxed, low- pressure
as Muriel Campbell Productions.
method so that the listener
will know what is happening
without being snowed under
by a multitude of details and
KING TO ECA
a magnitude of names and
Leaves WCOP Post
numbers."
erage willMore
be sports
tested cov-by
EUGENErector at WCOP
H. KING,
program
diWFDR if audience reaction
Boston, Mass., is
warrants it, station said.
scheduled to leave this Thursday
for Paris where he will assume the
post of European radio director VATICAN STATION
for the EconomicministratiCooperation
on. His successor Ad-at
Italy Makes Land Gran
WCOP was not announced.
A radio veteran of 15 years, Mr. A NEW $6 million radio station
was
earmarked
for ofthe a Vatican
last'
King has been with WCOP since week on the basis
land grant,
1947.dioHecoordinator
recentlyforwas thenamed
raby
the
Italian
government.
The
United
to be erected on the I
Nations in Boston, and also is a new station,
of Rome, will be used to
member of the North American outskirts
air
programs
in over 20 languages
Advisory Committee of the French
all points on the globe.
Broadcasting Co. He has been ac- to The
Vatican
to maintain
tive in the work of the Iron Cur- contact with someplans
64 million
Roman
tain Refugee Committee and num- Catholics behind the
Iron
Curtain
erous public service associations.
and another three million in Communist-control ed China. The grant
was for extra-territorial rights to
FM Handie-Talkies
over can1,335
of land.for Thea moral
Vatiradio acres
has called
PRODUCTION of Army Signal
crusade
against
the
threat
to
reliCorps handi-talkie radio sets has
gion which Communists have frebeen started by four manufacturquently labeled "the opiate of the
ing firms — Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., Sentinel Radio Corp. and
Utility Electronic Corp. New WILLIAM SAVITT, president of
handi-talkie set is the first FM radio Savitt Jewelers and WCCC Hartford,
first prize in the Saturday
of its type yet produced and will awarded
Postfornationwide
sales promobe used to equip Korean units Evening
people."
tion contest
their Remington
Rand
soon, the nounced.
ArmySeveralDept.
has
anRazor entry. Savitt Jewelers entry
hundred sets won
on the basis of his letter contest
were produced in September and on "Why I Want a Remington Electric
output is scheduled to increase
steadily in the next two months. Razor for Graduation or Father's
Radio Station and Newspaper
Day."
Tax, estate andAppraisals
many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable BlackburnHamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals inminimum time.
Appraisal* • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
Ray V. R.Hamilton
James
W. Blackburn
Murphy 235Lester
M. SmithSt.
Washington
Bldg. Harold
Tribune Tower
Montgomery
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6 Exbrook 2-5672
BROADCASTING
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Feature of Week
(Continued from page 12)
booklet of suggested announcements pointing
up thelife.various
allied ar
radio plays
in daily
These, roles
too,
ts \\
are
used
at
the
individual
station's
convenience, and may be used by
both affiliates and non-affiliates of
Mutual.
JOHNSTON appointed
World campaign, aside from
STU REYNOLDS
appointed exclusive sales representative
for
manager of newly theThe"Listen"
discs, includes trade
Screen Televideo Assoc., new telecreated product
enpaper
advertisements
stressing the
vision film production firm recently
gineering
division
same
theme
and
stations
formed by GIL RALSTON, formerly
A m p e x Electric to use the "Listen"advising
slogan
not only
executive producer Procter & GamCorp.,
Redwood
ble Productions [B • T, Sept. 17].
but in their other proCity, Calif. He was on the air
FRANK MAYER, RKO-Pathe, apmotion projects. "Sell radio and
with
tric. General Elec- you'll sell
pointed
production
manager
Princeyour station," World
ton Film Center, Princeton, N. J.
proclaims.
HORACE SCHOPPE, Yale & Towne
FRANK
B.
ROGIt
has
also
issuedtofour-page,
Mfg. Co., appointed special sales
affiliates twoand
ERS Jr., vice pres- color brochures
representative for Princeton Film
ident
and
assistnon-affiliates
to
enlist
their support
Center.
ant general sales in the "sell radio" drive,
and is
EDWARD MANN, film editor, signed Mr. Johnston manager A m p r o
theall"Listen"
message
as director Edward Lewis Television
Corp., Chicago, ap- employing
a
tag-line
on
continuity
sent
outas
Productions, Hollywood.
pointed vicSounde presi- by World. The message is also cart in chargeLongof sales
Reeves
MAURICE LYNCH, financial secretary craft denCorp.,
ried on stickers attached to all its
Island City, N. Y.
Chicago Federation of Labor (WCFL),
mailing pieces, enresigns. Union has combined his SAM LITTLEJOHN, manager of At- correspondence,
velopes and the like, and is further
duties with those of recording secrelantic district, Apparatus Div., Gen- displayed on World "flash sheet"
tary, WILLIAM F. CLEARY.
eral Electric Co., elected commercial and promotional material. AdverHAL BRATSBERG, KING-TV Seattle, vice president of company.
tisements also emphasize that
FAIRBANKS RE-NAMED
staff Rarig Motion Picture JAMES C. P. LONG, head of material "World is building
for radio today
President of WIBC toCo.,sales
Seattle.
and
a
radio
future bright and
coordination
section
of
Bureau
of
RICHARD M. FAIRBANKS has ALBERT A. CHESNES appointed Aeronautics, U. S. Navy Dept., apmanager Theatre Television Dept.,
been re-elected president of WIBC Paramount
pneering
ointed tostaff,
Washington,
D. C. Co.
engiTelevision Productions,
Indianapolis at an annual meeting
Sprague Electric
Y. JACK HAMMER appointed
KYA San Farncisco has launched new
of station share holders. Three new N.
MATTHEW
C.
CARBERRY,
adminsupervisor
of
theatre
film
processing.
talent program in cooperation
directors elected were W. Daniel BELL VOCATIONAL SERVICE Inc.,
istrative assistant to RUSSEL L. school
San Francisco public and Catholic
sound."
Kibler Jr., president of Kibler Cleveland, announces expansion of WOLDEN, S. F. City Assessor, named with
Program designed to suppleLeo J. Myerberg Co., schools.ment regular
Trucking Co.; Harry T. Ice, Ross, advertising-public relations-radio-TV comptroller
California distributors for
McCord, Ice & Miller, and Mrs. department. MARILYN D. EGGERS Northern
sic courses. school activities and muRCA.
Daniel Ericourt of Chicago.
will head department.
Mary C. Fairbanks was named RICHARD F. FRENCH, assistant pro- JACK F. McKINNEY SALES Co.,
vice president and M. H. Geiger
music inandmusic
directordepartment
of grad- Dallas, Texas, named sales repreIN MONTREAL
uatefes or ofstudies
sentative of cathode-ray tube division
was elected secretary-treasurer.
named
director
of Pubpub- for Allen B. Du Mont Labs., Clifton,
Kenneth W. Church is general Harvard U.,
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
Associated
Music
N. J. McKinney Sales will cover
manager and William L. Dean is
lissihdeirasryIonfc.Broadcast
, N. Y., wholly
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisprogram director of the station.
MusicownedInc. sub- Texas,
Directors re-elected were Mrs. WILL VOELLER,
divison.iana, and Mississippi for Du Mont
president
Universal
Adelaide Causey; Mr. Geiger;
Richard, Mary C. and Charles W. Recorders, Hollywood, father of boy, JOHN W. BELANGER, general manFairbanks; and Robert M. Vailan- Kim, born Oct. 7.
ager of newly-created Defense ProdARTHURrector TheD.Mayers
DUNCAN,
court, Pasadena, Calif.
ucts Div.,director
and NICHOLAS
M. Duit's
Co., L.creative
A., rejoinsdi- CHEMIN,
of Manufacturing
Capitol Records Inc., as accessories Services Div., General Electric,
merchandising manager in New York. elected vice presidents.
PAMELA DUNCAN and GEORGE GENERAL RADIO Co., Cambridge,
PEMBROKE
signed by
Jerry Fairof Type CFCF
banks Productions,
Hollywood,
for Mass., announces toaddition
its line. Trans- Ask the man who knows best — the
leading roles in The Little Black Book 71-A transformer
former
furnishes
convenient
adjust- local advertiser on CFCF. '
newest in Front Page Detective TV
able source winding
of 60-cycleispower.
The
film series. EPHIL ROSEN, film di- secondary
completely
proof that he gets prompt action
rector, signed by company, to direct isolated and the insulation between Best
and to the core will withstand at the cash register is the fact that
~The
One, TVnewest
firm's Front coils
Page Lonely
Detective
film inseries.
a 1250-volt breakdown test.
Oyer a 3-year period
NORMAN
NOYES,Co.,Losfather
Angelesof manlocal advertising on CFCF
ager Branham
girl, CREST TRANSFORMER Corp., Chi- has
increased 260%cago, appoints Perlmuth - Colman
Sept. 29.
Assoc., atLos
Angeles,
as
its
representFRED
SHEPARD,
regional
sales
manives linefor electronic
radio and tele- National advertisers, too, can bank on
Reasons Whv
ager National Retail Radio Spots
of transformers.
Inc., Hollywood, named national sales "Technvisionica
CFCF. For Canada's FIRST station has
The foremost national and local ad- manager.
l
the coverage, the listener ship, to do a
vertisers use WEVD year after MARGARET MAU appointed promoyear to reach the vast
real selling job in the rich Montreal
tion director Arthur-Sampson Enter- STAN COOPER, graduate Northwest market
area.
Jewish Market
prises Inc., Cincinnati. She was with Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore.,
WBNS
(TV)
Columbus.
of Metropolitan New York
appointed
Cor1. Top adult programming
vallis,
Ore. chief
BOB engineer
McQUEEN,KRUL
graduate,
I 2. Strong audience impact
named
Ore. chief engineer KVAS, Astoria,
£&ulpment
1 3. Inherent listener loyalty
*
4. Potential buying power PAUL H. LESLIE, district manager ED MacDUFF, supervising operator
for receiver department in Detroit CBW Winnipeg, named acting chief
—
Send for a copy of
area General Electric, appointed TV operator CBK Watrous, Sask.
»
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
sales manager for department. He TOM DICKSON, cableman WDTV
succeeds DAVID DAVIS, named New
2 Henry Greenfield, Managing Director York
district manager for department. man.
(TV) HUGH
Pittsburgh,
appointed
camera
m
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
WOOLSEY
and HARRY
JOSEPH A. KERR appointed district SCHWARTZ
named to engineering U S. Representative — Weed & Co.
S
New York 19
manager qufor
New
Jersey,
with
headstaff.
arters at Newark.
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VITAMIN FIRM
Halves Broadcast Schedule
AMERICAN Vitamin Assoc., Hollywood, which has flooded radio and
TV markets nationally with advertising for Thysvals and Orvita, last
week cancelled between 50 and 60
percent of its broadcast schedule
"to get into a better financial and
liquid position." This was explained
by Jack Scott, president of Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago agency which
handles the $1 million-plus account,
in refuting reports that the company is verging on bankruptcy. He
talso denied that the agency had
dropped the account.
"We're essential
merely
programscutting
and spotsouton nonour
heavy broadcast advertising schedule, and are eliminating business
only in those markets where sales
have not warranted the expenditures," Mr. Scott
Frosty Frolics
will said.
continueHe tosaidbe
telecast on the ABC network.

LOCAL RATE CARD
KHIT Issues Revision
NEW RATE card designed for
local station operation has been
adopted by KHIT Lampasas, Tex.
National and local cards have been
revised upward with a new set of
frequency discounts, according to
Harry Van Slycke, KHIT general
manager.
Discounts have been reassigned
into three frequency groups compared to the former seven-group
basis, Mr. Van Slycke said, in order
•to
the local
stationmerchants
against
whimsprotect
of small
who don't
care
to
use
standard
contract forms.
Highest discount is now 102 or
more times for local and national
cards. Mr. Van Slycke explained it
wasn't practical
in a small
munity to sue merchants
who comcancel a 312-time contract. Meantime
the station actually was cutting its
rates by collecting at the 312-time
rate only to have the contract cancelled before completion.
BLACKLIST TACTICS
Subject of ACLU Report
BLACKLISTING in radio and television, and loyalty and security
problems in these fields, will be the
subject of an American Civil Liberties Union report to be published early in 1952 by Doubleday
& Co.
Book ofis the
of overby a ACLQ
year's
study
theresult
problem
Board-Member Merle Miller, assisted by a team of ACLU investigators and volunteer workers. The
report studies methods used by
Red Channels and Counterattack
in publicizing alleged communists
and communist sympathizers, as
well as with the efforts made to
keen anti-communists off the air.
Major theme is the impact of these
activities upon civil liberties.
EMERGENCY TRANSMITTER license to CKPI Fort Frances, Ont.,
has been recommended by board of
governors of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. to Department of Transport,
Ottawa,
its Sept.
meeting atto
Montreal.at CKFI
will 28th
be authorized
operate
250
watt
emergency
ter on its present frequency. transmit-

THREE DECADES FOR WJAS
Pioneer Keeps Pace With Progress
WJAS Pittsburgh, one of the
"pioneer stations" in the Steel
City'sofvicinity,
watchesarrive
its next
30th
year
broadcasting
Friday (Oct. 19).
WJAS appeared on the radio
scene in 1921 as a 100 w outlet,
chiefly as a result of the. efforts of
two men, Kenneth Thomas and
William Menges. They built a
transmitter at 963 Liberty Ave. in
the downtown section, using a store
window for a studio. A year later,
it went to 500 w.
Seven years later WJAS went
to a 1 kw operation and the stathe
trend oftion's
the transmitter
time — —wasfollowing
moved from
downtown to a suburb in the city.
The studios were located in the
Law & Finance Bldg. with daypower kw.
later increased from
1 kw light
to 2.5
As the medium grew in prestige
and service in the nation, WJAS
again was abreast with the times,
building in 1933 the "most beautistudioswere
east ofthenthe described,
Mississippi,"in
as fulthey
the present city location in the
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
WJAS's home covers 10,000 sq.
ft. of office space, six large studios,
two standby studios and a large
reception room, in addition to a
music library room. Operation now
is 5 kw fulltime, directional night,
on 1320 kc.
Joined CBS in 1927
The station has been affiliated
with CBS since 1927, giving it
the
claim16.of Itbeing
CBS'
original
has one
beenof locally
owned since its creation. The late
H. J. Brennen was one of the
founders. It is still owned by the
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House,
the original operator. Some 50
employes are on the staff.
To keep pace with progress,
WJAS remodeled in anticipation
of the eventual addition of television. H. K. Brennen is general
manager. Commercial manager is
John H. Buchheit.

THE GEORGIA PURCHASE
only of
ATLANTA
combination
stations
can
cover
georgias
ma jor
markets
THE

GEORGIA

WAGA
ATLANTA
SOOOw 590kc
CBS

TRIO

represented
individually
as a group and
by | THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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WMAZ
MACON940tcc
)0,0O0w
CBS
WT0C
SAVANNAH
SOOOwCBS I290tt«

THESE two pictures are of the
same station, WJAS, but the time
differential is a span of 30 years.
Above is photo of the station as
a 100 watter in 1921, below is the
current home of WJAS-AM-FM.

NEWSPRINT
Congress Studies Output
CONGRESS is studying further
plans forductiincreasing
on in the Unitednewsprint
States proand
outside of North America but there
is no assurance that users will soon
getThis
all they
was desire.
the conclusion drawn
by a House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce subcommittee in a report released Oct. 3. The interim
report was
on the
mitteebased
investigation
of subcompresent
Canadian supplies.
The subcommittee, headed by
Rep. Lindley Beckworth (DTexas),mitteeranking
Commerce
Commember, added
that it would
continue examination and report
to the House.
At the same time Rep. Kenneth
A. Roberts (D-Ala.) introduced a
bill (HRthorize th5575)
which would
aue Reconstruction
Finance
Corp.tion toof newsprint
make loansplants.
for construcPlan for conservation of newsprint in at least 11 American cities
has been
ment official.disclosed by a governArthur N. Treanor, Printing &
PublishingductionDivision,
National
ProAuthority, said
the plan
provides for an agreement by newspublishers
cut paid
the differencepaperbetween
theirto net
circulation and net press runs. Such an
arrangement would result in the
saving of 184,000 tons of newsprint a year, he added.
The Dept. of Justice has given
its sanction to the agreement and
the plan would be put into effect
shortly in one city. The 11 cities
are New York, Detroit, Chicago,
Boston, Los Angeles, St. Louis,
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.

SAG NEGOTIATING
May Resume This Week
SCREEN Actors Guild negotia- 7-MINIT TO JONES
tions with major motion picture
producers for a new basic contract Candy Account to Weintraub
may resume this week following
temporary halt to allow IATSE to FIRST new account for the Duane
complete its negotiations with the Jones Co., New York since Mr.
Jones resigned
all his accounts
folproducers.
ng the establishment
of another
Guild began talks with the pro- agency lowiby
his former employees,
ducers Sept. 17 through negotiat- was announced
this week. It is the
ing committees. Subcommittees
representing legal counsel and staff National Selected Products Inc.,
York, Pies
account
7-Minit
executivestiationswere
to continue
nego- New
Pie Crust,
and for
CakeitsFrosting.
and report
to negotiating
committees at later date [B • T, The
appointment
is
effective
Nov.
Oct. 1]. Guild later stood aside to 15.
Meanwhile,
another
former
permit IATSE to complete its
started negotiations with the pro- Duane Jones account, Gold Medal
Brooklyn, makers of
ducers feeling that SAG negotia- Candy Corp.,
Turkish Taffy and other
tions might take longer in the light Bonomo's
confections,
has
appointed William
of the many
volved. IATSEimportant
talks were issues
expectedin- H. Weintraub & Co., New York, as
to be concluded last week. As far agency. Gold Medal will continue
as could be learned there were no its sponsorship of Magic Clown
television issues involved in the Sunday mornings on NBC-TV.
IATSE contract.
Two important television issues
will be taken up by SAG, on the
Why buy 2 or more...
other hand. They include banning
do 1 big sales job
from television use of all motion
picture films produced after Aug.
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
1, 1948; and additional payment to
Contact
PETRY CO
EDWARD
actors for re-use of theatrical films
on television in each area.
BROADCASTING
•WBAL
Telecasting

Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Washington
Court Co.House,FCC Ohio
—
J final
Court
House
Bcstg.
issued
granting
application
for
0-r,j jtime;
new AMdecision
station
on
1250
kc,
500
w,
dayconditions.
Decision Oct.
9.FCC
Lemoyne,
Rossmoyne
Corp.switch
'e 1issued
final Pa.—
decision
granting
JTlinkw,facilities
of toWCMB
kc,
daytime,
kc,from5conditions.
kw,960 fullDA
dayswitch
and1460night,
,n time,
FCC
denied
in
facilities
Harrisburg Bcstg. Co., licensee WHGBfor
!H°j time,
Harrisburg,
1400
250 w, full1460fromkc,Decision
5 kw,kc, fulltime,
day andto night.
Oct. 9. DA
N'lCo.Nashville,
Tenn.—
Nashville
Bcstg.
FCC issued
final
decision
granting
application
for
new
AM station
on
1470
kc,
1
kw,
daytime;
conditions.
FCC
denied
application
of
Southern
Bcstg. Inc.,Decision
Nashville,
same
facilities.
Oct. seeking
10.
INITIAL DECISION
Caguas, issued
P. R.—initial
Commissioner
PaulWRIAA. Walker
decision
setting cense.
asideDecision
FCCOct.order
11. revoking liOPINIONS AND ORDERS
Myers,orderFla.—vacating
Robert andHecksher.
FCCFortissued
setting
aside
itsapplication
initial decision
Mr.
sher's
new
AMregranted
stationHeck1400
kc,
250
w,
fulltime;
Mr.on
Hecksher's
petition
amending
applicat
i
o
n
t
o
1320
kc,
1
kw,
daytime;
removed
amended application
fromWilbur
docket.Lamar
La.— Charles
Jr.forHouma,
FCC
issued
order
granting
petition
declaratory
order
filedmay by
Mr.
Lamar
to
extent
that
he
his
application,
within
40Houma,
days,amend
for
switch
in
facilities
KCIL
La.,
from 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime, to 630 kc,
1Class
kw, 1-D
fulltime,
DA-2,
so
as
to
protect
station on 630 kc, 25 kw,
1 fulltime,
provi-by
sions newHavana,
NARBA Cuba,
(not yetunder
ratified
1- U.S.
Senate).
It appears
Mr.
Lamar's
proposed
operation
would
not
provide
! required protection to Cuba, but apit is technically
1" j plicant
to designasserts
directional
antenna at feasible
Houma
j on 630ing withkc,terms
1 kw, ofunlimited,
conformnew
NARBA
and
FCC standards. FCC ordered
that
amendment,
proper11. form, be accepted. ifDecisionin Oct.
I Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
! Granted
Sanford,1290N.kc,C—1 Waldo
W. engineerPrimm.
kw, day;cost
Estimated
$14,790.
,' ing
Untilconditions.
Dec. 1950, Mr.
Primm, individual
applicant,
was 25%manager
stockholder,
presidentford.
and general
WWGB
SanGranted Oct. 5.
Silver
City,
N.
C—
Chatham
Bcstg.
Co.
Granted
1570
kc,
1
kw,
day.
Granted
Oct. 10.
Flint, Mich.—
Lillian Carrell.
1470Former
kc,Adelaide
1 kw,owner
fulltime,
DA-1,
i Granted
conditions.
of WBBZ
Ponca
City,
Okla.
Estimated
cost
$29,800. Granted Oct. 10.
FM GRANTS
Des District
Moines,of Des
Iowa Moines.
— Independent
School
Granted
Ch. 201 (88.1commercial
mc),educational
1.5 station.
kw for Estinonmated
construction
cost
$5,150.
Plans
toIowa,cooperate
with
WOI-AM-FM
Ames,
in exchange of broadcasting

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH OCTOBER 11
Sox. Scots
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Pending
Appls. Hearing
In
Class
On Air Licensed CPs Grants
AM
Stations
2,301
FM
Stations
654
TV Stations
108
* On the air.

service. unit
Station willeducational
be used asservice
radio
training
for
Des Moines and
school system. Granted
Oct.WELD
9. (FM) Columbus, Ohio —
G ranted
in ERPfromfrom430 53to kw
tofeet;
100 conditions.
kw increase
and antenna
330
WSGN-FM
Birmingham,
ed decrease in ERP from Ala.—
510 Grantkw to
55 kw; conditions.
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C— Granted
increase
conditions.in ERP from 20 kw to 21.5 kw;
KISS decrease
(FM) Sanin ERP
Antonio,
Tex.—
from
toGranted
12.9 kw and antenna
from 250540 kwto
570 feet; conditions.
KOZY increase
(FM) Rapid
Granted
in ERPCity,
from S.16 D.—
kw
to K25F kw;
conditions.
B
K
F
M
Sacramento,
Calif.
—
Granted
260
feet; change
conditions.to 3.2 kw and antenna
TRANSFER GRANTS
WIAC Sanquisition oJuan,
P. R.—
WIACGranted
Inc., ac-li-license , by ElWKAQf control
Mundo
Bcstg.
Corp.,
censee
San
Juan,
for
$480,000
(price includesthat$250,000
for building).
Conditioned
assignment
not be
consummated
until
assignee
disposes
of interests
in WKAQ Oct.(see5. story B • T,
Aug.
13). Granted
KELP Elquisition ofPaso,
Tex.Paso— Granted
accontrol
Bcstg.
Inc.,
by Trinity
Bcstg.for Co.,
Co.,
licenseelicensee,
KLIF
Oak
Cliff,
Tex.,
asumption of liabilities
not ofexceeding
$6,000
andwithslease
agreement
$497 per
month
option
to
purchase
for
$3,000
Oct. 5. at end of five years. Granted
KWKW-AM-FM
Pasadena,
—
Granted
acquisition
oflicensee,
controlCalif.
Southern shCalif.
Bcstg.PaulCo., and
Maral S. Neal,
M. B.byBuhlig
and Edwinsisting of Earl,
new, partnership
conas before,
except
for samt
Williamforpartners
J.$6,330.96
Beaton,
10% is purchased
andwhose
who
is retained
ed Oct. 5. as general manager. GrantWINK Fort
Myers, control
Fla.— Granted
acnegative
Fort Sherby,
Myers
Bcstg.
Co.,quisition oflicensee,
by Daniel
for
$150,000
for
additional
25%
interest.
Granted Oct. 5.
WBELtion of positive
Beloit, Wis.—
Granted
acquisicontrol
Beloit
Bcstrs.
Inc.,
licensee,
by
L.
O.
Fitzgibbons,
present
station
manager,
through
transfer of one-half
of LloydGranted
Burlingham's
for $13,333.33.
Oct. 5.
GREENVILLE is interest
KWIN quisAshland,
Ore.—
Granted
acition of control Rogue
ValleyV. Bcstg.
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
Co. Inc.,
by Leslie
and
James licensee,
A. Strickland
through Bahr
sale
METROPOLITAN AREA . . .
ofis 51.4%
Barr
office interest
manager forCoos$25,000.
Curry Mr.Electric
In POPULATION
Cooperative,
Coquille,
Ore. Mr. MainteStricklandnanceowns
Communications
Oct. 5. Co., Coos Bay, Ore. Granted
GREENVILLE 168,152
KSIJ Gladewater,
Tex.—
Granted
assignment of licenseBcstg.
from Co.,
T. toW. C.Lee,
d/b as Gladewater
A.
Charleston 164,856
Lee,
brother
and
attorney-in-fact.
monetary consideration. Granted Oct.No5.
Columbia 142,565
FIFTH ANNUAL Directory of Radio
1-U. S. Census. 1950
and TV Personalities was released last
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
week by Radio Reports Inc., New York,
listing
more than
topicalworking
radio
and television
shows,800 their
F B C 5000 watts
addresses,
type
of
audience,
whether
each is a station or network program,
days on the air, and description of
NBR Spartanburg
For tne Greenville-AndersonMarkets
show. Directory is available at $15
R«pr«»»nttd by Avtry-Knodel
per year, including periodic supplements.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KCRV Caruthersville,
Mo.— Pemiscot
Granted
assignment
from
Bcstrs.
Inc. ofto license
partnership
owned
by
same
stockholders,
Pemiscot
consisting
E. Taylor,Granted
Harry Bcstrs.,
Levin9.
and Robert ofL. J.Harrison.
Oct.
KMCO siConroe,
asgnment of licenseTex.—
from Granted
partnership
County
Bcstg.
Co.
tod/bnewas Montgomery
corporation
owned
by
same
individuals. No monetary
involved. Granted
Oct. 10.consideration
KGAL Lebanon,
Ore.
— Granted
assignment of license
from
W. Co.,Gordon
Allen
to Linn
County
Bcstg.
new
corporation
owned
59.1%
by
Mr.
Allen,
president. Donald
Other F.owners
Vice
President
Whitmanare (20%),
production
director
WJBK-TV
Detroit
and
KOIN
Portland,
Ore.;
SecretaryTreasurer Harold C. Singleton (9.9%),
52%
Wash,,
and owner
chief KWWB
engineerWallaKGWWalla,Portland,
Ore.;
Kathryn
B.
Hayden
(10%),
partowner
"Lebanon
Express"; Madeline
R.
Allen
(1%),
housewife.
Total
of
$8,000
is
paid
to
Mr.
Allen
for
interests
obtained. Granted Oct. 10.
WSMB-AM-FM
New
Orleans,
La.—
Granted
acquisition
controlDie. WSMB
Inc.,
licensee,
by City ofStores
(50%)
and
AB-PTI
(50%).
City
Stores subsitakes
over interest
held
by
dissolved
diary
corporation,
Maison
Blanche
Die,
and
AB-PTI
over interest
now
held
UnitedtakesParamount
Theatres.
Stock bytransaction.
Granted Oct.
10.
WCHI
Chicago
Heights,
Dl.—
Granted
acquisition of control Chicago Heights
Bcstg. president
Co., licensee,
Anthony
Santucci,
of firm,by who
purchases
Secretary F. J.Santucci
Armbruster's
22.6% for
$2,394.
interest. Mr.Granted
Oct. now
10. holds 60%
(FM)of Baton
La.WJBO,
— GrantedWBRL
transfer
control Rouge,
Baton
Rouge
Bcstg.
Co. Inc.,
licensee,
Charles
P.
Manship
Jr.,
Richard
F.to
Manship,
Douglas
L.
Manship,
Douglas
L. Manship Jr., and David C. Manship,
legatees
under will of Leora considerD. Manship, deceased.
ation. GrantedNoOct.monetary
10.
KDAC Fort
Bragg, Calif assignment
.—Granted
application
for
involuntary
of CP Mendocino
CoastWeller,
Bcstg.receiver.
Co., license , to Charles
Application
toandbe R.granted
amended,license
removed
from hearing
plication as amended. Granted Oct. ap-10.
KEYL transfer
(TV) San
Antonio,
Granted
of control
from Tex.—
H. H.to
Coffield and 20 other
stockholders
Fort Industry
Co., WWVA-AM-FM
owner WSPD?■The
M-FM-TV
Toledo,
Wheeling,
W. Va., WMMN Fairmont,
W. Va., WAGA-AM-FM-TV
Atlanta,
WGBS-AM-FM
Miami, WJBK-AM-FMTV Detroit
nati, throughandsaleWSAI-AM-FM
of 5000 shares Cincin(100%)
for $1,151,000. Granted Oct. 10.
New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Putnam,
Isreal
Putnamestimated
Bcstg.
Co.,
1340
kc,Conn.
250 —w,$6,630;
fulltime;
construction
cost
first
yearrevenue
operating
cost
$45,000;
first
year
$48,000. Principal
stockholders
are:
President
Roland
A.
Gayette,
owner
Liberty Foundry and Mfg. Co., Central
Falls, R. Rene
I. (26%);
Vice Black
PresidentTreasurer
Cote, owner
DiamondJ.Fuel Co.,
Pawtucket,
R. I.handling
(26%);
Daniel
Hyland,
employe
public
relations
and
sales
for
Paquin
and G.Storage
Providence,
R.Moving
I. (10%);
StanleyCo.,Shaw,
banker,
Putnam,
Conn.Putnam,
(3%); William
P. Barber,
attorney,
Conn.
22 other stockholders. Filed(3%),Oct.and8.
Pa.—w, Elk-Cameron
Bcstg.
Co.,Emporium,
1340 kc, 100cost
fulltime; first
estimated
construction
$7,477.51;
year

operatingenue $24,000.
cost $16,000; first isyearlicensee
revWKBI St. Marys,Applicant
Pa. Filed Oct. 10.
Mich.—estimated
Paul A.construcBrandt,
1550Bigkc,tionRapids,
day;
cost1 kw,
$14,000;
first revenue
year operating
cost
$45,000;
first
year
$50,000.
Applicant Mich.
is licensee
Pleasant,
Filed ofOct.WCEN
11. Mt.
Greenwood,
S.1 C.kw,
— Radio
Inc.,
1350 kc,cost
day; Greenwood
estimated
construction
$14,115;
first
year
operating
cost
$36,000;
first
year rev-of
enue
$48,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
WFPM
Fort
Valley,
Ga.,
and
applicant
for
AM stations
in Tuskegee,
and new
Winder,
Ga. Filed
Oct. 11. Ala.,
FM APPLICATION
Douglas
Wis.Highland
— State Township,
Radio Council,
89.9 mcCounty,
(ch.
210), 10 mercial
kw, station.
fulltime.
To beconstruction
non-comEstimated
cost
$65,000.
Programming
would
be
largely
furnished
by WHA-AM-FM
Madison,
Wis.
Applicant
is
licensee
WHA-AM-FM
Madison,
WLBL Auburndale,
(FM) Chilton,
WHWC
(FM) WHKW
Colfax,
WHAD
(FM) Delafield,
WHRM
(FM)
Rib
Mountain,
WHLA
(FM)
La
Crosse
and
CP
for
WHHI
(FM)
Highlands
are non-commercial,
educational (all
stations).
TV APPLICATIONS
Scranton, Pa.— Scranton Bcstrs. Inc.,
Ch.
22
(518-524
or 548-554
mc),1163200feet;
kw
visual,
92.2 kw aural,
antenna
estimated
$326,099;first
firstyearyear
operating costcost
$100,000;
revenue
$75,000.
Applicant
is licensee
of WGBIAM-FM WGBI-TV.
Scranton and
letters
FiledwillOct.request
9. call
Henderson,
Ky.
—
Tel-A-Ray
Enterprises
Inc.,
Ch.
50
(770-776
or
800-806
mc),
21.5315kwfeet;visual,
10.7 kw
aural,
antenna
estimated
cost
$150,000;
operating
cost
$50,000;
revenue
$125,000.
Principals
are
President
Jack
Grimes (274 shares out of 1540), president andpliaV3nce Co.owner
Henderson Neff
Gas Ap;
Vice
President
Cox
Jr.
shares);R. A.Victor
E. Chamberlain
(274 (200
shares);
Hughes
(148),
halfowner
Tabbasco
warehouse
in
Henderson;dentM.FirstH. National
Kirby (148
presiBank,shares),
Henderson;
George L. Moss (148), vice president
(Continued on page 109)
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~
FCC Roundup
ScOt*
SoX
J*12fe/Wfr*t
(Continued from page 103)
*
b nk Sam
S^SrftSSTStiS
STATUS of broadcast
authorisations a„a applied at
TurinS; aiaFii|nr,,ct.tt.r m.n.r.W
FCC as of September 30 follows:
^
^
^

Ad Costs
(Continued from page U)
Stabilization "the most extraorS^SXSUrW
fm. nimwr0£ nn^mi and „y_

mc;)* »s feet™ estimated cost $82,Construction permits
130
101
22 The issue initially had been raised
461 75 first
$90,000;
Conditional
grants pending
4bi.o,
"rs fc year operating
r -100 000 costApplicant
Total
applications
1087
2251*520 by' James D. Shouse,' chairman
, . of
firsV yeacr„ reKTFi ^ Idaho .Falls, Idaho.
Total applications in hearing
251
8
183 the board of Crosley Broadcasting
Filed0
Oct
9
Requests
for
new
stations
280
8
444
Corp.
and
vice
president
of
Filed oci. ».
Requests for new stations in hearing
Ill 2 171
„
.a t-> * Avco
tj„„
Defense
Mfg. Corp.,
39
284
2190
change existing
Requests ofto licensed
REQUESTSPa —involunTRANSFER
„ ™» t? ,Ha,
Deletion
stations infacilitiei
September
0 duction
Act after
first the
became
law. ProHe
tary^anlf^r^coS'from
Davi°d
H. Del. On*iontheof air.
construction permits
1
0
0 made
noted fQr
that advertising.
nQ provisionseHing
had been
Rosenblum,
deceased,
to
Sara
H.
Rosenan(j
ruthori
^,„h will.:
» St^k
* zed
TeleviIdaho
sionGrlLZX
Total
CO— Easte
Ch. rn3 Idaho
other costs prior to adoption of the
c.66 "SmEEX
Total onBnnH
653
Voluntary
transfer
controls.K.(60-Greentional field2401 staff members.
formula,
the Prnmnrinn
108 Capehart
y dictais1Stes
vilie
Co. fromof Christie
DOI.U
rrOmOTIOn
jjere
whatby the
sueofficnew
ials bill
of
sell asBcstg.
administratrix
to ChristieRus-K.
Sen. 2300
Kllgore requested a tabletrar"f1*
wndx
new
oin,tfibt
bug
644
'
10
8
RusseTi as individual
(^6%) and
(Continued
from page 25)
q{ ^ advertising\eceived
by
the
gested
as
an
amendment
to
that
aeenc
air)BcS^™p
v
7nfi kw visual
5 kwtoMes"
aural,
Licensed
(All
on
n , ,.
. ,
Aies?er FGrmFurman 6^o., agents and Defense Dept. sponsorship of The Treasury 2271Dept. in 551the past8610 *&™y:
a°iWAnow
the... President
to deter
^
^
•
m
radio
that
showed
table
The
years
"gone
has
it
that
noted
Shadow,
pay
w^
^r^Furnaan'
&?elZAwX
^ofWto
Filed Newark,
Oct. 8. back
had contributed
huge ?a™™*™f.
™™rtisin* ,*andwiT
other costs7n an
Waat-AM-FM interest.
and WATV
some into
kind private
of hair industry
tonic." selling advertisers
chunks of promotion,
ranging from
&'^S£T?5»«^Sgg
"I am also informed that at that ff ^ ™* f0f ^flf estT •
President to find
SSLSSSS1
500W WVSSa
Sammy
.Kayeto was
^ dL.*^
iTmHUon
that
"properly and
alwiii retain &96%M$f6shares.
Filed Oct. 9. time
ing his
services
the contributTreasury £m*Lea
mimuu.
locable"addedto costs
the areproduction
winz Hollywood-Miami (Dade Coun- Dept." The Senator originally
Television mdustry donated from saleg of manufactured products
Jy)i
™o"ltee™*,
charged
that thethe Treasury
Dept. ter
|1 million
in 1950 to $2.5 million and^ charges
from ^on™™™&
Jonas Weiland, deceased
to Le- was
sponsoring
band leader.
this year.
Permitfortheindustrial
OPS to services.
include
ta^^^9^^^111^
Sentiment
for
keeping
the
govRadi0's
Munificence
only
what
the
President
Oct io.
eminent out of the paid commer.
a "reasonable allowance" deems
for "nec-as
wkbz-am-fm Muskegon Mich - eial program field cropped up dur- ^ 01 striking significance was the eg
and unavoidabie» cost
L°c^arRaa?oancorp
°f licensee0
flom ing
hearings before
the Senatere- f?ct
f of ^all *°J
Grant r f Ashbacke? 'to
Arch shawd,
Appropriations
Committee,
about*hKa*
50%r adl°*im?
of the total
ad- boosts* Allow individual manufacturpresident shawd industries inc., leased j wegk_ The Trea vertismg dollars for each year, in ers and procesSors to petition OPS
^orOU|iiedaleoc0t.
M* mterC
? wage
Dept. itshadsavings
soughtbonds
$2 million
to contrast
to newspapers,
periodicals for
adjustments
the exwtpr Paris, Tenn.—
voluntary transdrive.
and outdoor
billboards.
tent priceP
necessary
to relieve"to financial
hardships." The current law makes
value of measurable
Estimated contributed
for $2 million?
do you askcompanies
0^cen0^0fr?rMr?yBlwe8c^ws
toco Aaron
b.' Robinson and five other If "Why
the television
make advertising
by adver- such provision but OPS has not
conapplications,
passed onthe any
in
media
chief
five
the
f"d
tisers
those
and
free,
[advertising]
it
$%w'°Mr.
Fnterertfor
llo%
LT°ofS
Robinsor i is; vice president and general who prepare it make it free, why support of the Treasury savings tending
practice
would overmanage. ■ wcma and [^D%yC^M«. should we
th $2 million?» bond program by fiscal years, was burden the agency with requests.
t^°nT^T4i'^V%E^v& Chairman Kenneth McKellar (D- reported as follows: "Financial hardship" is defined as
dollars] "losing money."
[In minions of Components
know.
wanted tospokesman
Oct. WDXE;LirrenceSurI,eTenn.
10. Filed Tenn.)
A department
replied
Capehart Proposal
agfr*
KR^BMcA\tten^ndiWACOC\Vaco^TDex! the sum was earmarked for addi,
Unchanged in the current con—Transfer
controlcompany
Texas ofStateall Net- Vivienne Harper
~ Laughlm
" ~~ (250
~
' c ■? 2 'g M o trol
is theTnlvperiod from
work
inc.,to ofparent
four shares),
%-g_ -2^Q |||«|^
T controversy
?4 iq«5n
9fi
stations,
Sid
W. Richardson
through
shares)
and Charles
F. Roeser
estate
* '3> *« a» fc£ g gOs June
24,
1950, to
July this
2b, 1Q^1
1951.
redemption
of
71%
of
its
5000
shares
(50
shares);
total
shares
redeemed:
Fiscal
year
H
5S
Costs
accrued
during
time
outstanding, leaving Mr. Richardson 3550. Consideration: (A) $118,333.33% 1942
5890 3249
1726 48 57 would
upDe. addp^
to the
VnVhpst
with
900
of
1450
shares
outstanding.
in
cash,
(B)
71/90th
interest
in
KFJZ
1943
W0U1Q
aaaea
to
tne
nignest
Stockholders
redeemed
include:
Ruth
studio
location,
and
(C)
$696,983.33%
in
1944
122
65
34
13
9
price
during
a
base
period
—
Jan.
G. Eidson (800 shares), Ruth G. Eidson promissory notes of corporation secured 1945
89 48 .. 22 11 8 1 tn Tnne 94 IQ^O
and
Continental
National
Bank
of
Ft.
by
lien
of
all
physical
assets
of
cor1946
55
29
14
7
5
1
J
u,le
^'
1-i}ovtrustees
(800 shares), Marshall
porationbearing
and guaranteed
forandfourmatur-sta- 1947
28 13
5 8 2 Sen.
Capehart, Ldnn
who later offered
R.Worth,
George
Jr.Roeserand tions
4% interest
1948
EdunderH.Young,
Winton,
trusteesThompson
fordatedEllenAug.
ing
m Oct.
nine 11.equal
annual installments.
1949
413542 191620 1 989 10109 2
32 aOct.enmnrnmi^
compromise
version
IB •costsT1,
trust
indenture
30,
Filed
1950
8],
Suggested
that9filabor
1938, and amendments thereof (650
1951
45 21 2 9 10 3 rpp-istpr-erl =inee duly
Tnlv
ho
lyoi,
^D, 10^1
^ eg is> Lerea m_ since
1952 (estimated) 50 22 2.5 11 11 3.5 allowable
Deletions . . .
shares), Marshall
Thompson
Jr. and EdR. H.Young,
Winton,George
trussetting ceiling
prices;De
tees
for
Emily
Roeser
under
trust
inTOTAL
deletions
to
date
since
Jan.
1:
With
respect, to free advertising,
urged- that
Executive
denturethereof
dated Aug.
30, 1938, Ellen
and amend26, FMFargo,57, N.TV D.—
1. Radio
New deletion:
.. , „t oote,
J" required
, to. theissue
• Chiefrevised
. , ceilings
.,: be
ments
(650 shares),
Roeser AMKVNJ
Dacotah „,Treasury spokesmen
cited
(175 shares), Emily Ruth Parker (175 Inc., license, Oct. 10. No reason given. Cone & Belding (newspapers and within 60 days; and held out for
magazines),
Dancer - Fitzgerald- right of individual manufacturers
Sample (network radio) and to apply for price increases withSchwimmer & Scott (other radio) out regard to hardship cases.
Mr. DiSalle
his thetestimony,
"persuaof Treasury
as examples
'ill
70
/£* fowiA
tpWW*
Hm
sion"
in obtaining
top talent
free, saidIn that
pending measure
"reRM1 4/a
y i(4m Oil**
. H4K
,
Preparation of radio transcrip- moves the worst features" of the
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published by Hill & Range
Treasury andDept.
formula. bill, he cont tions—
"except "free"
for the toproduction
me- Capehart
The administration
cases
for hardship
sta- tinned,
are sent
chanicalat charges"—
WIl. lii
^ f^"rT
1m«7WW irmlw
m TO
m ^w BE
tions
tneir recluest
and toplayed
covering allows
cost increases
and permits
unimaintain
and
issue
to
OPS
get
stations
TV
without
\\ A^S
Vdl¥T
.a^ 1^ i/laH
»
A WrU
J HH
films and charge.
slides, donating time and form dollars-and-cents ceilings.
The principle of the Capehart
them "many times over," it amendment-te
usingexPlained"
\V/ B■
. u n«m„nrf-MGM 11027;20.
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Baseball Future
(Continued from page 25)
major league games in 1948-49,
minor league attendance was at
record high levels and was not hurt
by the broadcasts. In 1950 and 1951,
minor attendance dropped at exactly the same rate as movie at1 tendance, he said, and the leagues
picked out major league broadcasts
as the main cause.
The McLendon theatre chain has
been hit the last two years, Mr.
McLendon said, with inflation and
installment buying as the principal
factors. He said the factors also
i ""were
for the minor
league responsible
decline.
Liberty constantly urged listeners to attend minor league games
during the season, he said, with
some minor clubs crediting the network with helping their attendance.
Liberty has just started two acrossthe-board programs from Hollywood to help stimulate movie attendance, he said. The programs,
titled Movietime USA, were started at the request of the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations.
Asked if he had been a factor
in the broadcasting effort to obtain
relaxation of the major league's
Rule 1-D, Mr. McLendon said, "No
comment."
Already Liberty has a three-year
contract with the Chicago White
Sox baseball team. In the past season Liberty had baseball on 325 of
its 440 affiliates but in 1952 the
list will be greatly expanded because of the addition of stations
in major league territory.
LBS' Programming
Mr. McLendon emphasized that
sports constitute only a part of
Liberty's
During programming.
the football season it is
carrying Miami U. college games
Friday night; two games Saturday
afternoon — Army followed by a
West Coast contest; Louisiana
State Saturday night; Yanks games
followed by the Rams Sunday afternoon in the pro league. Professional games haven't been carried
within 75 miles of a pro football
city, aside from individual constations.tracts between club owners and
Aside from the Dept. of Justice
suit, a separate inquiry into the
srorts world is being conducted by
a Federal grand jury in New York.
This jury is looking particularly
at boxing-, with possibility that ratestify. dio-TV figures will be asked to
The National and American
League baseball decision removed
Rule 1-D from the major league
books. The rule provided that every
major and minor league club had
the right of protection within a
50-mile
of its ball park. The
practicalradius
effect was
prevention
major league broadcasts in a minorof
league city a half -hour before game
time and during games.
Ford Frick, new baseball commeeting. missioner, presided at the Monday
The joint announcement said:
BROADCASTING
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"At a joint meeting today (Oct.
8) the major leagues repealed
major league Rule 1-D which had
provided that a major league club
should not authorize the broadcast
or telecast of its home games from
a station located within the home
territory of another major or minor
league club during the time that
such club is playing a home game,
except club.
with the consent of such
other
"Eachof major
league
club,homeas
owner
all rights
in its
games and the news of its home
games, has the exclusive right to
control the use and sale of rights
to broadcast and telecast its home
games. With the repeal of Rule
1-D, each major league club will
act independently of all other clubs
and free from any major league
rule, regulation or agreement, in
the use, control and sale of all
rights to broadcast and telecast its
home games, subject only to rights
granted to each visiting club."
Effect on Minors
George M. Trautman, president
of the National Assn. of Professional Baseball Leagues, said the
minors now can find how much
major
league
broadcasts can hurt
them.
"Thisteammeans
that into
eachourmajor
league
can come
territory and there's nothing we can
do about
said. "Mythejobmajor
will
be
to tryit,"toheinfluence
league clubs to refrain from hurtus tootime
much."
Ating the
the football suit was
filed, Mr. Morrison was asked if
the government would take similar
action against the NCAA. He rewe are
and theplied, "Ifshoe
fits successful
anywhere here,
else,
they will have to wear it.
"We must meet that when we get
to it. We are filing now what we
consider our best case. If this is
successful, it is likely that action
will be taken in the cases of all
other sporting events, including
college football, professional baseball and boxing, in which telecasts
and broadcasts are restricted.
"If any sport sells a ticket, it is
offering a commodity on the market. The public should be able to
buy what it wants free of any monopoly and free of any restraint.
This is not so now.
"We feel that the American people are entitled to have free of monopoly the right to see or hear what
theyMr.want."
Morrison said just prior to
filing the pro-football suit that it
developed from protests from the
public, leading to a Dept. of Justice
probe into professional and nonprofessional sports. The action is
designed to clarify the position of
broadcasting and telecasting in the
sports world, he said.
"It involves some of the most
often complained of and aggravated
restrictions on the dissemination of
athletic
to the public," Mr.
Morrison events
observed.
"It isbroadcasts
hoped thatandthistelecasts
action willof
make
a s ti n g

John Lord Butler
JOHN LORD BUTLER, 58, retired executive of Aitken-Kynett
Agency, died Oct. 8 at his Philadelphia home. Prior to his association with Aitken-Kynett, Mr.
Butler headed an advertising agency bearing his own name for 10
years. His wife, Marian Butler;
a son, and two daughters survive.

decree as far as the present action
is concerned. All we do is protect
our home territories on the day of
the game. I feel that our policies
are more liberal than any other
radio and television policy in sports.
"After a conference we accepted
all their suggestions but two. They
suggested that we permit any other
club's telecast be allowed even if a
teamoveris anhomehourprovided
it wouldor
be
or so before
start an hour or so after the same.
They also suggested we permit
otherintoclub's
telecast
toanycome
a city
when betheallowed
home
team is away. We disagreed.
"The
joke
to
me
is
that
we
sell enough television. Believe can't
me,
our clubs want to sell it. Right now
the Chicago Bears and Cardinals
are giving away their television
rights on sustaining programs.
They couldn't find sponsors to pay."
George P. Marshall, president of
the Washington Redskins, said the
whole
thingthe left
"confused"
but he felt
courtshimshould
decide
the law, not the Dept. of Justice.
Max Farrington, athletic director
of George Washington U. and a
member of the NCAA Television
Committee, peridefended
exmental video projectNCAA's
for college
football. "As far as I'm concerned
it's in the realm of reasonable
restraint,"
"In a sense
it's
a restraint heto said.
sell tickets
for $4.40
each isn't it? After all, there's
no God-given right to use television

professional football games more
readily available to the public by
removing restrictions on the right
of each football club to determine
for itself whether and on what
terms it will sell its broadcast and
telecast
In its rights."
petition the government
argued the professional football
clubs entered into an agreement
"by
whichto they
persons
whom have
and restricted
the areas thein
which each football club may sell
rights to broadcast and telecast."
court the
was teams
asked "to
adjudge
andThedecree
as engaged
in a combination and conspiracy in
restraint of trade and commerce
among several states and the District of Columbia, in violation of
the Sherman Act, and to issue an
injunction against the alleged conNamed as defendants in the football suit were the New York Giants
spiracy."
and
Yankees, Philadelphia Eagles,
Chicago Cardinals and Bears, Los
Angeles Rams, Green Bay Packers,
Cleveland Browns, San Francisco
Forty-Niners, Washington Redskins, Detroit Lions and Pittsburgh
Steelers.
WI DON'T HAVE TO
20-Day Answer Period
The defendants have 20 days to free." TELL ANYONE
file an answer.
the Green Bay country follows
National Football League rules
:he Green Bay Packers.
require that all broadcasting and
telecasting contracts require writThe
Packer game broadcasts are
ten approval of the commissioner,
just another of the exclusives on
according to the suit. The league
restricts telecasting of other games
into the territory of each of the 12
member clubs, the suit charges.
WJPG
Bert Bell, league commissioner,
The
Radio Service of the
has absolute control over broadGreen Bay Press-Gazette
casts and telecasts of league games,
Mr. Morrison asserted.
Our programs, without exception,
are
geared to listener wants and
Mr. Bell said the league has cointerests.
operated fully with the government's sports investigation.
WE GIVE MORE PEOPLE MORE
"We have nothing to hide," he
REASONS TO LISTEN OFTENER
said. "I believe the National Football League is the most liberal of
And we'd especially enjoy producing for you proof that they do!
anybody ascerned.farWe conferred
as televisionwithis conthe
Anti-Trust Division of the Dept.
Green
Bay is famous as a testmarket.
of Justice last November before
drawing up our plans and we have
Once
you
choose Green Bay. be
their
writing."
He recommendations
claimed that the inclubs
made
suregreatyou're
right
a
story
! on radio! It's
their own TV arrangements this
McGILLVRA, CHI. OR N.Y. WILL TELL YOU
year, tion,
at whereas
the government's
in 1950 he madesuggesthem
or write or phone us
for the league as a whole.
"We think this is a matter for
the courts to decide," Mr. Bell continued, and not for the Anti-Trust
Division to make the laws and enFullWJPG
time schedule at 1440 k.
foi-ce them, too. I can tell you one
thing — we will not sign any consent
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SUBSCRIBER-VISION TESTS
REPORTED BY SKIATRON
PLANS for second technical, non-public test
of its "Subscriber-Vision" system of home
box-office TV, to be followed by tests utilizing
some 300 decoder-equipped sets in New York
homes, reported by Skiatron Corp., New York.
President Arthur Levy said it was hoped
second test — similar to demonstrations earlier
this year but now using simpler decoding
system — may get underway this week, assuming FCC approval is forthcoming in time.
Tests are slated to continue 45 days. Later
would come tests with sets installed in homes
selected to represent cross-section of public
and with motion picture programs offered at
about
per show,several
a la months
Zenith's ago.
Phonevision
tests in$1 Chicago
Mr. Levy said retired Rear Admiral Timothy
J. O'Brien, operofation of Society
Skiatron ofboard,
has secured
coIndependent
Motion
Picture Producers in lining up quality movies
for public, and that efforts will be made to
get Metropolitan Opera performance and
Broadway shows as part of programming.
Tests are experimental and proceeds would go
to USO, Red Cross and Cancer fund, Mr.
Levy said. WOR-TV New York cooperating
in tests of subscriber-vision, which, unlike
Phonevision, does not use wire lines. Similar
experiments may be held later in Los Angeles.
Mr. Levy also reported Skiatron plans to
demonstrate its theatre TV system in New
York in about six weeks. Instead of selling
theatre TV equipment, Skiatron plans to install
and service it under one-year leases at 10 cents
per seat per program, and will concentrate on
theatres accommodating about 1,000 persons,
he said.
BORDER TV PETITION
WIRE line between Brownsville and Matamoros to send sync pulse required for proper
operation of XELD-TV in Mexican city across
border from Brownsville was recommended by
the FCC last week in letter to Ben F. Foster,
San Antonio attorney who had made request
for radio frequency last month [B • T, Oct. 1].
Commission suggested that arrangements could
probably be made with Southwestern Bell, also
called attention to fact FCC is prohibited from
granting radio facilities to alien interests.
WSNY CONTROL APPROVED
affirming
"effectiveP.control"
ofFINAL
WSNYdecision,
Schenectady
by Winslow
Leighton, was issued by FCC Friday. Decision,
which affirmed hearing examiner's recommendation last March [B • T, March 12],
granted transfer authority and renewed
license of station. Station owner had been
embroiled with former partner George R. Nelson for control of station, but that was compromised out of court in 1950.
UN SESSIONS ON TV
UN Security Council meeting today (Monday),
with Iran presenting its side of oil dispute,
to be telecast through pooled facilities by
Du Mont and ABC television networks from 3
p.m. (EST) to close. CBS-TV was arranging
meeting coverage from 3:15-4:45 p.m., and
NBC-TV planned to carry films of discussion
late Monday night.
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KENTUCKY TV PETITION
ONLY TV application filed last week
was for Henderson, Ky. by Tele-A-Ray
Enterprises Inc. Firm, composed of local
businessmen, applied for UHF Channel
50, with 21.5 kw radiated power. It
plans to spend $150,000 on construction,
$50,000 yearly for operations.
FCC MAJORITY BLASTS
(Continued from page 5)
continue to be performed by it.
"The Commission, unlike the proposed board,
is expressly confined to the review of program operations of broadcast licensees and to
recognize factors coming within the standard
ofand'public
interest, precluded
conveniencefrom
and exercising
necessity,'
is expressly
any powers of censorship," majority said.
Although bill provides functions of board
be advisory only, majority of Commissioners
held that there is, nevertheless, possibility of
conflict with Commission's functions.
Chairman Coy and Comr. Walker said such
"continuing group" as proposed by bill would
beconduct
desirablelegislative
as methodstudies
wherebyintoCongress
"may
the subject
matters covered by the bill. They believe (Coy,
Walker) that worthwhile results may flow
from the type of study proposed in the bill."
They further questioned that prescribed
functions for board involve censorship, but
believed it should be made clear that board
would advise Congress and not conflict with
FCC functions, thereby being completely independent.
While FCC currently is legally authorized
to conduct studies, they said, it may be more
desirable that such studies be conducted by
an independent group with specialized functions, completely separate from Commission.
Chairman Coy and Comr. Walker also said
if board has no authority with respect to
licensees, it would perform more effectively
without "arousing fears among broadcast
licensees." They warned board should not
have compulsory power over licensees.
RECORD TV AUDIENCE
HALF MILLION Chicagoans expected
to watch second press interview with
Sheriff Babb and State's Attorney Boyle
this morning
largestMacArthur
local video audience(Monday),
since Gen.
visited city. Meeting follows one in July
which attracted public interest almost as
great as Kefauver hearings. WNBQ
(NBC) and WENR-TV (ABC) scheduled live telecasts from stage of Studebaker Theatre, while WGN-TV (DuMont) and WBKB (CBS) plan re-telecasts or films. Major issues on which
law enforcement officials are expected to
be queried include gambling, vice, slaying of two youths by policeman and beating of police witness. Austin L. Wyman,
chairman of Chicago Crime Commission,
will moderate.

PEOPLE...
HENRY F. ARGENTO elected assistant vice
president of Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham,
Mass., and named assistant manager of Power
Tube Division. Associated with Raytheon since
1932, Mr. Argento started in test work for
Receiving Tube Division at Newton, Mass. He
was transferred to Chicago in 1934 and returned to Newton plant in 1939. He has been
sales manager of Power Tube Division since
1941.
ARTHUR F. HARRE joins WCFL Chicago
today (Monday) as general manager after resigning fromhad
a similar
post atWJJD
WJJD 10Chicago.'
Mr. Harre
been with
years,
serving as its manager since 1944 when
Marshall Field bought outlet from Ralph
Atlass, now general manager of WIND. Mr.;
Harre succeeds Frank McGivern, who resigned
two months ago to join Yankee Network.
FREDERICK HARM, sales manager of WJJD,
replaces Mr. Harre as manager.
JOHN D. BATTEY, Biow Co., N. Y., timebuyer,
joins Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, same city, as
radio and television timebuyer.
STEPHEN M. KENYON, vice president of
Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., joins Lennen &
Mitchell,count New
executive.York, as vice president and acVICTOR NORTH, sales promotion director of
Stern Bros., N. Y. department store, named
vice president in charge of fashion and soft
goods accounts, Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone,
N. Y., and its parent company, John C. Dowd
Inc., Boston.
EDWIN KASPAR from local sales at NBC
ChicagoYorkto Oct.
Chicago
New
29. sales staff of WOR-TV
ELLEN VIOLETT, television writer, will
teach new practical course in TV scriptwriting
at the School of Radio Technique, N. Y., starting Nov. 7. Miss Violett recently won prominence with her adaptation for television of
Shirley Jackson's short story, "The Lottery."
NEWSMEN TO DEBATE GAG
OPEN FORUM called at 8 p.m. Tuesday in
auditorium of National Press Club, Washington, by Sigma Delta Chi chapter to debate
President Truman's executive order imposing
security gag on executive departments. Speakers will include Sen. Blair Moody (D-Mich.),
former newsman; Yates McDaniel, Associated
Press; Warren B. Francis, Los Angeles Times,
and Wallace R. Duell, St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Moderator will be Northcutt Ely, attorney,
formerly in Interior Dept. during Hoover
administration.
LABOR CHARGES DENIED
CHARGES of unfair labor practices, filed by
Assn. of Documentary & TV Film Cameramen
(CIO) Mechanics
against cameraman's
644
and Studio
Local 52 ofLocal
IATSE,
were denied on grounds of insufficient evidence
by Charles T. Douds, NLRB regional director,
in New York. It was charged that four ADTFC
members, working on picture being shot in
Beacon, N. Y., by Liberty Bell Productions
Inc., were discharged for non-membership in [
IATSE and suffered loss of pay as result.
Ruling was that men were not discharged for
discriminatory practices in violation of law,
but for normal business reasons.
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Successful

advertisers

a lot of people
AND

must

reach

- a lot of people
AT

LOW

WLW
DOES JUST THAT!
"Television," says the national advertiser, "is affecting AM radio."— Yes, we agree— but, HOW
MUCH?— WHERE?— TO WHAT EXTENT?
In the WLW Merchandiseable Area, WLW, with
television going full blast, delivers advertising impres ions at a LOWER cost per thousand than
any other radio station— combination of radio stations—newspapers—national magazines— any TV
station or combination of TV stations . . . your
lowest cost per advertising impression in "1/10TH

people OFTEN!!!

COST!!!

OF AMERICA"— virtually the same cost per
thousand in 1946 (before television).
The whole study is completely and graphically
explained in WLW's latest analysis of "1/10TH
OF AMERICA" (WLW's Merchandiseable Area),
entitled "WHAT PRICE PEOPLE?"
Our national offices are currently presenting this
outstanding fact-packed film. If you have not had
a showing, call or write one of our offices, and a
date will be arranged.
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want to make money at the lowest cost in New York on one of the greatest
advertising mediums available today?
read these true and startling facts about WOR-tv, channel
1. WOR-tv's boost in power brings 1,000,000 more prospect
customers for your product*
The present effective radiated power of W0R-tv is the
greatest of any television station in New York.
2. Yet WOR-tv's rates are low. On WOR-tv sponsors
get the hard-hitting impact that only television
delivers at rates that compare favorably with any
other advertising medium today . . . like —

>/ ' /is on Page 6 '

a sports package that brings its buyer
1,000 homes per minute commercial for only $1.31.
That's just one example.
For more information on what your television
dollar buys on CHANNEL 9
call, write or wire
WOR-tvchannel aM
in New York

$7.00 Annually
25 cents weekly

1951

*That is more than the entire population of such important markets as Cincinnati, Miami and Des Moines
combined!

I' I

How do you get them to look and listen
in Virginia's greatest market?
They look via WTVR, Richmond's only television station.
They look so enthusiastically that
although WTVR must work alone in stimulating set sales,
already there are over 88,000 television
sets in the WTVR area.
They listen via WMBG (AM) and WCOD (FM).
And they've been listening to WMBG first since 1926.
These constitute Havens & Martin Stations,
the only complete broadcasting institution in Richmond,
the NBC outlets (both sight and sound) for this huge market.
These First Stations of Virginia stop sales problems
in the Old Dominion. Try them and see.

WMBG

AM

WTVRtv
WCOD™

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, Notional Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company

COMMUNITY

RELATIONS

In a "selling" job that's never finished,
radio proves an effective, low-cost tool
To progressive management, the importance of
community relations becomes constantly more
obvious. Even in a sellers' market, industry must
continue to "sell" itself to its neighbors, because a
good local reputation helps so much in so many
ways. Labor supply, for example. Relations with local
government. Co-operation with local suppliers.
On a nation-wide basis, network radio has long
proved its ability to foster good public relations.
Consider the continuing programs of Bell Telephone, DuPont, United States Steel.
Also, as many more companies are discovering,
spot radio can achieve equally good results in specific areas.
Spot radio is flexible, versatile, efficient. And
economical. Its consistent use. . with newscasts, for

example. . assures multitudes of listeners at exceptional y low cost-per-thousand.
In six of the nation's leading industrial areas..
Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort
Wayne, and Portland, Oregon . . Westinghouse stations are helping local industries gain and preserve
their neighbors' good will. The experience of these
stations in "community relations" programs is available to company management as well as to advertising agencies and public relations counsellors.
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

ofth ^

WDEL
WILMINGTON,
Associates Chicago

the PubIic needs

TV
DELAWARE

San Francisco • New York • Los Angeles
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CLOSED CIRCUIT
AMERICAN CHICLE CO. (Dentyne and
Chiclets), N. Y., through Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., planning radio campaign using Mutual's multiple program sponsorship plan— to be known as "Mutual's multimessage plan" — comparable to NBC's "tandem" and ABC's "pyramid." American Chicle
is starting with Bobby Benson Show (Sundays, 4:55-5 p.m.) on Oct. 28 for nine weeks,
and additional programs are expected to be
announced this week. Among shows Mutual
offering
plan"
are three advertisers
of six hourson of"multi-message
Star Entertainment
to be provided by MGM.
ANOTHER month may elapse before transfer
papers covering merging of General Tire and
Macy (WOR) radio-TV facilities are filed
with FCC (B • T, Oct. 15). T. C. Streibert,
president of General Teleradio Inc., Macy
! subsidiary, flew to Hollywood last week-end
I for
session head.
with Tom
radio-TV
FusionF. O'Neil,
brings General
together Tire
not
|only Don Lee Yankee and WOR facilities, but
jalso gives merged company nearly 60% of
Mutual ownership.
SHORTLY to be announced: Sale of KREM
Spokane (970 kc 1 kw independent) by
Cole E. and Helen Wylie to Louis Wasmer,
veteran West Coast broadcaster and owner of
I KSPO Spokane, for $255,000 subject to FCC
approval and contingent upon sale of KSPO
: (1230 kc 250 w independent). Transactions
handled by West Coast office of Blackburn(Continueal on page 6)

ROGERS^
WINS VERDICT
0
c/
e*c/
///?eBRIEFLY
AGAINST
REPUBLIC
PICTURES
BUSINESS
IN PRECEDENT-SETTING verdict that could
profoundly affect future release of movies to FIVE SHOWS FOR G. M. * General Motors'
TV, U. S. District Court in Los Angeles
Pontiac Division, Detroit, buying five shows
granted permanent injunction restraining Re- on four radio networks on one- or two-time
public Pictures Corp. from exhibiting on TV basis to promote new models, through Mac
81 Roy Rogers movies [B • T, Sept. 24]. Manus, John & Adams, Detroit: Stop The
Judge Peirson M. Hall ruled that cowboy star's Music on ABC; Bob and Ray on NBC; Hearth13-year contract with Republic, which expired
stone ofthe Death Squad and People Are Funny
last May, gave him right to control associa- on CBS, and Under Arrest on MBS. Pontiac
tion of his name with any commercial product also sponsoring John Daly newscasts five times
or advertising except for motion picture as weekly (7-7:15 p.m.) on WJZ-TV New York
such.
starting today and plans to expand to network
when facilities clear for long-term contract.
Mr. jRogers'
plea
for
$100,000
damages
reected by Judge Hall on ground that evidence
failed to show how much he had been damaged.
INTERWOVEN BUYS $ Interwoven Stocking radio
Co., New schedule
Brunswick,
N. J.,markets,
launchingusing
10week
in eight
UP STARTS MOVIE
Housewives
Protective
League
shows
—
in
most
SERVICE FOR TELEVISION
six times weekly — on six CBS-owned staUNITED PRESS Movietone News for TV cases tions
and WTOP Washington and WCAU Philstarts operations today (Monday), serving
adelphia. Dealer records available to radio
client stations with daily, running supply of stations and Interwoven dealers who want to
news films and accompanying news bulletins. coordinate local with national advertising, and
stations also may secure, from Interwoven,
Charter clients include WJZ-TV and WPIXlists of company's dealers in coverage areas.
(TV) New York; WN AC-TV and WBZ-TV
Boston; WHAM-TV Rochester; WXYZ-TV
Detroit; WSM-TV Nashville; WEWS(TV)
N. L. & B. IN NEW YORK
Cleveland; WCPO-TV Cincinnati and KECANEEDHAM, LOUIS AND BRORBY, Chicago
TV Los Angeles.
has opened a New York office in the
Service collaborative undertaking of UP and agency,Bldg.,
1270 Avenue of the Americas, with
20th Century-Fox Movietone News. UP has RKO
Richard
L. Eastland as manager. He formerly
established special TV news bureaus in New worked at
J. Walter Thompson and Erwin
York and Washington, plans to add others re- Wasey. This
expansion for the
quired. Phil Newsom, managing editor of agency this fall,isassecond
opened Toronto branch
United Press Movietone News, is in charge in Sept. 1. New York itoffice
provide service
association with Jack Haney, Movietone News mainly on radio, TV showswilloriginating
there.
editor.

Color TV Has Gone to War-Industry
COLOR TELEVISION Friday was stopped tion Chief Wilson asked only that CBS quit
in its tracks, victim of -U.S. rearmament pro- making color receivers to save critical magram. In swift series of developments CBS
terials, and Mr. mentStanton,
in his subsequent
acceded to request of Defense Mobilization
, said that although
agreeing an-to
Chief Charles E. Wilson and announced it that request, nounceCBS
would
continue
"experiwould suspend color TV manufacturing and
and developmental
But inmentalnews
release Mr. work."
Wilson announced
ibroadcasting "for the duration of the emer|gency,"
TV manufacturers
were he and Manly Fleischmann, Defense Producsummonedandto other
Washington
meeting at which
tion Administrator, would meet with TV manusimilar action on industry-wide scale can be
facturers this week to discuss "desirability of
expected.
suspending all further development of color
How long color TV will stay on shelf can- television in order to free highly skilled elecnot be estimated ; resumption of color productronics engineers for important military
tion— which had barely gotten underway at projects." This was interpreted to mean government hoped to stop color research as well
i time
— depends
successof ofMr.U.S.Wilson's
effort toaction
expand
sourcesuponof as manufacturing, since it is research and
raw materials to point that military and development that top engineering brains curcivilian needs can both be , met. In view of
rently are engaged in.
experts, that achievement is not around corner.
Some industry sources that asked anonymity
Frank Stanton, CBS president, announced
successsaid they doubted government could Competisuspension of color manufacturing and broadto research.
halt field
call complete
casting after receiving letter from Mr. Wilson,
tivefully condition
in color
is so intense, they
ij plans
'We must
. . . request
suspend
pointed out, that no company would likely be
for mass
productionindustry
of newto products
willing to shut up its laboratories for fear
which are not absolutely essential and which
some rival wouldn't.
would require the use of critical materials,"
leaders immediately
Question which'notindustry
wrote Mr. Wilson. "After careful study, I asked,
get answered, was: If mabut anddid
Have reluctantly concluded that the mass proengineers are so badly needed for
duction of color television sets presents such militaryterialspurposes
as to justify suspension of
a. case."
color, will same shortages affect lifting of
In letter to Mr. Stanton, Defense MobilizaFCC freeze on TV stations or, if freeze is lifted,
" BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

will
Office of Defense Mobilization permit
newGets
stations to 'Greetings'
be built?
One highly-placed
authority
in leadingpolicy
manu-of
facturing company said
he thought
conserving engineering brains for military
projects action"could
"triggeras: off(A) a permitting
chain rewhich hewell
described
FCC to continue freeze; (B) stopping UHF
development; (C) standardizing TV sets, tubes,
circuits, etc.; (D) freezing present markets —
already at saturation point — for TV set sales
(which would mean headache to manufacturers
whose military orders are not enough to take
up production slack that would be left by cutbacks in TV set volume."
FCC withheld all comment on Mr. Wilson's
action, an official spokesman explaining Commission was awaiting fuller explanation.
(Actually, when color suspension announced,
four Commissioners were out of town, fifth
was visiting his tailor and sixth was said to
be in conference out of his office. Seventh,
Frieda B. Hennock has been preoccupied with
confirmation of her nomination
hearings
as
federal onjudge.)
of color
Government request for suspensionannounced
after CBS Television
came few days
schedule
network
TV
color
first
sold
had
it
(Continued on page 6) to
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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Color TV
(Continued from page 5)
James Lee & Sons Co., carpet manufacturers
of Bridgeport, Pa., which next Monday was to
have begun sponsorship of Monday-WednesdayMike and Buff, 10:3011Friday
a.m. presentations
Request cameof in advance of Tuesday
of National Proboard
appeals
beforeAuthority
hearing duction
set for tomorrow (Tuesday)
at which
CBS
was
to
plead
for
greater allocation of materials for manufacturing.
At time of government crack-down on color,
CBS Television was planning ambitious expansion of color programming schedule, RCA
was demonstrating its rival color system (see
Chromatic ofTele-its
Paramount's
story page
vision Labs70).
was getting
into production
new tri-color tube [B • T, Oct. 15], and National Television Standards Committee, representative group experimenting with compatible system, was some three months away
from end of field tests of its system.
Mr. Stanton's statement read:
•In the national interest, CBS and its manufacturing unitssuspend
will comply
immediately
ODM's
request
manufacture
ofemergency.
colorwithtelevision
equipmentto will
for thealsoduration
ofitstheregular
CBSof
Television
suspend
schedule
color
broadcasts
in number
view of ofthecolor
fact receivers
that therein will
not
be
a
sufficient
the
hands
service. of the public to warrant such a broadcast
"We sumelook
forward
to
the
day
when
we
may
reour coloravailable
productionto andthemake
this electronic
achievement
people.by
Within
the limitations
which mayAmerican
be imposed
the defense
mobilization
effort, we intend
continue experimental
and developmental
work toduring
the period
ofattentionmanufacturing
suspension,
with
particular
to
the
development
of
a
tri-color
tube in connection with the CBS color television
system,tion by the
whichFederal
received
full
commercial
authorizaCommunications Commission.
of a tri-color
tube
of that
CBS such
design
is "Development
proceeding
rapidly
and weshortly
expectand
tube
can
be
demonstrated
will allowa
simplicity and economy in manufacture.
"The
CBS laboratories
also concentrate
the
development
of a black
simplewill
may setsonbe
attached
to will
ordinary
andadapter
whiteto which
television
and
which
enable
those
sets
receive
televisionmade
signals
in black
and white.
Suchcoloranat
adapter
generally
available
toanythe significant
public
aobjection
reasonable
price
should
remove
the CBS color television
systemblackon and
the
groundsstandards.
ofto incompatability
with present
white
"CBS-Columbia
Inc.,manufacture
our manufacturing
subsidiary will continue
black andfor
white
television
sets andto electronic
equipment
the
defense
program."
Late Friday CBS Television announced last
scheduled color TV program would be U. of
Maryland vs. U. of North Carolina football
game Oct. 20.
Many manufacturers queried by Broadcasting • Telecasting refused to let their names
be used with their comments, and some (including RCA), withheld all comment pending
clarification
of ODM'swere:intentions. Among those
permitting quotes
S. W. Gross, president, Tele-Tone Radio
Corp., New York, which has attained producrate of 25-35
color TVofsets
week:we "We
will tion
complete
production
colorpersets
now
have on the production line, and then we will
suspend our color production."
John S. Meek, board chairman and president,
John Meek Industries, Plymouth, Ind., and
Scott Radio Labs, Chicago (neither of which
has
been inaction
color inproduction)
intelligent
view of the: "An
severeextremely
and increasingly pinched shipments of materials."
Ray W. Durst, executive vice president, Hallicrafters, Chicago, (which was not in color production): "It (the ODM action) will ease the
public's
as toblack
whether
they should
for colormind
or buy
and white,
but it wait
will
halt development of color television, which is
to be regretted."
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In this IssueNARTB TV members endorse in principle toughest industry.
code ever Page
presented
broadcasting
23. to
Did 82nd Congress help or hurt broadcasting? A survey by B • T shows
legislative record generally favorable.
Page 23.
NBC's new economic plan looks good to
several sponsors that are nibbling at
the bait, but most affiliates and station
representatives
attitude. Page stick
25. to a wait-and-see
All-industry Affiliates Committee will
hire an expert to figure means of getting comparable research to measure
radio against other media. Page 25.
Ohio State U. ad conference puts the
microscope on radio and TV. Page 26.
New Radox culation
systemmeasurements
would substitute
cirfor ratings.
Page
26.
American Vitamin Assoc. may be bailed
out of its financial straights by selling
out to other pharmaceutical company.
Page 27.
Helpful hints for selling local business,
as presented to NARTB District 16.
Page 29.
KNX adds up some Pulse figures to show
how much radio listening there is in
Los Angeles TV homes. The answer:
more than lots of people think. Page 2k.
NBC-TV affiliates want more money,
better program
work. Page 63. standards from netKing-sized color looks good. RCA demonstrates new big-screen color system.
Page 70.
Cornell's broadcasting chief says facts of
life rule out widespread use of noncommercial, educational TV channels.
Page
Supreme70. Court hears arguments in
Lorain Journal case, will decide whether newspaper can put the blocks to
advertisers using radio — and stay
within the law. Page 33.
NLRB divides television production between Screen Actors Guild and Television Authority. Page 81.
Diary of a Dairy that fell in love with
TV. Page 65.
President tinuesTruman's
security
conto draw fire
from order
newsmen.
Page 31.
FCC Comr. Hennock's confirmation to
federal bench is bigger question mark
than ever. Page 29.
Defense Dept. surrenders radio recruiting shows in action forced by Congressional killing of budget. Page 28.
Upcoming
Oct. 22-23: Seventeenth New York BMI
Program Clinic, Peacock Lounge, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Oct. 25-26: NARTB District Six Meeting,
St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Oct.Cleveland.
25-26: Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters,
Oct. 28-Nov.
vision Week.3: National Radio and Tele-

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
Hamilton, with negotiations current on sale
of KSPO to other Washington state interesl
RA-TEL REPRESENTATIVES INC., N
York, process of negotiating merger with another station representative firm. Details exshortly. Ra-telCity,
has offices
in NewChicago,
York,
Dallas,pectedOklahoma
Atlanta,
Los Angeles, and San Francisco.
BEST FOODS (Nucoa) through Benton &
Bowles,mentN.daytime
Y., placing
spot announcecampaign33-week
in number
of mar
kets starting Nov. 1.
NEWEST FINANCIAL worry of TV broad
casters is ruling of Internal Revenue Bureau
to require eight to ten year life on transmitfacilities,since
as against
four yearof writeofftingallowed
1948. Because
high
obsolescence
of
TV
equipment,
it's
expected
stations will band together to oppose new TVinstructions already given field agents.
EX-LAX CO., Brooklyn, reported mulling
change in agencies and may name Warwick
&account.
Legler, N. Y. Joseph Katz Co. now has
PITFALLS IN virgin field of TV film syndica
tion. Network offered film series to noninterconnected station, available for local spon
sorship. Station sold program to regional
account which spent $2,500 for commercials,
only to find that film could not be cleared. Ad
vertiser, through agency, salvaged some o
commercials but was in hole $1,400. Networ
finally had to absorb loss.
NEW MANAGER of WFLA Tampa will b(|
George
manager
of WGN-T"V
Chicago, Harvey,
who willsales
assume
office Nov.
1. His
successor at WGN as western sales managej
will be Ted Weber of sales staff.
ANAHIST CO., Yonkers, N. Y., through
BBDO, N. Y., using fifty radio markets fo|
a spot announcement campaign in early morning time periods. Contract for 26 weeks.
SENATE Internal Security Subcommittee re
portedly munist
reviving
interest
in allegedSubcom
Cominfiltrationits into
radio-TV.
mittee started looking under the bed last Jure
[B • T, June 25]. Whether newly reawakenec
study will lead to full-scale hearings is un
known.
4-A SPEAKERS FRIDAY
BEN DUFFY, president, BBDO, and WaltA
Craig,describe
vice president,
Benton Council
and Bowie;
will
what the Central
of tli
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies cal
"advertising's hottest subject"— television — a'
group'sHotel
all-day
meeting
in Chicago's
Black
stone
Friday.
Central
council, larges
of six in the 4-A and covering 19 midwei
states, will hear: Fairfax Cone, board charman, Foote, Cone and Belding, Chicago, "Canpaigns I Wish We Had Done"; Bruce BrewA
partner, Bruce B. Brewer and Co., Kans |
City, "A Sales Effect Rating for AdvertiiS;
ments"; Anne Gaspard, J. Walter Thompsdn
Chicago, a film, "Do You Belong in Advert
ing";
Lang, director,
Radio vice
Freepreside!)
Europj:
Louis Bob
N. Brockway,
executive
Young & Rubicam, New York, "Advertisi
and
Progress";
LoweOklahoma
Runkle, preji
dent,America's
Lowe Runkle
and Co.,
Ci
"The One Man Band in Advertising Agerji;
M. Willem of Leo Burn
isOperation."
chairman ofJohn
council.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 98
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Of thetionsnation's
independent
starated in this144 survey
by Hooper,
KOWH ranks as number one . , . first in
afternoon audience and first in share of
audience for any individual time period,
either morning, afternoon or evening!
KOWH has one of the lowest rate cards,
delivers the highest daytime audience offered by any Omaha station! Advertisers
now recognize that independent stations
often represent the best buy in an individual
market.
KOWHstations
is "tops"
among the "top"
independent
in America!
Sell the Omaha market the wise way . . . with
low-cost,
high-return KOWH — always first
with the finest!
Now Represented Nationally By

75th

\

PLACt!

Jf Based on the latest available
Hooper sharestations
of audience
unaffiliated
includingfor
the Omaha and Council Bluffs
market
(Mar.-Apr.,
noon through
6 P.M.1951). 12

1

Call Us!

J

Gaylord Avery
Program Manager

OMAHA
■Ameiiccfd, Mait Jli4.tened.-ta 9 ttdepende-ttt Station"
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5000 WATTS
580 K.C.

HI

Pennsylvania's top quality market
And no wonder! For WHP entertains,
informs and influences more people in its
area than anyone else.

WHP's consistently high Hoopers are the
envy of broadcasters everywhere, and your
best guarantee of the greatest return per
radio dollar invested.
Represented by The Boiling Company, WHP
is the CBS station serving the greater South
Central Pennsylvania area day and night,
including such markets as Harrisburg,
Lancaster, York, Lebanon, etc.

the Key station of the keystone state... Harrisburg, Pa.
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California's

$660

FRESNO

Million

MARKET

BMB FOR SPRING 1949
KMJ
2ND STATION
PLUS FOR
TOTAL WEEKLY
TOTAL WEEKLY
PERIOD
COUNTIES
AUDIENCE
AUDIENCE
KMJ %
Families
Families
D
18.9
FRESNO
71,950
60,490
N
74,060
19.7
61,870
24.6
D
iu,500
27.1
13,080
KINGS
N
10,440
13,270
63.3
D
MADERA
74.3
4,740
N
7,740
7,930
4,550
23.2
D
38,380
TULARE
31,130
N
27,700
28.1
35,470
TOTAL
D
106,860
131,150
22.7
4-COUNTY
25.0
N
104,560
1 30,730
MARKET
Note that in each of the 4 counties — and in the market as a whole — KMJ leads
in total weekly audience, both daytime and nighttime. In 6 or 7 days or nights
audience, KMJ also leads — anywhere from 57% to 201% over the next station!
AND IN THE CITY OF FRESNO, KMJ is the top station, too —
Latest Hooper (Oct. 1950 through Feb. 1951) shows KMJ has highest
rating during all 4 segments. KMJ also leads in 5 out of the 7 individual
evenings rated. And of the 115 quarter and half hours rated
(morning, afternoon and evening, throughout whole week) KMJ rates
highest in 69. That's a 76% lead over next closest station!
* Sales Management's 1951 Survey of Buying Power, Net EBI. ** U.S. Dept of Commerce Wholesale Trading Area.
hLUMRFP 1 s T AT 10 ki IKI THF $A<Sn MILLION _F^ESbU3 JAARKEJ
580 KC.
NBC
5,000 WATTS
One of the Bonanza
Beeline
Stations
..
.'McClatchy
Broadcasting Company
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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agency

P. BOOTH, Biow Co., New York, to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, N. Y., in executive capacity.
PHIL D. McHUGH, vice president Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh &
Macaulay Inc., Beverly Hills, to Atherton Adv., L. A.
GORDON MINTER, radio-TV theatrical producer and director, to Los
Angeles office Leo Burnett Inc., as supervisor of film production.
FREDERICK M. HARRIS appointed copy chief Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick,
Washington. EDNA S. SNYDER named copywriter handling radio and
TV. She was with Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y. WILLIAM L. ROBERTSON,
graduate U. of Florida, to production department Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick.
HARLEY LEETE, account executive Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown Inc.,
S. F., opens advertising agency under name of H. M. LEETE & Co., S. F.
ROBERT B. PERO, assistant to director of public relations, Scandinavian
Airlines, to Benton & Bowles, N. Y., in publicity department.

940 KC
1,000 WATTS

*TW

O

CBS

ST

TWO
SOUTHWEST
ONE

BIG
MARKET:
LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest. For availabilities and rates, write, wire or phone our
representatives.
National Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Page 10 • October 22, 1951

Agency,acc
Detroit, Mr.tsRoberts beon
ion
l-at all
phia radio
and®
televis
Philade
gan writing oun
radio and television
in
ft
CED
EXPEtheRIEN
age of 24, Franklin copy for the Feigenbaum agency.
He
also
developed
a talent for
ed
,ionnewly appoint
Roberts
radio
and
televis director of Wil Roberts composing music. But far from
Adv., Philadelphia, is now starting being classic in nature, the new
to build
a strong
bill-, compositions were hard-selling
ing for the
agencyAMof and
his TV
brother
singing commercials.
Wil Roberts.
His
background
came into goodcollege
use. The
agency suggested
Franklin Roberts makes a natural partner for his brother. In he plan a college campaign for a
the agency business for 12 years, formal wear client. The result was
Wil has specialized in printed me- a national campus promotion that
dia. Franklin forreportedly
white
jacketincreased
sales by
merly was radio and
as much as 500% in
television director at
college areas. The
the Harry Feigenbaum Agency, Philapromotion
has fixbecome a yearly
directed delphia,
copywhere forhe
advertising
ture of theplans.
firm's
both media, created
Although he has
and produced radio
consistently showed
and film commercials and produced
an interest in proseveral television
motion, Mr. Roberts
centered his energies
Mr. Roberts began
programs.
in radiosion. Inand1949televiwas
his advertising
career in 1944 at the
appointed
director
the department atof
age ofof high
16. school,
Fresh
out
Mr. Roberts is
he took a job in the
Feigenbaum's.
Mr. ROBERTS
production
departturning diatehisenergies
imme-to
ment
of
the
GeareMarston Agency,
helping
set
up
disPhiladelphia. Later he decided to
tribution plans for Fidelity Proenroll as a journalism major at the
ductions, transcribed radio proU. of Pennsylvania. He resumed
ducer, nowradio
promoting
a parttime sports writing job that in Session
series. its Court Is
began at age 14 with the Evening
Bulletin and a Philadelphia weekly.
Looking
Mr. imagination,
Roberts believes thatahead,
ideas and
Graduated with honors in 1948,
and
an
appreciation
of
and
summer's
experience
(Continued on page where
b2) the
doingwith
fielda work
for the
Maxon
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Rochester Democrat
ALEXANDER ADLER to copy staff Lewis & Gilman Inc., Phila. He was
LOCKETT,
with E. R. Squibb & Son, as medical writer. D. BARKER
Sant, Dugdale & Co Inc., Baltimore to Lewis & Gilman, as account
Van
executive.
GERARD (Jerry) JOHNSTON, J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y., to service staff
Kudner Agency, N. Y., servicing Texas Co. account.
Change of Address: OPPENHEIM-VAN SLYCK ADV., S. F., moves to
Market and Kearney streets, S. F. Telephone number
Bldg., 6-6688.
de YoungYUkon
remains
JOHN W. SHAW Agency, Chicago, moves from
211 N. LaSalle St. to entire 716 N. Rush St. Bldg.
JACK FLYNN, Federal Adv., N. Y., to Picard Adv. Co., N. Y., as
account executive on Acousticon Div. of Dictograph Products Inc.
ARTHUR V. MOUNTREY, division manager American Home Foods,
N. Y., to Compton Adv., same city, as member of merchandising department.
ARTHUR FINGEROFF appointed art director The Wexton Co.,
N. Y. HARRIETTE WATERMAN named copy chief on all apparel
accounts.
JACK McCORKLE, Western Beet Sugar Producers Inc., S. F., to The
Biow Co., S. F., as head of merchandising and research department.
KAY MULHERN, Fielder, Sorensen & Davis, S. F., to Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli, S. F.
SYLVAN TAPLINGER, radio and TV executive, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., father of girl, Diana Lee, born Oct. 14, in New York City.
DALE O'DONNELL, scriptwriter WTAG Worcester, Mass., to radio continuity department M. Evans Richmond Adv., Phila.
HENRY RICH named creative assistant on electronics accounts Symonds,
MacKenzie & Co., Chicago. He was with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
WILLIAM DiMOO appointed art director The Edwards Agency, L. A.

& Chronicle

for permission to reprint . . .

oCompany executive M
A National' ^f^
' A asting
RC,dl°
e
ly Co^rpsDr.
eWsfor LOut
declared that ramO
ive<-a
n>
This will be happy sister, Ma r
Jry, Helen Stella Dallas,^ ^
Malone, Nora ^Drake agfi ^
^ Be
& tet.
u of uS that l
Pepper Young an*

what,

^ftA other; ** '^°er *e pwf*

wailing frTave
hats foVen^lS?rsaid
they instead, newscould point

d and ^nLblind or nearlv

LILLIAN KRAMER, publicity department Young & Rubicam, Hollywood,
convalescing following major operation. PAT HOGAN, radio-TV editor,
Los Angeles Examiner, temporarily replacing her.

that when the TV set g

There ^ no^ ^

onlt- s«toush com^^g* of doom
except that pi: ¥> r.
better P«f*^is piecetQget
outtheny
Uttlepo^o*!^
Editorial
Rochester Democrat & Chronicle, Sept. 22, 1951
always maKe u
AMONG those attending the first fall meeting of the Television Assn. of
Philadelphia are (I to r) Ted Cott, general manager of WNBC-AM-FM WNBT
(TV) New York; Charles Vanda, association president and vice president in
charge of television, WCAU-TV Philadelphia; Arthur Borowsky, program
chairman, and Russ Johnston, vice president and radio-TV director, Ward
Wheelock Co., Phila. Meeting was held in Poor Richard Club. Mr. Cott spoke
on problems of local advertisers in the high-priced radio-TV market. Mr.
Johnston discussed "What We Don't Know About Radio and Television."
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new

«

^-

Maybe

business

ot • • •
' N. Y.
iAU-SEA FOODS Inc., Yonkers, N. Y., planning extensive radio-TV
| campaign on eastern seaboard. Agency: William von Zehle & Co.,
CHATTANOOGA MEDICINE Co. (Soltice medicine) planning test campaign on 26 stations in southeastern states. If test successful campaign
will be expanded. Agency: Noble-Dury & Assoc., Nashville, Tenn.
A/at orotic • • •
NATIONAL CARBON Co., division of UNION CARBIDE & CARBON,
N. Y. (Prestone anti-freeze), to sponsor first half -hour of Take Another Look series of films
- of college football games on CBS-TV, Sun.,
p.m. for restJ of football
N.12:30-1:30
Y.
N season. Agency: William Esty Co.,

But

what

they've

a

lot

of

got;

MARKET POPULATION RANK ^^1^™"
SOUTH BEND
88
£ 8,375,000
BRIDGEPORT 72
8,786,000
AMARILLO
162
10,272,000
SAN DIEGO
29. .
10,443,000
AKRON
40
11,955,000
"Figures From Printers' Ink, May 25, J 95 J
Where there's money, there's a market! . . . And
KGNC is the only medium that reaches and delivers
the green-backed Amarillo market!
P. S. The AMARILLO WHOLESALE MARKET is
the largest non-TV market in Texas, New Mexico
and Oklahoma.

Represented Nationally by the O. L. Taylor Company
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G. F. HEUBLIN & BROS., (makers of A-l Sauce and A-l Mustard),
12:15-30 p.m.Agency:
portion Scheidler,
of Ruth Lyons'
Club on NBC-TV,
onsponsoring
alternatetheWednesdays.
Beck 50& Werner,
N. Y.
WARING PRODUCTS Corp., N. Y., (Waring Blendors), signs for Friday
participations in CBS-TV's Homemakers' Exchange, Mon. through Fri.,
4-4:30 p.m., (EST), for 13 weeks. Agency: Hicks & Greist, N. Y.
RONSON ART METAL WORKS (Canada) Ltd., Toronto (Ronson
lighters), started Oct. 17 for 26 weeks Hollywood Stars on Stage on 34
Dominion Network stations, Wed. 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Grey Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
ORANGE CRUSH Co., Chicago, will sponsor The Green Hornet Mon.,
through Fri.,& Miller,
5 to 5:30
p.m., on MBS starting Wed., Nov. 7. Agency:
Fitzmorris
Chicago.
JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee, renews Halls of Ivy on
full NBC Network Wed., 7 to 7:30 p.m. CT, for 39 weeks from Oct. 3.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
■@gene if -tfjajaointmentj
MICHIGAN WINERIES Inc., Paw Paw, Mich., appoint W. B. Doner &
Co., Detroit, to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
D. E. SANFORD Co., S. F. (importers of Descoware), appoints The
Biow Co., S. F., to handle advertising. Radio and television are being
considered.
HOSPITAL SERVICE Corp. and NEW YORK MEDICAL PLAN Inc.,
both Buffalo, appointed Comstock & Co., same city to handle advertising.
KING KONE Corp., N. Y., (foods), appoints Courtland D. Ferguson Inc.,
Washington, to handle advertising. TV will be used.
B. V. D. Co., N. Y., appoints Hirshon-Garfield Inc., same city to handle
advertising for sports shirts, beach wear, pajamas and underwear.
ERWIN, WASEY & Co., N. Y., severing connections with R. B. Semler
Co., New Canaan, Conn. (Kreml Hair Dressings), for advertising within
this
effective
Jan. 1. Agency
will continue
to handle
exportcountry,
advertising
in England,
South Africa
and Australia
with company's
increased
appropriations.
■QdjaeojaU
GORDON J. MALONE named eastern regional- manager for Servel
refrigerators, water heaters and air conditioners. He succeeds GEORGE
R. COPELAND, resigned.
JOHN F. CARROLL appointed manager of product planning Hotpoint
Inc., Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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Vie

profit

Viehm

Says:

il
o tv
la4
♦ . . how could I? Here's
station
with 19-years o£ proven "knowhow".ing audience
. , with(figures
70% ofala theConlan).
listenA full-time 250 Watts, in a $45,
000,000 retail sales area. (Sales
Management Figures) NBC affiliate.

iw

HAZLETON,

it

q^v
Hmarket
It's located
in the 3rd largest
area
of Pennsylvania.
The great
Allentown - Bethlehem Industrial
and tail
Farming
Area with AnnualWant
ReSales of $204,000,000.
some of this rich market? Then you
want WHOL. . . 250 Watts fulltime C B S Affiliate.

PENNA

of

ALLENTOWN;

Hotvilof

Here's a station that is making great
progress.
1,000 asWatts,
daytime and isIt'sknown
the Sports
Station of the Susquehanna*Valley.
3
Affiliate of Liberty
Network.
Carries professional ©
football and baseball, also regional football games.
A good buy, believe me.
ADCASTING

• Telecasting

PENNA

...

FORMERLY WLTR)
BLOOAASBURG, PENNA
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week
the
featurePrairieof
f*f
Farmer
will take any losses,
Interna
annualFestiva
ND Dance
SECO
while profits will be deposited in a
l, tional
sponSquare
sored by WLS Chicago and the fund to continue promotion of
Prairie Farmer, is expected to en- square dancing. Special attracroll more than 2,000 square dancers
tions have been added this year, according to John C. Drake, WLS
and callers from 25 states and attract some 16,000 paid admissions promotion director, who has handled festival details both years.
this year. Because of the success
Seminars and clinics will take
of the atinitial squareo dance mexhibition the Chicag Stadiu last place from noon Friday through
> year, WLS has expanded the midnight Saturday, with nationallyfestival content and scheduled a known square dance experts leadF
y
of one day.
instead from
two-da
ing discussions. Three square dance
Callers event
and dancers
all over orchestras
will play both afternoons
the country will meet in Chicago and evenings, operating with three
Oct. 26-27 at the International public address systems.
Amphitheatre to participate in
Station promotion, said to be the
A METHOD OF
dance seminars, calling sessions, most comprehensive of any single
EVALUATING
station in the country, is conducted
recreation
discussions
and
the
festi!!
val proper. This year, for the first in cooperation with the Chicago
WOOPS
FIGURES
BMB
time, the audience will have a Park District. Working with approval of Glen Q. Snyder, WLS
THAT IS
chance to dance also. Two huge
Just to catch your eye, Mr. Time- halls adjoining the exhibition area manager, the operating committee
UNIFORMLY
be open for public dancing includes Walter Roy, Chicago
buyer — Here at WRC, we feel will
Park District recreation director;
throughout
both
evenings.
AdmisFAIR TO
George C. Biggar, director of the
that our sales story is something ticket.sion is included in the exhibition WLS
National Barn Dance; Terry There is a growing realization
NS
ATIO
more thah marks on paper. The
ALL STthe
The entire promotion is operated Rose and Mel Ackerman of the
throughout
industry
that current methods of
statistics live, breathe and tell on a non-profit basis. WLS and Park District, and Mr. Drake.
interpreting BMB figures
the wonderful success of WRC's
are unfair to
dominant position in this rich,
many radio stations.
Time buyers who use BMB
always-growing market.
figures for their primary
strictly business
purpose—
evaluation of
WRC listening is up — way up.
physical
can
only
get acoveragetrue
she studied drama and worked with
Some very choice availabilities
if their method of
the then-famous Evanston Players picture,evaluation
eliminates
in spots and programs are keyed
Guild opposite such leads as
James Cominos, of Needham, Louis
the popularity factor.
to the listening tastes of the capi& Brorby's
executiveHugh
staff Marlowe
in ChiPopularity can and should
and Actors
be measured by other
tal city. You see, we know this
and Doncago,Briggs.
means Pulse,
(Hooper,
etc.) Nielson,
Miss Fisher acquired considerable
market, and we know what we
little-theatre experience before encan accomplish for a product.
rol ing for drama courses at SteThis organization now
vens College, Columbia, Mo. She
a method
worked her way through Stevens makesof available
We've been here a long time,
using BMB maps and
by
waiting
tables
and
working
in
growing with our audiences.
figures which provides
the drama department.
a uniform, accurate
From Stevens, she started on the
and clean-cut measurement
businessegatepath,
was to relThe latest American Research
drama towhich
the sidelines,
by
station coverage—
going to work for the Illinois Bell
notofpopularity
!
Bureau report tells the story.
Telephone Co. (a family custom)
as
a
Chicago
suburban
service
repMay
we
explain
and
We'll stand oh that!
resentative. In the evening she
demonstrate its
worked with Sherman Marks and
soundness and
The
Mummers
group.
KAY
FISHER
value to you
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
Shifting into direct sales — cosYOUR BEST BUY IS
Mr. Time Buyer?
metics for Dermetics — she sold the
ONEin OF
the firstradio
girl peddlers
Chicago
is Kay women's line for six months, then
Fisher, who has been repre- went to New York as secretary to
FIRST in WASHINGTON
senting John E. Pearson Co. sta- the company's president. Later,
tions since 1943. A smiling-beguil- after a business trip to Los Angeles, she remained on the Coast RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVE
ing blond, Miss Fisher knows the as manager.
talent, production and business
Business won over again and 22 EAST 40th STREET * NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
angles of the industry because of
NEW YORK • ST. LOUIS
Miss Fisher next went to the Walher early theatrical training.
ker Co., Chicago,
doubling
on WLS CHICAGO • IOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
A native of Springfield, 111., National
Barn
Dance
commercials
Miss
Fisher
has
lived
most
of
her
5,000 Watts • 980 KC
conventions at nights, with
life in Chicago. Her first profes- and
rehearsals on her lunch hour. Three
sional interest was in acting.
Represented fey NBC SPOT SALES
(Continued
on page 56)
At Chicago's Senn High School
BROADCASTING
Telecast!
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The

Hoopers

ROSE

all CBS
WHEN

THEY

on

Shows

MOVED

TO-

DES MOINES
/fflr
... and the Great LOCAL Shows Continue to Lead !
• Here's dramatic proof of the BIGGER audiences delivered by Des Moines'
KRNT! Even before the big CBS shows joined the big local shows and big
audiences on KRNT June 15th, KRNT led in Des Moines listeners MORNING, AFTERNOON, AND EVENING — and continues that amazing
record. Of the 19 CBS shows that moved to KRNT without a change or
summer replacement, ALL NINETEEN gained a greater Hooper share of
audience on KRNT the very first month!
32.7%
18.2%
HERE'S THE PROOF!BEFORE
BEFORE
AFTER
Grand Slam
Arthur Godfrey (morning) 33.4%
(Average of last 60 minutes)
37.9
17.8
Wendy Warren
35.7
Hollywood Star Playhouse 25.0
Aunt Jenny
28.6
Mr. and Mrs. North 38.3
Helen Trent
26.1
46.4
Dr. Christian 25.5
2?.4
Our Gal Sunday
56.7
41.2
FBI In Peace and War . 36.1
14.0
Nora Drake
Mr. Keen
28.8
Hilltop House
10.9
37.5
Rex Allen
3.9
43.7
19.0
Kings Row
Camel Caravan
19.2
33.3
House Party
17.6
Gangbusters 33.8
32.7
22.8
Strike It Rich

AFTER
.47.9%
29.0
.59.1
28.0
41.2
33.3
19.5
30.8
51.4

NOW, More Than Ever, You're Right When You

STATION WITH THE
FABULOUS PERSONALITIES AND
ASTRONOMICAL HOOPERS
SOURCEWinter-Spring, 1950-51, C. E. Hooper Audience Index
July, 1951, C. E. Hooper Audience Index
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Capitol's Custom Library offers wonderful music
—for day-to-day programming, or dressed i
up for feature presentation.
Al
wealtha
of
p
library repertoire — over 5000 brilliantly
recorded musical selections and production aids: top artists, superb musical and
technical quality. By talent, by title, or
by musical category, Capitol Library
Transcriptions will make a hit with your
station and audience.
As many as 12 (one dozen) ready-to-sell
musical shows in your basic custom library
( Vi hr. to across the board !4 hrs.), . . for
a per show per week cost as low as $1.04.
Including all music, production aids
(themes, voice tracks, theme fills, etc.),
scripts... for simplified top notch production; sponsor program presentation sheets,
audition disks, promotion material... for
your commercial success.

Af"> SHOW MUSI
C
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or

fancy

wrapped...

Inspect the catalog of Capitol's complete
transcription library and program order
kit. • Select the 220 Capitol Transcriptions which will fill the bill in your station
library. • Include program features if
desired in combination with your choice
of library repertoire. • Send in order for
initial discs, bonus extras and custom
library service agreements. • Order 30
additional and 30 replacement exchanges
yearly. • Enjoy a concentrated library
service . . . custom tailored to your requirements for just $50 per month after the
first year.

Custom
Library Service
MAIL THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
Capitol Records - Broadcast Division
Sunset at Vine, Hollywood 28, California
Send
information
on Capitol's
Service,fullProgram
Features,
and BonusCustom
Extras Library
today!
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open mike

To a time buyer
who

never heard

of Smulekoff's

AN Icelandic couple vacationing hereabouts heard
a WMT commercial on the 10 p.m. news and
bought two complete living room suites from the
sponsor next day. Shipping tags on the crates set
a new high in tongue-twisters: from Smulekoff 's to
Reykjavik.
A GI in the Pacific caught a vagrant airwave and
ordered a cedar chest shipped to his girl in Louisiana.
His letter was addressed to the Lane cedar chest
store that advertises on WMT in Cedar Rapids.
The order was duly executed.
Smulekoff s is a furniture store in Cedar Rapids
whose management first saw the light in 1940, after
a schedule of spots on our favorite station brought
customers traipsing in from the hinterland.
Two
years later
skyscraper
(IowaSmulekoff's
skies scrapemoved
easy)intoanda six-story
twisted
our
arm
for
regular
sponsorship
of
the
10
news, with 20 supplementary spots a week. o'clock
The results were, to use the locution of an advertiser
concerned about the effect of too much enthusiasm
upon rates, only gratifying. Annual volume is now
almost eight times that of 1940. (Reserved note:
Good management had a lot to do with it. Increased
purchasing power figured. Higher price-levels
contribute. We don't claim all the kudos.)
But extended
Smulekoff'strade"frankly
giveswhich
WMT results
full credit
the
territory
in a for
high
percentage of our total volume and for the
dominating influence on our immediate trade area."
This recital is not offered to promote, necessarily,
the Reykjavik market or the possibilities of skip
signals. Iowa needs no embellishment, and we
suggest that you consider (1) its $4 billion annual
cash income and (2) the effective manner in which
WMT taps it.
5000 WATTS, 600 KC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK
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Shall We Dance?
EDITOR:
A few days ago we encountered
a rather unique situation which
may give you a chuckle.
With the Oct. 1 time change, the
schedule at WTCN-TV [Minneapolis-St. Paul] was naturally quite
confusing. One of our clients, the
Arthur Murray Dance Studios, had
been scheduled for a 10:30 to 11
p.m. slot for one week, after which
time wenent slotwould
into a On
permaof 11move
to 11:30.
the
day of the show, we discovered that
another show, a five-minute
weather report, had been scheduled
from 10:40 to 10:45, right in the
middle of the Arthur Murray show.
Naturally, neither sponsor
wanted to give up his time. So our
solution was, we think, quite logical
and certainly novel. We started
the Arthur Murray show at 10:30,
it ran for 10 minutes, and then explained to our viewers what the
scheduling situation had been and
what our solution was going to be.
We ran the weather show for its
full five minutes in the middle of
our show. At the end of the
weather show, the camera turned
to our end of the studio, we kidded
briefly on the weather, and went
on with our production. Result:
the station was happy, both sponsors were happy, and the public
was "treated" with that old Shakespearean gimmick, the "show within
Warren J. Michael
the show."
Nelson-Willis Adv.
Minneapolis

— six
«— ^ years. In
been in existence
that time NBC and CBS have
not sent one executive to scout the
possibilities of utilizing this as
an affiliation where talent might
be developed properly . . . Comedians need time, and they need
sustenance. And they need encouragement. And they need coaching and help . . .
The networks should put their
shoulders to these wheels . . .
George Lewis
National Laugh Enterprises
New York
Nosegays
EDITOR:
... In behalf of our committee,
I wish to compliment your magazine on its fair presentation of the
case against theatre television.
Jerome W. Marks
Chairman
Fair Television Practices
Comm.
New York
EDITOR:
The new arrangement of highlighting material in the first few
pages of each issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting is certainly a
fine one. It is just one of the many
continuing steps of self improvement undertaken by your magazine
toentire
be ofindustry.
even greater
. . . benefit to the
Frank E. Shaffer
General Manager
WEIR Steubenville, Ohio

Solid South
EDITOR:
... At WKYW we have used
with great effect, for our own good,
excerpts from the Broadcasting • EDITOR:
Telecasting story on this very excellent survey [comparative study
. . . [The Broadcasting • Teleof radio -TV -newspaper -magazine
casting Marketbook] is a monumental job. . . .
circulation by Dr. Raymond A.
Kemper for WAVE Louisville,
Julia B. Brown
B • T, Oct. 1]. We think WAVE
Director of Media Research
deserves an NARTB, a BAB and
Compton
by all means an ANA resolution
New
YorkAdv.
of thanks for dispelling some ideas
that have solidified east of the
Hudson River.
EDITOR:
S. A. Cisler
Vice President
... I am sure the data contained
WKYW Louisville
in the [Marketbook] will prove to
be of utmost value to us in the.
time buying field. . . .
Philip Branch
No Laughing Matter
Radio & TV Dept.
EDITOR:
Al Paul Lefton Co.
. . . The Gagwriters Institute
New York
Comedy Development Center has
BROADCASTING
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Cedric

takes

Adams

to

tape

New sound recording tricks lighten
broadcasting load for busy CBS
(WCCO - Minneapolis) luminary
How can a radio star be in two places at
once? Ask Cedric Adams how tape recording
makes it possible. In order to maintain a
weekly schedule of 24 broadcasts, 7 newspaper columns and innumerable personal
appearances,
of all kinds. Adams has tape doing tricks
His weekly
program
with the
Wife"
features
interviews
with"Life
the wives
of Hollywood stars. The interviews are conducted
by phone and taped at each end simultaneously. When the two recordings are
put together and edited, Adams has a smooth,
well-paced
program
with no awkward breaks
or pauses.
Another novel use for tape enables Adams
to use the same studio audience for two
separate broadcasts. The first program goes
out live; the second one is staged immecast. diately following and taped for later broadTape simplifies programming and production problems for stations all over the
country. It is easy to edit, splice and dub
into; there is no needle scratch, crosstalk or
backlashing. Tape recordings can be made
anywhere, anytime, eliminating complicated
scheduling and expensive line charges.
Want more details about the shortcuts and
savings you can make with tape? Write Dept.
BT-101, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.,
St. Paul give
6, Minn.,
Engineer
you the and
wholewe'll
story.have a Sound

CEDRIC ADAMS consistently tops all national network shows in listenership ratings for the
Upper Midwest area. His nightly 10 p.m. news broadcast has such a phenomenal following
that Adams is known as "The Man Who Puts Minnesota to Bed."

"DINNERUpper
AT THE
ADAMS"
captures The
the program
spontaneous
table talk
well- IMPORTANT: There's more than one brand of sound recording tape on the
known
Midwest
personalities.
is recorded
at anofactual
market. Insist
on theclarity
"SCOTCH"
brand, the freedom
lubricated from
tape physical
that meansor
dinner in the Adams home, then edited for later airing. Tight, noisefree matchless
fidelity,
of reproduction,
tape splices are easily made with scissors and "Scotch" Splicing Tape. mechanical distortion. Used by all major networks and recording companies.
The
the plaid
are registered trademarks
for SoundRubberized
Recording Coating,
Tape made"Scotchlite"
in U.S.A. Reflective
by MINNESOTA
& MFG.Non-Slip
CO., St.Surfacing]
Paul 6,
Minn.term— also"SCOTCH"
makers of and
"Scotch"
Branddesign
Pressure-sensitive
Tapes, "Underseal"
Sheeting, MINING
"Safety-Walk"
General Export: Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co., International Division, 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: Minn. Mining
&"3M"Mfg. Abrasives,
of Canada, "3M"
Ltd., Adhesives.
London, Canada.
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RCA

high-gain

at the

lowest

antenna...
cost

• This remarkable new 10-kw TV
transmitter, and an RCA high-gain
antenna (type TF-12AM), will provide up to 100 kilowatts of effective
radiated power. More than twice the

per

kilowatt
5-kilowatt models and weighs substantial y les ).
The new RCA 10-kw transmitter is
available in two types. Type TT-10AL
covers channels 2 to 6. Type TT-10AH
covers channels 7 to 13.
For complete information on this
new 10-kw . . . call in your RCA Broadcast Specialist. He can show you what
you'll need to get "on the air"— with
the power you want — at lowest possible cost. Phone him. Or write Dept.
S-E18, RCA Engineering Products,
Camden, New Jersey.
iliiji
UP TO 200 KW- GO RCA!

power of any commercial TV transmitter operating today— and AT SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER COST PER RADIATED KILOWATT than other transmitter-antenna combinations!
Using an improved type of aircooled tetrode in the final power amplifier stages, this transmitter removes
all former restrictions on interior
cooling and floor-space requirements.
No water supplies to bother about.
No problem setting up the transmitter in tight quarters (it takes approximately half the floor area of previous
FOR ANY TV POWER
I

j

MteW V I to V '

1

WtafflF * ■iStoWF

' 5K>
I 2*. Wff

The Key to High Power and Low Cost
Improved RCA Air-Cooled tetrode — used
in the aural and visual finals. Proved for
long life, easy to handle.

RADIO
CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

of AMERICA
CAMDEN N.J.

NORTH

CAROLINA

THE

SOUTH'S

No.

STATE

WPTFNORTH

CAROLINA'S

No.

SALESMAN

North Carolina Rates More Firsts
In Sales Management Survey
Than Any Other Southern State.
More North Carolinians Listen to
WPTF Than Any Other Station.

AFFILIATE for RALEIGH, DURHAM
and Eastern North Carolina

50,000WATTS

680kc.
NBC
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE FREE & PETERS, INC.
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62 °f 70 nartb stations Endone
CO
ENT willTV
NG
ST
be announced
withinDE
a month. Judge Miller as ex-officio member.
By RI
J. FRANK
BEATTY
The tivecodeansweris regarded
as anBenton
effecThis board will consist of five into William
This board will have power to
dustry
members,
none
of
them
THE
NATION'S
TELECASTERS,
delegate
some
of
its
duties
to
(D-Conn.)
and
others
who
advocate
with the eyes of Congress upon NARTB TV board members, with NARTB staff members.
extreme measures in dealing with
them, approved in principle Friday
programming.
) aa mounting
stringent tide
code ofdesigned
to
allay
Efforts to adopt a brief set of
criticism.
Text of Code Okayed in Chicago
general
principles
subject to local
Some 70 delegates representing
conditions
were defeated.
THE TELEVISION CODE
62 of the 70 NARTB member telesibility
forprograms,
utilizing regardless
television toof bring
An
all-industry
meeting
of TV
vision stations and two networks
the
best
kind,
PREAMBLE
into American homes.
members, held June 22 in Wash(NBC and DuMont), accepted not Television is seen and heard in every Television,
and
all
who
participate
in
ington, called for preparation of
Americanandhome.
These
only in principle but in great detail type
it are icanjointly
the special
Amer- a code. Four
foraccountable
respect
forto the
includeof children
of allhomes
ages,of needs
subcommittees worked
a set of code provisions that throw embrace
allfaith,
racesandandadults
all varieties
ofpublicchildren,
for advancement
community
re-of on its provisions
religiouseducational
reach
those
of
during weeks.
the sum-A
s
p
o
n
s
i
b
i
l
i
t
y
,
f
o
r
the
controversial barriers around pro- every
background.
It
is
education
and
culture,
for
the
acceptamer
and
early
gramming and advertising techbility of the andprogram
materials
chosen, tentative draft autumn
responsibility
of that
television
to bear for decency
was approved by
decorum
in
production,
constantly
in
mind
the
audience
niques. They met at the Stevens the
is primarily a home audience, and responsibility
and for propriety
NARTB
Hotel, Chicago.
cannotin beadvertising.
dischargedThisby the full tember
meeting. board at its Septhat television's
The NARTB TV board, at a consequently
shipandto thehost.viewers
is that relationbetween beany discharged
given grouponlyof through
programs,the but
can
guest
highest
Final rewriting was done at a
hastily summoned meeting late Fri- The revenues from advertising support standards of respect for the American
Washington session held by the
day, ratified this action and will
applied presented
to every bymoment
free, competitive
American systemto home,
every program
television.of committee
a fortnight ago, with
of telecasting,
finally promulgate the document, the
that
television
programming
eyes and and
ears make
of theavailable
American Inmayorder
with minor changes, at a meeting the
best
serve
the
public
interest,
the
document reviewed at a breakpeople
the
finest
programs
of
informaviewers
should
be
encouraged
to
make
to be held in Washington the week
fast
meeting
Friday just ahead of
tion,ment.education,
and entertainpositivebroadcasters.
suggestions
By law culture
the for
television
broad- their
knowncriticisms
to the and
television
of December 3 (see draft of code
the 'membership discussion.
c
a
s
t
e
r
i
s
responsible
the
programParents
in
particular
should
be
encourming of his station. He, however, is
on this page).
to it that outtheof best
the richOnly NARTB TV member staobligated tosponsibibring
his positive
renessagedgramsofto see
television
Final Action to Come
lity for excellence
andupongood
are brought fare,
to the attentionpro-of meeting.tions participated in the Friday
taste
in
programming
to
bear
all
their
children.
These actions do not put the code who have a hand in the production of ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION
sponsors,
While there had been hope the
AND CULTURE
in business, however. Final action programs,
producers including
of film andnetworks,
of live programs,
1. Commercial
television
provides
a code could be finally enacted Friwill come when stations "sub- advertising
agencies, and talent agen- valuable
cies.
means
of
augmenting
the
educational and cultural
influences
scribe" to the document and start The American businesses which utilize schools, institutions
day, manyhistoric
delegates
an action
of higher
learning,of of such
and felt
financial
imshowing an official Seal of Ap- television
for
conveying
their byadverthe home,dationsthe
church,
museums,devoted
founproval.
pact
deserved
more
than
one-day
,
a
n
d
other
institutions
tising
messages
to
the
home
picconsideration.
In a nutshell the code:
to
education
and
culture.
tures
with
sound,
seen
free-of-charge
the home screen, arearereminded
that 2. It vision
is thebroadcaster
responsibility
of a teleMeeting at the Stevens Hotel
limited
• Sets up a Review Board to en- ontheir
call cooDeration
upon
such
the responsibilities
sale ofattitude
goods andtoward
the notcreation
of and
institutions
for with
counseltothemand
force the advertising and program toa favorable
Room, the NARTB TV memto
work
on
the best Tower (Continued
the
sponrules.
on page 32)
(Continued
on
page
SU)
sor byment.theThey presentation
of entertaininclude, as well,
respon• Empowers the use of the official seal, which can be withdrawn
by the full NARTB TV board.
• Permits non-NARTB members to carry the seal.
• Suggests "should" and "not
°" RgdioTV
RE
CO
recommended"
secondNG
session
nextSS
January,
CO
On the non-legislative side of
DAVERD
BERLYN OF its
gram practices. advertising and pro- REBy
will pick
up where
off this Congressional
business,
a national
• Proposes time limits on adver- FIRST session of the 82d Congress, fall.
It will
also beit left
a campaign
arose over
the use
of the
tising similar to those in the on the eve of adjournment, found year. National elections — Presi- issue
television
medium
at
hearings.
The
NARTB radio standards.
legislators
more
conscious
of
radio
controversy
reached
its
height
and Congressional
— will
• Opposes sale of television time and television than perhaps any held nextdentialNovember.
Actions
takenbe when the Senate Crime InvestigatI to churches and religious parties.
of their predecessors in the U. S. by Congress next year may affect
ing Committee permitted all media,
• Contains unwritten but in- Capitol.
including radio and TV, to cover
voting sentiment.
herent power for Review Board to
While Congress did little legisits
probings
of big-time gambling
Major
communications
legislacheck unfair and unscrupulous comlatively to change the pattern of
racketeering. When witnesses
— as it has been for a and
petition within the industry.
the broadcast industry, its influence numbertion pending
began to balk at being televised,
of
years
—
is
the
McFarland
• Can be revised as experience was
(S 658), passed twice by the the Great Debate began, in the
fronts.felt along many radio-TV Bill
indicates.
Senate. This bill, by amending the press, in both branches of Congress
The action Friday culminated
Some threats where posed in Communications
Act, would stream- and in law offices.
several months of work by a code- Congress against the welfare of the
line FCC procedures.
Attempts to establish full radio
writing committee headed by broadcast
media. But with the exAs Congress adjourned for a two- and television coverage of CongresRobert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
ception of one — that of a ban month
vacation,
the
industry-favsional proceedings with microphone
Orleans, who also was active in against allocation
of government
ored bill remained in the House and camera
on the floor of the
writing the radio Standards of funds for armed forces
recruitment Interstate
&
Foreign
Commerce
Practice in the 1946-48 period. [B • T, Oct. 15] — the wind was Committee. That committee, fol- House and Senate chambers met
Judge Justin Miller, NARTB chair- gentle,
uncompromising resistance
the
Broad-a
hear- with
man of the board, presided at the
casters couldsailing
score good.
this session
among(Continued
key members
ings onlowing
the Senate
bill pressure,
and beganheld
studying
favorable one.
Friday meeting.
on page of
95) both
its
sections.
The 82d Congress, which begins
• Membership of the Review Board
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Cites Rqdi0 Strength
of TV homes as compared to all
homes. The following table compares leading
radio programs in
radio and
TV atings
homes:
Ratings
R
TV
In TV Percent
ofHomes
Radio67.6
Homes
Program
Homes
Radio
7.16.6
Lux Theatre
71.7
MyBingFriend
CrosbyIrma 10.59.2
67.4
6.2
5.2
60.9
Gildersleeve
5.6
Bob
Hope
60.9
9.2
63.1
Our
Miss
Brooks
65.0
You Bet Your Life 9.2
68.7
5.7
8.7
8.08.4
5.25.8
Charlie
McCarthy 7.9
5.0
8.3
63.3
Bob
FBIFibberHawk
7.97.9
72.2
McGee
73.4
Attorney
4.8
Mr. District
7.9
5.4
68.4
61.5
Gangbusters
The
Whistler
7.8
5.5
Aldrich
Family 7.8
5.4
70.1
7.7
Hallmark
Playhouse 7.7
7.4
6.3
70.5
85.1
5.8
P'ayhouse
Screen
Directors
6.35.7
81.8
Life Wiih Luigi 7.6
77.0
76.3
Suspense
7.4

Editor Hope
BOB HOPE has been named
editor-in-chief of the NBC
newsroom — for four Sunday
nights onlywork's
— toworldwide
direct staff
the net-of
newsmen on The Jubilee
Show, a survey of news and
special events for the past
25 years. Series of half-hour
programs was to start yester10:30 p.m.
EST dayand(Sunday)
will atcontinue
Oct.
28, Nov. 4 and Nov. 11. Assisted by veteran reporter W.
W. Chaplin, Mr. Hope will
flashback — by record — to
events ranging from the
Washington reception o f
Charles Lindbergh to the
Munich Conference of 1938
and events of World War II.

KNX
IN TV HOMES
AM listening
RADIO
in Los Angeles tions are putting on their best
television homes during the eve- programs, radio listening in TV
ning runs a little better than two- homes as it relates to listening in
thirds the listening in all homes.
all homes, is slightly higher than
This finding was disclosed last the percentage found for all quarweek by KNX Los Angeles in
ter-hours studied throughout the
analyzing radio listening on the
KNX shows that 71.4% radio
basis of data supplied by the Pulse
sets were in use during the 61
from its regular March-April 1951 week."
television surveys. These data quarter-hours in which top 10 TV
were in turn compared to the Los programming was aired compared
Angeles Pulse radio findings for to 68.97c sets-in-use 6 p.m.-12 midthe same period.
night (seven-day average).
Pulse figures show that radio
KNX included a series of findings showing the relation of radio
listening in TV homes had a 15.1
rating compared to 22.0 for all and TV listening to its programs.
Going into program popularity,
homes, or 68.6% as much radio
listening in homes with TV as in KNX found that personality-type
programs
been displaced by
all homes (average quarter-hour dramas as have
most popular radio fare
sets-in-use, 6-10 p.m. - midnight,
Sun., Sat.).
It was found in the Los Angeles
MORE AD OATA
study that radio listening in TV DIRECT MAIL
FOOTE APPOINTED
homes is strong during all the
Radio-TV
Awards
Given
Askedthebyresults
Macy'stheyRatner
various evening hours.
POOLING
have
Is McCann-Erickson V. P. realized
FOUR radio-television a w a r ds
from
various
media for
"Early-evening, mid-evening and were
presented
at
the
annual
conEMERSON
FOOTE,
previously
late-evening hours — all have at
analysis by an impartial university
vention of the Direct Mail Adverleast six TV homes listening to ra& Beld- or foundation was suggested for all
tising Assn., which met in Mil- president of Foote,ing, Cone
dio for every 10 radio homes that
advertisers by Victor M. Ratner,
New
York,
is
Schroeder Hotel last
have their sets on," according to Wednesday, waukee's
vice president of Macy's, New York,
joining
Thursday and Friday.
Erickson, McCannalso in when
he addressed the Boston Conthe
KNX
analysis.
"In
two
of
the
Mutual
won
the
radio
award
for
New York, as a
periods this ratio is seven TV homes general excellence in direct mail
ference on Distribution last week.
vice president and
listening to radio for every 10 ra- campaigns, with the presentation
Purpose would be to increase the
general executive, efficiency of advertising as well as
dio homes with sets on."
Advertising Manager
itThursday.
was announced to improve the communication
The survey adds that the two going S.to Tyler.
NBC earned the
modern society has, but does
7- 10 radio periods or early and James
overall
television
citation,
with
the
Mr.
Foote had which
not understand, he explained.
mid-evening hours are periods award going to James Nelson, manofficially
taken
a
generally considered to be TV
While
Macy's has put almost its
ager of advertising and promotion.
leave - of -absence entire advertising
listening hours.
budget into newsA special award for a low-cost
from
FC&B
in
Table showing average quarter- campaign was earned by WBT
Mr. Foote
April, 1950. He not available
papers for 93 foryears,
just are
finerfact's
adjustments
hour radio sets-in-use, Sunday- Sat- Charlotte and its promotion manaurday, follows:
had been presi- in the use of various newspapers,
ger, J. R. Covington. NBC won a
Percent
TV
dent
of
the
agency
since
its
incepMr.
Ratner
said.
"The
only
thing
for its "special outtion. Prior to that he was with Lord we know precisely about newsTV Homes All Homes AllHomesHomesOf second mention
standing
campaign,"
which
went
to
&
Thomas,
which
later
became
6-8
18.2 25.9
70.3% Jacob A. Evans, manager of ad- FC&B.
papers are their circulation figures
8-10-12
10 p.m.
p.m.
vertising and promotion.
mid. 18.3
8.9 25.6
14.4 71.5%
61.8%
and
rates,"
he inexplained.
"We don't
know,
except
hazy terms,
who
When
Mr.
Foote
was
president
Radio
and
television
operations
Going deeper into its comparison, won four out of 68 awards at the of his own agency, he resigned one reads what papers,
how many
KNX found, "During the hours meeting, attended by more than of the biggest accounts — the $12 women, how many men, what kind
when Los Angeles television sta- 1,500 persons. Presentations were million American Tobacco Co. bud- of people they are, when they read
made Wednesday.
get— in March 1948.
the paper, Design
and where."
of Media
SUITS NAME JONES
Advertising media employed to
move entertainment or merchandise
Ex-Employes File Claims
with relative success are much less
NINE former executives of the
successful in selling serious ideas
Duane Jones Agency, New York,
have started proceedings for two
tohavethe not
public,
said. "Ourto media
beenhe designed
reach
suits against Mr. Jones, president, seeking to reinstate the
'everybody'
with
the complete
invalue of their Class B stock and
formation of modern
times, but
only to reach enough people to
to get some of the pension money
which they claim is owed to them.
make a profit for the owners and
Mr. Jones was served with a
their advertisers," Mr. Ratner declared. "Consider the circulations
summons by attorneys representof any individual newspaper, magaing the former employes last week.
He has 20 days to answer the
zine,
radio,
or television program,"
summons before actual suit is filed.
he
suggested.
"You bywillreaching
see thata
profits
can
be
made
The nine employes instituting
surprisingly small fraction of the
the stock suit are: Don Gill,
public — who are gathered together
Robert Hayes, Joseph Scheideler,
mostly by entertainment in these
Robert Hughes, Paul Werner,
Eugene Hulshizer, Lawrence Hubbard,
Richard
A.
Stevens
and
WilMr. Ratner said it may be imliam McKenna.
pos ible to avoid an all-out war
In addition to the first six men
unless some way is found to exlisted above, two others — Joseph
media." change information and ideas more
Beck
and Phillip
Brooks—
are all
successfully. "Ittechniques,
will take plus
a reapcomplainants
in the
suit against
the
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix inventionpraisal ooff ourmany
the trustees of the Duane Jones
new techniques,
employe pension trust.
"I fed it Hooper and Nielsen figures together by mistake."
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to do so."

Has Several Sponsors Nibbling
tin-Jerry Lewis Show (Fri., 8:30all O&O
stationspointed
and affiliates."
SIGNS
that
NBC's two-week-old
NBC
'S
statement
out that
p.m.), and Big Show (7:30-8 to The
economic
blueprint
forNEW
radio [B • 9 BAIT
T Oct. 8] may soon begin to pay p.m. segment) to a sold-out status. the NBC plan also "gives recognioff, at least in part, were evidenced Already participating in sponsortion to the stations' need for spot
ship of the three Tandem shows are revenue"
in campaign plans reportedly being
by lengthening the chainstudied by at least four advertisers Whitehall Pharmacal Co. (Anacin) break to 60 seconds preceding cerlast week.
and Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
tain evening sustainers, and by setWhile the National Assn. of Ra- (Chesterfield cigarettes).
ting up a affiliates
"Minute with
Man" some
plan 40of
dio and Television Station RepreThus, with present Tandem providing
sentatives met and canvassed the shows
quarter-hours of programs a week
sold out, NBC officials which
may be carried as sustainers
overall NBC plan, reliable authori- thought it likely that the Tandem
ties reported that Elgin National Plan would be expanded — which or sold locally,
to be reimbursed when with
a showNBCis sold.
Watch Co. (Elgin- American com- might mean that the 7-7:30 Big
NARTSR voiced hope that the
pacts) and Procter & Gamble both Show segment, heretofore desig- 60-second
chainbreak would be exare plotting saturation drives using
nated for sale on a one-time-ortended to day and night network
NBC's one-time-or-more plan of more basis, might be added.
commercials
as well as selected
sponsorship.
In ofthethe meantime,
sustainers. "The recent horizontal
Elgin, which is planning its cam- views
overall NBCNARTSR's
economic network
rate reduction to the adfor the years
pre-Christmas
sea- blueprint were outlined in a statemore than compensates him
son, forpaignseveral
has sponsored
Thursday asserting for the vertiser
seconds
sacrificed to make
special two-hour shows at that time that lackment ofissuedcomplete
details
makes
of year, using network radio and it "almost impossible to predict this possible," NARTSR said.
TV variously.
With
respect
to
Man
with accuracy or finality its ulti- plan, the associationthehadMinute
Two in Discussion
some resmate effect on national spot broadthe following
missIn addition, Royal Typewriter Co.
casting, which represents such a
ing factorservationsare"until brought
into focus:
and International Silver Co. — neith- substantial portion of the network
"(A)
program
cost
under
er of which is currently using ratotal revenue."
sorship to stations; (B) the sponperdio— were understood to be consid- affiliate's
Issued
through
the
office
of
centage of revenue demanded by
ering features of the NBC plan in
Managing Director Mur- the networks; (C) the stability of
discussions which thus far have not NARTSR
ray Grabhorn, the statement ex- such programs insofar as the right
gone beyond the agency-advertiser
pres ed the view that NBC's
rea- of network recapture or change is
level.
operations
concerned, and (D) the assurance
Young & Rubicam, New York, is and policieslignment oisf network
an "endeavor" to that the 'high attraction' of such
agency for all four advertisers thus "(A)
make
network
radio
more
salfar reported considering the NBC
will be maintained."
able under changing conditions, and programs
The statement
suggested that
project.
(B) to adjust some of the inequities NARTSR feels NBC's main objecAt Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, resulting
from
the
recent
rate
cut
meanwhile, an executive said the
tive mayditional
havemorningbeenoption
to secure
adtime, and
one-time-or-more plan — which CBS applied uniformly and arbitrarily
Radio inaugurated with the Red
Skelton Show [B • T, Sept. 10] —
appeared sufficiently attractive to
recommend to clients which, because of relatively limited budgets
orm
methods
VALUE
progress has been madeUnif
in showing
O'Sof showing
or for other reasons, have not here- UNIFORM
RADI
tofore been using radio.
radio's
value to the advertiser will radio's side of the media story to
agencies and others.
CBS Radio officials reported that be set up by the Affiliates Commit- advertisers,
tee, the all-industry group decided Much of the work has been over the
they have received orders thus far
a Thursday night meeting in conference table, the committee
for eight of the Red Skelton Shows at
feeling that this technique is most
— with two orders having come Chicago.
from advertisers new to network
The committee plans to retain effective on a long-range basis.
radio.
Mr. Morency said the committee
a recognized research consultant to
CBS Radio officials did not iden- do a detailed analysis of various memberstinue itsfelt
the groupcampaign
should con-to
aggressive
tify the sponsors of the eight types of statistics and formulas
shows, but did report that one which will properly present radio's maintain
and
stabilize
radio's
and as a force invalue
the
previously unannounced order came
position in the media's aslifea ofmedium
world.
communities.
from Pepperell Mfg. Co., Boston competitive
Committeemen
took
the
position
(sheets), for sponsorship of the
Interest
plan ofaffiliates
judg- that the agency can operate in
Skelton program on Jan. 2. Agency
ing the valuein NBC's
of its radio
is Benton & Bowles, New York. It was shown by committee members. broad fields and provide an important and necessary service to the
The committee plans to look into
also
is known
that has
General
Motors'
Pontiac
Division
bought
the details of the NBC formula which industry during a critical period.
show for Dec. 5, 12, and 19 through is understood to include about a There appeared little support for
proposal to set up a permanent
MacManus, John & Adams, De- score of elements affecting a sta- any
office to perform the radio job in
troit [B • T, Sept. 10].
tion's value to its timebuyers.
NBC has designated the Barrie
After nearly seven months of view of the apparent success of
Crane mystery (10-10:30 p.m. Wed- work, including a series of com- the presentMeetsmethod.
With ANA
mittee and subcommittee meetings
nesday) and the 7-7:30 p.m. segThe full committee heard a rement of the Big Show (6:30-8 p.m. as well as conferences with Assn.
Sunday) for sale on a one-time-orspecial
subcommittee
that
Advertisers'
commit- held portanby aOct.
8 meeting
with ANA
more basis, but American Chicle of National
tees, the affiliates
body is preparing
radio and television officials. On
a report
on
its
activities
on
behalf
Co.'s subsequent sponsorship of of
stations.
this subcommittee are Mr. Moranother Big Show half-hour as
The committee was organized
part of NBC's Tandem Plan left
Thomson,ency;Ga., Edgar
and Kobak,
Clair R.WTWA
McCollough,
during
the
NARTB
convention
last
the
7-7:30
p.m.
segment's
status
as
a commercial offer uncertain. The April when CBS launched the first WGAL Lancaster, Pa.
reason was this :
At the Oct. 8 meeting the subin a series of radio rate reductions.
committee conferred with Paul
The American Chicle sale also Chairman of the all industry unit is
brought the Tandem Plan shows — Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, West, ANA president; Lowell McElroy, ANA vice president; Walter
Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons Conn.
In the seven months considerable Lantz, Bristol-Myers, and William
(Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m.), Dean MarROADCASTING
• Telecasting

that the proposed realignment of
affiliates' network rates might be
of suchtions of control
scope asof tostation
involveratesques-by
the network. NARTSR said:
Whether vantageors to spot,
not ifthe adopted,
suggestedwould
adoffset the proposed surrender of
valuableently in increasingly
morning station
timedemand
(presgrowing
under existing competitive conditions)
as proposed in the NBC plan, plus
the contemplated rate revisions in
accordance
withby thethe "objective
mula" devised
network, isfor-a
matter laoftion at present,
highly questionable
specu-be
and can only
intelligently resolved when the fate
of each station concerned is finally
determined through the contemplated
individual negotiations. The scope of
the contemplated rate revisions is so
broad that it might be considered to
carry tionimplications
of controlOf ofcourse,
starates by the network.
if the prime objective of the NBC
plan is to secure the extra morning
time, then
offeredwithin re-an
turn must thebe values
scrutinized
extremely critical eye.
Insofar as the premium station
plan istionsconcerned,
no doubt ofsomethe stawill benefit because
resultant
improved
others will probablyprogramming
take the view—
that their
be diluted at thecoverage
fringes area
by thewilladdition
of other NBC facilities. Still others
may feel that they will be carrying
commercial programs on a free netwhich they
mightrate otherwiseworkhavebasisreceived
at full
on a
spot basis.

Meas
Smith,ure
Lipton Study
Tea Co. Voted
The committee has $15,600 remaining in its treasury. This sum
is considered adequate for immediate projects now under way. Since
its formation last spring, 371 stations have contributed to the fund.
The committee is preparing a
lengthy report
for all
affiliate sub-in
scribers. This will
be submitted
10 or 15 days, Mr. Morency said.
It will review principal activities
since last April.
One committee member observed
that a number of stations have
raised their spot rates because of
theAttending
committee's
activities. meeting
the Thursday
besides those already mentioned
were Ben Strouse, WWDC Washingltounm;biGa.,Richard
Shafto,D. WIS
CoS. C; Robert
Swezey,
WDSU New Orleans; Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee; Richard
M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis;
Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh and Edgar Barton, of White
& Case, law firm.
J. Leonard Reinsch, of the Cox
radio-TV stations, and Howard
Lane, Marshall Field Enterprises,
attended
as guests
to thePatt,committee. Absent
were John
G. A.
Richards stations; George B. Storer,
Fort Industry Co.; Hugh Terry,
KLZ Denver; and Kenyon Brown,
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.
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TV
O/
RADI
RADIO'S
position
the changing
media world
was in diagnosed
by
specialists in all phases of advertising at the Eighth Annual Advertising Conference held FridaySaturday at Ohio State U.,
Columbus.
The broadcasting adjustment to
current conditions is well under
way but this 30-year-old means of
disseminating information and selling goods is going through a difficult period, it was agreed.
While radio was given a going
over, other media were exposed to
similar treatment. Youngest of all
advertising
went
under theweapons
critical— television
observation— ■
of
video,
agency
and
station executives.
Advertisers and agencies, too,
were subjected to the same type of
inspection at the two-day conference, which included a meeting of
the Advertising Federation of
America's
Fifth District.
Named chairman
of the radio
advertising clinic was L. A. Pixley,
president of WCOL Columbus and
president of the Ohio Assn. of
Broadcasters. Keynote speaker was
John Karol, CBS Radio vice president in charge of sales.
On the agenda were John H.
Hosch Jr., vice president, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; Ray Wunderlich,
president, Cussins & Fearn Co.,
Columbus, and Fred C. Brokaw,
vice president, Paul H. Raymer
Co., Chicago.
As keynoter, Mr. KaroPs topic
was "Adjusting Radio Advertising
to Charles
Today's Conditions."
Sawyer, Secretary of
Commerce, addressed a Friday
luncheon session on government
economy.
Victor Sholis, vice president and
director of WHAS Louisville, was
chairman of the TV clinic. Robert
M. Reuschle, manager of the timebuying department of McCannErickson, New York, keynoted a
discussion on "How to Buy Advertising Today."
Taking
part in a spot analysis

TED
SSEC
DI
were George
Bolas, director of radio-TV at Tatham-Laird, Chicago;
Robert W. Dailey, McCann-Erickson, Cleveland; Leonard Matthews,
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago; Franklin
Snyder, general manager, WXEL
(TV) Cleveland.
Leading up to his portrayal of
TV's place in today's advertising
picture, Mr. Matthews recalled that
advertising
national mediaexpenditures
had increasedin193%
in the last decade.
Now TV comes along with the
ability to do a job the printed or
spoken theword
clinch
finalcouldn't
sale of handle
products—
which
require
demonstration
— and
in addition it is economical personal
selling, he declared.
Must Soon Compete
Soon TV, with rising costs, must
seek itsnomicplace
on a competitive
ecobasis alongside
other media,
Mr. Matthews said. This development will be influenced by the rate
structure and the realization that
"the"Let's
program
thing."of
take isa really
long-runthe view
the television rate picture today,"
he said. It "costs the national advertiser about $1 million to finance
a half hour Class A once a week
campaign
television.
Nielsen tellsinusnetwork
that 31.2%
of the
country's total families now own
television
sets." :
He continued
"There vertisers
are whoonly
spent87 $2national
million ad-or
more in 1950, only 126 companies
with national advertising budgets
over $1 million. When the freeze
is lifted and an advertiser can
clear all of the current television
markets, even at present rates
there aretomers foronly
126 television.
potential cus-If
network
the rates raise on the $1 and $2
million, customers are going to drop
by
the wayside like used car
dealers.
the ofnext27
five"Suppose
years wethatreachduring
a total

SINDLINGER
CREATION of a new broadcastercontrolled audience research enterprise that would abandon the present "rating concept" and substitute "cumulative circulation" in
television was proposed last week
by Albert E. Sindlinger, president
of Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park,
Pa.
Mr. Sindlinger would use the
Radox instantaneous technique to
NBC PRESIDENT and Mrs. Joseph H. provide daily reports on TV viewMcConnell shown aboard the Queen operation
ing plus "visual indicators." The
Mary after arriving in New York Oct. Radox Corp.would be called National
12 following a stay of several weeks
in Europe. Mr. McConnell attended
On the theory that aural broadthe London and Paris broadcast of
casting is"rating itself into bankruptcy," Mr. Sindlinger
saysonthea
NBC'sEuropean
The Bigbroadcasting
Show and conferred
be evaluated
with
officials. medium must
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u"der Qhi0
million television homes, twice the
number we have today but still
only 62 %>Some
of the
families.
of thecountry's
stations radio
have
used a formula provided them by
the networks as a guide to rate
setting. Basically, the formula
calls for a 50% rate increase every
time sets go up 100%.
"Let's apply this to the increase
in sets to 27 million by 1956 and
see
what television
happens tocustomers.
the number Onof
network
this basis a network television advertiser, to be represented in just
the current 63 markets, would have
to spend — $1.5 million for one-half
hour
.Class forA ashow
once a Class
week —A
$1 million
15 minute
show once a week, and $2.5 million
for atimefive-a-week
15 minute dayshow.
"Now there are only 65 major
companies left, who if they put
62% of their budget against 62%
of the families with TV could afford to maintain a one-half hour
evening show in the medium.
"It follows, too, that television
production costs will have to come
Mr. Bolas quickly reminded the
TV clinic that "the basic job is to
down."
help clients make money."
He suggested a five-point program as follows:
of client's
organization
and "Study
products;
study
of industry and competition; marketing strategy (where, when, how
to advertise and sell); copy strategy (selling argument that offers
most promise); media strategy
(media and vehicles that best fit
plan).
The payoff lies in the commercial
presentation, with the program as
a show case, Mr. Bolas said. In
his opinion the best TV program
for an advertiser will:
0 enceAttract
possible audiof logicallargest
prospects.
0 Appeal to that segment of the
audiencesaleswhich
major
target.is the advertiser's
£ Condition
the audience for the
sales
story.

stqte Microsc°pe
@ Permit
the selling
most effective
entation of the
strategy.pres@ Offer exciting merchandising
possibilities.
0 Accomplish
objectives
a reasonable
cost these
per family
reached.at
Mr. Bolas described the importance of selecting suitable time periods from a standpoint of competition, adjacencies and availability
of people to their sets. .
Outlining his views on "Adjusting Radio Advertising
to Today's
Conditions,"
John J. Karol,
vice
president in charge of network
sales for CBS Radio, told the radio
clinic that "one of the most important factors is broadening the
(economic) base." This, he said,
means keeping current advertisers
and winning new ones.
Retention of present business,
Mr. Karol said, "is basically a question of keeping advertisers apprised of the continuing advantnetwork includes
investments."
This, agehes of their
continued,
clearing away onthe by"emotional
brought
TV and hysteria"
making
radio's advantages plain; publicizing media comparisons
to showpower,
the
superiority
of radio in size,
and economy;
expanding
radio
promotion merchandising activities,
and continuing "the very valuable
work" being done by BAB, station
representatives, and stations themselves in "proving our case to present advertisers and to potential advertisers as well."
In theSeek's
field of'True
radioPicture'
research, Mr.
Karol
said,
the
"great"
for
"a rating system whichneed
willisgive
a Intrueaddition
picture toofhaving
radio the
listening."
lowest
cost-per-thousand, he continued,
network radio has reduced its rates
while "publication page rates and
line rates are still going up."
Among
sales devices
attract newnew
advertisers,
Mr. toKarol
listed the "one-time sponsorship"
plan — inaugurated by CBS Radio
(Continued on page 97)

Plans Ratings With Different Concept
basis comparable with other media. slowly than the last 20%," he said.
When Radox started operating
Present ratings pit one broadcaster
against another while hiding the in 1948, Mr. Sindlinger explained,
medium's selling power as com- it produced ratings because broadpared with other media.
casters, agencies and advertisers
He referred to radio rate-cut- insisted on them. Ratings are still
ting at a time when other media, flourishing, "to the everlasting
which
also feeltheir
TV'sratespenetration,
are increasing
and plan damagetry," heofsaid.the broadcasting industo do so again.
Theme of the new Radox plan is
Radio has been trapped in its that "he who sells should provide
and pay
rate structure, Mr. Sindlinger as- what
he for
sells theand information
he who buyson
serted, adding that TV set sales in
should
pay
for
the
information
key markets uratioare
"approachingwhere
sat- uses to make the best of what hehe
n." In Philadelphia,
TV had an early per capita lead,
National Radox Corp., licensed
TV ownership is now 70%, he said.
Radox on a royalty basis,
"The next 10% and the next 10% to use(Continued
on page 86)
might come a lot harder and more
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buys."

an interval when
s tax relief for
radio-TV
broadcaster (see
d
s-° 'the
ava
unexpectedly
ing GS
on AVA in the *radio and »
tele- cial difficulties was
Congressional roundup, also
FOUR West
Coast pharmaceutical
LL
BIto
vision department were laid off enthusiastic response to a special
BACK
companies
were understood
be IN
B
•
T,
Oct.
15,
incidental victim 1)as was
the anHouse
week, and another three are offer made a fortnight ago on
negotiating with American Vitamin last
to be given notice. Frank KLAC-TV and KTLA Los Angeles.
last
Tuesday
turned
thumbs
Assoc. late Thursday with the in- expected
tention of taking over the business Miller, formerly of Counsellors who The company offered viewers a
down on the 1951 revenue conand getting it back on its feet. was hired as a vice president of coupon for a $3.49 bottle of Thyaference report. But by Thursvals free for application toward
AVA cancelled all advertising last S & S, resigned. Mr. Scott closed
day, caepnew
the Hollywood service office.
purchase of a $5.95 bottle. AVA
ted by the report
Senate was
and ac-by
week
because
of
"over-extension"
Stations owed less than $3,000 received 700,000 requests for couand serious financial difficulties.
Friday the House voted its
pons from KTLA and more than
The West Coast concerns report- are being paid in cash immediately,
edly have already advanced some Mr. Scott explained. It is esti- 320,000tionsfrom
approval.
reported. KLAC-TV, the sta- redeemed
cash to American Vitamin, which
free.
mated thedebtcompany's
overall
inednes isabout $500,000, with
The
plan
called
for
the
druggist
" makes Thyavals, Orvita and Form- $290,000 to Schwimmer
The
estimate apparently was
and Scott. to buy a quantity of the $3.49 size
ula 621, to maintain current operat- American Vitamin is understood
to Thyavals for $1.75 each, with the wrong, as nowhere near the exing expenses. The deal presumapplied the coupon on
ably would result in sale of con- have spent $500,000 this year in promise that AVA would redeem purchasepected 50r\of the
larger bottle.
trolling interest in the company, Chicago television alone, and at one coupons from the druggist at $2.25
with President George S. Johnston time had more than 90 quarter-hour each. At the same time the drugradio shows per week there. It
retaining some holdings.
the $3.49 size, he bought
also sponsored several radio and half gistof bought
that quantity in the $5.95
Re-financing
by the outside
DRUG BILL
would
take Schwimmer
and group
Scott television packages syndicated by size.
Schwimmer Productions,
agency, Chicago, off the hook — a Walter
Estimate in Error
Ready for Truman OK
Chicago.
8290,000 one as a result of AVA's
A THREAT to millions of dollars
Schwimmer, whose name is
delinquent radio and television pay- in Mr.
Sample
tests
before
the
offer
conin
drug
revenue was
that of the agency even though
vinced AVA that half the customers removed atadvertising
ments for September and October.
the Congressional level
Indebtedness to ABC, as well as to he takes no active part in it, an- would chaseapply
the
coupon
on
purlast
week
as
the
Senate
cleared a
of the larger size, paying
nounced officially last Tuesday that
individual radio and television stabill
for
Presiequal partnership with Jack the price difference. The company drug prescription
tions, caused the company Oct. 11 to the
dential signature.
cancel all advertising, most of which Scott was dissolved four years ago, believed it would "break even" if
no public announcement only half of the coupons were used
was in the broadcast media. Many although
Thus,
early
fears
that
acrossdrug sales would be
stations are understood to have put of that fact was made at the time. to apply on the larger bottle, ap- the-counter
and that certain products
business with AVA on a cash-in- He has since devoted all his time to
parently figuring the additional hampered
his
own
company.
might
be
forced
off the market
cash would pay for the cost of the
advance or month to month paying
basis.
of the larger bottle evaporated in the face of organized
One of the major reasons Ameri- merchandise
resistance
from
manufacturers.
and
the
share
of
the
smaller
bottles
can Vitamin got into deeper finanOutstanding Billings
The Senate approved a measure
Schwimmer and Scott will make
(HR 3298) which, as originally
Volume to Increase, drafted,
good the $290,000 in accrued billwould have empowered the
ings, even if the company is not re- AD OUTLOOK
Gamble Predicts
Food & Drug Administration to list
financed, Jack Scott, agency owner,
drugs salable only on prescription.
said in Chicago last week. He ne- VOLUME of advertising will continue to rise, Frederic R. Gamble, As
by the lower chamber
gotiated early in the week with president of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, told Pacific this passed
summer, the legislation prestations carrying a lot of Vitamin Coast members Thursday at the annual Pacific Coast Council meeting
served for manufacturers the right
business to pay them off on a pro- at Coronado, Calif. He based his prediction on the large volume of con- Aug.
to define
6]. so-called Rx drugs. [B • T,
rata basis in 30 monthly installsumer goods still available, indus- ^
ments starting Nov. 25. Most of try's tooling
The initial proposal portended an
up for expansion, and
the stations agreed to the plan, he companies' need
us that de- adverse effect on current advertissell more goods Gamble fensereported,
is to take "tell
a considerably
said, citing
WGN-AM-TV
Chicago, in order to meet tohigher
break-even
ing practices inasmuch
drug
WLW
Cincinnati
and KLAC-TV
larger bite — at the rate of $50 bil- manufacturers
have beenasamong
and KTLA Los Angeles, as well points.
lion,
compared
with
$14
billion
last
Observing
that
the
top
network
advertisers
in
reas ABC, which carried a nine-stayear. Our total production, howcent years. It would have vested
tion network show, Frosty Frolics, suppliessumerofgoodscone
v
e
r
,
i
s
now
well
over
$300
billion."
in
the
Federal
Security
Administraare
for a short time. It was the comBusiness break-even points are
tion the duty of citing prescription
than ticanstill rising and increased taxes will drugs without first calling a hearpany's only network
ipated, Mr.
American
Vitamin venture.
business has greater
levy
an
additional
load,
he
said.
ing
and involved possible lengthy
Gamble reported
"When a business is faced with a recourse
been placed nationally by the Chi- that
to the courts in the long
run.
mid-year
incago agency since Aug. 1, before
higher reduce
break-even
it must
stood at
either
costspoint,
or increase
which it had handled only the Chi- a figureventoriesreprecago business for four months.
The billmeasure
was offered
as aobjective
"public
sales, and advertising can often health"
nearly a
with the
Counsellors Inc., Hollywood, fourth ofsenting
help
to
attain
both
these
objecof
relieving
druggists
of
certain
the
nahandled the account previously, and,
ANA survey, he
tional income. Mr. Gamble remindedtives." A current
and defining others.
his audience, shows that responsibilities
although it has since been dissolved, "The best
Legislation
amends
Sec.
503
(b) of
predicis understood to have several finana gradually increasing percentage
1938 Food, Drag and Cosmetic
tions we canno get,'
he said,shortage
"seem of company sales expenditures is the
cial obligations outstanding on the to indicate
foreseeable
Law.
It
was
co-sponsored
by
same account. AVA reportedly of soft goods and a continuing need being devoted to advertising effort. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.) Sen.
and
spent §3.5 million on advertising so to advertise them." A lower de"In view of the continued need
Carl Durham (D-X. C.) in
far
each chamber.
has been noticed, however, for advertising," Mr. Gamble ad- Rep.
and this
TV. year, most of it in radio in somemand textile,
shoe, carpet, and
be careSchwimmer and Scott is underful tovised,
see "government
that thereshould
is adequate
consumption.
stood to have tried to get insurance apparel
and
reasonable
allowance
for ad- Graham Elevated
Pointing
out
that
the
picture
may
coverage against possible loss when
vertising in defense contracts and D. GORDON GRAHAM, assistant
it first took the account. Even if be different for hard goods, he
in
computing
ceiling
prices.
We
a company had agreed to issuing a said, "it seems to depend on when
of WCBS,has CBSpolicy, annual premiums would have cuts in supplies of materials will have no reason to feel as yet that program
owned Newdirector
York station,
been
been exorbitant, at the rate of balance the inventories that have the government will be unfair or named to new post of director of
arbitrary
in
this
respect,
but
we
$4,000 per $125,000 coverage.
been built up. The best guesses need to be sure that government program production and public affairs, effective immediately. Mr.
I have been able to obtain
Mr. Scott says the account is that
advertising is the Graham has been with WCBS since
merely inactive and he has not indicate that this will not take understands
having formerly served on
dropped it. He will continue to place before some time next year, counterpart in distribution to the 1943,
network staff as an assistmachine in production." (See story the CBS
handle it if new financing is efant
director beginning in 1941.
fected, he said. Three persons work- if "Washington
then."
leaders," M r. page ???.)
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FROM TUCSON to TV was covered by this quintet at the 16th District meet- GARLANDS for Mrs. Garland in Los Angeles attending the District 16 sessions.
ing at Los Angeles. (I to r) Lee Little, KTUC Tucson; Albert D. Johnson, (I to r) Tom Sharp, KFSD San Diego; Charles H. Garland KOOL Phoenix;
KOY Phoenix; Howard L. Chernoff, KFMB-AM-TV San Diego; Mrs. John A. Mrs. Garland; Cal Smith, KFAC Los Angeles, district director; and William
J. Beaton, KWKW Pasadena.
Kennedy and Capt. Kennedy, owners of KFMB-AM-TV.

De/qy Action
Dist 16 Asks Go/f- fowould
LS
NE
AN
TV tioCH
N the
not be possible, he
n of radio and
television
pickups
MEXICA
RESOLUTION
petitioning
Gen. Joseph Stillwell in China. overseas
said.
U. S. government to withhold final of its public meetings.
Fifty general hospitals plus 800
naval
vessels
on
the
high
seas
are
action on any interchanges of
Opposition to the Benton Bill
In a panel discussion on specialtelevision channels with Mexico to ©create
a National Citizens Ad- supplied with service, consuming
ized station services Monday afterabout 50% of the operating time
visory Board.
until there has been "full and free
noon, it was
developed
thatwell,
inof
the
stations.
Airlifted
to
these
dependent stations
are doing
#
Pledge
of
unqualified
suphearing" following appropriate
outlets are about 50,000 double- generally, in the Los Angeles marport to Civil Defense agencies dur- faced
public notice, was adopted unanirecordings a month.
ing the national emergency.
mously by the 16th District
by providing programs tailored
NARTB meeting at Los Angeles
In addition to the network shows for ketspecialized
Q Resolutions of appreciation,
audiences — despite
commendation or thanks to recorded off-the-line, about 16% the
last Tuesday.
penetration
of television in a
BMI, BAB and the mili- hours per week of tailored pro- seven-station TV market.
Taking cognizance of official NARTB,
tary for their participation in the
grams
are
produced
for
the
G.
I.,
Presided
over
by Bill Beaton,
reports [B • T, Sept. 3] that an sessions,
as well as commendation he said.
understanding had been reached on of the services
KWKW Pasadena, the panel
of District Direcborder TV station assignments,
covered
all
modes
of specialized
AFRS
Contribution
tor Cal Smith, KFAC Los Angeles.
the resolution was offered by
programming.
Supplementing,
the
transcribed
The resolutions committee com- service
Charles Salik, KCBQ San Diego,
Loyal King, KXLA Pasadena,
is the AFRS service over
Little, KTUC Tucson,
after a discussion of possible in- chairman;prised LeeAlbert
D. Johnson, KOY 11 transmitters of the State Dept. said he learned the hard way, and
e
q
u
i
t
i
e
s
t
h
a
t
might
result
in
allocaVoice
of
America,
providing
news
"cowboy with
music"its
tions to U. S. cities close to the Phoenix; Gene De Young, KERO every hour on the hour after 5 wound
station.upHewithsaida KXLA,
Bakersfield; L. C. McDowell,
Mexican border.
KFOX
Long
Beach.
p.m.
Sports
are
provided
33
hours
50
kw,
had
"too
big
a
whistle"
for
the
Pasadena
market,
and
FCC had proposed Channels 3,
Besides the Army mili- a consequence got into the moodas
More than 60 stations through- per week.
8 and 10 in the VHF bands and
tary
audience,
Col. Wright said,
out
the
world
are
being
supplied
21, 27 and 33 in the UHF bands 63 hours per week of program there is "an enormous
style of programming. He said
eavesdrop- most
show that people
for San Diego. In Mexicali, across service
by
Armed
Forces
Radio
ping
audience"
estimated
at from vote forsurveys
classical music, because it
the Southern California border, Service, headquartered in Holly- 50 to 90 million.
connotes
culture,
when they might
FCC had agreed to the assignment
Col. Wright said he wanted to actually prefer hillbilly.
the district was told by Col.
He criticof Channels 7 and 9. Last Septem- Mason wood,Wright,
pass
an
accolade
to
the
industry.
head
of
the
operaber, the FCC revealed that it had
ized the "Hoopers"
which97) show
If
it
were
not
for
these
program
tions,
and
veteran
Army
public
(Continued
on
page
agreedicalitoinstead
assign
Channel 37toandMex-9. relations officer who served with contributions, the service provided
of Channels
Channel 3 was deleted from the
San Diego assignments, leaving
that city with only two available
VHF channels.
Delay of Action
Shows to Be
FUNDS
TING
be invoked from Oct. 13.
The resolution petitioned the RECRUI
sponsorship of two na- partment authorities reportedly re- to CBS
Radio greeted the move with
NARTB headquarters to request MILITARY
quested an interpretation from
tional
network
programs
—
the
FCC and the State Dept. to with- F rankie Laine Show on CBS and Capitol Hill on how the Congres- the following statement:
hold final action on frequency
rider would affect public
of the Week on ABC — will service sional
". . . We recognize that the
changes until appropriate notice beGamedropped
radio-TV and other cam- armed
next week as a result
services may choose to conand hearing. It contended the of Congressional criticism aimed at
paigns planned for next spring.
their recruiting activities
Still smarting from the sting of withoutductthe
paid recruiting radio shows.
rights
of
U.
S.
citizens
"might
be
use of paid advertisjeopardized by such agreements
criticism, defense officials also set
This
was
revealed
last
week
foling.
We
believe, however, that
when the requirements of the U. S.
in motion a study on recruiting should a return
lowing
Senate
approval
of
legislause of paid
public are not taken into consideration designed to prohibit use of any methods of the various services de- advertising later tobethedeemed
advissigned to lay the groundwork for
tion."
Defense Dept. monies for recruitable,
radio
will
again
prove,
as has
Other resolutions adopted inof the 1951-52 ad- been so consistently demonstrated
ing advertising in all media [B • a re-evaluation
cluded:
vertising program.
T, Oct. 15]. The proposal was
its uses by industry, that it is
Notice of cancellations on the two in
by the President Thursday.
0 Opposition to President Tru- signed
the most inexpensive and effective
The Defense Dept. directed Grant network programs, already under- medium
man's executive order on security
for reaching and impressAdvertising
Inc.,
which
handles
the
regulations
covering civilian agenway, was placed before the respeccies.
ing theLaine
entire show
American
Air Force and Army account, to
tive networks by Grant AdvertisThe
startedpeople."
on CBS
% Enactment of the identical terminate all advertising at dates
ing,countaccording
toforthetheagency's
ac- Oct. 7 and was booked to run 39
executives
Army
and
protest adopted by the 17th District entailing "the least cost to the gov- Air Force accounts. They said that weeks at a cost of $434,602. ABC's
ernment pendingadvertising.
further review" the contracts for the programs con- football Game of the Week was
meeting in San Francisco the pre- of all recruiting
(Continued on page 59)
ceding week against the California
tain two-week cancellation clauses,
At
the
same
time
top-level deState Crime Commission's prohibiBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Exchanged at District 16 Meeting
TIPS
SELLING
LOCAL
ers and sales continued to mount. president and general manager of utilizing a nightly 1V2 hour "perTIPS on how to get and hold business in highly competitive mar- The advertiser is now convinced KCBQ San Diego.
sonalized" recording program on
kets were revealed by station opera- on the sales ability of radio."
Utilizing two morning tran- KCBQ, increased its business 45%
Lee Little, general manager
tors during
an
Oct.
16
panel
disover
a
six
months
period, he said.
operasFoster
— Linda's
cus ion at NARTB District 16.
KTUC Tucson, in relating experi- Love andscribed soapMary
— on First
that In one week alone, more than 55,ences
told
broadcasters
that
they
station
as
virtually
its
only
adverReminding that "local sales are
000 hamburgers were sold betising and over a seven months
the show"
our livelihood,"
Young, should
the announcer
into the
have the"personalize
station salesmen
and and
an- period, the firm had a net increase home, causemaking
general
manager ofGene
KERODe Bakerspeople"got
hungry
for
in business of roughly 18.5% per
field and panel moderator, advised
nouncer study client's needs and month.
He quoted from a report by hamburgers."
problems
if
they
intended
to
keep
When
a
local
credit
clothing
firm,
broadcasters
to
sell
radio
"big"
in
the communities.
that advertiser happy and on the Aaron, Abbott, Anderson & Beck,
had used some newspaper
Pointing out that Bakersfield is air. Know your local people, get local agency handling that ac- which
the past, was crowded out
count. And the effectiveness of ofspacethatin medium
a five station community, he said acquainted with the buyer and
of rising
his approach to successful opera- the sales staff, he advised. Sears- the two daily programs was attrib- rates, it turned tobecause
radio, according
uted for that increase in sales.
Roebuck & Co., he said, has been
v tion
was
to
sell
radio
first
and
to
John
Merino,
manager
of
then his station.
Mr. Salik told how the station San Diego. The firm started KFSD
sponsoring a 45-minute daily prousing
gram on KTUC for the past two promoted those programs with a an
"We
sell
big,"
he
said.
"As
a
evening newscast on that staresult 99% of our advertisers are years, using World library service. well-integrated contest Listen and
tionnessjusthasa increased
year ago, he48%said.andBusiSuccess story of Franco Superior Win which increased close attenhappy
advertisers."
the
Mr. De
Young advised broad- Bakery Co. (Donald Duck bread)
tion to the commercial messages. firm attributes
this to radio.
casters not to by-pass use of tailor- was related by Charles S. Salik,
Oscar's
drive-in
restaurants,
by
made transcribed shows. If cost is
beyond budget of a single advertiser, he suggested that sponsors
with a common interest be obtained. He illustrated this by relating how package expenses for a
transcribed show was split up
between three local competitive
Plymouth dealers with successful
results.
Secondary Reaction
He told broadcasters to give
thought to secondary reaction a
sponsor might have as a result of
using a program wisely. To illustrate this, Mr. De Young related
how a building and loan company,
sponsoring a daily program on
KERO as a public service, gives
the middle commercial to the local
medical association. As a result, 'WOIKING GOILS' of the West, attending the 14th Salida, Col.; Helen Ryan, KANA Anaconda, Mont.;
meeting at Salt Lake City [B • T, Oct. 151: Ruthe A. Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello, Ida.; Lee O'Brien,
doctors in the vicinity are financing District
their home buying and building (seated, I to r) Florence M. Gardner, KTFI Twin Falls, KIUP Durango, Colo.; Isabelle McClung, KVOR Colorado
through that firm rather than via Ida.; Mitzi Patterson, KMUR Murray, Utah; Lee Poe Springs, Colo.; Mildred U. Ernst, KWOR Worland, Wyo.,
Hart, BAB; Donna Gasar, KOVO Provo; Beth Talbot, KWRR Riverton, Wyo., KGOS Torrington, Wyo.; Jean
local banks, he pointed out.
Gitz, KRDO Colorado Springs.
The announcer is the real sales- KSUB Cedar City, Utah. Standing: Clo B. James, KVRH
man in putting
over ofthe Albert
sponsor'sD.
product,
in opinion
Johnson, manager of KOY Phoenix.
Rests With Committee
He said there were two factors
insold.selling and keeping the account HENNOCK
FATE
Assn. of New York, New Jersey and
judicial robes.
heads toward ad- donThere
was no indication that Connecticut; Mrs. Pauline Malter
"We lems,golookintoandthestudy
advertiser's
prob- AS CONGRESS
journment, the fate of FCC Comr.
the product
Miss
Hennock
would
ask
to
be
James,
secretary, New York City
B. Hennock's nomination to heard by the committee.
to be sold," Mr. Johnson said. "And Friedafederal
Planning Commission; Louis Posbench
in
New
York's
we take the announcer along too the
Although the Washington air was ner, former chairman, New York
involves four alas part of the team so that he southern district
Commission, and Frank
ternatives tooutright confirmation. rife with rumor that Mr. Truman Mortgage
learns about the merchandise that
Karelsen Jr., Robert Darum,
Two
of
them
involved
the
White
might
consider a recess appoint- K.
is Mr.
to beJohnson
offered related
the public."
Claude
Hope,
Sidney Krause and
m
e
n
t
,
i
t
was
reported
that
Miss
the experi- House. The four paths which
had written a letter to Morris Butcher, attorneys.
ence of a local Phoenix store that the Senate Judiciary Committee Hennock
It was reported that witnesses
by failing are:
to recommend the committee saying she would after
needed assistance to build up a could
Senateopen
confirmation
leaving the hearing room
not accept such an appointment.
men's
suit department that was
A recess appointment, it has been Saturday complained of a "whisper1. President Truman could withlosing money.
draw the nomination before Con- pointed out, would entail a risk
campaign"
being They
conducted
"We took
along thea team
Hennock.
said
gress ended business for the year. for Miss Hennock, for if denied againsting Miss
learned
all about
suits which
to be
2. The Chief Executive could confirmation when Congress recon- investigation by opposing bar
sold," henouncer toldsaid.
"And
our
anvenes,
she
would
lose
the
bench
groups
was
not
thorough.
nominate
Miss
Hennock
for
a
reabout them on a recand also her FCC post.
There also was a report that
ord program. Sales started to
cess
Hearings came to an unofficial witnesses were called upon to comsionalappointment
adjournment. after Congresboom. They doubled within a year.
a letter from Chief Judge
However, the President took the close last Monday. Last witness John C.ment onKnox
Last December it tripled. We are
of the United States
appear was Attorney General J.
steam out of one possibility at his toHoward
now starting to sell that store's news
McGrath,
who
testified
in
conference
last
Thursday,
District
Court, Southern Division
women's
at his own request.
It took department."
the persuasive voice of when he said he would not with- support
(court
to
which
she has been nomiFollowing his appearance before
draw her nomination.
of an announcer to sell automatic
fications.nated) which questioned her qualithe
Attorney
Gendish washers after local newspaper
3. The committee could do noth- the committee,
eral deferred comment.
Columndicatedbynews columnist,
Drew Pearson,
synadvertising failed to do the job,
ing, thus casting
whetherin
purporting
Last full day for witnesses to
Mr. Johnson declared.
the nominee
would bedoubt
approved
to contain data given in closed
on
behalf
of
the
nomination
"The store never felt that radio the second session of Congress. appear
Saturday, Oct. 13. Testifying testimony before the Judiciary com4. The committee could vote un- was
had done a job," he said. "Two
Emil K. Ellis, chairman,
mittee, was published Oct. 4 by
spot announcements per day, after
favorably thus killing all subse- were:
board
of trustees, Federal Bar some subscribing papers.
quent chances for Miss Hennock to
two weeks, sold 20 of those washOctober 22, 1951 • Page 29
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used to be, a condition that should
be of interest to the American
Medical Assn. He is also more listless, which is to say he is approaching an almost inanimate state. His
voice, which was never a robust
instrument, has suffered.
The therapy
reviewer
vocates for Mr.thisSinatra
— if ad-he
hopes to last out the season and
establish his show — is a steak, a
night's
a productionthe that
does notsleep
try and
to overcome
opposition by imitation.
* * *
MILTONvinced thatBERLE,
apparently
conhis television
formula
will withstand the ravages of time
and Frank Sinatra, gave a perce last Tuesday on NBC-TV
TO JUDGE by his Oct. 16 CBS that was formanindistinguishable
Television performance, Frank all the others he has put on infrom
the
Sinatra has decided the best way
years.
to compete with Milton Berle, who pastMr.three
Berle was master of cereis opposite him on NBC-TV, is to
fight fire with fire.
The decision might have been
Program: Texaco Star Theatre.
NBC-TV, Tuesday,
8-9 p.m.
wise were it not fpr the handicap
Approx.
that Mr. Sinatra himself is no
Sponsor: cost:
Texas$45,000.
Co.Inc.
Agency:
Kudner
more than a wisp of smoke and
Cast:
MiltontheBerle,
Rosemary
the comedian he imported to asClooney,
MillsJimmy
Brothers,
sist him, Jackie Gleason, would
Edward
Arnold,
McHugh,
Tony
Bennett,
Condos
find it hard to touch off a spark
Brandow,
Mary
Beth
Hughes,&
with
a
dynamite
cap
and
a
sledge
Arnold
Stang,
Sid
Stone.
Musical Director: Allen Roth.
hammer.
Mr. Sinatra's second round
against Mr. Berle de-emphasized monies, comedian, dancer, singer,
actor and curtain puller. Others,
Program:
Frank
Sinatra
Show,
including Rosemary Clooney, EdCBS-TV,
Tuesday,
8-9
p.m.
ward Arnold, Tony Bennett, the
Approx.
cost:
$41,500.
Sponsor:
Ekco
Products
Corp.
Mills Brothers and Arnold Stang
(first 15 minutes).
appeared
— but seldom outside the
Agency:
Earle
Ludgin
&
Co.,
Chicago.
presence of Mr. Berle.
Cast: Frank
Sinatra,
Jackie
GleaThe first bit on the Oct. 16 show
son,
Anne
Jeffreys,
Jack
Stanton and Betty
Luster.
was a Buck Rogers affair featurProducer:
Max Donohue.
Gordon.
ing Mr. Berle as the first man to
Director:
Jack
Musical
director:
Axel
Stordahl.
land on Mars, an arrival that so
Writers:
Al
Schwartz,
Howard
unsettled
the Martian king (Mr.
Snyder, Auerbach.
Hugh Wedlock and
Arnold
Arnold) that he forgot his lines.
Mr. Berle's second number was
the "Four Muskethis singing and featured him and a take-offeers." on
(Mr. Berle,alone,
who hates theto
Mr. Gleason as comics in a series leave well enough
of bits not unlike the sort of thing fourth to accommodateadded
himself
that has been happening every since the traditional number of
Tuesday evening over on NBC- roles was already filled by three
TV for years.
dancers.)
One scene aboard a Pullman child
The program did not pass withcar had Messrs. Sinatra and Gleaout
another Berle standby, a nostalson dressed in night caps and
gic medley of music by a composer
pajamas. Sample gag :
appearing
on the show, in this case
Mr. Gleason: How do you like Jimmy McHugh.
my
sleeping
bag?
I
bought
it
at
Brooks Brothers.
thingfrom
thatothers
sets Mr.
showThe apart
of theBerle's
same
Mr. Sinatra: It looks like the variety
type is, of course, Mr.
brothers were still in it.
Berle.
He
has
spent
a
lifetime
in
This type of joke is endemic to
fear of being ignored,
the Berle show. It should not be perpetual
and
there
is
no
sign
this
trauma
borrowed by Mr. Sinatra unless
abating.
he wishes to become a pallid ver- is Barring
physical collapse, which
sion of his competition.
Possibly half the gags delivered seems unlikely, Mr. Berle probably
by Mr. Gleason on the show dealt can go on overwhelming audiences
years by the sheer exuberance
with Mr.
Sinatra's
con- for
of his performances.
dition which
is, to bephysical
optimistic,
Stone, the pitchman, is not
alarming. It is plain that he has as Sid
imperishable a character as Mr.
been strained by his recent life Berle.
One cannot avoid the imoff-screen.
It seemed to this reviewer that
pression that Mr.
Over Stone's
the yearsactMr.is
Mr. Sinatra is thinner than he wearing thin.
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Stone has acquired more and more
the nature of a comedian and less
and less the function of a pitchman
for Texaco.
Perhaps it would be well if he
cut out the comedy, which is becoming strained, and confined himself to a straight
pitch.
* *pitchman's
*
DANNY and
THOMAS
returnedAll-to
television
the NBC-TV
Star Revue Oct. 13 to star in a program featuring regulars Kay Starr
and Bunny Lewbell and guests stars
Milton Berle and Barry Gray. But
for all theformersguests
featuredDanny
per, this was, and
as always,
Thomas' show, which is really not
quite so good as that sounds.
Danny Thomas is a man of substantial comic talent with two supplementary characteristics which
do much to obscure that fact. First,
and most conspicuous, he possesses
a magnetic
for himself
the taste-as
less. Second,instinct
he treats
though he were dead. He speaks
affectionately of himself as if he
were already a legend.
But— asandto the
taste.example
On lastisweek's
show
more
typical
than
you'd
care
to believe
Mr. Thomas spent the climax
of his—
program playing for comedy the
role of a Middle Eastern revolutionary balladeer, singing a minor
love dirge while ostensibly swinging by his neck from the gallows.
What is depressing is that Mr.
Thomas seems to be proud of such
moments on his show. Somehow,
Program:
All-Star Revue. NBCTV, Saturday.
Sponsors
& Agencies:
Milk
Co.
—
Gardner
Co.;PetSnowcrop Marketers Adv.
— Maxon
Inc.;
hardt.
Kellogg Co., Kenyon & EckCast: Danny Thomas; Kay Starr;
Bunny canes,"
Lewbell;
adagio team,"Theand Hurri"Lola
& Lita," Leo
jugglers.
Producer:
Morgan.
Director: Ezra
Stone.
Camera Director:
Sid Smith.
Writers:
Bob Schiller,
and Aaron
Ruben.Lou PhilBring.Sharp
Musical
Director:
Supervisor
Barnum. of Production: Pete

one suspects, he discerns them as
a new departure, while oblivious to
the fact that what he is departing
from is good taste.
The same quality in less sanguinary but equally embarrassing deis manifest
in the appears
livinglegend greeidea.
Mr. Thomas
convinced he has fathered an extraordinary past and nothing about
that past is too trivial to impose
upon his audience. In a curious
way there is even an element of
self-pitytimes inmistaken
thesefor recitals,
modesty. someIf these criticisms seem too
harsh, it should be noted they are
directed not at his talent but at the
cluttering nonsense that threatens
the growth of that talent.
When Mr. Thomas does a burlesque of Milton Berle, as he did on
this show, he is excellent. In his
portrayal of the immigrant Italian
father of a hyper-Americanized 9year-old daughter, he is fine (alwe'd like immigrant
to get the reaction
of otherthoughItalian
fathers
before firmly clearing this one for
taste). When he sings, he sings
well.
He is a performer who gets more
out of a line than a writer puts into
it, which is about the nicest thing
you can say about a comic. In short,
he's a better man than he knows.
As for the rest of the Oct. 13
show, themercialintegrated
Milk good;
comwas, as always,Pet quite
Kay Starr was in fine shape, physically and vocally; and Bunny Lewbell waswho
againunderplays.
that rarity, a child
actress
The program also featured a surprisingly subdued Milton Berle
who stripped to his underwear
only once, and that only the top
The other name guest, Barry
portion.
Gray, rants
a man
who talks
for a living
and innowrestaualso
moderates on NBC — well, what one
saw of him was nice, but what one
saw of him was the back of his
suit; which is to say that most of
his scenes were played with Mr.
Berle, a man who knows where
upstage is.
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Modification Seen as Criticism Mounts
SECURITY
ORDER
WASHINGTON newsmen sense
danger of misguided censorship in
President Truman's recent executive order imposing military security on all government agencies
[B • T, Oct. 15, 8, 1,], judging by
consensus of observations during
an open forum conducted Tuesday
by the Washington Professional
Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, journalistic fraternity.
Correspondents familiar with the
Washington beat took part in the
forum, with Howard L. Kany, Associated Press radio representative
in Washington,
presiding James
as presi-E.
dent of the chapter.
Warner, New York Herald Tribune, co-arranged the forum with
Mr. Kany.
tive in Washington and president of Sig : a Delta Chi
newsmen
port (Iin toforum
on President's
Within 24 hours, the Chief CAP3TAI
security order.
Pane! took
members
r): Yates
McDanie!, professional chapter; Tony Leviero, New York Times;
Executive advised the AP Man- AP;
Warren B. Francis, Los Angsles Times; Northcutt Ely,
Wallace
R.
Duell,
St.
Louis
Post-Dispatch;
Sen.
Blair
aging Editors Assn. that he would
attorney, panel moderator.
not hesitate to change the directive Moody (D-Mich.); Howard L. Kany, AP radio reprssentain the face of constructive sugges- due to qualms on the part of securand unwarranted interference with
lar
reviewing
of
classified
material
tions so long as basic security safeity officers. A natural develop- and asked media to attack those the free flow of information to the
guards are preserved.
people. The association, speaking
m
e
n
t
,
h
e
predicted,
would
be
growth
who
abuse
the
security
order
rather
A group
of Mr.
newspaper
the technique of obtaining news than the order itself. He was con- for 448 daily newspapers, aptives called on
Truman execuwith inleaks.
proved a resolution offered by
fident
Washington
correspondents
a copy of a resolution, adopted at
Duell was one of a number will still get the news.
Edward E. Lindsay, editor of the
its San Francisco convention, of Mr.
Decatur (111.) Herald & Review,
Around
Washington
and
the
correspondents
who
felt
the
nabranding the directive "a dangerous
tural reaction of security officers country a new deluge of criticism pledging "continued efforts toward
instrument
would
be to play safe by over- broke out last week as possible reopening all sources of informaTrumanof news
Defendssuppression."
Order
classification.
tion about government, except those
the security
order conMr. Truman told the delegation,
wide attention.
Sen. Blair Moody (D-Mich.), a impact tinofued to draw
related to national dePresident Robert McLean of the directly fense."
The resolution stated the
headed by Herbert F. Corn, man- former correspondent, said the
aging editor of Washington Eve- President's order is "too vague." Associated Press, also publisher of association believes "all the liberties of a free, democratic people rest
ning Star (WMAL-AM-FM-TV) , He previously had suggested to the Philadelphia Bulletin, called
he felt the order is basically a Presidential Secretary Joseph the order "a creeping censorship upon the people's right to know
good one but that he is open to Short that the problem be referred of a kind never before established about the activities of those by
suggestions. The editors felt the to a committee of top-flight Wash- in this country in time of peace or
order should be rescinded and
ington correspondents. Sen. Moody even in time of war." Mr. McLean whom they are governed."
urged AP members to exercise regretted the hysteria that has addressed
Pennsylvania
tivities
sponsored MondayWeekby festhe
vigilance at the local level "in grown out of the order since all
parties involved are anxious to Philadelphia Chamber of Comresisting
efforts
at
intimidation."
At the Sigma Delta Chi session protect vital military secrets.
merce. He was honored by the
Hsaverlin, Others Re-Named
chamber as the Pennsylvanian OFFICERS
panel
members
presented
thenand the board of direcNews Vacuum Feared
views and
the subject
was thrown
tors for Broadcast Music Inc.,
"who
did
most
for
his
industry"
Yates
McDaniel,
AP
Pentagon
open for floor discussion. Journal- correspondent, feared a vacuum of in 1950.
headed
by
Carl
Haverlin as presiism students from Maryland U.,
Ralph McGill, editor of the
dent, were re-elected at a stockunbiased news which might Atlanta
American U., and George Washing- honest,
Tuesday.
Constitution
(WSB-AMholders' meeting held in New York
filled in by propaganda. He FM-TV), told Boston newspaper
ton U. were guests of the frater- be
theretheareorder
no security
nity. The forum was held in the pointed
standardsoutunder
and no executives that the order delegates
Only
change
in office was AlexNational Press Club auditorium.
"literally
thousands
publicas
andertrDo.l Nicol's
being named
channel for appeals. Violations to
officials
. . . the
power toof act
Northcutt Ely, attorney who aren't
e
r
o
f
Associated
Music compPublikely if the rules are known, if they actually were guarding
served in the Interior Dept. during he suggested,
lishers Inc., wholly owned BMI
but
said
security
ofsecurity secrets, and to withhold subsidiary. Mr. Nicol also retains
the Hoover
administration,
moderficers
will
be
tempted
to
withhold
ated the discussion.
position as BMI comptroller.
that might embarrass them from the public anything the agen- hisOfficers
Wallace R. Duell, of the St. news
re-elected are Mr. Haveror their bosses.
cy choosesWiley
to hide."
Louis Post-Dispatch, experienced
Statement
lin;
Sydney
M. Kaye,
vice Robert
presiWarren
B.
Francis,
Los
Angeles
foreign correspondent and wartime Times correspondent, said many
dent
and
counsel;
Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.) J. Burton, general
officer in Office of Strategic Serv- newsmen object to the theory that argued
vice president in charge
in
a
statement
placed
in
the
ices, feared the executive order
Record that the of publisher relations and assistmight cut down the flow of news the government knows best what Congressional
ant secretary; Jean Geiringer, vice
President "erred in his action" and
the people ought to know. The that
it
violates
freedom of infor- president in charge of foreign relaPresident's
order
might
deprive
Berle-Sinatra Boxscore
Ralph L. ofHarlow,
presimation, laying "the basis
for a
the public of data on availability tremendous
denttions;
in charge
stationviceservices;
of official
FOLLOWUP Trendex rating
of oil during the winter, he sug- blunders, errorscover-up
of commission and Harry P. Somerville, vice president
of the Frank Sinatra-Milton
gested, when such facts are needed
charge of non-radio licensing;
Berle contest for Tuesday
so people will know what to do omission by defense and non-de- in
Charles A. Wall, vice president in
fense agencies."
He byrecalled
howof charge
about
heating homes and operating newspapers
night audiences showed the
of finance and treasurer;
autos.
abided
Office
singer gaining another three
directives during the Merritt E. Tompkins, secretary;
points with his second show
Tony Leviero, New York Times, Censorship
war
but
said
no
case
has
been
made
Mr.
Nicol,
comptroller; and
of the season, CBS-TV reCharles E. Lawrence, assistant
spoke in order
favor but
of the
"for a closing down of treasurer.
ported last week. Results,
security
said President's
radio and currently
basic conflict.
freedoms" because
based on ten cities with three
the press must see that it is not America's
Board of directors is headed by
the Korean
or more stations, increased
abused. He regretted the hysteria of Inland
Daily Press Assn. at its Justin Miller, chairman, and Mr.
The Frank Sinatra Show
it had aroused because of political Chicago
meeting
last
Monday,
like
from 13.4 to 16.1 while the
reaction. Government officers must NARTB western district meetings, Kaye,
Morevicethanchairman.
60,000 of a possible
be ready to justify classification, adopted
comedian's
70,000
votes were represented in
a
stiff
stand
against
the
from
45.4 to rating
42.2. dropped
he said,sional
possibly
before
a
Congresthe
balloting.
committee. He urged regu- Truman order, calling it "a serious
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without displaying this industry
label.
The 28-page document goes into
great detail to explain the TV
broadcaster's duty to offer clean,
wholesome and entertaining program material. It is based on the
premise that the TV broadcaster is
responsible for the programming
of his station.
One ment page
docuis devotedof tothea overall
list of words
that are not approved, ranging
from "bat" to "whore." The touchy
subject of cleavage is covered,
along with sex, dope addiction and
similar material that would be offensive to family viewers. There
is a tut-tut reference to "traveling
salesmen and farmer's daughter
These provisions are built around
the
good-taste and decency theme.
jokes."
Rep. Hall Complaint
ATTACKS LAMB
Requests Hearing
REP.
LEONARD
W.
HALL
(R-N.
Y.)
laSt
Thursday
a Congressional committee to ask FCC to hold back approval urged
for purchase of
WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla., by Edward Lamb, Toledo attorney and
broadcaster
[B • T,that
Oct. the
15]. House
He also asked
Interstate & Foreign Commerce talk over the Lamb purchase.
Committee consider "an inquiry
Portion of Rep. Hall's letter
into Mr. Lanib's activities both which
cites an alleged "record in
pastWHOO-AM-FM
and present." was purchased part" purported
from text:to be Mr. Lamb's,
by Mr. Lamb for $200,000 subject follows
was executive viceDefense;
presito FCC approval (as of last Thurs- heMr.wasdentLamb
of
vice chairmanLabor
of American
day application for approval had CommitteeInternational
for
of theof Fornot been filed with the Commiseign Born;committee
he Protection
was a ofmember
the
executive
the Liberties.
National
sion). Mr. Lamb acquires the prop- Federation
for
Constitutional
erty from Martin Anderson, pub- All
three
of
these
organizations
have
lisher of the Orlando Sentinel-Star. list, andcitedhavein been
the Attorney
General's
cited by the
House
Mr. Lamb is owner of WTOD been
on Un-American
Activities.
Toledo and WTRT (FM) Toledo Committe
Mr.
Lamb
was
an
executive
vice
and two TV stations, WICU (TV) president of the National Lawyers
Guild which has tried to undermine
Erie, Pa., and WTVN (TV) Co- the
FBI; he was a member of the
lumbus, Ohio. With the purchase
of the Internaof the Orlando outlet, Mr. Lamb Nationaltional Committee
was a sponsor of the Juridicial
Civil Assn.;
Rights heCongress.
All
also
takes
over
WHOO's
TV
apthree
of
these
organizations
have been
plication.
cited
by
the
House
Committee
on
UnHall's
requests were
made American Activities.
in Rep.
a letter
to Committee
Chairman
Mr. Lambto was
signer of ina telegram
Robert
Crosser
(D-Ohio).
The
New addressed
the President
1940 and
Yorker is a member of Commerce
sent bytionthecondemning
Emergency
Peaceconscription
Mobilizacommittee and also served on the as un-American; hemilitary
was
signer
ofConthe
Action
celebrated Special House Commit- call for the
orInternational
Civil Rights;
he was
a
tee to Investigate the FCC (Har- signer to feraence fstatement
addressed
to
President of the United States theon
ness Committee) in the 80th Con- March
5,
1941,
defending
the
Communist
gress.
Party; forhe closer
was a cooperation
signer of the
Rep. Hall said the Harness Com- letter
with open
the
Soviet was
Uniontwicein the
September
1939.
Mr.
mittee
"devoted
5%
pages
of
its
Lamb
author
of
final report to the House to pub- appearing in the magazine articles
of the
lication of Mr. Lamb's record . . ." Friendssigner
of the
Union;
he wa~s
of aSoviet
letterattacks
to President
Noting that he signed this re- the
Roosevelt
protesting
cn
the
veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Briport, Rep. Hall said:
and condemning
"war Roosevelt
hysteria
"Congress interested itself in being gadewhipped
up bythe the
Mr.
because
Mr. Administration."
Mr. Lamb acted as counsel for Mrs.
Lamb,Lamb's
within record
the space
of two
V. Montgomery when she was
weeks in 1948 received five operat- aSarah
before the Special Committee
ing licenses from the FCC. Con- on witness
Un-American
and
he statgress considered it a proper mated
at
that
time thatActivities,
he was Mobilization;
an attorney
ter to inquire into the communist for the American
Peace
was ancalled
attorney
for
Alex
Balint,
associations of a man who would hewitness
the Committeea
control the airwaves of five outlets on Un-American before
Activities,
who wasMr.a
communist later ordered deported.
under government license."
Rep. Hall suggested the commit- Lamb is also the author of a book
called "The Planned Economy in Soviet
tee consider
"advisability"
asking
FCC tothe withhold
approvalof Russia."
The record cited above dates from
1934
of the mitteepurchase
this com-its Mr.intoLamb1948.has been mentioned favorhas had time"until
to conduct
on numerous occasions by the
inquiry." Rep. Hall told Broad- "Daily ablyWorker"
and Special
by "NewCommittee
Masses."
casting •Telecasting he planned
records of the
to ask Rep Crosser to call FCC onThe Un-American
Activities list 21 citainformally before the committee to
tions involving Mr. Lamb's name.
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Stringent TV Code
(Continued from page 23)
bers took up discussions that had
started the night before in hotel
rooms and corridors. Some voiced
resentment that NARTB's code
writers had refused to let them get
even a peek at the document before
they entered the room.
Othersquicksaiddecisions
they didn't
want theto
make
affecting
entire future of their heavy station
and network investments and possibly hamstring their properties
with a set of milk -toast restrictions
that would stifle the creative urge
on which TV's future depends.
An intensive promotion drive is
planned on behalf of the Seal of
Approval with the thought that no
TV station will care to operate

They were originally written into
the code itself but later given a
supplemental status.
Just as lets
a reminder,
the code's
preamble
businessmen
know
that they, too, have a responsibility
to bring the best programs into
American homes as they try to
create a favorable attitude on the
part of the viewing audience.
And finally, the code reminds
parents
they richness
should "see
it that
out of the
of totelevision
fare, the best programs are brought
to Telecasters
the attentionthemselves
of their children."
are reminded they must be choosy in ad- FM CONTRACT for MBS football
mitting
advertisers
to
their
facili- Game of The Week signed with WASH
ties as well as careful to require
truth and consideration in commer- (FM) Washington by Edgar Morris
Sales Co., newly appointed Halliclaims. cial messages and production crafters
nation'sMorris,
capital.distributor
Signing pact in
is Edgar
Advertising provisions of the
code are stated for the most part president of sponsor. Others in
in affirmative language. The term photo (I to r): J. R. Keppler, Edgar
Co. sales manager; Hud"not acceptable" is used in the Morrisson Sales
Eldridge, WASH sales manager;
case of material and practices not
Everett
L.
Dillard,
WASH manager.
coming within the code's approved
principles.
The time provisions follow close- fort to improve TV programming
ly those of the radio Standards of
all itsis one
aspects,"
said.
Practice, ranging from 2% minutes in"This
of the Mr.mostSwezey
influential
of advertising copy in a Class A media
ever developed. In time it
quarter-hour, to three minutes for will be seen and heard in every
other times.
The advertising
al- American home. We intend that
lowance is somewhat
less in the
influence shall be for the good
case of news telecasts but relaxed its
of the people who comprise its
considerably
for
shoppers
and
wommen's programs.
The code contains sections coverMany stations will be forced to audience."
ing advancement of education and
undergo some swift and radical re- culture;
of program
scheduling ofcommercial accounts, material ;acceptability
responsibility toward
it appeared, if they are to come children; decency
and decorum in
within
code. Only three
minute theannouncements
shouldone-be production ; community responsibility;
treatment
of
news and puballowed in participation and similar
lic events;
events; political
controprograms, according to the code.
versialpublic
public issues;
telecasts; religious programs; presSpotting Explained
entation of advertising; acceptabilSpecific language is not used in
ity of advertisers and products;
respect to double, triple and even medical
products, premiums and
quadruple spotting but the code offers; time
standards for advercarefully
points
out
that
a
proportising copy; dramatized appeals
tion of one minute of commercial and advertising;
sponsor identificato each five-minute period should
tion; regulations
code review
board. and procedures;
apply
The generally.
Seal of Approval and code
Committee Members
review board introduced a new concept into NARTB practices, the
On
the
radio standards having no such besides Mr.code-writing
Swezey, werecommittee
Harry
penal and enforcement provisions. Bannister, WWJ-TV Detroit;
Code writers, it was apparent, James L. Caddigan, DuMont; Walfelt the radio standards are weak
ter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwauin this respect and therefore
kee; Clair R. McCollough,
WGALignored by some broadcasters.
TV
Lancaster;
C. Hanrahan,
The review board is not a final WEWS (TV) James
Cleveland;
Harold
tribunal, but rather a monitoring Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth;
agency reporting directly to the Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los
NARTB TV board, which makes Angeles; J. Leonard Reinsch, WSBany major decision.
TV Atlanta; Henry W. Slavick,
Jobs of the review board include WMCT (TV) Memphis; Davidson
promotion of the code; constant Taylor, NBC; Donald W. Thorncontact with Congress, FCC and burgh,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
other federal agencies; policing of
the Friday discussions
stations and programs; handling forAttending
NARTB
headquarters were
of complaints, including preferring Harold E. Fellows,
president; Jusof charges and participation in
tin Miller, chairman of the board;
hearings before the full TV board;
ming.
general review of TV program- Thad Brown, director of NARTB
television organization; Robert K.
On a two-thirds vote of the TV Richards, public affairs director;
board, the Seal of Approval may C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasbe revoked. This decision is final,
urer; EllaBette
Nelson,
Mr. Arney's
with no provision for appeal.
secretary;
Doolittle,
assistant to Mr. Brown.
"The code is a business-like efROADCASTING
• Telecasting

THE CASE of the Lorain Journal rendered only to northern Ohio, he interest in the case. Their reac'LORAI
N on narrow
JOURN
emphasized. AL
CASE tions™=
I probably
will be decided
ranged from Justice Hugo L.
Most Washington radio attor- Black's angry, "Can you think of
legal grounds — but the Supreme
I Court decision will have real meanneys are skeptical of this approach. any better way that the newspaper
ing for every radio station that They say that the Supreme Court could take to suppress the radio
ever ran afoul of a competing local innumerable times in the past dec- station?" to Justice Stanley F.
ade has found that radio stations
analytical
to deterj newspaper.
whether a probing
news monopoly
The Supreme Court heard the merce.
are engaged in interstate com- Reed's mine
existed in Lorain before the station
case last Wednesday. A decision
Both the Lorain Journal and went on the air.
j may be rendered in 30-60 days.
WEOL was established in 1948
are engaged in interstate
' Technically, the question before WEOL
commerce
and therefore come under in Elyria, eight miles south of
? the Supreme Court is the constitutionality ofthe U. S. District Court the Sherman Act, U. S. Solicitor Lorain, which is on Lake Erie. It
finding that the Lorain Journal General Philip B. Perlman argued. operates on 930 kc with 1 kw and
owned by Roy Ammel, also
The newspaper buys its news- is
guilty advertising
of monopoly from
in refusing
owner of the local, independent
iII towasaccept
Lorain
from outside the state, gets telephone
company.
merchants who advertised on news print
from such wire services as
Elyria station WEOL.
Back in 1946 the Lorain Journal
AP, UP and INS, all outside the
state, takes national advertising, applied for AM-FM stations in
' The Lorain
Journal
and its
pub- etc.,
lishers, Samuel
A. and
Isadore
Lorain and also in neighboring
Mr. Perlman claimed.
Horvitz, were found guilty of that
The station is heard over state Mansfield, where the same publish: charge by the U. S. District Court borders, he continued, buys its
ers own the Mansfield Journal.
in Cleveland last January [B • T, transcriptions and records from FCC turned down all four applications on the grounds the publishers
| Jan.The8].case made by the Lorain Hollywood and reports news of
sporting events from outside the were unqualified to be a licensee
state.
due
to
their boycott practices in
jI Journal's
WilliamCourtE.
Leahy, beforecounsel,
the Supreme
Present at the Oct. 17 oral argu- both cities. The Journal appealed
was that neither the newspaper
the
case,
but FCC was upheld by
ment were all Justices except Asnor the radio station is in intersociate Justice Sherman Minton.
the U. S. Court of Appeals in 1950.
state commerce [B • T, Oct. 1].
Justice Tom C. Clark was presThe Dept. of Justice has a suit
ent at the opening of the session, pending against the Mansfield
Has Protection Right
but
absented
himself
during
this
Journal
charging anti-trust violaHe also argued that the news- case. He was Attorney General
tions for the same practices found
paper has a perfect right to protect when the Dept. of Justice under- in Lorain.
itself by the means for which it
took the prosecution.
Othermentshighlights
at the oral arguwas found guilty in the "economic
All the Justices evinced a great
were:
struggle"
with station
a competitor.
The radio
sought and
#
WEOL
had
an income of
received an FCC license for a pure- Ziv Names Carpenter
in 1949— its first full year
i ly local operation, Mr. Leahy said. FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., producers $175,000
of
operation.
(It
has
filed a civil
Even though its signals can be of transcribed-syndicated radio
against the Lorain Journal for
heard in other states, its service is shows, has appointed Kenneth suit
damages due to the newsCarpenter as sales representative $300,000 paper's
boycott,Court
it was upholds
learned. theIf
for Chicago, it was announced the Supreme
Thursday. Associated for the past
conviction, the station
SELL LOCAL RADIO year with the Vogue-Wright Co., Journal's
standsthan
to collect
treble damages —
$900,000.)
Richards Tells NCAB TV film producers in Chicago, Mr. more
Carpenter
previously
was
man0
Lorain
Journal
grosses about
A PLAN for "selling radio to lisager of the Boiling Co., station
teners" at the small station com- representatives. His business back- $1 million a year.
munity level was suggested to the
$ About 30-40 advertisers were
includes 11 years with
North Carolina Assn. of Broad- NBC, theground
last eight of which were affected by the Journal's policy of
casters, meeting in Asheville, N. C, as sales manager
refusing
to accept advertisements
of the midwest- from merchants
who used WEOL.
ern division.
j lastTheweek.
technique was outlined to
delegates by Robert K. Richards,
NARTB public affairs director, in
an address on the value of local BENION
UNDtlERKD
news coverage in whetting community interest in local station WHILE there was every indication Benton would answer the FCC
operation. Mr. Richards has been that the FCC "majority" comment letter in "subsequent testimony"
stressing such coverage in talks the on the proposal to create a National at which time the Senator would
past year.
Citizens Advisory Board had dented
into the issue at "greater
Under
the stations
plan, allarestaffurgedmem-to acceptance prospects for Sen. Wil- goHowever,
there did not appear
bers of small
liam
Benton's
(D-Conn.)
plan,
contact at least 10 listeners a day there was no sign last week that to be any inclination on the part
length."
of
the
Senate
Commerce Committee
the Senator has thrown in the
on their program preferences, re- towel.
actions to station operation and
to proceed in the forseeable future
other facets bearing on the relaof the Benton legisQuestioned about the FCC letter, with itslationstudy
I] tionship of radio to the community. received
(S 1579 and S J Res 76) to
a fortnight ago by the
Members report their findings to Senate Interstate & Foreign Com- set up the advisory board.
Since bills introduced in the first
, station managers, who in turn send
merce Committee [B • T, Oct. 15], session
out letters to listeners contacted John Howe,
of Congress do not die in
Sen.
Benton's
aide,
astouching on their views.
serted the Senator did not see his the second session, the Benton Plan
will
still
be very much alive next
Two-day sessions were held at plan in the same light as the maJanuary,
itFCCwas comment,
pointed out.
Howj
o
r
i
t
y
o
f
the
Commissioners.
The
i About
Asheville's
Battery
Park
Hotel.
ever,
the
including
80 association members at- Commission majority had warned
i tended the meeting, with Mr. Rich- of censorship dangers involved the dissent voiced by Chairman
Coy and Comr. Paul A. Walker, will
[ ards addressing a luncheon session (see editorial, page 52).
be included as part of the committee
Mr. Howe told
Thursday. His subject was "Sell- Telecasting
that Broadcasting
most likely Sen.• hearing record.
ing Radio to Listeners."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

HERE's one station executive who is
not out of place when he steps out
on a college football field in an
official's uniform. Lloyd Yoder,
general cisco,manager
of KNBC
who has been
signedSanforFran-six
Pacific Coast Conference games this
season, officiated at the Santa ClaraLoyola U. game in San Francisco Oct.
14. A former Ail-American guard
with Carnegie Tech, Mr. Yoder was
an official for the Rocky Mountain
Conference for several years while
station manager at KOA Denver.
Dan Russell Named
DAN RUSSELL, KFWB Hollywood production director, has been
named to head the radio-TV branch
of Young & Rubicam in Mexico
City effective Nov. 1. During 20
years in radio Mr. Russell was
head of the Latin American Dept.
at NBC, ductionlater
as prohead ofwith
its CBS
International
Div. and later KFMV (FM) Hollywood production director. He
joined KFWB last January.
L. M. Milbourne
LEWIS MORRIS MILBOURNE,
82, retired radio executive and
father of L. Waters Milbourne,
president of WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore,
last Mr.
Tuesday
in Baltimore. diedThe late
Milbourne
was
president of WCAO from 1932 and
continued in that capacity until his
retirement last February. In addi, he was a former
stateMd.,
senator
from tionSomerset
County,
and
state auditor for seven years.
On Board Plan
Meanwhile, Sen. Alexander Wiley
(R-Wis.), who has been watching
developments in the broadcast field
with increasing interest during the
first session of the 82d Congress,
inserted a lengthy statement in
the Congressional Record last week
on Points
TV's part
made inwerevisual
that education.
the 1952
election could hinge on the use
candidates make of television and
motion pictures, that under an
enemy attack Congress could conduct its proceedings via a TV
hookup, and that the Joint Recording Facility, under Robert
Coar's supervision, has produced
between 30-35 TV films showing
legislators describing current
events (length from 2-to-9 minutes).
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methods
of presenting
educational Itandis or prevalent.
tion are never presented as desirable
cultural
materials
by
television.
further
responsibilityagencies
of stations,
i) Thewillillegal
networks,the advertising
and drugs
not beadministration
displayed. of illegal
sponsorsties forconsciously
to seek
opportunij) when
The use
ofrequired
liquorbyintheAmerican
introducing
into
telecasts
life
not
factual materials which will aid in the for proper characterization will plot
not beor
enlightenment
ofviathetelevision
American may
public.be shown
[subject
to
revision].
3.
Education
k) Thenecessary
use of togambling
devices or
taken to mean that process by which scenes
the development
the individual
is brought
towardTele-in- plot
or as only
appropriate
backgroundwithofis
formed
adjustment
to
his
society.
acceptable
when
presented
discretionwhich
and inwould
moderation,
and in a
vision is also
responsible
for the presentation of overtly
instructional
not norexcite
cultural
programs,
scheduled
so asandto manner
est in, or foster,
betting
wouldinter-beof
reach
the
viewers
who
are
naturally
instructional
in
nature.
Telecasts
drawnas toto such
and produced
programs
at which byon-thesoaudience.
attractprograms,
the largest
possible actual
scene sport
betting
is permitted
lawin
bewithpresented
instate
a manner
4.
In
furthering
this
realization,
the should
keeping
federal,
and
local
television broadcaster:
laws, andas ashould
on the
a) the
Should
be thoroughly
conversant
publictoconcentrate
sporting orevent.
with
educational
and cultural
needs subject
1) In reference
physical
mental
and desires
of the community
served.
afflictions
and
deformities,
special
preb) Shouldsponsibleaffirmatively
seek
out recautions mustfrom
be taken
to avoid
ridicula
n
d
accountable
educational
ing
sufferers
similar
ailments
and
and cultural
institutions
of
the
comoffending
them
or
members
of
their
families.
munity with aforviewthetoward
providing
opportunities
instruction
and
m) Exhibitions
of fortune-telling,
enlightenment of the viewers.
astrology,
phrenology,
palm-reading,
and numerology
are
c) Should provide
fordevelopment
reasonable ex-of when
p
e
r
i
m
e
n
t
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
the
required
by
a
plotnotor acceptable;
the should
theme
programs specifically directed to the of a program, the presentation
developed
in a manner
designed
not
advancement
of the community's cul- beto foster
ture and education.
superstition
or
excite
interest
orn)belief
in these
subjects.
ACCEPTABILITY OF
Televised
drama
shall
not
simulate
PROGRAM MATERIAL
news
specialorevents
in Reference
such a wayis
as to ormislead
alarm.
Program
materials
should provide
enlarge him
the made
to the section
of the
Code on
horizons
of
the
viewer,
News.
with wholesome entertainment, afford o) Legal, medical and other profeshelpful
stimulation,
and
remind
him
sionalpermitted
advice, diagnosis
treatment
of the responsibilities which the citibelaw
only and
in ethical
conformity
with
andstandards.
recognized
and
more:zen has towards his society. Further- will
professonal
a)
(i)
Profanity,
obscenity,
smut
and
p) selfishness
The presentation
of cruelty,
greed
vulgarity
areunderstood
forbidden, only
evenby when
and
as
worthy
motivations
likely
to
be
part
be avoided.
of the audience. From time to time, is q)to Unfair
words quire
whichundesirable
have meanings,
been acceptable,
ac- personal gainexploitation
shall not ofbe others
presentedfor
and
teleas
praiseworthy.
casters
should
be
alert
to
eliminate
such
r) Criminality
shall be presented Theas
words.
.„ ,be undesirable
[This entire
section afollowing
ofandcrimeunsympathetic.
amended
tothebecome
partrather
of will
an than
ad- condoning
d
e
n
d
a
t
o
main
code
of
the
commission
of andcrimetheintreatment
a frivolpart(ii) ofNotheapproval
code itself.]
ous, cynical or callous manner is unacceptable.
shall
be
given
to
the
use
of
words
and
phrases
including,
s)
The
presentation
of
techniques
but
not limitedto ato,woman);
the following
Alley crime tioninshallsuch
detail as to invite imita-of
be avoided.
cat
(applied
bat or: broad
t)
The
use
horror forthe itsuseownof
(applied
to
a
woman);
Bronx
cheer
will
be ofeliminated;
(the sound); chippie; cocotte; God, sake
visual
or
aural
effects
whichandwould
Lord, Jesus,
Christ
(unless
used
reveror presentation
alarm the viewer,
the
cripes; fanny;
a vulgarof; shock
detailed
of
sense); ently);finger
(the);fairy
fire,(in cries
physical
agony by sight orbrutality
by soundor
Gawd;
gooseor (in"hats";
a vulgar
sense);
"hold
are
not
permissable.
your
hat"
hot
(applied
to
a
u) the
Law officers
enforcement
beareupheld,
woman);
"in your hat";
Madam
(relatof the shall
law dignity.
to be
ing to prostitution);
nance;
nerts;pansy;
nuts and
portrayed
with respect
and
(except
when
meaning
crazy);
razzberry
(the
sound);
slut
(applied
to
v)
The
presentation
of
murder
or
rev
e
n
g
e
a
s
a
motive
for
murder
shall
not
a woman);
son-of-a;to tart;
toilet be presented as justifiable.
gage;
torn S.O.B.;
cat (applied
a man);
Suicideproblems
as an acceptable
solution
traveling
and farmer's
daugh- forw)human
isof prohibited.
jokes;salesman
whore;
helltwo(exceptThe exposition
sex crimes will
ingter when
theessential
use ofdamn;
said
lastrequired
wordsfor bex)avoided.
shall
be
and
y)persons
The appearances
portrayal,
in properdialogue
historical
context,
inor dramatization
actualin crime
ofhistorical
any scene
based
upon
willto beaidfeatured
permitted
only
factinororproper
folklore,
or for
the ofnews
light
as
law
enforcement
orsuchto
presentation
literary
context
report the RESPONSIBILITY
news event.
of a Biblical,
or
other
religious
quotat
i
o
n
,
o
r
a
quotation
from
a
literary
TOWARD CHILDREN
work
provided which
that no such use shall
be
permitted
1. Thethem
education
involvesat
objectionable
or offends isgoodintrinsically
taste.)
giving
a violence
senseof children
of andthe sexworld
b) (i)giousAttacks
onnot religion
and reli- large.
Crime,
are a
faiths
are
allowed.
part
of
the
world
they
will
be
called
to presentation
meet, and a ofcertain
amount
of
(ii)tion Reverence
isof toGod,markHis any
men- upon
o
f
the
name
attributes
proper
such
is
helpful
and powers.
in
orienting
the
child
to
his
social
sur(iii) When
religious
ritesprograms,
are inroundings.
andin anilotheraccurately
than religious
licit sex shall
notHowever,
benorviolence
presented
the ritescluded in are
presented,
and such
attractive
manner,
to believe
an extent
as
will
lead
a
child
to
that
the ministers,
priests
and
rabbis
portrayed in their
callings
vested
they do.
play They
a greater
in presented
life than
the
dignity
of their
officebeareandheld
underupwithnoto they
shouldof part
not
beresultant
circumstances
are
to
without
indications
the
reridicule.
ibution and punishment.
c) (i) Contests may not constitute a programs
2. It is trwhich
not
enough
that only
those
lottery.
are
intended
for
view(ii) Any telecasting designed to younging by children
shall be suitable
to theis
andthe immature.
(Attention
televisionof audience
contrary
called
to
general
items
listed
under
to"buy"any thequiprovision
the
law
by
rering ittorather
listen than
and/orforviewthe inquality
hope "Acceptability
of Program for
Materials.")
ofof reward,
Television
is
responsible
insuring
that
whichchildren
occur
the program,
duringprograms
the timesbeof ofall
daysortswhen
(Reference,
Contests,shouldpagebe 18).avoided. may
normally
expected
to have shall
the
d) tRespect
is maintained
for the ofsancopportunity
of
viewing
television
i
t
y
o
f
marriage
and
the
value
the
exercise
care in theopportunities
following regards:
home.justified
Divorceas isa not
treatedfor casually
a)
In
affording
for
culnor
solution
marital
tural growth as well as for wholesome
problems.
Illicit sex relations are not treated entertainment.
ase)commendable.
b)
In
developing
programs toaccepted
foster
and
promote
the ethical
commonly
f) Sex crimes and abnormalities are moral, social
and
ideals
characgenerally
unacceptable
as
program
mat
e
r
i
s
t
i
c
o
f
American
life.
terial.
In reflectingbehavior,
respect and
for parents,
[deleted.] and narcotic addic- forc) honorable
for the
h)g) Drunkenness
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with accountable
constituted
community. authorities of the American and develop
uals, groups
organizations,individprorelatingandtotocontroversial
public
d) In eliminating reference to kid- issues ofgramsimport
its fellow citizens;
napping. nap ing of children or threats of kid- and to posing
givesides offairissues
representation
to
ope) In avoiding
material
which
ismorex- affect the life or welfarewhichof amaterially
substancessively
violent
or
would
create
segment of the public.
bid suspense,
or other undesirable re- 2. tial
actions in children.
The
provision
of time
this purpose should
be guided
by thefor following
f) care
In exercising
particular
restraint
and
in
crime
or
mystery
episodes
a.
Requests
of
individuals,
groups
principles
:
involving
children
or
minors.
organizations
for time topublic
discuss issues,
theiror
DECENCY
AND DECORUM
views
onbe controversial
IN PRODUCTION
should
considered
on
the
basis
1. The
costuming
of all ofperformers
their
merits,which
and the
in use
theof
shall
be within
thesuchbounds
propriety
light ofindividual
the contribution
and
shall
avoid
exposure
or
such
requested
would
make
to
the
public
emphasis
onoranatomical
detailviewers.
as would
terest, and to a well-balanced programinembarrass
offend ofhome
2. The movements
dancers,
actors, structure.
b. Programs
devoted topublic
the discusor inother
performers
shall be keptlewdness
withsionbeof identified
controversial
issues
bounds
of decency,
as asuch,
and should
and theimpropriety
shall not and
be suggested should
not
be
presented
in
manner
which
in the positions assumed by perform- would
ers.
believe mislead
that thelisteners
program orisviewers
purely toof
3. [deleted].
an entertainment, news, or other char4.
Camera
angles
shall
avoid
such
acter.
views
of performers
as to emphasize
POLITICAL TELECASTS
anatomical
details indecently.
Political astelecasts
should
be not
clearlybe
such,
and
should
not5. Racial
be shownor onnationality
televisiontypes
in suchshalla identified
by
a
television
broadcaster
manner as to ridicule the race or na- inpresented
tionality.
a manner which towould
lisbelievemislead
that the
6. The use sexual
of locations
closely
asso- programtenersisor viewers
lifeby orgood
withtastesexual
of any other
character.
RELIGIOUS
PROGRAMS
sin mustciatedbewith governed
and
delicacy.
1. It vision
is the
responsibility
of a tele-to
broadcaster
to make available
RESPONSIBILITY
A COMMUNITY
television broadcaster
and his staff the community
as part ofadequate
a well-balanced program
schedule
opoccupy
a
position
of
responsibility
in
portunity for religious
presentations.
the community
and
should
conscien2. The following
principles
should
be
tiouslyneeds
endeavor and
to be characteristics
acquainted
fullyin followed
in
the
treatment
of
such
prowith
its
order
Telecasting
which
reaches
men
of
citizens.better to serve the welfare of its alla. creeds
TREATMENT
NEWS
attacksgrams : uponsimultaneously
religion. should avoid
NEWS OFEVENTS
AND PUBLIC
b. Religious
programs
should
be
presented
respectfullyorandridicule.
accurately and
prejudice
1. A television station's news sched- without
c. Religious
programs should
be preanced.ule should be adequate and well-balsented
by
responsible
individuals,
reportingbias.should be factual, groups,
and organizations.
fair2. News
and without
d.
Religious
programs
should
place
3. Commentary
analysis should be emphasis cludionng the presentation
broad religious truths,
exclearly
identified and
as such.
controversial or partisan views notof directly
or
4.
Good
taste
should
prevail
in
the
rality.
selection and handling of news:
necessarily related to religion or moMorbid,
sensational
or factual
alarmingreport,
de3.
In
the
allocation
of
time
for
telet
a
i
l
s
n
o
t
essential
to
the
casts of religious
it isstation
recespecially
in connection
stories of
enefforts
ded that theprograms
crime orbe sex,
shouldin such
be with
avoided.
itsfairly
best omamong
totelevision
apportion
such
should
telecast
a mannerNewsas use
time
the
representative
to 5.avoid
and unnecessary
alarm.
groups of its community.
At allpanic
andcomment
verbal faith
material
for times,
both topictorial
news
andsections
PRESENTATION OF ADVERTISING
should
conform
other
of
1. Evervision as amindful
role ofa telethese
standards applicable.
wherever such sections
guest inofshould
thethe home,
teleare6. reasonably
vision
exercise
Pictorial material
should be chosen
ceasing broadcaster
care to supervise
the
form un-in
with careleadingandmanner.not presented in a mis- which advertising
material
is
presented
over his byfacilities.
He should
7. A television
shouldof himself
the following
precepts:govern
exercise
due
care and
inbroadcaster
hispresentation
supervision
(a) Advertising
messages and
shouldgoodbe
content,
format,
of presented
with
courtesy
newscasts
originated
by
his
station;
taste;
disturbing
or every
annoying
material
and
in
his
selection
of
newscasters,
should
be
avoided;
effort
should
commentators, and analysts.
be made
to keep with
the advertising
mes8. A television
broadcaster
should
exs
a
g
e
i
n
harmony
the
content
and
ercise
particular
discrimination
in
the
general
tone
of
the
program
in
which
acceptance
placement
and
presentation
it
appears.
ofsuchadvertising
in
news
programs
so
that
(b) A besponsor's
advertising
shall
dis- should
confinedadvertising
within themessages
frametinguishableshould
from the bebenewsclearly
content.
wotrukre.ofA the
sponsor's
program should
strucSuch
appropriate
television
broadcaster
topresentation,
the advertising
program,andboth
as
to
content
and
seek
to
avoid
the
use
of
commercial
should
be
distinctly
announcements
which
are
divorced
set9. apart
from
the
news
content.
the programof either
by preceding
A television broadcaster should not from
the introduction
the program
(as in
present
fictionalas events
or other
nonthe
case
of
so-called
"cow-catcher"
news cmaterial
authentic
news
telen
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
)
o
r
by
following
the(asanapa
s
t
s
o
r
announcements
nor
should
he
parent
sign-off
of
the
program
permit
dramatizations
in anyimpression
program the case of so-called "trailer" an-in
which
would
give
the
false
n
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
)
.
T
o
this
end,
the
prothat thetutesdramatized
material(presented
constigram itself should be announced and
news. Expletives,
clearly identified
the used,
sponsor's
materialbefore
is first
and
or pictorially)
such as such
"flash"as advertising
oraurally
"bulletin"
and statements
should be signed
materialoff isafterlast theused.sponsor's
"we interrupt this program to bring advertising
Advertising
copyto disparage
should contain
you .cal.y fo."r news
shouldroombe use.
reserved
specifi-a no (c)claims
However,
intended
comtelevision
broadcaster
mayuse properly
ex- industries,petitors,
competing products,
or other
ercise
discretion
in
the
in
non-news
professions
or
institutions.
programs
of
words
or
phrases
which
do
(d)
Since
advertising
by
television
not necessarily
implyrelease.
that the material a dynamic technique, a televisionis
following
isPUBLIC
a news
broadcaster
should keep devices
under surveilEVENTS
lance new advertising
so that
1. A television
broadcaster
hastimesan the spirit
and purpose of these standards are fulfilled.
affirmative
responsibility
at
all
(e)
Television
broadcasters
should
toto provide
be informed
of
public
events,
and
utmost tocareadvertising
and discrimwith the exercise inationthewith regard
ends of ancoverage
informedconsonant
and enlightened
macitizenery.
terial,
including
content,
placement
and
2. Because of the nature of events presentation, near or adjacent to proopen
to
the
public,
the
treatment
of
grams
designed
for
children.
No
cons
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
expediency
should
such events by a television broadcaster permitted to impinge upon the vitalbe
shouldvide forbeadequate
effected and
in a informed
manner tocoverpro- responsibility towards children and adinherent
in televition. age as well as good taste in presentasion, andolescents,
whichwhich ismust
be recognized
by all advertisers emCONTROVERSIAL PUBLIC ISSUES and accepted
ploying
television.
1. Television
provides aofvaluable
for(f) Television
advertisers
um foron thepublic
expression
encouraged
to devote
portionsshould
of theirbe
viewssial
issues oftherewith
a responsible
controverallotted
advertisingfrom
messages
and
pronature.
In
keeping
the
(Continued
page
36)
television broadcaster should seek out
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

sales

increase

from

WLEE

advertising!

Twelve weeks ago a Richmond home appliance
dealer started advertising exclusively on WLEE
with 3 quarter-hour shows a week. This store has
no outside salesmen. Everything depended on the
WLEE advertising.

MUTUAL

IN

RICHMOND

In 3 weeks this schedule was doubled ... in 7 weeks
it was tripled. Sales had increased 200%!
Richmond merchants get this kind of fast profitable action from WLEE all the time. More and

WLEE

more national advertisers are following their lead.
If WLEE in Richmond isn't on your list, it's time
you got the whole story from your Forjoe man.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TomTinsley, President • Irvin G= Aheioff, General Mgr.
Forjoe & Co., Representatives
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gram
the support
worthy termination
eligibility requirements,
and
dates announced
shouldopening
be clearly
causes time
in thetopublic
interest inof keeping
and completely
and/or
with the petitive
highest
ideals of the free com- shown
system.
or
easily
accessible
to
the
view(g) A charge
for television
and the winner'sawarded
names
churches
and religious
bodies time
is notto shoulding public,
beasreleased
recommended.
as soon
possible andafterprizes
the close of
contest.
ACCEPTABILITY
OF ADVERTISERS the
AND
PRODUCTS—
GENERAL
3.
When
advertising
is
accepted
1. A castercommercial
television
broad-for requests contestants to submit which
items
makes his facilities
available
identification
or otherreasonevithe advertising
ofcommercial
products and
serv- of product
dencfacsimiles
e of purchase
of product,
able
thereof
should
be
made
icestionsandforaccepts
presentasuch
advertising.
However,
acceptable.
a televisionognition obroadcaster
should, into rec4. All copy
to any contestby
f his responsibility
the law)
(except
that pertaining
which
associated
with isthe required
exploitation
public,tion torefuse
the facilities
of his
staan
advertiser
where
he
has
or sale and
of the
sponsor's toproduct
good
reason to thedoubttruththeof integrity
of service,
all
references
prizes
the advertiser,
the
advergifts
offered
in
such
connection
shouldor
considered
a part
of and asincluded
ancetising
of therepresentations,
advertiser orwiththethecomplispirit bein the
total
time
allowances
herein
and purpose quirements.
of allMoreover,
applicable
legal re- Advertising
provided, (see
Copy.)Time Standards for
in consideration
of the laws
and
customs
of
the
comPREMIUMS AND OFFERS
eachhistelevision
broadcastermunities
should served,
refuse
facilities
to the
1. Fullbe details
ofbyproposed
offers
advertisement
of products
and services,
should
required
the television
orthe thestation
use ofhasadvertising
scripts,
which
for
investigation
and
apgood reason to believe broadcaster
proval beforeis made
the first
wouldtial beand responsible
objectionablesegment
to a substanof 2.theA offer
to thetheannouncement
public.
of
the
final
date
for
terminiation
community.
The foregoing
principles
offer should
be announced as
should
be applied
and offar anin advance
as possible.
flexibility,
taking with
intothejudgment
consideration
3. Before a accepting
for telecast offersa
the
characteristics
of
medium
and
involving
monetary
the form and content of the particular television broadcaster consideration,
should satisfy
presentation.
In
general,
because
teleintegrity oftothehonor
advision the
broadcastfamily,
is designed
for chilthe himself asvertisertoand histhe willingness
home dren,
and
including
complaints
indicating
dissatisfaction
thethefollowing
principles
should with
the
premium
by
returning
such
govern
business
classifications
monetary
listed below:
4. Thereconsideration.
no misleadingof
(a) Thenot advertising
liquor descriptions
orshould
visual berepresentations
should
be accepted.of ofbeerhard
any premiums
ortheirgiftsvalue
whichin would
dis(b)
The
advertising
and
wines
t
o
r
t
o
r
enlarge
minds
istheacceptable
only
when
presented
in
of5.theAssurances
listeners. should be theobtained
best
of
good
taste
and
discretion,
and local
is acceptable
and
laws. subject to federal from the"
that topremiums
fered areadvertiser
not harmful
person of-or
(c) Advertising
by institution
enterprises
which
purport
topromises
offer in-orof property.
6. Premiums
should
not be approved
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
which
imply
which
appeal
to
superstition
on the
employment
make exaggerated
basis
claims whofor enroll
theoropportunities
awaiting
othe of "luck-bearing" powers or
those
for
courses
is
not
acSTANDARDSCOPY
ceptable, except that ifof thorough
and
complete
investigation
theand enterprise
FOR TIME
ADVERTISING
and
is possible
practical
Since dium,television
is a developing
meit (d)
mayitsThe
beclaims
accepted
[to
be
revised].
involvingfrommethods
techniof firearms and
distinct
thosetimeand
oftoradio,
it
fireworksandisadvertising
acceptable
may bequesand
desirable
from
time
federal
local
laws. only subject to review
revise
the presently
sug-to
(e) ing,Theoccultism,
advertising
of
fortune-tellgested
time
standards
for
television
spiritualism, astrology, advertising as formulated below:
phrenology,
palm-reading,
As atelecast
guide toadvertising
the determination
mind-reading
or character numerology,
reading is of1.good
practice,
not
acceptable.
the
time standards
copy,
cu as follows:
(f) [deleted.]
5g forareadvertising
presently
suggested,
(g) Because
all
products
of
a
personal
nature
create
special
problems,
suchtreated
products,
when
accepted,
shouldon
beethics
especial
All other
S Prograr
g
CO M
andthewith
theadvertising
canons
ofofemphasis
good
taste;
however,
intimately
personal
products
which
are
generally
in
w
regarded
as
unsuitable
conversational
topics
in mixed social groups is not SSI
acceptable.
(h) track
The publications,
advertising oroforganizations
tip sheets,
race
CD CO
seeking odds
to advertise
for the purpose
giving
or
promoting
betting orof
u 1:15
<
lotteries
is
unacceptable.
1:00
:00
2. Diligence
should be copy
exercised
to
1:45
2:00
2:10
that
end
that
advertising
accepted
2:15
2:30
3:00
for
telecasting
complies
with pertinent
25
2:50
federal,
state and
local
30
3:00 4:00
4:15
3. An advertiser
who laws.
markets more
45
4:30
than onemit ed to use
product
should
not
be
per60
6:00 5:45
7:00
copy
devoted
toof publicizing
an acceptableadvertising
product
for
purposes
2.
The
time
standards
allowable
the
brand
name which
or otheris single advertiser do not affect the toes-a
identification
of
a
product
tablished
practice
of
allowance
for
not acceptable.
tion breaks between programs. staADVERTISING
OF
3. Announcement
programs
are deMEDICAL
PRODUCTS
number sigofned to accommodate
individual
livea oronedesignated
recorded
1. The advertising
of medical
products
presents
considerations
of intimate
and announcements,
generally
minute
in length,
are carried
the
far-reaching
to the consumer, and should
theimportance
following
principles
and for
body
of tothewhich
program
and
arewithin
available
sale
individual
advertisers.
Norprocedures
apply
in
the
advertising
thereof.
m
a
l
y
n
o
t
more
than
3
one-minute
announc125
ements (whiwords
ch shouldifnotpresented
exceed
(a) A television
broadcaster
should
not
material
whichor live)
approximately
in hisaccept
opinionadvertising
offensively
describes
should
be and
scheduled
withinthana six
15dramatizes
distress
or
morbid
situaminute
period
not
more
should
be inschedtionsound
involving
ailments,
by spoken such uledannouncements
word,
or
visual
effects.
within
a
30-minute
period
local
(b)the Because
of the personalproducts,
nature announcement
programs;
however,individfewofclaims
advertising
of greater
a productof medical
will use
effectofa such
cure thaterualtheannouncements
lengthaggregate
may be scheduled
provided,
and thethatindiscriminate
length
of
the
announcements approximates
threeorminwords asles ,""safe,"
"without
risk,"meaning
"harmutes
in
a
15-minute
program
six
o
r
terms
of
similar
should not be accepted
adver- announcement
minutes in a 30-minute
program.
programs
other
than theIn15
products inonthetelevision
stations.tising of medicalCONTESTS
minutes
or
30
minutes
in
length,
proportion
one minute
of announce1. Contests
should offerto win
the onopporment withinofgram ievery
five minutes
of protunity tability
o all contestants
the announcements
ng is normally
applied.
The
must
be
presented
basis
of
and
skill,
rather
than
chance.
within
the
framework
of
the
program
2. All contest details, including rules. period designated for their use and
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kept in harmony with the content of
the4. program
in which
they arewomen's
placed.'
services,
features,
shopping
guides,
Programs
presenting
market terial,information,
and
similar
maprovide
a
special
service
the
listening
viewing ispublic
in towhich
advertisingandmaterial
an informative
and integral
part
of
the
program
content.terBecause
of these
specialsetcharacistics the time
standards
forth
above
be waived
tostatea reasonable
extent.mayIn menthe
present
of experit
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
programming
and
adverprortising
atmosthese
of thistechniques
type inno television
definite
exceptions
are setlimitaforth
at thistiongstime.
5. Any casual reference in a program
toany another's
or service
under
nameproduct
or language
sufficiently trade
descriptive
it should,
except for normalto identify
guest identifications,
be 6.prohibited.
Stationary
backdrops
or
properties
in television presentations showing the
sponsor's
name hisor trade
product,markthe orname
of his product,
slomay be notused
only incidentally.
They ganshould
obtrude
on program
interestera" shotsor ofentertainment.
"On
Cammaterials should be
fleeting,
not tooofsuchfrequent,
of the need
maintainingand a mindful
proper
programDRAMATIZED
balance.
APPEALS
AND ADVERTISING
fictitious
characters
inAppeals
televisionto help
programs
by purchasing
the
advertiser's
product should
or service
sending
for a premium
not beor
permitted,
andnotsuch
fictitious characters should
be introduced
into
the advertising
message for advertising
such purposes.
When
dramatized
material
by doctors,
dentists, involves
nurses statements
or other professional
people, sentthe
materialof should
be pree
d
b
y
members
such
reciting actual experience or profession
it should
be made
apparent
from
the
presentatized. tion itself that the portrayal is dramaSPONSOR IDENTIFICATION
Identification of sponsorship must be
made in allcordancesponsored
programs ofin the
acwith theActrequirements
Communications
ofof1934
and
the
Rules
and
Regulations
the
Federal
Communications Commission.
REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES
The following shall
REGULATIONS
PROCEDURES
obtain as Code
anANDin-of
tegral part ofAssociation
the Television
the
National
of
Radio
and
Television Broadcasters :
I
NAME
The
Name
of
thisof Code
shall be Asthe
Television soCode
theandNational
ciation of Radio
Television
Broadcasters.*
PURPOSE IIOF CODE
The purpose
of thisa Code
coratively tomaintain
levelgives
ofistelevision opeprogramming
which
full
consideration
to
the
educational,
formational, cultural,
economic,
moralinand entertainment
needs
of themoreAmerican
public
to
the
end
that
more people will beIll better served. and

upcoming
NARTB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Dates Dist. Hotel City
25-26 136 St.
Charles Houston
New Orleans
Oct.
29-30
Shamrock
* * *
Nov.
1-2 75 Seelbach
Soreno Louisville
St. Petersburg
8-9
12-13
31 William
Penn Pittsburgh
15-16
Somerset
Boston
* • *
Oct,Program
22-23: Seventeenth
New YorkLounge,
BMI
Clinic,
Peacock
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York.
Oct.ference
22-24: and
National
Electronics
ConferExhibition, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-24: Talent Committee of Salary
Stabilization
BoardYork.
meets, 641 WashingtonAIEE
St., New
Oct.Hotel
22-26:Cleveland,
FallCleveland.
General Meeting,
Oct.Cleveland.
25-26: Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters,
Oct.cago.25-26:
A AAABlackstone
Central Council
Annual Meeting.
Hotel. ChiOct.
27-28:Advertising
Inter-CityClubs,
conference,
Women's
Toledo,
Oct.Ohio.28: BMI Program Clinic, Shamrock
Hotel, Houston, Tex.
Oct. 28-Nov.
vision Week.3: National Radio & TeleOct.Annual
28-31: Meeting,
Life Insurance
Adv. Assn.,
Williamsburg,
Va.
Oct.Papers
29-31:onIRE-RTMA
Annual
Meeting.
noise
in
TV
receivers,
supn of localKing
oscillator
and colorpres ioTV.
Edwardradiation
Hotel,
Toronto.
Oct.Hotel,
30: BMI
Program
Clinic,
Skirvin
Oklahoma City.
Oct. 30-31:nualAAAA
Eastern Council AnNew York. Conference, Roosevelt Hotel,
Oct. 31:viewBMI
Program Kan.
Clinic, BroadHotel, Wichita,
Nov.
BMILakeProgram
Hotel,2: Salt
City. Clinic, Utah
Nov. 2-3:
Floridameeting,
Assn. ofSoreno
Broadcasters, mid-year
Hotel,
St. Petersburg.
Nov. 2-3: casters,
Michigan
BroadFort ShelbyAssn.
Hotel,of Detroit.
Nov.
5: BMIBillings,
Program
Northern,
Mont.Clinic, Hotel
Nov,
7:
BMI
Program
Ward Hotel, Aberdeen, Clinic,
S. D. Alonzo
Nov. 9: tionHearing
for objections
to petifor reorganization
of LeBlanc
Corp. ern(Hadacol),
S. Court (SouthNew YorkU. District),
Foley
Square, New York City.
Nov.
9:
BMI
Program
Clinic,
Radisson
Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn.
Nov.
12-13: First
District Meeting,
Federation
of America,
Boston. Adv.
Nov.
12-14:
National
Assn. ofSherman
Radio
News
Directors
Convention,
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 13:nualAAAA
CouncilDetroit.
AnMeeting, Michigan
Statler Hotel,
Nov.
14-15:Seventh
American Annual
Public Relations
Assn.,
Meeting,
Philadelphia.
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relations
Assn.,woodAnnual
Beach Hotel,Convention,
Hollywood, HollyFla.
Nov. 28-Dec.
1: Fifth Affiliates
Annual NBC
Radio
and
Television
ConvenHotel. tion, Boca Raton (Fla.) Club
and
Dec. 7-9:tion, Television
Park Sheraton Authority
Hotel, NewConvenYork.

SUBSCRIBERS
Section 1. ELIGIBILITY.
Any isindividual,
corporation
which
engaged
infirm
the oroperation
of a
television
broadcast
station
or network,
orfor which
holds
a
construction
a television broadcast station permit
withlrishall,
^ Umte<i
States
dependencies,
subject
to theor its
approval
of the
Television
inafterBoard
provided,ofbeDirectors
eligible asto heresubNARTBtion for toeach
extentstation
of one
subscript^S^0
thethe such
Television
Code
of netthe
and/or
which it operatespermit;
or for provided,
which it
holds work
a construction
NARTB
shall
become
eligible
viaofof
H1 ft,™3subscription
non not
television
- member
code
toor receive
any any
the
toofexercise
Jan. 24-25: Advertising
of themember
votingservices
privileges
a member.
1952 Assn. of the
25-26: St.Assn.Louis.of Railroad Adv.
Managers,
Upon subscribing to the Code, sub- Jan,
,iect
to
approval ofthere
the Television
*
"Television
Board.
The
Television
Board the
offorthwith
Directors,
shallsub-be
Board amend
is hereby
authorized: standards
—(4) to granted
to each tosuch
enact,
and
promulgate
scribing
station
authority
use the
of practiceandor tocodes
for its
Television
members,
establish
such
methods
"NARTB
Television
Seal 'of Approval,"
aprovided
copyrighted
andform
registered
seal to be
todeemsecure
observance
thereof
as
it
may
in
the
of
a
certificate,
advisable;
— ". By-Laws
of The atheslide
and/orthereof
a film,is asignifying
that
National
Radio and
recipient
VII TeleSection 2, vision
B.Association
(4).Broadcasters,ofArticle
(Continued
on pagesubscriber
38) in
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti

WREC
I The

is First

in

Coverage

in

Largest Market
Area
in the South
with a two billion dollar buying potential. The Memphis market

Radio Results are UP!... Radio Costs are down!
and WREC Keeps Step with the forward march of
Radio Advertising Values...
WREC RATE IN COST PER THOUSAND LISTENERS, HAS GONE DOWN 10.1% COMPARED WITH 1946. THE ADVERTISERS GET
MORE IN COVERAGE, MORE IN PRESTIGE.
WREC HOOPER RATINGS
AVERAGE HIGHER THAN ANY
OTHER MEMPHIS STATION
Affiliated with CBS, 600 Kc. 5,000 Watts

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WREC
Memphis N9. 1 Station
Represented by The Kah Agency, Inc.
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Text of Code Okayed in Chicago
(Continued from page 36)
good
Boardargument
(hereinafter
proof thestanding
NARTB.to theTheTelevision
seal andCodeits Code Review
significance
be appropriately pub- had atvided for).
theOralhearing
and shall
writtenbe
licized by theshallNARTB.
memoranda
or
briefs
may
be
subsubscriber
and by The
the
Section 3. DURATION OF SUB- Televisionmit ed by the
SCRIPTION
Code
Review
Board.
Board
of Directors
may
Subscription
shall
continue
in after
full Television
admit
such
evidence
as
it
deems
force
and
effect
until
thirty
days
relevant, material,the andnature
competent
and
the first of the month following receipt may
and written
length
of notice scrofiption to thewritten
resignation.
Sub- of thedetermine
oralorargument
andbe the
Code
shall be effective
argument
briefs
to
submitted.
from
the
date
of
application
subject
The Television
Boardas ofexpeditiously
Directors shallas
toof theDirectors;
approval provided,
of the Television
the case
that
theBoard
sub- decide
shall notify
subscriber
on of a television
station
and the and
Television
Code the
Review
Board
on the airscriptifor
the first time
shall,going
for possible
in writing
ofbe thefinal.decision. Such dethe firsttion, besixprobationary,
months of such
subscripcision
shall
during
which
time its subscription can be summarily DURES
Section 5. ADDITIONAL PROCErevoked
by Television
an affirmative
two-thirds
vote tors
of the
Board
of DirecThe from
Television
of Directors
without
the
usual
processes
speshall,
time ofto Board
time, establish
cified below.
additional
rules
procedure
as,forinsuch
opinion,
may
be
necessary
theits
Section
4.
SUSPENSION
OF
SUBSCRIPTION
proper administration
of the Code;charged
provided,
that
it
is
specifically
Any o utilize
subscription,
the author- with defining those conditions and
showand/or
the above-noted
responsibilities
applicable
to themade
receiptby
seal,ity tmay
be andvoided,
revoked
or temprocessing
of a complaint
porarily
suspended
for
television
pro- and
another
television
broadcaster;
gramming
which,
by
theme,
treatprovided, that it shall take and
the
ment or incident,
in constitutes
the judgment
of further
steps
necessary
to insure
the confidenthe Television
Board
a
contial status ofdecision
any
proceedings
tinuing,
willful or grossof violation
of any it pending
thereon. before
of
the
provisions
the
Television
an affirmative
two-thirds
vote
Section 6. TERMINATION OF CONofaCode,
the byTelevision
Board
of Directors
regular
or special
meeting;
provided,at All subscribers on the air at the
however,
that
the following
conditions
of subscription
to theofCode
shall
precedentscriber sshall
apply: (1)
The sub-by betimepermitted
a maximum
52 weeks
hal be advised
in writing
to terminate calling
any conRegisteredfer ed; (2) Such
Mail subscriber
of the charges
pre- within which
tracts,
then
outstanding,
for
shall
have
presentationswithwhich
would not
asame
rightbyto filing
a hearing
and maywithin
exercise10 beprogram
in
conformity
the
Television
an
answer
Code.
days
of the todaterequest
of sucha hearing
notification;
(3) Failure
shall
IV
berightdeemed
a waiver
of the
subscriber's
RATES
thereto;
(4)
If
hearing
is re-be
q
u
e
s
t
e
d
b
y
the
subscriber,
it
shall
Each subscriber
shall pay with
'adminisdesignated
as promptly
as aspossible
and
tes in accordance
such
at suchvisiontime
and place
the
schedule tratative'asrasuch
time,
and under from
such
Board may
specify.
Oral Teleandby conditions
may
be
determined
written
evidence
may
be
introduced
the subscriber and by the Television time to time by the Television Board
Nuts
Add

(see Article VII Section 2.B. (3) and
(4), By-Laws
of the NARTB);
procredit shall
affordedvided,tothat aappropriate
television member
of thebe
NARTB against the regular dues which
he or it pays to NARTB-TV.
THE REVIEW
TELEVISION
BOARDCODE
Section 1. COMPOSITION
The Televisiona continuing
Board of committee
Directors
shall
entitledestablish
The the
Television
Code Review
Board
upon
promulgation
of the
Television
Codemembership
and its ratification
the
television
of composed
NARTB.by
The
Review
Board
shall
be
offromsix members,
five of membership
whom shall beof
the television
NARTB,
with
the ofChairman
of the
Board
of
Directors
NARTB
serving
asthe anTelevision
ex-officioBoard
member.
Members
of Directors
shallof
not
be
eligible
to
serve
on
the
abovespecified
Those mem-by
bers of theReview
ReviewBoard.
Board appointed
the Television
Board ofof theDirectors
following
promulgation
Code shall
serve
until
immediately
following
the
annual
NARTB
convention
of
1952.
Thereafter, a term shall be for one
A. LIMITATION OF SERVICE
year.
A person
shall
not ofservethe consecutively as amore
member
Board for
than two
years.Review
Section 2. QUORUM
A majorityCode
of theReview
membership
the
Television
Board ofshall
constitute
all purposes
unless
hereina quorum
otherwiseforprovided.
Section 3. AUTHORITY and RESPONSIBILITIES
Television
Review Board
is The
authorized
and Code
directed:
(1)
To
maintain
a
continuing
review
of all ciallytelevision
programming,
thatcodeofof subscribers
to (2)the toespetelevision
the
NARTB;
receive,cerning
screentelevision
and clear
complaints (3)conprogramming;
to
define
and
interpret
words
and
phrases
inmembers
the Television
Code; (4) to Executive
keep the
of
the
Legislative,
and Judicial branches of the United
and

Bolts,

Up to $102

States
informed
as to theto
workingGovernment
of the Code,
its relation
television
programming
and itsof edusucces in maintaining
high
levels
cational and cultural programs and of
the moral tone of programs in general; (5) topropriatdevelop
and
maintainComapemunications
liaison withCommission
the Federal
for astheto purp
o
s
e
o
f
keeping
it
informed
the
relation between the Code and prog
r
a
m
i
n
g
;
(
6
)
to
develop
and
maintainandappropriate
liaison
with responsible
accountable
organizations
and
institutions
for the affirmative
purpose
of consulting,
recommending
and
informing with regard effect
to television
proof the Code
thereon; (7)gram ingtoand theinform,
expeditiously
and properly,
a subscriber
to the
vision Codemendaof
complaints
or Telecom-all
tions, as well
asthetoattitude
advise
subscribers concerning
and
desires
program-wise
of
accountable
organizations
and
institutions,
and(8) toof
the
American
public
in
general;
review and monitor, if necessary, any
certain series of programs, daily proother program
entatgiroanmsinogf, aor anysubscriber,
as wellpres-as
to request
recordings,
auralwithor regard
kines
c
o
p
e
,
o
r
script
and
copy,
toa subscriber;
any certain(9)program
to rea.chpresented
conclusions,by
and ferto charges
make torecommendations
or pre-of
the Television
Board
Directors ofconcerning
violations
and
breaches
the
Television
Code
subscriber;
(10) toof recommend
tobythea
Television
Board
Directors,
amendments to the Television Code.
The Television Code Review Board
may delegate, from timeresponsibilities,
to time, such
asof ititsmayabove-specified
deem necessary and desirable,
to a Staff Group of the NARTB-TV.
B. MEETINGS
The meet
Television
Code least
Review
shall
four Board
times
aregularly
date toofatbeJanuary,
determined
ita year
in theat months
March,by
June
and
September.
The
chairman
the Review Board may at any time onof
ata special
least five
days'of written
notice call
meeting
the Board.

Nails

Million

and

Pails

in Central

Ohio

The sound of hammers, saws, lawn mowers and thousands of hardware items rings loudly in Central Ohio to
the tune of over $102 million. And you can sell your
share of this big hardware market at low cost with
WBNS. Latest Hooper Report shows WBNS with all 20
of the top-rated shows, day and night! Profit from these
ratings with your own spots and programs. For time
availabilities, write us or call your John Blair representative.

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY CBS OUTLET

fTTTTl
Source: '51 -'52 SRDS Cons. Mkts.
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POWER WBNS 5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

No

matter

Alibis won't feed
And if you have
of the particular
it's bad business

how

you

slice it...

the kitty, or fill the cash register.
to give your customers alibis instead
brands of merchandise they want,
all around.

Impartial surveys show that among your own
customers, the preference for makers' brands is 8 to 1 !
They won't buy alibis, substitutes, "just as goods,"
or whatever you call them.
As brands mean satisfaction to your customers, they
mean money to you. Well-known, advertised brands
pre-sell your customers before they set foot in your store.
Give your customers what they ask for—
it's bad business to substituti

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

The prestige and reputation of these makers' brands
guarantee high standards of quality— assure fewer
adjustments, markdowns, or complaints. And, of course,
products so well known and trusted move faster, turn
over and over to increase your profits.
That's why you make your business stronger when
you keep the force of famous brand names behind your
selling. Let your customers know they can get from
you the brands they know and want. Why be content—
or expect them to be content— with anything less?

I NCORPORATED
A non-profit educational foundation
37 WEST 57 STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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66%

-

REVENUE

BOTH

WITH

JUMP..

AP

.96.66

NEWS

'AP Service is A Great Partner for Stations"

"Associated Press news is a major factor
in KJR's 66% gain in net revenue from
newscasts
for Morton.
1951 over 1950," says General Manager
"If a station is not working its news
angle hard in programming and in sales, it
is missing a bet.

J. Archie Morton,
General Manager,
KJR, Seattle, Wash.

"If full sponsorship for a program does
not continue, we add to revenue by insert
ing participating announcements. Thus KJF
develops maximum returns.
"Our Associated Press news is sold out,
As we know and as our clients tell us, AP
service is a great partner for stations thai
are on their toes these days."

"Ratings Jump 20% for AP Newscasts" Sales
H. Rod Manager,
Hurd,
KWNO, Winona. Minn.
ership jumps 20%. The same at noon.
"KWNO advertisers," says Sales Manager
Hurd,
pleasedKalmes
with AP
"Exactly 96.66% of all AP newscasts
Check "are
this record:
Tire sponsorship.
Service, 13
are
sponsored.
morning
time. The remaining 3.33% is early
years without interruption. Breitlow Funeral
Home, 13 years. Marigold Dairy, 12 years.
"When it comes to AP newscasts, KWNO
Merchant's
National Bank, 4 years. Winona
salesmen put their feet on the desk. Selling
Motors, 10 years.
AP news requires little effort. We have a
"Associated Press newscasts have the
highest ratings of all KWNO programs. At
From list."
KWNO sponsor Bernard T. Kalmes
7:30 a.m., before our AP news, KWNO listenwaiting

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride "THIS

ST A TI0N

IS

A

MEMBER

0

If

Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
• hours!
i news report of 1,000,000 words every 24
• leased news wires of 350,000 miles in the U.S.
alone!

ISOLD

OUT-

I

• exclusive state-by-state news circuits!
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.!
• offices throughout the world!
• staff of 7,200 augmented by member stations
and newspapers . . . more than 100,000 men
and women contributing daily!

Says KJR sponsor C. B. Williams, President casts
ofRhodes
Department
"AP newsare concise,
factual,Store:
yet warm
and
appealing. Shoppers listen for our 9 a.m.
newscast six days a week. It features the
items that will go on sale when the store
opens an hour later. AP news over KJR is a
potent factor in our promotion."

AP news delivers for broadcasters and
sponsors, because AP news captures the
audience. Accuracy, speed, dependability of
coverage keep listeners keyed to AP news.
Again and again, this is evidenced by
consistent listener loyalty . . . loyalty that

ofourKalmes
Tire Service-.
"In January
fourteenth
consecutive
year we
of enter
news
sponsorship at KWNO. Why? Because we
gain good will, prestige and keep the
names Kalmes and General Tire first in
listeners' minds. Announcers serve as our
salesmen, selling to thousands-fold more
people since news commands a high listenership. We're ahead of the competition. AP
news is mainly responsible."

is translated into sales for sponsors and
member stations.
For further information on building your
sales . . . write

RADIO

DIVISION

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS."

On All Accounts
Jackunderstanding
Benny was oneon both
of thesides."
first
Agency Problems Aired about
(Continued from jmge 10)
to
recognize
the
importance
of
SPONSORS
By
Louis
Brockway
local advertiser must program for
putting over a selling message as
the long haul, are prime considera- RELATIONSHIP between the sponsor and his advertising agency was an entertaining part of his protions in increasing radio and tele- discussed by Louis N. Brockway, executive vice president of Young &
"The
vision billings.
he gram,didMr. Brockway
for Jell-0 stated.
and is doing
at a special luncheon meeting last Monday in Holly- job
for Lucky Strike is a perfect
He believes marginal advertisers Rubicam,wood'sNewRooseveltYork,
Hotel.
★
in television would be wise to step
In Hollywood, Mr. Brockway the client. Many think his sole example of understanding what a
into time periods they can afford
spending stressed
his moneythatfor."
advertising agent some- at the party,
is to "pick
the tab"
Mr. isBrockway
the
to live with through future rate said, the
even upthough
the client
times has had difficulty in being an function
increases, rather than program
advent of TV increases the imclient
wasn't
invited.
effective
spokesfrom rate increase to rate increase
portance of good taste in offerings
m a n for his
"The client is entitled to be in to the public.
deplored the
and be left holding the bag when
client.
re- lack of imaginationHe which
prompts
"Hollywood has the party,"
the budget refuses to stretch. He
minded. "HeMr.
makesBrockway
it possible.
also feels that spot advertisers,
many comedians
to
restort
toto disbeen
for
years
Unless
there
is
some
understandtasteful
material
and
antics
get
whose brand names tell the story,
one of the major
a laugh.
client's
problems
and
can get more value out of their
sources of talent point ingofof the
view,
radio
and
television
for radio and
"If only after a sofew bankrupt
years, tele-of
television
tifications. dollar using shared idenpresumably may cannot
"Some prosper."
clients in their avid but humorousvision is already
ideas, the viewer may be
Mr. Roberts has been an active
assume the same natural
desire
to
sell
their
products
to take the drastic step of
member of the Television Assn. of
want too much commercial or com- forced
going out to the movies and seeing
Philadelphia since its inception and Mr. Brockway kind oftance in importelevimercials
that
do
not
fit
the
prois now vice president.
some good entertainment," he caum," he said.any"Andattempt
some totalent
He declared that talent do not seem to graresent
sell tioned.
ball.His hobbies include golf and foot- all understand the importance of the
"All of us in advertising must
product. The agency must bring
take the codes of ethics and prinsion."
ciples of advertising off the walls
of our offices, take them out of
their frames and put them to
work," he said.
He reminded that because advertising is such a public business,
"the opportunity for advertising
people to affect the standards of
the
public that
at large
one."
He urged
thoseis ina great
the advertising business "live up to it."
4;

THIS

RICH

MARKET

No other signal covers the South Bend market
like WSBT. Radio sets in use are up to an alltime high of 32.8! WSBT's share of audience
at 66.6 is way above the national average. And
here television is insignificant because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South
Bend. Don't sell this rich market short. Wrap
it up with WSBT radio.

50 0 0 WATTS
RAYMER
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NARBA

EFFECTS
Two Cases Changed
THE NEW, yet to be ratified,
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement, has caused
FCC to take unusual action in two
pending cases.
In one case, FCC vacated an initial decision and permitted applicant Robert Hecksher to amend his
application for a new AM station
atandFort250 Myers,
Fla., fromto 1400
w unlimited,
specifykc
1320 kc with 1 kw daytime only.
In so doing, it took the applicant
out of hearing status but permitted
him to retain his priority.
In another case, the Commission
permitted KCIL Houma, La., to
amend its application for change
of facilities from 1490 kc with 250
w unlimited, to 630 kc with 1 kw
unlimited, directional, so that the
directional
protects
a Havana stationantenna
on the same
frequency
which has priority under the new
NARBA. The authority to amend
came
started. after hearing had been

KTFS, KDAS Join LBS
KTFS Texarkana, Tex., will join
the Liberty Broadcasting System
Oct. 31, David M. Segal, general
manager, announced last week. For
the past five years KTFS has been
affiliated with Mutual. Also announced was the Liberty affiliation
REPRE SENTATIVE
of Mr. Segal's KDAS Malvern-Hot
Springs, Ark.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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The Transcription Industry's
Greatest Development Is
THE

NEW

COLUMBIA

MICROGROOVE

The last word in quality — in economy! Amazing Microgroove is setting new standards for the transcription busines .. . Winning more and more enthusiastic customers
— such as the one whose case history is shown at right!
QUICK, CONVINCING FACTS . . .
1 0" Record . . . full 15 minutes per side.
12" Record . . . full 25 minutes per side.
• Cuts costs ... as much as half!
• Smaller disc . . . more program time!
• Big savings on packing and shipping costs!
• Famous Columbia Quality throughout!
CALL, PHONE OR WRITE:
COLUMBIA
TRANSCRIPTIONS
Los Angeles— 8723 Alden Drive, BRadshaw 2-5411
New York— 799 Seventh Avenue, Circle 5-7300
Chicago— 410 North Michigan Avenue, WHitehall 4-6000
Trade® Marks
' 'Maslerworks,
Reg. U.''Columbia,
S. Pat. Off.' 'Marcos
Regislrodos' ' ®J),

t BROADCASTING
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#5
CASE HISTORY
Processing
Pressings
Packing
SWPP',n9

DISC

Transcript i^L-TT

390.00
30.00
aoo
"^Ts
55.00
=5^2100

-46%
^£q0
000 Saving
$633259..0

210.00
°°°
*io
=J1^
$339.00

#FuH details „„ request
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up on such issues as procedure in
license renewals [B • T, Oct. 8]
and on the Commission-staff relationship [B • T, Sept. 24].
The bill, passed twice by the
Senate in the past year, is identified
with its sponsor in the upper branch
— Senate Majority Leader Ernest
W. McFarland
(D-Ariz.).
It provides the framework
for appellate,
procedural
and
organizational
revision of the FCC, by amending the
Communications Act of 1934.
The committee's decision did not
surprise Washington observers
versed in communications. The
House committee, which has been
faced with a decision on the McFarland bil at least four times in
the last two years, has been beset
with the problem of acquainting the
committee members with the bill's
provisions.
If the committee should report
out a bill in the early weeks of the
new sitting, chances of the McFarland Bill passing would be good.

McFARLAND BILL
'52
THERE is noShelved
chance forUntil
passage
of the McFarland Bill (S 658) to
realign
— at ofleast
until afterFCCthe procedures
second session
the
82d Congress begins next year.
That was the formal footnote
last week to predictions prevalent
on Capitol Hill the past few
months. The House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee,
which has been studying the bill,
said ther
Monday
it wasof shelving
furconsideration
the measure
"in view of impending adjournment."
The committee also announced
the bill "will be scheduled as the
first order of business" after the
opening of the second session.
At last report, the committee had
leached mid-point in its marking
up of the bill. However, the Congressmen found themselves hung

STER

WORCE

er

bett

Ever

How

29th

food

BATTERY SALES
Portables Help Boost
RADIO battery dealers have been
urgsd to capitalize on the popularity and stepped-up
portable
radios by distribution
putting moreof
merchandising and sales promotion
effort behind their battery products.
Pointing
out that
portables
rently account
for about
20% cur-of
radio unit sales, L. S. Thees, general sales manager of the RCA
Tube Dept., stated the portable
marketers a major
represents
sourcefor ofbattery
sales dealand
profits. More than nine million
battery-operated
portables
have
been sold in this country since the
end ofable the
war,still
he rising.
said, and portsales are
To aid dealers in their merchandising efforts, the RCA Tube Dept.
designs its radio battery advertising
and
sales promotion
material
focus attention
on the radio
dealerto
as the best source of batteries.

Worcester is now the nation's 29th
Food Market — moving up from
32nd position the year before. Food
Store Sales in this, the major Central
New England Market, total $146,132,000.
By any measurement WTAG
commands this prosperous, well-fed
Central New England Market, with
more audience than all other Worcester
stations combined, higher average
ratings than all other Worcester
stations combined, and more than
twice the radio home coverage in
Central New England of any
other Worcester station.

Hotion
in the

WfAC
WORCESTERBASIC CBS • 580 KC
g^lJ BASIC CBS * 580 KC
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Sources: Copyright 1951, Sales Management Survey
of Buying Power; further reproduction not
licensed.
HooperMar.Oct. Apr.
1950 1951
■ Feb. 1951
Pulse
BMB Report No. 2

SET OUTPUT
Commerce Reports Aug. Rise
RADIO-TV sales of large retail
chain stores jumped 32% in August
over the preceding month but
dropped about 28% off the level
for August 1950, according to a
Commerce Dept. retail trade report
released the past fortnight.
A sales decrease of 32% was
reported by household appliance
dealers in the yearly-monthly comparisons, with an 18% drop recorded for a furniture-householdradio group
as ajumps
whole.forBothAugust,
categories showed
however, compared to July in 1951.
The data was based on reports
received from large stores of retail
organizations which operate from
one to ten stores. The percentages
were supplied by the Federal Reserve Board and apply to department store organizations. The
actual survey was prepared by the
Census Bureau, Business Division,
of the Dept. of Commerce.
Another report, prepared by the
department's
Officean ofupswing
Businessin
Economics, showed
personal income for August to an
annual rate of $254.4 billion — or $2
billion above the July total.
In the manufacturing industries,
some increase in durable goods
factory payro^s was offset by lower
payrolls
the non-durable
goods
industriesinwhere
employment
showed less than the usual seasonal
rise. Durable goods payroll jump
was attributed to a longer workweek.
Private industry wages and salaries showed a continuation of tha
stability of recent months, remaining virtually unchanged in August.
MERRIAM NAMED
Assumes RTMA Post
E. W.man ofMERRIAM,
the Service former
Committeechair-of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., has
been named service manager of
the association. Until recently he
had been service manager of Allen
B. DuMont Labs. He has accepted
the position on a temporary basis
to implement some of the Service
Committee's activities, planning to
return to private industry after
getting several projects under way.
Committee plans include promotion of training courses for service
technicians in trade and vocational
schools. Recommended agenda has
been prepared and distributed
among schools. A complete course
is now in preparation. Creation of
the job of service manager on the
staff of was
RTMAauthorized
PresidentSept.
Glen20 Mc-by
Daniel
the association's board.

KTLA (TV) Hollywood Frosty Frolics
has changed point of origination to
Pasadena (Calif.) Winter Gardens.
Change was made from a Los Angeles
commercial
skating rink so that studio
charge.
audiences could be admitted free of
ROADCASTING • Telecasting
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CLOSE TUBE-ELEMENT SPACINGS
ing rectifier tubes goes back more
than 20 years to basic development
WARD OFF ARC-BACKS in popular
work done by General Electric. Four
G-E rectifier types GL-8008 and GL673, giving improved protection
out of the five tubes rated below were
from high voltages. The narrow
pioneered by G.E. — these types covering most broadcast requirements
straight-side bulb lies close to the
anode. Spacings between anode,
for high-vacuum rectifier tubes!
cathode, and cathode-shield are reduced. Volume of ionization thus is G.E. OFFERS YOU A TOP-TO- BOTTOM
RANGE OF SIZES. Types shown and
less — deionizing time shortened.
listed here are examples. Whatever
"SLIM" TUBE CONTOUR HELPS THE
your rectifier-socket need may be,
DESIGNER. Space is at a premium in there's a G-E tube to meet that need!
compact modern equipment, and
If your problem is one of circuit
GL-8008's and GL-673's will mount
application,
your nearby G-E elecside-by-side to take up minimum
tronics office is ready to offer expert
panel area. Maintenance men find counsel. If you are a broadcaster
these straight, slender tubes ideal to wishing replacements, phone your
handle; quick to install.
nearby G-E tube distributor for fast,
YOU CAN COUNT ON UNIFORM
competent service! Electronics Department, General Electric Company,
QUALITY, UNIFORM PERFORMANCE.
Schenectady 5, New York.
G-E know-how in precision-buildAnode
peak Anode avg
Anode
Cathode
Cathode
current
voltage
Type
voltagepeak
current
1
amp
current
0.25 amp
5 amp
5
amp
GL-866-A
2.5 v
1 0,000 v
1.25 amp
7.5 amp
6 amp
GL-8008
1.5 amp
10,000 v
10
amp
5v
GL-673
10
amp
2.5 amp
1 5,000 v
5v
19 amp
10 amp
GL-869-B
40
amp
20,000
v
30 amp
5v
GL-857-B
22,000 v
5v

GENERALM
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GL-8008
(also supplied
withbase50-watt
as
GL-872-A)

ELECTRIC
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NOW

1 out

of 4

is strictly

gals

Canadian!

That's news !
Yes, 1 out of every 4
gals, of petroleum
consumed in Canada now
comes from Canada's own oilfields.
Why so important?
Because Canada's oil production —
up 30% this year —
is creating new wealth for new markets.
Yes sir, there are oil wells
in the wheat belt —
an estimated 1,000,000,000 bbl. proven oil reserves
— and a $90 million pipe line from Alberta to the Great Lakes!
What's that to you?
Ifmoreyou're
to sell
goodsin tobusiness
more consumers,
it's further proof that Canada
is the world's fastest growing market.
The better you know this bustling new market
the
and more
one ofyou'll
your sellbest authorities
is Canadian radio.
Best because Canadian radio
has been selling in Canada for years —
selling Canadians more and more goods —
establishing new markets —
reaching new frontiers first.
Radio knows the way to Canada's fast-growing markets.
Radio has a pipe-line into every Canadian community.
Radio sells every day, every hour, everywhere in
Canada !
"In Canada, you sell 'em when you tell 'em!"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian
Association of Broadcasters
108 Sparks St.,
37 Bloor St. West,
Ottawa.
Toronto.
1!
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'vo/cr FUNDS
Now Before Truman
PRESIDENT Truman is slated
to sign legislation assuring the
State seas
Dept.information
of $63 million
for overactivities,
with
over $25 marked
million
of
that
sum
earfor radio broadcasting.
Funds are for the new fiscal year
ending next June 30.
The Chief Executive approved
the bill (HR 4740) after the Senate
had adopted a conference report,
agreeing to House amendments.
The upper chamber originally
cleared the bill Aug. 24 after discus ing an appeal by Brig. Gen.
David man,Sarnoff,
board support
chairfor greaterRCA
financial
of the Voice of America [B • T,
Sept. 3, Aug. 20].
The $63 million outlay represented a compromise between the
$85 million recommended by the
House and $56 million urged by
the Senate Appropriations Committee. Conference report was
adopted
by
a 31-27$115vote.
man had sought
million.Mr. TruThe funds will be used for addition of new language broadcasts
and none will be allocated for a proposed transmitter ring to blanket
Iron Curtain countries. Of $97.5
million requested in an earlier supplemental, only $9.7 million (or
10%) was authorized by Congress
for the project. Work has begun,
however, on curtain antenna construction designed to beam stronger
signals to Soviet satellites. Funds
were
obligated
out of the 1949
budget.

THE SIGN tells the story on the NBC
Chicago newsroom door as Bill Ray
(I), news and special events chief,
and Howard B. (Howdee) Meyers,
WMAQ Chicago sales manager, clasp
hands. All AM news shows, Mon.Fri., were sold with signing of Jim
Hurlbut's Reporter at Large to Emergency Radio & Appliance Co.

DOUBLE FETE
NBC, WIS Plan Celebration
WIS
Columbia,
S". C,of today
will
celebrate
21 years
broadcast
service and the 20th anniversary of
NBC affiliation.
Norman E. Cash, NBC director
of station relations, and Leon
Pearson, NBC United Nations
newsman, are slated to visit the
NBC
Carolina.pioneer affiliate in South
special Messrs.
broadcastPearson
over WIS
willA feature
and
Cash. During the broadcast, NBC
award a 20-year bronze plaque
In clearing the measure for Presi- will
dential signature, the Senate ex- to the station.
plained that the 25% money cut
Historical broadcasts were schedordered for the public informauled for the past weekend hightion branches of the State, Comlighting "thewere
good oldsupervised
days." Theseby
merce and Justice Depts. would broadcasts
Frank Harden, program director.
not
affect
VOA
personnel
"so
that
it could function without hinStaffmen Mackie Quave, Specs
drance." These departments were Munzell, John Evans, Hub Terry
limited to 75%- of their budget and
Add Penfield were in charge
estimates
for information opera- of individual
entertainment and
tion.
broadcasts which were to culminate
today with the presentation of the
NEW VOA ATTACK
plaque.
Launched by Rep. Ayres
VOICE of America is being man- NIGHT OPERATION
Recommended for WQXI
aged by "amateurish
who should
resign "beforefumblers"
it is too INITIAL decision proposing to
late,"
H. Ayres (ROhio) Rep.
told William
House colleagues
on grant WQXI Atlanta nighttime
operation recontional was790
Capitol Hill.
issuedkc bywithFCC1 kwHear-diThe Ohio Congressman expressed
ing Examiner J. D. Bond last week.
hope that Edward W. Barrett, AsStation, which now operates on
sistant Secretary of State for Pub- same
frequency with 5 kw daytime
lic
Affairs,
and
his
"entire
crew"
only,
serve 360,846 people in
will resign. He charged that the 108.2 would
square miles
interVoice has carried "some ridiculous
ference-fre 15.3 within
mv/m itscontour.
things" in its overseas broadcasts. This outweighs the 83,564 people
Rep. Ayres added that he has within its normally protected 4
favored
"strong" Voice of Amer- mv/m contour which would not get
ica in thea past.
the new service, according to the
Basis for the attack on Secretary hearing examiner. No interference
Barrett and VOA, inserted in the to other stations is involved and
Congressional Record Oct. 5, was the station must remedy any crossan article by Radio Columnist John modulation or reradiation that
impair its operation or that
Crosby, who had questioned the might
site-neighbor WGST, according
effectiveness of U. S. propaganda of
to the initial decision.
activities.
BROADCASTING
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Picture

Quiz

I

Check one:
BANK
1* To meet the growing needs of our civilian and military economy, the U. S. oil industry has spent over $12 □ LOANS
billion in new facilities since World War II. This has exU. S. GOVT.
panded the capacity of the industry from 30% to 50%
SUBSIDIES
in all categories. Where did most of the $12 billion □ REINVESTED
come from?
□ PROFITS

2* How much investment does it require to provide
job at Union Oil Company?

Check one:
□
□ $3,000
$67,000
| | $720

Check one:
3* Last year Union Oil made a total net profit of
$16,257,000. $5,724,000 of this was plowed back into the
business to meet the expanding needs of our customers. . .
$10,533,000 was paid out in dividends to our common $5,276
stockholders. What did these dividend payments aver| $292
age per stockholder? | $10,420

Check 23%
one:
4. In 1910, Union Oil Company did an annual volume
of $12 million. This represented 23% of the total oil busi- □
nes in the West. Today we do an annual volume of well
over $200 million. What percentage of the total oil busi- □ 12%
nes in the West do we have today?
□

Answers:
1* 88% of this expansion was financed from reinvested profits.
This percentage is traditional in
the oil business and many others.
That's whyporationexcessive
taxes on curcorprofits will seriously
the nation'saffecteconomic
growth
and tailseriously
your standard
of living. For without adequate
profits, expansion is impossible.

2* $67,000. High-cost tools are typical of the oil business. So is the
large amount of capital required
for raw-material supplies, transsystems, etc. That's
why
it takes anportation
investment
of $67,000
in refineries, ships, tools, rigs, oil
lands,
etc., for each of Union Oil's
7974 employees.

3. $292. $10,533,000 is a lot of
money, but it was divided among
a lot of people. For we have over
36,000 individual stockholders in
the Union Oil Company. And our
largest single stockholder owns
only VA% of the total stock.

4. 12%. We do 18 to 20 times our
1910 volume. But we have a smaller
percentage
of thethetotal
businessis far—
mainly because
industry
more competitive. There are many
more oil companies competing for
business today than there were
inthe 1910.

UNIOI

BROADCASTING

Oil
COMPMY
OF CALIFORNIA.
INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion
why American
business functions.
hope Write:
you'll feel
free
to sendof inhowanyandsuggestions
or criticisms
you have toWeoffer.
The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple motor oil
• Telecasting
October 22, 1951
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TCAS
FINAL
WORD SI
on transitcasting
andTS
other public service features weeks before the oral argument
TRAN
[B
•
T,
Sept.
3].
date.
Oppositions
are due one
■wall
Court.be spoken by the Supreme
Messrs. Pollak and Martin were week before that date.
Oral argument
usuallythe schedHigh court last week granted a among the initiators of the fight
two months isafter
high
writ of certiorari on the appeal last year against what they have court uledaccepts
a
case.
Unless there
from last June's Court of Appeals termed "forced listening."
is
some
delay,
the
case
of
what
its
ruling that TR "commercials and
Supreme which
Court probably
decision onwilltransradio
audinot opponentsences" willcallbe "captive
announcements" are unconstitu- itcasting,
heard
in
December
be out until Spring, may also have or early January. Decision would
tional [B • T, June 18, 11],
Writ was requested by Wash- implications for other forms of normally
come in the spring.
specialized
FM services — Storecastington Transit Radio Inc. (WWDCUse carsofof the
TR onWashington
busses and Capital
streetFM), Capital Transit Co. and the ing, Functional Music, etc.
Such methods to increase the Transit Co. was
District of Columbia Public Utilapproved
by
the
ities Commission.
revenue of FM stations have been District of Columbia Public Utilquestioned by the FCC, but a final
ities
Commission
in
1949.
After
Supreme Court also granted re- report
by the Commission has not a second hearing before PUC,
quest of Washington attorneys
Franklin S. Pollak and Guy Martin yet been issued [B • T, May 21, which affirmed its original action,
to widen the issues to include the 7; April 16].
Attorneys Pollak and Martin and
question of the legality of music
Briefs in support of Transitcast- other civic groups appealed to the
and non - commercial announce- ing are due to be filed with the U. S. District Court in Washington. That court upheld the action
ments— such as weather reports Supreme Court at least three

of the PUC in 1950 [B • T, June
5, 1950]. U. S. Court of Appeals
reversed
decision
last
Junethe[Blower
• T,court's
June 18,
11],
holding that commercials
and
announcements "deprive objecting
passengers
of
liberty
without
due
ment).
process of law" (Fifth AmendIn findings leading up to the
decision, the Court of Appeals declared that the Washington transit
company
was
governmental
agency.
was a necessary
to invoke
the FifthThis Amendment,
which
refers
only to governmental action repressing individual liberties.
TR court
proponents
that that
the
lower
erred inholdfinding
objecting
listeners
are
deprived
their constitutional prerogatives.of
What about the rights of the
majority of the listeners, they ask.
They also take issue with the
finding that the transit company
is a governmental agency.
Scope of Transit Radio
Transit Radio operates in 14
cities. In addition to Washington,
the following
have con-:
tracts with local stations
transit companies
WBUZ (FM) Bradbury Heights,
Md. (suburb of Washington);
WKRC-FM
KCBC-FM
Des Moines;Cincinnati;
WAJL (FM)
Flint,
Mich.;
WPLH'-FM
Huntington,
W. Va,; WJHP-FM Jacksonville,
Fla.;
KCMO-FM
City;
KBON-FM
Omaha; Kansas
WKJF (FM)
Pittsburgh; KXOK-FM St. Louis;
KTNT (FM) Tacoma; WTOA
(FM) Trenton; WGTR (FM) Worcester.
Joint petition by Cincinnati,
Kansas City and St. Louis stations
asking the Supreme Court to hear
the transitcasting case was denied
in last week's order, but it is assumed they will participate in some
form or other with the Washington
appelants.
TR is a $1 million business, according to Transit Radio Inc. officials. Transit Radio Inc., headquartered inNew York is national
sales representative for the 14
stations engaged in transitcasting.
There are understood to be other
stations casting
engaged
in transit
not members
of TRI.broadIf Washington transit vehicles
were completely
income would be $1TR-equipped,
million a year,
it was estimated during the court
proceedings. At present, it was
reported, the transit company has
been making about $36,000 a year
on its contract with Washington
Transit Radio Inc.
Shares in Income
The transit company shares in
the income of the station from national and local advertising sales.
Attorneys
in the
are: Pierson
Washington Transit
RadiocaseInc.,
& Ball; Capital Transit Co., Await,
Clark
& Sparks;
Commission,
Vernon Public
E. West,Utilities
D. C.
corporation counsel and Lloyd B.
Harrison.
Messrs Pollak
and Smith
Martin are represented
by Segal,
& Hennessey.
Unsuccessful
interveners were represented by Judge
Robert
of War. P. Patterson, ex-Secretary
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and KOIN F«M... Portland, Oregon
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for

busy

media

buyers

Publishers and station operators show increasing awareness
of media buyers' problems
You who use Standard Rate and CONSUMER their representatives' contacts. Thus they keep
MARKETS as tools of your trade are thoroughly wanted information instantly available— on the
familiar with the standard listings of media sta- spot— to help the busy media buyer buy.
tistics and market data.
But do you realize the extent to which publishers and station operators supplement the
standardized data with additional media information—in the form of Service-Ads?
They are realistically aware of your need for
information about things that make each station
or publication different from its contemporaries
—information that you cannot expect to find in
the standard listings.
They know, too, that you don't always have
the time you need to call in all of the media under consideration to get answers to all the questions that arise in the course of selection.
So, last year, 1,041 publications, radio and
In the course of your
TV stations used space in SRDS publications.
daily use of SRDS
They supplemented the information in their regmonthlyCONSUMER
publicationsMARKETS
and
ular listings in Standard Rate (or their markets'
don't
forget
listings in CONSUMER MARKETS) with Service-Ads
-in Service-Ads like
designed to remind buyers of the important differences about their media values that they've
been registering through their promotion and
s
STANDARD RATEWalter &E. Botthof,
DATA
Publisher SERVICE, INC.
the national
authority
serving
the
media-buying
1740-48 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON,
ILLINOISfunction
SALES OFFICES: CHICAGO • NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES • LONDON
publishers of consumer magazine advertising rates and data • business publication advertising rates and data • national/
regional network radio
and television
service • radioadvertising
advertisingratesratesandanddatadata• •A.B.C.
television
rates andadvertising
data • news; and data
• transportation
weeklyadvertising
newspaper
rates
consumer markets, serving the market-media selection function • CM analyst, the monthly market data interpreter
NOTE: To Station Operators
Service-Ads have become such a valuable part of
SRDS publications that we want all advertising executives to know more about them. That's the story behind the advertisement reproduced here; appearing
currently
in Advertising
and Printers'
The information
found Agency
in the SRDS
monthly Ink.
books
and consumer markets Is often the last word
about your station and your market . . . the last word
seen by agency men when they're under pressure;
building a list or defending a list.
To help you make it the last word in effectiveness,

Spotr

SRDS has interviewed research and media men, account executives, time buyers, advertising managers.
An analysis of their viewpoints, practices and needs
is available in the "Spot Radio Promotion Handbook"
(at cost: $1.00). And, if you wish, continuing reports
from the field will come to you in the form of bulletins,
issued
Ask for "how spot radio time IS
bought"monthly.
(no charge).
Walter E.Publisher
Bdkfthof
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New Radio Show
By Orson Welles
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prolonged cheers by the Press. Newspapers know that
readers rate Orson Welles as their No. 1 radio attraction
rushed to spread the news that Or ton Welle* i* Back!
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le name Or$on Welle* is MAGIC. It is a guarantee of
SRO in the Theatre and top ratings in Radio. Critics are
of the opinion that this new Orson Welles series is his
best — best in program content and best in publicity impact.
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This new series of 52 half-hour transcribed programs is
tied The Live* of Harry Lime. Supported by superb
tatic cast, Orson Welles is starred in the role of Harry
the fabulous rogue made famous by him in The Third
Every show is a complete episode — - every show stars
Welles. Suspense, Intrigue, Danger and Romance run
throughout the series. It is Orson Welles at his very best.
Zither music by ANTON K AH AS, composer of
I h, Third Man theme, together with fall concert orchestra under the direction of SIDNEY
TORCH provide background music for the series.
Prosfueesl by
HARRY ALAN TOWERS
DISTRIBUTING CORP,
York 19, N. Y
West 5
Cai
'* stern Solas Repres tentative Canadian
Sales Representative
Walter B. Davison
MS79 Benefit St., Sh.rmon Oakl, Cal
1S.SO W.
SlmcoeCaldwell
Street West, Ltd.
Toronto
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NBC and Economics
' LIKE MOST NBC affiliates, we find it difficult
to comment on the new NBC economic plan, because so far all we have been privileged to
see is an economic plan with the economics
taken out.
Such elements of the plan as have been
disclosed seem, however, to have merit. The
very fact
that a was
detailed
study ofrecommends
radio network economics
undertaken
I the work done by NBC.
There is no doubt that the atmosphere in
which the radio business exists has changed
in recent years. It would be hopeless for
radio to try to protect its own status quo while
its environment was changing. The more intelligent method is to investigate the nature
of the evolutionary process and attempt
adaptation.
Now adaptation is not usually painless, and
in this case it seems assured of producing injury, real or fancied, on several sides.
For one thing, the affiliates whose network
rates are to be cut cannot be expected to welcome whatever missionary is sent from New
York to reduce their standard of living.
For another, transcription companies doubtless will see in the "Minute Man" part of the
plan a cruel encroachment on their territory.
NBC candidly admits that the Minute Man
programs will be fed to affiliates at lower cost
than programs
tained elsewhere. of similar quality can be obII ablyThe hasquestion
that mustbut benotdecided
(presum-is
been decided
announced)
whether the over-all effect of the plan will
H radio
be to rates.
further depress the general level of
In our view, radio is being sold too cheaply
as it is. A further reduction in rate levels
would serve only to reduce the income of all
elements of broadcasting, networks, stations,
transcription companies and every other enterprise that serves radio.
Until we know the economic details of the
NBC economic plan and what influence they
I will exert on the welfare of the entire busijf ness ofselvesbroadcasting,
must content ourwith a qualified weapproval.
NLRB Take Note
THE AVERAGE employe in broadcasting
earned nearly $5,000 last year, an average
income higher than that of any other industry.
The fact that broadcasting workers earn
more than any others (and have for 20 of the
22 years the Dept. of Commerce has been
keeping records on this subject) should be of
great interest to the National Labor Relations
Board in considering TV union jurisdiction.
The movie unions are seeking representation of some television employes on the ground
that TV is an off-shoot of the movies. Only
last week the Screen Actors Guild was supported in this stand by an NLRB decision.
To us there seems to be no doubt that television is not movies but broadcasting. Movies
provide seasonal employment, and their wage
scales are fixed with that in view. When they
work, movie cameramen may make $400 a
week,
but intheya year
don'tas work
take home
much steadily
as do TVenough
camera-to
men
who
work
in
a
year-around
business.
These differences should be borne in mind
bv the NLRB in settling future jurisdictional
disnutes between movie and broadcasting
unions. Movie scales may make sense in
movies, but they would be absurd in television.
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Why Waste Channels?
ALTHOUGH it is almost certain that the FCC
will adhere to its announced intentions of
reserving 209 TV channels for non-commercial,
education telecasting, it may be hoped that the
Commission will place a definite limit on the
time these channels will be kept on ice.
it now stands, the reservation will be
As for
made
an indefinite period, and, practically
as though that period
speaking, it looks to us with
unused channels
on forever,
could drag
lying
dormant
awaiting
tenants that may
never come.
We have made this prediction before, and
we are gratified to find our belief confirmed
on educational broadby no lesscastinganthan authority
Cornell. Michael R. Hanna,
who manages the commercial radio stations
Corhas advised
by that
operated
nell that the
idea university,
of non-commercial
television
is "unrealistic." Mr. Hanna says that television costs too much for education to operate
non-commercially with any degree of success.
We feel a lot of other institutions which,
of
organized pressure
by the
badgering
uponJoint
the
Committee
on Educational
Television,
exuberantly announced they would go into
station operation will side with Mr. Hanna
when they start looking into the dollars and
cents of such projects.
It takes more than exuberance to erect and
run a television station. It takes exuberance,
experience, a minimum initial cost of $300,000
and an operating budget of somewhere near
$350,000 a year.
Those reserved channels should not be
allowed to lie around waiting for 209 institutions to come up with that combination of
resources.
than
209. The' number will be nearer two
Along Political Lines
WE, ALONG with others concerned with the
well-being and freedom of the broadcast arts,
take some measure of comfort in the judgment of the majority of the FCC that the
Benton Bill to create a Citizens Advisory Board
is a dangerous proposal which could lead to
censorship. One has but to take a look at the
Washington regulatory and political front to
ascertain that censorship is going to be a big
issue in the political campaigning next year.
It should come as no real surprise, then,
that the FCC vote on the Benton crusade was
strictly along party lines. Only Chairman Coy
and Vice Chairman Walker, both Democratic
stalwarts, dissented. It must be kept in mind
that Sen. Benton, a Democrat, is running for
re-election. This marks one of the few times
in recent years that politics has reared in Commission actions. Three Republican members
(Jones, Hyde, Sterling) and one independent
(Webster) voted against endorsement of the
Benton proposal. Comr. Hennock, a liberal
Democrat, did not participate, presumably beher pending appointment of a Federal
districtcause ofjudgeship.
It was only a few weeks ago that Mr. Coy
opposed the Benton proposal. But Sen. Benton
is a man of great tenacity and persuasion. He
changed a phrase here, and a sentence there.
Then he announced Mr. Coy's approval. Vice
Chairman Walker, it happens, is the only present member
the FCC,
famous BlueofBook
of 1946.who voted for the inhowever, Billshould
notThebe FCC
viewedmajority's
as givingaction,
the Benton
the
coupe dc grace. Remember, Chairman Coy was
against it once.
In the realm of public information, the price
of liberty is and always has been eternal
vigilance.

our respects to:

EDWARD OLIVER LAMB
HE LAST MAN in the world who will
deny he loves a good fight is Edward
Lamb.lawyer, turned broadcasterThis(Ted)
Toledo
publisher, has been steeped in controversy
almost all of his professional life.
But, to his credit, he seems to have come
out on top all along the line.
Although some of his crusades may have
been unpopular among some of his contemporaries inmanagement
has fought
in behalf of many
civil liberty(he and
labor cases),
success appears to have rewarded his courage
and vindicated
his principles.
old soldiers, his past accusers
may not Like
be dead,
but
they certainly have faded away.
Ed Lamb believes in the rights of all the
people, not just some of them. The practice
of his beliefs has stirred up the controversy.
This spirit of public interest is demonstrated
in the operation of his radio and television
stations and his newspaper. These are WTOD
(AM) and WTRT (FM) Toledo; WTVN
(TV) Columbus, Ohio; WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.,
and the Erie Dispatch.
He hasFla.,
newlysubject
purchased
Orlando,
to FCCWHOO-AM-FM
approval, for
$200,000 from Martin Anderson, publisher of
the Orlando Sentinel-Star [B • T, Oct. 15].
Earlier, he was unsuccessful bidder for acOmaha,
sold by
Ambassadorquisition oftoWOW-AM-TV
Ireland Francis
P. Matthews
and associates for $2,525,000 to Meredith Pub.
Co. [B • T, Aug. 13; July 16, 9, 2].
The Lamb stations strive to be an intergal
part of community life, taking part in and
supporting
local drives, public campaigns and
causes.
Edward
is trying
to make
let show whyLamb
he feels
the FCC
Blue each
Book outhad
some
good
stuff
in
it
in
spite
of
its
comed appearance on the broadcasting unwelscene.
For example, WTVN since its inauguration
in 1949tureshas
airedmet"countless
public servicepublic
feathat have
with overwhelming
approval."
The
station
claims
to
have
"led
the fight for a $57,000,000 bond issue for better
schools, highways, and airport . . . [which]
passedtionoverwhelmingly
." WTVN forin addiregularly schedules. .programs
state
and local government agencies, police and fire
departments, boy and girl scouts, local and
national charities and religious groups of all
creeds.
"A franchise granted by the government
implies a recognition that the telecaster will
carry out his
job in the
public55) interest," a
(Continued
on page
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P. R. NETWORK
Links Nine Stations
PUERTO RICO'S first radio netfront offic
work, linking nine important cities,
e fiflf
began
operations
Oct. 15.now linked
Stations
in the cities
are WAPA San Juan, WORA
Mayaguez, WPRP Ponce, WABA
WXRF G u a y a m a ,
ROGER LaREAU
appointed andcommercial
Co- Aguadilla,
lumbus. HUGH WILSON
RICHARD manager
PERKINSWTVN(TV)
named to local
WMDD Fajardo, WVJP Caguas,
sales staff. JACK DALE named to head sales service.
WCMN
Arecibo
and WENA Bayamon.
RODNEY A. QUICK, sales manager KDAL Duluth, Minn., appointed
A newly-formed
general manager WDSM Superior, Wis.
corporation,
The
Puerto Rican
Network
Inc.,
has
PAUL H. MARTIN, vice-president and general manager WSKI Montbeen established
pelier, Vt., to KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., as account executive.
to finance and
ARTHUR POPPENBERG, King Features Syndicate of International
News Service, named account executive on sales staff WBNS(TV)
program
the
operation, with
Columbus.
centralters at WAPA.
headquarTOM YOUNG appointed to sales staff WEEI Boston. He succeeds
President of the
THOMAS CALHOUN, resigned to join N. W. Ayer & Sons, N. Y.
Mr. Hull
corporation i s
Jose
Ramon QuiG. E. (Steve) STANFORD, local general advertising manager Omaha nones. Directors are Francisco
SuWorld Herald, appointed sales staff KFAB Omaha, handling local acAlfredo
Ramirez Quinones.
de Arelcounts. Mr. Stanford succeeds CARROL LUCE, who is now commercial soni Jr.,
lano Jr. and
Segismundo
manager KOMA Oklahoma City.
Harwood Hull Jr., has been apJACK WARDLE, KSEI Pocatello, Iowa, and HENRY HILTON, manager
pointed general manager for the
corporation and network operaUnited Broadcasters, Salt Lake City, appointed account executives KSL tions.
Salt Lake City. TOM BOISE, sales staff KSL, resigns.
The network is patterned after
CHARLIE GRAVETT, account executive WBRD Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Stateside operations of a similar
appointed commercial manager.
nature, with the corporation owning ates,
optionthushours
on the advertisers
nine affiliROBERT
permitting
sales
staff. W. ROBBINS, Headley-Reed Co., N. Y., to WOV New York, on to purchase
simultaneous broadcasts on the entire network. OutSEYMORE WHITELAW, sales department KFRC San Francisco, aplets at San Juan, Mayaguez and
pointed account executive on local sales staff KCBS San Francisco.
Ponce
nels. will be linked by FM chanCHESTER CHEEK, sales staff Recording Division, WOR New York,
On ated
Oct.with 15a operations
were initi-of
named sales manager of division.
six-hour schedule
live
talent
programs.
It
is
expected
KATZ AGENCY, Inc., N. Y., appointed national advertising represent- that this schedule will be increased
ative for WOOD-TV (formerly WLAV-TV) Grand Rapids, Mich .
to nine hours in the near future.
Outstanding
island entertainers
JOHN N. HUNT & Assoc., Vancouver, station representative firm, moves have
been signed.
to 198 West Hastings St., Vancouver, effective Nov. 15.
Heading
the
ment is Emilio H.program
Medrano,departLatin
ERWIN ROSNER, to sales staff WPEN Philadelphia. He was sales promotion manager for Penn Fruit Stores.
American producer-director, assisted by Jose Hernandez Zamora,
Jose H. Benitez and Carmen Rosa
WILLIAM L. CLARK, sales account executive WPIX(TV) New York, Diaz.
to network television sales staff ABC, effective Nov. 15.
At present,
shows with
are
featured
during dramatic
the afternoon,
evenings devoted mostly to variety
Petdona/l • • •
shows, quiz programs and comedy.
RICHARD H. MASON, vice president and general manager WPTF
Raleigh, N. C, elected president of Raleigh Chamber of Commerce. ANDERSON REELECTED
. . . LINCOLIN W. MILLER, executive vice president KXA Seattle,
So. Calif RTNC Names Slate
elected president of Washington State Press Club. . . . JOHN LAUX, DAVID ANDERSON, NBC Hollymanaging director of Friendly Group Stations (WSTV Steubenville,
wood news analyst, has been reOhio, WFPG Atlantic City, WPIT Pittsburgh, and WBMS Boston, Mass.)
elected president of the Radio and
and general manager WSTV, named chairman local Crusade for Free- Television News Club of Southern
California.
officers named
dom. . . . HARRY S. SYLK, vice president WPEN Philadelphia, will include LarryOtherThor,
free lance
head Trade Council for 1952 campagin of the Allied Jewish Appeal. newsman,
vice president; Betty
. . . DALE TAYLOR, general manager WENY Elmira, N. Y., ap- treasurer.
pointed radio director of American Cancer Society, New York State Div. Penny, KNX Hollywood, secretaryElected to the board of directors
PATRICIA KLOSKA, Boiling Co., Chicago, and Henry Gross, married were
Al Gordon,
KFWB; ABC;
Roger Sprague,
NBC;
Bob Garred,
Oct. 6. . . . LEE FONDREN, national sales manager KLZ Denver, Lyon,
KLAC-TV.
Carroll Sugar, Eddie
local
director ofwastheappointed
group. public relations
elected second vice president of Denver Ad Club. . . . E. K. HARTEN- publicist
BOWER, general manager KCMO Kansas City, Mo., appointed chairThe news club, formerly named
man of special events committee for Greater Kansas City United the Radio News Club, is now
plans for
the presentaFunds Drive. . . . JOHN ROSSETER, general manager WTVN(TV) formulating
tion of a television
program
similar
Columbus, Ohio, appointed honorary chairman of National Amputation to their
News Is Our Business proFoundation Drive in Columbus.
gram on KFWB Hollywood.
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Respects
(Continued from page 52)
WTVN brochure states.
Being an integral part of local
affairs makes good business, too,
Edward Lamb insists. That is a
part of the Lamb philosophy many
other broadcasters also are proving
daily.
Mr. Lamb established WTOD in
Toledotimeinoutlet1946.
It is kc.
a 1 kwIts dayon 1560
FM
affiliate, WTRT, is programmed
independently and is claimed to be
operating at a profit.
It was FM and the bright
promises made for the new medium
that brought Mr. Lamb into radio.
He subsequently filed for FM outlets in Springfield and Mansfield,
Radio's ofGrand
tenuresales;
are
Ohio, both of which were granted (IFIFTH
r) anniversary
John J. Karol,celebrants
CBS vicemarking
presidentCBSin charge
RadioSlam
Network
in early 1948. The permits were Leeto Mack
Marshall, advertising manager. Continental Baking Co., continual
dropped later that year because
IreneofBeasley,
star, andContinental.
Raymond K. Stritzinger,
of changed industry conditions. sponsor of program;
chairman
board andshow's
president.
His Unity Corp. also had requested
FM stations in Columbus and Lima,
Ohio, but these had been dropped lawsuits against U.S. industry.
earlier.
NARND SETS DATE
"It was a lot of fun," Mr. Lamb
His appearance in the Mansfield
To Honor Old Timers
case evoked sharp opposition from says, "but when anyone says that 'OLD TIME' radio-TV newsmen
a competing applicant, the Mans- it was secretly financed by 'sub- will be honored at the sixth annual
that's a $10,000
lot of hooey.
field Journal, as well as eruptions
moreversives'than
of hardI convention of the National Assn. of
from Capitol Hill respecting his paid
earned
American
bucks
out
of my Radio News Directors Nov. 12-14
pastBut"associations"
writings.Coy own pocket for that case. But
if at Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
FCC Chairmanand Wayne
it
did
some
good
for
the
American
NARND President Ben Chatfield,
at the time stated an investigation people, the time and effort was
WMAZtions toMacon,
asked stafound no information to suppoi-t well worth the candle."
send himGa.,briefhas biographies
certain of the charges.
of
newsmen
who
have
been
in the
WTVN, granted in early 1948,
His law practice hasn't been
for a decade or longer. The
began serving the Columbus area wholly on labor's side of the fence. field
plans toto those
presentnewsmen
certifitop in-in association
Sept. 29, 1949. It is assigned He has represented
cates of service
dustrial and businessmany
concerns
Channel 6 (82-88 mc).
who
have
been
in
news
work
the
other
cases.
WICU, on Channel 12 (204-210
number of years.
He married Prudence Hutchin- greatest
mc), was approved concurrently
Winners of awards will be anson in 1931. They have two children,
with WTVN and started serving Priscilla
at the convention and
age 13, and will be nounced
Erie March 9, 1949. Mr. Lamb Edward Prudence,
presented trophies and
Hutchinson,
18.
The
acquired the Erie Dispatch in 1945.
certificates.
Basket Mosse, radio
Lambs keep apartments in the
Born in Toledo
chairman, Medill School
cities where they have properties. division
of Journalism, Northwestern U.,
Edward Lamb was born April 23,
1902, at Toledo, the son of Clarence Mr. Lamb insists that "if they're Evanston, 111., said he was pleased
the number of entries this year.
M. and Mary Gross Lamb. He in- well run, they're closely super- at Newsmen
station managers
herited the independence of his
Mr. Lamb owns amusement parks planning to and
attend the convention
father, a commercial fisherman, vised."
and
other
properties,
writes
newsto such an extent he decided he
urged to make reservations
paper columns and makes a lot are
would even seek his career in an- of speeches.
through Mrs. CatheHis hobby, above all immediately
other field.
rine Lowery, Hotel Sherman.
others,
is
skiing
and
he
will
talk
Young Lamb worked his way
hours about the slopes here
through Toledo high school and for
and abroad.
during the early 20s Dartmouth,
Lamb is a memberand ofradio
"all CHICAGO RADIO COUNCIL
Harvard, Yale and Western Re- theMr.legal,
Adds Seven to Staff
serve U. He received his LLB fraternities newspaper
and
organizations
in SEVEN staff members have been
from the latter in 1927.
the
book,"
and
belongs
to
social
For a time he taught economics and civic clubs in several cities. added to the Radio Council of the
of Education beat Columbia U., but quit to "bum He is a founder of the National Chicagocause ofBoard
expanding activities, Diaround the world" until offered a Lawyers Guild and was executive
rector
George
Jennings
said last
"swell
job" ofin Toledo.
the law department vice president from 1939 to 1944. week. The council plans more
work
of the City
Frequently
making
news
broadin
film
and
television.
By the early 30s Mr. Lamb had
casts on his stations, Mr. Lamb
New
personnel
includes
Reginald
opened his own law office and soon sees television as "electronic jourKing, formerly of KFIO Spokane,
claimed to have the largest nonnalism," which hasn't
scratchis program director. Irwin
paying practice in the country. He
ed the surface
of itseven
future
use- who
Knehans will direct film and telefulness.
refused to accept retainers from
vision work. Supervising the enany source, not wishing to be "tied
larged production division is Wildown.*' Because he enjoyed them,
liam Bromfield, who has worked at
he took a lot of civil liberty cases Taylor Confirmed
CBS-TV
New York. Helen Swanfor
racial groups, trade unions and SENATE last week confirmed Tel- son has been
added to the music
others.
ford A. Taylor, a former FCC Gen- department. Eleonor
Podrivacky
eral Counsel, as Administrator of has charge of all foreign-language
His fight for employes of the
Mt. Clemens Pottery Co., sup- the Small Defense Plants Adminis- programs on the Council station,
ported by the Supreme Court in
tration [B • T, Oct. 15]. Mr.
(FM).
1946, established the precedent for Taylor has been associated with the WBEZ
New writers are Jack Piller and
Joint Committee on Educational Milton
labor's
claims
to
retroactive
portalCohen.
Latter has written
to-portalgated pay
reportedly
insti- Television,
eral counsel.where he served as gen- freelance radio and TV scripts.
some $4and billion
in union
BROADCASTING
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COPYRIGHT BILL
Scopeof
A Would
HOUSE Broaden
committee Law's
is in favor
broadening the copyright law to
protect recording rights of authors
of non-dramatic literary works [B
• T, May 21, 14].
A bill (HR 3589) which would do
just that was approved last week
by the House Judiciary Committee
and sent to the House where it was
placed on the consent calendar.
This means the bill could come up
at any time and be passed without
vote if there is no objection.
The law already affords rights to
authors of dramatic works. However, it does not give the same
number of rights for all classes of
copyright material although it lists
various kinds of material which
can be copyrighted and assigns
certain rights to each.
Effect of Revision
Change in language favored by
the House committee would give
rights to non-dramatic material
corresponding to those given to
music — that is, for performance
"for profit."
In addition, recording
rights
are extended.
Originally, the committee had
difficulty in deciding whether to
accord the same recording rights
for sermons or lectures that literary works have. It solved this by
extending public performance
rights with a "for profit" limita-

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 1U)

years later, after six weeks of suin Walker's
York office,pervisingshebusinessjoined
the JohnNewE.
Pearson Co.
Miss Fisher has the blue ribbon
for
being ofPearson's
in time
service. oldest
Her employee
territory
includes Detroit, Cleveland and all
of Indiana.
A member of the Chicago Television Council and former secretary of the Radio Management
Club, Miss Fisher lives on the near
north side with her son by an
earlier marriage, Roger Douglas,
13. Rog, an eighth grader, disglimmering
SMILES are reflected all around as the Sales Promotion Committee of the
siasmplaysfora drama
but is of
moreenthupassionate about model railroading.
California Broadcasters Assn. pose with Randy Allen, Hollywood model, at
an
SCBA
salesmen's
rally
at
Hollywood
Roosevelt
Hotel.
They
are
(I
to
r):
A
veteran
sailor
("all
I
really
Calvin J. Smith, president, KFAC; Tom Frandsen, sales manager, KMPC; do is sit"), Miss Fisher has been
Miss Alkin; Stanley Spero, account executive, KFAC; Sydney Gaynor, commer- on summer sailing trips with
cial manager, KFWB, all Los Angeles. RIAGAM on badges worn by com- friends for the past three years.
This year, minus the necessary
mitteemen stands for Radio Is America's Greatest Advertising Medium.
wind, she spent most of her two
weeks sitting aboard the Cara Mia
thors
and
publishers,
which
could
tion.
No
recording
rights
were
extended.
attempt to negotiate with each yawl outside Green Bay, Wis. The
It also voted to extend recording station in the country for poetic boat won the Mackinac regatta
four times, three times consecurights to dramatic works, to clear "license" in setting a fee.
tively— "but the wind cooperated
A committee staff member, who
up that section of the law, which
gave public performance rights aided in writing the committee's
was such
aca- a lot more."
without
"for profit"
c as therethe isobjection
no evidence
When ahearings
were limitation.
held on the report, demisaid
would be created.
bill last May, NARTB, which ap- a society
CARRUTHERS
Another objection voiced by W. W.
peared in opposition, expressed
Don Lee Executive Dies
fear the suggested change in the broadcasters was the $250 minimum penalty involved. Spokesmen FUNERAL services for Walter W.
law might create a new-type "li- requested
the fee.
penaltyHowever,
be re- Carruthers Jr., 38, vice president
censing society" made up of auduced to a that
nominal
Don ting
Lee
Broadcas
the committee upheld the penalty in in charge of engineering,
the bill,
sayingof :damages
"It is believed
System, wereHollythe
subject
which that
afheld
fects many of the other provisions
Oct. 17wood,from
the
// You Want Me To Hear Your Sales
of the copyright law requires speChurch
of
the
cial study as a separate problem or
Recessional,
in relation to a complete revision
Forest
Story— Put It On
Memorial Lawn
Park,
of Inthatitslaw."report, the committee
Glendale Calif.
pointed to testimony by Vince WaMr. Carruthers
silewski, NARTB attorney, in
died Oct. 15 at
which
he said:
. . in principle
is difficult
to ".disagree
with theit Mr. Carruthers Good Samaritan
Hospital, Los
proposition that an author should
be compensated for the planned Angeles, after a short illness.
WREN
Mr. Carruthers joined Don Lee
commercial use that a broadcasting
in
as aleftprogram
station makes of his work."
TOPEKA
In 1938
1942 he
to becometechnician.
project
supervisor
for
of California Division oftheWarU. Research,
returning to Don Lee three years
SCBA 'Whingding'
ADVERTISING
agency executives, later as Director of Research. In
for the first time, will participate 1949 he was appointed chief engineer in charge of all radio
the Southern
annual stage
"Whingding"
ofin the
California
Broad- activities for the network.
He
leaves
his widow Dorothy,
casters
Assn.
when
held
at
OakABC
mont Country Club in Glendale and one son, Walter, III. A brothnext
Monday
(Oct.
29).
Golf
er, John, is building maintenance
5000 WATTS
tournament and banquet in past superintendent
for Don Lee.
years
have
been
"closed
shop"
for
network and station men, station
representatives and trade press.
J. Frank Burke Jr., president and Currie W. Haines
general manager of KFVD Los FUNERAL services for Currie W.
Angeles, is general chairman.
Haines, 47, art director, McCarty
Co., Los Angeles advertising agencommercial
artist who
NEW MONTHLY publication, The at cyhisand home
in Pasadena
Oct. died
12,
Capitol-izer is being sent by Capitol were
15 in Pasadena. Mr.
Records Inc. to its library subscribers. HainesheldhadOct.been
with
the
agency
Four-page
booklet includes
WEED & CO. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
ies of subscriber
stations,sales
newsstor-of since 1926. Besides his widow,
Marian, he leaves two sons, Currie
artists,
aids. new releases and production W.
Jr. and William P.
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WSPD SHIFTS
Four Promotions Announced
FOUR promotions were announced
last week by Allen Haid, newlynamed operating vice president of
WSPD-AM-TV Toledo, Ohio [B •
T, Oct. 8].
Bob Evans, former sports director and production manager of
WSPD, has been named program
director for the
combined
opera/
tions.
a
Evans,
M
I
"» graduate
Ohio
State U., ofbrings
to histion more
newthanposi-15
years of broadcasting experience.
Mr. Evans
Other newmotionsproinclude
those of Laura Jeffries, traffic
manager who assumes additional
duties of office personnel manager;
, Lester Dana, who becomes assistant program director and production manager, and Richard H.
Gourley, who will head the reorganized promotion department
as promotion manager.
Wes Shannon will continue as
sales manager of WSPD-AM-TV
and William Stringfellow will continue as chief engineer of the combined operations.

HARRY J. MUNRO appointed public
relations manager CKY Winnipeg.
CHARLES H. UNDERWOOD, program
directorof boy.
WMBS Uniontown, Pa.,
father

air-casters

announc-to
producerWLWD (TV)
Dayton,
HANK erSTOHL,
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
in same capacity.
FRANK rectorGALEN,
CBS Radio writer-producer-diand Television,
named head writer of CBS Television
Alan Young1 Show. He replaces PAUL
HENNING,
devote Burns
fulltime
to CBS resigned
Televisionto George
and Grade Allen Show.
LESLIE A. HARRIS, recording division and sales service department,
NBC Radio, to ABC, as presentation
writer in radio sales development.
W. W. DIEHL, manager Hamilton
Wright Publicity Office, San Juan,
P. R., to MBS, as feature editor of
press information staff.
ELLIOTT nouncerMcCAULEY,
chief Fla.,
anWBRD Fort Lauderdale,
appointed program director.
SIDNEY
NADLER, film editorassistant
WORTV
New
film
directorYork,WXELappointed
Cleveland.
RENEE MICKLIN named assistant in
program department KFAB Omaha.
CAROL JEAN FROST to continuity
department. She suceeds OLIVE PERCIVAL, resigned to be married.
ROBERT A. HIBBERT Jr. appointed
program
director WVCH, Chester,
Pa.
CANCELLATION SUIT
DAVE YELLIN, producer of The
Cliche Club, to NBC-TV, as studio
Ex-Operator of KBLF Wins supervisor.
BARBER, program director and
SUIT for $938.72, filed by Press BOB
Assn. Inc. against Dr. R. G. Frey, announcer WCUM Cumberland, Md.,
appointed
formerly licensed to operate KBLF Baltimore. staff announcer WMAR-TV
Red Bluff, Calif., ended in the
doctor's favor last week when a LARRY BERNS, producer-director
California judge ruled that the CBS Radio, Hollywood, takes on addiphysician had a right to cancel the talent tional
scoutduties asfor network's
both radioWestandCoast
TV.
agreement with the association to
furnish news to the station.
CHUCK PHILLIPS, WONW Defiance,
RUCKER, WIBA
The association's suit was based Ohio, andWis.,REXappointed
to announcon an agreement of July 1947. Dr. Madison,
ing staff WMAW Milwaukee.
Frey contended he terminated the
agreement in January 1949 by MARY AGNES HATAGAN to WKBN
notifying the association to that Youngstown, Ohio, as women's comtor. She will handle Just For
effect. The case hinged on inter- You program mentaunder
the name of Elaine
pretation ofcertain letters.
Carroll.
BOB KING,
disc jockey
WSIDin Baltimore, to WCAV
Norfolk,
same
Surrick Elected
capacity.
ROBERT
MURMUR,
WESX
Salem,
JOHN E. SURRICK, vice presi- Mass., appointed to announcing staff
dent and general manager of
WFBR Baltimore, has been elected WCCM Lawrence, Mass.
president of the MARY J. THOMPKINS named assistChesapeake Bay
ant to KATHLEEN CROUCH, transcription librarian WHAM Rochester,
Fishing Fair
Assn. Mr. Sur- N. Y.
rick has been ISABEL SHAFFER, musical director
serving as second WSJS Winston Salem, N. C, entervice president of Presidenttained aTruman
s organistonathisluncheon
for
recent visit
the association. to city.
The Fishing
Fair, attended by
HAWTHORNE, comedian-disc
anglers from JIM
jockey, starts five weekly 15 minute
Mr. Surrick throughout
the Hawthorne's Mailbag on KNX HollyUnited States, wood.
will be held next year at TilghCHARLES, organist on CBS
mans Island, Md. WFBR covers MILTON
Dr. Christian Show, signed for
the event with studio and remote Radio
similar
duties
on NBC Roy Rogers
broadcasts.
Show.
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NORMA SHEALY, Columbia,
receptionistS. WISC,
._, „„ ,
selected "Miss
for
South Carolina.
Southern
Belle"
She will
I with
15 compete
other
southern
beauties
in"Miss
Atlanta Southern
for the
Belle" nertitle.
Winwill receive
Hollywood
tract and tourcon-of
Miss Shealy United
Europe. States and
LEONARD nouncing
CARL
appointed
to anstaff KMA
Shenandoah,
Iowa. He has just been discharged
from
Army after
as chief
Information
and serving
Education
sectionof
for Japan-based Army groups.
JIM SIMPSON appointed to announcing staffplacing
WESC
Greenville,
S. C, reHUB TERRY,
resigned.
IRENE BEASLEY, hostess of Grand
Slam on CBS Radio, named honorary
chairman for radio for National Bible
Week,
15-21. to program and
MARTY Oct.PINSKER
production
department
WFIL Philadelphia.
BILL BRABSON and ED WOLPERT
named toCity,announcing
Atlantic
N. J. staff WFPG

NICK BASSO, staff announcer WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va., appointed news
director WSAZ-AM-TV.
FRANCIScasting(Pete)
Jr. broad15-minute TULLY
news commentary
over Maine Broadcasting System. Mr.
Tully was Washington correspondent
for Yankee network.
BOB torBARAGER
appointed
WRNY Rochester,
N. Y. news ediBAYLISS
CORBETT,
news editor WFDF(Jim)Flint,
Mich., appointed
news editor WFIN-AM-FM Findlay,
Ohio.
GUY DOBY to news staff KMA ShenDavenport.andoah, Iowa. He was with WOC
HARRY L. COHOON Jr., announcing
staff WHIM Providence, appointed
news editor WORC Worcester, Mass.
RAYMOND LAWS, announcing staff
WHAM Rochester, N. Y., transfers to
news department.
KEN KANTOR, NBC war correspondent in Korea and Japan, and MAURIE
SAVAGE, San Diego newsman, to NBC
Hollywood, as press representatives.
NANCY MILLER, news bureau CBS
Radio, Hollywood,
married
Oct. 20. and Don Sherman,
55

"till
forbid..
Seventy percent of WLAV advertisers remain on WLAV — so
long that we'll wager they've forgotten the date of signing.
We're listing a few here because they deserve our national
And,oftoo,
the truest
the power
ofthanks.
radio and
WLAVthey're
to deliver
more testimonial
listeners andto more
sales
for
each
dollar
invested.
More
than
incidentally,
it's a list
on which you belong. And soon.
8 YEARS
11 YEARS
Central Reformed Church A C Spark Plugs
Children's Bible Hour
Mich. GasStore
Co.'■■ •
Holsum
Bread
Boston
General
Mills
Goebel
10 YEARS
Hickok OilBrewing
Company
Bennett Fuel
YEARSLaundry
Burkholder Chevrolet 6 Baxter
Fox
HerrudJewelers
Packing
Wurzburg
Chase & Sanborn
Galewood
Outfitting
Atlas Brewing
Cody
Elston Cafeteria
Storage
9 YEARS
Griffin
Shoe Polish '
Economy Shoes
Frost
Pack
Lever
Brothers
Jergens
Fox Brewing Co.
Philco
P. Lorillard
Sears Roebuck
Texas
Company
Swift & Co.
Republic Distributing
but

never

WLAV

forbid

Grand Rapids, Mich.
AM-FM e ABC for
Michigan's Second Market
October 22, 1951 • Page 5'.

PROMOTION SONG
Issued by RCA Thesaurus
RCA THESAURUS library service has joined the nationwide
radio promotion drive by issuing
to station subscribers two special
recordings of the transcribed song,
"Wherever You Go, There's Radio"—having borrowed its title
from a slogan coined by the United
Detroit Radio Committee — acing to A. B.Recorded
Sambrook,Program
manager ofcordRCA
Services sales.
CELEBRATING affiliation of NBC and WDSU New Orleans was network
Claiming to be the first transshow. Way Down Yonder. On hand are (I to r) Robert D. Swezey, WDSU
library toto record
and districription
bute the tune
radio stations,
gen. mgr.; Ben Grauer, guest m.c. for show; H. W. Slavick, gen. mgr., WMC
Memphis; Paul Hancock, NBC sta. rel. dir., and Louis Read, WDSU coml. mgr. the Thesaurus is "helping to put
its subscriber stations actively into
the industry-wide
effort, Mr. Sambrook promotion
stated, adding
that "both versions are set up in
different time-lengths so as to afof use."is
As ford
an stations
added versatility
boost, Thesaurus
sending an accompanying letter to
subscribers suggesting they use
the promotion jingles for station
breaks, disc jockey programs, radiotures,exploitation
signaopening and program
closing program
themes, andday.to begin and end the
broadcast
over the return of NBC's
WHEN General Electric assumed spon- TALKING
Halls
of Ivyof Stars;
and debut
of CBS-TV'sby
Playhouse
both sponsored
sorship
of
CBS
Radio's
Football
Brewing, are (I to r) Sigurd S. WPAZ STARTS
Roundup series. Sports Director Red Schlitz
president; Mrs. LarBarber (I), host on program, had as Larmon, Y&R Coleman,
Pottstown Daytimer on Air
star of prospecial guest William Sahloff, gen. mon; Ronald
gram. Behind Mrs. Larmon is Ted WPAZ Pottstown, Pa., 1370 kc
Rosenak, Schlitz adv. & merchandis- with 1 kw daytime, went on the
mgr. of G-E Receiver Dept.
ing mgr.
air Oct. 1, it was announced last
week by Pottstown Broadcasting
Co., licensee. Herbert Scott is general manager of the station, located
at 247 tional
Highrepresentative
St., Pottstown.
is WilliamNa-G.
Rambeau, New York.
Other officers include Ralph Mellon, chief engineer; Clifford M.
Chafey, sales manager; Bud Bentz
and Lou Douglas, disc jockeys;
Charles King, sports director; Sidney Omarr, news editor; Jean
Coleen, news reporter; Faye Scott,
bookkeeper; Martha King, copy
writer; Fred Mills and William
JON ARTHUR (I), star of No School REVIEWING his orders with Capt. Smith, engineers.
B. A. Flaft, Military Air Transport
Today,
ABC
co-op
show,
shakes
hand
of Henry Sloman, v. p. of Blossom Service, Long Beach, Calif., is Ralph
Dairy,sor on WKNA
Charleston,
W. Va., John
show Wadspon- Story
of Columbia
Pacific's
Top toof Seattle Civic Group
Charleston.
the Morning
radio series,
just prior
four-week tour of Europe, Near East SIX Seattle radio executives have
dell,
head
of
radio-TV
for
G.
P.
African Army bases. Mr. Story
Gundlach Co.,lookscounselor
on. to dairy, and
will tape-record
the civic
comforniansinterviews
overseas. with Cali- been appointed
mittee which willto plan
and direct
Puget
Sound
city's
year-long
TELLING Dr. Ross Dog & Cat Food dealers via closed circuit about ad cam- the
centennial observance. Those apColumbia gen.
Pacificsis. Theater
of Famous Pacific;
Radio Players
pointed include Mrs. Scott Bullitt,
are (Ipaigton on ther) sponsor's
Edwin W.newBuckalew,
mgr., Columbia
D. B.
Lewis, president, Lewis Food Co., maker of Dr. Ross Foods, and Mike May, owner of King Broadcasting Co.;
sis. mgr., Lewis Food Co.
0. W. Fisher,
president-general
of KOMO;
Saul Haas,
: - ' ■■ ■•
i manager
KIRO president; J. Archie Morton,
KJR general manager; Henry B.
Owen, executive vice president of
KING, and Loren B. Stone, KIRO
general manager. Also named to
the committee were William H.
Horsley,tisingPacific
National
Adver-of
Agency; Harry
Pearson,
Pearson, Morgan and Pascoe, and
Howard J. Ryan, of How Ryan &
Son. tionSeattle's
centennial
will open Nov.
13 with celebraa visit
to
the
city
by
General
Douglas
MacArthur.

CREDIT CONTROLS
Rep. Tackett Hits FRB
IN A eral
blistering
attack onRep.the Boyd
FedReserve Board,
Tackett (D-Ark.) last week
branded
W asrepulsive
"one of
the
most Regulation
vicious, useless,
and immoral laws ever passed in
the annals of a- constitutional deThe Arkansas Democrat charged
mocracy."
that
the FRB the
is "faking
to establish
need forstatistics"
federal
control over installment purchases
of radio-TV receivers and other
household
state-16
ment was appliances.
inserted in theHisOct.
Congressional Record.
Specifically, he questioned figures
published by the Board claiming
that consumers owe $3 billion on
household appliances (including radio-TV sets) and an overall total
of $19 billion for all goods. Actual y, he argued, the total public
debt is closer to $7 billion. The
board's economists, he asserted,
"want you to get the impression
that every Tom, Dick and Harry
in the country is buying three televisions, four radios and more furniture than the
he $19
can billion
possibly
He labeled
figureuse."as
"phony" and a "sly attempt" to lay
the groundwork
sumer controls. for permanent con"The Federal Reserve Board has
built up such a great name for
honesty that Washington correspondents and radio commentators
run off with the board's press releases without even checking them,"
he declared.
Keystone cops of Meanwhile,
the board are"thefalling
all over- each other in their silly
efforts to browbeat the little felMoreover, he continued, Congress
passed a law to regulate retailers
and buyers "when they were already doing more than the regulation required anyway."
Credit
restrictions on radio-TV
low."
set appliances were eased earlier
this year by amendment to Regulation W. New terms provide for a
15% down
payment
balance payable
withinwith
18 the
months,
compared to former provisions calling for 25% down and 15 months
maturity.nouncedThe
it will board
crack later
down an-on
dealers
who
offer
"fictitious"
in allowances on appliances trade[B •
T, Sept. 17, 10].
Name Brands Promotion
BRAND Names Foundation Inc.,
New York,
a brochure of 35 hasspotpublished
announcements
and several vignettes all aimed at
telling
why toitbuyis tobrand
the consumer's
advantage
name merchandise. This latest publication
is the seventh in a continuing series
on
spot radio
announcements
"designed
tolisteners
help
remind
their
howstations
the brand
names

system contributes to -America's
better living."
Telecasting
ROADCASTING •

more significance to broadcasters
Recruiting Funds
than was at first presumed. Col.
Berkeley said the Defense Dept.
(Continued from page 28)
its earlier budget estislated to commence Oct. 13 for the had revised
mates this summer, scrapping plans
duration of the season on 285 net- for a paid
$735,000 spot campaign
work stations at an estimated scheduled for
next spring. This
$117,000. A third program — not
yet on the air but earmarked for was done, he added, because of the
expenditure for radio
December — was to have featured $900,000-plus
Sportscaster Bill Stern on NBC for programs out of 1950-51 funds.
If publicmitted toservice
drivesunmolested
are per$254,000.
continue
These three programs actually
were committed out of funds for without touching on paid monies,
will be
fiscal 1950-51. Defense spokesmen broadcasters presumably
time for this cam, said they had studied the Senate asked topaign donate
at
least
equivalent
to the
! rider and concluded that cancella- $735,000 sum.
tion of the programs conforms with
The
latest
breakdown,
furnished
>the spirit if not the literal content
by Col. Berkeley, allots $45,000 for
of the amendment on paid shows.
TV production and no funds for
The dilemma of the military on radio
The breakdown adds
this and other media advertising up to itself.
$2.1 million for advertising,
was summed up by Lt. Col. William the figure
originally
in
Berkeley, chief of the Publicity the budget, plus anotherrequested
Branch, Military Personnel Pro- to be expended at the $1localmillion
curement Service, Adjutant Gen- Force and Army office levels. Air
j Ieral's
Office.
Newspaper Allotments
"We are uncertain about our fuI ture
plansTheandDefense
even
While the breakdown is now inpublic advertising
service shows.
operative because of the action of
Dept. has launched a study to deter- the conferees'
on S 5054
mine the different methods of re- the allotments committee
are revealed as folcruiting used by the Army, Air lows:
Force, Navy and Marines," he explained.
Newspaper supplements, $257,production, $45,000; maga"As you know, the Navy, for 000; TV zines,
$1,110,190; preparation of
instance,
doesn't
buy
time
or
space
for recruiting. These techniques materials, $174,618; recruiting publicity, $15,000; films and training
are different from those used by
I the Army and Air Force. When aids, $75,000; research, $10,000;
I the study is completed, we will reserve for "unanticipated costs,"
have a basis for unified action for $277,982.
The maneuver to cut advertising
evaluating our future plans."
Col. Berkeley noted that Sen. funds for recruiting was viewed
with
concern by NARTB, Grant
Joseph O'Mahoney (D - Wyo.),
the U. S. Chamber of
] prime mover behind the funds cut, Advertising,
Commerce
and newspaper and
had attacked paid advertising in
particular and had questioned the magazine associations [B • T, Oct.
wisdom of the Air Force and Army 15, 8]. By an ironic twist, printed
buying time when the Navy got media probably will view the ban
hundreds of thousands of dollars with greater alarm than broadcasters because of its traditional
on the air free.
prohibition against free advertising
Radio-TV Cited
space. Radio-TV, on the other
"Naturally, we are sorry to lose hand, had always justified its share
the benefit of these funds for pro- because ficenceofin doling
the out
industry's
free time.munigrams and spot
In appreciation of this gesture,
Col. Berkeley
told announcements,"
Broadcasting •
the Defense Dept. in its original
Telecasting.
"We industry
have figured
that the radio-TV
has budget extended a 40 % share to
contributed as much as $14 million broadcast media, compared to 25 c7
20^ for
magain free time in any one year. We've for newspapers
zines. In the and
revised
estimates,
been very appreciative of their efauthorities noted, the $901,000
forts."
The publicity chief also disclosed compared favorably with the $1
that Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, assist- million-plus allotted newspapers.
A similar proviso against savant Secretary of Defense (on manings bond advertising in all media
power), had conferred with Sen. had been
written into an omnibus
O'Mahoney
on
the
issue
of
public
military
expenditures bill (HR
! service shows, viz., whether the
by Committee.
the Senate Appropriai amendment constitutes a flat pro- 5215) tions
j hibition against these campaigns.
The
Senate
rejected the rider
J In the light of theeley
Senator's
they in principle on the floor after stern
felt, comIme
opposition from Sen. Styles Bridges
bly ,Col.
wouldBerknot be affected.
probants
but agreed committee.
to reconCol. Berkeley also noted that the (R-N. sideH.),
r it in conference
funds committed to these network Technically,
the
upper
chamber
,
s
rams
and other (The
radio prog
only that portion of the
Big Inning on MBS, estimated at adopted
Bridges
amendment
calling
for a
50,000, which ended this week;
reduction from SI million to
Roller Derby, on ABC last year, fund
$500,000,
and
rejected
the
and Madison Square Garden sports against radio, TV and other ban
adtotal radio outevents), brought ely
vertising byrefusing to accept the
lays to approximat $901,000.
committee
proposal
in
toto.
The public service aspect is of
Floor proceedings on the now
BROADCASTING
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celebrated case of the "modified
amendment
amendment"
so involvedto anthat
neither were
Sen.
Bridges nor the Appropriations
Committee were certain whether
the Senate had, in fact, approved
the entire Bridges proposal.
It was revealed that radio and
its advertisers had contributed over
50% of all free measurable advertising to savings bond drives over
many of the past 11 years.
Conferees met last Wednesday to
study differences between the lower
and upper house versions, but
ofreached
the bill.no decision on that phase
Comprising
conference
committee are Sens.theKenneth
McKellar
(D-Tenn.), Carl Hayden (DAriz.), Richard B. Russell (D-Ga.),
Pat McCarran (D-Nev.), Joseph
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), Styles
Bridges (R-N. H.) , Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.), Kenneth Wherry
(R-Neb.) and Guy Cordon (ItOre.). Selected from the House
were Reps. Clarence Cannon (DMo.), Albert Thomas (D-Texas),
Jamie Whitten (D-Miss.), John
Taber
(R-Wis.).(R-N. Y.) and Glenn Davis
WGAF to Join ABC
WGAF Valdosta, Ga., will join the
ABC radio network, effective Nov.
1, to bring total affiliates to 297
stations. A 5 kw, fulltime station,
WGAF operates on 910 kc and is
owned by the Valdosta Broadcasting Co. George B. Cook is manager.

f/nnij
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LIFE INSURANCE
AAAA Offers Members Plan
GROUP Life Insurance Plan, open
to employes of its 225 member
companies, has been put into effect
by the tising
American
Agencies. Assn. of AdverReportedly the first nation-wide
plan of its kind in the agency business and one of the few in the advertising industry, the plan provides life insurance for all full-time
employes in amounts prorated to
the individual's earnings up to a
S10,000 maximum. Accidental death
and dismemberment coverage is
included. At least 23 member agencies had subscribed to the plan
before it was put in operation on
Sept. 23, although subscription is
not open to those with main offices
in Texas suranceorlawsOhio,
wherejoining.
state inprohibit
Plan allows for membership by
agencies with too few employes to
have their own group insurance, it
was pointed out, and provides for
favorable subscription rates due to
groupLewis
participation.
are
J.
Ames ofTrustees
Ruthrauff
&McCann-Erickson.
Ryan, and John L.Insurance
Anderson willof
be carried by the Prudential Co.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles commended
by Television Committee of Los An10th District
CaliforniaforCon-its
grgeles
es of Parents
successful
effortsandin Teachers
trying to have
televised the Activities
hearings ofin thecity.House
Un-American

SELLS MORE
MERCHANDISE

the Advertising Research Bureau, Inc.,
recently posed questions to shoppers in
a department of Nebraska Clothing
Company,
exclusive
store for men,
women,ready-to-wear
and children
to determine the relative effectiveness of equally budgeted ra chased, or
paper advertising. After interviewing those people who had ved:and newsinquired for the test mercha
computed figures shov
Radio ndise, ARBI's
Total
KBON
Both Other
% Traffic 43.2% News24.3% 10.8% 21.7% 100.0%
% Purchasing
Merchandise 81.3% paper
55.6%
78.4%
75.0% 100.0°=
% Dollar Value
of Purchases 23.5% 1 3.7%
4.5% 58.3% 100.0%
Buy KBON . . . the Station That Gets Results!
KBON CARRIED ADVERTISING FOR 248 LOCAL MERCHANTS IN THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS OF 1951
INLAND BROADCASTING CO.
WORLD INSURANCE BLDG., OMAHA
Paul R. Fry, Pres. and Gen'l Sales Mgr.
John E. Pearson, National Repr.
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MAGNECORD
New Corporations Formed
MAGNECORD Inc., Chicago, last
week announced formation of two
new corporations, the Magnecord
Western HemisjhhmhmH|
phere Corp. and
Magnecordnational LInterJP^HBH
td.
™^_J|M
President of
'TTvtjT«
both new firms is
J|x»
M C. G. Barker. Ad.
j^H A u e m a will
H^wi^l serve as manager
corpora
of bothand
B^B tions
^™^BpW"^^^
will„ Barke
„ ,
have offices in
Mr.
r
New York
Magnecord Western will conduct
business in North, Central, South
America and Canada, with the aim
of creating new markets for U. S.
goods.
Other Officers
Other officers of this corporation
were listed as John Boyers and
Arthur Towell, vice presidents;
Robert Landon, secretary, and
Arminbers of Buetow,
the board treasurer.
of directorsMemare
Mark Goldberg and Messrs. Barker,
Towell, Landon and Boyers.
Magnecord International will
handle all Magnecord business outside of the Western Hemisphere.
Its aim will be the creation of new
markets for U. S. goods and the
goal of distributing manufacturing
"know-how" to countries unable to

do the manufacturing themselves.
This corporation also will license
firms for manufacturing in foreign
countries.
Members
of the board
cord International
unit ofareMagneGlen
D. Roberts, Louis Paley and
Messrs. Barker, Boyers and Landon. Mr. Buetow serves as treasurer of the international firm also.
BRAND SURVEYS
KMA Studies Foods, Drugs
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, has just
published
its 1951
tion Surveys
for Brand
drug Distribuproducts
and for food and grocery store
products.
Harold B. Arkoff, KMA promotionsearchmanager,
said extensive
reover several
months took
station representatives more than
2,500 miles into Iowa, Nebraska,
Missouri and Kansas to obtain the
data.
In eachmained thesurvey,
the insample
resame as
previous
years,
so
comparisons
could
be
made.
The food and grocery products
survey was made by the KMA merchandising staf which checked 75
grocery stores in 34 towns of the
four states. This same staff
checked 50 drug stores in 40 towns
of the four states for the drug
products survey.
Mr. Arkoff said KMA will send
copies of either or both surveys
on request.

DYNAMIC
E*
HEADPHON

QrLtra Conduct

"...The Permoflux High Fidelity Dynamic
Headphones exceed in every way any other
phones 1 have ever used.'''
Permoflux High Fidelity
UNSURPASSED FOR BROADCASTING,
Dynamic Headphone
Model
with Model—
No. 1505DHS-17Ear Cushion.
TELEVISION AND RECORDING USES!
New developments in design make possible the
use of these units in applications heretofore not covered in the electronic
field. Permoflux offers the finest headphones made for
broadcast, television and recording uses as well as
monitoring, audio metric work and auditory training.
Send today for the new. Permoflux catalog #J203 for the
latest information on the new Permoflux Dynamic Headphones
and "Champion" line of Speakers.
PERMOFLUX
CORPORATION
4901-J W. GRAND
39, Itt.Mfg.• 236Company
S. VERDUGO ito,RD„ Canada
GLEN DALE 5, CALIF
CanadianAVE.,Lit CHICAGO npbell
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allied arts

midwestAr-GEDNEY,United
H. ntative
em RDreprese
RICHA
tists' Corp., named sales representative for Uniteds Televisionl Programs, distributor of nationa and
ted film
He will
syndicafrom
360
Chicagoms. office,
UTP progra
work
serve
North MichiganernAve., and will stern
several midwest and southwe
TV
cies. markets as well as Chicago agenJ. W. MILLER Co., Guilford, Conn.,
announces addition of ten more stations using itsNumber
new quiz
show Hold
The Phone.
of stations
now
carrying program is 60.
LESLIE F. BIEBL, program director
Associated Program Service, N. Y., to
Air Music Inc., same city, as director
of programming
the firm's FM
background
music forservice.
CALVIN BELL, vice president Tele
King Corp., N. Y., appointed to electronics products-end equipment industry advisory
committee of National
Production
Authority.
WILLIAM E. (Bill) LANE, radio sales
department WWJ-AM-TV Detroit, apsales and advertisingpointed
Videodirector
Films,of Detroit.
WALT HEEBNER, west coast artistrepertoire
RCA-Victor,as
to Capitolrepresentative
Records, Hollywood,
independent producer in album repertoire department. He assists FRANCIS M. SCOTT, director of album
recording.
BEN PEARSON, radio-television director Stempel-Olenick, L. A., to newly-organized Federal Television Corp.,
L. A., radio-TV packager and talent
agency, as vice president. WILLIAM
COLLIER
COURT isJr.alsois president;
associated LEO
withLEFthe
new firm. Offices are at 211 S. Beverly
Drive. Telephone is Crestview 4-5488.

NORAN E. KERSTA Co., Garden City,
N. Y., has released brochure describcompany's consultanting
serviceall
to TVingbroadcasters.
Piece covers
aspects of its service.
W. H. ALLEN, renewal sales section
of tube department RCA Victor, appointed eastern district renewal sales
manager. VICTOR WILLIAMS, renewal sales section of tube department, appointed southeastern district
renewal sales manager. W. H. GARRETTnewalappointed
central district
sales manager.
CHARLESreBROKAW, appointed renewal sales
manager of western division.
EDWIN R. LIBERG appointed supervisor of custom engineering for Audio
& Video Products Corp., N. Y.
BENDIX RADIO & TELEVISION Div.,
of Bendix Aviation Corp., Baltimore,
announces publication of new humorous booklet for TV servicemen entitled Blue Book of TV Servicing.
Forty-page
"do's and
don't's" and booklet
tips to gives
TV servicemen
about getting along with customers.
LINDBURG
Co., Berkeley, Calif, INSTRUMENT
(phonograph equipment),
moves
to
larger
headquarters
at 1808
Harmon St.
K. J. FARTHING, sales manager of
Canadian Westinghouse Co. Ltd.,
Hamilton, Ont., appointed manager
advertising department.
PHILIP S. BEACH, assistant to president Pacific Outdoor Advertising,
L. A., appointed to newly created
positionman Radio
of advertising
Corp., that director
city. HoffBRUSH DEVELOPMENT Co., Cleveannounceshighnew fidelity
headphone
receiverland, Ohio,featuring
and
smooth frequency response. Headphone receiver is available in three
styles, Double Headset BA-206, Single
BA-208.
Headset BA-207 and Lornette Style
D. S.Receiver
BELDON,Dept.,
radioGeneral
sales manager
for
Electric
Co., Syracuse,
appointed
account sales manager
for national
department.
D. E. WESTON Jr., television sales
manager of department, succeeds Mr.
Beldon, as radio sales manager. R.
V. BUIVIDE, district manager in Minneapolis for department, appointed
assistant radio sales manager.
"Technical • •

H. U. MANN Co., Chicago, appointed
distributor for Bendix Radio & TeleBaltimore.vision Div., Bendix Aviation Corp.,
GENERAL RADIO Co., Cambridge,
Mass., announces publication of catalog M, listing all types of equipment
produced by company. The 249-page
catalog gramfeatures
s of equipment.pictures and diaJACK F. McKINNEY SALES Co., Dallas, Texas, named sales representative for cathode-ray tube division,
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Passaic, N. J.
Company will cover jobbers in Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana and ERNEST T. ROBARGE, WKNE Keene,
Mississippi.
N. H., engineer.
to WKNY Kingston, N. Y., as
chief
PAUL ECKSTEIN, sales manager Hallicrafters, Chicago, resigns to form
his own electronic manufacturers
sales representative organization. Offices are located in Pure Oil Bldg.,
35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago.
WEOK
RCA Engineering Products Dept.,
POUGHKEEPSIE
Camden, announces new and compact
studio consolette providing flexible
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
speech input system for AM, FM and
TV stations. New consolette, BC-2B,
is successor to company's 76 series.
BROADCASTING
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THE WHOLE FAMILY-ALL THE TIME!

8 ofjci
the "Top
10 i/t
Men's Shows'
are on KTLA «
erV-ST/
ncT

7 of the "Top 10 Women's Shows' are on KTLA ^

-- ^
nAg
TeEShows'
8 of themst
"Top 10 Teenagers'
a reers
on KTLA
i NoTO
; not Oust ChiLdPZK7 of the "Top 10 Children's Shows' are on KTLA ^*

9 of the "Top 10 Daytime Shows" are on KTLA ^
| Not OwSt DAi/^Me-By Markets

Even
Nest
8 of theor
"Top 10 Evening
Shows"ings
are on -"^C Tele-Que, September 1951
LOS AHGELES
CHANNEL 5
~Q>anuuml 7*

KTLA Studios 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 HOIIywood 9-6363
Eastern Sales Office 1501 Broadway, New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700
PAOl H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
KEY STATION OF THE PARAMOUNT TELEVISION NETWORK
KTLA — THE BEST ADVERTISING BUY IN LOS ANGELES

tyotc yet

RIG

a

S
OMO

B

IN

INDIANAPOLIS
WFBM-TV

S
S ET

>
/ TErt s HAUTE,
)IANA

WFBMTV
INDIANAPOLIS

Says RUSSELL E. ARCHER, Manager
ARCHER & EVINGER
Television and Radio Parts Wholesalers
T348 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, Indiana
\ 1
'The channel six antenna is the only one worth-while in Terre

Haute (seventy -four miles from Indianapolis) . . . there are
now about 2000 sets in Terre Haute and Vigo County."
• WFBM-TV

is a big plus value for anybody's advertising

dollar! Ask the men living outside this station's 60 -mile area
(where 171,2 50* TV sets are currently installed) . . . they'll
tell you you're beamed to the HEART

PLUS of the lush

Hoosier market when you are on Indiana's FIRST station.
Thousands of "bonus" sets, in a wide fringe area, are bringing
in WFBM-TV
The home of WFBM-TV at 1330
North Meridian Street in Indianapolis isa beautiful new building,
designed exclusively for radio
and television. Complete facilities
for both studio productions and
film presentations are available.

REPRES

ENTED

exclusively! Plan now to include Indiana's pio-

neer station in your recommendations . . . it's today's biggest
TV buy!

NATIONALLY

*Source: Broadcasting-Telecasting, Oct. 22, 1951
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Air Their Demands at Rump Meeting
NBC TV AFFILIATES
open house at the Stevens had been laid for mutual under- hours contributed to the network
NBC'snetwork
television
affiliates
calledthemon held
after the meeting.
the
last week
to pay
affiliates and about guaranteed rates for
Discussion proceeded along the conventionstandingto duringbe theheldNBCin late
No- stations. They complained about
more money and to stop a number
format
of
the
prepared
agenda
and
v
e
m
b
e
r
a
t
Boca
Raton,
Fla.
of They
practices
don't atlike.a in quiet, sincere manner despite the
optionalwork contracts
time provisions
of netand they thought
laid thedownstations
demands
Get 'Gripe' Session
rump meeting held Thursday at the controversial nature of the topics.
something
ought
to
be
done
about
As
NBC
officials
pointed
out,
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Sports telecasts, an important
the affiliates are allowed the pay they get from NBC during
Unlike many rump meetings, part of the average TV station's however,
a whole day for organized griping summer vacation periods.
drew close attention
however,
the NBC
affiliates'
all-day programming,
In the programming discussion
annual network
session was
a calm
and orderly
including the relative value of the duringtionstheand presumably
there convenwill be it was suggested that the network
proceeding.
Wednesday vs. Friday night box- such a day at Boca Raton.
(Continued on page 78)
Contrary to prediction of many
With the NBC video affiliates in
ing bouts.
affiliates, the meeting did not turn
Some
stations
argued
NBC
is
too
session
just
one
day
before
the
into a general gripe session about slow in making its monthly settle- NARTB Television Code meeting
Advance Registration at The
the upcoming, but yet undisclosed,
ments. They want their money
story page 23), the staChicago Sessions:
AM network contracts.
sooner and suggested the network (see code
tion spokesmen
Among the half-hundred station
own video
code anddiscussed
the wayNBC's
it is Helen
up its accounting.
Paul Alvarez,
Adanti. KOTV
W HEN-TV
men who met Thursday were many speed
Tulsa; Syracuse;
Campbell
And so the complaints ran, hour operated. Some affiliates argued the Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk;
Harry
who came with AM blood in their after
hour,
as
TV
operators
Bannister,
WWJ-TV
Detroit;
Charles
NBC
code
isn't
properly
supereyes. They had to be satisfied with swapped experiences and took apart
vised, asituation that was declared E. Bell,
WBTVWTVRCharlotte,
N. C; Walter
Bowry.
Richmond;
Otto
a TV-only discussion, however, be- the whole network operation.
to
time.bring violations from time to B.A. Bremmer.
Brandt, KING-TV
Seattle;Edward
Frank
cause the organizing committee led
WATV Newark:
By
the
end
of
the
day
many
afColumbus; Mrs.M.
by Walter J. Damm, WTMJ MilAs might have been expected, H. Bronson, WBNS-TV
filiates felt the meeting had proKING-TV;
waukee, insisted on following the
duced constructive suggestions and the network's video affiliates had a A. Scott Bullitt.
Louis;George
Kenneth
Carter,KSD-TV
WAAM St.Baltimore;
Robert
original TV agenda despite the de- had prevented hard feelings. They number of complaints about rates. L.Burbach,
WMAR
Baltimore;
Walsire of delegates to loose their appeared in agreement that basis They were concerned about free B. Cochrane,
ter
J.
Damm,
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee;
aural network complaints.
Lyle
Demoss,
WOW-TV
Omaha:
Ralph
Evans,
WOC-TV
Davenport,
Iowa.
Shortly after the meeting conHarold A.Fair,
WHAS-TV
Louisville;
vened, with Mr. Damm elected to
William
Fay, WKZO-TV
WHAM-TV Kalamazoo,
Rochester;
May Mean Success John
E.James
Fetzer,
the chairmanship, the delegates
Mich.;
M.
Gaines,
WNBT
New
adopted a TV-only policy that ef- FILM SHOWS
For Locals — Moore York; R. B. Hanna, WRGB Schenecfectively squelched those who were
tady;
James
C.
Hanrahan,
WEWS
Ralph KPRC-TV
Hansen, WHAS-TV;
more concerned about their aural FILMED shows, produced especially for television, will play a major role Cleveland;
Jack W.M.Harris,
Havens, WTVR; Houston;
Sherman
contracts. Copies of the following in successful local video station operation, Richard A. Moore, general Wilbur
manager
of
KTTV
(TV)
Hollywood,
told
NARTB
District
16
members
statement were handed through the
K.111.:
Headley,
WTCN-TV
Minneapolis-St.
Paul;
John
B. Hill,
KOTV;
Harold
door to the policeman on guard and last Monday at the Beverly Hills Hotel. (District 16 story, page 28.) Hough.
WBAP-TV
Fort
Worth;
Leslie
C. Johnson, WNBF-TV Rock Island,
made available to business paper
*
TV
independent
that
Declaring
stations can and do compete with prime nighttime hours free of Norman C. Kal, WAAM; Gaines
reporters :
C;
network stations for the adver- microwave relay competition and Kelley,
Improvement Meeting
John A.WFMY-TV
Kennedy,Greensboro,
KFMB-TVN. San
of appeal
of local spe- Diego;
tiser's
dollar, he
saidprogramming
outlets in (2) because
WilliamHarryF. Kopf,
Kiley, WNBQ
WFBM-TV
cial events and
local personalities.
"On onmotion
duly
made
and
secsmaller
cities
need
Indianapolis;
Chided, the chair was instructed that of greater stature to bolster their
cago; Phillip
Lasky, KPLX
San
Station managers at the district
U.Harry
A.G. Latham,
WKRC-TV
it was the consensus of the meeting local
shows.
meeting were told that the kine- Francisco;
Cincinnati;
LeBrun,
WCPO-TV
that the meeting was called primarCincinnati; Nathan
WAVE-TV
"It would prove more profitable scoped programs
Clair Lord,
R. McCollough,
ily to improve and strengthen the
acceptance didin not
the have
Los Louisville;
WDEL-TV Wilmington,
Del. and
NBC TV network and to improve to devote a sizable number of hours viewer
WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
Pa.;
Angeles
area.
Mr. freight.
Moore
Cormick WNBK Cleveland; DJohn
wight Mc-W.
the relationship between NBC and tosaid.film"Itprogramming,"
payandthe
Because
of its "island"
situaMartin.
WLWC
Columbus,
WLWD
Dayits TV affiliates, and that therefore Films willwillbe help
bought
paid
for
tion,
Los
Angeles,
with
seven
TV
WLWT Cincinnati;
Ralph Nimno rmblic announcement should be by advertisers who demand that stations, has made a great con- mons,ton andWFAA-TV
Dallas;
George
Patterson, WAVE-TV. KTLA Los Angeles;
made
of the
ibution on the entertainment
Paul Raibourn,
Before
the business
meeting transacted."
was under type of programming on televi- level, Mr. trMoore
Leonard
Reinsch,
WSB-TV
Atlanta;
declared.
With
way Mr. Damm sent a telegram
Rembert,
KRLD-TV
Dallas; W.L.
Moore believes film can be a lack of big budgets for enter- H.ClydeRogers.
WSAZ-TV
Huntington,
to Broadcasting • Telecasting mostMr. effective,
an incentive for an
tainment shows, he said stations Va.;
W. Irving
D. Rogers,
KEYL-TVWATV;
San
explaining: that the TV meeting advertiser
Antonio;
R.
Rosenhaus,
sion." to by-pass live network have concentrated
on personalities B. J. Rowan, WRGB Schenectady;
was
called
long
before
NBC's
t)lan
and
use
independents
in
selected
Frank
M.
Russell.
WNBW
Washington
rather
than
production.
to revise radio contracts had been markets. The time differential is
and NBC.
"The personality of the per- Ernest C. Saunders, WOC-TV; Alvin
announced. He was "embarrassed"
important factor, he stressed.
D.
Schrott, WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.;
former
comes
through
not
subby suggestions that AM network- an Local
programming in the Los
W. Slavick,
WMCTBirmingham;
Memphis;
elaborate sets or M.HenryD. Smith,
affiliate relations would be dis- Angeles area
WBRC-TV
already has won the costumes,"mergedhewithsaid.
cus ed, he wired.
Robert
D.
Swezey.
WDSU-TV
New
audience.
Despite
microwave
relay
Public service coverage of local Orleans:
The meeting was slow getting
Donald W.E.Thornburs,
WCAUcontinue to hold that
TV
Philadelphia:
R. Vadeboncoeur,
started but by noon Thursday independents
WSYR-TV
Syracuse.
events
establishes
the
station's
audience, he said, point- personality and character too, acabout 50 delegates were in the nighttime
William D. Wagner, WOC-TV: Lee
ing to recent surveys.
meeting room.
BTV Wailes.
Atlanta,
WJBKDespite
microwave
relay
shows
Detroit WAGA-TV
andWCPO-TV;
WSPD-TV
Toledo;
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
'
Mr.
Moore.
He
believes
despite the TV networks, an
Among those not invited were
Irving M.C.
the area,
he pre- that
independent video station can CWaughWatters.
representatives of the network, beamingdicted into
local stations
will continue
WSM-TV
Nashville;
Russel
Winnie', New
WTMJ-TV:
Chris Pittsburgh,
J. Witting,G.
achieve a place in the community WABD
though a number were in town in to hold their own because of (1) with
York, WDTV
the advertiser.
case they could be of service. NBC the time differential which leaves
WTTG Washington and DuMont.
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SMPTE

SESSIONS

500 Attend Convention

A PLAN for a "large-scale independent research program" in which the
television and motion picture industries would "pool our resources and
knowhow" was supported vigorously by Donn B. Tatum, director of
television for the ABC Western Division and general manager, KECA-TV
Los Angeles in a luncheon talk *
■
Oct. 15, opening day of the con- wards theatre television in an openvention of the Society of Motion
at the luncheon, Mr. Mole
Picture and Television Engineers. stateding talkthat
believe movies and
Nearly 500 engineers attended the television are"I now
finding a comfive day technical meetings of the
mon ground for their mutual benegroup's
fit and will complement
tion held70th
at thesemi-annual
Hollywood conven(Calif.)
Another
highlight ofeach
the other."
lunchRoosevelt Hotel.
eon was the presentation by Mr.
Seeing the relationship between Mole to Otto H. Schade, RCA entelevision and motion pictures as
gine r, of the first David Sarnoff
a "friendship" rather than as a Gold Medal for achievements in
"marriage" Mr. Tatum emphasized television and motion pictures. The
that, although the two were sepa- engineer, with the RCA Tube Department inHarrison, N. J. for the
rate make
media,it their
many forsimilarities
inevitable
them past 20 years,
was cited specifically
to accept each other and work to- for his recent development of a system of universal ratings with which
gether.
of 35bemmmeasured
motion pictelevision
and the quality
ture film can
for
the"Both
motion
picturebroadcasting
industry will
flourish and continue to be suc- the firstmaticaltime
in
objective
matheterms.
ces ful as the years go by", he
award, sponsored by RCA
predicted.
"They ofarecommunication
not mutually in The
exclusive media
cooperation with SMPTE, was
established
earlier this year.
and ingentertainment."
Mr. Schade presented a technical
each other, he feltComplimenteach will
the onsystem
afteroccupy its niche
own in
"particular
theatreat the
television,
important
the lives andof paper noonon session
first
of
the
convention's
technical
American people."
A very substantial part of all meetings.
The universal ratings made availthe television programming, he
system, he pointed out,
pointed out, will be produced on can ablebeby his
to measure with
motion picture film. Thus, the scientificapplied
objectivity the picture
"great tive,
poolartistic
of administrative,
creaquality
of
all
picture-producing
inand technological
struments, including television camtalent as well as the production
era tubes and kinescopes. Utilizafacilities of the motion picture intion of the system and its allied
dustry will constantly be more test equipment, he stated, now
and more devoted to the making enables producers of motion pictures to select film and lenses on
of filmed television programs."
the basis of the scientific ratings
Cause of Changes
scored for each component.
Where before the quality of the
He stated that television would
picture
any given lens would
bring about changes in the busi- produce that
to be determined by
ness and methods of producing exposing had
test
judging the
motion pictures for theatre exhibi- results visually,filmhisandsystem
would
tion purposes when the "current allow television tube manufacturTV
allocation
problems"
have
been
resolved and more and more television stations come on the air.
These changes would include the
elimination of many motion picture houses, lessening of film costs
and lower production of motion
pictures made for theatre exhibition, thus allowing more major
motion picture studio capacity for
the making of television films and
at lower costs than is now possible.
In conclusion Mr. Tatum urged
those members of both industries
who eye each other with distrust
to "forget your differences and
accept each other, because that is
what you are inevitably going to RECEIVING the first David Sarnoff
Gold Medal Award for outstanding
have to do."
achievement in television
Peter Mole, of Mole-Richardson, technical
motion pictures is Otto H. Schade
Los Angeles (electronic equipment and
RCA engineer. Presentation was
manufacturers), and president of (I),
made by Peter Mole, president. SoSMPTE, presided over the meet.
ciety of Motion Picture & Television
Tossing a cooperative eye toEngineers
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trol features making it suitable for
the rigorous aristic demands of
the motion picture industry. The
camera, they pointed out, 4s also
readily convertible to proposed
higher standards for better quality
television images which will be
needed for theatre television on
a private circuit basis.
Further television sessions were
held Monday night. Technical
papers were delivered at that time
by A. G. Jensen, R. E. Graham
and C. F. Mattke, of Bell Telephone
Labs., MurrayMotion
Hill, N.
J., onPro"A
Continuous
Picture
jector for Use in Television Film
Scanning";
A. S. Quiroga
and Cameron G. Pierce,
ABC Hollywood,
on "Motion Picture-Type Lighting
in Television"; A. D. Fowler, Bell
Telephone
N. Y., "Observer
Reaction to Labs.,
Video Crosstalk
in Television
Pictures";
G.
and
L. A. Jones, EastmanC. Higgins
Kodak Co.,
Rochester, "A Method of Making
Objective Measurements Which
Correlate With Subjective Picture

ers, film processors and others to
quickly and accurately determine
response characteristics with elecinstrumentsproduced
and applyagainst
■ the
numericaltronicratings
mathematical optimums.
Speaking at the same session
Phillip J. Herbst, RCA technical
administrator for Standard Products
Camden, dis-a
closed thatEngineering,
RCA is undertaking
broad research program leading
toward further improvement in the
quality of kinescope recordings in
television.
The best means of assuring acin kinescope
recceptable
ordings at thequalitypresent
time, Mr.
Herbst stated, is through careful
control over lighting, staging and
camera operations.
Eight factors causing degradation of picture
qualityidentified
in kine-re-by
eording
have been
RCA technicians, he said. These are Sharpness." Lubcke Talk
At the color television session
faulty scene lighting; poor handling
of the studio camera; improper ad- Tuesday night, Harry R. Lubcke,
justment and maintenance of levels consulting television engineer, Holin amplifying circuity associated
lywood, told the engineers that
with the recording monitor; optical color TV offered theatres a treand mechanical losses introduced
mendousoffice.
opportunityTheatre
for increasing their box
men,
in the system by equipment and
components; film size and film pro- he said were the logical ones to
cessing methods.
develop and exploit color TV. Not
RCA, he said, has embarked on having setting
the homeadaption
beset owners,problems
they could
a program aimed at developing
methods to minimize these losses easily adapt large-screen equipment to color.
and distortions encountered.
Two other RCA engineers, L. T.
Highlight of the talk was the
Sachtleben and G. L. Allee of the disclosure of his development of
two new devices to reproduce color
firm's RCA Victor Division, Cam- images.
One device, he explained,
den, described at the same session
the development of special optical simplifies the tri-color tube by
systems for powerful projectors eliminating the mask and using a
that throw television pictures onto converging magnetic field in its
place. The other, he said, departs
big movie screens.
from all prior devices by producing
RCA Pioneering
a multi-color image within the
Discussing the pioneering work fluorescent screen itself.
RCA has done on the SchmidtAt the same session William E.
type
for Evans, Stanford Research Institute,
theatreprojection
television,optical
they systems
pointed out
Stanford,
discussed advances
that one problem in this field has leading to Calif,
more efficient utilization
always been that the brightness of of the transmission
band for color
the image on the seven-inch picture video signals.
tube is low compared to tungsten
Other highly technical papers
and arcture filmlamps
used in motion
picprojectors.
This, they
were delivered by Richard S.
said, called for better lenses and O'Brien, CBS-TV New York on
more effective use of the available "Conversion of Monochrome Studio
light.
Papers also were delivered at Equipment for Color Standards,"
the Monday afternoon session by and D. F. Foster, Hazeltine Researchmental
of Calif.,
"Somein FundaF. N. Gillette, Blair Foulds and
Considerations
Color
E. A. Hungerford, Jr. of General
Precision Laboratory, Pleasantville,
Television."
N. Y. Speaking
on "ATheatre
Direct-Projection System for
Television," Mr. Gillette discussed Alliance Spot Drive
new commercial equipment for di- ALLIANCE Mfg. Co., Alliance,
rect-projection, followed up by a
description of installation features Ohio, maker of Alliance Tennaand performance data.
Rotor and the Alliance TennaMr. Foulds and Mr. Hungerford, Scope, a TV booster, announced
last week that its TV spot camtaking
the subjectto "ATheatre
Television
Camera upAdaptable
Netpaign, now in its 30th month, is
running on 70 stations.
work
Use,"
described
a
TV
camera
chain which incorporates many currently
The company is represented by
new mechanical and electrical con- Foster & Davies, Cleveland.
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A

DAIRY'S
RECORDS

WITHOUT
QUESTION, the
greatest impact is created
by That
television."
is the firm belief of Clark
Pettit, advertising and sales promotion manager of Golden State
Co., distributor
California's oflargest
and
dairy processor
products.
"Last year we did not use television as an advertising medium,"
Mr. Pettit continued. "This year,
inmade
spite summer
of 'unusual'
which
seemweather
like winter
throughout most of the state, our
ice cream sales were much greater
for the first half of the year."
"Thatit isiscompared
particularly
when
with impressive
the average increase of 2% for the entire
ice cream industry in the state."
Golden State sponsors two weekly
TV
shows,
movies.
One both
is on feature-length
KLAC-TV in
Los Angeles and the other is on
KRON-TV San Francisco.
Although Mr. Pettit has faith in
TV as a sales tool for dairy prodducts the firm uses a great deal
of radio too. Singing commercials
are used in A, B and C markets
in the state supported by outdoor
and newspaper advertising. Spot
announcements, sponsored by the
firm's
48 the
branches,
throughout
state. are heard
The advertising department is
now considering the use of a radio
show on 16 stations in California
this fall.
A Firm Belief
In Video's Power
But Mr. Pettit is convinced that
television "is more than a medium."
both inareLosamong
Angeles
and"OurSan shows
Francisco
the
leaders in ratings of this type
of
program,"
he continued.
"The
response
to these
shows indicates
that we are televising what the
public likes. It is not unusual for
stores carrying our products to
be sold out completely of the advertised itemshow.
the day following
our television
Reaction to television, which
Golden State has found so satisfactory from an advertising standpoint, is quite different from that
to any other media. Viewers of
TV shows are unusually critical of
the show itself and often this interest carries over into reaction
for oruct, against
Mr. Pettit the
finds.sponsor's prodhave toas continue
of "We
television
a mediumto tothink
adBROADCASTING

DIARY

ANOTHER

VIDEO

THIS YEAR, for the first time, Golden State Co., largest producer of dairy products in California, used television as well
as radio. The results have been so impressive that Clark Pettit,
advertising and sales promotion manager of the firm, says TV
furnishes the "greatest impact of any media" with which he
has had experience.
But care must be taken in selecting television entertainment, Mr. Pettit finds. Viewers are apt to regard the TV program as "another product" of the company sponsoring the show.
The accompanying article describes some of the experiences
of the Golden State Co.

vertise our products, but we also
have to regard the show, which
includes the commercials, as another product," he says.
Television shows, he explained,
are apparently regarded by viewers as a product they have purchased and the responsibility for
their quality rests with the sponsor. If the show is good, the comare goodto and
the
viewer pany's
has products
the means
demonstrate his evaluation of the show
by approving or disapproving the
company's products.
Speaking of the movies sponsored by Golden State, Mr. Pettit
pointed out that many people like
mystery or detective films. When
one is shown, they write in and
urge the company to show more of
them. If a love story or comedy
is screened, they complain about
the picture. It is almost a demand.
"Unless you show more detective
pictures,"
one customers
viewer wrote,
"we
will stop being
of Golden
"We invited our neighbors over
State."
last
night to see your show," another said. "It was loaded with
sex and crime and alcohol. It certainly doesn't bring credit to your
And a representative of the antimilk." story faction wrote : "We
detective
all
agreed not to even watch next
week's attraction, as there is
enough crime in everyday life
without indulging in criminal
movies,
While too."
there are letters of criticism Golden State finds the overwhelming majority of letters and
• Telecasting

phone calls are in favor of the
shows. Typical are:
buy Golden
the"Wedelivery
route inStatean products
effort to ondo
our part in keeping this good entertainment on television."
"ThankState
you products
for the and
perfection
Golden
in Moviein
Time
"My entertainment."
wife and I enjoy your programs very much. It cannot be too
much to paytainment tfor
such pleasant
o change
from ...enter-to
Golden State. We now buy your
products
There exclusively."
are hundreds of others.
"We've learned that we can't
please everyone," Mr. Pettit says.

SUCCESS

"But the startling thing to me is
that the reactions should be so
violent, either for or against the
show. What other type of advertising is there that will make a
consumer buy your products in
preference to a competitors just
to show his appreciation for the
The dairy company advertising
advertising?"
in all media features is a Little
Wizard, who lives in the fanciful
land of Ohs and Ahs, where ice
cream cones grow six feet high
and ice cream sundaes reach the
skyThe(seeWizard
illustration
with hisabove).
attendant
characters from the mythical land
are ideal for a visual medium.
Suited Well
For TV Use
The characters were worked out
by Dan Bonfigli, art director of the
Guild, Basconl & Bonfigli agency
which handles the Golden State
advertising. They were used in
newspaper advertisements, car
cards and billboards as well as on
television. The voice of the Wizard
is heard on radio.
The firm expends a major portion of its advertising budget on
television and plans further exn as new stations
are establishedpanisniosecondary
markets.

Mr. Pettit (left) and W. H. Renter, Golden State's Southern California
advertising manager, watch rehearsal of commercials for the Golden
State Movie Time show.

..

CBS TV Breaks
NEW symbol
for CBSidentifiTelevision
in station
cationuse breaks
was scheduled
to be introduced during all
network cues Saturday.
Shaped like an eye, the insignia is set against a background of clouds.
In the
center of the
eye is the
phrase,
"CBS Television Network."
Symbolliam was
by WilGolden, designed
creative director
ofsalesCBS-TV's
advertising
and
promotion department,
and ties in with the eye theme
currently being used in network advertising and promotion.

TV's Health Education Role Cited
AMA
CLINIC
role in helping today's doctor prac- discussion led by Seymour N. SieTELEVISION can play a prominent
director
New general
York.
tice preventive medicine, Dr. Louis H. Bauer, president-elect of the gel,
clinic wasof WNYC
under the
Assn., told participants in an AMA Clinic on "Tele- The
Medical
American
supervision of Dr. W. W. Bauer,
vision in Health Education" last week.
director
of AMA's Bureau of
said at broadcasters.
Health Education.
the"TheNewwhole
Yorkproblem,"
meeting heTuesday,
He listed these: "The emotional
"involves
the
responsibility
and
Commenting
"What's on theof
— as typified by Milton Air?", Dr. RalphonCreer,
teamwork of the medical and allied approach marathon
for the cancer the AMA motion picturedirector
bureau,
professions, the public health de- Berle's
The money was raised, but said, "Some of the people who
partments, voluntary agencies and fund.
are
the audience may not have learned responsible
welfare departments. When we anything
for
health
programs
about health education. not familiar with the use of are
the
come to that part of the program The disembodied
approach — per- visual medium. Too much of the
which requires radio and television,
haps
the
more
common
of
these
is
the networks have a responsibility,
with should
verbal
scriptThebeginning
'the littlein program
comment. isA taken
greaterup effort
too, and their representatives must the
man.'
sacred with
approach,
be
made
to
utilize
models,
charts,
formCiting
part television
of the team."
this or thatapproach,
'cannot inbe which
done.' graphs, sections of motion pictures
as an excellent which
The incestuous
or at least a blackboard chalk talk
medium for health education, the only
those
already
interested
. . . The narration should support
doctor, in his keynote address, said informed on the subject are and
at- the visuals rather than carry the SET PRICING
that AMA activities in TV date
tracted. And the integrated ap- entire weight of the program . . ."
OPS, Industry Meets
from 1946. He described televiSPOKESMEN for TV and radio
sion as forming "an important and
"In
approaching
the
TV
station,"
JACOBSON
NAMED
set
manufacturers
huddled with
well
part" meetings,
at both annual
proach."
Cott observed, "most public
and attended
interim AMA
with Mr.
Takes CBS-TV Post Office of Price Stabilization officials
serviceactually
agenciestimeaskthey
for time.
It's
exhibits, general programs, and not
want, but APPOINTMENT of David J. in Washington last Wednesday to
sessions of the House of Delegates audience. And they should
be as Jacobson to the newly created see what can be done to get a ceilall telecast and with 'doctors learn- factual
as
a
commercial
broadcaster
directorship of public relations for
regulation
ing new surgical techniques via in setting themselves to sell that CBS
Television was announced by needsingofpricetheir
industry.tailored . to
telecast operations.
J.
L.
Van
Volkenburg,
president
audience
health
education
just
as
Problem they presented the govTed Cott, general manager of
of the television division Oct. 16.
ernment was the difficulty within
WNBC and WNBT (TV) New the commercial advertiser sets himMr.
Jacobson's
responsibility
will
the
industry to scale down large
s
e
l
f
t
o
sell
a
product."
York, urged health educators to use
include press information, color inventories
"Listeners'
reactions"
were
disin view of the firstand CBS television
an integrated approach to the han1951 market drop. They
cussed by Roy K. Marshall, pro- television
dling of their television programs.
city, now under construction in quarter
d
u
c
e
r
m
o
d
e
r
a
t
o
r
o
f
The
Nature
of
pointed
out
that the manufactur"To my mind, there are five possi- Things and educational director of Hollywood. The need for a fullers are operating at a narrow profit
ble approaches,"
told representof publicby relaWFIL Philadelphia, who said that scale department
margin.
atives of medicalhesocieties,
volun- the
tions
had
been
dictated
the
wants to be informed. greatly expanded scope of CBS
Discussed was a way to price TV
tary agencies, drug companies, uni- "Thispublic
amply demonstrated by television
versities, advertising agencies and every isdiscussion
Mr. Van sets
would be agreeable to all
program which Volkenburg operations,
of thethatindustry.
explained.
has ever been on the air," he said.
To assume his new duties Nov.
An OPSernmentspokesman
gov"While much attention in the in- 12, Mr. Jacobson leaves his present
could do one ofsaidfourthethings
dustry may be paid to ratings," position as public relations super- to set a price regulation for the
SAG WARNS
visor of Young & Rubicam, which industry. It could (1) bring the
"it's peoDual Release Ban Cited Mr. pleMarshall
to whom weexplained,
are speaking,
and
direct human reactions of the he has held for the past six years. industry under Ceiling Price ReguTELEVISION film producers in the
lation 22; (2) set the price at the
Hollywood and New York were audience should not be underesti- Jensen to Speak
prevailing
mated. Even though a health edunotified last week by Screen Actors
Jan.
25
and level
Feb. existing
24 of thisbetween
year;
cation
program
may
hold
a
small
Guild that contracts with them rating, its value cannot be entirely A. G. JENSEN, head of Bell Tele(3) bring formula,
the industry
under
the
phone Labs., is to discuss color Capehart
would be cancelled if their TV films
that
is,
highest
television
tonight
(Monday)
at
the
were released for showing in mo- estimated by such measurement."
price
between
Jan.
1,
1950
to
June
monthly
meeting
of
the
Academy
tion picture theatres without their
Three kinescopes of health edu1950 with consideration of
cation programs were presented in of Television- Arts & Sciences, Los 24,
negotiating for additional payment
changesdatein tocosts
the
for actors.
the afternoon, followed by an open Angeles.
latter
Julyincurred
26, 1951;after
or (4)
Effect of such cancellation would
freeze
the
price
at
the
general
level
be that no Guild member would
Sees President existing before cut-off date.
work for that producer.
On Policies
However, advisory committee
The SAG action was a result of PRATT CONFERS
ORGANIZATION pattern to be followed by government agencies in the members chucked out CPR 22 as
the Guild learning that "certain formulation
of
national
and
international
frequency
policy
was
discussed
not
industry's
producers"
film originally
needsbeing
sincesuitable
TV has tobeenthe developing
for
televisionof exhibition
were made
con- briefly in a conference last week between President Truman and Haraden rapidly.
templating releasing such film to Pratt, his new telecommunications advisor.
motion picture theatres.
The Chief Executive and Mr.
Upshot of the meeting was a
cifical y on details brought up durIn the notice the Guild reminded
that a committee
resigned Cable
as vice& presiing his conversation with Mr. recommendation
of American
Radio Truman.
the 44 Hollywood and approxi- Pratt, dentwho
of five be appointed to figure out
mately 25 New York producers that
to assume the government
His initial move, Mr. Pratt said, ways and means.
Producer-SAG revised basic con- Corp.
post, were reported to have agreed
Atter,theRCA Radio
meetingandwere
C. P. A.Bax-B.
be to confer with representatract of 1948 provided that, in the on a general course of action for would tives
TV Div.;
of the various government Chambers,
event any film produced after resolving spectrum problems.
Allen
B.
DuMont
Labs;
agencies
with
whom
he
will
deal.
Aug. 1, 1948 is exhibited over
The role of the FCC and the
Asked what evaluation he would Arthur L. Chapman, Sylvania Ratelevision, excepting only film made Intel-department
Radio
Advisory
and TV Div.;
A. Garexclusively for television exhibition, Committee, representing the De- place on the possibility of additional ver, dioAdmiral
Corp.;Richard
W. J. Halligan,
for radio-TV broad- The Hallicrafters
the Guild may terminate the conCo.; Larry F.
fense, State and other departments, spectrumcasterspace
s
,
M
r
.
Pratt
said
his
objective
tract on 60 days notice. Unless were explored
preliminary will be to attempt to resolve prob- Hardy, Philco Corp.; Gerald Light,
satisfactory financial arrange- meeting. Size inof the
which
lems which affect "the national in- Emerson Radio & Phonograph
ments, approved by the Guild, are will assist Mr. Prattthein staff
." The facts touching on the Corp.; G. dustries
made with the actors involved, it ing his functions also was adminsterW. Inc.;Thompson,
Inand I. W. Arvin
Wyckoff,
discussed. allocationterestof
frequencies as befurther stated, this dual exhibition
tween government and non-govern- Pilot Radio Corp. Bruce A. Coffin,
The 60-year-old former IT&T exwould bring about cancellation of
ecutive, who was sworn in 10 days added. ment users are "well known," he CBS-Columbia, a member of the
the SAG.
producer's basic contract with
the
advisory group, was not present.
ago, declined to comment speBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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TOPSl
'
of O

NGeorge Scoff/
**Man About Town
**£/even O'C/ocfc News
*Come( Caravan
**Let's Take a Holiday
**Curtain Call
*Cgefu$ Jim
FIRST IN MICHIGAN

That's a remarkable record for any TV
station in any market. In Detroit,
WWJ-TV has it!
According to Pulse, Inc. July-August
ratings — seven out of the top ten
multi-weekly shows are on WWJ-TV
Five** of these seven originate with
WWJ-TV and its staff.
Two* are NBC shows.
This teaming of talents and reliability of
production have consistently enabled
WWJ-TV to provide its advertisers
with the largest and most responsive
audience in the great and prosperous
Detroit Market — where family income is
the highest of all major cities in the U. S. A.

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
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Is

your

advertising

prepared

TELE

to

put

VISION...

Television has "arrived"
in many agencies.. . but
not every agency has
"arrived" in Television!
Advertisers are learning
that experience is the
only teacher in making
Television pay a profit

at

agency

you

a

on

profit?

Now that the press-agentry is giving way to audience statistics ... now that
rosy predictions are being replaced by solid case histories . . . now that advertisers are after sales instead of mere prestige ... the whole picture is beginning
to get clearer.
Today, there are a number of facts about TV that you can paste in your hat
and base decisions on.
One is the fact that Television, as a major medium for selling goods, is here to
stay. No other medium in history has ever hit with the terrific impact of TV!
Business men in major industries who, for years, "accepted"
advertising as a necessary part of business operation, have been
literally amazed on comparing sales figures from TV homes and
non-TV homes, TV territories and non-TV territories.
Another fact is that despite its terrific impact on sales, Television affords opportunities tolose money as well as make it.
In the past year, more than 150 network shows failed to click.
A third basic fact to remember is this: no agency without a long and successful
record of selling goods before the advent of TV can be expected to better its
performance simply because it has a new outlet for its efforts.
A fourth fact becoming apparent to advertisers is that no agency can learn
television overnight. Tooling up for television in an agency calls for complete
"reconversion". . . thorough indoctrination of all executive and creative people
. . . creation of large and separate departments, and slow, painstaking integration of many new, specialized talents into existing operations.

Shown here are some of the 38 programs telecast each week for clients of the William Esty Company

FOR CAMELS. JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE brings the
news to millions five nights a week on the Camel
News Caravan. These millions also hear the news
that more people smoke Camels than any other
cigarette.
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FOR COLGATE'S FAB. 5 -TIME- A- WEEK, DAYTIME TV
...the
dramatic
show viewers
"Miss Susan"...
making
sales— and
is reaching
at a loweris cost
per
thousand
than show.
any other five-time-a-week, daytime dramatic

FOR M&M'S CANDIES. "SUPER CIRCUS", highest ratnetwork such
children's
given
M&M'sing TV Candies
a sales program,
boost in 18hasmonths
that
M&M's
is
now
the
number
one
seller
of
all
bag-packaged candy.
BROADCASTING
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FOR CAMELS. SID CAESAR AND IMOGENE COCA
continue in the most sensationally successful TV
show
of 1950, "Your
Show of onShows".
Live film
and animated
commercials
this show
sell
Camel's sensible 30-Day Mildness Test.

FOR COCA-COLA. "ROOTIE KAZOOTIE", another
five-time-a-week show for The Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of N. Y., Inc., features a steady parade of
such "Coke's
youngsters'
heroes idea.
as Phil Rizzuto, selling
the
A Natural"

FOR COLGATE'S VEL AND SUPER SUDS. "STRIKE IT
RICH"— the dramatic, human interest quiz showis proving that even in the morning TV can do a
great
job. Today
It Rich",
at 1 1TV: 30 shows.
A.M.,
has a higher
rating"Strike
than most
aiternoon

That is why you can count on your fingers the number of
agencies with really intensive TV experience. Currently, the
William Esty Company has more network television programs
on the air than any agency in the business . . . more than a third
of its total billings, in fact.
This agency pioneered in TV from its beginnings . . . currently has 38 separate
programs on TV every week ... is selling one or more brands of packaged goods
to every TV family in that area of the country where 66% of all retail sales are
made ... is investing for its clients sums ranging from $ 100,000 to several millions
a year . . . and, in return, is obtaining for clients interested prospects at costs as
low as 76 cents per thousand!
The complete story of this agency's TV experience — with facts and figures
on results — has been put into compact, easily digested presentation form. Advertisers, wondering whether or not they can use TV profitably, will find this material interesting.
A call to Mr. Wood, MU 5-1900 — or a note— will bring it to you. Without
any obligation on your part.

William

Esty

Company,

FOR CAMELS. "MAN AGAINST CRIME", starring
Ralph Bellamy — consistently one of the top two
ranking
continuescontinues
for the tothirdbe
straight mystery
year . . shows
. and —Camel
America's largest-selling cigarette.

Inc.

Advertising
100 EAST 42nd STREET • NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK
MVrray Hill 5-1900

FOR CAMELS. "THE CAMEL MOVIE HOUR" is presented inthree
times amarkets
week, from
eleventop-flight
to midnight,
six major
— features
films for the late-viewing fans — reaches Camel
prospects at costs as low as $1.10 per thousand.
BROADCASTING
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FOR CAVALIER CIGARETTES. THE "GARRY MOORE
SHOW"
doing a realdaytime
selling variety
job. Thisprogram
show wason
the firstissuccessful
Television and constitutes another interesting
example of Esty pioneering in TV.

FOR COCA-COLA. SHERIFF BOB DIXON entertains
the youngsters every afternoon, five days a week.
One
several Company
programs ofa New
week York,
for TheInc. CocaCola ofBottling

TV SPOTS FOR "EVEREADY" BATTERIES, as well as
forColaPrince
AlbertCo.Smoking
Tobacco
CocaBottling
of N. Y.,
Inc., andare Thecurrently
proving that interesting, memorable Television
spots can be a very effective use of the medium.
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NO CENSORSHIP
Coy Tells K of C Officer
NON-COMMERCIAL
MICHAEL R. HANNA, general manager TV
of Cornell 532?
U.'s WHCU-AMNO CENSORSHIP
FM Ithaca, last week advised Cornell's administration that the concept
grams is authorized byofFCCTVor proany
of non-commercial, educational telecasting was "unrealistic."
other government agency, FCC
In a report
to
officials
of
Cornell,
operator
of
the
commercially
sucChairman Wayne Coy wrote Oct.
cessful AM and FM stations and
17 to Joseph F. Lamb, supreme
applicant for a commercial teleenue is imperative, Mr. Hanna said.
secretary, Knights of Columbus.
vision station, Mr. Hanna said it
Because of WHCU's financial
The letter, written on the eve of
was "unrealistic, in the face of stability, the station has been able
the Oct. 19 Chicago meeting on a
costs alone, to assume that edu- to maintain program standards of
cation can afford
to
operate
nonTV code
stacommercial television stations much higher quality than would
tions, wasbyin NARTB
answer to member
a resolution
have been possible if the station
which would have to compete for had
by
the
Supreme
Council
of
the
depended
only
on
what
funds
audience with commercial tele- the university could spare.
Knights of Columbus adopted Aug.
21-23
in
Pittsburgh.
It
was
forcasters."
Mr. Hanna said surveys indicated
"firstTelevision
lameheon-meetiiig
"By the same token," Mr. Hanna ATTENDING
of the Detroit
Council reads : warded to the FCC Oct. 15. It
it would cost at least $300,000 to
provided
outlet "the
fromstation
severalhassources
in thean were (i to r) Kenneth L. (Tug) Wilson,
equip a single TV station, not said,
RESOLVED, That the Supreme
- treasurer. National Col- Council
counting housing or studio facili- university which has led to a fine secretary legiate
protest vigorously
to the proAthleticBigAssn.Ten andConference;
Commisties, and at least $350,000 a year harmony between education and
per authorities
and to demand
that
s
i
o
n
e
r
o
f
the
to operate it at satisfactory levels the station's self-supporting opera- Clarence Hatch Jr., council president they take the necessary action to see
of program quality.
that
all
television
shows
are
and executive vice president of D. P.
sented in such a way that they prewill
"That is not to say, however,"
Brother & Co. ad agency, and H. O. not offend any person.
Offers Suggestions
Mr.
Hanna
said
in
his
report,
"that
"Fritz"
Crisler,
athletic
director
at
educational
institutions
should
igMr.
Coy,
in
his
response,
said:
Mr. Hanna said it seemed "obU. of Michigan.
nore the medium. It is rather a tion."
The law places the responsibility
all things considered,
word of warning that telecasting educationvious thatwould
upon the station licensees themselves
do well to examine
costs money — huge sums of its resources, equip itself with NCAA BLACKOUT
for determining
contentThey
of probroadcast the
by them.
are
money — and education had better facilities for producing programs,
Backfires in Syracuse limited grams
be prepared to meet the enormous even train personnel in the skillful
in the exercise of their judgcosts of producing quality pro- use of television facilities, and then CLAIM of National Collegiate
ment by requirements of law which
grams in competition for audience,
broadcast of obscene, inwhether the source be tax dollars continue to work closely with the Athletic Assn. that TV is to blame prohibit decethe
nt or profane
in football attenfrom the public treasury, as in the existing and soon-to-be constructed for thedancedecline
formation
relating language
to lotteries.and inwas
thrown
for
a
loss
Oct.
case of state institutions, or rich television stations built and supSince selvesthemust make
stationtheoperators
foundations, in the case of privately
ported by American business." 13 at Syracuse, N. Y. On that day
decision themas to
He said television
he did notor educationsee "how Syracuse U. played U. of Illinois what goes on the air over their staendowed institutions."
educational
at
the
former's
stadium,
one
of
the
Mr.
Hanna
said
education
"would
tions, it appears
me that theof subal radio can go it alone and provide few times Syracuse has ever played
be better advised to abandon plans
of the toresolution
the
for going it alone and concentrate programs to supply a station's all- a Big Ten team. TV was blacked Supreme stanceCouncil
a matter upon
instead on building programs for day coverage with a result that out locally that afternon by NCAA which you should isconsult
with
the
telecasting over commercial facili- will hold the station's audience." so fans could not stay home to look station operators.
at the Notre Dame-Southern
"We see the future as one of Methodist
ties."
game on their television.
As a result of its long experi- achieving a practical cooperation
Despite this compelling situation,
ence in operating WHCU, Cornell between the university community and the radio and television the Syracuse-Illinois game drew Carter Buys Drama
is convinced that advertising revCARTER PRODUCTS Inc., New
23,000stadium,
people according
into the 39,000broadcasting industry," he said. only
COLOR TEST
capacity
to E. York (Carter Pills and Nair, Arrid
R.
Vadeboncoeur,
WSYR
Syracuse
RCA Ends Capital Phase
will sponsor City Hosvice
body. president. About 9,000 were and Rise)new half-hour
ALL FCC Commissioners except Gilbert on 62
dramatic TV
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock saw A. C. GILBERT Co., New York members of the Syracuse student show, pital,
effective Nov. 3, on alternate
(Erector
Sets
and
other
scientific
RCA's
compatible
color
TV
during
Nobody
is
able
to
explain
why
Saturdays,
12:30-1
p.m.
on ABCthe nine-day demonstrations in toys) will sponsor a quarter-hour such a big attraction drew so small TV. Carter pills and Nair
are
Washington which ended Oct. 19 film
series of Boys Railroad Clubs a crowd on a perfect football day, handled by Ted Bates and Co., New
[B • T, Oct. 15].
on
62
television
stations
throughMr.
Vadeboncoeur
said,
adding
that
York,
while
Arrid
and
Rise
are
Not only the Commissioners, but
Charles W. Hoyt NCAA would have a tough time served by Sullivan, Stauffer, Colabout 200 other FCC staff per- Co., outNewthe country.
York, is agency.
pinning the blame on innocent TV. well & Bayles Inp., same city.
sonnel also viewed the. FCCrejected system. They included top
attorneys and engineers as well
as secretaries and clerks.
Shown in New York
Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Robert RCA
THEATRE
COLOR
F. Jones and E. M. Webster saw RCA SYSTEM of color television
than the single tri- system as the company's black-andthe color demonstrations Oct. 15; for theatre reception as well as for reproduction
color tube of the home receivers.
white large-screen video projection
Comr. George E. Sterling Oct. 16. home use was demonstrated last
Dr. David W. Epstein, under units currently installed in theatres
Chairman Coy and Comr. Paul A.
Walker saw the demonstrations week at New York's Colonial Thea- whose direction the receiver-projec- in New York, Philadelphia, Washtre, where experimental NBC-TV
the week before.
Los Angeles and
tor was developed, said that al- elsewhere,ington,Dr.Chicago,Epstein
None would comment on what colorcasts were reproduced as ninesaid, recallthe apparatus used at the
by-twelve-foot
pictures projected Colonial thoughTheatre
they saw or how they liked what
ing that RCA first demonstrated its
was
installed
in
they saw.
on
the
theatre's
motion
picture
monochrome TV rethe audience section of the audi- large-screen
On Oct. 18, National Television screen.
iver 10 years ago at the New
Increased size of the video imtorium, subsequent models will be Yorker ceTheatre.
System Committee Panel 17 (on
color model,
ages had no apparent effect on the designed with longer projection he said, is a The"painstakingly
color networking) viewed the show- quality
of
the
pictures,
which
ings in Washington and held a
range, permitting installation on achieved refinement of one demonclosed-door meeting for an hour seemed as clear, colorful and as theatre balconies, which would be
strated by RCA in 1947 at the
thereafter. Chairman of the panel free from breakup as previous tele- essential for their commercial use. Franklin Institute in Philadelphia."
utilizing the RCA system There is no reason, he said, why
is Frank Marx, ABC chief en- which casts
Dr. Epstein explained that the
had been viewed on the these RCA theatre units cannot be
gineer.
projector-receiver
Almost 500 responses by the screens of home-type receivers. En- built to project pictures of full improved
shown
last color
week utilizes
three fivesize, up to 18 by
gineers explained that the projec- theatre-screen
public to the RCA color system
24
feet.
inch
projection
kinescopes
— glows
"each
tion
equipment,
utilizing
three
were received at NBC headquarcoated
with
a
phosphor
which
ters in the Trans Lux Bldg. in kinescope tubes — one for each color
The RCA color projection equip- in one of the three primary colors
(Continued
on
page
8U)
ment uses the same type of optical
Washington.
— might well provide better color
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THE
Audience
Research

STATES
TELEVl

SlON

has

changed

AUDIEN

CE

TOO!
Broadcast audience research never stands still. And television,
with its high costs and new selling technique, speeded the next
logical step ... a measurement of ivho is doing the viewing
within a home.
Alert advertisers were quick to recognize that changes in audience composition and viewers per set might easily mean differences of millions of viewers between identically rated programs.
Today, ARB reports give ample proof that this is true. Quite
often they show a lower rated program actually reaching many
more of the family members desired by the advertiser.
ARB TV-Nationals and ARB City Reports now supply this
information to broadcasters and advertisers as part of an accurate,
complete and well-balanced service covering both network and
local programs. With the ARB interviewing technique assuring
valid diary records in thousands of U.S. television homes each
month, many of the following features are available from no
other sources.
1. Two national network reports each month from a large
probability sample, covering every county within 150 miles
of any TV signal. Sample size permits detailed breakdowns.
2. Ratings, homes reached, and audience composition on all
network programs . . . commercial and sustaining . . . delivered within two weeks.
3. Comparable city data on the same base and covering the
same period in up to 15 individual markets. Complete reports available in 10 cities.
Why take less than the whole story . . . accurately told? If
you're not already using ARB reports, let us tell you more about
them. Whether your problem is network or local, ARB can help
you save money and sell more. Ask any television research director, then write or telephone us,
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.
NATIONAL PRESS BUILDING
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
REpublic 6002—7838—6193
James W. Seiler, Director
ROADCASTING
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COMPLETE CITY REPORTS
Complete ARB TV Reports with all the features of the network study are now available monthly in the following metropolitan areas. Others will be added.
Baltimore
New York
Washington
Chicago
Boston
Los
Angeles*
Philadelphia
Cleveland
San Francisco*
Detroit*diary reports furTo the station, these current, on-the-spot
nish an accurate, honest appraisal of audience levels throughout the week ... a valuable aid in both selling and program ing for the future.
To the timebuyer, ARB reports bring factual information on
how to reach the right TV audiences at the lowest cost per
thousand. Based on competent research, they point out favorable factors and
guard against
ratings and
claims.
In addition
to numerous
agency"blueandsky"advertiser
subscribers,
here are some of the television stations now using ARB reports
on a regular basis:
WFIL-TV, WCAU-TV, WNBT, WCBS-TV, WMAL-TV,
WNBW, WMAR-TV, WBAL-TV, WXEL, WNBK, WEWS,
WENR-TV, WNBQ, WN AC-TV, WBZ-TV.
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Unitedto Press
coast
coast.Movietone News starts today. And it's hitting TV screens from
Charter clients are these pace-setters among the nation's stations:
New York-WJZ-TV and WPIX Cleveland-WEWS
Boston-WNAC-TV and WBZ-TV Cincinnati-WCPO-TV
Rochester-WHAM-TV Los Angeles— KECA-TV
Detroit-WXYZ-TV Nashville-WSM-TV
United Press Movietone News is bringing to television two things TV had to
have to make news programs pay— world-wide, top-speed news coverage
and nation-wide, top-speed delivery of news film.
Only the biggest kind of enterprise— the global collaboration of the world's
leading news service and the world's leading newsreel company— could fill
that big an order. But filled it is— and then some. The start of U.P. Movietone
News proves it. It's scoring from the kick-off.
United

Press

THE WORLD'S BEST COVERAGE OF THE WORLD'S BIGGEST NEWS
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J
Berle Takes Back Lead
In Trend ex, Nielsen
(Report 186)

telesfatus

H

m DALLAS

THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET . .

Berle Leads
Nielsen Sept. Report
MILTON BERLE and his Texaco
Star Theatre led the national Nielsen ratings for the top 10 TV
shows presenting during the two
weeks
endingtheSept.
22. Mr.
Berle's
show led
nearest
competitor
by nearly nine percentage points
but Your Show of Shows captured
the second, third, fourth and fifth
places. Nielsen's list follows:

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . , ,
920,500
NOW

there are

I 135,656

TOP TEN evening programs —
based on one live telecast during
the week of Oct. 1-7 — have been
rated by Trendex Inc. Data is for
10 multi-station cities and is
"based on the new comparative
program popularity method, designed to eliminate the variable
network sizes which have previously prevented true rating comparisons." Programs are:
1 Star Theatre-Berle (NBC) 54.4
23 Your
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts(NBC)
(CBS) 37.4
41.2
Show of(NBC)
Shows
45 Red
SkeSton
36.5
Man
Against
Crime
(CBS)
36.1
67 Fireside
PlayhouseThreatre
Stars(NBC)
(CBS) 35.3
34.8
89 Toast
theof Town
(CBS)
Racket ofSquad
(Monday)
(CBS) 31.4
30.8
10 Godfrey's Friends (CBS) 29.2

Rank Program
21 Texaco
Your(Participating)
ShowStar ofTheatre
Shows (NBC)
(NBC)
I

in KRLD-TV's
Effective
Coverage Area
DL CBS Station
for
DALLAS and
FORT WORTH
tllii 16 wily
KRLD
AM-FM-TV
a
is your beit buu
I be TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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(%)
56.2
47.5

3 Your(Reynolds,
Show ofR.Shows
(NBC) 45.9 Advertest Views
J., Tobacco)
4 Your(Eversharp,
Show of Inc.)
Shows (NBC) 42.1 News, Educational Shows
5 Your(LehnShow& Fink
of Shows (NBC)
4T.1 ADVERTEST RESEARCH last
Corp.)
67 Mama
Fireside (CBS)
Theatre Prod.
(NBC)
38.1
week released results of a study of
37.7
89 Robt.
Phiko Montgomery
TV PlayhouseTheatre
(NBC)
36.4 "TV News and Educational Pro(NBC) 36.4
grams." Total of 750 personal in10 Arthur Godfrey's Scouts (CBS) 35.5
terviews were conducted Sept. 6-15.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
The study shows that today television ranks third behind newspapers and radio as a major source
of
news
in TV homes. In 1949,
'Show of Shows' Tops
video ranked second behind newsEarly Sept. Videodex
apers. In the September study,
GREATER percentage of television it was plearned
percentage-wise,
homes watched Your Show of
and radio have reShows than any other video pro- newspapers
mained
about
the
vision has dropped. same but telegram from Sept. 4-10, but the
largest number of TV homes tuned
in to the
President
Truman's
from
Japanese
peace speech
treaty
conference in San Francisco. This New York Series
was reported last week by the Jay Audience Highest
and Graham Organization in its
According to WOR-TV New
Videodex report from 63 markets York's
third annual survey based
for that period.
on
Pulse Inc. report, 1,333,000 perThe complete list of top 10 shows
sons in 753,350 homes throughout
follows :
New York watched
40.5 metropolitan
the
telecast
opening of the World
Your Show Truman
of Shows(52) (42 cities)
President
Series
Oct.
4.
Station spokesmen
37.5
Talent Scouts (23)
asserted this was the largest audiLux
TV
Theatre
(30)
ence
ever
to
witness a World
Robert (24)
Montgomery (32)
35.4
Mama
35.1
Series game on television. Of this
32.6
32.3
Godfrey's
Friends(58)(51)
50.3% were women, 31.1%
30.3
Philco
Playhouse
30.1 number,
Lights Out (42)
men, and 18.6% viewers under 18
29.4
Your Hit Parade (34)
29.2 years old.

22, 1951— Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary—
Sets in109,835
Area
Outlets On Air
iets in Area City Outlets On Air
KOB-TV
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Matamoros
(Mexico)
WOI-TV
115,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
68,025
Brownsville, Tex. WMCT
XELD-TV
9,450 Memphis
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
324,993
275,600
WNBF-TV
WTVJ
266,965
43,115 Miami
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTTV
Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
40,700
62,500 Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
18,400
786,790
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
188,000
Nashville
WSM-TV
WBEN-TV
221,972 New Haven WNHC-TV
WBTV
62,150
New York
Orleans WDSU-TV
WBKB,
WGN-TV,
2,550,000
93,334 New
969,423
WABD, WCBS-TV,
305,000
WCPO-TV,WENR-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT WNBQ
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
510,922
Newark
WATV
299,000 Norfolk WTAR-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Oklahoma City KMTV,
WKY-TV WOW-TV
81,556
135,656
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
99,955
62,263 Omaha
Davenport
93,640
WOC-TV
903,000
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
40,100
Include Davenport,
Moline, Rock Ise., Moline215,000
Quad Citie WHIO-TV,
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
WLWD
342,300
Dayton
Pittsburgh
WDTV
642,567
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
165,000
WICU
Erie
74,375 Providence
Richmond WJAR-TV
WTVR
91,010
135,636
Ft.Dallas
Worth95,071
Rochester
WHAM-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Island
WHBF-TV
146,181 Rock
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline, Rock Ise., E. loline62,263
Grand
Rapids- WLAV-TV
Kalamazoo
Salt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV,
KSl-TV
Greensboro
55,300
WFMY-TV
Antonio
78,463
KEYL,
92,882 San Diego
Houston
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
K PRC-TV
San
Francisco
Schenectady
KGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
HuntingtonCharleston WSAZ-TV
55,350
172,800
WRGB
Albany-Troy
175,000
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
KING-TV
WMBR-TV
317,000
92,600
112,300
40,000 Seattle
Johnstown
St.
WJAC-TV
135,630
ToledoLouis
Kalamazoo
polis
KSD-TV
127,000
WHEN,
146,181
Syracuse
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
KOTV WSYR-TV
WSPD-TV
Tulsa
143,558
WKTV
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
Lansing City WDAF-TV
89,263
Utica-Rome
113,243 Washington
53,000
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
WMAL-TV,
65,000
WDEL-TV WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG 288,650
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
80,877
Estimated Sets in Use 13,908,000
Total
MarketsXELD-TV
on Air Matamoros,
64*
Total 1,033,899
Stations on Air 109*
* Includes
Mexico.
Editor's
Note:
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representareestimated
setsdatawithin
television
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially
duplicated.
set
estimates
based
on
from
dealers,
distributors,
circulation
and manufacturers.
ily approximate.Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
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Eyes

and

8>

Ears

of

a

GOOD
CITIZEN

Kids kids. . .ofkidsDayton
. . . kids!
Datinga year.
as an Over
institution
back to 1945,
to Youth"
now beenwitha television
"must"eachto
the
for over
500 participants
have"Invitation
been auditioned
in thishas period,
5 participating
week in the competition for prizes. Look at the enthusiasm that this educational and entertainment program generates!
Isn't it time we dug a little deeper into the matter
of "public service" programs?
Take "Invitation to Youth." Here's a program
designed solely to give direction and occupation to
the kids of Dayton. Presented for 90 minutes every
Saturday morning in the auditorium of its sponsor,
The National Cash Register Company, up to 2500 kids a
week pack the show. Thousands more follow avidly the
half-hour telecast or simulcast
(first in Dayton). There's no
commercial — no commercial
• C HA
angle — no purpose but that
of The National Cash Register

Company and WHIO-TV to unite their efforts for the
good of their community.
There is, of course, one great benefit that accrues
to sponsor and telecaster alike. The National Cash
Register Company's progressive civic-mindedness
has won it a unique place in the heart of its own
community. Our many public services — the majority
of them unsponsored — have done the same
for us. Dayton's answer can
be measured in Dayton's
listening and viewing reft N EL 1.3
sponse heavily favoring
WHIO-TV.*

E

)o-tv^
DAYTON,
OHIO
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*EXAMPLE— Pulse for September
shows 8 out of top 10 weekly
shows were aired via WHIO-TV.
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DuMONT POST
Patten Elected V. P.
REAR-ADMIRAL Stanley F. Patten, USN (ret.), assistant to the
president of Allen B. DuMont Labs
since July 1947,
has been elected
vice president of
the corporation
by the board of
directors, Dr.
Allen B. DuMont,
president,nounced at anthe
weekend.
A line officer in
the Navy from Admiral Patten
1917 to 1947, specializing in electronics and communications, Admiral Patten served
in North American and European
waters during World War I. At the
beginning of World War II he was
assistant head of the Radio Division, Bureau of Ships, and in May
1943 he was ordered to command
the USS Rocky Mount, which served
as flagship for the amphibious
forces during the Marshall and
Mariannas Islands invasions. His
last assignment before retirement
was that of communications officer
of the 13th Naval District, Seattle.
Admiral Patten has recently directed the mobilization planning for
the DuMont government branch,
with responsibility for the maintenance of master production control
and plant loading of all DuMont
plants, as well as security matters
and federal controls.

FIGHT SPONSORS
Gillette, Set-Makers Join
HEAVYWEIGHT boxing bout between Joe Louis and Rocky Marciano will be telecast coast-to-coast
on NBC-TV on Friday at 10 p.m.
EST under sponsorship of the Gillette Safety Razor Co. and seven
TV set manufacturers.
Participating
are Admiral, Crosley,companies
General Electric,
Motorola,
Philco,
RCA,
and
Sylvania. It was understood that
multiple sponsorship resulted when
theatre TV and commercial TV interests competed in bidding for
rights, with the former stepping
out when the match was moved
from the Polo Grounds to Madison
Square Garden. Although price
tag for TV rights was kept a secret
by the IBC, agency, and network,
estimates put it in the neighborho d of $200,000.
Telecast of the 10-round bout will
be carried as a regular feature of
the Cavalcade of Sports Friday
night fights — usually sponsored by
Gillette alone — with Jimmy Powers
calling the punches.
This is the second time TV receiver manufacturers have banded
together to provide boxing programs for home viewers. First
instance was last July [B • T, July
23] when eight manufacturers
sponsored the Ezzard Charles-Joe
Walcott bout over DuMont Television Network.

KEYNOTERS at NARTB 15th District
meeting are (I to r) Glenn Shaw, KLX
Oakland, district director; Harold
Fellows, NARTB president; Col. James
Notestein, chief. Information Section,
Sixth Army, San Francisco. Meeting
Oct. Francisco
15].
was held in San
[B • T,
SHUPERT RESIGNS
Joins New Production Firm
GEORGE SHUPERT, vice president of Paramount Television Productions, resigned late last week to
join in the formation and operation
of a new company to produce films
for television.
Details ofand thefullnew
ownership
planscompany's
are expected to be announced shortly. It
was understood, however, that the
firm will release a number of
theatrical
pictures
for television usemotion
in addition
to producing
new TV series.

Class of Servics
ferred character
is indicated bya suitable
symbol cedabove
or
ing the address.pre-

OCT 5
WESTERN,

TV'S POSITION
Lewis Speaks at REC
"RADIO is here to stay," William
Lewis, president of Kenyon &
Eckhardt,
New Executive
York, told Club,
members
of the Radio
last
Thursday
meeting. at its regular bi-monthly
Radio and motion pictures are
better than ever, he said, because
of improvements sparked by the
competition of television for the
advertising dollar and the leisure
time of the American audience. He
pointed
that Americans
are a
"restless"outnation
and that recent
auto figures are one indication of
the nation in motion.
Competition
movies,
radio, from
25-cent"restlessness,"
good books,
and better magazines may all add
up
to
the
possible
diminishment
of
the TV listening, he said.
He suggested three points for
television:
and stations should(1)findNetworks
new talent
and
new programs; (2) networks should
quit scheduling
cutting each
other's opposite
throats
by
programs
each other (such as drama against
drama, comedy against comedy,
etc);
program builders
clamp (3)a reasonable
lid on should
talent
KECA-TV
Los Angeles
and KGO-TVfor
San Francisco
have contracted
INS' All Nations television symphonies
on unrestricted basis and have taken
options on second series to be released
before the end of the year.

NL=Night Letter

[VLT =Int'l Victory Ltr.
SH30
W. P. MARSHALL, presi
Tbe fi""g time shown in the date line oa telegrama and day lettera ia STANDARD TIME at point of origin Time of receipt ia BTAMJAKD TIME at point of deadlier,
S.MGA382 DL fD=MEMPH I S TENN 5 534P=
GEORGE BURBACH.MANAGER=
TELEVISION STATION KSD-TV STL=

THIS TO COMMEND YOU AND YOUR STAFF FOR THE VERY
EXCELLENT
TELECAST OF THE IMPRESSIVE VEILED PROPHET
BALL CEREMONIES.
MEMPHIS AND MIDS0UTH AUDIENCES ARE INDEBTED TO
YOU, YOUR
PRODUCTION AND TECHNICAL STAFF FOR A SUPERIOR PRESE
NTATION AND
THE MANY FAVORABLE COMMENTS ATTEST WHOLEHEARTED
PUBLIC
ACCEPTANCE. THIS «S TRULY ONE
OF TELEVISIONS BIGGEST MOMFMT,
WHEN LOCAL EVENTS OF WIDESPREAD INTER
EST ARE PRESE^
A SUPERB MANNER. CONGRATULATIONS AND. BEST WISHES
*
HENRY W SLAVICK GENERAL
MANAGER WMCTCOMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
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LOS

GENE

ANGELES

NORMAN

TV

SHOW

HEADLINER!

on KN6H

Ace TV disc jockey, Gene Norman, teams up with
Snader Telescriptions . . . it's the brightest
nighttime participation show in Los Angeles!
Here's a neatly tailored, hard-selling TV show
with a ready-built audience to help you sell
your product or service in Los Angeles.
Gene Norman has been the tops in radio
disc jockeys in this town for years. Now he
swings his loyal audience to TV on KNBH.
With rare technique he introduces the glamorous Snader Telescriptions: top-quality motion
pictures of well-known singing, dancing and
musical novelty acts . . . filmed in Hollywood
NBC HOLLYWOOD

expressly for television. Peggy Lee, The King
Gole Trio, Patricia Morison, Tex Ritter, Red
Nichols and His 5 Pennies, Cab Calloway, Mel
Torme and a host of other stars appear every
week on The Gene Norman Show.
You can buy participations on The Gene
Norman Show for an amazingly low figure.
The show is viewed from 10:30 to 11 :00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Contact KNBH,
Hollywood, or nearest NBC Spot Sales Office,

TO SELL THE BUYING
MILLIONS IN AMERICA'S
2ND LARGEST TV MARKET!
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CENTRAL
OL' DOC LEMONOHIO'S
SHOW
HAS HIT TV
WTVN CHANNEL 6
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Has The Scoop !

Yeah Man!
and ye ol' Doc had 24 national and local sponsors
on tap before the show
was a week old !
WATCH THE RATINGS
Monday thru Friday
3:30 to 5:00
AND GET ABOARD!
WTVN-tv
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Edward Lamb
President
HEADLEY-REED, NATL. REP.
Closely Affiliated With
W IC U
Erie, Penna.
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Philadelphia Is Big Issue
ALLOCATIONS
LEGALISMS are beginning to be- oral hearing in briefs that have FCC headaches. Some of them acset FCC in this eighth week of the been filed with the FCC during retually propose
not
adversely
affectchanges
other that
cities,do and
TVLatest
"paper"
State ofU.'s
New WHCU
Jersey comply with all the Commission's
was allocation
the filing hearings.
last week Ithaca centandweeks.theCornell
by Daily News Television Co. requested oral hearings last month rules on mileage separation and
(WIBG and Philadelphia Daily [B • T, Sept. 24]. KROW Oakland,
An example ofommendationthis
type of rec-by
News) stressing it had gone Calif., asked for oral hearings fort- priorities.
was presented
through a hearing for Philadelnight ago [B • T, Oct. 15].
KVOO
Tulsa
last
week.
It prophia's Channel 12 and it has a
News Television Co. went
that Channel 11 be added to
legal right to have a decision intoDailya comparative
hearing with Tulsa poses
simply
by
changing
Channel
handed down by the FCC.
Philadelphia for Channel 12
12, Chan-11.
It asked for an oral hearing on WIP
in 1948. Six months after the hear- 11 innel Lawton
12 in Elk toCityChannel
to Channel
its case.
ing was completed,
FCC
"froze"
FCC proposes to delete Channel all pending
Only
fly
in
KVOO's
ointment
Subse- that KTOK Oklahoma City alsois
12 from Philadelphia.
quently,applications.
Hearing before
Examiner
Channel 11 — to be moved
This makes the third petition for Fred Johnson
died
he hadJ. wants
there from Lawton.
written an initial decision.
Another
example of this type of
NBC TV Affiliates
Daily
News Television
Co.'s plan recommendation is that of WFBG
to
keep
Channel
12
in
Philadelphia
(Continued from page 63)
It proposes to assign
the assignment of Chan- Altoona, Pa.
3 to that city.
should be more careful about crime involves
to WDEL-TV Wilmington Channel Would
and mystery shows, one of the and nela 8UHF
Hurt None
favorite targets of organized Lancaster. Thechannel
In its rebuttal filed last week,
FCC toplanWGAL-TV
proposes
groups ming.that
criticize
TV programpointed out that Channel 3
WDEL-TV from Chan- isWFBG
The NBC
standards
are not to change
not being taken from any other
Channel 4 12,
WGAL-TV
fromnel 7toChannel
to and
Channel
8.
city
and
that no oppositions to its
being properly
enforced,
some
delegates felt, and this included the
have
been filed.
"A serious legal problem is proposal
There
is
no reason,
it reasoned,
oft-mentioned
"cleavage"
displays
as well as conduct of some stars raised by the Commission's pro- why its proposal
cannot be granted.
posal
to
delete
from
the
assignwith night-club or Broadway backFCC
began
to
get
tough
late
ments to Philadelphia the channel comers last week when itwithturned
grounds.
Daily News Co. speciHere, too, developed another which fiedthe
application and for down two educational petitions askcomplaint stemming from theatri- which, inatitsgreat
ing for permission to file late apexpense, it comcal and night-club precedents — use
pleted
lengthy
testimony upon its pearances.
of spotlight
techniques
by
the
netIn
two letters to the Joint Comapplication,
more
than
three
years
work in order to emphasize the
mittee on Educational Television,
brief
reads.
"The
eliminastudio audience. Many affiliates ob- ago," tionthe
the
Commission
brusquely denied
of Channel 12 from the Philaj
e
c
t
t
o
over-emphasis
of
this
studio
requests
for late filings in behalf
delphia
channel
assignments
is
audience and the tendency on the tantamount to the denial of the of the reservation
of Channel 57
part of some performers to play to
in34 Wheeling,
W.
Va.,
and Channel
those out front instead of the view- Daily News application."
in
Fargo,
N.
D.
ers at home.
Philadelphia Situation
The
Commission
heretofore
has
The affiliates took advantage of
Philadelphia situation evoked been lenient in allowing late filings
the chance to complain about the a The
similar strong plea on the part in the allocations proceedings — parnetwork'sopmentpurported
of develticularly to educational groups.
President Benedict Gimof morning lack
hours.
With of
10]. WIP
Jr. last month [B • T, Sept.
Affirmative filings last week covevening time sold out at a large bel
ered
the
states of Texas, Kansas
number of stations and with afterAnother aspect of the problem and Oklahoma. Rebuttals were for
noonfilibusiness
booming,
many
afIowa, Missouri, North
ates are anxious to build their which FCC
can filing
expectbywasWPRO
con- Wisconsin,
and South Dakota and Nebraska
tained in the
morning audiences and to get audi- Providence.
and included such major markets
ence-capturing
programs
during
Its argument in behalf of the as Milwaukee, Des Moines, Kansas
these hours.
City. Pleadings were for such cities
They were just as eager to have Commission's plan to assign Chan- as
Pittsburgh,
Wheeling, Cincinnels dence
10, 12,(with 16Channel
and 2222 toreserved
ProviNBC do something about the calinati and Louisville.
bre of programs it turns out when
There were 120 filings last week,
TV) and counter
the big-name and high-rated pro- tofor theeducational
proposals of CBS, WHYN which brings the total since the
are off privately,
the air forsomethe ofsumHolyoke, WHDH Boston, WTIC proceedings began to 1,054.
mer.gramsTalking
the Hartford,
WTAG Worcester to
affiliates thought the network
should start serious efforts to use
away onebrings
of upProvidence's
VHF channels,
the Comthe summer for experimental pro- take
munications Act requirement that
Television Film Distributors
gramming. There appeared to be
considerable
feeling
that
the
netFCC
provide
a
"fair,
efficient
and
and
work had loaded its summer air equitable distribution of channels"
with a percentage of time-filling to each of the states.
Sales
Agents
Here's what WPRO has to say:
productions
ervirins
the toSouth-Eastern
Market
"It is crystal clear that any proprestige any that
good.didn't do station
Would
like
represent
producers
posal that would limit the entire
The Thursday meeting included
of
Package
Shows,
Open
End
State
of
Rhode
Island
to
only
one
a business session during the lunch
Films, Shorts, Soundies, and etc.
VHF channel and which deprives
period,
Send complete information of your
into the with
late discussion
afternoon. continuing that state of an additional VHF
product and your catalog to:
A group of informal committees channel, in order to give it to anthe most progressive sales agency
held sessions far into the night.
other state, would fly in the face
inAdvertisers,
this area calling
on Agencies,
and Stations.
mandate of Section 307 (b)
Members
of thetheorganizing
com- ofof the
the Communications Act. . . .
mittee that called
NBC affiliates
Contact:
is a need for a minimum
meeting- were Mr. Damm; Camp- of "There
four television channels in Rhode
bell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk;
ENTERPRISE CORPORATION
[and] at least two VHF
Dean Fitzer, WDAF-TV Kansas Island
1612 S. W. 13th Street
City; Harry Bannister, WWJ-TV channels ... in the State of Rhode
MIAMI, FLORIDA
Detroit and George Burbach, KSDTV St. Louis.
All of the briefs don't give the
Island."
BROADCASTING
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NPA to Hear Materials Request
CBS-COLUMBIA
APPEAL
sheet stemmed from the TV set informal procedure, with the ap- been provided for the manufacture of
CBS-COLUMBIA Inc. will go be- market.
durable goods in the first
fore a government appeals board
pellant permitted to be represented consumer
The hearing will be held before by counsel.
tomorrow (Tuesday) to request a
The board also may quarter of 1952 to compensate, in
T.
Munford
Boyd,
chairman
of
part,
for
the
reducedthatamounts
of copcall in representatives of the NPA
larger quota of scarce materials for
per and aluminum
areThe available
industry division involved (in this to these
its manufacturing properties, par- NPA's umbAppeal
Board.
CBS-Colmanufacturers.
outlook
i
a
i
s
expected
to
file
a
brief
ticularly for television.
Products) "and is that production of such civilian
Hearing has been scheduled by explaining in detail the reasons for case, Electronics
as refrigerators, stoves, radios,
claiming
interest." items
the National Production Authority, its request. The identity of officials other
television sets and home appliances
Hearingspersons
are open,
with Chairman
which earlier had turned down a who would appear was not im- Boyd and two other members com- of all kinds will be reduced, but bemediately known.
cause generally ample supplies of
prising the board.
request for an adjusted base perThe machinery for appeals from
mitting additional allotments of
these
are now on bedealers'
Other NPA Developments
of CMP adjustments was
shelves,cienproducts
the supply
suffisteel, copper and aluminum under denials
t to meet
normal should
consumer needs.
With
respect
to
availability
of
set
up
by
NPA
last
August,
with
the government's Controlled Ma- the forewarning that any relief materials, the government holds out
This
cutback
was
reflected
in
terials Plan.
allotments
anwillbybe the
only availability
"to the extentof little prospect for relief during the 1952 first-quarter
Specifically, CBS-Columbia granted
nounced
Oct.
12
by
the
Defense
permitted
of 1952
"because theto Production Administration. Elechinges its appeal on the fact that
defensequarter
program
is beginning
would suggest, first
the former Air King Products Co., materials."thatThis
tronics will receive 75,385 tons of
CBS-Columbia may hit its stride," according to Manly
which CBS absorbed in last sum- therefore,
stand in good stead to receive at Fleischmann, Defense Production steel (compared to 79,804 tons durmer's merger, receives only a rela- least
ing the fourth quarter of 1951);
those quantities allotted until Administrator. As a result, civilian
tively small quota of materials.
to both Hytron and Air King. production "will be moderately 33,760,000 pounds of copper and
CBS-Columbia wants an adjust- now
The
board
is
expected
to
issue
its
copper
base alloys (as against
lower."
Mr.
Fleischmann
conment which would pave the way
tinued:
within four weeks.
33,385,000)
; and 18on million
for sufficient materials to manu- decision
(Continued
page 88)pounds
The
hearing
is
described
as
an
To
the
extent
possible,
steel
has
factuchrome
re alarger
quantity
of monoand color
TV receivers,
radio sets, adapters and converters,
phonographs and other products.
Air King formerly was a subsidiary of Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp., which was purchased
by the network last June in a $20
million exchange-of-stock deal.
Allotments to Air King under
CMP are made for each quarter on
the basis of materials used the first
$40,000
six months of 1950, with the company allowed to draw from 50%
to 70% (depending on the material)
of that base period. Further percentage cuts are in prospect.
Aim of Firm
in sales from two weeks'
It is the hope of CBS-Columbia
that an expanded base would enable the manufacturing firm to turn
participation on a WGN-TV
out more products, with special
emphasis on color television receivers. The company now is producing the so-called "Colorvision"
morning
program
1
TV receiver, which permits switching from standard black-and-white
to CBS color reception by turning
: a knob [B • T, June 11].
Prior to its purchase by CBS, it
This is exclusively a WGN-TV story. . .
1 was explained that Air King had
bought its materials from a number
NO OTHER ADVERTISING WAS USED!
of sources, with the exception of
1 tubes which were obtained from
Hytron.
It was presumed that attorneys
Call your WGN-TV representative for top availabilities
for CBS-Columbia would inject the
base period for Hytron in its bid
for an overall adjusted base period.
The firm manufactures receiving
tubes and has ranked fourth in
volume among the eight companies
in that field.
The appeal for an adjusted base
fundamentally is occasioned by the
fact that the merger last summer
placed CBS in a position to manufacture its own brand of color TV
receivers. It is taking advantage
of the Hytron-Air King production
units, described as one of the best
integrated in the country.
Approximately 45.1% of the 1950
®he Chicago tribune {Eeletrisrton station
dollar sales reflected in the consolidated Hytron-Air King balance
BROADCASTING
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TELENEWS POSTS
Changes Announced
TELENEWS PRODUCTIONS,
producer of TV newsreels, has made
new appointments in line with its
expansion program in personnel,
facilities and products which has
been in progress for several
months, Herbert Scheftel, president, announced Oct. 12.
Under the new set up, Charles
N. Burris, former director of sales
and advertising, will be general
manager of all production. William
C. Driscoll, director of news and
film production for WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, has been appointed
to the new post of editor-in-chief.
He will direct Telenews Daily,
Telenews Digest, Telenews Weekly
and This Week in Sports.
Fritz Kahlenberg will direct the
foreign department and Gerald
Weiler, domestic news. Sidney
Stiber will be sports director and
Caseytion chief.
Davidson becomes producNew commercial film division
established under Robert W. Schofield, former production manager
of The March of Time. He will
direct all film production of short
subjects, industrial and documentary films and TV commercial
spots.
Ben E. Dyer, former production
manager of Willard Pictures and
more recently operator of his own
film consultant business, has been
appointed business manager for
Telenews.
FOR
SALE
For television micro-wave
relay use — one 200 foot
"Skyline" double guyed
tower complete with required obstruction lighting.
Also, four reflecting
screens which permit the
mounting of micro-wave
dishes on ground.
FOR DETAILS,
WRITE j. m. Mcdonald,
Assistant Director of
Engineering
Crosley Broadcasting
Corporation
Crosley Square,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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film

report

Monogram Pictures Corp. will go
into production of television films,
it was announced by Steve Broidy,
president,
corporation'sGiving
annual reportintothestockholders.
no indication as to when actual
production was expected to start,
Mr. Broidy stated the firm was "in
the process of organizing a unit
for the purpose of producing motion pictures expressly for television. He added, "We believe that
our long experience in low budget
pictures well qualifies us for this
new undertaking."
Erie Stanley Gardner, veteran
mystery writer, plans organization of a firm in Hollywood to film
for television stories based on his
Perry Mason detective character.
Cornwell Jackson, vice president
and manager of the Hollywood office of J. Walter Thompson Co. will
join, him as partner in the new
firm. Irving Vendig, writer of the
Perry Mason radio series sponsored
by Procter & Gamble for the past
eight years, has been approached
to write the TV scripts.
Pianist-bandleader Elliot Lawrence was signed last week for radio, television, and film work by
Ray Bloch Assoc., New York. Radio
and TV package shows are being
prepared for the musician, and
contract for scoring a forthcoming
film is also pending. Commitments
outside radio, TV and films will
continue to be handled for Mr.
Lawrence by Associated Bookings.
Max Alexander, head of M. & A.
Alexander Productions, Inc., Hollywo d, isin London conferring with
officials of British National Films
about purchase of additional movies
for TV release in the United States.
A series of 13 selected half-hour
television film programs, Hollywood
Half-Hour, is being prepared by
Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, for fall release. Making up the programs will be what
Fairbanks considers most outstanding films among its Silver Theater
and Bigelow Theater series. Programs will be retitled, re-edited
and made available to local and regional sponsors for first run rights
in 30 markets, and reissue playdates in the others.
Programs included in the series
are: Minor Incident; Wedding AnBirthday; Makeniversary;
YourKerry Fallon's
Bed; Wedding
Morning; Papa Romani; His BrothCoalser'sofKeeper;
Fire;Walt
Bad and
Guy;Lavinia;
Double
Feature; Closeups, and Lady With
Ideas. Stars appearing in the films
include Diana Lynn, Virginia Bruce,
Ann Dvorak, Chico Mark; Don DeFore; Lee Bowman; Gig Young;
Pamela Britton; Nancy Kelly;
Ward Bond, and Beverly Tyler.
Sales and Production . . .
PRIMROSE PRODUCTIONS, Los
Angeles, has completed the first in

.

.

.

adramatic
planned television
series offilm
13 programs
half-hour
entitled Ring. Featured in the
first program are Akim Tamiroff
and Elena Verduga, in their first TV
appearances, Rochelle Hudson and
Lyle Talbot. Richard Morley is
producer.
Filming
next program in the
seriesof the
is scheduled
to get underway the last week in
October.
* * *
S N A D E R TELESCRIPTIONS
Corp., Beverly Hills, has completed
six new telescriptions featuring
Jan Clayton, singer. Dick Mason
has
been signed by firm as assistant
director.
* * *
SUPERMAN Inc., Los Angeles,
has
of 26 films.
halfhourcompleted
Supermanits series
television
Motion Pictures for Television will
distribute the series starting about
Feb. 1.
* * *
FIVE STAR Productions, Hollywood, has completed series of four
one-minute live-action television
film spots for Zenith Radio Corp.
(Zenithed forHearing
Aids). Films
aimNovember
telecasting
feature Rupert Hughes, author.
Agency for Zenith, MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
KLAC-TV FILM BUY
Acquires British Shows
KLAC-TV Hollywood has paid
$103,000 for a package of 18
British feature films in arrangements made with Snader Telescription
utor of theSales,
films.Hollywood,
Included distribin the
group are 14 Alexander Korda
movies.
Deal calls for the station to
have unlimited run of the' films
for a two-year period starting after
Jan. 1. The date was named because several of the films have
not been exhibited theatrically in
Los Angeles as yet.

FATE OF MOVIES
Viewed by Prof. Levin
MERGER of United Paramount
Theatres Inc. and ABC [B • T,
Oct. 15, Sept. 3] might result in
better motion pictures — or worse,
according to Harvey Levin, assistant professor of economics, Pennsylvania State College.
Writing in the Oct. 13 issue of
The Nation magazine, Prof. Levin
makes these points in his article
entitled, "How Much Merger in
Theitsvery
of radio-TV
and
need hugeness
for a mass
audience
Television?"
might
force the theatres owned byi
the firm to cater to the movies'
large tureuntapped
— "the This
main cultureaudience
and age."
would improve the quality of motion pictures, he believes, because
then
could beof freedom
made "to from
win
at leastmovies
a measure
the necessity of pleasing a mass
audience made up largely of adolesOn the other hand, huge income
and operating
of radio-TV
might
persuade costs
the new
company
to devote most of its creative energies
in
that
direction,
to the
cents."
detriment of its film-showing operations, Prof. Levin thinks. This
would be more a possibility, Prof.
Levin observes, if the new company
goes in heavily for theatre TV.
EDITING TIME
Cut by New Machine
THROUGH use of the George
Fox multiple monitor film editing
machine, a 25% saving in editing
time is claimed on Desiltu ProducTV filmBallJ Love
Lucy,Arnaz.
starringtion'sLucille
and Desi
Philip Morris sponsors the program on CBS-TV starting Oct. 15.
The editing machine, manufactured to Mr.Co.,Fox's
specifications
by Movieola
includes
a sound
head and three interlocking picture
heads. On each head is a small projection screen so that the show can
be edited in the same manner as
a live TV show on three monitors,
it was explained.
The three machines are control ed by foot pedals and can be
run in any combination.
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TV TALENT
i^SEPARATE bargaining units for
, motion picture actors employed by
Amoscertain
'n' Andy
film who
TV
• CBS
seriesonandits for
persons
appear on all live network TV profferaims originating in New York,
i1 Los Angeles and Chicago were des5i ignated
the National
Labor Rei.ations byBoard
last Wednesday.
NLRB ordered elections involving
1 Television Authority and Screen
e A.ctors Guild.
>• In taking this action, NLRB held
; iiat talent appearing on the CBS
urogram, inproduced
at themay
Hal choose
Roach
s- Studios
Hollywood,
• oetween TVA and SAG. Election
6 wiB be held before the end of No» /ember.
3 The decision was held to repre3 ;ent a victory for the actors guild
'■ pn;he the
Westpicture
Coast,industry,
stronghold
motion
if notof
e elsewhere. It also served to com' !olicate an earlier agreement
y eached by the two unions in New
'•Ifoik [B • T, Aug. 13].
e! heAtboard
that ruled
time for
SAG TVAagreed
in thethatnet-if
's Volk TV case and set aside only
!,l me union (TVA), it would not cony! est
the ballot.
The board'sinoperaruling
endered
this concession
■ KivjL
I In return, TVA notified Associated Actors and Artistes of America
\'t hadsentwithdrawn
a bid to by
repre-10
performers employed
^Jjvhjch
.'Jew York
motion
picture
firms
make films for TV, theatres,
c.Ltd The actors guild last week won
r. he single-union election, TVA not
iZ ppearing on the ballot (see sepaate story, this page).
.5.,c- .died
Last aweek's
NLRB finding
inTVA petition
for certifir,s, ation as bargaining agent for all
ndre programs,
Ilalent on including
"live" and
kinescoped
motion
picture
o-l-tors appearing on Amos V Andy.
an i While CBS is the only network
as Employer now, making motion picrre films for TV, the decision also
lay be expected to set precedent
>r ABC-TV, DuMont Television
'etwork,
and General
eleradio NBC-TV
Inc. (WOR-TV
New
ork), should they move into mo-

XI

M

NLRB
tion picture production for TV. Of
these,
ABC-TV has expressed such
an interest.
These are the units set aside by
the board:
Unit
talent on1— "All
all livepersons
networkemployed
televisionas
programs
originating
in Newand York,
Chicago
and
Los
Angeles,
over the network facilities ofbroadcast
the employers
(mentioned
in
petition),
including actors,disc
masters
of ceremony,
quizmasters,
jockeys,
singers,
dancers, announcers, sportscasters
(play-by-play,
and
men), assistant
specialtyandplay-by-play
acts,
ons, color
television
extras
all walkother
television
performers,
but performers
excluding
services
rendered
by
such
inemployed
the capacity
of
musician,
and
talent
by [CBS]
in its West Coast
motion
picture
productions.
Unit
2
—
"All
actors
[CBS] gaonged in thethe production
West Coast,ofemployed
who
are picen-by
motion
tures designed
for initial
exhibition
television,
including
singers
and talent
stunton
men,
but excluding
extras
and
employed
in
the
production
of
live
television programs.
Performers catalogued in Unit 1
will determine whether or not they
will be represented by TVA; those
in Unit 2 will choose between TVA
and SAG, or select neither union.
Throughout the prolonged controversy SAG argued that the motion
picturerate unit.
talent
be inremained
a sepaThe should
networks
generally neutral but agreed with
SAG that the television portion of
the proposed unit was appropriate.
Issue as posed by NLRB was
whether separate groups should be
established.
TVA Contention
TVA held that as bargaining
agent for talent on all live network
television broadcasts originating in
the three cities there should be an
integrated unit of all TV performers, including those making motion
pictures, because they have common skills. SAG contends, conversely, that the TV motion picture
employesditionsareunderbound
workingin that
conwhich byothers
industry operate and whom it has
traditionally represented.
Taking note of this, the board
stated:
Production techniques used by CBS
in making its films
practically
distinguishable froare
m those
used by. in-.all.
other
picture
producers.
Byshowswaymotion
of
contrast,
most
live
are produced before television
television

fHM

STUDIOS
1331 S.WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
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Thirty-three
film
messagesyearshaveof
the know-how to put sellingpunch into TV film spots and
yet keep costs down.

Orders Elections

cameras through which the audiences
see thestant it isperformance
same are
inrendered. asSuchthe shows
completely
rehearsed
before
perform-seance, thequence,plot
dictates
the
scene
and corrections cannot be
made. . . ."
NLRB tention,
took however,
issuethatwithdifferent
SAG's conacting techniques
and
skills
required for the two media.are This
claim, it said, is "not entirely supported by the "there
record."
Explaining
difference
between istheconsiderable
pay and
working conditions for television
talent and those which exist for
CBS' motion
picture employes," the
decision
continued:
. . . Motion picture employment is
for consecutive
days, with
from first paycostumng to final shooting,
evenOn
for iintervening
non-workingfull days.
the otherformershand,
pay
of
television
perwhich do notvaries according
even existto forconditions
motion
picture talent,
and
which
are
not
conwork. sidered by CBS in its motion picture
For example,
television non-comactor receives les forprogramaathan
sustaining
broadcast;mercialplayers
on forlocala sponsored
programs
are paid less than those on network
programs; and a player on an audition
SAG WINS IN N.Y.
Mail Vote 202 to 3
SCREEN Actors Guild continues
to represent New York motion
picture actors in all kinds of films
made by New York producers — inas theatricalcluding
releases-television
— as asthewellresult
of a
202-to-3 National Labor Relations
Board election completed Oct. 10.
Decision of the mail vote was
announced last week by Mrs. Florence Marston, Guild representative
in New York.
Previously, Television Authority,
new group formed by live talent
unions headquartered in New
York,tionhad
in the challenged
film-acting SAG's
field. posiFollowing defeat of TVA in a Hollywood
NLRB
election
last
summer
when the vote was 439 to 48 —in
favor of the Guild — TVA withdrew from the New York election, which
to establish
national
as was
well held
as West
Coast
decision. The subsequent vote was
therefore between the Guild and
"no union" [B • T, Aug. 13].
Employers involved in the New
York election included Audio Productions, Caravel Films, John
Bransby Productions, Leslie Roush
Productions, Pathescope Co. of
America, Sound Masters, March of
Time Division of Time Inc., Transfilms Inc., West Coast Sound
Studios and Willard Pictures. The
Guild has had contracts with these
companies, the major New York
producers, since 1937.
/If.'
COFFEE?
WILBURSTREECH
PRODUCTIONS
TV FILM. COMMERCIALS • •
1697 BROADWAY, N.Y. • JUDSON 2-3816

TV Hurts Busses
NOW IT'S the bus business
that is suffering because of
television. D. W. Barratt,
manager of Salt Lake City
Lines, told the Utah Public
Service Commission that television is one potent factor
in cutting the number of
passenger fares. He cited a
32.2%
drop inlosspassengers
with 24.95%
in gross
revenues on Sunday, Sept. 30
compared with correspondthe date
both inTV1950.
stations
ing Sunday
That'sin
Salt Lake,
and
KSL-TV
were KDYL-TV
on the air with
interconnected network television. Firm wants a fare increase.
show
gets
another inratewhich
of pay.
In
every
otherstilltelevision
particular
motion
picture
differ,
such asandovertime
payconditions
arrangements,
CBS follows
standards, departing fromHollywood
standards
in television
and
radio. prevalent both
[TVA]differences,
urges theasserting
Board tothatignore
these
CBS
follows
picture
standards
just
to[SAG].
avoidmotion
strife
between
[TVA]
and
In
our
view,
it
may
with
equal
justice
be
inferred
that
CBS,
drawing
as it does from the motion picture
talent tions
pool,which hasit found
merely applicable
met the condito its
new venture.
No lowmatter
what
caused
CBS
to
fol-it
motion
picturepicture
standards
entered
motion
work when
inshows
the
Los
Angeles
area,
the
record
and we have
find, conditions
that CBS ofmotion
picture
actors
employment
like those of all other motion picture
(Continued on page 81)
FREE
If the rating on our completed 13 Craig;
Kennedy
mysteryespecially
shows starringDonald
Woods,not filmed
television,
does
beat
the
rating
of forany
mysterydetective
TV
show
at
end
of
13
(comparable time) in any city, we week*
offer
your
show. sponsor 2nd run at no charge for
Immediate Delivery
first 13 '4-hour TV films
Adrian completed
Weiss Productions
present
CRAIG
KENNEDY
CRIMINOLOGIST
Starring
DONALD
WOODS

Sydney Mason and Lewis G. Wilson
Available
For National-Regional
or Local Sponsorship
LOUIS WEISS & COMPANY
655 N. Fairfax
Los Angeles
36, California
Phone: WEbster
5287
Write-Wire-Phone • Screening Prints Available
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TV WRITERS
ALA, RWG Rift Flares
AUTHOR'S
of America,
parent body ofLEAGUE
Radio Writers
Guild,
has taken a bold step toward
settling the dispute for jurisdiction
over television writers by issuing a
formal directive to the guild that
it withdraw its NLRB petition for
a vote among the writers themselves.
RWG, as a member of ALA, must
follow directives or drop out. Al-_
though individual members could
withdraw, any new unit they might
form would be faced with complex
legal hassles involving their right
to RWG title, authority, and completed contracts. Such a step would
weaken union strength considerably, for both sides.
The battle has been simmering
for several weeks, with the ALA
council letting its intentions be
known and RWG officials admitting
there has been some talk about
petition withdrawal. Peaceful attempts at solution appeared two
weeks ago when it was suggested
that a complete revision of the
ALA council be effected first and
jurisdiction be settled second.
With reorganization side-stepped,
the ALA council suggested two
weeks ago that the guild withdraw
its petition and asked, at last
week'staken.
session,RWG
why representatives
action had not
been
countered that there was misunderabout theresulted
council'sin exact
intentions,standingwhich
ALA
formalization of the request by
issuing an official directive. It was
a 6-4 decision.
Meanwhile. ALA is recognized —
by NLRB and employers — as proper
representative of all authors, with
the government board considering
any representation dispute an internal one, beyond the domain of
the Taft-Hartley Act. ALA, also
considering the question as one
within its own structure, maintains
its right to determine which of its
"administrative
dle certain affairs.units" should han-

the Radio
Guild, theScreen
Authors Guild Writers
and the Affiliated
Writers Guild. Because of "the
different
economic ALA
requirements"
the
TV medium,
has not yetof
determined whether administration
of TV writers would ultimately be
containedtralizedunder
direction. separate or cenNegotiations with the networks
— broken off in July because of the
jurisdictional
— would
resumed after question
withdrawal
of thebe
RWG petition, it was felt, as soon
as the networks were assured there
would be no further filing later.
ALA's deals
national
which
with TVthe committee,
networks,
would continue under its present
set-up with all four guilds and the
television
writers group represented.
By week's
end, RWG
from
the League
seemedwithdrawal
unlikely,
but the Guild was faced with the
decision — due within a week — of
complying with or fighting the directive. Meanwhile, NLRB is holding the petition until further papers
are filed. It was understood, however, that in case of a showdown,
the
case. labor board would dismiss the

SCHOOL PROGRAM
KPRC-TV Offer Accepted
LOCAL school board has accepted
the offer of KPRC-TV Houston,
Tex., to telecast school activities
on a 15-minute, five-a-week basis,
the station has reported. Earlier,
acceptance of the offer had been
postponed pending presentation of
the school board's bid for a reOct. 8]. served channel to FCC [B • T]
The offer is contingent upon FCC
acknowledgment of a brochure on
the board's
television channelapplication
mailed out forlast a week.
The board had deferred acceptance,
contending the offer might jeopardize its chances of getting a channel
if the FCC were apprised of the
school program.
KPRC-TV plans to set aside the
5-5:15 p.m. period, Monday through
Friday,
for the educational proThe
majority
of
writers'
for
TV
are ALA members, split among the
gram, according to Marsh Callavarious units: the Dramatists Guild,
way, promotion manager.
Immediate
Delivery
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On the dotted line
CELEBRATING start of Coca-Cola-sponsored Adventures of Kit Carson a
CiscoL. Kid
ABC-TVforareInterstate,
(seated, E.I toB. r).
Hilly baker
Sande
v.Interstate
p., Dan B.Bakeries'
Miner Co.,
A., adon agency
Hueter,
ad mgr.; H. G. Rogers, v. p. Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of L. A., and Jar
K. Payne, Iacct.
exec,
D'Arcysis. adrep.agency,
L. A., Los
representing Coca-Co
Bob Hill,
KECA-TV
Bob LaDi
TV(standing,
sis. mgr., toABCr) Western
Div., Donn forB. Tatum,
TV dir.,Angeles;
ABC Western
and Cecil Barker, dir. of TV programming production for ABC Western D

AFTER Time
signingare for(I to52-week
Swift'sE.
Movie
r) Harold
Wilson,F.Swift's
York (TV)
dist. mgr.;
John
Noone,NewWPIX
New
York sis. dir., and Vernon D. Beatty,
Swift's adonmgr.
Show
began
Oct.
15
Mon.-Fri. basis.

SIGNING for Fri. 7 p.m. screeni
of Kit Carson series on WBAP-1
Fort Worth & areHolmes
(I to r)ad Jack
Holm.a
MacBride
agency,
Glen Woodson, bottler.
Fort Worth Coca-Cc

groundwork for Clint. .
QUALITY
its Welch's
Wine takesIMPORTERS
Crusade infor the
Pacific LAYING Mfg.
Co., L. A., sponsorsh U\
on WJZ-TV New York and KECA-TV Clothing
of
Cfse*
Huntley
Views the World
Los Angeles. Seated (I to r) are KECA-TV Los Angeles
are (seat
Robert J. Hsrty, v. p. in chargs I to r) Mr. Huntley, newscaster,
of N. Y. office of Al Paul Lefton Milton Fisher, Clinton exec; (stanai
Co., ad agency for Quality; Edward ing, I to r) Fred Hailparn, Clint
Bishop, pres., Quality and Trevor exec; Robert F. Laws, TV sis. mg
Adams,
WJZ-TV;
stand- ABC Western Div., and Berna
ing aregen.
(I tomgr.,
r) Don
L. Kearney,
Weinberg, pres., Milton Weinbe
mgr.,
ABC-TV
spot
sales,
and
Williams, pub.Timerel.Inc.dir., MarchP. A.of Adv. Co., L. A., agency for Clinto
MATTY BELL, Southern Methodist U. grid coach, is starring in series ov
WFAA-TV Dallas, sponsored by First National Bank in Dallas. Settling d
tails are (I to r) Randall Brooks, exec. v. p. & mgr. of Dallas office of Roge
& Smith, agency for sponsor; Edward E. Kash, agency radio-TV dir.; Ma
Ann Baecus, agency asst. radio-TV dir.; Ralph Nimmons, WFAA-TV mg;
Mr. Bell; Paul Franke, agency acct. exec; Alex Keese, WFAA-AM-T
regional sis. mgr., and Clifton Blackmon, bank asst. v. p. & dir. of ad

INDUCTION
East or West Coast?
A tTTLE LINES, according to curj it reports, are indicated to be
41 :ming on the question of whether
i West Coast — Hollywood — or
; East Coast — New York — will
chief center for television pro] ction now that the coast-to-coast
j ay has opened.
• (Prompted by published reports
j Ted Rosenak, advertising mantier of Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.,
idiild others that Hollywood lacks
nlities to adequately handle a
■j
e" dramatic
television
show,Roach
Hal
Tach,
president
of Hal
p'jadios, has declared, "There isn't
dramatic
showof that
can't
giti]live
telecast
from one
our stages
i'j
d
done
better."
i j Mr. Rosenak was in Hollywood
J|| attend the takeoff of the NBC
Jit Us of Ivy show and attend his
jI m's
party following
the CBS-TV
Playhousethe oftelecast
Stars,
IliDnsored by Schlitz.
™:'We'd like to do the show from
'■|| re' hebutwas Hollywood
can't handle
quoted as saying.
"You
' ven't the facilities so we've
/en it up."
Not Ready Yet
jMr.
Rosenak's
,T:luded among comments
similar were
ones
looted by New York agency and
(iptwork executives who have looked
tf.;oig Hollywood
facilities dramatic
for puton live television
i ows. The consensus appeared
ji be that Hollywood was not yet
ady for the coast-to-coast relay.
A'Mr. Roach said, "all we need do
Bp telecast a live dramatic show]
It wheel in television cameras."
it,
added, "weshows
do not
iginghe dramatic
live believe
is the
iyStating
to dothatit." he thought the avere one-hour live dramatic show
•ces two weeks of rehearsals, he
clared,
"We inwill
ow on film
fivedodaysthe andsameit
11 be better. And the picture,
,MMailable
'.lowing forits later
cableduse use,
will be
by stations
M t yet having access to the cable."

SANABRIA CHARGE
Cites CBS Before FTC
PERSONAL petition to each of the
Federal Trade Commissioners
charging unfair trade practice by
CBS in using itsthesubsidiary's
name "CBSColumbia"
sets has for
been filed by U. TVA.
Sanabria, president
of American
Television
Inc., Chicago.

Mr. Sanabria,
one every
of radio's
pioneers,
alleges that
time
CBS announces its name at a station break, an advertisement for
CBS-Columbia sets is made.
The same complaint to FCC two
weeks
asking bethat
CBS's
radio andago,
TV licenses
suspended
an investigation made, was
LIGHT talk brightens party after Hollywood-style premiere held by WLWT and
down on the ground that
(TV) Cincinnati in kicking off its 66 first-run television films, Sun.-Fri., over turned
Commission had no jurisdiction
WLWT, WLWD (TV) Dayton and WLWC (TV) Columbus [B • T, Oct. 1]. the
• T, Oct. 15].
L to r: Bill Robinson, vice president in charge of programming, Crosley Broad- [B"We
that this is unfair
casting Corp.; Cincinnati's Mayor Albert Cash; Burgess Meredith, guest of use of believe
free,
government-granted
honor who had title role of Ernie Pyle in premiere film, "The Story of G. I. facilities
to
identify
brand name
Crosley. and assistant general manager, with call letters of a achain
Joe," and Dwight Martin, vice president
or station because this constitutes a free
advertising
he said.manufac"Parenthetically,"
American plug,"
Television
question
whether the he
publicadded,
will be"I GILLETTE BUYS
cathode ray picture
content forever to have its video Army-Navy Game on NBC-TV tubes turesandTV sets,
runs a technical
drama take place within three ARMY-NAVY football classic will school and aalso
retail store to sell its
be
telecast
for
the
sixth
consecutive
TV
sets.
New York will remain the head- year by NBC at 12:15 p.m. EST
Mr. Sanabria asserted that CBS
walls."
quarters of TV commercial films,
Dec. 1 with Gillette Safe- should not be permitted to "capitaldespite opening of transcontinental Saturday,
ty
Razor
Co.
as
sponsors.
Maxon
ize" on its licenses to broadcast
television, William Van Praag, Inc. is agency.
"on wavelengths which are the
executive producer of Van Praag
Game
will
be
seen
on
entire
NBCProduction, New York, said in a TV network, coast-to-coast, and property
of theidentification.
people" brand
or product
speech matic
before
students
the Dra- will lead off TV's first double- name
CBS-Columbia
sets
have "boundWorkshop,
New atYork.
header football coverage. After the
ed ketin sales"
put on name,
the mar-he
under thesinceColumbia
Army-Navy clash in Philadelphia,
Special Technique Needed
NBC will switch to the Los Angeles said. The sets were previously
"The
making
of
film
commercials
the complete Notre
by Air King
is a special technique as unlike Coliseum for
of Southern California manufactured
ucts Co. and marketed
underProdthe
theatrical motion pictures as they Dame-U.
game
starting
at
4:15
p.m.
EST.
Air
King
name.
Air
King
was a
are
unlike
television."
he
said.
"The
Electric Corp. will subsidiary of Hytron Radio &
technical equipment of the motion Westinghouse
sponsor the latter event through Electronics Corp., which CBS
picture must be combined with the Ketchum,
MacLeod
and Grove.
bought last June [B • T, June 18].
special qualities of television as a
sales
medium."
Remarking
that NewhaveYorkworked
pro- Acheson Speaks
George's Radio Signs
ducers and technicians
IN ONE of his rare personal ap- SPONSORSHIP of Your Junior
hard and long to master the techpearances on television, Secretary Revue, WNBW (TV) Washington
nique, he added that New York will
Dean Acheson was sched- Sunday noon series [B • T, Oct.
retain its hold on TV production of State
uled to be seen
on NBC-TV'syesterday
Battle Television
8], assumedCo.,by Washington
George's Radio &
since it is the headquarters of Report,
Washington
agencies and talent as well.
ance chain. The series had applibeen
(Sunday), 3-3:30 p.m. EST. He
was to tional
reportdevelopments
briefly and
on internasponsored since 1949 by Home Apanswer store.
pliance Co., affiliated neighborhood
questions on current issues.
DR. DuMONT HONORED
Passaic Dinner Nov. 14
TWO-DAY program in Passaic,
N. J., to identify the city as "The
Birthplace
of Television"
start
In Greater Grand Rapids
with a dinner
Nov. 14 will
at which
WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
Gov.
Alfred
E.
Driscoll
will
present
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
a citation to Dr. Allen B. DuMont
. . . the most ears
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,
in
TV recognition
achievements.of the scientist's
AND NOW—
are WOODpecked!
First regularly scheduled TV
programming is claimed to have
5000 WATT OUTPUT !
been inaugurated in 1930 by
JOS. WEED & CO.
W2XCD Passaic. First commercial TV receivers were produced by
350 Madison Ave., New York,
the
DuMont laboratories there in
Can Tell You More About
1938, it was said. In recognition
5000 WATTS
of this and other
early there,
TV experiNBC
mentation conducted
the
G H N S
AFFILIATE
Passaic City Council adopted the
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
"birthplace" slogan. WABD (TV)
UFAX
NOVA SCOTIA New
AtSO WFDF, FLINT; WEOA, EVANSV|LLE; WFBM, INDIANAPOLIS' £
• KATZ AGENCY
't
dinner.York will telecast the opening
1
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RCA Shows
(Continued from page 70)
—from
red, green
images
these and
tubesblue."areTheprojected
through lenses which blend the individual single-color pictures into
the
screen.full-color picture seen on the
Programs
utilized in were
last the
week's
theatre
demonstrations
experimental color field telecasts
started by RCA Oct. 9 [B • T,
Oct. cial8] RCAforcolorsets
public viewing
on spe-of
in the lounge
New York's Center Theatre and in
NBC's
which
receivedWashington
the telecastsstudios,
via coaxial
cable and radio relay circuits from
New York. The program at 10
each morning was actually broadcast by WNBT (TV) New York
and WNBW (TV) Washington;
those at 2:15 and 4 p.m. were
transmitted
nections. by closed circuit conThe morning
programs onwerestandreceivable in monochrome
ard black-and-white video sets in
the New York and Washington
areas, fulfilling what RCA's board
chairman, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, described as one of the three
purposes of the demonstrations:
To show a new dimension of the
compatibility of the RCA color, system with black-and-white TV
standards.
The two other aims of the demonstrations, Gen. Sarnoff said, were
to show how movie houses in the
future may receive and project
colored
TV and
programs
theatresize screens
to proveon that
such
colorcasts can be satisfactorily
transmitted to the theatres by radio relay, coaxial cable or actual
broadcasts.
Content and personnel of the
programs employed in the largescreen demonstrations were identical with those used during the
previous week's experimental colorcasts [B • T, Oct. 15]. Nanette
Fabray emceed studio variety program of fast-moving entertainers
which demonstrated the RCA system's ability to reproduce color in
motion without fringing or blurring. The studio program was followed by an outdoor pickup to
demonstrate the action of the RCA

color camera in sunlight as well as
under controlled studio lighting.
In developing the equipment used
in the demonstration, Dr. Epstein
and his associates in the cathoderay and optics section of the David
Sarnoff Research Center had the
cooperation
other groups,
including the TV ofsection
of the Center,
headed by R. D. Kell. Special credit
also was given to Saul Lasof of
Dr. Epstein's
staff engineer.
and to Roy
Wilcox,
RCA Victor
MORGAN ELECTED
Named to Pa. AFA Post
ROY E. MORGAN, general manager of WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
and a director of the Advertising
Club of WilkesBarre, lieutenant
has been
elected
governor of the
Pennsylvania District of the Advertising Federation of America.
Mr. Morgan, first
Wyoming Valley
resident to be
honored
office in thewith
AFA,
Mr. Morgan succeeds
Norman
Klages, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Re-elected as officers of the Pennsylvania District, AFA, were James
J. B. Stillan, Philadelphia, district
governor; delpMorton
J. Simon,
Philahia, ad counselor,
secretary,
and Frances Reardon, Scranton,
treasurer.
WJR Sales Figures
WJR Detroit announced last week
that sales for the nine month period
ending Sept. 30, 1951, amounted to
$2,425,311.81. This compares with
$2,526,653.75 for the same period
in 1950. Net profit before taxes
during the 1951 period amounted
to $709,586 as against $618,364.02
for 1950, it was added. After computing taxes in accordance with the
proposed new tax rates, the net
profit to surplus amounts to $356,927.73 as against $363,401.13 last
year.

WIBW^fe
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WORLD SERIES DELIGHTS ALL
Even High School Students Recess for TV Vie
RADIO and television industry station's 10-man sales staff starte
market pre-game and post-gan
last Wednesday was just as willing toadjacencies
including four li\
to join the baseball magnates and shows, 20-second
fans in voting the 1951 World and eight - secondannouncement
Series the most successful in his- spots. By game time identificatic
Oct. 4, tl
tory of autumn classics.
pre-game schedule had bee
And aside from the record cov- entire
erage provided by the broadcast signed, John F. Noone, sales dire^
media, there were several other tor, announced last week, and tl
majority ofcontracted.
the post-game
highlights. Among those reported had
First schedu
choic*
to Broadcasting • Telecasting: were been
given to regular advertisei
Television sent the series games with Winston
Stores,
Adam
Hat
for the first time into the hills of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Bufferii
Eastern Kentucky for coal miners Vitalis,
Vim
Stores,
Trico
Producl
at the landWheelright
operations
In- and Reid's Ice Cream among th.
Steel Co. A cable
relayedof the
telecasts from WSAZ Huntington, signers.
W. Va., 77 miles to the north into
the company's Community Hall. E. BMI Boost
R. Price, manager of the coal
operations,
that towns-to CANADIAN broadcasting- station
people lateralso
will said
be permitted
during National Radio Week, Oc
tap
3, will use as much BM
homes.the cable to pipe programs into 27-Nov.
music as possible. Announcement
Seattle-Tacoma and the Puget from
the
will tell the au
Sound area had the game telecasts dience thatstations
and its Canadia
each night at 11:30 p.m. when affiliate, BMI BMI
Canada,
has produce
KING-TV Seattle, in cooperation
music and has for the past 1
with Gillette and NBC, arranged the
years
made
a
substantial
contribu]
to have special fast kinescopes tion towards the development
flown
from
San
Francisco
for
local
Canadian
talent.
The
plan
wa
telecasting.
Television set sales in Northern tions
suggested
by
one
of
Canada's
sta ■.
and is being used by mos
California jumped 300% above a
normal week, dealers reported last independent Canadian stations.
week. Stocks in many stores were
said to be exhausted by the de- Coast Guard Tests
mand.
In Rock Island, most of the 1200 DEADLINE of Jan. 1, 1952, hai
high school students were given been set on applications for mei
time off to view the series on 20- who wish to take examinations fo:
inch sets in the school auditorium. the U. S. Coast Guard Academy
Shortly after word came Oct. 2 New London, Conn., the Coas
Guard announced last week. En
that
which WPIX
carried (TV)
YankeeNewand York—
Giants trance to the academy is based oi
games all season — had been granted from
competitive
Feb. will
18-19,be1952
which exams
200 men
permission to carry the Series, the
lected. Upon completion of a four
year engineering course, a cadet if
eligible
for an ensign's
CANADIAN LISTENING
and a bachelor
of sciencecommissior
degree ir *
engineering.
Full
may hi
'Radio Theatre' Tops Rating obtained from thedetails
Commandant
ONE Canadian program made the ington
U. S. Coast
Guard
(PTP),
Wash- it
25, D. C.
first ten evening programs for
September in the national Canadian
rating summary released by Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. The
shows, heard in Canada in September, were Lux Radio Theatre, rating 20.5, Mario Lanza 17.8, Great
Gildersleeve 12.9, Life with Luigi
12.7, Suspense 12.7, Cisco Kid 12.2,
Father Knows Best 11.8, Treasure
Trail (Canadian program) 11.8,
Contended Hour 11.7, and Club 15,
11.
Daytime first five shows were Ma
Perkins 16.4, Big Sister 15.8, Pepper
Young's pinessFamily
Rightandto Laura
Hap13.1, Road 14.8,
to Life
Limited, tied with 12.8.
First five French evening programs
were Un Homme et Son Peche 27.5,
Metropole 20.1, La Pause Qui Rafraichit 20, Jouez Double 19.3, and Le
Chansons
de I'Escadrille
first five French
shows were17. RueDaytime
Principal 21.1, Jeunesse Doree 19.6, Grande
Soeur 19, Tante Lucie 18.8, and Quart
d'Heure de Detente 18.1.
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™~~^ ^ tor — Replace ^^^^^^^^^
WNJR in
Newark
Blood to
Rcd—is helping
Tubes? WNJR
Will Transis
'NEW
EPOCH'
obtain
urgently
needed
reserves
for
the
local
blood
ative-charged ends. It is encased Princeton, said much the same. He,
FUTURE of the germaniumtransistor is stirring the electronics indiameter.
bank by converting its large
a plastic Itbead,
about
3/16-in.
in however, went a step further.
has
three
electrical
world.
"The use of semi-solids as conauditorium-studio into a temductors will mark the next epoch
Some radio old-timers have been connections.
porary collection center
Transistors
can
be
used
to
amin
electronics.
At
the
present
time,
Thursday, with the Newark
murmuring about "back to the cat's
plify,
detect,
oscillate,
rectify.
and
for
the
next
few
years,
transwhiskers days."
Red Crossandto trained
provide amedical
bloodThe early type can amplify up
istors, etc., will be developed for
mobile
That is how strong the feeling is
20 db— 100 times. The new many functions not now performed
that the transistor and other semi- to
personnel
to
handle
blood
junction
type
can
amplify
up
to
donors. A WNJR broadcast,
conductors are on the verge of re- 40 or 50 db. The latest type uses by tubes. They will be compleplacing the vacuum tube.
m
e
n
t
a
r
y
t
o
tubes;
they
won't
reoriginating
from
the
studio,
0.6 microwatts of power (compared
place them. when we know enough
will feature celebrities from
The plain facts are that for the with
a million microwatts used to
"However,
hnmediate future the transistor heat the cathode of the ordinary about
the sports and entertainment
them, when they are deis not going to replace the vacuum receiving tube). The early transisworlds
and disc jockey Carl
v
e
l
o
p
e
d
t
o
the
point
where
they
can
tube.
tor handles up to a megacycle in perform the many functions that a
Ide, who will interview doThe transistor is going to be put frequency; the newest up to 10 mc. vacuum tube does, and as cheaply,
nors and play their favorite
to work where the vacuum tube
Will the transistor actually take then we shall see a new vista in
records. Advance promotion
cannot go, where it is more econom- the place of vacuum tubes ?
for thecastday
broad-by
This is what E. Finley Carter,
ical, where its special assets —
aroundisthebeingclock
smallness, ruggedness, stability, engineering vice president of big electronics."
Has Gen. Sarnoff's Backing
recorded
pleas
and
live
interlack of heat, minimum power re- tube manufacturer Sylvania ElecBrig. General David Sarnoff , RCA
views of local civic, medical,
tric Products told Broadcasting • chairman, gave a hard push to
quirements, instantaneous readi- Telecasting
Red
Cross
and
blood
bank
last week:
ness for operation — are required.
such developments during his reofficials.
Five to 10 years away is the
"In
many
applications
transistors
marks
fortnight
ago
at
the
dediwill replace vacuum tubes. But for
cation of the David Sarnoff Renew
"epoch"
tube-less
radio inandelectronics
TV set,— the
the the next three or four years, transsearch Center in Princeton [B • T, remain the primary method of makistors
will
supplement
the
present
Oct.
1].
He said:
tube-less hearing aid, and possibly
tube-less computers, navigational use of tubes."
"Electrons in solids offer treing electrons
theirseem
masters'
bidding. But, alldo also
to agree
mendous possibilities and I bid
instruments, guided missiles, etc.
They will, he said, "expand the
The transistor was announced by use of electronic processes — parti- you to harness them to work in that transistors will be developed
'solid comfort' instead of subjecting to the point where they will becularly in industrial
usage."
'Bell Telephone Laboratories in
Mr. Carter
pointed out
that Syl- them to red hot heat. Indeed, cold
come as significant as tubes to the
1948. The first was the point convania
has
been
making
crystal
electrons
great challenge, electronics industry.
tact transistor, which has been re- diodes for use as TV receiver de- the promiseare ofa which
is already
fined to the point where the Bell
as computer manifested in tiny transistors, now
system will begin using the "shoe rectifiers,tectorsasand rectifiers,
radar
mixers
and
debeing
developed
for
use
as
detectors
lace tip" dsize
apparatusnextin its
ors, in addition to use in other and amplifiers in radio, wire and Frank H. Merrill
istance tol system
year.long- military tectgear.
It will be used as a translator,
All communications."
seem to agree that there is FUNERAL services for Frank H.
Dr. dentE.of the
W. Engstrom,
vice presi-in cable
to automatically route a telephone
RCA Laboratories
a long period ahead when tubes will Merrill, 80, president of Los Anall through an open circuit begeles Soap Co., Los Angeles, were
ween points in the U. S. Many
held at Church of the Recessional,
imes, only one involved circuit is
available for a call. This choosing
Forest
Lawn Memorial Park, Glensf circuits is done personally by WCHS BOND DRIVE CONTEST
(Oct. 15). InWill Send Teacher Overseas dale, lasttermentMonday
;elephone operators at the present
was private. He died Oct.
:ime.
12
at
Good
Samaritan
Hospital, Los
Heart of the transistor is a
of the State Defense Bond Angeles, following a cerebral
W. Va., is offer- officials
;peck of germanium. Germanium WCHSing an Charleston,
Drive
and
WCHS
and
are
to
be
all-expense trip to Europe
hemorrhage. Regarded as one of
s a semi-conductor of electricity,
a state-wide contest to spur accepted as final.
the outstanding soap chemists in
as compared with copper which is in
sales of Defense Bonds.
The
trip
to
Europe
will
be
by
air
the world, he was associated with
i full conductor and porcelain
The station-sponsored contest is and has been arranged for some- Los Angeles Soap Co. for 54 years
vhich is a non-conductor.
time
during
November.
It
is
exconducted among West Virbecame its president in 1928.
In the point contact transistor, being ginia
pected that the teacher will be and
schoolteachers, whose pupils
Surviving are two sons, Paul C.
her classroom for two Merrill
i : .he germanium is housed in a tiny will canvass the community with toawaythreefromweeks
of San Marino, Calif., and
and the salary of
Ji netal cylinder about the size of pledge cards and sell in the teach.22 calibre shell. Two hair-thin
a substitute teacher will be paid Willis H. Merrill, Long Beach, and
er's
name.
Contest
began
Oct.
10
a daughter, Ruth E. Merrill.
_ - vires
by WCHS.
um. are connected to the german- and runs through Oct. 31.
Lewis
C.
Tierney,
state
Defense
Newly developed this past sum- Bond chairman and president of
mer is the junction type transistor,
Tierney Co. which operates
carries the weight
vhich is reported to be more ef- the
icient than the previous type. It WCHS, said the purpose of the trip K
winningGW
onsists of a tiny rod-shaped piece to Europe is to offer the
in the Oregon Market
to see first|l>f germanium treated so that it teacherhandanwhat opportunity
American defense dolDAY or NIGHT
II onsistssandwiched
of a thin between
positive-charged
lars are doing to bolster the westBayer
two negern world against Communism.
Runner-up
in the acontest
receive for her school
sound will
motion
A CHAS. MICHEISON HIT!
picture projector with a film library. Third-place teacher will
receive for her school a radiowith
phonograph and record library.
All three grand prizes will be
Edwin C. Hill
furnished by WCHS and will be
awarded on the basis of the maturity value of the bonds sold for
for particulars
each teacher.
CHARLES
MICHELSON,
Inc.
Decisions on all matters pertain15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY A CO.
ing to the contest will be made by
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Sindlinger
(Continued from page 26)
will be started as soon as two TV
markets agree to the plan, or a
reasonable modification, according
to Mr. Sindlinger. Each city Radox
Corp. will be jointly owned, controlled and operated by NRC and
each television station, with the
station owning part of the local
corporation. Board will consist of
NRC members, representative from
each TV station and two paid and
revolving directors, one each from
atiser.local agency and local adverNRC believes that if each TV
station in each city contributes its
one-hour card rate each month for
12 months to capital stock, Radox
will be operating in a few months
and capital invested as well as
operating charges will be paid off
in a year.
Two basic services can be provided without a tabulating department. First is basic Radox service,
a daily report showing one simple
figure for each station, by 15-minute periods of the previous day —
a new "simplified and understandable cumulative
The year
will becirculation
divided intofigure."
four
13-week
quarters.
Thecumulative
sixth week's
report would
show
culation for six weeks, etc. cirSecond basic service will provide
ratings "presented in a form and
at a time when they have immediate value — not as requiems. Located

iill Tormey,
rector for thesales
WhitediKing Soap Company
and his agency, the
SalWhite
'smZln
Raymond
R. Morgan
King
Company,
this to
Soap Company say abouthaveKROD.
"We
have
repeatedly
bought
KROD because year after year
this influential station through
its superior coverage, outstanding
product merchandising
promotional efforts have keptandWhite
King's
leadership
in
this
important
Southwest market. Yes, KROD
sure sellsproduct,
soap!" too,
Let inKROD
sell
YOUR
this vital
market with its 441,310 population
and its $396,840,000 total sales.
5,000 watts 600 K. C.
RODERICK BROADCASTING CORP.
Dorrance D. Roderick President
Val Lawrence Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
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in each broadcasting studio will be
a Radox visual indicator, similar to
the old type Western Union stock
ticker. To operate, the station
simply supplies the machine with
paper tape, turns it on and lets it
run each day. It is suggested that
the Radox visual indicator be located for observation near a TV
monitor of your own station and
monitors of competitive stations.
The indicator will print on tape
continuously and instantaneously
(at few minute intervals) the time
of day, total number of TV homes
tuned in to all stations at that
time, the call letter code for each
station and the instantaneous rating concurrent with the program of
each station at the time."
Agencies and advertisers can obtain tabulated information by paying a service fee, yielding a profit
on every job. Local data could be
compiled nationally. Eventually
stations might make money, Mr.
Sindlinger suggests.
NEW BUYER FIRM
Offers Radio-TV Services
FORMATION of Radio and TV
Consultants, a new station management consulting organization,
was announced last week by R. Sanford Guyer, a veteran of 27 years
in the broadcast industry. Mr.
Guyer will headquarter in the
Munsey Bldg., Washington, D. C.
He had been vice president and
general
Danville,manager
Va. of WBTM-AM-FM
Mr. Guyer
started in radio
at WDEL Wilmington, Del. in
1924, serving as
announcer,
salesman and station
manager. In 1930
he joined nouncing
the staffan-of
WCAU Philadelphia, and inyears
the
next nine
was associated
with WIP and WPEN Philadelphia
and also handled free lance work
in announcing sports, program and
production, and in selling, both for
radio and TV.
In 1939 he moved to WBTM Danville and three years later was appointed station manager. Mr. Guyer
was elected vice president and
general
1945. manager of the station in

ILLUSTRATING
between WFDF andcooperation
Flint Public
Library in bringing ABC Town
Meeting of the Air to that city,
Lester W. Lindow (I), WFDF general manager, presents Mr. Webb
with transcription of Sept. 18
broadcast.
★ * ★
Promotes Show
TOWNWFDFMEETING1
DOUBLE-BARRELED advance
promotion by WFDF Flint, Mich.,
was credited with assuring the
successful
appearance
America's
Town Meeting
of theof Air
there
under the auspices of the Flint
Public Library
Centennial
Celebration last month.
Mapping
plans
at
the
outset,
William Webb, head librarian,
chose Town Meeting as the ideal
opening event for the year-long
program.
WFDF promised
an allout radio buildup
for the occasion.
Station aired announcements promoting the program and the centennial, including cut-in spots
pushing ticket requests on previous
Town Meeting shows.
WFDF reported a sellout on
tickets two weeks before the ABC
program came to town, with a
flurry of requests right up to the
broadcast. Many people were reported turned away.

ANTI-RED OATH
Taken by AFRA Officers
TO ERASE any doubt in anyone's
mind nistregarding
anti-Commustand of thethegoverning
body
of the Los Angeles local American
Federal of Radio Artists, officers
and board members of the union
last week involuntarily took the
non-Communist oath before a Federal judge in Los Angeles.
Previously, in accordance with
the Taft-Hartley
bill, stating
AFRA they
officers had filed affidavits
were not Communists. A further
precautionfluence wasagainst
taken Communist
a few monthsinago when a referendum was
adopted authorizing the National
Board of AFRA to oust any member proved to be a member of the
Communist party since 1945.
Those who took the most recent
oath include Knox Manning, national president, AFRA; Frank
Nelson, local president; Claude McCue, executive secretary and a long
list of local Board members.
WTWN Branch Studio
E. DEAN FINNEY, general manager of WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
last week announced establishment
of a branch office and studio broadcasting facilities in the new Jax
Theatre Bldg., Littleton, N. H. The
Littleton operation will be linked
with St. Johnsbury studios on a 24
hour-a-day basis. Regular program origination from Littleton is
planned, Mr. Finney said.
Ollie Was UnTrammelled
NBC Chicago is thinking of
building
a doghouse
dragon. Oliver
Dragon,forpoeta
laureate of the Kuklapolitan
Players on Kukla, Fran &
Ollie,
put bothmouth
feet when
into
his over-size
attempting to mark the
network's 25th anniversary
with flowery tribute. First
suggestingsingthatsomething
he and Fran
Allison
patriotic, "Like 'Columbia, the
Gem that
of theisn't
Ocean',"
he added
"if
OK, we'll
get
something that will be MuIn his
opinion,tually
the satisfactory."
whole production
should
be
as
simple
as
"ABC."
Fran tried to save his name
(and bread and butter) by
valiantly singing a series of
NBC plug tunes during the
rest of thedaunted, isprobably
show. Ollie,
unpuzzling
out how to incorporate DuMont,
Intermountain andKeystone,
Yankee into
his network copy this week.

FTC HEARINGS
On Imdrin, Dolcin Cases
HEARINGS were held in Buffalo,
N. Y. last week on government
complaints
Pharmacal Co. charging
(Imdrin),Rhodes
Cleveland,
and Dolcin Corp. (Dolcin), New
York, with misrepresentations in
the advertising of those medical
preparations. Abner Lipscomb,
trial examiner of the Federal
Trade Commission, presided over
the sessions.
KSIB School Studio
Hearing was held by FTC on
Rhodes case last Tuesday and
BROADCAST studio has been set the
on Dolcin last Wednesday and
by KSIB Creston, Iowa, in the Friday, with Joseph Callaway as
town's high school as origination government attorney supporting
point for Junior Town. Program the complaints. The Rhodes case
is aired Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 3:15 p.m. is in the final phase of hearing,
to give students radio experience with last week's testimony devoted
Why buy 2 or more..,
government
of Rhodes'
and the public a view of school pro- toclaims.
The U.rebuttal
S. Circuit
Court
do 1 big sales job
ceedings. Opening broadcast paid of Appeals
District) earlier
tribute to Dutch Horning, KSIB had denied the(7thfirm's
plea for stay . on "RADIO BALTIMORE''
sports director, and to the station. of injunction requested
and obOther schools are asked to partici- Oct. 15].tained by the commission [B • T,
Bko IVBAL
pate in the series.
BROADCASTING
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WOKE ON AIR
Weaver Heads Tenn. Outlet
WOKE Oak Ridge, Tenn., 1430 kc
with 1 kw daytime, began broadcasting Sept. 29, with formal opening taking place the following day.
Studios are located on Oak Terrace,
Grove Center, Oak Ridge.
Members of the Air Mart Corp.,
which owns and operates WOKE,
are Harry C. Weaver, presidentgeneral manager, who is half-owner
of WGAP Maryville, Tenn.; Owen
J. McReynolds, vice president,
Washington, D. C; Harry J. Daly,
director, Washington, D. C, and
Frank H. Corbett, secretary-treasurer, who is general manager and
also half -owner of WGAP.
General Manager Weaver announced appointment of Gene Callahan as sales manager and Edward
Craigmiles, as program director.
Mr. Callahan, now sales manager
of KOEL Oelwein, Iowa, will as: sume his WOKE duties Nov. 1. Mr.
Craigmiles, known professionally
on the air as Ed Craig, has spent
the past decade at WBLJ Dalton,
Ga., and WDXB and WVUN (FM)
Chattanooga, Tenn.
WBUZ (FM) ANTENNA
Owner Charges Sabotage
M $10,000, 255-foot antenna for
WBUZ (FM) Bradbury Heights,
Md., a suburb of Washington, D.
C, toppled between 9:10 p.m. Oct.
13 and 9 a.m. Oct. 14. Sabotage
is suspected by Leslie L. Altmann,
station owner as well as owner of a
bus line which has been on strike
since Sept. 16.
"It couldn't have been an accisaid Mr. Altmann,
referring
to the dent",
condition
of the guy
wires
and moorings. WBUZ does commercial broadcasting and also
broadcasts programs for transit
receivers on the buses. Operating
on the now-fallen antenna, WBUZ
(FM) had an ERP of 420 w. The
station is now operating with an
auxiliary antenna, using 50 w
ERP under special temporary
authorization from FCC.
LARGEST sale in history of NBC's
O-and-0 wasvideo
station
in Chicago,
WNBQ,
recorded
recently
as Alan
Industries of Chicago bought about
seven hours of time weekly.

Celebrating the opening of WOKE a; •e (I to r) Messrs. McReynolds and
•< Weaver, the Rev. Robert Sala, i nd Messrs. Daly and Corbett.
CIVIL DEFENSE FILMS
TWO official 10-minute civil defense films currently are being used
by many
of theandnation's
108 series,
television stations
another
designed as TV spot announcements, are in process of completion.
The two one-reel films — What
You Should Know About Biological
Warfare and Fire-Fighting for
Householders — were distributed
last month by the Audio-Visual
Division of the Federal Civil Defense Administration.
Video outlets are permitted a
single showing without cost. Fees
are charged
for subsequent
casts on the basis
of location teleand
audience
coverage
of
each individual station.
Films are produced on 16mm
sound and silent, 8mm (complete),
16mm and 8mm (headline) and
silent film strips. They are being
distributed to dealers, film libraries
and local civil defense groups by
Castle Films Division of United
World Films Inc., 445 Park Ave.,
New York.
TV showingareArrangements
handled throughforFCDA,
United
World and the television industry.
Fee for succeeding showings is neces ary to help defray the producer's
CONGRATULATIONS
TO NBC ON
ITS
SILVER JUBILEE
FROM ITS
MADISON AFFILIATE
FOR
MORE THAN 20 YEARS

Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
Badger Broadcasting Company
5000 WATTS ON 1310 . . . ESTABLISHED 1925
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FCDA Circulating New Series
cost of production.
FCDA also purchased two motion pictures — Self -Preservation in
an Atomic Attack and An Introduction to Radiation Detection Instruments and distributed them for
showing to civil defense workers.
Originally produced for military
personnel, they now are approved
for television and public screening.
Four TV spot announcement
films are prepared for three and
one minute time segments. A fifth,
based five
on FCDA's
card, willin
run
minutes.alert
Produced
35mm, the black-and-white sound
films will be distributed by the
agency to all TV stations and state
civil outdefense
charge. directors for use withA series of kinescope film recordings of seven television shows have
been offered to TV stations through
state directors in recent months.
Kinescopes of a CD training series,ratedIt'sby the
Up toAmerican
You, wasRedinauguCross
last May over a 13-week spread,
with half -hour programs scheduled
on CBS-TV. Kinescopes were circulated to 62 CBS outlets and stations not covered
presentation.
Film byand the
TV "live"
stars
appeared
show authorities.
with Red
Cross and oncivileach
defense
Additionally, film recordings of
Survival, which first appeared on
NBC-TV, are still available. All
aspects of civil defense are covered
throughout the film series.
NEW air hours went into effect with
change to standard time Oct. 1 for
WLS and WENR Chicago, ABC affiliate and the network's O and O outlet,nel.whichWLS,share
a clearFarmer,
chanownedtimeby onPrairie
will broadcast five days weekly from
5 a.m. until 3 p.m., 6 to 6:30 and 7 to
8 p.m. It will have Saturday clear,
taking thenight. OnairSundays
from 5it a.m.
midwill until
broadcast
from 8 a.m. until noon.
WLS
has
the option of moving back to 3 a.m.
daily.ing WENR
operatenightly
the remainhours untilwill1 a.m.
and on
Sundays from 12 noon.

CHICAGO POOL
TV Show Aids Drive
THREE of Chicago's four video
stations— WNBQ (NBC) WENRTV (ABC) and WBKB (CBS) —
pooled their talent and facilities
for a two-hour
of en-of
tertainment Oct. program
19 on behalf
the Community Fund and the USO.
The program tertainment
was only,designed
and hadas en-no
appeals for funds, according to
Andy Christain, McCann-Erickson
producer of the Wayne King Shoio
and chairman of the planning
group.
The lieunions,
beved to be the forfirstwhat
time,wasagreed
to cooperate in contributing member services. They were Television
Authority, the American Federation of Musicians, the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, National Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers andternationalTechnicians
and InAlliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees. Included on the
planning group were Ray Jones,
executive secretary and AFRA and
midwest region director of TVA;
Charlie Doug
Andrews,
Place
writer;
Johnson,Studs'
who writes
Hawkins Falls, and Ruth Moore of
the Fund. The show will be aired
from 10 until midnight.

KCMO reaches 33.4% of all MidAmerica radio homes tuned to
Kansas City stations— a share of audience larger than any station heard
in the area. Get proof-get the facts
on Mid-America radio coverage from
the Conlan "Study of Listening
Habits" in Mid-America. Parts 1
and 2 of the 3 -part continuing study
are ready now. Write on your
letterhead to

KCMO
50,000 WATTS
125 E. 31st St., Kansas City Mo.
or THE KATZ AGENCY
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CBS-Columbia
(Continued from page 79)
of aluminum (compared to 16,700,000 pounds).
Thus, percentage drops are recorded for both steel and copper,
with a slight increase for aluminum. Percentagewise, industry
now is receiving during this quarter for steel, copper and aluminum
about 65%, 54% and 48%, respectively, of materials used during the
base period. Allotment of greater
quantities of aluminum to electronics (bringing the percentage
close to 50%) was regarded as a
significant victory in view of the
scarcity of that material. No relief
in supply is expected before Oct.
1, 1952.
Mr. Fleischmann said Oct. 12 it
is "preferable"
to permit manufacturers of non-essential
civilian
goods to "operate at low levels"
rather than prohibit use of materials outright. In a speech at Atlantic City last Wednesday, he acknowledged, however, that producers of less-essential goods (not
radio-TV)
may
be forcedahead.
out of
business in the months
At the same time the DPA chief
was not optimistic about building
materials because of the aluminum
shortage. "Very
levels"
construction
will be low
reached
duringof
the next quarter, he predicted.
Scarcity of steel remains a primary
factor, too, he added.
This prediction came as the NPA

continued to study possible reclassification ofthe radio-TV industry
on materials for construction, alteration and remodeling projects.
NARTB had consulted with agency
authorities and pressed for relief
which would allow radio-TV broadcasters to self-authorize larger
quotas of raw materials for smaller
projects.
Industry has protested the shifting of newspapers and other printingcial toestablishments
commer-on
industrial from
categories
grounds that reflects "preferential
treatment"
approved,among
broadcastersmedia.
would beIf able
to write orders ;for up to 25 tons
of steel, 2,000 pounds of copper and
1,000 ppounds
of aluminum,
ared to the present
ceiling of comtwo
tons of steel and 200 pounds of
coppersion is expected
[B • T, early
Oct. 15].
A
decithis week.
Cause of Concern
Shortage of materials for comalso is a sourceNPAof
concern ponent
to partsmanufacturers.
has slated a meeting with the Electronic Parts and Components Distributors Industry Advisory Commit e for today (Monday). Nelson
Miller, NPA Civilian Requirements
Division, will preside.
In other developments:
• NPA announced it would continue its restrictions against the use
of copper or aluminum for decorating
or ornamenting radio-TV receivers
and phonograph players. Prohibition
has been in effect since last July 1.
• The Defense Materials Procurement Agency revealed an agreement
which would result in a "substantial
increase"
in the
cobalt, nickel
and domestic
copper foroutput
defenseof
purposes. Military drain on civilian
consumption of these materials has
cut back and altered production of
radio-TV
magnetand loudspeakers,
transformers,
other items. power

Music — No Football
IN THE
INTEREST
of public service
to the football
fans— as well as the music
devotees — WFEC Miami is
airing
special
announcement
each half
- hour
Saturday
afternoons about football
games being broadcast by
other Miami nouncement
stations.concludes,
An"That's the football radio
line-up . . . but if you like
good music best, keep tuned
right where
are — allto
WFEC!
News you
and music
day
long!"
Station
reports
that very favorable audience
reaction, mentary
as well
as
complicomments from
the
sportscasting stations, has
resulted.

TV Talent
(Continued from page 81)
actors: conditions completely differe
from
talent inheld[TVA'th
contract
unit.of hasthe recently
The those
Board
actors
engaged
in
making
motion
tures
for initial
presentation
on as,tele\piar
sion
have
the
same
interests
belong
in
the
same
unit
with,
oth
actors
by their
respectr.
employersemployed
in motion
making
films for
initi
showing
in
picture
theatre
Traditionally,
also,pictures
talent employed
making
working
inmotion
radio
showsunits.
haveandbeen talei
re)
resented
in
separate
We
believe
that,
because
workirmi
conditions for employees making
tion
for presentation
teL
visionpictures
are identical
with those foron mat
ing any
otherof kind
of motionof bargair
pictur,
and
because
the
history
ing
forunits,
motion
picture actors
arate
motion
and intelevsej;i
sion talent
should picture
be established
separate units.
The board's decision was handc
down by John M. Houston ar
James J. Reynolds Jr. Abe Mu
dock issued a partial dissent wit
respect
to thetelevision
appropriateness
the network
unit. Agre <
ing
the soleemploy*
autho
ity" that
to hireCBSand"hasdischarge
in Unit 2, he argued the recor
contains
Unit 1. no similar showing f(
He declared:
It embraces
the entire
poolofof whic
fre<
lance
talent,
members
are
from
timetheto shows
time byemployed
network
television
the
broad
casting networks,
advertisingproducers.
agencie
sponsors
and independent
The record
shows conclusively
th
approximately
80%
of
the
total
sonnel included in Unit 1 is employepei
directly
employers Asnottospecified
the
unitthebydescription.
thoseare emnci
ployes,
television
networks
employers.
In
fact,
their
only
relatio:
ship
with thisandtalent
is that ofit technic;
perform
in studios,
by the
means
facilities
leased
by
networks
unnamed employers who produceto thth
programs.
Mr. Murdock held that this uni
isis no"fundamentally
defective,"
ther
area for collective
bargaininj
between "lessor and employes o
the
tion lessee"
for Unitand1 suggested
be dismissedthe aSpetiin

T-H AMENDMENT
Passes in House
PROPOSED
to thewhich
National Labor amendment
Relations Act,
would validate over 4,700 union
shop elections held prior to imposition ofthe non-Communist oath
requirement,
the House. has been passed by
The measure (S 1959) would
dispense with existing provisions
calling for election before a union
and an employer may enter into a
union-shop agreement. Only a small
minority of these cases actually
involve radio-TV broadcasters, and
in those instances the requirement
is only academic [Closed Circuit,
SorryOct. 8]. It was adopted on the
No time open on
floor after a favorable report by
the
House Labor Committee and
CHRISTY ERICS
approval by the Senate.
Only castquestion
to broaders iswhether posed
these union-shop
"Survey of The News"
cases may serve as a bar to future
collective bargaining negotiations appropriate.
In the Unit 1 election, all em
at present.
ployesnetwork
who appeared
at leas
WADE AGENCY
The ruling, in effect, circumvents two
televisionon program
recent Supreme Court decision from Dec. 10, 1950 to Oct. 17, 1951
Personnel Assignments Set the
which invalidated union shop cases. would be eligible to vote. TVA ha
NEW PERSONNEL assignments
The court had held that officers
a period from Dec. 1, 195'
for Geoffrey Wade Adv., Chicago, of the AFL and CIO were required tosought
Feb. 10, 1951. Talent in Unit
were announced last week by Albert to file non-Communist affidavits would
be
to vote if the;
G. (Jeff) Wade II, executive di- and that authorizations issued by had two oreligible
days of employ
rector. Paul McCluer continues as NLRB without regard to this were ment during more
that
nine-month pe
riod.
general manager of the agency invalid.
with Louis J. Nelson as media director, David S. Williams as space
QUINCY,
Christy's
news ever
is sold
and timebuyer and Lawrence W.
and
has heen
sinceoutit
Davidson as chairman of the copy
went on the air 16 years
and planning committee.
ILLINOIS
GATES
ago.
Jack Farnell is radio director and
Booth Luck, television chief. Other
We have time to sell on other posts: Charles W. Tennant, copy
Gordon Norberg, research
WBRY local programs, though, chief;
William R. Collier, art
and Pulse says they rate tops director;
director;
Edward A. Beane, prowith Waterbury listeners, too.
duction manager, and John Mills,
business manager. Robert E. Dwyer
THESE OFFICES
is
general
manager of the HollyTO SERVE YOU
Ask the Avery-Knodel Man
wood office, assisted by Forrest
QUINCY, ILL
Owen, radio-television director.
Wade handles Miles Labs. (AlkaHOUSTON, TEXAS .
8202
.... TEL. ATWOODTEL. 8536
Seltzer, One-A-Day vitamins, NerWBRY
WASHINGTON, D, C.
vine, Tabcin and Bactine), Miles
.
TEL.
METROPOLITAN
0522
California Co., Murphy Products
MONTREAL, QUE. . ,
5,000 Watts
. . . TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
Co., Encyclopaedia Britannica, DeNEW YORK CITY . .
. TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
Inc. and Green Mt. cough
CBS in Waterbury, Conn. Met's
syrup.
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ITY SERVICE SHOW
/'CCM
Greater
axcrenceLawrence,
at Work, Mass.,
Mon. through
;: at., program seeking ways to ex-land
city's industries.
Leading
anufacturers
and businessmen
Appear on show, telling what they
sJ link of city now and what must be
z&me for its future industrial
xl rowth. Show also features "spot
; .;ws" reporting latest developk] ents in labor and management
:s Nations in Lawrence. Program is
kcj resented as public
• — • service
• feature.
C ollects instruments
; TAX Burlington, Vt., recently
sd lswered appeal from local branch
Salvation Army to collect mucal instruments. Army wants inruments to help launch band
at imposed of youngsters. Station
ports was
at end
ionse
good. of first week re• •— •
rei ARM FACTS
RFD Worthington, Ohio, Inside
Agriculture, Sun., 8 a.m., started
;t. 15, sponsored by United Im■ ement
Co. Program
iller, WRFD
farm features
service Bob
and
ogram director, presenting com•q: ete
picture
of
farm
situation,
r. Miller presents world, national
d local farm news, along with
:7 irket trends and news commen^l-y.
Show designedof topresent
give city
lk understanding
day
• : oblems on farm.
)P SELLING JOB
3TP Minneapolis, sending trade
j[£d advertisers brochure based on
ttion's selling powers. Copy atad :hed to piece relates "KSTP now
::ers:ers the biggest chainbreak barin in isbig-time
:• •.d jchure
cut-out radio."
of man Inside
with
proving hand holding continuity
^et. Piece goes on to report that
.tion breaks produce extra vali to sponsors.
o— • •
ECIAL EDITION
'OSU New Orleans, honored by
'-;: (strated Press, Oct. 4, on sta7*| n's recent affiliation with NBC.
- ' acial edition presented pictures
■ station officials, network officials
" i performers now heard on
K'DSU.

programs m\
m

ANTI-COMMUNIST SERIES
WOL Washington, Prologue, Sun.
9:30 to 10 p.m., started Oct. 28,
planned and presented by Georgetown U., Washington, D. C. Series
designed to fight Communism by
examining and exposing communist
menace through drama. Programs
will deal with American history
showing that answers to many of
today's
problems
combatting
Communism
can be infound
in this
country's past. Program is produced at school's studios at campus.
MONKEY SHOW
WTMJ Milwaukee, presented
Top 0'
show,5,
5:30
a.m.theto Morning
9 a.m., Oct.
from Monkey Island in Milwaukee's Washington Zoo.
Gordon Thomas, program emcee, presented program after
losing feud to Hugo Murray,
traffic supervisor at local
stockyard caster.
andMr. WTMJ
Thomas broadused
lantern to read commercials, introduce records and
to comment on activities of
his hairy friends. Station engineers handled records and
remote equipment from outside fence that borders island. Station reports that
nearly 2,000 people stopped
on their way to work to
watch Mr. Thomas perform
with monkeys.

FILM BIRTH
BALL Productions and Television
Films Inc. of Florida sent out noteto "Proudly
announce
asized
new cards
and most
unique film
baby
. . . Born in the Everglades for
television." Sex is "Male . . . 'Robin
Hood of the Everglades' " and the
name is given as "Jeff Cypress in
'Calling inofat the
Everglades'."
Weigh192 pounds
and measuring
EDUCATIONAL SERIES
6 feet 3 inches, Jeff is described
WOW-TV Omaha, Doors of Knowl- in a note as "A very handsome,
edge, Mon. 9 :45 p.m., educational rugged boy ... A new kind of
series allowing time on alternate hero to thrill the kids . . . and
too." Presentation of the
weeks to city's two universities. grownups
pilot film for newsmen
Creighton U. presented first show half-hour
and
agencies
was held Wednesday
on station. Creighton U. has worked
the Waldorf by proud parent
with WOW for past two years in at
Fred
F.
Frink,
of Ball
presenting educational TV shows. Productions Inc., president
N. Y.

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns y

I
I

experienced sales
23 years of
\ personnel will sell community
service to the
1
programs throughout
broadcasting industry 1 your coverage area
f HOWARD

premiums
ITALIAN COVERAGE
WOV New York, Oct. 3 presented
on-the-spot coverage of New York
Mayor and
Vincent
R. Impellitteri's
arrival
reception
at his native
village of Isnello, Sicily. Accompanying
Mayor
on
flight
from WOV
Rome
to Isnello was Lucio Basco,
Rome correspondent. Mayor Impellitteri addressed the villagers, reassuring them of continuance of
good Italy.
relations between the U. Sand
•— •
NEW BABY
A CIGAR and letter were sent to
850 advertising prospects by Duane
Janes Co. last week announcing a
"Blessed Event" — acquisition of a
new account, National Selected
Products [B • T, Oct. 15]. The
letter suggested
"proud fathers" the agencythatwasas distributing
cigars
and
that
"while
are
weaving
you willyouforthink
about whatdreams,
new customers
as
little as 9c each could do for that
1952 sales
curve byof Duane
yours."Jones,
The
letter
was signed
president of the agency.

J. McCOLLISTER Company A
-j EMBER N. A. B66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
[iPAUL W. McCOLLISTER, General Manager
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FREE TICKETS
HUGO WAGENSEIL & Assoc.,
Dayton, agency for Bonded Oil Co.,
sending out
"ticket" and
promotion
families
in Dayton
Columbusto
area. Memo with tickets reminds
viewers of Family Theatre shown
over WLWD(TV) Dayton and
WLWC(TV) Columbus. Program
features
time" Tickets
runs of report
popular motion"first
pictures.
"Any television set will admit you
to Bonded Oil Co.'s Family The-

UHF DATA
WELI New Haven, Conn., distributing 100,000 booklets giving comprehensive explanation
of UHF
television. Station
using mails,
TV
dealers and servicemen in releasing
booklet in New Haven, Troy, N. Y.,
Albany, N. Y., and Schenectady,
N. Y. Piece relates information
about
company's
UHF
tuners. different
It answers
the question,
"What is UHF television?" It also
gives vast information on antennas
and
TV television
manufacturers'
improve
throughplans
UHF.to
FIRST BIRTHDAY
WORL
celebrated
its first Boston,
birthdayOct.
by 8,giving
away
23 big
prizescontest.
in its "Why
I Listen
towinner
WORL"
Top
prize
for
was mink scarf. Station
reports that entries poured in from
all over New England. WORL also
ran five-column ad in Boston Post
"thanking both the listeners and
all the sponsors who had advertised
on WORL the past year for making the station so successful."
GRANDMOTHER'S DAY
KTRI Sioux City, Iowa, in honor
of Grandmother's Day, Oct. 14,
picked an outstanding grandmother
as winner of four state contest.
Vern Nelson and John Rickwa, emcees on Over the Coffee Chatter
program, conducted contest. Winner(Continued
selected was on90-year-old
page 90) Sara

Successful marketing
is an |^^J2 operation.
Printers' Ink stands
alone as the one
publication thatffl
every phase of
BUS completely,
that integrates all
the complexities of
- marketing for the
advertising, management,
sales and agency executives
who are the leading

Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page
atre."are available by writing to
the individual companies.
October 22, 1951
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Programs, Promotions
(Continued from page 89)
E. Uhl of Mapleton, Iowa, who has
121 children, grand children, great
grand children and great great
grandchildren.
TOP FLIGHT CAST
WPIX (TV) New York telecast a
Salute to the United Nations recently with entertainment, sports,
and political figures acknowledging
the international body. Appearances were made by such page one
people as the Yankee and Giants
baseball teams, officials from the
U.N., Milton Berle, Rudolph Halley, Grover Whalen, and Broderick
Crawford. Three-hour show was
presented by Winston Stores in
connection with their opening a
new Bronx outlet.
HELPING DRIVE
WEST Easton, Pa., will feature
local professional talent — from concert pianists to song-and-dance
man
in series
"They
Give — Their
Best toto bethecalled
Community
Chest." With 16 performers each
giving a 15-minute show for 16
agencies participating in Chest,
the message is that if professionals
can afford to donate time and talent, listeners should be able to donate money to drive. Plan was
devised by Program Director Gene
Bethman and Special Events Director Don Charles in cooperation
with local Chest officials.

FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay! •
FITS EVERY PURPOSE -EVERY PURSE!
LIGHTWEIGHT
ie other. Easy

DETROIT PULPIT
WJBK-TV, Detroit Pulpit, Sunday morning religious programwith speakers
from faiths
Catholic,ming,Protestant
and Jewish
appearing during
series,
and
nominations rotating according de-to
population division. At same time,
program will be simulcast on
WJBK-AM-FM, where it has been
heard for past year. Immediately
following local program, WJBKTV will
feature present
Lamp Unto CBSMy religious
Feet, giving
viewers a 45 minute block of religious programming.
TV COMES THROUGH
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, originating station for recent inaugural
transcontinental telecast and subsequent coverage of the Japanese
Peace Conference, promotes its role
in historic proceedings with multipage folder to trade announcing
". . . here is a big story, briefly
told." Text details planning, preparation and final production of conference coverageresponsibility
— "without question the gravest
ever
placed in the hands of one television station." Text also carries
references of praise for the job
done by KPIX from viewers and
pickup stations cross-country.

OCTOBER 11 THROUGH OCTOBER 18
CP-construction
permit D-day
ant.-antenna LS-local
cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna
sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod.-modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl.-unlimited hou
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfer
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of ne
station and transfer applications.
October 1 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WJBY-FM Gadsden, Ala.— Mod. CP
new FM pletistation
extension of comon dateLicense
. for for
CP
KVLC
Leadville,
Col.—
License for
CP,KORK
as mod.,
new
AM
station.
Las new
Vegas,AM Nev.station.
— License for
CP, as mod.,
Mt. Airy,
License for
CP,WSYD
as mod.,
new AMN. C—
station.
WFMZ
(FM)mod.Allentown,
Pa.— License
for
CP,
as
and
reinstated,
new
FM station.
License Renewal

BILLBOARD PROMOTION
WDGY Minneapolis using large October 12 Applications . . .
billboard promotion in center of
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
city. Display is 24 feet high and
Modification of CP
52 feet wide and is situated at WNBT (TV) New York— Mod. CP
Hennepin Ave. and Harmon Place,
a corner which city statistics show
175,000 persons pass every day.
Station placed clock and thermom- NEW RECORDING FIRM
eter at separate ends of advertising
Fulton Co. Opens Studios
space. Large station call letters are
atop billboard. Station also using NEW and complete recording stumanyolisother
billboards
in
Minneapdios have been opened by the Fuland St. Paul.
ton Recording Co. and will be headed by Rene Oulman, previously director of motion picture production
'GOOD MUSIC SHOW
at
MGM-International, as general
WEW St. Louis, the independent manager.
"good
music" station,
Other members of the new comfirst personality
series launched
Oct. 7 withits
pany include Newton Avrutis as
Vladimir Golschmann, conductor of
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra. supervising engineer. Formerly in
Series of 13 shows is sponsored by charge of recording foreign sound
the Mercantile Trust Co. each Sun- tracks for MGM-International feaday afternoon for 45 minutes, and
Mr. Avrutis served with the
features Mr. Golschmann in com- Army tures,
Corps during the war
mentary of musical notes and and wasSignal
in charge of recording of
reminiscences followed by music training films
for the allied forces.
tying-in to the continuity. Most of Richard E. Mack,
formerly with
the selections are recordings by the
St. Louis orchestra. Similar shows Audio & Video Products Corp. and
featuring a personality are being the Carnegie Hall Recording Co.,
planned now.
will be chief sound engineer.
FOOTBALL COACHES
KDKA Pittsburgh, Hi Coach,
Thurs. 7:15 p.m., started Oct. 11,
series featuring top local high
school coaches from Pittsburgh
area. Sports Announcer Johnny
Boyer, and Walter H. Burns, noted
business executive and assistant
coach at Carnegie Tech, will chat
with guest coaches. Roundtable
talk gives inside happenings of outstanding high school elevens.
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fCC actions

authorizing change in ERP, etc.,
change vis. License
and aur.forpower.
CP
WBSC
Bennettsville,
S. C—change
Licen
for CP, as mod., authorizing
frequency, power, DA, etc.
License Renewal
Following WELL-FM
stations request
renewal:
Battle licen
Cree
Mich.; WPIT-FM Pittsburgh.
October 15 Applications . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WCEN Mt. power
Pleasant, Mich.—new
Mod. C
authorizing
etc., for extension ofincrease,
completion datan
WAWZ
Zarephath,
N.
J.—
Mod.
authorizing
N power ofincrease,
new datD,C
etc.,
for extension
completion
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KSOX D Harlingen,
DA.
change
operation Tex.—
from Mod.
DA toCPn(
October 16 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Georgetown, 101.5
Del.—mcGran(C
ed268)WJWL-FM
license
8.2 kc, FMant. station;
355 ft.
WMBI-FM
Chicago,
111.—
Granted
cense
coveringShreveport,
changes inLa.—
FM
statio
KRMD-FM
Grante
mod. CP for extension of completic
dateWCENto 2-1-52.
Mt.for Pleasant,
Mich.—
Grante
mod.
extension
of completic
dateAmerican
toCP12-15-51;
cond.
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc.,
New
—transmit
Granted extensionprograms
of authorityYor
Rockefellerrecorded
Plaza, New York, andfromoth
points throughout
S. where licensest;
maintains
studios
toU. all
tions
under
control
of broadcast
Canadian
thorities
that
may
be
heard
consistent!
in U. S. for period beginning
3a
EST,
Nov.
9
and
ending
no9, later
tha
3vided
a.m., program
EST, November
1952,
pr
has
been,
is
being,
will be broadcast in TJ. S. by licensee.
KGEM Boise, Idaho— Granted licen
covering
cond. installation of DA-DN etc
WMMBcovering
Melbourne,
Fla.— Granted
cense
Following
wereofchange
grantedof facilities.
mod. CP,
for
extension
completion
shown: KUTE Glendale, Calif.,dates
to 5
52;
San Antonio,Mich.,Tex.,toto 12-1-5]
5-1-5:
WDMJKISSKMPC
Marquette,
cond.;
Los
Angeles,
Calif.,
4-1-52; cond.; WJFR Caguas, P. R.,

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
xecutive Offices
National Press Building
Iffices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A—Established
US-year background
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

^Jyommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
ef
MUNSEY
BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
C« I! WASHINGTON
4, D. C.

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas,
Texas
Seattle,
Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742
W. Ruffner

Member AFCCE*
E . C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Cotton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG. REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century
f'rofetsional Erperien
Radio-TelevisionE Mlectronics-Communications
IS33Kreruth
St..e 1220X. W.,F.iecntive
Wash. 6, 5M1D. C.
(N'iehts-holidavs, I..«'kwc«,d 5-1819)
Memher AFCCE'
noncommercial
89.1 mc (Chan. educational
206) 10 w. FM station;
WLBJ-FM
Bowling
Green, Ky.—
Granted
FM
station.license covering changes in
KXEL-FM
Waterloo,
Iowa
— Dismissed
pending
changes inapplication
FM station.for CP to make
Dothan, Ala.of — commencement
Granted mod.
Member AFCCE*
CPWOOF
for extension
date to 3-18-52.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
18-52; cond.
KPFM
Portland,changesOre.—in Granted
By Comr. George E. Sterling
nse covering
FM station.liWSIX Nashville—
GrantedOct.petition
for
WBIB FMNew station;
Haven, Conn.— Granted extension
of time from
to Oct.
:ense
file exceptions
to initial 8 decision
4), 7.6 kw, ant. 80. ft.100.7 mc (Chan. 29in toapplication
of
Vermilion
Bcstg.
KDLM AMDetroit
Lakes,1360Minn.—
111.
:ense
station;
kc, 1 Granted
kw, D. Corp., Danville,
Scranton,of Pa.time— Granted
petiKDAS Malvern, Ark.— Granted li- WQAN
tion for extension
to November
„ j WAVA
nse AM Ava,
station;
1420
kc,
1
kw,
D.
15
to
file
exceptions
to the initial de111.—
Granted
license
for
c
i
s
i
o
n
r
e
its
application.
>w AM station; 1580 kc, 250 w, D.
Lawrence CountyGranted
Bcstg. petition
Co., Law-for
Following
granted mod.
r extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas renceburg,
continuance Tenn.—
of hearing from
Oct. 31
town:
to Dec. 31 re its application.
WALK Patchogue, N. Y., to 3-23-52;
Southwestern
Publishing
Co.,
Okla>nd.;
WABAKAKC-FM
Aquadilla,Tulsa,
P. R.,Okla.,
to 11-1-to
homa City and
Tulsa— Granted
petition
; cond.;
for leave
to amend
applications
to
1-52.
change
name
of
applicant
to
Donald
KWAR Waverly, la. — Granted license W. Reynold.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
31 1 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

AFCCE*
KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6103

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-21 S3
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast.
Communication
and Television
One LeFevre
New Systems
New Lone,
Rochelle
6 Rochelle,
1620 N. Y.

Butte, ofMont.—
Granted petition
forKOPR
dismissal
application.
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
Grantedfrompetition
hearing
Oct. 30forto continuance
Nov. 6 in Bigof
Spring,
Tex.,Tex.re applications
of KTXC
Big
Spring,
and
for
CP of KFST Fort Stockton,revocation
Tex. of
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
WOKY petition
GreenfieldforTownship,
Wis.—
Granted
hearing from
Oct. 15 tocontinuance
Dec. 10 re itsof
application.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WLIZ for
Bridgeport,
Conn.of— Granted
petition
continuance
hearing
from
tion. Oct. 15 to Nov. 27 re its applica-

Capitolmento,Radio
Enterprises,
Calif.— Granted
petitionSacrarequesting that transcript
tion be changed
in variousre its applicaOctober 16 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KSOX Harlingen, Tex.— Mod. CP, as
mod. and reinstated, authorizing new
station,etc. to change from DA-DN
toAM DA-N,
License for CP
KWRE Warrenton, Mo.— License for
CP authorizing power increase, etc.
Brownfield,
CPKTFY
authorizing
changeTex.—in License
frequency,for
power increase, etc,
October 17 Applications . . .
WVOP ordered
Vidalia, that
Ga.— place
Upon ofpetition
WVOP
furtherof
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
hearing re application for purpose of
Modification of CP
taking testimony on non-engineering
WSUN St. changes
Petersburg,in Fla.—
CP
phases thereof,
be changed
fromthatWashauthorizing
DA, Mod.
etc., for
i
n
g
t
o
n
t
o
Vidalia,
Ga.,
and
such
further hearing shall be held at a time
(Continued
on
page
96)
to be fixed by subsequent order.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, lOtf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20£ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
North midwestern station needs following personnel:
Three ($300-$400)
experienced announcer -engineers
per
month.manProgram
director
($350). Sales(15%).
State
all
particulars
in
first letter
with
disc
or
tape
and
pictures. Al replies answered. Box 240L,
BROADCASTING.
Help wanted, complete staffs for two
stations, business
top picanrscomplete
, girl Fridaymanagers,
traffic.
Send
tures,
disc,nounceKGAE,
history,
paySalem,
desired,
Marion
Hotel,
Oregon.
Salesman
Seasoned,
diplomatic,
ready
withcounty
answers.
Market?
Seventh
richest
in nation. Only
station
in daytime
western
Pennsylvania
town.
250
watt
independent.Salary
Goodandstaffcommission.
backing. Must
have
Box
243L. car.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted.
Salesmanbe forableVirginia
network
station;
to cope
with
tough
salesmustproblems.
Good
character
and experience
required.
Minimum
salary
guaranteed.
Box
257L,
BROADCASTING.
Midwest
network Send
affiliate
needs aggressive salesman.
all details
immediately. Box 284L. BROADCASTING.
Good
salesman
for
good
market.
of our thousand
men currently
earningApplicants
nineTwoto
eleven
perableyear.
selected
must
be
sell
radio
and
sell it clean. This is an outstanding
job for pletean details,
outstanding
producer.
Comfirst
Drawing
accountreferences
against Socs
twentyletter.
per
cent commission.
KOLE,
Port Arthur,Contact
Texas. Vratis,
Salesman.
experienced
radio
sellingPrefer
smallmanmarket.
Contactin
WCBT,
letter. Roanoke Rapids, N. C, by
There's
nothing wrong
radio
that
good salesmanship
can'tif with
cure.don't
If you're
not
order-taker,
you
wait
for anagencies
to phone,
if you have
ideasyouandat canthe sell,
there's a Area's
rosy future
for
Washington
powerful
independent.
WriteArlington,
fullymostto
Howard
Stanley,
WEAM,
Virginia.
Another
salesmanexpanding
needed immediately
in the greatly
market of
Tide work
Water,
Virginia.
Fulltimecondinetstation,
excellent
working
tions.
Right
man
will
be
energetic, between the ages ambitious,
of 24 and
35 and will
receivesoutherner
a guarantee
comA native
preferred
seeking
amis ion. bright
future.
Write,
wire,
call
Harrol
Brauer,
WVEC,
Hampton,
Virginia.
Salesmen, single,
of the
Mississippi
by carto travel
selling west
in person
and by cessful
long continuity
distanceservice
phone,andouroursuc-7
new
continuous
scriptis shows.
salesmen
whose base
Texas. Prefer
Salary
and expense
arrangement
with opport
u
n
i
t
y
t
o
grow.
Write
Merchandising
Division,
National Chicago
Research10, Bureau,
Inc., NRB Building.
Illinois.
Announcers
Combination
wanted
middle announcer-engineer
Atlantic station. Fine
opportunity.
Salary starting $75.00.
Box
105L, BROADCASTING.
Immediate
opening
experienced general staff andNet
play-by-play
$75 week.
affiliate upperannouncer,
midwest,
good small manenfriendly
family
city. Per-or
repliesdiscto orbeginners
shoppers, sot. Nosend
tape with
first letter
please. They will be reCASTING.turned promptly. Box 207L, BROAD-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Rocky Mountain 250 watt NBC station
wants
operator-announcer
who
cancombination
write
copy.
College town.
Box 241L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer
for
station
in Minnesota, Iowa,Write
SouthBoxDakota
SalCASTING^
ary open.
249L,area.
BROADWanted
—toExperienced
broadcaster
with
capital
consider buying
interest
established
promising
field,hasinin
which
choiceplantof inthree
affiliations
become available. Box 258L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, sentiannouncer,
experience
not Viresmust have
giniaal butnetwork.
Box good
278L,voice.
BROADCASTING^
Hardwork,
offered
capable man reasonable
in daytimesalary
independent.
Full
salary desired, disctape. particulars,
Box 281L, BROADCASTING.
Morning man with selling voice, live
but notwest.zany,
midState fullpermanent
particulars.position,
Box 290L,
BROADCASTING.
5000 watt NBC
affiliate in Boise, forIdahoits
seeks
all-round
staff. two
Ability
to readannouncers
news and read
commercial
copy
so thatBaseit sells,
tial. $285.00 a month.
fortyessenhour
week.tailsSome
overtime.
Sendimmediately
disc, deand
phone
number
to KIDO, Boise, Idaho.
Hawaiian
station
the right
combination
men looking
for two forannouncing
jobs.
Experience
secondary
to ability.
Send full
details,
audition and
ences inessential.
first
letter.
phonerefercense
KMVI, First
Wailuku,
Maui,liT, H
.
Announcer
—
send
disc,
photo
and
salary requirements.
Liberal,
Kansas. Larry Filkins, KSCB,
Southwestern
affiliateman.has Ideal
immediate openingMutual
for combo
all-year
Offer variety
ing with climate.
young, congenial
staff.announcPrefer
young, married
mandisc,whophoto
will be permanent. AddressStation
KSET, and706 de-N.
Mesa, taiElls to Radio
Paso, Texas.
Permanent
opening operator-announcer
accent operator
or inexperienced, solid 22experienced
year old 1000
watt
network station.
Rush
complete
information
including
picture,
audition,
ming.
salary desired. KSPR, Casper, WyoWantedman immediately,
announcer-salesfor oil
ABCcapital
affiliate
Casper,
Wyoming,
ofdetails
thein Rockies,
good
future,
send
all
in
first
letter
allEugene
along Larrieux,
with discProgram
or tape Dir.,
and
K
photo.V
OC.
Good
announcer
wanted
immediately.
Excellent
working
Good
pay.
Dewey
Long,conditions.
WABB, Mobile,
Alabama.
Announcer,
must tobedeliver
experienced
newscaster and able
commercials
that
sell.
Preference
to man
with local
news
gatheringgivenexperience.
Advise pected
previous experience,
salary
exsnapshot
and salary
auditionregular
tape andorinclude
disc,increases,
good
starting
with
confidential.
WAKR, Akron, Ohio.
Combination
announcer-engineer.
Emphasis onmeannouncing.
Salary
comnsurate with ability. Call
Manager,
atnettsville,
telephoneS. 780
collect.
WBSC,
BenC.
Opening forEmphasis
announcer
or announceron announcer.
DeN.engineer.
C.
sire settled man. WBUY,
Lexington,
Announcer,
experienced,
versatile,
strong ontinuitycommercials
and news.
Conexperience
helpful.
startingent.salary.
Graduated
pay Good
scale,
tal-of
Send
auditions,
photo,
letter
includingGeorgetown,
salary expected
toqualifications
Station WJWL,
Dela-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer,
reconsin. gional ABC.combination
WKTY, La man
Crosse,forWisComboa one
man, kilowatt
no experience
necessary,
for
daytimer.
Call
Charlie
Stratton,
WRAG,
Carrolton,
Alabama today. Good proposition.
Combination
man for morning
shift.
Accent
onTelephone
announcing.
$65.00 to Ga.start.
WVOP.
327. Vidalia,
Technical
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia
network
station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer or combination for 250 watter
ING.
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTWanted. Radio operators holding 1st
class ence
radiounnecessary.
telephoneCarlicenses.
Experirequired.
Upstate New York. Box
180L,
BROADCASTING.
Dependable
man 250
who watt
can maintain
and
operate small
Permanent
position.
Livingtransmitter.
quarters
furnished
for
right
man.
Box
260L,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
with 1st class
Experience
in maintenance
and license.
ability.
Good
pay.
Good
working
conditions.
250
watt
North
Carolina
station.
Box
261L, BROADCASTING.
Conscientious dependent.
engineer
for
daytime
inExperience not essential,
ambition ground,
and salaryability
is. State
backdesired.
Box
282L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
Transmitter
operatorExperience
with car
for
AM — and
FM$50.00station.
unnecessary.
for forty hours
plus
time BROADCASTING.
and one-half for overtime.
Box 291L,
Tired
of
freezing
in the wintertime?
KGBS
Rio
Grande inwillthepayMagic
$1.35 Valley
per hourof the
starting
wagestact for
transmitter
operator.
ConChief
Engineer,
KGBS,
Harlingen,
Texas.
Working
Good
job
with
a goodchief
stationengineer.
currently
preparing
TV
application.
Give
complete
details,
experience,
salary expected to begin,
in first letter.
Arthur,
Texas. Socs Vratis, KOLE, Port
We have immediategineer-announcer.
opening
OpportunityforSouthto endevelop
announcing
technique.
western
network
affiliate
in
city
300,000.
Must
be
young,
married
man
for
permanent706 N.job.Mesa,
ReplyEl toPaso,
RadioTexas.
Station
KSET,
Needed — Transmitter operator. 56
hours.able for$70.00.
Living Good
quarters
availsingle man.
possibility
that chief's
jobKenwillPalmer,
be openRadiosoonSta-at
higher
salary.
tion KVER, Box 1388, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Wanted. First
engineer or Radio
combinationclass
engineer-announcer.
Station WCFV,
Clifton
Forge, Virginia.
We
need twopositions.
men whoFirstare class
lookingtickets
for
permanent
and announcing
ability
for kilowatt
fulltime
directional
operation.
Send
audition
Corbin, Ky.disc and details to WCTT,
Engineer, first
license. Immediate
opening.
WEAV,class Plattsburg,
N. Y.
Engineers
having
desire
and voicePayto
announce,
this
is
your
chance.
$55
more whileWFUN,
you learn.
Wire
Johnor Garrison,
Huntsville,
Alabama.

Help opening
Wantedfor(Cont'd)
tonmediate
engineer
first
class
license.
Contact
Allen wi
Jones,
Radio
ton, N. C. Station WGNI, Wilmin
Engineer
wanted, someSendannouncing
evening
full dets f
first
letter,schedule.
Lester
Jacksonville,
N. C. L. Gould, WJN
Immediate
opening,
engineer forstatio
a2
watt western
Pennsylvania
Salary
ability.to Possib
chief at depending
one of two onstations
be bu:
in earlyWKBI,
spring.
ContactPa.Chief Eng
neer,
St. Marys,
Wanted,
engineer,
AM and Tennesse
FM NE
affiliate WKPT, Kingsport,
We
seekExperience
permanentsecondary
transmitterto cha
eng
neer.
acter
ambition.
necessarL
ContactandHarold
White,CarWKTY,
Crosse, Wisconsin.
Engineer-announcer,
can take ov
as chief in shortwhowho
time.
nouncer-salesman
desiresAlso,a goa
opportunity.
Good pay, goodor surroun
ings, no2-2771drifters.
call GaPa
Reid,
WRLD, Write
West Point,
First Class engineer. Immediate ope
ing.
Contact James
Trewin, Rural
dio
New Network,
York. WVCV, Cherry Valle
Wanted
Two enginee
announcersimmediately—
with experience.
Two e>
perienced
staff
announcers;
wou
prefer
men
from
the
east.
hillbilly announcer. If you One
have g
experience,
waste my time wri
yours. Frank,
New don't
station.
Nathan
Henderson,CallNorthor Car
lina,
telephone
736.
These positior
must
28th. be filled on or before Octob
Production-Programming, Other,
Copy
girl: For small
station not
in easter,
Pennsylvania.
Experience
«
tial,
potentialities
for developmer.
are. butTyping
and dictation
necessarj ,/
Opportunity
for air work with talen ■ IBox
201L, BROADCASTING.
Where
'n
Sam
all pay,
the copy Uec
writers!
Good Hill
job, aregood
station.
for background
good magoo< :
Come on, Good
fellas: deal
Samples,
data
toyou?Boxto get
218L,ahead
BROADCASTING^
You
in the worlc
don't want
Experienced writer for midwest radio
TV
station's
large continuity
ment.
AFRA minimum:
firstdepart
year
$4300
year;BROADCASTING
three$3700weeks
vaca
tion. second
Box 250L,
Experienced
farm
back
ground
todepartments.
takenewsman
charge with
local
news
farn
service
Top
salary
man
who
canSendcover,
writeon and
delivefo
local
news.
details
experience
tape, photo to Manager, KSIB, Creston
Iowa.
Continuity writer. Woman preferred
Local
net affiliation.
details station
firstMinnesota.
letter.
Ken Marsh. Complete
KWNO
Winona,
Progressive southern station needs
good
copywriter immediately.
Work
ing
Good Dewe\
salarj
and conditions
chance forexcellent.
advancement.
Long, WABB, Mobile, Alabama.
Can usefellowdependable
and aggressive
young
intelligent
come PD.
Involves
someenough
board 1work
Send
complete
data
and
WBEX, Chillicothe, Ohio. tape or cal
Wanted: Experienced news man,
write. Excellent opportunity for mar
with writing
ability
news judgment. Air work
not and
essentiaL
Sendi
letter of perience,
qualifications,
including
exbackground
and
salary
expected to Station WFDF, Flint, MichiTelevision
Technical
gan. cameraman for midwest station.
TV
State experience, availability salary
Box
214L, BROADCASTING
required.
Non-engineer only.• TEL
Rer'""
CASTING.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
hJail lanager:
a record of achievement
1 highly Withcompetitive
midwestern
Not operator
a "Fancy with
Dan,"a
— !Lutletropolitan
a sound, field.
practical
mjSfjefience
I ackgroundandof 1012 years
years innewspaper
exmanagement
fnfcf 2 recognized 5 kw network outlets.
,'| iles-minded.
xtremely dollarNowconscious
and
strictly
in newspaper field,
seekstation
return having
to AM radio with estab!; ffutshed
3 be done
and willing a toman-sized
pay well job
for
;i 't! tation
ccomplishment.
Not
interested
skating manon thin
ice because
I'min
-E i' 'orker.
ot a miracle
or
one-shot
wonderWill invest. References from
—! NBTjaders
j rominentas past
and employer.
industry
well employer
as present
Mm , rOqd anywhere.
30 days
notice
available forAvailable
immediate
interview
JL i your office. Box 70L, BROADCASTING.
~AA ulration
manager
now heading successis seeking
genj nousand
ral station
manager
in townposition
aboutas since
fifty
population.
Inof radio
-o'l
933
in
every
capacity
from
engineer
;; m igales to and
programming
with emphasis
management.
Box 270L,on
4 IROADCASTING.
j :xperienced
combination
announcer—ope5a work
ngineer-salesman
lookingsingle
for astation
net-.arkel operation
to manage in a asalary
and com' vLnission
basis
minimum
$400.
Box
198L,
1ROADCASTING.
~TVhat
station needs
hustling high type
lanager
salesa programming
and
roductionwithability.
Sober, reliable,
.''"Trustworthy.
Middle-aged.
Box
199L,
f iROADCASTING.
■eJx. lanager.
Management,
proran; experience,
qualifiedsales
to andmanage
irritation
in small midwest
market.
Acfive and cenergetic.
Salary
plus
perentage. Box 230L, BROADCASTING.
— rerthoroughly
experienced
broadexecutive,
32, general
seeksyoung
challenging
iewt-ast assignment
manager
fmall
or medium asmarket
station.
Fiveof
-stern -ears
wjth toppresent
employer,organizaone of
essap
ountry's
broadcasting
5ES:Rons.
Minimum
salary $525Box
per month.
ssar$i
references.
238L,
™ l Excellent
iROADCASTING.
—cop!|(p erested
ales executive,
20 and
yearsTVin sales
radio and
inin radio
go* 'romotion,
prefer
k'rtlependent
group progressive,
Washington-NewinT-juntb.
'ork 244L,
areas,BROADCASTING.
or elsewhere, write, wire.
TKCCSox
■ general manager
■ employed
ffOlfIresently
|-'ho hasdesires
held tosamereturn
position
for twelve
faue&rs
to native
midc"rt;'est
if
responsible
position
paying
'' j.e
Minimum
of
ten-thousand
per
year
can
found. All letters answered in con;GSU dence. Box 269L, BROADCASTING.
ompetentmanager
community employed
and sales
bafflfT linded
deifwiries
opportunity tonowrelocate.
All midW
'est
experience.
Will
consider
Jelmlssqale. Box 245L, BROADCASTING.any
tsbu ave
money— save money—
Combination
lanager-commercial
manager.
16 years
—:«, xperience,
all phases.
Will curb
oper'ing
expenses
and
increase
sales,
so.jietJier,
dependable,
family
man,
excellent
Bferences. Box 259L, BROADCAST' ;r MG.
J tation manager, with twenty years
='V;
xperience
in radio. Good
reputation,
™*I
references.
now
;a";!iJ -ith
l>boneintopofsouth
nation's
largestEmployed
cities.
or
southwest.
All Wants
offers
; msidered. Box 263L, BROADCASTyou areforlooking
for a conservative
lanager
your from
station,
I would
apreciate
hearing
Nowat $8500
emtoyed
as manager
of you.
station
nlanyear.
Want
position
paying
more
present
affords,
table
record. trading
Availableareaon reason3le
-IG. notice. Box 271L, BROADCASTSalesman
Uesman-announcer.
28 yr.
vet
ith
previous
experience
desiresold
peranent
location
withcomm.
future.
Family
an.
Min.
$75.-15%
Religious,
■nscientious.
Inquiries answered. Box
3L, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
nnouncer-program
director
>sition
Ten year desires
backound. inBoxnortheast.
55L, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer
— 3 years Desirous
experience, getting
tops in
news,
commercials.
with
kw or more31,ofmarried.
network
affiliate.progressive
$65.00 minimum.
Box 178L, BROADCASTING.
Network
caliberfootball
play-by-play
staff
man. ballExplayercollege
and pro baselocation, collegedesires
sports metropolitan
and pro baseball.
$85.00 per week. Box 204L, BROADCASTING^
Announcer-sportscaster,
year's experience,empt.married,
exStrong ononeall child,
sports.veteran,
Will travel
immediately.
Box
232L,
BROADCASTING^
Announcer, single, draft exempt. Two
yearsing toexperience,
DJ, news, willtravel. G
Box good
233L,
I
N
.BROADCASTNews-sports
now employed.
Family
man, specialist,
drafttwo free,
east. Available
weeksaccept
notice.staffBoxin
235L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer:
Packed
up-ready
to go,
10 months experience.
Go all
anywhere.
Wire
Staff band,
experience
phases,
news, now.
DJ, dance
remotes.
Desire
night-turn. DCAS
Salary TING
$230. Box. 239L,
BROA
Sportscaster,
experience,
currently
employed, seeksAvailable
year-round
sports operabasketball
baseball tion.
1952. Minimum
$75 plus season,
talent.
Air
check tapes. Box 247L, BROADCASTING.
Want
programmetropolitan
job small area.
station, 2Y2or
announcing
years
announcing,
9
months
PD.
Draft
exempt,255L,young,
ambitious, employed.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newsman,
6 yearsI can
experience. If youmidwest.
have opening,
it. Prefer
No draft. Boxfill
262L, BROADCASTING.
Five years
BA
Degree.
Family
man.atexperience.
Want
or sports
both.
Now
CBS news
affiliate.
Midwestor
orING^
Rockies. Box 274L, BROADCASTAnnouncer
7 years, grad.
sales 1 Box
year,' ideas,
family, college
276L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
newscaster
and
editor wishes to relocate in citynewsof over
75.000, station
or over.ratings.
Consistent record5000of watts
increasing
Basic salary
$100in plus
talent. Hardworking,
active
community
Position
must
beorganization.
permanentaffairs.
with
financially
stable
Past
experience
midwestBROADCASTand prefer
this area. allBoxin 280L,
ING^
Announcer-program
prefers
New
England-New
Yorkdirector
area.
years
experience
all phases,
accent 4 news,
speciallege graduate,
events,32,network
traffic.
Colveteran,
family.
286L, BROADCASTING. Box
Looking
for a good,staffexperienced
allround
andBox
salesman?
Have play-by-play
proof available.
288L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer:
staff continuity
position.
Strong
on DJ,newsDesires
commercials,
plus
radio,
background.
College
grad.
Single,
veteran,
draft
Disc BROADCASTING.
and photo upon request.exempt.
Box
289L,
Versatile announcer wants position
where board scwork
required.
Conientious, draftnot
exempt,
excellent
references. Box 292L, BROADCASTING^
Colored education,
disc jockey-staff
announcer.
College
excellent
best
references. Box
294L, character,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster — in New York TV and
advertising
pastto year
— seeking permanent return
sportscasting.
Top
sports
promotion
record.
grad. Any
combination
with College
sports
acceptable.
Box 295L, BROADCASTING^
Announcer-PD,
desiresnews,
staff MC,
position.
5 year background
disc
shows, empt.programming.
Vet,
draft
exDisc, photo upon request. Box
298L, BROADCASTING.
Negro
combo
man,
26,
married
vet.
2>2
years
experience.
1stgo phone,
all sports
play-by-play.
Will
anywhere.
I
can
work,
Halldale Avenue, Los Angeles 18,2616California.
Staff announcer
- sportscaster,
deep
voice.
Married,
children,orsouth
southeast.
ano drinker
floater.or
Mo. Not
Cummings,
1222-A Oak, Kansas City,
Announcer - salesman - writer. College
grad, experience.
vet, 23, single.
Trained
radio
plus
Versatile
announcer
interested
in all phases
of radio.
Contact
Stan
Fialkoff,
271
Hawthorne
St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

SituationsSingle.
WantedDraft
(Cont'd)
Announcer.
Graduate
of commercials.
SRT. Strong
onexempt.
news,
disc
jockey,
Photo
and
disc
available.
Vic
Stevens,
4943
South
La Crosse. Chicago, Plirois.
Announcer, trained leading school. 25,
married, child.
Disc 361
or personal
John N.Wells,
Euclid Ave-inBrooklyn,
Y.
Engineer with
degreegiveand all15 details
years exe in radio,
first letter.periencBox
43L, BROADCASTING.in
First phone. Seven years Marine radio
experience,
married, auto, ordesire
position midwest,
Wisconsin
preferred.
Box Minnesota
231L, BROADCASTING.
Transmitterperience,
engineer
with
3
years
exmarried, age 27,Box
have car.
All offers DCAS
considered.
BROA
TING. 237L,
Chief engineer,
announcer.
Three
complete experienced
constructions.
midwest.
Car. Minimum Desire
S100.
Box 242L. Family.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
twenty
years
experience,
construction,
installation,
directional
antenna
and FM.maintenance,
Excellent
experience
in supervisory
CASTING.
Midwest
or south.
Box 246L. capacity.
BROADCombination
chief
engineer-announcer,
accomplished
in both lines.settled,
Now em-reployed as same.
liable,
southerner. Family,
Alabama or Mississippi
only.
Will
arrange5400.00
personalstations
interview
and BROADCASTING.
audition.
monthly.
Box 248L,
Engineer,
15
years
experience
including
construction and directional operation.
Desires responsible
position
procompany inBROADCASTING.
midwestwithor west
coast. Boxgressive253L.
Florida, southeast,
fifteen
months experiencework
engineering,
announcing
desires
combo
in progressive
station.
Full
particulars
from
Box 273L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
first phone,
years trans
50 kw.5
Control some
trans. 3V2Desire
kw or west.over.
car. East, midBox 277L,Single,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer
of Chinese
origin
available
immediately.
and
transmitter
experienced
andStudio
draft
exempt,
butBoxno
car.
New
England
area
preferred.
285L. BROADCASTING.
Could you useengineer,
two years
experience
combination
announcing
(all
phases).
November
1st.
Box
299L. Available
BROADCASTING.
1st class
six months
experience,regular
draftlicense,
free, duties
single.
remotes
besides
atRanstudio
and
transmitter.
Roger Bonetti,
25 Bay
23rd
Street,
Brooklyn,
New
York,
ES-26113.
Ambitious RCA Institutes grad with
first teen
phone
ticket,
training,
fourvariedDraftTV
AM exempt.
experienceTheodesiresmonths
position.
dore
Bonn,
108
Grand
Ave.,
Ridgefield
Park, New Jersey.
Attention:
Stations
of WashingPresentlynorth
with
WCVA. ton, D. C.Telephone:
8338,employed
Bob Peters.
Production-Programming, Others
ProgramCreative.
director. Knows
One of radio's
men.
radio, topall
phases. Success
story.
ExcellentDesires
refe
r
e
n
c
e
s
.
W
i
l
do
air
work.
metropolitan area. Available one
months
CASTING.notice. Box 234L, BROADExperienced
copywriter
and hetraffic
man,
desires
stationwithwhere
can
settle
permanently
advancement
possibilities. Good plausible copy.
References.
Box 254L, BROADCASTING.
Recently
returned
Europewho
—a
news editor - writer -from
announcer
knows what he writes and speaks because
he's
been
there.
Six
historypacked
on-the-scene
behind
the mikeyears
in England,
France,andGermany
and Italy. Box 256L. BROADCASTING.
Girl Friday,trained,
3 yearscollege
experience.
Thoroughly
grad.
Women's
and children's
features.
News,
DJ.
commercials,
copy,
sales.
Disc
available. Box 265L, BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
NOW AVAILABLE
STEVE BONDY:
Announcer - Pitchman-Salesman. S.B.
tois hard-selling
copy
a P.D.'s answer
and
more
sales.
STRONG
on P.I.
and
broadcasts
and D.J.interviews.
Likes
sales
and
off theAVAILABLE.
air. onTAPE,
DISC
FRANK ROBERTS:
Announcer - News
caster-Actor.
Crea-tor of : "Memories
on
the Wax;"
World
in"Round
Music." Formerly
with
AFRS
and Seattle.
KRKL
and
KOL
Member
of& Artists
Pacific
NW
Guild.ArtsSTRONG
on
zas
and
Ad
Lib.
Morning
D.J.
stanTAPE
OR DISC
AVAILABLE.

BOB KELLY:
An- nouncerNewscast
er-Sportscaster-Impersonator.
When
you
Bob four
Kelly
—other
yougetfellows
get
too:
Grandaddy,
Archie,
Pierre and Toughie
the
fighter
for
whooping Triple theK
DJcharacterizations,
show
Kelly.""Kaffe
Tops
onKlatsch
sports andOR AdDISC
Lib.
TAPE
AVAILABLE.

ROY GLERUM:
Announcer
- News caster- Continuity
Writer. Will locate
anywhere in USA.
Roy turns mirable
in Manan- inad-the - Street
broadcast and likes
sports.
STRONG
on
Newscasting,
newsediting,work.
copy,TAPE,
and
board
DISC AVAILABLE.

SID SASLAWSKY:
All-around
announcerstaff
personable,
young
andof talented.
Creator
religious
and classical music
programs
well as
a variety ofas popular
music shows.CIALLYESPESTRONG
on newscasts
highlighted by dignified
#1 authoritative
board
work.ery. Excellent
TAPEdelivOR
DISC
AVAILABLE.
JIM WHELEN:
Announcer Newscast
- Events er - Special
Man.
Creator
of
musical
program:
"Up and Down
Broadway,"
religiousandhalf-hour
USA."
A"Crossroads
fast grammoving
proman, he hasof
a rare faculty
bringinggetherpeople
towhere they
will domost
your good.
station
the
STRONGOR onDISC
personality
shows. TAPE
AVAILABLE.
Write or Wire
SCHOOL OFSRT
RADIO TECHNIQUE
SRT men caand
are employed
broadsting stwomen
ations all over
the Unitedin States.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program
or agency.
24,
college,production-AM/TV
Will
relocate.
Boxagency
267L. background.
BROADCASTING.
Chief announcer now at top CBS regional wants
manager's
position.
Midwestprogram
or Colorado.
Box 275L,
BROADCASTING.
Writer, radio
recent colgraduate,background,
staff lege
position
indraft
localexempt,
station.wishes
Box
279L,
BROADCASTING.
News
directorstation
— Now seeks
at thousand
watt
rural-urban
advancement,
wider opportunity.
Thoroughly
encedNewspaper
newscaster, local
reporting,experiwire
editing.
background.
Sports
description.
Active
NARND.
BROADCASTINGBox. 297L,
Combo man.
Program
announcer, PD.
2nd class
phone. director
Four
years
experience,
Thorough
knowledge
all
phases
radio.
Write
continuity,
commercials.
Stage
PreConnecticut
area.background.
Married vet,
Car.ferfuture.
Want
permanent
station26.
with
State offer.position
Peter Edman.
40-A Elizabeth
Road, Hampton, Va.
Phone
8860
. CBS,
214
years
experience,
all offers,
wirepresently
brief details
toconsider
Rick
Rice,
Western
Union
Office,
Springfield. Illinois.
New
director,
in
charge
local,
area
coverage for 5 kw station since 1946,
wants responsible
south, family.
southwest. Journalism position
BA, veteran,
Recommendation
from present emWisconsin.ployer. Paul Ziemer, WKBH, La Crosse,
Television
Managerial
Manager
AM stationdesires
with complete
radio background
to get into
television.
Cannot
same level he began afford
in radioto 18startyearsat
ago. sionWould
like to hear
from
televineeding
with
tivestation
experience
whoinman
can
assumeexecu-re-at
sponsible
position
organization
good
salary.knowledge
Capable for
of assimilating
specialized
application
with alreadyperienceacquired
management ex.
B
o
x
272L,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesmen
Young
TV
a.e.,
employed,film wants
change
to other TV, agency,
or network.
Family,able twocollege,
car.BoxBest252L,
offer?BROADAvailweeks.
CASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced. All phases television.
Producer, eraman,
director,
floorOpportunity
manager, main
camoperations.employed.
interest. Presently
Box 266L,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
For Sale
For sale: Established broadcasting
school
of fineand reputation
valuable
equipment
real
estate.withBox
Expansion
to
television
possible.
287L,
BROADCASTING.

For transmitter,
sale— For
ModelSalecomplete
300-F(Cont'd)
Collins 250onewattset
AM
of tubes,
General Radiowithfrequency
monitor
type
475-A
with
tubes,681-AGeneral
Radio
deviation
meter, type
type
with
tubes, lator
General
Radio
40-D crystal
oscilcomplete
with
tubes,
two
ovens teenandspare two
1240
kc.
crystals.
Thirtransmitter
included.
Satisfactory
broadcasttubesor November
amateur.
All
available forapproximately
15th. Equipment
may
be
seen
ation. Contact Leroy Hackmann,in operChief
Engineer,
souri. KWOS, Jefferson City, MisTape recorder, Magnecord portable
PT-6, with
fast Radio
forward—
$450.00,
cellentKentucky.
condition.
Station
WKLO,exLouisville,
Wanted to Buy

Stations
Stations
Wanted
to
buy
AM radio
station orin
community
of 50,000
population
1000
watts.
Ideal
southwestern
city.
more.
Box
251L,
BROADCASTING.
Well
staffed.NeedGood$15,000.
proposition
for
right
party.
Box 268L,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
1 kw AM transmitter. 5 kw AM transEquipment etc.
m
i
t
e
r
.
guyed quote
or selflowsupporttower. 30BROADCASTING.
1footconsole,
dollar.
Channel two or three RCA TF3A three Box ing236L,
bay Bat liWing
antenna
immediate
devery. Box 869K, BROADCASTING. Wanted: A3 lighting, flashers, chokes.
Good condition. WINZ, Miami Beach,
AM
Collins
transmitter,
brand Ideal
new, Florida.
never
used.20VTwo
sets of500/1000
tubes.
for
modern
station.
watts.
Wanted: 1 State
kw amplitude
modulated
Uses
only BROADCASTING.
16 tubes. FCC denied CP. transmitter.
price, condition,
age.
Box 296L,
Also
need CAA-A3
beacon and flasher.
Box 264L,
BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Two RCAand Universal
MI4875-G
one sparepickup
pickupkitshead.
Announcers
Kits ingcomplete
in all CB-11
respects,turntables.
mountplates
fitcompletely
Gates
Spare
head
reconditioned
by9 months
RCA, other
twoKitsheads
reconditioned
COMBO MAN wanted
ago. are
have
in use
2V2 years
in Guymon,
perfectbeencondition.
Best
offer. andKGYN,
Okla.
Must
on anplatter
and rongr
state
expected.
Orth salarv
Bell.
General Manager.
KLMR,
Lamar, Colo.
A, nnouncement
Production-Programming, Others
November

1, 1951

the following classified
rates will be in force:
SITUATIONS WANTED
• 200 per word ($2.00 minimum)
HELP WANTED
• 250 per word ($2.00 minimum)
ALL OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS
• 300 per word ($4.00 minimum)
DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS
• $15.00 per inch (one column x 1");
• $30.00— (one column x 2");
• $45.00— (one column x 3"), etc.
All classified advertising includes
the blind box number at no cost. Replies will
be mailed daily, first class, postage free. If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00
extra charge for mailing.
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.

HELP WANTED
Creative
man station.
for large
western radio
Must midhave
proven record as one who can
spark
new
ideas
to
liven
shows and can execute his ideasup
byING.working
with producers.
Address Box 122L,
BROADCAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
HELP WANTED
Largest Radio-TV operation in the
midwest
skilledcancontinuity
re-wrWeneedsmana who
adapt
plotsboth
to established
shows
for
radio and mystery
TV. Address
Box I23L, BROADCASTING.

J
I|
|\
$

TWO southeastern
GOOD OPPORTUNITIES
AKiirosive
station,
net director,
affiliate
seeks
twoof capable
people.
playing
solo piano
andMusical
accompaniment
encapable
HanmioiHi
organ
and
and
maintainCnntimiityof commercial
director, capable
writinging librarj
large amount
copy andof
supervising
and operating
efficient
department
with
assistant.
Both
good
jobs,
paying
well
and ability.
Available
atphoneonceforWalter
toexperience
right
parties.
Write,
wire
or
M.
Windsor,
General
Manager,
WG BA, Columbus, Georgia.
Employment Services
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
experienced mancommercial
gram directors,
chiefmanagers,
engineers proand
disc
jockeys.
Inquiries
applicants and employers.invited from
Howard S. Fraziek
& RadioBldg.,Management
726TV Bond
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Young Radio
WANTS Executive
promotion from present secure
position
as
ASSISTANT
MANAGER
of successful
east coast indie to
MANAGER
of your station in tough competitive market
11 years of success as talent and
management. Innate sense of
showmanship.
Documented
tory of salesOffers
success.
Writehis-or
ING.
wire. Box 177L, BROADCASTTechnical
ENGINEER
Registered professional engineer. Extensive experience consulting, dihearings. rectional design and adjustment, FCC
BOX 283L,
BROADCASTING

SOUTHEAST
Smaller Market
Major Market
$85,000.00
$125,000.00
This is one of the most subA very profitable
instantial properties in the Carodependent located infulltime
one of the
linas. It has always shown a
outstanding eastern major markets.
good
return.
Extensivegrossreal and
estatehigh
and several
This station has shown a conthousands of dollars in cash
sistent growth in both gross and
and accounts receivable included. We can finance the
profits and business is continumajor part of this purchase
ing to increase. Financing arranged.
Appraisals
•
Negotiations
• Financing
price.
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
Harold
Ray V. R.Hamilton
James
W. Blackburn
Murphy Lester M. Smith
Tribune Tower
Washington
Bldg.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2

•'•V,T

the House Ways & Means Committee, where money bills originate,
increase the federal excise tax on
radio and television sets on the
manufacturing level from the curWE WILL SACRIFICE
rent
10% to 25% was rejected by
that
committee.
good 250eastwortcoastfulltime
station
in
growing
city
of
15,000.
When
the tax bill traveled to the
Excellent
potential.
Fine building,
Senate, the Administration asked
five acres,
right
in city.
Principal
owners
have
other
interests
demanding
for
the
excise
tax increase again,
immediate
but got no further than it did in
BROADCASTING.attention. Box 125L,
the House.
Broadcasters harassed by excess
Miscellaneous
profits taxes, enacted by the 81st
Congress, put their faith in a bill
(S 1861) introduced by Sen. J. AlHollywood Quality- Lowest Cost!
len Frear (D-Del.) to afford some
ic Custom Radio Spots — from $25.
relief to the industry. The TV sta* Custom TV-Film Spots— from $50.
tion was handicapped because as a
new and growing industry it sufWrite Box 331, Hollywood, Calif.
fered losses during 1946 and did
RICHARD STROUT PRODUCTIONS
not turn into the profit column
until well into 1950. The years
1946-50 were used as the base period for figuring profits, thus givRecord of Congress
ing the broadcaster an unbalanced
(Continued from page 23)
profit ledger when 1951 figures
branches. Resolutions, which would were compared with the low base
permit radio-TV, still linger in the period.
The Frear formula was picked up
Senate and House Rules Committees.
by the Senate Finance Committee
A burning issue that threatened and incorporated in its report, thus
to fan smoldering embers left by paving the way for industry relief.
was scored when Congress
FCC's posed
so-called
"Blue Book"medium
pro- Victory
accepted a relief provision in its
for the broadcast
bill for 1951 [B • T,
spilled into the Senate as an after- revenue
math of hearings on educational Oct. 8].
television before the FCC.
Ad Tax Shocking
Leader of a movement to estabA staff recommendation included
lish a National Citizens Advisory
Joint Congressional CommitBoard on Radio and Television to in thetee on the
Report released
review radio and TV programs was last springEconomic
rocked the sensitive adSen. William Benton (D-Conn.),
vertising
industry
its heels
former Assistant Secretary of State [B • T, April 9]. to
was
for Public Affairs (Voice of Amer- that the government Proposal
place an exica) and former advertising execucise tax as high as 20-25 % on adtive (Benton & Bowles).
Sen. Benton carried his standard vertising.
A semblance of quiet in industry
in repeated frontal assaults, mak- circles
ensued as Senate and House
ing major speeches on the issue in
the Senate chamber. He appeared members of the committee quickly
twice before a Senate Interstate & divorced themselves from the staffers'
• T, April
23].
Foreign Commerce Subcommittee
thesuggestion
incident[B served
to keep
where its chairman, Senate Ma- But
admen
alert
to
gyrations
of
Capitol
jority Leader Ernest W. McFarpulse.
land (D-Ariz.), and Ed C. Johnson Hill's
Xumerous other issues touching
(D-Col.), also chairman of the full
Commerce committee, indicated upon the broadcast media appeared
on the Congressional scene. Some
they were unconvinced.
were ersperennial
othWants More Channels
stuck whilefavorites,
creatingstillissues,
The original Benton plan was others faded quickly.
to make the FCC — by Congressional
Among these were a bevy of promandate — reconsider its allocation
and just verbal
of TV channels to educational insti- thoughtsposals,ofactions
lawmakers.
tutions. The Senator felt there Here is a briefvarious
outline:
should be more channels assigned
%
Received
proposals
(S 1379)
to educators.
But from this left-jab grew the and (HR 5470, HR 4240) to redefine
ComBenton haymaker — a proposal (S political broadcast
munications Act sosection
as to ofprotect
1579) to create an "annual Blue broadcaster when
authorized
perBook"
the industry,
on behalf of candidate.
Senator,forhimself,
phrased asit thein But sonno speaks
hearings were held.
committee.
House passed bill (HR 2948)
Some of the sheen on Sen. Ben- to Oinclude
radio broadcasting of
ton's shining
was rubbed
off, fraudulent advertising
along lines
however,
whenarmor
a majority
on the
postal law now part of the U. S.
FCC warned that the proposal in- ofCode.
Senate still must act.
volved dangers of censorship [B •
T, Oct. 15].
0 House Judiciary Committee
Meanwhile, broadcasters watched cleared
a proposal (HR 3589) to
revenue actions by the Congress, revise the copyright law so as to
when lawmakers eyed the radio-TV give performance for profit and
industry for profits which could be l-ecording rights to non-dramatic
siphoned off into the U. S. Treas- works (see story, page 56).
ury.
# Senate Interstate & Foreign
An Administration request that Commerce
Committee cleared antiBROADCASTING
• Telecast!
For Sale
Stations

gambling bills, one of which (S
1624) would or prohibit
interstateof
transmission
radio broadcast
gambling information of a sports
event before it starts [B • T, Oct.
15]. Senate must act.
# Change in the position of
communications specialist on Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee staff with Nicholas
Zapple succeeding Edward Cooper,
who became aide to Senate Majority Leader Ernest W. McFarland
(D-Ariz.).
O House Rules Committee
shelved Senate-passed revision of
Capehart Amendment which would
have permitted manufacturers to
revise costs, including advertising
budgets in the price of their product. Issue is still in the air, certainly until Congress reconvenes
next January.
9 Congress passed a bill (S
537) providing
control
of nonbroadcast
devicesfor and
prescribing
heavier penalties for violations already provided
municationsfor
Act. under the Com9 Also passed $63 million for
State Dept., including $25 million
for Voice of America. Gave the
Voice $9.7 million of a $97 million
request for a transmitter ring.
# Congress banned outright all
Defenseneled to all
Dept.
fundsincluding
to be chanmedia,
radio
and television, for recruiting.
0 Heard request in House of
Rep. Thomas Lane (D-Mass.) for
TV censorship board but did not
act on it. Also demands from Reps.
Eugene Cox (D-Ga.) and John E.
Rankin (D-Miss.)
that and
Congress
withhold
funds for FCC
aided
in obtaining a temporary cut in
appropriations, later changed by
Senate and then again in joint
conference.
# Resolution by Rep. Bernard
W. (Pat) Kearney that a special
House committee be created to
probe FCC created a little stir but
got nowhere.
£ Neither
perennial
antinetwork
crusaderdid Harry
R. Shep-

request for additional money —
$1,340,000—
additional monitoring of illegalfortransmissions,
and to
help implement FCC's station alert
Clementeprobe
(DN. #Y.) Rep.
askedL. forGarywidespread
ofTV sports
activities,
including
radioplan.restrictive covenants by boxing
promoters and other big-time sports
organizations. Resolution partly
academic because of Justice Dept.
action against pro football and new
baseball rule [B • T, Oct. 15].
# foreStrong
protest
deliveredBankbeboth Senate
and House
ing & Currency Committees by radio and television set manufacturers against 25% down payment
and 15 months to pay credit restriction (Regulation W). Regulation
has beenment andrevised
to 15%to down
18 months
pay. pay# No action on NARBA —
North American Regional BroadAgreementCommittee,
— by Senate which
Foreigncasting
Relations
bogged ingsdown
with
MacArthur
hearand foreign aid programs,
only got ascom it far
a sube to studyas naming
the agreement.
#
Received
but
did
not
Hoover Commission plan (S act1218)on
to reorganize FCC as to invest
sweeping Administrative powers in
the Chairman.
# sonProposal
Sen. Edget C.authorJohn(D-Col.) thatby FCC
ity to assign frequencies for the
use
of Nogovernment-owned
radio
stations.
action on bill (S 1378).

Doty Heads Bories
CLARENCE L. DOTY, former
manager of WJZ-AM-TV New
York, hasizationjoined
the Boriesmanager,
OrganInc. as general
Robert A. Bories, head of the
radio-TV packaging and grocery
and drug nounced
merchandising
anWednesday. Mr.firm,Doty,
who was with the national advertising department of the ScrippsHoward newspaper chain for six
years,
will
supervise
overall
operapard10 (D-Calif.).
HR
and HR 73 toCongressman's
license nettion of Bories,
including
programs,
sales
and
merchandising
services.
works
and
to
disengage
networks'
rebroadcasting rights still pend in Current Bories-package shows in
House merce
Interstate
New York include Kitchen Kapers,
Committee. & Foreign Com- Listen
to Sheldon and The Dean
# Congress knocked out FCC Cameron Shoiv.

Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Published by Acufi-Rose
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 91)
Applications Cont.:
extension of completion date.
CP to Replace CP
Formerly WFSI (FM) Lakeland, Fla.
—CP to replace
CP forFM new
commercial educational
station.nonLicense for CP
License for
CP.WGBS-FM
as mod., Miami,
new FMFla.—
station.
WCUM-FM
— License for CP, asCumberland,
mod., new FM Md.station.
FM— 99.5 mc
WMIN-FM
make
changes St.in Paul,
ERP, Minn.
ant., —etc.CP to
October 18 Decisions . . .
EN BANC
COMMISS
BY THEMemoran
dumIONOrder
Sheffield,
Inc.,
Co.
Bcstg.
Daylight
and
Ala.
WJOI Florence,
Ala andMuscle
memAla.— Bydismissed
WLAY orandum opinionShoals,
and order
hearin
of WJOI nto ofintervene
petition
ing on applicatio
Bcstg^
by WLAY
filed
petitionn Daylight
Co Inc., denied
designated
be
applicatio
g
requestin
n
applicatio
hearing,forandnew ordered
for
station on 1380 kc,
Daylight
1of kw,
D, be granted.
Granted CP
KDSX from
Denison,
Tex.—1 kw,
Granted
to
change
1220 kc,
day, toCP 950
low andDA-2,
kc 500 cation
installchange
DA. transmitter
Cond.
Corrected Order
Desert Radio and.—Corrected
Telecasting order
Co.,
Palm Springs,1951,Califdesignating
applicaof Sept.
sub-pararevising
hearing,
tiongrapforh (a12,
) of the first issue.
WJVAtion, South
Bend, Ind.— Issue
On its moCommission
of order
of Sept.amended
26, designatingNofor2
hearing in plconsolidated
apand
license
ofproceeding
cations for renewal
transfer
of icontrol
of station
to include
legal,
technical,
financial
and
other
qualificationsDenied
of applicant
Petition corp.
Helena, Ark.—
petition
forKFFA
reconsideration
and Denied
grantscheduled
without
and
application,
of
hearing
hearing
Nov. 27. to commence in Washington
Designated for Hearing
KTOE
Mankato,
Minn.— onDesignated
for
hearing
Washington
29
application
toin 1420
increase
powerandNov.
from
kw
to
5
kw,
kc,
unl.,
make 1
changes
in
DA
pattern,
etc.
KNOX ignatGrand
N. Dak.— Des-on
ed for hearingForks,
inchange
Washington
Nov
30 application
to1310
1400
kc,
250
w
unl.,
to
kc,
5 from
kw unl.,
install DA-N, etc.
Granted Applications
KWOCtion, Poplar
Bluff,consolidated
Mo.— Upon petiseveredand from
proceeding
granted
KWOC
changefromfrom250 application
1340
to 930to kc500of
increase topower
w unl.
w-N, 1 mitter
kw-LS,
and
change
translocation, DA,
andWis.—
installUpon
DA.petition,
WTCH Shawano,
removed
from hearing
docket
and
granted application, to increase hours
of operation
from960daykc,to 1-unl.
onDA-N;
present
frequency
kw,
cond.
Granted CP for CP
KNCM expired
Moberly,CP Mo.—
GrantedfromCP1220to
replace
change
kc to 1230 kc andto change
hours of
operation
from
day
to
unl.,
250granted
w, on
condition
permittee
willuntil
not beKRES
license
on
1230
kc
Joseph, Mo.,
licensed
on 1550 kc. St.
FM isPlan
Amended
Commission
proposed
to amend
itsTheRevised
Tentative
Allocation
Planby
for
Class
B
FM
broadcast
stations
deleting
Ch.
290
from
Madison,
Wis.,
and
adding
281; and
Ch. 266
from Ch.Albany,
Ga., transferring
to Dawson.
Ga.
License Renewal
Following
stations
granted
renewal
of KFAC
license Losfor Angeles;
regular period:
KFFA Helena,
Ark.;
Chico, Calif.;
KLTI Kans.;
Longview, KHSL
Tex.;
KMAN
Manhattan,
KREI
Farmington,
Mo.;
KSCJ
Sioux
City,
Iowa;
KTRN
Wichita
Falls,
KXRO
Aberdeen,
Wash.;Danville,
WAGF Tex.;
Dothan.
Ala.;
WBTM
Va.;
WEVD
WFMH News,
East
Cullman,NewAla.;York
WHYUCity;Newport
Va.;
WIOU Kokomo,WILSInd.;Lansing,
WKAN Mich.,
Kankakee,
111.;
WKST New Castle, Pa.; WMAK NashPage 96 • October 22, 1951

N.family).
Seaton Fred
and Richard
M.nowSeaton
owns (same
69$,,
but
will own
23%Seaton
withown
his 23%
father
and
brother,
who
will
each.
Granted Oct. 18.
WLAD of Danbury,
Conn. — Bcstg.
Granted
transfer
Berkshire
Co.
fCC roundup Wf
from
RobertP.control
J.Previdi
Doran,
John
C. B.Doran
and
John
to
James
Lee
nts, Transfers, Changes, Applications
New Grants,
through
of 75% Frank
interest H.forLee$30,000.
Mr. Lee, salepresident
Co.,
hat manufacturers,
is part-owner
megpliedStatefor TVBcstg.station
Co.
which
has Nutapin
Waterbury,
Granted Oct. 18.
SUMMARY THROUGH OCTOBER 18 Conn.
^COtQ
HoX
WCAZ
Carthage,
III.—
Granted
transfer oflicensee,
control Superior
Bcstg. Title
Service&
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Inc.,
from Chicago
Trust
Co.,Robert
executor
and trustee
for
Cond'l Pending
Appls. Hearing
In
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
Grants
estate
of
E.
Compton,
deceased,
AM
Stations
2,302
2,285
122
279
1132 toCompton
Zola N.is Compton
for
$25,450.
Mrs.
FM
Stations
653
565
96
*1
9
Granted Oct.widow
18. of R. E. Compton.
TV Stations
108 90 18
521 171
* On the air.
New Applications
...
AM APPLICATIONS
Docket Actions . . .
Milford,
Del.
—
Kent-Sussex
Bcstg.
INITIAL DECISION
Co., 1320 kc, cost
500 w,
day; first
estimated
$21,550;
year
(2%), professor
Georgia
StateDr. Dept.
of construction
Education;
Vice
President
Charles
WQXIiner J. D.Atlanta,
Ga.—
Hearing
Examoperating
cost
$43,000;
first
year
reveBond issued initial decision E. Zimmerman
Partners are H. M. Griffith
ed Oct. 18. (50%), physician. Grant- (50%),nue $48,000.
looking catitoward
grant
of
WQXI
appliWTOP (50%),
Washon toto change
790daytime,
kc, 5 kw,
ington,physicist,
and C.executive
V. Picatinny
Lundstedt
WKSR sPulaski,
as- electronicaccount
daytime,
790 kc,DA;from
5 kw,
and
ignment of license Tenn.—
PulaskiGranted
Bcstg. Co.,
Arsenal,
1 kw nighttime,
conditions.
Dover,
N.
J.
Filed
Oct.
12.
licensee,
to
W.
K.
Jones
and
Fred
Fleming, d/bMessrs.
as Richland
Bcstg.
Co., ownfor San Antonio, Tex.— Southwest Bcstg.
$50,000.
Co. of San construction
Antonio, 990costkc, $50,000;
1 kw, day;
Non-Docket Actions ...
the
Cedar
GroveJones
Limeandrock
Co.Fleming
Inc.
(lime- estimated
first
TRANSFER GRANTS
stone
quarry
and
crushing).
year operating
cost
$72,000iare first
Granted Oct. 18.
WPMP
Pascagoula,
Miss.
—
Granted
revenue
$84,000.
Partners
LeslieyearC.
WAIR-AM-FM
Winston-Salem,
N.
C.
acquisition
of
control
Crest
Bcstg.
Co.
(30%),Edw.stockholder
Cor— Granted assignment
of license WairD. Smithpus Christi;
Inc., licensee,
O. Jones
C. Marcos,
James KUNO
(30%), presthrough
purchasebyof Hugh
568 shares
from Bcstg. Co.,
KCNY SanTex.;
and
William
andincluding
O.licensee,
G.theHill from
to newGeorge
corporaKTXN ident
Austin,
FrankTex.,
Stewart
tion
former
partner,
Oct. 16. R. Guest Jr. for $568. Granted Walker
(20%),
owner
Frank
Stewart
AdvertisGeorge
Walker,
and
his
wife,
Susan
Hill
Houston, and
stockholder
and
WFVG
Fuquay ofSprings,
N.from
C— Granteach owning 50%. Mrs. Walker managering, KTXN,
ed assignment
J. M.to Parker,
and John
H. Moyberry
bought
Stephenson
and B.license
H. Ingle
Sr.
(20%), stockholder,
manager
and12chief
Granted Mr.
Oct. Hill's
18. interest for $30,000. engineer
KUNO.
Filed
Oct.
Stephenson
for
$13,600
for
50%
interest. Granted Oct. 18.
KWSL Lakeof Charles,
La.from— Granted
Ala.— Montezuma Bcstg.
Alonzofor Co.,Andalusia,
WKID-AM-FM
Urbana,Kemper-Fabert
111.— Granted assignment
1190 kc,struction 1cost kw,
day; first
estimated
conStanford Principals
Dudleylicense
toinclude
KWSL
Inc.
assignment
$18,700;
operPresident
Inc.,
licensee,of tolicense
Sterling Bcstg. Co. $35,000.
cost $30,000;
yearyearJ.revenue
Jules
Paglin New(46%),Orleans;
president
and W.V2 $36,000.atingPartners
for $62,500.
Equal E.partners
in transarefirstCharles
Ward
owner J.WBOK
Stanley
feree
are
Robert
J.
Snyder,
42%
owner Wardand Radio
& Electric
KXIC Iowa
City, la., and Gene Ray Jr.eral (46%),
vice president
and gen- (50%),
Co., Andalusia,
Marion
Shelley
WBOK;
Vice
President
W.owner
(50%),
former
partner
Dixiein
Edward manager
J.KWSL.
Pendergast
(8%),options
assistantto Davis
KXIC.Phillippee,
Granted former
Oct. 18.chief announcer manager
Wholesale
Co.,
Andalusia,
interest
Holding
KSMO
San
Mateo,
Calif.
—
Granted
which
he
recently
sold
(since
July
purchase
stock
are
Vice
Presidents
Roy
assignment
of
licensee
Amplett
Printthis
year
Mr.
Davis
has
not
been
en-17.of
Rhodes,Gresham,
program commercial
director KWSL
and
ing Co., licensee,
to inBaytransferee
Radio Inc.,
g
a
g
e
d
i
n
any
business).
Filed
Oct.
Tom
manager
for
$80,000.
Principals
are
KWSL. Granted Oct. 18.
President
S. A.Louisville,
Cisler (55%),
partoC?eru'JInd—
BcstS- Co-.
860 kc,
KXIT ment Dalhart,
assign-Ed »10,550;
owner WKYW
WXLW
In-W.
firstrevenue
yearPeruoperating
cost $30,000;
of license Tex.
from— Granted
Baird and
«Ayeariy;
estimated
construction
cost
dianapolis, wife
WXGI Richmond;
RachelCisler.
$50,000.
Partners
are
Bishop to Baird and Kenneth B. Bishop first
Cisler
(45%),
of
S.
A.
McGregor
(33 1/3%)
and Wal(son), foris $30,000
formanager
50 interest.
K. B. Robert B.Hertz°g
Granted Oct. 18.
(33i/3%),
engineers
Bishop
general
of
station.
WHAS
Louisville,
and
Lawrence
L.at
KOKO Lasignment of Junta,
Col.
—
Granted
asGranted
Oct.
18.
license
Southwest
Bcstg.
Hansen
(33«3%), director
of training
KDEC Decorah,
Iowafrom
— Granted
as- Louisville.
United
Co.,
licensee,
to
Otero
Bcstg.
Co.
for
Television
Labs
(TV
school),
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
Telegraph
Filed
Oct.
17.
$18,000. Principals
transferee(48%),
are Herald, licensee, to Scenic Bcstg. Co.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
President
William W.inShepherd
for $15,000.Verne
Principals
are
President
Koenigin transferee
(45.83%), now
KAFP Petaluma
Petaluma, Bcstrs.,
Calif.— licensee,
Transfer ofto
ville;
WMPM
Smithfield,
N.
C;
WMUU
control
KDEC
program
director;
Vice
President
Greenville,
S.
C;
WNBF
Binghamton,
Kenneth Bjerke (45.83%), KDEC news V.fcxlme,
A. L. through
Linder, M.saleE. ofLinder
and Wm.of
N.Jackson,
Y.; WONW
Ohio; WPBB
198
shares
director,
and
Frank
R.
MilAla.; Defiance,
WPPA Pottsville,
Pa.; and lersports
(8.33%),Newattorney.
Granted
Oct.
18.— tarm
stock forlandlord,
$30,000. Blackhawk
V. A. L. Linder
is a
WRJW Picayune,
Miss.;Hornell,
WSAP N.PortsWSBB
Smyrna
Beach,
Fla.
mouth,
Va.;
WWHG
Y.;
Granted assignment of license Beach lowa, and former production andCounty,
conKNBY
Newport,
Ark.;
KWHN
Fort
Smith, Ark.; WHAZ Troy, N, Y.; James
Co., King
licensee,
Cobble, ™nuJ,ty supervisor KEX Portland, Ore.;
and from
WalterJ.consisting
T."G. Slattery
WHBF Rock
111.; WHBL N.She-C; toBcstg.
is employe of U. S. Dept.
new D.equal
partnership
of "l-, Linder
boygan, Wis.; Island,
WHIP Mooresville,
Salem, Ore. Filed Oct. 12
Messrs.dan Jr. King,
Slattery
and
Roland
WTAL
Tallahassee,
Fla.;
WTAQ
La(newcomer). Mr. Jordan, Jorwho KSLM
v
«
nbo£'
,and
Mr- Nashville,
Exline is employe
Grange,
111.;
WTCN
Minneapolis;
WTIK
WSIX-AM-FM
Tenn.—from
In-of
will
chief for
engineer
and co-manager,
Durham, N. C.
voluntary assignment
of license
pays be$5,000
his interest.
Granted Jack M. Draughon
and
Louis
R.
DraugOct.
18.
October
18 Applications
. . . KVIM New Iberia, La. — Granted Louis
hon, d/b
as WSIX individuaUy,
Bcstg. Station,
R. Draughon
and asto
ACCEPTED
FOR ofFILING
transfer of control Queen City Bcstg. deceased.
estate Oct.
of Jack12. M. Draughon,
Modification
CP
Co. Inc., and
permittee,
from George
H. executor of Filed
DeClouet
A.
P.
McLachlan
to
Paul
Tacoma, changes
Wash.— inMod.frequency,
CP, as M. Cochran and W. H. Bland Jr. for KSIL Silver City, N. M.— Assignment
mod.KTBIauthorizing
license from
Carl Dunbar Co.to
25% transfer.
at pres- ofSouthwest
power,
DA-N,date. etc., for extension of $75,000.ent, butMr.willCochran
New A.Mexico
own engineer
85%ownsafter
completion
through assignment
of 235Bcstg.
shares of
Mr.
Bland
is
chief
KVIM
and
KRNT-FM
Des
Moines,
la.—
Mod.
CP,
KLFY Lafayette, La. Granted Oct. 18. stock barinfor new
corporation
Mr. Dun-in
asERP,mod.ant. new
FM studio
station,location,
to change
transfer
of his tointerests
height,
etc.
KTER
Terrell,
Tex.—
Granted
transKSIL B.to Dunbar,
new corporation,
and sale
to Lo-of
fersee,of control
Terrell I.Bcstg.
Co., licen-Jr. rene
License for CP
and
through
from
Frederick
Massengill
WJETnewErie,AM Pa.—
License for CP, as and D. W. Massengill to Paul A. Wno- to47 shares
ofH. stock
in new
corporation
mod.,
station.
James
Duncan
for
$4,700.
Mr.
rowski
through
sale
of
51%
interest
License Renewal
for
$16,500.in WIBV
Mr. Wnorowski
owned
40% Duncan
Dunbar isis amanager
housewife.of KSIL
Filed andOct.Mrs.17.
interest
111., 18.until
June 14 this
year. Belleville,Granted Oct.
WATA Boone, N. C, and WKBC
KOOK of Billings,
Mont. — Granted
Wilkesboro,
N. C. —Co.,Acquisition
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
transfer
Net- North
of control
Wilkes
Bcstg.
licensee
work from C.control
L. CristTheto Montana
J. C. Johnson
both
stations,
by Doris
B. Brown
WISR - AMTURNED- FM
Butler,
Pa.
—
REand
Mr.
Crist
through
stock
transacapplication
for
voluntary
Roland
B.
Potter
through
saleJohnofandT.70
tion.
Mr.
Crist
owns
50.68%
now
and
transfer
of
control
Butler
Bcstg.
Co.
shares
of
stock,
now
held
by
after Johnson
this transfer own
will 33.61%.
own 34.84%,
Inc.,
licensee,
to Sara E. Rosenblum,
Cashian, forand$12,000.
After who
transfer,
Totalandof Mrs.
Joel
Rosenblum
Trust Mr.
Potter,
now
516
sharesOct.arewill
Co. ofW.Butler,
guardianand ofUnion
Ray Harris
own 70Brown
shares Oct.
each,Mr.
Granted
18.being sold for $51,600. each.
Filed
17.will own 105 shares
Rosenblum.
Macomb,Macomb
111. — Granted
trans-li- of KSJB
WJMW Athens,
Ala.— RETURNED
ap- WKAI
N. D. — Assignment
fer of control
Bcstg. Dorothy
Co.,
licenseJamestown,
plication for voluntary
acquisition
from James
C. Bailey,
licensee,
tofromNorthJamestown
Dakota Bcstg.
Bcstg. Co.,
Co.
control censAthens
Bcstg.
Co., Inc.,Rob-li-of C. Baileycensee,and
Lyle
B.
Landis
through
e
,
b
y
Lawson
E.
Dunnavant,
Inc.
for
$502,000
to
beof paid
forDakota
with
sale
of
100%
interest
to
William
E.
e
r
t
V
.
Dunnavant
and
Homer
F.
Dunna502,000
shares
of
stock
North
vant.
Schons
(25%),
Dr.
E.
Schons
(25%),
Bcstg.
Co.
(John
W.
Boler
and/or
T. L. Cook (25%) and B. W. Harris wife own 950 out of 1000 shares hisof
WDSG
Dyersburg,
RETURN(25%), for $35,000. Granted Oct. 18.
ED application
for Tenn.—
voluntary
relinJamestown
Bcstg.
Co.,
which stock
in turnof
q
u
i
s
h
m
e
n
t
o
f
negative
control
of
State
Hastings, Neb.—Bcstg.
GrantedCo. transowns
51,200
shares
common
fer oA.f control
from
GazetteWard.
Bcstg. Co., licensee, by A. FredKHAS
Dakota
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc.,
SeatonNebraska
to Fred A. Seaton,
Fay North
LeRoy
constitutes majority of stock inwhich
this
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

*l Radio, TV Dissected
iii i (Continued from page 26)
with its Red Skelton Show and now
W t offered by NBC Radio (see story
page 25). — as "one of the most
!* i exciting."
"When at
one a canlowerreach
audiences
rate large
than
they can in any other media, it
look as though radio continues to
offer an
good buy,"of
t; John
Hoschexceptionally
Jr., vice president
J. Walter Thompson, said in exits, plaining, "How We Intend to Use
3 Radio Advertising."
>
Spends Most in Radio
Confining his remarks to actual
as. use of radio with a client — whose
coversincludes
a thirdhalfof
re.ted 1, business
the U. S.activity
area and
St& i the population — Mr. Hosch said,
"for
years, how
we have
tried atonumber
find outof exactly
our THEY WATCHED the birdie at Los Angeles session. (I to r) Standing: Hub
advertising dollars are most effec- Keavy, AP bureau chief, Los Angeles; John C. Marino, KFSD San Diego;
tively spent, and we continue to Loyal King, KXLA Pasadena. Seated: Walter Buziuk, KERN Bakersfield;
Co.; Dr. Victor J. Andrew, Andrew Corp. Chicago,
ii'si spend more dollars in radio than Jack Gale, Paul H.nowRaymer
establishing Los Angeles headquarters.
^I'iS "By
any localizing
other medium."
our each
radio market
operaVj tions and treating
son is very simple. Radio is that
the researcher
"radio place
will
ait separately, there is comparatative- continue
to hold itssaid,
important
kind of medium. In the non-tele:
ly
little
wastage
in
circulation,"
he
vision areas virtually all of the best
among
the
media
available
in
this
•rr added.
market, and an increasing number buys of five years ago are best buys
of
radio
sets
were
found
in
kitchens
today. In television markets there
Admitting
that they
have
it;,1 changed
advertising
expenditures
and other utility rooms where the
many best buys in ra»■ during the past year, Mr. Hosch housewife is able to continue her are adio,great
programs which radio can do
radio listening as she performs her as well as or better than television,
s„j
added,
"yet
we
intend
to
use
radio
;rd in 1952 more than any other everyday household chores."
and time when the average citizen
!™ media."
Fred C. Brokaw, vice president and his wife are too busy to sit
™ There are an estimated 96 mil- of Paul H. Raymer Co., Chicago, down and watch television."
In the television clinic Robert M.
the radio clinic a general
'f, million
lion radioTV setsreceivers
in use asin against
13 offered
the U. S.,
list of what he considered "the best Reuschle, manager of timebuying
;; he reported, with the last census buys
for
McCann-Erickson, New York,
today."chainbreaks as reviewed
the mechanics and choices
He incitedradiodaytime
" ■ American
showing that
homes96%haveof the
radios44,400,000
where- being
of
buying
then enu-of
in
great
demand,
as
conral- as only 85% have kitchen sinks.
meratedTVthreetime,
majorandproblems
trasted tothe situation a few years
To confirm his point, Mr. Hosch ago when nighttime chainbreaks the field:
referred to Broadcasting • Tele- were at premium value, but he
on stations
— He
said(1)heClearing
recently time
encountered
a station
*. study
casting's
report (Oct.
on theby pointed out that in non-TV markets manager
who
had
89
program
orders
of Louisville,
Ky.,1)made
nighttime
than he could handle, and he
,l Dr. Raymond A. Kemper, in which ever
before. spots are better than more
predicted the situation will get worse
instead of better and that there will
Marginal
time
periods
—
early
corporation. North Dakota Best?. Co. morning and late evening local be no real "buyers' market" for sevI^c.
apoliedDept.
for ofandState.
received
permisafter the TV licensing
rionta, tfrom
North
Dakoconstitute markets
"excellentor freeze eralisyearslifted.
capitalization
from James$100,- programs
buys ... in— television
000 too townincrease
51,000,000.
After
transfer,
(2)
Ascending
costs ofwould
timereach
and
Bcstg.
Co. ofwillNorth
own Dakota
502,000 shares
not," he asserted. For another "best talent, which he feared
common
stock
Bcstg.
buy" he cited musical clock pro- the point in the post-fre'eze
Co.
Inc..
and
Mr.
Boler
and
his
wife
era
—
will jointly own 558.650 shares, or 55.8%,
grams, and he also noted that current trends are not reversed —if
'ofCo.voting
home economics programs
the very largest of naInc. stock
Filed ofOct.North
17. Dakota Bcstg. women's
are holding audience firmly in both where "only
tional advertisers"
be able ."to. .
WSIP
Paintsville,
Ky.
—
Assignment
afford true
national may
TV coverage
TV
and
non-TV
areas.
ofBiglicense
from
W.
Howes
Meade,
tr/as
unless
ways
and
means
can
be found
Sandy
Bcstg.
Co.,
to
Ted
Arnold
News
programs
and
news
and
Silvert
andMr. Escomb
Chandler
economies."
(50%) for(50%)
$75,000.
Silvert has
8.75%
sports commentaries are "hardy for(6)time"Lackandof talent
uniform
station
interest
in
WSFC
Somerset,
Ky.,
and
cies"— failure of some stationspoli-to
Mr. ChandlerDry owns
25% &interest
in radio
"still perennials,"
among the with
tops newin shows
every respect
Paintsville
Cleaners
Laundry,
network option time, or to
Paintsville,
Ky.,
which
he
operates.
clear for live shows in network time;
market,
Mr. Meade,
transferor,
has 70%
interdeclared. television or otherwise," he "double,
est
in
WSFC
Somerset,
Ky.
Filed
triple or quadruple" spotting,
Oct. 18.
which
he said
practicedin byscheduled
"many"
Music Fares Well
WSFC Somerset, Ky. — Transfer of
stations;
longis delays
controlse , to Meyer
Southeastern
licen-of
In TV cities particularly, Mr. starting time
of a given telecast, due
Layman,Bcstg.
throughCo.L sale
Brokaw said, the program that is to bunch-spotting, etc.
700 shares
of stock WSFC,
for $54,000.
Mr.
Layman(70%)
is manager
and fundamentally music is "coming
Despite the growth and power of
previously
has
managed
WLSI
Pikeinto its own" and the disc jockey television,
Mr. Reuschle made clear
ville,
Ky., WHTN
Huntington,
W. Va.,
show remains in high favor. And in that "I don't
the prophets
md
WSAZ
Huntington,
W.
Va.
The
TV areas generally, he said, the of doom who believe
, WSFC
stock
being
sold
is
now
held
by
say TV will kill raW. Howes Meade, who owns WSIP yardstick to use in selecting radio
dio."
McCann-Erickson,
he said,
Paintsville, Ky. Filed Oct. 18.
shows is this : "Watch for the pro- has just completed a radio
spot
gram
in
radio
that
can
be
done
as
campaign
in
three
important
TV
well as or better than TV can do
deletions . . .
with "excellent" sales reTOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1: the same program." In this cate- markets,
sults.
VM 26, FM 58, TV 1. New deletion:
he listed shows.
news broadcasts and
WOSH-FM
Oshkosh,Oct. Wis.—
Oshkosh most gorymusical
Speaking
on "Government
Econ3cstg.
Co.,
license,
16.
Licensee
omy— Its Prospects
and Possibili"If
I
seem
to have enumerated
elt operation
of ofstation
economically
ties,"
Secretary
Sawyer
cited
a list
a
great
many
so-called
best
buys
in
insound
because
very
few
FM
Iiseners.
radio," Mr. Brokaw said, "the rea- of recommendations looking toward
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Mexican TV Channels
(Continued from page 28)
"110% for classical."
Mr. King said he takes P. I.
business to ascertain "whether our
station
is priced
right."to Ifrates,
a P.theI,
doesn't
a return
account make
is dropped.
Moderator Beaton said his station specializes in foreign language. He pointed out that Los
Angeles has a Spanish-speaking
population second only to Mexico
City. He estimated 550,000 Spanish
speaking
peopleHereside
in thestation
Los
Angeles area.
said the
also programs to the Negro people
and uses Negro disc jockeys.
Discussing the classical music
programming
Districtis
Director
Smith ofsaidKFAC,
his station
virtually sold out, even though it
operates 24 hours per day. He said
advertising agencies have not yet
learned how to buy such times.
The station turned to so-called
"long hair" music a dozen years
ago to remove itself from the competition of the so-called popular
music independent stations.
Mr. Smith said KFAC is not
making
"phenomenal said
profits"
but
it is consistent.
the station turns away Heabout
50%
of
the business offered because of
programming requirements. Each
sale presents a "unique problem"
because
gramming.of the station's mood proCal Cannon, KIEV Glendale, said
his 250-w daytimer is doing well
through specializing in the "sweet
type of popular music." The advertiser, in his view, has
"discovered"
the specialized
station.
KIEV
catersforetoselects
the itshousewife
music on andthe therebasis
of whether it can be hummed, sung
or whistled. KIEV's revenue durfour years
is thehistory,
highestinginthethelaststation's
19-year
he said.
Among others who spoke were
Robert K. Richards, NARTB public affairs director; Carl Haverlin,
president, BMI; Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB president, and Richard A.
Moore, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
(see story, page 63).
money.
great savings of the taxpayers'
One method of resolving the
dilemma of eliminating certain
government functions, he sugs"not beto avoided
add new .agencies
where itgested, ican
. . new
agencies which must later painfully be endured or liquidated."
Mr. savings
Sawyer wedeclared
"for
great
need — that
not more
He also
studies
— buturged:
action."
(1) year
Replacement
of the presentin
fiscal
basis for appropriations
favor ofsion oftheincentives
calendar year;
proviamong(2) agency
heads to save the taxpayers' dollars;
(3) Congress
allot funds
department heads rather
than toindividual
agencies within departments ; (4)
Congresstributepermit
theseif heads
disbudget cuts,
any, asto they
see fit; (5) department heads have
greater responsibility in choosing disemployes. charging or demoting "incompetent"
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FELLOWS SEES BETTER
TV BECAUSE OF CODE
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, NARTB president,
declared Friday after endorsement of the
NARTB television code (see story page 23),
that it will bring better television to more
and more American viewers.
Mr. Fellows said:
"Significant
in thewhodeliberations
the television broadcasters
today haveof approved
rules of conduct by which they will cover their
operations in the future is one point — they
have approached the task in the knowledge
that they are guests in the homes of America.
In everything they have done in establishing
tenets for good behavior, they have displayed
their determination to visit America's families
as
they The
wouldproduction
visit theirofneighbors'
sides.
televisionhearthas it
emerges from this historic meeting will prove
everlasting the good faith of America's broadcasters.
"Robertmittee,D.whichSwezey
12-man document,
code comdraftedandthehisoriginal
deserve highest commendation."
Judgeman, said:Justin Miller, NARTB board chair"I'm fproud
of the boys.
havebenefit
perormed an outstanding
serviceThey
for the
of all citizens as well as the industry itself."
KFYO GETS GRANT
IN LONG-FOUGHT CASE
FINAL decision on seven-year-old Lubbock,
Tex., case was handed down by FCC Friday —
favoring grant to KFYO to change from 1340
kc and 250 w to 790 kc and 5 kw day, 1 kw
night with directional antenna.
In reversing
hearing
examiner's
decision, Commission
denied
Lubbock1950County
Broadcasting Co.
Original applications were filed in 1945.
After 1946 hearings, FCC in 1947 granted
Lubbock County application. KFYO took case
to U.S. Court of Appeals and in 1949 Court
reversed Commission, remanded it back for
new hearings.
Case was heard again and examiner found
for
was
resultLubbock
of oralCounty.
argumentFriday's
before decision
Commission
last August.
Commission found for KFYO on grounds,
among others, that station, established in 1936,
"proposes
to extend
to continue
an operation
in theits service
public and
interest
[and]
should be given the opportunity to improve
its facilities, as against the competing application of a newcomer."
Overlap between service areas of KFYO
and KGNC Amarillo, both owned by Gene A.
Howe and T. E. Snowden, was acknowledged
by the Commission, but disregarded on grounds
Lubbock does not receive primary service
from KGNC and vice versa. Also that KFYO
is an ABC affiliate, KGNC an NBC affiliate.
Decision was made by Comrs. Hyde, Webster,
Jones and Sterling.
UNITED NATIONS DAY
UNITED NATIONS DAY will be celebrated
Wednesday with broadcasts to all member
nations gramthrough
UN radio Inplus1U. special
pros in many countries.
S., projects
produced by UN radio in cooperation with
local outlets were set for airing in four areas.
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BUSINESS BOOMING
BOOMING RADIO time sales reported
Friday by WHIM Providence, R. I., with
announcement it has been "turning down
business
for the
past ofmonth."
Bob
Engles, general
manager
independent
station,ness thisreported
months'
year wasfirst23 nine
percent
aheadbusi-of
same period last year.
PROPOSED GRANT MADE
FOR SACRAMENTO DAYTIMER
INITIAL decision proposing to grant Capitol
Radio Enterprises a daytime AM station in
Sacramento, Calif., on 1380 kc with 1 kw power
and a directional antenna was recommended
Friday
C. Smith.by FCC Hearing Examiner Elizabeth
New station will give the only locally-operated, non-network radio service to 538,803 persons in the Sacramento market, the examiner
noted. This outweighs adjacent channel interference it will receive from KTUR Turlock,
Calif., affecting 3,486 people in the new station's
protected
It alsoKTUR
outweighs thnormally
e adjacent
channelcontour.
interference
will receive from the new station, affecting
4,462 persons.
Proposed
that theand"applicant
shall
acceptgrant
full requires
responsibility
expense
incident thereto, for all changes and adjustments which may be necessary in the installations of Station KXOA to prevent objectional
interaction and to effectuate the continued
simultaneous operation of the station in accordance with its authorizations." The three
towers of KXOA are located about eight wavelengths from the site of proposed new station.
New station will be run by equal partners
Irving James Schwartz as general manager,
William Stephen George as commercial manager, John Matranga as program and production manager, Samual A. Melnicoe as construction supervisor. Messrs. Schwartz and George
run a booking agency in Sacramento. Mr.
George is at present also sports director of
KCRA Sacramento. Mr. Matranga is news
and continuity editor of KCRA. Mr. Melnicoe
is an NBC engineer in San Francisco, does not
intend to participate in the operation of the
proposed station.
4-A COMMITTEE ENLARGED
AMERICAN ASSN. OF ADVERTISING
AGENCIES announced membership of newly
enlarged special Committee on Advertiser
Relations Friday. Headed by Chairman James
M. Cecil of Cecil & Presbrey Inc., N. Y., group
includes James T. Chirurg of James Thomas
Chirurg Co., Boston; Arthur C. Fatt, Grey
Adv., N. Y.; Clinton E. Frank, Price, Robinson & Frank, Chicago; Marion Harper Jr.,
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.; John M. Lupton,
John Mather Lupton Co., N. Y.; Dwight Mills,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., and Arthur G.
Rippey of Arthur G. Rippey & Co., Denver.
FIVE RCA COLOR TUBES
FIVE DIFFERENT types of tri-color TV
picture tubes developed by RCA will be announced and displayed Tuesday at news conference called by Dr. E. W Engstrom, vice
president in charge of RCA Labs, for 11 a.m.
at RCA exhibition hall in New York.

PEOPLE...
ROBERT DRESSLER appointed director of
research and development, Chromatic Television Labs, Friday. Associated for last five
years with TV research at Paramount Pictures
Corp.,
Chromatictechnical
Labs, and
Mr.
Dressier half-owner
now assumesof complete
administrative responsibility from chromatic
development activities, including color TV system and tubes, theatre TV, and projects for the
armed forces.
FRANK STANTON, CBS president, will be
honored at dinner in New York Nov. 1, for
"distinguished public service efforts in constantly providing a forum on the great CBS
network for the expression of the American
idea." Joint defense appeal, sponsor of event,
is fund-raising arm of American Jewish Committee and Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, two of oldest civic and protective
agencies in U. S. Senator Irving M. Ives will
also be honored.
JOHN MONSARRAT, account executive, has
been elected vice president of Geyer, Newell &
Ganger, N. Y.
JERRY GLYNN, vice president and Chicago
manager of the Walker Co., has resigned to
join AM Radio Sales, Chicago, as of Nov. 5
asThe thegroup
new represents
company'sKIOA
Chicago
Des representative.
Moines, WIND
Chicago, WLOL Minneapolis and WMCA New
York.
LEONARD F. CRAMER has joined Crosley
Division, Avco Mfg. Corp., as assistant general
manager, John W. Craig, Avco vice president
and general manager of Crosley, announced
Friday. Mr. Cramer had been with the Allen
B. DuMont Labs for past 16 years, most recently as executive vice president and director,
resigned his position late in the summer [B •
T, Sept.
He will
new responsibilities with 3].
Crosley
Nov. assume
15.
EDWARD P. SHURICK, market research counsel for CBS radio division, named account executive in CBS-TV network sales. Successor
asdesignated.
CBS radio's market research counsel not yet
NEWTON C. CUNNINGHAM, advertising,
sales promotion manager of Owl Drug Co.,
subsidiary of Rexall Drug Co., to N. W. Ayer
& Son Philadelphia,
as member of plans, merchandising department.
RICHARD H. HEHMAN to Pabst Sales Co.,
Chicago, sales division of Pabst Brewing Co.,
as advertising manager. He is former director
of creative production for Kroger Co. He also
worked
as merchandising
director for Campbell-Mithun
Agency, Chicago.
STEWART-WARNER REPORT
STEWART-WARNER CORP., Chicago, reported Saturday net earnings of $3,056,754 or
$2.37 per share for the first nine months of
1951 on sales of $73,781,084. This compares
with $54,739,447 for the same period in 1950.
Net profit in the third quarter was 66 cents
per share, contrasted with 99 cents for the
same period last year, because of higher taxes
and a production stoppage in a subsidiary
plant, Pres. James S. Knowlson said.
MARFREE BOARD MEMBERS
THREE OFFICERS of Marfree Adv. Corp.,
N. Y., elected to board of directors. They are
Sheppard Chartoc, vice president in charge
of Chicago office; Edward A. Story, vice president and comptroller and Joseph R. Warner,
vice president and head of plans board.
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This

is WLW-TELECITY

BIGGEST

BEST

TV Market between Chicago and Philadelphia
... over a million families
. . . buying income over $4 billion
TV

Operation in the area by any standard —
. . . studios
. talent staff
. . . program production . . . technical equipment
. . . audience ratings

WLW

-TELEVISION
WLW-T
Channel 4
CINCINNATI

WLW-D
Channel 5
DAYTON

WLW-C
Channel 3
COLUMBUS

FRAN PETTAY, disc jockey,
conducts his very popular "MUSIC
HALL" every morning, Monday
through Saturday.

early birds listen . . .
early birds buy!

. . . and reaches users
of MENNEN COMPANY
products at a most
appropriate time.

THE GREAT VOICE
of the
GREAT LAKES

WJ'De

w ll^
r

Morning radio is doing a tremendous selling job. Two WJR clients
found this to be especially true of Fran Pettay's morning
"Music Hall." From only 6 spot announcements, the Chap-Ans
Company received over 6,000 requests for free samples. From 3
announcements, the Kiplinger Magazine, "Changing Times,"
received 2,903 requests for their introductory offer.
These results leave no question of the influence of morning radio
and WJR's ability to market it to a tremendous audience.
Get the most for your money in the Michigan-Great Lakes area.
Use WJR, the Great Voice of the Great Lakes
to attract new customers and increase your sales.
Remember . . . first they listen . . . then they buy!
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Company
FREE
MIKE
SPEECH
Radio — America's Greatest
Advertising Mediant
WJR Now Celebrating 25 Years of Service to Home and Hatioi
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The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* proves
conclusively that total radio listening in Iowa is
greatly on the increase. An exact comparison with
1949 (when the Survey gathered the same listening
data at approximately the same week of the year)
shows that Iowa nighttime listening, for example, is up
28.8%!
Between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m., the Survey found
increased listening for every quarter hour, 1951
over 1949, with an average increase of 28.8% for
each of these twelve important quarter hours!
(The hours 8 to 10 p.m. were covered only by
the 1951 Survey. It found a remarkably high
average of 62.9% of all adults listening at each
quarter hour!)
For the average quarter-hour period 5 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
the Survey
over
1949! found a 14.4% increase in listening, 1951
When you project these increases against the fact that
Iowa also has more families, more multiple-set homes,
and more car radios than in 1949, you find the increased amount of radio listening is even greater than
the average percentages shown above.
Clear-Channel, 50,000-watt WHO continues, of course,
to get the greater share of Iowa's increased radio
listening. This and many other authentic, up-to-date
facts about radio in Iowa are thoroughly documented
in the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey. Write for
your free copy, today!

1949
1951

WIKI©
+/©r Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives
*The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey islistening
the fourteenth
annual study ofIt
radio
was conducted
byhabits
Dr.andF.inhisL. Iowa.
Whan
Wichita
University
staff. ofIt
isMarch
basedandon April,
personal1951,interviews
during
withselected
9,180Iowa
families—
all scientifically
from
Iowa's
cities,
towns,
villages
and
farms, toof present
and inaccurate
picture
the radioa true
audience
Iowa.

"Small Talk" is a sparkling-but-informal interview program built
around tbe engaging personality of Mary Snow Ethridge.
Nationally famous guests and interesting personalities from
the local scene give the show a smooth combination of local color and
sophistication. Author Merle Miller . . a polio patient in an iron lung .
actor Todd Andrews . . the Mayor of Louisville and his five
children . . humorist Ogden Nash . . a circus clown . .
Governor Lawrence Wetherby of Kentucky — just a few of the
fascinating guests seen on this favorite local show.

6:15-6:30 P.M.

WHASTV

Serving a market of more than 105,000 television homes
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

•

NEIL D. CLINE, Sales D

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

THAN

EVER

BEFORE

• 1310 on the Detroit dial is g-o-o-o-i-n-g
Higher than ever before, WKMH

is UP

UP.

58 more

quarter hours — according to latest Detroit Pulse*.
Yes
UP

. . . WKMH

shows

the greatest

jump

of any Detroit Market Station.
♦Detroit Pulse: July-August, 1951

DETROIT

IS

LISTENING

TO

WKMH
5000
WATTS
DAYTIME-IOOO WATTS NIGHTS
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JACKSON,
1000 WATTS,
CONTACT

YOUR

MICHIGAN,
FULL TIME ... 970
HEADLEY-REED

IT'S WKHM
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REPRESENTATIVE
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Program:
TELEVISION

FARMER

Station:

-TV
WGAL
LANCASTER,
PENNSYLVANIA
Feature:
TOBACCO

1952

Tobacco is a staple crop for the thousands of
farmers in the Pennsylvania counties of Lancaster, Lebanon and York. So, WGAL-TV's
cameramen and farm specialists get an expert,
on-the-spot, sound -recorded interview for "Television Farmer." Telecast weekly, this farm program belongs to its viewers. They decided its
time. They select the program content. County
Agricultural Extension Offices and the Future
Farmers and Future Homemakers of America
aid in program planning.
sylvania State College are
vision Farmer" is but
continuing public service

Specialists from Pennfrequent guests. "Teleone of WGAL-TV's
programs.

A STEINMAN STATION, Clair R. McCollough, President

WGAL
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NBC

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • New York
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CIRCUIT

STANLEY PULVEE, manager of TV and
chief timebuyer, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., will be named director of radio and television media for Lever Brothers. Anton Bondi,
assistant
director ofmedia
printeddirector,
media. appointed Lever's
HOW FAR SHOULD FCC go on matter of
patents in communications field? Under active
consideration is proposed rule-making procedure whereby FCC would require licensees
to supply it with patent data in connection
with approval of equipment authorized for
installation. Since receivers, in fact, are
miniature transmitters, FCC's authority presumably could apply both directions if procedure is ultimately adopted.
FOUR
eastern
New
York thisA'sweek
will annual
be askedconference
to accept innumber
of resolutions. Among those expected: That
networks, FCC and manufacturers get together
on one single electronic compatible color TV
system; that when TV networks get in better
financial condition they be asked to provide
rehearsal facilities, etc., without charge, as
in radio.
FINANCIAL FOG hovering over American
Vitamin Assoc. lifted slightly last week as firm
got outside capital to subsidize current expenses. Source not revealed but not believed
to be drug concerns interested in buying AVA.
Company will limit activities to taking and
filling drug store orders and plans no advertising. If firm makes profit, chances are Schwimmer & Scott will regain some of $290,000 lost
on billing commitments.
McCARRAN Un-American Activities Commit e is pondering list of several hundred
names gathered from various sources. Problem is what to do with them since apparently
at this time it has been unable to determine
which
be regarded
"loyalty"
category.
Names might
include
those ofasradio
writers,
performers
and
others
in
show
business
and public life.
FEW DISSENTS on proposed television regulation code have been heard since release of
document Oct. 19 [B«T, Oct. 22]. One significant change slated to be considered by NARTB
TV Board which has power to revise, amend
and promulgate, is to include "cease and desist" provision
which,would
if notbecompiled
recalcitrant
station,
followed with
by ex-by
pulsion proceedings.
FIRST PRODUCTION of Ford Foundation's
Television-Radio Workshop reportedly to start
Nov. 10 on NBC-TV, consisting of series of
dozen or more half-hour weekly resumes of
activities of United Nations General Assembly
in Paris. Understood to be scheduled Saturdays,duc7-7:30
p.m. adult
Workshop's
radiocalled
protion, half -hour
educationfirstseries
The People Act and originally scheduled to
start in November on CBS Radio [B*T, Aug.
I » (Continued on page 6)
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RADIO SET OUTPUT
SHOWS SHARP INCREASE
OUTPUT of home radio receivers more than
doubled from August to September, according
to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. September
report for entire industry shows 603,055 home
radios turned out in the five-week month compared to 295,587 sets in August (four weeks).
TV set output rose from 146,705 in August
to 337,341 in September. Production of portable radios was 103,355 in September compared
to 77,568 in August. Factories turned out
393,836 auto sets in September compared to
190,252 in August.
Nine-month production of home radios was
5,133,033 sets, according to RTMA, with 3,970,857 TV sets, 1,096,770 portables and 3,847,675 auto sets. Radio output was 5% below
nine months of 1950 and TV output was down
21%, with total radio receiver production for
nine months of 10,077,478 sets. Total September radio output was 1,100,246 sets.
Radios with FM facilities were estimated at
84,842 in September, with another 15,803 TV
sets containing FM audio circuits. September
and nine-month production follow:
TV Home Radios Portables Auto Sets
750,289
75,294
May
645,716
346,799
Jan.
679,319
Feb.
437,779
79,859
764,679
147,037
.March
988,078
874,634
545,297
150,494
542,021
469,157
July
619,651
April
339,132
164,171
603,534
581,557
494,202
June
346,135
326,547
228,454
293,955
152,306
184,002
70,538
77,568
190,252
146,705
295,587
393,836
603,055
337,341
103,355
Totals 3,970,857 5,133,033 1,096,770 3,847,675
TV A INACTIVE ON MERGER
TVA Board has taken no action in regard to
proposed". merger with AFRA, according to
pt
Alex SeMcK.ee,
assistant to executive secretary,
and every delegate to national convention —
called for Dec. 7-9 in New York — will act as
free agent when question is raised there. Membership meetingconvention,
of TVA in procedures
New York Thursday discussed
to be
followed there, and nominations of delegates,
who will be elected by mail during first two
weeks of November.
New Money Supports
TELEVISION advertising appropriations are,
on the whole, additional expenditures and not
money taken from other media, Magazine Advertising Bureau said following analysis of
expenditures of TV advertisers in other media
during first half of 1950 and 1951.
MAB found that advertisers spending 825,000 or more in network television during first
six months of this year increased their purchase of TV time 294.0fv, also increased use of
magazine space 4.1 % and use of network radio
time 0.6%, but decreased use of Sunday supplements 5.3%Of 163 network TV advertisers in Jan.-June
1951, 136 used magazines (up from 132 in like
period of 1950); 83 used Sunday supplements
(dowTi from 90 year before); 69 used network
radio (down from 71 in 1950).
MAB offered following table comparing e::-

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
TEXCEL SHOW # Industrial Tape Corp.
(Texcel), about to co-sponsor Rocky King on
DuMont Network. Show partly underwritten
by American Chicle. Tape firm handled through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
SCHOOL'S AGENCY # American School,
Chicago, for its high school correspondence
course, names Olian Advertising, same city, to
handle radio and television network advertising. Account executive is M. H. Bronner.
SHOE ACCOUNT MOVES • General Retail
Corp., Nashville, division of General Shoe
Corp., names Campbell-Ewald, Chicago, to handle advertising for its Men's Division and
Flagg Shoes. Agency vice president and general manager,
E. W.media
Clements,
is account executive. Broadcast
are used.
JELSERT APPOINTS # JelSert Co., Chicago, appoints Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city,
to handle product advertising for JelSert Flavor-aid and Makasyrup. Account executive is
Robert Archer.
RCA SALES SET RECORD
RECORD VOLUME in sales of products and
services of RCA and subsidiaries was registered during first nine months of 1951, reaching total of §421,281,782 as compared to $395,741,391 for same period last year, Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff,
RCA released
board" chairman,
announced in statement
today (Monday). Increases in operations costs (8383,429,941 compared to $336,408,754 in first nine
months of 1950) brought earnings before federal income taxes to 837,851,841 as against
859,332,637 for similar 1950 period. Net profit
for nine months totaled S18, 356,841, compared
to 833,384,637 for first nine last year, and
earnings per share on common stock amounted
to 81-15 compared to 82.24. For quarter ended
September 30, products and services sold totaled
8118,948,849 as against 8146,957,033 in same
1950 period and net profit was 82,653,480 as
compared to 812,422,994 in same quarter of
previous year.
TV, Magazines Find
penditures first half 1951 with those for first
half 1950 (included are all advertisers spendor more in network TV during first
half ingthis825,000year):
1st 6 mo
1st 6 mo Percent
1951 1950 Change
Network TV 8 51,409,273 8 13,049,741 +294.0
Other Media
Magazines
81,984,454 78,774,646 + 4.1
Network
Radio
76,064,156 75,647,932 -f 0.6
Sunday Supplements 18,275,486 19,305,162 — 5.3
Total, other
media
8176,324,096 8173,727,740 + 1.5
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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ABC NAMES FRIENDLY
TO SUCCEED THROWER
FRED M. THROWER, ABC vice president in
charge of television sales, announced Friday
he had resigned and Edwin S. Friendly Jr.,
ABC eastern sales manager for network TV,
designated
ofwastelevision
sales.to succeed him as director
Mr. Thrower said he will announce plans
when he returns from vacation in Florida.
His resignation was effective immediately.
Elevation of Mr. Friendly to national director
of TV sales announced by Alexander Stronach,
ABC vice president for television. Mr.
Friendly's
successor
networklater.TV eastern
sales
manager
will beasnamed
President Robert E. Kintner, asserting that
"it was with great reluctance that I accepted
Mr. volume
Thrower'shadresignation,"
ABC'sto
TV
grown fromnoted
$1.2 that
million
over
million
Mr. and
Thrower's
tenure
as TV$12sales
vice during
president,
said this
expansion was due largely to his efforts. Mr.
Friendly joined ABC-TV sales department
in April 1950 as account executive after serving as radio and television director for Al
Paul Lefton Agency since mid-1948. He also
is former
timebuyer and radio account executive of BBDO.
TV COSTLY FOR LOCAL
ADVERTISERS, SAYS RYAN
RADIO has nothing to fear in foreseeable
future ness,from
impact on Advertising
local busiWilliamtelevision's
B. Ryan, Broadcast
Bureau president, told sales clinic Friday
afternoon at NARTB District 6 meeting in
New Orleans (early story page 58-D).
Mr.ing itself
Ryanout said
TV'sfield.
rate structure is pricof local
Series of resolutions adopted by District 6
condemned attempts to depreciate radio
medium and undermine its economic stability;
opposed Benton legislation; commended President Harold E. Fellows, Chairman of Board
Justin Miller, Board of Directors and staff;
endorsed work of BAB along with President
Ryan and Lee Hart; approved BMI clinics;
commended regime of District 6 director,
Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans.
Richard P. Doherty, employe-employer relations director, was main speaker at morning
session. BAB program occupied afternoon.
FCC ISSUES NEW RULES
COVERING NARBA CONFLICTS
RULES governing treatment of applications
for AM stations in conflict with terms of North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
were announced by FCC Friday.
Where application conflicts with NARBA
assignments of other signatory countries, FCC
will not make grant.
Where application conflicts with existing
stations on assignments to non-signatory
countries (Mexico and Haiti), FCC will not
make grant.
NARBA agreement, reached November 1950,
has not yet been ratified by U. S. Senate.
New policy is effective immediately.
Comrs. Coy, Hyde, Jones and Hennock took
action; Comr. Sterling dissented on grounds
it is unfair to hold up applications that comply withwhich
old treaty
the indefinite period
of time
may be"forinvolved."
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ue-to grips
Iss
this
In and
Radio
television
brought
with hard facts of defense economy as
Washington
and of
announcements evokeactions
recollections
World
War II. Page 23.
It'sChristmas
jingle bellsbusiness
on radio booms.
cash registers
Page 23.as
Three stations will leave Edward Petry
Co. to be represented by Henry
Christal, and there are other shuffles
in affiliations with national representatives. Page 25.
Young dent
& says
Rubicam's
executive viceresearch
presilack of comparable
among media is headache to agencies
and advertisers. Page 26.
A Miami lumber company gets 20 times
the
pull from Page
radio46.as from printed
advertising.
Local IBEW submits contract demands
that St. Louis stations call fantastic.
Page 27.
How to buy spots intelligently and fast —
a system explained by the Foley agency, Philadelphia.
Sen. Benton
reminds Page
Senate58-A.he will renew his campaign for high-power radio-TV advisory board when Congress
reconvenes next January. Page 63.
Republic Pictures probably will appeal
injunction granted Roy Rogers against
Republic's
of his pictures to
TV. Page release
63.
Gross radio network billings this year
slip below
thoseisoffour
1950,times
but TV
work business
whatnet-it
was last year. Page 38.
Some telecasters are worrying about
commercial restrictions in new TV
code, and
tation arise.otherPagequestions
6U. of interpreNational Radio and Television Week is
on. Page 32.
Fairfax Cone says radio and television
commercials have gone stale. Page 29.
President signs bill giving him power to
seize radio communications in emergency. Page 30.
Technical TV advances reported in Chicago electronics conference. Page 70.
Adrian Murphy, president of CBS Labs,
says that although commercial color
TV is color
"temporarily
limbo," heandhopes
other
uses forin military
industrial purposes will go on. Page 68.
Upcoming
Oct. 28-Nov.
vision Week.3: National Radio and TeleOct.Oklahoma
30: BMI City.
Program Clinic, Skirvin Hotel,
Oct. 31: BMI Program Clinic, Broadview
Hotel, Wichita, Kan.
Nov. 1 : RTMA Transmitter Division Panel
Meeting, Wardman Park Hotel, Washington.
Nov.Salt2:Lake
BMI City.
Program Clinic, Utah Hotel,
Nov. 2-3: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,
mid-year
Petersburg. meeting, Soreno Hotel, St.
Nov. 2-3: Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters,
Fort Shelby Hotel, Detroit.
(Other Upcomings, page 32)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
13], now postponed to January, still on CBS
Radio (Sundays, 10:30-11 p.m.)
CHROMATIC TELEVISION LABS may hold
further
demonstrationsTV oftubeits within
new tri-coloj
Lawrence-Paramount
anothe
three weeks. Company reportedly has founJ
several "new" uses for it.
CBS quite excited over Lawrence tri-color tuba
It's understood that Dr. Peter Goldmark, CBS
vice president in charge of research, has begun
intensive laboratory experiments, with CBS
field sequential system, with encouraging re
suits.
NOW THAT CONGRESS has afforded excesJ
profits tax relief for television broadcasters
[B»T, Oct. 22] and President has signed new
tax measure, one job remains to be done ann
will be handled this week. That is writing
of precise regulations to implement legislation
Conference is scheduled with the Treasury De
partment and Internal Revenue Bureau this
week.
granted
nation'sto telecasters
amount Relief
to about
12 million
15 million mapei
LEVER BROTHERS, N. Y., through Ruth
rauff & Ryan, N. Y., expected to sponsor its
year.
radio portion of Arthur Godfrey, 10-10:15 a.m
on simulcast starting Jan. 7. Meanwhile CBS
TV understood offering remainder of Godfre
morning
(heard sponsorship.
10-11:30 a.m.) to othei
clients forshow
simulcast
ONE OF "casualties" of Mobilization Chiei
Wilson's stoppage
color wasHeFCCwasComin
missioner
George ofE. TVSterling.
throes of writing speech for delivery late this
month on color development when order came
through.
SOME NBC-TV affiliates enjoyed privat<
chuckle last week. It had been agreed thai
Oct. 19 Chicago session of affiliates, at which
demands for revision and improvement of
affiliation arrangements were worked up, would
be super-secret. When story [B*T, Oct. 22,
Page 63] appeared in full splendor, affiliates
group quickly teletyped report to NBC.
SIGNS that National Radio & Television Weej
(Oct. 28-Nov.
3) may beContest,
discardedoriginally
in favor ono
Voice
of Democracy
minor
phase
of
industry's
week
but
now
anioni
nation's major promotional events.
PRICE CEILINGS IN WORKS
FOR RADIO, TV RECEIVERS
DOLLAR-AND-CENTS price ceilings for radi
and TV sets are in works. Last week sulf|
committee of OPS Radio-TV Set Manufacture!
Industry Advisory Committee met with pricin
officials to work out method of tailored regu
lations [B*T, Oct. 22]. Major concern
manufacturers was automatic adjustment fa
tor. If that can be worked out, subcommitt
agreed,
"modified
used to set
ceiling freeze"
prices. technique could
Under this method, recent base period, usin
highest price at which radio and TV sets we
sold, would be adopted.
present prices
radio-T
manufacturers
work outAt ceiling
formula basis. Members of subcommittee a
Ernest Bareuther, Philco; George Bryan
RCA Victor; A. E. Chapman, Sylvania; Joh
R.
Grayson,
Magnavox;
miral;
A. Vogel,
Emerson. Arnold . Nelson, Aa
for more AT DEADLINE see page 98
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOt TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: Senior
ART KING,
Managing
Editor;
JAMES,
Editor;
J.Fred
FrankFitzgerald,
Beatty,EDWIN
Earl H.B.
Abrams, Associate
Editors;Berlyn,
Assistant
Managing
Editor;
Dave
Assignment
Editor;
Lawrence
Christopher,
Technical
Editor.
John
H.Trantow.
Kearney,
Wilson
D. McCarthy,
John STAFF:
Osbon,
Keith
EDITORIAL
ASSISTANTS:
Pat
Kowalczyk,
Don
Mortimer,
Jean
D.
Statz,
Hilda
Toler; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Business Manager;George
WinR. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L.field
Dant,
Adv.
Production
Manager;Manager;
Harry Stevens,
Classified
Advertising
Manager;
Eleanor
Schadi,
Doris Orme,Irving Jeannine
Eckstein; B.andT. Office
Taishoff,Manager;
TreasC. Miller,
Eunice urer;Weston,
AssistantAuditor
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CIRCULATION AND READERS'
JOHN P.
COSGROVE,
Doris J.M.SERVICE:
Buschling,
Davis, Grace Manager;
Schorm, Elwood
Slee. Ruth W.

• Ninety minutes of music (live and recorded),
mirth and merriment by New Orleans' top
radio personalities. It's the "Perfect Combination" . . for Spot Participation!

• Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!
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488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PZaza
5-8355; Florence
EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater,
New
York othyEditor;
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Editor; DorMunster, William Ruchti, Agency
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ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
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R. Kenneth
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360 H.N.Shaw,
Michigan Ave.,AdvertisZone 1,
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Taft Building,
Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
man,
West Zone
Coast 28,Manager;
Ann 8181;
August.David GlickTORONTO:Montagnes.
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Broadcasting*
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TheAdvertising
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INDEPENDENT

RADIO

GIVES

THE

HOME

WHAT

JUST READ WHAT
THESE INDEPENDENT
THINKERS SAY:

FOLKS

LIKE

as
years..lanodiVstillpaatste. «o

St. Louis, MO..

ANOTHER
INDEPENDENT
■

.
ToaadioS^JMO
.
Co.
v;,e & Mfg

REASON WHY

RADIO PAYS OFF FOR ADVERTISERS

In one city, folks prefer hill-billy ... in another, the choice is long-hair. Independent Radio programming caters to "home town" tastes . . . gives the folks
just what they like . . . not whatever the network happens to supply. Result:
Independent Radio builds listener loyalty . . . which, in turn, becomes product
loyalty for Independent advertisers. It will pay you to schedule the leading
Independent Radio Stations. Write to any AIMS station for all the facts.

THESE ARE THE LEADING
WCUE —Akron, Ohio
WBMD —Baltimore, Maryland
WMIL
WMIE
WBNY -Buffalo, New York
WKDA
WJMO —Cleveland, Ohio
WWSW
KMYR —Denver, Colorado
KXL
KCBC — Des Moines, Iowa
WHIM
WIKY — Evansville, Indiana
WXGI
WCCC —Hartford, Connecticut
KSTL
WXLW —Indianapolis, Indiana
WMIN
WJXN —Jackson, Mississippi
KLMS —Lincoln, Nebraska
KNAK
KITE
WKYW —Louisville, Kentucky
WHHM —Memphis, Tennessee

INDEPENDENT
-Miami, Florida
■ -Milwaukee, Wisconsin
-Nashville, Tennessee
-Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
-Portland, Oregon
-Providence, Rhode Island
-Richmond, Virginia
-St. Louis, Missouri
-Minneapolis
St. Paul
-Salt Lake City,— Utah
-San Antonio, Texas

RADIO STATIONS:
KSON —San Diego, California
KYA —San Francisco, California
KING —Seattle, Washington
KREM —Spokane, Washington
WACE —Springfield, Massachusetts
KSTN —Stockton, California
WOLF -Syracuse, New York
KFMJ -Tulsa, Oklahoma
WNEB —Worcester, Massachusetts
WBBW-Youngstown, Ohio

They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan Stations— each
the outstanding independent station in a city.

Aim for BULL'S-EYE
ROADCASTING
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results. ..with the AIMS

GROUP
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WILLIAM
Cole Co., S.succeeds
F., becomd^
sole ownerE. ofHABERMAN,
firm effective partner
Nov. 1. L.Mr.C. Haberman
L. C
COLE, who founded agency in 1931. Mr. Cole resigned to becom
director of sales for National Motor Bearing Co., Redwood City, CaliJ
Agency's name, key personnel, and accounts served will remain the sami
GERALD W. TASKER, head of research department, Cunningham J
Walsh, N. Y. elected vice president.
TED SMITH rejoins J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., as production supeJ
visor
under
GEORGE in GLADDEN.
Mr. ofSmith
left five
post years
as headagoof because
motio1
department
Hollywood office
agency
ofpicture
ill health.
HAMILTON
STEVENSON,
McCarthy-Stevenson,
vertising
art service,
to Hoefer,partner
Dieterich
& Brown Inc., S. F.,Oakland,
as produc,ad"
tion manager.

on all accounts

land,
Chicago,
at MacFardirector& Co.,
A Aveyard
MEDI
Betsy Tyroler has the dision of being
"sold"
ck-ridionng.advertisingtinctwhile
horseba
An
enthusiastic equestrienne when she
had considerably more leisure
time, Miss
Tyroler
tween canters
with was
a vicechatting
presidenbe-t
of Swift & Co. who advised a
future career for her in advertising rather than banking.
BankShe leftandChicago's
joined City National
McCann-Erickson in
1940 as a junior
stenographer.
Before she left three
years
later
she
taken charge of had
the
Minneapolis desk
(Pillsbury Mills)
and worked as an
account
assistant
Pillsbury,
Maytag,on

v

m

living
REPRESENTED
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B Y 772/

INC.

searchhasdepartments,
whic
she
reorganized both
sinceof-joinin
the agency in April. Also, becaus
of her previous experience, she
able to double when necessary ii
account work, writing, creativ
presentations, space and time buy
ing and client contact. Her majo
radio-TV accounts now are Zenitl
Radio Corp. and Drewry's ale am
beer.
During her 12 years in advertis
ing, Miss Tyroler has been medi:
director and accoun
executive at Jin
Duffy Co.;at accoun
executive
Burtoit .,
Browne; assistant
toaccount
the president
executive anca
John W. Shaw, an<
as a member of th
plans board (re
search, merchandis
ing,
Vally plans)
Inc. at Le
The only membei IS i
ofvertis
her ing,
family Min ad

Ford ardMotor,
StandOil of Indiana
and National Dairy
Council.
At Comp-in
ton
Advertising
Tyroler is a native
1943, she worked as
Chicagoan.
assistant to the
tended HydeSheParkat'
Miss
TYROLER
manager and
High
School aUn
learned how to buy
Northwestern
time by studying
where
she busines
concenwith an accomplished timebuyer
trated on advertising and
at nights in order to gain a speci- courses. She has her own apart
she has between
tried to ment near north on Lake Shorp
maintainalty. anSince then,
even balance
"hides out" at the Actor
specialization and handling over- Drive,
Club when she wants to solve ajf-F
all operations.
problem after office hours
Now, as media director at Mac- client'splays
golf occasionally
Farland, Aveyard & Co. she offi- and (Continued
on page 18)
cially heads the media and reROADCASTING
• Teleca:
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OUTSTANDING
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OBERT SIMPSON, executive TV producer Geyer, Newell & Ganger,
N. Y., to Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., as director of TV
production.
DONALD S. BRIESE named account executive Edwards Agency, L. A. He was advertising manager
Enterprise Engine & Machinery Co. and General Metals
Corp.
rlr. Simpson

JOHN D. HELD, senior director WATV(TV) Newark,
N. J., to radio-TV department Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, Pittsburgh.

a| . R. LASH, agricultural technician on Swift & Co. account Needham,
ouis & Brorby, Chicago, transfers to research department, planning
irm market advertising for all products.
-^DWARD C. ROHRS appointed to creative staff Price, Robinson &
rank Inc., Chicago. Mr. Rohrs was with Leo Burnett Co. and Grant
dvertising Inc., both Chicago.
UCHANNAN & Co., Chicago, moves to new and larger quarters at 333
orth Michigan Ave. New telephone number is ANdover 3-6611.
OBERT E. POTTER, vice president of company, is in charge of Chicago
ffice.
ILL HOLMES, NBC San Francisco, to Atherton Agency, L. A., as copy
nd media director.
EE WHITE, BBDO, N. Y., to Biow Co., N. Y., as account executive on
rocter & Gamble account.
ENNETH E. NELSON, promotion manager McGraw-Hill Publications,
(few York, appointed account manager G. M. Basford Co., New York.
j. 'AT
ussell,TRIMBLE,
Harris & Albert
Wood, Drennan
S. F. Adv., S. F., to production department
mo
J| YBIL
editor office
WERCof Erie,
;lationsRICKLESS,
department,women's
New York
GrantPennsylvania,
Advertising toInc.public
She
ill
work
on
radio
and
TV
publicity
for
Florist's
Telegraph
Delivery
ssociation.
ARL PEDERSEN, production manager Cosby
) active duty in Army as captain.

Cooper, S. F., called

EAN BROWN, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to new post of copy chief,
isher & Rudge, same city.
:
ac ALDEN (Bud) STITT, to Chicago sales staff of John E. Pearson Co.;
is
til :ation representative. He leaves KXXX Colby, Kan.
i RNOLD KIRSCHNER, Theo H. Segal Adv. Agency, S. F., to production
ipartment BBDO, S. F.
AVID S. HOGMER, director of space and media Duane Jones Co.
Y., to Grey Adv., that city, in same capacity.

Clockwise, starting at top: CHUCK BARN HART. Program Director: BROOKS
WATSON, News Director: EMIL BILL. Farm Editor: PHIL GIBSON, Local
News Editor; MILTON BUDD. Staff Personality; WAYNE WEST. Staff Personality; FLORENCE LUEDEKE, Women's Director; JACK QUINN, Sportscaster.
WMBD

Dominates

the

Peoriarea
Rich
Market
Skillful programming with widely popular local personalities
helps maintain WMBD's dominant position in Peoriarea radio.
Throughout the broadcasting day and night, these and other
familiar voices receive a warm-hearted welcome in more Peoriarea radio homes than the next two stations COMBINED!
These featured stars are, of course, only a part of WMBD's
complete well-balanced staff of over 56 radio personnel. WMBD
leads not only in share of the audience, but also in staff size
and facilities — the largest and finest in downstate Illinois.
CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice
President
General
Managerand
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales
Peters

. F.J. McKILLOP, Kelley-Clarke Co., S. F., to Gilman, Nicoll & Ruthman,
OBERT BLACK, assistant radio-TV director Dan B. Miner Co., Los
ngeles and Yvonne Findling, married Oct. 20 in Riverside, Calif.
ROADCASTING
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LOUIS L. LIBBY, N. Y. (pre-cooked frosted seafoods & chicken
13-week campaign in five east-coast markets in bot
Spotlaunching
radio and TV on participating sponsorship basis. Length of coij
tract and number of markets may be increased depending on result,
Agency: Hicks & Greist Inc., N. Y.
POULTRY PRODUCERS of Central California (packer of Nulaid Eggs
launching three month campaign using TV and featuring consume
service and advice on use of Nulaid Eggs. Agency: Botsford, Constaf
tine & Gardner, S. F.
VELVET TIP BOBBY PINS, N. Y., preparing radio spot campaign in 3
top markets beginning after first of year. Agency: Hershell Deutsc
Agency, N. Y.
A/at w oik • • •
GREEN GIANT Co., Le Sueur, Minn., (Green Giant Peas, Niblets Corn;
Oct. 30 starts sponsorship of Edward R. Murrow News on 11 Columbi
Pacific stations in California, Oregon and Washington, Tues., Thurs
5-5:15 p.m. (PST). Contract for 26 weeks. Agency: Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago.
MAIL POUCH TOBACCO Co., Wheeling, W. Va. (Kentucky Club Smok
ing Tobacco), beginning sponsorship of Sportscaster Al Heifer's five
minute broadcasts before and after each "Game of the Week," Satur
days over MBS, 2:50-2:55 p.m. Agency: Charles W. Hoyt Inc., N. Y
JOHNS-MANVILLE, N. Y., will sponsor half-hour daytime program
Fair Meadows U.S.A., starting Nov. 4 on NBC-TV, Sun., 3-3:30 p.m
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
■Qgencij -Oppolntmenti
ORCHIDS UNLIMITED, S. F. (marketers of imported orchid plants)
appoints Richard N. Meltzer Adv., S. F., to handle advertising. Radict
spots will be used nationally
WALTON BAKING Co., Toledo, Ohio, appoints Ruse & Urban Inc.
Detroit, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
SPERRY Div., of GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, appoints Dance^
Fitzgerald-McDougal, S. F., to handle advertising, effective Jan. 1.
McCORMICK & Co., Baltimore (Bee Brand Insecticides and Hy-Gro Plant,
Food), appoints Cecil & Presbrey Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising.
JOE
CULTURE
N. Y., appoints R. T. O'Connefi
Co., N.BONOMO
Y., to handle
radio andINSTITUTE,
TV advertising.

ISN'T SATISFIED . . .
with just doing a good job!
He expects, and gets, extraordinary
results for advertisers. Maybe
it's bcause Bill is a Hoosier
himself. . . . Anyway, Bill sells —
whether it's aspirin or cars . . .
6:30 or why
8:00!. . . He's a very important
reason
SALES are UP in Indianapolis!
The Station that never out-promises
. . . BUT ALWAYS OUT-PERFORMS
WHOT - South Bend
WANE - ForrWoyn*
WHBU- Anderson
IN D
KC. ' \^.r\
Represented Nationally by The BOLLING COMPANY
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OKLAHOMA CITY ASSN. of INSURANCE AGENTS, Oklahoma Cit4
appoints
& Co.,
OklahomaHALLCity,is toaccount
handleexecutive.
advertising,
Radio and Erwin,
TV willWasey
be used.
NORMAN
ANATOLE ROBBINS Inc., L. A. (cosmetics), appoints Hutchinson-Hadlock Co., Hollywood, to handle national advertising. Spot radio-TV will
a •
GEORGE T. LABODA, in charge of advertising research in market
research department, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., N. Y., appointed assistant to director of radio and TV for company.
HAROLD C. KAVALARIS, grocery products sales promotion department, Sperry Div. on West Coast, General Mills, appointed grocery;
products sales promotion manager for General Mills. RICHARD N.l
CONFOR, staff assistant, grocery products promotion department, succeeds Mr. Kavalaris.
ROBERT P. BRECKENRIDGE, director of advertising Gemex Corp.,
Union, N. J., to Harriet Hubbard Ayer Inc., N. Y. (toilet preparations),
as advertising and sales promotion manager.
BROADCASTING
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open mike
Needle!
the latest news of sales and
program developments from the

Bulb Snatcher
EDITOR:
It occurred to us you might be
interested in our experience with
[names of advertising company
and its manager deleted]. We accepted his tulip business in good
faith on the promise of receiving
a check for our one-hour rate in
return for 12 five-minute broadcasts.
Not only did we have trouble
gettingeral letters
the check
that requiredbut,sev-to
and telegrams,
date, a month after running the
offer, itceivedappears
retheir tulipsno andone wehashave
received numerous complaints. We
are extremely dissatisfied, and it is
the last
we'll benamedoingdeleted]
business withtime
[company
on any kind of a P.I. deal. . . .
Elmer Hanson
General Manager
KNOX Grand Forks, N. D.
TEDITOR'S
NOTE: ofNames
are
deleted
on advice
counsel,above
but the
editors
have
had
this
company
and similar
its habitsreports
from about
other
stationsto which,
Mr. atHanson's,
agreed
take
theuplike
business
reduced
rates
and
wound
had
stuck sible
to the
rate that
cardwishing
tothey
responadvertisers
willand honor
it.]

\
3L
Candid Camera
EDITOR:
The attached picture shows whs
happened to a TV allocations e>
pert between Aug. 27 and Oct. 21

ASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVICE
Tremendous size of retail businesses is highlighted by
recently released list of nation's 100 leading retailers.
^Here are some leaders: Food Chains: A & P, with annual
volume of $3,180,000,000, tops all retailers in every category . . . Safeway Stores show 1950 sales of $1,100,000,000
. . . other food leaders are Kroger— $860,000,000 . . . American Stores— $470,000,000.
Variety Chains: Woolworth— $632,000,000 . . . Kresge—
$295,000,000 . . . Grant— $250,000,000. Mail Order: Sears—
$2,561,000,000 . . . Montgomery Ward— $1,170,000,000 . . .
Spiegel— $144,000,000.
Department Stores: J. C. Penney— $950,000,000 . . .
Allied Stores— $440,000,000 . . . May Dept. Stores— $417,000,000 . . . Federated Stores— $389,000,000 . . . Macy's—
$321,000,000 . . . Gimbel Bros.— $291,000,000 . . . Marshall
I wonder what he'll look like b]
Field— $223,000,000.
Nov. 12.
Despite this great volume, retailer profit margins on
George
C. Davis
sales dropped considerably — from 3.0 to 2.4%. To radioConsulting
Engineer
men this is a signal to redouble efforts in the large retailer
Washington, D. C.
field. Obviously the newspaper isn't solving the retailers'
problem, and increasing space rates plus higher produc- Disassociated
tion costs are getting to be a real headache. Radio's low
cost,
today. easy preparation, broader coverage — all mean more EDITOR:
In the [Oct. 15] issue of your Same Load for All
excellent magazine, on page 5, un- EDITOR:
der the column titled Closed CirOur TWX reported just a few
cuit, there is an error made either moment
ago that because Congress
From far-away Trinidad, home of an APS subscriber, by your
reporter
or
by
our
good
had
all appropriations
(Trinidad Broadcasting Co., Ltd.) comes this word: "You friend Harold Fellows at a recent from withdrawn
the
Armed Forces recruiting
people at Associated are again way out ahead of the com- district meeting. I refer to that
petition! We have just received the promotion material paragraph that concerns Harold budget for standing
network
the outavailabilityradio,
request
for
on thebeen
Christmas
shoppingsince
jingles
and its arrival
couldn't
plea that
Mu- Bill Stern was cancelled . . .
have
more timely,
a number
of clients
have Fellows'
sic Publishers
Inc. "Associated
be not penalized
We feel that if, we, as taxpaying
because
its
owner
Senator
William
recently approached us with just this idea in mind."
Benton is author of legislation citizens, be restrained from charging for services rendered — and
which would hobble etc., etc."
paid other
for bymedia,
our taxed
Since Aug. 1, 1947, Associated then
artists,dollars
agents,—
These special libraries — priced from $19.50 to $47.50 Music
Publishers
Inc.
has
been
a
have revolutionized transcription service. Dozens of these wholly-owned subsidiary of Broad- poster producers and what have
should also be restrained from
small units are en route to stations across the nation today
cast Music Inc. Senator Benton you,
for their services.
and orders keep pouring in. One group of seven stations
in the company what- charging
It
to expect American
rushed order for seven Commercial Libraries, will be deep has no stock
soever. Prior to Aug. 1, 1947, Sen- radiois tounfair
donate what is being
ator Benton owned Muzak Corp. of charged for by other advertising
into uniform sales training project based on APS transcribed sales meetings within a few weeks. Two new special which AMP was a subsidiary as producers and media. . . . Our plea:
is Associated Program Service
libraries are now available: CONCERT — a lavish one! — ofalsowhich
friend Maurice is for united sharing of this re-'
at $32.50 per month and NOVELTY (including hillbilly Mitchell isourvicegood
sponsibility
on a "free"
president and gen- else
the establishment
once basis
and foror
and
band)
at
only
$19.50.
If
you
don't
have
details,
search
eral
manager.
I
think
tising.
all
of
a
standardized
commercial
vour desk for the blue APS folder with the red disc — Harold intended to act inprobably
or wire or telephone us today! You can save a cool $500 of Associated Program defense
Service procedure for handling this adverrather than AMP.
without missing a note of music — so why delay?
Eugene D. Hill
Since many of your broadcaster
Manager& Commercial
General
readers might be confused, you
may feel it proper to print a corWORZ Orlando, Fla.
rection in a subsequent issue of
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:affected
Not just
radio butof
ail
media were
by deletion
your magazine.
budget
for recruiting
advertisM. E. Tompkins, President entire
ing.
Fact
remains,
however,
that in-to
ASSOCIATED
PROGRAM SERVICE
ities.]
s in media contributions
Associated
Music Publishers governmentequalitiecampaigns
Inc.
151 W. 46th Street, New York
do
exist
Congress
is
not
generally
aware
of and
the
New
York
Plaza 7-7710
the extent of broadcasting's generosBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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pictures,

programs,
and

people

Picture quality isn't the only loss network television programs suffer when they're shown as kinescope recordings.
They also lose viewers — and in huge numbers. For
example :
In the first quarter of 1951, nine network TV programs
which were consistently among the "top ten" in New York
where they were seen "live," were also shown in Los
Angeles — also a 7-station market. But what Los Angeles
saw were kinescope recordings. And the kinescope ratings
averaged 63% lower!
Whatever the reason for this drastic rating loss : the inferior picture quality of kinescope recordings, or local
viewing preferences, or a combination of both — you can
avoid it with Spot Program television advertising.

"Live" vs. Kinescope Ratings
Kinescope
"Live'
Network Programs
(New York) (Los Angeles)
Texaco Star Theatre
47.7
22.9
8.6
Your Show of Shows
37.8
18.1
Comedy Hour
36.7
7.5
35.5
Philco TV Playhouse
34.3
10.1
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
12.2
The Goldbergs
33.7
12.8
Studio One
33.7
30.8
Toast of the Town
14.7
26.2
11.2
Godfrey & His Friends
Average

35.2

I3.I

KATZ

NEW YORK • CHICAGO

OADCASTING

• DETROIT

• Telecasting

All these extras-at no extra cost. For Spot rates are generally lower than network rates for the same time period,
on the same station. Enough lower to pay for the extra
film prints required, their handling, distribution and other
costs.
If you're interested in reaching people, through pictures —
and at a profit, you'll be interested in the Spot Program
story. You can get it from any Katz representative. It
shows, very clearly, that . . .
You can do better with Spot.

Source: Telepulse, Jan -Mar. 1951 averages.
E

With Spot Program television, you can get the better picture quality of film, or of "live" programs which cater to
local preferences. Plus other advantages : Complete freedom in selecting markets — no "must" stations, or minimum group requirements in Spot Program advertising;
wider choice of stations in the markets you want.

AGENCY,
• LOS ANGELES

inc

• SAN FRANCISCO

Much better.

Station Representatives
• ATLANTA

• DALLAS

• KANSAS CITY
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feature of the meek

"Richard Harkness and the
News" a fifteen minute late
evening roundup is available for sponsorship in this
news conscious market. Discerning timebuyers need
only know that it's HARKNESS, Monday through
Friday, 11:15 PM.
This availability represents
an opportunity to establish
a product name with a
name news man, long respected in national news
commentary.
Harkness' reputation for
hard news and hard selling demands your consideration. Call WRC — or
National Spot Sales.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:15-11:30 PM
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS i
FIRST in WASHINGTON

980 KC
5.000 Watts
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
Page 16 • October 29, 1951

EN to step
tell ped
more behin
thand
IOMights
RADfootl
2,000 milkmen how their
moneyision
was adver
beingtisin
spent
g. in radio and
telev
Of the more than 26,000 members of the Dairymen's League
Cooperative Assn., 2.000 were delegates to meeting,
the association's
32d annual
held in Syracuse
Oct.Barlow
10-11. Adv. Agency, Syracuse,
wanted to explain to the delegates
the
of the association's
and scope
TV advertising.
A stage radio
show
was
decided
upon
as
the best vehicle.
The presentation was written,
directed and produced by Bud
Stapleton, Barlow TV and radio
director, under the supervision of
George Lee. association publicity
director, and J. J. Hines, Barlow
copyWithchief.Jim Deline of WSYR
Syracuse as m.c, the fast-paced
show
gave todelegates
brief look
and listen
the air a talent
who
daily
sell
their
products
to
of thousands of consumers.hundreds
Others who took part in the stage
show included Clinton Buehlman
and Ed Dinsmore, WBEN Buffalo;
Jack Ogilvey, WJTN Jamestown;
Jack Eno, WEBR Buffalo; Ann
Rogers,
Rochester;
Don Jones,WHAM-TV
WARC Rochester;
Ray
Owens, WFBL Syracuse; Joe Cummiskey, WAGE Syracuse; Norm

ED
INTEREST
IF YOU'RE
IN SALES...

Part
of the Land,"
huge (30'showing
x 40') map
"Dairylea
severalof
of the major markets. Map was
painted as backdrop
entation. of stage presMaservey and John Latone, WOLF
Syracuse, and John Kuhn, WKIP
Poughkeepsie.
Some 21 radio and TV stations
in New York and Pennsylvania
carry the bulk of League advertising. They are WAZL Hazleton,
Pa., and these
York stations,
WBEN
WAGENew WARC
WFBL
WKIP
WEBR WSYR-AM-TV
WJTN WHAM-AMTV WOLF
and
WELM Elmira, WVOS Liberty,
WKPV Utica, WMBO Auburn,
WTRY Troy, WALL Middletown,
WNDR Syracuse, WEOK PoughWWOL Buffalo and
WHEN-TV keepsie,
Syracuse.

In Advertising —
The Sale Is The Pay
off. In Radio, Th<
Sale Is Made Whci
The RIGHT PEO
PLE Hear The!
RIGHT MESSAGE
In Milwaukee
WISN's Better Network (CBS) And
Local Programming
Provides The
RIGHT PEOPLE
For YOUR RIGHT
MESSAGE. This
Means SALES!

strictly business
agency experience thrown in for
good measure
— that's
the Jr.capsule
v ou'U Like Doing
history
of Robert
J. Roth
Now advertising and promotions
BusinessWithWISN.
director for Resistol Hats Inc., Garland, Tex., Mr. Roth ran the gamut
of jobs from A to Z after a musical
beginning that foreshadowed no
indication of success in this forAt eignonefield.time or another, he played
violin, sang with dance bands, sold
stocks, bonds and insurance, announced and produced radio shows
and launched his own radio advertising agency. All this, plus
an enviable record in the U. S. Air
Force.
This versatility may be entirely
foreign jecting
to Mr.
proResistol Roth's
as one role
of thein more
successful hat companies. At that
ROBERT J. ROTH Jr.
time, as he so aptly puts it, "I
got ahead rapidly but in the wrong
JROM violinist and band vocalIn (Continued
fact, it wason not
ist to hat advertiser — with direction."
pageuntil
9U) 1940
a tenure of broadcasting and
BROADCASTING •

OTHER STATIONS COMBINED!
Students at North Dakota Agricultural
Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers prove that
College recently conducted an indepeadent
WDAY consistently gets a 3-to-l greater
survey among 3,969 farm families in a
Share of the "in-town" Audience than
22-county area around Fargo. Each family
all other stations combined*!
was asked, "To what radio station does
BMB figures and mail-pull stories also
your
the
familiesfamily
namedlisten
WD most?"
AY; only3,120
174 of
named
prove
that the
WDAY
the Valley!
show",
throughout
entire "hogs
Red River
Station "B"! WDAY WAS A 17-TO-l
Write for all the facts today, including
CHOICE OVER THE NEXT STATION
availabilities.
— A 3V2-TO-1 FAVORITE OVER ALL
^Despite the fact that the other three major networks maintain local studios!

• NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
fjS WDAY
4^iLr3p» FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

You

Can

Central

Cover
New

the

York

Rich
Market

with
"TfRANKUN '
VST. LAWRENCE \

we
Radio

Station^

19
HAMILTON \

44
54

] 38

i

13 \

94
HERKIMER FULTON

50

WAYNE 33

MONTGOMERY

88 \

92
35

37

SCHUYLER
12
CHEMUNG ! TIOGA

14
DELAWARE

BMB Nighttime Audience Families
WSYR

214,960

Station A

164,720

station B

148,340

Station C

76,920

Station D

68,970

ACUSE
570 KC
WSYR — AM-FM-TV — The On ly Co mplete
Broadcast Institution in Central New York entatives
NBC Affiliate • Headley-Reed, Natio nal Repres
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S)n the Public SJntetcit
Record in a basketball match. Son
Blood Bank Efforts
$250 was realized although
By KNX, KLRA, KNUZ WMMN
Johnsbury had been assigned
TO BRING public attention to the quota of only $150. WTWN all
desperate need for whole blood for devoted time to spot announc
the wounded in Korea, KNX Holly- ments and interviews with "Cr\
wo d isbroadcasting exclusive tape
reports of interviews with doctors, sade" officials.* * *
Youth Project
nurses and wounded men themselves. Used on regular KNX pro- PROJECT in which youngster
grams and newscasts, reports are are to be offered a practical courss
flown from Korea. Supplementing
the tape are a concentrated series intionradio
has programming
been launched andby producWAVZ
of spot announcements urging Los
Haven, Conn., in conjunction
Angeles citizens to give blood. Bill New
with
the
local
YWCA.
Station
ha*
Whitley, KNX director of public
affairs, is coordinator of the cam- arranged spot announcement sched-j
paign in cooperation with the ule to promote YWCA Radio WorM
armed forces.
shop, which will comprise actual
studio work under supervision ofl
PRESSING its program depart- Dick Barrett, WAVZ program dw
ment into speedy action, KLRA Lit- rector. Topics include continuity
tlecanRock,
Ark., put
helpedovertheitsAmeriprogram building, producRed Cross
blood writing,
tion balance, announcing, news editdrive with
a
special
half-hour
proing,
and
disc jockey technique.
gram Oct. 21. Dr. Ross Mclntyre,
* * *
former Surgeon General of the
Freedom
Navy and personal physician to the WRIB Providence,Marathon
R. I., foreign
late President Franklin Roosevelt,
was featured on the show, speaking language station, received 1,22a
telephone
pledges
during marathon!
an 8 14by telephone
recording
. Italian
language
ington. Object
was tofrom
aid WashLittle hour behalf
of the Crusade for]
Rock and Pulaski County in reach- on
ing their blood quotas for military Freedom. Altogether, $1,500 was]
needs. Mark Weaver, KLRA news pledged
has Ruggieri,
been rel
ceived in and
cash.$1,400
Nicholas
director, was narrator.
WRIB general manager, said that]
* * *
contributions ranged from ten centS|
KNUZlin, Houston's
Paul "Buzz"
Ber- to
$25.
Listeners formade
contribu-|
popular Houston
disc jockey,
in exchange
hearing
their
started broadcasting at midnight, tions
records.
Oct. 4 and was on the air con- favorite Italian
*
*
*
tinuously for 18%
of the blood
donor-hours
driveon inbehalf
that
Promoting Brotherhood
Texas city. Mr. Berlin obtained KNBC San Francisco is enthu:
astic over a new 15-minute weel
1,760 pledges.
series, publicizes
Operation
Brotherhood
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., has which
accomplishments
pledged 100% to contribute a pint of the National Conference \
of blood for every member of the Christians and Jews. Organizi
organization. Some staffers do- tion's aim is to combat prejudice
nated in August, some this month
promote brotherhood. Sever il
and others have scheduled late and
stars have recorded briif
visits. To dramatize the routine of movie
narrations
dramatizing work of tl|e
donating a pint of blood, Bob Conference.
Frazier, disc jockey and staff announcer, on Oct. 10 did a running
On All Accounts
commentary
whileCross
making
a donation in the Red
drive.
His
(Continued from page 10)
description was aired Oct. 16 and Knollwood
est.
in suburban Lake Foj
brought an enthusiastic
* * * response.
She
has
the record of buying
Armed Forces Show
Dave first
Garroway
a "single"
for
KING-TV Seattle, according to the
time. asAfter
taking the
Armed Forces information men,
Dance Studios account to the
has done an exemplary job on be- Dale
and later to Burton
half of the Armed Forces of that Duffy agency,
she worked as its account
area, and particularly for donating Browne,
executive.
Struggling
the
a half-hour each Saturday night war to fill five studios induring
the Chi
for an all-service show, March On. cago area with customers, she
hired
The program is a 100% military Mr. Garroway and the 1106 Club
enterprise and the talent used is on WMAQ to help encourage worn
from the Armed Forces, including en patrons without available men
band and chorus. Each week a because of the manpower shortage!
different service is saluted.
One of the few women agencj
* * *
executives in the Midwest, Miss
Freedom Crusade
believes working in a me
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt., came Tyroler
agency without over,
up with a novel idea to raise money dium-sized
specialization is her professional
for the "Crusade for Freedom" answer, and also one for othei
campaign. Station staffmen met young women seeking a responsibl
newspapermen on The Caledonian niche in the industry.
BROADCASTING
• Telccastinj

It costs 23% less today to reach each
thousand homes through WGAR than ten years ago.
In 1941, WGAR's average quarter-hour
evening rate (52-time basis) was §119. In 1951,
the cost is $190. But . . .
. . . WGAR with 50,000 watts has increased
its coverage 268% in the past ten years.
. . . WGAR now is Cleveland's most listenedto station based on recent Hooper reports.
...WGAR's cost per thousand evening
homes in 1941 was $3.07. Today, that cost has gone
down to §2.35 per thousand.

ihe SPOT-hr SPOT RADIO

. % . WGAR's lower cost per thousand listeners does not take into account the changing value of the
dollar, nor its tremendous auto audience
listening 411,708 half-hours daily.
Dollar for dollar, WGAR is your best buy.

WGAR Cleveland
50.000 WATTS . . • CBS

IOADCASTING

• Telecasting

^) \ Represented Nationally by
RADIO... AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTIUNC MEDIUM
?^ & CompQny
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I
{— i
The Fori Worth
Star -Telegram
Station
WBAP-TV's PLANT is one of the largest and of prestige with advertisers and the public.
finest in the country. Its facilities are unNaturally we are proud that for more than
matched in its area. The pioneer station in the fifteen
years the Fort Worth Star-Telegram has
Southwest-in TV as in AM-WBAP has estab- used
equipment almost exclusively— not
lished an enviable reputation for leadership only RCA
in its TV operations, but also in its AM,
in programming, production, and prestige.
and FM stations.
When YOU plan TV. . . or add facilities to
The Star-Telegram backs its No. 1 position
by using the very best of equipment through- your present station . . . follow the choice of
out its whole plant. Like other leaders in TV, America's leading stations. Go RCA! Your Sales
it has found that by doing so it ensures, not Representative can show you exactly what you
only top performance, but also its position will need to do the job.

Transmitter room — complete with
iRCA
control console, antenna diplexer,
side-band filter, dummy load, and a
5-kw TV transmitter Type TT-5A.

Big enough to march a circus through it, WBAPTV's
studio No.the 1famous
has housed
elephants,horse-andtrucks,
fire engines,
Budweiser
wagon team, sailboats, and air gliders. WBAPTV shoots big events — direct ! Studio One is
RCA-equipped with cameras, microphones, dollies, booms, mounts — lighting system !

SHREVEPORT

HOOPERS

March -Aprils
V<tRNo0
ITS

EASY,

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!

8tOO A. M. to 12:00 Noon
8 a. m. - 12 noon
Mon. thru Fri.

■949
MARCH -APRIL

39.6
44.6

12 noon - 6p.it
Mon. thru Fri.
KWKH

KWKH
MARCH -APRIL

12 Noon to 6:00 P.

23.3

31.7

25.2

41.6

6:00 P.M. to 10:00 P. H.
6 Sun.
p. m. thru
- IO Sat.
p. m
KWKH

29.7
26.8

28.9

42.5

46.4

25.5

46.1

28.6

I950
MARCH -APRIL*

51.8

1951

20.

45.3

21.3

X HE chart above shows KWKH's fanciest and latest
Hoopers — March- April, '51 — as well as those for the corresponding months of 1950 and 1949. Notice the big KWKH
increases in five of the six "comparison" columns. In 1949
we were a solid first — Morning, Afternoon and Evening. In
1951 we tremendously increased our first-place Share of
Audience over 1949 — up 30.8% in the Morning, 42.9% in
the Afternoon, 8.5% in the Evening!
KWKH does the same kind of bang-up job in its tri-State
rural areas, too. BMB Report No. 2 credits KWKH with a kwkh daytime
'
No. 2
Audience of 303,230 families in 87 Louisiana, ' 8MBStudycounties
Daytime
Arkansas and Texas counties. 227,701 — or 75% — are "av- Spring, 1 949
erage daily listeners" to KWKH!
Get the whole KWKH story, today. Write direct or ask The
Branham Company.
KWKH
Latest available at press time

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA!
The Branham Company
Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager
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But Color Research Goes On

RADIO-TV
DEFENSE
bility of suspending all further
FOR
THE first time since the PINCHES
out- NPA authorization (see story page
materials on the open market.
set of the huge U.S. rearmament 29). The quantities are not enough, development of color television in theInferences
drawn from Mr. Wilhowever, to permit more than the order to free highly skilled elecprogram, and indeed since the end most
son's action shutting off color TV
modest new construction.
tronics engineers for important set production
of World War II, broadcasting
and implying that
The NPA officials told the FCC
last week was struck with the imwould also be conIndustryprojects."
men had been prepared color research
pact of defense production on such staff members that NPA would military
signed to limbo had FCC in a
show Mr. Wilson that (1) color swivet during
a scale as to create industry-wide continue to follow its policy of ap- toresearch
last week.
was a military project
Commission had not been adconcei-n.
provingstruction
AM, FMonly ifor(1)TV itstation
conis a new and (2) only an insignificant numThe near-autonomous p o w e r
vised nor consulted before Mr. Wilber of electronics engineers was
which the Office of Defense Mo- service for a community not now
son's release of his letter to CBS
President Frank Stanton.
bilization exerts over the U.S. econ- having such service, or (2) it is to engaged in that work.
Coordination between the FCC
omy (and over other divisions of improve service for communities
Change
in
classification
from
the government) was brought home whose population growth or mobili- commercial to industrial category, and the defense and military
zation-boom status warranted im- made by NPA last week puts scale.
agencies has been on a limited
directly
to broadcasters
TV manufacturers
alike inanda radioseries provement.
broadcasters on a par with newsCommission has a coordinating
Relatively Brief Session
of actions and meetings. Some obpapers
and
other
printed
media.
servers felt that the situation now
permits use of these quantities of committee of staff members which
a surprisingly select 90-min- Itcontrolled
materials
without
need
has
been working with defense and
called for a reconstitution of a high- uteInmeeting
with high level radiomilitary agencies.
level coordinating body like the
manufacturing executives in for NPA authorization:
World War II War Communica- TV
But it has been working practicWashington last Thursday, Mr.
— up to 25 tons, instead of
tions Board, composed of members Wilson got them to agree to hold twoSteeltons
allowed under previous
an unofficial
Forally onsome
time thebasis.
Commission
of the FCC, the military and mobili- off "mass production" of color TV classification.
zation agencies, to handle broad- sets.
has
been
urged
by influential broadCopper
—
up
to
2,000
pounds,
instead of 200 pounds.
casting problemsbasis.
on a multi- rather
cast spokesmen to set up a coordiNo secret is it that he didn't
than unilateral
Aluminum — up to 1,000 pounds,
natingCommunications
agency akin to World
to twist any one's arm.
EE's
War
Board.War
instead
of
none.
At a top-level conference of TV haveWithout
any request, the DeIn the defense days prior to
manufacturers called by Defense
fense
Mobilizer
also
told
the
asLiberalized
quotas
for
broadMobilizer Charles E. Wilson:
Harbor, President Roosevelt
sembled manufacturers that they
casters don't mean that materials Pearl
established the Defense Communi# The ban on all color televi- could go ahead with color research. will be available automatically.
cations Board — comprising repreBroadcasters who now want to
In his statement two weeks ago
sion manufacturing [B#T, Oct. 22]
sentatives ofthe onFCC,page
the 2U)
military
was affirmed by ODM, although Mr. Wilson said the meeting was build modestly, or remodel on a
(Continued
critics in industry and Congress being called to discuss the "desira- small scale, will have to hunt for
had questioned its usefulness in
saving critical materials.
ODM will let research in
color# TVBut continue.
At a meeting between Mr. Wilson
Eye Big Time Buys
and FCC Chairman Wayne Coy CURRENT
AN
for S
practically all ofClie
thesents& Johnstone, New York, is the
Y that PL
DA
signs
indicate
the date
HOLI
(who sought the audience at the coming
agency.
season on radio and campaigns.
behest of a Commission that had televisionholiday
American Christmas Decoration,
be among the most
Ra-Bar Plastics, New York, will
been surprised by the crackdown lucrative inwillhistory,
New
Yorkrations(makers
of house deco-is
with
time
sales
be
spending
about
8100,000
in
radio
and tree ornaments),
on color production). Mr. Wilson expected markedly to eclipse those and television to promote its plasreportedly gave assurances that:
spending approximately 875,000 in
of
last
year.
tic
Christmas
tree
ornaments.
The
# ODM did not plan similar
starts Nov. 1 through its radio campaign. The firm is
Spots, participations and net- campaign
actions against the maintenance or
Dorland Inc., New York. It will be promoting a package to sell for
works al figure importantly in cur- placed
improvement of radio facilities.
in practically every market 81.00 in about 100 markets, startrent plans of clients, many of on a direct-to-the
# The eolor ban had nothing
consumer basis.
in the midst of preing Nov. Hogue
1.
to do with UHF development, TV whom areparingstill
The Christmas Wrapping Corp.,
Huber
& Son, New York
station
lists.
freeze ending, establishment of TV
is understood to be planManufacturers of Christmas tree New York, has set aside approx- agency,ning a radio
stations in new markets or of new ornaments,
spec
imately
875,000
for
its
spot
and
wrappings and toys, are participation program in more manufacturer of toycampaign
pianos. for a
stations in markets where TV alHamilton Watch Co., Lancaster,
investingments andheavily
in
announceready exists.
than
100
radio
markets.
The
firm
participation shows.
At a meeting of FCC staffers
promoting its wrapping for one Pa., utewill
place its
special gift type prod- iscollar,
film series,
To famous
Peg and five-minTo Jim,
and officials of the National Pro- Makersucts ofand regular
with the schedule extending in about
network users from Nov.
52 markets, twice a week
duction Authority, a division of the with products of Christmas
1
through
Christmas
appeal week. Arthur Rosenberg, New for four weeks, starting on Nov.
Office of Defense Mobilization, are currently planning holiday
19. This is the third successive year
NPA gave surances
thethat FCC
same later
as- formats and setting up time on the York, is the agency.
Hamilton has used such a TV
Mr. the
Wilson
Giant Baloons (Save-By-Mail) that
networks for special selling.
gave the Commission chairman.
series.
BBDO, New York, is curNew
York,
a
perennial
radio
user,
The
spot
schedules
are
being
Later the NPA announced a
the list of stations trently
o carrypreparing
the film.
launching this season's campaign
change in classification of radio placed in most radio markets istoday
(Monday) in more than 100
Longines-Wittnauer
Co.,
the country on a direct-sell- radio markets,
and TV broadcasting from "com- acrossing basis,
also using spots and New York, will sponsorWatch
a musical
with
the
manufacturer
m
e
r
c
i
a
l
"
t
o
"industrial,"
a
measure
Thanksgiving
Day
Festival
which enables broadcasters to use placing the radio time at card rates participation shows. The budget CBS-TV, Thursday, Nov. 22, fromon
the campaign is understood to
much bigger quantities of con- on each station — not on P. I. basis. for
(Continued on page 28)
trolled materials without specific Earlv November is the starting be about 850,000. Dowd, Redfield
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Mr. Balaban, Paramount; Mr. Wilson, ODM

Mr. Folsom, RCA; Gen. Sarnoff, RCA

Blunt Dr. Allen B. DuMont expressed what was being privately
spoken by his colleagues in the
manufacturing industry. In a telegram to Mobilizer Wilson the day
after
of the heWilsonStantonpublication
correspondence,
said:
If you are acting on advice of metals
section, searchyour
action
to
halt
color
reand production
of receiverssystem
for
anis open
incompatible
colorquestion
television
to
serious
as
to
real
necessity
or
worthwhile
accomplishments.
Action move.
is also open to question as a
defense
If
action
had beenCommission,
taken by Federal
Communications
rather
than dthe
Defense of Mobilizer,
to withr
a
w
i
t
s
approval
the
have been classified as a system
defenseit ofcould
the
public not subject to challenge.
public inalready
has shownmechanical
its lack
ofandTheinterest
purchasing
Hence
thereincompatible
is sound basiscolorforreceivers.
the conclusion
that the tinued
market
would
not
support
conaction. The production
amountevenof without
critical such
mat
e
r
i
a
l
s
t
o
be
saved,
therefore,
is
infinitesimally
smallpoint
and only
a fraction
ofused
a bypercentage
of
the
amount
the television industry.
Sincesystem
the public
has notthe accepted
color
involved
reasons the
for
Columbia's
ready
acceptance
of the
government
action
are
very
obvious.
It lets them
the hook.
They are and
released fromoffcostly
the
ofcommitments
sponsorship
systemembarrassment
the public will
not accept.of a
The Federal
Communications
mission now should
open electronic
the doorsComto
consideration
of a fully
compatible
system
for approval
at and
the
proper
time. that all research on
The television
proposal
color
should policy,
be stopped
clearly
against
and theis
public interest.national
It is inconceivable
that any
high
official
of
our
government wouldanygivetypeserious
consideration
tofieldhalting
ofanyresearch
in the
oftant electronics
or
other
impordefense industry.
Research in colorthe television
isprogram.
an immilitary
It alreadyportant parthasof made
contributions
to
defenseably willpreparations
and
unquestionthe
very naturemakeof more.
researchIn infact,anybyfield,
* * *
Mr. Graver, Admiral; Mr. Galvin, Motorola; Dr. DuMont, DuMont

Defense Pinches
(Continued from page 23)
services and the mobilization
agencies. It acted in an advisory
capacity.
Within a week after Pearl Harbor, that board was given complete
authority over all U. S. communications, with the new name of
War Communications Board.
That some more close-knit coordination between the FCC and the
defense and military establishments is necessary seems to be a
foregone conclusion.
Blushes on the faces of FCC officials at their lack of knowledge
of Mr. Wilson's "iron curtain" on
color set production attests to
that.
But the Commission cannot be
held entirely to blame.
Its contact is with NPA — and
even that operating arm of Mr.
Wilson's
ODM didn't
the color
TV clampdown
was know
coming.
Manufacturers were convinced
the whole thing was a plot to "take
CBS off the hook," to freeze National Television System Committee and RCA color development
work.
RCA just finished public showings of its compatible color system
in New York and Washington, and
won plaudits of viewers for its fine
performance [B»T, Oct. 15].
NTSC was on the last few
months of field tests, preparatory
to asking the FCC to authorize the
all-industry, composite color system.

Mr. Abrams, Emerson; Dr. Baker, GE

freedomleadto carry
it on to wherever it
might
is essential.
America
has
great
military
todaytoindustrial
because and
have
had strength
the freedom
explore,
ex-we
search. periment, and engage in extensive reIt would
be moston any
un-American toat
place
restrictions
this
stage
forposition
the sakefor ofanyresearch
retaining
competitive
company.a
Thatside even
feeling
didn't
seem
to subMr. Wilson.after the meeting with
Senator Edwin C. Johnson (DColo.), chairman of the powerful
Senate merce
Interstate
Foreign
ComCommittee,& and
personally
active in the color TV deliberations, told Broadcasting • Telethe itmeeting
that "itis
occurs to casting
me afterthat
[the order]
Sees No Justification
a phoney."
There does not seem to be any
justification for the Wjlson action
shutting down color TV production, he said.
Fearing
week'sfreeze
actionon
might
lead that
to a last
general
all TV, since the same materials
go into the production of color TV
sets and black and white sets, the
Senator added:
"I don't think any of it [Wilson's action]
logical.
I believe
that there
mustis be
a continuance
of some TV developmental work.
If manufacturing of all TV sets
is stopped, it would be a major
Genesis of Mr. Wilson's action
disaster."
stopping
color set production apparently stemmed from CBS appeal for more material in order to
produce 250,000 color sets and slave
* * *
Mr.
Mr. Stanton, CBS

units in 1952.
NPA denied the CBS request
some months ago and an appeal
was scheduled to be heard lasti
Tuesday [B«T, Oct. 22].
This, of course, was postponed!
following CBS's acquiescence tol
Mr. Wilson's request last week.
Conversations between Mr. Wilson and highest CBS officials regarding the possible outcome of the1
appeal
led 19to action.
the Defense Mobilizer's Oct.
Generally accepted version is
that Mr. Wilson figuratively threw
up his hands when he realized that|
250,000
tors werefractional
involved. horsepower mo-i
Fractional
motors,1to;
with
essentialhorsepower
copper needed
make them operative, are in tight;
supply now — just as they were
during the last war.
Among mostreasonsradio-TV
manufac-on
for shutdown
scoffing.set turers,
color
production elicits general
Mostness about
echotheDr.material
DuMont'ssavings
dubious-involved and express doubts that
CBS could have made 250,000
color sets in 1952.
Members of Radio-Television
Manufacturers Assn. TV committee met in Washington the day before the meeting with Mr. Wilson.
Their consensus was that (1) halting of color TV set production
would save negligible amount of
material, and (2) the number of
engineers engaged in color research
amounted to from 4 to 8% of those
(Continued on page 36)
* * *
Plummer, FCC; Mr. Allen, FCC

WHAS-AM-TV Changes
HENRY I. CHRISTAL will
represent WHAS Louisville
as of the end of business on
March 21, 1952, Victor A.
Sholis, WHAS vice president
and director, announced Friday. Harrington, Righter &
Parsons will begin representation of WHAS-TV at the
same time, he stated.

pend °n
IFTS stock of the Petry
SHdividend-paying
AT
will continue to direct the activities
f AST
SERIES
of IO
shifts N
and impendI: ing shifts in station representation firm, which was founded in 1932. of the New York office, Mr. Taylor
Mr. Petry meanwhile on Thurs- asserted, and the sales and execu> were announced or in prospect in
radio-TV circles last week.
day sent telegrams to his clients
tive organization remains intact.
While a number of appointments informing them that three other last
He soFriday.
notified the stations' clients
stations—
WBEN
Buffalo,
KFH
""jl and company expansions among Wichita and KFI Los Angeles —
Negotiations looking toward
Jj other firms were formally an- have advised him that they have
of Ra-Tel Representatives
jm
nounced,centered
much ofaround
the week's
specu- not signed with Mr. Christal for merger
Inc., New York, with other reperesentative, announced that
Hjjlation
the expeetrepresentation
currently
handled
station
representation interests Robert H. Salk and Bernard H.
I ed, but nounced,
as return
yet toofficially
unan- by the Petry company.
active station
[Closed
Circuit, Oct. 22] were Pelzer Jr. will join the television
still
in progress.
The telegram stated:
representation by Henry I. Chrissales staff of its New York office
tal, former treasurer and partner
effective today (Monday). Mr. Salk,
Re
current
"Variety
article
on
page
Meeker on West Coast
I
have
contacted
the
top
echelon
of Edward Petry & Co. He still is 35.
who will specialize in TV program
of radio
stations WBEN
Buffalo, KFI
a minority stockholder in the Los
President Robert Meeker, of development, returns to Katz after
KFH meWichita
and
each Angeles
one has and
advised
that thev
pioneer
representation
organizaRobert
Meeker
Assoc.,
announced
Network sales assignhave not signed
with ofChristal
as "Va- plans to open a new West Coast a CBS ment.Radio
tion.
pioneered TV
reports.wire
Each
knows riety"
of this
being these
sent stations
to you. office in San Francisco's Russ sales in Hethepreviously
Edward Petry, president of the Also
office of the
to "Variety's"
report weto Bldg., effective Nov. 1. Don Pon- Katz firm, afterChicago
firm, advised a group of client sta- have contrary
a
long-term
written
contract
having
been Inc.presitions in Chicago on Oct. 18 that, represent KFI Los Angeles. Also condent
of
Audience
Surveys
tius,
Chicago
manager
for
the
trary to "Variety's"
report Christal
Meeker organization, will head the
in accordance with contractual pro- personally
Mr. Pelzer has been a television
owns
but
twenty-five
and
visions, the following entities had one-third
of dividend
paying
West Coast office, and Carlton F-J account executive with NBC and
Company
and
atthirty-three
no timestock
did andheof Jewett,
notified him of intention to cancel Petry
for four years manager of previously was an advertising
ever own
moreI have
thanpreviously
at the contract expiration dates: you
one-third
advised
Chicago office of Everett-Mc- agency consultant. He headed his
well asrelationship
our entire with
personnel
of the
WHAS Louisville, WDAF Kan- our asfuture
Kinney
was asnamed
suc- own radio production agency and
stations
WDAF, WHAS and WTMJ.
sas City and WTMJ Milwaukee.
ceed Mr.Inc.,
Pontius
Meekerto head
also served
the Owen
radio Co.
departin
Chicago
.
Meanwhile,
other
developments
ments of Johnin H.
and
May Take Months
on
the
station
representation
front
Benton
&
Bowles.
WGAN
Portland
and
WGUYIt was pointed out by observers included the following:
AM-FM
Bangor,
Me.,
named
Appointment of G. P. Fitzpatrick,
that announcement of intention not
From Dallas last Friday, 0. L. Avery-Knodel Inc. as national rep- former sales promotion manager
' to renew contracts does not neces- (Ted)
resentative, effective Nov. 1. C. E. for Falstaff Brewing Corp., St.
president of the
sarily mean termination of repre- Taylor Taylor,
Co., told Broadcasting • Gatchell, general manager of Guy Louis, as head of the radio sales
sentation. By mutual agreement,
that Irvin Gross, mar- Gannett Broadcasting Services, li- promotion and research department
renewals may be evolved between Telecasting
ket
research
with his
censee, said Richard E. Bates, na- of Free & Peters was announced
time of notice and time of contract company, wouldconsultant
tional sales manager for the by President H. Preston Peters.
leave Nov. 15 to
expiration date. This period often join the new Christal
Gannett
system, and Samuel C. Named to succeed Joseph C. Amaorganization
•covers many months.
in
an
executive
capacity.
This,
he
Henderson,
of WGUY- turo, who has joined Music Corp.
If these changes do occur, it is said, was consistent with an under- AM-FM, willmanager
handle spot clear- of America, Mr. Fitzpatrick will
logically expected that other
ances
for
the
stations.
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
h
e
originally
had
with
Mr.
handle sales promotion activities
changes in representation will de- Gross, when he joined the Tavlor
WERC Erie, Pa., appointed for the 33 radio stations reprevelop in the markets affected, as Co.
Avery-Knodel as its representative,
sented by Free & Peters.
contracts expire.
In connection with the opening
Lloyddent andGeorge
presi- effective Nov. 1.
Mr. Christal, who left the Petry
(Continued on page 71)
easternVenard,
sales vice
manager,
The Katz Agency Inc., station
organization earlier this year, has
made no formal statements about
his plans. It is generally conceded
he intends to re-enter the representation field. He owns 44% of
the voting stock and 25-%% of the
s Networks in AuqOS
GR[B«T,
G TIM
Oct.S1]. TableLead
II most advertised goods on netw-ork
P &
PROCTER
Co. expen-E however
ditures for &timeGAMBLE
on the nationwide
accounting alone for nearly
lists the leading advertiser (net- radio,
work time purchaser) in each class 25 % of the total expenditures of
radio networks (at gross rates)
JACKSON NAMED
during August totaled $1,139,974 of advertised product.
advertising on the netProduct group analysis (Table all typesworksofduring
To ABC Radio Sales Post to keep this advertiser at the top
August. Toiletries
of
the
network
client
list,
as
comranked
second,
drugs third, SmokIII,
page
38),
show-s
foods
first
as
LOWELL JACKSON, veteran of
TABLE I
ing materials fourth and laundry
20 years in radio and most recently Bureau.piled by Publishers Information
TOP
10
RADIO
NETWORK
ADVERTISERS
! part owner of Dawson & Jackson,
soaps and cleansers fifth, follower!
P & G held this position even
FOR AUGUST 1951
radio packagers, has been appointed
ProcterLabs& Gamble
Co
SI, 618,677
139,974 by confections and soft drinks,
July when its total network 2.1. Miles
Inc
j sales manager of the ABC Radio during
gasoline and oil, beer, miscellanetime purchases dropped below the 3. General Mills Inc
Network's Central Division, the million dollar mark.
4.5. American
HomeCo
Products Corp. 483,185
435,635
ous (including religious, labor and
Lever Brothers
382,047
jj with
department
he
has
been
associated
The
same
advertisers
comprised
pet
food advertising), and radios
6.
Sterling
Drug
Inc
374,423
since late summer.
7.
Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
Co.
370,202
and TV sets, in that order. The
list (Table
I) ofasnet-in 8. William Wrigley Jr. Co
I ABC officials also announced the topworktentimebuyers
in August
(Continued on page 38)
9. Schenley
Industries
Inc 341,988
341,430
I Wednesday the separation of the July, with
10.
Philip
Morris
&
Co
327,440
some
changes
in
order,
Istation clearance department into
TABLE II
|radio and television units, both to
TOP RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUP FOR AUGUST 1951
be under the supervision of Alfred
Household
Furnishings Armstrong
Cork
Co. 33,136
&
Farming
R. Beckman, director of operations Agriculture
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel Insurance
Corp.
96,480
Apparel, Footwear
Aco
for sales and station traffic. Don Automotive,
Insurance
Prudential
Co. of 111,533
Autom. &Acces
America
Buck has been named manager of Eq
Equip
Chrysler
Corp.
—
DeSoto
Di'
Jewelry,
Optical Goods & Longines-Wittnauer
u'
Acces.P&
TV station clearance and Stewart Aviation, Avia'n
Cameras
Co. . Watch 60,412
Office
Equip., Stationery &
Barthelmess,
Wine & Liquor Schenley iwing
Co.)
Writing Supp
station clearance.manager of radio Beer,
ille
Corp.
Political
Materials, Equip. &
Johns-Mar
PublishingTV &Sets,
Media
First Church of Christ Scientist 8,040
Larry Robertson, radio director 3ldg.Fixtures
Radios,
Phonographs,
Co. 341,988
formerly assigned to the Louella Confectionery & Soft Drinks .Willi.
MusicalStoresInstruments
& Acces.
... Dr.
RCA
227,910
(Bla
60,685 Retail
(Bell Tel.Jr. System)
.A.
T. &m T.Wrigley
&
Direct
By
Mail
...
Inc.
947
^arsons Show, has been transferred Drugs
& Remedies& Amusements
..
Mi Labs Inc.
618,677 Smoking
Materials
LiggettHiss &&Shoes
Myers
Tobacco
Co. 370,202
is a director at ABC's Television Entertainment
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
Procter
Gamble
Co.
744,165
Food
&
Food
Products
General
Mil
Sporting
Goods
&
Toys
Center,
Hollywood.
new- Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels. Standard Oi
Toiletries
& ToiletHotelsGoods
Procter & Gamble Railroads
Co. 280,632
assignments
will Among
be thehisKorla
Horticulture
Transportation,
& Resorts . Assn.
60,894
Miscellaneous
Americanof American
Fed. of Labor 104,075
Pandit
Show,
Monday
through
FriHousehold
Equip.
&
Supplies
Philco
Corp
day.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
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Urged by Brockwoy in Chicag(
VALUES
MEDIA
RD
but because its stuc
STA
ficiently defined to be used with circulations,
THERE
is NDA
"not one really
authenticated fact" about the actual effect
ies were not recurring and cor
of television on media values, Louis N. Brockway, executive vice presitinuing
they
failed to give us sui
dent of Young & Rubicam, New York, and board chairman of the
The presence of a radio or TV
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, told Audit Bureau of .Circula- confidence."
set in the home cannot be com- ficiently
up-to-date
information.'
C. D. Jackson, president
of th
tions members
pared with a copy of a publication, National
Committee for a Frt
day. The
group inmetChicago
for itsThurs37th ★
(2) a practical method of applying as "circulation
in
one
medium
is
Europe on leave as publisher c
annual session at the Congress this technique through accepted re- not the same as circulation in Fortune
described wor
Hotel.
search channels, and (3) a cooperaBrockway efforts
claimed.in being donemagazine,
by Radio Free Europ
tion of all media, advertisers and another,"
"Most of Mr.
our research
Mr. Brockway asks (1) standardr
ization of audience measurements agencies in supporting and using recent years have been to resolve
sets and copies into something RADIO, TV SPLIT
(2) development of full informa- the results of this research.
In his opinion, research too of- common to all media, into families
tion on composition of media audiBy WBZseparation
AM-TV, ofWBZ.
ences, and (3) definition and meas- is allten things
"speaks with
FURTHER
radi
to alldouble
men.tongues
Much orof
urement of advertising attention.
Claiming
"we have not made too and television operations at West
or
people."
it is completely
cynical
and
theremuch
headway",
he
said
Broadcast
He
charged
"The
lack
of
a
common
inghouse
Stations,
begun
in
Jul
fore a disservice to advertising, Measurement Bureau" made a be- 1950 with a division of sales respon
denominator for all media, which
continues in spite of everything much is too incomplete and insufginning toward establishing radio sibilities, was announced last Tues
agencies and advertisers have been
day
by W. C. Swartley,
able to do. It is particularly seriof WBZ-AM-TV
Boston andmanage1
WBZ
ous at this time because the adverSpringfield, Mass.
tiser is increasingly pressed for
Mr.
Swartley
announced
the
a;
media comparisons, especially of
pointment of Avner Rakov as pn
magazines and newspapers with
gram
manager
of
the
Westin
house Radio Stations. W. Gordo:
television."
Television,
he
said,
"has
shoulSwan,WBZprogram
of WB!de |tel
dered its way into a major position
and
A sincemanager
1941, will
vote full time as program man
in our thinking, changed the recreation habits of people, offered new
ager of WBZ-TV. He had been ii
charge of TV programming sinci
devices
of appealits toshare
people's
and demanded
of thetaste
adJune 1948.
Mr. Rakov joined WBZ as musi
vertiser's dollar."
director and later served as ar
Lack of Knowledge
ranger,
producer and conductor
Charging advertisers do not
of network, regional and loca
know as much about the TV audiprograms
in supervising the musj
ence as that for radio because the
ical programming of the station
Subsequently he was named part
situation is changing "much too
time production and program con
rapidly
tools radio
we nowcirculation
have," Mr.is
Brockwayfor said
sultant for WBZ and advertising
agencies, developing programs, an
"undoubtedly decreasing" and telenouncements
and advertising cam
vision "certainly increasing."
He ing"suspects"
television
"is
takDrawn
for
Broadcasting
•
Telecasting
by
Sid
Hix
The
division
follows a patten
evening attention away from
paigns.
radio and reducing reading time of
throughout
the broadcasting indus
'But baby, it's cold outside!"
try and conforms with the West
periodicals
in the
home,"thebutextent
"we
inghouse sales split of last year
have no basis
to judge
Radio-TV Speakers Under the new arrangement, eacl
of the intrusion except for informanager
reports directh
Set For Tuesday
mation we unearth individually."
toprogram
the station
manager.
Chargingarethat
and
mistruths
likelyhalf-truths
to be accepted
AAAA
's
AGEN
TV, talent andDA
costs, agency-produced programs, TV
as long as true answers are not LOW-BUDGET
and other facets of sight-and-sound advertising will be
available, Mr. Brockway cited three commercials,
placed
"under
the
microscope"
at
radio and television production
needs — (1) a technique for defin- session of the 1951 AAAA's EasterntheAnnual
Conference when the twoingenceandvaluemeasuring
the
real
audi— and ■
* of William Morris;
is held director
of advertisers
of all media on a com- indayNewmeeting
York
Tuesday
and
Wednesmon basis, whether it is called au- day.
"What's Right with TV Comdience, circulation or readership —
Radio and TV session, slated for
mercials" by Garth N. Montgomery, viceofpresident
radio-TV
2-4 p.m. Tuesday, will feature a director
Kenyon and& Eckhardt
talk by Robert Montgomery, execu- Inc.
tive producer for NBC Television,
Wright Promoted
Media session of the conference
ELECTION of Dickens J. Wright on the responsibility of creative
[r. Swan
Mr. Rakov
to the board of directors of the people
in TVthe standards.
field to raise and will
have
its focalDoing
point,to"What
Are
Otheras Media
Meet
maintain
North Jersey Bcstg. Co., licensee
One of nine group meetings to be the
Challenge
of TV?"& Daniel
M. WKYB to NBC
for WPAT PaterGordon
of Ruthrauff
Ryan will
son, N. J., and held at this year's conference, the act
WKYB Paducah, Ky., will affiliate
as
chairman,
and
speeches
will
radio-TV
unit
will
also
include
with NBC effective Nov. 15, CarleMr. Wright's ap- Adrain Samish, vice president and be given by John Karol of CBS to ton
D. Smith, NBC vice president
pointment as ex- director in charge of radio and TV represent network radio; Lewis
in charge of station relations, an
ecutive vice presito repre- nounced last week. He said nego
dent of the cor- for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., Averysentofspot Avery-Knodel,
radio; Otis Wiese, Mc- tiations for the affiliation pre-date
will discuss producing TV film
an- who
noporation
unced lastwereweek
programs, and Rodney Erickson, Call's;
H. James
Gediman,andHearst
network's recent announcemenl
Advertising
Service;
Carl the
that it plans to add a substantial
manager of Radio-TV Dept. for
by
Richard
Druk- Young
& Rubicam, who will talk Henke, general outdoor advertising. number of outlets — estimated vari
ker,
company
president. Mr. on agency production of live TV Other sessions at the AAAA meet- ously from 100 to 200— to its affiliing will be for marketing and
Wright joined shows.
ation list. WKYB is owned by thejfr
Mr. Wright
WPAT in August
Other speeches include adver- merchandising, management, trade Paducah Sun Democrat and is k
and
industrial advertising, me- under the general management oi aij
tising on TV with a small budget,
1950. He previously was with WICC
chanical production, research, copy Ed J. Paxton Jr. E-stablished imfo..
Bridgeport, Conn., where he was Signey Weiss, vice president and and art, and
agency library groups. 1946, it operates on 570 kc with if
of Lewin, Williams &
general manager two years. Pre- treasurer
viously, he was a sales executive in Saylor, Inc.; TV talent and its Conference theme is "Advertising kw dayrentlyand
500 w with
night.Mutual.
It curis affiliated
New York with CBS and ABC.
cost, Wallace S. Jordan, radio-TV Under the Microscope."
ecasting
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Imperil St. Louis Stations
IBEW
DEMANDS
with minimum of eight instead of includes WTMV in E. St. Louis, 111.
By J. FRANK BEATTY
In general, the trend in union
LANTASTIC wage demands peril- fourNewhours.
plan calls for eight negotiations has been away from
ng the very life of many St. Louis hours atovertime
citywide
contracts though there
double
time
on
first
day
off
tations have been submitted by
still are areas where the practice
day off instead of pres- continues.
BEW Local 1217, providing a and entsecond
four
hours
at
1V2
time
on
first
hreat to the entire radio and tele- day, and 8 hours at double time on St. Louis isThethe flatsamepay forscalelargein
ision field.
off. Double time must cals.
stations as for daytimers and loPut in capsule form, the local second day called
back after comias submitted a take-it-or-leave-it be paid pletiifon of shift,
Fearance of even
is expressed
appearinstead
of
present
ontract effective Nov. 15 and call- IV2 time.
one or twothatof the
new
ing for roughly a 5 hour-20 minute
provisions
in
an
all-St.
Louis
Lunch hour must be paid in the contract would start the IBEW
iay and a flat $130 per week plus
same
BONNETED Ruth Lyons, who has hanTwo paid rest peridled commercials for Miami Marthat has
crip:i| .ther
orollary
an- new odscontract.
of 20 minutes are allowed with creeping
pled the paralysis
motion picture
industry
$75 todemands
$100 persaid
weekto peraddman.
garine Co. (Nu-Maid
15
minutes
at
beginning
and
end
2 All St. Louis broadcast and tele- of shift allowed studio employes, and reduced employment sharply her Morning
Matineemargarine)
program onon
1 ast stations are affected with the 30 minutes at transmitter.
as studios have collapsed.
WLW for past 10 years, and Robert
E. Dunville (r), president, of Crosiey
jexception of KMOX, which has a
Other Activity
get $10 fee each time
eparate contract as a CBS-owned anyEngineers
Other developments in the labor Broadcasting Corp., hold plaque honequipment is carried on remote relations
hntlet.
field include capture of
oringtion.company's
with staInsurance for air
Nu-Maid association
citation commends
stations in San Diego by
j Wage scale in the city was in- assignments.
will be $25,000 per trip, with several
promotion,
merNABET
as
a result of an election WLW's advertising,
i reased $2 just last June and an- travel
$30,000
insurance
for
using
auto
c
h
a
n
d
i
s
i
n
g
a
n
d
selling
of
product.
other 85 Nov. 15, 1950. Now the with auto allowance of 20 cents per last week.
iLmion is asking an additional $18 mile
NABET also has won three Asinstead of 12 cents, $2.50 miniki week, aside from the extras.
sociated Broadcasting Co. stations MANPOWER NEEDS
mum. An allowance of $2.50 in- in San Francisco
from IBEW. The
¥ Wage Stabilization Board regulas
t
e
a
d
o
f
$1.50
is
given
for
trip
to
Secretary Tobin Outlines
stations
are KSFO, KPIX (TV)
f ions permit a 12.3% increase transmitter.
and KWID (shortwave). Since PREDICTION that defense emi ibove the base level of Jan. 15,
joining CIO some months ago
l soarendto ofthe19528.5when
mil.950. The $130 demand is far beSupervisors' Pay
lion mark plbyoyment withe
pay will go from NABET has been setting up verti- mobilization
is slated to reach its
j 'ond anything
ever heard of $25at $122Supervisors
TWSB,
totaling approximately
cal unions in San Francisco, aim- peak was offered
to $140 in the new contract.
Monday by
ing toward one big union in radio. Secretary of Labor last
i veek above the base level, or nearly Sick leave will accumulate to 52
Maurice Tobin.
J!5%. This is twice the maximum weeks at rate of at least six weeks
Additional
defense
manpower
per year instead of three. Four
f permitted by WSB.
needs of 4.5 million are expected
f The St. Louis union has a con- days off are specified for funerals KVOE Names Pearson
to
be
met
by
shifting
of
workers
of wife, children, parents, sisters ERNEST L. SPENCER, president, from peacetime civilian industries
inuouswithrecord
of unsavory
I' ions
stations,
accordingrela-to and brothers.
and
from
other
sources,
Mr.
Tobin
Ana, Calif., has apTwo men are required on duty at KVOE Santa
pointed the John E. Pearson Co. as added. His comments were outcircles.
It has been
I" mion
he most
troublesome
localbranded
in the all times at stations over 5 kw.
lined in a Dept. of Labor study of
national sales representative for
Isntire electronic field.
manpower and mobilization.
The jurisdiction of Local 1217 the station.
Existing
pay
scales
for
techni< ians at smaller stations in St.
-ouis are the highest in the U. S.
Talked in WSB Hearing
|- At IBEW headquarters in Washit was stated
Local 1217 TAUHT
WAGES
t| ngton
s antagonistic
to thethatinternational
I rnion.
administrative difficulties personnel were Joseph A. McDonald,
PANEL named by the federal Sal- that
Other Provisions
president, secretary and general
ary Stabilization Board held a would make it almost impossible to vice
Some of the St. Louis demands three-day
attorney of ABC, and Evelyn Bnrkey
closed
hearing
in
New
apply
regulations.
He
further
asserted that controls would not be of the Authors League of America.
aave startled the most experienced York last week to consider conabor relations sources. For examthe DefensethatPro-no
Screen Actors Guild was repretrolling salary increases for over- in keepingduction Act,with
)le 12 holidays are specified instead scale performers
sented by Execeutive Secretary John
in television, mo- controls shouldwhichbe stated
imposed
when
>f six. No one is quite certain what
Dales
Jr. and Legal Counsel William
tion pictures, and the theatre.
ididay occurs Sept. 30 though it
they
upset
prevailing
business
pracBerger,
who flew from the West Coast
Sessions started Monday morntices. A freeze would also be in
j s specified in the contract.
ing with representatives of the contradiction to OPS regulations to present their statements.
Scanning contract
of the St.reveals
Louis union's
industry pleading for
Panel Members
exemption for indeiroposed
condi- radio-TV
exemption of its members from which allow
pendent packagers for the amounts
ions which are absolutely impos- proposed
Panel
was
of Roy F.
controls.
Charles
Tower
for programthatelements.
Mr. Hendrickson, composed
ible must
to fulfill.
For example,
executive secretary
explained the in- they
Pryorpaysuggested
employers,
ime
be scheduled
72 hoursover-in of the NARTB
dustry
background
and
business
of
the
National
Federation
of
be allowed to have that exdvance yet there can be no overwould make a sal- too,
emption.
ime except in case of emergencies. practices that
Grain
Cooperatives,
chairman;
and
impractical.
He was
folSwing shifts are eliminated.
RTDG's Stand
lowed by ary-freeze
William
Fitts
of CBS
Philip F. Siff, investment banker,
Sven worse, some persons believe, who read a brief, formal statement
Radio and TV Directors Guild and Neal Agnew, consultant to
5 the requirement that schedules prepared by CBS, NBC and ABC charged that freezing salaries of Independent Motion Picture Dis>e set up permanently for 90 days, to ask exemption. I. A. Becker of employes is discriminatory because
tributors. Group was assigned to
nth half-time penalty if varied.
CBS explained it would be difficult no controls are exercised over rates
Four-week vacations are de- to evaluate services of radio-TV charged by broadcasting corpora- consider how to apply controls,
should be alnanded for employes after 36 personnel closely enough to estabtions. The guild also objected to whetherlowed,exemptions
and how regulations could
aonths work, with an additional
lish
ceilings.
A
performer's
status
proposed
use
of
January
1950
as
be
made
self
-administering
through
ay for each holiday falling within can change overnight, he ex- the base period on grounds that
plained, when the show he appears that was an experimental period for industry-government cooperation ;
he vacation. A 15% differential
up for network rather television. Talent in production and hearings pertained to cameramen,
s added to work between 11 p.m. on is pickedsingle
station.
:nd 7 a.m. Severance pay is fig- thanSol for
of shows then was paid producers, directors, scripters, and
Pryor of the law firm of Jaffe direction
ired at two weeks for each six
well as to star per& Jaffe, retained by American Fed- at a much lower rate than would designers formeas
nonths employment.
rs in the
various
entertaineration ofRadio Artists and Televi- be appropriate for a mature enterment
fields.
Panel
was set
up by
Part-time employes must be hired
sion Authority to plead exemption
p
r
i
s
e
,
i
t
was
argued.
SSB
several
weeks
ago.
t S3.25 per hour instead of $2.75, from control their members, argued
Others who appeared for radio-TV
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THE RARE appearances of Dean
Acheson on television strongly
suggest that the Secretary of
State should be seen perhaps as
often as his most vociferous critics
are heard.
Mr. Acheson, who has been described as the administration's
most
"bedside diplomat,"
once competent
again demonstrated
Oct. 21
that he wears well before any
television camera.
The vehicle he chose was NBC60th editionSecretary
of Battle Acheson
Report
—TV'sWashington.
delivered a prepared statement and
then delved into correspondence
on troublesome international questions, most of which was, admittedly, calculated to win friends and
influence
istration. the public for the adminThe Secretary
of State's
peculiaron
talents
for TV were
evidenced
this occasion, as perhaps never
before, by his grass roots approach
to questions from confused laymen. If Mr. Acheson adequately
Program: Battle
Report—
Wash-3ington.
NBC-TV,
Sunday,
3:30
p.m.
EST.
Agency:
HandledSpecial
through
John
R.to the
Steelman,
Assistant
President.
Guests:
Secretary
of
State
Dean
Acheson, Mr. David
Steelman.
Commentator:
Brinkley.
Director
& Producer:
TedSherman
Ayers.
Technical
Director:
Hildreth
Film
Editor:
Bill
Brooks.
Writer: Lou Hazam.
projected his convictions, that was
due, too, in no small measure to
the equally convincing projection
of television itself, and to Mr.
Acheson's
to effective apparently
anologies. wise resort
Speaking informally, but with
characteristic dignity and calmness,
Mr. Acheson talked across the
table to a cross-section of American voters — a sailor, cab driver,
cattle-rancher,
a fruit
carpenter, housewife
and a picker,
sheriff
— all of whom had posed their
queries on film clips.
Mr. Acheson was perhaps at his
best in responding to comments
by Sheriff Glenn Jones of Clark
County, Nevada. He had asked:
"Secretary Acheson, when two
Page 28 • October 29, 1951

o
o
outfits start packing guns, there is
bound
to be tosome
shooting.
that going
be the
case Isn't
with
our arming of the Western world?"
Answer: "Well, Sheriff, what
would happen in your county if
the gangsters had the guns and you
didn't. side
. . .areThese
on the
other
not people
only packing
guns — Korea
they'reis all
shooting.
That'sif
what
about. And
Matt
Ridgway
and
his
boys
have something to shoot back didn't
with,
we'd
a . you
. . well,
kind beof ina fix
call init whatever
in Clark
To a question from a carpenter on
County."
the wisdom of "kicking the Russians out ofcountered:
United Nations," the
Secretary
". . . Let's talk that over . . .
We don't run the United Nations.
We're areone59 ofothers
the who
members
and
there
have their
own ideas. ... In the second place
. . . who convinced you that the
Soviets were blocking the United
Nations? The Russian delegates
themselves. They have done more
to convince the world that their
propaganda is false and phony than
all the rest of us combined. . . ."
The program was executed with
polish and competency, doubtless
inknackpartforbecause
Acheson's
reading ofhis Mr.
answers
from
concealed quarters. A minor complaint suggested by his appearance
is that the camera views of the
Secretary were uniform, at times
resulting in viewer restlessness.
But his stature and conviction more
than offset this
* *quibble.
*
AMERICAN YOUTH FORUM
on NBC-TV, Saturday, 7-7:30 p.m.,
at least is one forum program, that
has grown in stature by taking the
play from the grownups and giving
it to youth.
There is little horse-play in this
show. Its extra-ordinary feature
is simplicity
sire to inform.and an impelling deThat makes the program educational; and, incidentally, demonstrates forcefully just how welleducated is at least one responsible
segment of our teen-age population.
The show is built about pertinent
and timely questioning by a group

< Left to right: Messrs. Ayers, Brinkley, Acheson, Steelman and Wood
of teen-agers (with the cooperation broadcaster. Asked about the U
of Pennsylvania's backdown or
of
the American
Legion's
activities
department)
who youth
listen NCAA's enforced blackout on foot
and view the distinguished guest ball telecasts: Can you explair
with critical soberness.
why Penn "chickened out" on it
NCAA's
The guest Oct. 20 was Harold E. stand
Stassenagainst
said Penn
was ban?,
forced Mrt(
Stassen, president of the U. of go
along
with
the
collegiate
Pennsylvania.
sociation when four football opas
the youngsters
andTopics
tackledtouched
by Mr.by Stassen
played ponents threatened to break ofi
a wide field from international is- relations.
However, Mr. Stassen said the
sues to sports. To name a few: school
feels there should be more
What can the voter do to protect TV
in football and that Penn wil
himself from dishonesty in political parties; what methods should Schoolson"will
it next
year.on The
Ivy'
be back
TV next
the U. S. employ in the Middle insist
East and will World War III break year," he said.
out there; are we prepared to meet
A point in improvement over the
an enemy attack now; who was usual forum show is the gentle
the wiser in our foreign policy guidance of the little-seen, littletoward China, Gen. MacArthur or heard moderator. Frank Blair,
Mr. Acheson; and did the Senate substituting for Theodore Granik.
subcommittee have sufficient director and founder of the Amer<
ican Forum of the Air, who was ill.
let the youngsters take over.
Program: American Youth
The Youth Forum is a refreshForum,p.m. NBC-TV, Saturday, 77:30
ing contradiction of the belief that
Sponsor:
PublicE.Service.
the
U. S. teen-ager chews nothing
Cast:
Harold
Stassen,
guest
16-20). Frank Blair, guest
speaker;
more
significant than gum and
moderator; 50 students (ages
can't
savvybe-bop.
anything more import
Producer: Jeff Baker.
ant
than
Director: Ted Granik, For Oct.
20 program,
ant director,Jaywas Royen,
director.assistHoliday Plans
grounds
to turnJessup
down to thethe nomina(Continued from page 23)
tion of Philip
UN ?
In past programs, the line of 5 to 6 p.m., for the third successive
questioning often proved startling year.
The holiday special will fea
to the guests.
the Choraliers and the SymMr. Stassen, former governor of ture
phonettes.
A. Bennett Co.,
Minnesota, who has interviewed New York, Victor
is the agency.
Stalin and is a prime mover of the
General
Foods
will
program a
Crusade for Freedom, however, is
holiday show on Sunday,
not easily disconcerted, no matter special
Dec. 30,
NBC-TVby
how razor-edged the query. But when
Roy 6-6:30
Rogers p.m.
will onbe joined
he was visibly taken with one Bob Hope
other prominent
apple tossed him: Would you run Hollywood and
stars. The regular
for President if nominated by the
Rogers show will be from 6:30-7
GOP? In a quick recovery, Mr. p.m.
day. Claudia,
The followStassen said he would have to wait
ingonweekthea newsameseries,
will
seen in the latter period and Roy
forAnother
the big big"if."one thrown up to beRogers
will
return
to
the
6-6:30
him: How would you proceed to p.m. period. Benton & Bowles is
figure out the international situa- the agency for Post Cereals Divi
tion? Mr. Stassen did his best to sion while Young & Rubicam is
agency for the Swans Down
explain.
There was some news for the the
participation in Claudia.
Zippo ofMfg.Windproof
Co., Bradford,
makers
pocket Pa.,
and
table lighters, will launch its fall
and pre-Christmas national advertising withnouncementelevision
spot and
ant aswell as national
trade magazine advertising. This
year's drive is the biggest in the
company's
televisionin
spots will behistory.
used in The
33 stations
20 cities, running until Christmas.
the
agency.
Geyer,
Newell & Ganger, N. Y., is
Seasonal advertisers appear to
be,
as always,
pouring
liberal
amounts
into the flow
of business,
but another factor has intruded
itself to turn the flow into a likely
flood this year. Retail orders which
were expected in late summer and
which failed to materialize, it is
understood, are now coming
through for advertisers; necessitating a precipitate increase in promotion plansand
to theTV.attendant benefit of radio
BROADCASTING
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Radio-TV
CONSTRUCTION
By JOHN OSBON
for materials in the hope of obtaining NPA authorization, accordRECOGNITION of radio-TV broading to Mr. Hardy. In that light,
casting as an essential competitor construction
some instances was
for raw materials on a comparable not actually indelayed
for lack of
basis with printed media was hailed
last week as a formidable industry approval.
Steel
manufacturers
have been
otT victory.
The role of radio and television particularly cooperative in channeling
supplies
through
distributors
in the nation's defense effort was broadcasters where their suppliesto
clearly spelled out by the governthem to do so, he added.
' 'iient in a new regulation permit- permitted
NPA said it has advised all
; "J
ting
broadcasters
to
self
-authorize
Commerce
Dept. field offices of the
eif greater quantities of controlled reclassification.
affected
materials for new building pro- are those callingProjects
for remodeling,
:- jects.
minor
installation
of
equipment,
'Mlil Basis for this optimism was an alterations and small building con!'nMporder
the industry
Mi on a parreclassifying
with newspapers
in the struction. calling for more than
55 i "industrial plant, factory or facili- the. Projects
specified amounts set out under
"a\ ty" group
for purposes
ceiling still reisilllterials
allocations.
NARTBof mahad the self-authorized
quire NPA approval. Radio-TV
criticized an earlier reclassification
generally has fared very well on
reshliof newspapers and other printing the
construction front [B«T, Oct.
I'm establishments as "highly discrim- 15, 8].
iiin|inatory"
to
radio-TV
[B*T,
Oct.
Broadcasters
did figure, how•15].
in two building applications
What this means is that broad- deniedever, by
the
NPA
in its final
casters have been granted, in effect, processing of fourth quarter
maa "hunting
license"
for
steel,
copterials
allotments.
It
was
stressed
per and aluminum needed in small- again, however, that both may
reer building or remodeling proapply during the first quarter of
jects. It does not, of course, guar- 1952, for
which requests now are
antee
the
availability
of
these
metbeing accepted.
als.
American Broadcasting Co. was
On Equal Terms
turned down for $115,000 worth of
But the industry will be able to materials earmarked for offices in
compete on a comparable basis Hollywood. The nature of the prowith other media for supplies of
ject (alteration, expansion, remodeling, etc.) was not known.
these materials without necessity
of government approval. SpecificGila Broadcasting Co. was real y, it means they will be able
jected by the agency for materials,
to self-authorize orders for up with cost placed at $37,700, for its
to 25 tons of steel, 2,000 pounds of new station, KVNC Winslow, Ariz.
copper and copper-base alloys and Station received a construction
1,000 pounds of aluminum.
permit from FCC on Aug. 8 to
The previous limitation of two operate on 1010 kc with 500 w
tons of steel and 200 pounds of night, 1 kw-day, unlimited, with
copper (with no provision for
aluminum) has been under constant fire by NARTB. Protest
was mounted in the face of a recent
government order removing printing establishments from the com- ADVERTISING
patterns TV
in radio
IO,
mercial category, under which RAD
been unchanged for many
broadcasters fall, and shifting "have
months, with the thinking going
them to the industrial grouping. into television" — and much of it "a
The announcement was officially
tiredofkindFairfax
of thinking,"
the
made last Thursday by the National very
Cone, inboard
Production Authority, with whose opinion
chairman of Foote, Cone & Beldofficials NARTB had conferred ing,
Chicago. Mr. Cone, speaking
more than a fortnight ago. Peter to members
of the Central Council,
Black, special assistant to the NPA American Assn. of Advertising
Administrator, had promised Agencies, in Chicago Friday, outNARTB Government Relations Dilined successful printed media camrector Ralph Hardy that, relief
paigns and "Why I Wish We Had
would be taken into consideration.
Mr. Hardy described the new Done These."
Terming
televisionmedium
"advertising's
regulation as a "healthy improve- newest, greatest
yet to
ment" in the materials situation
into its own," Mr. Cone conand acknowledged it would enable come fined
himself to printed media cambroadcasters to compete on an
paigns "where imagination and
equal basis with other media.
and taste overcame the
He observed that the end pro- judgment
difficulties
uncommonly well." He
ducts of radio-television and newspapers actually are similar in that would have liked, "best of all," to
met "eachrather
of thethancampaigns"
the end result is public consump- have
in print,
tion of news and other vital in- inhe television
told his audience of advertising
formation.
executives.
As to availability of materials,
many broadcasters have contracted
Asserting that television is not
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Wins Reclassification
directional antenna. Gila Broadford, Ariz.casting also operates KGLU SafThe station, in its application
filed with NPA, showed no indication as to how far along its construction had progressed. The applicant sought 2,500 pounds of copKVNC probably will be able to
go on the air, in any event, though
its proposed completion date may
be
per. deferred. Its officers now may
self-authorize 2,000 pounds of copper under broadcasters,
NPA's relaxedifrule
for
radio-TV
it can
find
that
quantity
of
material,
it
was noted.
NPA authorities explained copper remains in extreme short supConsumer Front
On
the
consumer front, mainplytenance, repair and operation of
the nation's radio-TV receivers
also are commanding attention of
government officials. A plan by
which manufacturers would set
aside a certain percentage of products (using steel, aluminum and
copper) to tributors,
meet retailers
demands
disand ofrepair
shops is under study. Actually,
this project was unveiled earlier
thised toyear
but has level.
not been projectthe factory
Under the current plan, outlined
last Monday to the Electronics
Parts & Components Industry Advisory Committee, NPA may issue
an order establishing procedure
for replacement
distributors'
ventories ofpartsin and
components.inRadio-TV sets, phonograph or recordingplayers
other products
scarceandmaterials
would us-be
placed on direct allocation.
The regulation would take the

LEMr.
merely radio STA
with pictures,
ADS
Cone defined it as "strictly printed
advertising come to life — or it
should be — and personal selling
brought into the home." Reiterating that "the greatest achievement
in printed advertising is a demonhe claimed
makes
this possiblestration,"for
almost TVeveryone.
Every
printed
advertisement
showed his 4-A audience to pointhe
up his— and
comments
"could— have
been
done
done better
in televiNeeded in TV
The
kind
of thinking
"that
sweated out these
printed pieces
sion."
and made each one outstanding" is
needed started
in television,
"which
have
with each
one could
just
as you have seen it, enlarged its
scope and made it live, move and
The problem, Mr. Cone said, is
that "too much television starts
with something very like a radio
speak."

form of an inventory limitation
based on historical sales patterns
during a base period or of a percentage set-aside at the factory or
manufacturer's level.
Retailers could self -authorize
certain materials and pass on products to customers who would not
be required curemetont of materials
sign for them.
wouldPro-be
based on the dollar value of maretailer.terial or percentage used by the
The committee reported on the
repair-replacement
partsscarce,
situation.
TV antennas, already
will
be harder to obtain because of
shortage of aluminum. The tube
picture is generally looking up,
though transmitter tubes are short,
according to NPA.
Military and defense-supporting
industries may have to siphon off
up to 90% of electronics testing
equipment.
According
committee'sin
survey,
parts toandthecomponents
shortest supply are TV antennas,
wire and cable, solder fuses, hand
tools and soldering irons. General
satisfaction was expressed over a
new order permitting amateur
radioties operators
priorion materials toforobtain
maintenance
of stations. Amateurs hail the regulation as official recognition of
their role in national defense, NPA
was advised.
Shortages are bound to increase
during early 1952 and the full impact has not yet been felt. These
warnings have been sounded reeatedly in recent
weeksE. byWilson
Defense pMobilizer
Charles
and Defense Production Administrator's Manly Fleischmann. One
tangible evidence was the government's
clamp-down
production (see
story,onpagecolor23).TV
A former broadcasting executive now with the government has
added his voice to the growing
(Continued on page 97)

Char
commercialCone
and attempts
only^to
illustrate it, or worse, to gag it.
In too many cases, TV fails to exploit the patterns that the adverWhen tisitement— maker
makes has
use ofdeveloped."
these patterns, treating them first with motion and then with sound, "advergreatestAnd medium
will come tising's
into newest,
its own.
so will
some of advertising's best creative
people, who so far have been
weighed down with lead-and-copper
plates — putting salesmanship into
Among the printed media campaigns cited was the promotion
work
"an advertiser
whose done
work byis CBS,
so consistently
fine
I think
should bemanages
noted." to make
"CBS itsomehow
evenprint."
its morenouncemorents se mless
routine they
animportant;
are always readable and carefully
written.
Whenmaketheytypehaven't
pictures they
talk, any
and
put it to work in place of illustraOctober 29, 1951 • Page 29

Communications Act Amended
WAR
POWERS
THE CONTROVERSIAL signal charges that they sought additional orof the
in order to States,
preserve the neutralityif
control plan to implement the controls over broadcasting facili- he deemsUnited
it necessary inthethePresident,
interest of
ties
and
want
only
to
include
those
national
security
or defense,
may assus-he
President's
power of inseizure
for
such
time
radio
communications
time over
of a devices (diathermy and X-ray ma- may seepend or amend,
regulations
chines, industrial devices, etc.) applicablefit,totheanyrulesor and
critical emergency became the law
all electromagstations or
of the land last week in the form which could serve as homing- devicesneticcapable
ofwithin
emitting
radiationsStates
theprescribed
jurisdiction
ofthe theCommission,
United
as
of an amendment to the Communi- beams.
and may cause theby
cations Act.
There
were
early
fears
that
infor radio
cidental radiations from AM, FM, closing of anymunication, orstation
The Chief Executive signed a
any device
capablecom-of
radiations
beTV and shortwave receivers might emittingtwe n 1electromagnetic
bill (S alti537)
prescribing
stiff
er
pen0
kilocycles
and
100,000
es for violations of Sec. 606 (c) be controlled under any proposed navigational
cycles, whichaidis beyond
suitable fivefor miles,
use megaasanda
and providing for the control of legislation.
WJR Detroit's emergency standby
removal
therefrom
certain devices which could serve
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General the
and
or ofheanyofmayitssuchapparatus
authorize
the device
useequipment,
or control
station
power mized
problems
greatlyof miniElectric Co.,Mfrs.
representing
Radioas navigational aids to enemy air- Television
or
and/or
its
apparatus
and
with the were
installation
this
Assn., told the equipment,
craft. Radio-TV stations already
byunder
any such
department
of theas 200 kw General Motors Diesel-elecGovernment
regulations
Senate
Interstate
&
Foreign
Comfall
within
the
framewoi-k
of
this
upon just
compensasection.
merce Committee last February he maytion toprescribe
tricwithgenerator.
ExpressingaresatisfacThe under
authority
tion
the equipment
C. W.
granted tothetotheowners.
President,
this
Additionally, authority for the
such receivers
are a"worthless"
cause
the
closing
of
any
Jones
(r),
WJR
design
engineer, and
as homing
devices for
variety of subsection,
President to act is hedged with the that
station
or
device
and
the
removal
theref
r
o
m
o
f
its
apparatus
and
equipment,
authorize the use or control of J. G. Deakins, sales engineer of Earle
reservation that he deem it "neces- reasons.
Committee held hearings on the orany tostation
or device may
and/orbe exercised
its appa- Equipment Co., Detroit GM Diesel
sary in the interest of national se- measure
ratus
and equipment,
and
reported
it
with
distributor, both of whom supervised
curity or defense." The section
the Canal
Zone."
The Senate cleared it in Sec.
deals with "War Emergency — amendments.
606
of
the
Act
is
further installation. Generator eliminated
for
the
House
Interstate
&
Foreign
Powers
by adding subsection (h) need for a new $10,000 building and
Anotherof the
new President."
face on Sec. 606 of Commerce Committee, which sug- amended
follows:
was placed instead in a two-car
the Communications Act is implied
gested the stringent penalty pro- as"(h)
vision and reported it to the House or causesAnyor person
suffers who
toto bethewillfully
doneexercise
any does
actof garage adjoining the transmitter site.
with the specific inclusion of pen- in September.
prohibited
pursuant
Final clearance was
alty provisions under Subsection
President's
underto thisdo ciation, or corporation, by fine of not
given this month [B»T, Oct. 15]. the
section,
or whohe authority
fails
"h".
Untilrecourse
now, theto Commission
to take
Sec. 501 of had
the
iswillfully
required
to do pur- more sonthan
Here is the new Sec. 606 (c) as any actsuant twhich
$5,000, except
any with
persuch anthatoffense
exercise
of
the
President's
Act in applying penalties for amended by the passage of S 537. authorityo theunder
thissuffers
section,
orfailure,
who intent whoto commits
injure
the United
States, orto
willfully
causes
or
such
known violations of Sec. 606 (c). New language is in bold face:
with
intent
to
secure
an
advantage
shall, upon
conviction
thereof,
nation,punished
shall, upon
Stricter sanctions are spelled
forthansuch
offense
by imprisona fine beof any foreign
viction thereof,
a confine
proclamation
Pres- punished
identUpon
that there
exists war byor thea threat
not more
$1,000
or byone
of not more
thanbemore
$20,000than
or byby20 imprisout for any person who commits of "(c)
ment
for
not
more
than
year,
or
war,
or
a
state
of
public
peril
or
o
n
m
e
n
t
f
o
r
not
years,
certain offenses "with intent to in- disaster or other national emergency, both, and, if a firm, partnership, assoUnitedan States,
or with
intjureent tothesecure
advantage
to any
or both."
foreign
nation."
Upon conviction, violators could
Truman
Writes NARND
be fined up to $20,000, or impris- CENSORSHIP
ISSUE
oned for up to 20 years, or both.
Willful failure of individuals to DIFFERENCES
over method provide the only conflict between news
Security Councilsecurity,
representaconform to provisions laid out pur- media
and the recent White House security order [B*T, Oct. 1 et seq.],
tive tional
on international
who
suant to exercise of the President's President
Truman
told the National Assn. of Radio News Directors.
authority under Sec. 606 or comargued
the
order
is
condemned before it being
has been
Writing to Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon, Ga., NARND president, the
mis ion of any act prohibited by
thoroughly tested.
this authority would be punishable President agreed it is the duty of I*
believe that the American press,
with a fine not to exceed $1,000, or newsmen to get information for the which
Sen. Case said that if new reguis the freest in the world,
but suggested they would
one year's sentence or both. In the public
lations are needed, "we could draw
has
always agreed that it has a with profit
not
want
to
give
military
secrets
case of "a firm, partnership, as- to the enemy.
uponThat was
our wartime
exresponsibility for security. The
perience.
based upon
s
o
c
i
a
t
i
o
n
,
o
r
cooperation,"
the
fine
only
differences
in
opinion
which
would be $5,000.
This statement came as 'turmoil arise have to do with the methods cooperation between information
continued among news disseminatand the government. It
ing media over impact of the order, and not with the principles. I am media
President's Authority
placed decisions in the hands of
particularly because it provides no completely confident that the men
trained
for that work, under
The
President's
authority
to
use
or close radio stations and non- avenue of appeal or means of methods can and will be worked a responsible, single head. It procensorship
action
of
broadcast devices (which are ca- evaluating
vided
machinery
for appeal of deCase Letter
pable of serving as homing aids bureaucrats.
t calls for a 'code' of
In a greeting to NARND, which
beyond five miles) and remove
Sen. Francis Case (R-S. D.) conduct forcisions. Iall
— governtheir equipment, through delegated meets Nov. 12-14 in Chicago, the released contents of a letter he
ment officials,concerned
press, radio
and
government departments, also is President observed that "in these had written President Truman on
serious times there is no scarcity the
extended to the Canal Zone.
out."subject. He told the President
Rep. Harold D. Donohue (D-;
A suggestion by NARTB that of President
worthwhileTruman
topics."continued:
the
"threatens
the vitality
against
compensation be paid owners of
inflictionwarned
upon our
own "unwitting
people of
of a order
free press
in America.
The Mass.)
"One of these is the problem of real key to safeguarding secrets any of the freedom-destroying
stations
and
other
devices
"for
use
and/or loss resulting from such maintaining our cherished tradi- is in vigilant screening of the in- policies we so openly oppose and
n of a free press and at the same
dividuals who will handle those
public." in the governing actions
closinghearings
or control"
was rejected time tioprotecting
the security of our secrets. News suppression is only criticize
after
this year.
of the totalitarian dictators."
My recent Executive one
The reservation "if he deems it country.
step
away
from
newspaper
He introduced
into the byCongresOrder on security information suppression. And I haven't the
necessary in the interest of na- within
sional Record an editorial
Roscoe
the executive branch of the slightest idea that you seek to im- Drummand
tional security or defense" is pres- government
in
the
Christian Science
is
an
illustration
of
itate Senor Peron (of Argentina)
ently
contained
in
Subsection
"d"
Monitor.curity is more
Mr. Drummond
"seNo responsible
ofmunications.
Sec. 606 touching on wire com- the problem.
served by said
keeping
dividual inthe news
field wants in-to on that score."
Case said he didn't question the country in the light than it is
These amendments to the 1934 hurt his country by giving away theSen.President's
or good
Communications Act, as amended military secrets to potential ene- faith, but observedmotives
keepingadoption
the enemy
the dark,"
that some pub- by
urging
of ain Committee
mies. Yet all of you rightfully
further in the intervening years,
lic
officials
think
they
have
Economic Development
report
to get as much in- right to withhold information.a divine for
are the outgrowth of a model plan feel it your formatiduty
calling for creation of a three-man
on tothe public as possible.
submitted to Congress by the Decivilian
unit
in
the
National
Se"I do not believe these viewfense Dept. last year.
the orderCoyne,
"a try"
(Continued on page Sk)
Napoints are necessarily in conflict. wasPleamadeto bygiveJ. Patrick
Military authorities discounted
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Baltimoreans don't wonder where to
get the news. They just turn their radio
dials to WITH! No other station in townhas anything like WITH's news coverage.
WITH gives the complete, accurate, up-tothe-minute news from AP wires every hour
on the hour, 24 hours a day.
In these days when news is so important
to everybody, this means thousands upon
thousands of loyal listeners for WITH.
These people are one reason why WITH
delivers more listeners-per-dollar than any
other radio or TV station in town . . . one
reason why WITH is the BIG BARGAIN
BUY! Let your Headley-Reed man give
you the whole WITH story.
BROADCASTING

The

results

station

WITH
in Baltimore,

Md.

TOM TIMSLEY, PRESIDENT • Represented by Headley-Reed
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observance
WEEK V0D Contest Tops
TV
ODI
RA
OBSERVANCE of the seventh anin the project,
at the participation
nual National Radio & Television makingtions itwere joining
a citywide event. A voiced pleasure students
in the comWeek got under way Sunday, con- large number of the station em- of high school
p
e
t
i
t
i
o
n
.
H
e
said:
tinuing through next Saturday
ployes signed to donate one pint
Once again it is my pleasure to
night. Topping the event is the per month.
Stations have staged salute
youth of America on the
fifth annual Voice of Democracy intensive on-the-air promotions to eve of the
the Voice of Democracy Conincrease public donations of blood.
Contest, one
of
the
nation's
outt
e
s
t
.
I
n
the
four preceding
standing promotions on behalf of
tions it has given
me deep competipersonal
Three-way sponsorship of the
the democratic way of life.
Voice of Democracy contest in- satisfaction to see and hear the thinkcluded
NARTB,
RTMA
and
the
ing
of
you
future
citizens.
Your
Asideance offrom
the contest,
observthe week
is a localized
yet
simpleof our
expressions
U. S. Junior Chamber of Com- eloquent
the
basic
concepts
way
of
lifeof
merce.
At
least
2
million
senior
matter with stations in each coma constant renewal of faith
munity devising their own activi- high school students were taking provide
in democratic principles. As national
ties. Outstanding example of state- part riesin official
the competition,
chairman of the Voice of
endorsement which
of thecar-U. honorary
wide participation in the event oc- S. Office of Education.
Democracy Committee, I extend to
curred yesterday in Texas when a
each
of
you
my best wishes and apspecial program was staged under
preciation for the part you are playPrizes for Winners
direction of Kenyon Brown, KWFT
ing in this admirable undertaking."
Winners in each of the 48 states,
Wichita Falls, NARTB District 13
Directing the voice contest is a
director.
Alaska, Puerto Rico, Hawaii and committee
headed by Robert K.
District
of
Columbia
will
receive
Among those taking part in the
Richards, NARTB public affairs
or television receivers. director.
Other
members are Max
Texas hookup were Harold E. Fel- radio-phono
four finalists, to be selected
lows, NARTB president; Carl Hav- The
Feb. 1 by a board of nationally E. Tyler and Robert D. Ladd, Jr.,
erlin, BMI president, and Mr. known
judges, each will receive Chamber; James D. Secrest,
Brown. The program originated
RTMA; Dr. Kerry Smith. Office of
during the luncheon session of the $500 college scholarships, all-ex- Education;
Oscar Elder, NARTB;
pense
trip to Washington,
radio-TV
BMI radio clinic held at the Sham- combinations
and other prizes.
W. D. McGill, Westinghouse Radio
rock Hotel, Houston. All but a
Stations
Inc.
and RTMA.
Model
talks
by
outstanding
few of the stations in Texas had
Americans are being broadcast this
Glen McDaniel, RTMA president,
agreed to take the broadcast.
week by stations all over the coun- commenting on Radio Week and the
Texas Promotion
try to be used as background ma- contest, said:
terial by contestants. After school
Liberty Network fed the broadManufacturer members of RTMA
cast on its coast-to-coast hookup and community eliminations, tran- are happy to cooperate again with the
scriptions wil be judged at the nation's broadcasters, represented by
4-4:15 p.m. (CST).
state
level.
State
and
territorial
NARTB, and the members of the U. S.
Another Texas promotion was
be screened and the nathat of KPRC and KPRC-TV discs will
in spon-of
soring the fifthof Commerce
annual Voice
tional judges will select the four Junior Chamber
Houston. Staffs of the stations are final winners
a dozen blind students.
Democracy contest for high school
using National Radio & Television transcriptions.from
Broadcast stations
Week to demonstrate appreciation
This contest has, by virtue of its
discs for student competitors. broad
for the American system of broad- cutFinalists
and its high purpose,
will
receive their become appeal
casting by donating a pint of blood
theRadiooutstanding
of Na-I
for use at the Korean battlefront. awards at a luncheon to be held
tional
& TelevisioneventWeek.
feel that it offers an excellent opStaff participation was 100%, Feb. 22 in Washington.
portunity for all high school students
aside from a few under medical
Associate Justice Tom C. Clark,
(Continued on page 3U)
treatment. Other Houston sta- honorary chairman of the contest^

Mister PLUS, the smithy, stands
Beneath the chestnut tree,
Holding in his sturdy hands
A vast community:
"MBS has STRONGEST GRIP
On Home-Town U.S.A.
Eleven-million listenership

upcoming
NARTB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Dates
Oct. Dist. Hotel City
29-30 13 Shamrock Houston
* * *
Nov.
1-2 57 Seelbach
Soreno St.
Petersburi
8-9
12-13 31 William
Penn Louisville
Pittsburgh
15-16
Somerset
Boston
Oct.vision
28-Nov. 3: National Radio & Tele,
Oct.Papers
29-31Week.
Meeting
on: IRE-RTMA
noise in TVAnnual
receivers,
supt
pression
ofTV.
localKing
oscillator
radiatioi
and
color
Edward
Hotel
Toronto.
Oct.Hotel,
30: Oklahoma
BMI Program
City.Clinic, Skirvir
Oct.nual30-31:Conference,
AAAA Eastern
CouncilHotel
An
Roosevelt
New York.
Oct.view31:Hotel,
BMI Wichita,
Program Kan.
Clinic, Broad
Nov.Panel1: Meeting,
RTMA Wardman
TransmitterParkDivision
Hotel
Washington.
Nov.Hotel,2: Salt
BMI LakeProgram
Clinic,
Utah
City.
Nov. 2-3: Florida Assn. of Broadcast
ers, Petersburg.
mid-year meeting, Soreno Hotel;
St.
Nov.casters,
2-3: Fort
Michigan
Broad
ShelbyAssn,
Hotel,of Detroit
Nov.Northern,
5: BMIBillings,
ProgramMont.Clinic, Hotel
Nov.BMI Program
Ward7: Hotel,
Aberdeen, Clinic,
S. D. Alonzo
Nov.tion9: for
Hearing
for
objections
to peti
reorganization
of LeBlanc
Corp.
(Hadacol),
U.
S.
Court
em New York District),(South
Foley
Square, New York City.
Nov.
Program Minn.
Clinic, Radisson
Hotel,9: BMI
Minneapolis,
Nov.
12-13: First
District Meeting,
Federation
of America,
Boston. Adv
Nov.News12-14:
National
Assn. ofSherman
Radio
Directors
Convention,
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 13:nualAAAA
Council
AnMeeting, Michigan
Statler Hotel,
Detroit
Nov.
14-15:Seventh
American Annual
Public Relations
Assn.,
Meeting,
Philadelphia.
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relations
Assn.,
AnnualHotel,Convention,
wood Beach
Hollywood, Holly'
Fla.
Nov. 28-Dec.
1 : Fifth Affiliates
Annual NBC
Radio
and
Television
Conven
Hotel.
tion, Boca Raton (Fla.) Club and
1952
Dec. 7-9:tion, Television
Park Sheraton Authority
Hotel, NewConvenYork
Jan. 19-20: National Advertising Agencying,Network,
Regional MeetNicollet Western
Hotel, Minneapolis.
Jan. 24-25: Advertising Assn. of the
West, land,Midwinter
Conference, OakCalif.
Jan,
25-26: St.Assn.
Managers,
Louis.of Railroad Adv.
Jan. 26-27: National Advertising Agencying,Network,
Eastern
Regional
MeetNewInternational
Weston
Hotel,Radio
NewandYork.
Feb.tronics
9-29:
Elecr
Exhibition,
Bombay,
India.
(Further information
obtainable
from
Consulate
General
of
India,
3
E.
64tli
St., New York 21, N. Y.)
Feb.
10-15:
NARTB
Radio
and
TV
Boards, San Antonio, Tex.
April
26-May
2.
1952:
NARTB
30th
Chicago.
Annual Convention, Stevens Hotel,
June48th 8-11:
Federation andof America
AnnualAdv.Convention
Exhibit,
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.

+
+
+
+
MYRON L. BROUN, vice president
+
Is platinum— not hay!"
+
of Demby Co., New York, and editor
+
of
firm's package show What's Playing
+
(WJZ-TV New York, 6:45 p.m., Mon.+
Wed.-Fri.),
is now editing color-film
+
short The Black Swan — a- Tern Films
+
the difference is MUTUAL!
release starring Maria Tallchief and
+
Andre Eglevsky in a portion of Tschai+
N.Y. + + + + ++ + kovsky's
"Swan Lake."
++ + ■+- + + + FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Highlighting Significant Facts
about Bituminous Coal
NORTHWEST POWER- DROUGHT CUTS ALUMINUM PRODUCTION.
It has just been demonstrated that a large part of the nation's vital production of
aluminum depends upon the weather. Aluminum has been the victim of a shortage of
hydroelectric power caused by a dry summer in the Pacific Northwest. As in the case of
TV A, this shows once again the inadequacies of water power alone. The TVA turned to
coal-fired steam plants to bolster its generating capacity, and this, too, may be the answer
for the Northwest. Essential industry is learning that there is no substitute for power
generated by a dependable fuel such as coal.
U.S. TO TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT IN NEXT TWENTY YEARS.
A leading electrical equipment manufacturer has predicted that by 1970 America will
be using a trillion kilowatt hours of electricity. This is more than three times America's
present power consumption. Even now the electric utilities are the nation's most rapidly
expanding large industry— and the chief source of this new power is bituminous coal.
The coal industry is confidently planning to continue to be the nation's prime source
of heat, light and power in the future as it is today.
FRANCE ASKING FOR 12 MILLION MORE TONS OF AMERICAN COAL.
French officials state that they will need 12 million more tons of U. S. coal as quickly as
ships can be found to carry it. American coal is already going to Europe at the tremendous rate of almost four million tons a month— filling in the gap between Europe's
expanding industrial program and her lagging coal production, much of it state-controlled. Here in America, however, the productivity of the coal industry is at an all-time
high. There is coal enough to meet all this country's needs and those of Europe as well.
COMING ATOMIC AGE TO INCREASE DEMANDS FOR COAL.
As far as anyone now living is concerned, coal, not atomic energy, will continue to be
the basis of material civilization. So says Sir Henry Tizzard, atomic expert and advisor
to the British Government. In fact the foreseeable future will find coal increasingly
important as atomic energy is developed. Because of the abundant reserves of coal, coal
promises to be the prime fuel for atomic plants. The new atomic plant going up near
Paducah, Kentucky, for example, is expected to consume 2% million tons of coal a year
—close to the total coal consumption of the state of Rhode Island.

:oac

Iotct;

BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
Your questions about coal or the coal industry are
welcomed; will receive our prompt reply.
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OAB
MEET
OHIO Assn. of Broadcasters voted
Thursday to oppose adoption of
the Benton legislation setting up a
federal program review board
for radio and TV. Action was taken
at the held
closein ofCleveland.
a two-day sales
clinic
Maurice B. Mitchell, vice president of Associated Program Service, which is properties,
one of Sen. told
Benton's
commercial
the
association he disapproves his employer's
legislation.
He
predicted
would pass but observed it wasit
probably responsible in part for
the TV code.
Presiding at the clinic was L.A
Pixley, WCOL Columbus, OAB
president. Robert Ferguson, WTRF
Bellaire, set up the clinic program.
In his current model of "The
Pitch," Mr.
urgedinferiorbroadcasters to getMitchell
over their
ity complex and bring their salesmanship up to the standards of
the medium. He predicted the
economy will be flooded with goods
by 1953.
Murray Grabhorn, managing director, National Assn. of Radio
and TV Station Representatives,
advised stations to use established
local personnel in area broadcasting and to promote them to timebuyers. He suggested the home city
of stations should be given more
display in trade paper advertising.
Ben Chatfield, of WMAZ Macon,
Ga., president of National Assn. of
Radio News Directors, discussed
news and how to sell it. Don't
cheat on newsroom salaries, he said,
and don't let sponsors censor newscasts.
Dave Baylor, WJMO Cleveland,

Votes to Oppose Benton Plan
offered a series of sales aids and
described the news-music format of
his station.
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, president
of Standard Audit & Measurement
Service, said many broadcasters
are afraid of measurements. He
urged stations
more attention to marketto devote
and distribution
data. Henaires to plans
to
mail
questionstations in March,
with
400
stations
already
signed
up for
a survey.
Henry Coleman, advertising
manager of Standard Oil Co. of
Ohio, a heavy radio user for many
years, stirred a lively response
when he asked why radio rates
aren't being cut in view of what
some of the surveys show. Broadcasters replied that the cost of
printed media is rising. They asked
ABC-TV in Musical
ABC will get the cherry
when
"TopshowBanana,"
Broadway
with a videoa
theme, opens Nov. 1. Musical
will pattern
open with
ABC-TV's
test
flashed
on a
giant screen prior to Comedian Philcameras
Silvers' will
first besong.
ABC-TV
onstage at the Shubert Theatre
throughout the big-budget
production, and first nighters
— watching scenes devoted to
backstage television — will see
the
even
on network's
dressing call
roomletters
scenery.
Songs for the extravaganza
include one titled, "You're
OK for TV."

why he expected radio to cut rates
when newspapers and magazines
don't
give a specific accounting of
readership.
Mr. Coleman gave a five-point
programlows: Closer
for program
broadcasters,
as folsupervision;
better business service, such as reports on content of station mail;
more promotion of sponsors' programs;
audience
research, moresince realistic
Hooper and
Nielsen
reports are not comparable, for
example; more complete market
data. He criticized stations offerspecial package without
deals to attract
new ing advertisers
giving
similar privileges to older clients.
The remarks were made during
a panel discussion that also included Elmer Wayne, sales manager of WJR Detroit; W. J. Sylvester, Gerst, Sylvester & Walsh,
Cleveland agency, and Norman
Glenn, Sponsor. Mr. Wayne explained radio's
advantages
over
other media,
including
flexibility;
split-second speed ; voice selling and
lower cost-per-impression. He reviewed the cooperative station promotion project in Detroit.
Mr. Sylvester said radio should
exploit the small retail dealers as
a source of advertising revenue.
Openingwas speaker
the Thursday
session
Robert atWagner,
public
relations director of Timken Roller
Bearing Co. He said broadcasters
should provide industry with programs pointing out the value of the
free
enterprise counsel
system.forGen.the Carleton Dargusch,
OAB,
talked
ters. off-the-record on tax mat-

Mister PLUS, Town Crier, says:
"We've got good news for you!
News listening here is up—oyez!
They love our newscast crew!"
MBS is FIRST FOR NEWSWith listeners and sponsors!
So if it's news you plan to use,
Here's where to put it on, sirs!
the difference is MUTUAL!
+ + + + + FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Censorship
(Continued from page 30)
curity Council to improve the flow
of security information.
Writing in the New York Herald
Tribune, James
E. Warner
indications the White
House sawmight
consider amendment of the order if
editorial groups offer constructive
suggestions.
He reminded
that the
American Society
of Newspaper
Editors has a special committee
working
on theof problem.
Directors
ASNE reaffirme<
their strong opposition to the Presi
dent's order at a special meetinj
held Oct. 20 in Washington. Thei
letter to President Truman said:
We recognize the problem with which
you aretion. Wedealing;
thethatdifficulty
solurecognize
there areof which
some
categories
of official
information
affect
military
security
and alltherefore
should
be
withheld
from
except
responsible Government officers.
A large
of the proposed
tive orderchanpart
concerned
withinformation
theexecumeicsisof safeguarding
within and
among
Government
departments.
That
is
not
within
our
province. Thaternmentis officials.
a responsibility
Our interestsof Govarise
at theso point
information
isonlyclassified
as to where
deny public
access,
stronglyformally
oppose andesignates
executive orderWe which
head
of a toGovernment
agency aseachan
authority
classifysecurity,
information
injurious
to
national
withoutsedefinitioncurity ofand without
what breaches
national
appeal
or
review.
We
feel that
netbe effect
of this
executive
orderthe
will
to formalize
the
suppression
of
much
news
to
which
the public is entitled.
N.Y. AP UNIT
Truman Order Flayed
NEW YORK State Associated
Press Broadcasters have gone on
record condemning President Tru
man's order that civilian agencies
withhold information for security
reasons, branding the order as
"contrary to the spirit of free dis
semination
Election ofof news."
officers was held
with Jim Healey of WOKO Albany
named to succeed Gunnar 0. Wiif
of WHEC Rochester as president
Thomas Brown of WGVA Genev£
was elected vice president an<
Norris Paxton, chief, AP bureau
Albany, re-elected secretary.
Radio-TV Week
(Continued from page 32)
to learn more of what democracj
meansI hope
in today's
society
And
that, in soturbulent
doing, they
wil
make us older folks more keenly
aware of our advantages and out
responsibilities.
Model talks
are being Those
heard wh«
nationwide on stations.
transcribed
talks
were
Messrs.
Mc-j
Daniel and Fellows; Dr. Earl j|
McGrath, U. S. Commissioner oh
Education; Rev. Frederic Brown
Harris, chaplain, U. S. Senate;
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.);
James W. Young, Ford Foundation.!
Contest judges are
Sen. J.N.W.Siegel,
Ful«
bright
president,(D-Ark.);
National Seymour
Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters;
WayneAngus
Coy, Dun,
FCC chairRev.
Dioceseman; TheofRt. Washington;
Mrs. Bishop,
Hiram
Cole Houghton,
president,
General
Federation of Women's Clubs; Gen. Hoyt
S. Vandenberg,
ChiefB. of-Chaplin,
Staff, presiU. S.
Air
Force;
Joseph
dent,
National Assn.
of Secondary
Schoolcontest;
Principals;
Geister,
winnerJ
1947
PhilipJanMurray,
president,
CIO.
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Here

is the new

300J

Note that all tubes are visible through the front window,
and all controls and meters are located on the front. The
sleek new 300J leaves nothing to be desired in convenience
of operation.

J. he Collins 300 J 250 watt AM transmitter presents you
with the latest and longest step in advanced design. The
smart styling of its full size, two-tone grey cabinet reflects
the up-to-the-minute engineering within.
Great simplification has been achieved in the circuits associated with the modulator and power amplifier stages,
through use of the recently developed high gain, long lived
4-125A tetrodes. Employment of these efficient tubes also
permits the use of low drain receiver-type tubes in the driver

. . . open for your

inspection

Back view with doors open and rear plate removed from output
network shield. Note easy accessibility of tubes, components, and
terminals. The power supply is easy to reach by removing the
lower plate containing the air filter.

stages. Only 16 tubes, of but 7 types, are employed in the
entire transmitter !
Your chief engineer will be delighted with this new transmitter. Ease of operation and servicing has been brought to
a new high, and Collins standards of excellence in components and workmanship insure reliability throughout a
long life.
The 300J is now available in limited quantities. Write or
wire your nearest Collins office today.

FOR BROADCAST QUALITY, IT'S
COLLINS
11 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18
ROADCASTING

RADIO

COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
1937 Irving Blvd.
2700 W. Olive Ave.
DALLAS 2
BURBANK

• Telecasting

Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
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Defense Pinches
(Continued from page Si)
available.
What griped manufacturers at
the threat of a ban on color research for the avowed purpose of
freeing engineers for military work
was the fact that the radio-TV
manufacturing industry is about
()0'( engaged in such work now
and is crying for more — especially
in view of less-than-boom TV set
sales.
What would we do with the few
engineers freed by such an action,
they asked.
Part of the discussion also centered on the implications that Mr.
Wilson's action banning color set
production indicated a new allocations policy by the Defense Mobilizer — the banning of end products.
Up to now, NPA has allocated a
quota of controlled materials to
each manufacturer, using a formula which is based on his "normal" years use. With
that supply,in
the manufacturer
is permitted,
general, to make anything he
wanted.
NPA officials pointed out that
NPA had put a limitation on the
number of automobiles that can
be manufactured with automatic
transmissions.
This limitation was under their
authority to approve new products,
they said. But they demurred that
Mr. Wilson's action on color sets
indicated a radical new policy on
end products.
During the Oct. 25 meeting, Mr.
Wilson told of planes being ready
for delivery with the exception of
one vitally needed electronics item,
a joint ODM-DPA release reported.
He also told the manufacturers,
the release added, that he had
asked the armed services to undertake a survey of their entire elec-

tronics needs and then to go to the
electronicsditional industry
for all the adhelp they needed.
The manufacturers asked that
the defense mobilization's freeze
on color TV manufacture be carefully watched so that when materials again became available
production of color TV sets could
bethis.resumed. Mr. Wilson agreed to
General
thatavailmaterials feeling
would becomewasmore
able late in 1952 or early in 1953.
Acceptance of the ban on production of color sets does not forbid the making of a few models
for experimental and developmental work, it was understood.
Nor does it extend to color
theatre-TV or industrial-TV developments.
CBS officials officially remained
silent after the Wilson-manufacturers Washington meeting. Howe
v
e
r
Mr. edict,
Stanton's
statement, in addition
followingto the
Adrian Murphy, president of the CBS
Laboratories Division, spoke to the
Television Council and National
Electronics Conference in Chicago
(see separate story on page 70).
Best informed guess is that CBS
felt that unless it got extra materials it needed to meet its 250,000-set
would than
not
be ablegoal
to for
turn1952,
out itmore
50,000 such sets.
And that number would hardly
make a dent in the present 14,000,000 black-and-white market.
That being so, CBS accepted Mr.
Wilson's request with alacrity.
High hopes are held for results
of continued research, particularly
a tri-color tube. CBS President
Stanton in his statement two weeks
ago emphasized that future for the
field sequential color system.
At the time CBS discontinued
colorcasts — without sets it was im-

practical tobroadcast polychrome
programs
a total ofa
12week.
V4 hours— ofit had
colorreached
programming
Time values for these periods,
when sold at black-and-white rates,
would extend into several millions
of dollars, it was estimated.
Network officials were considering plans for realigning their
projected alternate Sunday afternoon color extravaganza — Broadway's Best, a series of hour-long
productions by the Metropolitan
Opera Co. and top-flight Broadway
producers — for presentation in
black-and-white,
other time slot. possibly in anAlthough it had not been decided
whether this proposed color series
could be converted to black-andwhite, it was expected that several
of the color program would be.
Network officials announced the
Whistling Wizard, a Baird Puppets' fantasy, which had just
started in color show
as a five
quarter-hour
late-afternoon
times a
week, would be seen in monochrome
asEST).
a weekly half-hour feature starting Nov. 3 (Sat., 11-11:30 p.m.
Black-and-white football telecasts also are being substituted for
football colorcasts.
Assignments of Officials
Similarly, concerned
most of the
heretofore
withofficials
color
TV were expected to be absorbed
in black-and-white operations. Dr.
Peter C. Goldmark, who developed
the CBS color system, was deemed
certain to continue as vice president of the CBS Laboratories DiviHenry White, istheexpected
network'sto
color sion.
coordinator,
enter the business end of the TV
network division. William Hylan,
assistant sales manager in charge
of color sales, and Fred
Rickey,
+
executive producer for ■+++
color, + also

++++ + •

Mister MacPLUS, in kilts of plaid,
Can pipe one ballad clear:
"Let ithers take the high road, lad,
Ye'll profit r-r-richer here!"

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

NLRB PETITION
RWG Approves Withdrawn
MEMBERS of the Radio Writer
Guild last week approved a decision
to withdraw the unit's NLRB pe
tition,
but assertedto hold
they had "j
moral
meetingobligation"
for petition signersa special
to tell
them their action was a
suit
of the
Authors'
America
directive
[B*T,League
Oct. 22]of
A referendum was sent out
petition signers Wednesday aski
for their endorsement or non-en
dorsement of guild action.
ALA, parent body of RWG, w
waiting meanwhile for actual wit
drawal of the petition to reope:
contract negotiations with the net
works, interrupted by the petition
were thought to be slated for dutie:
in their respective fields in black
and-white.
Last week also saw publicatio
of the special color television Octo
ber issue of the proceedings of thi
Institute of Radio Engineers.
Comprising 220 pages of thi
issue, technical articles range fro:
aconsgeneral
of the pros(CBS)
an
of thedetailing
field sequential
system
system and
(RCA theand"color-subearrier
NTSC) to sue
subjects as colorimetry, tri-colo;
tubes,
tion, etc.phosphors, spectrum utiliza
NTSC also put out the first o:
ational
seriesTelevision
of monographs,
NaSystem. The
Commit
tee Color Television Standards, b;
Panel 12 (Color System Analysis)
It is a brief explanation of wha
NTSC
is working
on — a compatible:
all-electronic
system.
RCA demonstrated for newsmen five types
of tri-color tubes at
the
York RCA
last Exhibition
Tuesday. Hall in New
During the demonstration, Dr.
E. W. Engstrom, vice president
of RCA Laboratories Division,
said that after the recommended
NTSC change is made in its system and is field tested, the Laboratories Division will tell the company that the tosystem
for application
the FCC.is read!

Those attending
ODM-DPA General
meetThursdayandthewere:
Daviding lastSarnoff
FrankBrig.
M. Folsom
RCA;
Frank
Stanton,
CBS;
Dr.
Allej
B. DuMont,
DuMontPictures;
Labs.; Williaii
BarneJ
Balaban,
Paramount
Balderston,
Philco;
Benjamin
Abrams,
Emerson;
Paul
V. Galvin,
Motorola:M.
Dr. W. R. Richard
G. Baker
and Herbert
Estes,
A. Graver,
Admiral;
RichardGE;Hodgson,
Chromatic
Television
Labs, (half-owned
by Paramount
Pic-*JJ
For canny THRIFT, it's MBS!
tures);
Arthur
Matthews
and
Burnside,
Color Television
Inc.; C.Louis
Clement,
Crosley;
Fred
Gluck,
Fada;Af
Here, by the MacPLUS Plan,
W.
A.
MacDonald,
Hazeltine;
John
Rankin,JoeMagnavox;
L. Viergeveii
A client can get more for less;
Meek;
Friedman, W.Trav-Ler;
Gumz, Webster-Chicago;
Robert
S.H. AllAi
exander,
Wells-Gardner;
F. M.andSloan}
Canny? You bet he can!
Westinghouse;
R.
F.
Sherwood
nest Kohler,
Hallicrafters;
Louis Er-At
Movins,
Paramount
Film Distributing
Corp.;
Paul
Porter,
attorney
for
Paraattorney mountforPictures;
DuMontWilliam
Labs. A. Roberts!
Attending
RTMA's
TV
Committee
meeting were the following: Dr. W. R.
-the difference is MUTUAL!
G. Baker, GE, Philco;
chairman;A. William
Bal+
MacDonald]
Hazeltine;derston,
L. M. W.Clement,
Crosley;
+
+
W.
L.
Webb,
Bendix;
Robert
S.
AlexKmmJ
ander, Wells-Gardner;
J. B. andElliott*
+
RCA nestVictor;
R. J. Sherwood
Er+
Kohler,
Hallicrafters:
H. C. Boni
N.Y.
+
+
+
+
++
+
fig, Zenith; Dr. Allen B. DuMont,
Du+ + + + + •+• + FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
BRO A mont Labs.; Paul V. Galvin, Motorola.
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% AG
ANCHOR
>»
-STONE S£>
Dr.L.D.LeGear
Medicine

THE SAME FORMULA FOR TEN YEARS - the formula which spells SERVICE TO
AGRICULTURE - that is the secret of KVOO's great Farm Department which this
month celebrates 10 years of outstanding service to agriculture in the Southwest.
The ownership and management of this station are proud of the accomplishments
of the KVOO Farm -Siolt but, more than this, here is what, others hove to say:
,'Mucfc:::ot'xth*;::p^6a^SS:;.:rnoce in agriculture- and. bs-Uec harm: if-.<:-?0 ihraggfau' the
s-oteju « «fti;: of tftc-ifine work the KVOO fojrm .^Kpac!rri>nt )\; c.::ina , ... w»/:c:rEdit
rrjeft -of; ci>{. pcirj/i--', «5 the cooperation we;::fvd>;^ ha-::. — OKiAHCMA: A: 4 :^gGi!jLLEGE EKTEKStOhf. 1:
.III:"
:. • "fc. T55G ©y£>h<5c>a- ^f-y.ers used 19 -ir-«s »s WV^&tSfe* r os in;;:$;?fi^
iJgn:;:<nr- +no{ KVC>G's Farm Depar'rrw: has :;<>*» w • the pa«^ : cfc-cpifi^^:;:
^•NATIONAL FERTILIZER ASSOCIATION. .; ■ ■ ; ::-^lif :|||!|:':::^^:^ ^ :
"To ywi fatciV; ctopo;rf rfie n t goes a great |o£>f of -credit f<5( -he h;g:-, p!o r;*g^ii^i
work iba; o«o>r.v=."-OKLAHCMA 4-H CLtt&S| | ;
" Yo u ifSisSi!^ inirr.easjraoJy X: Ac fart ; that the •:■:,< i i: a!- ed dollar
value of Ofe)ohcfr>a Icifvd is now for obove :kt naiiaool average. Not sa'imaci.y years: :
ago this vos no* <fw|ose. -GOVERNOR; STATE Of; OKLAHOMA. t^§M^MM^M
"Your.ifaf^on.has givc-D outstanding reiirjj.-ts 0;:d 'Ho! is wh • we hav* stcve-d; frft Jt
year m' an^ year' cyjit'',, . . while soles 'hrougiWu* Qkicr.boriia are 2-.n*raiS.y f'n«. Our.
inten«fi«|:
-safes moftffSvery
LE GSA* MEDICINE
CO. closely witrt /your ■■ primary courage Tiap."— DR. L> E.: :
"If S^tt 5ch"t-:-K-i?.f c.-A KVOO hadn't done o good (0%:y>^,certainly.;:wdbiri {jot-; have
gijiS^ammeFi^ed: >'ak Tvae. tacf^prcrgrom i Rurcfl Roiife- 1 l:70j' as Oi>r. ok: -or radio &-Jorf iu.
impcK-fa-nt groirtfaett:; a:fSO. J — RALSTON PURtN A COMPANYVgg;:^
For the opportunity of serving ow great Southwest we are gratefji; to our many
good d^rtts, some of whom have been with us 10 years without interruption, we
say '''thank you," and to- afi we promise ccr.tln-uing devotion fo our ideal, to
perform consistently in the service of agriculture to the end that our nation may
be stronger, happier and wealthier in the basics of our nation — a virile agriculture!
Write for the KVOO farm story, just out, entitled "Actions Speak Louder Than
Words." It's yours for the asking. Address KVOO Farm Department.

SAM SCHNEIDER
KVOO Farm
Department Director

LUMBER

CO.

FERTILIZER.

flLLISTRACTORCHALMERS
DIVISION

TULSA. OKLAHOMA
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TABLE III
GROSS RADIO NETWORK TIME SALES FOR AUGUST AND JAN.-AUG. 1951 BY PRODUCT GROUPS
COMPARED TO SAME PERIOD, 1950
PRODUCT GROUP
PRODUCT GROUP
Agriculture
Industrial Materials
Farming &
$36,496
$416,715
$685,266
$74,670
Apparel,
Jewelry,
& Acces.Footwear 10,534
502,031
Goods Optical
& Cameras
816,906
76,571
763,394
Automotive, AutoOffice
Equip.,
Station
ery
&
Writing
Sup. 71,964
.
389,292
&
Equip.
297,040
256,302
2,814,592
Political
3,591,555
Aviation
(Etc.)& Liquor 413,200 2,505,869 115,209
&Sets,Media
Beer, Wine
Radios,
Musical314,374
1,729,549 Publishing
17,769 221,941
Bldg.
Materials,
Inst. Stores
&TV Acces.
944,158 104,873
128,040
Equip.
&
Fixtures
Retail
&
Direct
893,783
Confectionery
&
By Mail
947 1,849,849
535,066 4,295,945 318,982 4,629,071 Smoking
Soft DrinksServices
Materials
Consumer
1,562,090
1,911,812
80,365
Soaps,
Cleansers
,331,076
Drugs & Remedies(Etc.) ,410,785 15,446,702 1,896,578
&& Polishes
,204,336
Entertainment
Toys Goods
1,433,312
FoodProducts
& Food
16,673,928* Sporting
&
2,789,793
29,614
3,052,005 29,636,959 Toiletries
Toilet Goods
Gasoline,
648,972 17,946,770 1,725,538
112
& Other Lubricants
Fuels
475,045
Transportation,
Hotels
&
Resorts
Horticulture
86,394
357,538
Household
Equipment
Miscellaneous
66,228
& Supplies
Household
Furnishings 221,782
65,735 1,868,801
639,374 302,252
39,320
TOTAL
$11,804,161 $119,044,020 $12,361,996
Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
* Identical figures for Drugs and Toiletries look peculiar.

964,018
24,408
594,423
613,803
15,517,816
13,557,928
29,614
16,673,928*
$121,020,424

P&G Time Cross
(Continued from page 25)
cumulative January- through -August list shows the first -seven Auproductasclasses
the
same gustorder
for theranking
month.in The
eight-month tabulation, however,
ranks advertising of miscellaneous
products in eighth place, automotive advertising
vertising tenth. ninth and beer adTop titen
types of1950network
adversing in August
were: Foods,
drugs, toiletries, smoking materials, laundry soaps and cleansers,
gasoline
con-1
fections and oil,
softmiscellaneous,
drinks, household
equipment and automotive.

and that he was not qualified to be
a licensee.
Court,
the FCC
sion of affirming
August 1949,
not decionly
agreed
that
the
record
"fully
justiLICENSE DENIAL
fies and solidly supports the findings" but continued:
FCC Upheld in Court
"It [the
RIGHT
of
the
FCC
to
deny
licenmationrecord]
showing notcontained
only thatinforRev.
ses to Rev. J. Harold Smith and Smith had
been
intemperate
in his
wife for radio stations in Knox- writings, sermons and broadcasts,
ville, Tenn., was upheld last week but that he was an expert in vituby the U. S. Court of Appeals in
the District of Columbia.
peration and vilification."
Court held that the Commission
was within its rights when it denied a license to WIBK and turned
down same company's application AYER ELECTS
for
1949].an FM station [B*T, Aug. 15,
Shelly and Batten
FCC granted a CP for WIBK in CHANGES in top executives of N.
& lastSons,
anweekPhiladelphia,
by the agency,
1946. Subsequently the same com- W. Ayer nounced
pany applied for an FM station. with Warner S. Shelly, elected
When the company applied for a
He succeeded H. A. Batlicense in 1947, after constructing president.
ten, who was named chairman of
its AM station, the Commission set board and chief executive officer.
both the license application and the
Mr. Shelly has been with the
FM application for hearing on the company since 1932 and is the
grounds that Rev. Smith had mis- fourth president to serve during
83 years.
Mr. Batten
represented his assets, his stock- the agency's
his 40th
anniversary
with
holdings inthe broadcast company, marked
Ayer last Tuesday.

Planned by BAB, ARBI,
KOMO, Bon Marche
COPY STUDY
WILLIAM B. RYAN, president of Broadcast Advertising Bureau, last
week reported he had made arrangements with Advertising Research
Bureau Inc. (ARBI) for a special study of the effectiveness of radio copy.
To be conducted in Seattle, the study will have BAB, ARBI, KOMO
Seattle and Bon Marche Dept. ^
.
Store as participants. The effec- parable — the new one being a
tivenes of various radio copy ap- laboratory study of one phase of
proaches, appeals to specific types broadcasting, while the analyses
of audience, uses of certain ap- show
of two competiproaches at various times of the
tivecomparisons
media.
broadcast day, etc., will be tested.
Mr.
Ryan
also
that
Mr. Ryan also announced ap- BAB is preparingannounced
a "definitive
pointment of Kevin B. Sweeney, analysis of the merchandising
pracDon Lee Television sales manager,
Hollywood, to director of national based ticones of America's
a survey ofradio
1,000stations,"
stations
promotion for BAB (see early which elicited
a
response
of 322
story page 60).
members.
BAB
said
this
analysis
For the special study, KOMO is will provide "what is probably radonating time and radio facilities
dio'shensive
first intensive
compre-do
and BAB is financing the project.
survey of whatandstations
The Bon Marche, BAB reported, for advertisers
to merchandise
has "enthusiastically indicated its radio-advertised products, on what
desire to assist," and is lending basis this merchandising is offered
merchandising
nel and facilities.assistance, person- and the specific nature of such merchandising cooperation."
"Radioessential
copy," Mr.
Ryanefficacy
said, "soof
vitally
to the
radio advertising, has never really
been researched on this basis. We
AM Off, TV Increases Richard W. Bannier
have no illusions about achieving
For Nine Months
any all-inclusive, definitive results. NETWORK GROSS
RICHARD W. BANNIER, 63, liBut radio has always needed some
and supervisor of music
indication of what its advertising GROSS billings of both CBS Radio and Mutual during the first nine rights forbrarianABC,
Wednesday
copy could or could not do. This months of this year ran ahead of their totals for the comparable period while attending adiedconference
BAB-ARBI survey will give the of 1950, while the four-network figures for January-September 1951 NBC offices. Mr. Bannier, a nativein
radio industry and its advertisers showed a decline compared to the same period last year.
New Yorker, was a violinist and
at least important leads in this
The four television networks *
—
had been a member of concert
facet of broadcasting and indicate meanwhile
Publishers
Information
Bureau
for
during
the
Januarypatterns for further study in other September period this year en- release today (Monday), showing orchestras and ensembles. He
markets and for a variety of radioNew York music pubjoyed gross time sales more than
charges for each net- worked for
lishers and NBC before joining
advertised products and services." quadrupling the total of three net- gross worktime
in September 1951 as com- ABC eight
It will be the second BAB-ARBI
years ago. He is
works (DuMont figures for 1950 not
pared to September 1950, as well
by his widow, a son, and
tie-up. Some time ago BAB ar- available) during the same three as cumulative nine month The asurvived
brother.
ranged for publication of analyses quarters of 1950.
parisons for each, plus totals.
of 50 ARBI point-of-sale surveys
compiled by PIB tables are as follows:
of the comparative effectiveness of *ABCThese figures wereNETWORK
RADIO
radio vs. newspaper advertising.
com- NETWORK TELEVISION
These analyses will be issued
shortly under the title "Count Your MBS
$26,417,432 ABC-TV
$2,165,971
$2,418,419 $24,029,153
$1,622,482 $461,822
892,461 $12,797,096
CBS
Customers."
4,657,379
12,861,185 51,068,664
4,178,533
1,324,061 5,849,786
1,246,463 52,763,464
11,887,529 CBS-TV
232,287
Joseph B. Ward, ARBI president, NBC
738,578
28,417,071 $2,864,724
41,250,864
4,416,328
t
t I
3.713.235
46,348,095
5,380,538
stressed that the special copy TOTAL:
NBC-TV
Total:
5,207,574
$11,860,646 $13,930,996 $130,904,666 $135,721,720
2,148,399 38,957,878
$11,920,131 $3,502,682
survey and the analyses of radio11,833,154
(t) Figures for 1950 not available
$85,379,619 $20,930,165
vs.-newspaper studies are not cornBROADCAST
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GREAT OAY/Af

THEMORNMG/

10:45

a.m.

AGAINST
THE

STORM
sponsored by:
PHILIP MORRIS

11:15

a.m.

WHEN
GIRL
\
\

A

MARRIES
sponsored by:
GENERAL FOODS

1

ABC
RADIO is so excited about
its new weekday morning structure that we'd
like to shout the news across every fence in
the nation. Why? Because every one of these
popular daytime dramas like the rest of
ABC's morning line-up — has been sold. . .and
is doing Wrd selling for a top advertiser! Big
things are; happening at ABC these days . . .
and this great story of morning radio is only
one of them !

\

IHERES
TO

SEE
OF
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SUNDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS NBC
Carter
Prods.
Rangers
Pearson
Pharm. 1 Challenge
Joel McCrea
of Texas
Irma 1 theQuaker
6:00 Pli Drew Pearson My Friend
S
(191) 1 Yukon
(173) Bros.
ft
Seeman
1
6:15 Mon. Headlines
(268) 51ft C-P-P Dental & Nick Carter Reynolds Metal
Stage
6:30
The Big Show
OurShaveMissCreams
Brook
(1ST)
*OT
(191)
Murine
(6:55-7)
Cedric
Foster
Amer.
Tob.
Co.
45
6:
17:00
Jack Benny Under SArrest The BigOT Show
(197) R
7:15
Ted MackHour
Rexall
Family
S p s Amos tw'■' Andy Peter Salem
7:30
|7:45
RCA
Coca-Cola
Mario
8:00
Show Lanza
(200) M«3l Harris(168)& Faye
8:15
U. S. SteelGuild
American Chicle Philip
Morris
Hour onTheatre
the Music Horace(186)Heidt Enchanted
8:30 Stop (171)
the Air (166)
Lorillard
Stop
the
Music
8:45
(198) «■Electric Cos.
Warner-Hudnut
Corliss(177)Archer Opera Concert
Waller
(281)Winchell
Jergens
1 9:00 |Andrew
Louella Parsons
(283)Art Meta Carnation Co. This
Is Philip(147)Cantor
Morris
| 9:15 Ronson
Hour Europe Eddie
Hollywood
on StageStars Contented
(184)
30
9:
|9:45
Silent MenJr.
Burton Dixie Music For You Okla. City D.TheFairbanks
Corp., Paul
Symphony
S
Harvey
(119)
110:00 GloriaShowParker
S
NBC
Co-op
George Choraliers
110:15
Longines-(155)
Jubilee
Show
Sokolsky
L/P 11/11
Dr. SGino
110:30
NewsNBCfrom
NewsS
News
110:45
Thoughts
0
:0
Clifton
Utley
11
111:15 PM In Passing Elmer Roper
Music

9:00 AM
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30

ABC
Milton cross
OperaAlbum
UioceProphecy,
of Prophec
(105) Inc.
Message
IsraelS of
NegroChoirsCollege
S
Fine Arts
Quartet
S
TheIn Christian
Action
S

NewsS
[11:45N
!12:00
12:15 PM BrunchCo-opS Time
Piano
12:30
Playhouse
12:45
SketchS Book
1:00
1:15

TUESDAY
NBC
CBSMONDAY MBS NBC
ABC Metro.LifeCBS
Kid MBS
Strips
Not6-7ABCin p.m.
Service Metro.
Ins.
Life
Ins.
News
News
KMStrips
Allan
Jackson
Mon-Fri
Not in Service Allan (25)Jackson Repeat of Bob Warren
S
Bob Warren
S
No Network
and
Service
theYouWorld
You
and
the
World
Service
S
S
(6:15-6:45)
(6:15-6:45)
■
NoP&GNetwoik
Ivory
CTip
NoP&GNetwork
Ivory Co-op
3-Star
ExtraCo.
Co-op Lowell Thomas
Sun
Oil
Sun
Oil
Co.
3-Star Extra
Lowell Thomas
(105)
(33)
(34)
Oxyd. Lava FultonCo-o,Lewis Jr. Pure
News OilTimeCo.
Headline P&GDreft—Oxyd.BeulahLava Fulton Lewis Jr. PureNews OilTimeCo. Headline P&GDreft-Beulah
(29)
Edition
(320)
P&G
Tide
Edition
(320)
P&G Tide
Network
Network Elmer Davis Jack (124)
Smith RShow Dinner Date NoMilesService
Elmer Davis Jack Smith Show DinnerCo-opDate NoService
Labs.
Campbell Soup
General
Mills mCampbell
Amer. School
of World
Lone Ranger
(151)
(164) 15RSoup Beltone
Mr. Mercury
alL wks.& Milesof LabsWorld General
Mills Club IS Gabriel Header News (158)
Club
Gabriel Header NewsMiles(158)
Miles
Family
Am.Ed. (164)
R Am.Oil-Hamm.
R Mutual Newsreel 1 Man's Labs
1 Man's Labs
Family
R.Oil-Hamm.
Murrow
(7:45-7:55)
Ed. R.(105)Murrow Mutual
(See(145)footnote)
Hartley
Newsreel (33)
(7:45-7:55)
duPont
Count
of
Chance
of
a
Monte
Cristo
i ne Dig nana Elec. Auto-Lite Hashknife Railroad
America
Cavalcade
People Are Funny S
(155)(171)HHourR
(155) H(155)Rof
Lifetime
S
Suspense
S
(148) alt. wks
AAofRR's
(184) R
■
C-P-P Shampoo & Official Lewis-Howe Co.
Firestone
Newstand
LeverLipton
Turns
Hollywood
Detective
Theatre
(164)
(8:30-8:55)
Godlrey(164)
TalentR Crime
Fighters Voice ol Firestone Theatre
Henry Taylor Scouts
S Mr.Shave& Mrs.CreamNorth S
WorldFlashesWide
Win Wrigley
TimeS For Lever— Lux Murder By Bell Telephone Town Meeting Life of Luigi s—John Steele Liggett
Hope& Myers
(169)
Defense
Theatre
(180)H^ Adventurer BobChesterfield
Lux Radio(176) Experts
Telephone Hour
Co-opS
S
(168) R
Sterling
:ibber
Pet McGee
Milk(122) &
Molly
Cities
Service
Band
of
America
TBA
Traveler
Mysterious
Home
Front
War FrontChr. S.S. Publ.
Co.
Monitor
(97) N Chr.
Views
the
News
RJB'eyno|js
of L. Lever Bros.
Newsoi
News of Meet Millie FrankA. F.Edwards
Bob Hawk
Show (171)
Lanza Tomorrow
Tomorrow
Show
(174) Frank(131)Edwards Mario
S
DreamS
(26)
Big(133)Town
1Mystery
Love A Coc3"c„a DreamHarbor
1Mystery
Love A
Harbor
S
Co-op Philip Morris
LatinOrchestra
Quarter RexPhillips
For The Man
or Not?
Allen Petro
Show BandsBonds
Playhouse(152)on
Waxworks Orchestra Broadway
S
S
(171)
Co-op
Robert(70) Q.
United—
Robert Q's Baukhage
Waxworks
Band
Talking
Band
Baukhage
Talking News from NBC
News
News
News from NBC
Called "X"
S
S
News of
NewsWorldof Sports Report Dance
Dance
U.N.
Sports SReport Orchestra
the
U.N.
the WorldBeatty
S
Highlights Morgan Beatty
Orchestra Highlights Morgan
uo-op
Co-op
Co-op
Co-op
(142)'
Today
MONDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS NBC
CBS
MBS NBC
ABC
CBS NetworkMBS
NBC
Opens Washington
News
Network No School
Elder Michaux World News Breakfast Club News Robt. Hurleigh NoService
Coffee in
Keyboard
10
a.m.
Concerts Happiness
Hour Lockwood Doty Swift
Barnyard
Co-op
(261) &R Co.S Barnyard Tell9:15-25
Follies
News
Your News
Nghbr.
S
TheseWe Hold
Truths Breakfast Club Follies
Harmony
9:25-30
S
S
S
Brown Shoe
(316)
R
Ref.
E.Biggs
Power Christian
We
Remember
Rangers
Spl.) Philco Corp
Ed
McConnell
BackChurchto God (9:30-10
Co-op
Hudson
Coal
Garden Gate
Club
D&HSpl. Miners
(14) Breakfast
Sterling Drug
Smilin'
Mind
Your
Lee Kelton Miscellaneous
Travelers
Welcome 8^
Manners
ChurchS of Air RadioClassBible RadioNationalPulpit My True(290)Story Murdock,
Program (124)
Toni-ReidArthurR CecilCo-opBrown P&G, (142)
Orchestra
(153)
S
Godfrey
(176)
(314)
S
(55)
(216) R
Galen Drake
Godfrey Faith OurS Time
(See footnote) ArthurPillsbury
Make Way
(332)ol ArtDr.ofPeale
Pet Milk
Mills (178) R Take a Number RedSwiftFoley& Co.Show Ralston
Voice
Prophecy
Living General
Betty
Crocker
Lee Taylor
Godfrey
(188)
R
Youth Leslie Nichols flary (151)
Space Patrol
10:30-10:55 Campbell
NewsS
(43)
Spl.
Army
National
Biscuit
Philip(202)Morris
louble
or
Nothing
R
Arthur
Godfrey
"
Helen
Hall
Highlights Against
the Storn
Sterling Drug 10:30-11 (132) Junior Cream
Let's Pretend
Georgia S. Theatre
of Wheat Crackers
B Ladies Fair StrikeC-P-PIt Rich Junction
Tiniair
Myers
SaltTabernacle
Lake City Hillman Starch Time Lone(148)Journey Liggett
Arthur(191)&Godlrey
Maugham
11-11:25
(155)
S
(167)
(53)
Spl.
General
Foods
(197)
R
Dixie 4
Hollywood
|
WhenMarriesa Girl
Serenade
A Day
S Is Bristol-Myers
Love Story
Cannon
Mills
Quartet
Contnl.
Baking
U.N.
Eddie
Fisher
Invitation
lo
Northwestern
U.
Lorillard-Kraft
Learning
Give(149)& Take Field Band
the Bank Grand(140)Slam
C-P-PRow
Review
Show
My SBeat Break(MWF)
S
S
(48) Snow Queen for King's
(40)
S
Armour
Ivory
Philip(TuTh)
MorrisBank P&GRosemary
Carnival
Break
the
Dial
Dave
Garroway
(166)
of Books
Party
Armstrongof Today
Cork
^ (228)General Foods CurtMilesMassey
Barnaul!
America ThePrudential
Network 101 Ranch Boys rheatre
News
Jack
ManFarmon Washington
Warren TimeLabs NoService
Platform College Choirs UnitedS
Show Berch Wendy
(158)
the
(185)
People's
Lever
Bros.
Aunt
Jenny
Pickens
Quaker
Lanny
Ross
5thBandArmy Public SAffairs
VictorSerutan
Lindlahr
S
Co-op
S
Carnation,
Stars
Eternal Not in Service Helen
WhitehallTrent Miscellaneous No Network
American
Over
Hollywood
Howard K. Hazel Markel The Light
Farmer
Co-op
Program
Service
(173)
MarineU.S.Band
S
Smith
S
(150)
Whitehall
Co-op
Richfield
Oil
Bob
Poole
Dawn
Bible
Our
Gal
Sunday
C. Collingwood
& Ernest
(36) Frank
Tonl
(168)
P&G& Span,
Ivory,BigSpic Show
Allis-Chalmers
Hometowners
Vandeventer & Yesterday, Today
Grand.Cen.Sta. BandsBondsFor latl.
HourFarm(168)& H.
Foster
String Serenade The SNews & Tomorrow PaulCo-opHarvey Sister (149) Cedric
S
(172)
1:15-1:25
H.
Harding
P&G
Oxydol
Party
RpL
Navy^Hour
Pickens
BookVarious
Associates
Perkins 1:25-1:30 News
Ted Malone Ma (158)

ABC
Life 1s
Allan Jack:
Not in Service Metro.
theYouWorl
Sand
"Co-op
No WEI
Netwo B'
(»»Tho„, --fp:
P&G-lvc
«
P&GLowell
Oxyd.
■/»)
Headline Drell-Beu
Edition
(124) 15RR -|
Elmer Davis Club
('5')
Jack
Smith ! !
General
Mills
Lone Ranger Campbell
S t
Ed. R. Mun \
Sterling
(145)
(164)
R
..
(SeeMystery
footnote) Am. Ail-Har
Theatre
Mr. 1
(105)
Chameleo
Dr.Chrislii
» .h
Chesebroui,
Co-op
American
Chicle
Gallery
"
Co-op
Norge T
Red (54)Skeltc
"
Liggett & My i
Mr. President Bing Crosb- i
Rogue's
«
(191)
Ribbon
Boi lift!
Pabst Bluel
Tomorrow
S
Dream SHarbor
Club CanS Do
(195) II
«
LatinOrchestra
Quarter
S
News ,
BandS
Sports Report Orchestra
Dance

1:30 PM
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

ABC
Nationa
Vespers
MarinesS In |
Review
S
Europe
Concert
' Ho'wof of
This
WorldWeektheS
Around

4-30
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15

iospel
Bcstg.
Old-Fashioned
levival
Hr. (251Q
is

4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30

Sylvania Elec.
unday SerenaJi
Sammy Kaye's
GoodyearStory
Greatest

■*

SDAY
MBS NBC
a Repeat of Bob NewsWarren
Kid Strips
NoService
Network
*■1
0:15-6:45
lift
-it
Sun OilExtraCc.
3-Star
11.
(34)
Pure
jlton Lewis Jr. News OilTimeCo.
(320)
(34)
Network
Dinner Date No Service
NoxzemaHeatter NewsMilesof LabsWorld
abriel
Miles(158)Labs
Co-op
7:4S-7:55
1 Man's
jual
Newsreel
(155)
H Family
R
Brewing
l , TheTruthHidden Schlitz
Halls
of Ivy
S
(169)

-r f

:,. nternational
Airport

Hall Bros. RodSPal Blades
Hollywood Hallmark
Kraft
Gildersleeve
house Play(182) R (135)Gun Club
S
(«S) Star Playhouse

:i

■i 2,000 Plus DeSoto
Plymouth Lorillard
Dealers,
Your LifeYou(107)Bet Amateur(232)Hour Hearthstone
\fW . Theatre
Family
:l S

Am.The Cig.Big 8StoryCig.
(174)

TiT■!».. A. F. of L.
Investigator
ii ■auk(131)Edwards Conf.gar,JCfa.
1Mystery
Love A
Dance MeredithRCAWillson
Orchestra
S
(108)
Co-op
in TalkinT
U.N.
Highlights

NewsNBCfrom
theNewsWorldof
Morgan Beatty

SUNDAY
.!■;,„ i Starlight
Lutheran
Hour
: 1 Melodies
(Lutheran)
, ' Longinesjymphonette
(154)
' hilharmonic
New York
L . Orchestra
(150)
i
sLI
1
' News
1.,! f., . Lesueur*
i iid.Beltone
C. Hill
.« wks. (137)
ankie(145)Lane

t! ,'ikingan
lur Godfrey
| <m
»>/!« (.H.wTo

FRIDAY
ABC
CBSLife Ins. MBS NBC
Not in Service Metro.
Allan Jackson
LionelNewsS Ricau
NoService
Network
the World
Kid'strip's 6:15-6:45
S
No Network
PSG—
Ivory
Co-op Lowell Thomas Fu,io(32r>rs Jn 3-Star
Sun (33)OilExtraCo.
Co-op
(105)
Pure
Headline P&GDreft—Oxyd.BeulahLava
News OilTimeCo.
»OT
Edition
(33)
P&G-Tide
(124)
R
NoService
Network
Smith Show Co-op
Elmer Davis JackCampbell
Football
Soup
(»1)
R
PearsonCo. Miles Labs
General
Mills Club 15 Tomorrow's
Lone(145)Ranger
Pharm.
of World
Gabriel
Heatter NewsMiles(159)
Labs
Am.Ed. (164)
Oil-Hamm.
R
1
Man's
Family
(See footnote) R.(105)Murrow Mutual7:45-7:55
Newsreel
General
FoodsR
(156)
H
Theatre
Grantland
SylvaniaRice Magazine
Roy(171)Rogers
Diamond
(60)
r. J(j.Rhey™||ds Mumland
vlr.of LostKeenPersons
Tracer ThisEquitable
The Martin &
"
Is YourLifeFB
Orchestra Lewis Show
(286) R
L&M Fatima
& Harriet The Big Time ArmedReviewForces
Dragnet Ozze Heinz
Du ys^ avern
(167) R
Cant YouTake
GulfCounterspy
Refining Bristol-Myers
Bandstand YouIt With
Mr.Attorney
District
U.S.A.
S
(118)
Paul Weston
Show
Amer.HitTob.ParadeCo. Gillette
FrankA.F.ofL.
Edwards
Your
Cloakroom
(168)
Fights
(131) l Night Beat
Capitol
1Mystery
Love A
On the Spot
Page
Orchestra
Orchestra
Musical
Album
Co-op
Al Goodman's
American Sports
Pro &S Con
Talking
Band
NewsNBCfrom
NewsNBCfrom
S
News
of
Dance
U.N.
theNewsWorldof
the WorldBeatty Sports SReport Orchestra
Highlights
Morgan
Morgan Beatty

THURSDAY
ABC
CBSLife Ins. MBS News
NBC
Metro.
Not in Service Allan Jackson KidRepeatStripsof LionelS Ricau
»wand,
No Service
Network
theYouWorld
S
6:15-6:45
No Network
PSG-lvory
Sun3-StarOilExtra
Co.
Co-op Lowell(105)Thomas
Pure
Oil
Co.
PSG—
Oxy.
Lava
(32)
Fulton
Lewis
Jr.
Dreft— Beulah (320)
News Time
Headline
Edition
(30)
Co-op
(124) R
P&G-Tide
Network
Elmer Davis Jack Smith Show Dinner Date No Service
Milesof LabsWorld
Campbell
Soup
General
Mills
VCA
Labs.
Inc.
Club
15
News
Co-op
Silver(162)Eagle
Gabriel Heatter
R
Miles(159)
Am.Ed. (164)
R.Oil-Hamm.
Murrow Mutual Newsreel 1 Man's
*OTLabs
Family
Wlldroot
(156)
HFoodsR
General
California
American
Chicle
Father
Knows
F.B.I,
In
Peace
fi
arava
Best
(161)
Defense Attorney War (151) R

TFafser
Co-op
Roundup
Operation
Underground
Foreign
Reporter's
Reporter
S
L.
News
of
The
Lineup
Tomorrow
FrankA. onF.ofEdwards
1Mystery
Love A
Dream sHarbor
Operation
DixieS
WaxworksQ's Orchestra
Robert
S'
Co-op
BandS
Talking
News
Dance
U.N.
Sports Report Orchestra
Highlights

MONDAY - FRIDAY
Crisco withLuncheon
U.Roundtable
of Chicago Not In Service PSG
Dr. (151)
Malone
Lopez
P&G
DuzLight
Guiding
(154)
Co-op
TopwithTunes The Hour
Catholic M. M. McBride Mrs.GFSwan-Cal.
Burton
(78) Dixieland
Matinee
Grady
Trendler
PSGColeTide (40)
Perry(157)Mason
Co-op Amer. Trucking Family Circle Toni Co.
Nora Drake withSayMusicIt
Amer.
Bill Cunningham
S
the AirForum(167)of
(159)
(72)
P&GBrighter
IvoryDayFl.
Report
From
Co-op
Pentagon
Hormel, Music
Miles House
Labs
Bandstand
Hilltop
U.S.A. withGirlsthe Hormel
(45)
Paradise
(142)
Pillsbury
(See footnote) House(160)Party Poole's
Assn. Mary Marlin
AirHourForce |Am.DavidDairyLawrence
S
(167)
IJohn
BelmontC. Swayze
Radio Philip
RomanceMorrisof Take All
(139) Evelyn
Bobby
ValiantWinters
Lady
The Falcon
Miscellaneous
Benson
S
S
Programs
MarriageS for Two
4:25 News S
Kellogg
Perfect Treasury Men's
Record
S. tobacco
Co-op
Kane theHusband
Wild Bill Hickok U.Martin
Bandstand Adventures
M-F 4:30-5
(167)
(4:30-4:55)
News
Bobby
Benson
M-W-F 5-5:33
4:55-5 News
S
(4:55-5)
tu Know
Big
Jon
&
The
Whisperer
Music
You
Chad,
of5-5:30
Yukon
Quaker
Th^Shadlw
Sparkie
S
MW
Tu-Th
Tu &
The Chicagoans 5:30-5:55
Th,
Derby
Kellogg
Sky
King
SL Louis
Mat. 5:30-5:55 MWF
Williamson
Th-F
Kellogg
to.
Mark Borge
Trail TopTimeTune Clyde Beatty
True Detective
Mysteries
(481) Now Hear This Victor
Labs TexM-F Fletcher
5:55-6
Fun(MWF)
Factory CurtMilesMassey
(TuTh) S Time (146) R

Co-op News
Lopez
George Hicks withLuncheon
Wesson
Dr. PaulOil
(47) Soup
Campbell
Football
Double (130)
or
Nothing

Una May
SATURDAYMBS
ABC
MortonCBS Salt
Carlisle Visitin'
Time Crossroads
S For
TheFaithFuture
Dr. Pepper
S
Harry SWismer Sports(40)Roundup Organ Music
L. LeseuerOil A|CHe°lfer
Management Richfield
(36)
Labor- Johnny Dollar
ofTeNewj
Bert Andrews
Comedy of
ft. J. Reynolds (7:30-7:50)
TBA Vaughn
Monroe Errors
Party
Wrigley State Farm
Dancing
(174) R Auto Ins. Co.
Gene Autry C. Brown
20 Questions
S
(176)
GF-Post Cereal
HopalongCassidy Take a Number
(154)

Orchestra

Archie Andrews
Montague
Magnificent
S
Bob S Ray

GF-Grape-Nuts Hawaii Calls Talent
CountrySearch
Style
Gangbusters
(is?;
Broadway
Ole Opry
Lombardoland Grand
R. J. Reynolds
U.S.A.S
Is My Beat
(102)
Saturday at
Shamrock
S
Hotel
Claremont
S
New Yorkers
s
News
BuddyTrioS Weed

SATURDAY
Carter
Dance
Rio Rhythms
City(146)
Hospital Orchestra
Harmony
Hormel S Co.
Musicana
Music
Girls with(119)H. Rangers
Co-op
General
Electric
FootballTBAGames
Round-Up
(147)
CBS Football Sports Parade
Football

General
Live LikeMills(74)A
Millionaire
Amer. Tob. Co.
Banghart
P&G 2:551
Life-Beautiful
(114)
RoadP&Gof Life
(154)
P&G
Pepper(158)Young
PSG
s (15 )
Right to neHappiPSG
Backstage
Wife
Sterling(143)Drug
Stella Dallas
Sterling Drug
Young
Brown Widder
(147)
Manhtn.
Soap
Woman
House in(168)My
JustWhitehall
Plain Bill Roseland
Ballroom
S
(137)
Whitehall
Front
Page
Farrell (134)
Saturday
Matinee At
LorenzoPSfi
Jones
at the Chase Meadowbrook
(42)
R.
J.
Reynolds
Bob S Ray ClubClubAluminum
Board Score
(118)
Time Camel
(20)

NBC
Bob News
Warren

Downhomers
Big City
Serenade
Football Scores
Mutual Benefit
Considine(165)
Ins., Bob

6:00 PM
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15

of theTheatre
Air Dangerous
Waxworks Chicago
S
S
Assignment
Robert Q's
Disc Jockey
10:30
S
Jane AceNBC
10:45
News from 11:00
News
Dance
Dance
Orchestra Orchestra Silver Jubilee 11:15PM
ABC
Coast; TBA to be announced. Time EST.
8:55-9:00
M.-F.,a.m.Hazel
Sims.; a.m.,
10:25-30
M.-F.,Bishop,
GeneralJ.
Mills,Dulany
E. Arnold
3:25-30
p.m.
M.F.,
&
Sons,
Daily
Double;
7:30-8 p.m.
M.W.F.,
American
Bakeries
(over
Southeastern
stations), The Lone
CBS Ranger.
8:30-9:15 a.m. Sun.,
General Foods,
Sunday a.m.
Morning
Gatherin',
107Foods,
stas.
8:30-8:45
M-F,Country
GeneralStore,
Renfro
Valley
10:25-10:30
a.m. Sat.,
Economic Labs,60.
Galen
Drake,
158
stations.
11-11:05
a.m. Sat.,
Sales Co.
Bill Shadel
News,Campana
182 stations.
3:55-4
p.m. 184Mon.-Fri.,
Drake,
stations. Pillsbury, Galen
9:25-9:30
General Foods, Bill
Shadel—p.m.NewsSat.,(154).
10:25-10:30
a.m. Sat.,
Economic Labs,
Galen Drake,
184 stations.
*4-4:05
Sun., Fan
No. Mail,
Amer. 191Vanstations.
Lines,
MBS
Jay p.m.
Stewart,
7:55-8
p.m.
Mon.-Fri.,
Miller
Brew
Co,
News.
8:55-9
p.m.
Mon.-Fri.,
Bill
Henry
&
the a.m.
News. Johns-Manville.
434 stas.
8:55-9
Higbie
the News,Mon.-Fri.,
American LesTobacco
Co.and
10:25-10:30,
a.m. Mori.,
Mon.-Fri.,
12:25-30, 11:25-11:30
2:25-30, 3:25-30,
Fri.,
Bab-O
T. Babbit
Inc.
10:55-11
Mon.-Fri.,B. Talk
Back With
Co. a.m.Reporter,
Happy Felton, American Tobacco
11:30-12
Tues.,NBCThur.,
Co., noon
co-sponsors
Queen Kraft
for a Foods
Day.
*OT Amer.
— Operation
Tandem,
Whitehall
Chicle,
Liggett
&
Myers.
8-8:15
a.m., Skelly
Oil28 Co.stations.
Mon.-Fri.,
News,
Sat.,
This
Farming
Business.
10:45-11
Mon.-Fri.,
Hymn Time,.
Generala.m. Mills,
10 stations.

GREAT OAY/Af

THE

Now, ABC intends to follow up its popular
morning programs with an equally successful
afternoon schedule. To begin with, we've taken
the four favorite dramatic serials listed above
and programed them back to back— forming
an uninterrupted hour of listening pleasure.
These shows — like all ABC's afternoon programs—will have a major priority on advertising and publicity during the coming months.
They offer sponsors the most profitable buy in
radio today ! For information about these and
other ABC; afternoon shows, contact ABC
Radio Sales today!
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LA. RADIO
LOS ANGELES, the second largest
TV market in the U. S. and city
of seven television stations, has
more radio sets in automobiles
alone than television receivers.
This fact about radio's position
22 ; in"where
the West
—
radioCoast's
reachesprime
justmarket
1% less
than
— is Los
revealed
Part IIeverybody"
of the KNX
Angelesin
study of local radio and television
audiences.
Part II of the study w^as released
v last Thursday by Sherril Taylor,
KNX sales promotion manager.
Part I was issued in mid-October
[B»T, Oct. 22].
Based on a special Pulse survey

STRONG
of radio ratings in Los Angeles
television homes during MarchApril, 1951, the second part of the
study examines relative audience
size
cost-per-thousand
of radio
and and
television
in the market.
Radio, with a 98.7 % penetration
of Los Angeles homes, has a combined penetration 31 % greater
than the next medium, combined
metropolitan newspapers, the rereveals.in Radio's
saturationthereis
such portthat
Los Angeles
are 2.5 radio sets for every dwelling unit, the report shows.
It points out that radio listening
is on increase in Los Angeles, with
figures showing an 8.2% gain in
the last five years. In Los Angeles,
where there are 4.7 radio sets for
every television set, there are more
radios in automobiles alone — 1,309,137 — than there are television
sets in homes, the findings disclose.
The survey reveals that for every
10 radio sets in use in radio homes
there are seven radio sets in use
in television homes.
Network Comparisons
"Those big network TV shows
may get terrific ratings- — but not
in Los tinues,
Angeles,"
the TVreport
coninvestigating:
program
preference in the West Coast city.
It workshows
that "top
netvideo programs
haveten"
an average rating of only 13.3 in Los
Angeles as compared with a national 30.9 average for "top ten"
TV network programs. The "top
ten"
national
TV ofprograms
show
an average rating
58% greater
than the 10 most popular television programs in Los Angeles,
it explains.
Based on Los Angeles and multi-

FM DIRECTOR
Ballots to Be Mailed
THIRTEEN FM broadcasters will
compete for a vacancy on the
NARTB board of directors following closing of nominations Thursday night, according to C. E.
Arney Jr., NARTB secretarytreasurer.
Their names will appear on ballots soon to be mailed to the 362
FM stations eligible to vote.
: Vacancy on the board was created
when Frank U. Fletcher sold his
half-interest in WARL-AM-FM
Arlington, Va. Mr. Fletcher was
serving his second term as FM
director.
Nominating ballots closed at 5
p.m. Thursday. Fourteen were
nominated but one candidate withdrew. Each station was permitted
to send in two nominees.
Election ballots must be at
NARTB Washington quarters by
midnight Nov. 12. The successful
candidate will take office immediately as FM director for a term
ending during the annual con- FINIS WBAL CASE
vention next Api-il. Ben Strouse,
No Policy Change — Provost
WWDC-FM
Washington, is the
other
FM director.
THERE
WILL be no change in the
FM Post Nominees
operating policies
of thenowWBAL
The 13 nominees in the contest, nronerties
in Baltimore,
that
which Mr. Arney said drew lively WBAL again is onerating under
interest from all 17 districts, are: veeular license after six years of
Paul R. Bartlett. KRFM (FM) litieation. D. L. (Tony) Provost,
Fresno, Calif.; Edward Breen, vice president and general manKFMY (FM) Fort Dod™. la., a
ager of Hearst Radio Inc., stated
former board member; Victor C. last Friday.
Queried on the final ^hase of the
Diehm, WAZL-FM Hazleton, Pa.;
Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM)
Public Service BroadWashington, a former board mem- applicationcasting Co.of(Drew
Pearson-Robert
ber; E. T. Flaherty, KSCJ-FM S. Allen) for the WBAL-AM faciliSioux City, la.; E. J. Gluek. WSOCties, in a case growing out of the
FM Charlotte, N. C; Simon R. ro-called FCC Blue Book proceedGoldman. WJTN-FM Jamestown.
Mr. Provost
the always
operatiings.
ons of the
Hearst said
stations
I Y.; K. S. Gordon, KDTH-FM
Duhuoue. Ia.; Michael R. Hanna, have been evolved with the public
WHCU-FM Ithaca, N. C, a former interest uppermost. The stations
board member; J. Frank Jarman, will continue in that tradition, he
WDNC-FM Durham, N. C.; Henry asserted.
P. Johnston, WSGN-FM BirmingThe FCC on Sept. 14 denied the
ham, a former board member; Pearson-Allen plea for a re-hearing
Howard Lane, WFMF (FM) Chi- in the only test case to evolve from
cago, aformer board member; Ed- the Blue Book of 1946. The 20ward A. Wheeler, WEAW (FM) day period during which an appeal
Evanston, 111.
might have been taken expired on
Oct. 4 and the decision favoring
Nominee names will appear on WBAL
thus became final.
the ballot in alphabetical order.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KNX

Study Finds

market Telepulse for May 1951,
the report lists losses suffered in
Los Angeles ratings by Texaco
Star Theater, which rated 45.3 in
multi-market but was only 28.4 in
Los Angeles. Other multi-market
and Los Angeles ratings cited
were:
Your Show of Shows, 32.3 and
10.3; Philco Playhouse, 31.0 and
8.3;
Godfrey's
Scouts,
and 8.3;
FiresideTalent
Theatre,
30.3 30.7
and
15.0; Comedy Hour, 29.4 and 13.9;
Toast of the Town, 29.3 and 15.8;
Godfrey and His Friends, 29.0 and
KBS LIBRARY
Offered to Affiliates
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System
has resumed its library service and
is offering package programs to
its 476 affiliates without cost. KBS
President Sidney J. Wolf has
announced.
mediately. Offer is effective imStandard, classical, semi-classical, hillbillyrangemand
folk music
arents are included
and may
becommercial
used "either
on
a
sustaining
basis according to theor
local programming needs of the
individual station," Mr. Wolf said.
The music arrangements are exclusively owned by KBS.
Keystone comprises stations
serving rural areas with populations ranging from 10,000 to 50,000
and claims to be the only national
network without a single outlet
located in a television-station city.
Because of its emphasis on rural
market audience, Keystone said, it
is able to report a substantial boost
in billings for 1951. Network points
out it has added such accounts as
General Mills, General Foods, Pillsbury, Lever Bros., Sterling Drug
and Whitehall Pharmacal.
EXCESS PROFITS
Senate Puts in Change
THE NEW TAX bill, passed by
the Senate last week, picked up
a modification to its television
excess profits relief section in its
final rounds on Capitol Hill.
In its second visit to conferees,
a revision was made at the request
of the Treasury Dept. Briefly, it
prohibits the TV broadcaster to
lump together
his the
radiopurpose
and tele-of
vision assets for
computing
his final excess profits
tax.
Reason for the change was that
the Treasury feared the bill as
originally written would leave a
f'on.
loophole for the TV broadcaster to
add his radio asset with TV thus
lowering the radio-TV base. The
new language makes it mandatory
to separate the two for computaTRENDEX Inc., New York, has announced addition of Lennen & Mitchell,
Co. and Esso
ard OilEllington
Co. as &subscribers
to theStandnew
"Trendex
TV
Program
Report,"
issue of which was released Oct.first
15.

10.0; Studio One, 26.4 and 10.6;
Mama, 25.8 and 11.8.
In Los Angeles itself, Texaco
Star Theatre topped all shows,
Pulse indicated. Only other TV
network
programs
to make
"top
ten"
television
ratings
were Alan
Young were
Show fourth
and Comedy
which
and fifth.Hour,
Comparing average nighttime
quarter
the report
concludesat
that onehour,
station,
for example,
a cost 57%
less
per
1,000
than
television, delivers 78% more audience
than competing television stations.
CIO RADIO
Cited at Mich. Seminar
LABOR can use radio to good advantage— in fact, the CIO delivered
"one
of the anti-labor
strongest propaganda
blows" in
challenging
over 14 Michigan stations.
This view was expressed by
Barney Hopkins, Michigan CIO
council secretary-treasurer, in a
radio seminar held Oct. 20-21 on
the campus of Western Michigan
College of Education. The state's
CIO has
radiodrawn
recordacclaim
is "impressive"
and
by public
agencies, he said.
Representatives from 9 of the
14 CIO radio programs took part
in the two-day institute sponsored
by the Michigan CIO Education
Dept. in cooperation with the college's extension department and
its FM outlet, WMCR. Participants were commentators or CIO
radio committee members.
Mr. Hopkins
also tocited
commendation extended
the acouncil
by the U. S. Treasury Dept. Citation lauded
CIO's cooperation
in using
its the
programs
to present
public service talks on defense bond
purchases.
Layman's
View sessions
Class and
workshop
were held in WMCR (FM) Studios.
Panel discussion was held on
"What a Layman Expects from
aGarneau,
Union Radio
Program."
Wallace
WMCR-FM
manager,
and
college officials participated. Station aired
the
tape-recorded
discus ions later.
Panel members also were told of
a primary need to use radio as a
means of instructing the public in
recognition of unions as public
service institutions.
terview formats were Music
urged. and inWorkshop sessions also dealt
with evaluation of tape-recorded
programs
by commentators overpresented
local stations.
Others
were devoted to training of new
personnel in programming techniques.
A new industrial safety radio
series, slated for presentation by
UAW-CIO's WDET (FM) Detroit, was previewed. Series will
be
offered by
the union's
radio
department
to stations
as public
service broadcasts.
Another radio institute i s
planned ucation
by Dept.
the forMichigan
January.CIO EdOctober 29, 1951 • Page 42 A

SAME

WORDS.

SAME

MUSIC

. . . JUST

A DIFFERENT

YEAR

THE
SPORTS
CRY
OF
'WOLF-32
VERSION
By WILLIAM RUCHTI
a commonly held attitude since ra- $100,000 worth of time and talent
attempt to censor" the medium.
special programs to boost the
Just about everyone had somedio had "scooped
the world"
with in
". . . WIDESPREAD controversy,
sport, in exchange for coverage of
of both party
conventions
thing to say about the dispute, in- coverage
has been provoked both in broadthe games.
Chicago
WestbrookofPegler,
"noted at the mer.
casting and sporting circles during syndicatecluding
writer
the Chicago
NBC came forth with two half(To get Stadium
it, page that
boys sumhad
the last fortnight. The decision of Tribune" who said that similar been hired to carry suspended hour features for broadcast every
Thursday
for 12 weeks: Pigskin
microphones
to
speakers
on
the
attempts
to
bar
newspapers
would
the Eastern Intercollegiate Assn. revive the old mischievous daring floor.) It was the time when Amos Romances and
Football Rally. Don
to prohibit the broadcasting of and resourcefulness of the craft in 'n' Andy were the lovables of the Lee-CBS promised
to plug the game
football games under its jurisdic- going to any end to get the story. nation, and when Father Coughlin on its Blue Monday Jamboree every'
starting his Golden Hour week and to offer a 30-minute pro"But, of course, the broadcasters was
tion started the* furore.
* * . . ."
Candidates in the fall
gram from KHJ Los Angeles every
cannot do anything of the kind," broadcasts.
elections
were planning to use ra- Friday night. The Hearst papers
he
wrote.
"There
are
too
many
That was a 1932 report of Broad- practical difficulties, and anyway,
dio
extensively
to
argue,
as
wets
offered to stimulate football intercasting • Telecasting (then
as a news agency, started and dries,
aboutwererepeal
of prohibi-a
est by publicity
sportson
Broadcasting, the News Magazine radio,
tion. Admen
anticipating
columns
as well inas radio
heavyandplugs
out
wrong.
Radio
began
by
asking
of The Fifth Estate) when colleges people's very kind permission to great increase in business "if beer sports
pages.
considered radio as great an in- cover this or that event of news returns" with brewers expected to
EIA's campaign settled as quicktruder for football coverage as
ly as it had swollen, with the ban
some of them think television is interest and, in many cases, paying spend
"as
much
as
$300,000
each"
annually. It was also the era of cancelled on Sept. 9, leaving each
now.
heavily for the privilege."
the depression.
college to make its own decision.
Ruckus started when the Athletic
But Pegler Was Wrong
One of the arguments for utiliz- Army, Columbia, and Harvard —
Commission disagreed with deMr.
Pegler
was
almost
immediing
radio
sports
coverage
was
that
heartily
backed
by alumni
immescriptions of the Schmeling-Shardiately announced
their— games
ately proved wrong by W. E. Wal- the events could still be heard then
key championship bout carried on
ker,
manager
of
WIBA
Madison,
would
be
broadcast,
and
most
others
people "who might otherwise be followed their lead shortly. About
NBC, Broadcasting reported.
Big Ten Conference fol- by
deprived."
Michael
MulFight promoters, watching the when the
the eastern
and threat-in caire,
vice Father
president
of Notre
gate, ruled that future boxing
the only dissenters
to radio's
enedlowedto ban
footballleadbroadcasts
ticipation onthe gridiron,
that parfall,
events could be aired only if they the Midwest. With his station Dame, prosupported
his
school's
ap- were the small
schools: Broadcast
v
a
l
o
f
radio
by
saying
the
thouwere described
by
"experts"
sejointly
owned
by
The
Capital
Times
sands
from
coast
to
coast
who
of
major
games
made
their
already
lected or approved by the Athletic and the Wisconsin State Journal, supported Notre Dame when they small gates dwindle even more,
Commission. The EIA followed Mr.
Walker confidently announced,
afford to do so should not they complained.
suit dioandwas forbidden
on June 28,at its
ruled12 that
ra- "Our plans are made. Additional becoulddeprived
of the pleasure of folmember
equipment
is
being
ordered
from
the games by radio when
schools. Radiomen immediately the West Coast which will enable they werelowingvictims
of the depression. Buys Republic Rights
countered with charges of a "direct us to cover all the home football
Situation Expands
WGN-TV Chicago has purchased
games [of the U. of Wisconsin]
city rights to 174 Repubjust as efficiently as if we were
The whole issue spread to the exclusive
lic Pictures films for two years. InPHI LA. ELECTION
seated on the sidelines." NBC was Pacific Coast Conference, but was
c
l
u
d
e
d
i
n
the Package are 26 fullWIP Coverage Set conducting a survey to see where stopped when the NBC, Don Lee, length features
which are
it could broadcast football, and Mr. and CBS networks, in conjunction Man From Frisco,among
Girl and
with the Hearst press, offered a Follow Your Heart.Army
The package
Walker
was
hopeful
of
a
national
QUAKER
CITY'S
hot
political
situation was taken into account by hook-up from Wisconsin. Ohio plan too good for refusal. They also includes several Red Ryder
Warner Weathermaster Co. in sign- State U., with a station of its own, took their action, they said, "be- productions for children, and short
cause we believe that radio broad- features starring Wild Bill Elliott,
ingtionup for
of full elec- blandly said its games would be
coveragesponsorship
on WIP Philadelphia
casting in general and football Rocky Lane, Gabby Hayes and
Nov. 6. The firm manufactures allowed full coverage.
broadcasting
in particular are a
The films
are first
restorm windows and combination
The fight came just after radio- public service of inestimable value Bobby lBlake.
eased to television
for the
men had announced that the me- to every college, university, and time by the Hollywood studio, it
screens,
and
believes
that
WIP's
election broadcasts will hit the
dium was "now fully under way," educational institution." The offer: was said.
maximum audience at psychologically the right "buying time."
During the last three years,
Democrats have threatened the
solid Republican control of the city.
Democrats won the posts of city
controller and treasurer last election. Additional interest this year
is focused on a Republican candidate, Dr. Daniel A. Poling, internationally known minister and
leader of the National Christian
Endeavor Movement. Dr. Poling
has used much of his campaign
money for radio time, WIP reports.
The station will cover the election with more than 30 people,
including analysts, commentators,
announcers, tabulators, etc. Fourman working crews will be stationed at each candidate's headquarters and Mary Biddle, WIP's
director of women's programs, will EVERYONE
"king-sized"staffers
at Seattle's
6", radio sales; Jean Epping, 5' 1", radio sales;
report on the doings of the candi- casting Co. isKING-AM-TV
include (IKingto r)BroadOtto Hanson,
Kenny P.6'Hermanson,
6' 8VV, TV techn ician; Burr Bardates' wives on election eve as well Brandt, 6' 3", vice president-general manager; Hal Davis, thel, 6' S'/i ', disc jockey;
Bob Kilpatrick, 6' 6Vz ", radio
as the activities of women political 6' 4", program director for radio; Gordon Sherwood, 6' 5", sales, and Fred (Shorty) Vonn
6' 2", who also is in
leaders.
radio sales; Bob Coons, 6' 6", television technician; Ralph
radio sales.
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YOUR
For Big Sales

WTIC

OPPORTUNITY
Increases

in Southern

England

MONDAY 7:00-7:30 P. M.
S. S. VAN DINE'S FAMOUS

OFFERS

PHILO
VANCE
Sparkling Mystery Adventure
* * *
TUESDAY 7:00-7:30 P. M.
Radio's Biggest Point-per dollar Value
BOSTON
BLACKIE
Thrilling Detective Drama
* * *
WEDNESDAY 7:00-7:30 P. M.
EVERYBODY'S FAVORITE

5 ^TOP-FLIGHT
SHOWS
For Immediate
Sponsorship

One just sold and five to go! And go
they will too, for each of these halfhour programs is a sure-fire salesbuilder. Now on sustaining, these big
production, network talent shows are
waiting for the advertiser who wants to
take advantage of a tremendous readymade audience in one of the nation's
richest markets.

New

The Wayne King Show
Outstanding Audience Builder
* ★ ★
THURSDAY 7:00-7:30 P. M.
IRENE DUNNE — FRED MacMURRAY
BRIGHT STIR
AcHon-dfhd Camvdy-Adventure
— * ★ *
FRIDAY 7:00-7:30 P. M.
"The Sweetest Music this side of Heaven"

Cost? Surprisingly low! For full details .. . rates and ratings . . . pick up
your phone and

THE GUY LOMBARDO SHOW
Tops in Musical Showmanship!
* * *
SATURDAY 9:30-10:00 A. M.
famous Robin Hood of the Range

call your nearest
Weed & Co. office, today

The Cisco Kid
A Saturday Morning Natural!

...DOMINATES
SOUTHERN

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

THE

NEW

PROSPEROUS

ENGLAND

MARKET
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BS

in

of

RADIO,

the

any

195

history

network

Today, with media competition keener than ever,
there is special significance in the arithmetic of network
leadership. Adding up advertising revenue for 1951:
CBS Radio— -28% ahead of the second network
—6% ahead of CBS Radio last year.

hthe

biggest

1951 ADVERTISING TOTALS
FIRST 8 MONTHS, PIB

CBS Radio... $48, 106,085
Network B... 37,537,629
Network C... 2 1,870,502
Network D... 11,537,124

year

^Jke jPredtiye Station
of tke (^arolinas
GREENSBORO,

NORTH

CAROLINA

25 Years
Serving the Richest
And Most populous
Area in the Southeast
1926-1951

Gilbert M. Hutchison
President

CBS
Affiliate

Represented by Hollingbery
5000 Watts
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1470 KC

MORANO COMPLAINT &S£
FCC said last week it would take directly to WMCA New York a com
plaint made by Rep. Albert Morano (D-Conn.) that comments aired by it
nighttime disc jockey, Barry Gray, are not available for checking
[B»T, Oct. 15].
In a letter to the Congressman,
remarks.
Chairman Coy said he could ap- theAsalleged
he explained it to Rep
preciate
Rep.
Morano's
disturbance
Morano
:
".
.
WMCi!
that "Barry Gray and other disc and spoke to. .1antelephoned
executive there
jockeys who ad lib their programs He told me the program
do so in many cases without ap- monitored in the studio and isno re
supervision."thatBut,the Chairis made. Sporadically, h
man Coyparent
reminded
Com- cording
munications Act "specifically
bars said, they do make a recording
the Commission
from censoring
just as a sort of spot check. Thi
program
. . . not
the prescribe
Commis- obviously,
is inadequate."
sion may material
not and does
Meanwhile,
Rep. Morano sent
what may or may not go out over letter to Nathan Straus, president
WMCA New York, outlining th«
Chairman Coy said the com- complaint he sent FCC and point
the air."plaint by Bernie Yudain, managing ing
out that he had received mai
editor of the Greenwich Time "does on the subject.
get tobilitthe
heart
of
the
responsiHe
y of the station licensee in this
to added:
me is the"Especially
suggestion interest
by Mrs
area . . . we will take up further ing
William
Hard,
of New Canaan
with that station [WMCA] the
Conn.,
proposes
that 'theits radio
industrywho ought
to clean
own
subject
of your complaint."
Gist ofmatter
the complaint
was that house.'
I
am
a
firm
of
remarks made by disc jockeys, par- censorship — especially opponent
by
govern
ticularly in the case of Mr. Gray, ment — and I would be most happy
are not on file and therefore can to see that adequate supervision
not be referred to, although aired. (which can be inexpensive) and
Mr. Yudain was said to have
these midnight comwritten a column in the Greenwich recording meofntaries be instituted
to avoid int
e
r
f
e
r
e
n
c
e
bythe responsible govpaper attacking
government
sponsorship of recruiting programs,
ernment agency, or regulations imsubsequently subjected to remarks
by Mr. Gray.
posed
by Congressional action."
Mr. Yudain said he had carried
the complaint to the station but PEARSON SUIT
that WMCA was unable to check
Dismissal Bids Denied
DIXIE INVADES N. Y. MOTIONS to dismiss Radio ComDrew Pearson's
$5.1 mil-R.
lion suit mentator
against
Sen. Joseph
On Southern 'Show Train'
McCarthy
(R-Wis.)
and
nearly
DELEGATION of some 100 offi- score of other defendants havea
cials, industrialists, beauty queens, been denied in U. S. District
and fans
of Tallulah
Bankhead
ar- Oct.
Court,8]. Washington, D. C. [B«T,
rived in New
York Oct.
12 on the
southern show train to attend NBCJudge F. Dickinson Letts gave no
Radio's The Big Show.
Upon arrival, the southerners reason for his ruling.
went by motorcade to City Hall to
Suit involves a combined assaultbe welcomed by Acting Mayor libel-conspiracy suit filed by Mr.
Joseph T. Sharkey, who proclaimed Pearson. No indication was given
trial of the suit will begin.
Sunday as "Southern Show Train when
It was believed the case would not
Day"
in
the
city.
After
cocktails
and lunch at the Vanderbilt Hotel, get on the docket for at least several months.
they toured New York, Rockefeller
Center, and the NBC studios.
Pre-trial
are still
Saturday
attendedwhile
the being taken depositions
in case. Col. Robert
All
Star night,
Revuesometelecast
R. McCormick, publisher of the
others visited Your Show of Shows. Washington
Times-Herald,
The visitors took a two-hour has been named
in the suit,which
and
boat daytripand watched
around Manhattan
of the Chicago Tribune, appeared
a rehearsalSun-of for
a
deposition
Oct.
16.
Theatre Guild on the Air before atCol. McCormick, outlining the
tending The Big Show broadcast
that evening.
Tribune's holding in news media,
NBC was host to the southerners said the Chicago Tribune Co. owns
for cocktails and supper Sunday the Times-Herald and the New
night before they returned to their York Daily News. Its radio-TV
homes'
in Natchez,
New Memphis,
Orleans, station, operated by WGN Inc.
Columbus,
Birmingham,
(WGN-AM-TV Chicago), owns
and Atlanta.
19% of the stock of MBS, he said.
RCA has announced a new desk-type
Fulton Lewis jr., another detwo-way radio station for fixed-station
fendant named inoverMr.Mutual,
Pearson's
operation in 30-50 mc frequency suit, broadcasts
but
range. New desk-type Fleetfone sta- the publisher said he has nothing
tion
(Model
CSF-60A)
combines
a
60-watt transmitter-receiver and its to
and dodoeswithnot Mr.
even Lewis'
listen toprograms
them.
power supply in one case.
ROADCASTING
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Double Billings Condemned;
Elections Held
NCAB MEET
\|°!f> rights
THE PRACTICE
and condemned
the paymentat for
to high schoolof "double
football billing"
games were
the broadcast
fall convention of the North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters.
Elections of officers also were held among 138 delegates who gathered
in the Battery Park Hotel, Ash- ★
ville, Oct. 18-19.
Ken Sparnon, BMI, New York, who
T. H. Patterson, general and spoke on "Young Composers Radio
commercial manager, WRRF Washington, was elected president. Awards."
Maurice Mitchell, vice president,
Others named were Cecil B. Hos- Associated Program Service, New
kins, general and promotion man- York, opened activities Oct. 19
ager of WWNC Asheville,vice pres- with a talk on "Selling Radio to the
ident, and Jack S. Younts, vice Advertiser." Mr. Mitchell also
^president and general manager of served as moderator for a panel
WEEB
included Jimmy Hagan,
treasurer.Southern Pines, secretary- which
WWNC; Harry Shaw, WSJS; Phil
District directors named were Sewell, WRCS Ahoskie; Earl
Ward A. Coleman, WENC White- Holder, WNNC Newton; Bob Wilville, eastern; James McNeil,
liamson, Salisbury, and Kenneth
WTSB Lumberton, central, and Baker, president, Standard Audit
and
Measurement
Services Inc.,
Emond Smith, WIRC Hickory,
western.
New York.
Afternoon session was taken up
The assembly noted that the
"evil"ers forofcooperative
"double billing"
of dealby an open forum on "For the Good
advertising
was of
the Order," committee reports
apparently increasing. By unani- and election of officers.
mous vote the delegates condemned
the practice as unethical, fraudulent and one that acts as a det- W1LDR00T CITED
riment to the industry.
In FTC Complaint
It resolved to discontinue "double
billing" and
Mr. Younts
was the
in- COMPLAINT was issued by the
structed to give
the action
Federal Trade Commission last
imf-f widest possible publicity, includ- Thursday charging Wildroot Co.,
ing distribution among dealers, Buffalo (hair tonic and shampoo),
distributors and the trade press.
certain "unlawful"
The association went on record with
and advertising
practices.promotion
also as opposing payment for
FTC
alleged
Wildroot
improperly
broadcast rights to high school
money"allowances,
and cogrid contests "in view of the fact paid out "push
operative advertising
Com-J-i that they (the schools) are wholly involving radio and TV, to drug
public that
institutions."
independent
)\ J , tax-supported
NCAB further urged
the State chains and certain
declining such payrly 1 1 High School Athletic Assns. take stores mewhile
nts to other stores. Hearing is
havjs action in support of this resolution. set Dec. 3.
1 It also was resolved that NCAB
to the complaint, Wild, urge the Consolidated U. of North rootAccording
out $184,000 in 1950 but
Carolina to give immediate and deniedpaidsums
to thousands of inj serious consideration to the estabstores competing with
lishment of a fully-accredited chains in dependent
the
of products.
school of radio and TV broadcast- These practices, sale
FTC charged, vioing.
late
the
Clayton
Act
as amended
FM Session Held
by the Robinson-Patman Act.
The government held that the
A pre-convention meeting was
held Oct. 17 on FM problems and
also paid certain customfuture outlook. Among those who company
participated in the FM session radioers "forandadvertising
television itsin products
connectionon
were Joe Pleasants, vice president,
special promotional sales."
Allison-Erwin Co., and Mel Warner, with
general manager, WFMA (FM) These "services or facilities," the
complaint
said, were "arbitrarily
Rocky Mount. An FM report was
submitted to the convention the determined" in disregard of the
following day.
"proportionally
quired under the equal
law. terms" reFollowing opening ceremonies
FTC claimed that whether the
Oct. 18, Robert K. Richards, director of public affairs, NARTB, payments were for "push money,"
newspaper ads, radio
spoke on "Selling Radio to the cooperative
Listeners."
A panel
discussion
fol- and television commercials" or
lowed with Mr.
Patterson
serving
other
services,
they were unavailas moderator. Among panelists
able "on any terms" to all other
were Messrs. Coleman and Warner, customers.
Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham,
and
Salem.F. 0. Carver, WSJS WinstonWHLI Hempstead, L. I., will again
Oliver Gramling, assistant gen- broadcast
No School Today notices for
eral manager for radio, Associated 83 public, private,
and parochial schools
Press, gave an illustrated talk on
storms, extreme cold, or
"Your News — And Its Revenue whenever
other conditions may force cancellaPotential."
tion of classes this winter.
Mr. Grambling was followed by
BROADCASTING
• Tel ecasting

}uigg Newton
Mayor of Denver
w...a vital contact with
the people of Denver!"
Denver's energetic and progressive
young mayor, Quigg Newton, calls KLZ's
"Mayor's Mailbag," a "vital contact with
the people of Denver."
Mayor Newton's regular Sunday
broadcasts bring Denver citizens a clearer
concept of the workings of their city government— another example of the oustanding
public services provided by KLZ.

KLZ
000 WATTS CBS 560 KC
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< Here's where it all started . . . Bailey's Lumber Yard office in 1925
stores. They use 10 buildings and
the yards cover some eight acres
of ground.
The mottoup "Sudden
Service"
was
all advertising.
Whenplayed
the firm inwent
into radio
that motto formed the keynote of
all advertising. Radio promotion
has always been institutional
rather than featuring particular
merchandise
or "bargains."
When the
began besides
to look
around
for company
other media
newspapers
to reach their
customers and prospective
customers
they decided to try radio as an
experiment. The success of the
experiment was immediate.
With radio advertising continuing totomerproduce
reaction thesatisfactory
expansion cusinto

BLUE

CHIPS

ON

Spelled Success
CTUAL COUNT shows
that we have 20 times
'
as
our radio adsmany
as wereferences
have to ourto
newspaper
That wasads."the statement
made by H. L. Lawson, general
manager Miami,
of Bailey's
Lumber
Yards,
in explaining
why his company has reduced
its newspaper advertising to a
small percentage of its total budget.
Under current contracts the firm
spends 85% of its advertising
money on radio.
a few
years agoexclusively
Bailey's
usedOnlydaily
newspapers
as its advertising medium.
"Something like eight years ago
we decided to try out radio," says
Mr.
Lawson. by"We using
began aour fifteen
radio
experiment
minute newscast three times
weekly on WQAM [Miami]. The
results were so satisfactory that
about a year later we increased
the frequency to six days each
week. By this time our budget
was being spent in the approximate
proportions of 50% each to radio
and newspapers."
About tothree
decided
expandyearsradioagoto Bailey's
include
another station, WVCG Miami,

LOCAL

motto with Bailey's, it is the fundamental premise on which the comhas beenmanagement
built.
The panyBailey
reasoning in choosing radio as its principal medium is revealed in the
following letter from Manager H.
L. Lawson which was written in
reply to inquiries by WQAM and
Broadcasting • Telecasting about
company advertising policy.
EDITOR:
Inquiry
has been inmade
of usof concerning our experience
the use
radio in
our sales promotion activities.
For a long period of years we used
local daily newspapers exclusively but
something like eight years ago we decided to try out radio. We began our
radio experiment by using a fifteen

RADIO

for This Miami

it as the firm'sgradual.
principal Success
media wasof
nevertheless
the news format was impressive
and the firm has continued its use,
with occasional spots on stations
in the area the only exception. All
three of its regular programs at
present are news programs, spaced
throughout the day so that people
in Dade County are accustomed to
hearing the familiar Sudden Service sloganYards
and thein name
of Bailey's
connection
with
THE
LumberHISTORY
Yard isofa Bailey's
typical Lumber
their
news
reports.
American success story. The yard
was founded in 1925 and at first
employed only six people. G. Tom
Bailey, president and founder, be- SINCE the fall of 1946 the
lieved that success would be asWyckoff & Parrish agency has
sured if the firm would give its
the preparation of radio
customers prompt, dependable, handled
commercial
in addition to
courteous service. He and his as- advertising incopy
printed media. The
sistants made an honest effort to agency works closely
be helpful in building problems.
staff, visiting the yardswitheachBailey's
week
The Big Idea began to pay off and observing customer reaction.
at once. Customers flocked to the They watch for stories of unusual
little yard and growth was im- service given to customers and
mediate. That growth has con- feature these in their advertising
copy. Their goal has always been
tinued untilhave
todayexpanded
Bailey'stoLumber Yards
two to make the public aware that
big building material department "Sudden Service" is more than a

BAILEY'S

1

Yard

minute newscast three times weekly on
WQAM. The results were so satisfactory that about a year later we increased the frequency to six days each
week. By this time our budget was
being spent in the appoximate proportions of 50% each to radio and newsAbout three years ago we increased
our radio time by the addition of another
station
(WVCG) on a six times per
papers.
week basis with a five minute newscast.
We have just arranged with still another
station (WGBS) to start about the
middle of next month (May) on a five
minute newscast with the same frequency.
All of ourstitutional advertising
is strictly
and for this reason
we areinunable to determine exactly the result
between radio and newspapers, but
actual count shows that we have twenty
times as many references to our radio
ads as we have to our newspaper ads.
When our latest contract gets underway
we will be spending about 85% of our
advertising budget on radio time.
H.
L. Lawson
General
Manager
Lumber Yards.

with a Monday-through-Saturday
five-minute newscast at 9 a.m.
This year still another station,
WGBS Miami, was added, with
a similar schedule of newscasts at
5:25 p.m.
The WQAM newscasts, now in
their ninth year, are at 7 a.m.,
Monday through Saturday.

Bailey's South Miami Yard at 100
State Highway, today. This is one
of the two modern Building Material Department stores which the
company now operates. The other
is at 1635 N.W. 28th St., Miami.
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The

Facts

About

$660

Million

KMJ

Radio

in California's

Fresno

you

^ives

Market

the

Most

ers

Listen

IN THE WHOLE 4-COUNTY MARKET
Over 80,000 more daytime listeners (24,290 families)
per week than the next best station. And at 18% less
cost per thousand families.*
Nearly 90,000 more nighttime listeners (26,170 families) per week than the next best station. And at 21%
less cost per thousand.*
IN ITS HOME-COUNTY OF FRESNO
Nearly 40,000 more daytime listeners (11,460 families)
per week than the next best station. Cost: 16% less per
thousand.*
Over
40,000 more nighttime listeners (12,190 families) per week than the next best station. Cost: 17%
less per thousand.*

Ask your Raymer salesman
to show you the very latest
study of listening habits in
the Fresno market. Special
Diary Study just off the
press. Nothing like it ever
done before in this market.
Of particular value to time
buyers
and radio advertisers.

IN THE CITY OF FRESNO,
Nearly 8,000 more
and over 4,000 more
than the next best

TOO
daytime listeners (2,290 families)
nighttime listeners (1,310 families)
station. And at 8% less cost per

thousand.*
Hooper (Oct. 1950 through Feb. 1951) confirms KMJ'S
leadership in city zone. KMJ leads in 69 out of total
115 quarter and half hours rated (morning, afternoon
and evening throughout whole week).
That's a 76% lead over next best station!

*BMB Study No. 2, Spring 19U9; U.S. Census, 1950; Standard Rate & Data, Sept. 1951.
NUMBER ONE STATION IN THE $660 MILLION FRESNO MARKET
580 KC.
NBC
5,000 WATTS
One of the Bonanza Beeline Stations . . . McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
BROADCASTING
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AFFILIATED WITH THE FRESNO BEE
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Creditors Said to Total
HADACOL
60,000-70,000
CREDITORS of the LeBlanc Corp., maker of Hadacol which recently
filed for reorganization [B*T, Oct. 8], are estimated at between 60,000
and 70,000 companies or individuals, many of them station owners who
carried radio or television ads for the dietary supplement, a representative of the New
YorksaidCredit
*
served by liquidation, such
A QUARTER-CENTURY
Adjustment
Bureau
last Men's
week. ter
measures will be considered by the
Exact list of creditors and committee
and their recommendaamounts of their claims will not be
made known to the trustee
known, it was said, until LeBlanc and thetionscourt,"
off FARM BROADCASTING
reported. are
books have been audited and reMembers of itthewascommitte
ported upon by Lynbrand, Ross Herbert
Hailparn,
Einson-FreeBros. & Montgomery, CPA ap- man Co.; Nelson P. Rabone, Hoff"Listener loyalty" is the phrase- most applited to theforjob.
In the meanInc.; Albert . H.
time,pointrustee
investigating
the man-LaRoche
Owens Illinois Glass Co.;
cable to Pioneer Station WGY's 25 years reorganization
proposal,
Milton F. Ahlers,
of farm broadcasting.
Frank R. Atwell, Majestic Adv.
Rosenthal,
is trying
to clarify
Le- Co.; Richard P. Prowell, J. T.
Blanc business
operations
during
Baker Chemical Co.; Michael HalDuring this period of WGY's 29-year
the
past
two
years
to
determine
the perin,
William Morris Agency;
history, the 603,660 rural radio families,
Eckhaur, Semca Watch Co. ;
status.composed
'
in addition to the thousands of city-dwellers company's
Creditors present
committee,
of Joseph
Morris W. Primoff, Katz Drug Co.
representatives for eight companies
who have gardens in the 17th State*,
whose combined claims against the
have relied on WGY's farm-broadcasts for LeBlanc Corp. total more than $2 FOREST FIRES
valuable advice and information.
million, last week sent a report to
KYJC Airs From Fire-Line
known creditors to explain action
WGY is writing history every day with its farm
in the LeBlanc case.
AFTER
rainless
Mr. Rosenthal, duly identified as days, the112richconsecutive
programming; adding more remote broadcasts to the
Southern Oregon
a disinterested person, was ap- timber
tracts
were
a
tinderbox.
600 already conducted; receiving more mail to add
trustee by the New York Radio and the press united to help
to the staggering 1,000,000 pieces already received; District pointed
Court and has retained prevent
forest fires, but despite
the
New
York
law firm of Cahill, media efforts,
and visiting farms and 17th State farmers to gather
fires did start.
Gordon,resentZachry
&
Reindel
to
repmaterial for more transcribed broadcasts.
To
impress
upon
theandaverage
lishim. Although a number of
tener
the
cost,
danger
hardship
conferences have been held with brought by foreset fires,
Jimmy
WGY's first farm broadcast was "The Farm Paper
officers and attorneys for LeBlanc
of the Air," which has "gone to press" 8000 times Corp., attorneys for the stockhold- Dunlevy, manager of KYJC Meders and some stockholders of the ford, Ore., executive
since November, 1926. (This Spring the last
accompaniedsecretary,
"Doc"
Maryland Corp., it was explained Simpson,
Southern
Oregon
Conservation
and
15 minutes of "The Farm Paper of the Air" was
that "this
Farm Assn., into the heart
opened commercially). Soon after this inaugural
that
while situation
much hasis sobeencomplex
done, ofTreea blazing
forest.
much more will have to be done in
use of FM units furnished by
farm broadcast, "The Farm Forum," a public service order to get a clearer understand- theBy association,
Dunlevy was
program heard every Friday evening at 8:30 P.M.,
ing . . . and to determine the ad- able to interviewMr.forest
rangers
visability ofcontinuing the opera- and woodsmen on the fire-line.
and featuring leaders in agriculture, industry and
A
tion of the business."
KYJC engineer taped the reports
government, was started. Both these programs have
Immediate
Policy
as theyso that
came thein station
over thebroadcasts
FM syssince become a cornerstone of WGY programming.
Immediate policy is to continue still temraging.
heard while the fires were
*The population of the WGY area exceeds the popula- operation, however, centralizing in were
tion of32 states.
areas where the company has realized its principal sales volume
and built up goodwill for its product.motio"While
advertising
and pron, as previously
practiced,
will
be sharply curtailed," the report
said,
"it will
continuedto tokeepa
reasonable
extent,be sufficient
the
product's
name
in the
the
minds of the consumingalive
public,
company's distributors, and other
Continuation of the business is
considered
a vital factor, at least
outlets."
to
liquidate the large supply of
Hadacol in stock — in hands of distributors and on shelves of druggists— andreceivable.
to strengthen existing
accounts
The
1950
and 1951 tax situations Mr. Simpson (I) makes use of a
Typical of WGY's listener loyalty is this crowd which watched a Farm are being studied
see if the ex- mobile unit while Mr. Dunlevy
Paper of the Air broadcast from the station's Farm Broadcasting Exhibit pectedly large 1951to loss
can offset stands by tothrough.
send a broadcast
Booth at one of New York State's county fairs this summer.
claims for unpaid 1950 taxes and
possibly serve as a basis for reTHE CAPITAL OF THE 17th STATE
covering money already paid the ALLIS-CHALMERS Mfg. Co., MilBureau of Internal Revenue.
wauke , wil sponsor telecast of ChiWGY
cago's
InternationalforLivestock
Exposi-on
"If,
after
a
reasonable
trial
and
tion
this
third time
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales
upon completion of the audit, it NBC-TV. year
Show
will
be
aired
should appear that sound reorgan- the International Amphitheatre from
from
ization isnot feasible, or that the
3 p.m.champion
Nov. 27steer.
during selection
interest of creditors would be bet- 2of togrand
BROADCASTING
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HOW

MUCH

STEEL
IS ENOUGH?
Something new is happening in
the world . . . Our country is
producing products for everyday
life at near-record rates, while
at the same time a re-armament
program costing many billions of
dollars is under way. How much
of our steel would you guess
is needed for defense ? How much
is left for civilian use ?
Read the surprising facts :

MORE! MORE! MORE! Picture shows expert
steel
"shaping
up" More
the slag
open
hearth worker
by adding
fluorspar.
than in600,000
workers and 250 steel companies are in a hurry.

39 DAYS: This
the "bell"
a blastandfurnace.
steel
company
tore isdown
an oldwhich
blast caps
furnace
replacedOneit with
new one in one month and nine days.
FACTUAL INFORMATION on the problems of ore and fuel
supply, transportation, construction, process improvement,
financing, consumption of steel and other questions inherent
in the expansion of the steel industry are interesting to all
inquiring minds. We issue background studies on these
subjects. For basic information on our steel capacity, just
write American Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue,
New York 1, New York, and ask for booklet: "How Much
Steel is Enough?"
BROADCASTING
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GUNScan steel
ANDcompanies
BUTTER WITHIN:
year 106Ameriwill makeThisabout
million tons of steel. By 1953, they will be able to
make about 120 million tons. The re-armament
program, as it now stands, calls for less than
11% of 1953 capacity. This means more than
100 million tons will be available for civilian
products
That is more than we have
ever used inin 1953.
any year.
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. a name

to remember

• For over two centuries the superior craftsmanship, perfect tone and beauty of a Stradivarius
violin has been known

to musicians the world

over. The makers name

on each violin marks it

as the finest Stradivarius is remembered

for the

great contribution he made to the art of music.
For nearly a quarter of a century, FORT
INDUSTRY

has been known

programming

for its wide-awake

and service in the public interest.

FORT INDUSTRY

in each of the seven wealthy

markets where its stations are located, is a name
that is remembered by wise time-buyers who want
the very best in sales results.

THE
FORT
INDUSTRY
COMPANY
WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
WGBS, Miami, Fla. • W J B K , De t r o i t , M i ch. • W S A I , C in c i n n a t i, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

editorial

'World' Radio Week
ALTHOUGH coincidental, it was appropriate
that the British elections should occur on the
eve of National Radio and Television Week,
which began yesterday throughout America.
The elections proved, as so many other
news events have proved in the past 25 years,
how much the U. S. has come to depend upon
its broadcasting system to supply it with news
as it happens.
The American radio audience has come to
accept this perpetual miracle as a commonplace in its routine life. Twirl the dial and hear
a man in London. It's less inconvenient than
walking over to talk to the man next door.
This acceptance of broadcasting is, of course,
an indication of its basic usefulness as an incomparable medium of disseminating information, education and entertainment (including
advertising which quite often embraces all
three)
can'tarehelp
however,
a lot of. Wepeople
too feeling,
complacent
about that
this
magic box that they have in their homes and
cars and everywhere they go.
It would be well during National Radio and
Television Week, we think, to remind the audience what an extraordinary device it has at
hand.
TodayWithout
the world
is at theit would
listener'sbe
fingertips.
broadcasting
as much as 13,000 miles away.
Bettering Benton
THE AFFIRMATIVE provisions of the new
television code, those reminding telecasters of
their educational and cultural responsibilities,
deserve the closest attention and observance.
In our opinion, they outrank in significance the
code'sableprohibitions,
whichtelecasters
spell out have
objectionmatters that most
been
avoiding anyway.
The code specifies that telecasters should not
only conduct their own development of educational and cultural programming but also
solicit the help of experts in those lines. It goes
without saying that these provisions are commendable as measures to improve the quality
of telecasting. But, if carried out conscientiously, they will achieve another and no less
usefulliampurpose
Benton. — the abatement of Sen. WilThe tenacity of Mr. Benton was clearly illustrated when he took the floor only minutes
before the adjournment of the Senate to deliver a speech amplifying his plans for remaking U. S. broadcasting. Not only does
he want to establish a high-powered advisory
board to oversee programming and force an
encouragement of subscription broadcasting,
but he wants now to change the limitations on
non-commercial, educational TV stations and
let their operators sell time.
This, of course, would establish the educational telecasters as a special class of citizens,
presented with valuable spectrum franchises
which they could use in exactly the same way
that commercial telecasters use the general
run of channels that are up for grabs by anybody and hence the prize of many violently
competing applicants.
Here we would have the spectacle of institutions, many of which are state-owned, placed
. by the federal government in direct business
competition with private broadcasters and indeed in an advantageous competitive position.
| This would be socialism, pure and simple, no
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matter what other tags the Senator cares to
tie to it.
Now all these Benton proposals stem from
his basic argument that commercial broadcasters have failed to provide adequate program ing in made
the educational
and tocultural
fields and have
no serious effort
do so.
It is in this connection that we recommend
the study and application of the affirmative
elements of the new television code. The adoption of the code in itself will serve to weaken
Mr. Benton's
provisions ought arguments.
to knock theAdherence
legs right tooutits from
under him.
Color Out; What Next?
FROM NOW until the next crisis (which
could occur any minute) trade shop talk will
center around what motivated Defense Mobilizer Charles Wilson in banning color TV set
production
virtue of it.and who gains what advantages by
But far more ominous than the color shutis what could happen
in new after
constructiondoofwn black-and-white
TV stations
the
allocations freeze is lifted by the FCC. True,
NPA last week reclassified broadcasting facilities from "commercial"
to "construction"
ulations, thus tremendously
enlarging regthe
quantities of metals they are authorized to use.
But in these turbulent days, nothing is certain.
By the time the FCC lifts the freeze, the ODM
may find metals so short as to crack down on
widespread
new TV construction as it has on
color.
The color action, for the first time since the
new emergency began, affects an end product
—Heretofore
the colorthereceiver,
converter.
defense adapter
authoritiesor have
dealt
in quotas of materials in short supply, leaving
to the manufacturer or processor the decision
as to what types of units he desired to produce
with the material allotted.
There's no doubt that CBS-Columbia encountered obstacles in its efforts to engage in
mass production of color units. CBS was in
the process
for more raw
rials when oftheappealing
Wilson shutdown
came.mate-It
accepted this edict, raising no question as to
propriety, because it presumably felt that the
same result would have been inevitable, on a
piecemeal basis.
For the record — and for the immediate future— clarification is needed. Who is responsible for the licensing processes? The effect of
the Wilson order on color-TV — entered without
consultation with the FCC — was to supersede
an order of the FCC, the accredited licensing
authority. The defense authorities were set
up to control the national economy so that the
overall defense and rearmament program can
be carried out with a minimal upsetting of
normal pursuits. The development of TV is
not only a normal pursuit, but also one affected
with the public interest.
It is doubted whether the FCC will suspend
its approval of the field sequential standards.
By the same token, it is obvious that time runs
with the proponents of a compatible system,
now
tinue.that laboratory work is permitted to conThe color TV ban, while it works a hardship on CBS-Columbia, as a practical matter
will not bring violent repercussions from the
public. The public is hardly affected, since only
a handful of sets are in use — most of them improvised.
When emergency conditions abate, the FCC
can take another look at the RCA system,
which has made demonstrable strides in recent
months, and at any other systems that might
be developed. There may be by-products of
immense value in the mobilization picture, as
was the case in World War II, which brought
radar and other electronic weapons.

our respects to:

JOHN HYDE CLEGHORN
INradio,
CONTRAST
who voice
would which
bury
comes nowto athose
confident
says that radio is on the threshold of far
greater success than it has enjoyed in the
Is this the voice of a fledgling broadcaster
who has his head in the clouds? It is not!
This is the voice and belief of a man with
past.
22 years of practical down-to-earth experience.
He is John Hyde Cleghorn, general manager
of WHBQ Memphis.
Mr. Cleghorn believes that AM radio is just
beginning to come into its own. In its lessthan-30 years of existence as a commercial
advertising medium, it has grown "in fits and
Radio is encountering really stiff competition for the first time in its life, he says,
adding
that radio is learning how to fight. He
starts."
acknowledges that it may take several years
for radio to find its place in the advertising
scheme, but finally it will win through.
By that time, Mr. Cleghorn believes, it will
have acquired stability, endurance and character. It will be a profession with a tradition.
. . and it will be then, as it is now, the most
effective means of immediate mass communications in the world, Mr. Cleghorn says.
In his 22 years of radio experience, Mr. Cleghorn has participated in virtually every phase
of station activity. His primary experience
has been in programming.
Up until several years ago, he took part in
many programs as a singer and as choral director. He was responsible for the development of one of the best-known choral programs
of the South, Young America Sings.
Mr. Cleghorn was born on March 11, 1909,
in Atlanta. He left Atlanta at the age of
three
— ashehewas.puts it, as soon as he
found months
out where
His childhood was spent in the small town
of Cordele, in southern Georgia, and in Jacksonvil e. He often spent summers, because of
Iowa.
a family connection, on a farm in northern
In June, 1929, he was graduated from the
U. of the South in Sewanee, Tenn. The following month he went to work for the Memphis
Commercial Appeal as a reporter.
In October, four months later, he became
affiliated with WMC Memphis, owned by the
Commercial Appeal. For seven years he served
as combination
and radio
radio and
announcer. Duringnewspaperman
that time he was
real estate editor for the newspaper.
For part (Continued
of 1936-37 Mr.
Cleghorn
on page
59) worked at
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MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
TO WTOP
than to
any other radio
station
WTOPSHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE*
■■llMI^MiMM
22.9%
Station B
^■■i^HH
16.2%
Station C
^HHM
14.4%
Station D
HMf
10.1%
14 other local
plus outside stations - ■ ■ 36.4%
* Pulse. July- August 1951; total week
WTOP
THE WASHINGTON
POST— CBS
RADIO STATION
REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

m4

front office

GENERAL MILLS Inc., for Larro Feeds and PurAsnow Flour, has signed a
52-week schedule for a noon quarter-hour six days weekly over WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul. Shown examining point-of-sale merchandising piece being
used in the strictly rural campaign are (I to r) Harry D. Peck, WDGY vice
president and general manager; Phil Archer, account executive for KnoxReeves Adv. Agency; Fred Phillips, ad manager for Larro Feeds, and Bill
Hurley, WDGY account executive.
PALSEY AID
Radio, TV Praised
RADIO and television did "a
tremendous
job" United
in helping
the
second annual
Cerebral
Palsy Drive reach its total of $2,100,000, Leonard H. Goldenson,
UCP president and head of United
Paramount Theatres, said Tuesday
at an appreciation luncheon given
for leaders in the campaign.
Further help will be enlisted
througha marathon
the radio-TV
when
telecast industry
is held
by
WJZ-TV
New
York
from
9 p.m.
Dec. 8 until noon Dec. 9. Arranged
by ABC President Robert E. Kintner, the 15-hour telethon will seek
additional funds to help New
York City's 32,000 cerebral palsy
victims.
Similar telethons have been held
in Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago and San Francisco and were
responsible for a total of $480,000
in pledges. The Philadelphia program over WFIL-TV, Mr. Goldenson said, collected $81,000, of which
more than 80% has been paid. The
three Cincinnati television outlets,
WCPO-TV WKRC-TV WLWT
(TV), carried the local program
simultaneously and added $37,000
to the fund.
Use of radio and television occurred again when the campaign
sponsored coverage of the Michaels
Awards and added another $37,000
to its fund. As a result, UCP has
signed
coverageceremonies
of this year's
Michaelsfor Award
and
has option on the event for the
next seven years, Mr. Goldenson
revealed.
The association president paid
special tribute to Bob Hope as
life chairman of UCP, and his cochairmen: Bins: Crosby, Arthur
Godfrey, Jack Benny, Kate Smith,
Jane Pickens, Jinx McCrary, Secretary of Labor Maurice J. Tobin,
Grantland Rice and Bob Hall. Earl
J. Hudson, president of United
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WILLIAM McCLUSKEY, sales manager WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
appointed administrative assistant to JOHN T. MURPHY, vice
president in charge of television operations for Crosley Broadcasting Corp. GEORGE P. MOORE succeeds Mr. McCluskey, as sales
manager at WLWT. Mr. Moore was with WSAI Cincinnati and Frederic
Ziv Inc.
LOWELL JACKSON, radio network sales ABC Chicago, named radio
network sales manager for the network's Central Div.
TED WEBER named western sales manager WGN-TV Chicago, succeeding GEORGE W. HARVEY, who has
resigned to join WFLA Tampa as
general manager. (Closed Circuit
Oct. 22).
Mr. Weber
first
salesman,
joining wasthe WGN-TV's
station in
February 1948. Prior to his joining
WGN-TV he was program promotion
manager for CBS-Radio New York.
Mr. Harvey was with WGN Inc. 16
years,
which time
was a
salesmanduring
and eastern
sales hemanager
in
New
York.
He
was
appointed
sales Mr. Harvey
Mr. Weber
manager of WGN-TV in August 1948.
NOEL C. BREAULT, sales manager WICH Norwich, Conn., to WHIM
Providence, R. L, as account executive.

Detroit Theatres, was national
campaign chairman.
"I wouldn't
pick ofup names
any onein
name
or even dare
a series
the radio-TV industry to thank,"
Mr. Goldenson
"All the
networks
and so explained.
many personalities
in The
the field
have
helped
so
drive, intended to aidmuch."
some
6,000 children among the 546,000 DANIEL P. WEINIG, WELI New Haven, to radio sales staff of The Katz
people afflicted with cerebral palsy, Agency, N. Y., station representatives, effective today (Monday).
this year more than doubled its
first-year results, he said, and UCP BOYD W. LAWLOR, sales staff WWCA Gary, Ind., appointed commercialnow rates on a par with other nasales promotion manager. JAMES CONNORS and
tional health agencies.
GERALD TUERFF appointed to sales staff.
LARRY LAWRENCE, personality WAGE Syracuse,
N. Y., named to sales staff WSYR Syracuse.
NEW AVCO PLANT
For Defense Work
JOSEPH
Elkins, W. E.Va.MAMS appointed to sales staff WDNE
CROSLEY Division of Avco Mfg.
Corp. will construct a new $5,500,000 plant to employ an ultimata
JIM FITZPATRICK, program consultant, special events
1,500 to 2,000 people in defensive
staff and acting commercial manager WLTR BloomsProduction, John W. Craig, genburg,
named 111.sales representative and announcer
eral manager, has announced.
Mr. Lawlor
WFRL Pa.,
Freeport,
Construction of the 360,000-sq.
ft. building will begin in Avondale, WILLIAM B. JENNINGS, assistant to sales manager WOR New York,
Ohio, a suburb of Cincinnati, within to New York staff McKinsey & Co., management consultants, as assistant
the next two or three weeks. Struc- of managing partner.
ture will be partially completed
and occupied by June.
ROBERT FRANKENFIELD to commercial department WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
NIELSEN RATINGS TOP RADIO
PROGRAMS
LENNY mercial
MEYERS,
manager. advertising staff WLYN Lynn, Mass., appointed comS. Area,
Including
Small-Town
Farm(TotalandphonU.e Urban
Homes
and
including
Teleand Non-Telephone Homes)
ROY CHAPMAN, local sales manager CKNW New Westminster, to
September
CKOK Penticton, as manager and part owner.
Evening,
Once 9-15
a Week
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Homes
JOHN H. WHITE, Katz Agency.. N. Y., named account executive CBS
Rank
Program % Television
Spot Sales, N. Y. Mr. White succeeds ROY HALL, resigned.
Lux RadioWinched
Theatre(ABC)
(CBS) 11.3
231 Big
Walter
9
0
Story (NBC)
88.78
45 Mr.
Dr. Christian
(CBS)
GEOFF STIRLING, appointed president and manager CJON St. John's,
District Attorney (NBC) 8.3 Newfoundland.
67 Godfrey's
Talent Scouts (CBS) 8.2
Dragnet
(NBC)
8.1
8 F.B.I,andin Peace
and War
(CBS) 7.6
(CBS)
109 Mr.
Life with Mrs.
LuigiNorth
(CBS)
7.57.5
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by PetlonaU • • •
the 1951
"NIELSEN-RATING"
41applying
,903,000-the
estimate of Total(%)Unitedto H. P. LASKER, general manager WLWD(TV)
States
Radio Homes.
Dayton, spoke on "The
(*)
Homes
reached
part Inside Story of Television" at Dayton Ad Club luncheon
Oct. 24.of
ofonlythe1 toprogram,
exceptduring
for a!lhomesor any
listening
EINERsons.PETERSEN, account executive WOR-TV New meeting
5 minutes.
York, father
twin
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
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UPT STATEMENT
Earnings Up Over 1950
"THERE
has inbeenouran business
encouraging:
improvement
and
this improvement has been general
throughout
industry,"ofLeonard
H. Goldenson,the president
United
Paramount Theatres Inc., said in
releasing a financial statement issued by his company.
"Now. more than any time since
1946," Mr. Goldenson said, "there
is a widespread feeling; of confidence that the industry will be
able to meet and surmount the
challenge of changing competitive
,andProposed
economic merger
conditions."
of UPT and
ABC is before FCC, with hearing
set Jan. 15 [B*T, Oct. 15].
Estimated consolidated UPT
earnings for the third auarter of
I this year amounted to $4,688,000,
including $2,297,000 for capital
gains tax, as compared with $2,528,000. including $414,000 in
| taxes, for the same quarter in 1950.
: nine
Consolidated
the first
months ofearnings
1951, heforestimated,
were $9,537,000, including $3,483,I 000 for taxes, as contrasted to $7,963,000 and $1,465,000 for capital
gains for the same 1950 period.
Consolidated earnings this year,
| Mr. Goldenson explained, included
the earnings of several companies
which became wholly owned after
the third quarter of 1950 through
purchase of the 50 9r interest of
certain co-owners. The effect of
this, he said, was to increase operating profits and reduce share of
undistributed earnings for the 1951
periods.

VOA VS. USSR
U. S. Overcoming Jamming
THE Voice of America is overcoming Russian jamming "at least
100% more effectively" than a year
and a half ago, and has a 50% increase in output, according to Assistant Secretary of State for Public
Affairs
Edward W. Barrett,
chief of the Voice.
He was a key speaker at the
communications conference sponsored Oct. 11-13 by Northwestern
U., Evanston, 111., as a feature of
its centennial celebration.
Mr. Barrett, who spoke before
3,500 leading journalists, social scientists and mass communication
experts, outlined strategy of the
voice in describing "America's camadvisory
more thanHe 100saidspecialist
panels paiofgn of truth."
s
in radio, advertising and journalism
have
helped
formulate
a
policy
which includes major new psythe world. chological" plans for key areas of
Pointing out that the Soviet Union and its satellite states annually
spend the equivalent of $1,409,000,000 for propaganda, Mr. Barrett
said Russia alone spends $928 million, of which $840 million is for
"direct" casting
propaganda
and films. such as broad"Behind the Iron Curtain, in the
satellite zones, the Soviet has carried on the most massive propaganda campaign the world has ever
seen — and has failed dismally," Mr.
the
"Suppor
Barrett
t for
and the
dwindlin
Kremlin issaid.
g daily,
best intelligence reports indicate
that 70 to 90% of the peoples in
the ^ various satellite states are
their Communi
against
Meanwhile,
Russia sthas regimes.
extended"
jamming activities from the U. S.
State Dept.'s Voice of America to
signals of the Bavarian radio, according to Office of Public Affairs,
U. S. High Commissioner of Germany, located in Frankfort.
Shepard Stone, public affairs director, said the disturbances began
Oct. 4 and have caused continued
interference to the Bavarian outlet, which has been operating on
800 kc since last July. Source of
the jamming was traced to LeninProtection of the USSR service
grad.
by directional antenna was assured
because the European Broadcasting
Convention, meeting in Copenhagen
in 1948, "failed
to make
adequate
provisions
for radio
broadcasting
in
Germany,"
Mr.
Stone
stated.
The U. S. will continue, however,
to maintain "all essential broadhe added.casting for which it is responsible,"

BARRETT REPLIES
To Attack on VOA
CHARGES by an ex-State Dept.
employe that the Voice of America
is wasting money, failing to answer
Communist propaganda and "spying" on Congress
last week
by EdwardwereW. disputed
Barrett,
Assistant Secretary of State for
Public Affairs.
The criticism was leveled by
Frank Stout, former employe in
the department's
formation Office,International
in a series In-of
articles in the Scranton (Pa.)
Tribune. Secretary Barrett said
he found no evidence to substantiate the charges but promised an
inquiry. The nature of the "spyknown.ing" charge was not immediately
Mr. Stout's claim that the Voice
is not responding to Soviet propaganda "reveals ignorance of the
principles
of thisHeprogram,"
Mr.
Barrett added.
said he had
requested Mr. Stout come to Washington and submit his evidence THE SEMINARY Society for Audiohas been formed by stubut that Robert J. Arthur, Tribune Visual dentsAids,
of the Church Divinity School of
editor, had rejected the invitation the Pacific,
Berkeley, Calif., for the
to the reporter.
purpose of orienting students in all
seminaries
in audio-visual
Student founders
include techniques.
Mai Boyd,
GREATEST
FIGHTS
of
The
Century
television film series moves to KNBH formerly with Mary Pickford and
Buddy Rogers in PRB Productions,
* (TV).
(TV) LosTheAngeles
from
local
KTTV
New School.
York, who recently enrolled in
series is sponsored by the
the Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
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Advertisement
From

where

6y Joe

I sit

Marsh

"Talks Turkey"
-Long

Distance

Some people chuckled when Sonny
Fisher rented a home recording machine to record the noise his flock of
turkeys make.
"I sent the recording to a buyer for
a super-market chain," Sonny said. "I
told them 'My turkeys speak for themselves—listen tothis record!' They
not only took my birds, but bought
the record!"
"Why did they want the record?"
I asked him. "Very simple," he says.
"They're going to play it over the loud
speakers in their stores — and then an
announcer on another record reminds
the customers that turkeys are plentiful and a good buy."
From where I sit, it's not always
smart to make fun of someone just
because he does things a little differently. Ithink a glass of beer is the
most refreshing beverage there is. You
— or Sonny — may prefer something
else. But who's to decide one's right
and the other's wrong? Let's stay "on
record" that everyone's entitled to
his own tastes and opinion.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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WhaVs

he

looking

at?

Well... it's the latest issue of BROADCASTING Yearbook, naturally. But the thing
that's caught his attention could be any one of the dozens of special features appearing exclusively in BROADCASTING Yearbook.
It could be.

H

• latest figures on different
categories of 1951 advertising expenditures at
which Mary Dunlavey
(Harry B. Cohen) is look-

significant analyses and
program trends during
1951. George Kern (Benton & Bowles)
at this
feature. is looking

the new personnel lists at
the reorganized networks.
Charles Wild (N. W. Ayer)
is referring to that listing.

• facts ahout the economic
status
of radio despite
TV's
phenomenal
progress.
These catch the attention
Katz).
of Beth Black (Joseph

• figures on how much a competitor spent during the past year. Frank Coulter (Young &
Rubicam) checks this important item.
■
OR. . .(you know what?)
IT COULD BE YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
telling him your story . . making him understand why your station is
a good buy in your market.
It could be your advertisement, that is, IF you remember to send in your
space reservation right now for the up-coming BROADCASTING Yearbook about to go on the presses in a few weeks.
Don't put it off any longer. Be sure that you, too, are represented
properly in the 18th edition of BROADCASTING Yearbook. There's
no time to waste. Clip that coupon . . or write . . or wire . . or phone us
collect. BUT DO IT NOW!
It's the one best way to tell your year- 'round story to 17,000 key
executives like the ones whose pictures you see here. And they're
executives (you'll note) who all get, read, study and remember what
they see in the BROADCASTING Yearbook.
THE FACTS ARE FEW:
RATE s
26
13
7
1
52
time times times times times

RATES
Page
V2
230
$395
130
V4
75
V8
45
1/16

215
$350
125
70
42

190
$325
120

170
$285
100

4065

60
35

15080
$265
50
30

Mechanical Requirements
Space
Width Depth Width Dep.
Full pagepage
8V2" 1211"1/4
Bleed
Three-quarters 6V49Vs
11
Half page
4 1/16 11 8V2 5Vi
Quarter page 2
11 4 1/16 5%
Eighth page
2
51/2 4 1/16 2%
Double page spread 17'/2xll. Bleed 18'/2xl2V4.
Color: $110 per extra color per page. Bleed $40
per page. A horizontal half page is minimum
space in the station directory.

The ONLY fully authoritative source of facts about radio and radio advertising.
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870 National Press Building
NC
Washington
T^^AST4,I D. C.

g CUP - FILL OUT - MAIL - CLIP - FILL OUT - MAIL - CLIP - FILL OUT
Please reserve the space checked for the 1952 BROADCASTING Yearbook
Firm
d Double page spread
Address
□ Single page
City
Zone
State
• d One-half page
Per
□ One-quarter page
E Agency, if any
□ One-eighth page

HOW/s

this for a
RECORD?
We Have Been On Only
Since Sept. 30th As An
NBC
AFFILIATE IN
SCRANTON,

PA.

And Already We Carry
MORE Than 50%
Of All
NETWORK
Sponsored Shows!
Which Proves The Tremendous Value of the
SCRANTON Market!
Still Time . . .
Still Room for
You Good Folks
To Get In on The
Best Availabilities
Write or Wire Us
Or Get In Touch
With WALKER CO.
Our National Reps.
WSCR
NBC !n Scranton
David M. Baltimore, Pres.
1320 KC
1000 Watts Daytime
500 Watts Nighttime
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UNESCO BOOKLET
Cites Aid of Radio
METHODS of increasing radio
broadcasting's
ence throughouteducational
the world influhave
been
surveyed
by
United Naair-casters ^ff^
tions Educational,theScientific
and
Cultural
Organization.
The results
are
published
by
UNESCO
TRENT CHRISTMAN, stage manager in a booklet titled Low Cost Radio
D # program
GORDON director
GRAHAM,WCBS
assistant
New KNBH (TV) Hollywood, and night Reception.
York, appointed director of pro- managervisionNBC
director.Hollywood, named teleThe survey ties in with research
gram production and public affairs.
conducted by the organization for
HENRY W. (Hank) LUNDQUIST, HENRY CLARK, staff announcer several years. Its purpose is to
WENT
"the most appropriate
production m a nnouncing Gloversville,
staff WTRY N.Troy,Y.,N.toY. an- uncover
ager WCOP Bosmeans of extending the cultural
ton,gramappointed
proand
educative
influence of broadMILTON KOMITO,
production
ordinator WMAL-TV
Washington,cocasting on the large masses of the
succeeds manager.
GENEHe
father
of
boy,
Bruce
Neil.
peoples of the world who are
KING,tor ofnowradiodirec-in
ROY
L.whoDEETS,
veteran such
free-lance
economically
The bookletleast
dealsfavored."
largely with
Europe for ECA.
writer
has
scripted
shows
HARRIETTE C.
as Suspense, Famous Jury Trials, and problems of broadcast reception in
High Adventure in his 20 years of non-industrialized countries. PurROBB, traffic manradio
writing department of
chasing power is so low that the
and continuWNEW work,
New toYork.
ityagerdirector
KEYL
current import price of sets is
(TV) San Antonio, Mr. Lundquist Miss LIN CHU, instructor of statis- generally prohibitive, it was exappointed director
tics Fordham U., N. Y., to WNEW
of women's programs.
The survey comprises 118 pages
New York, as assistant to research plained.
and is available
through
the ofInterFLOYD TIMBERLAKE appointed tele- director.
national Documents
Service
the
Chicago. vision operations supervisor ABC DON JAMIESON, CBN St. John's, Columbia U. Press. The cost was
Newfoundland, named production not specified.
RODDY ROGERS, producer director manager CJON St. John's.
WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, named execu- CAROL EWING, controller KNBH RECORD PRICES
tive producer.
(TV) Hollywood, father of girl, Patti
Kay, Oct. 1.
OPS Allows Adjustment
JAMES FONDA, program supervisor JERRY
writer on ABC ALL manufacturers of phonograph
CBS Network Production Dept., takes This Is D.YourLEWIS,
FBI,
father
of
boy,
on additional duties of correlating all Richard
records are now able to adjust
Neal, Oct. 17.
information on network radio proprice ceilings according to a set
ducer and director applicants. LARRY BOB CROSBY and GISELE MacKEN- formula,
OPS announced last week.
BERNS, network producer, named to ZIE, CBS Radio Club 15, named king
permits a manufacturer,
correlate
all
information
on
comedy
Festival Cele- whoRuling
announced
prices during the
writers for both radio and TV. JOHN and queenbration heldoflastCheese
week by American general freeze period
but which
MESTON, script editor, performs Dairy Assn.
were
to
become
effective before
same duties
for
radio
and
TV
dramatic writers.
TONY BOURG, WEEU Reading, Pa., Feb. 15, 1951, to use these levels
prices,were
regardLARRY ROBERTSON, radio director to announcing staff WIBG Philadel- as general
les of whetherceiling
the prices
put
ABC, transferred to ABC Television
in
effect
during
the
base
period.
JEAN
SHEPHARD,
disc
jockey
KYW
Center, Hollywood, in same capacity. phia.
OPS
said
it
took
this
action
beNew assignments will include direct- Philadelphia, father of boy, Randall.
cause six companies, who produce
ing
of
network's
Korla
Pandit
show
more
than
80%
of
all
phonograph
named pro- records sold in the U. S., announced
and
Control.Wednesday telecasts of Space AUGUST motionFRAUENFELD
Fort William,and publicity
Ont. director CKPR price
increases shortly before the
MERNA MADDUX, assistant promo- CHET CAMPBELL, press writer NBC freeze. Five of the companies made
tion
manager
KSFO
and
KPIX
(TV)
the
prices
but the sixth
San Francisco, named assistant to Chicago, father of boy, Gregory Lee, (Metro-Gold effective
wyn-Mayer) did not.
FAYE STEWART, director of women's Oct. 8.
The
new
ruling
permits
MGM to
shows on both stations. Miss Madits prices in line with those
discof jockey
WBAL
Balti- bring
dux will be succeeded by JAYNE AL ROSS,
of
the
other
companies,
OPS
noted.
more,
father
boy,
Oct.
22.
BURNS. PHYLLIS BLOEMKER, WGL
Fort Wayne, Ind., to KSFO and KPIX JOSEPHINE WETZLER, education di- MGM, OPS said, accounts for about
(TV), in promotion department.
rector WLS Chicago, elected vice 5% of all records produced.
of Illinois chapter, AmerROLLAND REICHERT, radio record- president
ican Women in Radio and Television.
ing sales department NBC Chicago,
named TV operations supervisor. OLIVER TREYZ, director of research
MICHAEL EISENMENGER, sound and sales development ABC, father of IfDRC
technician, succeeds Mr. Reichert.
F M
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
WD R C
ROBERT F. (Bob) MOREY, KGFW boy, Oct. 17.
director ABC-TV HolKearney, Neb., to WOKZ AM-FM Al- DIK DARLEY,
lywood, father of girl, Carol Malone.
ton, 1 1., as program and sports direcTHOMAS B. NOLAN Jr. to special
effects department as supervisor of
stage special effects NBC-TV. Mr.
Nolan replaces ROBERT F. BRUNTON, resigned.
REG MERRIDEW, program director
and vocalist WGAR Cleveland, elected
director of Greater Cleveland Kiwanis
Club. CHARLES DAY, news editor
WGAR, elected second vice president
of Kiwanis Club.

tftei • • •
TED FORMAN, announcer WSCR
Scranton, Pa., to WWPA Williamsport, Pa., as newscaster.
BOB GAMBLE, news director KFOR
Lincoln, Neb., to WKY Oklahoma
City, as newscaster.
Ratine*
EDWIN GRAHAM, news editor WPTR
Albany,
N.
Y.,
father
of
daughter,
Reiul**1»» c' mad
Cathleen Marie, Oct. 15.
RateiWDRC
3 R* in *•
Th
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SIMPLIFY

SPOT

BUYING

Foley Sets Up Auailabilities Form Sheet
By FRANK KNIGHT
FOLEY ADVERTISING ACENCY.
RADIO-TV DIRECTOR
»SI» UNO TV AVAILABILITIES
RICHARD A. FOLEY ADV. AGENCY,
PHILADELPHIA
ase of radio or TV
THE
spots purch
on a multi-market basis
always repregsents a sizable
task for advertisin agencies. The
job, of course, could be done quickly and easily — but when this is the
case, the client frequently winds
up with a bunch of less than adequate spots.
The time factor adds to the complexity of the problem. Campaigns,
if possible. 3. Afternoon noted therein, and they are sent off
as a rule, are only infrequently days,
should not be aired later than for the client's comments.
approved weeks 5spots
In some cases, the forms have
p.m.
in advance — the
above specifications are sent been sent directly to station repusual case being in The
letter
form
to
representatives
of
resentatives for filling in. Reprethat many spots all TV stations in the ten markets
s like the idea — claiming
must chased
be within
pur-a -— 25 stations in all. By phone, it eliminatessentativethe
need for lengthy
letter,
and
wire
the
replies
begin
explanatory
letters,
short period. In a coming in — and before you know them time and effort. thus saving
medium sized
As mentioned before — the form
program
deagency such as it, you're deluged
scriptions, coveragewithmaps,
program
proved very successful — not
ours, it means our schedules marked
with red and blue has
only
agency but for the
three man de- pencilings, rate cards, lists of client foras the
well. For the client it
Mr. Knight
partment
must
and
maybe,
if
you're
lucky,
turn both barrels spots,
concise letter listing the four greatly simplifies his problem of
on the project to try to flush out ora nice
five really best buys.
approving or disapproving
reations and makes our
it easy
the high rated spots we seek.
Here is where our form goes to for him to make com endalternative
All of the foregoing pointed up
selections.
each station's
the need for a "centralization work: Taking
mation, we quickly
run downinforthe
Each client to whom the form
point"
of
some
sort
into
which
all
submitted
data
to
note
the
better
spot information would flow and
These are trans- has been submitted has shown enthence be sifted. Months ago, a availabilities.
thusiasm for its simplicity and
fer ed to the form. (In the case of
simplified "Spot Radio and TV telephone calls, naturally we note easy workability.
Availabilities"
form
was
developed.
the
information
directly
on
the
It consisted of a mere columnized sheet — asking the station repreform with headings under which along.)
sentative the questions as we go KOIN STAFF CLUB
pertinent spot information could
be listed.
Adds Five Members
As availabilities were received
the information is listed, FIVE MORE staff members will
from the station representatives — AFTER
a pencil line is drawn across
they were listed on the form and the sheet
to separate individual join the "10-20 Year Club" of
readily evaluated.
KOIN Portland, Ore., at the stainformation.
The form worked from the be- spotUnder
the duration column is
tion's annual banquet Nov. 9,
gin ing-— adding system to our pro- noted the length of the spot in- Harry H. Buckendahl, manager,
cess, saving time, and readily
volved— one minute, 30 seconds, 20 announced last week.
pointing out the better buys.
seconds, or 10 seconds. Due to the
With the addition of the five new
Recently, the form was expanded fact that we subscribe to Pulse, members, 33 employes will have
we
try
to
secure
all
ratings
on
the
a bit to include more information, basis of that service. Where the been with KOIN a. decade, or more.
(see illustration). We intend that
Nine have 15-20 years of service
two programs are aver- with
it remain this size and grow no ratingsaged toofsecure
station, and 10 members
of the have the
chalked up 20 years.
larger — because such a form could spot in-between, thewe rating
refer
to
this
The five new members will be
continue
to grow almost ad infini- rating as the applicable rating.
tum.
Under the remarks column are Stan Warwick, announcer, and
three spaces left blank. In special Dale Denny, who join the 10-year
cases where an exceptional amount club; Louis Bookwalter, director of
for KOIN and KJR
TO show specifically how we use of data is required, these columns engineering
headed number families, num- Seattle; and Byron Paul and Lloyd
the form, let's build a mythical are ber
Woodell,
KOIN
technicians, who
persons,
and
cost
per
thousand
case. Say we receive word to pur- (listeners).
become 20-year members.
chase two one-minute TV afterAfter the spot listing is comnoon spots, and two 20-second TV
ones are easily
evening spots in 10 widely scat- brought pleted,tothe better
light in any market NEW children's 45-rpm record player,
tered markets for 26 weeks.
through
simple
comparison.
These decorated with Walt Disney's gay
The product is a new canned food are then purchased as quickly
as
characters is beitem, and the campaign is to begin possible — if such power of action Alice-in-Wonderland
ing tors.
shipped
to RCA(Model
Victor45EY26)
Distribu-is
in three weeks. Other buying spe- has been delegated by the client.
New player
cifications are as follows: 1. Spots If the client wishes to approve all extremely simple to operate and plays
should be near women-interest purchases beforehand, the sheets up to 14 records. The suggested retail price is $29.95.
shows. 2. On Thursdays and Fri- are typed, our recommendations
BROADCASTING
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PROMOTION BONUS
FOR SPONSORS...
FOUR EXTRA
SHOTS FOR
EXTRA SALES!

CAR CARDS with
sponsor credit appear
city.
throughout
the year
and cover the entire
24-SHEET BILLBOARDS
blanket the complete
Philadelphia Market
area, promoting WIBG
programs.
WINDOW DISPLAYS
of sponsor's
face
directly onproducts
Walnut
Street
the only— downtown
such display—
on this busy thorofare.
DIRECT MAIL goes out
regularly to selected
dealertinglists.
Hard-hitbroadsides
promote
paign andsponsor's
urge camstore
cooperation. '

10,000 Watts
Most
Philadelphia's
Powerful
Independent
REPRESENTED BY
Radio
Inc.
Representatives
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OPERA 'PIRATING' I
Charged by Kolodin \
Hits 'Political' Attack
ANSWERS
PROBLEM of music performance
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish inquire into the communist associa- again
propertylastrights
to the
fore
DISPUTE begun by a Congress- churches.
week.came
Irving
Kolodin,
tions of a man who would control
man's allegations against Broadmusic
critic
of
The
Saturday
Rethe
airwaves
of
five
outlets
under
caster Ed Lamb of Toledo [B*T,
"If that is true," Rep. Crosser
view of Literature, writing Oct. 24,
Oct. 22] erupted last week with Mr. said,
"I can't see how he's much government license."
charged that a commercial recordLamb labeling the attack as "polit- of a communist."
ing ofisVerdi's
"Un
Ballo reproMasical" while Rep. Robert Crosser
In his news release, Mr. Lamb
chera"
a "pirated
(D-Ohio) revealed he would discuss charged
attack made by Rep. ELECTRONIC PROSPECTS
duinction" of fact
a Metropolitan
Opera
the accusations with FCC Chair- Hall was thea case
broadcast
on
ABC
on
Nov.
22,
1947.
grapes
To Be Discussed Nov. 1
man Wayne Coy.
put in his mouth ofby"sour
disgruntled
The Saturday Review article
Rep. Crosser told Broadcasting business competitors."
RADIO transmitter manufacturers said the recording was issued by
• Telecasting last Thursday he
Mr. Lamb noted that his TV and and government officials will join Classic Editions, Brooklyn, and
would speak to Mr. Coy "very radio properties are conducted "in Thursday in a discussion of the purportedly was made by Italian
shortly"tainedabout
the hecharges
the public interest and that the electronics industry prospects for opera stars and other talent. Mr.
in a letter
receivedcon-a best
evidence of their success has
Kolodin, however, contended the
man- acoustical
fortnight ago.
background, audience
ufacturer membersmeeting
of the ofRTMA
been the receipt of most of the top 1952. The one-day
and action spacing, point
Rep. Crosser is chairman of the flight awards given by religious, Transmitter Division will meet at applause
to
the
Metropolitan
Opera as the
and commercial inter- the Wardman Park Hotel, WashHouse merce
Interstate
Committee.& Foreign
The letterCom-in educational
ests. More than 75% of all the ington.
origin.
In October 1950 the New York
question was sent by Rep. Leonard commercial telecasters in the U. S.
A dinner will climax the all-day
Court ruled in faHall (R-N. Y.) urging his com- have visited my Erie, Pa., tele- session. Rear Adm. John R. Red- Statevor of Supreme
an application by the Metrovision station [WICU (TV)] to
mit e to ask FCC to hold back apman, director
of Chiefs
communicationspolitan
Opera,
ABC
and Columbia
electronics,
Joint
of
Staff,
proval
for
Mr.
Lamb's
purchase
of
its successful operation."
an injunction to reWHOO - AM - FM Orlando, Fla. observe
In his letter, Rep. Hall had al- will give the principal address. H. Recordsstrainforreproduction
of opera broad[B«T, Oct. 15].
leged that Mr. Lamb was a member F. Hoffman, Machlett Labs., is dicasts by Wagner Nichols Recordvision chairman and will preside.
The New Yorker asked the Cros- of certain organizations which
ser committee, of which he is a "have been cited in the Attorney
A panel discussion on 1952 prosABCing Co. this season enters its 12th
pects
will
include
Fred
R.
Lack,
member, to consider "an inquiry General's
of airing MetroMr. Lamblist."
said he had never been Western Electric Co., for industry; consecutive Operayear
into Mr. Lamb's activities both past
broadcasts.
about threeTelecasts
years.
a member of any organization or a E. T. Morris Jr., director, Elec- have beenpolitanaired
and present."
tronics Division, National Producmember after the organization was
Lamb Reply
Verdi's operas are in public dotion
Authority,
for
NPA;
Col.
C.
main.
listed
by
the
Attorney
General
as
Meanwhile, Mr. Lamb issued a subversive. He said that in the A. Poutrie, director, Office of Elechard-hitting
statement, that con- 1930s he had been an "officer and
tronics Programs, Munitions Board,
cluded:
the board; Curtis B. Plummer,
founder of the National Lawyers for
chief of Broadcast Bureau, FCC, GENERAL TIRE
"I
dare
any
of
these
...
to
Guild
and
many
other
liberal
for the Commission. Moderator
appear before any Congressional
Record Sales
will
be C.Corp.
W. Miller, Westinghouse GENERALReports
committee hearing so that we can
Tire & Rubber Co.,
Electric
"I
have
been,
I
am
now
and
I
cross-examine the background of groups."
owner
of
the
Don
Lee
and Yankee
a liberal and progrestheir smear-and-run
political attacks.
I'll once
stop will remain
networks and now in process of
sive American citizen," Mr. Lamb
their
attacks
merging its radio-TV properties
said. "No amount of attacks by any
and for all!"
with WOR-AM-FM-TV New York,
frustrated, old Repub- Spero Named
Rep. Crosser disclosed that he antiquated,
will
reach record sales of between
STANLEY
SPERO,
KFAC
Los
lican
die-hard
will
ever
make
me
has had a number of letters sent
belief in a dynamic im- Angeles, has been appointed chair- $170 and $180 million for the fiscal
to him from church people from change myproving
man
of
the
Southern
California
year
ending Nov. 30, President
American economy."
Toledo and also Erie, Pa., where
William O'Neil announced last
letter, Rep. Hall had cited Broadcasters Assn. Radio Sales week.
Mr. Lamb publishes the Erie Dis- dataIn his
concerning alleged affiliations Promotion Committee to replace
patch, crediting Mr. Lamb as a
Allowances for federal taxes will
organizations by Mr. Lamb, Kevin Sweeney, who soon joins
leading church figure. He said the with
saying
Congress had been inter- BAB (see story, page 60). Mr. reduce consolidated earnings to
letters were representative of the
ested in Mr. Lamb's record because
about $10 a common share, howwas announced
ever, as compared to the $13.88 for
within the space of two weeks in bySpero's
A. E.appointment
Joscelyn, SCBA
president.
The
committee
will
meet
Nov.
1
last
year's sales of $125,375,000.
1948
he
"received
five
operating
liLONG APPOINTED
censes from the FCC. Congress (Thursday) to plan for continuing Earningscreasewill
nevertheless
ind by another
$4 or $5,be Mr.
RTMA Statistical Director considered it a proper matter to promotion efforts.
O'Niel estimated, from profits of
STATISTICAL activities of Radioforeign
and the Yankee
Television Mfrs. Assn. will be
Network operations
Inc.
centered in the association's Washington headquarters, according to
RTMA President Glen McDaniel
KDET CONTEST
who announced appointment of WilWinners Are Announced
liam F. E. Long as statistical director. Previously statistics have
been compiled by Haskins & Sells,
KDET Center,
announced winnersTex.,
in itslast1951weekRural
Philadelphia auditors.
Achievements Contest, conducted
Mr. Long formerly was director
among
residentsandof four
sevenLouisiana
eastern
of the statistical division of NaTexas counties
tional Paint. Varnish & Lacquer
Assn. and had been with Ail-Ameriparishes.
Awards were distributed by Tolcan Aii-ways as well as an economicston U.instructor at George Washingbert ingFoster,
president,
dura broadcastKDET
supervised
by John
Statistical services will be moved SOME 180 Esso dealers and officials of Esso Standard Oil Co. attended a Moosberg, station farm director,
to headquarters when RTMA moves banquet launching broadcasts of Esso Reporter on WDEF Chattanooga, Tenn. who conducted the contest.
Prizes of cash and wrist watches
into the new Wyatt Bldg., Wash- Looking forward to a rewarding association are (I to r) Joe F. Timlin, vice were
awarded for outstanding
ington, now near completion at president, Branham Co., New York, WDEF representative; Ken Flenniken,
14th & H, Washington. All RTMA WDEF general manager; Carter M. Parham, WDEF president; Curt Peterson, achievements during 1951 in soil
conservation, crop production,
company statistics are confidential, partner, Marschalk & Pratt Co., New York, Esso agency; Vern Carrier, Esso, broiler
raising, ranching, dairying,
New York; Paul J. Ward, division manager, Esso, Memphis; Charles L. Brock,
with
individualIndustrywide
member's figures
not divulged.
figures district manager, Esso, Chattanooga;
E. D. Kammer, WDEF merchandising farm management, pasture immanager.
are made public, however.
provement and kindred efforts.
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LAMB

Dr. Whan Issues
7957 Data

KANSAS STUDY
MULTIPLE-SET listening in Kansas homes provides an important
audience not shown in most audience studies, according to the 1951
study of the Kansas audience conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan, U. of
Wichita.
study was interviews
published by ★
WIBW and KCKN Kansas City.
Based The
on statewide
covering 7,004 families, the study hours reported, divided by number
shows that 96.2% of the homes with living in homes studied.
one radio use their sets on an averThus the average woman over
18 listens a great deal more than
the case
two-radio
homes,age day.
the Insecond
set isofused
on an the average man or child, with difaverage day by 53.9% of families,
ferences being smaller on Saturday
with the first set used by 94.8%.
and Sunday than on weekdays, according to Dr. Wahn.
In three-radio homes, the third
set is used by 32.6% of the families
Comparing the prestige of radio
and newspapers in Kansas, Dr.
*on
day setcompared
69.6%an foraverage
the second
and 96.3%to Whan
that on farms 26.2%
for the first set. The fourth set in of the found
women questioned rank rafour-radio homes is used by 16.7%
dio higher than newspapers, with
of families on an average day.
13.2% ranking newspapers higher
radio. Others ranked them
Percentage of all Kansas fam- than
ilies owning one or more radios in the same.
the home rose from 84.8% in 1940
Of the men questioned on farms,
to 98% in 1951. These figures 25.4% ranked radio higher than
break down into 71.6% of one-set newspapers and 15.0% ranked
homes in 1940 compared to 58.9% newspapers higher than radio.
in 1951; 10.8% of homes with two
In villages, 24.5% of women
sets in 1940, 30.5% in 1951; 2.4%
radio above newspapers and
of homes with three or more sets ranked
15.5%
newspapers above
in 1940, 10.6% in 1951. Percent of radio. ranked
Of the men, 23.4% ranked
cars with auto radios tripled, rising radio above
newspapers
15.7%
from 20.8% in 1940 to 62.4% in ranked newspapers aboveandradio.
1951.
In cities 28% of women ranked
Multiple Set Use
radio above newspapers and 15.9%
ranked newspapers above radio. Of
The average multiple-set Kan- the
28% ranked
sas family uses two sets simultan- radiomenaboveinterviewed,
newspapers and 15.4%
eously 8.41 quarter-hours each day, ranked newspapers
above radio.
the survey shows, with greater use
About three-fourths of the womof the sets made on Saturday than
en said radio is doing a good or exon weekdays or Sunday.
cel ent job in their area. The same
"This additional two hours of
listening in nearly half the homes results were obtained from men,
though
the percentages were slightin Kansas represents 'extra listenly smaller in some classifications.
ing'
not
usually
measured
by
radio
News
broadcasts continue to • be
audience research limited to analythe most popular, ranking above
sis
of
the
family
set,"
according
to
the Whan study.
the 1947 level, followed by comedians, participation programs, popIn one-set homes the average
ular music, sports, complete drama,
adult listens 4.37 hours per week- religious,
oldtime music, serial
day, it was found. In two-set
homes the adult listens 4.90 hours drama, talks, variety, market reports, band music, classical music,
and in three-or-more-set homes the
farming talks and homemaking
figure is 5.00 hours.
Car radios provide an important programs.
J\ DeMS!
"
,rast service, this
These sispreferences
amount of by"extra
tent in Kansas forhavethe been
last confive
measured
most listening"
audience not
reDesigned
par"
es
a
very
e
{ needed
years, it was observed.
search, Dr. Whan observed.
.metal-header nod ^ ^ ^ flow PBreaking the day into quartertor requiring less t
power-han
a
A_5762
de* ■
o
hour segments, the survey discov- FREEDOM AWARDS
Power Tri
m
ered that for each 100 listening
er
tt
Ro e *^ng temPerature, the
homes, 146 persons (over 4 years
for a tub
Ik
Jury Panel Selected
of age) are listening to the radio
at 5 a. m. on weekdays, rising to FREEDOMS FOUNDATION, Val218 persons at 7 a. m. Listening
ley Forge, Pa., last week anfalls somewhat between 9:30-11
of 23of persons tonounced
selectappointment
winners
the
a. m., rising to 191 at noon, falling
Your RCA ^
j He's as near
again in mid-afternoon and reach- foundation's
$100,000
Freedom
Awards
for
1951.
ing a peak of 242 persons per 100
„i a direct
homes at 7:30-7:45 p.m., and 248
minimum time. Call
Awards jury will meet at Valpersons 10:30-10:45 p. m.
ley Forge Dec. 1-5 under Dr.
Peak listening occurs on Sunday, Harold Case, president of Boston
with 357 persons per 100 listening U. and judge thousands of ser- I
he Used, with TCC *ee^aA\aransmi«ers
homes actually listening at 6:30mons, editorials, community pro6:45 a. m. The listening level runs
grams, unpublished essays, photographs and other materials.
high up to 10:15-10:30 p. m., and
Last year, three West Coast
then falls off rapidly.
The Kansas home averages radiomen were honored by the
Tube Tips)- CORPORATION of AMERICA
of RADIO
11.20 listening hours per weekday, foundation for bringing about a
ispread as follows: Women, 5.16 better understanding of the American
way
of
life.
Awards
were
HARRISON. M.J.
hours; men, 2.59 hours; children 12ELECTRON TUBES
18, 2.47 hours; children 4-11, 2.45 made Feb. 13 at a Hollywood Adv.
'hours. These figures are total Club meeting [B®T, Feb. 20, 1950].
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SCHWIMMER SUIT
Asks $150,000 Damages
SUIT for $150,000 damages and a
petition for an injunction have
been filed in Chicago Superior
Court by Walter Schwimmer Productions, radio-TV package firm,
against Monitor Productions, same
city. The Schwimmer firm accused
Monitor and its president, Ken
Houston, of plagiarism of a show
idea and theft of trade secrets.
Attorneys for Mr. Schwimmer
claim Mr. Houston, former sales
manager of Walter Schwimmer
Productions, left the concern, opened a rival package company and
sold Relay Quiz, an "infringement"
of Walter Schwimmer Productions'
Tello-Test. The firm also charges
Mr. Houston "pirated Schwimmer's
ideas and methods," and that Relay-Quiz "is substantially a plagiarism of Tello-Test."
suit asksof
restraint
of further The
broadcast
the Monitor show.
In addition, the complaint
charges Mr. Houston combined the
Tello-Test format with another
program — Chain Call — being preSchwimmerparedwhenfor syndication
he worked bythere.
The
latter show has never been released
because ploitMonitor's
Relay-Quiz
exed the market for
it, a Walter
Schwimmer Productions spokesman
said. Mr. Houston declined comment
on the allegations.
Mr. Schwimmer charges that
Mr. Houston, during the time he
worked at Schwimmer Productions,
"became cognizant of the special
techniques, methods and confidential information used in the successful programming, merchandising
and marketing
of Tello-Test.
Monitor
Productions
has until
Nov. 19 to file pleadings in answer
to the complaint.
WBAM TO 50 KW
Daytimer Gets FCC Grant
GRANT of 50 kw on 740 kc for
daytime-only WBAM Montgomery,
Ala., was made by the FCC last
week. It is believed to be the first
of its kind in the U. S.
Grant specified a directional antenna and stringent engineering
conditions
it w"authorized
WBAM to gowhen
from 250
to 50 kw.
According to the application, the
station will use two towers for its
directional antenna. Cost was estimated at $53,500, but this did not
include building construction. Station will lease building and land.
It is also using a second-hand transmitter.
Frequency is a Canadian clear
channel, with CBL Toronto the
dominant station.
AS DIRECT result of special programs and appeals for donations to
build a USO lounge, broadcast exclusively
overCommittee
WHLI-AM-FMfor Nassau
Hempstead,
L.Suffolk
I., USOCounties
announced Oct. and24
negotiations have begun for setting
up
area.servicemen's lounge in mid-island
Page 58D • October 29, 1951

NARTB Finances, Status MICROWAVE RELAY
New NBS Technique
DISTRICT 6
Of TV Explained
A
METHOD
for alleviating one
TV MEMBERS
of NARTB
their ownDistrict
way in6 meeting
the association,
President Harold E. Fellows
told pay
the NARTB
at its opening
difficulty
in
line-of-sight
wave communications — servicemicroinsession Thursday. Meeting at the St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans, the
terruptions resulting
grounddistrict's first day was marked by close attention to association affairs. reflection effects
— hasfrombeen
deHarold Wheelahan, WSMB New ★
vised by National Bureau of
Orleans, opened the two-day meet- and a quarter each from spot and Standards
through application of
ing Thursday morning with well network, he added.
optical
and theories to
over a hundred delegates present.
Slavick said WMCT (TV) microwavemethods
Mr. Wheelahan turned over the hasMr.national,
techniques. A method
regional
and
local
rates.
based on the classical Huygensgavel to F. C. Sowell, WLAC NashFresnel diffraction theory has been
ville. Others who presided ThursMr. Clay asked what size city can developed by H. E. Bussey of NBS
day and Friday included Henry B. support
TV outlet. Richard P. for" the suppression of the groundClay, KWKH Shreveport, and Doherty, aNARTB
reflected waves which are present
George H. Thomas, KVOL Lafayer relations director,employe-employcited research in microwave radio and TV relay
ette, newly elected
data on operations in different link operations.
the Louisiana
Statepresident
Assn. ofof cities.
Broadcasters.
Interruptions
in line-of-sight
Oliver Gramling, AP assistant microwave
communications
may
At the question-answer session
manager for radio, spoke occur when the direct wave from
President Fellows was asked by general
on
the
revenue
potential
of
radio
the transmitter and the groundCharles Planchard, KWCJ Alex- news.
reflectedfere wave
destructively
andria, La., where NARTB was
with each
other atinterthe
Named mitteeto weretheGranville
Resolutions
Comgetting the money to pay for
. Walters, receiver. In the NBS method,
services to its TV members. Mr.
Miss.; Mr. Daba- refiected-wave suppression is
Fellows explained that 70 TV sta- WAMLdie, andLaurel,
Hoyt Wooten, WREC achieved by setting a small screen
tions pay $135,000 in dues though
of the proper size on the ground
actual cost of direct TV-only oper- Memphis.
William B. Ryan, president of at
ations isonly $40,000. Other funds
point" in the
Advertising Bureau, con- path.theThe"reflection
go to rent and participation in Broadcastducted aFriday
reflected wave at the resales clinic. Pargeneral association activities. The
c
e
i
v
e
r
i
s
then
substantially
dimin-on
ticipants were Mr. Sowell, chairished, to an extent depending
1,000 aural station members pay
man; Earl Moreland, WMC Mem- the smoothness of the ground
$500,000 to the association, he
phis; Mr. Haas; Ed Wilkerson,
The screen blocks only a
added, with TV self-supporting.
WSLI Jackson, Miss.; Maurice plane.
small part of the re-radiation from
Answering a question from J. Thompson,
WJDX
Jackson,
and
B.
receiver,radiation
the reRoy Dabadie, WJBO Baton Rouge, G. Robertson, KWKH Shreveport. the groundmainder oftothethereflected
La., Mr. Fellows said the associaCarl Haverlin, BMI president, adding up to zero at the receiver.
tion had acquired 154 new members addressed
the meeting Friday The direct wave undergoes little
in recent months due mainly to the morning. Mr.
Doherty conducted
personal-contact efforts of Jack his management session and review or no modification.
Hardesty, station relations di- of employe relations problems.
rector, and his assistant, William
K. Treynor.
NLRB ELECTIONS
A television panel included NAACP REQUEST
California Issues Pend
Henry W. Slavick, WMCT (TV)
For ABC Time Rejected AT NLRB elections last week in
Memphis; Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TVnew Orleans, and Irving
President Robert E. Kintner San Diego, NABET was named
Waugh, WSM-TV Nashville. Mr. ABC
week rejected a request of the bargaining representative for enSwezey, a member of the NARTB last
Assn. for the Advancegineers and technicians at KFMBTV board of directors, told dele- National
People for time won
AM-TV,
KCBQ and
KSDO.OnlyIBEW
jurisdiction
at KGB..
one
gates, "You'll all be in TV soon." in whichment of toColored
reply
to
Commentator
He said someone else "will beat Walter Winchell with respect to a ballot was cast at KSON out of
four
eligible
votes
with
the
result
you
to
the
punch
if
you
aren't,"
purported
incident
involving
enteradding that present TV station
tainer Josephine Baker at New that the vote was impounded pendoperators had broken ground and York's Stork
ing NLRB decision as to whether
Club.
the medium now is well accepted
in his broadcast of a further election should be held.
by public, agencies and advertisers. Oct.Mr.21Winchell,
Meanwhile,
informal hearing was
on
ABC,
reported
that
Miss
Answering a question by Julian
Negro star, had com- held by NLRB in Los Angeles on
F. Haas, KARK Little Rock, Mr. Baker, palained to authorities
petitions
filed
by unions for men at
that she had
Waugh said WSM-TV had one
against in an ef- KHJ-AM-TV Los Angeles. Date
rate now but might add a retail been fortdiscriminated
for
formal
hearings
is expected to
service at the Stork
rate when competition - develops. Club andto obtain
set soon. Also awaited is the
she had told that Mr. be
Revenue comes one-half from local Winchell that
was in the place at that NLRB decision in petitions filed by
time. Mr. Winchell denied in his NABET, IBEW and IATSE for
(TV) Los Anbroadcast
that he was present when employes
THOMAS ELECTED
geles andatCBSKTTV
Television.
incident occurred, and said that
New LSAB President the
he was "appalled" that Miss Baker
GEORGE H. THOMAS, KVOL had been embarrassed, but that in
record on behalf of miLafayette, was elected president of view of his
norities he was also disturbed that American Chicle Buys
the Louisiana State Assn. of
Broadcasters at a meeting held it seemed necessary for him to re- AMERICAN Chicle Co., N. Y.
iterate his position against dis- (Dentyne & Chiclets), through
Wednesday in New Orleans. J. C. crimination.
Liner, KMLB Monroe, was elected
Sullivan, Stauffer, C o 1 w e 1 1 &
When
NAACP officials asked for Bayles,
vice president, and B. Hillman time to reply,
same Will
city,Rogers
starts program
sponsorMr.
Kintner
sent
a
ship of new
Bailey Jr., KSIG Crowley, secreseries over ABC Radio, Tuesday,
telegram
quoting
Mr.
Winchell's
tary-treasurer.
President Thomas will name a broadcast, which had included the 5:55-6 p.m., effective tomorrow
committee to draw up a statement reading of a letter from Walter (Tuesday). Contract for series,
White, NAACP head and one of featuring taped excerpts from phiofaudience
the association's
views on NARTB
station those
seeking reply time, saying
los phercomedian's
broadcasts,
measurement.
White had learned since the has been ordered for approximatePresident Harold E. Fellows ad- Mr.
ly 200 network stations for nine
Mr. Winchell was un- weeks.
dressed the delegates Wednesday incidentaware that
of it at the time it occurred.
(see story page 85).
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Respects
(Continued from page 52)
KARK Little Rock, Ark., as program manager. While there, the
station was awarded the annual
Variety Show Management Award
for stations
class. inMr.1937Cleg-as
horn
returnedof toits WMC
program manager.
In December 1943 he joined the
Navy and for two years served as
a tactical radar officer, taking part
aboard an attack transport in the
battles of Iwo Jima and Okinawa.
After returning from the war,
he rejoined WMC. He remained at
that Station until August 1947,
..when he left to open WRBC JackSon, Miss. He managed WRBC
two years, returning to Memphis in
September, 1949, to take over as
general manager of WHBQ.
Active in civic affairs, he is a
member of Kappa Sigma fraternity, a first vice president of the
Memphis Kiwanis Club and is regof the Presbyterian
men's Bible
class ular
of teacher
the Second
Church. He comes by his religious
leaning naturally — his grandfather
was a Presbyterian minister.
His hobbies are tennis, to keep
his body trim; music, because his
life would not be complete without music, and gardening because
he finds working in the soil refreshing to both mind and body.
In the course of his gyrations
back and forth from Iowa, he acquired afarm which absorbs much
of his interest.
Mr. Cleghorn married the former
Rosa Parker. They have two children, Judith, 17, and Elizabeth, 7.
Like their father, both daughters
are musically inclined.
If realization of ambition makes
a rich man, then Mr. Cleghorn may
be considered wealthy. His ambition simply is to become a good
radio station manager.

Justice Dept. Case
SPORTS RIGHTS
Widely Observed
SPORTS OBSERVERS see a big court battle shaping up over the
Justice
Dept.'sandciviltelecasts
suit against
professional
footballlawscharging
of broadcasts
in violation
of anti-trust
[B*T, restraint
Oct. 15].
The Suit also served to squash further Capitol Hill deliberations on
both
football
and
baseball
prob*lems involving the media.
that Federal Bureau of InvestigaJustice Dept. officials, Broadtion agents had seized the football
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
•
Telecasting
learned,
and TV files last month
have had under consideration the asclub'spartradio
of the government investifiling of a simultaneous suit. However, no decision was made, with
A staff member of the House
the consensus now directed at gation.
Subcommittee told
watching the progress of the suit Monopoly
Broadcasting • Telecasting his
filed in Philadelphia.
decided
to shelve
radioThat suit names all 12 National groupstudy
because
it now its
appeared
Football League clubs, and the TV
that media restrictions involve all
league itself, as defendants.
sports, thus making any probe
It charges them with engaging necessarily
all-encompassing. The
subcommittee, the spokesman Said,
since
January
1951
"in
combination
and conspiracy in the unreasonable isonly.confining its hearings to baseball
restraint
of trade and
in the broadcasting
and commerce"
telecasting
Ha said the main reason for the
of professional football games.
decision by the Congressmen was
With this suit, the Justice Dept. that
no one could determine at
hopes to clarify radio-TV rights in this time what effect the new baserelation to the sports world. The
will have in relationship
House Monopoly Subcommittee, to theball rule
reserve clause.
which has been holding hearings
Prior
to
the new developments,
on the baseball reserve clause, im- the subcommittee
was interested
mediately ordered a blackout on its in the manner in which
the leagues
study of radio-TV rights in hope handled radio-TV rights
because
the courts will come up with some the reserve clause possibly could
be
answers.
declared unlawful under anti-trust
Bearing on Decision
laws if baseball were adjudged to
Also affecting this d.ecision by be engaged in interstate commerce.
the Congressional group was the
If legislation were passed, sveh
baseball ruling, announced a fort- as that introduced in the Senate
night ago, that the major leagues (S 1526) by Sen. Ed C. Johnson
(D-Col.) and similarly in the House,
will
drop
"territorial"
rules and the
revert
rights clubs
negotiations
reserve clause would be proback toradio-TV
the individual
rather
tected by act of Congress. Hearings
than
15]. to the leagues [B»T, Oct. held teepreviously
the subcommitstirred some bydiscussion
on the
The football suit was filed in the radio-TV aspect [B«T, Aug. 13].
Eastern District of Pennsylvania
Maintains Previous Policy
since the league headquarters in
Philadelphia. A bill of complaint
During renewed hearings on the
was served Oct. 18 on the Detroit reserve
clause, the Senate subLions.
following its policy of
Indication that the suit will be steering clearcommittee,
of radio-TV, brushed
David McMillan
argued extensively was seen in a off a suggestion that it approve TV
DAVID McMILLAN, 67, president, statement by Edwin J. Anderson, restrictions of major league ball
Grand Advertising of Canada Ltd., president of the Lions. He said games in minor league territory.
Toronto, died on Oct. 16 of a cere- the club will contest the suit and
Proposal was made by Leslie M.
bral hemorrhage. Born in Scotland, will "take it to the highest court O'Connor,
Pacific Coast League
he went to Canada as a young man. in the land if necessary."
counsel, who said TV threatened
He was connected with Grant Adv.
The
club's
business
manager,
the
life
of
league baseball.
of Canada since its inception.
W. Nicholas Kerbawy, revealed He asked forminor
remedial legislation.
However, he agreed with House
members, that chances for gettingsuchJustice
legislation
"dubious."
carries the weight
Dept. were
officials
deferred
judgment
on
the
National
Collegiin the Oregon Market
ateballAthletic
Assn.'s
controlled
telecast
plan.
That
will
havefoot-to
DAY. or NIGHT
go by the board because of (1) the
suit filed against pro-football and
(2) the legiate
shortfootball
period
whichscene.
colis onin the
Rather, the government is inclined
to wait until next season when perhaps the suit against pro-football
may be settled.
W5W •- 337.330
PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
MPRESINTID N ATI ON A LIT 11
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350.030
Slofien
Slot.." vB .•• ■ 295.410
,07,910
Station C . •E• 192,630
205 440
.M
TT
CH
N,
EDWARD PITHY * CO.

INTERNATIONAL Alliance of TheaStage Employes
turetricalMachine
Operators& ofMoving
the U.Pic-S.
and Canada has moved to new offices
atYork127020.Sixth Avenue, suite 1900, New

$14 MILLION
IN
GAIN*
WISL

Primary Area
RETAIL

SALES

TOTAL
RETAIL SALES
$161,194,000
FOOD
$42,984,000
GEN'L. MDSE.
$15,628,000
APPAREL
1

$12,611,000
DRUG
$4,085,000
Serving the Largest
Concentrated Market
area between
Harrisburg and
Wilkes-Barre, Penna.

WISL
Shamokin,

Pa.

1000 WATTS — FULL TIME
A Mutual Affiliate
*Source: Standard Rate and Data Service
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wood. He later became sales promotion manager' of ABC's Western
Division, rising to Western Division vice president. He also is a
former manager of the Housewives
allied arts
f^fl
Protective League programs. From
1948 until he joined Don Lee a
short time ago he was with KFIAM-TV Los Angeles, where he
served first as a promotion conDept. of Radio at U. of Alabama,
sultant and later as general sales
associate professor of radio
Art- named
Corp., Beverly
istsGREENH
Famous Calif.,
OW, Hills,
and acting head of Dept. of Radio.
manager. Mr. Ryan was general TOMMY
to
Frederic
W.
Ziv
Co.,
Hollymanager of the station then.
talent
prot for andWestnew Coast
developmen
gram handling
office. wood,
TAX AID GRANTS
consult- DR. LOUIS N. RIDENOUR, chief
Electronic Firms Gain JOE C. DONOHUE, program
ant and packager,
scientist U.S. nt
Air Force, appointed diTAX writeoff certificates have been
appointed
director
r of engineering International
of radio and
TV Telemeter
£<fiuirectopme
issued by the Defense Production
Corp., L. A.
Administration for new or exous Artists Corp.,
departments
Fampanded plant facilities included a
Beverly Hills, MARVIN E. NULSEN Co., Indiannumber of applications filed by
Calif.
Mr.
Donohue
apolis, Inamed
nd., manufacturers'
representative,
sales representative
for
electronics firms. Breakdown by
was with CBS and cathode-ray
division
Allen
William Esty Co. DuMont Labs, tube
firm, product and percentage of rePassaic,
N.
J.
quested amount allowed follows:
REG EVANS, vice WILLIAM CORNELL, Universal
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Newton, Mass.,
electronic
tubes,magnetron
75%; Raytheon,
Waltpresident
Screen Adv.,General
N. Y., Broadcasting School, L. A., resigns to
ham,
Mass.,
tubes,
75%;
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., Mr. Donohue
named dentvice
presi- form Cornell Radio System.
Jersey
City,
N.
J.,
fuses,
75%
($1,960,of
newly
160); Blaw-Knox
Co.,
Pittsburgh,
iron formed Ad-Film Distributors, N. Y. MERIT TRANSFORMER Corp., Chirolls,
60%;
Lancaster,
Pa., eleccago, now shipping jobbers new No.
tronicPa.,
tubes,RCA,
75%;
Jeffers coal
Electronics,
DuBois,
capacitors,
chokes,
AL SHULMAN, Columbia Transcrip- 1000 TV Kit which contains three
75%;
Westinghouse
Electric
Corp.,
East
tions, N. Y., appointed manager of major components
for conversion,
Pittsburgh
and generators,
Lester, Pa., 60%
steam each;
tur- sales service.
placement and improvement
of reset
bine electric
Kit also contains helpful
Sylvania
Electric
Products,
Warren,
ROBERT J. ASHERMAN, director, reception.
information
sheets
—
technical
data
Pa.,
electrical
products,
75%;
Corning
Glass Works,
Ky., lead tubes,
glass script-writer and publicist, to Visual components
— and other interesting
tubing
and rodDanville,
for
50% ($2,228,450),
and electronic
glassHughes
bulbs Tool
for Media Inc., N. Y., as production man- information.
tubes,
50%
($3,605,750);
ager.
TELDISCO
Inc., East Orange, N. J.,
Co., Culver75%;City,Motorola
Calif.,Inc.,
electronic
WALTER KINLEY, Ziv Television appointed wholesale
equipment,
Phoedistributor for
Programs Inc., transferred to the receivers.
nix,
Ariz.,
research,
75%;
Hycon
Mfg..
Zenith
Corp.'s radio and TV
Co., Pasadena, electronic equipment, company's Hollywood office.
75%.
"TechnRadio
ica
l
JAMES M. STACEY appointed account
N.executive
Y. Audio-Video Recording Co.,
NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU
UECKE, chief electronics
Inc., Chicago, announces purchase of EDWARD Capitol
Records Inc., L. A.
all script shows owned by H. R. von engineer
named
chief
engineer, electronics and
DORSTER,
RadioPa. Writers' Labora- recording division
of firm. Mr. Uecke
tory, Lancaster,
continues supervision of engineering
MIKE JABLONS, Gainsborough As- departments
of
Home
Office quality
soc., N. Y. (public relations), ap- control, recording development,
equip-in
pointed director of radio and TV
ment
installation
and
maintenance,
exploitation
for
Herald
Tribune
Fresh
addition
assuming
executive
superAir Fund.
vision of all Capitol recording operaKJ more local advertisers ROBERT KRONENBERBER, presi- tions.
dent Manhattan Films Int. Inc., film DICK LOEB, cameraman KECA-TV
representative, named sales agent, Los
bought time on Radio Station WOC,
Angeles, father of twins, Judy
Snader Telescription Sales, Beverly and Nancy.
Hills.
July i, 1 950- June 30, 1951, than in
BAIRD SUMNER, engineer
FOLADARE, GREER & BOCK, Holly- TOM
Hollywood,
any previous 12-month period . . .
wood, publicity and public relations KECA-TV
Thomas
Barrett,
Oct. 19.father of boy,
firm, moves to new offices in Security
Building, 6381 Hollywood Blvd. Tele- PHILIP G. CALDWELL, engineering!
. . . local advertisers spent
director ABC Western Div., elected
phone is Hollywood 9-8135.
HARRY
TIMMINS Jr., research direc- secretary-treasurer of Pacific Coast
more money for time on 14.4%
section,
SocietyEngineers.
of Motion Picture
tor KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, resigns and
Television
WOC during this period,
to form with JAMES C. BALL, advertising copywriter, new printing firm, ROGER ROBERTS named engineerings
Ball-Timmins, L. A. Mr. Timmins will supervisor KJBS San Francisco. He
than in any similar 12-months
be sales manager of new firm which succeeds
WAYNE BERTHOLD, who
starts
operations Nov. 1.
Men who buy advertising at the local level . . . the cash
ALEXANDER SEMMLER, composer- resigned to join Voice of America.
register level . . . know what piles up those black-ink figconductor, who recorded series of 26
ures on their sales reports. Take your cue from the 215
LANG, assistant direcprograms of American music for G. WILLIAM
engineering WGN Chicago,
local advertisers who use WOC. Buy at their cash register
Voice of America earlier this year, electedtor ofboard
member and president
level—
you'll buy WOC and you'll find your Quint-City
appointed
by the
of U.S.
High Railroad
of MidwestAssn.region, National Model
sales skyrocketing.
Commissioner
for office
Germany
(HICOG)
toof American
help reorganize
musical schedules
Basic NBC Affiliate
radio stations
in Berlin
and
Vienna
as
part
warfare campaign. of psychological
5000 W — 1420 Kc
Col. B. J. Palmer, president
BOB DRESSLER, Paramount Pictures
Corp., N. andY., development
appointed director
Ernest C. Sanders, manager research
Chromaticof
Television Laboratories, N. Y.
National Representatives
REPRESENTED
DEVNEY
K
iWBYEO
IB
DR. KENNETH HARWOOD, director
DAVENPORT,
IOWA
Free & Peters, Inc.
EEnflBy POUGHKEEPSIE
of graduate study and research in
BROADCASTING
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SWEENEY TO BAB
Takes Promotion Post
APPOINTMENT
of Kevin B.
Sweeney, sales manager of Don Lee
Television in Hollywood, to the post
of director of national promotion
for Broadcast
Advertising Bureau,nounced laswast week
anby BAB
President William B.
Ryan.
His concentration on national
promotion will in- Mr. Sweeney
elude development of a field staff for personal
contact work with national advertisers and agencies as well as
with broadcasters.
Before setting up offices at
BAB'sSweeney
New will
Yorkreport
headquarters,
Mr.
for duty
today (Monday) at Houston, where
he will join Mr. Ryan at the
NARTB District 13 meeting. In
cooperation with Lee Hart, BAB
sales and advertising specialist, Mr.
Sweeney will take over the conduct
of BAB sessions at several of the
remaining NARTB district meetings, freeing Mr. Ryan to return
to New ization
Yorkwork tothere.
supervise reorganMr. Sweeney has been in radio
sales and promotion activities for
14 years, starting with CBS Holly-
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LATEST*
ARB

:ational
Downs TV's
in D. U|
C.
Page 63

•rmuth of Code:
Approval
Page 64

Survey

Shows:

"THE CISCO KID" is
Washington's most
popular Saturday
evening local
program with a
rating of

llli

15.7
October, 7957
American Research Bureau
"THE CISCO KID" is available for sponsorship from 6:30-7 p.m. Saturday on WNBW.

■test Set Count
By Markets
Page 74

Adjacent programs are "Safety Circus" (6-6:30 p.m.), a highly successful WNBW-developed show, and "American Youth Forum" (7-7:30
p.m.), an outstanding NBC feature.
Let this TOP-RATED, TOP-ENTERTAINMENT show SELL for you.
Contact your nearest NBC Spot Sales office or the WNBW Sales Department at RE public 4000 TODAY!!
Channel Four
WNBW

NBC-TV IN WASHINGTON

se
°*
II
Western bad man . . .
private eye . . .
lady in distress . . .

No matter where you look, you can't find a better
group of salesmen. That's right— salesmen. On television's
feature films, these are the personalities who have demonstrated
their superior selling ability on station after station, in market
after market. Feature films just naturally attract wide,
ready-to-buy audiences. For example: take a look at the strong
showing they make in these three major selling areas:
COST-PER1000
VIEWERS
In PhiladelphiaWPTZ's Frontier Playhouse
(6:00 — 7:00 pm Monday through Saturday)
In Washington —
WNBW's Sunday Matinee
20.7*
-2:30
pm
Sunday)
(1:15
In Boston —
74<t before midnight
WBZ-TV's Feature Film Playhouse
56* after midnight
(11:30 pm- 12:30 am Tues-Wed-Fri)
Want to get in on this high-rating gold mine
Simple as can be. A commercial slotted into a feature film
promises an advertiser complete audience attention . . .
hard-hitting sales impact ... an unsurpassed, economical buy.
The sales successes of feature films are impressive.
represented by
If you would like to capitalize on the many
advantages of feature film advertising, call your
NBC
Spot
Sales
nearest NBC Spot Salesman today. He knows
New York Chicago Cleveland Hollywood San Francisco
the film shows that can produce for your
WNBT New York
WNBQ Chicago
clients — on these 8 major market stations:
KNBH Hollywood
WPTZ Philadelphia
WBZ-TV Boston -Troy
WNBK Cleveland
WNBW Washington
WRGB SchenectadyPage 62 • October 29, 1951
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Now

L/p, Now

Down

in D. C.

By DAVE BERLYN
lawyers, educators and specialists Foreign Commerce Committee.
Also questioned was the cost of
EDUCATORS'
OUTLOOK
field of radio and teleAt the National Conference of
EDUCATIONAL
TV station en- in various
educational TV stations.
vision, has declared itself in favor State Taxpayers Assns., attended operating
thusiasts had their ups and downs
It wasexpenditures
pointed out already
that federalin Washington during the past 10 of the principle of reserving TV by delegates from 37 state tax- state
are a
for educational stations, in accorddays.
payer
associations,
delegates
voiced
problem
and
if
the
Benton plan
ance with our general policy of displeasure with the Benton plan. succeeded, the government
tax
bill
0 Sen. William Benton (D- promoting
diversity in the ownerMeeting at the Wardman Park would balloon.
iConn.),ment upon
Senate'sagainadjournship of media of mass communica- Hotel in Washington, D. C, the
Another problem discussed by the
Oct. 20, thepleaded
for a
delegates were briefed last Monday delegates was possible effect of the
National Citizens Advisory Board
on the educational TV picture as international situation on any naon Radio and Television, and its coWould Improve Record
habiter, the educational TV issue. tions."
civil liberties group said affected both by Sen. Benton's pro- stations. tional or state plan to operate
# Also in Washington, dele- thatThewhile
posedTVlegislation
and by FCC's
the radio-TV industry
gates last Tuesday at a national
allocations.
Reads Porter Letter
has done much to "disseminate in- proposed
The next afternoon, discussion
taxpayers'
conference
displayed
During his Senate speech, Sen.
formation and to promote discus- was thrown open by the chairman
distaste for federal or state financread from a letter from
sion throughofitsan facilities,"
the of the conference, Steve Stahl, ex- Benton
ing of educational TV station oper- establishment
advisory board
Porter, former FCC chairman
I, ation.
ecutive vice president of the Okla- Paul
and now a practicing attorney, and
homa Expenditures Council.
In his speech, Sen. Benton said would be a means to improve "that
letter from Raymond Rubicam,
The FCC's Blue Book of
he hoped one of the first items on record."
Delegates were unanimous in op- aformerly
1946 pointed up a necessity for
of Young & Rubicam, ad; the agenda of the Congress next study
posing
any
moves
by
federal
and
of the allocation of time by state governments to get into eduvertising agency, now retired.
January would be consideration of radio stations,
ACLU
said.
Mr.
Porter's
letter was sent to
cational
television.
They
also
voiced
his bill (S 1579) and his resolution
Meanwhile, another companion fear that such a move by govern- Harold E. Fellows, president of
(S J Res 76), now pending before
ment, on either state or federal NARTB, and took exception to rethe Senate Interstate & Foreign bill to Sen. Benton's proposal was
introduced in the House by Rep. level, would entrench it further in
Commerce Committee.
marks in NARTB's Confidential
He said Senate Majority Leader Angier L. Goodwin (R-Mass.) Oct. a field of private enterprise and Management Newsletter, which,
19.
The
measure
(HR
5829)
was
pose a threat in the control Sen. (Continued
Benton said,on"Mr.
: Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), referred to the House Interstate & would
pagePorter
97) inof educational media.
who has chairmanned Senate ComImerce subcommittee hearings on
the
had "assured"
him
that measures,
further hearings
will be held
when Congress returns.
Republic May Appeal
SUIT
Noting that proponents of the ROGERS
legislation had been heard by the IN AN attempt to bring the controversial case before the Federal Ap- whether cancellation was due solely
subcommittee, Sen. Benton said:
pellate Court as soon as possible, Republic Pictures Corp. is expected denied
to Republic's
Among thesentativesopponents
will beAssn.
repre-of to file within
damages.move. He therefore
of the National
the next fortnight, an appeal against the U. S. District
Radio
andthe Television
Broadcaster.
The
In interpreting clauses of the
Court decision in Los Angeles, favoring Roy Rogers, film, radio and TV
staff
of
association
professes
to
see
in the proposed Citizens Advisory singing
cowboyamended
star's 1937
contract letters
which
22].
cowboy star [B«T, Oct. ★
threat of "indirect
censorship."
by various
mal decision. There also is pos- was
IaBoard
have a repeatedly
explained
how
such
sibility that Screen Actors Guild and an agreement of 1948, Judge
Board
cannot
constitute
such
a
threat.
In
a
precedent-setting
decision
Ifwould
it is appoint
imaginable
that and
any women
Presidentto which may affect future use of old and other guilds and unions may Hall said there were three proper11 men
ties embodied.
try
censor radio
andthe TVSenate
programs,
on video, Federal Judge enter amicus curiae briefs.
isapprove
it toconceivable
that
would movies
He listed them as (1) the right
With signing of formal judgePeirson M. Hall Oct. 18 granted
such a group?
Republic Pictures can then to photograph and exhibit; (2) the
Leaving out mention in his the cowboy star a permanent in- file itsment,appeal
with U. S. Court right to use the services for adjunction restraining Republic from of Appeals, according
speech of a majority on the FCC
to Herman
vertising the pictures and the artwhich held the Benton plan to in- selling or leasing to TV, on either a F. Selvin, of Loeb & Loeb,
attorists and (3) the right to use his
volve dangers of censorship [B«T, commercial or sustaining basis,
neys
for
the
studio.
That
must
come
name, voice and likeness in conOct. 15], the Senator said:
any of the 81 Westerns he made
nection with advertising and exHowever,
sensitivity
of theeven
indus-by for that studio while under con- within
days itafter
jurists'
formal 30signing,
was theexplained.
try to any the
possible
criticism,
ploiting the pictures.
tract.
anhaveadvisory
board,
is
so
great
that
I
Lined
up
on
side
of
Republic
will
no
doubt
that
the
association
will
Judge
pointed out that two
Judge Hall, in his ruling, said be other film producers who have of these Hall
continue
tothe circularize
itsthemembers,
rights were granted perand
that
members
of
Senate
millions
of
dollars
invested
in
their
Mr. Rogers
had
the
right
to
conwill
be
hearing
from
some
of
their
petual y to Republic. He named
trol association of his name with backlogs of old theatrical releases,
them as (1) the right to photoisconstituents
.endangered.that the First Amendment
adver- it is believed.
graph and exhibit and (2) the
Sen. Benton also introduced a any commercial
tising, except theproduct
motionor picture
Also Asked Damages
right to use his name, voice and
statement from the American Civil as such. The movies couldn't be
exploitation
of the The
picBesides a permanent restraining likenesstures orfor
Liberties Union, which, he asserted, shown on a sustaining basis either,
of the
artist himself.
the jurist said, because, in effect, order, Mr. Rogers also had sought
"wholly
the fears
charges ofrefutes
the National
Assn. andof they would be advertising the TV $100,000 damages on the ground other right was limited to the term
station itself.
that because Republic planned to and, "as the evidence has so amply
Broadcasters."
shown, Republic did not exercise
ACLU said it supported the BenFrederic H. Study of Gibson, release the old westerns to TV, that
right only to a very limited
Quaker Oats cancelled his weekly
Dunn
&
Crutcher,
attorneys
for
ton pbill
"because
it
places
emhasis on the question of reserving the cowboy star, was expected to radio program and lost interest in way,"
he said.
As
for
rights concerning advertelevision channels for educational file
his findings
and with
con- a proposed video show.
tising, commercialon tieups
or pubstations. The Radio Committee of
clusions of law ofthisfactweek,
Judgeclared itHall,
in
his
findings,
de(Continued
page 97)
was
difficult
to
ascertain
the Union, which is composed of Judge Hall then entering his forOctober 29, 1951 • Page 63
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THE

CODE

THE NEW handbook of etiquette that about half
the nation's telecasters have approved in principle
is getting a second reading from those who okayed
it during a one-day session in Chicago a fortnight
ago and a first curious look from those who didn't
attend. They're beginning to realize that despite
its 28 pages of explanation, the new code will
create plenty of practical problems in interpretation. Propriety, decorum, decency and responsibility are words that are not easy to define.

TABOO? The new code says that "costuming . . . shall be within the bounds
of propriety." It's up to you to decide whether a line of chorus girls like
these would "embarrass or offend home viewers."
SOME SIGNS
that strict
tions on commercial
time limitain the
NARTB television code may cause
concern among advertisers as well
as some TV stations became apparent last week as telecast and
sponsorment groups
approved atstudied
ChicagotheOct.docu-19
by the NARTB video membership
[B»T, Oct. 22].
Only available text of the corrected code is that published in the Oct.
22 Broadcasting • Telecasting.
When NARTB receives the official
transcript of the Oct. 19 proceedings its TV organization will insert
necessary paragraph designations
and iron out minor problems of
phraseology. A small number of
working copies will be printed by
NARTB for use by board members.
The crucial TV document enby NARTB's small
TV members
drew a dorsedsurprisingly
amount
of comment last week. Some members of the Assn. of National Advertisers indicated they were individually worried about the schedule
of commercial limitations.
TV networks were studying the
document. NBC and ABC explained
that each had its own code. CBS
is in the process of drafting a code,
with some provisions already in effect. DuMont was understood to
feel the program provisions were
excellent but commented that the
commercial aspects deserve careful
study.
On Capitol Hill the document
was hailed by Chairman Ed Johnson (D-Col.) of the Senate Interstate &Foreign Commerce Committee, as "great news" and recognition by the industry of its responsibility. Senate Majority Leader
Page 64 • October 29, 1951

Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
endorsed the self -policing action
and predicted
the publicof awould
spond to enforcement
code reby
placing new confidence in the industry. Sen. William Benton (DConn.) had not read the code but
it was believed he endorsed the acforced.tion generally, provided it is enNARTB headquarters will take
up problems of preparing proposed
code seals
submission to theof approval
board in forDecember.
Final promulgation of the code is
up to the board. Text of subscription forms will be prepared.
The board will set up a scale of
fees for code subscribers, with
NARTB members stations to have
these fees credited against their
regular association dues. Films
and slides for use by stations will
be prepared.
Work on Code
Work of whipping the code into
final shape for the board is being
handled
by ThadandBrown,
NARTB's
TV director
counsel.
Mr.
Brown coordinated work of the
code-writing committee headed by
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans, and the four subcommittees.
The membership of the National
Assn. of Radio and Television Station Representatives has not considered the code officially, but
spokesmen thought the commercial
section in particular was apt to be
brought up for formal appraisal
later.
A number of individual advertisers were understood to be apprehensive about enforcement of

merce communications subcommitthe code, particularly its commercialsitionlimitations,
to take thelimits
pothat if theandcommercial
"Mytee, said:attention has been directed
are applied to one sponsor they to the new proposed television
must for competitive reasons be code ... I heartily endorse the
applied in similar fashion to all.
idea
of self -policing within and by
the industry.
The All-Industry Affiliates Committee,
concerned
first
and
fore"I
always
have with,
opposed
governmost with maintaining radio rate
ment interference
or attempts
structures and demonstrating ra- to control or suggest programming
has not consid- in the radio field. But it is axioereddio'sthe sales
codepunch,
officially.
matic that any industry, licensed
Its Chairman, Paul W. Morency and regulated by the government
of WTIC Hartford, however, voiced and invested with the degree of
interest that surrounds the
his personal
view to
thatclear
it is up,
of ut-as public(Continued
most importance
on page 96)
soon as possible, the problems
* * *
which gave rise to the code. Adopt- INDECENT? The camera angle here
ing standards, he pointed out, was
ist.
acknowledgement that problems ex- seems to "emphasize anatomical details"— which the code prohibits.
TV broadcasters also should ac- And the neckline suggests that the
knowledge that these problems costuming may be slightly out of
must be tackled and code-complibounds.
ance achieved now, before increased
competitionparturesdevelops
and
makes
defrom code provisions even
more tempting, he declared.
From served
Capitol
approval. Hill, came a reSen. Johnson said:
"The recent announcement that
the nation's
telecasters
proved the adoption
of ahave
code ap-of
conduct to govern their programs is
great news.
"A general reading . of the proposed television code reveals recognition on the part of the telecaster of his responsibility to develop the full use of his facility for
educational, cultural and political
programs suitable
for family entertainment and instruction.
"It is my sincere belief that
the proposed code is a sound, forthright and constructive step forward. Modifications may be made
in the future as experience discovers new needs, but this first
step indicates the intent, which is
very gratifying. I am sure the
code will prove to be effective and
worth
Sen. while."
McFarland, chairman of the
Senate Interstate & Foreign ComBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TELEVISION

Money-maker of your TV station,
the film camera channel is the key
to your operation from a profit standpoint. But areequipment
you sure you're
using the
best camera
available?
Note these features of the new G-E
units, now available from stock: high intensity edge lights and special cylindrical
lenses to diminish shading and edge
flare . . . automatic set-up control to maintain proper background without continual readjustment by operator . . . special built-in sweep failure protection to
reduce the possibility of expensive cam-

FILM

CAMERA

era tube replacement. The high-quality
16mm Synchrolite projector shown
above with the film camera is the latest
item of G-E studio equipment. Its high
optical capabilities and audio fidelity
make it worth your attention.
Your G-E broadcast man at our office
near you is prepared to discuss this in
detail. Why not call him today?
GENERAL

mm

CHANNEL

GET WIS BULLETIN
FOR YOUR G-E FILE
Complete
specifications
and
photographs
of Type
PE-5-A film camera channel. Write today: General
Electric Company, Section
2101 -29, Electronics Park,
Syracuse, New York.
ELECTRIC

Look

whats

up

in L.A

KNXT is OTI Mount Wilson! And, for advertisers, that's way up.
Because the same switch that this week boosted the former ktsl's power
10 times— from a transmitter that's almost a full mile above Los Angelesgives advertisers an out-of-this-world audience !
Viewing 9s up— and zooming! knxt's high-flying new signal
carries your message to Los Angeles' 1,000,000-plus television homes more
brightly and clearly than ever before . . . and into an area almost four times
larger. All the prospects you want to see can now see you !
Our new name is Up ! We're painting the town this week. Literally.
It's up with knxt — the new Channel 2... CBS Television's key station
on the Coast— wherever we can find space. And it's up with knxt's stars,
already well on their way to being Los Angeles' highest !
Hitch JOUr product tO KNXT! And you'll have the best team
in town, knxt's new signal will get you into Los Angeles' living rooms, and
knxt's fast-rising stars and shows will keep you there. To sit on top of
the world in the nation's second largest television market . . .

get on KNXT today!
The new Channel 2
Los Angeles • CBS Owned
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Tells CBS Color Status
MURPHY
TALK
ONLY official CBS comment on
pital "being
builtfor ortelevision
designed"in
television. motion picture color without
the color TV set production large-screen
provision
Mr. Murphy, in describing the the future.
"freeze"
by
Defense
Mobilization
Director Wilson two weeks ago potential use of color video in these
Color video in industry "could
[B*T, Oct. 22] came from Adrian fields, could not give specifics about
free a lot of manpowMurphy, president of CBS Labs. possible military usage because of conceivably
war comes this
Division, in a speech last Wednes- security, but suggested TV would woulder," beand "ifan all-out
important factor," he
day to the Chicago Television be used "generally before long" in asserted.
Council.
the defense effort.
Mr. Murphy
also referred
deColor television may not be on
velopment of color
TV on tolarge
There is a need for "efficiency, screens in movie
theatres.
as high a shelf as it seemed to be ruggedness,
dependability and ease
COMDR. H. A. Bisonet, USN, (I),
last week, he said.
of operation in TV for the miliCharging there have been "many inLT. charge
of Navy recruiting station
tary," he said, and the CBS field misleading
"Even if commercial broadcast
misconceptions"
passed
around
about
the
CBS
field
sequenin Baltimore, presents E. K. Jett, vice
sequential
system is "ideal" for all
color
temporarily
in limbo,"
purposes.
tial system, Mr. Murphy attempted president
said heis hopes
other aspects
of colorhe these
of WMAR (TV) Baltimore,
Theeralmilitary
"can'tstanding
provide over
sev- a refutation. The entire controTV "can go forward."
MIT graduates
a certificate of award for "outstandCBS, he added, will resume
versy
about
color
is
"complex,"
he
colorcasting and set manufacture every piece of equipment," he said. said, terming it an admixture of
ing service" rendered the Navy rc
cruiting program by WMAR.
"Everything
technically
avail-a fluences.
politics, techniques and social inonbrought
a majoraboutscaleby after
the "hiatus"
able in the system,
and it isis just
the National
Production Authority.
matter of design
The main factor that is "lost KTTV UPS PURCELL
to the now."
use of color TV
is that the field sequenConfident "we will have color, forReferring
doctors and surgeons, the CBS sighttialof"
system
"gives
beauregardless
Mr. Labs. President pointed out that
Other Changes Made
tiful,
sharp
anda perfectly
clear picture.
Murphy said ofhe the
did notmethod,"
believe this
than 100,000 doctors have seen That's its main
attribute.
in 1947 after the turndown by the more
IN
REALIGNMENT
of responsibilinstructional
color
TV
demonstra"Contrary
opinion,
FCC
FCC. "Now I am assured there
ity, reRobert
M. Purcell,
program
tions. TV installations have been
no choicetoother
than the
to select
ctor of KTTV
(TV) Los
Angeles,diwill be color in my lifetime."
contracted for at the U. of Chicago had
Optimistic also about develop- and U. of Kansas, he reported, say- the CBS system, because it was the has been appointed to the new post
ment of non-broadcast uses of color
whichagreed worked.
Com- of director of operations, and John
ing he knows of no new, major hos- only one mission
all otherThesystems
until the emergency ends and proS. (Dude) Martin, producer-star
duction and colorcasting can be rewere not adoptable at the time," he of The Dude Martin Show, has
explained.
head of the program desumed, he listed "interesting doors
He termed development of the been made partment
with title of executive
to Among
be opened."
these are direct military SET COUNT
Lawrence tube as "extremely inter- producer.
application, medical and surgical
esting and hopeful. CBS is cooperNew WJBK-TV Technique
Richard A. Moore, general manwork, general industrial uses and
ager, in revealing the realignment
A NEW technique of estimating
ating
with
it."
last
week simultaneously announced
The CBS color picture size "is appointment
television set circulation, conducted really
Robert W. Breckner
not
limited,"
the
speaker
for WJBK-TV Detroit, has come up said, adding that a 17-inch picture as director ofofproduction,
Alwith circulation figures exceeding has
berta
Hackett,
manager
of with
program
been
produced
without
magnifiprevious estimates by more than cation.
operations.
In
addition
to
direct78,000 sets.
ingexecutive
programs, Mr.
Breckner
has
George B. Storer. president of
been
director
of sports
ming.
NAEB MEETING
Fort
Industry
and special events. Miss Hackett
TV, said
the Co.,
new owner
surveyof WJBKshowed
Video to Be Emphasized was manager of daytime program705,323 sets in home use within a
60-mile
will be on television
KTTV since its inception
mitter. radius of the station trans- EMPHASIS
at the National Assn. of Educa- on With
Jan. 1, 1949, Mr. Purcell in his
Here's the method used. A
Broadcasters'
capacity has supervision over
sample of homes (more than 1%
tiontional
Nov. 2-5
at theannual
BuenaconvenVista new
administrative and business operaof the total number of homes) in Hotel in Biloxi, Miss.
tions of the station. Mr. Martin
the 60-mile radius was selected,
Official welcome is to be ex- joined KTTV last September,
tended Nov. 2 (Friday) by the changing from San Francisco
geographically
distributed
in
proportion to the general distribution mayors of Biloxi and New Orleans where his program was on both
of homes.
presidents
the co-hosts,
and TV. Sears, Roebuck &
Some TV commercials need
U. of byAlabama
and ofLouisiana
State radio
Field
workers then inspected and
Co. currently sponsors The Dude
attenlion.
Attention
perhaps
in
concept
—
each
home
in
the
sample
and
noted
U.
Convention
chairman
is
GrayMartin
Show in which he will conattention in technique or research.
or not it had an outdoor don Ausmus, manager of WUOA,
tinue to star as well as produce.
Cine- Video gives attention to all whether
TV
antenna.
Of
the
43
incremental
of
Alabama
and
NAEB
vice
presithese details.
a completeneeds.
tele- areas set up within the total area, dent.
vision service Cine-Video
for all your isadvertising
Among those scheduled to speak
Equipped
with
the
latest
and 10 were counted by other means
finest technical equipment, an experienced
than outdoor antennas — by door are Telford A. Taylor, former gen- WABD (TV) ANTENNA
staff,
and
complete
research
facilities,
Cineto
door
or
telephone
surveys.
eral counsel to the Joint CommitVideo is geared to produce:
Plans Empire State Start
tee on Educational Television and
The door to door and telephone
FILMS AND surveys
'*/ ANIMATION
SOUND FOR ADVERTISING
TV.
newly confirmed Administrator of WABD (TV), key station of the
established
the
incidence
FILM PRESENTATIONS FOR COMMER- of indoor antennas (which varied the Small Defense Plants Ad- DuMont Television Network,
*"/?2 TVCIAL
ministration; Prof. Charles A. started transmitting from its new
with the distance from the transOPEN USES.
END FILM SHORTS.
. EDUCATIONAL, INDUSTRIAL, TRAINING
Siepmann, New York U., of FCC antenna atop the Empire State
mitter and general reception con- Blue
tf, AND
fame, and Morris Novik, Bldg. Friday morning, Oct. 26. '
PRIVATEDOCUMENTARY
SHOWING. FILMS FOR TV OR
ditions). A weighted percentage radio Book
consultant.
of incidence of indoor antennas
£ KINESCOPES.
Effective radiated power — the
Election of officers will take place same
for all stations using the
Cine-Video is a factor in creative television. was applied to the area and this,
plus the figures obtained by the Nov. 4. Registration for the con- tower — is 16.7 kw for video
Write for further information.
vention already includes repre- and 8.4 kw for audio signals.
count ducedofthe total
outdoor
antennas, proestimate.
sentatives from the British Broad- WNBT (TV), WJZ-TV, and WPIX
casting Corp., Canadian Broadcast- (TV) are also transmitting from
Mr. Storer said the survey was
ing Corp., theBroadcasting
Voice of Israel
conservative since it did not in- the French
building top, with WCBSSystem.and the
clude TV receivers in use elsewhere
TV scheduled to join them in
than in homes and did not count
President of NAEB is Seymour November. A petition by WATV
(TV)FCC.
for use of the site is before
more than one set in homes having N. Siegel, general manager, WNYC the
HILLTOP DWVS . STRATFORD CONN.
New York, municipal station.
multiple receivers.
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rfitadelphb
W|7e'ke sort of flattered to see the networks and
*™ othertelevision.
stations getting excited about early
morning
WPTZ, Philadelphia, you know, was a pioneer
in this field. Our Monday through Friday, 7:00
to 9:00Kovacs
a.m. "3
To Get
with
Ernie
showed
the Ready"
industry program
that viewers
and sponsors alike would go for early morning
television.
Today, Ernie Kovacs, NBC's rising young
comedy
star,asandmuch
his "3a part
To Get
show on
WPTZ are
of Ready"
the Philadelphia
breakfast menu as scrapple. Ernie has a large and
loyal following who enjoy his antics, recorded
music, news, time and weather reports. And his
following buys when he advertises a product.

FIRST

loves

wM

RCA-Victor, Libby, Chiffon Flakes, Kellogg,
Nestea, Stroehmann Baking and Bond Donuts are
but a few of the "top level" advertisers who, at
this writing, are sponsoring one or more of the 50
participations handled by Ernie Kovacs on "3 To
Get Ready" each week.
There are still a few participations available on
WPTZ's "3 To Get Ready" program. It's high
powered advertising at low budget cost. For details,
give us a call here at WPTZ, or see your nearest
NBC Spot Sales Representative.
willPhiladelphia's
surprise you. early morning television story
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1600 Architects Bldg. • Phila. 3, Pa.
Telephone LOcust 4-2244

IN TELEVISION

IN PHILADELPHIA

NBC

WPTZ
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OUTSIDE

...LOOKING

IN

These are but a 'few of the
many hundreds of Central
New York youngsters who
stood in line for hours to see
BOB EHLE, the WHEN "Singing Story Teller" at a recent
public appearance.
It's a safe bet that thousands
and thousands of youngsters
are INSIDE . . . LOOKING ON
every day from 5:00 to 6:15
for BOB EHLE'S "BUNK
HOUSE".
The "BUNK HOUSE" is Central New York's most popular
gathering place.

TO YOUR NEAREST
KATZ AGENCY MAN
AND PUT BOB EHLE
TO WORK FOR YOU!
WHEN
TELEVISION
SYRACUSE
CBS*ABC*DUMONT
OWNED BY THE
MEREDITH PUBLISHING CO.
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Outlined in Chicago
VIDEO
ADVANCES
VIDEO developments designed to permitting normal synchroniza- said, but will also be helpful in improving civilian radio and TV sets.
improve pictures, reduce local inG. T. Ford, of the electronics apand improveby all-elecThe Fringelock is designed to
tronic colorterference
television
adding replace
development department
the sync-separator circuit, of the Bellparatus
brillianceferenceand
cuttingat down
inter- which separates
Telephone
labthe picture synwere outlined
the seventh
oratories,
reportedSystem's
development
chronizingsignal
pulse frompicked
the rest
of of a series of new
radio tubes
annual National Electronics Con- thetion."
television
up
by
ference and Exhibition in Chicago the antenna. "This job becomes ex- which will be used in the company's
coast-to-coast TV network.
last week.
the anEngineers, electronics experts
Although the tubes "look exactly
tenna picksceedingly
up difficult
localwhen
interference,
and educators from all parts of the which may
an ordinary
tube," small
their
be many times stronger like
interiors
contain radio
numerous
country met at the Edgewater than the signals
of a distant tele- turns of wire,
Beach Hotel Oct. 22-24 to hear
no
larger
than
vision
transmitter,"
Mr.
Marks
tenth the size of a human hair, oneMr.
papers on all phases of electronics. said.
Ford said. This design, he reportTwo sessions were devoted to
A.
L.
Witten,
of
the
Sperry
Gyroed,
enables
television
signals
to
be
work in television, most of which
across the continent with
scope Co.,type
described
a "radically"
was presented in the reading of different
of instrument
for sent
"little
loss"
in
picture
quality.
The
formal papers. Several develop- testing performance of parts tubes, despite their fragility, are
ments reported on also affect radio.
very highlinks,
radioas frequencies in television
well as built
to lastradio
"much
B. D. Loughlin of Hazeltine Corp. carrying
the normal
tube longer"
because than
failpresented
a
paper
on
a
better
sysradar
sets.
He
said
"it
accomplishes
one
of
the
thousands
of
which tubesure of "any
tem of all electronic color TV, in one minute measurements
in
the
television
networks
claiming that a constant luminance previously took a trained techni- might throw off the air one of the
cian
hours
and
sometimes
days
to
system will improve the adjustment of picture brilliance. He also
popular
Mr. Fordtelevision
explained.network shows,"
described the possibility of a simul"Trapping
to operBack to the Horn
ate radio and electronics"
television receivers
taneous color picture from the so- perform."
termed dot sequential system. A at high frequencies was described
Engineer
Williams
cated a returnP. toB. use
of the advohorn
new method for controlling the se- by Ernest G. Linder and Edward
quence in which the electron beam G. Apgar, of RCA Labs., and John loudspeaker as in the early days
scans the color picture tube will H. Coleman, of Radiation Research of radio. Cone loudspeakers, as
eliminate "much of the interference Corp. The "trap" is a new and used today, are economical but
type of rectifier suitable for limited in fidelity, in his opinion.
and unwanted effects," Mr. Lough- better
lin said. Varying the scanning se- generating up to 15,000 DC volts, Horn-loaded speakers, with an enquence will cancel out many of the they said.
closure which converts a cone
Snow on television and noise in
"undesirable" effects before they
"achieves high efficiency,
can affect the color picture, he said. radios, caused by static, are ex- speaker,
lower distortion and smoother red to be reduced by technical
W. K. Squires, of Sylvania Elec- studies pecteconducted
by Allen H.
Increased production through the
trictector
Products,
new dewhich istalked
slatedof toa improve
Schooley, electronic scientist ,at use of industrial electronics is a
the
Naval
Research
Lab. He is U. S. ace-in-the-hole during the
television
picture
quality.
"The
dewar period.
tector most commonly used in con- checking on unwanted electronic cold
temporary television sets suffers
in research investiga- sponse."
Industrial electronics can, acfrom several limitations. While it disturbances
tions at the laboratory. The data
ing to Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
is simple and has a moderately is needed mainly to improve radar General cordElectric
Co. electronics
high efficiency, it interacts with performance for military uses, he vice
president,
"increase
portions of the receiver in such a
and the impact of what the
has range
been
way as to fordetract
theiravoids
per- ARGENTINE TV
called our greatest weapon —
mance. Adetectorfromwhich
greater
than
the
atomic
bomb
or
New Station on Air
this has been developed," he said.
bombour potential
— our ability
outImproves Performance
TELEVISION arrived in Argentina hydrogen produce
or toactual
"When this detector is used in a on Oct. 17 when station LR3In his speech to conferees, Dr.
receiver designed to take full ad- TV, operating on a test basis since Baker,
who is chairman of the
Sept. 10, went on the air officially RTMA TV
vantage of it, the receiver
committee and of the
ance is definitely
superiorperformto that with coverage of Loyalty Day cele- enemies."
of a receiver using a conventional Oct. 15]. bration in Buenos Aires [B»T, National Television System Committee, also told of the increasing
detector." Mr. Squires describes
Described as having the largest complexities of military electronics
the device as a constant input impedance second detector.
effective radiated power of any TV and the vital part they play in enLocal interference can be re- station in the western hemisphere,
abling military men to control toduced with use of a new television the station is owned and operated
day's highly intricate weapons.
circuit known as the Pringelock, by Radio Belgrana y Primera CaHe called miniaturization,
for progress in stand"rugaccording to Meyer Marks of dene Argentina de Broadcastings. gedization,
Completely equipped by Federal
a
r
d
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
unitization"
in
Zenith Radiopartment. ACorp.'s
research
deitary electronics equipment. milmajor weakness of Telecommunications Labs, Nutley,
present TV sets, he says, is poor N. J., the station has a 5 kw transAlso addressing the conference
synchronization of the picture, esmitter and a unique loop antenna, was Adrian Murphy, president of
pecial y in fringe reception areas. which gives
the station an effective CBS Labs. Division, who repeated
This makes the picture "roll over,
the talkvisionbefore
Chicago
Council (seethestory,
page Tele68).
squirm and bounce" in response to radiated power of 45 kw.
household appliances or motor trafTransmitter is located in the 22fic nearby, he reported.
story
Ministry
of
Public
Works
The Fringelock circuit, developed
with the studio — including a
TELEFILM, INC.
in Zenith laboratories, is designed Bldg,
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
to cure these difficulties, Mr. Marks 600-seat theatre — about two miles
distant.
Equipment
includes
a
mosaid.
"It requires
change
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
FOR Steps
bile telecruiser, equipped with miin circuit
design, abutradical
involves
the
All Production
crowave link system for outdoor
addition of surprisingly few small
In
One
parts and no additional tubes. This TV pickup and a mobile unit on a 6039 Hollywood Blvd.,Organization
Hollywood 28, Calif.
new device is so connected that
independent demHOLLYWOOD 9-7205
tions and tests.
dangerous interference kills itself, special truckonstrafor
BROADCASTING
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siKTSL Moves
NOWto Mt.
KNXT
Wilson
BACKED by a full promotion cam• the
paignhistory
and marking
a milestone
of Southern
Californiain
■ television, KTSL (TV) Hollywood
took the
a' with
new aircallyesterday
letters of(Sunday)
KNXT
s from a new transmitter site atop
Mt. Wilson, overlooking Pasadena.
!lj Promoted as the "nation's first
their
operating
small television
on Channel system"
2, KTSL andchanged
call
Kne- .letters to more closely identify it
with sister AM station KNX Holly. frood. Both are owned by CBS.
to os I Inaugural program for the SunWife \ day switchover started at noon and
Tse |;continued until midnight. There
.are !■was cut-in from New York with
Frank Stanton, CBS president.
• Jack L. Van Volkenburg, presildsof rftent of the CBS Television Neti work, in Hollywood for the ocf the casion, also participated,
ows," I Shiftwood tofrom
Lee in Hollythe newMt. transmitter
site
on Mt. Wilson has increased the
KNXT effective radiated power
almost ten-fold to 25 kw, according
to Wilbur S. Edwards, general
' manager. Aural power has in' creased commensurately, he said.
,tot i Height of the KNXT antenna
"::111 above the average terrain has been
1 eB'jincreased
980 ft.to above
2,837 seaft.
Transmitterfrom
is 5,831
level.
rre" theIn station
operationwas since
Dec. 23,
acquired
late 1931,
last
: December by CBS from First
is a National Bank of Akron [B»T,
tie Jan. 1] for $333,765 plus long-term
jstudios,
lease arrangements
transmitter site covering
and other
5-;r, facilities for total rental of $3,115,000.
Station's sale to CBS came after
the bank, as trustees for the retirement plan for salaried employees of
General Tire & Rubber Co. and
other certain subsidiaries, acquired
the various radio-television properties of Don Lee Broadcasting
System from the estate of Thomas
S. Lee for a total of $12,320,000.
CBS assumed ownership and operation on Jan. 1 last, and applied
to FCC soon after for permission
to change call letters and move
transmitter from Mt. Lee to Mt.

WHEN KTSL (TV), CBS-TV Los Angeles station changed its call letters to
KNXT and moved from Mt. Lee to Mt. Wilson effective Sunday (Oct. 28),
the station released an intensive promotion campaign to let its changes
be known. Looking at one of the point-of-merchandising cards patterned
after the billboards used to announce the change are (I to r): Tony Moe
(seated), promotion director of station; Burt Cochran, vice president and
general manager, Los Angeles office, McCann-Erickson Inc.; Wilbur S.
Edwards, KNXT general manager; Kenneth Striker, McCann-Erickson copy
chief; Frank L. McKibben, account executive for agency.
movie unit, mounted over the
TV MICROSCOPE
Demonstrated to Students microscope eyepiece.
is picked a upfive-inch
by the "eye"
DEMONSTRATION of a televi- of Image
camera,
tube,
sion microscope was given last and thetransmitted
to a small reweek
for
54
top-ranking
science
ceiver
unit,
where
it
appears
on
students from New York public the screen.
high schools
by
the
man
who
superDr.
Zworykin
explained
the
vised its development, Dr. V. K. microscope was developed on the
Zworykin, consultant.
RCA vice president and premise that television is an extentechnical
sion of human vision.
The invention — which will be on
"is much more than solely
display at the RCA Exhibition Hall a TV
of entertainment," he
in Radio City for an indefinite said.medium
"Through television we can
time — consists of a compact TV
camera, about the size of a home go The
placesmicroscope
and see will
things.
. . ."
be presented
the Fourth Annual Conference
Wilson. Permission was granted atof the
American Institute of Elecon last Aug. 24 and work plans
trical Engineers on Electronic
were begun the next day to effect Instrumentation
& Nucleonics in
the switch.
Medicine
Jan.
7-8
at the Hotel
many "firsts"
New York.
itsCredited
history, with
the station
was firstin Commodore,
Mr.
Zworykin
and
Leslie Flory,
identified as W6XAO and operated
RCA David Sarnoff Reon an experimental basis for many of the search
Princeton, N. J.,
years. It started full commercial will deliver Center,
a demonstration lecoperation May 6, 1948. Call letters
ture on "Television in Medicine
were
changed
to
KTSL
Sept.
27,
1950.
and Biology."
Station Shifts
(Continued from page 25)
of the West Coast office of the
Meeker
organization,
it was
ed out that
Mr. Pontius
has pointsome
22 years experience in radio and
television buying and selling, with
five years out for Army and Coast
I amiHUM
EQUIPMENT CO
Guard service. He formerly was
with Weed & Co., Hill Blackett
FILM EDITING
Agency,
WGN Chicago and Mutual.
Mr. Jewett was commercial manLAB ^ STUDIO EQUIPMENT
ager of WKAN Kankakee, 111., before entering
sentation field.theHe station
served repreas an
Dealers for NEUMADE, DeVRY, AMPRO, KLIEGL. and MOVIOLA
Army officer for five years during
World War II, after engaging in
1318 S. Wabash Ave. MZZM
Chicago 5, II various phases of banking brokerage and gold mining following
WRITE FOR CATALOG
ingraduation
1935. from the U. of Buffalo
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ABC— CBS — N BC — DTN
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY

WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
One tf the Nation's eldest Stations

MORE LISTENERS
THAN
ALL STATIONS
•by C. E. HOOPER 1951
COMBINED*
5000 WATTS— 930 KC
ABC PROGRAMS
Represented by
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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No Changes Seen
For the Present
FCC POSTS
IT LOOKSwithout
like acting
"statusonquo"
on the FCCof now
the B.Senate
has
recessed
the nomination
Comr.thatFrieda
Hennock
to a Federal District judgeship in New York.
Whereas only weeks ago it appeared likely that a number of changes
were
on thethatCommission,
it nowimminent
is thought
the seven ★
Rayburn.his Ifuncle,
Vice Speaker
ChairmanSamWalker
Commissioner alignment will re- to
main intact for the forseeable fu- should elect to retire at the end of
ture. Miss Hennock, whose term the year, it is presumed that Mr.
runs mainuntil
will re- Bartley will receive that appointon the June
FCC. 30,
She 1955,
has informed
ment, or any other vacancy that
the Senate Judiciary Committee might occur
[B*T, Oct. 22] that she will not ministration. during the Truman adseek a recess appointment.
The FCC now is made up of
Have No Plans
three Democrats (Coy, Walker,
A few weeks ago reports Hennock); three Republicans
were widely current that in addi- (Comrs. Jones, Rosel H. Hyde and
tion to the then expected Hennock George E. Sterling) and one independent (E. M. Webster). Under
vacancy, Chairman Wayne Coy, the Communications
not more
Comr. Robert F. Jones and Vice than four members Act,
of the FCC
Chairman Paul A. Walker might
not remain far beyond the end of may belong to the same political
the year. There is nothing now to party. Hence, Mr. Bartley could
for any vacancy.
indicate that either Chairman Coy qualify
President Truman has announced
or Comr. Jones plans to leave any
time soon.
he does not intend to withdraw
Vice Chairman Walker, who
judgeship
passed the statutory retirement Miss Hennock's
tion. Under Senate
rules,nominanomiage of 70 last January, is serving nations do not automatically
at the insistence of President Tru- continue beyond 30^ days when Conman until the end of his term in
gres is in recess. This differs from
1953.
the status of pending legislation
It was generally understood that which remains on the Congressional dockets until the Congress
Miss Hennock's
if she
had itself adjourns
been
confirmed post,
by the
Senate,
sine die.
Whether the President would be
would have been filled by Robert T.
Bartley, administrative assistant disposed to renominate Miss HenUTL'
* 'if" says CHARLES
F. HOLDEN, Asst.
Program Production, American Broadcasting Company
[ f)IS IS Iff*
the first completely definitive book on
TELEVISION
Writing, Direction and
by and
EDWARD
Prod UCtlOn
RUDY STASHEFF
BRETZ
JUST PUBLISHED! Lavishly illustrated with
photos, diagrams, production charts and original
directors' scripts of outstanding TV programs . . .
Special Added Feature
356Overpages,
Original marked director's script and complete
250 6x9"
Must.
production
plans of plans,
a "Garroway-at-Large"
Fully indexed
show nical
including
PARTIAL CONTENTS
directions, floor
control partssetandelevations,
musical techlead
The Medium
sheets. With more than 150 blow-ups of key
frames from the kinescope recording of the show,
mounted along margin of each page of script.
Fundamental Units
A complete TV education and reference
Writing & TheClosingsProgram
Openings
library in one big encyclopedic book
PreviewCopyPlugs— Commercials
News
"Iinformation
recommendandthisadvice
book toconcerning
persons seeking
Demonstration
Format
the fieldinsideof
Interviews
Guest
PanelParticipation
— Contests
television."-ERNEST WALLING,
Audient-e
Program Manager, NBC-TV
Variety Format
Ten
UseProcedures
"J«jst what's needed for the radio writer who
Adaptation
Types
of
Exposition
wants
to
move
over into TV."-CECIL SUFFERN,
Transitional
Devices
Script Supervisor, WNYE
Fade
and Dissolve
The
Defocus
Examine it for a week without obligation!
Blocking
Out
Lens
Live
Action
Montage
Marketing the Script
Inc., Publishers,
Producing
Directing A.Dept.A. B,WYN,
23 West 47th Street, New York 19
Use
of Cameras&Shows
•■Off-the-Cuff"
Send
me
for
examination
TELEVISION
Cuing
Up
Film
PROGRAM."
I willaIfweek's
pay
postman
$4.95, "THE
plussatisfied,
postage
and
Script Clearance
C.O.D.
charges.
I amprompt
not refund
completely
I(Add
will
Casting
return
the
book
for
of
my
$4.95.
Production
Services
sales tax where required by law)
Art
Work
Special
Effects
Lighting—
Costumes
Props
Address
Studio— Music
Facilities
Recording
orRehearsal
Filming
Methods
of
City
Z here if State
Control
of Time
enclosing $4.95
Production
Pointers
□ Save Postalcoupon.
Charges!
Glossary
Then ChiWE'LL prepay postal charges.
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judgeship when Connock forgressthe
reconvenes in January was
Henconjectur
ill forMissthe past
nock, whoalhaslastbeenweek.
,
FCC
her
to
returned
fortnight
duties last Wednesday.
WHUM REPLY
Answers WEEU Charge
GENERAL DENIAL that a grant
of an experimental TV station
means
a "foot
in the door" for
commercial
TV, circumventing
the
three-year-old
TV
was Pa.,
entered by WHUM freeze,
Reading,
last week, in answer to objections
from WEEU of the same city
[B»T, Oct. 15, Sept. 24, Aug. 20].
WHUMmental TVapplied
an experigrant inforReading
last
August, proposing to spend $500,000 to build a 200 kw UHF station with a 1,000 ft. tower atop
a 1,650 ft. mountain. WEEU
objected,
asked orthat
application be denied
set the
for hearing,
primarily on the ground that if
granted it would give WHUM a
"foot in the door" for commercial
operation. WEEU also questioned
the
financial ability of the station
ownership.

CHANNEL USE
Splitting toWould
PRESSURE
move Aid
TV VHF
from
VHF frequencies to the UHF in
order to open up spectrum space
for safety and special services may
be That
on theis one
downswing.
inference that may
be drawn from the speech by FCC
Comr. E. M. Webster before the
Professional Group for Vehicular
Commmr cations of the Institute
of Radio Engineers in Chicago
last week.
More space for vehicular communications can come from channel splitting and the utilization of
frequencies
in the spectrum,'
the
former higher
communications
chief
of the Coast Guard said.
Channel splitting is a method
by which the same amount of intel igence is transmitted
on narrow bands.
Present bandwidths
for vehicular communications are
40 kc in the 30-mc band, 60 kc in
the 152 and 450 mc band. Comr.
Webster referred to the acceptance
by the Joint Technical Advisory
Committee of a study that may lead
to channels as narrow as 20 kc.
At the same time, more selective
receivers will permit use of the
same channels in the same geoarea, he means
pointed more
out. space
All ofgraphicthis
for safety andmunicationspecial
service
coms, hesaid.
Comr. Webster also revealed that
the FCC received 107,209 applications for such services during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1951.
Between July 1 and Oct. 1 of this
year,
36,993Ifapplications
he said.
it continueswereatfiled,
the
same rate, this means a total of
147,972 for the whole fiscal year,
an increase of 40,763 applications
for this fiscal year, he declared.
TV has been on the receiving
end of pressures for more space
for safety
radio First
services right and
from special
the start.
action took place in 1947 when
the Commission
deleted
Chan-it
nel 1 (48-54 mc)
and TV's
turned
over to safety and special services
But TV channel sharing on higher
bands was dropped. Latest was
Chairman
Wayne Coy'sUHFremarks
RCA's Bridgeport
demonat
stration, in which he expressed his
personal belief that all TV should
be in the UHF [B«T, Sept. 17]
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. Nov.
2 marks 15 years of operation. CBC
was formed by Canadian government
Nov.
1936, succeeding
the Canadian
Radio 2, Broadcasting
Commission,
and
has since that time built a chain of
50 kw stations across Canada as well
asit inherited.
expanding CBS
othernowCRBC
facilities
domestic network
plus operates
shortwave.three

No Rights Conferred
After explaining it was fully
aware that an experimental grant
conferred no rights in the facilities
granted,
WHUMits cited
the ability:
following to indicate
Current
assets financial
include $150,000
bank loan, $15,285.64 government
bonds, $20,000 cash, $61,849.29 paid
to General Electric Co. on account
of transmitter, antenna and associated equipment, $86,200 old stock
subscriptions, $157,000 new stock
subscriptions. This makes a total
of $409,334.94— ample to meet the
$178,150.71 required to start operation.
Latter figure covers $40,000 for
transmitter building, $63,150.71
due GE in March 1952 when equipment is delivered, $75,000 due GE
three months later.
The remainder of the $340,000
total equipment cost, WHUM said,
is Station
payable also
over arevealed
five-year-period.
that its
1950 operating profit was $71,017.18, twhich
ained in 1951.figure will be mainSteel and other controlled materials for the construction of the
tower was authorized for delivery
by National Production Authority
last August, WHUM revealed.
Great interest in the program of
experimentation, particularly its
200 kw and great antenna height
operation, has been evinced by leading electronics engineers, WHUM
declared.
Cited in the petition is corre- TELESCRIPTIONS
spondence with GE's G. F. Metcalf,
Philco's David B. Smith, CBS's ANIMATED AND
William
B.
Lodge andJr.DuMont's
Thomas T. Goldsmith
20-Second ond 1 Mlno'e
All express their conviction that
important contributions can be 823 VICTOR BLDG • WASH., D C
ON TVflLMSPOTS
made to the industry's knowledge
of UHF propagation by the pro- LIVE ACTI
posed operation.
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YESTERDAY
and
TODAY
in
Central Indiana

WFBM-TV
"3>ihAt in, QndijancL''

Yesterday ....
On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today ....
there are

175,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV

"JJaaL ul 9ndiajna."
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te estatus
INSTRUCTION by means of television is so effective that TV channels should be reserved for armed
forces use, according to a report,
Training by Television published
by the department of psychology
of Pamphlet
Fordham gives
U.'s results
graduateof aschool.
study
conducted among army field force
reservists who followed a series of
eight, weekly telecasts as part of
their assignment. Some 3,000 reservists— assembled in 160 viewing
groups — saw the hour-long programs as they were telecast by
ten CBS affiliates.
Reservists not only learned from
television, it was found, but they
remembered what they learned, retaining much of it when they were
retested four to six weeks after the
television instruction. The survey
also indicated that they liked learning via the medium; More than
half thevisionreservists
preferred
teleto conventional
classroom
instruction, and more than half considered the television training programs more instructive than the
average training film.
Survey results showed that the
method of teaching employed on the
same medium can make for big differences in test scores, however.
Drama, by itself, was not very effective, and only 11.5% of the
trainees improved their knowledge
by such instruction. Narrative combined with drama brought about a
City

//-i^
If
Tft
28.5% gain in correct answers,
while narration plus film that exand amplifiedaboutwhatresulted
the nar-in
ratorplwasained talking
34.2% improvement.
Recommendations resulting from
the survey were that more study of
the subject is needed, with future
research on such topics as production costs, distribution methods
(from military
commercial
studios,
or mobilebases,
units),
as well
as more detailed work with teaching methods.
It was also
recommended that channels
be reserved
for the armed forces, both for
standard and secret television
transmitting.
Study was made of reserve
groups in Boston,
New Washington,
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Syracuse, Cleveland,
Columbus,
Cincinnati, and Detroit. Training
groups were responsible for providing their own receivers — which
ranged from 7-inch sets to theatretype forescreens
— andTVwere
testedAfter
beeach weekly
lesson.
the
program's
conclusion,
they
were
retested to ascertain any gain in
knowledge and were examined
again
some weeks later to measure
their retention.
Lessons formed a single story
called "Command Post" and told the
story of how a typical infantry
division helped repel a hypothetical
invasion, with each lesson showing
a different phase of the division's

Fordham Surveys TV
(Report
e in187)jrainmg
vaiu
Nine out of ten students rated the
operations.
series good or excellent, although
over one-fourth of the officers and
nearly half the enlisted men
thought
the lessons were presented
too
rapidly.
KTTV Issues
Rate Card No. 4
KTTVsued its(TV)
Los Angeles
has israte card
No. 4, effective
immediately. Under new rate
schedule, an hour of Class A time
(6:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m., Mon.
through Fri.; 1 p.m.-10:30 p.m.,
Sat., Sun., legal holidays), is $1000;
Class B time (5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri.; 10:30 p.m.-ll:30 p.m.
daily), is $600; Class C time (all
other operating times) is $400.
A one-minute sound film spot
announcement for Class A time is
$210; Class B, $120; C, $80. Live,
on-camera
spots are $25 extra per
announcement.
Truman, Football Lead
Early Sept. TelePulse
PRESIDENT
speech
headed
list of topTruman's
10 TV program
types for September, according to
a multi-market TelePulse issued by
Pulse Inc., New York, for week of
(Continued on page 81)

Weekly Television Summary — October 29, 1951— telecasting survey
Sets in Area
Sets in Area City Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
Matamoros
(Mexico)
109,835
WOI-TV WSB-TV, WLTV
10,500
68,025
9,450 Brownsville, Tex. XELD-TV
115,000
WAGA-TV,
Memphis
WMCT
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
324,993
Miami
WTVJ
98,769
WNBF-TV
43,115
86,300
266,965
275,600
62,500 Milwaukee
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WTTV
Paul WTMJ-TV
KSTP-TV,
18,400 Minn.-St.
786,790
Nashville
WSM-TV-TV WTCN-TV
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
188,000
221,972
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
40,700
WBEN-TV
WBTV
93,334 New
New York
Orleans WABD,
WDSU-TV
62,150
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
969,423
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
305,000
WATV WCBS-TV,
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT WNBQ
Newark
510,922
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
Norfolk
299,000 Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
WKY-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
81,556
KMTV,
135,656 Omaha
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WCAU-TV,WOW-TV
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Philadelphia
99,955
WDTV
95,293
903,000
WOC-TV
67,805 Phoenix
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
E.
Moline
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
WTVR
WHIO-TV, WLWD
215,000
Providence
40,100
342,300
WJAR-TV
706,323 Richmond
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
165,000
WICU
WHAM-TV
74,375 Rochester
Rock Quad
IslandCities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline95,071
135,636
WBAP-TV, KRID-TV, WFAA-TV
91,010
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
67,805
146,181 San
San Antonio
55,300
KEYL, WOAI-TV
WOOD-TV
54,070
Diego
WFMY-TV
78,463
KFMB-TV
111,985
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
KPRC-TV
92,882 San
Francisco
Schenectady
WRGB
Albany-Troy
172,800
WSAZ-TV
233,025
61,161 Seattle
175,000
KING-TV
WFBM-TV
KSD-TV
317,000
WMBR-TV
112,300
40,000
St.
Louis
135,630
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
99,000
Toledo
WJAC-TV
KOTV
WSPD-TV
Syracuse
127,000
146,181
143,558 Tulsa
WKTV
WKZO-TV
Utica-Rome
WDAF-TV
113,243
WGAl-TV
WMAL-TV,
89,263
WDEL-TV WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG 288,650
65,000 Washington
Wilmington
53,000
WKECA-TV,
JIM- TV
KNXT, KTIA,KFI-TV,
KTTV KLAC-TV, KNBH Total 1,033,899
80,877
Stations on
Estimated
Sets
in
Use
13,984,000
Total
MarketsXELD-TV
on Air Matamoros,
64*
* Includes
Mexico.
area WhereTVcoverage
overlap setelectric
countsamn.nl..
may be
Editor's Note:
Totals Sources
for each marketestimates
representareestimated
with »levision
circulationareascommittees,
dealers, distributors,
partially
duplicated.
basedsomeonsetsdata
and
manufacturers.
Since manyof set
are compiled monthly,
may fr< unchanged in successive si
necessarily approximate.
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Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas,
Ft. Worth
Davenport
Quad Cities
Dayton
Detroit
Erie
Ft.Dallas
WorthGrand
RapidsKalamazoo
Greensboro
Houston
HuntingtonCharleston
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Johnstown
Kalamazoo
nd Rapids
1 City

Cornell U. Plea
ATS SESSION
ALLOCATIONS
Is Denied
Hears O'Brien, Raibourn
TELEVISION is compatible with
TURNDOWN
by
the
FCC
of
Cornell
U.'s
request
for
oral
hearing
in
the
allocation proceeding, last week was the first such move by the the theatre and need not be considCommission.
ered a box office threat, Robert H.
It should not be taken as a guidepost to other such actions, since day.
O'Brien,
secretary -Theatres,
treasurer toldof
United Paramount
each case
ually,
it wasis being
noted. studied individ- in*lieu of 9, 11, 13; Hermosillo, the American Television Society at
FCC has three other requests 6, 8, 10, 12 in lieu of 2, 4, 6; Ciudad its first meeting of the year Thursfor oral hearing on file — from the Juarez, 2, 5, 11 in lieu of 9, 11, 13;
State of New Jersey, KROW Oak- Monterrey, 2, 6, 10 in lieu of 2, 6, Although comedy and drama proland, Calif., and Daily News Tele- 10, 12; Nuevo Laredo, 3, 11 in lieu
grams are yet to be experimented
vision Corp. (WIBG and Philadel- of 11, 13; Reynosa, 9, 12 in lieu of with by theatre-TV, those shows
phia Daily News).
will have to compare with feature
Both the Oakland and Philadelfilms produced by Hollywood bephia requests raise legal questions
fore they can offer serious competiconcerning rights of the petitioners
tion. Thus, non-entertainment use
in channels which FCC proposes to NEW TV BIDS
for
social, business and educadelete. Both went through heartional programs, promise widest
Four
File
With
FCC
ings before the TV freeze was imof theatre-TV, he said.
FOUR TV applications were filed useSpeaking
sports programming,
Cornell, which owns WHCU at the FCC last week for Fair- Mr. O'Brienof said
that relatively
mont,Calif,W. Va.;
Milwaukee;
Stockfew events — as compared with total
Ithaca,
didthenotFCCmakeopinion
an adequate"
ton,
and
Austin,
Tex.
Three
showing,
and
orsports
hours
—
have
box
station wants
your
der stated. The Commission said it are for UHF channels. Also filed office appeal to make sufficient
suitable
a request for an experimental for theatre-TV. Butthem
the best
"cannot satisfactorily consider and was
sports
prodispose of the issues presented . . . TV station in Charleston, W. Va.
moters, by receiving occasional
in
WWW Fairmont asked for relief through
on the basis of written documents." UHF
the increased reChannel 35, with 17.4 kw
Among the 165 further filings in
documentaries
ceipts
from their
theatrecontrol
telethe ninth week of the FCC's radiated power, and construction
casts, provided
should relax
if
"paper"
proceedings,
estimated atexpense
$100,580,
first year's over TV at the scene of other
$40,000.
was
one TVfromallocations
the National
Council operating
WOKY Milwaukee filed for UHF sporting events, he explained.
of Churches of Christ.
Paul Raibourn, vice president of
Channel
19, with 17.28 kw power,
Executive
Director
Ronald
your
sponsor wants
and construction estimated at Paramount Pictures Corp. and
Bridges,
in
backing
FCC's
proposed
chairman
of the board for interreservation of channels for educa- $198,508,
something new
national Telemeter Corp., exKXOB operating
Stockton costs
seeks $150,000.
Channel
if
tional
TV,
asserted,
"Television
plained the background of pay-asmust be saved from the tragic fate 13, with 14.4 kw output. It plans you-see television
at the same meetto
spend
$208,657
on
construction,
of commercially-dominated AM ra- $127,368 first year of operation.
ing. Reiterating that the average
American
family
does not buy its
For Austin, Charles Henry Cofyour
agency wants
Filings Now 1,220
field under the name of Capital TV set because it is "a marvelous
Co. seeks UHF electro-mechanical gadget," he exfilm program
Filings, which reached a total City Television
dio."
18 with 200 kw, plans to
plained, "they buy it because they
of 1,220 last week, covered the Channel
packages
thatscenesinteresting
spend
$357,500
on construction, expect matic
affirmative pleadings of the states
will appearandon draits
$140,000
first
year's
operation.
Mr.
of
Tennessee,
Louisiana,
Arkansas,
if
milky-moon-face,
soul-stirring
Coffield
is
the
son
of
H.
H.
Coffield,
Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, Texas oilman, who was one of the sound will issue and
from its Buck
Georgia, South Carolina and North three stockholders in what is now
Carolina.
use films
Phoenix and KEYL Rogers
Citinginnards."
the need for more good
Rebuttals were received from KPHO-TV
you
(TV) San Antonio, both of which programs, he explained that TV
for television
parties in Montana, Colorado, were
sold
[B*T,
Oct.
15,
Aug.
26].
sponsors
can afford to pay from
Wyoming, Nebraska, Utah, Idaho, The senior Mr. Coffield and his as- $100 to $1,000
minute forby proNevada, Washington and Oregon.
sociates are still TV applicants
grams which areper compared
the
Legal pleadings, the last step in for New Orleans and Corpus public to Hollywood products which
need
you
the procedure, covered parties from Christi.
cost $20,000 a minute.
our catalog
Indiana,
Michigan, Ohio and Illinois.
of films from
A substantial number of last
britain
week's tionalfilings
were from educainstitutions.
Meanwhile, in an announcement
by the State Dept. last week on an
lester
agreement with Mexico, Tucson
schoenfeld
gains an additional VHF channel
distribution
but San Diego loses one in the new
manager
U.S.-Mexican border TV allocations.
Following are the changes made
in the FCC's proposed plan which
TELEVISION^
26]. issued last March [B«T, March
was
Arizona — Flagstaff, Channels 9
and 13 in lieu of 9 and 11; Phoenix, CONSUMMATION of $1,382,086 sale of WLAV-TV Grand Rapids to Harry
3, 5, 8*, 10 in lieu of 4, 5, 8*, 10; M. Bitner interests took place Oct. 19 in office of Leonard A. Versluis, who
Tucson,
4, 6,—9,San
13 inDiego,
lieu ofChannels
2, 6*, 7. retains WLAV. Call letters of Grand Rapids' only TV station have been
an lav, Own lonlon
California
changed to WOOD-TV as companion to Bitner-owned AM station, WOOD
1 8 and
10
in
lieu
of
3*,
8,
10.
□
there. The Bitners also own WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, WFDF Flint,
4
Texas— El Paso, Channels 4, 7, WEOA Evansville. Present at signing are (I to r): Mrs. Kay Mullen, WLAV
9, 13 in lieu of 2, 4, 5, 7; Laredo, secretary; Willard Schroeder, WOOD general manager; Norman Lilly, WOOD
8 and 13 in lieu of 3 and 8.
attorney; Melvin C. Green, WOOD treasurer; Harry M. Bitner Jr.; Mr. VerBRITISH INFORMATION ERVICES
— Mexicali, Channel 3 in
sluis; Harold Sawyer, WLAV attorney;
William Koplovitz, WOOD Wash30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. 20, N. Y. lieuMexico
ington attorney.
of 7 and 9; Nogales, 2, 7, 11
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Record every program on film
EASTMAN TELEVISION RECORDING CAMERA

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

BETWEEN
COMMERCIALS

gg|L.BY KAY MULViH ILL

"Tunes At Ten"-KSFO's new
hour long,
Monday fastthru'becoming
Friday
music
Northernprogram—
Californiais housewives'
'radio delight.'
For the homemakers are now getting an opportunity toandtell their
KSFO
listeners what
they would
^4flR|h^ dwere
° ifemceethey
J^Rf
ing a radio
PP'
V _j: 4 program.
Conducted
>
by Bay Area
radio favorite — Wally
\
King
"Tunes at—
Ten" is curW ALLY KING
rently inviting the housewives to write in, and give
their
ideas as to how they would handle
a disc jockey show.
From the hundreds of letters now
pouringment, ainto
departdailyKSFO's
winner mail
is selected,
and invited to guest as emcee. The
housewife penning the best letter
of the week, not only takes over as
platter spinner, but takes home a
handsome portable radio as well.
WHAT'S YOUR OPINION?
Acclaimed throughout the Bay
Area as an outstanding public service program,series
is KPIX's
new weekly
television
— "What's
Your
Opinion?".
Produced under the auspices of
KPIX, the San Francisco Junior
Chamber of Commerce and a Citizen's Advisory Board — the teleforum is designed to stimulate interest in topics of community concern and provide an opportunity
for open and lively discussion on
subjects
of immediate interest to
all.
Subjects already discussed by
prominent guest panelists, include:
"Are the Brakes on Inflation Hold
ing?",
"Are We
Battle
for Asia?",
and Losing
"The the
Mayoralty
Candidates Speak for Themselves".

film

report

A NEW television film news panel
program series, Washington Spotlight, will be produced by Snader
Telescriptions Corp. Signed as
moderator of the current events
series was Marquis Childs, Washington columnist. Series will comprise 52 quarter-hour programs, to
be filmed under the supervision of
Louis D. Snader by Milton Hammer
and Robert Maurer in Washington,
D. C.
Partaking in the weekly panels
will be leading figures in government, industry, politics and public
life. Programs, to be available for
sale Dec. 1, will be shot weekly and
made available to stations five days
after filming.
United World Films has concluded plans for extensive production,
distribution and sale of television
pictures. The physical facilities of
Universal-International Studio in
Universal City, Calif., will be utilized for most of the production, but
no Universal contract players will
appear in any of the films. The
plans include the production of
color pictures in addition to those
in black and white.
The entire program is designed
for the requirements of television.
United
World's
television
pictures
would not
compete
with the
full
length motion pictures which Universal-International produces for
exhibition in motion picture theatres. To accelerate the production
plans, George Bole, assistant studio
manager of Universal - Internaas liaison
executivetional,for would
theserve
Studio
and United
World.
United World Films, since its inception some five years ago, has
engaged limitedly in the sale of
films for use on television, but essential y the company specialized in
the production and distribution of
motion
pictures
for non-theatrical
and home consumption.
Bing Crosby Enterprises, L. A.,
has been signed by Erie Stanley
Gardner
his contemplated seriestoofproduce
television
films based
on his Perry Mason detective charfor the
TELEVISION
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.

.

acter. Associated with Gardner in
production of the series is Cornwell Jackson [B«T, Oct. 22]. Programs expected to be half-hour
each.
Dick Lewis, vice president and
midwest representative of Telepix
Corp. and president of the Chicago
art studios bearing his name, is
now offering a television consultant
service to commercial TV film buyers. Mr. Lewis said this is given
without
cies. charge to advertising agenMovie Supply Co., Chicago, has
opened a video concern, Television
Equipment
which handlesIt supplies for TVCo.,operations.
also
offers film-editing and laboratory
facilities,
according
to ownerareWil-loliam Behrend.
Headquarters
cated at 1318 S. Wabash Ave.
Snader Telescriptions Sales
moves national sales headouarters
to 323 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly
(Continued on page 93)
'CRUSADE' DEBUT
Via Theatre, WJZ-TV
WHAT was said to be initial
simultaneous
showing
of a incom-a
mercial television
program
theatre and on TV — Crusade in the
Pacific, 26-chapter March of Time
production — slated to take place
tomorrowbassy (Tuesday)
EmGuild Newsreelin the
Theatre,
N. Y., concurrently with its opening telecast over WJZ-TV New
York,be 10-10:30
p.m. same
EST.time
Serieson
will
seen at the
the station on subsequent Tuesdays
under
of Welch's& ShenWine
throughN.sponsorship
Doherty,
Clifford
field,
Y.
Explaining why the Guild
Theatre broke precedent by presenting acommercial telecast, Norman Elson, president of Guild Enrprises Inc., stated:
"The March
of Time temovie
productions
were
always a bulwark of strength to
our newsreel theaters. Now that
they have moved into TV, we are
happy to present a special pick-

up . . ."
finest in ...
FILM

PRODUCTION

Represented by The Koti Agency, ln<
Ksro

.

SCREEN
GEMS
INCORPORATED

BALABAN, HOWELL
Named by Paramount
BURT BALABAN has been named
director of programming and production and John Howell as director of sales and merchandising for
Paramount Television Productions
Inc., Paulnounced
Raibourn,
Wednesday. president, anMr. Balaban has been with Paramount since 1946, most recently as
manager of the film department.
He served for three years with the
Marine Corps and attended the
U. of Virginia.
Mr. Howell has been in Para-

Mr. Howell
mount merchandising for a yeai
and previously was with Stephe:
Schlesinger Inc. (Telecomics) foi
four years. He served as a majoi
in the Marine Corps for five year
following his graduation from the
U. of Wisconsin.
New appointees will concentrate
on obtaining rights to and produc
ing film properties, each of whicr
will be completely merchandisec
and exploited as a client service.

WWJ-TV BOUQUET
U. of Mich. Sends Thank' lie
REGENTS of the U. of Michigaij JJ
passed a formal resolution express
ing "to all members of the staf
of WWJ-TV [Detroit] their sin
cere thanks for the assistance anc
advice [university]
so freely givenprograms
in makin<a
these
outstanding educational success
The regents
tional
program alluded
carriedto byan educa
WWJ
TV during the 1950-1951 schoo
year. They pointed out that cost:
of this venture were borne "in larg
measures" by WWJ-TV and tha
the station's andstaffhelpful
had been
cooperative
in the"mosdi
rection of the program."

TV Show on VOA
STATE DEPT. has started broad
by transcription
via Voic< jtfai
ofcasting
America
the NBC-TV
America)
Youth
Forum,
seen Saturday,
7:30 p.m.Harold
First E.program
featured
Stassen,Oct.U. 2>
Penn. president.

COSMETICS?
jujjiji iiuji n
729 7th Ave.
N.Y. 19, N.Y.
TV FILM COMMERCIALS
Circle 5-5044
J,yUDS0N 2.-381E
BROADCASTING697 BBOAPWAY,• NTel,

REELA FILMS
TVA MERGER
Form New Miami Firm
With AFRA Proposed
INCORPORATION of Reela Films,
3 RECOMMENDATION that Television Authority merge with the
Miami, into a new organization, to
serve 16mm production film needs
American Federation of Radio Artof TV stations was announced by
ists will be given to West Coast
General Manager Labe Mell last
TVA delegates to the upcoming
Monday. Firm has been operating
national TVA convention. The recin that city the past year, and now
ommendation was passed by a
large majority at a TVA meeting
is equipped
handle output.
both commercial and tonewsreel
in Los Angeles.
The new company is supplying
Among reasons given for a mernewsreels for WTVJ(TV) Miami.
ger with AFRA are (1) guild has
Over 50 of its commercials also
locals in major cities around the
are being carried on that station,
country and thus has the necessary
according
to Mr. Mell.
machinery for union negotiations;
On newsreels, the firm plans to
>(2) AFRA has had long experience
distribute
silent or sound film
working with the same employers
coverage throughout Florida, mainwith whom TVA works — networks,
machine that
advertising agencies and TV sta- AS SENDOFF gift to a departing colleague, account executives of CBS Tele- providestaining aprocessing
of newsreels
vision Spot Sales rustled up a 1920 vintage crystal set and presented it to within 30 release
/ tions; (3) confidence that AFRA is
minutes. Commercial
Roy
W.
Hall
(second
from
left).
Mr.
Hall
was
transferred
by
network
to
its
' union.
a well-run and highly democratic
idea integration,
owned-WCCO Minneapolis where he assumed new duties as sales manager. output comprises
presentations,
film
L to r: John Altemus, Mr. Hall, Tom Judge and Lue Stearns, all account script
commercials
with
live silent
announcer
*■ The national TVA convention executives with CBS TV Spot Sales; George R. Dunham Jr., eastern sales narration and/ or post
recording
Ij will
be heldarein being
New York
Dec. 7-9.in
manager for department; and Frank Shakespeare, account executive.
music on film.
Petitions
circulated
Los Angeles for the nomination of
the 16 West Coast delegates to the
conclave. Nominations close Nov.
;ph« h i, after which the elections will be
for Sii TV Cameras
D3jti'o. held by mail ballot.
JLatLna ^JldioJ.
j-ar :
iti-: FILMS FOR TROOPS
-atBALANCED"
TV TRIPOD
AH in Industry Aid
:At TV NETWORKS,
unions,
commi :
poser-publisher groups and adverinduce '
tisers are cooperating with the
This tripod was engineered and de
Dept. of Defense to make availsigned expressly to meet all video
able
top-rate
television
programs
to the armed forces overseas.
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
Film recordings are supplied to
'honk) the Army, Navy and Air Force
type
design
have balance,
been discarded
motion picture services for distribuachieve
absolute
effortlessto
tion to servicemen on ships and at
distant points in the Korea zone
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
of fighting [B • T, Sept. 17].
efficiency.
The recordings are made possible
through collaboration of the four
video networks (ABC-TV, CBSBelow :
TV, NBC-TV and DuMont), Tele3 wheel portable dolly
vision Authority and the American
with balanced TV TriFederation of Musicians, ASCAP
BMI, sponsors of the network
pod mounted.
si* and
:n.argul :'programs.
Thus far, prints have been distributed of Man Hunt, Hit Parade
(American Tobacco for Lucky
Strike), Man Against Crime (R.
J. Reynolds for Camels), Faye
Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with efEmerson's Wonderful Town (Pepsifortless control. It is impossible to get
Cola) and Suspense (Auto-lite).
anything
but perfectly smooth pan and
Sponsor
identification
and
product mention are limited to an
tilt
action
with
the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
acknowledgment at the start and
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
end of the program. Picture of the
into position desired by operator with no
product or trademark is given on
the card. In line with Defense
'play" between pan handle and tripod
Dept. policy, programs integrating
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustcommercial copy with entertainproof, completely enclosed, never requires
ment fare are prohibited where
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtelimination of that portion is imin
spirit
level. Telescoping extension pan
possible.
handle.
Supply of available prints now is
Write for further particulars
limited and distribution is confined
to the Korea area. Plans are to
provide TV
in additional film
overseas recordings
areas. Exhibition
is made where no admission charge
is levied.
sting
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'TRIBUNE' FORUMSept.WIDELY
AIREDon Networks, VOA
22-25 Sessions
RADIO again carried outstanding midnight Wednesday.
sessions of the 20th annual New
ABC Radio broadcast a panel
York Herald Tribune Forum, which discussion on "Problems of Conscience in the Congress' between
considered "Balancing Moral Responsibility and Scientific Prog- Sen. Blair Moody (D-Mich.) and
Rep.
Christian
A. Herter (Rress"
at
its
three-day
meeting
in
New York last week.
Mass.), from 9:30-10 p.m. Monday. Three speeches were carried
NBC carried two roundtable discus ions, one on "How to Deal With from 8:30-9 p.m. Tuesday: Dr.
Paz, Kenneth
editor ofL.Buenos
Communists on the Campus" and LaGainza
Prensa,
Dixon, Aires'
manthe other on "A Unique Experiaging editor of the Lake Charles,
ment in Farming Community Ex- La., American
Press,
who
spoke
broadcast
from aspects of press freedom, and Jerryon
11:30 p.m.change."
to Former,
midnight
Tuesday,
had Dean E. O. Melby of New York Goodman, Harvard senior, who reon the Communist youth
U.'s School of Education moderat- rally inportedBerlin
this summer.
ing discussion by students from
Mutual carried two speeches
Columbia, Radcliffe and NYU. The
from
10:30-11
p.m. Monday:
second program, carried at the
same time Wednesday, featured Stuart Symington's talk on "The
discussion by a young Hindu
of Organized Influence" and
farmer from India, a Georgia Ethics
Charles E. Wilson's address on
farmer, a Point Four program defense mobilization. Panel discussion among educators and colsupervisor in India, an Atlanta
Constitution editor and a director
lege students, called "Military
of a religious group.
Service — Bridge or Gap?" was
live 2:30-3 p.m. TuesCBS Radio broadcast Bertrand broadcast
day.
Russell's talk, "The Impact of
WNYC New York carried the
Sciencep.m.
on EST
Society,"
from and,
11:15-at sessions from 8-10:30 p.m. Mon11:30
Monday,
day; 2:30-4:30 p.m. and 8-11 p.m.
the same time Tuesday, Sen. James Tuesday;
7:55-10:30 p.m.
A. Duff's (R-Pa.) speech on "The Wednesday, and
feeding all broadcasts
Dangers
of
Extremism."
The
to
WGBH
(FM)
Boston, owned
farming exchange program was and operated by the
Lowellof Incarried by CBS Radio 11:30 p.m.stitute broadcasting council
six
colleges. In addition, WNYC recorded al programs for nationwide
TEXAS UNIT FORMS
distribution to the 74 member staNew Radio Assn. Voted
tions of thecational
National
Broadcasters.Assn. of EduFORMATION of the Texas Assn.
New
York
independent
of Broadcastersresentatives ofwas
voted by atrep-a WINS and WMCA also stations
carried
33 stations
ofrecorded
the forum.
Allspecial
sesmeeting Oct. 19 in Fort Worth. segments
sions
were
by
the
J. B. McDonald, general manager events unit of the Voice of America
of KCRS Midland, was elected for broadcast throughout the world,
president.
report onbythethediscusOther officers elected were Gillis and a special
will be prepared
State
G. Conoley, KTAE Taylor, vice Dept. sionsoutlet
in 45 foreign lanpresident, and Willard Deason,
KVET Austin, secretary-treasurer. guages.
Directors are Boyd Kelly, KTRN
Wichita Falls; Lloyd Hawkins, New B.C. Repeaters
KLTI Longview; Tom Krister, FIVE NEW low power repeater
KGNC Amarillo; Mrs. Melba Dean stations have been put into operaWells, KULP El Campo, and Gartion in northcentral British Columfield Keil, KWED Seguin. Next
bia by the Canadian Broadcasting
meeting was scheduled for March. Corp.
PROTECT YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CHENTS
from the daily hazard of
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing,Gossipy
Speeches,
Newscasts, AdMan-on-the-street
libs, Financial
Announcements,
Comment, Mystery Plots.
Interviews.
Hundreds
Broadcasters
and Newspapers
guard thisInsurance.
continuous hazardof with
our special,
tailored-to-the-risk
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—
Kansas City, Mo.
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JUSTLY proud of their outsizedposfcard caricatures of staffmen are
(1 to r) Roy Ritzel, staff artist of
WBT Charlotte, N. C, who did the
caricatures; Bob Covington, WBT
promotion manager, and Farrel Potts
of Charlotte's Herald Press, which
did lithography. Series of six postcards won for WBT and Mr. Covington a special award in the National
Direct Mail Advertising Assn., contest
[B • T, Oct. 22]
JONES ANSWERS
Adds New Account
DUANE JONES, president of
Duane Jones Co., this week picked
up another new account and replied to the two suits instituted
against him by former executive
employes
Oct. 22]. a fortnight ago [B • T,
The new account is National ReClean,er.Brooklyn,
home are
dry cleanAdvertising a plans
being
formed, but it is understood the
agency will probably re-price and
re-do
the package for the product,
Re-Clean.
The answer to the suit on pensions stated the plaintiffs were
"not entitled to pensions because
they
In thewerestockdischarged
suit, the for
replycause."
was
that "the stock did not have the
value" that was claimed.
Meanwhile, a third suit for vacation pay was instigataed against
Mr. Jones last week by 11 secretypistsworking
and research
lataries,
tors, al now
for thetabunew
agency,
Scheideler,
Beck
& Werner.
Mr. Jones has not filed the $1
million suit he said he will institute against certain former employes, but still is expected to do

LABOR AD VIEW
U.S. Chamber Objects
U. S. CHAMBER of Commerce has
taken labor to task for a recent
newspaper editorial which accuses
businessmen of siphoning off money for advertising as an alternative to paying higher taxes.
The chamber's October newsletter points out that without advertising, there would be no mass
sellingAmericans
and masswould
production
and
that
not enjoy
the highest standard of living in
the world.
Advertising expenditures may
reach $6 billion during 1951, a new
high, but national income is also
up about 15% over last year, according to the Chamber's Committee on Advertising.
"To call advertising 'unpatriotic'
is to overlook advertising's primary function — the creation of
markets and demands for goods,"
it asserted.
". . . It's
no secret
that
our productive
capacities
are
now the biggest single deterrent
to the outbreak of World War III."
Moreover,
sources of would
informa-be
tion and entertainment
"restricted,
perhaps
eliminated,"
without advertising, the committee
said. and"Outdoor
and
radio
televisionadvertising,
stations which
are entirely supported by advertising would goandoutmagazines
of existence."
Newspapers
also
would lack revenue.
As a result, these forms of mass
communications "either would become government subsidies (paid
for by tax dollars), or would be
able to continue only on a much
weaker
and more restricted
level,"
the committee
citing during
conditions in Italy andheld,
Germany
the Mussolini and Hitler regimes.

CROSLEYIN CANADA
Ontario
Firm
CONTRACT toBuys
purchase
the physical assets of Brand & Millen Ltd.,
radio and television, at Long
Branch, Ontario, was announced
last week by the Crosley Div. of
Avco Mfg. Corp. Operations with
present personnel but under the
new name
& Tele-10
vision Ltd.ofareCrosley
to beginRadio
in about
days, it was added.
At the same time, John W.
Craig, Avco vice president and
Crosley general manager, said that
since 1946, Moffats Ltd. of Weston,
FARM INFLUENCE
Ontario, had been manufacturing
Crosley refrigerPrelate Praises Radio-TV and distributing
ators and white goods appliances
THE Most Rev. Richard J. Cusha licensepurchase
agreeing, archbishop of Boston, told dele- in Canada
ment and thatunder
the present
Nationalin Catholic
Rural gates
Lifeto theConference
Boston will
have no effect on such arrangements.
that inventions such as radio and
television have made farm life attractive to even the most sophistiRCA INSTITUTES, INC.
cated persons.
"By a curious and refreshing
One
of schools
the leading
and
oldest
of Radio
turn of the wheel of civilization,"
Technology
In andAmerica,
offerstech-Its
dustry.
Bishop
Cushing
said,
"people
now
trainee!
Radio
Television
go home to enjoy things they once
nicians to the Broadcasting Inleft their homes to seek. Millions
Address
Inquiries
to
Placement
DirectorINC.
attend sports events, theatres,
RCA
INSTITUTES,
symphonies, opera and educational
A
Service
of
Radio
Corporation
forums through television or the
of America
350 W. 4th St.,
New Tork. 14, N. T.
radio," the prelate added.
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 7U)
Sept. 4-11. Ratings are listed as
follows,
network including
TV time: percent of total
Avg. Rating
President Truman (all networks 23.7
47.6
Football
Comedy-Variety
San Francisco Peace Treaty (all networks) 18.4
17.3
Westerns
16.4
Boxing
15.9
Dramas
&
Mysteries
15.5
Talent
13.3
General MacArthur 12.8
Comedy
Situation
12.2
Musical Variety
12.2

ATFP TALKS
Continue With IATSE
STILL in the preliminary stages,
with no specific demands being
made on either side, contract negotiations between the newly-formed
Alliance of Television Film Producers and IATSE continue into
their ganthird
Negotiations
beOct. 19week.
following
exploratory
fact-finding meetings with the
A labor negotiating committee,
representing the eight producers
guild.
comprising the Alliance, is meeting withmitteeato negotiate
similar IATSE
comfor ATFP
members as a whole. The move,
which tionswillwith other
be followed
crafts inand negotiaguilds,
is in accord with an agreement
made by the member producers
that
ATFP would
be their
and exclusive
bargaining
agent"sole
for
all crafts and guilds."

O'MAHONEY DISCLA
ENMITY
TO RADIO
In LetterIMS
to Cisler
About Congress
Ad Cuts
SEX. JOSEPH C. O'MAHOXEY "that required five rate cards,
(D-Wyo.) places himself on record
an official,
plus innumeras no sworn enemy of radio but signedableby invoices.
It would
cost us
rather as a staunch advocate of more for the paper work than we
economy in government.
out. said:
. . ." think the
This has been disclosed in a let- could
Mr. getCisler
ter written by the Senator Oct. 12. broadcasting
industry"Icould
focus
to S. A. Cisler, vice president, attention in a dramatic fashion on
WKYW Louisville.
the need for true government econSen. ferredO'Mahoney
been manreomy if we VOLUNTARILY reto generally has
as the
commend cutting off such approwho led the fight to cut from the
priations, even when the money
Defense Dept. its recruitment ad- goes in our own pocket."
vertising
expenditures
[B«T,
Oct.
Another letter from a broadcastPittsburgh TV Homes
22, 15]. The ban was passed by er— Dave Baylor, vice president
Also Hear Radio
Congress before adjournment.
and
. general manager, WJMO
However, in his letter to Mr. Cleveland,
Ohio — sent to Bob RichRADIO is far from forgotten in Cisler,
the
Senator
pointed
out
that
ards, Public Affairs Dept. director,
Allegheny County (Pittsburgh) TV
"criticism was not directed to NARTB, deplored anti-radio quotahomes, according to a survey by his
advertising by commercial radio
tions attributed to Sen. O'Mahoney.
Guide-Post Research, Pittsburgh. alone,
advertising of any
Medium Not Defended
C. F. Ackenheil, survey director, kind. ...butI to
you to know that
said results disclosed that 52% of the evidence want
before
the
Committee
Mr.
Baylor
fact which
the homes in the Allegheny County [on military appropriations] indi- distresses
me said
most "the
is that
not a INDUSTRIAL CAMERA CHAIN
area have TV sets.
cated that radio has contributed single shot (for broadcasters) was
DuMont Color Development
In the TV homes, 86% of women very generously to defense pro- fired in this battle about appropriasaw television on the previous day
DEMONSTRATION of the Dutions
for
military
recruiting."
Mont industrial color camera chain
and 72% listened to radio. In grams.
Noting that the amount of money
"The Navy testified that 1,650
in operation,
its industrial
homeswomen
withoutlistened
video tosets',radio
81% andof radio stations were contributing was
not
important,
he
said,
"you
the
ments, and its
potential achieveuses in
it without any cost except for know of course that none of us get the automobile
9% saw TV on the previous day, with
industry
were fea. . . from Army rethe payment of the union minimum very wealthy
tures
of
a
joint
meeting
the
the survey showed.
cruiting.
Particularly
those
of
us
wages of station personnel who who do not have network lines to Instrument Society of Americaof and
were employed."
draw from.
the
IRE's
Professional
Group
at Detroit Oct. 17.on
In addition,
the Sen. showed
O'Mahoney
that no defense Instrumentation
letter
said testimony
that was"Butmadethe forfactradio,
James
B.
Tharpe,
sales manager
USC's Plans
in an issue
"thereing isnowadays;
preciousthatlittle
transmitter diviFor Television
radio had a clearly stronger for thesion oftelevision
the volunteerSelective where
Allen
B.
DuMont
Labs,
defense, not to say an offense, than Clifton, N. J., was guest speaker.
BUILT at cost of more than Service System chooses the men for any
other medium or all media
that just prior to in- combined,
§100,000, a completely equipped service, ducand
I still cannot understand His talk, "Industrial Color Teletion the Navy and the Air Force
television studio will be put into
Applications," explained
the
Sen.
O'Mahoney was
never growth vision
entry into those serv- why
operation on the U. of Southern solicitices.their
of industrial
TV and how
given
any
concerning
words, the testimony radio in thisinformation
California campus at Los Angeles indicatedIn other
controversy.
.
.
.
it
can
provide
instantaneous
viewthat
the
advertising
was
early next year. This has been useless and seemed, therefore, to
ing of any plant operation, thus
"Why do not people in Congress
revealed by Fred D. Fagg Jr.,
know the salient selling facts about permitting management to • maina waste
of
public
funds."
president, as he announced expan- be Mr.
tain front-office inspection at all
Cisler had written a letter
sion of thein University's
Mr. Baylor quoted from a news times.
program
television. educational to the Senator that he thought article
in the Oct. 15 issue of
"radio and TVagencies
advertising
TV studio is the gift of Capt. government
Broadcasting
• Telecasting, NEW 1952 catalogue, listing over
radio?"
ought forto all
be which
Allan Hancock, USC board of eliminated,
items in 1,100 pages, has been
said:
"It was revealed, per- 75,000
but not if other media
trustees chairman who is also dihaps officially for the first time, issued by Milo Radio & Electronics
rector of Hancock Foundation for areHeto also
that
radio
and
radio
advertisers
be left
in."
N. electronics,
Y., distributors
of industhat his station
radio, television,
Scientific Research. Studio will be had had annoted
contributed over 50% of all Corp., trial
order for two spots have
and broadcast equipment.
able to relay live programs to Mt. from
free measurable advertising in the sound,
one
agency
for
an
army
order
Catalogue,
largest
corporation
has
Wilson for telecasting by any of
five major media over many of the ever put out, lists major standardithe seven Los Angeles TV stations.
last 11 years. Peak year was 1944 brand products with technical speciwhen radio time donations reached
In line with expansion policy,
fications, physical dimensions, and
USC has set up a new Dept. of COMPANY PR POLICY
Telecommunications in the College
Should Include Radio, TV $65 million."
prices.
of Letters, Arts and Sciences. USE of radio and television to imStarting with spring semester on
public relations as well as
Feb. 7, and for the first time at to sell provegoods
was stressed by J.
any university, an academic degree Carlisle MacDonald,
assistant to
of Bachelor of Science in Televi- the
chairman
of
U.S. Steel Corp.,
USC. sion will be offered, according to in an address last Thursday at the
Management InA Certificate in Television will annual sBusiness
titute of Bryant College, Provibe given persons already employed
dence, R. I.
in the industry and related fields
Participating
in a relations,
panel discussion of community
Mr.
•who complete
units University
of profes- MacDonald
sional courses 60through
said:
College, the late afternoon and
"Standards
of
news
coverage
in
early evening division of USC.
both television and radio are conWilliam H. Sener, associate prostantly being raised and toda3r a
fessor, who has been head of the great many
Americans get the bulk
of their news from these media.
radio-TV
department
for
five
years,
will continue as head of the new Time is well spent in working out
Department of Telecommunica- the best possible relations for your
tions. USC also operates KUSC- company with radio and television
FM on a seven hour daily schedule. newscasters."
WIBW
T/>Vto
October pe3k
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-ftOr
A which
RT FORMUL
CAPEHA
THE
CONTROVERSIAL
Capehart formula—
permits manufacturers toadjust their ceiling prices on the basis of advertising, selling,
research
and otheramendment
"allowable ascosts"
— still went
hung home.
in abeyance last week
pending proposed
Congress
There was no indication this ex- Rules
★Committee a fortnight ago
plosive issue would be resolved
until the Senate and House recon- and no attempt was made to bring
vene next January.
itlower
up for
action on the floor of the
chamber.
Manufacturers meanwhile apAs of now, manufacturers have
parently are caught in the vacuum recourse
to two alternatives:
created by the failure of both the
(1) They may apply individually
Congress
and
the
government's
for adjustments,
withnotevery
evipricing agency to act.
dence that OPS will
consider
Technically, manufacturers and their requests
for
higher
ceilings
processors still may individually since the start of the Korean war
petition the Office of Price Stabi- money.
lization for price adjustments on unless they are, in fact, now losing
the ground of advertising and other
They may choose to apply
costs. This was provided under the for(2)relief
under Ceiling Price Regprovision authored by Sen. Homer
ulation 2 , which makes no proviCapehart
(R-Ind.)
and
written
insion for advertising, selling, adto the Defense Production Act as
ministration and research expenses.
amended this past summer.
A
parting
at advertising
But OPS has pigeonholed these before Congresssally
adjourned was derequests in the face of the adminlivered by Rep. Isadore Dollinger
tration's moformula.
ve for Congressional
report to his conrevision of isthe
The new (D-N. Y.) instituentas. He suggested
a conbill would allow price ceiling adsumers'
advisory
bureaugoods
which
justments on an industrywide basis. would test and evaluate
This would be done by taking such relation to costs, claiming thein
costs in each industry and applying American public "overpays" for
them to the highest price during many
commodities. He declared:
the base period from July 1, 1949,
Millions of dollars are spent in adto June 24, 1950.
vertising certain products, but the
The administration substitute best-advertised
product does not necessarily make it the best buy. Also,
(S 2170) was shelved by the House

BISMARCK,
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the American consumer has no way
of determining for himself how other
makes or brands actually compare
with the products advertised by press,
radio, television and other mediums.
He often pays a higher price than
necessary,
prodcan in asfactthebelittle-known
of higher grade
and uctcheaper.
Rep. Dollinger charged that opponents of the control
bill
"foisted
upon
a measure
which the
was people
saddled ...
with exemptions
for the special interest groups."
Spokesmen at the Office of Price
Stabilization expressed belief the
agency uation
maywithinseekthe tonext
clarify
sitfew theweeks.
WIND Chicago
Carey Commercial
(I) arranges Mandual
Possibility
was
held
out
for
regulations designed to supplement and signingagerofJohnBert
Wilson
(c), sportscasfrer,
and
Eddie
Hubbard
(r),
disc
clarify the existing Capehart blueprint, or to generally override it. jockey. Both men were signed to exWhether these modified orders
clusive contracts.
would be substantive was purely
speculation. Consensus was OPS will in any way restrict the use of
may take no definitive or regulative
Criticism continued during hearaction before next January.
advertising."
ings before
and House NewscomActually, according to OPS, from
mit e s aSenate
s the American
22 to 40 firms have requested uppaper
Publishers
Assn.
joined
ceil- hands with committee members in
ingsward
on theadjustments
basis of ofthetheir
Capehart
the administration
subplan. Agency had held that it would attacking stitute.
and other
be deluged
with such pleas,
result-if groups protestedNewspaper
that
the
new
ing in an administrative
burden,
would enable the President to bill
dethe
provisionalsoweresaidnotthat
repealed.
advertising budgets for
Authorities
some broadcast termine
and
printed
media
and
producers are now selling below thus, in effect, control press and
ceiling price in some industries.
The alternative to "that terrible radio.
Critics have charged that the
Capehart amendment" was bottled Capehart provision would enable
up by cratsa andcoalition
of
Southern
Demofirms
to pass on virtually all cost
GOP members after it had
cleared the Senate and the House rises since the Korean war.
Banking & Currency Committee
[B • T, Oct. 15, 8].
The House group accepted the TRANSISTORS
Study Military Use
Senate version with one major
change: Costs would be added to A NEW emphasis has been placed
the highest level of prices prevail- on the development and functional
ing during a base period of one application of transistors for miliyear rather than six months.
tary use, the Dept. of Defense indiReaction to Refusal
cated last week [B«T, Oct. 22].
Its Research & Development Board
The
House
Rules
Committee's
announced
establishment of a
refusal to act was viewed with con- transistors the
group to assist the decern in administration circles.
partment's
Electronics Committee
President Truman told a news con- in this work.
ference he still hoped the CapeNamed
to
the
new
are Dr.
hart plan would be repealed. Price E. W. Engstrom, vice unit
president in
Stabilizer Michael DiSalle shared charge
of
engineering,
RCA
Labs.;
his sentiments. Sen. A. Willis
G. F. Metcalf, General Electric
Robertson (D-Va.), who helped Co.;
E. Finley Carter, Sylvania
draft the Senate version, said the
delay would mean higher prices Electric Products; Dr. I. A. Getting, Raytheon Mfg. Co.; Dr. J. W.
and lead to wage boost demands.
Labs.; and
CPR 22 has been a source of McRae, Bell Telephone
Hill, Massachusetts
consternation to OPS authorities Dr. A. ofG. Technology.
ever since it bowed in last April Institute
Other members participating are
25. Designed
"interim"
pric- representatives of the Army Siging measureastoan cover
increased
nal Office and Office of the Assistcosts for factory labor and manuant Chief of Staff; Air Force Camfacturing materials, it precipitated
Research Center and the
aoutset.
storm of protests almost from the Wright bridge
Air Development Center,
Dayton,in New
Ohio. York
InitialOct.meeting
Critics were quick to point out held
11. was,
it made no provision for advertising, selling,
and administration costsresearch
in computing
ceiling
prices on finished goods. James D.
Shouse, vice president of Avco
Why buy 2 or more...
Mfg. Corp. and board chairman of
do 1 big sales job
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., termon
"RADIO
BALTIMORE"
Ined itthe"profit
face ofcontrol."
these charges, OPS
spokesmen reassured industry that
MM
"no regulations will be issued which
ROADCASTING
• Telecast.

MAKING BEDS
WBZ's Morris Pays Forfeit
NEVER question the judgment of
the American housewife on things
she knows best — like making beds
— or you may wind up making your
own bed on some crowded street
corner
lyingthein it.
lesson and
learned
hardThat's
way the
by
Colten (Chick) Morris, staff announcer at WBZ-AM-TV Boston.
It all started weeks ago when
Carl deSuze posed a question
("Should husbands help with the
housework?")
his WBZ
ing show. Mr. onMorris
upheldmornthe
I■masculine view, claiming it takes
only one minute to make a bed.
i When hundreds of angry letters
flooded the station, Mr. Morris and
his colleagues set up a bed at the
; corner of Tremont and Boylston
streets fortnight ago to prove it.
The result: It took the frustrated
Mr. Morris two minutes and he had
to pay the forfeit three days later
by spending the night in it on the
sidewalk at the same location.
1Mr.Promptly
at 8 escorted
o'clock, byOct.four8,
Morris was
models to his bed while thousands
of people gathered to witness the
"big sleep." Mr. Morris got no
sleep. He was serenaded alternately by a Harvard band unit,
three barbershop groups, hillbilly
singers and square dancers.
Mr. Morris also produced a permit allowing him to set up a bed on
the
sidewalk
— good
He went
on the
air anuntil
hour 4 anda.m.a
half
later,schedule.
opening the station's
broadcast

HOME Sweet Home was never like
this — or so the fate of Mr. Morris
would indicate after he lost a bet
to thousands of housewives who
listen to WBZ Boston. Between
3,000 and UfiOO Bostonians look on
as the WBZ announcer pays off the
forfeit,
of professional
< modelsamidwhosmiles
tucked
him in.
FCDA

MANUAL
To Be Ready Soon
THE TECHNICAL manual, U. S.
Civil Defense, which describes communications as "the nerve system
ofstate
civil and
defense,"
will be issued
community
directorsto
within the next fortnight. It will
implement the booklet issued by
the White House last year [B • T,
Sept 25, 1950].
The manual is being circulated
among department officials of the
Federal Civil Defense Administration for their approval.
The project, in preparation for
several months, has been delayed
because of a number of factors,
among them: (1) assignment by
FCC of frequencies for amateur
services, and (2) slow crystallizaWDOK Expands
of the Commission's emergency
EXPANSION and decentralization alerttion plan
for broadcast stations.
of facilities has been announced by The manual will be issued by
FCDA's
Communications
& WarnWDOK Cleveland, with work progres ing on a new transmitter
ing Division under Col. William
building on Rockside Road within Talbot (USAF). Operation of
the fringe area of the city. Addi- communications control centers
been explored in a previous
tional space will house studios, of- has
ifices and
auxiliary power
equip- book.
ment. Decentralization
was dictated
Meanwhile, Congress has given
for security and civil defense rea- its consent to a mutual security
sons. Station said that expansion interstate pact between New York
lialso was necessary because of and New Jersey for civil defense.
scarcity of adequate space and The pact calls for mutual aid in
facilities at its downtown building, protection of communications and
1515 Euclid Ave.
other facilities "in an emergency."
QUINCY,
ILLINOIS
GATES

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL
HOUSTON, TEXAS
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL.
MONTREAL, QUE
NEW YORK CITY ..... TEL.
1RO ADCASTING

TEL. 8202
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
METROPOLITAN 0522
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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BOND AD BAN
House Withdraws Objection
DISAGREEMENT with a Senate
rider calling for a flat prohibition
against use of Treasury Dept.
RINGS
funds to promote bond sales KWK
through radio, TV and other media
was withdrawn by the House prior
THE CASH REGISTER
to adjournment Oct. 20.
On a motion by Rep. Clarence
in the
Cannon (D-Mo.), the lower chamber agreed to recede from its
earlier position and go along with
the ban.tained in aThe
proposal
was conmilitary
appropriations
bill (HRdential5215)
cleared
for
signature last week. PresiAdditionally, funds are pared
from $1 million to $500,000, under
the rider offered by the Senate Appropriations Committee and
approved by the Senate [B»T, Oct.
22, 15]. It provides that:
No part of this used
or anyto pay
otherforapprotime
and spacepriationforshal beadvertising
the savings
bond
vision. program by press, radio or teleIn another move, the lower
branch went along with the Senate
on a 25% reduction of funds paid
for certain informational specialists hired by the Dept. of Labor Regardless of the media,
and Federal Security Agency. It advertising
is bought
inserted a proviso, however, which
exempts personnel engaged in to move merchandise off
preparation
of technical
re- the retailer's shelves.
search publications.
Personnelor who
work on material intended for
press, radio and television services When a local advertiser
are affected by the action.
buys advertising, he knows
Another last-minute amendment
drawn by the House and concurred immediately whether or
in by the Senate would preclude not his advertising is
similar money decreases for em- moving that merchandise.
ployes of the Office of Defense
Mobilization engaged in informing
the public about the progress and The over-whelming
purposes of the defense mobiliza- advantage that KWK
tion program."
Charles
WilsonDefense
had Mobilizer
protested enjoys in the local
threatened axing of expenditures advertising
field certainly
for information specialists.
Legislation outlawing the use of indicates that KWK
Defense Dept. monies for paid re- advertising DOES SELL
cruiting campaigns in broadcast merchandise!
and printed media was signed by
President Truman Oct. 18.
And, that's one reason so
many National Advertisers
EQUIPMENT STANDARDS
use KWK year -after -year!
Defense Group Studies
PRECEPTSequipment
of "reliability"
for
electronic
will be collected and disseminated to indusGlobe- Democrat Tower Bldg.
try bylished
a new
clearing
estabSaint Louis
within the
Dept. house
of Defense.
Unit will operate under the military's Research & Development
Board, Walter Whitman, board
chairman, announced Oct. 16.
Appointed members of the group
were M. tariat,Barry
secreand Dr. Carlton,
Albert F.RDBMurray,
radio-TV
Representatives of theconsultant.
various services
will
also participate. They will distribute information to electronic labor(lepsieAetUatiue.
<1U KATZ
AGENCY
atories engaged in military production,
with
emphasis
on
improvement on reliability of equipment
with a minimum of maintenance
work.
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KVI LIBEL SUIT
Jury Awards Plaintiff $1
DAMAGES of $1 have been
awarded to a plaintiff who sued
because of allegedly libelous statements made by Fulton Lewis jr.
over MBS in May, 1950.
Listed as defendants in the suit
were Mr. Lewis, KVI Seattle,
which carried the program, and
Ryan Cadillac Co., local sponsors.
The plaintiff, Richard C. Atwood,
area rent director, took issue with
statements by Mr. Lewis concerning a survey of rental housing in
nearby Marysville.
Mr. Lewis accused Mr. Atwood
of misrepresentations. Mr. Atwood
countered with a suit for $35,000
damages. Although a co-defendant, Mr. Lewis never was served
with a summons.
MBS'
Series
Survey
MORE THAN
69 million
persons in
the U. S. heard one or more of the
six World Series games, according
to Richard Puff, MBS research director. Special survey, conducted
by MBS researchers and Crossley
Inc., was based on nationwide telephone calls, of which 29% were
made to homes containing both TV
sets and radio sets, a ratio which
corresponds to the number of radio
homes also equipped with television. Results, based on home-listening only, indicated that more
people heard the 1951 Series than
ever before.
omin
(loodM
• • V°u
betq!

W//

HOOPER IN CHATTANOOGA
March, April, May 1951
n. thru Fri. Sta.B Sta.CWDEF Sta.D Sta.E
3000 toa.m.
3.2 2.0
11.0 2.3
1.0
0015 toto 8:15
2.1 2.8
1.4 13.0
11.0 3.1
3.3 2.8
3.0
8:30 2.8
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
B C WDEF D E
3:00
12:00 a.m.noon 9.3 12.2 33.5% 21.1 22.3
] 370 KC • 5000 WATTS

Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
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Is Most Needed, fi«7 PREFERRED
University Survey Shows
LOCAL RESEARCH
Says Grabhorn
A PLEA to stations to supplement the statistical nose-counting research A SURVEY of 32 colleges and
offering
bachelor's
deof the national audience measuring organizations with "close, continuing, universities
grees majoring
in radio
indicates
imaginative
analyticalwhatresearch
on the
local market
level," tousegiveof that Broadcasting
• Telecasting
the
national and
advertiser
he needs
to know
for intelligent
is the preferred source of supplespot Murray
radio, was
made Wednesday
*
mentary reading in basic produccontinuous effort to supply the
by
Grabhorn,
managing the
courses. was made by Peggy
director of the National Assn. of highly specialized data he [the naThetion study
tional spot advertiser] requires in Thomas, graduate student at the
Radio
&
Television
Station
Representatives.
U. of Alabama Dept. of Radio,
this field."
Speakingof atPulse
the Inc.
tenth atannual
under neth
the supervision of Dr. Kenluncheon
New
head. Harwood, acting department
York's Biltmore Hotel, Mr. Grab- #MR. SUNSHINE'
Asked to list student reference
horn emphasized the individual WRUN M.C. Named in Will
characteristics of each market and
material used in their basic radio,
their importance to the advertiser. CARL SWANSON, hillbilly disc productions courses, college professors named
That 27%
of New Bedford's
at endeared
WRUN himself
Utica-Rome,
moreBroadcasting
often than any•
lation is foreign-born
while popuonly jockey
N. Y., has
to a ofTelecasting
1.4% of the Tulsa residents were long-standing
39 other sources.
fan.
born outside this country, that
Colleges in 22 states across the
study.
Mr. Swanson has been remem- nation
were represented in the
Rhode Island's population is 92%
bered
in
the
will
of
the
late
urban and North Dakota's 80% Mrs. Alice Butterfield, widow of
rural, that about a fifth of adult Donald Butterfield, Vermont state
residents of Washington, D. C,
president and attorwent to college against one-sixth senator,ney. Thebank
broadcaster was named AUDIO MEETING
of adult Clevelanders — such facts to receive $5,000
for family and self
Set in N.Y. Nor. 1-3
are "precisely the type of audience and may eventually
between AUDIO Engineering Society, represearch information which na- $40,000 and $100,000 gain
as
residuary
resenting the broadcast, television,
tional spot needs in continuously legatee of a large estate.
and recording fields, will hold its
revised form," he said.
The WRUN disc jockey, who is third
annual convention and audio
"Even the weather is important called
"Mr. Sunshine," struck up fair at the Hotel New Yorker in
to theGrabhorn
national spotpointed
advertiser,"
friendship with Mrs. But- New York Nov. 1-3.
Mr.
out. a warm terfield
when he had a program on
Speakers scheduled to deliver
"March," he said, "can mean bliz- WTIC Hartford, Conn., 15 years technical
papers covering all aszards in Minnesota, rain in Cali- ago. Partly it was for sentimental
ts of audio
engineering
fornia, nice spring weather in reasons — Mr. Swanson's birthday John pecK.
Hillard,
Altec include:
Lansing
Richmond and the beginning of is the same as the widow's son
Corp.; Kenneth B. Boothe, Audio
disastrous floods in Pennsylvania who died at birth.
Corp. ;Labs.;
R. L. Waland Ohio. But, since he can pick
death gave the Swan- & Video
lace Jr., Products
Bell Telephone
C. J.
specific markets for specific cam- sonsHeranrecent
bequest of $2,000 LeBel,
Audio
Instrument
paigns, it seems he has finally for Mr. outright
and Mrs. Swanson, $2,000 Bruce H. Denney, Paramount Co.;
Picsolved Mark Twain's old complaint for a daughter, Dawn, age 6, and
tures Corp.; James Y. Dunbar,
that 'everybody
the another $1,000 for Janice, 11.
Wm. J. Scully, Acoustic Corp.;
weather
but nobodytalks
doesabout
anything
R. C. C. DeBois, RCA.
Most major manufacturers of
about
" dislocation in popula- New KPAN Studios
Thetionit.'
great
audio equipment
engaged
resulting from World War II,
space at have
the fair
which ex-is
Mr. Grabhorn stated, presents a KPAN Hereford, Tex., on Oct. 15 expected hibition
to attract more than 10,need for the kind of research which opened additional studios in Dim- 000 visitors,
according to Harrie
can answer such advertisingly im- mitt, 20 miles south of its trans- Richardson, society
portant questions as these:
vention and fair willofficial.
occupy Conthe
mitter. Bob Blunt, commercial
"Does the former New Englander manager, said several programs fifth and sixth floors and the grand
ballroom
of
the
hotel.
now working
in
a
midwestern
airdaily will originate in the remote
craft factory still try to buy brown studios.
Clint Formby, KPAN
shelled eggs, or does he conform to manager,
is planning establishment NBC's Double or Nothing selected "fathe midwestern preference for eggs of other remote
studios within the Dairy Assn.
vorite radio quiz
show" by American
with
a deeperto? yolk that he's been station's primary area.
tionwideinCheesecelebration
Festival. of its naaccustomed
"Does the
ex - Philadelphian
transferred
to Omaha
also switch
easily from Phillies to White Owl
cigars?
"How many
California
planewomen
plants workers
have gonein
to junior college or college back
east; and how have they affected
local tastes in clothing, in hair
styling, in purchasing habits?
"Will an influx of southeners
into a northern industrial city open
a market for regional southern food
ILADELPHIA
Summing up, Mr. Grabhorn said:
products?"
"I think that audience research
can be of the greatest value to national spot through the provision of
the specific rather than the general; information on a local
rather than a national level; of the
timely rather than the dated; of
BROADCASTING
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teaees SURE-FIRE attraction during hot days
radio of the annual Tulsa State Fair and
: > '►Livestock Exposition was KVOO
• i Tulsa's trio of free ice water tanks,
• fcj: placed throughout the fair grounds.
Looking on as Movie Actress Greer
itkli Garson quenches her thirst is Sam
at : Miss
Schneider
station's farm
director.to
Garson(I), attended
exposition
show off all-white Scottish Shorthorns from her Forked Lightning
Ranch near Pecos, N. M. KVOO received many letters of appreciation
HI
from grateful visitors.
FLORIDA MEET
FAB Set Nov. 2-3
WILLIAM B. RYAN, BAB president, will be featured speaker at
the Midwinter Meeting of the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters Nov. 2-3
at the Soreno Hotel in St. Petersburg. The meeting will get underway Friday evening with a banquet. A two-hour business session
will open activities Saturday. A
talk by Harold Fellows, NARTB
president, has been scheduled.
NARTB's District 5 meets at the
Soreno Hotel Nov. 1-2. Florida
broadcasters can attend the
NARTB meeting and remain
through the FAB sessions. FAB
registration will be opened Nov. 2.
Fee will be $10, with sessions open
to all Florida broadcasters.

Hears Five-Point NEW AM GRANT
Fellows Plan
LSAB MEETING
Made to Sheffield, Ala
DAYTIME station in ShefFIVE-POINT program to assure economic stability and continued NEW field,
Ala., on 1380 kc with 1 kw
growth of broadcasting was submitted Wednesday to the Louisiana
granted by Broadcasting
the FCC last week
State Assn. of Broadcasters, meeting in New Orleans, by Harold E. was
to Daylight
Co.,
Fellows, NARTB president.
headed bymanager
Richard
B. Biddle,Muscle
forAverage annual income of broad- +
of WLAY
cast stations has risen from $144,- paigns in several areas, Mr. Fel- Shoals,merAla.
Grant was made over
000 to $160,000 since 1941 though
lows proposed revival
of the as
radio-a the objections of Frank M. Farris
the number of stations almost tri- in-every-room
movement
Jr., WLAY owner.
pled in the period. Mr. Fellows said.
In a memorandum opinion and
ences. of increasing future audi"The demise of radio can hardly be means
order, FCC denied the WLAY petiread
into
such
statistics
as
these,"
tion to designate the Sheffield aphe suggested.
plication for hearing on the grounds
The Fellows program is based on DONATES PROGRAM
that allegations of misconduct on
these elements :
AFRS
Gets
RCA
Gift
the part
of Mr. Biddle
whileproved,
man(1) Knowin your
ager of WLAY
were not
confidence
it. medium and have
package titled Play- and "do no more than reveal a
(2) Program for your audience, and PROGRAM
h
o
u
s
e
o
f
Favorites
—
dramatizations
your audience alone. Originate rather of such famous stories as Tale of trivial and acrimonious dispute bethan copy, unless an imitated format Two Cities, David Copperfield, Motwo persons."
suits the need of your listeners.
FCC tweenalso
dismissed a petition
Treasure Island and Rip
WJOI Florence, Ala., alleging
(3) Develop methods of personally Vanby Dick,
Winkle — has been given by by
talking
with
your
audience;
get
to
interference
in
its 0.5 mv/m conRCA to the Armed Forces Radio
know it better.
tour by the proposed Daylight
Service, A. B. Sambrook, manager Broadcasting
outlet,
on grounds
(4) Improve
the
quality
of
announcing and continuity since these
data was subfactors come closest to the conscious- of RCA
ices sales,Recorded
announcedProgram
last week.Serv- that no mitengineering
ed to substantiate the alleganes of your listeners.
Thanking RCA for donating the
(5) Cooperate in developing proj- 52 half-hour package, Col. George tion.Sheffield, Muscle Shoals and
ects,
such
as
increased
tune-in,
which
Burgess
AFRS wrote:
"In Florence are neighboring commuwill be mutually beneficial toward R.
answer
to yourof question
as to why
building a greater industry.
to distribute The Play- nities.
Radio's most pronounced weak- we wished
h
o
u
s
e
o
f
Favorites
to
armed
forces
ness lies in announcing and con- overseas, we were looking for pro- QUARTER CENTURY Club sponsored
tinuity writing, according to Mr.
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
grams for our series called Book- by
open not only to production
Fellows. ciationsHehold suggested
of the World. Your series isandnowengineering
clinics in state
which assotop seemedshelf made
of Canadian
to present member stations, staff
but also to sales
air salesmen discuss the prob- great literatureto inorder
an
interesting,
representatives
and
other
allied
lem with agency writers.
informative and entertaining man- try.
branches of the broadcasting indusPersonal Calls
Stations might well set aside
two one-month periods annually in
which every staff member would
personally introduce himself by
telephone to at least 10 listeners
ner."
per week, learning listening habits
In Listening
and preferences, he proposed. All
calls would be followed by a letter
in the ALTOONA AREA! Evening
from the station manager voicing
appreciation
for
aid
received.
Mr.
FIRST*. Morning Afternoon
Fellows felt such calls would bring
station personnel closer to the au22.9
WVAM
25.0
20.4
14.0
14.1
dience, creating the desire to do a
13.2
better job, and each call would
12.0
15.6
18.9
have promotional value. A staff
16.9
14.0
20.0
dinner at the close of the one-month
Station "A"
campaign
would
pool
results,
he
"B"
n
tio
said.
Sta
*StaFigures
taken
from inCONLAN
of January,
tion— "C"
1951
all
stations
the area Report
considered.
Lauding the citywide radio cam-

SALES INCREASE
Advertiser Gets Results
ASHLAND Oil & Refining Co.,
Ashland, Ky., has reported to Ford
Reasons Why
Billings, general manager of Westregional network, that sales
The foremost national and local ad- varn,
have shown a subvertisers use WEVD year after and distribution
stantial increase since the beginyear to reach the vast
ning of the company's sponsorship
I
.Jewish Market
West Virginia U. grid sched■ of Metropolitan New York of theule Sept.
22.
£ 1. Top adult programming
Westvarn
is made
up of 21in sta-19
tions. Local
advertisers
m
2. Strong audience impact
0
3. Inherent listener loyalty
Westvarn
cities
share
sponsorship
4. Potential buying power
of the football broadcasts with
Send for a copy of
Ashland Oil. Play-by-play is handled by Jack Fleming, sportscaster
mm
"who's who on wevd"
WAJR Morgantown, W. Va.
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director forSome
25,000 autographed photoWEVD 117-119 Vilest 46th St.,
graphs of the team bearing the
Valvoline symbol were snapped up
S^S
New York 19
during the first week of offer.
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MORE POWER— MORE PEOPLE
The only 1000 WATT DAY AND NIGHT
station in the area — means more people
reached per dollar.
That's why more and more national advertisers
P.ares.
selling central Pennsylvania through WVAM.

WARDlWVAM
JOHNSTOWN

Im) ALTOONA

Represented by W e e d and Company
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NAMED
Program Planned BETTY ROSS
Heads AWRT in III.
FREE RADIO
For MAB Meet
assistant director
RADIO FREE EUROPE will give people behind the Iron Curtain a BETTY ROSS,
KDYL
affairs and education at
glimpse of what radio means under a free economy as a part of the, ofNBCpublic
Chicago,
was
elected presiprogram MAB
of theconvention
fourth annual
Broad-,
dent of the Illinois Chapter, Americasters.
will bemeeting
Nov. 2-3ofatthethe Michigan
Ft. ShelbyAssn.
Hotel,of Detroit.
Hits the
can
Women
in
Radio
and Teleevery
one
Possiblv
one of will
the also69 *
vision, at the organization meeting
radio
stationsevery
in Michigan
Paul
Bunyan
Network;
W.
A.
e
ey
sOct.
18.
Kay
Keltner
carry the program which will be Pomeroy, WILS Lansing; Robert Swift & Co. is secretary. Marin
Bull
Membersof
tape recorded at 9:30 p.m. Friday Meskill, WCEN Mt. Pleasant; and enrolled at first meeting totaled
49.
when
members
of
the
association
E. Jayne, WELL Battle Creek,
will be guests at the WWJ Detroit D.
for You
The
following
committee
memmoderator.
Oliver
Gramling,
assistauditorium.
bers Loofe,
were named:
ant general manager for radio,
Swift Membership
& Co.; Hilda—
Produced by WWJ Manager Don AP, will speak on "Your News and Marian
Ballestro, Evaporated Milk Assn.;
I _ \ With this sensational DeGroot
with the help of member Its Sales Potential."
Fran Badenoch,
Dixon, ABC.
stations, the broadcast includes
A "^.C1) coordinated
Officers of MAB besides Mr. Nina
mercnanc'isin9"bulls-eye"
plan.
NationalFinance
Society—
numbers by displaced persons who Baughn
Mr. Jayne,
secretaryfor Crippled Children and Adults;
have made their new homes in treasurer,are and
Lester
Lindow,
CatherinJett,
Brady,
WLS. Osteopathic
Program —
Michigan. Each will be heard in
Marie
American
his native language. Talent has WFDF Flint, vice president.
Assn.;
Gladys
Blair,
Young &
been recruited from Grand Rapids,
Rubicam. Hospitality — Kay MidFlint, Travis City, Battle Creek,
dleton,
WGN-TV.
Special
Projects
Sault Ste. Marie as well as a Lat- SPONSORS, CLIENTS
vian chorus and music from the
—Ruby lationsAnderson,
WGN. Public
ReListed
for
Radio,
TV
—
Eleanor
Hudgins,
Toni
Co.
Earl Stewart Orchestra, several
vocalists and a dramatic cast. A SOME 206 advertisers have sponKDYL S three-man merchandising
staff uses this eye-catching display
sored TV network shows while 153
talk by tional
Gen.chairman
Lucius
naof D.
the Clay,
Crusade
piece with your product attached
have backed radio network pro- LBS Defense Series
to build displays of KDYl-adverfor Europe, will be featured. The
grams since Jan. 1, according to a
of quarter-hour protised products in retail outlets.
all-state broadcast will be Satur- special summary issued last week NEW series
grams, Defense Report, will be
day,
8-8:30
p.m.,
when
ABC
will
to
subscribers
of
Executives
Radioinitiated
by
the
Dept. of Defense
Write for details,
or seeTODAY
your
donate its lines. Stations not ABC- TV Service, Larchmont, N. Y.
Nov. 11 (Armistice Day) over the
Blair man
affiliated will tie in with their nearConsolidating material in the full
network
of
the
Liberty Broadest ABC neighbor. Radio Free regular quarterly edition of Faccasting System. Program will be
Europe has
promised
widest
distuary,
out
last
week,
the
summary
recorded
in
the
Pentagon,
Washingtribution for the program overseas.
that adventure and mys. aired Sunday 1:15-1:30
The association meeting opens indicates
tery dramas head the TV networks p.m. ton,and
from LBS studios in
Friday at 10 a.m. with Edward F. with 22 programs. Straight variety Dallas.ESTHeretofore,
the department's Radio-TV Branch mailed
Baughn, WPAG Ann Arbor, pre- shows are second with 19 programs
siding. Officers will report on MAB and straight dramatic shows place scripts to over 450 stations and
military installations. Series will
National Representative: John Blair & Co. activities, the tax bill, libel bill and third with 18 programs.
high school
athletics. advisor,
Jordan JenRadio network totals are led by include information on the armed
kins, state legislative
will serials
with
34
programs,
followed
special
recorded
docuspeak.
directorof by news shows with 27 different forces and mentaries
. Harvey Pearman
from points
overseas.
of the Murray
NationalGrabhorn,
Association
Decision by Liberty to carry the
wmont & Hohman, Inc.
network
newscasts,
and
musical
Radio and Television Station Rep- program, of which there are 24.
series stemmed from a conference
nsas City, Mo.
resentatives, wil be heard at the
ir Harvey:
Leading sponsor groups for TV between Glenn Douglas, network
12:30 luncheon.
network programs are food and program director, and Lt. Frank
facherly you fellers alius looks fer
At the afternoon session the food
larket. Hit don't do no good NARBA
products, 41 firms; home fur- Junell ofdio-TVtheBranch.Defense Dept.'s Ratreaty will be discussed,
nishings and appliances, 26 firms;
after which Hal Neal, chairman of and cosmetics,
17 firms. Radio netthe United Detroit Radio Commitwork sponsors are led by food HIGHEST air raid siren in Hudson
tee, will speak on the "Wherever products, 28 firms; drugs, 16 firms, County, N. J. — just installed and
tested for first time last week — is
You Go, There's
Radio"WTTV
campaign.
Sarkes
Tarzian,
(TV) and cosmetics, 12 firms.
located on the WOR-TV New York
tower in North Bergen. It is located
Bloomington, will talk on "Secondthe equivalent of approximately 10
ary Market TV Operation." Other NEW 1951 line of Capehart-Farns- atstories
ground, at a 120-foot
topics
will be of"UHF
TV channels"
Corp. was announced ir. Port height. above
The WOR-TV tower is reand business
the association.
Of- worth
Ind.,
last
week.
Twenty-four
p
o
r
t
e
d
l
y
t
h
e
highest
structure in the
state.
ficers will be elected, followed by Wayne,
a cocktail party at 5:30; dinner, TV sets were listed in new line.
7:30 and the program to be re9:30. corded for the all-state broadcast,
Saturday morning will be deimmediate revenue produced
voted to radio sales with a panel
composed of Hy Steed, WLAV | with regional promotion
Grand Rapids; Les Biederman,
campaigns

W C H S
Charleston, W. Va
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Mich. AP Session
MEETING of the Michigan Associated Press Broadcaster's Assn.
will be held at the Ft. Shelby Hotel in Detroit, Thursday, Nov. 1,
at 8 p.m. in connection with the
fourth annual meeting of the Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters. Lester
W. Lindow, WFDF Flint, is president. Election of officers and discus ion of improvement of state
and local news service are on the
agenda.

23
serviceyears
to theof
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, General Manaaer
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MUSIC MAKERS
whose
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Thurs.,
Oct. 25, started showing — in an understandable and light vein — how
programs promfl
symphonic
music is made. Called
|jon
Philharmonic
Fun, show will in- Broadcasting
premiums
clude a panel of school children
and Hans Schwieger, conductor of
SPANISH SHOW
the Kansaschestra, as City
Or- is this?
0{ TEEN-AGE SHOW
masterPhilharmonic
of ceremonies.
KWKW
Pasadena,
Calif.,
Hour
of
Musical weekly will be sponsored
«49( .Man,
WWSWSat.Pittsburgh,
Cara10:30-11 Pallan's
p.m., started
Enchantment, new Spanish pro- by the local Junior League.
gram with Olga Andre, Costa
Of course, Broadcasting belongs
m-jiwct. 20, featuring Art Pallan, pro- Rican actress
as hostess, salutes a
j gram emcee, visiting different teento everybody connected directly
la i age dance weekly. Mr. Pallan in- different Latin-American country DISTANT PRAISE
V, hlerviews youngsters and spins lat- each Tuesday, 7:45-8:15 p.m., and WJXN Jackson, Miss., received or indirectly with the business
s- i ■.est record releases. Show is spon- has its consul as honored guest.
regional publicity last week when of broadcasting and telecasting.
Bob Sublett devoted his radio col:ty ]|X>red by RCA.
umn in the New Orleans States to
LAUNDRY PLUGS
praise of their hill-billy disc jockey, It's the marketplace where sponCHICAGO THERMOMETER
Hy
Davis.
WJXN isis 200
a 250miles
w station
sors, their agencies, stations, netWBBM Chicago sending trade and
WSLS-AM-FM Roanoke, Va.,
and New Orleans
away.
works and services all meet to do
idvertisers small promotion gimis
now
using
advertising
rrick in envelope resembling therbusiness.
WINDOW DISPLAY
space on 5,000 "shirt stuffers"
mometer. Piece headed "What's
and "shirt bags" used by
>een hot in Chicago all summer?"
WSFC Somerset, Ky., using wintwo local laundries. Promois one pulls out inserted card, temThis copy came to you as a subdow display in local drug store pro- scriber.
lerature shoots up. Insert reports
tion, entitled "Shirt-Circuit
moting Bryant Speaks, Wed.-Fri.,
Chicago's
top
rated,
most-spon6:45
p.m.,
featuring
Bear
Bryant,
News,"
publicizes
NBC
shows
lored station, where this year
U. of Kentucky football coach.
on station. Bags and stuffers
18.3% of all local sponsors — and
Large display has picture of coach . . . or did it?
15.3% of all sponsors, local and
also promotion NBC's 25th
and
two star players. Around proanniversary.
lational — spot-stayed on the job all
motion there are several large and
ummer
long!"
On
back
is
break
small
footballs. Drug store where Are you at the leisure of a routeown of figures on sponsors.
promotion appears sponsors show.
CORN PICKING CONTEST
slip . . . reading an out-dated
MBS BLOTTERS
issue
... or copy?
taking chances on a
CHANGE OF SPONSOR
newsstand
WIBC
Indianapolis,
.
Oct.
13',
sponsored "Indiana's first" State Me- TO LET the trade know that LesMISTER PLUS," the ad symbol
chanical
Corn
Picking
Contest
at
)f MBS, who has the "strongest Rushville, Ind. Station presented
lie Salt Co. had taken over sponjrip
Home-Town,
U.S.A."MBSis two-hours of direct broadcasts from
sorship of Columbia Pacific Meet
ieing oncirculated
in blotters
the
Varieties, Harry Kop- Whatever the reason, there's too
sending out. Sales message is stage in contest field. Thirty-three laii,Missus
producer-emcee
of program
doing in radio-tv today
farmers
entered
picking
contest
rhyme, but punch comes from
has
sent
letters
them of much
that directly affects your job,
with two winners representing new sponsor and notifying
^ice
President
Robert
A.
Schmid's
time
program
can
ccompanying note, also in rhyme. state in National Corn Picking Con- be heard. Attached to the letter
test. Indiana'satHarvest
was were three samples of Leslie salt. your future. You need the news
Us Home Town folks," he says also selected
event. Queen
Implement
l brief, "Respect a lady's senses companies, feed,
seed and farm "We're happy to let you know," while it's still news — while you
Let's send two blotters — for
said theVarieties
letter, on"our
the can turn it into profitable desupply companies presented more Missus
he Chief And his amenuensis!" than
KNX Meet
and Co40 exhibits at contest. State
ast stanza suggests that since
lumbia Pacific Network every Sat.
lutual shared its blotters with the Police reported that 30,000 people
cisions. Here's a $7.00 investrirl Friday, she might share her from all over state attended the at 11:30 is now sponsored by Lesment that pays real dividends
with its representatives when event. Many WIBC entertainers
lie Salt Co."
every week of the year. Use
ley call.
appeared at show.
MEASUREMENT OF SUCCESS this coupon to make it . . .
WMBG, WCOD(FM) and WTVR
(TV) Richmond, Oct. 16, passed out
20,000 yard-sticks on Richmond your . . .Broadcasting
streets during Tobacco Festival.
One
of yard-stick
"The
Silverside
Jubilee
on WMBG read,
and NBC;
25 years of the best in radio." On
the other
side was: WMBG,
"The threeWCOD
pio- Broadcasting • Telecasting
ne rs of Virginia:
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
(FM), WTVR."
Youngwere
ladiesdressed
that 870
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
handed
out promotion
in colonial costumes.
Yes, I want my own copy of Broadcasting every week. Please start with
TELECOURSES' RESUME
WELLES
next issue.
WTVJ(TV)
Miami,
Fla.,
Oct.
23
resumed telecasts of Telecourses
for the second year in cooperation
□ $7 enclosed □ please bill
with U. of Miami. Carried each
IS
BACK!
Tuesday and Thursday at 1:30 p.m.
NAME
programs
courses that
viewers request.offer
To register
for course
viewer must pay $1 fee to Evening
Div. of school.
COMPANY
52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
ideas or samples of the
STREET
[famous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition. ] Further
promotion items mentioned on this
page
are
available
by
writing
to
CITY
ZONE STATE
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New York
the individual companies.
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THESAURUS SHOWS
Successes Reported
LESS than five months after RCA's
Thesaurus release of The Hour of
Charm
featuring and
PhilTheSpitalny's
all-girl orchestra,
Wayne
King Serenade subscriber stations
have reported sales of the two
programs to the extent of more
than $880,000 in time charges and
talent fees, according to A. B. Sambrook, manager of RCA Recorded
Program Services sales.
One of most recent sales was
made by George B. J. Adkisson of
KSTP Minneapolis. Myndall Cain
of Myndall Cain Cosmetics Co.,
Minneapolis, signed a 52-week contract for The Hour of Charm locally. Agency was Luther Weaver
Adv., St. Paul.
Both programs are part of some
30 commercial musical packages
offered through the Thesaurus
library. Shows are built around
big-name artists for whom local
sponsors pay talent fees as well as
time charges.
Postal Increases
DAY before adjournment, Oct. 20,
Congresscreasepassed
postalraise
rate the
inbill that awould
rates on second class mail 10%
each year for the next three years,
a total of 30%. Category includes
magazines and newspapers. Increases go into effect April 1, 1952.

! Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay! FITS EVERY PURPOSE -EVEfY PURSE!
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fCC actions
OCTOBER 19 THROUGH OCTOBER 25
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective
radiated power
mod.-modification
STL-studio-transmitter
link N-night
aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl.-unlimited hours
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
October 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KLX authorizing
Oakland, power
Calif.— Mod. CP etc.as
mod.
forWPEN-FM
extension ofPhiladelphia—
completionincrease
date.
Mod. for
CP
authorizing
in FMdate.station
extension of changes
completion
License for CP
KRES St. Joseph, Mo.— License for
CPchangeas etc.mod. FM—authorizing
100.5 mc frequencyWDXY
(FM)
Spartanburg,
to9.18make
change ERP from S.11 C—
kw CPto
etc. kw, ant. height, transmitter site,
APPLICATION RETURNED
WTND TURNED
Orangeburg, S. C. — REincomplete. application new FM station;
License Renewal
Following
stations request
renewal
ofWBEN-TV
license: Buffalo,
WBNS-TV
N. Columbus,
Y.; KBKO Ohio;
Portland, Ore.
October 22 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WCOW license
South newSt. AMPaul,
Minn.—
station;
1590
kcGranted
5 kw D.
WPAZcense forPottstown,
Pa.—
Granted
li-1
new
AM
station;
1370
kc
kw D.
KWSO Wasco,
Calif.—
Grantedetc.license
covering
in power,
1050
kc,
1 kw, increase
D.
WAMS censeWilmington,
Del.—
Granted
li-of
covering
change
in
hours
operation
1 kw DA-1 andunl.;changes
cond. in DA; 1380 kc
KLON covering
Long Beach,
Granted
license
changesCalif.—
in noncommc (Ch. mercial
201) educational
10 w. FM station; 88.1
KCHR Charleston, Mo.—101.7Granted
mc (Ch.li269) 450censew,new FMant. station;
67 ft.
WJBY-FM
Granted
mod.
CP for Gadsden,
extension ofAla.—completion
dateWTTV
to 11-1-51.
Bloomington,
Ind.
—
Granted
mod.
CP to3.31change
ERP
from
vis. aur.
0.38
kw,
aur.
kw
to
vis.
0.28
kw,
0.14
kw;
to
move
transmitter
location,
to install new ant. system etc.
KSOO Sioux
Falls, S. D.— Granted
mod.
for extension
date toCP4-14-52;
cond. of completion
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
KOA titioDenver,
Colorado
— Granted
pe-31
n for extension
of time
to Oct.and
to file exceptions
to initial
decision
reply to ce exceptions
of
WXKW
in
proofColo,
WHDHandBoston,
Mass.,
KOAding re petitions
Denver,Albany,
application
WXKW
N. Y.in re
WWHG
and
WLEA
Hornell,
New
York — Granted
joint petition
tinuance of hearing
from Nov.for 14con-to
Jan. 14, ceeding
1952,upon their
in Washington,
in
application. proBy Hearing Examiner
Smith Elizabeth C.
Desert Radio and Telecasting Co.,
Palm
Springs,continuance
Calif. — Granted
petitionin
for
further
offromhearing
proceeding
re application
Oct. 23
to Jan. 7, 1952,
in Washington.
Chief,
Broadcast
Bureau
—
Granted
petition for extension of time from Oct.

22of fact
to Nov.
5 to file proposed
findingsof
in proceeding
applications
Easton Publishing
Co.,re Easton,
Pa. and
that
of
Allentown
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Allentown, Pa.
.
ByTheHearing
Examiner
Fanney
N.
Rural Bcstg. Co. of Ohio,Litvin
Oak
Harbor,application
Ohio — Granted
petition
to
amend
to
specify
maximum
expected
operating
null
sectors
which values
are not(MEOV)
directedin
toward other pertinent cochannel staByFrequency
Hearing Examiner
P. Cooper
Bcstg. Basil
System,
Inc.,
Shreveport,questing
La. hearing
— Granted
petition re-of
re
application
Southland
Bcstg.
Co.,
New
Orleans,
La., for license to cover CP for KCIJ
Shreveport,
application
forcontinued
assignent of CP 24ofandtothatOct.
station
from mOct.
29 andbe that
place
of hearing
be changedLa. from New Orleans, to Shreveport,
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
KWEM
West
Ark.,
and
James
S. Ga.and— Granted
E.Memphis,
D. Rivers
Cordele,
Valdosta,
petition
insofar
as it requests
continuance
of hearing
re applications
for assignment
of license KWEM transfer
of control
WACL
and
transfer
of respects
control
WMIE,
and
petition
in
other
was
denied.
Hearing continued until further order.
By Comr. Sterling
Bcstgpetition
Co., Inc.,
ton,North
111. —poShore
Granted
takeEvansdes
i
t
i
o
n
iofn proceeding
reBasil
itstoapplication
and
that
George
Anderson,
Rockford, 111.
October 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
ModificationFOR of FILING
CP
KMLW
Marlin,
Tex.—for Mod.
CP asof
mod.
new
AM
station
extension
completion date.

NEWSPRINT
Relief Aid Asked
NEWSPRINT production should
be
an granted
"essentialtaxindustry"
and ruled
thus be
writeoff
and other concessions looking
toward plant expansion, Sen.
Joseph clared
O'Mahoney
last Monday, (D-Wyo.)
in order de-to
meet paper shortages.
In a memorandum to Sen. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the
Senate Interstate
Foreign
Commerce Committee,& the
Wyoming
Democrat
suppliedCommittee
findings onof the'
Joint
Economic
the
current newsprint situation. Procedures and plans drawn by the
National Production Authority for
meeting small publisher needs are
outlined. Sen. O'Mahoney is JEC
chairman.
"In a situation where all the
newsprint which can be produced
can be used," Sen. O'Mahoney explained, "it is obvious that the
only permanent solution must come
through additional supplies of raw
material and an increase in ca-

Six applications are pending before NPA for new mills but approval of these certificates will
depend
on whether newspacity."print largely
is declared an essential industry,
the
Senator
pointed
out.
The memorandum cites
the need
for supporting and extending tax
certificate programs to that industry. Sen. Johnson's "reactions"
were requested.
Conservation plan for saving
newsprint supplies is to be adopted
bycitiesnewspapers
in Boston,Washington,
and other
— New York,
Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit,
Cleveland and Pittsburgh — expect
to follow suit, it was explained. Indirectly, small publishers stand to
gain through the savings.
The Justice Dept. sanctioned
these agreements after the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee had explored the whole
situation and issued an interim
October 24 Applications . . . report [B«T, Oct. 15].
ACCEPTED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 610
WSLS inRoanoke,
CP to make Show History
changes
daytime Va.
DA — pattern.
License Renewal
of the enFollowingWKY-TV
stations Oklahoma
request license FIFTY-YEARtertainmenthistory
world, Show Biz From
renewal:
Okla.; WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa. City, Vaude to Video, written by Abel
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
Green, editor of Variety, and
AM— 730
Joe Laurie Jr., showman and VaWLILcense tLenoir
City,
Tenn.—
Mod.
liriety columnist, will be published
to 1 kw. o increase power from 500 w Nov. 7 by Henry Holt & Co., 257
(Continued on page 95)
Fourth Ave., New York. Price: $5.
SERVICE

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A—Established
US-year background
1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas,
Seattle,
Wash.
4212 S. Texas
Buckner Blvd. 4742
W. Ruffner

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG. REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century
Profetsional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
6,
D. C.
Executive liSO — Executive S8S1
(Nighta-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*
vision for NBC speaking on the
two-week old Frontiers of Faith
broadcasts; Edward Stanley, manand educationagerforof public
NBC, onaffairs
We Hold
These
Truths Sunday morning radio
show; S. Franklin Mack, executive
Member AFCCE*
secretary of the radio, visual education, and mass communication
committee of the National Council
RELIGIOUS AM, TV
Discussed at N.Y. Dinner of Churches, on "Christian Broadng in Asia"; ofStuart
3IX representatives of the broad- associate castidirector
public Novins,
affairs
asting industry and allied fields for CBS Radio, on "The Continujave brief speeches on religious
ing Importance
Radio"; Arthur
'adio and television when the radio- Rhinow,
businessof manager
of the
Broadcasting
and
Film
Commission
Hi
department
of
the
Presbyterian
fihurch in the U. S. A. held its of the National Council
of
hird annual dinner in New York Churches, reporting on the Com)ct. 17. Speakers were Chris
mission's progress during the past
. Witting, general manager of the several years.
Introductions were made by
)uMont network, elaborating on
he Morning Chapel program car- Clayton T. Griswold, executive diied by his network; Miss Doris
rector of the Presbyterian radio and
A.nn, director of religious tele- TV department.
ROADCASTING
• Telecastin
LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
Ml. 7-2153
(A Chicago
MEXICAN CHANGES
Are Reported to FCC
CHANGES in assignments and
new stations in Mexico have been
reported
FCC following
notification frombyMexico
under provisions
of the 1941 North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement.
New NARBA, to which Mexico is
not
a
party,
is awaiting
Senateby
confirmation. Changes
reported
Mexico (probable commencement
date in parentheses) are:
XEVH Valle Hermoso, Tamaulipas, 250 w day on 1310 kc, Class
IV (Dec. 1, 1951).
XECJ Apatzingan, Michoacan,
increases from 100 w to 250 w,
fulltime, onmediatly). 1340 kc, Class IV (imXEMS Matamoros, Tamaulipas,
changes from
kc toIV 1340
fulltime,
250 w,1310Class
(Dec.kc*,1,

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1420
1951).
[*FCC The
Noted:listing
"Thishere
is anapparently
evident
error.
should be for 1410 kc."l
FCC also received notice of assignment change in the Dominican
Republic last week under terms of
the NARBA pact. The change is :
HIT Ciudad Trujillo, changes
from 1400 kc to 1240 kc, fulltime,
250 w, ClassmencementIV.
comdate is Probable
Nov. 1, 1951.
YANKEE Peddlers Award for outstanding salesmanship on television
was
given
Mary Hartline of Sales
ABC-TV's
Super Circus
ecutives Clubbyat National
annual meeting Ex-in
Boston recently. Engraved bronze
award, replica of peddlers scene used
by John Hancock Insurance Co., also
was
givenwork
Johnnyin cigarette
of Philip Morris
for
contact
promotion
and Jack Lacy, president of Jack
Lacy Institute, for sales training work.
October 29, 1951 • Page 89

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
experienced,
all-round
announcer,
North midwestern station needs follow- Fully
Wanted immediately,
opening network
for anwho
knows
production,
operates
board,
ne r on Florida
ing personnel:
Three
experienced
anstudio
and
remote
broadcasts,
with
station.
$75.00 fornouncer-engiforty
hour week.
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
engineers
($300-8400)
per
some
sales
experience
and
car,
for
month.manProgram
director
($350).
SalesContact
Mel
Wheeler,
WEAR,
Pensanetwork kilowatt. Good, cola, Florida.
(15%). State all particulars in Michigan
and excellent
opporfirst letter
with disc
or tape Box
and 240L,
pic- sound operation
t
u
n
i
t
i
e
s
f
o
r
qualifying
announcer.
Send
Announcer-DJ.
Strong
on
news.
Extures. Al replies
answered.
perience, mature. Permanent.
Top
all
details and auditionNoto Box
362L, working conditions.
BROADCASTING.
Every facility.
BROADCASTING.
pl
ease!beginners, Apply
New
southern
station
will
offer
good
byductionletter,
submit Elmira,
disc to N.pro-Y.
Manager, WENY,
salaries to experienced staff: Manager, Wanted: Experienced announcer-salessales manager,
salesman, salesman-anman-copy-writer or announcer-copyCBS affiliate,
cityPaid
of 175,000
has hosimnouncerdependent
, and engineer-announcer.
All Minnesota writer.
ABC
affiliate,
good
small
mediate
opening.
vacations,
salaries
are
upon
experience
town.in Send
discpreferred.
or tape
pital andMichigan.
life insurance. WJEF, Grand
and
ability.
State
all
particulars
in
first.
Man
now
midwest
Rapids,
first
withBROADCASTING.
tape or disc and Start
sixty five. Box 364L, BROAD- Combination man for morning shift.
CASTING.
picture.letterBoxalong355L,
announcing.
$65.00 to Ga.start.
Wanted — announcer with good hard Accent
WVOP. onTelephone
327, Vidalia,
Managerial
punching
commercialSend
voice.audition
Large midwestern
market.
disc
Commercial
manager
with
proven
sales
and all details first letter. Box 367L,
experience
andWantbackground
of sales BROADCASTING.
management.
a man
Technical
in station promotion
and with
with ability
sales Wanted,
Not themanworld's
best butandaannouncer.
good
smallEnglish,
station
who
ideas tionthatwill pay
will develop
into salary,
sales. Posiknows
can
read
play
tranwell
with
perEngineer
or
combination
for 250 watter
s
c
r
i
p
t
i
o
n
s
a
n
d
handle
console.
We
are
centage and override to right man. looking for a man who knows he is a near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTMajor network
affiliate
in for
Pacificenergetic
north- small station announcer and can talk ING.
west.
Excellent
future
to people
man. experience,
Send complete
history insalary
first wants
Radio operators holding 1st
to liverather
in a than
small attownthem.at a Who
fair Wanted.
letter,
past earnings,
class radio
telephoneCarlicenses.
Experisalary
and enjoy
life
without working
expected,Car references
andyou personal
ence
unnecessary.
required.
Uptoo
hard.
Lots
of
commercials
and
habits.
required.
If
want
to
state
New
York.
Box
180L,
BROADsome
continuity
writing.
Write
KDLR,
live
in
the
Pacific
northwest
and
have
CASTING.
Lake, N. D.
the
qualifications, write Box 349L, Devils
5000
watt
NBC
affiliate
in
Boise,
Idaho
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
Transmitter
operatorExperience
with car
seeks
two
all-round
announcers
AM — and
FM$50.00
station.
staff.
Ability
to soreadthat
news
andfor
readits for
Salesman
unnecessary.
for forfortyovertime.
hours
commercial
copy
it
sells,
essenplus
time
and
one-half
Salesman-southwest.
New
York
trantial.Some
$285.00 a overtime.
month. Base
forty
hour
Box 291L, BROADCASTING.
s
c
r
i
p
t
i
o
n
f
i
r
m
seeks
salesman
to
cover
week.
Send
disc,
deUtah, Colorado,
and New50
tails and Boise,
phone Idaho.
number immediately Engineer, announcer, salesman, first
Mexico.
ownArizona
car.
to KIDO,
phone, full unlimited
trick plus local.
commission,
N. Y.
weeks
of Must
the
year.
Be radio
wellTravel
known
Consistent
Hawaiian
station
looking
the right network,
and
come
directly
from
and/or
combination
men
for two forannouncing
income improvement
right
man.
Imtranscription
sales
in
assigned
area.
mediate
opening.
Box
369L,
BROADjobs.
Experience
secondary
to
ability.
Submit resume. Box 317L, BROAD- Send full details, audition and refer- CASTING.
CASTING.
ences inessential.
first letter.
phoneMaui,li- Engineer with degree, experience with
cense
KMVI, First
Wailuku,
Farm
editor disc,
progressiveinformation
Iowa station.
50 kw, tionalDoherty
amplifiers
and
Rush
first T, H.
arrays.resume
Salary
Senddirecpicletter. photo,
Box 351L,fullBROADCASTING.
Two announcers needed immediately
ture and full
ofopen.
education,
experience
and
references
first
letter.
by independent
going fulltime.
MiniSalesman,
drawing
account
with
15%
mum
two
years
experience.
Chance
for
climate.
Box
373L,
BROADcommission. $600 per month or better announcers with real ability at small Warm
CASTING.
possiblepletefordetailsgoodimmediately.
salesman. Send
comstations
step up to KNCM,
better pay. Con- Wanted at once: Engineer and chief
Box 361L, Mi
tact J.ss
A.to Shepherd,
ouri.Moberly, for
BROADCASTING.
new 500 watt
daytimelikeindependent.
but Wageswould
some anSalesman-announcer
for
position
offerWanted:
Hillbilly
disc
who canDo No selling, nouncing.
above average,
call on advertisers andjockey
sell show.
ing fine opportunity
for advancement
to
executive
position.
$65.00
draw
pending
upon
ability.
Contact de-C.
not
send
audition
discs
or
other
reChamberlain,
Box
438,
Bellefontaine,
against
15%
commission.
Write
Box
turnable
material.
Write
Ted
Nelson,
376L, BROADCASTING.
KVER, Box
1388, Albuquerque,
Me
xi
. New Ohio.
Engineers
and
comboaugment
men needed
net
Immediate
opening.
Salesman.
Some Announcer wantedco
KOPR,
Butte, Mon- hour
announcing.
For
250
watt
Mutual
and local
stations
staffs. Air
40week
and talent.
WillMorgantown,
train.
affiliate.
Carto necessary.
Want
steady tana. Contact Ed Cooney.
salesman
work
into
permanent
mail,
Engineer,
Box
867,
Announcer
—
send
disc,
photo
and
salsituationtion.with
A-l
small
town
staary requirements.
Va.
Contact Bill
Kansas. Larry Filkins, KSCB, W.
KVKM, Monahans,
Texas.Lee, Manager. Liberal,
Wanted,
any combination of engineer,
Permanent
openingexperienced
operator-announcer
announcer,
accent
operator
or
inexKCNI, BrokenscriptBow,writerNebr.and salesman,
Announcers
perienced, solid 22 Rush
year old
1000 watt
network
station.
complete
infirst not
phone,necessary.
chance
formation including picture, audition, Wanted—
Rocky Mountain 250 watt NBC station ming.
overtime.Engineer,
Experience
wants
combination
who can
write copy.operator-announcer
College town. salary desired. KSPR, Casper, Wyo- KSTV, Stephenville, Texas.
Wanted.
man towhocall canon Opening for 1st class transmitter opBox 241L, BROADCASTING.
sell
time. Personality
Must
be able
erator. Contact Chief Engineer, WAYB,
Announcer-engineer
for
stationarea.in Minadvertisers
and
sell.
Write or New
wire Waynesboro,
nesota,
Iowa,
South
Dakota
SalVa.
Ted
Nelson,
KVER,
Albuquerque,
ary
open.
Write
Box
249L,
BROADMexico.
Do
not
send
audition
discs
or
Engineers
needed immediately,
first
CASTING.
other returnable material.
phone,
no
experience)
announcing,
Wanted
—
Experienced
broadcaster
with
Wildwood,or
Announcer,
must tobedeliver
experienced
news- car necessary. WCMC,
capital
to
consider
buying
interest
in
caster
and
able
commercials
established
field,hasin that sell. Preference given to man N. J.
which
choiceplantof inthreepromising
affiliations
with local news gathering experience. We need two men who are looking for
become
available.
Box
258L,
BROADAdvise pected
previous experience,
salary
ex- permanent positions. First class tickets
CASTING.
snapshot
and salary
audiand announcing
ability
for kilowatt
tionregular
tape andorinclude
disc,increases,
good
starting
fulltime
operation.
Send
Hillbilly—
gospel
family
type
men
with
confidential.
audition Ky.directional
disc and details
to WCTT,
wanted.
GoodRealad-lib,
personalized
Corbin,
WAKR, Akron, Ohio,
presentation.
future.
No
floatCombination
announcer
engineer
ers. In Georgia. Send disc, tape, wanted
at 250 watt Mutual station.
qualifications,quiremereferences,
salary312L,
re- Salary dependent
on ability.
Start at
nts first letter. Box
$60,
fortyproduce.
hours, Experience
with
raise guaranteed
BROADCASTING.
if
you
not neces- Engineer-announcer
: Must be sober
and
Do impersonations
famous
stars,
Cross
a
r
y
i
f
willing
worker
and
reasonable
settled foron this
permanent
Bugs
Bunny, Bealongin spotwith ability. Send complete information Emphasis
announcing.
Payposition.
$60Johnor
clever,by,light,Boyer,
fluent
DJ
chatter.
to
L.
M.
Neale,
WALD,
Walterboro,
S.
C
more
weekly.
Wire
collect
to
.
write today Box 313L, BROADGarrison, WFUN, Huntsville, Alabama.
CASTING^
Combination
announcer-engineer.
Em- Immediate
Combo
man
strong
on
announcing
start
opening for
engineer
p
h
a
s
i
s
o
n
announcing.
Salary
comte with ability. Call Manager,
$75 raise to $80, three months. Southern at telephonemensura780
class license.
Contact
AllenwithB.
network station. Box 339L, BROAD- nettsville, S. C. collect. WBSC, Ben- first
Jones, Radio Station WGNI, WilmingCASTING.
ton, N. C,

Wanted transmitter
(Cont'd) engi
We seekHelppermanent
neer. acter
Experience
secondary
to charand
ambition.
necessary
Contact Harold White,CarWKTY,
La
Crosse, Wisconsin.
Engineer
with
announcing
abilities,
bu
not necessary. Good future, gooc
salary andcation.other
benefits.
Send
qualifiAM &Massachusetts.
FM, West Yarmouth, CapeWOCBCod,
First Class engineer. Immediate opening.Network,
Contact James
RaWVCV,Trewin,
CherryRuralValley
New dioYork,
Wanted,
engineer
firsttimeclassand liaj
cense.overtime.
$50.00
forContact
40with
hours,Radio
half
Station
WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Production-Programming, Others
Where
Sam Hill
aregoodall pay,
the copy-;MS
writers!'n Good
Good
job,
good
station.
deal
for background
good man
Come
on,
fellas:
Samples,
data
to
Box
218L,
BROADCASTING
You
don't want
you? to get ahead in the world,
Wanted — woman to handle publicity
work
and market.
woman's Send
show. Large mid-!
western
disc
and
all details
first letter.audition
Box 368L
BROADCASTING.
1 kw CBS operation needs one staffer,
one news
director.
Havestaff.
5 kw Ourapplication toaccepted,
good
men
moving
fine
positions.
Send audi-1
tion,
letter,
picture
and
KILO, Grand Forks, Northreferences
Dakota. to
Wanted: Experienced news man,
write. Excellent opportunity for mar
with writing
ability
news judgment. Air work
not and
essential.
Send
letter of qualifications, including experience,
background
and
salary
expected to Station WFDF, Flint, MichiContinuity writer! CBS affiliate, city
of 175,000.
Paid Immediate
vacations, opening
hospital
and
life insurance.
WJEF,
gan. Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Television
Technical
Television
engineer,
of working into any License
position capable
transmitter.
andfromTV camera
schoolingto ;g
required.
Good
opportunity
right
man. Write Chief Engineer,forKOTV,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Sales executive,
yearsTVin sales
radio and
in-, ,8n
terested
in radio20 and
promotion, prefer
progressive,
ingroup Washington-Newi
York
areas,BROADCASTING.
ordependent
elsewhere,
write, wire.,
Box 244L,

Generalable and
commercial
availimmediately.
12 yearsmanager
experience
strong on sales and programming and
promotion,ground,successful
backfamily,business
college
graduate, willmission.
gomarried,
anywhere,
salary,
comReply
Box 324L,
BROADCASTING.
General
manager,withlooking
for permanent connection
responsible
firm
Over twenty-five
years
successful
exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
i
n
radio,
newspaper
salesselling
and,
management.
Entire
career
of
has been on underdogs and fighting thef
pack.
In
radio
have
worked
from;
salesman
throughin sales
gen
eral
manager
less manager
than fiveto yearsj
and
in
the
largest
markets.
Thor-;'
oughlyfield.experienced
in Newmanager
York agen
cydeveloped
As general
have!
present
independent
set-up
inposition.
350,000 Am
market
to
highly
successful
y
anxious
to
locate
per-j
manently
inqualified
differentin every
location.
Amof|(jr:y;
completely
phase
management,
sales,legalpromotion,
mer
chandising, labor,
and engineer
ing. Agebackground
forty-eight,sincehave1703.Americanly
family
Refer|j
ences include
radiosalary
and newspapei
names.
Desiretopeither
of around j~7
$16,500
orlatter.
$12,500Appearance,
plus percentage.
PreJ* J
fer
and themanners
areonofhighest
caliberpersonalitj
to repre-Do fan(
sent any stationunless
not answer
preparedplane.to pajjjtp:
expenses
toPittsburgh
Richardfor30,W.weekend
Miller, interview.
P. O. Box Write
2062
Penna.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
«giiOesire
challenging manager
position PD
as man•:• iger, commercial
with
^•.•progressive
250
watt, conscious
1 kw byW.com-W.
U-imercial
and
program
2 vet. sales-announcer.
5 years radio all Family
phases, pres-s —butsPrefer
antly
N. C. or northeast U. S. man.
Box
84 154L, BROADCASTING.
;;'fi»
General-commercial
manager
profit
'"4
conscious
available
for
small
and
; Tiedium market station. Successful
~opejjjpes,
— background
in
station
management
and
will travel, salary and
commis?Raj:iion
commensurate
Mari'Jey] Tied,
veteran, collegewith
grad.ability.
Box 325L,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen

fratt N. Y. indie, 500 watt suburban
-and
New York production,
daily. Strong sales proplus
iprogramming,
motion. Currently employed,copy,
married,
age
25,
own
car.
Box
159L,
BROADCASTING.
^College graduate, marketing major
jjently
with 4 employed
years retailing
pres-a
asAgea experience,
for
-^printingsires concern.
29,salesman
married.
Deposition
in
the
sales
department
^of a radio
orGreenberg,
a television128station.
Contact
R.
L.
West
85th
iStreet, New York 24, N. Y.
Announcers
Announcer-program director desire*
— -position
in
northeast.
Ten year background. Box 55L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 3 years experience, tops in
m,Tnews,
commercials.
Desirous
getting
with progressive kw or more ofnetwork
" Box
affiliate.
$65.00
minimum.
31,
married.
178L, BROADCASTING.
„.- Sportscaster,
currently
employed, tion.
seeks experience,
year-round
sports operabasketball
baseball 1952. Available
Minimum
$75 plus season,
talent.
„, „.i;Air check tapes. Box 247L, BROADl ^t!
■i CASTING.
Announcer-newsman,
6 yearsI experience. If you have opening,
can fill
hit.
midwest. No draft. Box
262L,Prefer
BROADCASTING.
'Announcer-program
New England-New Yorkdirector
area. 4prefers
years
: [experience
all network
phases, accent
news,
speciallege graduate,
events,
32, veteran, traffic.
family. ColBox
-286L,
VersatileBROADCASTING.
announcer wants position
board draft
work not
required.
Con■t rwhere
scientious,
exempt,
excellent
' references.
Box 292L, BROADCASTING.
i;: College
Colored education,
disc jockey-staff
excellent announcer.
character,
I best references. Box 294L, BROAD — |CAS
TIN
G.
[Morning man,
staff,
news,
or program
[director.
GoodSeek
all categories.
11connecyears
experience.
immediate
tion
better
station.
34,
married,
draft
i
i
r
exempt.
Minimum
$75.
Tape
if
you
es aidkwill send particulars. Box 310L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-specializing
in news, com"lre••J'mercials.
yearsnoncommercial
ence plus 2 3years
commercial.experiAlso
— J[DJ
and
play-by-play
sports.
Married,
automobile. Box 311L, BROADCASTie I
NG.
r! sportscaster,
Attention Great27, Lakes
area! family,
Top rated
married,
coliJ"experience
"lege graduate,play-by-play
veteran. Three
years
basketball,
SOW baseballment where
and interest
football. in Desire
employbasketball
and
— «•f baseball
isatmosphere
strong. Permanency
and
congenial
more
important
cold 315L.
dollars.BROADCASTING.
Available November
ft! exl1 19.than Box
Making money, miss advertising.
"Former
successful
Italo- American
singer,announcer-writer,
sales manager
5 ""land
rep, wants31, toAB,joinresponsible.
your radio, Box
TV
. or agency.
320L,
BROADCASTING.
Keepingstant aim.your4 years
Hooperwithhappy50 kw
my NBC
con.j outlet
prove a point.
Proven emcee
:: and
nakingannouncer,
programs. originator
Solid ten ofyearmonevbackAll ground includes
personal
appearfront
ance tour worthcurrent
thousands
in pub>r= licity
to
office.
Happily
employed
but
want
new
goal.
Pix
and
;tory available air mail. Box 322L,
:;;ier I BROADCASTING.
ipe'J'| Announcer-record
librarianExperienced.
wants stawithgraduate,
opportunities.
' q| :ion
College
good references,
vetLran- Box
323L, BROADCASTING.
'jjj
director,
29, emexDi Announcer-program
;mPt' 7 years experience,
presently
;'.f, j! Jerienced
iloyed. seeking
advancement,
departments,
consider ex-all
1 >ffers. Boxall 327L,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Disc
jockey,
easy
personality
with
plentycompetent
of friendly
sell.on Experienced.
Thoroughly
general
staff
work
also.
Disc
available.
BROADCASTINGBox. 337L
Announcer-engineer.
Middle,draft
southwest
and First
westphone.
preferred.
Single,
exempt.
Interesting
voice.
Fair
on
DJ
and
commercials.
Tape
available. Box 328L, BROADCASTING.
All-round
announcer.
Experienced
emcee
sports.
ambition Box
and
ideas.andBROADCASTING.
Radio
is Ability,
my profession.
329L,
Announcer,perience ingood
copywriter.
Four
years
exstations. Familiar with
any typeductionof ideas.control
board,
good
propermanent position. Box 332L, Want
BROADCASTING.
Topnotch
combo
desiresage job31, veteran,
in west
orcollege.
midwest.Capable
Married,
of
assuming
of chief engineer.
State notice.
salaryduties
posAvailable short
Write
Box 334L, sibilities.
BROADCASTING.
Ambitious,
hard
working
radio-TV
writer-producer.
Ten years
drama, music
shows,
etc. experience
Box. 335L,
BROA
DCAS
TING
Capable
staff
announcer
—
authoritative
news
and
intimate
styleman.on
record available.
shows.easy,
Presently
morning
Disc
Box 338L,
BROADCASTING.
Available:
Combo
man,
1st
phone,
5
years college,straight
2 yearsannouncing,
radio, emphasis
production,
news,
personality
shows.
Knows but
music,not pop,
jazz,
classical.
impatient,
wantsAmbitious
place
to grow.
weekly.
Pacific
northwest
or Florida.$70
Box 343L, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster,
yearswattexperience,
including employed
2years2V2 5000
affiliate,
currently
networkCBSnewsroom.
Seeks
return
to
broadcasting.
Box
346L, BROADCASTING.
Coast-to-coast
play-by-play
Football,
basketball,
baseball,sports
Big man.
Ten,
Notre
Dame,
southwest
conference.
Prefer
Texas,
Florida,
Chicago.
Tapes
available. Box 350L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-control
operator,
experieand
nce light butuseboard
familiar,
broadcast
procedure
of draft
general
copy.
Graduate,
single,
27,
exempt,
capable
and available
reliable.on Resume
and
audition disc
shortpreferred.
notice.
Northern
and
eastern
states
Box 353L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
sixPD.yearsWant
experience
phases.
Now
permanentall
staff of Married,
PD position
in progressive
station.
children,
employed.
Box 360L, BROADCASTING.
Hold it!nouncer
Experienced,
ambitious
anStrong commercials,
news, MC etc.AM-TV.Presently
employed 50
kw NBC cellent
AM-TV.
Desire
change.
Exreferences. Disc,
parrequest.
Thanksphoto,
tor reading. Boxticulars on363L,
BROADCASTING.
FAX of life! Flexibility, adaptability,
plus
X-perience! staff
Two radio
years announcnetwork
and independent
ing. All phases of TVrection-productionbroadcasting,
and operation of di-all
TV equipment.
Maturejobcollege
veteran desires
with gradradio
station uate,planning
TV or expanding
TV
operation.
Tape,
disc,
resume,
references available.
Box G.
371L, BROADCAS
TIN
Capable announcer—
experience.
Excellent
on newsAvailable
and some
DJ. Handle
any
board.
Disc.
25-23 23rd immediately.
St., Astoria,
L.N. I.,B. N.Rawlick,
Y.
Announcer-engineer,
announcing,twomarried,years
car,emphasis
first
phone,on veteran, college,
experience,
ind
e
p
e
n
d
e
n
t
a
n
d
network,
draft
exempt.
G. H. Saleme,
2225 Colorado, Santa
Monica,
California,
First phone. SevenTechnical
years Marine radio
experience,
married, auto, ordesire
position midwest,
Wisconsin
preferred.
Box Minnesota
231L, BROADCASTING.
Combination chief
accomplished
in bothengineer-announcer,
lines.settled,
Now em-reployed as same.
Family,
liable,
southerner.
Alabama
or Mississippi
stations
only.
Will
arrange
personal interview
and BROADCASTING.
audition. $400.00
monthly.
Box 248L,
Engineer,
15
years
experience
including
construction and directional operation.
Desires responsible
position
procompany inBROADCASTING.
midwestwithor west
coast. Boxgressive253L,
Florida, southeast,
fifteen
months
experiencework
engineering,
announcing stadesires
combo
in progressive
tion.
Full
particulars
from
Box
273L,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Hold
first phone. Experience
Desire technician
broadcast
radio. Box work.
307L, BROADCASTING.police
Consulting
radio engineerD. C.desires
position with Washington,
consulting
engineer.
Box 308L, BROADCASTING.
College graduate, no experience, first
phonetion first
telegraph inseeks
combinajob with
California
southwest.
Just station
discharged
from U.S.N.or
Draft
exempt,
available immediately.
ING.
Salary open. Box 316L, BROADCASTEngineer,cense.vet,
married, first
phonethor-liNo experience.
2 years
ough radio,Box
television,
communications
schooling.
318L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer.
married veteran,
all phasesExperienced,
of announcing.
Presently
employed,
desires
change to
CASTING^
progressive
station. Box 321L, BROADChief tionengineer,
experience
construc-rein all Michigan
phases.
Car, family,
liable,
preferred.
Box 326L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, peri1st
phone, kilowatt
3V2 yearsdirecexce, 250, 500
tional.enStudio
and and
transmitter. Desires
permanent
position.
Married.
Box
342L. BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
fourteenexperience.
years complete
studio,
transmitter
Please
ING^
send
details. Box 356L, BROADCASTChief eastengineer
position
desired,andnorthor Florida.
Maintenance
constructionSingle,
experience
250 to draft
5000 free,
watt
AM
and
FM.
young,
have car. Box 357L, BROADCASTING.
Chief fifteen
engineeryearspresently
employed andas
such,
FM. wattConstructed
andexperience
maintainedAMTV kiloAM
transmitter.
Excellent
radar background. Desire chief andor
TV
process of construction. Box
370L,inBROADCASTING.
Experienced
firstworkphonein
ticket
wants engineer
vacation with
fill-in
Available
in
15east.
days.$55.00
Box per375L,week.
BROADCASTING.
Attention
CP.
holders.
Complete
4
man
technical
staff available.
Experienced
in all broadcast
operations.
Smooth
working
quartette.
No
future
job. References exchanged.in presBox
341L, entBROADCASTING.
Transmitterperience, coperator,
1st
phone.
Exar, reliable.
Prefer western
location. Available
immediately.
P. O.
Box 313, Clifton, N. J.
Engineer
obtained
1st announcing
phone. Desires just
employment
toK.learn
and
Cote,
64th broadcasting.
Street, New York
City, 139N. West
Y.
Production-Programming, Others
Program Creative.
director. Knows
One of radio's
men.
radio, topall
phases. Success
ExcellentDesires
references. Wil dostory.
air work.
metropolitan
area.
Available
one
months
notice.
Box
234L,
BROADCASTING.
News
directorstation
— Now seeks
at thousand
watt
rural-urban
advancement,
wider enced
opportunity.
Thoroughly
experinewscaster,
local
reporting,
wire
editing.
Newspaper
background.Box Sports
description.
Active NARND.
297L,
BROADCASTING.
Common sense copy. Experienced
copywritermanent and
man wants perposition traffic
with
ture. Or punch
style:advancement
Act now, dofu-it
today! Here's
a
copywriter
with refe
r
e
n
c
e
s
.
I
t
all
adds
up
BROADCASTING. So writeto Box
today.305L,
Copy-continuity-jingle
(free29
lance).
Outstanding
airwriter
credits
4A
Moderate
rates. for
Write
Box agencies.
309L, BROADCASTING.
Agency account executive desires chalwell-paying position
with
agency
or lenging,
TVin radio/TV
station.
10 yearscontinusolid
experience
sales,
ity,
production,
time-buying.
Aggressive, capable, proven-producer.
old, married
with family. Box34 years
314L,
BROADCASTING.
Program
director:
5
years
experience,
news
delivered
with authority.
Smooth
record
shows.in Majored
in29,journalism
and speech
college.
married,
references.
Disc
or
personal
interview.
Box 348L, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Thoroughly
experienced
youngposition
radio
executive seeks
permanent
as program director eastern station.
Strong on production,
program
ganization. Background includes or-all
phases radio,
Presentlystation.
em50 kw some
majorTV.exempt.
market
Married,ployedvet,
draft
Will go
out of358L,wayBROADCASTING.
for personal interview.
Box
Television
Technical
TV engineer:
transmitter and TV Experienced
studio controlin design,
seeks
association
with group orAble
stationto
planning
TV
broadcasting.
establish station at minimum cost. Box
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECAST378L,
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced. All phases television.
Producer, eraman,
director,
floorOpportunity
manager, main
camoperations.employed.
interest. Presently
Box 266L,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Excellently
all phases telecasting. Five trained
years continuity
director,
announcer, portunity,
PD. Desirous
opcameraman
to television
projectionist,
writer to director. Capable,
personable,
enthusiastic.
Box 336L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Television
executive staff
now
handlinglikeprogramming
complete
would
an interviewtelevision
with a New
York
agency
that orwants
to establish aadTV Box
department
is having
TV•
TELE
CAST
ING.
trouble.
372L, BROADCASTING
Producer,and director.
Twelve years
radio,
theatre
TV background.
Experience
covers
program
direction,
program
management,
directing,
producing
and
writingried.forJack L.radioSteinhardt,
and TV. 32-C
$125.Garden
MarTerrace, North Arlington, New Jersey.
For Sale
Radioing studio
announcing
school and
recordlong
established
and complete
making
money. Grand
piano and
equipment.
V.
A.
contact,
good
civilian
enrollment,
and ofprepaid
rent.
Sell
for less lease
than value
equiDment.
$7,500
ING. cash. Box 377L, BROADCASTStations
5000 watts station.
day, 1000
watts
evening.
California
Gross
$150,000
vear.
$175,000
with
half
down.
Box
306L,
BROADCASTNG.
Equipment etc.
AM
Collins
20VTwotransmitter,
brand Ideal
new,
never
used.
sets of500/1000
tubes.
for
modern
station.
watts.
Uses
only BROADCASTING.
16 tubes. FCC denied CP.
Box 296L,
Tower,
178
ft. Truscon
self supporting
with
insulators
and hardware.
new
and
a bargain.
Write Box Brand
344L,
BROADCASTING.
For
sale
—
Model
300-F
Collins
250
AM
transmitter,
complete
onewattset
of tubes,
General
Radiowithfrequency
monitor
type 475-meter,
A with type
tubes.681-AGeneral
Radio deviation
with
tubes,
Radio tubes,
type two
40-D crystal
oscillatorGeneral
complete with
ovens teenandspare two
1240
kc.
crystals.
Thirtransmitter
included.
Satisfactory
broadcasttubesor November
amateur.
All
available forapproximately
15th. Equipment
may
be
seen
ation. Contact Leroy Hackmann,in operChief
Engineer, KWOS, Jefferson City, MisSell recorder
— Presto
in cabK
.type for6-Nbroadcast
inet.y
Will consider
field strength
meter. trade
WNOP, Newport,
106-ft. Truscon
-type antenna;
2-section
RCA steel
pylonroof equipped
with
C.A.A.
lighting;
power Aurora
cable.
Priced $1500.00
or and
best offer.
(111.) Beacon-News.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Station
wanted—preferably
Small market
station
insection.
California,
in northern
Must be reasonable
with
strong potential.
Network
or
indeCASTING.pendent considered. Box 352L, BROAD-

Help Wanted
Announcers
COMBO MAN
wanted
llus
be qi
iing.
Mt
be
strongifled
Chiefor platter
Engineer.
Send
tape
and state
salary
expected.
Orth
Bell, General Manager.
KLMR, Lamar, Colo.
Situations Wanted
Managerial

Wanted to Buy (Cond't.)
Stations
Want
to
buy
250
or 500 Will
watt consider
station.
Prefer
fulltime.
others. Texas
Box 374L,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
1 kw AM transmitter. 5 kw AM transmit er. 30 1footconsole,
guyed quote
or selflowsupporttower.
dollar.
Box ing236L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
1
kw
amplitude
modulated
transmitter.
State price,
age.
Also
need CAA-A3
beaconcondition,
and flasher.
Box 264L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
one less
RCAcrystal.
type Give
TMV-129B
crystal ditionoven,
conCASTING. and price. Box 330L, BROADWanted:
Also
interestedGE-BM-1-A-FM
inprice,
3 kwcondition
FM monitor.
transmitter.
Please
and age.
Box 333L,stateBROADCASTING.
Wanted: Federal
kwcondition
model and
192-Aprice
FM
transmitter.
Quote3crated
dismantled
and
for
shipment.
Box 340L, BROADCASTING.
50goodkw order
FM transmitter
amplifier,
and BROADCASTING.
cheap. orAlso
44BX
mikes. Box 347L,
Wanted
— Used fieldFederal
intensity
RCA
101-Bmeteror
101-C. 2-A-B-RC,
Contact
Wheaton,
Illinois.Ray Osterbusch & Son,
1 kw AM limiter
transmitter,
station
monitor,
and rack,console,
3 turntables.
O. Wayne
Rollins, Delaware.
Rollins Broadcasting, Inc., Rehoboth,
Miscellaneous
Commercialplacement
crystals crystals
and newfor orBliley
reWesternservice.
Electric,broadcast
RCAmonitor
holders,
etc.,
fastest
Also
and
fremeasuring service.
Eidson 3-3901.
Electronquency
ic Co., Temple,
Texas, phone

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
experienced mancommercial
gram directors,
chiefmanagers,
engineers proand
disc jockeys.
applicants
and Inquiries
employers.invited from
Howard S. Frazieb
& RadioBldg.,Management
726TV Bond
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C.

STATION MANAGER
20 years experience
Not a swivel chair manager
but one who is a leg-man always
pounding the pavements for
sales. Excellent references.
Widely known among national
radio buyers. Been employed by
only two people in twenty years.
Write
ING. Box 3 65L, BROADCAST-

LOOKING FOR THE UNUSUAL IN A
PERSONALITY RECORD SHOW?
Want a p rov en award-winning
program that is going into its fourth
year under the same sponsor?
WRITE BOX 359L, BROADCASTING

Television
Managerial
ATTENTION TV-STATION APPLICANTS
When the perfreeze
you'll station
want an exienced man to ends,
runEx your
program grdepartment.
AM broadcasting
manager, orback-andits
o
u
n
d
i
n
every
phase
of
agencytionwork,
now 1,000
TV producer
major sta-for
(more than
shows),existing
Isat looking
a permanent
pending All
station.inquiries
Noconnection
objectionwillwith
to bewaiting
untilor freeze
lifts.
answered.
BOX
345L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY
with this 250 watt fulltime
station
in one of markets,
the south's
most important
population
over
Owner has other 500,000.
interests
and cannot devote necessary
time for operation. Priced far
less than original investment.
$25,000 cash. Balance over a
five
period. Operation
Replyyear both
includes
AM & FM.
Principals only, no brokers.

nnouncement

Stations

BOX 33 1L, BROADCASTING
November

1, 1951

the following classified
rates will be in force:
SITUATIONS WANTED
• 200 per word ($2.00 minimum)
HELP WANTED
• 250 per word ($2.00 minimum)
ALL OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS
• 300 per word ($4.00 minimum)
DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS
• $15.00 per inch (one column x 1");
• $30.00— (one column x 2");
• $45.00— (one column x 3"), etc.
All classified advertising includes
the blind box number at no cost. Replies will
be mailed daily, first class, postage free. If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00
extra charge for mailing.
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.

MUST SELL AT ONCE
Emergency forces us to offer
at sacrifice price, good 250
watt fulltime station in growing east coast city. Excellent
BOX 366L, BROADCASTING
potential.

Miscellaneous
TV FILM SPOTS
AS LOW AS $59.— NETWORK QUALITY
RICHARD STR0UT
PRODUCTIONS, BOX 331, HOLLYWOOD

GOODMAN SERIES
Set by BMI, WN£W
BENNY
GOODMAN'S
taries on full-length
classicalcommen
work;
will be available nationally late
this fall as a result of arrange
ments completed last week by
WNEW New York and Broadcast
radio
as part
its promothe °z
Music series
Inc., which
will ofsyndicate
tion of concert music.
Symphony
With
Benny
Goodmanat WNEW
started the— popu
lar musician as a classics commen
tator every Sunday afternoon fron
last October through June of this
year. The new WNEW series, tc ^
be called Benny Goodman's Music ^
Festival, was
scheduled
start 1
yesterday
(Sunday)
from to8:35-lC
p.m. EST and, abridged to one
hour's time, are the programs to
be syndicated by BMI.
Project, worked out by WNEW
Program Director Dick Pack and
BMI President Carl Haverlin, will
market the series as a 26-week N
package, talks
with— intended
Mr._ Goodman's
in-!
formal
to bridge
the
gap
between
popular
and
clas-I
sical the
musicmusic
— on discs.
Stations from
willpfe» 1
add
on records
their own libraries. Estimates putj
the series cost in the neighborhood!
of $60.
AFRA Oath
OFFICERS and board members of|]0)
the Los Angeles local of American:
Federation of Radio Artists (AFL)
voluntarily
have before
taken athefederal^
noncommunist oath
judge
in
Los
Angeles.
Previously,
AFRA officers had filed affidavits!
stating they were not communists,
The word "involuntarily" incorrectly appeared in a story in the Oct,
22casting.
issue of Broadcasting • Tele-

MIDWEST
INDEPENDENT
Controlling Interest
$259000.00
One of two stations in an attractive midwest city of
more than 50,000 population with retail sales in excess
of $70,000,000.00. This station is showing a modest profit
but needs the help of one or two experienced radio
operators. An outstanding opportunity for two partners.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Harold
Murphy
Bay V. R.Hamilton
James
W. Blackburn
M. SmithSt.
Tribune Tower
Washington
Bldg.
235Lester
Montgomery
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook
2-5672
Sterling 4341-2

WCAO BANQUET
Employes Honored At Fete
jtWCAO anBaltimore
4 cele•brated
occasionon ofOct.threefold
1111 significance with a banquet for the
■■entire organization.
The staff presented their new
-^.president,
L. Waters
Milbourne,
fp with a platinum
and smoked-pearl
* Iformal dress stud set.
Nf^ Seven staffers were honored in
recognition of 20 years of service.
Each was presented a gold watch
j'Jjtjy
Milbourne.
They treasurer;
were Melvin Mr.
F. Woods,
company
Mrs. Edyth Fox Suess, secretary
'to
Mr. Milbourne;
Anzmenn,
sales executiveEdward
and mem-L.
ber of the board of directors;
George Lewis Filling, program
director; Mrs. Frances Little Jordan, chief music librarian; Sydney
W. Bassford Jr., supervising engineer, and Martin L. Jones, chief
engineer in charge of operations
and construction.
Celebrants toasted the next 30
years of broadcasting for WCAO,
which was founded in 1922.

Among celebrants were (seated, I to r) Messrs. Wood and Milbourne and
Clyde Morris, WCAO attorney; (standing, I to r) Robert Richmond,
assistant general manager and national sales director; Mr. Anzmenn
and John V. Lyons, sales executive.
Co., L. A. Series was shot in color. are Mr. Small and Sol Lesser, also
Majority of films are
Wendell
starred. Niles, radio-film actor, is producer.
United Artists releases. They include Intrigue, South of Pago Pago,
Principals of the new TV film
Son of Monte Cristo, Last of the
producing firm are D. Ross Leder- Mohicans,
Film Report
Son, My Son and
man, motion picture producer pres- Twin Beds. MyTelecasting
slated for
(Continued from page 78)
ident and director of the series;
Hunter, formerly with -Foote, station's
Major7. Feature Theatre
Hills, effective Nov. 1. Snader pro- Vic
starting
Nov.
Cone
&
Belding,
Hollywood,
vice
weekl|iuction offices remain headquar- president, and Martin E. Pollard,
s jB.Lered at 177 S. Beverly Dr.
secretary. George E. Callahan VIDEO FILMS, Detroit, is shootfidjejj All-Scope Pictures Inc. has moved wrote
ing its entire second series of
the series. Firm has offices
tlJ.u|)
7525
Beverly
Blvd.,
Hollywood.
120 S. Valley Street, Burbank. "Famous in the Great Lakes ReThe new telephone number is at
Phone
is
Granite
2366.
gion" commercials for the Pfeiffer
trotlWyoming 1128. The firm now has
Brewing Company in color. The
!pjti;ts offices, projection room, cutting
purpose
is twofold: They may be
homl'ooms
FILM Co., Colorado used in the future on color tele| me roof.and shooting stage under ALEXANDER
vision;
and they may be used now
Springs, announces the recent TV
Sales and Production . . .
commercial productions for the fol- with other Pfeiffer films shown
regularly at meetings and dinners.
lowing organizations:
FERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCJel-Sert Co., Chicago, 111., Nine films in the first series are
TIONS, Hollywood, is producing oneThe60-second
as one-minute comand
one
20-second
What I May See, an hour-long re- film featuring Fla-Vor Aid through currently minercials ouse
n Allenin Funt's
"Candidin
(igious film for television. The film Hirsch & Rutledge. Pearl Brewery, Camera" show
ten cities
•Will, be made available for net- San Antonio, Tex., three 20-second Pfeiffer's marketing area.
The
subworks and independent TV stations
jects covered are: Freighters, Defeaturing Pearl Beer through
-cor telecasting during Thanksgiv- films
troit,
Dowagiac,
Grand
Rapids,
Pitluk
Advertising
Co.
Pure-Pak
ng week, and is being filmed in
Island,Holland,
Tires, Michigan
World's
Detroit, Mich., 13 46-sec- MackinacStove,
:ooperation with the Family The- Council,
ond, 13 26-Second, and one 13- Largest
atre organization.
and
Put-In-Bay.
Fifteen
to
twentysecond
films
featuring
Pure-Pak
The program is the fourth reli- containers through Fred M. Ran- five seconds at the beginning of
gious film to be produced by Rev.
to the landdall Co. Bowman Biscuit Co., Den- each filmmarks;isthe devoted
Patrick Peyton, CSC, producer of
ver, Col., 11 20-second films featur- straight selling.remaining time, to
MBS'
Family
Theatre.
ing Supreme Bakers products
The new film tells the story of
The second group will consist of
Ball & Davidson. A. O.
Bartimeus, the blind beggar whose through
subjects. The first, Water
Sutton Corp., Wichita, Kan., one ten
light was restored by Christ.
Sports,
hag been approved by
40-second
film
featuring
Vornado
Cast will include about 240, with Fans through Lago & Whitehead. Maxon, Inc.,
agency for the Pfeiffer
iO important speaking parts to be American Beauty Products Co., Brewing Company,
and will appear
aken by leading Hollywood film
month. Remaining subictors. Fred Niblo Jr. wrote the Kansas City, Mo., one 60-second, on TV jectsthis
will
be
Muskegon,
two 20-second, and one 10-second Toledo, Cincinnati, BrownCleveland,
creenplay.
County,
featuring American Beauty
Fairbanks also has signed Tom films
Ore Unloaders, Day)rake and Trudy Marshall as co- Macaroni and Spaghetti through Indianapolis,
ton
and
Columbus.
Video
tars in a new series of musical Rogers & Smith. Gulf Brewing conceived and wrote both Films
series
W films scheduled to go into pro- Co., Houston, Tex., two 60-second, and is shooting each film.
two 20-second, and two 10-second
duction this week. Temporarily films
Video Films reports that an infeaturing Grand Prize Beer
itled Make Mine Manhattan, the
creasing number of its clients are
leries will comprise 26 musical through Foote, Cone & Belding.
requesting color shooting in order
hows
featuring
name
talent.
Derto
be
prepared
for color TV.
rin Abbe will direct.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles paid al- NEW Series of TV film commer$250,000 for two-year Los
cials for Pontiac Motor Car Co.,
iTRST 13 of a new series of half- Angelesmostrights
25 Edward Small- Pontiac,
lour adventure stories about the produced featureto films,
Mich., have been commotion picxciting days of early California,
pleted by Jerry Fairbanks Productures produced 1940-1947 and distions,
Agency: Mac^he Scarlet
Hawk,
have
been
comtribductions
uted byPeerless
Television
Pro- Manus, JohnHollywood.
and Adams, Detroit.
pleted by Television Production
Inc., principals
of which
IROADCASTING
• Telecasting

D.C. BOXING STIPEND
Would Take 10% of Gross
TEN PERCENT of the gross
receipts received from boxing
matches held in Washington, D. C,
includingvision revenue
radio,rights,
teleand motion from
picture
would sion go
to
the
boxing
commisin the city, according to a
House bill introduced the week of
adjournment.
Author of the unique bill was
Rep. Pat
How-if
ever, theSutton
bill also(D-Tenn.).
states that
the total cost of the compensation
of commission personnel assigned
to supervise a contest should be
more than the 10% assessed, a
greater percentage from receipts,
including media rights, would be
required to make up the difference.
'Voice1 Funds
OUTLAY of about $25 million for
radio broadcasting activities was
assured
for theunder
StateanDept.'s
Voice
of America
appropriations bill signed by President Truman last Monday. The legislation
carries $85 formation
millionoperation
for foroverseas
inthe new
fiscal year which began last July 1.
Figure was incorrectly given as
$63 million in the Oct. 22 issue of
Broadcasting • Telecasting. The
Senate had overridden its Appropriations Committee in a showvote on the proposed $63
million downsum.
THERE'S THIS FACT ABOUT
RADIO IN GREEN BAY
W

J PG

gives more listeners
more reasons
to listen oftener
That's
"bonus
circulation!"
— if you
please!
It's more contacts per listener. More listeners per
dollar. More ACTION per
dollar.

THE RADIO SERVICE OF THE GREEN BAY
PRESS GAZETTE
ASK McGILLVRA
WJPG- GREEN BAY, WIS.-(1440 K]
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
that
"I was ready
settle rather
down
and develop
what toI had,
than run from pillar to post reachstraws,"down
Mr. took
Roththerecalls.
Thising forsettling
form
of a radio advertising agency which
he formed and later merged with
a general advertising firm. The
war
disrupted
Mr. Roth's
plans
but upon
his return
in December
1945 his career really took shape.
Mr. Roth previously had the
Resistol account at his agency,
and
the offered
firm's topresident,
Harry when
Rolnick,
let him
head
the firm's departments,
radio advertising
and promotion
Mr.
Roth found it easy to accept. In
1948 he assumed charge of all
media advertising.
In his present duties, Mr. Roth
works in cooperation with TracyLocke, Resistol ad agency. He also
handles public relations and publicity. The firm uses radio-TV
time and magazine and newspaper
space on a national basis, but
embellishes these activities with
promotion at the dealer level.
"We have milked the last bit
of value out of every advertising
dollar spent and believe that the
best campaign is the one that gives
the greatest assistance at the local
level," Mr. Roth explains.
As a result, the emphasis on
local promotion and advertising
dealer cooperation using radio and

Advertising is bought
by thefSHlof
executives who plan
■■Bl strategy
and tactics.
Printers' Ink is
read by the whole
marketing group
of advertising, management, sales and
agency executives
who are the leading

other weapons has pointed up "the
proof
of the pudding
— the growth
and recognition
of Resistol
hats
overBorntheinpast
decade."
Dallas, Tex., young Mr.
Roth manifested early interest in
sportsentsdespite
the hope
of hisan parthat he would
become
accomplished violinist. He combined
his string talents with a fair tenor
voice and played in local bands and
on radio programs.
Upon graduation from high
school, Mr. Roth turned his efforts
0n the dotted line . •
to selling while singing daily over
KRLD Dallas on a morning house- SIGNING by Fritos Co. with WSAI Cincinnati, for a 15-minute show featur
wives' program.
ing Will Lenay, three-days weekly, is completed by (seated, I to r): Free
Goodridge, Fritos exec; J. Robert Kerns, WSAI managing dir.; Norman Clark
"None
too hispersuasive"
salesman, by
own accounts,as hea Fritos exec; (standing) Sam Johnston, WSAI acct. exec, and Mr. Ler,
built up a reputation as a singer,
announcer, writer and producer.
In 1934 he took to the road,
singing with the Henry King and
Jan Garber bands and then freelanced on the networks and in
night clubs under the stage name
of Bobby Brooks. He returned,
after twoductionyears,
manager. to KRLD as proReturns to New York
New York again summoned Mr.
Roth in 1937 in the person of Phillips Lord, with whom he served
a year as production director. After
a freelance writing stint, he was
named program director for Elliott
Roosevelt's Texas State Network
before forming his own agency.
Mr. Roth was conscripted into
the Air Force
as aandrecruit,
commis ioned an officer
then named
squadron commander with nonflying
rank ofto captain.
1944
he transferred
the Armed InForces
Radio Service, spending a year as
executive officer for AFRS in the
Central and Western Pacific. In
this capacity he helped install an
AFRS station on Iwo Jima prior
to the war's end.
Mr. Roth claims his most interradio deal
SeaBees onestingIwo.
He involved
traded fourthe cases
of cold beer and a ration of
whiskey for
the best built
constructedonestationsof(WVTX)
on any island during World War
II, he said. Station comprised three
studios, reception room, offices,
music library, newsroom and correspondents' room. The SeaBees
did
the building and AFRS the installation.
Mr. Roth is a member of the
Dallas Press Club and director of
the Garland (Texas) Chamber of
Commerce. He and his wife Mildred have two sons, Robert III, 8
and Richard 4. They live in Garland, 10 miles from Dallas. His
chief hobby is golf, but also likes
to tinker with household things.
WGY Dinner Planned
TO commemorate the 25th anniversary of farm broadcasting,
General Electric Co's WGY Schenectady is planning a dinner and
special broadcast Nov. 2 at the
Hotel Van Curler in Schenectady.
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey will be

FOR fifth consecutive year, Bert Kailman ery,(c)arranges
of Kallman's
Garden Expert
NursYour Garden
on KDB SantaforBarbara.
Looking on
are (I to r) Billy Waugh, horticulturist
featured on show, and Colin M.
Selph, v-p and gen. mgr. KDB.

OFFICIALS of WIP Philadelphia,
Warner Mfg. Corp., sign for electio
returns Nov. 6. They are (I to r) IPA
Ralf Brent,
of sis.Corp.;
WIP;Melvii
Jac ';;
Lipman,
pres.,dir.Warner
E. Bach,
pres.,andMelvin
E. Bach,
Wat 8^F
ner
agency,
Richard
Landsman
acct. exec, Edward Petry Inc.

SMILES are in order following re- MYNDALL CAIN (I), Myndall Caii lei
newal of Pilsener Time, by Pilsener
Minneapolis, completes sign
Brewing Co. on WHK Cleveland, for Salon,
ing with KSTP
Minneapolis,
NBC ^
these four executives (I to r): George Thesaurus
feature
Hour of forCharm
Carter, pres., Pilsener; William K. Looking on are (I to r) George B. J
Brusman, WHK acct. exec; Richard Adkisson, acct. exec, KSTP, and Dor g
Hunt, show emcee and vocalist; and Gardner, Luther Weaver & Assoc.
Byron Lang, Pilsener sis. mgr.
St. Paul, Cain Salon agency.
CLEVELAND-SANDUSKY Brewing Co. and WGAR Cleveland officials com
plete contract for sponsorship of Bright Star, a Frederic W. Ziv production
for 52-weeks. Seated are (I to r): Dorothy Schlect, Brewery adv. mgr.; Kar
Stewart, v-p of brewery; Jack Barker, acct. exec Howard L. Grinder Adv.
brewery agency.
Standing
(I to Coleman
r): Sid Freeman,
rep.; Don Hyde
sis. staff,
WGAR;
Scott, Ziv.Zivsis.sis.staff.

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 88)
ictober 25 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Granted Petition
WARM
Scranton, Pa. —andGranted
petijnit hearing
for reconsideration
withapplications
forgrant
mod.extenCPs
make
changes
in
DA
and
for
Dn52. of completion date to April 15,
Granted Mod. CP
WBZ-FM
Granted
CP
changeincluding
ant.Boston—
fromprovision
495 to 450mod.
ft. etc.;
ind.
grant
is
ithout
prejudicere toanyanyexisting
action ortaken
r
Commission
fu[eo(u L.re application or authorization of
,«e4gSee.
]'estinghouse Radio Stations Inc., liCloildWBAM
LemJ.od. CP toMontgomery,
change powerAla.—
fromGranted
250 w
°'D:;oncond.740 kc to 50 kw DA-D on 740
BY THE COMMISSION
Operation Suspended
WGCH Greenwich,
Conn.—forGranted
ithority
addiperiodto ofremain
10 dayssilent
pending finanaljnalreorganization.
License Renewals
Following
granted
renewal
licensesFortforstations
regularTex.;
period:
KFJZ
Worth,
KVOR
Coloido
Springs,
Col.; WCCCMich.;Hartford,
unn.;
WKMHMinn.;
Dearborn,
KROX
:ookston,
KBKO Portland,
Clinton,Colorado
Mo.; KMMO
Marall, KDKD
Mo.; KVMC
City, Tex.;
GH Newport
News,
Va.; Pa.;
WISHWSPRInanapolis;
WJSW
Altoona,
)ringfield,
Mass.;Calif.;WXYZ
KBRO Detroit;
Bremton,LF Red
Wash.;Bluff,
KDRO KPAS
Sedalia,
Mo.;
ELS
Kelso,
Wash.;
Banning,
'M"!»alif.;
KWEW
Hobbs,
N.
M.;
KXRA
lectio olexandria, Minn.; WHBB Selma, Ala.;
>.,,),;lle,
,OP A Ky.;Oak WVIM
Park, 111.Vicksburg,
; WSIP PaintsMiss.;
! J»*CLD
Cleveland,
Miss.; WPOR
PortMelvifnd,
Me.;
WIKC
Bogalusa,
KERG
tyjLigene, Ore.; KFRB Fairbanks,La.; Alaska;
Iism 1'TFI
GB SanTwinDiego;
KREL
Bay
town,
Falls, Idaho;
WFBM Tex.;
InInc.i anapolis;
WMCK
McKeesport,
Pa.;
MIL
Milwaukee;
WMLS
Sylacauga,
I la.; KCOK Tulare, Calif.; KFOX
Long
; hach, Missoula,
Calif.; KOME
JLSVO
Mont.; Tulsa,
KIHO Okla.;
Sioux
HBdls,
S. D.; KJEF
La.;
LWN Lawrence,
Kans.; Jennings,
KOIL Omaha;
'Ml
RHD
Duncan,
Okla.;
KRLC
Lewiston,
htJ aho; KSOK Arkansas City, Kan.;
MKUd,
3RO Santa
KWBR Calif.;
OakCalif.;Rosa,
KYNOCalif.;Fresno,
WflEIM
Fitchburg,
Mass.; S.WGRO
Bay
JMJontrose,
ty, Mich.;
WELP
Easley,
C;
KUBC
Col.;Liberal,
KGLO Kans.;
Mason KVET
City,
WViwa;
KSCB
4 jstin, Asbury
Texas; KVOA
/!l|JLK
Park, Tucson,
N. J.; Ariz.;
WRR
ulas; WHBINeb.;Newark,
N. J.; KOLT
■t.'ji :ottsbluff,
WELR
Roanoke,
Ala.;
FBR
Baltimore;
WIKK
Erie,
Pa.;
ftDIX Jackson, Tenn.; KSNY Snyder,
;> j*x.; KINETemporary
Kingsville,Licenses
Tex.
Licensesuded on temporary
for following
stations
exfor period
iding Feb.Mandan,
1, 1952: N. basis
KGCU
D.;
KDMS
El
orWWKW
NlPorado, Pasadena,
Ark.; KRNT
Calif.;DesKYAMoines;
San
„ ,||'ancisco;
Lafayette,Utica,
La.; WCBAY.;
Srning, Asheboro,
N.KVOL
Y.; WGAT
ndDor|i!GWR
N. C; CoyWKLXnotN.Lexiii0(,i.:gton,
Ky.
(Chairman
par:ipating); WLOU Louisville, Ky.;

FCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers. Changes, Applications

r

SUMMARY THROUGH OCTOBER 25
jSoX S>COtQ
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Pending
Appls. Hearing
In
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
Grants
AM
Stations
2,302
2,287
120
286
Stations
653
10 113
TVFM Stations
108 566
90 95
18*1 454
1712
* On the air.
CALL250 ASSIGNMENTS:
KIWLWashington
Ridgecrest,Court
Calif.House,
(IndianOhio
Wells(TheBcstg.
Co.,House
1240
kc,
w fulltime);
WCHO
Court
Bcstg.
Co.,
1250
kc,
500
w
day);
WSOK
Nashville,
Tenn.
(Nashville
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc.,5001470w kc,
day);La WPRE
Du Cien,
(Prairie
Bcstg.
Co.,
1280
kc,
day);1 kwRBNZ
Junta,ofPrairie
Col.
(Otero
Bcstg.Wis.Co.,
changed
from
KOKO);
KBLA
Burbank,
Calif.
(Bcstrs.
Burbank,
changed
from
KSFV);
KTEL
Walla
Walla,
Wash. Henderson,
(Walla WallaN. Bcstg.
Co., changed
from KWWB
effective Feb. 1,
1952); WBID
C. (Nathan
Frank, changed
from WEKI).
tion of WJOI
dismissed. FCC ordered
Docket Actions . . .
petition
FINAL DECISION
Oct.
22. of WLAY denied. Decision
Ithaca,forN. oral
Y.— presentation
Cornell U. FCCin current
denied
KFYOCo.Lubbock,
Tex.—decision
Plains grantRadio motion
Ecstg.
FCC forissued
proceedings. Deapplication
in facilities
22.
froming1340
kc, 250
w,change
fulltime,
to 790 televisioncision Oct.allocation
kc, 5 kwtions. day,
1 kwapplication,
night, DA;as condiFCC denied
Actions . . .
ofAM Lubbock
County
Bcstg.
Co. for mod.,
new Non-Docket
TRANSFER GRANTS
station
on
790
kc,
night. Decision Oct. 19.5 kw day, 1 kw involuntary
WISR-AM-FM
Butler,
Pa.— Granted
transfer
of control
Butler
INITIAL DECISION
Bcstg. Co., licensee,
from
David H.E.
Radio Rosenblum,
Sacramento,
Calif.
—
Capitol
deceased,
to
Sarash
Enterprises.
Hearing
Examiner
ElizaRosenblum,
executrix
of
Mr.
Rosenbeth C. Smith issued initial decision blum's estate. Granted Oct. 22.
WSIX-AM-FM
Nashville,
Tenn.of li-—
lookingtion, 1380toward
AM sta- Granted
kc, 1 ofkw,grant
day,ofDA;new
conditions
assignment
reinter-action
prevention
possible
objectionable
censeR.involuntary
WSIXDraughon
Bcstg. Station,
licensee,
with
KXOA
Sacramento,
Louis
and
Louis
R.to
etc. Decision Oct. 19.
executor
of estate
of Jack
22.M.Draughon,
Draughon,
deceased.
Granted
Oct.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Daylight
Bcstg.
Co.Ala.,
Inc.,andSheffield,
WESC-AM-FM
S. C—
Granted
transfer ofGreenville,
control Greenville
Ala.,
WJOI
Florence,
WLAY
Muscle
Shoals,
Ala.—
FCC
ordered
grant
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee, from ofChristie
K.
Russell
as
administratrix
estate
offor application
of
Daylight
Bcstg.
Co.
new AM station, 1380 kc, 1 kw, Russell
Scott Russell,
deceased, (56%)
to Christie
K.ofto
as
individual
and
daytime,
provided
Daylight
applies
within 60 days for mod. CP specifying
G. Furman
executive
ner Alester
FurmanJr.,
Co.,
agents partand
transmitter site, etc. FCC ordered peti- Alester
brothers
inG.(44%).
sales
ofMr.securities,
real
estate,
etc.
Furman
WOV
New
York;
WSMB
New
Orleans;
$44,000 for his interest. Granted Oct.pays22.
WTIL
Mayaguez,
P.
R.;
WTNJ
Trenton,
N.Washington;
J,; WWBZ KBND
Vineland,
J.; WWDC
KGTJ Honolulu,
— Granted
as-A.
licenseHawaii
fromPublishing
Marion Co.
Bend,N. Ore.;
KCSB Mulrony
andsignment ofAdvertiser
San
Bernardino,
Calif.;
KMCMCol.;McMinnLtd.
to Advertiser
Publishing
Co. Ltd.
ville,
Ore.;
KSTR
Trinidad,
KTAE
Granted
Oct.
22.
Taylor,
Texas; WBBRKFGQBrooklyn;
WTTT
Coral Gables,
Boone,Clinton,
Iowa;
WSNY Schenectady,
N.Western
Y.— Granted
KOKX
Keokuk,Fla.;
Iowa; Mo.;
KWOE
of control
GateOkla.;
KXLW
Clayton,
KXGI
Fort P.acquisition
way Bcstg. Corp.,
licensee,
byA. Winslow
Leighton
from
George
Nelson
Madison,
Iowa;
WARA
Attleboro,
Mass.;
William
G.
Avery.
(See
stories,
KXOB Stockton, Calif.; WEEK Peoria, and
111.;
WHIO
Dayton,
Nor- B»T,
GrantedMar.
Oct. 12,22. 1951, April 3, 1950.)
walk,
Conn.;
KIOX Ohio;
Bay WNLK
City,
Tex.;
WDEM
Providence;
WDOK
Cleveland;
KDDD
acWGRA
Cairo, Brawley,
Ga.; KNAKCalif.;SaltKSWA
Lake
quisitDumas,
ion of control Tex.—
North Granted
Plains Bcstg.
City;
Graham,KROP
Tex.; WCMN Arecibo,
P. R.; Corp., licensee, by J. M. Crabb and
WNDR
N. Y.; KICO
Calexico,
(Comr. Jones
forJones
regularforperiod);
KOL
Calif.; Syracuse,
WPLI Iowa;
Jackson,
KRIB Seattle
regularJones
peMason
City,
KXRJ Tenn.;
Russellville,
riod);(Comr.
WLOLperiod).
Minneapolis
(Comr.
Ark.;
WBEX
Chillicothe,
Ohio;
KDIA
for regular
Auburn,
Calif.;
KGKB
Tyler,
Tex.;
KXOL Fort Worth (Comr. Jones for October 25 Applications . . .
regular period); KCOR San Antonio
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KALE Richland,
Wash.—
CP etc.,
authorizing
frequency
change,Mod.
DA-N,
forWROW-FM
extension Albany,
of completion
date.
N.
Y.—
Mod.
FM station,date.as mod., for extensionCP
ofnewWHP-FM
completion
Harrisburg,
Mod. CP
FM station,
as mod., Pa.—
for extension
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Published by Meridian
ofnewKITE-FM
completion
date.
San
Antonio,
Tex.—
Mod.
CP newfromFM 9.2station,
as8.2mod.,
to change
ERP
kw
to
kw.
ET
LV
License Renewal
BLUE VE
WTVR renewal.
Richmond,
license
AM— 1410Va.—
kc Request for
r
Arthu
;
39555
Col.
On Records: Tony Bennett.
Ft. Myers, Fla. — CP request
new AM station
AMENDED
Prysoek-Dec. 27722; Bill Farrell-MGM 11062
kc 1 kw D toto change
1410 kc 1 kw D.from 1320
Non-exclusively BMI.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KGAE pSalem,
aplication for mod. Ore.—
CP RETURNED
new AM station.
WDSG
Dyersburg,
Tenn. — RETURN-of
ED
application
for
relinquishment
negative control licensee corp. by A.
LeRoy
of 12I,/2%
common Ward
stock through
to RobertsaleWilliam
Ward.of
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Inez
L. ofCrabb
purchase
of 35
shares
stockMr.through
(10%)
$3,500
Elmo ownDuke.
Crabbforand
his22. from
wife
now
57.14%
Granted
Oct.
WWNY-AM-FM Watertown, N. Y.,
and
WMSA-AM-FM
Massena,
N.
Y.—
Granted
involuntary
of from
controlR.The Johnson
BrockwayandCo.,transfer
licensee,
Jessie
John
B.
Johnson,
executors
of estateto ofJohnHaroldB. B.Johnson,
Johndeceased,
executorson,
of estate
ofJohnson,
Harold B.deceased.
Johnson
and
Jessie
R.
Granted Oct. 22.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Lansford, Pa. — Miners Bcstg. Service,
1410 kc, 1 skw,
estimated contruction costdaytime;
$32,250, estimated
first
year operating
$60,000,
matedplicanfirstt is licensee
year expense
revenue
$70,000. estiApof
WPAM-AM-FM
Pottsville, Pa. Filed Oct. 22.
Whitesburg,
Ky.—
KY-VA
Bcstg.
Corp., 920 kc, cost
1 kw, $25,940.43,
daytime; estimated
construction
estimated
first year
cost $50,000,
estimatcipals
ed firsoperating
t year
Prininclude revenue
Charles $80,000.
F. Trivette
(33%%), Virgie,
owner Ky.,
VirgieandMotor
Service,
formerJ.SalesCrosKen-&
tucky(3314%),
state senator;
Kenneth
thwait
general
manager
WLSI
Pikeville, Ky., Mark Webb (33V3%),
advertising
manager
Pikeville
News, Pikeville,
Ky. Filed
Oct. 22.Daily
Bartelestimated
Bcstrs. conInc.,
1570Allentown,
kc, 500strucw,tion Wis.—
daytime;
cost $18,000,
estimated
first
year
operating
cost
$36,000,
estimated
first
year ofrevenue
$48,000.
ApplicantFiledis
licensee
WOKY
Milwaukee.
Oct. 23.
Tarpon1470Springs,
WBOY Bcstg.
Assn.,
kc, 1 Fla.—
kw,costdaytime;
estimated
construction
$28,875,
estim
a
t
e
d
f
i
r
s
t
year
operating
cost $55,000,
estimated
first
year
revenue
$55,000.
Principals include A. H. Turner
(26.375%),
commercial
AM-FM Ann
Arbor,manager
Mich.; WPAGG. D.
Griner (25%),
president
WGRO 50%Bay stockholder
City, Mich.;andF.
Beauregard
(25%),
Department
Store, owner
Milan, Beauregard's
Mich., and
four
Oct. 24.other Michigan residents. Filed
Rockford,
111.—
Winnebago
(Continued on page Bcstg.
96) Co.,
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO
TV
Stations within
Buy
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN, 0.
Ohio's 3rd
Largest Trade Area
WFMJ

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
WATTS
All programs duplicated on
W FM Jon- 105.1
FM Meg.
50,000 Watts
Head ley-CALL
Reed Co.,
National Representatives
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1330 kc, 500costw,$50,000,
daytime;
estimated
construction
estimated
first
year operating
expenses
$60,000,
estimatedarefirstVincent
year revenue
$72,800. (75%),
Partners
S.
Barker
president,
treasurer,
generalstockholder
manager,
chief engineer
and111.,50.3%
WFRL
Freeport,
and Howard
Monk
(25%),
owner
Howard
H. MonkH.
& Assoc.
Advertising
ford,
111. Filed
Oct. 24. Agency, RockCovington,
La. —w,Dr.daytime;
Sireno E.estimated
Bowers
Jr.,
1380 kc, cost
500
construction
$12,420,
estimated
first
year
operating
cost
$27,600,
estimated
first year revenue $30,500. Dr. Bowers
is a physician
leans. Filed Oct.and 24.surgeon, New Or— DarrellDA-N;
E. Yates,
1260Jacksonville,
kc,mated500construction
w,Tex.fulltime,
esticost $31,700,
estim
a
t
e
d
f
i
r
s
t
year
operating
cost
estimated first year revenue $42,000,
$49,800.
Applicant
is
licensee
of
KRBA-AM-FM
Lufkin, Tex. Filed Oct. 24.
FM APPLICATIONS
Paris,252),111. ERP
— Paris1 kw;
Bcstg.estimated
Co., 98.3conmc
(Ch.
struction cost $3,550,
estimated
first
year
operating
cost
$7,200,
estimated
first
year ofrevenue
$14,400. Filed
Applicant
licensee
WPRS Paris.
Oct. 24.is
Knoxville,
Tenn.
—
Fulton
High
School,
Ch. 211 (90.1costmc),not250givenw. inEstimated
construction
application.
Station
would
be
non-commercial, educational. Filed Oct. 24.
TV APPLICATIONS
Fairmont,
W. Va. —mc),
Fairmont
Co.,
Ch.
35
(596-602
ERP 23517.4Bcstg.
kw
visual,
8.7 kwconstruction
aural, antenna
feet;
estimated
cost
$100,580,
first
year
operating
cost
$40,000,
first
year revenue
$50,000.
Applicant is liand WJPB
mont,censee
W. Va.WWW Filed
Oct. 19.(FM) FairMilwaukee,
Wis.
—
Bartell
Bcstrs.,
Ch.
19 (500-505
mc),antenna
ERP 17.28
kw550visual,
8.64
kw aural,construction
height
feet;
estimated
cost
$198,508,
estimatedestimated
first yearfirstoperating
cost
$150,000,
year revenue
$175,000.
licensee
Milwaukee.Applicant
Filed isOct.
23. of WOKY
Charleston,
W. Va.— Chemical
City
Bcstg.
Co., experimental
UHFfrequencies
station,
49 (680-686
mc) [or bysuchthe
asCh. may
be
assigned
Commission's Chief,2 Broadcast
Bureau],height
ERP
3320kw feet;
visual,
kw aural,construction
antenna
estimated
cost
not
determinable
because
most
of
the
equipment is of composite nature and
already mental
on station
hand(VHF),
from except
previous$2,000
experifor
uni-directional
radiator
(supporting tower
issalariesonUHF
hand),
$1,000
for $500
employe's
for
one
year
and
for
miscellaneous
(Station
allocated
$5,000Annlicant
forexpenses.
experimental
program.)
proposes
toeffects
investigate
UHF
propagation
and
ofis
very
rough
terrain.
Applicant
licensee
Oct. 23. of WTIP Charleston. Filed
Calif.—mc),
ValleyERPBcstg.
Co.,
Ch.Stockton,
13 (210-216
kw
visual,
kw aural,
antenna14.4height
263 feet;7.2 estimated
construction
cost
$208,657,
first
year
operating
cost
$127,368, revenue
$165,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
ofSacramento,
KXOB
Stockton,
KXOAAM-FM
KXOCowner
Chico,of
KDB
Santa
Barbara,
and
Western
Radio
Inc., San
Francisco
(all in Advertising
California).
Deller
isstockholder
president
and
major (Lincoln
[if
not
only!
in
above
firms.)
Filed Oct. 24.
Austin,
Tex.
—
Capital
City
Television
Co., Ch.estimated
18, ERP construction
200 kw visual,cost100$357.kw
aural:
500,
first $300,000.
year operating
cost
$140,000,
revenue
Charles
Henry
Coffield,
Capital oilCity
Television
Co., isowner
independent
producer
and
operator,
ownerOct.Coffield
house Co.andInc.60%Filed
24. WareTRANSFER REQUESTS
WATM fromAtmore,
Ala.
—Reddoch
Assignment
ofJ.
license
Cyril
W. Southland
and
B. McCrary,
d/bC. asMiniard
Bcstg.
Co.,
to
Tom
(50%)
and
Grady
L. Ingram (50%) for $32,000.WCNU
Mr.
Miniard
Crestview,is engineer-announcer
Fla., and Mr. Ingram is
owner
of
Ingram's
Cafe
and
Tourist
Courts,
Troy, Ala. Filed Oct.
WRJN-AM-FM
Wis.—23.Involuntary transfer of Racine,
control Racine
Bcstg.
Corp., deceased,
licensee, tofrom
Frank
R. Bank
Starbuck,
First
National
Co., Racine,
executor
F.& Trust
R. Starbuck,
deceased.
Filed ofOct.estate24.
WSAU from
Wausau,The Wis.Journal
— Assignment
license
(Theof
Milwaukee
Journal)
to John (49%)
R.Co.Tomek
(51%)
and
Charles
Lemke
tr/as
Inc., forin $160,000.
Mr. isTomek
isWSAU
an attorney
Wausau and
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BUI
CUNIC
SOME 120 radio station officials
heard tips on selling, programming,
research needs and other problems
last week as Broadcast Music Inc.
held its 17th New York program
clinic Monday and Tuesday at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
They heard Howard Meighan,
president of the CBS Radio Division, assert in a luncheon talk
Monday that, although television is
radio's
problem,roleradio
always biggest
have a major
and will
will
never be replaced by the visual
medium. He thought it possible
that the number of radio stations
might ultimately be cut from tonumber.day's 3,000 to perhaps half that
Added to radio, legitimate theatre and motion pictures, he said,
television becomes a "fourth theatre." Each of the four has its
own dominant performers and artisans, he continued, and each will
continue to have its own special
WOOL

SALE
FCC Sets Hearing
SALE of WCOL Columbus from
Pixleys Inc. to Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer for $100,000
[B«T,ing Dec.Sept.
3] was set for hearlast week.6 in Washington by FCC
It was one of the actions taken
during the past fortnight which
saw 33 changes of station ownership approved, and 10 requests for
sale approval filed.
Overlap among WCOL and
Sawyer-owned WIZE Springfield
and WING Dayton, all in Ohio, is
principal reason for hearing, according to the issues listed.
Among changes of ownership approved, FCC granted sale of
KOME Tulsa to John Brown U.
for $200,000 [B*T, Sept. 24],
WLDS-AM-FM Jacksonville, 111.,
to Jacksonville Radio & Television
Broadcasting Corp. for $100,000;
WLAD Danbury, Conn., to Lee Hat
President James B. Lee for $30,000
(75% interest) ; KWSL Lake
Charles, La., to WBOK New
Orleans principals Jules J. Paglin
and Stanley W. Ray Jr. for $35,000.
Leading requests for FCC approval of sales was that of WSAU
Wausau, Wis., owned by the Milwaukee Journal (WTMJ-AM-TV)
to local businessmen
John R. Tomek ,
and Charles Lemke (51% and 49%
stock interest respectively) for
$160,000. Mr. Tomek is a major
stockholder in WOBT Rhinelander,
Wis.Details on applications and grants
are in FCC Roundup, Page 95.
.iority
of WOBT
lander,dent,stockholder
Wis.
Mr.and Lemke
is vice Rhinepresidirector
stockholder
Underwood Veneer
Co.,
Wausau. in Filed
Oct. 24.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL26, FMdeletions
date
Jan. 1:
AM
59,Port
TV to1.Huron,
New since
deletion:
WTTH-FM
Mich.—
Times Herald Co., license, Oct. 22. The
Liunsound. censee felt operation economically

Reviews Selling, Program

audiences and attractions.
York, reviewed ways of "makin
Monday's clinic sessions were theImprovement
most of music."
of station
presideddent over
by
NBC
Vice
Presiwas
seen by Michael
Hanna,servic
get
William S. Hedges as the
eral
manager
of
Cornell
U.
day's chairman and called to order WHCU Ithaca, as the key to bette
by
Co-Chairman
and BMI Vice financial and all-around conditio
President
Roy Harlow.
President Lewis Avery of Avery- of stations. Joseph T. Connoll;
Knodel Inc., station representa- vice president in charge of pre1 ,r.
firm, opened
discussion
for WCAU Philadelphia, re' ^
with antion outline
of thethevarious
kinds grams
lated
viewsgoodon the
need for
coil 1M
sistently
planning
of prq
of stationsentative
data
which
a
repreneeds in order to sell
time for the station.
BMI President Carl Haverlin pr*i(,»
Tom Tinsley, president of WITH grams.
Baltimore and WLEE Richmond, sided over the luncheon session] fe
stressed the importance of good
The Code
salesmanship in all phases of sta(Continued from page 6U)
tion operation, and Ted Cott, general manager of WNBC-AM-FM broadcasting industry, must tread
and WNBT (TV) New York, em- narrow path.
"Television is no longer an ii
phsaosniazleidtyt"heanvalue
stationit. "perd how toof build
is grown
and it ofougl fltl
not toit make
the upmistakes
After a resume of "Copyright fant;
Hints
and Robert
Pitfalls"J. Burton
by BMI andVicea big brother, radio. Even more tha
President
talk on the importance of local radio broadcasting, it must be cot
stantly awarethatthat
it is a hon#ic
news by E. R. Vadeboncoeur, vice commodity;
its programs
cai
president and general manager of not
be based solely on the shov
WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse, the manship
which can go into a legit
findings of a WHDH Boston "out- mate theatre or nightclub. It mu^
of-home listening" survey were
only adopt
an intelligent
presented by WHDH Managing not
of conduct
on these
premises, butcoc
Director William B. McGrath.
must
make
sure
that
code ha jgj
be enforcecj
In a discussion of "A Minute vs. teeth and that it can the
an Inch," Frank E. Pellegrin, vice
"It
will
not
do
merely
to
piousl
president and secretary of H-R hope that all television broadcast
Representatives Inc., emphasized ers will conform to its precept
that "radio is bigger than ever" — If the great viewing public know
the "biggest, most effective and that
the industry means to do a
most economical advertising me- effective
of policing itself,
diumthough
in theTV cutsworld"
and that, andal- eluding a job
willingness to control th
into —newspaper
as well as the progran
magazine
reading, "the
peo- commercial
it will respond and the televisio
ple own television
sets,longer
the more
industry
will
enjoy a new confidenc
theyHe goreiterated
back to radio
that listening."
newspapers by the American people."
Sen.
William
Bentonto (D-Conn.)
and
magazines andshould
be "forced"
of legislation
set up
by advertisers
agencies
to sup- author
National
Citizens
Advisory Boan
ply inch-by-inch readership figures
on advertising, just as radio sup- on Radio and Television, befor
plies minute-by-minute figures on leaving Washington for Connecti
listening. He said radio should cut, said he had not read th
raise its rates while newspapers code
but that he was very mucl eric
and magazines should cut theirs. interested in the action.
understood that Sen. Ben
Carleton McVarish, MBS audi- ton,It was
he might approve th
ence promotion manager, put em- step while
in
thereservations.
general sense,views
sti] ens
p
h
a
s
i
s
o
n
the
value
of
a
station's
would
have
knowing what its local, home audi- on industry codes were His
expressed
ence is doing — and of trying to
an article "Television With i
reach and serve that audience. El- in
Conscience,"
25 | f
liott Sanger, executive vice presi- The
Saturday printed
Review Aug.
of Litera
dent of WQXR New York, ap- ture. An extract follows :
proached the programming quesexperts estimate that withii ,
tion from the standpoint of music. fiveTheyears
advertisers
He said "there is no substitute for least a billion
dollars awillyearspend
to bu;a
TV time and program talent. I havi »:
that the network executive
Jim music."
Brown, radio-TV public re- noare doubt
good
busy drafting codes for good pro
lations director for BBDO, told
and that they are discuss
the clinic advertising agencies ex- gramming,
ing many
public-service
programs. menThenii
pect stations, primarily, to promote are
able
and remarkable
clients'
programs
and
to
report
this
fast-moving,
competitive
the promotion to the agency. Thus, try. I have warned my friends indus
in thi
he said, both the agency and the industry that they face a storm o It
public protest if they surrender com
station are helped.
pletelyrealize
to triviality,
and many o
Walter Haase, manager and sec- them
it.
retary of WDRC Hartford, called
But
I
am
not
optimistic
attention to the value of fresh, up- efforts. I have seen codesabout
and thei^
good flisr
to-date programming and pro- intentions before. I remember 192*
and 1933
and history
1938 andof 1943—
gram ideas, while Dick Pack, pro- years
in the
radio the kej
gram director of WNEW New
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Educators
(Continued from page 63)
"■^.xprets in part as a personal aton me."of the letter read by the
<ickPortion
i anator said the American people
;e!7jlire deeply aroused over the potena Jjal of television as a social force."
l'up The
asserted:
ibftjlj
not Porter
believe letter
you can
foreclose"I
jf]^,; scussion of these vital considerainnoiliftis by ill-conceived efforts to
ifaia„rjj.irned
near those
conabout who
the are
use sincerely
of this great
edium
in
our
daily
lives."
: rir Referring to the Senators cothe Benton bill — Sens,
:a nt >onsoring
enton, John W. Bricker (R-Ohio),
everett Saltonstall (R-Mass.) and
ester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.)— Mr.
6rter said their interest "is a
iflection of the widespread concern
; the people of this country on
is subject.
f'l treats
am surethisthatin thea sincere
industry anditan j^lf
ijective manner, and I suggest
of iifiat unless the staff of its associatiia iDn takes a similar attitude it will
the industry a disservice and
homay invite really unpalatable renistanns carp:lies."Rubicam Commendation
Nf ! In his letter to Sen. Benton, Mr.
ubicam said "my hat is off to you
good fight."
Mr.yourRubicam
said that in asking
p the advisory board to aid the
lblic,
FCC "inof
inking Congress
through theandproblems
ns new force that has been thrust
us, you are certainly on as
am »on
ne and reasonable ground as any
M'an could be on.'
' ""'ieTelevision,
"free interest,
to serve
full rangehe said,
of public
id not confined to the narrow
nge of advertiser interest, is the
;st hope I know of to help us
eet the strain which modern comexity puts on the process of selfivernment
Points madein bya free
Mr. society."
Rubicam inaded:
19 Radio has not served the
merican people as well as it
ight to largely because of "the
jimination of radio by the adverser."
© However, advertising is inspensable
a "modern
econ-if
ny . . . thein public
will free
benefit
levision continues to be a major
ivertising medium."
6 He's against "a monopoly of
dio and television by advertisers"
-ithiijiilerein choice of programs for the
'blic "is more of a theory than a
" advertiser reaching for
(#|iCt.The
0 greater mass appeal for his ra3 or TV program will either
nade his program down or give
1 up in favor of a new one.
% Educators rightly protest asrtions that schools and colleges
,e to blame for educational short^mings. People have "a lot betI chance of escaping the worst"
,vethein field
radio."of print "than they
Reasons for radio "limita■'ms" compared to printed media
(OADCASTING
• Telec

AGENDA for two-day sales conference of Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters in
Cleveland gets a once over from this group of Buckeye radiomen (I to r):
Carl George, WGAR Cleveland; Len Nasman, WFMJ Youngstown, OAB director; Robert Ferguson, WTRF Bellaire, vice president of association; John McCormick, WTAM Cleveland; Carlton Dargusch, OAB counsel; L. A. Pixley,
WCOL Columbus, OAB president; Jack Maurer, WHK Cleveland; William
Lemmon, WJW Cleveland; Robert C. Fehlman, WHBC Canton, OAB secretary-treasurer. Ses ions were held Thursday and Friday (see story page 34).
are (1) physical restriction on
number of stations, and (2) the adRogers
(Continued
from Suit
page 63)
in radiopublic
"largely
determ-in
ines whatvertiser the
is offered
licity
purposes
other
than
the that
picentertainment and information
tures, the jurist held, however,
through his power of acceptance Republic permitted the cowboy
or rejection
and be-of star to exercise all rights under
cause he isoftheprograms,
sole source
that
clause. Hethatadded
"the
only difference
can that
be drawn
broadcasting
% We are revenue."
facing an age where was the consideration that he [Mr.
Rogers] should go out and make
"a
higherwe and
of what
take higher
in will percentage"
be through additional money from that source
radio and TV.
rather than have to pay him an
% Subscription television, such additional salary . . . ."
Satisfied from evidence that comas "Phonevision, Suscriber-Vision
mercial advertising rights are of
and
Telecoin,"
serves
purpose
of
tremendous
value, the jurist opined
bringing services to the public
which otherwise would not be ob- that he was "satisfied that the principal element of that value is the
tainable through advertiser TV —
of [Mr.] Rogers to control
although both should exist side-by- right
side.
it." He added that "from the evidence in the
from [Mr.]
con# voted
Educational
betweencase
the and
parties,
primarily to TVbroadstations
public "deed- Rogers tracts
has
gone
to
great
lengths
ucation by qualified institutions" and taken considerable pains in
can
much educational
to provide and
for "more
of controlling the prodand dobetter
infor- the matter
ucts with which his name was conmational programs . . ." Commercial subscription
ed. . . ." could see no distinccontributions
in these broadcasters'
fields, would
Judge nectHall
be secondary
to
tion between the phrases "commertional station. those of the educacial advertising" and "commercial
Sen. Benton told the Senate he tie-ups."
In his opinion from testimony offered, they both mean the
had sent the letter, after obtaining
same
thing.
The jurist declared it
Mr. Rubicam's permission, to Nor- would be difficult
for him to beman Cousins, editor of The Saturlieve
that
there
day Review of Literature and that
tion between the was
two. some distincthe letter would be published by
Conceding that Republic has
the magazine "within the next right
to telecast its pictures, Judge
week or two" as sn article.
Construction
(Continued f •om page 29)
and other items but
chorus predicting severe cutbacks refrigerators
"the other end of the distribution
in radio-TV appliance and other line"
—
manufacturing
— shows a
consumer hard goods.
Lewis Allen Weiss, assistant scarcity.
Electronics
manufacturers
also
administrator for the National
Production Authority and former are affected by a new DPA direcMutual-Don Lee executive, told a
tive which terminates a 60-day
luncheon session of the U. S. Cham- moratorium on the issuance of taxber of Commerce on Oct. 17 writeoff certificates. Under the new
that shortages of civilian products setup, however, manufacturers
will increase during the first two must obtain approval from DPA
quarters of 1952. He said reports for amortization before proceeding
of
inventories
expansion
new facilisomeso-called
durable "glut"
goods are
misleadingof with plant
ties. Previously,
they orcould
apply
in some instances.
Dealers may be bulging now for writeoffs after commencing
construction.
with radio and television sets,

Hall went on to say that the studio
"does not have the right to televise them under any commercial
sponsorshipvertising,
or tocommercial
use them
for ador publicity
purpose for anything else than the
express reservation, to wit, for the
purpose of advertising the product,
that is to say, advertising the picthemselves."
Mr.troltures
Rogers
has thesponsorship
right to con-or
any commercial
any advertising, commercial or
publicity purposes to which his
name, voice or likeness is attached
for other than the motion picture
which Republic has already made,
the opinion continued.
The jurist further ruled that any
use byora likeness
sponsor ofin the
star's name,
voice
connection
with
any
product,
"whether
that
is
used
as an rectattention
or as a di-or
or indirectgetter
endorsement
otherwise," is a commercial use.
The whole purpose is to sell something, whether a tangible article
such as a shoe or boot, or an intangible article, such as a service
which is given by radio or television," he noted. Judge
Hall ofcame
to the conclusion
that use
the
pictures on TV as a sustainer is
also a commercial use — it advertises the station telecasting it.
Republic's Agreement
Judge Hall based this last conwith theclusionAFMupon Republic's
to pay intoagreement
its trust
fund the 5% of gross time charges
even if its films were shown on TV
as a sustainer.
The five week trial, which started Sept. 13, was watched with keen
interest by both TV and movie industries. Mr. Rogers earlier had
obtained a temporary restraining
order barring Republic from releasing his films to TV.
The cowboy star's legal victory
may
signal complete
the multi-million
dollar collapse
business ofof
releasing old movies to TV.
Martin Gang, attorney for Gene
Autry, last week announced he will
file suit against Republic on behalf of that radio, TV and movie
cowboy singing star, to prevent that
studio from selling or leasing his
old pictures to TV. Mr. Autry has
contemplated such a suit for several months and his attorney said
it would be filed upon the cowboy
star's return to Hollywood from a
current personal appearance tour.
General feeling in Hollywood is
that similar suits by other performers against various motion picture
producers
shouldforRe-a
public losecould
out onresult,
its appeal
reversal of the U. S. District Court
decision.
Isaac Leaves WCFL
GEORGE ISAAC has resigned as
commercial manager of WCFL,
Chicago Federation of Labor station, to devote all his time to
WCNT Centralia, 111., which he
owns. Mr. Isaac was commercial
manager of WCFL four years, and
was associated with the station 15
years. His sales work at WCFL
will be taken over by Art Harre,
new general manager.
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TECHNICAL NEEDS STUDIED
FOR CONVENTION COVERAGE
MORE THAN 2,000 radio and all TV stations,
as well as five radio and four TV networks,
will carry events from Democratic and Republican National Conventions in Chicago next
year, Bill Henry, Mutual newscaster and chairman of convention committee of Radio-Television Correspondents Assn., said in Chicago
Friday.
He conducted meeting there with representatives of stations and networks in effort to determine technical needs for broadcast media
coverage.
requirements
of eachin New
network will be Final
submitted
to his committee
York Thursday, after which they will go to
National Committees.
Mr. Henry's
convention
assistants
are superintendents
of Congressional
radio galleries, Harold McGrath for Senate
and Robert Menough for House. Group works
with Ken Fry and Ed Engle of Democratic
and Republican National Committees, respectively. Although convention site has not
been set, it is believed Chicago stadium will
be chosen. International Amphitheatre is
thought by many to have better convention
and press facilities but is located five miles
south of business and hotel "Loop" area, while
stadium is only mile-and-a-half west. Costs
of radio-TV installations have been estimated
at $500,000, and will presumably be paid by
sponsor.
AGENCY CAN MAKE MONEY
ON TV, SAYS BEN DUFFY
THERE'S something wrong with an agency's
system
of operating
it can't makeis money
in
television,
becauseif opportunity
there,
Ben Duffy, president of BBDO, said in answer
to questions posed by Walter Craig, vice president in charge of radio and television, Benton
& Bowles, at meeting of 4-A Central Council in Chicago Friday (early story page 29).
Mr. TV.
Duffy and Mr. Craig appeared in duologue
on
Despite frequent agency claims that TV
billings do not bring them enough revenue,
Mr. Duffy said BBDO "makes as much money
from pendTVon close
as anything
else,"costandchecking
profits and
deinter-agency
billing extras to clients.
Mr. Duffy said expenses of network TV are
justified by good sales results. "Coverage is
secondary
effect changes
on overallmust
sales,"be
he said. Heto impact
insistedandbasic
made to bring in new talent.
Mr. Craig said best news TV has had for
long time is that ulcers can be cured in
two weeks.
SAFEGUARDS CONSIDERED
FOR NARTB TV CODE
REVAMPING of parts of NARTB TV code
(early story page 64) to protect NARTB, stations and networks from civil and antitrust
suits will take place following Friday meeting
of over dozen lawyers representing TV clients
with NARTB legal staff. Meeting held at
association headquarters in Washington.
Antitrust peril in awarding and removal of
seal pointed out by attorneys, with danger of
triple damages in some cases. Ban on liquor
advertising might run into conspiracy action,
it was pointed out, though stations individually
can adopt own policies. Doubt also voiced on
language
in paragraph
products ofusedintimate
nature. covering personal
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PITTSBURGH-ST. LOUIS
MICROWAVE RELAY
PLANS for $6,100,000 radio-relay system between Pittsburgh and St. Louis
revealed in application filed with FCC
by AT&T Friday. System, to include 23
microwave stations, would utilize existing relay system connecting Columbus,
Dayton and Indianapolis, as its central
link and would form second East-West
microwave route across Midwest. Plans
call for initial use of new system for
telephone service in mid-1953, with several TV channels becoming subsequently
available. One westbound and two eastbound TV channels are now in use between Dayton and Columbus, two westbound between Dayton and Indianapolis.
Area is connected to nationwide TV networks by Dayton-Toledo coaxial cable
link.
PRODUCTION AUTHORITY
ISSUES SECURITY RULES
RULES governing security information at Defense Production Adm. and National Production Authority announced Friday by Manly
Fleischmann, DPA-NPA administrator.
Carrying
out President's
executive order
(see
story page
30), Mr. Fleischmann
said
safeguards will be followed in information
concerning national security but all other will
be available to public. "We must never forget that the American people have a fundamental right to non-security information
regarding the activities of government agencies," he said.
DPA-NPA security officers are responsible
for handling of information, he said, with
officials to be assigned to classification. Periodic
review will be made, he said. Assistant admin strator isto be authorized to declassify information. Conflicts will be referred to administrator, with disposition to be recorded with
security committee. Mr. Fleischmann said
these provisions assure exercise of careful
judgment and permanent record of actions.
News media invited to contact assistant administrator incase of complaint.
MRS. FRANCES WALZ BREDBERG
MRS. FRANCES WALZ BREDBERG, president, director and majority stockholder of TriState Broadcasting Co., operators of KTSM
El
Paso,
died Thursday, Oct. 25, in Fort
Worth, Texas.
DuMONT CODE VIEWS
COMMENTING on NARTB TV Code,
Chris J. Witting, director and general
manager of DuMont Television Network,
told Broadcasting • Telecasting Frithat code's
standards
reflect daysame
principlesprogram
that DuMont
has
used to guide its own operation (code
story page 64).
With respect to code's
commercial
and enforcement
sections, he
said these are being studied very carefully
and
that
he
preferred
to
withhold
comment until this study is completed.

PEOPLE..
W. MARSHALL KEELING named to NBC
Merchandising Dept. as assistant manager fo
radio merchandising and FRED M. KIEFEI
joins same department as merchandising dis
trict supervisor. Both have been district man
agers in trade extension (merchandising) divi
sion of American Weekly and Puck, Hears
publications. Mr. Keeling will assist Fred N
Dodge, director of merchandising for NBC, ii
management of merchandising department
Mr. Kiefer will supervise network merchandis
ing operations in one of 12 proposed district
of U. S.
ROBERT E. PHILPOT named sales presenta
tion writer in advertising and sales promotioi
dept., CBS Television Division. He has been
sales presentation writer in research and sale:
development department of ABC, and formerly
was research analyst at Sullivan, Stauffer
Colwell & Bayles, advertising agency.
GEORGE HARRIS, former general representa
tive, named assistant national sales managei
of Philip Morris & Co.
KLAUS LANDSBERG, vice president of Para
mount Television Productions and general man
ager of KTLA (TV) Hollywood recuperating
in Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Los Angeles
from second operation in 10 days.
HAL DAVIS, vice president and publicity director, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has
been appointed vice president in charge of promotion and publicity for agency. Herb Landon
assistant publicity director, named publicity
director. Mr. Davis continues as member of
agency plans board.
JOE HEROLD, former chief engineer and
general manager of WOW-TV Omaha, who
engineered construction of Union Radio TV
Havana,
now installing
outlet for Televisao Paulista,
Sao Paulo,TVBrazil.
RALPH FUREY, Columbia U. director o:
athletics and co-chairman of National Col
legiate Athletic Assn. TV Committee, will b
guest speaker at bi-weekly Radio Executive
Club luncheon in New York Thursday. Hi;
topic:
"Howcommemorate
Has Television
Affected Sports
Club will
work
broadcast
25 years Nov.
ago. 15 first NBC net
JAMES HAUSMAN, Badger, Browning &
Hersey, N. Y., to Geyer, Newell & Ganger,
same city, as senior copy writer.
EXAMINER REVERSED
FCC reversed initial decision of hearini
examiner, ordered record reopened in case of
new AM stations on 1450 kc with 250 w foi
Inglewood, Escondido, Oceanside, Calif. In
Memorandum Opinion and Order issued Friday, FCC told examiner to hold further heatdetermine
whetherings onairInglewood
hazard is application
involved and tointerference
with KALI Pasadena. Examiner last yeai
recommended grant of new facilities to Centinela Valley Broadcasting Co. for Inglewood
and Balboa Radio Corp. for Escondido. E
aminer also proposed to deny Crescent Bi
Broadcasting Co. for Santa -Monica and
Oceanside Broadcasting Co. for Oceansidf
[B«T, Sept.
4, 1950].
affirmed examiner':
denial
of Santa
MonicaFCCapplication.
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Virginia: state

What does leadership spring from? It's hard to sayyet it's safe to link that unique quality to alertness,
ingenuity, practical idealism, and a pioneering spirit.
Virginia is aptly termed the State of Presidents.
Among the nation's leaders, Washington, Jefferson,
Madison, Tyler, Taylor, Monroe, William Harrison,
and Wilson all called the Old Dominion home.
Is it coincidence that the State of Presidents
led the way when the revolutionary air duo,
radio and television, first dawned on the horizon?
Is it coincidence that WMBG, WCOD (FM) and WTVR.
First Stations of Virginia, lead sponsors
right into the hearts of their vast audiences?

Mount Vernon-

WMBG

of presidents

am WCOD

FM

WTVR
Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

tv

New portable radiotelephone, of less weight but longer range, designed and built by RCA enginec

You've read how useful our Armed Forces
found their portable "walkie-talkie" radiotelephones. Now this almost indispensable instrument has become even more efficient.
At the Signal
Corps' the
request,
undertook
to streamline
older, RCA
heavierengineers
model
—which many a soldier of World War II called
"the backie-breakie." Following principles of subminiaturization— pioneered at RCA Laboratories
—every one of its hundreds of parts was redesigned. Models were built, tested, rebuilt, and
A J* 43 JO

finally RCA came up with an instrument weighing only 29 pounds. Its range is double that of the
World War II model.
Even more important, RCA was able to beat the
most optimistic estimate of the time needed to design
such an instrument by nearly three months. Signal
Corps engineers have called this "A major engineering and production achievement."
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and electronics
at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St., New York. Admis ion isfree. Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
COf*I>OJ2Ji'rfOM

Comparison with the older model po
able radiotelephone shows how succe
fully
RCA their
engineers
have reduced
size with
new instrument.

of JiMGJBJCJl
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Advertising dollars have to do double duty these days. And
that's why more and more national advertisers are turning to
W-I-T-H in Baltimore. Because on W-I-T-H, advertisers get
MORE for LESS!
ELECASTING
Starts on page

You get MORE listeners-per-dollar— far more!— than from
any other radio or TV station in town. You get this huge, responsive audience at amazingly low cost. For profitable results,
W-I-T-H is the real bargain buy in Baltimore.
Just call your Headley-Reed man. He'll give you all the facts.
The results station
Baltimore, AM.

WITH

year
TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT — REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

Al Tiffany-Agricultural Specialist-conductor of FARM WORID TODAY

Vlor
YOU

A SPECIALIZED PROGRAM FOR A SELECTIVE MARKET.

FAMOPTODAY!
. . . Presenting all the basic, up-to-date information needed in
the business of agriculture, to one of the greatest farm radio
audiences in the Midwest.
FARM WORLD TODAY, broadcast Monday through Saturday, 1 1 :3011:55 A.M., is an example of WLS specialized programming for a large
and important selective market — those people, men and women, whose
basic economy is dependent upon agriculture. Conducted by Al Tiffany,
WLS Agricultural Specialist, FARM WORLD TODAY boasts one of
the greatest farm radio audiences in the Midwest. They listen for information essential to the business of agriculture . . .
• New Crop Possibilities!
• Forecast of important crop and livestock potentials!
• Labor saving devices — weather — markets !
• Local, National and International news affecting agriculture!
F. C. Bisson, Market Specialist,
presents
latest market
• Projects of leading agricultural organizations —
tion on FARM
WORLD informaTODAY
including farm women groups!
... all important to all members of Midwest farm families because of the
growing significance of possible war economy; heightened interest in
market reports; ever present concern over weather conditions, and the
need to keep abreast of the very latest agricultural developments.
From your point of view, FARM WORLD TODAY offers tremendous
commercial possibilities. Sold on an economical participation basis, this
program's
yieldsinstant
quickerbuyer
acceptance
in each salesinherent
messageprestige
— begetting
action. and firmer belief
Through years of service to the vast agricultural industry, by such
programs as FARM WORLD TODAY, WLS has emerged as the undisputed agricultural leader in the Midwest — the result of planned programming and service by the largest informed agricultural staff in radio.
Your Blair man has complete details on WLS agricultural leadership.
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK — REPRESENTED BY

BLAIR & COMPANY

Question;

how

fa doe*.

$

34

or

i
•

$

•?

68

?
a week

Fall River,

go

on

Mass,

o4

©4 ndwer:

For $34.00 a week — 5 one-minute
announcements — each with a guaranteed rating of 6.0 in Fall River
and 2.0 in New Bedford.
Total
Rating
points — Fall
River
...
Total
Rating points — New
Bedford
* Based upon a 52 week basis

WSAR

30.0
10.0

For $68.00 a week — 10 one minute announcements— each with a guaranteed
rating of 6.0 in Fall River and 2.0 in
New Bedford.
Total
Rating points — Fall
River
Total
Rating points — New
Bedford

.... 20.0
** Based upon a 20 week basis — lower yet if
bought on a 52 week basis

is, the „„ly FALL RI
VER-NEW
wh,ch delivers large
audiences

5000W

1480K<

60.0

BEDFORD
stati„„
in both eities

FALL

National Representatives HEADLE
Y-REED

RIVER, MASS.

COMPANY

Mrs. Jean Dale (center). Secretary, Wilmington Women's
Bowling Association, and Miss Margaret Bader (right),
highest single game bowler for women in the State of
Delaware, discuss bowling techniques with George Frick
who conducts "The Sporting Scene" on WDEL-TV.

... is on WDEL-TV each night at 6:45 conducted
by George Frick. The program is broad and versatile in content. Typical of these programs is the one shown above
when women bowlers demonstrated bowling techniques.
Another feature has been a series of golf instructions conw
ducted bya local professional. Football coaches have been
called upon to give diagrammatic instruction in plays
and new rules thus increasing the average sports fan's
enjoyment and understanding of the game. Young hopefuls have received professional instruction through baseball clinics. With many such activities on "The Sporting
Scene," WDEL-TV serves its listeners by planning these
so they are not merely reportorial but useful,
s,, programs
informative and constructive. This program for sports
Sport
Jl
fans is one of many public service features telecast for
Sc
en
WDEL-TV viewers in the many communities it serves.
e
WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,
DELAWARE
WDELIs
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Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES Chicago . San Francisco . New York . Los Angeles
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SHORTLY TO BE announced will be sale of
WCOP Boston by Cowles interests (Des Moines
Register Tribune, Minneapolis Star Journal,
.Look, Quick, KRNT, WNAX) to T. V. Baker
!jr. and A. G. Beaman, owners of WKDA
Nashville. Amount $150,000. Transaction being negotiated through brokerage firm of
Howard Stark, New York. Cowles originally
acquired station in 1944 for $225,000.
CBS RADIO station relations and top brass
burning midnight oil evolving sales structure
which will permit network to "remain competitive" with NBC by virtue of that network's revolutionary basic economic plan
[B«T, Oct.
also see
23, 54].due It's
expected CBS8,Radio
plan,pages
probably
before
Dec. 1,workwill,
like
NBC's,
eliminate
"must"
netbuys and permit advertisers to pick and
choose markets, taking into account TV. CBS
Radio plan also expected to have dollar floor
| (NBC's is 75% of rate card.)
ALTHOUGH IT hasn't been mentioned in
j news reports, new Democratic Committee
Chairman Frank E. McKinney and FCC Chairman Wayne Coy are close personal friends,
dating
"barefoot"ownsdaysinterests
in their innative
Indiana.backMr. toMcKinney
four
Indiana stations (see page 28).
CHANGES COMING UP in ABC West Coast
operations.
Phillipson,
attorney
who's
been
working Bill
in ABC
television
department,
slated to become West Coast head pending completion of ABC merger with United Paramount Theatres. Phil Hoffman, general manager KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, to become
manager of ABC's KECA-TV Los Angeles.
Donn
continues Robert
as ABC'sE. TV
head wason
Coast.Tatum
ABC President
Kintner
to fly coastward over weekend.
QUAKER OATS, in move to promote rural
markets rather than urban, is moving part of
budget from television to radio. Firm will
drop half-hour TV show Sundays on NBC-TV
but will put its Gabby Hayes program (Martin
Stone package) on radio, Sundays, 6-6:30 p.m.
on MBS replacing Challenge of the Yukon.
Quaker will continue to sponsor Hayes five
jitimes a week, 5:15-5:30 p.m. on NBC-TV
ROBERT ELDER, research expert and inventor of Audimeter, formerly with Lever
Bros., now consultant in Boston, to confer this
week with All-Industry Affiliates Committee
on best avenues of approach to research demradio's salesof punch
and position
i media field. onstratingMeeting
full committee,
underin
Paul W. Morency of WTIC Hartford, to be
t held in New York starting Wednesday noon
l and continuing through Thursday. Subject
jof future meetings with representatives of
jday
Assn.agenda.
of National Advertisers also on lVz
' CHANGES IN TOP executives of Canadian
\ Broadcasting Corp. will be announced soon
(Continued on page 6)
jriBROADCASTING
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RADIO LISTENING UP
IN HOMES WITH TV
RADIO LISTENING in TV homes, in proportion to listening in homes equipped with radio
only, showed gain during the past year, according to index released by A. C. Nielsen Co.
late last week. Listening in both groups showed
normal increase during the winter months, it
was pointed out, followed by expected seasonal
dropconnection
with arrival
warm-weather
In
with oftotal
number of months.
homes
reached, it was explained that the 7.4 percent
in column A represents 945,000 — or about one
million — radio-listening families.
Following table released by Nielsen research
firm presents figures for an average minute
day:
during period 7-11 p.m., Monday through FriABC
Quarterly TV Homes AM-Only Homes Percent of
Period Using Radio Using Radio A to B
Oct.-Dec, '50 8.2% 34.4% 23.8%
Jan.-Mar., '51 9.8 36.9 26.6
Apr.-June, '51 7.4 28.8 25.7
July-Sept., '51 6.8 21.7 31.3

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
BLOCK DRAMA # Block Drug (toothpaste), to sponsor Dick Tracy half -hour TV
show on WABD (TV) New York and KSTPTV St. Paul starting mid-December, aiming at
juvenile audience. Agency, Cecil & Presbrey,
N. Y.
GILLETTE CLASSIC # Gillette Safety Razor
Co. to sponsor broadcast of Army-Navy football game Sat., Dec. 1, on MBS, which has
carried game since 1946. Broadcast starts at
1:15 p.m. from Philadelphia. NBC-TV to
carry TV version. Agency, Maxon Inc., N. Y.
AUTO SERIES ® Kaiser-Frazer Dealers
sponsoring TV mystery with Betty Furness
Sun., 7:30-8 p.m. on ABC-TV, Nov. 4 through
Dec. 2; shifts to Adventures of Ellery Queen
starting Dec. 9. Agency. William H. Weintraub
& Co., N. Y.
KELLOGG ACQUIRES $ Kellogg Co., Battle
Creek, Mich., has bought Pacific Coast plant of
(Continued on page 1H)

Radiation Law Advisory Group Accepted
APPOINTMENT of voluntary broadcast ad- sought legislation to clear up possible legal
visory committee to cooperate with FCC in en- difficulties.
forcing new Radiation law (S-537) accepted
Government still working on plans for conin principle Friday by White House in meeting
trol of TV stations in emergencies.
with Broadcast Advisory Council. Judge Justin
Proposed order contains paragraph specifyMiller, NARTB board chairman, is council
ing "that stations
must beto kept
on airat asearliest
much
chairman.
as possible
and returned
operation
BAC members met with Joseph Short, Presi- feasible moment after shutdowns. Mr. Short
dent Truman's press-radio secretary, at Mr. made plain the government wants maximum
broadcast stations, but at same
Short's
to reviewenforcement
draft of proposed
Executiveinvitation,
Order covering
of law, operation of want
to provide enemy with homwhich amends Communications Act to provide time ingdoesn't
signals. He said broadcasters in general
authority
use or close down
satisfied with proposed order.
tions andtononbroadcast
devicesbroadcast
in case sta-of appeared
Separate section provides that Secretary of
emergency or disaster. [B»T, Oct. 29]. Defense does planning for government station
Officials of other government agencies attended
Friday session.
operation.
Attending White
House
broadcasters
JudgeWasilewski.
Miller,meeting
RalphNealW.for McNaughten,
Hardy,
Thad
Number of changes will be written into were,
Brown,besides
Vincent
Executive Order, with probability its issuance Abiah
Church,
Robert
K.
Richards,
Oscar
Elder,
of
NARTB;
Fred
W.
Albertson,
attorney;
Leon
will be delayed until late this week. Text had all
Brooks,
CBS;
Benand Chatfield.
WMAZ
Macon, Assn.
Ga.,
been approved in principle by government
Ted
Koop,
CBS,
Bill
Ray,
all
for
National
of Radio News Directors; Gustav Margraf. Frank
agencies affected but had not yet cleared Attor- M.
NBC; Paul
O'Bryan, Service;
attorney;William
Ward
Clear Channel
Broadcasting
ney General. change proposed in order would Quail,Russell,
Technical
Roberts,
attorney;
Percy Russell,
attorney;
G. SouthRichard
Shafto,
WIS
Columbia,
S.
C;
John
P.
provide that rules and regulations covering mayd. attorney: Earl M. Johnson, MBS; Karl Hoffshutdown and use of stations be approved by
man,
Buffalo: RobertRochester;
H. Hinckley,
William A.WGRFay,
GeorgeABC;Marcus
Sutton,
entire FCC though possibly enforced by one attorney;
S. A. WHAM
Cisler. WKYW
Louisville;
administrator.
Cohn,
attorney;
William
Dempsey,
attorney;
Frank
At close of meeting it was agreed any further Falknor,
Field CBS;
Enterprises;
William B.CBS;
Lodge.Howard
HowardLane,
Meighan,
Joseph
changes in draft of order would be submitted McDonald.
ABC;
Gilmore
N.
Nunn,
WLAP
Lexingby broadcasters to Judge Miller for submiston.
Ky.;
Stephen
Tuhy,
attorney;
J.
L.
Van
Volkension to Jack Gorrie, chairman, National Secur- burg. CBS: Mortimer C. Watters, WCPO-TV Cincinnati; CharlesMfrs.
Wayland,
Wheeler,attorney:
Radioity Resources Board.
Assn.; attorney;
Martin H.Ed Wilner,
President delegates to FCC power to prepare Television
Chris Witting, DuMont; Kenneth Gapen, Dept. of
Hugh
B.
Terry.
KLZ
Denver;
Clair
engineering plans for station operation during Agriculture;
WGAL Lancaster, Pa.; Arthur R.B.
attack or threat of attack. These would re- McCollough,
Church.
KMBC
G. Loucks,
quire approval of Secretary of Defense and
torney; Arthur Kansas
Mosby, City;
KGVO Philip
Missoula,
Mont. atNSRB.
Mr. Short said FCC and military have been
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
working long time on radiation problem but
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CBS RADIO, OWNED STATIONS
TAKE COVERAGE SERVICE
CBS RADIO and CBS-Owned radio stations
Friday subscribed to audience measurement
and coverage study to be conducted in spring
of 1952 by Standard Audit & Measurement
Services Inc. whose president, Dr. Kenneth H.
Baker, was former research director of
NARTB. Although CBS Radio was first network to subscribe, Dr. Baker said he had commitments from more than 300 stations.
At time he announced new project, Dr.
Baker set deadline for initial subscriptions as
of last weekend, but Friday he said he had
extended this date to Dec. 1, at CBS Radio's
request. Study which his firm will conduct
will be along lines of circulation measurement
done by now defunct BMB.
SPORTS PROMOTION GROUP
APPOINTED BY RTMA
STEPS to promote local radio distributor
activities on behalf of sports events will be
worked out at first meeting of 19-man group
named by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Meeting will be held during Nov. 14-16 RTMA industry conference at Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
New group will operate as subcommittee of
RTMA Sports Broadcasting Committee, according toJ. B. Elliott, RCA Victor, chairman
of committee. Series of 22 suggestions for
RTMA member activities on behalf of sports
has been sent out by committee. Manufacturers urged to include ideas to boost attendance at sports events in connection with national advertising copy. Local distributorgroups being set up to aid local broadcasters,
college
athletic directors, sports promoters
and others.
Members of new sports subcommittee are
Dan D. Halpin, RCA Victor,
Stanley
M. Abrams, Emerson Radiochairman;
& Phonograph
Corp.; A. A. Brandt, General Electric Co.;
Emerson Dikeman, Capehart - Farnsworth
Corp.; William L. Dunn, Belmont
Corp.;
Clifford J. Hunt, Stromberg-CarlsonRadio
Co.; W. H.
Kelley, Motorola Inc.; W. A. Mara, Bendix Radio; E. G. May, Sentinel Radio Corp.; J.
McDonough, Sylvania Electric Products Inc.;K.
R. J. McNeely, Hoffman Radio Corp.; John M.
Otter, Philco Corp.; Stewart Roberts, Magnavox
Co.; R. J. Sherwood, Hallicrafters Co.; R. P.
Spellman, Arvin Industries; Walter L. Stickel,
Allen B. DuMont Labs.; E. L. Taylor, StewartWarner Electric Division; L. C. Truesdell,
Zenith Radio Corp.; J. F. Walsh, Westinghouse
Electric Corp.
BAB COMMITTEE TO MEET
NOMINATING Committee of Broadcast Advertising Bureau under John Patt, of Richards
stations, slated to meet in New York today
(Monday) to nominate officers including board
chairman. Edgar Kobak, consultant and station owner, who currently holds chairmanship,
made clear when he accepted office he would
serve only until bureau operations started to
get off ground. He feels that stage now has
been reached. BAB presidency, held by William B. Ryan, not involved in nominations.
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In this Issue—
NBC uncovers some of the economics in
its new economics plan. Story on
Page 23 and full description of new
network rate formula on Page 5URadio-TV get a thorough exploration by
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies at eastern meeting in New York.
Page 23.
There's money in public relations, but
learned25. yet how
tobroadcasters
exploit this haven't
field. Page
Wayne Coy says radio and television had
better clean up their own programming, or Congress will do it for them.
Page
Lawyers 27.are shooting at what they say
are holes in the NARTB television
code. Page 80.
Radio networks are not only "eating
their own young but devouring themselves in the process." Murray Grabhorn, speaking
atives, takes a for
big station
swing atrepresentcurrent
network practices. Page 2U.
There are all kinds of crime on the air.
See In Review. Page 28.
What's
the timetable
the lifting ofof
the FCC
freeze andon construction
new TV
stations?
An
up-to-the
minute forecast and situation report.
Page 79.
FCCcustomer
may relax
nve-TV-stations-to-arule. itsPage
85.
A morning radio show makes friends and
sells goods for a St. Paul department
store. Read "The Rooster that Laid
the Golden Egg." Page 26.
Ford Foundation workshop announces
UN television series. Page 29.
Its color plans may have been knocked
a-glimmering,
but CBS-Columbia
still
wants more critical
materials to build
black-and-white sets. Page 32.
Texas broadcasters demand Sen. Benton
withdraw his bill to establish governboard. Page 98. ment-sponsored radio-TV advisory
Good Housekeeping surveys the effect of
TV on other family habits. Page 85.
Civil Defense Authorities plan expanded
use of theatre TV to teach local CD
workers. Page 80.
Frieda
Hennock
FCC. B.Page
29. will stick with the
Upcoming
Nov.Northern,
5: BMIBillings,
Program
Mont. Clinic, Hotel
Nov. 7: BMI Program Clinic, Alonzo Ward
Hotel, Aberdeen, S. D.
Nov. 9: Hearing for objections to petition
for reorganization of LeBlanc Corp.
(Hadacol), U. S. Court (Southern New
City. District), Foley Square, New York
York
Nov. 9: BMI Program Clinic, Radisson
Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn.
Nov. 10: BMI Canada Ltd., Program Clinic,
Royal Alexandria Hotel, Winnipeg.
(Other Upcomings, page 32)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
due to continued ill-health of CBC Genera
Manager Dr. Augustin Frigon, who has hel
post since 1936. He was member of 1928-2
Royal Commission which recommended m
tionalized broadcasting set-up with privately
owned local outlets as now operating i
Canada.
HAL HOUGH, program director of Fort In
dustry Co.'s WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit, slate
to join ABC's WJZ-TV New York as progran
director about mid-November.
FCC SHORTLY will emerge with new lineu;
on
multiple
of stations.
prospect
that ownership
FCC will retain
present There'
limita
tion of five VHF TV stations in hands of singL
entity, but that it might add two to thre>
UHF licenses to spur development in newe
TV spectrum (see story page 85). Unde:
existing rules also, FM multiple ownership i
limited to six but that figure expected to b<
raised to seven which also may be fixed fo:
AM stations. AM now has had no forma
limit. Provisions also to be made for calcula
tion of minority holdings in each class o:
station so that partial ownership (less thai
control) will not be regarded as entire uni
in any station class.
COMPLETION of final arrangements for Mutual-MGM tie-up, with MGM Radio Attractions
furnishing tainment"
MBS weekly
with[B#T,
six hours
"starexpectec
enterSept. of24],
anv
day.
Target
date
for
new
programming
still Nov. 19.
INDICATING FCC determination to move
posthaste on TV allocations after freeze is
thawed is current proposal that no hearing
once set, for contested cities, will be postponec
unless they are overwhelming reasons. Alsc
being considered is proposal for no appeal from
examiners to Commission as whole on postponements.
FOR FIRST TIME in several years Snow
Crop Frozen Foods, N. Y., returning to i-adio.
Spot campaign starts Nov. 12 in six markets
through Maxon Inc., N. Y. Firm continues t(
sponsor part of Saturday Your Show of Showon NBC-TV.
EYEBROWS lifted last week with receipt of
complaint on newspaper ownership in TV
Complainant, who also sent his epistle td
President Truman, was Herbert Levy, Esq.
Baltimore attorney and minority stockholder
in WAAM (TV). Competitive TV stations ii
market, WMAR (TV) and WBAL-TV, ar<
owned Post,
by Baltimore
Sunpapers and Baltimore
News
respectively.
REPORTS that Congressional Joint Recording
Facility, operated by Robert Coar, ready tc
turn out TV film shorts for home consumption
via Congressional financing regarded pre
mature. Fact is Congress hasn't appropriated;
single serve
cent earnings."
— money Facility,
will comewithfromhelpradio
"reof Seifate-House clerks, double-timing efforts for TV
equipment
deliveryyear.before Congress returns
Jan.
8 in election
KJBS TO H-R REPS
KJBS SAN FRANCISCO has appointed H-E
Reps.,
N. Y.,effective
as exclusive
in na
tional field,
Jan. representative
1.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 114 ■
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r
they say it's a
television age, BUT

Indiana's first
and only 50 KW
radio station
has increased its share
of nighttime audiences

No doubt about it, television has grown rapidly
here in Indiana. But WIBC's share of nighttime
audiences has done a heap of growing, too!
WIBC's share of this "A-time" audience shows
a gain of 36.8% over the comparable period in
1950, according to the latest Hooper (Feb. -April,
1951).
By contrast, all other Indianapolis radio stations
showed a drop in percentage of the nighttime
audience of the Hoosier capital.
So, before you buy time or television in Indiana,
investigate the solid evening lineup of good
listening on WIBC . . . the only Indianapolis
radio
station that gives you an out-of-state "bonus"
coverage.
Ask your JOHN BLAIR man for particulars on
these excellent nighttime availabilities.

WIBC

1070

KC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana
30 West Washington Street • Indianapolis 6, Indiana
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
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Yankee Home Town
Food Show
with
Ruth Mugglebee
Woman's Editor
Boston Record-American
and Sunday Advertiser
and
Bill Hahn
Yankee Radio
and TV Personality
Monday thru Friday
1:15 — 1:45 P.M.

THE

BROADCASTING

With Yankee Home Town Stations, you're assured
of local impact — local acceptance — with a saturating coverage spreading over the entire city
and suburban trading area!
Take, for example, the Yankee Home Town Food
Show, a participating program of proven effectiveness! National advertisers are using this program regularly — are finding local impact plus
local acceptance a hard-hitting, hard-selling
team! . . .
Plus a merchandising plan exclusive and
distinctive in New England.
Go Yankee! Go Home-Town — with the
Yankee Home Town Food Show!

Among the advertisers using Yankee Home Town
Food Show regularly are:
AMAZO
LOG CABIN SYRUP
SWEECO
LA CHOY PRODUCTS
GERBER'S POPCORN
LOUIS L. LIBBY
Precooked Frosted
Seafoods
HABITANT SOUPS
AM. SOAP-FILLED PADS
WHEATENA
BOTANY YARNS
MODENE
GLENWOOD RANGES

YANKEE
NETWORK
DIVISION OF THOMAS S. LEE ENTERPRISES, INC.

21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
• Telecasting
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You'll

"Strike

Oil"

in

CHESTER
□

....

R. L. Shipbuilding
BURKE, Shipbuilder—
He heads
Sun
Drydock
Co.,
one of$27,000,000
80 Chester and
which
cay
inindustries
annual wages.
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MYER parelPRESSMAN,
isa $ 1 2,000,000Clothier
business— Ap-for
99 Chester
clothing
stores tolikeWFIL.
Murray's. He tunes
regularly

ELSIE isC.oneQ.of JONES,
Housewife—
Hers
19,000 Chester
homes
where
where radio
WFIL iscanstandard
sell yourequipment,
product.

DR. PHILIP GERBER, Optometrist
— He knows prosperous folks care
forcapitatheirincome
health. isChester's
far above$1,557
normal.per
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. . and

a

Riches

in

delr>k

ALL

of

1a

. . . Americas
Get Ahead

3rd

Market

in Chester...

"What Chester Makes Makes Chester," says Pennsylvania's oldest town.
Today, for all America, Chester makes ships, textiles, paper, steel, refined
oil and a hundred other products. What does this make Chester? A high
income city, with better than 55 per cent owner-occupied homes ... a
thriving market town of 65,000 with retail sales of S82 million, family
income 30 per cent above national average. And in Chester, more people
listen regularly to WFIL than to any other station, says BMB. Make
Chester yours. Schedule WFIL.
...Lead in All 14 Counties
Chester is just one city but it represents the quality of the entire 14County Philadelphia Retail Trading Area . . . where WFIL's signal penetration isstrongest. Here, in the nation's third largest market, are 4,400,000
people . . . S6 billion in purchasing power. Here, two out of three families
are consistent WFIL listeners. And WFIL takes you into a vast bonus
zone, far beyond the 14 counties. Total coverage: an area with 6,800,000
people, more than S9 billion in buying power. To capture this market,
schedule WFIL.

inquirer Station
An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market
CHARLES stillJ. NOLAN,
Contractor—
Chester's
a-building,
Mr. Nolan
can
industry,
new
homestestify.
. . . newNewcustomers
for you.

BROADCASTING
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HERMAN S. FELDMAN, Wholesaler
— Manager
sale GroceryofCo.,the heChester
helps Wholesupply
353 city grocers. He is a WFIL fan.

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

November 5, 1951 •

fioini of Safe . . .
In addition to regular
coverage of agencies and
time buyers, may we remind you that WRC Sales
Manager Mai Glascock has
a busy telephone these
days. Clients know that
WRC can produce.
An inquiry regarding
WRC availabilities is as
convenient as your telephone. Call either National
Spot Sales or WRC, wherever you are.
Washington enjoys excellent position in the first
ten major markets in the
country . . . you'll find
WRC's results are a telling
reason in these years of
hard selling.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON
WRC
5,000 Watts - 980 KC
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
Page 12 • November 5, 1951

feature of the meek
f-f
PULLING
power of radio was
demonstrated fortnight ago by
KOWH Omaha with a treasure
hunt that drew 10,000 prize-seekers— and, not incidentally, an unexpected arrest for General Manager Todd Storz.
The station asked participants to
write in for stickers in advance of
the contest and to fasten them to
the back of their cars. KOWH
offered prizes of $50, $100 and $250
for lucky finders.
The contest got underway Oct.
21 at 2 p.m. and continued for
three hours, with the treasures TWO winners of KOWH Treasure
hidden at various spots in Omaha. Hunt — Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sanchez
Clues were aired from a KOWH (c) — give listeners their reactions
Gaylord Avery (I), program
mobile unit and a loud speaker also while
and look
Announcer
Jim
was set up in each treasure hunt director, O'Neill
on.
area. The contest was divided into
*
*
*
three parts.
and asked to reappear. He
' The turnout was so great that, bond
forfeited the bond, however, and
despitemen,employment
of
extra
policecars were caught in a huge presumably charged it up to extraffic jam in downtown Omaha.
perience— and promotion.
Sums of money were planted in
Extra police were dispatched to
break up the jam at the Douglas the Playland Park in Council
St. bridge bordering the Nebraska Bluffs (on the roller coaster
and Iowa sides and at other in- beams),
in a and
tree beneath
at Omaha's
erview Park
some Rivsod
tersections.
at the KOWH transmitter at 60th
In attempting to clear up the and
Redman
in
the
city.
snarl, one officer directed Mr.
Despite his arrest, Mr. Storz was
Storz to leave the caravan. When
bitter. "I think that the fact
the KOWH general manager de- not
that well over 10,000 turned out
he was for this event speaks well for the
hustled clined
off to to"cooperate,"
police headquarters.
pulling
power of radio general,"
declared.
Mr. Storz was released on a $10 he

and maybe we could continue the parallel with
"from this day forward."
Once they're wooed and
won as a W L A V client,
they live with us happily
ever after.
The truest testimony to
the power of radio and
W L A V is the following
partial : list of long-time
clients
11 YEARS
Boston Store
Mich. Gas Co.
Holsum Breed

9 YEARS
Economy Shoes
Fox Brewing Co.
Sears Roebuck
Texas
Company

10 YEARS
Bennett Fuel
Burkholder
Chevrolet
Fox Jewelers
Wurzburg
Herrud Packing

8 YEARS
Central
Reformed Church
Bible Hour
General
Mills
Goebel Brewing
Children's
Hickok Oil Co.

strictly business
Standard Oil Co. of California he
"from this day
is in an enviable position to pursue
his hobby and make a living at it,
too.
Under his direction is one of the
forward . .
largest advertising accounts in the once on W L A V,
West. The exact amount of the
company's
budget tois
confidential.advertising
But in addition
always on WLAV,
being one of the largest, it also is
one of the most varied, being split
many ways to support campaigns
in numerous media and regions.
One of the largest items of the
budget, about 22%, goes to radio.
It supports more than 125 hours
per week on a string of stations
UJLflV
covering
company'sborder
marketto
area fromthetheoil Mexican
Nome, embracing seven western Grand Rapids, Mich.
states, Alaska and Hawaii. Next
M. ANTHONY MATTES his year, when the company enters
AM-FM
SK Tony Mattes what
"Adver- television on a permanent basis
hobby is and he answers in
(Standard
tested
the"
new
medium
ABC
for
1947
by
sponsoring
Los
Anwithout hesitation:
geles baseball games) an additional
(Continued on page 72)
As advertising manager
Michigan's Second Market
tising."
BROADCASTING
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It's impossible...

...as

impossible
Bonanza

as covering
Beeline

Swallow the Bonanza Beeline and
you really swallow something; all of
inland California plus western Nevada— an area larger than Pennsylvania and Michigan combined . . .
with more people than Los Angeles
. . . more buying power than Detroit
. . . higher total retail sales than
Philadelphia.*
But outside
don't expect
to do the
with
radio stations
— trick
even
far-reaching San Francisco and Los
Angeles stations. The inland Beeline
is an independent market where people prefer their own strong stations.
Remember, too, that so far TV is no
selling factor in this area.

California's
with

outside

radio

Be sure, then, that you use on-thespot
stationsWith
— theallfive
LINE radio
stations.
five,BEEyou
digest the whole market. With each
one, you cover a major Beeline trading area. For example ...
KWG STOCKTON
Serves 69,000 radio families in its
2-county radius. Has a BMB homecity total weekly audience of 69%
daytime, 67% at night. (And Stockton, according to Sales Management's
recentcitysurvey,
the nation's
test
in its ispopulation
class!)No. 1
'Sales Management's 1951 Copyrighted Survey

mmm
iWCIatchy
Broadcasting
Company
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA • PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Notional Representative
KERN
KWG
KOH
KMJ
■
Reno (NBC)
Bokersfield (CBS)
Stockton
IA8C)
5000 Fresno
watts (NBC)580 kc.
250
watts
1230 kc.
5000 watts, day;
1000
watts,
night
1000
watts
1410
kc.
630 kc.
ROADCASTING
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Nosegays
EDITOR:
When it first became apparent
that we were headed for sponsorship of a network television show
I believed it expedient to subscribe
to all vthe
ision field.publications in the teleYou will be interested to know
that I have now narrowed my reading to your publication alone. It is
my belief that Broadcasting •
Telecastingformation Ineed.
gives Your
me editorial
the inexcellence is unmatched in the field
of magazines devoted to this great
business of television and radio.
Dick Sierk
Adv. & Sales Prom. Mgr.
Ironrite Inc.
Mount Clements, Mich.
[EDITOR'S Screen
NOTE: Ironrite sponsors
"Hollywood
8 p.m. on ABC-TV.]Test," Monday 7:30EDITOR: * * * '
I congratulate [you] on the
article which appeared in Broad-

In

open mike

casting • Telecasting for Oct. 8.
It was entitled "Radio : Our Prodi. . wrong with your
Thegal Son."
only. thing
carrying of this article was that
youPlease
didn'taccept
featuremy itcongratulations
in four colors.
and, if you wish, convey them to
Mr. [Tom] Hotchkiss [manager of
Viking Network and author of the
article] for this practical exposition onJ.what
is wrong with radio.
B. Maurer,
Sales Manager,
WHK Cleveland
* * *
Busy Signal
EDITOR:
I tried to get Stan Pulver last

Chicago,
it's WGN

Monday, when the issue came out,
to tell him that I recognized his
picture in the house ad that you
ran on the Yearbook.
Mr. Pulver told me that his telephone was tied up all Monday with
calls coming in from persons who
were doing the same thing. It
proves that
• Telecasting mustBroadcasting
be read.
Sylvan Taplinger
Kenyon & Eckhardt
New York
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
It also proves
that
Mr.
Pulver's
face is-Sample
famous.
Theexecutive
former
Dancer
-Fitzgerald
who
last
week
became
director
radio and TV media for Lever Bros,of
was not identified in the ad.]

to

. . .O

I!

In October, 1951, an advertiser wrote :
"From time to time, we have used
all the basic network stations in
Chicago. WGN

has consistently

Forced Draft
EDITOR:
... I was interested in the story
on page 62 of the Oct. 15 issue that
WIRO [Iron City, Ohio] had made
a construction record in its recent
building program.
I edthought
to know you
thatmight
when be I intereststarted
WMRN [Marion, Ohio] in 1940 we
broke ground Nov. 19 with a horsedrawn dragline for the start of the
excavating and we were on the air
2 p.m.
that'
IDec.
would23 atnever
try itI might
again, say
because
I practically ran around with a
whip in my hand forcing the bricklayers to lay bricks a little faster
and trathenail.carpenters
to add that ex..,
Robert T. Mason
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WMRN Marion, Ohio
Lost and Found
EDITOR:
Your 1951 "Map of Broadcastof the mostaround
valuable
sourcesing" is ofoneinformation
our
shop. You are to be congratulated
on another job well done.
We certainly have occasion to
refer to it and to date have discovered only one omission — WMLT
the Mutual station in Dublin, Ga. I
thought you might want to make
note of this for future reference.
Robert A. O'Connor
Manager of Station
Information
MBS, New York
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Apologies
from a
flubbing
cartographer
and a promise
that
on theDublin
map and
next WMLT
year.] will be back

outpulled these stations, at a
ratio of better than five to one."

WGN

. . . Your Basic Buy
. . . reaching more homes per week than any other Chicago station

Chicago
Illinois 11
A Clear Channel Station . . .
50.000 Watts
720
Serving the Middle West
MBS
On Your Dial
Chicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, Geo.
New P.YorkHollingbery
17, N. Y. forCo. New York City, Philadelphia and Bosto
Advertising Solicitors for All Other Cities
Los Angeles— 411 W. Sth Street • New York— 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 223 Peach Street
Chicago— 307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco— 400 Montgomery Street
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ADMIRING trophies to be presented
to winners of the annual awards competition at the National Assn. of
Radio News Directors convention in
Chicago Nov. 12-14 are (I to r) Prof.
Fred Whiting, Radio Div., Medill
School of Journalism, Northwestern
U., and Prof. Baskett Mosse, chairman of the NARND Awards Committee. Medill donated trophies, to
be rotated among winners from year
to year. Awards will be made at
convention banquet Nov. 14 at Hotel
Sherman.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting §

ED STEVENS— His noon >
program
with Stevens"
is beamed"Lunch
to adults,
both at
home
anda big,
in theloyal,
office,buying
and
boasts
audience. A sincere, highly
effective radio salesman, with
a fine record of sponsor successes.

PHIL McLEAN — A deep,
pleasant
voice,
informal
man-of
andmake
a smartMcLean
selectionpopumusiclarner, with
Cleveland listeners.
His personal appearances at
group moted
meetings,
both himselfhaveand pro-his
sponsors.
A radio
salesmanY
of the highest
type.

ANBC DONnetwork
CORDRAY—
announcer.Former
New
York personality for five
years.
Popular
skipper
"Port
of Missing Hits."
BILL RANDLE — Referred to by Cleveland papers as
theCleveland
"King ofPlainDiscDealer
Jockeys."
first personal
in the annual
poll. Was
Exclusive
appear nces ofthe stars on "The Bill Randle Show."

JERRY CROCKER— One of the
city's
cleverest
His late
night personalities.
show Is a
"never-know-what-t o-expect"
type program,
attracting
listeners ofall categories.
Jerry's
underwater
interview with
a
nightclub entertainer recently
brought him national atteny tion.

<T0M comer tEDWARDS—
A newo thecarrot-top
staff,hasthis
Milwaukee
already
become
a
recognized
voice
Cleveland radio. His friendlyin
personalized
sors asking fordelivery
him. has spon6
O.

L. TAYLOR

5000

WATTS

COMPANY-National

.. 1300

Representatives

KC
I7TTT1
VITAL
NORTHEASTERN OHIO

ADCASTING
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Hollywood on 34 Dominion network stations, Sat. 12:30-1 p.m. Agency:
Baker Adv., Toronto.
ALUMINUM Co. of AMERICA, Pittsburgh, to sponsor See It Now
on CBS-TV starting Dec. 2 (Sun. 3:30-4 p.m. EST). Produced by Edward
R. Murrow and Fred W. Friendly as TV successor to their radio Hear
new busines
s \^
It Now, program starts Nov. 18. Agency: Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y.
CANADIAN INDUSTRIES Ltd., Montreal (chemicals & paints), starts
for 26 weeks he Cure de Village on 8 French network stations, Thurs.
7:30-8 p.m. Agency: Cockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal.
Spot
& GAMBLE (Tide, Camay, Drene) to sponsor Those Two,
STOPPERS Inc., N. Y. (Stoppers for breath), Nov. 5 (today) starts PROCTER
additional radio campaign using early morning spot announcements starring Vivian Blaine and Pinky Lee, over NBC-TV Mon., Wed. and
Fri.
(7:30-45
p.m.) EST beginning Nov. 26. Agency: Benton & Bowles,
for four weeks. Agency: Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
INTERSTATE BAKERIES Corp., L. A. (Weber's Bread), today (Nov. 5) N. Y.
starts intensive four week spot campaign on 15 radio and two TV sta- McCOLL-FRONTENAC OIL Co., Montreal (Texaco products), Dec. 1
tions in Southern California area. Spots totalling approximately 3000 starts Metropolitan Opera from ABC on 39 Trans-Canada stations, Sat.
over entire period running on seven Los Angeles stations. Agency: Dan 2-5
p.m. Agency: Erwin, Wasey of Canada Ltd., Montreal.
B. Miner Co., L. A.
INDUSTRIES Ltd., Montreal (chemicals and paints), Oct.
LAKE OF THE WOODS MILLING Co., Montreal (Five Roses Flour), 28CANADIAN
starts for 26 weeks Singing Stars of Tomorrow on 38 Dominion netstarts local five-minute quiz shows on eastern Canadian stations. Agency:
work stations Sun. 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Cockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal.
Walsh Adv. Ltd., Montreal.
CARNATION MILK Co., Toronto (Carnation milk), starts Stars Over

COMPANY

i • appointment of Fradkin Adv., N. Y.,
■Qgency ■Qppol
PERFUME
IMPORT ntment
CO. announces
to handle its radio advertising. Spot
M°bile.
radio schedules for national camA]
paign now being placed.
R. B. SEMLER, Inc., New Canaan,
Conn. (Kreml Hair Tonic, Kreml
Kreme, and Kreml Shampoo), appoints Monroe F. Dreher Inc., N. Y.,
to handle national advertising
effective Jan. 1, 1952.
DRUG DISTRD3UTORS Inc., S. F.,
subsidiary of Drug Services Corp.
of Texas, appoints Umland & Co.,
S. F., to handle advertising. Radio
will be used. Ted Slade is account
executive.
SELMA
MADRIN ANDREWS,
manager of Hotpoint Institute,
Home Economics Dept., Hotpoint
Inc.,
Chicago, appointed director of
consumer
Chicago. services for Nesco Inc.,

NEW YORK

CHARLOTTE

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
Page 16 • November 5, 1951

OUTSTANDING community service
during summer floods was the basis
for a Veterans of Foreign Wars award
to KLWN Lawrence, Kan. Accepting
plaque on behalf of staff from
Charles Coffman (r), VFW Post 852
commander, is Arden Booth, KLWN
nanagsr. Citation lauded KLWN for
flood tivecoverage
through 67 consecuhours of broadcasting,
despite
fact KLWN is daytime-only station
It had been on the air less than six
months — were
since pressed
Feb. 22,into1951emergency
— when
facilities
action.
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

George W. Harvey, for many years
with WGN-AM and TV, Chicago, has
been named General Manager of WFLAAM and FM, the Tribune Company's
radio properties in Tampa, Florida. Mr.
Harvey took over his new duties on
November 5 th.
George W. Harvey has had wide experience in radio and television. He served
as Eastern Sales Manager of WGN for
five years, 1944-48, with offices in New
York. For the last three years, he has
been Sales Manager of WGN-TV.
WFLA is a 5 000 watt regional station,
operating on 970 kilocycles. It was established in1925, and has been the NBC
Network outlet for the Florida West
Coast for over 20 years. WFLA-FM was
started in 1948. Application for a TV
station was made several years ago.
The Tribune Company also publishes
the Tampa Tribune, the largest daily
and Sunday newspaper on the Florida
West Coast.

iROADCASTING
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TAMPA
/ FLORIDA
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
SOUTHEASTERN REPRESENTATIVE
HARRY E. CUMMINGS, JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
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agency
A QUARTER-CENTURY
of FARM

BROADCASTING

"Listener loyalty" is the phrase most applicable to Pioneer Station WGY's 25 years
of farm broadcasting.
During this period of WGY's 29-year
history, the 603,660 rural radio families,
in addition to the thousands of city-dwellers
who have gardens in the 17th State*,
have relied on WGY's farm broadcasts for
valuable advice and information.
WGY is writing history every day with its farm
programming; adding more remote broadcasts to the
600 already conducted; receiving more mail to add
to the staggering 1,000,000 pieces already received;
and visiting farms and 17th State farmers to gather
material for more transcribed broadcasts.
WGY's first farm broadcast was "The Farm Paper
of the Air," which has "gone to press" 8000 times
since November, 1926. (This Spring the last
15 minutes of "The Farm Paper of the Air" was
opened commercially). Soon after this inaugural
farm broadcast, "The Farm Forum,'! a public service
program heard every Friday evening at 8:30 P.M.,
and featuring leaders in agriculture, industry and
government, was started. Both these programs have
since become a cornerstone of WGY programming.
*The population of the WGY area exceeds the population of32 states.

Typical of WGY's listener loyalty is this crowd which watched a Farm
Paper atof one
the Air
broadcast
from thecounty
station's
Broadcasting Exhibit
Booth
of New
York State's
fairs Farm
this summer.
THE CAPITAL OF THE 17th STATE
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales
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DAVID J.signMAHONEY,
president
& Ryan,
N. Y.,city,
reed to form his ownviceagency,
DavidRuthrauff
J. Mahoney
Inc., same
effective Jan. 1. At that time, the new agency will handle advertising for Garrett & Co. Inc., Brooklyn (Virginia Dare and Garrett wines),
presently
represented by Ruthrauff & Ryan with Mr. Mahoney as
account executive.
BENNETT BATES, advertising manager of Anahist Co., Yonkers, to
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone Inc., N. Y., as vice president and copy
director. Mr. Bates was formerly vice president and creative director
of Erwin, Wasey & Co.
ED PIERCE, director-producer KFI-TV (now KNXT) Los Angeles, to
Geoffrey Wade Adv., Hollywood, as assistant to FORREST OWEN Jr.,
radio-TV director.
RUSH HUGHES,
to Lynn Baker Inc., N. Y., as
director
of radio andwriter-commentator,
TV.
S. SEWARD (Bud) SPENCER, radio-TV director Walter McCreery Inc.
Beverly Hills, Calif., to advertising staff Western Family magazine,
Hollywood.

on all accounts
became the Advertising Council. IK
ng D bombs,
advertisi
Edwardng
in detonati
Ed Smith is a pioneer broadcast
EXPER
G. IENCE
Smith set
off the chain bomb-dropper,
too. In 1946, when
reaction which resulted in forma- a multitude of broadcast problems
confronted the national advertiser,
tion of the Advertising Council.
Now workdirector
of ABC'sDivision,
radio net-he he organized — as a rabid member
at the Central
of the Assn. of National Advertisers— a Radio Council for the
was then radio-television production manager for General Mills, group. Solutions to all-industry
Minneapolis.
problems besetting major buyers
Deluged with petitions for free of time were worked out at conferences. At one session, the seven
advertising from various worthbought 65% of
while groups, he called a meeting firms represented
the total network
in Washington with
radio time.
Treasury
Dept.
officials shortly before
Mr. Smith went
the outbreak of
to ABC Chicago in
World War II and
February after 14
invitedtives of other
representayears
inat broadcast
major
media
General
national advertisers
Mills dioandstations.
nine atHired
ra(Colgate,
Procter
&
in Minneapolis by
Gamble, et al.).
They incorporated
Advertising Manbrains — and adverager Sam Gale afterby
an introduction
tising media —commodate
to acpublic
the
president
of
service projects and
Blackett
Sample
worked out an alHummert, - Mr.
Smithlocation plan so that
worked initially as
the sale of defense
radio program manbonds could be hanMr. SMITH
ager and later
as radio -TV
production
dled "like a good
director. Valiant
advertising camradio
paigned inandhit-and-miss
not con- fashion."
show there, is Lady,
back inhis hisfirst(radio)
"We tinuhandled
war projects as harem again. ABC bought the
program from General Mills two
effectively
he recalls. as we sold Wheaties," months
ago after it had been off
the
air three years. Aired by GenThe
group's
function
was
taken
over later by the Office of Facts
eral Mills 11 years, the daytime
and Figures, enlarged to the Office serial was one of 17 AM shows
of War Information and the War
(Continued on page £8)
Advertising Council, and finally
BROADCASTING
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beat

$

$

JAMES E. O'BRYON, public relations director MBS, to Bozell & Jacobs
;Inc., N. Y., as an account executive.
LLOYD H. MUIR to public relations director of Stewart-Bowman-Maepherson Ltd., Vancouver.
R. C RONALDS, Ronalds Adv. Agency, Montreal, elected president of
Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies at annual meeting at Toronto,
iMARK NAPIER, J. Walter Thompson .Co., Toronto, and G. C. HAMiMOND, Cockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal, elected vice-presidents. H. M.
ITEDMAN, J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto, elected secretary-treasurer.
iTHOMAS S. CADDEN named writer and production assistant Smith,
^Taylor & Jenkins Inc., Pittsburgh. He was with WIL and KSTL St.
Louis, Mo.
CARL K. TESTER, president Philip J. Meany Co., L. A., elected chairman, Pacific Coast Council, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
IMERLE W. MANLY, Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Portland, Ore.,
named vice chairman and re-elected to board. GENE DUCKWALL, assistant treasurer, Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A., elected secretary-treasurer.
'Otherssard Inc.,
named
to board
include W.CHARLES
& BrasSpokane;
ANDREW
NEALLY, R.viceDEVINE,
presidentDevine
and manager,
L. A. office of BBDO; ROSS H. RYDER, Ryder & Ingram Ltd., Oakland;
ITREVOR EVANS, Pacific National Adv. GEORGE WEBER, MacWilkins,
Cole & Weber, Seattle, past chairman, named governor in advisory
capacity in place of L. C. COLE, outgoing chairman, who has left agency
business, having sold his interest in L. C. Cole Co., S. F. [B«T, Oct. 29].
E. TAYLOR WERTHEIM, Wertheim & Breig, Phila., has formed an
advertising agency under his own name with headquarters in New York.
EDWARD A. GROSSFELD & STAFF, Chicago, moves to larger quarters
in Federal Life Insurance Bldg., 168 N. Michigan Ave.
PHILIP H. REISMAN Jr., RKO-Pathe, television script writer, to William Esty Co., N. Y., as member of creative group and as editor-in-chief
of department.
jTED BARKUS, advertising executive Ed Shapiro Adv. Agency, Phila.,
named
relations and publicity officer for Dept. of Pennsylvania
Jewish public
War Veterans.

ETHICS of employes in soliciting accounts of agencies for which they previously worked were reviewed by Duane Jones, president of Duane Jones
Agency,
at Philadelphia's
Poor session
Richard areClub.(I toExamining
tat the Poor
Richard advertising
r): Williama "blarney
Berry andstone"
Mort
Simon, Poor Richard Club directors; Joseph Tinney, vice president, WCAUAM-FM-TV Philadelphia; John LaCerda, John LaCerda Agency; Mr. Jones,
Who was guest speaker; and "Ace" Ebbeson, president. Burton & Gallagher.
Mr.
Jones agency
recountedemployes
alleged sign
"piracy"
of hiswhenaccounts
by ex-employes.
He
suggested
contracts
hired stipulating
they will
not solicit clients for two years after leaving a firm. Some agencies now
accept this practice, Mr. Jones explained.
1ROADCASTING
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Sock Salesman Surpasses
Great Expectations
His "sock" salesmanship encompasses just about every
commodity and service currently offered the American
public.
the men'sis furnishings
one of hisIn sponsors
typical: field the experience of
"WithFulton
hardlyLewis,
an exception,
whateverbrings
we advertise
the
Jr. program
immediateon
results, sometimes far beyond expectations."
That's the statement of Mr. R. H. Cooley, manager ol
Bishop's
& Woolen
Salem,on Oregon,
sponsor ofClothing
the Fulton
Lewis,MillsJr. Store,
program
Station
KSLM. He continues, "Our business is definitely up over
last year, which itself was a very good year."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. capacity to influence listeners has
been demonstrated time and again. His zeal for covering
the important stories of the day and his ability to uncover
stories which subsequently become important are responsible for his large, loyal audience.
If you want a ready-made audience and a program with
network prestige at local time cost (with pro-rated talent
cost), investigate now. Though currently sponsored on
more than 370 stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System/
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11).
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amplifiers

An economical

method

for VHF

for raising power

to maximum

provided

Saves about

50% as compared

by FCC

a complete transmitter of same
protects original investment
Requires a minimum
RCA Television Engineering leads
the way with air-cooled 25/20-kw
amplifiers that you can add to your
"5 kw"— without disturbing present
facilities. They provide power outputs up to 200 kw (ERP) when used
with an RCA high-gain antenna.
And because your "5 kw" becomes
your driver, your original transmitter investment remains intact! Savings are substantial— nearly 50 per
cent as compared to a new transmit er of equivalent
are designed fing-Block"
for use with amplifiers
all RCA
Type TT-5A transmitters
j
eration with other
"5 kw's" meeting FCC and RTMA
specifications.
For complete details, call your
RCA Sales Representative.

to cost of
power —

of extra floor space

Typical 25-kw conversion —one of many
different arrangements showing how RCA
"5high-power
kw" set-up.amplifiers can be added to a

•••

The

local

knows

advertiser
So
bulk

he

spends

of his radio

advertising
with

the

dollar

KTSA.

THOMPSON

MOTORS

Exclusive MERCURY car dealer in San
Antonio, Thompson Motors uses KTSA
exclusively for radio promotion. With a heavy
spot schedule and three 15-minute news broadcasts each week, Thompson Motors is racking
up sales and making San Antonians MERCURY
conscious.
Thanks, Thompson Motors, for adding another successful KTSAIes story to our files.
F
5000
WATTS
AT
550
0 AND OPERATED BY THE EXPRESS PUBLISHING. CD
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Plan Bared to Affiliates
NBC SETS
RATE
FORMULA
ures calculated for every station, thousand as the circulation scale can figure how it came out on the
NBC last week laid bare the heart
of its ambitious economic plan the network then constructed a rate on the curve increases;" (3) nar- curve or what its rate will be under
rowed what is now a very wide the new rate schedule. The settling
under which it hopes to govern the curve which (1) produced a total
gross hour network rate of $31,030 spread among stations in cost-per- of these details awaits individual
network's
future
[B»T,
Oct.
8].
(as
compared
to
the
$27,905
rate
thousand (which ranges from as
For the first time, affiliates were
between the stations
and the network.
before the 10% re- low as 20 cents to $3.24 on NBC negotiations
shown the formula by which their that prevailed
put into effect last July 1 stations under present rates).
network rates will be adjusted, and to theductionpresent
Once
the
rate
curve was drawn,
of $25,137) ; Aside from these principles, the
providing tiations
NBCwith stations,
succeeds some
in nego-of (2) produced for rate
next job
was tomarkets
adjust where
it for
each station a curve was not further explained. the
television
in those
which will be asked to take reduc- "systematic reduction in cost-per- Oviously, without details, no station TV exists. That was done this way:
tions.
NBCsion homes
took inthecounties
number covered
of televi-by
In brief the formula establishes
HERE ARE the new "Primary" stations set up under the NBC
radio homes weighted by a relative
a
station's
50%
nighttime
BMB
economic
plan
to
replace
the
old
"basic"
group.
NBC
points
out
retail sales index as the basic facthat this list is not inflexible. Additions will be considered if
and weighted that figure by a retor in computing rates. For radio
circumstances warrant, the network says.
tail sales index arrived at by calstations in television markets, the
Atlanta
Minn St. Paul
KSTP
WSB
rates are adjusted by a complicated
culating retail sales counties
and population
'
WBAL
Nashville
Baltimore
only
in TV-covered
in the
WSM
formula involving the number of
WDSU
50% drawn.
BMB area. Another curve
Boston
New Orleans
WBZ
television homes also weighted by a
was
WNBC
WBEN
Buffalo
New
York City
WMAQ
retail sales index.
Chicago
Oklahoma
This curve, according to NBC,
WKY
What NBC believes these forWOW
WLW
Cincinnati
Omaha
makes
a "sliding scale of adjustmulas add up to is a realistic reWTAM
Philadelphia
Cleveland
KYW
WFAAI
Pittsburgh
ments,
as the
television
satuap raisal ofradio rates on an obrationwhereby
increases,
percentage
KDKA
WBAP j Dallas-Fort Worth
jective basis, eliminating inequities
KGW
reduction in the reconstructed rate
Portland, Ore.
that had cropped up in years of
Providence
Denver
KOA
WJAR
also increases, but to a lesser exRaleigh
comparatively hit - or - miss rateWPTF
Des Moines
tent, and levels off at a point beyond
WHO
making and providing a means of
which no further reduction in the
Rochester
WHAM
Detroit
WW.I
continuing to adjust rates as condiSt.
Louis
Hartford
WTIC
KSD
tions governing them change.
WOAI
San Antonio
baseNBCratesaid
is made."
KPRC
Houston
that in its figuring
Full description of the new rate
San Francisco
Indianapolis
KNBC
WIRE
itAssn.rejected
the
the
formula appears on page 54 of this
Kansas City
KOMO
Seattle
WDAF
of Nationalcontention
Advertisersof that
Schenectady
issue,
but
here's
a
summary
of
the
Los
Angeles
WGY
KFI
when
TV
enters
a
home
all
evening
i steps by which NBC has figured out
WSYR
Louisville
radio listening ceases, but NBC did
WAVE
its new charges.
Toledo
Memphis
WSPD
WMC
Tulsa
not explain what formula it used
KVOO
EVENING RATES
Miami
WIOD
to
measure the impact of TV on
Washington
WRC
Milwaukee
WTMJ
The network takes the total radio
se"
acu
homes
in each
nighttime
Syr
(Continued on page '37)
50% BMB
area station's
and weights
that
with a percentage index arrived at
as follows: Total 1950 retail sales
Eastern AAAA Reviews
in the area are divided by total AD
VOLUME
UP
population of the counties included
president, reporting on the state to "just under 1%" in 1950.
in the station's 50% BMB area to
By BILL RUCHTI
TV costs are somewhat less, he
make a per capita retail sales figure
of the industry, said that advertis(Earlier
AAAA
story
page
52)
ing volume is up and promises to reported, although increases in
for the station. ' (Example: In Stacontinue
at
a
high
level.
Two
out
of
rates
and talent prices have
tion X's area, retail sales are $774,- CLINICAL inspection of television
agencies increased their 1949 created problems, so far offset by
900,000, divided by 820,000 popula- revealed major concern about three
volume
in
1950,
with
a
nearly
tion to equal $945 per capita retail agency controls over programs
better control of production costs.
sales. )
increase in profits,
The third of four regional AAAA
meeting still-high production proportionate
This per capita figure is next and
he said.
this year, the two-day
costs,
but
indicated
that
the
use
A review of balance sheets sub- conferences
divided by $921.20, which is the of filmed programs may offer some
session Tuesday and Wednesday,
national average per capita retail answer when the eastern annual membersmittedshowed
was
attended
by some 1,600 perby 93% ofthatthe58 255
AAAA
•
sons and featured nine sessions on
sales, index.
to obtain(Example:
the station's
retail American Assn. of Advertising increases during the %pastreported
year.
sales
for Station
various
phases
of the field.
conference put advertising Agencies realized 0.8% profit on
X the $945 is divided by $921.20 to Agencies
under the microscope last week.
Speaking
at
the
most onheavily
attheir
1949
billing,
which
increased
give a 103% retail sales index.)
Frederic R. Gamble, AAAA
tended session — that
TV production— Rodney Erickson, manThis retail sales index is then apV
plied to the total radio homes in the
D
ager of the radio-TV department
r byE station's 50% BMB nighttime area. THE BROADCASTING media got a thorough examination last week at the of Young
& Rubicam, said:
magic about tele(If there are 750,000 radio homes eastern annual conference of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.in "There'svision.nothing
Just
because
you are in it
spent
was
time
of
amount
unprecedented
an
kind
this
of
meeting
in Station X's 50 % BMB night- For a
discussion of how to use TV and radio and get the best out of both. This doesn't mean you're going to sell
time
area,
the
station's
weighted
I radio homes become 103%, of that story shows how top agency executives are thinking about radio and its young the goods. We're still drummers
but lusty brother, TV.
whose (Continued
job is to move
merchandise
figure, or 772,500.)
on page
90)
With weighted radio homes figNovember 5, 1951 • Page 23
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READYING plans for the annual conference in Albany of the New York
chapter, American Women in Radio
and Television, Nov. 17-18, are (I
to r) Elaine Drooz, WROW Albany;
Chairman Jane Barton, program director. New York State Radio-TV Bureau,
Dept. of Commerce, Albany, and
Betty Parry, WXKW Albany.
AD DOLLAR
Goes Up in Printed Media
RADIO got another piece of ammunition for its battle to convince advertisers of its superior economylast week in a study "Your 1952
Advertising
dollar," Dept.
prepared
by
the Market Research
of G. M.
Basford Co., New York agency.
The Basford report showed that
in the printed
mediain "a1952typical
advertising program
will cost
at least 106% more to execute —
for the same actual space, art and
mechanical — than in 1940."
Though the study did not consider radio costs, the marked increase in those for printed media
seemed certain to be picked up by
radio-boosters in their continuing
campaign
to show radio's
wise
superiority.
furthermoneycon-in
firmation ofwhat Ittheis networks
particular have been saying — that
while magazine and newspaper
rates have been going up consistduced. ently, network rates have been reThe Basford Company, which
made a similar study in 1946, noted
in its report that a survey of 99
publications
showed
that had
a dollar's
worth
of space
in 1940
risen
in cost to $1.49 in 1946 and is at
$1.92 in 1951. Art costs that were
a dollar in 1940 were $1.90 in 1946
and had reached $2.65 in September this year, while New York scale
prices for engraving went from $1
to $1.31 to $1.80 in the same period;
for electros, from $1 to $1.48 to
$1.86, and typography from $1 to
$1.32 to $1.79.
Timebuyers Feted
AGENCY timebuyers and newsmen were guests at a cocktail party
held at the Gotham Hotel in New
York last Wednesday by WMCA
New York, WIND Chicago, WLOL
Minneapolis and KIOA Des Moines
to celebrate the opening of the
stations'
called
AM New
Radio York
Sales sales
Co. office,
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Hits Network Invasion
GRABHORN
Of Spot Radio
NETWORKS in "their encroachment in the field of spot broadcasting"
not only are "eating their own young but devouring themselves in the
process,"
directorcharged
of the inNational
Radio and Murray
TelevisionGrabhorn,
Station managing
Representatives,
a speechAssn.
beforeof
the
Michigan
Assn.
of
Broadcast*—
ers in Detroit Friday.
their total revenues from national
He called upon stations to (1) spot and 27.2% from the network;
reject any type of business offered regionals, 31.4% from national
spot and 19% from network; and
by the networks
if in thebelongs
stations'in locals,
judgment
it logically
13.5% from national spot
the national spot category, and (2) and 9.9% from network.
Overall, he said, one-third of the
engage
"objective
self-analysis,"
supplyingin their
national
sales rep- affiliated station's revenue comes
from national spot and 19% comes
resentatives with all possible in- from
the network. In the case of
formation to help in placing national spot business.
independents,
accounts for more national
than 20%, spot
he said.
Emphasizing that stations get
70% of the money spent for spot
Mr.lar"Grabhorn
thought
it "singuadvertising on their facilities
that radio was
the only
mediwhile affiliates get 30% of the exum which considered TV as "a morpenditure for network time, Mr.
tal wound,"
with
the
radio
networks cutting rates
Grabhorn told his listeners that "as
increased
theirwhile
own.other
He
the networks devise fancy schemes media
for converting national spot dol- warned that the various network
lars into network dollars, they are "tandem," "pyramid" and similar
at the same time converting your plans all "have to do with acquiring a larger portion of the $120
70-cent dollars into 30-cent dollars.
million of national spot revenue
Margin of Profit
which your
ceiving, andstations
in turn have
givingbeen
you re-30
"In the radio station business,
the margin of profit is fair and le- cents for an item which you forimate, but Iwhether
think youone-third
will ques-of
sold for 70 cents."
The merly
independent
station, too, will
tion withgitme
your income can be that substan- be hurt, he asserted, because staa spot account may
tially reduced. Not only will the lose ittionsif carrying
margin of profit narrow to a di- network. the account switches to
minishing, ifnot vanishing, point,
The networks, Mr. Grabhorn
but it could conceivably put stations out of business. Let us al- said, "have a perfect right, under
ways remember this. . . . There law, to do what they wish" in deare 2,000 radio stations in the U. S.,
vising various
salesbasic
plans.concept
"But ofit
to the
half of them operating without is contrary
benefit of network radio, so it is radio broadcasting which originally
conceivable, therefore, that sta- influenced the investment of dollars," he added.
tions can operate without a network affiliation, but networks canAsserting
that for"network
has coasted along
years on radio
overnot operate without stations."
the-transom
business,"
he saidnotnet-so
He
said
"a
special
report"
made
work radio should engage
for NARTSR by FCC showed that
among network affiliated stations, much in selling against other netclear channel outlets derive 50% of
works, but in "creative salesman-

ship"
radio againstthanotherrejecting
media
Moreof important
networks' spot-type offers as £
means
of combatting
croachments"
into spotnetwork
radio, "en
Mr
Grabhorn said, is for each statior
to provide its sales representative
with as much information as possi
ble about its operation, its programs, its market, the type of audience itserves — "all the tools [the
representative] needs with whicr
to do his job and your job success

HARDESTY TO BAB
fully."
Second Step in Bureau Plan
JOHN F. HARDESTY has re
signed tionsasfor National
director ofAssociation
station rela-of
Radio and TV
Broadcasters
become
director oitc
local
promotion
for Broadcast Ad
vertising Bureau
Inc., effective
Nov.Ryan,
12, William
B.
BAB]
day.
President,
an
nounced Thurs
Mr. Hardesty
wasAppointmen
described byt
Mr. Ryan as the second of three
major personnel assignments which]
he
necessary
in order
BABdeemed
to fulfill
its purpose
— to for
as- te:
sist its members in promoting the
wide use of radio as an advertising ™
medium.
First step, he said, was the ap
pointment a week earlier of Kevin Bl
Sweeney as general promotion manager [B»T., Oct. 29]. Mr. Sweeney'srectduties
to organize
and di-to
field are
personnel
assigned
promote radio via direct contact i
with advertisers and agencies and ■ to assisttrativethematters.
president in adminisThe third step — one for immediate consideration, Mr. Ryan said —
is to appoint a director of National
As director of local promotion,
promotion.
Mr. Hardesty's duties will include
development of special presentations, retail studies, sales clinics
for local broadcasters and advertisers. He will also handle station
relations for BAB and assume extensive speaking assignments at loings.cal advertising and business meetMr. Hardesty entered radio in
1939 at WJSV Washington, nowi
WTOP.
Returning to Washington after
Navy service in the war, he joined
WOL as an account executive in
1946 and shortly thereafter became
director of sales promotion and
publicity. He resigned in 1948 to!
become director of special events
and public relations for WOIC
now WTOP-TV,
CBS outlet
in(TV),
the same
city.
Joining NARTB as assistant di
rector of public affairs in July
Hardestyrelations
was named
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix 1950, Mr.rector of station
shortlydithereafter.
'But, Boss, she violates the TV Code from EVERY angle!"
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THERE'S
MONEY
IN
Industrial Field Beckons Radio
Says Timken

Executive

PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Broadcasters Aid to Auto Dealers
Sought by NADA

"RICH FIELD" ready for radio to exploit lies in industrial NATIONAL Automobile Dealers Assn. is conducting a drive
and public relations, according to Robert Wagner, public rela- among its 34,000 members to use the airwaves, mainly radio,
tions director of Timken Roller Bearing Co.
II
individual
good declared
will in each
dealer's respective comAddressing the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters Sales Clinic to build munity,
the association
last week.
Thus far, according to J. Eustace
[B*T, Oct. 22], Mr. Wagner sug^
Wolfington, Philadelphia, chairman
gested salesmen "too often think
of radio only as a means of mer- IS RADIO MISSING A BIG BET? Two public relations experts say it is. Little of the NADA
chandising aproduct. It lies with use is being made of radio as a public relations medium, but if program public relations
committee, radio
. radio to approach industry with
astiithe ideas and programs which will managers and salesmen went to work, they could develop this field into a salesmen have not
done the job of
ctfiioitell
industry's
story in a listenable, rich source of revenue. Here are some sound business tips that can make selling
that they
otjrirjipalatable
manner.
money for any kind of operation, from network to local station.
"Whoever can do that will not
should.
Furtheronly make money for himself and
more, added Mr.
etivsl'his organization, but will also have Mr. Wagner said. "This in spite companies, like the Timken Roller Wolfington, time
liai ,/fche privilege of helping to sell of the fact that industry is starved Bearing Co., are searching for salesmen should
BABlJone of the greatest commodities for such material and such pro- ideas from the radio industry in expect
find
Wolfington
willingto ears
t, an ever devised by man . . . the Amerigrams. Industry wants America to their public relations campaign.
\m jean private enterprise system. Cer- realize what a wonderful thing we
among
auto
deal"Where are you going to get the
ers
for
ideas
they
might
care to
tainly no salesman will have a have in this glorious private enter- ideas
for such a program? Get
higher call to duty than that, and
prise system. That story must be out and meet the industrial leaders
Last spring at a meeting in Chiit isTheworthy
best effort." told, for there are too many who in your community. Talk to them.
Timkenof his
plantveryis undertaking
cago of the NADA public relations
question the value of our system. They have problems the likes of
which l-an extensive campaign to sell the
committee,
if was decided to depush.
"A
good
salesman
doesn't
have
which about
you'veindustry
never heard.
Ask
message of freedom and free enter- to be told twice once a prospect them
termine the dealers.
public's exact feeling
and taxes, toward auto
prise. This includes radio and news- has been pointed out to him. I'm about government regulations
as
To
this
end,
the Elmo Roper rej„ paper advertising, literature, in- pointing out a sure-fire sale; a applied to their business, price consearch organization was asked to
■ formation racks in plants, speakers customer that's been waiting for
trols,,
labor
problems
and
the
conduct
a
national
It
bureau, house organ, forums, pubto come
around.a program
It's your idea
job thousands of other problems which showed that whereas survey.
the public
to come
up with
heap. flic opinion dinners, employe events you
press
down
on
them
day
in
and
had a vague mistrust of dealers in
and work of the philanthropic Tim- which will dramatically and efout.
they diddealer
have with
confidence
fectively communicate to the public day"They
m. (ken Foundation in the company's
would welcome your ques- general,
in the particular
whom
;wll.i(communities.
the philosophy of free enterprise.
tions.
They
would
welcome,
and
they
dealt.
In
fact,
many
persons
riddi-li Present Use of Radio
"Radio
advertising
is
your
busithey
need
your
help,
as
an
expert
in
spokenoted.
of "my" dealer,
ness, and if the ideas for such a radio advertising. As you talk to interviewed
iedontatrohip
top Radio
activities
of Fulton
Lewisinclude
jr. and sponsorGeorge
aren't forthcoming from those various leaders of industry Mr.ToWolfington
NADA, the problem was
• Sokolsky, daily sports broadcasts program
your group, mendyou
are
missing
a
trepossible that one objec- clear: The individual dealer should
ously rich source of revenue. it is tionvery
minis-Hand
compaigns
and a series
to an aggressive radio cam- try to attain a position of respect
titledspot
Message
to Americans.
The Republic Steel Corp., Youngstown
p
a
i
g
n
o
f
the
type we've been dis- in the community similar to that
Sheet
&
Tube
and
Warner
Swayze,
nmedi- -ilast - named program presents
would be this: 'We're afraid held by the neighborhood druggist.
just to mention a few, are currently of makingcussing enemies.'
•aid-4-stories
of
prominent
figures
in
Such an arguThat's where radio, and in some
■tionaflAmerican industry along with carrying on a campaign, the purment is completely without founda- cases, television, comes in, Mr.
music and discussions.
pose of which is to carry the phition.
For
the
last
12
years,
and
said. He said both
losophy of free enterprise to the particularly in the past five years, Wolfington
"There is an absolute dearth of
mediums(Continued
should beonused
nc!udt(j pro grams which will function as a public.
pagefor£2)institu(Continued
on
page
37)
public service tool for industry,"
"It is highly probable that those

iALES CLINIC group at Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters session included (I to r): OHIO BROADCASTERS reviewed sales problems at recent clinic. Surrounding Mrs. Harold Fitzgerald of SESAC are (I to r): Tom Rogers, WCLT Newark;
Gibbons, Lang, Fisher & Stashower; C. J. Lonsdale, Meldrum & Fewieddi Robert
WHIZ Zanesville; J. P. Williams, WING Dayton; Mrs. Fitz'.mith; Robert Wagner, Timken Roller Bearing Co.; Hal Waddell, WJW Cleve- Vernon geNolte,
rald; K. K. Hackathorn, WHK Cleveland; Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion;
and; Keith Baldwin, WERE Cleveland; Marion Reeves, Gregory & House;
Hal Barrett, Headley-Reed; Warren P. Williamson, WKBN Youngstown.
Jack Maurer, WHK Cleveland.
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THE

ROOSTER

LAID

THAT

THE

GOLDEN

EGG

RED ROOSTER greets motorists, alerting them to
the Schuneman's show on WDGY. Billboards, as
well as other printed media, back-up the air effort
•<
of the department store.

-TJCHUNEMAN'S
department
store in St. Paul
has been
crowing about its own Red
Rooster Hour on WDGY for a long
time, but received heart as well as
purse-warming proof of the program's success not so long ago when
a group of housewives spontaneously formed their own Red Rooster
social club.
These Red Rooster boosters appear as guests on radio shows
broadcast by other Twin Cities stations to get free plugs for their favorite fowl, plant social items in the
newspapers about their club activities, always including a name plug,
solicit new members and help seat
stray women who attend the weekly Red Rooster breakfasts in the
store.
Sales response is even more tangible than listener loyalty, in the
opinion of department store executives. They put the show on
WDGY two and one-half years ago
to attract all members of the family. Because the comprehensive
format of news, chatter, music and
information was designed to pull in
mail orders from the entire trading
area of one million persons in 28
counties, the store "placed all our
radio eggs in the rural basket", according to William Campbell, general merchandise manager for
Schuneman's.
The store,
says,merchandise
"caters to cus-at
tomers whohewant
medium eratesprices
above," andmaropin a highlyand competitive
ket. The Red Rooster Hour, bepower,
reaches causeintoof WDGY's
28 countieshighin eastern
Minnesota and western Wisconsin
for a radius of 100 miles. Store
representatives say their program
reaches more potential customers
than shows sponsored by competing
stores because of the extensive coverage area and the fact that Red
Rooster tensive"makes
the only andrealbuild
ineffort to maintain
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area.
patronage" throughout the trading
Increased in-store buying is also
a major objective, of course. At
one time or another, merchandise
from every department of the store
— including the basement store and
leased departments — is advertised
on the broadcast commercials. Commercials are concentrated on bestselling or highly-promotional items
inology.
terse, direct and friendly phraseThe six-a-week feature, aired
Monday through Saturday from
7:30 to 8:30 a.m. in WDGY studios,
features
Light conversation
in five minutes of Mary
transcribed
about events in and around the St.
Paul area. Personal and informative, the chatty discussion for listeners frequently takes them behind the scenes at Schuneman's
with interviews of buyers, manusales
people. Thefacturers'
rest representatives
of the showand offers
recorded music, news flashes on local, regional, national and world
events, weather forecasts, time and
temperature, winter highway conditions and emergency reports.
A supplementary breakfast program with coffee and doughnuts is
aired before a studio audience every Thursday after the regular
Red Rooster Hour. Miss Light,
from 8:30 to 9 a.m., conducts an
audience participation show from
the River Room Restaurant at the
store before it opens.
SCHUNEMAN'S
— in residents
its continued effort to serve
of outlying communities — this summer promoted festivals of many
small areas on the audience participation program, with 12 such
communities sending booster groups
to be interviewed by Miss Light.
Other interviewees are selected for
their participation in civic, local

and cappers on special Red Rooster
Day items are displayed for three
and regional activities of interest. days after every commercial.
Within the past year, 42 civic
Some of the Red Rooster Hour
groups
of a special
charitable
or service sales results: An offer of a new
nature were
guests.
type
of flower holder, the Floralier,
* * *
costing $1, brought 26 sales within
an hour and one-half after the raTHEbuilds
breakfast
showbut primarily
good will,
also fosdio commercial . . . One Thursday
ters an increase in store traffic be- morning during the weekly fashion
cause of visitors at the broadcast. show, David Chrystal dresses were
Schuneman's backs its air effort described on the air. Eight women
with
the dressitems special
sold at a"Just
lower for
priceThursday"
that day during the dayandasked
eachforbought
one.
only. The broadcast audience is . .es.described,
Another
time,
three
given a list of the Thursday spe- Sewing Machines, at $650 White
each,
cials, and signs notifying all store
Fair on Wedvisitors of these items are posted were soldnesdayataftertheoneStatemention
on the
throughout the building.
radio
show.
A
Minneapolis
store,
Broadcast visitors fill in a registration blank with their names and displaying
the
same
type
of
mac
h
i
n
e
i
n
the
same
booth
on
the
fair
addresses, after which cards are grounds, made no sales that day.
sorted and letters mailed to out-ofThe Hour earned first prize
towners asking them to visit the from
the National Retail Dry
show again and about the quality
Goods
Assn. last year for a radio
of their local reception of the pro- show beamed
to a general family
These methods,
Schuneman's
and an award for the
believes,gram. start
and strengthen
the audience,
coordinated use of radio with other
Red Rooster listening habit.
It was after one such breakfast media.
show that several women spontaneously organized the Red Rooster
Club. One woman bought a large
china rooster, painted it red and offered itto the store. It now occupies the place of prominence at the
breakfast table as a centerpiece.
Another discovered small plastic
rooster whistles in Florida, painted
them red and distributes them to
all new members as a badge.
Although the store has promoted
its radio investment in many ways
during the past two and one-half
years,
wasn't its
untilpopular
April 1950
that itit started
Red
Rooster Days, two days every
month when selling demands special promotion of the Red Rooster
Hour and Red Rooster items. All WINDOW DISPLAY in Schunemerchandise advertised on the
calls attention to the Red
broadcast is pointed out in the Rooster man'sHour,
formatawards.
and adstore with a Red Rooster capper,
vertisingits
and media
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Stime we "i^
PROGRAM
ON
WARNS
COY
color at the
would have gress said that ^
"IF
THE RADIO
and television "public
the FCC should be
"no definition caninterest,"
apply tosaying
the nation
as a approved it, but it just didn't work. punished for what it did to him
business can't do something to
The controversy was not over the and that everyone at the Commishelp itself in determining- what is
good taste, especially in TV, then whole."
sion had been to Moscow within the
"Public interest must take into field sequential system, but the fact
there is going to be something done consideration the character of the that the FCC said color was impor- previous 24 hours. The returns to
the
Treasury
through the Bureau
tant,"
Mr.
Coy
stated.
about itmanlegislatively,"
FCC
Chairpeople
in
every
city."
Radio,
he
Wayne Coy warned the
of Internal Revenue would be many,
to a good
unCoy Comments on Freeze
broadcasters at the NARTB Dis- said, "has matured
derstanding ofthe public
interest.
many
times
the
money needed to
trict 5 meeting in St. Petersburg Radio on the whole has a better
•Concerning the TV freeze and re- speed up FCC operations," he said.
understanding of public interest
last Thursday.
allocation proceeding, Mr. Coy
Mr. Coy was introduced by NelIn a speech covering several is- than those persons who are operat- said, "We are prepared to move
son Poynter, publisher of the St.
sues of importance to broadcasters,
ing television stations, who are in- quickly and to issue a formal re- Petersburg
Times and owner of
the FCC Chairman reiterated his
clined to press to get into the black
port about Feb. 1, which gives us WTSP. In his introductory resupport of the Benton bill, observ- and neglect some of the things they about 60 days. We can assume that
marks, Mr. Poynter said that Mr.
ing however that he represented a know they should be doing or have the decision will be out by Feb. 1. Coy has taken so much abuse at
minority of the FCC with that the courage to do. Some of them We can start processing about times that he ought to come back
view, Comr. Paul A. Walker being have failed to develop that courage April 1 but don't get too exicted in the newspaper business where
about that date. There will be "he belonged and he never should
the only other member of the Com- after they got into the black."
As to the TV timetable, the hearings which take a long time
ion. mission who shares Mr. Coy's opin- Chairman declared that only a since we have only seven ex- haveHarold
left E.it."Fellows, NARTB pres"I will support the Benton bill," handful of new TV stations will be
ident, commented, "My situation
The
FCC
Chairman
pleaded
for
the air in 1952, and "not too aminers."
he declared,
as this indusis quite
parallel— with
Wayne
try does not "so
take long
aggressive
action on
an
appropriation
large
enough
for
in
one
respect
both Coy's
con1953." the world's worst the FCC to do an adequate job.
sistent. He doeswe notare favor
Hal
"I amin probably
themselves," adding that his sup- many
Fellows.
He
does
not
favor
the
"We
are
losing
more
than
100
predicter
on
TV.
I
didn't
know
you
port would be a "burr under the could
NARTB. He just favors the Benton
get into so much confounded
because of the cut in per- Bill.
saddle."
In like manner I do not opWith respect to the new NARTB trouble. It has been three years persons sonnel
necessitated by a budget repose Wayne Coy. I do not oppose
TV code, Mr. Coy said that it may since yesterday that the freeze
duction. Last year we were cut a
work "if it is enforced and if it is went into effect. Then came color. half-million dollars down to six the FCC. I just oppose the Benton
flexible enough to meet changing If we had a compatible system of million when one member of Con(NARTB District 13 story on
conditions."
page 98; photos from District 6 on
He
said,
"Broadcasters
talk
about
freedom of the entrepreneur and
page 113.)
free
enterprise
'just that
let uswayalone,'
PULVER TO LEVER
and they
have —talked
for
I869 Judge 3ra £. TEtobmson 1951
186
years. The obscenity on the TV
Resigns DF&S Post
screens is getting worse. I am not
APPOINTMENT of Stanley PulWashington and in his home state, Bill."
a prude, and there may be a place
ver, with Dancer-Fitzgerald-SamWest Virginia.
for off -color jokes, but they are not
York, for the past six
the television screen."
While on the FRC, he was de- years ple,asNewdirector
of radioBros.,
and New
telescribed as being blunt and outvision
media
for Lever
"The other evening," Mr. Coy
spoken but always having a sense York, was announced
continued,
"I
saw
a
network
show
last
week
where the comedian got so mixed
of humor.
Even hishadopponents
ad- [Closed Circuit, Oct. 29]. mit ed he always
the courage
between his bottom and his arrears
While with DF&S as chief timeof his convictions.
that I thought he would wind up
of the TV dewith one or another on his head.
To his skill and juridicial acumen buyer and manager
partment, Mr. Pulver worked on
I then turned to another great netwas attributed
much
of
the
fundathe
following
accounts:
General
mental radio law written on the Mills, Procter & Gamble, Campbell
work— I won't mention any names
statute books.
but it was 8:30-9 on a Tuesday
Soup
Co.,
Sterling
Drugs,
Whitenight and this comedian had his
Born near Grafton, W. Va., Sept.
hall Pharmacal Co., American Chitalent indulging in indecent excle Co., and Falstaff Brewing Co.
16,
1869,
he
was
graduated
from
Fairmont State Normal School and
Prior to DF&S he was with the
posure." Concern of Parents
studied law at the U. of Virginia Biow Co., New York, as a timein
1890.
buyer and during his tenure was
"I tell you," Mr. Coy continued,
"that their
peoplechildren
are concerned
After torneyserving
as County,
prosecuting
at- the timebuyer for the Democratic
what
see on the about
telefor
Taylor
W.
Va.,
National Campaign to elect Presivision screen. And the mail at
dents Roosevelt and Truman. Befrom 1896 to 1900, he was elected
fore that he was with CBS for nine
the FCC grows and the protests
a
member
of
the
West
Virginia
get louder and louder. There is a
Senate
in
1902
and
served
two
years.
He started at the network
growing group of self-appointed JUDGE IRA ELLSWORTH ROBas executive assistant to the execINSON, 82, onetime chairman of
censors and because they cannot
utive
vice president and when he
He was regent for the West Vir- left he was
be funneled through channels such the Federal Radio Commission, years.
service manager
ginia normal schools from 1901 to of WCBS NewsalesYork.
as the Benton bill indicates they predecessor of FCC, died unexpect- 1907 and
elected a justice of
edly Oct. 29 at his home in Philippi, the Supremewas Court
are much more dangerous than most
of
Appeals
of
broadcasters realize. These pres- W. Va.
Nov. 8, 1906. From 1910 Join CBS Radio
Judge Robinson was appointed to that state
sure groups are dangerous because
resignation in 1915, he was CBS Radio signed two new affilijmany of them are irresponsible the FRC by President Coolidge tochiefhis justice
of that court. He reates last week to bring the total
and the history of these groups is March 29, 1928. He was elected
signgovernor
ed to become ofRepublican
nomi- network total to 206. WFAI Faychairman April 5 of that year, and
thatMr.they
are
yielded
to."
nee
for
West
Virginia
N. C, joins as a bonus
Coy said, however, that he served in that capacity until Feb.
lost in the Wilsonian etteville,
station to WDNC Durham, effeci did not believe that the advisory 28, 1930, when he was succeeded in 1916, but landslide.
tive Nov. 18. Operated with 250 w
i groups should report to the FCC by the late Maj. Gen. C. McK. Democratic
He was chairman of the Draft on 1230 kc, WFAI is owned and opas the Benton bill stipulates, but Saltzman.
erated by Rollins Broadcasting Inc.
Appeals Board from 1917 to 1918.
rather to Congress.
When,
in
January
1932,
Judge
he warwasminerals
appointedclaims
to adju-in with James Mayes as general manSuch advisory committees could Robinson resigned, President In 1921 dicate
ager. WBAT Marion, Ind., joins
evaluate whether the people are Hoover expressed personal appreciJudge Robinson served as a basic supplementary station
theirFCCmoney's
worth to"out
ation for the judge's four years Washington.
as special assistant to the U. S. effective Dec. 1. Owned and operofgetting
what the
is allocating
the with the
Commission [Broadcast- Attorney
ated by the Marion Radio Corp.,
General
broadcasters,"
ing, Jan. 15, 1932]. At that time in the purchase offromthe1926Capeto 1928
Cod WBAT operates with 250 w on 1400
Mr. Coy at hethesaid.outset of his
Robinson said he planned Canal.
kc.
John
Bone is general manager.
speech localized the definition of Judge
to resume private law practice in
November 5, 1951 • Page 27
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the actors had little breath left for
dialogue, which was just as well
considering this sample exchange
between Blackie and a gangster
named
Blackie aFox,
bribe.who was offering

t6e

The Continental Manner . . .
FOREIGN INTRIGUE is as refrom on
run-ofthe-camera freshingly
crimedifferentshows
TV
these days as the early Hitchcock
thrillers were from run-of-the-reel
gangster films made in Hollywood.
Intrigue understates and underplays. It succeeds in establishing
a mood
of,
ly terror. well, let's call it leisureLast week's edition of the series
dealt with a single theme: The efforts of rival espionage agents in
Copenhagen to do in an American
newspaperwoman who was unwittingly carrying some secret papers
that a spy in the U.S. had slipped
into an identification badge. This

cut

criminals from succeeding in their
Camera work and direction were
plots.
uniformally excellent, taking full
advantageductionofthat the
flexibility onin film.
prois possible
Dorje Mellvik gave a fine, low-key
performance as the inspector, and
Sydna Scott projected just the proof fearnewspaperwoman
without hysteriaperthatamount
a veteran
would be expected to experience
under the circumstances.
All in all, Foreign Intrigue is an
ornamental addition to the adventure-mystery-crime fare on the air.

The Private Eye . . .
BOSTON
the
tradition of BLACKIE
heroes of U.isS.incrime
Program:
Foreign
Intrigue,
NBCdrama.
He
is
irresistibly
handTV, Thursdays,
10:30-11& p.m.
Sponsor:
Ballantine
Son.
some, insultingly flip and remorseAgency:
J.P. Walter
Thompson.
lessly irreverent toward all authorProducer-DirectorSheldon Reynolds.Adapter:
ity,
Original
Story byJohnStellaPadodano.
Linden.
oafs, the especially
cops. those incompetent
Asst. Director:
Production
Mgr.:
Bengt
Jarel.
His
exact
status is impossible to
Dir.Effects:
of Photography
& Special
define. He does not seem to be on
Bertil Palmgren.
Composer
&
Musical
Dir.
:
Erland
anybody's
but hea Cadillac
dresses
von Koch.
expensively payroll,
and drives
Cast:
Scott, Dorje
convertible with such abandon that
VengtSydna
Blomgren,
Gosta Mellvik,
Tryzelius.
it is plain he can afford to throw
it away and buy another any time.
he is one of those milcertainly was no great shakes as a Probably
men that Hollywood
plot, but the success of the program believeslions of young
derived from its skilled manage- acies. live on inexhaustible legment of this thin line of story.
The emphasis in this series is on
For one thing, Intrigue permits
its players to talk, and what they
Program:
Boston Blackie,
say makes sense. The dialogue in
hour syndicated
film series.halfthis series is carefully written and
Producer:
Ziv
Television
Prog
r
a
m
s
I
n
c
.
intended for audiences who can unDirector:
Paul Purdum.
Landres.
Writer:
Herb
derstand more complicated prose
Cast:
FrankKenOrth.Taylor, Lois Collier,
than I-See-The-Dog.
The police inspector in last
week's piece was a radical char- action. In one half-hour program,
acter by common standards of
murders were committed, a pocrime drama. He was neither hand- two lice
inspector was bombed but sursome nor comically ugly, neither
vived, and Blackie himself was
unstupid nor omniscient. The inspec- chloroformed twice,
consciousnes twicslugged
e and hitto over
tor on Foreign Intrigue was an
ordinary-looking man with a bald the head with a paint can and a
head and the quizzical intelligence shovel during a wild battle with
necessary to figure out by unas- crooks.
Physical demands were such that
sisted reasoning how to prevent the
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McKINNEY NAMED
Democratic Committee Head
SELECTION of Frank E. McKinney, Indiana businessman and
stockholder and officer of
Fox: I got plenty of that green minority
WISH Indianapolis, as Democratic
stuff.
National
chairman last
Blackie: Grass is the only green week wasCommittee
seen as an indication
stuff I take from you.
that
the
administration
con
Whatever its shortcomings, Bos- tinue broadcast-consciouswillduring
ton Blackie is well up to the par the 1952 political campaign.
for
nomination of Mr. McKinney
and action-type
it makes no crime
pretenseproductions
at being to Thesucceed
William M. Boyle Jr
anything but what it is — a half
hour of whizz-pop-bang done up was
approved
largelyin theon busithe1
strength
of
his
success
in slick style on film.
ness and finance fields, overriding
a number of political factors.
At a news conference last ThursThe Real Article . . .
day, the 47-year-old
bankDemocratic
executive
told newsmen
that the
Party
would
use
all
channels
THE
JOHNS
HOPKINS
Science
Review last Monday explored the communication to bring home theof
scientific side of crime detection,
which was rather plodding stuff issues of the '52 campaign. He
promised to "re-establish the
compared to the fictional portrayals also
political research, publicity and inof cops and robbers.
activities" of theto comas formational
a throwback
the
Thelice program
demonstrated
po- fabulous mitteedays
methods in solving
a fictitious
of the late Charlie
crime involving a murder and a Michelson, former Democratic publicity chief.
hit-and-run death. By use of microMr. McKinney will serve without
scope and photo-spectrograph, police laboratory technicians showed compensation, relinquishing all interests save those relating to the
how they could match flecks of
paint and bits of blood and cloth Fidelity Trust Co. of Indianapolis
and his radio connections.
Aside from holding the presiProgram:
Johns
Hopkins
Science
dency of Fidelity Trust Co., Mr.
Review,
DuMont
TV
Network,
McKinney
2,098.5 outstock
of 10,-in
Monday, 8:30-9 p.m.
Writer-Producer:
Lynn Poole.
000
sharesholds
of common
Director:
Paul
Kane.
Assoc. Director:
Producer: EdBobSarrow.
Fenwick.
WISH and the licensee firm, Uni
Assoc.
versal Broadcasting Co., according
Art
Director:
Mansfield.
Narrator:
Joel Barry
Chaseman.
to FCC records. He serves
treasurer and director of WISH
and
other stations — WHOT
found on the victim and the car to Souththree
WHBU Anderson and
establish that the automobile had WANE Bend,
Fort
Wayne — which were
been the one that hit and ran.
merged
last
January
reorganization plan. under a stock
A
comparison
of
laundry
marks
also was made in the course of
A former president of Universal,
identifying
and bal-to he and Mrs. McKinney hold minorlistics tests the
werecriminal
demonstrated
under the realignment.
show how it is possible to prove a Underity interest
the FCC-approved plan, Uni
certain bullet has been fired by a versal
stock
was exchanged for
certain gun.
stock in WHBU (Anderson BroadThe demonstrations were all precasting Corp.), WANE (Radio Fort
sented by police officials. It must Wayne Inc.) and WHOT (South
be said that this was an unfortu- Bend Broadcasting Corp.), with
nate casting choice. Whatever au- Universal serving as holding comthority might have been established
pany for those outlets and WISH,
Bruce McConnell now controls
by the appearance of experts was C.
to a large extent diluted by their Universal and WISH.
appalling lack of color or stage
Noted as a fund-raiser in his!
presence. The fact that someone
right, Mr. McKinney will
knows a great deal about a subject own
choose
a national treasurer initially?
does not necessarily mean he can and tackle
a myriad of problems.
explain it either interestingly or
question
of '52 conwell. In this case, the perform- These include
vention
sponsorship,
anradio-TV
advertising
agency,seances were, to use the utmost for- conventionlection of site,
etc.
bearance, dul .
Thekinsproducers
of thewould
Johnsdo HopMr. McKinney
that with
"no
Science Review
well company
which I amstated
affiliated
to remember that whole genera- or interested in will ever enter the
tions of Americans have come to doors of a government bureau or
hate Shakespeare because incom- agency seeking favors or considerations of any type or charpetent high school teachers made a
chore instead of a pleasure out of
His
nomination
was . recomreading his works.
at the national committee
If the Hopkins people insist on conclave mendedby
Frank M. McHale
Committeeman,
using a cop to tell a cop's story, Indiana
acter." aDemocratic
3% stockholder in WISH
they should exert the most serious himself
effort to find an articulate and, if Universal. Mr. McKinney resigned
from U. S. Pipeline Co.
possible, talented cop.
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at FCC Indefinitely
Head HENNOCK
STATUS
you are
highly
qualified andI
and,A ficial
THE last
WHITE
made Frieda
it of- FCC. Her term runs until June think
would
have
served
with
weekHOUSE
that Comr.
30, 1955.
am
mindful
of the
reasondistinction.
whichrecess
you
have
advanced
for
declining
atiJjB. Hennock will remain on the FCC
The Chief
Executive's
was appointment, and I reluctantly adefer
to
coincident
with letter
a recess
IjjJ.indefinitely, thus affirming previous released
your
wishes
in
the
matter.
, reports that the Commissioner appointment of Assistant At- Yourber ofoutstanding
record
as
a
memthe
Federal
Communications
„ alignment apparently will remain
General David H. Edelstein Commission has earned wide public
. intact in the foreseeable future to the torney
recognition,service
and I onam theconfident
your
vacancy on the New York continued
Commission
bench.
1 [B»T,
Oct. 29].
will
advance
thecommunications.
public interest
inYour
the
President
Truman last Thursday
vital
field
of
&r.ey released
has
provided
an outstanding
The President said he "re- service
correspondence between
example
of
the
contributions
which
the
luctantly"
agreed
to
give
up
his
women of America have to offer the
him and Comr. Hennock on the sub- fight for Miss Hennock after she people
of thistimes.
country, particularly in
ject ment
of a which
recesswasjudgeship
appointthese
critical
wrote
him
saying
that
she
believed
declined by the
•4
fidence, Iam, of my continued conthe arecess
appointment
"should goto With assurance
Madam Commissioner.
nominee
who is prepared
Very
sincerely yours,
The President had nominated to
office at once in a district
HARRY S. TRUMAN
Miss Hennock for a New York fed- take
eral judgeship last June but it was where the docket is so crowded."
From
Comr.
Hennock to the
Mr. Edelstein, an Assistant At- President:
sidetracked by the Senate, which
torney General in the Justice
recessed without taking any action
Oct. 30, 1951
customsfor division,
for- Dear Mr. President:
[B#T,
Oct. 22]. said Miss Hennock Dept.'s
mer attorney
the New was
Yorka City
Mr. Truman
I amored bymost
grateful
and
highly
honof a recess
appointwould continue as a member of the Welfare Dept. from 1934 to 1939.
asyour
UnitedofferDistrict
States
District
for thementSouthern
of New Judge
York.
Usual
procedure
is
for
the
PresiAs you know, nothe action
Senate before
Judiciary
e comaddent to renominate
re- Committee jotook
to theel
the person heathasCongress'
appointed
urnment ofnomination
the last session
of Cong
r
e
s
o
n
my
for
this
vaCharlie \TRUTH DRIVE HITS duringturn,Congressional
recess.
cancy
which
you
submitted
in
June.
. Iil.l )'
I advised the Committee on October 15
The letter exchange follows:
I wouldpointment to thenot bench
acceptif ayourecess
Govt. Expert Announces
were ap-to
From the President to Comr. that
■."::!Mt;, DESPITE the fact that the Soviet Hennock:
honor
ment. me by tendering such appointIn reaching
this complex
decision, Iproblems
had in
Oct. 31, 1951 mind
the many
rj1 Union and satellite countries are Dear Miss Hennock:
whicheralwillCommunications
continue toCommission
face the Fed" spending about $1,409,000,000 for
I
regret
that
the
Senate
Judiciary
durCommittee has not taken action on the
ingsound
the next development
few years. Asof youtelevision
know,
'". \i.propaganda
some confirmation
$840 million warfare,
set asidewith
for radio
of your appointment as a the
has
been
my
major
concern
during
my
. and other media [B«T, Oct. 29],
service on the Commission, and under
' T the free world is not necessarily
, 1 j "losing the battle for men's minds."
nJj This conviction was re-empha,jjJ, Sped in a speech before the Life
.'[gjjaji'f Thurman
InsuranceL. Barnard,
Advertising
Assn.man-by
To
IES
SERfirst
general
ST Workshop's
FIR
THE
FORD
FOUNDATION
TV-Radio
broadcast
proD'S
FOR
duction,
officials
announced
last
week, will be a series
of 12 weekly
gQjkager oftional
the information
department's
internaprogram.
He half-hour summaries of the Sixth United Nations General Assembly
' addressed
at Williams- in Paris, to be carried over NBC-TV on Saturday from 7-7:30 p.m.,
burg, Va., the
last group
Wednesday.
Oct. 29]. Nov. 10 [Closed Circuit, *
Of the total sum, Mr. Barnard starting
Robert Saudek, director of the
The UN series, to be known as
;i.$al,tsaid, Russia alone has been spendediting." VI, will be offered for
inor-l'ing $928 million for propaganda as Workshop, and Frederic W. Wile Assembly
commercial
sponsorship on a nonJr.,
NBC
vice
president
and
direcBent, jpart of its "Big Lie" crusade to
tor of television network producthe U. S. "Campaign of
profit
basis,
under commercial
the Workshop's
tion,
announced
plans
for
the
series
;:!ftj.ion..counteract
plan
for
utilizing
radio
Truth.'
Broad- Construction of new type trans- last Wednesday. Arthur M. Schle- and TV in offering programs comFort jmitter facilities for the Voice of singer Jr., associate professor of
bining cultural, public service and
[Sooth ^America will force the Soviet history at Harvard U., who wrote entertainment values. Under the
the Pulitzer prize-winning The Age commercial but non-profit formula,
mthJUnion
to
"let
the
truth
through
or
, fom-i! spend huge sums [in manpower of Jackson, will narrate the pro- sale of the series will mean that
"iSHJand dollars] in the effort to keep
its proJohn Coburn Turner, recently the Workshop
duction costs andwillthatregain
the network
gram.
ontrolspt Since
out," hethedeclared.
truth campaign was director of programs for Goodson- will recover its time charges.
Productions, has been apNBC to Cooperate
in ni?r: launched, he continued, the U. S. Todman pointed
assistant director of the
wlllhas made "major improvements in Television-Radio
Workshop
and
Speaking
for NBC-TV, Mr. Wile
nitially lour radio network" with the result will produce the Assembly VI said: "The network
has been conblefflipthat the U. S. is overcoming Rus- day.
ferring
for
months. . .with
TVseries,
Mr.
Saudek
announced
FriRadio Workshop
and isthehappy
52con-ksian
jamming
at
least
100%
more
» effectively than 18 months ago.
"The
Workshop
believes
that
the
to
broadcast
the
Workshop's
iniagency, Additionally, VOA has stepped up UN General Assembly in Paris is
tial series of television programs.
its output 50%, with more stress of such critical importance this The Workshop has set its sights
3t won language programs behind the
high, and we in NBC are ready to
year ordthatshoulda beweekly
ed wit!:Klron Curtain.
NBC looks offorward
made television
available rec-to cooperate.
continued exploration
ways byto
iterthtPabout
"\ve how
havetolearned
a
great
deal
the
American
public,"
Mr.
Saudek
utilize radio in the declared. "The Television-Radio which superior informative pro,r con-r' battle for men's minds," Mr. Barn- Workshop is, therefore, dispatching
grams can command an increasingly large audience on commercial
a motion picture production crew
r char pard said, citing program surveys to
Paris for the duration of the
j and samplings of overseas opinion.
The UN series will be produced
-. • Best estimates today show the
stations."
■•ly.itteep Voice is heard by over half of ra- assembly."
supervision
of Mr. mass
SauSaudek voiced
pleasure
"thatB. under
dek andtheJames
Webb Young,
j[cHale,pdio set owners in Iron Curtain so Mr.experienced
a
man
as
G.
teeman. 'countries. More than 20% of Buscemi, assistant director of the communications consultant to the
March of Time Television Dept., Ford Foundation, who assisted in
ti;isH-[
oroadcastsandareupgetting
/ned Moscow
to 75%through
in ruralto will have charge of the Paris the
establishment of the WorkRussian areas, he added.
operations and supervise the film
shop, with the NBC-TV News and
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PIONEER broadcaster Richard E.
O'Dea,
of WOVlookNewforward
York,
and hispresident
son, Richard,
to a rich future for AM radio. Young
Richard is finding station operation
as stimulating as outboard racing, a
sport in which tohe date.
has won 28 awards
the
I think
would be
rightcircumstances,
for me toissues
follow
to aitconclusion
the
pending
which
so invitally
concern
the
national
interest
the
coming
Under years.
these circumstances, I believe
most sincerely
that
a
recess
appointment should
go to office
a nominee
whoin isa
prepared
to take
district
where
the deeply
docket moved
isat soonce
crowded.
Although
I
am
by
your
expressionssupport
of confidence,
and bypublic
the
steadfast
of the many
officialsdorsedand
lawyersandwhoqualifications,
have enm
y
candidacy
I must therefore respectfully decline
this appointment.
Respectfully yours,
FRIEDA B. HENNOCK

Asse
UNDept.
rEvents
Cove
Special
undermbly
cis C. McCall
cooperating
inFranthe
production.
The Workshop was set up last
August via a $1.2 million grant to
the Fund for Adult Education to
be used for Workshop purposes.
What had been scheduled as the
Workshop's
first Theproduction,
radio series called
People Act,a
which was to have started on CBS
Radio this month, has been postponed until January.
A graduate of Princeton with a
degree in modern languages, Mr.
Turner worked with various newspapers and magazines from 193842, being associated during that
time with Marquis Childs and writing his own radio column for The
Washington. Post. He joined the
New York writing staff of CBS
1942 where he worked with Dr.
Lyman Bryson and Leon Levine on
Columbia's School of the Air
until he became an editor of the
script division.
Joining ABC in 1944, he was
manager of the script division
from 1945 to 1950 and during this
period was closely associated with
Mr. Saudek in documentary production, including three which won
Peaboby
"Communismawards:
— U. S. "Hiroshima,"
Brand," and
"Clear
and
Present
Mr.
Turner left ABC in Danger."
1950 to join
the Goodson-Todman staff to supervise, as director of programs, such
shows as The Web and What's My
Line?
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SECONDtiated fconsecutive
yearStores
of advertising
on WCAX
Burlington,
is nego-r),
or Vermont IGA
with signing
by William
Cooper Vt.,
(seated,
treas.,
Burlington
Grocery
Co.
Seated,
Daniel
O'Connel,
asst.
sis.
mgr..
Tea
Table Mills, participating sponsor; (standing) Robert Bensen, WCAX acct.
exec, and J. D. Swan, station mgr.

IT'S Happy W.Birthday
to You foras WHIS
Bluefield,
Va., listeners
Coca
Cola Bottling Co. buys 52-week
series. Completing arrangements are
(I to r): Pat Flanagan, WHIS manager; W. 0. Bivens, Coca Cola sis.
mgr.; Charles Erhard, station sales.

EXLUSIVE contract is set with
Gotham Recording Corp. by Pierre
Crenesse (seated), dir., French Broadcasting System, as Gotham President
Herbert M. Moss watches ceremony.
FBS in North America supplies some
300 American stations with weekly
transcribed programs free-of-charge.

SPONSORSHIP
of CBS Mills
Radio'sInc.Giveis SPOT
campaign
Cleveland's
Bill Gordon
Showon forWHK7-Minit
Pumpand Take by Cannon
Mix is negotiated by A. W.
assured with signature of George Fodorkin PieCo.,
that city, in cooperation
Beyer Jr.
adv. (I),
mgr.v. Allp., with Six O'Clock Foods. A. W. Fodor
smiles
are (r),
Johnfirm's
J. Karol
signs one-year conCBS Radio Network Sales, and W. (I), firm's
tract as J. B.pres.,
Maurer,
stands by.WHK sis. mgr.,
Eldon Hazard, network sis. mgr.
LIBERTY Savings & Loan Co. buys weekly half-hour Music for Men on WCKY
Cincinnati. A. R. Tenhundfeld (seated). Liberty president, signs contract
before (I to r) C. H. Topmiller, WCKY manager; Bob Fleming, acct. exec,
and writer-producer of show; and M. S. Starnbach, Liberty secretary.

Radio-TV Fees Swell
League Incomes
BASEBALL
THREAT to the broadcast media, implied by pending legislation that
would exempt "all professional sports" from anti-trust laws, is on the
wane,
was learnedfollowed
last week.
This itrevelation
closely the release of figures by the House
Monopoly Subcommittee showing
radio-TV rights in professional
$16,338,000. Subtracting operbaseball accounted for more than atingnuecosts
of $12,646,000 and other
costs
(player
salaries, etc.), income
10%
of
the
leagues'
revenue
in
1950.
was $1,829,000, which after taxes
was
$623,000.
A staff spokesman of the House
Similar breakdown for the Na7
subcommittee, which has been investigating the anti-trust aspects tional League in 1950 (approxima
of
baseball, told
showed total revenue $15,696,Telecasting
thatBroadcasting
the Congres-• tion)
000, of which radio-TV contributed
sional
group
"is
not
going
to
buy
$1,708,000.
Total expenses amount
a blank check such as the Johnson ed to $12,858,000,
which gave i
total
operating
income of $2,838,
or Both
Herlong
bills bills."
referred to would ex- 000, of which after further costs
were deducted gave $678,000 before
empt "all professional
sports"
from taxes
anti-trust
laws. They are
authored
or a total of $53,000 after
by Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) taxes.
and Rep. A. S. Herlong (D-Fla.).
Effect on radio-TV is obvious,
should the legislation become law.
The subcommittee now is writing RESNICK NAMED
a report as an aftermath of its
To Hear ABC-UPT Case
baseball hearings [B»T, Oct. 29,
Aug. 20, 13]. Since the bills, as SELECTED to preside at the in
written, tivities
wouldengagedopen
vista of ac- volved Paramount Pictures license
in bya professional
renewals and ABC-United Para
sports operators, it appears that mount Theatres merger hearingthe subcommittee will neither ac- scheduled for Jan. 15— is FCC Ex
Johnson-Herlong
legisla-of aminer Leo Resnick. Appointment
tionceptnorthewill
it write legislation
its own until the issue is carefully was made Oct. 22.
Mr. Resnick, who has been with
studied.
the FCC since 1940 except for
Radio-TV May Enter
Navy duty during the war, was the
Radio-TV may enter into the examiner in the 1949 hearings on
writing of the report, it was ad- the purchase of the Louisville
The subcommittee
WHAS-AM-FM
cuss mitted.
the broadcast
mediamayin disits CourierTV by Journal's
the Crosley
Broadcasting
report to the extent that they point Corp. (WLW Cincinnati). That
out the interstate nature of base- sale was denied because of overball— nub of many a court dispute.
lap between WHAS and WLW. Mr
However, the subcommittee Resnick is a graduate of Columbia
doesn't expect to get into the "na- U. Law School and served in variture"tracts,
of radio-TV
rights andrights
conous FCC legal positions before besuch as territorial
ing appointed
Efforts
had anbeenexaminer
made into 1947
hav<
and league
rules
—
because
of
current litigation.
the
FCC
en
banc
hear
merge:
Revenue figures released to the case, but apparently theythewere
un
subcommittee by baseball leagues successful.
provided
the
following
information:
In primary radio-TV contracts,
the American League clubs received
$1,656,000 in 1950, the National PROPOSES AM GRANT
League clubs, $1,708,000 the same
For Reedsburg, Wis
year.
SimilarLeague,
contracts$1,778,412.50,
for 1951 —
American
INITIAL DECISION, recommend
National League, $1,598,900, plus ing the grant of William C. For
$110,000 for the All-Star game, rest's application for a new A1V
$1,075,000 for the World Series.
Total revenue for 1951 was $4,- station in Reedsburg, Wis., on 1401
561,312.50 for the leagues. In this kc with 250 w fulltime, was issue*
FCC Examiner J. D. Bond las
breakdown, highest intake for an by
individual American League club week.
(unnamed) was $402,500, lowest,
Question of overlap between the
$25,000. Highest National League
new Reedsburg station
Club revenue from radio-TV was proposed
and WIBU Poynette, Wis., all<
$360,000, lowest, $72,500.
owned by Mr. Forrest, was resolve*
Also of interest to the broad- in favor of the applicant on thi
casters as to the amount they have grounds that 4,000 people in Reeds
been pouring into baseball coffers: burg had no primary broadcast
In 1950, the American League service, day or night. The
received a total revenue from home aminer felt that the fact 8,30(
games amounting to $9 million; on persons who would get daytinv
the road, $2,500,000, and exhibi- bu^g.
primary
service from'by both
tion games, $350,000. Radio-TV was
overshadowed
the station
benefit j
netted the league $1,656,000. Add- a new station would bring to Reeds
ed together this makes total reve-

WHO

SAID

RADIO

yJWt%,

NIGHTTIME
IS DYING?

irs

1949
1951
The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* proves
conclusively that total radio listening in Iowa is
greatly on the increase. An exact comparison with
1949 (when the Survey gathered the same listening
data at approximately the same week of the year)
shows
28.8%!that Iowa nighttime listening, for example, is up
Between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m., the Survey found
increased listening for every quarter hour, 1951
over 1949, with an average increase of 28.8% for
each of these twelve important quarter hours!
(The hours 8 to 10 p.m. were covered only by
the 1951 Survey. It found a remarkably high
average of 62.9% of all adults listening at each
quarter hour!)
For the average quarter-hour period 5 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
the Survey found a 14.4% increase in listening, 1951
over 1949!
When you project these increases against the fact that
Iowa also has more families, more multiple-set homes,
and more car radios than in 1949, you find the increased amount of radio listening is even greater than
the average percentages shown above.
Clear-Channel, 50,000-watt WHO continues, of course,
to get the greater share of Iowa's increased radio
listening. This and many other authentic, up-to-date
facts about radio in Iowa are thoroughly documented
in the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey. Write for
your free copy, today!

WIKI©
+ for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
P. A. Loyet, Resident Mi
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

*Thevey is1951
Iowa Radioannual
Audience
the fourteenth
studySur-ofIt
radio
listening
habits
in
Iowa.
was
conducted by Dr.andF. hisL. Whan
of
Wichita
staff.
isMarch
basedandonUniversity
personal1951,interviews
duringIt
April,
with
9,
180Iowa
families
— cities,
all scientifically
selected from
Iowa's
towns,
and
farms,
true villages
and inaccurate
picture toof present
the radioa audience
Iowa.

ter towers, magnetic speakers an
in wiring and plating techniques,
Structural and alloy steel hav
grown scarce but the most press
ing
problem
here involves
adequate
collection
of scrap.theTighiri
situation on steel and copper i
pointed up sharply with growini
industrial expansion for the dd
fense
ductive "tool-up"
highs. and all-time pro
Meanwhile Atty. Gen. J. Howan
McGrath called for creation of j
centralized procurement plan whicji
would permit large, medium anj!
small business firms all to pan
ticipate
in the
tion drive.
He nation's
favors anmobiliza,
invert
tory of all firms to determine theij
productive capacities.

CBS Again Delays
CRITICAL
MATERIALS
CBS-COLUMBIA last week was
son's decision to mothball color TV the amount of copper available for
granted a second postponement of receiver production.
civilian uses in the first quarter of
To have turned out 250,000 color 1952 from the fourth quarter of
a hearing before the National
Production Authority on its appeal sets next year, CBS-Columbia 1951. As with all consumer durfor additional critical materials.
would have required that many
ables, there may be as much copThe manufacturing arm of fractional horsepower motors utilper for Class B or less essential
izing vital copper supplies.
Columbia Broadcasting Inc. sought
militarywillandgetdefenseMr. Wilson reportedly advised products,
an additional three-week delay on
supportingbutorders
them
a plea for an adjusted base period CBS President Frank Stanton: and consumers will receive what is
looking toward a larger output of "Not in your lifetime or in the
monochrome TV receivers, radio lifetime of your children will there
Allocations Announced
sets, phonograph players and be enough coper to meet all the
other products.
DPA already has announced alneeds
of
everyone."
The reason was not immediately
locations of copper for JanuaryLast week Mr. Wilson's words left."
1952 to its Electronics Prodknown but it was presumed that were strongly underscored on an- March
ucts Division, which serves as
CBS-Columbia wants more time to
other
level,
the
Defense
Production Administration.
claimant agency for industry
modify its presentation in view of
only a small percent"Copper supplies are almost needs.age ofThus,
the government's clampdown on
the 33,760,000 pounds set
color TV production [B»T, Oct. dangerously short," DPA asserted. for copper
will flow into civilian
"Two large strikes, extreme short29, 22]. ferredTheonce before
meeting— from
had been
deupcoming
of radio-TV sets and
Oct. 23
age in scrap supplies and con- production
to Oct. 30 (last Tuesday).
tinued low imports caused by in- other goods.
DPA also lumped steel with copternational prices have made copSeeks Greater Quota
NARTB DISTRICT MEETINGS
per, aluminum, cobalt, nickel and
per the most critical of all imCBS-Columbia is seeking a
portant production metals for both tungsten as the "most critical ma- Dates
Nov. Dist. Hotel City
greater quota of raw materials the immediate and the long range
terials"— those "insufficient for de- 8-9 7 Seelbach Louisville
(steel, copper and aluminum) than
12-13 31 William
Penn Pittsburgh
and civilian embarked
demands." on by 15-16
that presently allotted to Air King outlook."
The fenseprogram
Somerset
Boston
The civilian application of this
Products, which it absorbed in the vital metal was outlined to Broad- the electronics manufacturing industry to redesign, simplify and Nov. 5: BMI Program Clinic, Hote
casting • Telecasting by John
purchase of Hytron Radio & ElecNorthern, Billings, Mont.
tronics Corp. last June.
conser- Nov,
Milling, director of NPA's End improvevationproducts
7: Hotel,
BMI Program
was noted through
by the agency.
The manufacturing branch of Equipment
Branch
of
the
ElecAberdeen, Clinic,
S. D. Alonzd
tronics Products Division.
CBS Inc. was given an adjustment
These materials are used in cath- Nov.Ward9: Hearing
for
objections
to peti
of the Air King base period and
tion
for(Hadacol),
reorganization
of LeBlan
"There will be a sharp drop in
ode ray tubes, antennas, transmitCorp.
U.
S.
Court
appealed for larger quantities,
ern New York District),(South
Fole
partly on the ground that it
Square,
York City.
Tracy Criticizes Nov.
planned to turn out 250,000 color
9: BMINewProgram
Clinic, Radisso
Hotel,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
St. Louis Story Nov. 10: BMI Canada Ltd., Prograrr
telesets
1952 as well as adap- IBEW REPLIES
ters andinconverters.
nipeg.
Clinic, Royal Alexandra Hotel, WinW. TRACY, president of International Brotherhood of Electrical
Not withstanding the color TV, D.
12-13: First
District Meeting,
blackout, CBS Columbia is still Workers, charged last week that statements in the Oct. 29 Broadcasting Nov.Federation
of America,
Boston. Adv
holding fast to its bid for more • Telecasting about relations between St. Louis Local 1217 and local
12-14:
National
Assn.
of Radic
materials to turn out black and stations as well as the union's headquarters are incorrect and embar- Nov.
News Directors
Hotel.
Chicago. Convention, Shermar
r
a
s
i
n
g
t
o
the
union.
*
white sets.locations
Present
base
period
allations
with
stations.
I
have
Mr.
Tracy
said
the
local
and
inwhich NPA allowed last
Nov. 13: AAAA
CouncilDetroit
AnMeeting, Michigan
Statler
Hotel,
ernational have a long record of checked with employers in St. Nov. 14:nualColumbia
Affiliates
August are insufficient, CBS- cooperation tand
added that he was Louis. They speak very highly of Salt
BoardLake
meeting,
District
9, HotelAdvisorj
Utah
Columbia contends, noting that
City.
quarterly quotas enable it to turn highly disturbed about the article. the local. You have created the Nov. 14-15: American Public Relatio
The story was based on informa- impression this is an unruly, undisout only about 35% of what Air
Assn., Seventh Annual Meeting
Philadelphia.
tion obtained from sources which for itself.ciplined crowd. The record speaks
King produced in 1951. NPA offi- Broadcasting
Nov. 21: Broadcasters of Maryland an
• Telecasting concials point out, however, that this
District of Columbia, meeting to comsider reliable. It reviewed terms
"The statements about the record
conforms
substantially
the pat- of wage
organizationBroadcasters
of Maryland-Districplete
t of Columbia
Assn.,
tern of cutbacks
for allto materials
demands submitted by of the local and its relations with
Baltimore.
Local 1217 to St. Louis stations.
in civilian industries.
the international are far from being Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relation!
correct.
The
local
has
a
record
of
"When
a
union
as
old
as
this
has
NPA denial of a higher base
Assn.,woodAnnual
Beach Hotel,Convention,
Hollywood, HollyFla.
period formula on color telesets become stabilized in its operations continuous cooperation with the in- Nov. 28-Dec.
1: Fifth Annual NBC Ra
ternational union. They've always
and so-called "slave" units re- I think they're doing a pretty good
dio
and
Television
Affiliates
ConvenHotel. tion, Boca Raton (Fla.) Club
and
portedly was a prime factor in job," Mr. Tracy said.
lived uplaws.toWe have
the constitution
and
byno trouble with Dec. 5-7: NARTB Board of Directors
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wil"That local has no unsavory re- them. We havehad cooperated
Washington.
with
25: FCC-Theatre Television hearthem
with us.and they have cooperated Feb.
Dec. 7-9: Television
Park Sheraton Authority
Hotel, NewConvenYork
"We have our differences with Dec. 10:tion, Columbia
Affiliates4, Advisorj
employers, of course. We have a Board meeting, Districts
5, and 8
good record in the broadcasting in- Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.
Columbia Affiliates Advisorj
dustry and don't want to have that Dec. 13: meeting,
bach Hotel, KansasDistrict
City. 7, Muehlerecord marred. We don't like Board
strikes and try to avoid them.
"This fislecting oan ourserious
mistake, and
reorganization
ment that IBEW headquarters
the local as antagonistic
one of the oldest and most progres- todescribed
the international.
sive organizations in our union. I
am highly disturbed about the
Terms of the local's demands call
for a flat $130 a week from stations
Mr. Tracy objected particularly plus a long list of other benefits
(see inside front cover)
to
statements that the St. Louis Two increases in scale have beei
article."
local has a continuous record of granted in a year. The presen
unsavory relations with stations contract expires Nov. 15. Demand
and has been called the most are well in excess of the maximun
troublesome local in the electronic permitted by Wage Stabilizatioi
| CLEAR CHANNEL Home ol the NATIONAL Barn
field. He also objected to a state- Board regulations.
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to

better

representation

Three more important stations are being welcomed
into the Avery-Knodel radio and television family. Three
more stations offering agencies and their advertisers
the best service in their markets . . . markets essential
to every national advertiser.
TELEVISION STATIONS
WMBR-TV . . . Jacksonville, Flo.
-TV . . . Kalamazoo, Battle Creel Grand Rapl
WHBF.TV . . . Rock Island-Quod Cities

SROADCASTING

• Telecasting

AVERY-KNODEL,

INC
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Portland

Maine's

major
- •

AWGOR

WGUY-FM

5000 watts

560 kc

markets

250 WATTS

1230 KC

5i,ooo waits
TOTAL MARKET DELIVERED BY
WGAN

Radio
Retail Sales
Effective buying income

WGUY

WGUY-FM

. 220,920*
696,710,700**
" »er. 19510.S.A.-1949
$889,043,400**
Families,
' Salesdie Management
Survey of

in

IN MAINE
most

of Maine

listens

most

to

GUY GANNETT BROADCASTING SERVICES
Ji
KNODEL

a

r

fional

station

reprasenfati

ERIE

dominating

5000 WATTS

northwestern

1260 KC

Pennsylvania

Blanketing northwestern Pennsylvania and an area extending
into southwestern New York and northeastern Ohio, WERC — NBC for
Erie — covers a population of more than half-a-million* with
America's No. 1 network programs and
local shows keyed to
this typically American region. One look at
the WERC rate card and market analysis
reveals that this is an excellent market opportunity for product
testing, as many of the country's major advertisers have discovered.
Within 0.1 millivolt contour

ERY-KN0DEL,

INC.

NBC Sets Formula
Radio Everywhere
(Continued from page 23)
HAVENS & Martin stations
radio in its TV adjustment curve.
WMBG and WCOD (FM)
Again, without details of the TV
Richmond have embarked on
adjustment curve at hand, no affilan
"Everywhere There Is
iate could possibly figure its rate
Radio" campaign in their
changes under the new plan.
area.
Campaign utilizes anSignificantly, the NBC report to
nouncements which point up
affiliates said that in both televiadvertising in the medium,
sion and non-television markets
concluding,
"Radio
advertisthere were some affiliates whose
is good business."
Havens
rates would go up and others whose
& ingMartin
also operates
rates would go down. After adWTVB (TV) Richmond.
justment for television, the total
network rate as proposed is about
the same as it now stands since the Zone stations, a change in morning
109c reduction last summer.
network option time to 9 : 45 a.m.-12
noon and 12:15-1 p.m. weekdays
DAYTIME RATES
a change in evening network
About the same technique was and
option time to 6:30-9:30 p.m.
used to establish daytime rates as weekdays,
both in local time. For
was dioused
Ra- Mountain Zone
stations, the addihomes for
usedevening
as a basecharges.
were those
tion of 10-11 a.m. local time on
within
the
station's
daytime
50%
Sunday
as
network
option time.
BMB area, and these were weighted
Oct. 1, 1952: For Eastern
for retail sales on the basis of and"ByCentral
zone
stations,
the adpopulation
dition of 9:15-9:30 a.m. New York
time area. and sales within the day- time and
12:15-12:30
p.m.
New
Since listeners per 1,000 radio
time weekdays as network
homes in the daytime average York
time, provided the 9:30-10
about 45% of those at night, XBC option
a.m. period has been sold; and a
fixed daytime base rates on the change
in afternoon option time to
curve so they would produce costsper-thousand that were 45% of the 2-5 p.m. New York time weekcosts-per-thousand figured on the
NBC described its new rate
evening rate curve.
structure as "a fundamental change
TV adjustment in daytime rates days."
network
was not as severe as at night. Xo in
"for theradio
firstrate-making"
time . . .
television adjustment at all was which
establishes
radio
weighted
made in morning rates, but in the by a retail saleshomes,
index,
as the
afternoons the adjustment was basic factor in the construction
of
made this way:
NBC said the best current data network rates."
The formula,
"proindicated that at most there was
a basis for said
rate NBC,
adjustments
%25% loss of radio listening to which videscan
made in terms of
TV in the afternoon. The TV ad- measurable befactors
and will conjustment formula therefore proform to the changing values of
vides for a 25% adjustment in the
radio."last week pored over
new daytime base rate when TV network
As affiliates
saturation in the station's area
voluminous report, they agreed
reaches 100%, and for a sliding the
NBC had made a whopping
scale downward (which was not that
attempt to set things straight, and
further described) in ratio to the most
applauded the principle and
amount of TV penetration.
the effort. What they all were
Under the proposed schedule, waiting
to hear, however, was how
stations in non-TV markets will
up or down they would be
have the same morning and after- much
asked
to
move their rates when
noon rates; those in TV markets
station relations man from
will have afternoon rates some- the
what lower than their morning headquarters came around.
rates. Although many stations will
find their rates going either up or
down under the plan, the total net- McDonald to WNOE
work morning rate will be slightly
formerly genhigher than it now is, and its PATTeralMcDONALD,
manager of WHHM Memphis
afternoon rate about the same.
president and
The description of the plan that and recently vicestation
relations
NBC last week sent to affiliates
also dealt at length with changes
director of Liberty Network,
in network option time. These had
been described to some extent
has
WNOEas
Newjoined
Orleans
earlier [B*T, Oct. 8], but here's
vice president and
a summary of the changes and the
time table that NBC has set to
general E.manager.
James
Gordon
accomplish them:
is president of the
"By
Jan.
1,
1952:
For
Eastern
and Central Zone stations, the ad50 kwleansNew
Oroutlet. Mr.
d*on of 9:30-10 a.m. New York
time as network option time weekMcDonald redays; a change in the evening
stations
network option time to 7:30-10:30 director-at-large for smallsigned as NARTB
p.m. New York time weekdays; last spring when he left WHHM.
and the addition of 9-10 a.m. local He had served on NARTB committees and had been active on behalf
time
time. on Sunday as network option of small
stations in association
affairs.
"Also by Jan. 1, 1952 : For Pacific
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

RADIO'S CAMPAIGN
Knoxville Stations Join
CAMPAIGN spreading over the
nation to talk up radio's selling
power added Knoxville stations
WROL WNOX WBIR WKGN and
WIBK last week.
Beginning last Thursday, the
stations kicked off their drive to
promote the radio industry and to
make the public more aware of the
part radio plays in the lives of
every American.
Cooperating stations represent
each of the networks — WROL,
NBC; WNOX, CBS; WBIR, ABC;
WKGN, Mutual. WIBK is an independent. Each station has been
supplied with a disc from World
Broadcasting System, firm that has
originated
promotion.
disc featuresthea radio
star. Each
MD.-D.C. UNIT
Broadcasters Meet Nov. 21
FINISHING touches on what is to
become the Maryland-District of
Columbia Broadcasters Assn. are
slated to be applied in a Baltimore
meeting of broadcasters from
Maryland and D. C. on Nov. 21.
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, will speak at a morning session with an after-luncheon speech
by a representative of a national
advertising agency to be named.
Election of officers will follow.
Committee appointed at an Annapolis meeting to draft a constitution and by-laws comprises:
Charles J. Truitt, chairman, WBOC
Salisbury; Joseph L. Brechner,
WGAY Silver Spring; Charles E.
Smith, WTBO Cumberland; John
E. Surrick, WFBR Baltimore, all
Maryland, and Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington.

For ears thot cuddle closer
And folks who can't say "no sir"

l41
Programs that really do you good;
Pick a station thafs a honey

And you'll make a lot more money!
In Greater Grand Rapids, ifs WOOD!

Is WOOD a real buy?
Call Katz and see why!
Industrial Field
(Continued from page 25)
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . the
Timken has been out with sleeves most ears are WOODpecked
rolled up and fists flying. In that
• WOOD appeals to
period we have had several surGreater
Grand Rapids'
veys taken to find out if indeed we
most diversified
audiare making enemies. The results of
those surveys show conclusively
• Coversest inland
Michigan's
market largthat the prestige and reputation
has been markedly enhanced.
•
Gives
you
lowest cost
"Timken, honestly and boldly,
has taken a clear-cut unmistakable
• Gives you best local
f motion
per thousand and propositionment onspending,
the unnecessarily
subject of governprogramming
high
taxes and increased functions of
Is Greater
Rapids' only Grand
5000 watt
the federal government. Our
plant city communities think none
station
the less of us. In fact, on the conFor the best earful in
trary. And if ever a country needed
Greater
Grand
Rapids ...
leadership that would speak out in
courageous unmistakable tones, it
is the United States of America
. . . 1951."
Emil Waelti
FUNERAL SERVICES were conducted Tuesday for Emil Waelti,
48, engineer at WBBM Chicago
for 17% years, who died the previous Sunday. Mr. Waelti, a member of IBEW Local 1220, is survived bv his wife and two children.

5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE
and WOOD-TVMICHIGAN
GRAND RAPIDS.
Also
WFDF
—
Flint,
Mich., WEOA
— Evonsville,
Ind., WFMB Nolionol
and WFMB-TV,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Representatives
Kctz Agency. 488 Modison Ave., New York, N.Y.
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NEW CD MONEY
Bill Signed by Truman
PRESIDENT TRUMAN last
Thursday signed a supplementary
money measure (HR 5215) providing additional funds for federal
civil defense communications and
public media during the fiscal year
ending next June 30.
Here nature
is what
means: the President's sig• Allows the Federal Civil Defense Administration $3 million for
communications and $240,000 for
attack warning systems.
• Allots FCDA $1.5 millionplus for "educating the man on the
street"
radio, TV$3.5andmillion
other
media, through
and another
for
"executive
direction,"
including
public information operations.
• Prohibits the Treasury Dept.
from using any funds for paid radio, TV, press and other campaigns
to promote savings bonds.
• Rejects the request of the
FCC— and of the Chief Executive
himself — for $1,340,000 to buttress
the Commission's
security
ing activities (This
had monitorbeen rejected by both House and Senate
Appropriations Committees and
thus did not come up for vote.)
Other legislation previously
signed by Mr. Truman knocked out
money for paid armed forces recruiting drives in all media.

VOELLER FIRM
R. M. MARRIOTT
CBS Heroine
Was Engineering Pioneei
Formed in Hollywood
FLORENCE
asROBERT M. MARRIOTT, 72, ra^
sistant to theWARNER,
CBS Radio
WILL H. VOELLER, for three
dio engineer
and Wednesday
pioneer in broaddirector of talks, was awardyears president
of has
Universal Re-to
casting, died last
at hia
Carnegie last
Bronze
corders, Hollywood,
home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
fored theHeroism
weekMedal
for
form resigned
his own
During his electronics career, Mr,
saving a man from drowning
company, Will H.
off the coast of Florida in
Marriott, who was born in Rich
Voeller Productions.
1950. Mrs. Warner, aboard a
wood,
radio atexperi
mentationOhio,whilebegan
a student
Ohi<
With Universal
cabinnel incruiser
in Hawk
ChanState U. in 1897. He is credited
the straits
of Florida,
for six years, Mr.
Voeller said he
rescued William E. Kriedler,
with being the first man to put the
will concentrate
telephone and detector method o{
31, when he fell into the sea.
radio reception, forerunner to tha
solely
on
radio
and television
vacuum tube, into practice. Ha
was
consulting engineer of tha
production,
with
NARTB AIDE
nucleus based on NEWMrs.
Radio Commission in 1928<
Mr. Voeller
Whittenburg Named Federal
contracts now in
29
and
Commissioner in
APPOINTMENT of Mrs. John V. the FCC'sacting
force with his former firm.
A fori
Whittenburg as special assistant in mer presidentZoneof Ithearea.
Institute o^
the NARTB Public Affairs Dept. Radio Engineers and the
Wireless
was announced
Institute, Mr. Marriott served or
FREEDOM WARNING
dent Harold E. Thursday
Fellows. byShePresiwill numerous
radio and electronics
Dr. Bronk Gives Views serve under Robert' K. Richards, organizations.
public
affairs
director.
AMERICA will have freedom only
Mrs. Whittenburg will prepare
so long as it has free dissemina- weekly industry-government high- Litvin to Take Leave
tion of information and knowledge,
lights for NARTB as well as aid in
Dr. Detlev W. Bronk, president of
FCC HEARING Examiner Fannej
editing Before
other associaJohns Hopkins U., said Wednesday writingtionand
newsletters.
joining N. Litvin will take a two-montr
in address to the third anniversary NARTB Mrs. Whittenburg was leave
of absence for personal busi
celebration of WAAM (TV) Balti- makeup editor of Broadcasting • ness reasons
about Dec
more. Dr. Bronk president of the Teecasting, resigning last Septem- 1. Two of herbeginning
cases were orderec
National Academy of Sciences,
ber to be married. Her maiden certified to the Commission for ini
serves as chairman of the WAAM name was Jo Hailey. A native of tial decision without preparatior
Program Advisory Council.
Tex., she was educated at
decision by the
Dr. Bronk told how he had per- Dublin,
Hillsboro Junior College and U. of of a recommended
They are Blytheville
sonally investigated the suppres- Texas, receiving a B.S. degree in Examiner.
Ark.,
and
Lawton
and Anadarko
sion of radio in Europe.
radio and TV at American U.
Okla., cases.
EVEN
UjP TO

"ODDS

$142

AND

MILLION

IN

ENDS"
CENTRAL

ADD
OHIO

Miscellaneous sales add up to big business in Central Ohio. And
powerful WBNS, Central Ohio's only CBS outlet, gets through to the
24 Central Ohio Counties with all 20 top-rated programs, day and
night! (May-June Hooperatings). And you get more listeners per
dollar than from any other local station.
For time availabilities and rates, write us
or contact your John Blair Representative.

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY CBS OUTLET
rrrnn
POWER WBNS 5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
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KMPC

IS DOING

SUCH A CLASS A

JOB® FOR SO MANY
NATIONAL

CLASS A

ADVERTISERS®

AND

CLASS A LOCAL ADVERTISERS®
IN THIS CLASS A MARKET®

THAT

WE'RE 100% SOLD OUT OF
CLASS A PROGRAM
®
®
®
0
©

TIME®

Sort of a one-station network, we cover 205 Southern California communities.
Such as: Bayer Aspirin, Birds Eye, Camels, Del Monte, Ipana, Libby.
For example : Gallen Kamp Stores, E. F. Hutton, Marshall & Clampett, Thrifty Drug Stores.
Sell your product first in Southern California— and the rest of the world will buy.
Although our definition of Class A time is 6:00 P.M. to 10:30 P.M., we are
virtually sold out until 1:00 A.M.

LOS ANGELES -710 KC
If KMPC
Hl/L
50,000 watts daytime • 10,000 watts nighttime
REPRESENTED BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC. • AFFILIATE, LIBERTY BROADCASTING SYSTEM
RADIO CONTINUES TO BE "AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM"

Re:
TULLIBEE,
&

SAUGERS

HAKE

What? Another agency? A firm of legal beagles? A brokerage
house ?
No — just the names of three of nineteen different kinds of fish ,
marketed commercially in Canada's 200 million dollar fishing
industry. From the Grand Banks off Newfoundland to the
salmon-choked Fraser River in British Columbia, fishing is big
business to Canadians. Within the last 15 years, the market value
has jumped from 45 million to arou»d 200 million, keeping pace
with Canada's booming economy.
Canada ought to be, must be, a good catch for your product.
Angling for customers in Canada is, like catching the elusive
salmon on the Restigouche in New Brunswick, a tricky business.
Putting first things first, the angler must be guided to the more
promising fishing grounds and given the right bait.
In Canada, radio is your best bait. Guides who know say radio
lands the biggest catch because radio plugs your product day or
night, any day of the week, wherever your best markets are.
To compound the jargon of the fisherman into selling sales sense:
Your Canadian network of private radio stations from coast to
coast is the net that works in catching customers.
If you're remember
planning : to get your feet wet in this fastest growing
market,
"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell "em!"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
37 Bloor St. West.
Toronto.
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Requests Dismissal
Of Justice Suit
NFL REPLIES
THE NATIONAL Football League asked the U. S. District Court last
week to dismiss the Federal anti-trust move to break up restrictions on
televising and broadcasting games [B«T, Oct. 15].
Former U. S. Sen. Francis J. Myers, one of eight attorneys representing
the league, asked dismissal on the
television stations "are ready, willgrounds
the complaint
ing and able to satisfy the wideto state that
a cause
of action "fails
upon
which relief can be granted."
spread public contended
demand." that cerThe league
The government, in a suit filed
of the complaint
Oct. 9, accused the league of violat- should tainbe portions
stricken because there isi
ing
the
Sherman
Act
in
"blacking
no
allegation
that the alleged
out"
telecasts and broadcasts of "blacking out" constitutes
local games.
tion
of
the
Sherman
Act. a violaThe motion for dismissal called
"Since
we
do
permit
reproducthe complaint defective and asked
for
a more definite statement of
tions of our games," the motion
the charges.
said, "the
NFL
then
is
not
in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Exception was taken to two paragraphs in the federal suit. One
Certain sections of the governcharges a continuing agreement to
ment's charges, the motion derestrict persons and areas to whom
clared,it"are sois vague
and ambiguthe games may be shown. The other
ous
that
impossible
for the
has to do with denying the public league to prepare
responsive
in various cities an opportunity to pleading which woulda adequately
see the events telecast.
chargesaction
of the was
complaint."
The first paragraph, the league meetThe theFederal
filed by
charged, fails to identify the con- H. Act."
Morison, assistant to
tinuing agreement or to say the Graham
General, in
whether the agreement is oral or chargeU. ofS.theAttorney
anti-trust division.
written.
A
government
attorney
had said
The motion charged that the that, if the action is successful,
other caparagraph
is
defective
beuse it fails to state which radio other sports leagues and associations will be sued similarly, indior television stations are boycotted;
fails to identify the cities affected, cluded. cating college football may be inand fails to state which radio and
(TotalUrban
U. S. Area,
Including
Small-Town,
Farm
and
and including
and Homes
Non-Telephone
Homes) Telephone
REGULAR WEEK SEPTEMBER 16-22, 1951
Rating
NIELSEN-RATING *
Progr
Homes
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average
for
1 AllLuxPrograms)
Radio Theatre (CBS) (5.5)
13.3
23 Arthur
Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) 10.59.9
Walter
Winchell
(ABC)
45 Jack
Benny
(CBS)
9.3
Gene
Showand (CBS)
9.0
67 Mr.
F.B.I,andinAutryPeace
War
(CBS) 9.08.9
Mrs.
North
(CBS)
89 Dragnet
Gangbusters
(CBS)
8.7
10 Mr. Keen (NBC)
(NBC) 7.98.4
EVENING,
MULTI-WEEKLY (Average for (3.8)
All Programs)
1 Beulah (CBS)
5.5
2 One
Man's
Family
(NBC) 5.25.2
3
Lone
Ranger
(ABC)
WEEKDAY
(Average
All Programs) (4.3)
Perkinsof for(CBS)
231 MaRomance
Helen Trent (CBS) 8.4
8.3
Big
Sister
(CBS)
7.8
45 Our
Gal,Warren
Sundayand(CBS)
7.5
Wendy
the
News
(CBS)
6 Aunt Jenny (CBS) 7.4
7.1
78 Guiding
Pepper Young's
Family (NBC) 6.76.8
Light (CBS)
(CBS)
9
Perry
Mason
10 Road of Life (NBC) 6.3
6.3
DAY, SUNDAY (Average for All Pro- grams) (2.2)
True Detective
MysteriesEye (MBS)
5.3
21 Martin
Kane, Private
(NBC) 3.9
3
Sunday
Morning
Gatherin'
(CBS)
3.6
DAY, SATURDAY (Average for All Pro- grams) (3.5)
Theatre
of Today
(CBS) 7.55.4
231 Mary
Alias Jane
Doe (CBS)
Lee Taylor
(NBC) 5.4
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,903,000—
1951 estimate of Total
States Radiothe Homes.
(*)
Homes
reached
during
all
or
any
part
the program, except for homes listening onlyof

CANADA MEET
Hears IRE, RTMA Papers
FIRST international radio fall
meeting of the . Institute of Radio
Engineers and the engineering departments of theAssn.
Radio-Television
Manufacturers
was held
jointly with the Canadian sections
at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto,
October 29-31.
Technical meetings, the threeday session was devoted primarily
to television and supply of ma^
terials. About 700 delegates, mostly
from the
meetings. TheU.nextS., attended
radio fallthemeeting
is to betoberheld
at
Hotel
Syracuse,
Oc27-29, 1952.
Following addresses of welcome
by R. A. Hackbusch, president of
RTMA of Canada, and of I. S.
Coggeshall, president of IRE, the
opening
sessions were
devoted tomorning
noise immunity
and
local oscillator radiation suppression in TV receivers. L. M. Clement, Crosley Division, Avco Mfg.
Corp., reported on material sup
ply and told the meeting tha
RTMA was endeavoring to have
the same conservation measure:
adopted
the manufacture
domestic forreceivers
adopted bjo:
military
on
electronics
defense
orders.
Monday afternoon sessions were
devoted primarily to tube circuits
and tube reliability. Tuesday and
Wednesday sessions were devoted
mainly to TV, with Wednesday
morning session to audio developments.

Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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To a time buyer
who

missed these items
in the papers

It's just possible that you didn't see this in the Prairie
du Chien papers. So we quote: "John Pettra, owner of
the Zoo, has been using radio advertising this summer
and fall to let people know that he has an outstanding
attraction right in their own backyard. It has paid off
in big dividends. If you are doubtful, drive down that
way any Sunday afternoon and see for yourself the
number of people who came here to see the Zoo. Mr.
Pettra gives a large share of the credit for his influx of
visitors to Station WMT of Cedar Rapids."
Prairie du Chien is in Wisconsin, 98 miles northeast
of us. The Zoo's three floating spots a week cost about
as much as elephant feed, namely, peanuts.
While we're on the subject of news items, did you see
the UP release which related how some folks out this
way worked themselves into a tizzie about certain belly

5000 WATTS,
600 KC.
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency

dancers at the State Fair? There was talk which questioned whether or not that particular sort of muscle control offered the right kind of evidence of Iowa's greatness. One of the young G-string ladies said she had
no apologies to make, and several fair-goers allowed as
how they agreed with her. Far as we're concerned, we'd
cut off our legacy before getting mixed up in such controversies. Whatever figures you look at, Iowa is
richly endowed, and WMT caresses Iowa ears like cornon-the-cob. Statistic: Iowa cash income from corn (1950),
$203,267,000. What wasn't converted into cash went into
hogs which were worth $781,498,000.
What went into people isn't known, since exact cornon-the-cob figures are not available. But for data on
what can go into, and come out of, WMT, please see
the Katz Agency rep.

WMT
CEDAR
RAPIDS
BASIC CBS
RADIO NETWORK

Broadcasters'
(Continued
from pageAid
25)
tional, or public service-type advertising, rather than for quick
sales of automobiles.
Some 80% of NAD A members
are located in towns of 25,000 or
fewer inhabitants. This means
that the local auto dealer in such
towns is one of the biggest busines men in the community and, as
such, is repeatedly among the first
to be called on in civic drives, Mr.
Wolfington said. But does the
general public realize how important a member of the community
the auto dealer is, he asked.
NADA thinks not and thinks
further that radio is the best media
for pointing this fact out to the
public.
There are several aspects of the
many-sided story which dealers
should use radio to tell. To stimulate the use of radio, NADA is
peppering its members with urgings
and suggestions.
NADA indicated it would wel-

A

come similar efforts from the nation's time sellers.
A particular angle which NADA
suggests to the time sellers affects
women motorists.
Research has shown NADA that
65% of women drivers never take
their cars in for repairs because
they don'tchanicaltrust
judgmenttheir
as to own
whatme-is
wrong with their cars and they do
not have sufficient confidence in
getting an honest appraisal from
a repairman.
Salesmen's Opportunity
NADA points out that here time
salesmen might be able to sell a
package to an automobile dealer
during the daytime hours for a program directed at housewives.
The 1952 demand for automobiles
is expected to outweigh by a half
million the 4% million cars slated
for production, according to NADA.
Thisused
is going
for
cars. to increase demand
NADA is of the opinion that only

a small percentage of the public
realizes what it means to deal with
an automobile firm which has a
franchise to protect as against buying from a strictly used-car dealer.
At present, automobile dealers
make extensive use of classified
ads in newspapers to make sales
of specific cars. What NADA is
trying to get dealers to do is to
sell themselves as a place where
customers may with confidence buy
a car or have one repaired.
A deluge of material is sent to
each NADA member, trying to put
them into a receptive frame of mind
insofar as radio and/or television
advertising is concerned.
NADA suggests to time sellers
that
hot. they strike while the iron is
Statistics and ideas for spot campaign programs and packages
may be had by writing to Walter
M. Kiplinger,
director
of promotion, NADA, 1026
17th St.,
N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.

free ride

to Canada
(AND A 2 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
^7

WGR covers the rich
industrial and farming areas of
Western New York — a gigantic
market in itself.
But WGR also gives advertisers big
a plus in its coverage
of its across-the-border neighbor— the two billion TorontoOntario marketing area where
WGR is the 3rd most-listenedto station.
Columbia Network
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free &. Peters. Inc.

leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
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Hymns Sell Autos
AUTOMOBILE dealer, the
Bluefield Trading Center,
was visited by 30 potential
customers and by five purchasers, as a resultsponsored
of 10minute
over WHISprogram
Bluefield, W. Va.,
an NBC affiliate, the station
reports. Program, Hymns for
Today, featuring transcribed
hymnsists,byalso drew
America
folk art10 telephone
inquiries for the dealer. The
following day saw equal success, WHIS notes. Program
is presented five-times weekly
at 1:30 p.m. by Douglas
Ford, staff announcer.
KAN. AP MEETING
Continues News Contest
MEMBERS of Kansas Assn. of Associated Press Broadcasters, at the
annual fall meeting Oct. 28 in Manhattan, voted to continue their
monthly news contest another six
months. Contest, which was started
by association last spring, makes a
monthly award to station newsman
submitting best story to AP.
Representatives attending the
meeting included : Thad Sandstrom,
KSEK Pittsburg, who was elected
state chairman succeeding George
Gow, KANS Wichita; Ray Kozak,
KMAN Manhattan, who was named
vice chairman; Olaf Soward,
WIBW Topeka; Hank Davis and
Chuck Gerber, KNEX McPherson;
Mel Haines, KWBW Hutchinson;
Max Bicknell, Lyle Ticknor and Sid
Rose, KTSW Emporia; John Hendry, KSEK Pittsburg; Jim Ayres,
KAYS Hays; Fay N. Seaton, operator of KMAN, and publisher of
Manhattan Mercury -Chronicle,
Howard D. Neighbor and Marvin
Houtz, KMAN; Bailey Axton,
KTOP Topeka; Dick Embody,
KGGF Coffeyville; L. L. Longsdorf
and Bob Hilgendorf, KSAC Manhattan; Ken Thomas, Frederic D.
Butcher and Bob Fell, KSDB-FM
Manhattan. Representing AP iij I
Kansas City were Bureau Chief
FrankGeorge.
Gorrie and State Editor Joe
De

Thomas Mitchell Signed
ACTOR THOMAS MITCHELL has
been signed by World Broadcasting
System, transcribed library program and feature production firm,
to star in a special half -hour Christmas show, The Miracle at Christmas, World officials announced last
week. The disc, with open spots
for local sponsors' messages, is one
of a number of special Christmas
features which will be provided
World affiliates, spokesmen saidl
The company meanwhile has released three special half -hour script
shows,
designed
for stations
to usea
with local
talent.
First was
Halloween show for last Wednesnight; ofothers
Poetry
and day
Prose
Peace,arefor-Thebroadcast
on Armistice Day, and We Count
Our Blessings," for Thanksgiving.
BROADCASTING
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AND IN THE WHOLE 4-COUNTY ** FRESNO MARKET KMJ is again the top station — with a BMB penetration of

92% daytime, 91% at night. In fact, KMJ's "day after day"
audience (72% of the market's 143,030 radio families) is
34ths larger than that of second best station!
• Sales Management's 1951 Survey of Buying Power, Net EBI. ** U.S. Dept of Commerce Wholesale Trading Area.
IN THE $660 MILLION FRESNO MARKET
580 KC NBC 5,000 WATTS
One of the Bonanza Beeline Stations . . . McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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AFFILIATED WITH THE FflESNO BEE

REPLY
TO JONES
JOSEPH SCHEIDELEE, presi- we 'pirated' his accounts. This is
dent of Scheideler, Beck & Werner, belied by his paid advertisement
New York, issued a statement last on
statesSept.
: 27, 1951, wherein he
week
Duane refuting
Jones. charges made by
" '. . . It was unfair to ask
He spoke for himself and other them [clients] to stay with me
former employes of Duane Jones through my period of indecision.
Co. who now are with Mr. Scheide- I therefore resigned all Duane
ler's firm and two other agencies. Jones accounts — unprecedented so
"Theseto terminate
former executives
were far as I know.'
forced
their relations
"We can prove, . . . that no one
with son the
Duane
Jones
Co.
by
rea- of us ever solicited a Duane Jones
of intolerable conditions which
company client for business while
rendered it impossible for the busi- an officer of that company. Many
ness to continue upon a sound of his accounts withdrew because
basis, and for us personally to work of the same intolerable conditions
in harmony with the head of the of Mr. Jones'
fronted us. creation which conagency," the statement contended.
"Mr.
Jones
claims he received a
'Violated No Contract'
flat 48 hour ultimatum to resign
"At
the
outset,"
it
said,
"we
from
the
agency
or we would. The
desire to make it crystal clear that
fact that we continued to
we have violated no contract with mere
negotiate
with
Mr.
Jones over a
the Duane Jones Agency; nor have period of six weeks completely
exwe induced any client of that
agency to violate any contractual statement.plodes the '48 hour ultimatum'
obligation. I believe the evidence
Agency Billings Claim
is overwhelming on that point and
we would welcome the opportunity
"Mr. Jones, in one statement,
to have the courts decide it, if, as claims $17,000,000 billing. In anand when Mr. Jones sees fit to
other $15,000,000 billing. He
file his long-threatened suit. We claims, further, to have secured
never intended, nor do we now this business single handed. While
propose, to try this case in the there is no question that Mr. Jones
made a major contribution in past
press,
but ofMr.distorted
Jones' continued
reiteration
facts de- years, it can be easily proved he
serves this public denial.
did not secure the business single
"Mr. Jones has asserted that handed and in no calendar year

EVERY

SUNDAY

NIGHT

WLOF

Issued by Scheideler
since he started the agency did
the billing ever exceed $11,200,000.
"At Duane Jones Company, the
executive and employes had two
incentive plans: A stock purchase
plan and
pension
trust.
One an
of theemployes'
first moves
Mr.
Jones made when it became evident
that our dissatisfaction with his
conduct of affairs was genuine, was
an attempt to destroy the value of
our tive
stockbookkeeping
by setting
entry.upOnea retroacminute,
he publicly declared the stock to
be worth $88 a share (in fact, he
paid this to a retiring executive
after July 1). Later he stated
through his counsel that the stock
had no value.
Firm's Pension Trust
"On
the pension
trust, his tactics
were even
more transparent.
He
tried to wipe out our interests in
the
'firing for whose
cause' —em-in
some trust
cases,by executives
ployment
had
already
terminated.
As the pension trust is set up, any
money so recovered would be used
indefinitely to pay the premiums
for others, including Mr. Jones,
who is an important beneficiary.
has,forby the
thesemonies
tactics,dueforced
toHe sue
us. . us. .
Our counsel, Neil P. Cullom, will
press fof an early trial and I
am positive our rights will be
completely protected by the courts."
IN

ORLANDO,

PRESENTS

POOR RICHARD CLUB
Sets Up Community Group
IN RESPONSE to the feeling of
many members that the Poor
Richard Club, Philadelphia advertising club, should play a more
vital and effective role in the community life of Philadelphia, the
Committee for Community Projects has been formed.
The new group includes many
Philadelphia executives in adagencies,andradionewspapers.
and televisionvertising
stations
They are:
Wilfred Delamater,
chairman
of The
the
committee;
Earle A.Roger
Buckley,
Buckley Agency;
W. Clipp,
WFIL-AM-TV;
George
T.B. Eager,
"Evening Bulletin";
Jerome
Gray,
Gray
& Rogers;
Harold
S. LeDuc,
BellAl Telephone
Co.;
Al
Paul
Lefton,
Paul
Lefton;
John
A.
E.
McClave,
Lewis
and
Gilman; Agency;
Joseph James
P. McLaughlin,
The
Beacon
J.
D.
Spillan,
Benjamin Eshleman Agency; Joseph L.
Tinney,Charles
WCAU-AM-TV;
Wistarof
Advertising.
Wood,
Morris PriceM.School
Campeau Rescued
JOSEPH CAMPEAU, 26-year-old
son of J. E. (Ted) Campeau, president and general manager of
CKLW Windsor-Detroit, was rescued fortnight ago from a drifting
speedboat on Lake St. Clair after
a 30-hour ordeal. Mr. Campeau,
with the . son of a Windsor physician^ was on a duck hunting trip
when the engine of the boat failed
and it was driven into the lake.

FLORIDA

THE

MERRY-GO-ROUND
7:00 P.M. TILL 1:00 A.M.
FOR SPOT AVAILABILITIES CONTACT:
Paul H. Raymer Company, inc.
This big, six-hour, telephone request
show is conducted by two of WLOF's
top disc jockeys, Bocky Smith and Tom
Harper. More than 100,000 listeners
telephone requests to this program annually. Here is a show that has IMPACT
on Orlando and all of Central Florida.

WLOF
"FLORIDA'S SWEET MUSIC STATION"
5000 WATTS • 950 KC • MBS NETWORK
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
J, ALLEN BROWN
VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
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If you were to design a pig, you'd probably
start with some well-streaked bacon, surround it
with tender chops and meaty roasts, and append
a couple of hams — ones that would fit nicely in
an apartment -size oven.
These specifications are ones that customers,
by their preferences and purchases, pass along
to meat packers. Meat packers pass them along
to the farmers who raise the pigs.
And the farmers give ear! Throughout the
corn country the stylish stout that could once
be counted on to cop the blue ribbons gradually
is taking a back seat to the more streamlined
pig of tomorrow.
Through selective breeding and balanced
feeding, farmers are getting pigs that put on
more pounds of meat in less time and put it on
in the right places. And many farmers are getting them to market at the tender age of six
months instead of the usual year.
All of which adds up to this: When it comes
to meat, the lady with the market basket finally
calls the turn.
AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE
Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 18)
sponsored by the company at one
time.
As radio program and sales diworking withJohnCentral
Division Vicerector,President
H. Norton
Jr.,
Mr. Smith's
territory
includes
Chicago,sales
Minneapolis,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Milwaukee,
Battle Creek, Memphis, and Dallas. His hope and ambition and
not a small degree of faith,
are
back that
whereChicago
it wasradiowhenwillI "get
left
here."
Chicago
"ball ofin fire"
when he workedwasat a WGN
the
heyday of daytime serials, he recalls.
From 1932 until 1937 at WGN
he directed such famous daytime
serials as Bachelor's Children,

WHEN

Little Orphan Annie, Helen Trent
and Just Plain Bill. He was the
first director for Painted Dreams,
believed to be the first such serial
ever aired.
He learned direction and announcing at WGHP Detroit (now
WXYZ), which he joined in 1928.
Mr. Smith had been working in a
bank to earn enough for his final
year at the U. of Michigan. A
customer, WGHP's program director, asked him to be a parttime announcer. Parttime became fulltime abruptly after a bank official
told him to take his choice between
jobs. He later managed WOOD
Grandnas Rapids
Chicago antenbeckoned until
him southward.
A native of Michigan, Mr. Smith
married the former Juliet Grazier,
whom he met at a summer resort.
Their son Larry, 20, a sophomore

Traveling1
WAS RISKY

In the early days of life insurance, a
policyholder had to have special permis ion— often pay an extra premium
— to keep his life insurance in force
while traveling
settled
areas. in the country's less
Here is an entry in Mutual Life's
1843 register: "Permission is given to
the insured to visit New Orleans by
the usual mail and inland routes." In
those days some sections of the country were malaria-infested and others
really
How "wild".
times have changed! Various
kinds of travel throughout the world is
WEATHER —Jh-

at the U. of Minnesota, plans to
work in public relations. Ronny,
18, is a senior at New Trier High
School and an energetic basketball
and football player. This season
his father, with Don McNeill, ABC
network AM-TV star, camped out
Saturdays at the school stadium to
see their sons' fancy footwork.
Resides in Glencoe
The Smith home is in North
Shore suburban Glencoe, where Mr.
Smith maintains a well-equipped
machine shop in the basement.
Horseshoe pitching is his favorite
sport, and
consistentis
"ringer."
Mr. he's
Smith acurrently
looking for an indoor court and
some respectable competition after
discovering
golfers, business,
predominant in thethatbroadcast
don't
convert
to
horseshoes
very
well.

BUSINESS

commonplace. And the precise information The Mutual Life has compiled
over the years has made it possible
for us to liberalize travel restrictions
on life insurance more and more. As
a current example, the fine safety
record of non-combat military flying
has enabled us to insure pilots and
crews of even the swiftest jets while
flying in most of the Western Hemisphere.
This is just one way we try to keep
pace with the changing times and make
life insurance protection available to
more and more people.

IE OFFICE FLUSHES
THE MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK
1740 BROADWAY AT 55TH STREET
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CAAB MEETING
Held at Columbus
FIRST of four Columbia Affiliates
Advisory Board annual district
meetings
scheduled
midDecember was
held lastbefore
Wednesday
at Columbus,
Ohio,conferred
when CBS with
Radio executives
CAAB members from Districts 3
and 6 on general business and industry questions.
Other meetings on the schedule:
District 9, Hotel Utah, Salt Lake
City, Nov. 14; Districts 4, 5 and 8,
Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans, Dec.
10; and
District
Meuhlebach
Hotel, Kansas
City,7,Dec.
13.
Howard S. Meighan, president
of CBS Radio, is to attend all meetings along with other top CBS
Radio executives including Louis
Hausman, administrative vice president; John J. Karol, vice president
in charge of network sales; Lester
Gottlieb, director of radio programs; and William A. Schudt Jr.,
national director of station relations for CBS Radio. William B.
Lodge, vice president in charge of
general engineering for CBS Radio
and CBS Television, also participated in the Columbus meeting.
Closed Meeting
Though all the CAAB sessions
are closed,
they areformat
expected
to follow the general
of earlier
meetings, with President Meighan
reviewing the position and outlook
of radio in general and CBS Radio
in particular; Mr. Karol outlining
general sales problems, new sales
devices and sales prospects; Mr.
Gottlieb discussing CBS Radio's
program
plans, attention
creativement ofprogramming
and the todeveloplow-cost attractions;
Mr.
Hausman detailing the network's
expanded promotion and exploitation program, and Mr. Schudt canvassing problems.
particular station-network
relationship
William Shaw, general manager
of CBS owned KNX Los Angeles;
Edwin Buckalew, assistant general
manager of KNX, and Ole Morby,
western
division
station relations
for manager
CBS Radio,of will
join the group for the Salt Lake
City sessions.

Philco on WRUL
PHILCO INTERNATIONAL Corp.
istitled
sponsoring
new 26-weekas series
Philco Rendezvous
latest
addition to Voice of Freedom programs station,
over WRUL
Boston,
wave
Friday,
6:30 shortp.m.
Series — ■ starring Beth Holland,
stage
actress,
assisted
by
RadioTV
Bill and
Lazarfashion
— will
featureannouncer
U. S. theatre
news nent
plusAmerican
interview
with
promipersonality each
week. Slated to begin last Friday, series claims State Dept. apshortwavedin 19to
Central provalandand will
Southbe America
and 25-meter bands.
BROADCASTING
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31 STATES
Salesmaker

to

the

Central

South

At 7:00 P.M. Saturday, September 29, Jefferson Island
Salt made a one minute free picture offer. This one
spot announcement drew the incredible total of 24,984
replies. The mail came from 31 states. This is, so far
as we know, an all-time mail pull record for a single
announcement — further proof of the pulling power
of WSM advertising.

NASHVILLE
WSM + 1 MIN. = 24,984 LETTERS FROM 31 STATES

BROADCASTING
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CLEAR CHANNEL
50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH
rc/a/ Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
Notional Represenfalive
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NBC RADIO, POWERFUL AT BIRTH...

Network radio began 25 years ago this month with the
formation of the National Broadcasting Company. In its first
years NBC attracted many advertisers because of the novelty
and glamor of the new medium, but these advertisers stayed
and increased their investment in NBC because they discovered our simple truism : People sell better than paper.
In the last 25 years NBC has become the voice of the greatest names of this industrial era. Names like Cities Service, a
continuous advertiser for the full 25 years ; General Foods and
General Mills, NBC clients for 24 consecutive years ; Firestone,
beginning its 24th consecutive year this month.
We have no finer salestalk than this list of current NBC
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advertisers, all of whom have used
for 10 years or more:
American Tobacco Co.
The Bell Telephone System
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., In
Kraft Foods Co.
Lever Brothers Co.
Lewis-Howe Co.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., Inc.
Miles Laboratories Inc.

the network continuously
The Procter and Gamble Co.
The Pure Oil Co.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Skelly Oil Co.
Standard Oil of California
Sterling Drug Inc.
Sun Oil Co.
Whitehall Pharmacol Co.

Yes, for 25 years people have been selling better than
paper on NBC.
BC
BROADCASTING
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Network
a service of Radio Corporation of America
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Only ONE Station
DOMINATES
This
Rich, Growing
15-COUNTY
MARKET
With
1950 NET EFFECTIVE
BUYING INCOME
OF
$771,969,000*

*Sales Management, 1951
Survey of Buying Power

mm
WINSTO»T-SALEM
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Reviewed at AAAA Meet
AGENCY
PROBLEMS
solved by a specialist, Mr.
MAKING a profit in television, is three, he reported, show an in- Runkle lemssaid.
crease in 1950 volume compared
still a "serious
problem"
for ad-to with 1949.
vertising agencies,
according
Mrs. Marjorie Child Husted, conFrederic R. Gamble, president of
An analysis of agency costs
sultant in advertising and consumer relations, Minneapolis, and
the American Assn. of Advertising shows no "substantial" change, he
Agencies, who reported on the in- said, pointing out that payroll former head of the Home Service
dustry generally at a meeting of costs continue to consume two- Dept. for General Mills, outlined
the AAAA Central Council in Chi- thirds of the agencies' average to agency men "The Women in
cago Oct. 26 [B«T, Oct. 29].
gross income, with one-fourth of Your Lives." Suggesting that e
Mr. Gamble's comment was in the payroll for contact, plans and vertising executives should know
sharp contradiction to that of Ben merchandising, and another one- women psychologically and socioloDuffy, president of BBDO, New fourth for copy and visualization.
Mrs. Husted
to several gically,
conclusions
aboutcamethem:
(1)
Although agencies are spending
York, who said, "There's some- more
year to advertise and Women are realists rather than
thing wrong with an agency's sys- promoteeachthemselves,
the
figure
still
operating
if itbecause
can't make
(2) women's interests
moneytem of in
television,
the amounts to only about 1% of gross theorists;
are personal rather than imperincome, Mr. Gamble said.
sonal;
(3)
women
are imaginative,
opportunity
is
there."
The AAAA president stated
Lowe Runkle, president of the
Oklahoma City advertising agency not literal; (4) women are philosomember
agencies
are
"doing
a
somewhat better job of staying of the same name, discussed "What
Stressing the concept of service
out of the red" on television than the Agency Specialist May Not advertising, she said most women
in previous years, due in large Know About Agency Operation." phers.
who
make homemaking a career
part, to increased client use of the Citing the "specialist" of the large seek "encouragement
appreciamedium.
agency
and
the
versatile,
all-around
tion
from those theyand serve,
apPointing out that the general man of the smaller one, Mr. Runkle
p
r
e
c
i
a
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
recognition
of the
condition of agencies continues to said the comparison is analogous work they do, and family appreciabe sound despite new problems oc- to that of a famous college football
tion and cooperation." Advertiscasioned by the defense mobiliza- squad to that of a smaller school.
ingshould
campaignsbe directed
tion effort, Mr. Gamble sees a "The big difference is the number
constructedtoward
with
tight employment market and a of people involved in the various women
these
in
mind,
she
suggested.
higher volume of business per per- operations," because basically both
Advertisements that pass this
son in the agency. The number of "squads" effect the same results
agency personnel has climbed with and have the same purpose, he test "prove you advertising men
know
the women
your tolives":
advertising volume, "but somewhat said.
(1) Would
the ad inappeal
more
more slowly," he said.
than one age level, several income
Small Agencies' Assets
Price stabilization, "imposed on
levels
and
education
levels
so
Convinced that "some of the best it gets across to the majoritythatof
if not tomost,
amany,
challenge
the clients,"
agency tooffers
de- advertising
brains" are in the the 48 million women? (2) Does
velop even more effective adver- smaller agencies,
Mr. Runkle ad- it touch several of the fundamental
tising, he asserted. "In the face
vised
his
audience
"never to un- interests of homemakers ? (3) Can
of rising break-even points, it is
d
e
r
e
s
t
i
m
a
t
e
t
h
e
small
man's women who hear or see the ad
more than ever necessary for the job just because he agency
plays on a apply
it to their own lives? (4)
client to reduce costs and increase
it offer them a saving of time
sales
in orderontothemakeeconomic
a profit."
Advantages
small
team." of working in a Does
or
money?
(5) Does it give them
Reporting
health small
agency, in his opinion, in- inspiration for
homemaking, and
of AAAA member agencies, Mr.
clude
"the
closeness
to
the
account,
thus
contribute
Gamble sees a "further gradual the fact that an account man and happier lives. to better living
improvement." He said 57% of doesn't have to relay to specialists
the 93% of the 255 member agen- the account problems and advercies submitting balance sheets
tising objectives, most accounts THE RCA Tube Dept. disclosed the
showed an increase in their liquid
and the ex- development of multi-purpose test
capital ratios. Higher AAAA are localecutiveorcan sitregional
on the 50-yard line equipment
for designers and engineers
financial ratings were given to 64 for his campaigns,
and the exhome televimembers and lower to 38, with 99
ecutive and the account enjoy a experimenting
sion receivers.withTheUHFdisclosure
was
showing no change. Two of every
made
in
technical
paper
describing
the
flexible
position."
new
test
equipment,
an
RCA
UHF
Major disadvantages are that a
generator, which was
BREWERIES MERGE
man cannot give all of his time sweep-marker
J. F. Sterner,
engiAccounts to Continue and thought to one or a few ac- delivered
neer at aby session
of theRCANational
counts
and
he
cannot
have
his
probElectronics
Conference
in
Chicago.
DIRECTORS of three brewing
firms— Drewry's Ltd. U.S.A., South
Bend, Ind., and Atlas Brewing Co.
and Schoenhofen Edelweiss Co.,
both Chicago — approved a merger
last week after previous passage
of the proposal by stockholders.
Drewry's under provisions of the
merger will issue one share of $50
par cumulative preferred stock for
each five shares of Atlas common
and one preferred share for each
15 of Schoenhofen Edelweiss. Annual capacity of the combined comis expected to be about two
million panybarrels.
Agencies now handling each of
the accounts are expected to continue with the same brands. MacFarland-Aveyard, Chicago, supervises Drewry's,
Adv.,
same city,
handleswhile
the Olian
other two.
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ASK YOUR NEAREST HOLLINGBERY man about
WHAM's sales potential for
your product.
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NBC'S
NEW
RATE
PATTERN
fOR
RADIO
that iteda tostation's
area oris that
lim[For stories on this and other secits 50% service
BMB area
tions ofthe NBC Economic Report, BY SPECIAL permission of NBC, Section 7 of the network's economic report the station
has no audience beyond
is printed
outlinerates.
of theThephilosophy
that area. The 50% BMB area was
see page 23~\.
ula on whichhereNBCin full.
intendsIt'stothebasecomplete
its network
network and
callsformit a used
because it is a convenient and
generally accepted standard which
SECTION 7: THE NETWORK
"realistic" means of eliminating inequities that now exist and putting rate- can
be
applied with uniformity to
making
on
an
objective
basis.
RATE STRUCTURE
all stations.
This section presents a formula
ard eliminatesAlthough
from the this
ratestandbase
for reorganizing the NBC radio used as the standard for establish- radio homes figures are released. a station's audience in counties
rate structure on a realistic basis
On
the
other
hand,
the
use
of
with
less
than
50%
BMB
coverage,
ingtionthewasbase
rates, the ofnextthe quesdetermination
area BMB listening percentages would that consideration is offset by the
in order to eliminate inequities as
among stations and establish a in which all radio homes should be grow
more obsolete each year
that all radio homes in the
foundation for network rate-mak- counted and credited to the station and would require projections of fact
area are taken into account, rather
ing in terms of objective, measure- for rate-making purposes.
figures developed in 1949.
than
the homes.
station's BMB percentage
able factors which will give stabilthird question was whether or
(4) It provides data directly of those
ity and direction to network rates. notA the
With these areas fixed for each
quantitative
standard
secomparable
with
the
only
availAs statedterialinwhichthefollows
Foreword,
malected should be adjusted to reflect
able figures for television, which station, radio family figures for
dealsthe with
differences in the economic value are on a television homes basis. each
station's area, as of January
basic rate-making principles; the of the circulation provided by difHaving
established radio homes
were developed.
ferent stations.
results vidual
of stations
the rate
plandealt
on indias the basic element for network 1,b.1951,
Retail Sales Weighting Factor
are not
with
ratemaking,
it
was
necessary
to
After
analyzing
each
of
the
The figures thus obtained made
in this summary, and have not standards outlined above, it was fix a consistent and uniform standno distinction
among radioin fambeen disclosed to the affiliate mem- decided that the most equitable and
ard
for
defining
the
area
within
differences
their
bers ofmitthe
all radio homes would be value ilitoes to reflect
practical approach would be to which
the
advertiser
as potential
e or to Economic
SPAC. Study Com- base
counted.
It
was
decided
that
the
the reconstructed evening
customers.
These
differences
are
With regard to evening rates, rates on total radio homes within best uniform standard for this pur- substantial and they are important
the analysis proceeded in two steps : each station's nighttime 50% BMB
to
network
clients.
Various
types
pose was the
nighttime
area,station's
with appropriate
area, and to weigh these radio 50% BMB
First,were"reconstructed"
examined for rerates
established whichnetwork
made home figures by a retail sales index. adjustments to reflect facilities im- of indicesflecting thwere
e economic value of marprovements since 1949 which were
a clean start in pricing each staThe radio homes base was se- not taken into
kets,
including
total
food
account in BMB sales, department storeincome,
lected because:
tion at proper levels, before taking
sales, bank
Study
No.
2.
The
50%
BMB
area
into account the effects of televiclearances,
total
retail
sales,
and
(1) It takes into account the was selected because:
sion; this first step produced a increase
similar factors. Total retail sales
in radio circulation over
total network rate substantially the
and will give full
(1) It is termaining a principal
standard for
de- was selected as the factor which
higher than the present network creditpastforyears,
service
ties in best with the movement of
rate or the network rate before the homes. future growth in radio
area which is more generally the bulk of radio advertised prod10% reduction. Second, these reaccepted
by
stations,
advertisers
is most significant to the
(2) It reflects potential circuconstructed rates were adjusted
and agencies than any other averageucts, andnetwork
advertiser. Anlation and provides a measureselectively to reflect television
single standard.
other
reason for selecting this
ment
of
the
opportunity
availwhere it is a factor in a station's
standard
is
the
availability,
from
able
to
the
advertiser
to
deliver
(2) Itsistent
permits
conparticular market.
treatment completely
of all stations.
a recognized and authoritative
his message. On this basis, it is
A parallel approach was used for a fair standard to use for rate(3) It provides a solid primary source, Sales Management, of andeveloping a daytime rate structure making and has broader values
nual estimates of retail sales, counarea in which duplication with
which can stand on its own basis, than a standard based on a measother NBC affiliates is held to a
ty
by
minimum.
u
r
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
listening.
instead of being derived as a perThe county.
method for applying the recentage of nighttime rates. The
tail sales index can best be illus(3)
It
can
be
brought
readily
It
should
be
emphasized
that
the
trated by the use of the following
daytime base rates require no ad- up to date whenever new county use of this standard does not imply
justment for television in the mornhypothetical figures. First a per
ing, because television does not
capita retail sales figure for each
station was developed by dividing
significantly affect morning radio
listening. In the afternoon, they
total 1950 retail sales by total population in the counties included in
are subject to a television adjustment factor which, however, is difthe
station's
50% BMB area, as
follows
:
ferent from the factor used in the
evening,
because
television's
effect
$774,900,000
retail sales-^820,000
on listening in the afternoon is less
population
$945Station
per capita
retail
sales= for
X. retail
substantial than in the evening.
This' figure was next divided by
There follows a step-by-step ex$921.20, tional
which
naplanation ofhow the rate formula
averagerepresents
per capitatheretail
was developed.
sales,
in
order
to
obtain
the
staa. Radio Homes as the Rate-Making
tion's retail sales index, as follows:
Factor
$945.00
-f- $921.20
= 103%X. retail sales index
for Station
The first question for determinaThe retail sales index for each
tion was the standard to be used in
station was then applied to the
establishing
stations'
rates
total radio homes in its 50% BMB
at proper levels,
beforenetwork
considering
area
to obtain the weighted radio
any adjustment for television.
homes figures which were used as
Among the possibilities presented
a basetion'sforreconstructed
establishing
were (1) station audience, as measrate: the staured by BMB once-a-week listenradio homes x 103%
ing, or 3-4 times a week listening, THE THIRD MAN (in this case Hugh B. Terry, vice president-general man- = 750,000
weighted radio homes,
or 6-7 times a week listening; (2)
ager of KLZ Denver) accepts a signed contract for the new Orson Welles' c. 772,500
Rate Curve for Evening Base
the station's
net
unduplicated
conseries.
The
Lives
of
Harry
Lime,
from
officials
of
Garrett-Bromfield,
Denver
tribution tothe total network audiRates
institution. Seated (I to r) are Van Holt Garrett, firm vice presiWith radio homes figures,
ence; and (3) total radio homes. financial
dent, and Donald Bromfield, company president; standing (I to r) are Holden
(Continued on page 56)
If total radio homes were to be Bowler, account executive, Harold Walter Clark Agency, Denver, and Mr. Terry.
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Don't let ignorance blight your advertising career.
Don't let old-fashioned ideas rob you of effective, blissful buying.
Find new strength and happiness from this clear, bold story!
The Facts of Life !
Only radio— no other medium— covers the
54 counties of eastern New York and
western New England in the SchenectadyAlbany-Troy area, a substantial market in
size and buying power — call it the "17th
State" — where more people live than in 32
other states, where more goods are purchased than in 34 other states.
Choosing Your One and Only !
Only one radio station- WGY -delivers

this entire market. With the only regular
listening audience in the area's 22 cities,
WGY's daily audience is three times that
of the next station, is over 1/3 greater than
the combined audience of the area's next
ten top-rated stations.
Building Personality !
Good, solid programming, power (50,000
watts at 810 kc), and prestige (since 1922,
General Electric)
built NBC
WGY'sstation
tremendous audience. have
The only

in the area (other network audiences are
shared by 4 to 7 stations each), WGY
builds almost all NBC programs to a higher
rating than the national average.
Dominance Breeds Economy !
One schedule on WGY using exclusive
network adjacencies and productive local
programming assures you economic dominance ofthe "17th State," saves you money
to bolster other markets where such onestation saturation coverage isn't available.

Authors of the mc SP07 SALES
Use Your Full Strength !
Best Tdedia "Buy Series
Gain all the advantages of spot radio — complete control of penetration,
WNBC New York
KOA Denver
impressions, impact . . . complete flexibility . . . unwasted circulation — on WMAQ Chicago KNBC San Francisco
all seven major market stations represented by NBC Spot Sales. Serving WTAM Cleveland
WGY SchenectadyWRC Washington Albany-Troy
only, seven key radio stations, your NBC Spot Salesman has the time to
Represented by
devote to your account and the knowledge, organization and research servNBC SPOT SALES
ice to show what Spot can deliver for you in the nation's key markets . . .
New York Chicago Cleveland San Francisco Hollywood
via Radio, America's No. 1 mass medium
BROADCASTING
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WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
Ona •( tht Nation's lldest Stations

MORE LISTENERS
THAN
ALL STATIONS
COMBINED*
by C. E. HOOPER 1951
5000 WATTS— 930 KC
ABC PROGRAMS
Represented by
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

WSAZTV
CAaruie£

^
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y
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MARKET

ABC— CBS — NBC— DTN
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY
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50% BMB area.
changes
reflectas their
relativeby the(4)station's
NBC's Rate Pattern
circulationwouldvalues
measured
Based
thesehomes
comparable
and onradio
figures
(Continued from page 5k)
weighted radio homes; they would television
within
the
same
area,
the rate
correct
present
overpricings
and
weighted for retail sales, available
adjustment for television was acfor each station, the next step was underpricings,
tion to television.and have no relacomplished byuse ofcurve.
a special teleto build a proper rate curve to
vision adjustment
The
base
rates
were
adjusted
for
which these figures could be ap- television only in those cases where
The use of this curve results in
plied. The following principles television has penetrated the sta- a sliding scale of adjustments,
were taken into account in conas television saturation
tion's 50% BMB area. After con- whereby
structing the rate curve used:
the percentage reduction
ering anumber of alternative increases,
(1) The curve should produce a methods sidof
rate also inadjusting rates for in the reconstructed
total network rate, before taking television, it was
creases, but to a lesser extent, and
decided
to
adopt
into account the effects of televi- an approach whereby the percent- levels off at a point beyond which
no further reduction in the base
sion, which would be higher than
of television saturation in the rate
the total network rate of $27,905 50% ageBMB
is made.
would be used to
before the recent 10% cut. In determine theareapercentage
This method of adjusting for
reduction television
two related
other words,
assuming
that
telereconstructed rate, on a slid- principles: reflects
vision did not exist, there would, of theing scale.
(1) that
there is a
significant
amount
of
evening
have
for anrate
in- N ^To carry out this method of listening in television homes,radioso
creasebeenin athejustification
total network
for television, the fol- that even under circumstances of
above the 1950 level, to reflect the adjustment
lowing steps were taken:
100% television saturation of an
continued increase in potential ra(1) tion'sThe50% BMB
counties which
in eachreceive
sta- area,
dio circulation. Establishing base
a radio station can continue
rates to reflect this fact avoids the television service,areaeither
from a to deliver important evening circulation and substantial advertiserror of using rates which would television station within that area
be improperly low as a starting or from one outside the area, were
ing fvalues,
which rate;
should andbe (2)
relected by a proper
determined.
point
in
making
an
adjustment
for
that definite levels must be set
television.
(2) The number of television below
which stations' network
(2) The curve should produce a homes
in these "television
was established
on the counties"
basis of rates cannot go, regardless of the
systematic
in cost-perthousand as reduction
the circulation
scale on NBC's forecast of television circu- extent of television circulation in
the area, if we are to maintain an
lation as of January 1, 1952.
the curve increases. This is a
base within which radio
principle which is fundamental in
(3) The resulting television economic and
networks may conadvertising rates for the printed homes figures were weighted for stationstinue to operate.
retail
sales
so
that
they
could
be
media, for radio and for television.
In
giving
recognition
to these
compared
to
the
radio
homes
fig(3) However, the curve should
important to
which had been so weighted. principles,
also be designed to narrow the In thisurescase,
advertisers which
as well areas broadcasters,
however,
the
per
capita
present excessive spread in sta- retail sales figure was obtained by the Economic Study Committee retions' costs - per - thousand radio using retail sales and population
jected the approach used by the
homes which, on the basis of pres- within
(Continued on page 105)
the "television counties" of
ent network rates, range from 20<S
to $3.24, or in the ratio of 1-16. A
spread in costs-per-thousand rangingmal infrom
the 1-5
mediato 1-10
field. is more norresponsive listeners make
Upon the basis of these specifications, a curve was developed
responsive
which produced a total gross hour
evening network rate of $31,030,
buyers!
before taking television into effect
This rate is about 11 % higher than
the network rate of $27,905 before
w
the 10% reduction, and about 23%
WJR
higher than the present network
rate of $25,137. Accordingly, adjustments for television would be
made starting from a higher total
base than the network rate in effect
four
prior to July 1951.
/ averaged
J
The curve objectively distributed
\ response tests
this total network rate of $31,030
among the stations, in accordance
543
with their radio homes circulation,
weighted for retail sales. It produced a progressive reduction in
costs-per-thousand, in even deanswers
R
scending steps, as the circulation
the
scale increased.
With evening base rates re-estabGREAT VOICE
lished on this basis, the next step
was to consider what adjustment
\[ announcement!
should be made to reflect television.
per single
GREAT LAKES
d. Television Adjustment Formula
of the
for Evening Rates
The evening rates developed
under the foregoing approach reRemember . . . first they
quire no adjustment for television
listen . . . then they buy!
where there is no television penet
r
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
the
station's
50%
BMB
area. Certain of these stations in
non-television areas would have
Represented
Pelryionally
& Company
by Edward
rate increases, while others would WJR — now celebrating its 25th
have rate reductions. These rate year of service to home and nation
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and

VIEWS

AUTOMOBILES

WHY IS A NEW CAR DEALER?
Washington, D. C. — "If the new car dealer did not exist, it would be
necessary to invent him", said one of our leading economists recently.
Why did
he say that? Well, for one thing, the experiment of selling automobiles without
dealers has been tried — and found wanting.
The selling merely starts. a chain
of events that in itself answers the question, "Why is a new car dealer?"
How About Maintenance? More than half of the automobiles~now on our
roads (51.4%, to be exact) average ten years of age.
A new car does not stay in
like-new condition without care.
It needs maintenance.
New car dealers use
factory-trained mechanics to make sure the cars they service stay in the best of
condition, kept so by men who know their makes of cars best.
Who Does the Repair Work?
Most car-owning American families prefer
to take their automobiles back to "their new car dealers" when they need repairs
(not exactly the same thing as maintenance, you know), because they feel that
dealer service men know those cars best.
A recent national survey revealed that.
If You Have an "Old" Car, is it Safe to Drive? Yes, if it is
kept in safe operating condition by service men familiar with it. That's obviously important when you realize that six million children travel over four million miles every day by automotive power, just going back and forth to school.
Most important is the new car dealer's service department — keeping family cars
safe to drive — watching for trouble in advance and correcting it.
How About Trades? Did you know that the new car dealer invented and
developed the business of trading old cars, and the business of selling used cars?
He had to, because you demanded it — needing a way of disposing of your used car.
Your new car dealer considers used car trading and selling one of his most important functions — important to our economy, too.
Sell it Yourself?
Any car-owner, ready to buy a new car, could dispose of his old car himself — with a good deal of trouble and detail work. But
if everybody did that, the supply of clean, safe-operating used cars would soon
vanish from the market.
It's rehabilitation that counts — and keeps the used car
supply up to the demands of the people who want and must have such used cars.
Why is a New Car Dealer?
He's the essential link between the production line and you, the owner of a car that represents a major investment.
The automobile dealer
That investment that must be protected by know-how care.
is a neighbor who fills a need you'd be keenly aware of, if he did not exist.

one of a series from the National Automobile Dealers Association —
Any material contained herein may be reproduced without permission.
for further information or research material on New Car Dealers write or phone
Director of Public Relations, N.A.D. A. 1026 17th St. N.W. Washington 6, D.C. Republic 6946
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WCKY

LA KG EST

COVERS

AlDIEiXCE

THE

SOUTH

The BiMB Map on the opposite page shows Southern
counties in which WCKY has 10% or more Families
listening 3 to 7 times weekly at night.

CONSISTENT

LISTENING

WCKY has the largest consistent listening (3 to 7
times weekly) audience at night of any station covering the South (and larger than some networks) 737,030 Families listening 3 to 7 times weekly.

LOWEST

COST

WCKY gives you the lowest cost per thousand BMB
Nighttime Families of any station, combination of
stations, or networks covering the South. 28c per
thousand, compared to $1.92 for one network and
an average of 50.4c for the top six 50 kws stations
in the South.

BEYOND

TV

WCKY

76% of WCKY's Families live beyond the influence
of TV.

SELLS

THE

SOUTH

editorial
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His Day in Court
IT MAY HAVE taken the U. S. Court of Appeals a couple of years to decide the case
which forever more should keep "preachers of
hate"
from
appears to beoperatingworth it.stations. But the result
In a little-noticed ruling Oct. 25, a threejudge panel of the District of Columbia court
which hears appeals from FCC decisions,
upheld that
agency's
decision of August
1949
denying
a license
to Fundamentalist
Preacher
J. Harold Smith and his wife of WIBK Knoxville (the station has been on the air since
July 1947 under program test authority). The
original application had been granted without
a hearing in 1946, but the FCC afterward
found that Rev. Smith had misrepresented
the facts. It was found that he had invested
about $100,000 in a Mexican border station,
and that he had been in cahoots with Gerald
L. K. Smith and Gerald Winrod and other
rabble-rousers.
Said the court in sustaining the FCC:
The evidence
left no doubt
as to misrepresentation anItd concealment
of pertinent
factual
information.
contained
information
showing
not
only
that
Smith
had
been
intemperate
writings,
sermonsin vituperation
and broadcastsand butvilification.
thatin hishe
was an expert
The FCC was guilty of unbridled bungling
when it granted the Smith application without
a hearing in the first instance. It did try to
correct its error and has been sustained.
Rev. Smith kept good on his promise to appeal, firstCourt,
to' the iflower
court and then to the
Supreme
necessary.
It's
now
necessary,
though
apparently
in view of the sweeping decision
of the futile,
lower
court. We hope he does appeal. The highest
tribunal then would have a opportunity to
read
some ofhePreacher
rantings.(and
On
one occasion
referred Smith's
to a broadcaster
its associated newspaper) who refused to accept his commercial religion as "gutter rats
from the sewers of Hell."
Burning Bridges
WE ARE fascinated by a sentence in a statement made to the FCC in favor of reservation of educational TV channels by Ronald
Bridges, executive director of the Broadcasting and Film Commission of the National
Council of the Churches of Christ.
"Television," said Mr. Bridges, "must be
saved from the tragic fate of commerciallydominated AM radio."
This sentence stood alone in Mr. Brides'
brief. Nowhere else in his statement d;d he
attempt to describe the nature of the "tragic
fate" of radio that television must be spared.
The implication was, of course, that the "tragic
fate" of radio is a fact that is unarguable
or even worthy of discuss;on.
As we say, we are fascinated by this sentence because it represents exactly the kind
of technique which we feel sure Mr. Bridges
would describe, if used against him by another,
as a smear.
The formula calls for making a flat accusation that is so positively stated it implies that
anyone who seeks to contradict it is either a
liar or an enemy of the people.
At theor risk
of beingcalledwean would
pnemv like
of tveto
people
of Mr.
Bridges,
take
is=ue
with
him.
It's
time
nerspective
was
iuiected into a Question which has been
thorousrhlv confused bv the smears of Mr.
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Bridges and other sanctimonious intellectuals— the strange assembly of educators and
reformed advertising tycoons collected by Sen.
William Benton to put the pressure behind
hisRadio
campa;gn
to reorganize
broadcasting.
is available
to practically
everybody
in the country and is therefore a mass medium.
As such, it cannot concern itself very much
with that fraction of the population that hapens to wantcanto play
hear Bach
Bach fugues
fugues occasionally,
and nothingelse. pRadio
but if it played them too often, most people
would turn the damn thing off. It is a fact,
however, that public interest in good music
has been increased enormously by radio.
Radio presents a great deal of drama. Not
all of it was written by Chekhov, Shakespeare
or Goethe, so admirers of those writers or
other greatssentation of their
cannot favorites
count onevery
hearing
pretimea they
turn on their sets. They can hear them occahowever, and
don't
like soap sionally,
operas,
they meanwhile
are free ifto they
do something else; read a book, for instance.
Here we come to our point. Radio was never
intended to replace books or other basic sources
of culture. The educated, cultured man should
not expect to be able to satisfy his interests
entirely by radio or by any other mass medium.
But the fact that he cannot be satisfied entirely by a medium does not entitle him to
indict it for appealing to others than himself.
The thoughtful man does not sue the whole
cravatMinnie's
industry because tie.he couldn't wear
Aunt
Radio cannot Christmas
direct its attention exclusively
tokeepthein sophisticates
our society.must
mind that thein majority
of theItpeople
like "popular" programs. After all. as the
Bentons
and thebelong
Bridges'
out, the airways
to thefrequently
people, andpointif
this is so it would be contrary to democratic
principles to ignore the wishes of the maiority.
We are getting pretty tired of people like
Sen. Benton, Raymond Rubicam and Mr.
Bridges sounding off about how horrible radio
is. If asthevtheychose
their their
radio indictments
prog-rams as ofcarefullv
compose
the
medium, we daresay they would find some
t^at
even theyon mig-ht
like.thevAs can
for skip
the rest
the material
the air.
it andof
find their spiritual and intellectual nleasures
in books, concerts, art galleries and the other
cultural institutions which radio cannot and
should not try to replace.
3ra 2. Ilobmson
WHEN JUDGE Ira E. Robinson, at 82, died
in his native Philippi, W. Va., on Oct. 28, the
news didn't make many newcasts or hit the
front pages. Two decades ago he was the naNumber 1Radio
figureCommission.
in radio, as chairman
of the tion's
Federal
Actually, he was the first FRC chairman.
His immediate predecessor, Admiral W. H. G.
Bullard, was appointed in March 1927, and
died in November of that year. Judge Robinson took over in March 1928 and served during
four turbulent years, presiding over the radio
reallocation of 1928 which set the pattern for
broadcast service today. He retired in 1932
to return to his native West Virginia.
Radio jurisprudence was a virgin when
Judge Robinson picked up the regulatory gavel.
He was responsible for the moulding of a
considerable amount of the fundamental law
that now governs radio. He was usually a
militant one-man minority.
Tn our government of checks and balances,
JudgeingRobinson
gave distinguished
those formative
years. His service
was notdur-a
particularly
happy
life.
But
even
his
enemies in those fire and brimstonepolitical
davs
admired him as a courageous public servant
and a great lawyer.

£

our respects to:

NORMAN COLEMAN KAL
broadcastersticks
and toadvertising
THEColeman
WORDKal, "pioneer"
Norman
executive, as closely as a glove to the
hand. His success in these fields wears as well.
To say that Mr. Kal got his start in the
advertising agency business would be amiss.
Rather, the agency business got its start in
Washington, D. C, with Mr. Kal.
He founded the agency, Kal, Ehrlich &
Merrick, in 1922. He also set up within the
agency,
Washington's
department.
Today,
agency is a first
leaderradio
in the
area for
radio-TVthe billings.
As he did in agency work, Mr. Kal blazed
a path in television. He helped establish
WAAM (TV) Baltimore, which celebrated its
third anniversary last Thursday. Mr. Kal was
the
station's vice
first president.
general manager and now
is executive
Mr. Kal has another side, one which further
points up his leadership qualities. As a man
who enjoys to organize, he has carried the
ability as a leader into community life. This
has showed up in a deluge of community
activity and in organizing help for the federal
government.
This bundle of energy was born July 12,
1900
in thetonation's
capital.
wait
the
basketMr.in Kal
whichdidn'the
would long
put all select
his eggs.
While still
studentin in1914,
Washington's
Business
High a School
he decided old
on
advertising for his career. After graduation,
he moved to Baltimore for night study at
Johns Hopkins U. and day work in the advertising department of the Hecht Co., a Baltimore department store.
When World War I broke, Norman Kal left
his studies and his advertising endeavor to
join the Navy where he served with distinction.
The Armistice led him back to the Hecht Co.
Mr. Kal's next associations were in the newspaper advertising field. He was advertising
chief for
Post, which Evening
was followed by The
a stintWashington
with the Washington
Star. In this period came his community labor,
which later was to become a habit, when he
handled the first six years of promotion and
publicity for the Washington Community
Chest.
his far
agency
influenceworld.
has
beenIn felt
and work,
wide inMr.the Kal's
advertising
He served five terms as president of the Advertising Club of Washington and has also
been a member of the board of directors of
the Advertising Federation of America.
A member of the Radio Pioneers Club, Mr.
(Continued on page 6U)
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These Loyal Audience
Shows Reach All Types of
Listeners At An Amazing
Low Cost Per Thousand

(6:30 to 9 a.m.

WAKE UP NEW YORK - with genial,
sunny Max Cole, who literally wakes up
thousands upon thousands of listeners
in a soothing, pleasant, musical way —
a program with long years of success.

(10 to 12 p.m.)

1 280 CLUB with Phil Gordon has been
JCLUBJ
(7:30 to 9 p.m.

the spear head of WOV's nighttime programing with a loyal "buying" audience
for over 12 years.

(9 to 10 p.m.

YOUR BEST GIRL - with Cecelia,
clever, scintillating mistress of ceremonies — the male audience loves her —
the women are intrigued.

(12 to 3 a.m.

PRAIRIE STARS - featuring America's
unchallenged queen of American Folk,
Western and Mountain Music. Elected
No. 1 feminine disc jockey in 1950 . . .
Rosalie Allen.

THE RALPH COOPER SHOW - studded with guest stars and popular music.
Loved and listened to by the insomniacs
and the late working shifts.

5000

WATTS

National Representative: John E. Pearson Co.
JROADCASTING

ROME STUDIOS: VIA di PORTA PINCIANA 4 • 730 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 19
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again...

and

again... and

again

Frank Silvernail, BBD&O

day

in... day

Broadcasting
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is

used

by

the

Stanley Pulver, Lever Brothers

buyers

who

place

George Kern, Benton & Bowles

time

on

your

station

Charles Wilds, N. W. Ayer
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★ HELPS YOU GET
DISTRIBUTION
★ HELPS MERCHANDISE
MOVE
★ HELPS STRENGTHEN
MARKET POSITION

WHHM
is proud to be the first in the
WHHMarket to Provide A
True Merchandising Service
to its Advertisers
of course
letters to the trade, personal
calls and surveys are included
in WHHMerchandising

PLUS
the Station That Gives
You More Listeners Per
Dollar in Memphis,
Tennessee

FORJOE & COMPANY, Nat'l Rep.
CECIL BEAVER, Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mana
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RECEPTION party from WRVA Richmond, Va., was on hand to welcome 18
timebuyers from Chicago advertising agencies as weekend guests. Disembarking from plane are Holly Shively, Ruthrauff & Ryan, and Jack Matthews,
Price, Robertson & Frank. Looking on are (I to r) James Clark, WRVA sales
manager;
Howard,Timebuyers
station's inspected
business manager,
and market
Gordon ofHayes,
CBS Radio Barron
Spot Sales.
facilities and
CBS
50 kw outlet and visited colonial Williamsburg in Virginia.
KEYSTONE JUNKET
Diehm, Magee Are Hosts
SOME 25 New York agency timebuyers were guests of WAZL
Hazleton, WHLM Bloomsburg and
WHOL Allentown, Pa., and of
Victor C. Diehm and Harry Magee
on a visit to the Magee properties
near Bloomsburg Oct. 23-24.
The group was flown from New
York to Williamsport, Pa., Tuesday afternoon, and then taken by
to Mr. Magee'sfor private
atbus Bloomsburg
cocktailsmuseum
and a
steak dinner with Black Angus
steaks from
Mr. Magee's
followed
by motion
picturesranch,
and
dancing. After breakfast at the
Hotel Magee in Bloomsburg Wednesday morning, they were flown
to Allentown for lunch at the
Lehigh Valley Club before enplaning for the return to New York.
Allentown Mayor D: V. Hock spoke
at the luncheon.
Mr. Diehm is president and general manager of WAZL and consultant toWHLM and WHOL. Mr.
Magee owns WHLM and also the
Magee
Carpet
Co. and other properties.
Among those from New York in
the party:
Vera
Scheideler,
Werner; Brennan,
Bob Carpenter,
MBS;BeckClyde&
Clem,
NBC;
Ben
Conway,
Robert
Meeker Assoc.; Ken Cowan, BroadcastingBates;
• Telecasting;
MacDonald
Dunbar,&
Ted
Frank
Daniel,
Lennen
Mitchell; Ed Filion, Robert Meeker AsDick Jackson, "Sponsor";& George
Keet, soc.;Ketchum,
John
Kirkpatrick,MacLeod
Chevrolet; Grove;
John
Marsich, Kudner; Thomas McDermott,
N.Daily";
W. Ayer;
Mary
McDonnell,
"Radio
Moore, Robert Meeker
Assoc.;
AlLouPetcavage,
Selb, Foote,
Cone & BBD&O;
Belding;Lillian
Kay
Shanahan,
Morey,
Humm
& Johnstone;
Fred
Stoutland,
BBD&O;
Helen
Thomas, Street & Finney, and DeWees
Yeager, J. Walter Thompson.

Respects
(Continued from page 60)
Kal has been radio-active throughout the passing years. He is an
enthusiastic supporter of radio as
a selling,
and educationalinformational
medium.
Mr. Kal is uniquely placed in
both the selling and buying phases
of the broadcast business. "TV will
not put radio out of business," he
says. has"Advertising
placement
radio
not fallen off.
Only placeof
where radio has been hurt is in
the networks, which unfortunately
have been neglecting radio. Radio
is being kept on top by aggressive
local independents and by AM network stations who are selling the
As television strengthened in the
U. S., Mr. Kal with his Baltimore
medium."
associates, Ben and Herman Cohen,
blueprinted the arrival of WAAM,
a TV-only operation.
His work in the television field
really got under way when as its

FARM

WOP

general manager he laid the found
ation for the
station's vice
successful
operation.
As executive
presi
dent, Mr. Kal still keeps a guiding
hand on the future of the station
Mr. Kal feels that a highpoint
in
his TVa Peabody
career was
WAAM's
sharing
citation
with
DuMont and Johns Hopkins for
the origination of DuMont net
work's
Johns thus
Hopkins
Review. TheWAAM
stakesScience
claim
as the first Maryland station
honored by Peabody and the first
local TV outlet to receive the cita
tion.
For the future, Mr. Kal has i
smile and a quick verbal review
of
WAAM's The
past answer,
and its topresent
operation.
wit
There'll
be
no
slackening
in inter
est and initiative.
His public record runs like
deep water. During World War II,
Mr. Kal was director of the public
relations office of the Dept. of
Civil Defense, for which, he says,
he never did get that "dollar." H
also headed
Third District's
WAC
enlistmentthecampaign,
spurred
National Guard recruiting before
Pearl Harbor and organized the
auxiliary
policeemergency.
force in the capital
city for the
In community interests, Mr. Kal
is an elected chairman of the
Washington Better Business Bureau's board of trustees, a member
of the Commissioners Traffic Advisory Board, a member of the executive board of directors of Emergency Hospital and Central Dispensary. He is a former vice president
of B'naiboard
B'rith's
Argo oflodge
and former
member
the
Washington Hebrew Organization.
He is married to the former Jean
Brown of Washington. They have
two children.
For hobbies, he has an advertising agency
to keep inandtrim,
a TV
station
to cultivate
a wealth
of
community
projects
to
help
flourish.
ROTARY Club of San Diego, Calif.,
has commended KCBQ San Diego for
its new public affairs series Report
from the Mayor. Club praised station
for its reporting to the public problems
facing the local government.

TODAY!

A SPECIALIZED PROGRAM FOR A SELECTIVE MARKET

(see inside front cover)
CHICAGO
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OIL
PREPARED

NEWSLETTER
OF A SERIES

BY THE OIL INDUSTRY INFORMATION COMMITTEE

FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
A good reason for Thanksgiving this year is that, although turkey,
"fixin's" and other holiday essentials have increased in price, one still can
drive home to "see the folks" more quickly, in greater comfort and at less
expense for gasoline than would have been possible a quarter century ago.
Dramatic tests just completed on the New Jersey Turnpike, America's newest super-highway, prove that two gallons of today's gasoline actually do
the work that three gallons did back in 1925. They show that present gasoline
is worth 50 per cent more by every recognized standard of automobile performance and economy.
Even more remarkable is the fact that today's higher
quality fuel costs about the same as gasoline did 25 years ago despite the
soaring cost of living.
Only the taxes on it are higher I
This enormous gain in value has been the direct result of constant
competition, not only in every branch of the oil business but among automobile
manufacturers and among the engineers and skilled workmen who have constructed
America's magnificent highway network with the aid of petroleum-powered
earth-moving equipment and vast quantities of petroleum asphalt.
Oil research, costing many millions of dollars every year, has concentrated on making better gasoline.
Since 1925, octane numbers, which indicate
anti-knock qualities, have crept up from 55 to around 84, motor method,
(91 research method) before the recent slight reduction required by the
federal government because of the shortage of tetraethyl lead. (The October
average in high traffic areas was 82. )
Automobile makers have built higher-compression engines to consume the
better gasolines more efficiently.
(Sometimes, of course, this sequence
of events has been reversed.)
Motor compression ratios have been increased
from around 4.5-to-l in 1925 to around 8.0-to-l in some of today's cars,
while acceleration, hill-climbing ability, speed and comfort of those cars
have improved proportionately.
During the same period, highway engineers have toiled to lift American
motorists out of the ruts of dirt or gravel "shunpikes" onto paved roads (88% of
all state highway mileage is surfaced, approximately half of it with asphalt).
They have increased total rural surfacing from a little more than half a
million to approximately one and three-quarter million miles and the mileage of
multiple lane turnpikes has grown from practically none to 38,000 miles.
All of these factors, combined in a way which is only possible in a progressive, competitive enterprise economy such as ours, go a long way toward
explaining why Americans, with their more than 50 million motor vehicles,
have a freedom of movement not equalled anywhere else in the world.
If you would like further information about the oil business and its
impact on our American way of living, please write to me.

H. B. Miller, Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, I
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29].
JOHN BRADLEY, account executive KHJ-TV Los Angeles, named sales
manager. He replaces KEVIN SWEENEY, now with BAB [B«T, Oct.
JORY NODLAND, sales staff WNMP Evanston, 111., appointed sales
manager.
JOHN E. PEARSON Co., N. Y., appointed representative for KVOE
Santa Ana, Calif.
DWARD E . HALL, CBS Television Division, named sales service FREEMAN W. CARD WELL, chief accountant WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore,
E manager for CBS Radio, effective today (Monday). He suc- appointed business manager.
ceeds THOMAS MAGUIRE, who resigned to become
business manager
MaxonCBSInc.'S
and and
TV has
de- GEORGE P. ADAIR, Washington consulting engineer and former FCC
partment. Mr. Hall ofjoined
Radioradio
in 1934
engineer (1944-47), has left to do a communication survey in
served as manager of financial statistics division of chief
He is accompanied by Mrs. Adair, and they will
Accounting Dept., Eastern Div. manager of CBS Radio French
return
inIndo-China.
about a month.
station relations, and, since August, as Eastern Div.
manager of relations for CBS Television.
MURRAY LLOYD GOLDSBOROUGH Jr., promotion manager WNOW
Pa., appointed manager WGET Gettysburg, Pa. He succeeds EARL
ALAN AXTELL, account executive CBS Radio Spot C.York,
PACE, resigned to join Westinghouse Co.
Sales, Chicago, to KNX Hollywood-Columbia Pacific,
as assistant general sales manager effective Nov. 9. DONALD H. HARTFORD named sales manager CFAC Calgary.
In new post he will assist EDWIN W. BUCKALEW,
and be in charge of national sales for KNX and T. C. MAGUIRE, radio director McKim Adv., Toronto, named manager
Columbia Pacific.
of Toronto office Omer Renaud & Co., Montreal. •
ROLAND R. BLAIR and D. THOMAS MILLER, Morris F. Swaney ROBERT H. SALK, sales staff CBS Radio, and BERNARD H. PELZER
Agency, Chicago, and sales service department ABC, respectively, named Jr.,
account executive NBC-TV, to television sales staff Katz Agency,
to Chicago sales staff of CBS Television Network, with Mr. Miller serv- N. Y.
ing as Chicago manager of sales service. Prior to his association with
the Swaney Agency, Mr. Blair was account executive and vice president JIM McINTOSH, account executive WGRC Louisville, Ky., to WKRC
in charge of radio, Rogers & Smith Adv., Chicago. Before that he was Cincinnati, as account executive.
vice president and part owner for six years of KMBC Kansas City.
FORJOE & Co., N. Y. appointed national representatives for WPWA
JOHN H. WHITE, Katz Agency, N. Y., appointed account executive CBS Chester, Pa.
Television Spot Sales, N. Y. He replaces ROY HALL, now sales manager DOUG CAPLETTE, manager KREO Indio, Calif., and MARC HANAN,
WCCO Minneapolis.
KSYC Yreka, Calif., appointed account representatives KXO El Centro,
JAMES DANDELAKE, president WORZ Orlando, resigned. MARGARET Calif.
BRIGHT DANDELAKE, second vice president WORZ, resigned. Both
WOODLAND, president Community Service Broadcasting Corp.
Mr. and Mrs. Dandelake have sold their stock to Central Florida Broad- CECIL
(WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.), and general manager of WCSS, appointed
casting Co., WORZ owners.
general
WQAN-AM-FM
Woodland
succeeds
JOHN P.manager
McGOLDRICK,
generalScranton,
managerPa.andMr. chief
engineer.
Mr.
McGoldrick will continue as chief engineer.
CARL W. GREENE Jr., coordinating account executive Mini-Films Inc.,
Hollywood, named account executive KCBQ San Diego.
MARTIN J. McGEEHAN, Chicago manager of Ra-Tel station repremanager. sentatives, toLBS, as director of the Chicago office and midwest sales
TRACY AXTON Jr., media department Young & Rubicam, N. Y., and
MILTON E. KRAEMER, Olin Products Corp., same city, to sales staff
of WPIX of (TV)
director
station.New York, under direction of JOHN F. NOONE, sales
front office

. Cleveland's CHIEF
Station moves merchandise
from dealer's shelves. Top talent,
top promotion, plus Greater Cleveland's
strongest
signal sellsmoving
for WJjoh?
W" advertisers.
Got
a merchandise
Get availabilities NOW from—
CLEVELAND'S

W STATION

5000 W.
BASIC ABC
WJW BUILDING CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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JOHN MINCO, sales staff WD OK Cleveland, to WJW Cleveland, in same
capacity.
JERRY GLYNN, vice president of Chicago Walker Co., appointed 'l!Y
director of Chicago of AM Radio Sales Co.
KEN STRONG appointed commercial manager WVOM Boston. He was
with WCRB Waltham.
SAMUEL F. JACKSON, sales staff WPIX (TV) New York, to AveryKnodel Inc., N. Y., in same capacity.
ROGER R. HUNT, general manager KUBA Yuba City, Calif., elected
president Marysville Kiwanis Club. . . . DON IOSET, vice president and
general
manager WPIT
appointed
of board POPE
of directors of Pittsburgh
Radio Pittsburgh,
and Television
Club. . member
. . GENEROSO
Jr.,
former executive vice president and general manager of WHOM, New
York foreign-language independent, and former publisher of II
Progresso, Italian-American newspaper which owns the station, and
Patricia McManus, both of New York, married Oct. 27 at St. Thomas
More Roman Catholic Church, same city. They will live in Washington,
where Mr. Pope is on confidential assignment with U. S. Government.
LESLIE C . JOHNSON, vice president and general manager Rock Island
Broadcasting
Co. of(WHBF-AM-TV
Island), CHRISTISON,
elected vice president
Illinois Chamber
Commerce. . .Rock
. LOWELL
assistantof
manager WVIM Vicksburg, Miss., father of boy Gregory Thomas. Mrs.
Christison is former traffic director of WRFW Eau Claire, Wis. . . .
TOM HENRY, co-op sales department, MBS Chicago, and Barbara Ann
Beach, married Oct. 27.
BROADCASTING
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Again!

in total

WWDC

share

is

of Washington

audience!

Four straight months of Pulse surveys show WWDC second in total share of
audience.

The second two months of these surveys showed WWDC still further

(ahead of the third station in the highly competitive Washington market.
[This is positive proof that at WWDC's low rates, it's really first — on a
results-producing basis. It means that in Washington, your best advertising
buy is WWDC. Just ask your John Blair man for the whole WWDC story.
'*Pulse: May through August, 1951 — 6 A.M. to Midnight
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air-casters
WHEN
(SELLING) IN
ST. LOUIS.

At the present time KWK is
serving over 100 Local
Advertisers !
Local Advertisers have an
almost daily check on their
radio advertising, and they
know KWK DOES SELL
merchandise! This accounts
for the overwhelming
advantage KWK enjoys in
the local advertising field!
And that's one of the big
reasons more and more
smart National Advertisers
are using KWK yearafter-year!
Globe- Democrat Tower B/dg.
Saint Louis

Ik* KATZ AGENCY
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exaccount
H. SMITH,
CHARLES ecutive
lis, apWCCO Minneapo
director
and
research
of
pointed
sales promotion. FRED HEYWOOD,
promotion manager, named director
of program promotion and publicity.
ERIC REHNWALLmanager.appointed merMr. Rehnwall
chandising a Mining
& Mfg.
was with Minnesot
Co. and Frederic W. Ziv Co.
BILL ELLIS
rector WCSCappointed
Charleston,promotion
S. C. Hedireplaces DOROTHEA LaTORRE, now
inSanthe Antonio,
Women's Texas.
Air ForceRUSSELL
stationed D.at
LONG, promotion manager WCSC,
elected
March chairman
of Dimes. of Charleston County
THAINE ENGLE appointed director
of publicity,
dising, WBAPpromotion
- AM - FMand- TVmerchanFort
Worth,ERS, Tex.,
replacing
JACK ROGresigned.
Lt.
CARL andW. announcer
YATES, formerly
music
director
with KMMO
Marshall,
Mo.,
now
serving
with
25th
Inf. Div. in Korea.
ROBERT G. TENNANT named to anstaff WBEN-AM-TV
Buffalo. He wasnouncingwith
stations in Schenectady and Boston.
WYNN
SPEECE, named
women's
directorof
WNAX Yankton,
to board
directors,
Boys and Girls Home, Sioux
City.

appointed(TV)merchandising
director
WBNS
Columbus.
MARION DEL VECCHIO, news director
Bellaire,(TV)Ohio,Dayton.
to announcing staffWTRFWLWD
SHEPARD MENKEN, actor on CBS
Radio Suspense and Line Up, father
of boy, Gregory Elliott, Oct. 27.
DIANE FAIRBROTHER, advertising
department St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer
Press, named publicity writer in proKSTP - AMFLORA
- TV
Minneapolis.motion department
She replaces
ROBINSON, now with Edward Petry
& Co., N. Y.
CORINNE
OLSON,WBBM
assistant
to director of education
Chicago,
and
riage.
Edward Stocks announced their marMRS. BRETA GRIEM, conductor of
What's New in the Home on WTMJTV Milwaukee,
selected for "Women of
the
Zeta Year"
sorority.court of honor by Delta
ROBERT E. PHILPOT, sales presentation writer in research and sales development promotion
department ABC,department
to advertising and sales
CBS Television Div.
JAMES BERRY, announcer KECA
Hollywood, moves to directing staff.
CLIFFIE
STONE,Jamboree,
KLAC-TV
wood Hometown
startsHollynew
Cliffie
Stone's
Western
Music
Hall on
same station.
BOB CROSBY, of CBS Radio Club 15,
father of girl, his fifth child, Junie,
Oct. 17.
MORT ROSEMAN, U. of Pennsylvania,
appointed
continuity
WPWA Chester,
Pa. and news director
BARRETT PIERCE disc jockey
KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex., named
honorary mayor of Gopher Gulch, Tex.
JOE GRAYDON starts as emceevocalist of five weekly two hour Women
Are Wonderful audience-participation
show on KLAC-TV Los Angeles.
FRANK CAPACCHIONE named editor
on
show.CBS Television Amos 'n' Andy

STANLEY
SEIDEN,
press representative Shubert
Productions,
L. A., to
Hollywood Press Information Dept.
CBS Radio, as trade press editor. He
replaces ARTHUR SAWYER, named
copywriter
in network's sales promotion department.
TODD HUNTER, newscaster WBBM
Chicago, and BOB FERRIS, Pacific
northwest reporter - broadcaster, to
KNX Hollywood - Columbia Pacific
news bureau.
Mr. and
Hunter's
assignments
include
writing
reporting
KNX
Ten
O'Clock
Wire.
Mr.
will
handle writing and reportingFerris
on early
morning newscasts.
KEITH MORROW, assistant supervisor of farmCorp.,broadcasts
Canadian'
Broadcasting
Toronto, appointed
supervisor of department, succeeding
A. R. KEMP, resigned. J. W. R
GRAHAM, farm broadcast commenta
tor CBH Halifax, appointed assistant
supervisor of farm broadcasts, and is
succeeded
CBH byD. NICHOLSON
MURRAY P.
CREED andatFRANK
'This Is CBS'
Two-Hour revue "This Is
CBS," offered by typists, secretaries, television cameramen, ushers, clerks and mail
boys of the CBS New York
staff, was presented last
Thursday at CBS Studio 60,
65th & Broadway. Produced
by
PattyTelevision)
Painter (Miss
Color
and CBS
Jay
Johnson, CBS-TV cameraman, show was not broadcast
but played to an audience of
as many CBS executives and
employes as the studio would
hold. Since ushers were
among stars, their duties
were taken over by Steve Allen, Perry Como, Jim McKay,
Dorothy Doan and Mel Tor-

LOU
disc jockey-announcer
WFAX GOLSON,
Falls Church,
Va., to WANN
Annapolis, Md., in same capacity.
PHILLIP W. LAWRENCE named
auditor WJW Cleveland. He succeeds
ED F. MEYER, resigned to accept
position
of specialCorp.,
assistant
to treasurer of Lubrizol
Wickliffe,
Ohio.
STANLEY KALECH, graduate Western Reservechandising
U., staff.appointed
to
merRUTH HAASE,
KENO Las Vegas, N. M., named to
program department staff.
AWARD for Wildlife Unlimited pre
ROBERT E. DALTON, announcing
sented by WOR-TV New York, wa
staff WMAL Washington, GAIL BARpresented to station recently by Nev
ENTS, announcing staff WARL ArlingJersey
Science Teachers Assn. Pro
ton, Va., and DAVE CAMPBELL, app
o
i
n
t
e
d
t
o
announcing
staff
WTOPgram,
produced
bydivision,
station'swas news
A/ewA
•
•
•
special
features
cited amb;
AM-FM-TV Washington.
SANFORD PAUL, WOKO Albany, association for science
value
and recN.New Y.,York.
to news editing staff WMGM
"RED"
ROWE,
disc
jockey
KFWB
o
m
e
n
d
e
d
f
o
r
students
in
elementar
Hollywood, father of boy, Sandy,
and high school.
Oct. 25.
JOHN LOTAS, TV free-lance announcer, father of boy, Christopher
Thomas, Oct. 26.
JOHN A. SAVAGE, named announcer
for WOR-TV New York. He was with
WNYC New York and WAAB Worcester, Mas .
FRANCIS
X. O'SHEA named
manager
accounting
NBC-TV
title of chiefdepartment
accountant.
JOHN withA.
named oftogeneral
succeed andMr. cost
O'SheaacasLA VAN
supervisor
counting division.
JIM RASER, head apprentice KCBS
San Francisco, named writer on This Cash from Mississippi's
Is San Francisco.
bumper cotton crop is now
MARY MISCH, J. Walter Thompson in circulation throughout the
State.
loyalablelisteners
Co.,
Chicago,
to
continuity
staff
WGNREPRESENTED NATIONALLY
are
moreWJDX's
willing and
to buy
TV Chicago.
than
ever
before.
Get your share
JANET BENOY, publicity-promotion of this big, prosperous
market
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
department WLWC (TV) Columbus, NOW.
BROADCASTING
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The

to

Low-Cost,
get

Sure-Fire

Way

Cookbooks

into

New

England

Homes

Month after month, for years, participating
sponsors have told us of the effectiveness of Mildred Carlson's "WBZ Home Forum" in reaching
New England housewives.
Here's one of the latest comments, quoted from a
letter written by United Utilities and Specialty
Corporation :

.^^T/

^_

. . _

"With only two spot announcements, we
received requests for 1,800 cookbooks,
which enabled us to do an outstanding job!"
That's typical of the results you can expect with
WBZ. . the best-known, most-heard voice in New
England! For details, check WBZ or Free & Peters.

BOSTON
and WBZA Springfield
50,000 WATTS
WBZ
NBC AFFILIATE
» WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc Serving 25 illion
im KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
RADIO - AMERICA'S GREAT ADVERTISING MEDIUM
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allied ar
ts

SON, AdvertisROBERTing, FilmRICHARD
Dept. Westingand TV Corp.,
to New
house Electric
Fairbanks
Jerry
of
staff
sales
York
Inc.
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., N. Y., appointed sales promotion representative
for WCMW Canton, Ohio.
RICHARD H. GEDNEY, midwestern
representative United Artists, to
United Television Programs, Chicago,
as sales representative. He will
handle midwest and southwest television markets and advertising agencies
for UTP.
FRANCES
O'BRIEN,Musical
free lance
writer,
to Phil Davis
Enterprises
Inc., N. Y., as writer and to handle
sales promotion for firm.
WILLIAM F. REILLY, midwestern
manager RCA Recorded Program Services,
leen, Oct.father21.of daughter, Mary KathARTHUR C. NIELSEN, president of
the Chicago market research firm of
the same
of four persons to winname,
the was
Paul one
D. Converse
national marketing award at U. of
Illinois. Awards are given by Central
Illinois chapter, American Marketing
Assn.
£&uipment • • •
Col. WALTER BIRDSALL BROWN,

Uf flD I
VlUDJ

[^j
National Assn. of Manufacturers, appointed sales manager Transmitter
Equipment
Co., N.between
Y. Col. factory
Brown
will
divide Mfg.
his time
and main office in N. Y. and branch
office in Washington, D. C.
KENNETH
B. BOOTHE,
chiefUnited
engineer and technical
supervisor
Nations Sound & Recording Dept., apmanager Products
Instrumentation
of Audio pointed
& Video
Corp., N.Div.Y.
Mr. Boothe will supervise sales and
service of special magnetic tape equipment andmetesupplies
designed for telering and data recording.
COMPUTER RESEARCH Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.,head,
announces
minia-to
ture magnetic
Model new
HA 102,
provide higher component density in
magnetic memory storage systems.
For further information write Computer Research Corp., 3348 W. El
Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif.
S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY, N. Y., has
issued new 41 page supplement to their
Catalog Sturelab 8A. Catalog lists and
describes equipment for cameraman,
studio and laboratory.
WILLIAM sentatE.ive for upstate
BOSS, New
field York,
sales repreHome
Instrument Dept., RCA Victor, appointed
staff
assistant
to
J.
B.
ELvice presidentCamden,
in charge
ConsumerLIOTT,Products,
N. J. RCA
WILLIAM W. CONE, vice president
in charge of sales Kirch-New Jersey

FOR ROANOKE AND
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA

The million people in WDBJ's coverage
area will earn nearly a billion dollars
this year. Here's WDBJ's family coverage, according to the 1949 BMB:
Day — 110,590 families in 36 counties
Night — 85,830 families in 31 counties
and 3 to 7 days weekly
Day — 90,320 families
Night — 66,230 families
For further information:
Write WDBJ or Ask FREE & PETERS!
Established 1924
CBS Since 1929
WDBJ
AM — 5000 WATTS — 9 60 Kc.
FM — 41 ,000 WATTS — 94.9 Mc.
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S ?We* RADIO STATION
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PRESIDENT Carl Haverlin and Glenn Dolberg of BMI capped a clinic session
for the Maine Broadcasters Assn. in Augusta with a weekend fishing trip into
the Maine woods. Their hosts — Carleton D. Brown, president of WTVL Waterville, Me., and Murray Carpenter, WABI Bangor and MBA president — found
it hard to convince their New York friends that bear steak was really on the
menu. To prove it, the camp owner left the dining room and returned
momentarily with a 125-pound female black bear. Mr. Dolberg snapped
this picture of the still warm carcass flanked by (I to r) Mr. Brown; Bert
Packard Jr., who shot the bear; Messrs. Carpenter and Haverlin, and Bertram
Packard Sr., camp owner. Maine pays $15 bounty for every bear killed
because of their c'estructiveness to property.
Inc., RCA distributor, appointed vice ERNEST O. SWAN, chief engineer
president in charge of sales Motorola- CKEY Toronto, resigns to go into
New rolaYork,
factory subsidary of Moto- TV consulting engineering at Toronto.
Inc., Chicago.
SAM MARGOLIN, chief engineer
CHARLES P. JOHNSON, manager of KFMV
(FM) Hollywood and Pacific
western
publicity
division
for
WestingRegional Network,
to Johnin charge
Poole
house Electric Corp., S. F., transfers Broadcasting
Co. as engineer
to company's
New
York
office,
as
manof
Hollywood
and
Mt.
Wilson
operaager of eastern division.
tions of KBIG Avalon, scheduled to
WILLIAM H. STRUBLE, promotion go on air in early spring.
manager of WLW Cincinnati television W. E.cal DACOSTA,
operations WORsupervisor
New York,of techninamed
interests, named sales promotion man- technical
supervisor
for
ager of Edgar Morris Sales Co., Wash- WOR-TV. E.operations
W.
CLARK
succeeds him
ington
Westing-house
and
Hallicrafter
at
WOR.
distributor.
engineering staff
F. E. GIBSON, district credit manager JOHN J. MOROCCO,
New York, father of girl,
at Chicago for Graybar Electric Co., WOR-TV
N. Y., elected treasurer. He makes Susan Marie.
headquarters in New York.
Co., Cincinnati,
WILLIAM BYNAM, vice president and AVCOweekManufacturing
declared quarterly dividend
general sales manager Carrier Corp., last
of
15
cents
per
share
on
stock,
Syracuse, elected executive vice presi- payable Dec. 20, 1951, tocommon
stockholders
dent.
of record Nov. 28.
ROBERT D. WINSTON appointed
sales-service manager Audio & Video
Products Corp., N. Y. He was with
GREENVILLE is
Langevin Mfg. Corp. WILLIAM H. SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
HAZLETT appointed eastern sales
METROPOLITAN AREA . . . H
manager Audio & Video Products. He
was with
ment Corp.Fairchild Recording EquipIn "COVERED" WAGES
S. WHITNEY
LANDON,
generalnamedat- GREENVILLE $112,827,014
torney AT&T Long
Lines Dept.,
AT&T assistant vice president and Columbia 62,217,401
assistant secretary. ERNEST D.
NORTH, Long Lines Dept. attorney, Charleston 48,677,862
succeeds Mr. Landon as general attorney.
S. C. Emp. Sec. Com., 1950
MAKE
IT YOURS WITH
"Technical • • •
EDWARD GURNEY and ARDEN The News-Piedmont Station, Greenville, S. C.
SMITH named to engineering staff
5000 WATTS
WNAX Yankton, S. D.
F B C Markets
yt/Spartanburg
I1UU
JOHN AIRALE, engineer WORZ Or- MRP For the Green vitle-Andersonlando,
Fla.,
father
of
daughter,
Linda
Represented by Avery-Knodel
Ann.
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LLINS

FOR

THEIR

35

KW

H-F

TRANSMITTERS

Used in the "Voice of America"
V. S. Deportment of State—

Service

of the

F-8
's
C
l
2
5
a
r
Fede
POWER
TRIODE

L;
Installation of Federal F-8C25 power triodes in modulator tube compartment of
207B-1 transmitter.
In the operation of the world-wide "Voice
of America" service, an important part
will be played by the 207B-1, a 35 kilowatt high
frequency broadcast transmitter manufactured by
Collins Radio Company, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
In the view on the right are shown the five similar
side-by-side units of the 207B-1, bolted together to
form the full AM equipment.
When the time came to select a modulator tube for
the 207B-1 the choice of Collins was the Federal
F-8C25— a forced air-cooled triode rated at 5 kilowatts

207B-1 35 KW high frequency
broadcast transmitter manufactured byCollins Radio Co.
anode dissipation. The F-8C25 has a thoriated tungsten filamentary cathode, requiring lower power and
providing longer service life.
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation takes
pride in having worked with Collins Radio Company
to assure the ruggedness, efficiency and stability rebyone broadcasting.
of history's most important applications quired
of radio

"federal Always Has Made Better Tubes"
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
VACUUM TUBE DIVISION 100 KINGSIAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, ltd., Montreal, t. Q.
Export Dittribvtort: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St.,N.Y.
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IN AUDIENCE
IN THE MORNING

IN COST
PER LISTENER

IN LOCAL
ACCEPTANCE
Outstanding Local
Personalities Build an
Outstanding Audience

1370 KC 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)
17% of the budget will be added
to this amount, placing 39% of the
total advertising expenditure in
the broadcast media.
Headquarters for this vast
activity is a 14th floor suite in the
Standard Oil Bldg. in San Francisco. Here, surrounded by charts
and graphs and certificates of
award and guided by a simple set
of rules and a simple philosophy
of advertising, Tony Mattes manipulates his large budget to bring
his company the highest possible
return on the advertising dollar.
His philosophy recognizes advertising as an integral part of the
job of selling a product, but not
the whole job.
"Advertising,"
he says,
"can in-a
form, convince and
stimulate
prospect to buy, but it takes personal selling to close an order."
His guide rules to good advertising are these:
"Advertise truthfully and in
good taste. Advertise to the right
people. Reach the greatest number of people consistently. Use the
most effective message. Do it in
the shortest period of time. Invest the least amount of money.
Merchandise your advertising-sales
promotion story effectively. Make
it These
pay off thumbnail
at point ofrules
sale." and his
philosophy are the result of more
than two decades of varied training
and
experience in the advertising
business.
Born in New York
Tony Mattes (M. Anthony
Mattes, formally) was born in New
York City 46 years ago. He moved
to San Francisco with his family at
the age of six.
From high school days he was
interested in advertising as a
career and after graduation he returned to New York for his early
training. He went to Columbia
U., where he majored in economics,
business administration and journalism. His graduation from
Columbia and entrance into profes ional life just preceded the
crash
But ofthe'29.resulting depression had
little effect on his accumulation of
experience.
He was "broken
with
such diversified
accounts in"as
transportation, food, drug and
petroleum products. He served as
advertising manager for a leading
New York department store,
worked as an account executive for
Benton & Bowles in New York and
for Blackett-Sample-Hummert in
New York and Chicago.
When World War II came, he
went with the Office of War Information as a regional director.
Returning to professional life in
1944, he moved back to San Francisco as Standard
manager,
a job thatOil'severadvertising
since has
been both his vocation and avocation, drawing fully on his wide and
varied background and adding considerably toit.
Mr. Mattes' guide rules of ad-

vertising preclude leaving any part
of a campaign to chance. The
dictum
"make ofit pay
shortestto period
timeoffforin the
the
least
amount
of
money"
a close accounting and thisdemands
is the
reason for the numerous charts
and graphs in his office.
He knows money
where the
company's
advertising
is going
and
what results each dollar is producing. Nothing is left to theory.
The company believes in surveys
to accumulate this information, but
in its own surveys only. It is
happy to see its weekly mystery
show, Let George Do It, carried on
64 stations of the Mutual-Don Lee
and Inter-Mountain networks, consistently receive a top rating in
the various radio popularity surveys. But it doesn't depend on
these
sults. surveys in determining re"In these surveys," Mr. Mattes
says,overshadow
"a strong rating
one town
can
a weak inrating
in a
nearby town without showing in
the final results of the survey."
Separate Market Studies
Standard Oil, in its own surveys
and those conducted for it by private research organizations, cover
each individual market area as an
entity. The surveys are conducted
according to whether the area is
served by a one, two, three, four or
more station town and whether or
not the ondary
areaTV area.
is a primary or secFrom such detailed surveys come
the analysis charts and "opportunity" charts which show, to Mr.
Mattes' faand
the company's
ction, just what
results theysatisare
receiving in each area for each
dollar expended in each media. Using an arbitrary cost figure of
|1000 per rating point, it is then
easv to compare returns from
various campaigns in various areas
in ratio to the cost of the campaigns.
Standard
Oil's tooldest
radiooldest
program, and said
be the
hour of music on radio, is The
Standard Hour (which celebrated
its 25th anniversary on the air Oct.
24), a classical music show which
holds a special place in the company's advertising program.
The Standard Hour, on which no
advertising message has ever been
broadcast, is, in fact, not even con-

Boosts Competitor
WNAT Natchez, Miss., Oct.
24
listenersto
tunesuggested
to WMISthatNatchez
hear The Big Story honoring
Ned Smith, former editor of
the Natchez Democrat. Eddie
Phelan of WNAT comment"Perhaps
best was
add not
the
facted,that
thisI'dplug
solicited by any organization
or individual . . . we merely
did what we considered in
the
best interest
of the radio
audience
here."
sidered an advertising venture. It
is a public relations activity and is
not subject to the cost rating measurement of other productions.
But the goodwill it buys for the
companytioned. Thhas
neverSchool
been Broadquese Standard
cast,
which
is
the
company's
widely broadcast program (80 most
stations this year), is on a similar
But all other activities meet the
strict cost rating measurement Mr.
Mattes'
requires
his approval.
In addition
to Letfor George
Do It,
the
level.radio
" programs meeting these
requirements
are Standard
News-in
time broadcasts
on stations
Juneau, Ketchikan, Anchorage and
Fairbanks,
Farmers' and
Digest on KNBCAlaska;
San Francisco
Farm Hiqhlights on KFI Los Angeles. They must measure up not
only in competition with other
radio
shows
in all media. but with advertising
The company's
into
television
next yearentrance
comes only
after
thorough
research
and
TV's
proven
ability
cost
rating test.
The totypepassof the
program
that measures up best in Mr. Mattes' analysis is a dramatic show;
and that's
Standard
Oil willin
have
on thewhat
screens
next year,
all six of the TV areas in Standard's marketing area.
Away from his office, Mr. Mattes
spends his time quietly in a San
Francisco Peninsula home with his
wife and 7-year-old boy, and occasionally goingisfishing
But his mind
never orfarsailing.
away
from the problems of cost rating,
budgets and
campaigns that comlives. promise the hobby by which he
QUINCY,
ILLINOIS

GATES

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL
HOUSTON, TEXAS
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL.
MONTREAL, QUE
NEW YORK CITY
TEL.

TEL. 8202
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
METROPOLITAN 0522
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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"Put
"Ever have your
nightmares?X 'there/"
"I don't, often. But I sure had one last
night!
Wasn't
usual offone,a being
by
a lion
and myfalling
cliff. Inchased
this
dream it was Election Day. I was at the
polls, kidding with some of the boys I
knew .looked
. . but they weren't kidding back.
They
or
something. sort of worried or scared
"Anyway,
got myand ballot,
into
the voting Ibooth
pulled stepped
the curtain.
I wet the end of the pencil ... to make my
X's big and black. Then the nightmare
part began.
"A
into
the tough-looking
booth. He put hissoldier
finger stepped
on the ballot
and said, 'Put your X There! And There
. . . and There
names gun
I'd
picked,
either. .He. .' None
had aofbigthe black
pointing right at me.
"That was last night. Today, all day, I've
been
thinking
it. I'dgotknown
was how
some about
elections
settledthatin
other places. But it never occurred to me
before how lucky I was to be a citizen of
this country. Here I vote according to my
conscience, not a gun. And I do other
things the way I please . . . like going to
church, or picking out my own kind of
job down at the Republic plant. Try that
where there's no freedom!
"That's Freedom
it . . . Freedom!
We'veworld.
got allBut,
the
in the
honesdy now, do we really appreiate it? Do you?. . I. probably
admit I've never
done
my share of cgriping
will get over that habit.
"But, aswith
here
well Freedom-grabbers
as abroad, I want to atbe work
sure
on
Election
Day
that
we're
all
alone
that voting booth. With nobody to tellin
us, 'Put your X There!' No sir!"
REPUBLIC STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio

in

Republic BECAME strong in a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
strong and tree ... an America whose many
thrivingliving
industries
the And
world'sin
highest
standardshaveto brought
her people.
serving
Industry,
Republic
also
serves
America.
Take, for example, the Food Processing Industry.
Here untold millions of pounds of food are
processed, refrigerated, packed, canned and
frozen
for the American
table. And canherebeRepublic's
gleaming
found
the job ...Enduro
in vats,Stainless
cookers,Steelsterilizers,
mixers,on
coolers, to name but a very few . . . guarding faithful y the food your family eats.
'This
messageandis onein newspapers
of a series appearing in national^*
magazines,
Republic mills,
mines and officesin communities
are located. where
For a II
full
color
reprint,
or
permissionSteel,to Cleveland
broadcast 1or, Ohio.
tele- JI
. cast, write Dept. M, Republic
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AN OPEN LETTER TO AMERICAN RADIO STATIONS FROM
Gordon B. McLendon, President
Liberty Broadcasting System
"NBC this week went to work on its plan to expand its scope
of network coverage, to embrace additional stations in small
supplementary markets, which may range up to 150 or so. . . .
Chief aim is to penetrate towns of from 30,000 to 50,000
population presently without NBC affiliation, thus adding a
potential one million 'Bonus' Listeners to network advertisers.
The stations will receive no pay for carrying sponsored
shows. . . . It's understood that the formula calls for adding
about 50 independent stations to the network roster; about
25 currently affiliated with the Liberty Network, and the remainder recruited from current ABC and Mutual affiliates."
—VARIETY, Wednesday, October 10, 1951

"To the primary and consolidated supplement group will be
added a third category of what the web calls 'Premium' stations
(The equivalent of CBS' 'Bonus' outlets). The network hopes
to add approximately 100 such premium outlets in a reasonably
short time. Advertisers will get these stations strictly for free.
The network will pay such stations nothing for carrying shows,
the accepted theory being that such outlets get their value out
of the deal by having top programming made available to
them. . . . Some stations in the present 63 television markets
will actually have their rates adjusted upward."
—THE BILLBOARD, Saturday, October 13, 1951

"Then a third classification will be established known as
'Premium' stations to give added depth of coverage in less
important markets.
"Equivalent to stations previously called 'Bonus', these
will be stations which 'Do not individually deliver a sufficiently
large or a sufficiently valuable audience to justify a network
rate,' NBC said."
—BROADCASTING, October 8, 1951
First of all, let me say that I am not writing this letter because I am
worried about losing any of our Liberty affiliates to NBC. By this
statement I mean that even should NBC succeed in hoodwinking all
or any part of the twenty-five Liberty affiliates it allegedly wants, the
loss of twenty-five of our more than 400 stations is hardly going to
be a serious blow. I do not like to lose any affiliates because if we do
we have the job of going out and replacing them but I will repeat
that the loss of any or all of them is not the thing that has me concerned enough to write this letter.

I am astonished that the radio industry, in which I have- a sizable
stake, should sit by so complacently while NBC is making out the
industry's death papers.
These days, the advertiser doesn't ask how many stations he is buying
but rather how many stations he is getting free. In this situation, even
the most short-sighted station operator should recognize extreme peril.
Any person to whom you give something free comes to expect more
and more. What is more important, he loses respect for you.

I AM WRITING BECAUSE, AS THE OSTRICH SAID
WHEN HE STUCK HIS HEAD IN THE SAND,
"THE END IS IN SIGHT."
Radio networks no longer compete in how much they can sell but
in how much they can give away. For a long time now, the Mutual
Broadcasting System has been offering literally hundreds of affiliates
as a free bonus to any advertiser who would buy another list of Mutual
stations. Both ABC and CBS have to lesser extent also been guilty of the
"Bonus Baby" evil.
Now NBC, the oldest network in the radio business, has deliberately
joined this game of Russian Roulette which Mutual first popularized.

Many of America's leading advertising agencies, who place the great
bulk of network time, are in direct parallel. They are coming to
expect more and more and more for free and they are willing to
pay for less and less. Any network time salesman will tell you that. He
will also tell you that, as might be expected, these agencies are losing
respect for radio.
The situation was serious enough a year ago. Now the nation's oldest
and most respected network, NBC, has joined this giant game of
seeing how much blood you can let without dying.
As a station operator, do you see any danger to your station? Eyen
should you be one of NBC's Primary Stations, you should recognize v(Continued on next page )

Advertisement
the fact that this contest to see which network can give the most away
will eventually hit even your station. And in radio's Armageddon, we
may see that day when, in order to get a given account or program,
the victorious network is the one which has agreed to give everything
free.
TAKE A GOOD LOOK AROUND AND YOU CAN TELL
YOUR GRANDCHILDREN HOW YOU SAW RADIO
DIE ONE DAY.
The battle between television and radio right now is strangely similar
to the cold war between Russia and the United States. Economically,
"Russia
war iswithout
a shot.
Likewise, television
will nevermight
kill win
radio;theradio
going tofiring
commit
suicide.
I am not even concerned about rate-cutting. It is more serious than
'that. Whatever the NBC plans for tandem, one-shot and minute
man selling, these are merely competitive, if lamentable. However, we
, cannot continue to give radio away. We must stop.
As a result of this NBC move, it would not be surprising at some
time in the future for CBS suddenly to realign its own network setup.
Your station might suddenly become a free station, along with scores
1 of other CBS stations. Perhaps then Mutual will respond with a realignment ofits own, offering one hundred stations as a basic sale
iwith four hundred free. To defend, ABC retaliates with an increased
number of free stations. Then, NBC is forced to respond again. During
all of this, your advertising agency stands gleefully and blamelessly
alongside, urging everybody on. The end of such a war can only
be disaster for everyone. The disrespect can be expected to extend
immediately into local advertising.
Liberty operates on the theory that while some stations should command alarger price than others, every station which delivers an audience deserves compensation in direct proportion to the amount of the
audience delivered. No station should ever be offered to an advertiser
free.
I have been discussing NBC's "Suicide First" plan as it concerns the
future of the radio broadcasting industry in general.
LET ME NOW LOOK AT HOW THE NBC PLAN WILL
AFFECT YOUR STATION SPECIFICALLY.
II have already said that I had no fear for Liberty's future even should
NBC be able to deceive all or one of the twenty-five Liberty stations
5 they have reportedly earmarked for destruction. Indeed, I expect to
lose a few Liberty affiliates to NBC under this new NBC plan, affiliates
who will be lured into the quicksand by those historic call letters that
( used to represent the greatest network on earth. To expect that none
' ofof our
LibertyNBC
affiliates
will succumb
the much
glamour
and thenature.
prestige
the letters
is expecting
a littleto too
of human
, If you are now or do become a bonus station to any network, particularly
NBC under its new plan, you have struck a blow against your own
industry but more important than that you will discover that you have
made a serious mistake.
Any station joining this, new plan is a sucker.
.Why?
loiiflj I For years and years, smaller market network and independent stations
have struggled and strangled under the garroting pressure of the highof us who have operated small-market
stations. All
city bemoaned
. powered
stations have
the fact that national advertisers refused to
recognize the fact that, for instance, the people in Tyler, Texas, by and
large listened to the Tyler station and not to the fifty-thousand
watter in Dallas. Yet we suffered through the years when these national advertisers would not even let us get in their doors, when their
only thought was the power station.

Now, just within the last two years, national advertisers have recognized
what you and I always knew: That the local station had the listeners.
And, ever alert to any fact over ten years old, NBC has also now recognized this situation. It has further recognized the fact that its power stations, most of them in television markets, are not as salable as they used
to be. Much of the national advertiser's attention, for the first time, is
being diverted to the smaller markets.
All credit to NBC for its reaction. I never knew any network could
have such unmitigated nerve.
NBC is calling on the smaller market station to save the big stations
which have so long fought to kill the small stations with their ClearChannel lobby and other such devices. For example, NBC may call
on the station in Tyler, Texas, who has been so long snubbed, and
ask him if he will not help to raise the rate for the big Dallas station
by allowing himself to be given away. At the moment when the small
station is becoming valuable for the first time, he is asked to give
himself away to protect the big stations against attack. I believe this
to be the greatest irony in the history of radio.
That's the picture. NBC is having trouble selling its power stations
because advertisers are finally taking cognizance of the audience long
held by smaller surrounding markets. So, NBC attempts to make a
lemon into lemonade. It decides that it will simply absorb the smaller
markets — not only for free, but to use these suckers to get a boost in
rate for the suffering power station. Now the advertiser can be told
once again that he need not take any notice of the small markets. Forget
them again. We have the problem solved. We can give them to you
free as a bonus to the power stations. I can't help but think that the NBC
time salesman who presents this story simply must have a smile on his
face when he does so. Here for years the small city station struggles
for recognition and national advertising dollars and when he is about
to get them, NBC suddenly suckers him into giving it all up and
becoming a gratuitous servant for the power station which has ridiculed him for so many summers.
And what does the small city station receive for being a sucker ? Well,
he is now a "Premium" station. That's a fancy word for a bonus station— one which gives up everything and takes nothing. He is entitled
to tell everybody now that he is being offered as a free bonus to his
big
that byaudience
NBC's toown
does But
not
delivercitya neighbor
sufficientlyandvaluable
justifyadmission
a networkhe rate.
this is not all the advantage he gets. He also receives the right to
option almost every minute of his salable time to NBC. But don't
go away. You haven't heard half of it. He is going to be given
the right to give away approximately four hours a day free to NBC.
But there's still another benefit. He's going to get some spot announcements from NBC to sell with the agreement that he pay NBC for
each announcement sold.
AND NOW FOR THE PAYOFF.
Naturally, nobody could be expected to give away as much as NBC is
giving away without expecting some compensation. So, just to top
it all off, NBC asks an affiliation fee of its premium stations.
Now that you have heard the proposition, boys, the line forms to the
right. on and sign, suckers.
Come
Yours sincerely,

Gordon B. McLendon
President
Liberty Broadcasting System

Told ACA by Schwerin
AD EFFECTIVENESS
IF CANADIAN advertisers and reactions to more than 2,500 membrance and belief than on a
broadcasters "avoid the mistakes commercials. In the case of one
show. knowledge adof many of their compeers in the leading advertiser, he showed, the panel
Withquizresearch
United States and refuse to panic program which had the largest lisvanced
to
the program
point "where
the
as soon as television looms on the
tening audience cost nearly six
plus comas much to attract each extra effectivenessmercialsofcan be
scene," they will preserve "their times
Mr.
sponsors who
excellent reputation for using ra- customer for the product as did Schwerin added, assessed,"
another program with an audience "know how to use research as one
dio
realistically
and
effectively,"
less
than
half
as
large,
due
to
Horace Schwerin, New York, told
of their tools for the systematic
the Association of Canadian Ad- greater remembrance and belief utilization of radio" were able to
vertisers, atits fall conference at mercials.
take
advent
achieved
by
the
latter
show's
comin their
stride.of big-time television
the Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal,
on Nov. 2.
"We
have
found
that
many
pro"They
did not make the error of
The Schwerin Research Corp.
grams with modest-sized audiences assuming that the largest dollar
head pointed out that a number of provide a more favorable climate expenditure would alone buy the
major sponsors in the U. S. who for listener acceptance of product most customers. They have calmly
"did not fall vic- claims than do shows with far evaluated both radio and video
in terms of how well these
sr jamm^m
tims to the gen- larger
audiences," Mr. Schwerin shows
fit into their overall advertising
are said.
"todayeral error,"
actually
strategy.
They are continuing to
Program Attraction
employ radio, more effectively than
K , jP^V getting more
"A program can produce this ever before, and they employ teleM potential custom■V
dfl ers to remember favorable climate in two ways,"
vision too, but wisely and methodiand believe their he noted. "First, it can attract
cal y," he related. sales director of
^ radio advertising those listeners who are the priPat Freeman,
m.
than was the case
mary prospects for the product. Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
before TV entered Second, it can have a mood with Toronto, discussed radio's relation
which the commercials for a par- to the advertising dollar in 1952 in
picture."
ticular product can readily be a symposium Nov. 1 in which repare doing
Mr. Schwerin theThey
this, he added, by using research
resentatives ofall media took part.
to increase the efficiency of their blended."
In this connection, he cited the This followed a luncheon address
commercials and place those com- experience of one drug advertiser on "What has Happened to the Admercials inthe proper vehicles.
whose commercials when presented
vertising Dollar ? " by Mark Napier,
Mr. Schwerin illustrated his point on a daytime serial won 81% more managing director of J. Walter
with case histories from his organi- remembrance and belief than on a Thompson Co., Toronto.
The two day session was well
zation's studies of listeners' news program and 65% more reattended by eastern Canadian advertising executives and included
among its speakers: Fred J. OtterSORRY
bein, president of General Foods,
Toronto; Earle Ludgin, Chicago; R.
E. Jones, advertising manager, ColSOLD
OUT!
gate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Toronto;
J. J. McGill, Tuckett Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.; Dr. Murray Banks, New
York; and Dr. Claude Robinson,
Both Local
Gallup
& Robinson, Princeton.
and
National
TILL JAN. 1, 1952

FOR PENNIES IN '52
WE'LL BRING DOLLARS
BACK TO YOU

WWGP

CALL OR WRITE

EARL L BOYLES, general
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CANADIAN TV
Further Delays Seen
DIFFICULTY in getting steel for
the towers of the proposed Canadian Broadcasting Corp. TV stations at Toronto and Montreal is
likely to delay operation of Canada'sotherfirstsixTVmonths.
stationsTheat least
anToronto
outlet was to have been ready to
go on the air in January after
several earlier postponements.
Unofficial word from CBS sources
now points to June for the Toronto
outlet and probably the end of
1952 for the Montreal outlet.
Latter was to have been ready by
next spring. Building of studios
and transmitters at both Toronto
and Montreal is going ahead, although far behind schedule.

NBC NEWSCASTER Leon Pearson (I)
reminisces with James Byrnes,
former Secretary of State and present governor
Pearson
was ofin South
SouthCarolina.
Carolina Mr.as
the guest of WIS Columbia, which
was celebrating
years' affiliation
with20 NBC.
'PARADOXES'
Shown in Iowa Study
ASSUMPTION that there is a direct relationship between the number of program types offered and
the expressed
of listeners for certainpreference
programming
fare
is discounted
in a survey
tener likes" conducted
at theof U."lis-of
Iowa.
D. Glenn
radio whodirector at theStarlin,
U. of now
Oregon,
made the study last year, came up
with these findings on the basis of
a study of radio fare in Iowa from
November 1943 to February 1949:
• The more you listen to a certain
type
program,
less likely program
you are
to choose
it asthea best-liked
• The less you listen, the more
type.
likely you program
are to choose
best-liked
type. it as the
• "Listeners would not learn to
like 'educational'
programsoffered
bettermoreif
commercial
broadcasters
programs
of thisnumber
nature."of serial or
• The large
"soap
opera"
dramas
air has
not "trained" people toon likethe them.
of Mr. theStarlin's
study
wasPurpose
to determine
interrelation
of radio ences.fare
with
listeners'
preferHe said he interviewed over
68,000 listeners and tabulated over
217,500 quarter-hours of programs
of Iowa
stationsin rare
during the and
base adjoining
period. Only
instances of program types, he said,
did program offerings catch up with
listener preferences.
Mr. Starlin said his data stemmed
from tabulated program offerings
properly weighted in terms of station share-ofgram-heard"
-audience
for yearly
"proratings. Latter
ratings were then compared with
"program preference" ratings reported in Iowa radio audience surveys in anonattempt
the '
influence
listeners'to evaluate
preferences.

Avoids Jamming
AUTHORITY for the Bavarian
radio to deviate from its 800 kc
frequency in order to circumvent
jamming from Soviet zone trans- 7
mit ers has been given by the Office
POUGHKEEPSIE
fWEOK
of the U. S. High Commissioner in
REPRESENTED
BY DEVNEY
Germany. Jamming began Oct. 4
[B»T, Oct. 29].
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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WHAT'S
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STORY?
--let Billboard
Station Free]
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NPA's Mori
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Page 86

tell it!
"As competition for National Broadcasting Company's Berle and
Columbia
Sinatra, DuBroadcasting
Mont has pulledSystem's
a very
smart switch, via two of the most
literate
programs
on
TV
today
'What's the Story', a newspaperman—
panel show, followed by 'Keep
Posted',—BILLBOARD,
interview show."Oct. 27, 1951
What's The Story? is the exciting, new
television program based on the news
that made the headlines yesterday —
and today. A fascinating game which
pits the wits and memories of four
members of the working press against
the viewer's challenge of What's The
Story?, suggested in the clues supplied by moderator Walter Kiernan or
dramatized before the cameras —
What's The Story
is presented
each Tuesday at 8 P.M. (EST)
on the
DU

MONT

Television Network

A DIVISION OF ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC. • 515 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 8-2600
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THAW
DUE
By EARL B. ABRAMS
STRONG indications that the FCC
is modifying
its approach
over-a
all TV allocations
and willto use
portionnels"ofheretofore
the 18 "flexibility
chanin reserve
accommodate moreheldstations
in moreto
major markets, were given last
week.
In a series of developments and
public statements by FCC officials,
these clear trends were discerned:
1. The freeze is due to be thawed
between Feb. 1 and March 1.
2. There may be 50 to 80 new
construction permits authorized by
j mid-July.
I 3. The multiple ownership "ceilj|] ing"
five stations
to atosingle
censeeof may
be boosted
includeliperhaps
two
or
three
UHF
assignments.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy made
the earlier prediction in a speech
to NARTB District 5 members in
St. Petersburg, Fla. (see story
page 27). Comr. George Sterling
said "late in February or early in
March"
speechCommunications
to members of
the
Armedin aForces
Assn. in New York (see story page
85).
When grants will begin to be
made again — there have not been
any
more since
certain.Sept. 30, 1948 — seems
Both Comrs. Coy and Sterling and Broadcast Bureau Chief
Curtis B. Plummer mentioned April
1 as the date when grants could
begin to be made again. Mr. Plummer made his prediction in a panel
discussion before the Transmitter
Division of the Radio-Television
Manufacturers
Assn. in Washington.
500 More Expected
That would seem to make sense.
If the freeze is ended in February,
the Commission has promised "a
reasonable
for new500 applications to be time"
filed — some
are expected to be added to the 450 on
hand, according to Mr. Plummer.
Allowing 60 days for this purpose
— a majority of applications already on file will have to be amended too — that would fix April 1 as
the day when the FCC can start
issuing grants.
Chairman Coy moderately stated
that
only[might
"a handful
stations
be] on ofthenewair TVin
1952," and ventured that there
would
be "not
1953."
Sombre
note toowasmany
the inwarning
ROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

• TELECASTING

Grants May Start April 1
IN FEBRUARY
sounded by E. T. Morris, chief of of a number of developments — not alike is that no controversy among
the top level Electronics Produc- the least of which being the work Commissioners has arisen thus far.
tion Board and director of the Na- of the 15-man task force of atIt is no secret that facets of the
tional
Authority Electorneys, engineers and economists allocations proceedings have been
tronicsProduction
Products Division.
working on the more than 1300 presented to the Commission and
discussed by them for the last
Mr. Morris, former Westing- filings
"paper"
As onein the
of them
said allocations.
the other month or more. It is believed that
house tions
executive,
any stastarting ondidn't
the airsee until
the day, "There are more days re- if this practice is continued, the
first quarter of 1953, with about
cently when I feel pretty confident final decision by the Commission
80 new stations by the middle of about getting out from under this should not take overlong.
that year, he told engineers and
A final indication that the
than daysto I the
don't."
guests at the same RTMA meeting loadAccording
optimism at staff level may not
bestworkinformaat which Mr. Plummer spoke.
tion,
the
more
arduous
is
due
be
misplaced is the fact that proHe warned that 80 new stations to be completed Nov. 12, when the
ces ing ofapplications has been golast
of
the
rebuttal
pleadings
are
would meanstructiona heavy
drain
on
conon right along
have not
materials as well as on filed. Filings after Nov. 12— Nov. been ingthrown
into —thetheypending
file
critical steel, copper and aluminum 26 is the deadline for all pleadings willy-nilly. Though far from the
for station transmitters and as- — will mainly concern a small legal regular investigation of applications, the processing has given the
sociated equipment.
staff, since they will deal solely
Just how far TV station oper- with such matters as motions, ex- staff
above the
water.feeling that its head is
ceptions, etc.
ators would get with the 25 tons
At
the
moment the processing of
of steel, 2,000 pounds of copper
Smooth Functioning
applications has ceased, since most
and 1,000 pounds of aluminum they
are poring over the
Another reason for the subdued of the experts
are now able to "self-authorize"
filings. But when staff
[B*T, Oct. 29] is conjectural.
jubilation among task force mem- allocations
members
are
freed
from their curbtioners isthethatCommission
almost without
excep-in
Air of quiet optimism pervadrent allocations job, processing will
has been
ing members of the FCC staff
be
resumed.
working on TV allocations seems general agreement deciding various
idea of how the FCC hopes
policy problems during the past to Some
to bear out predictions on when few
get TV service going again
weeks. What has impressed
the freeze is going to be lifted.
(Continued
on page 88)
Commissioners
and
staff
workers
Cheery outlook is compounded

NEW
television stations
start applicants
such
IN in'53
TSthan channels
TV will STAR
NEW
taking the air in the first quarter cities as Portland, Ore., and Denver, there
of 1953, with possibly 80 stations
ceduralnecessarily
delays, he said.will be prooperating
by
mid-'53,
in
the
opinOpening
of
possibly 80 new marion of E. T. Morris, chief of Elecmostly single-station,
Board Division,
and di- Morris kets,predicted,
will create Mr.an
recttronics
or of the Production
Electronics
over-night
demand
for construcNational Production Authority.
tion materials, transmitting
and
Addressing a panel discussion on studio equipment, TV receivers and
1952 electronics prospects, staged antennas, installation materials,
Thursday
Radio-Television
stocks of
Mfrs. Assn. byTransmitter
Section servicemen's equipment,
and tubes.
at the Wardman Park Hotel, replacementNewparts
Jobs
Seen
Washington, Mr. Morris predicted
At the same time new jobs will
2,500,000 additional TV homes will
for servicemen, engibe receiving service from new sta- be provided
neers, technicians, salesmen, actors
tionsmate byonmid-'53.
He
based
his
estiand
entertainers,
he said.
lifting of the freeze next
Taking
Mr.potential
Plummer's
predicspring by FCC.
tion
of
80
Curtis B. Plummer, chief of the permits by next July, construction
Mr.
FCC Broadcast Bureau, estimated said it takes 9-12 months forMorris
a TV
the FCC will start processing TV station
go on the air after a CP
applications next April, with 50 to has beento granted
by FCC, though
80 station grants issued by midcan be saved by ordering
July (see freeze story this page). time
equipment
in
anticipation
of a
This prediction was based on a
$600,000 budget request. First
With an average "lead time" of
grants will be in cities under 50,- grant.
000, he said. Where there are more 10 months between time of grant
• Telecasting

NPA's Morris
andan.
actual operation of a TV station, he said there will be "very
few,
stations
the
air byif any"
Jan. new
1, 1953.
Whileon the
manufacturing cycle for transmitequipment is sixmay tobe nine
months,tingmanufacturers
able
to beat this time since some equipment is already in stock and other
is being
manufactured
in anticipation of the
freeze lifting.
Mr. Plummer said there are 1,302
pleadingshearing,"
in the FCC's
TV
"paper
which current
ends about
Dec. 1. A lot of people are reading these
pleadings,
he needed
said. An-to
other 60 days
will be
amend applications, with processing to start April 1. He called this
schedule
"optimistic."
Some 450
TV applications are
now on file for about 150 markets,
with 500 more likely to be filed in
the three months after next April
1. In about a third of cases there
are more applicants
channels,
he said. than available
Shortage
of engineers
(Continued
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a network program. WWJ-TV inter upted the playing
of "Sweet
Violets" during
the Wayne
King
show Oct. 25, showing a placard
stating
the ofsonggoodwastaste."
omittedHarry
"in
the
interest
Bannister, WWJ-AM-FM-TV general manager, said the ban was imposed in accordance with the station's own code, adopted in 1947.
Another
"I Get
Ideas," also
was barredsong,
by the
station.
Much Legal Concern
Radio attorneys are greatly conover thewritten,
NARTB'saccording
televisionto
code ascernednow
a check made last week.
Because of the lack of protection
in the penal
torneys believeprovisions,
a station some
would at-be
better off not to sign the code. It
could then do a creditable public
service job without running danger
of having its property confiscated,
in effect,
by a tribunal
of telecast-of
not familiar
with principles
fair erstrials.
The fact that a station was cited
for a code violation might lead to
license revocation proceedings at
the FCC, it was suggested, with
FCC
subpoenaing NARTB
recordsperhaps
and files.
Extremely harsh criticism was
voiced of the loose hearing procedure outlined in the code. Among
(Continued on page 113)

tiple pr°biems Muiied
^the advertisingMul
CODE
E
IT
ters around
lang- the motion picture industry's code
By WR
J. FRANK
BEATTY
RE
uage rather than the sections deal- had been relaxed to permit proNARTB'S Television Code, hastilywith good taste, obscenity and
duction of a movie with a smugprocessed in the heat of govern- othering aspects
of programs.
gling sequence, bringing a storm
mental pressure, faces serious reNARTB
headquarters
officials
writing as the full impact of its
The Motion
Picture Assn.protest.
of America
reinstated
of these ob- of public
penal provisions becomes apparent. have beenjections aninformed
d are rewriting portions a prohibition against showing of
Prospect developed last week of the TV code
that discovery of loopholes in the board meeting. for the December illegal narcotic traffic or drug adcode might delay final adoption by
diction "in any form," he exobservers, particularly in
the TV board at its Dec. 5-7 meet- theSome
"Thisforwould
seem
legal field where protection of to be a plained,
wise adding,
policy
television
ing in Washington.
than the vague provision
As text of the code came under a station's rights is the basic con- rather
sideration, believe the objections which was included in their code.
scrutiny (only existing copy is that
Mr. Jameson wrote Robert D.
version of the TV
published in the Oct. 22 Broadcast- tocodethearepresent
so
that the Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans,
ing • Telecasting), belief spread whole matterfundamental
should be reopened chairman of the TV code committee,
that the job had been done too for careful industry
study.
urging that this clause be strengthrapidly and without the benefit of
Narcotics Official Objects
ened. Recalling that the movie
advance analysis by TV stations.
goer can avoid contact with narotic
(See code views of FCC Chairman provision
Objectionwasto made
the code's
narcotics
last
week
by
films
by
staying away, Mr. JameWayne Coy, page 27).
U. S. CommisA number of Washington radio H. J. siAnslinger,
son said, "It is obvious that the
o
n
e
r
o
f
Narcotics,
Treasury
Dept.
rapid
change
of pace in television
attorneys informed BROADCASTING Writing to Guilford S. Jameson, program content
also makes it
• Telecasting
they
could
not
adWashington
radio
attorney
and
well
nigh
impossible
for the viewer
vise their clients to subscribe to
president of the FCC Bar to anticipate or have notice in adthe code as it now stands. They former
vance of the type of program that
Mr. Anslinger said he had
contend its penal provisions jeo- Assn.,
narcotics paragraph in the is forthcoming in time to protect
pardize million-dollar properties read the
22
Broadcasting*
Telecasthimself
or others from it by avoidwithout due protective rights and Oct.
ing.
they warn of anti-trust perils as
As now written, the narcotics
Aning a particular
example ofprogram."
voluntary adwell as danger of FCC reprisals.
herence to principles of the TV
clause coticsays:
"Drunkenness
and nar- code developed
Possible Effects Cited
last
week when
addiction
are
never
presented
Among principal objections are: as desirable or prevalent."
WWJ-TV Detroit banned lyrics of
•
Sets
up
"kangaroo
court"
of
Commissioner
Anslinger
recalled
two popular songs and blacked out
businessmen with life or death
power over competitive stations.
• Invites gossip columnists, organizations, prejudiced interests
to file complaints.
• Withdrawal of seal would be
Plqns More Theqtre Tv
E are expected to participate
ENS
ENCOURAGED
the success
of Conn.)
CIVIL byDEF
ceivable that, once theatre video
tantamount to loss of station li- the
fledgling venture into closed in the project.
materializes on a blanket scale,
cense.
theatre TV, federal officials
millions of civil defense recruits
• Sets up minimum standards circuit
New
England
demonstrations
be trained from coast to
are
mapping
plans
for
a
second
based on general platitudes.
be both "live" and film with could
such demonstration of civil defense will
coast, with different TV stations
stress
on
civil
defense
welfare
serv• Mere filing of a charge against training
techniques.
a station would cast a blight on it.
serving as demonstrations
originating outlets
for
icessultsandandtraining
Re- successive
So effective was the first showon varied
reactionstechniques.
of volunteers
• Involves serious antitrust
four eastern cities last will be catalogued by the FCDA topics. During the first experiment,
dangers jeopardizing the status of monthing in[B*T,
24, 10] that the during and after the one-hour 11,000 workers were instructed.
stations and applications before the Federal Civil Sept.
Defense Administra- showing.
FCC.
Over 15 cities now have theatres
tion
hopes
to
conduct
a similar
The first closed circuit theatre
• Was without
approvedchance
in principle
for closed circuit video.
stations
to considerby project in the New England area in video effort was held Sept. 15 in equipped
FCDA also is moving ahead with
the near future. Target date is mid- Washington, Baltimore, Philadelits provisions.
December,
with
cities
and
theatres
film
production
as part ofOneits pub• Denies basic American prin- yet to be selected.
phia and New York.
lic education activities.
plan
ciples of property rights.
and answer sessions involves a series of five or six CD
The results of the initial effort areQuestion
planned
with
questionnaires
films
to
be
made
available
to
•
Places
"good"
operators
at
and the economy of using theatre distributed for the New England stations and state groups asTVa
disadvantages.
as a mass instruction weapon project. Grass roots approach, with
• Puts TV board members in im- TV
have prompted a speedup in plans federal
Each is good for one free
talking directly to package.
possible position as judges over which
envision a blanketing of all voluteers,officials
showing by
individual
fellow telecasters.
is hailed by the agency stations,
an extratelevision
charge
U.
S.
cities
now
equipped
—
or
earas an effective means of enabling levied forwith
• Penal clause covers only "promarked— for theatre television.
subsequent showings.
the
govenment
to
train
some
15
gramming," with absolutely no
Inherent in the blueprint for million workers in short order. Each is to be available singly.
mention of "advertising" or "com- mass instruction in a compara- Local instructions in each theatre
Now in the mill is a new film,
mercial" violations.
is a closed circuit will supplement the government Duck and Cover, designed especially
The last-named objection, not networktivelyofshort time
theatres
in
key
cities.
for
children in the lower school
hitherto mentioned in open discus- Civil defense volunteers could in
grades. The film, to run 20 or 30
sion of the code, will bring down time be trained on a coast-to-coast
Azine, Lapin Produce
minutes,
be richly animated,
phase.
additional wrath on telecasters, basis, it is felt.
Theatre TV programs are pro- with Bert will
the Turtle as chief acalready jumpy because of Conduced
by
Harold
Azine,
chief
of
Movie
houses
are
donating
their
tor. Short was prepared with the
gres ional and FCC attitudes, some theatres without charge. It is the FCDA TV Branch, and his asobservers contended last week.
National
Edusistant, Al Lapin. The experiments cooperation
that the entire project
cation Assn. ofandtheis being
produced
In other words, a station cited estimated
be completed for as little as are made possible through funds by Archer Productions, New York,
for violation of an advertising could
$5,000.
It
is
understood
that
AT&T
provided and
for the
agency'sactivities.
public for mid-November release.
clause in the code would quickly is supplying coaxial cable facili- media
training
The package
includes,thesein
demur on the ground the penal secties at a minimum of 15 cents per United Paramount Theatres and addition
to Duck series
and Cover,
Theatre Network Television are films: Survival
tion specifically mentions pro- mile.
Under
Atomic Atcooperating.
gramming without any reference
The New England showing probWhat You Should Know
to commercial practices.
FCDA officials point out that About tack,
ably will originate in Boston,
Biological
Warfare,
FireExperience in radio codes during
this was not definite last anywhere from 50 to 100 cities may 22].
for Householders, and
the last three decades shows that though
week. Providence and other cities be equipped with theatre TV by Fighting
Our
Cities
Must
Fight
[B*T,
Oct.
most discussion of violations cen- (perhaps New Haven or Hartford, the end of 1952. It is held conPage 80 • November 5, 1951
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here's

a fellow

with

more

than

fantasy . . .

. . . and you can put him to work right now
Jack Gould called the Kuklapolitans ' 'a most charming and heart-warming excursion
into pure make-believe.'" But beyond that, Kukla Fran and Ollie can serve you with
coldly realistic selling which will warm the cockles of your treasurer's heart. To wit . . .
big family audience
... seen by over U million viewers daily, over half of them adult.
long station line-up
. . . over 40 cream TV market areas representing 72% of all TV homes
low program cost
. . . less than one -third the cost of an average evening half -hour show
low cost-per-thousand
... as low as $1.28 per commercial minute
Write, wire, or phone your nearest
NBC -TV representative today for full
information on availabilities.

NBC

television

mm

WE[ |

ABC
COMPARATIVE NETWORK SHDWSHEET
SUNDAY
MONDAY
CBS
DuMONT
-CIS , QuMQMI
6:15

General
Foods
Hopalong
Cassidy

TedFamily
Mack
Hour

Ronson
Star of
Family
Healy &
Mayes
6:45
7:00 Goodyear
Paul
Whiteman
L
7:15
Americai
7:30
ThisTobacco
Is Show
Business
7:45
8:00
Mercury
Lincoln8:15
Film
Dealers
ofToastthe
Free
8:30
8:45
9:00
General
9:15
Electric
Fred
Waring
9:30
Marshall
PlanF
9:45
B.
Graham
B.F.
10:00 Evan. Ass Goodrich
Hour of Celebrity
Decision
10:15
Young
10:30
Jules
Church
People's
Youth on Montenier
10:45 the March
My
Line
L
What's
Norwich
Sunday
11:00
News Spec.
11:15 PM

Washington—
Pentagon
C King
lore Is
Chlorophyl
Gum
Rockey
Detective
LarusCo.&
Bro.
Plainclothe
Man
Crawford
Clothes
TheyAccused
Si am

SUNDAY
ffUfi , PuMQNT

TUESDAY
CBS
DoMONT

CBS

Kellogg
Space 1
Cadet

Chesterfield
RCA
Kukla.
Show
General
Foods
Fran
&
Liggett &
Video
Capt.
Tobacco
Myers
Ollie
Mohawk
General Hollywood
Ironrite Oldsmobile
Mohawk
Perry
Show
Roon
News
Screen Chester
lie
l<
CameT
News
TestL
Caravan L
Como
Seiberlin
TheAmazi
Mr. Malone Video
Entrance
Lux
Mahoney
Winchell
Earl J.P. Speidel
Wilson
Myers
D. A. Theatre
Colgate Mr.BristolComedy
Hour
Johns Firestone
Voice of
Lipton Hopkins
Review Firestone
Science
LeverL
Talent
Scouts
Godfrey's
Admiral
Lights
OutL
Philco
Corp.
Philco
TV
General
Playhouse
Foods
Maughan
It'sSanka
News Co-op S. Theatre
Bymart
To Me Wrestling alt.
with
American
Co
P&G
Dennis Tobacco
Red Show
Skelto BillSho,Gwinn
Robert
James Montgomer
L
K
house
Co-op WestingStudio
Regent
Cigi
One
toLeave
the GirlsIt Studs'L Placs
l^ongiues
scope
Chrono-

Foods
General
Capt.
Video

Cadet
Space L
Kukla,
P&G
& Fran
Ollie
Tm
Little
Bendix
Chance
of a Perry C
Lifetime
Show
Camel
News
L Chester!
Caravan L
Van Camp"
Toni
Godfre;(a
HisPillsbu
Fri
Texas
Ligge
Paul
Dixon
Oil
Co.
&My<
Texaco
L
Star
Theatre
His Fric
Colga
Philco
D.
McNeill
Godfre*
P&G
Fireside
Murray Prd
Theatre
(alt. wks.)Sh' ItStrikRic
Pharmacy
Armstrong Murray
Rhodes
P.
Circle The Clock
Theatre
L
L
Lorill.i

Prodts
MogenWin EkcoFrank
David
Chas.
Wild Sinatra The Story
Private
Detective
L
Publishing
How
Did
Drug
Curtis
You
Get
That Way?
Co.
What's
(L-F)
Keep Poster
Schick
Inc.
Crime
Store
Syndicated TV Prod.
Electric
Theatre
Lite
Co-op
Suspense Cosmopolitan
AutoCrusade
Celanese
Corp.
Hands
The PacificIi Danger Destiny
P.
of
Pabs
Sales
(L-F)
Lorillard
Celanese
Blu<(
Theatre
Chicago
Amateur
Hour (alt. wks.) Ribbc
Original
Bout
L CrossCo-op
Symphony
LRoac s Ciga
Wrestling
Film-

MONDAY
FRIDAY
CBS - DuMONT

JMBC_

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

9:00 Af
_9J5_
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
Joe Inc
12:00 N K.Ranger
Joe L
Film
12:15 PI I Screen
The Mag'u
NationalC< Walter
12:30
JohnsonCoII.
Voice of Carbon
Prophecy
Candy
Flying
Take
Faith
12:45
Today ForL Another
Tigers
Look
1:00
Take
Another

Kellogg

:30 PM
2:00
1:45
2:15
2:30
2:45
Hollywooc
Candy
HollywoocCo

C-P-P
(MWF)
ItStrike
Rich
Cory Corp
Clicquot
Hudnut
WarnerAmecheLangford

All Product
Love o:
Search for
Tomorrow
— P&G—P&GAllei
T.&Th
Steve

Myers
Foodini
BristolSunFoodini
Dial
F
&McKesson
withARobbins
Judy
Date
Betty

The
Inlernatl
\\Wizard
histlinii
Shoe
Company
Kids&Co.
Brown
Shoe
Top
McConnelEd
Smilin'
Dairy

( ii-ni-nil
For Yi
Mills
Informatioi uth Lyoi
Noonl
;,() Club Star
Crocker
National
News
ivilh
L
LTimfroi 9 The Big
Waller Rune
Take the
« :arl<T l'i
BreakRussel
with
CtyPersonal
Hospit
Don
(alt.
Premier
Products
Rumpus
Room
John witl
Olsen

3:30
3:15
3:45
4:00
"5T45PM
4:15
4:45
5:00
5:15
W

Canadf
Super
Peter|<
M&

Evi I N G
THURSDAY
TBS
n„»nMT

jMONT ■ fclfiC

Kellogg
Cadet L
NationalCo.
Biscuit
iukla,
&011ieFran
Mohawk
Mohawk
Show
Room
News
Caravan L m. Prods
H. Stop
Bishop
L
Reynolds (alt.)
3.T.Metals
Babbitt Music
The
CongoleumNairn,
Stop
Lorillard
Norge
Kate
The
Smith
Music

Oldsmobile
N«GMFatima
Stork
Club
Carnation
Burns
Allen
(alt.)
S.C.Johnson
iarry Moore
Blatz
Brewing
Andy

Georgetown
University
Forum
Tydol
Headline
Clues
Broadway
to
Hollywood
Esso
Cluett
Peabody
Frazer
(me.
Herb Uar»Kroger
Young Adventures
Tsong
of Ellery
Shriner
Show
L
Television
_Oueen_
Theatre
GruenCo. Lever
L
Watch
l^.; -1oClow ckof
Gruen
Theatre
F
Philip
SanfordCo.
BristolBigelowMorris Carpet
Myersthe
Racket
Break
Bigelow
Bank L
Theatre
Squad
laslnd
Sons
Carter
TBig
Hazel AtShowHomeL
(alt.)
Bishop
Freddy
Carmel
Martin
Myers
PhotogL
rapher

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

.NBC.
American
Inventory
L
Battle

lited
-L
: 11/18

Bohn
Alum.
American
Forum
L
ManJohns-ville
Fair
Meadows
USAL
Mii \
.Mining
Mfg.
Juvenile
Jury
'/oo

rahTirTT
r.l.ill

Quaker
Oats
Gabby
Hayes
Derby
Foods
Sky
Thtr.,KingF
alternate
TBA

ML.

Kukla.
Time
Fran
V an Camp
Little
Show
Camel
News L
Caravan
DeSotoPlymouth
Groucho
MarxF
Borden
T-Men ir
Action
L

nkletter
Brown
ActingShoeF
lay It With
(alt.) L
Sterling
Mystery
Theatre
F
'"Mill™'
Stu Erwi
Block Drug
Crime
with
Father
L
Ford
Kreislerof
Festival
Tales
L
Tomorrow
Bona FideL
Versatile
i. (alt.)
U.S.
Tobacco
Martin
Kane
Film
Standard
Industries
Wayne
Oil
or America

TV Opera
month)a
(once
Nov. 1

FRIDAY NBC
MONDAY DuMONT
BestG.E.Foods
Labs,
P&G
Hansen's
Qkr.
Oats
Reynolds
Standard
ZonuBrands
Prods.
P&G
First
Years100

Aluminum
" tl. Pr.Ut.
Cooking
Ckr.Exchange
Homemakers

Wittnauer
Thanksgiving
Festival

FOR NOVEMBER 1951
SATURDAY
^ABC_
CBS DuMONT Saturday
Stage Coach 6:00 PM
L
6:15
6:30
Anthracite
Int.
lomeBetterShow 'he Sammy
6:45
L
Kukla,
7:00
Soap
General
P&G
Lambert
Pharmacal
Fran
Foods
Capt.
\ Ollie
7:15
Kaye
Show
Mohawk
Family
7:30
Mohawk
Manhattan
how
Room
Beat
Sylvania
The
News
7:45
Camel
Clock
Caravan L
Kellogg
Twenty
Snowne Man's
Crop 8:00
Co.
Kelvinator Anheuser
Skippy
Busch
Pet
Milk
8:15
Co.Teen Budweiser
Questions
TVNashRig Whiteman
8:30
Club
Peanut
Butter
L
You Asked
For WTIt- —
OldDownGold Cig.Story
9:00
& Cig.
You
Libby,
Libby
Reynolds
Go
S.O.S.
Benrus
9:15
American
9:30
i afety
Razor
McNeill
Eversharp& 9:45
TheGoesShow
On
lehn & Fink 10:00
Carter
Songs
Drug
Sale for
10:15
Drug
Store Cavalcade
Sterling
TV Prod.
Sale
Cavalcade
of Stars
10:30
Sports
hesebrough
of
SongsSale for
Greatest
10:45
Fights
11:00

FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

Oldsmohile
Perry
News
he.slerlield
Como
Maxwell
House
Coffee
.Mama
.IanReynolds
Again

Schlitz
Playhouse
of Stars
Gen.
Mills
(alt.Grovewks.)
Live
Like
Millionairea
Pearson
Pharmacal
Hollywood
Opening
Night
scope
Chrono-i ■

_N£C_

11:15PM
SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

for
Husing F

1Ameche
p.m., Show
Francessponsored
Langford-Don
MWF.
12:45-1 & p.m.
by 12:45-1
Warner-Hudnut;
Tues.
Thurs.,
p.m. by
Cory by Corp.;
p.m.
ClicquotThurs.,
Club. 12:30-12:45
:30 p.m.,book,Tues.,
Jessie's Clorox
TV Note-&
(participating).
Crosley Hauser,
(L); 1-1:15
p.m.,
Wed.,
Gaylord
Minute
Maid
Fri., same time, sustaining) (L).(also

Looking
At You
(MWF)
Gen.
Foods
BertHere's
Parks
(TuTh)
G.E.
iill Goodwin
ParticipatSmith
igSateHour
Sponsors

2:45-3 p.m.,
son PaperTh.,Co.Bride & Groom; HudSat., The Big Question; 11/3
Roundup
Football
5:30-6Howdy
p.m., Doody
M-F, Firms
listedsegments.
sponsor
in 15 min.

Lever
1 L Falls
Hwkns.
Welch.
Klog.
klars,
C-P-P
IWander
Int. Shoe
Bk.
iy Ddy.

Explanation:
Programs
in italics,
taining; Time, EDT.
L, live;
F, film;sus-K,
kinescopic
recording;
E,
Eastern
network; M, connected
Midwestern;
NI, non-interstations.
ABC

Nature
Things
Mutual
Benefit
. Considine
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the audience always
1

returns .

i
a

• ••
. • . . people

!

.(. -. '.

... to the scene

j

of the crime

. n . when it's solved by
|■
|
<
.|

I
'
WILLIAM

;
'
I
GARGAN

America'* No. I Defective"

in the time you take to read thp advojtisem\ent,
\
privates eye Gargan dan be selling \y our products to combined
NBC-TV

and RADIO] audience of 'fnore tjian 1% million mystery '
fans\—for le\ss than one-tenth of a ce^t per prospect!
You can swing the whole deal, radio and tv, \on a quarterly

other sponsors.
budget of $150,000 by sharing the cost, with two
rately.
Or, you can buy the radio and tv haff- hours
!*
|
1
!
i
[j '
!.
Any way you case it\ you'll have a surS- fire sales-hit on
your hands. Better ask to see a presentation today.

NBC
television * 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

OWNERSHIP
RELAXATION of the five-TVstations-to-a-customer rule was
broached officially for the first time
last week by FCC Comr. George
E. Sterling, in a speech before a
joint meeting of the Armed Forces
Communications Assn. and the Atlantic Section of the Institute of
Navigation in New York.
In order to insure the acceptance
of UHF, Comr. Sterling suggested
• that the Commission might amend
its rules to permit networks to
own "two or three" UHF stations
"widely
in top markets."
Reasondistributed
for this softening
of the
five-per-entity rule was explained
by Comr. Sterling thusly:
is wellis recognized
UHF"It station
at a seriousthatcom-a
petitive disadvantage getting
started unless there is some way
of developing
for the
receivers. It seemsa market
to me that
sooner the networks get into UHF
either by ownership or affiliation
of stations, the sooner the market
will be developed for receivers and
converters. Since the Commission
has adopted a philosophy of intermixture of VHF and UHF chan•nels in a community then it would
seem that intermixture of ownership of stations by networks would
^insure the future of the UHF
band."
The Commission also limits AM
stations to seven per entity. FM is
limited to six to the same ownership. There is also a proposal
permitting more than the limit
for AM-FM-TV stations dependent
on degrees of ownership.
TV freeze will be ended "sometime in late February or the early
part
Sterling
said. ofHe March
held out1952,"
that Mr.
no hope
for
quick action in granting applications due to the number of hearings
i that will be necessary and the
limited number of examiners and
staff to process the applications.
Referring toexpected
the "hundreds
applications
to comemore"
into
the Commission as soon as the
freeze is lifted, Mr. Sterling aptly
declared:
"Thebutapplications
come in a flood
the output will
will
become but a trickle."
Criticizes Delayers
The Maine Commissioner did not
hesitate to cite TV laggards.
the
war"Fortherethreewas years
amplefollowing
opportunity
in which applicants in many cities
could have obtained a VHF channel.
Nevertheless in some cases the
clamor to lift the freeze has come
from cities where TV channels
■ were assigned but no one dared
to risk the capital. Some holders
of construction permits even lost
their initial courage when they
found that a TV station costs approximately aquarter of a million
dollars and that stations on the
air were losing money hand over
fist and so turned in their authorizations."
A pat on the back for the pioneers
BROADCASTING
• Tele

Sterling Reviews Status
LIMIT
followed by Comr. Sterling:
black-and-white sets already in use,
"The public in those areas that and the fact that manufacturers
have a TV service today should can continue to make and sell them,
Sterling declared that the task
be grateful to those daring en- ofMr. making
the right decision after
trepreneurs who were willing to
color that
hearing
be far
risk their capital in this new in- another
greater
than
which "will
confronted
dustry. Once they were up to their the Commission when
it was faced
necks in red ink, today they are, with
a decision in 1950 because of
in many cases, in 'blue chips.' So the advancements that will take
place
the art during the interim
while
the
'have
nots'
are
singing
the blues, those that are in, are while incolor
broadcasting and mass
production
of color TV receivers
picking
the chips."
As to upfuture
of the CBS field
sequential color TV, the former take a holiday."
Color Dissenter
FCC lievchief
bee it can beengineer
counted doesn't
out entirely
Comr. Sterling, with Comr. Hendissented from the now hisby Defense
Wilson's nock, toric
edict
forbiddingMobilizer
the manufacture
FCC decision authorizing the
commercialization
the CBS color
of color receivers
and
CBS's
concomitant cessation of colorcasting system in 1950 of[B*T,
Oct. 16,
[B*T, Oct. 29, 22].
1950].
He
thought
then
"I believe that unless CBS action was premature. that the
throws in the towel," Mr. Sterling
In other portions of his extensaid, ". . . . the showdown in color
sive report on TV, Mr. Sterling
will come when the compatible prorenewed
the idea of satellite TV
proponents demonstrate their system side-by-side with the CBS sys- stations in order to bring TV service to communities unable to aftem on direct view large-size triford a regular station. This was
Referring chromatic totubes." the 14,000,000 first officially recommended by for-

W. D. ROGERS Jr. (I), former vice
president-general manager of KEYL
(TV) San Antonio, meets with George
Storer Sr., president of Fort Industry
Co. and new owner of the station.
Mr. Rogers
remain as viceOct.president. Sale waswill consummated
25
in San Antonio.
mer FCC Chairman Charles R.
Denny Jr. in a speech to the NAB
convention in Atlantic City in 1947.
Mr. Sterling also called for
more UHF research, cited the discovery of 10 unlicensed TV stations
during
and applauded thetheTV past
Codeyear,adopted
by the
NARTB in Chicago last month
[B»T, Oct. 22, et seq.].

eys
Surv9%.
would RS
seem to increase Goo
with d
lengthH°us
WHAT HAPPENS when OW
a familyNE
40%?;ekee
same P'n9
50%-; 'no answer
SE
owns
? T
TVa TV set
of
set
ownership
—
23%
of
those
Surveying
TV's
effects
on
readerTo find the answers, Good House- with sets less than six months put
ship of particular sections of magakeeping magazine conducted one
into
the
"regular"ranged
cate- answerszines,: Good Housekeeping got these
gory,
while
the
percentage
of its consumer panel surveys and themselves
in the older groups (28%
Service material (food, children,
came up last week with these higher
in the 6-12 month group, 24% in homemaking, styles, beauty and
answers, among others:
health)
is read more by 5% of the
month class, 33% in the
First, of the 1,403 persons who the 12-24
month category, and 30% set owners; less by 8%; the same
responded out of the survey group 24-36
of 1,915 (in a total of 22 TV areas) in the over-36-month group).
by Articles
79% (8%
did not
— More
3%;answer).
less 16%;
Some 22% spend less time read- same
57% said they own TV sets.
69%; no answer 12%.
ing
magazine
advertising.
In every 100 television homes,
Asked
whether
they
engaged
Features (music, movies, etc.) —
14 adults and 28 children watch
More 3%; less 27%; same 57%;
less, or the
same insince
specific
TV during the morning; 45 adults more,
entertainment
activities
the
no
answer 13%.
and 98 children during the after- advent of the TV set in the home,
Fiction— More 1%; less 23%;
noon,
and
239
adults
and
101
chilthe
799
TV
owners
responded
as
same
55%?; no answer 21%.
dren during the evening.
TV is having its effect on both follows:
Advertising — More 4%; less
Movies
—
More
0%;
less
70%
in-home and out-of-home enter- same 25%; no answer 5%.
22%; same 62%; no answer 12%.
tainment activities, including raMagazines — More 1%; less 35% "occasionally"
dio listening (though no attempt same
Among thoselookwhoat the"never"
commer-or
60%; no answer 4%.
was made to measure the degree
cials, conversation appears to be
Newspapers
—
More
2%
;
less
9%
the most popular way of passing
ofandeffect
except in terms of "less" same 83%; no answer 6%.
interlude: 53% said they talk
Radio listening — More, less than the
The"more"
numberor of"same.")
TV set owners
while the commercial is on; 35%
1%; less
82%;
same
12%;
no
who do not watch TV at all during answer
leave
the room; 11% read; 9%
6%.
the morning or afternoon far ex"stretch and walk around the
Theatre
&
concerts
—
More,
less
ceeds the number who do, and non- than
1%; less 42%; same 48%; room"; 8% use the time to "perwatchers during the evening range no answer
10%.
form a task or chore"; while 6%
from 167c to 24%, depending on
have refreshsports events — More "prepare ments";and/or
what day it is — a finding which 2%;Attending
5% "sew, knit, crochet";
less
35%;
same
50%;
no
angave little support to those who
swer 13 7c.
l%c "change stations" at this point.
contend that a TV home is, in
Several obviously do more than one
Entertaining at home — - More thing
effect, a non-radio home.
since the percentages add
Some 64% of TV-owners said 21%(; swerless6%. 9%; same 64 %; no an- beyond 100%,.
they pay "more" attention to TV
Listening to phonograph records
Among thoseas who
"never" watch
commercials than to radio com- —More
distinguished
from
less 50%c; same 35%; commercials,
mercials (5% pay less, 28% the no answer3% 12; %.
those who "occasionally" do, none
same, and 3% did not answer).
Books— More 1%; less 47% said they change station, relax and
A total of 27% of the set owners same
47 %> ; no answer 5%c.
close theirduringeyes,
serve refreshthis orperiod.
More of
commercials "regularly"
TV
watch
Going out — More 1%; less 47% them goments out
of the room (45%>)
and
69%
"occasionally,"
while
3%
"never" do. The percentage of same 47%; no answer 5%c.
(Continued
on
page
92)
Playing cards — More 1%; less
"regular" watchers of commercials
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Rorabaugh Report
For July- Aug. -Sept.
(Report 188)

telestatus

nl
m

= DALLAS

THE LARGEST

1»
MARKET

. .

N. C. RORABAUGH Co. last week
issued the first of its quarterly reports on television advertising,
covering the period of July, August
and September.
Survey results show that 5,807
sponsors placed 6,041 spot schedules on' 101 video stations in 61
markets.
Network spot schedules totaled
242, with NBC's 98 taking the lead
in that
was with
second with category.
74, followedCBS
by ABC
53 and DuMont with 17.
The number of national regional
spots reached 1,372, with localretail spots amounting to 4,427.
Four cities were listed as having more than 200 accounts. They
were New York, 280; Los Angeles,
270; Chicago, 250, and Philadelphia, 214.
In the product classification
breakdown, foods and food chain
stores led, accounting for 45 network users and 390 spot users.
The classification for beer and wine
was second and that for toilet requisites placed third (see table).
PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION BREAKDOWN
THIRD QUARTER 1951
Number of Sponsors
Classification
ires,Network Spot
Agricultural
&
Pet
Foods.
. . 4 27 Total31
Automotive
(cars.
28 15540
access.)
128 147
Beer & Wine
84 96
olic)
1214 43
Beverages
(non-alcol
.
...
Clothing
&
Access.
.
Confections
10 37 5747

Classification N<
ucts
Dairy
& Margarine ProdFinancial
Food
& Food& Oils
Drug Chains
Gasoline
Household
furnishings,(appliances,
supplies) . .
Jewelry,eras,
Access.,
Camlaundry
Soaps, etc.
Cleansers,
Polishes
Miscellaneous
Publications
Public Utilities
Radios, TVgraphs & Sets,
PhonoAccess
Tobacco,
Access. Cigarettes
. &
Toilet
Requisites
Transportation

theatre chain which owns WBKB
and the Garrick, for origination
of television shows as well as
movies.
RCA Microscopy
to Show
TV
"TELEVISION in Medicine and
Biology,"
demonstrationby lecture
slated for apresentation
Dr. V.
K. Zworykin and Leslie Flory of
the RCA David Sarnoff Research
Center, Princeton, N. J., will be
among
of theof
Fourth major
Annualfeatures
Conference
American Institute of Electrical
Engineers& Nucleonics
on Electronic
Instrumention
in Medicine,
to be held Jan. 7-8 at the Hotel
Commodore, N. Y.
At the demonstration, the audience will seen
see microscopic
heretofore
only throughlifethe—
lens
a microscope
— transmitted
to a oftelevision
receiver
screen, in
additionviolettorays being
shown
ultraare used to how
advantage.

WBKB Converts
Garrick Theatre
FIRST show to originate in
/DALLAS
Chicago's
Garrick toTheatre,
which
is being converted
a TV studio
by WBKB
be a halfhour
weekly(TV),
dramawillmarking
the
FT- WORTH
centennial anniversary of Marshall
Combined Population
Field & Co., department store.
Show is slated to follow the instiDALLAS and TARRANT
tutional pattern set by the Field
COUNTIES . . .
news magazine, PACE, which has
been incorporated as paid matter SIGNING of Quiz Kids to long920,500
into newspapers. The program will term,
Sign exclusive
'Quiz contract
Kids' with CBS
take the air Jan. 10.
Television, was announced last
The Garrick
is a been
1,300-seat
by Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice
house
which has
closedmovie
for week
president in charge of network
NOW tk ere are
more than a year. It is being re- programs, CBS Television Division.
modeled by Balaban & Katz, Show was formerly on NBC-TV.
City
co).
I 140,808 I City
Wfifikly TelGVISiOn Slimmary November 5, 1951— Telecasting Survey
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Albuquerque KOB-TV
Louisville (Mex WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
71,125
Ames
Matamoros
WOI-TV
109,835
9,450
Atlanta
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV,
WLTV
WMCT
115,000 Brcwnsville. Tex. XELD-TV
Baltimore
WTVJ
324,993
WAAM, WBAL-TV, W MAR-TV
Memphis
10,500
Miami
Binghamton
43,115
in KRLD-TV's
Milwaukee
86,300
Birmingham WNBF-TV
266,965
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTMJ-TV
98,769
65,000 Minn.-St.
WTTV
125,000
Paul
Bloomington
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Nashville
275,600
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
786,790 New Haven
WSM-TV
Buffalo
43,393
WBEN-TV
WBTV
188,000
» Effective
22193,334
,972 New Orleans
WNHC-TV
Charlotte
Chicago
WDSU-TV
New
York
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
995,630
62,150
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
WOR-TV,
WPIX
305,000
Newark
WEWS, WNBK,
WATV
Cleveland
510,922 Norfolk
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
Columbus
299,000 Oklahoma
2,550,000
City WTAR-TV
Coverage Area Dallas,
WKY-TV
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
99,955
140,808 Omaha
81,556
Philadelphia
97,060
Davenport
KMTV,
WOW-TV
WOC-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
67,805
Pittsburgh
Include Davenport,
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
903,000
215,000
WLWD Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline705,323
WDTV
ZJlie CBS Station Dayton
KPHO-TV
342,300
Providence
WTVR
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
165,000
Erie
WICU WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
40,100
Richmond
WJAR-TV
\or DALLAS , and
74,375
Ft.Dallas
WorthRock Quad
IslandCities WHAM-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
140,808 Rochester
FORT WORTH
WHBF-TV
67,805
Include
Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline91,010
Grand
Rapids95,071
Kalamazoo WOOD-TV
Lake City KDYL-TV,
160,413 Salt Antonio
KSL-TV
Greensboro
78,463 San Diego
WFMY-TV
55,300
Houston
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
KPRC-TV
tliis is wliij.
92,882
111,985
Schenectady
San
Francisco
KFMB-TV
54,946
HuntingtonKGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Charleston WSAZ-TV
WRGB
Albany-Troy
61
,161
175,000
247,000
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
172,800
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
42,000 Seattle
KING-TV
112,300
St. Louis
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
KSD-TV
KRLD
317,000
Kalamazoo
Toledo
99,000
135,630
WHEN,
Grand CityRapids WKZO-TV
160,413
AM-FM-TV
WSPD-TV
WKTV WSYR-TV
Kansas
KOTV
WDAF-TV
Tu!sa
143,558 Syracuse
127,000
Utica-Rome
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
113,243 Washington
89,263
W JIM-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
a annel hWDEl-TV
65,000 Wilmington
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
KNXT, KTLA,KFI-TV,
KTTV KLAC-TV, KNBH
288,650
53,000
80,877
Estimated Sets in Use 14,153,000
is uouf Lest buu
Total
Markets
on AirMatamoros,
64*
Total Stations on Air 109*
*
Includes
XELD-TV
Mexico.
I be TIMES HERALD Station Editor's
area. Where TVcoverage
areas overlap setelectric
counts may be
Note:
Totals Sources
for each marketestimates
representareestimated
v. i television
partially
duplicated.
basedsomeonsetsdata
dealers,
distributors,
Kutional Representatives
and
manufacturers.
Since manyof set
are compiled monthly,
may lin
unchanged
in successivecirculation
summaries. committees,
Total sets in all companies
areas are
necessarily
approximate.
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Thousands of brand new eyes
can see your product on WSB-TV
This report is directed to time buyers and others responsible
for producing sales. A vast and entirely new audience in the
South has been opened up by WSB-TV. On September 30 WSB-TV
began telecasting over Channel 2 with 50 kw. radiated power
from the 1062-foot tower. Response was immediate — and terrific.
From the Carolinas, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee and deep
South Georgia excited reception reports are being verified.
Distributors are shipping thousands of sets. Since all characteristics
of these powerful facilities are not yet known we temper our
enthusiasm. Suffice to say at this time— WSB-TV today offers you
the biggest dollar's worth in Southern television history.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Affiliated with The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution. Represented byEdw. Petry Co.

Atlanta, Georgia
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Thaw in February
(Continued from page 79)
after the long hiatus — originally
imposed because of tropospheric
interference — has seeped out of the
tightly guarded deliberations.
Among them are:
(1) Use of UHF flexibility channels in instances where the addition of a channel or two may obviate a hearing.
Originally the 18 flexibility channels (782-890formc)those
werecommunities
to be held
in reserve
not assigned a frequency in the
allocations plan.
Not all flexibility channels will
be used, but a substantial number
judiciously distributed in the
crowded northeastern area of the
U. S. could relieve a number of
tight spots.
(2) High interest in VHF will
be acknowledged by the FCC in
two ways, it was learned on good
authority.
Where VHF channels can be
squeezed in without radically upsetting the allocations, or where
a good case is made, another one or
two such channels may be allocated
to particular cities.
But, on the best of information,
mighty few cities will get more
than a single, extra VHF channel.
(3) Substantial number of the
168 metropolitan areas as listed
bv the Census Bureau for April
1950 can be granted TV stations
without hearings right after the
freeze is lifted and the 60-day
grace period for filing new applications ispassed.
Factors Involved
This is predicated on a number
of assumptions, among them that —
% The FCC continues its policy
of lumping all applicants for each
city together.
% There will be no differentiation between VHF and UHF applications.
# The acknowledged substantial number of new applications
for these top areas to some degree
is compensated by the number of
presently pending applications sure
to be withdrawn when the chips
are down.
A Broadcasting • Telecasting
study of the number of applications
pending Oct. 31 in each of the 168
Census Bureau metropolitan areas
compared channels
with the innumber
vailable
those of
areasa(see table) indicates that 73 metropolitan areas have more frequencies available than applications
on file, 38 are equal as between
available channels and applications
and 57 already
have aremoreavailable
applications than there
VHF-UHF channels.
What should not be overlooked
is the fact that in most of the cities
listed above, the addition of just
one or two applications means a
hearing.
And hearings in TV — with the
stake applicants will have in fighting for a grant — may well be
lengthy.
This is particularly true due to
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the paucity of hearing examiners.
Only five aminers
of arethe
seven FCC
exbroadcast
experts.
Both Comrs. Coy and Sterling and
Mr. Plummer decried the lack of
examiners in their speeches last
week. It was stated that the FCC
more in examiners
its budget
tosought
hire $100,000
seven additional
plus clerical help.
How long would it take for a
station to get on the air if it has
to go through a hearing?
Under optimum conditions, according to the most reliable information, this is how the timetable
would run:
Freeze lifted Feb. 1, 1952.
Then 60 days for the filing of
new applications and the amending
of those already on file.
That would be April 1, 1952 and
hearings could be designated.
Another 30 days must elapse before hearings
could begin
that's
an FCC
regulation.
That— would
mean May 1, 1952.
From the start of a hearing to
initial decision by the hearing ex-

aminer usually takes six months.
That would make it Nov. 1, 1952.
TV franchises being as valuable
as they
theredecision
will beandexceptions to theare,initial
oral
argument
before
the
Commission
en banc. That would add another
six months — or May 1, 1953 when
the first final decision could be
handed down by the FCC.
Aug. 1, 1953 Possible
Assuming no one goes to court
and that the successful applicants
have made some moves toward getequipment, arranging
for first
studioting
and transmitter
space, the
grantees might begin operating
about 90 days thereafter — or Aug.
1, Whether
1953. a grant is made without a hearing or after a hearing,
there is one unknown — Korea.
What inhappens
in that "police18
action"
months
will Asia
have in
a lottheto next
do with
the availability of materials.
One policy matter which the'P FCC
§
is going to have to resolve soon is

the
suggestion
made formula
by outsidersbe
— that
the —radio
used whereby only those applicants applying for the same channels go to hearings. This would permit, the reasoning goes, immediate
grants to those applicants who have
no competition for the frequencies
they have requested. If that is
done, many more stations could get
going
now. sooner than is anticipated
Past policy has been to lump all
applicants for the same city into
one pot. So far as can be learned,
no
change in atthisthispolicy
consideration
time.is under
Another suggestion has been that
the Commission split applicants
into two groups — those applying
for VHF channels and those applying for UHFit ischannels.
This
would permit,
believed, many
UHF
grants
immediately
after
the
freeze is lifted.
It is understood that no decision
has been made on that recommendation, although it is admitted that
some thinking is being done on it.

TABLE OF PROPOSED VHF-UHF ALLOCATIONS
Breakdown of Channels Proposed, in Use, and Number of
Applications Pending in 168 U. S. Metropolitan Areas.
1 I

1. New
York.
Northeastern
New
Jersey
2. Chicago
3.4. Philadelphia
Los Angeles
5.6. Detroit
Boston
7. San
Francisco8. Oakland
Pittsburgh
9.
St.
Louis
10.
Washington
11.
12. Cleveland
Baltimore
13. MinneapolisSi. Paul
14. Buffalo
16! Milwaukee
17.
Kansas City
18.
Houston
19. Providence
20.
Seattle Ore.
21.
Portland,
22.
New
Orleans
23.
Atlanta
24.
Dallas
25.
Louisville
26. Birmingham
Denver
27.
28.
Indianapolis
29. San Diego
30.
Youngstown
31. tady-Troy
Albany-Schenec
32.
Columbus,
33.
San AntonioOhio
34.
Miami
35.
Rochester
36.
37. Memphis
Dayton
38. Bethlehem
Allentown39. Portsmouth
Norfolk.
40. Akron
41. Holyoke
Springfield.
42. St.
TampaPetersburg
43. Toledo
44. Hazleton
Wilkes-Barre45. Omaha
46.
Fort Worth
47. Hartford
48. Steubenville
Wheeling49. Knoxville
Syracuse
50.
51.
Phoenix
52.
Richmond City
53.
Oklahoma
54.
55. Nashville
Charleston,
W. Va.

Jacksonville -2
57.58.56. Harrisburg
74
Johnstown
25 1 74
San Jose
73
23 1 4t37 2 61.60.
Grand Rapids j
59.
Utica-Rome
2
1
62.
Canton
1
2 5 63.64. San
Bernardino 2
Fresno
42
52
4 65.66. Tacoma
2
Sacramento
1
Salt
34
3 1 14 7 67.
Flint Lake City 2
Worcester
68.
33
69. Wilmington
70.
2 11 33
New Haven 1
71.
Bridgeport
42
2 1 21 64 72.
Scranton
73.
74.
Reading
32
76. Duluth-Superior 2
32 1 311 35 75.
Peoria
22
2
77. Tulsa
5
2
7
■
Ashland
78. Huntington.
323
22 1
415 79.
Chattanooga 22
Lancaster
323 11 231
32 43 80.
81. Davenport-Rock
Island-Moline 2
Trenton
23 1 2
2 18 82.
Mobile
22 11 22
2 41 84.83.
Des
Moines 222
Wichita
85. Spokane
2
22 1
4 86.
87.
Erie Bend 1
88. South
33 1 12 11 2I 55 92.91.89.90. York
Stockton
1
El Paso
63 93. Charlotte
2
223
22
Stamford. Conn.
2
2 5 94. Norwalk,
Beaumont.
Port Arthur 2
3
3 95. No.
LittleLittle
Rock-Rock 2
2
22
1 42 97. Greensboro.
98.96. High Point
Binghamton
Fort Wayne
Lansing
2
21
Shreveport
100.99. Columbus,
23
1
4 102.
101. Madison Ga.
Greenville,
S. C. 1
22
2 322 103.
104.
Corpus
Austin Christi
105.
Augusta,
Ga. 22
3 107.
106. Charleston,
EvansvilleRougeS. C. 2
22
1 2 22 108.
Baton
Waterbury
1
2
32 109.
110.
111. Saginaw
112.
22
1
4
Rockford
Savannah
2
113. Middleton,
2 1 22
11 45 114.
HamiltonOhio
115.
Lorain-Elyria
1
1 1
3

E o
116. Bristol
New Britain117. Albuquerque
118. Columbia,
Winston-Salem
119.
S. C.
120. Jackson, Miss.
121. Montgomery
Altoona
122.
123.
New
Bedford
124.
Fall River
125. Raleigh
126. Atlantic
Macon City
127.
128.
Lowell
129.
Roanoke
130. Springfield,
III.
131.
Brockton
132.
Waco
133.
134. Kalamazoo
Lawrence
135. Portland,
Asheville
136.
137. Lincoln Me.
1 2 2 138.
139. Orlando
Galveston
35 140. Springfield,
Ohio
141.
Racine
4 142. Jackson,
Mich.
1
2
143.
Terre
1
144. Topeka Haute
145.
146. Springfield,
Sioux City Mo.
1
1*
1
33 147. Cedar Rapids
148.
Durham
2*
149. Lubbock
150. Waterloo
Decatur
1
5 151.
152. Lexington
2 153.
154. Wichita
Green BayFalls
1 2 155.
Gadsden
St.
35 156.
157. MuncieJoseph
1
158. Manchester
Pueblo
159.
Bay City
I 160.
161.
Lima
- - 2 - 31 163.
162. Amarillo
Ogden
164.
Kenosha
Sioux Falls
11
22 165.
166.
167. Pittsfield
San Angelo
- 1 - 22 168. Laredo
12
* Includes one hasUHFtwoapplication,
except for
Scranton
UHF Thomas
applications.
f Channelwhich2 reserved
for
S. Lee
Enterprises,
although
this
may
become
a matter for litigation.
*
1
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2*

1 2 - 1 2
-- 2 - -1 2
21
2
1
11 1
21 11
34
1
22 1 2 742
2
21
222
22
2
2
1 35
12 1 1 12
2
4* 2
22
*5 2

4*

2
2
2
1
211
1
2
22
2

PUTTING
Building the pathways
for television takes time, toil and
money. Every one of the more than
23,500 existing channel miles was a
new challenge to the imagination and
skill of Bell engineers. Take, for example, television transmission between
New York and St. Louis.
From New York to Chicago, engineer plotted, scouted and tested
possible £Reiel€O=0lela4f routes to
find the one that would span forests,
mountains and cities— and would carry
microwaves around reflective surfaces

YOUR

SHOW

of lakes and plains. gRaileo-gRelcnf
stations were then built about every
twenty-five miles — some 200 feet
high.
At Chicago, video signals are
switched to a coaxial cable and go
underground through the hard limestone bottom of the Kankakee River,
the sticky blue clay of the Kaskaskia
. . . across the Mississippi . . . under
the city of St. Louis for 20 miles to
the broadcasting station.
Planning, building and maintaining television pathways for the nation
BELL

TELEPHONE

ON

THE

ROAD

is costly and complex, calling for
continued investment of money,
special equipment and trained personnel. The present value of this
network, provided by the Long Lines
Department of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company is
nearly $85,000,000.
Yet the cost of this service is low.
The Telephone
Company's
totalabout
network facility charges
average
10 cents a mile for a half hour of
program time, including both audio
and video channels.
SYSTEM

PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR THE RADIO AND TELEVISION INDUSTRIES TODAY AND TOMORROW
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Ad Volume Up
(Continued from page 23)
off the shelves."
Major agency point in light of
TV costs, according to Mr. Erickson's prognosis, is a continued
drift of live production to networks and producers who can
package shows for multi-sponsorship. He also predicted that the
West Coast, although presently
limited in the kind of TV program
it produces, will become a more
important source of TV production
in general, with the trend resulting in much wider use of filmed
shows, a method he endorsed for
program control by the agencies.
Loyally predicting that agencies
will continue to exercise great influence on TV production through
constant pressure and efficient
operation, he asserted that a packager and an agency, together, can
produce better-than-network shows,
with the agency controlling policy
as well as quality.
Because of TV costs, Mr. Erickson also anticipated a decline in
use of the medium by each sponsor— with most advertisers sponsoring shows on a frequency of
less than once a week.
Like speakers in several other
sessions, he urged the industry to
establish an accepted basis for its
ratings and reminded his audience
that the responsibility for good
taste and higher-level programming is fully an industry-wide obligation.
Noting that 15.4% of TV shows
produced by agencies last fall
dropped 17% this year, he attributed the shift to still-overwhelming
costs with a half-hour weekly network show now requiring about a
$2 million annual budget. Explaining the cost breakdown, he cited
panel shows, which can be produced for a low $5-10,000 per week,
as a bad buy because their evening
time slots are so expensive that the
panel, which cannot compete with
a full-production program at the
same hour, does not pay off in
terms of cost-per-thousand viewers.
"The side
agency's
futureprogramin the
creative
of television
NCAA INFurey
'52 Addresses REC
HOPE that the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn.'s television committee can come up with concrete
recommendations regarding future
college football telecasts by midJanuary was voiced last Thursday
by one men,
of the
co-chair-of
Ralph committee's
Furey, director
athletics for Columbia U.
Addressing a luncheon meeting
of the Radio Executives Club of
New York, he said he was not at
all certain the committee could
compile and evaluate the results of
this
year's telecasting
experimentalin schedule
of limited
time to
meet that deadline — mid-January
convention of NCAA — but he did
feel it would at least be possible
by that time to indicate trends.
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TV production, (2) closest posl
sible cooperation between write
and producer to avoid, at the out
set, use of costly techniques an
(3) centralization of budget cor
trol in the hands of the produce
to insure against last-minute, cost
boosting revisions by unauthorize
agency or client personnel.
Robert Montgomery, executiv
producer for NBC-TV, in his tal
on "Show Business Is Our Busi
ness,"
that massrule:
mediaTo hav
only onesaidinviolable
con
tinue to improve the quality a
SPEAKERS at TV production session sizing up latest advertising news at what it delivers to the public.
the AAAA Eastern Council annual conference held last week at the Roosevelt
"The media itself will not stam
Hotel in New York are (I to r): Garth N. Montgomery, Kenyon & Eckhardt; up," he observed, "only what i
Sidney M. Weiss, Lewin, Williams & Saylor; Rodney Erickson, Young & presented
that media
will." T^
passed onthrough
its experiment
Rubicam; Adrian Samish, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Robert Montgomery, has
tal . . . and its novelty areas, h.
said, and has moved into its area o
NBC-TV producer, and Wallace S. Jordan, William Morris Agency.
selectivity,
thoSi
who
refuse atodanger
make zone
show forbusines:
ming — our business — is being de- fully programmed, syndicated judgments.
Improvement ultimately can b«
he said. He advised carecided right now,"andAdrian
Samish,of package,
he suggested, by continu
vice president
director
ful study of markets before buy- achieved,
ing
the mediun
ing time, taking advantage of and toitsexperiment
radio and TV for Dancer-Fitzgeruse and by with
avoiding
stand
merchandising
tie-ins
whenever
ald-Sample, warned, adding: "Film possible, considering the local or ardized formulas for program pres
for TV is one of the answers."
regional show in lieu of national entations.
Somematicprograms
such as
Speakers at the media sessior
shows — are — better
on drafilm spots and using the same care —
challenge to them
than live, he said, with celluloid and perhaps waiting — to get the considered TV'sgiven
by representaTV in general allowing for better right time slots in TV as in radio. with answers
tives of magazines, newspapers
Wallace S. Jordan, director of
productions at lower costs and
outdoor
advertising
and networl'
radio
and
TV,
William
Morris
editing in advance of airtime.
"When new stations in new Agency, also identified the ten- and spot radio.
Weise Claims on TV
dency of networks to retain promarkets open up, as they eventugram control as the most signifially will, you have [on film] a proTV
can elevate people to tht
cant
recent
development.
Describgram already paid for in a handylevel where they can be capturec
size container to ship and run at in which
ing it as anthe advertiser
"magazinebuys
formula"
space by magazines, Otis Lee Wiese oi
the
time that
you wish,"
he explained,
in asserting
TV
arguing
filmed shows
enable only, Mr. Jordan attributed the McCall's
at its bestsaidcreates
a desire that
to read,
advertisers to create their own sta- practicecrease"to
the
"inevitable
inwhile at its worst it does not comof TV costs.
tion line-ups.
pete with reading. The problem for
The time may come when only
Strongly advocating shooting TV networks
all media, he said, is an equation of
can
deliver
complete
films in Hollywood, Mr. Samish
time,
space and people. Magazines
said that inadequate studio space, shows, he thought, and top pro- are elastic
whereas
actors unfamiliar with the medium,
grams may have to be supported radio and TV time-wise,
are mastered cominadequate labor in every category by a subscription system as well
p
l
e
t
e
l
y
b
y
the
clock,
he
said.
from prop men to cameramen, slow as multiple sponsors.
Magazines thrive on widening of
and overcrowded labs for developHigh talent costs exist, he said, communication
and therefore are I
ing negatives and prints, and because artists appearing on TV changing
for the
greater operating expenses in New are forced to spend all their time people whoandlivegrowing
in a TV world,
York tilted his opinion to favor between appearances preparing
offering
more
information
less
of the West Coast.
their next show, with the result sheer entertainment, Mr.andWiese
they must realize from TV stated.
If you're going to do a show on that
income they forfilm,
he advised,
don't haveHireto alone themerly same
"TV hasn't even met the chalcollected from all other
go into
the movieyou business.
the experts you need and then do it sources together. The talent-cost
lenge of TV yet,"manager
H. James Gedispiral has been heightened, he man,
the
yourself, he said.
Hearst regional
Advertising Service,of said,
"an apparent
unwillingSpeaking on use of TV by small scolded,ness ofbyagencies
and sponsors to asserting that in TV as well as nonbudget advertisers, Sidney M. develop untried talent.
. . . They TV cities, newspapers finished 1950
Weiss, vice president and treasurer
with morning, evening, and Sunof Lewin, Williams & Saylor, ad- all want big names."
daytising
circulations
as adverAnswering
"What's
Right
vised that in"you
can asreach
volume at asan well
all-time
high, j
destination
a Ford
well asyourin TV Commercials?", GarthWithN.
Montgomery,
vice
president
of
a Cadillac," that TV success is not radio and TV for Kenyon & EckTelling
the
tale
for
network
ranecessarily measured by the single
dio, John Karol, CBS Radio vice
yardstick of dollars spent. Citing
hardt, said that "probably rightest president in charge of sales, conceded that TV, as a newcomer to
a case in which a low-budget ad- of all is the renewed emphasis on
vertiser avoided Class A Spot time straightforward selling" instead of advertising media, is the current
ballets, one-minute glamor girl. However, difficulties i
on major outlets for a half-hour underwater
nackage on a local station, Mr. musicals and animated commer- remain, he pointed out, in clearing
TV stations and time, in reaching
Weiss described an entire cam- cials.
audiences through the medium
paign of 52 weeks which cost $35,"I am convinced that there is large
000 and resulted in a 33V3% in- absolutely no short cut to savings still limited to 63 markets and in
crease in gross sales the first year. — that the only sure route to lower high production costs. "Although
costs for TV commercials is the girl may look very good in]
"The trend definitely points to through
better planning in ad- mink, someone
has to pay the furmore
films andwillbetter
films,"whenhe
rier," he explained.
vance," he said. Such planning, he
said. Quality
improve
Radio's thereaction
been to
film-use becomes more widespread, added, should allow for (1) devel- maintain
size of has
its audiences
opment of new campaigns in cohe felt. Small budgets can produce
operation with TV personnel to now virtually
nationwide
with
good TV promotion by using at insure suitability
(Continued on page 92) 100
of themes for
least filmed commercials, if not a
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Ad Volume Up
(Continued from page 90)
million sets in 42 million homes,
Mr. Karol said. Proving the size
and extent of those audiences has
required new research programs
and methods, but has shown that
radio network programs produce
an even lower cost-per-thousand
in big TV cities than they do nationally. Networks also are develto matchnewtoday's
tastes oping
andnew shows
have devised
sales
concepts — such as one-time and
alternate week sponsorship — to
make theces ible medium
more readily actoadvertisers.
Speaking for spot radio, Lewis
H.
of Avery-Knodel
said Avery
that radio
never learnedInc.,to
advertise itself adequately to the
buyer or seller — broadcasters had
been too busy throwing Hoopers
at each other until the advent of
TV. Radio's
longin overdue
campaign, extensive
both dollars
and effort, is now starting on the
job in such cities as Jacksonville,
Detroit and Tulsa and will result
in greater lists for longer periods,
he predicted.
Unlike other media, radio has
consistently minimized its audience
statistics, he said, calling for a
common basis for research into all
media. If radio data were expanded in terms comparable to newspaper and magazine circulation
figures, the result would show that
broadcasting has certainly held its
own, he suggested. Just as mass
communications absorbed radio,
Mr. Avery
said, so will they absorb television.
Brockway Talk
At
a
"town
open to allof
delegates, Louismeeting"
N. Brockway,
Young & Rubicam and chairman of
the AAAA board, spoke on "Advertising and America's Progress" to
trace icanthebusiness
last history.
100 years of Amer"Our mechanical marvels are not
the cause of our greatness, however," he said, "they are the effects
. . . freedom is the cause."
Warning agency personnel not
to abuse their liberty, Mr. Brockway asserted that such action
would result in loss of freedom —
as in the bill proposed by Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.) for a National Citizens Advisory Board on
Radio and TV (see story, page
100).
He conceded that the bill makes
two valid criticisms: That programs for both radio and TV are
of a bad quality and that there is
no plan for providing educational
programming or public service
time.
The first problem can be solved,
he said, if industry members meet
the moral standards taught in
homes, schools and churches and if
the industry, as its own agent, immediately sets up its own regulatory authority.
To answer the second Benton
criticism, he proposed his own plan
for public service programming:
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To sell time in two cycles of 17
weeks and one of 18 weeks, with
one program in every five preempted for educational purposes.
He emphasized that he quarrels
with the solutions — not the criticisms— offered by Sen. Benton.
Highlights
of other
sessions
included adiscussion
of copy
and art
by leading
columnists
from
advertising periodicals.
Television entered the meetings
on marketing and merchandising
when the question of the day
turned out to be, "How Does Your
Package Look on TV?" Members,
aware of the market being essential y a buyers'
market,
stressed
the need
for fuller
training
for
their workers and improvements in
distribution in order to fulfill their
still - paramount job : To move
goods.
La Rosa Buys Heavy
LA ROSA & Sons Inc., Brooklyn
(macaroni, spaghetti and egg noddless)criibsedlaunching
deas one of the what
largestwassingle
television campaigns by a local
sponsor over WOR-TV New York.
Beginning today (Monday) company will sponsor La Rosa Movie
Matinee, 3:30-4:30 p.m. EST, Monday through Friday. In addition —
effective Nov. 24, 2-3:30 p.m., Saturdays— La Rosa will sponsor a
show said to be the first all-Italian
TV
program,
firstdrama
half-hour
which will be live
followedof
by hour-long Italian films. Agency:
Kisewetter Assoc. Inc., New York.

NAME COUNSEL
For Feb. Theatre Hearings
ALL-STAR cast is going to perform before the FCC Feb. 25 when
theatre-TV hearings are scheduled
to begin. Announcement of the
appointment of James Lawrence
Fly selandfor the
Vincent
B. Welch
counMotion
Pictureas Assn.
of America last week means that
two former FCC chairmen as well
as a former Secretary of the Army
will be trying to persuade the Comis ion to grant TV.
exclusive frequencies for mtheatre
In addition to Mr. Fly, who was
FCC chairman 1939-44, Paul A.
Porter will represent Paramount
Pictures. Mr. Porter was FCC
chairman 1944-46. Kenneth C. Royall, Secretary of the Army from
1947 to 1949, will represent 20th
Century-Fox.
Mr. Fly's firm is Fly, Shuebruk
& Blume. Mr. Porter's is Arnold,
Fortas
Porter.Harris,
Mr. Royall's
Dwight, & Royall,
Koegel is&
Caskey.
Mr.
Welch's
is
Welch,
Mott & Morgan.
In addition the following law
firms are scheduled to participate:
Cohn & Marks, Theatre Owners of
America and National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee; Hogan & Hartson, United Paramount
Theatres;
Bingham,
lins & Kistler,
MGM; Porter,
ClagettCol-&
Schilz,tion Allied
States
Assn.
Picture Exhibitors. of Mo-

TV Set Ownership
(Continued from page 85)
than talk (41%). The incidence of
sewing, knitting, or crocheting is
considerably higher among those
who "never" watch (14%) than
watch
among (5%).
those who "occasionally"
In the breakdown of TV viewing
among set owners, the report
showed the average number of
hours of morning viewing was .08
each on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday; .07 on Thursday and
also on Friday; .02 on Saturday,
and .11 on Sunday. For afternoon
viewing,
daily through
average Friday;
was 0.5
hours on the
Monday
0.7
on
Saturday,
and
1.2
on
Sun- :
day. For evenings, the average
was 2.4 hours on Monday and also
Tuesday; 2.2 on Wednesday and
also Thursday; 2.3 on Friday, 2.6
on Saturday, and 2.8 on Sunday.
These averages were figured on a
base which included all TV homes
— those in which no viewing was
done as well as those where sets
were in use.
At least 52% of the panel members who do not own TV sets indithey do see
—
5% ofcatedthem
for TVmoreprograms
than six
hours a week. Another 5% said
they watch less than 30 minutes a
week; 9% for an hour; 10% for
two hours; 7% for three, 4% for
four, 3% for five, 2% for six, and
7% fora week.
an "indefinite" number of
hours
Forty-seven percent said they
never watch. One percent did not
answer the question.
LYFORD NAMED
To DuMont Post
APPOINTMENT of Elmore B.
Lyford
NBC-TVforasthedirector
station ofrelations
DuMontof

KFAB Challenges
Reservations
ALLOCATIONS
A NEW and
unique
challenge
to
the
FCC's
authority
reserve with
TV frequencies for noncommercial, educational stations wasto raised
the
Commission last week. There were only 82 filings last week, the fewest
since the TV "paper" allocation proceeding started Sept. 4. Total as of
end of last week was 1,303 docu- * —
ments.
mission's turndown of the same
by Cornell U. (WHCU), for
FCC is without authority to re- plea
serve channels for educational tele- the same reasons [B*T, Oct. 29].
Still awaiting a Commission decasters, said KFAB Omaha, betheir request for oral
cause the band was specified for hearingcision onare
KROW Oakland,
"general television service."
Calif.
;
Daily
News Television Corp.
Reservation
for
education
"im(WIBG
and
Philadelphia
Daily
poses arestriction upon Channel 7
and DuMont — which last
as would preclude the use of the News)
who has been
week
asked
that
it
be
permitted
to
said channel in Omaha for any
argue its master plan of
purpose other than the telecasting orally
allocations.
of noncommercial programs by eduNBC-TV, succeeds Norman W.
Still concentrating on the eco- for
who has been assigned to
cational institutions,"discrimination
KFAB said.
nomics of TV, as it did in its orig- Drescher,
administrative duties in the
This constitutes
inal document [B»T, Aug. 20], other
against Omaha, the station added, DuMont again pleaded for a "com- DuMont organization.
since Channel 7 is being used comIt was pointed out that Mr. LyTV network
industry."
mercial y in 10 cities.
ford hasand
had TV.
17 years' experience
This couldpetitiveonly
be attained,
Du- in radio
In a reference to the noncomMont said, by allocating at least
mercial, educational FM reserva- four VHF channels to at least
Cites High TV Cost
tions, KFAB noted that these were the top 25 markets.
In answer to contentions that "TELEVISION'S cost is still top
set aside in a block of frequencies
and there was no intermingling of its plan infringes on minimum 180- great and its pull not strong
commercial and noncommercial miles co-channel and 70 miles admost promotion
retailers," manager
Edward
channels in specific cities.
jacent channel city-to-city VHF enough
Carroll, forsales
Meanwhile FCC denied the peti- separation established by the FCC for the Hess Bros. Dept. Store,,
tion of the State of New Jersey in its proposed rules, DuMont
Pa., stated at the openfor oral hearing on the grounds maintained that with few excep- Allentown,
ing session of a two-day conference
tions its plan meets the trans- of the
that nothing had been shown that
eastern
regional clinic of
would indicate the Commission
mit erto- - transmitter minimums
National Newspaper Promotion
could not arrive at a decision from (170 miles co-channel and 60 miles the
Assn. He said newspaper space isi
trans- still the most effective medium foil
the paper
This is the
the past
sec- adjacent channel). These
mit er-to-transmit er separations direct
ond such filings.
denial within
merchandise advertising for
two weeks. The other was the Com- are more realistic, DuMont averred. the retail store.
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Sync Amplitude

meMkTem!
Monitor Switching
Picture Monitor Controls
Fader Controls

Oscilloscope
Input Select Buttons
GPL VIDEO SWITCHER
• Sound interlock switching for
• Studio switching flexibility
remotes and 2 cameras
anywhere
•
Two open panel positions,
• Panel and active buttons
internally illuminated
90° and 120°
• Switch panel removable,
• Portable, self-contained —
Panel enclosed for transit
operable to 5 feet
• Twin fading levers for
• Monitor views 5 camera
fades, dissolves
inputs, 2 remotes,
• Two "effects" buses
outgoing line
• Styled to match all GPL TV equipment
For the new station, for the expanding station,
GPL's andchampion
team of Video
Switcher
Master
Monitor affords a new high in
quality, in field flexibility, in rehearsal and programming control.
Both units are packaged for easy
portability, with self-contained
power supplies. Either can be
integrated into your present in-

stal ation, can accommodate your
particular
operating
conditions.
The Switcher
and Monitor
team
isachievement
another example
of
GPL's
unique
in the production of
high quality, high utility equipment for TV stations — another
reason why GPL is THE INDUSTRY'S LEADING LINE - IN
QUALITY, IN DESIGN.

WRITS, WIRE or PHONE FOR DETAILS TODAY
GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY
Pleasantville

OADCASTING
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New York

GPL MASTER MONITOR
• Selection of 3 pre-set inputs
• 8y2" Monitoring tube
• 3" Oscilloscope, also providing
test facilities
• Meter readings of line voltage
and power supply outputs
• Fast sweep for observing vertical
block
• sync
Quick-reference
calibration
voltage button
• Automatic
sync sweeps
of oscilloscope
and kinescope
atfrequency
half-line or half-field
• Regulated pulse high voltage
supply circuits
isolated from
sweep
• High impedance bridging input
• Compact, portable
• Ready accessibility of all
controls, tubes, circuits
TV TVCamera
Chains • TVEquipment
Film Chains
Field
Theatreand TVStudio
Equipment
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New TV Starts
(Continued from page 79)
ing officers provides a bottleneck
at FCC. he said. There are now
five broadcast hearing officers with
plans other
calling
of an-he
seven. Atfortheaddition
same time
observed that TV cases are more
difficult to handle than AM.
After FCC has granted the first
50 to 80 uncontested grants in the
middle of next year, he said, it
should attain a rate of 20 TV station grants per quarter starting
in the fourth quarter. He would
not be pinned down on the way
UHF and VHF channels will be
granted other than to say about
half will be UHF and half VHF.
A lot of FCC engineering time
in the field is wasted, he said, by
large numbers of public complaints
about interference.
Messrs. Morris and Plummer
agreed on the inadvisability of
granting TV station permits unless
materials are available. Mr. Plummer said FCC would in effect be
issuing insurance policies on channels if it made grants without material in sight, something it defidoesn't want
to do.at FCC is
The nitely
personnel
problem
serious, Mr. Plummer said. Eighteen months ago FCC had 26 engineers processing radio but now
only four are available for TV.
Mr. Morris said the military is
gettingsupporting
100 ' i of industries
its material such
needs,as
with
mobile services getting 90%. Radio
and TV, considered entertainment
BIG
on radio
EVEN
BIGGER
on
"QUIZ

TV

OF

CIinTBaltimoreT
IES"
O 19.8
•W
A smash
Washington
• A terrific 7 7.6 in New York
Telepulse (Battle of the Boroughs)
• Soshowgreatfor on3 TVmorea sponsor
set the
radio stations
• Get this great show set for
your market . . . contact —
AL BUFFINGTON
PRODUCTIONS
6711 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOIIywood 9-8367
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and educational industries, must
await allocations to military and
mobile, he explained.
TV station requirements in the
last half of 1952, per three-month
period, likely will be about 2,000
tons of structural steel, 3,400 tons
of other steel, 400,000 pounds of
copper num,and
85,000 pounds
alumi-of
he estimated
on the ofbasis
industry data.
Experience gained in building
the 108 TV stations now on the air
will permit rapid installation of
stations after the freeze ends, he
reminded.
Assuming an average population
of 100,000 in the single-station
cities getting the first new TV stations, Mr. Morris estimated a total
possible audience of about 8,000,000 persons, or about 2,500,000
homes for potential TV sets. He
cited Jacksonville, Fla., with 328,000 persons and 100,000 homes, to
show 3,000 sets in operation when
TV came to the city. TV homes
rose to 11,000 in June 1950, 32,200
in June 1951, 38,200 last Sept. 1,
and a total annual increase of
26,400, or 56,400 sets estimated as
of June 1952.
This gives an idea of the growth
of TV in a one-station market, he
declared. The first 80 markets to
be opened in the first half of 1953
will bring an estimated potential
market for about 600,000 sets a
year, he predicted,
decreasing sales as adding
marketsthatreach
saturation
will
release
sets
to
new
markets.
Some fourth-quarter production
of sets in 1952 will go into new
markets opening in 1953, he said.
According to Mr. Morris, about
3.5 and 4 million TV receivers will
be produced in 1952 though he
termedmate.this
a "crystal
The figure
comparesball"
with esti7.4
million sets turned out in 1950 and
probably 5 million in 1951.
Factors affecting the 1953 estimate can be material savings
through substitution and conservation. Even the shortage of one critical tube type or component could
upset the estimate, he said, but the
3.5 to 4 view
millionof estimate
is "the
current
the Electronics
Division, NPA." He termed this
outlook
bright in comparison with
other industries.
Presiding at the Thursday
RTMA panel was C. W. Miller,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
At the evening dinner Rear Adm.
John R. Redman, Director of CommunicationElectronics,
sJoint
Chiefs of Staff, said the productive capacity of the electronic industry provides a major advantage
over any potential enemy.

film

report

BRINGING the excitement of the
jungle and circus to television,
Commodore Productions, Hollywo d, is planning the production of
26 half-hour television films featuring Clyde Beatty, to be called
the Clyde Beatty Show. Series
goes before
Dec. 1byandMarch.
is expected to becamera
completed
Both
jungle
and
circus
adventures
will be included. Walter White,
president,
Commodore, will supervise production.
Morton Television Productions
planning
matic TV 15-minute
films entitledhistorical-draThis Is The
Story,
showing
highlights
in the
fields of science, art, and industry
that changed the course of history.
Series is being patterned after the
transcribed radio programs of that
name
produced
firm's Producparent
company,
Mortonby Radio
tions.
Twenty-six films have been completed in the series so far, with a
total of 78 more planned. Each
quarter-hour film contains two complete stories, with surprise endings.
More than 1,000 transcriptions of
the radio series are available, with
plans to film many of them.
Morton Jacobson, president, Morton
Radio & TV Productions, will
supervise production of the film
series.
narrator. Ed Prentiss is featured
Distribution and sales will be
handled
Snaderavailable
Sales, Inc.
ries willbybecome
Dec. Se15,

films to be released on a two-a
week basis.
Jerry Courneya, president of
Courneya Productions, Hollywood
has finished tie-in shots for the
first six in a series of films called
World of Adventure. The films
will relate adventures of Curtis
Nagel, world traveler and lecturer,
in various countries, and stars Mr
Nagel and William Moore.
Films completed include Carnival
in Rio, Norway, Mexico, Denmark
Holland and Trinidad.
New film series of 260 quarter
hour programs featuring the Sue
Hastings Marionettes, Betsy and
the Magic Key, is ready for distribution through CBS-TV Spot
Sales. Designed for younger members of the family, series is writ
ten by Elizabeth Raines, author of
children's stories and songs, and
is located in Puppetania, admission
to
magicwhich
key. is gained by Betsy
Herb Jeffries has completed his
second
of Telescriptions
Snader series
Telescriptions
Corp., Bevfor
erly Hills. Series of the musical
shorts also has been completed by
Frankie Carle and his orchestra
Motion Pictures for Television
will distribute the Superman tele- %
vision film series, comprising 26
half-hour programs recently com
pleted by Superman Inc., L. A
First two of series, The Haunted
Lighthouse and No Holes Barred,
are now available by the distribu
tor.
In an expansion of operation
TV Spots Inc., Hollywood pro
ducers of animated and live action
video commercials, has filed incorporation papers with the California;
Secretary of State in Sacramento
An outgrowth of the Bob Wicker
sham Agency, tofirm1522alsoCassil
has moved1
headquarters
Place,
Robert L. Wickersham is presi
dent, A. Albert Spar, secretary, and
Dorothy Johnson, treasurer. Be
sides company officers, board of di
rectors include James R. Westen
gard and Errol Gray.
Peerless Television Productions
the Edward Small-Sol Lesser firm
organized in Los Angeles fortnight
ago to distribute filmed TV pro
grams,
New undei
York
office at has
729 opened
Seventh a Ave.,
direction of Vice President George
T. Shupert, former vice president
and director of commercial opera
tions of Paramount Television
Productions. Peerless meanwhik
announced that arrangements foi
sponsorship of its Peerless Grou%
INJJIJIIIMilllllj
WATCHES?

WABD SPONSORS
DuMont Gross Increases
CONTRACTS representing more
than a half-million dollars in billings— 31 contracts in all — have
been
by DuMont's
(TV) signed
New York
within the WABD
past 10
days, Chris J. Witting, director
and general manager of the DuMont TV network, announced Tuesday. At the same time he noted
that therisennetwork's
gross timein sales
have
from $435,000
January to $564,000 in June and $730,000 in September.
New contracts for use of WABD
(TV)theinclude
of
MondayCoca-Cola's
- through purchase
- Friday
6:30-7 p.m. spot for the Bob Dixon
Show effective Nov. 5 for 52 weeks,
through William Esty Co., New
York; Best Foods' sponsorship of
Sunday
Matinee from 4-6 p.m.
C-E Raises Bankhart
Sunday for 39 weeks, through
D. R. (Don) BANKHART, account Benton & Bowles, New York;
executive on local Chevrolet Deal- Procter & Gamble's purchase of
ers Assn. account for Campbell- 390 participations for Shasta
Ewald Co., has been named busi- Shampoo in and between WABD
ness manager of the TV depart- programs, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, and
Newaccount
York
office. mentHeof the
will agency's
continue his
Old Dutch Mills'
purchase of 260
TV FILM COMMERCIALS
announcements
for
executive duties. T. W. Hanlon has identification
Old Dutch Coffee, through Elliot
been
appointed
assistant
to
Mr.
Bankhart.
Nonas Adv., New York.
1697 BROADWAY, N.Y. • IUDS0N 2-3816
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'of 26 feature films in the Chicago
area by Hauser-Nash Sales, Chicago Nash dealer, had been completed on the heels of the sale of
two-year rights in the Los Angeles
area to KTTV (TV) there [B*T,
Oct. 29].
Sales and Production . . .
SARRA INC., Chicago, has completed film commercials for Grove
Labs.' Bromo-Quinine cold tablets,
showing televiewers how a headache feels with use of special photographic effects. Four 60-second
and four 20-second spots, produced
in cooperation with Gardner Adv erasing, St. Louis, will be used on
Live Like a Millionaire, sponsored
ni CBS-TV Fridays. Agency supervisors were Charles E. Claggett,
rice president and account execu- FOUR scientists from the David Sarnoff Research Center, RCA Labs Div.,
tive and William D. Fisher, direcexamine
the tri-color
tubes developed
at the
tor of the radio-TV department.
laboratoriesfiveatofPrinceton,
N. J.,TV andpicture
Lancaster,
Pa. They are
(I tocompany's
r) E. W
Herold, Dr. E. W. Engstrom, vice president in charge of RCA Labs. Div.; H.
president and technical consultant of
_m. Dick Dorso, recently resigned vice B. Law, and Dr. V. K. Zworykin,thevicedivision.
,ni president, United Television Pro• iuctions, has been appointed excluinij ;3ive salesbutionrepresentative
distriand sale of Perryfor Mason
NEW KLAC-TV SUIT
. T V film series going into production next week at RKO-Pathe stu- WKY-TV CHANNEL
Filed by Berns, Barron
iios. Bing Crosby Enterprises,
Sees Change Costly KLAC-TV Los Angeles last week
• 101 •f. A., will film the series [B*T, CURRENT investment in WKY-TV became the object of its second
plagiarism suit within a few
'Oct. 29, 22].
Oklahoma City runs over the half- months
as Seymour Berns and Tom
million
dollar
mark,
according
to
Barron
filed suit for $100,000 in
led by 7 ALEXANDER FILM CO., Colorado
Los
Angeles
Superior Court.
information
submitted
by'
Vice
re-tra. (Springs, announces recent TV President and General Manager
Mr. Berns, producer, and Mr.
pinion „commercial productions for the fol- P. A. Sugg in the station's filing Barron,
writer,
charged the sta'.owing organizations : The Stan- with the FCC in the allocations
tion and three others with apr;j26(i>ack Co., Salisbury, N. C, three hearing.
~. . 50-second and three 20-second films
propriating their "Willie WonderThe WKY-TV brief was filed in
ful"
idea. inBesides
KLAC[ tfjilers
A, ..featuring
Stanback
Headache
alsoprogram
named
the suit
are
through
Piedmont
Adv. PowThe opposition to the FCC's proposal TV,
Bracken
Productions,
which
proto
change
the
frequency
of
the
sta.c Frito Co., Dallas, Tex., eight 60duced
the
Willie
Wonderful
puppet
tion
from
Channel
4
to
Channel
7.
:.. second films featuring Fritos and
film series; Scott-DuMont &
Up to Oct. 9 there had been in- TV
dhee-tos through Glenn Adv. Haxdistributor of the packvested in WKY-TV the sum of Lownman,
. tM). ton
Foods
Inc.,
Oakfield,
N.
Y.,
and Martin Gordon, who has
;hree 60-second and six 20-second $506,242.02, Mr. Sugg reported. been age,writing
credit on the series.
Loss
for
the
years
1949
and
1950
Lppms featuring Blue Boy Foods totaled $269,647.78, he said. Weekly
The suit also asked that the
hrough Hart-Conway Co. Gas
program
be
taken
KLAC-TV.
Service Co., Kansas City, Mo., five payroll as of Oct. 5 for 61 emclaim thatoff they
created
iO-second and nine 20-second films
ployes— not including general or andPairwrote
the
hand-puppet
pro>n gas fuel. Comette Hosiery administrative expenses — runs $4,gram, The Adventures of Willie
709.43 a week, he revealed.
Wonderful,
year and
'.:; ';.eilWills,
Tex., Comette
two 60second NewfilmsBraunfels,
featuring
mit ed it to last
Mr. Gordon,
then suban
Expense of Changeover
account executive with Factor[pylons through Glenn Adv. King's
Cost
of
the
change
to
Channel
7
: Prea'toandy Co., Fort "Worth, Tex., three would be $167,480, the brief as- Breyer Inc., Los Angeles, for sale
a sponsor. This deal fell
three Chocolate
20-second filmss
serted. This is because the TV to
; .aMj">0-second
ereaturing andKing's
through, they claim, and about
'"'through Tracy-Locke Co. Mebane antenna
Sept.
1 of this year the program
is
on
one
of
the
three
"WKY
AM towers. The change would re- appeared
iVestM' fco.,
two 20-second
KLAC-TV listing Mr.
quire not only a temporary antenna Gordon asonwriter.
ilmsMebane,
featuringN. C,
Kingsdown
Mat• r-'iesses through Bennett Adv. for WKY-TV but also affect the
Kopald, Stolzoff & Mark, Beverly
• Seymer & Bros., Pittsburgh, four operation of WKY-AM.
Hills, are attorneys for the plainMr. Sugg also claimed that most tiffs.
:ni?hif !0-second
films featuring
31end through
Ketchum, Reymer's
MacLeod of Oklahoma City's 92,300 TV sets
KLAC-TV, owned by Mrs.
Yor^fe Grove.
(as of Sept. 1) would have to Dorothy
Schiff, recently paid $50,change their present low-band 000 in settlement of a similar milantennas to high-band antennas to
lion dollar suit by the producers
get Channel 7. This would cost of the radio and television show
and Groom, [B»T, Aug. 20].
TOP QUALITY J from $10 per installation up, he Bride
In this case it was found that
said.
ES
TUR
PIC
Objection
to
the
change
was
KLAC-TV's
, Wedding
BellsGroom.
was
1932
ION
MOT
Since
after
Bride and
Up-to-date backed by a number of letters from patterned
Former
program
has
been
taken
completely j Oklahoma
City's TV set distribu- off the air, in accordance with the
tors and servicemen.
settlement.
equipped!
New York! THE new RCA television camera tube TENTH District of California Conand Teachers voted
has been
designed that
to provide
observa- Reportgres toof Parents
tion in locations
are inaccessible
the People, presented by
or dangerous to humans. The latest KECA-TV Los Angeles, "the most important public service TV program in
developmental
vidicontemperature
has better range
spectral response, wider
the Los Angeles area for the entire
and an increased life span.
month of October."
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NCAA

PLAN
Discussed by Willett
TELEVISION is the biggest probthe biggest
headache
facinglemtheandNational
Collegiate
Athletic
Assn. today, NCAA President Dr.
Hugh Willett declared last week.
the NCAA
TV
testBut,planhe issaid,
working
successfully
and the association "has no doubts
as to the legality of its regulation
limiting telecasts of college footDr. Willett, a professor at the
U. of Southern California, reviewed NCAA's television troubles
in a talk
to the Stanislaus QuarterMonday.back Club in Modesto, Calif., last
He said he was making his reball."marks "in a frank attempt to condition
opinion"
on the problems. public
He told
the meeting
that
NCAA did not vote to limit live
telecasts of football games until
forced to do something about falling gate receipts.
Football,
he explained, supports
almost all other collegiate sports
and a shortage of returns from
this one sport could cripple a
school's entire athletic program.
"The plan [limiting TV] is well
underwaysuccessful.
now," he The
said,object
"and ofis
highly
our survey by National Opinion
Research Corp. of the U. of
Chicagovision isis possible
to see without
how muchhurting
teleHe gave
no indication of how
results
the
game."of the survey might be
shaping
the TV,
NCAA's
attitude toward
whetherofficial
any letup
or tightening
of thesuggested
TV restric-or
tion was being
whether any other changes in the
present plan are being discussed.
ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, reported
last week a sharp drop in net income
for the quarter as well as nine months
ending Sept. 30 compared with the same
periods in 1950. Net income for the
quarter totaled $1,306,735 or 68 cents
per share, contrasted with $5,253,685
or $2.72 per share the year before.
Sales for the 1951 period were $31,381,832,
with net
$63,629,146
nine-month
income inin 1950.
1951 The
was
$5,400,156
equal
to
$2.80
per
share,
compared
share last with
year.$13,176,417 or $6.83 per
RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient PersonnelOur Graduates are
Checked
for and Enthusiasm
Ability
Appearance
and Personality
Integrity
Trained bv . and
. Showmanship
Network
Professionals
TrainedDo more
to . . than one job well
Understand your operational
Trained problems
with . .
Complete
TV and Radio
Commercial
TrainedActualunderBroadcastEquipment
For Promol Free Conditions
Service
Call, Write, Division
or Wire
Personnel
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said. He noted that magazine and
newspaper rates were rising.
The answer came with the realAM's Radio
COME
ization, Mr. Herbert said, that we
Resurgence
BACKTold
were
"dealing with the best adverRADIO'S comeback after losing
tising mediumpower
of all,of the
initial ground to television was
the persuahuman
described by John K. Herbert, NBC voice. Wesiveness andcould
offer
vice president in charge of network including the possibilityflexibility,
of lastsales, at a meeting Oct. 26 of the minute program or commercial
Sales Executive Club in WinstonSalem.
"Furthermore," added Mr. HerAfter early TV encroachment changes."
bert, "we had comparisons with
into clients' advertising budgets, other selling
values. We were sellradio fought back, Mr. Herbert
ing
still showed
said, to the point where radio set networkcirculations,
radio towhich
be tremendously
sales are 10% greater than in cheaper than
the
other
mediums
1950. Radio sets are outselling
we were competing."
television sets by better than two withAlsowhich
visiting
Winston-Salem
was
to one.
McConnell,
NBC presiMr. Herbert said that one of Josephdent,H.who said
that television
has
radio's weak points had been in the helped put radio on a "firmer,
field of advertising. "Over the sounder foundation."
Radio is having to do a harder
years,"
he explained,
heads
of
national
advertising"theagencies,
the competition of telethe Madison Avenue boys, had be- job to meet
vision, Mr.people
McConnell
said.radio
"It
come our sales force — they were takes more
to operate
doing our work for us."
Then the video bombshell ex"But," he added, "I have never
ploded on the market, he noted, been more thoroughly impressed
with the future possibilities of
and the radio networks suddenly now."
found themselves without salesmen radio than I am now."
Mr. McConnell complimented
of their own.
Winston-Salem, stating that
Furthermore, Mr. Herbert con- WSJS
this
affiliate rated among
tinued, advertising rates had been the topNBC
or five stations in the
kept at the same level for 10 or 12 nation infour"audience
and init
years, despite a vast increase in relationship to theappeal
market
the listening audience.
"All of a sudden we were forced
into theduce rates
position
of having
to re-to
that were
too low
start with," the NBC executive ERNEST H.SCOTT
Founded Set Firm
ERNEST H. SCOTT, founder of
E. H. Scott Labs., Chicago, and a
WATERBURY
pioneer in custom-built radio set
manufacture, died in Vancouver,
B. C. Oct. 27. He made his home
has toast & coffee there
the last two years.
Mr. Scott sold his interest in
with Bob Stewart the firm in 1944 after manufacturradioin sets
since 1923.
He ing
wascustomborn
Australia
and
served three years with the Australian army in France during
World War I. During World War
II he helped sponsor the Anzac
Hospitality Center for servicemen
in Chicago.

HIT THE DECK
Mon. thru Sat. 7 to 9 A.M.
The recent Pulse survey shows
more fastWaterbury
have else.
breakwith Boh thanpeople
anyone
He sells them chicken feed, clothes,
paint, frankfurters, and unmentionables.
He has more than 30,000 radio
homes in which to tell your story.
\-k \\erv-Knodel for the whole
ftorj on Waterbury and WBRY.
WBRY
5000 WATTS
CBS in Waterbury, Conn.
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MARS Expansion
EXPANSION of the Military
Amateur Radio System (MARS)
to include novices and technical
or experimental amateurs has been
announced by the Army Signal
Office and Air Force communications. Any novice or technician
class radio amateur may, under
Part 12 of amended FCC Rules &
Regulations apply for MARS membership. Applicant must be member of the armed forces or reserves,
or civilian over age 21 who has
necessary equipment to operate on
3497.5 mc. He must agree to operate, while on the military frequency, at such designated times
and in such manner as prescribed
by the MARS command director.
Requirements were set forth at the
American Radio Relay League convention, French Lick. Ind., Oct. 20.

JOHN F. STERNER (I), RCA Tube
Dept.
demonstrates
Milton engineer,
J. Ackerman,
manager forof
RCA's Test and Measuring Equipment Engineering Group, the newly
developed RCA UHF sweep-marker
generator which Mr. Sterner described
last week in a technical paper delivered before the National Electronics Conference in Chicago.
BAKER AIDE CHOSEN
Takes Post at NPA
GEORGE HENYAN, an assistant
to Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.,
has been named to head the Components Branch of the Electronics
Productsduction
Division,
Authority. HeNational
succeedsPro-L.
H. Niemann, who has resigned.
Mr. Henyan is in charge of
tubes, transformers, resistors and
other component parts. The Components Branch is one of three
under that division, with Edmund
T. Morris as director. Others are
End Equipment
and General
ices. Mr. Henyan
assumedServhis
duties late last month.
Morris Returns
EDMUND T. MORRIS, director of
the Electronics Products Division,
National Production Authority, returned to Washington last Tuesday after a 25-day trip to Europe.
Purpose of his tour was to review
military application of electronics
components as affected by the
critical materials shortage. Mr.
Morris, of Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Baltimore, also heads the
government's
Electronics
tion Board. He
visited ProducFrance,
England, Switzerland, Italy, Germany and other countries. Mr.
Morris was director of Westinghouse's
sion. Electronics & X-Ray Divi-

Unit Designated by NLRE
A UNITC ofANN
all announcers
em'
OUNCES
WEDat WEDC Chicago
ployed
was
au
thorized by the National Laboi
Relations Board last Tuesday ir
a decision on a petition filed by the
Chicago Local of American Fed
eration of Radio Artists.
Station is licensed to Emil Dene
mark Inc., which is also an au
thorized Buick and Cadillac auto
mobile dealer, and airs over 7
hours per week of English am
foreign language programs. Ac
cording to the petition, 11 an
nouncers are employed for foreigi
language broadcasts and the i
maining six for English shows.
The AFRA local had sought
unit of all artists including actors
singers andItEnglish-language
nouncers.
claimed such a unian
is appropriate because of the cur
rent bargaining pattern estab ^
lished in the Chicago area. WED( j,
felt all announcer-employes shoul
be underand onesingers.
group, Announcer
excluding ™
actors
are salaried, compensated for sell
ing
announcements
or
paid
com
missions.
NLRB ruled, however, that si
foreign-language announcers ar
ineligible to vote in upcoming elec
tions.
are classified
asvariou
"tim'
brokers,"
timeit tofrom
th
station They
andbuying
reselling
sponsors. Technically, they ar
employes
by virtue
compensajfo
tion
received
from ofWEDC
making commercial announcement
but the board found their employ
ment to be neither "frequent no
regular."
They remain
within purth
unit for collective
bargaining
Actors and singers are employe*
occasionally
by the foreign-la^
poses. announcers
guage
but are com Bj
pensated by the time brokers
sponsor, it was explained. Hence ^
they
do not fall under the licensee' yMji.
jurisdiction.
UNDER license arrangement wit!
Western Electric Co., a deposite
carbon resistor, known as Phaostro:
"Carb-ohm"
by Phaostron isCo.,being manufacture^

carries the weight
in the Oregon Market
DAY or NIGHT

DAJT'M
350.0.0
• E 137.330
Stotion Sur
B .vey• • ,95>470
Station C L. • ■BM,o2B630
TA
TO
NIGHTTIME
KGW
• . LI
i50.8209700
ES
Stotion
StotionfroFAmBCMI194
• •• 9•• ,07
,05BMB4*0
Stotion D -RETRY
• • * COl
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it AN ADA CLINICS
A BMI Sets First tor Winnipeg
'W1RST
program
clinicsLtd.,to
eJ,e held ofin four
Canada
by BMI
auL'ill be held at the Royal Alexandra Hotel, Winnipeg, Nov. 10,
nder chairmanship of Harold
[oon, assistant general manager
f BMI Canada Ltd., Toronto, and
Id Rawlinson, CKBI Prince Albert,
resident of Western Assn. of
roadcasters.
Speakers at the one day session
•ill be Jack Blick, CJOB Winnieg, on "Radio and Community
ervice"; Bill Holm, WLPO La
alle, Ind., on "Importance of Local
fews"; Glen Dolberg, BMI New
'ork,
"Your Music
Library"; New
Ted
ott, WNBC
and WNBT-TV
'ork, "Building Station Personlity"; John Leslie, WDGY Mineapolis, "Making the Most of
lusic"; Bill Walker, CKRC Winning, "The Broadcaster Looks at
[anagement"; and Dan Park,
flRE Indianapolis, "Radio Sales
idLuncheon
Program chairman
Merchandising".
will be Bill
ipeers, CKRC Winnipeg, and
mcheon speaker Carl Haverlin,
MI New York, who will talk
Dout the BMI Young Composers
iadio Award, and the Concert
!usic and Book Review Project.

CBC DEFICIT
Shown in Commons Report
ENEMY TAKES RADIO FIRST
of $1,271,874 in the
Research of Seoul Occupation Disclosed AfiscalDEFICIT
year ending March 31, 1951,
AS INVADING communist armies removed any need of competing is reported
Canadian
casting Corp.byin its
annual Broadreport
an audience.
roll up ground, they take im- forSeoul
tabled
in
Canadian
House
of Comcitizens were forced to
mediate possession of radio stamons at Ottawa Oct. 25. The retions and confiscate all radio re- listen to shortwave news broadport
receivers in the area.
casts from Japan or the Voice of
ceiver shows
licenses, revenues
transmitterfrom
licenses,
America
over
hidden
radio
sets,
the
While this is a generally known
commercial programs and other
authors
report.
fact, it is detailed in a newly-pubsources at $8,301,379 for the year,
Col. Ben C. Limb, Korean Re- with expenditures of $9,573,253.
lished book, "The Reds Take a
public representative to the UN,
this year compares
City.."
by
Dr.
John
W.
Riley
Jr.,
chairman of the Rutgers U. Dept. will present the book to the UN withThea deficit
deficit of $243,746 in fiscal
General Assembly in Paris this year 1949-50.
of Sociology, and Dean Wilbur month
In theof 1950-51
year
as evidence of communist CBC was uncertain
Schramm of the U. of Illinois. The
its financial
book was published 10 days ago by ment.
plans
for
conquest
and
enslavefuture
because
of
the
investigation
the Rutgers U. Press.
by the Massey Commission on
Arts, Letters and Sciences, which
Salientas factor
in today's
battle
has since recommended that CBC
action,
taken down
in a report
by the authors while spending Defense Orders
be paid by a grant from
three months in South Korea as AN OUTLAY of $7.8 billion was deficits
the government. The CBC is a
members of a U. S. Air Force re- let out in orders to electronics and government corporation.
search team, is the use of radio to
"hard goods" manufacturers
disorganize or panic the invaded other
during the period July-September,
according to a summary of propeoples.
obligations released last Expand Schedule
Koreanaction
occupation
troops'of Monday. Incurement
firstNorth
concrete
was seizure
addition to electronics,
Buffalo, and WB ENRadio Seoul, a 35 kw station cover- the category comprises aircraft, WBEN-FM
early daytime operaing all of Korea. Broadcasts were ships, tanks, weapons, ammunition, TV, began
tions
last
Monday.
begun at once declaring the gov- production equipment and other operating on ChannelWBEN-TV,
ernment had fled and the People's items. About $161 million of the
with 10.2 kw aural 4and(66-72
16.2
Republic was in control. The com- $7.8 billion sum was set aside for mc)
kw
visual,
now signs on at 9 a.m.
Mutual Defense Assistance Pro- daily Monday
through
Friday.
turn to munists
worksaid everyone
and all should
would re-be
gram procurement, the Defense
Dept. added. New totals brought WBEN-FM, operating on 106.5 mc
forgiven.
hard
goods
procurement to $37.3 with 6 kw, now goes on the air
The
authors
say
good
military
fOICE'
EFFECTIVE
Thurman Barnard Relates
for the 15 months since start at 5:30 a.m. Monday through
policy would "have dictated . . . ofbillion
the
Korean
war.
Saturday and at 9 a.m. Sunday.
M'-HE VOICE of America is helping destruction" of the station before
le people of Czechoslovakia to it fell into enemy hands. If the
f'flslive the historical events that reason was not the lack of an adeive birth to their democratic requate demolition plan, the authors
iblic. despite the efforts of the believe the station was kept intact
immunists to implant their own up to the last minute in order to
get off a fighting message to the
prsion
: radio, bypress"iron-handed"
and films. control people as a cover of government
That conviction was expressed departure. A possibility was an
j Thurman L. Barnard, general existence of a fifth column in the
anager of the State Dept.'s in- station.
"urmation program, in an address
Brought Own Staff
ct. 28. He spoke before the
M MIX
Czechoslovak Sokol organization
The
North
Koreans brought with
Your CA
New York City.
them men from their own radio
Voice of would
Americalikeis toa voice
to handle jobs, including a
ie"The
communists
still. systemengineer
trained in Moscow,
makes them uncomfortable, it chief
with
less-important
personnel kept
NSIN
iwarts their schemes and it shows in their jobs.
WISCO
3 their lies. It irritates them no
KOW
placing engineers, writers
id, as they've admitted time and andBy announcers,
the occupation
?ain," Mr. Barnard stated.
government controlled program
content, but work putting it on the takes the cake...
air was carried on by the usual
South Korean personnel.
right to your best customers
In the meantime, the Reds confiscated receivers in order to pre— people who want and
vent listening to UN broadcasts.
Reason given was that sets were
need your product. Reach
WKOW-CBS
1070 k.c.
needed for the military.
them the low-cost way —
Next came the closing down of
all newspapers with all news media
through WKOW's powerful,
MOST POWERFUL
concentrated coverage.
sent to stations and re-opened
WISCONSIN'S
newspapers via the Public InforRADIO STATION
mation Office. Political propaganda
Bossy's "MOO-LA" — half
No station in the state gives you
was placed in broadcasts, in the
. Rot'mg*.
greater
coverage than WKOW,
a
billion
dollars'
worth
spent
newspapers and in movies.
blanketing the capital and the
Dr. Riley and Dean Schramm
every year — will buy a lot!
prosperous counties in central
observe:
obviously was
Represented by Headley Reed Company
and southern Wisconsin. That's
the
cost of"This
entertainment
on theat
biggestWKOW-CBS
advertising isbuy!Wisconsin's
why
radio . . . There was no charm in
press and radio. It was meBy their
WKOW-CBS
MADISON, WISCONSIN
monopoly chanical
of allpropaganda."
media, the
Reds
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SHAMROCK HOTEL meeting of Texas stations included (seated, I to r):
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, NARTB District 13 chairman; Grace
Spanihel, Foote, Cone & Belding; Graham Boone, Boone & Cummings Agency;
Frank Carter, Ruthrauff & Ryan. Standing, Fred Nahas, KXYZ Houston;
Robert K. Richards, NARTB; Don Reynolds, KFSA Fort Smith; Martin Campbell, WFAA Dallas; Ray Herndon, KTRH Houston.

TEXANS at annual district meeting in Houston included (seated, I to r)
Robert Fender, RCA Thesaurus; John Langlois, Lang-Worth; Fifi Ginsbur;
KFTV Paris; Louis Cook, KNOW Austin. Standing, Walt Davison, Lang
Worth;
W. D.Kritser,
RogersKGNC
Jr., KEYL-TV
John Devine,
Radio; Tom
Amarillo; San
Ted Antonio;
Taylor, KRGV
Weslaco; Standar
Charlei
McDowell, ASCAP.

Houston Meeting Asks Benton Plan Withdrawa
DISTRICT
13
Fred Nahas, KXY
DIRECT appeal to Sen. William this nation's welfare. No less can in work of BMI and its president, Texarkana;
Benton (D-Conn.) to withdraw his
S. Gov- Houston.
of the nation's
tele- Carl Haverlin;
ernment not to asked
act ontheTVU. channel
vision broadcasters
who already
legislation calling for creation of be expected
W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYL-TV Sa
a radio-TV advisory council was have demonstrated their good faith interchange with Mexico without Antonio,
at a televisio
made Tuesday by Texas broadcast- with the American people by en- full hearing; favored full support clinic. Mr.presided
is a member o
ers, meeting at the Shamrock
dorsing a code of principles for of civil defense agencies; thanked the NARTB Rogers
TV
board.
Others par
Hotel, Houston.
Texas
stations
for
their
part
in
ticipating
were
Clyde
Rembert
guidance.
Oct.
28
statewide
broadcast
during
KRLD-TV
Dallas;
Jack
Harri
Winding up a two-day session of
"These
free
media
do
not
require
National
Radio
&
Television
Week;
NARTB District 13 members, dele- nor has their performance indicated lauded administration of Kenyon KPRC-TV Houston; Ralph W. Min
gates signed a telegram explaining the need for more government Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, dis- noms, WFAA-TV Dallas. Richarc
they had unanimously adopted a regulation such as your proposed
Doherty, NARTB employe-em
trict director; expressed approval P.
resolution opposing the Benton
ployer relations director, took par
would impose. This is of NARTB
President Harold Fel- in
legislation and arranged to send legislation
of operating cost;
National
Radio
&
Television
Week,
lows and headquarters staff; He discussion
Sen. Benton a copy.
said a small station need
Sen. Benton, during which time we
Col. John J. Kelly and Lt. $175,000 income a year to get byi1*
In the meantime, however, the are observing three decades of thanked
Robert B. Mackall for talks on citing 10 small stations averaging Bt
broadcasters wired Sen. Benton to American broadcasting.
this effect:
armed forces place in radio and $168,000 gross. He estimated
"As one of the pioneers who TV;
thanked Oliver Gramling, vice may be possible some day to oper
development as an ad"We solicit your consideration of launched its
with $125,000 gross, depending
vertising man, perhaps you might president for radio, Associated onate the
a proposal to withdraw this proeconomic cycle.
posed legislation. American ra- look back through the years as Press, for illustrated talk on radio
dio has grown in three decades to many of us are doing and reflect news; commended formation of
Mr. Rogers advised those plan
such proportions that it commands upon the magnificence of this me- new state association and urged ning new TV stations to lean
a larger and more attentive audidistrict to help strengthen NARTB. shortcuts and operating tricks o:
dium's performance
against
ence than any other in any nation the background
of itstoday
humble
bethe trade by visiting video opera
in the world.
gin ings. We could hope that such Resolutions Committee Members tions. He urged new TV manager
reflection
might
deter
you
in
your
Members
of
the
Resolutions
Comto
use care in selecting consultant
"This pligrowth
has been way
accomeffort to add yet another regulatory
mittee were Roy Herndon, KTRH having thorough radio-TV back
shed in the American
ac- body
in
a
field
of
free
communicaHouston, chairman; Gene L. Cagle, ground. He warned that operatioi
cording to the honest competitive
KFJZ Fort Worth; C. B. Locke, of the film department can mak
principles of free enterprise.
Other resolutions adopted at the KFDM Beaumont; J. H. Speck, or break a station.
American radio is proud to stand
upon its record of contribution to Houston
tion." meeting voiced confidence KCNC Fort Worth; Byron W.
Need for Good Personnel ! »wi
Ogle, KRGV Weslaco.
Mr. Rembert emphasized the iml «
Mr. Brown presided at the meet- portance of good personnel in th<
ings as district director. Opening TV operation. Get a good consult
WCK
Y
speaker Monday was Mr. Haver- ing engineer and lawyer, and ther
lin. Robert K. Richards, NARTB start training men, he advised thos^
COVERS THE SOUTH
public affairs director, outlined planning to enter TV. A goo
operation of the association head- man,
broadcaster
he said. makes the best T"V
See Center spread This Issue
quarters staff. Jack Hardesty,
Mr. Harris stressed the impor
NARTB station relations director,
discussed advantages of local news. tance of promotion by TV stations
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
During the afternoon meeting
Mr. Fellows answered a series of
50,000 WATTS
questions about NARTB, following
his address. Joining the discussion
Why buy 2 or more...
OF
do 1 big sales job
were
Art Greene, KLTI Longview;
SELLING POWER
Vann M. Kennedy, KSIX Corpus
on "RADIO BALTIMORE "
Christi; Tom Kritser, KGNC Amarillo; Gordon Baxter, KPAC Port
<T3
Arthur; Frank 0. Myers, KCMC
WBAL
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Hold the

-TABLE diners during BMI program clinic luncheon
f Houston Oct. 28 included (seated, I to r): James R.
Srtis, KFRO Longview; Gene Cagle, KFJZ Fort Worth;
. Leonard Reinsch, WSB Atlanta; Carl Haverlin, BMI
resident; Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls; Harold
ellows, NARTB president; Ralph Wentworth, BMI.
fWarticularly in the case of dealers
nd the public. Stations should
romote to build circulation, he
aid.
BMI held one of its series of staon clinics Oct. 28, preceding the
istrict
nce. session, with 129 in attendJ. Leonard Reinsch, WSB Atinta, called for further developgaA[ient of radio programming. "Hap;j0i,y will be the day when the proram director is fully aware of
operation
and when
ernieidio's
salesfiscal
manager
is appreciative
: the program director's probms," Mr. Reinsch told the clinic.
Harry McTigue, WINN Louislle, called for "intelligent use of
,an,lusic
typescanof bemusic."
He explainedto
both interesting
ie listener and profitable to the
(jyUonsor. It can offset network proadded. gram ing to a considerable extent,
L. Patricelli, WTIC Hartford
Uf'ged mentfulland sales
cooperation
of managedepartments
with
e program
department.
ient in new programming"Expedtechadvised,
"but they
rehearse
rIques,"
e showsheuntil
you think
are
eri^ht for listener acceptance."
*& [jenn
OtherDolberg,
clinic BMI
speakers
included
station
rela'ms
director;
Charles
Payne,
JlXL
Dallas;
Mr.
Haverlin;
Mr.
igle; Mr. Harris; James R. Cur., KFRO Longview, and Blaine
.rnwell, KWFT Wichita Falls.

$ $

Standing, Bruce Collier, Liberty Network; Harry McTigue, WINN Louisville; Jack Harris, KPRC Houston;
Martin Campbell, WFAA Dallas; Ray Herndon, KTRH
Houston; Fred Nahas, KXYZ Houston; Glenn Dolberg,
BMI; L. Patricelli, WTIC Hartford.

Adams, Dick, AP, Dallas; Arney, C.
E. , NARTB;
Ken, KXYZ
ton;Kenneth,
Barclay,Bagwell,
Jim,KTRE
RCA,
Dallas; HousBarfield,
Lufkin,
Tex.;
Baxter,
Gordon,
KPAC
Port
Arthur,
Tex.;
Bishop,
Burton,
KTEM
Temple,
Tex.; Bradbury,
Bob,KTRH
KPET Houston;
Lamesa,
Tex.;
Bright,
Ray,
Brooks,
Don,JohnKSET
El &Paso;
Brown,
Clarke
R.,
Blair
Co.,
Dallas;
Brown,
Kenyon,Joe KWFT
WichitaLubbock,
Falls,
Tex.;
Bryant,
H.,
KCBD
Tex.;
Buford,
Lucille,
KGKB
Tyler,
Tex.
Cagle, Gene
KFJZ Ft.
Worth;
Caldwell,
Helen,L., KFDM
Beaumont;
Campbell, Martin,
Dallas;
Christenson,
Royce,WFAA-TV
KTRE; Clough,
Charleserty E.,
KWFT; System,
Collier,Dallas;
Bruce, Cook,
LibBroadcasting
Louis R.,KWFT
KNOWWichita
Austin;Falls;Cornwell,
Blaine,
Cosse,
Clayton,KCMC
ForjoeTexarkana,
Co., Atlanta;Tex.;Crockett,
Dave,
Crouchet,
George,
KPAC
Arthur, Tex.
Tex.;
Curtis, James, KFRO Pt.
Longview,
Danbom,
M.
E.,
KTBB
Tyler;
Davison,
Walter,
Lang-Worth,
Hollywood;
Deason,John,
Bill, Standard
KVET Austin,
Tex.;OklaDevine,
homaBud,City; KXYZ;
Doherty,Fellows,
R.Library,
P.,Harold
NARTB;E.,
Evans,
NARTB;
Fender,
Bob, Wichita
RCA, Dallas;
Fry,
Howard
H., KFDX
Falls;
Gale,
Jack,Kingsville,
UP,
Dallas;Tex.;
Glusing,
Ben
A.Oliver,
, KINE
Gramling,
AP,
New
York;
Grauel,
Hugh,
World Broadcasting,
New York;
Arthur,
KLTI Longview,
Tex. Greene,
Hamilton,
Ray V., Hardesty,
Blackburn-Hamilton Co., Chicago;
Jack,
NARTB;
George,Jack,
The KPRCBranham
Co., Harding,
Dallas;Hart,Harris,
TV
Houston;
Lee,
BAB,
New
York;
Hawkins,
Lloyd,
KLTI
Longview;
Herndon, Ray, KTRH; Hill, Fred, KTRE
Lufkin,ton; Holt,Tex.;
Hills,KDNT
Ted, Denton,
KXYZ HousTex.;
Hughes,
E.Brooks,
C, KEYS
Corpus
Christi;
Jackson,
Aubrey,
KRGV
Weslaco,
Tex.;
Jacobs, Wichita
Tom, KTRH;
M.,
KFDX
Falls;Johnson,
Jordan, Mott
Charles
B. , KABC
San New
Antonio;
Joseph, Kenneth,
SESAC,
York.
Kellam, K.Vann
K., KCNC
Fort Worth;
Kennedy,
M., KSIX
Corpus
Christi; casting
Kirksmith,
Jim, Kline,
Liberty Willard,
BroadSystem,
Dallas;
Ror Thompson
KEPO
El
Paso;
Kritzer,
Tom,
KGNC
Amarillo; Lally, Ed, WBAP Ft. Worth;
Langlois,Richman,
John, Lang-Worth,
New C.York;B.,
i A M25 years of radio experiLewin,
KTRE;
Locke,
ence and personal particiKFDM Beaumont;
Long, Maury, Broadcasting • Telecasting,
IW W pation i„ his
Lynch, Frank
J., KBYE Washington;
Oklahoma
projects and services have
City.
made
Roy
Thompson
a
McClellan, Charles,
Bob, KTXLASCAP,
San Angelo;
If? household word in industriMcDowell,
Dallas;
Mcintosh,
Sid, KTFY
Tex.;
ally-rich Altoona. WRTA,
Marti, George,
KCLE Brownfield,
Burleson, Tex.;
the Roy Thompson Station,
Martin,
Murphy,
KTRE;
Mayes,
Wendell,
KNOW;
Mayfield,
Bill,
KCMC;
T will assure you a loyal, buyMorris,
Dave, KNUZ
Houston; KXYZ;
Myers,
ing audience
F. O., KCMC;
listening
hours.throughout the
Newberry,
Mack,Nahas,
KPAC;Fred,Nimmons,
Ralph,
ABC
Ogle, WFAA-TV.
Barney,
Parsons,
Nellie.
1240 KC
KEPO
ElPierce,
Paso;KRGV;
Perley,
Cal, Rate
KLEE&
Houston;
Bill,
Standard
Data,
Chicago;
Pink,
Jack
L.,
KONO
San Antonio;
Rembert,
Clyde, Dallas;
KRLD
Altoona, Pa.
Dallas;
Reynolds,
Don, KFSA
by
Richards,
Bob, Amarillo;
NARTB;
Roberson,
Howard,
KLYN
Robinson,
ROBERT Represented
MEEKER ASSOCIATES
King,
I
KEYL-TVKATLSanHouston;
Antonio; Rogers,
Roth, W.Gene,D.,
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KONO San Antonio; Ryan, William,
BAB,
New Edward,
York. CBS, New York;
Scovill,
Segal,
David,
KFTSDenton,
Texarkana;
Shepard,
H.
V.,
KDNT
Tex.; Speck,
J.Pleasant,
H., KCNC;Tex.;Stanley,
Mt.
Stine, Ruby,
Al, AP,KIMPKansas
City; Stubblefield,
Bill, York,;
AssociatedTarter,
Program Service, New
Georgelor, Ted,L.,KRGV
KCBD Dallas;
Lubbock,
TayThady,Tex.;George,
KSET;son,Thompson,
Bud,Tucker,
KFYO; Durward
ThompGordon,
KFYO;
J.,Vickers,
WRR Dallas.
Marjorie
R., KPAC;
Vratis,
Socs,
Pt. Arthur;
World KOLE
Broadcasting,
New Weis,
York; Pierre,
Weiss,
George,
Sponsor,
Chicago;
Wells, WenMelbadean,
KULP
El
Campo,
Tex.;
ger, Wiley,
RCA, Christi;
Dallas; Wofford,
Kelly,
KEYS
Corpus
Worley,
David
R., KTFY Brownfield, Tex.; Wright,
C. C, KCMC.
BMI SPEAKERS
Announced for Clinics
MAJOR speakers have been lined
up for the next three Broadcast
Music Inc. clinics sponsored in cooperation withAppearing
state broadcasters'
associations.
today
(Monday) at the meeting in Billings, Mont., are Glenn Snyder, general manager, WLS Chicago,
speaking on "The Future of AM
Radio"; George Kendall, program
director, WJLB Detroit, "Music
Unlimited," and Daniel C. Park,
general sales manager, WIRE
Indianapolis, "Selling Local Radio
and Merchandising in Today's
Mr. Kendall and Mr. Park also
Market."
will
speak at the Nov. 7 session in
Aberdeen, S. D., and Nov. 9 at
St. Paul, when Charles Caley, vice
president and general manager of
WMBD Peoria, 111., will replace Mr.
Snyder.
The St. Paul-Minneapolis meeting also will have as speakers
George Higgins, managing director ofgramKMBC
City, "ProSales and Kansas
Management
Must
Work Together"; Carl Vandagrift,
program director, WOWO Ft.
Wayne,
"Smoothand Production";
Bill Holm,Ind.,general
commercial
manager, WLPO LaSalle, 111., "The
Importance of Local News," and
Bruce Wallace, manager, WTMJAM-TV Milwaukee, "Seeking the
Right Type of Public Promotion
Broadcasts."

in the

palm of
your hand
KCMC
KCMC-FM
TEXARKANA, TEXAS
ABC-TSN
Put KCMC's programming
know-how behind your sales
message — where dollars flow
from oil, agriculture, manufacturing, livestock. Dollars to buy
your products!
239,330
PEOPLE
LIVE WITHIN KCMC
AM-FM .05M V/M AREA
Frank O. Myers, Mgr.
Represented by O. L
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BENTON
PLAN
Debated
THE NOV. 3 ISSUE of The Satur- FCC and the public on how radio
day Review of Literature presented and TV are behaving, Mr. Rubicam
a "debate" on the Benton plan for declared in his portion of the writgovernment-authorized citizens' suten "debate,"
Sen. Benton
"is certainly on as sane
and reasonable
pervision of radio and TV program ing, but with the debaters ground as any man could be." It's
seemingly cast in reverse roles. censorship in the broadcasters'
Supporting Sen. William Ben- opinion, Mr. Mitchell retorted. And
ton's Raymond
(D-Conn.) widely
discussed
broadcaster "will fight to the
plan was
Rubicam,
who the
bitterwould
end,' I."he predicted, adding:
as a former president and board "So
chairman of Young & Rubicam, adThe
main platforms of Mr. Ruvertising agency, helped bring the
whichin were
discommercial system of broadcasting bicam's closedarguments
by Sen. Benton
advance
to its present estate.
in
a
speech
on
the
Senate
floor:
On the other side of the fence,
serving because
the publicit asis
should,isn'tlargely
presenting the commercial broad- it Radio
"dominated"
by
the
advertiser;
casters'
viewpoint,
was
Maurice
B.
Mitchell who, in hewing to the "monopoly" by the advertiser this
recommercial-broadcasting line he
duces
choiceof oftheory
programs tothea public's
matter more
has consistently followed, was opposing the views of his boss.
from programming
the public's
Mr. Mitchell is vice president than of fact;
radio-TV
and general manager of Associated standpoint,
ends where it should begin; printed
Program Service. Sen. Benton is media do not suffer from radio's
board chairman of the Muzak restrictions, where public education
Corp., one of whose divisions is is concerned, because, among other
Associated Program Service. Mr. reasons, "advertisers in newspaMitchell said his boss has created
pers and magazines do not select
such a furore with his plan that or control
the editorial contents of
broadcasters "are actually at the those publications"; radio and TV
are
going
to have more and more
point
of
boycotting"
the
Senator's
business.
pay-as-you-see systems
In his bill for a Citizens Ad- influence;
of
home
boxoffice television, therevisory Board to advise Congress,
fore, can contribute mightily to
solution of the problem because
they
the offering
of "a
wide will
rangepermit
of programs
appealing
to much smaller groups of people
than the advertiser would find pos<?t/ADC/r/ES
at thenecessary
same time
ROCK ISLAND • MOLINE
vsible,"
iding thewhilefunds
for proproEAST MOLINE ° DAVENPORT
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
such
programs
[B«T,
Oct. 29].
o unique combination of ^ cities
However high his feeling about
in £ states -on the Mississippi River
subscription TV, this was only
"secondary" to his faith in TV
onerations by educational instituThe Quad-Cities are humming like a tions.
made free to serve
4-motor plane. Famed as the "Farm the"Television,
range of public interest,
Implement Capital of the World", this and full
not
confined
the narrow
metropolitan area is also home of the range of advertiser tointerest,
the
Rock Island Arsenal, plus 3 00 other best hope I know of to help us ismeet
diversified industrial plants. The Quad- the strain which modern complexCities are humming with production;
ity puts on the process of selflikewise with retail activity. Use government
in a free society," Mr.
WHBF to sell your goods to Quad- Rublicam said. "Apart from teleCitians whose Effective Buying Income
vision's power to entertain, its
is far beyond anyper capita ranks 14th among 162 met- power thingto weinform
have known, and far beropolitan areas.
yond what we ofnow
Regardless
whatsee."
the Voice of
America tells the people abroad,
heare said,
"the
kind
of
peoplespeak
we
in action at home a will
much louder
and
in
greater
volume. No medium like television
has ever before existed to reflect
our character and actions now, and
to help mold them for the future.
Except for the military defense,
what question is there before the
country which is half as important
today as the question of the uses
that will be made of television?"
In his response, entitled "It's
Still a Business,"
Mr. broadcasting
Mitchell reLes Johnson,
minded readers that
Vice President and Manager
is conducted by people with "milPage 100 • November 5, 1951

In 'Saturday Review'
lions" invested "in a pioneer development, an investment that in
every case required courage and
faith." These investors think Sen.
Benton's bill "threatens their investment," he pointed out, continuing: "Considerandthe TVproblem
the broadcast
stationof
operator. He has a bear by the
tail. He operates the most potent
communications force that civilization has ever known. Under our
system of business life, he has to
operate this force as a solvent business. No profit — no radio, no TV.
And it often seems to him that
every obstacle ever conceived to
plague and harass a businessman
is put across his path. He thinks
this new proposal will make his
burden intolerable."
Mr. Mitchell asserted that "certainly nobody can accuse Sen. Benton of self-interest in this project."
and also
Senator'sdefense
"lifelong recordcites
of .the
. . militant
of free speech and a vigorous fight
against censorship." Nevertheless,
in Mr.theMitchell's
view. Sen. Benton
and
other supporters
of his
plan "should take time to study the
nature and extent of the broadcasters' opposition."
cited broadcasters'
fearMr.ofMitchell
FCC censorship,
and their
faith
in
the
"on-off"
on a
radio or TV set as the knob
true device
by which the public registers its
opinion of programming. FCC's
"Blue Book" on programming "is
history," but Sen. Benton's bill "has
reopened
declared. the whole question," he
"The broadcasters think that the
kind of radio and TV that would
result from this proposed legislation would not be profitable to
operate as private enterprise," he
said. "Itandwould
audience
there have
would a besmaller
fewer
advertisers. The investment in
dollars and skill and faith of hundreds of small businessmen, the
station owners, would be threatened
and quite possibly wiped out. . . ."
Broadcasters don't think the
Benton Bill will be enacted, he said,

because they are convinced it
would "destroy the American sys
tern
oftheyradio"know"
as it the
existspublic
today"—
and
does
not want
that to happen.
Speaking
of the broadcasters, he continued :
"They are sure they can prove
this.
they've
millionsForofyears
dollarsnowmore
thanspent
any
other medium — more than thej
newspaper and magazine people
put
— trying to find out
see. together
what
people want to hear . . . and
"The facts gathered by this re
search prove to them, year after
year, that the public does not look
to radio for more of the kinds of
programs The
its critics
say that
it should
feature.
facts show
peo
pie don't want them. They won'tj
listen to them. They won't watch
them.
"And the broadcaster knows that
if he tries to force his audience to
listen
to programs
don'
want, there
will soon betheyno audi
ence,
and Mr.
maybeMitchell
no radio.conceded
. . ."
Radio,
may not be all that people want!
it to be. Butmunicatioitns forceisso still
vital"atocomthe!
nation that anything that would
tend to weaken it seems to the1
radio industry only to be classed "
as Hesabotage."
wrote:remark
"I have
heard
radio men
that often
our enemies
can do no more effective piece of
damage
to this
readiness
and vitality
than nation's
to jam our
radio
stations — not electronically from
outside — but culturally, from with
in, by simply loading its program
schedule with 'helpful educationa
talks
and are
discussions..'
that they
persuadedmateria!
would r
surely reduce its effectiveness
quickly reaching masses of the§rar
Mr. Mitchell concluded:
"In the short
commercial
radio, three
stationdecades
operatorsoffs
have
seen
a
tremendous
growth
in
people."
the
national literacy rate. . . .
"They believe that, without
ceiving much credit for the job
and indeed without having consciously tried to achieve the effect
radio
has been
primarly responsible
for this
acceleration
awareness. . . ."
public

REASON
WHY
People in Kansas and adjoining states
depend on farming for a living. That's
why we've programmed to their needs
for 24 years. And it's why they buy
WIBW-advertised
goods.

WIBW

TheVoiLwKansas
in TOPE KA
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TO CBS
Commerce Dept Reports HffiHN
As MarketS Research
Counsel
TRENDS
SROWTH
CHANGES
IN
PER
CAPITA
INCOME
PAYMENTS
TO
INDIVIDUALS
IN
THE
UNITED
STATES,
HUGH
M.
P.
HIGGINS,
former
"f 3cades
ROWTHhavetrends
two
1929 TO 1949, BY REGIONS
leveled inofftheto alast
marked
director of Broadcast Advertising
Per capita income
sgree the economic differences
Per
capita
income
increase,
Per
capita
income
1929
Bureau, has been named market
1929 to 1949
en !'niong regions of the United States,
Each region increase.
Rate of \mount Each 98region payments,Each1949region research counsel for CBS Radio
ai1' ^cording to an analysis released
succeeding Edward Shurick, who
as average
percentStatesof
average
of United
average
States Amount United
» lerce.
hursday by the Dept. of Com- Region
118States transferred from that post to CBS
cent ncrease
Amount United
136
Television as an account executive
69
Most comprehensive survey of MiddleWestEast 865
121
745
127
[B*T, Oct. 22].
jgional economic trends published Far
New England $926
105
67
86
838
123
$639
115
$1,565
1,610
Mr. announced
Higgins' appointment
106
9686
107
720
106
i recent years, the study is en557
being
by John Karol,is
1,395
694
1,414
at tled "Regional Trends in the United States
100
100
96
100
650
CBS
Radio
vice
president
in charge
pep680
nited States Economy." It is a
108
1,330
96
739
114
of sales. It is effective immediately.
534
78
138
1,273
0 jpplement to the "Survey of Cur- Northwest
538
88
464
151
720
Southwest
156
68
Joined BAB in 1950
;nt Business." Another supple- Southeast
66
83
344
51
1,166
ent, the 1951 edition of "National
882
Widely
known in the broadcasthighlicome," also was released recently Rangeest tofrom
55
728
207
32
85
lowest 582
ing field, Mr. Higgins became BAB
yesstheEconomics
department's
director in September 1950 and
*89 *
[B*T,Office
Oct. of8].BusiThe new study offers "an ex- tive shares of many national eco- capital, and regional differences in from 1948 until that time had been
•emely
valuablein guide
to businessof
nomic activities than was the case the
owner, vice president and genrose.rates at which property income part
rganizations
the planning
a generation ago.
Ohio. eral manager of WMOA Marietta,
Income
of
all
individuals
rose
)und marketing programs," acThe tween
Central
region, East
standing
beirding to the department, providBefore his entry into the station
the industrial
and the
140%, from $83 billion to $198 billg a basis for understanding past
lion, in the 1929-49 period. Due to ownership-management field, he
:onomic developments and for growing South and West, has prodirector of the broadthe depression
of the '30s, all inof the
the same rate as increase
/aluating probable future trends. the nationgres ed at about
was concentrated
the was assistant
as a whole.
cast advertising dept. of NAB
second decade.
JjJj Copies of the regional document
from
1945-48.
During
World War II
Flow
of
income
into
the
Far
^ j lay be obtained at $1 each through West rose 227% between 1929 and
The increase of population in the he served in the Army Air Corps,
1 lerce
eld offices
of
the
Dept.
of
ComFar
West
—
74%
—
was
associated
reaching
the
rank
of
or from Superintendent of 1949 compared to the national aver- with the 227% growth of income in colonel. Before the war, helieutenant
was with
age of 139%.
•ocuments, U. S. Government
two decades, largest for any NBC in Washington as sales and
rinting Office, Washington 25,
Varying rate of economic growth the
region.
Population
growth
was
unprogram
promotion
manager
for
i. C.
in the several regions was made
usually rapid in most of the South- the
network's
owned-and-operated
possible to an important extent by
stations
in
that
area.
He
was
born
On Regional Basis
west,
where
aggregate
income
registered the second highest relative in Chicago in 1905 and was gradData are analyzed on a regional the extreme mobility of American
population and of investment capiuated from Creighton U., Omaha.
Ajoasis
in the new among
study, presenting
tal, the study shows. Development
onne differences
the seven of transport
and
the
large
stock
of
gain.
lajor areas in per capita income
it easyto formoveinnd rate of income growth. Detailed private autos
dividualsmade
and families
nal|lisplorations cover influences bear- around in search of jobs, a new
I lg upon income relationships, in- climate or other economic-social
cluding raw materials, industrial stimulus.
imposition of the labor force, agriPattern Shifts
ialtural output and movements of
RADIO
ONLY
le population. There are chapters
Pattern
production, investment
overing population, production, and retail oftrade
shifted during the
investment and retail sales.
two decades. The Central region is
;orse New England and Middle East more than ever the center of comSorry, No TV!
output, accounting for a
nagions,
long
heading
the
country's
ionomic growth, have continued third of modity
the total. It also has the
That's right! Television is still a "thing-toleir normal growth trends, but the largest stock of fixed capital.
come" in these markets .... SO — here,
ar West, Southwest and Southsales, on the other hand,
ist have grown much faster, thus areRetail
you've got Radio Listeners — who listen to —
highest
on
a
per
capita
basis
^counting for much larger rela- in the Far West— $1,024 in 1948
compared to the national average
Great locally.
of $890 — in accordance with the
region's
high
per
capita
income.
Three main factors were cited in
accounting for regional variations
in the rates of growth of per capita
income: Uneven geographic distri- 4
bution among the seven regions of
National Advertisers
with fast-rising and
When Shopping for BIG RETURNS in industries
slow-rising incomes; regional variPLUS
ations in the rates of flow of new
the Maritime*, your best "MARKET
BASKET" is CHNS ... Ask
ABC
JOS. WEED & CO.
IRE
Meet
Set
350 Madison Ave., New York
Represented Nationally by
CINCINNATI Section of Institute
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
They also know about our new
of Radio Engineers last week an5000-WATT TRANSMITTER
nounced
that
the
spring
technical
HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA conference of IRE will be held in f
Owned & Operated by
^
SOUTHWESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
that
city
April
19,
1952.
ConferCHNS
ence will be devoted to color and
Don W, Reynolds, President
television, with prominent
Publishers of: Southwest Times-Record, Fort Smith, Arkansas; Examiner-EnterHALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA UHF
national speakers scheduled to take
prise, Bartlesville, Oklahoma; and The Daily Times, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
part in the symposium.
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book

reviews

THE
TELEVISION
PROGRAM.A. A.Edward
Stasheff
Inc., 13 $4.95.
W.and 48thRudySt.,Bretz.
New York 19.Wyn349
pages.
A PRACTICAL guide to television
writing, directing, and producing,
the book is divided into four parts.
Part I covers TV programs, how
they differ from other media, types
of formats, and fundamental units
in camera-work terms. Parts II
and III explain TV writing with
chapters on self-regulation codes,
general continuity, the semiscripted show, fully scripted show,
avenues of approaching a script,
transitional devices, and ways to
carry exposition. Part IV explains
what a director and producer are
required to do and how they do it,
from organizing rehearsals to getting the show
"on the
air." with
Volume
is well
stocked
photographs, diagrams, and sample scripts, many of which are reproductions of working scripts,
complete with pencilled notes in
the margins. Photos of actual
camera shots, superimposed upon
directorial notations, show the
final result of a cue.
Authors are men experienced in
both television and education. Mr.
Stasheff is supervisor of television for New York City Board
of Education, and a former assistant program manager for
WPIX New York. He served

Advertisers frequently
considergjjjg
advertising
gjjgjinYour
Printers' Ink
strengthens your
"consumer franchise"
with the leading
and
so keeps them
sold on you.
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NEWEST state radio group is Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, formed Oct. 18
in Fort Worth [B*T, Oct. 29]. Officers are (standing, I to r): Willard Deason,
KVET Austin, secretary-treasurer; J. M. McDonald, KCRS Midland, president;
Gillis Conoley, KTAE Taylor, vice president. Directors (seated): Tom Kritser,
KGNC Amarillo; Lloyd Hawkins, KLTI Longview; Melbadean Wells, KULP
El Campo; Boyd Kelley, KTRN Wichita Falls; Garfield Keil, KWED Seguin.
as Educational Consultant to CBSTV from 1945-47 and teaches radio
and TV at Columbia and the U. of
Mich. Mr. Bretz is a TV consultant, former writer-director for
CBS-TV and production manager
for WPIX New York. He has
taught television for over five years
at schools including the City College of New York and Theatre
Wing Professional
gram. The book is aTraining
detailed, Proyet
readable explanation of what goes
into the television camera — and
how.
OPERA FOR THE PEOPLE. Herbert
Graf. apTJ.
of Minnesota
olis 14, Minn.
289 pages.Press,$5. MinnePULL discussion is given telecasting of opera in this book which is
primarily about the production and
staging of the musical work. A
chapter is devoted to "Opera in
Television"
the author,
Graf, who isby stage
directorHerbert
of the
Metropolitan Opera.
The author says: "Whatever its
troublesvisionwith
concertits music,
comes into
own astele-a
medium for transmitting all forms
of musical-dramatic art: Vaudeville, musical comedy, ballet, light
opera and grand opera."
Noting
peculiaritiesopera,
of camera work the
in telecasting
Mr.
Graf stresses TV's ability to give
opera
a popular
appealhe . says,
. . it'sthea
"natural."
However,
very nature of television technique
demands production methods which
emphasize quality rather than
quantitydecisive
. . . "television
be the
most
medium forcan forcing
opera to take off its top hat and
enter the American home."
50BillYEARS
OF AMERICAN
COMEDY.
Treadwell.
386 Fourth
Ave.,Exposition
New YorkPress16. Inc.,
241
pages. $3.
WRITTEN in short - sentence,
punchy style, this book takes a
light, whimsical view of American
comedy traced through the years of
the entertainment business — medicine shows, burlesque, variety
stage, minstrel shows, smokers,

CANADA Given
AD TIPS
in New Bookie
TIPS about advertising in Canad;
have been published in a new book
let
by the Canadian
Councilof ofComthi
International
Chamber
merce. It shows how advertising
useful in the United States anc
Great Britain, cannot be appliei
without change in Canada. The
brochure
cautionsis that
"adverti;
ing in Canada
predominantly
Canadian
in character."
Geog- ing
raphy, climate,
ethnic derivation
politics and economics have com
of national
characteristics
that calse'
bined
to develop
a distinctive
for distinctive advertising.
The booklet points out th&
Canadians are more conservativ^te:
in taste than Americans, that then
is a distinct French- Canadian
market, that Canada has five dis
tinct economic zones, that the pop
ulated area of Canada extend:
along
States. a strip bordering the Unite<
Booklet was prepared by G. C . .
Hammond, vice-president of Cock
field, Brown & Co., Montreal ad
vertising agency. It tabulates al
Canadian media, lists 155 Cana
dian radio stations' (124 English
31 French) and three networks

vaudeville,
radio and now television.
Mr. Teadwell makes his point:
Comedy now is a big business and
attempts to do the very difficult —
make people laugh. Mr. Teadwell
has spent 20 years writing comedy
for newspapers, magazines, radio
and TV. He weaves many of his
gags through the pages of his book. Canadian Set Market
Mostly, the book deals with the EFFECT of Canadian credit curbsliat
great names of show business.
and 25% excise tax on radio anc
television sets has been felt b;
manufacturers and dealers in re
EDUCATION DISCS
cent
according to a repor
Offered in Salt Lake City of themonths,
industry. There is now con
SERIES of educational program siderable price cutting by dealer;
both radio and televisior fa
transcriptions is being made avail- tosetsmove
in stock. TV sets are beinj sC
able to radio stations, music libraries and educational groups at cost sold only in southern Ontario close ar<j
to the U. S. border. There is nc ^
by
the isSalttitled
LakeWhen
JuniortheLeague.
Series
World TV station in operation in Canads
Was Young and is designed for and none is expected until nex'
summer at Toronto and Montreal
children.
The 13-week series was prepared Canadian plan to make price fixing
in cooperation with the radio- by manufacturers illegal, also i
drama department of the U. of having its effect in further slash
Utah. Director is Mrs. Louise Hill ing retail prices of receivers. Some
Howe of KSL Salt Lake City. Pro- TV sets are now being offered al y
grams are offered by the league as $200 below retail list price.
a non-profit,
enterprisemay fea-be JAMES THOMAS CHIRUGE Co
ture. Furtherpublic
information
N. Y., advertising agency, for thirt
obtained by writing Mrs. Dean successive
year has won award in Fit: i
Spear,City.
3550 Oakwood Ave., Salt nancial World's
Lake
competition for annual j|
reports.
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milestones...
i - Salute to Jack Benny, marking
ie comedian's
anniversary
ail-. idio,
will be 20th
broadcast
Friday,in
Miov. 9, 9-9:30 p.m. EST over CBS
ft adio, originating in New York,
i-ad rebroadcast 11:30 p.m.-mid•.iright.
Programs will
firing testimonial
dinnertake
givenplace
for
!r. Benny by the Friars, New
m ork theatrical fraternity, during
» hich CBS Board Chairman Wiley am S. Paley and Eighth Army
ommander Gen. James A. Van
i'Meet will appear with others in
■ d ilutes to the veteran radio star.
• KIRO Seattle and its general
.: lanager,brated amilestone
Loren Stone,
last Oct.both15. celeFor
.';Jr. Stone,
was hisIt 16th
sary with itKIRO.
also anniverwas 16
" ears ago, on that date, that the
fnationmoved
adopted
its present
let...srs,
to 710
kc and call
boosted
III power to 500 w. KIRO now
'■ Derates with 50 kw on 710 kc as a
1 BS affiliate.
.;: • SPECIAL program saluting
[ildred Carlson on her 21st anniersary as conductor of Home
, 'orum was aired by WBZ Boston
nd WBZA Springfield Oct. 26. Im;r'D5
mediately
after W.regular
broadcast,
2ri7BZ
Manager
C. Swartley
and
t ther station executives joined in
rwalute. Program reviewed Miss
:n arlson's background in radio and
ion-is dietitian in a noted hospital, as
'mnoroomics,
'ell as artherandtalents
home ecointeriorin decoration,
ng !iss Carlson has received numerous
;i wards and citations for public
!t ;rvice broadcasts.
■ Harlem Amateur Hour, heard
.;j eekly over WMCA New York, 11
-jet .m. midnight, — said to be the old; ft continuous program of its kind
1 radio — has begun its 20th year
broadcasting. Carried by
inWICA from the stage of the
polio Theatre in Harlem since
' ie fall of 1932, the show has been
,' ^sponsible for debuts of such Ne-. roarah artists
EllaEckstine
Fitzgerald,
Vaughan,as Billy
and

Thelma Carpenter. In earlier years,
Amateur Hour was the only radio
outlet for Negro bands. Hence
WMCA audiences were first to hear
such notables as Duke Ellington,
Count Basie,
"Webb, Jimmy
Lunceford
and Chick
Cab Calloway.
► C. T. Lucy, general manager of
WRVA Richmond, Va., was given
a surprise
by stationhispersonnel Oct. 8party
to celebrate
60th
birthday.
► Charles J. (Chuck) Lanphier,
president and general manager of
WFOX Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 2
celebrated his 21st year in radio,
15th in Milwaukee and his 41st
birthday anniversary.
► The Student Radio Club, aired
Sunday over WCOP-AM-FM Boston, celebrated two birthdays last
month. Program completed 16
years of broadcasting and its first
full year under General Foods
sponsorship. Among those on hand
were Hank Lundquist, WCOP program manager; A. N. Armstrong
Jr., WCOP national sales manager;
Ellie Dierdorff, WCOP chief announcer; Mrs. Virginia Lyons, program producer, and George Rader,
Northeast district manager for
General Foods.
► WKBH La Crosse, Wis., climaxed a multiple-media campaign
calling attention
its 25th
anniversary with a tospecial
program
last month. For a month previous,
all station breaks included an anniversary tagline. Three 15-minute
weekly broadcasts built up interest
by tracing origins of major local
shows now on the air. Among
shows saluted was the Erickson
Bakery Kiddie Hour, sponsored
continuously by the same company
since 1926.
► ABC was lauded by Secretary
of Defense Robert Lovett for its
"generous contribution" of public
interest time as part of second anniversary broadcast Time
for Defense Oct. 22. ABC PresiThis Fall
More Local Sports
are Being Broadcast
W I B A
Than on any other
Local Station

Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
Badger Broadcasting Company
5000 WATTS ON 1310 . . . ESTABLISHED 1925
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dent Robert Kintner said his network was proud to air public affairs program. Comedian Sid
Caesar and Screen Actor Ray Milland appeared on anniversary
show, transcribed in Washington
Oct. 17. Mr. Milland delivered message on Armed Forces blood donor
campaigndustry is cooperating.
in which broadcast
Program in-is
heard Monday, 9-9:30 p.m. EST.
SDBA SESSION
BMI, TV Headline Agenda
BMI
program inclinic
the future
of television
SouthandDakota
will
headline the fourth annual conference of the the South Dakota
Broadcasters Assn. at Aberdeen
this week. Other topics at the
meeting, to be held at the Hotel
Alonzo
newspaperowned Ward,
stationscomprise
and network
rate
cuts.
The BMI clinic will begin the
Wednesday morning session under
the chairmanship of Carl Haverlin,
BMI president. Session was arranged byrelations
Glenn Dolberg,
tions
director, BMI
and staAl
Marlin, field representative.
Featured speakers are Orville
Burda, general manager, KDIX
Dickinson, N. D., on "Promotion
of LocalviceAudience";
Robert
Tincher,
president and
generalR.
manager, WNAX Yankton, S. D.,
"Programming Begins in the Front
Office"; Ray V. Eppel, general manager, KORN Mitchell, S. D., "Operating on a Limited
Budget,"KSOO
and
Orrin Melton,
news director,
Sioux Falls, S. D., "Good Radio
News
Dollars afternoon
and Sense."
A BMIMakesluncheon,
session, Associated Press meeting, refreshments and banquet round out
the Wednesday program. Robert
J. Dean, SDBA president, will give
ning.
the welcoming address that eveByron McElligott, manager of
KSDN Aberdeen will speak on
"Newspaper - Owned Radio Stations" at the opening Thursday
morning session. Other topics and
speakers: "Affiliate Stations and
Network
Cut commercial
in Rate," Don
Sullivan, WNAX
manager;
"Will Television Come to South
Dakota?"
RobertWOIMulhall,
tions director,
(Iowa operaState
College), and "Audience Surveys
and thealso
Forgotten
Mr.
Dean,
managerListener,"
of KOTA
Rapid City, S. D.
Mr. Dean will give a demonstration on selling, programming and
promotion of KOTA and KOZY
(FM) Kansas City, Mo., during
breaks in the two-day convention
schedule. An afternoon panel, with
Mr. Dean presiding, will be conducted on political rates and question of free time to opposing political parties. North Dakota Radio
Broadcasters will be guests.
WTAM Cleveland, for the fourth
straight year, has raised more than
$10,000
Society Infor less
Crippled
Children forin the
Cleveland.
than
two-weeks
station
had
collected
donations
from
some
55
counties
in
three
states.

TOWERS

Wincharger type 300
tower is the pride of
the industry from
coast to coast.
Here is illustrated
an actual
tion at StationinstallaWOC
Davenport, Iowa.
AM - FM - TV complete in one superduty tower.
Let Wincharger help
you engineer
next
antenna your
tower
project.
Be
ready
the
moment new TV
channels
are
available.
WRITE
WIRE
PHONE
NOW
CORPORATION
SIOUX CITY, IOWA
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'MOVIETIME USA'
WHHM Memphis, Tenn., and
WBRD Fort Lauderdale, Fla., reported last week on their "Movietime
WHHMare
landedUSA"
10 ofpromotions.
the stars, who
making appearances around the
country, on its famed 1340 Club for
interviews.
special broadcastWBRD
from featured
local theatre
where Barbara Payton, one of the
stars on the nation-wide tour, congratulated winner of local "Miss
Southern Belle" contest.
COVERAGE REPORT
WFMY (TV) Greenboro, N. C,
has prepared and distributed coverage report on reception for use
by advertisers and their agencies.
New report
ments on new gives
power viewers'
increase comand
its effect on their reception. Piece
also contains information on
market figures for 50 mile area.
CRUSADE FOR 'CRUSADE'
WFIL Philadelphia, used mobile
unit to tour city seeking enrollment
for Crusade for Freedom and to
gather contributions for fund.
Dinah Washington, noted recording artist, joined station Announcer Shelly Gross, on tour.
Singer Bill Lawrence, of Arthur
Godfrey fame, also appeared during rally.
POLITICAL SHOW
KFWB Hollywood, Nov. 5 starts
thrice weekly public service program Let's Talk Politics, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 9:30-9:45 p.m. with
Leslie Claypool, political editor of
Los Angeles Daily News, as commentator and handling interviews
of political figures. Air time will
be provided impartially to all 1952
political candidates and both sides
of controversial
presented. There will bequestions
no commercial
sponsor. Program is not for sale.
LATE EVENING OPERA
KISW (FM) Seattle, FM Concert
Hall, Sun. through Sat., 8 p.m. until
sign-off, sponsored by The Record
Shop, Seattle, and RCA Victor.
Two-hourferentrecord
show feature's difoperas nightly.

programs pronio
tjon
YOUNG PROMOTION
PROMOTING sponsor Kroger
Company's 69th Anniversary and
the Alan Young Show on WSAZTV, station recently mailed salt
and
shakers and
to allCharleston,
"Youngs"
in thepepper
Huntington
West ies.Virginia
telephone
directorAccompanying note promoted
Kroger "tender A" beef and the
Alan
Young Show for "seasoned"
entertainment.
KIDS GIVE VIEWS
KFJZ Fort Worth, Texas, in
cooperation with Junior
League of Fort Worth, presenting Young America
Thinks, featuring fourth,
and sixth grade students
giving their views on world
problems. Porter Randall,
stationviews newscaster,
youngsters on all intertypes
of international subjects.
Prior to show going on air
Mr. Randall broadcasts one
of his daily newscasts from
school.
CHURCH TELECASTS
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, Great
Churches of the Golden West. Sun.,
11 a.m.-12 noon (PST). Telecasting of services from various
churches all over city to acquaint
viewers with ndifferent
deominations as well asreligious
providing
services for those unable to attend
church.clude theWeekly
also inhistory ofservices
each particular
church where services are emanating from; history of the denomiof the various
church and
explanationnaoftion the
rituals
and
their difference from other faiths.
Rev. Clifton Moore, pastor of First
Presbyterian Church of Hollywood, is narrator. Ed Roden,
KTTV, is director. Program is being presented as a public service
L.by A.Inglewood Park Cemetery Assn.,

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, General Manager
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during her brief stay. Upon hei
departure station presented hei
flag.
with ate"Rebel"
cravat and Confeder-

STUDENT REMOTE SHOW
WKBZ-AM-FM Muskegon, Mich
turned over FM facilities to stu :
premiums
dents of local high school for re
CHILDREN'S SHOW
mote broadcast of high school foot1
KPIX San Francisco promoting its ball game. Students handled play
description, spotting, enter
children's adventure series, Cap- by-play
tain Fortune, with handsome sepia tainment at half-time and engineer
colored folder sent to trade. Folder ing both remote and at studio. Sta
has made entire facilitie
carries
seriesAbenheim,
of picturessurrounded
of show's tion
available to radio students durin
star, Pete
by juvenile guests in scenes from school year.
the production.
gram as excitingText
half describes
hour for prothe
"little people" full of adventures COMMUNITY REPORT
for all and,ventures fspecifically,
"SalesinvitaAd- munity
KEYL Reporter,
(TV) SanSun.Antonio,
or You." Extends
7-7:15 Com]
p.mj '
tion to "join our satisfied list of Started Oct. 7, public service pre le
sponsors for top sales results on gram featuring national personal
one of Bay Area's outstanding tele- ities speaking on national proc f
lems. Miss Gerry Fisher acts a! n
interviewer on show. Program als! !D
FRENCH
PROMOTION
features discussions of many har "
shows."
M-M-M stands for moola-la in the penings in San Antonio area.
red, white, and blue folder CBS-TV INSIDE SLANT
spotHoliday
sales hasin Paris
put outseries.
to advertise
its
Catchy
Minneapolis,
Aroun6 (tlJ]
cut shows three people standing WTCN-TV
the Town, interviewed
president
around a kiosk, reading signs done Twin Cities Rapid Transit Co. Sam !«
in the French manner. Copy exas program
aired Trolle1
"Ho1 ck
plains: C'est bon
musicalsin day
Mobsters
Grabbedinwas
aColliers
City's
of authentic
night...life13 filmed
Line"
appeared
Mage
Paris;
C'estentertainers
magnifique like
. . .Edith
with zine. John Ford, station news jd
continental
interviewed president
Piaf and Charles Trenet against caster,
The president announce^])
such backdrops as Montmartre and article.
to sue publishers of Colliei ml
on show.
the Champs
C'estthatchar-is, plans
mant
. . . the Elysees;
leading lady,
Id
whose name is Dolores Gray and
who was identified unanimously by 'DESK BOOK'
HALL & McCREARY Co., Chicaj
critics
as awhen
'stunning
new star'
Broadway
she opened
in theof
publishers, sending static^
current musical hit, Two on the music
music directors small blue
Aisle;
C'est
profitable
.
.
.
the
show means beaucoup TV viewers white "Music Directors' Des!
for a quick-acting advertiser . . . Book." Book gives list of holiday1 pp
churchon music
days, and
calendars,
inform.'
tion
many other
us<
and beaucoup moola."
ful
items.
EDUCATIONAL TV
AIRBORNE PROMOTION
NEW YORK City Board of Edu- KLRA Little Rock, Ark., in cc
cation last week granted permission to four cities in the New York operation with Stag Beer used hug
metropolitan area — Jersey City, blimp for promotion high abo\
Newark and Bayonne, N. J., and city. Blimp features large Sta
Great Neck, L. I.— to cooperate in
sign painted on side alon
the television series, The Living Beer
KLRA news flashes. .Static. ST
Blackboard, produced jointly by with
also
sent
staff members on flighl L
Board of Education and WPIX above
ship. city to broadcast impres abe
(TV) tionNewofficialsYork.
Board
of
educain four areas are sions of ride in lighter -than-a:
now making television classes an
official part of their program for GALA EVENT TELECAST
homebound students.
KSD-TV St. Louis, telecast the ar
nual "Veiled
Prophet
NETWORK SHOW
recently
in city.
The Ball,"
event, hei
hei
fall in celebration of the en
WNAT Natchez, Miss., broadcast each
of
the
harvest,
is
huge
event
first network show ever to originate with brightly lit parade. Statioto
from city. Station carried commen- carried telecast of new queen bein
taries of Pauline Frederick, ABC crowned. KSD reports that favol
commentator, doing her morning able
comments poured into statio
show. Announcer Eddie Phelan and praising
its coverage of event.
Manager Paul Schilling arranged
for broadcast and festivities upon
arrival of Miss Frederick. Local Further ideas or samples of tfwM
sponsorsonnel
of entertained
show and
stationseveral
per- promotion items mentioned on th
her with
page are available by writing i [\]
parties and trips about Natchez the individual companies.
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the costs-per-thousand produced by
the reconstructed evening rates.
Since this percentage relationship
was between costs per thousand of
the base rates, before adjustments
for television, it does not necessarily produce a ratio of 45 to 100
in the actual daytime and evening
rates,
sion. after adjustment for televif. Television Adjustment Formula
for Daytime Rates
So far as the morning was concerned, itwas not necessary to adjust the daytime base rates for
television, because television does
not significantly affect radio listening in the morning; and any such
effect that may develop in the future is speculative. However, so
far as the afternoon was concerned,
the daytime base rates were adjusted for television where it is a
factor
a station's area.
The inadjustment
formula for
afternoon rates was significantly
different from the adjustment formula used for the evening, because
of thefect asdifferences
in television's
efbetween afternoon
and evening. The best current survey data
indicate that at most, there is a
25% lossvision in the
of radio
listeningIt tofollows
teleafternoon.
that even if all radio homes in a
station'sbe area
had for
television,
would
no basis
reducingthere
the
afternoon base rate more than 25%-.
Accordingly, the television adjustment formula for the afternoon
provides for a 25% reduction in
the new daytime base rate when
television saturation in the station's area reaches
for
no reductions
in the100%,
daytimeand base
rate when there is no television in
the area. Between these two points
the indicated reductions are on a
sliding scale.
As a result of this selective approach, stations in non-television
markets would have the same r^te
afternoon
and morning;
whilewould
stations in television
markets
have a morning rate which would
be somewhat higher than the afternoon rate. The effects on the stations individually showed many
variations upwards and downwards, so that it appeared advisable for NBC to establish an appropriate flo r and ceiling on the
amount of change in afternoon and
morning rates it might propose for
individual stations at any one time.
However, the effect on the total network rate was a slight increase for
the morning and no substantial
change for the afternoon.
g. Advantages of Rate Formula and
Proposed Procedure
The new rate structure described
in the preceding pages involves a
fundamental change in network radio rate-making. For the first time,
it establishes radio homes, weighted
by a retail sales index, as the basic
factor in the construction of network rates.
By
applying
TKtucc"
tor consistentlythisto circulation
all stations,fac-it
tor particulars
eliminates
inequities
and discrepMARLES
ancies in the rate structure as it
15 WEST 47thMICHELSON,
ST., NEW YORK 19 Inc. has developed
over the years, and
IOADCASTING
• Telecasting

NBC's Rate Pattern
(Continued from page 56)
A. Under the latter approach,
existence of a television set in
adio home is regarded as removthat home completely from
ning radio circulation. This ascription leads to the conclusion
foot if wnen a^ radio families in a
tion's area are equipped with
■vision,
the station's
rate should
zero! Such
an assumption
flies
the
face
of
fact,
and
conclun to which it leads isthe unsound
1 unrealistic. The adoption of
^such a conclusion would be op;ed to the interests of adverirs themselves, because it would
d to the destruction of a medium
ich they need and can continue
use to great advantage.
The formula for revising eveig rates produced no substantial
puinges
the presentit resulted
total net-in
rk rate.in However,
'ying changes,
and
wla]j|ivnwards,
in rates upwards
for individual
\ tions. It was recognized that a
sically new approach which was
ligned to eliminate all inequities
i establish the network rate
ueture on sound lines must undo
atoo ny years of history; and that as
5am [[practical matter, such an ap)ach could not be effected in any
1 step. Accordingly, it was sugjjsn'ited that in taking rate action
fwr ;hin the framework of the new
mula, NBC should establish an
impropriate floor and ceiling on the
centage change to be effected in
individual
station's
rate,below
and
>uld
not propose
changes
s floor or above this ceiling at
y one time.
'Daytime Base Rates
TThe method used in developing
m daytime rates was parallel in
,iinciple to the method described
fove for revising the nighttime
nSfuie structure. In this case, howar, the radio homes used as a
3e were those within the station's
ytime 50% BMB area and these
iio homes were weighted for reeijjn1 sales
on the sales
basis within
of populaand retail
that
bmfcea.
3ta(t The curve to which these weightlon|fl radio homes figures were apitioio ed was similar to the curve used
mi establish evening base rates. The
lumber of listeners per 1,000 homes
the daytime avarages 45% of
2 number of evening listeners
r 1,000 homes in the evening. For
is reason, the daytime base rates
;re fixed on the curve so that
ey would produce costs-perh«[iousand which would be 45% of
CHAS. MICHELSON HIT!
$y
Phil Brito
"<zZ>*te7Vit6

CHAIRMAN of the day is Lloyd E.
Yoder (I), KNBC San Francisco general managsr, at the San Francisco
Advertising Club as the organization
observed Oil Progress Week. Sitting
at the table with Mr. Yoder is M.
Anthony Mattes, advertising manogsr. Standard Oil Co. of Calif., who
g:"/e main address.
provides a sound starting point for
adjustments to reflect television.
It takes television into account
selectively by markets, so that the
new base rates are adjusted in accordance with thein markets
degree ofwhere
televi-it
sion saturation
is available and are not adjusted
for television where it is not a factor.
It also takes the diversified effects of television into account by
applying one
adjustmenttype
formula ofin television
the evening,
a different type in the afternoon,
with no adjustment for television
in the morning. Accordingly, some
stations which have evening rate
reductions indicated because of the
effects of television, also have
morning increases indicated, to accord with the realities of their circulation values.
The formula provides a basis for
rate adjustments, which can be
made in terms of measurable factors and will conform to the chang-

ing values of network radio. For
example,
if thetoimpact
of television continues
be concentrated
in the evening, with lesser effects
in the fectsafternoon
and negligible
efin the morning,
this rate
formula can conceivably lead to a
situation where, over the years,
morning rates in television markets
will continue to increase until they
overtake evening rates.
Under this approach, stations
can count on being credited with
all future increases in radio families in their area, resulting from
population
growthof and
increasing
radio saturation
the population,
even though television families in
their area also increase. Advertisers will have the assurance that
the network rate structure will
continue to reflect circulation values of the medium and will maintain the value of an NBC franchise. By use of a systematic,
known formula, stability will be
introduced in the network rate
structure, and existing uncertainties about its future development
will be eliminated.
The formula results in a total
network rate which is substantially
equal to the present rate for the
network, with minor variations for
morning and evening network rates.
Accordingly, any change to be
made in the network rates of individual stations would not be made
for the purpose of bringing about
a change in the total network rate.
Such revisions would be made only
to eliminate existing overpricings
and sionunderpricings,
to take televiinto account scientifically,
and
to establish proper relationships
among the
individual
within
frameworkstation's
of the rates,
present overall network rate level.
The Economic Study Committee
agreed
rate
formula unanimously
described abovethatwasthesound
in principle and represented the
(Continued on page 106)
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WELLES
IS

BACK!

52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
I famous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition. J
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New York
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NBCs Rate Pattern
(Continued from page 105)
best approach
which could
be devised for establishing
the network
rate structure on a systematic and
stable basis. The affiliate members
of the Committee recommended
that the formula be presented to
SPAC for its information, and this
was done at the SPAC meetings of
October 2-4. As stated in the Foreword, SPAC was not asked to take
a position on the rate formula, because this might imply its approval
of
changesratesin individual
station's
network
resulting from
the
formula.
Accordingly, putting the rate
formula into effect is a matter for
NBC to carry forward. This will
involve discussions with stations
individually, which NBC will begin
in the near future.
LAKE ERIE DATA
FCC Issues Allen Report
STUDY of the Lake Erie region,
made by FCC Chief Engineer E.
W. Allen from last March to September, has been issued by FCC.
Although it bears the relatively
simple title of "A Service Study
in the Lake Erie Region" and consists of mere page-and-a-quarter
of text plus eight charts, its importance isconsidered by some en-

FIRST CHOICE!
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder
all the flexibility, high fidelity offers
and features
you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
LIGHTWEIGHT
the other. Eoty
4
CONSOLE
OR CONSOby
Operation
b.nina utilKavailable
in rtsh
alog — wri
^for new cat
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1,
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Nov. 2 to Feb. 1, 1952, in Washingto
re KSOK
application.
Arkansas
City, Kans.—
petition
for file
an extension
oftoGrant
timeiniti
Nov.
exceptions
decision6 toin proceeding
re applicatic
WINS
New
York,
N.
Y.
—
Grant
petition
for dismissal
of applicatio
fCC actions j
for extension
of completion
date. 1
^jft
Bcstg.
Rockford,
— Winnebago
Granted petition
forCo.,authority
to pa
ticipate
in
the
taking
of
depositions
North Shore Bcstg. Co. Inc., at Evan
ton, 111., Oct, 25.
OCTOBER 26 THROUGH NOVEMBER 1
By Elizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
cond.-conditional
CP-construction
permit
ant.-antenna
GrandNeb.Island
Bcstg.
Co.,forGraico
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna D-day
Island,
—
Granted
petition
mod.-modification
ERP-effeetive radiated power N-night
tinuance
ofWashington
hearing from
Oct. 31
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
Dec.
17
in
in
proceeding
trans.-transmitter
unl.-unlimited hours Broken
synch,STA-special
nm p. -synchronous
amplifier
vis.-visual
its
application
and
that
of KCFf—
Bow,
Neb.,
in
order
cor
CG-conditional grant
temporary authorization
plete
data, etc. Co.,to Pal
Desertengineering
Radio & Telecasting
Springs,on Calif.—
Grant* authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers action
petitionPostponed
for leave indefinite
to amei—...,
appear atandthetransfer
end of this
department, accompanied by a roundup of new W.to strike
GeorlIKB
Berger allandreference
to specifymadenew topartne
station
applications.
ship
agreement
between
Hamman and Melvin Sullivan.Jobe
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Granted
October 26 Decisions . . .
WOL forWashington,
D. C. — Granted frcp'
station;
ERPlicense
3 kw forvis.commercial
1.9 Y.—
kw Granted
aur. TV tition
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
WHAM-TV
Rochester,
N.
Oct.
30 to continuance
Jan,ascertaining
8, 1952,ofrehearing
applicatio
license
for commercial
TV station and applicant
is
availabilisi Crc
WCOL-AM-FM
Columbus,
Ohioto
indicate
trans,
location.
and
suitability
of
new
transmitter
Designated
for
hearing
in
Washington
and
thereafter
will
seek
to
amend ai
Grantedetc.;li- remove from hearing.
Dec.
6 application
forInc.assignment
of KWREcense Warrenton,
covering
increaseMo.—
in power,
licenses
from
Pixleys
to
Lloyd
A.
730
kc
500
w
D.
Pixley, Martha P. Pixley and Grace
KTFY covering
Brownfield,
Tex.of— facilities,
Granted
M. Pixley,
as individuals,fromand Lloyd
applica-A. license
etc.;
1300 Lakeland,
kc 1 kwchange
D.Fla.— Granted
Pixley tionsetfor al.assignments
to Air Trails Inc.
WOKY Milwaukee,
Granta
WFSI
CP petition
(1) purpose
authority ofWis.—
to amend
toeducational
replace CPFM forstation
new noncommercial
plicationforfor
submitti
October 29 Decisions . . .
which expired therewith
amended
engineering
12-20-50;
88.1
mc,
10
w.
ment
and removal
field intensity
measuremenstal
BY THE SECRETARY
KTBI
Tacoma,
Wash.
— Granted mod.
(2) for
of application,
CP
for
extension
of
completion
date
WBAL-TV
Baltimore,
Md.—
Granted
amended,
from
hearing
docket.
mod. CP for extension of completion
dateKDYL-TV
to 2-21-52.Salt Lake City, Utah—
October 30 Applications . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
gineers
size. far to exceed its modest October 29 Applications . . .
Modification of CP
ACCEPTED
FOR
FILING
WWOC
Manitowoc, Wis.— Mod. CP
The report shows measurements
mod.
new
Modification
of
CP
of TV service on Channels 2 and WDLP-FM Panama City, Fla.— Mod. completion AMdate.station for extension
7 in the congested Lake Erie region CP as mod. new FM station to change as WRBL-FM
Mod. (■
new Columbus,
FMdate.station Ga.—
for extensi
fromabove
8.2 kwaverage
to 4.8 terrain
kw and from
ant. of mod.
"in order to evaluate the type of ERP
completion
height
service to be expected under 290
WRBI
(FM)
Blue
Island,
HI.—
Mc
to
298
ft.,
etc.
CP as mod.
new FM station
WJZ-FM
York—to Mod.
CPERPas tension
typical congested allocation condi- mod.
of completion
date. for e
new
FMNew
station
change
License
Renewal
from
6.5
to
1.5
kw
and
ant.
height
The result showed, Mr. Allen above average terrain from 700 to 1,271 WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis. — Renew
tions."
etc. Urbana, 111.— Mod. CP as mod. of license requested,
said, that the service area for a ft.,WIUC
TENDERED FOR FILING
TV station with multiple inter- authorizing
changes
commercial
educationalin FMexisting
stationnonfor
CP to Replace CP
fering
signals
may
be
considered
completion
the same in size as for a service extension of AM—
1430 kc date.
KFST
Ft. Stockton,
Tex. — CP
area of a TV station with only a
replace
expired
tion, 860 kc 250 CPw D.for new AM s1
single interferring signal.
TV— Ch. 4
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
The reason is that the multiple
WSIP Paintsville,
Ky. — RETURNI
interference study took into ac- from
WWJ-TV
Detroit^CP
tovis.,change
ERP50 application
for assignment
licen :
13.7
kw
to
100
kw
8.55
to
count what Mr. Allen terms "more kw aur., etc.
from W. Howes
Meade to Tedof Arncfcj
Silvert
and
Escom
Chandler
for $75,0( 8
License Renewal
nearly
[the] practical
WSFC
Somerset,
Ky.
—
RETURNI
a directional
receivingantenna"
antenna—
application
forfromtransfer
of conti
Following
stations Syracuse,
request renewal
corp.
W. Howes
with a 6 db front-to-back ratio.
license: WNDR
N. Y.; licensee
to Meyer
Layman
through
sale ofMea70
The method of estimating single of
of
stock
for
$54,000.
WFBC
Greenville,
S.
C;
WJAY
MulWLTV (TV) Del.;
Atlanta,WJARGa.;
station interferring signal areas lins, S. C; Wilmington,
KFYN Bonham, Tex. — RETURNI
does not take into account direc- WDEL-TV
TV
R. I.; WBAP-TV
Fort
Worth,
Tex.; WOAI-TV
San Antonio,
Tex. Providence,
tional receiving antennas.
Co.
Most TV receiving antennas consist of a dipole and a reflector, October 30 Decisions . . .
October 31 Applications . .
Mr. Allen said.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Document is T.R.R. Report No.
Modification of CP
5.3.2, Mimeo 68490. It is available
By. Comr. George E. Sterling
KWHP
Cushing,
CP
from the FCC Technical Research
WKDK
Newberry,
S.
C—
Granted
mod,
new
stationOkla.—
for Mod.
extension
petition
for
acceptance
of
its
late
apcompletion AMdate.TV—
Division, Office of the Chief Enpearance in proceeding
upon applicaCh. 4
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
Radio
Sumter,
Sumter,
S..
C,
and WSOC Charlotte, N. C.
gineer.
WTCN-TV Minneapolis,
WIVYtitionJacksonville,
Granted from
pe- change
kwMinn.—
toetc.14.1CP(ai\ L
for continuance Fla.—
of hearing
PLOUGH Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph
vis., 9 kwERP tofrom
7.05 17.9
kw aur.,
Aspirin)
estimated
net sales
for first reports
nine months
of 1951
were
$12,326,000 as compared to $11,810,000
for the same period last year.
RADIO and TV STATION
CONSULTANTS
TELEPHONE
FOREST
DANVILLE.HILLS,VA. DANVILLE,
ORDISTRICT
WASH., VA.3953
D. 4072
C.
FOR ALL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
CALL
— "SANDY"
27 yearsOR ofWRITE
experience
at your GUYER
service

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT! Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

UB it
CONSULTING
to ii

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
tecutive Offices
National Press Building
(flees and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ashington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A—Established
US-year background
1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
^Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG. D. C.Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON,
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
i WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas,
Seattle,
Wash.
4212 S. Texas
Buckner Blvd. 4742
W. Ruffner

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
127 15th St., N. W. REpublic 31
WASHINGTOTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG. REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 AR 4-8721
1101 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILUMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century
Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1SS0—W.,Executive
(Nights-holidays,
Lockwood 5851
5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
111. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
One LeFevre
Lane, New Systems
Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1*20

N. C,to proceeding.
and WDNC Durham,
N.Charlotte,
C, parties
La.
andSpringhill
Resort Bcstg.
Bcstg. Co.,
Co., Springhill,
Hot Springs,
Ark.
— Designated
for inhearing
in con-on
so1Dec.idated
proceeding
Washington
11 application
for
new station
on 590 kcof 500Springhill
w D, with
application
forKALB
same Alexfrequencyandria,withLa.,of1party
kwResort
D;tomade
with
respect
applicationproceeding
of Springhill
Bcstg. Co.to only.
Extends SSA
WNYC New
N.Co.,
Y. and
KFAR
Midnight
Sun York,
Bcstg.
Fairbanks,
Alaska.—
Granted
extension
of ofSSA30
for
WNYC
and
KFAR
for
period
days ending
Nov. 30,
further
study
of ruling
U. S.pending
Circuit
Court
of Appeals
forofofDistrict
of Bcstg.
Columbia
Circuit
in
case
American
Co.
Inc.. v. FCC, decided
Granted July
CP 19, 1951.
ConestogaPa.—Television
Lancaster,
Granted
CPAssn.
fortoInc.,
new610
experimental
TV
station
on
590
msc,
or
such
frequencies
as
may
be
assigned
by Chief,
Bureau;
outputw power
notexperimental
to Broadcast
exceed 5000type
w vis.,
2500
aur.;
antennas, not to exceed 75 ft. above
ground;
Pioneer cond.
Bcstrs. Inc., Portland,100.3Ore.mc,—
Granted
(Ch. 262) CP57 kwClass960B ft.station,
ant.; cond.

Special Authority
WIOD-FM,
Miami,authority
Fla.— Granted
special byexperimental
to operate
station
remote
control
from
studio
control
room
without
licensed
operator
in attendance
at WIOD-FM
for
period ending
April 30, transmitter,
1952; cond.
WHBS-FM Huntsville, Ala. — Granted
specialate station
experimental
authority
by remote controlto operfrom
transmitter of WHBS (AM) without licensed
operator
at WHBSFM transmitter, inforattendance
period ending
April
30,Following
1952; cond.stations granted changes
in existing facilities as shown:
WNBC-FM
To
change
antennaNewfromYork,1440N.to Y.1445— ft.;
cond.
WTSV-FM
Claremont,
N.
H.
—
change930ERPto 1,000
from ft.1.5 kw to 4.8 kw., ant.To
from
To
ant.WOPI-FM
fromto condition
2210Bristol,
ft. tothatTenn.—
minusapplicant
52 ft.change
subwill
take jectvent
whatever
steps
necessary
to from
prere-radiation
of
WOPI
signal
FM antenna structure.
WLCS-FM
Baton3 kwRouge,
— ant.To
change
ERPto 200from
to and
680La.w,subject
from
380
ft,,
cond.,
to power method
of WLCS during
being determined
indirect
installation byof
FM antenna,
etc. on page
(Continued
112)
November 5, 1951 • Page 107

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
iOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

U
iceffi

Washington 5, D. C.

Of. H Oilier
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631
Member AFCCE*
ght aboveLicense
averageRenewal
terrain 549 ft.). land; WJAS Pittsburgh, Pa.; WNAC
Boston; WNAH
WHLDCalif.;
NiFalls; KGIL Nashville;
San Fernando,
lil following
stationsAurora,
request 111.;
renewal
of KIT agaraYakima,
Wash.;
KITOTacoma,
San
:nse:
WMRO
WSKY
Bernardino,
Calif.;
KMO
leville,
C; WBRC-TVBirmingham;
Birming- Wash.
n,IBR-TV
Ala.; N.Jacksonville,
WAFM-TV
Temporary Extension
Fla.; WAVELouisville,
Ky.;
WAAM
Following stations granted temporary
timore; WKTV (TV) Utica, N..(TV)
Y.; extensions
of1952:licenses for period ending Feb. 1,Miami
'MY-TV
Seattle, Greensboro, N. C; KINGWKAT
Fla.;
Jacksonville,
Fla.; Beach,
WTMC
Ocala,WJHP
Fla.;
WOBS
Jacksonville,
Fla.;
WTJH
East
tober 31 Decisions . . .
Point,
Ga.;
WLYN
Lynn,
Mass.
(Comr.
iSY THERenewal
COMMISSION
EN
BANC
Jones for regular renewal); WDSU New
of Licenses
Orleans (Comr. Jones for regular re'ollowing
renewal newal).
licensesCharlottesville,
forstations
regulargranted
period:
Designated for Hearing
WNA
Va.;
WAVZ
w Haven,
Conn.;
KFBBKans.;
Great WADC
Falls, Lee County Bcstg. Co., Bishopville,
nt.;
KFH
Wichita,
S.
C.
—
Designated
for hearing inforWashnew
ron, Greensboro,
Ohio.; WCAMN. C;Camden,
N. J.; station ionngton on Dec.
620 kc5 application
1 kw; made WAYS
!OG
WERE ClevetOADCASTING
• Telecasting

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Help Wanted
NBC affiliate
of 11 years(Cont'd)
standing
respected
position forin combination
community n i
capable engineer
trol
room
and transmitter
operai
Lots
ofbusy
recording
and
swi i"1
ing insense
roomnetwork
where pro<
tion
iscontrol
essential.
Kilowatt
di
tional
quired fulltime.
unless youNo areannouncing
really g
Pleasant working conditions i
staff where agriab
isagreeable
rewarded.go-getting
Rapidly expanding
tural community
with year-round
sunny
climate. KYUM,
Yuma, Ariz
Engineer for
1000NewwattYorkdirectional
stallation
near
mediate need. Chief Engineer,City,WG
Huntington, New York.
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
WOOF, bama5000needs watt
Dotham,menAla-at Wanted:
Engineer
night shift,
two station
combination
weekly.Waynesville,
Contact forJimmy
ninety dollars
week formust
daytimebe WHCC,
N. C. Child
work.
Your per
announcing
above average.
Columbia
stationboard
needs two announcers
for
copy and
plus traffic
permanentsecondary
transmitterto c!e
manager
to announcework
some.
Good We
neer. seekand
Experience
working conditions.
WPAD,
Paducah,
Kentucky.
acter
ambition.White,CarWKTY,
necess
Contact Harold
Combination
man
for
morning
shift.
Crosse,
Wisconsin.
Accent
announcing.
$65.00 toGa.start. Wanted, engineers having desire
WVOP. onTelephone
327, Vidalia,
voice to announce. Pay $55 or n
while
Alabama.you learn. Wire WMFT, Flore
Engineer
with announcing
abilities, g
Technical
not necessary.
Good future,
salary
and
other
benefits.
Send
qug|*£
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
re- mouth,
cation. Cape
WOCB Cod,
AM &Massachusetts.
FM, West "5 '
Virginia network
station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
opening for 1st class o]
Engineer or combination for 250 watter Immediate
for 43Peters,
hours Chief
per w
Wire or$54.29
call Harold
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCAST- ator.
ING.
neer, WOMI, Owensboro, Kentuck I
Wanted
Transmitter
operatorExperience
with car Immediate
for
AM — and
FM$50.00
station.
first
phone opening
license.forcomplete
Noengineer
experi
necessary.
Forward
unnecessary.
for
forty
hours
including
photo,
with
application
plus
time
and
one-half
for
overtime.
Box 291L, BROADCASTING.
portunity
i
opening onfortoannouncing.
firstlearnclassannouncing,
combo
Engineer,
announcer,
salesman, N.firstY. phasis
Radioman,Sta
phone,
full
trick
plus
commission,
WSNW,
Seneca,
South
Carolina.
network, unlimited local. Consistent First class phone transmitter opera
income improvement
right man. Imnot necessary.
Petersburg, Virginia.
CASTING.mediate opening. Box 369L, BROAD- Experience
First
Class
engineer.
Immediate op
Wanted:
Engineer-announcer
at
250
watt
east central
network
affiliate.
ing. Network,
Contact James
Announcing
experience
desirable
but dio
WVCV,Trewin,
CherryRuralVal
New
York.
not essential. Box 393L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, $50.00
engineer 40with
firsttimeclassah
cense.
hours,Radio
Engineer
— First
no experience
overtime.forContact
Sta
necessary.
Goodphone,
future.
Box 398L, half
BROADCASTING.
WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Wanted:neer andExperienced
combinationworking
engi- Production-Programming, Oth
conditions. announcer.
Indiana. Box Good
403L, BROAD- writers!
Where 'n Good
Sam Hill
the cc
CASTING.
job, aregoodall pay,
station.
Good
deal
for
good
Just out of portschool?
Well
here'snetwork
an op- Come on, fellas: Samples, backgrot
unity to join
a good
affiliated Rocky
Mountain
west station. data to Box 218L, BROADCAST!
Immediate nouncer.
opening
for
engineer-anand par- Farm editor progressive Iowa stat
ING. ticulars to BoxSend disc,
411L,photo
BROADCASTRush photo,
information j &.
Box disc,
351L, fullBROADCAST!:
First
class necessary,
transmitterone engineer.
No letter.
Good
opportunity
for
experience
kw
in
large
of traffic
helpful, D.copywr
1000 Cwa
Virginia
University
city.BROADCAST$50.00 week knowledge
ING.
100
miles
of
Washington,
for 40 hours.
Box 421L,
422L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Experienced
news
Wanted: toExperienced
engineerradiowhoplant.
has write. Excellent opportunity man,
ability
supervise
entire
with writing
ability
newsfor ji
Must
know
how
to
delegate
work
and
Airqualifications,
work
not and
essential,
teach subordinates.
Good working
con- ment.
letter
of
including
ditions.
Midwest
station
adequately
financed.
Good future. Box 404L perience, background and salary
BROADCASTING.
pected to Station WFDF, Flint, Mi
Engineers
and
comboaugment
men needed
net
Program
director
with
keen sense
and
local
stations
staffs.
40lie
relations
and
promotion
toSpierwf fx
hour week
and talent.
train. Air with
topnotch
program
staff.
mail,
Engineer,
Box 867,WillMorgantown,
d
opportunity
with station
operated
W. Va.
experienced
radio
people.
Contact
gan. Kelly,Georgia.
M.
Manager,
WJBF,
(N!
?la
Engineer-announcer,
young
man
to
fit
Augusta,
into
small
staff.
Sales
commission
if
desired.where
Deep hunting
in the heart
of theispine
forest
and fishing
ex-H
Television
cellent. ReplyManager,
immediately
to J.CrosFleet,
Owner,
KAGH,
Salesmen
sett, Arkansas.
radiohascontact
man national
org ^
KPET, Lamesa, Texas now has an TV
ization
opening
person.
opening for engineer-announcer-.
man
betweenLimited
30 andtravel
40forto contact
stations.
from
OpeningContact
for 1stChief
class transmitter oc- York. This is an excellent opportu;I
erator.
a person
canMusthandle
Waynesboro,
Va. Engineer, WAYB for
relations
and who
sales.
havepu i
rounded
agency,
station,
network
Immediate
opening
for
engineer
with
perience.
Salary
approximately
first class
license. Contact Allen B.
Jones,
resume.
informa'
confidential.
Box 428L,AllBROADCA
ton, N.Radio
C. Station WGNI, Wilming- 000.
ING
•SendTELECASTING.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
20<? per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 25<f per word— $2.00 minimum
SituationsAll Wanted,
other classifications 30<t per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
$100 extraexpressly
charge for
If transcriptions or bulk packages subi itted,
iling.anyAllliability
transcriptions,
photos, etc.,
sent
Broadcasting
repudm jtes
tocustody
box numbers
or responsibility
for their
or return.are sent at owner's risl
Help Wanted
North midwestern station needs following personnel:
Three ($300-$400)
experienced announcer -engineers
per
month.manProgram
director
($350). Sales(15%).
State
all
particulars
first letter
with disc
or tape Box
and 240L,
pic-in
t
u
r
e
s
.
A
l
replies
answered.
BROADCASTING.
Managerial
Commercial and
manager
with provenof sales
experience
sales
Wantbackground
a man
with
ability
inmanagement.
station
promotion
and
with
sales
ideas tionthatwill will
develop
into salary,
sales. Posipay
well
with
percentage and override to right man.
Major network
affiliate
in for
Pacificenergetic
northwest.
Excellent
future
man. experience,
Send complete
history insalary
first
letter,
past earnings,
expected,
references
andyou personal
habits.
Car
required.
If
want
live inqualifications,
the Pacific northwest
and 349L,
haveto
the
write Box
BROADCASTING.
Commercial
manager
can sell and
direct
salesmen.
Must whobe experienced,
personable
livesuccessful
wire. Excellent
opportunity
with
network
station
in medium sized California market.
Salary
and override. Box 388L, BROADCASTING.
Commercial
manager
wanted
forStartnetwork
California
station.
ing salarysouthern
$400.00arrangement
per month
with
commission
that
will
earn
two to three
a month
Position
open hundred
now. Apply
Box more.
399L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: peCommercial
manager
of
exand$7,000
ability toon$10,000
contractannually.
which
shouldwatts
yieldriencepower.
250
70,000
population.
South. Address Send
reply Box 400L,
BROADCASTING.
and
photograph, personal datareferences
first letter.
Salesman
Salesman, drawing
with
15%
commission.
$600
peraccount
month Send
or better
possiblepletefordetailsgoodimmediately.
salesman.
comBox
361L,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman
announcer-salesman.
250
watt references,
east orcentral
affiliate.
Rush
full network
information.
Box
394L, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, preferably
with tosmallwork
marketfor
experience,
who desires
only stationportunity finor mancitywith
of 50,000.
Fine
opideas and helpsales
ability.
Announcing
experience
ful but not
essential.
State,
age,
experience, education,
status,
salary requirement.
Box marital
431L, BROADCASTING^
Wanted
salesman Cancapable
becominga
sales manager.
earn of$800-$l,000
month.
S75 draw.
Some existing
accounts10% tocommission.
start. Ken
Palmer,Mexico.
KVER, Box 1388, Albuquerque,
New
Salesman
that canmajor
sell service
not
just
time.
third
market,
plenty Inof this
competition
but Details
excellent
opportunity
for
experience.
to
G.
S. Manager,
Camden,
N. J.WKDN. Radio Park,
Salesmen—
to travel
in 12 and
easternby
states
by carSingle,
selling
in our
person
long distance
phone,
successful
continuity
service
and
our
7
new
continuous script
shows.centerPrefer
salesmen
whose tory.
base
is andnear
ofarrangement
this
terriSalary
expense
with
opportunity
to grow.
Merchandising
Division,
NationalWrite
ReChicago search
10, Bureau,
Illinois.Inc., NRB Building,
Anntuneert
Announcer-engineer
stationarea.in Minnesota, Iowa, South for
Dakota
Salary onen. Write Box 249L, BROADCASTING.

Help Wantedfamous
(Cont'd) CrosDo impersonations
by, Boyer,
Bugs
Bunny, Bestars,
alongin spotwith
clever,
fluent
DJ
chatter.
CASTING^
light, write today Box 313L, BROADFully
experienced,
all-round
announcer,
who
knows
operates
board,
studio
and production,
remote broadcasts,
with
some
sales
experience
and
for
Michigan network kilowatt.car,Good,
sound operation
and excellent
opport
u
n
i
t
i
e
s
f
o
r
qualifying
announcer.
Send
all details and auditionNoto Box
362L,
BROADCASTING.
pl
ease!beginners,
Wanted: Experienced
announcer-salesman-copy-writer or announcer-copywriter.
ABC affiliate,
goodor small
Minnesota
town.
tape
first.
Man now
in Send
midwestdiscpreferred.
CAsixty
ST
Start
five.IN
Box G.
364L, BROADWanted — announcer with good hard
punching
commercialSend
voice. Large midwestern
market.
disc
and
all details
first letter.audition
Box 367L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted for AM-TV station
in000.midwest
population
over with
100,Must onbecity,
versed
in all phases,
emphasis
commercials,
atandleast
3
years
experience.
Send
tape
letter
to Box 414L, BROADCASTING.
Upper Michigan
stationexperience.
desires staffSend
aner. One year
letter and nouncdisc
or tape. Box 418L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
with
first
class
ticket.Announcer-engineer
250Good
watt salary,
daytimecommission
Michigan
independent.
on sales. Experience
not necessary.
Box 423L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer
metropolitan
New York wanted.
station. Local
Box
429L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,ceptionalexperienced,
although
exability may
for
experience
single,compensate
interested
exceptional lack,
opportunity
with rapidlyin
expanding
Send requireexperience,ments,age,organization.
education,
salary
photo
audition
disc immediateand
ly. Box 432L,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer-copywriter
immediately by 5000 wattnewsman.
CBSwanted
affiliate.
Must be experienced
Send
all details
including
with disc
or tape salary
to KFBB,requireGreat
Falls, ments
Montana.
5000
watt
ABC
affiliate
needs
capable
announcer.
Salaryconditions,
$65—40 hours,
exworking
housing ences,cellent
available.
Send Also
photo,adequate
refer-or
etc.,
first
letter.
tape
disc for audition.
Charles Price, KMLB,
Monroe,
Louisiana.
Announcer wanted KOPR, Butte, Montana. Contact Ed Cooney.
Combination
announcer-engineer.
Emphasis on announcing.
Salary
come with ability.
Call
Manager
atnettsville.
telephoneS.mensurat780
collect.
WBSC,
BenC.
Wanted immediately,
opening network
for anne r on Florida
station.
$75.00Wheeler,
fornouncer-engiforty
hour Pensaweek.
Contact
Mel
WEAR,
cola, Florida.
Combinationshift.announcer-engineer
morning
Accent on unnecessary.
announcing.for
Engineering
experience
Salary
$75.00
for
40
hours.
WJEH,
Gallipolis, Ohio.
Experienced
staff
announcer
needed
immediately,
salary
depended
upon
your experience.
Send Mahlock,
disc,
letter,WKJG,
telephone numberIndiana.
Cal
Fort Wayne,
Announcer
withsales
console
board WKTY,
experience, parttime
if desired,
LaCrosse,
Wisconsin.
Announcer, staff, DJ, some news. Send
disc, photo, WMGW, Meadville, Pennsylvania.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
f»a;tyi Revision
engineer,
of work-to
g into any position capable
from camera
.'t;
ansmitter.
License
and
TV
schooling
' ■:(bquired.
opportunity
right
an. Oklahoma.
WriteGoodChief
Engineer,forKOTV,
falsa,
Situations Wanted
Managerial
anjj] ttention owners! Is your station mak;,.S'Ci; ang the
profit
it should?
Here's
the
whoSave
canmoney
curb
expenses,
increase
by manager.
a combination
—:ift fees.
^anager,
commercial
Ma! ire, long experience,
smooth
•iM^onomical
operation.Box capable,
Prefer BROADmarket
7 $00
to 30,000.
434L,
ASTING.
rjie^eneral
and commercial
manager
avail— )le immediately.
12 years
experience,
:re|irong
on
sales
and
programming
and
o promotion, successful business backmind,willmarried,
family, college
gradYcss]I ate,
go
anywhere,
salary,
comission. Reply Box 324L, BROAD— .ASTING.
;IM;t asyearsmanager.
broadcasting
Last
Age 40.experience.
Available now.
mf
ox
390L,
BROADCASTING.
—■5 . ;-eneral-commercial
mscious available manager
for small profit
and
edium market
station.
Successful
»a $i iles,
ickground
in
station
management
and
will travel, salary and
commisiion
I commensurate
Mar— s^ed,
veteran, collegewith
grad.ability.
Box 325L,
S Of RO ADC ASTING.
j,JC]|;3sition
icommercial
manager desiresExcellent
similar
or general
_Ciles record
in top manager.
independent opera:-M J onmtlymajor
metropolitan
market.
CurRO ADCemployed.
ASTING. $10,000. Box 402L,
■ op
ommercial manager who gets out and
•! :11s. Not high pressure. Sincere
!,nsta£.ng
| orkerexperience,
for your pleasing
interests.
Mature.
personality.
1
how
and
prefer
southern
single
sta— on market. Box 433L, BROADCASTS'.
W^._ ,
Salesmen
illViiresser!
!ommercialConsider
man, nocentral
flare! No fancy
12L, BROADCASTING. states. Box
Announcers
nnouncer-program
director
osition
in
northeast.
Ten year desires
backround. Box 55L, BROADCASTING.
_.nnouncer-record librarian wants sta"JJon
opportunities.
Experienced,
ollege
graduate,
good references,
vetran. with
Box
323L, BROADCASTING.
imSHjlrnpt,
nnouncer-program
director,
29,
ex7 years
experience,
presently employed,
seeking advancement,
exerienced
all
departments,
consider
ffers. Box 327L, BROADCASTING. all
vailable:
man,radio,
1st phone.
college,Combo
2 years
emphasis5
1.1, ears
reduction,
straight
announcing,
ersonality shows.
Knows
music, news,
pop,
„*'pzz,
classical.
Ambitious
butgrow.
not imu j atient,
wants
place
to
$70
northwest or Florida.
a, ox'eekly.343L,Pacific
BROADCASTING.
ewscaster,
yearswattexperience,
inluding
2 employed
years2V2 5000
affiliate,
arrently
networkCBSnewsroom,
eeks
return
to
broadcasting.
Box
16L, BROADCASTING.
__.old it! Experienced, ambitious anStrong commercials,
..UslW
X«ws,NBCMCnouncer
etc.AM-TV.Presently
employed Ex-50
AM-TV.
Desire change.
cellent
references.
Disc,
par■at(«; ig.cularsBoxon 363L,
request.BROADCASTING.
Thanksphoto,
for readl.nnouncer-engineer,
first phone,
two
J ears
experience
married
et. Tapes,
disc. allBox phases,
391L, BROADI ASTING.
.nnouncer-engineer-first
phone,
de_J!-;re
combo job.
Presently
employed
0J senna.
announcer
with
Liberty
affiliate
in
.oc|
station
not
set
up
for
combo
Experienced
on 1 and
kw West,jCtIfli-kj:rperation.
Electric
directional
AM
1
kw
CA FM transmitters. One year col«i'yege.D. Graduate
of N.A.O.B.,
Washing:{»n,
C. and
I.R.T.,
Jacksonville,
Fla.
., .vailable
November
26. Box 395L,
I RO ADC ASTING.
1112
Experienced,
single. AudiPre)CA ;ronnnouncer.
Florida.
anywhere.
disc. BoxWill397L,go BROADCASTING.

Situations
(Con't) from
Topflight
announcerWanted
just released
Army. ences.
Best Thorough
agencybackground
and stationincludes
refernetwork andforregional
staffandannouncing.
Reputation
industry
sobriety.
Tape 416L,
or personal
interview on request.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Presently employed
experienced al phases,announcer,
desires
salesPD/announcing
withBROADfuture.
Married.
Details.position
Box 405L,
CASTING^
Staff announcer, 1 year experience
affiliate andground.indie,
show business
backSeeking
position
with station
having
good and
operation,
I can
settle, learn
grow. where
Vet, current
air check tape. Box 408L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with good farm background,
for staffgramsjob.
farm proruralEmphasis
audienceonAudition
promotion.
Married. andDraft
exempt.
disc
on
request.
Box
409L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc
jockey.
2 yearsPrefer
experience. 27,will
draft
exempt.
midwest, but
accept
reasonable
offer elsewhere.
Tape
and
photo
available. Box 413L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
second
lish. Can write
copy.phone.
Married,B.A.vet,Eng-28.
One child,nectionnowith future
reserve.desire.
Permanent conBROADCASTINGBox. 415L,
Topnotch
newscaster
station news
that
has
or wants
to have, seeks
a topnotch
department.ecutives Net
work toand ability
agency and
exwill attest
character. Box 417L, BROADCASTING^
Announcer,
employed
upperAmbitious.
midwest.
Draft exempt.
Young.
Want
security. Box 420L, BROADCASTING^
Experienced
announcer,
formerly plenty
news
editor
independent,
ofdesires
board1000
andwattcommercial
experience,on
position
in
east.
Emphasis
news.
NYC— UN. 4-8625. Box 426L,
BROADCASTING.
Ithem.
can't talk
at people,
but25,I single,
can talkcol-to
veteran,
legeYoung
grad,down
desires
beginning
positionNo
inprima
good
to
earth
station.
donna.
Announce,
DJ,
operate
board orPrefer
sweepmidwest.
floor. write,
Have
air
experience.
Will
come
for
interview.
Write
Box 436L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer:
Two
years
experience,
know music and sports, can write.
Single, vet, medeasterner,
available imiately. Box 438L, BROADCASTING^
Sportscaster,
radio basketball,
or TV. Tops
in
baseball,
football,
wrestling.
employedboxing,
with
long list of Presently
satisfied sponsors.
Only
highestcials,references,
majorprevious
league officoaches,
employers.Family,
Checksponsors,
my draft
record.
College
grad.
Vet.
exempt.
My
$200
weekly
requirement
will
be
the
best
you ever made. Write
Box investment
439L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
commentator,
newson writer,
continuityBuilt
writer
available
notice.
local
news Also
intoDJweeks
major
item
of
present
station.
and
personality
shows.
Write
Box 440L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
A-l newscaster - editor,
now
changeemployed
to westtop orindependent,
northwest.wants
Top
Hooper mon
newscasts,
sponsor testionials on results.
Experienced,
capa
b
l
e
,
a
s
PD,
continuity
editor,
general
staff
and sales.$5200
Thirty-five,
married,
no neurotic.
year minimum.
Increasedsults.earnings
predicated
on rePrompt response
all inquiries.
Box 441L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
month's band,
experience all
phases
news, 10DJ,
sports, color.
Let dance
meimmediately.
have yourremotes,
phone
number,
will
travel
Night
turn preferred, permanent position,
salary $220. Box 443L, BROADCASTING.
Attentionnouncersouthwest,
midwest.
An, DJ and Competent,
PD. reliable.
Eight
yearsAvailexperience.
able
15th.
Gregory,
KWHN,
Ft.
Smith,
Arkansas. Please State salary, hours.
Staff announcer,
veteran,
family,
extensive
sports,
jockey,
news.
John experience,
Mackin,
552 disc
West
Street, New
York
33, New
York. 183rd
Announcer-MC.
RecentStrong
college
graduate, 25, vet, single.
on music,
news
ad lib.
Tom
Quain,and196sports.
WyomingGoodAvenue,
South
Orange, New Jersey, SO. 2-4733.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Capable announcer
experience.
Excellent
on newsAvailable
and— some
DJ. immediately.
Handle
any
board. Disc.
N.L. I.,B. N.Rawlick,
25-23
23rd
St.,
Astoria,
Y.
Announcer, married, draft exempt.
College
SRT graduate.
Strong
onbackground.
news,EdDJ,Sheaffer,
commercials.
write copy.
Box Also
635,
Bensenville,
111.
Sportscaster, five years experience in
all sports,
high school.
Also
special pro-college,
events and news.
Desire
position
withtravel.
sports-minded Bobstation.
Single.son, 1470Will
Warner Ave.,Contact
Chicago 13,Wil-111.
5or andphone9 p.m.Buckingham 1-0565, between
Technical
Combination
chief
accomplished
in
bothengineer-announcer,
lines.settled,
Now em-reployed as same.
Family,
liable,
southerner.
Alabama
or
sippi stations only.
Will
arrangeMissisperand BROADCASTING.
audition.
$400.00
monthly.sonal interview
Box 248L,
Engineer,
15
years
experience
including
construction and directional operation.
Desires responsible
position
procompany inBROADCASTING.
midwestwithor west
coast. Boxgressive253L,
Combo-lst
phone. 3 Good
announcer,
capable
technician.
years experience,
young, single,
draft Florida.
exempt.
Available
December.
Prefer
Box
385L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer:
Four
years
experience
AM/FM,
combo,maintenance.
nemos, recordings,
construction,
chief BROADCASTING.
kw. Available
January.Present
Box
386L,
Experienced
chief,
interested
relocating. Ten years in radio. Box 396L,
BROADCASTING.
Married
vet, 24 years
desirescontrol.
new
position.
50 kwTVoldmaster
First
phone3 years
license.
training.
Give
all
details
first
letter.
Box
410L.
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, construction,
twenty years experience
maintenance,
also TV
service
experience.
Family, references.
Good
record
BROADCASTING.as chief. Box 424L,
Desire gional
position
chief engineer
restation.all asphases
Seventeen
years exmaintenanceperienceand
operationconstruction,
including
50 kw.
More than
15 yearschange.
with presemployer,
but desire
Box
430L,entBROADCASTING.
Engineer,
first
phone
since
1939.
years midwest
11 years5
military
radio, broadcaster,
presently completing
two
and
one-half
years
with
100transkw
Army broadcaster,
experienced
mitters, studios,
remotes,
construction,
maintenance,
college,
married,
family,
draft
35, references.
about soexempt,
year.
Sfc ReubenAvailable
Davidn,first
% Mrs.of Davidson,
St., Springfield,
Missouri.1430 S. Jefferson
Engineer
permanent
with solid biseeking
operation.
15 monthsposition
comn
a
t
i
o
n
,
1
months
transmitter
board
work. Will consider either. Family.
4-F.
Due
to
man
returning
from
service
will be available
in December.
Exemployer
paying
forcellent
this therecommendations,
ad. high
If your
paymaster
acknowledges
cost
of
living
fnd
paysSamaccordingly
for goodMiddlework,
contact
Potter, WPFB,
town, Ohio.
Production-Programming, Others
Program
director. Knows
One of radio's
men. Creative.
radio, topall
phases. Success
story.
ExcellentDesires
refe
r
e
n
c
e
s
.
W
i
l
do
air
work.
metropolitan
area.
Available
one
months
notice.
Box
234L,
BROADCASTING.
ABC
— Means male
alwayswriter,
betterhandles
copy, trafyes,
experienced
fic, wants station
with
chance
for
advancement.
Solid
copy
of
any
type.
References.
CASTING. Box 387L, BROADCASTExperienced
collegeLooking
grad,
male.
Writeswithcopywriter,
copya future.
that sells.
for
a
job
References
tell my story. Box 406L. BROADCASTING.
Program
announcer,
desires
California Director,
station,
backnow living five
in So.years
California.
Box 425L,ground,BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Build sales.
Add listeners.
director,
experienced,
excellentWoman's
voice,
will
create,
sellAlsoand
woman's
features,
shopping
andwritedeliver
fashioncopy.
remotes,
disc
shows.
427L, BROADCASTING. Box
Experienced,
draft
exempt
newsman.
Capable
in allstaff
phases
of news
work.
Can handle
duties.
Permanent
position
desired.
Have
B.
S.
in Radio Journalism. Box Degree
BROADCASTING.
435L,
Tower ablypainting
wanted
—
very
reasonpriced, fully
insured, references
first class
brush job
guaranteed,
furnished onformationrequest.
For
further
inw
r
i
t
e
to
the
Refseth
Steeple
Jack Service at Marshall. Minnesota.
Television
Technical
TV engineer:
transmitter and TV Experienced
studio
controlorin design,
seeks
association
with group
stationto
planning
TV
broadcasting.
Able
establish station at minimum cost. Box
378L.
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTFor Sale
Stations
Wanted
—toExperienced
broadcaster
with
capital
consider
buying
interest
established
promising
field,hasinin
CASTING.
which
choiceplantof inthree
affiliations
become available. Box 258L, BROADSouthwest state. 1000 watts. Netting
$2,000
month.in Asking
S130.000.
opportunity
a growing
area. Ideal
Box
444L.
BROADCASTING.
For sale: 100 watt unlimited station in
Texas, good
location.
Studio has
and transmitter
together. Owner
other
interest
demanding
fulltimesale,
attention.
Will
sacrifice
for
quick
contact
Callan
Graham.
914
Alamo
National
Bank Building. San Antonio, Texas.
For
sale — broadcasting
stations. Leonard
J.Champaign.
Schrader.
111.509^2
PhoneEast9094.Green St.,
Equipment etc.
Tower,
178 ft. Truscon
self supporting
with
insulators
and hardware.
new
and a bargain.
Write Box Brand
344L,
BROADCASTING.
For
sale.
Magnecord
PT6-AH
recorder
with ablePT6-J
amplifier.
Both inS450.00.
portcases and
good condition.
Box 401L,
BROADCASTING.
Truscon
H-30, 295 monitor
foot tower,and 1 limiter.
kw GE
FM
transmitter,
Magnecorder
PT6A and Collins
PT6R. remote
W. E.
arms
and
reproducers.
single andment. G.double
speech and
input preamp
equipE.
program
amplifiers.DCAS
All
year andBoxhalf.
No
BROA
reasonable
offerusedrefused.
TING
. 419L,
Latest
RCA 16-mm
projectormodel
never television
uncrated
S4200.
Box complete
437L, BROADCASTING.
For
sale
—
Boardmaster
schedule
production
board. Warrenton,
New, cost Mo.S50, and
sell
for
$30. KWRE.
106-ft. Truscon
antenna;
2-section
RCA steel
pylonroof-type
equipped
with
C.A.A.
lighting;or and
power Aurora
cable.
Priced
$1500.00
best offer.
(111.) Beacon-News.
For sale: Complete library of original
35-mm.
Negatives,
including
television
theatrical
and no
home
30,000
Il
li
is
feet
Addressfield
H. rights.
A..
S., Room
1040, or135more.
So. LaSalle
Street.
Chicago
3,
For
sale
—
One
150
ft.
Windcharger
used
tower $390. F. O. B. Petersburg. U. S.
Tower burg,Co.,Virginia.
Union Trust Bldg.. PetersWanted to Buy
Stations
Station
wanted
— Small market
station
in California,
in northern
section.
Mustpreferably
be reasonable
with
CASTING^
strong potential.
independent considered. Network
Box 352L, orBROADStationion inwanted.
Regional
network
stasoutheast,
prefer Fla.
but tothers
considered.
Yourlocation
reply
strictly
CASTING.confidential. Box 445L, BROAD(Continued on next page)

Wanted to Buy (Cond't.)
Equipment, Etc.
Wanted:
1 State
kw amplitude
modulated
transmitter.
price,
age.
Also
need CAA-A3
beaconcondition,
and flasher.
Box 264L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
one less
RCAcrystal.
type TMV-129B
crystal ditionoven,
conand price.
Box 330L,Give
BROADCASTINGS
Help Wanted
Announcers
COMBO MAN
wanted
Must be strong
onqualann
o
u
n
c
i
n
g
.
M
u
s
t
be
ified to serve as Send
our
Chief
tape or Engineer.
platter
and state
salary
expected.
Orth
Bell, General Manager.
KLMR, Lamar, Colo.
5000 watt station
dothan, alabama
NEEDS
two combination men at ninety dollars
per week noufor
ncing must daytime
be abovework.
average.Your anEmployment Service

WOOF

situations Wanted
Managerial
STATION MANAGER
20 years experience
Not a swivel chair manager
but one who is a leg-man always
pounding the pavements for
sales. Excellent references.
Widely known among national
radio buyers. Been employed by
only two people in twenty years.
Write
ING. Box 3 65L, BROADCASTTelevision
Production-Programming, Others
Producer-director
network andrecord
independentTV
stations.earlyHave
outf.tanding
since
pioneering
days.
Over In20inremote
spons
o
r
s
a
n
d
3000
hours
of
direction
and studiomanent btelecasts.
seeking agency
a pererth withPresent
anI amadvertising
TVlicensee.
department.
station
or
pending
request. Will supply all information on

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
experienced mancommercial
gram directors,
chiefmanagers,
engineers proand
disc
jockeys.
Inquiries
applicants and employers.invited from
Howard S. Frazieb
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

For Sale
Stations
MUST SELL AT ONCE
Emergency forces us to offer
at sacrifice price, good 250
watt fulltime station in growing east coast city. Excellent
potential.
BOX 366L, BROADCASTING

Wanted to Buy
For Sale (Cont'd)
Equipment, etc.
FOR SALE
Western Electricfor 504B-2
three kw FM
xmitter-crystal
Lennox
blower
used5A92.5withFMMC.above.
Western
Electric
frequency
modulation
monitorin— crystals
for 92.5overMC.and3
This equipment
useoperating
slightly
years,
and
in
good
condition.
Also special
transmitting
dipoleAssociates
antenna
MC made
Workshop
—forwill92.5handle
3 kwby— with
app. 50 ft. of
BG-X17/TJ
flexible
coax.
WHAT,
Haverhil , Mas .
Wanted to Buy
Stations
wanted to buy
250 WATT OR
1000 WATT STATION
in small town in the southwest.
Experienced
station operator.
Box 392L, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
ANNOUNCERS •NaturoIly the
big-timers make the big money. If
you're wondering what's holding YOU
back,mill,
maybefromsomeone
who'sto national
been through
the
tin-pots
net-a
w
o
r
k
s
,
c
a
n
help
you.
It
only
needs389L,
post
card
asking
for
details.
Box
BROADCASTING.

nnouncement

November

1, 1951

the following classified
rates will be in force:
SITUATIONS WANTED
• 20f per word ($2.00 minimum)
HELP WANTED
• 250 per word ($2.00 minimum)
ALL OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS
• 300 per word ($4.00 minimum)
DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS
• $15.00 per inch (one column x 1");
• $30.00— (one column x 2");
• $45.00— (one column x 3"), etc.
All classified advertising includes
the blind box number at no cost. Replies will
be mailed daily, first class, postage free. If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00
extra charge for mailing.
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL

Stations
We have immediate buyers /<
New England and eastern seaboard
stations. call or write
R.1109C. Union
Crisler Trust Bldg. Phone
Cincinnati, Ohio Dunbar 7775

CBC AUDIENCE
New Study /ssue
AUDIENCE STUDIES of large i]
sections of Canada than possib
with the coincidental telephor
method have been made by the Cj (A
nadian Broadcasting Corp. throug
the radio panel of Internation:
Surveys, Montreal, and Grunea al
Research Ltd., Toronto. The result
of the surveys, which in some cas<
show decided differences with tr
urban telephone surveys, have bee:
released to Canadian and Ame:
ican advertising agencies and spoi
sors.
The survey was made under th bi
direction of E. A. Weir, forme
commercial manager of CBC, wh
is still in charge of the project,
his letter accompanying the repoiiip
he
"no are
claimnecessaril
is mad
thatstates
these that
results
conclusive but we believe that the!
are
strongly
meritvery
the very
carefulindicative
attention ano ffl
advertisers,
agencies
and
With television ... in thestation
offin
in Canada, it is also increasingl
important that the full impact an
comprehensive coverage of radi [t
should
appreciated."
Majorbereason
for the survey waj „s
to find a more all-embracing mean m
of measuring radio audiences, espi
eially for the large rural and semi
rural coverage of several of th
CBC stations. These were placed
a peculiarly disadvantageous posi
tion with respect to the conven
tional quantitative measurement o
radio audiences. A sample was pre
pared for the study by the govern
ment's Dominion Bureau of Statis
tics, covering all sections of On
tario,
studiesbasis
ha
been after
made preliminary
on a national

Rocky Mountain Area
Fulltime 250 Watt Station
$70,000.00
Located
in
one
of
the
most attractive western medium size cities having
outstanding climate, educational
are in excess of $60,000,000.00 andandgrossbusiness
factor advantages.
is good. County retail sales
This
well
established
facility
is
operating
profitably
future prospects are
excellent. Very valuable real estate and more than and$10,000.00
in net quick
assets included
in this sale of 100% of the stock.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN- HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION ANB NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
„
..
Bay T. Hamilton
Wwhin^n^BWg™ H~* ---A Mwpnr Lester M. Smith
Sterling 4341-2 '

: tit

duPONT AWARDS
Transferred to W&L
tDPA-NPA
NEWS
TRANSFER
of theTVAlfred
I. du-to
Security Group Set
Pont radio and
awards
URTHER procedure for channelWashington
&
Lee
U.
will
take
ing the flow of information from
place Nov. 12 at Lexington, Va.,
artfhe
Defense
Production
Adminiswith
industry
leaders
participatration and the National Producing. The university
henceforth
ion Authority was outlined last
handle
administration
of will
the
veek.
awards with O. W. Riegel, director
Plans for setting up a four-man
of
the
W&L
Lee
Memorial
Journalism Foundation as curator.
Security committee to screen inThe duPont awards have been
ormation
dealing withprogram
the nation's
efense production
were NEW YORK timebuyers enjoy KYW Philadelphia's weekend party Oct. 27, granted for public service in radio
nnounced Oct.Manly
26 byFleischmann
DPA-NPA feature of which was the Penn-Navy football game. L to r: John McCorkle, and TV since 1942. W&L is credidministrator
Sullivan, Stauffer, Caldwell & Bayles; Murray Roffis, Maxon Inc.; Jean
ited with being the first instituoffer journalistic instruction
JB*T,
29]. Information Com- Carroll, SSC&B; R. R. Sommerville, Free & Peters; Mary McKenna, Benton at thetion tocollege
level, starting during
The Oct.
Security
&
Bowles;
Robert
H.
Teter,
KYW;
Frances
Velthuys,
Compton
Agency;
Helen
littee is headed by James F. King, Hartwig, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Edwin Jameson, F&P; Jerome Feniger, Cunning- the presidency of Gen. Robert E.
Lee. It was chosen to supervise
ewly-chosen deputy DPA adminisham & Walsh.
administration of the duPont
trator and former Washington and
}nil!altimore newspaperman. Other
awards, according to the foundaieajiembers, besides Messrs. King and
of its "traditionally
sound tion,andbecauseuniversally
recognized
""'loss, are C. H. Kendall, DPA general counsel, and R. W. Lawrence,
ecurity director. Mr. King was
principles
of education."
Scholarships
in Communications
)eef7ith the Baltimore Sun and BaltiThree scholarship awards will be
more Post, as well as the Washingincluded in the project, with winon Daily News.
ning radio and TV stations and
The new directive implements
commentators permitted to use the
till;'resident Truman's recent execu$1,000 to set up scholarships or feltive order on security [B«T, Oct.
in communications.
#9, 22, 15]. It authorizes Mr.
ners maylowships select
the student Winand
loss to "declassify" information
university. In some instances the
joiior public dissemination "whenever GROUP at the KYW party join in festivities. L to r: Penelope Simmons, scholarship's value can be increased
aofii his judgment it is necessary for Federal Agency; Russel Woodward, Free & Peters; Edna Cathcart, J. M. to cover all educational expenses
Dnformance to the basic informa- Mathes Inc.; John Meagher, KYW; Mary Dunlavey, Harry B. Cohen Adv.; from one to four years.
ion
Re- Helen Thomas, Street & Finney; Thomas J. Lynch, Young & Rubicam; CharMembers of the foundation comiew policy
by Mr. ofKingthe andagencies."
by the group
lotte Corbet, Cecil & Presbrey.
mit e of awards include Dr. Franlso is provided.
cis P. Gaines, W&L president,
Radio-TV Accord chairman;
Mrs. Jesse Ball duPont,
MABET PACT
widow of the American scientist
Full Coverage
and founder of the awards; Mrs.
Signed with ABC, NBC ROYAL TOUR
Hiram C. Houghton, president,
coverage
Washington
'V and byradiothe engineers,
repre-of NETWORK
public both radio
and ofTV Princess
shows atElizabeth's
varying time
slots. visit gave the General Federation of Women's
ented
National asAssn.
Ben M. McKelway, editor,
ABC, which along with NBC telecast the royal couple's visit to Windsor, Clubs;
iroadcast Engineers & Techni- Ontario,
Washington Star and Dr. Hadley
on Oct. 15, again schedians (CIO), received general wage
the rose garden ceremonies Cantril,
director of Princeton Office
uled wide coverage with their ar- for 1 uledp.m.
a"acreases from NBC and ABC in
Friday. The same net- of Public Opinion Research.
at Washington's National
P", new union contract agreed upon Airportrivalcarried
work
telecast,
6-6:15
p.m.
Wedneson
ABC-TV
from
miiiiite Wednesday evening.
cast on the MBS Newsreel, 7:45day, questions
by the
4-4:30 p.m. EST Wednesday and
and asked
answers
givenradio-by 7:55 p.m.
"W jAgreement
was ofannounced
by the press, radio, TV reception TV-press
R.
Mandelbaum
the
Federal
Elizabeth
from
the
hotel
reception
At the press, radio and TV reIediation and Conciliation Service. from
day. 5:45-6:15 p.m. later the same and was arranging a time slot for
Washington's
Statler
Hotel, theception inPrincess
acknowledged
en|fl(fe said the contract would run for
the
Friday
gift-presentation.
Television
operations
from
Washto«7 months — or until Feb. 1, 1954—
Via WTOP-TV Washington, the the media in the very first part of
ington
were
handled
as
a
pool
her
speech.
iroi'ith provision for a wage reopener through the facilities of NBC-TV. CBS-TV network covered the arrival of the heiress to the British
injjt the end of 15 months — or after
Thanking the correspondents for
Bryson Rash, ABC's Washington throne and her husband from
welcome, she said:
'eb.
1, 1953.
union ifcould
oke its
right The
to strike
no newin- news correspondent described the 4-4:30 p.m. EST Wednesday, as the"Seeing
of you here
airportandgreeting
by President
Tru- well as the official reception from brings homeso tomany
greement were reached with the mc.n
us in a vivid way
his
family,
while
Paul
5:30-6:30 p.m.
etworks, it was understood.
the
vast
scale
of
the
press, radio,
Wooten,
chairman
of
the
Joint
The contract became effective
Mutual assigned reporters to television and newsreels of this
Committee
cf
Correspondents,
rejf^rfov. 1 and was subject to approval
Statler Hotel welcome princess' retinue for daily broadv some 1,800 union members— and newsported thereception.
,250 employed by NBC and 550
country."
ABC
Radio
broadcast the Priny ABC — at a meeting scheduled
cess' arrival and reply to -official
orhelton
last Hotel.
Friday at New York's greetings
from 5-5:15 p.m. Wedand carried a special proJoseph McDonald, ABC vice gram, nesdayPrincess
7V&e*t Its. BMI
— A
resident and legal representative, Special Report fromElizabeth
escribed the wage increases as p.m. Thursday, with10:30-10:45
airly substantial for some 11 dif- highlights of royal visits torecorded
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published by Hollis
ferent groups. Full details of the Vernon and the British andMount
Canontract were withheld pending the
adian embassies. Another broadnion's ofratification
ALWAYS, ALWAYS
cast was planned for 12:30-12:45
ignins:
the pact. and actual
P.m.
Friday
(excepting
ABC's
New
York outlet, WJZ) to describe
ceremonies in the White House
MBK Appeal
On Records: June Valli-Hugo WinterhalterLPPEAL to the Supreme Court rose garden at which the Princess
Vic. 20-4298; Percy Faith— Col. 39556; Victor
i planned by the Rev. J. Harold
a gift for the remodeled
White House.
smith, who lost a U. S. Court of presented
Young— Dec. 27815.
NBC Radio broadcast events of
appeals decision two weeks ago
Men the FCC was upheld in deand live program.ving him a license for WIBK the daymingonfrom tape
the news reception at
inoxville [B»T, Oct. 29].
5:45-6 p. m. Wednesday and schedBROADCASTING
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Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION
Salem. Ind.— granting
Don H. Martin,
FCC forisapplication
new AMsuedtime;decision
station
1220 kc,
250 w,26. dayconditions.on Decision
Oct.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Reedsburg, Wis.— William C.Bond
Forrest.
D. towardisJ.looking
Examiner
Hearingsued initial
decision
grant
of
new
AM
station
on
1400
kc,
conditions.
w, fulltime;
250
Decision
Oct. 29. engineering
(See La.story— this
issue.)
Evangeline
KVOL Co.Lafayette,
Examiner
Hearinginitial
Inc. issued
Bcstg.
deciN. Litvin
Fanneysion looking
applicaof
denial
toward
from
tion for davtime power withincrease
non-direckc,
1330
1 kw totional5 kw,
antenna. would
profound
Examiner
objectioncause
Dosed ableoperation
interference
Houston,
KXYZ
with
Tex.,
Arthur,
Port
KOLE
and
Tex.,
g need that
for
compellin
is no KVOL
there service
that
proposed,
additional
with, FCC
to tocomply
applicant
and
blanketing
relating
standards failed
show location
failed to, distributio
applicant
n of
of population
ofthatcenters
,
po-to
trade
of
location
population
boundaries, etc., with areas,
regard
litical
ownership
multiple
Oct. 30.
Decision proposed
cause. situation
service would
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Crescent
BayKLIK
Bcstg.Escondido,
Co., Santa Calif.;
Monica
Calif.;Bcstg.
Oceanside
Co., Bcstg.
Oceanside,
Calif.,
and
Centinela
Valley
Co.,
Inglewood, Calif.— FCC denied application of

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

transfer Mr. and Mrs. Boler will ow
558,650
shares Granted
[55.8%] Oct.
of North Dakot
Bcstg.
WATACo.) Boone,
N. C, 29.and WKB
North
Wilkesboro,
N.
C.
GrantedWilke|
cor
sent to acquisition of —control
Bcstg.
Co., licensee,
by Doris
B.John
Brow T
and
Roland
B.
Potter
from
Cashian through sale of 70 shares
stock own
forwho$12,000.
Brown
and
M'
Potter,
70Mr. shares
wi|
now
105heldshares
each.each,
Grantej
Oct.KBUH29. Brigham City, Utah— Grante
assignment
license from
Samuel
Stephens
Sr.,of licensee,
Bone
for $22,000.
She ownsto Revella
Bone Elec1V|
trie,
Tremonton,
Granted
Oct.coroli?'
Del Rio,Utah.
Tex.
— Granted
sentKDLK
to assignment
of A.license
from
partnership
to
James
Clements
Richard Higgins, d/b as Del Rio Bcstdar
Co. Interest
of former partner,
Torbett,
Messrs. Joe
Clei *
ents
andis transferred
Higgins forto assumption
obligations
Granted Oct. of31. assignor partnershii
KVER toAlbuquerque,
N. license
M. — Grant
consent
assignment
Wes
ernair
Inc.,
licensee,
toof KVER
BestCo.
for
$80,000.
Principals
in
transfers
are
Helen
A.
Price
(90.9%),
housewi
in Atlantic City; Bertis A. Arnold J
(9.1%), for
former
operator
of placemen
bureau
radioTampa,
personnel
ager
WFLA
Fla., and
andinmar
Hala
" special
old A.ofof T
Kertz,
partner
firm
Roberts
&
McGinnis,
Washin
ton. 1Granted Oct. 31.
WTRW to Two
Rivers,EmbsWis.—
consent
to Grante
transf
control
to hisJack
rightA. Bcstg.
and interest
to 1
shares
Two
Rivers
Co.,
permi
tee, for which he paid $1,000 (and
tr
right
to
1,000
shares)
to
J.
H.
Mark
Mr.
Markel
is$1,000onlyhe reimbursing
Mtr
Embs
for
the
has
paid
for
100 shares. Granted Oct. 31.
KWRN
Reno, Nev.of —control
Grantedby Keny<
consej mt-m
toBrown
relinquishment
tois Donald
W. Reynolds
Reynolds
buying
half
of
Mr.
Brown
100% interest in the station for $1,25 Bj,fe>
Mr.
Reynolds Pub.
is majority
owneroi
Southwestern
Co., which
KFSA-AM-FM
Ft. Smith,
Ark., KBE
Springdale,
Ark.,
and
has
applied
f
TV
Tulsa.
Las stations
Vegas
andin Okmulgee,
Little Oklahoma
Rock;
he KAIowCit
part
of
KHBG
Okla.,
Wichita, Kan. and WIKK Erie, Pa.;
isCorp.,
also part-ownerfor aofTVEriestation
Televisi
thei
Grantedapplicant
Oct. 31.
WAAT-AM-FM
and
WATV
Newarl
N.
J.
—
Granted
consent
to
relinquis
ment of positive control Bremer Best
Corp., licensee,
by Yetta
through
sale B.of 36%
her Rosenha
133 Polla<
shar
to Matthew
and ofSarah
(her daughter
$36,500.
Granted and
Oct. 31.son-in-law)
WFIG Sumter, S. C— Granted co
sent to transfer control Radio Statii .'"
63%
stockGranted
to Fulton
WFIG
Inc.,
licensee,
through
Creechlicensee's
for $51,975.
Oct.sale31. m'

SUMMARY THROUGH NOVEMBER 1
tQ
Ho* ScO
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Pending
Appls. Hearing
In
Grants
Air Licensed CPs
On2,302
Class
AM
Stations
2,287
121
290
116
FMTV Stations
Stations
653
566
95
*1
13
108 93 15
455 1712
* On the air.
Crescent
for new FCC
AM manager
Jacksonville
of
station on Bay
1460 Bcstg.
kc, 500 Co.w, daytime.
Commerce. of Granted
Oct. Chamber
26.
ordered
that inAug.all 29,other
Ini- consent
WLIO East
Liverpool,control
Ohio— Granted
tial Decision
1950 respects
(B»T, Sept.
to
transfer
Pottery
4,applicants,
1950) be set
aside involving
all four
Bcstg.andCo.,J. licensee,
from A. S.to SickPaul
re-opened
record
and
remanded proceeding
totheexaminer
for man
Bron Saliner Milton
through Hammond
sale of 510 shares
further mitter
hearing
on
(1)
whether
trans(51%)
for
$3,570.
Mr.
Sickman
retains
tower
of
station
proposed
by
19%
interest.
Mr.
Saliner
owns
radio
Centinela Valley Bcstg. Co. would be advertising
ed Oct. 26. agency in Chicago. Grantair hazard,
andwould
(2) whether
the Centinela stationPasadena.
cause
interference
KOME
Tulsa,control
Okla.—OilGranted
consent
withEastern
KALI
Decision
Oct.
26.
to
transfer
Capital
Conn. Bcstg. Co., Norwich, interest
Corp.,
licensee,
through
sale Schwartz
of Sales
100%
now
held
by
Harry
Conn.,
and
the
Conn.
State
Board
of
Education
— FCC Bcstg.
denied Co.petition
of and six others, to John Brown U. of
Eastern
Conn.
directed
Siloam
Springs,
Ark.,
for
$200,000.
against
evidence
inofsworn
statement
School Siloam
has been
majority
owner(Johnof
Springs
since 1935
Conn. State
Board proceedings.
Education
in tele-of KUOA
FCC Actions
vision allocation
Decision
BrowntrolsSchools
of
California
Inc. conOct.
31.
(Continued from page 107)
ed Oct. 26.KGER Long Beach, Calif.). GrantState questof forNew
reoral Jersey—
hearingFCCDecision
in denied
television
KEYYsent to transfer
Pocatello,control
Idaho —Radio
Granted& TeleconNovember 1 Applications . . allocation
proceedings.
Oct.
31.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
vision
Bcstg. Co. ofS., Idaho
Inc.,
licenPolicy
to
be
followed
with
respect
to
see,
from
Clayton
Calara
Q.,
Arden
Modification of CP
NARBArules— FCC
issued treatment
two ordersof D. and Rachel D. Hale to The Scripps
N. C—antenna
Mod. CPsystem,
new new
amending
Newspapers
Inc.
Burl C. (24%),
HagaAMWELK
stationElkin,
to change
applications
forof governing
AMNorthstations
in conflict
(24%),Henke
Robert(24%),
with
terms
American
Re-(1) done
and Harry
Jr. S.(8%)Howard
through sale
gional
Broadcasting
Agreement.
CtKPFA
Berkeley,
Calif.—
Mod.
CP
as
of
80%
interest
for
$1
plus
lease-option
mod which replaced expired ofCPcom-for NARBA
Where assignments
application conflictssignatory
with agreement involving $7,500 advance
monthlyto purchase
payments forfor$8,770
five
new FM pletstation
countries, FCC will ofnotother
make grant; against
ion date. for extension
years with$300option
License for CP
(2) Where
application
conflicts
with
ex- at end of five years. Scripps newspaisting
stations
on
assignments
to
nonown partKNEWof KVNI
CoeurWash.
d' Alene,
WINS New York— License for CP as FCC will countries
and(NARBA
Haiti), Idaho,persand
Mr.
not
make(Mexico
grant.1950
mod. etc.authorizing power increase, DA- signatory
owns
40%Spokane,
of KVNI
andowner
50%
DN,
agreement
reached
Nov.
awaitsis ofHagadone
KNEW.
Mr.
Howard
is
33.7%
Senate
confirmation.)
New
policy
WGAL-FM
Lancaster,
Pa.
—
License
The Dalles,
for CP as mod. authorizing new FM immediately effective. Orders Oct. 26. ofOre.,TheandDalles
ownsMr.Chronicle,
part
of isseveral
other
station.
newspapers.
Henke
an attorney
WLIN-FM
Merrill,
Wis.—
License
for
Non-Docket
Actions
.
.
.
and
part-owner
of
KVNI
and
KNEW.
Granted
Oct.
26.
CP as mod. authorizing new FM staTRANSFER GRANTS
tion.
WNBZ toSaranac
Lake, control
N. Y.— Granted
AM— 730 kc
consent
transfer
Upstate
WJHO
Opelika, Ala.
— Granted
con- Bcstg.
sent to assignment
oflicensee,
license
OpelikaCorp.,
licensee,Fitzpatrick,
from Thomas
Lenoir
City,fromPa.—500Mod.
license
Auburn
Bcstg.
Co.,
from
old
toonWLIL
increase
power
w
to
1
kw
Durkan
and
Eugene
execpartnership
to
new
one
including
Miles
730 kc.
u
t
o
r
s
o
f
estate
of
John
F.
Grimes,
deH. Ferguson,for who
paysinterest.
other partners
ceased,and
to Jacques
DeMattos,
Thomas
AM— 1010 kc
$7,500-plus
his
%
Granted
J.
Day
Jeanne
M.
DeMattos
Oct.
26.
WIBV
Belleville,
111.—
CP
to
increase
through sale of 100%(45%)interest
for $50,WMUS to Muskegon,
Mich.
— Granted
power
from to250 1 wkwto on1 kw1010on kc,1060con-kc consent
is sales
assignment
of license
fromto 000. Mr.ager of DeMattos
WNBZ.
Mr. ofDay
(10%)man-is New Applications
AMENDED
AM APPLICATIONS
George
H.
Cross,
receiver,
licensee,
t
i
n
g
e
n
t
o
n
grant
of
KJCF
Festus,
Mo.,
owner
and
manager
Northwood
Greater
Muskegon
Bcstrs.
Inc.,
in
order
Sanatorium.
Mrs. DeMattos
application for frequency change, etc. to procure its discharge in bankruptcy. wife
Rock River
of Mr. DeMattos.
Granted (45%)
Oct. 26.is 1330Rockford,
License Renewal
kc,
1 kw,111.—
DA; Bcstg.
estimatiC<
No
monetary
consideration.
Granted
KRON-FM-TV
San Francisco—
Grant- first
construction
costdaytime,
$34,965.51,
estimate
Oct.
26.
Following
stations
request
renewal
ed
consent
to
transfer
negative
control
year
operating
cost
$66,000,
esl
of license: WTTT Coral Gables, Fla.;
WLDS-AM-FM
111.
(The Chronicle
Publishing
year revenue
$75,000. Stocl
WANS
S. C; WDKD Kings- Granted
consent
toJacksonville,
assignment
of li-—J. ofCo.)permittee
holdersfirstinclude
Boyd Phelps
(70%
from Kathleen
Thieriottrustees,
and Nionto mated
cense
from
Milton
Edge
and
Edgar
tree. S.Anderson,
C.
R.
Tucker
(deceased),
Phelps(radio
Precision
Laboratorie
Kcrsmeyer d/b as Edge & Korsmeyer, Charles Thieriot and Phyllis M. Tucker, owner
TENDERED FOR FILING
Minneapolis
licensee,visiontoBcstg.Jacksonville
Radio & TransTele- trustees
of 25%Granted
each. Oct.
No monetary
measurements),
andbroadcast
threeFiledfrequeni
Rockfoi
AM— 1010 kc
Corp.90%for by$100,000.
consideration.
26.
business
men
(each
10%).
Oct. C :
f
e
r
e
i
s
owned
Jacksonville
WJVB
Jacksonville
Beach,
Fla.—
CP
Killeen,
Tex.
—
Highlite
Bcstg.
WINZ
Hollywood,
Fla.
—
Granted
conJournal-Courier
Co.
and
10%
by
R.
toto 1permit
power
increase
from
250
w
sent to involuntary
transfer
of control
1050 kc, 250cost
w, daytime;
estimated coifill
Karl Baker, executive secretary and Hollywood
kw, etc.
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee,
from
struction
$17,450,
estimated
Jonas Weiland,
deceased,
year year
operating
cost $33,600,Partners
estimat
Weiland,
Nathaniel
J. Kleinto andLenore
revenue
William
A.
Lee $52,800.
(33%%), operatiia
ward Mercer,
co-administrators
of EdMr. first
Weiland's
estate.
No
monetary
considmanager
Arrow
Coach
Lines,
Browi
eration. Granted Oct. 29.
wood,of Tex.,
and general
ner
Arroway
Coaches,managerBrownwoo
KSIL toSilver
City, N.of license
M.— Granted
consent
assignment
from
A.
W.
Stewart
(33%%),
chief
enginei
A.
CarlBcstg.
DunbarCo. tothrough
Southwest
New KBWD
Brownwood,
partner engineers
in Stewa
&andStewart
(radio KSTA
consulting
ofMexico
235tion tshares
of stockforintransfer
newassignment
corpora20% Newowner
Coleman,
FARM WORLD TODAY!
o
Mr.
Dunbar
of
his
KGNB
Braunfels,
Tex.,
andTe>
Eastland
County
Bcstg. Co.Tex.),
(applica
interests
in KSIL
to new andcorporation
for
station
at
Eastland,
ar
and
to
Lorene
B.
Dunbar,
through
Franklin
T.
Wilson
(33%%),
gener
sale of 47porationshares
ofM. stock
in fornew$4,700.
corA SPECIALIZED PROGRAM FOR A SELECTIVE MARKET
t
o
James
Duncan
manager
and
20%
owner
KGNB
Ne
Braunfels.
Filed
Oct.
29.
Mr.
Duncan is ismanager
of KSIL and
Mrs.
Delray Beach,
Sunshine
Ne
GrantedDunbar
Oct. 29. wife of assignee. work
1420 Fla.
kc, —500
daytim|
estimatedInc.,
construction
cost w,$14,275,
est
KSJB
Jamestown,
N.
D.
— Granted
mated
first
year
operating
cost
$24,00,
consent
to
assignment
of
license
from
estimatedarefirstH. T.yearMorris
revenue
Jamestown
Bcstg.
Co. Inc.
to Northto Partners
(25%),$36,0(
par
Dakota
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc.
for
$502,000
beof paid
forDakota
with 502,000
shares
of stockW. ner Chatham Bcstg. Co.; F. L. Bab
(see inside front cover)
Northand/or
Bcstg.
Co. 950(John
(42%%), N.principal
Boler
his
wife
own
C, and stockholder
Jeanette E. WWC
McK:
1000 shares
of owns
Jamestown
Bcstg.outcomCo.,of Sanford,
Sanford.
Filed McKay's
Nov. 1. Dress Shopp
(32%%), owner
CHICAGO 7
which
in
turn
51,200
shares
mon
stock
of
North
Dakota
Bcstg.
Co.,
Slaton,
Tex.—
South
Plains
Bcstr
whichcorporation.
constitutes North
majorityDakota
of stock
1340 kc, 250cost
w, fulltime;
estimated cofii
$14,565,$24,000,
estimated
this
Bcstg.in struction
CLEAR CHANNEL Home of the NATIONAL Barn Dance
Co. recently
year year
operating
estimaton
revenuecost$48,000.
Equal
from
$100,000 increased
to $1,000,000capitalization
and after first
BROADCASTING
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WO NARTB directors and an ex-director at District 6 [B«T, Oct. 29]
* ieated, I to r): Hoyt Wooten, WREC Memphis, ex-director; Harold Wheelahan,
' /SMBCarter
New Parkam,
Orleans, WDEF
DistrictChattanooga.
6 director; George
Thomas,
iere<a.;
Standing,
James KVOL
Gordon,LaFayette,
WNOE
Mpw Orleans; Roy Dabadie, WJBO Baton Rouge; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU
ma lew Orleans, NARTB TV director; Fred Brokaw, Paul H. Raymer Co., Chicago.
b! lira-eachmanager
partners andare 2%D. P.stockholder
Pinkston,
™=£eneral
;SEL Lubbock, Tex.;
M. M. Roches*-';r, commercial
manager
and
2%
stockholder KSEL Lubbock,
and Rex owner
Webpartner
and
one-third
m14 Miter,
iuckner,
Craig
&
Webster
Adv.
Agency, Lubbock. Filed Nov. 1.
Cleveland,
ClevelandDA; Bcstg.
:"Jjj
1410construction
kc, Tex.
500 w,— fulltime,
esti" »§.,
Elated
cost $22,910,
estilated
first
year
operating
cost $48,000.
$30,000,
Estimated
first
year
revenue
^""artners
are
Howard
C.
Bailes
(60%),
Tex., First
and
mm'Ij'o-owner
heodore F.KSAM
Lott Huntsville,
(40%), minister
lySfSBptist
« * rov. 2. Church, Mission, Tex. Filed
FM APPLICATIONS
M3naBloomington,
U., 103.7 mc Ind.(Ch.— Trustees
279), ERP of33Indikw;
"l o construction
costWFIU
given(FM)
since applic
a
n
t
i
s
operating
90.9
WJb (Ch. 215) (in portion of FM onbroadcast band reserved
for Although
non-commercial
Educational
stations).
appliant portion
requestsof facilities
"commerM'P'ial"
FM band,ineducational.
station
will
pkperate
«!''iled Oct.non-commercial
30.
S'™ to.Charlotte,
N. C—104.7
The Broadcasting
of50 thekw, South,
(Ch.
284),
^'.'iRP
ant. 228
heightft. mc283
ft. above
116round
(includes
building
and
ft. tower); no construction
cost
W'.'iven since ofapplicant
wants (WIST-FM)
to resume
"'peration
FM station
J1 fhich
was suspended
and
11Jt"i'lpplicant
quipment
forlicensee
which Feb.
is still24, on1951,hand,
Jtte. FiledisOct.
30. of WIST CharS. C.-WTND
Inc.,height
102.7
ic23Orangeburg,
274), average
ERP
4.11terrain;
kw, ant.
ft.(Ch.above
estimated
C1natalconstruction
cost
$4,500
(estimated
first
ear operating
and first yearApplirevnat^mue
notlicensee
stated cost
inof application).
es*iant
is
WTND
Orangeburg.
Mtj iled Nov. 2.
M
TV APPLICATION
iff
Muncie,
Ind.—mc),
Tri-City
mm
49
(680-686
ERP Bcstg.
17.4 construckwCorp.,
vis.,
:t|nt.
height
524 ft.; estimated
estimated
ts
ion
cost
$185,502,
first
year
tonJinoperating
cost
$183,000,
estimated
firstis
ear revenue
$192,000.
Applicant(FM)
natsijuluncie.
icensee
ofFiledWLBC
and
WMUN
Nov.
2.
at ic
jwi;
TRANSFER REQUESTS
P»P WISR-AM-FM Butler, Pa.— Transfer
tf> ; f control
ButlerE. Bcstg.
Co. Inc.,
licensee, from Sara
Rosenblum,
executrix
«'f
estate
David
H.
Rosenblum,
de-W.
eased, to Sara
E.Union
Rosenblum,
Joel
lfd'« '' Sutler
tosenblum
and
Trust
Co.
of
(guardian
of Rayof Harris
RosenJ»]jrj.'lum)Rosenblum.
under
devisees
will
of
David
Beforedeceased,
transferheldDavid400
n'j*V I.hares,
Rosenblum,
Sara E.nowRosenblum
90 shares,
oel w. Rosenblum
10 shares and
Union
rust Co.,
no shares; deceased,
after transfer
tillVr l ipid
)avid
H.
Rosenblum,
will
no shares,
Sara
E. Rosenblum
« J hares
231^ shares,
Joel
W. Trust
Rosenblum
143^
(,lpait
and
Union
Co.
133%
?sri' bares.
iled Oct.No29. monetary consideration.
tu"[. ransfer
KNAL ofVictoria,
Tex. — Bcstg.
Voluntary
control
Victoria
Co.
P-J -ulp
nc, licensee,
from
Louis Thurmond
Krueger
to
Albert
B.
Alkekfor
itii' nrough
sale
of
102
shares
(51%)
20,000.of Mr.Sinclair-Alkek
Alkek is majority
stockOil
owner
nit s'itir 'ortwider
Alkek
A &Co.,A Co.,
TransInc. Hardware
and VictoriaCo., Transit
all
'BROADCASTING
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Rewrite Code?
(Continued from page 80)
basic safeguards thrown up by
American courts to protect property are precise rules governing
evidence, witnesses, procedure and
findings.
Several disturbed attorneys want
the code to supply answers to the
following
they ad-to
vise theirquestions
clients tobefore
subscribe
the NARTB seal:
Will hearings be transcribed?
Will
be listedapply?
in detail?
Will complaints
rules of evidence
What mitkind
of
witnesses
will
be pered to testify?
What about rumors and anonymous
or nuisance complaints?
Will findings of fact be issued?
Will hearings be public?
What provision will be made to
disqualify board members who might
have
cision?a competitive interest in a deWhat rules will cover subpoenas
and depositions?
What is the status of the attorney
who represents the board?
Will a defendant have the right to
be represented by counsel?
What protection is given a station
for acts committed before subscribing to the code?
All these questions, and many
others, are based on the legal
rights of any person or business.
in Victoria. Filed Oct. 29.
WHUM Eastern
Reading,
— Transfer
control
RadioPa.andCorp.,
licensee,ofJ.
from
Jessie
P. Greig
Humboldt
Greig
to
Humboldt
J.
Greig.
Although
1,200 shares will be transferred to Mr.
Greig, ationthere
is noandmonetary
considersince Mr.
Mrs. Greig
are
husband
and
wifepurposes.
and transfer
is merely
for
voting
(Mr.
now holds 2,800 shares.) Filed Oct.Greig31.
KBMX
Assignment
ofBenjamin
license Coalinga,
from
Rea Calif.—
B. Bowman
and
Bowman,
d/b
asto Pleasant
Valley
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee,
John H.is
Thatcher
for
$22,000.
Mr.
Thatcher
chief electrician for Paragon Plywood
Corp., merly
Crescent
City,
Calif.,forandKSEM
forwas chief
engineer
Moses
Lake,
Wash.;
KPUG
Bellingham,
Wash.
KBIO
Burley,
Idaho,
and
KAVR
Havre, ofMont.;
he owned 25% common
stock
stock
of KSEM
KPUG. andFiled$8,000Oct.of 31.preferred
WDSGment of negative
Dyersburg,control
Tenn. —State
RelinquishGazette
Bcstg.
A. Le
Roy
Ward toCo.,
Robertlicensee,
WilliambyWard
through
gift
ofinterest
25% of inMr.WDSG
A. Le toRoyson.Ward'sNo
50%
monetary
consideration.
R. W.
Ward
is program
director Mr.of WDSG.
Filed Nov.
1.
Deletions

AT NARTB District 6 meeting in New Orleans (seated, I to r): Paul
Oliphant, WLAC Nashville; Norman Thomas, WDOD Chattanooga; Henry
W. Slavick, Earl Moreland, WMC-WMCT (TV) Memphis. Standing, Mort
Silverman, WMRY New Orleans; Louis Draughan, WSIX Nashville; Pierre
Weiss, World Broadcasting System; Julian Haas, KARK Little Rock.
it is pointed out by attorneys. If a laxative wants on the air and
the code fails to provide all such is denied the right, they suggest.
rights in specific language, they An aggrieved advertiser might
he has an anti-trust case. Some
say, a station might run a serious feel
involve triple damages.
risk ofrant bysigning
its ownto the
deathcode.war- actions
Emphasis is placed on the fact
subscribing
application
conIt will be an easy manner to cite that taiFCC
n a question
covering forms
conviction
a station for violations when the of violating
the law.
defendant station may feel, on
still
exists tothata series
telecast-of
competent advice, that it is fully ersFeeling
subscribe
adhering to the code, some of its highshould
ethical principles without
critics contend.
shackling their creative talents.
A number of attorneys feel that Adherence
would be voluntary and
when the criticism of the profes- stimulated by an educational camsional, political and prejudiced
groups has died down, the industry
The NARTB Standards of Pracwill find it has taken a panicky paign.
tice for radio, it is argued by one
course only to be saddled with a attorney, consist of a watered-down
version of a formerly strong code.
set ofcult toimpractical
standards
diffienforce.
These standards are not generally
Severe objections are made to followed, he contended, proposing
the code on the ground that it flirts a strong educational drive.
with the anti-trust laws. The
Another attorney said he would
NARTB TV board is understood rather submit his television client's
stations
to FCC decision than the
to have studied this angle carefully, deciding it was a "calcu- ruling of a group of industry "dicHe contended honest telecasters
The latedmere
risk." fact that a group of
stations decided to get together will be at a disadvantage in suband enforce a set of practices is
scribing to a code with minimum
said to involve danger of being tators."
standards all good operators must
charged with conspiracy to restrain live down to or suffer competitive
trade and commerce.
hardships. He said he wanted to
sure the NARTB board would
Getting down to details, attor- be
neys point to the paragraph against not have the right to deny the seal
liquor advertising, for example, to a station desiring to subscribe.
and the danger of inviting suit "Maybe our house isn't so dirty
from a vliquor
firm desiring
to ad- that it needs cleaning," he sugertise on television.
Or suppose
gested.
WCK
Y
COVERS THE SOUTH
See Center spread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
509000 WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER
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NARTB DISTRICT HITS
CENSORSHIP MEASURES
NARTB District 5, closing two-day meeting
in St. Petersburg, Fla., Friday (early story
joined 12 other districts in denouncpage ing27),
Benton
sorship board.legislation to set up federal cenOther resolutions condemned efforts to undermine industry's economic strength by ratecutting practices;
NARTB thanked
administration ofPresidentcommended
Harold Fellows;
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy for participating;
lauded work of Broadcast Advertising Bureau
under President William B. Ryan; pledged
support to BMI and praised Thad Holt, WAPI
Birmingham, for his services as District 5
director; commended directorship of A. D.
Willard Jr., WGAC Augusta, representing
medium stations; endorsed BMI.
Members of Resolutions Committee were
Spencer Mitchell, WDAE Tampa, chairman;
James Woodruff, WRBL Columbus, Ga.; Bert
Banks, WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Hugh Smith,
WCOV Montgomery, Ala., and John M. Outler
Jr., WSB Atlanta.
Speakers at two-day meeting, besides
NARTB staff, included Oliver Gramling, Associated Press, and Col. Charles Wall, for
BMI. Joe Kelley, WTSP St. Petersburg, was
thanked
in
arrangements.resolution for setting up meetingSixty-seven were registered at meeting. TV
panel discussion was led by Messrs. Outler
and Holt. Richard P. Doherty, NARTB employe relations director, and President Fellowsnoonjoinedwerepanel.
BAB aspanelchairman;
Friday afterMr. OnOutler
Mr.
Mitchell; Frank King, WMBR Jacksonville;
Mr. Banks; Dewey Long, WABB Mobile and
Ed Mullinax, WLAG LaGrange. Mr. Ryan and
Lee Hart, of BAB Chicago office, were speakers.
Florida Assn. of Broadcasters opened twoday meeting Friday night with S. 0. Ward,
WLAK Lakeland, Fla., presiding as FAB
president. Mr. Ryan was to speak Friday with
Mr. Fellows on Saturday agenda.
DECCA BUYS INTO UNIVERSAL
COMPLETION of arrangements to acquire
substantial interest in Universal Pictures Co.
by Decca Records announced in statement being
released today (Monday), with implications of
extensive activities in television. Milton R.
Rackmil,
president.,
acquisitionDecca
of 271,900
sharesannouncing
of commonDecca's
stock
and 32,500 warrants of Universal, noted that
companies "have kindred interests in the entertainment business" that "can be developed
for our mutual benefit." Transaction, he said,
"indicates
the
that our
companies haveconfidence
in the future
of therespective
motion
picture and allied industries."
C&W TRIAL DATE
FACED with 17 counts of mail fraud, Harold
Cowan and Ralph Whitmore, partners in Hollywood mail order agency, scheduled to appear
before Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwica today
(Monday) for trial date setting. Pair last year
allegedly reaped fortune in pre-Christmas tree
ornament "pitch" deals on radio, television and
in newspapers [B*T, May 28]. They recently
filed bankruptcy petitions in Los Angeles
[B*T, Oct. 1].
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RTMA FREEZE STUDY
TASK
by RadioTelevisionFORCE
Mfrs. set
Assn.up toFriday
determine
effect
of TV freeze on national economy and
mobilization program. Members of force,
named by Dr. W. R. G. Baker, chairman
of RTMA Television Committee, are William H. Chaffee, Philco Corp., chairman;
Keeton Arnett, Allen B. DuMont Labs.;
Adm. Edwin D. Foster, RCA; C. W.
Michaels, General Electric Co.
Dr. castBaker
he asked
group to fore-to
number said
of new
TV transmitters
be started in 1952 and first half of 1953,
and effect on demand for new TV sets.
He noted industry concern that delay in
lifting freeze might bring unemployment
despite military contracts.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
Welch Grape Juice Co. New unit to be in
operation by next June.
DIAMOND SPOTS # Diamond Match Co.,
N. Y., planning spot announcement radio campaign in about 15 markets, starting midNovember. Agency, Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
HOLIDAY SINGLE # A. O. Smith Co., Kankakee, 111. (PermaglasS water heater), has
bought Lionel Barrymore in Christmas Carol
on 537-station Mutual network Sun., Dec. 23,
3-3:30
p.m. Chicago.
(CST). Agency, Henri, Hurst &
McDonald,
LEVER SCHEDULE ® Lever Brothers Co.,
N. Y. (Silver Dust), placing radio spot schedule in about 20 markets Nov. 12-Dec. 11.
Agency, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
N. Y.
BIRDSEYE LOOKING # General Foods
Corp., N. Y. (Birdseye frozen foods), looking
for
participation
showsavailabilities
in radio to for
start women's
in January.
Agency,
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
GLIMPSES INTO FUTURE
NEW program series, Horizons, exploring future of contemporary life and
thought, will be produced by ABC-TV
every Sunday 4:30 p.m. EST, in cooperation with Communications Materials
Center of Columbia U. Series staris
later this month.
Leading faculty members and Columbia students will participate in telecasts
which, with aid of illustrative material,
will consider future of cities, western
Europe, psychiatry, academic freedom,
children and other topics. Supervisors
will be John W. Pacey, ABC public affairs director, and Erik Barnouw, editor
ofCenter.
Columbia's Communications Materials
With exception of brief initial presentation by faculty members, programs
will be completely spontaneous. Series
will originate from ABC Television
Center, New York.

PEOPLE...
KEETON
ARNETT
named to ofnew*Allen
post B.
of gen
eral assistant
to president
Du
Mont Labs., Clifton, N. J., Dr. DuMont an
nounced today (Monday). Mr. Arnett, wh
assumed new duties last week, recently re
signed as senior vice president of Fred Eldea
Organization, where he directed establishmen
of public relations program for oil industry
As general assistant to Dr. DuMont, he wil!
handle administrative problems on behalf oi
president, including overall responsibility oj
DuMont public relations.
SYLVESTER L. (Pat) WEAVER Jr., NBC|
vice president in charge of television, elected
to NBC board of directors at board's monthlj
meetingannounced
Friday, Board
Chairmanreleased
Niles Tram:
mell
in statement
todaj
(Monday).
R. J. CUNNINGHAM,
of filmChicago
operations at Foote, Cone manager
& Belding,
named to new position of manager of broadcasting operations. He will coordinate work o:
radio-TV production director, timebuyer anc
business manager in radio-TV department.
PAUL M. SEGAL, Washington attorney, ir
Rose Memorial Hospital, Denver, recovering
from pneumonia, contracted shortly after addressing Colorado Bar Assn. at Colorad(
Springs fortnight ago.
BERNARD I. PAULSON, an ABC-TV filri
program editor for past two years, named t(
new
post of WJZ-TV
program New
operations
ABC-owned
York. manager foi
ALBERT W. GASS and W. SCOTT LEONARD
account supervisors of Young & Rubicam, Chi
cago, named vice presidents of agency.
WILLIAM A. WHITEHOUSE, news editor o
ABC Radio since July 1948, has been namet
manager
network. of special events for radio for th<
BANKRUPTCY PETITION
FILED BY BCA
PETITION to reorganize under Federal Bank
ruptcy Act was filed in Los Angeles last weel
by Broadcasting Corp. of America (KPRC
Riverside, KREO Indio, KROR Blythe, KROI
Brawley, Calif.). Court issued order restrain
ing foreclosure sales in Imperial and River
side counties until action on reorganizatior
petition,
Bernardino.due to be heard this week in Sai
Accordingforced
to published
reports,
reorgam'za
tion
byandpending
sheriff's
sale o:
KROPwasequipment
furniture.
Foreclosurf
action was brought by Mr. and Mrs. Fred K
Wahl of Escondido, Calif., who claimed $8,
120.41 due on a $10,000 promisory note signec
in 1946 by W. L. Gleeson, president of Broad
casting Corp. of America. Reports indicatec
that
another $10,000 note on
which Wahl's
$7,875.05have
is due.
Assets of Gleeson-owned company were reported as $550,874.12, liabilities $244,554.93.
Reason for unfortunate financial position was
expenses attendant on prosecution of its TV
grant, made in 1946 but later withdrawn wher
Channel 1 was deleted from TV bands, accordCourt.
ingeralto company's
petition to Los Angeles FedBroadcasting Corp. of America is TV ap
plicant for Riverside and San Jose, Calif.
Company applied for an RFC loan, but was
danied, its petition said, by an RFC rule pro
hibiting
it frommagazines.
making loans to radio station;
newspapers,
BROADCASTING
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Wholehearted
On The Air — or In Person!
Program organization and the wide
coverage of The KMBC-KFRM Team
provides an important daily link between the trade capital, Kansas City,
and thousands of rural homes in Kansas, Missouri, and portions of the surrounding states which comprise Kansas City's Primary Trade Area.
Just as important, however, is the
wholehearted personal link between
the Team personalities and the listeners. During the Missouri State Fair,
the Kansas State Fair, and the American Royal, thousands of folks met
and visited with Phil Evans — with
Hiram Higsby and other KMBCKFRM personalities. Similarly, every
Saturday night hundreds more attend
the "Brush Creek Follies" and during
the course of the year, countless contacts are made through the sports, news
and special events departments.
Evidence of the success of this "onthe-air or in-person" technique is that
it is in part responsible for the fact
that in urban, rural and metropolitan
areas alike, The Team is on top by a
margin of 3 to 2.
This advantage of more loyal listeners means more impacts for the advertiser, less cost per thousand and more
product or service sales. Write, wire
or phone KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel.

Mil

To put it simply, to sell
the Whole Heart of
America,
edly, use . . Wholeheart.

liiiii
Team

ANY

That's a remarkable record for any TV
station in any market. In Detroit,
WWJ-TV has it!

George Scoffi
**Man About Town
**£/even O'C/ocfc News
'Camel Caravan
**Let's Take a Holiday
**Curtain Call
*Coefus Jim

According to Pulse, Inc. July-August
ratings — seven out of the top ten
multi-weekly shows are on WWJ-TV
Five** of these seven originate with
WWJ-TV and its staff.
Two* are NBC shows.
This teaming of talents and reliability of
production have consistently enabled
WWJ-TV to provide its advertisers
with the largest and most responsive
audience in the great and prosperous
Detroit Market — where family income is
the highest of all major cities in the U.S.A.

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
FIRST IN MICHIGAN
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
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Got a product that's selling or should be selling— in
grocery stores in the New
York area? You'll find that
WCBS SUPERMARKETING
will sell more of it— faster!
SALES
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' WCBS leads all N.Y. stations in delivered audience (Pulse average lA hour ratine, 7 days).

UP

WCBS SUPERMARKETS
delivers New York's largest
audience,* then gives you
(at no extra charge) the
most effective point-of-sale
merchandising you can
get in your #1 market.
Want your sales to pile up?
Call or wire . . .
CBS Owned WCBS
New York's #1 Station
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Kentuckiana's
CALL...
COFFEE
show
merchandising
food

Now

3

entertaining

Years

and

setting

on!

entering its

Hentuckiana

• RATING.. • No other morning radio program on any other
Louisville station can top "Coffee Call's" rating.
• AUDIENCE.. • More than 63,000 people have watched
"Coffee Call" since June, 1949.
• MERCHANDISING . . • Extensive store merchandising
for "Coffee Call" advertisers by WHAS.
• CONTESTS.. • Audience participation for valuable
prizes . . . monthly contests for listeners.
50.000 WATTS

*

1A CLEAR CHANNEL

★

840 KILOCYCLES

INCORPORATED

• ESTABLISHED' 1922

The only radio station serving and selling
all of the rich Kentuckiana Market
NEIL D. CLINE, So/es Director • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

DL*

STRIPA

Still Top Runner In Providence All Day Long
Hooper - September 1951

WHIM
Represented by The Headley-Reed Co.
Inc 870 National Press Building,
Publications
Broadcasting
by
February
and
January
in
published
Numbers)
issues as(Yearbook
Monday, 53rd4, D.andC. 54thEntered
Published everyWashington
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

NORTH

TEXAS

TELEVISION
133

SERVICE

and

DEALERS

rate
KRLD-TV
(Channel 4, DALLAS)
The
IN

First

NORTH
OF

KRLD-TV NOW TEXAS'
MCST POWERFUL
TELEVISION STATION

679

Station

196

TEXAS
DEALERS

SAY

KRLD-TV's PICTURE
AND AUDIO BEST....

HERE'S
WHAT
THE
MEN
WHO
SELL AND
SERVICE
THEM
SAY..
A direct survey addressed to 750 Television Sales and Service Dealers
in the North Texas Area produced a 33% return; analysis of which
furnished an insight to TV station performance and coverage.
Here's the breakdown of usable returns:
FIRST:
KRLD-TV STATION R STATION G
1 or 0.5%
133 or 67.9% 62 or 31.6%
Combined FIRST
and SECOND:

KRLD-TV
191 or 49.6%

135 or 35.1%

59 or 15.3%

f his is why

Owners and
Operators of
KRLD
50,000 Watts
The CBS Station for
Dallas and Fort Worth

John W. Runyon
President

r
i

VIDEO

r

Clyde W. Rembert
Managing Director
The Branham Company
Exclusive Representatives

is your besf buy_
Channel 4
27,300 WATTS
AUDIO
13,600 WATTS

TEXAS1 MOST POWERFUL TELEVISION STATION
Exclusive CBS Station for DALLAS-FORT WORTH
Page 4 • November 12, 1951
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

REPORTS circulating last week that NBC
might abandon its new formula for determining affiliates'
network
apparentlyin
springing
partially
from rates
recent— increases
network business and partially from protests
of some affiliates — are categorically denied by
NBC officialdom. It's true business is better,
officials say, but this doesn't affect new rate
formula.
going ahead
job of
negotiatingThey're
with affiliates,
stationwith
by station,
for rate adjustments indicated by formula, and
expect by affiliates' convention time (Nov. 28Dec. 1) to have talked rates with "something
less than half."
REVISED definition, shifting "metropolitan
district" to larger "metropolitan area" subdivision in 1950 census, is causing consternation at FCC, particularly in connection with
its multiple ownership rules (see Closed Circuit Oct. 20). FCC staff now studying problem with view toward revising regulations pertaining to metropolitan area coverage. Case in
point was
approval
of transfer
WOOK
from
SilverFCC's
Spring,
Washington,
D. C.of suburb,
to nearby Rockville, Md., normally considered
in metropolitan Washington, while at same
time approving acquisition by same owner of
WINX in midtown Washington. (See story
page 105.)
VIEWERS at Friday swearing-in of Judge
Justin Miller, NARTB chairman as Salary
Board chairman didn't realize they might be
looking at possible successor to Erie Johnston
as Economic
Stabilizationis eager
Administrator.
It's
known
Mr. Johnston
to get back
to job as president of Motion Picture Assn.
EYEBROW-RAISER is mailing piece from
agency in Minnesota promoting new syndicated give-away show not unlike bingo. Agency
seeks to dispel any worries over legality by
explaining that FCC rules against lotteries on
air are tied up in court and therefore show
"can ... be used by broadcasters without
contravening the Commission's rules, at least
until such time as Supreme Court finally depending
cases." laws
Pieceareneglects
mentioncides thethat
anti-lottery
containedto
in U. S. Criminal Code enforced by Dept. of
Justice.
MILEAGE SEPARATION between TV stations on same VHF frequency may be as low
as 165 miles transmitter-to-transmitter in
)rder to take care of several hot spots, Comnission has told hardworking allocations staff.
In proposed rule, FCC set minimum co-chanlel
of 180 miles city-to-city,
170
nilesseparation
transmitter-to-transmitter.
Acceptance
rf 165-mile policy means that FCC not only
las agreed to five-mile reduction in minimum
Jut virtually conceded that transmitter-to:ransmitter spacing of TV stations is more
!! realistic than 180-mile city-to-city minimums.
DISCLOSURE OF Anti-Trust Division's investigation ofsix newspaper feature syndicates
(Continued on page 6)
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PERMIT FOR TV LINK
WITH TORONTO GRANTED
GRANT for construction of U. S. end of first
international TV link — between Buffalo and
Toronto — issued to AT&T Long Lines Dept.
last week by FCC, with start of service scheduled to coincide
with opening
of Toronto's
first
TV station
in 1952.
Plans call
for addition
of antennas
to
Bell
System's
Buffalo
microwave station to beam TV programs 23 miles
northwest to microwave station at Fonthill,
Ont., from which they would be relayed 41
miles across western end of Lake Ontario to
Toronto. Radio relay link between Toronto
and Montreal now under construction by Bell
Telephone Co. of Canada, with Montreal to be
added to Canadian TV Network in 1953. Bell
Telephone of Canada has five-year contract
from Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to provide channel linking Buffalo to Toronto and
Montreal.
SEEMAN, TON I ALTERNATE
SEEMAN BROTHERS Air-Wick (household
deodorizer) will sponsor Nora Drake 2:30-45
p.m. on CBS Radio effective Nov. 19 on weekly
schedule, alternating with Toni permanent.
During first week and every other week AirWick will sponsor show on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. During other weeks, it will
sponsor program Tuesday and Thursday. Prodwill be cross-plugged
other'sits
shows.uctsAir-Wick
will continueontoeach
sponsor
Monday Morning Headlines every Sunday evening for fifth consecutive year. Agency is William Weintraub Co., N. Y.
DuMONT SIGNS GRID GAMES
CONTRACTS
"special"
football
gamesforonsponsorship
DuMont TVof two
Network
announced by DuMont Friday. Larus & Bro. Co.,
Richmond (Holiday cigarettes), to sponsor
Thanksgiving Day game between Detroit Lions
and Green Bay Packers, starting at noon
(EST), through Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Motorola Inc., Chicago (TV sets), to sponsor
annual Shrine East- West Game Dec. 29 from
San Francisco, through Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
JOHNSON BUYS MBS • In what is understo d tc be a $2 million sale, S. C. Johnson
and Son, Racine, Wis. (wax products), last
week bought four news shows daily on 539
Mutual stations though Needham, Louis and
Brorby, Chicago.
TEXAS SCHEDULE • Monticello Drug
Co., Jacksonville, Fla. (666 cold remedy), buyingtionsparticipation
on six Texas
stafor 20-week programs
radio campaign.
Agency:
Charles W. Hoyt Inc., N. Y.
ANACIN SPOTS • White Hall Pharmacal
(Anacin), which had originally planned to
wind up spot
radio schedule
at' end ofMarch.
year,
expected
to renew
series through
Agency, John F. Murray, N. Y.
GE PREPARING • General Electric Co.,
N. Y. (bulbs), preparing radio spot announcecampaignBBDO,
to runN.Nov.
3-31. ment
Agency,
Y. 14-20 and Dec.
CHEER ADDING • Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, adding number of stations to its
radio spot campaign for end-of-year schedule.
Agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
MAGAZINE REGIONAL # Reporter Magazine,
placingandspotRochester
radio series
in Syracuse,N.Y.,Columbus
starting
Nov.
16 through first of year. Agency, Frederick
Clingon Adv., N. Y.
ABC COAST PICKUP • Rosefield Packing
Co., Alameda, Calif. (Skippy peanut butter),
Dec. 10 starts You Asked for It on ABC-TV
Network, Mon., 9-9:30 p.m. (EST), first ABC
origination from Hollywood going east on
microwave relay. Contract 52 weeks. Show
packaged by Oxarart & Steffner, Hollywood.
Agency, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F.
WESTERN RENEWED # Ranger Joe Inc.,
Chester, Pa. (Popped Wheat), renewed its
children's western program, Ranger Joe (Sunday effective
12-12:15 p.m.Dec.EST),
over ABC-TV
weeks,
2. Agency,
Lamb & for
Keen,52
Philadelphia.

MGM
Talent Slated for New MBS Array
PLANS for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's provision basis comparable to NBC's "Tandem" plan
of sixtualhours
entertainment"
MuandMGMABC'sprograms
"Pyramid."
and time segments:
each weekof "star
completed
Friday, toforassure
Mondays
— 8-8:30
of theNotYearPay. with
what was called "the strongest array of eve- Bette
Davis;
8:30-9 p.m.,
p.m., Woman
Crime
Does
Tuesdays
—
8-8:30
p.m.,
Black
Museum
ning shows in Mutual network's history."
with Orson
Welles;and8:30-9
p.m.,Barrymore.
Story of Dr. mvstery,
Kildare,
Lew Ayres
Lionel
Adding "more than 100 of Hollywood's big- withWednesdays
— 8-9 p.m., MGM Musical Comedy Thegestgrams
nameunderstarsMBS-MGM
to MBS' plan
1952 will
schedule,"
proa
t
r
e
o
f
the
Air.
start week
Thursdays with
— 8-8:30 p.m., Modern Adventures of
Casanova,
of Dec. 31 instead of Nov. 19 as originally ex- Fields
Show. Errol Flynn; 8:30-9 p.m., Grade
pected. MBS will reschedule 12 of its current
Fridays
—
8-8:30
p.m., Adventures
Maisie, with
Ann
Sothern;
8:30-9
TheStone.Hardyof Family,
with
programs around MGM shows, to provide
Mickey
Rooney8:30-9:30
and p.m.,
Lewis
Saturdays—
p.m.,
MGM
Theatre
of the
"solid block of high-rating entertainment from
Air,
with
guest
stars.
8-10 p.m., six nights a week."
Mutual President Frank White signed for
Of MGM-produced shows, four half-hours
MBS. Extensive on-the-air advertising and
from 8:30-9 p.m. Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursother
promotion planned. Charles C. Moskowand Fridays,
eveningdays,show
will be and
offeredhour-long
for localSaturday
sale by itz, MGM secretary-treasurer, signed for MGM.
MBS affiliates. Other five shows will be offered
for more AT DEADLINE turn page
for national sponsorships on "multi-message"
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RADIATION'
ORDER
DELAYED
FORTNIGHT
ISSUANCE of Executive Order putting into
effect new radiation law (S-537) delayed at
least fortnight pending study of broadcaster
proposals
to protect
station
operations in casedesigned
of disaster
or possible
air attack.
Broadcaster proposals now before National
Security Resources Board in connection with
redrafting of proposed draft considered at
White House-broadcaster meeting Nov. 2
[B»T, Nov. 5].
Appointment of industry advisory committee
to work with government in connection with
disaster station shutdown procedure met favorable response from White House Staff at Nov.
2 session and is being considered in writing of
new draft. Half-dozen other proposals submit ed to NARTB last week and relayed to
XSRB. Revised Executive Order must clear
number of interested civil and military agencies
of government. Plan delegates power to preto FCC.pare engineering plans of shutdown procedure
REPORT EXPECTED SOON
ON TALENT PAY BOOSTS
REPORT on control of talent salaries for overscale performers
radio,
other en-in
tertainmentinindustries
willTVbe and
submitted
a week or 10 days to Salary Stabilization Board
by three-man committee making special study
for board. Committee held hearings Oct. 21-22
in New York at which industry and performer
spokesmen testified [B«T, Oct. 29].
Currently SSB permits employers to follow
practices of 1950, set out in May 14 letter
from Joseph D. Cooper, acting executive
secretary of SSB, to Richard P. Doherty,
NARTB employe-employer relations director.
NARTB's position is that it is interested
only
above-scale
talent
and feels
pay with
for
such intalent
should be
handled
in line
industry practice. Association suggested that
any controls should follow lines of Cooper
letter, with modifications. Supplemental statement of these views was signed by NARTB,
NBC, ABC, CBS and MBS.
CBS-TV, CORNELL TEST
PILOT FILM to test possibilities of a CBSTV tie-up with Cornell U. for production of
educational and public service programs
[Closed Circuit, Oct. 8] will be undertaken
shortly by network in cooperation with university, Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV director of
news and public affairs, reported Friday. Subject of trial film not definitely set, but probably will deal with Cornell school of aeronauon achievement of
speed tical
andengineering's
safety atresearch
same time.
SEES ELECTRONICS GROWTH
IF ELECTRONIC research advances at same
rate in next ten years as it has in past decade,
world will enter era "in which electronics
play as important a part in our daily liveswillas
electricity does now," Dr. E. W. Engstrom,
vice
charge atof dinner
RCA Labs.
Division,'
said president
Friday. Hein spoke
honoring
employes ofdivision who complete 25 years service during 1951, which also marked tenth anniversary oflaying of cornerstone of laboratories
now David Sarnoff Researchat Princeton,
Center.
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In this IssueAffiliates Committee says networks ought
to mind their own business and quit
fussing with formulas that are upsetting radio's basic structure. Page 23.
Morning time sales in radio are booming, and TV morning periods are being
opened to accommodate new business.
HowPagean 23.Ohio hardware chain untangled
itself from a warehouse full of garden
hose. Read "Buckeye Bucks Come
Easy When
Cussins & Fearn Uses Radio." Page 26.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
surveys the surveyors to see whether
* research
experts think
that comparable
is attainable
and if somedia
how.
Page 25.
Harold Fellows writes advertising's obit.
It's
a joke,Page
son, 28.but it could be awfully
serious.
Are low paid, overworked continuity
writers reducing radio's efficiency?
See "The Writer's Lament." Page 29.
There's reason to predict that the FCC
won't reserve as many channels for
educational, non-commercial TV as it
once thought it would. Page 73.
Wayne Coy says educators will have to
act if they hope to sew up educational
television channels. Page 7U.
Big league baseball made more than 10%
of its total 1950 revenue from sale of
broadcasting rights. Page 80.
A federal judge orders KSFO San Francisco to air a political broadcast for a
Communist candidate. Page 3U.
General Foods is biggest buyer of network television. Page 73.
Protests over National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s cold war against television
lead to crack in the ice. MichiganNotre Dame game telecast. Page 7U.
Government puts clamp on machine tool
deliveries, which can mean few new
model changes in radio-TV receivers
after February, 1952. Page 32.
The Signal Corps is working out ways
to use high-speed facsimile, like Ultrafax, for military purposes. Page 93.
National Assn. of Radio News Directors
begins annual convention today with
a "how to do it" agenda. Page 27.
CBS Inc. makes a net income of $3.5 million on a gross of $119.7 million in
first three quarters of 1951. Page 27.
Upcoming
Nov. 12-13: NARTB District 3 meeting,
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Nov. 12-14: National Assn. of Radio
News Chicago.
Directors Convention, Sherman
Hotel,
Nov. 14-16: RTMA industry conference,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov.Hotel15-16:
NARTBBoston.
District 1 meeting,
Somerset,
Nov. 16-18: American Women in Radio and
Television, New York State Chapter anN. Y.nual conference. Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany
(Other Upcomings, page 34)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
may have interesting counterpart for radio-TV,
since it's pointed out that networks also are
syndicates,Butproviding
servicenetworks
to af-»
filiates.
it seems exclusive
that legally,
are protected because of so-called chain monopoly regulations invoked in 1944 over vigorousl
opposition of networks themselves.
ALTHOUGH Justice Dept. attorneys refused!
comment trade sources were watching with]
interestsyndicates
since radio-TV
and transcrip-j
tion
followprogram
practices
somewhat!
similar to those of news syndicates. ExecuJ]
tives of one news feature syndicate saw littlej
cause for alarm. Said they received mimeographed subpoena, answered few questions
and have heard nothing more although nearly
seven weeks have elapsed.
ANTI-GAMBLING bills— one of which (
1624) would prohibit interstate transmissio:
or radio broadcast of gambling information o
a sports event before it starts [B»T, Oct. 15!
— earmarked for early study by Senate when
Congress returns in January. Senate Majority
Leader Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) gave
that notice to Sen. Kefauver (D-Tenn.) before
Congress adjourned last month.
FCC PONDERING precise set of limitations
on horse race broadcasts. It is thinking oi
spelling out exactly what types of horse race
information may not be transmitted because
of tips that might be imparted to gamblers an-,
bookies.
NBC AND AFFILIATES reportedly talking
about cutting Kukla, Fran and Ollie programs
to 15 minutes. Shows would remain in one
or other segment of 7-7:30 p.m. EST time
bracket, however.
IS THERE deliberate slow-down in FCC broad
cast processing lines for budgetary propaganda
purposes? FCC authorities insist that cut in
appropriations by Congress has hampered
operations. But outsiders in some quarters
believe there's "sit down strike" in effort to
get licensees to besiege Congress for additional
FCC funds.
ACTIONS
by Haraden
tele
communications
adviser, Pratt,
will be President's
closely watchec
on Capitol Hill in coming months. Dormant
now — but still alive — is bill (S 1378) pending
before Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee that would give FCC authority tc
assign
frequencies for use of government
owned stations.
THEATRE TV HEARINGS now scheduled Feb
25mid-summer
at FCC, probably
won'tPreoccupation
get underwayof unti
at earliest.
FCC
with full-scale TV allocations proceedings ex
pected to force further postponements on FCC:
own motion, if counsel do not seek it.
RADIO-TV ADVISOR to Rudolph Halley in hi
hard-fought
New Council
York —City';
second slot — campaign
President for
of City
wa:
ofMorris
WLIBNovik,
New radio
York. consultant and part ownei
THERE may be radio-TV angle to Senate Sub
committee
on Privileges
and Elections'
hear
ings
on contested
Ohio Senatorial
campaign
involving Presidential aspirant Robert A. Taf
(R-Ohio) and Ohio State Auditor Joe Fer
guson, Democrat. Hearings tentatively set fo
Nov. 26 expected to reveal breakdown of radio
TV campaign expenditures and related medic
information in Ohio election lagt November,
for more AT DEADLINE see page 106 |
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The successful WCFL "Sports-Music-News" Formula— now brought
to fullest realization! Here is proved and constantly improved 3-Power Programming
that captures, holds, and builds potent listenership. It makes this independent
station a major factor in your Chicago Market strategy.
IMPORTS that command the DOMINANT audience!
Sensational White Sox baseball— the complete schedule for '52 . . . Notre Dame
football Classics . . . Chicago Cardinal football (a WCFL exclusive) . . . outstanding hockey, tennis, and basketball events, race results ... a// identify WCFL to
masses of listeners!
NEWS

of DOMINANT interest— timely , most complete!
The only station in Chicago that presents hourly newscasts, all of them especially
edited and written by the newscasters themselves: crack newsmen John Vandercook, John T. Flynn, Vic Barnes, Bill Hamilton and others . . .

MUSIC

—the Common Denominator of every listening mood!
Star disc-jockeys Bill Evans, Mai Bellairs, Marty Hogan, Howard Miller . . . balanced by such vastly-popular symphonic shows as the Music Lovers Hour, one
of radio's oldest, best-loved classical programs.

WE PLANNED IT THAT WAY-to

WCFL
50,000 watts • 1000 on the dial
The Voice of Labor
666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III."
Represented by the Boiling Company, Inc.
CASTING

• Telecasting

achieve ever-greater
WCFL LISTENER-PULL!
T,UT 'he null of "Dominant-Three"
programming efectiveness to work for
you! Call Art Harre, General Manager of
WCFu, or contact your Boiling Company
Representative.

November 12, 1951 • Pag

COVERAGE

ALONE^
/SA/T

ENOUGH!

WGST is the high powered weapon to use
for bagging big game in the Atlanta Market, so don't scatter your sales shot in the
bushes. Take a tip from the local hunters
who know where the covey's are — more local
advertisers buy more time on WGST than
any other Atlanta station. You score a
bullseye everytime with the top ABC and
local shows and the complete merchandising
support offered by WGST.
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JUST READ WHAT
THESE INDEPENDENT
THINKERS SAY:

announcements on

Spot

outlets^ofnr
336 reteil
^h
m emDub
icaile-CoPower
0fder businfss.
toPola
Radindo,»StaOrPtioeg^nonKXI re'

Do Some Independent Thinking About Radio Today
People who care about their money are doing some hard thinking about
radio today . . . some independent thinking. In fact, many national advertisers
who formerly bought network radio are finding they get better results when

Frosfeady.
mhave
inVne
smart
selhW8
BJondi
n Rad."
Job
you
done
io,
mats
^undro
to the
toWorRad
cesioter,Statio
Masns. WNEB

they use the leading independent radio stations. Don't take our word for
it— make us prove it. Write to any AIMS station listed below for all the facts.

THESE ARE THE LEADING INDEPENDENT RADIO STATIONS:
WCUE -Akron, Ohio
WKYW -Louisville, Kentucky
KSON — San Diego, California
WBMD -Baltimore, Maryland
WMIE -Miami, Florida
KYA — San Francisco, California
-Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WMIL
KING —Seattle, Washington
-Buffalo, New York
WBNY
WKDA -Nashville, Tennessee
WJMO -Cleveland, Ohio
KREM — Spokane, Washington
WBOK -New Orleans, Louisiana
WVKO -Columbus, Ohio
WACE — Springfield, Massachusetts
-Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
-Denver,
Colorado
KSTN
—Stockton, California
KMYR - -Des Moines, Iowa
-Portland, Oregon
KXL
KCBC
WOLF — Syracuse, New York
WWSW- -Richmond, Virginia
WXGI
-Evansville,
Indiana
KFMJ —Tulsa, Oklahoma
WIKY
-St. Louis, Missouri
WCCC - -Hartford, Connecticut
WNEB — Worcester, Massachusetts
WXLW -Indianapolis, Indiana
WMIN -Minneapolis-St. Paul
WBBW
— Youngstown, Ohio
KSTL
KNAK - -Salt Lake City, Utah
WJXN -Jackson, Mississippi
KITE
-San Antonio, Texas
KLMS -Lincoln, Nebraska
They are all members of AIMS — Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations — each the outstanding independent station in its market

Aim for BULL'S-EYE
i ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

results. ..with the AIMS

GROUP
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MR.

SPONSOR:
new

ffet&Yoar

business

btet buy

New Orleans' Favorite
Early Morning Show!

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT Co., Raleigh, N. C, has purchase
SpatFrederic W. Ziv Co.'s Bright Star, transcribed radio series cc
starring Irene Dunne and Fred MacMurray, for broadcast in 1
North and South Carolina markets. All contracts are for 52 weeks.
TEXAS Co., N. Y., to Sponsor five-minute news broadcast, Texaco Sta
Reporter, three times daily in four Florida markets, starting Dec. 10 fo
13 weeks. Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Dr. A. W. CHASE MEDICINE Co. Ltd., Oakville, Ont., (proprietary
starts daily one-minute spot announcement campaign on number of Can
adian stations. Agency: F. H. Hayhurst Co. Ltd., Toronto.
TEMPLETON'S Ltd., Toronto (proprietary) starts wide variety of news
casts, five-minute program segments and spot announcements on larg
number of Canadian stations. Agency: Associated Broadcasting Co,
Toronto.
MAPLE LEAF MILLING Co., Toronto (Teabisk), and ST. LAWRENCI
STARCH Co. Ltd., Port Credit, Ont. (Beehive corn syrup), Nov. 15 an<
16 to air in joint promotion Monarch Money Man on 18 Canadian station:
and singing commercials on 28 stations. This is believed largest join
radio campaign staged in Canada. Agencies are Cockfield, Brown & Co.
Toronto (Maple Leaf Milling) and McConnell, Eastman & Co., Toronti
(St. Lawrence Starch).
A/etur&tk • • •
HOMECRAFT, N. Y. (publishers of Jacques Fray Piano Book), spon
sored for one time only, special educational program, How to Play thi
Piano, from 9:45-10 p.m., on ABC Radio, last Thursday. Agency: Hubei
Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Jewel shortening and salad oil), renews
Foley
on NBC's
radiothrough
networkFri.of from
43 stations
26 to 52Show
weeks.
Show isregional
aired Mon.
9:30 tofrom
9:45
CT and originates in Nashville. Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Chicago.

Rei
Nov
a.m
Co.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co., has renewed sponsorship of th(
Paul
Young Whiteman
& Rubicam,Goodyear
N. Y. Revue, Sun., 7-7:30 p.m. on ABC-TV. Agency
■tfpency •^ppalntmmnti • • •
CAKEadvertising,
& COOKIEeffective
Co., Oakland,
S.MOTHER'S
F., to handle
Jan. 2, appoints
1952. Honig-Cooper Co.
• COFFEE CLUB is the perfect eye-opener to 'wake up'
. . . and 'perk up' the old ones. 'Earlybird'
new sales
Phil
Gordon gently arouses New Orleans every
morning with his piano, songs and platters. It's
the 'Perfect Combination' ... for spot participation!

Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!
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AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN Assn., Detroit, appoints W. B. Done:
& Co., Detroit, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
VIKING TOOL & MACHINE Corp., Belleville, N. J. (Viking Antenn:
Rotator), appoints William Wilbur Adv. Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising
ALLIED FLORISTS, Phila., appoint Adrian Baurer Adv., Phila.,
handle advertising. Spot radio will be used.
RUSSELL MILLER MILLING Co., Minneapolis (American Beauty
Flour), appoints Olmsted & Foley, Minneapolis, to handle advertising.
CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS, Chicago, appoints Schwimmer &!
Scott, Chicago, to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
PINELAWN MEMORIAL PARK, N. Y., appoints William von Zehle &
Co., N. Y., to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
GRIPPO CONE & PRETZEL Co., Cincinnati, appoints Robert Acoml
Inc., Cincinnati, to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

A

WREC
GIVES YOU A

YES - THAT'S RIGHT YOU PAY NO MOREACTUALLY, YOU PAY
10.1% LESS PER THOUSAND LISTENERS, COMPARED TO 1946 -AND
CCORDING TO THE
1950 CENSUS YOU
REACH MORE PEOPLE,
GET MORE COVERAGE,
MAKE MORE SALES . . .
THAN EVER BEFORE.

BONUS
MARKET

According to the latest available figures of the
1950 census, the rich 76 county Memphis Market shows a definite population increase. This
increase means thousands of potential customers. It is your
WREC

BONUS

MARKET

WHICH YOU NOW RECEIVE
IN ADDITION TO THE LONG
ESTABLISHED WREC COVERAGE . . .
AND YOU PAY LESS PER
THOUSAND THAN YOU DID
IN 1946.

WREC
MEMPHIS
NO. I STATION
rith CBS- 600 K.C. 5000 WATTS

ROADCASTING
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presented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC
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agency

of

the

"St. L
ouis

"OSEPH
R. JOYCE
and LEEN. Y.,
HARWOOD,
executives
wit; $
Robert W.
Orr & Assoc.,
elected viceaccount
presidents
of agencj
They will continue their duties as account executives.
W. SCOTT LEONARD and ALBERT W. GASS, account supervisors
Chicago office of Young & Rubicam,
elected vice presidents of firm.
FREDERICK J. WACHTER, associate copy director Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Chicago, elected vice president.
EUGENE J. COGAN, media director
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., to
Marschalk & Pratt Co., N. Y., in
Mr. Leonard same capacity.
ANSON C. LOWITZ, vice president J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., t
Foote, Cone & Belding, same city, in executive capacity.
RICHARD DOWNEY, head of Downey Co., S. F. merchandising con
sultants, to Dancer, Fitzgerald & McDougall, S. F., as merchandising
manager. Mr. Downey will be succeeded by EDWARD A. FARGO Jr

oom"
Ballr
sold
these

advertisers

The "St. Louis Ballroom" plus is promotion! Bigger, better than
ever! 24 sheets, exterior bus and streetcar cards, interior bus and
streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper display
ads, special mail promotions and personal appearances, promotion announcements on KXOK are scoring a wide plus for
"St. Louis Ballroom" advertisers. Get details from your
John Blair man or from KXOK today.

ON
TI0U
630KC
50OOARS'WATTS*
FULL
TIME
SUTTA37
•AACHE
BBtCSTN
12thsT&. DELM
LOUI,<

E
KXO
Represented by John Blair & Co.
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oun
acc
supervise
radio
and ts
television ar<
on all
he was success
Dorr the Richfield Oil Corp. which ex
H. busiin madein the
ness^
TOOWalsh,MUCH
vice president, radio pends approximately $275,000 an
and television director, Hixson & nually on radio and this year almos
en Inc., Los Angeles, turn reached that figure in television
advertising.
toJorgens
In addition to being in its 21st yeai
the Richfield Reporter, one oi
Mr. Walsh met with this over- with
whelming success operating a the pioneer sponsored programs or
bridge club in Los Angeles and San the West Coast, now on NBC, th
firm has just renewed for its seconc
Diego rentinzeal the
thirties.
for early
the game
kept Curhim year KTTV (TV) Los Angele:
playing at this former hobby 14 to Success Story one of the mos
18 hours a day. After three years ambitious local TV programs. Besides this program
of more bridge than
Richfield sponsors on
sleep, he was moved
to throw in his hand
TV
and special
sports event:
pro
permanently. At this
point he decided to
grams.
This yeartheit
underwrote
pursue a field which
had appealed to him
Douglas
arrival in MacArthur
San Fran
since high school
cisco and Japanese
days and joined the
Peaceties inTreaty
then
the sameactivicity
nell Hixson-O'Donadvertising
on the 11 California
agency in 1934.
stations relay.
via the mi
Mr. Walsh apcrowave
parently stil turns
Also under his
in a pretty
good
aegis comes Day &
hand. During his
17 years with the
Night Division,
Affiliated Gas Equipagency,successful
one of and
the
most
ment
(water heater
s)
currently
Mr. WALSH
highlyWest
thought
the
Coast,of heon
spending
$75,000 a yearabout
in radio
has progressed
from handy man to and television spots in the Southaccount
and general
South, from California
vice president and part-owner. In across westtoandFlorida;
Voit Rubber Co.
addition vision
to directing
tele- (rubber-covered athletic
activities ofradio
the andagency,
equipKierulff & Co. (Motorola
which expends approximately 50% radio & ment);
TV
set
distributors);
Genof its total billing in those two
Controls (gas
media, he is also account man on Citizens'eral National
Trust' appliances).
& Savings,
some of the firm's accounts.
(Continued on page 52)
Among those for which he helps
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ON THE
WASHINGTON SCREEN
beat
AAA
EDWARD S. GORE appointed vice-president J. Robert Mendte Inc., Phila.
RICHARD W. BYRNE, operator of agency under his name, to CampbellEwald Co., S. F.
JOSEPH R. WARNER, vice president and director Marfree Adv. Corp.,
|vT. Y., resigns. His future plans will be announced shortly.
AL JAMES, director of radio and TV Ellington & Co., N. Y., named
vice president. Mr. James has been with firm since 1944
and has been responsible for such shows as Cities Service Band of America, Dick Tracy, Date With Judy,
Celanese Theatre, etc. Prior to his association with
Ellington & Co., he was with H. W. Kastor & Sons and
before that with Compton Adv.
WALTER N. STUCKSLAGER, promotion director
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, resigns to organize his own company to handle merchandising, selling
and advertising of home furnishings nationally.

"MASTERPIECE
THEATER"
SUNDAYS
series offorfullparticipations
length
now, for —the2 PM.firstThetime,finestavailable
on WMAL-TV! Included in th»
series,
are
such
great
motion
pictures
as, Across
"Foreignthe Correspondent";
"Trade Winds";
"Sundown";
"Slightly
Honorable";
"House
Bay";
"Stagecoach";
"Long
Voyage
Home".
Above
is
a
scene
from,
"I
Married
A Witch",
starringandFrederick
March, Veronica Lake, and Susan Hayward.
+m
JERRY
STRONG
^
"IT'S
FRIDAYS-6:45
PM. featuring
A Anew HIT"
kindoneof ofWash-th«
ington television,
Capital's
best
known
personalities—
Jerry
Strong. Viewers see their favorite hit tunes
come tonationlife,
through
anpantomime.
unusual combio
f
drama
and
ONE
MINUTE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

— -TOM FRY, national account executive for Lincoln-Mercury Dealer
Assns., Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., named vice president of agency.
Before joining K & E last January, he was national director of network
sales with ABC.
G. C. HAMMOND, vice-president Cockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal, and
WALTER E. POWELL, commercial manager Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Toronto, appointed directors of Bureau of Broadcast Measurement,
Toronto. They succeed STUART B. SMITH, Canadian Advertising
ar Agency Ltd., Toronto, who has moved to the United States, and E. A.
|exfWEIR, commercial manager CBC, who has retired.
' 'resigned.
MILDRED DUDLEY, radio-TV department Tatham-Laird, Chicago,
of'WILFRED CHARLAND appointed vice president and director McKim
Adv. Ltd., Montreal, Mr. Charland, a nationally known
radio producer, was president of Whitehall Broadcasting Ltd. Whitehall Broadcasting's activities are now
merged into McKim's radio and television department.
HARRY GIANARIS, news director WTMA Charleston,
S. C, appointed director of public relations Robert E.
Bradham Adv., Charleston.

RUTH CRANE
"THETHRUMODERN
MONDAY
FRIDAY—
3 WOMAN"
PM. Thehouseprogram wives—dedicated
Washington
with one toof the
ablest authorities osniswomen's
affairs
— RuthWeaver.
Crane, as-As
ted by popular
Jackson
the Holiday
Season
approaches
— the showModerncaseWoman
provides
an
excellent
increased
buying needs. ONE
MINUTE forLIVE
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

JOHN T. KAVANAGH appointed to copy department
Byer & Bowman Adv., Columbus, Ohio. He was with
Charland Charles Merrill Co., Columbus. JOHN D. METZGER
named to copy staff in radio and television department.
Mr. Metzger was with WLWC (TV) Columbus.
CHRIS CROSS, to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., as assistant publicity
director. He was chief of U. S. Radio and TV for United Nations.
JACK KADUSON, Schenley Distributors Corp., N. Y., to William H.
^ Weintraub & Co., N. Y., as account executive.
EVERETT PIERCE, San Francisco Examiner, to copy and contacts department L. C. Cole Co., S. F.
EVANS F. HOUGHTON, public relations manager, National Sales Executives, Inc., to Benton & Bowleg, N. Y., in publicity department.
TOM GILCHRIST, McConnell, Eastman & Co., Toronto, to McGuire Adv.
Ltd., London, Ont., as manager.
FRED SPENCE, executive of international offices of Grant Adv. Inc., in
India, England, South Africa and Brazil, appointed president of Grant
(Continued on -page 68)
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^m
JIM
GIBBONS
"SPORTS
REEL"
MONDAY
THRU
FRIDAY—
7:15 PM. Jim
Gibbons
is Washington's
sportscaster,
and he is onemostofpopular
the mosttv
sponsored
personalities
in
the
Washington market. Sportsinterest,
Reel, hasnowbeenat host
the
peak
toPictured
someof ofviewing
thewith
greatest
names
in sports.
here
Jim,
golf
star
Patty
Berg. ONE MINUTE ANNOUNCEMENTS.
CALL OR WIRE THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
WMAL

WMAL-FM
The Evening Star Stations
V
AL-TD.
WM
WASHINGTON,
C.
November 12, 1931 • Page 13.

Let

the

South' s
Greatest
Salesman
Fill 'em

up

with
YOUR

EXTRAS
LUX RADIO THEATRE 8RM. Aft ON.
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FOR

ADVERTISERS

WWL pushes your product
with strong, effective, salesstimulating promotions. Store
displays. 24-sheet posters,
streetcar and bus dash signs,
personal calls on distributors
and jobbers, newspaper ads
— all adding greater impact
to your advertising.

Brand!

WWL

Sells to More
THAN

ANY

Southerners

OTHER

MEDIUM!

WHY?

Because WWL reaches more Southerners — 50,000 watts, clear
channel coverage dominating 4 states. Last year the powerful
influence of WWL helped move millions of dollars of merchandise for national and local advertisers.

HOW?

Because WWL sells Southerners with excellent programing.
For more than 25 years WWL has enjoyed a consistently high
habitual listenership — the lion's share of Southern audience
— verified by highest ratings.

rr y
/

¥ATE

COVERAGE

WWL

- in an area rich with new industry and still unquestionably radio dominated makes
WWL unchallenged champion with time-buyers.

LET

WWL

ROADCASTING

the So^s

NEW ORLEANS
50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
CBS AFFILIATE
A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY

Greatest Sa,eS,nan SELL

• Telecasting

THE

SOUTH

FOR

YOU!
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Needle!
the latest news of sales and
program developments from the
ASSOCIATED

PROGRAM

SERVICE

open mike
On the Map
EDITOR:
I have gotten a great deal of
use out of your national map
listing
stations markets
. . . and their radio
Bill
BBDOLawrence
New York

which ittheis mind's
eye bycanthecreate
when
stimulated
ear
If proof be needed one may recal
the radio personalities who have
been "one shot" movie stars. Tc
put
like
the itwaybluntly,
they they
had didn't
soundedlookwhen
they appeared on the screen. The
mind's eye had created a clearer
better
picture like!
of what they should
have looked
Television is a sales agency, not
an advertising medium.
The viewer has an easy chance
to turn down the merchandise
shown on the screen; when that
happens, the actual salesman then
never gets a chance to sell him.
In radio, interest and curiosity are
aroused, but the final decision will
be made in person where a trained
sales person can sell the deal!
Audiovision (the modern word
for radio) gets the job done!
Gustav Gen.
K. Brandborg
Asst.
Mgr.
KVOO Tulsa

Blue Chip Pay-Off
EDITOR:
Againof congratulations
the
series
success stories onon local
radio.
"Blue Chips on Local Radio
Spelled Success for This Miami
Lumber
29] hour
was
the salesYard"
clincher[B»T,for Oct.
a half
Sunday show for a local lumber
yard today. Needless to say the
first show will buy several years'
subscriptions
to Broadcasting •
Telecasting dollarwise.
This is the radio
kind of sales
hard-hitting
Current issue of APS subscriber bulletin "The Needle" ammunition
crews
.
(this column's mama) covers advertising techniques that need. .Ian
A.
Elliot
work in January. A relatively few items hit volume peaks
Tsk,
Manager
EDITOR:Tsk
during the first month; it's important to be able to spot
KRJF Miles City, Mont.
them. Sample copy of "The Needle" on request.
In reading
your5,write-up
Tour"
. . . Nov.
I noticed"Royal
some
discrepancies
—
tsk,
tsk.
EDITOR:
The
facilities
of
CBS-WTOP-TV
In the Oct. 29 issue of your fine in Washington were used to cover
Eight million dollars — almost double last, year's figure — you carried an article the event at the National Airport
reported set aside by Westinghouse for last-quarter pro- magazine
on the success of a Miami lumber with
Walter Cronkite describing
motion and advertising push. See your local dealer, not yard in using radio. The article the activities.
It was a pool feed
only in this line, either. All appliance lines are planning was titled "Blue Chips on Local to all networks with CBS-TV doing the pick-up. Charles Colling." the suggestion that
jumbo promotions to clear stocks, which are 180% of '47- Radio.
May .I .make
House corre'49 levels. . . . Check your new car dealers, too. They're you continue to give us articles of wood, CBSspondent,White
carried the ball on the
facing a price boost due to new excise taxes. Ditto lots of this type and further suggest that CBS Radio Network.
you make tear sheets of these
did pick up and feed
lines. consumer
It's going resistance.
to take advertising and plenty of it articles available to radio stations theNBC-TV
reception at the Statler Hotel
toretail
overcome
at a nominal fee for mailing in immediately
following . . .
their own trading areas . . . MaRod Franck
terial
of
this
sort
from
radio's
finest journal is of tremendous
Special Events
CBS, Washington
NEW AND DIFFERENT : Paste these facts in your cor- value. Louis H. Murray
porate checkbook and note them in the margins as you
Manager
write your 1952 budgets. 1) You no longer have to spend
WPAM-AM-FM Pottsville, Rebuttal
Pa.
big money for library service. 2) If you only need a part
EDITOR:
[EDITOR'S
articles
cost.] to NOTE:
appear Such
regularly,
and,willas
of a library, that's all you have to pay for. 3) Many sta- continue
As one who has enjoyed and
tions have cut library costs as much as $1200 in a single usual, reprints will be available at learned
much from your well-edited
year by switching to APS. 4) If you write a monthly rental
publication, I do not cavil at your
check bigger than $125, chances are you are paying more
editorial judgment when in the
Oct. 29 issue you found only 13
Seeing's Not Believing
than necessary. 5) The only library available today that EDITOR:
words worth quoting from a brief
containing
some 3,000. In such!
went forward in 1951 is APS. Let's go forward together in
In all the words which have been
the editor is the boss.
'52. Write for details.
written and spoken about tele- matters
However,
I
was surprised by the
vision and radio nothing has been
said about the overlooked but editorial "Burning Bridges" (Nov.
5) in whichstood alone
you state
the senand that
unexplained
potent
factor ofconcerns
"Audiovision."
Audiovision
that won- in the tencebrief.
derful picture which the mind of a
Since your readers have not had
radio listener can and does paint a view
of the contents of the brief,
for himself from the things he
ASSOCIATED
PROGRAM SERVICE
hears
by
radio.
Nothing
that
can
let
me
explain
sentence,
151 W. 46th Street, New York
vision must bethe saved
from"Telethe
be put on any screen can approach
PLaza 7-7710
(Continued on page 102)
the beauty, the humor, the pathos
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October — 1951 . . . broke new subscriber records at APS.
We have been busy shipping brand new APS libraries . . .
small ones and large ones ... to stations across the nation.
In addition to a flock of new subscribers for those unprecedented APS Specialized libraries at 1-yr-low-prices, we've
shipped an unusually large number of full basic APS libraries to stations anxious to have 5-year rate protection.
We now
backlog, before
and it'sJan.
unlikely
liver have
additionala libraries
1. that we can de-

ts

the

cable

There's been a lot of romancing about the new relay stations which in
effect extend the cable to the Coast and make possible "live" coast-tocoast television. Certainly, it's a tremendous technical achievement.
But all it means to national advertisers is that with these new facilities
they can add just four TV markets "live" — and these for only a
restricted group of network programs.
The new facilities can accommodate only one network program at a
time. And that program must be aired at a time when it will not be
plagued by that time difference of three hours (or four "Daylight"
hours) between New York and the Coast.
For all other network programs, kinescopes are still the order of the
day — with this change, thanks to science: kines can now be taken off
the tube in Los Angeles instead of being shipped from New York, and
vice-versa. But they're still kinescopes !
Life is much happier for the Spot Program advertiser. His program is
either "live" or on film — a lot easier for the audience to take than kine.
His television time is planned market by market. And he uses only the
markets he needs and wants. No "must" stations or minimum group
requirements in Spot Program advertising.
There's a cost advantage, too, for Spot Program advertisers. Spot rates
are generally lower than network rates for the same time period, on
the same station. The difference is enough to cover the extra film prints
required, their handling, distribution and other costs.
If you're thinking about television for 1952, you owe it to your marketing plans to get the full story on Spot Program advertising. You can
get it from any Katz representative. It shows, in very realistic terms,
that when it comes to television advertising . . .
You can do better with Spot. Much better.

THE
MEW YORK

ROADCASTING

KATZ
CHICAGO

DETROI
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AGENCY,
LOS ANGELES

INC.
SAN FRANCISCO

Station Rep resentatives
DALLAS
ATLANTA
KANSAS CITY

LOOK
feature of the meek
HERE!

1 ,000,000
PER DAY
WRC audience surveys
mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and
Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.
Morning, noon and
night, Washington area
people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC.
Combined total listening
goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience
for your commercial message.
The entire WRC schedule
represents a range of program ing to fit any sales
requirement.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts • 980 KG
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
Pagj 18 • November 12, 1951

RADIO-TV is assuming its traditional role again as public servant
in times of emergency. With blood
bank reserves depleted and the U.
S. putting out a special call for
donors, the broadcast media redrive. sponded by joining in the national
Conspicious among the reports
received by Broadcasting • Telecasting were the following:
KNBC San Francisco weekly has
been turning its Studio A into a
mobile blood bank for the American
Red Cross, with listeners urged to
visit the studio during broadcasts.
Typical day saw 181 pints of blood
donated.
To show how painless the donation of blood can be, Bernie
Bracher, of WAVE-TV Louisville's
SportsgramSlants,
while givingconducted
a pint. his proWFIL-TV Philadelphia staffers,
Neil Harvey, m.c. ; Chief Halftown,
station personality, and John
Corcoran, news commentator, contributed heavily to the success of
aJunior
mid-city
rally held
by the local
Chamber
of Commerce
for
the benefit of the emergency blood
collection program of the American
Red Cross.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City staged
an all-day Red Cross blood collection campaign telecast Oct. 31.
The station switchboard was deluged with about 2,250 phone calls;

PREPARING to donate a pint of
blood apiece to the Southwest Blood
Bank to meet the current blood
shortage, Lynn Cole (I), singer on
KPRC-AM-TV Houston, and Francis
Sullivan (r), production manager at
KPRC, get briefing from nurse on
blood need. Messrs Cole and Sullivan were just two of the 100 KPRC
staffers who pledged a donation.
Station used recorded interviews during National Radio and Television
Week to promote campaign.
187 volunteers were processed
through the mobile blood center set
up in a TV studio and 166 pints of
blood were collected. Many donors
said they otherwise would have
been
television
shown afraid
them howif easy
it was. hadn't
P. A.
Sugg, WKY-AM-TV manager, was
(Continued on page 98)

strictly business

IF YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR POWER ... WE
HAVE THE KIND
THAT COUNTS!
THE POWER OF
THE LARGEST
LISTENING AUDIENCE
IN WILKES-BARRE
. . . WYOMING
VALLEY AREA.
• • •
A recent Conlan Audience
Survey showed WBRE programs ranked FIRST. FIRST
in the morning . . . FIRST
in the afternoon and FIRST
in the evening. Aside from
the fact that WBRE's listenership to nearly every NBC
program stood far above
the national average for
the same shows, it was
proven that WBRE had the
TOP THIRTEEN daytime programs in listener popularity and THREE of the top
TEN were our own local
shows. You just can't go
wrong on WBRE.
• • •

And after nearly six decades of life
in a democracy, he naturally believes with utmost sincerity that it
is the finest type of government.
Putting these two together,
"Chet" Ruth wields one of the most
potent weapons on behalf of freedom— an advertising campaign promoting the democratic way of life.
He does this job in his role as advertising director of Republic Steel
Co.,He headquartering
in Cleveland.
is convinced every
company
has a responsibility to promote the
system that makes possible the
existence of every business now
operating. "If they don't defend
it, Republic
who will?"holds
he asks.
classes in basic
economics, with cooperation of the
U. of Chicago, for its 6,000 administrative people. It operates
a speakers bureau and maintains
Mr. RUTH
other promotional and advertising
services with one objective — to
the ad- alert
decadesbusiness,in Chester
the general public and other
AFTER three vertising
on theonneed
William Ruth believes sin- companies
(Continued
page toUO)protect
cerely in the power of advertising.
BROADCASTING
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Paper

Money

. . .

. . . income from manufactured paper products exceeds
308 million dollars annually in the two Carolinas.
Whether you write, wrap, box or smoke, chances are
you contribute to the income of WBT's 3,000,000
listeners — the largest group of your prospects
you can reach through any single advertising
medium in the two Carolinas.

"~

~/

JEFFERSON ST i
Represented A/t

22;

Q

or 2 to 20

kilowatts

If you plan to start TV station operations
with a modest equipment investment . . .
and still be sure you get adequate signal
coverage . . . this new "2 kw" is a logical,
economical solution to your problem. Initial
equipment expense is lower than that of
most TV stations on the air today. And tube
costs are low— because all the tubes are
standard types.
Used with RCA's popular and inexpensive high-gain 3-section Super Turnstile Antenna, this transmitter produces 5 kilowatts
ERP— at the lowest cost per radiated kilowatt in TV history. Used with RCA TV

For

any

TV power

"° um 6-tay
High-GaiR VHF

50 kw VHF

antennas of higher gain, this transmitter
provides up to 20 kw ERP !
Why not ask your RCA Broadcast Sales
Specialist to help you with your planning.
He can tell you precisely what you'll need
to go on the air— and how to do it at lowest
cost.
Make use of his "know-how." Call
him today.
ANNOUNCING — a 64-page book on
RCA's new line of TV broadcast
equipment for all channels, 2 to 83!
An indispensable reference for station
planning. Available only from your
RCA Broadcast Sales Specialist.
"Effective radiated power

to 200
KW-go
3-tay VHF
I
S-bay
12-bay
kw VHF EH
50000 w Ii 2kwVHF
VHF

erp

VHF

The heart of thethe"2 forced-air-cooled
kw"—
triode,
VHF t RCA-5762
This service-proved triode features sturdy internal
construction — and a very efficient plate radiator.
The tube takes less than half the air flow previously needed for a tube having the same powerhandling capability. And it's available through
any RCA Tube Distributor!

RCA

f

9 »

Who isn't, these days? But you want
a real bargain— one that really gives you
more for your money. That's the kind of
advertising buy you get at W-I-T-H— a
real, honest-to-goodness BARGAIN.
Here's why— W-I-T-H regularly delivers more listeners-per-dollar than any

other radio or TV station in Baltimore. Il
delivers this vast, buying audience at low
low cost. That's what makes W-I-T-H
the station that delivers low-cost results
the real bargain buy in Baltimore.
Just ask your Headley-Reed
the whole W-I-T-H story.

man for

The results station
Baltimore, Aid.
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WITH

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT—REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED
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'Expediency'
MJndustry Gr0"P Hits
D a recommendation.
By RUFUS PLA
CRATERN
TE
ASsuch
BL
present network rates beall-covering
as NBC's
NBC
caution's
se of television.
new
economicformula
plan envisions
or,
THE
ALL-INDUSTRY Affiliates
The
committee's
formal
report
Committee served notice last worse yet, the Assn. of National was taken as a clear indication
"Radio stations right now are
Thursday thatit will turn its guns Advertisers' computations which that the group had forcefully re- doing some of the best business
automatically turn a TV home injected any suggestion that it had they've ever done — another good
on anything
it
thinks
is
apt
to
unserved its purpose and should wind argument against cutting rates,"
to a 100 % non-radio home.
dercut the structure of radio.
Under Paul W. Morency of up its affairs.
one committeeman said. "But even
Its first
target:
NBC's
revoluNot 'Punitive' Conclusions
so," he asked, "how is a station
tionary new basic economic plan WTIC Hartford, the committtee
conferred
at
length
with
Robert
Members
insisted
there
was
going
to make out if its rate is dis[B*T, Oct. 8, et seq], or any like it.
expert and con- nothing "punitive" about its conIn a statement generally expect- Elder, research
Contributing
sultant,
who
invented
the
Audicounted 70%?" to the significance
clusions,
directed
though
they
were
ed to stir up fireworks for the
NBC affiliates convention late this meter, and came up with a definite against the NBC economic plan of the committee's attack on the
month — and obviously not intended decision to undertake "sound con- primarily. Rather, the conclusions NBC plan, observers noted, is the
were offered in line with the be- membership of the committee itto do otherwise — the committee
structiveinresearch"comparison
to show radio's
self, which includes representatives
true worth
with
called for an end to sales gimmicks other
lief—many
of "every
member"
that will
"in of major
media.
NBC affiliates, as well as
and gadgets and a return to what
come, —radio
continue
toyears
be a totremendous
factor of all other networks, and also inWho will be retained to do the the
it deemed thoughtful long-range research
cludes
who operate
job was left undecided. in the lives of every citizen of the TV as well asbroadcasters
planning which makes no concesAM.
definitely desion to "expediency" for the sake But thecided thatcommittee
Mr. Morency, the chairman, is
despite all the money
The committee's conclusions
of "a fancied short-term advan- radio has spent
on research thus would indicate that it is particu- vice president and general mantage."
of WTIC ofand
a forThe NBC plan was the only one far it has "scattered its shot," and
larly disturbed
the said,
NBC plan's
merager chairman
the also
NBC isStations
which, bythey
would
formally mentioned by name, but said the Committee will explore the formula
(Continued on page 10U)
U. S." up to a 70% cut in a stathe committee explicitly included subject further and come up with permit
within its target range "any similar plan which might be proposed"
— presumably taking cognizance of
Clients Line Up
plans well afoot at CBS [Closed
Circuit, Nov. 5] and reportedly MORNING
DEMAND
in the preliminary study stage at
both ABC and Mutual.
By FLORENCE SMALL
agency
and advertisers'
perusal. has radio audience with spot schedules.
Meanwhile,
CBS-TV already
And among the first to recognize
Devices such as ABC's "Pyramid WITH morning time sales in radio
signed
Lever
Brothers'
Rinso for the value of early morning radio
Plan"
of
multi-program
multirising
to
an
all-time
high,
national
sponsorship, as well as its prede- advertisers, reawakened to the sponsorship of Arthur Godfrey on listenership were the oil companies:
a.m. time, five times Standard Oil, Conoco Oil, and
cessor "Tandem Plan" of NBC and selling potential of the early-hour the 10:15-30
effective early in January. Magnolia
successor "Multi-Message Plan" of periods, are beginning to spill over weekly
Petroleum.
Radio,
still
unchallenged as the
Mutual, and the one-shot program into morning television to sell
a sense it has taken radio
dominant morning medium, traces at Inleast
sponsorship in which CBS officially their products.
15 years to sell early
led the way, for instance, came by
resurgent popularity of its
Late last week both NBC-TV and the
to national adverimplication within the range of the CBS-TV
early time periods to the coincident morningtisers,radio
were
understood
to
be
on
with
this year reliably prespot consciousness of the nacommittee's condemnations.
dicted to be the most successful in
the verge of completing negotia- use in tional
advertiser.
It
is
a
trend
that
Cite Lack of Dignity
tions for sale of substantial mornbuilding for two years the medium's history for these
ing segments on television. CBS- has been
Throughout
and has recently reached its hours. Actually, the lead in sellmeetings,
which the
lasted committee's
for a day TV was expected to sign two sepa- now
ing morning time had long since
highest
development
with such
rate clients for the 10:30-45 a.m.
and a half in New York's Hotel
by the individual staas Life Maga- been taken
Ambassador, ran the theme that period and the following 10:45-11 diversezine,advertisers
tions, with local automobile dealers,
Shulton
Toiletries
for
men
a.m. quarter-hour slot, five times (Old Spice Shaving Cream), and clothing stores, tractor distributors
the networks — apparently all of weekly,
in January; while U. S. Tobacco's Snuff placing spot and local drug chains carrying the
them, in committee thinking — have NBC-TV towasstart
slated to counter with announcement
given radio an air of undesirable
schedules in the burden of that pioneering. Their
and unwanted un-dignity in the a sale of half the newly-signed early morning time periods on success has been the real spur to
the current radio action of national
scramble to sign up sp< nsors on Ralph Edwards Show.
stations
across
the
country.
NBC-TV contracted Mr. Edwards
advertisers.
one-shot or other than straight netCold Remedies Considered
work, straight card-rate basis, and for $6,500,000 for his exclusive raThe radio success of national adThe
cold
remedy
manufacturers
dio
and
TV
services
during
the
next
that radio was likely to come into
vertisers inturn has been responsuch
as
Vick
Chemical,
Save-Thethe
"cloak-and-suit"
He is scheduled to ap- Baby Cough Syrup, Musterole,
sible in part for alerting advernetwork
sales policies category
continue atif five years.
tising
agencies to the prospect of
pear
on
a
daily
half-hour
TV
show,
and others expressed
their present level.
to coast, starting the first Pertussin
their faith in early radio time with comparable results in television.
The committee, whose formally coast
The daytime TV market is beginschedules
announced conclusions were de- week of January (12:30-1 p.m. ofheavy
the fall
season. at the beginning
ning to figure with increasing iminmass
the morning
network's audiences.
effort to
scribed as unanimous, was said to EST)
Breakfast
food
clients
such
as
portance intheir plans. This week,
build
be of a single mind that radio will
Chase & Sanborn (coffee), H-0 in fact, one agency, Grey Adverhave to make adjustments to meet NBC-TV also is preparing a five- Oats,
Jelke
Margarine,
etc.,
are
minute kinescope on a 7 to 9 a.m.
tising, New York,on specifically
TV or any other competitive de- show,
(Continued
page 105) adslated to start Jan. 7, for also attempting to capture the early
velopment— but not on any fixed,
November 12, 1951 • Page 23
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CASH

LEAVES NBC
To Join Crosley Corp.
NORMAN CASH resigns, effective
Nov. 19,lationsasfor NBC
director
station
reto joinof the
Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. as assistant
general sales manager for radio,
it was announced last Tuesday.
Mr. Cash had been with NBC
for the past 12 years. During that
period he was associated with production, sales, radio and station
relations. In World War II he
served ne rwith
of Engis in the Army
Italian Corps
Campaign
and
was awarded the Purple Heart and
the Bronze Star.
NBC had not named a successor
to Mr. Cash as of last Friday.

REYNOLD KRAFT
Dies in Chicago Nov. 5
FUNERAL services were to be
conducted in Chicago Saturday
afternoon for Reynolds (Ren)
Rudolph Kraft,
56, midwest
managerofficeof
the
of the Fort Incago.dustry CMr.o. inKraft,
Chiwho opened
the
office
in July,
died suddenly
Monday
noon in afterPresbyafter suffering
a
Hospital
Kraft in histerian
Mr. attack
heart
offiee. His doctor
reportedly
him in week.
"excellent
condition" found
the previous
A radio and television sales
executive since 1937, Mr. Kraft
joined NBC New York that year
as a network radio salesman. In
1945 he visionbegan
network
teleand soonselling
became
television
sales manager. He left NBC in
1950 to work as vice president and
television director of the Paul H.
Raymer
station
tive firm,Co.,
in New
Yorkrepresentaand then
joined Fort Industry Co.
Mr. Kraft was born March 29,
1895, intendedMenomonie,
athigh school inWis.,
OakandPark,
111., a Chicago suburb. In 1916
he was graduated from the U. of
Illinoiscan where
football hestarwasandan All-Ameria member
of Beta Theta Pi. He received a
mining degree after majoring in
metallurgy. For several years he
worked as an engineer. His first
sales zinejobfrom was
1934 for
untilCollier's
1937. magaMr. Kraft and his wife, Grace,
lived
Chicago'sby South
He
also isonsurvived
a son, Side.
Reynold
R. Jr., and two grandsons.

Simmel to NBC
LUDWIG W. SIMMEL, manager
program sales deDrawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix of radio co-op
patrotnewly
ment for ABC,created
has been
app
o
i
n
t
e
d
position
'Say, Mac, didja ever think this would happen when we made that delivery to NBC a couple of months ago?"
asco-opmanager
of
"minute
man"
and
program activities for NBC,
Carleton D. Smith, vice president
Phillipson, Others of
station relations, announced
Wednesday. Mr. Simmel, who preAre Promoted
ABC SHIFTS
was manager
Blue networkviouslysales
service ofdepartment,
TO STRENGTHEN executive responsibility, William Phillipson, ABC
assistant director of TV programming and operations, New York, has will assume his NBC post Nov. 16.
been transferred to Hollywood as Western Division director of radio
and television operations [Closed Circuit, Nov. 5].
BALL APPOINTED
Robert E. Kintner, ABC presiNamed CBS Radio Editor
dent, in Hollywood for the realignment of duties, also revealed last NARTB POST
BALL, program director and
Tuesday that Gayle Grubb, genStubblefield Named DON
of editing for WCBS New
eral manager of KGO-AM-TV San WILLIAM T. STUBBLEFIELD, director
York
and editing director for
Francisco, has been elected a vice account executive in the station WCBS-TV,
last week was named
president of the company.
director of editing for CBS Radio,
relations depart- effective immediately.
Donn rectorB.of ABC
Tatum Western
continuesDivision
as" diment of AssociatThe appointment, announced by
TV, with Fran Conrad manager of
ed ice,
Program
Serv- CBS Radio Administrative Vice
Western Division radio network,
was named
President
James M. Seward, was
both working directly with Mr.
last week to head made as part
of the division of
Phillipson.
NARTB's station CBS Radio and Television into
Under the new setup, Amos
relations activity. separate operating entities. James
Baron, former sales manager of
The
who formerly was editwas appointment
announced Shattuck,
KECA Hollywood and Western Didirector in both Radio and TV Gill Leaves McGillvra
Friday by holdsing the
vision radio network, becomes manpost in the TV division, HELEN GILL has resigned as
under the divorcement. Mr. Ball vice president of Joseph Hershey
ager of KECA. Philip G. HoffNARTB
man, general manager, KOB Albu- Mr. Stubblefield dent
HaroldPresi-E. has been with CBS since 1929 ex- McGillvra Inc., station representaquerque,
becomes
manager,
KE
CAFellows.
cept for a brief period with Nefftive firm. She is a former timeTV Hollywood. Matt Barr, account
buyer with Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Mr. Stubblefield will join NARTB Rogow agency in 1946.
executive, succeeds Mr. Baron as
Dec. 1. He succeeds John F.
KECA sales manager.
Hardesty, who resigned a fortnight
Duties Outlined
to become director of local
Mr. Phillipson will serve as divi- ago
sion head until merger of ABC and promotion for Broadcast AdvertisUnited Paramount Theatres is
ing Bureau [B«T, Nov. 5]. Wilfinalized. He will then resume his
liam K. Treynor continues as assistant director of the NARTB deNew York duties and be succeeded
partment. He currently is covering
on the West Coast by an UPT executive with title of vice president. the final leg of the NARTB district meetings.
Ernest Felix, assistant treasurer,
Entering radio at KONO San
has been Western Division acting
Antonio
in 1939 as an announcer,
manager since June, taking over
those duties shortly after Frank Mr. Stubblefield
ment consultant became
after thea managewar and
Samuels resigned as vice president
to join William Morris Agency as directed the building of several
Texas
stations.
He
joined
Capitol
West Coast head of radio and television.
Records in 1949 as field represent- EXECUTIVES of two broadcast-minded advertisers were guests at the Spot
aticiated
ve in the
to Asso-U. Radio Clinic held by National Assn. of Radio & Television Station RepresentaIn keeping with the new ABC
last Jan.South,
1. Hegoingattended
tives fortnight ago. L to r: Murray Grabhorn, managing director of NARTSR;
policy of taking its owned stations of Texas.
He is married and has Edward Lier, assistant advertising manager, radio-TV division. Shell Oil Co.;
out of network supervision, KECA a son, William T. Jr., aged 2. His Ralph McKinnie, Paul H. Raymer & Co.; D. C. Ketner, vice president and
and KGO will be operated as sepa- past activities have given him ac- general manager, Pepsodent Division, Lever Bros.; Jerry Lyons, Weed & Co.;
rate entities. Managers will report
quaintanceship with broadcasters in William Reed, John Blair & Co.YorkClinic
Oct.was23. held at Biltmore Hotel in New
direct to Mr. Phillipson.
every state.
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How
STANDARD
MEASUREMENTS
THE LONG-TIME goal of Amertop research
experts
— a comCOMPARABLE RESEARCH that would enable the advermonica'syardstick
for the
measurement
tiser to apply a common measuring tape to radio, telejof all major
media
—
may
be
apvision, newspapers and magazines is the pot of gold that
proaching ifit is not actually on
. the horizon.
so far has eluded media research men. Some strides
toward it have already been taken on a local basis (see
This summary of the combined
opinions of many research opera"Impact," a study by Raymond A. Kemper Assocs. in
tors and research buyers is based
Louisville 7,[B*T,
story on IsMr.such
Kemper's
talk to
i on statements
made last
to BroadcastDistrict
pageOct.
28 1]thisand issue).
an objective
ing • Telecasting
week.
attainable on a national scale? Here's a summary of
The statements were made in
expert
answersof togetting
that question.
experts
don'ttheagree
. response to requests for comment
on
methods
there, butThethey
believe
ob| on the plea by Louis N. Brockway,
jective can be won —toifstand
the advertising
industry
is willing
i executive vice president of Young
the cost.
& Eubicam, for "a common deOct. 29]. nominator for all media" [B*T,
Two major operators of research tion by the major media. He said as conducted by A. C. Nielsen Co.,
: services — Arthur C. Nielsen and Nielsen
radio-TV samples and differs from ABC magazine and
C. E. Hooper — are convinced the supplementary home samples were newspaper audits in two important
set
up
with
the idea the same serv- respects:
ji goal
is
attainable
through
use
of
special techniques on which their
ice zines
couldand benewspapers.
performed for maga"(A) Our radio-TV research
i services are based.
the audience to individOthers generally agree the obViews of those responding to the measures
ual programs (which are somejective islaudable and they would Broadcasting • Telecasting rewhat
analogous
to individual adwelcome some such statistical mirquest for comment on Mr. Brocknewspapers). vertisements in magazines ~ and
acle. On the other' hand, they way's plea are as follows:
t don't concede the solution is at
Nielsen Statement
"(B)videsOurcertainradio-TV
prohand for immediate application, or
importantresearch
diagnostic
Arthur
C. Nielsen, president, A.
at least
won'tat bethiscommitted
or analytical tools which are very
one
service
time. to any C. Nielsen Co., said:
increased audi"I was very favorably impressed useful encesinand gaining
Four network research officials
improving the sales efwithAudit
Mr. Bureau
Brockway's
address to
are in favor of a common yardstick, the
of
Circulations.
f
e
c
t
i
v
e
n
e
s
o
f
the
radio-TV
adverwith one contending it must come
tising. Irefer here to information
has sounded a convincing call
j| from a non-media source while the He
for
better
and
more
useful
resuch
as
minute-by-minute
audiother three called for realistic
ence, cumulative
search on magazines and news- audiences,
qualitative research. The matter
etc. audience, flow of
papers,
and
I
agree
heartily
with
ofbe cost,
too, itis was
a factor
that out.
can't most of what he said. My specific
"Without intending any criticism
ignored,
pointed
comments are as follows:
whatever of the work done by
Mr. Brockway drew nationwide
ABC,
which is useful and essential,
"1.
Radio-TV
audience
research,
attention when he told the Audit
Bureau of Calculations members
: there is "not one really authenticated fact" about
the actual
of television
on media
values.effect
Besides his high post at Young COMMERCIAL religion
a la Percy the reminder
s "we used to be
Pi'that
TIM
& Rubicam, Mr. Brockway is board FREE
had radio
stationsEup in & 450 stations on Sundays."
chairman of the American Assn. Crawford
angle entering the mixup
arms last week as the Philadelphia on New
of Advertising Agencies. He told sponsor asked for free broadcast is the presence in NARTB's telethe publication group there should time because he is spending so
vision code of a clause in opposibe standardized audience measure- much money on television.
ton to tracts.
commercial
religious conThe clause reads:
ments, full data on composition of
A new high in time begging was
media audiences and, finally, defini- reached
when
the
Rev.
Crawford
"A
charge
for
television
time tois
tion and measurement of advertis- (M.A., D.D.) sent his radio plea churches and religious bodies
ing attention.
on a letterhead bearing this banner notTherecommended."
proposed TV code, already
across the bottom:
,— -"^No
Comparison
approved in principle by the
$8,000
is
needed
to
purchase
radio
Lack
of a common
measurement
NARTB
TV membership, is slated
and give.
television time. Please pray
method is serious at this time "be- and
for final board action in early
cause the advertiser is increasingly
NARTB headquarters
Having slipped that verbal dag- December.
pressed for media comparisons,
currently is revising the text in
between broadcasters' ribs, the line
especially of magazines and news- Rev. gerCrawford
with suggestions made by the
said:
"Our
budget
will not permit us to purchase membership [B*T, Oct. 22].
way said.papers with television," Mr. Brock- time
on the radio, but we have had
McRaney's
Views comment
Mr. Hooper, as head of C. E. about 24 stations already offered
broadcaster
Hooper Inc., advocates comparison to run a 15-minute program on on Athetypical
latest Crawford offer is that
of time spent using each medium Sundays if we would make a re- of Bob McRaney, general manager
cording, so this is what we have of WCBI Columbus, Miss.
by all members of the family. This
technique is used in his new decided to do."
He said,vitation f"Here
or radio tois anuse outright
its mediuminHe explained that a 14% -minute
"Media-Meter," he said.
Mr. Nielsen, president of A. C. tape,
to
solicit
funds
to
support
a pro"with
no
commercials,"
would
Nielsen Co., said magazines and be submitted to interested stations
gram paid for on television. It is
newspapers would have to supply with the proviso that they be simply amazing that stations are
projectable readership data, com- mailed "atignatedyour
to accept
such deals."
station. expense" to a des- willing
Religion
has appeared
again in
parable to Nielsen program-market
ratings. By obtaining information
the
field
of
per
inquiry
advertisNow
using
a
big
ABC
coast-toon various media from the same coast video hookup (Sun., 10:30ing. This time it takes the form
homes the advertiser would have a 11 p. m.), the Rev. Crawford at- of a Christmas Bible offer by Kentempts to salve broadcasters with zine Distributors, 6000 Subset
showing of duplication of circulaBROADCASTING
• Telecasi

to Rote All Media?
it seems safe to say that audience
research in the radio-TV fields is
substantially more comprehensive
and useful than the corresponding
research generally done in the
magazine
field," Mr. Niesen said.
He
continued:
"2. Topaperget
and (as
news-to
researchmagazine
on a par
scope and usefulness) with tb'j
type of research furnished by Nielsen Radio-TV Index services, magazines and newspapers would need,
as a minimum, advertising readership
data basedof onFamilies,
a True National
Cross Section
i.e., data
projectable
entire
of families toin the
the U.
S. number
Starch Data
"This should not be construed as
a criticism of the type of readership information furnished by
Starch,the for
I am isnotwilling
at allto sure
that
industry
pay
the increased charges which would
necessarily result from the expansion of that service along the lines
indicatedstand thatabove
— in has
fact,frequently
I underStarch
offered to do this but that his offers have not been accepted," he
said."3. In addition to more comprehensive information on readership,
magazines and newspapers also
need more data on circulation (as
distinguished from readership) e.
"(A) Circulation by city size or
county(Continued
size — so onthatpageurban
85) and
List Still Grows
Blvd., Los Angeles.
The company offers "a wonderful
Christmassisting in all
combination
offer" Bible
conof a 224-page
S;— and gold initials
with pictures
of the listener, Christmas wreath,
154 Christmas seals and mailing
tags"As"allI amfor notjustusing
$1." an agency,"
wrote Martin L. Strauss, advertising manager, "I can afford to pay
$0.40
net to the the
station."
Then
addition comes
we both knowkicker:
that "In
the
local announcer can either break
or make a deal. Therefore I will
pay another $0.05 per order to the
announcer, because I feel the additional volume will compensate
"A house
very using
ethical,full-color
conservative'"
drug
pages;
in The Saturday Evening Post is:
marketing an acne ointment for
teen-agers through Robert EEoIley
& Co., New York agency, according to a letterofsent
stations-,
over
the signature
Charles
J. Cutajar,
vice
president.
The
stations
are asked if they have a program
"on which
me." merchandise is offered'
onThe a product
per inquiry
or peradvertised
sale basis.'"in
is being
(Continued on page 105)
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MANYhave ofgrown
the nation's
largest houses.
retail organizations
out of catalog
And catalog
houses developed when smart merchandisers made the
still neglected discovery that rural and small-city
people like to buy things. Often they buy major
articles, such as machinery and appliances, as well
as clothes and household furnishings. Nearly threescore years ago the mail order house of Cussins &
Fearn was started in Columbus. Now it blankets the
state with branches, though a nice mail order business
continues. Radio has taken an active part in the company's recent growth, sparked by Ray Wunderlich, fourtime president of National Houseware Buyers Assn.'

'"'CUSS

INS & F
EARN

BUCKEYE
Come

were ringing, buzzers
ESg and
PHON
buzzin
memos flying out
of over-worked type writers
around the 40-store Cussins &
Fearn chain.
This Ohio organization, doing
a vast business in hardware, auto
supplies, household articles and all
sorts of hard goods, had a problem
—outan ofinventory
a clerical problem
mistake. that grew
In any multi-million dollar business, occasional errors in ordering
and billings are inevitable.
But here was a new kind of mistake, and Cussins & Fearn found
its big Columbus warehouse bulging with garden hose. A blanket
order had been sent to a manufacturer for themerchandise,
season's supply
of this garden
statFearn's estimated
needsingforCussins
the &season.
Later, the actual order itself,
giving the specific needs, was sent

Mr. WUNDERLICH
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Easy When

BUCKS
Cussins § Fearn

to the manufacturer.
What happened? Well, the delighted manufacturer not only filled
the large order necessary to supply
Cussins
clientele &all Fearn's
over Ohiogarden-minded
but the factory
went
even
farther order,
— it filled
the advance estimated
too.
Quite a crisis in the life of a
hardware chain!
But Cussins & Fearn figured a
way out. For three years the chain
had
been using
radio
newscasts
on dawn
WHKCto dusk
Columbus.
Out of the rash of memos, conferand phone
decisences
ion— turn
the calls
hose came
over the
to the
radio department.
THE
catastrophe
into a
bonanza.
But let turned
Ray Wunderlich, Cussins & Fearn president, tell
in a few words how easily it was
done:
hose,
we "With
decidedour itwarehouse
was time full
for ofaction.
We turned to radio and radio saved
our necks. For 10 days, half of the
spots on our news programs were
devoted to sale of garden hose.
"The result? We sold out.
"We if could
sold a assummer
much
more
we hadhaveknown
drought
Cussinswas& coming."
Fearn blankets an
area radiating over 100 miles out
of Columbus, with stores located
mainly in smaller cities ranging
from 4.000 to 40,000.
Seventy-five percent of sales are
to the rural and suburban population, according to Mr. Wunderlich.
"You city folks are passing over
asaytremendous
market,"
he likes to
as he listens
to advertising
shco talk in metropolitan-minded
groups.
Cussins & Fearn started 58
years ago as a little mail order

Uses Radio

house in Columbus. The business
grew and the firm reached 500,000
circulation with its monthly catalogs.
The mail order business continues
but the number of catalogs has been
cut down to five a year because
of radio's
sales impact, Mr. Wunderlich declared.
"We hit the rural folks with
our news from the time they get
up
go to bed,"
Ruraluntilandthey
small-city
people helikesaid.to
keepCoordinating
up with thethenews."
radio promotion
with the Cussins & Fearn advertising and promotion activity is
Robert Neer, radio director.
Originally Cussins & Fearn used
radio
"plusnewspaper
— somethingand extra"
added astoa its
catalog advertising, according to Mr.
Wunderlich. Now radio has a very
definitepromotion
place inscheme,
the company's
sales
he added.
"Radio stands so squarely on its
own feet," Mr. Wunderlich said,
"that radio chandiadvertising
and mersing do not go through
our
advertising office. One man handles
radio merchandising exclusively. It
is his responsibility to select items
for promotion and to inform all
40 store managers around the state
what the items will be. well in
advance of the time they are on the

"If youchandise atdon't
haveprice
goodyou merthe right
are
wasting the money you spend on
radio
said. a "Our
stores advertising,"
all over Ohio hechoose
station that gives complete coverage
of our market. We use radio as
the 'blanket medium' and let local
newspapers do the job of localizing
the salesdividumessage
from each inal store.
"To
reach
the
complete
audience
of the station we use 10 newscasts
each day, five days a week, 6 a.m.
to 6:30 p.m., a total of 1% hours
of newscasts aredaily.
Some ofsomethese10, news15 minutes,
some
'capsule reports' of five minutes.
"We pick three items each week
for radio advertising. Using two
or three announcements on each
newscast adds up to over 100 spots
per week on just these three items.
"There is variety in the way
(Continued on page 36)

THE
selected three
weeks items
ahead are
of broadcast
time,
he continued. Cussins & Fearn insistsinthatthe
merchandise
be "our
bestair."
sense of must
competitive
quality, customer demand, timeliness and price."
Mr. must
Wunderlich
explained. The items
be in good
sunply at all stores so no customer
will
because an
Mr. NEER
articlebeis disappointed
sold out.
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'How to Do' is Theme
NARND
MEETS
TODAY
THREE-DAY annual convention Chicago, and Orrin Melton, KSOO after a wire service committee re- McCall of NBC, will make its reof the National Assn. of Radio Sioux Falls, fill unexpired direcport and discussion in the mornport.uled Sen.as the
RussellTuesday
has beenluncheon
schedNews Directors, which opens in
torial terms, Mr. Ray for two
ing,tionalMalcolm
Johnsonwillof lead
Internaand Mr. Melton for one.
Chicago today (Monday), will fea- years
News Service
disCommittee members are Jack
cus ion on crime reporting. Ken speaker.
ture
a
"how
to
do
it"
approach
A
two-hour
afternoon
session
to general news problems.
Krueger, WTMJ Milwaukee; Larry Fry of the National Democratic will concern NARND annual
Jim Bormann of WCCO Minne- Finley, WEEK Peoria; George committee
and Ed Ingle of the
apolis has planned an agenda of Gow, KANS Wichita; Dave Kess- Republican Committee will report awards,tives ofduring
winning which
stationsrepresentawill exwork sessions on wire service cov- ler, WHAM Rochester; Godfrey E. on plans for the nominating conplain
their
operating
methods.
erage, crime reporting, coverage Hudson, CFCQ Saskatoon, Can.,
ventions in Chicago next year.
Bill
Ray
will
describe
what
his
of political conventions, news of and Cass Keller, NBC Washington.
of the Korean war will committee has done in helping gain
Members of NARND will be be Coverage
.atomic energy, television news, acoutlined at the opening session equal access to the news for all
cess to stories generally, docu- guests at several luncheons, din- Tuesday
media, followed by a report on
morning
Phil which
New- freedom
of information by Bill
mentary programs and the salaners and cocktail parties planned som of United
Press,by after
bility of news shows.
assistant executive editor
by
private
business
concerns
and
the
Television
Committee,
headed
Although all of the invited wire services. On opening day, by Sig Mickelson of CBS and Frank ofSteven,
theune andMinneapolis
Tribguest speakers were not definitely
a member Star
of theand ASNE
committed late last week it was
executive
committee.
News
room
39-Week Report
apparent the program would inpolicies
and
operations
will
be
declude several top, government and
scribed by Bill Henry of Mutual.
Shows Growth
news executives. Sen. Richard Rus- CBS INCOME
Newspaper-owned
station
men
sell (D-Ga.), chairman of the SenINC. and its domestic subsidiaries had a gross income of $119,731,- and Canadian news directors will
ate Armed Forces Committee, will CBS
379 for the first 39 weeks of 1951, compared to $60,658,187 for the same meet Wednesday morning to hear
give a key speech.
period last year, while net income (after provision for federal income Wayne D. McMurray, publisher of
The meeting opens this morning taxes) totaled $3,532,666 as against $2,670,783 for the first 39 weeks the Asbury Park Press. Charter
(Continued on page 38)
at the Hotel
Sherman
regis- of 1950.
*
tration at 9 a.m.
and with
a business
These figures, with the 39-week compared to $60,658,187 for the
session at 10 a.m. when President totals
for the 1951 period includ- same period of 1950. Operating
Ben Chatfield of WMAZ Macon,
ing the operations of Hytron expenses and cost of goods sold
Ga., will give his annual report Radio & Electronics Co. and CBS- totaled $58,936,070 this year as
and the nominating committee Columbia Inc. since their acquisi- compared to $39,616,098; selling, RADIO NEWSMEN
will present its slate.
Named to Assist Schools
tion by CBS on June 15, were re- general and administrative exNominees for four positions as
penses were $17,228,409, against
portedsolidated
last Thursday
a connewsmen from stations
income statementin for
the $13,640,241; provision for depre- VETERAN
three-year directors include Mr.
Canada and all sections of the
Bormann; Jim Byron, WBAP Fort nine months which ended Sept. 29.
ciation, etc., $1,374,830, against inUnited
States
have been named to
The CBS board of directors anWorth; E. L. Heywood, CFAC Cal$1,118,479,
while
"miscellaneous"
the journalism
schoolAssn.
speakers
bunounced at the same time a divi- income
gary, Alberta, Can.; Mort Linder,
r
e
a
u
o
f
the
National
of Radio
(less
deductions)
was
$100,dend of 40 cents per share on its
WSBT South Bend, Ind.; Russ Van
News Directors.
$17,414.
Income
beDyke, KRNT Des Moines; Brooks class A and Class B stock, payable 812 against
taxes on income
Ben Chatfield, NARND presiWatson, WMBD Peoria, 111.; Ken Dec. 7 to stockholders of record amountedfore federal
dent, who started the bureau at
to $8,782,666 for the first
Miller, KVOO Tulsa, and Paul at the close of business Nov. 23.
39
weeks
this
year,
compared
to
the
request of a group of journalWagner, WOSU, Ohio State U.,
Gross income
less
discounts,
commissions and returns amounted to $6,300,783 for the comparable
Columbus.
ism professors, said that the newsmen appointed will be asked to
The nominating committee has
period of 1950.
assist colleges and universities in
recommended that Bill Ray, NBC $86,221,163 for 1951 's first 39 weeks
their areasals of radio
in teaching
Nine Months Ending
and TV fundanews
September 29, 1951 (39 Weeks) September 30, 1950 (39 Weeks) gathering mentand
ASBURY PARK CASE
preparation.
GROSS
INCOME
$119,931,379
$85,946,982
Named
to
the
bureau
were:
Less—
Discounts,
commissions
and
returns
33,510,216
25,288,795
NARND Offers Copies
Canada: E. L. Heywood, CFAC Al$ 86,221,163 $60,658,187
berta; D. C. Cannings,
CKWX Toronto,
VancouDEDUCT:
McArthur,
Operating
expenses
and $58,936,070 $39,616,098
CONVENTIONEERS at the Naand A.ver; D.S.C.Bready,
CJOB CBC
Winnipeg.
cost
of
goods
sold
Rocky
Mountains:
Paul
Sullivan,
Intional Assn. of Radio News DirecSelling, general
and expenses
ad- 17,228,409 13,640,241
termountain
Network, KVOR
Salt LakeColorado
City;
ministrative
tors meeting, starting today in
Harold G. Bumpus,
Provision
for
depreciation
Chicago, can get copies of the
Springs;
Sheldon
Peterson,
KLZ
Denand amortization
of lease- 1,374,830 1,118,479
ver; DickR.Leonard,
Denver, and
hold improvements
Asbury Park decision, NARND
William
Day, Jack
KOAKMYRBeck
Denver.
West Coast:
and Max
President, Ben Chatfield, WMAZ
77,539,309 54,374,818 Roby,
KNX
Hollywood;
William NietMacon, Ga., has announced.
field,
KNBC
San
Francisco;
John
$
8,681,854
$
6,283,369
Thompson,
KNBC
San
Francisco,
and
The decision, handed down by
income, less miscellaneous
Tripp, KHQ
Spokane.
deductions
100,812 17,414 TalMidwest:
Superior Court Judge C. Thomas Miscellaneous
Jack
Shelley,
WHO
Des
Chettino, ordered the Asbury Park,
JackBormann,
Krueger, WCCO
WTMJ MinneapMilwaufederal taxes
taxes ononincome:
incoma . . . $ 8,782,666 $ 6,300,783 Moines;kee; James
Provisionbefore
for federal
N. J., city council to permit WJLK Income
olis;
Brooks
Watson,
WMBD
Peoria,
Income
tax
$
5,175,000
$
3,200,000
Asbury Park, N. J., to broadcast a
111.;J.Bruce
Barrington,
KXOX St.Charles
Louis;
75,000
430,000
Rowley,
WXEL
Cleveland;
public hearing [B»T, Oct. 1]. Excess profits tax
WGAR
Cleveland;
Ed Wallace,
5,250,000 3,630,000 R.Day,
Copies of the decision were printed
WTAM
Cleveland;
Mort
Linder,
WSBT
South
Indiana; Ray,
Bob WMAQ
Lyle, WLS
INCOME
FOR PERIOD
$ 3,532,666
by NARND's
Committeeheaded
on Free-by NET
Chicago,Bend,
and William
ChiEarnings
per Share
$1.81 $ 2,670,783
$1.56 cago.
dom of Information,
Notes:
William Ray, director of news and
McMullen,
WEAN ProvThe
figures
for Radio
the first& Electronics
39 weeks ofCo.1951andinclude
the operations
ofsincethe June
Hytron15, East: Dexter
idence;
Tom
Bentley,
WAVZ
New
group
(Hytron
CBS-Columbia
Inc.)
special events, NBC Central Div., the date of acquisition. Earnings per share for the 1950 period have been, Haven; Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV, New
York; Kessler,
Tom Eaton,
WTIC Hartford;
Chicago. They also will be distribupon
the and
1,717,352
ofperiod
stockhave
outstanding
during and
as1,956,003
of the Dave
WHAMYork;Rochester;
Frank
uted to radio-TV news editors all calculated
end of ofsuchstock,
period,
foraverage
theshares
1951number
been calculated
upon
McCall,
NBC, Washington,
New
and
shares
being
the
outstanding
for
the
39
weeks
ended
over
the
country,
Mr.
Chatfield
WTOP-CBS
D. C.Ted Koop,
September
29,
1951.
The
actual
number
outstanding
on
such
date
was
2,337,844
said.
which
includes for620,492
sharestaxesissued
upon theforacquisition
the Hytron
assets.
South: F.James
A. Bridges.
WSB-TV
The provision
federal
income
theActfirstof 1951.
39of weeks
of 1951figures
has Atlanta;
O. A.Carver,
"The . . . decision was a major
Salem; Ralph
Renick,WSJSWTVJWinston(TV)
been
calculated
in based
accordance
withon the
Revenuefactors,
The profits
1951
reflect
estimates,
on
presently
known
of
excess
taxes
advance
in
the
campaign
for
freeMiami;
Richard
Oberlin,
WHAS
after giving effect to special credits available under the Revenue Act of 1951
vil e; Ed Kirk, WPTF Raleigh; LouisJohn
dom of information for radio and
tobut corporations
engaged
in
television
broadcasting
prior
to
January
1,
1951,
Eure.
WDBJ
Roanoke,
Va.;
Ben
ChatMacon, Ga.,
and Jack
subject to revision when the detailed computations required by law Knell, field.
TV
are are
made.
WBT WMAZCharlotte,
N. C,WBAP
News stations,"
editors canMr.getChatfield
copies atsaid.
the The
provision
for federal
taxesadjusted
on income
for thea proportionate
first 39 weeks part
of 1950
as Southwest:
James Byron,
Fort
convention or can write to Mr.
originally
reported
has
been
to
reflect
of
the
Worth;
Pat
Flaherty,
KPRC
excess
profits
taxesare forsubject
the year
basedendon adjustments
the Excess Profits
TaxyearActendof audit
1950. Sid Pietzsch, WFAA Dallas; KenHouston;
Miller,
Ray or NARND's executive secreThe
1951
results
to
year
and
to
KVOO
Tulsa,
KANS
by Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery.
tary, Soren Munkhof, Hotel Sher- November
Wichita,
Kan.,andandGeorge
RobertGow,Gadberry,
KFBI Wichita.
7, 1951.
man, Chicago.
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ALL advertising in the United
Statesmorning.
was stopped at 10 o'clock
this
Oyer 2,000
of theimmediately
nation's broadcasting stations
announced plans for discontinuing
operations indefinitely. About 50,000 employes in these organizations will be affected directly — losing their jobs.
Approximately 100,000 in allied
industries, it is expected, soon will
receive their final paychecks.
Industry spokesman predicted
that all of the 108 television stations in the nation will turn off
the switches within a week.
The major national networks,
stunned by the complete loss of
revenue, announced imminent discontinuance of all service.
Theing over
nation's
newspapers,
half their
income derivfrom
advertising, were readjusting to
the situation quickly. Most of them
were reducing size by 75 to 85%
and at least doubling circulation
prices. The American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. announced several hundred thousand would lose
their jobs.
Many magazines went to the
wall immediately. Some were undertaking tofollow the newspaper
lead — reducing size and raising
subscription prices.
Thousands of retail clerks in
stores throughout the nation,
economists predict, will be unemployed within a week. There will
not be sufficient buying traffic in
the stores to support .the huge
retail payroll.
Stores Cancel Orders
Store owners and managers are
cancelling orders, given in anticipation of normal business. And, of
course, this means that thousands
of manufacturers and wholesalers
throughout the nation are making
plans to reduce production — by
closing down plants. Economists
predict that unemployment will
soar into the millions. With mass
production crippled, prices on
merchandise will rise sharply —
while buying power declines.
Freight carriers — on land, in the
air, on water — are having emergency meetings to determine what
should be done next. The future
looks dismal indeed to them — for
there will be little or nothing to
carry for profit.
All of this because advertising
was stopped
o'clock there
this
morning;
all ofatthis10 because
remains no method to tell the
people about the products of their
own manufacture.
Tenth story windows are being
opened along Wall Street again.
Market prices on the Exchange
dipped to new lows, as investors
foresaw general business bankruptcy throughout the nation.
Trading was at a virtual standstill. Plenty of sellers, but no buyers.
Dr. Albert Snailpace, who has
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Harold Fellows' Frightening Fantasy
TO THOSE WHO DENOUNCE ADVERTISING and deem it a
parasitic and price-boosting aspect of the American Economy,
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, has an answer— an effective
answer. Suppose all advertising were stopped
under official edict. What would happen? The
holocaust would reduce to triviality the fantastic
events of the famed Man From Mars drama that
shocked the populace a decade ago. Tragedy
would stalk the nation — and then the world, Mr.
Fellows believes. He laid out, on a cold slab, this
forecast of the economic and human events that
would follow advertising's death in a speech delivered Friday to the Advertising Club of Louisville. Following his fictional delineation, Mr.
Fellows Fellows recited the basic facts of advertising's
role in today's world and called on all advertising
people to rededicate the profession "to the good cause of America's
free economy."
been conducting a campaign against der how they will conduct their
"advertising excesses" by organiz- campaigns now. In big towns and
breadlines are forming citizens' groups throughout the small towns,
there will be no bread
nation, commented: "This is aw- in ing—a but
few more days. Grain and
ful."
Dr.
Snailpace
had
just
been
notified that he had lost his faculty cattle markets in Chicago, Omaha,
job. The university did not expect and Kansas City are collapsing.
many of its students to return to All of this — because advertising
the campus for the next semester. stopped at 10 o'clock this morning.
There are emergency sessions of There is no voice to tell the buyers
the sellers' wares. There are
the Cabinet and Congress in Wash- about
ington, and governors throughout no dollars to support the mass
the nation are calling special ses- media that day in and day out, hour
out, convey informasions of general assemblies. Of- in andtion to hour
the people.
fice-holders are beginning to won-

1951
There are long faces in the
Treasury
Department
— wherequickly
Defense Bond
officials read
the handwriting on the wall. Defense Bond sales would drop to
a trickle, and inflation would run
apace. Department of Defense officials speedily made plans for manpower drafts, for they could expect
very few recruits in the absence
of selling assistance from the
crippled media of the nation. The
Red Cross, long thwarted in its
attemptsditions— —to even
bringunder
blood ideal
banks conup
to minimum requirements, has
given up the fight completely.
Tax Returns Dwindle
The Bureau of Internal Revenue
anticipates only a small percentage
of the taxes which will be required
to meet the growing demands of
emergency operation of the nation.
In Korea, where news of the
disaster reached men at the fighting front by radio, there is complete bewilderment.
And in Russia, there is a man
with an enigmatic smile.
Something had happened in
America that reduced that nation
to a shambles faster — oh, so very
much faster — than could have a
thousand atom bombs and a million lives expended.

NEWS
p,an
kba
Hear$District
7 heard
reKENTUCKY broadcasters
plan to CE
nartb D,st In1addition,
S
ports from Ray Livesay, WLBH
counterattack against SO
those UR
who gram rating' as a circulation
Program rating research, even AM-FM Mattoon, president of the
would strip newsmen of the right criterion."
at its most precise development, Illinois Broadcasters Assn.; and
to protect their news sources.
Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF AMplace and
the unfair
broadcaster
That was brought out last Thurs- in"willan always
Bellaire, Assn.
president of the Ohio
unfavorable
com- FM
day at the opening of the NARTB
Broadcasters
petitive
position
in
relation
to
District 7 two-day meeting in
Mr. Livesay said that his group
Louisville. Charles Warren, WCMI- competing media," he said.
"Does the publisher sell his had adopted a resolution opposing
AM-FM Ashland, president of the
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., told circulation story on the basis of use by the U. of Illinois of tax
install television
raof theKentucky
association's
effortwhich
with any 'page readership rating' or, money dioto broadcast
equipmentand and
the
PressjointAssn.
more to the point, 'section-of-page
will result in introduction at the rating'?" Dr. Kemper asked. "No, against possible reservation of
for educational broadcastdoesn't. Thethatpublishers
January 1952 session of the State oftellcourse
the headvertiser
he has channels
ing. His association, Mr. Livesay
Legislature of legislation to guar- printed
and
distributed
so
many
said, favored use of tax money to
antee broadcasters the same priviproduce educational programs
lege currently enjoyed by newspa- newspapers.
doesn't become
volved in anyHemundane
discussionin- which
would be seen over existing
about who reads what page, and commercial facilities.
KBA also had begun work on a how
pers.
often. The same idea holds for
Mr. Ferguson declared that in
bill
for control of the sale of narOhio broadcasters had attacked
cotics, Mr. Warren stated.
the magazine publisher."
District 7 also heard a fire-eatwhat
he Notable,
termed "discriminatory"
Cites 'Actual Audience'
Mr. Ferguson
ing speech by Raymond A. Kemper,
Radio's competitors "pitch their action.
said, was a ruling by the Ohio tax
Louisville researcher whose survey sales
in
terms
of
'potential
audicommissioner that transcriptions
of radio circulation in that city
ence' "while radiomen pitch theirs were
subject to a state sales tax.
has gained nationwide attention in terms of "actual audience," he
By action of the broadcasters, Mr.
[B*T, Oct. 1], charging that "Rat- said.
set.
added, this had been upHe pointed
that Louisville
his cele- Ferguson
are Rotten said
Research."
Dr. ingsKemper
the broadcastbrated study foroutWAVE
All
three
associations reported
ers seemed "strangely intent on was undertaken to obtain comparacommitting institutional suicide"
tive research. "We tried," he said, progress in campaigns against the
by
"doing your
damndest
beat "to do something about the need charging of fees for -broadcasts
yourselves
to death
with ato blunt
for a more adequate measurement
(Continued on page 38)
instrument of your devising — 'pro- of radio circulation."
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THE WRITER'S
LAMENT
IS MANAGEMENT short-changing itself when
it keeps continuity budgets pared to the bone? The
author of this article believes it is. Cheap help
isn't apt to create memorable or productive advertising copy, particularly when the help regards
itself as abused and misunderstood. Here are one
man'sstaffsuggestions
morale of
the
writer and,forof improving
interest to the
management,
making radio pay off in bigger sales.
By BRUCE F. ANDERSON
THE TERM, continuity writer, is
therapeutic — titular Unguentine to
soothe paid
the irritated
ego ofwhenradio's
lowest
talent. But
you
slough off the euphemism, a continuity writer emerges as a single
woman, usually in her early
twenties, who writes advertising
for a radio station. She is the one
to whom announcers, salesmen, station managers, sponsors, and listeners unconsciously refer when they
suffer through a distressing commercial, pivot on their hunkers and
groan:
how? Who writes that stuff, anyRadio salesmen live in a solvent
world of their own, where nothing
disturbs the tranquility but the
THE AUTHOR of this article is not
female, although he says most
continuity writers are. He is, however, qualified on other scores to
write on this subject. He entered
radio, after a hitch in the wartime
merchant marine, at KWYO Sheridan, Wyo., moved to WMT Cedar
Rapids as continuity writer and later
became
director.
now
a WMTcontinuity
staff writer,
assignedHe'sto
special
projects.
It's
a
private
project of his own to try to get a better
shake for writers in radio.

rustle of contracts and the capping
of Parker 51s; newsmen wear
loosely-knotted ties and vault
casually from Washington to Tokyo
on confident "meanwhiles" ; announcers are always your announcer; and promotion men are
born with silver hyperboles in their
mouths, the
to spread
selves. Thebetter
continuity
writerthemhas
nothing — neither prestige, nor commis ions, nor a faithful listener in
Grundy Center. And many times
she istiesnoshe more
guiltythanof the
atroci-is
commits
a chef
guilty
of
poor
cooking,
who
must
make his omelet with aged eggs.
Yet the very fact that she is the
focus of nouncer
outrage,
not theor the
anwho read and
the spot,
salesman who sold it, proves that
her work is important. It also
suggests portant,
thatwhich isgood
imnot writing
the same isthing
as formula writing — symptom of a
highly contagious mental disease.
Some light was shed on the nature
of this disease in a recent study
by BAB.
study said
that
youngThe peeple
who : "We
have findno
established writing habits or styles
of their own are very good prospects." These "copy
trainees"
then carefully
infected
with are
the
writing habits of the incurables
until their imaginations calcify.
Not mentioned is the freakish
aspect of the disease, causing
capons to beget capons so that now
all of radio is swarming with the
little beggers, who of course look
upon anyone
a plastic imagination as a with
thoroughgoing
idiot,
senior grade.
This article will take up the
cudgel for idiots, may even try to
explain them. More than that,
we'll try to define good writing, or
at least give some indication of its
character.
Who is she, this writer of continuity? In many cases she is a
primitive with a powerful yen to
scrawl her pictures on the dark
wall
of the cave.
In short,Her she's
fundamentally
an artist.
job
as a continuity writer is only temporary, until such time as Scrib-

ner's beckons with succulent
royalties. This is the secret she
hides in her bosom, the religion
that saves her from the contamination of her work. In many other
cases, she is a craftsman with no
literary illusions whatever. In
either case, when she turns on the
creative spigot, seldom does she
direct the full blast into the chainbreaks and minute spots. Why?
Maybeself when
an weanswer
dissectwillhersuggest
job. itWriter vs. Sponsor
She writes advertising. That
means that she works in an office
five and a half days a week, commit ing to paper ideas that are
supposed to stimulate commerce.
These are rarely her own ideas.
Most of them were laid by tired
businessmen.
writer's
to reduce theseTheideas
to ajobcon-is
sistency suitable for broadcast
without damaging the content.
Most of the
time Most
that'sof allthe that's
required
of her.
time
it's not important that she use her
imagination, that she communicate
with the listener, or even that she
sell
thing theis toproduct.
keep the The
sponsorimportant
happy,
period. The accepted way of doing this is to serve him his own
ideas, garnished with his own pet
phrases; and — make no mistake
about it— a great deal of continuity

is written with this objective in
mind. Because radio is enormously
effective, merchandise is often sold
in spite of it. Often, however,
when the copy is bad the merchandoesn't sell,It'sbutstillthat
doesn't
matterdise
keep
theeither.
sponsor happy possible
by plyingto
him with double shots of that old
hokum
thing - isderivative
- to - keep— "the-important- your-name-infront-of-the-public."
Radio executives will argue that
there sorsarewho love
manyto enlightened
sponsell merchandise
and welcome new ideas. True, and
we should cleave unto them steadfastly. But the radio writer is still
prevented from unleashing her
talent by a number of further conis herself. siderations; not the least of which
She's human. She works for approbation aswell as for salary and
gets precious little of either. When
she knocks
on a commercial or a herself
series ofoutcommercials,
and
they're
and
effective,
she fresh,
may getinteresting
a perfunctory
pat
on
the
head
if
she's
lucky.
Verily the writers of books, plays
and newspaper columns have their
reward in the sweetest of all bouquets, the by-line. The writer of
a radio program is mentioned
hastily — if at all — just before the
system(Continued
cue and inon apage
manner
66) that
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DEM., GOP
TELEVISION proved to be the big
wheel last week in Chicago discussions among GOP and Democratic
party leaders on choice of a convention site for the 1952 national conventions.
Won over by the persuasion of
industry representatives — and to
the evident displeasure of printed
media — party chairmen selected the
International Ampitheatre in Chiparleys.cago for next summer's political
The amphitheatre, located on
Chicago's South Side, will be used
for both conventions — the Republican beginning July 7 and the Democratic July 21.
Thus/ broadcasters were assured
of substantially larger facilities
than they would have enjoyed had
both parties returned to the Chicago Stadium, the scene of earlier
conventions.
The selection was jointly announced Thursday by Frank E. McKinney and Guy Gabrielson, Democratic and GOP national committee chairmen, respectively, followingtives ofconferences
CBS and with
NBC. representaThe ampitheatre has spacious
"wings"
and radio
numerous
accommodate
and rooms
televisionto
facilities. Requirements of each
network were submitted to the Radio Correspondents Assn.'s convencommittee, headed
by Billbefore
Henrytion
of Mutual,
and placed
the national committees.
Over 2,000 radio and 100-plus
video stations throughout the country are expected to cover the national conclaves. Costs for radioTV installations have been estimated at roughly $500,000 [B*T,
Oct. 29]. Estimates on individual
network costs are placed at about
$2 million, covering reimbursements for program cancellations.
Broadcasters Recommend
It was understood that originally
the International Ampitheatre was
acceptable to the Democrats despite the disapproval of the G.O.P.
Both Messrs. McKinney and Gabrielson said in Chicago, however,
that the former was "strongly recom ended" bybroadcast representatives.
Use of the Chicago Stadium
would have entailed the construction of an additional building wing
to house equipment, at an estimated cost of between $50,000 and
$60,000, they were advised.
Economy was also a factor in the
party leaders'
The amphi-to
theatre will bechoice.
made available
each party at $6,500 per day on a
"package" air-conditioning,
deal, it was said.lighting
That
includes
and other services. Building seats
16,000 compared to over 19,000 at
the stadium, but an estimated 50
million people are expected to view
proceedings on TV. Best bid of the
stadium interests, operated by ArPage 30 • November 12, 1951

Pick Chicago Amphitheatre
thur Wirtz, was $5,000, plus added
expenditures.
Amongtionalthose
with nacommitteeconferring
leaders were
Sig
Mickelson, CBS public affairs and
news director, and Ferdinand Wankel, NBC technical affairs director.
Standards Not Set
Still to be set are standards governing radio-TV sponsorship of
convention events. A code proposed
by network representatives is still
pending before both national committees. The Democrats planned to
discuss possible modifications with
Chairman McKinney when he returned from Chicago last weekend.
Mr. Gabrielson reportedly has not
seen a suggested revised draft.
It was understood that both committees are in substantial agreeELECTIONS
EYES and ears of Americans were
glued to television and radio sets
last week as stations throughout
the
countryof gave
coverage
state up-to-the-minute
and municipal
elections. 1 1 4
While major networks inserted
election bulletins into their usual
radio and television newscasts, fullest coverage of American balloting— with a heavy local emphasis —
was carried by home stations.
Networks gave vote counts mostly at station breaks, when local
stations could insert local returns.
Airtime was given by CBS-TV
network to the New York City
Council presidency race when the
expected victor, Joseph T. Sharkey,
conceded to Liberal-Fusion-Independent candidate, Rudolph Halley,
while the latter was moderating
the
CBS-TV thriller, Crime Syndicated.
Fairly typical coverage of New
York municipal elections was given
by
WJZ-TV over
bothABC's
radioWJZandand television
networks; highlight of radio reporting was a WJZ special program
from 8:30-9 p.m., when returns
were
beginning
trendsbe
but final
results tostillindicate
could not
predicted.
Headquarters Pickups
Pickups from Republican, Democratic, and Liberal Party headquarters were handled by Gordon
Fraser, Julian Anthony, and
Taylor Grant, respectively, with
attention focused on the SharkeyHalley contest. Program was preceded by bulletins, which started
shortly after the polls closed at
7 p.m.
At 10 morrow
p.m.,presented
ABC'sa series
News ofof elecTotion pickups from points, around
the country, including the mayoralty race in Philadelphia, and
gubernatorial contests in Mississippi and Kentucky. Further bulle-

ment on the code, with minor differences in view. Once the committees clear it with their respective chairmen, representatives will
be apprised of changes, perhaps by
mail. The standards probably will
be released within the next fortnight.
Radio-TV and publicity chiefs of
both groups met last week to iron
out a tentative draft. Attending
were
and Fredand Devander Kenneth
for the Fry
Democrats
Ed
Ingle
and
William
Mylander for
the GOP.
The standards are expected to
conform substantially to recommendations laid down for the telecasting of Congressional committee hearings. Generally, both parties favor the widest possible coverage on a sustained basis and good

programming
and principle
technical was
tech-a
niques. The latter
weighty factor in choice of the ampitheatre.
Conditions of radio-TV sponsorship touch on a multitude of problems, including type of sponsor, extent of coverage, exclusivity of
sponsor rights, etc.
Non-Political Sponsors
While, there is no confirmation
from any official, there have been
reports thatvertisersbeer
publication
adwil be orpassed
up. The
tendency is to look far afield for
an advertiser completely removed
from the political arena.
At least one organization — the
New York State Women's Christian Temperance Union — has publicized opposition to brewery sponsorship. Then, too, there is a political element involved in the socalled "dry" vote.

Radio-TV Lead Coverage
tioned in Madison Square Garden
to follow the current horse show,
played over election results, posted
on a blackboard, to combine sports
with political coverage for the
night. John
chief gave
announcer of the Tillman,
Garden event,
a fill-in on the voting in threeminute segments about every halfhour, with extra bulletins on important developments.
Intense Coverage
WNEW, independent station,
and WNYC, Municipal Broadcasting outlet, followed results closely
and continuously throughout the
evening, with programming for
the night all but given over to New
York voting. WOR, member station of MBS, also went into election reports
continuouslyextensively
throughout the and
evening,
with featured reports directly from
principal election headquarters.
The New York Times' station,
WQXR,
which
specializes
in classical music,
continued
its scheduled
broadcasts although bulletins were
broadcast at frequent intervals.
The station gave full reports on its
usual hourly news periods. WMGM
also gave listeners balloting news
WPIX television cameras, sta- as it became known.
Nearby stations — such as WPAT
Patterson, N. J. — broadcast New
York results to local listeners. Because local elections returns in
Nassau county, Long Island, were
not complete until after its signclF, WHLI Hempstead taped results
at local party headquarters and
aired them the following morning
on The
its Commuters'
Time. campaign
Halley-Sharkey
brought
in
the
famed
"Richards
FCC.
Case," so heatedly argued before

tins continued until 11 p.m. when
Vince Williams went on the AM
air with
a fullBulletins
roundup continued
of election news.
until the end of the broadcast day
at 2 a.m.
Teams of ABC radio producers,
engineers, and technicians were
assigned to broadcasts by the special events department and, in
addition to campaign headquarters,
covered various other vantage
points throughout the city. A special election-night staff in Radio
City handled assembling and tabulating of returns and reports for
broadcast condensation.
WJZ-TV carried a special Election Report program with Dorian
St. George's comments at 9:30
p.m. Tuesday night, utilizing visual
aids and film to demonstrate returns as they came in. World News
with John Daly at 7 p.m. and
Nightcap News with Mr. St. George
at 11 p.m.
provided
further
vision coverage
of the
event,tele-in
addition to bulletins which were
issued throughout the broadcast
evening.

The late G. A. (Dick) Richards,
owner of KMPC Los Angeles, WJR
Detroit and WGAR Cleveland, had
(.Continued on page 30)
Berryman in Washington Evening Star
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The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* reveals
increased listening for every quarter hour, 5 a.m. to
12 noon, 1951 over 1949! The increases range from 4.1%
(10:45 to 11 a.m.) to 73.9% (6:45 to 7 a.m.), with an
average quarter-hour increase of 22.2%/
This remarkable, almost exact comparison is possible
because the 1951 Survey asked the same questions about
listening habits at these hours, and at approximately the
same week of the year as in 1949.
For the twelve-hour period 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. the
Survey found an average increase in adult listening
of 14.4%! Yet all increases must also be weighed
against the fact that Iowa now has more families,
more homes, more car radios, and more multipleset homes than in 1949! It all adds up to an even
greater amount of listening, making your Iowa
dollar a better value than ever.
With its 50,000-watt, Clear Channel voice, WHO of
course continues to be your best radio buy in Iowa. You
can prove this to your own satisfaction by spending a few
minutes with the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey.
Write for your complimentary copy today!

WIHI©
+ for Iowa PLUS +
' Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Co!. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives
*Thevey is1951
Iowa Radioannual
Audience
the fourteenth
studySur-ofIt
radio
listening
habits
inL. Iowa.
was
conducted
by
Dr.
F.
Whan
ofIt
Wichita
and
his staff.
isMarch
basedandonUniversity
personal
interviews
during
1951, withselected
9,180Iowa
families — allApril,
scientifically
from_
Iowa's
cities,
towns,
villages
and
farms,
to
present
a
true
and
picture of the radio audience inaccurate
Iowa.

KFMV

FUTURE of electronics in 1952, with emphasis on effect
of TV freeze living, was probed by this group at panel
discussion held Nov. 1 by Transmitter Division of RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. [B*T, Nov. 5]. Panel members
were (I to r): Curtis B. Plummer, chief of Broadcast Bu-

reau, FCC; E. T. Morris Jr., chairman. Electronics Production Board; C. W. Miller, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
moderator; Col. C. A. Poutre, Munitions Board; Fred R.
Lack, Western Electric Co., chairman. Electronics Industry
Advisory Committee.

NPA Order Means
Few Model Shifts
MACHINE TOOLS
(See earlier conservation story, page 87)
INDUSTRY trend away from new model changes in radio-TV receivers, occasioned by materials shortages, was implemented with a virtual
government ban on machine tool shipments for civilian goods last week.
The
"lid"felton itshipments
next Feb. 1, but industry
*little effective
would havebecomes
authorities
practical effect on electronics pro= ments for worn out tools.
duction of radio, television and
The order may not be too severe
other appliances.
because radio-TV, unlike the autoAfter Feb. 1, manufacturers of
mobile industry, is not faced with
these
products
large tooling job in most inmay notso-called
receive Class
machineB tools
for astances.
effecting changes in receiver models
"The tendency has been to simfor the general public. They will
plify the line of present standard
be able, however, to obtain replace- models in recent months and we
don't feel our industry will be
as hamstrung as perhaps the automobile people," Radio-Television
James Secrest,
general
manager,
MONITORS ASKED Mfrs. Assn.,
Broadcasting •
FCC Would Ease Rule Telecasting intoldcommenting
on the
OPERATION of a broadcast sta- new regulation.
tion— AM-FM-TV — without moniThat was the opinion, too, of
tors or indicating instruments for Swan Bergstrom, director of the
60 days without the necessity of Metals Division, National Producgetting FCC approval was proposed
tion Authority, which issued the
new directive.
by the FCC last week.
Measure is one of a series of adRelaxation Seen Later
ministrative actions which the
"While
and sim-by
Commission's
Broadcast
Bureau
is
ilar groups,autowillproducers,
be handicapped
working on to cut down on its
these orders, we do not believe they
routine workload and red tape.
be severely hurt," he said.
In its notice of proposed rule- will
making, the FCC proposed to "Machine tools may still be ordered
amend Parts 1 and 3 of the Rules for necessary replacement. Present
can be conand Standards, as well as Engi- productiontinued. Asmodels
soon as needs of the
neering Sections 13, 9 and 10 for
program are met,
AM, FM and TV respectively to mobilization
prompt consideration will be given
accomplish this purpose.
relaxation of the order."
At present, all broadcast stations to NPA
took this action "as a necesmust get immediate FCC approval
in the
to continue operating minus modu- effortssarytostep get
the government's
mobilization
lation and frequency monitors or
tooled
up."
Output
indicating instruments. This in- program
be
doubled
in
1952.
Hence, must
provolves paper work by FCC engid
u
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
unrated
or
non-priority
neers and clerical help that occu- orders must be channeled
toward
pies too much time, according to
and supporting projects.
the FCC staff, particularly in view defense
These items will be affected:
of the budget cut and reduced per- Radio
and
TV receivers, radio-telesonnel ceiling Congress imposed
vision and AM-FM combinations,
during
the
last
session
[B*T,
Aug.
radio
TV
phonograph cabinets,
20].
sets, record players and
Proposal also aims to permit portable
television transmitfield engineers to authorize such phonographs,
ters, TV antennas,
AM-FM
continued operation after the 60- broadcast
equipment
and studio
many
day period when necessary.
Comments on the proposal (FCC component
turers have products.
been requiredManufacto file
Docket No. 10082) are requested applications to obtain materials
by Dec. 3; reply briefs by Dec. 18. for these products under the
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government's controlled materials
Only companies operating at a
government-authorized production
plan.
rate higher than they were in the
period of January-March 1951 are
eligible for priority ratings to purchase the tools. The regulation imposes the regulation at the level
of the machine tool producer.
NPA was busy on other fronts
last week. The agency:
(1) Released
a breakdown
percentagestruction
of grantsprojects
and denials onof conother related
fields. for radio-TV and
(2)slump
Warnedunlessthatthecivilian
production
scrapofmetal
iswillintensified
on behalf
mills drive
and
foundries.
(3)
Designated
a
list
of
materials
(cobalt,
steel,
nickel,
tungsten,
tin,
solenium,
carbonsubject
electrodes)
"scarce" cadmium
and thereby
to anti-as
hoarding ductprovisions
of the Defense Proion Act.

STUDIOS
KBIG Avalon to Use
WITH
"around
$40,000,"
John H.PRICE
Pooleat has
acquired
the
former studios of KFMV (FM) at
6540 Sunset Blvd. as Hollywood
studios and general offices for
KBIG Avalon, Calif., new 10 kw
daytime station on 740 kc, directional, now under construction and
scheduled to start operating in
March 1952.
Constructed in 1948 at cost of
more
thanstudios
$120,000,
Hollywood
were KFMV's
acquired
by Mr. Poole from Harry Maizlish,
president and general manager of
KFWB there, who purchased them
along with KFMV from Union
Broadcasting Corp. of California,
subject
Sept. 24].to FCC approval [B*T,
Mr. Poole sold his Pasadena
station KALI to Consolidated
Broadcasting Corp. to comply with
FCC duopoly regulations [see FCC
Roundup, page 103]. He also
operates vision
experimental
UHF Long
telestation KM2XAZ
Beach, now being moved to Mt.
Wilson, overlooking Pasadena. Mr.
Poole also is former owner of
KSMA
Santa Maria,
Calif. will be
The KBIG
transmitter
located on Santa Catalina Island.
Programs will be microwaved from
Hollywood to the transmitter, supplementing broadcasting originating at Avalon.
Sunset
Blvd. studios have not
been used by KFMV since last

April.
Involves KTOK
STATION EXCHANGE
Andof O.WEEK
_.last week „for ___
CONTRACTS were signed
the exchange
L. (Ted)
Taylor's KTOK Oklahoma City for the Sen. Robert S. Kerr-Dean McGee group's WEEK Peoria, which Mr. Taylor then would sell to Fred
L. The
Vanceproposed
for $225,000.
transfers are sub- *
ject to the customary FCC approval, applications for which are now
being prepared.
The KTOK-for-WEEK exchange
was described as a "straight
trade,"
involving
no consideration
other than
the physical
assets of
the respective stations. Although
giving up WEEK, the Kerr-McGee
group will retain a 30% interest
in a separate corporation which is Mr. Taylor
Mr. Vance
applying Mr.forTaylor
a TVwill station
for mander.
WEEK.
retain 15%
in the same company. Mr. Vance
the process of forming
as new owner of WEEK also will a Henewis incorporation
operate
hold control of the applicant for WEEK. He will own tocontrolling
WEEK-TV with 55%.
shares, with minority interests to
Mr. Vance, a native of Peoria, be
held by his father; his sister,
currently is manager of the Dallas Harriet
Vance Parkhurst, and his
office
of
Mr.
Taylor's
O.
L.
Taylor
brother,
Charles Vance of Chicago.
Co., station representative firm. He
The
transactions
reduce Mr. Taywas schooled in Peoria and at the
lor'slets:radioKRGVownership
toTex.,
two outU. of Illinois, and entered radio on
Weslaco,
and
the station he now is buying. He KANS Wichita, both licensed
subsequently served as national Taylor Radio & Television Corp. to
sales manager of KTSA San AnThe Kerr-McGee group also owns
tonio during its ownership by Mr. KRMG
Tulsa. They are applicants
Taylor, and later was in charge of for TV in Tulsa, and plan to apply
sales for WOAI-TV San Antonio for
TV
in Oklahoma City, via
before joining the Taylor repre- KTOK.
sentative firm last January. Now
WEEK is a 1-kw NBC affiliate
33, Mr. Vance during World War on 1350 kc. KTOK, an ABC affiliII entered the Navy as an ensign
ate, operates on 1000 kc with 5 kw
and emerged as a Lieutenant-Com- day and 1 kw night.
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K
SAN

J
B
S
FRANCISCO
joins the growing family of

The West's Leading Independent'

H-R stations by announcing

the

H-R

of

REPRESENTATIVES,
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

as

appointment

Exclusive

effective

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

National

INC

Representatives

January

1.

Dwight Reed, Carlin French, Frank Pellegrin, Paul Weeks, Frank Headley
KJBS — the West's Leading Independent — is happy to be represented by
these five H-R owner-salesmen, backed up by their competent sales staffs
and two outstanding West Coast
m
managers, all of whom will be
serving you — and us — beginning
January 1.
James Alspaugh
Harold Lindley
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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CAPEHART
IN AN obvious maneuver to allay
further criticism from industry,
the government's price stabilizers
last week executed a strategic retreat on the controversial Capehart
cost formula.
In simultaneous actions, the
Office of Price Stabilization:
0 Granted manufacturers the
option of adjusting their ceiling
prices on the basis of advertising,
selling, research and other "overhead" costs since the advent of the
Korean war, in addition to computing
tions. costs under present regula0 Set a mandatory effective
date of Dec. 19 on new price regulations affecting manufacturers.
Thus, OPS Ceiling Price Regulation 2 — which had been issued
last April as an interim measure —
goes into effect on a compulsory
basis. Increases are permitted to
be "self-executed"
once manufacturers have filed applications
with
the agency. The way was left open,
however, for review.
The "retreat" accomplished by
the government's action is implied
in the explanation that manufacturers "who are eligible for adjustments but who do not wish to recalculate their ceilings [under CPR
22] immediately may elect to use
the [Capehart plan option] at a
later time."
It also was pointed out that the
supplementary
involve
complexregulations
calculations"willby
manufacturers choosing to use
them." For all practical purposes,
if not technically, manufacturers
have not been allowed to compute
advertising and related expenses
in the price of finished products
while having to absorb labor costs.
Presumably it is the hope of OPS
that manufacturers will await a
"later time" to file — perhaps after
Congress amends the present law
to conform more closely with administration views and thus take
OPS off the price hook.
Covers 70,000 Firms
The
objective
was to administration's
impose formula for
costs
across the board for each industry
and relieve the agency of ministering to individual applicants.
The new directive covers some
70,000 manufacturers, including
makers of radio-TV receivers and
other consumer durable goods. The
set-producers have sought a tailored
price regulation for their own industry, particularly to reflect the
development and growth of TV,
contending that CPR is generally
unsuitable [B»T. Oct. 22].
Whether a specific regulation
still would be issued for these firms
was not known. In the event, however, that these manufacturers remain subject to CPR 22, it was
felt the majority of them would
not choose to exercise the Capehart option. Bulging inventories,
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PLAN
coupled with slackened consumer
demand might dissuade them to
forestall this move until such time
as the market warrants price increases. Industry has been operating at a slim profit level.
Manufacturers may obtain adjusted ceilings by filing on Public
Form 100, to be made available
shortlytrict offices.
at OPS regional and disThe cost formula is the work of
Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.).
A substitute version subsequently
was prepared by administration
forces, only to be bottled up in the
House Rules Committee after Senate approval. During the interim,
OPS sat out petitions for adjustments pending action on Capitol
Hill [B»T, Oct. 15, 8].
Sets Cutoff Date
The so-called cutoff date on the
new supplementary directive is
July 26, 1951. One condition imposed by OPS is that requiring
manufacturers to reflect cost decreases, ifany, before that date.
Price stabilizers also revealed
they would issue shortly another
order which would permit manufacturers seeking adjustment under

OPS Makes

Effective

the Capehart option a further
alternative of adjusting either their
prices under CPR 22 or base period
prices. In this way, OPS explained,
t' °v may maintain price relationships among different products
prevailing under existing government ceiling regulations.
Also forthcoming is a regulation
governing manufacturers not under
CPR
and doingeach
less year.
than $250,T00 of22 business
This
would provide a simplified method
for adjusting maximum prices.
Another order governing radio,
household and auto appliances also
is in the mill.
The government's
action Michael
was exDiSalle platained by Price
a newsStabilizer
conference
last
Thursday. Doubtless, it will serve
to allaytion seeks
fearsto that
the administracurtail
advertising
budgets and even exercise indirect
control over broadcast and printed
media.
Part of that concern arose over
the language of price regulations
allowing for increases in overhead
costs, exceptreasonabthose
considered
"unr excessive"
asThisdetermined by the le oPresident.
has
been interpreted in OPS quarters

upcoming
Nov. 12-13: First
District Meeting,
Adv.
of America,
Boston.
Nov.Federation
12-13: Penn
NARTB
District
3 meeting,
William
Hotel,
Pittsburgh.
Nov.
National Assn. of Radio
News12-14:
Directors
Hotel,
Chicago. Convention, Sherman
Nov. 13:nualAAAA
MichiganHotel,
CouncilDetroit.
AnMeeting,
Nov.Conrad
14-16:Hilton
RTMA Statler
industry
conference,
Hotel,
Chicago.
Nov.
ColumbiaDistrict
Affiliates
Board14:Lake
meeting,
9, HotelAdvisory
Utah,
Salt
City.
Nov.
14-15:
American
Public
Relations
Assn., Seventh Annual Meeting,
Philadelphia.
Nov.Hotel15-16:
NARTB Boston.
District 1 meeting,
Somerset,
Nov. 16-18: American Women in Radio
and terTelevision,
New York State Chaptel,annual
Albany,conference,
N. Y. Ten Eyck HoNov.America,
18-21: Public Relations
Society of
conference,
Edge water fourth
Beach annual
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 19:
Southern
California
AdvertisAgencies Assn.,
panelLosdiscussion,
ABC ingTelevision
Center,
Angeles.
Nov. 21: Maryland-District of Columbia
organization
meeting,
Emerson
Hotel, Baltimore.
Nov. 22-24:
of Governors,
Canadian Board
Broadcasting
Corp., Victoria
Bldg.,26-29:Ottawa.
Nov.
Financial Public Relations
Assn.,woodAnnual
Beach Hotel,Convention,
Hollywood, HollyFla.
as meaning relief would be denied
unless a company is losing money
on its products.
Mr, DiSalle said Thursday this
provision will have to be decided
on an individual basis within the
agency if it should consider a reviingsew of applications
new ceilgo into effect.afterApparently
scrapped for the time being, at
least, is the
uniformThese
cost
formulas
ior plan
each for
industry.
presumably
would
have
encompas ed an allowance for reasonable
expenses incurred in advertising,
selling, tion.research
administraLabor costsandalready
were
included under CPR 22.
Provisions Compared
Heresionsisundera CPR
comparison
provi-of
22 with ofthose
tne new supplementary regulation:
(Basebetween
Period).JulyAny1,
of (1)
the CPR
four 22—
quarters
1949 and June 30, 1950 may be used
for a base period for determining
pre-Korean prices and costs.
Orderperiod,
— Manufacturers
may(1-A)
use New
only the
Jan. 1 to
June ter24,
1950,
or
the
s as under CPR 22. two 1950 quar(2) CPRcost22—increases
(Alternative
Permits
to bemethods).
figured
from the end of the base quarter
selected by manufacturers.
(2-A) New methods:
order — Provides
alternative
(a) fromthree
the
date on which manufacturer received
highest price between Jan. 1 and June
24,
1950; (b) (c)
Junefrom24, the
1950 last
for day
all
commodities;
of the two 1950 base period quarters
under the original regulations.
(3) vides
CPRincreases
22— in(Labor
labor costs).
costs upPro-to
March
in most
materials15,to1951
eitherand (a)boosts
Dec. 31,
1950,
ormaterial
(b) March
15,
1951,
depending
upon
involved.
(3-A) New Order — Sets July 26,
(Continued on page

Judge Orders KSFO
To Air Show
POLITICAL TIME
A FEDERAL District judge in San Francisco has ruled that a radio
station cannot refuse to sell air time to Communist candidates for
political office. Such refusal would constitute censorship which is not
a The
right decision
of a station
was owner.
returned by *
sorship, but at the same time the
Federal Judge Oliver J. Carter in station bears no responsibility for
what
is
said and cannot be sued
a case involving KSFO San Franlibel. If the program consists
O'Connor
Yates, for
one of ciscotheand Oleta
West Coast
Communist
of Communist propaganda, that is
leaders recently jailed on conspir- not the station's fault."
Asks Damages
acy charges in Los Angeles. Mrs.
Yates was a candidate for the
The action was brought in the
San
Francisco
Board
of
Superviform of a suit for damages and
sors.
for a temporary restrainMrs. Yates had bought time to petition
ing order preventing KSFO from
publicize her campaign on KSFO cancelling
the time purchase.
and, according
to testimony
The suit asked $5,000 general
fered by her husband,
Allan of-T. damages
and
$1,000 exemplary
Yates, KSFO accepted $80 for the
on the grounds that the
time — a 15-minute period Nov. 2. damages
station
acted
in
malice in attemptBut prior to the scheduled time,
to cancel the time after it had
KSFO announced it would not al- been ing sold.
The
fact that the relow the program on the air "in the
straining order was granted and
bestMrs.interests
of
the
public."
on the
air reYates, who still is in jail the program went for
the general
and unable to raise $50,000 bail damages,moved thebutgrounds
the
attorney
for
pending testedherthe cancellation
conspiracy trial,
pro- Yates said he would press theMrs.
in court.
tion for exemplary damages. acJudge Carter found in her favor
must now file an answer
and issued an order directing to KSFO
the damage suit.
KSFO to grant her equal opporAt the hearing preceding the
tunity with other candidates to
present her platform to the voters. judge's
it wasnot pointed
that
thedecision,
issue did
involveouta
His order was issued just 40 min- candidate
speaking for herself but
utes before the program was to go
rather a presentation of a skit
on the air as scheduled.
Attorney for Mrs. Yates had ar- supporting her candidacy.
The judge said that he felt that
gued that the cancellation by the
the station had sold time
station was "an obvious attempt because
to
supporters of other candidates,
by Inthehisstation
at
censorship."
finding for Mrs. Yates, . it must also grant opportunity to
supporters of Mrs. Yates to be
Judge Carter said: "The station heard.
has not the right to enforce cenBROADCASTING
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"At this ratio, we could carry
38 minutes of commercials per hour."
Yes, if radio worked on the same basis as many newspapers,
64% of air time would be commercials!
Maybe that's another reason why people spend 66% more time
with radio than with newspapers in the WAVE area!
WAVE, however, works on about a 10% ratio, and still
gives you 1000 one-minute, Class- A impressions for only lie!
Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (head of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WAVE area, July, 1951. Copy on request.
5000

WATTS

•

NBC

WAVE
•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

. ....

PALMER HOYT
Editor and Publisher
The Denver Post

• ..KLZ's

editorial

round-up

rates a banner-line

salute!"

"Ep" Hoyt, one of America's leaders in
journalism and editor and publisher of
The Denver Post, says "KLZ's editorial
round-up rates a banner-line salute."
Hoyt was referring to the weekly digest of
state-wide editorial opinion, "Colorado
Speaks." One of the many KLZ creations in
the public interest, the program is now in its
11th year on the air.

KLZ
5000 WATTS CBS 560 KC
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Buckeye Bucks
(Continued from page 26)
they are presented but highlights
and selling points of the items are
repeated. We keep hammering
away at the fact that we have the
items,
they're
that
they arethat
values
at thegood
priceandoffered.
We prefer short, punchy copy and
we like announcers who know how
to emphasize the sales points."
Now, the key question: "Does
radio
sell merchandise?"
It certainly
does, according to
Mr. Wunderlich.
"Storm doors were more plentithis year,"in heSeptember
said. "During
the
firstful week
we used
two spots on each newscast — 10
times each
day. &WePearn
told was
the well
customers Cussins
, stocked with storm doors and windows.
"We itdid was
this inwarm
early and
September
when
sunny
whereas last year we had our sale
in October.
"With radio this year our gain
in sales was 35% over last year.
We had to re-order storm doors and
windows 30 days before the season
for this merchandise in order to
meet normal demands during the
time people
ter's coming.are more aware of win"Twootherweeks
ago job.
radioWe didhadan-a
outstanding
60-day inventory of roofing maal, aregulardemand.
stock inWeanticipation ofterinormal
advertised on the air at the regular
price, without promoting the item
as a sale.
"We ordered
sold so much
that we
have
four roofing
more carloads
for our Columbus stores alone.
We're going to repeat these spots
because
confident
sell still we're
more for
us. they will
"I would
sum
it
up
this the
advice to anyone curiouswithabout
best buy in radio. Whatever radio
time you buy, spots or programs,
buy enough.
Be sure Blanket
your requirements are covered.
your
area and your audience if you want
results in a very competitive market.
"If you have many outlets, as we
do, let radio offer only merchandise
available in quantity in all of them.
Advertise only good merchandise at
a good price. Push and display that
merchandise in the store to take
full advantage of the repetition of
your sales message on the air.
"Radio will not supplant your
other advertising media but works
with them. If you use radio the
right way, it carries its own weight.
The results it gives you are worth
the price you pay. Let radio build
your store's reputation — by repe-

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total Urban
U. S. Area,
Including
Small-Town,
Farm
and
and including
and Homes
Non-Telephone
Homes) Telephone
EXTRA WEEK
SEPTEMBER 30-OCTOBER 6, 1951 Rating
NIELSEN-RATING *
Current
Homes%
Rank Program Current
Jack Benny (CBS)
Lux
Theatre (ABC)
(CBS)
WalterRadio
Amos
V Winchell
Andy (CBS)
You
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC)
Mr.
& Mrs. North
Gangbusters
(CBS) (CBS)
Godfrey's
Talent
Dragnet
(NBC)ShowScouts
Bing Crosby
(CBS) (CBS)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,903,000-the
1951 estimate of Total
States
Radio
Homes.
(*)
Homes
reached
during
all
or
any
part
of
the
1 toprogram,
5 minutes.except for homes listening only
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
WKOW HEARING
Ordered by FCC Jan. 21
HEARING on license renewal of
WKOW Madison, Wis., was set
by the FCC last week for Jan. 21,
1952, in order to obtain full information regarding the station's
arrangements
ment Co. [B*T,withMayAtlass
21]. AmuseStation, which is headed by
Stewart Watson, contracted in
June 1950 for the Atlass company
to take over management [B«T,
June 5, 1950]. Leslie Atlass Jr.,
son of the CBS Central Division
vice president, Leslie Sr., is president of the management company.
Shortly after the station was
taken under the wing of the Atlass
management, it switched from an
MBS to a CBS affiliation. The FCC
has set as one of the issues in the
hearing a full disclosure of all
parties
to the affiliation agreement
with CBS.
Comr. Edward M. Webster dissented. Comr. Paul A. Walker did
not participate.

FUR ADV. GUIDE
Hearing Set Dec. 4
HEARINGS have been set by the
Federal Trade Commission for
Dec. 4 on a proposed Fur Products
Name Guide,
to be used
by advertisers after Aug.
9, 1952,
when
the new Fur Products Labeling
Act becomes effective.
Only those names listed in the
guide, slated for issuance by next
February, may be used by firms
under provisions of the new act
governing the advertising, labeling
and invoicing of fur and fur products. The public hearings will be
tition."
held
FTC Bldg. in WashingMitchell-Rowles
tonatat 10the a.m.
MAURICE B. MITCHELL, vice
Fur dealers have not been among
president and general manager of
largest users of either TV or
Associated Program Service, and the
radio
or spot time. Most
Mary Virginia Rowles, daughter of thenetwork
have centered at
of Mr. and Mrs. Clark H. Pool, of the localbillings
community
level in ChiScarsdale, N. Y., were married
cago, New York and other large
Nov. 3 in Scarsdale.
cities.
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The

facts

about

radio

California's

$660

FRESNO

COUNTIES
FRESNO
KINGS
MADERA
TULARE

Million

MARKET

BMB FOR SPRING 1949
KMJ
2ND STATION
TOTAL WEEKLY
TOTAL WEEKLY
PERIOD
AUDIENCE
AUDIENCE
Families
Families
D
60,490
71,950
N
61,870
74,060
D
10,500
13,080
N
10,440
13,270
D
7,740
4,740
N
7,930
4,550
D
31,130
38,380
27,700
N
35,470
D
106,860
131,150
104,560
N
130,730

PLUS FOR
KMJ %
18.9
19.7
24.6
27.1
63.3
74.3
23.2
28.1

TOTAL
22.7
25.0
4-COUNTY
MARKET
Note that in each of the 4 counties — and in the market as a whole — KMJ leads
in total weekly audience, both daytime and nighttime. In 6 or 7 days or nights
audience, KMJ also leads — anywhere from 57 % to 201% over the next station!
AND IN THE CITY OF FRESNO, KMJ is the top station, too —
Latest Hooper (Oct. 1950 through Feb. 1951) shows KMJ has highest
rating during all 4 segments. KMJ also leads in 5 out of the 7 individual
evenings rated. And of the 115 quarter and half hours rated
(morning, afternoon and evening, throughout whole week) KMJ rates
highest in 69. That's a 76% lead over next closest station!
* Sales Management's 1951 Survey of Buying Power, Net EBI. ** U.S. Dept of Commerce Wholesale Trading Area.
NUMBER 1 STATION IN THE $660 MILLION FRESNO MARKET
580 KC.
NBC
5,000 WATTS
One of the Bonanza Beeline Stations ... McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
BROADCASTING
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NARND Meets Today
(Continued from page 27)
Heslep of mission
the alsoAtomic
will Energy
appear Comthat
morning.
In the afternoon, Fred Friendly
of CBS will outline building of
documentaries and Oliver Gramling
of Associated Press will show a
strip
on the
salability
news. film
Winners
of the
NARNDof
awards competition will be presented at the closing banquet.
The NARND board met Sunday
before the convention opening and
will convene again Wednesday
morning.
Present Chatfield,
officers, inareaddition to President
Mr.
Bormann, first vice president; Tom
Eaton, WTIC Hartford, second
vice president; Soren Munkhof,
WOW-TV Omaha, executive secretary, and Sheldon Peterson, KLZ
Denver, treasurer.
Agenda for the three days is as
follows :
Sunday, November 11
2:30torsp.m..
of Board of Direc(House Meeting
on the Roof).
Monday, November 12
9:00 a.m., Registration; 10:00 a.m.,
Report bymittees:
President and
following comNominations,
Education, Resolutions,
Standards,
Constitution,
and
News
Room
Operations;
11:30 a.m.,
Wire
Service
Committee
report
and
discussion:
12:15
p.m..
Luncheon
and
Speaker1:30(Sen.
Richard
Russell), (Sears
Host);
p.m.,
Crime
Reporting
(Malof INS); and
3:30 p.m., ConKen
Fry— Edcolm Johnson
Ingle
vention7:15
plans);(Demo,
5:00 Dinner
p.m.,GOP
Cocktails
(INS
Host);
p.m.,
at
Drake
(American
Meat Institute Host); 9:30
p.m..
Bull Session.
Tuesday, November 13
8:30 a.m., Pancake breakfast (Pills-

bury); 9:30 a.m., Phil Newsom of UP
(War coverage);
a.m., headed
TV Com-by
mittee report and 10:30
discussion
Sig
Mickelson
of CBS
andLuncheon
Frank McCall
of
NBC;
12:15
p.m..
and
speaker (to be announced), (U. S. Steel
Host); 1:30petitionp.m.,
NARND
award
comcommittee
report
and
discussion;tary2:30 program
p.m., Building
the Documen(Fred Friendly);
3:30
Report
byto Bill
Ray's
committee
onp.m.,
equal
access
news
with
Bill
Steven
as(AP guest
speaker;
5:00
p.m.,
Cocktails
Host); McCarthy
9:30 p.m. -10:00
p.m., Debate
(Senators
and others
to be
announced),
over CBS);
10:00 p.m., CBS(Broadcast
affiliates session.
Wednesday, November 14
9:30 tions
a.m.,committee
(a) Newspaper-owned
stareportParkand paper);
discussion,
(Publisher,
Asbury
(b)
Canadian
news
directors
meeting
and
discussion;
10:30 ofa.m.officers,
-12 noon,adoption
Business
session,
election
resolutions;
12:15 p.m.,
Luncheon
withof
speaker
(Charter
Heslep
of1:30AEC),
(Ford
or
Hallicrafters
Host);
p.m.,
to be announced: 3:30 p.m., Oliver
Gramling
— Salability of News;of Associated
5:00 p.m., Press
Cocktail
Party
(UP Host);
7:00 p.m.,NARND
Conventionawards);
Banquet
(Presentation
10:00 p.m., Board of Directors Meeting.
News Sources
(Continued from page 28)
of high school athletic contests.
Mr. Ferguson reported that in
Ohio the state high school association had advised each school that
it could control its own fees, but
had recommended that none be
charged. In the state basketball
tournament, he said, the charge
had been cut to a straight $25 for
each station. This he called a
nominal fee to control the number
of broadcasters.
Mr. Livesay said that in Illinois
rights were given upon payment of

a sliding scale based on distance
from the tournament site and the
number
ried. of tournament games carMr. Warren said that in Kentucky action had been taken and
in some cases no fees were charged.
At a question period following
an address by President Harold
Fellows of NARTB, Victor Sholis,
WHAS Louisville, urged that trade
associations give greater attention
to industry-wide problems on an
industry-wide basis.
Mentioning the All-Industry TV
Per Program Committee, he said
that since whatever agreement was
finally recommended
that committee and became bystandard
for
television he felt would eventually
apply to all radio. Thus, he said,
radio
should should
join andbe the
"splinter
committee"
brought
into
a united support. Mr. Sholis was
particularly worried over the present plan of payment to ASCAP on
the basis of spot announcement adjacencies where the spot did not
carry ASCAP music.
There was considerable discussiongardof station
to politicalresponsibility
broadcasting,in re-as
well. Robert C. Fehlman, WHBC
Canton, Ohio, brought the matter
up after Hecht Lackey, WSON
Henderson, Ky., had asked if
NARTB had any plan for libel insurance.
Mr. Fellows had replied to Mr.
Lackey that libel insurance was
awaiting completion of present

plans for health and life group insurance as well as tower insurance. The libel action against
KBI Seattle was cited, where the
station had been held liable for
words
mentator.used by a network comMr. Fellows
that libel
the "due
caution"
clause held
in most
laws
should protect stations sued for
network programs. Mr. Fehlman
asked what would be the responsibility of stations on a state-wide
politicaltion fedhook-up
where oneRalph
staseveralor others.
Hardy, director, NARTB GovernRelations
saidurged
the 1
HoffmanmentBill
for Dept.,
which he
support
by
broadcasters
should
be
of help in this regard. This bill,
he said, would establish that a
broadcaster was not liable on political program utterances, nor
could he censor them.
In response to a question by
Vernon Nolte, WHIZ Zanesville,
Ohio, Mr. Fellows said that several
stations at this election had announced that the station as an entity wasdates.supporting
certain
He said he felt
that candithere
was no objection to such a course
by the FCC as long as equivalent
time was given to the opposition.
Mr.der Lackey
pointed
out that
unKentucky law
at least
no time
could be given to a candidate under
any
of thebeenlawcalled
and
that interpretation
some stations had
by the FCC when they gave such
time to candidates for rebuttal.

MBS

5 KW-Day & Night
37 KW-FM Bonus

TSP
(TAMPA— ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA)
proudly announces tke appointment of
H-R

REPRESENTATIVES,

11NC

ad exclusive national 5ale5 represen tatiueS
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY
♦
Covering
Florida's
W'est Coast Market
1. WTSP serves a primary area of 3. The leading sports station
581,000 permanent
population
.
~ .,
r
11
4.. .Mornings
&or,
atternoons — Consist2. Plus — A wintertime population of
ently the highest audience rated
1,231,000
station in St. Petersburg!
F. J. "JOE" KELLEY, V. Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
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E
in the

lowest

cost

flIMI

fabulous

Houston

market

■ Network station B's cost-per-thousand
is 52% HIGHER than KPRC
■ Network station C's cost-per-thousand
is 142% HIGHER than KPRC
If you want to present your sales story to a constantly increasing
Gulf Coast audience, and make it a buying audience,
ask your Petry man ... or call us.
Percentages based on BMB, February-May
Hooper Report, and 260 time Daytime
Quarter Hour Rate.

NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
free enterprise
and was
free born
govern-in
ment. Chet Ruth
Kimball, S. D., in 1892. The family
moved in his childhood to Mitchell,
S. D. There he reported for the
local paper while attending high
school and Dakota Wesleyan U.,
learning to set type in the process.
Eager to move along in journalism,
he went to Cleveland in 1916 and
got a job on the Leader. With the
United States becoming actively
involved in World War I he and his
brother joined the Marines because they wanted action quickly,
and lots of it. Four months later
they were in France where they
had two years of action.
Just before enlisting he had married. After the war he moved over
to the Cleveland News, spending
evenings taking the Cleveland Ad
Club's night course. First advertising connection was at a Canton,

dominating

Ohio, agency, Paul Moffett Co.
Newspaperdom called again and
he got a job on the Canton Daily
News, but this time it was on the
advertising side. Later he became
advertising manager at a local department store and in 1926 joined
United Alloy Steel Co.
A few years later Republic Steel
Co. was formed with United as one
of its units. Mr. Ruth was instal edvertising
in the department
organization's
adas assistant
advertising manager and in 1939
became director of advertising.
Republic is not presently very
active in radio or television, but
Mr. Ruth likes both media and
recalls a highly successful radio
series in 1947, Songs America
Sings. Up the line at Republic
there is opposition to radio and TV
but the administrative officials feel
these mediathatcan'twants
be ignored
by a
company
to maintain
good relations with its 70,000 employes and 60,000 stockholders.
Mr. Ruth is a past president of
the Cleveland Ad Club and director

a rich Industrial

do as over 600
local advertisers do

of Assn. of National Advertisers.
He was vice president for one year
of Advertising Federation of
America. His faith is Presbyterian. Principal hobby is fishing
in remote Canadian lakes. He has
one son, an eye surgeon.
Canadian Music
CANADIAN broadcasters predict
a battlethorswith
the Composers,
and Publishers
Assn. Au-of
Canada (CAPAC), the Canadian
ASCAP, on 1952 copyright fees.
Preparations
the broadcasting industry within
are being
made for
a possible long fight. CAPAC is
understood to be asking for about
21/4% of station gross revenue
plus a half-cent per person in each
station's fee
area.far This
will bring
annual
in exeess
of the
the
present 7 cents per licensed receiver now paid to CAPAC by independent stations and a similar
amount by CBC. Hearings before
the Canadian Copyright Board take
place annually in November.

Market!

. . .

The greatest General Motors
plant city in the world . . . thafs
hustling, booming Flint. Saturating this
whole area with their sales
messages is Flint's
WFDRfirst station,*

to get their share of
238,000,000
retail dollars!
sell ljour product over
Flint's FIRST STATION
WFDF

910 Kilocycles
Represented by
the Katz Agency
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Record earnings ($6134 per family, per
year; $1613 above the national average!),
record sales (over $238,000,000 retail
dollars this year!), increase local
merchants' reliance on WFDF to put across
their sales message. You, too, can
rely on WFDF!

NBC BUYS LAND
For West Coast Center
PAYING $120,487, NBC exercised
its option last Tuesday on nine
acres of Burbank, Calif., cityowned land, which will be part of
proposed
49-acre,
$25 millionCenter.
West
Coast Radio
- Television
Three extensions of time on the
option had been granted to the network [B»T,onSept.
24]. Ave.,
Located
Alameda
between St. Joseph Hospital and
Warner Bros, studio property, the
site
of the ofNBCBurbank
project consists
19 acres
City parkof
land
and
30
acres
acquired
from
movie company.
Total
purchase
price
to
Burbank for its 19 acres was $263,287.
Warner Bros, reportedly received
$750,000 from NBC for 30 acres.
Included in the Warner Bros, deal
isusea working
for NBC's
of soundagreement
stages and
other
studio facilities, it was said. Construction ofthe contemplated NBC
Radio-Television Center will not
get under way until sometime in
1953, it was understood. Although
repeatedly denied, NBC will sell
its present Western Division headquarters site at Sunset Blvd. and
Vine St., when the new project is
completed.
INDUSTRIAL GOODS
Are Shown in Chicago
FOURTH annual showing of industrial electronics equipment was
sponsored in Chicago Nov. 2 by
Newark Electric Co. with more
than 40 major
represented. Testmanufacturers
equipment, tubes,
components and small parts were
exhibited and demonstrated at a
private showing before dinner in
the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Companies
represented
included
Aerovox
Corp.,
AdvancePhenolic
Electric
and
Relay Co.,
American
Corp.,
Ampex
Electrical
Corp.,
Belden
Mfg.
Co., Cann Electrical Development Co.,
ChicagoInc.,Transformer
Corp.,Inc.,ElectroVoice
Eitel-McCullough
Geners Co.eral Electric Co., Grayhill, HallicraftOthers
were
Jensen
Mfg.
Co.,
Minnesota Mfg.
Mining and Manufacturing
Co.,
Ohmite
RCA,
ShureProducts
Bros.,
Sola
Electric Co.,
Co.,
Sprague
Co.,
Standard
Transformer
Corp.
and
Sylvania Electric Products.

McDowell to Law Firm
JAMES C. McDOWELL has joined
the law firm of Arthur W. Scharfeld in Washington, D. C. Born in
Auburndale, Fla., Jan. 4, 1922, Mr.
McDowell received his bachelor of
arts degree from the U. of Florida
inLaw1943,
LL.B.June.
fromHe Harvard
Schoolhis last
was an
announcer
at
WRUF
Gainesville
FLINT
(U. of Florida). He was in the
Navy during World War II with
_ MICH.
three months' combat duty in the
Okinawa campaign. Mr. McDowell
BASIC AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
was combination announcer-radio
operator at WSPB Sarasota, Fla.,
One of America's Pioneer Stations — now
and WLAK Lakeland, Fla. He is a
in our 30th year. Associated with WOOD and
member of the bar, District of CoWOOD TV Grand Rapids— WFBM and WFBM TV
lumbia, member of the Chancery
Indianapolis — WEOA Evansville.
Club, Powell Club, and of the board
of
directors,
Harvard Law School
Forum.
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HIT

THE

With

+
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ONE

/

JACKPOT
OPERATION

BILLION-DOLLAR

MARKET

/

of

EASTERN OKLAHOMA'S MAGIC EMPIREPlus THE RICH FORT SMITH TRADE AREASHOPPING

CENTER

of WESTERN

ARKANSAS.

AUDIENCE
sACTJONr
TEAM

KTUL-KFPW
'Tulsa
• Fort Smith
JOHN ESAU— Vice President, General Manager
AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Nat'l Representative
AFFILIATED WITH KOMA, OKLAHOMA CITY
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of the Hayes);
Matter (Nov.
12), CBS-TV
(with
Helen
Time
(Nov.
12), ABC
Radio
(Mrs. forcommittee);
AnnaDefense
Rosenberg,
who
heads
advisory
CBS
Television football schedule of service
games (Nov.
17);
four
30-minute
documentary
programs
(no
dates),
NBC
Radio; Edward R. Murrow documentary
(no date),
the Tex (with
and
Jinx
Show CBS-TV;
(Nov. 12-16),and NBC-TV
films
Miss Falkenberg's visits to
serviceofbases).
All networks also will be offered
tape recordings of talks by the
Secretaries of the Army, Navy
and Air Force for radio use, and
film clips of other military leaders
for video. Local stations may obtain five-minute tapes of interviews
with members of the women's advisory committee and 15-minute MIDDLE man in awards presentarecordings of discussions.
tion is Fred L. Bernstein (c), manager
of WTTM Trenton, N. J., as
Thermoid Co. receives New Jersey
AMATEUR CHANNELS
Safety Council Award of Merit.
Set for Civil Defense Accepting certificate from Thomas Y.
Jones
(I), council president, is Fred
AMATEUR radio channels alloca- E. Schluter,
president of Thermoid,
tion plan, effected by Northeastern which sponsored
100 hours of safety
States Civil Defense Amateur
on WTTM.
was de-on
Radio Alliance, was approved last promotion
v
o
t
e
d
t
o
urging
safety Time
at home
week by the New York State Civil
the highway and in industry.
Defense Commission.
Plan places radio bands available for civil defense emergencies SCBA Presentation
in a series of quadrants so the
least possible interference results ROBERT J. McANDREWS, manfrom the use of comparable bands
aging director of Southern Caliin adjoining states. System is
fornia Broadcasters Assn., who recently completed demonstration of
based on a 10-state agreement
among New York, Connecticut, the new SCBA presentation, "Mass
Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Medium of the New Mass Market:
New Hampshire, New Jersey, Southern California Radio," in
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and various eastern cities, this month
Vermont.
plans to show the presentation to
In addition, a "Metropolitan buyers and prospects in San Francisco. Continuing series of presenPlan" tiofor
emergency
communicans in the New York City area
tations to Southern California adhas allocated more than 100 VHF
vertisers and agencies also is
channels to 12 different county scheduled by the SCBA Sales Promotion Committee. Stan Spero,
and borough civil defense organizations. The New York plan will salesman, KFAC Los Angeles, is
be used as basis for similar ar- committee chairman. Tom Frandrangements inother heavily popu- sen, KMPC,
ant chairman.Los Angeles, is assistlated areas of the ten-state group.

PROTEST
Asks FCC Hearing
COLLUSION was imputed between
a former construction permitholder and a new applicant in a
petition filed with the FCC last
week by WTMV East St. Louis, 111.
Former CP-holder referred to is
the Belleville (111.) Newsi-Democrat. The new applicant is Franklin County Broadcasting Co. Latter
is applicant for 1260 kc with 500
Mo. daytime only, in Washington,
w,
The East St. Louis station, which
last year lost its attempt to change
from 1490 kc with 250 w to 1260
kc with 1 kw directional, filed
a petition to "reinstate, reconsider
and grant" its bid in October
[B*T,theOct.Belleville
8]. The newspaper,
petition alleged
that
the
successful applicant last year,
never made
any attempt
to con-to
struct the station
and failed
keep thecision notFCC
informed
of
its deto build.
This contention was opposed by
the Chief of the FCC Broadcast
Bureau as "too vague and conjectural" and also as "unlawful" —
citingmitsthe
regulation
such legal
moves which
only upper-to
20 days after a final decision.
54 Miles From Belleville
Referring to the fact that WashMo., is the
54 miles
from County
Belleville andington,that
Franklin
application is for the same frequency for which the Belleville
newspaper held a CP until last
August, the petition stated:
This application
reveals
that executed
the applicant's consulting
engineers
an engineering
statement
for days
the applic
a
t
i
o
n
o
n
Aug.
24,
1951
—
two
after
counselin for
who are
also
named
the Belleville,
Washington,
application as counsel
for WareMo.,[Franklin
County
Broadcasting
Co.],
surrendered
the said construction permit.
It ismentquite
clear from
the full
treatand finished
quality
the
techwork,
and eventhat
fromthe theofengineering
language
ofreport
thenicalwas
statement,
arranged for and prepared
before Belleville
had actually
rendered its construction
permit. .sur-. .
[Therefore]
reasonable
arises
that thea two
parties presumption
engaged in
manipulation
of the solely
public's
broadcasting facilities
for radio
their
private benefit.
Under these alleged circumMister PLUS needs diving gear,
stances, WTMV called for an inComplete with pump and hawser,
vestigation ofa hearing "to determine the good faith of the BelleTo make our low costs crystal clear:
villetermineNews-Democrat"
and been
"to coldewhether Belleville,
there has
lusion between
111., and
Lowest you ever saw, sir!
Washington,
In additionMo.,to applicants
citing cases. . to."
show that the Commission is not
ROCKBOTTOM COSTS, our rate card shows,
bound by its 20-day rule, WTMV
also agreed to amend its original
Per thousand folks who listen,
petition
to make totheitsCommission's
action subject
decision on
In urban markets or in those
the application of Hawthorn
+
Broadcasting
Co.,
seeking
1230 kc
Where other nets are missin1!
+
with 250 w in St. Louis. Overlap
+
of
WTMV's
proposed
25
mv/m
+
contour with
that contour
of Hawthorn's
+
proposed
25
mv/m
may
be
+
involved, the petition stated.
+
-the difference is MUTUAL!
+
KAYE-HALBERT Corp., L. A., an+
nounces sales and earnings for first
+ nine months
of 1951. Earnings were
+
$383,606.39,
compared to $212,753.02
N.Y.
+
+
+
+
+
reported lastas year.
+ + + + FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM • new YORK
++
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ARMED

FORCES
Radio-TV Time Set
RADIO-TV is again marshalling
its forces on behalf of a vital national campaign, this time to spur
enlistment of women for the armed
services.
President Truman was slated to
lead
way address
with a tape-recorded
and the
filmed
scheduled on
all major radio and television networks yesterday (Sunday).
An ambitious series of public
service programs have been lined
up by the
Office
of Publicwhich
Infor-is
mation, Dept.
of Defense,
launching the drive in all media
under the direction of Charles DilOPI's radio-TV
chief. Purpose
is to lon,recruit
75,000 women
for the
armed forces by next June.
The campaign ties in with the
recently appointed Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the
Services comprising broadcasters
and other noted persons. The Advertising Council also is participating, though
it has not yet announced allocations.
Aside from radio-television network commitments, tape recordingableandto local
films stations.
are being made availTheute talkChief
five-minwas toExecutive's
have blanketed
the
radio-TV airlanes at various time
periods yesterday, there being no
live coverage. For radio, it was
ABC, CBS, LBS, MBS and NBC;
for TV, it was ABC, NBC, CBS
and DuMont.
Some programs
alreadyThese
haveinclude
been
carried
networks.
You andbythetheWorld
on CBS Radio;
the
Tex
and
Jinx
Show
on
NBC-TV;
Church
of the Air featuring
on CBS Radio;
andMarkel
a specialon
program
Hazel
MBS. Plugs
women recruiting,
interviews and for
appearances
ofMisscelebrities
typified
the
broadcasts.
Markel
is Commitments
a member of the
this advisory
week are:group.Truth

WTMV

"King"- Size
Value
for advertisers
!

ED AND

WENDY

KING'S

ON KDKA

The midnight hour is a mighty busy hour for thousands of listeners
tuned to KDKA's "PARTY LINE" program (1 1 : 30 PM - 1 :00 AM Monday through Saturday).
From Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia., even from Utah, Colorado,
Florida, and still other states., listeners keep telephoning questions to
Ed and Wendy King. In turn, Ed and Wendy get other listeners to help
with the answers. Here's audience participation at its best . . and, in view
of moderate time cost, it's advertising value at its best!
Participations are available at very attractive across-the-board rates. Any
way you look at it, "PARTY LINE" is a buy. For rates and for detailed
information about the surprisingly big audience, check George Tons at
KDKA or Free & Peters.
Pittsburgh
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE
KDKA

ROADCASTING
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0 WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
Radio — America's Great Advertising Medium
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WhaVs

he

looking

at?

Well... it's the latest issue of BROADCASTING Yearbook, naturally. But the thing
that's caught his attention could be any one of the dozens of special features appearing exclusively in BROADCASTING Yearbook.
It could be.
latest figures on different
categories of 1951 advertising expenditures at
which
ing. Mary Dunlavey
(Harry B. Cohen) is look-

9 significant analyses and
program trends during
1951.ton & Bowles)
George Kern
(Benis looking
at this feature.

©the new personnel lists at
the reorganized networks.
Charles Wild (N. W. Ayer)
is referring to that listing.

@ facts about the economic
status
of radio despite
TV's
phenomenal
progress.
These catch the attention
Katz).
of Beth Black (Joseph

• figures on how much a competitor spent during the past year. Frank Coulter (Young &
Rubicam) checks this important item.
Stanley Pulver, Lever Brothers,
takes a good look at a
Yearbook ad.
OR. . .(you know what?)
IT COULD BE YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
telling him your story . . making him understand why your station is
a good buy in your market.
It could be your advertisement, that is, IF you remember to send in your
space reservation right now for the up-coming BROADCASTING Yearbook about to go on the presses in a few weeks.
Don't put it off any longer. Be sure that you, too, are represented
properly in the 18th edition of BROADCASTING Yearbook. There's
no time to waste. Clip that coupon . . or write . . or wire . . or phone us
collect. BUT DO IT NOW!
It's the one best way to tell your year-'round story to 17,000 key
executives like the ones whose pictures you see here. And they're
executives (you'll note) who all get, read, study and remember what
they see in the BROADCASTING Yearbook.
THE FACTS ARE FEW:
'/4

RATE s
26
7
T3
1
time times times times times
52

RATES
Page
150
170
80
215
190
V2
230 $350
$395
$285
100
$265
$325
50
125
120
130
75
70
65
60
v»
Color: $110 per extra color per p age. Bleed $40
per page.

Mechanical Requirements
Space
Width Depth Width Dep.
Foil
page
SVi" 12V4
11"
Bleed page
9V«
Three-quarters 6V4
11
Half page
4 1/16 11 8V2 SV2
Quarter page 2
11 4 1/16 BV2
Eighth page
2
5Vi 4 1/16 Vk
Double page spread 17'/2xll. Bleed 18'/2xl2W.
Astation
horizontal
half page is minimum space in the
directory.

The ONLY fully authoritative source of facts about radio and radio advertising.

BRO ADAPTING
t^Iasting
870 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.

g CLIP - FILL OUT - MAIL - CLIP - FILL OUT - MAIL - CLIP - FILL OUT
a. Please reserve the space checked for the 1952 BROADCASTING Yearbook
Firm
d Double page spread
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□ Single page
<
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State
d One-half page
Per
•
□ One-quarter page
CD One-eighth page
H,a. Agency, if any

WOV

r

at 50,000
gives

watts

advertisers

the

GREATEST
COVERAGE
at the

LOWEST

JIATE
of any Major Station

in the

DETROIT
AREA
This powerful radio voice is hitting a 17,000,000 population area in 5 important states and is open to advertisers at the lowest rate of any major station in this
region. A tremendous buy for action and sales that is
establishing new records daily. Get the facts now.

50,000 WATTS at 800 KC.
Guardian Bldg.
Detroit, Mich.
J. E. Campeau
Adam J. Young, Jr. Inc. w
President
National Rep.
MUTUAL
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SOLD OUT
Manager Weil Reports
SPECIALIZED programming and
adaptation to new markets has paid
off for WOV, New York bilingual
independent, General Manager
Ralph N. Weil said Wednesday. He
announced that for the first time in
the its
station's
history,timeWOVfromhas dawn
sold
all
commercial
until midnight and has a waiting
list of advertisers.
The station's post-midnight program ing— a remote pickup from
a Harlem nightclub from midnight
to 3 A.M. — is well booked, he added,
and all programs, as rated by
Pulse surveys, have climbed from
their last year highs.
"AM radio is hot only here to
stay,
but there's
Mr. Weil
said a room
year forandgrowth,"
a half
ago when theadvertising
station instituted
increased
campaign.an
Asserting then that "the big swing
is to independents," Mr. Weil took
a firm stand against the thenprevalent
rate cutting
and theif station threatened
increases
any
change at all were to be made.
WOV management continues to
stress
"radio's
low ifcost
thousandthatcannot
be beat
you pergo
after
Withthe a right
long thousands."
record in foreign
languagerently
broadcasting.
WOV 10cur-%
broadcasts a daily
, hours in Italian, including taped
shows from its Rome studios. It
recently altered programming to
include three shows directed to the
Negro market, with the late-night
show rating third in a city-wide
Pulse survey after being on the air
for only six months.

'MORE WORK'
WCCM Scores News Bear
PROMOTING
city's industrial
welfare by publica service
programs
is a worthy objective in itself, but
the effort provided a news beat as
well for one New England station.
WCCM Lawrence, Mass., located
in a textile area, initially launched
a Greater Lawrence at Work series
under sponsorship of local businessmen. But orders for the basic industry were slow in materializing.
News Director Bill Mitten, hard
faced with maintaining optimism
over the "more work" theme of the
program, made a searching study
of
variousof Commerce,
group activities
— the
Chamber
real estate
brokers and others. He learned
that Western Electric Co. was considering aplant at Lawrence and
wrapped
up deal
all thewentfacts.
When the
through, Mr.
Mitten broke the happy tidings on
Greater Lawrence at Work. He reported to job seekers that WE was
moving in and planned to hire 1,000
at the start and perhaps up to 4,000
within a few years. WCCM and
local employment offices were
flooded with job applications within
an hour. Mr. Mitten interviewed
the man on the street and obtained
tape recorded interviews with
chamber, WE and city government
officials.
DUANE JONES VIEW
Wants Court, Not Press, Trial
DUANE JONES, president of
Duane Jones Co., agrees that his
proposed
against
certain ofmillion
his dollar
formersuitemployes
should be tried in the courts and
not in the press.
Mr. Jones said Nov. 2 that he
is in agreement with that portion
of a statement made earlier by Joseph Scheideler, president of
Scheideler, Beck & Warner and a
former employe of the Duane Jones
Co. [B«T, Nov. 5].
Mr.ing Jones
that after
talkwith 63 said
advertising
agencies,
attorneys, 12 national advertisers,
more than a score of publishers and
radio-TV people, he is even more
convinced
"unbeatable
case." He he
said hasthe anreason
for the
delay in the suit is that each week
gives him additional evidence.
However, he added that any further statements made by the other
parties mentswill
elicit no press statefrom him.

SCHWIMMER SUIT
To File Particulars by Nov. 20
ATTORNEYS for Walter Schwimmer Productions, Chicago package
firm,
particularswithandthea
sworn will
list file
of documents
Superior Court before Nov. 20 in
answer to a request from Monitor
Productions, same city, which is
being sued for $150,000 by the
Schwimmer concern.
Mr. Schwimmer's lawyers are
also ing
seeking
injunction
Monitor anfrom
making restrainfurther
sales of Relay Quiz [B«T, Oct. 29],
charging "plagiarism and pirat20 days brief.
after
Nov. 20ing."to Monitor
file anhasanswering
It
is
represented
by
Moses,
Bachraeh and Kennedy, which last week
released
a statement
saying "we
are
satisfied
that the pending
suit
was brought
without justification andentirely
will be dismissed
by
the court after it is made familiar
India Visitor
withSchwimmer
the true facts."
attorney is Louis RAMCHANDRA VAISH, deputy
Swidler of Lelivelt and Swidler. director general of the Indian
Posts and Telegraphs Directorate,
KBIG timeAvalon,
10 kw under
day- spent last
station onCalif.,
740 new
kc now
tives and week
will with
leave FCC
this execuweek
construction, which starts operating for a tour of radio, TV, telephone,
in March of next year, has joined
manufacturing
inSouthern California Broadcasters telegraph and
stal ations in this
country. Mr.
Assn. as 60th member. Station is li- Vaish is in the
States on a
censed to John Poole who also oper- United Nations United
to study
ates UHF experimental TV station communication fellowship
economics.
KM2XAZ Long Beach, Calif.
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QUIZ:
Which Picture

I ■ ■
h
9

—

Shows World's
Most Important
Safety Device?
Can you guess which of these
pictures that
showshasthebeensafetymethod
most
successful in making the
steel industry one of the
safest for workers?

WHEN SAFETY-TRIP-WIRE (white arrow above)
touches man in the way of this fast-moving, giant
open-hearth
within
2 feet. charging machine, wire stops machine
LOOK! NO HANDS: Hoist automatically frees chains
from a load of red-hot steel billets. This is typical
of the hundreds
inventions
2 gen-in
erations of safetyof safety
engineering
have which
produced
more canthan
200
companies
which
make
up
the
Ameristeel industry.

MOST
IMPORTANT
"built-in"
understanding,
knowledge
and skill isthatthe keep
a man safe
on his job.
Through continuous education, people who work in
steel mills actually are safer at work than at home.
The world's
man mind. most important safety device is the huGet facts on safety methods used in protecting the
lives of more than 600,000 people who work in steel
mills. Steel making is one of the safest industries.
This record wasn't easy to achieve ; steel workers
must handle material that is heavy and hot. The
story of how it was done makes interesting reading. For factual material, write American Iron and
Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, New
York, and ask for reprint from Steelways Magazine, "Putting Safety First."
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HALFF ESTATE
Leaves Funds to Charity
PROBATE of the will of the late
G. A. C. Halff [B*T, Sept. 18,
1950] showed that he owned 1,920
shares of common stock in Southland Industries, which owns and
operates tonio.WOAI-AM-TV
San An-at
The stock was valued
$1,577,274.
Mr. Halff, who at his death was
chairman of the Board of Southland, left the largest of a number
of bequests to his nephew, Hugh
A. L. Halff, president and treasurer of the radio corporation. The
market value of the bequest was
set by the probate court at $1,663,643. Other sums were left to relatives and friends.
A foundation will be chartered
to adminster a $1,362,967 fund bequested to Texas charity by Mr.
Halff.
A sum equal to the special Texas

THIS

fund was left to the National
Jewish hospital at Denver, designated in memory of Solomon
Halff, father of the WOAI founder.
Gross estate was $9,162,837.
Total net estate after deductions
was $7,990,161. Appraisal was
filed
by Hugh Halff as trustee of
the estate.
The G. A. C. Halff fund for
Texas charities, Mr. Halff specified, isto be known as the G. A.
C. Halff Fund in memory of Fannie
L. Halff, mother of the pioneer
broadcaster.
Total bequest may be for hospitalization, promotion of health,
relief of the afflicted and other
medical aid,' relief of poverty, advancement of education or governmental or municipal purposes. Expenditure of the fund may be any
time
ship. within 15 years of the trusteeThe late Mr. Halff also had considerable business interests in oil,
real estate and ranching properties.

RICH

CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD, vice
president and general manager,
WBT-AM-FM and WBTV (TV) Charlot e, N. C, is shown arriving with
Mrs. Crutchfield
International atAirport New
Oct. York's
27. Mr.
Crutchfield on behalf of the State
Dept. has been in Greece where he
advised Greek Radio executives in
casting.of Greek broadtheir reorganization

MARKET

No other signal covers the South Bend market
like WSBT. Radio sets in use are up to an alltime high of 32.8! WSBT's share of audience
at 66.6 is way above the national average. And
here television is insignificant because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South
Bend. Don't sell this rich market short. Wrap
it up with WSBT radio.

TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
has been established by. CBS Hollyaccording toMcCaughna,
a recent announcementwood,by George
director
of operations, for CBS Hollywood.
BROADCASTING
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FCC POLICY
Giveaway Idea Copyrighted
WHEN is an FCC policy not an
FCC policy?
That is the question raised by
WHGB Harrisburg, Pa., in a petition for rehearing filed fortnight
ago
an FCC
Octoberagainst
granting
WCMB decision
Lemoyne,in
Pa., a change of facilities and denying WHGB's request to change.
The Commission granted WCMB
permission to change from 960 kc
with 1 kw daytime only to 1460 kc
with 5 kw, directional antenna, fulltime. At the same time, it denied
WHGB's
1400 kc withrequest
250 w toto change
1460 kc from
with
5Oct.kw,15].directional [FCC Roundup,
Petition stated that the grant to
WCMB was made because the Lemoyne station promised to remain
an independent, non-affiliated station, with 36% of its time devoted
to local live programs. WHGB, an
ABC affiliate, was denied, the petition stated, because it proposed
only 6.01% of its time for local live
Ten days after the Lemoyne
programs.
grant the Commission granted
KFYO Lubbock, Tex., authority to
change from 1340 kc with 250 w
to 790 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night
with directional antenna, the Harrisburg station pointed out, at the
same time denying new applicant
Lubbock County Broadcasting Co.
[B*T, Oct. 22].
KFYO's Position
Since KFYO is also an ABC affiliate and its position vis-a-vis
Lubbock County was similar to
the position of WHGB vis-a-vis
WCMB, the unsuccessful Harrisburg station felt that the two decisions "are not merely inconsistent. They are so far irreconcilable
as to constitute arbitrary and capricious action by the Commission.
If network and non-network program proposals
are difficult
comparison
at Lubbock,
they areof
equally difficult of comparison at
Harrisburg. If the percentage of
program time devoted to local live
talent is deemed controlling at
Harrisburg, it ought also to be
controlling
at Lubbock."
Petition noted
that the Lemoyne
grant was made by Comrs. Wayne
E. Sterling,
F.Coy,JonesGeorge
and Paul
A. Walker,Robert
with
Frieda B. Hennock, Edward M.
Webster and Rosel H. Hyde not
participating.
It also noted
that
the Lubbock decision
was made
by Comrs.
Sterling,
Webster and Hyde,
with Jones,
Coy, Walker
and Hennock not participating.
In view of this, WHGB asked
that the
Lemoyne-Harrisburg
decision be reconsidered
by all seven
Commissioners.

THE

GEORGIA

PURCHASE

only

7
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ATLANTA

WAGA
5000w
590kc
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SAVANNAH
MACON
WTOC
5000 w
1290kc

WMAZ
10,000w 940kc
CBS

the TRIO

offers advertisers

CBS

at one

low

cost

• concentrated coverage • merchandising assistance •
listener loyalty built by local programming • dealer loyalties
... IN THREE MAJOR MARKETS
represented
individually
AGENCY,
INC.
as a group and
by | T H E KATZ
l
HEW TOM . CB1CAG0 • DETROIT • ATLANTA • DALLAS ♦ KANSAS CITY • IPS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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Advertisement

From

where

6y Joe

"Fair and

Marsh

Square"

We've had an all-out political
campaign with everything in it from
a torchlight parade to a neck-and-neck
ballot box race.
Rusty Robinson, with no campaign
funds, planned his Election Eve speech
for the Town Square. Slim McCormick,
who owns the Palace movie house,
was finishing up his campaign in Pioneer Hall.
Then it began to rain. Rusty's political career was slowly fizzling out in
the damp when Slim showed up to
say that Robinson people could meet
in his theatre — for nothing. "I want
to beat Rusty," Slim said, "but certainly not with rain!"
From where I sit, you've got to give
Slim credit for acting on his belief that
everyone has a right to be heard— just
as everyone has a right to his own
opinions and tastes. Maybe you like
hot coffee, for instance, when you
"take a break." Well, my vote goes
for a refreshing glass of beer. After all,
we're lucky to be living in a free
country where we can have our own
preferences.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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NRDGA AWARDS
1951 Contest Rules Set
CONTEST
determine newspaper
the year's
best
radio toprograms,
ads, and displays — as produced by
retail stores — was announced
Wednesday by Howard P. Abramanagermerchandising
of sales promotion andhams,visual
for
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.,
sponsors of the annual competition.
Entries in the retail radio programs group are limited to NRDGA
stores who have sponsored a regularly scheduled, local program for
broadcast in 1951 prior to Dec. 1.
Syndicated shows and special programs are not eligible.
One transcription, three scripts,
and any other coordinated media
that has been used by the store are
to be submitted to NRDGA, 100
West 31st St., New York 1, N. Y.,
by Dec. mitted
10.shouldEach
subbe onprogram
a separate
disc, acompanied by the program
name, station
which (hour
it origi-as
nated, time of from
broadcast
well as day) , type of program, date
of first broadcast, program objectives and results achieved, sponsoring store name and address, and
name tingand
entry. title of person submitAwards will be made in three
classifications, according to store
volume: under $5 million, between
$5-$15 million, and over $15 million. Programs should also be entered, Mr. Abrahams advised, according to the audience toward
whom they have been directed:
children, general family, teen agers,
farm groups, men or women, or as
saturation spot campaigns.
The judges
be an-be
nounced.are
Winning yet
storesto will
awarded certificates, and the one
store judged to have made the outcontribution to retail adtrophy. standing
vertising will receive a special

Tribute by WOR
WOR New York sidestepped
the press of current
national problems last week
when it took full-page ad in
the New York Herald Tribune to promote the simpler
aspects of America. Topped
with a landscape painting
by Louis Eilshemius, the ad's
main
captionIn read:
"This ofis
America.
a world
anxiety and doubt, WOR, one
of America's great stations,
brings
you what ofit a hopes
an interpretation
countryis
it loves."
described the Blank
sensory verse
pleasures
of
life
and
attested,
"There
will always be an America
like this; a land that will
live and be a symbol no matter where you are or what

N.youY.do." WOMEN
To Hold Radio-TV Meeting
EMPHASIS will be on broadcast
operations and public service at
the annual conference of the New
York State Chapter of the American Women in Radio and Television scheduled for Nov. 16-18 in
Albany, N. Y. Nearly 100 women
in the industry are expected to
attend sessions at the Ten Eyck
Hotel.
Morning panel, Saturday, will
be "Teamwork for Successful Operation"; the afternoon discussion,
"Is It Public Service or Free
Time
?
"
Morning
will feature
Gertrude Grover,panel
WHCU
Ithaca,
moderator; Al Zink, WRGB Schenectady program supervisor, speaking on "How Radio and TV Can
Live Together and Like It," Sally
Work, WBEN Buffalo; Betty Bocklage, WHAM-AM-TV
Anita
Monsees, WHCURochester;
Ithaca;
John Sutphen, WTRY Troy. The
afternoon session will feature
DREWRY EDITS
Doris Corwith, NBC, moderator;
New Journalism Report Michael Hanna, WHCU manager,
on "How Public Service
A NEW BOOK, Journalism Enters speaking
a New Half -Century, edited by Can Be Profitable for the Station
Well as for
the Public,"
Thomas
Dean John E. Drewry, U. of Geor- asMcEnanee,
of National
Foundation
gia's Henry W. Grady School of
Jouranilsm, is being released si- for Infantile Paralysis; Neal L.
multaneously with the meeting at Moylan, reau,
StateCommerce
Radio-TV-Film
BuDept.; Betty
the Grady School of the fifth an- Stuart Smith,
Walter Thompson;
nual session of the Industrial Edi- Eleanor Sanger,J. WQXR
New York.
tors Institute.
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey is slated
Among the contributors to the book
and
their
subjects
were
"Making
TV
News
Interesting,"
by James
A. Bridges, to be guest of honor at the Saturnews
editor,
WSB-TV
Atlanta;
day luncheon. During that afterNews,"
by Mitchell
V. Television
Charnley, "Radio
U. of
noon WGY WRGB (TV) SchenecMinnesota;
"What
Is
Doing
To
Your
Future?"
by
W.
J.
Morlock,
tady;
WPTRTroy,
WROWwill Al-be
General
Electric byCo.,Alfred
New York;
"Voice
bany; andWXKWWTRY
of
America,"
H.
Puhan,
hosts
at
a
cocktail
party.
That
chief, programternational
operations
branch,State
InBroadcasting Div.,
Electric will preDept.;
"Radio E.AndTalmadge,
The American
Way,"of night,sent itsGeneral
House of Magic show for
by Herman
governor
Georgia, andFor"The
Years ofbyGreat
guests in the WGY studios.
Awakening
Television,"
Ed- the
ward Radio
Weeks, chairman,
GeorgeAdvisory
Foster
Sunday morning breakfast will be
Peabody
and
Television
followed by a business meeting.
Board, Boston.
Conference Committee comprises
BOARD of directors of Mid-Hudson Jane Barton, program director,
Broadcasters Inc. (WEOK), Pough- State Radio-TV-Film Bureau,
keepsie, N. Y., have declared an eight chairman; Elaine Drooz, WROW,
percent dividend on both common and
Lee, formerly of WPTR, and
preferred
record as ofstock
Sept.to1. all stockholders of Beth
Betty Parry of WXKW, all Albany.
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TRUSCON . . . & uiuKfc ijou con [4tuU on

Truscon micro-precision
typified in this new
microwave

tower

Stretching more than halfway
across the country, from
Houston to New York City,
runs the service of the
Transcontinental Gas Pipe
Line Co., Houston, Texas.
The Truscon tower at their
relay station KEB-810,
Linden, N. J., is a type H-30
Self-Supporting Tower,
175 feet high, designed
and built to support
microwave disks.
Truscon experience in
radio tower engineering is
world wide . . . meeting all
types of topographical
and meteorological
conditions . . . and supplying
many different tower types
—guyed or self-supporting . . .
tapered or uniform in cross-section
. . . for microwave, AM, FM, or TV transmission.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient Truscon
district office, or to our home office in Youngstown, will bring you immediate, capable
engineering assistance. Call or write today.
TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
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vision, he nevertheless feels there
is room for some improvement.
For one thing he believes there is
a need for better coordination between its various elements — sales,
engineering,
production and art
direction.
So far as the TV futures of local
and regional advertising are concerned, however, he expresses the
fear that, with the cable bringing
live competition from the East, all
but national advertising may be
pushed aside.
Attended UCLA
H. Dorchester Walsh was born in
Brooklyn, March 3, 1903. The
Dorchester was short-lived as was
the stay in Brooklyn which city,
he left so quickly after his birth
that he was unable to acquire the
proper feeling for it according to
Mr. Walsh. He attended high
school for three years in Plainfield,
N. J. and completed his high school
course in Glendale, Calif., to where
the family moved the following
year. In 1926 he won his B.A. in

economics and political science Car Plates Pay
from UCLA.
Before starting his bridge club
WKNE Keene, N. H., has evihe held various jobs for a few years
dence— in orders — that callincluding one with Retail Credit
letter automobile plates can
Co.
pay
off.
explained
Unionand Oilone Co.handling promotion for
that a Spokesmen
staff member
was
The Walshes — she is the former
stopped
a
short
time
agoa
Margaret Mee — live in the Baldwin
while
driving
through
Hills section of Los Angeles.
neighboring town, by a man
Clubs include the University
who wanted to buy time on
Club, and hobbies, well, ... bridge.
WKNE to advertise the opena new business.
houring of later
the sameA halfstaff
member
was
in a restaurant
Herman Anderson
when the restaurant owner
came over and said he had
HERMAN ANDERSON, 68, ownernoticed the call letters on the
operator of KCOK Tulare and
KAFY Bakersfield, Calif., died
car. Hevertise also
wished to adon WKNE.
Oct. 31 at his home in Kingsburg,
Calif.,
a long
Funeral following
services were
held illness.
Nov. 3
in Kingsburg. He leaves his wife, MEDICAL SHOW
Mrs. Geneva Anderson, a daughter,
28 Stations Win Thanks
Rosa Lee Anderson, and a son,
have been comSheldon Anderson, general man- SOME 28mended stations
by the house of delegates
ager of KCOK and KAFY and part of the State
Medical
Society of
owner of KYNO Fresno, Calif.
Wisconsin for carrying a weekly
medical
program as a public service feature.
Dr. R. L. MacCormack, speaker
of the house, in a letter dated Oct.
1, wrote FCC Chairman Coy:
UTS
TMK7U#K£Y...
"For varying periods during the
past
six
these edusta. . . about WIBW and the KANSAS FARM MARKET
tions has years,
broadcasteachourof health
cation program, The March of
Medicine, as a public service feature. Theyfidential
havelistenerhandled
the concorrespondence
1. The
American
Farmer
is
today's
best
sales prospect.
initiated byfessional
theskill.program
with been
proThey have
2. His income is already 17% above last most cooperative in suggesting improvements for the program and
the method of its distribution on
3. The Kansas farmer's living standards
In the final paragraph, the letter
are far above the national average; his
reads, "We trust that you [Chairneeds and expenditures greater.
man Coy] will encourage this kind
4. Heyear.*
lives in an area with only 4.4% TV of social consciousness among other
tapes."
A formal
ownership** and is dependent on radio. radio
stations."resolution passed by
house of delegates directed that
5. His listening habits are fixed. Every the
of appreciation be sent to
year since 1937, he has told independent a letterstation.
stawere listed Participating
as:
interviewers that the station he prefers each tions
WJMS Ironwood, Mich.; Wisconsin
above all others is WIBW.**
stationsDam,WHBY
WEAU Appleton,
Eau Claire.' WBEV
KFIZ
6. That's why WIBW is the greatest single Beaver
Fond du Lac, WBAY Green Bay, WLIP
mass-selling medium in Kansas. Let us Kenosha, WKBH La Crosse, WLDY
WHA andWOMT
WIBAManitowoc,
Madison,
"talk turkey" about your product to Ladysmith,
WMAM Marinette,
WDLB
Marshfield,
WIGM
Medford,
America's
top
prospects.
You'll
get
REAL RESULTS.
WEMP Milwaukee, WNAM Neenah,
WOSH Oshkosh. WOBT Rhinelander,
WJMC Rice Lake, WRCO Richland
Center, WHBL Sheboygan, WLBL
Stevens Point, WSAU Wausau, WHKW
USDA—Sept.
(FM) Chilton, WHAD (FM) Delafield,
Kansas
Radio '51Audience
WHLA (FM) Holmen, WHRM (FM) Rib
Mountain.
Studies 1937 to 1951

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
Los Angeles, on which Mr. Walsh
is account man, will follow up last
and this
year'stelevision
televisionprogram
venturesin
with
a new
1952.
Dorr Walsh recalls that one of
these accounts, Day & Night,
pushed the agency into television
about 1942 when sets in the area
numbered a puny 22,000 and it was
perfectly satisfied to busy itself
with other media. Radio had done
a tremendous job for the sponsor
and it was confident of a similar
job by television. This confidence
has been rewarded by substantial
sales for their products.
It was also soon shared by
Hixson & Jorgensen which went
out and experimented in television
on its own. Mr. Walsh went a step
further and took a course in the
medium at UCLA. Now firmly
convinced in the power of tele-

r, WIBW
Serving and Selling
WIBW
THE MAGIC CIRCLE'
Rep,: Capper Publications, Inc. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr.Page 52 • November 12, 1951

WAIT Moves
WAIT,
Chicago
independent,
moved most
of its
studios to hasits
suburban Elmhurst transmitter
site and its downtown business office to 75 E. Wacker Dr. The station operated for many years in
the London Guarantee Bldg., 360
N. Michigan Ave. Shows are also
originating downtown in what Tom
Davis, general manager, described
as a "split-operation."
BROADCASTING
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Commy Complications
THE REMARKS of a federal judge, in ordering KSFO San Francisco to air a broadcast
in support of a Communist candidate, did
nothing to clear the foggy atmosphere in which
broadcasters must grope their way when dealing with the question of political broadcasts.
The judge said that the station did not have
the right to censor the broadcast or keep it off
the air (the station had already sold the time
to supporters of the candidate and was trying
to reverse its decision) but that at the same
time "the station bears no responsibility for
what is said and cannot be sued for libel."
This remark would seem to be in conflict
with the opinion of a U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Philadelphia which last December
held that prohibition against censorship and
hence immunity from libel applied only to
those cases involving appearances of candidates themselves and not to people speaking
in behalf of candidates. The KSFO case last
week involved only spokesmen for the candidate, who found it inconvenient to speak for
herself owing to the fact she was in jail.
What this San Francisco incident points up
is the necessity for the FCC to write a definitive set of rules governing political broadcasting, a chore it has never undertaken although
the Communications Act specifically charges it
to do so. Without such an official guide, the
broadcaster must pick his way among a maze
of court decisions, some of them contradicting
one another,
tics on the air.to find the safe way to put poliHalley's TV Comet
CHALK UP television's first political victory
— the election of 38-year-old Rudolph Halley
as president of the City Council of New York,
which makes him assistant mayor of the
world's largest city.
The smallish horn-rimmed spectacled attorney with the phenomenal memory and the lisping voice was virtually an unknown until his
introduction by TV to national audiences as
chief counsel of the Kefauver Crime Commit e . He emerged from these hearings as a
national figure. He used TV with telling effect
in his campaign against seemingly overwhelming Tammany Hall odds.
It can be expected that the leadership of
both major political parties will alter drastically their plans for the 1952 elections, in
the light of the Halley success. Television
provides
political X-ray
in thetheir
home.futures
The
less sincerea candidates
will behold
with fear. It will cost more to campaign,
sartorially as well as facility-wise.
The importance of television in the 1952
elections is underscored in another way, too.
In the four years that will have elapsed, many
young folks will have reached their majority.
Many of these young people are in TV-covered areas. They have been weaned into adulthood on TV over a span of six years or less.
They
come. can play a significant part in the outIt was Franklin D. Roosevelt who, in the
early '30s, became the first President to be
elected by radio campaigning. Rudy Halley
provided the first real test of TV as a campaigning medium. The 1952 Presidential elections, itcan be safely predicted, will be largely
influenced by TV.
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Recess: Time to Act
ASIDE FROM the bleatings of the blue-nosers,
the record of radio is replete with success
stories in the public interest sphere. A catastrophe strikes, and radio is on the job. A bond
drive lags, and radio steps in. Constantly,
radio
performs
the role of anchor man on the
humanitarian team.
Only in one field is radio remiss. And that
is in the protection of radio itself.
Take the McFarland Bill (S 658) which
would correct abuses that have been inherent
in the regulation of the radio media for years.
It is designed to help the broadcaster by placing limitations on the jurisdiction of the FCC.
It would mean the saving of time and money
for the broadcaster and the taxpayer. It would
minimize
tactics. opportunities for "hinder and delay"
Yet this bill, which has passed the Senate
a half-dozen times, has never gotten out of the
House Interstate
Foreign
mittee. Repeated &efforts
haveCommerce
been madeCom-by
some bureaucrats to sabotage it, because it
would curtail the power of the FCC which has
grown steadily by arrogation and interpretation over the last quarter-century.
The bill becomes the first order of House
Committee business when Congress reconvenes
in January. It is the first piece of important
legislation affecting radio to reach this stage
since the enactment of the original radio law in
1927. The existing Communications Act, which
becamesions olaw
absorbed
the provif the inold1934,
law, simply
and then
broadened
it to
cover wire lines and cables.
The McFarland Bill, in our view, can be
passedpen automatically.
at the next Broadcasters
session. But must
it won't
haplet their
Congressmen know they are interested in its
passage, for the good that will inure to the
taxpayer, the licensee and the Government.
The job to be done is to get the McFarland
Bill reported out by the House Committee. The
old excuse that the committee members are not
familiar with the intricacies of communications legislation is no longer valid. The Committee has held hearings and has worked over
a substantial portion of the bill in executive
session.
Once the bill is reported, favorable action
of the House can be expected — if broadcasters
acquaint their Congressional delegations with
the virtues of the measure and the urgent need
for its passage. Technicalities can be adjusted
in the conference between House and Senate.
The time to do this legislative contacting is
now, while Congress is in recess. Next January will be too late, because Congress will be
absorbed in an accumulation of important matters related to the national emergency. Besides, itwill be an election year.
Bureau
of Advertising,
ads
nowANPA's
annearinq
in daily
newspapers, insays
magazines and radio and TV programs
reach only fractions of a market, but a
newspaper "talks to everybody in town."
Well, we're
trade usnewsa fraction
magazine,of
which
probablya makes
a fraction, but we still recognize a whole
number when we see one. A couple of
ivhole numbers we recommend to the
Bureau of Advertising are 2 + 2. About
the same time that youngsters learn
2 + 2apples
— 4. they
learn and
that lemons
you can'tto
add
and also
oranges
make anything but fruit jam. The
ANPA compares a single radio program
to an entire press run of a paper. The
answer
adds uptooto thick.
jam all right — and it's
being spread

our respects to:

BEN FRANCIS CHATFIELD
VERY
in evidence
at the National
Assn. much
of Radio
News Directors
convention in Chicago this week will be Ben
Chatfield, who is just completing a highly successful year as NARND president.
Mr. Chatfield, soft-spoken news director of
WMAZ Macon, Ga., has during the past year
made sure that the voice of NARND has been
heard throughout the nation, loud and clear.
His election in 1950 to the NARND presisame ayear
that Foster
Mr. Chatfield's
station dencywascame the
awarded
George
Peabody
radio citation for "outstanding reporting and
interpretation of the news."
The newsmen
6' 2", 220-pound
the natioa's
radio
has hisleader
own ofspecial
feeling
about the relative merits of radio versus television
and
newspapers
in
the
matter
of
news
dissemination.
In his best southern drawl, he will point
out, "World
War II made
the that
generalaudiences
public
radio
news conscious.
The fact
have
stayed
proves
that
the
personal
tone
the human voice is much more effective andof
popular
printed
word." events and
He willthan
admitthe that
for special
features, TV has an edge on radio. But for
straightperednews,
radio's
comparatively
unhammechanical
facilities
puts it way
out
in front for speeding news to the public.
Success of news at WMAZ has established
that station as a training ground for journalism fledglings interested in radio news. For
many years WMAZ has worked closely with
the National Council on Radio Journalism by
bringing journalism teachers from various colment. leges into its newsroom for summer employIn addition, journalism students from
Georgia colleges are receiving training as part
time WMAZ newshawks. Two of these parttime workers have been graduated to full time
An ex-newspaper reporter, Mr. Chatfield
said, "Actually,
gettinggathering
news for itradio
not
jobs.
very
different from
for isnewspapers. You've still got to have a wealth of
contacts, friends and regular news sources."
When in 1946, after World War II Army
service, Mr. Chatfield joined WMAZ, he
brought scores of contacts with him.
Once it took an undertaker to dig up a
baseball score for WMAZ. But Mr. Chatfield
knew the score would be correct because he
knew also that the undertaker had been scorekeeper at the game.
A born worrier, Mr. Chatfield worries about
(Continued on page 6 U)
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Something

to

roar

about...

"Our Bob Stanford Show's first year on
WFAA-TV for FRITOS has done an excellent job increasing sales.
"It has also enabled us to get distribution way beyond expectation on an item
not advertised any other way."
Ray K.Glenn, GLENN ADVERTISING, INC.
"Special credit goes to the Julie Benell
Show participations which gave the Dallas area a sales increase that more than
doubled the national increase in sales
over a ten-week period!"
C. S. McGill, District Representative
E.L.BRUCE COMPANY
"More than 23,000 registered members
in Sanger's Webster Webfoot Club.
Enough said!"
C. T. Kelly, Director Public Relations
SANGER BROS., INC.

"A two-minute SALADMASTER participation spot ran at 10:07 P.M., October
12, pulling 107 telephone calls requesting SALADMASTER home demonstrations inDallas and Ft. Worth!"
TED WORKMAN ADVERTISING AGENCY

Television Service of
THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
j CHANNEL 8- 27.1 KW
NBCABCD
DALLAS' PREMIER TELEVISION STATION WFAA-TV
UMONT
Martin B. Campbell, General Manager
Ralph W Nimmons, Station Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representative
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Pratt Policy Study BUFFALO FIRE
Is Underway
WBEN Simulcasts Disaster
FREQUENCIES
ROUNDING out his first month as telecommunications advisor to the WBEN-AM-TV Buffalo topped off
President, ofHaraden
Pratt1 is working
to formulate
policyusers.
for a spectacular 18-program spot covallocation
scarce spectrum
space among
governmenta national
and civilian
of the disastrous
fire in
The former vice president of American Cable & Radio Corp., an IT&T Buffaloerage harbor
Oct. 29 oil
(Monday)
with a simulcast early Tuesday
subsidiary, is now holding discus- he*
is reluctant to surround him- featuring Coast Guard rescuers.
sions on the many problems conself with considerable personnel
fronting him in his new task.
Announcer Woody Magnuson
lest
he be charged with operating furnished
Mr. Pratt already has conferred
the high spot through a
briefly with some top government a small FCC.
made
perofficials and will meet with others
The question of calling on ex- tape recording
s
u
a
d
e
d
a
friend
in a when
power helaunch
in the weeks ahead before laying
to
take
him
into
the
oil
slick
area
perts
who
are
predisposed
to
certain communications views, by near the burning vessels. Shouts of
the ground work for a blueprint on
frequency allocations. Most of dint of their association with in- Coast Guardsmen warning him
dustry or government, also has away from the danger area were
these
discussions
have
been
preliminary.
been posed, it was understood.
a second
Aside from necessary clerical taped just
plosion rockedbefore
the burning
boats.exAmong those with whom he has
talked, it was learned, are FCC help, Mr. Pratt is being assisted
WBEN-TV, with studios in HoFred Alexander, who organized
tel Statler, had an ideal set-up for
Chairman Wayne Coy and repre- by
and directed technical studies for telecasting.
Cameras were aimed
sentatives ofthe Radio
government's
In- the
terdepartment
Advisory
from
the hotel's 18th floor overPresident's
former
Temporary
Committee (IRAC) and the Central Communications Policy Board, and
looking
the
harbor.programs
A half-dozen
William E. Plummer, formerly local and network
Intelligence Agency.
were
with
Glenn
D.
Gillett
&
Assoc.,
interrupted.
John
Corbett,
who
Mr. Pratt's conference with Mr.
was nominally off-duty, did most of
radio en- the
Coy was brief and touched on prob- Washingtongine ring fconsulting
radio
and
TV
announcing.
i
r
m
.
lems of mutual concern, it was unWBEN's Ward Fenton fed NBC
Mr. Alexander is serving as as- Tuesday.
derstood. Specifics — such as Sec.
Mr. Pratt, while Mr. at 11:15 p. m. Monday and 8 a. m.
306 and Sec. 606 of the Communi- Plummersistant tomay
be
expected
to
cations Act— reportedly were not
discussed. It was agreed that the handle problems relating to radio
> * < I & : J ? l 1 i problems
are complex and that engineering data.
-ri* ok
<v ~5=>
° = i iits i : s caution is necessary.
Pratt Duties
SUIT NAMES CAPITOL
These sections respectively auAs outlined in the executive
Valli Files
thorize the President to assign ra- order,
Mr. Pratt is charged with CHARGINGLarrythatBozo
Capitol Records,
dio frequencies to government sta- (1) coordinating
of Hollywood, used his
tions without regard to FCC li- telecommunications development
name
and series of recordings without forper-a
censing regulations and to com- standards" for the"policies
.
Executive
mis ion or remuneration to him,
mandeer civil radio and wire telecom unications facilities.
Branch;ards"(2)
assuring "high(3)standLarry Bozo Valli, professionally
for management;
co- known
Bozo the Clown, last
Budget considerations in the
ordinating development of tele- week suedas the
record company for
face of Congressional cuts of
com unications plans by particiagency funds was of concern in
pating
agencies;
(4)
assigning
fremost of the discussions. At least
The action was filed in Los Anquencies to agencies under Sec. 305 $500,000.
geles Superior Court through Mr.
this issue reportedly arose in talks of the Communications Act, and
Valli
's attorney, J. G. Bragin.
with Chairman Coy and IRAC.
(5) developing U. S. frequency reMr.
Valli, who claims he has
quirements.
Backlog of Work
The telecommunications office been known by the Bozo the Clown
title
since
1917, further charged
also has its own budget worries.
It's reportedmunicationsthat
Capitol licensed some toy
advisor tothethetelecomChief At present Mr. Pratt's salary (he that
to turn out toys
Executive has voiced concern over draws $15,000 annually) and that manufacturers
the Bozo label. An accounting
the backlog of work confronting of his aids is drawn from the with
of
the
profits
provided
these
fund. this
As sources is being asked infrom
IRAC on the assignment of fre- President's
the suit.
a matter ofemergency
housekeeping,
quencies for military and other brings
Also
named
in
the
action
were
the fiscal matter under the
government users. How best to
jurisdiction of the National Secur- four "John Doe" actors who have
bring
IRAC
"current"
with
its
ityatesResources
whichOfficeoper-of appeared
work is a matter of speculation in
in the Bozo records prounder the Board,
Executive
duced by Capitol.
light of the importance of pressing the President.
There is no other
national security problems. Again,
for telecombudgetary and other factors are budgetary provision
munications at present.
involved.
'Music of the Stars'
Under the President's executive
TRANSCRIBED radio series,
order of last month [B*T, Oct. 15],
Music of the Stars, 52 quarter-hour
the IRAC (comprising Defense, To Discuss PR
produced by N.Harry
State and other department au- MEMBERS of the Hollywood Ad- programs
Goodman Productions,
Y., hasS.
thorities) "shall report to and asattracted
the
interest
of
the
vertising
Club
will
discuss
"Public
sistance of[Mr.hisPratt]
in theas performRelations in Advertising" Nov. 29 Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. (musical
functions
he may on
the
club's
weekly
Advertising
instruments),
North
Tonawanda,
Action roundtable program on N. Y. Company is offering the
Another issue at stake is that inLiberty
request."
Broadcasting System. Pro- series to some 250 Wurlitzer dealof
resolving repeated complaints
gramwood.
originates
from KMPC
ers on a co-op basis, it was anthat the military has exacted more
Participating
in the Hollypanel
last week. organist,
Programat feathan its share of frequencies at the will be Jack O'Mara, John I.
tures DicknouncedLeibert,
the
expense of private users whose Edwards & Assoc., advertising
in Radio City, who
requirements are administered agency; Georgs Burtt, advertising isgiantalsoWurlitzer
featured
by
the
manufacthrough FCC. This has precipi- manager, Western Holly Appliance
turer in histisements.trade
advertited
Dealers injournal
Baton Rouge,
Co.; Irving Eckhoff. Roche-Eckdustry. concern in the radio-TV in- hoff
&lic Assoc.,
advertising
and
pubLa.;
South
Bend,
Indianapolis
and
relations agency, and Phil Fort Wayne, Ind., have already
Despite the pressure of these
Se;tz, Advertising Arte. John Baird, sicrned for Music of the Stars and
problems, termiMr.
Pratt
appears
dened to function with a small public affairs director of KMPC, air time is being cleared on a Chitoken staff. It's understood that is program moderator.
cago station.
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The
Christmas
thatstarts
in the summer!
For some people, the Yuletide season
starts around July.
They're the department store buyers of
America — and they do their Christmas
shopping really early. They begin their
purchasing months in advance of the
Christmas buying spree.
But despite careful buying, December

BROADCASTING
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is a wild, unpredictable month. Shelves
are quickly emptied. Sell-outs become the
rule. Thousands of sales may be lost
through simple lack of merchandise.
But these buyers know the answer. To
them, a sell-out means one thing— a quick
call for more merchandise, via Air Express !
world'sovernight!
fastest shipping service fills
theirTheshelves
Whether you buy or sell goods, here are
the unique advantages you can enjoy with
regular use of Air Express:
IT'S fastest — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pickup and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
it's more convenient -One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency arranges everything.

IT'S DEPENDABLE - Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profittion-making
opportunities in distribuand merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of R-ailway Express Agency.

GETS THERE FIRST
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POWELL ENSIGN returns to Everett-McKinney Inc., N. Y., as sales
manager, following an extended illness. CHARLES WHIPPLE, account
executive Paul Raymer Co., Chicago, appointed midwestern sales manager Everett-McKinney.
ROBERT A. KILPATRICK, national sales manager KING Seattle, named
acting sales manager. He succeeds ROGER RICE, who had been recalled
to active duty with Marine Corps.
MARY ALICE CONNELL appointed manager of television spot sales
service department ABC, succeeding EMILY CLARK, resigned. Miss
Connell was with DuMont Television Network.

D. OLSON, treasurer and program director KXIC Iowa
H ERBERT
City, named general manager KOCS Ontario, Calif. He succeeds WALLY SEIDLER, who resigned to join KPMO
J^tS^Lt Pomona, Calif., as station manager. Mr. Olson retains
JHBp^^m
financial
KXIC hisM.station
LEO M. MORRIS, sales staff WPAT Paterson, N. J., appointed northern
I
1
been takeninterest
over by inKENNETH
BAILEY.duties having New
Jersey sales manager.
CHARLES E. SMITH, general manager WTBO Cumberland, Md., appointed president. Mr. Smith before AMBASSADOR FLETCHER WARREN, political advisor to American
joining WTBO served with WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., Delegation at NARBA conferences last year in both Canada and Cuba,
and WINX Washington.
appointed as Ambassador to Uruguay. Since NARBA sessions, he had
i
served as assistant to Assistant Secretary of State Miller, in charge
Mr Olson
BILL WALLACE, sales manager Broadcasting Services of Latin American affairs.
(Transit Radio in Minneapolis-St. Paul), appointed
sales manager of Los Angeles office, Adam J. Young Jr., radio station
J. KELLER Jr., appointed assistant manager WTAX Springrepresentative. Los Angeles office is in room 422 Guaranty Bldg., 6331 OLIVER
Mr. Keller has just returned from Korea where he served with
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28.
the U. fielS.d, 1 1. Navy.
JOHN F. (Jack) NEAL appointed manager WHBS-AM-FM Huntsville, H-R REPRESENTATIVES Inc., N. Y., appointed national representative
Ala., succeeding E. H. KEOWN, resigned. Mr. Neal was with WKRG for WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla.
Mobile, Ala.
JAMES WHATLEY, chief engineer, assistant manager and salesman FRANK G. ATKINSON Jr. assistant manager of radio co-op program
WRFS-AM-FM Alexander City, Ala., appointed manager. Mr. Whatley sales, for ABC, appointed manager of department.
succeeds LEM COLEY, resigned to accept position as personnel director
of Russell Mfg. Co.
RALPH C. KELLEY, sales staff WAAF Chicago, appointed midwest
JOSEPH R. MATTHEWS appointed office manager of San Francisco of- manager of Walker Co., radio and TV station representatives.
fice Weed & Co., effective Nov. 12 (today). Mr. Matthews, formerly a
E. BAILEY, J. Fred Henry Publications, N. Y., to eastern sales
member with
of Weed's
staff, replaces MOBILE EASTMAN, who will ROBERT
remain
firm inChicago
San Francisco.
staff Free & Peters Inc., radio and television station representatives.
DICK GRAVETT, KJBS San Francisco, to sales staff KFRC San Francisco.
ROBERT MEEKER Assoc. opens San Francisco office under direction of DON PONTIUS, formerly Chicago manager of firm. Offices are
located in Russ Building, 235 Montgomery St.
PAUL LaRIVIERE named commercial manager KBIS Bakersfield, Calif.,
replacing HOMER GRIFFITH, resigned to become national sales manager KYNO Fresno, KCOK Tulare and KAFY Bakersfield.
BILL MERTZ, Chicago representative Frederic W. Ziv Co., to regional
sales staff KWWL Waterloo, Iowa.
EDWARD J. McCROSSIN, counsel for DuMont Television Network, to
network legal staff ABC. Prior to his association with Du Mont, Mr.
McCrossin was a member of legal staff of NBC.
WARREN M. MORTON, sales staff in New York office of WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati, to sales department WOR-TV New York, as account
executive.
VINT BLISS, H-R Reps., Chicago, to CBS Radio Spot Sales, same city.
J.CFDA
W. MONDOUX,
Victoriaville,promotion
Que. manager CJSO Sorel, Que., named manager
STATION

GEORGE L. BAREN BREGGE appointed to sales staff WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh. He was with KQV Pittsburgh.

5000 W.
BASIC ABC
WJW BUILDING CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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DAVID MEBLIN, salesman, KFSO San Francisco, father of boy, Andrew
James. . . : TED COTT, general manager WNBC and WNBT (TV) New
York, appointed co-chairman of 1952 campaign of The Legal Aid Society,
which provides legal services to those who cannot pay. . . . DONN B.
TATUM, director of television ABC Western Div. and manager KECATV Los Angeles, elected president United Cerebral Palsy Assn. of Los
Angeles. . . . JACK FRITZ, representative, ABC Spot Sales, Detroit,
father of boy, Jack Wayne, Nov 1.
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CLEVELAND'S

Graybar

announces

the

new

ASSOCIATED MICROPHONES
Graybar can supply a wide variety of units for
all types of remote and studio use.

Altec 639A and B
The ever-popular directional type for
controlling pickup and reinforcement.
Superior technical quality and versatility, make this unit a reliable standard
for AM, FM, and TV use. Controllable
pickup
dioid. pattern— omni-directional to carAltec 21 B
Combining minute size with top technical performance, the Altec "thin man" mike is blastproof, shockproof and omni-directional. It is available in stand, lapel, and chest-plate types.

220A

portable

speech

New Altec 633C
This reliable "salt shaker" mike is now
available in all three impedances — 30,
150, and 250 ohms. Multi-purpose, the
new 633C dynamic is suitable for field,
studio, or news use.
New Altec 632C
A ruggedly-built, bantam-sized "salt
shaker". Light in weight, it is ideal for
voice-only use ... in high noise level
. and as a sports pickup unit.

Altec

input

equipment

Developed as a result of long experience in the broadcasting
and sound fields by Graybar and Altec Lansing, the new Altec
220 A Portable Speech Input Equipment embodies outstanding performance in a more versatile and compact design.
Here are a few important features:
• Designed for AM, FM and TV Remote Pickups
•
•
•
•
•

Compact— only 23" x 12" x 6"
Light Weight— less than 30 pounds including case
Four Microphone Preamplifier Channels
AC or DC Operation
Illuminated Volume Indicator

Your near-by Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative will be
glad to give you complete specifications and prices on the Altec 220A
portable speech input equipment, Altec microphones, as well as on any
of your other broadcast requirements.
Our nation-wide network of offices and warehouses places Graybar
service close to you no matter where you are located. Make it a point
to call today for full particulars. Graybar Electric Company, Inc., Executive offices: Graybar Building, New York 17, New York. 1C2-11
Distributor of Western Electric products
ELECTRICAL
TO KEEP YOU ON THE AIR
By . . .
Graybar (1,24)
Brings You Broadcasting's Best . . Manufactured
(1) Altec Lansing
Amplifiers
(2)
Ampex
Attenuators (9)
MINNEAPOLIS
(3)
Graybar's cities
network
of more thethannation
100 offices
(4) Blaw-Knox
Bryant
Cabinets (16)
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
principal
throughout
assures andyou warehouses
of convenientin
(5) Communication
Cannon
Consoles (1)
(6)
-Products
NEW YORK
service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast Equipment
(7) Continental Electronics Representatives
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,26)
are located in the following key cities:
J. J. Connolly, Exeter 2-2000
(8)
Crouse-Hinds
ATLANTA
(9)
Daven
DETROIT
Microphones,
Stands,
and
Accessories
(1
,5,1
4,1
5,1
£
PHILADELPHIA
26)
(10) General
Fairchild Cable
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
(11)
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
Monitors (13)
(12)
General
Electric
BOSTON
PITTSBURGH
(13) General Radio
Recorders and Accessories (2,10,20,23)
(14) Hugh
HubbellLyons
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R.HOUSTON
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
(15)
Speech Input Equipment (1,21)
RICHMOND
CHICAGO
fl6) Karp Metal
Test Equipment (1,9,13,25)
JACKSONVILLE
(17)
Machlett
E.
H.
Taylor,
Canal
6-4100
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
W.
C.
Winfree,
(18)
Meletron
CINCINNATI
(19) National
SAN FRANCISCO
Tower Lighting Equipment (8,12)
ProductsElectric
Jacksonville
6-7611
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
Transmission Line and Accessories (6)
(20) Standard
Presto Electronics
(21)
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CLEVELAND
SEATTLE
Transmitters, AM and TV (7,21)
(22)
Triangle
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-13 R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
Tubes (12,18,24)
(23)
Webster Electric
Electric
(24) Western
DALLAS
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (10,20)
LOS ANGELES
ST. LOUIS
(25)
Weston
C.
C.
Ross,
Randolph
6454
J.
P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
(26) Whitney Blake
Wiring Supplies and Devices (4,11,12,14,19,22,26)
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
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EVERYTHING

BLOOD PLEDGES
CBS Radio Plans Marathon
TO HELP meet national requirements for 300,000 pints of whole
blood workeach
CBS stations
Radio Netof 206month,
affiliated
will
hold a blood pledge marathon Nov.
15 (Thursday). Move was part of
broadcasters national effort in behalf of the blood bank drive [see
Feature of Week, page 18].
The 15-hour appeal for blood
donation pledges will receive personal around-the-clock participation of Arthur Godfrey, with
nearly every network program and
numberless local shows shortening
scripts by one minute each that
day
for The
Mr. remaining
Godfrey's 1050-second
appeals.
seconds
will allow local announcers to give
Red Cross telephone numbers, so
donors can call their home units.
Cooperation in the marathon has
been assured by all CBS Radio stations, program sponsors and many
broadcasting personalities, as well
as by local Red Cross chapters, the
U. S. Army, the Union Pacific and
Western Pacific Railways.
Defense Dept. officials have reiterated that an even supply of
blood each month is as important
as a guaranteed minimum. Shortages in one month cannot be compensated for with later increases
since whole blood cannot be preserved indefinitely. Blood will be
used for Korean combat casualties,
replenishing stockpile reserves —
now low — and for civilian emergency needs.

OVER 300 representatives of radio, TV and press convened during open
house held Oct. 23 for all media by VanSant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.
Caught chatting are trio of WFBR Baltimore executives and agency official.
L to r: John E. Surrick, vice president and general manager of WFBR; William
S. Pirie Jr., station's sales director; Bob Walsh, radio-television director,
VanSant, Dugdale; and Robert S. Maslin Jr., WFBR publicity director and
secretary. Guests toured agency's newtown quarters
Baltimore. at 15 E. Fayette St. in down-

WRAL SCORES
Listeners Share Expenses
LISTENERS shared cost of a
three-hour gridcast carried by
WRAL Raleigh, N. C, from Washington, D. C.
On tionOct.decided19 not
another
stato airRaleigh
a football
game that night between George
Washington U. of Washington and
IN MONTREAL
Wake Forest College of Wake Forest, N. C, near Raleigh. Wake
Forest fans began to phone WRAL,
which already had a crew in
it's
Washington to air another game
the following day. Telephone lines
were ordered, engineers were hired,
broadcast facilities were lined up.
There had not been time to find
a sponsor but WRAL carried the
game nevertheless.
Instead of commercial announceCFCF
ments, the WRAL announcer simply related the story of the lastAsk the -man who knows best — the minute arrangements. He itemized
local advertiser on CFCF.
the expense
andwished
menthat if involved,
any listener
Best proof that he gets prompt action to sharetioned costs,
the
station
would
at the cash register is the fact that welcome a dollar along with any
Over a 3-year period
comments*.
The next day the WRAL postlocal advertising on CFCF
office box was jammed — and 10
days later dollars still were comhas increased 260%ing in. Not
there would
more
National advertisers, too, can bank on dollars
thanonlythewerestation
CFCF. For Canada's FIRST station has have received from a straight
the coverage, the listenersbip, to do a sponsorship deal, but the comments reflected hundreds of newreal selling job in the rich Montreal
market area.
ly-won friends. WRAL sent each
contributor an "honorary stock
certificate" noting that the holder
"had an interest" in WRAL's
sports coverage.

RELIGION Makes the News, weekly
radiocilfeature
sponsored
by the Counof Churches
of Syracuse
and
Onondagasented second
Counties
in
New
York, news
preaward in religious
U S. Representative — Weed & Co. category of Protestant
and Film Commission. Broadcasting
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STORM

AID
Radio Gives Relief
RADIO was out with the snow
plows in the Midwest last week as
the
brokefirst
early.big storm of the season
First
report reaching
ing • Telecasting
fromBroadcastthe snowbound area came from KXOK St.
Louis which continued operations
during an emergency caused by the
fifth heaviest fall in all Weather
Bureau
history
the area.
Station worked
closelyin with
city police,
public phone
service
officials
and
the
telecompany.
Service announcements from all
over the city were handled by half
of the staff who were able to get
to work themselves. They stayed
at their jobs after the regular day
to take incoming calls for help.
KXOK-FM's Transit Radio also
pitched
in, keeping
riders posted
on stormsnow-covered
conditions.
As storm hit the city, Bruce Barrington, news editor, and Charley
Stookey,
farm editor directed bulletin operations.

AFRA CHARGE
Filed Against KCBQ Owner
UNFAIR labor practice charges
were filed by AFRA with , NLRB
last week against Charles E. Salik,
owner-manager, KCBQ San Diego.
A two
Mr.
Salik
told way
Gradycharge
Edney,asserts
program
director and only non-AFRA announcer at station not to join union, and further, that the station
owner at noauncers tostaff
told 1954
aninsist meeting
on a May,
date for length of contract recently
negotiated plication
withthat union,
the imvariouswithfavorable
conditions might be denied them if
they did not carry his wishes
through. Contract duration date
insisted on by union was Oct., 1953,
one on which the union had understo d to have already been agreed.
The union further ordered the
five station staff announcers not to
work on any programs on which
Mr. Edney performs.
Following knowledge of Mr. Salik's position,
the union
four
network
stations—
KFSD and(NBC),
KGB (MBS), KFMB (ABC), and
KCBQ (CBS)— agreed on a five
dollar weekly raise to staff announcers inall brackets and extension of a new contract to Jan. 31,
1954 with provisions for reopening
in 1952 or 1953. New increase
brings new basic salaries to $70,
with $10 increase after 20 months.
Mr. Salik'snouncersmeeting
with thethese
anassertedly followed
negotiations.
AFRA currently is negotiating
with KSDO San Diego, an independent, following authorization by
staff announcers to represent them.
Labor Cases
TWO AFL sentapetitions
repre-at
tion of certain seeking
employes
Westinghouse Electric Corp. and
General Electric Supply Corp. have
been dismissed by the National
Labor Relations Board. IBEW
Local 110 sought a unit for all
appliance,
radio-TV
and repair men
at the servicemen
GE plant
in St. Paul, Minn. The parent
AFL also requested a group for
all maintenance workers at Westinghouse's Cleveland plant.

In Greater Grand Rapids
. . . the most ears
are WOODpecked!

Alio:
WFDF
WEOA —— Flint
EvamvilU
WFBM
and WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
•
KATZ AGENCY

5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE
AND WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
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AUCTIONBUCKS
Giveaway Idea Copyrighted
WLIZ Bridgeport, Conn., is so
enthusiastic about its Aactionbucks
giveaway program that is has protected the idea under copyright and
trade mark laws.
Auctionbucks
[B*T,time
Oct. Oct.
8] was8.
aired for the first
Listeners bid for prizes with scrip
"money" distributed by participating merchants. The scrip, "aucby amount
merchantsof
is determinedtionbucks,"
by giventhe
-each sale.
Next airing is slated Nov. 24.
Philip Merrymanj WLIZ president-general manager, said that
under a new company, Auctionbucks Inc.. of which he is president,
he is willing to share the idea with
other
"Our arrangements
original plan
was tostations.
defer outside
until January 1st, but this proved
to be too big a promotion to hold
in check and we are now entering
the national field immediately," Mr.
Merryman said. "Only one staadded.tion in a city will be licensed," he
RURAL SURVEY
WLW Reports Listening Up
FARM listeners in the Ohio Valley
are tuning in their radio sets more
frequently these days, with rural
listening in the WLW Cincinnati
area up 87c over 1950, according
to Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
Figures were contained in a rural
audience survey released last week
by Robert E. Dunville, Crosley
president.
The study also refutes claims
that AM radio is losing ground,
Mr Dunville said, showing the
WLW farmer-listener is spending
1 :17 hours each day by his set, with
dial tuned to WLW. Crosley research department also claimed
the 50 kw station reaches 1,045,000
rural homes during an average
week and 1,383,000 homes per
month or 707 of farm homes in
the station's area.
Listening has jumped 10 r < o\ er
1949, the study found. The hoursminutes finding of 1:17 each day
compares with 1:11 chalked up
last year in a similar survey.
NEWS
from Binghamton, N. Y.

WENE
NGHAMTON, N.Y. MARKET
NOW 5000
CALL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
BROADCASTING

PROCESS LINE
FCC Asked to Reorganize
CALL for the FCC to reorganize
its standard broadcast processing
line was made last week in a petition filed by Tri-County Broadcasting Co. of Hawkinsville, Ga.
Georgia applicant — for 610 kc
with 500 w, daytime only — asked
that the Commission pull out all
applications for new stations in
communities that do not now have
primary radio service and process
them
"expeditiously."
Petition
declared that it would be
fairer for applications for stations
in communities where there is no
existing station or primary radio
service to receive consideration
ahead of those that seek changes of
facilities or "merely to add a station in a city w^here already there
is an abundance of stations."
Tri-County cited the fact that it
filed its application May 21, 1951
and became No. 71 on the processing line. As of Nov. 7, it said, it
was No. 58. At this rate, it declared, itwould be two and a half
years before its application got
staff attention.
Growing pileup of applications
in the standard broadcast processing line has caused some concern
among broadcasters and radio lawyers and engineers. They fear a
recurrence of the situation that existed in 1947, when the FCC found
it necessary to clamp a "temporary
expediting"plicatiofreeze
apns inorder order
to getonoutAM from
under
a
huge
logjam
[B«T,
Jan.
13, 1947 et seq.].
KVOL POWER BOOST
Examiner Proposes Denial
RECOMMENDED denial of permis ion for KVOL Lafayette, La.,
to increase its daytime power on
1330 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw was
made in an initial decision issued
fortnight ago by FCC Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin.
Overlap
commonlyowned
KVOLbetween
and KANE
New
Iberia, La., was cited as the primary reason for the proposed
denial. The examiner found that
George H. Thomas, general manager of both stations, owned 50 %
interest in KVOL and 60% interest
in KANE.
Also cited in the record as reasons for denial of the application
was theence adjacent
channel interferthat the proposed
facility
would receive from KXYZ Houston
and KOLE Port Arthur, Tex. Both
these interferences would affect a
population of 39,510 out of the
109,010 KVOL estimated it would
add to its audience through boostheld. ing daytime power, the examiner
At the same time, the examiner
found that the proposed 5 kw daytime operation of KVOL would interfere with 2,420 people now receiving interference - free KXYZ
service and 6,590 people now getservice.ting interference-free KOLE
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Respects
(Continued from page 56)
all the news in Macon. If that
situation
underthecontrol,
he worries aboutis all
news in
Bibb
County. And if that doesn't keep
him occupied, he extends his worrying to include the whole of Georgia.
About four years ago, he found
that he had worried himself into
a stomach ulcer.
His ulcer and his three-year-old
son, Biff, are the only things he
can't manage. The ulcer interwith Mr.
Chatfield's
eating He—
one offereshis
favorite
pastimes.
likes also to take an afternoon nap
but Biff has put an end to that.
Mr. Chatfield's
wife, Elizabeth,
however,
has shouldered
some of
the duties of being both father and
mother to Biff during this past
year when Mr. Chatfield has been
fighting to preserve news freedom
against government encroachment.
As iffull,
he Mr.
didn'tChatfield
already hashavefound
his
hands
time to become an important
participant in community affairs.
He is a member of the Bibb
County draft board, vice president
of the County Safety Council, a
member of two committees of the
Macon Chamber of Commerce, a
member of the Salvation Army
Advisory Council, publicity chairman for the Georgia Dept. of the
American Legion and, in addition,
handles publicity for the Moose
Club, American Legion Post 74,
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO
TV
Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market

5000
WATTS
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
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MBS

DELEGATION at NARTB District 6 meeting [B*T, Oct. 29] included (seated,
I to r): William Rudner, WMPS Memphis; Sam Anderson, KFFA Helena, Ark.;
Ralph Wentworth, BMI; George Harding, Branham Co., Dallas. Standing,
Jack Gale, United Press; W. Henry Linebaugh, WROL Knoxville; Bob Shipley,
Associated Press; Irving C. Waugh, WSM Nashville. District 6 met in
New Orleans.
the 40 & 8 Society and the Bibb made friends with many Japanese.
County Game and Fish Club.
It didn't
for him ofto
Mr. Chatfield also is a member realize
what take
a rigidlongframework
of President Truman's Radio Ad- politeness governs Japanese social
Committee,Journalism
the National
almost
inCouncil visory
on Radio
and life. For instance,
conceivable torefuse it'sa gift
offered
the National
Conference
of
Chrisby
a
Japanese
friend.
tians and Jews.
One evening, a new Japanese
Withment to Mr.
Chatfield'sCouncil
appoint-on friend came in with a present for
the National
Mr.
"present"
Radio Journalism, WMAZ became out Chatfield.
to be a The
Japanese
girl,turned
very
the only station in the country to much alive!
have two members on the council at
Forfieldjust
once, Mr. Chatthe same time. Wilton Cobb, stawas at this
a loss.
tion manager previously appointed
to the committee, represents the
National Assn. of Radio and Tele- N. Y. AUDIO FAIR
vision Broadcasters.
New Products Shown
In addition, Mr. Chatfield has
served as president of the Georgia AN ESTIMATED 100 exhibitors
Wildlife Federation, the Bibb displayed broadcast and industrial
County
Sportsmen's
the sound products at the Audio EnMacon Softball
Assn.League,
and the
Society's Nov.
third 1-3
audioat fair
the
Middle Georgia Baseball League, held in NewgineeringYork
and is a member of Sigma Alpha Hotel New Yorker.
Epsilon, social fraternity, and
RCA displayed a number of new
Sigma Delta Chi, national profes- products, including a new broadsional journalistic fraternity.
casters' light-weight announce microphone, a master switching conFights for Information Freedom solette combining
many functions
As fNARND
president,
heretofore offered only in custom
ield is particularly
proudMr. ofChatthe master
control
equipment,
and a
Freedom of Information and the
Newspaper Affiliates Committees complete line of 16 mm projectors,
which were organized under his amongneticthem
a new "RCA" magsound projector.
leadership.
Magnecord Inc. displayed for the
Born in Camilla, Ga., Sept. 28,
1913, he moved about during his first time its new "Binaural" tape
early childhood as his father, a recorder, which, based on the same
Methodist minister, received his principle as stereophonic photogchurch orders.
gives a "third
Officials
foresawdimensional"
far-reachYoung Ben attended grammar effect. raphy,
ing industrial uses for the new deschool in Macon, Emory Academy
velopment but —said
its
in Oxford, Ga., and Lanier High value is limited
at leastradio-TV
for the
School for Boys in Macon before
—
to
off-the-air
uses suchetc.,as
entering Mercer U. there in 1933. present
checking
orchestra
rehearsals,
Even such a capable executive
as Mr. Chatfield, however, runs up since its dependence on two simultaneous recordings (and two simagainst a situation when he feels
ultaneous reproductions) makes it
at a loss. This happened to Mr.
Chatfield in Tokyo just after the unadaptable to standard broadcast
transmission techniques.
war.
As one of the organizers of the
Among technical papers presentPacifican, an Army newspaper put
ed during the fair were two emphaout in Manila, Mr. Chatfield
sizing
use of defense
electronicwarning
equipcovered the surrender ceremonies
ment inthe civil
aboard the Battleship Missouri and communications systems. They
Sept. 2, 1945.
were presented by R. C. C. Du Bois
Later, Mr. Chatfield went to of RCA and John K. Hilliard of
conquered Tokyo and, as is his way, Altec Lansing Corp.
BROAD

PROMOTION
Extends to Canada
MUTUAL's "Radio— It's Wonder
ful"
Canada.campaign is branching into
In wide use already in the U. S.,
it also has won the commendation
of FCC Chairman Wayne Coy.
MBS spokesmen said that 200
copies ofderful"their
— It'sof Wonbooklets,"Radio
consisting
sug
gested air announcements stress
ing the basic role of radio in every
day Canadian
life, haveAssn.
beenof forwarded
the
Broadcastersto
in Ottawa for distribution throughout Canada. Sent at the request of
CAB General Manager T. J. Allard
they will be revised to substitute
Canadian radio-home and set-ownto the U.ershipS.statistics for those relating
FCC Chairman Coy was quoted
by MBS authorities as having comthe campaign in a statement mended
asserting:
"A large segment of the public
has too long taken radio for
granted, failing
realizemedium
the tre-of
mendous influenceto this
mass communication wields on
their day to day living. Any effort
to awake people to this influence,
to make them more aware of its
power and particularly to awake
them to their responsibilities in
seeing that radio is truly used in
the public interest is to be commended. wish
I you every success."
CBC BOARD MEET
Scheduled Nov. 23
TEMPORARY discontinuance of
FM broadcasting is being asked by
CFCA-FM Kitchener, Ont., at Nov.
23 meeting
of the board
of governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.,
at
its
headquarters
in theis
Victoria Bldg., Ottawa. Station
requesting
retention
of
license
while discontinuing broadcasting
temporarily.
Sametransfers
meetingof eight
will stations,
consider
stock
recapitalization of companies owning CHAB Moose Jaw, CHRC
Quebec and CKRC Winnipeg and
transfer of control of ownership of
CHLN Three Rivers and CKLB
Oshawa.

WGY FARM SERVICE
' Marks 25th Anniversary
GENERAL ELECTRICS WGY
Schenectady celebrated its 25th anniversary of farm broadcasting
i Nov. 2 with a dinner and full-hour
broadcast of its Farm Forum program from the Hotel Van Curler in
Schenectady.
The program included a tribute
to
broadcasting's
the
farmer
by C. Chester service
DuMond,to New
York State Commissioner of Agriculture and Markets; a recounting
;of "What WGY Means to Home.'.makers"
Lee
Vincent ofby theDeanNewElizabeth
York State
College of Home Economics, Cor' nell U.; an expression of "Ver' mont's Appreciation of WGY Farm
Broadcasting,"
by Vermont
culture Commissioner
StanleyAgri-C.
"Judd; a discussion of "More Power
toChester
America"
by GE andVicethePresident
H. Lang,
regular
"WGY Farm Question Box," fea'turing
WGY
I supervisorMerlof L.farmGalusha,
broadcasting,
;and Ed W. Mitchell, WGY farm
'|who
advisor.
Gov. slated
Thomas
E. Dewey,
had been
to speak,
could
not attend.
Robert B. Hanna, station manager of WGY and its associated
jWRGB(TV) and WGFM(FM), was
Jby
toastmaster
at theguests.
dinner, attended
about 300
Howard
« Tupper was staff announcer for the
broadcast, which also included
music by Edward A. Rice and his
orchestra,
the "Sweet
Sixteen"
. chorus
and soloist
Stuart Churchill.
Invocation and benediction were by
i the Rev. Walter Whitney and the
j Rt. Rev. Frederick L. Barry, D. D.,
. respectively.

air-casters (^
CHARLES G. MORTIMER
pro- eign Wars. Mr. Bishop was presented
ducer-director CBS-TV,III,named
recognition
his unselfish and"in
valuable
serviceofrendered
assistant to CHARLES UNDER- the award
BILL, national director of television through his untiring efforts of bringprogram department ABC.
ing facts before the public in his
GEORGE
direc- semi-weekly
WIOD Editor's
tor WISN DeGRACE,
Milwaukee, promotion
Wis., appointed
NORMAN
radio-TVReport."
Chicago,ROSS,
has returned
to emcee
work
public
tor. service and educational direc- NBC
after a serious operation in SeptemBOB FRANKLIN, staff announcer ber.
LAWRENCE
KGW Portland, Ore., appointed chief DICK
staff WKDN
Camden. to announcing
announcer.
PAUL SNYDER
namedMonica,
programCalif.,
di- JAY ANDRES,
rector KOWL Santa
cago, father ofannouncer
daughter. WBBM Chireplacing WARREN DEEM, resigned. DON PORTER, production manager
GEORGE FELDMAN, producer Voice KASH Eugene, Ore., to KGO San
of America, named a night program Francisco, to star on The Don Porter
manager
He will also continue Show.
his
dutiesABC.
at VOA.
president of deROBERT LaMERE, program and news LARRYfunctFINLEY,
Progressive Broadcasting Sysdirector WLBH Mattoon, 111., to WBEL
Beloit, Wis., in similar capacity.
wood. tem, named disc emcee KFWB HollyEVALENA
BRIERS,S. women's
SAINT, WSAV Savannah,
WESC Greenville,
C, resigns.editor TERRY
Ga., appointed
JIM McKIBBEN, program director WMAZ
Macon,
Ga.to announcing staff
KIDO Boise, Ida., resigns. JACK BILL MASON, WOC
Davenport, Iowa,
LINK,
announcer-writer,
succeeds BILL
Mr. and JIM SCHRAD, appointed
anMcKibben
as program director.
nouncing staf KCIM Carroll, toIowa.
HARVEY, announcer KTFI Twin
Falls, Ida., to KIDO, in same capacity. BOB WEAVER, staff announcer WTVJ
WAYNE
KIFI staff
Ida- with
(TV) AirMiami,
Force.called to active duty
ho Falls,DAVIS,
Ida., toannouncer
announcing
KIDO, replacing
HAL
STEWART,
reTHOMAS, announcer KFI
signed. PAUL EVANS returns to ROLLIE
Angeles, winner of annual golf
KIDO, as continuity writer. He has Los
championship
of Southern California
been on active duty with Navy.
Broadcasters Assn.
ALAN HENRY to WONS Hartford,
GILLESPIE,
as publicity and sales promotion man- JANET
Canton,
Ohio, women's
and NICK editor
BOager. He was sports editor and sales- WHBC
ZEKA, disc jockey WCMW Canton,
man
WICH
Norwich,
Conn.,
and
bemarried.
fore that with Durand Adv., N. Y.
CHARLES CRAIG, announcer WWST
BILL
MANHOFF
directing
of CBS takes
Radio over
MeetwritingMillie Wooster, Ohio, named to announcing
show. He replaces FRANK GALEN, staff WHBC Canton, Ohio. JANE
who has taken on other network as- HALL to WHBC, as continuity writer.
Boy Scout Week
signments, including CBS Television GEORGE GERARD, WFGN Gaffney,
RADIO and TV, in keeping with Alan Young Show.
S. C, Santa
namedFe, announcer
their public service record, are ex- ROBERT GRAPPERHAUS, sound ef- KTRC
N. M. - engineer
fects man NBC Hollywood, father of LOWELL HANNOCK named music
pected to help the Boy Scouts of
boy,
Thomas
Robert,
Nov.
2.
jer I.America celebrate its 42d anniverWashington, replacHARRIS, staff announcer for librarian WWDC BAUM,
sary during Boy Scout Week, Feb. GERRY
who has been
WMTR Morristown, N. J., and his calledingtoNORMAN
M. 6-12, 1952. During the week, scouts wife,
active
duty
in Armed Forces.
the former BETSY CHAPMAN,
EC .' will touch off a three-year project advertising
PHIL
CHRISTIE
to
announcing
staff
copy
writer
WMTR,
parents of boy.
WLAW Lawrence, Mass.
-, called "Forward ... on Liberty's
of i: Team." Theme is to inject idea of SCOTT BISHOP, program director PHIL WILSON appointed to news
LB;! effective citizenship and physical WIOD Miami, Fla., awarded special staff WIRL Peoria, 111. He just finfitness in war and peace among "certificate of appreciation" from
local post 1608 of Veterans of For- Force. ished short tour of duty with Air
.J.the nation's youth.
JACK LYMAN, director KNBH (TV)
Hollywood, assigned to review all
carries the weight
program ideas submitted to station.
PHIL BERLE named to head all talin the Oregon Market
ent promotion and exploitations, including personal appearances KNBH
DA^or NIGHT
(TV) Hollywood.
DENNY HAYES, announcer and music librarian KNUJ New Ulm, Minn.,
resigns
managestore.record department
at local tomusic
B
NEYLAND
INABNIT to KNUJ New
TOTASurLveyBM
FAMILI9ESBMB
Ulm, Minn., as announcer-salesman.
194
m
Fro
He has worked at KTSM El Paso, Tex.
Station
B . ■ ,,5 470
StotionC
TIME... • .92 630
DAY
PEGGY WOOD, star of CBS-TV
Mama series, awarded the St. Olav
PORTLAND, OREGON Station D
Medal, at direction of his majesty
King Haakon of Norway, for outon the efficient 620 frequency KGW
NIGHTTIME
standing performance in bettering
B
AFFILIATED WITH NBC Station
Station C PETRY aV CO. American-Norwegian cultural relaREPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
j Station D
tions in her television role. The presBPOADCASTING
• Telecasting

entation was made by E. S. Bent, consul general of Norway at ceremony
at The Waldorf-Astoria.
CAL THORNTON, Des Moines bureau
manager United Press, appointed to
news staff WTCN-TV Minneapolis.
NORMAN WERTHMAN, assistant
news director WTVJ (TV) Miami,
father of daughter, Debra Ann.
HERB KASSNER returns to news
staff WMAZ Macon, Ga., following
one year active duty in Army.
HARRY SEDGWICK, night supervisor
and newsman WCPO-TV Cincinnati,
to news and continuity staff KOMO
Seattle.
JAMES PROCTOR, graduate Purdue
U., appointed assistant to DON
DAVIS, farm director WHAS Louisville.
NED EHLERS, sports editor for
WMTR Morristown, N. J., and June
Daniher, married.
LOWELL THOMAS, news analyst
CBS Radio, awarded Ohio Career
Medal by Gov. Frank J. Lausche in
Columbus "for long and distinguished
service sented
to bythe
world."Library
Award Assn.,
preOhioana
that city. Medal is given each year
to native of Ohio for outstanding
achievements or public service.
THE Omaha Advertising Club has
established a $200 annual advertising
scholarship for one senior at Omaha
and
Creighton Universities, majoring
in advertising.
Miss Lucy Kerwin
KenyonYorkandCityEckhardt, hi
New
Dear Lucy:
th'InbigjestWCHSaboutDefeten days th' winner in
se Bondin' fer
Sellin'
conteach'1 beferEurope.
leavTh' erstestidee
wiiz
ter see which
uv West16,000
Virginny's
teachers
cud
git thur pupils
most bonds.
ter
sell
th'
Well,winner
hit's th'allis
over
now,
ropeterter see
goin' American
Eu-an'
how
defenseAfterdol-a
spent.
tour uvlars is bein'
WesternterEurope's
winner"!!
come
back
defenses, thisth'
tell th' other
country an'
ey's bein' used
ter
comWCHSfightcontest
munism. Th'
uses it,upLucy.
Jest
spruce
th' sales
keep thet in mind.'

tut WCHS'what11
inybody
yud like ter
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The Writer's Lament
(Continued from page 29)
tends to minimize her contribution.
The routine is familiar . . . from
an original script by thing-a-majig
. . . produced by Franz-slov . . .
(PAUSE, AND WITH INCISIVE
ENUNCIATON) ... and this is
your announcer, Cameron Paisley
Shawl.
The talented continuity writer
is justifiably reluctant to give radio
her best when she gets virtually no
recognition
says the man inin return.
the front "Hell,"
office,
"nobody beats a drum when I do
something good. What's she cryingtarilyabout?"
forgets protected
momenthat he Heis amply
from the chill of anonymity by long,
green negotiable insulation.
There are other considerations
that can dilute the writer's usefulness. One of these is implicit in
the nature of her job. Because
advertising has a definite function
there are certain disciplines that
must be observed. The function of
advertising is to sell, whereas
literature is a notation of the heart
with no excuse for being except
the writer's
to express
himself. Tryingurge
to harness
this urge
to biscuits or silverware or anything else results in a ludicrous
mess. A high level of competence
is possible when advertising is accepted and practiced as a craft.
This is not to say that originality

For some
interesting
information
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and artistry have no place in advertising— the contention of the
formula makers — but rather that
they must be subordinated to the
one function of advertising, selling.
There are two enormous frustrations that further restrict the
writer's
machinery.
of these iscreative
the arbitrary
editingOneof
copy by salesmen and businessmen.
Copy should be edited, but of all
the people in the industry most ill
equipped to perform this function,
salesmen and businessmen tie for
first. Furthermore, the seemingly
strong argument they give in support of their eligibility for such a
job, is the one argument that
should disqualify them — that is,
their personal (financial) interest.
Understandably, salesmen want
copy that will please the sponsor,
the sponsor wants copy that will
enhance the merchandise, and
neither one is thinking in terms of
wooing the listener, which is fundamental. Radio copy should be
edited by an experienced writer
(preferably one who has had selling experience, too) and his authority should be absolute.
Second Frustration
The second frustration for a
good writer is the indifference with
which some announcers eviscerate
his prose; either by not rehearsing
it (a practice often thought to be
the mark of a novice and therefore
eschewed) or else by reading it in
a manner that does everything but
convey meaning. Far too much
of the time
far too many
announcers are concerned
with voice
quality rather than voice function.
They worry about resonance,
phrasing,
"establishing
sibilants, nasal
catarrh .a . style,"
. God
knows what all. The business of
communicating the idea on the
paper in front of them is too often
incidental to the business of making a pleasant sound. For this
reason people with non-melodious
voices sometimes make good announcers. Unable to rumble, they
communicate.
Overwork is unquestionably the
biggest deterrent to good radio
writing. In no other industry do so
few turn out so much for so little.
And radio writers must not only
write, they must also "service the
accounts" — which is to say, make
periodic
trips to
sponsor's
store, inspect
his themerchandise,
sympathize
with
his
wife's
curse Mr. Truman, and wait.kidneys,
Back
at the office the writer confers
with salesmen about new accounts,
and salesmen being salesmen are
convinced that every new account
requires special handling. They
are also convinced that writing is
about as difficult as fluffing pillows
and that writers complain because
in radio most of them are (shame
of shames) female. Then there is
the actual writing, at which she is
interrupted constantly. Add to
that the additional duties some stations impose, such as doubling as
receptionist, filing, typing, taking
dictation from sponsors who "write
their own," and it's no wonder that

an occasional writer smokes pencils.
To recapitulate,
of the are:
reasons for bad radiosomewriting
(1) thesidiousunderstandable,
inurge to please the but
sponsor
rather than sell his merchandise;
(2) dirth of compensation, financial
or otherwise, for the frustrating
anonymity of the job; (3) the inability and/or disinclination of
some announcers to read for meaning; (4) overwork. A fifth reason
that
we fact
haven'tthatdiscussed
is the
obvious
some writers
would make better mothers and
hod carriers.
What Is Good Writing?
Now the question is, what is good
radio writing and how do we go
about getting more of it? Necessarily, good radio writing is writing that sells merchandise, a statement that implies more than it
says. Formula makers are charmed
by its terse simplicity. They assure
that it automatically rules out the
element of skill; reduces writing
to an exercise in word choice and
placement.
It's work
not that
simple.
The writer must
the miracle
of persuasion, beguile the wary
listener. Her words must communicate before they can persuade,
a true sign of good writing. The
point is, how to recognize it. There
are no "sure-fire" clues, but there
are definite indications — over-thecounter sales being the most gratWhen it'sresults,
impossible
determineifying.sales
anotherto
indication is often reliable. This
might be called the degree of
product appeal, or the degree to
whichuct the
rathercopy
than enhances
the writer.the prodWriters who have given birth
to fine passages are often tempted
to wedge them in where they don't
belong,
they them
can't
bear thesimply
thoughtbecause
of leaving
out in the cold. Good radio writing must get to the point. All fine
passages are
necessarily
extraneous (thenot
contention
of the
formula makers, who are incapable of producing them and,
therefore, refuse to recognize
them) but they are valid only when
they help to project the main idea.
Sometimes they are used to disguise
it, in the case of institutional adver-

Radio Beats Radio
RADIO enabled radio to
score a beat on results of
the British elections. The ingenuity of Jim atMcGovern,
news director
WDGY
Minneapolis,
paid
off
in getting news of the British
voting
throughout
the
day
half an hour before the wire
services and networks reported them. Mr. McGovern
borrowed a high - powered
shortwave set and monitored
all election results broadcast
by the BBC from England,
shooting returns over 50 kw
WDGY as soon as he heard
them. BBC also gave the station permission to record its
broadcasts from origination
points throughout the British
Isle for playback to WDGY
listeners. Mr. McGovern
taped afrom
samplea small
first English
election
return
town, an interview with
voters direct from the Scottish terest
moors interview
and a from
human-inBelfast,
Ireland,
and
into a feature the tied
nightthemof
the election broadcasts.

tising, where the object is to
camouflage the product and sell intangibles such as "good will,"
"friendly
atmosphere,"
tradition,
and
the fact
that the proprietor
supports
the
American
way
of life
— i.e. votes Republican.
Assuming that we are able to
recognize good writing, how do we
go about getting more of it? Before any improvement can be expected, management must decide
(A) whether there is such a thing
as good writing (B) if there is, will
it do any more for radio than
mediocre writing? Management (if
it has read this far) will probably
answer "maybe" to the first question and "no" to the second, and
it will do so with the aggrieved
expression that management wears
when it expects the imminence of
another expenditure. And yet
honest, unstinting recognition of
the value of good writing is the
basic prerequisite for its improvement.
Next, employ someone who knows
QUINCY,
ILLINOIS
GATES

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL. . . .
.
TEL. 8202
HOUSTON, TEXAS
. . . TEL. ATWOOD
8536
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good writing to hire other writers.
Then eliminate the restrictions and
the evils discussed earlier. Some
of this can be done by revising the
selling approach. The present
system (to abuse the word) works
as follows: The salesman greets the
wTiter with news of a new account.
It is usually a tremendously important account. At the moment
they are only buying one chainbreak a month, but the account is
still important because of its
staggering
"potential."
So one
the
writer
is urged
to give this
her very best, to go, as they say,
all out. She nods and the salesman
hands her a sheaf of notes to work
from or takes her to visit the
sponsor's store. In either case
she gets the same old guff. "Now
here's
used anda slogan
I want that
you towe've
get always
this in
all your copy — 'Crawford's gives
you quality with economy' . . . got
that ? . . ! Crawford's gives you
qualitywriter
with takes
economy!it down,
stress that."
The
along
with a lot of other "must" information the sponsor wants in his copy.
If she has any fight left in her,
she may suggest that "quality
with
has become
been worked
over soeconomy"
often it has
totally
meaningless,
like
"nice
day." copy
She
is ignored. The resultant
has all the freshness and charm of
a cargo manifest.
Could Avoid Abuses
Management could revise this
system, or at least modify it and
eliminate many of the abuses
caused by sponsor appeasement. A
new system could be devised, utilizing station talent to help the
sponsor sell his merchandise. It
would be predicated on the principle that a sponsor is not a fat cat
to be stroked for 13 weeks but a
I client to be served. There would
have mantowouldbe have
planning.
to huddleThewithsalesthe
program director, the writer, and
the announcer to decide what type
of radio campaign would do the
account the most good, how it
should be written, and how it
should be read. The sponsor should
not be present at this huddle, nor
should he have anything to say
about the preparation of copy. It
is not even necessary to show it
to him. He should be concerned
SOONER

with results and nothing else.
Granted this system is radical
and will not come about overnight.
Granted also that its success is
contingent on persuading the sponsor that the "doctor knows what's
best for him" — a tremendous selling achievement in itself. Nevertheless, this approach should be
conducive to the maintenance of
cordial sponsor relations over the
long haul, and should banish forever the evil practice of sponsor
worship.
Other Obstacles
Other obstacles in the way of
more effective radio prose can be
eliminated more easily. Writers
will want to give radio their best
when they feel that their work is
really important; that they are
not auxiliary employes. It is difficult for them to believe anything
else when they are paid less than
those who read what they write.
Nor do they exult in the knowledge that they are further penalized for belonging to the female
sex. Nor will it help the situation (improve radio writing) to
tolerate these inequities because
there is virtually no end to the
number of low-cost female replacements for any given writer. If a
station honestly believes that good
writing is just as important as good
announcing, writers should be paid
as much as announcers ... or as
much as newsmen, if writing is
that important ... or as much as
salesmen, if it's that important.
In
writer'sshould
salary,be
her determining
value to the astation
the only consideration; not her sex,
not industry-wide custom, not the
fact that there are many others
who also like to write.
In this article we have tried to
establish the fact that good writing
is important, and we suspect that
managers in their unguarded moments will admit that it is. However, not until the unguarded admission becomes a positive conviction (as strong say as the
managerial conviction that good
salesmen are vital to successful
station operation) will there be
any drastic improvement in radio
writing. When that conviction is
felt deeply and honestly, good
writers will be hired. They will
be paid according to their ability.
Being good writers, they will not
confuse advertising with literature.
And because the station recognizes
the value of their copy, announcers
will be persuaded to read it for
meaning. worked.They
will millennium
not be over-is
When this
at hand, writers will have their reward; not only in the coin of the
realm, but in the rich bounty of
kind words:
"Who writes that stuff, anyhow.
That isn't half bad."

Merger Proposal Gets
TALENT UNIONS
Pros and Cons
MERGER of all Associated Actors and Artistes of America affiliates with
Television Authority was proposed by American Guild of Variety Artists
last Wednesday when it wired an invitation to all AAAA members to
talk it over.
*Guild over actors~ appearing
that thea Actors
suggested
Telegram"consider
unions
formulating
films designed for television.
program notify
for merger,"
union
AGVA that
at each
once in Meanwhile,
actors and chorus
whether it was willing or not to members are voting
for delegates to
consider such a plan and that re- the TVA convention, with twosponsibility for setting up meet- thirds of the 33 candidates reported
ings be conceded to AGVA.
be in reported.
favor of the council's stand,
Step was the results of pot- to was
boilings during the previous week it The
TVA
meeting last
when members of AAAA — parent week sought toboard
relieve the situation
body of some 13 entertainment
two members
unions — started lining up against by
eachappointing
AAAA union
to studyfrom
the
the merger
of TVA
and Artists,
Ameri- AFRA position, consider the Equity
can Federation
of Radio
stand and study the AGVA move
suggestedAlthough
by thetheradio
postponement. Board meeting
guild.
AFRAartists'
sug- for
today
was expected
gestion has been the only official result in(Monday)
a TVA statement
to theto
utterance on the two-group junction, both AFRA and TVA— which opposition.
Explaining the subsequent AGVA
share the same offices — had been move
for total merger, Albert J.
liningdles,upwith the
termssubject
in unofficial
hudscheduled for Westbrook, national adminstrative
assistant,
saidworking
there wasmembers
no ques-of
presentation
tion that all
tion to be atheldtheinTVANewconvenYork
the AAAA wanted it, but that no
Dec. 7.
concrete steps to effect it had ever
Seeks Postponement
taken. A similar merger was
The AGVA national board, at a been
years ago, alrecent Chicago meeting, started attemptedthoughseveral
AGVA — then undergoing
opposition when it passed resolu- reorganization — was not included
tions asking for an AAAA post- in the talks. Plans dissolved, howponement of the TVA convention,
ever, when Equity refused to accontending that creation of a
cept the proposed terms.
separate union by TVA was contrary to the purpose for which the
television group, an AAAA truste ship, had been established.
AGVA asserted the true purpose
was to combine all AAAA memST in
bers into a one-card organization
CHATTANOOGA
and affirmed its belief in an alleastern-union combination. The
in the morning .
Wednesday invitation to discuss
such a merger was a step to back
up their stand.
Monday's council meeting of
Actors and Chorus Equity organizations resulted in further opposition to merger of TVA with
any one AAAA affiliate. The meetND in
ing, held to discuss future of TVA
and its status, to be determined at
CHATTANOOGA
the December convention, stressed
in the evening
that the primary requisite was to
establish peace in the television
field by settling the jurisdictional
dispute between TVA and Screen

YMCA Week Aid
ALL MAJOR networks and many
local stations will participate in
celebrating the first National
OR
YMCA Week Nov. 10 through Nov.
DER
BE
NL
IA
LL
S
18 to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the YMCA in Amerand
THEN
you'll
need
our
UNIQUE
INSURANCE
ica and Canada. Programs which
covering
thisof hazard.
ItPlagiarism,
covers also
will
pay
tribute
to theof organizaInvasion
Privacy,
tion include Cavalcade
America,
Piracy and Copyright. It is
ADEQUATE,
SURPRISINGLY
Paul
Whiteman's
TVTheatre
Teen Guild
Club,
INEXPENSIVE.
Source: March, April, May— Hooper
The
Firestone
Hour,
In use Nation-wide.
on
the
Air,
Family
Circle
and
Mind
Strubing Named
GET IT IN TIME!
Manners. Special broadcasts
WDEF
JOHN K. STRUBING Jr., vice Your
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES
through the week, inCHATTANOOGA
president and member of board are scheduled
cluding live dramatizations, coverEMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
1370 M.KC Parham,
• 5000 President
WATTS
of directors, has been elected execuage of the national banquet and
Carter
CORPORATION
tive vice president of Compton recorded dramatizations, roundwmrnm
Insurance E«change — Kansas City. Mo
tables
and
spots.
Adv., New York.
I
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allied arts
NIELS L. MORTENSEN, KCBS San
Francisco, to Carol Levene Productions, S. F., television package producers as writer-producer.
ROY M. BREWER, international repAngeles, AFLreelected resentative
presidentIATSE,of LosHollywood
Film Council. Also re-elected to their
posts were RALPH CLARE, Teamsters' Union,Studio
as vice
president;
LEWISers,HELM,
Utilities
Work-J.
secretary treasurer;
JOHN
LYONS, Building Service Employes
Union, recording secretary. Elected
to Council's
board PAT
of trustees were
JAMES
NOBLITT,
and EDWARD
HILL. SOMERSET
HENRYtive producer
WAYNEFive McMAHAN,
execuStar Productions,
Hollywood, spoke on "Techniques in
TV
Commercials"
Advertising
Club of before
St. Louis.Women's

appointed
assistant
general duties.
manager in addition
to histo present
CATHODE-RAY TUBE Div., ALLEN
B. DuMONT Labs., Cliffton, N. J., announces two new all-glass 21 inch
rectangular TV picture tubes. Types
21EP4A and 21KP4A employ the same
all-glass
ture areabulb
of 242which
squareresults
inches.in a picPENTRON Corp., Chicago, announces
new portable phonograph specially
designed so it can play records of all
three tsizes
and speeds.
ures an automatic
shut-off.It also feaGORDON C. LeROY appointed sales
representative
for HeEicor
Recorder Co., Chicago.
will Tape
represent
company in New York State and New
York City. BOB MORRISON appointWash.ed Eicor representative in Seattle,
J. C. TRESNAUK, district supervisor
of training at New York for Graybar
Electric Co., N. Y., appointed district
operating manager at Richmond, suc•
•
Equipment •
who is on sick
RAY M. RAND, sales department leave. W.ce ding J. U.V. TATUM,
QUIGLEY, district suWHLI Hempstead, N. Y., appointed
pervisor of training at Boston, apat Provi-at
sales representative Audio-Video Redenpointed
ce. M. E. operating
LEE, manager
office salesman
cording Co., N. Y.
Aberdeen,
S.
D.,
appointed
operating
HARRY C. CHRABOT, director of ad- manager at that office. C. J. FIEDY,
vertising and sales promotion Zenith operating manager at Dayton, named
Radio Distributing Corp., Chicago, operating manager at Evansville, Ind.
H. C. McKENNEY, office salesman at
Dayton, succeeds Mr. Filey at that
office.
MAX
appointed manager
sound BAUME
department
Radio of&
Television
Corp., N. Hudson
Y.
DAVID RUARK, advertising manager
Reeves Soundcraft Corp., and KATHRYN mentA.U. S.HUNTER,
publicity
Steel, married.
. departhelps business
RICHARD HYDE appointed sales representative for Crest Transformer
manufacture more
Corp., Chicago. He will cover Colorado,
New
Mexico,
and South Dakota. Utah, Wyoming
customers at low cost.
CARL ALBRACHT, Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Bloomfield, N. J., transYour advertising in
fers to San Francisco, as manager of
western
inghouse. publicity division for WestPrinters' Ink tells
HERBERT P. KOETHER, Chicago regional and zone manager Crosley Div.,
Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, named to
the leadingfTHJof
newly created post of manager of
radio salesbuilder
section and
of company.
BAKER,
contract R.salesL.
advertising how
representative
of
Chicago
zone, succeeds Mr. Koether.
"Technical
f'mU^m can
help them manuWILLIAM KLINKE, engineer WJJD
Chicago, to engineering staff WBKB
facture more customers
(TV) Chicago.
your market—
at low cost.
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To Address Grocers
BILL COSTELLO, recent chief of
CBS C.Radio's
bureau,of and
A.
Nielsen,Tokyo
president
the
A. C. Nielsen Co., will speak on
political situations and marketing,
respectively, before the 43d annual
meeting of Grocery Manufacturers
of America in New York this week.

VICTOR C. DIEHM (c), president-general manager, WAZL Hazleton, Pa.,
who has just completed a term as president of the Pennsylvania Assn. of
Broadcasters,
was presented
an award
for "Meritorious
the
Veterans
of Foreign
Wars. Formal
presentation
was made Citizenship"
at a meeting bysponsored by Hazleton Kiwanis during National Radio Week. At ceremonies were
(I to r) Louis G. Feldman, attorney and immediate past commander of VFW,
Pa. Dept.; Mr. Diehm, and Frank White, MBS president.
Agencyfrom Beat
(Continued
page 13)
Adv. (of Canada) Ltd., Toronto, succeeding late DAVID McMILLAN Sr.
GORDON EFFER moved from Chicago to Toronto office as vice-president, following three years in United States and South America, as
assistant research director.
JEAN H. BREIG, partner in Wertheim-Breig, N. Y. opens new agency,
Breig Associates, 908 Witherspoon Bldg., Phila. Associated with her will
be MARY WINSTON, art director; JEAN McKAY, production manager,
and GLORIA BEUTNER, publicity and copy.
JEROME B. GRAY, founder of Gray & Rogers Adv., Phila., will be the
principal speaker at luncheon meeting of Philadelphia Direct Mail Club
in Sylvania Hotel on Wed., November 14. Mr. Gray will speak on
"An Agency Looks at Direct Mail Advertising."
ROBERT A. McALEAR Jr. appointed account executive Davis-Daniels
Adv., Detroit.
GERALD M. LAUCK Sr., executive vice-president N. W. Ayer & Son,
Phila., resigns from agency, effective January 1. Mr. Lauck intends to
serve as a business consultant next year.
ROBERT D. WILLIAMS, advertising department Armour & Co., to
plansrmerchandising department N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.
NEWSOM W. GAY Adv., Dallas, Tex., moves to new offices in Gulf States
Bldg. Telephone: PRospect 7300.
JAMES H. KNOX, Ken-Sell Adv., West Palm Beach, Fla., and Katharine
Sittler, married.
JOHN
BLANK,
MarstonPHILIP
Adv. same
city, artas department
art executive.Gray & Rogers, Phila., to GeareROBERT OTTO & Co., N. Y., opens new offices at 225 Mutual St.,
Toronto, Ont. ATHOL STEWART is in charge of office.
MICHAEL DONOVAN, Ward Wheelock Co., Phila., named timebuyer in
radio-TV department, McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
WORKS by contemporary American
composers will be performed this winter and spring during special series
on CBS Radio, according to announcement last week by James Fassett, CBS
Radio Div. supervisor of music. Titles
of compositions to be presented will be
announced in early November.
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SPOTV

In the three short months since July, 220 additional national WSB-TV
Atlanta
advertisers have joined the ranks of SpoTV users on these WBAL-TV ..Baltimore
twelve stations. That's a jump of 49% ... in one quarter. WFAA-TV .Dallas
KPRC-TV Houston
Yes, the trend to SpoTV is a strong one. Availabilities are going
Los Angeles
KHJ-TV
which
ride
sales
the
getting
is
fast. Be sure that your product
Louisville
WHAS-TV
.
only SpoTV can give it
KSTP-TV . . .M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV Nashville
WTAR-TV Norfolk
KPHO-TV Phoenix
WOAI-TV San Antonio
KOTV
Tulsa
REPRESENTED BY

EDWARD

PETRY
& CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • DALLAS

Salt Lake City (KSL-TV); and Birmingham (WAFM-TV).
CBS

Television Spot Sales

SAYING

HELLO

... to thousands of women in Wilmington
and its surrounding communities. Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 2:15 to 2:30
"The Mary Lou Sherwood Show" is telecast to an extremely important segment of
WDEL-TV's audience — the ladies. For them
Miss Sherwood mirrors life and measures its
tempo. She brings to her viewers — interesting and important local men and women . . .
interprets civilian defense and welfare needs
. . . covers a full range of the activities of
women from gowns to gadgets.
Through public service presentations such as
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER
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AGAIN

"The Mary Lou Sherwood Show," WDEL-TV
endeavors to enrich the lives of its viewers and
to help make the Wilmington area a better
place to live.
In the photograph, "The Mary Lou Sherwood
Show" is helping celebrate the fifth birthday of
the Kingswood Community Center — a Wilmington welfare organization providing health
and recreational activities for children living
in a crowded Wilmington neighborhood.
WDEL'TV
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

Associates Chicago . San Francisco . New York

Los Angeles
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Seen in Final Allocation Table
LESS RESERVED
TV
By EARL B. ABRAMS
ings during the past two and half In the 168 metropolitan areas of commercials," one Commissioner
EDUCATORS may get a shock months dealing with city-by-city the U.S. mission[B»T,
Nov. 5],
the Com"let them with
take applicants
their chances
has reserved
37 VHF
and insaid,competition
when the FCC issues its final table allocations.
for
educators pushed their 85 UHF channels for educators.
of TV allocations — due about Feb. caseAlthough
before
the
Commission
in
the
Another
Commissioner
said,
commercial
channels."
Commission's doubts about the
1 [B*T, Nov. 5].
They are not going to get all the number of their filings, the vast reservation plan are not new. "They can't have their cake and
channels that are reserved for them majority of them did not measure Chairman Coy devoted his entire
to a full and proper showing, in additional views in the Commisunder the proposed city-by-city al- up
of such reit quests
too."was aonenumber
sion's Third
to thisComrs.
point eatAmong
locations. In fact, if some Com- the eyessionersofand several
fromwhich
the asked
U. of Misstaff men.FCC Commis- of view.
In Report
like manner,
souri at Columbia
that
mis ioners have their way, educaHowever, there is one silver lin- E. M. Webster and George E. it be permitted to operate on a nontors will end up with mighty few.
ing
in
the
cloud
hanging
over
the
Sterling
also
expressed
their
doubts
warning non-commercial, educational re- on this subject then. Comr. Frieda
basis. non-commercial
The Commission'smeansatthatChairman
educatorsWayne
cannotCoy's
be laggards,
tprofit
itude isthat
servation is ue.
B. Hennock, leading protagonist of
that "people are hungry for TV
educational
reservations,
of
course
This
is
that
when
the
city-byjust
that.
Other
educational
that
[and]nels . .if. they
you can't
use those
chan- city allocation table is finally fixed, took the extreme opposite view — the FCC must answer questions
before it can
are going
to demand
the
Commission
has
said
it
will
not
come
out
with
its
final
allocations
that
not
enough
channels
were
rethat someone else do it" is the
served for educational institutions. concern the desires of the State of
it for at least a year.
warning light. Mr. Coy made these change
Not much success is expected for Connecticut for additional reserved
So, those channels that are finally
remarks during his talk to National reserved
those
educators
who have asked for channels and of New Jersey for
will be kept for educators
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
at least a 12-month period.
partial commercialization permis- four such. The Commission proin Biloxi, Miss., fortnight ago (see forUnder
the proposed allocation,
"non-profit" operation of
story on page 74).
posed only one educational channel
TVsion— i.e.station.
The pressures for commercial TV the FCC has reserved 73 VHF and a "If
Conn.; none in New Jereducational institutions want at Storrs,
are so great, most Commissioners 127 UHF channels for educators.
sey
[B*T, Sept. 10].
feel, that something has to give.
Since several of them were dubious
about the reservation plan in the
first place, it looks as if the educational reservations are tagged.
GROSS Food G""»
TW
NE
GENERAL
Corp.
againORK
AUG. FOODS
Consensus seems to be that:
TABLE I
topped the list of buyers of TV
(1) Where educational institu- network
in August, spending
TOP TEN TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR AUGUST 1951
tions have made the proper engi- $497,066 time
facilities to transmit
neering and financial showing dur- its video for
$497,066
network programs to the 1. General Foods Corp
ing the "paper"
Co
420,978
reservations
will beproceedings,
retained. the nation's TV families. Sum is up 2.3. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
R.
J.
Reynolds
Tobacco
Co
418,830
352,550
(2) Where no showings have slightly from the $467,653 TV net- 4. Procter & Gamble Co
work time expenditure of General 6.5. Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
Co
320,990
been made — or where the showings
Co
295,704
have been merely pro forma and Foods in July, when it also was the 7. P.LeverLorillard
Bros. Co
282,090
without engineering or financial number one TV network client.
8.
Ford
Motor
Co
258,100
substance — reserved channels will
Thiseralincrease
matches
the gen-of 9. American Tobacco Co
238,140
increase
for
the
month
probably be reclassified commercial.
10.
Admiral
Corp
203,889
This is particularly true where August, for which Publishers Inthere are an overabundance of
formation Bureau reported total
TABLE II
commercial applicants.
TV network time sales of $9,302,- TOP TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUP FOR AUGUST 1951
071, compared to a July total of
No Support to Claims
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
International Shoe Co. $ 68,087
In between those two extremes $8,924,473.
258,100
Nine of the top 10 users of TV Automotive, Autom. Access. & Ford Motor Co.
is a twilight zone where educators network
Equip.
advertising
in
August
have made a good claim for chan- (Table I) were also on the top 10 Beer, Wine & Liquor
Joseph
Schlitz
Brewing
Co.
173,000
nels, but they have not technically
& Soft Drinks
Pepsi-Cola Co.
80,580
July. The
lone
new- Confectionery
substantiated these claims with en- roster comerforwas Admiral
Consumer Services
George S. May Co.
11,910
Corp.,
replacing
Drugs & Remedies
Miles Labs.
63,075
gine ring and financial data.
General Foods Corp.
497,066
Corp. in tenth place. Lead- Food & Food Products
What may happen in these in- Philcoing advertiser
68,625
in each product class Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Gulf Oil Corp.
stances isthe shift of the reservashown in Table II.
tion from VHF to UHF— the tar- is Food
Fuels Equip. & Supplies Westinghouse Electric Corp 125,400
Household
advertising
was
the
major
, get of virtually all commercial fil- August user of TV network time Household Furnishings
Armstrong Cork Co.
72,990
Industrial Materials
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. 80,708
among all product groups, accord- Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
&
Gruen
Watch
Co.
50,858
Editor's Note: Broadcasting
ing to PIB figures, which show $1,• Telecasting has available
CamerasEquip., Stationery & Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co. 55,140
898,189 in gross time sales coming Office
a few more copies of the full
Writing Supplies
from this group, more than a fifth
text of the TV Code, as apof the total gross time sales of the Publishing & Media
Curtis Pub. Co.
53,640
proved at the Chicago meetRadios,
TV Sets, Phonographs,
four
TV
networks
from
all
types
ing. A copy will be sent you,
Musical Instruments & Access. Admiral Corp.
203,889
of
sponsors
(Table
III,
page
84).
free, on request. Additional
& Direct By Mail Drugstore Television Prod. 154,998
Advertising of cigarettes and Retail Stores
copies are available at 10c
Materials
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 418,830
other tobacco products ranked Smoking
Soaps,
Cleansers
& Polishes
Procter & Gamble Co.
352,550
each. Please address: Readsecond
in
point
of
TV
network
Toiletries
&
Toilet
Goods
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co. 276,308
er's Service.
(Continued on page 84)
Miscellaneous
Quaker Oats Co.
15,750
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ever, was still under way. It is
being conducted by the National
Opinion Research Center at Chicago U.tribuQuestionnaires
disted to fans attendingarecollege
games. Sandwiched into eight questions is a six-part question on television asking ownership of radio
or TV sets, reception and whether
any football contest was viewed
during the year at home or in a
movie theatre.
Reportedly, petitions were being
circulated on Capitol Hill to size
up the extent
Congres ionalofof ices.opposition
At the samein time,
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) urged
colleges to set up a special commis ion to study trends in amateur
athletics.
He cited charges
of over-commercialization incollege
sports as
likely for a field for inquiry by
an independent investigating
group.
"Colleges, which foster amateur
athletics, should try to find out
where they are going — what the
trend is," the Senator said.
Professional football, now fighting a government lawsuit charging
it with conspiracy in restricting
telecasts of games, will permit
New York TV viewers their first
National Football League game — ■
Detroit Lions vs. Green Bay Packers— on Thanksgiving Day. The
league has banned telecasts in
Gotham City when local league
teams play. There are two in New
York, the Yanks and the Giants.

ts
Po/^ Sf,Vs Public Protes
OLDE
game asD
the blackout might only casting the game. However, in a
AA
BOTH
THE
public andSC
the broadNCcaster
last week put the heat on create ill will.
last-minute maneuver, Mr. Furey
the National Collegiate Athletic
Westinghouse, sponsor of NCAA telephoned Ralph Young, Michigan
Assn., which has been conducting games on NBC-TV, was expected State athletic director, to hold up
denial.
a cold war against football tele- to foot the bill for the Detroit- theAnother
casts.
hornet hovered in
Washington additions.
It thawed the frigid NCAA footNCAA's bonnet — a request that
ill will was generated USC-Stanford
ball TV rules twice when the as- in Certainly
Nov. 10, be
Detroit where a U. S. Congress- telecast to the game,
sociation bowed to Detroit and
But NCAA
man from that area, Rep. Gerald stood firm and East.
rejected
an USC
Washington,
de- R. Ford Jr. (R-Mich.), rapped
mands that itD.liftC,its viewers'
ban on last
NCAA for its stand. He lodged his appeal that the telecast be made
with Ralph Furey, of New as the game wouldn't begin until
Saturday's
State game. Notre Dame-Michigan protest
York, head of the NCAA TV 5 One
p.m. test
ET. that created little exciteNCAA controls the telecasting group;
John
A. Hannah, president
of nationwide collegiate football of Michigan State,
ment
was NCAA's study of influand
Harlan
H.
contests under a carefully worked Hatcher, president of Michigan U.
enceball.
of TVSelected
on small
college foot-&
was Franklin
out formula which stipulates the His office in Washington also renumber of games to be shown for
Marshall
vs.
Washington
& Jefferported
Rep.
Ford
had
sent
a
proson. In this laboratory test
only
the season in TV areas and the
test to NBC-TV.
one station, WGAL-TV Lancaster,
games to be "blacked out."
Pa.,
was
involved.
Stadium
seats
Rep.
Ford
assailed
NCAA's
But Mr. Football's appeal to the
and "ex- about 8,500.
public, and an apparent discrimina- stand astremely"unrealistic"
saying the plan
tion in the telecasting of games looked "good arbitrary,"
Attendance Increase
but lacked
brought a whirlwind of seething "realism" and onwaspaper"
"devoid of pracMeanwhile, an Associated Press
public opinion and broadcast industry antagonism sweeping to ticality."
college slump
footbooting anfound
attendance
Heinflexible
said: "I program
feel strongly
that quickballsurvey
NCAA's front door.
or policy
with a 5% increase for the first
The Detroit incident arose when an
such as that now enforced by half of the season when last year
football fans loudly protested NCAA
inevitably will lead to state gate receipts were down 2%. SurNCAA's "blackout" of its area or federal
legislation and interveyed were 89 schools. The press
since the Irish-Spartans game was
ference, which in the long run will association
good weather
a sell-out, a situation which obvi- be undesirable
and certainly and NCAA'sasserted
controlled TV plan
undercutsbeNCAA's
that TVouslyshould
banned position
when it
were
responsible
for
outs in the stands. better turnOriginally, NCAA had decided
threatens gate receipts.
costly."
The
official NCAA survey, howto deny WWJ-TV's bid for teleWWJ-TV Permission
WWJ-TV Detroit, after the fans,
the station, local and national ofMust Be Used — Coy
ficials protested, obtained permis- TV RESERVATIONS
sion from ' NCAA to telecast the
game. WJIM-TV Lansing had FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy some commercial programs?"
for filing new apauthority to telecast the game in warned the National Assn. of
But he felt that the reservation days are allowed
plications. When the time does
addition to 15 eastern stations. Educational Broadcasters in con- of a channel for educational TV come, he said,
grants will not be
Reason for this was the station
vention atBiloxi, Miss., Nov. 5 that
way relieve
the li-of issued "in a tidal wave," but more
was so occupied with picking up educators cannot be laggards in would "incense s ofnocommercial
stations
in
the
nature
of
a trickle," due to
the game for NBC-TV that it converting reserved TV channels any responsibility to render a well- FCC manpower shortages
the
into educational TV stations.
likelihood that applicationsand may
couldn't
program
anything
else.
rounded
program
service,
includWWJ-TV asked the same right,
exceed
available
channels
to
such
ing
a
reasonable
amount
of
time
"The
people
are
hungry
for
telenoting it was sending crews to
vision, and if youto people
can't useto devoted to the educational needs a point that hearings may be necesEast Lansing also to relay the
channels
bring service
sarykets""in where
the channels
top 120 are
or 130
the community."
game. At the same time, the sta- those
open.marthey are else
goingdo it.
to .de-. . of Mr.
Coy said TV needs "without
tion noted it was equipped to carry the public,
mand
that
someone
further
delay"
to
make
plans
for
the Navy-Maryland game.
Coy thought that TV "in the
these channels reserved "positive programming" that will longMr. run"
will have "a sharp comSimilar protests broke out in If you getconvincing
your appro- "serve the real needs of our comon radio, possibly
Washington, D. C, where one of without priating
munities and the nation," and to leading topetitivea impact"
authorities of the necesreductionin inmany
the large
numtwo "blackout" dates occurred last
sity
of
speed
in
allocating
funds
ber
of
AM
stations
Saturday. Fans deluged WNBW for a television station, you will take action "to throw off the filth."
markets. He tempered this outEducators' Role
(TV) Washington, the NBC sta- merely be winning the battle and
Apart from their operation of
tion, with complaints. Backing
radio's saturathe war," he declared.
stations, he said, educators can look lookattion,by emphasizing
them up was The Washington Post losing
andthepointing
. It we
situationout:as ".it .actually
■
He
noted
that
he
had
voted
in
(WTOP-AM-FM-TV, affiliated favor of reserving channels, but take "a most significant role" in exists today,
we find AM enjoying
this field. He noted that the TV
with CBS).
relative
stability.
Advertisers
in
said he the
has been
concerned industry has drawn up and is conNub of the Washington com- about
ability"deeply
of educational
general are proceeding on the basis
sidering
adoption
of
a
code.
plaint was that no collegiate game institutions
the wherewithal
"We will be interested in the of having their money on both
was being played in the area while to finance tothegetconstruction
and results,"
mediums. Last year AM revenues
in nearby Baltimore, where MaryRepeatinghe that
he is not heforsaid.
censorship,
said and income were greater than in
land played Navy, the Michigan operation."
previous year. Even in TV
State-Notre Dame game was being seeMr.great
Coy consideration
said he "wouldgiven
like byto that neither does he favor "a do- the
telecast.
the AM stations exnothing attitude on the part of the communities
ceeded their 1949 revenues by
Late Thursday, action was taken educators to applying for comon the Washington protest. Max
The FCC chief reiterated his apmercial channels."
The FCC chairman suggested
proval of the Benton bill to set up
One troublesome point to him, he industry."
Farrington,
directorWashington
of men's ac-U.
a
citizens
advisory board to review that forward-looking broadcasters
tivities at George
"What about the comand a member of the four-man said, is this:
public service perform- might prepare themselves better
munity educational
having onlystation?
a noncommercial
How radio-TV
steering body of the NCAA-TV
for increased competition by beance.
committee, announced the Ea*t are its commercial needs to be met ?
"aural broadcasters in the
On
the
subject
of TV freeze lift- broadest coming
Lansing game would be seen in Is the community entitled to have
— by using both AM
ing, he pointed out that, if the thaw and FM, sense"
Washington on WNBW.
TV available for its commercial should
"with the prospect of
come by Feb. 1, then it
Mr. Farrington earlier said he activities ? And wouldn't it make would be the first of April before serving the entire audience at some
(Continued on page 80)
7%."
was in favor of telecasting the for richer programming to have grants could be made, assuming 60
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STATUS OF TV
Gen. Sarnoff Interviewed
UNIVERSAL color TV receiver
that can receive the CBS field
sequential system as well as the
RCA or National Television System Committee color-subcarrier
system can be made at a cost of
about 15% more than a single
color system receiver.
Statement was made by Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
chairman, in the course of interview with the editors of U. S. News
& World Report. Covering seven
pages in the Nov. 9 issue of the
magazine, the interview ranged
; from color TV to the use of motion
picture films in TV.
! Gen Sarnoff said the universal
color receiver had been made experimental y byRCA. It contains
a tricolor tube and circuits that
automatically receive the official
field
and 144sequential
fields persystem's
second as405welllinesas
the
compatible
system's
and 60 fields per second. 525 lines
"The dual receiver, however, is
not the ideal solution," General
Sarnoff
ought
to be asaid.
single"I think
set ofthere
standards
that everybody can use. This additional cost of the dual receiver
would not be justified normally.
But, in this situation, you have
a condition where there's a controversy and doubt — let me assume
sincere doubt — so why not let the
public see both and decide which
one it wants? If it decides it wants
system A, those are the standards
that will ultimately prevail; and
if it prefers system B, it will be
the one to prevail."
This is in line with General Sarnoff's
previous
favor
of dual
colordeclarations
standards in [B«T,
Sept. 3].
Large Use of Film
More than 50% of TV program
fare will be on film, General Sarnoff predicted. But feature pictures
are
"applicable" to
TV, not
he necessarily
added.
"I think the small 10 or 15 or
20-minute pictures, especially designed for TV, will have great appeal and a large market," he said.
Nor does he think the present
major Hollywood producers will be
the makers of TV films. "I see developing a new group of independent producers with new opportunities for young people of creative
imagination to make these pictures
and make them available to TV
networks and stations," he said.
No great profit is in sight for
TV networks, General Sarnoff foresaw. Each of NBC's five ownedand-operated stations is in the
black, he said, but the network
itself still is not profitable.
"We hope to do better as we
go along,"
he said,
I do not
see
any great
profit "but
for networks
as such because it is the network
that must carry on research and
development, must furnish the exfacilities,
make
contracts pensive
withphysical
artists
that involve
BROADCASTING

AT&T EXPANSION
$60 Million Plan Filed
APPLICATIONS covering a $60
million proposed construction pro"extensive"
additionsgram,
to itsincluding
TV network
facilities
— plans for all of which had been
announced
were filed bypreviously,
AT&T with however
FCC last—
week.
Improvements in radio network
lines also are contemplated in the
applications.
TV network additions covered in
the proposals include the following (most of which
are expected to
be completed
in 1952):
TOP BRASS take instruction in saying "KNXT" new call letters of CBS
Television station in Hollywood. They are (I to r) Merle S. Jones, vice president in charge of stations and general service; J. L. Van Volkenburg,
president; Harry S. Ackerman, vice president in charge of network programs,
Hollywood; Wayne Tiss, BBDO vice president and head of agency's Hollywood office; Wilbur S. Edwards, general manager KNXT, giving the instructions, and Charles L. Gleft, vice president in charge of network services,
Hollywood. Station changed call letters from KTSL to KNXT and moved
transmitter from Mt. Lee in Hollywood to Mt. Wilson, overlooking Pasadena,
inaugurating event with 12'/2 hour program Oct. 28 [B*T, Oct. 29].
heavy
and
render financial
a reasonablecommitments
amount of free
public
Only service."
comment on radio vs. TV
occurred in answer to a question.
"I think radio is doing well,"
the
RCA itboard
chairman tosaid,
I think
can continue
do "and
well.
I believe there is need for both
radio
and television."
In answer
to other questions,
General Sarnoff stressed the importance of "selective listening or
viewing,"
decried theaspect
emphasis
the entertainment
of TV,on
listed some of the new electronics
inventions possible including the
use of solids to perform the functions now accomplished with the
vacuum tube [B»T, Oct. 22].
TV Birthplace
PASSAIC, N. J., will officially adopt the slogan,
"Passaic, Birthplace of Television,"atWednesday
at a dinner
the evening
Passaic
Armory, commemorating the
early
experimental
work
Lee deForest and Dr. Allenof
B. DuMont in the video art.
New Jersey Gov. Alfred E.
Driscoll
will DuMont
present for
a citation to Dr.
his
achievements and those of
his company, Allen B. DuMont
in the advancement ofLabs,television.
Dinner
highlights
plus
a dramatization of TV history
will be
telecast by WABD (TV) New
York, 8-9
claimed
to bep.m.
the What
first TVis
receiver and other historic
equipment will be exhibited
in a display at the dinner.
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MEREDITH REPORT
Cites TV Progress
TAX BITE that is up 89.5% over
the same period for the previous
year brought earnings of Meredith
Pub. Co. down to $2,935,000 for
fiscal year ending June 30, 1951
compared with $3,118,000 in 1950,
according
a financial statement
issued
last toweek.
The financial statement revealed
that the firm, which owns WHEN
(TV) Syracuse,
- AM - for
TV
Omaha
and is a TVWOWapplicant
Albany and Rochester, N. Y., carries WHEN at $450,024 under assets. This is at cost less accumulated depreciation compared with
$534,949 year before. Also that
publishing company invested $150,000 in Princeton Film Center Inc.,
TV film producer, last July. Meredith carries $500,000 as a reserve
for additional TV stations.
Net revenue went to a peak of
$29,278,000 this past year, compared with $24,470,000 for fiscal
1950. This is a gain of $4,808,000.
Dividends equally $1.75 per share
for
sharethislastyear,year.compared to $2.50 per
Operation of WHEN is now
proving successful, the statement
read, although initial losses were
termed "substantial." Revenue of
the Syracuse station more than
doubled during the fiscal year, the
statement said, and the operation
"produced
earnings fiscal
with
the outlooksubstantial
for the coming
year increasingly encouraging."
Meredith Pub. Co. bought WOWAM-TV Omaha for $2,525,000 last
month [B*T, Oct. 1, Aug. 13].
Firm publishes Better Homes &
Gardens and Successful Farming.

Equipping vithe
Jacksonl e-Miami caexisting
ble to provide
one
southbound TV channel;
New cable from Jackson, Miss.,
to New Orleans, which will make
available one channel from Birmingham to New Orleans;
Equipping the recently completed
Dallas-Houston
cable link to proHouston;
vide one channel from Dallas to
Installing terminal equipment on
radio relay link now under construction, to provide
two south-to
bound channels
from Charlotte
Atlanta (this does not necessarily
mean these two channels will be
added to the two channels curAtlanta — one
via
Charlotterentlyandreaching
Jacksonville
and the
other via Memphis, Jackson, and
Birmingham. The existing TV
channelsverted tconceivably
o other use.); may be conRelays to Southwest
Installing terminal equipment on
radio
now under
betweenrelayKansas
City construction
and Dallas,
to offer two TV channels south
from Kansas City to Wichita, Oklahoma City and Dallas.
In all, the proposed program
provides for about seven million
miles of telephone circuits and
thousands of miles of private line
telegraph and teletypewriter exchange circuits, and
as well
as the TVradio additions
improvements.
AT&T officials pointed out that
telephone message traffic has inased on all and
of the
company'sto
principal creroutes
is expected
increase again next year. AT&T
will pay $43 million of the total
expenditure, and the remainder
will betem borne
the 11 Bellwhich
Sysassociatedby companies
joined in the applications.
TV Contract Meet
ALL-INDUSTRY Television
Standardization Group, working on
uniform television contracts, will
meet in New York Nov. 28. TV
stations and American Assn. of
Advertising
Agencies
members
will continue efforts
to work
out
standard TV contracts. Theodore
Gergman,
DuMont
TV Network
sales
manager,
is chairman
of the
committee. The standard TV contract would parallel the standard
document used in broadcasting.
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TV AWARDS
Reported by Sylvania
BRONZE and crystal Sylvania television awards were given leading
programs and performers Thursday night in New York, but the
17 judges — given a free hand — were
unable to name a grand prize winner because they found none meeting the high qualifications they expected.
Identifying television as the most
intimate and forceful form of
mass communication ever devised,
the judges cited coverage of UN
sessions, Kefauver hearings, and
the MacArthur homecoming as TV
at its best, but lamented the
"dearth of creative excellence" in
the field at large.
The awards, as announced by the
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. last
spring, were to include a chief
award for the program which made
the greatest contribution to television technique, including social
responsibility, in the period from
Jan. 1 to Aug. 31. Persons nationally recognized in education, social
work, sports, design, cinematography, communications, theatre
production,
women's
industry, andmusic,
politics
servedclubs,as
judges.
As chairman of the announcement dinner, held for some 200
guests in the Hotel Pierre, Deems
Taylor introduced Don G. Mitchell,
Sylvania president, and Jean Hersholt.tionformer
president ofof Arts
the MoPicture Academy
and
Sciences. Rudolph Halley, elected
president of the New York City
Council Tuesday, made his first
post-election appearance and gave
awards based on Kefauver hearings. The awards were:
Awards Named
For thenalism,
year's
TV jourarrangingoutstanding
the network
pool
for covering the Kefauver Committee
hearings
in
New
York:
WPIX
(TV)
New York.
For first telecasting of the Kefauver Committee: WDSU-TV New Orleans. Certificates went to KECA-TV
Los Angeles, KGO-TV San Francisco,
ABC,
Time
Mont Network.Inc., NBC, CBS, and DuBest public service program: Revere
Copper & Brass Inc., Martha Rountree
and Laurence Spivak for Meet the
Press. Certificates: St. George & Keyes
Inc., NBC.
Best for
children's
program:
Marlin
Perkins
The Chicago
Zoo Parade.
Certificates: Quaker Oats Co., NBC.
Best example of use of films in TV:
Procter & Gamble for Fireside Theatre. Certificates: Compton Advertising Inc., William F. Craig, Lewis H.
Titterton, Brewster Morgan, and NBC.
Program was cited for avoidance of
long
the
screen,shots,
and forfornota over-crowding
different camera
technique.
Writing for television, with FireTheatre's "International
Incident"
as ansideexample:
Arnold Belgard.
Production-director, with his work
on
Incident" cited:
Frank"International
Wisbar.
Direction, for producing the hour
and
half long Your Show of Shows:
Max aLiebman.
Best actor and actress, for steadily
bringing
"something
hilariously
new
to the screen,
a combination
of expert
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pantomime and satiric humor that
makes them outstanding in a crowded
field":
Caesarof Shows.
and Imogene Coca
on YourSidShow
For excellence as a moderator or
master of ceremonies: John Daly. The
judges
explained
he "performs
the difficult
task that
of being
dignified
without being pompous. His voice is
thoroughly agreeable, his speech is
flawless, and what he has to say on
What'sgram isMy
Line? andliterate
his news
prorefreshingly
and spontaneous." Certificates: CBS for W 'hat's
My Line and ABC for Mr. Daly's news
programs.

More Movie Makers
Enter Field

VIDEO FILM
ACTIVE entry into TV film production by Hollywood motion picture
companies continues as Monogram Pictures Corp. and Republic Productions Inc. announced definite plans this past week.
Although both have leased some of their old movies to TV, each having
signed the AFM standard 5% *
Nov. 26.
agreement, production plans have wayA wholly-owned
Monogram subnever been clearly defined until
headed by G. Ralph
now. Their move, it is predicted, Brantonsidiary,asITC ispresident.
Recently
will be followed by others.
nominated
to
Monogram's
board of
directors,
he
has
an
extensive
Report to stockholders made a
few weeks ago by Steve Broidy, career as a movie theatre exhibitor
also has other TV activities,
president of Monogram, that the and
Stocking Firm Buys
including a reported interest in
"in the process of organ- Des
HOLEPROOF Hosiery Co., Mil- firm wasizing a unit
Moines
Enterprises, headquarfor
the
purpose
of
waukee, uses network TV for the
tered at Motion Picture Center,
first time Dec. 5 with sponsorship producing motion pictures express- Hollywood.
of the last half of the Miss U. S.
ing for television," became a reality
Plans Mystery Series
Television finals from Chicago on this past week with formation of
Interstate's initial production
13 DuMont stations. Agency is Interstate Television Corp. [B*T, calls
for
series of 13 half-hour
Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
Oct. 22]. Production gets under TV filmeda mystery
dramas starring GeorgeofBrent,
movieLeestar,
Raffles.
Savinin
MacLatchie Eastern Sales character
will handle production of the filmed
Head; Five Others Named series, according to Mr. Branton.
PETRY TV
TV DIVISION of Edward Petry & Co., station representative firm, com- He said additional package deals
pleted its separation from radio in six of its seven offices last week with are being worked out for production on Monogram studio lot.
the appointment of Douglas MacLatchie as eastern sales manager and
Republic expects to launch its
the appointment of five new salesmen and the addition of another writer
TV film production in January and
*
in the promotion was
engaged in sales work with reportedly has ear-marked $1 mildepartment.
lion for the initial venture, with
The expansion, Philco Distributing Co. except for
additional money available once
spokesmen said, four
wartimecommander
years' service
as a activity
in Naval
gets under way.
makes it the lieutenant
largest sales Air Combat Intelligence.
Filmed
product will beonsoldRepublic's
or leasedlot,through
the new appointees to
organization in theAmong
New York staff, Mr. Richdale the studio's subsidiary, Hollywood
the television sta- joins
organization from Television Service, headed by Earl
tivetion
field. representa- WNAC-TVthe Boston,
Collins and Morton Scott, presiwhere he was tively.
dent and vice president respecNew appointees director of sales service department. He had previously served as
Mr.
sales
staff
are
a
salesman
for
Yankee
Network,
chie ,to,the PetlY TV starting in 1946, and also has been
t C. Watson
HerberMacLat
James C. Richdale Jr., and LeGrand S. Redfield. engagedities in other
in salesfields.
and other
capac- COLOR TESTS
Mr. Watson
all joining the New York office; has been an account
executive in
Charles Pratt, added to the Chicago
RCA Uses NTSC Standards
office, and Richard W. Hughes, to the ABC Spot Sales Dept. since
the St. Louis staff. Thus the New 19-48, and formerly was commercial FIRST field test of color material
York sales organization now totals manager of WKIP and WHVA using the standards proposed by
eight men, while four are selling Poughkeepsie and salesman in the National Television System
in the Chicago office, and the TV Mutual's co-op program depart- Committee, made Wednesday mornment. Mr. Redfield is being proDivisio
personnelformerly
is 48. a
ing, "showed
an excellent
picture,"
moted to sales in the New York according
to Dr.
E. W. Engstrom,
Miss n'sFloratotalRobinson,
office
from
the Petry TV Sales vice president in charge of the
promotion writer with KSTP-AMTV St. Paul-Minneapolis, has been 'Service Dept. With the company RCA Labs Division.
three years, he formerly was . In the test, signals originating
added to the TV promotion-sales for
in an NBC studio in New York
service-i-esearch unit, bringing this with ABC.
Mr. Pratt, joining the Petry TV were telecast by KC2XJV, NBC
department's personnel to six. The Chicago
sales
staff,
formerly
was
experimental TV station using
promotion
staff,L. under
tion of Robert
HuttontheJr.,direcwas a WOR-TV New York salesman in Channel 4, regularly assigned to
described as the largest in the New York and Chicago, and also NBC's commercial video station
field devoted solely to spot tele- has sold advertising for the Chi- WNBT(TV) New York. These
cago Tribune. Mr. Hughes, who signals also were relayed to
vision promotion.
Mr. MacLatchie, who takes over takes over TV sales in the Petry
UHF TV RCA-NBC
station at experimental
Bridgeport,
as head of the New York office, has offices in St. Louis, has been pro- KC2XAK,
been with the Petry TV sales staff
Conn., and broadcast there.
motion
manager
of
WHAS-AMResults of the dual transmissions
for two and a half years. He TV Louisville for two years and,
formerly was a sales executive with before that, was in the North- were viewed on sets in the home of
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia for ment. western U. public relations depart- O. B. Hanson, NBC vice president
and chief engineer, at Westport,
three years, and from 1938 to 1946
Conn., 58 miles from New York
and 12 miles from Bridgeport.
They bersalso
watchedstaffby ofmemof thewere
technical
the
David Sarnoff Research Center of
RCA
at
Princeton,
40
miles
from
New York.

Mr. Pratt

Mr. Redfield Mr. Richdale Mr. Hughes

KNX
Hollywood
Owens Show
extended
from 15ThetoJack
30 minutes
and
expanded to full Columbia Pacific Network,
Mondays-Fridays,
4:15-4:45
p.m.
Mr. Watson
(PST).
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MR.

SPONSOR:

WJBK-TV
BEST

BUY

♦ . • and

m Viwjbk-tv m
s first J
Mondaymorning
thru Friday
(8 to 12 A.M.)
with
a stupendous 65.0!

TELEVISION

IN

DETROIT!

here's

? BROADCASTING

SALES

why

WJBK-TV
IS FIRST

IS FIRST/V
V V WJBK-TV

5 out ofvidual
7 nights
(indievenings 6a toweek11 P.M.)
WJ B K-TV's audience on Sunday evening alone
moth 57.3!is a mamWJBK-TV's
eveningweekaudi-is
ence for the entire
41.3!

With 6 of the top 10
and
9 of the top 15
TV Hooperated

Yes, sir! WJBK-TV has the television audience in
Detroit, and these Hoopers prove it! Most important, WJBK-TV really delivers the goods — your
goods — to this responsive audience in the wealthy

NATIONAL

IS YOUR

programs!

Detroit market. Whatever way you look at it,
WJBK-TV is your best television buy in Detroit.
Call your KATZ representative today.

WJBK
3
DETROIT
The Station with a Million Friends
HEADQUARTERS:
488 MADISON
AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, ELDORADO 5-2455
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Says Variety: "The Egg & I
will have little difficulty
building a sizable midday
audience... most viewers
will be presold... should
easily nab a sponsor within
a few more airings."
Says The Billboard: "the
Grade A label predominant.,
humorous and heartwarming,
undeniably rates attention
from sponsors. It should get
and hold an audience."

All eyes are on this CBS
Television Package Program,
dressed up with all the
topnotch showmanship, cast,
and production va!ues that
make CBS Television the
place both audience and
advertisers choose... where
6 of television's 10 most
popular programs originate,
where average ratings are
higher than on any other
netWOrk. (Trendex, Oct. 1-7)

Here's one show where you
concentrate on selling your
product, not the show itself.
That's already been done.
The Egg & I is already beating
all the competition in its
time period. And because it
takes full advantage of
one of the biggest box-office
titles in modern book and
motion-picture history,
it's midday television's top
sponsor opportunity.

TV Reservations
(Continued from page 7U)
time in the future through the use
of FM facilities only."
"Every radio station in Amersaid, "except
the clearchannelica," hestations,
potentially
can
render extended service and better
service through
the
use
of
FM
facilities instead of AM facilities.
And, in my opinion, the broadcaster
who does not seek to extend his
service area and to render a better
signal to his primary area, is more
vulnerable to the impact of television service in his area."
The NAEB convention, held Nov.
2-5, was described by delegates as
the most successful in the organization's200,history.
Registrants
numbered
representing
31 states,
and guests included representatives
of the British Broadcasting Corp.,
Canadian Broadcasting Co., and the
Voice of Israel.
Seymour N. Siegel, head of New
New York's city-owned WNYC,
who was re-elected NAEB president, toldcational
the convention
that "edubroadcasters always
remember they have a great deal in
common with commercial radio
operators."
Sen. John Sparkman (D-Ala.)
reviewed foreign problems facing
the U. S. and told his listeners that
these alone are "indisputable proof
of the need for an intelligently informed public." He said he knew
no otherforsingle
group "sojobwellas
qualified
that important
the NAEB."
Congressional confidence in
NAEB, Sen. Sparkman said, cond to FCC's proposal
to reserve tTVributechannels
for educators.
"It is our intent to avoid some
of the pitfalls that have been experienced in the that
radio this
field,"
asserted, adding
intenthe
"is the reason" for the Benton bill.
Among other speakers, Lynn
Poole, creator and producer of
MEXICO CHANGES
Set in Allocation Table
CHANGE in Mexican border TV
allocations [B • T, Oct. 29] was
officially incorporated into the
FCC'stionstable
last week.of proposed allocaCommission also announced that
comments and counterproposals
from interested parties would be
due Nov. 21; oppositions Dec. 5;
legal exceptions, etc., Dec. 17.
Agreement between the U.S. and
its Latin-American neighbor gives
Tuscon, Ariz., an additional VHF
channel, making four, while San
Diego loses one, making two. Mexican city of Reynosa gains an additional VHF channel while Mexican loses one.
FCC notice also disclosed that
stations on both sides of the border— the allocations cover 250 miles
on each side of the Rio Grande —
will use U.S. standards as far as
powers and offset carrier are concerned and will also notify each
other within 30 days of a grant.
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Johns Hopkins Science Review on
DuMont TV Network, outlined preferred methods of preparing an
educational TV show, following
with a filmed recording of the
Science Review.
NAEB officers elected, aside from
the re-election of President Siegel,
were Graydon Ausmus of the U. of
Alabama's WUOA, vice president;
Burton Paulu of the U. of Minnesota's KUOM, secretary, and Frank
Schooleytreasurer.
of the Three
U. ofnewIllinois'
WILL,
directors were named : Parker
Wheatley
of Harvard U.; John Dunn of U.
of Oklahoma, and Waldo Abbott of
U. of Michigan.

Buys Feature Films
MILLER NAMED
A CHICAGO TV sponsor last
Becomes Chairman of SSB
week spent $150,000 for 27
feature films and ordered
JUDGE JUSTIN MILLER, chaireach to be reprinted on 35mm
man of the board and general
film. Hauser-Nash Sales Co.
counsel of NARTB, was sworn in
President Bud Nash, new and
Friday morning as chairman of the
used-car dealer, will run the
Salary Stabilization Board, created
films on WNBQ (TV) Chilast May within
cago four nights weekly
bilization Agency.the Economic Stastarting Nov. 26, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
In announcing the appointment,
Eric Johnston, JES A administrator,
from 11 to midnight and Satsaid ESAhas isagreed
"fortunate
that toJudge
urdaysclusion.
from 10Commercial
p.m. time
to con-on
Miller
to respond
our
draft summons for service in this
week days will be cut to six
minutes per hour at his reposition which is of major importance to our entire stabilization
quest. Among the films —
program.
I
have
assured
Judge
"My Son,Carroll
My Son,"
with
Durkee to Burnett
Miller that his activities on the
Madeline
and Louis
will not interfere with his
DURKEE Famous Foods Division board
Hay
ward;
"The
Count
of
of the Glidden Co., Cleveland, has duties as chairman of the associaMonte Cristo," with Robert
named Leo Burnett Agency, ChiDonat;
"Corsican
Brothers,"
with Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
Judge Miller succeeds Dr. Raycago, to handle advertising effective
mond B. Allen, who returned to the
and "Our
Town" with
BurJan. 1. Meldrum & Fewsmith,
gess Meredith.
Agency,
Cleveland, which now supervises presidency of the U. of WashingGuenther
Bradford
&
Co.,
ton
after
serving
as
chairman
since
tion."
the entire account, will continue to the board was established.
Chicago.
handle the paint and varnish division, the pigment, feed mill and
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB emnaval stores divisions and all Glidploye-employer relations director,
den corporate advertising. An esti- is an industry member of the Wage
mated $500,000 was spent on radio ization.
Stabilization Board, related organ- ABC-PARAMOUNT
and TV last year by Durkee.
Brown Asks Hearing
OFFICIAL request to intervene in
Paramount TheaRadio-TV Rights Fees the ABC-United
tres Inc. merger hearings scheduled
Jan. 15, 1952 [B»T, Nov. 5]
Swell League Incomes for
BASEBALL
was made last week to the FCC by
HOW MUCH money does baseball make from radio-TV rights?
Gordon
owner of WSAY
That question is at least partly solved now that further information Rochester,P. Brown,
N. Y.
has been disclosed by the House Monopoly Subcommittee which has been
Mr. Brown claimed that he is
investigating big league baseball. *
from doing busiFigures
to revisiongroup
— re- had a consolidated net loss ' of being nessrestrained
with national radio adverleased b—y thesubject
Congressional
tisers
by
ABC
—
a
charge he has
in the past few weeks showed big $76,970.
Nevertheless, radio alone con- made against all networks
the last
tributed nearly 8% of the total
league baseball netting more than
His most recent allegagained by the National few years.
10% of its 1950 revenue from the revenue
League.
tions
were
made
during
the
Mcbroadcast media [B*T, Nov. 5].
dollar contribution was Farland Bill hearings before the
While 1951 figures are not yet lessRadio's
House
Interstate
&
Foreign
Comthe American League in
complete, data already compiled 1943, for
merce Committee last April [B*T,
which showed an even higher
promise to zoom the percentage of consolidated
loss of $104,704. April 9].
revenue gained from radio-TV However, radionetrights
still
came
up
rights in 1951 even higher.
Charges Restraint
The subcommittee asked the with about 5% of the American
ABC, he said, is acting in
leagues to furnish information on League's total revenue for the restraint
of trade and its alleged
a spot year basis. Years taken
practices have cost
was the leagues' best of the "monoplistic"
WSAY "several million dollars in
were 1939, '43, '46, '50 and a part spot1946years
covered.
It
was
a
money
year. The American League came revenue . . . [and] well over $100,return for '51.
maker.
Figures for 1950 and 1951 for
that year with a consolidated 000 out of pocket losses."
both American and National up
"To allow the consolidation of
of $2,924,555, the National
Leagues were printed in the Nov. net
League with $1,814,491.
Paramount Pictures Inc. [Mr.
5 issue of Broadcasting • TeleSignificant is the fact that when Brown meant United Paramount
casting. These figures showed the income from home, road and exhi- Theatres Inc.] with ABC would
leaguesradio-TV
realizingfor athe10%1950.
-plus take
bition games was great, radio pay- seriously affect the ability of
from
ments did not show up percentage- WSAY and hundreds of other stawise. Although the American
Other Years Revealing
tions to compete
with ofsuchTV a much
comLeague
$373,461 from
bination in the field
For the other spot years, figures radio in received
1946 and the National
are even more revealing.
League got $464,750 from the less the field of radio broadcastIn 1939, when the U. S. was medium,
ing," he said.
percentagewise it was
This is the second petition to inclimbing out of the "great depres- revenue.
sion" and when TV was unknown about 3% of both leagues' total
tervene in the consolidated Paraon a commercial basis, radio alone
mount Pictures Inc. license renewal
However,
in 1951
with' television
accounted for more than 1% of added
to
media
coverage,
the
picand transfer cases and the ABCAmerican League revenue and more
ture has changed considerably.
UPT merger case. Last August
than 6% of National League
Total received from radio-TV Fanchon
revenue.
& Marco Inc., theatre ownrights this year, including league
ers and booking agency, petitioned
Four years later as the U. S.
World Series and the All- to intervene, but were denied by
pitched its resources into a fight games,
Star game, amounted to $4,561,- the FCC on the grounds that it
for survival in World War II, the 312.50.
1950, the radio-TV had no standing as a party in the
leagues were losing money. That figure wasIn $3,364,000
for league case [B*T, Oct. 8].
year — 1943 — the National League games only.
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Bless
our busy

?

little

/^'0

channel
C2>

After
it's the only
in town.
So weall,dispense
aboutoneeverything
everybody wants to see and hear.
That "eveThey
ybody"
500,00013
viewers.
just issit aatvast
Channel
and capture the best from all four
television networks :
NBC • CBS • ABC • DTN
and bless our
faithful...

TOLEDO TV TUNERS
.in. . asbut bonus
we don'tcoverage
stop there.viewers
We tossin
No thwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
Our advertisers are as faithful as our
viewers. We've got 'em by the scads,
but there's always room for "just
one
stance.more." Room for you, for in-

1
H
^
"
"
tus
LONG-TERM
effect
of a
television
st
e
He pointed
el
fight hadouta the
good Robinsongate, and
on t
sports
attendance will show an LaMotta
increase in gate receipts, in the "stirred up such interest" it helped
opinion of John S. Meek, president make the Robinson-Turpin return
of Scott Radio Labs., Chicago, and bout the "biggest non-heavyweight
John Meek Industries, Plymouth, fight in history". He said the "sudInd. Mr. Meek offers as proof the
den revival" of the Chicago White
"revival" of attendance at boxing Sox started drawing crowds, which,
combined with TV making new
matches and football games.
Reporting results of a year-long fans, gave the club a gate increase
survey, Mr. Meek said figures for of more than 65% over 1950.
the first nine months of 1951 show
attendance at boxing matches two
and one-half times as great as Nielsen Reports
that for the same period in 1950, Oct. 1-13 TV
attributing the gain "to the turn- TOPPING Oct. 1-13 report of A. C.
Co. was Texaco Star TheaTV's nine
influence".
said inginpointthein first
months Heof Nielsen
tre as first of the top 10 programs
1950 about 600,000 fans paid some cited in percent of TV homes
$2% million to see professional reached. Listings reported were:
boxing. In the same period this
NIELSEN-TV-RATINGt
year, attendance was about 1%
Per Cent of TV Homes Reached
in Program Station Areas HOMES
million, with gate receipts (exclu54.4
sive of radio and TV rights) about RANK Program
(%)
$5 million, he said.
Texaco Star Theatre
46.3
2
Arthur Show
Godfrey's Scouts
Mr. Meek arrived at these con44.3
Your
(Participating)of Shows
clusions: (1) The effect of TV 4 Red
41.7
Skelton
works fastest on people who are 5 Your Show of Shows (R. J.
41.3
Reynolds)
already sports fans, (2) a good 6 Arthur
Godfrey
& Friends
40.4
attraction not only will draw well,
40.0
(Liggett
&
Myers)
Mama
7
but telecasts of it help insure good 8 World Series (Sat.)
38.8
gates in the future, and (3) com- 9 Alan(EssoYoung
ShowOil)
38.3
fort is the chief factor in deter- 10 Fireside Standard
38.7
Theatre
mining the long-term effect of TV
The Nielsen "number of home
on sports attendance.
City

TV -Sports Attendance
Study Made by Meek
(Report 189)
(000) 1
gives a relative measurement of the audience obtained by each program in the
particular
where station
it was areas
telecast— all TVstation
homesareasin those
able
100%. to view the telecast being taken as
Number of TV Homes Reached* HOMES!
RANK PROGRAM
Texaco
Star ofTheatre
Show
Shows
2 Your(Participating)
7,276
of
Shows
5,102
3 Your(R. Show
5,447
J.Godfrey
Reynolds)& Friends
4 Arthur
(LiggettSeries
& Myers)
(Sat)
4,993
5 World
6 Fireside Theatre
4,982
ColgateShowComedy
Hour
1087 Your
of Shows
4,825
(Lehn
&
Fink)
4,800
9 Red
PhilcoSkelton
TV Playhouse
4,776
4,752
* The Nielsen "number of homes reached'
provides a reliable estimate of the 4,744
audience actually
delivered
by eachon program'
average
telecast.
It
is
based
all
tronic measurement of the performanceeleiof
aall virtually
TV homes.fixed cross-section sample of
(f) Copyright
Average Audience
1951 by A. Basis
C. NIELSEN Co.
Texaco
Theatre'
Tops Videodex
MAINTAINING its lead of last
fall-winter season, Texaco Stai
Theatre again heads the list of top
ten TV(Continued
programs onin page
the Videodex
8U)

s reached"
November 12, 1951 — Telecasting Survey
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Weekly Television Summary—
Sets in Area
Sets in Area City Outlets On Air
Outlets
109,835
Louisville
Albuquerque KOB-TV On Air
(Mexico),WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
71,125 Matamoras
Ames
10,500
165,000
WOI-TV
Memphis
Atlanta
Brownville,
Tex.XELD-TV
9,450
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
WLTV
WTVJ
WMCT
324,993
Baltimore
44,750 Miami
104,129
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
Milwaukee
89,300
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
WTMJ-TV
Birmingham
266,965
125,000
65,000 Minn.-St.
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
275,600 Ike I
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Bloomington WTTV
Nashville Paul WSM-TV
786,790
Boston
New
Haven
221
,972
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
200,000
43,393 Mortt
WNHC-TV
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
93,334 New
New Orleans
York
995,630
WDSU-TV
Chicago
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WOR-TV,
WPIX
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WATV
305,000
62,150 ondti
Just say the word . . . Cincinnati
Newark
WCPO-TV,WNBK,
WKRC-TV, WLWT
510,922
Norfolk City WTAR-TV
Cleveland
WEWS,
299,000 Oklahoma
2,550,(
Columbus
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
140,808 Philadelphia WKY-TV
59,
85,742
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
98,703
99,955
DallasKMTV, WOW-TV
Phoenix
67,805 Omaha
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Pittsburgh
4t
Davenport
WOC-TV
Include Davenport,
KDHO-TV
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
215,000 Providence
WDTV
939,771
WLWD Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline705,323
5,000 watts
Dayton
40,100
Detroit
WTVR
165,000
342,300
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WJAR-TV
WICU
Erie
76,875 Richmond
Rochester
140,808
Rock
Island
WHAM-TV
Ft.Dallas
WorthWHBF-TV
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 67,805
93,260
95,071
Grand
Rapids- WOOD-TV
160,413 San
Kalamazoo
Salt Diego
Lake City KDYl-TV, KSL-TV
Antonio
Greensboro
84,049
WSPD
111,985
WFMY-TV
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Houston
92,882
KFMB-TV
San Francisco WRGB
KPRC-TV
55,662
HuntingtonTOLEDO, OHIO
247,000
Charleston WSAZ-TV
Albany-Troy KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
187,250
61 ,161 SchenectadyIndianapolis
WFBM-TV
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
Seattle
Jacksonville
I72,80C
KING-TV
WMBR-TV
42,000 St. Louis
Johnstown
KSD-TV
112,300
WJAC-TV
Toledo
Rep. by The Katx Agency, Inc.
135,630
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
WKZO-TV
00C
160,413
KOTV
Syracuse
Grand
Rapids
WSPD-TV
127,000
WKTV
143,558
Tulsa
Kansas
WDAF-TV
117,280 Utica-Rome
LancasterCity WGAL-TV
Lansing
89,263
Washington
WMAL-TV,
65,000 Wilmington
31756,200
WDEL-TV WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WKECA-TV,
JIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles KTLA,
84,063
KTSL, KTTV
WSPD-TV
1,334,899
Estimated
Sets
in
Use
14,293,000
CHANNEL - 13
Mexico
Total Stations on Air 109'
Editor's Note: Totals for eacri market -represent estimated sets within television area. Where TVcoverage
areas overlap set counts may be
Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, circulation committees, electric companies
duplicated. Since
partially
Nat. Sales Hq. 488 Madison Avenue, and
manufacturers.
New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
necessarily
approximate. many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. .Total -sets in all areas are
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"We get WFBM-TV only, and get it good!" says
ROBERT D. GRAVITT
1604 12th Street
Lawrenceville, Illinois

in

s
Wio«»

sin

ON

'/ install the channel 6 antenna
for best reception here... this is
a WFBM-TV town!" says
FLOYD V. MILLER
1006 Jefferson Street
Lawrenceville, Illinois

• You won't find a word in Standard Rate &
Data about WFBM-TV's big Bonus in TV
Sets — but it's something you want to remember! As indicated on the map of Indiana,

LAWRENCEVILLE,
ILLINOIS
122 MILES FROM
INDIANAPOLIS

there's a wide belt around Indianapolis where
hundreds of TV sets, in scores of towns outside
the station's 60-mile area, are tuned to this
pioneer Hoosier station, exclusively.
Get the facts about the WFBM-TV selling
area today. Write for details about this prime
The home of WFBM-TV at 1330 TV market that packs a load of sales dynaNorth Meridian Street in Indianapolis isa beautiful new building, mite for many a leading manufacturer. To
[| ^designed
exclusively
radio
and television.
Completeforfacilities
1 jtpr both studio productions and
W',film presentations are available.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

put the products of your clients up in front,
and keep them there— in the heart of heavily
populated, high-income Indiana— recommend
the Hoosiers' first station . . . WFBM-TV!

BY

THE

K A T Z

AGENCY

Aug. Network Gross
(Continued from page 73 )
time purchases in August, with
toilet goods advertising third, autoHERE
motive advertising — including tires
and accessories — fourth, and advertising of laundry soaps and
cleansers fifth. The same five
groups, in the same order, were
tops for the January-throughAugust period as well.
A year before, in August 1950,
food advertising ranked first,
smoking materials second, toiletries third and automotive fourth,
as this year, but then industrial
materials ranked fifth. Soaps and
cleansers, in fifth place in August
1951, the previous August ranked
15th out of the 17 advertiser categories. For the January-August
1950 period the top five groups, in
descending order, were smoking
automotive, food, radios
No, you won't find many materials,
and TV sets, toiletries. (Note:
youngsters watching the Direct
dollar comparisons should
not be made between the 1950 and
WHEN "Mystery Theatre."
1951 figures as the latter cover all
four
while the 1950
BUT, if it's a massive ADULT figuresTVdo networks
not include time sales of
audience you're after, you'll the DuMont Network.)
find it here. They all stay up
to watch the full-length film
features on "Mystery Thea- STATION BIDS
Booth Seeks Lansing Outlet
WHEN.tre," four nights a week on FIFTH application for a television
station was filed last week with
the FCC by Michigan broadcaster
There are just a few choice John
Lord Booth for Lansing. He
participations available in has applications on file for TV stations in Detroit, Saginaw, Flint
"Mystery Theatre," Monday, and Grand Rapids.
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Other TV applications to the
Thursday nights at 7 7 :35 on FCC last week were for outlets in
Fort Worth and Oshkosh, Wis.
WHEN.
Mr. Booth requests Channel 10
with an effected radiated power of
200 kw visual and antenna height
of 547 ft. He estimates construction at $331,176.
In Fort Worth, A. H. Lightfoot,
K. K. Kellam and Basil S. Roper,
d/b as Tarrant County Broadcasting Co., ask for UHF Channel 20
with an effective radiated power
of 200 kw visual and antenna height
Messrs. Lightfoot, KelTO YOUR NEAREST of 442lam andft.Roper
are partners in a
KATZ AGENCY MAN Fort Worth Ford dealership. They
estimate the station would cost
AND PUT "MYSTERY $373,500, with the first year operating costs of $150,000 and revenue
THEATRE" TO WORK of $250,000.
FOR YOU!
In Oshkosh, WOSH filed for UHF
Channel 48 with an effective radiated power of 1.166 visual, and
antenna height of 314 ft. The cost
of construction is estimated at
$133,838.75, first year operating
WHEN
cost $80,000, revenue $120,000.
TELEVISION
Frigidaire Buys
FRIGIDAIRE Division, General
Motors Corp., Dayton, will sponSYRACUSE
sor Pulitzer Prize Playhouse, a
William Morris Agency package,
on ABC-TV on alternate Wednesdays, 10-11 p.m.,
CBS^ABODUMONT
Production
on thestarting
show Dec.
will 19.be
done by the network. Celanese
OWNED BY THE
Corp. presents its dramatic theatre
the other Wednesdays. Foote,
MEREDITH PUBLISHING CO. on
Cone & Belding, Chicago, is agency
for Frigidaire.
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GROSS TV NETWORK BILLINGS BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR AUGUST
AND JAN.-AUG. 1951 COMPARED TO SAME 1950
PERIOD JAN.-AUG.
1950
1950
PRODUCT AUGUST JAN.-AUG.
GROUP
1951 1951
Apparel,
Access. Footwear & $ 258,256 $ 1,705,083 $ 56,148 $ 408,891
AUGUST*
Automotive,
Access. & Automotive
Equip.
226,473 2,600,386 t
6,634,898
855,917
732,353
Beer, Wine & Liquor
590,756
47,170
3,399,487
Bldg.
Materials, Equip.
Fixtures
7,690
Confectionery
& Soft
Drinks
700,487
259,597 1,794,533
152,630
86,206
149,260
Consumer Services
11,910
327,622
41,975
112,490 1,306,239
26,860
Drugs
&
Remedies
392,437 2,593,304
Food & Food Products 1,898,189 15,504,505
Gasoline,
Lubricants &
638,190
Other Fuels
184,635
1,610,295
33,960
Horticulture
1,140
Household Equip. &
934,808
Supplies
4,498,084
25,290
Household
Furnishings 473,044
78,820 2,173,679
131,545
59,857 1,051,376
345,037
Industrial Materials 166,973 1,977,964
Insurance
246,990
Jewelry, Optical Goods
84,703 1,247,559
& Cameras
43,296
Office Equip., Stationery
292,620
&
Writing
Supplies
55,140
152,401
Publishing & Media 66,930
531,158
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs
7,454
Musical Instruments &
71,786
Access.
358,619
1,625,968
Retail Stores & Direct Mail 186,423 3,234,251
1,358,646
Smoking Materials 1,532,294 10,379,304
3,309,833
383,160
5,021
3,390
210,870
11,580
Soaps, Cleansers
Polishes1,329,299
759,784 5,867,067 248,620
Toiletries
& Toilet& Goods
1,600,633
8,611,588
750,226
Miscellaneous 38,292
99,724
TOTAL
$9,302,071 $73,459,488 $1,853,911 $17,355,608
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau
*DuMont time sales not included in 1950 totals, but are included in 1951
KGO-TV WINS AWARD
For Cerebral Palsy Telethon
A TELEVISION marathon that
nettedcisco$162,000
the San
area won a in$2,500
awardFranfor
local unit in United Cerebral Palsy
national campaign contest. The
marathon, UCP spokesman said,
was on KGO-TV.
Announcement of the award —
which must be used to help victims
of cerebral palsy but which can
be
local
needsapplied
— was inmadepartattoward
the second
annual convention of United Cerebral Palsy, held last week in Philadelphia.
Winners were chosen on basis
of overall performance in raising
UCP funds during the 1951 drive,
with consideration given for percentage increases over last82)year,
number of volunteers enlisted,
dollars received per population thousand,
and
breadth
of
campaign
activities.

Capehart
Plan Si)
(Continued
from page
1951,
the
cutoff
date
for
both labor
and materials.
(4)
CPR
22—
(Types
of costs).in
Takes into account only changes
cost of factory labor and manufacturing materials.
(4-A) New order — Allow inclusion
of all cost
increases,
increases inoverhead
costs,including
except those
considered "unreasonable or exces"We have no choice under the
amended Defense Production Act,"
Mr. DiSalle
told newsmen,
allow
manufacturers,
if they"butwish,to
tosive."
adjust their ceilings. We fought
the amendment because we believed
it would spur inflationary pressures
and because we believed that it
presented tremendously complex
administrative problems, both for
theThis
agency
industry."
actionandwilltheresult
in higher
prices on many industrial products,
Mr. DiSalle said. But, he added,
"letters to . . . OPS . . . strongly
indicate that many companies will
avail themselves of [its] proviA similar
will be is..." regulation
suedsions.
by OPS
on industrial services
falling under
CPR
34
and
facturers not under CPR 22.manu-

Telestatus
(Continued from page
national rating report for the week
of Oct. 1-7, as follows:
PERCENT TV
RANK PROGRAM
HOMES
55.8 Fay Day Promoted
12 Red
TexacoSkelter,
Star (39)
Theatre (62 cities)
42.0 FAY
DAY, assistant research manager of company-owned CBS Radio
3 Talent Scouts (26)
41.8 stations and Radio Sales, has been
39.4
4 Your Show of Shows (58)
36.9 appointed research manager of
56 Godfrey
and Friends
36.4
Philco Playhouse
(55) (50)
television stations
34.8 company-owned
78 World
Fireside Series
Theatre(Sat.)
(52) (53)
and CBS-TV Spot Sales. He joined
CBS
in
February
1947 as director
9 Toast of the Town (36)
33.9 of research for WTOP Washington.
33.6
33.8
10 You Bet Your Life (50)
BROADCASTING
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. Standard Measurements
(Continued from page 25)
'H rural circulations may be compared, etc.
(B) Circulation by income class,
8911 educational
levels, size of family,
homes with children, etc., etc.
353 i "(C) Circulation by purchasing
power for each commodity. For
example, each magazine should be
^.J in a position to show conclusively
jjjljthe extent to which its subscribers
jjjiflare above or below the national
304||iaverages in their purchases of each
of
the major magazine-advertised
commodities.
"Such information would paraljjjijlel
the Nielsen
Program-Market
370
Ratings
which reveal,
for each
037 \national network program, the exj tent to which its audience is above
jor below the national average in
^purchasesmodityofadvertised
each orprincipal
comadvertisable
4jjLvia
radio
and
television.
This
proving one of the most usefulis
I tools of marketing. It has long
968 1been the dream of marketing men,
021 land it was made possible recently
833|!by combining the techniques which
!70j!we employ in the radio and tele'jj
Nielsen Con_ jvision
sumer fields
Index,with
whichthe measures
the
5dg jconsumption
of
commodities
in
each sample home,
Duplication Data
jjl |
— between
"(D) Duplication
of circulation
magazines, between
magazines and newspapers, between
magazines and radio, between magazines and television, etc. This
to' 'vital information is essential to
|any advertiser who is using one of
7J "these
who wishes
add
one or media
more and
additional
media towithout creating an unprofitable amount
iof duplication. This type of inforonly media
when statimsattiiocns iosnpossible
the various
are
from the same homes.
"4 The Nielsen radio-TV samples, and the related samples of
supplementary homes used for
various Special research purposes,
tvere set up with the expectation
.of performing, for the magazine
Sind newspaper industries, the
types of service mentioned in items
2 and 3 above. While there are
certain business reasons why we
have not seen fit, to date, to launch
such services, it should be recoglized that in several respects the
k. C. Nielsen Co. has a unique and
revy advantageous position for the
jperation of such services.
Make Personal Visit
"For
in conducting
our
:adio-TVexample,
operations,
we make
periodic personal visits to a repreJentative cross section of American
lomes, and we already have radio
istening, television viewing and
iroduct purchase data from these
tomes — which, if magazines and
iewspapers were added, would permit studies of the duplication
mong the various media," Nielsen
oncluded.
C. E. Hooper of C. E. Hooper
nc. said in a speech in St. Louis
"...
I amto impressed
withinwhat
adio has
offer right
TV
ROADCASTING

cities. If validly compared with
other media, radio still ranks as
a powerful giant.
"There
is one way
in media
which
direct
comparisons
between
can be made. I refer to compariof the time
'using'
each
of thesonsmajor
mediaspent
by all
members
of the family in the home. In such
a study, the individual advertisement's exposure is not revealed
comparatively.
"Fordom home'timeone ofneeds
exposure'
ranbut to per
multiply
the average percent of homes 'listening to radio,' or 'reading newspapers' by 60.
Thus a rating
15.0 means
the average
home lis-of
tens 9 minutes — 15 percent of 60
equals 9.
Times Can Be Compared
"Theuredtime
refers ofto use
the which
mediumis measas a
whole, be it newspapers, magazines, radio or television. Time
spent reading the magazines and
newspapers can be measured and
reported. So can time spent listening. Time spent reading magazines
can be compared with time spent
listening to the radio. Time spent
listening to a specific station can
be compared with time spent reading a specific magazine or specific
newspaper.
"The study
covers
the 'at ofhome'
behavior
of all
members
the
family. It can cover all hours of
the day every day from 8 a.m. to
11 p.m. It furnishes comparative
minutes of use for each medium
hour-by-hour, day-by-day and sums
up the results by individual newspapers,
magazines,forradiotheandentire
television stations
week. . . .
"[Hooper's] new service provided by the 'Media-Meter,' reduces the four great media — newsand television— topapers,a magazines,
commonradio
denominator,
'minutes of use.' The method of
measurement is the telephone coincidental but applied to all four
media . . . and the first step is
to produce average 'ratings' for
'ON-THE-SPOT'
Hooper Gets Survey Order
C. E. Hooper, who outlined his
"Media-Meter"
comparing time spentsystem
with of
radio,
TV,
magazines and newspapers in a
speech in St. Louis last week reported afterwards that he had
made an on-the-spot sale.
Robert Stolz, advertising manager of Brown Shoe Co., who was
toastmaster at the meeting, agreed
to underwrite a "Media-Meter"
survey of one city, Mr. Hooper reported.
He also said
organization
of thethat,
broad"pending
study
along formal lines, Hoopereports
Inc. will accept such orders from
individual concerns on the basis
of one-order, one-survey for one
city, with each participant, agency
or advertisers receiving reports for
all cities."
First survey is scheduled for January.

• Telecasting

each medium. Within the limits of
accuracy set by sample size, this
measurement can produce average
time of use comparisons of stopwatch precision. . . .
"The Media-Meter is not a
measure of advertising effectiveness. 'Effectiveness' is what media
do to people.
The Media-Meter
measures
what people
do to media.
"In a recent Media-Meter study
of commercial proportions in a top
television city, in one of the two
lowest - listening - months of the
year, July, 'minutes of use' of radio
topped zines'minutes
of maga-by
(all of themof use'
combined)
over five times. Actually radio was
51.9% of magazines. . . ."
Ryan Statement
BAB President William B. Ryan
said:
"BAB, of course, is anxious to
find a 'common denominator' for
measuring
media.
measurement which allwould
show Aradio
in its
true light in comparison with other
media, holding the same yardstick
to all of them, would inevitably
show radio's advantage.
"Whether it is possible to develop
an 'ideal' method of achieving comparable measurements of this sort
is another question. We would like
to get, for urementradio
stations,
a measof actual
circulations
within theculation stations'
potential cirareas.
"The answer lies somewhere between total potential, as exemplified byAudit Bureau of Circulationsfigures
'
for newspapers
and magazines, and the other extreme of radio's rating services,
which certainly are not a true
measure of circulation. Any properly handled measurement of radio's basic overall circulation
should be accepted by advertisers
on an equal basis with Audit Bureau figures for the printed media."
A spokesman for the Assn. of
National Advertisers, without suggesting desirable ways of doing it,
said:
"ANA of course would like to
have comparable data on all media,
so that advertisers could make
more intelligent decisions."
Goldberg View
Melvin A. Goldberg, director of
sales
planning
Mont TV
network:and research, Du"I think Mr. Brockway is
absolutely right. Unfortunately,
too much research in the media
today
'circulation.'
This is istruedevoted
of all tomedia,
whether
it be newspapers, magazines, radio, or TV. The latter media have
even broken down circulation to
estimate the number of sets that
are tuned to a particular show.
"Rarely do we analyze the audience to whom we are appealing,
however. For example, if a variety
show gets a rating of 25 and a
dramatic show also gets a rating
of 25, are we appealing to the same
(Continued on page 86)
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Standard Measurements
(Continued from page 85)
audience in both shows? Should
the products that we are urging
these audiences to buy be the
same? Would these audiences
have different tastes and perhaps
'predispositions'
specifictheyprod-be
uct purchases ? forWould
predisposed towards particular adveitising commercials, or type of
commercials ?
"This qualitative type of re-

search on the audience — whether
it be newspapers, magazines, TV,
or radio — has, unfortunately, been
sadly neglected. I believe that an
analysis of the media audience
would be a first step and a major
one towards
developing
the common denominator
for which
Mr.
Brockway
is
looking."
Donald W. Coyle, director of research,'ABC:
"I think
comparable research can
be developed, but the problem is to
do so realistically. The most likely

top value

One of the top ten multi-weekly shows* "Armchair Theater" is a natural for national advertisers. Itprovides a ready and responsive central
Ohio audience at low participating rates that
assure top value for your TV dollar.
This popular late evening show features exclusive first TV run motion pictures — outstanding
feature films with famous stars. Phone Blair TV
or write direct for list of coming attractions and
complete details on the "Armchair Theater"
series.
*Pulse, Sept. 1951

COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10
CBS-TV Network.
Affiliated
with
Columbus
Dispatch and
tv
sbn
WBNS-AM.
ui General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
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common denominator would probably be the impression per dollar
expenditure that is made on a
measured audience. The point
would be to find out how many
people comesee,awarehear,
somehow beof anor advertisement,
and to follow that up by measuring
how that advertisement is impres ed on the individual — whether
he'd buy the product, consider buything.
ing it, or just forget the whole
"There's a definite need for such
data — it's the same old problem of
not being able to compare apples
with oranges, How, when, or where
it can be developed is a major question, but the generation of thought
should come from a non-media
source in order to achieve an unprejudiced but still-useful evaluaKenneth Godfrey, senior executive, AAAA:
comment."
Alcuin
W. "No
Lehman,
managing
director,
Advertising Research
tion."
Foundation: "No comment."
Carrain Comment
Harper Carrain, director of research,
question
about CBS-Radio:
the orlack"There's
of awecom-noin
mon denominator
that
radio are the victims of it. Part
of the trouble is that it's a terrific
problem to solve and the other
part is that printed media have
got along so well without it. I
don't
blame them,
though time
; it's hard
to measure
how much
some
one spends reading his newspaper.
"You can't put an Audimeter
on a reader. Not enough thought
has
to it; about
there's really
been
too been
much given
lethargy
solving
it.
I've
been
thinking
about
it for a long time and urging the
Nielsens and the Hoopers to get at
it. It will take a lot of money to
do it and a lot of brains and hard
work, but we should try it— especially the radio industry which
stands
to gain
more director
from it."of reRichard
Puff,
search andJ,planning,
MBS:
"It would be wonderful for us
in radio to have some kind of data
that
comparative.
There's
been isno truly
full answer
given yet,
but
I think in practical terms it will
have to be an answer from a nonmedia source. Anything that measures all media would, it seems to
me, have to be paid for by all
media, and I do not think it possible to getproject.
all media together on
one such
"The problem, of course, has
been that printed media measure
circulation instead of actual readership, but it seems to me all media
should be measured as detailedly
as radio has evaluated itself. I am
not willing — in order to realize
comparative data — to sacrifice the
detail of radio audience measurement. Why should we accept less
than we have ? And when the problem is solved, it should be in terms
of value received for dollars

'DRAFT' KOBAK
For Top BAB Pos
THE BAB Nominating Committee
voted unanimously last week to
"draft" Edgar Kobak to remain as
BAB board chairman until next
spring ofanddirectors
to increase
the bureau's
board
to make
it more
representative of the industry it
John ■ Patt of the Goodwill Staserves.
tions, chairman of the Nominating
Committee, reported the group,
voted
to retainoverhimMr.in Kobak's
office untilobjections
the an
nual membership meeting at the
time of the NARTB convention
next April, to give the committee
more time to find a. successor to
the consultant and station owner.
"We need someone for chairman
who is able, acceptable and availMr. Patt
said. "Mr. though
Kobak
meets able,"
those
qualifications,
he is only barely available. At first,
he said 'no.' But I think he will
agree to serve until we find the
right
to fit all three Committee,
A's."
Theman Nominating
meeting in New York on Monday,
also renominated William B. Quarton of WMT Cedar Rapids as BAB
secretary and Allen M. Woodall,
WDAK urer.Columbus,
Ga., asincluding
treasThe nominations,
proposedstituteadditional
and
some
directors, will be votedsub-on
at the annual meeting of the BAB
corporation, tentatively scheduled
Nov. 30 but subject to change in
view
that date's
conflict with
the
NBC ofaffiliates
convention
at Boca
Raton, Fla.
BAB Board
The BAB board membership currently numbers 24. The maximum
number permissible under the bylaws is 30. It is expected the corporationmembership
meeting will be toasked
increase the
the topto
number in order to provide better
representation of the various fields
of broadcast interest and of various
size stations as well as better representation geographically. The
names
proposed tonewsomedirectors
and of ofsuccessors
of the
present directors were not made
publicnominations.
pending their acceptance of
the
Mr. Patt said the committee
hoped to find a new chairman in
time for him to be presented to the
membership at the annual meeting
in April. In order to make the
search, the committee plans to ask
the
meeting
to continue
it incorporation
office for that
purpose.
The office of president, held by
William B. Ryan under contract,
was not open for nominations.
Members
of thePatt;
Nominating
Committee are Mr.
Mr. Woodall;
NBC Board Chairman Niles Trammell; Mutual President Frank
White; Charles C. Caley, WMBD
Peoria; Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y.; and H. Preston
Peters, Free resent&ative firPeters,
station repm.

BUREAU of Broadcast Measurement,
Toronto, Ont., has distributed new
1950
station
for the 24-member
spent."
stations
in themapsMaritimes.
BROADCASTING
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RePort on
SET MATERIALS
THE ELECTRONICS industry has
paratory to and the manufacture
made tremendous strides in the
new report
items."is based on six repconservation of critical materials of The
and substitute techniques, but
resentative type radio and TV remuch of the progress to date will
ceivers and unit material use fignot be reflected until 1952.
ures
of
a
1950
and are used
This conclusion was voiced by for the first halfreport
of 1951. Figures
the Material Advisory Council of for the last half of 1951 reflect
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. in a metal savings based on a study
special vation
report
on October
industry 1951.
conser- of typical receivers in the light of
efforts for
savings in use during production
> The report covers estimated the last half of this year. Latter
metal usage for radio-TV receiv- report was prepared by Motorola
ers and special apparatus for Inc. RTMA's Parts Division handled the 1950 report.
1950 and 1951 and was prepared
at the request
of E. T. Morris,
Highlights of the study were
rector of the National
Productiondi- progress
reports on conservation
Authority's Electronics Division.
programs
Westinghouse,
man RadiobyCorp.,
Radix Wire HoffCo.,
Mr. Morris has consistently
Zenith
Radio
Corp.,
and Essex Wire
lauded RTMA figures on metal use Corp.
and availability as of great value
Westinghouse reported eliminato the government and had retion of cadmium as an electroplatquested further estimates of coning material in 65% of cases, turnservation based on 1950 producing
to an organic finish or zinc
tion figures.
plating. With cobalt, an alloying
element in permanent magnets,
'Great Deal of Work'
"A great deal of work has been units were completely redesigned
going on of a more fundamental to those utilizing new magnets
nature by the parts, material and containing only one-fiftieth of the
end product manufacturers which cobalt in the original.
requires the use of new materials,
"We have not been able to date
new circuit designs and new me- to convert any of our copper to
The changes which we
chanical arrangements," the report aluminum.
have made in conservation . . .
explained. "Much of this work will have
been
in
shorter leads for canot be reflected into apparatus unpacitors end resistors, and the use
til 1952 because of the design work,
time required to prove out the new also of copperweld in the place of
materials, components and prod- copper," the firm explained. Copper is an electrical conductor.
ucts and the time for tooling preChicago Sessions Study
Materials Shortage
RTMA MEET
STEPS to meet the growing shortage of critical materials during the
period of increased set production and expanding military output will
be taken at a meeting of radio and TV receiver and component parts
manufacturers to be held in Chicago Nov. 14-16 under auspices of RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn.
*
A score of RTMA committees mittees of the Set, Parts and Amplifier & Sound Equipment
will hold separate meetings to
of the DiviTube
take up industry problems and Divisionsions andwillmembers
meet Nov. 15.
association activities.
The Advertising Committee,
RTMA President Glen McDan- meeting
on the opening day, will
iel andman ofA.theD.RTMA
Plamondon
chair- review plans
for an FM promotion
Small Jr.,Business
campaign
with
Committee, will open the meeting NARTB andinwillcooperation
the 1951
Nov. 14 with a small business con- Voice of Democracysurvey
contest.
The
ference. They will report on Sports Promotion Subcommittee
RTMA's program to expand sub- of
the Sports Broadcasting Comcontracting of large military ormittee will work out plans to orders.
ganize local sports promotion committees.
RTMA's Nov.
board16 will
up' the
sessions
withwindChairman
At its Nov. 15 meeting the TeleRobert C. Sprague, Sprague Elecvision Committee will hear a retric Co., presiding. Executive comport on work of its task force
[B®T, Nov. 5], named a fortnight
ago to study possible impact of
TV freeze lifting on military and
TELEFILM, INC.
civilian production.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
The Trade Practice Conference
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
meets on the opening day to take
All Production Steps
action on proposed changes in the
In One Organization
suggested trade practice rules for
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif radio-TV,
now before the Federal
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205
Trade Commission.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Conservation Issued
Westinghouse also reported an
80% reduction in nickel on X-ray
apparatus
combinations
nickel and where
chromium
are broughtof
into play. For decorative purposes,
a bright zinc plus Iridite is used.
Wherever practical, the company
also changed from 75%. nickel to
Westinghouse
nickel
alloy. Hipernik, a 50%
At Hoffman Radio Corp., use of
electrostatic focus picture tubes is
part of present designs. Eliminated
are
previously-used
coil and
a reduction
in copper focus
requirements.
Hoffman reported changes in designs encompassing metal savings
in a smaller chassis (steel), electrostatic tube (elimination of focus
coils),ing them
power
so astransformers
not to require(locatcoppertemsstrap),
and
power350 supply
(reduced from
v to 270sys-v,
conserving aluminum).
Zenithnated explained
"elimiall varietiesit ofhasfocusing
magnets
focusing
television and
receivers
and coils"
is utiliz-on
ing the new electrostatically-focused picture tube not requiring
a separate source of focusing voltage. The procedure "results in a
considerable saving of either Alnico or copper wire, or both, and
in addition, steel used to house
andThemount
the firm
focusing
Chicago
also element."
has done
away with all structural steel in

SMILES are in order after successful
debutPhoenix
of All under
in thesponsorship
Family on ofKPHOTV
local
bank. L to r: Hugh Gruwell, president of First National Bank of
Arizona;
GeorgeandChristie,
president of bank
m.c. ofvice
program;
and
John
Mullins,
president
of
KPHOAM-TV. Show pits one family
against another in an animated quiz
show for defense bond prizes.
the mounting of the face plate end
of the picture tube, using wood
supports and a simple steel strap.
Previously Zenith had reduced the
size and length of leads on resistors and condensers to conserve
copper
wire. of aluminum can be
A saving
effected, too, if required by using
cardboard tube electrolytics rather
than the conventional aluminum
can. Use of aluminum for dial
(Continued on page 93)

So don't make a move until you investigate our coverage. Yes,
KSL-TV's coverage area is truly the pocketbook of the booming
Salt Lake City market. 56 per cent of all Utah retail sales are
made in this area with 46 per cent of them in metropolitan Salt
To get your share of the

KSL-TV
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G.c.

OFFERS

YOU

Did you know that G-E amplifiers
will work with any standard TV
transmitter? In most cases you can
get the high power you want at a
cost General
much lower
than foryou'd
expect.
Ask
Electric
details.

THE

POWER

YOU

WANT.

cxm yfru/^0€rt, ccn^dence tin.
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

LOCAL LEVEL TV
On SCAAA Nov. 19 Agenda
PANEL of seven representatives
of the Los Angeles TV industry
will discuss "Television at the
Local
a dinnerCalifornia
meeting
Nov. 19Level"
of the atSouthern
Advertising Agencies Assn. Session is being presented at the ABC
Television Center, Prospect Ave.,
Los Angeles, in cooperation with
the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences.
Taking part in the discussion
will be Donn Tatum, director of
television of ABC Western Division and manager of KECA-TV
Los Angeles, "The Network Cable —
How It Will Affect TV"; Klaus
Landsberg,
vice president
of Paramount Television
Productions
and
general manager of KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles, "Local Programming"; Donald ofNorman,
sales manager
KNBH general
(TV)
Los Angeles,
"Can
The
get Advertiser Afford Low
To BudStay
Out of TV?" Joseph Coffin, research
director,
"Research,
Guide toKLAC-TV,
More Effective
Televi-A
sion
Advertising";
Hal
Roach
Jr.,
vice president, Hal Roach Studios,
"Practical Use of Film on a
Limited Budget"; Harry Koplan,
freelance
"Livea
Shows Canproducer-writer,
Be Done Within
Local Budget"; Al Jarvis, KLACTV m.c, "Live Commercials."
Donald Lauritzen, Rockett-Lauritzen Adv., will be chairman of the
panel. Assisting him will be Rod
Mays, Mays & Co., and John Curtis, Patch & Curtis, Long Beach.
SAG-Major Talks
NEGOTIATIONS continue this
week between the Screen Actors
Guild and the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers, representing the
major studios, after being resumed
last Thursday following several
weeks' recess. Talks were temporarily halted by the Guild to
allow IATSE to complete its negotiations with the studios. Further
delay was caused by absence from
Hollywood of SAG and AMPP officials in New York to attend Wage
Stabilization Board hearings.

film

report

THIRD in its Hollywood at Work
half-hour television film series
showing behind-the-scenes of Hollywood motion picture production has
been completed by Hollywood At
Work Inc., Hollywood. Film unit
formerly named B-M-D Productions. Latest program titled The
Hugo Haas Story dramatizes the
story behind
the producer's
release,
Pickup.
Also slatedrecent
for
production is the story behind
producer
Stanley Kramer's Death
of a Salesman.
SOL LESSER PRODUCTIONS,
Culver City, Calif., has acquired 40
Ken Krippene stories dealing with
buried treasure, which will be
filmed for theatrical and TV release. Firm will also make TV
film series based on Thornton
Wilder's Pulitzer prize-winning
stage play Our Town.
Two more television film producers have joined the newly-organized Alliance of Television Film
Producers in Hollywood bringing
total membership to 10. New members are Frank Wisbar Productions,
producers of the Fireside Theatre
series, and TCA, which produces
the Abbott & Costello TV films.
Other ATFP members include Ziv
TV Programs, William F. Broidy
Productions, Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Primrose Productions,
Gene Autry Flying A Productions,
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Screen
Televideo Productions and Roy
Rogers Productions.
ODYSSEY PICTURES Corp.,
Culver City, Calif., will nroduce
series of 26 half-hour TV films,
Terry & the Pirates, based on the
comic strip. Julian Lesser has
been assigned producer. Norman
S. Hall, screen writer and formerly
with Gene Autry Flying A Productions, is writing first 12 programs.
Highlights
week's Square
sports
events
fromof each
Madison
Garden, N. Y., are being seen on
the opposite coast via KGO-TV San
Francisco. The 15-minute weekly
Madison Square Garden TV film
program started on the station

It you

still think

THERE AIN'T NO
SECH ANIMAL
You have a pleasant surprise coming! FILMACK
has solved the problem of producing top-quality animated
openings and
closings,
at bigfilm-spots,
savings totitles,
TV advertisers.
33 year's
makingus trailers
for
the
theatre experience
industry hasin taught
how to put
punch in TV film spots and do it at a saving of
25 per cent or more to you/
Call us for quotations on your next TV film spot.

1331 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
Pago 90 « November 12, 1951
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Nov. 8 for 26 weeks. Program is
produced and packaged by Winik
Films, N. Y. Stuart Reynolds is
handling sales of the package.
JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions, Hollywood, has purchased
You Kill Me original television play
by Monroe Manning and John Kohn
for its visionFront
Page Detective telefilm series.
Sales and Production . . .
SOME 30 stations have contracted
for the new holiday film released
by Sterling Television Co. Inc., New
York, A Day of Thanksgiving. The
15-minute dramatic program tells
the story of a typical American
family, and how the 1951 holiday
is an occasion for the thankful
review of freedoms and privileges
they enjoy as Americans.
ALEXANDER FILM Co., Colorado
Springs, has produced
TV
commercials
for the recent
following
organizations: Continental Airlines,
Denver, Col., one 20-second film
through Galen E. Broyles Co. Inc.
7-11 Dairy Foods, Dallas, Texas,
five 60 - second films through
Stanley Campbell. The Haggar
Company,
Texas,20-second
six 60second filmsDallas,
and three
films featuring Haggar Slacks
through Peanut
Tracy-Locke
Co. Inc.
Luxury
Butter, Nashville,
Tenn.,
one
20-second
film.
Free
Sewing Machine Co., Los Angeles,
Calif.,
eight
46-second
films
and
four 15-second films through Foote,
Cone & Belding.
* * *
UNITED TELEVISION PROGRAMS, national film distributors,
has sold 13 weeks of Fashion Previews, 15-minute style show featuring clothes as they have been
pictured by national magazines, to
WJZ-TV New York. Run was
scheduled to start Friday with
Majeska, well known jewelry de-

signer,where
as guest.
other marare
kets
FashionEightPreviews
shown each week include CincinWashington,
Paul, nati,
Kansas
City, Minneapolis-St
Altanta, Seat
tie, New Haven and Indianapolis
SARRA, Chicago, has prepared
series of animated film commercials
for Theodore Hamm Brewing Co.
St. Paul,
and its
Hamm'sand beer.
Series
of three
20-second
one
60-secorid spots shows a musical
staff that changes into "sky blue
water," one of the product's
themes. Agency is CampbellMithun, Minneapolis.
Sarra also has completed three
20-second and one 60-second spots
for Bruce Floor Products floor
cleaner and cleaning wax. Bonnie
Bruce, animated trademark for the
company,
viewers Agency:
how to
care for shows
their floors.
Christiansen Adv., Chicago. Production supervisors were W. W.
Partee, sales manager for Bruce;
Harold E. Christiansen, agency
president, and Arthur Roberts,
agency vice president.
* * *
John
Wayne
appears
new CocaCola television filmin commercial
being
produced
by
Jerry
Productions, Hollywood.Fairbanks
Agency
William Esty Co., N. Y.
RELIGION ON TV
Baptists to Study at Meet
RELIGIOUS TV conference will
be held in Washington, D. C, Nov.
27 by the Southern Baptist Radio
Commission,
Dr. S. F. Lowe, director, has announced.
Radio-TV industry figures as
well as church leaders will participate. Among them:
FCC Chairman
WayneRadio-TV—
Coy; Dr.
George B. Crothers, CBS; Davidson
Taylor, NBC; James Caddigan
DuMont; as yet unnamed ABC
representative; J. Leonard Reinsch,
WSB Atlanta, WIOD Miami, Fla.;
WHIO Dayton, Ohio; Arnold
Wilkes, WBAL Baltimore; Bryson
Rash, WMAL Washington; W. H
Harrington, AT&T; Julius A. Renhard,
RCA; Philadelphia
Religious — Dr.
Crawford,
and Percy
Wil
mington; Dr. C. C. Meeden, Balti
more; Dr. T. F. Adams, Richmond;
Dr. R. Alton Reed, Dallas, and Dr
Lowe, Atlanta.
To be studied are possibilities of
religious
and ways
explora-of
tion of thetelecasting
most effective
presenting the church message via
TV. enceItmaywas
the conferlead noted
to TV that
activity
among
Southern Baptists, which now
broadcasts the Baptist Hour on
radio (carried by 270 stations).

CBS TALENT SEARCH
Dozier Put in Charge
WILLIAM DOZIER was put in
charge of the CBS Television Network's search for new talent and
newHubbell
programRobinson
ideas last
■
Jr., week.
television
division vice president in charge of
network programs, said the appointment was made in recognition
of the importance of having a member of the program
department's
rmanagement
spend full
time on
the quest for new faces and new
ideas.
BREAD?
Mr. Dozier, in the motion picture business since 1935, joined
the CBS TV program department
WILBUR STREECI
in October. He resigned as executive story and writer head of
Samuel Goldwyn Production in
August.
Y. • IUBS0N 2-3816
1697 BROADWAY,
BROADCASTING
• N.Telecasting

SAG CONTRACT
Delays Cancellation
SCREEN Actors Guild postponed
its cancellation of a contract with
Lippert Productions in an agreement last week with the Independent Film Producers Assn. that
no IFPA member would sell for
television use during the next 90
days any theatrical picture made
after Aug. 1, 1948.
The Guild took action against
the independent producer early in
September, in accordance with its
basic
following
sale ofcontract,
films made
within Lippert's
the last
three years to KTLA(TV) Los
Angeles [B»T, Sept. 10]. Contract gives SAG right of cancellation within 60 days if such films
are released for television without making arrangements with the
Guild for additional payment to
actors appearing in the films.
The 90 day grace period will
allow SAG time to continue its contract negotiations with the IFPA,
and the major motion picture producers and to take up negotiations
with television film producers.
In approving the postponement,
the Guild made it clear that it is
not
deviating itsfromcontract
its "firmwithpolicy
of cancelling
any
producer who releases to television
any theatrical pictures made after
Aug. 1, 1948, without first negitiating an arrangement with the Guild
for additional payment to the acttors for such dual use."
In its new contract negotiations,
SAG seeks to ban from TV showing theatrical films made after the
.1948
date in clause.
place of the present
cancellation

SIGNAL boost bringing more area within its new 5 kw coverage was celebrated by WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, on the occasion of its second
anniversary with special program. Station entertained visiting mayors and
city managers cf 10 neighboring cities. L to r: Curtis Bishop, mayor of
Danville; Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV general manager; Mayor George Hunt
of Reidsville; Mayor A. S. Daniels of Draper; Mayor John Smith of Leaksville;
Harry E. Barlow, secretary of Asheboro Chamber of Commerce; E. L. Brandon
Jr., city manager of Burlington; Mayor Pro Tern Boyd Morris of Greensboro;
Mayor Marshall C. Kurfees of Winston-Salem; Mayor Jerry B. Wood of Siler
City; C. O. Jeffress, general manager of Greensboro News Co., which owns
and operates WFMY-TV; Mayor Aubrey E. White of Sanford. Signal increase
gives station effective radiated power of 16.7 kw.

BELKNAP TV PLAN
Opposed by WMCT, KSD-TV
HEARING has been asked by the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch's KSDTV and Memphis Commercial Appeal's
on the &applications ofWMCT
J. E.(TV)Belknap
Assoc.
for common carrier frequencies to
serve two Missouri communities
with community-type TV signals
[B*T, Oct. 15].
In letters to the FCC, the stations' attorneys raised the question
of possible "serious and adverse
effects"have
the onproposed
operationof
might
the operation
the two stations. Also mentioned
Sao Paulo TV
were such other problems as (1)
unauthorized rebroadcasts, (2) disRADIOPaulo,
TELEVISAO
PAULISTA,
tribution of programs without
Jj Sao
Brazil, plans
to begin
pp programming Nov. 15, according to regard to "balanced program structure," (3) appropriation of literary
^ word received last week from Joe
without au;,' Herold, U. S. engineer supervising and artisticthorizaproperty
tion and for profit.
".'jthe
installation.
The and
station,
with
modern
TV studios
facilities,
Stations'
legal counsel is Segal
Smith
& Hennessey.
' Twill
use DuMont
;hroughout.
Mr. Herold,equipment
former
The Belknap organization applied for common carrier fredirectorsupervised
of WOW-AM-TV
quencies between Memphis, Kennett
3jf technical
Dmaha, also
installa:ion of the first TV station in Ha- and Poplar Bluff, Mo. It also filed
••■ >ana, Union Radio's CMUR (TV). tariff rates to be used in feeding TV
programs (TV)
pickedto upKennett.
from Memphis'
WMCT
If sucOn the Job
ces ful, the plan is to extend the
service
to
other
Missouri,
Illinois
HOSPITALS may be conand Kentucky cities.
fining to some people, but
The service only would be to a
. they can't stop Klaus Landsdistributing organization in each
berg, vice
presidentProductions
of Paracity. The distributing firm would
mount Television
make its own contracts with individual subscribers.
' and
manager
(TV) general
Hollywood
from KTLA
carryAt the present time, about a
ing out his duties. Confined
dozen local distributing organizato Cedars of Lebanon Hostions use coaxial cable to bring TV
pital where he is recovering
signals down from a nearby high
from
surgery
[B*T,
Oct.
29],
receiving
antenna site and feed
v. Mr. Landsberg had himself
them to individual TV set owners.
taken by ambulance to PasaThe FCC has been studying the
dena Oct. 31 so he could persituation for some time and is exsonally direct the weekly
pected to use the Belknap applicaFrosty Frolic. Following teletions as a peg on which to issue a
cast, he was taken back to
policy
the hospital.
activities.decision on community-TV
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

RCA EQUIPMENT
Dominican TV Outlet Buys
EQUIPMENT
the Dominican
first television station for
in the
Republic, to be located at Ciudad
Trujillo, has been ordered from
RCA byTrujillo
DirectorMolina,
Colonel president,
J. Arismendi
treasurer and founder of radio station La Voz Dominicana at Ciudad
Trujillo.
The order, covering an RCA 5
kw transmitter and associated
studio and mobile equipment, was
announced last Tuesday by Meade
Brunet, a vice president of RCA
and managing director of the RCA
International Division. It is the
ninth TV transmitter sold by RCA
in Latin America.
The station's official Presidential
inaugural program is scheduled
for August 1952.

COVER THE WATERFRONT
HER
tET 'EMENLISTED
HAVE MAN
IT
TRANSATLANTIC
MERRY-GO-ROUND
WOMAN
IN
THE
MISTAKEN HEIRESSDARK
FRANKIE & JOHNNIE

'SELLING
WLWD Show AMERICA7
Discusses Sales
LEADING sales executives of Dayton, Ohio, are giving an informal
sales training course in a program
entitled, Selling America, aired
Sunday by WLWD (TV) Dayton.
The half-hour show is presented
by the Dayton Sales Executives
Club. Each week the club is represented by a panel of executives
who discuss every phase of selling,
including advertising, merchandising, even budgets.
Primary purpose of the show is
to project the idea that selling is a
profession and preparation should
be made in college. An automotive
firm has asked to buy spots before
and after the show.
STACKPOLE Carbon Co., St. Marys,
Pa., has opened a new branch plant in
Kane, Pa., to manufacture electronic
components. New plant contains almost 45,000 square feet of floor space
and employs upwards of 100 people.
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CAMELS ADS
Reynolds Loses Appeal
AN ORDER issued by Federal
Trade Commission against R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigaret es) for alleged "false, misand deceptive"
mentsleading
was affirmed
Nov. advertise1 by the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit.
The firm had petitioned the appellate court for a review of a
commission order, issued March 31,
1950, charging R. J. Reynolds with
"unfair
of competition
and unfairmethods
and deceptive
acts and
practices."
Specifically,
dissemination of statements, representations
and testimonials in broadcast and
printed copy was cited.
In affirming FTC's
action with
modifications
and laying
the
groundwork for an enforcement
decree, the circuit court took certain exceptions to commission findings. It questioned:
(1) The phrase in FTC's order
which
the firm
"using
in any ordered
advertising
mediato cease
testimonials
of users or purported users of said
cigarettes which contain any of the
representations [contained in the
cease and desist order] or which are
not factually true in all respects."
The italicized phrase, the court
held, is too all-inclusive, broad and
is "beyond the concern of the commis ion." A testimonial might not
be factually true and would "virtually make the petitioner an insurer of the truthfulness of every
statement in a testimonial, no
matter how immaterial or beside

On the job!
Our volunteer speakers are
saving thousands of lives today ... in factories and offices,
at neighborhood centers and
at organization meetings all
over this land . . . showing people what they can do to protect themselves and their families against death from cancer.
For information just telephone
the American Cancer Society
or address a letter to "Cancer,"
care of your local Post Office.
American Cancer Society
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the issue in controversy it might
be,"
the court
reasoned. Therefore,
it should
be eliminated.
(2) The inclusion in the original
order of "officers, agents, representaand employes"
as respondents.
In the tivesabsence
of appropriate
findings
that they were responsible for the
violations, the court continued, FTC
is "without authority" to cite them.
Under such language, the court
said, officers and others would be
subject not only to contempt proce dings but also to a penalty not
to exceed $5,000 for violation of
the enforcement decree should it
become final.
Actually, it was noted, FTC has
more reason for naming individual
respondents
the where
Nationalit Labor RelationsthanBoard
can
sustain the burden of proof of its
findings. But such is not the case
in this instance, it added.
Reynolds' Denial
R. nied
J. Reynolds
demost of the originally
allegationshadmade
against it, though
it admitted dissemination of advertisements
and
use of testimonials.
The FTC order asked the tobacco
company
to cease representations
that:
(1) Smoking
of such
cigarettesfluids
encouradigestion;
ges the flow
of(2)digestive
and/or
smoking
them
relieves aidsfatigue,
or creates
or restores
bodily rettes
energy;
smoking
such cigadoes not(3)affect
or impair
the
"wind" or the physical condition of
athletes;
(4)
smoke
is
"soothing,
restcomforting
to theor nerves";
(5)
smokeful or will
harm
irritate
throat;
(6) never
Camel
cigarettes
differ the(7)in
these
respects
from
other brands;
Camels
contain
less
nicotine
than
any
of the brands.
other four leading or largest
selling
The circuit court said it was impressed with the testimony of
medical, scientific and other witnesses and felt there is "scarcely
any dispute that in general [smoking] has a deleterious effect, the
extent of which is dependent upon
the number of cigarettes smoked
and, to a lesser extent perhaps,
upon the physique and condition
of the smoker."
The fully
courtexamined
added:
the "We
recordhaveand carefind
main
to[Camel's]
be devoidcontention
of merit. inThethe record
not only substantially but abundantly supports the findings made
by the commission and findings
furnish a sufficient basis for the
inhibitions contained in the order."
Richard Wallace
FUNERAL services for Richard
Wallace, 57, motion picture and TV
film director, were held Nov. 6 in
Beverly Hills, Calif. Mr. Wallace
died Nov. 3 following a heart attack in Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum at the close of UCLACalifornia football game. Under
contract to Paramount Pictures, he
also had been interested in television and recently directed the
pilot film for the Blondie TV seriestions.
for Stephen
He handled Slesinger
the Walt ProducDisney
Christmas TV program last year
for Coca Cola. Besides his wife,
Mrs. Mary Lewis Wallace, surviving are two children, Keith and
f Louisa.

SIGNING fifth consecutive 13-week
pact with WORL Boston is Claus
Gelotte, camera store chain owner.
Others are (seated) Claire Crawford ,
WORL
mgr.; (standing,
Arthur sis.
E. Haley,
WORL gen.I tomgr.r) ,
and Frank
W.
Jordan,
acc. exec, F
W. Jordan Adv. Agency.

KOOL Phoenix, Ariz., signs Bank of
Douglas, with branches in Tucson,
Yuma, Douglas and Bisbee, to sponsor
twice Brophy,
weekly
for 15-minute
52 weeks. newscasts
L to r: Frank
bank pres.; Bill Turnbow, columnist
who does newscasts,
and Charles
land, KOOL gen.
mgr. Gar-

COMPLETING arrangements for renewal for third year of Voice of Prophecy
over ABC are (seated I to r) Robert E. Kintner, ABC pres., and Paul Wickman,
secy, ofCarson,
Radio-TV
Day Adventists.
Standing
(I tov. r)p.arein
Milton
dir.. Dept.,
WesternSeventh
Adv. Agency;
Lee Jahncke
Jr., ABC
charge of radio, and H. M. S. Richards, program dir. and speaker.
WONSlegitimate
Hartford theatre
signs Tuckel's,
appliance
series WONS!
tied in
with
revival inlocal
Hartford.
Seatedfirm,
(I toforr) weekly
are Ed Palen,
co-mgr.; Max Tuckel, sponsor, and Phil Zoppi, salesman. Standing (I to r)
are Mack with
McKeever,
Bill Jenkins,
who WONS
will conduct
visiting sis.
stageprom,
stars,mgr.;
and Frank
McGivern,
co-mgr. interviews'

Armed Forces Watch
FACSIMILE
Fast Systems
THE ARMED
ARMED services
services are
i maintaining a watchful eye on the develTHE
opment of RCA's
other
facsimile transmission systems,
the offspring
of thatUltrafax
growingandgiant
— television.
"In view
of the developments,
progress in theit field of high-speed facsimile as evidenced by recent
recommended
presentto mulated substantiates the practica■ , icstatus
of the artthatbe the
brought
ability of operating facsimile at
/ l the attention of all interested ac- speeds more than 1,000 times faster
M tivities within the National Mili- than apparatus used by the armed
I tary Establishment in order that forces or news-syndicates. Tests of
M latent applications . . . may be experimental equipments designed
Signal Corps Engineering Labs
| exploited by the preparation of for
. . . indicate that fac[: military characteristics and subse- and results
simile transmission may be efT^uent developments."
fected at a rate so great that apig(T, growth
This recommendation
is the outmiilii
of a special inquiry
into
e difficultfrom
to envision."
This wordplications arcomes
John A.
the practical speed limitations of
facsimile on the basis of tests Erhart of the Signal Corps Engineering Labs. His views are conconducted by the Signal Corps Engineering Labs at Fort Monmouth,
tained in a special report on facN. J.
simile systems published in the
November technical digest of the
This high speed radio-television Central
Air Documents Office.
communications system was apThe article touches on a numplied in principle prior to World
War II filiated
by withsmall
afber of systems,
including RCA's
news organizations
services or with
Ultrafax
and ultra-high
speed
rfi newspapers to achieve nationwide equipment; the high-speed method
devised
by
Philips
Research
Labs,
1 distribution of important news
of Eindhoven, Holland; scanning
1 1 photographs.
recording equipment built by
Jh During World War II facsimile and
Union Telegraph Co.,
■I equipment was utilized to advan- Western
others. Times Facsimile
H tage by the armed services for among
Corp.,
New
York, also has been
H a variety of purposes, including
in this system.
kol|litransmission of weather maps active
In tracing the development of
son, i charted at centrally located points
the various systems, Mr. Erhart
pon- -i to key installations.
tyr Ultra-high speed facsimile — as
2 exemplified by the RCA version,
Set Materials
5J.1 with
Ultrafax,
developed
Eastman
Kodak inCo.cooperation
and NBC
(Continued from page 87)
— made its practical debut in Octo- scales and shields on radio receivber 1948 before members of Coners also has
gress and high-ranking governstitutes forbeen
metaleliminated.
trim in Subboth
ment,
military
and
industry
offiradio-TV
receivers
have been
cials.
found.
The audience was electrified as
Electrostatically-focused picture
Ultrafax reeled off written or tubes
will be in heavy use
printed messages at the fabulous by TV probably
during 1952,
rate of a million words a minute. with a manufacturers
saving of approximately a
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA pound of copper per unit.
board chairman, outlined a numA report on use of Class B type
ber of potentialities for Ultrafax
for TV sets was
and discussed them subsequently transformers
given
by Essex Wire Corp.
with high government leaders, inComparisons also were drawn
cluding President Truman. The between
transformerless type of
USSR sought to obtain authoriza- receiver
and the 17-inch TV retion from RCA but was rejected
with weight differences in
[B*T, Jan. 10, 1949; Nov. 1, Oct. copper ceiver,
steel. Receivers
with25, 1948].
outand
transformers
use selenium
but because of the
2 Relative little has been publi- rectifiers,
very few
cs cized about Ultrafax and other scarcity of selenium,
have included the
p. in("systems since that time, but the manufacturers
transformerless
type
TV
set in
Army Signal Corps has kept close
liaison with commercial firms their production schedules.
Indiana Steel Products Co. reid in ' looking toward valid conclusions.
necessitating
^ [ndeed, there was speculation that reductionported thatinredesigns
size of magnets and
? |,.the military was pondering secur- the amount of cobalt used in radio
ity restrictions on the service.
loud speakers have been cut from
"The data which have been accu- 120,000 pounds to 30,000 pounds
per month.
Lending aid in supplying material for the report were Ray
.
more..
Why buy 2 or
Zender, RTMA Parts Division;
do 1 big sales job Ralph R. Batcher, RTMA Engineering Dept.; Motorola Inc. and
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
members of various committees.
The report was signed by L. M.
Clement, chairman of Materials BuWBAL
reau's Advisory Council, RTMA.
SROADCASTING
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proposed that the Signal Corps inquirytinuing
be extended
to permit
contests of present
equipment
on wide band transmission facilities, and study of techniques of
flat and electronic scanning, among
other subjects.
Ultrafax was designed to utilize
a TV transmission facility for
transmitting book sheets at the
rate of 480 per minute. Prior to
transmission, the copy is photographed upon double-frame
mm
motion picture
film which is35 then
processed. Film is scanned by a
flying scopespot
scanner
a kinetube and
opticalusing
system.
Subsequently,
television
niques are employed to impresstechthe
video signal upon a carrier to supply synchronization and to transmit thecordersignal
facsimile
re. A single tolinea sweep
on the
tube is focused optically upon a
16 mm film.
Uses UHF Equipment
The Philips
company
was designed to utilize
a transmission
facility of 100 kc and to use this
system on UHF radio equipment
being built by that organization.
Both the Philips and RCA systems
require photographic recording.
With proper development, a highspeed facsimile installation can
supplement
a military
communications system,
it wasoutexplained.
Potentialities
held
in 1948
by Gen. Sarnoff included (1) a nationwide system of graphic communications, using modified TV facilities;television
(2) exchange
of international
programs
on a
trans-oceanic basis; (3) a television-Ultrafax service bringing
newspapers and other publications
directly to home receivers without
interrupting normal programs; (4)
a system of worldwide military
communications; (5) transmission
of full-length motion pictures from
a single
negative
motion(6) picture theatre
screensto and
an
economical radio mail system.
Nationwide radio relay networks
capable of transmitting, interchangeably,were
television and
Ultrafax signals also
envisioned.
MARCONI BUST
January Ceremonies Slated
GUGLIELMO MARCONI, father
of the wireless, will be honored in
January at special ceremonies in
Pittsburgh, commemorating the
50th anniversary of the first transatlantic wireless message and the
75th anniversary of his birth.
Plans are being completed by the
Marconi Memorial Committee. A
bronze and marble bust of the
scientist will be placed in the lobby
of KDKA there.
Among the honorary chairman
are Walter Evans, president, Westinghouse Radio Stations, and
Joseph E. Baudino, general manager, Westinghouse Radio Stations.
The statue will be financed from
donations of Americans of Italian
descent. The committee already
has begun solicitation of funds for
the project.

TECHNICAL AID
ECA Reports on Funds
SUM of $13,043,711 was obligated
by the Economic
Cooperation
ministration for its
technical Adassistance program during the last
fiscal year, with $583,815 set aside
for communications or transportation, ECA announced Nov. 3.
As part of its program, the
Dept. of sistState
providedexperts
the as-in
ance of radio-TV
Greece and other countries, with
the aim of helping those areas
modernize
ations. their broadcasting operAssistance was given to 16
European countries at a cost of
less than one cent of each dollar
ofaid,ECA's
$2 billion
fund forTypes
foreignof
it was
explained.
aid included basic surveys and
technical or professional services;
procurement and furnishing of
technical literature, films and materials; technical analysis; research
performed by U. S. government
agencies and services abroad of
U. S. experts and delegations.
In return for Marshall Plan aid,
participating countries were required to deposit currency in the
ECA-country counterpart fund to
finance costs of other ECA-approved projects. Countries also
paid theperts expenses
of American
while in Europe
as well ex-as
overseas transportation costs and
salaries of their own technicians
who visited and studied in the
U. S.

980 KILOCYCLES
(d) 1000W
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ELECTION LAW
Draws FAB Query
OFFICIAL ruling on compliance
with the new state campaign expenditures law, which the Florida
Assn. of Broadcasters considers
' confusing," was asked in a resolution adopted
3 at the FAB's
meeting
in St.Nov.
Petersburg.
"We cannot determine how to
comply with it and at the same
time comply with the federal laws
and regulations governing broadcast practices,"
stated.
The newan FAB
state resolution
elections
law specifices
that
statewide
candi-to
dates must name a treasurer
pay all campaign expenses, with
a central depository designated.
State Attorney General Richard
Ervin was asked to clear these
points: the
1, knowledge
"Whether ofindividuals
without
a candidate
may
buy
time without
for the authorpromotion of a candidate
ization from the campaign treasurer of such candidate, and
whether liability then would attach
to the station accepting such business;" andcontrol
2, "whether
state laws
in thisfederal
phase orof
the operatioon of a federally licensed station."
The association met a serious
problem head-on when it adopted
a resolution condemning double
billing,cial calling
it "a bad
commer-to
practice which
is bound
reflect on the integrity of all members of the association." The resolution said that under this practice "time on the air to advertise
a national product is paid for by
the distributor at a local rate and
in turn is reimbursed for a portion of the cost by a national producer at a much higher rate."
Such double
billing
an untruthful statement
of "is
advertising
cost, and is a fraud on the public
as well as the producers of nationally distributed merchandise,"

^^^UNDER
TREESin St.stoodPetersburg,
this groupFla.at (INARTB
District 5PALM
meeting
to r):
Hugh M. Smith, WCOV Montgomery, Ala.; Vic Vickery,
SESAC; L. Spencer Mitchell, WDAE Tampa; Owen F.
Uridge, WQAM Miami; John M. Outler Jr., WSB Atlanta;
James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL Columbus; Ralph W.
Hardy, NARTB.

HEAD TABLE group at NARTB District 5 meeting (seated
I to r): Nelson P. Poynter, WTSP St. Petersburg; Wayne
Coy, FCC chairman; Thad Holt, WAPI Birmingham
district director; Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president
Standing, Joe Kelly, WTSP St. Petersburg; David E
__ Smiley Sr., WDAE Tampa; A. D. Willard Jr.
WGAC Augusta, Ga.

tions director, were Saturday
according to the resolution, and
"This association condemns
"maywhole
well advertising
undermine fraternity
the faith ofin double-billing
as a rotten spot in speakers.
the
FAB named committees to exbusiness methods of radio sta- an
otherwise healthy industry," it
tions."
plore the idea of hiring an execucontinued,
urgingto members
"to
tive secretary; to revise the bycouncil
together
isolate such
laws, and to see that all awards
practices and to bring upon those "are handled
in the proper man- 7
few who practice
them
the
condemnation of the many who give
Eugene
Hill,
Orlando,
was
honest value for the advertising named to fill WORZ
the board
vacancy
dollar to the end that this practice
by resignation of Robert
may be stamped out under the created
G. Venn, who recently resigned as
weight
of publica resolution
disapproval."
FAB adopted
urging manager of WMIE Miami. Next
|i|;Hil!l
FCC to review further its rule on meeting will be in May in the
radio engineers because of the Miami area.
acute shortage of first-class ticket
holders,
remindingwillthatnotuseaffectof
other technicians
WCPO Aids Arrest
technical service but on the other
A WCPO Cincinnati newscast to
hand will give small stations a
WELLES
was
instrumental in a gunchance to give greater emphasis
man's arrest an hour after a
to selection of personnel for anholdup
Oct. 31. The gunman
nouncing ability.
had robbed a Cincinnati shoe
A resolution condemning the
store
of
IS
BACK!
Benton bills in Congress was
maker$82.
heard Athelocal
WCPOwatchdeadopted, warning that the public
s
c
r
i
p
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
thief.
Minshould be alerted to the dangers
utes later, a man answering
facing freedom of expression in
the description walked into
all media.
the
watchmaker's
shop.a The
William B. Ryan, president of
watchmaker
arranged
poBroadcast Advertising Bureau, was
52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
lice trap. When the man returned
to
collect
-a
watchspeaker
at
the
dinner
meeting.
rfamous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition. J NARTB President Harold E. Felbe fitted,
hestrapwas he'd
nabbedleft byto police.
lows and Richard P. Doherty,
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New York
NARTB employe-employer relaI
BROADCASTING
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FOR MEN ONLY
WCKY Cincinnati starting new
Sunday afternoon program, Music
for Men. Bob Fleming is writer
and producer, Pete Allen narrator.
Music preferred by masculine sex
jand featuring favorite tunes of
Well known local business and proisional men is basic background
)f new show.

Pr°Qrams prom
otion

premiums

COOKIE CUTTERS
SLEEPY-TIME GAL
WIBW Topeka,
Kan., small
sendinggreen
advertisers and trade
POA Honolulu, T. H., through
and biscuit cutters. Piece
eneral Manager Fin Hollinger, cookie
shapeprogram
a more . effective
ent airwaves for unique hypnotism- headed
Kansas "To
selling
. . Hire
oy-radio stunt performed by The WIBW."
Continuity
„£j ,3reat Franquin, New Zealand about station
listeninggives
effectfactson
Kansas audience.
ijjj^iypnotist
- entertainer.
Hypnotist
,put girl seated
in downtown
shop
krt window asleep for mattress concern
/[sponsored half hour. Onlookers COMMUNITY PROJECT
Jf blocked traffic while KPOA AnWMC Memphis, Gobblin
' arm
louncer
Forssell
her
Give-Away, used gift gimwithGene
needles
to nojabbed
apparent
mick to keep kids off streets
liscomfort. Franquin awakened
on Halloween Night. Program
jirl via radio again after her siesta.
originated with H. W. Slavick, station manager, and
staff, who worked with Mem'WO VICS WITH HITS
phis Park Commission and
ICA Victor and Vick Chemical Co.
Memphis Commercial Appeal
samed up on promotion of new
on
project.
Names of preiCA record when more than 2,000
viously registered
lisc jockeys across nation received
were drawn
from teen-agers
barrel in
)ox of Vicks cough drops and letter
studio. Telephone calls
reading, "The Two Vies Have
brought generous prizes from
Ismash Hits ... 'If You Catch a
local merchants, if child was
home to answer. More than
.little
(I'll bysneeze
you)
. . newCold'release
TonyforMartin
55,000 tickets were turned in
ind Dinah Shore now on its way
for program that kept kids
out
of mischief.
Lita
h
Coug
'If 'sYouVicks for you)
> h'... (Here
I*
le. you.
Coug
. Let Dinah sneeze for you, let
ficks take care of your cough." OLD PIANO ROLLS
The letter is signed, "Gesundheit!
Springfield, 111.? Piano Roll
.?red Mann" (a member of RCA- WTAX
Time, 3:35 to 3:55 p.m., Mon.
j/ictor's promotion staff).
through Fri., featuring actual'
"live" player piano in studio. ProJ-GUYS AND GALS
gram handled by Glen Farrington
VTOP-TV Washington presenting and John Begue, who intersperse
chatter and coma- ■'Government Guys and Gals, Sun., music withmercialbright
s. Rol s for piano donated by
;sco-:-!.l-ll:30
version of popum&c radio a.m.,
show TV
on WTOP-AM.
Gov- listeners who found them in basements and attics and enjoyed
-:1:':rnment employees compete for
-"3ll','>rizes by answering questions about chance to hear them after so many
;overnment affairs and of general years. Program's charm is its
no attempt made to
"^vnterest. Officials of federal agen- informality,
disguise mechanics of rewinding
- ;J.5how
ies will
guest-speak
each
week.
emceed by Ted Lingo, direct- or pumping piano, and guests welcome to come sing any time.
immediate revenue produced
with
regional promotion
c
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER Company

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, Genera/ Manager
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TV EXHIBITION
KSJB Jamestown, N. D., KCJB
Minot, N. D., by arrangement
with J. B. Klindworth of Television Transmitter Div., Allen B.
DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J., demonstrated world's largest TV tube,
30" DuMont Royal Sovereign, at
recent Red River Valley Fair in
Fargo. Over 12,000 people attended "See Yourself on Television"
exhibit
of station's
ad in after
local appearance
papers. Several
DuMont TV receivers placed at various points carried telecasts to wide
and scattered audience around fair
grounds.
SALE FOLDER
"A CHICK A TICK!" is title of
new 3-color
folderSales,issued by CBSpromotion
Radio Spot
N. Y. Piece spotlights sales of baby
chicks through efforts of KMOX
St. Louis.
PHILCO BROADCASTS
FOURTEEN international broadcasts were to be originated from
Miami Beach last Friday and Saturday in conjunction with Philco
International's
convention
Latin
American
distributors
there.of These
included Philco Rendezvous, theatre and fashion news program
broadcast weekly via International
Station WRUL Boston to a Central
and South American audience estimated at 800,000; 12 five-minute
interviews, and a half -hour roundtable discussion for the State
Dept.'s Voice of America, with a
total of approximately 50 Philco
distributors from 12 Latin American countries participating along
with Florida dignitaries and Beth
Holland of Philco Rendezvous.
DISPLAY PROMOTION
WBEL Beloit, Wis., sending
"point-of-sale" cards reading '"As
Featured on WBEL" to all local
advertisers. Cards fold like restaurant table tents, making it
easy for advertisers to use them
in any type of display.
SALUTE TO NBC
RADIODIFFUSION FRANCAISE
— French Broadcasting System —
in honor of NBC's 25th Anniversary, will broadcast half-hour variety program over NBC Radio,
Sat., Nov. 17, 11:30 p.m. midNBC'sanniversary
Silver Jubi-of
lee,night.
with Linking
2000th
Paris, show will feature top-ranking French stars.

MONKEYING WITH TV
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va., The
Women's Workshop, conducted by
host recently
toEvelyn
53 lb.Black,
Barnumplayed
& Bailey
gorilla,
"Tony." Show went smoothly till
Tony spotted himself in monitor
and thought some big ape was trying to make
monkey brought
out of him.
Trainer
Rutha White
new
TV star under control and show
continued.
•— • — •
WOMEN DRIVERS
WHAS-TV Louisville Potpourri,
Mon. through Fri., participating
show beamed toward housewives
has public service feature. Once
weekly
hostesscourteous
Louise
Weiller Potpourri
interviews most
woman
driver
selected
by
Louisville
Police Dept.
JOINT PROMOTION
WJMO Cleveland and W. T. Grant
Co., department store, conducting
one week contest for shoppers who
must complete sentence: "I like to
shopwords
at Grant's
. ." in
25
or less.because
Entries. judged
by WJMO and winner receives $100
Defense Bond. Window displays and
newspaper
coverage. ads giving contest wide
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page
are available
by writing to
the individual
companies.
There's

More

SELL
on .

IURIU
•
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910KC-5KW
ABC
AFFILIATE

NATIONAL
EDWARD
PETRY
& CO..
INC.
REP.—
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NEW OFFICERS and directors o
Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters met
with predecessors at Detroit meeting
Left to right: Lester Lindow, WFD
Flint; Edward Baughn (standing)
WPAG Ann Arbor, retiring president
Daniel E. Jayne, WELL Battle Creek
new president; Don DeGroot, WW.
Detroit, vice president; Leona
Versluis, WLAV Grand Rapids; Rober
Meskill, WCEN Mt. Pleasant. Wil
liam A. Pomeroy, WILS Lansing
secretary-treasurer, not present w
photo was taken.
Radio Promotion
MICHIGAN MEET
Emphasized
STATEWIDE adoption of the radio cooperative project, "Wherever you
was held
voted inbyDetroit.
the Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters
atgo, itsthere's
Nov. Radio,"
2-3 meeting
Daniel E. Jayne, WELL Battk Creek, was elected president of
MAB at the two-day session. The ★
encouraging aspect of the
opening day had been devoted to most
legislative, spot sales and other campaign, he said, was the satisfaction obtained by participating
problems [B*T, Nov. 5].
Don DeGroot, WWJ Detroit, was stations in the results and the
elected vice president and William "positive thinking and fight" that
resulted in many radio quarA. Pomeroy, WILS Lansing, secre- had
ters.
tary-treasurer.
Three new directors were elected : Edward Baughn, WPAG Ann
presided at the sessions as
Robert Meskill, WCEN Mt. Pleas- Arbor,
ant; Mr. Pomeroy and William retiring president. The opening
Edwards, WKNX Saginaw.
day's discussion included review
Hal Neal, WXYZ Detroit, first of legislative activities, including
chairman of the United Detroit successful sponsorship of a new
the responRadio Committee, described opera- libel billsibilityrestricting
of the broadcaster after
tion of the cooperative idea. The exercise of due
care. MAB is active
in the problem created by a 3%
state sales and use tax added to
IN WJPG'S
GREEN
BAY
price of all equipment and sup(Retail Sales $195,379,000)
the way to sell easily, quickly,
Robert Petronoff, WTTV (TV)
plies.
economically.
Bloomington,
Ind., described
tion of a television
station operain a
small market. James Ketchie, RCA,
also went into the cost problem.
Joe Gentile and Ralph Binge,
WJBK Detroit, entertained at the
The station that gives more
people, more reasons to listen
more often.
ASK the man who sells your
product.
ASK any dealer who sells any
product advertised on WJPG
or
ASK McGillvra, N. Y., CHI. for the
most convincing story of local
listener preferences, local radio influence.
WJPG radio is a service to a
way above averags area where
individual spendable income is
way above national and state
averages.* *
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SCHERER ELECTED
By Mich. AP Group
MEETING in Detroit as a part of
the Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters
convention,
Michigan elected
Associated Pressthe
Broadcasters
J. P. (Jake) Scherer, general manager of WHFB Benton Harbor, to
be president for the next year.
Thomas McMahon, news editor of
WWJ Detroit, was named vice presiRay Keiser,
chief of AP's
Detroitdent andbureau,
was appointed
secretary-treasurer.
Named to the board of directors
were Lester Lindow, WFDF Flint;
Otis Hardy, WPAG Ann Arbor, and
Jack Parker, WSAM Saginaw.
Announcement was made of a
new trophy to be awarded to the
AP station
in Michigan
"whichjobhasof
done
the most
outstanding
supplying news to the state bureau." Donated by WFDF Flint,
the trophy will be awarded on an
annual basis, with any station winning it three times getting permanent possession.

annual banquet. After the dinner
delegates saw a special MAB
"Radio ofin WWJ
Michigan"
the
studios
Detroit.showThe inshow
will be transcribed and broadcast
by stations throughout the state.
Later it will be translated and rebroadcast by Radio Free Europe.
Theme of the program is "Count
Your Blessings."
It features
interviews with displaced
persons
in Michigan. Delegates were taken
on a tour of the new WWJ plant.
Sales panel was held Saturday
morning. Hy M. Steed, WLAV
Grand Rapids, said TV operations
had not hurt AM revenue in the
secondary market. Sales started to
slip at first,
he bysaid,thethen
determined effort
sales"a staff
brought
them
right
back
up."
Mr.
Jayne proposed a switch on the
cooperative slogan to this version,
"Wherever
go, sell Radio"
and
detailed a you
successful
sales campaign on Christmas greetings from
merchants.
Mr. Pomeroy said WILS is certain it can -make music, news and
sports programming so strong that
it can compete against networks
and TV. The station is dropping
its MBS affiliation in December to
exnand local programming, he said.
Mr. Meskill said WCEN was
taking advantage of local programming as the main advantage a
small town station enjoys over big
stations.
Les Beiderman, of Bunyan Network, told delegates that cost cutting is as important as an increase
in sales. He suggested that research into "saturation"
would nermit
a station toschedules
find the
most efficient number of spots per
day with maximum results per

AIR MUSIC INC.
Field Makes Investment
MARSHALL FIELD'S Field En
terp rises Inc., owner of WJJD Chi
cago, KOIN Portland, Ore., and
KJR Seattle, has made "a substan
tial cash investment" in Air Music
Inc., New ago.
York, it was announced
fortnight
Air Music, which operates under
anFunctional
exclusive Music
franchise
Field's
Inc. from
of Chicago
furnishes voice-free background
music to more than 400 subscribers in the metropolitan area
Clients include industrial plants
banks, insurance companies, hotels
stores, offices and restaurants.
Transaction — which calls for e
stock purchase — has been in negotiation for some time and was ratified Oct. 29 by the Air Music Board
Fund received from the Field investment wil be used, it was reported, on an expansion program
already instituted by Air Music
Substantial stockholders in the
music distributing company include
James N. Rosenberg, former FCC
Chairman James L. Fly, W. G. H
Finch, Ben Schanzer, Judge Robert
P. Patterson, and "Mr. Wells.
"fli
/IJI
I

spot.
Truman
Names Gorrie
JACK GORRIE, nominated as
chairman of the National Security
4 Reasons Why
Resources Board, was given a recess
appointment by President Truman
foremostusenational
local after
adWEVDandyear
Oct. 30. The Senate failed to 1 Thevertisers
act on his nomination before it ' year to reach the vast
■
Jewish Market
adjourned. Mr. Gorrie has been
serving as acting chairman of ■ of Metropolitan New York
NSRB, which handles censorship
and other security planning for 5 1. Top adult programming
^ 2. 3.Strong
audience impact
the government. Mr. Truman also
announced the appointment of ^0
\00 4.Inherent
Potentiallistener
buying loyalty
power
Send
for a copy of
Edward T. Dickinson, one-time
War Production Board and ECA
SS
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
official, as vice chairman of NSRB.
He was associated with U. S. Steel
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
Corp. from
1936
to
1942
and
rem*
WEVD
117-119 West 46th St.,
cently served as deputy in the
Office of Secretary of the Air Force.
S2i
New York 19
BROADCASTING
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REUNION held by former WJR Detroit group at Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters meeting included (I to r): Paul Eichorn, WGRD Grand Rapids; John F.
leni Patt, president of Goodwill Stations, of which WJR is a member; William
Siebert, still WJR, and Charles Penman, WWJ Detroit.
—
cmIs
in the Detroit area, interference
tests were made at Windsor while
CBC INCOME
some also were made on fringe
at Canadian sites closest
New Deficit Reported reception
to Rochester and Syracuse. FCC
CBC in its annual report for the engineers
are understood to have
attended some of these tests. CBC
: year
March of 31,
showed ending
an increase
about 1951,
5% spent
$106,184
on preliminary TV
in commercial revenue from $2,- operations in the
fiscal year.
366,400 to $2,463,344. Total revenue
^increased
from
$7,997,615
to
$8,301,379, with income from license CBC PROMOTIONS
:; fees up from $5,481,488 to $5,571,For Jennings, Dilworth
*tf 991.During the year, however, CBC FIRST of a number of important
in top executives of Cana'iegiw874
■'■'<■'■ had anas operating
$1,271,-of changes
dian Broadcasting Corp., have been
compared deficit
to a ofdeficit
>:d- $243,746 in 1949-50. The com- announced with the move of
Jennings, general super,ardjjmercial department expenditures Charlesvisor of programs
at CBC national
I|L!of
totalled
equivalent program headquarters
at Toronto
2.2% $208,708,
of totaltheexpenditures.
Commercial broadcasting revenue since 1945, to assistant director
general
of
programs.
Ira
Dilworth,
~mi-it.:
totalledrep0rt
25.7% 0nofcommercial
total revenue,
of CBC1947Inter-at
opera- general supervisor
national Service since
te tions showed
three small stations
tt added to the networks operated Montreal, is moved to Toronto as
by CBC plus a new CBC-owned director of program production.
these promotions,
I ^outlet at Windsor, CBE. About E. InL. announcing
Bushnell, director general of
.... 60 ' r of sponsored programs are programs
at Toronto, stated they
• reported to have originated in
Canada, many of these on the were intended "to strengthen the
CBC's
activities
in the exploration
— 40%
French andnetwork.
The
remaining
bulk of the English- and development of new ideas in
both the planning and production
language
network
programs
origi inated in the U. S.
programs."
Jennings started as a 201 I While there is no actual tele- of Mr.
announcer at the former
J vision in Canada, the CBC report year-old
CKGW
Toronto in 1928. He freeconstruction
of TV
lanced for a number of years as
\yjj^dealt
buildingswithat Toronto
and Montreal,
where first stations are to be commercial announcer and then
lllsrected. It also detailed the train- joined the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission as announcer
lllfing and program planning being on its formation
in 1933. He became
jliione
by
CBC
in
preparation
for
its
chief
announcer
of CBC on its
llflrV operations.
Mentioned in the report is a formation in 1936 and two years
moved to program departwith en-of later ment
where he became supervisor
«y jsurvey
rineersmade
of intheconnection
Department
program planning in 1939 and
it- Transport on sources of interfer- ofgeneral
supervisor
of programs in
^i'jnce
with TV
reception.
Because
he closest
stations
to Canada
are 1945.
Mr. Dilworth was a professor
of English at the U. of British
1
Columbia when he was appointed
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
British Columbia regional representative of CBC in 1938. From
One
of
the
leading
and
oldest
schools offers
of RadioIts
there he moved to Montreal to
Technology
In andAmerica,
supervise
programming
of the CBC
trained Radio
Television
technicians to the Broadcasting InInternational Service, which is
dustry. Address
inquiries
to
oart
of
Canada's
External
Affairs
Placement Director
department and now broadcasts
RCA INSTITUTES,
INC.
programs in 14 languages from
A Service
ofof America
Radio Corporation
a number of 50 kw transmitters
350 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. Y.
at Sackville, N. B.
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CAUGHT IN CORNER at Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters meeting were (I to
r): Fred Knorr, WKMH Dearborn; Lester Beiderman, Bunyan Network; John
Wismer, WHLS Port Huron; Martin Giaimo, WJEF Grand Rapids; Harold
King, WTTH Port Huron.
Herbert Promotes Radio
Before Texas Group
AUTO ADS
JOHN K. HERBERT, NBC vice president in charge of radio sales, told
a group of automobile dealers in Houston Nov. 3 that he couldn't understand why inautoparticular
manufacturers
"monopolize
air" ondrivers.
Sunday
afternoons
to reach don't
the vast
numbers oftheSunday
Noting that 19 million car radios curiosity
*on which you develop
in the audience"
country provide
a "terrific
bonus
aside from
home prospects," and as the vehicle for
listeners, he cited the customary "the prestige behind the sales
Sunday afternoon upsurge in driv- punch," providing "the day-to-day
ing: "What a terrific time to reach makes
the realize
public'sandmind
then that
acainterested
prospect. inWhen
is a than
man when
more impact itonfirst
his car
cept as a fact the basic arguments
he is out driving it? . . . What other that relieve the salesmen facing
medium gives your advertising to the prospect of the necessity for
your best prospects when they are elementary explanation . . ."
most interested in what you've got
to sell — and doesn't even charge
Mr. Herbert addressed the Texas
Automotive
you for it?" Dealers Assn.
told the groupsellsthatat "radio
notHe only
WKYB
mum cost insellsthe— itnational
fieldminijust
as you have proved to yourselves
IN
that it is your cheapest salesman
Network radio, he said, is the
PADUCAH
cheapest,
locally." most complete and most
Kentucky
effective "preparation" for local
sales effects. "National advertising,"sion,he explained,
"is theforextenthe background,
the
punchy local advertising that
clinches
sales." pointed out that
Mr. Herbert
"about two-thirds of all radio sets
joins NBC
on
are in places where no TV receivers
are available and 44%% of them
operate in places where newspapers and magazines are not
NOVEMBER 15, 1951
commonly
read."
said the average network
radioHe evening
sponsor buys listeners at the rate of
four for a penny — or $2.23 per
thousand
in addition
to reaching
listeners —that
other media
do not.
570 kc.
1,000 w. day
He described national advertis500 w. night
ing as "the teaser that creates the
Opens Chicago Office
HARRY J. DALY, Washington,
Represented by
D. C, radio attorney, has announced the opening of an associated office in Chicago with the
The John E. Pearson Co.
law firm of Downs, Johnson &
Zahler, 135 S. LaSalle St. Mr. Daly
has practiced law for 21 years, 15
of them before the FCC.
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Feature of Week
(Continued from page 18)
proud of the showing but hopes to
do even better next time. Among
station staffers who took part were
Tom Paxton and Danny Williams,
announcers, and Prissy Thomas,
women's director.
Further north, WLAW Lawrence, serving Greater Boston for
ABC, united its efforts with those
of Sammy Kaye, orchestra leader,
who airs Sylvania Sunday Serenade
for WLAW listeners in the area.
A booth was set up on Boston Common during the five-day period Oct.
22-26, the station broadcasting appeals with 15-minute interviews
daily, plus other features.
Quotas were filled in the Central
Florida area highlighted by WORZ
Orlando (NBC affiliate) programming saturation announcement
schedule giving time and place of
donor locations. In addition, station interrupted network programs, spotted others, with calls
for blood. Campaign was begun one
week ahead of Blood Donation Day
and more than 50 appeals were
aired in two days.
Other stations in Orlando used
weekend news program^ to publicize the event, broadcasting about
50 spots each. These spots plus
newspaper promotion resulted in
three times as many donors as
could be handled turning out.
WWDC Washington designated
Oct. 27 as Blood Donor Day and

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS.!
Only Magrtecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay! ,
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE
Recorder inin- theLIGHTWEIGHT
oneother.
case Easy—
Amplifier
handling — compact!

then went all out to get the donors.
More than 125 persons donated
blood en masse. Each was interviewed by staffers. At the same
time, 65 persons — the entire
WWDC
staff—a contributed
a pintat
of blood with
different staffer
each Red Cross center that day.
In New York, more than 2,500
employes of the Long Lines Dept.
of AT&T, more than a quarter of
the personnel in the department,
gave blood to the first Red Cross
bloodmobile operated under joint
union-management.
At NBC, officials and employes,
led by Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., vice
president in charge of television,
beganblood
a two-day
the
drive. participation
More than 350in
employes
pledged.
executives were Mr. WeaverAmong
and Robert
Montgomery, NBC-TV producer.
Also reporting were WNJR Newark [B»T, Oct. 22], KNX Hollywood, KLRA Little Rock, Ark.,
KNUZ Houston and WMMN Fairmont, W. Va. [B*T, Oct. 29].
PRATT, KAN. OUTLET
Proposed to Be Granted
INITIAL DECISION proposing
grant of an AM outlet to Pratt
(Kan.) Broadcasting Co. for 1570
kc with 250 w daytime was issued
by FCC Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin last week.
A question
of interference
between the proposed
Pratt station
and KVGB Great Bend, Kan., was
resolved in favor of the applicant
because the new station would be
first local outlet in Pratt (nearest
station now 50 miles away), and
it would furnish the first primary
daytime service to business and
commercial areas of the city, and
the second primary service for
residential areas. In addition, in
the rural areas where interference
between the Pratt station and
KVGB would result, there is already primary service from a
number of stations, the examiner
found.
Partners in Pratt Broadcasting Co.
are Clem Morgan and Robert E.
Schmidt. Mr. Schmidt is manager of
KAYS Hays, Kan. The application
has been pending more than two
years.FCC After
being filed 1950
Oct. found
20, 1949,it
the
in November
could not issue a grant without a
hearing which subsequently was held
last April.
Canadian Survey
PLANS for a 1952 survey of coverage of Canadian broadcasting stations by Bureau of Broadcast
Measurement, Toronto, is now
nearing completion. Research
organizations in the U. S. and
Canada have been notified of specifications of survey. This will be
BBM's fifth survey and will be
taken early in 1952. Past surveys
have been made in March of each
survey year. The 1952 survey report is expected to be ready for
distribution by midsummer.

fCC actions ^

^

NOVEMBER 2 THROUGH NOVEMBER
LS-local sunset
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective
radiated
power
N-night
.
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited
synch,STA-special
amp.-synchronous
amplifier
vis.-visual CG-conditional grant hours
temporary
authorization
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
creasing
blanket
and population
for removal within
of application,
November 2 Applications . . . area,
asing.amended,
from
hearing
docket;
disACCEPTED FOR FILING
missed request for grant without hearModification of CP
WHUN forHuntingdon,
Pa.—
petition
of inGranted
hearing
from
Nov.ington, in proceeding
13 tocontinuance
Jan. 14,
1952,application.
Washre
its
KWPC-FM
Muscatine,
Iowa—
Mod.
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa
—
Granted
CP assionmod.
new
FM
station
for
extenpetition
for
late
acceptance
of
its
notice
of completion date.
of intention
to participate
in oralDecision
arguLicense for CP
ment onproceeding
exceptions
to Initial
filed
in
re
applications
of
WTRW
Two
Rivers,
Wis.—
Lie.
for
Afro-American
Broadcasting
System
CP as mod. new AM station.
Inc.,
CP Amended
WDZ Hopkins
Decatur, Park,
111. 111., and that of
Flagstaff, Ariz.—
CP to change
WLEA Hornell, application
N. Y.— Granted
petifromKGPH1230
kc, increase
to reduce
make
from
250 wkc tototo 1420
1change
kw-D
500
w-N.ofpower
etc.,
changestionoftoinamend
proposed tower
DA, andto to154
AMENDED
name
apheight
proposed
feet.
plicant to Frontier
Bcstg. Co.
License Renewal
Winnebago
Broadcasting
Co. dismisRockFollowing
stations
request
— Granted
request
for
sal 111.
of petition
for
authority
to take
ofGreenville,
license: WGCD
Chester,
S.Blackstone,
C; renewal
WAKE ford,
depositions
filed
Oct.
24,
in
proceeding
S.
C;
WKLV
applications
North Shore
Va.;
WJAC-TV
Jacksonville,
Fla.: upon
111.
Broadcasting
Co. Anderson,
Inc.,of Evanston,
111.,
WHBF-TV
Rock Island,
111.; WOC-TV
and George Basil
Rockford,
Davenport, St.Iowa;
WNAC-TV
Boston;
KSTP-TV
Paul;
WDAF-TV
Kansas
City:
KSD-TV
St.
Louis;
WNBF-TV
Chief, Broadcast
Bureauof time
— Granted
Binghamton, N. Y.
petition
extension
Oct. 31 tocefor
Nov.
7 inDecision
which released
to filefrom
exNovember 5 Decisions . . .
p
t
i
o
n
s
t
o
Initial
proceeding
re
petitions
of
Mathesonin
Radio Co., WHDH Boston, Mass.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. E. M. Webster
KTRB Modesto, Calif .—Granted peti- WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— Ordered further
hearing
in proceeding
application
be commenced
Dec. 4, inreVidalia,
Ga.
ByRadio
HearingCorporation
Examiner ofFanney
N. Toledo,
Litvin
Toledo,
Ohio— Granted
toinamend
applicationproposed
tomakepetition
changes
horizontal
MEXICAN STATIONS
pattern
of
operation
in
order
to
show
corrected
values
of
computed
FCC Receives Changes signal for each degre of azimuth angle.
The Toledo
Bladeto Co.
OhioLATEST changes in Mexican sta- Granted
petition
amendToledo,
application
tions' operating assignments have to show pandedmore
clearly, byexpected
use of opeexscale,
maximum
been reported by the FCC, followvalue (MEOV)
atSound,
nightOntario
in directand
ion of CFOS
Owen
ing notification from Mexico under Canada, rating
to reflectofanCFOS
extension
provision of the 1941 North Amer- MEOV
in direction
serviceof
ican Regional Broadcasting Agree- area.
ment. Changes reported (with
probable commencement dates in November 6 Decisions . . .
parenthesis)
are:
BY THE SECRETARY
Celaya,
new Class
IVkc XEY
station,
1(April
kw Guanajuato,
day,1, 1952).
250 w night,
1360 WMFS Chattanooga, Tenn.— Granted
fulltime
license AM1260station,
Guadalajara,
Jalisco,
increase
kc 1 kwandday.specify studio
inday,XELW
day250power
from on2501340
w day
to 1 kwIV location.
WSVA-FM
w
night,
kc,
Class
Granted
license
FM station, 100.7Va.—
mc.
(Dec.
1).Salamanca, Guanajuato, change (Ch. 264) 7.2 kw,Harrisonburg,
XERX
ant. height 345 ft.
in frequency from 970 kc to 1560 kc, WCUM - FM Cumberland,
Md.
Granted license FM station, 102.0 mc,—
500XEFS
w day,
Class III-B
(immediately).
Guernavaca,
Moreles,
change
in
(Ch. 275) 1.3 kw, ant. height minus 40
ft.
call letters
April
1, 1952).from XEY, 1420 kc (before
WGBS-FM Miami, Fla.— Granted liSERVICE

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
iont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

CONSULTING

RA .BIO

&

TELEVISI ON

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

A— US-year
background
Established
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg. — STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard. Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. D!. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1101 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century
Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionEiectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
Wash. 6, 5851
D. C.
Executive 1230—W.,Executive
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

Extended the following licenses to
Feb.WMSC
1, 1952:Columbia, S. C; WMRO
Aurora, Illinois; WKLV Blackstone, Va.
Following ofgranted
mod. ofdates
CPs foras
extension
completion
shown
:
Member AFCCE
KLX Marlin,
Oakland,Tex.,Calif.,
to 5-13-52*;
KMLW
to 3-1-52;
KALE
Richland,
Wash.,
to
12-31-51*;
WKVM
Arecibo,
P.R.,
to
11-15-51*;
Calif., to 5-5-52; KPPC
WIUC
cense
1.55 kw,FMant.station,
height 96.3
80 ft.mc, (Ch. 242) Pasadena,
Urbana, 111., to 5-15-52; WROW-FM
Albany,
N.
5-25-52; WPEN-FM
KONO-FM
SanFM Antonio,
Tex.mc,— Philadelphia, Y.,to to12-21-51.
Granted
license
station,
92.9
* Conditions.
(Ch. 225) 4.4 kw, ant. height 90 ft.
WXRT
Granted
request
toplications.
cancel Chicago,
CP and 111.—
dismiss
pending
ap- November 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CPWLVA-FM
to make Lynchburg,
changes in Va.—
FM Granted
station,
Modification of CP
changerain from
ant.2040height
terft. toabove
2060 average
ft.
KEPO El Paso, Tex.— Mod. CP as
WKBL-FM
Columbus,
Ga.—
Granted
mod.
authorizing
increases, DA
mod.
for extension of completion changes, etc., forpower
extension of comdate toCP2-1-52.
pletion date.
KWPC-FM
Muscatine,
Iowa—
Granted
mod.
for extension of completion
KRON-FM San Francisco— Mod. CP
date toCP3-1-52.
as mod. new FM station for extension
WRBI
Blue
Island,
111.—
Granted
mod.
of
completion date.
CP for extension of completion date to WNJR-FM,
1-1-52.
N. J.— Same.
BROADCASTING
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License for CP
WKIN
Kingsport,
Tenn.—newLicense
for
CP
as
mod.
authorizing
AM station.
San Antonio,
Tex.—new
License
forKTSA-FM
CP as mod.
authorizing
FM
station.
November 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WABAnew Aguadilla,
P. R.— Mod. CP as
mod.
completion AMdate.station for extension of
WSNS
(FM)
Sanford,
Mod. CP
asof mod.
new FMdate.stationN. forC— extension
completion
License for CP
WRFC
Athens,
License forhoursCP
authorizing changeGa.—
in operating
and new DA-N.

Member AFCCE *

AM— 1430 kc
WOKE Oak Ridge, Tenn. — CP to
change fromLicense
D to fulltime,
Renewal 1 kw DA-N.
stationsOrangeburg,
request renewal
of Following
license: WTND
S. C;
WMSC
Columbia,
S. C;Dallas;
WMAR-TV
Baltimore;
KBTV
(TV)
WCBSTV New York; WLWC (TV) Columbus.
Ohio;
(TV) Dayton,
WLWT WLWD
(TV) Cincinnati;
WXEL Ohio;
(TV)
Parma,
Ohio;
WAGA-TV
Atlanta;
WJBK-TV
Detroit;
WSPD-TV
Toledo;
WBAL-TV Baltimore; KTTV (TV)
Los
Angeles;
WMCT (TV)KPHO-TV
Memphis; WTCNTV
Minneapolis;
WCPO-TV
Cincinnati; WEWSPhoenix;
(TV)
Cleveland; WFIL - TV Philadelphia;
WCAU-TV
Philadelphia; WDSU-TV
New
Mich.; Orleans;
WTAR-TV WJIM-TV
Norfolk, Va. Lansing,
Returned
KG AE Application
Salem,
RETURNED
application for mod.Ore.—
CP new
AM station.
App'ication
Dismissed
CP for CP
Grandwood Bc=t?. application
Co.. Grand Rapid*.
KFST Ft. Stockton, Tex.— CP to re- Mich—
station DISMISSED
at request of applicant. new TV
tionplaceon 860expiredkc CP250 asw mod.
D. new AM sta(Continued on page 103)
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • - Help Wanted, 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $100 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
tojustody
box numbers
or return.are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their
Help Wanted
North midwestern station needs following personnel:
Three ($300-$400)
experienced announcer -engineers
per
month. menProgram
director
($350). Sales(15%).
State
all
particulars
first letter
with disc
or tape Box
and 240L,
pic-in
tures. Al replies
answered.
BROADCASTING.
North Carolina station
needs week
3 engi-48
ne r-an ounceovertime
rs salary $75.00
hours, ent.time2-engineers
and half
plusticket
talwith
first
class
(no experience
necessary)1-experience
3-straight
experience
announcers.
salesman.
Positions20th.
mustWrite
be filled
on463L,or
before November
Boxdetails.
BROADCASTING
giving
all
All replies held strictly confidential.
Managerial
Commercial and
manager
with provenof sales
sales
experience
background
management.
Want
a
man
with
ability
in station promotion and with sales
ideas tionthatwill will
develop
sales. Posiwell withinto
percentagepayand override
to salary,
right man.
Major network
affiliate
in
Pacific
northwest.
Excellent
future
for
energetic
man. experience,
Send complete
history insalary
first
letter,
past earnings,
expected,
references
andyou personal
habits.
Car
required.
If
want
live
inqualifications,
the Pacific northwest
and 349L,
haveto
the
write Box
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: peCommercial
manager
ofwhich
exe and$7,000
ability toon$10,000
contractannually.
shouldwatts
yieldriencpower.
250
70,000
population.
South. Address reply Box 400L,
BROADCASTING,
and
photograph, personalSenddatareferences
first letter.
Salesman
Salesman, preferably
with small
marketfor
experience,
who desires
to work
only stationportunity finor mancitywith
of 50,000.
Fine sales
opideas and
ability.
Announcing
experience
helpful but notperience,
essential.
State, age,status,
exeducation, marital
salary requirement. Box 431L, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer
for southern
net-in
workCar
station.necessary.
Must have
experience
sales.
Only
station.
Established
accounts.
$50
per
week
plus
15% commission.
Send possible.
complete Box
details. $600 per month
472L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
salesmen,
announcer,station.
engine rs for newopportunity.
AM Broadcasting
Excellent
Box 481L,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
representative,
assistant
sales
manager.
Top state.
networkYoung,
affiliate,
southern
New
York
aggressive
family Salary,
man seeking
solid future,
radioTV.
commission.
Immediate
assignment
approximately
one-thirdretireactivementaccounts.
Every
benefit,
plan. Confidential. Box 500L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer
station in Minnesota, Iowa,Write
SouthBoxfor
Dakota
Salary open.
249L,area.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — announcer
with
good
hard
punching
commercialSend
voice.audition
Large midwestern
market.
disc
and
all
details
first
letter.
Box
367L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted for AM-TV station
in midwest
population
over with
100,000.
Must onbecity,
versed
in all phases,
emphasis
commercials,
atandleast
3
years
experience.
Send
tape
letter
to Box 414L, BROADCASTING.
Upper Michigan
stationexperience.
desires staffSend
aner. One year
letter and nouncdisc
or tape. Box 418L,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer,ceptionalexperienced,
although exability may
for
experience
single,compensate
interested
exceptional lack,
opportunity
with rapidlyin
expanding
Send requireexperience,ments,age,organization.
education,
salary
photo
audition
disc immediateand
ly. Box 432L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer
needed
by CBS
outlet
in the information
southwest
immediately,
send complete
to Box 456L,
BROADCASTING.
We'll
talk phone
turkey tickets.
to twoMidwest
announcers
with tion
first
stanow All
enlarging,
four
hours from
Chicago.
replies
answered.
Box
475L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman
immediately by CBS outlet
in needed
southwest.
Send
full
particulars
to Box
483L, BROADCASTING.
Staff
announcerAbovefor average
leading salary
southern
independent.
and
working
conditions.Send
Securepicture
future and
for
man
qualifying.
audition
with
straight
and
disc
jockey
work. Withfidential. first
Replies conBox 491L,letter.
BROADCASTING.
Immediatewriter. opening,
announcer,
Good salaryupstate
for the New
right copyman.
1 kw submit
daytimer,
York.
Please
background, disc,
sample
copy,
salary
requirements
and
photo.
Box 496L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newsman,
who can write
local
Send tape
KBOE,news.
Oskaloosa,
Iowa. and resume to
Wanted.
man towhocall canon
sell
time. Personality
Must
be able
advertisers
and
sell.
Write or wire
Ted
Nelson,
KVER,
Albuquerque,
Mexico.
Do not send
audition discsNewor
other returnable
material.
Wanted:
Announcer,
for
advancement
for man opportunity
with versatile,
good
selling
voice.
Small
congenial
staff.
Owner
is manager.
Selling not
required
but will
pay 20% commission
on
all sales.
WKUL,
Cullman,Starting
Ala. salary $65.00.
Good announcer-copywriter
immediately by 5000 wattnewsman.
CBSwanted
affiliate.
Must
be
experienced
Send
all detailswith disc
including salary requireFalls, ments
Montana. or tape to KFBB, Great
5000 watt ABC affiliate needs capable
announcer.
Salaryconditions,
$65 — 40 hours,
excellent working
adequate
housing ences,available.
Send Also
photo,taperefer-or
etc.,
first
letter.
disc for audition.
Monroe,
Louisiana.Charles Price, KMLB,
Morning
man
once. No KROS,
prima
donnas.
Contactneeded
Jack atThomsen,
Clinton, Iowa.
50,000
watt with
CBS affiliate
a staff
announcer
deep andneeds
goodcongenial.
quality
voice.
Must outlining
be astable
Send
letter
background
and
furnish
reference.
Also send
photo. Also
send types
audition
tape orrecent
disc
covering
several
of commercials
and tion
complete
No applicaconsidered repertoire.
without audition,
photo
and letter.
Apply to KWKH, Shreveport,
Louisiana.
Immediate
opening,responsible
announcerposition
with
desiresmall
to assume
with
but progressive
station with
small
but
happy
staff.
Opportunity
for
creative
and operation.
assignmentsCall,
in other
phases
ofwork
station
wire
or
write
qualifications,
references.
KXAR, Hope, Arkansas.
Wanted:
Hillbilly discand jockey
who canDo
call
on advertisers
sell show.
not send turnable
audition
discs
orTedother
rematerial.
Write
Nelson,
KVER,
Mexico. Box 1388, Albuquerque, New

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Maine's
wants at once, two
due
toannouncers.
draft first
and station
expansion
One
must beprogram,
able to do
football, baseball, basketball and boxing play-by-play
as other
well asmustall-round
announcing.
Thecommercial
be a
strongall-round
news andability.
plus
We New
willannouncer
consider
only
men
currently
in
the
England
area. background
Final auditionandmustaudition
be in person.
Send
disc or
tape
immediately
to
Richard
Bronson,
Program
Maine. Manager, WABI, Bangor,
Wanted:
staffRCA
announcer,
must
be Experience
familiar with
board,
City, Fla.
$65.00
for references,
48 hours,photo
send WDLP,
audition,Panama
character
Combinationshift. announcer-engineer
for
morning
Accent on unnecessary.
announcing.
Engineering
experience
Salary $75.00 for 40 hours. WJEH, Gallipolis, Ohio.
Experienced
immediately, staff
salaryannouncer
depended needed
upon
your experience.
Send Mahlock,
disc, letter,WKJG,
telephone number Cal
Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Announcer
withsales
console
board WKTY,
experience, parttime
if desired,
LaCrosse,
Wisconsin.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, will pay
$65.00ing voice,
to $75.00
to right
manstaff,withownersellcongenial
small
manager.
livingwill
conditions.
Selling not Excellent
required but
pay 20%
commission
man, Ala. on all sales, WKUL, CullAnnouncer, staff, DJ, some news. Send
disc, photo, WMGW, Meadville, Pennsylvania.
Announcer,
experienced
all-round
staff
man
for andAM-TV
Excellent
working
living station.
conditions.
Send
disc,
photo,
background
and
minimum
salary. WOOD, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
WOOF, 5000
station Dothan,menAla-at
needs watt
two combination
ninety bamadollars
week formust
daytimebe
work.
Your per
announcing
above average.
Announcer,
first phone immediately.
Contact
New
Jersey.Manager, WPOE, Elizabeth,
Announcer-engineer,
first phone, ideal
working Hotel,
conditions.
Wilrik
Sanford,GoodN. C.pay. WSNS,

Help Wanted
(Cont'd)
Chief engineer.
1 kw RCA
Michigan
directional. Net affiliate.
equipment.
Good working
conditions.
References.
Immediate opening. Box 460L, BROADCASTING.
Just
out of toschool?
Well
here'snetwork
an opr
portunity
join
a good
affiliated Rocky
Mountain
west station.
Immediate nouncer.
opening
for
engineer-anand particulars to BoxSend disc,
411L,photo
BROADCASTING.
Immediate
chief New
engineerannouncer. opening,
1 kw upstate
York
daytimer. Top salary to the right man.
Also, straight
engineer.
Complete
details
and
disc
please.
Box
497L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineers and combo men needed net
and local stations
augment train.
staffs. Air
40hour
and talent.
mail, week
Engineer,
Box 867,WillMorgantown,
W. Va.
Wanted
atwire
once,chief
engineer
first KROS,
phone,
write
engineer
Clinton,or Iowa.
First class Suburban
engineer. Chicago.
No experience
necessary.
Contact ; port
WEAW, Evanston, 111.
Immediate
opening for
engineer
first class license.
Contact
AllenwithB.
Jones,ton, N.Radio
C. Station WGNI, WilmingWanted engineer, AM and FM NBC ,„,
affiliate WKPT, Kingsport, Tennessee. \ F
We seekneer.permanent
transmitterto charengisecondary
acter andExperience
ambition.
Car necessary
Contact Crosse,
Harold
White,
WKTY,
LaWisconsin.
First Class engineer. Immediate opening.Network,
Contact James
RaWVCV,Trewin,
CherryRuralValley
New dioYork,
Wanted,
engineer
firsttimeclassand lia
cense.overtime.
$50.00
forContact
40with
hours,Radio
half
Station
WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Production-Programming, Others
Where 'n Good
Sam Hill
aregoodall pay,
the copy
writers!
job,
good
station.
Good
deal
for background,
good man.
Come
on,
fellas:
Samples,
data
to
Box
218L,
BROADCASTING
don't
you? to get ahead in the world
You want

Farm editor progressive Iowa station
Rush
information first
letter. photo,
Box disc,
351L,fullBROADCASTING
Wanted: Experienced news man, re
write. Excellent opportunity for man
with writing
ability
news judgment. Air work
not and
essential.
Send
letter of qualifications, including ex
perience,
background
and
salarv
pected to Station WFDF, Flint, Michiex
Situations Wanted
Managerial
2014 asyearsmanager.
broadcasting
Last
Age 40.experience.
Available now
Box 390L, BROADCASTING.
Successfulforniamanager
available to Caliwith
sound
policiesstation.thatProven
pay off.record
Box 466L
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Manager-salesmanager
manager1000nowwatt employed
Wanted. Radio operators holding 1st commercial
^eeks connection
communitynetwork
under
class radio
telephone
licenses.
Experience
unnecessary.
Car
required.
Up30,000.
20
years
background
radio-newspaper
sales
and
experience
opening
state
New
York.
Box
180L,
BROADthree
stations.
Versed
administrative,
CASTING.
sales, promotion,
programming,
continuity. Prefer midwest
consider other
two weeks.
Offer
Wanted:neer andExperienced
engi- areas. Available
announcer.combination
Good working
mature
judgment,
economical
operaconditions. Indiana. Box 403L, BROAD- Box 484L,
tion, host ideas.
Let's e*t acquainted
BROADCASTING.
CASTING.
General
and
commercial
manager
with; 10,
Engineer
or
combination
for
250
watter
of success is ready
for large
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCAST- background
operation. Young but draft free (3
ING.
years, W.W.nouncing andII).
Came up Nowthrumananprogramming.
Wanted
Transmitter
operatorExperience
with car
aging
andbelieves
doing
for AM — and
FM$50.00
station.
partmoney
ofmaking
selling.jobstation
Owner
unnecessary.
for forty hours heavy
I'm
ready
for
bigger
and
will
be
my
best reference.
plus 291L,
time BROADCASTING.
and one-half for overtime. Effingham,
Illinois.Dick Sutter, WCRA,
Box
Wanted:
engineerradiowhoplant.
has
Salesman
abilityknow
toExperienced
supervise
entire
Must
how to delegate
work and accounts.
18 years selling
and
radiosSales
recordservicing
on request.
teach subordinates.
Good
working
conditions.
Midwestfuture.
station Box
adequately
Desireing permanent
job with
station Box
dofinanced.
Good
404L,
above.
Married,
daughter.
BROADCASTING.
494L, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Announcers
fewscaster,
2V2 5000
yearswattexperience,
inluding
2
years
CBSnewsroom,
affiliate,
urrently
employed
network
ieeks return to broadcasting. Box
46L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer:
years experience,
:now music Two
and sports,
can write,
iingle,
vet,
easterner,
available im-nediately. Box 438L, BROADCAST
NG.
— Innouncer available. Want upper midzest
Draft exmpt. . 2y2Boxyears
450L,experience.
BROADCASTING.
mnouncer/newsman/writer. Trained
>ut inexperienced.
College grad, Will
arable,Disc
good appearing,
ravel.
on request.veteran.
Box 455L,
JROADCASTING.
Ixperienced
specialty basl , stafsportscaster,
, DJ, available
y. Draft ketbaexempt.
Box 457L,immediateBROADCASTING.
•Lnnouncer,
veteran,
draft
exempt,
:le and 3V2 years experienced sin-all
-ihases. Morning
Operate console,
sports.
man.Available
$75play-by-play
foron forty
Hours
trial
asis. noBoxsplit458L,shift.BROADCASTING.
five
years
announcing.
Accent
on
comnercial
delivery,
newscasting,
produc.ion
Draft exempt.
lew shows.
York
preferred.
Disc, Connecticutphoto. Box
-61L,
BROADCASTING.
ieven yearsnouncing,experience
all phases
annews, board, sports,
writing,
worences.
yearsMember
programKiwanis
director.
Best refInternational.
!end full particulars. Box 464L,
JROADCASTING.
unnouncer,
trained
in rate, televisionthoroughly
Show business
ackground.
DJandavailable.
andfilm.program
creation
bility.
Tape
Box
469L,
JROADCASTING.
innouncer,
colored,
mass
appeal,
prolotional
ideas. I can sell. Box 473L,
JROADCASTING.
innouncer,
four
years experience,
genral. N.BoxB.474L,
C. trained,
college, family
lan.
BROADCASTING.
Vho
needs - anewscaster,
top, young, disc
draft jockey?
exempt
nnouncer
!xperienced,
now
working,
available
ormilesaudition.
Desire
staff
within
fifty
N. Y.476L,
C. BROADCASTING.
Have first phone
Icense. of Box
»ui,
messieurs!
Announcer-record
rarian,
three years
free-lance. Mas-lier's Degree.
Can handle
news,
DJ in English,
French,continuity,
Spanish.
Ixperienced
runningmusic
board,shows.
programling
and
scripting
Proessional
library
training
plus
several
ears ableexperience,
would
prove
invaluoperator.
mployedto progressive
by UN; desire
switchPresently
to radio
„.|.eld. Box 486L, BROADCASTING.
* Ltaff.
announcing
6 months
experience;
Worknewsjob,
board,
write copy.
Want
isc, local
programs.
Prefer
midL/est,
south.
Married,
one
child,
ran. Tulane journalism grad. vetBox
_|_89L, BROADCASTING.
|0awYews,
Experienced
announcer.
Commercials,
DJ. considered.
Eastern shore. Box
All replies
^--arefully
493L,
sli-i- BROADCASTING.
Corning
man,
eight
years
experience
smployed,
announcer.wants
DJ, one year position
as PD, now
irger
city. Best steady
references, $100.00in
linimum
A STING. salary. Box 498L, BROADnnouncer, disc jockey. Thoroughly
<;ained.
Graduate SRT,
Disc,
hoto
HarryChicago.
■02 S.on55 request.
Ct., Cicero,
111. F. Callson,
ffeivnnouncer-MC.
RecentStrong
college
gradra-ed Hews
ate, 25,andvet,sports.
single.
on music,
GoodAvenue,
ad lib.
Tom
uain,
196
Wyoming
South
-I range, New Jersey, SO. 2-4733.
rgelinnouncer,
attended
D.M.S.R.A.,
HolUpwoodBoard
and experienced,
RCA Institute.
York
single,Newrecordan-an-i-ity.
-ag
either
tape
or
disc
available.
Leeds
.ves?jiofield,
eights 72,33-40
New 81st
York. Street, Jackson
Liay-by-play
sportscaster.
expe
I )llege football,
basketball,
l-iseball.
Newscaster,
staff professional
announcer.
-esently
employed
college
I <x>erience
ranges position,
250 to 5 progressive
kw.football.
Interted
permanent
Ration,
offering 26.better
opportunities.
Ingle,
veteran.
College
graduate,
. ate salary. Bill Wright, 243 Lenoir
3* 'venue, Wayne, Penna.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer:
Four
years recordings,
experience
AM/FM,
combo,maintenance.
nemos,
construction,
Present
chief
kw.
Available
January.
Box
386L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
chief,
interested
relocating. Ten years in radio. Box 396L,
BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer,
twenty years experience
maintenance,
construction,
also TV
service
experience.
references.
Good
record as Family,
chief. Box
424L,
BROADCASTING.
Desire gional
position
as
chief
engineer
restation.all phases
Seventeenconstruction,
years exmaintenanceperienceand
operation including
50 kw.
More than
15 yearschange.
with presemployer,
but desire
Box
442L,entBROADCASTING.
Present
chief
engineer
10
kw
station
wishes
to relocate.
10 years
inbothall factory
phases,
AM, broadcast
FM,
TV experience
andengineerradar,
and
ing, alsoences.instructing.
Best
of referMarried, have car. Give
full
details first letter. Box 459L, BROADCASTING.
2nd phone,
preparing
first. Gradradio-TV.
Handy,for willing.
Box
470L, uate
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
studio-mixer,
transmitter
maintenance, first phone, young, draft
exempt,
also working,
combo announcer-disc
jockey.
Now
withinBROADCASTING.
fifty
miles of N. desire
Y. C. locate
Box
477L,
Engineer,
IV2 yearsnortheast.
experience AM 1standphone.
FM.
Prefer
Married,
exempt.
Car. Notice.
Box 482L, draft
BROADCASTING.
TransmitterPaul operator,
years experiGraves, ten
73 Court
Street,
Augusta,ence. Maine.
Combination
engineer
-announcer,
family
man, prefer
1 yearWashington,
experience.Oregon
Good24,
references,
orZillah,
Idaho.Wash.,
Howard
McDonald,
Box
206,
Phone 2781.
Engineer seeking permanent position
with solid binatioperation.
15 months board
comon, 1 months
transmitter
work.
Will
consider
either.
Family,
4-F. Due
to man returning
from service
will
be available
in December.
Excellent
recommendations,
employer
paying
for
this
ad.
If
your
paymaster
acknowledges
the
high
cost
of
living
and
paysSamaccordingly
for good work,
contact
town,
Ohio. Potter, WPFB, MiddleProduction-Programming, Others
Copy-continuity-jingle
(free29
lance).
Outstanding
air writer
credits
4A
Moderate
rates. for
Write
Box agencies.
309L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
draft
exempt
newsman.
Capable
in allstaffphases
of news
work.
Can handle
duties.
Permanent
position
desired.
Have
B. Box
S. Degree
in
Radio
Journalism.
435L,
BROADCASTING.
Woman ence.commentator,
15
years
experiCapable writer, public relations
representative.
Familiar
all types Deaccounts. Good voice,
appearance.
sire position
on progressive
station
offering ployed,
goodcould leave
opportunity.
Now
emsoon afterBox notice.
Tell me your proposition.
462L,
BROADCASTING.
Sales service, research, programming,
radio, tion
television
posiadvertisingnetwork.
agency Desire
or station.
College
graduate,
married, ageBox29. 478L,
Prefer
midwest
or
southwest.
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter,
recent Cancollege
graduate
wants
experience.
someone
help
him?
22. draft
exempt. Southwest
Box 480L,preferred,
BROADCASTING.
Program
director-announcer,
married,
veteran, non-reservist,
non-draft,
sober,
reliable,
handle
all
phases
broadcasting,ered.including
all replies considBox 485L,sales,BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer,
five
years
California 33,station
preferred.background,
Box 487L, BROADCASTING.
Assistant
to program
director. Have
two
excellent
lowforcostsmallproduction
programs, suitable
stations,
TV
or
radio.
Any
offers?
Box 495L,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Tower ablypainting
wanted
— veryfirstreasonpriced, fully
insured,
class
brush job
guaranteed,
references
furnished onformationrequest.
For
further
inw
r
i
t
e
to
the
Refseth
Steeple
Jack Service at Marshall, Minnesota.
Television
Salesmen
I am fromI just
"thepound
old school."pavement
No coffeeall
drinker,
day long. Presentlytheemployed
AM.
Box
453L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
Recent sitiS.R.T.
graduate
lookingHave
for poo
n
i
n
small
TV station.
TV
and
radio
servicing
background
and
some
knowledge
of
film
and
movie
cameras.
Veteran,
28. Photos on •
request.
Box 465L,ageBROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
TV,
assistant
director,graduate,
floor manager,
television
workshop
willing
travel,BROADCASTING
single,
28. References.
Box
471L,
• TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Wanted
—
Experienced
broadcaster
with
capital
to consider buying
interest
established
field,hasinin
which
choiceplantof inthreepromising
affiliations
become available. Box 258L, BROADCASTING.
1000 watts.
southwestern
city.
Well
staffed.Ideal
Good$15,000.
proposition
for
right party.
Need
Box 451L,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
100
crystalwith
controlled
FM receivers
complete
supersonic
Suitable
for use.
leased
music
orcontrols.
store
broadcasting
Will
show
you
how
toBROADCASTING.
make money with them. Box
479L,
Brand new 5 kw transmitter, Collins
type 21-B, Two
in original
crates.WhatNeverdo
uncrated.
sets BROADCASTING.
tubes.
you bid? Box 492L,
Complete
equipment
FM station.
GE
type BY-4-B
4 bayforantenna.
Gates
BF-10-D
Transmitter,
BM1- A station10 kw.
monitor,
700 feet GEAndrew
3VS"
coaxial
cable
and
other
necessary
equipment. Contact WTTH, Port Huron,
Michigan.
For
sale. new
Kay inMega—
modellit-1
purchased
1948. match
Used
very
tle. Excellent
condition.
Price
$550.00.
Andrew
Corporation,
363
E.
75th
St.,
Chicago 19, Illinois.
106-ft.
antenna;
2-C.A.A.
sectionTruscon
RCA steel
pylonroof-type
equipped
with
lighting;
power Aurora
cable.
Priced $1500.00
or and
best offer.
(111.) Beacon-News.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Station
wanted
— Small market
station
in California,
in northern
section.
Mustpreferably
be reasonable
with
strong potential.
Network or indeCASTING.pendent considered. Box 352L, BROADWanted — eastern
Local orseaboard
regionalcitynetwork
station
over
25,000.attractive
Ready property.
cash and quick
action
for
Box 452L, BROADCASTING.Confidential.
Equipment, Etc.
I wish to purchase 152 foot tower, 12
sheetsper wire,
ground
screenquacks
also line.
groundThiscop-is
600 feet
urgently atneeded,
soBoxkindly
rush
same
forward
once.
468L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted 1 kwState
amplitude
transmitter.
price, modulated
condition,
age. AlsoBoxneed488L,CAA-A3
beacon and
flasher.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
2 RCA orUniversal
pickun kits,
type
M I-4875G
Spokane,
Washington.equivalent. KREM,

Wanted to Buy (Cond't.)
Coaxial cable,
360 feet inohm.
20 foot
sec1%" diameter,
WAUG,
Bonair tions,Hotel,
Augusta,51 Ga.
Miscellaneous
Anyone
knowing
the whereabouts
Gregory
Randolph
is askedMon-ofto
contact Ed Cooney, Hershey
KOPR, Butte,
tana.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
TRANSCRIPTION SALESMAN WANTED
Experienced man to specialize in sellingfertwomanleading
serials.agency
Prehaving daytime
advertising
background
and
selling
experience
with eral
daytime
serial
advertising.
Libdrawing account against comCASTING. mission. Reply Box 501 L, BROADAnnouncers
COMBO MAN
wanted
Must be strong
on
announcing. Must beasquald to serve
our
Chief ifieEngineer.
Send
tape
or
platter
and
state
salary
expected.
Orth
Bell, General
Manager.
KLMR, Lamar, Colo.
Ml AAP

5000 watt station
NEEDS
WUwl
two
combination mendothan,
at ninetyalabama
dollars
per week noufor
ncing must daytime
be abovework.
average.Your anSituations Wanted
ATTENTION
EQUIPMENT and/or
MANUFACTURERS
ET
PROGRAM
Well known broadcasterPRODUCERS
with valuable
interested in acting
asstationwest contacts
coast representative.
BOX 467L, BROADCASTING
Managerial
STATION MANAGER
20 years experience
Not a swivel chair manager
but one who is a leg-man always
pounding the pavements for
sales. Excellent references.
Widely known among national
radio buyers. Been employed by
only two people in twenty years.
Write Box 3 65L, BROADCASTING.
Technical
AGAIN AVAILABLE TO
West Coast Stations
Consultation on Management,
Sales, Public
Production,
and
Relations. Personnel,
Personal Surveys producing Fast
Results. Write, wire, or phone.
JIM OLIVER
Box 3 3 52, Carmel, California
Phone Carmel 7-3674

For Sale
Equipment, etc.
FOR SALE
Western Electricfor 504B-2
three kw FM
xmitter-crystal
Lennox blower
used5A92.5withFMMC.above.
Western
Electric
frequency
modulation
monitorin— crystals
for 92.5overMC.and3
This equipment
slightly
years,
and intransmitting
good useoperating
condition.
Also
special
dipole
antenna
for 92.5handle
MC made3 kw—bv with
Workshop
—will
app. Associates
50 Haverft. of
BG-xl7/U
flexible
coax.
WHAV.
hil , Mas .
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
experienced mancommercial
gram directors,
chiefmanagers,
engineers proand
disc
jockeys.
Inquiries
applicants and employers.invited from
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
TELEVISION
Sound film studios
Sound
proof
AM 3 phasescreening,
power.
Separate
roomsstage
for600projection,
cutting shop,
dressing,
lounge, office and
storage.
H. K.St.,Goodkind
155 East 40th
New York, N. Y.
MU 6-1970

Open Mike
(Continued from page 16)
tragic fate of commercially dominated AM radio." This refers to
the failure of radio as an educational medium. Nothing in the
briefdio had
to do with
raas an anything
entertainment
medium.
It was stated simply, "we recognize
the contribution of the present sys— which
hardlytem aof broadcasting"
demand for Bach
fuguesis
and Chekhov dramas as your edicanstorial
wish toimplies.
listenMillions
to a lotof ofAmeriother
things and we shall continue to
insist on their right to hear the
other things without being drainto spoonfeeding the custodiansgooned
of culture.
Further acknowledgment was
made that AM radio in its programming has recognized some of the
need for
religiousto satisfy
education. Sincegeneral
radio effbrts
the need have not been overwhelmour own praise
of radio'sit was
role
was ing,limited.
Nevertheless

given.
A commercial system of broadcasting has merits; it also has
shortcomings. The method eliminating some of its shortcomings
while preserving its merits was the
GENERAL Electric Co., Syracuse, an- subject of the brief.
nounced itwill supply the U. S. SigThe Broadcasting
and Film
mis ion of the National
CouncilCom-of
nal Corps with microwave radio-telephone equipment to improve Army the Churches of Christ in the
communications system abroad. Serv- U. S. A. believes that radio and
ice will also
communication provide
facilities in reserve
this country.
television are great media for eduNEED

AN

ENGINEER?

*4
• need an engineer
• looking for a job
• equipment for sale
• want to buy a station
The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations
minimum)wanted, 20^ per word ($2.00
Help wanted, 25^ per word ($2.00 minimum)
All minimum)
other classifications 30^ per word ($4.00
Display ads, $15.00 per inch
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge
for mailing.
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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cation, among the greatest the
world has known. Most commercial broadcasters agree with us.
The disagreement lies in the area
of the allocation of available channels. Commercial broadcasters believe that television channels
should be used exclusively for entertainment purposes and for such
educational purposes as commercial
broadcasters may seek to engage in.
We believe that at least some of
the TV channels should be set aside
for educational purposes exclusively, and that the two systems
should live side-by-side. Does that
sound, as your editorial implies,
like a demand that radio "direct its
attention exclusively to the sophisties in our society?"
My catconclusion,
as stated in the
brief,
is
simply inthis:radio,
"It and
has been
our experience
thus
far in television, that commercial
broadcasters will not — and possibly
cannot — concern themselves with
the special needs of the American
people tionfor
education necessary
and informa. It is therefore
that
provision be made for these educa-

Ronald toBridges
tional needs
be met."
Executive Director
Broadcasting & Film Com
mission,
Nat'l.ofCouncil
the Churches
Christ o
the U. S. A.
[EDITOR'SreadNOTE:
The words
writer ofof Mith
editorial
all 3,000
Bridges' still
brief believes
before
theMr. editorial
wa
written,
Bridges
not
prove
or
even
adequately
arguetragii
thadi
the
fate
of
AM
radio
has
been
Our
was and
is that have
too man
such point
empirical
statements
bee
made
by those supporting
reservatio
of educational
TV channels.
M
Bridges'
letter
is
a
welcome
interpn
tationbrief.]
(and amplification) of his orig
inal
* * *
Dear Diary
EDITOR:
On Page 65 of your Oct. 22 issu
there appeared a feature story o
the advertising of one of our clientjiro
—Golden State Co., Ltd.— entitle
"A Dairy's Diary."
Would you be good enough t
provide us with about 12 exti
copies Richard
of this article?
St. John
Guild,
Adv. Bascom & Bonfigli
San Francisco

WORZ

Lunch on Liebschutz
EDITOR:
A brief note to express my inte
est in the article run in the Nov.
issue
of Broadcasting
ing outlining
the plans • ofTelecas'
the N;
tional Automobile Dealers Assi
and station
the opportunities
in thisthe fiela
for
men. Firstly,
tide represents good reporting.
Secondly, I'd like to mention tl
fact
the association
has f(a "c
readythat
received
five requests
further information following tl t'\
insertion caofsting • Telecasting
its first ad inonlyBroajtv |r(
redays ago.
Quite frankly this will probabl
cost me lunch. If five reques cc
within 48 hours of publication
indicative of results, the chanc<
are I'll lose the bet I made as to tl '*
probable
information.returns from an offer
Henry
PresidentLiebschutz
Advertising Inc.
Washington

APPEAL
Funds to Aid Baby

AN 18-month-old Florida boy has
been given a chance for life —
thanks partially to a successful appeal for funds by WORZ Orlando.
The baby, Rodney Lynn Berkheimer of Orlando, had been bleeding steadily for three weeks despite
efforts of local doctors to stop the
flow. He reportedly was suffering
from an unusual type of hemophelia. His parents sought a way
to get him to the New York Hospital transfusion clinic but lacked
necessary funds.
WORZ got busy. Eugene D. Hill,
general manager, and Sammy Roen,
promotion director, arranged a special program. Stavros Demopoulos,
sportscaster, handled the microphone during the special appeal
Oct. 31. By noon Nov. 1, the fund
had reached $2,900. Rodney was
flown to New York where an ambulance rushed him to the clinic.

Eastern Network
Exclusive Market Station
$65,000.00
This is a comparatively new operation that is showing impressive progress each month. It is the only station in a city of more
than 15,000 with retail sales in excess of $20,000,000.00. Gross and
profits are increasing consistently. A combined operation with
very valuable real estate included. Attractive financing arranged.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
Ray V. R.Hamilton
Harold
Murphy
James
W. Blackburn
M. SmithSt.
Tribune Tower
Washington
Bldg.
235Lester
Montgomery
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbroek 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
BROADCASTING
• Telecastii

Docket Action . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Pratt
Kans.—Fanney
Pratt Bcstg.
Co. issued
Hearing decision
Examiner
N.toward
Litvin
initial
looking
grant
new
AM
station
on
1570
kc,
250
w,
day.of
Decision Nov. 5.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
WRJN-AM-FM
Racine,of Wis.—
edcineinvoluntary
transfer
controlGrantRaBcstg. Corp.,
licensee,tofrom
R. Starbuck,
deceased,
FirstFrank
National
Bank
&
Trust
Co.,
Racine,
executor of estate
Frank R. consideration.
Starbuck, deceased. No 6.monetary
Granted Nov.
WIAM
Williamston,
N.
C — Granted
assignment of license Martin
County
Bcstg.ship ofCo.,
licensee,
toSr.newand partnerJames
H.
Gray
Charles
R. Gray, who buy retiring partner
Henry Granted
A. Johnson's
interest for
$7,500.
Nov. 6 25%
WINX Washington,
D. Banks
C— Granted
assignment
of
license
from
Independent Bcstg. Co.Unitedto United
Bcstg.
Co. for $115,000.
is licensee
of
MtffWOOK,
which
has
received
FCC
itle,!proval to move from Washington ap-to

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

(33i/j%),
Knox LaRue
(33%%)
Arnold C.Bcstg.
Werner
d/bsaleasand
County
Co.,(33%%),
through
ofTulare
100%
interest
for
$37,500.
Dr.
Whisler
is
a
practicing
dentist
in Centralia,
Wash.,
Mr. LaRue
is Stockton,
49.17%
stockholder
and
officer
KSTN
Calif.,
and
Mr.
Werner was with KFBK and KCRA
Sacramento,
but wasFiledrecalled
tive duty USNR.
Nov. into
2. acWNNT Warsaw,
InvoluntaryBcstg.
assignment of licenseVa. —Tidewater
Co. ly,from
Grayson
Headley,Jr. individualtobeth
Charles
E.
Stuart
and
ElizaStuart,
co-executors
of
estate
of Phipps
Charles
E. Stuart,
deceased.
No monetary
consideration.
Filed
Nov.
6.
WJMW Athens
Athens,Bcstg.
Ala.—Co.,Acquisition
control
licensee, byof
Homer F., through
Lawson purchase
E., and Robert
Dunnavant
of fourthV.
partner Wilsonsum,T. byWhite's
stock,
for
undisclosed
Homer
F. and
Lawson
E. and
Dunnavant.
Before
transfer
Mr.
White
each
of
the
Dunnavants
held 16.67%
transfer
Homer
F. andinterest.
Lawson After
E. Dunnavant
hold 20.83% will
interest,
Robert
V.will Dunnavant
still while
hold 16.67%.
Filed
Nov. 6.
KGLN Glenwood
Springs,
Col.—
Assignment of license
Rex G.Slope
and
Charles Howell
d/b from
as Western
Bcstg. tionCo.formed
to KGLN
Inc., newHowell
corporaby Messrs.
and
Howell,ance ofplus
Jerry Fitch,
throughRex.issu-G.
500 Howell
shares
ofwillstock.
and
Charles
each
hold
10120
shares, with
and option
Mr. Fitch
willmoreholdlater.
shares,
to
buy
Remaining shares will be retained in
new
Howellcorporation's
and Howell treasury.
will receiveMessrs.
their
stock in neexchange
for assets
of partrship, and Mr. Fitch
will pay
new
corporation's
treasury
$2,000
for
his
shares. Filed Nov. 7.
WNLC
New
London,
Conn.
—
Transfer
of control
Thames Bcstg.
Corp., Gerald
licensee, from Roderick
L. Morey
J.stockMorey
through(G.sale
of 15 toshares
of
for
$1,500
J.
Morey
is
son
R.Morey
L. Morey).
Before
transfer,
R. L.of
held
52%
interest,
G.
J.
Morey
47.4% andR.Mary
L. Moreywill 0.6%;
transfer
L. Morey
hold after
49%
interest,
G. J. Filed
MoreyNov.50.4%7. and M. L.
Morey 0.6%.
WMOA
Marietta,
Ohio —Bcstg.
Assignment
ofWilliam
licenseG. from
Co. toof
Wellsas Marietta
through
dissolution
the
company
a
corporation,
ing stock now held by Mary B.assignWells
(only banother
stockholder) etc.to Nohermonehustax advantages,
taryd forconsideration.
Filed Nov. 7.
WHOO-AM-FM Orlando,
Fla. —Daily
AsNewspaperssignment of license
Inc. to from
EdwardOrlando
Lamb d/b
as WHOOterest forInc.$200,000.
through Mr.sale Lamb
of 100%ownsinand/or
majority
of
WTOD
andcontrols
WTRTRecord
(FM) Publishing
Toledo,stockWICU
(TV) Erie,
Pa.,
Co.,
Erie,
WTVN
(TV)
Columbus,
Ohio,
Hutch
(advertising
and promotion),
Toledo, Inc.Edward
Lamb Enterprises
Inc.,
Toledo,tion in and
applicantFiled
for new
Columbus.
Nov. AM8. staKLOU Lake
Charles, La.Co.,— Transfer
licensee,
toof control
Sara M. Pelican
AndersonBcstg.through
divorce
granted Sept.
13 from H.consideration.
Vernon Anderson.
No
monetary
Filed Nov. 8.
KFYN from
Bonham,
— Assignment
of
license
Frank Tex.
Svoboda
tr/as Fannin
County
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Bonham
Pub.
Co. through sale of 100% interest for
(Continued on page 10J+)

SUMMARY THROUGH NOVEMBER
Summary of Authorizations, Stations CPson the Air, ApplicationsHearing
In116
Class
On Air Licensed
120
AM
Stations
2,305
2
FM
Stations
652
2,288
TV Stations
108
* On the air.
171
Rockville,
and V
estimated
first first
year revenue
operating49,000.
cost $41,ment
of newMd.,call;
estimated
Major stockholders
include
President
ington;
WSID
Essex,
Md.; WARK
Hag- H.496,Whitcraft
erstown,
Md.,
and
WANT
Richmond,
(13%%),
co-partner
CrafcoP.
Va.
Call
letters
of
WINX
will
be
Foods
Co.,
Atlanta,
and
vice
president
changed to WOOK. [B»T, Aug. 6, July and
50%
stockholder
Dry-A.
Co., Dennis
Memphis,(10%),
ViceLaminated
President
30, June
Nov. 8. (Chair- wall
Belmont
owner
WMOC
man Coy 18.]
did Granted
not participate.)
Covington,
Ga.,
and
The
Covington
News,
KMMO sigMarshall,
Mo.
—
Granted
asGeorge
F. Estey
nment of license
from WilFCC Actions
liam Courtney
Evansand toCPinKMMO
Inc. Secretary-Treasurer
(13%%),
treasurer
andInc.,
0.6%Atlanta,
stockholder
Southern
Airways
and
for $60,000.
transferee
(Continued from page 99)
are
M. F. A.Principals
Mutual Insurance
Co. five
other
Georgia
residents
with
10%
interest each. Filed Nov. 7.
(45%),
F.
V.
Heinkel
(5%),
president
of
Missouri
Farmers
Assn.
and
board
York,
Ala.—
Sumter
Bcstg.
Co.,
1310
November 8 Decisions . . .
chairman of M. F. A. Mutual Insurance kc, 250 w, day; estimated construction
Co., and oftenM.other
stockholders,
$15,100,
estimated
first year
operBY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
cost $30,589,
estimated
year
officers
F. isA.5%onand/or
F. allA.w cost
revenueating $36,865.
Partners
are J.firstA. Pate
Granted Petition
Mutual.
(Station
1300 kcM.increase
500
day
but
holds
CP
ior
power
(33V4%),
minister
West
End
Baptist
WLAW
Lawrence,
Mass.
—
By
order
Church,
Tuscaloosa,
Ala.,
James
R.
to
1
kw.)
Granted
Nov.
8.
granted es inpetition
to remove modification
from proc(33%%),andminister
West
Ala.—General
GrantedNews-as- Swedenberg
End Baptist
Church
general
real
of licenseg line application
to convert forWLAW
into a WGAD paperssignmGadsden,
e
n
t
o
f
license
from
estate
dealer,
Aliceville,
Ala.,
and
Inc.
to
Coosa
Bcstg.
Co.
for
dual-city
for both
Stuckey (33%%), instructor
Boston,station
establishing
a mainLawrence
studio $46,000.
Principals
arepublisher
President TheW. GadsCur- Maurice
with Pickens
of Educaiinand Boston.
tisdenDeLamar
(60%),
tion, Carrollton,County
Ala. Board
Filed Nov.
9.
Times,
Secretary-Treasurer
Sara
To Remain Silent
TV
APPLICATIONS
DeLamar
(30%),
housewife,
and
Vice
President
Mary
June
DeLamar
(10%),
nig iauthority
KGIB Bremerton,
Wash.
—
Granted
Fort
Worth,
Tex.—
Tarrant
County
Granted Nov. 8.
to ofremain
Television
Co.,ant.Ch.height
20, ERP 200 kwaverage
vis.,
tional period
30 days,silent for addi- student.
100 kw aur.,
KALI Pasadena,
Calif.—John
Granted
as- terrain
i
Designated Hearing
signment of licenseBcstg
from
H. $37,700
Poole
442 ft.;
estimatedabove
construction
to
Consolidated
Co.
for
cost $373,500,
estimated
first year
oper],forWKOW
Wis. Jan.
— Designated
of accounts
receivable
ating cost$250,000.
$150,000,
estimated
firstinclude
year
hearingMadison,
in Madison
1952, plus
revenue
Principals
date tionof85%thatsettlement,
subject
toconsumcondi-on A.
'for
renewal
in contractural
order to21.obtain
H.
Lightfoot
(40%),
40%
partner
assignment
not
be
full license
information
re
arTexas Motors
(Ford dealer),
Fort
mated nuntilectionsJack
ReederPasadena.
severs all Princon- Worth,
entered intoAmusement
by MononaCo.
K. K. Kellam
(30%), liy2%
with KXLA
Bcstg. Co.Webster
withrangementsAtlass
transferee
are ofPresident
Henry
partner Texas Motors, and Basil S.
iMComr.
dissented.)
Fritzencipals in(51%),
owner
Fritzen
Adv.
Roper
(30%),
11%%
owner
Texas
Mofit Winnebago Bcstg. Co. and Rock River Agency,
tors. Filed Nov. 7.
Los Angeles,
Vice President
:| Bcstg.consolidated
Co., Rockford,
111.—
Designated
Jack
Reeder
(20%), employe
KXLA,T. Television
Lansing, Stations
Mich. — Inc.,
BoothCh. Radio
and
!SOMlwith
tlpifor
hearing
in
proceeding
10
(192-198
and
Secretary-Treasurer
Charles
applications of North Shore Bcstg. Hughes (29%), advertising salesman mc), ERP 200 kw vis., 100 kw aur., ant.
'1"''mencing
Co. and Nov.
George15 inBasil
Anderson
comheight
547
ft.
above
average
terrain;
for
Fritzen
agency.
Granted
Nov.
8.
WashingtonandtheRock
apestimated
construction
cost $331,176,
plicatirequesting
ons of Winnebago
WTPRment of Paris,
Tenn.
Granted
assignestimatedestimated
first
yearfirstoperating
cost
licenseInc.
fromto— Paris
Kentucky
Lake
River,
both
1330 500kc.w Rock
$247,000,
year ofrevenue
Bcstg.
System
Bcstg.
Co.
River
1
kw
day,
Winnebago
day.
$250,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
WJLB
FCC made KROS Clinton. Iowa, and for
$45,000.
Principals
in
transferee
are
Detroit,
WSGW
Saginaw,
WBBC
Flint,
Aaron B. Robinson,WCMA
vice president
and and applicant for new TV stations in
WIBA Madison,
Wis.,to parties
to proand president
The Daily
ce ding with respect
Rock River
and general manager
Saginaw,
Flint
Grand
Miss.,
iWinnebagoterloo, Iowa,applications;
KWWL Wis.,
Wa- Corinthian,
Rapids.
Filed
Nov.Oshkosh
8. and
WDXI JacksonCorinth,
and WENK
Union City, Detroit,
WHBL Sheboygan,
Oshkosh,
Wis.—
Bcstg.
Co.,
owner-general
manager
WDXEand Lawand tWKAN
Kankakee.
111.,
made
parCh.
48,
ERP
1.166
kw
vis.,
583
w
vis.,
renceburg,
all
in
Tennessee,
five
ies to proceeding re Rock River ap- other persons. Granted Nov. 8.
ant.
height above
average terrain
314
plication.
ft.;
estimated
construction
cost
$133,Amended Order
WATM signAtmore,
Ala. —C. Granted
as- 838.75, estimated first year operating
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
from
W.
Reddoch
cost
$80,000,
estimated
first
year
reveWELStion except
Kinston,
N.
C—
Denied
petiand
B.L. McCrary
to T.as C.Southland
Miniard
nueOshkosh.
$120,000. Applicant
and J.G. Co.,
Ingram,
d/b
Filed Oct. is9. licensee
of insofar
issueandno.asthat
sixit inofrequests
matter
for
$32,000.WCNU
Mr. Miniard
is WOSH TRANSFER
ofamendment
its application
WFTC Bcstg.
REQUESTS
engineer-announcer
Crestview,
Kinston,
andorderin this
respect27, it1951is grantFla., andgram'sMr.
is owner
In- license
KKIN from
Visalia,
Calif.—
Assignment
of
of bvJune
Albert
F. Blain,
Lyman
Cafe andIngram
Tourist
Courts, ofTroy,
July ed.2]FCCamended
deleting issue[B.T,six Ala. Granted
Nov.
8.
Treaster,
Bert
Williamson
and
GarethA.
and substituting
following:
"To
deterW.
Hawk
to
Dr.
Jerome
H.
Whisler
KABC
San
Antonio,
KFJZ
Fort
mine whetheranyFarmers
Bcstg.Sept.
Service
McAllen
and transfer
WACO
Inc.
timeor since
1950, has
been atcontrolled
operated by 21,a ofWorth,
Waco,control
allKRIO
inTexas
Texas
— Granted
State
Network
Inc.,
stockholders'
group
which
has
not
been
parent
company
of
all
four
stations,
authorized
to
operate
or
control
the
through
redemptionto
licensee corporation, in violation of Sec. cfSid 71%W. Richardson
of
its
5000
shares
outstanding,
301 and 310(b) of Communications Act." leaving Mr. Richardson with 900 of its
1450 shares outstanding. [See FCC
November 8 Applications . . . ROUNDUP,
Oct. Nov.
15]. Consideration $887,500.B«T,
Granted
8.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1010 kc
New
Applications
.
.
.
Another BMI "Pin Vp" Hit— Published by BMI
AM APPLICATIONS
to WJVB
increaseJacksonville
power from Beach,
250 w Fla.—
to 1 kw.CP
Eureka,
Calif.
—
Eureka
Bcstg.
Co.,
License Renewal
estimated conFollowingKSWM
stationsJoplin,
requestMo.;
renewal
of 1340 kc, 250strucw,tion costfulltime;
$25,000,
estimated
first
license:
KVAS
SOLITAIRE
year
operating
cost $25,000.
$18,000,
estimated
'Astoria,
Ore.;
WAIM
Anderson,
S.
C;
frst
year
revenue
Principals
WABB-FM
Mobile,
Ala.;
KHJ-TV
Los
are
Louise
E.,
Betty
L.,
Tove
N.
and
Angeles;
KNBH-Chicago:
(TV) Los
F. Edouart
(each
25%). Louise
WNBQ
(TV)
WNBWAngeles;
(TV) Robert
K. Edouart
is a Los until
Angeles
L. Edouart
last housewife,
June was
Washington;
TV Chicago. WOW-TV Omaha; WGN- Betty
11077; Tommy Dorsey — Dec. 27843.
employed
by Foster's
West
Los Angeles,
Tove Antique
N. EdouartShop,is
Applications Returned
an Addressograph
operator
for
SouthKMUR
Murray,
Utah
—
RETURNED
CaliforniaF. GasEdouart
Co., Santa
Monica,
Dave Terry - Associated;
riptio
application
for licenseS. renewal.
On Transc
and ernRobert
is electronics
n — n:Standard; Monica Lewis —
Bergma
World.
Eddie
WLCM Lancaster,
C . — RETURNED
engineer
at
Brubaker
Mfg.
Co.,
Los
application
for
assignment
of
CP
from
Angeles. Filed Nov. 7.
Arthur
DavisMorgan
tr/as Royal
Atlanta, Ga.1490— Metropolitan
Atlanta
Co. to Mr.WardDavis,
J. CraigBcstg.
and
kc, 250costw, $18,963
fulltime;
^ Milton D. Scarboro d/b as Royal Bcstg. Bcstg.
estimatedCo.,construction
60,
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Elections
(Continued from page 30)
been accused of ordering news
slanted against Democrats and certain minority groups.
This case became a campaign
issue because Mr. Halley, who ran
as a Liberal - Independent - city
Fusion candidate, was a member of
the law firm which represented Mr.
Richards during the FCC hearings.
A Democratic supporter asked if
Mr. Halley therefore was not
"guiltyalsobyofassociation"
him
being bigoted.and accused
Mr. Halley retorted that such
charges were "reaching to the bottom of the further
barrel" that
to sling
He stated
his mud.
firm
entered the Richards Case only
after Mr. Richards had apologized
to the FCC and that the hearings
proved that news distortions were
never broadcast by his stations.
Elsewhere across the nation
campaigns were fought with equal
zeal. It was agreed that all radio
and television stations were deserving of high compliments for
the manner in which they kept the
public informed. Only a few reports of the roles played by individual stations reached Broadcasting • Telecasting by deadline.
Among them were:
West Coast Coverage
KNBC and KRON-TV San Francisco reported municipal elections
in a series of programs aired simultaneously. Bob Letts, KNBC news
commentator, and Al Constant,
KRON-TV program director and
newscaster, reported returns as
fast as they were tabulated. The
combined coverage was under the
direction of John H. Thompson,
KNBC manager of news and public
affairs.
WBZ-AM-TV Boston kept area
listeners
through both
dio and posted
TV accounts.
From ra-a
microphone in the WBZ newsroom,
Ken Mayer, Streeter Stuart and
Art Gardner gave election news reports. Arch MacDonald, staff announcer for WBZ-TV, served as
television elections news reporter.
Operations were directed by F. E.
Whitmarsh, WBZ news editor.
Also in Boston, Labert B.
Beeuwkes, WHEE manager, reFCC Roundup
(Continued from page 103)
515,000. Stockholders
inT. assignee
corn are Presidentmanager
FrankDemocrat
Stewart (49%),poratiobusiness
Publishing
Co.,
Durant,
Okla.,
Vice
President
Mary Jane McPherson
(25%),
35.2% stockholder
Durant National
Bank,
and
Secretary-Treasurer
Clark
Bass (26%), president and 36% stockNov. 8. holder Durant National Bank. Filed
Deletions . . .
TOTAL26, FM
deletions
Jan. 1:
AM
61, TVto 1.dateNewsincedeletions:
WHAV-FM
Haverhill,
Mass
.—
The
Haverhill
Gazette
license,to Nov.
Licensee said
thereCo.,seemed
be no6.
FM listeningnomicallyaudience
so
it
was
ecounsound to continue operation.
WXRT
(FM)
Chicago—
Radio unsound
Station
WSBC,
license.
Economically
to continue
operation.
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AWARD of the Carnegie Bronze
Medal for Heroism to Mrs. Florence
Warner (r), administrative assistant
to CBS Radio director of talks, was
occasion for congratulations from
Howard S. Meighan, president of CBS
Radio Division. Mrs. Warner was
awarded the medal for saving a
drowning man in the Hawk channel
of the Florida straits in April 1950
[B»T, Nov. 5].
mained on the job until 4:15 a.m.
when determining results of the
see-saw balloting were posted. Mr.
Beeuwkes immediately went to
work tape recording victory intervictors.views and also future plans of the
Listenei'-viewer interest reached
a peak in Philadelphia where the
Democrats overthrew the Republicans and a Democratic mayor was
elected for the first time in 67
years.
WFIL-AM-TV presented elections returns directly from the city
room of the Philadelphia Inquirer.
WPTZ (TV) interrupted programs
to air ballot standings and had special analysts on hand. WCAU-AMTV was among those stations having direct lines to Democratic and
Republican headquarters. KYW
broadcast election news from 6 p.m.
to 11:15 p.m. WIP aired the Reconcessionpublicanatcity chairman's
9:58 p.m. election
WPEN
had tape recorders on the streets to
interview citizens. WIBG staffers
also turned in first rate performances.
In Erie, Pa., WICU (TV), in addition to displacing commercial
shows to give political parties free
time in pre-election campaigns,
presented a special two-hour show
last week troducing
givingsuccessful
returns
and incandidates.
WLW Cincinnati covered major
issues in the Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia area.
In Cleveland, WEWS (TV)
brought
mayoralty
faceto-face Nov.
4 in candidates
an election-eve
courtroom-style telecast during
which candidates were "cross-examined" on current civic issues.
WPTR Albany in five-minute
newscasts on the hour and halfhour from 7-11:30 p.m. election
night kept
on returns in listeners
Albany, posted
Schenectady,
Troy in its own area. It also had
made special arrangements to keep
close tabs on elections in New York
City,
Buffalo.Philadelphia, Rochester and

lions of dollars in research, it has
NBC Plan Blasted
scattered its shot. The result has
(Continued from page 23)
been a mass of sometimes contradictory data which has led to conPlanning and Advisory Committee.
fusion among both broadcasters and
Clair McCollough of the Steinman
Stations also is a former SPAC buyers of their facilities."
The initial
report findings,
said that the
"in commitview of
chairman, as is G. Richard Shafto these
of WIS Columbia and WSPA Spartee will further explore the subject
tanburg, S. C. (WIS is an NBC of sound, constructive research and
affiliate; WSPA is CBS). Walter will
shortly report its recommendaJ. Damm of WTMJ Milwaukee was
a SPAC member for several years.
The committee said it had reached
In striking out at the NBC plan
— or viany
which held
may that
be de-a the following
ing the NBC conclusions
plan or any"concernsimilar
sed— the other
committee
plan1. Radio
which rates
mightshould
be proposed":
radio
station's
own
circulation
be
based
tions."
values in its own market should the actual circulation values deliv-on
determine its rates, without regard
by market,
and
not onered bytheradio,basismarket
of what
some other
to any other medium — meaning, it medium
may be doing or failing to do.
was understood,
not
only
home
tele2. No arbitrarily computed formula r
vision but theatre TV, subscription
effectively measure the values of
TV, motion pictures, printed media can
hundreds
of radio stations each operor any other.
under the special conditions of
To adopt "any arbitrary for- its ownatingmarket.
mula" using rates,
TV as thethe committee
base for
3. The effect of television on radio
fixing radio
in any market does not follow an
said, "will necessarily lead to the inflexible and predictable pattern and
we resoundingly reject the theory
destruction
radio."
Specifically,of the
report continued, that the installation of a television
NBC'stion ofplan
for
periodic
re-evaluaset inof aradio
radioin home
eliminates thefr'
that home.
radio rates on that basis use
4. The adoption of any arbitrary
"will
to thatheldresult."
The lead
committee
that national formula which bases radio rates on
growth of television circulation
networks exist primarily to "pro- the
rather than on radio's own efficacy
vide nationalascoverage."
This wasat will
the destrucinterpreted
aimed basically
tnecessarily
ion of radio. Thelead
NBC to proposal
withl^
NBC's elimination of the "must- its permissible re-evaluation each six
months vision
on thecirculation
basis will
of increased
telebuy" provision
which
formerly
relead to that
quired network advertisers to use result.
specific stations in any event.
5.
The
basic
reason
for
Private Views
ence of national networks the
is toexistpro
vide
national
coverage.
Any
Some members maintained pri- which tend to break down this steps
con
vately that the networks should
to the injury of the
require advertisers to use all of cept will redound
the affiliate and the public
their affiliates, and one, at least, network,
6.
The
effectiveness
network has
rainsisted that networks should not dio as an advertisingof medium
divulge to advertisers the rate of through the years been greatly en
hanced by insistence on continuity
any particular affiliate.
The report also struck out at of effort, that is, sale of time in 13
week cycles. Any move to destroy
sales in less than 13-week cycles, this
must of necessity work
and denounced existing plans of- to theformula
of radio and the
fering multi-sponsorship of groups advertiserdetriment
alike.
of programs — tandem, pyramid,
7.
A
large
part
of
the valuable
ice rendered by individual
radio serv
sta
etc.The committee pointed out tions
to their local communities has
made
possible
by
revenues
from
"that it was essential to make a been
cold, objective analysis of presently national spot broadcasting. Any plan jj
available radio research and also that results in diversion of spot rev
from local stations to national
to review the recently announced enue
networks threatens the continued ex
istence
of individual stations.
NBCPointing
plan. .out. ."that it had conEvery mit emember
Comfer ed at length with Mr. Elder
is convincedof thethatAffiliates
in the many
with respect to research, the com- years to come, radio will continue to
mittee reported it had reached the be a tremendous factor in the lives
following conclusions:
of every citizen of the United States
naturally follows that we should
"1. While radio has been re- Itexamine
all plans for radio on the
searched and researched, too little basis of the
haul and not yield
attention has been paid to the prob- to any plan oflongexpediency
lem of producing evidence which
cied short term advantage. for a fanallows the advertiser to compare the
Committeemen attending the
dollar values he gets from radio
were: Chairman Morency
with those secured from other media. meeting
and Messrs. McCollough, Damm &
"2. With the exception of a few Shafto; John Patt of the Goodwill
localized and independently under- Stations; Hugh Terry, KLZ Denver;
taken efforts, there has been a com- Edgar Kobak, consultant and ownof realistic
circulation
of WTWA Thomson, Ga.; Robert
data forplete lack
radio
at the local
market D. erSwezey,
WDSU New Orleans;
level.
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita
"3. Too much emphasis in radio Falls,
Tex.; Richard Fairbanks,
research has been placed on study- WIBC Indianapolis; Ben Strouse,
ing the single broadcast and too WWDC Washington. Absent were
little on discovering the cumulative George Storer, Fort Industry Co.,
impact of continuous performance. burgh.
"4. Although radio has spent mil- and Leonard Kapner, WCAE PittsBROADCASTING
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TRANSFERS
Bids Filed; FCC Acts
[For full details of these transfers
see FCC Roundup, page 103]
REQUEST for approval of the sale
)f WCOP Boston from Cowles
Broadcasting Co. to T. B. Baker
Jr., A. G. Beaman and Roy V. Wisnand for $150,000 (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 5) was filed with the FCC last
Mjiweek. It was one of 10 transfer re■injquests
transferlast grants
ilarLmade byand
the nine
Commission
week.
' Messrs. Baker and Beaman will
01 teach have a 45% interest in the
llir"ftew ownership of WCOP. Mr. Wis.n'riand will have a 10% ownership in
'Jjthe
JjMr. station.
Beaman Both
own Mr.
50% Baker
each andof
WKDA Nashville.
Among the nine transfer grants
'approved
were these:by the FCC last week
Sale of WINX Washington, D.
C. from Banks Independent Broadcasting Co. to United Broadcasting
Co. for $115,000. Richard Eaton is
president of United, which has received FCC approval to move
WOOK Washington from 1590 kc
1600 site
kc, to1 Rockville,
kw, daytime,
and
lionoiin'co
change
Md. The
Rockville station will be assigned
a new call, and WINX will be
changed to WOOK. United also
Dwns WFAN (FM) Washington,
WSID Essex, Md., WARK Hagerstown, Md., and WANT Richmond,
Va.
Jack Fitzen, president of Fitzen
Advertising Agency, Los Angeles,
Jack Reeder and Charles T. Hughes
were granted FCC approval of their
purchase of KALI Pasadena, Calif.,
from John H. Poole for $37,000 plus
35% of all accounts receivable.
Redemption of 71% of the Texas
State
Networkstock,
Inc.'sgiving
5,000 control
shares ofto
Dutstanding
rfjSid W* Richardson, was approved
the s by the Commission.

Broadcasters Form
Sales Group
'GOOD MUS
I
C
A NEW joint sales organization has been formed in New York to
attract advertisers who wish to buy "good music" radio programs on a
national basis. Name of the organization is "Good Music Broadcasters."
Announcement was made last week by Elliott M. Sanger, executive
vice
president,
WQXR - AM
- FM sales
*
New York,
and Raymond
S. Green,
with 13 stations in New York
vice president, WFLN (FM) Phil- and Pennsylvania comprising the
adelphia, prime movers in the or- Rural Radio Network and also
WFMZ Allentown, Pa., WBIB New
ganization.
They said the organization will Haven, and WSNJ Bridgeton, N. J.
help fill a demand for good music These stations also will be reprethat has been on the rise nation- sented.
wide despite television. Messrs.
Also announced were sales made
Sanger and Green pointed out that to Zenith Radio Corp. and General
stations specializing in good music Electric Co. by the Good Music
have sprung up in important mar- Broadcasters, whose headquarters
kets "andadvertisers
we are nowthein music-lova position will be in New York at the offices
to offer
of WQXR.
Sales and market research will
ing audiences of these big cities."
be supervised by Norman S. McParticipating Stations
vice president in charge of
Stations which have joined Gree,
sales, WQXR, and by Mr. Green.
Good Music Broadcasters are:
Station
members in other major
WQXR - AM - FM New York,
be sales representaWFLN (FM) Philadelphia, WXHR marketstives forwill
the group in respective
(FM) Boston, WWIN-AM-FM Bal- areas.
timore, WGMS-AM-FM WashingThere will be no physical tie-up
ton, WEAW(FM) Chicago, WEW
the stations at present, it
St. Louis, KIXL-AM-FM Dallas, among
was
noted, thereby permitting an
KFAC-AM-FM Los Angeles and advertiser
to take advantage of
KSMO San Francisco.
In addition, WQXR has been co- best programs and listening time
operating in programming and in any market.
"proved" that
afternoon
Morning Time Demand
programs
might while
conceivably
get a radio
tiny
(Continued from, page 23)
listening audience — morning programs
would
never
find
a
sponsor
because
vised its clients, through its organ, they would never find an audience.
Grey Matter,
that television
"for certain
think of Breakfast
products,
daylight
will Today, when they
those "authorities" become a bit -wistful.
ultimately — not immediately- — of- in Hollywood,
fer an advertising opportunity
3—ly How
early women
"authorities"
such as. comes once every five or
concededthe that
might finaltake
some time off from daytime housework
tenTheyears."
editorial spokesman for. the to listen to radio instructions, such as
cooking lessons
— but never,(Shades
never forof
agency went on to say, in parf:
entertainment.
We have no trouble remembering: straight
soap opera!)
the "authorities"
4 — How the soap
early ope.ra
"authorities"
were
prove How
that daytime
radio wouldcould
never positive
could never
amount mentstowereasorowpersuasive
of pins. that
Theirdaytime
argu- make the_that
COWAN & WHITMORE
transition from radio to television— for reasons of cost, rehearsal
was a poor orphan
Trial Dare Set Jan. 15 radio broadcasting
problems, etc.
years.
NEARLY a score of witnesses is for2 —fifteen
How
the
same
"authorities"
then
5
—
How
the early "authorities" were
sxpected to testify when Harold
so certain that "everybody goes to
Uowan and Ralph Whitmore, forsleep"
at
10
p.m. or could
11 p.m.not— air
time
later in the evening
possibly
mer partners in a Hollywood mail
have any value!
jrder agency, go on trial Jan. 15
n a Los Angeles federal court on
6 — How the earlyin"authorities"
were
L7 charges of mail fraud.
all-too-persuasive
their arguments
against Saturday broadcast time,
Pair was indicted last March
against summer broadcast time.
]B*T, March 2] by a federal grand
ury following backfire of the
7 — And, tfinally,
howsurethesethatsamecar "aues" knew for
ra'irm's pre-Christmas tree ornament
dios wouldhoritibe
illegal
and, anyhow,
'pitch" visiondeals
made
on
radio,
telepeople
couldn't drive— that
and there
listenis noto
and in newspapers.
radiosaudience
simultaneously
Trial date was set last Monday,
air
worth measuring
until
8 a.m. on— that
.'turyistrial
understood
willwillwavebe
toafterwomen
the women
air; theywon'twantlistento
and that they
the case
hear men, etc.
leard
vich. before Judge Leon R. Yank8 — After that remarkable record (a
An avalanche of complaints that
record that ranks them with our ecoollowed last year from buyers of SIGNING of Ralph Edwards' $6,500,nomicthoforecasters!)
these same
rities" now turn thumbs
down "au-on
'the most sensational Christmas 000 contract with NBC is celebrated. daytime television!
Southern
California
style,
by
(I
to
r):
ree
ornament
package of allbytime,"
esulted
in investigations
the Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., vice presi- While the doubters doubt — daytime
begins to see broad areas of
dent in charge of television, NBC; television ahead.
\>st
Office
and
the U. S. Attorney's
Indeed, in a few years
tffice.
Norman Blackburn, director of net- daylight
(not
today
or tomorrow) the same
Now free on $2,500 bond each,
work operations, Hollywood; Mr. race to obtain
choice hook-ups
and
Hessrs. Cowan and Whitmore re- Edwards. The radio and TV person- time
slots that characterized
evening
ality was signed to an exclusive five telecasts
lortedly piled up a fortune as a
a few years ago will start in
esult of the $1 per package deal.
year radio and television deal.
daytime television.
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Free Time & P. l/s
(Continued from page 25)
only one city at present, it explained,
vertising withused. test newspaper adP.
I.
entered
bracket
for this sort ofa high-price
business with
the
proposal
of
Irwin-Woods
Adv.,
Newark, N. J., to place advertising
for the
a $9.95
"spotof $500,000
reducer" awhich
has
backing
year
in promotion.
To inessstations
buson a P. I.willing
basis to
the doagency
will
pay
$5
per
inquiry
on
a
$1with-order deal or $4 for straight
C.O.D.
—
minus
15%
commission,
of
course.
A Buffalo agency, which exploits
AAAA membership on its letter
head, is making inquiries for a list
of stations doing P. I. business.
Benedict Gimbel Jr., president
of WIP Philadelphia, has compsearch,
lained to Mail
OrderthatMedia
ReNew York,
its 1951
listing of mail order outlets designates WIP as one of the stations
conducting
percentage-of-sales
plan with "a
advertisers
in selling
their various products over the
air."
directorymanager.
lists Samuel
Hill asThecommercial
Mr. Gimbel wrote the firm,
"First of all, WIP has never accepted a P.of I.anyorkind.
percentage-ofsales deal
Any mail
order business that we have taken
has been at regular card rates.
Please correct the list immediately
omitting WIP since we take no
percentage
dealsofforbusiness.
mail order'
any other kinds
If youror
list is as inaccurate for other stations as it is for WIP, it is worthMBS BILLINGS
Announces a 9% Gain
NINE percent gain in gross billings was made by MBS during the
first ten months of 1951, Adolf N.
Hult> vice president in charge- of
sales,
reported'gross
Thursday.
■• the
Estimated
billings* ' for
January-October period this year
reachedness$14,620,652.
October busialone totaled $1,759,467.06,
Mr. Hult reported, Which is a
14.6%
month inincrease
1950. over the same
Increased October billings were
attributed to new accounts placed
by
Inc.,Co.,
Wildroot
Co.,Sterling'
Miller Drug
Brewing
Mail
Pouch Tobacco Co., American
Chicle Co., and American Schools,
as well as renewals by Derby
Foods Inc., Voice of Prophecy Inc.,
Belton Chemical
Hearing Corp.
Aid Co., and Noxzema
WFMJ to NBC
WFMJ come anYoungstown,
will Dec.
beNBC affiliate Ohio,
effective
1. Now affiliated with ABC, the
station for the time being will
continue to carry ABC programming also, it was reported. WFMJ,
on 1390 kc with 5 kw, is licensed to
WFMJ Broadcasting Co. and is
headed by William F. Maag Jr.
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WPIX EXPANDS SALES STAFF
ADOPTS REALISTIC POLICY
WPIX (TV) New York has changed its sales
policies
''realistic"to approach
has ofadded11.
five new tosalesmen
its regularand staff
"Television is fast out-living its glamor era,"
Sales Director John F. Noone said. "Having already established itself as a successful advertising medium, we believe that it is time for the
application of proved sales techniques that are
standard in other competing media . . . just
being on television is no longer a short cut
tois successful
living," he sales
said. results
"Our sales
policy
aimed at producing
for people
whoRecent
are interested
only
in
sales
results."
additions to WPIX sales force include Paul Fischbein, formerly with Hearst
advertising sales; Spencer L. Rowe, packaged
goods specialist; Ben Sckolnik, former account
executive with WLIB and WHOM New York;
Richard Romanelli, former assistant advertising manager of // Progresso Italo- Americano ;
and Harrison E. Mulford Jr., promoted from
sales
service assistant for station's commercial
manager.
WKOW LICENSE RENEWAL
FCC HEARING SET JANUARY 21
IMPLICATION that WKOW Madison, Wis.,
got CBS affiliation by hiring Atlass Amusement Co. as management consultants is made
in list of issues for license renewal hearing
Jan. 21 in Madison and released by FCC
Friday (see earlier story on page 36).
Also believed to be at root of hearing designation isCommission's desire to take good look
at Atlass' radio activities. H. Leslie Atlass Sr.
is CBS Central Division vice president and
general manager of CBS-owned WBBM Chi% of Chicago
Daily News'
WIND.cago, alsoH. owns
Leslie19 Atlass
Jr. is president
and,
with his sister and brother, owner of Atlass
Amusement Co. He is also program director
of WIND. Ralph Atlass, brother of H. Leslie
Atlass, is vice president and general manager
of WIND, controls WLOL Minneapolis, KIOA
Des Moines and has management contract
with WMCA New York.
According to issues set for Jan. 21 hearing,
FCC apparently believes WKOW is controlled
by Atlass Amusement Co. It also asked for
information on the following:
(1) Negotiations regarding purchase of
WKOW by H. Leslie Atlass Jr. early in 1950;
(2) Cancellation
of WKOW's
MBS
and its affiliation
with affiliation
CBS in with
May
1950
—
including
any
"consideration"
in change; (3) Relationship of Michael involved
Henry,
present WKOW general manager, and Atlass
Amusement Co., and whether he is actually an
employe of Atlass Amusement Co.; (4) Amount
of payments made to Atlass Amusement Co.
under management contract, which calls for
50% share in profits of WKOW.
WOAN FULLTIME DENIED
INITIAL decision denying application of
WQAN Scranton for change from 630 kc, 500
w daytime to 1450 kc, 250 w fulltime rB*T,
Oct. 1] was remanded to hearing examiner Friday by FCC on petition by Scranton Times station. Significant part of examiner's original denial was based on fact
that WSCR Scranton was independent. Station is now NBC affiliate and FCC felt WQAN
should have chance to argue its proposed coverage with new status of WSCR in mind.
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POOR BUTTERFLY
RADIO AUDIENCE measurements may
soon be introduced into Japan, which
now permits private broadcasters to
compete with government controlled
broadcasting system. Preliminary exploratory conversations now being held
with A. C. Nielsen Co. may be extended
to other
radio
researchare organizations
before final decisions
made.
NEW GROUP PLANS
TO TAKE OVER AVA
COURT ACTION expected tomorrow on plan
to revitalize and save American Vitamin
Assoc. Inc., Hollywood, Calif., from possible
receivership.
Underin plan
submittedlasttoFriday,
creditors and referee
bankruptcy
Archie Taft and J. Elroy McCaw, West Coast
station owners, with Lloyd H. Daviscourt and
Homer Snowden, would form a new corporation with initial capitalization of not less than
$25,000 and additional $100,000 to be obtained
as working capital.
In addition, group would be given franchise
to use AVA trademark and name and sell
Thyavals, paying royalities. Group would also
be given option to buy 51% stock in AVA.
With liabilities reported approximately $1,000,000 and assets in excess of $350,000, AVA
early this month petitioned in Los Angeles to
reorganize under Chapter 11 of Federal Bankruptcy Act.
Reportedly spending ai-ound $300,000 per
month to promote Thyavals or Orvita firm cancel ed al advertising in early October [B»T,
Oct. 15] when financial backing was withdrawn. Biggest single creditor is Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago agency, with sum involved
reported in excess of $400,000.
EXECS HONOR NBC
H. V. KALTENBORN will present news from
NBC's
of Nov.
15, 1926,network
as one inaugural
of featuresbroadcast
of special
New
York Radio Executives Club luncheon program Thursday
marking
network's
silver
anniversary, itwas announced Friday. Number
of pioneer personalities to be on hand, and
Milton Berle will entertain. NBC meanwhile
planning series of special network announcements that day calling attention to its 25th
anniversary.
GOOD MUSIC POPULAR
INFORMAL survey conducted by Broadcast Music Inc. among its member stations indicates that average of 5.6 hours
of classical music is being broadcast per
stationtionsweekly.
than their
80% current
"of staplanned to More
continue
concert programming or increase it this
fall and winter, which ties in with comofficials' reminder:
More baseball
people
attendedpany concerts
last year than
games. Returns — as of late last weekcovered 446 stations, which used total
of 2,498 hours of concert music each
week.

PEOPLE...
FOREST McCLUNEY, former European
director of Radio Free Europe, named director of radio for American Committee for
Liberation of People of Russia which hopes
to have European transmitter on air next
summer to beam broadcasts into U.S.S.R.
ALFRED S. MOSS, vice president, Peck Adv.,
N. Y., to Bozell & Jacobs, N. Y., as vice president and member of plans board.
JOSEPH R. WARNER, formerly with Marfree
Agency (see story page 12), to Rand Adv.
Agency., N. Y., as vice president.
WILLIAM LAUTEN, trade news editor of
NBC press department in New York, is father
of girl born Nov. 9 (Friday).
HADACOL CREDITORS DOUBT
COURT'S JURISDICTION
JURISDICTION of U. S. Southern District
Court was challenged by group of southern
creditors Friday afternoon when hearing was
held in New York on appointment, made Oct.
5, of Milton F. Rosenthal as trustee for reorganization of Le Blanc Corporations of
Louisiana and Maryland, makers of Hadacol.
Creditors' committee, represented by Newman
& Bisco, New York law firm, opposed southern
group — led by L & H Brokerage Co., Lafayette,
La., which holds note for some $105,000 — and
Judge William Bondy set Nov. 21 as date to
hear further argument.
Attorney for trustee, Cahill, Gordon, Zachry
& Reindel, presented report of action taken
thus far in reorganization, in which it was
revealed that members of Le Blanc family —
including Dudley J. Le Blanc who was to have
received $100,000 per year — have been dropped
from company payroll. (Members of same
family, it was said, still hold major interests
in L & H Brokerage Co., lead group of southern
creditors.)
DISTRICT 7 URGES NARTB
TO HANDLE ASCAP DEALING
RECOMMENDATION that NARTB handle
ASCAP TV negotiations since both radio and
TV will be affected was adopted Friday at
NARTB District 7 meeting at Louisville (early
story page
28). All-industry group now handling TV negotiations.
Other resolutions lauded William B. Ryan,
BAB president; opposed Benton legislation;
pledged activities.
support toRobert
NARTB;
opposedWMRN
ratecutting
T. Mason,
Marion,
Ohio,
thanked
for
service
as
district
director. On Resolutions Committee were
Harry McTigue, WINN Louisville, chairman;
Art Eilerman, WZIP Covington, Ky.; Mike
Layman, WSFC Somerset, and Gene Trace,
WBBW Youngstown.
WRIA TO KEEP LICENSE
DECISION and order by FCC Friday adopted
initial decision of Comr. Paul A. Walker
rescinding Commission's Nov. 13, 1950 order,
revoking license of WRIA Caguas, P. R. Station had been cited by FCC for unsatisfactory;
engineering conditions. In hearing conducted
by
Comr.
asserted financial!
trouble wasWalker,
cause ofstation
its derelictions.
Comri
Walker decided background of stockholders
and present
justified giving WRIA additional chancestaff
for success.
WNOE,
TO and
H-RKNOE
REPSMonroe
WNOE NEWKNOE
ORLEANS
La.,
named
H-R
Representatives
as nationalit
station representative effective immediately,
was
by former
governor' j
Jamesannounced
A. Noe, owner
of theLouisiana
two stations.
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It's the new Station WMAQ
transmitter tower which
reaches the record Chicagoland height of 1,500 feet
above sea level and showers a
stronger WMAQ signal over
reater area than ever—
MORE THAN 135,000
SQUARE MILES of the great
Middle West, an increase of
almost 7,000 SQUARE
MILES.
Total population within this
new WMAQ signal range is
MORE THAN 17% MILLION PERSONS, adding almost 300,000 to the WMAQ
"family."
Two hundred and fifty feet
higher than the previous antenna, here is one more step
in a continuing effort by Station WMAQ to provide ever
improved service to the radio
audience and to advertisers.
Now more than ever, the
leading radio voice in Middle

Cm

You

m

between 11 PM and MIDNIGHT...
43% of all sets in the area in use instead of the
usual 10 or 15% in this time period?*
83% of these families viewing WLW TELEVISION?*
WELL IT'S TRUE ! ! !
"FAMILY THEATRE"— this new series of first-run
on TV movies is telecast in Cincinnati, Dayton
and Columbus, 11:10 P.M., Sunday through Friday.
Opening picture was "The Story of G I Joe" with star
Burgess Meredith on hand for the Hollywood
type premiere promoted and exploited
in true WLW-TV style.

ANOTHER - HIGH RATED
LOW COST FEATURE OF

CWLW

►Survey by WLW Research

-TELEVISION
The Nation's TV Stations
WLW-T
CINCINNATI
OHIO

WLW-D
DAYTON
OHIO

WLW-C
COLUMBUS
OHIO
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how

a WOR-tv

campaign

sold and sold

until the retailer sold out!

A Chicago manufacturer made toys. He introduced them in the New York market
last Spring. Sales were fine at the start, but by September they had dropped sharply.
In an effort to boost them, the sales agent decided that — for the first time — he'd
try television. He chose "The Merry Mailman" on WOR-tv.
He went on the air for a two-week test — to boost his sales in Woolworth's. He
used no other advertising. And on the strength of the WOR-tv campaign,
he sold a fresh stock of his toys to the Woolworth stores of Metropolitan New York.
What happened when the campaign broke?
Within two weeks, V/oolworth not only sold out of his toys COMPLETELY but
re-ordered more than TWICE the quantity they had
originally purchased for the campaign.
Sales were the highest of any comparable period
prior to the WOR-tv campaign.
There are, at the moment, a few availabilities in
"The Merry Mailman" on WOR-tv, channel 9

year

u
FIRST...

for

25

years
Z

in Virginia . . .
A quarter-century ago, NBC started as the nation's
pioneer network . . . WMBG began its career as the

m

pioneer NBC outlet for Richmond, Virginia's first market.

The character of a nation is often influenced by that of its founders and Virginia has
contributed the greatest names of American freedom and independence. As Virginia is
synonymous with historical firsts, so are the Havens & Martin Stations, WMBG (AM),
WCOD(FM), WTVR(TV) pioneers in the Old Dominion.
We are proud that the network the country listened to first is still the network the country
listens to most.

WMBG

am WCODfm

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

WTVR"

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

THERE'S

ONLY

0N£

EIFFEL W

TOWER

• . . and there's ONiy
0N£
National Radio Network devoted to
SMALL TOWN
and RURAL AMERICA
Each year thousands of people flock to the Eiffel Tower, the only one of its
kind — but, every day, millions of people, who live in
rich, Small Town and Rural America, are listening to their home town stations
which are affiliated with the fast growing Keystone Broadcasting
System — the only national, established transcription network
reaching this market!
According to BMB, these Americans listen more often and
longer to their local level impact stations — than they do to the
far off metropolitan power stations. And these same . .
Americans possess more than half of the nation's buying power!
. There are 476 KBS stations .... strategically
located, now delivering this sales-producing local level impact
for many of America's most particular
advertisers! All of these stations may be purchased in a
complete package — or the number required to
cover your distribution pattern.
NO TELEVISION RECEPTION!
Small Town and Rural America possesses few
television sets. Practically all of the KBS affiliates
are in towns of 50,000 or less . . . where
there's
or no are
satisfactory
Keystonelittlelisteners
radio font!tv reception.
The Voice of Rural America

KEYSTONE
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM, Inc.
NEW YORK: 580 Fifth Avenue
CHICAGO: 111 W. Washington

Published every Washington
Monday, 53rd4, D.andC.54thEntered
issues (Yearbook
Numbers)
and February
by BroadcastingD. C,Publications,
870 National
as second class
matterpublished
March 14,in January
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
under act Inc.,
of March
3, 1879. Press Building,

WGAL
-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA.
goes to the schoolroom
School. Later, on the same day, ProAn important educational experiment to
determine the value of teaching by
fessor Anderson gives personal instruction in exactly the same subject matter
television, as compared to regular classto a different class in each of the three
room instruction, is currently under way
on WGAL-TV. Professor George R.
schools. From this experiment, it is expected that some important deductions
Anderson* of the mathematics departcan be made as to the value of television
ment of Millersville State Teachers'
for classroom instruction, as compared
College is conducting this series of six
classes in THE USE OF THE SLIDE
with personal instruction. WGAL-TV is
RULE. Each Wednesday from 9:45 to
proud to conduct this important educational research as part of its wide and
10:15 A.M., he is telecasting his instrucvaried program of public service.
tions to one class at each of three Pennsylvania high schools — Lancaster
*Professor Anderson is using the research material gathered
from this educational test toward his doctorate at Pennsylvania
McCaskey High School, Manor-MillersState College.
ville High School and Denver High
Station — CLAIR R. McCOLLOUGH, Pres.
Represented by
WGAL
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco * New York
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

WHAT HAPPENS after adoption of final
1 version
NARTB's inTelevision
Code, Dec.
expected
at boardof sessions
Washington
5-7?
There's already talk of appointment of an
individual
as "code authority"
tooutstanding
head enforcement
operations.
EYES of telecasters and would-be telecasters
will be focused on St. Louis for next fortnight
to learn extent of job "segmentilization" in
contract
agreed
tonewunion
termsforlastKSD-TV.
week but Station
final contract
hasn't been negotiated.
LOOK FOR CBS Radio to announce its new
sales plan,with
parrying
NBC's, and re-evaluation
perhaps also
dealing
radio-television
questions, on or about Dec. 3.
CRAIG LAWRENCE, vice president and general manager of WCOP Boston, expected to
join headquarters Cowles organization upon
transfer of that station to T. B. Baker Jr.
and A. G. Beaman, owners of WKDA Nashville
for $150,000 [B»T, Nov. 12-5]. Precise asent, it's expected,
awaitpresident
return ofto
country of signmGen.
Luther will
L. Hill,
Cowles Broadcasting Co., early next year.
GUIDEPOST for broadcasters soon to be
nettled with political campaign problems may
be forthcoming from FCC this week when it
acts on complaint of unsuccessful 1950 New
Orleans mayoralty candidate, Alviri A. Cobb.
Mr. Cobb claimed WDSU censored one of his
campaign speeches. What makes case unique
is that it was a political candidate himself
who was blue-penciled; most other such cases
usually involve supporters of a candidate.
WDSU claimed that deleted portions of Cobb
speech were libelous.
OLIVER TREYZ, director of research, ABC
sales department, slated to join executive staff
1 ofgiven
William
H. Weintraub,
Y. Agency
has
severance
pay to sixN. persons
in radio
and television department because of its preponderance offilm shows as compared to live
programs it had been producing.
EUGENE S. THOMAS, manager of TV operaof WOR-TV
York, onhe leave
absencetions from
station.NewUnderstood
will notof
I return to this position, although no successor
named as yet.
ABC UNDERSTOOD about to hire top-ranking program man to head up all ABC-TV
programming.
DON'T
EXPECT
Supreme
to hear
transitcasting
case [B»T,
Oct. Court
22] before
late
January or early March next year. Illness of
Paul M. Segal whose firm Segal, Smith & Hennessey represents anti-transit radio battlers
Pollak and Martin, will be reason for postponement request in case court sets earlier
date. Mr. Segal developed pneumonia in
Denver several weeks ago, is now recuperating
at home in Washington.
BURLINGTON MILLS (Cameo hosiery),
(Continued on page 6)
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RTMA SEES 4,440,000 TV,
10,900,000 RADIO IN 1952
PRODUCTION of 4,440,000 TV sets and 10,900,000 radio receivers in 1952 estimated Friday morning by set-makers on 42-man board
of Radio - Television Manufacturers Assn.
meeting in Chicago. Group, representing all
major set manufacturers, estimated a high of
5 million and a low of 3 million TV sets, next
year, with 25% of those voting in informal
poll choosing higher figure. Range for radio
sets went from 7% million to 12 V2 million.
Group agreed not to take positive stand on
subscription TV, referring matter to subcom it e of TV committee which will formulate resolution and make recommendations
to board at February meeting in New York.
Glen McDaniel, RTMA president, chairman of
committee, will name its members.
Plans for FM promotion program going
ahead, General Manager James D. Secrest
said, explaining initial test of plan will be
made in Washington, D. C, Wisconsin and
North Carolina in January. Ray J. Yeranko
of Magnavox named chairman of service committee, filling out unexpired term until June.
Group, which fosters improvement of TV
set servicing and education of trained technicians for work, will sponsor display at American Vocational Assn. meeting in Minneapolis
Nov. 26-Dec. 1.
MURROW SDX FELLOW
FIRST RADIO MAN so recognized, Edward
R. Murrow,
CBS was
commentator
and board
member, last week
made a fellow
of Sigma
Delta Chi, professional journalistic fraternity.
Announcement of award was made at closing
session of 32d national convention of fraternity in Detroit Saturday (early story page 100).
Others made fellows were Dr. Alberto Gainza
Paz, former publisher of La Prensa, which
was seized by the Peron government in Argentina, and Irving Dilliard, editor of the editorial page of the St. Louis Post Dispatch
(KSD-AM-TV).
Fraternity now has 12 fellows.
PARAMOUNT, ABC-UPT MEET
PRE-HEARING conference of attorneys in
Paramount license renewal and ABC-United
Paramount Theatres merger cases will take
place Nov. 20 before FCC Hearing Examiner
Leo Resnick
in Temporary
Bldg. T, Washington. Conference
had been scheduled
for Nov.
21, but was moved ahead due to prior commitments by some attorneys.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
PEPSODENT BUYS GODFREY * Pepsodent
Division of Lever Brothers, N. Y., slated to cosponsor (with Rinso) Arthur Godfrey morning
telecast on CBS-TV, starting Jan. 7.
ADVENTISTS RENEW * General Conference of Seventh Day Adventists, Washington,
renews Faith for Today, Sundays, 12:30-1
p.m., on 11 ABC-TV stations, for 52 weeks
effective Dec. 2. Agency: Western Adv., L. A.
NOT PEANUTS O Planter's Nut & Chocolate
Co., lyS.participations
F. (Planter'sonpeanuts),
five weekLucky-Ustarts
Ranch,
Mon.Fri., 12:30-1 p.m., on ABC Pacific Network
plus KPHO Phoenix, KCNA Tucson, for 26
weeks effective Nov. 19, Agency: Raymond R.
Morgan Co., L. A.
DROPS TV • Bonafide Mills Inc., N. Y.,
drops sponsorship of its Versatile Varieties on
ABC-TV, effective Dec. 14, because client could
not get enough markets on network to satisfy
dealers and distributors, agency reported
Friday. Gibraltar Adv., N. Y., expects to announce further TV plans in near future.
SANKA BUYS ABC # General Foods Corp.,
New York (Sanka and Instant Sanka coffee),
will sponsor a five-minute newscast each Friday over full ABC radio network from 9:55-10
p.m.
EST, beginning
& Rubicam,
same city.Dec. 28. Agency: Young
WESTERN CAMPAIGN • Nestle's Ever
Ready Cocoa, N. Y., through Cecil and Presbrey, N. Y., conducting six-week spot announcement campaign
placed near children's
shows on stations
in California.
AAAA EXECUTIVE CHANGES
WILLIAM B. LEWIS, president of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y., elected to board of governors
for AAAA New York Council. Mr. Lewis will
complete unexpired term of Sam M. Ballard,
of Gardner
becausearea.of increased Adv.,
activities who
outsideresigned
New York
Harold H. Webber, vice president of Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago, elected to governing
board of the Central Council to fill unexpired
term of Rolland Taylor of same agency, who
recently transferred to New York office.

NBC to Guarantee Advertising Attention
RADICAL NEW RADIO sales procedure— basis, it was understood, at $14,600 per week
for time and talent, with advertiser to get one
"guaranteed
be
unveiled byadvertising
NBC todayattention
(Monday).plan" — to full-minute commercial and opening and closing billboards on each of following programs:
In what appears to be unprecedented step
for any advertising medium, network will
$6U Question (10-10:30 p.m. Sundays);
offer, on three programs, t > guarantee total Nightbeat (10-10:30 p.m. Fridays), and Hollyof 5,300,000 full advertisii g messages each
wood Love Story (11:30-12 noon Saturdays).
week at cost of $2.75 per thousand. Plan calls
Plan slated to be disclosed in detail today
for A. C. Nielsen Co. to audit series at end by John K. Herbert, NBC vice president and
of 13-week cycle, with NBC rebating to ad- director of radio sales.
vertiser on pro-rata basis if it fails to deliver
as promised.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
Offer to be made on 13-week full-network
November 19, 1951 • Page 5

LOSS OF POINT RATING
NOT SERIOUS— RATNER
ADVERTISERS WHO become alarmed because their radio or TV audience ratings may
fall off a point are deluding- themselves, Joseph
E. Ratner, editor-in-chief of Better Homes
and Gardens (Meredith Publishing Co., WHEN
(TV) Syracuse, WOW-AM-TV Omaha), told
Sigma Delta Chi convention in Detroit last
Friday. Ex-researcher and former college professor, Mr. Ratner urged editors, publishers,
broadcasters and motion picture exhibitors to
appraise surveys in proper perspectives.
"Some of us are going nuts in research in
all media," he said in an address debunking
surveys generally. He did not advise the elimination of research but warned that it's no
panacea
lems. for publishing or broadcasting probReport on freedom of information submitted
to convention warned against suppression and
distortion
local
levels.of information at federal, state and
These efforts were described as "an alarming portent of totalitarianism."
totalitarian
state shapes
thinking
of "The
the people
by propaganda
and the
by allowing
the public only such information as will mold
favorable attitudes toward those in control.
This very thinking is being attempted at various levels ina crusade
the Unitedby States
Urging
workingtoday."
journalists
everywhere, report said notion must be combatted
"that thepeople
publiccancanbe know
The American
trustedtooto much.
think
straight when they get the facts. We have
the right to question the motives of those
who say papers.
theyWe must
don'tasktrustif they
reporters
mean ortheynews-do
not trust the public."
Report was drafted by Norman Isaacs,
former managing editor, St. Louis Star-Times
(KXOK), Russell McGrath, managing editor,
Seattle Times, co-chairman; V. M. Newton Jr.,
managing editor, Tampa (Fla.) Tribune,
(WFLA) ; Charles Campbell, British Information Service, Washington; Lyle Wilson, manager, United Press bureau, Washington, and
Fred
Press. W. Stein, editor, Binghamton (N. Y.)
RADIO WRITERS ELECT
MILTON MERLIN was named national president and Ira Marion, eastern region vice
president, in Radio Writers Guild elections.
New national council members to serve until
1953 are Hector Chevigny, Sheldon Stark, Philo
Higley, and Stanley Silverman with David
Driscoll, Carl Jampel, Frances Rickett, and
Howard Rodman elected as alternates. Staff
writer Ernest Kinoy also was named to council, with Norman Ober as alternate. This is
first time staff members have served. Elected
to council of Authors League of America were
Sheldon
Stark,
and
Arnold
Perl.Erik Barnouw, Norman Ober,
BLOOD MARATHON RESULTS
FINAL TOTALS of Red Cross-CBS-Radio Network blood pledge marathon may reach 300,000
mark — enough to fill national needs for one
month, CBS radio spokesman announced Friday. Results were still being compiled, but
initial returns showed pledges ran high.
Examples
: one-sixthwhile
of the31 citizens
of Billings,
Mont., responded,
times usual
number of donors signed in Madison, Wis.
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In walk-out
this silences
IssueIBEW
all St. Louis stations, save two, for full broadcasting
day and forces new contract providing
higher wages. Page 23.
A primer
political
broadcasting,
written for instation
management,
describes
the hazards to be encountered in putting politics on the air. Page 25.
NBC says
it's making
headway
getting affiliate
acceptance
of itsin new
economic vention
plan,approaches.
as annual
affiliate
conPage 23.
NBC President McConnell pledges the
network to campaign of building radio.
Page 26.
Paul Morency, chairman of Affiliates
Committee, tells District 1 that stations
that are inadequately staffed and too
eagerful totothemakeindustry.
a quick Page
dollar 30.are harmBAB is beginning an ambitious series
of projects to sell radio and keep it
sold. Page 30.
Jim Bormann, WCCO news and public
affairs director, is elected president of
National Assn. of Radio News Directors at annual convention. Page 27.
Iowa radio listening is more than 20%
bigger than it was in 1949, according
to the latest Whan study. Page U6.
Three research service operators argue
merits of their systems. Page 27.
Washington & Lee U. becomes administrator of duPont public service broadcasting awards. Page 29.
Here's how television advertising helped
swell a sofa-bed manufacturer's sales
from $400,000 to several million dollars a year. Page 66-B.
Fairytale Theatre, a WGAR show, is
bringing hordes of youngsters (and
their parents) to a Cleveland restaurant chain. Page 28.
RCA's $50 million investment in TV research is paying off. General Sarnoff
says come
most offromthe television.
corporation'sPage
earnings
now
67.
Elmer Rice, quitting Playwrights Television Theatre, condemns red-baiting
blacklists. Page 72.
UHF stations will cost as much to build
and run as VHF stations do, according
to a consensus of NARTB District 3.
A Page
letter 66-A.
from Harry Bannister gives his
opinions as to why telecasters should
adopt and abide by the new television
code. Page 78.
Upcoming
Nov. 18-21: Public Relations Society of
America, fourth annual conference. Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 19: Southern California Advertising
Agencies Assn., panel discussion, ABC
Television Center, Los Angeles.
Nov. 22-24: Board of Governors, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Victoria Bldg., Ottawa.
Nov. 24-25: National Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors, annual convention, Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcoming, page 100)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
N. Y., through Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y., considering sponsoring radio version five times
weekly oftinental,
its scheduled
new television
show,1 (see
The page
Conto start Jan.
61). Program is Masterson, Reddy & Nelson
package.
FIRSTradio-TV
of U. S.setCensus
Bureau's
city
counts,
next state-countymonth,states
will
cover
Delaware.
Two orduethree
more
due in January when detailed reports will start
flowing at rate of several per week.
ELECTRIC COMPANIES advertising program, through N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y., considering sponsorship of television of its Meet
Corliss Archer show (currently heard on CBS
Radio), among other properties. TV campaign
is understood to be slated to start sometime in
January.
EFFORTS to strengthen airwaves against
infiltration by enemies of U. S. got started in
first session of 82d Congress, should get steam
up in second session. Pending legislation
(S 2305 and HR 5801), introduced 48 hours
before Congress adjourned sine die, would require personsthemselves
registered on
' as air.
foreignPenalty
agents forto
so identify
violators
would
be
$10,000
or
five
years
in jail,
or both.
BORDEN Co., N. Y., through Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., actively interested in early
daytime television show.
ABRY SUCCEEDS FRIENDLY
CHARLES
(CHICK) since
ABRY,June,ABChas television accountR.executive
been
named eastern
sales
manager
for
network
television, effective today (Monday), Alexander
Stronach, nounced
viceFriday.president
television,Edwin
anMr. Abryfor succeeds
S. Friendly Jr., recently appointed national
director of TV network sales [B*T, Oct. 29].
Prior to joining ABC, Mr. Abry was network
sales account executive for DuMont network
and had been,
before that, publisher of Young
America
magazine.
HELICOPTER TESTS COVERAGE
HELICOPTER, bearing 1,000 pounds of special engineering equipment, scheduled to be
used from 7-9 a.m. Sunday to test newly increased signal
strength
of ABC's
New York.
Former
measuring
— fromWJZ-TV
mobile
units throughout the city — has become difficult in highly built-up area, network engineers with
explained.the
PlaneEmpire
was toState
fly 4,000-foot
circle level
building
tower, mitter
where
WJZ-TV
antenna
have been located since Aug.and9. transBELL NAMED TO NARTB-TV
HOWARD
WMAL-AM-FM-TV
Washington H.
salesBELL,
promotion
manager since
joins NARTB's
organization
Dec. 1
as1948,executive
assistant toTVdirector,
Thad Brown.
The new post was authorized last September
by TV board. Mr. Bell, aged 25, is 1948 jourof U. Columbia,
of Missouri.
enterednalism
radiograduate
at KFRU
Mo.,Hewhile
attending school. Before graduating he served
two years in Navy. Bette Doolittle continues
as member of NARTB's TV executive staff.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 102 ^
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£ KOWH has the largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday
through Saturday!
, given < 9l we'eh*
f KOWH has the largest share- o] -audience, in any
individual time period, of any independent station in all America!*
And these top ratings aren't all! You want coverage — and KOWH gives you
wide coverage on clear-channel 660 Kilocycles! You want low cost — and
economical KOWH offers you the lowest cost-per-thousand-listeners of any in
the market, at a rate less than half that of KOWH's two closest coverage-competitors!
It's
and teamwork
that the
moved
top, and
same
team"know-how"
can be depended
on to further
gains KOWH
KOWH tohasthemade
in thetheOmaha
market
area more
and inforthefar nation!
. . . get way
less! For "bonus" sales, use "bonus- value" KOWH
Now Represented Nationally By

'Based on the latest available
Hooper share of audience for
unaffiliated stations including
the Omaha and Council Bluffs
market (Mar.-Apr., 1951). 12
noon through 6 P.M.

PKowh
O

M

Nebraska's first Radio
Station,
1922. founded in

A

"Ame*ica\ Molt £utened-to 9 nde. pendent Station1
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Now::

10. 1931

Pc~e 7

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial,
AdvertisingPressand Bldg.
Circulation Offices:
870 National
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022

will get

Tfiesi Virginia's

"personality

package
In West Virginia, one
order buys two powerful,
sales producing stations at a combination rate
that is about the same as you would pay for any
single comparable station in either locality!
This means twice the impact in a lush industrial
market that spends $500,000,000
annually. Write for details
about WKNA-WJLS today!
the
personality
stations

t

"

Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented nationally by WEED & CO.
Page 8
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CHARLESTON— 950 KC
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT
ABC Radio Network Affiliate

BECKLEY — 560 KC
3000 W DAY« 500 W NIGHT
CBS Radio Network Affiliate

DEPARTMENTS
Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Xelerama
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 63

12
56
62
54
94
99
16
86
50
18
12
20
54
89
16
84
38
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SingleAddcopy$1.0035<.per year for Canadian
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WINS
WKY
OUT OF A POSSIBLE
DAYTIME
EVENING

RATED

PERIODS

81
AND

IN OKLAHOMA

CITY

WKY
WKY WINS
41 out of 52
Daytime Rated Periods
Hooper Report
Dec. 1950 thru April, 1951

V

12:006:00 PM
Sunday
8:00- 1:00 PM
Mon.-Fri.
1:00- 6:00 PM
Mon.-Fri.
TOTAL

4
0
STA. "B" STA. "C" STA. "D"
1
0
20

0
0
0
4
1
4
17*
WKY captures 41 of the
4* total 52 Daytime
41

rv

WKY WINS
1*
40 out of 56
Evening Rated
Periods
Hooper Report
Dec. 7 950 thru April, J 95J

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

930 KC — Nl
CHANNEL 4 (968

First
Oklahoma's
Radio

First
homa's
la
Ok
Television

Station

Station

3*

7£<M,

Wcup

*%ave

*%dfied

Late every autumn, our Board of Directors meets to adjudge the
past year's performance of every man in our organization — to decide
who, if anybody, has earned the right to be called The Colonel of the
Year. The resulting award, "for services over and above the call of
duty",
achieve.has. come
. . to be regarded as the highest honor any of us can
Even though this or any other year's Colonel of the Year may be located
thousands of miles from your city, you may easily have helped elect
him. He may very well have won his award partly on the strength of
some job he did for you, even though you two may have never met,
never discussed your problems face-to-face, nor given or received any
personal recognition for a job well done Because all of us Colonels,
in all seven of our offices, are mutually dependent on each other, and
work as a team on any problem that requires any sort of cooperative effort.
Thus, to you as well as to us, our Colonel of the Year citation is a
significant incident. It is not given as a substitute for spendable rewards,
but we believe that it is as important to our Colonels as are the ProfitShare Plan and the cash bonuses that also provide very tangible
measures of our efforts and achievements, here in this pioneer group
of station representatives.

:

REE

&

JITETER

Since 1932 Station Representatives
Pioneer Radio and Television
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

FT. WORTH

tlx- Colonel ol 19.19
3once Scov crn

INC

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

apcy

V

DANIEL SMITH elected president and director Phil Gordor,
Agency, Chicago. PHILIP W. ABRAMS elected executive vice
* president and director. RUTH SAEKS POLLACK elected secretary and director. MARGOT E. TORGERSON elected treasurer and director. Mrs. PHIL GORDON elected director.
DAVID C. GUERRANT, account executive John W. Shaw Adv. Inc,,
Chicago, elected vice president.
MARK FINLEY appointed director of newly formed public relations
department
D'Arcy Adv. LeeCo.,Network
Cleveland.
Mr. Finley was public relations
director of Mutual-Don
in Hollywood.
JOHN G. RUSSELL and E. T. SAUNDERS, account executives J. J. Gib
bons Ltd., elected vice-presidents and directors.

AMARILLO

TEX

940 KC
1,000 WATTS

*TWO

CBS

TOP

STATIONS

TWO
SOUTHWEST
ONE

BIG
MARKETS
LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest. For availabilities and rates, write, wire or phone our
representatives.
National Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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on all accounts
researcher and assistant
years with
York, writer,
New Poote,
HIS &fourBelding,
INCone
director. One of the many shows
Thomas Michael McDonnell, he
serviced was We The People.
In 1941 he joined the Army and
prodirector of radio and television
duction, has personally supervised when the staff for This Is the Army
the expenditure of more than 16 was organized, Tom McDonnell
million dollars for time and talent. and Ezra Stone were the first two
He is also the man responsible members. Mr. McDonnell later
for
the Rheingold
Brewingof Co.'s
acquisition
of the services
Les helped write the adaptation of the
Paul and Mary Ford for the new production for radio on the Kate
Smith program.
show and the Fleischman's
and highly mercpraised
Rheingold
ials. As a matter
of fact,comMr. Yeast
When he returned
to civilian1944,
life
McDonnell, together
in November
with Majorie Greenhe joined ABC as
baum, agency
vice
special
president
and copy
the vice assistant
president toin
supervisor,
is
the
charge
of
programs.
author of many of
One year tolaterDavehe
returned
those
parody
commercials.
Elman as producer
Born in Chicago,
and director of his
Mr. McDonnell, after
Hobby Show.
LobbyAlong
and
Auction
graduating from
high school there,
about
this
time
he
was awarded a
also owned his own
scholarship at the
program,
Chicago School of
Alley, basedGasoline
on the
Expression and
comic strip of the
Dramatic Arts. Subsame
name
and
sponsequently he tutored
at that school
and,
sored by Auto-Lite.
In
September
1947
in 1933, went on to
Mr. McDonnell
he joined Foote,
receive the Chicago
Cone
&
Belding
in
Drama League
chargein ofNewradioYork.
for
award as best stage actor in the the Toni account
World's Fair competition of that One year later he was named director of radio and last August
For the next four years he was appointed to his present post
worked
in
radio
as
a
juvenile,
apyear. pearing on practically all of the as radio and TV production head.
he handles are
daytime series emanating from Among the accounts
Calumet, La France,
the midwest city. In 1938 he went Rheingold,
Satina,
Postum,
Krinkles,
Toni,
to New York to perform on the Prom and De Laney Frozen Foods.
Kate
Family.Smith show and the Aldrich
The McDonnells live in an apartment in New York City. She is
While in New York he was offered and accepted a position as the former Chris Klein, a wellwriter for the Dave Elman Hobby known radio and television actress.
Lobby show. One year later he They have one daughter, Penny,
joined Young & Rubicam as a 6V2 years old.
ROADCASTING
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beat
G. HOWARD BAGLEY, WLW Cincinnati, to Betteridge & Co., Detroit, as
account executive.
ELAINE H. SAMUELS, C. J. Herrick Assoc., N. Y., named director of
radio and TV.
ANNABELLE ANDERSON, timebuyer William H. Weintraub & Co.,
N. Y., was to be married to WEBSTER HILL WILSON, executive engineer, Hazeltine Electronics Corp., Nov. 16.
RUSSELL YOUNG, account executive Russel M. Seeds Agency, Chicago,
named vice president.
J. WILLIAM SHEETS Adv., Seattle, Wash., moves to new offices at 2013
Fourth Ave. Telephone is Eliot 6211.
EDWARD J. PHILLIPS named account executive Willard G. Gregory &
Co., L. A. He was with Ross Roy Inc., Detroit.
SANDY CUMMINGS to William Morris Agency, Beverly Hills, in radioTV department, as account executive.
L. BUCK MEDWED, Marvin Gordon & Assoc., Chicago, to Silverman
Adv. Agency, Chicago, as account executive.
BILL HOLMES, writer-announcer KCRA Sacramento, to Atherton Adv.,
L. A., as copy and media director.
NORMAN ZANDER FRIED, account executive Hal Niemann Assoc.,
Denver, named advertising manager Cup Brew Coffee Co., Denver.
ERWIN H. KLAUS, marketing director Buchanan & Co., S. F., named
director in charge of sales planning, advertising and merchandising for
Northrup King Co., Berkeley, Calif.
DAVIS-DANIELS Adv., Detroit, announces opening of new office at 139
Cadillac Square.
DICK SKUSE, Chris Lykke & Assoc., S. F., opens advertising agency
at 167 O'Farrell street. Telephone number is DOuglas 2-6046.
READ WIGHT, director of radio and TV J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.,
named campaign chairman for annual fund-raising drive of Veterans
Hospital Radio Guild, which will seek $25,000 to continue its work.

PREMIERE performance on NBC-TV of Fair Meadows USA, new half-hour
weekly program sponsored by Johns-Manville, brought together network,
agency and company executives, for party at Hampshire House in New York.
All smiles
program's
debut ofNov.
(left toandright):
H. M. Shackelford, vice after
president
in charge
sales4 are
promotion
advertising,
JohnsManville; Adrian Fisher, J-M president; Leslie Cassidy, J-M board chairman;
Niles Trammed, NBC chairman of the board; Stanley Resor, president of J.
Walter Thompson Co., which handles account. Occasion also marked JohnsManville's first venture into television.
3-3:30 p.m.Program
(EST). is seen on NBC-TV Sunday
BROADCASTING
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Joe

sells -femiers

because
their

he speaks,
language/

Got something to sell farmers in the big Western New
York market? Then Joe Wesp is your man. He's an old
hand at farming and broadcasting. And his new farm program via WBEN has a ready-made audience of personal
friends which Joe made himself. The farm-born Wesp has
made four memorable tours with buggy, stagecoach and
helicopter through the farm country of Western New
York for The Buffalo Evening News, broadcasting over
WBEN as he rode. (That's Joe on this side of the fence.)
Incidentally,
historyfor— one
moresponsor
than
16 continuous Joe's
years Ironic
of dailyReporter
broadcasting
— set something of a record in Buffalo.
Joe found out on his tours just what the farmers want . . .
and he's giving it to them: News, livestock, fruit, produce
and vegetable prices, music, and lively interviews. Mondays thru Saturdays
fromproduct
5:30 toor 6service.
A. M. It's a friendly
marketplace
to sell your
Ask Petry about
availabilities on
Daily WBEN's
Farm Program
5:30 to 6:00 A. M.

NBC

in Buffalo
November 19, 1951
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You

Can

Central

Cover
New

the

York

Rich
Market

open mike

Nosegays
EDITOR:
Thanks a million for . . . congratulating me on my election to
the ANA chairmanship. ... I have
a verying • Telecasting.
high regard for. . Broadcast.
Wesley I. Nunn
Manager, Adv. Dept.
Standard
Chicago Oil Co. of Indiana
EDITOR:
... I enjoy reading your magazine, and I must admit I have no
sensible suggestions for improvetration. ments in your coverage and penePeter Folger
J. A. Folger & Co.
San Francisco
EDITOR:
I would like to take this opportunity to tell you how much I enjoy
reading through your publication
each issue. It is full of interesting
information that is so necessary to
us in this business. . . .
Robert E. Bradham
Robert E. Bradham Adv.
Charleston, S. C.

! CHEMUNG ! TIOGA !
BMB Nighttime Audience Families
WSYR

214,960

station A

164,720

Station B

148,340

Station C
Station D

76,920
68,970

ACUSE
570 KC
WSYR
—
AM-FM-TV
—
The
Only
Complete
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC Affiliate • Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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Sales Tip
EDITOR:
. . . We believe this article
["There's Money in Public Rela5] called
to the
attentiontions,"ofB*T,theNov.proper
advertising
executives in our local industrial
plantsradio.
can . do. . a good selling job
for
Tim Elliot
Pres. -Operations Mgr.
WCUE Akron

Fifth Wheel
EDITOR:
I am quite disturbed when I pick
up
my copy and
of Broadcasting
Telecasting
notice reference•
to the four major networks. I ami
of the opinion that the Liberty
Broadcasting System, with 432 radio stations, certainly deserves recognition as a major network, and
feel your stories in this connection
should be changed to the five major
networks . . .
Thad M. Manager
Sandstrom
General
KSEK Pittsburg, Kan.
EDITOR:
We wish to protest in the most
emphatic terms your continuing
practice of not including LBS as a
major network . . .
Seymour D. Lubin
President
WVOS Liberty, N. Y.
EDITOR:
As an affiliate of the Liberty
Broadcasting System, KASM
should like very much to see Libertyworks listed
.. . among the major netUrban J. Keppers
KASM Albany, Minn.
EDITOR:
This is to ask your consideration
in including Liberty Broadcasting
System in any mention of the five
major networks instead of omitting
Liberty and talking about four
major networks. . .
Herbert H. Lee
General Manager
KDHL Faribault, Minn.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Uncle.]

How to Make Rates
EDITOR:
We Concede
I have just got done reading (in
EDITOR:
your Nov. 5 issue) the story about
Your coverage of the Philadel- NBC's new rate formula.
phia election gave WIBG the folAlthough WABI is not an NBC
lowing line, "WIBG's staffers, also, in
station,
much because
interestedit
the we're
NBC very
formula
turned
in
first
rate
performances."
You should live so long!
seems to us to be the first thoughtWe scooped the town on Repubful approach to the problem of
lican City Chairman, William setting base rates for network
Morrow's concession when Tom affiliates. We're hopeful that
Donahue, our announcer at Repub- NBC's action will start a trend
lican Headquarters, beat every- toward more scientific rate-making.
On the other hand, we found it
body by shoving a mike to Mr.
Morrow's
and asking
disturbing
talk.
Otherfacestations
followedhim andto based
upon that
radio NBC's
homes formula
and retailis
it was 10 minutes later before the sales with no consideration being
Republican nominee made his con- given to each station's ability to
exploit those factors in its own
cession speech.
area.
Rupe
WerlingMgr.
Assume two NBC affiliates, each
Production
(Continued on page 20)
WIBG Philadelphia
BROADCASTING
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When
THE

folks hear

TOWN

in the Minneapolis-St.

CRIER
Paul Market

they BELIEVE

and BUY*

Behind the shuttered windows of early
American homes, men and women
paused when the Town Crier's bell rang
out. They listened while he called out news
of events and things to buy.
They knew his bell, his voice; and so the
friendship of a voice with many people was
formed. To make and keep friends, the
Town Crier had to tell the truth; be a
friend; be of service.
Our objective here at WTCN is to be Town
Criers in the finest sense. That's why our
prime purpose is to be people who make
friends— who serve our community.
Products— like people— are best introduced
through a friend who is known in the way
the old Town Crier was known.
*Proof of this belief in our folks by the people out
here is ready for you in return for a letter or phone
call.
the human
of selling—
aboutbuy.real people
who It's
cry real
productssidewhich
real people

the
N of
orthwest
ricr
TELEVISION ABC — CBS— DUMONT — CHANNEL 4

W!7 lofflw C
RADIO ABC-1 280

Free and Peters, National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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JUST IN TIME/
feature of the week

The four-month retroactive
pay given to Federal employe s wil produce an additional $33 million in revenue in the Washington
market just in time for the
Christmas shopping season.

VOUND

The new Federal pay raise
means an increase of $100
million a year in purchasing power in the Washington area. About 275,000
workers in the District area
benefit under the raises . . .
counting at least three
members to a family, this
means that about 800,000
persons are affected by the
new pay increase.
So, whether it's Christmas
business or all-year-round
business
you're seeking in the that
Washington
market, put your sales message
on WRC — where listeners
are loyal, rates are reasonTIC. able, and results REALISFIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts • 980 KC
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
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THISbut ISthere's
no story
from Ripley,
a "Believe
It Or
Not" in Milwaukee.
You can believe it, radio built a
little known beer-wine retail store
into the largest single retail outlet
of its kind in the entire state of
Wisconsin.
The store was called Parkway
Tavern when it opened for business
in 1933. It was small and located
in a secondary shopping district
of the city. Like most other retailers in the beer-wine field, Parkway
used occasional newspaper advertising and a few stabs at radio.
The store was growing, largely
because of low prices and volume
sales.
However, in 1947, Parkway
started a more liberal advertising
campaign using a transcribed
theme developed by WMIL Milwaukee that was based on the "Beor not"on, expression.
Fromlieve it then
as Parkway boosted its radio advertising schedule,
the store's business ingredients
stopped looking like a tossed salad
and
salesbegan
menu. to resemble a full-course
Dropping its incidental radio advertising, Parkway stuck to WMIL

and its "believe it or not" theme.
It eliminated
newspaper
ads ex-up
cept for the holidays.
It picked
the tried-and-true radio trademark
of saturation scheduling by placing 12 one-minute announcements
daily, seven days per week.
In a period of two years, the
beer and wine retailer jumped to
the largest in the state — taking the
entire
of small
breweriesoutput
to handle
demand;up-state
drew
people from all over the state — it
handles
"over-the-counter"
salesname
and only
doesn't
deliver; with
changed
its
to correspond
the
theme — and became known as "The
Believe
It Or Wisconsin.
Not Tavern" throughout eastern
Christmas Day 1950, Harry
Davidson, proprietor of Believe It
or Not, forgot his newspaper ads
for holidays and remembered the
power of radio. Adding his newspaper budget to radio, Mr. Davidson stepped upnouncemehis
radio to 17 annts per day.
"That taught me what I should
have known before," Mr. Davidson
says.
seasongenerally
when beer
liquor "In
salesa were
off, and
my
(Continued on page 92)

,that's super salesman

"RTom
of
ECALDailey
LIT

Like the pied piper of
AND WIN"
legend, listeners
Tom Dailey's
music
gathers
plenty of them every— day
at 11 a. m.— from St. Louis,
out-state Missouri and
Illinois.
Those housewives love to
hear Tom play the songs
of yester-year. . . the
music that brings back a
host of pleasant and
treasured memories.
Call them sentimental!
But rain or shine, six days

strictly business
air time is usually pre-empted by
national advertisers.
a week, packed.
the studio's
And the air
"There's no question of televi- audience
is packed, too.
sion's
strength,
but
the
cost
problem makes it prohibitive to many
It's such a following that
retailers."
Goregive
says.theHe local
be- adds to Tom's sales . . .
lievesMr.
newspapers
with more sales!
and national advertisers "an even
break" on position, whereas the
broadcast media "have bowed to
the"The
national
advertiser."
country's
finest department
Globe-Democrat Tower Bldg.
store," Marshall Field & Co. was
Saint Louis
a pioneer in Chicago television
sponsorship, putting Don McNeill
in the medium for the first time
with the Supper Club in 1943. Its
own package, The Adventures of
Uncle Mistletoe, is entering its
fourth year and in January the
company will observe its centennial with an institutional half-hour
program each week.
BUDD GORE
Field's
used Masterpieces
Music onhasWNMP
in suburbanin
R,epAeA&*ttcitiue.
radio Evanston for three years to adverIke KATZ
AGENCY
can pull,, Budd
televisianyon question
WITHandOUT
tise its outlying stores.
Gore, advertising manager
Budd Gore, whose first name is
of Marshall Field & Co., Chicago,
also a family name, has headed a
believes.
He qualifies this, however, by creative staff of 65 persons since
advertising manager in
1948.
saying local radio is difficult for the becoming
Chicago retailer because of the
His(Continued
first job aton Field's
large number of stations competpage 90)was in
ing for business and because good
BROADCASTING
• Tel
j£

HOOPER

PROVES

THAT

YOU

YOU'RE

KRNT
IOWA

RIGHT

WHEN

BUY

TO SELL

S RICHEST

MARKET

DES MOINES

LEADS

* MORNING
X AFTERNOON

-AND HAS LED FOR MONTHS AND MONTHS!

STATION WITH THE
FABULOUS PERSONALITIES AND
ASTRONOMICAL HOOPERS
SOURCE: Any C. E. Hooper Audience Index for months and months

BROADCASTING
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REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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new business

DIANOL SALES Co., Sunbury, Pa. (industrial insecticides), planning
radio campaign in industrial markets in east. Major portion of ad-,
Spotvertising
funds to be placed on radio as campaign progresses.
Charles R. Petrie, general manager WISL Shamokin, Pa., acting as
advisor to firm on general advertising policy.
ROBERT HALL CLOTHES, N. Y., preparing a radio and TV schedule in
the Boston area starting Dec. 3 to promote the opening of three "super
sales rooms." With the Boston salesrooms, Robert Hall will have 110;
retail outlets coast-to-coast. Agency: Frank B. Sawdon Inc., N. Y.
TIME Inc., N. Y., to sponsor 100 spot announcements promoting Life
magazine on Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. Seventy stations
located at key colleges and universities will carry spots.
To a time buyer
who

missed

these items

in the papers
It's just possible that you didn't see this in the Prairie du Chien
papers.
quote : "John
Pettra, and
ownerfalloftothelet Zoo,
been that
using radioSo weadvertising
this summer
peoplehas know
he has an outstanding attraction right in their own backyard.
It has paid off in big dividends. If you are doubtful, drive down
that way any Sunday afternoon and see for yourself the number of
people who came here to see the Zoo. Mr. Pettra gives a large
share of the credit for his influx of visitors to Station WMT
of Cedar Rapids."
Prairie du Chien is in Wisconsin, 98 miles northeast of us.
The Zoo's feed,
threenamely
floatingpeanuts.
spots a week cost about as much as
elephant
While we're
the subject
of newsfolksitems,
did way
you see
the UP
release
which onrelated
how some
out this
worked
themselves into a tizzie about certain belly dancers at the State
Fair? There was talk which questioned whether or not that
particular sort of muscle control offered the right kind of evidence
of Iowa's greatness. One of the Fair young ladies said she
had no apologies to make, and several fair-goers allowed as how
they agreed
her. mixed
Far asupwe're
concerned,
we'd cutWhatever
off our
legacy
beforewithgetting
in such
controversies.
figures you look at, Iowa is richly endowed, and WMT caresses
Iowa ears like corn-on-the-cob. Statistic: Iowa cash income from
corn into
(1950),hogs$203,267,000.
What $781,498,000.
wasn't converted into cash
went
which were worth
What
intoavailable.
people isn'tButknown,
exact cancorn-on-the-cob
figures went
are not
for datasinceon what
go into,
and come out of, WMT, please see the Katz Agency rep.
5000 WATTS, 600 KC
DAY AND NIGHT
BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY

oooooooooooooooooooo
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JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New Brunswick, N. J. (surgical dressings and
baby products), will sponsor full hour, coast-to-coast TV show now being
prepared by Walt Disney in Hollywood. It will be telecast Christmas
afternoon. Sponsorship is institutional in character and there will be
no product commercials during the hour show. Time and network have
not been set. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH & ACCIDENT Assn., Omaha, renews
On The Line with Bob Considine, NBC Radio, Sat., 4:45-5 p.m. CSTj
effective Jan. 19 for 52 weeks. Company will also renew the newscaster
for 39 weeks on NBC-TV network from 4:45-5 p.m. CST Sat. on the full
interconnected network from Jan. 19. Agency: Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha.
MARS Inc., Chicago to renew two quarter-hour segments of Howdy Doody
on NBC-TV 4:45-5 p.m. CST Mon. and 4:30-4:45 p.m. Wed., for 13 weeks
from Dec. 3. Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.
BENDIX HOME APPLIANCES, Div. of Avco Mfg. Corp., South Bend,
Ind., and C. A. SWANSON & SONS, Omaha, Neb. (canned and frozen
poultry and margarine products), will be alternate sponsors for The
Name's The Same, new panel show, when it starts over ABC-TV Wed.,
Dec.
5, 7:30-8 p.m. EST. Agency for both sponsors: Tatham-Laird Inc.,
Chicago.
PABST SALES Co., Chicago (Pabst Blue Ribbon beer), and BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COOLENDER Co., same city (billard, bowling equipment), for the third year will sponsor finals of 11th annual all-star bowling tournament on 51 NBC-TV stations Sun., Dec. 16 from 10 to 10:30
p.m. CST. Telecasts of preliminaries will be sponsored on WGN-TV ChiDec. 12,Lefton,
13 and Chicago.
15. Respective agencies: Warwick & Legler, N. Y.,
and Alcago Paul
■Qgency -Qppotn tmtn ti • • •
S.wear),
AUGSTEIN
Co., N. Ogilvy,
Y. (Sacony
suits,& dresses,
appoints & Hewitt,
Benson
Mather, sportwear
N. Y. & children's
NATURE GIRL UNDIES Inc., N. Y., (manufacturers of Nature Girl prepackaged nylon panties), names Wexton Co., N. Y., as its advertising
agency.
MUTUAL INSURANCE Assn., group of 20 California Mutual insurance
companies, appoints West-Marquis Inc., S. F. Radio will be used.
TRANS-OCEAN AIRLINES, Oakland, Calif., appoints Robert L. Pickering Agency, S. F.
ACOUSTICON Div. of DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS Inc., manufacturer
of hearing aids, appoints Buchanan & Co. RUTH BROWN WARD of San
Francisco office and JAMES YATES of New York office are co-account
supervisors.
CONSOLIDATED COSMETICS, Chicago, (Spic Deoderant and Lanolin
plus cosmetics), names Tim Morrow Adv., same city. TV is used. Mr.
Morrow is account executive.
3ROADCASTING
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Greater

Youngstown
(535,300 PEOPLE)

Welcomes
ON

NBC

Programs

DECEMBER 1, 1951, WFMJ
DELIVER
NBC PROGRAMS,

FROM
33rd

WITHIN,
area

TO
in

AMERICA'S...
population
b. i,"

in "e.
market
34th
39th market in retail

To

OHIO'S

WILL

3rd Largest
(Data from SALES MANAGEMENT)

sales...

Trade

Area

^Lncerest concfratuLalLom io CM^3(3
upon 25 years' service to the American people. NBC's great programming,
its numberless radio firsts have made America's days and evenings more pleasant for a quarter century. May the familiar chimes continue to sound the note
of leadership for the next 25 years !

5,000 WATTS
p
YOUNGSTOWN,
BROADCASTING
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J
OHIO

50,000

- FM
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Open Mike
(Continued from page lb)
serving the same number of radio
homes and the same volume of retail sales and each influenced by
television to the same extent. However, one station develops ratings
in its area which are twice as great
as the other station garners. Under
these circumstances, it seems plain
to me that the first station is twice
as valuable to the network and to
the
secondnetwork's
station. clients as is the
And these variations in penetration may well be more important
than the variations in retail sales
index for example.
Not only does the omission of this
penetration factor do an injustice
to those affiliates which are unusually aggressive and unusually
successful; it also does an injustice
to the network itself because it
deprives the affiliates of any in-

centive to gain strength in their
own markets.
If I were running a network, I
would want every one of my affiliates to be the top station in its
market. With every one of my
affiliates in a position of leadership,
obviously my network would be in
a position of leadership.
Arid one of the best ways I can
think of to induce affiliates to drive
towards dominance in their reis toformula
make some
provision spective
in the areasrate
whereby
those stations which make an effort
toward leadership receive proportionate compensation after they
have achieved it. . .
Murray Carpenter
General Manager
WABI Bangor, Me.
* * *
Mismatched Jewelry
EDITOR:
In the interest of accuracy, I

Only weather
three ofbroadcasts,
WTAG's 89andnewsnewsbroadcasts,
analyses,
anytime during a week, are now available
for spot sale. This pre-eminence is
nothing new. WTAG's leadership in news
goes back 25 years, supported by the
most complete news coverage.
WTAG maintains four full-time
newsmen, one each for morning, afternoon
and evening programs plus a news
analyst. They draw on the services of 200
Worcester Telegram and Gazette
correspondents in every part of Central New
England, and 150 world-wide Associated
Press Bureaus, who feed their stories
directly to WTAG's News Room.
See Raymer for
7:00 to 7:10
8:00 to 8:15
7:55 to 8.00

the 3 programs now open:
A.M. Sot. News
A.M. Sat. News
A. M. Sun. Weather News
WTAC
WORCESTER
Clf&ij BASIC CBS • 580 KC
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\msX {ox, cd

would like to call your attention
to an error in ... a story which
appeared castining for Oct.
Broadcasting
• Tele22.
There is not and never has been
any connection, corporate or otherwise,
our and
firm, theElginIllinois
Nationalbetween
Watch Co.
Watch Case Co., also of this city,
a division of which is known as
"Elgin-American"
factures compacts. and which manuThe confusion undoubtedly arises
from the fact that both firms are
in the jewelry business and both
use the word
names.
. . "Elgin" in their trade
Joseph W. LaBine
Director of Public Relations
Elgin National Watch Co.
Elgin, III.

accuracies
the printed
article in"Voici
Funds" whichin was
youj
issue
of Oct.
In the
first22.paragraph you say
"President Truman is slated t<
sign legislation assuring the Stattj
Department of $63 million for over!
seas information activities, mm
over $25 million of that sum ear
marked for radio broadcasting.'
Our appropriation
amounted tois $8;se
million
of which $19,178,000
aside for radio broadcasting, jj
This appropriation representei
a House and final Senate cord
promise between the $115 millioi
requested by President Trumal
and $54 million recommended bj
the Senate
mittee
. . . Appropriations Com
Edward W. Barrett
Assistant
WashingtonSecy, of State

[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Mr.in Barrett
have
missed
a story
the Oct.muiex2
/Voice7 Lowered
BROAD
CASTING
•
TELECASTING
plaining
total appropriate
EDITOR:
boostedthatto the
$85 million.
But thank
I would like to correct some in- was
to
State's
overseas
information
for
setting
the
record
straight will
onchieth,ge
amount
radio activities
in the newthatbudget.]
* * *
The Journey of WHDL
EDITOR:
So it took a couple of months tc
get WIRO Ironton, Ohio, on th«
air? And only five weeks to gel
rolling at Marion [Open Mike, Nov
5] ? .we. . dismantled
Did I ever WHDL
tell you Tuppei
of th«
time
Lake, N. Y., antenna towers, hay
wire, kilocycles and all, and movec
the station 350 miles across th
state to Olean, where we had i
back on the air in exactly 10 day
elapsed time?
It was in the fall of 1934, ad
mittedly before the days of manda
tory vertical radiators, but we had
two reasonably tall four-legged
wooden masts, painted black and
yellow in those days, to take dowr
from the Altamont Hotel roof ir
Tupper and reassemble atop the
Exchange Bank in Olean.
The transmitter was an ancienl
100 w composite job, so thoroughlj
ILL PORTER
CHRIS CONDON
gooked up that we took it apart
piece
and design,
rebuilt all
it ir
cordingby topiece,
modern
those 10 days. . . .
David W. Jefferies
General Manager
WNLK Norwalk, Conn.
Historic Scripts
OVER 450 bound copies of
historical radio scripts have
been contributed by WLW
Cincinnati script-writers to
midwest libraries and hisJIM LITTLE CLYDE HESS
torical period.
societies duringfour-month
Scriptsa
deal with prominent national
figures and founding of towns
in the WLW listening area.
Project is part of a formula
conceived years ago by James
D. Shouse, board chairman,
and R. E. Dunville, president,
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
Plan was initiated by Gil
Kingsbury,
administrative
sistant to Mr.
Dunville. asBROADCASTING
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... from

your

nearest RCA
Sales Representative

TELEVISION

"

1«MS«n"1

IH f and

Channels Z w o

^

RADIO CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
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This 64-page book is prepared
specifically
TV stationarchitects,
management, chiefforengineers,
consultants,
and
attorneys
connected with station designing, planning, building, and operating. In a
single reference it contains concise
descriptions
entire line
TV transmitterof RCA's
and antenna
equip-of
ment—including transmitter plans
and layouts, general application
data, and cost charts.
For your copy, get in touch with
the RCA sentative
Broadcast
nearest you: Sales RepreNew 36YorkW. 20,49thN.Street
Y.
Telephone: Circle 6-4030
Dallas1907-11
1, TexasMcKinney Ave.
Telephone: R-1371, 1372, 1373
Cleveland
15, Ohio
718 Keith
Building
Telephone: Cherry 1-3450
Atlanta522-533
3, Ga.Forsyth Bldg.
Forsyth and Luckie Streets, N. W.
Telephone: Walnut 5946
Kansas City 8, Mo.
221 W. 18th Street
Telephone: Victor 6410
Hollywood
28, Calif.
1560 North
Vine Street
Telephone: Hollywood 9-2154
San Francisco
3,
1355 Market Calif.
Street
Telephone: Hemlock 1-8300
Chicago666 1North
1, III. Lake Shore Drive
Telephone: Delaware 7-0700
Washington
6, D. C.N. W.
1625 K Street,
Telephone: District 1260

of AMERICA
CAMDEN N.J.
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STRIKE
ST. LOUIS
SEVEN St. Louis AM stations and ion contract negotiation, many
one TV station are operating under concessions were made by stations.
The management negotiating
new IBEW terms, adopted after
committee comprised all station
the
staged a inone-day
strikeunion
to forcehadconcessions
a new managers affected, up to the time
one-year contract [B«T, Oct. 29]. KSD withdrew, with S. E. Sloan,
The technicians' strike started KXLW, as chairman.
early Thursday after negotiations
Picket lines appeared early
had broken down during the night. Thursday at all affected stations,
By Friday morning all stations including three stations located in
were back on the air.
hotels. The line quickly broke up
KSD when the Post Dispatch
Terms
clude : of the new agreement in- at
stations withdrew from the solid
0 Wage increase of $5.92 per management front.
week, bringing scale up to $117.92.
Leading the IBEW negotiators
0 Liberal sick-leave benefits. were Denis Volas, president of Lo0 Advance work scheduling.
cal 1217; Frank W. Jacobs, dis0 Contract limited to one year.
trict vice president, and Al Hardy,
Management-union negotiations from international headquarters. A
came to an end about midnight federal conciliator, Arthur Hale,
Thursday when the station demand sat in on discussions.
for a wage differential for new
As negotiations continued Thursemployes at small stations was
dropped.
KSD and KSD-TV withdrew
from the joint management negoRATE
tiating committee Thursday morn- NBC
ing when the Post-Dispatch build- NBC officials, completing agenda
ing, housing the newspaper as well
as its AM and TV stations, was plans for their annual affiliates
picketed. The AM station returned convention Nov. 28-Dec. 1 at Boca
Raton, Fla., appeared confident
to the air after losing less than last
week — on the basis of talks
three hours air time.
Whereas the other affected sta- thus far with individual affiliates
their far-reaching new ecotions signed a new contract Thurs- — that nomic
plan for radio will win acday night, KSD and KSD-TV are
ceptance without undue opposition.
operating under a verbal arrangement with IBEW Local 1217, it The plan's
discussed with a details
total ofhad40 been
affiliates
was stated, subject to final nego- as of last
week, a spokesman said.
tiation of contracts within 14 days
of the strike.
He reported that although it had
The management committee was
withnevertheless
"unanimous"hadagreebeen
concerned over the final form the not metment there
KSD-TV
contract
might
assume.
"practically
complete
Some committee members felt that by
all affiliates
broachedacceptance"
thus far
a television contract containing and that NBC officials were "well
general language which could pleased." They expect to have diswith at least 50
force "segmentized" work, or affiliatescussedbythe plan
convention time and
"featherbedding" as they preferred will resume the
station-by-station
to calledentit,thatmight
prec- conferences and negotiations
would set
affecta local
all future
after
TV stations in the city, large or the Boca Raton sessions.
small.
The
All-Radio
Affiliates
CommitSix stations were off the air all
tee's denunciation of the NBC blueday Thursday. They were KSTL,
print [B*T, Nov. 12] was given
KWK, KXLW, KXOK, WEW recognition
in a network spokesWIL and WTMV along with
man's report that one of the comKXOK-FM and WTMX-FM.
mittee's principal objections was
KMOX, CBS Owned, was not in- based on erroneous information,
volved since it operates under a and that other committee comnational CBS contract and KFUO
plaints reflect an unawareness of
was not affected since it is a non- the full scope of the plan and the
profit station owned by Concordia problems involved or indicate an
(Lutheran) Seminary.
unrealistic approach to industry
While the union had yielded issues.
somewhat on a series of demands
The NBC official denied flatly
unprecedented in any type of un- that the network's plan would perBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

IBEW Local Silences Stations
day night the parties were close to
agreement on a number of points,
including a weekly wage of $117.92,
the maximum permitted under
Wage Stabilization
Board regulations. The union obtained
a $2
weekly raise last June and another
$5at athe
yeartime
ago, of
bringing
pay
to
the strike. $112
This
meant any increase in pay would be
limited to $5.92 a week.
Small stations lost their $100
wage scale for new employes, conunion refuses
creasetendingthe thenumber
of card tomen.inWhen more TV stations are built,
it was contended, card men will
move into TV and then the aural
stations will have to hire inexperienced men and train them for
a considerable period.
The meal period provided a hot

arguing point during negotiations.
In a majority of cases the St. Louis
technicians have not taken a lunch
hour, eating on the job so they
could get home an hour earlier, it
"was stated. Last week, however,
the union asked a mandatory meal
period with pay but this demand
was dropped
detailsemployes.
up to individual with
stations and
The arbitration clause was another tough one. Stations now use
the IBEW's own arbitration plan
according to negotiators, but IBEW
asked that one arbiter be set up
with power to settle grievances.
Stationscultiepointed
to practical
diffis of this plan
and proposed
grievances
be referred
the American Arbitration
Assn.to but
in the
(Continued on page 99)

ion
N ofAdopt
PLA
mit
— as members
the Affiliates
Committee had charged — up to an
ultimate maximum of 70% reduction in an affiliate's radio network
rate to compensate for TV competition.
"No affiliate will ever be asked
to take a 70% cut because of television," he said. The maximum
reduction proposed in any case at
the outset is 20%, he declared. At
the same time he rejected Affiliates
Committee
members'
contention
that
the network
plan provides
for
re-evaluation of TV's effects at
six-month intervals. No hard-andfast schedule for re-evaluation has
been established, he asserted.
Plan Made Public
Broad features of the NBC plan
have been made known both in
public announcements and in an
elaborate brochure distributed to
affiliated stations [B»T, Nov. 5,
Oct. 8]. But the new rate formula's effectwill
on thecontinue
rates ofto specific stations
be a
matter of private negotiation between the network and each affilstations'while
ratessome
go upgo
under iate.
the Someformula
down, but network-wide the adjustments average out to approximately the old full-network rate
for advertisers, it was pointed out.
Network officials seemed certain
that the Boca Raton convention,
although sure'to turn tip-important

Confidently Viewed
problems for affiliate-network disdevelopcussion,
into a nevei'theless
hassle.would
Theynotwere
confident, they said, that the NBC
blueprint would appeal to the affiliates from the standpoint of realism,
ultimate advantage tofairness,
radio and
generally.
The convention agenda was lining up something
like this:Nov. 28
Wednesday
morning,
(opening day) — Keynote address
by NBC President Joseph H. McConnell,
followed
Niles Trammell, network
boardby chairman,
and
Jack Harris of KPRC Houston,
chairman of the NBC Stations
Planning and Advisory Committee.
Wednesday
afternoonVice■— PresiRadio
session:
NBC Executive
dent Charles R. Denny will lead off
with a resume of the basic economic
plan. Charles Barry, vice president in charge of radio network
programs, will report on programming plans and John K. Herbert,
vice president and director of radio
selling.
sales, and others will discuss radio
Thursday
morning
— Television
session:
Sylvester
L. (Pat)
Weaver
Jr., vice president for television,
will discuss programming, followed
by Edward D. Madden, vice president in charge of TV network operationscuands ionssales,
and others
in disof this phase
of network
activities, and Frederic W. Wile
(Continued on page 101)
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JOHNSON WAX
Buys Four MBS News Shows
FOUR daily news shows to be
broadcast on 539 MBS stations
for Johnson Wax Co. of Racine,
Wis. [B*T, Nov. 12], was described
last week by Adolf N. Hult, Mutual
vice president in charge of sales,
as the largest schedule of newscasts ever sponsored by a single
radio advertiser.
Series is scheduled to start Dec.
31 in four . different editions,
emanating from Chicago, Washington, Los Angeles and New York.
First of the Monday-throughFriday broadcasts will be Headline
News from 11:25-11:30 a.m. EST
with Les Nichols from Chicago.
The second will be a ten-minute
Capital Commentary by H. R.
Baukhage from Washington, starting at 12:15 p.m. EST. Third edition will originate in Los Angeles
from 2:25-2:30 p.m. EST with
Sam Hayes as reporter, and the
final newscast will feature Cecil
Brown in New York, from 5:55-6
p.m. local time. On Saturdays all
reports will
be for
five-minutes
duration
with Mr.
Nichols
at 11:25
a.m.; Mr. Hayes at 2:25 p.m.; Mr.
Brown at 3:25 p.m— all EST— and
Mr
time. Baukhage at 5:55 p.m., local
Agency for the S. C. Johnson
Sons Inc. is Needham, Louis &
Brorby Inc., Chicago.
SERUTAN NAMES
Franklin Bruck Adv.
SERUTAN Co., Newark, N. J., a
major radio advertiser, has reappointed Franklin Bruck Adv.,
New York, to handle the following
products: Serutan, Sedagel and
Journal of Living, effective Jan. 1.
Roy S. Durstine Inc., New York,
has been handling the account.
The initial advertising for Serutan, including the
"after
35" Franktheme,
was originally
placed
by the
lin Bruck agency when it serviced
the account a number of years ago.
Grey Adv., New York, will
handle two other products for
Serutan [B»T, Nov. 12].
McKinnie Named
RALPH E. McKINNIE, AM sales
manager of Paul H. Raymer Co.,
New York, radio and television
station representative, has been
named television sales manager, it
was announcer last week. Prior
toserved
joining
Mr. McKinnie
as Raymer,
account executive
with
DuMont TV Network and CBS TV
respectively. He recently was appointed instructor in Adult Education School, New York U.
WFOX Appoints Pearson
WFOX Milwaukee, independent
daytimer, has appointed the John
E. Pearson Co., station representative firm, as its representative. It
previously
Tel Inc. was represented by RaJPage 24 • November 19, 1951

AT MBS' historic signing with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for six hours of "star
entertainment" weekly [B»T, Nov. 12] are (I to r): Frank White, MBS president; Leopold Friedman, vice president and secretary, MGM, and Charles
C. Moscowitz, vice president and treasurer, MGM. MBS said the agreement
assured "the strongest array of evening shows in Mutual network's history."

GEN. TIRE, MACY
Radio Merger Detailed
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER Co.
will hold 90% and R. H. Macy &
Co. 10% of the capital stock in the
operating company the two organizations plan to establish for merging their
radio Oct.
and televisionrespective
properties [B«T,
15],
Jack
I.
Straus,
Macy's
president,
told stockholders at their annual
meeting in New York Tuesday.
In addition
to itscompany,
10% stockwhich
interest in the new
will also control Mutual, the dewill receive
000 in cashpartmentorstoreother
current $4,500,assets
for the sale of radio and recording
equipment owned by its subsidiary
WOR Program Service Inc.
Macy will retain ownership of
the operating property and equipment of WOR-TV studios and the
two WOR transmitting stations, he
said, leasing
them options,
to the newstarting
company. Purchase
at $4,600,000 and reducing progres ively over the 25-year lease
period, are contained in the agreement, however.
Capitalinvolved
Gain in the
Transactions
merger will result in a substantial
capital though
gain,subjecthetoreported,
and, and
alcapital gain
inter-company taxes, it will amount
to more than $1.50 per share on
Macy stock.
Outlets involved in merger of
Macy-General Tire broadcasting
units include radio stations WOR
New York, WNAC Boston, WEAN
Providence, WONS Hartford, KHJ
Los Angeles, KFRC San Francisco
and KGB San Diego; television stations WOR-TV New York, WNACTV Boston and KHJ-TV Los Angeles. The new company — as yet
unnamed — will also own the Yankee
and Don Lee radio networks and
will control
about 58%
of the Mutual Broadcasting
System.

Posed In L A.
NEW LEE WILL?
Court
POSSIBLE existence of a new will that might change the distribution of the late Thomas S. Lee's $12.5 million estate, was revealed last
Wednesday.
Disclosure came when his uncle-by-marriage, R. Dwight Merrill, 82year-old Seattle lumberman ap- created
*
a trust in which his client
peared Condee
before Superior
Judge New-of should share.
comb
seeking approval
his plan to distribute the estate
Judge Condee instructed Mr.
left
by heir toandthe automobile
late Don Lee's
Craig that he could do nothing unbroadcasting
disless he had an attorney and filed a
tribution fortune.
petition with proof of an
In filing a petition in Los An- proper
alleged
lost will.
geles Superior Court earlier in the
The tition
hearing
on Mr.beenMerrill's
peweek for the distribution of estate,
was to have
held last
Mr. Merrill, in a surprise announce- Friday (Nov. 16), having been put
ment, stated he had no intention of over by Judge Condee following
keeping
self. any of the money for him- the new and sudden development.
Terms of Settlement
Mr. Lee
Merrill's
disclosed
young
in Maypetition
1949 informed
The disclosure was made for the
him of his May 6, 1934, 27-word first time, in Mr. Merrill's petition,
of settlement terms reached be- divorced wife and his widow.
will's
bequeathing
tween himself and Mrs. Nora S.
[Merrill]contents,
the entire
estate. him
Mr.
Merrill had a verbal understanding Patee, maternal aunt of Tommy
The other half of the estate, Mr.
however, with his nephew that the Lee, who contested the validity of Merrill advised the court, he infortune would be divided among the will. She dropped the contest
tends to give to his own five
the members of the Lee family, and in exchange for 29% of young
He made no exhe would keep none of estate for Lee's estate. Mr. Merrill retained grandchildren.
the document why no
himself, according to the petition. the remaining 71% for distribution shares wereplanation inset
aside
for his own
to other relatives.
Craig Contention
daughters.
Prior to the settlement with Mrs. twoThomas
When the petition hearing
Lee fell to his death
opened, Hal Craig, Honolulu auto- Patee, a compromise also had been from the 12th floor of a Los Anmobile man, informed Judge Con- reached with Mr. Lee's two sisters
dee that Tommy Lee told him in by adoption, Mrs. Christine Rieber
geles building Jan. 13, 1950. Fol1945 that he had made a will nam- and Mrs. Elizabeth Fry, who relowing the sale of his business enceived
$150,00
each.
The
sisters
terprises, the estate was valued at
ing himself [Craig] and "a couple sued the estate for shares on comdozen others" as his heirs.
$12,726,944.45.
Don Lee radio and
plaint
they
had
been
disinherited
Specifically mentioned, accord- by Don Lee in violation of an television properties were acquired
ing to Mr. Craig, was a cousin, Jim agreement made when he adopted by the General Tire & Rubber Co.
Lee, now a Nevada ranch owner
last December for $12,320,000
and said to have been a one-time them.
[B»T, Jan. 1]. KTSL (TV), now
Mr. Merrill, whose late wife, KNXT
head of the Don Lee used car deHollywood, was then sold to
partment. Harrison Musgrave, Mrs. Eula Lee Merrill, was sister CBS, with
Lincoln Dellar acquiring
radio executive and a cousin, also of Don Lee,
asked
the
court's
perKDB
Santa
Barbara.
m
i
s
i
o
n
t
o
distribute
half
of
the
reportedly was named as an heir
It is believed the estate will be
in the lost will. He was repre- Thomas Lee estate to 10 persons
sented in court by Attorney Rich- in equal shares. These were iden- cut by more than $4 million through
ard Drukeer, who asked the court
tified as eight children of Don Lee's payment of inheritance and other
to determine if young Lee's will brother, the late Cuyler Lee, his taxes, plus administration expenses.
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A Handy Guide for Broadcasters Who Air Politics
By EDWIN H. JAMES
IN SAN FRANCISCO a fortnight
ago a radio station was sued for
damages when it tried to keep from
broadcasting a program supporting
the
political candidacy of a Communist.
In Washington last week the
FCC was considering a complaint
that a New Orleans station had
violated a federal statute when it
censored what it regarded as libelous material from a political candidate's speech.
The managers of both stations
are veteran broadcasters and one
of them is also a skilled attorney.
But, despite their knowledge and
experience, they got in trouble
with the law. Why?
The answer resides in the mass
of perplexing and sometimes contradictory, legislative, regulatory
and judicial actions and decisions
that has been built up in the past
27 years as Congress, the FCC and
the courts grappled with the intricate problem of putting politics
on the air. The record is so ramified and so bewildering that the
average station operator, confronted by a political' campaign

I

season, may wish he could follow
the example of the manager of
WOF, v/ho appears in the cartoon
on this page, and take sanctuary
in less perilous surroundings.
Unfortunately for the peace of
mind of broadcasters, however, retreat from politics is virtually impos ible. The station manager is
obliged by law to run his property
in the "public interest, convenience
and necessity."
politiciansis
this
phrase, not Among
unexpectedly,
interpreted to include the broadcast
of politicians'
campaign
oratory.
Members
of the FCC,
being political
appointees,
have
given
no
tion of dissenting from thatindicaview.
Today the finds
radio himself
and television
broadcaster
in the
unenviable position of being forced
by governmental pressure to engage in activities which, unless
conducted with expert legal advice
(and not a little pure luck), may
very well get him into as much
trouble as he would be in if he refused to engage in them.
Ulcer Season
This dilemma perpetually besets
the broadcaster, but it becomes
especially confounding every four
years when that national convulsion— the Presidential election — ■
comes along. Such an election is
scheduled
for next year and already
SECTION 315 of the U.
old ulcers are kicking up and new
S. Communications Act
ones relentlessly forming.
of 1934 is the basic law
As a means of preventing the
milk-and-cracker
diet from becomgoverning political broading standard fare through the incasting. The text:
dustry, Broadcasting
• Telecast"If any licensee shall
ing conducted
a careful
study of
permit any person who is
the laws and regulations governing
political
broadcasts.
The
study
rea legally qualified candisulted in this article. It does not
date for any public office
resolve the as yet irresolvable politto use a broadcasting staical dilemma, but it may help
tion, he shall afford equal
broadcasters avoid some of the
opportunities to all other
avoidable hazards that political
such candidates for that
broadcasting contains.
office in the use of such
All regulatory and judicial decisions on this question stem from
broadcasting station, and
the
basic law, the Communications
the Commission [FCC]
Act of 1934. It is Section 315 of
shall make rules and regthat Act, appearing elsewhere on
ulations to carry this
this page, that specifically pertains
to political broadcasts.
provision into effect; ProSection 315 seems at first glance
vided, that such licensee
to be a reasonably simple stateshall have no power of
ment, but years of interpretation
censorship over the ma(and misinterpretation) of its
terial broadcast under the
clauses by the courts and FCC
have built hundreds of thousands
provisions of this section.
of words of explanation upon the
No obligation is hereby
slender foundation of the original
imposed upon any li95 words of Section 315.
censee to allow the use
Right off, the interpreters began
of its station by any such
to wonder: What's the definition
candidate."
of Ina "legally
qualified
candidate"?
an attempt
to answer
this,
BROADCASTING
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the FCC wrote a rather complicated piece into its rules and regulations, Section 3.190, which reads
in part:
A 'legally
qualified
date' means any
personcandiwho
has publicly announced that
he is a candidate for nomination by a convention of a
political
party orin fora primary,
nomination or election
special, or general election,
municipal, county, state or
national, and who meets the
qualifications prescribed by
the
applicable
laws he
to hold
the office
for which
is a
candidate, so that he may be
voted for by the electorate
directly or by means of delegates or electors, and who
(1) has qualified for a
place on the ballot or
(2) is eligible under the
applicable law to be voted for
by
sticker, by ballot,
writingor inother
his
name
methods,on the
and

THE BUILD-UP for the
1952 political campaigns
is under way and already
radio - television broadcasters are figuring out
how
to
cope
with and
the bedamned-if-you-do
bedamned-if-you-don't
laws
and rules governing political broadcasting.
In an effort to explain
the fundamentals of this
problem,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
interviewed attorneys
who are expert on the
subject and conducted
extensive research in
legal history. Here, in
laymen's
terms, toishelp
an
article intended
management decide how
to
put politics
the out
air
without
putting onitself
of business.

3.190 into the rules. Finally, last
week, the Commission came out
with itsnition ymost
et. understandable defiIn a letter to the national secretary of the Socialist Labor Party
(see page
40B), the brevity,
Commission
said,
with admirable
that
legally
qualified
candidates
are
(i) has
duly nominated by abeenpolitical
party
"those
can be voted
for."merit
This who
statement
has the
which is commonly known
not only of simplicity but also of
and regarded as such, or
being the latest authoritative word
(ii) makes a substantial
on the subject. Until it is changed
showing that he is a bona fide
candidate for nomination of
by the FCC
or the courts,
office, as the case may be.
casters are reasonably
safe broadin applying
this
definition
to decide
The FCC's interpretation of whether a man is a qualified
canqualification for candidacy did not, didate.
Put it another way: A candidate
fortunately, stop there. FCC has
is not qualified unless it is possible
been interpreting
own interpre(Continued on page 60)
tations ever since itsit wrote
Section

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Mind taking me in until the political season blows over?"
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NBC TO BUILD RADIO
A PLEDGE that NBC will aggres- son, Malcolm La Prade, The Myssively build radio while continuing
tery Chef, Frank Luther, Lanny
Ross, Charles Winninger, Ford
to pioneer
in television
to the benefit of advertiser
and listener
alike Bond, Ernest La Prade, Sam Lanin
(Ipana Troubadors), Bill Mundy,
was given
by the
dent, Joseph
H. network's
McConnell,presilast Jimmy Haupt, Maria GambelThursday.
leri, Gladys Rice and Douglas SanSpeaking
the Radio
of Roxy'sthese
Gang.
Grauer
introduced
radioBenveterans.
utives Clubbefore
of New
York, Execat a dor
luncheon meeting in honor of the H. V. Kaltenborn gave a newscast
25th anniversary of the initial as of Nov. 15, 1926, and introduced
NBC broadcast, Mr. McConnell an- Mr. McConnell as of that date, renounced the following four-point
porting that he had just been elected president of the senior class of
plan of his network for the future :
1. We intend not only to maintain Davidson College. Milton Berle
radio, but to aggressively build radio spoke briefly.
—chandisingwise
programwise,— saleswise,
merCost Consideration
so that theandmedium
will have a permanent place in the
Mr. McConnell, who fought a relong-range scheme of broadcasting.
calcitrant microphone throughout
2. We intend to continue to pioneer
address, urged broadcasters to
in television — to open up new fron- his
tiers— andsearch in this
to finance
re- pause a moment in their pre-occuand allexperimental
other similar
pation mwith
suchTV,imminent
developents as color
UHF channels
fields of mass communication.
3. We intend to develop both radio and hundreds of new stations to
and television
so as basis
to servewhichthe will
ad- consider such general industry
vertiser on a price
as that of costs.
make it mutually advantageous, AND problems
In addition to the tens of mil4. We intend to give the listeners
l
i
o
n
s
o
f
dollars
on prewar
and viewers of this country public TV research andexpended
program developservice programs to insure that this
ment
and
to
the
mounting
postwar
will be the most enlightened nation operating and production costs
as
in the world, and we intend, with the
rest of the industry, to try to keep stations and programs were added
the country aware of this.
to meet the needs of the video audience which now totals 62 million
Some 500 Attend
Americans, Mr. McConnell said,
Some 500 members of New
York's radio fraternity jammed into
the Starlight
the WaldorfAstoria
to hearRoofMr. ofMcConnell
and
to see such familiar radio personalities as Jessica Dragonette, Ray
Knight, B. A. Rolfe, Joe White APPLIANCE
APPLIA
dealersNC
of E
Cincin(Silver Masked Tenor), Guy Lomnati Gas & Electric Co. were adbardo, Jack Pearl, Harry Reser
vised
last
week
by
Murray
Grab(Clicquot Club Esquimos), Edwin
director
ofTeleviNaFranko Goldman, Gertrude Berg, horn, managing
tional
Assn.
of
Radio
and
Elaine Carrington, May Singhi
sion Station Representatives, to
Breen and Peter De Rose (Sweet- consult station management on
hearts on the Air), Meredith Will- campaign plans and then, when
their radio or TV advertising is
started, to "stay with it."
"By every statistic," he said in
PRO BOWL GAME
abeenspeech
Wednesday,
"radio mass
has
to be the greatest
NBC Gets Two-Year Rights mediumproven
the advertising world has
NBC signed
known. Television, on the
tional Footballpacts
Leaguewithand the
the NaLos ever
other hand, while reaching fewer
Angeles Newspaper Publishers people,
already demonstrated
Assn. for two-year rights to the that it has
greater impact than
All-Star Pro Bowl Game, scheduled any otherhasmedium.
Some have estithis year for the Los Angeles Memated
this
greater impact as
morial Colisium Saturday, Jan. 12, high as 10 to 1.
Sure,
it might be
it was announced last week.
considered expensive, but so is any
Annual series, which was in- advertising unless it is bought and
augurated last year, is sponsored
intelligently — then
by the newspaper association in merchandised
expense is offset by increased
behalf of charities supported by its
and satisfactory dollar volume
Los Angeles metropolitan newspapers. Rights specifically exclude
Pointing out that the average
telecasting the event in that area. network
sales." affiliate derives almost
Originally scheduled for a Sunday half
of its revenue from local adplayoff, tional
theand game
between
the Navertisers and that the average nonAmerican
conferences
affiliate
up to almost 80%
of the league was moved ahead one from thisgetssource,
Mr. Grabhorn
day at the request of the network, told the appliance dealers:
which had other commitments for
Jan. 13.
"There is no one more interested
Negotiations were handled for in the welfare of your proposed
NBC by Lewis S. Frost, director of radio or television campaign than
operations in Hollywood.
the management of the ■ radio or
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Pledges

are the major increases in the cost
of talent. formers
Fromwere glad
the 20's,
when per-on
to appear
radio free to publicize their other
activities, leading actors today
"command pay undreamed of a few
yearslem ago,"
which and"present
a probfor stations
sponsors
and
for
the
entertainers
themselves,"
he told those present.
he pointed
out, "the
costBut,lemisis not
The todollar
probthe the
cost problem.
in relation
the
return. If we in the broadcast business or the talent business ever
become overpriced, I am confident
that competition will bring adjustments to the point where our productsary,represents
value.enough
If neceswe must true
be wise
and
ingenious enough to accept these
Praising the public service peradjustments."
formance of the broadcasting industry,
which ofhe declared
far surpasses that
any government
owned service, Mr. McConnell
asked ican"How
manyaware
of theof Amerpeople are
that?
If we are to enjoy the public
favor our performance merits," he
stated,
to letdoing,
the people know"wethehave
job got
we are
and
I think that calls for great efforts
from
all
sections
of
the
industry."
This is true of other aspects of

S Hegr
ER
AL
DE
television
station
you contemplate
using,self. .. unless,
of course,
. The very
existenceit'sofyourthat
radio or television station depends
upon thecilities successful
use Heof his
by advertisers.
can fano
more afford to be haphazard in his
recommendation of the use of those
facilities, once he understands your
problem, than you can in the purchase of merchandise. Any haphazard conclusions along this line
by either you or him would put you
both out of business in short

broadcasting than public service,
Mr. McConnell noted. For example, he said:is going
"Some topeople
that
television
swallowsay radio
and a lot of misinformed people
believe it. I don't think this is the
case. The people should know the
true facts. The question is not the
death of radio, but how we are going to shape radio and television
so that each will do the most effecBasic Communication
tive job."
Radio he described as "the basic
meansica. It ofcan communication
in Amerreach more people
more
rapidly and at less expense than
any other medium. Radio has a
flexibility that cannot be equalled.
Television is undeniably the most
effective and powerful selling force
that the world has ever known . . .
in combination, they give the busines man, the politician, or the civil
defense
audience
guarantee thatchief
no another
medium
can
WINC to NBC
touch."
AFFILIATION of WINC WRFL
(FM) announced
Winchester,last
Va.,Monday
with NBCby
was
Richard ident.F.New Lewis
Jr.,
station
presaffiliation was effective
Nov. 1. WINC has been an ABC
affiliate for more than 10 years.

of R°d-°- TV Vdue
basic reasons why you should not
use radio or television."
For those who don't use the
media because "I never listen or
watch," he noted that there are
over 40 million radio homes, averaging more than four hours of
listening daily, and that, in the
case of TV, it may be assumed that
15 million TV owners did not buy
sets "merely to have another fairly
expensive
piece ofwere
furniture."
Case histories
cited in answer to claims that only the big
advertisers can compete with highpriced shows. Paramount TV in
Providence, R. I., Mr. Grabhorn
said, spent on$935WHIM
for a Providence
seven-day
campaign
and sold out a $100,000 TV set inventory as a result.
Those who say, "I tried it once
but it doesn't
work infortheme,"
tinued, are flying
face heof conthe
judgment
oftogether
thousands
of$700advertisers
who
spent
million in radio last year.

Must Know Time
order."
Rating
he said,
"are a
help . . . services,
but the most
important
guide is the more intimate knowledge of the value of a proposed
time period, or personality, or announcement availability which the
station alone
can management
provide," eitheror
through
its local
its accredited representative, or
both.
Except, for short saturation campaigns for specific purposes, he adA sonless
for notfrequently
advertisingadvanced
on radiorea-or
vised, "approach
use ofbudget
radio
or television
on antheannual
basis. This is the way it will pay TV,
noted, "is that
mouth" advertising
was
off most handsomely in the long "wordMr.of Grabhorn
"good enough for father and it's
After reviewing various types of good enough for me." That sort of
time-purchases available to adver- attitude, if widely prevalent, could
tisers, Mr. Grabhorn undertook to be ruinous to- the appliance deal(Continued on page 99)
enumerate — and answer — "five
run."
Telecasting
BROADCASTING •

Bormann

Succeeds Chatfield

know facts is being "abused
gravely," he cited a need for more
and better reporters of government news, "with radio and television supplying them."
Protesting
that which
the President's
security
order,
classifies
documents in all Departments
rather than only Defense and State,
permits "no code and no appeals
court,"
Mr. Steven
"This
country cannot,
in timessaid:of crisis,
afford arguments of half -facts in
half-lightWe resolving
truths.
need full into
facts, halffull
light and full truth to remain a free
Local Blocks Cited
Reminding broadcasters that
channels of information are also
blocked in state, county and city
people."
governments,
suggested
stations use briefheperiods
of silence
with an explanation of why no news
was given whenever sources have
blocked news information.
Another aspect of Freedom of
Information — "the right of radio
and TV to report the news in their
most effective way . . . won two
notable gains" this year — William
Ray, NBC Chicago news chief and
chairman
Informationof NARND's
Committee, Freedom
said. of
He cited the Kefauver hearings
and the Asbury Park Case, permitting a station to broadcast a public hearing, with the latter example "giving the industry its first
clear (Continued
legal precedent."
on pageIt34)"should

NARND
MEET
(Also see story on page 98)
the efforts of the American Society
Mr. Steven,
operation fromsoliciting
newsmenthisin co-a
RADIO news directors, meeting for of Newspaper Editors in fighting loudly acclaimed
speech,
is a mem-on
their sixth annual convention in in
"the restriction
creeping paralysis
of freedom"inber of the ASNE Committee
of government
Chicago last week, concluded a
f
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n
b
y
the
recent
order
of
Freedom of Information. Chargthree-day session Wednesday with President Truman.
ing that the right of the people to
election of Jim Bormann, WCCO
Minneapolis as president, succeeding Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon,
Ga. (see separate story).
The National Assn. of Radio
News directors, in a "How To Do
It" conclave atmutual
the Hotel
Sherman,on
investigated
problems
political and crime reporting, war
coverage and the national conventions next year, but topics getting the most interest were free
access to government information
and accessibility of radio-TV reporters to courtrooms and to public hearings.
Mr. Bormann joined WCCO as
news and public affairs director
last January from WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, where he had been
news director for three years. He
has been a reporter for the Milwaukee Journal, news editor of the
United Press radio staff, Chicago,
and bureau chief of the radio division of the Chicago Associated
Press office. He was the AP Cen- AMONG NARND award winners was WBAP-TV Fort Worth. Production unit
Division'sto field
beforetral.going
WMT representative
in 1947. He staffers who put the winning The Texas News show together are: (Seated,
takes office as head of NARND I to r) Lillard Hill, narrator, and Doyle Vinson, program editor; standing,
Mundeil,
cameraman-reporter;
Kerr, head
station's Dallas
Dec. 14. He was vice president of Jimmybureau,
and Lynn
Trammell, in chargeJimmy
of newsreel
music oftranscriptions.
the news directors group for the
past year.
Eleven members of the group
were
cited for
their1951,
"outstanding"
news work
during
with three
Meethe
y group
q* phil|
receiving
the
top
NARND
annual THREE
Co"*""es
APPROACHES
to radio 'BA
TTLE9
Clipp, general
diary technique,
told the
CH
AR
SE
REtelevision
awards.
and
research
were support of ofRoger
felt there is not as much confusion
WFIL-AM-FM-TV
WHO Des Moines, of which Jack thrashed over before the Television manager
who made clear in the radio-TV research picture
Shelley is news director, earned a Assn. of Philadelphia at a dinner Philadelphia,
questioning,
and inthat
infor-he as some people think. Any good
trophy for the outstanding radio meeting last Wednesday by their through
mal discussions
afterwards,
he said, should: (1) pronews operation, as managed by Paul respective advocates — Laurence too feels radio and TV should be method,
vide a sample which has sufficient
A. Loyet, vice president. Top TV Roslow (Pulse), James Seiler measured on the basis of circula- size and
which is representative;
news station was WBAP-TV Fort (American Research Bureau) and
tion rather than ratings — a la the (2) cover all viewers or listeners in
Worth, of which James Byron is Albert Sindlinger (Radox).
the
family,
not just one member,
media's Audit Bureau of and (3) be conducted
news director and Harold Hough
Before a capacity audience of ap- printed
while viewing
data,
or
radio's
BMB
the station director. WTIC Hartor
listening
is in progress.
proximately 120, with Clarence L. Circulations
studies, for example — and that
ford was named recipient of the Jordan, executive vice president of single-minded
devotion to the ratOne stumbling-block for a meter
trophy for its special event cover- N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, as casting.
ing concept will undermine broad- system, he said is expense, resultage of the Connecticut State elec- moderator, the three principals reing, he felt, in a small sample.
tions. Tom Eaton is news director
viewed their respective techniques.
Turning to the coincidental teleCuts 'Not Necessary'
and Paul W. Morency the vice To varying degrees, they undertook
phone method,
Mr. Seiler
said this
Executive Jordan agreed of course
president and general manager.
is limited
to telephone
to show holes in their rivals' tech- thatAgency
ratings should not be the only homes
and to the time periods when
niques and to point out superiority
Achievement Awards
their own.
basis ofandjudging
radiohisandpersonal
televi- calls are made; is expensive to exDistinguished achievement in Most
said it was
tend into rural areas ; is difficult to
aggressive stand of the view sionthat
the
network
radio
awards went to WMBD Peoria, three
use in developing cumulative data
was taken by Mr. Sindlinger, cuts initiated a few months rate
KLZ Denver and KCMO Kansas
ago
and
encounters
insofar as
currently reviving his Ra- were not necessary. He said he surveys in very problems
City for radio news, to WTVJ (TV) who doxis technique
early and very late
for measuring tuneMiami and WNBQ (TV) Chicago in and
hours
are
concerned.
personally
"deplored"
the
cuts.
tune-out
via
metered
sets.
for television news and KCBS San
Opening the discussion, Mr. RosThe ARB diary method, he said,
Francisco for special events. Spe- Claiming that cumulative data such
outlined the technique,
Pulse's personal
is economical, shows composition of
offers should be the "ba- rosterlow interview
cial awards for courage and enter- as Radox
pointaudience
breakdowns
sic evaluator" of radio and televiprise in radio reporting were given
ing out it sociating
utilizes
factor ofwith
as- of audienceandflowpermits
sion, he charged that addiction to
to supply advertisto KNX Los Angeles and KWHK
listeningthe
or viewing
ers and agencies with vital inforShreveport, where News Director program "ratings" not only has
covers all promation. It is not limited to one-,
John Van Sickle was commended "created a financial crisis in radio" family gramsactivities;
on all stations in the areas two-, or three-set
homes, he said.
for his air work in connection with but
can
eventually
"bankrupt"
telsurveyed
and
provides
for
the
inIn
the
survey, such
evision.
investigations of brutality at Anterviewing to be done as soon as as Pulse's, roster-type
Messrs. Roslow and Seiler, on the practical following
he
felt
persons found to
gola State Prison.
completion
of
other hand, took the position Radox the broadcast period involved. In be away cordefrom
shouldHebe also
reNewsmen, after hearing a lunch- does
d as not home
viewing.
not show whether anybody is
eon address Tuesday by William P.
heTV said
Pulse a now
in- thought the roster-recognition prinSteven, assistant executive editor paying attention to the radio or TV Philadelphia,
terviews
5,600
families
month,
ciple tends to influence interviewof The Minnapolis Star & Tribune, set, but only what station it is be away from home should be reees' answers (though Mr. Roslow
passed a resolution late Wednes- tuned to, if any.
compared to 700 originally.
(Continued on page 48)
day commending him and joining
Mr. Seiler, describing the ARB
Mr. Sindlinger's views had the
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NRDGA scroll is examined by Mr.
Patt (left), Miss Mullin and A. Y.
Clark, president
of Clark Restaurants.
AN

OHIO

RESTAURANT

KIDS! This is
HEY,
Apple Pie Johnny. It's
12 :30, time for Clark's
Fairytale Theatre!"
That's the battle cry for one
of Greater Cleveland's toprated children's
dramas, and
performed for oldsters
youngsters alike by sparkling
Esther Mullin's whiz kids.
Entering this month its seventh
year
on WGAR
affiliate,
FairytaleCleveland's
Theatre CBS
has
dominated Cleveland Press popuNorthern talent
Ohio's best
programlarity pollsbyas childhood
and
has even scored among the top
three asgram.the
best judged
radio proAs wellarea's
as being
the
best
children's
program
on has
all
Press polls, Fairytale Theatre
won repeated top honors as the
best juvenile show in the Cleveland Plain-Dealer reader polls.
Esther Mullin has ranked among
Cleveland's
three local performers on alltopratings.
Clark Restaurants, sponsors of
Fairytale Theatre 12:30-1 p.m.,

CHAIN'S

Sundays, for the past two and a
half years, have not been the only
one to benefit from the tremendous
acceptance that the program enjoys
with the Cleveland public. With
the
of WGAR's
saleshelp
department,
underaggressive
WGAR
General Manager Carl E. George
when the business was signed now
under the leadership of John B.
Garfield, Clark's has developed a
cluster
promotional
ins that ofwonsnappy
Fairytale
Theatre tiean
award of merit in City College of
New
York's
1950
judging
for
the
most effective promotion of a local
radio program.
Husband -Wife Team
Spark Show Production
Esther Mullin directs and produces Fairytale Theatre with the
help of Cleveland insurance executive and husband Harry Pollack.
She is the inspirational force bethe program's
inghind value
as a saleswholesome,
weapon livfor
Clark Restaurants.
No advertising agency has taken
part in the development of Fairytale Theatre. The account is han-

PRIZE-WINNING
dled by Gladys Stevens and Bernice
Fluke directly from Clark Restaurants.
Apple Pie Johnny, impersonated
by Wiley Robbins of Cleveland, is
only one of a half dozen extremely
effective promotional gimmicks
boosting Clark Restaurants and
Fairytale Theatre.
Here is a complete breakdown
of the devices used to make the
program snap off results for
Clark's
: Pie Johnny — Created
1. Apple
20 years ago by R. D. Clark, who
with his brother, A. Y. Clark,
operates restaurant chains in
Cleveland, Akron and Erie, Apple
Pie Johnny named
is a small-boy
character
in honor cartoon
of one
of the Clark specialties, apple pie.
Clark Restaurants were founded
in 1896 when J. B. Clark, father
of the Clark brothers, opened a
small lunch counter on East Sixth
street in Cleveland, featuring good
coffee and applie pie. It has grown
into a chain of 15 modern restaurants, and Apple Pie Johnny
has grown along with it.
Radio sponsorship of Fairytale
Theatre was a logical step in the
further development of children's
business,
the organization's
reputationpartasof the
Family restaurants.
Soon after the Clark's and John
F. Patt, now president of the Goodwill Stations and then vice president and general manager of
WGAR, completed planning the
details venture,
of the company's
firstJohnny
major
radio
Apple Pie
became the voice of Clark's, disClark's andto children.
all sorts of
things ofcussing
interest
Many mentsofare passed
Apple Pie
alongJohnny's
to the comchil-

RADIO

FORMAT

dren by the studio announcer but
recordings
of a smallimpersonating
boy's voice
(Wiley Robbins)
Johnny are used to open and close
the program.
He has become quite a personality who can write catchy little
rhymes on table manners, present
views on public events or the thrill
of eating
dren's level.at Clark's on the chilLast spring, Apple Pie Johnny
was named honorary bat boy of the
Cleveland Indians in a radio ceremony with Ellis Ryan, president of
the Cleveland Baseball Corp., doing the honors.
Small Fry Seek Out
Johnny athasClark's
become such a real
Johnny
character
that small children often
ask about him when they enter a
Clark Restaurants.
2. Menus — Although children
don't meet Apple Pie Johnny in
person, they do find his picture on
the children's menu Clark's offer
them ... on riders offering special Sunday dinners and the like.
Menus dren's
especially
devoted
interests also
are totiedchil-in
to the activities of Fairytale Theatre. All Clark's menus for children
carry at least one reference to
WGAR's Fairytale Theatre pro3. Art Contest — One of the program. motional projects pushed and reported on Clark's menus is the
annual Elementary School Art contest.tauranSponsored
by Clark
ts in cooperation
with Resthe
Greater cation
Cleveland
Boards
Eduand the Catholic ofSchool
Board, the Fairytale Theatre art
contest draws every Cuyahoga
(Continued on page UU)

SURPRISE birthday celebration at conclusion of Nov. 5 broadcast of
Fairytale Theatre has Miss Mullin. blowing out the candles. Looking on
are Gladys Stevens, Clark advertising manager, Announcer Walter
Henrich and members of the cast.
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Administration Formally Given W&L
duPONT
AWARDS
ADMINISTRATION of the Alfred
I. duPont Awards for distinguished
public service were formally turned
over to Washington & Lee U. at
campus ceremonies in Lexington,
Va., last Monday in the presence
of leaders of broadcasting and telecasting.
Scope of the awards, presented
annually since 1942, was broadened
to encompass establishment of
scholarships at any university for
■•study in communications. The
event was described by industry
leaders as one which would build a
reservoir of administrative and PRINCIPAL participants in duPont- Washington & Lee Wayne Coy; Mrs. Alfred I. duPont; Dr. Francis P. Gaines,
executive
(I to r): O. W. Riegel, curator, Alfred W&L president; Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president;
cast arts. personnel for the broad- Awards ceremonies Foundation;
Frank White, MBS presi- Chris J. Witting, director, DuMont Television Network;
The duPont Foundation, estab- I. duPontdent; Awards
Frank
Stanton,
CBS president; FCC Chairman
John Pacey, ABC director of public affairs.
lished by the widow of Alfred I.
duPont, every year awards a
plaque and $1,000 each to a large
radio or TV station, a small radio
or TV station, and a national
broadcast commentator. Under the
realignment of function, the award
winners may use the $1,000 to set
up scholarships or fellowships.
Provision is made to increase the
value of the scholarships to cover
all educational expenses from one
to four years.
WFIL Scholarship
First award winner to take advantage of the new format was STATION operators attending the duPont ceremony at operations assistant to the general manager, WFIL
WFIL Philadelphia. Speaking for Washington & Lee (I to r): J. P. Fishburn, WDBJ Philadelphia; Victor W. Knauth, WAVZ New Haven;
Walter Annenberg, president, and Roanoke; Charles Blackley, WTON Staunton, Va., and James E. Edwards, WLS Chicago; William J. Scripps, WWJ
Detroit; Henry P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham.
Roger Clipp, general manager, of president, Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters; John Scheuer,
WFIL, John Scheuer Jr., assistant
tions and a Washington & Lee
to Mr. Clipp, announced that the made through these awards, Chair- been made and that, in his judg$1,000 prize money accorded the
ment, "the duPont
Awards will
for give
dis- graduate, and William J. Scripps,
man Coydustry tsaid,
"will
enable
the
intinguished public service
president,
WWJ Detroit.
station last year would be desigo
serve
better
the
educational needs of their communities. networks and stations that added
nated for a scholarship.
Also attending the ceremonies
But
even
more
important
than
that,
were
James
E. Edwards, president,
incentive
to
strive
for
greater
pubDr. Francis P. Gaines, president
WLS Chicago; Junius P. Fishburn,
of Washington & Lee, accepted the scholarships will put real subthe administration of the awards
CBS
President Frank Stanton, president, Times World Corp.
lic service."
stance into the annual awards."
Joseph H. McConnell, president formerly a professor at Ohio Roanoke (WDBJ) ; Carter Glass
and formally announced appointWesleyan,
declared he was looking Jr., publisher of the Lynchburg
ment of O. W. Riegel, director of of NBC,visionsaid
"the
radio
and
teleindustry has always striven to the day when
the Lee Memorial Journalism
universities will he Newspapers; Henry P. Johnston,
executive vice president, WSGN
Foundation and one of the coun- toadded,
maintain
high
standards."
He
work turned
in radio-TV.
however, that mistakes have doing
"Ourimportant
universities
their Birmingham; Victor W. Knauth,
try's
leading
journalistic
professors, as curator of awards.
WAVZ New Haven;
back on radio," he said. "But these president,
awarded for special- Charles P. Blackley, president, VirFCC Chairman Wayne Coy, not- TOWNSEND NAMED scholarships
ginia
Assn. of Broadcasters,
ized study in communications and
ing the significance of the awards
To Columbia Sales Post
to betterment of broadcasting, cited APPOINTMENT of Irving Town- backed by the radio and television WTON Staunton, and Sol Taishoff,
should encourage our edu- editoring • Telecasting.
and publisher, Broadcastthe "adolescence of TV" and the send as sales promotion manager industry cational
institutions to look deeper
greater responsibilities of the for Columbia Records Inc. effective
broadcaster in these times. He re- immediately, was announced last into this important field."
Frank White, Mutual president,
iterated his oft-expressed view that
the broadcasters hold a trusteeship week as the final step in the reor- said that of all the various
ganization of the advertising- "awards" now being made in radio
from the people "who own the ra- sales promotion
Federal Aid Sought
division.
TV, "none has the prestige of
dio and TV channels." The public,
Dec. 1, all copy, art, and
that the government help
he said, has a right to expect sta- andEffective
the duPont awards for public serv- ACUTPLEA'PIRATING'
production
now
handled
in
the
tions to assist in promoting civic
ice." He commended the duPont to stabilize the engineering profesimprovements in their communities company's
Bridgeport, Conn., offices Foundation as the only awards
sion by minimizing
the "pirating"
and in promoting educational and will be transferred to the New organization "that took the time of employes
among firms
and makcultural opportunities. They should York Headquarters, under Mr. and trouble to learn about radio
ing
greater
use
of
trained
personnel
was
made
to
Defense
Mobilizer
supervision.
Cooperapresent "an adequate flow of news Townsend's
television."
tive advertising, radio service and andOthers
Charles
E.
Wilson
Nov.
11.
competently and honestly pre- catalog
who
participated
in
the
activities will continue to
included Mrs. duPont;
The request was made by Stanley
pared."
be handled in Bridgeport, under ceremonies
W. H. Goodman, Florida banker W. Oliver, president of the Ameri"We ofexpect
them to give
sides
controversial
issues.us Weall supervision of George Svendberg. and
can Federation of Technical Ensecretaryand Dean
of the Riegel.
duPont FounFor the past four years, Mr.
expect them to promote good com- Townsend
Other
gineers (AFL). AFTE represents
has been account execu- speakers dation,
munity labor relations and interfor
radio
and
TV
included
about
10,000 professional engineers.
tive with Donahue & Coe Inc., Chris J. Witting, director of the
national understanding. We expect
Mr.
Oliver
said the rearmament
where
he
had
charge
of
the
MGM
them to give us entertainment —
DuMont Television Network; John
has created havoc in the
wholesome entertainment — suited Records account. He was previ- Pacey, public affairs director, ABC; program
profession
leading
to pirating of
for the family circle. We expect
ously associated with RCA-Victor
Beatty, NBC commentator;
their advertising to be reliable and in Camden, N. J., and New York Morgan
employes.
He
urged
a special comBen
Gross,
radio
editor
of
the
offices, and with both offices of New York Daily News; Gilmore lems. mit e to look into industry probin The
good scholarships
taste."
that will be Columbia Records.
Nunn, president of the Nunn staNovember 19, 1951 • Page 29
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GREETING NARTB President Harold E. Fellows at the NARTB District 3
meeting last week in Pittsburgh are (I to r): Milton Laughlin, WAEB Allentown, Pa.; Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations; Harold C. Lund, WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh; Mr. Fellows; John S. deRussy, WCAU Philadelphia; and
John S. Booth, WCHA Chambersburg, Pa. (Also see District 3 television story
on page 66A)

CORRIDOR group at District 3 meet (I to r): Carl Dozer, WCAE Pittsburgh;
C. Leslie Golliday, WEPM Martinsburg, W. Va.; Frank R. Smith, WBVP
Beaver Falls, Pa.; Jack Purves, timebuyer, N. W. Ayer & Son; Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh, District 3 director; Georgia Rosenblum, WISR
Butler, Pa.; Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa.; George D. Coleman,
WGBI Scranton; Glenn C. Jackson, WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.; Robert
★ Carpenter, MBS. \ ★
Given District 3 in Pittsburgh

BAB
'S projects
tober [B*T, Oct. 29], Mr. N
Sweeney moderated by Clair R. McCollough, promotion program, Mr. Sweeney
BAT
RADIO
de- TLE
signesales-gettingd to bring new business
and
took part in PLA
a BAB session that
WGAL-TV,
one ofstory
the said a competitive pitch directed
to hold established accounts will closed the two-day district meeting president
Steinman ofstations
(see panel
toward magazines will be useful
be undertaken by Broadcast Ad- burgh.
at the William Penn Hotel, Pitts- this issue) ; expressed approval of not only to networks but to many
administration of NARTB Presi- industry.
vertising Bureau, NARTB District
dent Harold E. Fellows and work other segments of the broadcasting
3 was told Tuesday by Kevin
Support
McFarland
The
16th
of
the
1952
series
of
of
the
headquarters staff on behalf
Sweeney, BAB general promotion
Auto Study Next
manager.
NARTB sessions adopted a resolu- of
free radio; approved BMI activities.
Next in line, he continued, will
tion calling on stations to support
Making his first public appear- the McFarland
Bill (S 658), bringLeonard Kapner, WCAE Pitts- be a "real study of auto listening
ance since joining BAB in late Ocaudiences" to be conducted by an
ing FCC procedure up-to-date.
burgh,director.
presided atMembers
meetings ofas district
the established
Recognition of the need for more
research firm. BAB
refinements in the bill was given Resolutions Committee were George considers this an important audiS. F. SYMPHONY
in
the
resolution.
D.
Coleman,
WGBI
Scranton,
past
ence whose size has not been propHonored by RCA, NBC
Other resolutions endorsed BMI; district director; J. Gorman Walsh,
erly appreciated by broadcast adCEREMONY marking the addi- opposed the Benton legislation as WDEL Wilmington, Del.; George vertisers.
tion of albums of the San Fran- leading toward radio-TV censor- Clinton, WPAR Parkersburg; Dan
BAB is planning a series of speship; approved work of BAB and Hydrick, WDYK Cumberland.
cisco Symphonypart
Orchestra's
music
as a permanent
of the Library
cific presentations covering Amerits president, William B. Ryan;
Total attendance at the two-day
ican industries, according to Mr.
meeting
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mark.
support of defense projects;
of Congress'
Americana collection
was
carried coast-to-coast
by NBC urged
In
laying
out
the
BAB
national
voiced
appreciation
of
TV
panel
(Continued on -page 91)
closed circuit network last Wednesday.
Luther H. Evans, Librarian of
Congress, accepted the recordings
Affiliates' Problems Viewed
from Pierre Monteux, noted con- DIST. I MEET
ductor of the city-supported symphony. The ceremony was part of
affiliates must cooperate to meet network time-selling inno- day, Mr. Fellows said "there is a
a week-long celebration in San NETWORK
vations that would undermine the structure of aural radio, Paul W. very good chance that the end of
Francisco hailing the 40th anniMorency, WTIC Hartford, warned NARTB District 1 Thursday during the TV thaw will come between
versary of the orchestra and pay- the
opening session of the two-day meeting in Boston.
ing personal tribute to the 76-yearFeb.But1 heand warned
July 1,that
1952."contrary to
old conductor, who opened his 17th Affiliates
As headCommittee,
of the Mr.all-industry
★—
■—
Morency, director,
asked him: "Do you feel popular conceptions, stations will
and farewell season last Thursday.
are racing against time to get not burgeon. He said that accordIn San Francisco, Mr. Monteux general manager of WTIC Hart- you
you feel
that
instill10 research done before the rate
and executives of RCA- Victor Rec- or 20 ford,orsaid:30"Ifyears
radio
will
FCC, ingifto Wayne
the thawCoy,
comeschairman
by Feb. of1
ord Div., spoke from NBC studios be a great force, then we must con- structure is demoralized?"
In reply, Mr. Morency said that
in the city.
probably will not be more
tinue to maintain its high level, "it is important but not essential. there
new stations during the
and we must not accept any policy Research, to be worthwhile, must than 10year
and probably not more
that will run our income down so be done at an orderly pace. It coming
Names Cliff Gill
than 100 more during 1953. After
that we cannot operate effi- is necessary to get the best brains that, Mr. Fellows predicted, there
ciently.
CLIFF GILL, general manager, far
working surely toward sound con- will be a rush of new TV outlets.
KFMV(FM) Hollywood has been
clusions. Time is of the essence, of
'Inadequately Staffed'
named operations manager of the
TV for Nearly All
and it is up to broadcasters
"Many orstations
are interested
inadequatelyin course,
John Poole Broadcasting Co. An- staffed
to
hold
their
ground in the meanare
too
He stated as a personal opinion
nouncement was made last week
of 8 or 10 years, everyby John H. Poole, owner and gen- making a quick dollar," he conSpeaking earlier in the day, that "inside
eral manager. In his new post Mr. the industry
tinued. and
"They doit would
much beharm
to Harold
boconcluding
dy . . . will be his
exposed
to TV."
E.
Fellows,
NARTB
presibetter
In
speech,
Mr.
Gill will handle operations for
time." dent, praised Mr. Morency and the
if
they
gave
up
the
ghost,"
he
Fellows
warned
that
"TV
and
raKBIG Avalon, Calif., new AM sta- stated emphatically. *
dio together have every possibility
Committee for "propostion being constructed on Catalina
for those of us with faith Affiliates
ing
to
evaluate
radio
in
a
businessof
making
or
breaking
the
nation,"
Island, as well as for experimental in "But
radio business, it behooves
so extensive is their influence.
UHF television station KM2XAZ us the
not to accept any philosophy
obligation is far greater than
like way."NARTB should be mixed "TV's
"The
Long Beach, Calif., being moved that will impair radio broadcastradio because it is both sight and
to Mt. Wilson. Mr. Gill is serving
up
in
the
project,"
he
said,
if
not
on
ing," he concluded.
sound,"
said,ofandethics
he praised
its own, then in connection with the unselfishhecode
drawn the
up
his second term as secretary-treasFollowing
Mr.
Morency's
re- Affiliates
Committee.
urer of Southern California Broadby telecasters recently at a special
marks,
Craig
Lawrence,
manager
casters Assn.
of WCOP Boston and District 1
In a television panel later in the meeting in Chicago.
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Long

hair

or

jitterbug?
In Baltimore, it makes no difference what kind
of music you like. If you like any kind, W-I-T-H
is your station ! W-I-T-H plays more music — and
more different kinds of music — than any other
station in town.
And that means thousands upon thousands of
loyal listeners for W-I-T-H. They make up part
of that huge buying audience that W-I-T-H
delivers to advertisers at such low, low cost . They
are one more reason why W-I-T-H provides more
listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or TV
station in Baltimore. One more reason why
W-I-T-H is the bargain buy!
Here's proof: W-I-T-H carries the advertising
of more than twice as many retail merchants as
any other station in town! Just because W-I-T-H
produces low-cost results! Get all the facts from
vour Headley-Reed man today.

The results station
Baltimore, Nid. WITH

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT— REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED
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i >ne of the most thrashed-out topics of conversation
these days is' the ultimate effect of TV on our living habits
. , . and, specifically, on radio listening. We should like to
toss a small bombshell into this speculation. It comes
wrapped in figures that bid fair to explode all the theories
on the overpowering effect of television on radio.
RADIO SETS-IN-USE ARE NOW 23.1% (JanuarySeptember 1951) compared with 24.8% in the last pre-TV
year (January -December 1948)* — in the nation's number
one market where 60% of all families own TV sets!
INCREASES IN RATINGS AND SHARE OF
AUDIENCE are shown by all the independents, on the
same comparative basis as above, while all network stations
show decreases.
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•Source:
of NewOnlyYork
At-HoinePuUeListening
6 a.m. to Midnight, Monday-Sunclayj
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BUT STILL MORE INCENDIARY is the listening
story of Blair-representedWNEW. In 1948, WNEW had an
average rating of 2.3 and a 9.2% share of the audience. Thus
far in 1951, WNEWs average quarter-hour rating is 2.5
with share of the audience 10.9%. WNEW is up in rating,
share and rank compared with the last pre -TV year.
For September alone, WNEW chalked up a 2.7
average rating, with 12.3% of the audience. This rating
places WNEW in second position among all New York
stations.
THE FUSE BURNS CLOSER when you consider
WNEWs out-of-home audience — which is merely number
one, every day of the week. WNEW averages a fifth of
all out-of-home listeners, which in August 1951 included

three out of every ten people daily in the metropolitan
area ... an increase of 11% over August 1950 and 30%
over August 1949. This happy situation increases WNEW's
audience by 32%!
It is obvious, then, that radio listening is here to
stay despite television . . . and in the case of WNEW
growing, too. We have specifically cited the case of WNEW
which we have represented for 13 years— actually, it is
typical of many other Blair -represented stations throughout the United States where smart local programming has
more than held the line against TV. If you want to put
some fireworks into your media plans, call your John Blair
man today. He'll show you exactly which is the most
powerful medium — and the most reasonable medium —
to sell your product in the markets most important to you.

John Blair & Company specializes in radio representation exclusively. Since we are
entirely removed from any other operation or function, we are able to give the stations
we represent our full time and our full efforts ... as specialists in selling via spot radio.
JOHN

BLAIR

& company
Representative for 13 years of
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New York's Favorite Station for
Music and News 24 Hours a Day

NARND Meet
(Continued from page 27)
prove to be a valuable legal weapon
for stations faced with a similar
problem," he said.
After listing eight decisions
favorable to radio-TV news reporting, Mr. Ray outlined numerous statutes which "discriminate
against radio newsmen, radio and
television."
Only four
states outto
of 12 which grant
the privilege
newspaper reporters give the same
right to radio newsmen, only three
mention television, he said.
Mr. Ray said the problem of
gaining access to news is primarily
local, "to be fought out by each station." He reminded his audience
that
"every right
with it toa
responsibility,
the carries
responsibility
make use of the right in a manner
designed to serve the public."
Record coverage in radio and TV
is scheduled for the Republican
and Democratic National Conventions in Chicago next summer
[B»T, Nov. 12]. Radio-TV chairmen of both parties reported to
NARND members. Ken Fry of the
Democrats and Ed Ingle of the Republicans agreed press facilities in
the Chicago Amphitheatre next
summer will be unequalled. Studios
will be provided there and also at
the Conrad Hilton Hotel (formerly
the Stevens) for networks and independents.
A code of sponsorship covering
broadcasts and telecasts from the
convention floor has been submit ed by the networks to the two
national committees and is expected to be returned to them with
revisions and approval within the
next week, Mr. Fry said. Both
men predicted sponsorship of the
national convention coverage will
bring a larger audience, but that
the type of product must be in
good cifics
taste.
Fry saidabout
no spehave beenMr.discussed
the
possibility of theatre TV showings.
Stresses News Value
Radio news provides a station
with its best chance for public service, audience building and making
money, in the opinion of Oliver
Gramling of the Associated Press.
He said the major advantages of
news are that it is preferred by
74% of listeners to any other type
show, it is "the best salesman" for
sponsors, therefore, the "most
salable" commodity in radio.
Emphasizing the importance of
local news, Mr. Gramling said no
wire service can provide hometown coverage as well as the station if there is a minimum of one
qualified newsman on the staff, although some stations "get by" with
just a teletype.
Television news, despite its cost,
is worth the money because of its
"potency,"
said Frank
McCall,
NBC-TV
who show
estimated
the cost ofnewsa TVchief,news
from
10 to 15 times greater than one on
radio. He predicted airplane delivery of news film will be replaced
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by a multiplex coaxial cable system, with film being transmitted
instantaneously.
News directors at the concluding
business session elected these officers to serve with Mr. Bormann:
Tom Eaton, WTIC Hartford, vice
president; Sheldon Peterson, KLZ
Denver, treasurer. William Ray,
NBC Chicago, and Paul H. Wagner,
WOSU Columbus, Ohio are oneyear directors. James Byron,
WBAP Fort Worth; Mort Linder,
WSBT South Bend, Ind., and Russ
Van Dyke, KRNT Des Moines, are
three-year directors.
McCarthy Quizzed
A major event at the three-day
meeting was a forum discussion
featuring Sen. Joseph McCarthy
(R-Wis.) Tuesday evening, when
he answered political questions
from a panel comprised of Alex

Dreier, NBC Chicago, moderator;
Sheldon Peterson, KLZ Denver;
Dick Oberlin, WHAS Louisville;
Sereno Gammell, WTHT Hartford
and Bill Henry, MBS Washington.
Other convention features were
a speech on crime reporting by
Malcolm Johnson, INS crime re"bull-session"
after theporter; aMonday
Dinnerconducted
by Mr.
Henrylic affairs
and Robert
K.
director ofRichards,
NARTB;pub-a
report byon Charter
why "Scientists Won't
Bite"
Chief,
Radio-Visual Branch Heslep,
of the Atomic
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Energy Commission's
Information Service, and Public
an outline
of Korean War coverage and censorship measures there by Phil
Newsom, TV director for the
United Press. Bob Lang, at the
final dinner Wednesday, outlined
the
objectives
accomplishments
of Radio
Free andEurope.

HANNA ELECTED
Takes NARTB FM Post
MICHAEL R. HANNA, general
manager of WHUC-AM-FM
Ithaca, N. Y. , NARTB
and a board
former
member, was
elected to the
board last week
as one of two
directors-at-large
servingtions. FM
He fills stathe
post vacated
when
Frank U.
Fletcher sold his
interest in
Mr. Hanna
Arlington, Va. WARL-AM-FM
Mr. Hanna won in an extremely
close race among 13 candidates. It
was understood he nosed out
Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM)
Washington, also a former board
member,
votes. He bytooka margin
office at ofoncea few
for
the FM term expiring in April
1952, and will attend the next
board meeting Dec. 5-7
inNARTB
Washington.
Besides directing WHCU, Mr.
Hanna is general manager of Rural
Radio Network,
group onoftheFM board
stations. He had served
1946-50 as director for District 2
(N. Y., N. J.).
Balloting procedure will get
under way in December for district
directors
representing
bered districts
as well aseven-numone each
of the four directors-at-large classidirectorship.fications, including Mr. Hanna's
Eligible for Re-election
Eligible districts
for re-election
in even-A.
numbered
are William
Fay, WHAM Rochester, District 2 ;
Harold
WSJS 4;WinstonSalem, N.Essex,
C, District
Harold
Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans,
District 6; Richard M. Fairbanks,
WIBC Indianapolis, District 8;
Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita, Kan.,
District 12; William C. Grove,
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., District 14.
William B. Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids. Ia., District 10, and
Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles, District 16, are ineligible to
run for re-election under a bylaws clause limiting board service
to two consecutive terms.
James D. Shouse, WLW Cincin ati, is ineligible to run for
re-election as director-at-large for
large stations. There will be ballotone large,
director-at-large
each ingofforthe
medium, smallin
and
FM
categories.
station post held by A.TheD. mediumWillard
Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga., becomes
vacant as well as the small-station
post of Patt McDonald, elected
from WHHM Memphis but now
at WNOE New Orleans, become
vacant.

i

here's the way
to new

sales popularity
In the nation's
JSJo. 2 market. . .
Increase Your Earning Power
When you spot your advertising campaign
on WMAQ, you are reaching the second most
active, cash-register-ringing market in all
the land. Here is where almost 14 billion dollars
is spent annually for consumer goods — an
increase of 632 per cent in dollar volume in the
past ten years,- here per capita income and buying
power is 13 per cent above the national average;
here industrial growth is first in the nation!
Develop a Strong Speaking Voice
Chicagoland is a place of many markets —
4 states (Illinois, Wisconsin, Southwestern
Michigan, Northern Indiana), 60 counties,
91 cities with 10,000 population or more.
Within its borders, WMAQ is the most
powerful — most listened-to — media voice of all
(has the largest daily audience of all
Chicago stations).
How to Make a Penetrating Impression
As an advertising medium, there's no topping
WMAQ. WMAQ delivers 87% penetration of
Chicago proper, plus 90 other big markets.
Chicago's largest newspaper provides only a 51%
penetration of Chicago itself — and
effective penetration in only 14 other markets.
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The Formula That Spells Success
The secret of successful selling can be yours. Just call your nearest
NBC Spot Salesman. He will be happy to demonstrate how you too can
gain and build audiences . . . reach new friends . . . arouse enthusiasm
in Chicago ... or wherever you want to go. Serving only seven key radio
stations, he has the time to devote to your account — and the knowledge,
organization and research services to show what Spot can deliver
for you in the nation's major markets . . .
via Radio, America's No. 1 mass medium
WNBC
WMAQ
WTAM
WRC
KOA
KNBC
WGY

New York
Chicago
Cleveland
Washington
Denver
San Francisco
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy

Represented by
NBC SPOT SALES
New York Chicago Cleveland
San Francisco Hollywood
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with the academics of that which
he is listening to.
The casting of the King of Swing
as commentator on a symphony
program could, at first glance, be
suspected as a dirty trick to lure
unwary Goodman
into themusic.
unfamiliar world of fans
classical
It is a trick all right, but certainly
not a dirty one.
JACK
BENNY,
performances
last whose
season television
were not
among mentthehistory,
milestones
returnedof toentertainthe air
with a show that was a pure delight. His timing, probably the
most impeccable in radio, was

BENNY nowGOODMAN'S
Festival,
being syndicatedMusicby
Broadcast Music Inc., in cooperation with WNEW New York, takes
the sensible if rather radical view
that symphonic music can be enjoyed by all but the totally deaf
and that music commentary need
not be an impenetrable underbrush
of references to counterpoint and
diminished sevenths.
in Itthisis Mr.
seriesGoodman's
to spread assignment
this view.
He does it admirably. In Mr. Goodman's opinion, there are only two
kinds
"good consequence
and bad,"
and itof ismusic,
of little
whether the composer is named
Bach or W. C. Handy.
the public's
for
Mr.Since
Handy
and his admiration
kind of music
is already well established, Mr.
Goodman is attempting in this
series to get equal recognition for
Bach and friends. Or at least
recognition for their compositions
that he regards as good.
In the first program three selections were played, Offenbach's
Orpheus
in Hades,
The
Clock
Symphony
and aHaydn's
Bach fugue.
Mr. Goodman worked up to the
fugue by playing a snatch of
boogie-woogie, a musical form
characterized by repetitive bass
phrases. "Well, boogie-woogie isn't
very new," he said, "Johann Sebastian Bach was doing it way back
in 1730 in his own way." He then
explained how the bass theme would
repeat itself in the fugue that
followed.
That's about as heavy as his
commentary gets. On the whole,
Mr. Goodman feels it is unnecessary to explain intricate professional details. He asks the listener
only to listen without grappling
PROGRAM FACTS
Program:
Benny26 Goodman's
Music Festival,
hour-long
programs, syndicated
by Broadcast
Music Inc.
Program
Stations:
Approx. $60Price
for toentire
series.direcProducer:
Richard
Pack,
tor
of
programs,
WNEW
New
York. Bill Kaland.
Writer:
Musical Consultant: Russell Sanjek.
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never more precise. For the first
time since he went on television,
Mr. Benny seemed perfectly at ease.
It may be that this improvement
was due in some measure to the initiative of the AT&T which strung
a network across the country
while Mr. Benny was vacationing.
Last season he was obliged to
travel to New York — an unsettling distance from his accustomed
habitat
— to dohe hisis TV
This season
able programs.
to work
among old, if not entirely trusted,
friends at home.
On his Nov. 4 telecast, Mr.
Benny courageously displayed his
Program: Jack Benny Show,
CBS-TV, Sunday, 7-7:30 p.m.
EST.
Sponsor: BBDO.
American Tobacco Co.
Agency:
Co-Producers:
Ralph Levy, Hilliard
Marks.
Director: Ralph Levy.
Writers:
Sam Perrin,
Milt Josefsberg, George
Balzer,
John
Tackaberry.
Musical
Director: Mahlon Merrick.
Announcer:
Cast: DorothyDonShay,Wilson.
Bob Crosby,
Jack Benny,
Blanc; members ofRemley,
PhilMel Harris
band:
Frankie
Rice,
Sam Weiss, WayneDonSonger,
Charlieerly Bagby
—
as
the
"BevHillbillies"; Phil Harris.

Should Be Upward,
Kobak Says

RATE CHANGES
RECENT network rate cuts should have been raises instead, Edgar Kobak,
radio consultant and president of WTWA Thomson, Ga., suggested Friday
in addressing the Radio Executives Club of Boston.
Speaking on the topic, "Radio is not on trial," Mr. Kobak proposed a
review
of the of entire
philosophy
and structure
radio rates,
both he★
declared. "The local picture —is
— the Affiliates Commitnational and local, in the light of improving
tee and BAB are concentrating on
present conditions.
"The time has come for a this problem and will work it out
thorough cost study, a study of the withIn the
buyer." on current netcommenting
cost of doing business," he said.
methods, Mr. Kobak said,
"Maybe that instead of a com- "Once work
major
networks were priplicated rate card, we need someanational medium doing a
thing simple. A flat rate for a national marilyjob.
The
new rules break
station or a network, based upon
into as many netthe availability of audience. And up this worksmedium
as
there
are
I
a rebate rate when the station or believe this is carryingsponsors.
the tailornetwork delivers less — just as made
business
too
far.
It
takes
magazines guarantee a circulation networks into the field of spot — and
and rebate if they fail to deliver the
are fighting not for netguaranteed circulation. Why should networks
work business but for spot business.
a national network even list the
"I
think
characrate of each market? A national
radiothisandchanges
I thinkthe network
advertiser is buying national cover- radioter ofsells
itself
short
in
this
age— he will buy it on a national The more successful a networkway.is
rate, not a lot of local details.
as a network, the more successful
Rate Cutting Killing
are its stations — and the more succes ful y itcan serve its adver"The cost study should take into
Should the present trend
consideration that radio must get continue tisers.
there will be no national
enough money to do a better job for
listener and advertiser — otherwise
Those operating, owning and
it cannot be healthy. Unless radio networks."
is successful as a business it can- using
radio are "on trial," he said,
not be a successful salesman for urging all to develop faith in the
medium. "Radio hasn't even reached
theCriticizing
sponsor." special deals, Mr. its peak in volume in listening or
Kobak termed them "secret under- in income," he said.
the-table cutting of rates. It is
unmoral because it is secret — but it
doesn't stay secret. It is demora- Grogan to WNBC
lizing because it depresses values
and makes radio harder to sell. It JOHN GROGAN, returned from
will kill radio as a medium faster six-month tour of Europe and former production manager of WNEW
than any other single thing."
Signs are appearing that the re- New York for five years, has been
search picture for radio is settling named program manager of WNBC
down, Mr.
Kobakis said.
na- New York, effective immediately.
tional picture
served "The
by one
He replaces
recal ed to activeHarvey
duty withGannon,
the Navy.
organization and has acceptance,"

NEW ASSOCIATIONS
Utah, Idaho Form; 3d Set
FORMATION of an association
planned along lines of state broadcaster groups will be undertaken
Wednesday by Maryland-District
of Columbia stations, meeting at
the Emerson Hotel, Baltimore.
Two new associations have been
formed by Utah and Idaho broadcasters. Earl Glade Jr., KDSH
Boise, was elected president of the
new Idaho Broadcasters Assn.
Henry H. Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello,
was elected vice president and Mrs.
for their
staFlorence Gardner, KTFI Twin ACCEPTING
are theseplaques
executives
of WING
Falls, treasurer. Directors are C. Daytontionsand
WIZE Springfield, Ohio,
N. Layne, KID Idaho Falls; Frank which
were cited by the Standard
C. Mclntyre, KLIX Twin Falls;
Co. of Ohio for promoting the
Walter E. Wagstaff, KIDO Boise, Oil
firm's
Cleveland Orchestra broadand Bert McAllister, KRPL Moscasts. Lto r: Adna Karns, vice presicow.
To Sponsor Hearrer
dent,
WING and WIZE; Charles
Heading the Utah association is Evans, station
manager, WIZE, and
NATIONAL Credit Unions, MadiC. Richard Evans, KSL and KSL- Carl H. Magraf, division manager,
son,
Wis.,
will
sponsor
Gabriel
Heatter and the News on Mutual TV Salt Lake City. Arch G. Webb, Standard Oil of Ohio. WING was
KVOG Ogden, is vice president cited for the outstanding promotiononce weekly for 15 minutes start- with
Mell Standage, KALL Salt
al achievement among 5 kw stations,
ing
New
Years'
Day.
Agency
is
J.
Lake City elected treasurer.
Walter Thompson, Chicago.
WIZE among 250 w stations.
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talents as a violin player to an extent beyond which he has dared to
go
in radio,
has bars
seldomof
rendered
morewhere
than hea few
Love in Bloom. As a member of
the Beverly Hillbillies, a group
that oughtforto retarding
be voted thethepublic's
thanks
popularity of that kind of music,
Mr. Benny industriously fiddled
through several mountain tunes.
One of the funniest bits occurred
when Mr. Benny, introducing members of this rustic assembly, put
his hand on the shoulder of a 12year-old girl singer and said : "And
thisA here's
wife."
flawlessmy show.

SDBA MEET
Hears BMI Speakers
PRACTICAL operating problems
of station owners, with emphasis
on sales, were discussed by the
South Dakota Broadcasters Assn.
at a session held Nov. 7-8 at the
Hotel Alonzo Ward, Aberdeen.
BMI clinic, one of a series held
by the copyright organization, featured the two-day program, with
Robert J. Dean, KOTA Rapid City,
presiding as association president.
Association guests included North
Dakota broadcasters and radio stu'dents from universities.
Speakers at the BMI clinic included Orville Burda, KDIX Dickinson, N. D.; Robert R. Tincher,
WNAX Yankton, S. D.; Ray V.
Eppel, KORN Mitchell, S. D.; Orrin
Melton, KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.;
Byron McElligott, KSDN Aberdeen; Don Sullivan, WNAX; Robert
Mulhall, WOI-TV Ames, la.
The BMI party, making a swing
of western states, included Charles
C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.; Dan
Park, WIRE Indianapolis; George
Kendell, WJLB Detroit. BMI officers included Carl Haverlin, president, and Glenn Dolberg, station
relations director.
VETERAN MILLICAN
Clocks 12,000th on KXYZ
VETERAN Newscaster Ken Millican of KXYZ Houston, Tex., clocked
his 12,000th news broadcast on the
station last Wednesday. On that
day, he was salutedtonby all
Housnewscasters
for the feat.
Mr. Millican
tered
radio en-in
1926 on KFWI
San Francisco.
He was an officer
Millican of a San Francisco bank which
sponsored a program of informative publicity about banking. He
also broadcast once a week over
KTAB Oakland, Calif., with
strange stories taken from his own
experiences and others culled from
the family albums of landed gentry
in England, where he was born.
In 1929, the newscaster returned
after 36 years to Houston from
California
Mexico,
trol er of a and
national
bank.asHecompalso
broadcast a 26 week series, called
Behind the Banking Curtain. He
left the banking profession for full
time radio commentary on stock
market quotations and financial
news for more than five years. In
1943, Mr. Millican became KXYZ
radio news editor.
One week from his 12,000th
newscast, or this Wednesday, Mr.
Millican observes his 73d birthday.

SECURITY ORDER
Truman Upholds in 'Post'
PRESIDENT Truman's recent order drawn up to standardize security procedure in government agencies [B»T, Oct. 1] was designed to
give the people more information
rather than to suppress news, the
President said last Monday.
In a letter carried in a special
issue of the New York Post, comthe paper's 150th
niversmaermyo,rattihneg President
said anthe
order specifically prohibits "withholding of any non-security information by any government department bythe use of classification
procedures."
"I cannot
that thea course
press
would
advocatebelieve
so reckless
as to lay all of our military secrets out in the open for enemy
spies
wrote.dilute"I
would tonot, harvest,"
on the otherhe hand,
by one drop the constitutional guarante s of free speech and free press
which we cherish.
"I do believe that we can win
both the goals of safeguarding
America and preserving our freedom. The press can and must play
a vital role in accomplishing the
twin victory. By continuing and
strengthening its traditional policy
of voluntarily
avoidingharmful
the publication of information
to the
safety of the country, the press can
contribute mightily to our security.
By its alertness in informing the
people, by its aggressiveness in
seeking and printing the truth, by
shunning venal and partisan distortions, the press can maintain
our freedoms as living attributes."

D ALTON, DORFNER
Are Named by ABC
JOHN DALTON has joined ABC
as manager of guest relations, effective immediately, replacing Art
Dorfner who has been named commercial budget control supervisor,
ABC Television Program Dept.
While attending graduate school
of Columbia U., New York — having
been awarded his master's degree
this year — Mr. Dalton worked on
specialtionsassignment
public reladepartment ofinStandard
Cil
Co. (N. J.) from 1948 to 1951. He
attended
U.
of
Michigan
1940-42,
at which time he enlisted in the
Army Air Corps as a pilot and
served with the Eighth Air Force
in Europe on active service until
1945. Upon
returned to U.hisof discharge
Michigan.he He
was graduated in 1947.
Mr. Dorfner has been with ABC
since April 1949, starting in the
music library. He served successively as manager of the network's
Ritz became
TheaBYMART Inc., N. Y. (Tintair home Playhouse
tre and inTheatre
Octoberand1950
hair set
coloring),
which
sponsors
Somermanager
of
Guest
Relations
Dept.
Maugham Theatre on NBC and A graduate of Princeton with
a
NBC-TV, last week changed its cor- B.A.
degree,
Mr.
Dorfner
served
porate
name
to
Bymart-Tintair
Inc.,
the war with the Navy Air
for easier identification of company during
Corps.
with its product.
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AMONG
and newspaper
executives
gathered
at thein Fourth
Annual
CommunionradioBreakfast
of the Assn.
of Catholic
Newsmen
San Francisco
were (I to r) Jack Handley, INS mgr.; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS v. p. -gen. mgr.
KCBS San Francisco, who made principal address; Larry McDonnell, San
Francisco Examiner, and Gayle Grubb, gen. mgr., KGO-AM-TV San Francisco.

LEE JACOBS, president (I), KBKR
Baker, KLBM LaGrande and KSRV
Ontario,cusses Ore.,
PearlOfficer
Harbor,George
diswith Chiefin Petty
P. Andrews the Navy show. Across
the Blue Pacific. Mr. Jacobs was guest
of Secretary of the Navy.

ARTHUR F. HARRE (I), new gen.
mgr. of WCFL Chicago, is welcomed
by Bill Lee, pres., Chicago Federation ator.
of Labor,
owner-operMr. Harrestation
resigned
as gen.
mgr. of WJJD Chicago, which he had
managed since 1944.

BIRTHDAY CAKE helps celebrate PUTTING final touches to merchandising plans for H. V. Kaltenborn
beginning of 23d year of conprogram,Littleheard
over
tinuousDenver,
advertisingover
by KLZ
Cottrell's
Rock,thrice
Ark., weekly
are (seated,
Men's Store,
Den- KARK
I to r) Floyd Pepper, v. p. & adv. mgr.,
ver. Seated (I to r) are Mary Robert- Jeris
Sales Co., and T. K. Barton,
son, Robertson Adv.; Bill Glass, Cotgen. Jeris
mgr.;southwest
standing sis.(I to
pres.; standing
(I to r) Hugh KARK
Frank Hare,
mgr.,r)
B. Terry,trell'sKLX
KLZ gen.
acct.mgr..
exec.Jack Tipton, and
Julian F. Haas, KARK coml. mgr.
PROMOTING station-client relations, execs, of WFBR Baltimore meet with
Shell Oil Co. officials and over 300 wholesalers and service station operators
in WFBR studio. (L to r) John C. Hopkins, Shell Div. sis. mgr.; Edmund
A. Cunningham, div. mgr.; John
E. Surrick,
Kelland,
acct. WFBR
exec. v.p.-gen. mgr., and Richard
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NATIONAL
RATINGS
TOP RADIONIELSEN
PROGRAMS
(Total
U.
S.
Area,
Including
Small-Town,
Farm
and Urbanand Homes
and including
Telephone
Non-Telephone
Homes)
REGULAR WEEK
OCTOBER
7-13,
1951
NIELSEN-RATING*
Rating
Current
Current
Homes
Rank Program %
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK (Average for (6.7)
Programs)
1 All Jack
Benny (CBS) 15.8
23 Amos
'it' Andy
15.6
Lux Radio
Theatre(CBS)
(CBS)
14.1
4 Charlie
McCarthy
Show
(CBS) 12.6
56 Arthur
Godfrey's
Scouts
(CBS)
10.9
Fibber
McGee
&
Molly
(NBC)
10.3
Horace Are
HeidtFunny
Show (CBS)
(CBS) 9.9
897 People
9.9
Dr. Christian
(CBS) 9.7
9.7
10
Suspense
(CBS
EVENING,
MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average
for
All Beulah
Programs)
(4.4)
(CBS)
231 Tide
Show
(CBS)
7.17.9
Lone
Ranger
(ABC)
6.8
WEEKDAY
(Average
for
All
Programs)
(4.1)
12 World
Series
(MBS)
16.4
Arthur
Godfrey
(Liggett
&
Myers) of(CBS)
Romance
Helen (CBS)
Trent (CBS) 6.77.18.0
435 Our
Gal, Sunday
Ma Perkins
(CBS)
6.5
PepperSisterYoung's
Family (NBC) 6.3
6.5
786 Arthur
Big
(CBS)
Godfrey
(Nabisco)
(CBS)
6.2
9 Aunt
WendyJenny
Warren(CBS)
and News (CBS) 6.2
10
5.9
DAY, SUNDAY (Average for All Pro- grams) (2.8)
True Detective(MBS)
Mysteries (MBS) 8.5
231 The
7.9
MartinShadow
Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 5.8
DAY, SATURDAY (Average for All Pro- grams) (3.3)
Theatre Central
of TodayStation
(CBS)
21 Grand
(CBS) 5.7
6.16.4
Stars Over
Hollywood
(CBS)
NOTE:3 Number
of homes
is obtained
by applying the "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) to 41,903,000-the
States Radio 1951
Homes.estimates of Total United
(*) Homes
reached
during
all orlistening
any partonlyof
the
program,
except
for
homes
1 to 5 Audience
minutes. basis
For is5-minute
programs,
Average
used.
Copyright by A. C. Nielsen Co.

KTXC, KFST CASE
Comr. Walker Hears
PROPOSED findings are due Jan.
15, 1952 in the license renewal proceeding involving KTXC Big
Spring, Tex., and the construction
permit revocation of KFST Fort
Stockton, Tex. Hearings on the
case took place Nov. 6-9 in Big
Spring with Comr. Paul A. Walker
as hearing commissioner.
At issue is whether the owners
of the stations misrepresented their
holdings. KTXC was granted to
LeonardcenseR.was issued
Lyon inthe1949sameand year.
a liShortly before the license was issued, Mr. Lyon formed a partnership with local merchants V. T. and
E. W. Anderson. This was later
made into a corporation. In 1950
license
was assigned
tothe thestation's
Big State
Broadcasting
Co.
Later that year Mr. Lyon resigned
as general manager of the station
and an officer of the corporation.
In March 1951 the FCC set the
station's license renewal application for hearing, following a complaint from Mr. Lyon.
Station in Fort Stockton was
granted in April 1950 to the same
principals, but the CP was revoked
in March 1951 when the FCC set
KTXC's
license renewal for hearing.
Big State Broadcasting Co. is
now 85% owned by the Anderson
Central

EXCHANGE of smiles signifies change
of hands of KFMV (FM) Hollywood
studios. John H. Poole, (seated), currently constructing KBIG Avalon,
Calif., signs paper by which he will
acquire the former KFMV studios at
6540 Sunset Blvd. from Harry Maizlish, president of KFWB Hollywood
[B»T, Nov. 12], who recently purchased them from Union Broadcasting Corp. of Calif. Cliff Gill (r), general manager of KFMV, handled
negotiations for the double sale.

RCA FELLOWSHIP
New York U. Grant Set Up
A PRE-DOCTORAL fellowship in
electrical engineering was established last week by RCA in the College of Engineering at New York
U. The fellowship provides for an
annual grant of $2,700.
Dr. Charles
B. Jolliffe,director
vice pres-of
ident and technical
RCA said that "the award will be
known as the 'David Sarnoff Felip at New
University'
in honor lowshof
the York
chairman
of the
board
of
RCA."
Dr.
Jolliffe
added
that selection of the first student
to receive the fellowship will be
made in February.

Needs Officers
1674TH TROOP Information &
Education Unit (Tng), U. S.
Army,
commanding
Col. H. through
G. Hawley
announcedofficer
last
week in New York that vacancies
exist for qualified reserve officers
primarily in radio, television and
publication
fields.fields
Unitwhoseeksdesire
officers in allied
Army assignments similar to their
brothers and 15% by Big Spring civilian occupations. Those reserve
inattorneys Clyde E. and George T. officers interested
formation are asked into further
contact Lt.
Col. William McK. Spierer, Chief
Thomas.
Mr.
Lyon's
33V3%
interest, for which it is alleged he never of Press Branch, c/o Metropolitan
paid, was bought up at foreclosure Sunday Newspapers, N. Y., Mursale by the Andersons.
ray Hill 7-5200.

Ohioans

Like to Wine

and

Dine . .

$87 MILLION WORTH*
Central Ohioans ordered $87,741,000 worth of drinks and meals
last year in restaurants and taverns. Why not make your mealtime beverage the "most asked for?" You can with WBNS, for
Central Ohioans like to listen to this CBS outlet. They stay tuned
because WBNS carries all 20 top-rated programs, day-and-night.
(Latest Hooperatings). You also get more listeners than any other
local station at a lower cost per listener. Write for rates and availabilities of contact your John Blair Representative.

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY CBS OUTLET

POWER WBNS 5000 - WELD 53,000 • COLUMBUS, OHIO
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* Source: '51 -'52 SRDS Consumer Markets
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ftnte

with

fbctete

are

popular

withMenihtheKFABarea
By R. E. BYRD, Manager
Bond Stores, Inc.
Omaha, Nebraska
R
~~jH
BbpJP^B

Pants with pockets in them are popular with men in the
KFAB area, because it is the convenient way to carry
money. Usually it is "folding" money or a check book, and
is carried in the hip pocket. Frequently it is "change" and
is kept in the side pocket. These men in the rich KFAB area reach for their
money often — because they buy often.
There are thousands upon thousands of men in the Midwest Empire who listen
to KFAB, the Midwest Empire Station. You may be one of the advertisers
who uses KFAB and you know how intently those men listen to your messages.
You may now be experiencing how loyally those men buy KFAB advertised
products and services. If not, and you want to sell this money-minded market,
and at a low cost, it will be to your advantage to learn more about men in the
Midwest Empire and more about KFAB, the station that serves them.
There is an availability opening soon on KFAB that is in a time segment
LISTENED TO MOST by men. Phone or wire and you will be given the
interesting necessary facts and details.

°'°00 watts OMAHA
Represented by FREE & PETERS Inc. BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BAS1C CBs
General Manager, HARRY BURKE
November 19, 1951
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PICTURED at the meeting of Districts 3 and 6 of the CBS Affiliates in Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 30 are (I to r) Haydn R. Edwards, general manager, WBAY
Green Bay, Wis.; Robert J. Burow, commercial, station and promotion manager, WDAN Danville, III.; Howard S. Meighan, president of CBS Radio, and
Charles C. Warren, general and commercial
land, Ky. manager, WCMI-AM-FM Ash-

COMPARING notes at the CBS Affiliates meeting were (I to r) C. T. Lucy,
general manager, WRVA Richmond, Va., and chairman of District 3; W. P.
Williamson Jr., president and general manager, WKBN-AM-FM Youngstown,
Ohio; L. Waters Milbourne, president, WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore, and William
Rine, vice president and managing director, WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.

c "SinThis
REP.
LEONARD
W.TA
HALLCK
(R-N. Y.),CO
apparently
Y unsuccessful
L AT
HAI
initial
attempt
to bring
about S
a Congressional probe of Ed Lamb of
Toledo, broadcaster and publisher, has indicated he may press the matter
further [B»T, Oct. 15 et seq.].
However, House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee Lamb had other applications pendChairman Robert Crosser (D-Ohio)
ing before
the Commission."
in effect deferred action with reRep.
Crosser
said Mr. Coy felt
lease Nov. 1 of a statement report- that "unless some new probative
and
legal
evidence
were brought
ing FCCtoChairman
reaction
the chargesWayne
levied.Coy's
in reference to Mr. Lamb's
This touched off a new statement forth
qualifications, it would be an injustice to comply with the suggestion
by Rep. Hall who then directed his
fire at Chairman Coy.
in Mr. Hall's letter."
Rep. Hall said:
Rep. Crosser said he would advise Rep. Hall of this discussion
"The attitude of FCC Chairman
Chairmanhas Coyany andsignificant
"if he
Wayne Coy in the Edward Lamb with
[Rep.
case is all the more reason why the evidenceHall]
other
than
what
has
alHouse Committee on Interstate &
ready been passed upon by the
Foreign Commerce should conduct Commission,
will beit toglad"
the inquiry I have suggested into have Rep. Hall[I]furnish
Chair-to
man Coy so that the matter may
Mr.
Lamb's
qualifications
and
activities.
be given "further careful considCoy obviously
theMr.Commission
has feels
placedthatits because
seal of eration."Asks Delay in Action
approval
in
the
past
on
Mr.
Lamb's
record of affiliation with Communist
front organizations,
Hall's letter
been sent
should
continue to givetheits Commission
blessing to to Rep.
Chairman
Crosserhadurging
the
Mr. Lamb,
regardlessmayof be.how con- committee
to ask FCC to hold back
vincing the evidence
Mr. Coy refusesagainst
to actMr.unless
some approval for Mr. Lamb's purchase
new
broughtevidence
forth. But he fails
toLamb
answeris of WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla.
the New York Repubthis
all-important
question:
What's
wrong reawith
detailed
evidence al- In his licanletter,
cited data concerning alleged
dy in theasthe
FCC's
own
file?
affiliations of Mr. Lamb with cerAs
long
the
FCC
continues
to
stick reason
its headfor inthetheHouse
sand,committee
there is
tain organizations. These organizamore
his letter alleged, were on
investigation
I havefurther
recommended.
intend
to
confer
with
Mr.I zations,
the
Attorney
General's subversive
Crosser.
list.
Committee in South America
Subsequently, Mr. Lamb labeled
Rep. Hall probably has had that the attack
as before
"political"
asked toon behimcalled
the
chance since he along with the full and
Congressional committee for a
committee have been in South hearing.
America for an inspection of interApplication for the approval of
state commerce there.
the purchase of WHOO-AM-FM
Rep. Hall had requested the com- Orlando, Fla., the Orlando Sentinel
mit e to ask FCC to withhold ap- and Star to Mr. Lamb [B*T, Oct.
proval of a station purchase by 15] was filed with the FCC a fortMr. Lamb is paying
Mr. Lamb and to consider an in- $200,000nightforago. the
stations. He is now
vestigation into past and present the owner of WTOD
and WTRT
activities of the broadcaster.
(FM) Toledo, Ohio; WICU (TV)
Chairman Coy, according to the Erie,
Pa., where he also publishes
committee head, "said that the crit- the Erie Dispatch, and WTVN
icism was a reiteration of state- (TV) Columbus, Ohio, where he is
ments made sometime ago when an applicant for an AM station.
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Must Be on Bailor — FCC
IF
A
POLITICAL
candidate
be voted
for, a radio
station can't
has
the right to refuse him time on
the air, FCC announced last week.
Decision was disclosed in a letter to the Socialist Labor Party of
America which had complained
against WHBC Canton, Ohio, for
refusing to permit its candidate
tion.
time on the air in the 1950 elecIn its Nov. 14 letter to Arnold
Peterson, national secretary of the
radical Socialist Labor Party in
New
York,to thethe Commission
called
attention
fact that section
315 of videdthethat Communications
Act
probroadcasters must afford
equal
opportunities
to
all
legally
qualified candidates for any public
office in the use of their facilities.
The Commission found that the
Socialist Labor candidate was not
listed on the ballot and that had
his name been written in, the ballot
would have been invalid.
Therefore, said the Commission,
since the candidate could not have
been voted for, WHBC was within
its rights in refusing time over its
facilities.

CHATTING at the Columbus Athletic
Club, where the meeting was held,
are (I to r) Richard A. Borel, general
manager, WBNS Columbus, who is
secretary of the CBS Affiliates Advisory Board; Carl George, general
manager, WGAR Cleveland, and
Victor A. Sholis, vice president and
director, WHAS-AM-TV Louisville.

Newspaper 'Exclusive' Foiled
MACON
and SC
Atlanta
newspapers
D ~
OOPE
SCOOPthey
thought
had a scoop on a $50
million Middle George Naval Supply Base but that was before Ben
Chatfield, news director, and two
night-side
reporters of WMAZ 'STALIN' SHOW
Macon got busy.
On Nov. 3 Rep. Carl Vinson (DGa.), chairman of the House
Jammed by Russians
Armed Services Committee, visited
WORDS
and gave
"exclusive" to THE mier
aMacon
Macon
paper.an Arrangements
Stalin
butwere
the those
voice ofthatPre-of
also had been made to let Atlanta an impersonator.
That was the situation last week
have the story, with a 1 a.m. reto reach Rep.
son lease.
were Efforts
unsuccessful.
But VinMr. as the Soviet radio jammed a
Broad-of
Chatfield, with Clarence Streetman specialcast Voice
featuring ofone America
of its series
and Lynn Utley, combed the town "interviews" with the Russian
and came up with enough facts to leader. The program was beamed
piece the story together.
behind the Iron Curtain but SoThe story was carried in a 7
vietindistinguishable
jamming tactics made
the
p.m. local newscast, more than four words
to many
hours before newspapers with their listeners.
"exclusive" hit the street. Mr.
The Voice abstracted quotes
from official documents of the
Chatfield
commented,
"Rad^o
is
still fighting an uphill battle in Soviet premier in a make-believe
trying to get recognition as an interview to show that he made
equal of the papers in presenting contradictory statements. The prothe news. But I definitely feel that
gram originated
in the inU. Munich,
S. and
relayed
stations
we are definitely fighting a win- was
London
and byTangier.
ning battle."
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Turntable Tape Reproducers sold in the past six months!
Since its introduction last spring, sales of the new presto TL-10 have surpassed even our expectations.
The reason . . . it's an inexpensive instrument that fills a definite need in the nation's stations and
recording studios. Look at the advantages listed below— then join the ranks of the hundreds of
satisfied TL-10 users by calling your presto dealer today.
• Reproduces tape quickly and efficiently—
without tying up a regular tape recorder.

• Speeds of TA" and 15" per second, response
up to 15,000 cps.

• Easy to attach and remove from any standard 16" turntable.
• No motor— turntable acts as motor.

• Easy to operate and maintain.

• Can be plugged into any standard speech
input equipment

• Costs only $140.00 complete, but has reproduction quality and fidelity of a high priced
machine.

The TL-10 is an exclusive presto product— made by the world's largest manufacturer of
recording equipment and discs.

there

in the
conference
when

room
a list

is being checked!

The media buyers are on the spot. They've made up
their list. They've dug up information, talked to space
and time representatives, boned up on all the facts . . .
Now they've got to SELL their selections to the
toughest buyers of them all — the account executives
and top men in the agency. . .

The questions come thick and fast—
"Are you sure this paper leads in grocery linage!
"What proportion of this T V audience is young
That's why
they take
Standard Rate
and CONSUMER
MARKETS
right into the
conference
room!
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marrieds?"
"Which dealer paper has run the most articles on
clerk training?"
"Are per-capita drug sales higher in Boston than in
Baltimore?"
"Don't all farm papers have Women's Sections?"
No time now to dig for that market analysis; to study
voluminous material. The facts that count now are
those the media men can remember, for sure, and those
they can lay their hands on, fast.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

There they have at hand quick sources of reliable information . . . facts assembled and organized bythe experienced staffs of Standard Rate
& Data and CONSUMER MARKETS.
The Los Angeles trading area? Industrial
wages in Illinois? A map of Denver? Drug sales
in Baltimore? They flip the pages of CONSUMER
MARKETS; come up with accurate answers.
Circulation? Rates? Occupational breakdowns ofbusiness publications? They turn to the
monthly SRDS books; scan the standard listings.
But some questions cannot be answered by
standard listings!
"Which newspaper has the better out-ofcity circulation?"

"How does this station promote its
"What
business paper leads in the top
programs?"
25,000 isplants?"
"What
the trend in magazines for
These are not standard questions. They require
comparative
men?" answers. They demand not facts,
but analyses of facts. And this is where Service-Ads inStandard Rate and in CONSUMER
MARKETS come to the rescue. For this is the
kind of information that 1041 publishers and
station operators put into the space they took
next to their SRDS listings last year; next to
their market data in CONSUMER MARKETS.

In the First 8 Months of 1951 the
CHICAGO- DAILY NEWS is
il

in CDHPrDV

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Service-Ads not only help busy media buyers buy . . . they help them sell!
s

STANDARD
■llil pi

urn
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r

d

s

RATE I DATA SERVICE, INC.
the national authority serving the media-buying function

Waiter E. Botthof, Publisher
1740 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
• LONDON
publishers of consumer magazine advertising rates and data • business publication advertising rates and data • national/
regional network radio and television service • radio advertising rates and data • television advertising rates and data • newspaper advertising rates and data • transportation advertising rates and data • A.B.C. weekly newspaper advertising rates
and data • consumer markets, serving the market-media selection (unction • CM analyst, the monthly market data interpreter
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Apple Pie Johnny
(Continued from page 28)
County youngster in grades 1 to 6
into the competition.
The only commercially sponsored
affair recognized by the Cleveland
school boards, this "audible im" art contest
six
top entriespres ionfrom
84 extracted
participating
schools in 1951. There were 489
final entries, selected from among
the work of all Cleveland school
children by their art teachers.
When the winners of the art
contest are selected, the results are
announced to the press and the
work of the winners is placed on
exhibit throughout the year at
Greater Cleveland and Cuyahoga
County public libraries. Clark Restaurants, menus are included
among these displays.
4. Birthday Club — Apple Pie
Johnny also is the key personality
in another clever Clark's promotion—tureClark's
Birthday Club, a featale offered
Theatre.exclusively over FairyChildren are invited to join the
Birthday Club via commercials on
Fairytale Theatre. They ask for a
registration card in any one of
the 15 restaurants. They must be
accompanied by at least one adult
when they register, so Birthday
Club registrations prove a real
business getter.
In the two years that the Birthday Club has been under full
steam, more than 19,000 youngsters
have taken advantage of the offer
over WGAR.
When hethereceives
child's birthday
along,
a letter comes
from
A. Y. Clark enclosing a free guest
check for the birthday meal and
some small novelty such as a balloon, pennant or Birthday Club
button. When the child comes in
to celebrate with a birthday meal,
Clark'swhipped
present cream
a cupcake,
with
and frosted
topped
with a birthday candle.
Birthday Registrations
Attract New Friends
Since no child comes in alone to
claim its birthday meal, extra business (an average of two-plus per
'party) results. Annual registration is required, so repeaters bring
a-dded business.
This promotion serves as a good
check on the success of the radio
program, since it is mentioned on
WGAE's Fairytale Theatre only.
5. Esther Mullin's Personal Ap— Because
Esther Mullinpearances also
conductsWGAR's
a Monday through Friday domestically
slanted show called Ladies Day,
9:45-10:00 a.m., she has wide acthe Cleveland.
women's leadership ceptance
groupswith in
She
makes an average of three public
appearances a week.
6. Group Attendance at Fairytale Theatre — Following each
broadcast of Fairytale Theatre, for
which organized groups such as
Cubs, Brownies and so forth have
booked months in advance, Esther
Mullin gives the children in attendance an orientation to radio broadcasting.
Esther Mullin auditions and
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DISCUSSING recent changes made in the ABC West Coast executive setup
are (I toradio
r): Matt
salesmanager
manager,of network's
Los
Angeles
stationBarr,
KECA;newlyAmosappointed
Baron, new
KECA; Gayle
Grubb, general manager of KGO San Francisco, appointed vice president of
network; Robert E. Kintner,ABCABC Western
president;Division.
William Phillipson, new director,
trains all of the talent for her
show and is always encouraging
and scouting potential amateur
performers.
More than 15,000 youngsters
have taken advantage of the opportunity to watch Esther Mullin
in action with her kids in WGAR
studios.
Esther Mullin has well-defined
ideas about what she is doing with
her budding talent. She is a great
believer in radio over television
for amusement as well as education
of youngsters. She argues that
radio drama stimulates children
and forces them to use their imaginations as no other medium can.
Mullin's
youngsters
as Esther
fresh as
wind-blown
corn are
because she is constantly adding new
aspirants to her casts. As well, she
is turning out a professionally
trained product that she believes
is superior to those brought up in
a sub-intellectual,
"song-and-dance"
routine
training element.
When Fairytale Theatre performers are graduated from high
school, their dramatic development
as far as WGAR is concerned is
finished. Almost 100% have moved
on to similar work at universities
and colleges.
Proteges Go On
To New Heights
Nonetale Theatre
of Esther
FairyprotegesMullin's
have hit
the
top but Eleanor Parker of her
Cleveland Playhouse days is starin a "Millionaire
with ringFred
MacMurray. forOneChristy"
of her
present proteges, however, has won
a Fulbright award and is studying
in Paris under the scholarship.
Esther Mullin got her dramatic
background from 12 years as
founder and director of Children's
Theatre at the Cleveland Playhouse.
Married and the mother of two
children, she has been a member
of the Executive Board of the
P.T.A.
Carrying an extremely virile

radio voice to the microphone,
Esther Mullin narrates portions of
Fairytale Theatre and works actively on the studio floor to draw
the emotion out of her charges.
Husband Harry Pollack sits in the
engineer's booth and directs part
of the operation. i
It's no wonder that out-of-home
auto rant
listening
Restauparking lotsin isClark's
at a premium
from 12:30-1 p.m. every Sunday.
Weather permitting, youngsters
and their parents may be seen
leaving their autos to enter the
restaurants when Apple Pie Johnny
signs taleoffTheatre.
another episode of Fairy-

CANADIAN RADIO
Freedom Restraints Hit
CANADIAN government apparent
restrictions upon dissemination of
news and information by radio stations were attacked again last
week by Thomas J. Allard, general
manager,
Broadcasters.Canadian Assn. of
Mr. Allard made his attack in
a five-page,
typewritten letter tosingle-spaced
Luis Franzini,
president, The Inter-American Press
Conference,
c/o
El
Dia,
Montevideo, Uruguay.
"We are extremely interested in
published reports of the recent
Inter-American Press Conference
in Montevideo," wrote Mr. Allard,
"and in the report of the Freedom
of the Press Committee of the Inter-American Pres Assn."
In reference to a committee statement, Mr. Allard commented that
he could not share in the committee's conviction "that there is freedom of the press in Canada in light
of the fact that grave restrictions
exist upon the dissemination of
news and information through the
broadcast
Mr. Allardmedia."
said that the statute
law of Canada provides for:
(1) Absolute control
oftheeverything
that
radiomayin
Canadais bybroadcast
whateverovergovernment
happen to exist at the time.
(2) sionNoover right
toEvery
freedom
of expresdiscussion,
exprradio.
es ion of opinion,
and
criticismmittedover
radiorigidin suggestion
Canadasubject
is peronly
under
rules
to
alteration
orsultation,
termination
without conwithout compensation
and
without appeal.
"Part of the cause for our concern might be removed if there
were any indication that events
would lead to mitigation of present
circumstances," Mr. Allard said.
He added, however, that a recently-appointed
recommended continuation
of commission
the present
system.lined by Mr.
The Allard,
commission,
as
outmade several
recommendations imposing stringent control over non-government
broadcasters.
"Substantially
the same
recom-to
mendations are made
in regard
television, a medium in which it
appearstions willthatnot non-government
stabe allowed to part
i
c
i
p
a
t
e
,
"
h
e
stated.
Mr. Allard also wrote to Mr.
Franzini that "I sincerely hope
that you will bring this letter to
the attention of your associates in
the Inter-American Press. Conferparticularly
to the Free-of
domence,ofandthe
Press Committee

AGENCIES MERGE
Lockwood Heads New Firm
MERGE of Lockwood-Shackelford
Co., Inc., Los Angeles and San
Francisco, with Hixson & Jorgensen, Inc., Los Angeles, was announced last week, effective immediately. Combined firm will be
known as Hixson & Jorgensen Inc.
Russell N. Lockwood, formerly
president, Lockwood-Shackelford,
becomes vice president of the new
corporation.
Mr. about
Shackelford
retired from agency
a year ago
because of ill health. Robert M.
Hixson and Kai Jorgensen are
other agency principals.
It is expected the merged
agency in the near future will headquarter in theBldg.,
present2001LockwoodShackelford
Beverly
Blvd., built three years ago by the
39-year-old agency. Present opera- your association."
tions remain in Hixson & Jorgensen offices, 600 St. Paul Ave. ALA Elects Stout
Among L-S accounts are Kern REX STOUT was elected presiFood Products Inc., Los Angeles.
dent of Authors League of America, to succeed Oscar Hammerstein
II, in a vote taken by mail during
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, reported the
first two weeks of November,
sales and net income for the first nine
months ending Sept. 30 were lower Evelyn Burkey, assistant executive
than for same period last year. Net secretary, announced -last week.
profit was $5,327,442 equal to $6.06 per Vice presidents will be voted on
common share, contrasted with $8,063,- later when constitutional changes
093 or $9.17 per share last year.
can be effected through a mail vote.
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I
SENATOR ESTES KEFAUVER'S
'REPORT
FROM WASHINGTON'
IS ON WLAC
EVERY WEEK.

ON OUR 25™ ANNIVERSARY
Thanks, everybody! Those two words express just the way we feel
toward the people who have made possible WLAC's 25 happy,
prosperous years of broadcasting.
Of course we mean the advertisers — there were none in 1926,
nearly 200 in 1951. But, we also are thinking of the millions of
plain, ordinary citizens who listen to our station — especially the
932,500 who wrote us last year.

GOVERNOR GORDON BROWNING
USES WLAC FREQUENTLY IN
REPORTING FROM STATE CAPITOL.

Thanks to the Columbia Broadcasting System for giving us "radio's
best" in programming, programs that brought us to the top in
Hooperatings.

NASHVILLE'S
MAYORACCESS
BEN WEST
IS GIVEN READY
TO
WLAC MICROPHONES.

And, in equal measure, our appreciation goes to the government
officials who used our station for keeping the public informed on
matters pertaining to the general welfare . . . the schools, the
churches, the charitable organizations and the U. S. Service organizations. Each has helped to spread the story of WLAC's
operation "in the public interest".
And so, on this our 25th anniversary, we want to make known our
feeling of gratitude by .voicing that familiar, old-fashioned American expression, "Thanks, everybody!"
WLAC
J. T. WARD, Owner
F. C. SOWELL, Manager
50,000 WATTS • CBS
• NASHVILLE, TENN.
Represented Naiionally by the Paul H. Raymer Co.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PRESIDENT
W. H. HACKWORTH CRUSADES FOR
CIVIC IMPROVEMENTS ON WLAC

WLAC'SON "GARDEN
GATE", I Ith
ANDY
OF WLAC'S
MANYWILSON,
ARTISTS,ONEPULLED
22,832
YEAR
CBS, IS NATIONWIDE
LETTERS IN 2 WEEKS
"BILLBOARD" FOR NASHVILLE.
BROADCASTING
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MARYSHOWMANNING'S
"INTERESTING
PEOPLE"
IS FIRST CALL
FOR VISITING
CELEBRITIES. (PHIL HARRIS)

IN THE
NATION,IS CBS.
THE STARS'
ADDRESS
IN
NASHVILLE, THIS MEANS WLAC.
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ver2°%R^
Whqn Fi"
Dr- was
G and 1951
IN1949
itds0
three or four days; 9.4^
between
0.9% used
IOWA
RADIO
listening in LI
Iowa ST
has in-EN
two
days;
9.9%
Only one day eacl
creased more than one-fifth since of radio homes, or only 2.3% deweek; 13.2% less than once pe
1949
though
11.8%
of
radiocrease
per
quarter-hour
over
the
equipped families have bought TV 1949 audience. This afternoon de- week; 31.7% never use it.
Of those saying they liked F]V
sets, according to the 1951 Iowa
cline was only a Small fraction of
Radio Audience Survey conducted the percentage of increase in better than AM at times, 64
by Dr. Forest L. Whan, U. of morning and evening listening.
cited improved reception and 35.19"
Wichita.
Radio homes in the state in 1951 program differences. The progran
An increase in audience is shown comprised 98.9% of all homes, the differences included 13.4% wh:
same as in 1950, according to the credited sports and 7% who simpl;,
for every quarter-hour from 5-8 Whan
study. This figure compared
p.m. despite TV, according to the
"better programs."
survey conducted for WHO Des to 91.4% in 1940. It was found that saidProbing
the reasons for failur
Moines. It is the 14th annual study 50.3% of all radio homes have two to use FM sets, the survey foun.
of Iowa viewing.
or more radios, with 15% having 29% non-users said they were sat
sets. Only about one isfied with AM or listened to AJ
Analyzing the evening audience, three orin more
five had more than one as a "habit." Other receptioi
Dr. Whan found that "the aver- home
set
in
1940.
troubles included lack of outsid
age quarter-hour increase in 1951
antenna in 14.8% of cases whil
over 1949 was 10.2% of all radioFM Ownership
9.2% cited poor reception an
equipped homes — or was 28.8% inAs
to
FM
ownership,
the
study
20% cited tuning trouble
crease per quarter-hour over the shows the number of radio homes nearly
Dr. Whan asked Iowans if the
1949 listening
audience"
(see having FM increased from 2% in prefer
table).
Comparisons
with 1949
to
get news from radio
are not available for the hours 1948 to 7.7% in 1949, 13.4% in TV. He found
60.0% lik
in 1951. The con- newscasts best onthat
radio, 34.3% o
after 8 p.m. because figures for 1950 and 15.3%
among urban
these hours were not gathered in areas. It wascentration ishighest
found
that
13.7%
of
TV,
haven'twhich.
a choice
1949.
0.4% 5.3%
don't know
He founan
had AM-FM com- that
61.3% of women prefer new
Similarly the morning audience all radio homes
bination
sets,
with
0.8%
having
shows an average increase of 6.1%
TV-FM via radio compared to 56.8%
of all radio homes, or 22.2% FM-only setssets.andOf 1.4%
the TV sets, men who feel that way.
figured on a basis of 1949 listeners combination
were asked t
were TV-FM combinations. listTheotherrespondents
only. This is described by Dr. 11.6%
types of programs like
Ownership of TV sets in Iowa better
Whan as "a sizable bonus for those increased
on
radio
than
TV. Amonj
from 1.7% of radio homes
programs
listed,
in
order
pref
in
1950
to
11.8%
in
1951.
using
radio."
on radio, were music,of seria
The morning increase ran as
Analyzing auto sets, Dr. Whan erence
high as 11.6% of 1949 radio homes found
that 62.7% of families own- dramas, popular music, sport
at 6:45 a.m. and 11.5% at 7:45 a.m.
cars had them equipped with broadcasts, complete dramas. Th
A similar rate of increase is shown radioing sets,
compared to 58.1% in percentages of those preferrin
for Saturday mornings, 6.4% of all 1950 and 51.9%
in 1949.
radio homes or an average 21.7%
programs on radio range*
In Iowa barns, 14.6% of farmers these
from around 10%.
increase in audience per quarter owning
barns
have
radios in them downward
over the 1949 audience.
Replying
to the general que
compared
to
12.5%
in
1949.
Some agencies and advertisers
The Whan study shows a detion,
"Are
any
types of pre
A
study
of
homes
with
both
AM
have been unwittingly turning up
crease in listening during 13 after- and FM showed that 21.1% of such grams better on other
radio than on TV
nooncrquarter
-hours
and
a
slight
inthe wrong answers through methods
used the FM equipment 20% answered yes, 68.2% no an
ease at seven others. However families
five to seven days each week; 14.7%
of interpreting B M B figures
11.8% don't know.
which fail to eliminate the frequently the average quarter-hour decrease
misleading popularity factor.
COMPARISON OF 1949 AND 1951 AUDIENCE
This organization has developed
(Percentages of all questioned in radio-equipped homes)
a method of using B M B
figures which keeps the record
Survey
1949 1951 crease or
1951 1951
1949 Survey
AFTERNOON**
1949 Survey
1951 cI
EVENING'
straight on this important point
Increase Average interviewed
Survey Survey Decrease
Survey
1951 In- Average interviewed
MORNING*
Per
Cent
of
all
lis8.0%
— and is therefore uniformly fair
tening at:
per
quarter-hour
(2,089)
(2,152)
per
quarter-hour
(2,421)
(2,239)
35.5%
Per Cent of all, who
to all types of stations, whether
5:00PerwereCent listening
of all, whoat:
were listening at:
5:15- 5.15
5:30p.m. 27.5%
26.6 33.7
5.9
NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual
5.005:15
a.m.
2.6%
5:30- 5:45 27.4 34.9
12:00-12:15 p.m. 48.4% 53.4% + 5.0%
3.3%
7.1
5:155:30 2.5
3.1 + 0.7
or Independent.
12:15-12:30 50.1 53.4 + 3.3
5:45- 6:00 17.5 36.1
5:307.5
18.6
5:45- 5:45
6:00 3.5
3.8 4.8
14.6
12:30-12:45
54.5
52.6
—
1.9
49.0
48.8
6:006:15
34.2
12:45- 1:00 49.1
6:006:15
13.9
We will welcome the
6:15- 6:30 35.0 50.2
15.2
19.0
6:156:30
13.3
1:001:15
39.2 37.1
18.7
6:30- 6:45 42.0 53.0
11.0
6:306:45
16.1
opportunity to demonstrate
1:151:30
39.1
6:457:00
15.7 25.8
51.2
36.1
6:457:00
39.0
56.0
+ 0.6
12.2
the value and soundness
11.8
1:301:45
39.1
45.5
7:007:15
34.2
34.6
34.8
7:007:15
27.3
44.1 + 13
7:157:30 37.5
34.5 47.9
9.1
1:45- 2:00 38.6
7:15- 7:30
of this method
54.4
7:307:45
+ 2.1
—
1.9
49.0
2.8
51.8
7:30- 7:45
2:00- 2:15
7:45- 8:00 35.0
to agencies and
45.1 51.2
7:45- 8:00
2:152:30 31.9
31.9 30.2 —— 2.21.6
++ 4.8
8:00- 8:30
8:15 36.8
37.8 46.9
S.7
44.6
8:159.7
60.4
2:302:45
31.6
advertisers anywhere.
46.5 m
8:00- 8:15
31.8
43.9
8:308:45
35.8
31.2
59.5
2:453:00
31.7
8:15- 8:30
8:459:00
35.4
1.7
+11.6
31.8
+
9.6
3:003:15
+11.3
9:009:15
33.0
58.4
8:3029.3
9:15- 9:30 32.9 41.9
56.6
3:15- 3:30
41.0
8:45- 8:45
9:00
28.1 + 0.2
30.3 28.7
40.9
9:309:45
33.2
+10.4
3:303:45
67.0
30.3
9:45-10:00 33.1 41 .7
9:00- 9:30
9:15
3:45- 4:00 30.6 28.3 — 2.3
67.0
9:15+11.5
10:00-10:15
34.8
+ 0.1
10:15-10:30
34.8 37.7
37.0
9:30- 9:45
4:004:15
29.2
29.7
34.3
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVE
10:30-10:45
36.0
67.2
10:45-11:00
9:45-10:00
4:15- 4:30 29.1 29.1
66.7
34.4
+ 8.9
35.7 39.8
4:3029.2 29.7
22 EAST 40th STREET • NEW YORK 16, N. Y. Average Quarter-Hour Increase,
11:00-11:15
0.5
38.0
11:15-11:30
35.2
4:45- 4:45
5:00 29.6
35.8 + 7.7
38.1
29.5
8.8
Per Cent of All
+10.2%
NEW YORK • ST. LOUIS
11:30-11:45
34.9
ll:45-Noon 35.0 40.6 ++ 2.9
CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO Average
Increase, +28.8% Average
7.9
Per CentQuarter-Hour
of AllDecrease,
uj
Average
Quarter-Hour
Increase,
Per Cent Quarter-Hour
of 1949 Audience
Per Cent of All
Average Quarter-Hour Decrease, + 0.3
Increase, + 2.3
Per CentQuarter-Hour
of 1949 Audience...
* TablenotIsgathered
based onfor adult
listening
only.10 Per Cent of 1949 Audience... + 0.1 Average
Figures
hours
from
8
to
***
Figures
are
for
adults
only. + 4.9
in 1949.
2.9
Table is based on adult listening only.
+ 5.6
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YOU

MIGHT

FLY

THE

WORLD-

NON-STOP

AROUND

BUT...
YOU

NEED

THE

FETZER

TO

REALLY

WESTERN

STATIONS
BOMBARD

MICHIGAN!

WKZO-WJEF and WKZO-TV are the best radio and
television buys in Western Michigan, and here's the
proof!
WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, have
been consistent leaders in their home cities for years.
They deliver about 57% more listeners, at 20% less
cost, than the next-best two-station choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids. BMB Report No. 2 credits
WKZO-WJEF with big increases since 1946 in unduplicated rural audiences, too — up 52.9% at night,
46.7% in the daytime! In the Grand Rapids area,
alone, WKZO-WJEF have an unduplicated coverage,
*17ie United States Air Force did, in February, 1949.

ALL
FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

THREE

OWNED

night and day, of more than 60,000 families.
WKZO-TV is the official Basic CBS Outlet for Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids. A new 24-county Videodex
Diary study made by Jay and Graham Research Corporation proves that WKZO-TV delivers 54.7% more
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana television
homes than television Station "B The WKZO-TV
market is BIG — five cities, with an effective buying
income of more than two billion dollars!
Get the whole Fetzer story today. Write direct or ask
your Avery-Knodel representative.
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Research 'Battle'
(Continued from page 27)
said
had indicated
this isdouble-checking'
not true).
Mr. Sindlinger, who operated
Radox in Philadelphia for two
years and has now redesigned the
system and plans to offer it to
Philadelphia stations for ownership
by them and himself, said that two
years ago he reached the conclusion
"that the 'rating concept' and the
use
neededrating
checking
much ofmore'ratings'
than which
service produced the most accurate results." Work inPictures
subscription
for Paramount
during TV
the
past year has reinforced that conviction, he added.
Suggest Imitation
High ratings indicate popularity
and therefore suggest imitation —
"more of the same," he declared,
asking:
progress
imitation?"DoesDo new
ideas?stemHasfrom
radio grown in stature because of
imitations?"
He continued:
"If
we polled
all ofwhothe read
peopleWal-in
this room
right now
ter
Winchell's
column
today,
would probably get a popularityhe
rating figure of from 5 to 10%.
Do any of you consider that 5 or 10
rating indicates the true circulathose tioninof Winchell's
this room? column
Yet youamong
evaluate his radio program by quoting
his
'rating,'
How manyor
of you
. . .don't
buy you?
a newspaper

....

and

ABC

magazine campaign based on its
Starch rating?
"Then
is it commonto besenseevaluated
for radio and television
on the basis of their 'ratings' which
reveal only the competitive standing of one program against another, while they completely obscure
the truly important point — the circulation achieved through the power of radio and television? In advertising you are after circulation,
aren't
you?"
Mr. Sindlinger cited a Radox
study to show that of three programs which had ratings of 20, 10,
and 5, respectively, the one with 20
reached a cumulative circulation of
600,000 in a 13-week period, while
the one with 10 — half as high as
the
firsta program,
rating —of
reached
cumulativeinaudience
500,000 in the same period and the
one with only a 5 rating reached
300,000 in those 13 weeks.
Mr. 'Cas
did"Itnotis true,"
reach heas said,
many"thatpeople
Mr. ten'A',withnorhis didsales
he. hit
them
ofmessage.as But
he would have to have a very bad
product, and terrible commercials,
not to feel a sales effect with 36%
circulation [360,000 out of 1,000,000
TV homes]. Could it be that this
is why some low rating programs
sell merchandise?" He continued:
"Looking at it from the human
aspect, on the popularity basis,
Mr. 'C with his 5 is one-quarter
as good as Mr. 'A' with 20. But
on his than
circulation
Mr. 'Cwithis
more
one-halfbasis,
as good

thanks

for

R E N
WATTS
TOPEKA
Weed and Company, National Representatives
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FREE SPEECH VICTORY IN IOWA
KRNT Wins Sportscasting Fight
KRNT Des Moines rejoiced last
week after leading other Iowa stations and newspapers in a victorious
against
tofightspeak
freely.a broadcaster's right
Al Couppee,
KRNTbarred
sportsfromdirector, had been
future broadcasting of Iowa State
High ment
School
TournabroadcastsBasketball
for his criticism
of officiating and crowd booing at
a tournament last spring.
There repoi'tedly had been an
agreement — now superseded —
signed by all broadcasters committing them to air only "factual

accounts"
events. of association-sponsored
The association last May charged
that KRNT's broadcast of the state
high school basketball tournament
included criticism of officials and
association policies in violation of
this agreement.
As a result, Mr. Couppee was
barred from participating in a
WOI-TV telecast of the state high
school track meet at Ames.
According to Joe G. Hudgens,
KRNT promotion manager, WOITV had invited Mr. Couppee to participate but withdrew the invitation
after the association threatened
denial of telecast rights.
Robert Dillon, KRNT general
manager, got busy. He alerted the
press
to what the
action asrepresented
and association's
got a letter
out to all Iowa station managers.
The result was the naming of William B. Quarton, general manager
of WMT Cedar Rapids, as acting
chairman of a hurriedly-called
meeting of broadcasters. At the
meeting castersanwas formally
Assn. of setIowaup. BroadA committee was formed to arrange for a revision of regulations
on sportscasting of high school
athletic events. The committee was
composed of Edward Breen, president and general manager of KVFD
Fort Dodge; H. B. Hook, manager
and commercial manager, KGLO
Mason City, and Douglas B. Grant,
program manager, WMT.
As a result of pressure from
both newspapers and radio stations,
a satisfactory agreement has been
worked out, one which the broadcasters' association readily ratified.
The bar against Mr. Couppee was
lifted and the new agreement does
not limit to "factual accounts"
the broadcaster's description.
In addition, there is a provision
in the new agreement to set up
within
groupmaya
committeethe tobroadcasters'
which complaints
be
registered
against
any
broadcast.

his
5 as big360,000
Mr. 'A'is
withlousy
his little
20— because
more than half as many as 600,000.
"It is our carefully considered
opinion that the present 'rating
concept,' which shows only the popularity standing of individual programs, and the use of the popularity 'rating' in the 'buying' and
'selling' of broadcasting are completely distorting the power of
broadcasting — the way it really
Mr. Sindlinger said he did not
recommend that ratings should be
works." but rather that broaddiscarded,
casting cease to evaluate itself on
ratings and use ratings "solely for
theUnder
building
of programs."
questioning
from the floor,
the three panel members listed costs
for their respective services as follows:
Service Costs
Pulse TV— about $200 a month
for stations; $25 for advertisers.
ARB— about $215 a month for
stations; $65 a month for agencies
on a one-month basis, or $55 a
month on 12-month basis.
Radox — to be offered to Philadelphia stations at rates equivalent to one hour of prime TV time
per month for 12 months, to set up
the service and get it into operation. (No charge set up for advertisers and agencies on the theory
that
it
is a station's
duty to keep
them informed
of its circulation.)
As redesigned, Mr. Sindlinger OPPOSE SECURITY ORDER
Mo. AP Group Names Two
said, Radox circulation
can "producereports
basic
cumulative
requestinghis Presiwithout the use of present costly, RESOLUTION
dent Truman to withdraw
order
time consuming tabulation meth- on censorship
to
federal agencies
ods." He said "we propose a new was adopted at annual
meeting
simplified and understandable daily Missouri Assn. of Associated Pressof
report showing one basic cumula- Broadcasters in Jefferson City Nov.
tive circulation figure for a station 11. Group also voted to conduct a
by 15-minute time periods," with contest
among members during
reports to be delivered "within coming year, awarding monthly
hours,
not weeks."
to radio
news tocorrespondPresiding
over the meeting was $10 prize
ent for best
coverage
AP.
Franklin Roberts of Will Roberts
State
Chairman
Jim Monroe,
Adv., Philadelphia, vice president news director of KCMO
of the TAP. WCAU Philadelphia City, and Vice ChairmanKansas
Sam
Vice President Robert Pryor in- Burk,
manager KIRK Kirksville,
troduced Mr. Jordan. The meet- were re-elected
at the meeting atby representatives
was heldClub.at Philadelphia's member tendedstations
Poor ingRichard
of AP. of 16
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"THE NATION'S
CBS such
serieswideon
criminal
empires in NIGHTMARE,"
America, attracted
acclaim that several broadcasts in the series were
re-run. Irving Gitlin (above) produced the series from
tape recordings made in gambling houses and numbers
stations, aboard ships and in private homes all over
the country.

Radio has a new, vivid way of awakening
the American public to the dangers of organized crime. Thanks to the wonders of tape
recording, listeners hear the actual voices of
criminals and victims, police and witnesses as
they tell their stories in their own words.
Recording
Tape isTape
idealgoes
for
any"Scotch"
kind of Sound
documentary
program.
everywhere, hears everything, reproduces it
with matchless fidelity. Recordings can be
transferred from tape to tape without loss of
"SCOTCH"
Recording features
Tape gives
these EXTRASoundconstruction
. . . you
• REEL TO REEL UNIFORMITY— controlled
coating assures consistent output.
• THINNER
CONSTRUCTION-resists
temperature and humidity
changes.
• NO CURLING OR CUPPING— tape lies flat
on recording head unaffected by humidity.
• onUNIFORM
"drop-outs"
recordingsTAPEdueSURFACE-no
to surface irregularities.
• LONGER TAPE LIFE— special lubricating
process reduces friction.
• GREATER SENSITIVITY— more output on
your present machine setting.

quality; the same tape can be used countless
times (each recording automatically erases the
preceding one). Editing is easy, too. Unwanted
portions are merely scissored out and the remainder spliced with "Scotch" Splicing Tape.
Want help with your recording problems
or tips on production savings you can make
with tape? Address Dept. BT-111, Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn., and
mediately.
we'll
have a Sound Engineer call on you im-

SMOOTHLY-PACED PROGRAMS are guaranteed,
IMPORTANT: There's more than one brand of sound
production
problems
simplified
Soundin
recording
Insistgives
on matchless
the "SCOTCH"
Recording Tape.
Changes
can bewith
made"Scotch"
and dubbed
lubricated tape.
tape that
fidelity,brand,
clarity theof
without re-assembling the entire cast; shows can be
reproduction, freedom from distortion. Used by all
recorded a portion at a time; fluffs and miscues can
major radio networks and for master recording by
be edited out; programs can be timed exactly.
leading record companies.
The
term
"SCOTCH"
and
the
plaid
design
are
registered
trademarks
for
Sound
Recording
Tape
made
in
U.S.A.
by
MINNESOTA
MINING
& MFG."3M"CO., Adhesives.
St. Paul 6, Minn.— also makers of "Scotch"
Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, Mfg."Underseal"
RubberizedDivision,
Coating,270 "Scotchlite"
Surfacing,
Abrasives,
Co., International
Park Avenue,Reflective
New YorkSheeting,
17, N. "Safety-Walk"
Y. In Canada: Non-Slip
Minn. Mining
& Mfg."3M"of Canada,
Ltd., London, Canada.General Export: Minn. Mining
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HAROLD E. SHEFFERS named general manager WUST Washington,
D. C.-Bethesda, Md. He was with WOL Washington from 1933 to 1942,
served in the Navy during last war and became sales manager WTTG
(TV) Washington.
HIL F. BEST appointed exclusive national representative by WUST
front office
Washington, D. C.-Bethesda, Md.
NEALE
BAKKE, local sales manager WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee,
>AUL B. SALINER appointed general manager WLIO East Liver- appointed V.sales
manager. He will supervise national
pool, Ohio. Mr. Saliner assumes controlling stock in corpora- as well as local sales.
tion. He has served as producer-director, writer, actor
and announcer at several Chicago stations, in addition JACK BAKER, George D. Close Inc.. S. F., to Branham
to being active in advertising field.
Co., S. F., advertising representative firm, to handle
CHARLES H. HELLIWELL, radio TV director Mathis- radio and television advertising.
son & Assoc., Milwaukee, to sales staff MBS Central GILBERT LIDDLE, partner CKCR Kitchener, named
Div.
president and general manager, succeeding the late
CLYDE MITCHELL. JIM MITCHELL, a son, named
DON HINE, production director KNXT (TV) Los An- commercial
manager.
geles, named production administrator. In new post
Mr. Bakke
Mr. Hine heads up all production facilities of station SHIRL EVANS program manager WXLW Indianapolis,
Saliner as well as being responsible for purchasing of film.
transfers to sales staff.
EDWARD W. PARO to ABC Chicago, as network radio salesman,
HARRY MINKOFF named to sales staff WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y., as
was with KMOX St. Louis and Texas State Radio Network.
He account
executive.
JORY NODLAND, sales manager of WNMP Evanston, 111., to sales staff
WMAQ Chicago.
HUGH B. DUNBAR, commercial manager WKIC Hazard, Ky., appointed
to sales department WHAS Louisville, Ky.
TOM HAWLEY, account executive in New York office, CBS Radio Spot
Sales, appointed account executive on network sales staff of CBS Radio, JOSEPH SERGIO, chief accountant WISN Milwaukee, appointed busieffective immediately.
ness manager.
EDWIN J. KASPAR, radio sales division NBC Chicago, to sales staff
E. BURK appointed to sales staff WBAL Baltimore. He was
WOR-TV New York, as account executive. Mr. Kaspar will be head- ALFRED
with Wilmington.
WITH Baltimore and General Electric Supply Corp. of Baltimore
and
quartered instation's Chicago office.
ROBERT RUDOLPH, assistant research director Associated Merchandis- Mrs. RITA BURLESON, to sales staff WAYS Charlotte, N. C. She was
ing Corp., N. Y., to sales staff of John H. Perry Assoc., national radio and with advertising department The Charlotte News.
newspaper advertising representatives, same city.
ANN EVANS, WBNS Columbus, Ohio, to WRC and WNBW (TV) Washington, as advertising assistant.
PetAenald • • •

THEY'RE
GOING
STEADY

.

Seventy percent of WLAV
clients go steady. Many of
them have long since forgotten the date of the original
signing: most of them are on
a "till forbid" basis. WLAV
has a lower percentage of
turnover in advertisers than any Grand Rapids station.
Ifandyouholds
judge
a
radio
station
by
the
local
and wins
— then join the happy throng.clients
Basedit woos
on results
alone,—
you'll
be
a
"steady"
from
this
day
forward.
Jergens
Texas Company
11 YEARS
Philco
Boston Store
8 YEARS
Swift & Co
Mich. Gas Co
Central
Reformed
YEARS
Holsum Bread
Church
C Spark Plugs
10 YEARS
Children's
Bible Hour AYEARS
General Mills
Bennett Fuel
Brewing
J & J Music Co
Burkholder Chevrolet Goebel
Hickok Oil Company
Fox Jewelers
YEARSBrewing
Herrud Packing
Atlas
6 YEARS
Wurzburg
Galewood
Outfitting
Baxter
Laundry
Griffith
Shoe
Polish
9 YEARS
Chase & Sanborn
Lever Brothers
Economy
Shoes
Cody
Cafeteria
P. Lorillard
Elston Storage
Fox
Brewing
Co
Frost Pack
Republic Distributing
Sears Roebuck
Ill
m
Make your date with
III I mm AM
john e. pearson
■ W
AM-FM • ABC for
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN Michigan's Second Market
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FRANK STANTON, president CBS, presented scroll by Joint Defense
Appeal
his earnest devotion
and outstanding
a better"For
understanding
of our democratic
heritageendeavor
and hisin furthering
exemplary
public service in constantly providing a forum on the great CBS Network for the expression of the American ideal." . . . AL VAUGHAN,
account
KOIN Portland Ore., elected president of Portland
Kiwanis executive
Club.
BILL STEWART, sales department KFKA Greeley, Colo., appointed
state chairman for local Voice of Democracy Contest. . . . STANLEY
SPERO, salesman KFAC Los Angeles, named chairman of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. radio sales promotion committee. He replaces KEVIN SWEENEY, sales manager KHJ-TV Los Angeles, now
with BAB [B»T, Oct. 29]. . . . EDWARD LAMB, publisher of Erie Dispatch and owner of WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., WTOD and WTRT (FM)
Toledo, and WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, presented scroll by interfaith
group for his "magnificent religious contribution."
HUGH B. TERRY, vice president and general manager KLZ Denver,
appointed member of state advisory program committee of Colorado
Assn. of Soil Conservation. . . . NOLEN FRICKS, WNOX Knoxville,
Tenn., appointed account executive WMBM Miami Beach, Fla. . . .W. J.
WILLIS, commercial department WKY-TV Oklahoma City, elected
vice president of Oklahoma City Advertising Club. He was also elected
to
honoraryfraternity.
membership in Alpha Delta Sigma, national honorary
advertising
NORM BAILEY, assistant manager WKBR Manchester N. H., father of
boy, John Thomas JOHN B. BROWNING, manager WSPB Sarasota,
Fla., elected to board of directors of local Chamber of Commerce. . . .
RALPH ZUENGES, sales staff WTAX Springfield, 111., and Gertrude
Keys, to be married Nov. 17.
GEORGE CRANSTON, manager WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth, has returned to his duties after two and one-half month tour of Europe with
Mrs. Cranston.
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FOR
*NEW

ENGLAND

WEATHER"
WBZ SPECIFIED A BL
AW- KNOX
HOT DIP GALVANIZED TOWER

Thousands of listeners and lookers in
the heavily populated area surrounding
Boston have noted a distinct improvement in FM and TV reception. There's
no mystery about it . . . you're looking
at a photo of the reason. It's a highly
efficient Blaw-Knox Tower, rising 649 ft.
above WBZ's new Radio and Television
Center, located in the neighborhood of
Harvard's famous stadium.

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Building
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

BLAW-KNOX^TOWERS
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Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride "THIS
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Associated Press . . .
constantly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours!
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone!
• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits!
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.!
• offices throughout the world!
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newsmore than 100,000
daily! andpapers .. .women
men
contributing

Says General Manager Hutt: "Our Associated Press
news programs sell so easily and are so easily renewable that we wish we had more to offer. One news
sponsor is now completing his 14th straight year.
As to pulling power — once, during our AP newscasts
we offered a free map of Korea. Ten mentions over
a four-day period brought more than 8,000 requests."

10th with

AP

RESULTS count! RESULTS are
the payoff - RESULTS, whether
in 8,000 inquiries or 100 new bank
accounts. Associated Press news
is a prime payoff for station and
sponsor alike.
Speedy, accurate news coverage
builds big audiences . . . listening
audiences . . . audiences tuned to
message.
the news ... and to the sponsor's

NEWS

Let Associated Press news help
you write your own success story.
For information on how you can
profit . . . WRITE

"Associated Press news," says Station Manager
Williams, "is the foundation of our operation. This
is shown by listener surveys and by the fact that
sponsors are waiting in line for our key 15-minute
AP newscasts."
And from Martin N. Wyckoff, Secretary-Treasurer
of the New Brunswick Savings Institution: "In pulling
power and prestige, AP news pays its way for us.
We announced the opening of Christmas Club accounts with one line following AP newscasts. THAT
VERY DAY 100 accounts were opened."

MEMBER

OF THE ASSOCIATED
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duPont Scholarships
IN THE HISTORY-drenched atmosphere of
Washington & Lee U. at Lexington, Va., last
week there occurred an event that makes history for radio. Administration of the duPont
Awards for outstanding performance in radio
and television was transferred to the university with an enlargement of scope and functiontitoonsprovide
for scholarships
in communicaat any accredited
university.
It was at W. & L. that journalism instruction at the college level was cradled in 1869
during the presidency of Gen. Robert E. Lee.
Now "audible" and "visual" journalism, as
exemplified by radio and television, are recognized at W. & L. for scholarship awards.
Under the original duPont charter, founded
in 1942, plaques and $1,000 awards have been
made to large and small stations (whether
radio or TV) and to a national commentator.
The new procedure provides that the recipient
may allocate the prize money to establish, in
its name, a scholarship at any university for
study communications.
The first such selection already has been
made— by WFIL-TV Philadelphia. It was the
winner, last year, of a television award.
Several speakers in Lexington last Monday
commented on the need for the building of a
reservoir of executive and administrative personnel for the expanding broadcasting arts.
The scholarships are a stride in the direction
of establishing these pursuits at the professional, rather
thanpress
the "industry"
ever heard
of the
industry?) level. (Who
We congratulate Mrs. Alfred L duPont, who
established these awards in memory of her
revered husband, for her foresight and wisdom
in recognizing the merits of broadcasting as a
public service. And we commend also the
selection of Washington & Lee as the administering institution.
NCAA's Fumble
THE National Collegiate Athletic Assn. is
beginning to win, hands down, the unpopularity contest it entered when it decided to
place absurd restrictions on the telecasting
of football games.
On Nov. 10 it relaxed its rules, in deference
to public demand, and let the Notre DameMichigan State game be telecast in Detroit
and Washington, two cities which were scheduled to be blacked out of the coverage according to the original NCAA plan.
We don't think this will be the last instance
in which public opposition to artificial bans
against radio and TV will embarrass the
NCAA. Judging by the growing dissension
among NCAA members over this question, we
predict that the association will be unable
next ulesyear
the iron
over season.
schedthat ittohasexertexerted
in thepower
current
College football already is suspect for its
financial motives because of scandals that occurred earlier this year, and the continued
imposition of barriers against telecasts for
the purpose of protecting gate receipts, will do
nothing to mitigate this suspicion.
We cannot help believing that the situation
will resolve itself, without legal action, and
that the NCAA will give football back to its
college members — and back to the public —
next year.
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Quick Buck, Slow Death
THERE IS a hard lesson to be learned from
the plight of several hundred radio stations
that are creditors of the bankrupt Hadacol
outfit. The lesson is that the quick buck is
not always the sound way to quick profits
and indeed
can work
than
short-term
gain. a bigger long-term loss
Some of the creditors of Hadacol dealt with
the exuberant Dudley J. LeBlanc at price levels
far below those quoted on their rate cards.
The theory
they would
get a tremendous volumewasof that
business
by making
drastic
concessions in the unit price of their time.
Well,
they
got
the
volume
all
right,
and
the
business
bankrupt. too after the medicine firm went
thing doesrecently
not stop from
at Hadacol.
hadThiscomplaints
stationsWe've
that
had not been paid for time they sold to a certain advertising agency pushing a mail-order
nursery campaign. None of these stations
thought it inconsistent that they had agreed
in the first instance to carry the advertising
at rates that were under their rate cards.
All this adds up to the fact that no business
can consider itself really respectable if it
makes one price to one customer and another
to someone else. Multiple pricing is the mark
of the junk dealer. It has no place in radio.
Health of Competition
THE
healthy,"
preachedAXIOM
from the"competition
beginning of is
business,
but
observed mostly in the breach, is beginning
to pay off. And for radio too.
Television was the ogre thrust upon advertising media that threatened to destroy the
competition maxim. And it has cut a swath
quite unequalled by any other media in our
times, other than possibly that of radio itself.
What has happened since the "Television
Revolution"business,
began six
Network
television
to beyears
sure,ago?
for the
first
time has surpassed network radio business.
Major TV networks are sold out. Many of
the TV markets,
stations, are
notably
station
S.R.O.those in one or twoBut practically every other advertising
medium is doing better than ever. For example,
eight of the first ten evening newspapers with
the biggest advertising lineage gains this year
are in TV markets. Magazines are claiming new
lineage records, even with fourth and fifth
rounds of rate increases (since V-J Day).
And radio? Almost everywhere, local business is 'way there
up. National
up, although
are soft spot
areas average
here andis
there. And network is improving.
The important thing is that TV has stimulated new thinking, new sales efforts and new
programming formats. Mutual gets a shot-inthe-arm with its new MGM talent tie-up, which
has a vast potential. The affiliates of the
newest of the networks — Liberty — sing its
praises. The old-line networks are realigning
scope and function.
Out of these changes in pressures and temperatures should emerge a sound economic
basis. Radio needs only to quit its intramural
bickering and set its sights for selling new
business. And, as Dr. R. A. Kemper, of Louisvil e U. said the other day, broadcasters should
quit
"doingwithyoura blunt
damndest
to beat ofyourselves
to death
instrument
your devising— 'program rating' as a circulation
criterion."
Withal, we hereby predict that, when the
books are balanced, radio business in 1951 will
surpass that of the preceding year, or any
other year in radio history.

our respects to:

ROBERT DEWITT CLINTON MEEKER
IFwhat
YOU youjuststarttrywith,
to dothings
an efficient
sooner orjoblaterof
catch
fire,"
Robert
D.
C.
tends. The effectiveness of his Meeker
argumentcon-is
indicated
by
the
blazing
business
Mr.
Meeker's
station representative firm has done under
his
management since 1946.
After having more than tripled the number
of clients he started with, Mr. Meeker last
April packed his files and collected his staff
tothe move
quarters three times as large as
formerintooffice.
Four-alarm success in his field as a whole
is indicated by another office Mr. Meeker
tenants, that of president of the National
Assn. of Radio and TV Station Rpresentatives.
Elected vice president in 1949, he was voted
into the top office for 1951, but at first refused
the position. Voters made it unanimous, however, thereby drafting their man.
executive's
Jan.
25,The1911,young
in Aurora,
111., career
where started
his parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
A.
Meeker,
lived.
'Like
many other people in radio, Mr. Meeker has
a background of varied experience and training. His took a military twist that was
culminated by service as a captain in the
Marine Corps during World War II.
After grammar school in the Midwest, young
Bob Meeker was sent to school for one year
at the Principia Academy in St. Louis for his
first pre-military training. His next stop in
preparing for college was at the Gunnery
School in Washington, Conn., which — in spite
of its name — gave him more academic than
military instruction. He remained near the
militaryfer ed to the
scene,
so to speak,
transMorristown
Schoolwhen
in Newhe Jersey,
located near the site of some historic fighting
during the Revolution.
His father, an engineer, wanted the young
man to study at Yale, but, being a southerner
and
well awarefound
of thetheSouth's
at Princeton,
latter representation
school acceptable— at his son's insistence.
Bob Meeker thus demonstrated his perseverance at winning a point early in his career.
He
engineering
with the Class
of '32,
and studied
then went
on to —Worcester
Polytechnic
Institute for further work in mechanical engineering.
From engineering to advertising was a fast
and immediate step, however, for Mr. Meeker
took his first job with McKesson-Robbins for
a year of sales and special promotions in the
southland his family had originally come from.
He soon moved back North, however, to take
(Continued on page 59)
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Join us for
the weekend

in
Northern
Ohio

fjocJz Betuuf,
Meet the largest radio audience in Northern Ohio.
It's reached over WGAR, Cleveland . . . and winter
weekend time offers wonderful opportunities.
Yes, almost everybody's home on weekends . . .
especially during the "indoors" months ahead.
And this part of our audience includes Cuyahoga
County's 629,000 gainfully employed (their families, too)
. . . with greater spending power than ever before.
Put your advertising dollars to work overtime.
Reach this greatest of all potential audiences . . .
the "weekenders" who spend more than the usual
number of hours with their families, talking
about things they need to buy.
WGAR offers the largest audience of any Cleveland
station every day of the week . . . with a special plus
for those who join us over the weekend!

m A/ovtfaeMt, Ohio..

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST
ADVERTISING MEDIUM
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%

A+nal & Andy

Vaucflut Monroe
Antkusi Qodfaey

ihe SPOT-for SPOT RADIO

WGAR Cleveland . 50,000 WATTS • CBS ^ % Represented Nationally by
rJ!jeastern office: 665 fifth ave., new york city ifc^t'
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ADMEN'S
Should ShoulderROLE
Leadership
ADVERTISING industry should
not only work in Washington for
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA I
WSAZ
air-casters ^
better understanding of its funcOne •( thi Nation's lldest Stations
tion, but should also take a more
active part in international exchanges, Frederic R. Gamble, presiAL HOUGH, program director Washington, resigns to go into TV
dent of the American Assn. of AdWJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit, to acting in San Francisco.
vertising Agencies, said Tuesday.
WJZ-TV New York, BOB CAWLEY, announcer - director
at the annual meeting
Phoenix, to KOTV (TV) of Speaking
as program
tor, effective directoday KPHO-TV
the
AAAA
Michigan Council in
Tulsa, as music director.
(Monday)Nov.[Closed
Detroit,
Mr.
Gamble
said:
Circuit,
5]. JACK CLARK, announcer, and BAR- not
going
to
be
in the "It
yearsis
BARAKCBSMcKNIGHT,
program married
depart- ahead for us toenough
tend
only
to
our
ment
San
Francisco,
JACK L. HARdomestic affairs. Unless we par| RELL appointed Nov. 10.
ticipate
more
in
international
efWILCOX, promotion writer
W O B vilSe, Fla. Jackson- BILL
forts,
advertising
in otherin counMORE LISTENERS
KCBS San Francisco, father of daughtries
may
go
by
default
ways
ter, Kathleen Gloria.
rector ALLAN COPELAND, of "Modernaires" that hurt it and us."
m diSTOGograannouncer
prEARL
THAN
a NER,
Mr. Hough
Observing
that American
adversinging
on CBS Radio Club 15,
W D V A Danville, father ofgroup
tising men and
their techniques
boy, Michael, Nov. 7.
Va., appointed promotion director. He WILLIAM
seem
remote
to
European
members
ALL STATIONS
CORRIGAN,
producer
succeeds BILL SANDERFUR, who has WRC Washington, and Harriet Bell, of the field, he noted that Ameribeen appointed to sales staff. ROGER
cans were not fully represented at
LEA to WDVA, as announcer and hill- married.
the Inter-in
billystaffdisc jockey.
KEN PARKER HARRY BABBITT, singer emcee this year'snationalCongress
COMBINED*
Chamber of ofCommerce
named
announcer.
by C. E. HOOPER 1951
KTLA (TV) Hollywood, awarded cita- Lisbon or at the International AdBILL PLATT, writer - newscaster by Lt.tionKenneth
for "outstanding
vertising Conference in London.
Bell Post,Americanism"
VFW.
KDSH Kathleen,
Boise, Ida.,Nov.
father2. of daughter,
Laura
5000 WATTS— 930 KC
JOHN ZEIGLER, producer WNBK "Our country has had leadership
thrust
upon us,"
he observed.
(TV) Cleveland,
ED RODGERS, WHBF-TV Rock Is- Susannah,
advertising
people
are going"Weto
ABC PROGRAMS
Nov. 2.father of daughter, have
to find time and energy to
land, to WCPO-TV Cincinnati, as an- Mrs. MARGARET
nouncer-director.
(Peg) WHITE,
the field has built
FRANK CALLENDER, assistant stage newswriter,
staff writer. to ABC Hollywood, as do Although
our part."
Represented by
manager KLAC-TV Los Angeles,
prestige
in Washington through its
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
named producer-director. New duties
public
services,
Mr. Gamble showed
include production and direction of
concern
at
the
"sudden
Phantom
Ranger
and
Mike
Roy's
of
recruit
advertising
inprohibition"
the recent
Kitchen.
JOE MACKEY, staff writer New York
appropriation bill and at
LEE SHIRLEY, farm homemaking World-Telegram & Sun, to publicity defense
the
attacks
on
the
Capehart
specialist, to WGAR Cleveland, Town department of ABC.
Amendment and its allowance for
and Country Show.
HARLEY BRANCH named night news selling costs. Advertising approWSAZTV
JACK ROWZIE, announcer WINX editor WRFC Athens, Ga.
priations are no longer the sole
Washington, to announcing staff RICK WEAVER, WXGI Richmond, decision of company management,
WWDC-AM-FM
Washington.
he
warned,
but have become the
Va., named sports director WCEN
CAaruie£
W. L. (Bill) WILLIS Jr., assistant Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
objectmentofofficesattention
fromBureau
govern-of
such
as the
manager Norfolk division WRVA CHET HUNTLEY and HANK WEAInternaltions Board.
Revenue, OPS, and MuniRichmond,
Va.,
to
announcing-producVER,
newscaster
ABC,
named
top
pertion department in Richmond.
formers in newscasting field in California by Fortnight Magazine.
"If many of these people decide
JESSE LEONARD, announcing staff WALTER
(Sandy) MILLER, news wrong, it may well upset the vigor
KEX
director.Portland, Ore., named production staff KSTP-AM-TV Minneapolis, of our economy — a semi-mobilized
economy that is now carrying a
DICK McCULLOUGH, JOHN FREW named news editor.
and JIM MARTIN named to music STANLEY J. SCHILL appointed to heavy
load," ofMr.misunderstanding
Gamble said.
"The danger
and
Ga. announcing staffs WRFC Athens, news staff WHAS-TV Louisville.
BOB SMITH, farm editor WGAR is always present . . . how to get
better understanding of advertisBARBARA JONES, secretary to NED Cleveland, father of boy Erick.
ing needs the industry's thought
HULLINGER, station relations man- REX GOAD, Trans Radio, appointed
ager ABC Western Div., to KWRW news desk supervisor WRC WashingReno,
Nev.
ROSALIND
PHILLIPS
ton.
BILL
KLOEPFER,
reporter
succeeds Miss Jones at ABC.
Washington
Times-Herald,
to news and effort."
staff
WRC. RUSSELL
TORNABENE,
BRADLEY D. STEIGER, musical di- graduate
Indiana U., named to news HOLIDAY SHOWS
rector WXRA Kenmore, N. Y., and staff.
Given by RCA Thesaurus
programcal ed director
WXRC
(FM),
reto active duty with Marine RUSS VAN DYKE, newscaster KRNT DESCRIBED as the greatest holiCorps. He will serve as radio corre- Des Moines, appointed news director.
day package in the company's hisspondent for Marineat Naval
FighterAirSquadLEON DECKER, news editor KCMO
ron 441 stationed
Sta- Kansas
"Big Christmas
Six" — and
five
City, named regional director holidaytory,transcribed
programs
tion at Niagara Falls, N. Y.
of information, Office of Price Stabili- one seasonal script series — is bezation.
MARTIN
BUSCH, ofactor,
ing sent to RCA Thesaurus subager and member
New stage
York manCity CHARLES CRAIG, announcer WDVA
Center staff, to WPIX (TV) New Danville, Va., appointed news editor.
scribers along with
the library's
monthly
release
for November.
York, as assistant
director — — withof ROSE JOSEPH, free lance publicist,
FREDDIE
BARTHOLOMEW
Programs
include
Walter
Hampto CBS Hollywood, in radio press de1 MARKET
Swift's Movie Time.
den in "Story of the Nativity,"
partment.
Charles Dickens' "Christmas
KIETH MATHER, film director WKYABC— CBS— NBC— DTN
and four Thesaurus feaTV Oklahoma City, appointed assist- WHB Kansas City, Mo., has signed Carol," tures:
"Christmas Visit With Ted
ant
program
manager.
He
will
still
Charles Michelson Inc., New York Malone," "Christmas
maintain general supervision of film with
Represented by
Cards and
radio transcription firm, for its twodepartment.
THE KATZ AGENCY
hour Monday-Friday program series, Carols," "Christmas Shopping JinHour of Mystery. Series will be on five 15-minute
gles" and "Christams
PEG FORBES,
press-promotion
descripts. Calendar,"
partment WRC and WNBW (TV) station daily, 7-9 p.m., for full year.
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ZENITH

£

©

for

YOU!

Full fa®

in one

issue
The

of Collier's
largest

national

ad

history

. . •

November

30

in TV-Radio
appearing

page after colorful page in Life,
Look, Time, Saturday Evening Post,
Ladies' Home Journal and othersl

It's Zenith's history-making CHRISTMAS SALES DRIVE . . .
land here's YOUR share! Giant 46-PIECE CHRISTMAS WIN§bw . . . Zenith's biggest ever. Colorful SANTA CLAUS
IOY GIVE-AWAY ... the smartest traffic-builde.r of all
time. 8-PAGE CHRISTMAS GIFT CATALOG in color for you
to mail. Plus Counter Pieces, FREE LOCAL ADVERTISING of
lyour store, tie-in ads for YOU to run. And every phase is
perfectly timed to produce TEN TIMES the impact of ordinary Christmas campaigns. It's your promise of HISTORYMAKING Christmas sales. Sign up with your Zenith Man now!

•LONG DISTANCE" RADIO
and TELEVISION
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION • Chicago 39, Illinois
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Don't Ignore, Don't Plunge,
Nielsen Warns on TV
GMA MEET
THE WISE advertiser will neither ignore TV, letting his competitors
pre-empt the best time and talent and become expert in using this new
medium, nor will he plunge into TV without effective guidance, Arthur
C. Nielsen, president, A. C. Nielsen Co., said Monday in a talk to the
Grocery Mfrs. of America, meeting
at The
the Waldorf-Astoria,
York. 38% of the radio homes but only
financial hazardsNewinvolved
13% of the TV homes; the lower
in the use of video advertising is income classes represented 33% of
suggested, Mr. Nielsen noted, by the radio families but only 17%
the range of nearly seven to one of the TV families.
in the cost of reaching televiewers,
Accordingly,
he stated,
"a shift
which in March 1951 ran from from
radio to TV
would undoubt$6.66 per thousand homes for Godedly strengthen your urban and upfrey and His Friends to $44.58 for
per income sales position, but at the
College Bowl. Similiarly, he said,
of your small town, rural
the wide variation in time devoted expense
and
income positions. This
to TV shows by average families, may lower
or may not result in a net
ranging in August for half-hour sales gain — depending on the relaprograms from 10.5 minutes for
tive sales effectiveness of the two
Pantomime Quiz to 25.3 minutes media (per dollar of cost), the
for Racket Squad, also suggests relative importance of your urban
"the hazards in the use of TV and and rural markets and many other
hence the importance of sound research guidance."
factors."
The location
brand's
"Additional
hazards inarisethe asaudience,
a result potential
market of
is antheimportant
of
the
fluctuations
in determining relafrom minute to minute,
during each consideration
tive advertising appropriations for
telecast,"ample,Mr.
Nielsen Beulah
stated. broadcast
"For exthe program
onenceJuly
31, 1951,
starts
with
an but
afudi-it radio
said. and television, Mr. Nielsen
of
only
12.1%
of
TV
homes,
reachesof 19.0%—
a maximum,
at the50%26thgreater!
minmore than
Kay West,
program
Basedute, gram,
on theretheis annual
cost
of
this
pro- director
for KEXwomen's
Portland,
Ore.,
aabout
difference,
in commerwon top honors for the second year
cial
value,
of
$186,000
between
the
high
point
and
the
low
points
—
in
the
radio
division
for
Grocery
from
the standpoint
of location of Mfrs. of America's "Life Line of
commercial
announcements.
"Another
example
of wide
the hazards
in- America" contest.
v
o
l
v
e
d
i
s
found
in
the
variations
Jane Weston, WOWO Ft. Wayne,
ofof program
audiences
by income
levels
families
reached.
For
example,
the
received honorable mention,
programincome
Beulah class
reaches
22.1%but of33.3%
the Ind.,
also the second time, in the contest
upper
homes
ofprogram
the lower
income
class,
while
the
for woman food and home ecoBigelowincome
Theater class
reachesbut 25.7%
nomics broadcasters who explain
of11.9%the ofupper
only
the
lower
income
class.
Obprocesses between food in the field
viously
these
two
programs
are
enand
food
on the table to American
in thenottypesbe ofat audience
reachedtirelyanddifferentwould
all suit- audiences. No TV awards were
ucts. able for selling the same types of prod- made.
"While I ashave"hazards,"
referredit tomustthe also
above
Prize — a sterling silver bowl —
conditions
understood
clearly for
that deriving
they also highly
repre-be was presented by Paul S. Willis,
sent
opportunities
GMA president, and was accepted
profitable results from television. . . ." on
behalf of Miss West by J. E.
It would be a mistake in most
and gencases to rob other media, especially Baudino,
eral vice
managerpresident
of Westinghouse
radio, to pay for TV, Mr. Nielsen Radio Stations, owners of both
declared.
of radio's
WOWO. was
Miss West's
strengths, One
he noted,
is its greatest
blanket- KEX and program
called,
ing of all markets — urban and winning
"Wheat
.
.
.
From
the
Field to the
rural, upper and lower incomes, etc. Table" while Miss Weston's
was
In April 1951, Mr. Nielsen re- a description of "Corn ... Its Hisported, the southern states contory, The Development of Matained 22% of the nation's radio
chinery For The Growth and Prohomes but only 9% of the TV
ces ing of This Vital Food, and
homes; the rural areas contained Its Importance As a Money Crop."
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as

Mr. Miller (I), together with Mr.
Day (c) and Mr. Abrams, records
a "talking letter" to General ±

HOME MESSAGES
WFIL Tapes for Servicemen
LeROY MILLER, disc jockey for
WFIL Philadelphia, presided at
ceremonies
new "talk-of
ing letter" beginning
service for a relatives
men in the armed forces. Tape recordings were made at the midcity store of Williams, Brown &
Earle, which is conducting the
service.
Together with Peter Abrams,
president of the store, and William
L. Day, general chairman of Philelphia's 1952 United
paign, Mr. adMiller
recordedFundthe camfirst
"talking letter" for mailing to
Gen. Matthew Ridgway in Tokyo.
Later, mothers of servicemen in
Korea recorded messages to their
sons. On-the-spot interviews were
airedler byLuncheon
WFILClub.
on the
EventLeRoy
also Milwas
filmed by WFIL-TV for showing on
the RCA Victor Television Newsreel.

Ridgway. "
CBC GRANTS
Gets Funds, New Powers
NEW POWERS and money grants
for Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
came up
before the
Commons at Ottawa
Nov.House
9 whenof Revenue Minister J. J. McCann stated CANADIAN RATES
that the government had no inten- INCREASEDSeenratesHigher
on Canadian
in '52
tion ceiver
of dropping
license fee the
in annual
Canada re-of stations can be expected by Canadian advertisers in 1952, Pat Freedespite the fact it costs 12%
to$2.50
collect.
man, sales director of the CanaThe revenue minister also told
dian Assn. of Broadcasters, told
the House of Commons that the a meeting of the Assn. of Canadian
government planned to implement Advertisers at Montreal last week.
certain parts of the Massey Royal He pointed out that one-third of
Commission report tabled earlier the 76 CAB member stations
this year. Among recommendations operating 10 years ago are chargbeing adopted was that of annual
ing the same advertising rates togrants to CBC.
day as in 1946.
In 1951-52 fiscal year, the curMr.
Freeman
economic
position of stated
the 104"the[CAB]
rent year, CBC will receive $4,750,000 from the Canadian treas- stations is only fairly sound. Most
been making a profit.
ury.
to thisfeesis almost
$6 mil- ofButthemall have
lion inAdded
license
and revenue
too few of these stations
from commercial broadcasting, have made the kind of profit that
bringing the total to almost $14 their auditors now consider necesmillion, or $1 per Canadian. The
saryness.
for continuing
financial
... At present
rates,soundour
grant will go towards more programming and better service of profit margin, which has never been
non-commercial programs. In each substantial, must lose ground."
of the next four years the CBC
Reviewing briefly the increases
will
receive annual grants of $6,- in all costs to stations in the past
ury.
250,000 from the Canadian treas- 10 years and the arbitrary rates
set by the Canadian Broadcasting
The new radio legislation also Corp. for network time on indecalls
for
appeal
by
privately-owned
stations, Mr. Freeman
Canadian stations to the courts on showed whypendentstations
will have to
rulings of the CBC, requires CBC boost their rates to remain in existto discuss new rulings with inence.
He
also
felt
that
CBC netdependent stations and gives the
work and CBC station rates will
CBC more powers over employment necessity.
have to be increased from economic
ofstations.
Canadian talent on independent
A 26-man permanent radio com- CBC Names Two
mit e is being established in the
House of Commons to investigate SECOND in a series of changes
finances and operations of CBC in top personnel of Canadian
and the new Canadian radio legis- Broadcasting Corp. has been anlation. During reading of the new
nounced with promotion of Charles
Canadian legislation, CBC and
from assistant gengovernment were castigated by op- R. Delafield
supervisor to supervisor of the
position members for slowness of CBC eralInternational
Service, with
Canadian TV development.
at Montreal.
sucRestrictions also were asked to headquarters
ceeds Ira Dilworth
who was Hemoved
be embodied in the new legislation to Toronto as supervisor of proto limit powers of CBC on facgram production for entire CBC
simile. Under present Canadian
[B»T,
Nov. 12].of Arthur
radio legislation, CBC through operation
L.
Pidgeon,
coordinator
policy
facsimile would be able to control for CBC International
Service,
Canadian daily newspapers, it is moves up to assistant supervisor of
the service.
held.
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Respects
(Continued from page 54.)
an advertising position with the
New York News and Metropolitan
Sunday papers. From there, he became account executive with Pedlar
& Ryan for three years, leaving
to work on a special sales promotion and research project for several Pennsylvania papers.
Shortly after the war started,
Mr. Meeker joined the OSS ("The
Office of Secret Societies," he calls
it) for aington.
year's
WashThen hisservice
early inmilitary
training came into full use: He
transferred to the Marines, serving
as an air combat intelligence officer.
During the war, he had a chance,
he felt, to evaluate his work and
ultimately change his field "withaheadoutasbetraying
well asloyalties."
back on hisLooking
career,
he saw radio as the really major
medium, a point argued persuasively at that time by his friend,
Clair R. McCollough, general manager of the Steinman Stations.
sold against
while
in "Having
the newspaper
end radio
of things,
I realized what potentialities there
were in the field," he says today.
"I suppose it was a matter of that
old saying, 'If you can't beat them,
join them'."
Formed Own Firm
After his release from the service, he organized his own radio
representative firm by acquiring
the facilities of Radio Adv. Co.
from Paul Raymer in April 1946
with 10 station contracts as a
starter. The company became well
enough
underto withstand
Mr. Meeker's
directionknown
not only
but
also to require a name change in
February 1948. Known today as
Robert Meeker Assoc. Inc., the
firm represents 32 AM stations,
plus 3 TV outlets, demonstrating
that it keeps abreast of the times.
The company has projected plans
for separating the TV business
from radio management and the
television branch was recently
established as a separate corporation.
Having recognized the challenge
of radio over newspaper advertising, Mr. Meeker might be expected

to make between
a parallel
rivalry
radiowith
and today's
television, but he does not.
all," hethe observes,
"TV is
still"After
essentially
same broadcasting medium, and you are selling
the same thing you sold on radio —
entertainment — to the same peoHe feels that newspapers are
still the ones who will have to fight
hardest because they are the ones
with greater economic problems
to meet:
The constantly increasing
costple."
of newsprint.
"The air waves, at least, refree," dollar,
he notes,radio
"That's
dollar mainfor
can why,
and
will do a more efficient job than
its major competitors."
is certain field
that will
"the find
boys"theirin
theHenewspaper
solution again, just as he is certain that radio will meet its new
competition and become stronger
as a result. Besides the arguments
that radio lends itself to use everywhere whereas TV is a less flexible
medium, that radio allows people to
do other things while TV commands full attention, Mr. Meeker
explains,question.
"The whole
thing
issagely
an economic
Not every
advertiser can afford TV."
As for the National Assn. of
Radio and TV Stations Representatives, he feels one of its biggest
jobs — tantandfor theone survival
of the most
impor-as
of radio
an advertising medium — has begun
to pay off: Selling the concept of
spot radio. Not all advertisers are
aware tage,of flexibility,
spot radio's
he says,big andadvanthe
very idea has had to be explained,
discussed, promoted, argued and
resolved before the subject of time
could even be broached.
Modestly giving credit for spot
radio's recent growth to smart time
buyers, goodsentatipublicity,
radio repreves and the stations
themselves, he quietly observes, "It was

CANADIAN RATINGS
Reported for October
FOR THE first time in a number
of years four Canadian programs
made the first 10 most popular
evening shows heard in Canada in
the October national rating of
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. Leading is Radio Theatre with rating
of24.4,26.4,Ourfollowed
by Amos
Andy
Miss Brooks
21.7,'n'Charlie
McCarthy 21.6, Share the Wealth
16.2 (Canadian program), Great
Gildersleeve 15.9, Father Knows
Best 15.8, Ford Theatre (Canadian
program)adian15.5,
NHL15.4,
Hockey
program)
and (CanYour
Host (Canadian program) 15.2.
Daytime
five
leading
programs
Canada were Ma Perkins 19.1, Bigin
Sister 16.7,
Pepper15.3,Young's
FamilyCan 16.5,
Laura
Limited
and Life
Be
Beautiful
15.French-language
Of
the
programs,
leading
five
evening
programs
in
October were Un26.9,Homme
Metropole
Theatreet Son
FordPeche
20.5,33.6,
Pause
Qui
Rafraichit
20.4,
and
LesLa
Peintres de la Chansson 19.8, Daytime
/LUBBOCK/
the leading
five French-language
proPrincipale
Jeunesse grams
Doreewere Rue
21.4, Grande
Soeur 22.6,
20.5,
Maman
Jeanne
20.3,
and
Quart
d'Heure
de detente 18.5.
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Sells Trailers
IF YOU youwant
to "move"
trailers,
tact WPTR might
Albany,wellN. conY.,
which came up with a new
radio success story. Liberty
Trailer Sales & Service used
a daily spot on the station
over a two-week span and
moved eight vehicles for a
total sales value of $40,000.
Spots None
were Corral
placed onafter
WPTR's
Bar
some
sales agencies had expressed
doubt about using radio advertising. After that success,
Liberty told Morgan Ryan
WPTR vice president and
general manager, the firm
has
radio's"ample
power. evidence" of

DISTRICT 13
Seeks NARBA Action
EARLY action on the third North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement
the SenatehasForeign
Relations by
Committee
been
asked by NARTB District 13
(Texas).
The district's
position wasadopted
first
delineated
in a resolution
at its Oct.
29-30
meeting
at
Houston. Kenyon Brown, KWFT
Wichita Falls, district director,
was instructed
to convey
the resolution to the Senate
Committee.
All
membersance at ofthetheconvention
district inwere
attend-to
appear as signatories of the telecommittee.
The resolutiongram twaso theadopted
unanimously.

andMr.stillMeeker
is a tough
and fight."
his wife, the
former Dorothy Holzinger, with
their three children, Pamela, 11 ;
Robert Jr. 9 ; and James, 8 months,
live in Greenwich, Conn., during
the summer. He belongs to the
Beach Club and the Field Club
there, preferring sports like tennis,
sailing and hunting to indoor
hobbies. In the winter, when the
family resides in Riverdale, N. Y.,
he substitutes squash for tennis
and renews his activity with the
American Legion, Marine Corps
Reserve Officers Assn. and the Phi
Gamma Delta and Princeton Clubs.

Nielsen Adds Five
FIVE NEW subscribers to the
Nielsen National Radio and Nielsen National Television Index
services were announced Nov. 8
by
A.
C. Nielsen,
president outof
A. C. Nielsen
Co. Pointing
that with these additions Nielsen
subscribers now represent 68% of
the radio programs and 52% of
the TV shows currently on the networks, he listed the five as follows :
Manhattan Soap Co.; Buchanan
Co.; Fletcher D. Richards Inc;
Ketchum MacLeod & Grove; and
Madison Square Garden Corp.

THE

PERFECT
Thrifty ^
COMBINATION!
.Coverage

3* \®^ 5 for 3
^ (&®s%Price Ratio

Get Sales
Others Do
v0n Q ..

J / Merchandising
Complete \ \ ,
*fc Service
MUTUAL IN MEMPHIS.
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tions Act prohibited the station 12th Year for Met
(KYW) from censoring the speech
and therefore made the station METROPOLITAN Opera again
will be heard Saturdays over ABC
immune to libel action.
under sponsorship of the
On appeal, the U. S. Court of Radio
Texas Co., New York, for twelfth
Appeals, Third Circuit, reversed consecutive
year, effective Dec. 1
the judgment with the reasoning
that the man who had made the with the broadcast performance of
"La Traviata." Originating from
speech was not himself a candidate the
Metropolitan Opera House in
for political office.
New York, the 1951-52 season will
Said
the
appellate
court:
"The
include
matinee performances
language of the section itself [Sec- carried on18 more
than 250 ABC station 315] and its legislative histions, according to the network last
tory compel the conclusion that the
As in the past, narrator
section applies only to the use of week.
a broadcasting station by a candi- will be Milton Cross.
date personally and that it does
not applycastingtostation
thebyuseother
of a persons
broad- a satisfactory compromise soluspeaking in the interest or support broadcasting.
tion to the problem of political
of Therefore,
a candidate."
said the higher court,
Since it made it possible for
Section 315 did not prevent the
to manage non-candistation from censoring the Repub- broadcasters
dates however they chose — as far
as
the
federal
law cared — a middlelican
committee
chairman's
speech.
What this decision did, for the
of political broadcasting
first time on so authoritative a ground
might be conceived, utilizing only
basis, was pin down Section 315 non-candidates for broadcast apto candidates themselves. It established the right of the broadcaster pearances.
The broadcaster could control
to treat all other political speakers the
number and timing of such appretty much as he chooses, at least
arances and could ride herd on
so far as the federal law is con- what was pesaid
— -to the extent of
cerned.
protecting
himself his
fromconscience
libel — in
(Thecisco federal
judge
in
San
Franwhatever
manner
a fortnight ago apparently and sense of public responsibility
was not thinking of this appellate
He could do this without
court decision during his remarks, dictated.
if news reports of the session are regard for federal law, but not
without regard for federal regulacorrect. The program in question tion.
was to be presented by supporters
The federal regulation in quesof the Communist candidate, and
therefore, Section 315, contrary to FCC. tion is that which comes out of the
the judge's reported remarks,
Under the power implicit in the
would not apply. The action, however, was brought to compel KSFO FCC's authority to grant, withhold
licenses, the Commisto carry out a contract it had and revoke
sion can and has exercised a great
already made to sell the time and
which the station was trying to deal of influence of the kind this
cancel. Hence the legal issues there publication has frequently called
did not hinge exactly on an inter- "regulation
by the thelifted
Time and again
FCC eyebrow."
eyebrow
pretation of Section 315.)
has
been
raised
menacingly
when
No Legal Compulsion
mention
of
political
schedules
was
With this important appellate made.
court decision on the record in
In October 1948, for example,
Philadelphia, it now appears that the Commission advised KWFT
the broadcaster has no legal com- Wichita Falls, Tex., and KRLD
pulsion to give any politician or
had a "repolitical speaker (save a candidate Dallas that licensees
lity" to make ofpolitical
himself) equal opportunity with time availablesponsibibecause
their
anybody else to broadcast and that
the broadcaster can censor as much "obligation to serve the public inor as little of any political speech
this same communication the
Only One Station gives you KCMO reaches eleven radio homes
(save that of a candidate) as he FCC(In established
another and very
desires.
important
condition governing pofor every ten reached by the next
Of course, with non-candidates terest." litical broadcasts. In answer to
removed from the application of inquiries from the two stations, it
closest Kansas City station. That's
Section 315, the broadcaster who
and general
eleca bonus that adds up. Get proofcarries any political speech (ex- said that
tions couldprimary
be considered
separately
cept that by a candidate) is also in determining the giving of equal
get the facts on Mid-America radio
removed from the protection, how- opportunity to rival candidates.
coverage from the Conlan "Study
ever scant, that Section 315 pro- Although the Commission hedged
vides against libel action.
ofAmerica
Listening
in the2 ofMidopinion by saying that stations
area. Habits"
Parts 1 and
the
Of practical necessity, the broad- its
to candicaster must exercise particular giving dateconsiderable
s in the primarytime
should
make
3-part continuing study are ready. care in examining the speeches of a "reasonable
amount"
of time
any non-candidate politician or
Write on your letterhead to
political spokesman who is given
in Mid-America
a chance to go on the air. The
broadcaster who is slip-shod about
watching for libel in such appearances is asking to be sued and
KCMO
socked hard.
5 0,0 00 WATTS
The Westinghouse decision by
125 E. 31st St. • Kansas City. Mo.
the U. S. Court of Appeals also
or THE KATZ AGENCY
opened the way for what might be
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How to Stay out of Jail
(Continued from page 25)
for the electorate to vote for him.
damages."
In short, themight
man
the broadcaster
Probably the most vexatious who ingsued
part of Section 315 of the Com- win the suit, but chances are the
munications Act is the one pro- judge wouldn't award him substantial damages. (This still, of
hibiting the broadcaster from cendoes nothing to relieve the
soring
broadcasts
by political can- course,
didates.
broadcaster of the costs of defending the action.)
Suppose a candidate appears at
I the studio with a script containing
A worse, and probably less prepatently libelous material. Federal
dictable, fate awaits the broadlaw prohibits the broadcaster from
caster who, in conforming to fedcensoring the libel out of the script.
eral
law,
puts a political candiDoes that same law make the
date's libelous
speechor onlocalthecourt.
air
is sued
in a state
broadcaster immune to liability ,and
In such
courts
federal
laws
do
should the person who is libeled not
apply.
decides to sue? You get a yes and
no answer to this one.
Again, attorneys believe, Section
A couple of weeks ago a San 315 might be of some use in reducing damages, but probably
Francisco federal judge, who
ordered KSFO to air a campaign would not provide as much protection as it does in federal courts.
program for a Communist candihistory on this question
"The Judicial
is indecisive.
stationdatehas[B»T,notNov.the 12],
right said:
to enforce
There is no strictly legal way a
censorship, but at the same time
the station bears no responsibility broadcaster can duck this issue
for what is said and cannot be (except by excluding all candidates, in itself a perilous course) .
sued for libel."
More than a year ago a U. S. He can, of course, attempt by reaDistrict Court in Philadelphia held
soning to persuade a candidate to
that stations were immune from edit out any remarks that appear
libel actions because of the Com- to be libelous, but even so gentle
a course as that might be conAct's explicit
prohibistrued as violating Section 315 if
tion againstmunication
their
exercising
cen- the candidate
wanted to make a
sorship.
case
of
it.
Court Is Reversed
Libel suits must be the broadNeither of these instances, howcaster's constant worry when he
ever, can be considered as defini- opens his microphone and/or
tive. The judge in San Francisco cameras to the political candidate.
Now while the judgment of the
seems to have been a little woolly
in his comments generally (as will federal court in Philadelphia, refer ed to above, was not decisive
be explained below) . The Philadelphia court was reversed by the as regards the question of the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, broadcaster's liability to libel suits,
although not on the question as it did lead to a court of appeals
to whether or not it erred in say- decision which did much to clear
ing that Section 315 provided im- the cobwebs away from other parts
of the political broadcasting law.
munity from libel.
The case in question was a libel
Competent attorneys agree that
brought against Westinghouse
Section 315's
againstof suit
censorship
does prohibition
imply a degree
Rad'o
a man whoin
claimedStations
he had Inc.beenby defamed
protection against libel actions.
In the event any libel action were a speech made by the chairman of
brought against a broadcaster in the Republican Central Campaign
a Federal court, the broadcaster Committee of Philadelphia. The
could cite the restriction against lower court returned a judgment
his censoring powers as a means for Westinghouse on the grounds
of, to use a legal phrase, "mitigat- that Section 315 of the Communica-

available to candidates for the same
offices in the general election, it
did effectively set up a separation
between the primary and the general.)
In its celebrated Port Huron
case, the Commission dwelt at
length on its philosophy of political broadcasting, which can be
summed up by saying the FCC
believes "fairness" and "equal opto obtain
further, thatportunity"nooughtstation
has and,
any
business tampering with the contents of political speeches.
In 1946 the Commission shook a
finger at the Texas Quality Network (WOAI San Antonio, WFAA
Dallas, WBAP Fort Worth, KPRC
Houston) for imposing restrictions
of political
that "do relationnot appear to bear time
a reasonable
s
h
i
p
t
o
the
needs
of
public
interest."
The Commission was protesting
because the network had worked
out a schedule permitting each
candidate for state office to have
one half-hour of time between
June 11 and July 13 and then prorate time between July 13 and July
27, date of. the primaries, on the
basis of written requests from
candidates. Since there were 56
candidates for state office in that
nrimary, the station could hardly
have reserved more time for each
without doing away with other programs altogether.
Has Needled Stations
Historically the Commission has
repeatedly needled stations into
expanding political broadcast schedules, despite the fact that Section
315 of the Communications Act
and Section 3.190 of the Commission's own rules and regulations
specifically state that stations are
under no obligation to put any
politics on the air.
By keeping in mind the fact that
Section 315 has been ruled inapplicable tonon-candidate's political
speeches and that the FCC, however, is committed to the belief
that politics on the air are public
service and therefore desirable (not
to say mandatory), the broadcaster
may find it possible to travel a
middle course which avoids Section
315 by staying away from candi-

dates themselves and avoids the
rebuke (or worse) of the FCC by
putting on the air a fair, impartial
sampling of non-candidates.
The advantage to be gained by
restricting the air to non-candidates is chiefly that of avoiding or
at least minimizing the danger of
libel. If the speakers were carefully chosen, they could provide a
full discussion of campaign issues
and personalities. Some attorneys
are counselling their clients to take
this middle course.
Political business is a headache
for every broadcaster, but it is
particularly
aggravated for the
network affiliate.

Takes Added Headaches
Unless the network affiliate
wishes to count himself out of
every workpolitical
broadcasthe takes
the net-on
makes available,
the headaches of the network and
adds them to his own.
Suppose Candidate A buys time
on a network and presents a speech
which is carried by Station XYZ
(along with many other stations
on the network). Candidate B
comes directly to Station XYZ and
demands equal time. Under Section
315, the station is obliged to submit. And so is every other station
that carried the network feed of
speech, demands
if Candidate
BCandidate
makes A's
individual
for
time upon the other stations.
The question of libel arises here
too. If Candidate A makes a libelous remark in his network
speech (which the network, of
course, is prevented by law from
censoring), Station XYZ can be
sued at the drop of a subpoena.
Again Section 315 might be invoked to mitigate damages and in
this case there is possibly further
protection in this regard because
the matter probably would be tried
in federal court, the netwoi'k feed
having state
put commerce.
the broadcast
But thein interbasic
liability of XYZ remains.
There'scasternos to play
sure politics
way for without
broadrisking their necks, but they can
keep their necks from getting out
so far as to invite decapitation by
studying up on the history and the
rules of the game. Some of the
importantmarized as follows:
points can be sum*****
% Ifdates on you
to remember:
put candiyour want
station,
Come one, come all. Section 315
of the Communications Act exRESULTS?
plicitly states that if you let one
"legally qualified candidate" broadTHAT'S US
cast, you must give an equal opcast too. portunity to let his rivals broadC HN S
#
But make sure you deal with
HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA
candidates that are legally qualified.
That means simply people for
Maritimes Busiest Station
whom the voters can vote.
5000 WATTS-NOW!
# If you're
letting touch
candidates
broadcast,
you cannot
their
Interested? Ask
scripts or cut them off the air if
they
become
libelous.
JOS. WEED & CO.
0 You can be sued for libel,
350 Madison Ave., New York
however, if libel goes over your air.
Libel is an ever-present problem
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PROMINENT JURISTS attended swearing-in of Judge Justin Miller, NARTB
board chairman, as chairman of Salary Stabilization Board. At Nov. 9 ceremony were (I to r): Chief Justice Bolitha J. Laws, U. S. District Court, D. C;
Eric Johnston, ESA Administrator; Judge Miller; Chief Justice Harold M.
Stephens, U. S. Court of Appeals, D. C.
iftion.you put candidates on your sta% Non-candidates are excluded
from provisions of the political
broadcasting law.
% dateYou
on thecanair,putor one
one non-candihundred —
as many or as few as you choose —
whether they speak in direct support of candidates or whatever
their subjects mun—icationass Act isfarconcerned.
as the Com6 But remember that the FCC
has frequently said that the broadcaster's responsibility to serve the
public means he must air a fair and
impartial
sampling of politicians
and their issues.
# Youamine noncan
(and should)
ex- candidate
political
speeches carefully and censor any
references
that are can
libelous,
because non-candidates
get you
into bigger
dates can. libel jams than candi0
But
risk retaliation
the FCC fordon't
censoring
ideology outby
of speeches. The FCC wants you
to present, impartially, a sampling
opinion
on the people and issues
inof the
campaign.
Unless Congress amends the
Communications Act to clear up
some of these almost hopeless
problems — an extreme improbability—ersradio
and television
are confronted
with broadcasta year of
recurringdentialdilemmas.
The Presicampaign promises
to be
vigorous, if not vicious, and that
means all the subsidiary campaigns
will be of a kind.
For broadcasters, it will be a
year of be-damned-if-you-do and
be-damned-if-you-don't,
the un-to
comfortable objective being
figure
a
way
to
be
damned
the
least.
Burlington Mills Signs
BURLINGTON Mills of York (for
Cameo Hosiery) has signed for 39
weeks of Nelson, Masterson &
Reddy's The Continental, starring
Renzo Cesana, for 15 minutes twice
a week over a television network
yet to be announced. Agency:
Hirshon-Garfield Inc., New York.

Dolcin Hearing Held
HEARING on a government complaint charging Dolcin Corp., New
York, with misrepresentation in
broadcast and printed advertising
of the product Dolcin, was held by
the Federal Trade Commission in
Washington last Tuesday. Comalleges Dolcinproperties
misrepresented the plaint
therapeutic
of the
medicinalaminerpreparation.
exwas Abner E.Hearing
Lipscomb,
and the government attorney,
Joseph Callaway.
KROD
EL PASO
helps make friends
for
our
Mr. Young, head of this fastgrowing southwestern financial
institution,
advertised over says,
KROD "We've
consistently
ever since it went on the air,
and we believe that our regular
messages to its vast listening
audience have contributed much
to this bank's steady and suband
KROD can stantial
sell growth."
YOUR Yes,
product,
too, in this vital market with
its 441,310 population and its
$396,840,000 total sales.
5000 WATTS
600 K C
CBS Radio Network
RODERICK BROADCASTING Corp.
DORRANCEPresident
D. RODERICK
VAL
LAWRENCE
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
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BENEFIT SHOWS
Guild Conflict Over
RECONCILING their differences,
the American Guild of Variety
Artists has rejoined the West
Coast Branch M Theatre Authority
Inc., a non-profit
charitable
zation administered
by the organimajor
actors'
to regulate the field
of benefitunions
performances.
The two groups reached agreement on a revised set of working
rules for TA, to tighten up the
policing of benefits, a major issue
which early in August caused
AGVA to withdraw from the
organization. The vaudeville union
had claimed that laxity in policing
of benefits left most of the free
entertaining to its members with
inadequate return.
Revised working rules provide
that no benefit will be cleared by
TA unless 75% of the voting member organizations present at a
board meeting approve it or unless
request for approval has been submit ed at least 30 days before the
date of the benefit. They further
provide that TA clearance for the
free appearance of talent applies
only to appearance of recognized
stars and featured players, other
performers to be paid according to
union requirements.
New TA rules also identify the
only voting members of the group
to be Screen Actors Guild, American Federation of Radio Artists,
Assn. of Motion Picture Producers; American Guild of Musical Artists, Artists Managers Guild,
Chorus Equity Assn., Actors Equity
Assn. and AGVA. Hollywood Coordinating Committee through
which stars and featured players
are provided to benefits is to be
represented on the TA board but
will have no vote.

allied arts
HERBERT
Chicago
regional F.andKOETHER,
zone manager
for
Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Corp.,
Cincinnati, named manager radio sales
section Crosley. R. L. BAKER, contract sales representative Chicago
zone, replaces Mr. Koether,
HENRY FRANKEL appointed account
executive Frederic W. Ziv Co., N. Y.
AL FISCHLER, Snader Telescription
Sales, L.Nov.A., 10.father of boy, Michael
Robert,

£<fyuipment
• • • manager
ROBERT
T. PENNOYER,
Electric Co. tube works, Buffalo, N. Y.,
appointed manager Tube Dept., Advanced Manufacturing Section, Schenectady, N. Y. HARRY R. HEMMINGS purchasing supervisor for
cathode ray tubes at G-E Electronics
Park, Syracuse, succeeds Mr. Pennoyer at Buffalo.
WILLIAM CARLIN, assistant manufacturing manager of cathode-ray tube
division, Allen B. DuMont Labs., Clifton, N. J., appointed manager of division. He succeeds FRANK BELDOWSKI, resigned.
GENERAL RADIO Co., Cambridge,
Mass., announces new simple two-way
frequency oscillator (400 and 1000
cycles),
Type as1214-A
Unite source
Oscillator.
It is useful
modulating
for
high-frequency oscillator.
THOMAS J. SHERIDAN appointed
branch manager of Philadelphia office
of Magna-Crest Corp., N. Y.
STANCIL-HOFFMAN Corp., Hollywood, Calif., announces new miniature
recording and reproducing head small
enough to mount in existing motion
picture projectors.
AEROVOX Corp., New Bedford, Mass.,
AAR Show Cited
announces new tubular ceramic capacitors,fixed
Type SI-TV.
ASSN. of American Railroads' The
rate ofCapacitors
6000 v., butavail-in
Railroaddays, 8p.m.
Hour"EST)(NBCthrough
Radio,Benton
Mon- elevenable atcapacitance
values
from 4.7 to
& Bowles, N. Y., was given award 47 mmf.
last week for being voted best H. A. (Hi) WILLIAMS, sales manager
musical show on the air in survey Electric Components Div., Stackpole
conducted by Universal Radio & Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa., named
TV Features Syndicate in 23 cities. manager of division.
FIRST

CHOICE
IN THE
MADISON

METROPOLITAN
AREA
Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
Badger Broadcasting Company
5000 WATTS ON 1310 . . . ESTABLISHED 192$
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LEIGH A. BRITE, chief electronics
engineer U.S. Air Force Security
Service, Brooks Field, Texas, appointed director
researchEquipment
and developmentofTransmitter
Mfg. Co., N. Y.
'Technical • • •
CAMERON McCULLOCH, engineering
department
Hollywood,
free lance asCBSsound
engineer.resigns to
LOYD WINGARD, studio supervisor
WGAR Cleveland, elected central vice
ciety.
president of Audio Engineering So-

RADIO STUDY
Progress Reported by Hill
PROGRESS report on the study
of radio broadcasting conducted by
the Oral History Office of Columbia
U. and the Radio Pioneers has
been submitted by Frank Ernest
Hill, director of the study.
Mr. Hill reported that the first
year of pleted.
the Interviews
study were
has been
held comwith
88 persons and 5,157 pages of
typed script,
1,550,000
assembled. The early
periodwords,
of broadcasting — 1915-1926 — has been
covered and important data on
later developments accumulated.
The director said the study will
go into its second year with a
termination date of the project
tenatively set between July 15 to
Sept. 15. Data now in the hands
of those conducting the study represent some two million words
and at least 100 persons. Present
resources of the study permit a
continuance for several months,
Mr. Hill said. BMI and WWJ
Detroit have both renewed their
financing with other past sponsors
likely to renew, he said, adding
that
there has
modest"
carry-over
frombeen
the "afirst
year
financing.
Interviewed were such men in
the broadcast business as network
executives, station owners, station
managers,
research
development engineers,
stationandengineers,
program monies,
directors,
masters
of cerecommentators, news
and
publicity people, business and legal
people,
public
service
programming
officials, music directors, actors and
writers, and advertising executives.
Government officials, associated
with
tacted. early radio, also were conPolicy of the study has been
guided
Dr. Allen
tor of theby Oral
HistoryNevins,
Office; direcWillian
S.
Hedges,
NBC,
and Carl
Haverling, BMI.

GUZMAN NAMED
Represents P. R. Network
APPOINTMENT of Melchor Guzman Co. Inc. as exclusive representative for the Puerto Rican Network Inc., comprising its nine
owned and operated stations, was
announced in New York last week.
Guzman represented the network
in the U. S. and Canada effective
last Thursday.
Announcement was made by A.
M. Martinez, vice president of the
agency, upon his return from
Puerto Rico where he completed
arrangements. Agency headquaris 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York tersCity.
The nine stations, representing
Puerto Rico's first major radio network, are: WAPA San Juan,
WORA Mayaguez and WPRP
Ponce, basic outlets, and WABA
Aguadilla, WCMN Arecibo, WENA
Bayamon, WVJP Caguas, WMDD
Fajardo, and WXRF Guayama.
Network was organized by Puerto WPAY 'VOICE' CONTEST
Rican businessmen interested partGreater Success Cited
ly in maintaining the country as a
Ned Sheriforemost market for American PROGRAM
dan of WPAYDirector
Portsmouth,
Ohio,
is credited by school authorities
products.
and Junior Chamber of Commerce
officialsterest iwith
sparking
high inMEXICAN STATIONS
n the Voice
of Democracy
contest sponsored there by WPAY
FCC Reports Changes and
local chamber for sixth year.
UNDER terms of the 1941 North
Sheridan offered his services
American Regional Broadcasting to Mr.
the 16 city and county schools
Agreement, Mexico reported the cooperating in the contest. He
following station changes to the spoke to 2,000 high school juniors
FCC (probable commencement and seniors on "Democracy and
dates in parenthesis):
How to Speak for It." Chamber
XEFN station,
Uruapan,1130Michoacan,
year's than
contestin the
red in morethisentries
Class
kc 250 w new
dav officialssultesaid
(Jan. 1,II 1952).
previous
five
years,
according
to
XEFG
Tecuala,
Nayarit,
Class WPAY.
IV
station,
1450 kc
125 wnewfulltime
(April
1,
1952).
XEMSIV Matamoros,
Tamaulipas,w fullnew
Class
station,
1410
timeXEVH(Dec.
1, 1951)Hermoso,
(See kcB«T,250
Oct. 29).
Valle
Tamaulipas,
frequency
changeOct.from29).1410 kc to 1310
Why buy 2 or more...
kc. (See B«T,
do 1 big sales job
XEI
Morelia,
Michoacan,
increase
in
on "RADIO BALTIMORE
day
power IVfromstation)
250 w (Jan.
to 1 kw1, 1952).
on 1400
kc (Class
changes
callXEDZ
from Cordoba,
XEFH (820Veracruz,
kc).
XEFH
Agua
Prieta,
Sonora,
call from XEBY (1310 kc). changes
B%
IVBAL
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Costs Mull*
District 3
Page 66 A
it's no

Average Spot Rate
Totalled by Weed
Page 66 A

TV Proves Castro's
Slogan
Page 66B

Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 80

the only Western Michigan station with full television facilities!
Grandwood Broadcasting Co., owner
IN WOOD-TV, you'll find the same
programming
know-how
. . . the. . same
and operator of WOOD-AM*, have
audience and trade
promotion
. the
purchased the only TV station in Grand
same
careful
attention
to servicing
Rapids — the retailing and wholedetails
.
.
.
which
you
have
come
to
saling center of Western Michigan.
expect
from
WOOD-AM.
A brand new micro-wave link has been
When you place your schedules in
installed and power will soon be
Western Michigan, consider first the
increased to the full limits allowed by
only television station located in the
the FCC. What's more — you now
center of the Western Michigan busihave the flexibility of live studio cameras!
ness community: WOOD-TV . . .
WOOD is already presenting a variety
Western facility.
Michigan's only complete
television
of locally-originated shows.
*also owner and operator of WFBM-AM-TV, Indianapolis
5000 WATTS — 1 300 KC
NBC AFFILIATE
Always the best earful . ,
NOW the best eyeful!
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
KATZ AGENCY, 488 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

WOO
CHANNEL 7
NBC-CBS-ABC-DuMont

o
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN • AIM iWFDF-Flint, Mich. WEOA-Evansville.lnd. WFBM and WFBM-TV- Indianapolis . Ind.

The

of

sign

good

television

When this symbol shines out from a
television screen, it identifies, for viewers
and advertisers alike, the network where
they're most likely to find what they're
looking for:
. . .where 6 of television's 10 most popular
shows* are broadcast
. . .where average ratings are higher than
on any other network*
...where television's solid-success package
programs come from . . . shows like Mama,
Toast of the Town, Studio One, Suspense,
Burns & Allen, Talent Scouts
...where the new hits will keep coming from:
I Love Lucy, Frank Sinatra, Corliss Archer,
See It Now, An Affair of State, Out There,
My Friend Irma
. . .where 59 national advertisers . . . including
15 of America's 20 biggest . . . are profitably
doing business today.**
"This is the CBS Television Network"

—October
'Trendex 15TV Program Popularity Report October 1-7

HOOPER
OCTOBER 1951
TIME
EVENING
SUN. THRU SAT.
6:00 P.M.- 10:00 P.M.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
12:00 NOON-6.00 P.M.
SATURDAY DAYTIME
8:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.

T£L£V/S/ON AUDIENCE INDEX

SHARE OF
TV
Station
IN-USE
SETSTV
"A"
45.7

9.5

25.0

4.3

10.1

7.9

TELEVISION AUDIENCE
TV
TV
TV
TV
Station
Station Station KTLA Station
»B"
»C"
»D"
"E"
*
16.8
5.9 14.0
35.3
8.6
4.2

19.4
4.2

20.1
12.1

33.3
68.2

TV
Station
"F"
9.7

TV
OTHER
0.1

★
2.0
2.5

6.2
4.2

0.5
0.8

1,038,750 TV Receivers in Los Angeles area, Nov. I, 1951
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • Hollywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices • 1501 Broadway, New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700
KEY STATION OF THE PARAMOUNT TELEVISION NETWORK
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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Reviewed at NARTB Dist. 3 Meeting
OPERATIONS
COSTS
COST of building and operating UHF television stations will be about hours were expected. He said talent). Of these, two score are
the same as VHF, judging by the consensus of TV station operators and WGAL-TV Lancaster uses 1,003 engineers. The station operates
equipment representatives who took part in a TV panel conducted Mon- tubes, mostly of the receiving type. 8:55 a.m.-l a.m. Mr. Walsh said
day at Pittsburgh by NARTB District 3. (See main district meeting
Mr. Clammer said initial cost of WDEL-TV started with nine perthe quota quickly doubled.
—
*
UHF equipment may run below Panelsons butmembers
page 30).
story,
Experience
gained in operating particular type of operation, panel VHF,
the main
operating expenses not factor in expansionagreed
VHF station indicates TV costs members covered stations from likely with
of personnel is
to
be
any
higher.
He
said
can be held, in many cases, to about over a hundred employes down to UHF signals from NBC's Bridge- local programming.
Stations off the cable lines will
twice those of AM stations, it was those with a score.
portthaninstallation
brought out at the panel. Clair R.
About twice as many employes
VHF in areNewreceived
Haven, bet-18 have added costs because of relay
McCollough, general manager of are needed to keep a TV station milesteraway,
facilities,
Mr. Rogers said, referexpected comparable
UHF covthe
as AM requires, Mr. Miller
erage to be and
reasonably
ringtemtobuilt
the by$125,000
overlandPeople
syserator.Steinman Stations, was mod- running
to
VHF.
Converters
work
well
on
WSAZ-TV.
said. With a medium operation reTelevision has avoided "radio's
quiring about 50 on the staff, he receivers, he explained, though will not buy sets to see kinescope
said only a few persons can be conceding that shadows will be programs, he warned, noting that
big mistake" by raising rates when trained
at a time.
set circulation increases, Mr. Mcdeeper in some valleys though not his station has 14 hours of local
Col ough said.
as a rule on hillsides. programming a week in addition to
Mr. Schrott said that WJAC-TV, troublesome
service. Local programs
Members of the panel were Ed- operating
without studios, has ex- He did not consider the Pittsburgh network
the interest that increases
ward S. Clammer, RCA- Victor; J.
p
a
n
d
e
d
i
t
s
staff
from
10
to
28,
with
terrain
"at
all
for create
E. Mathiot, Steinman Stations; costs running perhaps a fourth UHF. Present insurmountable"
TV
circulation,
he said.
receiving
Standardization of TV rate cards
Harold Lund, WDTV (TV) Pitts- over AM.
tennas will workVHF
in many
cases,an-it
burgh; John S. deRussy, WCAUis far from
realized,saidit hiswasstation
indipredicted.
Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pitts- wasReplying
TV Philadelphia; Alvin D. Schrott,
cated. Mr. Rogers
query by John S.
burgh and NARTB District 3 di- Booth, WCHAto aChambersburg,
WJ AC-TV Johnstown; Lawrence
Pa.,
has
a
basic
rate
plus
a
local
strucrector, raised the question of equipH. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Huntingwhich simply deducts the
ment costs, with Mr. Mathiot ex- Mr. Clammer said there is no loss agency turecommission.
ton, W. Va.; J. Gorman Walsh and
WJAC-TV Mr.
has
plaining that camera tubes still of quality due to the high gain fac- three rates, according
Harold
E.
Miller,
Steinman
Stator in UHF transmitting antennas. Schrott, the local rate beingto about
cost around |1,200 but his stations
tions.
In the discussion of TV person- half
With costs depending on the have learned how to make them last
the spot rate. Mr. Rogers said
by proper resting after about 200
nel, Mr. Lund said WDTV had in- his TV circulation, with wide covcreased from 16 persons two years
hours. Some tubes have passed the
erage, is larger than radio and
'RED RYDER' FILMS 2000-hour mark though only 500 ago to 175 employes (not including newspapers
combined.
Republic Asked to Halt
UNLESS Republic Pictures agrees
to stop the release to television of
old Red Ryder feature films, the
motion picture studio may be faced
u> List
Weed Se*13 stations,
with new legal action.
TE
E spotSP
cities
COST ofER
placingAG
a 20-second
on theOT
109 stationsRA
covering
the S
U. S. 75,000 to 100,000:
Latest move against the studio, audience
AV
Greensboro, Houston,12 Memwas $15,149 as of Nov. 1, according to the third annual study (Charlotte,
now awaiting hearing of an appeal conducted
phis,
Miami,
Norfolk,
Omaha,
Richby Peter B. James, manager of the Weed & Co. television
mond, Rochester,
Seattle,
Tulsa,to Wilon the recent Roy Rogers decision
mington). One hour
$400
[B»T, Oct. 29], was taken by for- department.
*
(average
$476.15);
Half—One-minute
-hour—
$240$600to
between 500,000 and 1 million less—
Rates are up 10% to 20% in the had
$360
(average
$285.76);
merturechild
actor
Bobby
Blake,
feastations, $65 to $120 (averageor
and only one market had over $87.50);10 One-minute
d in the series as Little Beaver. various classes over the averages asets,
— 3 stations, $100 to
million.
Mr. Blake, through Arkin & Weiss- of 1950, according to the study.
$110 (average
20-seconds—
3
$75
to $90$103.33);
(average
following analysis is based stations,
man law firm, last week sent a Rates are based on Class A one- on The
seconds—
9
stations,
$32.50 to $81.
$50 .66);
(aver-8the Class A one time basic rate
time film charges.
formal letter to Republic demandage
$38.04).
100,000
to
150,000:
16
stations,
11
cities
It was found that 86 stations list for film facilities. The low to high (Atlanta, Dallas, Fort Worth, Oklahoma
ing it cease the sale or leasing to
television of the series of 28 Red one rate for a spot announcement rate range is given for each group, City,
Johnstown,
KansasDiego,
City,Syracuse,
Lancaster,
Louisville, San
Ryder films in which he appeared. of a minute or less; 23 have a sepa- together with the average:
One hour— $400 to $650 (averAction was taken in accordance
20,000
circulation:Bloomington,
3 stations, Toledo).
rate rate for one minute and 20- 3 Under
age
$493.75);
Half
-hour—
$240
toor $390
cities
(Albuquerque,
(average
$296.25);$80 One-minute
less
with contract clause similar to that second spots and 89 list the eight- Brownsville). One hour— $195 to $250 —13
stations,
to $110 (average
held by Roy Rogers that gives the second "ID" or identification spot. (average $215); Half-hour— $117 to $150 $91.08); One-minute — 3 stations, $75 to
(average
S129);
One-minute
or
less—
The
Weed
1950
report
showed
$104
(average
$89.66);
20-seconds
—
3
actor the right to control associato $78 (average
to $35 $15
(average
8-seconds—
8-seconds —$6015 stations,
$36 to $52 $71.66);
(aver2 stations,
to $17.50$28.33);
(average
$16.25). stations,
with such an iden- $20
tion of his name with any commer- only 46 stations
35,000
to
50,000:
4
stations,
4
cities
t
i
f
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
p
o
t
compared
to
89
this
cial product or advertising.
age S43.57).to 200,000: 6 stations, 6 cities
150,000
(Binghamton,One Jacksonville,
Republic was given a week in fall, described as proof of the grow- Phoenix).
hour—-hour—
$300 to$180Nashville,
$325to (avIndianapolis, SchenecKalamaNewRapids,
Haven,
$306.25); Half
$195 (Grandzoo, tady).
which to reply; formal suit is to be
ing importance of the eight-second averageerage$183.75);
hour— Providence,
S480 toto $450
$750 (average
One-minute
or less — $565); Half One-hour—
filed in Los Angeles this week spot.
$288
$40
to
$60
(average
$49.69);
8-seconds—
3
stations,
$24
to
$29.25
(average
$26.08).
Set
circulation
increases
were
$339);
One-minute
or less——$905 (average
to $132
against the studio if it fails to
50,000 to 75,000: 14 stations, 10 cities $45
(average
$104.50);
8-seconds
stations,
agree to halt the sale to TV of the analyzed by Mr. James. He found (Ames,
to
$66
(average
$53.70).
Birmingham,
Davenport-Rock
200,000
to
250,000:
6
stations,
3
cities
films.
Erie,
Huntington,
Lansing,
New
only 29 markets having under 100,- Island,
(Buffalo,$600Dayton,
San(average
Francisco).
One
Orleans, Salt Lake City, San Antonio, hour—
to$360$750to
$645.83);
The Red Ryder series was made 000 television homes; 28 have be- Utica).
One
hour—
$300
to
$500
(averHalf
-hour
—
$450
(average
between 1944 and 1946 at which
tween
100,000
and
500,000;
four
beage
$361.43):
Half
-hour—
$180
to
$300
$387.50);
One-minute
or
less—
$100
time Mr. Blake was under contract
tween 500,000 and 1 million. Again 11(average
or less — $125 (average $116.75); 8-seconds — 4 sta-to
stations,$216.85);
$503 stations,
to One-minute
$90 (average
$60 (average
$52.50).4 cities
to Republic. Films are currently using the fall 1950 figures, 46 cities One-minute—
$50 to $80 $51.57);
(aver250,000tions, $to30 to300,000:
10 stations,
$63.33); 20-seconds— 3 stations, $40 (Columbus,
being telecast on KTTV(TV) Los were under 100,000; thirteen were to $65age (average
Milwaukee,
(Continued
on pageMinneapolis76)
8-seconds
— 10 stabetween 100,000 and 500,000; three
Angeles.
tions, $25 to $60S51);
(average
$34.30).
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ONE of the strongest selling
points for television has been
its ability to substantiate the
claims of advertisers. It has
taken the showroom, factories
and laboratories into the
American public's living room
to demonstrate
ucts. This is sponsors'
how one prodNew
York manufacturer chose television in its infancy to prove
the worth of his product in a
large and competitive market.
His business, with three years
of TV advertising, has grown
by lecps and bounds.

Castro Claimed 'So Easy a Child Can Do It'

...AND

TV

PROVED

BERNARD CASTRO has built his New York business— the manufacture of Castro Convertible beds — literally from the floor up;
as an ofupholsterer's
apprentice, itshepossibilities.
had knelt beside
manyspent
a brokendown piece
furniture, visualizing
He also
many
hours listening
to
housewives'
complaints about ugly beds that took called upon WABD, DuMont affiliate in New York, because it was
up too much space, before he went
out to borrow the $300 with which the station he watched and enjoyed
he started his own organization. the most. TV sponsors were not
That was 20 years ago. Al- exactly rushing television sales dethough the Castro cash registers
partments atthat time, so the stawere ringing up some $400,000 in
tion guided Mr. Castro in preparsales 17 years later, it was the
ing aone-minute film commercial of
next three years that were the Bernadette opening a couch. In
of that year (1948), Castro
really important ones, for Mr. July
Decorators Inc. ventured into the
Castro's
gross
has
now
reached
several million dollars annually. medium with the one-minute film
Television is responsible for the shown twice weekly.
During the first week of the
growth, Mr. Castro says today, for
it was three years ago that he Castro advertising, customers
started his first advertising in sought the out-of-the-shoppingthat medium.
to see
"the
The manufacturer had long said district
couch thestore,
little asking
girl opens
on telethat the swift conversion of the
vision."
Many
of
them
brought
along their own youngsters and
sofas he built was "So easy a stood
by skeptically as they prodded
child
can dostood
it" — atheglibtest
phrase
one that
— forbuta the child: "Go ahead, see if you
child did do it. He proved the can do it." With great regularity,
the child strcould
demonpoint dette,
withthen only
his three
daughter,
ation he hadfollow
seen the
Bernadette
and aBernahalf,
give on television, and the parents
by guiding her in opening the would
be sold.
family's
Although the spots began to pay
few
weeks,convertible
she did itsofa.
with Insucha
ease that Mr. Castro sought a off immediately, Mr. Castro decided a few weeks later that one
way of bringing
monstration beforethethe unusual
public. de- commercial a week would suffice.
Mr. Castro chose television and But with the dropping of one spot,
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he noticed
a corresponding
de- comparative poverty of his $8 per
crease in business
and reinstituted
week apprenticeship to his present
the second commercial at once.
it did accomplish in a
The WABD spots have continued position,
short time what years of hard
steadily since, and the Castro work failed to do: It dramatized
organization has expanded its cam- before the public gaze a selling
paign to other TV stations, as point that had to be seen to be
well as backing two 15-minute believed.
radio shows and utilizing newsMr. Castro's only problem today
paper advertising. Asserting his is his three-year-old son, Bernard
belief in keeping his product name Jr., — he still can not open the
before the public, Mr. Castro says Castro Convertible.
that even in 1948, when there were
only 40,000 TV sets in the country, "oureach
two week,
spots yielded
of sales
which I dozens
could
*
trace directly* to *television."
MR.business
CASTRO
his
from has
the moved
small, onestory showroom-factory it occupied
three years ago to separate factory, warehouse andoffice buildings in Manhattan. He has built
a new factory in Babylon, N. Y., a
new store in Westchester, and has
plans for opening sales rooms in
Hempstead, L. I., and Newark, N. J.,
to accomodate the increase in
customers.
The Mamaroneck home in which
the Castros now reside is quite a
step, literally and figuratively,
from the place in Italy which Mr.
Castro left as a 15-year-old. Although television did not raise the
Mr. CASTRO
industrious Mr. Castro from the
BROADCASTING
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NCAA'S Troubles Mount
PIGSKIN
CONTROLS
THE NATIONAL Collegiate Ath- place we will have plenty to say fully explained how WKZO-TV obletic Assn. last week appeared to
telecast. It is not affilithis Michigan
subject." outlets had been
atedtainedwiththeNBC.
be facing more problems that on Two
needed solving as a result of its granted NCAA permission to igMr.
Murray,
whose school was a
so-called controlled football TV
nore the blackout. They were WWJTV, toldincident
newsplan than the plan, itself, had been TV Detroit and WJIM-TV Lansing. pioneermeninthatfootball
the Detroit
WWJ-TV was granted authority be- "should convince everyone that
expected
to
solve
when
first
devised.
cause of public demands (the game
Public pressure continued to was a sell-out last July), and football television cannot be nationally
controlled."
mount, following the retreat of WJIM-TV carried the game because
Return
Control
NCAA before the fans' wishes in it was the originating station for
"Football television isn't a probthe Detroit and Washington areas NBC, and if unable to carry the
for the NCAA," Mr. Murray
game could program nothing else said. lemAnd,
[B«T, Nov. 12].
he said, it is not even
for local viewers.
To add to NCAA's troubles:
a
problem
for such organizations
# WKZO-TV Kalamazoo workIn
addition,
WNBW
(TV)
Washas
conferences
"The
ed a surprise play that caught
ington was permitted to telecast only thing to do isor toleagues.
turn the insticonNCAA with its defenses down. Sta- the game although the Washington
trol
back
to
the
individual
tion telecast the Michigan Statebeen slated to be a "black- tutions.
Notre Dame Nov. 10 game although area had
Pennsylvania we feel that
neither NCAA nor NBC-TV— net- similarout" toregionthatthatin week.
DetroitReason
which wasal- the"AtNCAA
acted without constituwork carrying the collegiate TV
tioal authority when it set up this
lowed
WWJ-TV's
telecast.
As of late Thursday, it was not 'experiment' which actually
schedule — had authorized the pickup.
# NCAA, initially denying auMostly From TV,
thority was given to WKZO-TV
Sarnoff Says
to air the game, said it was await- RCA EARNINGS
ing an official report from NBCTV, before taking any position on RCA EARNINGS in the past few years have come mostly from telethe reported incident.
Gen. David Sarnoff told a group of leading western research
# In Philadelphia, Francis T. scientistsvision,inBrig. San
Francisco last week.
Murray,
long
a
critic
of
NCAA's
These
earnings
were largely the result of research, he said, the payoff
controlled telecasts, thought the
the in$50research
million before
his company
restrictive plan was doomed. Mr. for
invested
it ever *
vention and to specify it, constiMurrayletic isdirector.
U. ofThePennsylvania
athrealized
a
penny
of
return.
tutes 50% of the invention itself,"
school had been
This is an example of the bene- hehas said.
been "Mybuiltentire
on mybusiness
faith career
in the
aearlyholdout
plan
fits that can accrue from a working
in the against
season butNCAA's
backed down
ability
of
our
men
of
to
partnership
between
businessmen
when other Ivy League schools and research scientists, a partner- produce the things for science
which
we
threatened to break off relationscould discover a public need. I
ship
which
he
said
was
the
cornerJohn Fetzer, president and genstone of American strength and a have had a very happy time coneral manager, Fetzer Broadcast- partnership
tributing that easy 50 % and watchon which the whole of
ins: Co., licensee of WKZO-AM-TV, American
progress depends.
ing my research partners come up
asked about the alleged pirating
Gen.
Sarnoff
made
his
comments
the hardimportant
50%." contribution
of the East Lansing game, said: at a luncheon-meeting of the board withAnother
"We have no comment at this
of the Stanford Re- of business to the partnership, he
time except to say that compelling of directors
taxes arescene,
reInstitute and guests at the said, is money.
miblic interest in the Michigan FairmontsearchHotel
moving from theHighAmerican
in San Francisco
State-Notre Dame game dictated Wednesday.
he said, the private philanthropist
the necessity for the WKZO-TV
once sponsored men of science.
Declaring
himself
"an Stanford
enthusi- who
telecast. At the proper time and
The money for research today
astic supporter
of the
must
come from industry.
Research
said RCA, Institute,"
even though Gen.
it hasSarnoff
what
"Some people say let the govSWG-ATFP TALKS
it
believes
is
the
finest
electronics
supply the money," he
Date and Place Asked laboratory in the country, has said, "and ernment
you may be sure that if
REQUEST to open bargaining dis- found its partnership with the in- industry doesn't do it, the governcussions has been made by the
stitute and other independent rehave three
to." basic reasons
But menthewillcited
Screen Writers Guild to the Allisearch organizations a valuable
ance of Television Film Producers, asset in the continuous fight to why he believes government is not
the
best
agency
to take over this
Los Angeles.
the problems of industry and role in the partnership.
The Guild action was made in solve
of the world.
Government
control
is not the
the form of a letter which asked
'Partnership for Progress'
American way. Such control would
that the television producers' group
In this "partnership for prog- establish rigid policy and lines of
set a date and place for such disres " it is the job of the researcher endeavor that would be stifling to
cussions. SWG has authority over
television writers west of the to cope with the creative problems research. Thirdly, the only money
confronting
industry, problems government would have to support
Rockies, in accordance with an which the businessman,
living research would have to come from
edict of the Authors League, with
industry and the people industry
which it is affiliated.
"under
the orgun"
of tocompetition
has
no
time
talent
solve,
the serves anyway.
Among demands expected to be
board chairman said. And the
Both the researcher and indusmade on the producers by the Guild RCA
of America are doing
try could
a greater
are advance payment against fu- researchers
he said.
ciation ofafford
what each
has toappreoffer
ture royalties, which are to be de- thisGen.job,Sarnoff
drew a smile from the other in the partnership, Gen.
termined on a percentage of the his audience when
he said one of Sarnoff said.
gross; reversal to a writer of his
material after he has granted TV the principal jobs of industry is to
"Our scientific friends," he said,
rights on it for specified time, as provide researchers with problems. "should keep in mind that any
product, no matter how fine it may
well as recognition of SWG by the But he explained:
Alliance as the only bargaining
"It is the businessmen of the na- be technically, is worth little unit can be produced and sold
agent for its writers.
of the the
nation's
needs, at a lessprice
Karl Tunberg, president of SWG, who tion,
canawarepresent
researcher
the public can afford.
with
an
outline
of
these
needs.
This
is
what the businessman has
is chairman of the television ne"To discover the need for an in- in mind when he talks about a
gotiating committee.
BROADCASTING • Telecasting

amounts to a ban. But even if it
were legal it is unwise. It has an
adverse effect on the public, which
wants football television, and it
leaves colleges open to charges of
Occasional complaints that TV
commercialism."
films of games after their play dissecretsLeahy,
were
denied close
lastcoaches'
weektrade
by Frank
coach
of
the
Notre
Dame's
Irish.
Films if properly utilized are of
great help to a coach, Mr. Leahy
said.
"Showing
does little
or no them
harm onas television
in order
to
properly
Study
fast-moving
game, a coach must a run
the film
back several times."
TRANSMITTER TEST
Joined by Seattle Stations
FOUR Seattle stations are conducting ajoint test of transmitter
effectiveness at Squawk Mountain,
15 miles southeast of the city. One
of
KING-AM-FM-TV,
holdsthethe four,
only television
license in
the Pacific Northwest.
In addition to KING, other participating stations are KIRO,
KOMO and KJR. These latter
three, all network-affiliated radio
stations, have applications before
FCC for video channels.
Jim Hatfield, KIRO chief engineer, explained
transmitters
have thebeentest:
builtTwoon
Squawk Mountain, one on 50 me,
the other 150 mc. Field strength
measurements are being made from
a truck driving around Seattle.
The Squawk Mountain site, 2,000
ft. above sea level, is being compared for strength and effectiveness of line-of-sight transmission
with themitterpresent
site, locatedKING-TV
on a hilltransnear
the center of the city.
KING-TV has an application before FCC for a change of transmit er site to Squawk Mountain and
the present tests have been designed to compare the two sites.
Alsoect arecooperating
in the test
General Electric
andprojthe
electrical engineering department
of the U. of Washington.
realistic approach to his problem."
On industry's part there could
be a greater appreciation of the
value menthein research,
is receivinghe forsaid.his invest"There are companies in America
that spend millions of dollars on
advertising and sales promotion
but refuse to spend a cent on research. They say they are putting
their
money such
wherecompanies
it 'pays off.'
"I believe
would
find, as we have found, that it
would 'pay off' many times over if
they were to make even a small
investment in practical industrial
As an illustration, he cited the
$50 million RCA put in television
research."
research
turn. Wasbefore
it worthgetting
it?, hea cent
asked.re"I think so. And so do our stockholders. RCA earnings, over the
past few years, have fully justified
our belief: For they came mostly
from
the television business," he
concluded.
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Bing Develops
Crosby Unit

BEST-OF-INDUSTRY
award manager,
is presented
Smith from
(I), NBC-TV
advertising
and promotion
for toNBCHarold
Television
the DirectChicago
Mail
Adv. Assn. C. B. Larrabee (c), a member of the judging committee, and L. T.
Alexander, president of association, make presentation.
Solutions Urged
In FCC Plan
SET INTERFERENCE
ALL-OUT PUSH to lick the TV set interference problem has gotten
underway at the FCC. It is taking two forms:
(1) The Commission is engaged in an effort to get all set manufacturers to commit themselves to act when an interference problem is
reported
* —
their sets.to them involving one of set
up to reward employes for sug(2) Formation of committees
gestions. Mr. Richman received a
comprising amateurs, servicemen, raise
set distributors and TV set owners tion. in pay for his recommendaIdea for interference committees
in each city is being aided by FCC
took root after an article on the
field engineers.
Almost from the inception of accomplishment of Dallas amateurs
commercial TV following the end in overcoming TV interference
of World War II reports of spuri- problems due to "ham" radiations
ous radiations from TV sets — or
appeared in the June issue
from other radio receivers or which
of QST, magazine of the Amateur
transmitters — began to plague the Radio Relay League.
FCC. Initially, harmonics from
Article, entitled "The Dallas
amateur transmitters played hob Plan
TVI," told how Dallas
with proud early TV set owners. "hams"forbanded
to track
This was remedied in good part by down and correct together
interference
that
the amateurs own efforts in shield- was due primarily to shortcomings
ing their transmitters. Next big in TV set selectivity. When it
fuss was caused by oscillator radia- was found that RCA sets were
tion from TV and FM sets them- particularly susceptible to amateur
selves. This pretty well subsided radiations, local Amateur Radio
when manufacturers agreed to an Club
directly to Brig. Gen.
RTMA recommendation changing Sarnoff,wrote
RCA Withinchairman,
articleRCA
disthe intermediate frequency of TV
closed.
time,
sets from the 25 mc area to the engineers werea short
on the scene,
40 mc band.
checked "hams" findings, undertook to correct deficient sets, acTV Complaint
cording to the QST article.
However, the FCC still gets sevArticle
reported Dallas findings
eral thousand interference comindicating that some TV sets lacked
p
l
a
i
n
t
s
a
year
—
and
most
of
them
discrimination
up to as high as
are concerned with TV sets.
Measures to get manufacturers 2,000 ft.
into a cooperative venture so that
It isfort that
cooperative
efthat is type
beingof fostered
in TV
complaints can be handled expeditiously isthe brain child of Harold cities throughout the country. It
R. Richman, engineer in the Field is believed that a concerted effort
clean up most bad spots in
Engineering and Monitoring Divi- could
of the FCC's
the a short time.
Chief sionEngineer.
Mr. Office
Richmanof has
Although the FCC is not sponbeen working on this for past sevsoring the establishment of such
eral months and has gotten it into committees
directly, most field enpractically its final form.
gineers have been lending a helpSo impressed were his superiors
ing hand. One of their great hopes
with the plan that he was given a is that such committees will eliminate to a great degree the com"superior
accomplishment
for
his outstanding
work award"
in this
plaints theyvestireceive
connection. Award was the first
gations they are and
calledtheon in-to
make to discover the cause and
made izedbyEfficiency
the FCC's
newly
organAwards Committee, cure of such interference.
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TV ON TAPE
A NEW magnetic tape recording system that will take sight and sound
at the same time and thus "reduce cost of making television shows on
film to about
one-tenth
what itEnterprises.
is today" has been developed by the
electronic
division
of Bingof Crosby
Perfected
after
two
years
of
re* ■
that of film over a pe-—
search by John Mullins, chief engi- one-tenth
riod of time, it was explained.
neer, and his assistant, Wayne R.
Johnson, under supervision of
Actual manufacture of the equipFrank Healy, head of the electronic
ment will not take place for six
months
to a year, it was said. Durdivision,
the
"filmless
camera"
eliminates need for using motion
ing that time it will be standardized
picture film by recording directly for use of a one-inch tape. Bing
electronic
impulsesonwhich
are fac- Crosby Enterprises will handle dissimile of images
the magnetic
tribution. Manufacture of equiptape.
ment will be shopped out.
Capable of absorbing pictures,
sound and color at the same time,
the newwoodprocess
at a inrecent
Holly- LUCAS NAMED
demonstration
the Crosby
To ABC TV Sales Post
laboratory
"picked
up"
for
latera RUPERT LUCAS has been apre-telecasting the sequences of
pointed to the newly-created posimovieard TVbeing
set. televised on a standtion of manager of television program
sales for ABC, Harold
The tape was then fed back
through the TV receiver. Although L. Morgan, vice president of the
program
the picture
it wasimprove
view- television nounced
Thursday. department, anable. Widerwastapehazy,would
A veteran of radio, Mr. Lucas
the definition and resolution, according to the inventors.
started as announcer-director at
Use of additional magnetization various Canadian AM stations until 1932, when he was appointed
also would bring the film into
clearer focus and result in greater manager of CKNC Toronto. When
clarity than the current filmed radio was nationalized in Canada
product for TV and of better qual- in 1934, he was named general manity than kinescope, it was stated.
CKNC and
CRCT, the
the latterager ofeventually
becoming
key
Commercially used, it was
pointed out, the tape recording station of the CBC network.
would be made directly from the
Appointed director general of
television cameras.
production for CBC in 1937, Mr.
Lucas was instrumental in organProcess a Boon
developing the network
Mr. Healy said the process would programizing anddivision.
During the war,
prove a boon to entertainers be- he was in charge of radio war
cause "television shows can be loan drives, working in cooperation
made in takes, like movies and with the Canadian War Finance
radio shows. If someone misses a Committee.
line, the picture can be erased from
Leaving Canada in 1942, Mr.
joined the Hollywood office
theTransformation
tape and done ofover."
the television Lucas
Young & Rubicam as production
camera image to the tape is done ofsupervisor.
HeMarch
became
producerinstantaneously with no developing
of Time
series
required. The tape can be erased ineditor1944,of The
moving to New York at
and used many times.
that time, and was named program
Besides reducing production ex- manager in the Young & Rubicam
penditures as claimed, it was
office in 1945. He repointed out further benefits to be New York
signed from the agency in 1949 to
derived by TV producers through accept a public relations commisthe new method would be (1) safety
sion from the Canadian Dept. of
factors of tape over film; (2) sim- State.
plicity of editing tape by merely
cutting it and allowing sound and
music tracks
to remain
integrated
without
necessity
of juggling;
(3) WHAS Grid Award
elimination of separate tracks for SECOND annual "Leadership
sound and images, with erasure of Award" to an outstanding U. of
Kentucky senior football player
portions
all, andpermissible;
re-use of same
tape for orinserts
(4) will be presented at the close of the
no laboratory processing; (5) no 1951 season by WHAS-AM-TV
additional costs foreseen for color; Louisville. Award recognizes the
(6) tape-to-tape recording for player's character, leadership on
the field, scholarship and all-around
multiple prints
neededwithfor cost
TV distribution simplified
cut team value. It will be given to the
winner during film presentation of
to a minimum.
It was pointed out that the qual- the Kentucky-Tennessee game Nov.
ity of re-transcribed shows and 25, last in WHAS-TV's football
films will be higher than current film series of Wildcat 1951 games.
standards because of renewal quali- TELEVISION broadcasting career
ties of the original content as it is
recorded from new tape to new conference will be held in New York
8 by Brooklyn
tape instead of from a master Dec.
Vocational
Studies andCollege's
School Div.
of Ra-of
negative. Cost of tape is about
dio Technique — TV.
BROADCASTING
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b* Dr- DuMon*
CE
FOR
AL
MOR
TV'S has
ward, unhampered,
for fulfillmentNoted
first put on the air.
TELEVISION
"an invariable
of
its
destiny
in
the
full
and
com"It
was
here in Passaic that Dr.
quality
honesty"
that the
separates
DuMont began mass production of
the
sheepoffrom
the goats,
wheat
plete service of mankind."
his
cathode
tube after his
Dinner
marked
the
adoption
of
from the chaff, "the phony from "Passaic, The Birthplace of Tele- earlier work ray
in a little shop in
the
genuine,"
Dr.
Allen
B.
DuMont
Upper
Montclairwhich
— a mass
vision," as the official civic slogan. nearby
declared Wednesday in a speech
production
enterprise
may
before the annual dinner of the Passaic, Mayor Morris Pashman truly
be
described
as
the
birth of
noted
in
his
remarks,
"is
the
city
Passaic Chamber of Commerce.
in which Dr. Lee de Forest con- an industry," Mayor Pashman said.
Accepting a citation from the
ducted his experiments more than
Dinner program, telecast by
Mayor of Passaic for his television a quarter of a century ago, when WABD (TV) New York, also included addresses by Lloyd B.
achievements and those of his or- television was a concept rather
than a reality, and before the Marsh, New Jersey Secretary of
ganization which is celebrating its amazing
growth
of
the
electronics
State,
and
E. Prescott,
20th anniversary, Dr. DuMont said industry began. It was in the president of Thomas
Chamber
that "in crime hearings and politi- Brighton Mills, now part of Ray- of Commerce, theand Passaic
a
film,
The Ducal campaigns, (television) has dis- bestos-Manhattan's great mechaniMont
Story,
presenting
in
dramaplayed an unerring ability to sift
tic
form
the
history
of
the
Allen
cal
rubber
goods
plant,
that
teleinsincerity and demagoguery.
vision, crude as it was then, was B. DuMont Labs.
"The results of some of the recent political campaigns already
have been attributed to this quality
New Projection Unit
\the
of television,"
politicians hehighsaid.
and "Already
low, at
Hailed by Skouras
the local level and at the national EIDOPHOR-CBS
level, are wondering and planning. NEW projection unit for use with Eidophor-CBS large-screen theatre
They are wondering what televi- television, demonstrated Tuesday in Zurich, Switzerland, was considered
sion is going to do to them or for by Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox Film Corp., as
as the advent of talking pictures and equally as certain to
them next year. They are plan- important
ning to avoid or make use of its revolutionize the United States en- *
to see the demonstration, which
unerring ability to distinguish the tertainment industry.
the exhibition — held John Martin of CBS Labs produced.
demagogue from the statesman." at Describing
the Zurich technical university
Dr. Baker was quoted as saying
Attacking the federal governas "a magnificent
success",
Mr. the Eidophor system "is probably
ment for killing incentive and for —Skouras
said
the
colors
were
true
the
most outstanding theatre teleforcing
businesshigh"topercentage
consume anof and the unit was capable of projectunnecessarily
vision system in the world." The
ing color shows — live or on film — outstanding
our time, efforts and manpower on
advantage, he obred tape and paper work for the on almost any size screen in the
served, is thatthatthere
limit
of theatres.
on the light
can "isbe nopumped
government," Dr. DuMont stated: largest
New York demonstration of the through the unit.
TV's Spotlight of Truth
unit, which projects color via the
"I cannot
but wonder
how CBS system, is planned by 20th
much
longer help
television
would have
he said, for someSERVICING
been in getting here if those of Century-Fox,
time in December. A springtime SET RTMA
Program Begins
us who worked on its development target date for starting production
had been compelled in those early of the units has been planned, he PROGRAM designed to raise the
days to pay as much paper-work added, although material shortages standard of TV set service was
tribute to bureaucracy as we do may delay this somewhat.
week by
now.
Eidophor was originally invented started visionlastMfrs. Assn.
underRadio-Teledirection
by the late Dr. Hans Fischer of of E. W. Merriam, recently named
"I cannot
helpwould
but have
wonder
whether
television
not the
university and his associates, RTMA service manager. The pro- weeded out for the voters those who and has recently been developed by
is sponsored by the RTMA
have ismimposed
Dr. Edgar Gretener, an expert in Service gramCommittee.
on us. this creeping social- color
film and arc lighting. Dr.
Education of young men in TV
"I cannot
helpwould
but have
wonder
with RTMA
whether
television
not Gretener explained that the new servicing is planned,
courses of study to
exposed for the voters some of the high-intensity arc lighting now recommending
the
2,500
vocational
schools
as well
demagogues and insincere officials used in the projection unit can pro- as adult schools. RCA Institute
responsible for the wave of graft
duce light "up to double the bril- has been engaged by RTMA to
and dishonesty which seems to have
liancy of the sun" in ample enough
a three-year vocational high
gotten such a stranglehold on some quantity to fill the largest indoor write
school syllabus on radio and TV
theatre screen.
of our government agencies.
and
a
10-12 month syllabus for
Brother Concurs
help usbutnext
wonder
adult schools. Gilbert Weaver,
is "Iin cannot
store for
year what
and
training
of the New York
in succeeding years when the
Opinion of Mr. Skouras, who has State Boarddirector
of Education, is editing
honesty of television is put to work reportedly invested more than a the
courses.
in earnest in the cause of good, million dollars in the system, was
The three-year course will proclean, honest government and a supported by his brother, Charles,
vide full training for high school
return to the fundamentals of the President of National Theatres
youths whereas the shorter course
American enterprise system.
is
designed
for radio technicians
Corp. "We'll produce shows in who are untrained
"It is conceivable,
too, that in the color
in television.
and put them in movie theaworking
of that accomplishment,
RTMA
also
cooperating with
television at its efficient best could
tres across the country," he said. National Betteris Business
Bureau
I fill our halls of Congress with
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice presi- and its local bureaus in distributstatesmen, and our state and local
dent in charge of the Electronics
ing
a
booklet
on
care
of
TV
sets.
offices with men whose greatest Div. for General Electric, Dr. Peter
desire is to serve the public inter- C. Goldmark, vice president in It is designed to tell TV set buyers
est and welfare by means of the charge of engineering research and what they may expect of their receivers. Other phases of the proapplication of honesty and sincer- development
gram include cooperation with TV
ity.
for CBS Labs Division,
and
a
few
American
theatre
servicemen's
"If that dream could become a
nician groups.associations and techreality, television could move for- owners were among the small group
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Dr. DuMont (r) receives scroll
from Mayor Pashman
saic fete. during PasNBC UHF TEST
Set for Boca Raton
WORTH of UHF is going to be
demonstrated to NBC affiliates
during thevention in network's
conBoca Raton,affiliates
Fla., Nov.
28-Dec. 1. NBC last week got FCC
authority
to operate
experimental
TV transmitter
on UHF
Channel
23
(524-530
mc)
at
Boca
Raton
Nov. 18 to Dec. 1. Transmitter
will be installed at Lions Club,
with
signal Club,
to be 1%transmitted
Boca Raton
miles away,to
where sixvertersUHF
receivers
will be installed. and conDemonstrations will include both
live and film programming, pickups from convention attractions as
well
showsas ofkinescopes
the year. of best NBC-TV
Purpose is to demonstrate not
only how good
UHF cities
is, butthatto show
affiliates
in UHF
they
should not delay applying for such
frequencies, or getting on the air
with them as soon as FCC approves, according to NBC officials.
DETAINED BY REDS
CBS-TV Engineers Held
CBS-TV technicians Pat Fox and
Cyril Bliss, working in Germany
on new See It Now series, which
was slatedterday,towere held
make inits custody
debut yes-by
Russian officials in Helmstedt Nov.
11 on ments
thewereclaim
not inthat
order.their docuAccording to CBS-TV spokesman, a Russian Army major —
after a lengthy argument — asked
proof of employment,
the CBS technicians'
American
and was
shown same papers previously
called invalid. Mr. Fox and Mr.
Bliss were then released along
with a British liaison officer and
his interpreter who had interceded
for them.
Drops TV Show
HAZEL BISHOP Lipstick, New
York, through Raymond Speetor
Agency New of The
York, Freddy
will dropMartin
sponShow onsorshipNBC
TV, Wednesday,
10:30-11 p.m. after
dissatisfaction
with Nov.
the 28timedueandto
with the inability of the network
to clear desirable time on more stations throughout the country.
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Lyle Van— WOR

Important news, too (we think) ! Because
this year— for the FIRST time— BROADCASTING •TELECASTING will publish
a separate Yearbook for the television industry ... a volume packed cover-to-cover
with important facts about fast-growing TV
and the people who are making it grow.

TELECASTING Yearbook will be no less

Behind the new TELECASTING Yearbook stands the 18-year tradition of the
nationally famous BROADCASTING
Yearbook, a veritable encyclopedia of information referred to every day of the year
by thousands of advertisers, agencies and
other decision makers.

interrupt whatever you're doing and send
in that space-reserving coupon at the lower
righthand corner of this announcement!

informative, no less invaluable to some
10,000 buyers of TV programs and time
when the first, 1952 edition reaches their
desks by February 15. And its publication,
we believe, is important enough for you to

If you have a message for the people who
are making TV such a great industry today
— here's the place to tell it!

INTERRUPT

with

a

YOU

...

special

TIME IS RUNNING SHORT . . .
The staff of TELECASTING is already hard
at work on this new, first Yearbook. Publication date is February 15, 1952. That means
the advertising deadline has to be January 1, 1952.
Mechanical Requirements
Width Depth Width Dep.
Space
Full page
12V4
9V»
Bleed page
Three-quarters
6V4
Half page
4 1/16 11 8te Si/i
2
115'/2 4 1/16 5%
Quarter page 8'A"
2
Eighth page
4 1/16 23A
Double page spread 17'/2xll. Bleed WM2%.
Color: $110 per extra color per page.11" Bleed
$40
per page. A horizontal half page minimum
space in the station directory.
13
'A 1 RATES
7
RATES
26 times
time times times times
52
Page
170
150
%
215
190
i$395
230
120
10060 $26580
130 $350
125 $325
$285
4065
50
%
75
70
35
30
45
1/16
42
RESERVE YOUR ADVERTISING SPACE TODAY!
Just fill out this coupon and get it in the mail right away.
Or, better yet, wire or phone the nearest office of BROADCASTING-TELECASTING now!

news

bulletin?

SOME GOOD REASONS WHY
TELECASTING YEARBOOK . . .
will be studied, referred to regularly, and kept
close beside the most important people in TV
throughout 1952:
• Analysis of TV Advertising, 1951
• TV Billings by National Advertisers
• TV Station Listing and Personnel
• "Where to Buy It" Directories
• TV Audience Analysis for 1951
• TV Billings by Networks
• TV Billings by Adv. Agencies
6 Billings by Product Categories
plus (of course) pages and pages more of worthwhile, working facts about television that have
never before been assembled into a single, handy
Yearbook.
(And a good place, obviously, to list a few significant
sales facts about yourself!)

BROADCASTING-TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.

BROAD^fflNG
TJ^CASTING

Yessir ... we like to be in on the start of things. Put us down
for
pages in the new, FIRST annual edition of TELECASTING Yearbook. We'll have a plate (copy) to you by
.

870 National Press Buildinc
Washington 4, D. C.

Name
Organization
Address
City

State

rged by Elmer Rice
ls Cha
NGby political standards.
TIartists
BLACKLISTING
actorsIS
and other
I copy of Red Channels nor have I
BLACKL
do not intended to acquiesce when seen one, nor am I under any prespersonnel because of alleged "sub- the
same procedure is followed by
is a "pat- political
sure from any
tern thatversive"
tendspoliticalto opinions
become dominant
commissars who sit in
aroseoutside
from source."
casting of
the offices of advertising agencies Mr.Dispute
inPlaywright
the radioElmer
and television
fields,"
Rice's Counsellor-at-Law, teleRice charged last or business corporations."
vision
version
of
the
author's
longIn a revival of the controversy
week.
which opened on BroadThe Pulitzer Prize winner made that has centered around Red run drama
way
in
1931
with
Paul
Muni
playthe charge last Tuesday when he Channels since that booklet's pubing the lead. For the Celanese
lication more than a year ago, Mr. Theatre
resigned from Playwrights Tele- Rice reportedly
the playwright had reasserted that Mr.
vision Theatre, group of nine
suggested Mr. Muni and
authors whose dramas are being Socolow was under pressure from Gregory portedly
Peck —— neither
of whom
was
available
and three
other
Red,
Channels'
publishers.
produced
on
ABC's
Celanese
Theatre.
Mr. Socolow, identifying the actors, whom he contended the
Letter of resignation — announced statement as a "distortion" of the agency rejected.
toTheatre
newsmen
New Rice
York's
Fulton facts
he knewanythem,
said:into"I
'Lean Over Backward'
never asconducted
inquiry
whereat Mr.
is conductJesse T. Ellington, president of
political opinions and activities
ing rehearsals of his new play — the
was submitted to Stellar Enter- of any artists and have never Ellington & Co., agency for the
Corp.,backward
said, "we've
lean over
to livetried
up
faiths. I doupon
not their
possesspoli-a toCelanese
tion prises
formedInc., bya packaging
the William corporaMorris passedticaljudgment
Agency
to
produce
the
Celanese
series.
Delay of TVA Meet
Citing contract clauses giving
the playwrights control over
scripts, casting and production, TALENT GROUPS
Rejected by 4-A
AMERICAN GUILD of Variety Artists' move of two weeks ago to
Mr. names
Rice wrote,
"I nowselected
find thatby postpone
the
of actors
the TVA convention scheduled for early December was rejected last week by the Associated Actors and Artistes of America
you [Stellar Enterprises] are subparent body of entertainment unions.
mitted for approval to the Elling- board,
Move was discussed during the
ton Advertising Agency, whose
week,
with
board members taking Invitations sent out to all 4-A
client, the Celanese Corp. of America, is the sponsor of this program. it up with their respective unions, unions for consideration of this
and
was
voted
against by Actors project had resulted in affirmative
The agency, it appears, then submits these names to its attorney, Equity, American Federation of answers from AFRA, AGMA and
Radio Artists and American Guild the Hebrew Actors Union, Mr.
Walter
for of'clearance'
from the Socolow,
point of view
what is of Musical Artists at a 4-A meet- Westbrook said. Screen Actors
Guild is presenting the proposal to
ing, Nov. 9.
euphemistically called 'public relaEmphasizing that AGVA has no its governing board, while Actors
tions.' "
Equity and Chorus Equity had not
quarrel
with
TVA,
Albert
J.
WestCharges Political Inquiry
brook of the Variety Guild re- replied by week's end. Invitation to
discuss a total-merger plan left
iterated
that
his
group
has
been
"What this means in effect," Mr.
to be definitely com- designation of meeting time and
Rice
that into
Mr. and continued
mit ed to any kind of merger plan place to AGVA, once all replies
Socolowcontinued,
conducts an"isinquiry
the alleged political opinions and that will lead to integration of all were received.
activities of the actors and bases entertainment unions. "All we're
December convention of TVA —
his acceptance or rejection upon working for is a vertical structure scheduled when the television body
his judgment of the propriety of — one that will give the actor was first established — will consider
their political beliefs."
strength and responsibility," he future course of the group, with
"As an anti-Communist and a said.The AGVA defeat in moving for specific attention to be given the
militant opponent of totalitarianAFRA proposal
merge. Alter-of
natives includetocontinuation
ism," Mr.peatedly
Ricedenounced
said,the"I men
have who
re- postponement has not affected the TVA under
its present status as
Variety
Artists'
subsequent
move
sit in the Kremlin for judging for total merger [B*T, Nov. 12]. a trusteeship of the 4-A — with 10

to the best traditions of the theatre and to avoid any of that political thing in casting . . . but when
you get somebody who may cause
a lot of bad publicity for your program, you do have to be a little
careful. It's an ordinary business
It was reported that one of the
actors
cast in the television play
safeguard."
had
been listed in Red Channels,
but disavowed Communist ties.
Mr.tion ofEllington
saidTheatre
that producthe Celanese
series
— including casting — rests entirely
with Stellar Enterprises and that,
no actor engaged by the producer
had ever been disapproved by his
agency.hasThebeenpolicy
talent
one inof selecting
common
sense and is not based on political
views or pressure from outside
sources, he explained, although a
necessary criterion is "the degree
of public dacceptance
inividual." This involvesofthetheusual
standards of good taste and freenotoriety
and associationdomwithfromscandal,
he explained.
The agency's attorney, he said,
is responsible only for legal advice
pertinent to program contracts.
end, Counsellor-atLawBy wasweek's
still scheduled
10-11 p.m.
EST, Nov. 28 over ABC-TV. Alfred
Drake will play the title role, with
Mr. Rice's "wholehearted approvman. al," according to an agency spokes-

members from each union on the
board, establishing it as a separate
union with its own officers and dues
structure,
or merger with other
4-A
combinations.
George Heller, TVA executive
secretary, indicated that although
his group endorses an all-AAAA
merger, working it out in practical
terms raises too many questions to
make it seem the practical course
at this time. Since all unions give
vocal support to merging into a
single entertainment group, the
proposal should be given serious
consideration, he contends.
He suggested
testing however,
the sincerity of the proposals,
by setting a July 1 deadline for the
plan. If out
a total
merger
worked
by that
time,can't
AFRAbe
and TVA should be allowed to join
together, he said.
Fear Lead Hand
Other 4-A members fear the latter not only because it would give
the radio-television combination a
lead hand in AAAA policies, but
because they would also be deprived of the fat returns expected
when TV performers are put on an
official dues scale.
Meanwhile, AFRA officials
argued visionthat
merger
and radio
unitsnowwouldof telegive
direct representation to associated
fields under a combined administration, which would result in
MARKING third birthday of WAAM (TV) Baltimore at a Dr. Detlev W. Bronk, president of Johns Hopkins U. and stronger bargaining
The
celebration held Oct. 31 at the Phoenix Club in Baltimore chairman of station's program advisory council; Ken Car- merger — while savingpositions.
performers
are (I to r): Herman Cohen, vice president, WAAM Inc.;
ter, WAAM general manager; Ben Cohen, president,
a
duplication
now
—
would
not
Volney Righter, partner, Harrington, Righter & Parsons; WAAM Inc.; Norman Drescher, station relations manager,
Fred Allman, WAAM Inc. consultant; Chris Witting, DuMont; Norman Kal, executive vice president, WAAM necessarily delay an all-AAAA
advisory council were guests of honor. Dr. union, but would speed it by acdirector and general manager, DuMont Television Net- Inc. Members ofBronk
complishing aninitial step in that
was principal speaker.
work; Richard Rawls, ABC-TV station relations manager;
direction, they maintained.
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1274 E. Division Street
I Evansviile, Indiana
"Evansviile is a WFBM-TV

town. I receive the station

consistently and better than any other station"
# Leading Evansviile, Indiana, television retailers like Jim
Baise estimate there are approximately 2000 television sets
installed in Evansviile and Vanderburgh County.
0

That's good news for every WFBM-TV advertiser . . . it's
still more proof that you couldn't spend a TV dollar better
than on the Hoosier State's first station. Because, on this great
Indianapolis TV station, you're not only hitting the 60-mile
bull's eye area in the heart of high-income Hoosier-land, but
you're also picking up a sizeable bonus in the lush fringe regions.
Planning next year's promotions now? You owe it to your
clients to recommend WFBM-TV!
The home of WFBM-TV at 1330
North Meridian Street in Indianapolis isa beautiful new building,
designed exclusively for radio
and television. Complete facilities
for both studio productions and
film presentations are available.
[wfbm]tvJ

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

B Y

THE

K A T Z

AGENCY

VIDEO STUDY
Public Reaction Measured
Aeffects
NEW of continuingstudylifeon and
the
TV on home
public reaction to program trends
has been launched by Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York, according
to James C. Douglass, vice presision. dent in charge of radio and televiThe most significant reaction of
the report just compiled is that the
public
is rapidly
tiringunimaginaof "old"
television
faces and
tive program formats.
The report was conducted by
Marketscope Research Co., Newa "typical"
city.
It heldark, inthat
the type eastern
of program
needing most improvement is the
television movie, criticized by twice
as many persons as any other type
of entertainment. The greatest
complaint was that the movies are
too old.
"However, without the vast back-

log of old movies," Mr. Douglass
said,
the networks, stations,
to say
nothing"Even
of independent
could never
have
inaugurated
continuous transmissions.
"But
if
fresh
program
ideas
are
not initiated soon, television will
find itself going down hill as rapidly
as it rose in the past three years."
Checks Networks
Mr. Douglass reported also that
the agency had completed a detailed analysis of every network
show telecast
last majority
year. Thisof the
revealed that a vast
shows could attribute poor ratings
to hasty preparation, poor organization and lack of advance planning. Conversely,
the top-rating
shows have
a substantial
measure
of all three of these fundamentals,
he said.
"Itlic does
is not
our know
feelingwhat
that itthewants.
pubIt knows generally that it wants
to be entertained but not hoodinked by an advertising hook baited
with a dead shrimp of banality,"

it was pointed out.
"If in the months to come we
find out a little about what the
public
not want
or is tired
we willdoes
at least
eliminate
some of,
of
the undergrowth which must be
cleared away before fresh program ideas
can sprout."
As for
evaluating
shows on the
basis of ratings (Videodex, Telepulse, Nielsen, etc.) Mr. Douglass
pointed out that they are useful
only in determining broad trends
since such samples are influenced
by a number of elements.
Particular emphasis in the initial
study, Mr. Douglass said, was
placed on the attitude of parents
in regard to their children.
Three-quarters of the parents
with children from three to 13
years of age believed television
viewing to be beneficial. Of this
group
70% was
felt that
television15%on
the whole
educational,
cultural, 6% relaxing to the child,
and 3% found it kept youngsters
out of mischief. About one-quarter
opposed TV for their children.

It's Results
That

Count...
In October, an advertiser wrote,
"I am sure it will be of interest to
you to know that WGN-TV produced
the lowest cost leads for us of any
Television station in the country."

If if's results you want . . . it's WGN-TY

Che Chicago Crifauue Gbelebisiort Station
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in Chicago

HOPEFULLY looking toward Dec. 5
finals for title of Miss U. S. TeleNetworkvisionare (Iover toDuMont
r) MartyTelevision
Hogan, m.c;
Patricia Stevens, owner of modeling
and fashion school which sponsored
Chicago finals; Singer Lucille Reed,
Miss Chicago Television, and Walter
Schwimmer, president of the package
firm which syndicates program in 13
cities.
EDUCATION WEEK
'Lite/ WHAS-TV Join Forces
'LIFE' magazine joined WHASTV Louisville in presenting Inside
Our Schools during National Education Week, Nov. 11-17.
Victor A. Sholis, vice president
and director of WHAS-TV, explained that the special educational
projectcasts included
of telefrom schools ain series
Louisville
and
in the surrounding area. Life representatives had discussed the plan
with
for weeks, Mr.
Sholis WHAS-TV
added.
13 hourswasof the
WHAS-to
TVAboutschedule
devoted
what takes place in classrooms,
both public
and school.
parochial,
elementary and high
Monday
throughinated fromFriday,
telecasts
one or more
schoolsorig-in
the area. In addition, several
classes were brought to the studio
and other regular WHAS-TV programs were devoted
some phase
of National
Educationto Week.
Life sent a mailing to all its
subscribers in the Louisville area,
urging them to watch the telecasts.
The mailing included a checklist
with which viewers could rate their
schools. Life also provided WHASTV an
of Time
and
otheredition
films ofon March
our educational
system
for
showing
the
preceding
week.

TV A Elections
WEST COAST delegates to the
national Television Authority convention in New York Dec. 7-9 are
expected to be announced later this
week. All mail election ballots
were to be in the Los Angeles office
today (Nov. 19). Total of 16
delegates will be selected representing various categories in TVA.
Among those nominated were Peter
Prouse, former head of TVA West
Coast section; Lee Hogan; Eve
McVeagh; Whit Bissell; June
Whitley; Tyler McVey.
BROADCASTING
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WOC-TV Sells!
In fact, WOC-TV's reputation as a Selling Medium is growing so rapidly that this
station is approaching the SOLD OUT stage. There are a few good program and announcement availabilities left, so you'd BETTER ACT NOW.
Better act now ... if you want to reach WOC-TV's 23 county good viewing area.
Better act now . . . and get on the station with the "know how" to stimulate the buying
urge of people in the Quint-City area . . . p eople with a per capita effective buying power
30.2% above the national per capita average (Sales Management 1951 "Survey of Buying Power").
Let us or your nearest F & P office hear from you . . . and shortly you'll hear from
a vastSELLS
TV audience
that responds to sales messages carried by WOC-TV . . . the station
that
!
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

The

QUINT

BROADCASTING

CITIES

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Resident Manager
• Telecasting
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COMMUNITY TV
Replace Small Station?
FEAR that community antenna
TV systems may mean the doom
of small-market TV stations is one
reason why FCC has not yet made
up its mind on the application for
common carrier frequencies made
by J. E. Belknap & Assoc. of Poplar Bluff, Mo. [B*T, Oct. 15].
That is one impression Mr. Belknap and C. B. Bidewell, one of his
associates, carried away with them
after a one-day visit last week
with FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
and General Counsel Benedict Cottone.
were oftold',community
also, that anthe
whole They
question
tenna TV systems has not been
resolved and that it merged to
some degree with
the Commission's
consideration
of subscription
TV,
theatre TV, and other forms of
paid telecasting. Also involved,
they were informed, was the question of satellite TV operations.
Reason Indicated
Reason the Commission is
worried about community antenna
TV systems is pointed up by this
touchy question:
Willing several
anyonehundred
be interested
investthousandin dollars
in a small-market TV station, probably on not-well-established UHF, if
someone else can furnish big city TV
programs to Subscribers at a nominal
monthly fee merely by picking up a
metropolitan
signals and
feeding cable?
them station's
to subscribers
via
coaxial
Some at the FCC feel such a

RECEPTION was held for Peggy Wood, star of CBS-TV Mama series, who received Royal St. Olav Medal for advancing American-Norwegian cultural
relations on her program. Chatting with Miss Wood at presentation are (I
to r): Frank Stanton, CBS president; Erling S. Bent, Consul General of Norway
in New York, and J. L. Van Volkenburg, president, CBS Television Division.
Mr. Bent made presentation to Miss
Wood at direction of King Haakon VII
of Norway.
situation would be a stumbling
block intions andthestillpathuncertain
of small UHF.
TV staApplication by Mr. Belknap
asked for permission to use two
microwave relay stations in the
5925-6425 mc band to pick up
WMCT (TV) Memphis and feed
the signal northwest to Kennett
and Poplar Bluff, Mo. If successful,tendthetheapplicant
proposes totoDexexservice eastward
ter, Maiden, Sikeston, Jackson,
Cape
Girardeau,Ky. Mo., Cairo, 111.,
and Paducah,
After that, the firm plans to

pickup
KSD-TV
Louis Benton,
signals,
feed them
to Mt. St.Vernon,
DuQuoin, West Frankfort, Johnston City, Marion and Carbondale,
111. in each of these cities
Service
would be rendered by individual
distributing firms, the application
stated. The Belknap organization
would only transmit signals from
one city to the other. In its hometown of Poplar Bluff, the Belknap
firm did
enter the distribution endplanof tocommunity
antenna
service for individual subscribers.
Hearing on the Belknap application was asked by WMCT and
KSD-TV [B«T, Nov. 12]. The stations raised several questions regarding the rebroadcasting of their
programs, license rights in the properties, etc.

ABC-TV FILM USE
Most From Hollywood
SEVENTY-FIVE percent of the
film used by ABC-TV has been
produced in Hollywood, according
to Donn Tatum, director of television for the network's western
division and manager of KE CATV Los Angeles. Mr. Tatum made
the observation in a talk on "Films
in Television" at a regular monthly
meeting of the National Society
of Television Producers, Los
Angeles.
The network, he said, devoted
50% of ment.itsThistime
and tothefilm75%entertainfigure,
he noted, would hold good for a
long time, with the possibility that
in the future they might even be
increased.
During the business portion of
the meeting it was announced that
a New York branch of the Society
had been opened at 35 West 53d St.
It was further reported that
Bob Mendelsohn,
in Gilford & Mendelsohn,partner
Los Angeles
law firm, had been named to replace Max Gilford as counsel for
NSTP. Mr. Gilford resigned to
become executive producer for
Pegasus Productions.
Membership also heard a telegram sent to
authorization
of theNARTB
NSTP under
board
ofapproving
ethics. the broadcasters' code

SpotfromCost
(Continued
page 66 A)
St. Paul, Washington). One hour— $550
toto $850
(average
$660);
-hour— $330
(average $100
$390);toHalf
One-minute
less—$4809 stations,
$160 (averageor
$125.55);
One-minute
—
1
station,
$110;
20-seconds—
8-seconds—
9 stations, $301 station,
to $80 $100;
(average
$56.66).
300,000
to
350,000:
8
stations,
4
cities
(Baltimore, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, St.
BLOODWORM NAMED
Louis).
hour — $650$390 toto $850
(average $775);OneHalf-hour—
$510 (averTo Hal Roach Post
age
$465);
One-minute
or
less—
6
stations,
$113.75
to
$150
(average
$132.29);
One-minute—
2
stations,
$125
to
$150
HAL ROACH Studios, Culver City,
(average
$137.50);
20-seconds
—
2
staCalif., has appointed James Bloodtions, $1008 tostations,
$135 (average
$40 to $75$117.50);
(averworth as manager of its TV com- 8-seconds—
age
$55.55).
mercial spot film department. Be- 500,000 to 600,000: 3 stations, 1 city
sides directing sales, Mr. Blood- (Cleveland).
One hour— $750 to $800
(average
$783.33);
Half
-hour — $450
worth will coordinate the studios' $480
(average
One-minute
lessto
—2 stations,
$150$470);to $160
(average or$155);
productioncording to Hal
of commercial
films,
acE. Roach, president. One-minute— 1 station, $200; 20-seconds
$165; 8-seconds—
3 stations,
$75700,000
tostation,
$80to (average
After
the studios' films
sales —1
divisionexpanding
of TV commercial
800,000: $78.33).
5 stations, 2 cities
(Boston,
Detroit).
One
hour—
$1,100 to
in the Southern California area, he
(average
$1,160);
Half
-hour— $660or
will appoint sales representatives $1,250
toless—$750$200
(average
$695);
One-minute
to $250 (average
$220);(average
8-seconds—2 stations,
$75 to $100
for Chicago, New York, San Francisco and other major cities.
900,000 to 1 million: 3 stations, 1 city
$87.50).
Writer-producer of short sub- (Philadelphia). One hour — $1,400 to
$1,500to (average
$1,466.66); One-minute
Half -hour—
jects at Warner Bros. Studios until $840
less—$900
$250— (average
to $300to$880);
(average
$283.33);
$125
$150 (average
recently, Mr. Bloodworth has been or8-seconds
a Mutual-Don Lee producer in $141.66).
1 million to 2 million: 11 stations, 2
And we are pretty smug about our connections too. KSL-TV not
cities (Chicago,
Los Angeles). $1,140.90);
One hour
Hollywood and was associated with —$750
-hourto —$1,500
$450 (average
to $900 (average
only gets the "cream of the TV crop" through affiliation with
various national advertising agen- Half
or less—
6 stations,
cies in similar capacity. Hal Roach $689.09);
three important networks, CBS, ABC and Dumont, but KSL-TV
$200 to 5One-minute
$325
(average
$261.66);
Onestations,
$1355 stations,
to $250 (averoffers great programming directly from the networks. Yes, sir
Jr., vice-president and executive minute—
age $194); 20-seconds—
$90 to
. . . coast to coast telecasting is now a reality in the hustling
producer of the firm, is currently $230 (average
$163);
8-seconds—
10
stato $150 7(average
$112.55).
Over tions,
2yz$40.50million:
stations,
1 $800
city
in New York negotiating with ad- (New
York-Newark).
One
hour—
"Center of Scenic America Market" WW
WW\M
vertising agencies and sponsors for —$480
to $3,750to $2,250
(average
$2,371.42);
Half -hour
through the up-to-the-minute facilities of Im^fc
1 w
(average
$1,422.86);
Oneless— 2 stations,
$775; (averOnethe production of three new half minute or5 stations,
$1655 tostations,
$650
TELEVISION SPOT '.
hour weekly series film shows for minute—
age
$383);
20-seconds—
$130
television.
to $550 tio(average
$301); (average
8-seconds—$252.92).
6 stans, $80 to $387.50
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LOS

HER
INFORMAL
COOKING
PROGRAM SELLS
SO HARD...
ITS NEARLY
SOLD OUT!

NBC HOLLYWOOD

ANGELES

TV

HEADLINER!

Want a sure-fire women's participation show on TV to sell your
food product in the great Los Angeles market?
Take a look at Monty Margetts ! And buy time on this friendly, intimate
show — if there's any left!
We say this advisedly, because Monty's time is just about sold out
as we write this. Here's a gal who doesn't pretend to be an expert cook.
But her warm, appealing manner has won her thousands upon thousands
of friends. They send in recipes by the dozen . . . letters often running
into the thousands a week.
Yes, Monty may not be an expert cook . . . but how she sells !
Food products presented on her TV show get the support of dealers . . .
and the patronage of customers in the booming Los Angeles market.
Spots are available at the moment on the Monty Margetts program . . .
they wont be for long! Time is 2:30 to 3:00, Monday thru Friday.
For complete details, contact KNBH, Hollywood, or your nearest
NBC Spot Sales Office.
TO SELL THE BUYING
MILLIONS IN AMERICA'S
2ND LARGEST TV MARKET
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BANNISTER FLAYS CODE CRITICS
Reiterates Determination to Urge Immediate Adoption
(The editor
lastfrom
week Harry
receivedBannister,
the following
letter
general
manager
of WWJ-AM-FM-TV
Detroit,
NARTB
television
director,
and
member
NARTB code.)
committee that
drafted theof thetelevision
EDITOR:
very much
over
theI'mcontents
of a disturbed
story in your
[Nov. 5] issue. It summarizes the
reactions of Washington lawyers to
the NARTB television code, and
they're
In fact,notto good.
me, it looks as if the
old axe is out — sharpened and
ready for the kill.
According to the story, certain
lawyers allege that the code has
been "hastily processed," that it
"faces serious rewriting," that
"discovery of loopholes might delay
final adoption," that it sets up a
"kangaroo
that "withdrawal
of seal wouldcourt,"
be tantamount
to loss
ofof station
license,"
that
"a
number
attorneys could not advise their
clients
to subscribead nauseum.
to Code," etc.
etc.
ad infinitum,
I'm
not
really
surprised.
irks the lawyers like all hell isWhat
that
THEY did not write the code — that
it was written by laymen — with
fine legal counsel, I might add.
Furthermore, the way it looks to
me, all the legal objections made to
the code are of the same nature
that one could make to any law
ever written and enacted into law,
— by lawyers'.
Written by Lawyers
As a matter of fact, the basic
law of the land, our hallowed Constitution, was written by lawyers,
and the lawyers still write and
pass laws
other lawyers
declare to be which
unconstitutional,
despite
the fact that over 150 years have
gone by since the Constitution was
adopted.
You'dwould
think have
that bylearned
now,
the lawyers
what the Constitution really means.
Every point raised in your story
was considered and talked out in
the code committee meetings. When
counsel advised that we were up
against legal obstacles, we tried in
every way to meet the situation.
When a head-on collision was in-

evitable, we either backed away or
decided to take a calculated risk.
We tooklated risk
theinmost
calcuthe impoi-tant
case of liquor,
deciding to ban it on television. We
do so, realizing that some shyster
might start a distilling business
with no end in view other than to
try to buy television advertising,
knowing it would be refused, then
sue everyone in the industry for a
million dollars. We decided that
such an eventuality would be a
great thing for television, and that
no jury in the country would find
for the shyster.
As . to the charge that the code
was
"hastilysinceprocessed,"
is nowits
11 months
the FCC itissued
call for an industry meeting to
consider television programming
standards.
we'vewith-allowed too muchIf anything,
time to lapse,
out settling the matter.
As to the withdrawal of seal being tantamount to loss of license,
which of course reveals lack of understanding of our
laws —bound
becauseby
the Commission
is NOT
NARTB action— I only say, "So
what?" Anyone
run toa
television
station who
well can't
enough
retain the seal should go back to
the coal mines, or study law.
The code was written by and for
policy makers, not lawyers. Any
television operator who is silly
enough to allow his lawyer to determine policy, ought to have his
head examined. As I see it, a lawyer is a guy you hire to tell you
how you go about doing something
which you feel should be done.
This television business is NOT
radio. It's too powerful, too vivid,
too compelling to be allowed to run
loose. It needs a code, but quick.
Ifquickly,
it doesn't
withindustry,
a code,
from come
withinup the
it will have something infinitely
more restrictive imposed on it from
without. That was in our minds
at alldawned
times. onApparently
it hasn'tof
yet
some members
the Washington bar.
The board of review cannot have
its functions completely spelled out

Futuristic -Incomparable Productions, Inc.
HIGH-GRADE EDUCATIONAL
FEATURE FILMS
RADIO — TV — STAGE — ANIMATED CARTOONS
Tailor-Made for IndividualityWrite to:
Futuristic-Incomparable Productions, Inc.
Box 1111, Cleveland 3, Ohio or Box 1452 Miami Beach, Fla.
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and defined in detail at this time.
It needs, first, to be set up so it can
function; then it will be a developing mechanism, crawling at first,
then walking slowly, and eventually,
into high now.
gear. But, it
must begettingestablished,
Valid Objections
If the broadcasting lawyers really have at heart the best interests
of their clients, they will in all
cases figure out how the Code can
be revised to take care of valid objections without in any way weakening it, and above all, to retain
the teeth we gave it so that it will
not be a mere gesture or a bunch
well-meaning
itof should
start toplatitudes.
function atThen
the
earliest possible moment, while
television is still in the hands of
the topfore theoperators
the who
nation,killed
becats and ofdogs
the radio code get a chance to do
likewise
television.
got
to establishto the
seal and We've
the board
of review on a firm basis (which
means at least two years of operation) before the cats and dogs arrive. By thatthat
time,newcomers
I hope we'llwillbe
so strong
either abide by the rules, or else.
I'm going to the December meeting of the NARTB Board, prepared to urge adoption immediately, with no weakening, no weasel
words, and I urge everyone in the
industry, including the Washington bar to work to that end, withwasting.
out respite or delay. Time's a-

ADMIRING
symbol are (I to new
r) J. CBS
L. VanTelevision
Volkenburg,
TV
division
president,
Golden,
creative
directorandof William'
Advertising & Sales Promotion Dept., who
designed symbol. In use since Oct.
20, new symbol resembles an eye
against background of cumulus
clouds.
THEATRE TV
New Firm Announced
THEATRE Television Authority,
with a nationwide theater-TV network as ultimate goal, has been
organized in Los Angeles. Articles
of incorporation have been filed
with California Secretary of State
in Sacramento.
In addition to assisting exhibitors in purchase and maintenance of large screen theatre TV
equipment,
groupwithalsospecial
will
service thosenewhouses
video programs, according to Kenneth E. Wright, managing director.
Although Mr.
starting
announced,
Wrightdatesaidwasn't
TTA
will launch its service with approximately 30 theatres
fornia, the majority
of themin inCalithe
Los Angeles area. He hopes to expand service to include the 11 westtional.ern states and ultimately go naConceding there is difficulty at
present in obtaining equipment because of shortages, Mr. Wright declared groundwork is being laid
now for the long-range goal.
Special Programs
Program
fare,special
he said,events
will consist of sports,
and
specially produced shows, with a
guarantee
to
the
producers.
such shows will be exclusive Allto
TTA, it was pointed out.
Organization will be partly
financed by a $100,000 stock issue,
with additional money already
available,
Wright. ,
Besides according
Mr. Wrightto asMr.managing
director, Rodney C. Richardson is
secretary: They also serve on the
board of directors with Jack Brashear,
Frank A. Prior and Les C. [
Schwimley.
A request for recognition as a
public utility has been filed with
California
mission. Public Utilities Com-

PILOT FILM
CBS-TV, Cornell Announce
PILOT film in the CBS TelevisionCornell U. exploration of joint
production of educational TV programs will go into production this
week and will deal with the Cornell Aeronautical Lab's research
on aviation
Nov.
12]. speed and safety [B»T,
Plans for the half-hour test
film, which
CBS-TV
spokesmen
described as the
possible
forerunner
"of a series of Cornell-CBS Television educational programs covering virtually the full range of
human interest," were announced
jointly last Thursday by Hubbell
Robinson Jr., CBS-TV vice president in charge of network proand President Dean W.
Malott ofgrams,Cornell.
The announcement said the plans
"contemplate the possibility of the
university contributing to the development ofeducational television
in many departments of its farflung
expertsinterests,"
and many utilizing
of its 15 both
schoolsits
and colleges. CBS-TV's role would
involve providing technical knowhow to present the programs dramatical y and interestingly, as well
as financial backing. CBS-TV gets KTTV (TV) Los Angeles coverage of
exclusive
the
film. network rights to use of Los Angeles County Fair, Pomona, in
was named
publicin servThe Cornell Aeronautical Lab, September
ice programming
of thebestyear
1951
where the pilot film will be de- popularity
poll conducted by Terry
veloped, isa $5 million air facility Vernon, television editor of the Long
located at Buffalo and operated by Beach (Calif.) Independent. Fair coverage won over Kefauver hearings,
Cornell for all phases of aviation and MacArthur
research and development.
cisco telecasts. arrival in San FranBROADCASTING
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LIVE commercials are preferred
by 45.2% of the television audience,
according to a survey of television
commercials
AdvertestN. Re-J.
search, NewbyBrunswick,
Cartoon types were shown to be
preferred by 44.5%.
Listing the singing or dancing
type as mercial
the best
method
compresentation
were of55.6%;
storytionorwas rated
dramatic
type
presentasecond.
When it comes to presenting the
product, the Advertest survey indicated that "showing the product
in38.5%
use" ofis the
preferred by
the method
TV audience.
Generally, video commercials are
considered in a favorable light, the
survey showed, although the
amount of advertising time is
thought to be 40% greater than it
should be. As for interest in the
commercial, education is a criterion
in that, as the amount of education increases,
interest in TV commercials decreases.
Most respondents thought that
TV commercials were improving.
Lucky Strike led in that best-liked
division, replacing last year's leader, Ballantine.
Morris continued to lead thePhilip
most disliked
list,
the Advertest survey showed.
The Television
study, partAudience
of Advertest's
"The
of Today,"
was
conducted
to ascertain
which commercials were
best remembered, best liked, least liked,

and an evaluation of the TV commercials.
Ronsonas thesurpassed
Bulova's com1950
record
remembered
mercial best
and was
followed by
Chesterfield, Lipton and Beechnut, in thatmembered
order.
For inbest-recommercials
each
category, see accompanying table.
1951
1950
PRODUCT
General
Electric Westinghouse
Ford
Appliances
Automotive
Ford
Auto. Equip. Texaco
Texaco
Ballantine Schaefer
Beer & Wine
Clothing
&
Howard
Howard
Access.
Confectionery
Ivory
Chiclets
Beechnut
& Gum& Toilet- Whelans Stopette
ries
Drugs
Toilet
Soap Bird's Eye Bird's
Lux Eye
Foods Beverages Lipton
Food
Laundry Soaps
Lipton
Ronson
Tide
Ronson
Armstrong
Lighters
&
Ajax
Silverware
Household
Nairn
Congoleun
Equipment
Publications
TV Guide
Radio
&
ported) Philco
Television DuMont
(Not
reSoft Drinks
Pepsi-Cola
Pepsi-Cola
Travel
TWA Con.
Edison
Utilities& &
Tobacco
Chesterfield Chesterfield
Watches
Cigarettes Bulova Bulova

Live Commercials Top
Advertest List
(Report 190)
Three children's shows and 16 for
adults
werechildren's
tagged "variable."
In the
class, "objectionable" programs
were Captain
Video, Foodini
the Great,
Howdy
Doody and Space Patrol, while
Cisco Kid, Cliff Norton and Tom
Corbett were labeled "variable."
For adults,
shows
were
Bride "objectionable"
and Groom, Eloise
Salutes the Stars, Juvenile Jury,
Marigold Wrestling, Milton Berle,
Rainbo Wrestling, Stork Club and
What's My Line?

KNXT Issues
Card No. 1
AS OF December 1, KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles puts into effect Rate
Card No. 1. The station has been
operating on the rate card of KTSL
whose call letters were recently
changed to KNXT.
New hourly rates for Class A
time will be increased by $300 to
$1,500.
become $300;
station Spots
identifications,
$150. shared
Class
B and Class C rates are being adjusted accordingly. Old rates will
apply on
TV Programs Classified
cepted priororders
to Dec.placed
1. and acStation rate increase was
By National Board
by the move of its transFOUR gramschildren's
pro- promptedmit er to Mt.
Wilson, a tenfold inand eight fortelevision
adults were
c
r
e
a
s
e
i
n
in addition to an
found "objectionable"
by theBoard,
Na- increase in.power
TV set sales, in the Los
tional Television Review
Chicago, in its October report. Angeles area, the station said.
City
1951 — Telecasting Survey
City
Weekly Television Summary— November «
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area Louisville
Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
109,835
KOB-TV
Matamoras
(Mexico).
Ames
71,125
WOI-TV
Brownsville, Tex WMCT
10,500
Atlanta
165,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
9,450 Miami
XELD-TV
Memphis
Baltimore
WTVJ
104,129
WAAM,
WBAl-TV,
WMAR-TV
337,687
44,750 Milwaukee
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
280,113
89,300
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
125,000
275,600
65,000 Minn.-St.
Bloomington WTTV
Nashville Paul KSTP-TV,
786,790
Boston
WBZ-TV,
43,393
Haven
221,972 New
WSM-TV
Buffalo
WBEN-TV WNAC-TV
200,000
WNHC-TV
New
Orleans
100,230
WBTV
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
Chicago
New York
995,630 Newark
67,148
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WOR-TV,
WPIX
Cincinnati
305,000 Norfolk
WCPO-TV,WNBK,
WKRC-TV, WLWT
529,548
Cleveland
2,625,000
WEWS,
299,000 Oklahoma City WATV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC,WXELWTVN
WTAR-TV
85,742
WKY-TV
140,808 Omaha
100,231
103,217
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
DallasPhiladelphia WDTV
KMTV, WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Davenport
Phoenix
67,805
939,800
WOC-TV
E.
Moline
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
KDHO-TV
Pittsburgh
44,700
342,300
WLWD
215,000 Providence
DaytonQuad Cities WHIO-TV,
170,000
705,323
WTVR
WJAR-TV
WJBK-TV,
Detroit
Erie
WICU WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
76,875 Richmond
Rochester
WHAM-TV
95,071
67,805
Ft.Dallas
Worth93,260
Island WHBF-TV
140,808 Rock Quad
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Include Davenport,
Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline56,363
Cities KDYL-TV,
Lake City
Grand
Rapids- WOOD-TV
160,413 Salt
Kalamazoo
KSL-TV
San
Antonio
59,400
111,985
San Diego
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
KEYL,
Houston
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
84,049
K PRC-TV
98,902 San Francisco KGO-TV,
247,000
KPIX, KRON-TV
HuntingtonAlbany-Troy
WRGB
Charleston WSAZ-TV
Schenectady180,500
187,250
63,167
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
42,000
99,000
Jacksonville
St. Louis
WMBR-TV
KING-TV
120,000 Seattle
Johnstown
Toledo
WJAC-TV
327,000
KSD-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
KOTV
KalamazooSyracuse
160,413
Tulsa
143,494
WSPD-TV
127,000
Grand CityRapids WDAF-TV
WKZO-TV
157,251 Washington
Kansas
WKTV
Utica-Rome
89,263
Lancaster
117,280 Wilmington
WGAL-TV
Lansing
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
56,200
WJIM-TV
67,000
WDEL-TV
KFI-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
301,000
84,063
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
Total1 ,334,899
Stations
Estimates Sets in Use 14,496,000
Total
MarketsXELD-TV
o Matamoros, Mexico
* Includes
Air 109* area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
> Air 64*for each market represent estimated sets withinon television
Totals
Editor's Note
partially
duplicated. Since
Sourcesmanyof set
are basedsomeon data
from dealers,
summaries. committees,
Total setselectric
in all companies
and manufacturers.
are estimates
compiled monthly,
may remain
unchangeddistributors, TV circulation
necessarily approximate.
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CITIZEN

"This would seem to indicate television on the local level is reaching
for
adulthood,"
says thealong
DaytonmanyDailytelephoned
News' Billquestions
Barton. "Moderator
Stuart
Strand passed
during the
half hour. He was still clutching a handful when time ran out and citizens were still telephoning WHIO-TV for some time after the show."
Here's something hot in public
service shows — so hot, in fact,
that we may change the name to
"Fireworks on Sunday Afternoon!"
Actually, the name is — "The
Citizen Speaks." WHIO-TV
supplies the prime half -hour (2
P. M. Sundays) and the moderator. The rest of the cast is
Dayton city officials and Dayton citizens.
A subject of city-wide interest
is announced each week. Qualified city officials appear before
a panel of citizens who want to
know What? Why? Where?
When? How Much? During the
show, viewers can phone in additional questions, thus making it
a widespread free-for-all.
To use an overused phrase —
this is democracy in action — and
we do mean action. It was
launched with much fingercrossing. Would the people of
Dayton take an interest? If you
doubt it, you should be on our
BROADCASTING
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switchboard and read our mail.
Would city officials like the notion and cooperate with it? The
answer is: Both!
To quote Mayor Lohrey,
"This is one of the healthiest
things in city government I've
ever experienced. The public response is amazing. On this
WHIO-TV program we're able
to bring the democratic processes
of local government into the living rooms of Dayton. This program answers a real need." To
quote ourselves, "Here is publicservice programming with a

City atorManager
McClure,
Lohrey
and ModerStuart Strand
(below)Mayor
discuss
program
details.
With members of Dayton City Commission (above)
they appear on premiere of "The Citizen Speaks."

BANG!"
CHANNEL 13
jo-tv t«
DAYTON, OHIO

PulseoffortopSeptember
out
10 weeklyshows
shows8
were aired via WHIO-TV.
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TV IN JAPAN
Plans Group Returns to U. S.
PLANS for creation of a commercial TV network in Japan have
been laid before telecommunications officials of that country and
the proposed 22-station hookup is
now in the blueprint stage.
This was learned after the return of a three-man group from
Tokyo last month. The delegation
was headed by a Maj. Harry Holthusen, affiliated with a New York
legal firm.
Maj. Holthusen and two other
representatives had drawn up plans
for creation of the network in line
with recommendations of Sen. Karl
Mundt (R-S. D.), advocate of a
global TV project for Japan and
Turkey. One of the representatives, presumably an engineer, is
associated with RCA.
The military official followed up
his Japanese
trip with a conference at the headquarters
of the
Turkish delegation in Washington,
D. C. He is heading a similar delegation to Turkey.
Japanese communications authorities were described as gratified with the plans submitted by
the American group. They had
solicited counsel on the TV and
also a commercial radio project
during a visit to New York, Washington and other cities last summer, conferring with radio-TV
broadcasters [B*T, July 23].
Financing in Japan
The Japanese TV network will
be underwritten by private firms
there at an estimated cost of $4,670,000, with provision for the
U. S. State Dept. to lease facilities
for information programs. The first
Japanese commercial radio station
got underway last September.
Another member of the Holthusen unit is a representative of
Philips-Eindleoven, Dutch manufacturer, who will accompany the
group to Turkey with similar
plans.
Maj.
Holthusen reportedly
obtained reassurances
from the
Turkish delegation on the diplomatic aspects of that project.
The Turkish plan is geared along

FLICK of a switch by Chris J. Witting
(r), director and general manager of
DuMont TV Network, launches operation of WABD (TV) New York transmitter from atop the Empire State
Bldg. in New York. Signal is given by
Rodney
D. Chipp (c),
tor of engineering,
whilenetwork
Clarencedirec-G.
Alexander, DuMont operations direcStation's
went tor,
on looks
the on.
air from
new sitetransmitter
Oct. 26.
similar lines, with an estimated
initial expenditure of between $3
and $4tionsmillion
few sta-of
and a longcovering
range aoutlay
between $30 and $40 million for
additional transmitters and comreceivers. Network
would be used munity-type
for educational
and
cultural programs [B*T, Sept. 3,
Aug. 20, July 30, 23].
U. S. military authorities are
expected to confer with Gen.
D wight Eisenhower at Supreme
Headquarters, Allied Powers of
Europe, on* the feasibility of
launching the project from that
juncture. Turkey is earmarked for
membership in the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. Discussions
may be held shortly.
Heads Telethon
HOWARD S. CULLMAN, chairman of New York Port Authority
and chairman of the city Cerebral
Palsy Drive, will head the general
committee in charge of the 14-hour
telethon to be carried on WJZ-TV
New York Dec. 8 and 9. Trevor
Adams, general manager of the
ABC key station, will be general
coordinator of the night-long celebrity parade.

If you siilljthink
THERE A1n¥n*T
SECH ANIMAL
You have a pleasant surprise coming! FILMACK
has solved the problem of producing top-quality animated
openings and
closings,
at bigfilm-spots,
savings totitles,
TV advertisers.
33 year's
makingus trailers
for
the
theatre experience
industry hasin taught
how to put
punch in TV film spots and do it at a saving of
25 per cent or more to youl
Call us for quotations on your next TV film spot.
STUDIOS
1331 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
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UHF BOUNCES FROM MOON
Collins' Iowa Signal Lands in D. C.
BOUNCING radio signals off the be needed to get a usable signal,
moon seems to be no trick at all any since attenuation is extremely high.
more.
On the asset side is the information that is gained from such exCollins Radio Co. in Cedar Rapin UHF.
ids, Iowa, did that very thing twice Since UHFperiments— isparticularly
fairly unknown specin the last few weeks — and the sigtrum-ter itory —scheduled to be
nal
was
received
in
Washington,
775 miles away.
used for TV when the three-yearHowever, this was the first time old TV freeze is lifted early next
[B»T,feel Nov.
5] — consulting
that UHF was used. Previous ex- year
that every
piece of
periments were done by the Army engineers
data
gathered
on
the
propagation
Signal Corps
in
1946
under
the
dicharacteristics
of
this
part
of the
rection of Col. John H. DeWitt Jr.,
now president of WSM Nashville, spectrum is valuable.
NBS said that possibilities of
using 100-mc radar equipment, and
by Australian scientists in 1950 using the moon as a reflector for
communication purposes was feausing 20-mc transmissions.
sible. It said "scientists believe
Collins used a 20-kw transmitter
on 418 mc, putting out an effective that a dependable radio system
if the transradiated power of 5,000 kw. It might bemitterarranged
and antenna were engitransmitted a continuous-wave telen
e
r
e
d
f
o
r
these
specific
purposes."
graphic
message
for
30
minutes
on
Oct. 28 and again on Nov. 8, using
Actually, the experiment took
a highly directional transmitting place to test out theoretical calculations made by NBS engineers.
antenna.ceived at Both
messages Bureau
were re-of
the National
Results proved them correct, according to the NBS statement.
Standard's Sterling, Va., field ofMeanwhile, 14,000,000 TV set
fice, about 30 miles west of Wash- owners,
many of them plagued by
ington, using a highly directional
receiving antenna. Collins has been ghosts and other forms of reflected
working under contract with NBS signal interference, have begun
for a number of years.
satellite. a wary eye at the earth's
The received signal strength of cocking
the moon-reflected signal was 0.0002
micro-microwatts.
sig- RCA Victor Buys
nal from a 50 kwTheAMreceived
broadcast
station over the same distance RCA Victor has signed to sponsor
would have been 0.01 microwatt, Ezio Pinza and Dennis Day in a
according to NBS officials.
half -hour show on NBC-TV
The message was Dr. Samuel F. new
Starting Friday (8-8:30 p.m.). Mr.
B. Morse's "What hath God Pinza
will appear weekly in his
own show until after the first of
Experiment evoked lot of com- year,
when
Mr. Day will alternate
wrought."
ment, with some reports speculating on the possibility of using the with him.
moon to extend UHF TV signals.
This was doubted by some consult- Aniline Media Plans
ing engineers who questioned the
efficiency and economy of using the RADIO and TV are being conmoon as a reflector of radio beams.
by the National Aniline
One of the drawbacks, according Div. of sidered
Allied Chemical & Dye
to consulting engineers, is that the Corp., New York, which recently
moon must be over the same part named Price, Robinson & Frank,
of the earth as are the transmitter Chicago, to handle its advertising
and receiver *o be used. Secondly, for Swerl. Clinton E. Frank and
they say, tremendous power would Robert G. Everett handle the account.
CONTRACT TALKS
ALA Meets With Networks
Television Film Distributors
NATIONAL Television Committee
of the Authors League of America
and
met with network representatives
Sales Agents
Thursday — for the first time since
July 24 — totiations,resume
negoServicing
Market
halted whencontract
the Radio
Would likethe toSouth-Eastern
represent producers
Writers Guild sought an NLRB
of Package Shows, Open End
vote to settle jurisdiction over teleFilms, Shorts, Soundies, and etc.
vision writers.
Send complete information of your
Screen Writers Guild on the West
product
your sales
catalogagencyto:
the
most and
progressive
Coast also started negotiations last
In
this
area
calling:
on
Agencies,
week with producers to settle conAdvertisers, and Stations.
tracts for writers on filmed teleContact:
vision shows. Any agreement
reached will be signed by the SWG
ENTERPRISE CORPORATION
for writers west of the Rockies and
1612 S. W. 13th Street
by the ALA, which retains its
jurisdiction over TV writers east
MIAMI, FLORIDA
of the Rockies.
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Filming marionettes for an educational film is but one
of the many daily jobs of the Maurer 16mm.
Professional Camera. If your film shooting demands the
maximum in accuracy, quality and simplicity of
camera operation, your camera is the Maurer
— first choice in the professional field.
THE
1BMM. SOUND recording
ON-FILM RECORDING SYSTEM combines the highest gdelity
simplicityin 16mm.
of operation. practice with wide flexibility and extreme
For details on this and other Maurer equipment write
J.

A. MAURER.
ixc.
37-01 31st Stre ■t, Long Island City 1, New York
1107 South Robert! Dn Blvd., Los Angeles 35, Califor
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COMPARING notes after Oct. 9 premiere of Keep Posted, weekly half-hour
news discussion panel on DuMont TV, are (I to r) J. D. Danforth, BBD&O
v. p.; E. Huber Ulrich, asst. to pres. and dir. of pub. rel., Curtis Pub.
Co., sponsor; D. E. Van Metre, manager, sis. and subscription promotion,
Curtis Circulation Co.; Martha Rountree, show co-producer, and Chris J.
Witting, director of DuMont network.

BEN Greensboro,
GREER (r), news
WFMYTV
N. C,dir.,interviews
Sen. James H. Duff (R-Pa.) during
legislator's
to Greensboro
Oct.
19. Sen. Duffvisitappeared
on WFMYTV's Evening Edition news show.

DENNIS JAMES and Julia Meade of
Okay,
image
orthiconMother
camera examine
of GeneralnewPrecision
Lab., Pleasantville, N. Y., as show,
cast and
first studios.
appearance from camera
ABC-TV made
New York

EXAMINING Esskay Products are (I to r) Bob Walsh, radio-TV dir., VanSant,
Dugdale & Co., Baltimore, Esskay's ad agency; Leo Carrillo (Pancho) and
Duncan
(Ciscoat Baltimore
Kid), and plant
O. B.of Smith,
GatheringRenaldo
took place
Esskay, Esskay's
sponsor sis.
of The& adv.
Cisco mgr.
Kid
over WBAL-TV Baltimore Tuesdays.
CONFERRING about CBS Television's What's My Line? in New York are
(I to r) Montgomery
E. McKinney,
v.dir.p.,' ofEarleLudgin
Ludginagency;
& Co., David
Chicago,
agency
for
Daly,
radio-TV
V. Sutton,
v. p.Stopette;
in charge Jane
network
sales,
CBS Television,
and Dr.
Jules Montenier,
pres.,
Jules Montenier Inc., Chicago, program sponsor and maker of Stopette.

WCBS-TV TOWER
Is Hearing Completion
WCBS-TV, New York key station
of the CBS Television Network,
movedsiononefrom the
step top
closerof tothetransmisEmpire
State Bldg. early this month when
the last of 20 radiating elements
for its new antenna was installed.
Weather permitting, wiring of
installations will be finished by
the first week of December, when
the station will start transmission
from the skytop site. The WCBSTV antenna,
uses a is65-foot
section
of thewhich
new mast,
1,250
ft. above street level. First radiating elementtember;was
installed
in
was Sepan8
antenna screenlast segment
which measured
x 11 ft. Both WCBS and network
officials looked on as work was
completed.
WCBS equipment was the 104th
and last antenna element to go on
the multiple transmitting mast, a
222-ft. shaft built during the last
year
atop the previously
Empire State
Installations
had tower.
been
completed for WNBT, WJZ-TV,
WPIX and WABD— which went
on the tower in that order — as
well as for four FM stations.
Although
the structure is now exterior
complete, ofadjustments
and alterations to finish the total
job may require as much as a
year's morecompletetime,
was said.
Inprojectsitinclude
wiring
the CBS antenna, installing deicing equipment, placement of wind
velocity
and other weather-measurfolding.
ing apparatus and removal of scafSMF PRODUCTIONS
Formed on West Coast
SMF PRODUCTIONS Inc., new
Hollywood TV film production unit,
has been organized with headquarat Eagle-Lion
Santa tersMonica
Blvd. Studios, 7324
Robert Stillman, president, and
Seton I. Miller, vice president and
treasurer, are partners in Robert
Stillman Productions, independent
motion picture company. George
Frank, also a vice president, will
handle distribution of the SMF
product. He was formerly a talent
agent.
as "amply starts
financed,"
SMFReported
in ducmid-December
tion on its first program
ofpro-13
half hour
TV
musicals,
Pan
American Showtime, with Gale Robbins
starred. Matty Kemp and Bill
Brighton will also be associated
with the TV series budgetted at
$260,000, or $20,000 per half hour.
Mr. ducerMiller
was onassociate
proand writer
film version
ofStillman
Queen Productions.
for a Day madeIt was
by Robert
based
on the radio program by that same
title.

Plugs
for TVC. STREIBERT,
THEODORE
president of WOR-TV New
York, last week urged Rudolph Halley, newly elected
City Council president, to
support telecasting of significant public hearings. Rethat WOR-TV
cameras were membering
excluded
from
council consideration of sales
tax increases this fall, Mr.
Streibert wrote Mr. Halley:
"While we recognize that
normal government procesuch asCity
the Council
regular may
sessidures
ons of the
not lend themselves to such
coverage, we urge you to use
the powers of your new office
to
support
the television
coverage
of important
public
hearings in the future."
KTTV FORUMS
Seeks Opinion Balance
TO COUNTERACT
adverse upreac-by
tion and publicity stirred
its Straight From the Shoulder
weekly forum program moderated
by Dr. James W. Fifield Jr., pastor
of the First Congregational Churcr
of Los Angeles, KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles other
fortnight
initiated The
anforum-typeagoprogram,
World In Your Hands.
Although
the Los
Angeles
owned
station
stated
it hadTimesceived little criticism against the
Dr. Fifield program, other loca
press reported considerable reac
tion to what was termed "the oneand biased isnature"
of theby
forum.sidedProgram
sponsored
the Freedom Club, which head
quarters at the First Congrega
tional Church.
The World In Your Hands
being presented under auspices
Los
Angeles Relations,
County Conference
Community
comprising
36 diversified groups. Included are
Christian Churches of Southeri
California;
Action
Com
mittee
of the Social
Hollywood
Congrega
tional Church ; Anti-Def amatioi
League
of B'nai
B'rith; Nationao
Assn. for
the Advancement
Colored People; American Coun
cil of Human Rights. The half
hour
program,
to followpanel,
one ishalf-de
hour after
the Fifield
scribed as one "emphasizing th
relationship
of the individual
citi
zen to his community
and its prob

KLAC-TV Gives Time
LENDING SUPPORT to the Lo
Angeles
lems." Junior Chamber of Com
merce "Gift Lift" on behalf o
servicemen
overseas, KLAC-T"1
Los
Angeles
$53,040
worthhasofon"sold"
time
onthe thegrou
Jarvis
Hollywood
Television
preA
gram
during
November
for
GOVERNMENT complaint charging sum of $1 to promote its campaigrth
Covideo Inc., New York, with falsely The "Gift Lift" was organized t
representing that it manufactures collect Christmas gifts to be sen
the
coin-operated
sets itfiledsellsby to men in the armed forces over
has been
denied in anTV answer
seas. First donation to the cam
the firm with the Federal Trade Com- paign was the $1 payment for th
100 hours of time, given by
mission
[B«T,
Oct.
8].
Hearings
were
held in New York Nov. 5.
Jarvis.
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TELEVISION
MODULATOR

what you see on
believe
CANyouryoutransmi
tter monitor? This
demodulator gives you a true analysis
of transmitter performance and allows
for accurate control in conformance
with FCC requirements.

Designed for utmost stability, it provides outputs for simultaneous picture and waveform display. It is rackmounted and phase-compensated for
single-sideband reception . . . the only
demodulator of its kind on the market!

£ Invaluable for transient response
measurements
9 Absolute zero carrier reference
9 Overall response— flat to 5.5 MC.
f With special preamplifier, it can be
used as a high-quality re-broadcast
receiver.

SEND FOR NEW BULLETINS
Complete specification sheets on
G-E television equipment will be
sent on request. Write: General
Electric Company, Section 2111-19,
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

ou can,
GENERAL

fi§

ELECTRIC

SAG CONDEMNS
TVA 'Continued Aggression'
RESOLUTION condemning the
leaders of Television Authority for
"continued aggression against the
ScreenpleteActors
"com-of
disregard Guild"
of the and
welfare
all
performers"
was
taken
by
membership of the Guild at the
its
annual meeting Nov. 11.
Guild'sdecision
stand ofwasTVAbasedto remain
on the
recent
on the ballot in the forthcoming
NLRB elections among actors appearing in Amos Andy television films being produced by CBS
at the Hal Roach Studios. TVA's
"pitting actor against actor in a
useless
and meaningless
contest"it
as
the Guild
termed it, went,
felt, contrary to the recent NLRB
decision that actors in all forms
of motion pictures should be in a
separate collective bargaining unit
from performers in live television.
Additional resolution taken by
Guild members called for the continuation of its "splendid and successful resistance to such aggression by TVA."
Newly-elected officers were also
announced at the meeting. Ronald
Reagan was re-elected president of
the Guild; William Holden, first
vice president. Others include
Walter Pidgeon, second vice president; John Lund, third vice president; Paul Harvey, recording
secretary; George Chandler, treasReagan Addresses Session
In an address during the meeting Mr.cisionReagan
TVA'sin the
deto go on termed
the ballot
Amos 'n' Andy elections, "inexcusable conduct" and an "act of
aggression" against the Guild. He
further expressed regret that
TVAs actions in "forcing NLRB
elections"
actorsproducers
employed hadby
all motion forpicture
delayed the Guild's negotiation of
a new collective bargaining contract. He added, however, that
negotiations with the major producers would be speeded up to be
followed by negotiations with two
independent producer groups and
television film producers.
Night negotiating sessions were
held with the majors last week and
were expected to continue through
this week.
ND US TRIAL FILMS
TV SPOTS ...
PROGRAMS

1
^^^ 625 Madison Ave
fcI—N.Y. 22, N.Y. *
• PLaxa•O-3600J
m&B
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film

report

program
NEWAdventdocume
ures ntary
pack-,
in Living,
d
by
Rochede
Richar
aged
l
mont, Curtis Mitchel and Ernest
Quentin
V. Heyn,nolds as will
r. ItRey-is
and narrato
host feature
being offered by the Jaffe Agency.
Program will be based on
"stories from real life as published
by
leading toAmerican
according
Mr. de magazines,"
Rochemont.
"Americans
that and
problems
are meant tobelieve
be solved
that
these problems are solved by action
rather than meditation. We'll show
people lemswho
tackled
their probin the have
typical
American
way
— by
doing
something
about
Mr. de Rochemont, formerlythem."
with
March of Time, will produce the
documentaries. Mr. Mitchell, executive head, is also president of
Mitchell Film Assoc. Mr. Heyn is
editor
American
Weekly,
and actsof Hearst's
as editorial
consultant
for
the series.
— Sterling Television Co., New
York, is releasing 17 Cornell Film
Co. pictures for television, including civil defense series, adventure,
travel and religious films. Civil defense documentary, Target: U.S.A.,
is based sources
on BoardNational
Restudies Security
and features
Hanson Baldwin, New York Times
military editor.
— Dealing in stock footage for
television film programs, Holbrook's prises
Filmhas been
Libraryorganized
& TV Enterwith
headquartersnationalinBldg.,theatOriental
InterHal Roach
Studios, Culver City. Holbrook N.
Todd, supervising editor for Fireside Theatre, heads the new enterprise.
— Insterstate Television Corp., a
new subsidiary
Monogram
tures Corp., hasof been
formed Pic-to
produce films solely for television.
G. Ralph Branton, president of new
firm, said production plans have
been completed for filming of a
series of 12 30-minute programs.
These will be mystery dramas
adapted
the "Raffles"
and will from
star George
Brent. stories
— Pan Pacific Productions, newly
organized Hollywood television film
production firm, has established
headquarters on General Service
Studios lot, 1040 N. Las Palmas
Ave. Charles Otterman, president
and producer, is planning series of
half -hour comedy-drama programs
to be filmed on the Hawaiian Islands. Troupe will leave Hollywood
Dec. 1 for about three months of
shooting.
— Lever Bros. - sponsored Big
Town, now being telecast live, goes
on film for the next season. Production of the first 26 of the halfhour programs gets underway by
Krasne-Gross-Dewitt at General
Service Studios, Hollywod, early
in December. Series is expected
to be completed by April of next
year.

.

.

.

Principals in the newly-formed
Krasne-Gross-Dewitt television production unit are Philip Krasne, TV
producer; Jack Gross, motion picture
producer, and
Dewitt,
writer. Offices
are Jack
at General
Service Studios.
— Special permission has been
given Jerry Fairbanks Productions
by James C. Petrillo, AFM president, for musical scoring of its
hour-long Thanksgiving television
film, That I May See. Program was
given complete clearance by the
union with the further agreement
that no . royalty fee would be
charged.
Programandisstations
availableas toa
all
TV networks
public service during Thanksgiving
week.
— Lawrence Welk and his orchestra have completed a series of
musical telescriptions for Snader
Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills.
— Warren Wilson has been contracted by Roland Reed Productions, Hollywood, as writer for the
science fiction series, Rocky Jones,
Space Ranger, to be filmed for TV.
Sales and Production . . .
SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODUCTIONS, Beverly Hills, has begun
filming 13 half-hour dramatic
shows titled Televideo Theatre at
Eagle - Lion Studios, Hollywood.
Gil Ralston is executive producer.
First picture completed is Delayed
Action, written by Sheldon Leonard, who co-stars with Lisa Howard.
Director was Arthur Ripley.
* * *
TELEMOUNT PICTURES, Hollywood, has completed half of its
projected series of 13 half-hour
Cowboy G-Men filmed TV programs. The programs are built
around mentstories
of early-day
secret service
men whogovernwent
West to protect gold for the U. S.
Treasury. Starred in the programs
are Russell Hayden and Jackie
Coogan.
Films are being made in
color.

DuMONT INCOME
40 Weeks' Loss Cited
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs, during the first 40 weeks of 1951
showed a net loss of $319,547. Company lost $2,062,547 before taxes
during the 40-week period, but
recovered
1950period
federal taxes.$1,743,000
Sales forof the
totaled $37,537,000, a drop of
29.9% from sales of $52,273,000
during the like period of 1950.
Figures are set forth in a message to stockholders, dated Nov. 9
and signed by Allen B. DuMont,
president of the corporation. Noting that instrument sales increased
138%, transmitter sales 181% and
broadcasting sales 86% in 1951
over 1950, Dr. DuMont reports
that "sales of receivers and tubes
account for the drop in the total.
There was a complete changeover,
early
year, from
a sellers' tore-a
buyers'thismarket
for television
Credit restrictions, the new 10%
excise tax, the FCC approval of
ceivers."
an incompatible color system which
evoked a controversy that caused
"consumer hesitancy to buy receivers ofopening
any kind"
proposed
of the andUHFthe band
"which served to confuse the buying public
still "drastically
more" are cited
factors
which
slowedas
sales
of
the
whole
industry."
However, Dr. DuMont concludes,
the
"darkus."
picture"
appears
"behind
Receiver
and totubebe
sales are on the upgrade; credit
restrictions have been eased; ODM
has stopped the manufacture of
color sets for the duration; the end
of the
in sight; more
"we
are
ready"freeze"
for UHFis reception;
than $60
million
worth
of
government contracts are either in the
works at DuMont plants or have
been awarded to them.
"We are contemplating substantial improvement in the closing weeks of the year and expecting a 1952 business volume at
least 25% in excess of our high
year,
"This 1950,"
increaseDr.inDuMont
volume, states.
however, will be at a lower percentage of net profit to sales than in
1950 because of the large proportion of government orders."

JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, has signed
Truman Bradley and Knox Mann- WTMJ-TV Tower
ing to announce new film announcements for TV, being produced for FIRST steps for the construction
Oldsmobile.
of a new waukeetower
for taken.
WTMJ-TV
have been
The Milnew
tower will be 1,017 feet high, three
times the height of the present
tower. Reportedly, it will be the
Pimlico Race on TV
structure in Wisconsin.
FIRST horse race to be telecast tallest
hopes to have it comcoast-to-coast took place last Fri- WTMJ-TV
pleted by the middle of 1952.
day when the CBS Television Network carried the Pimlico Special
from Baltimore. The telecast origLIPSTICK?
inated from WMAR (TV) Baltimore. Radio broadcast also was
WILBUR STREECH PRODUCTIONS
carried by CBS. The race was not
sponsored. Both CBS and Pimlico
TV
FILM COMMERCIALS
track facilities were used to further
the Red Cross blood donation drive.
37 BROADWAY, N. Y. • IUDS0N 2-3816
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TV
FILMS

Explorers
45NEW
WEST YORK
45THPictures
STREET
CITY
LUJULES2-4717
— JU 6-4674
B. WEILL,
PRES.

Screen
Gems, Inc.
729
NEW SEVENTH
YORK 19, AVENUE
N. Y.

Coronet Films
65 E. SOUTH WATER
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
DEarborn 2-7676

^
AND

THE BIG GAME HUNT ... HAS
SCORED TREMENDOUS RATING
IN LOS ANGELES MARKET BEING SHOWN. WEDNESDAYS
7:30 to 8:00 P.M. A Package
of twenty-six half-hour subjects featuring the thrilling
jungleson,adventures
of Osato Johnaimed to appeal
every
member
of
the
family,
this series hits its mark.

FEATURES

Hollywood Newsreel
HOLLYWOOD NOTABLES PAY
SBO APIECE TO CHARITY
AT MOCAMBO DINNER FETE;
MON FUND BENEFITED

Screen Gems, Inc.
729
NEW SEVENTH
YORK 19, AVENUE
N. Y.
CIRCLE 5-5044
WILL BALTIN, NAT'L. SALES MGR.

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL: A
weekly 15-minute syndicated
film program produced in Holthe entertainment
ital of thelywo d,nation,
especially cap-for
TV. Each issue features behindthe-scenes activities of top star
personalities of movies, radio,
and television. No other program on the air can offer so
many names for so little money!

TV DISC JOCKEY TOONS: A series of films made especially to
synchronize with popular and
standard phonograph recordings. The perfect solution to
TV's most intriguing problem,
"How to convert radio's disc
jockeyhaveto been
TV?"successful
Preliminary
runs
in 22
of the signation's
markets.
De-to
n
e
d
a
s
a
library
service
TV stations.

NEW TV FIRSTS . . . Hollywood
features with well known stars
are now available, CAGED
FURY, FEAR IN THE NIGHT,
SHAGGY, TAKE IT BIG, SWAMP
FIRE,
CREW, TORNADO,
WILDCAT ,WRECKING
FOLLOW
THAT WOMAN. Also available
features are MAN IN BLACK,
WHAT THE BUTSpecialty
Television
Films, Inc. ROOM LERTO SAW,LET, CONGORILLA,
45NEWWEST
45TH STREET
YORK
CITY
BORNEO,
BABOONA,
I MARLU 2-4717—
JU 6-4674
RIED ADVENTURE.
JULES
B. WEILL,
PRES.

THE LITTLEST ANGEL— Animated turecartoonand story
— popularized
book formin .pic-. .
loved by millions, young and
old alike ... the Littlest Angel
will capture the heart of every
audience with a message as
warm
and symbolic
of Christmas
itself. asOnethe ofspirit52
films just released for TV by the
nation'seducational
leading producer
16mm
sound films.of

TWO WEEKS TO LIVE— one of
6 BIG FEATURES in our successtested LUM N' ABNER series! 17
years of radio fun means a
laugh-ready TV audience all the
time! Franklin Pangborn supports this romance-and-fun
film
that includes
a medical mixup
and a rocket takeoff to Mars . . .
hits the
of viewer interest
and
clienttopappeal.

Post Pictures Corp.
115
W.YORK45TH19, STREET
NEW
N. Y.
Luxemburg
2-4870

For more information please write direct to the distributors.
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PLANT DISPERSAL
30 Areas Adopt Plans
OVER 30 industrial areas in the
U. S. have initiated dispersion programs in line with President Trurecommendation
last August,
businessman'sand
labor leaders
were
told
Tuesday
by
government
authorities.
can"Anandeffective
will bedispersion
developedprogram
within
local marketing areas that will assure reasonable security at reasonable cost with no disruption to proexplained.duction flow, now or later," it was
A briefing
government's
plans
was givenon tothebusiness,
labor,
civic and other representatives attending the National Conference on
Industrial Dispersion in Washington. Officials of the National Security Resources Board, Defense
Production Administration, Office
of Defense Mobilization and the
Munitions Board participated in
discussions.
Broadcasting facilities and electronics manufacturing plants were
not touched on specifically, but the
I| pattern
was implied by government
spokesmen.
The program is designed to apply only to firms which propose to
build additional plants for government projects. It does not concern
i "presently established and producing industries" such as would be
contemplated under a decentralization program.
Principal Speakers
Principal speakers were Defense
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson; Jack
Gorrie, chairman of the NSRB,
which is responsible for dispersion
planning; and Ethan Allen Peyser,
security program director for
NSRB.
Broadcasters are not directly involved in the dispersal blueprint, it
was understood, save only insofar
as being urged to set up emergency
facilities on the outskirts of cities
and towns in the light of broadmationcasting's
roles. Sentinel and public inforIn the case of radio-TV and electronic manufacturers, they would
be encouraged to establish proposed
new and expanding plants within
reasonable proximity to allied or

ELMER & ELMfR
DJ Meets Bovine Namesake

WLAV's Elmer
with Borden's ^A
Elmer
supplying industries and in their
present marketing areas.
"Plants will be constructed within reasonable distance of materials,
manpower and markets, and at the
same time meet the security factors that seem pertinent in this
period
of national emergency," Mr.
Gorrie
tives. told industry representaWilson lauded
thatMr. existing
plants NSRB's
should betheory
left
untouched as a "calculated risk"
and described the plan as "an excellent one"bilization
tieingprogram.in Hewithsuggested
the modispersion
of
new
plants
to
a distance of 20 miles from city centers.
Current dispersal planning has
proceeded since President Truman
issued his executive order last
August. The Chief Executive took
the action after Congress had refused to consider legislation providing for dispersion of industry.
Boosts Religion
THE ADVERTISING Council is
distributing special kits to all television stations as part of its November campaign to increase church
and synagogue attendance. Sponsored by Religion in American Life,
national non-sectarian group composed of representatives of the
three major faiths, campaign kit
includes two film spots, posters,
balop and flip nouncecards
spot anments. J.WalterandThompson
Co. is volunteer agency for campaign with Robert W. Boggs, Union
Carbide
& Carbon Corp., as volunteer coordinator.

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, Genera/ Manage!
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TWO famous Elmers exchange
"moo-tual" greetings when Borden's Elsie and family appeared in
Grand Rapids, Mich. For the event,
wise.
WLAV there went all-out radioThousands
persons infromon Western Michiganof looked
Elsie,
Borden's
bovine,
husband,
Elmer, a bull, and her
her offspring,
Beauregard.
WLAV'sknown
famous
jockey
and batboy,
onlydiscas
Elmer,
did
a
broadcast
with
Elmer,
the bull.
Broadcasts were made also by
Dorothy
economist. Franke, WLAV home
In Elsie's tours, she boasts of a
boudoir manager who "cowtows"
to
provides
"cowsmetics"herformoods,
her, makes
arrangements
at "cowfeterias" for her food and
plans a "cowlege" education for
Beauregard.
KLAC BOOSTS RADIO
Stars Relate Data
RADIO as a medium is being promoted by KLAC Hollywood in an
extensive spot campaign launched
early this month under direction
of Larry Buskett, sales manager,
and C. G. (Tiny) Renier, program
director.
Using
top talent
(Sam Benson, DickitsHaynes,
Al Jarvis,
Bob
McLaughlin,
mc's, andstation
Sam
Baiter,
sportsdiscdirector),
transcribed a series of 10-second
and one-minute spot announcements which are scheduled throughout the dsy and directed to small
businessmen as well as housewives.
No direct pitch for business is
made except to say KLAC is "sold
out."
businessPlugging
builder, thetheymedium
tell of asthea
many local firms using radio succes ful y and how others can do
likewise.
Pointing out the number of home
and automobile radio sets in use
during different hours of the day,
suggestion is made that the small
businessman consult an advertising
agency and thus learn how the
medium can benefit him too.

INSURANCE
Readjustments Seen
"A FLOOD of nuisance claims
trickle of justifiable
claims"
■and
— alla attributed
to the increased
size and scope of network operations— is resulting in readjustment
of insurance contracts between the
major worksradio
and televisionBondnetand the Massachusetts
ing & Insurance Co., it was reported last week.
Contracts
between the insurance
organization — one of the most active in the broadcasting field — and
NBC, ABC,
Mutual were
reported to haveandterminated
October
26, although, due to a bonding
clause, they did not expire until
November 9. All networks are continuing to receive coverage "for the
time being," however, until new
agreements can be completed — with
higher
to be and
askedmorein
order topremiums
cover higher
numerous claims.
"It's a matter of the insurance
company's being frightened by
reasonDavis
of frequency
of claim,"
Cecil
of Hagedorn
& Co.,
exclusive agent for Massachusetts
Bonding, said Wednesday. Rate
readjustments, he pointed out, are
a normal part of the insurance
business and have been effected in
automobile and workman's compensation policies
all unusual
for recently.
courts to"It's
urgenotthatat
juries
remember
today's
the dollar as compared to value
its valueof
of a few years ago when they settled claims," he reported.
Contracts with the networks are
wide in scope, in keeping with their
breadth of activity, he explained,
and cover such matters as copyright, right of privacy, libel and
plagiarism.
have not beenAlthough
extensive,libelhe suits
said
that there has been much recent
legal action in regard to theft of
an idea, and that California courts,
in
particular,to have
seemed morein
unfavorable
the defendants
Mr. Davis asserted that the networks— with whom his company has
such suits."
dealt for a number of years — are
perfectly justified as legitimate
businesses for fullest possible covthat willcontracts
to main-by
taineragethat andlevel
be continued
Massachusetts Bonding as soon as
they can sonable
be worked
the reasatisfaction ofout theto involved

DILLON-COUSINS
New Firm Organized
A NEW corporation called Dillon- parties.
Cousins & Assoc., New York, has Tube Report
been formed to function as consultant for Latin America in the SALES of radio receiving tubes in
fields of advertising, merchandising September totaled 27,946,193 units
compared to 23,761.253 in August,
andIt public
relations.
has been
established by Luis according to Radio-Television Mfrs.
G. Dillon, formerly executive vice Assn. This brings the nine-month
president of Foote, Cone & Belding total to 280,795,338 tubes. RTMA
International and vice president of reported that TV picture tube sales
set manufacturers in September
McCann-Erickson, and Richard F. tototaled
294,951 units, of which 97%
Cousins, recently account execu- were rectangular
and 16 inches or
tive with FCBI and McCann Erickson. The firm opened Nov. 15, with larger. Sales during the first nine
offices at 200 W. 57th St., New months of 1951 amounted to 3,146,173 tubes valued at $78,852,954.
York.
ROADCASTING
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ACCIDENT PREVENTION
WPBR Baltimore began 13-week
jseries sofigned to make
dramatic
sketchessafety
dethe public
„ conscious. Arranged by John E.
* |(general
Surrick, manager,
station vice-president
and
and Paul Burke,
fformer director of Maryland Traffic Safety Commission, program
will point up traffic fatalities, show
f'why accidents occur" and "how
fchey
can be prevented."
the program
listeners willDuring
hear
tape recorded descriptions of traffic accident information being officially reported to Maryland State
Police Headquarters.

programs prom
otion

RADIO PROMOTION
WTOP-AM-PM Washington, using
slogan "On radio, and only on radio, can your hear.
. . ." before
ananouncements
to advertise
certain
programs or services. Station using announcement to promote use
of radio, pointing out that radio is
something special in the way of
entertainment. WTOP for three
CRASH COVERAGE
weeks will devote the equivalent of
worth of air time per week
jVTIP staffer
Charleston,
W. Va.,rushed
specialto to$1,000
broadcast the radio message.
events
Mel Burka
the scene recently to get straight
story of airliner forced landing. MUSIC REQUEST
Plane damaged in landing at KanaWATG Ashland, Ohio, asked
wha airport, Charleston, none of
by local high school senate
Jrew
or
passengers
injured,
but
to
furnish music for Hallofalse rumors were flying. Burka
ween Dance. Station carried
had accurate story on air within few
last two hours of dance, balminutes after crash.
ancing their audio equipment
so that crowd noise and general
were preEDUCATION WEEK
sented atmosphere
even while transcribed
STARTING with observance of
music
was
being
played.
National Education Week, WGNSchool
truck
transported
coni'V Chicago last Monday began telsol
and
turntable
from
studio
ecasting series on Chicago Schools
to
dance.
Wayne
Byers,
stain Action in cooperation with Board
tion production manager, was
(of Education. Special film was
chosen by students as their
produced
by board's
RadioJennings,
Council
disc jockey for affair. Dance
and
narrated
by George
was produced
teouncil director. Weekly series is
sters off streetsto keep
and youngout of
[designed to provide educational
trouble during the night.
(content for classroom use and to
interpret classroom procedure and
practices to parents, Mr. Jennings PAPER FOR SOLDIERS
said. Programs in series concern WAGE Syracuse, in recent camhome economics, mathematics, art,
paign, collected moreboysthanserving
two-tonsin
Safety, home nursing and civics. of stationery
KWSC Pulman, Wash., owned and Korea. Stationfor reports
that conoperated by State College of Washtributions of writing paper were
ington, started a 15-minute, fivefrom over 3,000 individuprogram salute to National. Educa- received
tion Week, Report Card, last Tues- uals. WAGE's appeal was made
day. Series, produced by the sta- following request from Chaplain's
tion in cooperation with the col- Corps in Korea.
school of education
and NEW QUIZ SHOW
Whitmanlege's County
schools, shows
achievements of local schools from KSIB Creston, Iowa, Win With A
the standpoint of students, parents Word new quiz program, produced
and school board members.
by Jack and Louise Mills. Mr. Mills
is music director and disc jockey at
KSIB. Proceeds of each show goes
FOOD SHOW EXHIBIT
to local civic, school or church
WERE Cleveland, used booth, plug- group.
of six contestant vie
ging station sponsors, at Cleveland with eachPanel
other in answering three
Home and Food Show. Station re- question entitled
Win With A Word.
ports that more than 100,000 viewed
wins gift merchandise
exhibit, which WERE sponsors Contestant
if
he
answers
two
questions corpraised. WERE presented several
rectly. If he answers all three corshows from booth giving away samr
e
c
t
l
y
h
e
wins
chance
to participate
ples and mail-in coupons to visitors. in "Jackpot Jamboree."
JackpotIf
offers grand array of prizes.
no
contestant
wins
jackpot
it is
A CHAS. MICHELS0N HIT! carried over with additions made.
NEW OFFICES
KEYSTONE BROADCASTING
SYSTEM sent invitations to trade
,074e
30 MIN.f4ue*t$e*"
TRANSCRIBED announcing new offices in Chicago
MYSTERY SERIES
at Suite 1717, 111 W. Washington
St. Invitations for network "Voice
of Rural America" showed a KeyCHARLES
MICHELSON,
Inc.
"summoning"
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
appear stoneatcop the
open house. guests to
3ROADCASTING
• Telecastin

premiums
'HEY BOB' ON ICE
KRNT Des Moines Bill Riley, emcee of Hey Bob Show, broadcast
recent Saturday morning program
from frozen stage where "Holiday
On Ice" skating extravaganza was
appearing. Cast performed before
4000 youngsters who jammed theatre., Hey Bob Show, national
award
winner
promoting children's
safety,
on KRNT.recently began fourth year
TEACHERS TOUR
WBT Charlotte, N. C, played host
to seven teachers from local junior
and senior high schools recently.
Teachers toured station and were
given explanation of work of each
department.
Presentation
venir booklets
about WBTof souand
WBTV (TV), and recordings made
during visit highlighted
tour.
•— • — •
NEW TALENT
WSPD-TV Toledo played host to
an unusual television guest recently when disc jockey Lloyd Thaxton,
in search of new talent, brought in
horse. Purpose was to brighten up
Leave It To Lloyd program, twice
weeklytionfeature
on WSPD-TV. Stacleaned up.report states Mr. Thaxton
CHAMP HEADS DRIVE
WTTM Trenton,
J., Sportsrecently
Commentator FultonN.Arnold
obtained World Heavyweight
Champion Jersey Joe Walcott to
kick-off local United Fund drive.
Jerseyley United
Joe reviewed
Delaware
ValFund parade
and guest
starred on Arnold's daily broadcast.

'A PACKAGE FOR JOE'
WBNS-TV, WLWC (TV), and
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
pooled
time,showtalent,
and facilities
in one big
as opening
gun in
local United Appeals and Red Cross
campaign. Show entitled A Package forpaigJoe
slogan originated
"70 Camns In OnewithPackage"
from WBNS-TV
and featured
comedians, musicians and vocalists
from
three stations.
text andalldirection
were underShow's
Bill
Wagner, WTVN, John Haldi,
WBNS-TV, Walter Jacobs,
WLWC, and Jack Kavenagh and
John
Metzger,agency.
of Byer & Bowman
advertising
MUDDY ROAD AHEAD
WDOD-AM-FM Chattanooga News
In Terms Of Safety Mon.-Fri. 7:30
a.m., newscaster Bob Kinney reports on conditions of streets and
location of new safety devices.
Accident reports are included giving time,
cause,Program
and out-is
come, butlocation,
no names.
produced with cooperation of Chattanooga City Police Dept. and City
Dept. of Streets and Sewers.
LYING-IN' INTERVIEW
KSYL Alexandria, La., disc jockey
Dick Biondi conducted telephone interview with bandleader Art Mooney
during
there. Mr. band's
Mooney,recent
unableclub-date
to appear
at
station,
told
aboutnumbers
career
and introduced several
from hotel bedroom. After interview Mr. Mooney said, "now this
is the way I do all of my disc jockey appearances."
Further
ideas or samples of the
-promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

■IH'1,1

WELLES
IS

BACK!

52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
famous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition.
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New York
iber 19, 1951
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HOOPER SURVEYS AUTO RADIO
Describes Techniques to Rate Car Listening
WITH radios as standard equip- road radio is without the competiment in postwar automobiles, so
tion of the three other great media :
that some 75% of the cars on the Television, newspapers and magaroad
todaypercent
have them,
and radios
"with
a larger
of those
The Media-Meter, adaption of
turned on during daytime hours zines."
the Hooper telephone coincidental
than were ever turned on in survey
technique to measure time
devoted to reading newspapers and
homes,"an radio
now magazines
have
outdoorbroadcasters
audience which
as well as to viewing
is much more than a "mere bonus TV or listening to radio programs,
was
described
by Mr. Hooper. He
audience,"
Hooper,research
presi- said that by reducing
dent of his C.
own E.audience
use of all
organization, said Nov. 6 in a four media to "minutes of use,"
talk to the St. Louis Advertising the Media-Meter provides an anClub.
swer to the demand for a common
This new outdoor audience, Mr. denominator for media research
Hooper said, "represents a new made by Louis Brockway, executive
form of advertising, a new op- vice president of Young & Rubiportunity for radio, a new and cam [B*T, Nov. 12, Oct. 29].
potentially vigorous competitor for
printed outdoor advertising.
He announced that C. E. Hooper ALDIGE AGENCY
Inc. now is measuring and reportOpened in New Orleans
ing on the audiences of outdoor
radio advertisements, with a first JAMES ALDIGE Jr., former sales
survey just completed in Salt Lake and public relations representative
City.
for WWL New Orleans and exIntersection Auto Poll
newspaperman, has announced the
These outdoor measurements are opening of his own advertising and
made at intersections with traffic public relations firm at 509 Pere
signals, Mr. Hooper explained, by Marquette Bldg., New Orleans. The
male interviewers wearing badges new firm, James Aldige Jr. & Assoc. Inc., will handle general adlabeled
Radio
vertising for all media and offer
When the"Hooper
red light
stopsSurvey."
a car,
public
relations and publicity servthe interviewer asks three quesices "to advertising and non-advertions: "Have you a car radio in
working order?," "Is it turned on?"
tising
accounts."will be assisted by
Mr.
Aldige
and "To what station, please?"
Jr., who preWhile the interviewer is saying W. H. Summerville
viously worked at WWL and
thank you,
is noting
and age
re- WWEZ New
Orleans. Mr. Sumcording the"he
number,
sex and
mervil e wil be in charge of proof the occupants of the car, if
duction, while Frank Jacques,
the set is in use. The light changes. formerly with
the Times Picayune,
He crosses with it and introduces
serve as account executive and
himself to the car pulled up 90 will
artist.
degrees away. He continues around
Mr. Aldige
has beende press
repre-S.
those four corners, directed by the
entative to Mayor
Lesseps
traffic light ... we interview local Morrison, sworked
on
trade
journals
cars only; their drivers know the and also was information consultstations. Out-of-state cars we pass
ant to the local office of the Office
of Price Stabilization.
by."
Notingditionsthat
today's
traffic
conmake it dangerous if not KXLA Pasadena starts transcribed
impossible for a driver to read Smiley
Show quarter-hour
billboards, Mr. Hooper pointed out weekly. Burnette
Program, transcribed
by Radithat another reason for the high Ozark Enterprises,
Springfield,
Mo.,
use of radio in cars is that "on the now on 150 stations.
carries the weight
in the Oregon Market
DA^or NIGHT

B*B
TOTALveyU"
KOW FA.mSurMI
i}7.330
StationFro B 194
. • 9• ,,58MB470
DAYTIME
PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
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K6W
VCB •.. '•• '.•• 350.S2*
Stotwn
fl7«•970
Station
M5i440
::»*
S5
N'CHSSTT.M: E
EDWARD RETRY * CO.

THE
25THHourANNIVERSARY
Standard
Oil ofof KMED
California's
Standard
brought Jenningsperformance
Pierce (c) ofgeneral
manager
Medford.
Ore.,
back
to
the
program's
microphone
for
the
first
time
in
two decades. Mr. Pierce was the first announcer on the programmorewhenthanit
started on Oct. 21, 1926. Here he is greeted on the stage of the San Francisco
Opera House by Monty Masters (I), producer of the program, and John Grover,
present announcer on the show. On its first performance Standard Hour was
heard on only four stations. Today it is on the full NBC Western Network
year-old Christine, whom they hope
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
into aadopt.
GermanChristine,
prison who
camp. was born
In making advertising decisions
1941
as
manager
of
out-of-town
promotion. In succeeding years he for his company, Mr. Gore adheres
became manager of direct mail and to a motto distributed in metal
the sign bureau, assistant to the block form to all key executives —
budget floor manager, assistant to "What is the BEST for Marshall
the advertising manager and as- Field & Co.?" Judy, who also has
sistant sales promotion manager. definite ideas about his allegiance
He has left the company twice manufactured a similar block of
since 1941, once to work as sales her own, reminding her father to
promotion manager of the H. & S. "Do what's best for the home."
Pogue Co. in Cincinnati and again
Mr. Gore is chairman of the exas chief administrative officer at
ecutive committe of the sales prothe U. of Chicago for the Manhatmotion division, National Retail
tan Project on atomic research.
Dry
Goods
chief warden
He enjoyed his return to the U. Chicago Civil Assn.;
Defense Corps; direcof C. metallurgical labs., succeedtor,
Greater
Chicago
Air Defense
ing Lawrence Kimpton, now U. of Filter Center; a trustee
of the
C. chancellor. He had spent sev- Illinois Children's Home and Aid
eral years there as an undergradu- Society, director of the Advertising Executives Club of Chicago
but "went
broke"to
duringate in medicine,
the depression
and quit
of the board of adpublish the LaGrange (111.) Mes- and a member
senger in the town where he was Bureau. visers of the Chicago Volunteer
born and raised.
Back at the U. of C. some 20
years later, he coordinated activities of engineers, civil service
workers, university personnel and
outside scientists in pioneering
work on A-bomb research and development. Even his wife did not
know where he was going when he
made trips or the kind of work he
was doing until the first bomb was
detonated over Japan.
His wife, the former Margaret
Masterson of Lincoln, Neb., was
"the other half" in the sales promotion department of the Chicago
Daily News when he was manager.
They have two adopted children,
Juriv, 8, and Jim, 10; two foster
children, Tommy a soldier in
Korea, and Eddy a senior at the
U. of Cincinnati, and recently welcomed to their Winnetka home 5BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BAB Battle Plan
(Continued from page 30)
Sweeney. First industry to be covered will be tires. It will be followed by an automotive manufacturer presentation.
Test of the effectiveness of radio
vs. television in the sale of packaged goods will be undertaken by
BAB. Still another project will be
a direct mail campaign presenting
success stories such as that of
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
The count-your-customers technique
by Advertising
searchdeveloped
Bureau will
be the basis Refor
a campaign starting in the near
future. It will cover specific types
of
retailplans
stores.call Finally,
BAB'sof
current
for a series
; direct calls on big advertisers to
acquaint them with the power of
radio and its pre-eminence as a
low-cost mass medium reaching the
largest number of people per dollar spent.
Appearing on the BAB program
,| were President Ryan and Lee Hart,
, head of BAB's Chicago office. They
l have been making the district meeti ing circuit this fall.
Sales Panel
Practical sales problems were
taken up by a panel that included
' J. Robert
WGAL LancasUer;
GeorgeGulick,
J. Podeyn,
WHJB
n Greensburg; Carl Dozer, WCAE
Pittsburgh; Norman R. Prouty,
! WFIL Philadelphia; Leonard Kapi ner, WCAE, and Mr. Clinton.
I' NARTB President Fellows ad■ dressed the opening morning session along with Ralph W. Hardy,
! NARTB government relations di' rector. Richard P. Doherty, em' ploye-employer
relations director,
conducted a management
clinic
Tuesday morning.
Mr. Fellows was principal
[speaker at a joint luncheon of the
Pittsburgh Advertising Club held
Tuesday noon. He was presented
;by Mr. Dozer, past president of the
jclub.
Arguing that more advertising
and more media are needed to meet
demands of a constantly expanding
economy, Mr.
called toon tell
advertisers andFellows
broadcasters
America about advertising; to re-

dedicate the profession's energies
and efforts "to the good cause of
America's free economy"; to recommittingspect
no actthe profession
which would"byreduce
the
esteem in which advertising is
held, and do all within our power
to increase that esteem."
"We must drive from advertising the few charlatans and chiselers who cheapen its name," Mr.
Fellows said. "We must do all we
can to make advertising more effective, for thus we strengthen the Mr. Bolton (I), presents certificate to Mr. Terry.
nation itself."
COLUMBIA U. SURVEYS COURSES
Checks Effectiveness of Teaching
ABOUT HALF the students who writing, news and special events,
have taken radio and TV courses at problems of the reporter and comColumbia U., New York, during
mentator, promotion, publicity,
the past four years found them of speech, acting techniques, t3chnical
equipment, sound effects,
"definite,
practicalto ahelp"
their operating
work, according
mail insurvey,
audience
research, sales, production and films.
results of which were made public
last week
Erik Barnouw, supervisor of theby studies.
"We wanted to learn how the WLIB PROGRAMS
students feel in retrospect about
New Sponsors Added
the courses, what benefits they
feel they obtained and what they WLIB New York, independent outlet,
has
reported
an increase in
are doing in television and radio," billings and a change
of program
Mr. Barnouw
said. "All ingive
all, the
returned
questionnaires
the schedules.
impression that the courses are
Station's daily three-hour Negro
filling a need and are greatly ap- program
blocklastwasMonday,
increasedfromto
preciated by the students taking four hours
7-11
a.m.,
and
its
Anglo-Jewish
Of the 1,224 questionnaires sent
have been moved to the
them."
out, 245 answers were received, programs
4-5 p.m. time bracket, to follow two
which, sispokesmen
said,
is
conhours
of
Yiddish
programs. Stadered ahigh percentage for such
tion also broadcasts shows dea survey. Some 48% of those
answering checked the reply that teners. signed for Spanish and Polish listhe courses
given definite
Two new clients to radio were
tical aid. had
Another
38% ofpracthe signed
by WLIB when Treasure
replies
indicated:
"Although
the
Records
(Yiddish and English
courses have not been of practical records Inc.
entertainment
help in my work, I feel they have stars) andof OldJewish
Mustard Co.
been of long-range value to me (for Old Dutch Dutch
hot sauce) became
in other sidways."
The
study
was
consponsors.
Other
accounts
signed
ered of no help by 6% of those
Tifford's Furniture Co.,
answering, and other 6% failed include
Dixie Peach Pomade,
to check a reply or gave more than Lander's
Klinghoffer
SupplyDivision
Co. in ofconnecone answer.
tion
with
Crosley
Avco
Given in cooperation with NBC,
the radio and television courses in- Mfg. Corp., and the Lutheran Layclude a basic survey, dramatic
man's League of St. Louis. Safeway Stores of Greater New York
also signed for 13-week renewal of
its programming.
Jumps Iron Curtain
MUCH evidence has been obtained
on the tional
success
CBC's internaservice inof reaching
behind
the Iron Curtain, according to Ira
Dilworth, until recently general
supervisor of the service at Montreal. Reports from Europe show
CBC's 50 kw transmitters at Sackville, N. B., are reaching into central and eastern Europe and that
the Russians are just as busy
jamming CBC as they are the
Voice
casts. of America and BBC's broad-
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KLZ

HONORED
Wins APRA Certificate
KLZ Denver was presented a "Certhe
Americantificate of Public
Public Relations"
Relations byAssn.
last Thursday at ceremonies in
Philadelphia's Warwick Hotel.
In presenting the award, APRA
paid tribute
KLZ'sof communicaoutstanding
work
in the tofield
tions and its overall public relations efforts.
The Denver station, under Hugh
B. Terry, general manager, was
the only station to receive one of
the 1951 awards, APRA said.
WNAX Yankton, S. D., an APRA
award winner in 1946, is the only
other station to be so honored, it
was stated.
KLZ was cited, along with the
California Academy of Sciences,
for meritorious public service work
in the communication field. A
trophy, one of 11 awarded by
APRA, went to Illinois Bell TeleChiacgo. for
20 presentationsphonewereCo., extended
industry,
marketing, retailing, labor relations, trade associations, transportation, agriculture
banking-financeinsurance,
community
service
groups and government agencies.
Among other certificate winners
were Lever Bros., New York, and
Gimbel Bros.,
Philadelphia.
izations from all
parts of theOrganU. S.
competed. Editors and publishers
comprised judging committee.

Advertising succeeds
withR
Continuous advertising in
a E Ink develops
Printers'
that creates a
vivid picture of
your station and
market leadingESEj
in the minds of the

helps you sell
more advertising.
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PEABODY AWARDS
Entry Blanks Mailed
ENTRY blanks for the 12th annual George Foster Peabody Radio
and Television Awards competition
have been mailed to networks and
stationsW.byGrady
the U.School
of Georgia's
Henry
of Journalism,
the
university
has announced.
Closing date for acceptance of
entries is Jan. 14, 1952, to be judged
on meritorious work in radio and
TV for the current year. Entrants
are requested to file early. Winners will be announced next spring
at a meeting
Radio Executives Club of ofNewthe York.
Twelve awards — eight in television and four in radio — are administered bythe Grady School to
commemorate George Foster Peabody, benefactor and trustee of the
university. Winners are chosen by
an advisory board of 14 nationally
known radio- journalism leaders on
the
basis of community level recommendations.
Radio entries are based on outstanding public service each by a
regional and local station, news reporting and interpretation, drama,
music, grams
education,
children's
proand promotion
of international understanding. TV awards
will comprise citations for outstanding work in education, entertainment, news and children's programs.
Amongare members
of the advisory
board
Dr.
I. Keith
of radio education,
Ohio Tyler,
State director
U., and
Columbus;
Paul
Porter,
attorney
former
FCC
Chairman;
Ralph
McGill,
editor,
Constitution
FM-TV)ator,Atlanta
;U. Mrs.
Dorothy
Lewis,(WSB-AMcoordinS.Mark
station
relations,
United
Nations;
Ethridge,
publisher,
Louisville
(Ky.)
Courier-Journal
and
Timesby, radio
(WHAS-AM-FM-TV)
;
John
Croscolumnist,
New Yorktelevision
HeraldTribune;
Philip
Hamburger,
writer.

SINCLAIR NAMED

IRE in chief
'52
DR. DONALD Heads
B. SINCLAIR,
engineer of General Radio Co.
Cambridge, Mass., has been elected
president of the Institute of Radio
Engineers for 1952. He succeeds
Dr. I. S. Coggeshall, general manager of Western Union's overseas
communications.
Winners of the annual IRE ra
dio and TV awards for 1951 have
been announced by the organiza
tion's board of directors.
Dr. William Shockley, Bell Tele
phone Labs., won the Morris Liebmann
Prize "in recogni
tion ofMemorial
his contributions
to the
creation and development of the
transitor." This award is given an
nually to an IRE member who has
made
an important
contribution to
BACKING UP Jim Strain (r), sales manager, KGFI Hollywood, during his pres- the radio
art.
entation ofa golf trophy at the annual Whingding of the Southern California
The vision
Vladimir
TeleBroadcasters Assn. in Los Angeles are (I to r) Jack McElroy, ABC Hollywood
Prize AwardK. Zworykin
was announced
m.c; Tom Frandsen, sales manager, KMPC Hollywood; Frank Burke Jr.,
the first time. Winner was B. D.
general manager of KFVD Los Angeles and chairman of Whingding Com- for
Loughlin, Hazeltine Electronics
mit e . Mr. Strain was chairman of golf committee.
Corp., Little Neck, Long Island, for
outstanding
technical contributions
Feature of Week
to TV. This award was set up by
GAME RIGHTS
V. K. Zworykin, TV pioneer and
(Continued from page 16)
WLAG Wins as Jury Acts
president of RCA Labs. Div.,
BOWING to the wishes of a county sales were up 27%. Radio built vice
who donated a $10,000 fund to IRE
grand jury, officials of the West this business and radio keeps build- to encourage TV technical developing it. I can tell my story force- ment.
Point, Ga., high school reversed a
I can tell it inexpensively
long-standing practice and granted throughfully andradio
The Browder
Meand I know that my
broadcast rights to WLAG-FM La advertising
morial Prize wentJ. toThompson
H. W. Welch
cost is lower than it Jr., research
Grange, Ga., for a local football
physicist,
U.
of
Michgame. Similar permission also was was
around.when I spread my dollars
accorded WRLD-FM West Point.
igan, for his paper on "Effects of
Space Charge on Frequency CharEd Mullinax, manager of WLAG"Never
a
day
passes
that
at
least
aiscteristicannually
s of Magnetrons."
AM-FM, had tried unsuccessfully a dozen people come into the store,
made toThisan
to obtain rights for the West Point- from areas as much as 100 miles recognition
author
under
30
whose
paper,
pubHogansville Nov. 9 contest. School away, saying that they'd been hearlished by the IRE, constitutes the
had steadfastly refused even a
ing
my
WMIL
advertising
so
much
best
combination
of
technical
condelayed tape version of the game, that they decided, when they came
tribution and presentation of the
though it had requested road game to Milwaukee, they'd have to take
subject.
coverage. WLAG-FM has carried back a case of beer."
Editor's Award, set up to encourHogansville contests the past two
it's the men who usually
years, feeding them as a public findWhile
agenicalgoodwriting,
English
usage toinJerome
techappeal
in
beer-wine
advertiswas given
service to U. S. Rubber Co. plant
SCBA Chosen
ing, WMIL is a daytime station. Freedman, Watson Labs, Griffiss
employes on the job.
explanation to that one, Mr. Air Force Base, Rome, N. Y., for
FOR fifth consecutive year, SouthThe Troup County Grand Jury For
Davidson says daytime costs are "Resolution in Radar Systems."
ern California Broadcasters Assn. stepped
into
the
picture,
much
to
less.
an industrial community
will present the annual Christmas the surprise of the station, and with Infactory
shifts around the
Banquet Presentations
program of Los Angeles Ad Club adopted a resolution recommending clock, he noted men
the theme
in Biltmore Hotel Bowl on Dec. 18. broadcast coverage because of as often as women hear
Awards will be presented at the
and,
anyway,
Dresser Dahlstead, ABC Western tremendous public interest. School when it comes to values — it's the IRE annual banquet at the WalDivision radio program director, authorities relented less than 36 woman who decides.
dorf-Astoria, N. Y., during the
has
before game time and the
convention, March 3-6.
Over-the-counter sales are man- 1952Other
man. been named committee chair- hours
station quickly installed lines.
newly-elected officers of
datory in this business under WisHarold L. Kirke, assistconsin law. Since Mr. Davidson and IRE antare:
chief
BBC, as vice
QUINCY,
his nine clerks meet customers face president, engineer,
Jorgen Rybto face, they make Sure the cus- ner, Royal succeeding
ILLINOIS
of Dentomers know that this is the store
mark; JohnTechnical
D. Ryder,U. professor
GATES
that is advertised over the radio. and head of electrical engineering
The display window says it in department, U. of Illinois, and
Ernest
Weber, engineering
professor anddepart
head
Supply t°[ wFrnc 1
lights: "This is the Believe It Or of
electrical
Not Tavern — you hear us over ment,
Institute of
WMIL." The fact is repeated on Brooklyn,Polytechnic
"^ur ONE SOURCE
as directors, with terms
the 30-foot brick wall building side running from
ing
*
Broadcast
1952
to
1954.
ED
AlL THESE
NE
with
a
WMIL
advertisement.
OFFICES Equipment
directors elected (1952
Mr. Davidson tells his whole- 53)Regional
TO SERVE YOU
are:
Region
1
—
saler, believe it or not, that if their Browning, president, Glenn
BrowningH
QUINCY, ILL. .........
Labs.,
Winchester,
Mass.;
TEL.
8202
product is radio-advertised, "I'll 3 — Irving G. Wolff, director,Region
HOUSTON, TEXAS . . . . TEL. ATWOOD 8536
push it,"ious."ifHe not,
not too
research laboratory, radio
RCA
knows"I'mthat
beeranx-or tube
TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
WASHINGTON, D. C. . . TEL.
Labs. Div., Princeton, N. J.; Region
wine,
promoted
over
radio,
makes
5
—
Alois
W.
Graf,
patent
lawyer
MONTREAL, QUE . . . TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
it easier for his clearks because
NEW YORK CITY
. TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
"the customer is sold when he walks Chicago; Region 7 — Karl Spangenburg, professor
neering, Stanfordof U.electrical engiPage 92 • November 19, 1951
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WCMB REPLIES
Refutes WHGB Petition
NO CONFLICT exists between the
FCC's decision
WCMB
Lemoyne,
Pa., on favoring
the one hand
and
KFYO Lubbock, Tex., on the other,
the Rossmoyne Corp., licensee of
WCMB, averred last week. WCMB
filed an opposition to the petition
of WHGB Harrisburg, Pa., for a
rehearing in the Pennsylvania
caseWHGB
[B*T,hadNov.contended
12]. that the
Commission decision in October
favoring the change of WCMB
from 960 kc with 1 kw daytime
to 1460 kc with 5 kw fulltime and
denying its own application to
move from 1400 kc with 250 w
to 1460 kc with 5 kw conflicted
with its decision shortly thereafter granting KFYO Lubbock,
Tex., authority to change from
1340 kc with 250 w to 790 kc with
5 kw day, 1 kw night.
On the one hand, WHGB argued,
it was denied because WCMB proposed more local live programming.
On the other hand, the Harrisburg
station pointed out, the Commission granted KFYO its application
even though the unsuccessful Lubbock County applicant offered more
local live programming.
to WHGB's
request
forIn aobjecting
rehearing,
WCMB pointed
out in its petition that the Lubbock
proceedings involved two competing applicants, one a newcomer,
whereas the Harrisburg hearing
involved two existing licensees.
"It is thus clearly apparent," the
WCMB
the
cases arepetition
to eachstated,
other "that
as apples
and pears and that there is no
conflict between them." Accordingly, it asked the Commission to
deny
hearing.WHGB's petition for reCanadian Set Sales
IN first seven months of 1951, 426,200 radio receivers made' in Canada, valued at $28,440,000, and
31,400 television receivers valued
at $11,058,000, according to figures
of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics at Ottawa. During the same
period 27,300 receivers were imported.

OPS May Exempt
In Price Order
RADIO-TV SETS
AN ORDER that would exempt manufacturers of radio-TV receivers
from filing requirements for new ceiling price regulations, effective next
month, hung fire last week.
Under an interim directive now being prepared, set manufacturers
would
not be onrequired
by committee
*has worked on a pronew ceilings
radio andto abide
TV sets,
phonograph players and related
posed draft of a tailored formula.
consumer
goodseffective
when next
the regulaPhonograph
recordobtained
manufacturtion becomes
month.
ers already have
some
The objective is to exempt them price relief under a formula set
forth
by
OPS
last
month.
Actually,
on these products — but not on others which they may also manufac- the adjustment reflects price boosts
ture— pending issuance of a de- announced by at least six companduring the general price freeze.
tail- The iessix
firms account for about
ored tailed
to the regulation
needs more
of the closely
electronics
80%
of
U. S. record output.
industry.
An
exemption
for
record manufacturers also is in the
Platter producers still want a
mill.
tailored "dollars and cents" direcGeneral manufacturing regulative comparable to that for settions go into effect Dec. 19, giving makers, and delegated an industry
roughly 70,000 firms in the U. S. advisory group to meet with OPS
the option of adjusting prices to last Tuesday. As a result, that industry also will be exempt from
show increased advertising, selling,
administration and research costs Dec. 19 regulations. A cost survey
since the advent of the Korean was indicated by OPS.
war. Cutoff date is July 26, 1951.
New sued,regulations,
finally
This was assured earlier this
will establish when
ceiling
pricesismonth when the Office of Price not only for manufacturers but
Stabilization implemented CPR 22 wholesales and retailers as well.
with the so-called Capehart formIncreasesof are
"self -executed"
upon ula.
receipt
application
by the EDITORIAL VICTOR
WSAZ Wins Local Issue
agency [B*T, Nov. 12].
The exemption order for set- AN EDITORIAL campaign conmakers is designed to eliminate the
ducted over its radio-TV facilities
need for manufacturers to compute
WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington,
new ceilings twice — that is, under gave
W. Va., .a victory in preserving
modified CPR 22 and again when local
community responsibility. Istailored formulas become effective
sue involved the membership of
for these consumer appliances.
local library board trustees.
Issuance of Directive
Under West Virginia state law,
county court, the city and the
Regulations governing receivers, the
county
of education are
record plays and other home goods authorizedboard
to appoint a library
are being drawn up on the basis of board of trustees
of five persons
meetings between a radio-TV set
"citizens-at-large."
industry advisory group and OPS from
was the question Latter
which
officials. It was expected the in- reservation
posed
large
in the eyes of WSAZ
dividual industry directive would Program Director
Ted Eiland and
be issued late this year or early in News
Director Nick Basso, because
1952.
three of the members appointed
In its broadest interpretation, were
from
the ranks of governing
the modified price regulation, based
on the plan authored by Sen. Ho- agencies.
After poring over the legal
mer Capehart (R-Ind.), will perinmit producers to figure advertising phraseology,formationMr.obtainedEiland,
Mr.with
Basso,
and related expenses when comput- began an editorial bycampaign
ing new lowances
prices.
al- oust from the library board twoto
GREENVILLE is
were not Heretofore,
made for these
commissioners and a city
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
overhead costs, while producers had county
METROPOLITAN AREA .
councilman. Broadcasts were carto sustain labor hikes.
ried
on
local newscast
The radio-TV set industry has 6:05 p.m.Mr. onBasso's
In EMPLOYMENT
radio and his 6:30
sought a tailored formula to re- p.m.
TV newscast.
flect particularly the growth and
GREENVILLE 45,964
ran news stories as
development of television. Manu- theNewspapers
situation
crystallized, the staf
a
c
t
u
r
e
r
s
h
a
v
e
realized
slim
profits,
Columbia 26,634
tion
reports.
After
three days of
operating in many instances below
ceiling prices because of set com- editorial broadcasts, Mr. Eiland
Charleston 23,217
petition, substantial
inventories
called
Countyand Pros'ecutor
Edward Cabell
H. Greene
discussed
and somewhat
slackened
consumer the
S. C. Emp. Sec. Com., 1950
matter. Mr. Greene the next
demand.
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
day prepared a ruling upholding
Participating in periodic confer- the
stand taken by the stations. He
ences with government officials are
\flf F B C 5000 WATTS
ruled the three men not "citizensrepresentatives of such firms as at-large."
RCA, Allen B. DuMont Labs, Syl- the radio-TVLater
showshewithappeared
Mr. Bassoon
NBC affiliate for the
vania Electric Products, Admiral
first news Heof publicly
his rulCorp., Hallicrafters Co., Philco and inggave
Greenville-Andersonto the thecommunity.
Corp., Emerson Radio & Phono- praised WSAZ-AM-TV as "having
Spartanburg Markets
graph, Pilot Radio Corp. and CBS- the courage to take a stand on the
Represented by Avery-Knodel
Columbia Inc. A select five-man
library issue."
BROADCASTING
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Consideration also will be given to
ings.
small producers who make pressSeveral record manufacturers
had petitioned OPS for outright
industry de-control, it was revealed.
Attending
last week's
meeting
were
representatives
of Columbia
Records Inc., Capitol Records Inc.,
Mercury Record Corp., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Loew's firms.
Inc.,
King RecordsDiv.andof other
RCA Victor, Decca Records and
Remington
who maintain
membership Records,
on the committee,
did
not send representatives.
Ramifications of new price regulations also may be felt, indirectly,
by building-minded broadcasters
and electronics manufacturers. Asprior authorization
National suming
Production
Authorityfromto
start or continue construction projthey may face
higherlastcostsweekin
some ects,instances.
Builders
were ingsgiven
authority
to raise labor
ceilon the basis of increased
and materials costs. New regulation is effective tomorrow (Tuesday), and covers phases.
contractors and
other construction
Generally this means prices may
be raised on the basis of current
costs for labor, material and equipnine-tenths
of the highest ment,
profitplusmargin
realized
the
construction
firm from
July 1,by1949,
to Junetended 24,
1950.
Move
was
into maintain the profit ratio
of pre-Korea and to offset an estimated
terials c10%ost. jump in labor and ma-

CHOICE
OFFIRST
ENGINEERS!
Only Mdgnecorder offers all the flex- \
ibility,
featuresto pay!
you
require —highat afidelity
price and
you want
FITS EVERY PURPOSE— EVERY PURSE!
LIGHTWEIGHT
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November 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WINR
Binghamton,
N. Y.— Mod.powerCP
authorizing
frequency
increase.
DA.date.
etc., forchange,
extension of
completion
KUSD Vermillion,
S.change,
D.— Mod.powerCP
authorizing
frequency
increase,
DA,date.etc., for extension of
completion
WJZ-TV
New station
York— Mod.
CP author-of
izing
new
TV
for extension
completion
date
to March
31, 1952.
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee,
Wis.
— ofMod.
CPstation
authorizing
facilities ofchanges
TV
for extension
completion
date to August
1,
1952.
License Renewal
FollowingKIFWstations
renewal
license:
Sitka,request
Alaska;
KEROof
Bakersfield,
Calif.;
KXORobles,
El Centro,
Calif.;
KPRL
Paso
Calif.;
WONN Lakeland,
Fla.; Lapeer,
WDYK Mich.;
Cumberland, Md.; WMPC
WCMA
Corinth,
Miss.;
WHIP
Mooresville, N. C; KLAS Las Vegas, Nev.;
KALG ham,Alamogordo,
N. M.; WTIK N.Dur-C;
N. C; WFTC
KYJO Medford,
Ore.; Kinston,
WERI Westerly,
R.terboro,
I.; WELP
Easley,
S. Sulphur
C; WALDSprings,
WalS. C;Price.
KSSTUtah;
Tex.; KOAL
WFVA Wash.;
Frede
r
i
c
k
s
b
u
r
g
,
V
a
.
;
KSPO
Spokane,
WCLO Janesville,
Wis.; WNHC-TV
New
Haven,
Conn.; WMAL-TV
Washington;
WPTZ
Louisville,(TV)Ky. Philadelphia; WHAS-TV
TV— Channel 4
KRON-TV
SanERPFrancisco
— kwAMENDED to change
from
9.5aur.,
vis. to
9.6
kw
vis.,
4.75
aur.
to
4.8
change
ant., etc.1303Ant.
terrain
ft. height above average
November 13 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Allen ofB. DuMont,
DuMont ordered
Labs, Inc.pre-hear— Upon
request
ing rm.
conference
held Post
Nov. Office
21, 10 Bldg.,
a.m.,
inWashington,
2232, inNew
matter of Paramount
Pictures censesInc.,
et
al.,
for
renewal
of
, et al., and American Broadcast-li-

fCC actions

#V

new DA,fulltime,
etc., 930cond.
kc 5 kw-LS 1 kwDA-N,
KWSHcense covering
Wewoka,
GrantedDA-lichangeOkla.—
in facilities,
DN,KWBB
etc.,cense newcond.
Wichita,
Kan.—
Granted
AM station, 1410 kc 1 kwliDA-DN,
fulltime,
cond.
WGSM
Huntington,
license new AM station,N. 740Y. — kcGranted
1 kw
DA-D.
daytime,
cond.
KCBC-FM
Des Moines,
Iowa —94.1
Grant-me
ed license new
FM station,
(Ch.WOOK231) Rockville,
5 kw, ant.Md.—
height 250 ft.mod.
CP
for approval
of ant. Granted
trans., studio
location,
cond.
KWHP
Cushing, Okla.—
Granted mod.
CP
for
extension
to
completion
date
to WWOC
June 2, Manitowoc,
1952.
Wis.—
Granted
mod.
for 2,extension
date toCPJune
1952. to completion
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. E. M. Webster
WWHG Hornell, N. Y—
Granted from
petiJan. tion14 fortocontinuance
Jan 22, 1952,ofinhearing
Washington,
inthatproceeding
upon
its
application
and
of WLEA Hornell.
KUMOquest forColumbia,
Mo.—application
Granted for
redismissal
of
additional time to complete construction.

NOVEMBER 9 THROUGH NOVEMBER 15
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective
radiated power
STL-studio-transmitter
link N-night
aur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
continuance
from
ing Co.,ment of etlicenses
al., for consent to assign- tition 4 forto Feb.
12, 1952, ofin hearing
Washington,
trol, to consider: and transfer of con- Dec.
re
application
and
that
of
WJDX
Jackson,
Miss.
1. Necessity orclarification,
desirability of simplimitation lification,
of issues. amplification, or
2. Possibility
of
stipulating with respect to facts. hearing.
Craven Bcstg.
Co.,forNewcontinuance
Bern, N. C. The Toledo
Blade Co.,
Ohio3.4. Procedure
Granted
amendToledo,
application
Such other atmatters
as would be —hearing
frommotion
Nov.
14 to Dec.and 11thatinof toGranted
make petition
current toinformation
concernconducive to orderly and expeditious Washington
hearing.
re
its
application
ing capitalization and officers of corpovil e, N. C. Carolina Bcstg. Co., Green- ration.
WJDX
Jackson,
GrantedS, Walpeti- of Eastern
tiolace,
n to addMillsaps
nameCollege,
ofMiss.Dr. —Jackson,
Elbert
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Miss.,
Smith
to listson,ofon Nov.
deponents
to testifychange
at Jack-in
12, without
KXOX
Sweetwater,
Tex.
— Dismissed
as
moot
motion
to
continue
hearing
time,
place,
notary
public,
or
subject
Chief, requesting
Broadcast Bureau
— forGranted
matter regarding which testimony will petition
in
proceeding
UDon
applications
that
time
filing
Eastland
County
Bcstg.
Co.,
Eastland,of
findings ofof Easton
fact in proceeding
beordertakenof Sept.
as set 18.forth in Commission's reproposed
applications
Publishing
and thatBrownwood,
of LymanTex.;Brown
Entersubsequent
petition
for continuance
Co.,
Pa., andPa.,
Allentown
Bcstg. Tex.,
tocounsel
filingprises,
of KXOX
motion made
for continuance,
Corp.,Easton,
Allentown,
be extended
of Also,
date granted
for
taking
depositions
in pro- from
Nov.
5
to
Nov.
19.
for
oral
motion
c
e
d
i
n
g
r
e
its
application,
to
commence
Desert Radio and Telecasting Co., on
at Starkville,
Miss.,
24Jackson,
at Raymond,
for1952,
continuance
Nov.
torecord
Jan. 14,County
which Co.,
wasfrom
granted.
Miss.,
on Jan.
26, andJan.
Miss, Palm
Springs,
Calif.— filed
Granted
Bcstg.
Eastland,
on
28,been1952,
andatshall
all besubpoenas
toan amend
application,
Oct. petition
17, and30 5Tex.Eastland
—
Dismissed
as
moot
motion
for
amendment
to
petition
filed
Oct.
whichJan.
have
issued
returncontinuance of hearing in proceeding
able at places dates.
previously specified on to show change in partners.
corresponding
upon its Enterprises,
application and
that of Lyman
Brown
Brownwood,
Tex.
WGGA Gainesville,
Ga. — Granted pe- November 13 Applications . . . Hearing
commenced as scheduled on
Nov. 5 evidence
with respect
nonACCEPTED FOR FDL.ING
engineering
ontobehalf
of
Lyman
C.issues
Brown,wasuntil
andtakenJan.
hearing
was
License Renewal
thereupon continued
14, 1952.
Following
stations
request
renewal
of
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
license:PalmWJMW
Athens,
Ala.; Pueblo,
WJNO
License Renewals
West
Fla.; KDZA
Col.; WSAL Beach,
Logansport,
Ind.;
WHOP
WIFM
C— Granted
Hopkinsville,
Ky.;
WHSY
Hattiesburg,
of licenseElkin,FM N. station
for renewal
regular
Miss.;
KSWS
Roswell,
N.
M.;
WENY
Elmira, N. Y.; WHUC Hudson, N. Y.;
WOI-FM
Ames,
Iowa.—
Granted
reWKBObia, S. C;Harrisburg.
Pa.;
WNOK
Columperiod.
n
e
w
a
l
o
f
license
for
non-commercial
KOVE Lander. Wyo.; WICU educational FM station, for regular
(TV)
Erie,
Pa.;
WOR-TV
New
York;
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex.; WSAZ HuntLicenses Extended
ington, W. Va., and WTOP-TV Wash- period.
Licenses
for the extended
following onFMa temstaington.APPLICATIONS
RETURNED
tions
were
further
Request stations
for renewal
of license
by 1952: porary basis from Dec. 1 to March 1,
following
RETURNED:
KBTM
KDKA - FM Pittsburgh; KYW - FM
Jonesboro,
Ark.;WHBY
KEXO Appleton,
Grand JuncBoston; WBZAtion, Col., and
Wis. Philadelphia;
FM Springfield,WBZ-FM
Mass.; WOWO-FM
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.
November 14 Decisions . . .
Granted CPs
BY THE SECRETARY
WEWO-FM
ed new CP toLaurinburg,
replace CP.N. C— GrantWBAA
WesttoLafayette,
Ind.—Dec.
Grant-25 —Granted
Buckeye CPBcstg.
Co., Cincinnati,102.7Ohio
ed
authority
remain
silent
for
mc
and Jan. 1 in order to observe Christ- (Ch. 274) 8.2 kw, FM400 station,
ft. ant.; cond.,
mas
and
New
Year's
Day.
including
provision
thatpower
duringof instalWPMP
Pascagoula,
Miss.
—
Granted
l
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
FM
antenna
WSAI
license new AM station, 1580 kc 250 w, shall be determined by indirect method
"...The Permoflux High Fidelity Dynamic
daytime.
and DAble tomaintained
as closelyin aslicense.
posKLFYcenseLafayette,
Granted
Headphones exceed in every way any other
values appearing
covering changeLa.—from
1390 kcli- Upon sicompletion
of installation field
500
w,
daytime,
to
1420
kc
1
kw-LS
intensitymum of shall
bepoints
measured
at a radial,
mini500KRES
w-N, St.fulltime,
DA-N,
phones 1 have ever used.'"
three
onandeach
Joseph,
Mo.—incond.
Granted
remeasured
submitted
Permoflux High Fidelity
cense covering
change
facilities,li- resistance
UNSURPASSED FOR BROADCASTING,
to
Commission
together
with
tabulation
of
meter
readings.
Dynomic
Headphone
—
DA, etc.,
1550 kc 5 kwN. DA-N,
cond.
Model
with Model newWRRF
Washington,
Granted
TELEVISION AND RECORDING USES!
No. 1505DHS-17Ear Cushion.
KRNT-FM
Des Moines,
license covering
change inC— facilities,
ed CP to change
ERP fromIowa275— Grantkw to
New developments in design make possible -the
use of these units in applications heretofore not covered in the electronic
field. Permoflux offers the finest headphones made for
SERVICE DIRECTORY
broadcast, television and recording uses as well as
monitoring, audio metric work and auditory training.
Send today for the new Permoflux catalog #J203 for the
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Custom-Built Equipment
latest information on the new Permoflux Dynamic Headphones
MONITORING COMPANY
PPvECISION
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
U. S. RECORDING CO.
and "Champion" line of Speakers.
Engineer on duty all night every night
1121
Vermont
Ave.,
Wash.
5,
D.
C.
PERMOFLUX
CORPORATION
JACKSON 5302
Lincoln 3-2705
4901-J W. GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL • 236 S. VERDUGO RD., GLEN DALE 5, CALIF.
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
-Campbell Mfg. Company, To
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CONSULTING

RA .DIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

A— 43-year
background
Established
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SME3Y
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
Quarter Consulting
Century Professional
Experiem
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230— Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Lane,
Television
One LeFevre
New Systems
Rochelle, N
New Rochelle 6-1620

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

re WIVY, from
Jacksonville,
(to tochange
facilities
1050 kc 1Fla.
1080
kcissues;
1 kw-LS
tokw-D
enlarge
made 250saidw-N),
stations
parties theto
proceeding
followingwhether
as issue No. 4:ofandWIVY
"Toadded
determine
operation
asinterference
proposed would
involve
objectionable
with
Member AFCCE
KRLD,ing stations,
WTIC and,
or withif any
other
existso,
nature
and
extent thereof,
populations
affected
thereby,areas
and andavailability
of
other
broadcast
service
to
such
areas
50 kw, ant. from 580 ft. to 530 ft., cond.
and
populations."
WDXY
(FM)
Spartanburg,
S.
C.
—
WTNB Birmingham,
Ala. —andGranted
Granted
to change
reconsideration
grantto
tocond.
9.2 kw,CP ant.
from 200ERPft.from
to 42011 kw
ft., petition
without forhearing
of application
change
from
1490
kc
250
w, to 850 kc
KMYC-FM
Marysville,
Calif.—
Grant5
kw-LS
1
kw-N,
cond.
ed CP toant.change
Granted Mod. CPs
4.9 kw,
from 395ERPft. from
to 150 4.7ft.,kwcond.to KSOX Harlingen,
Tex.— Granted mod.
WMIN-FM
St.
Paul,
Minn.—
Granted
CP
to
operate
CP
to
change
ERP
from
46
kw
to
16
of 50 kw non-directionally
from local sunrisewithat
kw, ant. from 360 ft. to 320 ft., cond. power
Harlingen
local studio
sunset location;
at Cincin-no
Granted Application
nati, andintotonighttime
specify
operation,
Uvalde
Bcstrs.,forLaredo,
— Grant-to change
ed application
new AMTex.station
(Stationsunrise
now has
1530 kc 50 tokw LScond.
from
operate on Granted
1490 kc Petitions
250 w., unlimited. local
at
Harlingen
Cincinnati
DA and awith
powerDA.)of 10 kwat
after
LS
Cincinnati
KRLD Dallas, Tex., and WTIC HartArecibo,location
P. R.— from
GrantedArecibo
mod.
ford, Conn.—toGranted
petitions
of KRLD CPWKVM
to change
and WTIC
intervene
in proceeding
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

to1230Sankc Juan,
250 w P.andR.CP(Hasfor license
1070 kc for25
kw DA).. Granted ST A
National authority
Bcstg. Co.— Granted experispecial
temporary
mental UHF televisionto operate
transmitter on
UHF ton,Ch.Fla.,23for(524-530
mc.)
at
Boca
Raperiod Nov. 18 through
Dec. 1;goodcond.
Stated
purpose broadis "to
show
quality
of
television
casting in NBCUHF"
to broadcasters
attending
affiliates
meeting
at Boca
Raton Club,
where
about
receivers and converters
will sixbe UHF
installed
to receive broadcasts from an experitransmitter at Lion's Club, about
IV2 milesmentalaway.
November 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KBIG
Avalon,
Catalina
Calif.—tion forMod.
CP asSanta
new AMIsland,
staextension
ofmod.completion
date.
WBGU
(FM)
Bowling
Green,
OhioMod. CPtional FM new
stationnon-commercial
for extension ofeducacompletion dateLicense
.
for CP
WORX (FM) Madison, Ind.— License

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

for CP as mod. new FM station.
WFOB
(FM) Fostoria,
Ohio— License
for
CP authorizing
mc
to 96.795change
mcft. (Ch. from
244) 105.5
ERP
1 kw,(Ch.ant.288)height
License Renewal
Following
requestAla.;
renewal
license:
WTBCstations
Tuscaloosa,
KGANof
Kingman,
Ariz.;
WJOB
Hammond,
Ind.;
KCON Conway, Ark.; KGEK Sterling,
Col.; WTHT Hartford, Conn.; WSBB
New
Beach, Marshalltown,
Fla.; WJBC Bloom ington,Smyrna
111.; KFJB
KLIC
Monroe,
La.; WGUY Bangor, Iowa;
Me.;
WITH Baltimore; WESX Salem, Mass.;
WBVP
Beaver
Falls,
Pa.;
WCDL
bondale, Pa.; WCED DuBois, CarPa.;
WLOGton;Logan,
W.San Va.;Francisco;
KXYZ-FMWWJ-TV
HousKGO-TV
Detroit, and WXYZ-TV Detroit,
Applications Returned
KXLO TURNED
Lewistown,
Mont.
— RE-of
application for
assignment
licensetral from
Montana William
Bcstg Co.G. Kelly to CenWFLB Fayetteville, N. C. — RElicense. TURNED application for renewal of
(Continued on page 99)
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 25(f per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum * Display ads. $15.00 per inch
Nq charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
transcriptions
bulk
packages submitted, $100 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
box numbers a
stody or returr sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their
Help Wanted
Salesman
Salesman-announcer
for southern
work
station.
Must
have
experiencenet-in
sales. Car accounts.
necessary.
Established
$50 Only
per weekstation.
plus
15% commission.
Send possible.
complete Box
details.
$600
per
month
472L, BROADCASTING.
Excellent
for experienced,
aggressive opportunity
radio salesman
with ideas
and ketknowhow
aged city
30 to 45,000,
45. Topmarket
marin
east
Texas,
135,000,
MBS,
established
20
years. and
An
opportunity
to
make
real
money
advance.radio
No hot-shots.
Needvaluemanof who
knows
and
realizes
account servicing. KGKB, Tyler, Texas.
Wanted:
Experienced
salesman
in richin
one-station
market.expected.
Give
all Good
details
letter
and porsalary
opt
u
n
i
t
y
.
I
d
e
a
l
location.
WHFB,
Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer
for stationarea.in Minnesota, Iowa,Write
SouthBoxDakota
Salary open.
249L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — announcer
with
good
hard
punching
commercialSend
voice.audition
Large midwestern
market.
disc
and
all
details
first
letter.
Box
367L,
BROADCASTING.
Upper Michigan
stationexperience.
desires staffSend
aner. One year
letter and nouncdisc
or tape. Box 418L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer
neededimmediately,
by CBS
outlet
in the information
southwest
send complete
to Box 456L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman
immediately by CBS outlet
in needed
southwest.
Send
full
particulars
to Box
483L, BROADCASTING.
Help ings,
wanted:
to announce
mornwrite copyManafternoons
and handle
programable. department.
Must
be dependStation
in
south
in
college
Salary
$65.00 week for right man. town.
Box
517L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman:
be experienced, solid involved.
staff man.Must
No personality
or DJ work
Salary
m
i
s
i
o
n
w
i
l
total
guarantee
ofand65 comto 75
to start earnings.
depending Topon experience
present
independent andin
one-station
town
of
25,000,
Chicago
area. Personal interview and audition
necessary.
We ofwillapplication
call you containing
upon receipt of letter
complete
and professional
data.
Box personal
520L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
announcer eastfor
fulltime
250Experienced
watt network
ern Pennsylvania
ableboard
to station
handle
local
shows,
news
and
assignment,
Box 523L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, experienced commercial announcer,andnite shift,
hours per
week,
a halfand50>/2
over
Send
alltimeparticulars
tape40orhours.
wax
audition.
All
redies
answered.
Box
530L, BROADCASTING..
Five tive,
kw hardVirginia
wants cooperahitting
airindiesalesman.
Six day,
fortydischourplus
week,
Raytheon
board.
orletter
photo
and
full
details Tape
first
including
salary
expected.
Box
541L, BROADCASTING.
Fifteen city
year needs
old network
station.experiGood
small
thoroughly
enced,
mature,
basic
staff
announcer.
Good
pay, sales
half and
time service
shift, earn
extra base
parttime
own
accounts.
Sixty-five
toandeighty
definitely
depending
on
ability
effort.
Really
good
conditions.
Record
must
indicate
stability.
Man now
Minnesota,
Iowa
area preferred.
Disc BROADCASTING.
or tape returned
promptly.
Box 543L,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
watter.tion.Opportunity
to grow with staMissouri. Contact Manager KDKD, Clinton,
Need good
night man.
Prefer experipersonality,
but unusual
ability
can
beenced
deciding
factor.
Copywriting
ability
desired.
Send
disc,
photo,Tyler,
full
information
first
letter.
KGKB,
Texas.
Combinationmostannouncer-engineer
for
Montana's
modernambitious
station. Good
future
for photo
qualified,
man.
Send
disc,
and
background.
I.
Elliot, Manager, KRJF, Miles City,A.
Montana.
50,000
watt with
CBS affiliate
a staff
announcer
deep andneeds
goodcongenial.
quality
voice.
Must outlining
be astable
Send
letter
background
and
furnish reference. Also send recent
photo. Alsoseveral
send types
auditionof commercials
tape or disc
covering
and tion
complete
No applicaconsidered repertoire.
without audition,
photo
and
Apply to KWKH, Shreveport, letter.
Louisiana.
Immediatewriter. Goodopening,
salaryupstate
forannouncer,
the New
right copyman.
1 kw submit
daytimer,
York.
Please
background, disc,
sample
copy,
salary
requirements
and
photo.
Radio
York. Station WDLA, Walton, New
Wanted:
staffRCA
announcer,
must be Experience
familiar with
board,
$65.00 acter
for references,
48 hours,photo
send WDLP,
audition,Panama
charCity, Fla.
Need
immediately,
good all-round
announcer
for 1 kw a network
station.
Wonderful
small Call
city. orReasonable
living.
Congenial.
Elizabeth City, N. C. wire WGAI,
Dual network station, TV application,
has teropening
for staff
announcer. Send
Betauditionthanandaverage
resumeopportunities.
to J. W. Carson,
WMOX, Meridian, Miss.
WOOF, bama5000
Dothan,menAla-at
needs watt
two station
combination
ninety dollars
per
week formust
daytimebe
work.
Your
announcing
above average.
Technical
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia network
station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer or combination for 250 watter
near
ING. N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTWanted. Radio operators holding 1st
class radio
telephoneCarlicenses.
Experience
required.
Upstate Newunnecessary.
York. Box 180L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
Transmitter
operatorExperience
with car
for
AM — and
FM$50.00
station.
unnecessary.
for forty hours
plus 291L,
time BROADCASTING.
and one-half for overtime.
Box
Chief engineer.
1 kw RCA
Michigan
directional. Net affiliate.
equipment.
Good working
conditions.
References.
Immediate
opening.
Box
460L,
BROADCASTING.
Operator-announcer
needed Start
immedi-at
ately.
$300.00
basedExperience
on 4840desirable.
hour
week.
Time
and
a
half
over
hours.
Wire
full
details.
Progressive
sports
minded
affiliate. KBMY, Billings, Mont, MBS
Want
combination
engineer-announcer,
first
Good voice
required. State
salaryphone.
required
terville,
Iowa. first reply. KCOG, Cen-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted:
with 21first
5000
watt Engineer
CBS station
yearsphone.
old.
Good hunting
and KOLT,
fishing Scottsbluff,
and congenial staff. Station
Nebr.
Immediate opening,
chief New
engineerannouncer.
1 kw upstate
York
daytimer.
Top
salary
to
the
right
man.
Also, tails
straight
engineer.
CompleteStation
deand
disc
please.
Radio
WDLA, Walton, New York.
Need immediately, a network
combination
engifinest small city neonr-an ouncer foreast
coast.station
Must bein
goodulemorning
man.
Engineering
schedlight. Call or wire WGAI, Elizabeth
City, N. C.
Wanted:
Transmitter
with first
phone
license.
Write operator
J.Utica,
EricNewWilliams,
Radio Station
WGAT,
York.
Immediate
opening for
engineer
first
class license.
Contact
AllenwithB.
Jones,ton, N.Radio
C, Station WGNI, WilmingHave
immediate
opening
for firstwork.
class
operator, studio
and
transmitter
Experience
not necessary.
Write WHDL,
Olean, New York, for further information.
Will train inexperienced first phone
engineerannouncing.
who has ability
and desire
learn
Guaranteed
hous-to'
ing, permanency
and
good opportuworking
conditions
offered.
Excellent
with 250 Mutualopening.
station in friendly
town.nityager,
Immediate
WHIT, New Bern, N.Phone
C. ManInexperienced? Yet want a job with a
future?
us — guaranteed
chief
one of Contact
two stations
to be constructed
inof spring.
Pa.
ContactTrained
Chief atof WKBI,
WKBI. St. Marys,
Wanted, Newfirst York,
class possibility
operator forof WKAL,
Rome,
promotion
to WKTV.
ContactYork.future
D. T.
Layton, WKTV,
Utica, New
Chief
engineer
wanted
at
once.
watt
Mutual allstation
small town.
RCA250
equipment
new.Edin Good
future
for
right
man.
Contact
Damron,
WPKE,
Pikeville, Kentucky.
First class phone
transmitter operator.
Experience
Petersburg,
Va.not necessary. WSSV,
First ing.Class
Immediate
openContactengineer.
James
RaNetwork,
WVCV,Trewin,
CherryRuralValley,
New dioYork.
Wanted, cense.engineer
$50.00 for 40with
hours,firsttimeclassand li-a
half
WVOT,overtime.
Wilson, N.Contact
C. Radio Station
Engineers
and
comboaugment
men needed
net
and local
stations
staffs. Air
40hour
week
and
talent.
Will
train.
mail,
Engineer,
Box
867,
Morgantown,
W. Va.
Production-Programming, Others
Program erablydirector,
some type,
air work,
musical man
clock
good prefjob
for dependable
with fresh
ideas
willing topendent.
workWrite full
harddetails
in Mass.
indein
confidence. Box 527L, BROADCASTING.
Jack
of
salesman,
writer
toall trades,
ramrodcommission,
subsidiaryannouncer,
$260 draw,
plusstudios.
free
hotel
room medhigh
for
single
man. Start
imiately. Box 544L, BROADCASTING.
Newsman.
Gather,
write
local
stories,
edit, rewrite wire copy, broadcast. Must
have experience
reporternews
and job
news-in
caster. This is a asfulltime
long
established
newsstation
department
of
aGivemetropolitan
CBS
in
of experience Ohio.
first
letter. full
Box outline
550L, BROADCASTING.

Help orWanted
(Cont'd)by VirCopy man
wanted
giniabut ability
station. woman
Experience
not necessary,
to
write
are.
Person accepted will getanda learn
thorough
grounding
in
all
phases
of
station
operation. WAYB, Waynesboro, Virginia.
Wanted:write.Experienced
news man,
Excellent opportunity
for manrewith writing
ability
news judgment. Air work
not and
essential.
Send
letter of perience,
qualifications,
including
exbackground
and
salary
expected to Station WFDF, Flint, MichlTV
handyman
show
wants
actor
or
man
handy with
woodworking
and tools.
pleasantKnowledge
personalityof
essential.
Write Avenue,
Ohio Advertising
cy, 2300 Payne
Cleveland, AgenOhio.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
2014 asyearsmanager.
broadcasting
Last
Age 40.experience.
Available now.
Box 390L, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales
manager
now
employed
commercial
manager community
1000 watt network
seeks connection
under
30,000. 20paperyears
background
radio-newssales
and
experience
opening
three stations. Versed administrative,
sales, promotion,
programming,
continuity. Prefer midwest
areas. Available
two consider
weeks. other
Offer
mature judgment, economical operation, host ideas.
Let's get acquainted.
Box 484L,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial
consistent during
earnings of overmanager,
$10,000 annually
past erntenmetropolitan
years with
present
eastBROA
DCAS
TING
station.
Box. 547L,
Proven executive ability. 14 years sales
experience with 50 kw top Hooper rated
station. Experience
independent.Leaving
Prior agencywith
andleading
newspaper
experience.
present
station
for
understandable
reason.
Will
consider
account executive at right figure. Box
810, Richmond, Virginia.
General and ofcommercial
manager
with
background
success
is ready
for
larger operation.
Young but
draft free
(3 years, W.W.
II)
Came
up
thru
ann
o
u
n
c
i
n
g
a
n
d
programming.
Now
managing
making
and doing
heavy
partmoney
selling.jobstation
Owner
I'm ready
forofbigger
and willbelieves
be my
best
reference.
Dick Sutter,
WCRA,
Effingham, Illinois.
Salesman
Steady business. College graduate, 26,
with
proven
radio
sales record
wants
opportunity
or television
station. Box with
516L,radio
BROADCASTING.
Salesman:gram, Can
write, announce,
proNow
in east promote.
Texas. Agency
Box 552L,experience.
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Newscaster,
2Vn
yearswattexperience,
including 2employed
years 5000
affiliate,
currently
networkCBSnewsroom.
Seeks BROADCASTING.
return
to broadcasting.
Box
346L,
Who
needs'a- newscaster,
top, young, disc
draft jockey?
exempt
announcer
Experienced,
now
working,
available
for
audition. Desire Have
staff within
fifty
miles
first phone
license. of BoxN. Y.476L,C. BROADCASTING.
Announcing
experience;
staff.
Work job,
board,6 months
write copy.
Want
disc, local
newsMarried,
programs.one Prefer
west,
south.
child, midveteran. Tulane journalism grad.
Box
489L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer.
Commercials,
news,
Eastern shore. Box
All replies
BROADCASTING.
carefullyDJ. considered.
493L,
New England
independent
station,
desiring topflight,
experienced
announcer,
employed,
with
smooth
expert
news
and
witty
DJ,
may
contact
same
through
Box 512L, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer 29, veteran, seven
years
experiencebasketball,
in metropolitan area.
Play-by-play
and
football.
Seek station AM orbaseball
TV, strong
on
sports,
especially
basketball.
All
offers
considered.
Excellent
references.
Box 514L, BROADCASTING.
Looking play-by-play,
for a good, experienced,
allround
staff and
BROADCASTING.
man? Have proof available.
Box sales525L,
Excellent morning man, specialize in
all sports play-by-play. College grad.
Four yearsployed.experience.
Presently Box
emAvailable immediately.
529L. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Job Latin
wantedAmerican
as disc jockey.
Special kind
ofYork
show. AgeSingle,
New
experience
1
year.
23,
draft
exempt.
Will
travel.
Good
ad
lib.
Will
doSpanish.
staff work.
Know BROADCASTING.
news and speak
Box 533L,
Excellent
announcer,
relocate, superb
onVeteran,
commercials,
DJ, personality,
news.
4A, married,
own car, reliable,
experienced,
sincere,
good
diligent. Start $<?0.000, no ticket. voice,
Box 534L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— DJ, experienced,
23, news,
draft
exempt.Excellent
Strong
commercials,Conscienmusic.
references.
reliable. WantsBox to536L,
become
part,
of the tious,
community.
BROADCASTING^
Experienced
announcer
formerly plenty
news
independent,
ofeditor
board1000andwattcommercial
experience,
desires position
as
news
editor
or
assistant. Tom Craig, NYC, UN. 4-8525.
Box 537L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
controlbutboard
Limited
experience
knowtheoperator.
general
radio
procedure.
Just need
break
with
the
right
station.
Good
voice.
Single
veteran.
27.
Will
travel
first offer,
Salary upon
secondary. Bimmediately.
ox 538L, BROADCASTING.
Basketball
play-by-play
man
available
immediately. Have broadcast football
and
country's
leadingbasketball
conferencesin one
over ofa state
wide
',network.
Thoroughly
minor league
baseball. experienced
9 years radioin
experience.
Desire
permanent
connecwith sports
station.availAir
check tionable.and
excellentminded
references
checks
speak for
themselves.Let myBoxair545L,
BROADCASTING^
Announcer-sportscaster,
4 years
playby-play
experience,
college
high
school. College
graduate.
25, and
married,
draft
exempt.
Box
549L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program
director:
5 years
experience
deeprecord
voice,
authoritative
news, Box
smooth551L,
shows.
29, mar; ried.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
disc jockey.
Thoroughly
trained.
Graduate
SRT,
Disc,
photo
HarryChicago.
3502 S.on55 request.
Ct., Cicero,
111. F. Callson,
Announcer periencpresently
employed, exed, draft exempt.
man on console.
Can writeGoodcopy,morning
direct
program
schedule,
also
play-by-play
sports.
Available
trail
period.
No split
shifts.
Base
pay
$75
forty
hours.
Joe
Salvi, 204 High Street, Blackstone,
Virginia.
I Play-by-play
sportscaster,
experienced
college
basketball,
baseball.football,
Newscaster,
staff professional
announcer.
I Presently
employed college
football.
Experience
ranges position,
250 to 5 progressive
kw. Interested
permanent
station,
offering
better
opportunities.
Single,
veteran,Bill26.Wright,
College graduate.
State
Avenue,salary.
Wayne, Penna. 243 Lenoir
Technical
Present
chief
engineer
10 kw station
wishes
to
relocate.
10 years
in all phases, AM, FM,
TV experience
and radar,
both ing,factory
and broadcast
engineeralsoences.instructing.
Best Give
of referMarried, have car.
full
details
first
letter.
Box
459L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced studio-mixer,
transmitter
maintenance,
phone,announcer-disc
young,
draft
exempt,
alsofirst
combo
jockey.
Now
working,
desire
locate
within
fifty
miles
of
N.
Y.
C.
Box
477L, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
engineer,
wants
permanent
position,
experience,
ham over
15 years. 4Boxyears526L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
engineer-announcer.
Good
voice. Minimum
weekly. Prefer
midwest.
Box 528L,$70.00BROADCASTING.
Radio enceoperator
with three
years
experiavailable, single,
vet.Lamar
PreferGunter,
south
or107 southwest.
W. Chicasaw,Address
Brookhaven,
Miss.
Engineer,
sevenmiddle
yearswest
Cincinnati
station. Prefer
or medium
south.
Paul 5,C.Ohio.
Rohwer,
834
Overlook,49, single.
Cincinnati
First
class
engineer,
capable
of
chiefs
duties.
Employer
goingfamily,
combination,
references.
Married,Warford,
noKNEM,
bad
habits.
Clomer
Nevada, Missouri.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Othert
Program director.
Head complete
programming
Hard Excellent
worker,
dependable.
Draftdepartment.
exempt.
references. Box
515L,
BROADCASTING.
News editor.
Three yearCurrently
man. Journalistic
employed. Eastbackground.
preferred. Box 518L,
BROADCASTING.
Well intrained
newswriter,
job
New editor
York. desires
Singleof
28,
vet,metropolitan
draft exempt.
Graduate
Missouri
University
Journalism
Box 532L, BROADCASTING. School.
Attention!
gal
charged withLivewire!
talent Experienced
for some lucky
PD.
Strong
on
women's
programs,
shows,
copy, some board work. BoxDJ
535L, BROADCASTING.
Promotional
mindedand copywriter,
script-in
writer, producer
man
the
for east publicity
coast situation.
Box market
539L, BROADCASTING.
Director,
highest canrecommendations
legit.
Opera
liven
up
yourfilmscreation
shows. improve
Directed and
top
stars.
Program
540L, BROADCASTING. ability. Box
Radiogenic
copy.
Craves certificate.
mike woman.
work.Disc33,onWriting
college
Radio
request.degree.
Will
write.
Available
after
Christmas.
Box
546L, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Wanted
—
Experienced
broadcaster
with
capital to consider
buying
interest
established
field hasinin
which choiceplantof inthreepromising
affiliations
become available. Box 258L, BROADCASTING.
5000
watts Gross
day, 1000 watts
evening.
California.
$175,000
with half$150,000
down.year.BoxAsking
511L,
BROADCASTING.
For
Sale:
Station
in
midwest.
250
watt,
fulltime,
network.
price, market.
$80,000.
Nets $2000
month, Sale
one station
Box
542L, aBROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Truscon
H-30, 295 monitor
foot tower,and 1 limiter,
kw GE
FM
transmitter,
Magnecorder
PT6A and Collins
PT6R. remote
W. E.
arms and reproducers.
single and
double
speech and
input preamp
equipment.
G.
E.
program
amplifiers. Allofferusedrefused.
year andBoxhalf.419L,
No
reasonable
BROADCASTING.
For
sale. receiving,
Western Electric
compressor
amplifier,
transmitting
tubes.
Box
519L, BROADCASTING.
Complete
equipment
FM station.
GE
type BY-4-B
4 bayforantenna.
Gates
BF-10-D
10 kw.
Transmitter,
GEAndrew
BM1-A
station
monitor,
700
feet
Z\'b"
coaxial
cable
and
other
necessary
equipment.
Contact
WTTH,
Port
Huron,
Michigan.
For
sale: One
watt FMof transmitter.
Complete
with 1000exception
blower
fan
and one tube.
Excitor unit
used less
than naets iyear
and
transmitter
with
cabin sexcellent
condition.WriteAnyto reaonable oKOPP,
f er considered.
Radio Station
Ogden, Utah. Outfit
includes
pre-emphasis,
Bliley oven and
103.9 mg crystal.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Station
wanted
— Small market
station
in California,
in northern
section.
Mustpreferably
be reasonable
with
strong potential.
Network
or
indeCASTING.pendent considered. Box 352L, BROADWanted — Southeast Florida local or regional,
network orconfidential.
non-networkBoxstation.
Replies
strictly
510L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Person
to
invest
in
new
small
fulltime station in midwest. Excellent
opportunity
and possibilities. Box 522L,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy (Cond't.)
Equipment, Etc.
pay cash Box
for FM521L,transmitter.
Must
ING.
beWill bargain.
BROADCASTWanted 1 kwState
amplitude
transmitter.
price, modulated
condition,
age.
Also
need
CAA-Abeacon and
flasher. Box 488L, BROADCASTING.
AM transmitter,
no modifications
or1 kwcomposites
PreferwillCol-be
lins 20V or Write
20T.considered.
Other
makes
considered.
Box
531L,
BROADtion, price CASTING,
and givingallmake,
details.model, condi500 watt AM broadcast transmitter in
good condition.
Give Engineer,
price and KIXL,
comdetails. Chief
Dallas, pleteTexas.
Coaxial cable, 330 feet in 20 foot sec1%" diameter,
ohm. WAUG.
Bonair tions,Hotel,
Augusta,51 Ga.
Wanted, used FM equipment. 250 watt
or 1 kw x'mitter,
frequency
modulation
monitor,
antenna,
preferably
Collins
side
mounted
ring,
150 feetJ. D.of Bishop,
Windcharger
type
150
antenna.
WCTA, Andalusia, Alabama.
Used console.
State condition
and price,
crated
for shipment.
Smith,
WLBG,
Laurens, Contact
S. C. Bob
Wanted:
Self Does
supporting
towerto 300be feet
or 350 feet.
not have
sulated. Prefer wide,
heavy
tower.inTower
Construction
Co.,
107 Fourth
St., Sioux City, Iowa.
Help Wanted
Announcers
COMBO MAN
wanted
Must
bebe strong
on announcing.
Must
qualified
to
servetapeas
our Chief Engineer. Send
or platter pected.
and Orthstate
salary
exBell, General
Manager.
KLMR, Lamar, Cole
5000 watt station
dothan, alabama
WOOF
NEEDS
two combination men at ninety dollars
per week noufor
ncing must daytime
be abovework.
average.Your anSituations Wanted
Managerial
COMMERCIAL
OR STATION
MGR.
We have
several
topflight
major
market
sales
producing
executives.
These men
are wellofknown
by repubilling.
tation and record
consistent
high
Confidential inquiry is invited if your
sales
problem
constitutes
a
real
challenge.
Howard PLACEMENT
S. FrazierSERVICE
728EXECUTIVE
Bond Bldg.,
Wash. 5, D. C
A ii ii on nee is
SPORTS ANNOUNCER
Play by
One Experience
of Nation'sin
Best.
Sevenplay.Year's
Metropolitan Area. Excel in Basketball, Baseball and Football,
Excellent Voice. Finest References.
Desires AM or TV Station, strong
Weekly.
on Sports. Veteran, 29, $115.00
BOX 5I3L, BROADCASTING
(Continued on next page)

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
NOW AVAILABLE
REX HICHBORN:
Announcer
- News caster-Musician.
Rex
is the versatile
ann ou who
n c e r-musi
cian
mixes piano
ramblings
and platters
for a
delightfuldition to any
D.J. staadSTRONGandon
news,tion.copy
board work. DISC
OR TAPE ON REA MRAM Radio
WHITEMAN:
and QUEST.
TV
CopywriterScriptwrite
r
N
e w sEditor - Newscaster
Announcer.
is an M. A.A.fromW.
Columbia U., a playwright, ofand former teacher
EnHall
College.glish at Seton
STRONG
on creative gproram ing. Wil
travel. PUBLICATIONS, TAPE OR
DISC AVAILABLE. THURSTON STABECK:
Announcernewscaster
- Actor D.
J. Formerly
WPEP,
Taunton,on
Mass.
STRONG
farm and religious
discussion
forums.
programs,
news
and
Creative program
and
copy
man.
Ready
immediately.
Will travel.
DISC
OR TAPE AVAILABLE.
HAL KOCH:
nouncerNewscast
- An- er-Copywriter-D.
Creator of a varietyJ.
ofHal platter
shows,of
is the kind
go-getter who builds
program
STRONG on sales.
variety shows,
Street,
and
nuity.Man-inDISCcontiOR
TAPE ON REALLAN GREEN:
QUEST.
Announcer-Commentator-Newscaster. Theaccent
P.Godfrey"
D.'s isgoodon
"man
when
intelligent
continuity, music
program ing, and
nouncing. STRONG
easy,
anon newssmooth
gathering,
commentaries,
and
Man
- Street
shows.- inDISC
OR
TAPE AVAILABLE.
HOWARD BLAINE:
andnouncerNewscast
TV An- - Creative
.Radio
er - Writer
Man.
The -breeziest,
most
saleable,
heart-touching most
progwhen
ram for children
is
yours
he
joins
your
staff.
Want
to
send
your
Pulse
rating up? Add
Howard to nouyour
ncing staf . an-. .
your
will
love hisaudience
warm
personality.
on TV as wellSTRONGas
radio
programming.
TAPE OR DISC
AVAILABLE.
Write or Wire
SCHOOL OFSRT
RADIO TECHNIQUE
R.K.O. Bldg. iioeiio City, M.Y.20.N.Y.
Circle 7-0193
SRT men and women are empteyed in broadcasting stations all over the United States.

For Sale
the
Pacific
N.W.
Fine
future
prospects.
Never in wife
tlie red.
Money maker willfor
man
combination.
handle.andBalance
of $12,500 inS7500
monthly
payments
if
desired.
Write 524L, BROADCASTING
Equipment, etc.
One kw AM Collins 20 T transmit er, les than two years old.
New tercondition;
transmitCollins everfinestbuilt.
Two
cubicles
insuring
low
ture operation. Only temperaapply if •
you are shopping for quality.
Includes
tubes now.
and tuning unit.spare
Available
Box
548L, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Western Electricfor 504B-2
three kw FM
xmitter-crystal
Lennox
blower
used5A92.5withFMMC.above.
Western
Electric
frequency
modulation
monitorin— crystals
for 92.5overMC.and3
This equipment
slightly
years,
and intransmitting
good useoperating
condition.
Also
special
dipole
antenna
for— will92.5 handle
MC made3 kwby— with
Workshop
app. Associates
50 Haverft. of
RG-X17/U
flexible
coax.
WHAV.
hil , Mas .
EARLY-MORNING remote television
starts Dec. 3 on WBKB (TV) Chicago
with nieBreakfast
at Isbell's
starring
Simon. Half-hour
feature
from Er-10
to 10:30 a.m. five days weekly is expements.
cted to beThis issoldbelieved
in quarter-hour
segto be the first
morning remote scheduled regularly in
Chicago television.
EQUIPMENT

NEWS POLICIES AND PERSONNEL
Chat-field Reports on Survey
FUTURE for radio news is year? Main reasons for improved
"brighter" today than at any other coverage locally were better wire
time in its history, with news "the service material, a more experienced local staff, additional facilinumber one matter in radio's sysand equipment
and — in some
tem of program
This cases ties
was the
assertion evaluation."
of Ben Chatfield,
— addition
of trained
news
WMAZdent of the
Macon,
Ga.,
retiring
presipeople
on
staff
for
the
first time.
National Assn. of Radio
Mr. Chatfield said the majority
News Directors, as he released re- of returns were from small stasults of a year-long survey on radio
tions in small towns with the avernews policies and personnel to
news time totalling two
NARND members in convention hours,age on-air
25 minutes in an 18-hour
last week.
day.
Two-thirds
of those answerSpeaking Monday, opening day
said they were not affiliated
of the three-day meeting at the with ingnewspapers.
Hotel Sherman (see separate
News and directors,
programreported
direcstory this issue), Mr. Chatfield said
station managers
303 news directors from stations news torseditors
generally
are
responthroughout the country answered
sible to the station manager. Of
a detailed questionnaire sent out on the 303,
31 said they reported to
the Associated Press radio wire. the
program director.
Ninety percent
of
them
favor
ediNinety percent of the station
torializing on the air, provided it representatives
said the majority
is handled by a trained person "who of their newscasts are sold, many
knows
what
he
is
doing."
News
with
clients
waiting
for time
directors in general believe radio
to become available. None
"should and must exercise its right periods
sponsor intertoadding
editorialize,"
Mr. Chatfield
said, of the stations
ference clauseshas
in contracts
and
that some
believe radio
than 90% reported such a
news cannot be successful without more
clause is not necessary and they
editorializing.
"It was should
almost beunanwill not permit a sponsor to dictate
imous that editorials
dis- news
policy. Rates for news shows
tinguished
from
newscasts."
are
the same as for other proAn "overwhelming"
yes
was
angrams, with additional charges for
swered by stations in response to
and talent in many
the question. Has your news cov- production
cases,
Mr.
Chatfield said.
erage improved during the past
From one to three persons handle
the news writing, editing and
broadcasts at the stations, with
news editors or members of the
news
staff handling all news shows
FOR SALE?
on most of the stations. About 60%
of the air work is handled by the
news editor of members of his staff
and 40% by staff announcers.
Crediting Harold Fellows,
NARTB president, and Robert K.
Richards, NARTB public affairs
director, among others, with helping improve the importance of news
at a station, Mr. Chatfield said
NARTB
is "seriously
considering"
• equipment for sale
sponsorship
of national
news
clinics
under
Mr.
Richards'
direction.
• need an engineer

FIVE-LAP feature stock car race
winner at Houston's Playland Park
on "Press Club-Day" Oct. 28 is
George (Lead-Foot) Peters, KXYZ
Houston news director. Mr. Peters
(r), shown receiving congratulations
from Starter Bill Newkirk, radio
director. The Houston Press, whizzed
around the track in his No. 1 T for
a near record time. Race was held
for Press Club members.
HENYAN TO NPA
Heads Components Branch
TEMPORARY appointment of
George W. Henyan, a veteran of
33 years service with General
Electric, Schenectady, N. Y., as
chief of the Components Branch
of the National Production Authority's Electronics
DivisionLang,
has
been announced
by J. Milton
general manager, GE Tube Dept.
Mr. Henyan has been manager
of
the company's
Transmitting
Tube Industrial
Division and
for
three years. He was incorrectly
identified in Nov. 5 issue of
Broadcasting • Telecasting as
assistant to Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
GE vice president and general
manager in charge of electronics.
Mr. Henyan
Baker's assistant from was
1943 Dr.
to 1948.
Mr. Henyan joined General Electric as an engineer on its test enprogram with
in Schenectady
in 1916. Hegineering
served
the armed
forces from 1917 to 1919 and
transferred to the Central Station
Dept.
as commercial
after
the first
war. In 1921engineer
he entered
the Radio Dept. of GE and has
remained in the electronics field.

• looking for a job
• want to buy a station
The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations
minimum)wanted, 20$ per word ($2.00
Help wanted, 25$ per word ($2.00 minimum)
All minimum)
other classifications 30$ per word ($4.00
Display ads, $15.00 per inch
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge
for mailing.
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
Page 98 • November 19, 1951

California
A fulltime network station
showing a fair profit and consistent increases in gross and
net. A beautiful area and an
attractive market.

Carolina*
SS^.OOO.OO
One of the fine properties of
the Carolinas. This station has
an excellent record of steady
earnings. Valuable real estate
and quick assets included.
Financing arranged.

Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
James
W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton Lester M. Smith
Washington
Bldg.
Sterling 4341-2
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

St. Louis Strike
AppliancefromDealers
(Continued
page 26)
(Continued from page 23)
ers
themselves,
he said, pointing
end the existing plan prevailed.
FC
C roundup
The matter of sick leave was
out that machine
"you have
washing
to takethetheelectric
place
bitterly argued.
unionon isright
unNew Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
dersto d to have The
insisted
of the washtubs, the electric drier
to accumulate leave to one year,
that
etc. outmodes the clotheslines,"
with onlytificate
requirement
a cerSUMMARY THROUGH NOVEMBER
Hearing15
from a unionbeing
physician.
Pending
for non-use
of But
radioamong
and "reasons"
TV, he said,
the one
Management asked the right to
On Air Licensed CPs
Appls.
have its own physician examine the AMClass
that
"tops
them
all"
is
the argu130
289
Stations
2,307
FM
Stations
642
employetions ondid not
a reasonable
Sta- TV Stations
ment that "my business is differIn
2,287
108
want to basis.
guarantee
553
ent." He pointed out that an alseniority up to a year on the * On the air.
most countless number of businesses are using the broadcast
ground all employes of a station
vcould be sick for a year without
(Actions of the FCC start on page 94)
media successfully and that almanager
and
50%
owner
WBOK,
and
ask- Docket Actions . . .
though businesses differ in operseniority. Management
oililosing
secretary-treasurer
and 42.5% owner
ed a guarantee
of replacements.
ating details their objectives are
KWSL.
FINAL DECISION
The final contract signed by the KFXD Nampa,
Abilene,FiledTex.Nov.
— Key14. City Bcstg. Co., basically the same: to sell merIdaho—
Frank
E.
Hurt
1220 kc 250strucwtion cosdaytime;
estimated conchandise or services at a reasonable
Son application
Inc. FCC forissued
joint committee provides three
t $18,700,
estimated
first
changetodecision
fromkc grant5805 kwkc year operating
weeks of sick leave the first year, 1 kwingfulltime
cost$54,000.
$32,400,
estimated
DA-DN,
580
first
year
revenue
Partners
are
ijioli cumulative to six weeks at the end Nov.
fulltime
DA-N;
conditions.
Granted
Effie and
O. Whisenant
(80%), and
ownerW. O.of
15.
farm
residence,partner
Abilene,
uAi of the fourth year minus whatever
DECISION AND ORDER
Stewart
(20%),
Stewart
& profit.
time is lost from illness.
Stewart
Radio
Engineers
and
transmitWRIA
Caguas,
P.
R.—
Inter-American
di J The existing three-week vacation Radio Corp. FCC issued decision and FiledterNov.
operator14.KBWD Brownwood,
Tex. AVA RESCUED
order adopting initial decision which
is continued.
Benton Bcstg.
Service,
Commission's
order ofof WRIA
Nov. 690Benton,
250Ark.—
w daytime;
estimated
first
The security clause was an im- rescinds
New Organization Formed
13,
revoking
license
yearkcyear
operating
cost cost
$8,700,
estimated
[BoT,1950,Nov.
12,
Oct.
15,
1951,
Nov.
20,
portant issue in negotiations. Each 1950].
first
operating
$30,000,
esti- AMERICAN Vitamin Assoc. Inc.,
Decision Nov. 9.
m
a
t
e
d
f
i
r
s
t
year
revenue
$40,000.
Equal
side agreed to write a clause for
OPINION AND ORDER
revitalized with new
(25%)general
partners
are W.KVMA
Richard
Tuck Hollywood,
tch d submission to National Labor ReJr.,
manager
Magnolia,
capital, was saved from possible
W Q ACo.N FCC
Scranton,
Pa.motion
— Scranton
lations Board, with both accepting Times
Ark.,
C.
Lavelle
Langley,
commercial
granted
to
rereceivership
last week. U. S. DisKVMA,of Bolin,
Roy M.Lowe
Fish, &partner
open record re630 application
for CP toto manager
inand lawJamesfirm
Fish,
trict Court approved formation of
change
kc 500 w, vacated
daytime,
oH'NLRB's
verdict.
I Work will
be scheduled for each set
C.
Branch
Jr.,
sales
manThyavals
Inc.,
a group of
1540aside
kc from
250
w,
fulltime;
and
ager Branch Motors Inc., Springhill, La. Seattle investors tobycarry
decision [B*T, Oct. 1];
I man 30 days in advance. The daily remanded initial
on sales,
TRANSFER REQUESTS
to Hearing
Ex,1eight-hour work period is to be
aminer proceeding
Hugh B. Hutchison
for further
promotion and merchandising of
KD ASfrom
Malvern,
Ark.—
Assignment
of firm's
to afford
applicant
oppor- permit
. scheduled inside a 10-hour slot, proceedings
three
vitamin
products,
David
M.
Segal
to
Malvern
t
u
n
i
t
y
t
o
present
evidence
with
respect
Bcstg.share
Co. toin business;
enable keyemploye
employes
to Thyavals, Orvita and Formula 621
i with 72 hours notice required be- to network affiliation of WSCR Scran- have
ton, andtract.requirement
fore atrickor can
be moved one hour
tivemitonlyand reason
for assignment
ofincenper- under AVA trademark, paying
Order Nov. 9.of affiliation conforward
backward,
no
monetary
consideration
royalties for that privilege.
involved.
After byassignment,
i Twelve holidays were asked by Non-Docket- Actions . . .
would be held
Mr. Segal interest
(51%),
Lloyd H. Daviscourt, Homer
TRANSFER GRANTS
Thomas
F.
Alford
(20%),
manager
[ the union but the existing six-holiSnowden, and associates were
KTFS Texarkana,
Tex.,
Leslie Eugene
i day plan prevails. Provision for KAFPsent Petaluma,
Calif.—
Granted
con- Abrahamson
(10%),
announcer
KTFS,
given
an option to buy 51% stock
to
transfer
control
Petaluma
M. Guss
(10%),
managerW. WGVM
\ expenses on remotes or for trips
from Harold
A. Sparks,W. Edward
Greenville,
Miss.,
and Ernest
Hack- in AVA [B*T, Nov. 12].
1 between studio and transmitter re- Bcstrs.,
Vernon licensee,
V. Sparks
and Forrest
worth
(9%),
program
director
KTFS.
New Capitalization
> mains the same.
Hughesand toWilliam
V. A. L.Exline
Linder,through
M. E. LinKy. — Meade,
Assignment
sale of WSIP
license Paintsville,
from W. Howes
tr/as
of A.198 L.shares
ofis stock
forlandlord,
$30,000.
Mr. Volas was quoted Thursday V.der
Under the setup the new corpoBig
Sandy
Bcstg.
Co.,
to
Ted
Arnold
Linder
a
farm
Silvertfor(50%)
andMr. Escomb
Chandler
initial$25,000
capitalizaI as saying the breakdown in con- Blackhawk County, Iowa, and former (50%)
tion ofrationnotwill have
less than
with
Silvert has
and Ore.,
continuity
supervisor
tract negotiations was due to "an production
interest
in$75,000.
WSFCowns
Somerset,
Ky.,8.75%
andin additional
Portland,
M.
E.
Linder
is
$100,000
to
be
obtained
arbitrary and reactionary stand of KEX
Mr.
Chandler
25%
interest
employe
of
U.
S.
Dept.
of
Labor,
and
Paintsville
Dry
Cleaners
&
Laundry,
Mr. Exline
is employe
capital. Mr.
the management
which hashe 70%operates.
Mr.in as
Decision
Nov. 15.of KSLM Salem, Paintsville,
courtworking
heads Thyavals
Inc. inDavisLos
ment spokesmen,group."
on theManageother Ore.WISR-AM-FM
Meade, transferor,
interest
— Granted
Refiled
Nov.
14
(origto transferButler,
controlPa.Butler
Bcstg. WSFC iSomerset.
Angeles.
George
S.
Johnson,
former
Tiand, said they had felt negotia- consent
n
a
l
y
f
i
l
e
d
Oct.
18,
but
returned).
Co.,
licensee,
from
Sara
E.
Rosenblum,
president, heads the new
tions were moving along satisfacMinn.—F. Assignment
of estate
H. Rosen- of WSHB
licenseF.Stillwater,
from
Johns Sr.,H. AVA
sales organization.
I torily and termed the strike a sur- executrix
deceased,
to SaraDavid
Rosenblum,
JohnsWilliam
Jr.Johns
and Jr.Penrose
Joel
W.blum,
Rosenblum
andE.ofUnion
Trust William
AVA early this month petitioned
I prise to the committee.
Johns rosetoH. Johns
William
F.
and
PenCo.
of
Butler
(guardian
Ray
Harris
as St. $250
Croixor Bcstg.
in Los Angeles to reorganize under
George M. Burbach, general Rosenblum)
under devices
of will of Co. for $37,000,d/bpayable
H. Rosenblum
(FCCconsideration.
ROUNDUP,
manager of KSD-AM-TV, said David
perWCOP-AM-FM
month at 3% interest.
Filed
Nov.more14. Chapter 11 of the Federal Bank5).
No
monetary
Boston
—
Assignment
technicians were back on the job Nov.
Granted Nov. 15.
ruptcy Act.as The
liabilities
ofT. B.license
Cowles
Bcstg.andCo.Royto were given
nearlyfirm's
$750,000
with
i at 8:10 a.m. Thursday, 40 minutes
Baker from
Jr.,for A.$150,000.
G. Beaman
after the station withdrew from New Applications
...
V.and
Whisnand
Messrs.
Baker assets of $350,000.
Beaman
each
own
50%
of
WKDA
AM
APPLICATIONS
Formerly a heavy TV user, prodjoint negotiations and told the North Bergen, N. J. — Baiter Radio & Nashville, and Mr. Whisnand is comucts now will be promoted on a
(CLOSED
IIunion
it would
terms estimated
Television Corp.,
1220 kc 250cost
w daytime;
CUIT,mercialNov. manager
5). WKDA
Filed Nov.
14. CIR- more consevative basis.
construction
$55,900,
aside from
the accept
securityits clause.
estimated
first
year
operating
cost
|5:30
Normally
$57,924, estimated
first(each
year with
revenue
a.m. KSD takes the air at $80,000.
25%
interest) Stockholders
are:
President
Leslie
Baiter,
The KSD-TV test pattern took president
and
43%
stockholder
Jersey
City Technical
Institute
Inc.Baiter,
(radio secand
the
ule. air at 8:15 a.m., right on sched- television
school);
retary-tGladys
reasurer and 2%Institute,
stockholder
KSD agreed to leave details of Jersey City Technical
and
the security clause up to a two- wife ofurer Leslie
Stanley A.Baiter;
Baiter,Secretary-Treasvice president
man group comprising Mr. Jacobs and 55%
stockholder
Jersey
City
TechAnother BMI "Pin f/p" Hit— Published by Ridgeway
Institute, andFiledJeanNov.Baiter,
and Monroe Roberts, secretary of Stanleynical Baiter.
9. wifeandof
Linton, Hall,
Ind. — 950
Henrykc 500
C. Sanders
the St. Louis Newspaper Publish- Norman
w daytime;
POKE
ers Assn. The station was not be- estimated construction cost $15,630,
SLOW
estilieved to have considered this estimated
mated firstfirst
year year
operating
cost $25,000,
King— Victor 21-0489;
Wee
Pee
s:
revenue
$45,000.
Record
On
clause an important issue but the
Sanders
(75%), Ind.,
maHelen O'Connellunion took an opposite viewpoint. Partners
jorityare
owner Mr.
WBNL
Boonville,
Lee-Decca 27792;
Roberta
and
Mr.
Hall
(25%),
minority
owner
A pre-negotiation conference WBNL. Filed Nov. 13.
1873; Hawkshaw Hawkins— King yv»;
Capitol
was held in Washington Nov. 10, Co.,Baton1260Rouge,
— daytime;
Capital Cityestimated
Bcstg.
5740; Ralph Flanagan-J.
Mercury
Tiny Hill—
1 La.
kw$29,000,
it was learned. Participating were constructionkc cost
; Art Mooney— MGM 11115;
20-4373
Victor
estimated
first
Chairman Sloan and William E. year operating cost
$85,000,Equal
estimated
Rich-R-Tone 1025; John Gordy Sextet
—Bullet
Watson— 1099.
year are
revenue
$100,000.
(50%)
Ware, KSTL, for the management first
partners
Jules
J.
Paglin,
president
Orleans,
group and D. W. Tracy, interna- and
La., 50%
and owner
presidentWBOKandLa.,New
42.5%
owner
and Stanley
tivestional
for thepresident,
union.and other execu- KWSL
W. RayLakeJr.,Charles,
vice president,
general
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WVAM

FIRE
On Air Day Later
WVAM Altoona, Pa., 1 kw CBS
outlet, returned to the air at 10
temporary
p.m. Wednesday with plant
had
equipment, after the
Tuesday
early
fire
by
gutted
been
Damage was estimated
morning.
at $87,000.
all Altoona stations lendWithing a hand
in the emergency,
WVAM set up a 250 w Tempco
transmitter. George Burgoon, chief
engineer of WFBG, led the crew
assisting WVAM's staff.
George Hayes, Altoona consultTuesworkedy through
ingday engineer,
and Wednesda
without sleep
to direct the technical job. Bill
Butterworth, WVAM acting chief
engineer, was in charge for the
station. Mr. Burgoon, dispatched
led the group of comfrom WFBG,
peting stations.
Gates transmitter, studio equipment, frequency monitor and all
control equipment were destroyed.
Office records, transcription library
and other recordings escaped damage.
t wasusableinTempora
of the three
one equipmen
stal ed inry
rooms left in the WVAM building,
located in the high Columbia Park
section of the city. CBS line and
the long cable to the tower were
not damaged.
R. G. Walter, general manager,
and Will Union, commercial manager, were notified of the fire at
4 a.m. Tuesday at the William
Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, where they
were attending the NARTB Districttoona3meeting.
to Al-of
at once toTheytakedrove
charge
the salvage job and arrange quick
return to the air. All equipment
needing replacement has been ordered by WVAM.
PHIL DAVIS EXPANDS
Miss O'Brien Joins Firm
PHIL DAVIS Musical Enterprises,
New York, producer of jingles and
spots, last week enlarged its headexecutive quarters
staff.and its
The firm, which
is located at 1650
Broadway, took
over the recently
vacated Milton
Berle offices to
add to its own
suite.
Frances
O'Brien, formerly
Miss O'Brien with
Tom Fizdale
and the Earle Ferris offices, has
joined the organization as advertising director and in charge of
sales promotion.
ol' Milwaukee
SponO.sors
A.
SMITH'CarCorp.,
(industrial manufacturer), will
again
Charles
Christmassponsor
Carol with
LionelDickens'
Barrymore as Scrooge over Mutual network, Sunday, Dec. 23. Agency is
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
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THIS is what remains of WVAM
Altoona, Pa., after a Tuesday fire
destroyed studios and all equipment,
but the station was back on the air
Thursday in three still usable rooms
with help of a temporary transmitter.
WIN ELECTIONS
Radiomen Capture Votes
TWO BROADCASTERS were
elected to the bench at the recent
Pennsylvania
— Louis andL.
Kaufman, WCAEballoting
Pittsburgh,
John Morgan Davis, WIBG Philadelphia. Other radiomen also have
been elected
rent elections.to public posts in curMr. Kaufman is a newscaster
and attorney. He was elected
Allegheny County court judge with
an 18,000 vote margin over his
nearest opponent, amassing a total
of 249,000 votes. He has been in
Pittsburgh radio 28 years, always
having rently
a high
curheard onrating,
WCAE andat is1 p.m.
and 6 p.m., five days a week.
Though he ran for nomination
without the backing of the Republican organization, Mr. Kaufman
topped
the a party's
and
almost won
place on ticket
the Democratic slate during the primary as
a write-in candidate. He credits
his
listening audience with the fine
showing.
WCAE added this comment in
announcing
the out
election,
"Kaufman
has
been sold
completely
for
someMr. time
on
all
10
of
his
airings."
Davis is vice president
and
general counsel
as well
as an important stockholder
in WIBG.
He
was elected judge
of Common Pleas
Court No. 4, defeatingcumbent,
the inJudge
Tom Bluett.
Entering radio
in 1935 as part
owner of WIBG,
Mr. Davis sold
his interest in
Davis
1939 but tinued
has as convice
president,rector. Igeneral
and din addition counsel
he is president
and principal owner of WALL
Middletown,
Y., and Allentown,
secretarystockholder ofN. WAEB
Pa. In the
mid-'40s he was general
counsel
of NAB.
His political
and ofcivicactivities
career in-as
cludes a long list
well as general and labor relations
law practice in Philadelphia. In

Role Is Defined
At SDX Meet
ADIO NEWSMAN
RADIO occupies a pre-eminent role among news media but radio newsmen were warned Thursday not to be smug. The place of radio and TV
in the overall news picture was discussed in a forum held by Sigma
Chi, national journalism fraternity,
holding its annual convention
inD*elta
Detroit.
Theme
of the convention was the as*
the Kefauver hearings and Japanese peace treaty but questioned
battle
to preserve freedom of in- TV's ability
formation.
to compete with radio
on
spot
news breaks that are
Moderating
the V.radio-TV
panel
was Mitchell
Charnley,newsU. "the meat and potatoes of our
of Minnesota. Panel members inAttention to the rapidly rising
cluded Jack Shelley, news manager
of WHO Des Moines; Ted Koop, audience for top TV newscasters
CBS Washington director of news was directed by Mr. Mickelson, who
added that a shortage of trained
and public affairs; L. J. Bormann, trade."
personnel
existsthein boasts
the TVof radio
news
news director, WCCO Minneap- field.
He said
olis, new president of . National
Assn. of Radio News Directors, men were "whistling along the last
mile." Mr. Koop took a more
and Sig Mickelson, CBS Television moderate
stand, stating there was
news and public affairs director room for all
media, and that each
(story page 27).
Messrs. Shelley and Bormann had its own advantages. He noted
Edstrongly dissented to the conten- that the
wards news15-minute
show has Douglas
over 125 man
tion that TV news will "crowd out hours behind
each quarter-hour.
radio
newscasting."
Mr.
Shelley
said three out of five Iowa adults
Must Protect Freedom
prefer getting news from radio
The
need of protecting freedom
compared to a third who prefer TV of information
came up during the
(see Iowa survey page 46). He Thursday night meeting and was
expected
to
appear
again Saturday
predicted
"nobody
is
ever
going
to
find a better medium in the field of during the resolutions
sessions.
electronics for rapidly, completely
Alexander
F.
Jones,
and understandably reporting a editor of the Syracuse executive
Heraldsummary of the day's news events Journal (WSYR-AM-TV) and
— local, state, national and world- president of the American Society
wide— than the voiced newscast
Newspaper Editors, said the
which some of the best newsmen of
press should demand that
in the world have hammered out American
Congress
it legal access to
as a tried and true format during records ofgive
federal agencies. He
the last 20 years. It's a format deplored gradual extension of "centhat's pretty hard to beat. I think
powers" to allbydepartment
it's a little early to hold a funeral heads, assorshipauthorized
President
Truman's September order.
Mr. Bormann conceded TV's
Lee A. White, public relations
"exceptional
job" on such events director
of the Detroit- News
for
it."
(WWJ-AM-TV), in the keynote
1944 he was a Presidential Elec- address opening the convention
tor for Franklin D. Roosevelt. He Thursday, also lashed out against
has been active in Pennsylvania government censorship.
politics and has held important
posts in state and local organizations as well as legal associations.
Technicians at KDKA Pittsburgh and their wives currently
rule the political roost in a small
Pennsylvania country village —
thanks to election ballots cast by
18-21: Public
Relations conference,
Society of
many of Saxonburg's 500 residents. Nov.
America,
fourth
The village "fathers" comprise
Beach annual
Hotel, Chicago.
Herb Irving, transmitter super- Nov.Edgewater
19:
Southern
California
Advertisvisor, as burgess; Kenny Walborn,
ing Agencies Assn.,
panelLosdiscussion,
Center,
Angeles.
transmitter engineer, councilman ; Nov.ABC21:Television
Maryland-District of Columbia
E. M.tor andSollie,
engineer,
school
direcorganization
meeting,
Emerson
Hotreasurer; and Mrs. Irving
tel, Baltimore.
Board
of Governors,
Canaand Mrs. Sollie, as school director Nov. 22-24:
dian
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Victoria
and minority elections inspector, Bldg., Ottawa.
respectively.
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relations
The staffers established their Assn.,woodAnnual
Beach Hotel,Convention,
Hollywood, HollyFla.
homes in Saxonburg about 20 years Nov. 28-Dec.
1:
Fifth
Annual NBC
Radio tion,
and Television
Affiliates
Convenago, aboutstructed its first
the time
KDKA
con50 kw transmitter
Hotel. Boca Raton (Fla.) Club and
there. While the transmitter site Dec.
5-7: NARTB Board of Directors,
subsequently was moved, the staff Washington.
Dec. 7-9:tion, Television
remained in the village.
Park Sheraton Authority
Hotel, NewConvenYork.
10: meeting,
ColumbiaDistricts
Affiliates4, 5,Advisory
Charles Warren, general man- Dec.
Board
ager of WCMI Ashland, Ky., has Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans. and 8,
been elected a city commissioner. Dec. 13: Columbia Affiliates Advisory
Harold J. Frank, manager of Board Hotel,
meeting,
KansasDistrict
City. 7, MuehleWSLB-AM-FM Ogdensburg, N. Y., Dec.bach27-29:
American
Marketing
Assn.,
winter
conference,
Hotel Kenmore,
has been elected an alderman in Boston.
the city's third ward.
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GIVEAWAY RULES
Court Test Seen
LEGALITY
of
FCC's
on giveaway programs may berules
argued
in a
special three-judge court in New
York before the end of the year.
That is the hope of network and
FCC attorneys following a meeting in New York two weeks ago.
Giveaway rules — which would
effectively ban much of that type of
program on the air, according to
network officials — were promulgated by the FCC in 1949 [B*T,
Aug. 22, 1949], following an oral
argument on the subject in 1948
[B»T, Oct. 25, 1948]. ABC, CBS and
NBC immediately went to the U. S.
District Court for the Southern
District of New York to challenge
the legality of the rules. At the
same time Radio Features Inc.,
package producer, asked for and got
a restraining order in the U. S.
District in Chicago.
Following
the imminent
Chicago Court's
action
and the
similar
action by the New York court, the
FCC postponed the effective date
of the comenew
of courtrulestests.pending the outThe giveaway rules are an FCC
interpretation and clarification of
Sec. 1304 of the U. S. Criminal
Code dealing with lotteries. The
rules are Sec. 3.192 for AM, 3.292
for FM and 3.692 for TV.
In essence, the rules specify that
a giveaway
program
be considered alottery
if thewill
winner
has
to do the following among other
things: (1) Listen or view the program involved; (2) have in his
possession
sponsor'sthe product,
(3) reply to the
a question,
correct
answer to which has been announced during the program involved; (4) answer the telephone
or write a letter in a manner prescribed during the program.
Present at the meeting of attorneys were: Benedict Cottone,
FT general counsel; Max Goldman, FCC assistant general counsel; Alfred McCormick of Cravath,
Swain & Moore, representing ABC;
Max Freund. CBS; Dudley B. Tenney of Cahill, Gordon, Zachry &
Reindel, and Thomas E. Ervin,
representing NBC.

MEMBERS of the all-radio Affiliates Committee sat for
their first committee picture during their Nov. 8-9 session in New York, when they canvassed research problems with Robert Elder, research expert and consultant,
and
then,thatturning
to NBC'sblueprint
new basic
explored
revolutionary
and economic
condemnedplan,its
principal
features
[B*T,
Nov.
12].
L to r: Seated, John Patt, Goodwill Stations; Clair R.
McCollough, Steinman Stations; Committee Chairman
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford; Mr. Elder, consultant;

rates should be based on each station's any
own circulation,
without
regard for
competing medium,
he said NBC's plan does use radio
circulation as a base, but also includes aTV factor on the ground
that "we can't pretend realistically
that TV is not a factor." But he
said
confident that
still NBC
have issubstantial
rates"we'll
for
radio even when there is 100% TV
saturation."
The network official had no fault
to find with the Affiliates Commitof the theorybecomes
that a
radio tee's
homerejectionautomatically
a non-radio home whenever a TV
set is installed.
"In fact," he added, "we said it
first." Formula Necessary
To the ACcomputed
assertion
that can
"no
arbitrarily
formula
effectively measure the values of
hundreds of radio stations, each
operating under the special conditions of its own market," the NBC
spokesman insisted that some formula is necessary in order to "difairly,"
and isthata
NBC Rate Plan
NBC videisthe rates
certainup its
formula
fair
and
realistic one.
(Continued from page 23)
On reason
AC's statement
that "theof
vice president and director of TV basic
for the existence
production.
national
networks
is
to
provide
naThursday afternoon— Meeting of
the official
pointed
affiliates.
out thattionalnocoverage,"
network
has ever
reFriday — Closed meeting of affiquired an advertiser to use 100%
liates and network officials for dis- of its affiliates.
Further, he said,
NBC formerly required a
affiliates. cus ion of questions raised by the where
network advertiser to use at least
Friday
night
—
Banquet,
with
50 stations, including 29 "mustcomics Dean Martin and Jerry buys,"
neces-50
Lewis heading the entertainment.
sarythe
for himnew toplanbuy makes
more itthan
gives him freedom of choice as
On the subject of the All-In- but
which ones he wants to use.
iustry
Committee's
attack to The
network executive agreed
>n theAffiliates
NBC plan,
one network
Dfficial last week ran down the list with the Affiliates Committee as
af AC statements and offered these to desirability of selling on a 13observations.
but insisted that adTo the AC statement that radio week basis,
vertisers unable to afford such ex3ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Walter J. Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee. Standing, G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia and WSPA Spartanburg,
S. C; Edgar Kobak, consultant, owner of WTWA Thomson, Ga., and board chairman of BAB; Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington; Hugh Terry, KLZ Denver; Kenyort
Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.; Richard Fairbanks,
WIBC Indianapolis; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
Orleans. Committee members absent: George Storer, Fort
Industry Co., and Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh.

penditures "shouldofnotgetting
be denied
the opportunities
into MOVIE 'RED' PRODE
May be Resumed Soon
radio" according to. tfyeir ability
and needs. For that reason, he CONGRESSIONAL probe into alleged Communist
withinbe
said, the NBC blueprint offers cer- the motion
picture influences
industry may
more tain
basis.programs on a one-time-or- re-opened by the House Un-American Activities Committee before
next January, it was revealed last
week.
WARD FORMS FIRM
While no date has been set, the
Offers Research Service committee
may hold two or three
days
of hearings before Congress
NEWice in marketing,
firm to offermedia
"complete
servand opinion reconvenes next January, according
research" has been formed by to Frank S. Tavenner Jr., commitJames A. Ward, for the last 11
tee counsel. Public hearings would
years vice
research di-of be held in Washington.
rector, andpresident,
general manager
Upwards
of 15 arewitnesses
from
Crossley Inc. The new company, the film industry
being sought
J. A. Ward Inc., has offices at 8 W. to testify, Mr. Tavenner said, upon
40trf St., New York.
serving thern with subpenas. The
hearings in WashOn the theory that "in an era of committeeington andheld
Hollywood last spring
rapidly changing market and media and summer.
conditions, too little information
has been developed on the efficiency
of advertising," he said the new RCA tube distributors are offering
company
is "developingtechniques
and testingto dealers and servicemen three-ring
several qualitative
leatherette binder at no extra charge
assist the advertiser in better eval- when they purchase RCA service data
literature costing them $10 or more.
uation of his selling effort."

/,'iilVO

FORTY
IN A TOP MIDWEST MARKET
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ROOSEVELTS DISCUSS WINS;
ELLIOTT, RIVERS FORM FIRM
REPORTS Elliott and John Roosevelt, sons of
late President, about to announce purchase of
50 kw WINS New York (on 1010 kc) dubbed
premature Friday by James D. Shouse, chairman of Crosley Broadcasting Corp., owners of
New York station.
Mr. Shouse said he had had purely tentative
conversations with Elliott Roosevelt about
WINS — as he has had with number of others
during last few months. None of conversations
has gotten to serious point, he said.
Meanwhile, partnership of Elliott Roosevelt
and E. D. Rivers Jr., Georgia broadcaster, in
new company to produce motion pictures and
lease tions
transmitters
disclosed. and equipment to TV staTV films will be produced in color, Mr. Roosevelt said, predicting full color TV on nationbasis "within
threeblack-and-white.
years." Until
then widepictures
can twobe orused
Company plans to offer transmitter and
studio equipment to small stations on lease
basis,
effort to meet new stations' initial
financialin problems.
Mr. Roosevelt also said he was joining Mr.
Rivers in TV applications for Atlanta, Valdosta
and Savannah, perhaps other stations in
Georgia. Mr. Rivers already TV applicant for
Atlanta and is owner of stations WEAS Decatur, WGOV Valdosta, WJIV Savannah, all in
Georgia, and KWEM West Memphis, Ark.
Mr. Roosevelt is associated with brother John
in New York radio-TV production firm, and
with
father,
Georgia
GovernorMr. E. Rivers'
D. Rivers,
in TV former
application
for
Miami, not yet filed [B*T, Aug. 20]. Gov.
Rivers owns WOBS Jackson, Miss., and WLBS
Birmingham.
TRANSFERS REPORTED
TO FCC LAST WEEK
SALE of controlling interest in KWFC Hot
Springs to Walter E. Hussman, publisher of
Camden (Ark.) News and owner of KAMD
Camden and KCMC Texarkana, Ark., reported
last week. Mr. Hussman paid $60,000 for 75%
interest in Hot Springs station (on 1340 kc
with 250 w), buying out Dr. N. B. Burch and
family. Clyde Wilson, Hot Springs businessman, who founded station in 1939, retains
25% interest. Mr. Hussman will be president, Mr. Wilson remains vice president.
Purchase of WDHL Bradenton, Fla., for
$55,000 from Manatee Broadcasting Co. (L.
E. Jackobson) to Trail Broadcasting Corp.
also reported last week. Trail company subdiary of Land-O'Lakes
Broadcasting
licensee siof
WILE Cambridge,
Ohio. Corp.,
Controlling interest in KBIS Bakersfield
was bought from Marmat Radio Co. by Hal
Brown, manager of KMJ Fresno and one-time
manager of KERN Bakersfield, for undisclosed sum, it also was reported.
Sale of KREM Spokane from Cole E. Wylie
to Louis Wasmer, Pacific Northwest broadcaster, for $255,000 was disclosed Friday with
filing of application for FCC approval. Mr.
Wasmer now owns KSPO Spokane but is selling
250 w station (on 1230 kc) to group headed by
two Seattle radio station employes for undisclosed amount. Mr. Wasmer also owns 43%
of KOL Seattle and 22% of KXLL Missoula,
Mont.
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WHAS ASKS GAME ON TV
LIFTING of National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. television ban on Kentucky-Tennessee football game Nov. 24 at Lexington asked Friday by Victor A. Sholis,
vice president-director of WHAS-AMTV Louisville, in telegrams to NCAA
TV Committee and presidents of all
Southeastern Conference colleges.
TV ban would deny million persons in
three states chance to see top game of
day, hegamesaid,in pointing
other
Louisville out
areathere's
that dayno
and area is blacked out from NCAA's
game
of day.planWHAS-TV
and WSMTV Nashville
to pool equipment
and
set up Lexington-Louisville
relay.Sunday
Conference presidents were to meet
in Birmingham.
FOUR RA-TEL STATIONS
MOVE TO PEARSON CO.
WITHDRAWAL
of Ra-Tel ofRepresentatives
Inc. from active solicitation
radio and TV
advertising confirmed coincidentally with announcement Friday that four stations formerly
represented
Pearson Co. byandRa-Tel
that have
two appointed
of its staffJohnhaveE.
joined Pearson New York office. Spokesmen
said Ra-Tel will continue to bill and collect
on orders handled.
Former Ra-Tel-represented stations naming
Pearson for representation are WHOO Orlando,
Fla.; KLOU Lake Charles, La.; WKYB
Paducah, Ky., and WDAR Savannah, Ga.
Personnel moving from Ra-Tel to Pearson
are Raymond F. Henze Jr., account executive,
and Ada Alfred, who will supervise contract
department. Ra-Tel spokesmen said all former staff members now employed elsewhere.
Two other stations formerly represented by
Ra-Tel, WNOE New Orleans and KNOE Monroe, La., have named H-R Representatives
[B«T, Nov. 12].
District 1 Asks Political
"URGENT NEED" for relief of radio and
TV broadcasters from responsibility for
statements in political programs voiced by
NARTB District 1 at last of annual district
meeting series (see political story page 25).
Resolution adopted at concluding session in
Boston Friday (early story page 30).
Rights and responsibilities of radio and TV
licensees in connection with political programs
should be cleared up, district contended, calling
on NARTB "to take all necessary steps to
secure early passage of clarifying legislation."
District 1 urged prompt Senate action on
NARBA agreement; enactment of McFarland Bill; commended Craig Lawrence, WCOP
Boston, district director, along with Oliver
Gramling, Associated Press, and NARTB
President Harold E. Fellows as well as staff
executives. Other resolutions opposed Benton
Bill and condemned industry tactics such as
rate-cutting, holding they undermine broadcasting's economic position.
Members of Resolutions Committee were
Gerald Harrison, WMAS Springfield, chair-

PEOPLE...
FRED CUSICK, assistant timebuyer, DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., moving to Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., as chief timebuyer in
radio and television, succeeding Jerome (Jerry)
Feniger, who starts at CBS Radio Spot Sales
on Nov. 26.
EUNICE DICKSON McGARRY, assistant time
buyer, Harry B. Cohen, agency, N. Y., to
Doherty Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., as timebuyer.
CHARLES A. BATSON, NARTB 's TV director up to last summer, joins Broadcasting Co.
of the South as director of TV, headquartered
at WIS Columbia, S. C.
SAMUEL F. JACKSON, formerly of WPIX
(TV) New York and the New York Daily
News,
and ROGER
A. O'CONNOR,
formerly
of William
Esty & Co.
and U. S. News
and
World Report, have joined Avery-Knodel Inc.,
station representative firm, as account executives in television and radio departments,
respectively.
VINCENT MEADE, assistant to director of
program sales CBS Radio network sales department, appointed assistant director of research CBS Radio Spot Sales, effective immediately. With network since Feb. 1949, Mr.
Meade began in rating services division of
radio network research department.
THOMAS H. CALHOUN, WEEI Boston— CBS
O&O station to radio-television department,
N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y., in executive capacity.
MAC WARD to ABC Chicago as radio network
accountcity.executive from sales at WBBM (CBS)
same
BERT LOWN, vice president of Muzak Corp.
and general manager of Muzak's Associated
Program Service, joins CBS-TV station .relations department under Fritz Snyder, national
director. Mr. Lown was widely known bandleader and songwriter of '30s and wrote "Bye
Bye Blues" and "You're the One I Care For."
DR. VLADIMIR K. ZWORYKIN, RCA vice
president and technical consultant, married
Dr. Katherine A. Polevitzky, professor of
science at U. of Pennsylvania. Couple left
Thursday on a round-the-world trip during
which Dr. Zworykin will deliver series of adSafeguards
man; Robert Booth, WTAG Worcester, Hervey
Carter, WMUR Manchester; J. Maxim Ryder,
WBRY Waterbury, and Arnold T. Schoen,
WPRO Providence.
Speakers at two-day meeting included Richard P. Doherty, NARTB labor relations director, who conducted management-cost clinic;
36).
Mr. Gramling; Edgar Kobak (see story page
William B. Ryan, president of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau, conducted sales clinic
Friday afternoon. Aiding him were Kevin
Sweeney, BAB general promotion manager,
and Lee Hart, head of Chicago office.
John W. Guider, WMOU Berlin, N. H., suggested copies of Benton resolution be sent to
each NARTB member in district, with members to send copies to Representatives and Senators. Suggestion was adopted.
Television discussion was conducted by panel
consisting of Mr. Fellows, on TV nationally;
Raymond F. Guy, NBC manager of radio and
allocations engineering, on UHF; James T.
Milne, general manager of WNHC-TV New
Haven, on medium-size markets.
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between 11 PM and MIDNIGHT...
43% of all sets in the area in use instead of the
usual 10 or 15% in this time period?*
83% of these families viewing WLW TELEVISION?*
WELL IT'S TRUE ! ! !
"FAMILY THEATRE"— this new series of first-run
on TV movies is telecast in Cincinnati, Dayton
and Columbus, 11:10 P.M., Sunday through Friday.
Opening picture was "The Story of G I Joe" with star
Burgess Meredith on hand for the Hollywood
type premiere promoted and exploited
in true WLW-TV style.
ANOTHER - HIGH RATED
LOW COST FEATURE OF

(WLW

'Survey by WLW Research

-TELEVISION
The Nation's TV Stations
WLW-T
CINCINNATI
OHIO

DAYTON
WLW-D
OHIO

WLW-C
COLUMBUS
OHIO

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

STATION

REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA
HOLLYWOOD

tVEMBER 26, 1951

35c PER COPY

rer Jubilee
Of NBC
27, 28, 59-

ON
WIEE

The owner of the largest
book store in Richmond
recently put WLEE to a
tough test. He took just
three spot announcements,
and set a quota that would
120%
pay off. Actual responses
were 120% greater than
n :1 =fil i q
the quota! He immediately signed a 52- week conRESULTS!
tract on WLEE.
Richmond merchants get
fast, low-cost results like this
from WLEE every week in the
year. More and more national
advertisers are following their lead.
If WLEE isn't on your Richmond
schedule, get your Forjoe man to tell
you what WLEE can do for you.

WLEE
year

MUTUAL

TOM TINSLEY, President

•

IN RICHMOND

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

•

FORJOE & CO., Representatives

WHAS,

Friday

Night

7:30-8:30

A good old-fashioned barn dance
is the proven way to reach the vast audience
served by WHAS in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana ... a market where
more than 4 out of 5 families live in
non-metropolitan areas. Here's an opportunity
to sell your product on Friday night . . .
the night before they do their buying.

Sixty minutes of rustic entertainment featuring such popular WHAS personalities as
Randy Atcher,
Tom "Cactus"
Brooks,
Janie Workman,
Bob
Fisher, The House Sisters and
The Red River Ramblers . . .
another example of "Quality
of WHAS Programming".
50,000 WATTS

1A CLEAR CHANNEL

840 KILOCYCLES

WHAS
• INCORPORATED • ESTABLISHED 1922

The only radio station serving and selling
all of the rich Kentuckiana Market
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO. • ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

a

tale

of

two

cities

Daytime .5 mv/m Contour
1110 kc
M
WHI

*

HEADLEY-REED

SALESMEN in 8 offices all over the U.S.A.

have the complete story on the primary coverage of two great
markets by two great stations.
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WHEN FCC finally approves new multiple
ownership rules establishing seven fulltime AM
stations as maximum ownership by single
entity, CBS will be forced to divest itself of
equivalent of about one-half of one station.
Network now owns seven AM outlets, plus 45%
nterest in WTOP Inc. Washington. Other networks are below limit, with NBC owning six
and ABC owning five, one of which (WENR
Chicago) is half-time. FCC is expected to establish both AM and FM ownership limits
at seven (present FM limit is six) and TV at
five fulltime operations.
THERE'S
trade circles
to
ultimateSPECULATION
new name ofin Thomas
S. Leeas
Enterprises Inc., which, by virtue of merger
with WOR operations subject to FCC approval,
will encompass Don Lee, Yankee and WOR divisions, inaddition to control (58%) of Mutual
(see story on page 29). Though it's by no
means decided, best guess is General Broadcasting, tieing in with General Tire & Rubber
Co.
APPOINTMENT of Cunningham & Walsh,
N. Y., to handle radio and television advertising of Pan American Coffee Bureau to be made
this week. Annual budget for broadcast media
reported in neighborhood of $600,000.
IT'S NOW LEARNED that there were definite
plans by Luce magazines (Time, Life, Fortune)
to acquire VHF TV station in Tiajuana, Mexico,
designed to serve San Diego area. Plan was
dropped,
it's U.understood,
when frowned
Henry upon
Luce
learned that
S. government
operation of "border" stations by U. S. citi!zens.
WHETHER 50-kw WINS New York is sold
to Elliott Roosevelt and his associates will be
determined when James D. Shouse, chairman
of Crosley Broadcasting Corp., which owns
station, goes to New York Dec. 6 to settle
question. Lawyers for Crosley and Mr. Roosevelt have been dickering, but no firm bid has
been made. Crosley asking price for WINS
is about $600,000.
REAFFIRMATION that Sec. 315 of Communications Act means exactly what it says — that
a broadcaster cannot censor political candidates' broadcasts — contained in order FCC will
issue this week renewing license of WDSU
New Orleans. Station had been on temporary
license because of complaint by unsuccessful
1950 mayoralty candidate Alvin A. Cobb that
station would not let him on air unless he
deleted certain portions of speech which station considered libelous [Closed Circuit, Nov.
19]. FCC decision will tell station it was
wrong, but extenuating circumstances, including station's adherence to legal advice, miti(Continued on page 6)
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CIO COMMITTEE BUYING
ELECTION-EVE TIME
CIO Political Action Committee, planning extensive use of radio and TV in 1952 elections,
has already reserved election-eve hour on one
radio network next Nov. 11 and is negotiating for others.
Committee planning series of transcriptions
for placement by local committees on either
paid or free time as particular situations indicate. This follows 1948 procedure.
Now in works is plan for series of 13 films
for local committees to place on TV stations.
Material will be non-political, according to
nationalthan
CIO candidates.
officials, covering broad issues
rather
TWO CBS SHOWS
BENEFIT MOVIE RELIEF FUND
IN WHAT was described as "one of the most
important radio programming deals in recent
years,"
CBS Guild
Radio Players
will replace
veteran
halfhour Screen
with two
half -hour
programs weekly — dramatizations of motion
picturesof and
behalf
Motionfeaturing
Picture top
Reliefmovie
Fund. stars — in
Howard S. Meighan, CBS Radio president,
and Jean Hersholt, Motion Picture Relief Fund
president, announcing plans today (Monday).
New programs will be presented Thursdays,
9:30-10:30 p.m., starting Dec. 13. Under agreement, which followed series of meetings between Mr. Meighan and Mr. Hersholt, motion
picture studios will donate stories and stars
will appear without charge, CBS Radio paying
their fees to relief fund. No sponsors yet set.
In negotiations Mr. Hersholt also represented
Screen Actors Guild.
W. ALBERT LEE
W. ALBERT LEE, owner of KLEE Houston,
died Friday in Houston. It was understood
he had been in ill health for some time. His
interests included a group of motels and laundries. Two years ago Mr. Lee sold KLEETV Houston to KPRC for $740,000. KLEE
has been managed by Cal Perley, formerly of
Liberty Network.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
AGENCY NAMED # Advertising Committee of Norwegian Canning Industry names
McCann-Erickson, N. Y., as agency for Norwegian sardines, effective Jan. 1.
NEWS PACT • Credit Union Assn. of Madison, Wis., to sponsor Gabriel Heatter news on
MBS, Tues., 7:30-7:45 p.m. (EST), starting
Jan. 1. Agency, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chiago.
DUNHILL VIDEO • Philip Morris & Co.,
N. Y. (Dunhill cigarettes), expected to increase
TV
using until
spots. schedule
Two markets
addedbudget,
each month
totals toaboutbe
60 TV outlets. Agency, Biow Co., N. Y.
GLASS SPONSOR # Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp.,
Toledo,of toCBSsponsor
1:45-2Moore
p.m.
Tuesday
segment
TV Garry
Show on first and third Tuesdays of January
and then weekly for 13 weeks starting Feb.
5. Contract puts 20-quarter-hour series on
sold-out
N. Y. basis. Agency, Fuller & Smith & Ross,
PLANS RADIO-TV • Heet Division of
Demert & Dougherty, Chicago, planning radio
and TV spots in new campaign with 50%
higher budget. All-media drive to promote two
new products, Ice Breaker (windshield de-icer)
and Cleeron (plastic spray for ignition systems
and chrome surfaces). Agency, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago.
RESIGN VITAMIN ACCOUNT # Harry B.
Cohen Adv. Co., N. Y., announced Friday that
it has resigned the account of Vitamin Corp.
of America, Newark (Rybutol, Juvenal and
Vyons).
PHILLIPS ONE-SHOT • Ceremonies marking presentation of Chemical Engineering
Achievement Award for 1951 to be broadcast
over MBS Wednesday, 10:30-11 p.m., under
sponsorship
of PhillipsLambert
Petroleum
Co., Bartlesville,
Okla., through
& Feasley,
N. Y.
Award — 11th in 18 years — being presented
to Phillips Co. for chemical engineering.

NCAA
Denies WHAS-TV
Blackout Appeal
LIFTING of football telecasting blackout in
vision program, sent five-page telegram of explanation toGov. Lawrence Wetherby, of KenLouisville for coverage of Tennessee-Kentucky
tucky. Message also signed by Ralph Furey, of
game at Lexington, Ky., Nov. 24, appeared
forlorn hope late Friday as National Collegiate Columbia U., co-chairman with Mr. Reynolds.
Athletic Assn. announced it would not change
Standing firm on their "blackout," they said,
position despite protests from high official in part, "this one-year experimental program
sources (see story, page 140).
actually was designed not to ban television but
to discover a method equitable alike to all
Talk of triple damage suits against NCAA
heard Friday as Dept. of Justice sent third colleges, the networks, and the general public
warning that it considers college TV ban in to produce more football on television."
restraint of trade.
Remarking that without experimental program this year same people who were objectVictor A. Sholis, WHAS-AM-TV general
manager, informed two universities and NCAA
ing to "blackout" in Lexington would have seen
Friday that station would carry game without considerably less football on TV than they had,
(Continued on page 178)
profit and would turn over proceeds to two
institutions to set up "educational scholarfor more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
Edwin S. Reynolds, director of NCAA teleNovember 26, 1951 • Page 5
ships."

HEARST RADIO NAMES
CAMPBELL, WILKES
VICTOR F. CAMPBELL named program
director of Hearst Radio Inc. and Arnold
Wilkes named public affairs and educational
director (see WBAL-Hearst Radio story page
30). They will have responsibility of maintaining unified program schedule for Hearst
stations and act as direct assistants to D. L.
(Tony) Provost, Hearst Radio vice president.
Appointments do not interfere with local
program control by stations, Mr. Provost said,
but are designed to maintain programming
continuity in public interest at all stations in
group. Mr. Campbell also to set up radio and
TV syndication service operated by Hearst
using WBAL and WBAL-TV programs
asRadio,
nucleus.
RCA PROMOTES WOLFF,
EWING, THREE OTHERS
DR. IRVING WOLFF, former director of radio
tube research for RCA Labs, has been named
director of research of this division of RCA.
Specialist in UHF and pioneer in radar, Dr.
Wolff joined RCA research staff in 1928. In
1934 he began experiments in radio reflection
which proved basic to radar development. Dr.
E. W. Engstrom, vice president in charge of
RCA Labs division, also announced appointment of Dr. D. H. Ewing, former director of
development
S. government's
navigation hoard,foras U.
director
of research air
services.
Dr. Ewing was previously manager of advanced development for engineering products
department of RCA Victor division.
Dr. Engstrom also made these promotions
in Labs staff: E. W. Herold, director of radio
tube research lab; G. H. Brown, director of
systems research lab; R. S. Holmes, director
of contract research lab. He announced formation of research planning committee comprising Dr. V. K. Zworykin, vice president and
technical consultant, chairman; Dr. Wolff; L.
P. Smith, consultant, physical research lab; C.
D. Tuska, director of patent department; Dr.
Ewing.
PICADILLY TAKES TV
TELEVISION chosen for first advertising by
newly formed Picadilly Tobacco Co., New York,
when company signed for 13 weeks over DuMont's terday
WABD(Sunday).(TV)Tobacco
New company
York, starting
yeswill sponsor weekly half-hour of Story Theatre, TV film
series produced by Ziv Television Programs
Inc., N. Y., which dramatizes works of great
authors. Company does not plan further radio
or television programming at present, according to spokesman for Picadilly agency, Hilton
& Riggio, N. Y.
ALLEN SUCCEEDS GRAY
DR. RAYMOND B. ALLEN, president of U.
of Washington, appointed late Friday by President Truman to succeed Gordon Gray as director of Psychological Strategy Board (early
story page 160). Mr. Gray, onetime Secretary
of the Army, resigned to resume his presidency
of U. of North Carolina. Dr. Allen had been
chairman of Salary Stabilization Board, with
Judge Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman,
succeeding to SSB post after his resignation.
Mr. Gray will continue as consultant to PSB.
President Truman hailed him as "a true and
tried public servant."
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In this IssueA specialsaryreport
NBC's 59.25th Also
anniverbegins onon Page
see
editorial. Page 28.
The NBC economic plan and new network rate concept will be the chief
topics of discussion this week when
NBC affiliates hold their fifth annual
convention at Boca Raton, Fla. Page 27.
CBS Radio says network rate re-evaluais "premature."
Page 29.their
Nationaltion nowadvertisers
are spending
budget sion.left-overs
in
radio
The extra buys addandup televito a
sizable windfall. Page 27.
Areowned
Mutual's
daysnumbered?
as a cooperativelyoperation
Merger of
General Tire and Macy stations provokes question. Page 29.
More than half the TV stations favor
adoption of the telecasting code. But
some of these want modifications, and
others think the whole thing should
be scrapped. Page 139.
If telecasters adopt a code with a club
in it, will radio broadcasters have to
follow suit? Page 31.
NARTB's combined board of directors
meet in Washington Dec. 5-7 to plan
revised membership setup, and the
±elevision board will grapple with the
code. Page
; manuThrough
thick37.-"
and thin, a syrup
facturer has stuck to radio. A success story. Page 32.
Despite charges of commercialism in
college sports and a request from the
U. of Pennsylvania for removal of
anti-television restrictions, the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. sticks
by its guns. Page 140.
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. is planning
grass-roots cooperation between sports
and broadcasting. Page 36.
In Review — See It Now, the distinguished television entry of Edward R.
Murrow on CBS-TV. Page 34.
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
issues results of its six-month study
of how to thaw the TV freeze. Page 139.
Defense pinch will be felt more sharply
in radio-TV set production. Page 52.
Pre-hearing conference attempts to arrange timetable for FCC procedure in
ABC-Paramount merger. Page 35.
In the remodeled White House, radioTV facilities will be basic fixtures.
Page 142.
Upcoming
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relations
Assn., annual convention, Hollywood
Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Nov. 28-Dec. 1 : Fifth Annual NBC Radio
and Television Affiliates Convention,
Boca Raton (Fla.) Club and Hotel.
Dec. 3: Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
Dec. 5-7: NARTB Board of Directors, Washington.
(Other Upcomings, page 37)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
gates against drastic denial of license renewal
Still unanswered is what position broadcasts
should take when adherence to Federal lav
runs into culpability under state libel laws.
THOUGH it's not yet in drafting stage, next
major move at NARTB may be in direction
of federation, with state associations and perhaps other industry functions coming under
common broadcaster-telecaster banner.
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR, N. Y. (Silver
Star), dropping sponsorship of Robert Q.
Lewis show on CBS-TV, expected to divert
that budget into spot announcement campaign
usingY., radio
and television. McCann-Erickson,
N.
is agency.
NEXT important item on agenda of Westinghouse Radio Stations will be decision on
NBC's new economic plan for radio. WRS
and NBC have held preliminary sortie
rates but neither side will reveal details.
CONSIDERATION of satellite TV operations
to cover areas remote from established stations, but unable economically to support their
own transmitters, will be delayed by FCC
until after its new allocations plan is forthcoming
February.mayAt bethatfiled
time,forit'ssuch
expected,next applications
operations.
BRISTOL-MYERS CO. (Vitalis hair
ing) through Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield,
N. Y., was in year-end budget meetings late
last week with radio spot campaign reportedly
being considered.
SHOULD series of one-minute daytime radio
spots show promise, its known Fanny Farmer
Candy, through J. Walter Thompson, ready
to extend test schedule starting in mid-December for special two-week Christmas promotion.
ASK JURISDICTIONAL PACT
BETWEEN SAG, SEG AND TV A
AGREEMENT between Screen Actors Guild,
Screen Extras Guild, and Television Authority
on jurisdiction in television requested by International Board of Associated Actors and
Artistes of America — parent body of entertainment groups — in unanimous resolution being
released today (Monday). Resolution calls for
creation of committee to seek agreement. In
announcement,
president ofempha4-A's,
invited screen -Paul
guildsDullzell,
to participate,
sizing importance of settling jurisdiction within field. Invitation called for joint committee
of representatives of TVA, and component
branches — Actors Equity, Chorus Equity,
American Guild of Variety Artists, American
Federation of Radio Artists, and American
Guild of Musical Artists— SAG and SEG to
meet as soon as possible to start arranging
new jurisdictional agreement.
TVA now has jurisdiction over all live network broadcasting, while SAG rules over all
filmed TV productions.
298TH ABC AFFILIATE
KCSU PROVO, Utah became the 298th affiliate
of ABC radio network Friday. Station is owned
by Central Utah Broadcasting Co. Inc. and
operates with 250 w on 1400 kc, fulltime.
Harold E. Van Wagenen is general manager.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 178 ^
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25

YEARS

THAT

CHANGED

THE

MARKETING
OF

THE

MAP

NATION!

Oregon's population has shown a net increase of
39.6% in the past 10 years alone! Portland, its
largest city, has grown by nearly 200,000 people
in the same period! In the 250,000 to 500,000
group Portland ranks 12th in population but 2nd
in per capita income, 4th in sales of general merchandise and automobiles, 6th in retail sales and
income per family.
Yes, it's the Silver Jubilee on NBC... but out
here in the KGW Market advertisers are having
a Silver Jubilee of their own with the silver filling
the cash registers !

KGW

PORTLAND,

Represented nationally by EDWARD
•5
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OREGON

PETRY AND CO., INC.
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new

The WISH 17-Point

0

business

fjjl

EYERCORD Co., Chicago (decalcomania manufacturers), planning
advertising campaign using TV in selected markets
M extensive
Spot
Agency: Buchanan & Co., Chicago.
ROLF PERSONAL LEATHER GOODS, West Bend, Wis., using 20 spots
weekly in 50 TV markets for five weeks to promote its billfolds. Agency
Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee.
S.O.S. Co., Chicago (Tuffy, new dishwashing aid), launches extensive
television spot campaign. Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc., S. F.
A/tturotk • • •
KELLOGG
Battle31 Creek,
(Kellogg'sWildCornBillPops,
Flakes
Rice Crispies)Co.,, Dec.
increasesMich.
transcribed
HickokCornseries
now
airing weekly on Sundays on MBS, to three times weekly, Mon., Wed.
Fri., 5:30-5:55 p.m. all time zones. Sunday broadcasts will be eliminated.
Adventure series will replace transcribed Clyde Beatty Circus. New
contract is for 39 weeks. Agency: Leo Burnett & Co., Chicago. David
Hire Productions is program packager.
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., N. Y. (Milk Bone, Nabisco Shredded Wheat),
Dec. 4 renewson Bob
morning
Sam Hayes'
afternoon
newscasts
Don Greene's
Lee network
Tues.,newscasts
Thurs., and
8:15-8:25
a.m. and
4:45-5
p.m. (PST). Morning segment is aired on 42 Don Lee stations; afternoon, on full Don Lee Network (45 stations) plus 11 Intermountain
Network stations and Arizona Network. Contracts for 26 weeks.
Agency: McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
VOICE OF PROPHECY Inc., Washington, D. C, renews Faith For Today
over ABC-TV Network, (Sun., 12:30-1 p.m. EST), for 52 weeks effective
Dec. 2. Agency: Western Adv., L. A.

to

goes to work for you
immediately, when you choose WISH.
The WISH field representatives take your
program right TO THE POINT OF SALE.
They get first-hand knowledge from customers and
retailers themselves, to determine where
your products stand. Then, they promote
bigger displays, more favorable "play" on your
products . . . giving you "double-barreled action"
that shows up quickly in your sales figures.
No wonder SALES ARE UP IN INDIANAPOLIS.
"The Station that never out-promises
BUT ALWAYS OUT-PERFORMS'
WHOT- South Bend
WANE- Fort Woyne
WHBU — Anderson
1310 Kcr
Represented Nationally by The BOLLING COMPANY
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BELOIT DAIRY, Chicago, names Cruttenden & Eger Co., Chicago. Radio
and TV executive.
are being considered for 1952 media schedules. R. H. Wilson is
account
SAN FRANCISCO & EAST BAY SCHOOLS of PRACTICAL NURSING
Inc. appoint Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F. Radio will be used.
Robert T. Hoffman is account executive.
MIDWAY MOTORS, L. A. (Ford dealers),, names Yambert, Prochnow,
McHugh & Macaulay Inc., L. A. Media will include radio.
SAN FRANCISCO DRUG Co. (manufacturers of Sleeps, Tudoz and
Blackout medical products), appoints Richard N. Meltzer Adv., S. F.,
Radio and TV will be used.
LIQUOR DIV. of G. F. HEUBLIN & Bros., Hartford, Conn. (Club Cocktails), names Scheideler, Beck & Werner, Inc., N. Y. Agency now services
firms A-l Sauce and A-l Mustard accounts.
NATHAN N. PERLSTEIN, director of advertising Pabst Brewing Co.
Chicago, named by company to also direct advertising of two subsidiary
firms, Hoffman Beverage Co. of Newark, N. J. and Los Angeles Brewing
Co. Hoffman manufactures soft drinks, while brewing concern makes
Eastside Beer.
IRVING GOLDFEDER, vice president in charge of production Hunt
Foods Inc., Fullerton, Calif., elected executive vice president. EDWARD
MITTELMAN, treasurer, elected vice president and treasurer. HANS
ERLANGER,
sales manager. general sales manager, elected vice president and general
CHARLES N. CRITTENTON, director of sales and advertising Schick
Inc., Stamford, Conn., to Eversharp Inc., N. Y., as director of sales and
merchandising, for Shaving Instrument Div.
DON E. ROETTGER, advertising manager Swift & Co., Chicago, named
advertising manager Orange Crush Co. and Old Colony Beverages,
Chicago.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

there

a

m
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Everywhere you look, you see that the bright
future predicted for film programs in television
has already arrived.
• Look at the schedules. You see film programs on
every channel, every day and night of the week.
• Look at the ratings. You see film programs
among the leaders, with ratings of 20 and higher
in individual markets.
• Look at the sponsors. You see film programs
used by such big-time advertisers as Procter &
Gamble, General Mills, Sterling Drug, Philip
Morris, Bigelow-Sanford—and many others with
more modest TV appropriations.
For you don't need a king-sized budget to use film
on television. Film opens the door to efficient Spot
Program advertising.
You can place your film show in as few or as
many markets as you need, when you're a Spot
Program advertiser. You're never faced with those
network budget-boosting "must" stations or minimum group requirements.
Your film program can be of any type or length.
There's comedy on film, and mystery, drama,
homemaker, quiz, etc. They run from 5- minutes
all the way to feature-length "movies." The picture quality is consistently more satisfactory than
kinescope recordings.

in

tv

r

you

And there's this added attraction. You pay no
premium for all these Spot Program advantages.
Spot rates are generally lower than network rates
for the same time periods, over the same stations.
The difference is enough to cover the extra film
prints needed, their handling, distribution and
other costs.

future

If you want the total picture, just call any Katz
representative for the full story on Spot Program
television. You'll discover there's a lot of film in
your television future. And you won't need a
crystal ball to see that . . .
You can do better with Spot. Much better.

THE

K A T Z

NEW YORK • CHICAGO

BROADCASTING

• DETROIT

• Telecasting

A G E N € Y#
• LOS ANGELES

I N C •

• SAN FRANCISCO

Station Representatives

• ATLANTA

• DALLAS

• KANSAS CITY
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open mike

Needle!
the latest news of sales and
program developments from the
ASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVICE
BE MEAN TO YOUR SALES STAFF— and boost sales
doing it! Here are eight ways to make life miserable for
your order-takers:
1. SPOIL THEIR CHRISTMAS by holding a big salesmeeting on Friday afternoon, December 21, setting up a
big sales goal to be met December 26-29. This will recover
that off"lost
between
Yuletide and New Year's, get
you
to aweek"
good start
in 1952.
2. RUIN THEIR PLANS well in advance by announcing that no vacations will be allowed except those between
May 15-June 30. This will free them when you need them
least, keep them working in August when there's real Fall
potential.
3. KILL THEIR TV WATCHING by assigning every
man to one evening's work each week, making calls between 7-9 PM. This will make them tell your story without interruption to many new prospects.
4. UPSET THEIR SMUGNESS by talking to any newspaper classified ad manager about the difference between
"voluntary
set up a new
commission and
plan solicited"
that pays business
off only .on. .thethenlatter.
5. UNCOVER THEIR WEAKNESSES and cure their
shyness, too, by making them go through practice pitches
in front of your entire staff at regular meetings. This will
make6. TAKE
them better
they'llof hate
for it.
THE salesmen,
SOCIAL though
FUN out
life you
by asking
them to put a note on your desk each morning telling what
they plan to do that day and where they expect to be.
This system has been known to produce calls occasionally.
7. JANGLE THEIR NERVES by popping into the
coffee shop at erratic intervals and ordering them all back
to
They'll
seemwork.
the same
again.find another place, but it will never
8. CRUSH THEIR PRIDE by offering their services
as sales clerks after-hours during December to retailers
who stay open nights. This will teach them why businessmen get gray, make them more thoughtful and considerate
salesmen.

Satisfied Users
EDITOR:
. . .Your publication is one of
the creditable facets of the broadcasting and television profession,
and I can think only praise to pass
on to you. . .
Robert J. Roth Jr.
Adv. & Prom. Dir.
Resistol Hats Inc.
Garland, Tex.

manager in the United States. . .
I've always believed Broadcast
ing • Telecasting an indispensable
item for the entire industry; arti
cles as stimulating and direct a;
this one are proof! . . .
McDowell K. Starkey
Continuity Editor
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex

EDITOR:
Bruce F. Anderson used my
description . . . without due and
EDITOR:
proper permission. Overworked
underpaid, unappreciated are all
. . . You could ask for no better words
testimonial of the circulation and own. . .I . have come to feel my
power ofcastingBroadcasting
• TeleI'd emphasize the matter of
than the file of letters
that
sterility, both in management and
I have received from people on
the part of the advertiser.
throughout the industry. The ar- Mention
of a new idea is enough
ticle ["OurwasRespects
To," B«T
to drive them both into fits. . . .
Oct.
29]
well-written
and
tastefully so . . .
There sure ain't no future in radio
for guys what have ideas and want
John Cleghorn
to express them in commercial
General Manager
copy. Continuity
My idea is, get out!
WHBQ Memphis
R. Field
WBIZ Eau Claire, Wis.
Bird Watching
EDITOR:
Pause for
EDITOR:
The WeatherSTATION
. . . Let me tell you about one
apNEGOTIATION bird pewhich
ars on the front experience I had in the state of
Wisconsin ... I was given to unDispatch
tied
page
of theis Postderstand would
I
start at the magnificent sum of $225 a month.
in with thetiationsnegoof the So, I packed
myself off and, upon
new wage scale of my arrival, found
that despite my
the IBEW
engiinvestment
in
a bachelor of busine rs. Itattracted
ness administration degree in radio
many comments. . management,
the alliedbeing
raGeorge M.
dio training, Iwithwasallactually
Burbach
paid
75
cents
per
hour.
In
order
General
Manager to earn a living I was expected to
work 58 hours a week. . . .
TV St.
Louis
KSD-AMAlthough
was I moi-e
than
a mile theout station
of town,
was
expected to pay all the expenses of
. . . trips back and forth servicing
the accounts. . . .
Writers Cramped
Once and only once did I make
HOW TO MAKE SALESMEN HAPPY? Easy. Equip EDITOR:
the fatal mistake of showing on
I just finished reading Bruce my time card the extra overtime —
them with APS' exciting Commercial library of over 175
different musical advertising lead-ins . . . and help them
article, "The Writer's
hours
was albecome better salesmen by giving them a chance to join Anderson's
Lament" [B*T, Nov. 12]. As a past thelowed. I58
told inwhich
no uncertain
the hundreds of alert radiomen who listen each month to "veteran"
of four years in con- terms thatwasit must
cease.
So, for
tinuity, who would like to do a
the APS series of Transcribed Sales Meetings. The entire
it did cease, alpackage — at cigarette prices! Total cost less than $5.00 "Amen!"
better job, here's my fervent time cardthough purposes
I refused to write hackper
one year
contractWrite,
limit.phone,
It's awire
wonderful
Eleanor V. Dalhaus
neyed copy and often put in as
Xmasweek,
gift and
for your
sales isstaff!
today!
WELM Elmira, N. Y.
much as 70 hours in a week workWe'll deliver by Christmas.
ing toward a new theme around
which to build a new schedule of
EDITOR:
spots or programs . . .
. . .Mr. Bruce F. Anderson's words
[Now]
I'm not in radio,
but in the
should have been set up in the big- field
of commercial
refrigeration.
gest, brightest red glowing neon
In
cold
cash
I'm
making
close to
lettering
available,
instead
of
mere
ASSOCIATED
PROGRAM SERVICE
8-point. Set up so large as to be twice as much as I did in radio
151 W. 46th Street, New York
unavoidable
to
the
eye
—
and
then
ago, withon any
PLaza 7-7710
placed in the office of every station a year(Continued
page extra
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HAROLD pointed
M. SLOATE,
accountLathrop
executive
Co., City,
N. Y.,Iowa.
apmanaging director
Adv. Dunay
Agency,Adv.Sioux
LARRY COKE appointed director of radio and media. PATRICIA
LATHROP named director of publicity and fashion. MARIE KENNEDY
named director of traffic. JOYCE O'CONNOR appointed art director.
ROBERT
E. BLACKBURN,
vice president
MacFarland
Aveyardvice&'
Co., Chicago,
has assumed duties
as copy ofchief.
He is former
president and copy chief of LeVally Inc.
MARION
R. BILLINGS,
account executive Alport & O'Rourke,
S. F. and Portland,
elected senior
vice president.
HENRY C. BAINBRIDGE, account executive and radio-TV director
Gordon Baird Assoc., N. Y., to Wendell P. Colton Co., N. Y., in executive
capacity. D. L. DOORLY, assistant advertising manager Pan American
World Airways, to Colton Co., in the copy department.
DICK CREAMER, partner McNeill, McCleery & Creamer, L. A., resigns
to establish his own Los Angeles agency, Creamer & Co. Offices are at
6381 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone is GRanite 4137.

REPRESENTED
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B Y tY?

$®
on all
accounts
siderably
since the bank show. He
ed years
collegia
newly- learned about broadcasting from
ago,n a decided
20
ST
ALMOgraduat
to enter the less-cloistered the basement to the antenna in an
business world more easily by pick- old mansion on Milwaukee's ProsThat was headquarters
ing a "good town" at random for thepect Ave.
now-defunct North Ameritownto— beMil-a
and going
can Broadcasting Co., which shot
provedThatitself
wauke — hasthere.
"good" one for Howard L. Peck, vice a barrage of programming to its
president in charge of radio and network for only three months.
Although Mr. Peck received only
television for Hoffman & York, advertising agency. He chose a town one week's pay in all that time (in
he'd never visitedg and one unlike his installments), he labored as proformer stampin grounds, Huron,
ducer, actor, director
sportsas
director and
as well
S. D., where he was
born, and Iowa,
author
of
three
halfwhere he attended
hour mysteries
Grinnell College.
weekly.
He
was
He found his first
adeptingatworked
acting,
havadvertising job in
in little
Milwaukee, although
theatreness and
asofbusihe worked during
managerPlayers
the;
Wisconsin
college as a reporter
and at writing, in
for the Sioux City
which he majored at
Journal, a doorbellGrinnell.
pushing peddler and
After living off
adriver
$25 ain week
cab
Chicago.
the largesse of an
affluent roommate
In the advertising
during his NABC
department vestment
of anhouse inhe
days, cameMr.an announcerPeck beencountered his first
producer at WHAD,
radio
15minuteprogram,
weekly ashow
the
Marquette
Mr. PECK
station which hadU.
offering women
inbeen affiliated with
vestment advice and
stanarrated by a woman vice presi- the network.
tion was sold toLater,
WISN when
as thethelatter
dent of the company. The show—
and he — lasted until the bank holi- went full-time, he went along.
day in 1933.
Despite his radio know-how,
Mr. Peck's present work began in Howard
Peck wasn't prepared for
1937,
when
he
joined
Hoffman
&
his
assignment in television
York as a writer. He soon directed whenfirst
a client became infatuated
all radio billing as his knowledge
(Continued
on page 20)
of the medium had increased conBROADCASTING
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beat
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WILLIAM B. LEWIS, president Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y., elected
to board of governors of New York Council, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Mr. Lewis succeeds SAM M. BALLARD, resigned.
HAROLD H. WEBBER, vice president Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.,
elected to board of governors. He succeeds ROLLAND TAYLOR,
resigned.
v asBILLaccount
BYRNER,
WIP Philadelphu to J. Cunningham Cox Adv., Phila.
executive.

Obviously
OUTSTANDING

# » •

GEORGE
Doremus &D.Co.WORRELL appointed copy director, New York office of
ELIZABETH MANN, WILLIAM T. LOWE, and PHILIP H. WILLON,
free-lance advertising copywriter of San Francisco, free-lance writer of
Dallas, and special feature writer with Gannett Newspapers and Binghamton Press, respectively, to copy department N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.
LEE
WEIMER resigns from radio-TV department Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
THOMAS H. CALHOUN, national sales representative WEEI Boston,
executive
ofnamed
N. W.to Ayer
& Son.group, radio-television department, New Yoi*k office
JOHN
W. SHAW Adv. Inc., Chicago, moves to new quarters at 716 N.
Rush Street.
OLIVER TREYZ, director of sales development ABC New York, to William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y., in executive capacity, on copy staff
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 19].
JAMES MARSHUTZ transfers from St. Louis headquarters of Gardner
Adv., to New York office, where he is working on radio and TV, as assistant to ROLAND MARTINI, vice president. DON COLE, radio-TV
packager in Chicago, to Gardner Adv., St. Louis, as promotion director.
ROBERT J. WILKINS, commodity sales manager Philip Carey Mfg. Co.,
Cincinnati, appointed account executive Strauchen & McKim Adv.,
Cinncinnati.
JAMES A. McGARRY, assistant to president BBD&O, N. Y., elected vice
chairman of professional, publishing and advertising section Arthritis
and Rheumatism Foundation. He was also elected chairman of radio
committee for New Yo,rk.
J. B. TAYLOR Inc., Dallas, has changed its name to Taylor-Norsworthy
Inc. J. B. TAYLOR continues as president and T. W. NORSWORTHY,
former vice president, becomes executive vice president. Other officers
are TEVIS BENNETT, treasurer, and LESLIE SHULTS, secretary and
attorney.
mon
Ave. PHILIP WOLF is radio director. Offices remain at 3906 LemDICK KUKLICK, Henig & Co., Phila., to Ed Shapiro Adv., Phila., as
account executive.
ALLIED ADV. AGENCY, Cleveland, moves to new quarters at 1302
Ontario St.
HARRY A. EGBERT named radio and TV director Lavenson Adv. Bureau, Phila.
EVERETT F. BRADEN, John G. Payton Co., N. Y., to Foote, Cone
& Belding, N. Y., as director of merchandising.
MRS. DOROTHY BARNES, J. C. Penney Co. chain, to William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y., as an assistant account executive on Maiden-form
Brassieres.
MARGARET BAKER, copy chief Dohrman Commercial Co., S. F., to
copy staff Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F.
LAWRENCE J. CASEY appointed director of public relations department
Weightman Inc., Phila.
ARTHUR LEVINSON, appointed account executive Wil Roberts Adv.,
Phila.
BROADCASTING
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the
WMBD
Rich

Dominates
Peoriarea

Market

Everyingsucceeding
Index points
up WMBD'S
continudominance of Hooper
the prosperous
Peoriarea
market. This
pioneer Peoria station maintains a listenership that exceeds the
next 2 stations COMBINED ... at many time periods has
more than 50% of the audience! WMBD sells more products
to more people at less cost than any other station in the market.

Latest SALES MANAGEMENT figures show Peoria FIRST
(outside Chicago) in Illinois in population . . . total retail sales
. . . food sales . . . general merchandise sales . . . furniture,
household dC radio sales. Peoria is FIRST (outside Chicago)
in Illinois in total effective buying income.
POINTS in OFany SUPERIORITY
(credited
whereequals
a city'sor national
ranking
retail sales or income
category
exceeds
its population ranking) were awarded Peoria in EVERY retail
sales and income
category.
PEORIA — THE MIDWEST'S
NUMBER
ONE TEST
MARKET!
CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice
President
General
Managerand
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales
See Free & Peters .

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts
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JUST IN TIME/
feature of the meek
INTERESTED
IF YOU'RE
IN WOMEN..

The four-month retroactive
pay given to Federal employe s wil produce an additional $33 million in revenue in the Washington
market just in time for the
Christmas shopping season.

3

VDUND/

The new Federal pay raise
means an increase of $100
million a year in purchasing
the Washington power
area. inAbout
275,000
workers in the District area
benefit under the raises . . .
counting at least three
members to a family, this
means that about 800,000
persons are affected by the
new pay increase.
So, whether it's Christmas
business or all-year-round
business that you're seeking in the Washington market, put your sales message
on WRC — where listeners
are loyal, rates are reasonTIC. able, and results REALISFIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts • 980 KC
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
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It Takes SELL as
Well as TELL to Be
SMILING at signing for 19,800 Louisville radio spots are (I to r)
J. Porter Smith, WGRC president; Walter Haas, Betco secretary; Joe
Eaton, WKLO general manager; Mr. Bettinger; Charles Schott, WINN
sales manager; H. Parker Smith; Mr. Weldon, and R. W. Rounsaville,
WLOU president.
FIVE Louisville stations are in
the midst of gathering a fall radio
harvest of 19,800Theone-minute
announcements.
stations spot
are
WGRC WKYW WINN WKLO
WLOU.
Sponsor of these spots is Clifford
Bettinger, president of Betco Inc.,
distributor for Philco products in
Louisville, other parts of Kentucky
and Indiana.
Mr. Bettinger signed contracts
in a simultaneous broadcast aired
from his desktop.
In addition to the large Louisville contracts, the Philco firm is
using more than 10,000 spots on
other stations, including these Kentucky outlets: WFKY Frankfort;
WLBJ Bowling Green; WSFC
Somerset and WHIR Danville.

This campaign will amount to
more than 2,700 spots for Philco
in the Louisville area every 10
days.
to useMr.a Bettinger
final totalsaid,
for "We
the hope
year
of overville and35,000
spots
on
our
Kentucky stations. Louis"Our sales goal is set at 15,000
more
TV sets,"
he explained,
"plus
thousands
of radios,
refrigerators,
air conditioners and other Philco
Mr. rent
Bettinger
the curcampaign initiated
after rewarding
products."
summer
tests of similar drives in
the area to sell air conditioners.
The cooperative program is being personally
by Mr.Smith,
Bettinger, assisted directed
by H. Parker
(Continued on page 166)

a Top Women's
Commentator.
That
Is
WISN'sIs
ANNWhyLESLIE
Always Rated Milwaukee's BEST.

I or More Than 17
Years Ann's "OverThe - Coffee - Cup"
Tone Has Made Her
Programs A BUYWORD With Her
Host of Faithful
Listeners.

ou'll Like Doing
strictly business Business
Y
WithWISN.
is
MORG
WILL
g his Tgreate
st AN
playinALBER
role in
life as advertising manager
of the Continental Oil Co.
Mr. Morgan is a former director
of the theatre but he finds the part
most suited for him to be director
of the oilvertising
company's
program. national adBill Morgan took the transition
from theatre to advertising early
in life.
Of radio,
he says:
"Radio
played
a highly
important
parthasin
establishing our new products . . .
our most successful campaigns
have been the announcements of
three . . . the last one being our
present premium motor oil, Conoco
Super
Motor Oil."
Iowa-born,
Mr. Morgan was
Mr. MORGAN
(Continued on page 20)
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over the next station ... a V/2-to-l favorite
over all competition combined!*
It's the same story in town. Year after year,
WDAY makes a run-away of the Hooper
race, consistently getting a 3-to-l greater Share
of the Fargo-Moorhead Audience than all
other stations combined!
Truly, WDAY is a colossal radio buy in a
most?", 78.6% of the families said WD AY,
stupendous farm market. Write direct, or ask
4.4% Station "B", 2.3% Station "C", 2.1%
Free & Peters for all the facts.
Station "D", etc. WDAY was a 17-to-l choice
other
three major networks.
■^Competition includes local studios of the

An independent survey of radio listening
habits in the Red River Valley was recently
made by students at North Dakota Agricultural College. The Survey covered 3,969 farm
families in 22 counties within about 90 miles
of
answerdoesto your
the question,
"To
whatFargo.
radio Instation
family listen

• NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
WDAY
(%
^mSo* FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

Open Mike
(Continued from page 12)
penses placed on a liberal expense
account and with cash bonuses and
gifts thrown in on top of it . . .
Shulom Kurtz
Denver
* # *
Peeved Pastor
EDITOR:
... As an ordained minister of
the gospel of Jesus Christ, and, as
pastor of the largest Baptist
church in the state of Arkansas,
with a membership of approximately 5,000, may I once and for
all deny any association, connection, relationship, past, present or
future with one Gerald L. K. Smith.
I have never used any of this man's
literature, heard him speak, attended any of his meetings, or
made any sort of donation to his
work. I would not know him if he

walked into my office this very
moment.
Neither do I know the teachings,
beliefs and proposals of Mr. Gerald
Winrod. He has never spoken in my
church and I have never attended
one of his meetings. I have no idea
who the "other" rabble-rousers are
whom you say are my associates.
You are also mistaken in your
assumption that I own any part of
a Mexican radio station. The Southern Bible Institute of Knoxville,
Tenn.,cast forpurchased
20-year Atbroadthe sum ofa $85,000.
the
time dofent, of the
the Southern
purchase Bible
I was Inst.
presiIt might be of interest to you to
know that not one single article
about forewhich
was which
questioned
bethe FCC I and
appeared
in my paper known as The Carolina
Watchman was written by me.
However, as the editor of the
paper, there was nothing for me
to do but assume the responsibility.
As an editor, I am sure that you

can understand
take could be made.how. .such
. a misI will contend until my dying
day that we did not have a fair
and a justmissioner
hearing
Clifford J.before
Durr, Comand
there is a wonderful peace and satisfaction in knowing that before
the Great Judge of us all, we have
a clear conscience. . . .
The only group that I have ever
called
from the sewers
of hell""gutter
are theratsCommunists.
...
J. Harold Smith
Pastor
_ Fort
First Smith,
Baptist Ark.
Church
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Greatside,Judge
may
bejudges
on the
Rev.U.The
Smith's
but
three
of the
S.[B Circuit
Court
ofOct.Appeals
were
not
• T, Nov.
5,
29].
In
affirming
denial
of
Mr.
Smith's
license
forsaidWIBK
Knoxville,
the
Circuit
Court
he
had
business
interest
XERF, showed
a Mexican
and that inevidence
he hadstation,
been
not
only and
"intemperate
his writings,
sermons
broadcastsin but
that he
was an expert in vituperation and vilification."]

vv<^)i^,;vi.<^or;v;;i^.):.t:,r>\t,.^:ifr^f

iI

e've got the greatest General Motors Plant City in the U.S., \
here in Flint. Booming industry, record wages, make this one
of the finest buying markets, per capita, in the world!
^JP^Mint families earn an average income $1613 above the national
^^B^ average! That means record sales, as over 600 local merchants,
advertising over Flint's First Station, WFDF, can testify.

Nosegays
EDITOR:
Your Nov. 5 issue devoted its
me.
"On All Accounts" department to
First of all, I want to thank you
for printing it.
Second — I don't believe the subject of any one of these articles is
particularly well qualified to offer
any criticism one way or another,
so I will simply tell you what a
number of my friends here in Chicago have been kind enough to relayonto meanybody
— "One of the best seen
write-1
ups
any trade magazinetheyin had
a long, longin
time." . . .
Edward G. Smith
Director,
work ABC Radio NetCentral Division
Chicago
* * *
EDITOR:
. . . Lying in bed here, I have
time to read your entire magazine
from cover to cover. ... I have
never seen any magazine cover its
field as thoroughly as yours does.
Morton D. Meehan
Veterans Admin.
Livermore,
Calif. Hospital
Greetings
EDITOR:
This letter has a double purpose.
I would like to express my appreciation as a broadcaster for the superb service that your magazine
provides for every person in the
radio industry. . . .
I am now entering the service
for what I hope will not exceed
a three-year period. Although I
will radio
be completely
the
industry Idivorced
feel my from
only
opportunity to keep up with the
events at that time and to prepare
myself for returning [to radio]
would be to subscribe to your publication. . . My wife will forward
them on to me wherever I may be.
Stuart M. Sanders
Manager
KWBG Boone, Iowa

/*^^N iscover it for yourself. You, too, can share in over 300,000,000
^^i^ retail dollars spent in Flint yearly, by selling your product over
WFDF, one of America's pioneer Stations, now in our 30th year!

EDITOR:
... I have read your magazine
for about three years, and without
a doubt it is the most sought-after
magazine
or surprising proof, see your latest Hooper!
arrives. at this point when mail
We follow the radio, or shall I
say commercial field, on a conservative basis, but we never lose sight
of the idea of improving radio here
in Guantanamo Bay. Your maga910 Kilocycles
zine has helped us a great deal, and
«H BASIC AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
we would like to let you know we
FLINT, MICHIGAN
appreciate a magazine such as
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
REPRESENTED
BY
THE
KATZ
AGENCY
|
George Balamaci
Armed Forces Radio Service
Associated with: WOOD and WOOD-TV Grand Rapids — WFBM and WFBM-TV Indianapolis f
WGBY Guantanamo Bay,
— WEOA Evansville
g
Cuba
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millions

listen

J
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WJR Market Data"
(WJR Primary Coverage Area in
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and Pennsylvania)
12,601,300
Population
Radio Homes
3,785,540
Retail Sales
$13,613,431,000
Food Sales
$ 3,266,766,000
Drug Sales
$ 464,447,000
Filling Station Sales
$ 739,614,000
Passenger Car Registrations
4,116,934
Greater Detroit Market
(Wayne, Macomb and Oakland Counties)
Population
2,991,200
Radio Homes
856,640
Retail Sales
$ 3,550,832,000
Food Sales
$ 804,135,000
Drug Sales
$ 1 53,060,000
Filling Station Sales
$ 1 74,774,000
Passenger Car Registrations
1,007,627

08.3%
08.6%
09.3%of Total
WJR Share
U. S. Market
09.4%
10.3%
10.1%
10.2%
01.9%
01.9%
02.4%
02.3%
03.4%
02.3%
02.5%

I
the
GREAT

VOICE

of the
GREAT LAKES
These statistics offer concrete evidence of the rich sales potential in the WJR
primary coverage area. In addition to these United States market figures, the
powerful WJR signal covers a Canadian population of 2,667,000 with 72 7 ,900
radio homes. To sell in this great market, be sure to use WJR, the most influential
radio voice in this area. Remember . . . first they listen . . . then they buy!
BROADCASTING
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WJR Eastern Sales Office: 665 Fifth Ave., New York
Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Company
Radio— America's Greatest Advertising Medium
^Complete coverage
market data booklet
available and
on request.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
of the first year he was adver
brought up in Colorado and in end
clerk and two years later,
Montana. After a high school edu- tising
assistant
advertising manager. In
cation, he joined the telephone
1941,
he
became
advertising mancompany, buttertainsoon
entered
the
enment field.
Mr.
Morgan
travels
a good deal
A QUARTER-CENTURY
It was perhaps significant that as his post includes supervision
of
Bill Morgan made his debut in ager.
Continental's
radio first. The next step was the Touraide
travelnationally
service. Hefamous
quips
stage, matic
playing
leadsproductions.
in stock, draof FARM BROADCASTING
and musical
He that he's a bachelor — "maybe I
then entered the field of theatre should blame that also on too much
direction.
in radio goes
Hobby Is Theatre
"Listener loyalty" is the phrase most appli- backHisto recollection
the time when he was leadcable to Pioneer Station WGY's 25 years
travel."
For clubs, he's no "joiner." His
ing
man
with
the
KOA
Denverof farm broadcasting.
is the
players — "That was way back when hobby,
"but nowof itcourse
is only
goingtheatre
to the—
that station first went on the air." theatre." His philosophy is simple
During this period of WGY's 29-year
Mr. Morgan recalls:
you are doing and the
history, the 603,660 rural radio families,
"Radio was so new then I was "Like what
you do it with . . . give
in addition to the thousands of city-dwellers not impressed much with it and people
everything you have to your job all
left it to become a 'real honest-to- the time and then leave the rest
who have gardens in the 17th State*,
actor that
on thethe stage.'
How going
was
I to know
stage was
have relied on WGY's farm broadcasts for gosh
to blow up in my face in eight
valuable advice and information.
short years with the introduction
STABLE
God."
of talkies and that radio was going toLISTENING
WGY is writing history every day with its farm
to
grow into an equally fascinating
Pulse Survey Discloses
programming; adding more remote broadcasts to the
RADIO listening in general dur
'show business.'"
600 already conducted; receiving more mail to add
Next to Continental
ing the mained
pastrelatively
threestable,
years although
has reto the staggering 1,000,000 pieces already received;
he gave up the theatre, ratings of individual
programs have
and visiting farms and 17th State farmers to gather Mr.When
Morgan
looked
for
the
comshifted considerably, according to
material for more transcribed broadcasts.
pany for which he wanted to be- a survey conducted in metropolitan
come tinental
associated
and
picked
ConOil. Informed that the New York by the Pulse Inc. during
WGY's first farm broadcast was "The Farm Paper
to get a job was to apply the week of Oct. 11-17. Percentage
of the Air," which has "gone to press" 8000 times asbesta way
using radio in an aversecretary, he told the person- of homes
since November, 1926. (This Spring the last
15 minutes for the entire week
nelcomesupervisor
that
heHewould
be- was agewithin
levels 1950
for Sepone
in
one
year.
attended
15 minutes of "The Farm Paper of the Air" was
tember 19510.2%
and ofOctober
and
business
opened commercially). Soon after this inaugural
tics. 2% of October 1949 statised plays college
at night.by day and direct- within
Nine months later, October 1933,
farm broadcast, "The Farm Forum," a public service
Average
quarter
homesfrom
ushe was offered the job as secretary
program heard every Friday evening at 8:30 P.M.,
ing radio for
week hour
studied,
to the advertising manager of the 6 a.m.
to midnight during the
and featuring leaders in agriculture, industry and
Continental
Oil
Co.
—
Wes
Nunn.
entire week: Radio & TV
government, was started. Both these programs have
Radio
"Wes probably never had a louCombined
since become a cornerstone of WGY programming.
sier secretary but he certainly will October 1951
32.2
never have a more ambitious or October
21.3
28.8
21.4
*The population of the W GY area exceeds the popula- eager pupil," Mr. Morgan says. By September
31.4
21.6
October 1950
19491951
tion of32 states.
26.5
23.5

Typical of WGY's listener loyalty is this crowd which watched a Farm
Paper of the Air broadcast from the station's Farm Broadcasting Exhibit
Booth at one of New York State's county fairs this summer.
THE CAPITAL OF THE 17th STATE
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION Represented Nationally by NBC Spof Sales
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 1U)
with the medium
and suddenly
Cynthia, and
manded a network
show on de-a daughter,
suburban Shorewood.
Mr. live
Peck is
month's notice. For 13 weeks, a an avid civic worker, aiding
Sunday afternoon home workshop city planning, public finance and
feature with integrated com- administration problems. He
mercials originated 100 miles south 'also a member of the Milwaukee
at WENR-TV Chicago for ABC.
Advertising Club.
Current broadcast media acTelevision, in his opinion, is putcounts include Gettelman Brewing,
premium on ingenuity, as
Shaler Co., Quality Biscuit Co., "it's ating aproblem
up with a
L. J. Mueller Furnace Co. and low budget showto come
which will get
Milwaukee Gas Light Co. In addi- and keep attention and give
tion to being
radio-TV
director,on results." Seeking a simple apMr. Peck
is account
executive
proach in TV, he uses, for example
several consumer products.
a clear demonstration on a footWife Former Actress, Teacher
ball show preceding the WestingA high school coach
His wife, the former Charlotte house games.
game formations and plays
Culbertson, has been a radio predicts
actress, writer of school music and and then executes them with cut
out players on a model stadium
teacher.visionHerwork only
tele- before
the cameras. The cost
now radio
is anandannual
children's
Christmas
show,
which
low
and
results high. what
"Women
even
understanding
a quarare
she writes and in which she acts.
The Pecks have a 14-year-old terback sneak is," he remarked.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WRECiGIVES

YOU

According to the latest 1950 census figures available, Memphis and the rich 76 county Memphis Market shows a definite
population increase.
WREC in its coverage of the Memphis market
now reaches more sales prospects than it did
ten years ago — and as a result advertising on
WREC delivers MORE SALES than EVER before.
YET, THESE SALES IN THE WREC TERRITORY COSTS YOU APPROXIMATELY 10%
LESS THAN BEFORE.
WREC HOOPER RATINGS AVERAGE HIGHER
THAN ANY OTHER MEMPHIS STATION

cbs-600 kc-5,000 watts

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WREC
Memphis No. I Station

REPRESENTED by the katz AGENCY, INC
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1-kw UHF Transmitter Type TTU-1B
This transmitter, and a high-gain RCA TJHF anten a, can produce up to 20 kw, ERP <jn channels 14 to 831 Type TTU-1B is all air-cooled.
Be sure your station planning is correct from
RCA's new 1-kw and 10-kw UHF transmitthe start . . . before you invest a single dollar.
ters (and RCA's high-gain UHF antennas)
Your RCA Broadcast Sales Specialist will
will give you power combinations up to 200
kw . . . on any TV channel !
show you exactly what equipment you'll
need to get on the air at lowest cost.
If you are planning high power UHF,
RCA's new 10-kw transmitter is the answer.
Available only from your RCA
If you are planning to start with low power
Broadcast Sales Specialist
UHF. then RCA's new 1-kw transmitter will A 64-page book on RCA's new line of
equipment for all chanmeet your needs (increase power later simply TV broadcast
nels, 2to 83 ! An indispensable reference for station planni:
by adding matching amplifier units).
ite the RCA field office nearest you
Kansas City 8, Mo.
Dallas 1, Texas
Chicago
11,
III,
221 W. 18th Street
1907-11 McKinney Ave.
666 North Lake Shore Drive
Telephone r Delaware 7-0700 : Telephone: R-1371, 1372, 1373 Telephone: Victor 6410
Cleveland
1
5,
Ohio
New York 20, N. Y.
Washirt0ton
718 Keith Building
36 W. 49th Street
1625 tC Street, 6,N.D.W.C.
Telephone:
Cherry
1-3450
Telephone:
Circle 6-4030
Telephone: District 1260
Atlanta
3, Ga. Bldg.
San Francisco 3, Calif.
522-533 Forsyth
Hollywood
28,
Calif.
1355 Market Street
Forsyth and luckie Sts.
1560 N. Vine Street
Telephone: Hemloc
Telephone; Hollywood 9-2154 Telephone: Walnut 5946
New High-Gam Antenna for UHF
The most economical way known to produce high effective radiated
power
kilowatts
Excellenton "close-in"
co\erageforin UHF-and
all directions.morePower
gain. 2-tpertu dollar.
2s. depending
channel
Effective Radiofed Power

s

nt
er pla

Wreif

nilt
hiisi

r
V powe
any T
gr

up to

f

Ml

These models represent seven typical TV transmitter room arrangements for various power
classes -from 500 watts to 200 kw, ERP*. They
include the film equipment required for spot,
station breaks, and network operation. They
show the basic or minimum facilities you need to
go "on the air" for a given power. The set-ups are
worked out in accordance with tried-and-proved
operating procedure and provide a handy means
for estimating your space requirements. There is
ample leeway to meet the particular needs of
every station.
Your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative is
ready to give you planning help like this —
throughout your station! By all means, call him,
ENGINEERING CORPORATION
PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT of AMERICA
CAMDEN, N.J.

"We

like

H-

KWK

it

gets

results"

Says E. G. JOHNSON
President, DeSoto Wholesale Grocery Co., Shreveport
IMPORTANT LOUISIANA FOOD DISTRIBUTOR
"DeSoto"in the
is oneLouisiana,
of the largest
wholesale
firms
Arkansas,
Texasgrocery
area.
It travels twenty men, and its accounts include
many nationally- known concerns. Mr. E. G.
Johnson recently wrote us as follows:

.any lines carried by the DeSoto Wholesale
Grocery Co. are advertised over KWKH. Several
of these lines, including Mrs. Tucker's Shortening,
Peacemaker Flour and Gladiola Flour, are exclusive
with KWKH in this area. From these we get a very
good idea of what the station can do and experience
has shown us that it is most effective, not only in
Shreveport, but throughout the area served by our
firm. Yes, we like KWKH ... it gets results!
(Signed) E. G. Johnson

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's
BMB circulation
families,
daytime, indaytime
87 Louisiana,
Arkansas isand303,230
Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners".
(Nighttime
BMB Texas,
Map shows
268,590 Mississippi
families in
112 Louisiana,
Arkansas,
New Mexico,
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
Texas

50,000

Watts
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CBS

SHREVEPORT
The Branham Company
Arkansas
Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WHAT'SListener
THE
OF NETWORK
RADIO?
Guaranteed
ship IsFUTURE
Step
That's the Dominating Question
At Boca Raton This Week
Toward Answer, NBC Says
NBC RADIO sales chiefs apCLIMAXING
celebration of its 25thNBC's
anniversary,
peared confident last week USUALLY at this time of year the weather at Florida's plushy Boca
top
officials
of
the
network
fthat their new "Guaranteed Raton is warm and balmy and the resort occupied by well-heeled execu- and its radio and TV affiliates
escaping business worries. This week, however, 450 officials of NBC converge at Boca Raton, Fla., on
Advertising Plan," offering what and itstivesaffiliated
stations will arrive in a bunch, bringing their economic
isthattermed
history's first
warranty
Wednesday for their three-day,
an advertising
message
will problems with them. The weather outside the hotel may be sunny, fifth
annual convention.
jreach an audience of specific size but inside there's a chance of squalls. Biggest topic of discussion schedthan 450 representatives
uled for the convention is NBC's economic plan which is viewed differ- of More
f[B*T, Nov. 19], constitutes "nothe network and its 190 affiliated
ently by different people: Favorably by NBC and reportedly most of those radio
; risk radio" for sponsors and will
stations
affiliates
'win quick acceptance.
affiliates who have seen it; unfavorably by the all-industry Affiliates are expected toand be64 onTV hand
for
"We expect to hang out the SRO Committee (which may be drawing conclusions from inadequate facts), the
extensive canvassing of proband as "premature" by NBC's competitor, CBS (see page 29).
sign
soon,"
John
K.
Herbert,
NBC
lems,
plans
and
prospects
in
all
vice president in charge of radio
tionship.
areas of the affiliate-network relanetwork sales, said in a letter explaining the radical sales departure
Most spectacular topic, in the
each of the programs, but these do "could get scorched" — but he prediction
to advertisers and agencies.
of many observers, will
count toward the 5,300,000 didn't expect such a development.
Under the plan, three half-hour not
be
NBC's far-ranging new basic
minimum
guarantee.
Similarly,
NBC
picked
three
programs
to
■shows are available in "Tandem messages in excess of 5,300,000 start the plan, but reserved the economic
plan, which Exectuive
!;Plan" fashion to three advertisers.
Vice President Charles R. Denny
right tocreasesubstitute
others
or
in- -will
Each gets a one-minute commer- would
also
be
"bonus."
review
in the radio session
the
lineup
if
such
moves
Outlining the plan to newsmen
cial in each show— and NBC guarThe induson Monday, Mr. Herbert saw the should be indicated by the weekly Wednesdaytry-wideafternoon.
a
n
t
e
s
t
o
each
advertiser
that
"an
Affiliates Committee has
listenership.
Theclear,
ad- blasted the plan,
average of 5,300,000 advertising
as indicative of "faith in checkups veon
but NBC officials
r
t
i
s
e
r
,
M
r
.
Herbert
made
messages will receive attention in plan
radio's advertising values" and as
American homes each week." At a means of letting prospective but is buying listeners, not "show bus- say many
of theoncommittee's
protests are based
misinformation
worried - about - radio advertisers
[least
two
participating
sponsors
He
thought
it
conceivable
that,
and
misconceptions
and
that
affiliare needed to get it started.
transfer their worry to NBC. It is if the plan proves successful, NBC
with whom
the plan's
details
have atesbeen
discussed
have reacted
not a "blythe venture" by the net- iness."
Nielsen to Survey
become anwith"editorial
of operation,
packagestype"of favorably.
work, he said, conceding that might
What effect may result from CBS
A. C. Nielsen Co. has set up a "something can always go wrong" similar-type shows being offered
(Continued on page 28)
special audit bureau to measure with
(Continued on page 175)
any plan and that NBC
fthe extent of listenership. At the
|end ofsen the
cycle the
the series
Nielcompany13-week
will audit
Leftovers Make Feast
{ and NBC will rebate to the adverltisers, on a pro-rata basis, if the
aas.
TIME BUYS
average weekly number of deliv- txm
Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, told
ered messages has fallen • below
By FLORENCE SMALL
Co.,
York,newswillprogram
renew its
5,300,000.
10-15 New
minute
in at5- Broadcasting • Telecasting that
MANY
radio
and
television
staAside from the guaranteed-listions will benefit from interim and least 30 markets for an additional the new 1952 version will most
-tenership feature, NBC officials yearend left-overs in the budgets five weeks, effective Jan. 1 to cover likely include a renewal for all exthe interim period during the time
spot announcement
contracts
out, the cost-per-thousand
advertisers,learned
Broadcastpointed
in isting
addition
will add a television
ing • Telecasting
in a the 1952 budget is being compiled. and
[to
the advertiser
is considerably of national
January.
spot schedule to start early in
below that of comparable printed special survey made last week.
The
firm's
radio
spot
list
will
run
;^nedia. Participation in the plan is Although many advertisers make out at the end of the year but it is Vick Chemical Co., New York,
that the new 1952
offered at $14,600 per week, for
ac- understood
both time and talent— or $2.75 per up theircordinadvertising
budget will include a radio spot through Morse International, same
g to the fiscal budgets
year, which
thousand messages delivered.
is currently preparing to add
doesn't necessarily correspond with schedule which won't start until city,
to its present countryyear,
there
are regular
a num- late January. Morey, Humm & 10 markets
"the the calendar
I By comparison, NBC noted,
wide schedules starting Dec. 3.
ber
who
do
work
on
the
Johnstone,
New
York,
is
the
"
magazine
weekly
biggest
nation's
Contract
is
for
its cough syrup and
calendar
basis.
The
latter
type
of
■j —Life— guarantees
5,200,000 cir-of advertiser — in many cases — thus agency.
will run for 13 weeks.
culation at a cost-per-thousand
Bayer
Aspirin
Buying
himself at the end of the year
$3.48 per black-and-white page. finds
Yearend plans of National BisThis is
cuit Co., New York (Nabisco), inBayer Co., New York (Bayer
This $3.48 guarantees "just _ the with some extra money.
inmany
in
clude a "bigger" spot radio camback
attention,"
plowed
to get listenership being stances in short-term campaigns, Aspirin), which is running a large
opportunity
NBC guarantees
while
paign supplementary
spot
announcement
radio
campaign
—to the commercial, not just the extended contracts, or the addition
Arthur
show. toMostitsofCBS
the
of new markets to already large throughout the country, is cur- stations Godfrey
program.
on
the
present spot list
rently
allocating
its
new
budget.
A
lists
of
stations.
also
ds
Open and closing billboar
will be provided each advertiser in For example, Sinclair Refining spokesman for its agency, Dancer(Continued26, on1951page• 173)'
November
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day afternoon under the chairman
ship of SPAC Chairman Harris. II
is in the privacy of this sessioij
that the station officials may air,
along with other problems, the:
views on the basic economic plan
and also,a ingroup
television,
"de
mands"
of TV the
affiliates:
drew up in a meeting in Chicago
in mid-October [B»T, Oct. 22].
To Discuss Questions
On Friday morning, network of
ficials will convene with the affiliates to discuss the question?
raised during the affiliates' private
session.
Nightly entertainment programs
featuring network stars, have beeiarranged by Mr. Barry, to be topped
with a banquet on Friday evening
Daily recreational schedules alsc
have been planned for wives of the
conventioneers.

Boca Raton
(Continued from page 27)
Radio President Howard S. Meighan's branding of radio rate reevaluation
"premature"
(see
story page 29)as remained
to be seen.
The convention is slated to open
10 a.m. Wednesday with a call to
order by Carleton D. Smith, vice
president in charge of station relations. The delegates will be offiwelcomed by Board
mancially
Niles Trammell,
who alsoChairwill
present plaques to six stations
which have been affiliated with
NBC since its inception as a network 25 years ago. After a report
by Jack Harris of KPRC Houston,
chairman of the NBC Stations
Planning and Advisory Committee,
NBC President Joseph H. McConnell will make the keynote address
on NBC's
and
TV. future in both radio
Denny Leads Off
In the radio session Wednesday
afternon, Mr. Denny will lead off
with
discussionplan.
of theHisnetwork's
basic a economic
address
will be followed by talks on various
phases of NBC Radio operations,
with the following as speakers:
Charles C. Barry, vice president
in charge of radio network programs; Henry Cassidy, director of
radio news, special events and public affairs; John K. Herbert, vice
president and general sales manager for the radio network, and
Fred N. Dodge, director of merchandising.
NBC's
departure
in sales
offers
— itsnewest
Guaranteed
Advertising
Attention Plan (see story, page 27)

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hi:
'Had to cut down on expenses for this convention. NBC took me ojf
the basic list."
— will be detailed to the affiliates operations; Robert E. Shelby, director of TV engineering; Charles
for the first time during this session by Mr. Herbert.
TV technical film direcTelevision session is slated Townsend,
tor; Fred Shawn, director of TV
Thursday morning. To be opened production services; Joseph V.
by Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., vice Heffernan, financial vice president;
Wire ofJr.,TVvicenetwork
presipresident in charge of TV, it also Frederic
dent and W.director
will feature talks by Edward D.
Madden, vice president in charge production; Robert Sarnoff, vice
of television sales and operations; president and director of TV unit
George H. Frey, vice president in productions; Davidson Taylor, general production executive for TV,
charge of TV sales; Ruddick C. and President
McConnell.
Lawrence, director of TV sales deThe
radio and television affiliates
velopment; Brig. Gen. E. Lyman
Munson, director of TV network will have their own meeting Thurs-

Three Chimes for NBC
was a word as yet unknown to anyWHEN THE first network program was broad- television
one except a scant few electronic scientists.
cast on Nov. 15, 1926, there was no historic
message transmitted, to be quoted today as FM was uncharted. Remote pickups were made
with crossed fingers. Rebroadcasts were unNBC observes its 25th anniversary.
In retrospect, that unwritten message should known.
Today's
millionTVradio
families
the
have been: "What Hath Radio Wrought?"
than 1242 million
families
listen and
to NBC
The configuration of the world has under- more
programs
on
180-odd
affiliated
stations
and
gone sweeping change in that quarter-century,
largely because of the impact of radio. All of watch NBC television on 63 outlets. World
America, and, by dint of shortwave, all the
world, has become a town hall. News is "pubspeed nation.
of light.
are
A SPECIAL report on NBC's 25-year hispreachedlished"towithantheentire
The Sermons
schoolhouse
tory appears in this issue. Topics of articles
extends from coast-to-coast. All the nation is
and pages where they begin:
a theatre. And, beyond the horizons, a Voice
General story on company development
of America debates with a Voice of the Kremlin, in a globe-girdling battle of ideologies.
and top management: Page 59.
Thus, asthea advent
25threminder.
anniversaryIn
Leading programs through the years:
serves
somewhatof NBC's
startling
November 1926, when NBC broadcast its first
Page 62.
"network"
over a 25-station
hook-up,
Advertiser roster: Page 64.
the domesticprogram
radio audience
totaled a scant
five
Biographical sketches of vice presidents:
million
NBC's parent,
RCA, for
thenradio
had
in mind families.
the development
of a market
Page 66.
receivers, which the year before had reached
The owned and operated stations: Page
the "plug-in"
stage of development, eliminating use of batteries.
David Sarnoff years before had foreseen that
Radio engineering: Page 70.
little "music box" in the home. But it is doubted
Chronology,
1926-1951: Page 124.
whether even he, or Owen Young, or "Deac"
NBC television history: Page 144.
Aylesworth,
first president,
envisioned
the
revolutionNBC's
of world
economy and
affairs
Television engineering: Page 149.
that radio was destined to set off.
When NBC began network transmission,
Page 28 • November 26, 1951

Pontiac One-Time Shots
GENERAL MOTORS Pontiac Divi
sion's plans for sponsorship of twe
one-time broadcasts on CBS Radic
and two broadcasts of a series on
Mutual [B*T, Oct. 22] were offi
daily announced last week by the
respective networks. The pro
grams:
Broadway's
and
Hearthstone
of the My
DeathBeatSquad
on CBS Radio on Dec. 1 and 6, re
spectively; and the Dec. 2 and
broadcasts of the Nick Carter
mystery series on MBS. Agency
for Pontiac is MacManus, John &
Adams, Detroit.

an editorial
news roundups, with reports direct from the
scene, are regularly scheduled features. News
papers are read today largely to supplement
news heard earlier by radio.
NBC, as the first regularly scheduled net
work (the first two networks, if one considers
the Red and Blue as distinct entities), deserves
credit for many of broadcasting's innovations
and
muchbroadcast
of radio'sof progress.
country
the Rose From
Bowl its
Gamecrosson
New Year's day, 1927, and its first nationwide
transmission
Jan.
21, 1927 —ofNBCGrand
has Opera
sought— "Faust,"
to. serve the
public's
diverse
taste
in
every
branch of infor
mation, entertainment and enlightenment.
When NBC was organized, its purpose was
proclaimed
"to provide inthethebestUnited
programs
able for broadcasting
Statesavail
and
to secure their distribution over the widest
possible
area."
In theand
ensuing
25 years,andNBC's
founding
fathers,
its executives
operating
per
sonnel, have never lost sight of that precept
And, on innumerable occasions, they have gone
beyond.
There are tribulations in any art, pursuit
or business having the jet-propelled attributes
of network operation. NBC has had its share
of them. These are but growing pains, because
the
the future
gloriouslooms
past. many times larger than even
So, all together : Three chimes for NBC on it:
silver anniversary and three more to speed it
on its way along the next quarter century.
BROADCASTING
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RE-EVALUATION
OF RATES
CBS Terms 'Premature'
By RUFUS CRATER
"several new" advertising policies
vidual
station
circulation
patimportant, mendousit shifts
doesin not
reflect programthe treIN AN EVIDENT bid to counter will be announced, "adding to the
network
ming; nor the varying changes in
long list of special advertising opAmong these he cited 400 new
NBC'smentcurrent
radio
rate
adjustradio stations which, he said, have population;
nor the noruneven
developportunities pioneered by CBS Ra- terns."
project, CBS Radio President
ment of television;
the hundreds
commenced operation since the of facilities
Howard S. Meighan last week new anddio."more
He saidefficient
they will
"create
changes
and
new
network
ways
to
use
branded rate re-evaluation now as
BMB study was made; "tremendous affiliations made since 1949.
network
radio
—
and
develop
new
shifts
in
network
programming";
"premature" and dependent on elasticity in the selection of netAll of these changing elements have
"obsolete data."
in population centers; TV's a substantial influence on individual
In a statement being released toworkdescription
facilities." of new policies shifts
"uneven development," and "hun- station circulation patterns.
This
day (Monday), patently calculated
f changes and
in thechanges
facilitiesin To use obsolete data as the basic
radiodreds" ostations
to bolster the recalcitrant all-in- — they are expected to be an- of
part of a nation-wide yardstick is, we
think, a disservice to advertisers and
nounced about Dec. 3 [Closed Cir- their network affiliation.
dustry Affiliates Committee and
stations alike.
cuit,
Nov.
19]
—
would
indicate
that
While
up-to-date
information
is
any
others contesting
CBS Radio may please the not available now, he maintained,
On the other hand, a plan is already
readjustment
program,NBC's
he rate
said while
all-industry
Affiliates
Committee
underinformation
way to develop
and station
up-tothat to adjust rates on the basis of with its views on rate re-evaluation the new Standard Audit & Meas- date
about new
current
urement Service Inc. is undertak- circulation
out-of-date information would work at this time, it is also in a position
The data will be
ing to gather current data — and gathered bypatterns.
"a disservice to advertisers and to arouse the committee's dis& MeasCBS Radio, he said, "is the first
stations alike."
urementStandard
Services Inc.,Audit
as the
sucHe pointed out that CBS Radio devices. pleasure with some of its new sales network to subscribe to this new
c
e
s
o
r
t
o
the
industry's
Broadcast
has taken steps to secure new
industry
study"
[B*T,
Nov.
5].
Measurement
Bureau.
This
county-byThe
committee
has
made
clear
information on current station
county
go into the field in
Meighan Statement
the nextstudy
few will
months.
circulation patterns and said that that its objections to NBC's basic
CBS
Radio
is
the
first network to
Text
of
Mr.
Meighan's
stateeconomic
plan
apply
also
to
"any
ment:
"only
whencanthethenewstations
data and
are similar plan that may be prosubscribe to this new industry study
available
At
recent
regional
meetings,
our
because
we
believe
that
only when the
p
o
s
e
d
.
"
T
o
what
extent
CBS
Ranetworks take constructive steps in
affiliated stations have asked if the
data are available, can stations
dio's changes will meet the com- CBS Radio Network plans any basic, new
a thoroughly realistic re-evaluaand
networks
take
constructive
steps
over-all
re-evaluation
of
station
rates.
mittee's definitionto ofbe "similar,"
of
tion of radio."
thoroughly realistic re-evaluation
course, remains
seen.
Our atianswer
is that such a re-evalu- inof aradio.
Mr.
Meighan's
statement
was
o
n
i
s
premature.
In
condemning
rate
readjustreleased virtually on the eve of
we plan several
in the next
No onethroughout
can fairlythere-assess
station fewBeyond
ments as "premature,"
CBS values
the NBC affiliates convention, Radio chief
weeks this,
to announce
new
nation without
said the onlythecountywhich opens Wednesday and CBS by-county
policies,
adding
to
the
long
on station cir- special advertising opportunitieslistpio-of
data on station circula- up-to-dateculatiinformation
Radio officials appeared certain its
o
n
w
i
t
h
county-by-county
facts.
tion are "now
threeBMB
yearsreport
old"
ne red bwilly CBScreate
Radio.newThese
The only data of this sort are now
effect upon
the affiliate's assembly and that
the 1949
ments
and announcemore effiwould
be electric.
three years old. The 1949 BMB study
not measure the 400 new radio
cient
ways
to
use
network
radio —
They expected it to be received fails to reflect a number of does
stations
that
have
come
on
the
air
in
and
develop
new
elasticity
in
elements" which "have
as welcome ammunition by the "changing
lection of network facilities. the seAffiliates Committee, headed by a substantial influence on indi- the past three years. At least equally
WTIC Hartford's Paul W. Morency, which only a fortnight ago
condemned NBC's
formula-plan
reappraising
the network
rates ofof
May Hinge on WOR Merger
affiliates
[B*T,
Nov.
12],
STATUS
with other features of the along
NBC MBS
.basic economic plan.
From reliable sources it was inof the Mutual Broad- owned 19.3% of MBS stock— plus
NBC on the other hand has con- "THE DAYS
dicated that no matter how the
another 19.3% which it would accasting System asmaya cooperativelytended that consultations with af- owned network
be considered
quire if the merger with the Macy corporate setup of MBS is refiliates thus far have produced
radio-TV
properties
is
approved
by
s
o
l
v
d, the O'Neils
who ownS. both
FCC.
General eTire
and —Thomas
Lee
satisfactory results, with "practi- numbered."
That statement, by an executive theOther
cally
complete
acceptance"
by
staowners
of
MBS
are
the
Enterprises
—
would
want
the other
to General Tire management, Chicago Tribune (WGN), 19.3%; present owners to remain
tions broached to date [B«T, Nov. close
assums up current speculation in the
19]. mula
Basic
features
the forsociated in the network.
have been
made ofpublic,
but broadcasting faternity on the United Broadcasting Co. (WHK
Part of the speculation involves
not to the extent that a station future of MBS. It follows last Cleveland, WHKC Columbus and
Akron), 10.4%; Pennsyl- MBS going into television networkcan figure out how its own rate week's filing with the FCC of the WHKK vania
ing. Since approval of the merger
BroadcastingPhiladelphia),
Co. (WIPwould be affected [B*T, Nov. 5]. merger
application New
of Macy-owned
Benedict Gimbel
with the Macy interests would give
WOR-AM-FM-TV
York
with
Stations Informed
6.1%; Western Ontario Broadcast- General Tire three TV stations — ■
& Rubber which
Co.'s ThomThe iatesnetwork
apprising
affil- General
ing Co. (CKLW Windsor-Detroit), WNAC-TV Boston, KHJ-TV Los
as S. LeeTireEnterprises,
owns
of the full isdetails
and effect
the Yankee and Don Lee networks 6.1%.
Angeles
and WOR-TV
York-of
No Talks Held
some observers
see theNewnucleus
in station-by- station conferences. [B*T, Nov. 19, Oct. 15].
Some station rates go up under
Actually no discussions have network telecasting. If WGN-TV
Although
there
is
nothing
in
the
the formula; others go down. merger application about MBS — been held among the stockholders Chicago remains in the network,
Overall, the individual station since the network itself does not of MBS. That the question of con- they feel sure that a TV neta certainty. Others are
changes average out to mean sub- own any stations — the fact that
trol must be faced has been ac- dubiouswork isand
point to the fact that
knowledged byall of them.
stantial y no change in NBC's full- FCC approval would give General
TV
networks
still far from
network rates.
Among the possibilities for the the black whilearestations
58% ownership of MBS has
are the
Mr. Meighan did not mention Tire
future of MBS are the following: money-makers.
again
brought
to
the
fore
speculaNBC by name and did not say flattion on the future of that network.
9
MBS
remains
as
it
is
—
but
. ly thatect itsusesrate
re-evaluation
projMerger ofInc.Macy-owned
GeneralS.
Although the by-laws of MBS with General Tire acknowledged as Teleradio
obsolete
information.
with Thomas
any one entity voting more the principal stockholder.
Rather, he said station values can- forbid
Lee
Enterprises
is
costing
the latthan
30%
of
the
stock,
they
could
# MBS merged with Thomas
not be re-evaluated fairly without
In addition, R. H.
current information — and that the be changed. In that case MBS S. Lee Enterprises Inc., the hold- Macyter &$3,850,000.
Co.,
owner
of
the
famed
would cease
department store and
only
available
ing company
for General
Tire's Manhattan
network.to be a cooperatively- radio-TV
properties.
This would
circulation
data county-by-county
are three years owned
others
in
Newark,
N.
J.,
Atlanta,
It seems unlikely that General put it in the same category as the
San Francisco and Kansas
old.
study.)(This would be BMB's 1949 Tire would agree to vote only 30% other three major networks in that Toledo,
City, will get a 10% interest in
in fact, it owned 58% of MBS, it would own AM, FM and TV sta- Thomas
Mr. Meighan made clear that his if,
S. Lee Enterprises.
tions
in
its
own
name
as
well
as
observations on rate reappraisals in the opinion of some observers.
in network operations. A
Terms, as disclosed in the apTire's 58% is the result engage
form only Part One of CBS Radio's of General
corollary of this would be for MBS
plication filed with the FCC, show
its workacquisition
of Yankee
answer to NBC's basic economic
be merged with General Tire
about five years
ago, andNet-of to
plan.
(Continued on page 17 U)
outright.
Don
Lee
last
year,
each
of
which
"In the next few weeks," he said,
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Mcdonald
joseph a. Mcdonald, abc
vice eral
president,
attorney, willsecretary
move toand
NBCgen-on
Jan. 1 in "an important executive
position,"
PresidentFriday.
Joseph
H. McConnellNBCannounced
His exact assignment was not
delineated — and is not expected to
be until after NBC's Dec. 7 board
of directors meeting — but it was
understood he would be a general
executive operating in both radio
and television. His background —
including extensive experience in
the business, labor and licensing
fields — led to the assumption that
his responsibilities would include
some of those formerly assigned to
John H. McDonald, who resigned
as vice president and treasurer last
summer [B«T, June 11]. Joseph
BURKE RESIGNS
Veteran Leaves WBAL-AM-TV
HAROLD C. BURKE today announced his resignation as manager
of WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore and
as vice president and director of
Hearst Radio Inc. The resignation
is effective Dec. 31. His successor
was not immediately announced.
Mr. Burke is a veteran of the
Hearst Radio organization. He first
went into radio in
1930 while workilk.
^|r~ ing on waukee
theWisconsin
MilNews. The newspaper, which
owned and operated WISN Milwaukee, appointed him sales manin a taij ager
of the staMr. Burke
tion. Later, he
became general
manager. In 1935 he was moved to
WBAL as sales adviser. After several months he moved to KTSA San
Antonio where he worked with Elliott Roosevelt who was in charge of
all Hearst Radio operations in the
Southwest. In 1938 he returned to
WBAL as manager. Under his mangement, the station's
increased afrom
10 kw topower
50 kwwasin
1941, network affiliation was
changed to NBC and WBAL-TV
put in operation.
Mr. Burke
take hean will
extended vacationplans
aftertowhich
announce his future plans.
ABC IN BLACK
Net Income Is $77,000
MOVING out of red ink for the
comparable
net income for ABCperiod
and ofits 1950,
subsidiaries
for the nine months ending Sept.
30, after federal income taxes were
deducted, reached $77,000, it was
announced Friday.
The network reported a loss of
$877,000 for the comparable period
of 1950. Gross earnings — minus
discounts, returns, and allowances
— for the quarter ending Sept. 30
this year were $12,736,347.
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Joins NBC Jan. 1
leaves
abc
board of Television Broadcasters
V. Heffernan
dent for finance.is NBC vice presi- Assn. for two years prior to
Widely known in the radio and functions.
NARTB's assumption of TBA
television field, where he has
Born in New York in 1903, Mr.
served for more than 20 years, Mr.
McDonald was previously with McDonald was graduated from
NBC from 1931 to 1945, when he Webb Institute of Naval Architec1924, and received his LLB
resigned as assistant general coun- degreeture infrom
Law School
sel to take the post of general at- in 1928 and Fordham
his LLM from New
torney for ABC.
York
U.
in
1929.
He
is admitted
ABC President Robert E. Kintner announced that Mrs. Geral- to practice in Illinois and New
member of theofComdine B. Zorbaugh, assistant gen- York, and is a munications
the
eral attorney and assistant secre- American Bar Assn. Committees
the New
tary, has been named acting gen- York County LawyersandAssn.
He
eral attorney for the network.
also is chairman of the copyright
Through service on major NAB committee
of the Assn. of the Bar
and industry
committees,
Mr.
McDonald has won recognition as an of the City of New York, and a
expert on labor relations and in membertionsofBar the
Mr. Mcdonald
Assn.Federal Communicavarious other fields of negotiations.
He is married to the former
He is credited with a key role in
Cruger Muth and they have
the development — after the con- Louise(Continued
on page U2)
ferees appeared to have reached a
WOOD PROMOTED
stalemate — of the formula now used
To Ft. Industry Post
in allocating
usage
of
AT&T's
inDORRELL
TO
BLAIR
t
e
r
c
i
t
y
T
V
facilities
among
the
vaROBERT
WOOD, account
rious networks and other users.
ecutiveC.and radio-TV
director ex-of
Leaves Hooper Jan. 7 Victor Van
Der Linde Co., New
WARD
DORRELL,
vice
president
Mr.gal department
McDonaldin joined
NBC's
leNew York in the
York, has been
Inc. for 8% years,
fall of 1931 after being associated ofon C.Jan.E. Hooper
named
1 will join John Blair &
national midwest
sales
with the law firm of Hunt, Hill & Co. as research
and
program
conBetts, also in New York, for alFort
Industryof Co.,
manager
the
sultant, John Blair, chairman of
most three years. In 1937 he trans- the station representative firm, anLee
B.
Wailes,
nounced
Friday.
fer ed to NBC's
Chicago
quartersin
as Central
Division
attorney,
Mr. Dorrell will
vice president in
which role he was especially active
make the Blair
charge tions,
of operain sales and labor relations work.
New
York
office
last week. announced
He returned to New York in 1943
hisCommenting
headquarters.on
as assistant general counsel, conMr. Wood's
aptinuing in that post until he moved
the appointment,
follows
Mr. Wood
the
recent pointment
death
to ABC in the spring of 1945. He
Mr. Blair noted
of
Reynold
(Ren)
that as radio has
became ABC vice president Nov.
15, 1946.
the midwest
become more com- Kraft,fice ofmanager
the Fortof Industry
Co. of-in
He has been prominently idenp e t i t i v e, proout- Chicago [B»T, Nov. 12].
tified with a number of NAB comMr. Dorrell standing
Associated with radio sales and
mittees, including employe-employgram ing at the
since 1934, Mr. Wood
er relations; legislative; industry- local level has become more vital advertising
started
with WOR New York, and
music, which negotiated recording to the success of the radio station. was transferred
to Chicago in 1937
and television agreements with Program ratings of one sort or anAmerican Federation of Musicians;
to
manage
the station's western
other
produced
by
the
various
resales
office.
and the music advisory committee
search services provide one major
He served for more than two
which negotiated TV licenses with check on the effectiveness of local
ASCAP. He also has been a director programming, he pointed out. Mr. years with the 80th Infantry Division during
War Infantry
II, reof BMI since 1945, and was on the Blair added that authoritative
ceiving theWorld
Combat
counsel on research problems would Badge, Bronze
Star,
Purple
Heart,
be welcomed by Blair stations at and Presidential Unit Citation.
MAB ELECTS
this time when the introduction of
Returning
the New
York Mr.
ofMeagher Named President new services and techniques into
of WOR to after
the war,
JOHN MEAGHER, KYSM Man- the industry has made the research Wood ficesbecame
an account executive,
kato, was elected president of the field itself much more complex.
director of program sales, and
Minnesota Assn. of Broadcasters
A veteran of the broadcasting commercial
program director, and
at the association's first meeting, business, Mr. Dorrell served in var- won acknowledgement for new
held last Monday in Minneapolis.
ious
program
and
sales
positions
at
business
sales.
left WOR in
Others elected were F. Van midwestern stations for a number 1949 to become He
president in
before becoming manager charge of sales forviceRadio
Konynenburg, WTCN Minneapolis- ofof years
Features
the Westinghouse stations, Inc., opening New York offices
St. Paul, vice president, and M. M.
Marget, KVOX Moorhead, as secre- WOWO and WGL, both Fort the company. He has been for
asWayne, in 1935. In 1939 he joined
sociated with the Victor Van Der
tary-treasurer.
Jim Faber, secretary to Governor the Blair organization in Chicago Linde Co. since last year.
Anderson, attended to arrange for as an account executive and subsethe Paul
H. Raycooperation between the governor's mer Co. quently
in moved
the tosame
capacity.
Lever Signs ABC
office andtion. the
broadcasters'
associa-to
In 1942 Mr. Dorrell entered the LEVER BROS., New York (No
The meeting
suggested
Mr. Faber that the call letters of agency field as radio director and Rinse Surf), will sponsor Joyce
all Minnesota stations and their account executive of Henri, Hurst Jordan, M. D., Monday through
frequencies be printed on the new & McDonald, Chicago. The fol- Friday,dio effective
3:30-45 Dec.
p.m., 10.
on ABC
RaContract
state road maps. It also was voted
lowing year he joined C. E. HoopInc., where in recent years he placed by N. W. Ayer & Son, New
to aid the promotion of an Ameri- has er been
president in charge York, is for 52 weeks on the full
can Composers Contest to be con- of station vice
ABC Radio Network.
relations.
ducted by BMI, by donating prizes.
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TV Parallel Posed

RADIO CODE CLUD?
By J. FRANK BEATTY
ment, "Maybe we'll have to dust station didn't subscribe to the seal
ADOPTION of an enforcement club off the radio code."
didn't pay for the privilege.
Jett first made the point that and
in the NARTB radio code (Stand- theMr.penal
called this "a practiclause in the TV code in- Mr. calFellows
ards of Practice) entered the TV
to lookargued
at it."the penalty
Mr. wayJett
code picture last week as final
volves
"life
or
death
power"
over
NARTB board action loomed on television. "Some of us are in powers should not be invoked while
the video document.
favor of the general provisions but
"I question the freeze
wisdomcontinues.
of this stringent
Adoption of a TV code by the don't like the 'Good Housekeeping' the FCC
board raised the point that a simi- seal of approval and the board of action before TV is a truly effective
said. conceded there national medium," he said. "Why
lar penal clause may be necessary review,"
Presidenthe Fellows
for the parallel radio standards.
couldn'tviewstations
the recommittee meet
on a with
confidential
The prospect developed at the or- is strong feeling on the subject of
policing stations, explaining the basis. If station and review comganization meeting of the Mary- review
committee would decide if
land-D. C. Radio & Television
mittee can't agree, set up a grievstation procedure lives up to the
Broadcasters Assn., held Wednes- code.
ance
so 99%on ofa the
probThe committee would report
lems willprocedure
be handled
confidenday in Baltimore.
tial level between review committee
The issue was brought up in a to the board, which would decide
to do about it after a hearing and the respective stations.
question-answer session held be- what
tween some two-score broadcasters for the network or station.
"Set up a board of three, one
and NARTB President Harold E.
That brought from Mr. Jett the selected by the station, one by the
Fellows.
feasibility of paying a fee to take NARTB committee and one selected
Now in its fourth year, the pres- chances that wouldn't exist if the by both. It would be foolish for a
ent radio code consists of recommended program and advertising
standards but it carries no club to
Broadcasters Assn.
insure
adherence
to these provisions.
Holds First Meet
Ewell K. Jett, vice president of MARYLAND-D.C.
BROADCASTERS
are
properly
recapturing
control
over the time and
WMAR (TV) Baltimore and a former member of the FCC, raised the facilities from agencies and advertisers, according to Wilbur VanSant,
penalty point in an exchange with president of VanSant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore agency placing an
Mr. Fellows on the penalty section estimated $5 million a year in advertising.
of the TV code, a section that has
Addressing the organization Hagerstown;
★ H. Shelton Earp Jr.,
drawn praise for its disciplinary
of the
Maryland-D.Assn.C.
potential and opposition because meeting
Broadcasters
& Telecasters
WBMD Baltimore, and Gene Jusofprocedure,
its purported
"kangaroostory
court"on at Baltimore Wednesday (see story ter, WRC-WNBW (TV) Washing(see separate
this page), Mr. VanSant said it is ton.
TV code page 139).
Mr. Truitt presided as temA greatly revised enforcement "eminently
sell programsrightandfortimestations
and notto
porarysociatchairman
the new
section based on grievance commit- permit advertisers to tamper with
ion. In his of
keynote
talk as-he
tee procedure was advocated by
called
on
broadcasters
to
meet
inMr. Jett instead of the seal-revokdustry pressures from competitors,
Top agency executives agree that
ing tribunal in the code submitted them."
advertisers
and
public
agencies
and
an
agency
is
not
competent
to
deto the NARTB TV board Dec. 5-7
cide what entertainment should be to get rid of their inferiority comfor final action.
given listeners or viewers, he said,
but rather should decide what kind
Reviews History
Harold Fellows, NARTB president, delivered the main address of
President Fellows explained the of commercials will sell goods.
the morning session. He made a
He congratulated radio on its plex.
background of the TV code, describing the Benton legislation with "fantastic coverage of American plea for industry unity and called
and called for continued on broadcasters to develop their
its radio-TV advisory board as "the homes"
efforts to maintain good taste on stature and power to the point
most dangerous legislation the in- radio
and
TV. He said magazines
will be able to say, "Senator
ever faced."
The TVdustry hasboard
will discuss the have "traded up" American tastes they
Benton, stop tickling us." Withpenal section at length in Decem- by raising their standards.
out
unity broadcasters "will be
Since the war two radios have legislated
ber, he said, and decide what form
out of business," he
it will take.
been sold for every home in the warned.
"Television will have to save it- nation, he said. He advised broadScores Rate Slashing
self in the next two years or the
casters that agencies want dependMr. Fellows struck out at rateable audience research and com- cutting
government will do it," he said.
in harsh terms, declaring
"One purpose
of
the
code
is
volunpetent
handling
of
advertising
masuch
tactics hurt the station and
tary organization on an almost
t
e
r
i
a
l
s
.
H
e
urged
wider
use
of
the
the industry more than competiunanimous basis to assure that 2% cash discount.
tors. He was replying to a questelevision operators realize their
Maryland-D. C. stations set
tion by Robert S. Maslin Jr.,
potential and show they operate as up Thea formal
WFBR Baltimore. He also lashed
association
Wednesa constructive force for good."
day, following the state association the practice of double billing.
Then Mr. Fellows posed this rhe- pattern.
Somethe group.
30-odd stations
One of radio's primary needs,
agreed
to join
torical
question,
"What
do
you
do
Mr. Fellows
a logical
to see that the code is lived up
ture on whichsaid,toisbase
rates.strucHe
John E. Surrick, WFBR Baltimore,
was
elected
first
president
to?"
"Hence the emblem and the po- of the new association. Charles J. added that the Affiliates Committee, industry group fighting netlicing agency," he said.
Truitt, WBOC Salisbury, was
work rate-cutting practices, is
"Everytelevision
piece of will
legislation
that elected
vice president, and Charles
affects
affect radio
this problem. He reE. Smith, WTBO Cumberland, workingcalledonthat program
and audience
equally," he warned, referring to
Joseph L.
the Benton proposals and other ef- secretary-treasurer.
rating
originally
were established
Brechner,
WGAY
Silver
Spring,
forts to impose censorship.
chairman of the mem- to show trends, not specific listenHere he sounded his suggestion was named
bership committee.
ing. "We need a way of evaluatthat adoption of a TV penal agency
ing radio that will give status to
The
slate
officers was
might lead to a parallel enforce- submitted by ofa top
committee
comstation," he said in reply to
ment weapon in the radio standprising William Paulsgrove, WJEJ every
a query by Mr. Surrick.
ards, concluding with this stateBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

'Deer Radio1
AN ARKANSAS wildlife authority has good reason to
believe "wherever you go,
there's
— in fact,
adopted radio"
the slogan
for he's
his
own program. Tom Mull,
educational director, Arkansas Game & Fish Commisupon a area
deer
huntersion,inhappened
a secluded
with gun poised and a portable emitting news and weather reports.
Deeply
ested, Mr. Mull
now intersigns
off his weekly radio programs
on 34 stations
miliar slogan. with the fastation to continue objectionable
programming
in the facegroup.
of a decision by the three-man
"Stations should have an opportunity after final action is taken to
submit a report to the NARTB for
its files. If there is ever any publicity about any complaint, the station's report should be released in
itsNARTB
entirety."
's television staff, under
TV director Thad Brown, is considering proposed changes in the code
on the mittedbasis
Oct 19 ofat suggestions
the NARTB subTV
membership meeting [B*T, Oct.
22] as well as ideas turned in by
attorneys and other interested
agencies. The code will be prinon thenextTV month
board'sin agenda
when cipalit itemmeets
Washington.
VOD COUNSEL
Arnoux Is Appointed
CAMPBELL ARNOUX, WT ARAM-TV Norfolk, Va., last week was
named broadcast advisor to the
Voice of Democracy Contest, annual radio contest
for
high staged
school
students
dio -Television
by
RaMfrs.NARTB,
Assn. and
the U. S. Junior
Chamber of ComIn announcing
the appointment,
Mr. Arnoux NARTB
Presi-E.
dent Harold
Fellows said the contest has become
so large that NARTB members on
the working committee feel the need
of counsel from an experienced
broadcaster. Mr. Arnoux is a
member
TV the
board radio
and
a formerof NARTB's
member of
board. He will work with Robert
K.director
Richards,
NARTB public
and chairman
of the affairs
Voice
of Democracy Committee.
The lfour
finalists
now
being
ected in VOD eliminations will se-be
awarded trips to Washington and
$500 ships
scholarships.
will be presentedTheFeb.scholar22 in
Washington. Large numbers of
radio and TV sets have been donated by setfor manufacturers
distributors
contest winners andin
communities and states as well as
the national finalists.
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Radio

Tastes

Sweet

. . . To Shreveport Syrup Co,

GS were tough all
THIN
over for syrup manufacturers, back in December
1948.
John R. Murphy, owner of
the Shreveport Syrup Co.,
makers of Johnnie Fair
syrups, decided he would have
to do something to make the
business pay or else go into
some other line.
So he went to KWKH Shreveport and told his story. He would
take a headfirst plunge into radio
by risking the cost of a six-month
campaign.
well,
it wouldIf that
hurt "didn't
but he click
would—
have to abandon the business he
had ersbought
originalstarted
ownin 1941 from
afterthehaving
as an office employe in 1934.
The company had been founded
in 1925, distributing through retail
groceries in the Shreveport area.
The venture grew substantially.
When Mr. Murphy got a job at the
plant in 1934 he worked through
purchasing, operating, marketing
and managing, finally becoming
owner-manager.
Sugar was rationed so syrup
sold easily during World War II
and there was a market for all
the Johnnie Fair that could be produced. The main problem at that
time was
finding
terials to meet
the necessary
demand. maWith the end of rationing, conditions changed and it became
necessary to get out and sell syrup.
Mr. Murphy gradually increased
his advertising budget, using newspapers almost exclusively. Conditions didn't improve and in March

*:

1947 he tried a test radio campaign,
using announcements. Then he tried
a farm news program. By October all advertising was canceled
after an expenditure for the year
of $26,295.
In 1948 only $6,500 was spent on
Johnnie Fair advertising — not
much advertising but a lot of money
for a business that wasn't making
anyByprofit.
December of that year Mr.
Murphy was ready to take a chance
and he asked KWKH what it could
suggest. His greatest market was
among small town and farm families. B. G. Robertson, KWKH commercial manager, suggested a live
hillbilly show in the early morning
when the station reaches a large
rural audience. Mr. Murphy agreed
and in January, 1949 Hank Williams, now one of the nation's top
hillbilly stars, started a quarterhour strip at 7:15 a.m.

Johnnie Fair Booth at Louisiana
State Fair
The show caught on and sales
began to pick up quickly. Hank
offeredturn forlisteners
picture
rea Johnniehis Fair
labelin and
in a short time 10,000 labels had
come in from the audience.
Next step was to organize The
Syrup Sopper's
Club, inwithreturn
a membership card offered
for
a label. This brought more than
8,000 responses. Several months
later Red Sovine, another KWKH
folk artist, replaced Hank Williams, and each month Johnnie
Fair sales continued
* * * to improve.

—— — .

How Radio Has Increased
Johnnie Fair Syrup Sales
19 4 8 19 4 9
(%OverIncrease
1948) (%OverIncrease
1949)
1st Quarter 26.6% 35.1%
2nd Quarter 28.6% 54.1%
3rd Quarter 45.2% 90.6%
4th
59. % 47.4%
5.4%
AnnualQuarter
Total 38.5%
Total
Sales,
1950
—
102.7%
over
1948
NOTE
—
A.
Percentages
are
in
units
of merchandise, not
dollars volume.
1949B. Advertising
over KWKH began
100%. in January,
C. 75 to 80%pendituresof currently
total areadvertising
exradio, with
over
KWKH.50% of radio expenditures on

Shreveport Syrup Co. showed a
substantial profit.
During the past year Mr. Murphy
AT.found
the end
of
1949
Mr.
Murphy
he had spent a total of
expanding his distribu$20,214 in advertising, the major has been
depending largely on
portion in radio. The result: Sales radio tiontoarea,open
for
were 38.5% over 1948 (on a unit Johnnie Fair. Henewhasmarkets
spread to
outside of ShreveJohn Murphy was impressed. If severalport,stations
going outTwointo stations
Arkansas and
one quarter-hour show was that Mississippi.
good maybe two shows would be the Red Sovine program on carry
tape
twice as good, he reasoned. And and another takes Groovie's Boogie
that's how Johnnie Fair got into the same way.
Groovie's Boogie,
to negro
Sales increased steadily during
listeners.
The discbeamed
show had
been
first nine months of 1951,
on the air two years with a top the
based
on an advertising budget of
daytime
$36,000. Now wise in the ways of
disc
jockey.rating. Ray Bartlett is radio
and keenly aware of its sales
Sure enough, the Murphy logic
was correct. Unit sales started power, Shreveport Syrup Co. is
devoting
95% of the current budupward, running 47.4% over 1949
get to broadcasting.
or 102.7% for the two-year period
The Johnnie Fair campaigns lead
to numerous merchandising tieups.
(see table).
ture for 1950 Advertising
was $32,346,expendiabout Both Red Sovine and Ray Bartlett
(Continued on page 17 U)
80% of it going to radio, and
CONTRACT RENEWED by Shreveport Syrup Co. for KWKH advertising for
Johnnie Fair Syrup, with John R. Murphy, owner of firm, wielding pen. Standing (I to r): Fred Wat-kins, KWKH commercial department Ray Bartlett, emcee
of Groovie's Boogie; RedKWKH
Sovine,commercial
hillbilly manager.
performer, and B. G. Robertson,
BROADCASTING
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Shown in BAB-ARBI Surveys
DETAILS IO'
on certifiedS
surveys IMP
dem- of the retailers' advertising dollar.
RAD
TheACT
audience dependent on radio
onstrating radio's effectiveness
drawing customers
into retailin advertising, the studies showed, is
stores were presented by BAB larger than that which is dependofficials in key eastern and midwest
ent on newspapers. And especially
markets last week coincidentally in the percentage of dollar volume
with distribution of them to BAB attributable to one or the other of
members throughout the nation.
the media, radio showed its exThe bureau's presentation, called cellence.
For the surveys, ARBI arranged
"Count Your Customers," consists
of complete data on 50 point-of- with stores to set up similar appropriations for radio and newspa-sale surveys
by theInc.Ad-to
vertisingconducted
Research Bureau
pers, and then queried customers
measure relative effectiveness of as to which
medium was the source
radio and newspapers as advertis- of their information about the sale.
ing media.
Overall results of the 50 studies
In disclosing total findings of the summarized in "Count Your Cus50 surveys to newsmen in a pretomers" were shown by BAB acview on Monday, Kevin B. Sweeney,
cording to product group:
BAB general promotion and sales wear (accessories
and Women's
shoes);
manager, disclosed — without elab- men's wear; and furniture, applioration— that one survey also has
ances and housewares. The total
been made comparing radio's ef- results by product category:
fectiveness with TV's. He said
Women's wear (accessories and
that, though the results have not
23 studies) who
— thesaid
meantheypercentbeen announced, they showed radio shoes;age of customers
heard
ahead by two and one-half to one. of the sales offerings
via
was
The survey was made in Washing- 30.9%; by newspapers, 24.8%;radio
by
both
ton, D. C, he reported.
radio and newspapers, 10.8%, and by
other means, 33.5%. Among the acStresses Advertising Value
tual buyers in this group, the mean
percentage who had learned via radio
was
56.1%;
by newspapers 52.1%; by
"Count explained,
Your Customers,"
Mr.
Sweeney
is not primarily
both 58.6%; by other means 45.8%.
Of
the
total
dollar volume spent, the
a radio vs. newspapers presentation, but rather emphasizes the mean percentage attributed to radio
advertising
was
to newspapers
importance of advertising — 68.5% 26.2%; to both 32.4%;
of those questioned in stores indi- means 28.8%. 12.6%, and to other
cated they came because of special
(five 39.1%;
studies)by— newsthose
advertising either by radio or by Men's wear
via radio,
newspapers, or both, while 73.3% who heard
papers
18.4%;
by
both
7.9%;
by
other
of the sales were attributed to one means 34.6%. Of those who spent,
or both.
77.6% heard via radio; 80.3% via
Radio comes out ahead, never- newspapers; 84.9% by both, and
theles — and it was made clear the 73.9% by other means. Of the actual
presentation is intended to help dollar volume of expenditures, the
radio get more nearly its fair share mean percentage attributable to radio
total results of 23 ARBI studies
WOMEN'S WEAR: ACCESSORIES & SHOES ADVERTISING

total results of 5 ARBI studies
MEN'S WEAR ADVERTISING

MEAN % OF
TOTAL TRAFFIC

MEAN % OF
TOTAL TRAFFIC

MEAN % OF
TRAFFIC
WHO PURCHASED

MEAN % OF
TRAFFIC
WHO PURCHASED

MEAN % OF
TOTAL DOLLAR
VOLUME PURCHASED

MEAN % OF
DOLLAR
VOLUME PURCHASED

from the BAB presentation C/tuT^rtOt CUdtcm&li,
romprehensive study and analysis of
ARBI studiesMEN'S WEAR,
WOMEN'S WEAR. ACCESSORIES & SHOES: FURNITURE, APPLIANCES & HOUSEWARES.
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was 41.1%; to newspapers 18.9%; to
both 7.5%, and to other means 32.5%.
Furniture,studies)
appliances
and houseof totalwares (22traffic
who— mean
heard percentage
by radio
35%; by newspapers 25.4%; by both
10%;
by
other
means
28.7%.
Mean
percentage
purchased:
Of those whoof traffic
heard who
by radio
45%;
by newspapers 44.9%; by both 49.1%,
and other 32.4%. Mean percentage of
total dollar
volume 39%;
purchased
attributable to radio
newspapers
28.4%; both 11.3%; other 23.3%.
The 50 surveys in "Count Your
made and
by ARBI
inCustomers"
45 stores inwere
25 towns
cities.
The presentation was distributed
to the approximately 930 BAB
member stations starting Wednesday, with additional copies available to members for their salesmen, advertisers or agencies at
$7.50 dersperof five
copyor ($5more).
per copy in orOther Sessions Held
Coinciding with the mail distribution to members, BAB executives
held indoctrination sessions with
member stations in a number of
markets, via joint meetings of the
sales staffs of all BAB stations in
each area. BAB President William B. Ryan conducted a meeting
of this type in Washington on
Tuesday and was slated to hold a
similar one in Baltimore later.
Mr. Sweeney held a meeting in
Detroit Tuesday and in Cleveland
Wednesday,
while John
BAB'sF. Hardesty,
local promotion manager,
delivered the presentation in Buffalo and Pittsburgh on those days.
Lee Hart, Chicago representative
in charge of retail advertising for
the Bureau, conducted similar ses-

SHAKING hands after WFMJ
Youngstown,
contract
with Ohio,
NBC signed
are Lenaffiliation
Nasman
(left), WFMJ sales manager, and
Carleton D. Smith, vice president in
charge of stations relations for NBC.
Affiliation will become effective Dec.
1. William F. Maag Jr. is president
and general manager of WFMJ
Broadcasting Co. Negotiations were
completed in New York by WFMJ
with Mr. Smith; Norman Cash, NBC
director radio station relations, and
Paul Hancock, assistant director,
NBC radio station relations.
sions in Chicago and Indianapolis.
The Chicago
presentation
on the
ARBI
studies was
given Tuesday
morning in WGN's studios before
45 salesmen.
BABWBBM,
stationsWMAQ,
represented included
WENR, WJJD, and WGN, Chicago; WEAW
Evanston;
WOPA(FM)Oak and
Park, WNMP
WKRS
Waukegan and WWCA Gary.
Renames Edson Rose
LOMBARDO WINE Co., Chicago,
names Charles Edson Rose Agency,
same city, to handle its account
again. Radio has been used sectionally.
ecutive. Mr. Rose is account ex-

total results of 22 ARBI studies
FURNITURE, APPLIANCES i HOUSEWARES ADVERTISING
25.4%
MEAN % OF
TOTAL TRAFFIC

335.9%

MEAN % OF
TRAFFIC
WHO PURCHASED
MEAN % OF
TOTAL DOLLAR
VOLUME PURCHASED

the BAB presentation (jurf fWl Cjtfinbl.

nprehensive study and analysis of
WOMEN'S WEAR. ACCESSORIES i SHOES: FURNITURE, APPLIANCES & HOUSEWARES.

WOMEN'S WEAR. ACCESSORIES I SHOES: FURNITURE, APPLIANCES I HOUSEWARES.
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SEE Edward
IT NOW,R. the
television
of
Murrow
and entry
Fred
Friendly who have exploited the
reporting powers of radio thoroughly and well, reveals that this
distinguished team is more imaginatively aware of the scope (and
limitations) of television journalism than anybody else around these
days.
Mr. Murrow, who appears as a
commentator on the program, displays aquality which he possesses
almost exclusively in the fraternity
of broadcast newsmen, the talent of
knowing when to keep his mouth
shut. With admirable restraint, he
lets the camera tell all of the story
it possibly can, and he inserts his
own comments only when necessary
to tie sequences together.
The Nov. 18 premiere program
opened with alternate glimpses of
San Francisco bay and New York
harbor. A cameraman in each location panned here and there to
points of interest at the cue of Mr.
Murrow. After the viewer had been
treated to brief excursions to both
coasts, Mr. Murrow appeared on
the screen
first
time
a man tocansay:sit"For
in histheliving
room and see two oceans."
In this single sequence, the.
unique characteristics of television
were never more adequately described. The whole thing was far
too simple to have been thought of
by any but the most intelligent and
sensitive mind.
See It Now does not attempt to
be a spot news reporting job, but
its searching out the sidelights and
the features of the week is so expert that the incidents take on an
urgency and significance they would
not have if in clumsier hands.
One thoroughly amusing, and
revealing, feature on the show was
a film closeup of Sen. Robert A.
Taft shot while the Senator was
listening to a speech by Sen. Everett M. Dirksen proclaiming admiration of the Presidential candidacy
PROGRAM FACTS
Program: See
It Now, 3:30-4
CBS TeleSundays,
p.m.
(Will
beby
sponsored
beginning
Dec.
2
Aluminum
Co.
America,
through Fuller, Smithof
&
Ross,
Cleveland.)
Co-producers:
Edward R. Murrow, Fred Friendly.
TV director:
Don R.Hewitt.
Narrator:
Edward
Murrow.
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NAME McANDREWS
Leaves SCBA for KBIG
ROBERT J. McANDREWS, managingfornia
directorBroadcasters
of the Southern
Assn. forCalithe
past 2% years,
resigns Jan. 1 to
become
commer-of
cial manager
the John Poole
Broadcasting Co.
Latter is permittee KBIGnewAvalon,
Calif.,
AM !
station
now
under construction,
and UHF televi- Mr. McAndrews
sion station
KM2XAZ Long Beach, Calif.
Mr. McAndrews will supervise
sales, promotion,
publicity for the newresearch
stationand which
expects to begin operations early
next spring. He will headquarter
at
station's
offices
and the
studios
at 6540Hollywood
Sunset Blvd.
KBIG is assigned 10 kw daytime
on 740 kc, directional.
Before joining SCBA in 1949,
Mr. McAndrews was promotion
manager of Young & Rubicam,
Hollywood. Prior to that he was
with NBC for 11 years as announcer, press representative and
promotion
in SanWestern
Francisco, and manager
later as NBC
Division motion
advertising
and
sales
manager in Hollywood. proNo successor has yet been named
to the SCBA post.
Mr. McAndrews is president of
the Hollywood Advertising Club,
radio-television representative on
the board of directors of the Advertising Assn. of the West and a
member of the Los Angeles Advertising Club. He expects to remain
active in the SCBA as a member
and sales committee worker.

TRANSRADIO
Stops Service Dec. 1
TRANSRADIO Press Service will
leave the field of general and
sports news Dec. 1, 17 years after
it' defied the old press-radio agreement and helped remove broadcasters from the newspaper-imposed
restrictions. that wires wijl
In announcing
stop at the close of business this
coming Saturday, President Robert
E. L. Moore said the step was taken
because of the conviction that transitions taking place in the radio-TV
field no longer encourage a belief it
will
support
four wire news services.
TV has introduced new elements
in the wire news field, just as it has
affected economic planning
throughout the radio-TV industry,
it was stated in the announcement.
"The management of Transradio
is grateful to those who have sup
ported its efforts to provide an ac
curate, alert and ethical news re
port during the more than 17 years
it has been in business," the an
nouncement
said. a "Among
are
clients with
record ofthose17
years of continuous sponsorship of
TP news, in one case by a single
sponsor
duringbe permitted
that entire a period."
"We may
modest
pride in the role we feel we have
played in freeing radio of the news
restrictions,"
company ofsaid,public
"as
well as in thethe creation
confidence in the integrity of news

of Sen. Taft.
There were other relatively short
film presentations of Winston
Churchill, Anthony Eden and a
unique
radio-film
interview K.between
Mr. Murrow
and Howard
Smith,
CBS correspondent in Paris. The
film of Mr.
end ofintheParis
interview hadSmith's
been made
and flown to New York. It was a
short and pointed summary of UN
progress.
Eric Sevareid
was telecast in a report
from Washington.
The most ambitious feature on
the show was a sound film of a
day in the life, if that is not too
glowing a word, of an infantry
platoon in Korea, starting with the
troops being awakened by a blanketcovered platoon sergeant who, absolutely true to form, aroused them
by kicking the soles of their boots.
The platoon had chow, got orders
to go on a combat patrol, moved out
and occupied a hill position, the
camera (complete with sound track)
following it throughout. It was
of the pressamong the most graphic records of
overWiththe breakdown
air."
radio agreement in 1934, the three
infantry existence.
After the film was over, Mr. Murnewspaper
wires
entered
into rarow said that since the picture was
dio news sales. "A four-way comrecorded, the company of which
developed," it was
was able
stated,to
this platoon was part had taken 50 PROGRAM CONTEST
"in whichpetition
Transradio
casualties. "They may need blood WQUA Promotion a Success maintain its position largely
over there," he added. "Can you
through the loyal patronage of a
number of radio stations whose
spare
a pint?"
In every
way, See It Now is a WQUA Moline, 111., has just managements believed it important
distinguished program.
finished a contest, "Name the to the radio industry to sustain a
Show,"
acquaint
ers withdesigned
CBS and tolocal
shows listenheard wire service independent of the
over the station. Station also has services developed originally for
WLW SHOW CITED
reported an increase in billings and
Receives AEC Award a change of program schedules.
newspapers."
Prize winners are to be anA CITATION commemorating 10
nounced
during
this
week.
The
WCFL Pact
yearsed lastofweek
broadcasting
to World was
Frontpresentnews contest was promoted by full page TWO unions — International Brothads. Each ad contained
panel, featured on WLW Cincin- newspaper
erho d of Electrical Workers and
of various CBS and
by the Adult Education Coun- caricatures
Federation of Radio
cil nati,of Cincinnati.
local performers together with a American
a wage agreeThe program was first broadcast few words to help entrants identify Artists ment— reached
with
WCFL,station,
Chicago
FedDec. 7, 1941, as an unscheduled news the personalities. The listenere
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Labor
last week
entrants
were
required
to
identify
show on the events that led into
months of negotiation on new
World War II. James D. Shouse, each show, correctly name their after
contracts. Art Harre, general
WQUA show and in 25 manager
board chairman of the Crosley favorite
of the station, agreed to
Broadcasting Corp. (owner of words or less tell why.
and now,
anWLW), was the main factor in the
John Grandy, WQUA commercial give both nouncthe
ers a$5 engineers
weekly raise
manager, termed the contest a retroactive to Sept. 1, and another
program's
Presentthatmembers of theinception.
news panel,
has "tremendous success."
$5 in January.
contract
not missed a broadcast since the
became
effectiveOne-year
Nov. 19.
Ray
starting date, are: Joseph SagmasJones, executive secretary of
ter, Cincinnati Time-Star; Carl KLAC Los Angeles expands its broad- AFRA, and Walter Thompson,
Groat, editor, Cincinnati Post; Wilschedule three hours weekly, president of IBEW Local 1220, also
liam Hessler, Cincinnati Enquirer, effective casting
severance pay for the first
immediately. Under new set- gained
and
C.
K.
Parker,
WLW
commenup
station
will
go on air half hour time for their members, each with
tator.
different stipulations.
early weekdays.
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PARAMOUNT
DESPITE crossed fingers by all
lawyers present, FCC Hearing Division Chief Frederick W. Ford
estimated that the hearings on the
Paramount Pictures Corp. transfers and license renewals and the
ABC-United Paramount Theatres
Inc. merger cases [B*T, Sept. 3,
Aug. 13] might be completed in
three to three-and-a-half weeks.
Mr. Ford made his "highly specat a 20pre-hearing
conferenceulative"heldestimateNov.
in Washington before FCC Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick. Hearings are
due to start Jan. 15.
Bulk of the conference, which
took all morning, was given over
to procedural discussions designed
to speed up the testimony of the
various parties — Allen B. DuMont
Labs, and CBS Inc. are also parties to the "Paramount" case.
Also agreed was the order in
which the testimony is to be preReason for the doubts about the
length of the hearings in the minds
of attorneys is the wide ranging
issues specified by the Commission.
These range from anti-trust violations of Paramount Pictures Corp.
and United Paramount Theatres
Inc. officers, directors and stockholders, to the question whether
there is monopoly involved, in the
ABC-UPT
merger. These are the
crucial issues.
Good Reputation
Also in the minds of the attending attorneys is the reputation Examiner Leo Resnick has for care
and extreme diligence.
Mr. Resnick informed those participating that he would be free
from Jan. 15 until Feb. 15, but that
after that date he had another
hearing scheduled which would run
a week to 10 days. After that, he
said, he was free again to resume
the Paramount case, if necessary.
Exactly when an initial decision
might be expected may be surmised
from another hearing in which Mr.
Resnick presided — the unsuccessful

Prehearing Conference Held

CASE
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. application to punchase WHAS-AMTV Louisville. The hearing ended
April 5, 1949, and Mr. Resnick issued his initial decision June 21 —
2% months later.
However, the case was not only
not as complicated as this one, but
Mr. Resnick required no proposed
findings of fact and conclusions.
In the Paramount case he announced that he would require such
filings. These usually must be filed
within 20 days after the close of
the hearing. However, in important
cases, this time can be extended.
Seek Shorter Hearings
It was the obvious hope of all at
last week's meeting that as much
material as possible will be stipulated in order to shorten the length
of the hearings. Such matters as
properties involved, financial data;
etc. are regarded as information
that all can concede are correct
without the necessity of introducing them piecemeal and subject to
counsels'
objections.
First order
of testimony will be
the DuMont issues, it was decided
at last week's conference. Following these will be:
(1) Paramount Pictures Corp.
issues. These involve the license
renewal of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, the modification of construction permit of WBKB (TV) Chicago, and the transfers of KTLA
to Paramount Pictures Corp. and
of WBKB to United Paramount
Theatres. Also involved is the
transfer of control of WSMB New
Orleans from Paramount Pictures
Inc. to UPT. When Paramount Pictures Inc. was split up, in accordance with the 1949 consent decree,
the production company took the
name Paramount Pictures Corp.

and UPT became the theatreowning company. The Commission
never acted
mitted late in on1949applications
for transfersub-of
KTLA, WBKB and WSMB to the
new companies.
(2) Merger of ABC and UPT
into American
mount TheatresBroadcasting-ParaInc., involving the
transfer of the five owned and
managed ABC stations (WJZ-AMFM-TV New York, WENR-AMFM-TV Chicago, WXYZ-AM-FMTV Detroit, KECA-AM-FM-TV
Los
Angeles, KGO-AM-FM-TV San
Francisco).
(3) Transfer of WBKB from
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc. to CBS for $6 million. Sale of the station is necessary since the new ABC-UPT company will own two TV stations in
Chicago if the merger is approved
(WBKB and WENR-TV). This
would be contrary to FCC's duopoly rules.
Unique Position
DuMont occupies a unique position in the hearing. It is an involuntary party to the proceeding only
because the Commission holds that
it is controlled
Paramount
tures. In the 1946by Los
Angeles PicTV
hearings,tures wasin awhich
Paramount
Picsuccessful applicant
for KTLA, FCC found that DuMont was controlled by Paramount's
findings 29%
were stock
made interest.
in 1948 by Same
then
Hearing Examiner Jack P. Blume
in an initial decision during the
San Francisco TV hearing. DuMont
has contended right along that it is
not controlled by Paramount.
In addition to the issue of Paramount's control of DuMont, at stake
in the Jan. 15 hearings are DuMont's license applications for

WANTS OLD RECORDS
But Already Disentombed
INDICATION of how deeply Paramount Pictures Corp. intends to go
in defending itself in the license
renewals and transfer applications
involved in the FCC's Jan. 15 hearing was the complaint of its counsel, Paul A. Porter, at the pre-hearing conference last week.
the FCC'shearing
record onof the
1946Seeking
Los Angeles
TV
applicants, Mr. Porter said he
found that the FCC had sent the
documents to the National Archives
for
"interment."
problems
"shirt-sleeve"
airing during
twoaskedpermanent
that the FCC
assist him Hein MUTUAL
day sessions
held got
by Assn.
of Metropolitan
Stations
(AIMS) in St. Paul. Seated (I to r): N. L. Bentson, WMIN
"disinterring"
the
records.
FCC Hearing Division Chief St. Paul; Edward Weldon, WKYW Louisville, Ky.; H. S.
Frederick W. Ford answered Mr. Jacobson, KXL Portland, Ore.; James T. Ownby, WJXN
Porter by telling him that he had Jackson, Miss.; Howard Shuman, KLMS Lincoln, Neb.;
standing (I to r), John Cherpeck, and Gene Trace, WBBW
already
"disentombed"
and Youngstown,
that it was
available atthehisfileoffice.
Ohio; Russell Joynt, KLMS; Stanley W. Ray,
BROADCASTING
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WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh and
WTTG renewal
(TV) Washington
license
for WABD and
(TV)a
New York, plus associated pickup
and experimental licenses.
Some idea of the extensive inquiry contemplated was revealed
by
Counsel Ford's
estimate
that FCC
55-60
officers and Paramount
directors willand beUPTcalled.
He also alluded to data required on
the 245-250 anti-trust suits in which
Paramount Pictures has been involved. The docket already is contained in a stack of books "2% feet
high,"
SittingMr.inFord
as onesaid.of the counsel
for UPT was Herbert A. Bergson,
who as former Assistant Attorney
General in charge of the Justice
Dept. Division had much to do with
the prosecution of the anti-trust
proceedings against Paramount
Pictures as well as other Hollywood production companies. UPT
was rick
represented
by Duke
M. Pat-&
and Lester Cohen
of Hogan
Hartson.
Paramount Pictures Corp. was
represented
formerandFCCReedChairman Paul A.byPorter
Miller of Arnold, Fortas & Porter.
ABC was represented by James A.
McKenna Jr. of Haley, McKenna
& Wilkinson. DuMont was represented by William A. Roberts and
E. D. Johnston of Roberts & McInnis. CBS was represented by
Leon Brooks
its legal
Associated withofMr.
Ford staff.
for FCC
were Max D. Paglin and James O.
Juntilla. Also present were Keeton
Arnett, Norman W. Drescher and
Melvin A. Goldberg of the DuMont
Television Network.
Burton-Dixie Renews
BURTON-DIXIE Corp. of Chicago
(mattresses and pillows) has renewed Paul Harvey and the News
for 52 weeks effective Jan. 2 over
ABC Radio Network. Agency is
Turner Adv., Chicago.

WBOK New Orleans, La.; William Ware, KSTL St. Louis;
Steve A. Cisler, WKYW; T. S. Marshall, WOLF Syracuse,
N. Y.; Al G. Meyer, KMYR Denver; Frank M. Devaney,
WMIN; John A. Englebrecht, WIKY Evansville, Ind.;
Robert Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis. Messrs. Devaney
and Bentson, WMIN general manager and sales manager, respectively, were
to visiting executives and
AIMS'hosts
members.
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Grass-Roots Aid Seen

RADI
TS
STRONGER O-TV
cooperation at theSPOR
more friendly
acceptance of the
grass-roots level between baseball medium by the "boxing fraternity."
and other sports organizations with
On restriction of TV by college
radio-TV set makers and distribu- football (see story, page 140), the
tors is to be projected for 1952 by
committee[National
said "theCollegiate
fallacy
the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. ofsports
the NCAA
today (Monday).
Athletic Assn.] policy may be
The program calls for:
noted in the fact that college foot9 Setting up of local commitball has enjoyed phenomenal suctees of radio-TV distributors in
cess with the development of television.
all major couragetelevision
areas
to
"enpublic support of sports
"The dollar income of college
contests and telecasting of sports football in 1950 (paid admissions),
for example, was well above the
events
wherever
practical."
0 Early cooperation in minor 1947 peak year of income for most
league baseball where the leagues sports. This is important to note
"face acause very
serious
problem" be-in because through 1950, college footof a drop
in attendance
ball was the most widely tele1951.
vised of all sports.
The RTMA sports policy is an
"The effect of public pressure,
outgrowth of a 12-point program backed by newspapers and television stations, has resulted in a
adopted by thecommittee,
RTMA's sports
broadcasting
under slight 'modification' of NCAA
chairmanship of J. B. Elliott, vice 'controlled'
television this year."
president of the RCA Victor Div.
Program Highlights
In outlining the sports picture,
In
addition
to the follow through
Mr. Elliott noted that RTMA's
level promotion of base1951 policy of encouraging the tele- on local
and other sports events in each
casting of sports events "has been TV ballmarket,
of the
important
in maintaining
prospec- RTMA 12-point highlights
tive customer
interest in television
program included:
• Representation at the minor
programs."
Mr. Elliott pointed out that this league clubs meetings Dec. 6-8 in
• effort encouraged baseball officials Cincinnati, and the major league
to permit rather than restrict tele- meetings in New York, Dec. 8-10.
• Urge telecasting of sports
casting of games; major league
teams which embraced TV for events by any individual, club or
home games had an increased paid institution without restraint and
attendance; some of minor league in open competition.
• Effort to place boxing and racteam's biggest losses were in cities
where TV did not exist; admising events on home television
sions at race tracks climbed nearly wherever
practical through local
25% — and where TV was present promotion and by network teleit brought new fans to the track; casts.
boxing is coming back strong in
• Mention of 1952 World Series
1951 with the build-up of boxers by the industry in its advertising
on
network
and
local
television
'
and
to add to display
promising a return of the million on thepromotion
opening of the major and
dollar gate and thus resulting in minor league
baseball seasons.
• Contact by local distributor
committees of college officials,
alumni, radio-TV stations and the
press,
priorin toCincinnati.
NCAA's Jan. 6
convention
• Full circulation after RTMA
publication
Jordan's
1952 report ofon Jerry
sports N.attendance
and its relation to television.
• After determination by distributor sports committees in each
TV area in consultation with TV
broadcasters of the sports schedule
for 1952, the mapping of a local
campaign to see how each local
college sentpresident
be repreed at the NCAAwillmeeting.
• If colleges agree to unrestricted TV in 1952, committees are
MATTY BRESCIA (I) is greeted into
the Liberty Broadcasting System fold to agree to help promote college
by Gordon B. McLendon, president of football that year.
network. Mr. Brescia was named
In addition to Mr. Elliott, the
director of press and baseball public RTMA sports committee is made
relations for Liberty. A former radio- up of: A. A. Brandt, General Electric Co.; H. L. Hoffman, Hoffman
TV* coordinator
for the minors'
National Assn. of Professional
Baseball
Radio Corp.; Tom Gallery, Allen
Leagues, Mr. Brescia has been oper- B. DuMont Labs Inc.; John F.
ating his own public relations firm Gilligan, Philco Corp.; W. H.
in Memphis. He started in radio in Kelley, Motorola Inc.; L. C. Trues1932 at WICC Bridgeport, Conn., dell, Zenith Radio Corp. The sports
and was night editor of NBC Central promotion subcommittee, made up
Press Div., Chicago.
of sales managers of major set
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manufacturers, is headed by Dan
D. Halpin, RCA Victor Div.
In his comments, Mr. Elliott
noted action by his committee and
RTMA President Glen McDaniel
in persuading AT&T to move up
the
opening
of its coast-to-coast
circuit
to permit
the telecast TVof
the World Series to all set owners.
The report also noted that sponsorship by RTMAmanufacturers
members andof
seven television
the Walcott-Charles and the LouisMarciano bouts respectively
resulted "in wide-spread good-will
among set owners and broad assurance to prospects for television
receivers."

'OLD FRIEND'
KCNA Jumps to 5 kw
KCNA Tucson, Ariz., said goodbye
to ter—anearlier
old friend
its ex-transmitthis— month
when it
kw.
jumped its power from 250 w to 5
Station has been authorized by
FCC to change facilities from 250
w fulltime on 1340 kc to 5 kw day,
500 w night directonal, on 580 kc.
In a message read over the air,
to
accompaniment
of taps
the the
background,
the station
praisedin'
the old friend
faithful
serviceforandoverbidfourit years'
a sad
farewell. At the same time, it welcomed a new friend with a
"stronger
tinued : voice." The message conWe know . . . that you will listen
with pride . . . serene in the knowlthat you yourself
began it all. . . . You
have edgeoutdone
carrying the
best
from
[ABC].
have made
KCNA a part of theYoucommunity
by
sending out complete news coverage.
. . . With clarity and brilliance you
have tput
best ofin Tucson.
local originaions in thethehomes
Vision
must
become
misty
when
valiant deeds are retold . .all. your

RADIATION LAW
Implementation Mulled
PROPOSED changes in the temporary draft of President Truorder lawimplementing theman's
newupcoming
radiation
(S 537)
message concluded:
"But,
have received favorable reception oldThetransmitter,
this is goodbye.
on the part of some of the govern- So stand erect, old friend . . ."
ment agencies involved in the matter, it was indicated Tuesday at
an industry-government meeting. RESPECT FOR LAW
Main wish of broadcasters — a
Theme of ABC Campaign
voluntary broadcast advisory commit e to cooperate in enforcing ABC CAMPAIGN to strengthen
the order — has met little official America by strengthening respect
resistance dicated.
thusThe far,
it was in- for the law and law-enforcement
recommendations
were submitted by members of the officers, to be conducted in association with the network's This Is
Broadcast Advisory Council and
other industry officials, who met Your FBI radio series, will start
Nov. 2 with the White House staff this week, according to Mitchell
DeGroot,
advertising and promo[B«T, Nov. 5].
tion manager.
Order Being Circulated
Plan was developed by Mr. DeA revised version of the pro- Groot's
in association
posed order is going the rounds of with the department
Federal Bureau of Invesfederal agencies. The order will
tigationJ; erry Devine, producer of
control enforcement of the new
radio series; Equitable Life
law, which provides authority to the
Society of the U. S.,
use or close down broadcast sta- Assurance
of the FBI show; and Wartions and nonbroadcast devices in sponsorwick & Legler,
advertising agency
case of emergency or disaster. FCC
would be charged with drawing up for the sponsor. Outline of the
campaign
was
sent
key ABC
specific downsrules
station
shut- station managers — toall52located
in
in linecovering
with the
Conelrad
cities
where
there
are
FBI
plan. This plan sets up technical — in a special communicationoffices
last
procedure by which the public week from network President
would be informed by radio with- Robert E. Kintner.
enemy.out providing homing aids to the
Organization calls for special
After the Nov. 2 meeting it was broadcasts — to precede dramatizaagreed to channel proposed changes
tions of related topics on This Is
in the tentative Executive Order Your FBI — which will embody
through Judge Justin Miller, recorded excerpts of FBI Director
NARTB board chairman, for sub- J. Edgar Hoover's testimony on
mis ion to Jack Gorrie, head of crime enforcement and respect for
National Security Resources Board. the law before the Kefauver Committee. The three consecutive 15Attending
last Wednesday's
conference for NARTB
were Harold
programs — one a week — are
E. Fellows, Ralph W. Hardy, minute
to be followed by panel discussions
Robert K. Richards and Neal Mc- among local leaders in each of the
participating communities. The
Naughten.
broadcasts have already been schedfive radio stations
RECENTLY elected officers of ABC owned uledbyfor the
ABC: WJZ New York,
Hollywood Employees Assn. are Truck WENR Chicago,
WXYZ Detroit,
Krone, president; James Banks, vice
president; Elaine Rogers, secretary; KECA
Francisco.Los Angeles and KGO San
Edward Cojiture, treasurer.
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TABLE GROUP at NARTB District 1 meeting in Boston (clockwise around
table):
LohnesWTVL
& Albertson;
Creighton
Portland,PaulMe.;O'Bryan
Carltonof D.Dow,Brown,
Waterville,
Me.; AlGatchell,
Spokes, WGAN
WJOY
Burlington, Vt.; Melvin Lahr, WSAR Fall River, Mass.; William Riple, WLAW
Lawrence, Henry Minott, United Press. Standing (I to r): Arthur E. Haley,
WORL Boston; George Boiling, The Press.
Boiling Co.; Kenneth D. Gilmore, United

BOSTON IAN Craig Lawrence, WCOP, NARTB District 1 director, greeted exBostonion Harold E. Fellows, onetime WEEI general manager and now NARTB
president, at district meeting. Around table are (clockwise, starting with Mr.
Lawrence, back to camera): Robert Booth, WTAG Worcester; Arnold F.
Schoen, WPRO Providence; Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB; J. Maxim Ryder, WBRY
Waterbury; Gerald Harrison, WMAS Springfield; Hervey Carter, WMUR Manchester, N. H., and Mr. Fellows.

bership' cp</e r°p °ecBOARD works) andMem
B
RT
NA
366
FM
NARTB'S combined board of direc- about 70 associates. members, with provide . pensions for staff pertors will meet in Washington Dec.
sonnel.
Activities of NARTB and the
5-7 to start work on a revised
NARTB members who joined before last summer can belong to Broadcast Advisory Council in conmembership setup for radio and
nection with the radiation bill and
TV stations and to act on problems BAB by not taking a 30% discount on their association dues. the upcoming Presidential order to
common
to
the
two
segments'
of
the electronic medium.
This plan will be discontinued next enforce it will be considered (see
Of dominant industry interest is April. After that time all sta- story page 36) .
tions will pay the regular BAB
Association steps to cooperate
the proposed television code (see
code stories pages 31 and 139). monthly fee of half the highest with promoters of professional and
This document will be considered hourly card rate. TV stations pay amateur sports events will be conby the TV board, which is vested NARTB on the basis of the fivesidered. NARTBin sparked
cooperative activities
connection
with
minute or half the quarter-hour athletic
with power to promulgate the docu- rate.
contests, working closely
ment endorsed by the TV memberCurrent Budget
with Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
ship Oct. 19 at Chicago.
in some of the steps (see RTMA
After eight months of operation
NARTB's
budgetTheis running aroundcurrent
$525,000.
TV story page 36) .
under the aural-video by-laws, the
A report will be submitted on the
the association is opboard is expected to take up sug- portion erateof
d on a $150,000 budget and is upcoming NARTB-RTMA survey
gestions on the rights of stations
of
cities in which the impact
understood
to
be
staying
inside
in both
as wellstructure.
as propos- that figure despite the fact that of three
FM stations will be measured.
als for aclasses
new dues
it
is
expanding
its
functions.
The
Interlocked with the dues strucThe clude
three-day
agenda will
inseparate meetings
of the
ture is the complete severance of TV segment pays a $50,000 fee to aural and
television board.
for rent, overhead and reNARTB and Broadcast Advertis- NARTBlated items.
ing Bureau. The combination dues
As usual, the Washington legis- Stamm Appointed
enjoyed by NARTB stations will
lative and regulatory situation
cease next April.
of Harold S.
receive close board scrutiny. APPOINTMENT
Considerable feeling has devel- will
RCA Tube Dept., Harrison,
oped among operators with both The report of the summer-fall dis- N.Stamm,
J., as advertising and sales
protrict meeting circuit, which conaural and TV stations for a combimotion manager
Nov. 16 at Boston, will show
nation fee covering NARTB mem- that allcludeddistricts
for the departtook firm stands
berships. At present some of the against the Benton
ment wasnouncedan-last
legislation
71 TV station members of the asan advisory or censorsociation do not have their com- callingshipfor
week.
He Lawrence
sucboard to appraise radio and
monly-owned aural stations in TV programs
ceeds
for guidance of
membership.
LeKashman,
who
FCC and Congress. This measure
resigned.
$400,000 Income
aroused the industry to the
Stamm has Mr.
had
BAB officials are understood to has
dangers of political influences and
have an income of around $400,000 the power of organized pressure
varied experience in advertisin sight for next year, far above groups.
any funds available since BAB was
Proposed issuance of antenna Mr. Stamm
ing anddisingmerchansince 1936
formed. They conducted an in- tower insurance through NARTB and formerly was administrative
tensive membership drive during will be discussed by the board.
the NARTB district meetings.
The headquarters staff has been assistant to the advertising manRCA Tube Dept. In
NARTB, on the other hand, has looking carefully into the insur- 1943 agerhein thejoined
Western Electric
ance matter and has proposals
centered its membership recruiting
on the work of the station relations that will save stations large sums Co. where he became senior elecon
their
insurance.
tronics
engineer.
Mr. Stamm joined
department. As of this time
Routine headquarters problems the RCA Tube Dept. in 1945 as
NARTB has 956 AM, 73 TV (ineditor
of
its
house
organs.
cluding NBC and DuMont net- will include the oft-raised plan to
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upcoming
Nov.
26-29:Annual
FinancialConvention,
Public Relations
Assn.,
wood Beach Hotel,
Hollywood,HollyFla.
Nov. 28-Dec.
1:
Fifth
Annual
NBC
Radio andtion,Television
Affiliates
ConvenBoca
Raton
(Fla.)
Club
and
Hotel.
Dec.
5-7: NARTB Board of Directors,
Washington.
Dec. 7-9:tion, Television
Park Sheraton Authority
Hotel, NewConvenYork.
Dec.
10: meeting,
ColumbiaDistricts
Affiliates4, 5,Advisory
Board
and
Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans. 8,
Dec. 13: Columbia Affiliates Advisory
Board
meeting.
bach Hotel,
KansasDistrict
City. 7, MuehleDec.winter
27-29:conference,
American
Marketing
Assn.,
1952
Hotel Kenmore,
Boston.
Jan. 8: Second
sessionbegins.
of the 82d Congres of the U.S.
Jan.ington.
15: FCC-Paramount hearing, WashJan. 19-20: National Advertising Agency ing,Network,
Regional MeetNicollet Western
Hotel, Minneapolis.
Jan. 24-25: Advertising Assn. of the
West, land,Midwinter
Conference,
OakJan. 25-26:Calif. Assn. of Railroad Adv.
Managers,
St.
Louis.
Jan. 26-27: National Advertising Agencying,Network,
Eastern
MeetNew Weston
Hotel,Regional
New York.
Feb. 9-29: International
Radio and India.
Electronics Exhibition, Bombay.
(Further information
Consulate
General of obtainable
India, 3 E. from
64th
St., New York 21, N. Y.)
Feb.
10-15:
NARTB
Radio
and
TV
Boards, San Antonio, Tex.
Feb. 25: FCC-Theatre Television hearing, Washington.
Mar.convention,
3-6:
Institute of Radio Engineers
New York. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
April
19: Cincinnati
section, Institute
ofconference,
Radio
Engineers,
Cincinnati.Spring technical
April
26-May
2, 1952: Conrad
NARTB Hilton
30th
Annual
Convention,
Hotel, Chicago.
June
8-11:
Adv.
Federation
of
America
48th
Annual Convention
and York.
Exhibit,
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New
June
Advertising
Assn. Olympic
of the
West,22-26:
Annual
Convention,
Hotel, Seattle.
July
7: Republican
National
Convention, International
Amphitheatre,
Chicago.
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FUTURE for NARND was debated
after a business session by (I to r)
Charles Day, WGAR Cleveland;
Charlie Roeder, WCBM Baltimore,
and Dick Oberlin, WHAS Louisville.

NEW DIRECTOR of radio-TV for the
Associated Press, John A. Aspinwall
(I) talks about his appointment which
becomes effective Jan. 1 with Russ
Van Dyke, KRNT Des Moines.

RADIO NEWSMEN
Receive NARND Citations
RADIO newsmen with 10 years or
more service in broadcasting — announced at the close of the National Assn. of Radio News Directors meeting in Chicago [B*T,
Nov. 19] — are receiving certificates
of recognition in the mails this
week. They are:
Ackerley, KXAsinceSeattle,
who
hasRobert
been broadcasting
1933: David
Anderson,
NBC
Hollywood,
1940;
Harold W.Barton,
Baker, WBBM
WSM Nashville,
Frank
Chicago, D.1938;
1941;C,
Morgan
Beatty,Bentley,
NBC Washington,
1941;
Julian
WBBM
Chicago,
1926;
John
Bosnian,
WINS
New
York,
1939; Bill
Bryan, WBAP
WIBW Ft.Topeka,
James
A.Canady,
Byron,
Worth, 1940;
1937;
Ewing
WKY New
Oklahoma
City,
1941;
Don
Coe,
ABC
York, Ohio,
1941;
Bayliss
Corbett,
WFIN
Findlay,
1941;
Bill
Dorais,
KCBS
San
Francisco,
1941; M. J. Dunkirk, WD AY Fargo,
N. D.,ford,1932;
Tom Eaton, WTIC HartConn., 1934.
Milt L.Fishman,
ABC Hollywood,
1936;
Jack
Fitzpatrick,
KFEL
Denver,
1928;
John Ford,
WTCNABC
Minneapolis,
1941; Gordon
Frazier,
New York,
1936; George
Freund,
Dubuque, Iowa,A.1941;
WalterKDTHFurniss,
WCOL
Columbus,
Ohio,1936;
1938;Gene
Bob Godt,
Garred,
ABC
Hollywood,
WHO
1940; Jerry
KNBC DesSanMoines,
Francisco,
1938; Gordon,
George
Gow,rollKANS
Wichita,San Kan.,
1929; 1930;
CarHansen,
KCBS
Francisco,
Richard Harkness, NBC Washington,
D.Chicago,
C, 1941;
John
Harrington,
WBBM
Harrison,
Rock
Island,1936;1929;
111.,Chuck
1941;
Sam Hicks,
Hayes,WHBF
NBC
Hollywood,
George
NBC
New
York, 1928;
Chuck
Hilton, KGLO
Mason
City,
Iowa,
1941;
Fred
M.
Hinshaw,ard WLBC
Muncie,
Ind.,
1941;
LeonHowe,KECA
WHO Los
Des Angeles,
Moines, 1938;
Chet
Huntley,
1934.
Jack Knell, WBT Charlotte, N. C,
1939; Jackwauke , 19E.38; HerbKreuger,
WTMJOmaha,
MilLee, WOW
1936; ver,Richard
M. Leonard,
KMYR
Den1937;
Garrett
Lenhart,
WHO
Des
Moines, 1941; Edward Lynch, WGAA
Cedartown,
Ga.,
1933; DexterR. MacMullen,
WEAN
Providence,
I.,
1935;
John
ABC New York, 1935;
Gene Madigan,
Martin, WTAM
1935;
Jack
Martin,
WKBHKSOOCleveland,
LaCrosse,
Wis.,
1933;
Orrin
Melton,
Sioux Okla.,
Falls,
S.1932;D.; Jack
Ken Morris,
Miller, KVOO
Tulsa,
KTUL Tulsa, Okla.,
1940; Donald
KCBS San WOW
Francisco,
1940; Mozley,
Soren Munkhof,
Omaha,
1937.
M. L. Nelsen, WHO Des Moines, Iowa,
1941; William
Nietfeld, KCBS ABC
San Francisco, 1941;lywo d,Patrick
Hol1938; WalterO'Reilly,
Paschall, WSB
WJLK

AWARD
Presented by NARND
AWARD has been presented
WJLK Asbury Park, N. J., and
the
Asbury Park Free Press by
INFORMAL discussion of informality the National
Assn. of Radio News
in news tweenpresentation
took
place
beDirectors,
which held its annual
Howard Stevens (I), WBOW
this month in ChiTerre Haute, Ind. and Don Sherwood meetingcago earlier
[B*T, Nov. 19].
WIMA Lima, Ohio.
The recognition "of distinguished
service to the broadcasting industry and the . . . public in advancing
radio news as a free and impartial
medium of information on governmental affairs"Park
was court
given victory,
for the
recent Asbury
upholding the right of a station to
broadcast a public hearing.
Wayne D. McMurray, president
of the Asbury
Park Press
received the award
from Inc.,
former
NARND President Ben Chatfield,
WMAZ Macon, Ga.
Booklets explaining Judge C.
Thomas Schettino's decision are being distributed by NARND. They
may be obtained by writing the
NEWS directors' meeting in Chicago news organization's executive
included: Don Brown (I), WILL Urba- secretary, Soren Munkhof, WOWna. III., Ed White, WMCT Memphis. TV Omaha.
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Atlanta,
Ga., 1935; Va.,
George1941;Passage,
WRVA
Richmond,
LarryP.
Payne, WABJ
Adrian,
Mich.,S.1933;
PenHeld,
WIS
Columbia,
C, A.1940;
Porter
Randall,
KFJZ
Ft.
Worth,
1938;
Jim
Randall,
1940;
1939.
Gordon
Roth,KFSB
KCBSJoplin,
San Mo.,
Francisco,
Charles
Sebastian,
WFJL
(FM)
Chi1936; Jack1935;Shelley,
WHOWHEC
Des
Moines,cago,Iowa,
Al
Sigl,
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
1931;
Arthur
J.
Smith,
WNAX
Sioux
City,
Iowa,
1935;
Dick
Smith,
Kansas WTIC
City, Mo.,
1928;
Sidney WHB
P. Stewart,
Hartford,
Conn.,phis,1939;
Tys Thompson,
Terwey, WMPS
Mem1929;
John
KNBC
San
Francisco,
1937; 1940;
Russ Van
Dyke, Watson,
KRNT
Des
Moines,
Brooks
WMBD
Peoria,
111.,
1931;
Hank
Weaver,
ABC
Hollywood, 1935;
Otto Weber,
WHO
Zeigen, DesWINGMoines,
Dayton,Iowa,
Ohio,1938;
1936. Jack
WMBD CHOSEN
Wins Crusade Contest
WMBD Peoria, 111., has been
named winner of the "Freedom
Train" song competition sponsored
by the Crusade for Freedom [B*T,
Oct. 8],tional
Gen.chairman
Lucius
D. Clay,
naof the
Crusade,
is to announce today (Monday).
Unanimous choice of the panel
of Crusade and Radio Free Europe
judges
air-checkof recordings
of actualfrom
broadcasts
the Czech
"Casey
Jones"
song stations
submittedfromby
radio and television
all parts of the country, the WMBD
broadcast will be translated into
Czech and broadcast into Czechoslovakia bythe Radio Free Europe
station in Munich.
Written by Crusade for Freeto the describes
tune of "Casey
Jones,"of
the domsong
the feat
Jaroslav Konvalinka, engineer who
ran away with a train, taking its
passengers
iron curtain and intothrough
the freetheworld.
The
winning Call
broadcast
Morning
programon ofWMBD's
Oct. 30
employed the services of Charles
Miller, production director, as
writer-producer ; Harold Osborne,
music director, who wrote original
music; Milton Budd, announcer,
who narrated the program, and
Walter Thurman, Wayne West,
Mary Jane Le Master, Dick Raymond, Ed Sander, Dick Coffeen
and Charles E. Barnhart, WMBD
program director, who performed.
After theswitchboard
broadcast, litWMBD's
"telephone
up like
aClay.
Christmas
tree,"
reported in a letterMr.to Barnhart
General
The WMBD .version of the
"Freedom inTrain"
broadcast
Czech song
to thewillCzechbe
people
late
this
month.
Konvalinka arrived last Engineer
week in
the
U. S., where he has been given
sanctuary.

NU-PAX DRIVE
Radio Ads 'Success
"TO ME this is another indication
that radio is still very much alive
and can do a terrific job when a
station will extend itself — as yours
has done — to go all out in a special
effort of merchandising tie-ins to
make sure that the advertising
So wrote
Emil Mogul, head of
proves
his
own resultful."
New York ad agency, in a
recent letter to Ted Cott, general
manager
of WNBC-AM-FM-TV|
about the radio
campaign by Som
nyl
Pharmacal
Corp.
of America's
campaign
to introduce
Nu-Pax [B*T,
Oct. 1].the sedative
Writing during the third broad
casting week and citing his own as
well
as hissaidclient's
appreciation
Mr. Mogul
that the
company
had achieved complete distribution
of its product in every major chain
and in most independent stores in
the WNBC area. "From the first
day wrote,
that the"drug
broadcasting
started,'
he
stores began
get
ting calls for the product. But the
thing that helped get the effort
launched was the terrific merchan
dising job that you did to the
drug trade. Wherever our sales,
men went invariably the storekeeper had already heard about
the
or some
had promotion,
come in and
asked customer
for the
"Because our entire radio adver
tising in launching this campaign
was confined exclusively to NBC
and our other media advertising
product."
hasn't broken yet, it is easy to
that the full credit for what has
already been accomplished belongs
to you," he wrote.
Campaign on WNBC included
Bold Venture, the Ziv half-hour
package,
of the Texon Sunday,
and Jinxfifteen
Sundayminutes
pro
gram,sic the
three-hour
House
of
MuSaturday afternoon, the mor
ning Bob and Ray show Monday
through Saturday, afternoon and
nighttime Skitch Henderson shows
and Bill Stern, both Monday
through Friday.
Murray Boggs
FUNERAL services for Murray
Boggs, Los
37-year
old newscaster
KFAC
Angeles,
will be heldof
today (Monday) at Tacoma, Wash
Mr. Boggs died Nov. 18 in the
Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital
Los Angeles, following a major
operation. He is survived by his
mother,
Tacoma. Mrs. Mamie Boggs

GM Renews on ABC
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., De- WBS Sales Aid
troit, through Kudner Agency, New
York, renews sponsorship of Henry WORLD Broadcasting System,
transcribed library and program
J. Taylor's
news commentaries overweekly
ABC Radio
effective
firm, has inaugurated a
Dec. 17 for 52 weeks. Beginning package
Hints and Timely Tips"
with the renewal date, time of Mr. "Selling
distribution, to start in December.
Taylor's
broadcasts
will beMonday,
moved Service is designed to help station
from 8:30-8:45
p.m. EST,
in selling World proto 8-8:15 time slot. General Motors managers
grams to local merchants by spothas sponsored Mr. Taylor on ABC
lighting
those programs most
Radio since Dec. 20, 1948.
readily salable each month.
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NL&B Surveys Decade
MEDIA
COMPARED
AMONG ALL major advertising representing the figures for 1941. 1941, and the combined one-hour
media, network radio is the only Media costs indexes follow:
rate for the four basic networks.
one that gives an advertiser more
1941 1946 1951
MAGAZINES: All Time cost index
advertising for less money today massCONSUMER
100
117
circulation
magazines
"carryCoverage
index
100 113
132
than 10 years ago.
86 14481
ing a substantial volume of adver- Cost-per-1,000 index 100
This is not a claim by a radio
tising for which A.B.C. circulation
SPOT RADIO TIME: The renetwork but a conclusion reached
were issued" were included
in the tabulation.
from a non-partisan study con- reports
port took a "representative
list" ofof
32
located in all parts
1951 the stations
ducted by Needham, Louis & Bror- Page cost index 1941100 1946
and varying in power
104 134
149 and nation
by, Chicago.
Circuiation
index
100
106
network
affiliation,
applied
On a cost-per-thousand basis, Cost-per-1,000 100 93 111 Nielsen Index against radio homes
'1951 compared with 1941, conin areas covered and total cost for
(The report
sumer magazines are up 11%, publishers
have noted
issuedthatnew"many
rate
nighttime
announcetrade publications up 20%, news- cards effective early next year" a one-minute
ment with maximum
discounts.
papers are up 10%, outdoor up and hence magazine costs per
1941 1946 1951
15%, spot radio time up 16%, and thousand
index
100
167
will go up another 7-8% Time
network radio time costs down on the average.)
Coveragecost index
100 136
132
index 100
102 144
116
19%, according to the study.
TRADE PUBLICATIONS: The Cost-per-1,000
TALENT COSTS: The agency
Radio showed up favorably, too, study surveyed 63 directed to 30
as regards talent costs compared
averaged costs of an actor and a
with production costs in the space different businesses1941or industries.
1946 1951 musician, comparing union scales
and display media.
which for an actor (15 minutes
Page
cost
index
10O
120
159
1C0 100 133 plus one hour rehearsal) rose from
Talent costs on radio have risen Circuiation index
100 119 120 a minimum of $21 in 1941 to $30.50
53% from 1941 to 1951, but pro- Cost-per-1,000
NEWSPAPERS: Average milline in 1951 and for a musician (two
duction costs for other media (comrates
were
determined
from com- hours time) rose from $25 to $40
position, electrotyping, engraving
bined net paid circulation totals
and
art) are up 97%, the study
1946 and 1951 (after reestimated.
and agate line rate for all daily between
maining unchanged between 1941
and
1946).
The report, prepared by the
1941 1946 1951
1941 1946 1951
media and research departments of papers.
Line
cost
index
100
112
151
Radio taient cost index 100 109 153
Circulation
index
100
120
137
the Chicago
agency,
was
undertaken to show how inflation has Mitine rate index 100 94 110
PRODUCTION COSTS: For media other than radio, the report
devalued the advertising dollar. It OUTDOOR: The report described
figured
costs by taking
admitted that "some of the figures its estimates in this field as "con- a straightproduction
average of cost increases
are moreof accurate
than others"
and said the indexes in composition,
because
more adequate
source were "based servative"
electrotyping, enon the total cost of a
facts.
100% showing nationwide and
graving and art. 1941 1946 1951
Production
cost
index:
Figuresverted intoin anthe index,
report were
conor population."
100 132 176
E!ectro;yping
1941100 1946
with 100 people,
179
106 1951 Composition
100%
137
132 Engraving 1
cost showing
index
135 206
225
Population
index
100
Cost-per-l,0D0 index 100 100 115
197
WJR STAG PARTY
NETWORK RADIO: The study
Marks Silver Anniversary used
total U. S. radio families
CALIFORNIA AdvertisOVER 150 advertisers and clients (which have increased by 43% SOUTHERN
ingnualAgencies
hold Dec.
its an-13
since
Nielsen Radio Index
ChristmasAssn.WingwillDing
were invited to attend a stag foot- which 1941),
started in 1943 with an. es- in the Crystal Room, Beverly Wilshire
ball party at WJR Detroit last
timate of sets in use at night for Hotel, Beverly Hills.
Friday and Saturday.
WJR said that invitations were
limited to "friends of the advertising trade" developed during
WJR's
years in radio.
Station25 executives
were to omit
speeches, presentation of awards or
business discussions from the
schedule of events.
Worth Kramer, vice president
and general manager of WJR commented early last week, "Although
1951 actually marks the 25th anniversary of WJR, the theme will
remain an informal football party
for advertisers rather than a
formal silver anniversary celebration."
Guests were expected from cities
from all parts of the country, in- CHECK for $12,600 is presented to Father Reinart, S. J., president of
cluding Chicago, Washington and Creighton U., Omaha, by Charles A. Wall, vice president in charge of finance
Los Angeles. WJR party head- for BMI, acting on behalf of Paul W. Morency, chairman of the Johnny Gillin
quarters were set up at the Book- Memorial Committee. Fund, made up of broadcasters' contributions, will be
Cadillac Hotel.
used in school's
training
study ofof
vascular program
disease. ofL research,
to r: Gordon
Gray,andNewtreatment
York, vicein the
president
One of the highlights of the cardiac
party was to be attendance at the Goodwill Stations; Hugh Higgins, CBS Radio market research counsel; Mr.
Michigan-Ohio State football game Wall; Frank M. Headley, president, H-R Representatives; Father Reinert;
Saturday.
Frank E. Pellegrin, vice president, H-R Representatives. All were classmates
Although it was to be a stag of Johnny Gillin, late president and general manager of WOW-AM-FM-TV
party, WJR planned to send a Omaha who died in July 1950, at Creighton U. Check was awarded at The
10 dinner meeting at the Henry Hudson
"floral remembrance" to wives of Creighton Club of New York Nov. Hotel.
out-of-town guests.
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AFTER 17 years with the FCC, Miss
Ruth Bredekamp, legislative assistant
in the FCC Library, is retiring Dec. 1.
Miss Bredekamp joined the fledgling
FCC in 1934, transferring from the
Department
of Justice.
was FCCalmost immediately
detailedSheto the
Library and has seen it grow from a
small room with about 2,000 volumes
to its present quarters housing more
than 20,000 volumes.
RADIO-TV PLANS
For Brotherhood Week
PROGRAMS for children and a
"Blood for Brotherhood" campaign
were planned by leaders in the
broadcasting field when the radio
and television committee for
day.
Brotherhood Week — to be observed
Feb. 17-24 — met in New York TuesRepresenting every radio and
television network, the committee
agreed that a minimum of one proproduced
on everyWeekradioin
.networkgram befor
Brotherhood
addition to the customary programs
broadcast by independent stations.
Special materials are to be made
available for the children's prothe urge
Blood thefor public
Brother-to
hoodgrams,drivewhilewill
pledge a pint of blood to the Red
Cross for American soldiers.
The annual national observance,
sponsored
by the National
ence of Christians
and Jews, Conferis held
to promote goodwill and underamong Protestants,
olics andstanding
Jews.
Speaking toCath-40
members of the radio and television
committee, Chairman Joseph H.
McConnell, president of NBC, reaf irmed the industry's recognition
of its responsibilities
to combat
bigotry.
"Remarkable
achievements have been
made in the
past
10 years towards eliminating the
evil," he said.
"Radio and, more recently, television have played an important
part
in this
He
observed
that worthy
the radiocause."
and television
comittee
this
year
is
the
largest in Brotherhood Week history
and urged "every person associated
with the industry to consider himself a part of this undertaking."
BROADCAST Transmission Group,
newly
auxiliary
of Institute
of Radioformed
Engineers,
held first
monthly
meeting
in
Hollywood,
Nov.
under
chairmanship of Philip G. 14,
Caldwell,
engineering
director
for
Western
Division, ABC.
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KMPC Los Angeles has joined LBS, Gordon B. McLendon, LBS president, announced Nov. 17 in Dallas. At the signing ceremonies in KMPC studio are
(seated, I to r) Robert Reynolds, KMPC vice president and general manager,
and Benton Paschall, LBS vice president in charge of the West Coast Div.;
(standing, I to r) Loyd C. Sigmon and Mark Haas, KMPC vice presidents.
ELECTION ADDENDA
Radio-TV Stations Report Highlights
ADDITIONAL election coverage
volved about a hotly contested exreports from radio-TV stations
pressway plan. Also involved were
give addenda to the extensive job seats in the state's Senate and in
performed in the November ballot- the House of Delegates.
ing across the country.
Marion, Ind., city elections moved
Quaker
mayoralty
election
city's WBAT to hold vigil on
that saw acity's
Democratic
victory
up- that
count day and night. It was
set ing a 67-year GOP rule gave the
station's first opportunity to
local stations a field day in report- the
ing. To add to coverage reports cover a city election. First election
carried in the Nov. 12 issue of returns were broadcast 16 minutes
after the polls closed. Within 20
Broadcasting • Telecasting:
WFIL - AM - TV Philadelphia, minutes, over 30% of the returns
which presented election results were aired. Twenty-five minutes
directly from the city room of the later, the station was able to anPhiladelphia Inquirer, offered three
nounce the winners, based on returns then in.
continuous hours, 8-11 p.m., on
radio under the sponsorship of
four Philadelphia savings banks:
Philadelphia Saving Fund Society,
First Speech
Western Saving Fund Society, Mayor's
WCAU-TV Philadelphia carBeneficial Saving Fund Society and
ried
the
first post-election
Germantown Saving Fund. TV
speech of Joseph S. Clark
coverage by the Philadelphia staJr., first Democrat mayortion also began at 8 p.m. and conelect in 68 years. Ten days
tinued until 11:35 p.m.
before elections, Donald W.
Airs Court Session
Thornburgh, WCAU - AMFM-TV president - general
Highlight of its radio coverage
manager, offered the 7-7:30
was an exclusive transcribed prop.m. Wednesday spot to the
gram featuring an actual courtwinner of the mayoralty race.
room drama originating in the elecBoth candidates accepted. Mr.
tion court at City Hall. The sixminute broadcast gave an unreClark won. Robert N. Pryor,
hearsed account of a case involvWCAU vice president in
ing a man who had been denied a
charge
of public relations,
vote because he had moved to ancommented,
other address since registering.
cute to hear "ItMr. wasClarkrather
say
Staff at WRVA Richmond pitched
on Tuesday in his acceptance
in to help the station stay ahead of
speeches
carried
over
other
the election news in reporting the
Philadelphia
television stationsradio
that and
he would
city's Nov. 6 election. Effort
earned a memo of thanks and conmake his first public appeargratulations from Sam Carey, proance as mayor-elect over
gram service manager. Election
fever in the Virginia capital reWCAU-TV."
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New Option Given
Manufacturers
CAPEHART PLAN
take
advantage
of the Capehart
MANUFACTURERS who plan to
advertising allowance formula were given last week a new option when
adjusting their ceiling prices.
The Office of Price Stabilization announced an alternative method
whereby
multi-product
may calculate
advertising,companies
selling, TV and refrigerator lines produced
research and administration costs by some companies. Last week's
on all products under regulations regulation
order implements
in helpinglastto summer's
preserve
which become effective Dec. 19.
price relationships by givManufacturers may elect to com- existing
ing
an
alternative
method.
pute new ceilings under General
an average price of
Price Regulation 22 — which be- $110Assuming
for each product operation, a
comes mandatory next month — in- "percentage
factor"
ari
stead of adjusting pre-Korean or rived at by dividing thiscould
figurebe into,
base edperiod
prices.
Order
is
intendsay, $99 — or highest price during
to prevent price distortions the
base
— with costs.
extra proamong varied products.
vision forperiod
all overhead
Radio-TV set producers are not
Multi-product firms, like other
affected by the supplemental order companies,
may choose one of two
OPS issued last Wednesday, since
they will be exempted shortly from groups of base periods:
filing requirements of GPR 22
(1) Any
of
four andquarters
tween July 1,the1949,
June be30,
pending tailored regulations for 1950— pre-Korean—
under
GPR 22,
that industry [B*T, Nov. 19].
or
But thousands of other firms —
(2) The period from Jan. 1, 1950,
many of them prodigious users of
to June 24, 1950 (under the Caperadio, tisinTV
g— now andmay:other media adverhart
or theGPRtwo22).1950 quarters (asplan),under
(1)
Propose
their
own
methods
The
allowance
plan for advertisfor computing the price adjustment
ing, selling,
administration
and mareratio to be applied to general ceilsearch, costs,
as wellwas asfathered
labor and
ing figures.
terials
by Sen.
(2)
Tailor
the
method
to
"meet
E. Capehart (R-Ind.).
individual situations when neces- Homer
It was legislated by Congress
All increases are self-authoriz- after strong industry protests
ing once companies have filed OPS pointing out that no allowance was
Public Form 8 (required for GPR made under GPR 22 for advertising expenditures. Itof was
broughtby
sary."
22) and Form 100 — -application for to the
industry
Capehart cost adjustments. All JameS D.attention
Shouse,
board
chairman
applications
are subject
to OPS with
re- of Crosley Broadcasting Corp. and
view to assure
conformance
vice president of Avco Mfg. Corp.,
agency pricing provisions.
Effect of Regulations
who labeled it "profit control."
Here is the chronology of the
amended regulation and its effect WJBK SHIFTS
on manufacturers:
Lipson, Fischer Named
OPS lastmanufacturers
May issued anof a' order
permitting
wide TWO appointments at WJBK-AMFM-TV
Detroit
were announced last
range form
of products
to applytoa GPR
uniadjustment factor
week by Richard E. Jones, vice
prices
rather firms
than didto not
pre-Korean
of the Fort Industry Co.
levels. Many
deem it president
charge of the northern district.
advisable to mark up ceilings by in Harry
R.
Lipson was promoted
adding cost boosts to base period to the newly-created
post of genprices fearing the result would be
eral
sales
manager.
his new
an inequitable relationship in prices post he will supervise allIn local
and
among
the
various
products.
sales of the company's
Manufacturers who would apply national
Detroit outlets.
for
last May'sof
Richard Fischer was named proorderadjustments
are subject under
to provisions
director.Cincinnati
He went where
to WJBKhe
the Capehart option plan and GPR from gram
WSAI
22 [B«T, Nov. 12]. To use the new held a similar post.
alternative method firms must obMr. staff
Lipsonin went
the CKLW
WJBK
tain OPS approval.
sales
1948 tofrom
Under the original May direc- Windsor-Detroit.
tive, firms had to take the total
business operation and compute an hisMr.brother
Fischer,
1947,WGEM
with
Don, in"
bought
averagetions. price
operaThey still based
can useonthisall method
Quincy,
111.,
and
operated
that
station until he joined WSAI in 1949.
or elect to take the new option,
comparing average price against
the highest price received during a
base period,
"percentage
factor" obtainedplusbya adding
advertising, selling and other overhead
costs. Only labor and materials
costs were included in the May regulation.
An example of multi-product
lines — though not covered in this
instance because of the forthcomMr. Fischer
ing exemption — would be the radioBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* reveals
increased listening for every quarter hour, 5 a.m. to
12 noon, 1951 over 1949! The increases range from 4.1%
(10:45 to 11 a.m.) to 73.9% (6:45 to 7 a.m.), with an
average quarter-hour increase of 22.2%/
This remarkable, almost exact comparison is possible
because the 1951 Survey asked the same questions about
listening habits at these hours, and at approximately the
same week of the year as in 1949.
For the twelve-hour period 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. the
Survey found an average increase in adult listening
of 14.4% ! Yet all increases must also be weighed
against the fact that Iowa now has more families,
more homes, more car radios, and more multipleset homes than in 1949! It all adds up to an even
greater amount of listening, making your Iowa
dollar a better value than ever.
With its 50,000-watt, Clear Channel voice, WHO of
course continues to be your best radio buy in Iowa. You
can prove this to your own satisfaction by spending a few
minutes with the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey.
Write for your complimentary copy today!

WIKI©
+ for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer,
• r ....'. i
. ..
• President
"»• ..^
P.Col.A. Loyet,
Resident
Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives
#Thevey is1951
Iowa Radioannual
Audience
the fourteenth
studySur-ofIt
radio
listening
habits
inL. Iowa.
•was
conducted
by
Dr.
F.
Whan
of
Wichita
and
his staff.
isMarch
basedandonUniversity
personal1951,with9,180Iowa
interviews
duringIt
April,
families — all scientifically selected from
Iowa's
cities, towns,
and
farms,
true villages
and inaccurate
picture toof present
the radioa audience
Iowa.

\
|
!
j
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COMMUNITY CHEST
Broadcasts
RED FEATHER campaign efforts
on behalf of Community Chest
drives throughout the country have
earned for radio and TV stations
a feather
in their were
cap. unanimous
Public officials
in praise of stations which unfalteringly aided local drives toward
their goals. A few specific reports
had reached Broadcasting • Telecasting last week. Among them
were :
In Enid, Okla., KCRC and
KGWA combined facilities for a
night toto present
a five-hour Radio
Party
boost contributions.
Enid
citizens donated hundreds of dollars. In return, Disc Jockeys Hi
Roberts of KGWA and Bill Orum,
KCRC, spun request records. Guy

was inforWilmington,
he adlibbed
an hour overDel.,WILM
on
behalf of the local Red Feather
Open Hearts and Pocketbooks campaign. Between plugs for the
drive and his cacophonic orchestra,
the showman served as disc jockey
Farnsworth, KCRC manager, an for
his own recordings.
accordionist, and Harold Godschalk,
A Red Feather Review, produced
KGWA manager, a singer, combined talents for promotion.
and staged by Saginaw, Mich., stations WKNX, WSAM and WSGW
Community Chest in Arkansas
was launched by a dinner for more helped spur the local Community
than 500 workers and organizers Chest drive. The three stations, in
with the tab being picked up by a joint and unified production arKLRA Little Rock and the Arkan- hour local talent
rangement,reviews
broadcast three
oneon three
sas Gazette. In addition to being
host at the kick-off banquet, KLRA successive Sundays.
produced and transcribed a special
In Jacksonville, 111., a Radio Red
drive program which was carried Feather Day observance by WLDS
by all Little Rock stations.
resulted directly in contributions of
Full facilities of WDRC Hart- $1,187 from more than 200 contribford were committed to the drive
utors. R. Karl Baker, WLDS manin that area. WDRC Station Manthe at"Red
Feather
Man,"
theager, as air
7 a.m.
and worked
ager Walter Haase is a Commu- took
throughout the day.
nity Chest director.
When Spike Jones, entertainer,
NBC outlet in Omaha, WOW-

Who
to

talk*
this

Goy

%

Well over 250,000 automobiles in
WGR's Western New York listening range
are radio- equipped
WGR's top-rated programming catches
this extra listenership ... a big plus to WGR's
established coverage of the 360,000
radio-equipped homes
in this rich market.

CBS Radio Network
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AM-TV, donated spot campaign
announcements which had a saleequivalent of $11,000. In addition,
the station went all-out in promoting the Fibber McGee and Molly
broadcast from Omaha which
served as a kick-off signal for campaign workers. Frank P. Fogarty,
WOW general manager, served as
chairman of the initial gifts division of the drive.
When county contributions were
lagging, WPTF and WNAO
Raleigh joined in a half-hour appeal which resulted in over subscription of the local campaign
quota by $932.63.
McDonald Leaves ABC
(Continued from page 30 )
three children. They reside at Pelham tiveManor,
N. Y., where he is acin civic affairs.
At
ABC,
Kintner said meanwhile,
that Mrs. President
Zorbaugh
as acting general attorney, will be
inthatcharge
of
all
legal
matters
for
network.
Mrs. Zorbaugh, assistant general
attorney and assistant Secretary
for ABC since 1950, in her new role
as acting general attorney will be
in charge of all legal matters for
the network, President Kintner said.
The network president also said
that the Washington law firm of
Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson will
continue to represent ABC in all
Barnesboro, Pa., she was graduated
from New York U. and the N. Y.
U. Law School. She is an active
member of American Women in
FCC hearings.
Joined ABC in 1943
Mrs. Zorbaugh, a member of the
New York Bar, joined the network's legal department in 1943
and previously was associated with
the New York law firm of Crawford & Sprague. A native of
Barnesboro, Pa., she was graduated
from New York U. and the N. Y.
U. Law School. She is an active
member of American Women in
Radio and Television, Assn. of the
Bar of the City of New York and
Advertising Women of New York.
She is married to Harvey W.
Zorbaugh, head of the department
of sociology
in the school
of edu-of
cation at N.Y.U.
Residents
Plandome, L. I., the Zorbaughs
have two children, Warren, a
senior at Colgate U., and Anne,
who attends school in Manhasset,
L. I.

FULL ABC Radio Network carried
ceremonies dedicating United Cerebral
Palsy'scal research
new three-story,
clinicenter in 22-room
Philadelphia.
Program
included
addresses
by
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of UCP
and head of United Paramount Thea^roadcajting Corporation,
tres;vaniGov.a; Dr. John
Pine ofdirector
Pennsyl-of
PearceS. Bailey,
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N.
National
Institute
of
Neurological
DiNational Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
seases and Blindness, and Arthur Larteo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpalrick
schan, president of the UCP research
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
project and vice president and treasurer of UCP.
BROADCASTING
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THIS SEASON.
any season. ..every season... me Desr Duys in spot
radio are on ABC's owned stations in America's key
buying markets. Choice participating spots are now
available on top-draw daytime shows — shows tailor
made to local interests. For further details . . .
turn to back page of this insert!

CBS J DAYMBS
ABC
Trinity
Elder Michau
ChoirSUr- Happiness
1 9:00 Af OperaAlbum
Hou
NewsS
9:15
Rel.
Prophecy, Inc
Power Christian
9:30 Voice of(99)Prophe » E.Biggs
BackChurchto God
9:45
Bible
Message
IsraelS of ChurchS of Air RadioClass
10:00
(314)
10:15
Voice ol
NegroChoirsCollegi
Prophecy
10:30
S
(332)
10:45
Fine Arts Salt Lake City Wm.
Hillman
11:00
Tabernacle
Quartet
S
Dixie 4
11:15
Quartet U
Northwestern
The
Christian
Review
In Action
11:30
S
S
S
Learning*
11:45
NewsS
College Choirs
12:00 N
Platform
People's
12:15 PI Brunch Time
Co-op
Co-op
Howard
K. Hazel Markel
Piano
12:30
Smith
Playhouse Richfield Oil
12:45
C. Collingwooi FrankDawn8 Bible
Ernes
Sail
Francisco
1:00
The SNews 1
SketchS Book String (36)Serenad Vandeventer
BookVarious
Associate
| 1:15

NotMon-Fri
Service Metro.
Life Ins Kid Strips Bob NewsWarren
Allan Jackson
6-7in p.m.
Repeat of
■ YouWand
NoService
Network
the World
S
(6:15-6:45)
No Network Co-op
PSG ivory
Co-op
Sun OilExtraCo.
3-Star
Lowell(105)Thomas
(34)
Pure
PSG
Oxyd.
Lav
Headline
Co-op
Fulton Lewis Jr. News OilTimeCo.
Edition Dreft-Beulah
(320)
(33)
PSG(124)TideR
Elmer Davis Jack Smith Sho , DinnerCo-opDate
General
Mills Campbell
(151)
Amer. Schoolwks.& *NewsMiles(160)
Lone Ranger
Club 15RSoup Beltone
of LabsWorld
Gabriel allHeatter
(153) R Am. (164)
Miles
No^Network
R
1 Man's Labs
Family
Murrow
(See footnote) Ed. R.Oil-Hamm
MutualHartley
Newsree
(102)
Auto-Lite Hashknife Railroad
The BigS Hand Elec.Suspense
(157) HHourR
(176)
(184) R (7:45-7:55)' AAofRR's
Firestone
General
Motor
lever-Upton
(8:30-8:55)
Henry(159)Taylor Scouts
Fighters Voice of(141)Firestoni
Godfrey(164)
TalentR Crime
WorldFlashesWide
TimeS For Lever— Lux Murder By Bell Telephone
Lux Radio(179) Experts
Defense
Telephone Hour
Theatre
Co-opS
S
(173) R
Paul Whitemar
Teen SClub

Cities Service
Front Band of America
WarHomeFront(101) N
Co-op
Coca-Cola
A.
F.
of
L.
Show (179)
Frank Edwards Mario
Lanza
(131)
1Mystery
Love A
BandsBondsFor The Man
Co-op

TUESDAY
CBS MBS
Allan ""Jackso
Warren
P&G-Tide
Not in Service Metro.Life
Allan JacksonIns. KidRepeatStripsof Bob News
S
YouWorld
and
(25)
No
Network
the
You
and
Service
the World
Co-op
S
S
(6:15-6:45)
No Network
Co-op
Co-op;
NoPSGNetwork
Ivory
Sun
Oil
Co.
3-Star Extra
LowellOxyd.ThomiLsi
a
Lowell Thomas
Co-op«
(105)Beuic ,
(105) Lav, Fulton Lewis Jr. Pure (33)Oil Co. Headline PSGDreft—
Headline PSGDreft—Oxyd.
PSG-lvorj1
Beulah Co-op
News Time
Edition
(320)
Edition
(29)
PSG(124)
Elmer Davis Jack (124)
Smith RShi D
SmithTideRShow Dinner Date Service General
Elmer Davis JackCampbell
Mills
Soup
Campbell
Sou
Miles
Labs.
Lone
Ranger
Mr.
Mercury
Club
of World
General Mills Club
(151) 15R Gabriel Heatter News (160)
(151) 15R .
(158)
Fo:
Miles
Labs
(137) Am. Oil-Hamm.
Family Sterling
Drug Am.Ed. (164)
R.Oil-Hamr
R.022
Newsree 1 NoMan'sNetwork'
(See footnote)
—Ed. (164)
(105)MumR
R— Mutual
MarsMurrow
(7:45-7:55)
duPont of
Newstand
Theatre People Are Funnj MonteCountCristo
Cavalcade
Mr.
of America
(157) H (157)
R Mystery(288)Theatre Chameleon
S
S
(149) (alt wks.)
The Top Guy
C-P-P ShampooS
AmericanCo-opChicle Chesebrough*
Official Lewis-Howe
Chance
Dr. Norge
Christian
Lifetimeof a Shave Cream Detective
TheatreHollywooi
(167)Co.
Turns
Co-opS Mr. S Mrs. Nortl
S
(213)
Wm Wrigley
(181) R
Co-op
(192)of Luigi
R John Steele Liggett 8 Myers Gallery
Red Skelton ;
Hope (174)
Town Meeting Life(184)
Adventurer BobChesterfield
(54) In,
Sterling Drug
Pet McGee
Milk(155) 8
Bing Crosby
Pursuit
Fibber
Molly
«
Mr. President Liggett(197)8 My,,
Mysterious
(150)
Co-op
Chr.Chr. S.S. Publ.
Co
Rogue's
Views NewsMonitor(15
Pabst Blue
News
of
Lever
Bros.
A.
F.
of
L.
News of Ribbon
Bouts T
Tomorrow Meet Millie Frank Edwards Big Town
Tomorrow
S
S
(26)
'
Mystery
(137)
Dream sHarbor
1 Love A
a
Dream Harbor
Philip
Morris
Co-op
Latin Quarter
Dance Broadway
or Not?
0
Waxworks Orchestra
Playhouse(152)on Orchestra
s
S
■
United— Robert Q's Baukhage
Talking
(169)
News
BandS
News
News from NBC BandS
Dance
Dance
News
of
U.N.
the WorldBeatty Sports SReport Orchestra h;
Sports^Report Orchestra Highlights
Morgan
Co-op
Today
SAT I
NBC
MBS
ABCCTOJ
ABC
CBS
Network Opens Washington 1:30 PM Vespers
No School
News
S
S
Follies
10 a.m.
Barnyard
Marines
S
S
1:45
Review In
Brown Shoe 2:00
Ed McConnell
S
Europe
2:15
Garden Gate
Concert of
Miscellaneous (126)
Mind
Your 2:30
Smilin'
Manners
Program
Orchestra
S
S
»(15t)
Galen
Make Drake
Way
This Week
2:45
Around the
Ralston
Youth Leslie Nichols MaryPetLeeMilkTaylor
World S
3:00
Space(284)Patrol
(144)
Helen Hall
3:15 Dr. Billyof Decisici
Let's Pretend
Tintair
of Wheat Georgia
Graham
Junction Cream
(134) 3:30 Hour
S. Maugham
(229)
Crackers Theatre
Hollywood ,
Love Story 4:00
Old-FashionecCd
Mills
3:45 Gospel
EddieShowFisher Cannon
Revival Bcstg.
Hr, (24!
Give(149)8 Take
S

«
News
of
R.
J.
Reynolds
Bob Hawk
Tomorrow Show
(178)
DreamS
Harbor
S
LatinOrchestra
Quarter RexPhillips
Allen Petro
Show
S
Robert(68) Q.
Waxworks
Band
Talking News from NBC
Baukhage
News
S
Called "X"
Dance
theNewsWorldof
Sports Report Orchestra
U.N.
Highlights
Morgan Beatt
Co-op
Co-op
MONDAY
FRIDAY
NBC
ABC
CBS
MBS NBC
News RobL Hurleigh No Network
Breakfast
Clu
World
News
Service
Lockwood Dot Swift(266)8 Co. Barnyard
Follies Tell9:15-25
"
Your Co-op
Nghb
TheseWe Hold
Truths Breakfast Clu
9:25-30
News
S
Harmony
(290) R
We(9:30-10
Remembe
Co-op
Spl.) Philco Corp
Rangers
HudsonMiners
Coal Breakfast
"
Clut
DSH
(289)
Spl. (14) Sterling Drug
Welcome
Toni-ReidMurdock,
RadioNational
(176)Arthi Cecil Brown PSG,Travelers
SPulpit My True Story Godfrey
(144)
(55)
Co-op
Lever-Rinso
(212) R Arthur
Godfrey Faith Our Time
Pillsbury
' (See
Generalfootnote)
Mills (178) R
Swift 8 Co.
ArtDr.ofPeale
Living Betty Crocker Arthur Godfrey Take10:30-10:55
a Number Red Foley Show
(43) Spl.
(190)
R
NewsS
(91)
R
Campbell
Philip Morris National Biscui
10:30-11(40)or Nothin
(35)
Highlights
Against the Stor i Arthur Godfrey Sterling Drug Double
S
Faultless LoneLeverJourney
Bros. Liggett
C-P-P
R Ladies
Myer
Arthur(191)8Godfrey
Strike
It
Rich
Starch
Time
Fair
11-11:25
MorningSpl.
(168)
(53)
(257)Foods (198) R
General
Serenade
When
a
Girl
A Day
Marries
(94)
S
Baking
U.N. Is Bristol-Myers Contnl.
Grand Slam . Lorillard-Kraft King's
C-P-PRow
(MWF)
My SBeat
(290) PSGRosemary
(50)
Ivory
Sno Queen for DialArmourDave
Philip
Morris
Carnival
Garoway(178)
of Books Break
(TuTh)the(257)
* {U?l J
Party
America
General Foods CurtMilesMassey
Labs No Network 101 Ranch Boys
PrudentialBanl Wendy
United TheShow
Warren
Jack
Bercl
Service
S
(256)
(158)
Time
S
Lever Jenny
Bros. Lanny Ross Pickens
Victor(149)Lindlah Aunt
S
S
The Eternal Not in Service Helen
Whitehall
Network
Trent Miscellaneous NoService
Farmer
Light
S
(173) c Program
Co-op
Co-op Our Whitehall
Bob
Poole
Gal Sunda Show
8 Span,
ivory,(149)BigSp Cedric Foster Hometowners
Critic at Larg PaulCo-opHarvey PSGSister
Navy SHour
S
Parly RpL
PSG Oxydol H.1:15-1:25
Mike 95 Ted Malone Ma Perkins 1:25-1:30HardingNews Pickens
(158)

i

flMPARATIVE NETWOI
SUNDAY MBS
CBS
Ranger
Carter Prods. Pearson Pharm Quaker Texas
Joel McCrea
6:00 P | Drew(127)Pearson My Friend Irm ofSgtthePreston
Yukon
S
(190)
Seeman Bros
6:15 Mon.(268)Headline
R C-P-P Dental 8
CBC
Winnipe
ReynoldsBig Show
Meta
(alL)Ci 3 OurShaveMissCreams
6:30 ConcertVancouver
Broo Nick Carter The (171)
Symphony
(191)
Murine
(6:55-7)
*OT
6:45
Foster
Amer.Jack Tob.
Co Cedric
Under
Arrest
The
Big Show
Benny
7:00
s
(197}
R
7:15
TheAdventure
Great Amos Rexall
V Andy PeterAffairsSalemof
7:30
S
(191)
7:45
Singing
Pontiac
Coca-Cola
HarrisRCAS Faye
McCarth
Stop the Musionl ) Charlie
8:00 (12-2&12-9
(174)
Show (200) Marshall
8:15
U. S. SteelGuild
Philip Morris
Hour onTheatre
8:30 Stop theS Musi Horace(188)Heidt Enchanted
the Air (173
Lorillard
the Musi
8:45 Stop (197)
ElectricArcher
Cos.
Warner-Hudni
Corliss
> 9:00 Walter
(287)Winche
(176) Opera Concert
Andrew
Jergen
9:15 Louella(282)Parson
Ronson Art Star
Me 1 Contented
Morris
Carnation Houi
Co. This Is Philip
Eddie Cantor
9:30 Hollywood
on Stage
(148)
(184)
9:45
Okla. City The Silent Mer
Burton Dixie WiEer
10:00 Harvey
Corp., Paul
(118) Choraliers (156 Symphony D. Fairbanks
S Jr
Gloria Parker
ShowS
10:15
NBC
Co-op
Music
George
Jubilee Show
10:30
For You
Dr. SGino
10:45
NewsNBCfrom
NewsS
News
News
11:00
Thoughts
Clifton
Utley
Elmer
Roper
Music
In
Passing
11:15 PI

Armstrong
Cork
Theatre
(185)of Toda)

Man on
theQuaker
Farm
5th Army
Carnation,
Stars Band
Over Hollywood
Grand.Cen.Sta.
Toni
(150)

Barnaul)
Washington
News
Public SAffairs
U.S.
Marine Band

BandsBondsFor Natl.Allis-Chalmers
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EST.
broadeast number
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ABC nold
— 10:25-10:30
— Storyteller,a.m.,(91).M-F, Gen. Mills, A
3:25-3:30
Dulaney p.m..
DailyM-F,
Double.John (4!)).H. Dulaney & So
5:55-6 p.m., Tu.-Th. Amer. Chicle, W. Roge
CBS—Morning
8:30-9:15 a.m. Sun.,
Foods, Sun.
(107). Gen.
*4-4^05 a.m.Gatherin",
8:30-8:45
M-F,
General
Foods. Renfro Valley
Country
Store,
(60).
10:25-10:30 a.m. Sat., Econ Labs. G. Drake, (184).
del News,
(182). Campana Sales Co. Bill Sha11-11:05
a.m. Sat..
11:30-11:35
Shadel-News.
3:55-4 p.m.a.m..
M-F,Sun.,
Pillsbury,
G. Drake, (160).
(155
)
Sat.,
Gen. Fds, Shadel-News
III: (184):30
Sat., Econ Labs, Lines,
G. DrakeJay
Fan Mail (174)
. M-F, Miller Brew. News.
M8:55-9
BSManville,
— 7 p.m.
: M-F,
434 stas.Bill Henry & the News. Johns8:55-9 a.m. M-F, Higbie-News, Amer. Tob.
10:25-10:30.
11:25-11:30M-F, a.m.Bab-0M-F,Reporter,
12:25-30,B.
3:23-30,
T.2:25-311.
Babbit
Inc. Happy Felton,
10:55-11
a.m. M-F.
11:30-12
Queennoonfor Tu-Th,
a Day. Kraft Foods Co., co-sp
NBC—Chicle,
*OT Liggett
Operation& Myers.
Tandem, Whitehall .
8-8:15 a.m., Skelly Oil, M-F, News (28);
Tnl,
STING

Networks Planning
'52 Coverage
ELECTIONS
THE NETWORKS last week were beginning to look a year ahead,
elections.
starting plans for covering the November 1952 Presidential
Wells Church, news editor-in-chief for CBS Radio, spent the week in
for coverage of preliminary
begin organizational
Washingtonthe tomidyear
—
*
conventions work
caucuses,
in Chicago and the final voting. throughout the country next week
to
start
a
series
of
pre-convention
Plans, under supervision of Edmund A. Chester, director of the grass roots broadcasts, sampling
CBS Radio news department, called regional political preferences and
for world-wide organization with anticipating possible convention
CBS Radio reporters in foreign stands. Other veteran NBC newscapitals collecting world reaction.
men— such as H. V. Kaltenborn,
v Newsmen in Korea were expected John Cameron Swayze and Richard
to obtain troop attitudes towards Harkness — were to receive specific
the candidates and the vote. If assignments regarding the election
feasible, CBS Radio hoped to estab- later on.
Other networks were holding conlish a central reporting station in
ferences with party officials as well
the war zone where troops could
staffs as pregather came
to hear
as they was
be- as specialliminaryevents
known. returns
Mr. Church
coverage plans began to
scheduled to go to the West Coast shape up, but were withholding announcements until assignments and
for further planning this week.
NBC news and network officials schedules are completed.
also were conferring in New York
and Washington last week to chart
both radio and TV coverage of the SDX ELECTS
national elections. President Joseph
Radio-TV Gets Recognition
I H. McConnell earlier had success- RADIO-TV
industry was recogI fully urged both parties to hold
nized Nov. 17 when two of its repI their sessions in Chicago's Interresentatives were elected to naj nationalvidesAmphitheatre
— whichfor protional office in Sigma Delta Chi,
sufficient side space
TV
journalism fraternity.
operations and temporary studios professional
Elected
to the national execu— rather than in the Chicago Stative
council
were
Oliver Gramling,
dium, where past conventions have
Press assistant general
been held. That both CBS and NBC Associated
manager
in
charge
of radio, and
were called in for conferences be- Sol Taishoff, editor and
publisher,
fore the parties selected their con- Broadcasting • Telecasting.
vention sites was considered furOther
newly
chosen
officers
ther indication of the importance president, Charles Clayton,were:St.
of
television
as a political instru- Louis Globe - Democrat (KXOKment.
AM-FM)
; viceHerald
presidents,
Hills, Miami
(WQAM)Lee;
NBC's
W.
W. Chaplin,
understood, would
begin ait was
trip Alden Waite, Southern California
Associated Newspapers, and Robert
U. Brown, Editor & Publisher;
secretary, Mason Smith, GouverNEWS FOR KIDS
X. Y. Tribune Press; treasKFBI Begins New Show neur, urer,
Clifford Weigle, Stanford U.;
chairman of executive council, John
A NEWSCAST program fitted to McClelland Jr., Longview, Wash.,
and national
executhe needs of youngsters is now DailytiveNews;
council members
(in addition
programmed by KFBI Wichita
Gramling and Taishoff)
with success, according to Manager toEd Messrs.
Dooley, Denver Post, and J. D.
Hale Bondurant.
Milwaukee Journal
The news show, written in story Ferguson,
i
WTMJ-AM-TV
i.
form, is broadcast at 4:55 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. Called Juvenile Journal,
the program has received generous
praise from school officials and
others interested in child education, HOMEMAKERS'
KMA Event DAY
Packs Studios
Mr. Bondurant notes.
AN OVERFLOW crowd jammed
KFBI News Director Bob Gad- the
studio-auditorium of KMA
berry, explaining the type of news Shenandoah,
Iowa, to celebrate the
show being put together by the
Homemakers' Day in the
station, adds that the Journal is biggest
station's 27-year-old history, KMA
not news
about the
youngerfor listenlast week.
ers but news
tailored
their reported
More than 1,500 women from
understanding.
four states were on hand for the
While the program is creating occasion, highlighted with a home
new interest with children, the freezing
demonstration
station reports that a surprising presentedandby cooking
Kathryn
Miller,econoInresponsetenershas
come
from
adult
listernational
Harvester
home
who find themselves better
mist.
KMA
furnished
entertainable to grasp the meaning of the
ment and gave out S700 worth of
news. Interest of both parent and free prizes. Capacity of auditorium
child has been leading to a "family is about 750. Those who could
forum"rent events,
type according
of discussion
of cur- not jam into the studio listened to
to respondthe program over loud-speakers set
ing families, KFBI reports.
up in the lobby.
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-30

YEARS

OF

SERVICE

DAN THORNTON
^ Governor of Colorado
. . . KLZ
with

sells democracy
dramatic

impact!"

Colorado's chief executive, Governor
Dan Thornton, says "KLZ sells democracy
with dramatic impact!"
Governor Thornton was referring to
"Freedom Essays," KLZ's way of observing
the 175th birthday of the U.S.A.
Each night Colorado civic, religious and
governmental leaders broadcast their own
essays on "What Democracy Means to Me" —
another example of the ingenuity in creating
public service programs which has long
been a KLZ trademark.

KLZ
5000 WATTS CBS 560 KC
eKATZ AG
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On the dotted L
NIGHTLY Matinee at Midnight on WBBM Chicago is bought for Eastgate
Motors
by Marvin
Schulman,
firm'sMr. sis.
mgr. Signators
to r):ClemSil
Fleischman,
J. H. Draznin
agency;
Schulman;
Bill Wells,aredisc(Im.c;
Lowden, WBBM salesman, and Jules Draznin, agency owner.

ZIV program. Bright Star, is bought
by 52
Massachusetts
Hospital
Service
for
weeks on WAAB
Worcester.
Completing details (I to r): Ted
Swift, Frederic W. Ziv Co.; Alex
Ryley, Blue Cross dist. mgr.; Bruff
W. Olin Jr., WAAB pres.-gen. mgr.

TEMPLE grid games are sponsored on
KYW Philadelphia by Charles Anted
Inc., Baltimore.
Martin
(seated),Firm's
signsAllen
beforeC. Kayo(I to
r): Edwin T. Jameson, Free & Peters;
Paul I. Woodland, KYW prom, mgr.,
Joseph C. Amaturo, F & P.

ORANGE-Crush
up tab for
The Green HornetCo. onpickscoast-to-coast
MBS. Signing is Forbes A. Ryder
(seated),tling Div.,sis.Charles
mgr., Orange-Crush
G. Fitzmorris BotJr.
(I), partner, Fitzmorris & Miller
Agency, tralandDiv. mgr.,
Carroll beam
Marts,approval.
MBS Cen-

NISSEN Baking Co. buys news on
WTAGuct in Central
Worcester,
prodNew Mass.,
England.to sell
Contract
is set by (seated John Nissen, pres.,
and James C. Cable, sis. dir., Nissen
firm; standing, James McNight (I),
WTAG salesman, and Richard C.
Gravel, WTAG local sis. mgr.

IT'S Houston Hoc-down, Monday through Saturday, 9-10 p.m., on KNUZ
Houston, with Lack's Auto Supply Stores as sponsor. Arrangements are set
by (seated, I to r) R. O. Farmer, Lack's exec. v. p., and A. I. Lack, pres.
Standing
to r):
EdwinKNUZ
P. Silverman,
Jack station
Doulrava,
adv.
mgr.; (IDave
Morris,
gen. mgr.; v.andp.. S.Lack's;
D. Tinsley,
acct. firm's
exec.

Networks Preseni
THANKSGIVING
Special Shows
THANKSGIVING was not "turkey" time — at least as far as network
programming was concerned, for all major broadcasters had arranged
special programs throughout the day, and most regularly scheduled
shows gave atcoverage
least a passing nod to the holiday,
program starting at 5 p.:
Plans Thanksgiving
for coverage Day
of Macy's
*
annual
parade music
Thursday, sponsored for thej
in New York— carried by ABC-TV EST
second year
the Frank
Longines-Witlast year — took on aspects of what tnauer
Watchby Co.
Knight
one network's officials described played host
to
the
Longines
earlier ment
as store,
"freewhose
ball." institutional
The depart- phonette, "The Choraliers,"SymLa
gambit costs a reported $50,000, Coultre Ballet under direction of
had sought to sell coverage this John
Butler and
soloists'
Venture,
tenor;guests
Jay Edkins
year with William Morris Agency Nino
Bass; and Bernard Leighton, pianoffering it as $60,000 network ist.
package. While NBC and DuMont
Film produced by the Rev. Pattalked it over with possible sponrick Peyton and called That I May
sors, ABC announced it again had
was to be shown on the CBS
exclusive coverage, first for WJZ- See
TV New York, later for the whole Television network 4-5 p.m. EST
network. Macy spokesman conceded Thursday. The story of Bartimeus,
the blind
have
the rights had not been sold.
Ruthbeggar,
Hussey, was
Jeffreyto Lynn
ABC TV Network carried parade starred
and
Regis
Toomey.
from 11 a.m. to noon, with WJZ-TV
MBS scheduled The Thankful
cameras bringing it to New York Hour
for the second consecutive
viewers starting at 10:30 a.m.
year, a special Thanksgiving proDutch Brodacast
gram correlating to the MBS How
ABC Radio, in cooperation with of Triumph at Easter and The JoyHour at Christmas, both of
Radio Nederland, scheduled a spe- whichfulhave
been carried since 1947.
cial Thanksgiving festival from
Scheduled
the Holiday eve
Leyden, Holland, recorded from from 9-10 for
p.m. EST Wednesday,
overseas circuits earlier in the day
program, produced by The Rev.
for broadcast at 2:30 p.m. EST. Pro- the
included prayers, hymns
gram originated from historic St. Peyton,
and music. Guest stars were James
Peter's
Church,
adjacent
to
the
spot
where John Robinson and his com- Alexander, Ann Blyth, Ann Jamipanions— some of whom sailed for O'Connor.Marina Koshetz, Pat O'Brien,
Jo Stafford and Rod
the New World as the Pilgrim Fath- Ezio son,Pinza,
ers— lived from 1609 to 1625. Services for the broadcast were held by
Football Included
American students studying in the
Netherlands under the Fulbright
Other Mutual programs throughout the day gave attention to the
Act and included Scripture readings, simple prayers, and a brief holiday with plans calling for VinImpelliterri, Mayor of New
history of the Pilgrims. Thanks- York, cent
to give a Thanksgiving Day
giving in Holland was written by
Dr. Marshall Swan, public affairs message. Bob Poole's show from
officers of the U. S. Embassy in the 3-4 p.m. was scheduled to carry
special interviews pointing up the
Netherlands, through whose aus- meaning
of the holiday.
pices the program was produced.
DuMont Television Network
NBC-TV started its Thanksgiving programming at 1:30 p.m. EST slated earage ofholiday
feature with
a Thanksgiving
Day covpro
Sunday when American Inventory,
a Sloan Foundation program, was football game between the Green
presented. Two displaced Latvians Bay Packers and the Detroit Lions,
played featured roles in a drama from noon until conclusion.
titled,
. . .what
1951,"a
in which"Thanksgiving
they indicated
modern pilgrim to America might NRDGA Promotion Panel
give thanks for.
NBC Radio Network carried the THOMAS D. CONNOLLY, manager of program sales for CBS-TV
story of the first Thanksgiving at Division,
will be among ten ex8 P. M. EST Tuesday when Walter
perts, al ex-retail promotion manHampden starred in "The Path of
agers,
who
will speak at the sales
Praise" on the weekly Cavalcade promotion session
of 41st Annual
ng
of America program.
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
CBS Radio broadcast a holiday convention, scheduled for early Jandrama from 8:30-9 p.m. Thursday
uary in New York. Speakers will
with Ann Harding starring in "The give an outside-looking-in point of
Widened house
Heart"
on
Hallmark
PlayI'd Pro-in
series. Other programs view asmote they
My StoretalkifonI "How
Were Back
throughout the day featured spe- Retailing." Others who will parcial Thanksgiving music, ranging
ticipate include Arthur Price of
from popular hymns to contemporary novelty songs.
ArthurHewitt,
Price Assoc.,
of
Ogilvy,Lucille
BensonGo'old&
CBS Television was scheduled to Mather, and Estelle Hamburger,
carry an hour-long Thanksgiving retail consultant.
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JUST READ WHAT
THESE INDEPENDENT
THINKERS SAY:
" V KFMJ has sold A-

TeievfSIOn
^oratories, Tu

fca

urease over the
V

Leading independent radio stations are today's best buy!
There's something about being independent that keeps you toughened up, ready to tackle any job that requires good, honest, hard

rtforj. . V
Statio"an.

selling. At any rate, you will find in radio today it's the leading
independent radio stations which are doing a truly productive sales

r or"

job for national advertisers. Perhaps you've been thinking to yourself, "I ought to try Independent Radio." Well, now's the time to
act. Write for all the facts to any AIMS station listed below.
THESE ARE THE LEADING INDEPENDENT
WCUE — Akron, Ohio
WKYW —Louisville, Kentucky
WBMD — Baltimore, Maryland
WMIE —Miami, Florida
WBNY —Buffalo, New York
WMIL — Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WJMO — Cleveland, Ohio
WKDA —Nashville, Tennessee
WVKO — Columbus, Ohio
WBOK —New Orleans
KMYR — Denver, Colorado
WWSW —Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
KCBC — Des Moines, Iowa
KXL
—Portland, Oregon
WIKY — Evansville, Indiana
WXGI
— Richmond, Virginia
WCCC - — Hartford, Connecticut
KSTL — St. Louis, Missouri
WXLW — Indianapolis, Indiana
WMIN —Minnesota, St. Paul
WJXN — Jackson, Mississippi
KNAK —Salt Lake City, Utah
KLMS — Lincoln, Nebraska
KITE — San Antonio, Texas
city.
They are all members of AIMS Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations— each the outstanding independent station

Aim for BULL'S-EYE
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

results. ..with the AIMS

RADIO
KSON
KYA
KING
KREM
WACE
KSTN
WOLF
KFMJ
WNEB
WBBW

STATIONS:

—San Diego, California
—San Francisco, California
-Seattle, Washington
—Spokane, Washington
—Springfield, Massachusetts
—Stockton, California
—Syracuse, New York
-Tulsa, Oklahoma
—Worcester, Massachusetts
-Youngstown, Ohio

GROUP
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Info

Gold

for

Diggers

If you were prospecting for gold, we'd say pack your, rucksack and come to Canada. Canada is the world's second biggest gold producer. The value of Canada's gold production
in 1949 (latest available figure) is just short of $150 millions— that's a lot of bullion.
The Canadian Association of Broadcasters (or C.A.B.) sells
radio in Canada but we sell Canada too. C.A.B. believes that
many U. S. friends don't know enough about Canada. We're
not just patriotic; we state facts and cite figures.
FACT — Canada is your best customer, buys more U. S.
goods than anybody. And Canada pays cash !
FIGURE —The U. S. has already invested about $6 billions
in Canada's future.
FACT — Measured in per capita gain, no country but Canada
is growing so fast, increasing production and profits
more.
FIGURE — There are radios in 95% of Canada's homes,
making radio Canada's biggest, most popular,
most lucrative advertising medium.
FACT — Selling in Canada is a problem involving people,
language, and geography. Radio gives you direct
contact with the right people, speaking their language, anywhere in Canada.
FACT — "In Canada, you sell 'em when you tell 'em !"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian
108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.

Association of Broadcasters
37 Bloor St. West,
Toronto.
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SIGNATURE of Gretchen Wage is
placed on contract for new women's show on WAGE Syracuse. L to r:
Miss Wage; Doug Johnson, WAGE
vice president and general manager,
and Ted Taylor, president, O. L.
Taylor Co., WAGE representative.
Miss WageWTIC
formerly
broadcast with
Hartford.

NABET, ABC
Seeks Sound Effects Pact
AAssn.
MOVEof Broadcast
by the CIO's
National&
Engineers
Technicians (NABET) to merge
certain radio-TV sound effects technicians at ABC New York with its
existing
nation-wideforestalled
engineers' unit
was
temporarily
the
National
Labor Relations byBoard
last
Monday.
The decision was handed down
in a board ruling which involved
the
network
and the International'
Alliance
of Theatrical
Stage Employes &Moving Picture Operators
(IATSE), an AFL union. IATSE.
had
NLRBtechnicians
for a unit atof
all petitioned
sound effects
ABC New York radio-TV operations, excluding those who handle
recording of transcriptions. Operations
network and WJZAM-TV ofarethe concerned.
NABET intervened for a merger
of these employes with its existing group or,
an alternative,
designation
of aasnational
group of
all sound effects employes. NABET
has represented all ABC engineeremployeseffect
nationally
since 1944,
and ingsound
technicians
as a
separate unit since 1945. The last
contract ran out Oct. 31.
Election Ordered
The board ordered an election
within 30 days among all sound
effects technicians and apprentices
of ABC's sound effects division in
the New York program department.
Excluded were those who prepare
transcriptions, managers, assistant
managers and supervisors.
"In view of the past bargaining
history of the sound effect technicians as a separate unit and the
dissimilarity of their duties as
compared to the engineers, we find
no merit teinntion. As[NABET's]
conthe employerfirst[ABC]
does not have sound effect employes
in any of its other stations, we see
no basis for any further consideration of [NABET's] alternative
request
a nation-wide unit,"
the
boardforexplained.
NABET represents engineering
employestroit,
at WENR-AM-TV
WXYZ-AM-TV
DeChicago,
KECA-AM-TV Los Angeles and
KGO-AM-TV San Francisco, as
well as WJZ-AM-TV New York.
The union negotiated wage pacts
with both ABC and NBC covering
radio and TV engineers late last
month. New contract would run for
27 months [B«T, Nov. 5].

REPLY TO WTMV
Franklin Denies Collusion
DENIAL that there was any collusion between the Belleville (111.)
News-Democrat and the Franklin
County Broadcasting Co. was made
in an affidavit filed with FCC.
Collusion had been imputed by
WTMV
Nov. 12].East St. Louis, 111. [B»T,
Affidavit was made by Leslie P.
Ware, owner of Franklin County
Broadcasting Co., which is an apnt for 1260 kc withMo.500 WTMV
w daytime pinlicaWashington,
petition called attention to the fact
that these were the same facilities
previously held by the Belleville
newspaper which had won them in
competitive hearing with WTMV.
The East St. Louis station alleged
that the Belleville newspaper never
intended to build the station, asked
that the FCC's 1950 decision favoring the siBelleville
station bebegranted
recondered and that WTMV
the facilities it had originally requested [B*T, Oct. 8].
Collusion allegation was made by
WTMV on the grounds that the
engineering exhibits in the pending
Washington
werebefore
"arranged for application
and prepared
Belleville had actually surrendered
its construction permit." Washington,ville,
Mo., isWTMV54pointed
miles from
out. BelleMr. Ware, in his affidavit, affirmed thattoheeither
had one
"never
or written
of thespoken
two
partners
of
the
Belleville
NewsDemocrat; nor have I authorized
anyone to do so on my behalf. No
consideration of any kind has ever
been promised or passed, directly Tour Europe
or indirectly
from me ortototheme Belleville News-Democrat
from COMMENTATORS Richard Harkthe Belleville News-Democrat."
ness of NBC Washington and
Joseph Harsch of LBS were among
the group of 14 radio and newsLewis B. Breed
paper newsmen who left Washington Nov. 16 for a European inLEWIS B. BREED, 76, assistant
spection trip. They were invited
treasurer of WSPR Springfield, by the Dept.
to observe
Mass., of which he was co-founder progress on oftheDefense
foreign aid and
in 1936, died at Springfield hospi- mutual security programs.
tal, Nov. 10.
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Why

we

have

to anticipate

your

needs

1. 21 months after the end of World War II,
the research scientists at Union Oil came up with
an entirely new type of motor oil for passenger
cars. They had developed it to give the greatest
possiblesion engines
protection
for thebuilt.
new Thehigher-compresthen being
new oil was
purple and was classed as a heavy-duty lubricant.

2* To demonstrate what the new oil would
do,
theycontinuous
put it in four
new andcars down
and drove
them
30,000
Coast. The
oil was miles
never updrained!
At the
the Pacific
end of
the run they opened up the engines and showed
us the Theresults:
showed condition.
no measurable
wear.
oil wasengines
in excellent

3. Consequently, we put this remarkable new
purple oil on the market immediately. We called
it Royal Triton. 3H years later, leading car mancturers specified Royal
heavy-duty
for use
in their new ufamodels.
Triton type
easilyoilsexceeded
the most rigid of these heavy-duty specifications.
Ascoasta now
result,recommend
leading carRoyaldealers
coastnewto
Tritonfrom
to their
car buyers.

4» Naturally, we're glad we put a heavy-duty
oilspecifications
on the marketwere3' ■>issued.
years before
the carimportant,
makers'
But most
we believe, is the economic system that gave us
the
incentive
to
anticipate
the
need
for
a
heavyduty oil. Under this system we are constantly
striving to beat our competition to the punch.

5. If the oil business had been a government
monopoly, not only would we not have a heavyduty oil;
we wouldn't
have weall the
leum products
and services
haveother
today.petroFor
there'syouno already
incentivehaveto gothemafterall. more
customerswe
when
But because
didn't
all the customers,
we had product.
a very good
reason have
for introducing
an improved

6. All of which goes to prove, we think, that
the only
you canis toguarantee
maximum system
progres in anwayindustry
have an economic
that guarantees maximum incentives. Our
American system, with its free competition, provides these to a degree no other system has ever
approached.

1*1

OX Oil, COMPM1
OF CALIFORNIA
INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion
why American
business functions.
hope Write:
you'll feel
free
to sendof inhowanyandsuggestions
or criticisms
you have toWeoffer.
The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple motor oil
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WHEC's 'Hot' Time
PROGRAMMING of WHEC
Rochester
was tape
fullrecorders
of "hot
news"
through
fortnight ago as the WHEC
staff turned in extensive coverage of a $2 million fire at
nearby Kodak Park which injured 85 persons.
The with
fire
continued
three days
WHEC keeping listeners
well-informed. In addition,
station covered two other
fires the same weekend.
Mfrs. Assn. has broached NPA
with a proposal designed to assure
aseparate
similar story).
quantity of antennas (see
The four million-plus figure for
TV sets, coupled with 10,900,000
radio hand"receivers,
but reasonablerepresent
estimates "offfor
'52. Predicted number of TV sets
is slightly higher than that set by
E. T. Morris, chairman, NPA Electronics Division, but takes into account stretching of materials
through conservation, James Secrest,
general
of RadioTelevision Mfrs.manager
Assn., pointed
out.
Industry already has cut back to
about two-thirds of metals used a
year agoceiverswhen
over 7.4he million
were recorded,
noted. re-In
any event,
barring
unknown
factors, there should be sufficient
metals to enable industry to meet
these quotas next year.
Within six months after the outbreak of the Korean war, there
were general cutbacks to 65% on
most metals. In most instances involving the latest percentages, allotments are appreciably lower for the
first quarter of 1952 than at present.
Similar limitations were placed on
output of miscellaneous
musical in-in
struments and parts. Products
NPA's second consumer category,
with less priority, will be pared to
the bone — down to as much as 10%
of their base. These goods comprise
smoking accessories, costume jewelry, hardware, etc.
Warning Issued
Manufacturers who failed to
meet terfiling
for firstbyquarquotasdeadlines
were warned
Mr.
Fleischmann
that
they
are not asMister PLUS wears cowboy boots,
sureducers
d of receiving
materials.carbon
Prowho can substitute
His hat's ten-gallon size.
steel for copper and aluminum may
appeal for additional supplies.
He's full of yips and rooty-toots
The continuing
materials
also was scarcity
pointed ofup rawby
And news to pop your eyes!
other developments the past fortnight.
On one front, CBS-Columbia was
"If you want KIDS, by flock or herd.
readying its presentation for a
hearing before the National ProTry MBS — we've won 'em !
duction Authority following susAnd if you'll simply say the word,
ension of color
production.
Hearing pset
for lastTV Tuesday
has
We'll put your brand upon 'em I"
been delayed indefinitely by mutual
agreement of the company and
agencysibly washearing
Posheld out.examiners.
for a meeting
later this
week.
the difference is MUTUAL!
This ofmarked
the third
postpone^by
ment
a hearing
requested
CBS-Columbia on its appeal for an
adjusted base period which would
permit(Continued
a larger onshare
+ + + + + + + FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM • NEW YORK 18, N.Y. +++++++
page of161)allocaBROADCASTING
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Slated for 752 Set Output
MORE
CUTBACKS
ally from 50% to 65% of base peBLUEPRINT for more drastic cut- any possible suggestion of "colluriod usage for manufacturers of
backs in radio-TV set production
sion" among manufacturers. NPA household
receivers and telein 1952 was bared by government ascribed the regulation to an avoidvision setsradio
.
allocation authorities within the
ance of "any legal complications
In
taking
this
action, the agency
that might arise out of the discus- set aside two civilian
past fortnight.
categories
A sharp whittling of available
sions,"
specifically
possible
conflict
materials for all consumer goods with the anti-trust laws.
for priority
purposes,
placing
rec
e
i
v
e
r
s
i
n
the
topmost
grouping.
The* order bans the production of
was ordered by the Defense ProRadio-TV receivers and other
duction Administration, bearing color TV sets and so-called adaptgoods "are characterized by the
product,
out previous
"hard parters— "any
designed
solelyattachment,
to permit oror essential nature of their civilian
times"
aheadforecasts
in theof civilian
facilitate . . . the reception of uses" and are "household necessieconomy.
The action was taken Nov. 15 as color television."
ties," NPA pointed out. FurtherExemptedufacture ofcolor
from TVM-90equipment
is the manreceiver and parts units of Radiomore, they are "necessary to mainfor
Television Mfrs. Assn. met in Chitain
the nation's civilian
The allotments
"reflect economy."
an earlier
"experimental, defense, industrial,
chart theshortages,
industry'swithcourse
duringcago tocurrent
the and certain hospital and educa- decision not to impose a 'death
tional
uses."
Technical
and
sciensentence'
upon
any
product
...
objective of sustaining increased
tific laboratories and programs of and to sustain civilian production
set production. The order was ad- the Defense
and
employment
at
the
highest
Dept. or Atomic Enerministered through DPA's operatgy Commission are expressly ex- possible levels compatible with the
ingtionagency,
Authority.the National Produc- empted.
available materials," DPA Administrator Manly Fleischmann deResearch Unmolested
government's
latestsurprise
move
wasTheviewed
with neither
clared.mayTherun"bigits pinch"
on midmanor alarm. What still concerns the
course by
The government emphasized '52, he terials
felt.
that the regulation will not
industry is devising ways and anew
"Great pressure has been exerted
means of taking up the slack be- interfere with research and test
tween curtailed civilian output and programs related to further de- on NPA to cut off civilian production as a means of obtaining more
actual fulfilment of military
velopment of color television systems, or with the closed circuit materials for essential defenseorders. Set production has held up
purposes
above-mentioned.
This
supporting
and non-military provery wellizationduring
"gray" mobilwas agreed upon during the
grams," Mr. Fleischmann
period andthisinventories
re- aspect
Set-makers
will be cut revealed.
back to
main substantial.
government-industry
meeting
Oct.
NPA followed up this action last 19.
these basespectiveperiod
levels,alloy
for and
remetals:
carbon,
As
with
all
NPA
regulations,
Tuesday with a regulation (M-90)
designed to formalize its ban on provision is made for "adjustment stainless steel, 50%; copper brass,
the manufacture of color TV sets or exception" based on "undue or 35%, and copper wire, 40%; copper foundy products, 20%; and
hardship . . . not suffor
"general sale."
The order held
was exceptional
fered generally by others in the aluminum, 35%. Base periods are
an outgrowth
of discussions
the
last
half of 1949 or the first
last month between Defense Mobi- same
trade or industry" or . that
lizer Charles E. Wilson and in- enforcement would not be in the half of 1950.
public
or
national
defense
interest.
TV set-makers plan to produce
dustry representatives [B*T, Oct.
In its cutback order NPA set over
four million monochrome
29, 22].
While industry trade association forth quotas of steel, copper and video receivers next year. And they
leaders declined comment, it was aluminum to civilian goods pro- hope this figure will be matched by
understood that the new directive
ducers for the first quarter of 1952.
of television antenwas based on their desire to obviate It ordered cutbacks ranging gener- a likenas.number
To this end, Radio-Television

Youngsteadt

WPTF's

New

Sales
Manager
And when you meet him, you've
BS in Business Administration,
University
Advertisingof Tennessee
Major
met a man who knows his way
Ten
Years,
Sales
Promotion
around in sales and advertising. Gus
The Tenn. Elec. Pr. Co.
TwoPurse
Years,Co.,Account
Executive
Adv. Agency
Youngsteadt talks from a backFourCarolina
Years, Ass't
ground of 22 years in advertising
Pr. & Adv.
Lt. Co.Mgr.
Six Years, Adv. & Prom. Mgr.
and sales promotion. He knows
WPTF Radio Co.
North Carolina and the WPTF
coverage area like a book. He knows the habits and customs of
the people —
and how to
Youngsteadt
Durham and

Telecasting

when they work, when they listen, what they like,
make them part with their money. WPTF and Gus
is an unbeatable combination for selling Raleigh,
Eastern North Carolina.

50,000
WATTS 680
KC
Affiliate for RALEIGH-DURHAM
and Eastern North Carolina
NBC
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE FREE & PETERS, Inc.
GUS YOUNGSTEADT, Sales Manager
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Advertisement
From

where

6y Joe

For The
A

I sit

Marsh

Ladies:

Diet That Really Works
We went out visiting the other night
and the ladies were talking away
about weight-reducing diets. One of
them had a special "15 -day Hollywood diet" guaranteed to slim her
down fifteen pounds' worth. Another
was living on bananas and skim milk!
I might have known the missus
would get the reducing bug, too, and
sure enough the other day she asks
me, "Joe, what kind of a diet do you
think I ought to go on?"
"Mother," I says, "the only diet I
would ever recommend to anyone is
simply moderation. I wouldn't trust
any of those get-thin-quick diets. Simply cut down on desserts, bread, butter,
sweets and fats — but when you do,
even do your cutting down moderately."
From where I sit, moderation is the
watchword for good living. Moderation with food, with smoking or with
the enjoyment of a friendly glass of
temperate beer or ale. Actually, moderation adds to the enjoyment of just
about anything.

Copyright, 1949, United States Brewers Foundation
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HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC EVENTS BAN
Reason Given Arouses Steubenville Broadcaster's Ire
because of their jobs or other commitments, but who want to keep
in touch with the progress of the
game? Are their desires to be
ignored? What do they think
about the games being radio sponThe Steubenville broadcaster
suggested a public meeting on the
matter in order to let the people be
sored?" He added, "Too many of
heard.
our decisions today are being made
for us by well-meaning but not
fully-informed
To illustratepublic
that officials."
such situations can be ironed-out smoothly,
Mr. Laux
described
the
Steubenville set-up.
"Here in Steubenville a most
friendly and cooperative feeling has
been created between the Board of
Education and Station WSTV and
this spirit of mutual respect has
been extended over the past decade.
"WSTV has sponsors for local
high school football and basketball
games
approval,
and in with
turn the
WSTVBoard's
extends
every
cooperation possible to the school
system. Both Have Profited
" I sincerely believe we have both
profited
by thisbelieve
cooperative
and I further
we can attitude
include
the general public as a beneficiary
as well.
"Your decision is more important
than its effect upon the Cleveland
area alone, and your statement
regarding chattels is certains not
in good taste and a definite relection upon the operations of radio
stations. We most certainly cannot permit such an irresponsible
CRITICISES VOA
go unanswered."
Mr. Laux toended
by saying a copy
Cites Language Fault statement
of
"this
letter
is
being
to the
THE VOICE of America was the Cleveland Press and thesent
Cleveland
object of an oratorical attack by Plain Dealer, and other Ohio paRep. week
John inF.anKennedy
(D-Mass.)
pers, for whatever use they may
last
address before
the
Boston Chamber of Commerce. The
Congressman reported on findings
during a recent inspection tour of James E. Peterson
Asia, calling for a new propaganda JAMES E. PETERSON, superineffort to reach all levels of people. desire." tendent of equipment for WIP
"Nothing seemed quite so futile Philadelphia, died November 9 at
to me as the current practices of his
home in a suburb of Camden,
the Voice of America," Rep. Ken- N. J. Mr. Peterson, well known in
Philadelphia
engineering circles,
nedy
told
the
chamber.
"Fashioned
to shortwave sets that only the rich had been employed
WIP for the
can afford, often transmitted in past 21 years. He atjoined
the stalanguages that only the rich have
tion in 1930 as a radio technician
been educated, to understand, how and played an important part in
can we hope to combat the expand- helping to develop the station's ening Communist cells among the
gineering facilities in the early
days. Surviving are his widow,
poor,
have-nots hasof this
Thisthe question
beenworld?"
posed Maggie S.; four daughters, three
periodically before Congressional sons, and a brother and sister.
committees on Capitol Hill. State
Dept. information officials have CKVL Verdun sent cakes with lighted
repeatedly stressed that shortwave candles
delivered by messenger to adreceivers are more commonplace in
vertising
and advermarkingagencyitsexecutives
fifth
this
European countries, particularly month.tisersCakes
flownbirthday
to Toronto
Soviet Russia, because of the vast and delivered byweremessenger.
geographical terrians.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
A CLEVELAND civic official's
statement
commercialimplying
broadcasting of that
high school
athletic
contests
"chattels"
of the
drew made
counterfire
an
Ohiopupils
broadcaster
last week. from
John J. Laux, general manager
of WSTV Steubenville, in a letter
to Joseph Crowley, law director,
City Law Dept., Cleveland, said,
"We most certainly cannot permit
such an irresponsible statement to
go Mr.
unanswered."
Laux wrote, "It is only natural that your recent decision forbidding the commercial broadcasting of high school games in Cleveland, Ohio, should disturb us.
"Frankly,
am even
more concerned overIyour
statement
that
children are not sent to school 'to
become a chattel over radio or teleOutlining the system under which
broadcasters and school officials
have
vision'."cooperated for years, he
pointed
hour
of time outhas that
been"hour
given,afterwithout
charge,tions sotothateducational
organizathey might further
their aims. Are we not to receive
the cooperation of these same
organizations
in return?"
Mr. Laux thought,
too, that the
taxpayers should have been consulted. He asked: "And how about
the public — the taxpayers who support the schools? ' How about the
shut-ins and older persons who are
interested in the games but find
it physically difficult to attend in
person? And the thousands of
others who cannot attend in person

Vie

profit

Viehtn

Say

si

r

WA2L
HAZ
LETON,PA.

WAZL
Here's70%
a station
19-years
of proven
"know-how".
with
of thewith
listening
audience
(figures
ala Conlan).. .
A full-time 250 Watts, in a $45,000,000 retail sales area.
(Sales Management Figures) NBC affiliate.
WHOL

Represented by
Robert Meeker Associates

WHLM
(FORMERLY WLTR)
Located in the 3rd largest market area of Pennsylvania.
Here's
station and
that isis known
making asgreat
It's of1,000
Watts, adaytime
the progress.
Sports Station
the
The great Allentown - Bethlehem Industrial and Farming
Area with Annual Retail Sales of $204,000,000. Want
Susquehanna Valley. Affiliate of Liberty Network. Carsome of this rich market? Then you want WHOL. . . 250
ries professional football and baseball, also regional footWatts full-time CBS Affiliate.
ball games. A good buy, believe me.
WAZL also MBS affiliate . . .WHLM owned and operated by Harry L. Magee

editorial
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Dollar Dilemma
IN A SENSE, this may become known as the
winter of radio's discontent.
NBC unveils its new rate-compensation plan
this week at its annual convention at Boca
Raton, Fla., confidently predicting acceptance.
From Madison Ave., New York, to Main
Street in Premium, Mont., or Bonus, Miss.,
there will be repercussions. Other networks,
exercising well-established timing techniques,
will come up with plans of their own "to meet
It happened last April, and
itthewillcompetition."
happen again.
Now when anything touches the pocket-book
in business, it also touches the heart. Everybody understands and reacts to dollars.
The Affiliates Committee said that an ultimate maximum of 70% reduction in affiliates'
radio network rates was in the offing to compensate for TV penetration. NBC retorted
that no affiliate will ever be asked to take that
kind of a cut and that the maximum reduction
proposed in any case at the outset is 20%.
Other points will be clarified, as soon as the
full facts are known. But one thing appears
certain. Winter precedes spring, and so discontent can be followed by much easier feelings. Out of all the rate travail will emerge
a new rate-making base for radio, premised
on formula and not pulled out of a hat.
We're tonotgetwishful
that radio
destined
over thein thinking
present hump.
Indeedis
the hump may not really be as large as some
people have thought it was.
Clarence Jordan, executive vice president of
N. W. Ayer & Son, expressed the personal view
a week ago that the network rate cuts last
summer
were a unnecessary,
agency buys
lot of time. and Mr. Jordan's
There has been, we have observed, a general invigoration of radio selling. Business
never was bad locally, has held its own national
spot-wise,
is looking
up network we-wise.
It's
going to getandbetter
in all categories,
believe,
but it will require the exploitation of avenues
that have not been too thoroughly explored.
Take out-of-home listening, for example.
There's a hundred million dollars being spent
annually for outdoor advertising — a large part
of it to reach the motorist. But probably threefourths of America's automobiles are radioequipped. Can the auto radio replace the billboard? It can certainly knock the billboard
for a loop.
This really should not be radio's winter of
discontent.
radio's radio
winterwillofhave
opportunity.
As business It's
improves,
a chance
to get its economic wind, reach a sensible rate
base and reorganize its sales techniques so that
radio sells against other media and not just
against itself.
Rehearsal's Over
THE
ANNUALmonths
"fleaofcircus"
over.
Four arduous
NARTB season
districtis meetings have been completed. They encompassed
also four months of concurrent seminars of
the Broadcast Advertising Bureau, projected
to deliver radio from the bondage of moribund
new business development and slovenly statistic-keeping.
NARTB's
President,
Harold Fellows,
played
in everynewgame
of the season.
He took
on a few exhibition performances — at chamPage 56 • November 26, 1951

bers of commerce and advertising clubs — during the swing. He made a uniformly favorable
impression.
BAB's Bill Ryan followed the same circuit.
He was breaking new ground. The start was
encourrather slow. But it gained momentum,
aged by the allegiance of all four networks
to the "radio is everywhere" cause.
In the political vernacular, we have the
platforms, both for NARTB and BAB, now
cut loose from NARTB's apron strings.
same party — the NARTB
to the trade
Boththebelong
as
all-inclusive
association to fight
radio's (and TV's) battles, chips falling where
they may. It's BAB's bounden duty to sell
radio for all it's worth, starting on the premise
that it's worth more than it's selling for.
As far as Messrs. Fellows and Ryan are
concerned, the construction permits have been
the broadacclamation
issued, by the virtual
caster-telecaster
audiences
they ofimportuned
from
August
through
November.
It's
now a
question of proof of performance.
The separate tasks ahead are not easy. Mr,
Fellows will be called upon to carry an even
heavier load than he bargained for, since
NARTB Board Chairman Justin Miller must
devote a portion of his time to his newly assumed post of chairman of the Salary Stabilization Board. Hal Fellows, in our view, however, demonstrated he has the stamina, plus
the practical know-how, to handle the toughest
task in the field — doing a job while essaying
to be all things to all segments of the unique
and ofttimes
cast media. bewildering pursuits of the broadAnd Bill Ryan has been making the hay that
should beduring
reflected
in new ahead.
dollars in
pockets
the months
He radio's
has a
platform. And, in Kevin Sweeney, he has acquired asales artisan who knows how to make
the bricks, and throw them too.
The media
meleefirstof time
'52 will
be stimulating,
because,
for the
in many
a season,
radio
won't
be
waiting
for
business
fall
through the transom, but will be outtothere
ringing door-bells.
Touchback
THE U. of Pennsylvania, wisely, we think, has
demanded an end to the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. restrictions on football telecasts.
says theto "attempt
force people
payPenn
admission
stadia by todenying
them theto
opportunity to see football games on television
is a bad example of commercialism in collegiate
sports, and adds to the criticism of our institutions on this score."
Though
Penn didn't mention
it, the
atmosphere of commercialism
is the more
oppressive
when one recalls that a lot of schools are supported by public funds.
It seems to us that the decision as to whether
or not to sell television rights to football games
ought to reside with the individual schools
(as decisions on radio rights now do). The
usurpation of this function by a national association, for the confessed purpose of protecting gate receipts, shows just how dedicated to
commercialism the game of college football
has become.
As long as colleges insist that their football
is an amateur sport, and not a centrally organized big business, they should not subscribe
to a national authority which controls the market in football television for no other purpose
than to make money.
It's time the word "amateur" was restored
to its original meaning. At the moment it
seems to be interchangeable with "professional" and perhaps even for "monopolistic."

our respects to:

RICHARD WESTON DAVIS
there will
WHEN
thequency television
historyis ofwritten,
ultra-high
frebe a prominent place for Richard Davis
as "Advance Man for UHF."
The general manager of WELI New Haven
has cooperated
the RCA-NBC
experiments since with
they were
started in UHF
1949 and
WELI has been focal point for the developturers.ment efforts of nearly a dozen video manufacWhen mental
RCA-NBC
up the
UHF experistation at set
nearby
Bridgeport,
Mr.
Davis
offered
the
aid
of
his
organization.
felt that the problems which brought about"I
the television freeze could only be solved by
aournewengineers
section could
of the seespectrum,"
"and
a chance hefor said,
expanded
TV in the lesser-range UHF. It was an opportunity acommercial broadcaster had to take to
prove
faith,andandWELI
his worth."
Mr. his
Davis
engineers acquired
one of the first UHF receivers. They have
tested many sets and converters at home, coordinating their findings with engineering
surveys. In February of last year, when UHF
was still an unknown quantity and a mirage
to most broadcasters, Mr. Davis wrote an
article for Broadcasting • Telecasting in
which he called UHF "the answer for the small
broadcaster."
Time appears to have turned that statement
from what
fancyMr.to Davis
plain electronic factmany
and ittook
has forturned
and
his WELI organization into a UHF testing
ground and information center. When FCC
in the spring of 1951 issued its proposed allocation, giving UHF the heavy share of future
TV expansion, Mr. Davis quickly supported
the plan and said WELI would apply for a
UHF channel in New Haven, having placed a
contingent order for equipment and having
selected a site. He wrote another article for
Broadcasting • Telecasting, outlining his
most recent UHF findings and urging commercial broadcasters to investigate its possibilities instead of blindly seeking VHF channels.
Chairman Wayne Coy of the FCC has called
Mr. Davis and staff "the greatest bunch of
UHF
ever seen." Mr. Davis
Like enthusiasts
many otherI'vebroadcasters,
entered radio via the footlights. Born 40 years
ago in Springfield, Mass., he took part in high
school dramatics and continued the activity at
the U. of Alabama. During school days he
appeared in weekly dramas on WBZA Spring(Continued on page 165)
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Washington

More

people

listen

to WTOP

to

than

any

other
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station

D.C

RADIO executives attending first Canadian BMI Program Clinic at the
Royal Alexandra Hotel, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Nov. 10 [B*T, Nov. 12]
include (I to r): Seated, Roland Couture, manager, CKSB St. Boniface, Man.;
William Harold Moon, assistant general manager, BMI Canada Ltd., Toronto;
Carl Haverlin, president, BMI New York and BMI Canada Ltd.; William A.
Speers, general manager, CKRC Winnipeg; James Findlay, Prairie regional
representative, CBC Winnipeg; John O. Blick, president and general manager, CJOB Winnipeg; standing, Carl Vandagrift, program director, WOWO
For: Wayne; E. A. Rawlinson, manager, CKBI Prince Albert, Sask.; Bill Holm,
general manager, WLPO La Salle, III.; John Leslie, assistant general manager, WDGY Minneapolis; Dan Park, commercial manager, WIRE Indianapolis; Glenn Dolberg, director of station relations, BMI New York. Persons
in foreground not identified.
ident; Jerry Lawrence, Phil LesRWG NAMES MERLIN
lie, Jess Oppenheimer, Jack Robinson, Larry Roman, Sherwood
As National President
Schwartz and Gene Stone. Outgoing
MILTON MERLIN was elected national president was Ira Marion,
national president of the Radio New York radio writer.
Writers Guild in the annual elecWest Coast representatives to
tion at Los Angeles. Named West
Author's
Leagueelected
of America
council
were also
at the
Coast vice president was Larry the
Marks and to the Council, Irvin meeting. Those named were Hector Chevigny, Julian Funt, Sam
Ashkenazy, Kathleen Hite, Hal
Kantor, past West Coast vice pres- Moore, Lillian Schoen.
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SALUTE TO SARNOFF, FOLSOM
'Business Week' Tells of Their Teamwork
vision and trying to improve on
RCA TEAM of Brig. Gen. David what they
have already developed;
Sarnoff, board chairman, and
Frank Folsom, president, was whenever a top decision is called
for, it will come from Sarnoff. But
highly praised
"a unique
bination" in theasNov.
17 issuecom-of in the RCA Victor Division, the
Business Week.
men who are getting ready this
Both men adorn the front cover week to launch the company for
of the magazine and a lengthy the first time into 'white goods'
story details how the executive appliances know full well who will
giants
complement
each other. the give them the final nod. It will be
Business
Week characterizes
Gen. Sarnoff was reported as
team as "that entity beloved by
theorists and rarely found in prac- describing his working arrangetice— a top management team. Folsom."ment with Mr. Folsom as someThey work together in a manner his wife:thing like the arrangement with
quite uncommon in business corporation. Usually, one man so
have nois diagram
home,"
quoted asat saying,
dominates the company that No. 2 Gen."We Sarnoff
man never does anything without and as adding that he knows of no
feeling the breath of No. 1 man on
denning Mr.duties.
Folsom's and his
his neck. Not so with the RCA order
own respective
In the story, Gen. Sarnoff says
Gen. Sarnoff was described as of Mr. Folsom: "I have never had
chiefly a scientist; Mr. Folsom a a happier relationship with any
team."
merchandising
man. them
"For from
the man in my long career."
problems that reach
below in RCA or from the outside WSYR SYRACUSE'S bowling team
are
on theA basis
total score honors in
their split
naturallargely
interests.
researchof has won
Business
that Side
city with
1,076 Men's
points League
singleidea automatically lands on Sar- inSouth
noff's desk; a selling proposition game,
3,057
points
three-game
total.
Team
made
up
of
Elliott
Gove,
assistgetsForFolsom's
attention."
program director, and Don Archer,
illustration,
the magazine MikeantGeorgianni,
James Carman and
points for
to a example,
current problem:
"This Al Eicholzer, engineers. Mr. Gove
week,
RCA engineers
had high single-game with 242 and
are still wrestling with color tele- the high three-game total of 589.
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ON THE EVENING of Nov. 15,
*1926,
familiessome
— forfive
the million
first timeAmerican
in history, on a single program — heard
Mary Garden sing in Chicago, Will
Rogers speak in Independence,
Kan., and Walter Damrosch conduct thechesNew
tra in the York
GrandSymphony
Ballroom Or-of
the old Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in
New York City.
That was the inaugural program
of America's
pioneerBroadcasting
radio network, the National
Co.
It ushered in a new era in the
history of American progress. It
revolutionized the processes of
communication. It profoundly affected the daily lives and habit patterns of the entire American public. It provided American business
with the most immediate and intimate means of reaching a mass
market that had ever been devised.
And it presaged the growth of a
new American industry on a hitherto-unprecedented scale.
Today, as NBC marks its Silver
Jubilee, the promise of that era has
been fulfilled. In 1926, when NBC
first went on the air, the network
extended from the Atlantic seaboard to Kansas City, Mo. Today
it is hemispheric in scope.
25 Stations Carry Inaugural
In 1926, 21 charter network stations and four specially-added outlets carried the inaugural program ;
today the NBC chain links 180
radio stations and 63 television
stations.
In 1926 five million American
families comprised the listening
audience. Today the radio audience
is estimated at 42 million families

25

YEARS

and the television audience at more
than 12 million families.
The story of those intervening
years of growth is a story of unparalleled pioneering perseverance
and unprecedented technological
ingenuity. But it is more than that.
It is a living and ever-growing
tribute to the vision, the understanding, the initiative, the energy
and the business acumen of the
men who have guided the industry's destinies through the comparatively brief span of its existence.
Dawn of a New Era
In 1926, when NBC presented its
4 Ms hour opening program with an
array of stars from opera, the concert stage experimental
and vaudeville,era,radio's
pioneering
both
in the tional
technological
and organizaspheres, was already
largely
a thing of the past.
On the technological side, Marexperiments
led wireless
in 1895
to the coni's
sending
of thehadfirst
signal. In 1896 Thomson had discovered the electron. In 1904 Fleming had invented the valve detector.
In 1906 deForest had perfected the
three-element tube. A new vacuum
tube, developed during World War
I, had lifted radio out of the realm
of dots and dashes and given it a
voice. And, in 1916, a young man
named David Sarnoff, then assistant traffic manager of the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Co. of America, had envisioned a device he
called a "radio music box . . .
which would make radio a household utility in the same sense as a
piano
or a spheres,
phonograph."
In other
too, radio was
already out of the infancy stage

OLD

when NBC put its inaugural program on the air. In 1919, following suggestions by officers of the
U.
Electricof
Co. S.hadNavy,
formedthetheGeneral
Radio Corp.
America, with Mr. Sarnoff as its
commercial manager.
In 1920, when Dr. Frank Conrad,
a pioneer
burgh,radio
broadcast engineer
the returnsin ofPittsthe
Harding-Cox election, a national
craze for radio broadcasting developed
The broadcast ofalmost
theovernight.
Dempsey-Carpentier
fight on July 2, 1921, in Jersey
City, further pointed up the wide
popular appeal
sibilities of the andnew long-range
medium. posThat same year Westinghouse
opened
Newark, the area,
first
station WJZ
in thein metropolitan
and two years later RCA bought
WJZ and moved it to Aeolian Hall
on 42d St. in New York.
Acquisition of WEAF
By tions
1926,
a number hookups
of single were
staand small-area
already in existence. But it was
not until that year, when RCA acquired WEAF from the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co., that
the concept
of a widely
web of radio
stations, linking
separated
areas of the nation, was born.
That concept was given tangible
form when Mr. Sarnoff, then vice
president and general manager of
RCA,
formation of
NBC asproposed
an RCA the
service.
The organization took place on
Sept. 9, 1926, when Merlin Hall
Aylesworth was named the network's first president, and that
event marked a turning point in
radio's history.

LAST WEDNESDAY
was NBC's 25th birthday. In the
quartercentury,
the past
network
has
grown from 21 stations
to
180, plus
outlets
that 63weretelevision
hardly
dreamed of when this
pioneer
went into business.
On this and following
pages, Broadcasting
Telecasting
traces the•
history ities,ofits NBC,
its facilprograms,
its
economics, its people.
Here's a description of
the big part NBC has
played in shaping the
biggest
cations communisystem ever
known. mass
Radio passed from adolescence
into maturity and, with the NBC
inaugural on November 15, emerged
from the realm of back room and
kitchen tinkering to become at one
stroke a full-dress parlor affair
for every member of the family.
With that emergence of radio
into maturity, there also emerged
a new problem — the problem of
how best to please the expanded
and ever-growing listening audience. RCA, in forming NBC, stated that the aim of the new organization was "to provide the best
programs available for broadcastStates."
How
best ingtoin the
carryUnited
out that
expressed
aim became the particular task of
NBC's first president.
To his post Mr. Aylesworth
brought no previous knowledge of
radio.
"I've come clean to my job," he
stated in 1926, "with no experience
and no prejudices. I am literally
starting from the bottom at the
But if Mr. Aylesworth brought
(Continued on page nr. )

top."
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no previous radio experience to his
job, he was far better fitted for it
than any technician, however much
the latter had contributed to radio's mechanical development.
A western minister's son who had
become a successful New York executive, he understood both the
rural and the urban points of view.
Allhis life he had been dealing
"mfirp*eople,
skill as an had
organizer of a and
largehiscorporation
been demonstrated.
When first approached, Mr.
Aylesworth was in no hurry to cast
his lot with radio. Not yet 40 he,
already was the managing director
of the National Electric Light
Assn. He had reorganized the association and made it the largest
body of its kind in the world.
It took the combined persuasion
jtrf
as Owen
Young,
Uen.^uchGuy men
E. Tripp
of theD.Westinghouse company and Major Gen.
James G. Harbord of RCA to convince him that radio offered even
broader and more interesting opportunities. Finally, he settled
down to the task of adapting a new
inventionwhile use.to a practical and worthMr. Aylesworth stated the original problem in these words, which
siillhold:
9 the
"First,
find measure
out What ofprogram
gives
fullest
service
to the public. "
S2 # "Second,
best
^ssible
facilitiesestablish
for such theservice,
"o # "Third, make the entire
Uructure self-supporting, for if
iradio is to survive, broadcasting
fiiust
own legs."
As tostand
whaton theits public
liked, Mr.
Aylesworth decided to seek counsel
from men who had been outstandOTgTy^successful in show business.
One of America's best known
theatrical geniuses was called on
for consultation.
"I have come to you humbly, and
as a novice," the new network president said, "to learn this: What
NBC Silver Jubilee
entertainment do people want?"
20TWe" theatrical man looked at
''vhim.
"My dear man," he said- soberly,
"if I knew what people want anc
why they want it, I would be worj
a billion dollars, and not jus
million. How can you find out^fcat
the public wants
when
it^wesn't
know
even n«t
ij^knew
what ititself?
wantedAndtoday,
month
it The
wouldNBCbe somethinowifferent."
head reJ&ned to his
PQohlem.
In his^^rorts
solve
it,
no avenue
oiffmman tointerest
was left unexjflgred, no field of
human endea«r left untapped.
Jan. J^927,gamethe inbroadcast
theOnRose«owl
Pasadena,of
over
Vffr
first
coast-to-coast
hook^K heralded the beginningradioof
era in the history of sports
29
Mnpctme. Jjurther broadcasts, 'like
'28
in«3t,6P1feftPlWmpsey-Tunney
Chicago in September
1927fight
set
L
I
17 o1

the pattern for the comprehensive
program of sports coverage to
which NBC has adhered throughout
the ensuing years.
In the field of religion, programs
like the National Radio Pulpit in
1928 and the Catholic Hour in 1930
were inaugurated.
For music lovers there were such
programs
Appreciation Hour aswiththe Dr.Music
Walter
Damrosch, in 1928; the American
Album of Familiar Music in 1931,
and the Radio City Music Hall
Concerts, in 1934.
A new era in the history of
"spot"
was ofushered
in withnews
the reporting
broadcasting
such
events as President Coolidge's
Washington's Birthday address in
1927,
and after
"Lindy's"
arrivalflightat
Washington
his historic
to Paris in that same year.
Dramatic Shows Increase
Nor were the fields of drama,
comedy and musical variety overshadowed in NBC's scheme of
things. In 1927, programs such as
Collier's Hour and the Palmolive
Hour were begun. In 1928, Real
Folks, one of the first dramatic
serials, went on the air, to be followed by such programs as The
Rise of the Goldbergs in 1929 and
OneTheMan's
1932.
namesFamily
of suchin mirthmakers
as Will Rogers, Ed Wynn, Amos
'n' Andy,MarxEddie
Cantor
and
Groucho
became
familiar
household items.
Whatever the field of interest — news, sports, music, politics, education, religion — there was some
type of NBC program designed to
fill the needs and wants of the listening public. As the scope of programming was extended and the
listening audience enlarged American industry awakened to a realizationities ofof this
the tremendous
new medium. potentialGeneral Foods, General Motors,
Kraft Cheese were but^^^J^of
the industries wij^^i^reatr
names to NBCj^mpressive list
sponsors.
of programming
wasButbut the^Weld
in which
NBC scored
notable^fains under Mr. Aylesworth^Tn Jan. 1, 1927, the NBCBlu^Network, with WJZ as its
kg^r:anstation,
was asestablished
operation
an adjunct andto
[BC-Red, the original network of
which WEAF was the key. Later
that year the NBC Pacific Coast
network was organized, and the
following year on Dec. 23, 1928,
NBC's coast-to-coast network of
58 stations
nent basis. was opened on a permaExpansion, too, was the keynote
in theYork.
network's
officesnewin
New
On Oct.home1, 1927,
NBC studios were opened at 711
Fifth Ave., and six years later, in
1933, the organization moved to
its present quarters in the $250,000,000 Radio City project. On
Dec. 7,fore 1935,
only a fewrelinquished
weeks beMr. Aylesworth
the ernpresidency,
NBC'swereultra-modHollywood studios
opened.
The field of radio, however, ^im'30
'31 '32

portant as it was to the thenfledgling network, was but one
which occupied the attention of the
men early
who as
guided
destinies.
As
AprilNBC's
4, 1928,
NBC
received
a
permit
for
the
tion of its first televisionconstrucstation.
On July 30, 1930, W2XBS was
opened in New York and on Oct.
30,
1931, 120-line
TV transmission
was
State started
Bldg. from atop the Empire
Like Mr. Aylesworth, whom he
succeeded
as NBC's
Jan.
1, 1936,
Lenox president
Riley Lohron
brought to his new position no
previous knowledge of radio. Also
like his predecessor, he had established an enviable record of previous success in many other fields.
He had
mechanical,he electrical andbeen
civil a engineer;
had
been a soldier, a typographer and
a mathematician; he had been a
writer, editor, showman, salesman
and public relations expert. In
each field he had displayed the
same qualities of business and
personalabled himleadership
ento guide which
NBC tolatera new
peak of attainment.
In 1928, when Mr. Aylesworth
was still figuratively teaching NBC
to walk, Gen. Charles G. Dawes,
then vice president of the United
States, had prevailed upon Mr.
Lohr to organize
and runby ana group
international fair projected
of Chicago businessmen and to
be known as a "Century of ProgExposition."
Mr.ressLohr
had hardly moved into
his Chicago office when the stock
market crash signalled the beginning of the depression. It seemed
impossible to go ahead. But, under
Mr. Lohr's direction, "A Century
of Progress"
did most
go ahead
to become one of the
spectac^
tory.
and successful expositions J|
Mr. heLohr^rfrtted
fi^P'went to
NBCWhen
1936.
that
hisin first
job to learnfrankly
what
broadcasting all about. He
did that so vt^m that the policy of
khigh-calibre^Kntertainment first
gapped oujfloy Mr. Aylesworth was
onh^r maintained but augsws Reporting Sparkles
In the field of news reporting,
for instance, the NBC reputation
was further enhanced by a series
of notable broadcasts. In 1937,
Herb Morrison gave his dramatic,
eyewitness account of the crashing
and burning of the dirigible, Hindenburg, at Lakehurst, N. J. James
Bowen scored a similar triumph
with his eyewitness account of the
scuttling
of theharbor
Nazi'sin Graf
in Montevideo
1939. Spee
When the Nazis scored their
'3 was
coup in Austria in 1938, NBC
for more than
24 hours the4 only
'33 from
radio outlet
Vienna to
America. The coronations of King
George VI, in London in 1937, and
Pope Pius XII, in Rome in 1939,
were the first events of their kind
ever broadcast.
In the field of sports reporting,
too, the NBC tradition was maintained. For instance, in broadcast-

THE graph on these two pages
is the economic indicator for
NBC. It follows the gross radio
billings of the network in the
past 25 years.
ing the Joe Louis-Max Baer heavyweight championship fight in 1938
NBC provided the most extensive
coverage
of a major sporting event
in radio history.
For music lovers, the NBC
Symphony Orchestra, the first full
time major symphonic orchestra!
ever assembled and maintained by
an American broadcasting com
pany, started the first of a weekly
series of full-length symphony
concerts.
New comedy and dramatic programs were inaugurated during
this period. In 1939, The Aldrich
Family was started; in 1940, Mr.
District Attorney went on the air.
And, to the impressive list of all
time radio stars, such as Jack
Benny,
Amoswho'n were
Andy, introduced
Rudy Valleeto
and others
the listening public during Mr
Aylesworth's presidency,
added entertainment
by Mr. Lohr thep^^ffalities
naj^T' of
such
as Edgar Bergen^^ra Charlie
McCarthy, in 1937^ly Kyser, with
his College of ^^^tcal Knowledge,
in 1938; Boh^ope, in 1938, and
Fred Alienor 1939.
Mr. J^lr tightened up the or
ganj«rfon,
eliminating whatmerging
he re
jd as non-essentials,
fd reordering.
Understood Value of Morale
Both in the Army and at "A
Century
Progress,"
Lohr
had
beenof known
as aMr.morale
builder. At NBC he undertook the
same job. He promoted deserving
men and raised their salaries. He
abolished meaningless taboos and
he welcomed new ideas and sug
gestions and talked things over
openly. By mid-1940, when he was
succeeded
by was
NilesatTrammell,
company morale
a new peak.
As in the case of Mr. Aylesworth, radio wasVastnotstrides
Mr. Lohr's
only concern.
were
made under his direction in the
field of television. It was during
this period
much NBC
of theTV framework of the that
present
setup
was erected.
Late in 1936 an NBC
telecast
6 perform-of
a "live" talent and■3film
'3ance
was
demonstrated
to 250
5
guests on a 7% x 10 inch screen.
Early in 1939 the network, in conjunction with RCA, demonstrated
modern electronic TV before government officials, scientists and
others in Washington.
In March 1939, NBC began its
final series
experimentalregular
telecasts before ofinaugurating
public service. That service was
launched a month later when President Franklin D. Roosevelt and
others were telecast at the formal
I
I
i

Wrigley was particularly
opening of the New York World's William
Fair.
impressed by the impact of the
The following month — May, 1939 political campaign on radio."
Mr. Trammell, who is now
—hisNBCPennsylvanians
presented Fred inWaring
and
the first
NBC's been
chairman
the himself
board, hasas
singledof out
studio broadcast of its regular pub- often
lic service program, telecast over a kind of industrial statesman who
W2XBS. That event marked the combined the gift of salesmanship
start of a period of accelerated TV with a showman's vision.
activity — a period during which a
Very early in its history, he
Wrigley — came to rea
avJj'!
series of was
notablescored.
"firsts" in TV like
® 8 long
transmission
radio's vast combined commMEial
On May 17, 1939, NBC telecast and entertainment possih»ties,
twenties, ^addive^' the
first baseball
game, universibetween and bytion tothehis late
Princeton
and Columbia
other tasks,^Be was
already busily engaged M trying
ties.
MO
On June 20, 1939, NBC inaugu- to recruit talent for the iMustry.
"But it wasn't e&sy M persuade
str iirated a 10-hour weekly TV sched- artists
to go into rsMo in those
ibj;iule and presented its first fulldays,"
Mr. Trammw recalls.
-length
TV
production—
"The
Pirates of Penzance.
"Stage and scvmk stars, concert artists and^iusical groups
From that time on, untjj^ne^id
all
shied away, l^^member clearly
of Mr. Lohr's administi
that after pers«ding the StandTV production cor^^raed to
ard Oil Co. of^Ridiana to sponsor
characterized by^^He scoring o\
series of ChMigo Symphony con"firsts."
certs, it wasMlmost impossible to
In June of J^O, only a few weeks
th^Porchestra association
before Mr^Kohr relinquished the Convince
let the ^pnphony go on the air.
pi-esidencj^r
a
coaxial
cable
was
fast and talk lots beused fo«ne first time in TV pro- fomlad ItoJ«c
|«.lly got the association
ad t gram^K-vice when NBC televised to^re^late in 1928."
the^republican
Nationaland Conven:ted to Vice Presidency
titfr
in Philadelphia
transmitted scenes from its transmitter
In 1929 Mr. Trammell was made
J |atop the Empire State Bldg.
of the Central Divinil Mr. Trammell, who assumed the vice president
sion. It was while in this post that
tie; v. NBC presidency on July 12, 1940, he originated a number of lasting
including Fibber McGee
rli('» entered
new post
with him
a long
fiftfl
career inhis radio
behind
— a programs,
and Molly and The Great Gildern career which dated back to 1922 sleeve.
iff) when, as a young Army officer staTen years later, in 1939, he went
n San Francisco's
York as NBC's executive
he firsttioned ibecame
intriguedPresidio,
by the toviceNew
president, and in 1940 he aspossibilities of the then-infant insumed
the presidency, a post he
\A dustry.
held for more than nine years.
Accordingly, when Mr. Trammell
Those nine years of Mr. Tramlearned that RCA needed a com- mell's
were NBC
marked advance
by the
mercial representative to sell West same tenure
consistent
A 'Coast shippers and importers on which had characterized the adi the benefits of using the RCA cirtions ofboth of ofhis World
predS cuit, he resigned his Army comecessors. Theministraoutbreak
* mission and beg?n a civilian career War II in Europe, a year before
3 that has been responsible for much Mr. Trammell assumed the presi»of the visprogress
dency, had imposed unprecedented
ion in America.of radio and teledemands on NBC's news-gathering
and onnews-disseminating
Advances in Organization
and
its news staff. facilities
The following year, in 1923, Mr.
Nevertheless, the calibre and
Trammell was appointed district comprehensiveness of NBC news
manager of the Pacific Northwest coverage were maintained throughfor the Radiomarine Corp. In adout Mr. Trammell's
term — from
the
dition to selling the RCA circuit Around
London, broadcast
in 1940,
he also sold RCA shipboard wire- when the actual sounds of antiless transmitters. In 1925 he beaircraft guns and bursting shells
«f came assistant sales manager of were put on the air, to the teleRCA's Pacific division.
cast announcing the Atlantic Pact
in mid-1949.
"By then we were selling radios ratification
But the war did not lead to a
for 'home consumption,' " Mr.
°'P Trammell recalls, adding, with a relaxation of NBC efforts to proIt reminiscent twinkle, "and I revide the listening
with en-in
tertainment and public
information
^ 1 member one of them — with a builtin antenna — that retailed for $960." every sphere of interest.
1 In 1928 Mr. Trammell joined
Much emphasis was placed durNBC as a salesman. Within two
ing Mr. Trammell's
on edu-6,
cational programs.tenure
On July
[months he was appointed manager
of NBC's Central division, with 1942,
NBC's
University
of
the
Air
was started. This was the first
headquarters in Chicago.
attempt
in
U.
S.
network
history
■43 subject
the"The
firstpolitical
one evercampaign
broadcastof 1928,
on a to integrate systematic
classroom innational hookup," Mr. Trammell ' matter with'st4ruct2ion iexisting
.points out, "gave radio the same 41
out the nation.n universities throughI kind of impetus that the Kefauver
In
June 1948 another forward
' i! hearines
can step was
'4the
that in.television.
0 fall ofI 1528
taken in the field of edunejn ber gave
'39

cation when NBC announced its
plan program
as part
of"College
a vast byadultRadio"
education
combining
radio and college facilities.
By far the most striking NBC
advances, in botJ^^j^Aaalo^ical.,
and organjzaJi^llrrspner
made Eion in television
Trammell's— and
adlis despite the drastic curtailment
of TV activity necessitated by the
war.
In January 1941, NBC mobile
relay units transmitted a program
from Camp Upton, L. I., into New
York over RCA's automatic relays
for telecast over WNBT. This program was simultaneously shown in
a New York theatre where 15 x 20
ft. images were projected onto the
motion picture screen.
In February
the were
first television pictures 1941,
in color
sent
from the NBC transmitter atop
the Empire State Bldg., and a few
months
later— in tests
May— with
RCA-NBC
made successful
what
it claimed as the first projectiontype colorchanical
TV methods.
receiver using meThe following day, FCC authorized commercial television, effective July 1, and a month later NBC
filed applications for licenses to
operate commercial TV stations in
New York,ington. OnPhiladelphia
July 1, WNBTand Washwhich,
as experimental station W2XBS,
had cradled American television
broadcasting, went on the air as
the world's
commercial
station with fourfirst
sponsored
programs.
The years following the opening
of WNBT saw NBC television
activity curtailed by the war. Real
TV activity was not resumed until
1945, when, the war ended. Then
came a series of developments
which
almost overnight catapulted
today.
TV into the position it occupies
Technical Advances
Much of this rapid advance was
due to the trodtechnical
inuced at the closeinnovations
of the war.
In 1945, NBC demonstrated the
RCA - developed super - sensitive
camera
tube solved
— the the"image
con"
— which
major orthiproblem of illuminating TV programs
and made possible outdoor pickuos;
in 1946, the concept of a television
network, linked by coaxial cable,
became a reality, and in 1947, in
cooperation with the Eastman
Kodak Co., NBC announced the
development of a special cainera to
photograph TV images directly
from the kinescope screen. This
not only provided a record of TV
events but paved the way for the
syndication of TV programs.
By 1948, NBC— which, as ' early
46
as March 1, 1944,
'45 had announced
planswork—for
nation-wide
netwas aready
for the TVopening
of
its
midwestern
network
link'44 ing St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Toledo,
falo. Detroit, Cleveland and BufIn 1949, the NBC Hollywood TV
outlet, KNBH, started commercial
operation.
Concurrently, with the techno-

logical advances within the industry and the physical expansion of
transmj^fcn facilities, came rapid
expai^Bn^the
scope
NBC-TV
pro^^mminf^Just
as inofAylesworth
the
early
of radio^lB^n
Mr.
Tadrs first
tacklemthe
problem of
how best to pletl^his audience,
so the men guidingMhe destinies
of NBC-TV in now
le^io
avenue
unexplored
theirmaterial.
searl^ier
entertainment
Also, as in the case of radio,
the scope of programming was expanded and the viewing audience
increased, American industry became increasingly conscious of the
potentialities of the new medium.
In 1947atre wasthelaunched;
Kraft Television
in 1948 Thethe
Voice of Firestone became the first
commercial simulcast on AM, FM
and TV, and later that same year
the Texaco Star Theatre, starring
Milton Berle, was started.
Becomes Board Chairman
By the autumn of 1949, when Mr.
Trammell relinquished the presidency of the network to become
chairman of the board, it could well
be said that NBC-TV had come of
age.Joseph H. McConnell, the current president of NBC, was elected
by the network's directors on Oct.
7, 1949, upon the recommendation
of his predecessor, Mr. Trammell.
To his new post he brought the
experience of an outstandingly succareer in law, finance and
business cessfuladministration.
His early and repeated successes
as president of NBC and the network's new achievements under his
guidance testify not only to his
business acumen but to his ability
to generate enthusiasm and teamwork among his colleagues and
associates.
Mr. McConnell was born in Chester, S. C, May 13, 1906, but he
NBC Silver Jubilee
spent most of his youth in Davidson, N. C, where his father was
dean of Davidson College. After
attending public school in Davidson,
he entered Davidson College where
he became prominent both as a
student and as a football player.
Following his graduation from
Davidson in 1927, Mr. McConnell
taughtball at Woodberry
chemistry andForest
coached
Schoolfoot-in
Virginia. It was here he decided •49
upon law as his career and'48 in 1928
he entered the U. of Virginia
law
school where, in addition to his
studies, he coached the freshman
football•47team and scouted for the
varsity.lasticInability1931,
had after
earnedhishimscho-a
Phi Beta Kappa key, he was graduated with a bachelor of laws deMr; McConnell began his law
career
in 1931 with a firm in West
gree.
Palm Beach, Fla., and in 1932 he
joined a law firm in Charlotte,
N. C. In 1933 he was invited to
join the legal staff of the NRA in.
(Continued on pajj^e 92)

Happiness Boys

Ozzie, Harriet, Joe Penner

Baby Snooks

A CHRONICLE
OF
POPULAR
PROGRAMS
of the dance band program
CHANGING national conditions, it found "dance music and dialogue into their own: Jack Benny took merger
from boom to bust to war to cold in general rated well." Dialogue his first steps toward radio fame in and dialogue acts of the early day
of
radio.
1938, Edgar Bergei
on
the
air
was
then
the
patter
of
a
weekly
series
for
Chevrolet.
On
war,
have pattern
been mirrored
by NBC's the vaudeville stage, transferred NBC in 1933, the most popular pro- and CharlieByMcCarthy,
as stars o
changing
of programming
to
the
radio
studio
almost
without
the
Chase
&
Sanborn
Hour, header
grams were Chase & Sanborn with
through the past quarter-century.
As different times brought different change. Top rated program, how- Eddie Cantor, Fleischmann Hour the NBC popularity list, follower
ever, was Amos 'n' Andy, whose with Rudy Vallee, Texaco Fire by Jack Benny, Burns and Allen
tastes,tivessohaveNBC's
soughtprogram
to keep executheir spectacular success with situation Chief — Ed Wynn, Show Boat— Fred Allen and Bing Crosby.
was already spawning a Lanny Ross, Bakers' Broadcast —
offerings in tune, with public pref- comedy
Summarizing
progran
Joe Penner; three comedians among trends
in the 19401939's
Beoadcastini
erences in entertainment and edu- multitude of imitators.
Mysteries began replacing dance the top five programs.
cation.
Yearbook, Mr. Lehman noted
in publicseason.
favor inCAB
the 1931greater amount of total listening
In the lush days of the late 20's, bands
Benny No. 1
1932 winter
then
a greater amount of listening to
found
minstrel
shows,
mystery
The
same
five
NBC
programs
programs and a greate
NBC Silver Jubilee
dramas, news topics and serials the topped that network's roster in leading
reluctance on the part of adver
most
popular
program
types.
Top
tisers
to
keep a poorly rated pro
popularity
in
1934,
but
the
followwhen NBC was first attempting rated NBC programs in 1932 were
ing year insawtheJack
Benny's
on the air."
The leading
disturbe t<
the never easy job of simultane- Amos 'n' Andy, Chase & Sanborn Program
number
one Jello
spot gram
international
situation
ously pleasing listeners in all parts Program with Eddie Cantor,
Town theHallVallee,
To- the outbreak of war in Septembe
of the land, the most popular pro- Fleischmann Hour — Rudy Vallee and Fred
night rankedAllen's
fifth, with
more people listening longe
grams were lavish musical shows,
Ross and Penner shows in between. kept boosted
guests,and
Blackstone
Plantation
figures to new highs
with name orchestras and star and
Crumit
Sanderson,
Lucky— Meanwhile, radio had discovered and
a
trend
that continued into 1940.
amateur shows and 1936 found
soloists. Recalling some of those Strike Dance Hour.
News programs became mus
Early 1933, bringing the first
early top-ranking programs — AtBowes' Amateur Hour the listening.
A CAB study showet
water Kent Hour, Cliquot Club days of the New Deal, the bank Major
most
popular
NBC
program,
folthat
the average Wednesday even
Esquimos, Cities Service Program, crisis, Lindbergh kidnapping and
lowed by Messrs. Benny, Vallee, ing audience
for network news pro
A & P Gypsies, Ipana Troubadors, California earthquake, saw the Allen and Ross.
grams from 5 to 8 p.m. in the win
Palmolive Hour, Lucky Strike public "demonstrating its instincThe
absence
of
Major
Bowes
ter
of
1939-40
was 39% above tb
tive
reliance
upon
radio
spot
news
Dance Orchestra — it apparently
the list of NBC top audience average for 1938-39, while the i
did not matter much what type of in times of intense excitement," A. from
programs
in
1937
and
the
app.m.
to
midnight
network news au
music was broadcast so long as it W. Lehman, managing director of
dience increased 55% in that year
pearanonce of Bing
Crosby's
Kraft
was good in its kind.
the
CAB,
noted.
Dramatic
proMusic
Hall
that
list
marked
the
Pure
entertainment
was still th
When the Cooperative Analysis
grams were on the upgrade, with
of Broadcasting began measuring mysteries leveling off in popularity. flowering of the variety show, which most sought-after radio fare, how
network program audiences in 1930
Comedians, too, began to come had developed through a sort of ever. Jack Benny, Bergen and Mc
Rudy Vallee, Graham McNamee
Allen's Alley and Inhabitants
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Messrs. Burns and Crosby
Carthy and Fibber McGee and
HlMolly were among the top five
1 iNBC programs in 1939, 1940 and
1941. The 1939 list also included
| Bing Crosby and Good News of
1939, starring Frank Morgan and
^"f Hope
Fanny held
Bricedown(Baby
Snooks).
fourth
positionBobin
1940
and
1941.
One
Man's
Family
ranked fifth among NBC programs
in 1940; The Aldrich Family took
over that position in 1941.
America's
into the
warWithoverall
news entry
listening
increased appreciably, with audiences
to individual news programs varying 30% to 40% from week to
week with the shifting tides of war.
President Roosevelt shattered all
audience records on Dec. 9, 1941,
when 83% of all radio homes tuned
in his first evening broadcast after
Pearl Harbor, carried by all four
national networks.
Through the war years, however,
CAB and C. E. Hooper Inc. reported variety programs as the
favorite type of listening, and Bob
Hope, Jack Benny, Fibber McGee
and Molly and Charlie McCarthy
stayed gramong
five That
proams in 1942, NBC's
1943 andtop1944.
list in 1942 also included The
l^d Aldrichplaced Family,
whichin 1943
was and
reby Red Skelton
1944.
Bob Hope, who attained the top
spot among NBC programs in 1943,
held that enviable position for five
Cliquot Club Esquimos

BROADCASTING

Fibber McGee and Molly
* * *
years, with Fibber McGee and
Molly ranking second from 1944
through 1947. Charlie McCarthy
also stayed in the top five during
those years. Other toppers in 1945
were Joan Davis and Bing Crosby;
Messrs. Benny and Skelton were
among the 1946 leaders and Messrs.
Benny and Allen in the 1947 most
popular program list.
The McGees moved into the number one NBC spot in 1948 and held
it down until early this year, when
they were nosed out by Groucho
Marx's
Life.included
NBC's
top
ratedYoufiveBetin Your
1948 also
Messrs. Benny, Allen and Hope and
Amos V Andy; in 1949 Fibber
and Molly were followed by Mr.
(Continued on page 102)
NBC NETWORK PROGRAM
ANALYSIS BY TYPES
PERCENTAGES
1950
(Estimates Based On 12 Sample Weeks)
Type
Music
38.0
News
15.1
Drama
4.8
Comedy
23.7
Variety
2.0
Quiz
Talks && Audience
Discussions Participation
3.1
0.48.0
Women's
2.01.2
Sports
Religion
1.2
Farm Service
Children's
0.5
100.0
TOTAL

• Telecasting

Amos

Eddie Cantor and Friend
Maj. Bowes
' 1.2
NBC NETWORK PROGRAM
ANALYSIS
BY
TYPES
PERCENTAGES
1936
1932
1932-1 1933
9381
Music Type :: C
Propgram
c
17.47.9
7.3 1937
13.6
10.8 67.3 1934 1935
63.0
58.2
Drama
3.5 17.8
63.0
63.3
67.7
12.6
59.7
1.8
Talks
8.1
6.6 6.6
2.8
2.0 1.2 1.7
3.61.4
1.5
1.5
Sports3
1
.0
Comedy
3.3
9.71.8
2.4
3.6
3.4
Women's
3.1
2.0
News'
3.6
Children's 3.2
4.4lis 3.2 1938*
Religion
1.7
Physical Announcements
Training 2.51.3
1.000 100.03.7
Comm.
1.1
TOTAL 100.0 00.0 100.0 100.0 00.0
1-Not
Figuresseparately
not available
prior
to
1932.
classified
after
1932.
3 "News" classification includes sports resumes 1
1934; beginning with 1935 sports.
resumes
4 Analysisunderof "Sport"
12 sample weekly only.
SOURCE: NBC Statistical Dept., Program Analysi
NBC NETWORK PROGRAM
PERCENTAGESANALYSIS BY TYPES'
1939 through 1949
Program Type
4
36.9
50.6
16.0 0.0
19.6 32.7 33.3
27.0
Music
48.4
10.5
25^5
Variety
26.0
23.5
52.9 7.7
Drama
10.5 21.2 17.9
27.0
34.1 20.4
26.7
4.7 5.9
Quiz & Aud. Parti 26.53.6 27.7 24.9 5.4
Talks & Discussions 6.7 6.6 3.6 2.5 2.8 2.0 2.3 3.4 6.9
3.2 5.0
2.4
Women's 0.9
1.4 1.1
1.0 0.8
0.7 1.1
1.6 1.7
0.8 0.21.4
Sports
1.0 0.7
1.5 1.6
1.4 0.8
1.4' 0.9
Religion 1.7 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.2
Children's 3.0 1.6 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.0 1.2 1.9 2.5
Farm Service 3 ; 3 4 * * * 0 .2 0.4 0.5 0.6
TOTALS 100.00 all across
12 Years
Redmade
Network
data; subsequent
years—
data on basi
Prior to1939as1941athrough
analysis1941—
basis, NBC
rather
program
whole
as was
has been
in oneffectminute
since breakdown
1941; consequently,
data than
show a vari<
at time of changeover
34 This
not separately classified these years
Less type
than program
0.05 per cent
*
* * *
' Andy
McCarthy and Associates
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1930

1935

1940

1945

1950

Wearing Apparel
Business and Finance
Drugs and Remedies
Toilet Goods and Soaps
Food and Food Products
Confectionery and Soft Drinks
Beer and Wines
Tobacco
General Miscellaneous 8 Politicals
Laundry Soaps & Cleansers
Radios, TV sets and Phonos
Home Building 8 Furnishings
Gasoline, Oil and Fuels
Automotive
Agriculture and Travel
Proportions of Expenditures by Product Groups on NBC 1930-1950
ADVERTISING
AT NBC
TABLE II
YEAR BY YEAR
1950 TOP NBC ADVERTISERS
1934
1942
Procter & Gamble
Standard
Brands
Procter
&
Gamble
Sterling
Drug
Miles
Laboratories
Sterling
Drug
Pepsodent Co.
General
Foods
Colgate-Pa
Imolive-Peet
General Foods
General Foods
Liggett& Williamson
& Myers
American1949Tobacco
Procter 1933
& Gamble
Brown
1941
Standard Brands
Procter
Procter
Sterling& Gamble
Drug
Sterling& Gamble
Drug
PepsodentFoods
Co.
Miles Laboratories
General
General
Foods
American
General Tobacco
Foods
Niles Laboratories
Sterling Tobacco
Drug
American
Brown & Williamson
1932
1948
1940
American Tobacco
Procter
&
Gamble
Procter
Sterling& Gamble
Drug
Sterling Drug
PepsodentBrands
Co.
Standard
Miles Laboratories
General Mills
General
Motors
General Foods
Liggett
&
Myers
Great A&P Tea Co.
American Home Products
Liggett & Myers
1931
1947
American Tobacco
Procter
&
Gamble
Sterling Drug
Procter
Sterling& Gamble
Drug
Pepsodent Co.
Standard Brands
General Foods
Mills
General Foods
Mills
Standard
Brands
General
Quaker
General
Great
A&P
Tea Co.
1930Oats
1938
Colgate-Pa Imolive-Peet
1946
Procter
&
Gamble
Procter
Sterling& Gamble
Drug
Pepsodent Co.
Standard Brands
General
Sterling Foods
Drug
General Mills
American
Quaker Tobacco
Oats
Standard
Brands
Colgate-Pa
American Home Products Radio-Keith-Orpheum
GeneralImolive-Peet
Foods
1937
1945
1929
Procter
Procter
American Tobacco
Sterling& Gamble
Drug
Standard& Gamble
Brands
General Electric
General
Sterling Foods
Drug
General Mills
Colgate-Pa
Imolive-Peet
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
ColgatePa
Imolive-Peet
Miles
Laboratories
General Foods
Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co.
1936
1928
1944
Procter
&
Gamble
Procter
Sterling& Gamble
Drug
Standard
ColgatePa Imolive-Peet
Sterling Brands
Drug
General
Foods
General Foods
Wm. R. Wrigley Co.
General Foods
Miles Laboratories
General
Motors
1935
Pepsodent
Co.
General
Philco Radio & TV
1943 Mills
1927
Procter
&
Gamble
Procter
&
Gamble
General Foods
Sterling Drug
Standard Brands
National Carbon
General Foods
General Foods
Metropolitan
Ins.
B.
F. Goodrich Life
Rubber
Colgnte-Palmolive-Peet
Liggett
&
Myers
Standard Brands
Pepsodent Co.
Cities Service
BROADCASTING
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QUARTER-CENTURY
OF
graphs and musical instruments
IN
1927,
NBC's
first
full
calendar
year of operation, 78 advertisers made up the largest class of NBC
bought $3,759,000 worth of time business in 1927, aggregating $1,(at gross rates) on the Red and 103,000 in time purchases, well
Blue Networks.
over 25% of the network's total
That's 11 more advertisers than business. This type of advertising,
even with TV sets thrown in, contributed less to NBC last year,
NBC Silver Jubilee
when it ranked 12th among the
network's client categories with
the number that used NBC last total
time purchases of $906,155.
year, but the 67 clients of 1950
Financial and insurance adverspent somewhat more ($61,411,546,
tising ranked second among NBC
to be exact) for NBC facilities. advertising
classes in 1927; food
During
the
23-year
interval
NBC
advertising
third, automotive
has become one network instead of fourth and was
drugs and toiletries
two, but its affiliates increased fifth. The 1950
top NBC classes
from 31 in 1927 to 180 last year.
(Continued on page 10J,)
Advertising of radios, phonoTABLE I
NBC TIME SALES BY PRODUCT1950 GROUPS
Time 1927 Rank
Total
Time
Rank Total
Purchases
Purchases
% Orde
1.2% Order
Agriculture
& Farming& Access.
$ 432,200
320,203 0.72.7 1617 423,000
114
Apparel,
Footwear
45,000
11.3
Automotive,
Auto.
& Equip. 1,671,322 0.5 98
Beer, WineMaterials,
& LiquorAccess.
2,001,404
7.01.3 io
48,000
Building
Equip.
&
Fixtures
772,017 1.51.3 1114 260,000 7.9 26
ConfectioneryService& Soft Drinks
Consumer
949,674
2 428.000 i 12.6
5
10,339,526
Drugs
RemediesProducts
Food && Food
12,469,178 16.8
20.35.8 61 477,000
300,000
2 11.40.6 153
22,000
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
Other
Fuels
3,558,466
3.5
10 206,000
Household
Furnishings
Industrial
10,000 5.50.3 168
2,146,246
Insurance Materials
1,379,989 2.2
(SeeServices)
Consumer 0.7
1520
13
Jewelry
& Silverware
27,000
Office
Equip.,
Stationery & Writing
6.6 7
599,292 1.00.1
Supplies
Political
39,877
3
19 (See250,000
Office Equipment)
Publishing
MediaPhotographs
83,889
Radios,
TV &Instruments
Sets,
29.3 181
1.5
12
1,103,000
Musical
&
Access.
906,155
12.0
1.0 12
Smoking
Materials & Polishes
7,373,812
10.4 45 37,000
2.4
Soups, Cleansers
6,365,890
91,000
0.1 9
Sports & Toilet Goods
(See
Drugs)
2,000
3
Toiletries
14.5
8,884,375
Transportation,
Hotels & Resorts
1417
863,804 1.4 1813
Industrial & Agricultural
Development t 254,227
Miscellaneous
0.6
7,000 * 100%
23,000
100%
0.4
0.2
TOTAL
$3,759,000
$61,411,546
SOURCE: 1950— Publishers Information Burei 1927 — National Advertising Records.
JAlso
includes
Insurance
2 Also includes Toiletries
'Also includes
includes Amusement.
Publishing.
'Also
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FIRST...

for

25

years

in Virginia . . .
A quarter-century ago, NBC started as the nation's
pioneer network . . . WMBG began its career as the
pioneer NBC outlet for Richmond, Virginia's first market.

The character of a nation is often influenced by that of its founders and Virginia has
contributed the greatest names of American freedom and independence. As Virginia is
synonymous with historical firsts, so are the Havens & Martin Stations, WMBG (AM),
WCOD(FM), WTVR(TV) pioneers in the Old Dominion.
We are proud that the network the country listened to first is still the network the country
listens to most.

WMBG

am WCOD'"

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company
BROADCASTING
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FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA
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NBC'
DR. JAMES S
ROWLANDVICE
ANGELL
BORN in Vermont, educated at U.
of Michigan, Harvard and abroad.
In 1893 he became philosophy
structor at U. in-of
Minnesota and
was appointed
acting president
in 1918. Served as
chairman of the
National Research
Council (1919-20)
and president of
the Carnegie
Corp. (1920-21).
Assumed presiDr. Angell
dency of Yale in
1921 until 1937 when he joined
NBC as educational counselor
which title later changed to public
service counselor. He coined the
phrase "public service programming" based supplement,
on the concept
radio should
but that
not
seek to replace, the classroom. His
foremost radio project was NBC
University of the Air, first endeavor by a U.S. network to provide systematic subject matter instruction in a carefully balanced
variety of subjects. Dr. Angell was
a member of the NBC board of directors. Died Mar. 4, 1949 at age 79.
NBC Silver Jubilee
HOWARD ANGUS
BORN and educated in California.
Worked on Los Angeles newspapers
until World War I when he joined
the Army. Promoted to captain
in regular Army
until 1925 when
he accepted
position as assistant
to the vice president and general
manager of RCA.
Became assistant
vice president and
general manager
Mr. Angus
of NBC when
company formed in 1926. Promoted
to vice president directing programs and sales in 1927. Left NBC
1928. In 1948 he was publicity
director of California Mission
Tourists Assn.
A. L. ASH BY
BORN and educated in Michigan.
Attended New York University law
school (honor stuent) and became
professor of law
and finance U. of
Pittsburgh. Held
positions as assistant general
attorney Westinghouse Electric
and Mfg. Co. and
affiliated
companies. Joined
NBC
Mr. Ashby
in 1929 and became vice president and general
counsel in 1930. Admitted to bars
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Typify Network's Progressiveness
PRESIDENTS
CHARLES R. DENNY
in Baltimore. Graduated
THE NBC vice president has been a pretty special character. BORN
from Amherst in 1935 and Harvard
Law
School
in 1936. Practiced law
Fred Allen thinks of him sometimes with scorn — "the fungus
i n Washington
1936-38
and from
that grows on a mahogany desk" — and sometimes with awe
then
until 1942
— "I know one who is so big he has a wastebasket to throw
was. in Lands Division of the Depeople
But, in."
like any other business, a broadcasting network is no
partment of Jus-,
tice,
starting
better than its management. The record of NBC suggests that
attorney in theas
its management has been good. Here are sketches of all the
appellate
sectionto
and
advancing
vice presidents who have composed the NBC managerial team
since the founding of the network.
chief oftion. Also
thatserved
secMr. Denny
at the time as a
assistant to the Attorney
of Pennsylvania, New York, Su- Inc., sponsoring organization of special
General. Joined the FCC as asi
preme Court of U. S., Court of Ap- hundreds of Civic Music Associa- sistant general counsel in 1942,
peals of D. C, U. S. Circuit Court
tions functioning in every state of appointed a member of the Comof Appeals, 2nd District, Treasury
mis ion in 1945 and finally served
Had as chairman
Dept. of U. S., U. S. Board of Tax I HHMHHH wide
experience
the union.
from 1946 to 1947.
Appeals, Federal Radio CommisThen went to NBC as vice presision, etc. Also held positions as I HMHBi field
*n the concert
and
dent
and
general
counsel and eleincluding
secretary and director Dairy Supvated to executive vice president
^itm entertainment
ply and Equipment Co.; director
July
2,
1948.
Civics Concert Service, Inc. and HEM <£k t<' J executive
with severalpostsof
others. Left NBC in 1947 to be- &
11 the largest talent
come associated with Olivet (Mich.) |
KEN R. DYKE
College. He now is retired at HHyT^/pPN booking bureaus, A NATIVE New Yorker, Ken R,
Bronxville, N. Y.
|
if as welling asdirector
manag-of Dyke attended Pittsburgh U. and
Mr. Bottorff audience
promocoal minerbefore
and
tion for the
Chi- was an oil-rigger,lumberjack
CHARLES C. BARRY
cago Civic Opera Co. in the heyday
entering
World
War I. A training
Mary Garden, Tito Schipa and
BORN and educated in Massachu- of
setts. Affiliated with Boston Globe similar names. He now is also
job
withinU.1919S.
president
of
National
Concert
and
Rubber
and Montgomery Ward before be- Artists Corp.
led to advertising
er for coming
NBCannounc-in
executive spots
Washington
with that comWILLIAM F. BROOKS
1937. Becamein
night manager of BORN and educated in Missouri.
and with
Johns pany
- Manville,
NBC's tionsD.in 1938C. stajournalism in 1917 on
and Entered
Mr.
Dyke
home
town
newspaper
Sedalia
Colgate -Peet.
Palm-In
olivein 1941 was
Capital
in 1917.
ferred to transNew
1937 he joined
After college
NBC as eastern sales manager,
York as assistant
workederal on
sev- later becoming director of sales
program manager
midwestern
Mr. Barry
and research. A stint
of the Blue Netpapers including, promotion
with the OWI at the start of World
work, then part of
NBC. Later, after Blue Network
finally,sas the
Kan- War II was followed by commisCity
Star.
was sold and became American
an Army general
major andand promoJoined the
Asso-in
Broadcasting Co., he was appointed
tsiioonntaosbrigadier
public
ciated Press
its Washington representative and
relations aide to Gen. MacArthur.
Kansas
City
in
He
returned
to
NBC
in
1946
as a
then national program director. Re1926 and for next
turned to NBC in 1950 as vice Mr. Brooks
president and a year later was
14 years served vice
president in charge of programs.
vice presiin various execu- nameddent inadministrative
During early service with NBC
charge of program contive posts including feature editor
was special representative on the in Washington,
tinuity
acceptance
and
public
D.
C,
editor
of
the
Willkie campaign train and later feature service and later executive
ice. He is now public relations servvice
served asnouncerspecial
Presidential
anpresident
of Young
&* Rubieam.
editor
in
New
York.
Also
traveled
for the late Franklin D.
*
*
in the states, South
Roosevelt. Barry created the na- extensively
America and Europe. In 1937 beC. LLOYD EGNER
tionwide
"Mile
o'
Dimes"
camcame
managing
director of the Aspaigns which are now a national
sociated Press of Great Britain, BORN and educated in Philadelinstitution. He now is vice presi- Ltd. Returned
to U. S. in 1941 to
In 1917 Co.
joinedin Victor
dent in charge of NBC Radio Net- become managing
editor and then
ingphia.Machine
CamdenTalk-as
work programs.
executive editor of Forbes Maga- salesman. Served in World War 1
zine. Joined NBC in i942 as direc- and then returned to Victor as astor of news and special events
sistant manager of the traveling
O. O. BOTTORFF
promoted to vice pres- department. Held various positions
WENT to NBC as general man- and in 1946
ident.
During
World
War
II
he
ager of Civic Concert Service Inc.
with company in Camden and Chiwhich became NBC subsidiary in furthered NBC reputation in the
returningsalesto Camden
antcagogeneral
manager. asInassist1929
news,
special
events
and
interna1935. Elected president of the servRCA
acquired
Victor
and Mr.
tional
fields.
At
end
of
war
conice
in
1941
until
NBC's
concert
and
to Chicago as prestalent divisions sold to Mr. Bottorff
tinued NBC's foreign staff almost Egner idereturned
nt of the Chicago Talking Maand three other veteran NBC exec- intact. Appointed NBC vice preschine Co., then a Victor subsidiary.
i
d
e
n
t
i
n
charge
of
public
relations
In 1931 he returned to Camden in
utives. Was one of the original or- in 1950.
ganizers of Civic Concert Service
(Continued on page 84)
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NS
0 STAT
KNBC AN
SAN D
FRANCISCO
KOAIO
DENVER
0
FOUNDED
by
General
KNBC's home, Radio City, the NBC Co., KOA Denver broadcast Electric
its first
buildingTaylorone and
O'Farrell
Streets, hasat been
of San
Fran- program Dec. 15, 1924, when it
cisco'sstrucshowtion in 1942.
placesWith
sinceitsitsultracon- promised "to those of the Great
Divide, who in little scattered commodern architecture, its glass brick
munities are adding to the nation's
walls and the practical and func- wealth, the voice of KOA will bring
tional beauty of its broadcast news of the nation's doings, the
studios, it represents the latest strains of its music and the measure of its dance, the message of its
achievements in engineering per- teachers,
fection.
the thrill of its drama
and
an opportunity to unite in the
As one of the oldest stations in
the U. S., KNBC has had a colorful worship of the church."
Today, as the only NBC outlet in
history and ranks as one of the
pioneers of broadcasting in the Colorado and the state's only 50
station, stepped up from its
West. The station began operation kw
2.5 kw, KOA points proudly
in April 1922 with a 50-w trans- toinitial
scores of awards it has won as
mitter
atop
the
Hale
Bros,
department store in San Francisco. It proof of how well the station has
was one of the 12 San Francisco lived up to its promises of nearly
years ago. Two of its most
area stations then operating on the 27
trophies are GE merit
same wave length at different per- prized
awards won by the engineering deiods of the day.
partment in 1943 and again in
KNBC, or KPO as it was then
the best opercalled, broadcast performances by 1946 foratingmaintaining
record
of any NBC 0 & 0
noted stars of concert and stage in station.
those early days, in addition to the
Over the years, from the time of
regular singers, musicians and acFreeman the
H. station
Talbot, hasKOA's
Many ofother
the top-flight
artists
earnedfirsta
came tors.from
sections of
the manager,
fine record for outstanding procountry to appear on KPO.
gramming. National affairs highFirst National Hookup
lighted
KOA's log
as early
5,
1925,
when
hookedas March
into a
In 1925, the station participated special networkit towascarry
the inauin its first national hookup, in
g
u
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
President
Calvin
Coolwhich 50 Stations brought the
Coolidge inaugural ceremonies to
the nation. KPO also was the first
station to broadcast opera direct
from the stage and football direct
from the stadium.
NBC Silver Jubilee
In 1927, the station became an
NBC affiliate and in 1933 was made
an owned and operated station of
NBC. That same year, a 50 kw
transmitter was constructed at
Belmont, Calif., approximately 19
miles south of San Francisco, making the station the most powerful
in Northern California. In 1947, the
station call letters were changed
to the present KNBC to identify
it more closely with the network.
Aside from the network offerings, KNBC locally-originated programs are carefully tailored for
Northern California listeners, with
a resultant popularity. Such personalities as songstress-pianist
Judy Deane, home economist Jane
Lee and top-notch disc jockey
Jimmy Lyonsthusiastieach
an en-In
c and widecommand
audience.
addition, ace commentators like
Bob Letts and Henry Schacht add
to the station's and their own stature among local listeners.
The famed radio (and now television) serial, One Man's Family,
was born at KNBC, and such nationally-known figures as Meredith Willson, Vera Vague and Lois
Hartzell of the Met began their
careers at the West Coast station.
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Belong to NBC
6 Radio' 5 TV Stock
Show in Denver, the
idge. KOA also has served its lis- OperaernFestival
Central City,
teners' regional needs with such the Denver PostfromOpera,
the Red
programs
as
the
week-day
earlyand the Aspen Fesmorning C. F. & I. Mile High Rocks Concerts
tival.
This
year
many
of
Farmer, one of the few agricul- festivals will be saluted on a these
spetural programs providing a compreprogram, Concert by Request,
hensive look at ranching and farm- that cial
features
Saul
Caston,
director
ing (since 1943), and the KOA
Home Forum, morning feature that of Denver Symphony Orchestra.
One of istheThese
station's
supplies the homemaker with programs
Kids best-liked
of Ours,
everythinggarding thefrom
information
reweekly
evening
half-hour
presentDenver Symphony to
ed jointly by the Denver Post and
home money management.
KOA,
which
has
won
widespread
Evadna
Price"
of the Hammersley,
Home Forum, won"Lora
the acclaim for its ashighfor entertainment
its contribucoveted "Better Understanding valuetionastowardwellcombating
juvenile deAward" of the English Speaking linquency.
Union for 1950 to add to the many
honors she has received since the
The physical plant of KOA lies
in two separate sections of the city.
program's beginning in 1942.
Offices and studios, opened in 1934,
Coverage Complete
are located in the heart of downtown Denver, while the transmitter
From sports to music the coverage is complete at KOA. On the building and tower is situated 12
sports scene, KOA each year brings miles
due east of Denver. Though
to its listeners all of the Colorado the downtown
building is known
U. football games sponsored by
the "NBC
Standard Oil of Indiana — produced variously
"Denver's asRadio
City," Bldg."
KOA and
occupies only the fourth, fifth and
by Bill Day with Starr Yelland's sixth floors.
play-by-play.
staff orchestra of string KOA's
instruments,
under
Two large studios, constructed
the direction of violinist-composer
Eddy Rogers, originates several along lines of those at New York's
Radio City embodying the "floatNBC programs,
ing" principle, rise two floors in
Concert
and Skylineincluding
Serenade.Petite
But KOA's tiny Studio D,
Special events of regional inter- height.
newscasts and non-audience
est regularly covered by KOA in- where
programs
are broadcast, is the staclude the January National Westtion's busiest, the "nerve center" of
the station.
The year 1950 brought awards
and honors to KOA. It was a profitable year. It was also the end of
a managership that had won the
respect and
of press, After
competitive goodwill
radio, and clients.
thirteen years service in Denver
Lloyd Yoder was transferred to
KNBC San Francisco.
In February 1951, at one of the
most lavish parties ever held in
Denver, NBC introduced Charles
C. Bevis Jr. as the new general
manager of KOA.
* * *
WNBC AND WNBT
NEW YORK
WNBC and WNBT (TV) have a
dual function to perform. As New
York key radio and TV outlets of
NBC they
the network's
cases for itsare highly
promoted showprograms. At the same time, WNBC
and WNBT are community stations, serving the metropolitan
New York area, the largest community in the world.
The histories of these pioneer
stations reflect the growth of the
broadcasting industry as a whole.
WEAF (now WNBC) began operation oh Aug. 16, 1922. The initial
use of radio as a selling medium
was made over WEAF on Aug.
28, 1922, when H. M. Blackwell of
the Queensboro Corp. made the
first purchase of radio time to promote his company's
velopment inJacksonapartment
Heights. deThe first network program was
(Continued on page 72)
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S
THE
ENGINEERING
department
GINEER
ofEN
NBC has long been recognized
as a pioneer in the electronic development of radio and television
broadcasting. Much of the present
day highly technical standard of
radio broadcasting, and the continuously improving quality of television broadcasts, can be attributed
to the ingenuity, technical brilliance and foresight of this little
publicized, but crucially important
department of network operations.
The history of the NBC engineering department dates back to the
years preceding the birth of the
nation's first radio network broadcasting company in 1926. The department was created from the enpersonnelWJZ
of New(owned
York'sby
two major gineering
stations,
RCA) and WEAF (American Telephone & Telegraph Co., which sold
the station to RCA in 1926).
This engineering group was
among the pioneers of radio going
back to 1920. WJZ in 1921 (then in
Newark, N. J.) was one of the first
stations to begin operating in this
country. WEAF followed a year
later. Little was known then about
this new communications medium,
radio. The technical equipment
was
ards. a far cry from today's standFew vacuum tubes were available and the microphones in use

NBC Silver Jubilee
were of the single button carbon
variety having a great amount of
distortion; and many other forms
of distortion were introduced in the
amplifiers and the subsequent
transmission. The studios were
crude affairs and reliable information concerning studio acoustics,
program switching and volume control systems did not exist.
It was during these formative
years that the ingenuity of these
NBC engineers succeeded in developing knowledge of program pickup technique and studio acoustics
that made possible the design and
construction of the first comprehensive network studio plant and
the establishment of NBC in its
position of technical leadership in
radio broadcasting.
Studio Design and Acoustics
Coincident with the formation of
NBC in 1926, the engineering department set out to design and
supervise construction of new studio facilities to house two network
organizations (the Red and the
Blue networks) under one roof at
711 Fifth Ave.
With little precedent to work by,
the engineers were faced with providing amultiple studio plant adesound-proofed
between the
individualquately
studios
and between
the
plant as a whole and exterior
sounds. The result was the first
Page 70 • November 26, 1951

PIONEERED

e/°pmen*
History ls That of Radi°~Tv pev
on the part of NBC in New York.
The
had outgrown 711
Fifth network
Ave.

So in 1930, NBC engineers began to design Radio City, the largest and most up-to-date studio
plant in the world. No effort or
expense was spared to make this
the finest example in the broadcasting industry. Sound isolations
and acoustical materials were tested to provide the best available at
that time and every new feature
was tried in model form before being incorporated into the plans.
NBC's Radio City, located at 30
Rockefeller Plaza, was completed
in November 1933. It was a great
technical achievement, second to
none in the broadcasting world.
The plant housed 34 studios, the
largest vertedofinto which
(8H, nowran cona TV studio),
132
ft. in length, 78 ft. wide and 30 ft.
high, ablecontaining
workfloor area oftheanylargest
radio studio
in existence.
Radio City Air Conditioning
The air conditioning system at
Radio City is probably one of the
DAVID SARNOFF and Guglielmo Marconi
in 1933. during a visit to "Radio Central" most intricate and flexible systems
ever installed. It has a capacity
for moving 13,500,000 cu. ft. of air
per hour and the cooling system
broadcast installation to include 1929, NBC expanded its network employs four 300 HP refrigeration
to include a studio plant
sound proofing and air condition- operations
making. The techniques and methods and two studios in Washington, compressors
ing capacity having
of 900 atonstotalpericeday.
developed here became the basis D. C. at WRC, a two-studio plant
for later standards.
Thelook theNBC
in Chicago at WMAQ, and a studio
trafficengineers
problem didn't
either. overThe
While little was known of the plant in San Francisco at KNBC.
majority
of
the
studios
are two
science of reverberation control in
high and public observation
By the spring of 1929, the Chi- floors
studio spaces, the network engicago Division'sto rapid
growtha second
made rooms are located on the second
neers developed and tried several it necessary
construct
floor,use reserving
new acoustical treatments includ- large modern studio plant. NBC for
of the stafftheandstudio
artists.floors
ing generous amounts of draping. arranged with the Merchandise
The
high
technical
standards
Also for the first time in broadcast- Mart, then under construction, for Radio City fostered improvementsof
ing history,
was pro- the building of a separate struc- not only in other NBC plants, but
vided witheach
its studio
own individual
ture two stories high on the roof
the entire industry.
control booth — an innovation from of the main building, being in ef- throughout
Since that time the network has
the practice then existent — that of
f
e
c
t
a
penthouse
built
to
NBC
speusing a single control room for
cifications. Six new studios, larger built new studios in Denver, Washmonitoring one or more studios. than any network studio to date,
ington, Hollywood, Cleveland and
Each control room was sound iso- were included in this layout.
San Francisco. It has expanded falated and provided with a triple
c
i
l
ities at Chicago and Hollywood.
By this time NBC engineers
glass sound resistant observation learned
The Hollywood plant stands out
the use of draperies
window. Each studio was provided for minorthatadjustments
of acoustics as a broadcasting mecca. It reprewith a vestibule entrance flanked were not too efficient because
they
sents 15 years of experience and is
by double doors.
were
ineffective
at
the
lower fre- a departure from the usual design
Such hermetically sealed studios
quencies. A variety of acoustical of incorporating studios in steel
necessitated a special ventilation materials were
tried and tested in
system and again for the first time various studios built by the net- buildings. As designed by NBC
each building
studio isstanding
a sepwork. In the new Chicago studios, engineers,
instudio
the plant
sound was
medium's
history
a
arate detached
air conditioned.
engineers developed a factor
its own foundation, eliminating
Air ducts with specially designed NBC
of safety for adjustment of the on
sound absorbers were used to pre- acoustical characteristics by chang- the necessity for expensive sound
vent transmission of sound through
the position of swinging panels. isolation systems required in steel
the ducts, and low speed air The ingfronts
of these panels were buildings. Except for the adjacent
through large ducts to eliminate air covered with acoustic treatment three story office structure, the enturbulence or hiss was introduced and the backs with metal presenttire studio plant is located at street
into each studio by individual ducts
ing a hard or reflective surface,
providing ground entrance
separately controlled and regu- thus varying the amount of ex- level,
to
each
of six auditoriums and oflated.
posed
absorbing
surface.
fering easy access to each stage
These new studio innovations
Radio was now growing by leaps and smaller
were later used in all the major and bounds; stations were springmon working studios
lobby. from a combroadcasting plants in the country,
ing
up
all
over
the
country,
blankAt
the
time
of the formation of
but it was the NBC engineering deeting it from coast to coast. This
in 1926, there was no reliable
partment that showed the way.
phenomenal growth was acompa- NBC (Continued
on page 98)
During the years from 1926 to nied by greater program activity
BROADCASTING
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0 and 0 Stations
(Continued from page 68)
aired on Jan. 4, 1923, over wirei connected stations WEAF New
York and WNAC Boston. On Oct.
14, 1923, the Red Network was
established with WEAF and
I WJAR Providence. (The name
"Red" was given to this first comjj mercial network because engineers
plotted the station hook-up in red
I ink.)
I In February 1924, WEAF took
part in the first demonstration of
| coast
broadcasting
ed byto-coast
the AT&T.
Also inconduct1924,
J- WEAF's
audience
heard
the
first
radio coverage of a presidential
election from the broadcast of the
national conventions in June
![ through
ceremonies Coolidge's
in March inauguration
1925.
|; by Inthe1926,
WEAF
newly formed wasNBCpurchased
and for
the next 20 years served as the netemphasis work'sonkey astation,
network with
rather major
than
! a station level. Then, on Jan. 24,
1946, WEAF began operation on
an autonomous basis under the
I', with
managership
James ofM. developGaines,
a prime ofconcern
ing new personalities to help it establish a strong identity with the
tastes and problems of the metroj • politan
areatheit served.
Heading
list of new personalities were Tex and Jinx McCrary,
NBC Silver Jubilee
who discarded the hackneyed husband and wife breakfast table chit\ chat to give their audience a daily
i program of intelligent interviews
| and adult commentary on the day's
| news.
I ! WEAF also did a good talent
scouting job when it brought Bob
j , Smith tivetoBuffalo
New toYork
from over
his na-its
preside
I early morning music and chatter
series.station
In children's
the
blocked programming,
out 8:30 to
. noon Saturdays for the young fry
with a lineup of shows which received commendation from parentteacher groups, educators and
others interested
children's
listening habits. Onin one
of these
shows — the Triple B Ranch emceed
by Bob Smith — Howdy Doody was
born.
Public Service Programs
i
Public service programming has
|!!I always
of primechanged
concernfromto
WNBC been
(call letters
( WEAF in November 1946). To
ffj celebrate its 25th anniversary in
: 1947, the station broadcast four
documentary programs titled Housing— 19U7, which explored the New
| York housing shortage from every
j angle.
In addition to receiving the high\ est commendation
the gov-of
ernor of New York from
and mayor
the city and winning awards from
Ohio State for public service, this
. series was praised on the floor of
the Congress and part of the script
inserted in the Congressional RecPage 72 • November 26, 1951

ord. It was followed in 1948 by a
hard-hitting series of the high cost
of living, The Hungry Dollar.
An outstanding aspect of
WNBC's public service effort has
been
the station's
to air
controversial
topicswillingness
both in special
broadcasts and by inclusion within
the
regularly
programs'
formats.
Amongscheduled
such topics
to be
treated have been: Racial discrimination, anti-semitism, displaced
persons, disabled veterans, labormanagement
ket babies andrelations,
venereal black
disease.marIn line with its communityminded policy, WNBC for two
years carried on a highly successful Salutes to Cities campaign. In
this series, WNBC broadcast its
full local program schedule from
some community in the metropolitan area for an entire day, featuring local personalities and local
material on all shows. This series
proved to be one of the most important audience promotion and
public relations campaigns ever
conducted by a New York station.
WNBT (TV) in 1948
In 1948, WNBT (TV) joined its
sister station WNBC as an operating unit separate and apart from
the network. WNBT dates back to
December 1928, when W2XBS (as
is was then called) received the
first permanent TV broadcasting
license ever issued. At that time
the
stations'
equipment
includeddisca
circular
aluminum
perforated
capable of scanning 15 pictures per
second, feeding a transmitter of a
few hundred watts output operatfrom RCA's Van Cortlandt
Park inglaboratory.
This pioneer TV station was
moved to the RCA Photophone
Bldg., cwhere
its experiments
inluded ademonstration
of theatresize television.
In June 1930 W2XBS was moved
again,
Square
Studio to
in NBC's
the NewTimes
Amsterdam
Theatre Building and a month
later NBC took over its management.

Although W2XBS was operated
primarily
for experiments,
nite broadcasting
schedulea defiwas
maintained, consisting mainly of
posters, photographs and simple
moving objects such as Felix the
Cat revolving on a phonograph
turntable.
A year later, in June 1931, the
Empire State Bldg. was selected
for the permanent location of the
station's
transmitter,
which beganin
120-line television
transmissions
October. The original Empire State
antenna, mounted on two 12-foot
poles,
was ever
usedmade.
for the first UHF
TV tests
First Radio Relay
In
1933,
W2XBS
signals between
New transmitted^
York City
and Camden, comprising the first
long distance radio relay, predeces or of present-day radio relay
systems.
On July 7, 1938.. the Broadway
hit "Susan and God" was televised
direct from the theatre. The first
experimental
show presented
to be spon-by
sored on W2XBSTV was
the Campbell
Soup
Co.
commercial consisted of a man Theopening
a can oftentsbeans
and
showing
the
conto the audience. The start
of regularly scheduled high-definition programs in America was
marked by WNBT's coverage of
the
opening of thewhen
World's
Fair,
April,
President
Franklin30,D.1939,
Roosevelt made
his
first video appearance.
Remote telecasts of sports events
began
that baseball
year with game
a ColumbiaPrinceton
pickup
from Bakers Field. The Lou NovaMax Baer bout was televised in
June 1939. First use of the coaxial
cable in scheduled programming
occurred in June 1940 when W2XBS
covered the Republican Convention
at Philadelphia
for New York TV
set
owners.
On
July
1,
1941,
WNBT television
received
the first commercial
license ever issued and began operng as the world's
cialatitelevision
station first
with commera sched-

ule calling for a minimum of 15
hours a week of programming.
WNBT had four sponsors: Sun Oil,
Procter & Gamble, Lever Bros, and
Bulova. The first commercial was
the Bulova time signal at 2:29:50
p.m. on July 1.
During were
the war,
station's
facilities
devotedthealmost
entirely to programs in cooperation
with civic and government agencies. Later, regular broadcasts were
startedden andfrom
Madisonreceivers
Square were
Gartelevision
installed in veterans hospitals for
the viewing of major sporting
events. On May 8, 1945, the longest telecast up to that time — 14
hours
of uninterrupted programVE day.
ming— was presented in honor of
When WNBT assumed autonomous operations in 1948, it faced
the same problem as the early
WEAF — designing new programs
to cater to New York tastes. Beginning with a local schedule of five
hours per week, WNBT steadily expanded into additional time periods,
opening up the early daytime hours
on
May 2, 1950,
"Operation
Petticoat."
Today,withWNBT
procally.
grams 42% hours per week loIn April 1950, Ted Cott was
named general manager of WNBC
and WNBT. With a background of
aggressive, perience,
independent
stationeven
exMr. Cott placed
stronger emphasis on the community aspect of the stations. His
theory may be summed up in the
revision of the AM station breaks
to read, "NBC covers America,
WNBC belongs to New York."
Local Accent Programs
Carrying
thisarranged
theory into
tice, Mr. Cott
for pracsuch
local
accentof programs
Treasures
New York,asa WNBT's
TV program featuring John Kieran as
m.c. and originating each week
from a different museum or similar
point of interest in New York City.
On her WNBC program, Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt each week
awarded a Community Service
Citation honoring public service
organizationstributions to their
for outstanding
communities.conBelieving strongly in the future
of radio, Mr. Cott presented a distinguished lineup of personalities
in their own program series: Leopold Stokowski, Arthur Treacher,
Samuel Goldwyn, Walt Disney and
Jackie Robinson. Latest additions
to the WNBC schedule are Bob
Elliott and Ray Goulding, early
morning entertainers, and Kate
Smith, in an early afternoon program of interviews, music and
commentary.

A specially-filmed
"Freedom"
spots were series
used onof
WNBT in an all-out campaign to
promote the slogan "Freedom Is
Everybody's
Job." Thedocuments
films showed
original historical
such
as Lincoln's Gettysburg Address,
(Continued on page 7U)
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0 and 0 Stations
(Continued from page 72)
the Declaration of Independence,
and thepublic
"Starservice
Spangled
Other
efforts Banner."
included
programs on such varied topics as
civil defense, Police Athletic
League activities, the United Nations, mental health, racial and religious discrimination.
As an example of unique and
highly successful promotion,
WNBC-WNBT has recently completed the first year of a cooperative venture with Rockaways Playland. This mutually beneficial arrangement brought the stations unlimited opportunities to utilize the
amusementpromotion.
park's facilities for
audience
Placing more and more emphasis
on merchandising, Mr. Cott inaugurated "Chain
advertisers
an Lightning,"
extra bonusgiving
for
sponsorship of WNBC programs
through a cooperative arrangement
with over 1,400 chain stores
throughout the metropolitan area.
Under the plan, WNBC gives free
promotion time to the participating stores and in return the stores
promote WNBC talent and shows
and also give preferential display
and point-of-sale promotion to
products designated by the station.
On June 11, 1951, WNBT began
transmission from the new multiuse antenna atop the Empire State
Bldg. and on Aug. 9 inaugurated a
360% increase in effective radiated
power.
NBC Silver Jubilee
WMAQ and WNBQ Chicago
NBC'sWNBQ
Chicago
WMAQ
and!
(TV),properties,
have contributed
largely to the fame of both their
network and their city. Long known
as the birthplace of radio's daytime
serial drama, the NBC Chicago setup has more recently gained laurels
as fountain head of the "Chicago
school of television."
Antedating the formation of the
network, WMAQ began operations
April 12, 1922, with the call WGU,
becoming WMAQ that fall to get
away from the confusion between
WGU and WBU, a city-owned statransmitter
was
locatedtion.
on WMAQ's
the roof
of the Fair,
State St. department store which
was co-owner of the station with
the Chicago Daily News. On May
27, 1923, the News took full title
and moved WMAQ to the top floor
of the LaSalle Hotel, highest structure in the Loop at that time. At
the same time WMAQ received a
new frequency, 670 ke, on which
it still broadcasts. On March 1,
1927, WMAQ bought out WQ,I,
with which it had shared time, and
early the next year was granted
exclusive use of 670 kc.
Inevitably, the history of WMAQ
is tied up with the history of
Judith Waller. Today Miss Waller
ispublic
directorservice
of NBC's
and department
education ofin
Page ?4 • November 26, 1951

Chicago. But back in 1922 she was
manager, announcer, talent scout,
program director and boss of the
station. With a head that was long
for the cultural and entertainment
aspects of radio, she helped establish WMAQ's lasting reputation
with athefistfull
of "firsts."
There
were
first music
appreciation
program, the first broadcast by
Fred Waring and his Pennsylvanians, the first regular broadcasts
of a big league baseball game, the
first microphone appearances of
George Arliss, Ben Hecht, and
Amos 'n' Andy, the first overseas
news program, the first educational
series and the list could go on and
on.
First Major Hookup
On July 31, 1923, WMAQ joined
WEAF New York and other stations in the first major network
hookup to broadcast President
Harding's
speech1925,
fromit was
San one
Fran-of
cisco. In March
22
stations
linked
into
a
"toss-up"
network for the first commercial
broadcast sponsored by the Victor
Phonograph Co. In January 1927
the station affiliated with the
newly-formed NBC, which later
that year opened Chicago headquarters at 180 N. Michigan Ave.
From an improvised studio in that
building, NBC on Jan. 23, 1928,
launched its first Chicago program
series, The Riverside Hour, sponsored by Montgomery Ward.
The event inspired Albert Ford
of the Washington (D. C.) Herald
to predict: "One of these days
people writing radio and musical
history may mark this date as
epoch making, because NBC then
opened its first Middle West studio
for the origination of chain programs in Chicago."
In March
1928 Niles Trammell
went to Chicago to head up NBC
operations there — ■ ten employes,
two studios and two sponsors. With
no Chicago station of its own, NBC
programs were broadcast over
WGN, KYW, WEBH and, for a
time, WMAQ. Space in the Capitol
Bldg. tower was acquired for
NBC's "Cathedral Studio" from
which the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra was broadcast. With the
erection of the Merchandise Mart,
the network decided to consolidate
its Chicago operations there and
on Sept. 15, 1930, it moved into
what was then the world's largest
studiofloors.
setup on the Mart's 19th and
20th
1931 saw NBC expanding all over
the Chicago scene. WENR was
purchased from Great Lakes
Broadcasting Co. March 1; on Nov.
1 WMAQ came under NBC ownership, with studios and offices later
integrated
at the Mart.
kw transmitter,
set upWMAQ's
at Elm-5
hurst, 111., in 1929 when it was the
first to install complete crystal
control with 100% modulation, in
1935 was moved to a new site near
Bloomingdale
creased to 50 kw.and its power inMeanwhile,
NBC's Chicago
studios
were hatching
producers,
writers, signers and actors at a
rapid rate. Such teams as Fibber

McGee and Molly, Amos V Andy, WRC-WNBW WASHINGTON
Vic and Sade, Clara, Lou and Em AUG. 1, 1923, is remembered in
and Gene and Glenn; such artists Washington as the date WRC went
as Tyrone Power, Don Ameche, on the air for the first time. The
Bill Thompson, Anne Seymour, station had but one studio, in the
Ransom Sherman, Garry Moore, Riggs Bank Bldg. at 14th St. and
Irene Wicker, Jane Froman, Pat Park Road N.W., in uptown Washington, where visitors remarked on
Barnes and Don McNeill; such conductors as Josef Koestner, Roy the fine location "so far out in the
was the
loShield, Morgan Eastman, Wayne country."
cated in theThesametransmitter
building and
King, Rex Maupin, Percy Faith; transmitter
tower sat on the roof.
such writers as Wyllis Cooper,
The original WRC staff consisted
Arch Oboler, Fayette Krum and
eight people, including the
Paul Rhymer made radio history of
porter. Today WRC employs more
at NBC Chicago.
than 150 staffers, headed by General Manager Eugene Juster.
Daytime serials by the score,
first broadcast consisted
from Affairs of Anthony to Woman ofWRC's
a
three-hour program. No
in White, weekly dramas like Em- sooner was
underway than Fred
pire Builders and First Nighter, Guthrie, firstit director
of WRC and
variety shows like Breakfast Club now
district manager of RCA Comand Plantation Party, were part
munications, was called to the
transmitter. The first speaker was
and
of thethere
station's
Then,parcel
of course,
were life.
the talking into the microphone, but
he could hardly be heard! The
Quiz Kids.
whole speech went out on the air
WNBQ Followed Tradition
feebly while engineers strained to
In television, WNBQ has started uncover the trouble. Then the secspeaker stepped up to the mike,
off in the WMAQ tradition. Under and ondcame
bell. The
the general management of Harry first guest inhadclearbeenas atalking
into
Kopf, Jules Herbuveaux, manager the BACK of the mike!
of TV operations, has surrounded
WRC during its first year shared
himself with a staff of bell-ring- time
with WCAP, owned by the
ing and uninhibited youngsters who Chesapeake
and Potomac Telehave turned out a parade of award
phone Co. Use of the same frewinning shows headed by Garroquencasional
cy by bothdifficulty,
stations
ocas on caused
one night
way
Large Parade,
and including
Place,at Zoo
CactusStud's
Jim, when both stations were on the air
sending different
Quiz Kids, Wayne King Show and simultaneously,
programs on the same wave length.
many others.
Starting in 1923, WRC began
a purely
an impressive
FiveOn Star
hour local
frombasis,
10 toWNBQ's
11 p.m. racking inupradio.
In August, list
WRCof
is one of the most successful TV "firsts"
carried special memorial services
program parlays in the nation. for the late President Harding. In
Starting with Weatherman Clint
radio's
firstwith
politicalone
speechesofwas
heard,
Youle, followed by Dorsey Con- December,
Sen. Magnus Johnson delivering
nors' homemaker chat, Clifton an
oration listed in an early WRC
Utley's news commentary, Tom record
as being "entirely harmless
Duggan
on
sports
and
a
quarterhour of piano nostalgia by Herbie and inoffensive."
Mintz, the Sunday-through-Friday
First Political' Commentator
hour adds more than $1 million a
In 1924, WRC presented the first
political
commentator ever heard
year to WNBQ's revenue.
Historically, WNBQ can trace on the air, the noted newspaper
correspondent
Frederick William
its ancestry way back to Aug. 27, Wile. In September
that year,
1930, when WMAQ made its first WRC was at the receiving
end of
45-line telecast via the flying spot one of the first radio hookups,
■ .scanner method. The foresight of with a direct telephone line from
NBC engineers in installing high WJZ New York bringing an air
voltage wiring and outlets for fu- account
of the Wills-Firpo fight to
ture TV lighting use at the time WRC's transmitter.
the network's radio studios were
Ined December
1924 WRC from
presentthe first broadcast
the
being built in the Mart has paid
off a thousand fold in the past few Capitol of the United States, the
years. The TV transmitter was Woodrow Wilson Memorial exercises. Remote broadcasts were frebuilt in 1948 atop the Civic Opera
quent in 1924, with WRC carrying
Bldg. and regular programming
was started on Jan. 9, 1949, with a play-by-play
gameswirefromdescriptions
the offices ofof
schedule of 15 hours a week which baseball
a
local
newspaper.
Direct ofwires
has now grown to more than 120 were used for broadcasts
the
hours.
1924 Democratic and Republican
Chicago has made management National Conventions. A debate
as well as program history for on the Volsted Prohibition Act feaNBC. Niles Trammell, Sid Strotz,
turing senators and congressmen
Harry Kopf, C. L. Menser, Frank brought a flood of 7,000 letters
Mullen, Chick Showerman and Bill from all over the nation to WRC.
Hedges are among the radio elite In its first year of operation, the
had been heard by radio
who got their start at WMAQ and station(Continued
on page 9U)
NBC Chicago.
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♦BECAUSE OF YOU
*(IT'S NO) SIN
popularity
A piece of music is measured and appraised chiefly by
its popularity — and popularity in a song can only be
judged by the frequency with which it is played and
heard. When folks are humming or whistling a tune you
can be sure it is popular. The public usually is unaware
of the authorship or source of the song it is humming.
And quite often those in broadcasting who program
these tunes are not aware that a great percentage of
the current BIG HITS are being performed under their
BMI license.

*COLD, COLD HEART
*l GET IDEAS
♦COME ON-A MY HOUSE
BLUE VELVET
DETOUR
JEZEBEL
HEY, GOOD LOOKIN'
SLOW POKE
SOLITAIRE
CRYPARADERS
•HIT

BROADCAST
MUSIC,
Inc.
580 FIFTH AVENUE •
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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National

Broadcasting

National

Company,

radio broadcasting

with

inc.

better

programs permanently assured by this important action of the Radio Corporation of
America

in the interest of the listening public

/-|-»me
J. is theRadio
largestCom*o*ai30W
distributor orof America
radio receiving sets in the world. It handles the
entire
output
in
this
field
of
the
Westinghouse and General Electric factories.
It does not say this boastfully. It does not
say it with apology. It says it for the purpose ofmaking clear the fact that it is mojre
largely interested, more selfishly interested,
if you please,
the best
broadcasting inthe inUnited
Statespossible
than anyone
else.
Radio for 26,000,000 Homes
The market for receiving sets in the future will
he determined largely by the quantity and
quality of the programs broadcast.
We say quantity because they must be diversified enough so that some of them will
appeal to all possible listeners.
quality
beWe thesay best
of itsbecause
kind. Ifeach
thatprogram
ideal weremustto
be reached, no home in the United States
could afford to be without a radio receiving
set.
Today the best available statistics Indicate
that 5,000,000 homes are equipped, and
21,000,000 homes remain to be supplied.
Radio receiving sets of the best reproductive
quality should be made available for all, and
we hope to make them cheap enough so that
all may buy.
The day has gone by when the radio receiving set is a ofplaything.
instrument
service. It must now be an
WEAF Purchased
for $1,000,000
The Radio Corporation of America, therefore, isinterested, just as the public is, in
having the most adequate programs broadcast. It is interested,, as the public is, in
having them comprehensive and free from
discrimination.
Any use of radio transmission which causes
the public to feel that the quality of the
programs is not the highest, that the use of
radio is not the broadest and best use in the
public interest, that it is used for political
advantage or selfish power, will be detrimental tothe public interest in radio, and
therefore to the Radio Corporation of
America.
To insure, therefore, the development of
this great service, the Radio Corporation of
RADIO

Americastation
has purchased
million
dollars
WEAF fromfortheoneAmerican
Telephone and Telegraph Company, that
company
havingbusiness.
decided to retire from the
broadcasting
The
assumeRadio
activeCorporation
control of ofthatAmerica
station will
on
November 15.National Broadcasting
Company Organized
The Radio Corporation of America has decided toincorporate that station, which has
achieved such a deservedly high reputation
for the quality and character of its programs,
under the name of the National Broadcasting Company, Inc.
The Purpose of the
New Company
The purpose of that company will be to pro.
tide the best program available for broadcasting inthe United States.
The National Broadcasting Company will
not only broadcast these programs through
station WEAF, but it will make them available toother broadcasting stations throughout the country so far as it may be practicable to do so, and they may desire to take
them.
It is hoped that arrangements may be made so
that every event of national importance may
beStates.
broadcast widely throughout the United
No Monopoly of the Air
The Radio Corporation of America is not in
»ny
a- monopoly
the air.
That sense
wouldseeking
be a liability
ratherof than
an
asset. It is seeking, however, to provide
machinery which wilt insure a national distribution ofnational programs, and a wider
distribution of programs of the highest
quality.
If others will engage in this business the
Radio Corporation of America will welcome
their action, whether it be cooperative of competitive.
If other radio manufacturing companies,
competitors of the Radio Corporation of
America, wish to use the facilities of the
National Broadcasting Company for thepurpose of making known to the public
their'receiving
sets, they tomayotherdo clients.
so on the
same
terms as accorded
The necessity of providing adequate broad-

CORPORATION

OWEN D. YOUNG, Chairman of the Board

OF

V

\

casting isapparent. The problem of finding
the best means of doing it is yet experimental. The Radio Corporation of America
is making this experiment in the interest of
the art and the furtherance of the industry.
A Public Advisory Council
In order that the National Broadcasting
Company may be advised as to the best
type of program, that discrimination may.
be avoided, that the public may be assured
that the broadcasting is being done in the
fairest and best way, always allowing for
human frailties and human performance, it
has created an Advisory Council, composed
of twelve members, to be chosen as representative ofvarious shades of public opinion, which will from time to time give it the
benefit of their judgment and suggestion.
The members of this Council will be announced as soon as their acceptance shall
have been obtained.
M. H. Aylesworth
to be President
The President of the new National Broadcasting Company will be M. H. Aylesworth, for many years Managing Director
of the National Electric Light Association.
He will trative
perform
and adminisduties ofthetheexecutive
corporation.
Mr. Aylesworth, while not hitherto ilentified with the radio industry or broadcasthad publicPublic
experience
as Chairman
of theing, hasColorado
Utilities
Commission, and, through his work with the association which represents the electrical industry, has a broad understanding of the
problems which measure the pace
oftechnical
broadcasting.
One of his major responsibilities will be to
see that the operations of the National
Broadcasting Company reflect enlightened
public opinion, which expresses itself so
promptly the morning after any error of
taste or judgment or departure from fair
We
hesitation in recommending the
play.have noBroadcasting
National
Company to the
people of the United States.
It will need the help of all listeners. It will
make mistakes. If the public will make known
its views to the officials of the company from
time to time, we are confident that the new
broadcasting company trill be an instrument
of great public service.
AMERICA
JAMES G. HARBORD, President

This
25

ad
years

appeared
ago

this

month

It announced a new era in
communication among men.
It heralded a new means of
talking to people all over An
25 years ago this month netw
radio was born.

Nine pioneer stations were linked together in the beginning- of
the greatest mass communications medium in the world.
WEAF
New York WTIC
Hartford WJAR
Providence
WTAM
Cleveland WDAF
Kansas City KSD
St. Louis
WWJ
Detroit WCSH.
Portland, Me. WRC
Washington, B.C.
In that first NBC advertisement we pledged network from those nine stations to the list
toinggivein the
people The
the best
the NBC
columnshas below
is anthatindication
the American
United States.
growthbroadcastof this you'll
as to find
how inwell
fulfilled
pledge.

This... is NBC
today
Philadelphia, Pa.
KANS
Wichita, Kansas KYW
KARK Little Rock, Arkansas KZRH Manila, Philippine 7s. Mobile, Alabama
KAWT Douglas, Arizona WALA
Laurel, Mississippi
KCIL
Houma, Louisiana WAML
KCRA. . . .Sacramento, California WAPO. . .Chattanooga, Tennessee
KDKA. .Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania WAVE Louisville, Kentucky
KDYL Salt Lake City, Utah WAZL. . . . Hazleton, Pennsylvania
KELO . .Sioux Falls, South Dakota WBAL Baltimore, Maryland
KERO Bakersfield, California WBAP Fort Worth, Texas
KFAM St. Cloud, Minnesota WBEN Buffalo, New York
KFl Los Angeles, California WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va.
Macon, Georgia
KFSD San Diego, California WBML
KFYR. . .Bismarck, North Dakota WBOW Terre Haute, Indiana
WBRC.
.
.
.
Birmingham,
Alabama
kgbx Springfield, Missouri
KGHL Billings, Montana WBRE
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
KGLU
Saff or d, Arizona WBZ Boston, Massachusetts
Springfield, Mass.
KGNC
Amarillo, Texas WBZA
Pensacola, Florida
KGU
Honolulu, Hawaii WCOA
KGW
Portland, Oregon WCRS. . . .Greenwood, S. Carolina
Portland, Maine
KHQ Spokane, Washington WCSH
KIDO
Boise, Idaho WDAF Kansas City, Missouri
KIST. .Santa Barbara, California WDAK Columbus, Georgia
KIT Yakima, Washington WDAY Fargo, North Dakota
KMED
Medford, Oregon WDEL Wilmington, Delaware
KMJ
Fresno, California WDSU . . . New Orleans, Louisiana
KNBC . .San Francisco, California WEAT Lake Worth, Florida
KNOE Monroe, Louisiana WEAU. . . .Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Duluth, Minnesota
KOA
Denver, Colorado WEBC
Peoria, Illinois
KOAM Pittsburgh, Kansas WEEK
KOB. Albuquerque, N. M. WENY Elmira, New York
KODY. . . .North Platte, Nebraska WERC Erie, Pennsylvania
KOH
Reno, Nevada WEST Easton, Pennsylvania
Dallas, Texas
KOMO Seattle, Washington WFAA
KORK Las Ve#as, Nevada WFBC. . . .Greenville, So. Carolina
KPLC. . . .Lafce Charles, Louisiana WFBG Altoona, Pennsylvania
KPRC
Houston, Texas WFLA
Tampa, Florida
Youngstown, Ohio
KRGV
Wes/aco, Texas WFMJ
KRIS Corpus Christi, Texas WFOR. . Hattiesburg, Mississippi
KROC Rochester, Minnesota WGAL. . Lancaster, Pennsylvania
KSD
Si. Louis, Missouri WGBF Evansville, Indiana
KSEI
Pocatello, Idaho WGFG .... Kalamazoo, Michigan
Charleston, W. Va.
' '^neapolis-St.
Minn. WGKV
WGRM . . . Greenwood, Mississippi
Alexandria,Paul,
Louisiana
. . .Phoenix, Arizona WGY. . . .Schenectady, New York
hreveport, Louisiana WHAM Rochester, New York
. . . Twin Falls, Idaho WHIS Bluefield, West Virginia
Zanesville, Ohio
El Paso, Texas WHIZ
. . Great Bend, Kansas WHIB Virginia, Minnesota
WHO
Des
Moines, Iowa
...^
Tucson, Arizona
KVOl
Lafayette, La. WIBA Madison, Wisconsin
KVOO.
Tulsa, Oklahoma WINC Winchester, Virginia
KWBW Hutchinson, Kansas WINR. . . .Binghamton, New York
Miami, Florida
KWJB
Globe, Arizona WIOD
KXLF
Butte, Montana WIRE Indianapolis, Indiana
KXLJ Helena, Montana WIS Columbia, So. Carolina
KXLK Great Falls, Montana WISE. .Asheville, North Carolina
KXLL Missoula, Montana WJAC . . Johnstown, Pennsylvania
KXLQ Bozeman, Montana WJAR. .Providence, Rhode Island
KYCA
Prescott, Arizona WJAX Jacksonville, Florida
KYSM Mankato, Minnesota WJBF Augusta, Georgia
KYUM
Yuma, Arizona WJBO. . .Baton Rouge, Louisiana

WJDX Jackson, Mississippi
WJIM Lansing, Michigan
WKBH La Crosse, Wisconsin
WKBO . Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
WKPT Kingsport, Tennessee
WKY. .Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
WKYB Paducah, Kentucky
WLAK
Lakeland, Florida
WLBZ
Bangor, Maine
WLOK
Lima, Ohio
WLW
Cincinnati, Ohio
WMAM. . . . Marinette, Wisconsin
WMAQ
Chicago, Illinois
WMBG Richmond, Virginia
WMC Memphis, Tennessee
WMFG Hibbing, Minnesota
WMIS Natchez, Mississippi
WMRF. .Leivistown, Pennsylvania
WMVA. . . . Martinsville, Virginia
WNBC New York, New York
WNHC . . New Haven, Connecticut
WOAI San Antonio, Texas
WOC
Davenport, Iowa
WOOD. .Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOPI .... Bristol, Tenn.-Virginia
WORK York, Pennsylvania
WORZ
Orlando, Florida
WOW
Omaha, Nebraska
WOWO. . . .Fort Wayne, Indiana
WPTF Raleigh, North Carolina
WRAK Williamsport, Penna.
WRAW. . . Reading, Pennsylvania
WRC
Washington, D. C.
WRDO
Augusta, Maine
WROL Knoxville, Tennessee
WRON. .Ronceverte, W. Virginia
WSAM Saginaw, Michigan
WSAN. .Allentown, Pennsylvania
WSAU Wausau, Wisconsin
WSAV Savannah, Georgia
WSB
Atlanta, Georgia
WSCR. . . .Scranton, Pennsylvania
WSF A. .. .Montgomery, Alabama
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.
WSLS Roanoke, Virginia
WSM Nashville, Tennessee
WSOC . . . Charlotte, No. Carolina
WSPD
Toledo, Ohio
WSVA . . . Harrisonburg, Virginia
WSYR Syracuse, New York
WTAC
Flint , Michigan
WTAM
Cleveland, Ohio
WTAR Norfolk, Virginia
WTBO. . . .Cumberland, Maryland
WTIC Hartford, Connecticut
WTMA. .Charleston, So. Carolina
WTMJ Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WTRC
Elkhart, Indiana
WTTM Trenton, New Jersey
WWJ
Detroit, Michigan

Today,

the

voice

of

NBC

celebrates its 25th anniversary . . .
a quarter of a century as the
most influential selling voice
in the country ... a quarter of
a century as the voice of
the greatest names of this
industrial era.
Today, NBC's great assemblage
of the nation's top stations
unite to form the world's largest
advertising medium.
But the true measure of a
network is not what it has done
in the past but what it is doing
today and what it will do in
the future.
And by that standard, too, NBC
is America's No. 1 Network.
NBC today is producing some of the
finest shows in radio history.
And NBC pledges itself to serve
the advertiser and the American
public even better in the
quarter-century ahead.
America's No. 1 Network
NBC

Radio

Network

A service of Radio Corporation of America
It's the Silver Jubilee on NBC—
where People Sell Better than Paper !

NBC

SPECIAL

EVENTS

WORLD WAR II, and at 1st
Army's
St. Lo innews
1944,camp,
NBC outside
correspondents
assembled for this picture between
journeys to the front. L. to r.: Francis
McCall, Wright Bryan, David Anderson, Tom Treanor (who was later
killed by a land mine) and W. W.
Chaplin
THE AIRSHIP Hindenberg
burned at Lakeside, N. J., in Ww
1937 with a death toll of 36. *
Here an unidentified NBC newsman
takes
his microphone
and topiggy-back
transmitter
to the scene
describe
the charred wreckage.
HOME FRONT in World War
II and NBC-TV was used in
training air raid wardens. Here
the camera shoots a demonstration
of rescue work as it was taught
the early stages of preparation.

GEORGE
com- "^O*
mentator HICKS,
(r.) foundNBChimself
in fastidious costume and even more
fastidious company when he donned
top hat, cutaway and a portable
transmitter and joined forces with
the impeccable Lucious Beebe (I.) to
cover the 1936 Easter Parade in New
York.
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IN 1939,wasonetheof scuttling
the biggest
stories
of -^Bt"
the Graf Spee off Montevideo,
Uruguay. A graphic, eyewitness acwas broadcast
by NBC's
Jamesas
Bowen,countshown
here (back
turned)
he
describes
the
ship's
death
in the distance before the Nazi throes
vessel
finally sank to the bottom in one of
the more memorable naval episodes
of World War II.

A COUPLE of natty dressers at the
National Golf Tournament, in Chithe NBC
sportscaster cago,
and 1931,hiswere
engineer
who carried
a pack transmitter to provide on the
spot coverage
the fairway.
golfers'
-J^A. efforts
right onof the

^ THE 1944 Democratic conven^^ tion
in ChicagoHarkness
was reported
by Richard
(with
walkie-talkie in hand) and host of
other nessNBCdescribes
newsmen.
Here Mr. Har-of
the demonstration
the delegates as the name of Franklin
D. Roosevelt was again offered for
nomination.
BROADCASTING
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WW]

America's

pioneer

salutes NBC

station

on its silver jubilee

WWJ . . . first commercial station in the nation, now in its
32nd year ... is proud to have been a charter member of NBC.
All of us associated with radio, who cater to the listening audience,
owe much to the pioneering instinct and aggressive programming
of this great network. To NBC must go a great share of the
credit for radio's phenominal success as a selling medium, and
its accomplishments in the public interest as an entertainment,
educational and informational medium.
Together with NBC, we look ahead to many more equally
great years.
FIRST IN DETROIT Owned ond Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
Notional Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station WWJ-TV
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KSTP-AM-TV

Reports

SPEED
and imagination
— these
'SPOT
NEWS
... HOT NEWS'
ingredients are "the essence of
making
spot
news
hot
news"
for
listeners and televiewers in the
area of KSTP-AM-FM-TV Minneapolis-St.
these days.claims
These not Paul
unreasonable
are cited bypartment inthe
stations'on news
dea report
a recent
news story involving the alleged
peddling of dope to prisoners of the
St. Cloud (Minn.) State Reformatory and possible abusive tactics by AS MANY as 13 staff men and women have an active floor cameramen, a sound man, audio operators or any
prison guards.
TV personnel. Station schedules two video shows
hand in preparing Today's Headlines, shown nightly on regular
It is not enough that one be at KSTP-TV
10 p.m.) each day, as well as 1 1 radio newsMinneapolis-St. Paul. Shown in front of sta- (6 p.m. casts,andnot including
sports and weather reports. KSTP
the source of news "firstest with the
tion's Telemobile unit are personnel responsible for daily claims its Today's Headlines is "highest-rated multimostest," KSTP concedes, and
output
of
TV
news
coverage.
Group
does
not
include
TV
says
there
is
"no
secret
formula"
weekly show of any type in the Twin Cities."
to which it attributes its claim for
blanket news coverage.
The St. Cloud story first arose
tions and the publication of KSTP technicians and editors. It is not
Actually, it is the "simple deduc- copyrighted stories from coast to unusual, in fact, for as many as last August with a tip that some
coast.
tion"
of
the
management
that
to
interesting
developments might
16
persons
to
work
on
one
story.
do a better than average job of
Proof of the pudding, KSTP take place in St. Paul's Federal
beat" actually was
covering events, you need a better "allThisin a"clean
Court. KSTP reporters and photogday's work," according to back
than average news staff, the finest the stations'
that viewers
raphers were on hand to get an
heels with"aretherocked
sight
and TV news says, onis their
facilities and "enough help and departments. radio
There were others: of news which has happened only inmate's confession on the use of
authority"
from
top-level,
the
stabarbituates
in the reformatory.
A
five-state
manhunt
for
three
tion reasons.
so before."
men involved in the killing of a an hour
sors haveor hopped
into And
news sponpro- Momentstacted thelater,
theandstation
warden
obtainedcon-a
It
is
KSTP's
proud
boast
that
local
policeman,
exclusive
TV
gram ing in the hope that some
it brought the prison case into the sound-on-film testimony of a mur- listeners and
viewers may be recorded interview, used 20 minutes
public limelight with news coverlater. His denial of the charges
and on-the-spot reporting rocked their way.
age over a period of weeks. What and der trial
sound pictures of plane
The casttype
of
sponsors
for
newsfrom lis-to
followed were a series of investiga- crashes, fires, auto accidents, etc.
offers fromcallsinmates
s is diversified, comprising the promptedteners andindignant
KSTP reports that its large following: Weyand's Furniture collaborate the charges.
radio-TV news staffs are aug- Store, Nutrena Feeds, Twin City
KSTP also probed the 1946 death
FOOD BUYING
mented with scores of photogra- Federal Savings & Loan Assn., of one prisoner, attributed to
WOR Survey Issued
phers and hundreds of string re- Juster
Bros.
Men's
Apparel
Store,
in exploring the posrs. In the television bureau local Ford dealers, International strangulation,
sibility of prison brutality cited
IMPORTANCE of Monday- are movie porteand
still photographers, Nickel, General Electric Supply by former
through-Thursday as key shopping lab assistants, dispatchers,
inmates.
morgue Corp. and Fanny Farmer Candy.
days for 19 grocery items was inThrough contact with NBC Holdicated by aoffood-purchase
survey,
wo d, the station
receiveddisinterred
permisthe results
which were released
sion tolyhave
the body
there and also paid for an autopsy
Nov. 13 by Robert M. Hoffman,
research director of WOR New
which showed the prisoner may
book reviews
York.
have died from a skull fracture
FREEDOMNations
TO LISTEN.
Huth. taxes in less developed countries, and not strangulation. KSTP reThe early week segment is just United
EconomicBy Arno
and Social
Prepared for the Commission planning and production of specialas important as the traditional Fri- Council.
orts it was the first TV station
ized programs,
and better
promo- in the pcountry
day and Saturday shopping days on Human Rights. 35 pages.
to "break" the story
international
broadcasts,
which
it
copyrighted.
for the items studied during the LISTENER interest and participa- listenertion ofrelations
and audience retion in worldwide program opera- search.
week of April 2-7. Seven of the
All told, the Twin Cities' outlet
tions should be "stimulated and
19 products were bought more
Among other suggestions out- used 40 tape recordings, eye-witoften during the early week than encouraged" and a more construcness interview type, and several
by Dr. Huth were these: (1)
on Fridays and Saturdays and
tive attitude toward the "con- mass linedproduction
of low-cost re- hundred feet of film. Included were
should beconveys
adoptednecessary
to enat leastchases40%
pursure thatsumer"radio
ceivers; (2) special import licenses recordings and sound film shots
for 16 ofof all
the weekly
items were
and programs.
for radio-TV sets; (3) use of radio of the doctors, the mother of the
made before Friday. Results were information
are two conclusions drawn to teach people about the UN; (4) prisoner, stills of the dead youth
gathered by a Pulse check of 1,920 byThese
of greater promotion
Dr.
Arno
Huth,
consultant
to
homestan Newin York.
12 counties of metropoli- the United Nations, in a paper pos- development
to publicize programs abroad; (5) and photostats of the death certificate and coroner's report.
encouragement
of listener particiing
problems
related
to
radio
proQuick consumption items — such
pation as a means of creating audi- PTA Protest
reception,
size
and
as bread, fresh meat and fruits — structure ofgramming
the
world
audience
ence
appeal
and
interest.
were purchased mostly during the and different methods of receivBECAUSE of their effect
early part of the week, although
TV
AND ELECTRONICS
As Dorf.
A Career.
ing information.
Ira Rider
Kamen
and Richard
H.480
John
upon
children, and
demonstrations
the survey revealed a similar purFreedom
to
Listen
delves
into
the
F.
Publisher
Inc.,
Canal
St.,
of
drinking
smoking in
chase rate for such products as size and composition of this audi- New York 13. 326 pages. $4.95.
TV
commercials
are being
crackers, canned goods and frozen
THE
AUTHORS
have
set
out
in
ence, individual and collective lis- this book to answer for all those
foods. Tea, scouring powder, soaps
protested
by
the
First
Distening,
and
freedom
and
control
trict,
California
Congress
and coffee were purchased more of reception. Its purpose is to draw interested, the question: "How can
Parents and Teachers. PTAof
often on Fridays and Saturdays.
the attention of members of the I (or my son, or my brother-in-law,
board
of
directors,
meeting
Friday proved to be the peak Sub-Commission on Freedom of or my uncle's chauffeur) get into
- in Los Angeles
authe television and electronics ingrocery-purchase day with some Information.
thorized aletterlastto week,
FCC and
73% of all families surveyed shopdustry?"
They
succeed
in
wellPractical
measures
"could
adother
authorities
protesting
ping on that day. Almost half
vance the cause of freedom of in- documented and detailed fashion.
that while the law protects
They discuss what approach
shopped between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
formation, and promote and imchildren from buying drinks
while slightly more than half were
prove the reception of international should be used in selecting TV or
or "smokes,"
makes
in stores between 2 and 6 p.m. information," according to Dr. electronics as a career, employboth
drinkingtelevision
and smoking
ment prospects and how to prepare
Housewives proved to be the prime Huth. These may include developattractive
and
dramatic
to
shoppers, doing 80% of the food
ment of facilities
audiences,
re- one's self for a career. Contributminors.
duction of licenseforfees
and other
buying on an average day.
ing authors help in special fields.
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Advertisement
The Montana FREE PRESS

Saturday, March 2, 1929

N

Butte

B

C

comes

to

Montana

to Hear

Inaugural
Ceremony
On
KXLF
Montana Standard
the world have been brought to the
mony
without
traveling
the
great
disMarch 3, .1929
by NBCThe viapeople
the XLof
tance to Washington. It also will be people
Stationsof ofMontana
the Z Net.
the
only way can
possible
inthewhichmomentous
persons the
in
Montana
hear
Nation
have
likewise
heard
from
iTHIS CITY TO
THOUSANDS IN STATE TO GET and distant happenings as it is virtually the people of Montana via NBC when
INAUGURATION
impossible for even the most sensitive programs have been originated by
receiving set to pick up in daytime a The XL Stations for NBC.
broadcast from any station outside the . . . Shortly after this initial NBC
BE INCLUDED
Older Pupils in Schools state.
became
regularjoined
afLinking of KXLF with the NBC programfiliate ofKXLF
NBC and
was a soon
bringclearlytheandinauguration
cerWill Be Given a Half- chain will emonies,
by
KXLJ—
Helena,
KXLQ—
Bozeman,
vividly, to all
— Gt. Falls, KXLL— Missoula,
Holiday Tomorrow for Butte and to all Montana. Not only toKXLK
IN BIG CHAIN
formwork theMontana's
own aregional
will
the
proud
owner
of
an
expensive
Z Net to bring
greater netunGreat Educational receiving set be enabled to hear the
d
e
r
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
o
f
the
problems
of the
happenings
in
Washington,
but
the
Treat Over Radio
exchange
of ideas ofnetwork
Monpossessor of an inexpensive crystal set day bytanathepeople.
This regional
also will be equally served.
Thirty Microphones Will Be Used
connection
of Montana's
largest could
cities
with
reversable
lines so programs
LARGE EXPENSE ENTAILED
from any city has made
. . . and that is how NBC first came betheoriginated
to Pick Up All Parts of Hoover's
third largest
state a
to Montana. Not a full 25 years but closer Nation's
knit community.
NBC programs
Inauguration Program
23 years ago when NBC from all over the world have brought
'Radio Breakfasts" Will Be awasgoodly
very young indeed.
of Montana
knowlNumerous. Broadway TheaSince March 4, 1929, thousands of to the opeople
f these peoples
great the
importance
ter Donated and Sets Will hours of entertainment, information, to theedge World
as producers of copper,
Radio station KXLF will be innews and special events from all over grains, meat and other vital products.
( eluded in the NBC hookup for the inBe Placed in Schools
auguration ceremonies which will be
(held in Washington, D. C, Monday,
Marchmade4, according
Arrangements for enabling school
.j ment
yesterday toby E.an B.announceCraney, children
to hear the inaugural address
[ manager of the local station.
were
among these plans.
Thirty microphones of the NBC will Seventhoutstanding
and eighth grade pupils in
be located in the senate chambers and the
XL
public
schools,
granted
holion the stepsauguration
of the
the inday for the purpose
by athehalfschool
speech ofcapitol
Herbertand Hoover
board,
will
gather
at
the
Broadway
and Charles Curtis will be heard di- theater to listen to the ceremonies.
rectly from the Butte station. The
High school students will hear the
} ceremonies will begin at 8 a. m., Butte eventful
broadcast at the high school
ShcdhmA
auditorium.
' time,
and
will
last
for
three
hours.'
School board members agreed that
For the first time in the history of
listening to an event which will be
r radio the senate chamber will be in- recorded
of the
in history books will prove
j vaded when David Lawrence, national more
instructive than would the
known political writer, will describe classes missed.
I the
The broadcast, direct from the steps
will ceremonies
be sworn in.when the new senators
Pacific Northwest
the capitol at Washington, will be
The complete program of the broad- ofheard
in Butte between the hours of
cast will include, Hoover's inaugural 9 a.m. and 11 p.m., a verified schedule
address,dres , viPresident
ad- received yesterday disclosed. In this
ce president Coolidge's
Dawes last last
speech,
the addresses of Hoover, Curtis,
administration of the oath of office by time
serve a larger segment of the
Chief Justice Taft and the jostle of the Coolidge, Dawes and Taft will be
crowd as the parade moves up Penn- given.
The entire terspersed
ceremonies,
including in-by
sylvania avenue will be heard by the
descriptive remarks
rich Billion Dollar Pacific Northradio fans of the city.
Graham McNamee, dean of radio anThis is the first time that a radio
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
s
,
a
n
d
David
Lawrence,
president of the Consolidated Press and a
station in Montana has been given political
west Market than any other
analyst — will be brought to
the privilege of the NBC hookup and radio station
KXLF Company
through the
Nait will be the first time that such a
tional
Broadcasting
chain.
ceremony
will be the first time that Butte
the
city. has been generally heard in andThisMontana
single advertising medium.
residents will have been
enabled to hear an inauguration cereThe

Stations

KXLQ
KXLJ
K X L
KXLY
KXLK
KXLF
kXLl
BOZEMAN
PORTLAND
SPOKANE
GREAT FALLS
BUTTE
MISSOULA • HELENA
New York 17, N. Y.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
San79 Francisco
4, Calif.
Chicago
Illinois
360
North 1,Michigan
347 Madison Avenue
Post Street
HollywoodBroadcasters
Blvd.
The
Walker
Company
Pacific6381Northwest
The Walker Company
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
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Vice Presidents
(Continued from page 66)
charge of the RCA Victor record division, and in 1934 joined
NBC as manager of its radiorecording unit.
Brought many
radio recording
innovations including the NBC
Thesaurus, syndicated programs
and, induced1946,
the firstpro-in
a series of NBC
documentary reMr. Egner
cordings, a12disc record album
of excerpts from the speeches of
Franklin D. Roosevelt. He left
NBC in 1949. Now is vice president of Hudson & Manhattan Railon leave
for special governmentroad, work
in Washington.
* * *
SYDNEY H. EIGES
BORN and educated in Pennsylvania. Became interested in journalism in New Kensington high
school and in senior year was edi1^^^^
' •*pH^11 tor
of the school
paper.
II t o r i a Joined
1 staffedi-of
Pitt Xcivs at U.
of Pittsburgh and
in senior year
was news editor
of the Pitt Weekly and associate
Mr. Eiges
editor of The
Owl, schoolin yearbook. After graduation
1930
joined INS as reporter in the Pittsburgh bureau and became subsequently manager of the Philadelphia bureau, the Harrisburg bureau
NBC Silver Jubilee
and the Pittsburgh bureau. In 1939
transferred to INS in New York
City as night editor and then cable
editor, in which capacity wrote
and supervised much of the outgoing and incoming cable reports
during early years of World War
II. Joined NBC as a staff writer
in the press department in 1941.
Subsequently became assistant
manager (1943), manager of the
department in 1945 and was named
a vice president in 1947.
JOHN W. ELWOOD
BORN in New York and educated at Amherst and Harvard.
In 1917 became assistant to the
vice president of
the General
tric Co. Elecand
helped to create
RCA, becoming
its secretary in
1922. In 1923
went to San
Francisco as vice
president and
general manager
of the Federal
Mr. Elwood
Telegraph Co. of
Delaware, an RCA subsidiary. RePage 84 • November 26, 1951

turned to New York in 1927 as
executive vice president and
chines
In 1944and became
as- NBC
later in the year was named a vice
assistant to the president of NBC.
sistantCorp.advertising
promotion
Became a vice president in 1930 and director for NBC until 1945 when president. Died in 1950.
named manager
worked with company until 1934.
of the Planning
Then served as secretary of the
O. B. HANSON
executive committee of the Will
and Development
Rogers Memorial Commission and
BORN
in
England.
there
Dept. Appointedof and in Connecticut Educated
an officer of the Institute of Public
where family
manager
Relations. Returned to NBC in
WEAF (now moved when he was a year old. In1941 as manager of the NBC inter;..... when
WNBC) that instation
1946
terested in archinational short-wave division and
tecture,financial
but father's
in 1942 was appointed manager of
reverses led him
~™
erating
NBC's
owned
and
operated
station
entity
*.:aaWP^MB
as
a
separate
opby
Jgg
was
established
KNBC San Francisco. He retired
to work
in Hartfrom NBC in 1950, when it was
ford factory
durMr. Gaines
NBC. Promoted
announced he would continue to
ing
day
and to
to
the
post
of
distudy
electricity,
and operated
serve the company as a consultant. stationsrectorinof the1947owned
drafting and
and was elevated
He nowtions firmhasandhisheads
own public
Radio relaFree to an NBC vice presidency in 1950.
automotive
engine ring at night.
Asia.
Mr. Hanson radio station and
DON E. GILMAN
GEORGE ENGLES
a "ham"
BORN
in
Indiana.
While
still
in
then
got job withBuilt
Marconi
Co. of
BORN and educated in New York.
America after studying at their
Began career in 1905 as secretary high school interested in printing school. Served as wireless engineer
devil" during World War I and then
to F. F. Proctor, vaudeville pioneer, and later became on"printer's
Indianapolis
worked at Marconi plant at Aldene,
and a year later
assistant to Philip
N. J., and within six months was
Became
chief testing engineer. Opened his
Sentinel.
0y/f
before
plant
the
II
/S^™"™™* \
Mindil, general
of
ndent
superinte
iS he
^PPBWlL^
own
business in 1921 and
left for West then electrical
'press representaworked for a Newark radio
on
Worked
Coast.
"
*
**
^. * tive for the Proche designed a microtheatres. Be-to
^„
various Pacific station phonewhere
came torsecretary
that attracted the attention
Coast papers and
Martin Beck in
the larger stations and he was
studied electrical ofemployed
by station WEAF (now
1907 and treasengineering. Be- WNBC) as a staff engineer and
S"—
58th ofStreet
a urer
Proctor'sin
came superintend- later became plant manager. He
continued in that capacity when
Mr. Engles
of - f/^ral
NBC was formed in 1926. Several
Scripps
McRae
to1908.1917From
was 1909
sec- Mr. Gilman ent.
turning
to
adretary to Walter Damrosch and publicationsvertisinbefore
years
later
was named
chief en-to
g. In a few years became
gineer and inhe 1938
was elevated
then until 1928 was manager of outstanding personality among vice president.
His
activities
and
the New York Symphony Orches- Pacific Coast advertising proces- contributions to the field of teletra. Joined NBC in 1928 as mansion and held several advertising
vision
since
1928
are
too
numerous,
aging director of NBC Artists associations including president of
Service. Became a vice president the Pacific Coast Advertising Clubs widespreadcurately listand
. impressive to acin 1929 until separated from the Association and vice president of
company in 1942. He now is re- the Associated Advertising Clubs
tired.
of the World. In 1914, as chairman
S. HEDGES
of the Vigilance Committee of the BORN WiLLIAM
and educated in
Los Angeles Club he secured the Coloradoin andIllinois
GEORGE E. FREY
Illinois.
Attended U.
introduction and passage of the
of
Chicago
in
1914
and wrote
BORN and educated in New Jersey. Printer's Ink Honest Advertising
Joined WEAF (later to become Statute in the California legislacampus
newsDaily
for
the
Chicago
ture. He also has been identified
WNBC, NBC key station in New
York) in 1924 with the Better Business Bureau.
News. Left colwhen it was oper- Came to radio in 1927 as manager
lege to enlistandin
Air Service
ated by AT&T. of the Pacific Division of NBC.
served
in World
When
the
station
was purchased by Promoted to vice president in 1929.
War I. Returned
as one of the 12 "great^
RCA, parent com- Included
to News as a reest Californians" chosen by leading
pany of NBC, in
and universities for
porter in 1918
1 1926, he joined newspapers
the
1930
Roll
of
Honor.
He
now
and in 1922 asthe new owner- is executive with Petroleum Assn.
sisted
in estabMr. Hedges radio station,
ship in engineerlishing the paper's
ing and promo- of California.
later dentcalled
Elected
1929 capacities.
he became anIn
of the WMAQ.
NAB in 1928
and presi1929.
tion
Mr. Frey
CHARLES P. HAMMOND
NBC salesman, sales service manServed
as
chairman
of
the
Executive Committee and director in
ager in 1940, manager of eastern
at Cornell U. Began
sales in 1946 and, in 1949, when EDUCATED
on old Literary Digest and Author
1930 and ofas the
a director
industry1931-32.
plan
the television network operations career
then became reporter
for
the
New
York World and adopted by NAB, RMA and FRTA
were separated from radio netthe New York for compliance with the Davis
he became
director of work
salesoperations,
for television.
Promoted
Post. Worked as Amendment to the Radio Act. Beto NBC vice president in 1951.
manager of the
cametinuepresident
of WMAQ when
and purcond as its manager
Advertising
Buchased by NBC in 1931. In 1933
reau oican
f the Newspaper
AmerJAMES M. GAINES
of KDKA
and
in 1934 manager
was transferred
to NBC
Publishers Assn., became
JOINED NBC in 1942 in the stabefore going to in New York as manager of owned
tions department after serving for
operated stations. Left NBC
four years as personal representaNBC inadvertising
1943 in and
in 1937 to become manager of
the
tiveforeforthatthehelatewasMajor
Bowes. with
BeWLW and WSAI Cincinnati and
associated
the Automobile Merchants Assn., Mr. Hammond and promotion de- vice president of the Crosley Radio
Returned to NBC late in
the Hearn and Bamberger Stores which he became partment
director in 1944.of Corp.(Continued
on page 86)
and the International Business Ma- In 1947 was named assistant to the
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Q: What is the largest
city in the entire Southeast
United States?
A: MEMPHIS*

Q: What city leads the nation in
wholesale sales per establishment?
A: MEMPHIS

Ranking first in volume of wholesale
sales per establishment, Memphis' sales
stands at 3x/2 times that of the national
average . . . with a total wholesale volume establishing Memphis as the wholesale capital of the South and 13th
wholesale market in the nation.

Q: What Southern city is a TWO
BILLION DOLLAR Market?
A: MEMPHIS

Basedvey ofonBuying
Sales Power,
Management's
1951 Surthe Memphis
and
Mid-South regions, served by WMCWMCF, represent TWO BILLION DOLLARS in retail buying power. This buying power represents a 222% increase
in
the past RATE
10 yearsOF —INCREASE.
TWICE THE
NATIONAL

Q: What advertising medium serves the
Memphis and Mid-South Market?
A: WMC-WMCF*
" ""'

WMC-WMCF, since 1923, has consistently scheduled programs of information and entertainment specifically designed for the listening of this vast audience— top NBC- shows, the pick of national spot and local shows — all make
WMC-WMCF the best buy in the Memphis and Mid-South Market.

NBC

—

5000

WATTS — 790
P H I S JNational Representatives, The Branham Company I
E
WM C F 260 Kw Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule
WMCT
E'rst TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
BROADCASTING
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year, he returned to power comVice Presidents
pany. Combined that job with sale
of subscriptions
(Continued from page 8U)
of Electrical
1937 as vice president in charge of
station relations and traffic. Now
World, a Mcpubliholds title as vice president in
catiGraw-Hill
on. In 1916
charge of integrated services.
McGraw-Hill assigned him all of
the southern
JOSEPH V. HEFFERNAN
states and Cuba
BORN in Indiana, graduated from
as a sales terriSt. Louis U., received Bachelor of
tory. In 1924 he
Laws degree at Indiana U. and was
Mr. Kobak
became vice presawarded a fellowident, sales manship for graduate
of the publishagerhouseand ain director
work in law at
ing
New
York
City,
where
Columbia U. he was instrumental in starting
where he received two
new
magazines
—
Electronics
his LL.M. in 1935. and Radio Retailing. Went to NBC
Employed by in 1934 as vice president in charge
RCA that year of sales. Left company in 1936 for
and associated
post with advertiswith that com- vice president
leaving
it inas 1940
pany for next 16 when inghe agency
returned
to NBC
vice
Mr. Heffernan years becoming president in charge of sales for
assistant general Blue Network, then part of NBC.
counsel in 1940 and vice president Became executive vice president
and general attorney in 1945. Is and a director of the Blue Network
a member of the board of directors when it was separated from NBC.
of RCA Communications Inc. and In 1944 became president of MBS.
the RCA Institutes Inc. and a
is owner of WTWA Thomveteran of World War II. Left posi- He now
Ga., a management consultant
tion with RCA when appointed and son,
board
of Broadcast
financial vice president of NBC Advertising chairman
Bureau.
in 1951.
HARRY C. KOPF
BORN and educated in Illinois.
Afternois ingraduation
U. ofHearst
Illi1925 workedfrom
for the
JOHN K. HERBERT
organization's ad^■I^J"
vertising
and
BORN in Massachusetts, educated 1 ^flHHkk
sales
department
■ ^""Wk
in
Chicago
until
at Holy Cross College and a World
War II veteran. Associated with m
M 1927, when he
Socony Vacuum ^PWMfr Wk
joined the A. W.
Oil Corp. for a
• \ Shaw Publishing
number of years
*wBL
Co. as
Middle
and later worked
k: |fjM
West
representaas a cotton
System
of
tivemagazine. Two
broker. Joined ggB^MgflH
Mr. Kopf
Esquire in 1932
years later
he became a member
and six years of the Literary Digest
staff. Joined
later became as- NBC in 1931 as a salesman
of the
sociated with
Central Division staff in Chicago.
Hearst M a g a- Appointed
sales
manager
of
the
in January 1939 and then
Mr. Herbert zines Inc-sentedReprethat or- division
manager
of
the
Central
Division.
ganization on the Periodical Pub- Elected a vice president of the
lishers Assn., the Magazine Ad- company
1941. Now vice
vertising Bureau, the Advertising president inforOctober
Central Division.
Council and the National Assn. of
Magazine Publishers. Left post of
JOHN H. MacDONALD
vice president and general adverNATIVE of Brunswick, Me. Joined
tising
manager
of
Hearst
Magazines Inc. after a career of 12 NBC in 1936 as head of the cost
years to join NBC in September accounting dept., serving thereafter
as budget officer,
1950 as assistant to the president.
business managThat year was appointed general
er, assistant to
sales manager for the radio netthe vice president
work and early in 1951 was elected
and general
vice president.
ager. Electedmanvice
president
Member inof 1942.
the
EDGAR KOBAK
AWL£*~ Controllers 1 1 1 BORN in Illinois, educated in
stitute of AmerGeorgia and Illinois. Between high ^L^VNf
school and college worked for a Mr. MacDonald named
presiden-t
of the
Georgia railway and electric com1946. Served
fromorganiza
1939-42
pany during which time he also on thetion in national
board of directors
wrote articles for technical jour- and served five years on the Adnals. Leaving college in junior
visory Council of the Institute.
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Also was chairman of the National
Executive
Committee
for 1941-42
and had served
as chairman
of the
National Committee on Education
for the 1937-41 terms. He was also
active in the local group, having
been a member of its Advisory
Council through the 1945 term and
president of the New York Control
during
NBCto Ben
last
summer 1938-39.
to become Left
assistant
Tobin, real estate owner and
banker, Hollywood, Fla. Mr. Tobin
is one of three who acquired Empire State Bldg. earlier this year.
* * *
george f. McClelland
KNOWN as the man who "invented" the commercial radio program, when at the age of 28 as
manager
of radio station
WEAF (now
WNBC) "he sugted the formationmentofgesentertainunits to be
named and sponby nationallysored advertised
products — an idea
proved to be
the foundation
Mr. McClelland that
stone of American broadcasting
today" [Broadcasting, Nov. 1,
1934]. In 1926 when NBC was
formed he became its vice president and general manager, then as
first vice president, assistant to the
president and vice president in
charge of sales. Resigned from
NBC October 1933 to form a new
network. Died Oct. 12, 1934, at
age of 39.
GUSTAV B. MARGRAF
BORN in Missouri. Graduated
from Southeast Missouri State
Teachers College in 1936 and from
Duke U. Law
School, Durham,
N. C, year
in 1939.
that
becameIn
associated with
the law firm of
Cahill, Gordon,
Zachry
del
in New& ReinYork
City and in 1942
was placed in
Mr. Margraf charge
its
Washington,of D.C.,
office, where he served as legal
representative of NBC, representing the company at many important
hearings before the FCC and other
governmental bodies in Washington. Elected vice president and
general attorney of NBC in 1948.

got his first taste of radio, staying
with the agency for 12 years and
building up to vice
president
and
director.
In 1946
he was selected
to head ican
the Newspaper
AmerAdvertising
Network and became
executive vice
president ofand thedirector
ANAN before it
was discontinued.
He
joined NBC in
Mr. Madden February
1950 as
assistant to the president of the
network, was made vice president
in
of TVyear.operations and
salescharge
later that
FRANK E. MASON
BORN in Wisconsin, educated in
Ohio and World War I veteran.
Freelanced for Columbus newspapapers
as editorand ofacted
the
Lantern
while
attending Ohio
State U. After
graduation
became assistant
editor of Boy
the
American
which he later
gave
up for
service.
At war
end
Mr. Mason
of war continued
with Army and served as chief censor in occupied area of Germany;
as a military observer in Berlin;
assistant military attache at the
American Legation at The Hague,
and as acting military attache at
the Embassy in Berlin. Resigned
from Army in 1920 and became
Berlin correspondent for INS.
Served as INS bureau head in
London and Paris and covered big
stories all over Europe until 1927
when returned to U. S. as business
manager for INS and in same year
was made general manager and
then president. Resigned in 1931
to become vice president at NBC
where tional
he division
organized
the internaand reorganized
the
press department, station relations
department
service.
Left NBC in and
1945.artists'
Now operates
own public relations firm at 270
Park Ave., New York. He also is
publisher
don News. of Leesburg (Va.) LouCLARENCE L. MENSER
BORN in Indiana, educated at
Heidelberg College, Ohio, and U.
of Michigan, became teacher and
of tospeech
progressed
proat Knoxfessor College,

EDWARD D. MADDEN
ASSISTANT manager of the Amer111. Spent
Hard Rubber
mers actingsumand
office ican
at the
age of 20,Co.'s
Ed Chicago
Madden
directing stock.
quit after six years to build up the
Joined
NBC
in
direct mail advertising division of
1929 as dramatic
the Reuben H. Donnelly Corp., then
troduced inmany
director and
in formation. Seven years later he
innovations and
moved into the sales promotion division of the Ketterlinus LithoMr. Menser
original program
ideas to radio.
graphic Mfg. Co. as a vice president.
In
1934,
he
joined
McCannOrganized
production
(Continued on pagedepartment
88)
Erickson as account executive and
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Vice Presidents
(Continued from page 86)
in Chicago where he became program manager until 1939 when he
left NBC to manage advertising
agency. Returned to NBC in 1940
and became vice president in charge
of programs in 1942 until he resigned in 1947 when he became
owner of a local Florida radio station, WJBS DeLand. He now is
manager of WJBS, which he gave
to John B. Stetson U.
ALFRED H. MORTON
A CHICAGOAN by birth, Mr. Morton began his business career with
General Electric Co. in 1919 after
service in World
War I. In March
1921 he left GE to
become manager
of the
ton officeWashingof RCA;
he supervised
construction of
WRC there. He
returned to New
York in 1923 to
become commerMr. Morton
cial manager of
RCA Communications. His next
move was to Paris in 1929 as European manager for RCA. Back to
the U. S. in 1934, he went to NBC
as manager of the Program Dept.
and on Jan. 1, 1937, was named
manager
of network's
and operated
stations. managed
He was
made an NBC vice president in No-

Aug. 2, 1940, he was made vice
president and general manager of
NBC, and in 1946 was elected executive vice president. He resigned
July 1, 1948, to become associated
with George A. (Dick) Richards as
president of WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland and KMPC Hollywood.
He now is consultant on TV management problems to Los Angeles
Times and New York News.
VICTOR T. NORTON
BORN in Ridgway, Pa., Vic Norton's firstfor
position
was inTea
1927 Co.,as
salesman
the Jewel
Barrington, 111.,
where he advanced to assistant
to
the
presi-in
m „
dent, then left
4g* 1
2 .JJjjV
*

1938 to join
Cudahy Packing
Co.,
heldChicago.
offices Heof
general sales
manager and vice
of salesin
president
Norton charge
Mr. merchandising,
and
later was
placed in charge of manufacture
and distribution of dairy and
poultry products, the Cudahy packing house,search.public
relations
and re-&
He joined
Kenyon
Eckhardt in 1945 as merchandising consultant in New York., later
was named vice president and director of agency'sreturned
Chicagoto office.
He subsequently
New
York
as
member
of
plans
board. He went toK&E's
American
Home Foods in 1947 as executive
NBC Silver Jubilee
vice president, became president
later that year. Went to NBC as
president for administration
vember 1938. He headed up the net- vice
Jan. 12, 1950.
work's
TV
activities
in
May
1939,
left in December 1941 to form the
National Concert and Artists Corp.
RICHARD C. PATTERSON JR.
with three other NBC executives:
Neb., Mr. PatD. S. Tuthill, 0. 0. Bottorf and BORN tersoninwas Omaha,
a businessman who sevMarks Levine. He now is president
eral
times
in
his
career
left high
of TV Productions, package firm.
posts in private
enterprise
to take
FRANK E. MULLEN
administrative
office.
He
served
A NATIVE of Kansas, Frank Mulwith
Pershing
in
len's Iowa education was interMexico in 1916,
rupted by his World War I service.
was later secreFollowing graduation in 1922, he
y of New Dept.,
York
City tarFire
went to work as
saw overseas
farm news ediduty in World
tor of Sioux City
Journal, became
rative
radio editor of Mr. Patterson asWaradminist
acted
}' al.soion
to
Stockman & officer of American Commiss
e
Negotiat
Peace
in
1918.
In
1920
Farmer, a Pittsburgh paper, in he was assistant to president of
1923. Part of job J. G. White Engineering Corp.,
Mr. Mullen
was producing ra- also served as duPont engineer bedio programs for
fore spending five years in busifarmers over KDKA. He pioneered
ness and mining in China. Apfirst comercial programs on KDKA,
pointed New York City Commissioner of Parole Board and Comjoined NBC in 1926, was sent to
mis ioner of Correction in 1927, he
Chicago to open network offices
there in 1927. Originated and resigned in 1932 to join NBC as
produced National Farm and Home executive vice president, a post he
Hour that year. In 1934, Mr. Mul- held until
1936. In 1938-39, Mr.
len was appointed by David Sarnoff, Patterson was an assistant secretary in the Dept. of Commerce and
then president of RCA, to organize
a department of information for later in 1939 became board chairthe company and he was elected a
man of Radio - Keith - Orpheum.
vice president of RCA in 1939. On Loaned to the Treasury Dept. by
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ROBERT W. SARNOFF
that organization in 1941, he resigned in 1943, was appointed SON of the board chairman of
ambassador to the Yugoslav gov- RCA, Robert Sarnoff graduated
ernment-in-exile inLondon in 1944 from Harvard College, worked in
and was re-confirmed as ambasOffice of Coorsador to the Tito regime in 1946.
dinator of InforHe
now
is
U.S.
minister
to
SwitzermatioGen.
nDonavan)
( Wil-in
land.
liam
Washington,
D.
* * *
DAVID ROSENBLUM
C, ingbefore
3% yearsserv-as |
A GRADUATE of Harvard, class of
1908, David Rosenblum was a
s- Navy during
founder and vice president ander
of Hamilton
AlexWorld War II.
Postwar, worked
left in 1915
. h<>
Institute,
whichto Mr. Sarnoff in executive caMoines Register anp da cTri ibt yune,onnethDeens
| organize Business jo
ed staff of Look magazi inas U.
f <*J ways,
After
- asin
nt
sistant to the pulibleuistehenar.nt We
g Corp.
n Trade
r a dai BTC
Ns *Mk*v
unk t executive on
Con as acco
ofT which
he unit
was to C
NB
si
or
s
vi
f
tele
netw
sale staf in
med
'iac' comPleted a Jan. st19an48t , was suonbsalequently nara
survey assi , to nati
TV
prog mr
vice president,
wK^Sm^^^_ two-year
on
ti
or
ge
uc
ct
na
od
en
re
di
th pr
ma
and for NBC TV Netwraormk, later manMr. Rosenblum compensation
of NBC sales,
organization details, Mr. Rosenager of TV prog
saled s and oron
51, was name direct
blum was elected an NBC vice pres- Jaofn. NB22C, 19un
ident on Sept. 22, 1934, subse- elected vice pritesidprenodt ucJutineons.6, 19Wa51s.
quently becoming treasurer of the
* * *
network as well. He was largely
IRVING E. SHOWERMAN
responsible
for
the
"yardstick"
method of station compensation A NATIVE of Port Huron, Mich.,
adopted by NBC. On Jan. 1, 1937,
man
when Mr. Rosenblum resigned from Mr. Showeruated served in World
r
ad
Wa
I,
gr
fromnois inU.1923of. IllHeiNBC, Mark Woods succeeded him
as treasurer. Mr. Rosenblum died
nt to NBC in
we
in early 1940s.
m 1928 as member
M
of
staffChicago
after sales
five
f
JOHN FRANCIS ROYAL
years of newspaBOSTON-born and an ace reporter
and assistant
city editor of the
advertisBoston
Post, Mr.
Royal covered
i n gper andexperience.
outstanding
Named sales mansports and show
business events
Central
Division
before joining B.
ager of network's
F. Keith as a
later he was
to New York
press agent. His transferred
years
1930, assixassistMr. antShowerman
varioustionspromoeastern sales)n manager,
then
included became
eastern
sales
manager
managing the 1940. April 1, 1946, he was ele-in
Cleveland Hippopost of manager of NBC
drome. This led to Centralvated toDivision,
was made vice
Mr. Royal
h i s appointment president Aug. 1, 1947. Mr. Showby NBC in 1929
erman
left
NBC
June
1, 1950. He
as manager of WTAM in that city. now is director of television
sales
A year later he was named vice for Free & Peters.
president in charge of programs
for the network. In turn, his vice
CARLETON D. SMITH
president status included supervision of new activities and develop- IOWA-BORN and educated in the
ments and television. He retired Nation's Capital, Mr. Smith began
this
year, tobuttheremains
anconsultant
network. a special his radionouncercareer
at WDBJ asin part-time
Roanoke, Va.,
went on as full
time announcer at
FRANK M. RUSSELL
WRCton forWashingBORN and educated in Iowa and
two years,
then become NBC
a vet of World Russell
War I,worked
"Scoop"on
Presidentialnouncer.anfarm journals and
Served
the Omaha
before
joining Bee
the
~ J£& I asager,assistant
WMAL manand
U. S. Department
I of Agriculture
coming
general
and launching the
Mr. Smith
manager
in 1942beWRC. before
department's
ra- l^jjKHI
of WRC,
and sub-a
news service
sequently WRC-FM
and WNBW,
the diofirst
in any— post he held
till 1948 when he
government bu- was named NBC director of TV
Operations. Elected NBC vice
Mr. Russell reauIn 1929,
he
charge
of station renamed
3, 1950.
Washington
vice was
president,
aNBC's
posi- presidntlationsinon Nov.
tion he still holds.
(Continued on page 10U)
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aa of

South Carolina's pioneer NBC affiliate
salutes NBC
on its 25th anniversary
We look ahead with courage
and confidence
to another quarter-century
of bringing NBC programs to a
great and appreciative
South Carolina audience.

G. Richard Shafto, General Manager
J. Dudley Saumenig, Managing Director

An Operation of the
Broadcasting Company of the South '^r
Serving South Carolina from COLUMBIA. S. C.
560 KC - 5000 W
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. a

name

to remember

Considered one of the world's most beautiful buildings,
the Taj Mahal represents a standard of excellence in
architecture unsurpassed for more than three centuries.
Built entirely of white alabaster by an Indian ruler to
symbolize the beauty and purity of his wife, the Taj
Mahal is remembered by all who view its magnificence
and breath-taking splendor.
Acknowledged as a leader in the broadcasting industry
for nearly twenty-five years, FORT INDUSTRY, in each
of the busy markets where its stations are located, represents the finest in high -caliber programming and
spirited public service. The name FORT INDUSTRY is
remembered by successful advertisers as first choice for
sales results.

THE
FORT
INDUSTRY
COMPANY
WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
WGBS, Miami, Fla. • W J B K , D e t r o i t , M i c h . • WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498
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Announcing

THIS was the newspaper advertisement that announced the inauguration of the National Broadcasting Co.
network. It ran in the New York

the

^ Times of September 1 4, 1 926.
was elected executive vice president
of RCA. It was this post he left
to assume the presidency of NBC.
Here, under his direction, plans
'National radio broadcasting with better
for the reorganization and enlargeprograms permanently assured by this imment of NBC in all spheres of opblueprinted
and year,
exeportant action of the Radio Corporation of
cuted eration
in thewere autumn
of that
and
the
company
embarked
on
a
America in the interest of the listening public
vast program of expansion in the
operation of both its radio and
television networks and the indiThe Radio Corporation or America dollars
sapparent.of doing
The problem
of finding
Americastation
has purchased
million the bestcasting imeans
vidual radio and television stations
WEAF fromfortheoneAmerican
it is yet
experiis the largest distributor of radio re- Telephone
mentalthis
. The Radio
Corporation
ofinterest
America
which it owns.
and
Telegraph
Company,
that
c
e
i
v
i
n
g
s
e
t
s
in
the
world.
It'
handles
the
is
making
experiment
in
the
of
entire output in this field of the Westing- company
having
decided
to
retire
from
the
In
the
execution of that program,
the
art
and
the
furtherance
of
the
industry.
broadcasting business.
house and General Electric* factories.
the NBC executive and adminisIt does not say this boastfully. It does not The
Radio
Corporation
of
America
will
A
Public
Advisory
Council
trative corps was enlarged with
assume activeIS. control of that station on
say it with apology.
It says
pur- November
fact itthatforinterested,
ittheis more
In order (hat the National Broadcasting
outstanding executives from the
largelypose ofmaking
interested,clearmorethe selfishly
Company
may
be
advised
as
to
the
best
advertising
and programming
National
Broadcasting
if you please, in the best possible broadof. program,
discrimination
njay
fields. The entire organization was
betypeavoided,
that thethatpublic
may done
be assured
Company Organized
else. casting inthe United States than anyone
that
the
broadcasting
is
being
in
the
realigned
into
three major comfairest and
bestandway,human
alwaysperformance,
allowing forit
TJie Radio
Corporationthat ofstation,
Americawhichhas has
de- human
ponents— one for the radio network,
Radio for 26,000,000 Homes
cided toincorporate
frailties
one
for
the
television
network, and
achieved
such
a
deservedly
high
reputation
has
created
an
Advisory
Council,
composed
marie/ for receiving
future and
will for thequality and character of its programs, of twelve members, to be chosen as repreone for the six radio and five TV
heThe determined
largely bytettthein thequantity
under the name of the National Broadcastsenta ive ofvarious shades of public opinstations
which
NBC
owns.
quality of the programs broadcast.
whichof will
time to andtime suggestion.
give it the
ing Company, Inc.
We say quantity
they ofmustthembe willdibenefition,members
theirfrom
Thissiblereorganization
posversified enough sobecause
that some
The Purpose of the
The
ofjudgment
this Council
will be anfor each of the made
three itmajor
appeal to all possible listeners.
New Company
n
o
u
n
c
e
d
a
s
soon
as
their
acceptance
shall
units
to
advance
on
its
own
and
Webe thesay bestquality
that company
willforbe tobroadpro- have been obtained.
of itsbecause
kind. Ifeachthatprogram
ideal weremustto The purpose ofprogram
make the most of new opportuniavailable
be reached, no home in the United States tide thecastinbest
ties, al under top management coM. H. Aylesworth
ordination.
g inthe United States.
could afford to be without a radio receiving
The National Broadcasting Company will The Presidentto heof thePresident
new
National
Broadnot
only
broadcast
these
programs
through
In
the radio network, new techToday
the best available
statistics indicate
will Managing
be M. H.Director
Aylesniques were evolved to expand this
stationable toother
WEAF,broadcasting
but it will make
avail- worth, forcastingmanyCompanyyears
that 5,000,000
stationsthemthroughmedium
along the realistic lines
21,000,000
homeshomes
remainareto equipped,
be supplied.and
of the National Electric Light Association.
o
u
t
t
h
e
country
so
far
as
it
may
be
practicRadio receiving sets of the test reproductive them.able to do so, and they may desire to take He will tperform
demanded by the impact of telethetheexecutive
and adminisr
a
t
i
v
e
d
u
t
i
e
s
of
corporation.
quality
should
be
made
available
for
all,
and
vision.
hope buy.
to make them cheap enough so that // is hoped that arrangements may be made so Mr. Aylesworth, while not hitherto identiIn the television network, expanallwe may
that every event of national importance may
fied with the radio industry or broadcastsion and advance took place at an
beStales.
broadcast widely throughout the United
The inday
has
gone
by
when
the
radio
receivi
n
g
,
h
a
s
had
public
experience
as
Chairman
g
s
e
t
is
a
plaything.
It
must
now
be
an
unprecedented
with stations,
the adof
the
Colorado
Public
Utilities
Commisdition of new tempo
affiliated
instrument of service.
sion,cainadt,iothrough
his workthewithelectrical
the asso-inNo Monopoly of the Air
with new studio, programming and
n which represents
The Radio Corporation of America is not in
WEAF Purchased
d
u
s
t
r
y
,
h
a
s
a
broad
understanding
of
the
production
•any
sense seeking
a monopoly
the air. oftechnical
problems which measure the pace
scores of newfacilities
employes. and with
for $1,000,000
That
be a liability
rathertoof than
broadcasting.
asset. would
It is seeking,
however,
providean One
The Radio
Corporation
of
America,
thereThe
year
1950
was a big one for
of histhemajoroperations
responsibilities
willNational
be to
willprograms,
insure a national
dis- see that
fore, isinterested, just as the public is, in machinerytributiowhich
of theenlightened
NBC-TV in every sense — a year of
n ofnational
and ahighest
wider
havingcast.theIt.is most
adequate
programs
broadBroadcasting
Company
reflect
distribution
of
programs
of
the
big studios, big advertisers, big
interested, as the public is, in
public opinion,
which expresses
having them comprehensive and free from quality.
programs. It was the year when,
the morning
after any itself
error soof
discrimination.
If others will engage in this business the promptly
boldly
pioneering issued
in new directions,
taste
or
judgment
or
departure
from
fair*
Any use of radio transmission which causes Radio Corporation of America will welcome
Mr. McConnell
the order
the public to feel that the quality of the their action,' Whether it be cooperative of com- tVe have no hesitation in recommending the
which
launched
the
Saturday night
play. Broadcasting Company to the
programs"
the highest,and that
radio is notis thenot broadest
Sest the
use usein theof petitive.
If other radio manufacturing companies, National
Show of and
Shoivscostly
program,
TV's mostto
public
interest,
that itpower,
is usedwillfor bepolitical
competitorswishof totheuseRadio
Corporationof theof people of the United Slates.
lavish
production
theCompany
facilities
advantage
Itmakewillmistakes.
rued theIfhelpthe public
of all listeners.
Itknown
will
date. And it was the year when
mental totheor selfish
public interest
in radio,detriand America,
National
Broadcasting
for
the
will
make
the launching of other new shows,
therefore to the Radio Corporation of purpose
of making
knownmay todotheso onpublic
its views to the officials of the company from
America.
their receiving
sets, they
the time
like the Comedy Hour and Four
to time, company
we are confident
the new
Star Revue, contributed to raising
broadcasting
will be anthatinstrument
To insure, therefore, the development of same terms as accorded to other clients.
this great service, the Radio Corporation of The necessity of providing adequate broad- of great public service.
the
audience to an alltime network's
high.
It was a year, also, for the introduction of completely new conRADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
cepts of television programming.
The rotation of stars, as on the
JAMES G. HARBORD, President
OWEN D. YOUNG, Chairman of the Board
Comedy Hour and Four Star Revue; big-name
"draws" J
like Kate
Smith afternoon
and participating
vision. Within a year, in 1942, he advertisers — all of these were in- J
ry & Reindel) in New York. Here
NBC 25 Years Old
he specialized in legal phases of became general counsel of that or- novations which, by the end of the
(Continued from page 61)
ganization and three years later he year, had helped to place NBC in
government
of corporations. It was regulation
with this firm
that he was elected its vice president and the forefront of all other networks
Washington, where he served as
general attorney.
in dollar time sales, number of
director
one ofuntil
the NRA
agency's
association RCA,
with NBC's
three
legalofsections
was began
From April 1947 to January 1949 sponsors, sponsored hours, station
parent hisorganization,
when
dissolved in 1935.
his services were assigned largely he served the division as vice pres- facilities and highest-rated network shows.
ident in charge of law and finance.
Following this, Mr. McConnell to the RCA Mfg. Co.
became associated with the law
In 1941 Mr. McConnell joined He then became vice president in
No
account of NBC's recent hischarge
of
finance
for
RCA,
the
parfirm of Cotton, Franklin, Wright & the legal department of the RCA
tory would be complete withou'
ent company, and in July 1949 he
Gordon (now Cahill, Gordon, Zach- Mfg. Co., now the RCA Victor Di(Continued •on Telecasting
page 102) >'
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leopard
doesn't change
its

spots

. . .

but smart time buyers do!
When an independent station like WNHC
goes * NBC and delivers an important
market like New Haven* then it's time
for many a time buyer to reconsider his
budget allocations for this major market
of Southern New England.
WNHC-NBC assures the edge in listenership. Aggressive merchandising — loyai
friendships among retailers, distributors —
a proven ability to sell in this New England
community — adds to the attractiveness of
the WNHC-NBC combine . . . and makes
it one that will be used more and more in
the future to "deliver New Haven."
New Haven's families earn an average of $5,426, spend more than
$48,000,000 on food, better than
$221,000,000 in retail stores, over
$6,000,000 in drug stores.

WNHC
AM

NBC

represented by the Katz Agency
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0 and 0 Stations
(Continued from page 7U)
fans in all but eight states, as well
as Mexico, Central America and
England.
On Aug. 1, 1925, WRC broadcast
the funeral services for William
Jennings Bryan and in the same
week sent two talks by President
Coolidge by wire to New York for
broadcast there. On June 11, 1927,
Graham MacNamee and Wilbur
Cross told the WRC audience of
ttie homecoming of Charles A.
Lindbergh. In 1928, WRC studios
were moved to the National Press
Bldg.
In 1933, WRC broadcast President Roosevelt's first inauguration
and the parade ... a seven-hour
broadcast that was beamed overseasters.by five
short inwave
Other firsts
1933 transmitwere the
opening of Congress, the first
broadcast from the floor of the
House of Representatives and President Roosevelt's first "Fireside
Chat."
On July 22, 1937, WRC moved to
its present location in Washington,
the Trans Lux Bldg. In 1941, WRC
presented the first address by a
wartime British Prime Minister to
the Congress of the United States
and the first declaration of war to
beident.
broadcast by an American PresEach week and day of World
NBC Silver Jubilee
War II found important news
broadcasts going out over the NBC
network from WRC. The death
of President Roosevelt, the inauguration of President Truman
. . . the surrenders of Germany
and Japan . . . and the homecoming receptions for war heroes General Eisenhower, General Wainwright, Admiral Nimitz and General MacArthur were broadcast by
WRC.
Early in 1947, WRC opened a
new page in an already colorful
history.
WRC'sat FM
ed operating
the station
beginningstart-of
the year, along with WNBW (TV).
WNBW first went on the air
June 27, 1947, second of four TV
stations in Washington and the
nation'soperation.
eleventh and
first post-war
video
It later
became
the seventh station in the nation to
receive a commercial license from
the FCC. The station opened with
studio space in the theatre of the
Wardman Park Hotel, a small auditorium which still had the antique
seats in place when eqiupment was
being installed in control rooms.
The theatre floor has since been
filled and raised flush with the
stage, giving WNBW one of the
largest studios in Washington.
WNBW has been responsible for
a multitude of NBC special events
from Washington, including Congressional hearings (John L. Lewis,
Howard Hughes, Atomic Energy,
Hiss-Chambers, etc.), the first television pickup from the White
Page 94 • November 26, 1951

House, the Inauguration, Atlantic
Pact signing, the MacArthur homecoming, the Crime Hearings, parades and visits of foreign dignitaries, Presidential messages to
Congress, and special programs
from Lincoln Memorial, Library of
Congress, Washington Monument
and various historical places
around Washington, and many
other events of national interest.
WNBW has participated in
many castspooled
telewhich havespecial
been events
transmitted
to the entire television industry
through its facilities. An NBC
network newsreel crew operates
full time from WNBW, shooting
film footage of all important news
events for network newsreels.
Shown Much of Washington
Culturally, WNBW cameras have
shown much of Washington to the
rest of the nation. WNBW crews
televised the Amherst College
Players
of "JuliusTheatre
Caesar" fromproduction
the Elizabethan
of
the
Folger
Library
—
the
first
time the theatre had been used.
Other dramatic programs have been
televised from the Catholic U. and
the National Gallery of Art, including the recent "Heritage Series." Also, last winter WNBW
carried a "teaching by television
series"
schools. for school children in local
In addition to providing regular
program
service,
facili-of
ties have been
used WNBW's
for a number
important scientific experiments,
some of which may affect the future of all television. Special transmitter equipment has continuously
radiated ultra high frequency
radio
signals
WNBW's tower,
for close studyfromof broadcast
waves
which some day may be used for
regular television service. When
RCA introduced a new high speed
communications system known as
Ultrafax on Oct. 21, 1948, special
messages and documents were
transmitted from WNBW's antenna through the air to the Library of Congress where printed
reproductions were turned out at
the rate of a million words a minute. WNBW cameras have been
airborne over Washington conducting tests that may set a pattern
for the use of television in warfare.
WNBW technical crews have also
been conducting important work
in long distance transmission of
television signals by radio relay.
WTAM-WNBK CLEVELAND
SINCE Sept. 26, 1923, when the
WTAM call letters first went
out over the newly-created Cleveland station, its story has been one
of constant advancement and improvement to a listening audience
numbering some 5,000,000 listeners
in 54 Ohio, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia and Maryland counties.
The actual beginning hearkens
back before 1923, when S. E Leonard, present Cleveland
NBCT. en-A.
gineer-in-charge,
met with
Willard, founder of the Willard
Storage Battery Company. After instal ing aradio receiving set in Mr.
Willard's home, Mr. Leonard went

to work and convinced him of the
great future in broadcasting. Mr.
Willard was impressed, and the two
men applied for a license. In no
time, W8XG began its amateur
broadcasting
from onthe Taft
basement
the
Willard office
Avenueof
near Cleveland's East 131st St.
During this period, efforts were
being made to perfect the radio
storage battery. Upon the success
of this endeavor, a commercial
broadcasting station was built.
This 1.5 kw transmitter, the first
to be granted such power, was
staffed
by an operator,
announcer and program
director.an Certainly
it was a far cry from the staff of
140-odd now required to. operate
WTAM's 50 kw operation and
WNBK,land NBCChannel
Building.4, in the CleveWTAM received its power from
the world's largest storage battery,
a 5000-cell, 10,000-volt unit instal ed on the 20th floor of the Union Commerce Bldg. Additional
broadcasting
established inthestudios
Euclid were
MusiclaterStore,
in the offices of the Cleveland Plain
Dealer. . Then in 1926, the Willard
Company
purchased
station, WEAR,
which wasanother
operating
in Cleveland on the same wavelength.
Both Stations Purchased
Two years later, both stations
were purchased outright by the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
and WEAR was discontinued in
favor of an expanded WTAM operation. This expansion marked
WTAM's increase to 5 kw. In 1929
WTAM's first
transmitter was
structed at Brecksville,
Ohio,con-a
metropolitan suburb. The original
structure had two towers, each 200feet high, later to be replaced by a
single 460-foot steel tower erected
and
presentdesigned
50 kw. to carry WTAM's
Cleveland's Auditorium Bldg.
WTAM's
enabledbetter
the
station to fourth
programhome,
in larger,
equipped studios. Soon after this
move into the new quarters,
WTAM was purchased by NBC. On
Feb. 19, 1938, the station moved to
its present NBC Bldg. location,
where it occupies four floors with
AM-FM and TV facilities. Furthermore, the Brecksville transmitter
tower
triple duty as an AMFM andserves
TV outlet.

the premiere telecast Northern
Ohioans witnessed film transcriptions of Arturo Toscanini directing
the NBC Symphony orchestra; the
drama "Counsellor at Law" starring Paul Muni, and a newscast.
That was the start. Then, on Nov.
1 and 2, WNBK earned praise
for excellent, complete and coordinated handling of election telecasts
with prominent national NBC commentators feeding results from
Cleveland to the midwestern NBC
network. This spectacular debut
catapulted WNBK into succeeding
months and years of fine programming which has since made
"more on four" a slogan in more
than 500,000 Ohio homes.
Tremendous Community Service
What makes these two outstanding radio and television operations
so important in Cleveland and
Northern Ohio is their tremendous
service to the community. For instance, WNBK has scheduled telecasts from Public Auditorium during the Union Industries Exposition, has covered various civic parades and functions, has covered
several large fires from atop the
NBC Bldg.
roof, from
has telecast
graduation exercises
John Carroll
U., where Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff
was principal speaker.
As for WTAM, its historic roundthe-clock coverage during Cleveland's November, 1950, snow emergency is a matter of record. Then,,
too, theremotion ison behalf
WTAM'sof the
annualSociety
profor Crippled Children. In three
years, the station has gathered
more than $30,000 on behalf of
this charitable organization.
Amongvision andOhioans
whothere
watchis little
telehear radio,
doubt that for excellent, distinguished programming, WTAM and
WNBK, NBC in Cleveland, have
amassed an enviable record in matters of public interest, convenience
and necessity.

KNBH HOLLYWOOD
KNBH
NBC'sin owned
and
operated (TV),
TV station
Hollywood,,
inaugurated its first program at
8 p.m. Jan 16, 1949. Five months
after the opening, the results of
the largest poll taken of West
audiences'
Always WTAM
a pioneerhasin been
radio responbi-oad- Coast
date found
KNBH preferences
winning 7 firstto
casting,
sible for the discovery of many en- place awards and three second. The
tertainment personalities. Such majority of programs were locally
names as Guy Lombardo, Eddie
Peabody, Fred Waring, Bob Hope, produced.
Duringkinescope
June 1949,recording
a half-million
Phil Spitalny, Singing Sam, Lum dollar
plant
and
Abner,
and
Smilin'
Ed
McConwas
completed
and
the
station was
nell got their start in Cleveland ready to begin recording
with WTAM. John Royal was an Coast shows for others parts ofWest
the
early WTAM general manager. nation. The following March
The tradition of WTAM is now Thomas B. McFadden was appointcarried on by the present Cleveland
ed general manager and other operNBC
ating departments, such as sales,
Cormick.general manager, John Mc- advertising
and promotion, press
With a distinguished record of and cost control were organized to
public service to its credit radio- augment existing units of programwise, WTAM and NBC took a
ming and engineering. Kinescope
momentous step forward on Oct. 31, reproduction
was technically vastly
1948, with the unveiling of WNBK improved during
the late spring of
(TV) Channel 4, in Cleveland. At
(Continued on page 98) A.
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WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
MEET NBC's SELLING TWINS IN NEW YORK
As selling twins they're unsurpassed,
Here's a fact to keep in mind,
Say Tweedle Dum and Tweedle Dee:
Their selling job just can't be beat.
No matter what your product is,
For product action in New York,
Call WNBC... WNBT!
They'll sell it for you quick and neat.
POETRY IS FINE BUT IF FACTS ARE MORE YOUR LINE- AND YOU WANT THE
WNBC- WNBT FAMILY OFOR PERFORMERS*
GO TO
YOU- CALL US AT CI. 7-8300
YOUR NEARESTTO NBC
SPOTWORK
SALESFOROFFICE.

WNBC

and

WNBT

NBC's Flagship Stations in New York
*NO ANNOUNCERS ANONYMOUS ON WNBC-WNBT!
The WNBC Family of Performers
KATE SMITH • TEX and JINX • BOB and RAY • SKITCH HENDERSON • BILL STERN • KENNETH
WAYNE HOWELL • JACKIE ROBINSON • FRANK LUTHER • CHARLES F. McCARTHY • ANDRE BARUCH
The WNBT Family of Performers
EVE HUNTER
• TEX and JINX
• ED HERLIHY
• MILTON DE LUGG
•
JOSEPHINE McCARTHY
•
BEN GRAUER
•
RICHARD WILLIS
• TEX
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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BANGHART
• LADY IN BLUE
FRANCEY LANE
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WMAQ

first...

in Chicago

Television

12:00 to 4:00 p.m. (Monday through Friday)
*WNBQ
first by 501%
Put CHAIN-LIGHTNING
to work for YOU .
IN THE HOME . . .

IN THE STORE . . .

4:00 to 6:00 p.m. (Monday through Friday)
WNBQ
first by 31%
6:00 to 1 1 :00 p.m. (Sunday through Saturday)
*WNBQ
first by 20%
All rated quarter-hours (Sunday thru Saturday)
WNBQ
first by 87%
'American Research Bureau, October 1951
No matter how you look at it, the recognized
leader in Chicago television is . . .

MtdotittclOdAVl

WMA
Q
CHICAGO

670 on your
radio dial
MERCHANDISE
MART
CHICAGO 54

WNBQ
NBC TV
in
Chicago

Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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CHANNEL 5

I
DIAL

SEE

1100

and

■

HEAR...
with NORTHERN OHIO'S
ONLY COMPLETE
MASS

CHANNEL

ADVERTISING

MEDIUM

4

C L EVE LAN D. OHIO
Represented by NBC Spot SdS@S
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0 and 0 Stations
(Continued from page 9U)
1950 when KNBH introduced the
image orthicon and the mercury
vapor lamp, which improved the
quality of kinescopes approximately
50%.
During June 1950 the station, in
cooperation with another, participated in the historic opening of the
Los Angeles-San Francisco microwave relay. The first entire schedule
of a professional football league
was brought to the Southern California television audiences by
KNBH that fall when it televised
the games of the Los Angeles
Rams. A game played in San
Francisco was the first commercial
telecast of a sporting event over
the relay system from that city.
The Tournament of Roses parade
marked the first tie-up of a television station with a foreign language
radio broadcast, when on January
1, 1951, KNBH, in cooperation with
KALI, broadcasting in Spanish,
presented the colorful event. Air
coverage was also used for the first
time when a converted B-25, carrying KNBH cameramen aloft,
showed the huge throng watching
the parade. This program was also
fed to the Orpheum Theater in Los
Angeles, which marked the first
NBC Silver jubilee
large screen theater television on
the West Coast.
On April 14, KNBH, in cooperation with other California television stations, covered the arrival
of Gen. Douglas MacArthur in San
Francisco. Several days later, the
General's
speechin before
was
kinescoped
Omaha, Congress
flown to
Los Angeles and shown over Channel 4 less than five hours after the
original address, the first time an
East Coast telecast was seen the
same day in Southern California.
Stressing sports, the KNBH
schedule calls for telecasting the
entire schedule of Loyola U.; the
World Series was carried on "live"
from the East; the station will
originate the Rose Bowl game from
Pasadena
Year'sof Day
is carrying ona New
minimum
four and
top
notch collegiate games from the
East and Midwest.
Increase in Power
In August, the FCC granted an
increase in power to Channel 4,
and hundreds of reports from televiewers showed the station blankets
an area 125 miles in radius.
Programwise, KNBH increased
its Schedule to 300 hours per month
in 1950, as compared to 117 hours
per month in 1949. The first six
months of 1951 reached a monthly
average of 317 hours of programming. Commercial hours per month
jumped from 65 in 1949 to 151 in
1950, and the number of local advertisers using the facilities of
KNBH increased from 53 in 1949
to 152 in 1950. Figures for 1951 are
not available.
Daytime programming between
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Engineers
(Continued from page 70)
information on hand concerning
practical design and application of
the theoretical principles underlying radio broadcasting. NBC engineers had to study, test and develop technical methods for switching and distributing network programs from the originating studio
to various outgoing channels. Studio mechanical problems and operating techniques were also their
major concern.
First Studio Plant
The
network's
studio plant
at 711 Fifth Ave. first
incorporated
the
first technical installations of its
kind for network operation. Some
of the original
workmajor
included:
Centralization of all
operating
equipment; the use of a master
control desk for supervisory control and monitoring of all operations; an improved type of remotely controlled relay switching of
outgoing channels, which included
a superior
interlock
system to pre-of
vent accidental
interconnection
two different programs; the use of
high fidelity monitoring speakers
in all studio control booths; high
fidelity condenser microphones and
many other innovations.
Later, when building the new
studio plant atop the Merchandise
Mart in Chicago, NBC engineers
incorporated all the features of
"711" with many additional improvements and refinements.
Among these was the first use of
actual program switching from a
master control desk; the use of
simulated studio inputs to serve as
network repeating points with full
studio switching control; and the
application of dial switching for
remote
ing. control program monitorFollowing the Chicago project,
the engineering department designed and installed the first theastudio —Roof
rebuitre-type
lding the Newbroadcasting
Amsterdam
9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. was inaugurated September 25, 1950. This
block of programs was rescheduled
between the hours of 12:30 p.m.
and 4:00 p.m. effective January 15,
1951.
Audience, press, and client reaction to this move has been excellent.
KNBH has received many outstanding awards, among them
awards from TV-Radio Life Magazine for Ford News & Weather —
best public service program of
1950, and Willock-Arquette Show
*— most outstanding contribution to
television in 1951. Awards from
the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences included (1949) Your
Show Time— "The Necklace" — Best
Film; (1950) Orthogam TV Amplifier— Technical Achievement; and
Rams Football Games telecast
which received an "Emmy" as best
sports series.

Theatre for this purpose. A glass
curtain was used to isolate the ar- NBC POLL
tists on the stage from the audiScans Political Picture
ence (this practice has long since
been abolished).
As the years passed, new and PRESIDENT Truman is the choice
more efficient technical innovations
convention delwere developed by the engineering of 1948 egatesDemocratic
his party's nomination
department, to be placed into oper- next year, foraccording
to a poll conation in NBC'S Radio
City inwas1933.
ducted by NBC Washington.
One tremendous
innovation
the
The survey was conducted by
complete
pre-setfacilities,
type master
control switching
in which
Commentator Ned Brooks of NBC's
all program sources and outgoing Three Star Extra, who sent out balchannel combinations could be set
lots to all 1948 delegates asking
them for their choice for 1952. Mr.
up beforehand.
this in operation, all that Towasset required
was Truman captured 56.6% of the
for an announcer to press a button votes compared to 10% for Gen.
inair. the studio about to go on the Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Mr. Brooks made a similar surThis switching system included
vey of the Republican picture on
means for synchronizing the be- the basis
of ballots distributed to
ginnings and endings of all pro- 1948 convention
delegates. In that
grams routed through it in order
to insure that stations leaving one instance, Sen. Robert Taft (Rof NBC's
two and
networks,
out- Ohio) drew 53.6% of the votes and
side network
joiningor anan NBC
Gen. Eisenhower 25%. In the fornetwork, could make this change
"Mr. Republican"
without delay to the listener.
came mer's
awayfavor, with
23 votes in also
the
Democratic
poll,
placing
fifth beNBC Chimes Automatic
hind Mr. Truman, Gen. Eisenhower,
The well-known NBC chimes Sen. Harry F. Byrd (D-Va.) and
were produced by a machine which Sen. Paul Douglas (D-Ill.).
could be triggered
by the network's
automatic
synchronizing
System,
thereby furnishing a switching cue veloped and installed at most of
to the telephone company as well NBC's operating divisions to proas NBC identification.
vidematicthe effects.
realism required for draFollowing the Radio City project,
NBC
engineers
also developed
the
NBC engineering
large-scaled
experiencedepartment's
and know- and installed the original pickup
how was widely recognized and the systems used at all major political
engineering group became the ac- conventions to supply programs not
knowledged authority in the radio
network and its affilibroadcasting field. As a result, the only toates, buttheto other
broadcasters and
department furnished unsolicited news services as well.
design and specification assistance
Remote Pickups
to many other broadcasting comOne of the more important phases
panies, organizations and to the
government. These included: of radio broadcasting — remote pickKDKA Pittsburgh; Radio Splendid
ups— has always been subject to
and the Grain Exchange at Buenos special attention by the engineerAires; WFIL Philadelphia; U. S. notable
ing department,
whichin has
contributions
this made
field.
Dept. of Agriculture and the U. S.
Special
transmitters,
both
AM and
Dept.
of
Interior;
World's
Fair,
New York; WOAI San Antonio; FM, have been designed and built
remote
broadcasts.
The "silkin
Golden Gate Exposition, San Fran- for
transmitter,
constructed
cisco; the Office of War Informa- hat"
March 1936 and used originally for
tion, and theAffairs.
Committee for Inter- "on-the-street" interviews during
American
an Easter parade, is one of the best
NBC engineers developed and known ment's
examples
ingenuity. of the departpioneered the use of parabolic reflector microphones to facilitate
A parachute transmitter develdistant microphone pickups as reoped by NBC
was suc-an
cessfullyengineers
demonstrated during
quired in outdoor sporting events.
actual jump from an airplane in
Automatic audio gain control de- August
transmitter also
vices were developed, built and in- was used1939.as The
a link between the
stal ed at all NBC stations, so as
mooring
mast
and
anchor
to broadto regulate and maintain volume
cast the arrival of a zeppelin
that
during the fading periods encount- same month.
ered in long distance, trans-oceanic,
One of the most historic events
shortwave programs.
was the
successful
flight and bybroadcast from
the stratosphere
the
High quality recording systems
were installed at all divisions to National Geographic Society and
provide a record of past programs, the U. S. Army Air Corps in November 1935. The success of this
and to facilitate rebroadcasting.
to the Special
Precision tuning fork controlled broadcast wasandduereceiving
equiptime systems to synchronize, more transmitting
ment
developed
by
NBC
engineers.
accurately, program switching be- This equipment was subsequently
tween NBC's widely separated
useful in other
operating divisions were provided. found particularly
means of communicaReverberation chambers were de- flightstion asfrom aaloft
to the ground.
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Washington
celebrates its
150th year

NBC
celebrates its
25th year

and
Advertisers

i,

in this multi-billion-dollar
market celebrate when they
buy Washington's NBC

by NBC Spot Sales

stations.

In Northern
more

people

California

listen— more

than

to any other

often— to KNBC
radio

station

Wbc

Yes, in Northern Calif orma . . .

...to KNBC...
KNBC not only has the biggest and most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market (the 7th largest, fastest-growing major market in America) — but KNBC's
50,000 watt Non-Directional Transmitter also penetrates all the
thriving, fast-growing markets throughout Northern California.
KNBC delivers more people, at less cost per thousand,
than any other Northern California advertising medium.

. . .more people listen more often . .

than to any other radio station.

KNBC
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
NO. 1 ADVERTISING MEDIUM
50,000 WATTS - 680 K. C. SAN FRANCISCO
1^ presented by N BC Spot Sales

Bill Stulla's
winnin'
You

can

cover

the

rich region

the

Rockies

one

station

of

with

BMB nighttime audience families
KOA
646,840
Station B
287,020
Station C
215, UO
Station D — —158,270
KOA's nighttime coverage embraces
nine-tenths of all the counties in the
entire 8 -state Mountain-Plains area!

the

wimmen!

Looking for a five-a-week, daytime
TV participation shoiv to move your
product in the booming Los Angeles market?
"Bill Stulla's Parlor Party" on
KNBH (Monday through Friday, 8-4 p.m.)
recently received 33,362 pieces of
mail in ten weeks — proof that
Stulla's got a way with women . . .
reaches the customers you want
to reach in L.A.
Call NBC Spot Sales for complete dope
on available spots to sell the
buying millions in America's second
largest TV market.
In Southern California

KOADenver

NBC

Dial 850

"Radio Host of the Rockies"

your best buy is Television
and in Television . . .
your best buy is . . .
K

M B H

Hollywood

represented by
Spot
Sales
New York • Chicago » Cleveland • Hollywood • San Francisco

NBC Is 25 Years Old
(Continued from
reference to the men who have comprehensive TV sports coverage
aided Mr. McConnell in his work. program.
John F. Royal, Charles R. Denny,
D. Madden — an expert in
Victor T. Norton, John K. Herbert, theEdward
fields of research, media, marGeorge E. Frey, Edward D. Madketing, merchandising and adverden, Charles Barry, Sylvester L.
tising— joined NBC in 1950 as asWeaver, Frederic W. Wile Jr.—
s
i
s
president after three
these and others have played vital years astant to the
vice president
roles in lifting NBC to its highest and generalexecutive
manager of the Ameripeak of attainment.
can work.
Newspaper
On Sept. Advertising
5, 1950, he Netwas
John F. Royal, NBC vice president, joined the network in 1929 named vice president in charge of
as director and general manager television sales and operations.
of WTAM Cleveland. Soon after
Charles R. Denny resigned his
post as chairman of the FCC on
NBC Silver Jubilee
Oct. president
31, 1947,andto general
become counsel.
NBC's
vice
he became program director for the On July 1, 1948, he was named exnetwork and on Oct. 16, 1930, he work. ecutive vice president of the netwas named vice president in charge
Norton Joins Network
of programs.
In this post, Mr. Royal was
Victor T. Norton, former president of American Home Foods Inc.,
responsible
for some of NBC's inmost
successful accomplishments
the was appointed vice president for
development and procurement of administration of NBC on Jan. 11,
talent.
1950. His post was one newly
In 1940 Mr. Royal was appointed created in the network realignment
vice president in charge of new which followed Mr. McConnell's
activities and developments in assumption of office, and in it he
placed in overall charge of
broadcasting — a post in which he was
was responsible for important de- company-wide financial planning,
velopments in shortwave, FM, staff engineering, integrated servfacsimile and television transices, personnel and labor relations,
mis ion— and in 1944 he was ap- staff plans and research, and other
pointed vice president in charge of important staff and operating
functions.
television.
John K. Herbert, George E. Frey
In this post he developed NBC's

FIRST
in Idaho
(One of the 5 major markets of the thriving Pacific
Northwest)
FIRST station licensed in Idaho:
FIRST commercial station in Idaho.
F fl A f T Network Affiliate in Idaho
f I fCj I (Joined the NBC Family in 1937).
FIRST IN COVERAGE — with 5000 watts on 630
kc KIDO covers more square miles and reaches
more people than any other station in Idaho.
You get MOST for your dough when you buy
KIDO.

Boise, Idaho
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JOHN BLAIR & CO.
National Representatives.

and Frederic W. Wile Jr. all were
elected vice presidents of NBC last
January. Mr. Herbert was named
general sales manager for the radio
network;rector ofMr.
Frey was
namedsales,ditelevision
network
and Mr. Wile was named director
of television production.
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver went
to NBC from Young & Rubicam,
where he was vice president in
charge of radio and television. In
August 1949 he was named the
network's
of television.vice president in charge
Charles (Bud) Barry, NBC vice
president in charge of radio program ing, first joined NBC in 1941
as assistant program manager for
the Blue network, but when the
Blue was sold in 1942 and became
the American Broadcasting Co.,
Mr. Barry became ABC's eastern
program manager. Later he became ABC's its
program
eventually
vice manager
president andin
charge of programming.
At ABC, Mr. Barry scored a
CIO PROTEST
Names Westinghouse
A SUIT seeking $200,000 damages
from Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Louisville, Ky., was filed Nov. 14
by
CIO electrical
workers'
unionthein Federal
District Court.
The suit charges that an alleged
"lockout" of 180 union members
in the Bowling Green, Ky., plant
resulted in loss of wages approximating $200,000. According to
James C. Carey, president of IUE
(International Union of Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers),
the company violated an agreement
prohibiting any lockout of workers under the union's jurisdiction.
A representative of IUE sits in
on the special five-man Electronics
Task Force group set up by the
government last September. Its
purpose is study of ways and means
of alleviating unemployment among
electronics firms. Chairman of the
committee is E. T. Morris, who was
active as director of the Electronics
& X-Ray Division, Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md.
Mr. Carey also revealed that
the union is filing charges of "unfair laboringhouse
practices"
against Labor
Westwith the National
Relations Board.

series
ments. of programming accomplishMr. Barry scored his greatest
coup when he conceived The Big
Show, a 90-minute comedy-variety
program
over bysuch
Tallulah
Bankhead presided
and featuring
stars
as Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope, Fred
Allen,
Jimmy
Durante,
Groucho
Marx and Ethel Merman.
The program was sold to NBC
and put on the air late in 1950.
Chronicle of Programs
(Continued from page 63)
Attorney;Tavern
in 1950
Hope, trict
Duffy's
and by
Mr. Judy
DisCanova, Mr. District Attorney, Mr.
Hope and Great Gildersleeve.
Variety programs have retained
their
the nation's favorite
form place
of radioas entertainment
in the
postwar years. Hooper reports
showed dramatic and quiz programs fighting for second place
during
early and and
mid 40's,
with
situationthe comedy
mystery
shows moving up into a battle for
the next-to-top position in the postwar years. Nielsen data for 1949
and 1950 show variety-comedy profirst, mysteries
and
situationgrams comedies
thirdsecond
in public
preference for network programs.
General dramas were the fourth
most popular network program
type, followed by musical variety
shows, quiz and audience participation programs, popular music
and concert music, in that order.
In the opening
Best inmonths
'5i of 1951,
NBC's most popular programs
were Bet Your Life, the McGees,
People Are Funny, Big Story and
Father Knows Best — two audience
participation shows, two situation
comedies and a melodrama. There
is little resemblance to the solid
musical broadcasts and single personality shows that were top
favorites in the late 20s and early
30s.
ROBBERY STORY
WBEL Interviews Suspect

WBEL Beloit, Wis., used a tape
recorder to dramatically tell the
story of a $16,000 bank robbery
in nearby Woodford, Wis.
A first-hand description of the
holdup was obtained from victims.
A WBEL special events man went
to Madison to interview a 17Williams Named
year-old boy being held as a susALLAN G. WILLIAMS was appointed vice president in charge of
Highlight of the broadcast came
operations of Motorola-New York when the bank cashier, shown two
Nov. 15. He will work with pictures, pointed to the photograph
William W. Cone, who is the pect.
of the boy being held and exnewly-appointed vice president of
claimed, '"That's him — that's the
sales and merchandising of the robber." Later,
listeners heard the
new organization, which becomes boy proclaim his innocence. After
a factory subsidiary of Motorola the broadcast the FBI requested
Inc., Chicago, the first of next year. a copy of the broadcast, presumHe assumes his new post Dec. 1.
ably to be used as evidence.
BROADCASTING
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Boston's
produces
results. leading TV station
For example, one Sunday afternoon program
last spring for Community Opticians
produced more than 15,000 pieces of mail.
To sell Boston, use
WBZ-TV
Channel U
Owned and operated by
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATION, INC.

Philadelphia's
leading TV station
has the city's highest rated
local shotv. "Frontier Playhouse"
captures over 80% of the Philadelphia
audience bettveen 6 and 7 p. m.,
Monday through Saturday.
Mil

WPTZ Channel 3
Oivned and operated by
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CO.

The Tri-Cities'
only TV station
provides
52%
coverage

Only ONE Radio Station
covers the 17th state
In the 17th State (the 5U counties of
Eastern New York and Western Neiv England
in the Schenectady-Albany-Troy area,
where more people live than in 32
other states),
WGY's daily audience is over 3 times
that of the next station— over 1/3 greater
than the combined audience of
the area's next ten top-rated stations.
WGY Schenectady
50,000 watts at 810 KC
Owned and operated by
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

represented by
NBC

SPOT

SALES

New York • Chicago • Cleveland
Hollywood • San Francisco

of all homes
in the
AlbanySchenectadyTroy Area
WRGB
Schenectady
Channel U
Owned and operated by
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Vice Presidents
(Continued from page 88)
SIDNEY N. STROTZ
CHICAGO-born Sid Strotz spent
his early days traveling with his
parents in Mexico and Europe, was
educated in Illinois, Wisconsin
and at Cornell
U.,
before serving in
World War I.
Postwar job with
Automobile Supply Co. ledsition oftovice
popresident and
generalby sales
manager
1924.
Strotz
In 1927 he was
made president of American Sales
Corp. and in 1928 vice president of
QUARTER-CENTURY of farm broadcasting was celebrated by General Electee's WGY Schenectady, N. Y., and over 300 friends at the Hotel Van
Curler early this month [B*T, Nov. 12]. Handling cake-cutting honors is
Ed W. Mitchell, WGY farm adviser, as others look on (I to r, seated): Merl
Galusha, station's supervisor of farm broadcasting; E. A. Palmer, manager
of the Schenectady Chamber of Commerce; and A. O. Coggeshall, WGY
music supervisor; standing, R. W. Welpott (I), assistant stations manager
of WGY and WRGB (TV) Schenectady, and George L. Peck, promotion and
publicity supervisor for both stations. Anniversary celebration included hour
broadcast with Chester Lang, vice president of General Electric Co., and other
speakers. Mr. Galusha served as moderator for special program, featuring
comments by Mr. Mitchell. WGY conducts a daily "Farm Paper of the
Air" as part of its Farm Forum.

KDYL

salutes

NBC

As one of the pioneer affiliates of the National
Broadcasting Company, KDYL takes great pleasure in saluting NBC on its 25th anniversary.
In Utah — where the percentage of radio ownership is among the highest in the nation — radio
is a dominant part of each day's activity.
NBC's excellent service to the Intermountain West
has been a vehicle of progress in the development of this vital and rapidly-growing area.
With NBC, KDYL looks forward to an even bigger
25 years ahead in one of the nation's fastest
growing markets.

KDYL
NBC Network
Salt Lake City, Utah
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Wrap-Rite Corp. In that same year
he organized Chicago Stadium
Corp., which built and operated
largest sports arena in U. S. Mr.
Strotz served as director and treasurer, later as president of organization, before of
joining
NBC in Dept.
1933
as member
Program
Within three months, he was program and artists service manager
of network's
Central
Division,as
later
succeeded Niles
Trammell
general manager when latter went
to New York in 1938. Mr. Strotz
was appointed vice president of
NBC later in same year and in
1940 was made vice president in
charge of programs. In 1942, he
went to Hollywood as vice president in charge of Western Division.
Temporary
assignment
organiz(Continued
on pageof 108)

past quarter-century are indicated
Advertisers'
Roster
by the charts showing the percent(Continued
from page
6U)
age of total NBC time sales comstarted with food advertising.
ing from each type of advertiser
the years 1930, 1935, 1940, 1945
Drugs were second and toiletries for
third (they are now listed separ- and 1950. Apparel advertising (A),
ately; together they would stand for instance, accounted for more
first by a wide margin). Smoking than 5% on NBC's time sales revmaterials (tobacco products and
enue in 1930; dropped to about 1%
lighters) ranked fourth and soaps, in 1935 and 1940, and to only y2
cleansers
and
polishes
fifth
(see
of
1%
in 1945 and 1950.
Table I).
Drug
(C), direction,
to cite anfromexample
General Foods Corp. was the top in the other
1.5%
NBC client in 1927 and it is the of the network's income from time
sales
in
1930,
rose
to
12.3%
in
1935,
only
amongon that
top fiveadvertiser
that appears
that year's
select to 13.8% in 1940, to 15.2% in 1945
list in 1950. National Carbon Co. and
to 16.8% in 1950.
(advertising batteries for use with
Automotive advertising (N) on
the battery-operated radio sets of NBC has wavered from 6.6% of
those days) was second, Metropoli- the
total volume of business in
tan Life Insurance Co., third; B. F.
to 1.3% in 1940, back
Goodrich Rubber Co., fourth, and up1930to down
5.6%
in
1945 and down again
Cities Service Co., fifth.
General Foods has been among to 2.7% last year.
NBC's gross time sales are listthe top five NBC clients for 19 of
ed year by year in Table III and
the 24 years covered by Table II.
by pages.
the red line running
Procter & Gamble Co., which made graphed
across
these
its first appearance on the list in
1934, when the daytime serial was
beginning to assume an important
TABLE III
place in radio advertising, has
stood at the head of the list as
1927
1928 NBC Gross Time Sales'
NBC's largest buyer of time for
every year since.
8,780,333
$ 14,380,382
3,760,010
1929
1930
Sterling Drug has shown up on
20,088,887
NBC's top five client list 16 times
1931
and from 1939 through 1949, run25,607,041
1932
ner-up to P&G. Standard Brands
26,504,891
1933
has made it 11 times, ranking first
21,452,732
1934
1935
in 1933 and 1934. American Tob27,833,616
31,148,931
acco Co., Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
1936
Co. and Pepsodent Co. each has
34,523,950
1937
1938
been among the first five NBC ad38,651,286
vertisers seven times; General
41,462,679
1939
Mills and Miles Labs, have had six
45,244,354
1940
such appearances; Liggett & Myers
50,663,000
1941
Tobacco Co. has been listed four
54,509,882
1942
times and Brown & Williamson
44,023,431
1943
Tobacco Co., American Home
53,837,110
1944
Products, General Motors, Great
63,012,080
1945
A&P Tea Co., Quaker Oats Co.
64,429,181
1946
and R-K-0 each twice. Single ap66,434,486
1947
pearances among the top five of
1948
65,756,517
69,697,590
the
year
have
been
made
by
Gen1949
1950
ral Electric Co. and Atwater Kent
64,013,296
Co. in 1929; Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
61,411,546
and Philco Corp. in 1938; National Sources— NBC 1927-1940
Carbon,
Metropolitan
Life,
GoodPublisher's Information Burich and Cities Service in 1927.
reau 1941-1950
Changes in the complexion of * Figures for 1927
1941 inadvertising on NBC during the
clude both Red andthrough
Blue Networks.
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TALK

ABOUT

CONCENTRATION!

NBC Spot Sales delivers the nation's major
stations in the nation's major markets
For fast, accurate and complete information on the nation' 's
most important local markets and the major stations in those
markets, call NBC Spot Sales.
These 8 TV stations cover
These 7 radio stations cover
40 % of all U.S. radio homes.
52% of all U.S. TV homes.**
WNBT .
Neiv York
WNBC
New York
WNBQ
Chicago
WMAQ
Chicago
KNBH
Hollywood
KNBC
San Francisco
WPTZ
Philadelphia
WTAM
Cleveland
WBZ-TV
Boston
WRC
Washington
WNBK .
Cleveland
KOA
Denver
WNBW
Washington
WGY . Schenectady— Albany— Troy
WRGB Schenectady— Albany-Troy
Represented by
BMBJanuary
Study 1,No.19512, bySpring
'49,
projected
toNBC
Research.
Research,
OctoberNBC1, 1951

NBC
Spot Sales
New York • Chicago • Cleveland • Hollywood • San Francisco

Octoltet Sox

Scote

STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
FCC as of October 31 follows:
18
AM
FM652
TV
2405
108
130
642
108
Total on the air
2278
90
2307
99
553
935
2228
561
236
182
Total applications
in hearing
453
289
Requests
for new
new stations
stations
. . 209
107
2239
Requests
for
in
hearing
Requests
to
change
existing
facilities
.
.
.
21
22
Deletion ofof licensed
stations in October
17100
Deletion
* On the air.construction permits
30
milestones

from fvcrv between
angle, th«>
relationship
*RC and KSD during
[lie past
been
such 25io years
make hasus
look forward,
with the
most pleasant
antieipation,
to a eontlnuatlon
of this relationship
through the .years
ahead.

KSD
KSD-TV
The ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH Stations
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► NBC Washington feted 10-20-25
year
NBCTheemployes
an "honor
dinner".
25-year ataward
went
to Stanley Bell, salesman for WRC
Washington; 20-year awards were
given to Engineers Bob Terrell and
Barton Stahl; 10-year awards went
to Eugene Juster, general manager; Stuart Finley, announcer, and
Lefferts McClelland, engineer.
► WLBC Muncie, Ind., which went
on the air with 50 w Nov. 13, 1926,
using a mitter,converted
trans-25
last Tuesdayamateur
celebrated
years of radio in that community.
► Shafto H. Dene, vice president and co-copy chief, Kudner
Agency, New York, was tendered
a luncheon at Stork Club last week
in observance of 25 years of continuous service with the agency
and its predecessors.
► Max Helmut Wessels, Germanlanguage producer at WWRL New
York, last week celebrated his
20th year with the station. Mr.
Wessels has also been heard on
network television in dramatic
roles, in addition to German an-

nouncing, singing and producing
for WWRL. The station staff gave
a party in his honor Nov. 6 in New
York.
► Charles Michelson,1* Inc., New
York, radio and television transcription firm, last week celebrated
its 17th anniversary. All original
officials of company are still actively engaged in business.
► Fourteen years of continuous
service as a radio reporter of
government news were chalked up
Oct. 24 by Carl Berger, conductor
of WWDC ernmentWashington's
Your Govand Mine. He broke
into
radio with that type program on
WRC Washington in 1937 and subsequently was with WMAL, and
WINX, same city. He joined
WWDC in 1941. Mr. Berger is
employe relations officer at the
General Accounting Office.
► Twenty-year club started at
KRNT Des Moines, the Register
& Tribune station, with the mark
reached by Chief Engineer Charles
Quentin, who received a wrist
watch. His latest project is station's new 709-ft. FM and TV
tower, now completed.
► San Francisco Chapter of the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences observed its second anniversary with a birthday dinner
Nov. 7 at the San Francisco Press
and Union League Club.

Saves Swimmer
NBC-TV Maintenance Supervisor Noah E. Sprecher —
thanks to his surf-casting
skill — saved 59-year-old Robert Stuls, an all-season swimmer, from drowning in the
Stamps for Veterans
Atlantic Ocean off Far RockKGO-TV San Francisco is conductaway Beach, L. I., on Nov. 4.
ing a campaign to collect stamps
Mr. Sprecher, who had been
for hospitalized veterans through
interested in surf fishing for
its World of Stamps program and
in cooperation
with Co.
the AlSan Henry,
Franonly a month, saw the swimcisco Yellow Cab
mer was caught in the underconductor of the stamp program,
tow and needed help. In three
makes the video pitch for stamp
casts, the fisherman wrapped
contributions. The cabs pick up the
his line around Mr. Stuls and
stamps from donors and deliver
pulled him ashore. "I played
them to a central collection headhim like a big fish," Mr.
quarters for distribution
Sprecher said. "I thought my
ans and military
hospitals. toMrs.veterW.
nine-foot glass rod or the 36Lansing Rothschild, wife of the
pound line would snap. Luckpresident
of
Yellow
Cab,
is
chairman of the stamp committee for
ily, theywho
didn't.
the western states and helped origone man
can .say. Stuls
his lifeis
inate the stamps-for-veterans camhung by a thread."
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* You've

been

our sweetheart

for 25 years!"

Yes — and she's been our sweetheart, too, since our very
first day on the air, nineteen years ago!
She's the grand old lady of radio — the world's finest
network and the acknowledged leader in the
American broadcasting industry!
On her 25th birthday we are proud to salute her, and proud to be
a member of her wonderful NBC family!

5000

WATTS

•

NBC

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

service in World War II. He recago World's Fair and later became
of RCA Dept.
Victor'sManager
Visual
Tobacco joined
in American
1945 manager
Sound Products
then returned to
of field sales with
headquarters in
Y&R as ident.
vice Camepres-to
Camden, N. J., in
NBC in 1949 as
194 2, he was
transferred to the
vice president in
charge of TV,
company'sService
War
Contract
was just recently
Dept. during
elected towork'stheBoardnet-of
World War II,
Directors at the
became director
Weaver
ase of 42.
Mr.
West
of public
SYLVESTER L. (PAT) WEAVER JR.
tions at war'srelaend
in 1945.
Two
JOHN K. WEST
A NATIVE of Los Angeles, Pat
years
later
he
was
made
vice
presiBORN in Charleston, W. Va., Mr.
Weaver is a former ad-agency West
dent in charge of public relations
with RCA Victor in
copywriter and also did program sales, served
Sidadvertising and public rela- for RCA Victor.as Hevicesucceeded
president in
production work with CBS-Don
tions before joining NBC in 1950. chargeney N. ofStrotz
NBC
Western
Division.
Lee - network in early 30's Came He joined RCA Victor in 1930, was
to New York in 1935 and produced district manager in Philadelphia,
Fred Allen show for Young and New York, Pittsburgh, Cleveland
FREDERIC W. WaLE JR.
Rubicam, then became head of and Detroit before becoming asso- BERLIN-born son of a noted war
ciated
with
company's
advertising
agency's radio dept. From Y&R department. In 1933 he was made correspondent and commentator,
to American Tobacco, then into manager of RCA exhibit at Chi- Fred Wile was educated both
Vice Presidents
(Continued from page 10U)
ing television for NBC in New York
intime1948he terminated
which
returned toin '49,
Westat Coast.
He resigned in 1950, now manages
his own business interests and investments.

abroad and in the U. S., began his
career in 1930 with CBS Press and
Special Events Dept. Left to serve
year
Rome as
privatein secretary
to U. S.sadorAmbasGarrett,
then resumed
CBS position
which
he left in
1934 to become
radio publicity
manager for
Young & Rubibusiness manager
up to
Jr. cam- Moved superWile department,
ofMr.radio
visor of operations then
at agency.
Served as associate director of inon for War and
Manpower
Commis iofnorimanti1942
1943, joined
Navy in '44, was discharged as lieutenant in '46. Mr. Wile joined NBC
in 1949 as assistant to Vice President Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., was
named director of TV production
several months later, elected vice
president Jan. 1951.
ROY C. WITMER
A NATIVE of Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
Roy Witmer began his career after
attending Leland Stanford U. in
California. He devoted his ear-ly
activities to bankand utilities
in ingCalifornia,
then for 16 years
prior to joining
NBC
he managed
manufacturing

plants in New
England.joined
Mr.
Mr. Witmer Witmer
NBC
in
1927
as
KFYR
rn advertising salesman, was promoted to assistant sales manager
CONGRATULATES
in 1929, became sales manager in
1930. One year later he was appointed vice president in charge
of sales and in February 1946 was
promoted
to staff
viceassignments
president's
post
to handle
special
for Niles Trammell, then NBC
president. He resigned in December 1948 following a period of illness and died April 1, 1950, after a
lengthy illness.
MARK WOODS
BORN in Louisville, Ky., Dec. 27,
1901, Mr.
career
began
in Woods'
Florida business
in a shipyard
NBC
during World War I. manFrom
foreof a work
ON ITS
crew, he rose to
employment manager of the
25th
ANNIVERSARY
porationni ocorne
year. Joined 10
Thomas
A.
EdiThe combination of NBC and KFYR gives advertisers an unequaled team
son Industries at
West Orange, N.
for selling in the Upper Midwest's richest wheat raising area — an area now
on the verge of enjoying the additional wealth of a great new natural
J., ataccountant,
war's end,
as
resource — oil.
left in 1920 for
Mr. Woods
New York Telephone Co. In 1922, Mr. Woods transBISMARCK, N. DAK.
fer ed to AT&T to set up account5000 WATTS
ing division
their Broadcasting
newly-established radio for
division,
550 K.C.
KFYR
Co. of America, which owned
WEAF. Mr. Woods was, in rapid
Represented Nationally by John Blair
(Continued on page 110)
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570 TV
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PROP CATALOGUE PLAN
WLWT Evolves System to Simplify Production

That's what
you like about
the South's
Baton Rouge
With the announcement of Esso's
$35,000,000 expansion program in Baton Rouge, which
will double its peak oil producing
capacity, the immediate industrial growth planned for
WJBO's area will top
is$100,000,000.00.
in the works: Here's what

Nome of Company
Amount
Esso Standard Oil Company
$35,000,000
Ethil Corporation
4,041,000
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp
14,000,000
Solvay Process Division of Allied Chemical and Dye
Corp
15,000,000
Gulf States Utilities Company
22,580,000
Ideal Cement Company
4,162,400
Naugatuck Chemical Division of U. S. Rubber Co. . 2,000,000
Consolidated Chemicals, Inc
300,000
Baton Rouge Tin Compress
. 38,532
$109,051,932

Expand your sales in this
expanding area — get on WJBO,
the powerhouse station of
Baton Rouge!
HAPPY 25th BIRTHDAY, NBC,
from your 5,000 watt [■] affiliate in Baton Rouge, La.

AFFILIATED WITH THE STATE-TIMES AND MORNING ADVOCATE
FURTHER DATA FfiOM OUR NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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A CATALOGUE system indexing
available video set props is now
near completion at WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati. The plan is expected
to speed production and reduce
production
Conceived costs.
by Robert E. Dunville,
president, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., the plan was engineered by
Dwight Martin, company assistant
general manager. It provides for
a streamlined operation between
producers, the property room and
the set-up department.
All props have been card indexed
and photographed
and scale
ings of props and studios
have drawbeen
drawn. This will add up to simplified, smoother production, it is
expected.
WLWT Props
has beenStored
hampered by
1,600 assorted props jammed into
storagesignedspace
of a building
defor one operation
but geared
to both radio and television for
more than a year.
A three-month study by Mr.
Martin and William Alberts, chief
propagation engineer, has evolved
the plan expected to answer this
problem.
From automobile tires to 18th
century
finery,properties
the job of was
cataloguing different
quite
a task. Moving from one store bin
to another, a team of Mr. Alberts
and Dick Williams, under Mr. Martin's direction, listed everything.
Descriptions of the items were
made along with scale drawings.
The items then were classified
and the information transferred to

fill

Conferring on final details of the !
catalogue
are (I to r) Messrs.Martin andplanAlberts.
cards. Each card contains a 35
mm picture of the property, its
storage location, quantity available
description, scale drawing and
whether it is used on regularly
scheduled shows.
Thus, through the card index, a
producer can quickly determine
what props he will need for a
program. Also, with a scale prop
drawing, he can easily trace it
onto a scale drawing of the studio,
thereby indicating to the set-up
department
the exactlocations.
prop requirements and desired

Vice Presidents
(Continued from page 108)
WAVE Emergency Aid
succession, assistant secretary, asRADIO stepped up for the
sistant treasurer and office managpublic's
safety
Louisville
er of the company. When NBC
earlier this
monthin when
high
was formed, Mr. Woods was elected
gas
pressure
Nov.
10
caused
fires and gas explosions.
assistant treasurer and assistant
WAVE-AM-TV that city resecretary of the new network, and
to itforfromits
a year later, treasurer. In 1934 he
the localports high
gaspraise
company
was appointed assistant executive
broadcasts. WAVE Newsvice president and administrative
man Les Gaddie after receivofficer, and two years later was
ing initial news of the emergency, contacted gas officials,
elected vice president and treasoffered
urer. He organized the Blue NetStation theairedstation's
bulletinsfacilities.
aimed
work Co., Inc., and in 1942 was
at calmingstructed gashysteria
and
users. Source in-of
elected president, a position he held
the trouble was a faulty genafter the organization was sold to
eratorstation.at aCurtisscompany
become the American Broadcasting
Craig, of subthe
Co., until his election to the vicegas firm, called the station
chairmanship of the latter company
personally to give thanks for
Jan. 1, 1950.
preventing further disaster,
giving aid to gas users and
Mr. Woods is now co-founder
presenting
all-clear
with J. R. Warwick of a new adverwhen the trouble
was bulletins
cleared.
Also credited by WAVE were
tising agency, Woods & Warwick
its News Director Hugh SutInc., with temporary headquarters
ton and Announcer Ed Kalin New York's Chrysler Bldg., exlay, who turned TV photogpected to start operating about the
rapher to get exclusives for
the station.
first of the year.
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the very best
in Radio
for 25 years...

CHANNEL
960KC

5000

WATTS

4
represented

by rayner

Our

Sincere

Congratulations
to

The

National

Broadcasting

Company

On Completion of Twenty-Five
Years of Distinguished Service
To The American Public.

W

S

J

s

One of the NBC Family of Stations
that blankets the Country's Major
Markets. In Winston-Salem, North
Carolina that Market is —
15 Counties
Retail

with

Sales

of

00
,6211951,0
Survey
of *
31Management,
$5'Sales
Buying Power
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LEGISLATURE TELECASTING A BOON
Rep. Harkey Article Cites Benefits From WKY-TV Programs
thorough understanding in
TELECASTING of a state legis- with
to avoid anything whicl
lature can be an orderly business, order
could enter the realm of libel or
according
to
Paul
Harkey,
a
memslander, or discredit a member cit
ber of the Oklahoma House.
That is news to the U. S. Con- theA legistlature.
given danger is that public
gressman or Senator who has
may be oversimplified
warned colleagues that television impressions
if
only
one
part of a debate is telecan upset Congressional business
cast,
he
says.
if permitted
on theor floor
Rep. Harkey notes that even
the
U. S. House
Senate.of either
Rep. Harkey is author of an can
a
better
job can atbe committee
done if cameras'
be present
public
article printed in the October issue hearings.
"This
ismakes
wherethe conM
of State Government, publication troversy arises
that
reaj
of The Council of State Govern- drama, and there is always plenty
ments, Chicago.
In his article, Televising the
audience
state participation."
lawmaker observes:
Legislature in Oklahoma, Rep. of The
"It is the consensus of Oklahoma's
Harkey finds the telecasts of his legislators
television of the
legislature by WKY-TV Oklahoma Legislature that
is here to stay. Few
City
"onethat
of the
public of the disadvantages
predicted for
services
couldgreatest
be rendered
by a communications medium for it Amazing
materialized
. . was:
."
result
theTobenefit
government."
him, itofisgood
the closest
approach
O People of Oklahoma were not
to a revival
of
the
the legislative teleland town meeting. old New Eng- only enjoying
casts, but were "taking a new
He notes that P. A. Sugg, man- interest in State government." !
ager of WKY-TV,
the
TV, says questionably
Rep.brings lawmakers
Harkey, "untwice weekly
telecasts undertook
by cancelling
and
two paid programs each week.
the
public
into
closer
contact." If
At the outset, Rep. Harkey re- increases ability of people to use
calls, lawmakers were dubious, genuineown tool
judgment
and "it isfora
of democracy,
thinking if one man made a fool of their
himself, the entire legislature keeping government close to the
would be so adjudged. A leading
daily in the state warned that the
men on the floor would have to
A.
appeal to showmanship and com- TV AD GUIDE
pete with TV fare.
Established in L.
Both of these fears proved
groundless with actual telecasting INpeople."
AN attempt to eliminate false
of the legislature, the author points and misleading newspaper adverup.
n the parttheof Los
localAngeles
televisiontisetsing odealers,
Here are the results, as reported
Better Business Bureau, at the reby Rep. Harkey:
quest of the Los Angeles Publishers
# Public began to comment to
issued
a setadvertising.
of standlegislators how different the law- Assn.,ardshas
governing
all such
making process looked to them on
Covering such items as misleadthe screen in comparison to "poliing claims,
offers and list
guar-of
tical" newspaper reports had "reantees, the trial
comprehensive
presented" them to be.
10
regulations
requires
that
# There prowas
an immediate
im- name of the manufacturer thebe
vement in decorum.
Reading
papers while session is on, feet on stated, if any reference is made
desks, small discussions in the to the maker; advertising shall not
the adaisle, etc., disappeared "while the representvertisedorprice ofimply
a TVthat
set includes
camera's red
was on."
Some
members
wouldlightgroom
themselves
all equipment,
accessories
or
servnecessary for it to operate,
a bit more carefully for TV-time. whenicesuch
is not the fact; suclt
Among problems, however, is
the engineering preparation neces- not
termsbe asused
"firstwhen
with"theorsame
"onlymerat"
sary for a one-hour telecast. The
chandise is available
at the same
services of three engineers were
required by WKY-TV for a full price at a competitor's store;
day. Station used two cameras and picture tube size is to be described
a director gave the sign for close- by the diameter of the circular tube
or the. longest dimension of the
ups of debate when needed.
A disconcerting matter was the surface of a rectangular tube ; any
or warranty should be
occasional "shot" of a legislator guarantee
clear and specific as to its full
during the heat of debate which, terms
and conditions.
one viewer thought made a lawmaker look like a "mad bull." This
situation was overcome, Rep. Har- MILTON BERLE's Texaco Star Theakey points out, by legislators keepter took top place among Los Angeles
ing their guard up and not being
viewers
caught with the corners of their area
survey
issued byin the
Coffin,October
Cooper Tele-Que
& Clay,
mouths down.
Inc.
Survey,
first
conducted
since
transmission
of
Eastern
programs
Program
director
and together
camera- the West Coast via the microwave reto
man must work
carefully
lay, covered the first week in October
BROADCASTING
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PULSE, TELE-QUE
AND RORABAUGH REPORTS
PROVE IT MONTH AFTER
MONTH: IN SAN FRANCISCO
BAY AREA TELEVISION
(3 STATIONS)

1$

more
on

eyes

LOOKERS: The largest number
of top-rated, audience-building
shows are on KRON-TV
SPONSORS: The largest
number of advertisers use KRON-TV

HIGHEST ANTENNA IN CENTRAL CALIFORNIA ASSURES "CLEAR SWEEP"
COVERAGE FOR YOUR TV SPOTS ON

W0
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE
Represented nationally by FREE & PETERS, Inc New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios
in the San Francisco Chronicle Bldg., 5th and Mission Sts., San Francisco
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TAKING a breather at the NARTB District 7 meeting in Louisville are,
seated (I to r): Robert W. Ferguson, executive vice president and general
manager, WTRF-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio; Nathan Lord, vice president and
general manager, WAVE Louisville; Mrs. W. I. Orr and Mr. Orr, commercial
manager, WBNS Columbus, Ohio. Standing (I to r) are J. Porter Smith, president and commercial manager, WGRC Louisville, and Sam Livingston, business
manager and station director, WKYB Paducah.
In Anti-Inflation
Campaign
OPS RADIO-TV USE
THE
GOVERNMENT'S
officials
callingcontrols
on radio,as
television
and other mediapriceto stabilization
drive home the
need are
of price
part of the anti-inflation campaign, it was revealed last week.
Some of these plans came to light with the announcement by New
York OPS officials that radio, TV *
and screen talent are being asked duration — are to be used initially
to record radio announcements in the New York area and may be
extended to other parts of the
promoting
anti-inflation the
drive. Administration's country if deemed successful, according to the Office of Price
The spots — 10- and 20-seconds in

This particular
Santa — the one
you see on the
Christmas Seals —
is a very healthy forty-five!
Yes, this is the 45th annual
Christmas Seal Sale — a holiday
custom that has made possible one of the great
social, economic, and medical achievements of the present century.
Your purchase of Christmas Seals has helped save
5,000,000 lives. Yet, tuberculosis kills more people
than all other infectious diseases combined.
So, please answer once again the call that comes but once
a year — and help make possible the campaign against
tuberculosis every day of the year.
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PLEASED over results at the NARTB District 7 meeting in Louisville Nov.
8-9[B*T, Nov. 12] are, seated (I to r): Gene Trace, vice president, general
and commercial manager, WBBW Youngstown, Ohio; David G. Taft, general
manager, WKRC-FM Cincinnati; Victor A. ShoMs, vice president and
director, WHAS-AM-FM-TV Louisville, and Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president. Standing (I to r) are Prewitt Lackey, general manager, WPAD Paducah,
Ky.; Charles C. Warren, general and commercial manager, WCMI-AM-FM
Ashland, Ky., and Robert T. Mason,
Marion,president
Ohio. and general manager, WMRN
shortly is a transcription featuring a
Stabilization.
one-minute dramatized
skit on oneon side,
The announcements would be and
Ben Grauer
the
used during station breaks as other.Announcer
It will be made available to
local
stations.
public
service,
with
OPS'
New
York regional office sustaining the
Mr. Colwell scotched published
cost
of recording them, it was
understood.
newspaper reports charging that
An equally ambitious program
$100,000 "to conto sell the American listening and OPS isvince thespending
public with its own money*
viewing public on price controls is thatIt price
control
good."the total
was explainedis that
afoot at OPS Washington headexpenditures for radio-TV are well
quarters, according to Nathan Col- under
$25,000— the $100,000 sum
well,
director . of OPS' radio-TV- is earmarked
film division
for allactivities.
public information and media
Mr.
This project involves the produc- Colwell also
noted
that,
in the case
tion of eight
TV
slides
to
be
distributed toregional OPS offices for of transcribed programs for radio,
use on local television outlets. some "name" stars are donating
Total
of
have at
beena their talent with the permission of
made of 115
each pressings
of the slides
James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
cost of $720, and are accompanied and other union leaders.
with suggested
scripts
as
backWith respect to slides for teleground for anti-inflation compaigns
vision, an OPS field office bulletin
at the community level.
said
theytionally"have
well and turned
can beoutusedexcep(by
Financed by OPS
stations) to implement
The production phase is being television
local
as
well
as
national
messages
financed by OPS, with stations expected to carry the recordings on a high frequency basis." They
without charge as public service are to be mailed sometime this
features. OPS has insufficient week.
Central character of the slides is
funds to pay for time, it was ex- "Inflation
Imp," a caricature imprinted on a isiomoney
bag, which
enplained.
The TV plans are under the
ns as a "public
serviceOPSMickey
supervision of OPS Washington. Mouse" vand
feels
will
have
"excellent
The New York and other area
appeal." now in the works
Other projects
transcription plugs are under the audience
jurisdiction of local agency field include two slide films, featuring
offices which exercise autonomy Roger Pryor,
and movie
personality;radio
transcriptions
comprising
in this respect, it was explained.
with spot
An- j i|
Ed Herlihy handling
One example is a series of 13 dramatizednouncerannouncements,
15-minute transcribed folk music pro- copy; and a newsreel series with Robfeaturing Singer
Thomp-in
ert Montgomery, NBC-TV producer,
son,grams
now being
used byHankstations
Plans bulletin.
for these were detailed in OPS'
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and field
Louisiana.
Fifty sets
press-of
ings were turned
out ofat the
a cost
ILLINOIS Gov. Adlai Stevenson
Another series is underway in using
television
to reach
Peoria,
111., and other midwestern the first
time with
specialpublic
monthlyfor
$746.
towns, it was revealed. About 50 sta- series on WBKB Chicago. Mr. StevenJ
tionslareimitedusing
copies basis.
of PricesWMBD
Un- son chose television "to bring the state
on a weekly
toattempting
the people,"
Peoria was reported by OPS to be government
causecrease
he haseverycloser
been
"to beincarrying
the showseries
live. to be released
citizen's
knowledge
Still another
affairs in the state government."
BROADCASTING • Telecastin

E, at WOAI, have had a 50,000 watt
clear
channel voice for a long time. We can
w,
say, with considerable pride, that WOAI is the
Southwest's most powerful advertising influence,
and prove it. Now, that voice hasn't changed
much in years, but the audience we talk to has
increased tremendously! Since 1942, radio
families in WOAI's influence have increased
nearly 120% — from 349,000 in '42 to 767,000
in '51. WOAI's rate has increased only 13%
in the same period. There are about 53,000 TV
sets in the San Antonio area. If those homes
never listened to WOAI (and we know they still
do) WOAI still has more than doubled its
audience in the last nine years.
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD
&. LOSCOMPANY,
NEW YORKDALLAS. RETRY
CHICAGO
ANGELES
. ST.INC.
LOUIS
NBC-TQN
. SAN FRANCISCO
. DETROIT
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CHECK BMB — CHECK
HOOPER — CHECK
RESULTS
— YOU'LL
FIND WOAI
IS A
BETTER THAN EVER
BUY!

E'HiN

-|il[
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Veterqn News Editor Tells Why
ABROAD
ENT
FER
DIF
TV
By RICHARD OBERLIN
bad. Orcontrast,
dull movies."
In striking
TV sets in
THERE have been a number of DICK OBERLIN, news director of WHAS-AM-FM-TV Louisville, is a veteran pretty
Britain have been selling like ice
surveys of how TV is getting along
cream
cones
and
sugar
at a i
in those nations of the world which
newsman of 12 years' newspaper and five years' radio ex- state fair. Britain now candy
has about
have TV, but these have been techperience.
While
under
his
guidance,
the
WHAS
newsroom
one-tenth
the
number
of
television
nical surveys, and, for the most
receivers that we have in the
was cited in 1949 by the National Assn. of Radio News United
part, somewhat inaccurate.
States. And one-fourth the
To my knowledge, nobody has
Directors
as
the
best
in
broadcasting
for
service
to
the
tried to answer the question that
The
reason
every good newsman knows often
community. WHAS-TV in 1950 was given an award for population. television has caught
on in England and failed miserofis the
it. heart of a story, the "why"
outstanding programming in the TV news field. He has
ably, at least so far, in France, is |
For this reason it gave me real „
there's good programming
under his direction a complete TV and radio news staff. because
Mr. Oberhn
pleasure this past summer and
on the one hand and bad programming
on
the other.
early autumn to have an opporFrench
emphasis is on technical
tviusniiotny itno Britain
check theandstatus
of
teleFrance.
legally licensed sets in the country
ure of about 20,000 sets in the development. They're spending a
The differences are astounding, at about 8,000. To this, add about country.
disproportionate amount of a small,
The owner of one of these tried fixed budget for development of
yet the answer to that key question, 1,200 in the possession of TV and
government officials who do not to give it away. Because, she ex- the
world.finest technical television in the
"why,"
turns
out
to
be
a
fairly
pay licenses. Then add the French
simple one.
p
l
a
i
n
e
d
,
"
I
t
was
a
bad
investment.
Officials of French television re- temperament and deep loathing of There's nothing to see. No proThis is short-sighted, of course,
cently estimated the number of taxes, and you come up with a figgrams. Just old movies that are because the greater the number of
lines, the more costly the receiver.
The French economy is such that
television officials should be shooting for the cheapest possible
means, not the most expensive.
British programming does not, of
course, compare with that of the
U. S. It does a first rate job,
though, for Britain.
BBC-TV has four mobile units
which are shunted around like
chess-men to pick up anything that
will make a good show. Because
there are no "commercial commitWhen the Amarillo Chamber of Comments," if they get a good show
going,
just keep it going as
merce hired a consulting engineer to help
long asthey'll
they please.
The Thames boat races, national
heal some of our growing pains, he sugcricket matches, tennis and other
gested, after listening to us tell a few
sports events have audiences hanging onto the picture just like our
things
cattle, wheat,
and
World Series.
industrialabout'
expansion,
that we oil,
onlygas,
needed
News is consistently the favorite
one thing.
television program in England.
There's
fresh, 15-minute
"What you need," he said, "is a seareel
each a Monday,
Wednesdaynewsand
coast. And you can have it!"
Friday, with play-back Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday. On SunNow, we know it's hard to lie about
day night there is the old, familiar
Texas in general, and Amarillo in particuedited
"story-of- the- week" feature.
lar, but that seacoast palaver stumped us.
However,
cial told me onetheytopareBBC-TV
planningoffi-a
"How?" we asked.
pull enough salt water into Polk Street
fresh newsreel each day.
This 15-minute film show is
to have an ocean * at $your* front door."
"Not at all tough for you guys," he
turned outeramen, ofbywhoma staff
camexplained. "You got pipe lines running
two ofareseven
assigned
So, as a Texas sailor to a great network,
all the way to the East coast. All you have
to getting feature newsreel film for
to do is dip the Eastern end in the
we're glad to have you aboard, NBC—
the
own bespecial
reel.children's
(Which might
a goodnewsidea
Atlantic, and if you can suck the way
and glad to be aboard — on your i^th
at home.)
Anniversary.
for
somebody in the business here
you can blow, in a matter of hours you'll
The different attitudes of those
in charge of television in the two
countries
undoubtedly has much to
KGNC
do with current results.
ft Amarillo
"If
we One
use BBC-TV
more thanmanone told
hour me:
of film
in four hours of programming —
710 KC • 10,000 WATTS • REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
exclusive
the newsreel
— we don't
think
we'reof using
the medium.
We
tryThere
to cutis film
to a minimum."
an hour
of test pattern
telecast from 11 a.m. to noon each
day for the benefit of servicemen,
(Continued on page 122)
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PRAISES

UHF

By WELLS CHAPIN
CHIEF ENGINEER, WIL ST. LOUIS
THE FCC was exactly right in
establishing the now famous TV
freeze.
The only objection is that it
should have been put on before so
many sets had been built for the
present channels.
Let's look at the facts.
For torsyears
radioof operahave hadamateur
the time
their
lives talking to all states and some
foreign countries on 50-54 mc, a
band that butts right against TV
Channel 2 (54-60 mc). Taxicabs
and police cars operating in the
150 mc communication band have
answered calls and found out, much
to their embarrassment, that the
streets were hundreds of miles
away in other cities. Amateurs
have accomplished plenty of DX
on a band of 144 mc.
The simple fact is that right
now in certain eastern areas and
two midwest areas the public will
be watching its TV set and its
favorite show when all of a sudden,
without touching the set, out goes
the picture and in comes another.
Or, even more repulsive, two pictures occupy the screen at once.
Radio News has a regular
column devoted to TV DX reception. QST, the amateur radio
magazine, at one time had a DX

Best

VHF

column, but DX on frequencies
comparable to the 12 TV channels
became so numerous and such an
accepted fact that the column was
discontinued.
When hundreds of TV stations
occupy the present TV channels, a
serious interference problem can
and will develop.
The human ear can stand a lot
of abuse, as witnessed by the
music behind talk, heterodynes,
static,
and othermonkey
noises chatter,
we have whistles,
strained
to hear a program through on the
present AM band.
The eye is a different proposition. Just take your home movie
equipment and put two pictures
on the screen at the same time.
People are not tolerant of even
just a little distortion in the picture.
Heaven help the TV service man
explaining away two puctures!
let's mc.
take There
Channels
83,
or Now
216-890
will 14be tosome
interference even on these high
frequencies, but this problem will
not be nearly so aggravated as it
will
nels. be on the present TV chanDust off your old issues of
Broadcasting • Telecasting and
read the articles of some manufacturers who said that 490-890 mc
would not work. Compare their
statements then to what they say

Wishes . . . NBC
ON YOUR
SILVER JUBILEE

YOUR chimes have been ringing-out
good listening to our 66,130 BMB listeners in the 14 West-Central Wisconsin
counties served by WEAU.
OUR eleven years of NBC affiliation have
been most pleasant and profitable.
WE'RE
proudEauto Claire
bring NBC
into asouronerichof
market.
is rated
the highest-paying industrial cities in Wisconsin. The surrounding area is a panorama
of rich dairy farms and bustling business
towns.
5,000 watts
7** WEAU
60,000 watts
94.1meg. WEAU-FM
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN
"An Island of Industry in a Sea of Agriculture"
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Interference Cited
now. What a reversal of policy!
Could it be that they now are
in a position to build the equipment, and want to, that suddenly
a useless band is proven a savior
of a nationwide TV system, and
all their previous statements are
completely reversed.
Let's take a look at the technical
problems involved. An engineer
would rather build a receiver for
490-890 mc than one for Channels
2 to 13. Instead of coils and condensers, the tube itself can replace
these. Crystal detection adapts
itself readily. Transit time tubes
can be used.
Transmitters giving an effective
radiated power of 120 kw can be
purchased
now for
490-890
mc
band. Powers
up the
to 500
kw are
not beyond the realm of possibility. Waveguides will make their
appearance plus a lot of other
tricks learned in radar during
World War II. Good, cheaplybuilt adapters will be the rule and
not the exception to adapt the
present
channels. TV sets to receive the new
To sum up the TV channels
situation, the future nationwide
TV system has its salvation in the
range 216-890 mc and higher.
Further, the FCC allocation
plan, as presented, will be adopted
finally just about as proposed. It

Mr. CHAPIN
issalvaged.
as workable a plan as can be
With the adoption of the new
proposed allocations, there will not
be enough channels between 2 and
13 to go around in most areas.
Therefore, look for prolonged
hearings, appeals from decisions,
court appeals and other normal delays to applicants, some of whom
are cognizant of the troubles to
be encountered on Channels 2 to 13,
but who still think they can get in
and
out and make money before the
develop.
interference and other problems
In the meantime, other hardy
souls will pioneer the new band
and be on the air years before
those desiring Channels 2 to 13.
In the new TV towns, or those
with one or two stations, this
pioneering should not be any more
difficult than opening up the very
first station. It probably will be
much easier because the viewers,
their appetites whetted by some
good shows,
will be anxious
to re-be
ceive new stations.
It should
fairly easy to sell a converter to
present
set owners
all newon
sets willTVhave
the newandbands
them.

PIGSKIN PARADE
WPPA Airs Heavy Schedule
SPORTS fans in the listening area
of WPPA-AM-FM Pottsville, Pa.,
need never want for football broadcasts if a sample schedule of that
station's
serves inas fact,
any
criterion. coverage
WPPA claims,
to be tionthein themost
pigskin-minded
stanation.
The
station's
logs for
weekend in October
readthelikelasta
sports page on some metropolitan VOICE THROTTLE
Code Deferred by UN
newspaper,
listing
10 games.
a rundown
furnished
by theHere's
sta- A SUGGESTED international code
tion :
a House GOP bloc contends
On Thursday (Oct. 25), WPPA which throttle
Voicedeferred
of Amer-by
carried the Clemson-South Caro- wouldica overseas
hasthebeen
lina college game in the afternoon the United Nations
General Asand the Schuylkill Haven-Frackville
sembly in Paris.
high school tilt that evening. FolThis
was
reported
Nov. 15
lowing evening, station aired three
by
Rep.on Charles
F.of Kersten
(Rgrid villecontests
play-by-play:
PottsWis.)
the
basis
information
vs. Berwick (high schools) on
WPPA-AM and Shenandoah vs. relayed to him by the State Dept.
the department as sayTamaqua
on WPPA-FM,
both He quoted
ing the assembly had stricken from
at the sameHightime,
and the second
agenda
a codeandonSecurity
"offensesof
half of the Miami U.-Mississippi its
against
the peace
college game.
On Saturday WPPA kicked off
Rep. Kersten was one of a group
with Columbia-Army at 1 :45 p.m., mankind."
who pro-to
followed with Stanford vs. Wash- of 25 House
tested the codeRepublicans
in a cablegram
ington U. at 4:45 p.m., and wound Secretary
of State Dean Acheson
up with the Maryland-Louisiana Nov. 10. They expressed hope the
State U. fracas at 9 p.m. On Sun- code would be deleted or at least
revised. In its present form, they
t carried theandGreen
York day, iYankees
Los Bay-New
Angeles told Mr. Acheson, the Voice would
Rams-San Francisco 49ers profes- artillery.
be shorn of much of its propaganda
sional games.
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IT PAYS to be on advertiser on KGNC Amarillo, Tex. —
or so this minor junket to Nov. 3 Texas-Southern
Methodist U. football game would indicate. Twenty-one
clients, representing a combined total of 147 years of
advertising on KGNC, prepare to take off for game as
guests of station and Manager Tom Kritser (second from

BOTH
25
YEARS

SAN DIEGO'S
WINNING
COMBINATION
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WLW STUDENT TOUR
Visit Bethany
WLW Cincinnati
was host 'Voice'
to nine
visiting German journalists and
some 50 U. of Kentucky radio arts
students last Friday, who toured
the station as part of a reorientation program to acquaint them
with American freedom of the
press.
According to Gilbert W. Kingsbury, administative assistant to
the president of WLW, the German
visitors have been attending the
university on special arrangement
with the State Dept. Highlight of
the tour was a tour of the Voice
of America transmitter site in
Bethany, Ohio, which is operated
for the department by the Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. (WLW). R. J.
Rockwell, vice president in charge
of engineering, explained the Voice
operation to the visitors. During
the tour, the students watched
radio and TV show rehearsals.
KOREAN NETWORK
AFRS Adds Mobile Unit
A NEW 250 w mobile station named
Troubador will be added soon to
the Korean Network of the Armed
Forces Radio Service, the Far East
Commander has announced. This
addition would increase the number
of AFRS stations to five. All are
250 w mobile units with the exception of one. a fixed station which
operates with 1 kw.
A large truck contains all that is
necessary to keep the mobile stations in operation. The mobile stations are housed in vehicles to enable them to operate close to the
front lines.
Troops in Korea hear recordings
of- top programs furnished by CBS,
NBC, MBS and ABC. These are
the same programs that are played
over AFRS network in other overseas areas. In addition, some programs such as news and discjockey shows are produced locally.

right). 700-mile trip, coupled with buffet dinner at
Dallas' Baker Hotel and choice seats at game, were Mr.
Kritser's way of saying "thanks" for biggest year in
KGNC'stwo 29-year
Accompanying
were
KGNC history.
account
executives.
Bill Mr.
ClarkeKritser
and
Bob Zellermeyer.

WLWT TOURNAMENT
Matches Begun Saturday
WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati's tournasecond
championship
ment was to openwrestling
Nov. 24, Dwight
Martin,
vice president
assistant general
manager and
of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., announced last
week.
Mr. Martin explained his company was following up its initial
men's
July,
becausetourney,
of the concluded
tremendouslastviewer
interest in the area covered by
WLWD
(TV) Dayton, WLWC

(TV) Columbus and WLWT.
Bothtionsmen
will be and
held.women
Stakecompetiin the
women's matches is $1,500. Men
will compete for $2,000, and a
chance for the WLWT title and
championship belt.
"SUSAN'S
published byHOW
A. A.TOWynCOOKInc.,BOOK,"
N. Y.,
and
compiled
by Susan (WABD
Adams, homemaking commentator
New
York,
a.m.,today
daily),(Monday).
will be
released10:30-11
nationally
Book, totalling over 300 recipes, will
specialize
in food, nutrition
homemaking including
advice onand kitchen
equipment and menu-planning.

a Bumper Crop of Sales
WGRBATeRMf/UW
Use The Station That's Favored By Local Advertisers
more time on WIOD.
It's just plain good sense and For
the details about
for you boys to ride along
Quarter of a Century
with our
localspot
boys.checking
They're our
here
on the
of
outstanding
to
results day by day... and, Southeastern service
Florida,
call
our
Rep,
The
Boiling
Company.
day afrer day, week after
week, they're buying more

James M. LeGate, General Manager
5,000 WATTS 610 KC NBC
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ongratulations
to NBC

on

its

ER
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WHAM — Rochester's oldest and largest station— is very proud of its affiliation with NBC, a
friendly association dating back to 1927. We're
glad to join with the entire industry in saluting

TV Different
(Continued from page 116)
a couple of hours of women's fare
in the afternoon, a children's hour
and nighttime, family entertainment. Incidentally, BBC-TV is off
the air between these periods. And
they
not above taking
a fiveminuteare intermission
to change
scenery in a drama.
In France, the only television is
atOf night,
a total usually
of about a 20"feature
hours a film."
week
on the air, five hours or less are
live. This is mostly drama, adapted
from the stage.
Today, once you've said "The
U.S.,
Britain and
France,"
said television
as far
as the you've
world
is
•■; concerned. Other nations are
just starting particularly Latin
and South America, but have so
few sets in use that they are just
beginning to count.
The difference between success in
two nations and failure in the other
is programming. TV is snowballing in England just as it is in the
U.S. because
good entertainment that costsit'snothing
once the
set is paid for. It is gaining such
popularity there because a good,
intelligent job of trying to provide
entertaining and informative programs is being done.
Television in France is snorted
at, scorned, a joking matter, because so far TV-France has made
no effort to provide entertainment
that's anywhere near as appealing
to the Frenchman as sitting in his
sidewalk cafe, having his aperitif.

NBC's outstanding leadership — past and present.
Note to Time-Buyers:
One of the great advantages enjoyed by NBC in
prosperous Western New York is the superior
coverage of clear-channel, 50,000-watt WHAM
— a coverage many times greater than that of
any other Rochester station.

The Strom berg-Carlson
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

Basic NBC— 50,000 watts — clear channel— 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLSNGBERr COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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SPECIAL DJ
WCCC Owner Heard on WTIC

\ 4

f

Mr. Savitt (I) as he appeared on
Ross Miller's program.
WILLIAM SAVITT, owner of
WCCC usualHartford,
had his
the own
unpleasure of has
wishing
station a happy fourth birthday
anniversary over a rival station,
WTIC Hartford.
Mr. Savitt, a leading jeweler,
was one of several civic and state
leaders who appeared as a guest
"VIP DJ's" to spin favorite platters over WTIC's
Juke
Box Jingles.
Jinglesprogram,
are written
by Ross Miller, who conducts the
program for WTIC.
Juke Box Jingles, a 15-minute
program, is aired Monday through
Saturday. It is on Friday that
prominent citizens appear as "disc
jockey for a day."
CANADIAN TV
Relays Are Proposed
EASTERN CANADA is getting
ready for its first television relay
operations with tenders called for
'ATOMIC ATTACK'
of first relay station
W JAR-TV Covers CD Games construction
by Bell Telephone Co. of Canada,
WJAR-TV Providence on Nov. 4 Toronto. A two-story penthouse
telecast a starkly realistic simu- on top of the downtown Toronto
lated version of civil defense activ- 12-story telephone building is to
ity after an atomic attack.
be built soon to house relay station.
ft. aboveontheroofpent-of
With three cameras in operahouse Tower
will be150installed
tion on streets of downtown Provi- building
already
bristling with
dence, viewers saw and heard the
frequencytenders
antennas.
"wounded" cry for aid, the "dead" highIn addition,
will be called
and "injured" being removed, ex- for construction of one relay staplosions and repair of gas and
tion at Fonthill, Ontario, between
water mains and the rapid work of Toronto and Buffalo, for piping
the radiological monitoring teams. in U. S. TV programs, and 11 staFrantic viewers, despite adequate
tions will be built between Toronto j
and frequent explanation that it and Montreal, 330 miles distance,
was only a make-believe attack, for
relaying U. S. TV network
phoned the station for informa- shows and Canadian TV shows
tion or to volunteer their service. originating in either city. Cost of
equipment
The program, Operation Rhode entire projectto including
be about $5 million.
Island, was presented with the co- isBellexpected
Telephone
has
an
arrangement
operation of the Rhode Island with Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Council of Defense. Arrangements for leasing TV relay system when
had been made six weeks before- needed at $200,000 yearly on a five
hand by Norman A. Gittelson, year contract.
WJAR remote
programwasdirector.
The onehour
produced
and VOICE of America has recorded five
directed by Lewis I. Schwartz, pro- installments of Against the Storm
duction manager, with assistance (ABC, Mon. through Pri., 10:45-11
EST) from the broadcast week of
from Warren S. Park and Manning a.m.
5 for future transmission in
Tesser, staff directors. Announcers Nov.
Europe,
America, and the Far
were Jim Brennan and Russ Van East as Latin
an illustration of "the high
Arsdale.
quality" of American radio.
BROADCASTING
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from

to

one

pioneer

another....

In local radio as in network radio it takes
time to develop personality, character and
acceptability by the public.
The combination of WHIZ, now in its
28th year, PLUS 25-year-old NBC, means
greater SALES EFFECTIVENESS and
greater IMPACT in Southeastern Ohio.
For 28 years WHIZ has established programming designed for the folks in Southeastern Ohio.
over onthese
WHIZ 40.has developed personalities on-the-air who are as much a part of the Zanesville scene as our city's famous
YAndbridge
U. S.years
highway
Years of experience in radio broadcasting is an invaluable asset to today's national and local advertisers — an additional "value received" on WHIZ and NBC.

A

7

ZANESVILLE,
OHIO
VERNON A. NOLTE, MANAGER
BROADCASTING
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CHRONOLOGY
1926
Sept. 9— The National Broadcasting Co. was organized as a
service of the Radio Corp. of
America
the aimavailable
"to provide
the best with
programs
for
broadcasting
in
the
United
States."
Merlin Hall Aylesworth was named
first president of NBC.
— Inaugural
theNov.
NBC 15 Network
over program
21 charterof
affiliated
and
four
specially-added
stations. The broadcast included
Walter Damrosch and the New
York Symphony Orchestra, Will
Rogers, Weber and Fields, Mary
Garden, Titta Ruffo, New York
Oratorio Society with Albert Stoessel, the Edwin Franko Goldman
Band, and the Vincent Lopez, Ben
Bernie, B.A. Rolfe and George
Olsen Orchestras.
1927
Jan. 1— The NBC-Blue network,
established by RCA-NBC with WJZ

OF

to broadcast the Rose Bowl football
game from Pasadena, Calif.
General
itsJan.
first5 —radio
series.Foods sponsored
Feb.
6—
The
famous Collier's
Hour began.
Feb. 18 — Cities Service Concerts
began its series now known as the
Band of America.
Feb. 22 — President Calvin
Coolidge's
address was Washington
broadcast on Birthday
a coastto-coast NBC network of 42 stations.
April 11— The NBC Pacific Coast
network was organized.
June 11 — Arrival of Charles A.
Lindbergh in Washington, D. C,
after historic flight to Paris, was
broadcast on a coast-to-coast network.
July 24 — First broadcast linking
U. S. and Canadian stations.
Aug. 7 — Dedication of the International Peace Bridge at Niagara
Falls. Participants included the
Prince of Wales, Prince George,
Premier Baldwin of Great Britain,
NBC Silver Jubilee
Vice President, Charles Dawes and
New York's Gov. Alfred E. Smith.
as the key station, began operation
Sept. 22 — Tunney vs. Dempsey
as an adjunct to NBC-Red (the prizefight broadcast from Chicago
original network of which WEAF over 69 stations' largest network of
was the key).
stations ever to carry a program
Jan. 1 — First coast-to-coast pro- up to this date.
gram using a hookup of 4,000 miles
Oct. 1 — NBC studios were opened

WIBA
FOR 26 YEARS THE DOMINANT
STATION IN MADISON, EXTENDS
CONGRATULATIONS & BEST WISHES TO
NBC
ITS MADISON AFFILIATE FOR
20 YEARS

Owned and operated by
BADGER BROADCASTING
RADIO PARK
MADISON, WIS.
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CO.

NBC

1926-1951

Oct. 26 — First broadcast from
at 711 Fifth Ave., New York City. Holland.
Nov. 7 — General Motors began
November — The famous NBC
its first series on NBC.
Dec. 2 — Palmolive Hour began. chimes were first used at the start
1928
of programs.
Nov. 20 — The Rise of the GoldJan.
4
—
Al
Jolson
made
his
radio
bergs began on NBC.
debut.
Dec. 25 — International exchange
Jan. 16 — First program broadcast program from England, Germany,
from the West Indies when Presi- Holland and France.
1930
dent Coolidge
openedin the
PanAmerican
Conference
Havana.
April 4 — NBC received its first
Jan.don Naval
21 — Parley
Openingbroadcast.
session of King
Lontelevision station construction permit.
George V welcomed delegates to the
June 3 — The National Radio conference and was heard in his
Pulpit became a network show. first world-wide broadcast.
(Had been on air locally since May
March 2 — Catholic Hour began
series.
6, June
1923.) 12-15 — Broadcast coverage current
March versation
12 — between
FirstNBCtwo-way
officials conand
of the Republican Convention.
June 26-29 — Broadcast coverage Admiral Byrd, Antarctic explorer,
of the Democratic Convention in- after his arrival in Dunedin, New
cluding keynote address by Claude Zealand.
Bowers, editorial writer of New
March 16 — First broadcast from
York World.
a ship at sea to listeners on shore.
Aug.
6
—
Beginning
of
Real
Folks,
1 — Broadcast from Bronx
one of the first dramatic serials on ZooApril
making first use of mobile unit
the air.
equipped for radio transmission.
Oct. 2— Farm
First broadcast
April — First regular sponsored
National
and Homeof NBC's
Hour. series
originating on the Pacific
Oct. 26— The NBC Music Ap- Coast for nationwide broadcasting
preciation Hour with Dr. Walter Francisco)
(California . Packing Co. from San
Damrosch began.
Nov. 6 — Complete broadcast covApril 30 — Conversation between
erage of election returns.
Marconi aboard his yacht off the
Dec. 4 — -The current Voice of west coast of Italy and NBC offiFirestone program began.
cials in New York.
Dec. 23— Inauguration of NBC
May 12 — First use of parabolic
coast-to-coast network of 58 sta- microphone.
tions on a permanent basis.
May 31 — Arrival of the Graf
Zeppelin at Lakehurst, N. J.
1929
June — Plans announced for
Jan.
— Inauguration
of Frank-of $250,000,000 Radio City to be built
lin D. 1Roosevelt
as Governor
by John D. Rockefeller interests in
New York.
York and to become home of
Jan. 1 — California-Georgia Tech New
football game from Rose Bowl NBC.
New onYork's
reception
broadcast over network of 44 sta- to June
Admiral19 —Byrd
his return
from
tions.
the
Antarctic.
Jan.
18
—
Rudy
Vallee
began
his
career on NBC.
July 7 — NBC's first television
Feb. 1 — First shortwave broad- broadcast.
July
— Pioneer
stacast from England relayed over
tion30W2XBS
opened television
in New York
NBC network. Program offered a
by Sept.
NBC. 14 — First broadcast from
symphony
Hall,
London.concert from Queen's
Merchandise Mart, NBC's Chicago
Feb. 6 — First of regular weekly studios.
West-to-East programs broadcast
Sept. 29 — Lowell Thomas began
from San Francisco.
seriels of news commentaries.
Oct. 1 — -First sample (premium)
Feb. 22 — First airplane broadcast, Over and Under New York offered to listeners by NBC adver— first field radio pickup.
tiser.
Nov. 30 — Fred Allen made radio
Mar.
4 — Inauguration
ceremonies of President
Hoover and
Vice debut (guest spot).
President Curtis.
Dec. 9 — First broadcast from a
July 7 — First rebroadcast from submarine.
Dec. 11— Broadcast of Prof. AlSydney,
bert Einstein's arrival in New
July Australia.
7 — Thanksgiving services
for the recovery of ailing King York.
1931
George ofminsterEngland
held in WestAbbey.
April — First time announcers
Aug. 12 — A parachute jumper
(Continued on page 126)
broadcast over NBC as he floated
down to earth. The jumper was (Editor's Note: Considerable source
equipped with a 25-pound, 2-watt material for this chronology was supProgram
AnalysisJr., DivipackAug.transmitter.
sionplieandd by NBC
by Orrin
E. Dunlap
vice
19 — Amos V Andy began president
of
RCA
and
author
of "Dunon NBC.
lap's Radio and Television Almanac")
BROADCASTING
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\S0%rfMrt44uMl4OMd. to the National Broadcasting Company on
the completion of 25 years of notable service to the people of America!
As an affiliate of NBC since 1927 we take understandable pride in the achievements of our network during the past turbulent quarter of a century, and we
look forward with confident anticipation that the future in AM radio and NBC
will be even more inspiring and satisfying.

At this quarter century milestone it is well for us all to remember that American radio operates as free enterprise and that free enterprise guarantees a
free America!

RADIO
STATION
EDWARD PIT!
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Chronology of NBC
(Continued from page 12U)
in general were used as an integral
Oct. vision
30— transmission
Start of from
120-line
teleW2XBS
part of the cast when James Wellington became straight man to atop the Empire State Bldg.
Comedian Eddie Cantor.
Dec. 12 — In honoring Guglielmo
May 1 — Dedication of the Em- Marconi on the 30th anniversary
pire State Bldg., New York.
of his first trans-atlantic wireless
around-on
May 23 — Description of the Army message, NBC
roll callbroadcast
of 14 nations
air maneuvers of 672 planes over the-world
New York City, including a mimic four continents.
Dec. 25 — First broadcast of the
battle, activities of pursuit planes
and the laying of a smoke screen. regular series of Metropolitan
June — NBC facsimile broad- Opera broadcasts — "Hansel and
casts began over W3XL.
Gretel" — over combined NBC Red
June —The Empire State Bldg., and Blue networks.
world's tallest skyscraper, was
1932
selected astransmitter.
the place for NBC's
television
Jan. 20 — Floyd Gibbons and Gen.
October — NBC announcers made Shigeru
Honjo,forces,
leaderbroadcast
of the Japanese military
from
the first radio broadcast with test the battlefields
of Manchuria.
flights of the American Clipper
Jan. 31 — World Disarmament
airships.
Oct. 11— American Album of Conference at Geneva, Switzerland.
Familiar Music began at NBC.
Broadcast of official opening ad-

dress and 40 talks by William
Hard, authority on international
affairs, who introduced the various
delegates at the conference.
Feb. 4 — Vocalist Jane Froman
began
series which established
her in aradio.
March 2 — Announcement of the
the kidnapping of Charles A.
Lindbergh Jr., on March 2, followed
by hourly bulletins of the develoments in the case. Regular networktinuedbroadcasts
until Marchon 8.the case conApril 26 — Ed Wynn made radio
debut in long program series.
April
29 — Oneon Man's
gan its career
NBC. Family beMay
2
—
Jack
Benny
began first
radio series.
Aug. 12 — First two-way converland. sation between a glider and the
Aug. 17 — Prof. Augusta Piccard
told of his sensations in making a
record balloon ascension of more
than 10 miles.

Sept. 8 — Jack Pearl made his
radio debut as Baron Munchausen.
Sept. 22 — Scientist William
Beebe, broadcast
from his2,200
"Bathyas he descended
below thesphere" surface
of the ocean feet
off
the coast of Bermuda.
Oct. 6 — Beginning of Captain
Henry's Maxwell House Show
Boat series which brought such
names to radio popularity as
Charles Winninger, Jules Bledsoe,
Lanny Ross, Annette Hanshaw and
others.
Nov. 28 — Groucho Marx made
radio debut.
1933
Jan. 7 — World Premiere of "Emperor Jones" by Louis Gruenberg,
by Metropolitan Opera Co.
Jan. 23 — Dr. Albert Einstein
made only radio address during his
American visit discussing "AmerWorld
Feb.ica and1—theAdolf
HitlerSituation."
outlined his
policies
here. in an address rebroadcast
Feb. 11— Pope Pius XI and Senatore Marconi heard during ceremonies inaugurating new Vatican
radio system.
March 4 — The most intricate
broadcast to date was President
Roosevelt's parade.
inauguration and the
inaugural
March 9— Opening of 73d Congres — First broadcast from the
floor
atives. of the House of Represent-

March 12 — First "Fireside Chat"
by President
Roosevelt
as he the
addressed the nation
explaining
banking moratorium.
April 1 — Ceremonies incident to
Pope Pius' opening of the Holy
Door
of the Basilica
St. Peter's
were broadcast
from ofVatican
City.
April 4 — NBC shortwave equipment installed along the New Jersey shore carried the first story of
the dirigible Akron disaster.
April 11 — George Bernard Shaw
was heard
ican talk. via NBC in only AmerMay 17— Address of Adolf Hitler
delivered before the German Reichstag in Berlin, announcing Germany's foreign policy under the
Nazi Regime.
May 26 — Formal opening of the
Century of Progress Fair, Chicago.
June 8 — Bob Hope made radio
debut.
June 12 — Opening of the World
Economic and Monetary Conference
in London, England. King George
V delivered opening speech and
Ramsay MacDonald delivered the
keynote speech.
Aug. 5 — NBC inaugurated the
first regular interchange of programs with Canada, through cooperation of the Canadian Radio
Broadcasting Commission.
Aug. 19 — National Barn Dance
began broadcast series.
Oct. series.
15 — Start of Chicago Round
Table
Oct. 21— The first regularly
scheduled program from Russia to
be broadcast in the U. S., was carby NBC— First
from broadcast
Moscow. from
Oct.ried22-26
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de Mi J'
5ausen' J the Graf Zeppelin while flying over
filliaiuit the Atlantic from South America
Bathy. |. to Miami.
)8fat|j Nov. 11— NBC's first broadcast
ia» offli from Radio City. M. H. Ayles| worth, David Sarnoff, Owen D.
upkkh Young, Gen. James G. Harbord and
Shti'u
Sir John Reith
BBC heard:
spoke. Jane
The
such I;following
artistsof were
7 as > Cowl, Jessica Dragonette, the
edsoe, ; Revelers, Frank Munn, Virginia
w and i Rea, Walter Damrosch, John McCormack, Maria Jeritza, Rudy
Vallee, Whiteman
Will Rogers,andAmosthe'n' Schola
Andy,
Paul
Cantorum Choir.
Nov. 12 — A 400-piece symphony
orchestra, largest ever assembled
for dioa' City
broadcast, played from Raconductors.under a group of famous
Nov. 15 — Foreign nations sent
special programs to NBC in celebration of its seventh anniversary
and opening of Radio City studios.
Nov. 17 — Two-way conversation
between Maxim Litvinoff, Russian
Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
speaking from Washington and his
wife speaking from Russia — same
day as Russian recognition was
announced.
Nov. 20— NBC Radio City guided
tour was inaugurated.
Nov. 20 — Commander Settle and
Major Fordney were heard over
NBC as they floated 10 miles above
the earth in a U. S. Army stratosphere balloon.
Dec. — First sponsored series of
opera from the Metropolitan Opera
House (American Tobacco Co).
Dec. was
13 — heard
The first
program
India
in the
U. S. from
over
NBC from Bombay.
1934
Jan. 14 — Radio City Music Hall
concerts began on NBC.
Jan. 30 — President Roosevelt
Birthday Ball on the combined faworks. cilities of NBC Red and Blue netFeb. neral22 —services
Description
the fu-in
for Albertof held
Brussels, Belgium.
March 16from
— AirCaucus
mail Room
hearingsof
broadcast
U. S. Senate. Col. Charles A. Lindbergh interrogated by Sen. Kenneth
D. McKellar of Tenn.
May season
13 — Asof thea prelude
to the
300th
famous Passion
Play,
a
two-way
trans-Atlantic
conversation was held between
Anton Lang, who formerly portrayed the role of Christ, in Oberammergau, Germany, and his son
Anton Lang Jr., in Washington.
May 31 — Broadcast of President
Roosevelt's
Battle
Fleet. review of the U. S.
July
13 — Adolf
addressin
before the
GermanHitler's
Reichstag
Berlin with a resume in English
by Victor F. Ridder.
July 15 — First regularly sponsored series of international broadcasts begun by Gulf Oil Co.
July 28 — U. S. Army's stratosphere balloonists in a two-way
conversation broadcast until they
(Continued on page 128)
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Marina of Greece at Westminster
were forced to throw radio equip- Abbey,
London.
ment overboard to lighten the load
Dec. 25 — The Empire Exchange
after climbing to 61,000 feet.
Christmas greetings from
Sept. 14 — Description of Inter- brought
national Yacht Races for the Amer- many parts of the British Empire.
ica's Cup15—
heldThe
at Newport,
R. L
1935
Sept.
Gibson Family
April 16 — Fibber McGee and
premiere. First musical comedy Molly
began NBC series.
with music especially composed for
radio.
April
21 — First
broadcast
from
Coliseum
in Rome
on Easter
Sept. 18 — Address by Wilhel- the
Sunday
with
music
and
songs
by
mina, Queen of the Netherlands, at choral groups.
the
opening
of
the
Dutch
Parliament.
25 — Guglielmo
61stApril
birthday
saluated Marconi's
by radio
Sept. the22 —world
First invoice
broadcast
around
a fraction
of a from ships at sea, from Admiral
Byrd
at
the
South
Pole
and
from
second demonstrated by shortwave
Graf Zeppelin flying across the
station W2XAF Schenectady, N. Y., the
Atlantic.
and broadcast by NBC.
May 6 — Golden Jubilee CelebraSept. 26 — Ceremonies attending
tion of King George V of England
the launching of the largest ship in
the world, the Cunard liner N 534, broadcast from St. Paul's Cathedral in London with greetings from
all parts of the British Empire.
May 19 — The first broadcast of
NBC Silver Jubilee
canonization ceremonies. Pope Pius
officiated at canonization of the
Martyrs, Sir Thomas
later named the Queen Mary. Ad- English
Moore
and Cardinal John Fisher.
dress by King George and Queen
Mary from Clydebank, England.
Maybirthday
28 — Dionne
Quintuplets'
anniversary
from
Oct. 6 — Premier Mussolini from first
Hospital, Callendar, Canada.
Milan spoke on "Foreign and Social Dafoe
Short
talk
by
Dr.
Dafoe
and
CanaPolicy." The commentary,
program included
dian officials. Babies were heard
preliminary
and ana
English summary.
gurgling.
May 29 to June 6— Description
Nov. 8 — Kraft Music Hall began
long run on NBC.
of the sailing
and New York
arof the Normandie
on her
Nov. 29 — Wedding of Prince maiden rivaltrip.
George of England and Princess

S®-ford
offers
GREETINGS

We take pride in having— during 1951—
originated for NBC the "Shakespearean
Festival," "Silver Jubilee;" & participated
in "National Farm & Home Hour" & the "Standard
Symphony Hour."
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America. Event attended by variMay Meeting
30 — Start
America's
ous dignitaries including President
Town
of theof Air
series. Roosevelt.
July 2 — First broadcast in hisNov. 6 — NBC television demontory from Mt. Vesuvius in Italy.
The actual sounds of the flowing
stration with"250 guests as spectalava and the hissing steam were
tors at "live"
performance on 7%talent
x 10andinchfilmscreen.
heard as a microphone was placed
within the crater.
Nov. 15 — NBC celebrated its 10th
Aug.vers at23-24
U. S. Army
with radio organizaPine— Camp,
N. Y.,maneuwere anniversary
tionstribthroughout
the world
concovered by NBC announcers in most
uting their facilities
and talent.
extensive field broadcast hook-up Two special events programs arin radioallhistory
four mobile units
ranged to commemorate the date
from
fronts— demonstrated
the
radio "firsts" never before
uses of radio during actual war were
attempted. On one, David Sarnoff,
conditions.
president of RCA, spoke from his
Oct. 27 — Most comprehensive New York office to Guglielmo Marconi on his yacht in the Mediterinternational hook-up to date of
ranean, to Robert Jardillier,
stations throughout the world was
arranged for the Youth Sings French Minister of Communications, on an airliner between New
Across Borders program over an
NBC coast-to-coast network. Pick- York and Washington, and to
Maurice Rambert, president of the
ups were made from 31 countries. International
Broadcasting Union,
Nov. 11 — Entire flight of recordanother plane flying the same
breaking U. S. Army-National in
route.
In
another
special program,
Geographic Society stratosphere
balloon heard exclusively over NBC. 13 pickup points were included
from an undersea boat to
Capt. A. W. Stevens and Capt. ranging
of planes. Highlight
0. A. Anderson in the balloon at aof squadron
this
show
was a conversation
72,395 feet (13.7 miles) were heard
in a special broadcast linking them between announcers on two speedand the China Clipper flying over
ing streamlined trains, one runcoast of California and a London
ning
Bostonand andthe Providence inbetween
America,
other
editor at his desk in England.
between
Hamburg
and Berlin in
Dec 7 — NBC's Hollywood stu- Germany.
dios, one of the most complete and
Dec. 11 — Farewell address of
advanced broadcasting units in the
King Edward VIII following his
world, were opened.
abdiction of Dec. 10.
1936
Dec. 17 — NBC made the first radio pickup from Nanking, China, as
Jan. 1 — Lenox Riley Lohr became NBC president.
the
headlines of the day were cenJan. 21-28 — News of death of
tered on the kidnapping of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. Dr.
King George
V of Audiences
England flashed
around
the world.
heard H. H. Kung, Finance Minister and
London's
bells.andDescription
of Government,
the Chinese
Naaddressed
of
funeraltolling
service
memorial acting headtionalist
American listeners in the exclusive
ceremonies also broadcast.
Febt 6-16 — Winter Olympic NBC presentation.
Games held in Berlin, Germany.
1937
April 12 — NBC made successful
January—
South
American stause of the new microwave transtions started rebroadcasting
mit er, so small that it was con- Metropolitan
Opera programs.NBC's
in announcer
George Hicks'
Jan. 20 to Feb. 1 — Complete covsilk topcealedhat
he broadcast
a deerage of thevalleys.
floods in the Ohio and
scriptioasn of the
annual Easter
Mississippi
Parade on New York's Fifth Ave.
May
6
—
Coverage
of Hindenburg
May 6-9 — Description of maiden disaster. The huge dirigible
crashed
voyage of the Zeppelin Hindenburg. and
burned at Lakehurst, N. J.
June 10 — First coaxial cable pro- NBC featured a dramatic eyevided by Bell NBC
Systemstudios
for television
account by Herb Morrison
use between
in Radio who with witness
another engineer, Charles
City and NBC transmitter atop Nehlsen, WLS Chicago, happened
Empire State Bldg.
be at scene to record landing
June 29— Start in the U. S. of to
sounds. Morrison's
stirring andof
organized television experiments emotional
recorded description
between a regular transmitting the
disaster
was
rushed
to NBC for
broadcasting.
station mental
and receivers
a number
of experiin homes.
Tests
9 — EdgarCharlie
Bergen McCarthy
with his
nowMay- famous
conducted by NBC and RCA.
July 7— First public demonstra- dummy started long-run series.
May 12 — Coronation of King
tion of NBC's high definition (electronic system) television. Radio
VI and Queen Elizabeth
manufacturers witnessed the RCA- George
ofto England.
be broadcast.First event of its kind
NBC demonstration from the EmJune 8 — Complete eclipse of the
pire State Bldg. Radio artists and
films were used in the show.
sun from Canton Island in the
Aug. 1-16 — Summer Olympic South Pacific was vividly described
Games broadcast from Berlin.
for NBC listeners.
Nov. 3 — National election bulleJune & July — John Barrymore
tins in Roosevelt vs. Landon Presi- was presented in a series of six
Shakespearean plays.
dential race.
Nov 6 — Pan-American Peace
Oct.tion on 143 —x 4Television
ft. screen demonstrato Society
Conference broadcast from South
BROADCASTING
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of Motion Picture Engineers of
transmission between Empire State
Coy Congratulates
Bldg. transmitter and Radio City.
NBC was cited by FCC ChairNov. 4 — NBC Symphony Orchesman Wayne Coy for great
tra started first of a weekly series
contributions to radio's
of full-length symphony concerts.
growth
and TV's emergence
Orchestra was the first full-time
as a "public service"
major symphonic orchestra ever
tertainment mediumand
on enits
assembled and maintained by an
silver jubilee. In a message
American broadcasting company.
to NBC President Joseph H.
Dec. 12 — The first mobile televiMcConnell, Mr. Coy said:
Congratulations to (NBC) on
sion station — operated by NBC —
the 25th anniversary of its
appeared
New York's
founding. NBC has contribDec. 25 —onArturo
Toscaninistreets.
conuted greatly to the growth and
ucted the NBC
development of radio broadtra in dthe
first Symphony
of a seriesOrchesof 10
castingand
during the
concerts. The maestro returned to
ter century
duringpastthequarlast
America for the express purpose of
few
years
to
the
emergence of
heading the new orchestra.
television as a medium for public service, education,
and en-of
1938
tertainment in a time
critical
importance
for
the
February — NBC brought first exAmerican people.
clusive broadcast from the Pyramids— Dragomen (native guides),
Arabs and Egyptologists were
members of the government,
heard from in front of the Gizeh for
diplomatic corps and scientific
pyramid and from within the tomb the
societies.
of Cheops.
Feb. 9 — First broadcast account
March — Mobile TV vans operated
death of a Pope — the passing
by NBC made first remote pickup ofof the
Pope Pius XL
in N. Y.
March
2 — NBC word picture of
March 12-14 — Complete coverage
Pius 11XII's
election inof Rome.
of absorption of Austria by Ger- Pope
March
— Coronation
Pope
many. NBC brought from Vienna Pius XII — first
ceremony of its
and other European capitals the kind
on
the
air.
story of the Nazi coup. For more
March 21 — NBC began final sethan 24 hours NBC was the only
riesfore
of experimental
telecastspublic
beradio outlet from Vienna to Amerinaugurating regular
ica.
service.
March 30 — Kay Kyser and his
April 22 — World premiere of
Kollege of Musical Knowledge be- "The
Old
Maid and theby Thief,"
gan long series.
commissioned
NBC andan
April — NBC brought to Ameri- opera
written
especially
for
radio
by the
can listeners first exclusive broadcasts from Pitcairn Island in South young
composer, Gian-Carlo Menotti.
Seas.
April 30 — NBC launched televiJune 7 — First NBC television
sion as a regular public service
showing of scenes from a Broadway with telecast
of President Franklin
play
— "Susan
and God,"
starring D. Roosevelt and others in formal
Gertrude
Lawrence
and produced
by John Golden.
of the New York World's
Fair of 1939.
June 22 — Joe Louis-Max Schme- opening
May 3 — First studio program
ling championship fight. The most
Radio City over staextensive coverage of a major telecasttionfrom
W2XBS in regular public
sporting event in radio history and
service.
carried worksexclusively
by
NBC's
netof 146 stations and over five
May dress8 —from Duke
of Windsor's
battlefield
of Verdun ad-—
of America's shortwave stations to
virtually every section of the world an historic broadcast heard exclusively over NBC. Windsor broke a
except the Orient.
Sept. 12 — Ninety minutes of net- two-years' silence to plead for
peace
from battlefield of Verdun.
work timetalk.
devoted to Hitler's
Nuremberg
May
13 to June
15 — A serieswithof
34
broadcasts
in connection
Sept. 22— NBC brought first
news directly from areas affected visit of King and Queen of Engby an unprecedented hurricane
land to America — their departure
that hit New England and the from Portsmouth, England; arrival
Eastern Seaboard
in Quebec; journey to Washington;
Sept. 25 —broadcast
Pianist for
Ignace
Jan receptions with the President at
Paderewski
first time
Washington and Hyde Park; visit
to U. S. from Switzerland.
to the World's Fair and final departure from Halifax.
Sept.series.
27— Bob Hope started his
radio
May 17 — First baseball game
Sept. 29 — NBC scored a major televised — Princeton University vs.
scoop when it broadcast the first Columbia University at Baker
reading of the full official text of Field, New York City. Bill Stern
the Four-Power agreement 46 announced.
minutes ahead of its nearest comMay 17 — First fashion show
petitor. Max Jordan, NBC Con- televised — in cooperation with the
tinental European representative, Swiss Fabric Group.
read the communique from Munich.
May 20 — First American television relay
telephone
1939
telecast
of over
Six Day
BicyclewiresRace—
Jan. 27— NBC-RCA gave first from Madison Square Garden.
demonstration of modern electronic
May 23-25 — Programs in connectelevision at Washington, D. C,
tion with sinking of submarine
3ROADCASTING
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Squalus off New Hampshire coast.
June. 1 — First telecast of professional boxingatcontest
Nova
vs. Max Baer
Yankee— Lou
Stadium.
June 10 — King George VI and
Queen Elizabeth televised during
visit to New York World's Fair.
June 20 — Inauguration of 10hour weekly television schedule.
First full-hour TV production —
"The Pirates of Penzance."
June 29 — First full-hour television drama — "The Donovan Affair"
by Owen Davis.
July 5 — First telecast of a feature film in regular program service— "The Heart of New York."
July 13 — NBC was first major
network to apply to FCC for an
FM station.
July 25 — First telecast of a fullhour musical comedy — "Topsy and
Eva" starring the Duncan Sisters.
Aug. 9 — First tennis match telecast— Eastern Grass Court Championships from Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.
Aug. 23 — First episode of a film
serial
— "The telecast
Lost Jungle."
Aug.telecast
26— First
of a
major
league
baseball
game —
Brooklyn Dodgers vs. Cincinnati
Reds doubleheader from Ebbets
Field, Brooklyn.
Aug. 29 — First network to send
war
reporter to Europe — Hilmer
Baukhage.
Aug. demands
31 — Firston word
official
PolandofinHitler's
broadcast from Berlin when a spokesman for German Press gave the 16
points intlemeHitler's
for corsetnt of Danzig proposal
and Polish

man ridor.
talk. English translation of GerSept. 1 — Program from Berlin in
connection with Hitler's address to
the Reichstag demanding that Gerhave Danzig and the
corridormanyormust fight.
Sept. 1 — Program from London
on report of Prime Minister Chamberlain's message to Commons explaining England'sreadstand.
Two
English announcers
the speech
as it came over the ticker tape and
between times read the correspondence between England and Germany called "the little white
Sept. berlain
3 — Prime
Chambroadcast Minister
the declaration
many.
that England declared war on GerSept. 3 — Premier Daladier of
France
country's declaration of war onhisGermany.
paper."broadcast
Sept. 3— W. L. MacKenzie-King,
Primecast thatMinister
Canada,
Canada ofwould
answerbroadthe
call of her sovereign.
Sept. 19 — First original television revue — "As Others See Us."
Sept. nection
23-27with Pan
— Programs
conAmericanin Peace
Conference held in Panama City.
Sept. 30— First football game
televised — Fordham University vs.
Waynesburg College from Triborough
Island.
Oct. 10Stadium,
— The Randall's
Aldrich Family
started its current radio series.
Oct. 17 — Television program
transmitted by NBC in New York
City received in an airplane over
(Continued on page 130)
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April 4 — Mr. District Attorney
radio series began.
April 19 — First opening baseball
game Ebbets
telecastField.
— Giants - Dodgers
from
April 25 — First circus telecast
— Ringling Brothers - Barnum &
Bailey performance from Madison
Square Garden, New York.
May 10 — Neville Chamberlain,
from London,
nation as Primebroadcast
Minister hisof resigGreat
Britain.
May 19— Winston Churchill, from
London, broadcast for the first time
as Prime Minister.
June 10 — P r e m i e r Mussolini
heard from Rome as he made declaration of war against Allies.
June 17 — Marshal Petain of
France broadcast that the French
had capitulated to the Germans.
June 22 — German-French Armistice proceedings described from
Compiegne
June 24 — Forest,
Coaxial France.
cable used for
first time in TV program service
by NBC in televising Republican
National Convention at Philadeling.
phia and transmitting scenes from
transmitter on Empire State BuildJuly 12 — Niles Trammell elected
president of NBC.
July
15 — Democratic
tion broadcast
from Chicago.ConvenFilms
of proceedings were rushed by
plane to New York for NBC telecast.
July 20-30— Twenty-one broadcasts in connection with Pan American Conference from Havana,
0^
Cuba.
e
Aug.
17 — Truth or Consequences
series began.
Sept. 4— Quiz Kids started radio
series.
Sept. 21 — Around London — a deNBC
scriptive tour of the city with pickups from a rooftop overlooking
London; a street in the Strand; an
air raid shelter; a night club;
Buckingham Palace. During the
broadcast the actual sounds of the
anti-aircraft
guns and bursting
shells
were heard.
Oct. 7-— First broadcast between
<H&m'a Id 25 moAc
refugee children in New York and
their parents in London.
Oct. 29 — Record-breaking dayspucUiA of S&witx- . .
time radio audience listened to
drawing
of military draft numbers
in Washington.
Nov. 5 — First telecast of Presidential election returns.
J-Aoin ihsi fadJtsL&i qJwwinq
Nov. 15 — Information Please beseries. in connection
Nov.gan long
30 —radio
Broadcast
rwn-JU
mahksd in iha. 1A$0.
with the inauguration of Avila CamachoMexico
as President
from
City. of Mexico —
1941
Jan. 24 — NBC's mobile relay
units transmitted a program from
Camp Upton, L. I., into New York
City over
radio
relays
for RCA's
telecastsautomatic
over WNBT.
K AN S
•
WICHITA
The program was simultaneously
5000 W DAY — 1000 W NIGHT REPRESENTED BY THE TAYLOR CO.
shown in a New York theatre where
images 15 x 20 ft. were projected
NBC SINCE 1936
on a motion picture screen.
Feb. 20 — First television pictures
in color were transmitted from
(Continued on page 132)
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Washington, D. C, at an altitude
ety function — The Television Ball
of 22,000 feet and a distance of 200 from the Grand Ballroom of the
miles.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Oct. 21 — Weekly boxing teleDec. 17 — -First broadcast descripcasts from the Ridgewood Grove
tion of a scuttling of a ship in war
Sporting Club launched.
time. James Bowen in Montevideo,
Oct. 22 — First professional foot- Uruguay, described the actual scutball game telecast — ■ Brooklyn
tling of the Graf Spee and its sinkDodgers vs. Philadelphia Eagles
ing as it was taking place. Only
from Ebbets Field, Brooklyn.
eye-witness account broadcast.
Dec. 19 — First telecast of a
Nov. wave15radio
— First
sponsored
shortbroadcast
to Central
Broadway motion picture premiere
America (United Fruit Co.) over —"Gone
With The Wind" from the
NBC International facilities.
Capitol Theatre, New York.
Dec.
24
— First broadcast from
Nov. 23Thanksgiving
— First telecastDayof parade.
Macy's
annual
the Siegfried Line, Germany.
Dec. 11 — Telecast of first amaDec. 24 — Christmas Eve on Magteur boxing tournament — Finals of inot Line broadcast.
the Journal - American Diamond
1940
Belt boxing bouts from Madison
Square Garden.
Jan. 11— NBC FM station
Dec. 13— Fred Allen made TV W2XWG
Bldg. opened atop Empire State
debut (guest spot).
Feb. 1 — FCC members in ScheDec 15 — First telecast of a soci-

nectady watched pictures telecast
from New York rebroadcast
through automatic radio relay
across the upstate area — distance
of 130 miles. The "first television
network"
thus York
comprised
WNBT
New
and Stations
WRGB
Schenectady.
Feb. 25 — First hockey game telecast— Rangers vs. Canadiens from
Madison Square Garden.
Feb. 28 — First basketball games
telecast '— Pittsburgh - Fordham
and N.Y.U.-Georgetown from Madison Square Garden.
March 3 — A complete Broadway
play
telecast
for first
time — "When
We Are
Married"
in oneand-one-half
hour presented
performance.
March 10 — First opera telecast —
Metropolitan Opera stars presenttabloid City.
version of "Pagliacci"
fromed in Radio
March 24 — First religious services telecast from Radio City and
seen at Lake
nectady relay.Placid through Sche-

and

for

an

eye

an

ear

freedom

Today radio and television , together with the press, maintain a
deep-grained awareness that they are America's larger citizens
with louder voices and greater reaches. Theirs is the greater
responsibility to keep America truthfully and fully informed.
Back in 1931 BROADCASTING'S first editorial concluded:
"To the American system of free, competitive and self-sustaining
radio enterprise, this publication is dedicated."
Through twenty years as town crier, BROADCASTING-TELECASTING
has challenged every inroad into radio's free charter on the premise
that without free radio there could be no truly free America. The story of
American radio is the story of democracy in action. The story of
BROADCASTING parallels that of radio.
Today, we need not look for any better words to serve as a
statement of principles or an affirmation of purpose for the years ahead.
Simply, we will steadfastly espouse radio and television by the American
Plan. In essence, freedom . . . wired for sight and sound.

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
f

National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher

Chronology of NBC
(Continued from page 130)
Empire State Bldg.
station and had four sponsored programs on the first day.
radio flashof
of April
news 6—ofCarried
Germanfirstinvasion
July 9 — Broadcast of first official
statements of the border dispute
Yugoslavia and Greece.
between Peru and Ecuador in a
April under
15 — NBC
Sportsof Dept.
formed
direction
Bill double pickup from Lima and Quito.
Stern.
July 14 — French Bastille Day
May 1 — RCA-NBC made success- broadcast — scored another "first"
by
carrying a message from Gen.
ful tests with first projection-type
color television
Charles de Gaulle, leader of "Free
chanical methods.receiver using me- France"
from his headqspeaking
uarters inBrazzaville.
May 2 — FCC authorized commercial television effective July 1.
July 23 — Listening post established at Bellmore, L. I., to monitor
May 6 — Bob Hope played first
Armed Forces Camp Show (March news broadcasts from Western
Field, Calif.).
Europe and European Russia.
June 16 — Applications filed with
Aug. 14 — Listening post established in North Hollywood to monFCC formercial
licenses
to
operate
comitor news broadcasts from the
television stations in New
Orient,
York,
Philadelphia
and
Washingtralia. the Far East and Auston.
June 18 — First broadcast of surSept. 3 — First radio two-way
vivors of the sunken freighter hook-up with Moscow, Russia.
Sept. 3 — First broadcast from
Reykjavik, Iceland.
NBC Silver Jubilee
Oct. 4 — Weekly shortwave broadcasts of major gridiron contests
started for benefit of military perRobin Moor from Capetown, South
son el of remote outposts and bases
Africa.
throughout the Western HemisJune 21 — NBC first to broadcast
news of German invasion of Russia. phere.
Nov. 28 — Historic broadcast from
June 27 — NBC television's first Dutch Guiana in which Col. Stanley Grogan, Army public relations
advertising
card'published.
July 1 — rate
Television
station officer, told of the arrival of AmerWNBT,
which
as
the
famous
statroops todeposits.
guard the colony's
tion W2XBS had cradled American vital ican
bauxite
television broadcasting, went on the
Dec. 7 — News flashed by radio
air as the world's first commercial that Japan had attacked Pearl

CONGRATULATIONS
NBC

^

ON YOUR

senting the epic poem by Edna St.
Vincent Millay, written especially
for radio at the request of the
Writers' War Board.
Nov. 1— NBC's and all other
radio shortwave operations taken
over by U. S. Government through
the Office of War Information
1943
(OWI).
Jan. 26fer—ence at RooseveltCasablanca Churchill
reportedcon-by
Stanley Richardson in London who
read oncount othe
the eye-witness
f the air
meeting
as relayed ac-by
John MacVane of NBC.
May 10 — John MacVane, first
radio man to enter Tunis after its
fall, broadcast from Algiers.
Aug. 18 — First use of the wire
recorder in combat. From London,
Stanley Richardson explained how
the program was made in a Flying Fortress during the bombing
raid of the German-held Le BourgetOct.
Field24 in— First
France.broadcasts from
Guadalcanal and New Caledonia on
The Army Hour.
Oct. 25 — First in a series of
events telecast direct from Madison Square Garden for the special
benefit of wounded servicemen in
Army and Navy hospitals near
New York
City where NBC installed TV receivers.
Nov. 14 — First broadcast from
Naples,DonItaly,
since outbreak
war.
Hollenbeck
and Merrillof
Mueller,
spoke
from
Allied
Command Post at Naples. Advance
1944
Mar. 1 — NBC announced plans
for nation-wide TV network.
June 6— NBC first with flash on
Allied invasion of Europe.
June 6 — All commercial broad
casts cancelled to give an uninter
rupted flow of news from the Nor
mandy beaches. President Roose
velt
on theprayer.
radio led the nation in
a D-Day
June 13— NBC's Special Bond
Day — 21 continuous hours of broad
casting were
climaxed
90minute
all-star
show byto astart
NBC's Fifth War Loan campaign.
Each show devoted a portion of its
time to bond appeals and once each
hour NBC presented a special bond
broadcast from a historic shrine.
Aug. 14— NBC flashed the news

Harbor that morning.
Dec. 8 — President Roosevelt's
war message to Congress and the
declaration of war was broadcast
world
hook-up.- wide on record - breaking
Dec. 8 — Eyewitness account
broadcast of the first Japanese
bombing raid on Manila against a
background of anti-aircraft fire as
Japanese planes roared overhead.
Dec. 9— President Roosevelt made
his
on Japan'sof
attack17thand"fireside
the U. chat"
S. declaration
1942
Jan. 9 — The Blue Network was
separated
lished as thefrom
Blue NBC
Networkand Co.estabInc.
Jan. 23 — First mass education by
television was initiated by NBCRCA
in trainingin thousands
air
raid wardens
the New ofYork
area.
Feb. 9 — Graham McNamee gave
a broadcast description of the S. S.
Normandie fire at its pier in New
York — broadcast on full NBC network.
Apr. 5 — The Army Hour — official
weekly radio report of the War
Dept. — started on NBC, bringing
on-the-spot stories and demonstrations from Army bases and fields of
battle.
Apr. 10 — People are Funny radio
series began on network.
May 22 — Television schedules
cut to four hours a week because
of the war.
July 6— The NBC University of
the Air started— (first called NBC
Inter-American University of the
Air). This was the first endeavor
in network history in the U. S.
to provide systematic subject matter with existing classroom instruction inuniversities throughout
the nation. Lands of the Free
series inaugurated the University
programs. Music of the New
World, second in the series began
Oct. 10, 1942.
Aug. 20— John MacVane, NBC
correspondent who accompanied the
commando raid on Dieppe reported
on the event from London.
Sept. 29— First NBC Day in War
Bond drives wherein NBC set aside
entire day for campaign.
Oct. 19 — The Murder of Lidice
— special dramatic program pre-
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Congratulations
KROC
Rochester,
Minnesota
Dominating Southern Minnesota's Triple Threat Market!
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1330 KC — 1000 WATTS
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96.1 Meg. 15000 WATTS
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of the invasion of Southern Prance.
Aug. 25 — NBC resumed news
broadcasts direct from Paris after
Paris radio station in patriot hands
announced "Paris liberated."
Oct. 1 — "Welcome Home Audibegan. Free
feredtions"
to members
and auditions
former mem-ofbers of the armed services. Audition records sent to NBC affiliates
in home areas of auditionees.
Nov. 7 — Roosevelt-Dewey election returns covered by radio and
television.
1945
Feb. 7 — Bert Silen, announcer,
liberated from Santo Tomas by
American Army, broadcast over
NBC that Manila was retaken.
April grams
12-15cancelled
— All atcommercial
the newspro-of
death of President Roosevelt. During three-and-one-half days of national mourning which followed, no
commercial announcements were
broadcast on the network and the
program schedules were confined
to
appropriate music, news and
memorials.
April 28 — Benito Mussolini resans. ported executed by Italian PartiMay 1 — Broadcasts reported
Adolph Hitler died in Berlin.
May 8 — All commercial programs cancelled for observance of
V-E Day. President Truman,
King George, Prime Minister
Churchill and General Eisenhower
participated
in world-wide broadcasts.

June 19 — Broadcast of Eisenhower's greetings by New York in
a city-wide celebration. NBC also
telecast films of Washington and
New York celebrations on day of
event.
Aug. 14 — Max Jordan, NBC
European representative, broadcast from Basle, Switzerland, at
4:18 p.m., Eastern War Time,
hours ahead of any other source,
that the Jap surrender papers had
arrived there. Later he was first
with the news that the document
had reached Washington.
Sept. 1— Merrill Mueller, NBC
reporter, broadcast
"on the spot"
description
surrender fromofthe the
deckJapanese
of the U.S.S.
Missouri in Tokyo Bay.
Sept. 9— Station WNBT telecast
films der
of documents
Japaneseonsigning
board surrenU.S.S.
Missouri.
Oct. 25 — NBC demonstrated
RCA-developed super-sensitive television camera tube named "image
orthicon" in candlelight thereby
solvingtion ofmajor
problemprograms
in illuminatelevision
and
outdoor
pick-ups.
The
also
was demonstrated in total tube
darkness
with
the rays.
scene "illuminated" by
infra-red
Oct. 27— First telecast of a U. S.
President on a TV network. President Truman was seen for the first
time on television at Navy Day
celebration in New York's Central
Park — the TV network comprised
WNBT New York: WRGB Schenec-

V^Ci

iCL
*^

tady and WPTZ Philadelphia.
Dec. 1 — Army-Navy football
game in Philadelphia telecast by
WNBT New York, through use of
coaxial cable for the intercity connection.
1946
Mar. 21 — Demonstration of airborne television at Anacostia Naval
Air Station with television-equipped
planes over Washington, Mt. Vernon,borneAnnapolis
and Baltimore.
TV was developed
during Airthe
war by
RCA
and
NBC
in
tion with the Navy, Army cooperaand the
National Defense Research Council.
Mar. 25— NBC televised the
opening sessions of UN Security
Council
York. at Hunter College, New
June 19 — Louis-Conn heavyweight championship
fight televised
at Yankee Stadium,
New York,
by NBC for audiences in New York,
Washington, Philadelphia and
Schenectady. First use of portable
equipment with image orthicon
cameras on a regular TV program.
June Bikini
30 — "Operation
from
area. NBCCrossroads"
newsmen
described events leading up to acthe Bikiniof test
atom tual
bomb.dropping
The ofbombardier
the
B-29 over the target was heard and
scenes
following
explosion
were
described.
July 24 — Bikini under-water
bomb test reported from Bikini
area.
Oct. 1— NBC's Roy Porter broadcast from Nurenberg on the trials

DOORWAY
MARKET

WSPD

of the top Nazi war criminals just
completed.
Oct. 20-27 — Special programs
broadcast and televised in NBCoriginated United Nations Week.
1947
Jan. 2 — NBC Television cameras
entered halls of Congress for first
time at opening of 80th Congress.
Jan. 6 — President Truman teleas hesession
delivered
message beforevisedjoint
of Congress.
Jan. 7 — Contract signed for telecast of New York Giants home
games
in 1947.
February
— An exclusive report
broadcast on Admiral Richard E.
Byrd's
AprilAlight.
16 — Complete coverage
given the Texas City disaster by
NBC News and Special Events
crews.
May 5 — Exclusive radio broadcasts from the National Geographic-U.
S. Army Air Forces
Eclipse
Brazil. Expedition to Bocayuva,
May 7 — Kraft Television Theatre
launched.
June 27 — NBC's television staD. C.tion WNBW opened in Washington,
June 28 — The exclusive beat of
Henry Cassidy giving listeners the
first report out of Moscow on the
Foreign Ministers' Conference.
Sept. 13 — In cooperation with the
Eastman Kodak Co., NBC announced aspecial camera had been
(Continued on page 134)

TO THE TOLEDO
FOR 15 YEARS

DOMINANT

NORTHWESTERN

STATION

IN

OHIO FOR 30 YEARS

WSPD is' proud to salute the National Broadcasting Company on its
25th Anniversary ... 25 years of continued progress and exemplary
contributions to the broadcasting industry. For the past 15 years of
affiliation with NBC, WSPD has felt privileged to be an integral part
of this outstanding organization and by analyzing our own audience
reaction over these many years we firmly believe that NBC has set an
example of radio programing, commercial policy and broadcasting
integrity that will live as a representative pattern for broadcasters in
centuries to come. Most of all WSPD extends thanks to NBC, on behalf
of our Northwestern Ohio listeners, for its outstanding contribution
to the "American Way Of Life."

CHANNEL-13
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGINCY, INC.
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Chronology of NBC
(Continued from page 133)
developed to photograph television broadcast world-wide and televised
images directly from the kinescope on a seven-station hookup.
screen. Paved way for syndication
Oct. 9— Charles R. Denny Jr.
of television programs and provide joined NBC as vice president and
records of television events.
general counsel after resigning as
Sept. 16 — The first radio report Chairman of the FCC. Elected NBC
vice president July 2,
direct from
the heart
of the September hurricane
in Florida
and executive
1948.
the Gulf Coast.
Nov. 9 — Theatre Guild started
Sept. 30—
of plays on television with
telecast
for Baseball
first timeWorld
New Series
York series
"John Ferguson" by St. John ErYankees-Brooklyn Dodgers (from vine.
Yankee Stadium and Ebbets Field).
Nov. 13 — A test radio relay operation to Boston proved successful.
The system, opened by Bell System
NBC Silver Jubilee
for experimental telephone and television use, employed seven hilltop
Carried over NBC stations in New relay stations.
Dec. 5 — Louis-Walcott 15-round
York, Philadelphia, Washington
and Schenectady to an estimated fight at Madison Square Garden
total audience of 3,962,000.
telecast along Atlantic Seaboard to
Oct. 5 — First telecast from the estimated audience of one million.
Dec. 27-^Howdy Doody television
White
President
Truman's
addressHouse.
on world
food crisis
was program began.
NBC

. . . And

Bring
Potent

to

KFAR-KENI

Advertisers

Sales

1948
Jan.
12
—
Kukla,
series launched. Fran and Ollie
Jan. 30 — First American network
to carry eye-witness
account of theK.
assassination
of Mohandas
Gandhi.
Mar. 20 — Arturo Toscanini conducted thefirst
NBC telecast.
Symphony Orchestra in its
Mar. came22first
— Voice
of Firestone
becommercial
simulcast
program on AM, FM and TV.
April 3 — Arturo Toscanini conducted the NBC Symphony Orchestra in Beethoven's "Ninth Symon simulcast
The
estimatedphony" TV
audienceprogram.
was 370,000.
June — "College
plan
announced
as part By
of aRadio"
vast adult
education project combining radio
and college
facilities.through
Plan local
provided for cooperation
NBC stations with universities
throughout the nation in the utilization of network and local programs for home study courses.

Force

in

the
All

Most
Alaska

*Soon to be joined
by sister stations
KJNO,

Juneau

and

KABI, Ketchikan.

Alaska Affiliates for:
NBC

Duringtion,first
five experiments
months of operacontrolled
were
put
into
operation
stationof
WAVE and theinvolving
University
Louisville.
June 8 — Texaco Star Theatre,
starring Milton Berle, launched on
television.
June 21 — Republican National
Convention,
— NBC's
radio
and TVPhiladelphia
coverage comprised
54 hours of TV time and 36 hours
of radio programming.
June 25 — Louis-Walcott fight at
Yankee Stadium telecast by sevenstation hookup — New York, Boston, Schenectady, Baltimore, WashPhiladelphia andsix Richmond.
Estimatedington,audience:
million.
July 12 — Democratic National
Convention, Philadelphia. NBC covered with 24 hours and 14 minutes
of radio time and 41 hours and 24
minutes of TV time.
Aug.
29 — Historic
telecast carrier
of battle maneuvers
on aircraft
U.S.S. Leyte 30 miles at sea.
Sept. 18 — Test transmissions
started over NBC's TV station
WNBQ Chicago.
Sept. 20—
NBC'sto Midwestern
TV
network
opened
link St. Louis,
Chicago,
Milwaukee,
Toledo,
Detroit,cable.Cleveland and Buffalo by coaxial
Oct. 9— First telecast from Yale
Bowl (Yale-Columbia football
game).
Oct. 21 — First public demonstration of Ultra-Fax held in Washingington, D. C, showing results of
combined efforts of RCA LaboraNBC Engineering
Developmenttories,
and the
Eastman Kodak
Co.
Transmission of one million words
a minute atfrom
NBC's Park
TV station
WNBW
Wardman
Hotel.
Oct. 31 — Commercial programon NBC's Ohio.
TV station
WNBK ming instartedCleveland,
November — Start of Dress Rehearsal radio program which consisted of pickups
from
Symphony
Hall withrehearsals
Serge Boston's
Koussevitzky conducting
of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Nov. 2 — Truman-Dewey election
returns. NBC topped all networks
in listener and viewer ratings with
its coverage Nov. 2 and 3. The
NBC complete and uninterrupted
coverage by both media utilized an
unprecedented
of time,Sound
facilities and amount
manpower.
broadcasting operations began at
8:00 p.m., Nov. 2 and continued
straight through to 12:00 noon the
following day. Television coverage
started at 9:00 p.m. on Nov. 2 and
followed the contest through to
11:30 a.m., Nov.19493.

Jan. 16— NBC's Hollywood television station KNBH started commercial operations.
Jan.
20 — President
MIDNIGHT
SUN BROADCASTING
CO
auguration was first Truman's
event of Inits
kind
to
be
telecast.
KENl/ANCHORAGE
KFAR /FAIRBANKS
Mar. 2 — Direct radio reports by
10,000 Watts, 660 KC
5,000 Watts, 550 KC
Frank
Bourghholtzer
of NBC's
Washington
staff who accompanied
[Sold Separately — or in Combinatii
the Air Force bomber Lucky Lady
on its non-stop round-the-world
GILBERT
WELLINGTON, Bldg.,
Nat'lSeattle
Adv. Mgr. JAMES22 C.EastFLETCHER
5546A.White-Henry-Stuart
40th Street, Jr.,
New Eastern
York 16, Sales
N. Y. Mgr.
Mar. 2— Exclusive TV film covBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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erage of the Lucky Lady and crew
after flight.
Apr. 9— Milton Berle conducted a
16-hour entertainment marathon
on NBC Television for the benefit
of the Damon Runyon Memorial
Cancer Fund and raised over $1.1
million in pledges.
May 5— NBC received FCC permit for experimental television
ultra-high frequency operation in
Bridgeport, Conn.
June 23 — Walcott-Charles fight
telecast from Chicago. Fight fed
by WNBT to -theatre TV screen in
New York Paramount and Brooklyn Fabian-Fox Theatres.
July 21 — A speed record was set
in shooting and presenting film on
television when NBC films were
taken of Senator Tom Connally announcing the Atlantic Pact ratification, then processed and shown
on the TV network 65 minutes
later.
Aug. 2 — Lights Out made first
use of the"forsplit-screen
technique
an entire television
program.
The widely-heralded engineering
feat of the split screen was developed by NBC engineers.
Aug.President
7 — Exclusive
radio ofreport
from
Galo Plaza
Ecuador concerning the Quito earthquake.
Aug. 11— First TV films on the
Ecuador earthquake.
Oct. 7 — Niles Trammell elected
chairman of board and Joseph H.
McConnell
elected president of
NBC.
Nov. 4 —radio
One series
Man's began
Family, a long
running
TV
version.
Dec. 10 — The Boston Symphony,
under baton of Leonard Bernstein,
made its television debut in a
special
Nations. program for the United
1950
Jan. 13— First use of NBC's perfected rear screen projection system capable of integrating and
synchronizing filmed background
and "live" foreground action.
Jan. 30 — Robert Montgomery
joined utive
NBC's
TV Heranks
as anas execproducer.
served
narrator, producer and sometimes actor in Your Lucky Strike Theatre.

ha and as far south as Jacksonvil e, Fla.
Oct. 4— Four Star Revue, another weekly TV comedy series
with comedians, billed in rotation,
launched in Wednesday time spot.
Oct. 4 — World Series (Yankees
vs. Phillies) telecast as far west
as Omaha. Combined TV audience
estimated at 38 million.
Oct. 5 — Groucho Marx made his
TV debut in a regular series.
Nov. 3 — NBC inaugurated a new
sales concept for selling radio programs to advertisers by establishOperation were
Tandem,
which ingadvertisers
able tounder
buy
participation in a group of major
nighttime shows.
Nov. 4 — The Big Show launched.
The presentation,
emceed together
by Tallulah
Bankhead, brought
each
week
for
90-minutes
such
stars as Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope,
Fred Allen, Jimmy Durante,
Groucho Marx, Ethel Merman and
MILTON BERLE, under 30-year contract to NBC, quickly vaulted to first others of comparable importance.
place rating-wise and has held that position for the past several years.
1951
Jan. 8 — Billy Rose signed to a
Feb. 12 — Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt creation of the atomic and hydrotwo-year
contract
as a
began her first regular TV series.
gen bombs.
to the byTVNBCnetwork.
Feb. 25 —on Saturday
Night Revue
Sept.
10 — The Comedy Hour consultant
launched
TV.
Duties
to
start
Feb.
1,
1951.
launched. NBC evolved the conApr. work9—debut.Bob Hope made TV netcept of rotating
stars
Jan. 17versi—on (atCompletion
reconeach week
on a TV big-name
comedy series.
a cost of $1ofmillion)
Apr. 17 — Arturo Toscanini and
Sept. 25— Kate Smith and Ted of NBC's renowned Radio City
the NBC Symphony Orchestra be- Collins made TV debuts in a regu- studio 8-H into the most modern,
lar series.
gan a nation-wide
most versatile
largest teleconcerts
in 20 cities. tour playing 21
vision studio in and
the world.
Oct.
1 — Coaxial cable opened
May 22 — Broadway Open House, linking the
Feb.
1
—
First
radio
broadcast of
network west
new five-time-a-week late-night to Memphis, NBC-TV
(Continued on page 136)
Kansas City and Omashow, became an immediate hit.
May 29-30— Milton Berle, who
remained the leading attraction on
TV in 1950, topped his previous
year's record on camera when he
Birds Of a Feather .
99
staged a one-man 21% -hour marathon once again for the Damon
Runyon Cancer Memorial Fund —
received pledges of $1,304,835.
And So Do ^^Advertisers
July — For the first time in teleIN SOUTHWESTERN
INDIANA
vision, NBC had at the warfront
in Korea accredited newsreel correspondents who furnished the TV
audiences with pictorial newsbreaks.
July 6 — start of The Quick and
the
— NBC's
outstandingonfourpartDeadradio
documentary
the

'People Sell better than Paper
48.8%*
Says
of44.8%**
ALL
NBC
AVAILABLE
LISTENERS
and
in the RICH
HUTCHINSON
AREA
We
are always
1 Agree!
tuned
* 1951 Conlan
** of1951Reno
WahnCounty
Survey
BROADCASTING

KWBW
NBC AFFILIATE
• Telecasting

AM
FM

We 're Proud to be
NBC
WBOW
AND
WGBF

NBC Affiliates Since 1937
Most Listeners Most of the Time
Deliver More Sales For Less
Represented Nationally By Weed & Company
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Chronology of NBC
(Continued from page 135)
sounds of atomic test blast near
June — NBC releases second
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Hofstra
TV'sfamipoJune 9-10 — Milton Berle, still
tentialstudy
effect onshowing
set-owning
lies and their buying habits.
crownedducted"Mr.
conhis thirdTelevision,"
annual telethon
June 14 — NBC news commentator, John Cameron Swayze, starts
for the benefit of the Damon Runyon Memorial Fund and received sponsored newscast.
June 15 — Kate Smith is signed
more than $1 million in pledges
and cash during a 22-hour record for TV show in Wednesday nightbreaking performance.
show. time period to add to her daytime
June 22 — New NBC code of raNBC Silver Jubilee
dio and television broadcast standards presented to NARTB by
Charles Denny, NBC executive vice
June 10 — NBC placed an order president, on behalf of President
with the American Telephone &
June H.23 McConnell.
— Network 'kicks off
Telegraph
Co. toforconnect
full-time
tele- Joseph
vision circuits
the cities
Silver Jubilee, starring Vincent
of Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Fort Lopez.
June 26 — NBC's television picks
"Worth,
Dallas,
San present
AntonioNBCand
Houston
with Plans
the
Senate Crime Investigating
TV
network.
call for the up
Committee hearings.
southwest cities to be interconJuly
Commercial television is
nected with the rest of the network 10 years1 —old.
Four advertisers on
by late 1952.
July
1,
1941,
became first full TV
June 11— NBC New York Tele- sponsors in broadcast
history by
vision station WNBT was first to
time inon NewWNBT,
video station
York. NBC's
telecast from newly-completed 217- buying
foot multiple-antenna mast atop
July 1 — Truce move in Korea
the Empire State Building.
flashed by network. At same time,
an "American Inventory" — televiWAGE COPY DEPT.
sion survey of nation's economic
problems presented jointReorganization Planned and lysocial
with Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
COPY and script department of
6— State Dept. asks NBC
WAGE Syracuse has been sched- forJuly
its aid in the infamous Oatis
uled for complete reorganization.
case
behind
the iron curtain.
Doug Johnson, WAGE general
manager, announced that the sta- Chesterfield
July 30 —as NBC-TV
sponsor ofacquires
a new
tion will bring the best copy writers
available to the local advertiser Bob Hope show and begins inking
standing-room-only sign for TV
who lacks professional advice on ofadvertisers.
his radio sales copy.
The reorganization step was
Aug. 1 — Telecast from Washingtaken, said Mr. Johnson, to broaden
ton ofbratedHeritage,
celeworks in musicfeaturing
and art from
the professional services of the de- the National
Art Gallery.
p
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
a
n
d
to
make
it
more
valuable to both the local advertisers
Aug. 6 — NBC is highest bidder
and to the national advertising for radio-TV rights to Rose Bowl
football
games for next three years.
agencies facing specific problems in
the Syracuse market area.
Cost reported at $1% million.
Mr. Johnson said the department
Aug. 10 — Portable television
will be headed by Het Manheim, camera transmitter, "Walkie-Lookexperienced radio, TV and film ie," shown by Roy K. Marshall on
writer and executive. Mr. Man- Nature of Things.
heim formerly was network proAug. 15 — Brig. Gen. David Sargram executive of CBS both in noff, RCA board chairman, calls
New York and on the West Coast, for operation of Voice of America
Mr. Johnson added.
by a new government agency, upon

STATION WITH THE
FABULOUS PERSONALITIES AND
ASTRONOMICAL HOOPERS
KRNT
— Des Moines
CBS- Represented by The Katz Agency
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return from European tour. At
same time, Gen. Sarnoff announces Selling Radio
resumption
of RCA's
WHEN
a sponsor
tests
for Sept.
10. color TV field
to advertise
the buys
fact time
that
radio advertising is a good
Aug.
25
—
Another
Silver
Jubilee
show has Jessica Dragonette in
buy,
a radio
featured role.
story that's
in itself.
Take success
Stokes
Sept. 4— Coast-to-Coast TV inLumber Co.'s message on
WSJS
Winston-Salem,
N. C.
augurated
from
San
Francisco
coincident with network coverage of
Once a week, during its
weather report, advertiser
President Truman's address before
says: "Do you know why
Japanese
peace treaty conference.
New transcontinental
microwave
Stokes has purchased this air
time? It'sagem nt .. because
manvideo network opens 95% of na. knows, the
by means
tion's TV sets within range of it—
of extensive surveys, that
an
estimated
potential
audience
of
40 million. .
their riedmessage
is being
carinto thousands
of homes.
Sept. — Rush of new business
. . . Because radio advertisfor the fall, sees NBC sign more
ing reaches more people than
than
million in radio billings
in two $5days.
any other media at less cost
per person
reached,
exorbiSept. 9—niverDate
of NBC's 25th antant advertising
prices
are
sary ofincorporation.
slashed . . . and thus the conSept. 10— NBC-TV picked as
television network to carry World
sumer pays less. . . ." Then
Series telecasts by Gillette Safety
comes a astie-in
on the firm's
product
an example.
Razor Co. Contract made for four
years, running through 1954.
Sept. 13 — Armed forces gets first
kinescope film of a television pro- BARIUM TITANATE
gram for overseas showing.
Radio Uses Described
Sept.on 16radio
— Fromis London
Show
broadcast Bigas BARIUM titanate, a ceramic maSpike
Jones stars on NBC in his
terial, may eventually replace
own show.
vacuum tubes as amplifiers in elecSept.
24
—
First
daily
newsreel
tronic circuits, according to a remade available to TV stations.
made public by the Army
Sept. 29— Live TV football games Signal portCorps
Nov. 18.
on a coast-to-coast hookup.
This
material
best known for
Oct. 3 — ■ Dodgers-Giants game certain electric isproperties
which
telecast coast-to-coast, the first make it acceptable for crystal
such commercial showing.
phonograph
pickups
and
also
Oct. 4— This is NBC, color slide- be used to produce amplificationcouldin
• sound
presentation, unveiled in electronic circuits because of its
New York,radio.
depicting importance of high dielectric constant, according
network
the Signal Corps report.
Oct.
5
—
NBC
radio operations are to Researchers
investigating the
realigned.
properties of barium titanate, a
Oct. tions5 for— advertisers
NBC announces
innovaand affiliates crystalline material, also found it
an "electrical
memory"
which
in far-reaching step that is ex- had
in television
equipment
pectworks.
ed to alter
policies
net- isanduseful
electronic computers.
Involved is new ofrateallformula.
The report, Development and
Oct. 15 — First international
of Barium Titanate
coast-to-coast telecast is presented Application
Ceramics as Non-Linear Circuit
with beth
coverage
of
Princess
Elizamay be obtained from
the Duke of Edinburgh Elements,
the Library of Congress Photovisit to andCanada.
duplication
Service, Publication
Oct.tem for18theatre
— RCA television.
shows color sys- Board Project,
Washington 25,
Oct. 25 — NBC joins in special D. C. The 36-page study includes
coverage of British election.
graphs and tables and is available
Nov. 3 — First symphony simul- for $2.50 in microfilm and $5 in
cast with Toseanini conducting photostat form.
NBC's
Orchestra.is signed
Nov. Symphony
5 — Ralph Edwards
to 'a 5-year contract.
Nov. 6 — NBC exercises option on Med ill Awards
nine acres of Burbank, Calif.- AWARDS have been presented to
owned land to be part of planned
49 acre $25 million West Coast WTIC Hartford, WHO Des Moines
Radio-TV Center.
and WBAP-TV Fort Worth by the
Nov. 14 — Brig. Gen. David S.ar- Medill School of Journalism of
noff, RCA board chairman, says Northwestern U. for news coverRCA's' $50 million investment in
age. WTIC was given a trophy for
TV research is paying off. Gen. its state-wide
of 1950
Sarnoff says most of the earnings election returns. coverage
WHO and WBAPnow come from television.
TV
were
honored
for
their
radio
Nov. 15— NBC President Joseph
operations, respecH. McConnell pledges NBC to ag- and TVtively.news
Prof. Baskett Mosse made
gressive building of radio while
the presentations at the annual
continuing TV pioneering.
Nov. 16 — NBC starts its second meeting of the National Assn. of
News Directors in Chicago
quarter
arts. century in the broadcast Radio
Nov. 14 [B*T, Nov. 19].
BROADCASTING
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want
the

lady

of

to

the

meet

house

?

Eve Hunter
(The Eve Hunter Show)
1:00-2:00 PM, Mon-Fri
WNBT, New York
11:30 AM-12:00
WNBQ,
Chicago Noon, Mon-Fri
(Pots,Mary
Pans andWilson
Personalities!
2:00-2:30 PM,Tues&Fri
WPTZ, Philadelphia

'/l/a(/f/f 01 /fine
(Living Fashion)
2:30-3:00 PM, Mon-Fri
WNBK, Cleveland

Polly stic
Hughe
Diary)
1:00-1:15 PM, Mon-Fri
WBZ-TV, Boston

it Set C<
By Markets
in our

T
year

INGA RUNVOLD
(Ingds Angle)
12:30-1:00 P\LTues&Thurs
WNBW, Washington

Monty Margetts
2:30-3:00 PM, Mon-Fri
knbh, Hollywood

(Dc
Georgia
(How To BeMeredith
Attractive)
9:30-9:45 AM, Mon-Wed-Fri
WRGB, SchenectadyAlbany-Troy

. . . spot

TV

opens her door — and sells!
With these calling cards, you get a personal introduction to the large daytime
woman's audience in the 7,233,000 TV homes in eight of the nation's
largest markets . . . via the top-ranking woman's programs.
These homes.
eight great
are welcome
guests decoration,
in your customers'
Expertssalesmen-entertainers
in their respective fields
. . . fashion,
cooking,
beauty, etc . . . they're all entertainers. Their product endorsement
is the go-ahead-and-buy signal for thousands of eager shoppers.
There's a place for you on any one or all of these top loyal-audience programs.
Your nearest NBC Spot Salesman will be glad to tell you how inexpensive
they are . . . how solidly they can deliver your sales message for you.

New York

Chicago

NBC

SPOT

SALES

Cleveland

San Francisco Hollywood

Zjm
9

is a channel 6 town!"
, Television
ILLINOIS
"PARIS,
LEONARD
H. WOLFE,
Dealer
112 Madison Street, Paris, Illinois

s
WIonu

sets

in

on

"PARIS and DANVILLE, ILLINOIS,
are both WFBM-TV towns/
ROBERT A. FREY
Box 215
Paris, Illinois

• Hear about WFBM-TV's big PLUS? Advertisers
on Indiana's First Station get a real buy: First, because high-income Indiana is one of the nation's best
markets . . . second, because 187,250* TV sets are
already installed inside this station's 60-mile area . . .
and third, because WFBM-TV, Channel 6, delivers
a Big Bonus in sets outside where thousands of setowners tune in ONLY WFBM-TV.
In Paris, Illinois, about 90 miles away, and in Paris'
Edgar County, dealers estimate over 200 TV sets are
already installed, with more being added every day.
Dozens of other cities and villages and thousands of
farms — many even farther away than Paris — have additional sets beamed to WFBM-TV exclusively, too!
WFBM Radio Is First in Listening, Too!
k First in the morning! ★ First in the afternoon!
k and a Great Big First at Night! 50% more listeners atnight than any other Indianapolis station.
* Hooper Ratings, February through April, 1951.

REPRESENTED

How about your clients ? If they really want to sell,
they'll
thankBuy!
you for selling them on WFBM-TV's
Big Bonus
*Source: BROADCASTING-TELECASTING, November 26, 1951
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Over Half Favor Adoption
TV CODE SURVEY
OVER half of TV stations favor
the code
placed take
be- action by a board on which competached varying degrees of impor- asked forethat
the board
so itbe could
tance to suggested code changes as
titors might sit, and it would not
tjarly
of the proposed
NARTBadoption
Code provided
routine pointed out in this publication finalSomeaction.
sit on such a board dispensbitter comment came from want ingtopenalties
changes are made, judging by a [B#T, Nov. 12, 5].
a competitor.
Like
non-NARTB
members
in
the
others
not
in tofavor
of the current
cross-section study of TV stations
Code sumed
advocates
in general
asthe TV board
will take
code, the station feels its ethical
by Broadcasting • Telecasting.
sample, politan
including
two
major
metrooperations. One caustically standards come up to those of the
Strong feeling exists, however, cognizance of all ideas and some
the code was instithat important rewriting is neces- point out that NARTB is study- observedgated lastthat
standards.
June
a meeting of all proposed
sary themselves
before stations
coming all suggestions. They feel the stations, but atnon-members
there
is the position taken
mit
to ashould
document
had by Then
board will come up with a final nothing
H.
Dean
Fitzer, general manto
do
with
the
actual
code
carrying powerful penal provi- code that will be about as good a writing though the seal can be
ager of WDAF-AM-TV Kansas
sions, judging by the opinions of job as can be done at this stage of
City, not an NARTB TV member.
subscribed to by non-members.
those opposed
to the
or conMr. Fitzer said WDAF-TV would
development.
vinced it is far
fromcodeready
for television's
A difference of opinion is noted
Legal Problems
"whole-heartedly" to the
final approval.
Another non - member station subscribe
taken by the TV memcode because
it goescode
"evenin farther
The Broadcasting • Telecast- on the action
b
e
r
s
h
i
p
a
t
Chicago.
Where
one
than
the
proposed
certain
argued
that
many
provisions
of
the
ing sample includes replies from code advocate insists the member code are not legally acceptable, inonly one member of the Television stations voted unanimously for the
He
added,
on
the
other
hand,
that
c
l
u
d
i
n
g
t
h
e
antitrust
problem
which
restrictions."
Program Standards Committee
code committee construed as a "any
of the code and agreed the
code adopted must be on the
headed by Robert D. Swezey, principle
calculated
risk.
basis of a moral, voluntary acceptin it, an opponent
WDSU-TV New Orleans. Most tosayseverythe article
(Continued on page 152)
This station opposes any penal
Chicago action merely
committee members have indicated
they advocate adoption of the code,
with refinements, at an early date.
Many of the TV station operators gave their opinions for background purposes but refused to be
ngs a
quoted. This was especially true
Heari
'Lumanped'
channelforfollowed,
FCBA
whodenied
specifies
S fies a VHF or a UHF
ANT
ofLIC
FCC'sall
presamong those opposed to the code CONTINUATION
TV
channelapplicant
might
be
such
ent practiceAPP
of throwing
TV only, he be considered only for the VHF
even
though
he
was
to
be
preferred
or convinced that it needs over- applicants
over
anothera TJHF
applicant
who happened
for the same city into wavelength indicated.
hauling.
to
specify
frequency.
However,
The cut-off date is recommended if an applicant states that he is to be
is urged byBarthe Assn.
FedOf 17 replies from the Broad- one hopper
eral Communications
considered only for a VHF channel,
after a lowing60-day
casting * Telecasting
accept this
desigthe end of"grace"
the TVperiod
freezefol-to the Commission
10 took definite
stands insample,
favor following the lifting of the three- allow new
. The samewillcondition
applicants to file and be considered
freeze
in recommendaply if annationapplicant
statesa UHF
thatwould
he isap-to
of the code though most of them year-old
only
for
channel.
t
i
o
n
s
t
o
be
submitted
to
the
FCC
present
ones
to
amend
their
appliexpect it to be refined before the
cations. The committee suggested 60 (2)daysUpon
shalltheapplications
be lifting
affordedof toortheaUto"freeze"
persons
NARTB TV board meets Dec. 5-7 soon. Also suggested is the insti- that no applications
file new
revise
filed after the toapplications
tutioapplicants
n of a "cut-off"
date
to pro- cut-off date be considered
in Washington.
previously
submitted. Duruntil
actect
from
late
filings.
ing
this
interim,
the
Commission
will
Dislike Present Version
take
no
action
on
any
pending
tion has been completed on the
Proposals, drafted after a sixcation for new television facilities.appli"protected"
early
applicants.
Four respondents favored adop- month
(3)offItdate isbe recommended
cutstudy by Committee,
FCBA's Practice
Other Recommendations
established atthatthea end
were
tion of a code but were unwilling to and Procedure
day above.
period toAll which
referAmong other recommendations, of theence i60s made
sign the present version, or one accepted
applications
by
the
executive
committee of the association Nov. 8.
the committe suggested that Sec. filed prior
closely resembling it.
to the status
"cut-off
will
a protected
and date"
no appliMost significant recommendation 1.387 of the FCC Rules be modi- have
Three stations definitely stated
cation filed besubsequent
to the
"cut-off
date" earlier.
will
considered
with
those
fied to forbid any new applicants filed
they would not sign a code of the is that concerned with treatment
will
of VHF and UHF applicants for from being included in a hearing if continue untilThissuchprotected
type proposed by NARTB and ap- the
time these
as status
theapplicaComsame city. There has been a they file less than 40 days before
mieither
s ion has byacteddesignating
upon
proved in principle by about threetions
them
for
score stations at a Chicago mem- great deal of speculation whether the hearing date. Present regula- hearing or by granting the applications.a
the Commission would lump all
(4) After all of the applications filed
tion permits anyone filing an apOct. 22]. bership meeting Oct. 19 [B°T, applicants together. Many attordate" will
have return
been
plication to be consolidated in a prior to thethe"cut-off
Commission
neys have suggested that they be hearing if he files at least 20 days processed,
Among those who want to see
to"cut-off"
its upnormal
period.processing
take
applications
filed procedure
following and
the
the code adopted next week by the separated. Also suggested has been before the hearing date.
TV board are several who say they the idea of considering applicaFCBA's Practice
ProcedureH.
(5) Inlution order
to encourage
thecases,reso-it
o
f
conflicts
in
hearing
consists and
of Leonard
tions on a channel basis, whereby Committee
are counting on a thoroughly reprotected
status
those applicants for a frequency not
chairman; W. Theodore is recommended
vised document
basis of sugto petitionsthatforresulting
leave toinamend
gestions fromonthethe NARTB
TV sought by others could be granted Marks,
reconsideration
elimPierson, James A. McKenna Jr. beandgiven
i
n
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
a
conflict.
Such
petitions
for
membership and other sources.
without hearing. This is the prac- and Percy H. Russell Jr.
reconsideration relating to applications
tice
in
standard
broadcasting.
There appeared general feeling
Text
of
the
recommendations
folfiled
prior
to
the
"cut-off
date"
shall
be
placed
in
a
special
processing
line
and
among code proponents that it The thought of the FCBA com- low:
shall
be afforded
a protected
status in2
the
manner
discussed
in paragraph
(1) In aplicantscompetitive
hearing
all
apwould be better to adopt a code mitte is that consolidating all apuntil
such
time
as
the
Commission
has
be considered
asrather
re- considered the petition on its merits.
next week in order to head off Conplicants for facilities in the same
questingshouldfrequencies
television
facilities
specified
regardless
of conflicts
gressional action looking toward city would save time. Separating than channel
(6) Similarly,
amendments resolving
specified
in
the
application.
shall
durcensorship than to delay final them into VHF and UHF groups, the
ing theconsideration
time bethatfreelyanandpermitted
application
Commission
shouldto designate
the under
prior to theis
action. Some of these code pro- or by frequencies, would entail The
channel
to
be
assigned
each
successapplicant in the same manner that expiration
of
the
"cut-off"
period.
ponents belittle the flaws and con- more hearings and thus more time. theseful assignments
When ait case
has been designated
were This
made procedure
in com- for(7)hearing,
is recommended
that the
cede that numerous changes will be
petitive FM hearings.
Only qualification to this recom- will be applicable
in communities
where
existing
20daysday[affording]
rule (1.387)all beapplicants
extendnecessary from time to time.
ed
to
40
m
e
n
d
a
t
i
o
n
i
s
the
committee's
sugVHF
and
UHF
assignments
have
been
gestion that if an applicant speci- intermixed. If this procedure is not . . . time to prepare for hearing.
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contrary
to the basic principles of free
institutions.
Penn had been blacklisted by
NCAA earlier this year for bucking the experiment plan. But when
its football opponents threatened
to withdraw recognition the university went along with NCAA and
was re-instated in good standing.
In other football
areas oftelecast
the NCAA's
controlled
world,
there were these developments:
Q Radio - Television Mfrs.
Assn.'s mitteesports
comnoted in broadcasting
a report released
today that the "fallacy" in NCAA's
policy
fact that
college
footballlayhasin "the
enjoyed
phenomenal
success with the development of
television."
found public RTMA's
pressure, sports
backed unitby
press and TV stations, resulting in
a slight(see"modification"
of NCAA's
plan
story, page 36).
% Creating
a stirA. was
the vice
request from Victor
Sholis,
president and director, WHAS-AMTV Louisville, that the NCAA permit the station to telecast the Kentucky-Ten es e fo tbal game last
Saturday.
Game was
sell outplayed
and
no
other game
was abeing
that day in the Louisville area. It
also the
was area.
an NCAA "blackout" date
for
$ NCAA okayed a telecast by
WTAR-TV Norfolk of the Oyster
Bowl charity grid classic between
Duke and Virginia Polytechnic at
Forman Field, Norfolk, a fortnight ago. Station carried the
game as public service. It was
presented
Shrine's
Khedive
Temple for bythethebenefit
of Richmond
Children's Hospital.
© College football
was telecast
coast-to-coast
last Saturday
with
the Michigan-Ohio State game at
Ann Arbor, Mich., on the NCAAWestinghouse-NBC-TV collegiate
network. NBC stations carrying

Penn Blasts NCAA
FOOTBALL
TV
POLICY-MAKERS in college ath- projected by NCAA was "a bad ex- spectre when NCAA forces people to
letics huddled over new charges of
ample of commercialism in colle- pay on the line at the stadium by
denying them the chance to teleview
"commercialism" in sports but in football
giate sports."
Penn is a had
pioneerits football.
turned up their noses at the in- games on theTV,videohaving
3. As in radio, each school should
for 11
tricate problem of controlled foot- years. The school, anscreen
be permitted to make its own arrangeball telecasts last week [B*T, Nov. leader, was off 15% as ofattendance
last week ments.
19, 12].
4. Each school should make its own
They passed up two chances, one in comparison with average figures
subject to approval of
in Chicago where the National of other years. However, this year arrangement
its opponent.
it
is
part
of
the
NCAA's
TV-byCollegiate
Athletic
Assn.'s
coun5.
NCAA
and
also ECAC would be
dribbles-only
plan.
cil met Tuesday and Wednesday
shouldsuitthesimilar
govMr. Murray offered a seven- possible edefendants,
and another in Washington, D. C,
rnment file an anti-trust
where the American Council on reason explanation why both EC AC to that pending
against
professional
and the NCAA should give TV back football.
Education's
special
to the individual schools. They
athletic policy
heldcommittee
a pow-wowon were
briefly:
6. Colleges receive gifts from alumMonday and Tuesday.
ni andfied infriends
"we general
are not public
justiThe control plan has given rise
excludingand the
NCAA's nose, however, got a to 1.widespread
public
dissent
against
sharp tweak from the U. of Penn- NCAA institutions and their intercol- from the privilege of seeing our athsylvania, which called for an end
legiate athletic programs.
letic contests overnational
television."
to the football TV experiment, and
7. Centralized
control is
2. Commercialism in sports is a
demanded that rights be returned
to the colleges next season.
Later in the week, Kentucky Gov.
Lawrence Wetherby asked the Justice Dept. to break up the NCAA's
"illegal conspiracy." Complaint was
in regard
to NCAA's
refusal
to permit telecasting
of the
KentuckyTennessee game last Saturday.
WHAS-TV
Neville
Miller, Louisville's
planned to attorney,
take the
issue to the Dept. Friday.
out Penn's
complaint
wasSpelling
the university
athletic
director and bitter foe of controls,
Francis T. Murray. He petitioned
the Eastern College Athletic Conference to permit the membership
to enter contracts for TV inDISCUSSING merits of various rating systems are these research executives
dividual y and with opponents.
at dinner meeting held by Television Assn. of Philadelphia [B*T, Nov. 19].
Writes to Bushnell
L to r: Clarence L. Jordan, executive vice president, N. W. Ayer & Son; James
Mr. Murray said he had written W. Seller, American Research Bureau; Arthur Borowsky, program chairman.
Assn.; Laurence Roslow, Pulse Inc.; Albert E. Sindlinger, National
Asa S. Bushnell, the EC AC com- Television
Roberts, vice president, Television Assn., and TV
missioner, requesting that a reso- Radox Corp.; Franklin S.director
of Wil Roberts Adv.
lution be presented at the conference's Dec. 14 contracting
conference, in
calling
and Chicago are not comparable.
for individual
TV
Unemployment Trend
by the membership.
Employment was influenced
Commissioner Bushnell was non- TV WORKERS
Seen Slackening
largely
the not
post-Korea
and
peaksby were
reached boom
until
c
o
m
i
t
a
l
o
n
Mr.
Murray's
widelyfirst quarter of 1951 at the
publicized complaint, saying that UNEMPLOYMENT trend in some 50 New York, Chicago and Phila- the
earliest, DPA said. In any event,
the request would be considered at
delphia
home
radio-TV
receiver
plants
has
slackened
perceptibly
since
the annual conference. He indi- last summer, E. T. Morris Jr., chairman of the Electronics Production Chicago came up with a relatively
low 10% employment cutback
cated that there is no way to tell
reportedbased
last his
Wednesday.
what turn the conferees would take Board,
Mr. Morris
report on *
New drop was 2,619 employes against about 43% for the eastern
and that he, as the commissioner, figures compiled by a special Elec- between July 1, 1950, and Nov. 1, cities.
Companies reporting reflect
can only recommend that the 91
tronics Task Force set up by the 1951, with 26,493 working on the
entities and do not
members consider the proposal.
Defense Production Administra- latter date compared to 29,112 on manufacturing
include plant subsidiaries. That is
tion late last September. He is
In Chicago, Ralph Furey, coto say that Motorola and other
chairman of the NCAA TV steer- chairman of the five-man group, July 1Newlast York-Phila.
year. ' Area
companies each are listed only once
ing committee, gave the NCAA's which comprises key industry reA relatively higher unemploy- in the breakdown of unemployment
presentatives, and the National
policy-making council a verbal
ment
rate
obtained
for
companies
for
Chicago, which has a heavy
"situation
No comment Division.
Production Authority's Electronics in the combined New York-Phila- concentration
of electronics plants,
was
reportedreport."
on the Pennsylvania
delphia
area,
though
a
different
set
stand.
and
for
New York-Philadelphia.
Estimates at that time placed of periods were used — Oct. 1, 1950
The figures make no mention of
Similar procedure was reported unemployment for electronics and 1951. As of last Oct. 1, 14
any possible strike factor in unfrom Washington, where the Amer- plants in those three cities at firms
in
that
area
reported
4,205
employment for these three cities,
ican Councilonon athletic
Education's
pre-Korean
fewer employes than a year earlier, similar to an alleged lockout at
committee
policyspecial
was roughly
His group50%is ofstudying
wayslevels.
and with
only
one
firm
showing
an
given a fill-in on the NCAA TV means of alleviating unemploy- actual increase (100 workers).
Westinghouse
Corp.'sas
Bowling
Green,Electric
Ky., plant
picture. A spokesman for the
ment, with particular emphasis on
Employment rolls for set plant charged by the CIO electrical
group said the question came up placement of defense work in those
union.
employes in this two-city area workers'
but
groupdiscussion.
"decided not to go plants.
Among those serving on the task
to only 5,615 last Octo- force
In Chicago, 17 out of 36 firms amountedcompared
ahead"the with
which prepared the figures
to 9,820 for Oct. 1,
The next big NCAA meeting, at actually reported an increase of 1950.ber DPA
officials ascribed this are: Benjamin Abrams, Emerson
which time the TV question may
Corp.;Corp.;
Wil1,687 employes
on Nov.' rolls
1, 1951,
relatively high decrease partly to Radio &liamPhonograph
compared
to employment
for use
Balderston, Philco
come
up,
will"
be
after
the
college
of a later 1950 date and
football
season, inJan.Cincinnati.
6, at .the an- July 1, 1950. The remaining 19 stressed
Daniel
Arnold,
IUE-CIO,
and
M.
nual convention
the
relative
unemployment
companies showed 4,306 workers in
Mr. Murray said the TV plan as a similar period comparison.
rates for New York-Philadelphia F. Darling, IBEW (AFL) Chicago.
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the event from Boston to San Diego
totalledence set39,
with potential
TV audiat more
than 35 million.
of NCAA,
alsoMr.wentSholis'
to the request
Southeastern
Conference for clearance. Obtaining
clearance, the station, supported by
the public, both university presidents, Gov. Wetherby, the two Kentucky Senators and members of
Congress from the area, attempted
to contact Max Farrington, director of men's U.activities
at GeorgeD.
Washington
in Washington,
C, and a member of the four-man
steering body of the NCAA-TV
committee.
In order to carry the game, Mr.
■■Sholis
station60
would pointed
have to out
relaythatthethegame
miles from Lexington, where the
game was to be played, to Louisville.
When Mr. Farrington "refused
to answer my phone calls and won't
even discuss
action,"
Gov. Wetherby said he hiswired
Attorney
Gen.
J. Howard McGrath, saying:
"I am convinced
this suppression
amounts
to an illegal
conspiracy
and restraint and demand immediate action."
Edwin S. Reynolds, NCAA TV
program director, had notified the
president of Kentucky U. Thursday that NCAA would not permit
the game on TV.
He
"there is to
obviously
other said
opportunity
scheduleno
another blackout in Louisville."
However, Gov. Wetherby said
it was "unthinkable" that a "small
committee"
of aathletic
directors
should thus hold
veto. Sen.
Earle
C.
Clements
(D-Ky.)
also
wired
Mr. McGrath.

Donald Stewart Heads
New Film Dept.
DuMONT CHANGE
ESTABLISHMENT of a film department for the DuMont Television
Network under Donald A. Stewart, long-time DuMont executive and a
veteran
motion manager
pictui'e world,
announced
Chris J. Witting,
director ofandthegeneral
of thewasnetwork,
in abystatement
released
for publication today (Monday).
serve
both
the
DuMont
owned-andDuMont is arranging to act as
distributor for a number of series affiliates,
operated stations
and thenoted
network's
Mr. Witting
that
of films made expressly for video the
programming and economic
use, Mr. Stewart said Friday. Many attractions
of films are becoming
companies have made pilot series
of 13 or more programs, he said, increasingly appealing to the
which can be scheduled for initial affiliated station operators. "We
up this new unit priperiods of 13 weeks or more, with are setting
marily to meet their requirements
further installments being made as
needed. DuMont also is negotiat- at relatively low costs," he said.
ingtrewithmotion
producers
regularfortheaStrong Local Shows
pictureof films
TV
"Through films," Mr. Witting
rights to both feature films and
short subjects
has alreadyrights
se- said, the DuMont affiliates "can
cured the videoanddistribution
spot strong programs in their stato a number of British films, he
tion's local time periods. And,
equally important, through repeat
reported.
presentations,
can make a
Stating that the new unit will strong filmed they
program available
to a sponsor at relatively low cost
— an obvious advantage to new stations that will be coming on the air
NEW FILM PACT
the Stewart
years immediately
Official Films, Roach Sign in Mr.
worked as aahead."
motion
salesman and a movie theaLARGE scale production of TV picture
tre
circuit
owner
from
the
end of
films for national and syndicated World War I until 1938, when
sales was heralded by William R. left a western theatre chain to turnhe
Goodheart Jr., president of Official to television. Since then, except
Films Inc., upon conclusion of for
a year of war work when he
negotiations last Tuesday with Hal supervised
motion picture enRoach Jr., vice president in charge
tertainment for hospitalized service men in 478 Red Cross theatre
of productions for the Hal Roach
installations,
he has concentrated
Studio.
on TV.
Agreement
callscombination
for "the creaStarting with DuMont in the
tion of the first
of a transmitter
sales department and
major producer with a major becoming manager
of its northern
distributor" in the TV film field.
division,
Mr.
in 1948 was
The William Morris Agency, rep- transferred Stewart
ADDS CBS SHOWS
to the ascompany's
r
e
s
e
n
t
i
n
g
M
r
.
Roach
in
the
transbroadcasting
activities
manager
WGN-TV Continues DuMont
action, will handle national sales of WD TV (TV) Pittsburgh. He
CONTRACT was signed last week of the films produced, it was ex- moved into the network's New
by WGN-TV Chicago and CBS
plained. A number of shows has York headquarters in May of this
Television providing that network been scheduled with four shows
features be carried by the Chicago planned for immediate production. year.
Tribune station for two years unMajority
of theHalfilmsRoach
will belotpro-in GINGER ROGERS
less CBS acquires its own local outduced at the
let before then. WGN-TV, now Hollywood,
Signed by CBS TV
it was indicated. The
affiliated with DuMont, carried
CBS TV shows until a year and a studio, covering 18 acres with 90,- STAGE and screen actress Ginger
signedwitha long-term
exhalf ago when WBKB, owned by 000 sq. ft. of stage space, now is Rogers has
clusive contract
CBS TeleviBalaban & Katz, became the net- devoted exclusively to TV film prosion Network, it was announced
work affiliate. WGN-TV will carry duction.
week by Hubbell Robinson Jr.,
only those shows not telecast by
Hal Roach Jr. owns and pro- last
CBS TV vice president in charge
WBKB because of local commitduces
Racket
Squad
for
Philip
ments.
While complete dethe Stu Erwin show, of programs.
tails of the agreement were not reFive shows have been slated Morris; and
With Father, for Genvealed, itwas understood the conthus far, but more will be added Trouble
Also in production are
tract is for five years or more and
later, Frank P. Schreiber, general Amos eral'n'Mills.Andy,
The Lone
Ranger, that Miss Rogers will receve betmanager of WGN Inc., reported. Beulah and Mystery
Theatre.
ter than SI million during that
He and Herbert Ackerberg, vice
was noted by Official Films
president of CBS Television in thatIt the
Roach Studio is the first period.
Network announcement added
charge of station relations, handled
negotiations.
major TV film producer to "oper- that Miss Rogers — currently apShows which start today (Moning inBroadway comedy "Love
ate in theFilms
'black'."
Official
said its firm now is and Let pearLove"
day) are Strike It Rich, Colgate— will begin a halfa large number of films hour weekly television series for
Palmolive-Peet Co.; Love of Life, producing
CBS Television after April 1. The
American Home Products, and in the U. S. and abroad which will star
will be featured as dramatic
Search for Tomorrow, Procter & be ready for showings within the
Gamble. Beginning next Monday, next few months. The current pro- actress, dancer, singer and will act
the station will carry Mike Walgram, according to Official Films, as m.c.tions ofplus
appearing
her screen
roles.in adaptalace and Buff Cobb, former Chicago
by thein the
Roachproduction
associaradio performers, and Mel Torme. "augmented
tion, will result
Miss
Rogers'
contract
with the
WGN-TV will continue to carry of the greatest number of TV films network made no mention of radio,
DuMont shows, serving as its Chi- for national, regional and local but it was understood that if she
cago outlet and originating station, sponsorship yet contemplated by appears on radio, she will do so
Mr. Schreiber said.
on CBS Radio.
any organization."
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TAKING TIME out for a 65th birthday celebration during rehearsal for
his appearance on NBC AH Star
Revue is Ed Wynn, (seated). Wellwishers are (I to r): Norman Blackburn, director of television operations, NBC Western Division; Dorothy
Lamour, who appeared as guest on
the program;
Kemp,office.
of William
Morris Hal
(talent)
PACKARD BUYS
Plans Wide Film Use
PACKARD MOTOR Car Co. will
sponsor a filmed television series
produced by Bing Crosby Enterprises
to anby announcementaccording
Wednesday
Everett
Crosby, president of BCE.
Program will be based on an
original film series called "Cry of
the City"bound."
andAlthough
laterspecific
renamedmarkets
"Reare not yet known, the series will
have widspread distribution, probably on a non-network basis, it was
reported.
Deal was concluded last week in
Detroit, with final signing scheduled to occur within several days
following the announcement. Packard Motor Car Co. was represented
by Le Roy Spencer, executive vice
president; Hugh Hitchcock, advertising manager; and Louis Maxon
and S. James Andrews, president
and radio and television director,
respectively, of Maxon Inc., agency
for Packard. Mr. Crosby, Basil
Grillo, executive vice president;
and Charles Brown, vice president
in charge of sales, represented
Bing Crosby Enterprises.
About 13 films in the series already have been completed in Hollywood and another 13 are in production at RKO-Pathe Studios
there. Bernard Girard, who pro"Cry of the inCity,"
produceduced
all sequences
the newwillseries
as well as write and direct the
majority of them.
SAG-Producer Talks
CONTRACT negotiations between
Screen Actors Guild and the major
motion porpicture
producers last
wereweek
reted to have continued
[B«T, Nov. 19]. It was indicated
SAG plans shortly to enter into
negotiations with independent producers, with the possibility of doing
so before talks are concluded with
the major studios ; similar demands
being made by SAG of both groups.
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of the convenient outdoor receptacles.
Since 99% of Presidential programs call for the Chief Executive
d
ude
hci
,es
to
sit or stand at a fixed point, the
/<f
°ci
F
News Media
E
small
White House rooms are
S
U
O
H
IT
WHafter
SOON
theEfirst of the year lounge chairs as well as an old and nipples for quick installation adequate.
Only production
lems will involve
setting up probsuch
pine table and a great hutch built of lighting fixtures.
the completely rebuilt White House from
old White House rafters at
props as flags and official seals.
in Washington will resume busiStorage
space
will
be
provided
Normally
TV
technicians
like
building was recon- for lighting fixtures and other 80-100 foot candles of light for these
ness as the President's home, the time struthe
cted in 1815-17.
equipped for sleight-of-hand inequipment
which
will
remain
at
programs.
Movies
use
about
300
Key item in the room will be a the White House at all times.
stal ation of two radio-televisionmovie studios in as little as 15 desk previously used on the second
foot
candles,
but
as aexcerpts
rule the newsCurrent pickups
custom, atfor the
radio-TVreel
record
short
of
a
floor. Silk and linen damask newsreel
minutes.
White
speech
before
the
actual
broadcastWork of reconstructing the Ex- draperydows withwilla coarse
House,
calls
for
a
remote
TV
truck
be installed
at
wintextured hand outside the President's office. Long telecast gets under way.
ecutive Mansion is nearing comOnly two microphones are used
rug on the floor, both in a mazes
of power lines and other
pletion and installation of furnish- tufted
mustard-gold color. Sofas and some wires are run through a door, for
the
pooled including
programs.
These1
ings
is
expected
to
start
by
Febfeed
everyone,
newsreels.
ruary.
of the chairs have been re-covered which can't be closed during the
When 4he job is done, the White in black leather and the lounge hours required to set up equipment The rostrum used by the President
equipped with three lights to
chairs English
are re-upholstered
House will be the only public build- woven
during
the actual Presi- is
tapestry. in hand or evendential
indicate which TV camera is opeperformance.
ing in the country where a mobile
The diplomatic reception room
ng at thewasinstant.
TV truck can drive alongside the
Easy TV Remotes
Some ratitalk
heard of installing
structure, plug in short cables and has beenclaimeddraped
withfloor.
fabric refrom the first
ceiling fixtures but
With the new studios, a remote permanent
start picking up service from
officials
felt
these
would mar the
truck
of
the
network
selected
to
In both rooms radio-TV-movie
scientifically lighted studios that
the pickup will drive right beauty of the room and the low
only a few minutes before had been personnel will have easy access to handle
entirely free from electronic and a series of boxes and receptacles up to the side of the White House, arched ceilings raise practical
saving many minutes and even
concealed in the walls. In the ceil- hours
lighting gear.
In case of emergency, the new
of installation time because problems.
ings will be concealed receptacles
Networks Pay Share
setup will be somewhat of a proThe two off - again - on - again
duction man's dream. Those who
studios will be the diplomatic
have handled White House proreception room and what White WBAP-TV NEWS FORMULA
grams recall such events as the
outbreak of hostilities in Korea,
House officials refer to as "Broad17-Man Staff Makes a Winner when
notice was given at 6 p.m.
casting Room."forTheradio,
latterTVwill andbe
used mainly
that
would start at 10:15
ing. a Itspeech
is assistant newsreel editor; p.m.
movie pickups, under present plans. NARND award to WBAP-TV Fort who
wild scrambling, but
Bob Bassindale, newsreel assign- the gear took
Key to the new setup is an Worth
for
the
nation's
outstanding
was in place and operatments chief; James Kerr, who
elaborate hookup of cables and presentation of television news in
heads
up WBAP-AM-TV's
Dallas
receptacles, much of which has newsroom
1951 has assured
that
station's
The diplomatic room was the
news
bureau;
Lillard
Hill,
narrator
of
its
second
newsbeen paid for by networks and gathering accolade within the of The Texas News; and Lynn scene of President Roosevelt's
newsreel companies which drew the short space of three years.
Trammell, in charge of newsreel famed
"Firesidethose
Chats."who handle
plans cooperatively.
Naturally
transcriptions.
Star-Telegram outlet music
Nearest comparison is the series wonWhilethethehonor
Presidential
programs
would like
While
WBAP-TV
scans
the
Fort
largely on the
of conduits and plugs installed in
have a permanent White House
strength of its five-a-week motion Worth-Dallas area for all spot tostudio
the House of Representatives picture
fully
equipped
for quick
newsreel series, The Texas news, its reporter-cameramen fre- feeds to network control rooms
chamber for pooled pickups.
and
cover stories throughout on out to the world. In the absence
the newsroom has compiled the state quently
Broadcasting Room is the origi- News,
and
even
outside
Texas
list of other news program suc- in areas for which Texans make
nal White House kitchen, with low acesses.
of such facility, they'll settle for
vaulted ceilings and two fireplaces.
the nearest substitute
— the recepaward was announced during no proud claims.
The fireplaces were left in place theTheannual
t ed wal s of Broadcasting
convention of the NaThe station's 1951 video cover- Room and thetacle-dodiplomatic
when a modern kitchen was inchamber.
age
log
reads
like
a
chronology
of
tional
Assn.
of
Radio
News
Direcstalled elsewhere. The room will
in Chicago a fortnight ago top events in any major Texas KLAC-TV Suit
be used both as a conference and [B«T,torsNov.
newspaper.
Included
were
such
19].
It
was
accepted
broadcasting room, with sofas and at the convention dinner Nov. 14 events as Gen. Douglas MacArGOOD CHANCE
by
James A. Byron, WBAP news thur's
visit to the Loneof Star
State, settlement
exists ofin out-of-court
plagiarism
the inauguration
Governor
editor.
MENEFEE CASE
suit brought against KLAC-TV
Shivers,
the
Olney
tornado,
the
WBAP-TV
won
the
first
televiLos
Angeles
by
Seymour
FCC to Hear Dec. 14
sion news award ever presented by legislature's crime probe hearings, and Tom Barron, according toBerns
atHEARING on revocation of radio- the association — in 1949, one year Division
sailing of from
the Army's
2d Armored
latter. Suit was
Galveston
and the filed Oct.torneys29for the
telephone and amateur radio after officially beginning operation. 50th anniversary
in
Los
Angeles
and
of
the
Spindletop
licenses of Henry W. Menefee, of
charged the station and three others
Other News Programs
oil field near Beaumont.
Madisonville, Tex., who allegedly
Newsmen also covered the slay- with
appropriating
operated an unlicensed television
Among other news programs
program their
idea "Willie
[B»T,
ing of Texas badman Jim Thomas Wonderful"
station and rebroadcast KPRC-TV prepared by the 17-man WBAP-TV of Fort
Nov. 5]. Others named were
Worth in Durant, Okla., Bracken
Houston programs in his commu- staff are News Final, telecast daily; as
Productions,
which
prowell
as
maneuvers
of
naval
nity, was set by the FCC last week
News, five-a-week series;
duced the puppet TV film series
airmen from North Texas
for Dec. 14 in Houston. Comr. Noontime
and the equally frequent Sports inreserve
now
being
telecast
on
KLAC-TV;
the
Caribbean
Sea.
George E. Sterling will hear the With Sherman.
& Lowman, distriBut by far the most dramatic Scott-DuMont
case.
But The Texas News is the staff's presentation
butors of package; Martin Gordon,
aired
on
The
Texas
Mr. Menefee was cited by the pride
joy. Tuesday
It's a 10-minute
through News this year was a sound-on- given writing credit on series.
Commission last May. A hearing programand aired
Friday and Sundays at 6:45 p.m. film story of the Dallas "love burg- Christmas Drive
was ordered in August.
lar,"tenced Fred
was senIn his response to the Commis- Motion pictures are shot by WBAPto theFelix,
electricwhochair.
62 TV stations are carsion's action,
Mr. Menefee
said andhe TV cameramen, processed in the
Play-by-play motion pictures of TOTAL ryingofweekly
had been
persuaded
to build
15-minute program,
station's
film
laboratory
and
edited
operate the television station as a in the newsroom. Commentary is several Southwest Conference foot- ofTheChristmas
Boy's Railroad
Club,campaign
as part
advertising
written by staff writers.
ball
tilts
point
the
staff's
sports
"booster"
to
help
the
sale
of
TV
coverage, under sponsorship of for A. C. Gilbert Co., New Haven,
sets in Madisonville, which is 90
Comprising the executive staff Humble
Oil & Refining Co. After Conn. (American Flyer Trains,
miles from Houston. He said the are Mr. Byron, pioneer radio and
editing and writing Erector, other Gilbert toys). Sunman promoting the project assured TV newsman and veteran newspa- processing,
commentary,
products
perman,
who
is
in
overall
charge
of
supplements and
him that "everything had been The Texas News; Doyle Vinson, are distributedtheforfinished
Sunday show- comic dayandnewspaper
national magazines also
taken
care of" and
withpermission
regard to from
FCC
on WBAP-TV
and
five
other
authorization
are
being
used.
Agency
is Charles
newspaper veteran of 20 years, edi- Texas ingsTV
outlets.
W. Hoyt Co., Inc.
tor for the program; Wayne Brown,
KPRC to rebroadcast its programs.
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Job'
'Ho Good
AL
CI
MMER
By LM
SANDFORD CO
JOHNSON
agencies
by men
with S
longof experiFI
ence
in
the
production
motion
CIRCUMSTANCES surrounding pictures. Hence, we have two
the making of a TV commercial factors: The motion picture prousually are predicated on two
techthings: The cost and the effect.
nicalducer,skillwhosein knowledge
producing and
a motion
Both are very closely related.
picture has been complimented by
The prime purpose of any TV
of copywriters to transcommercial is to sell and to sell the ability
late forcefully the selling message
forcefully in a very short space of in 60 seconds.
time. In order to accomplish this,
Wide Price Variation
the commercial must visually porTherefore the component parts
tray the product being sold and at
that
make
up the good commercial
■"the
complimented
by a same
strong time
sellingbe message
either are predicated primarily on originality and thought and technical
by
direct dialogue
voice-over
narration.
These, ofor course,
are execution by the producing comprime, but also elemental factors.
pany.mercialThecan vary
price tremendously.
of a good com-It
The approach to the good commercial takes place on paper where is predicated on numerous ramifications that make up a commercial.
a script writer develops a story
with certhrough his knowledge of the sub- One thingtainty:canTherebearestated
no bargains
ject and his own ability. Since the
early days of TV commercials price-wise in getting a first class SANDFORD JOHNSON, author of the
three years ago the script writer commercial. The top technicians accompanying
article onof film
commercials, is president
Seaboard
in general in advertising agencies in the business are all well-paid and Studios Inc.,
which he
has learned a great deal in connec- nothing but top technicians can formed in MayNew1949York,
after aHe busition with translating copy into a properly produce a first rate TV
career in another field.
was
visual medium.
commercial. This means from your vice ness
president of Francort, Dodge &
This is improving rapidly and prop man
to
your
head
editor,
diCo.,
wholesale
liquor
distributor
and
rector
and
cameraman.
has been augmented in many
importer serving the New York and
So, in summation I would say a surrounding
areas.
Seaboard
Studios,
first rate commercial consists of which up to now has concentrated on
originality and thought, plus the
UHF MONITORING
currently is expandability of the producer, plus the film ingproduction,
into distribution. Mr. Johnson
WELI Sponsors Site budget supplied by the client to is a native
of Atlanta, an alumnus
support
the
above
two
elements.
SPECIAL UHF monitoring loca- There is no good cheap commercial of the U. of Virginia and a resident
tion has been set up in New Haven
of Manhattan.
film.
by WELI there in cooperation with on However,
let us take a hypo- problem, the same amount of
four manufacturers of UHF TV
thetical 60-second TV spot and we money, and we are going to proreceiving
equipment,
Gen- will assume
that we have the same
duce one excellent TV spot by one
eral Manager
RichardWELI
W. Davis
has announced. It is available to
the most modern, best integrated
anyonenels, interested
Mr. Davis said.in UHF chantelevision electronic manufacturingLocation is 18 miles from the CBS-COLUMBIA
systems,
he newly
said, when
tions in the
acquiredinstallaplant
NBC-RCA experimental UHF
PlantExpansion
Underway
transmitter KC2XAK in Stratford CBS-COLUMBIA has inaugurated are completed. The layout will have
(Bridgeport),
Gen- a $5 million expansion program complete conveyor system for all
eral Electric,Conn.
RCA Crosley,
and Zenith
the purchase of about 275,000 phases cludofe a self-contained
production, andmetalwill fabintuning and receiving equipment with
space for manhave been installed so that in- sq. ft. of additional
ricating and plating division, a
u
f
a
c
t
u
r
i
n
g
r
a
d
i
o
and
television
redividual and comparison tests may
ceivers, David H. Cogan, president component division, a cabinet divibe made.
sion— fully equipped with highCBS-Columbia Inc., subsidiary
Mr. Davis extended an invita- of
of Columbia Broadcasting System and an speed
wood-working
machinesarea.—
tion to anyone in the radio and TV Inc.,
electronic
assembly
announced
last
Monday.
Divisions will be so organized that
or related fields to witness the demThe
new
plant,
located
in
Long
onstrations. Arrangements, he
will be a direct flow of cabis the first step there inets
to the assembly line.
said, can be made with him. The Island City, N. Y., program,
he renew location is the second opened in the expansion
Mr.
attributed need for
and brings CBS-Columbia the newCogan
by WELI since the start of UHF productionported, space
expansion program to
to a total of more
transmission in Bridgeport in than 500,000 square
increased distribufeet. The or- CBS-Columbia's
January 1950.
tion as well as greater production
ganization's other facilities for
necessary
to fill
both civilian and military produc- requirements
tion requirements are located in armed forces orders.
Brooklyn.
TV Producers
CBS-Columbia will have one of
FOLLOWING earlier preliminary
discussions, International Alliance Demo Simulcast
Drops 'Maugham7
BYMART-TINTAIR
drops sponof Theatrical and Stage Employes ABC Radio and Television will Tinrair
sorship of Somerset Maugham
& Alliance of Television Film Pro- simulcast the third annual DemoTelevision
Theatre,
alternate
Monducers resumed contract negotiaNational Committee dinner
days, 9-10 p.m.,
in December
on
tions in Hollywood last week [B*T, at the cratic
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel
in
NBC-TV.
Advertiser
is
underOct. lish29].the same
The union
to estabstood to be more interested in a
(Monday). Comwage wants
scale with
TV New Yorkmitteetonight
Chairman Frank McKinney
half-hour show than in the
producers as those set up with
make his first major address weekly
major motion picture producers, will
hour-longNBC-TV
every-other-week
the dinner, to be held in the present
arrangement.
is making
maintaining the same kind of work at
every effort to secure such a weekly
should draw equivalent salaries. Grand Ballroom. Other talks also half
show to start in January,
The TV producers hold they cannot will be given. Program will be the -hour
network announced. Cecil &
afford the same fees as those paid carried as public service feature by
ABC-AM-TV 10-10:30 p.m. EST. Presbrey, New York, is agency.
by the older industry.
ROADCASTING
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producer and one mediocre spot by
another producer, with exactly the
same circumstances. Why then are
we going to have one good and one
mediocre spot? The answer lies in
one thing: Execution.
The director's interpretation of
any
sequences
eventsa live,
in a
TV given
spot can
turn itor into
believeable situation, or it can be
a ludicrous situation with very
little effectiveness attached to it.
In
to your director's
abilityaddition
and inventiveness,
the head
editor, who can often edit a film so
that glaring errors are corrected, is
equally
as important as the director.
Studio Personnel Important
Therefore, in my opinion, one
studio may not have the personnel
necessary to creatively interpret
a good script. On the other hand,
the studio which has experience
and personnel will invariably come
script.
up
with forceful film from a good
In addition to the personnel
factor, studio facilities become an
important part of making a top
quality commercial, because space,
props, and equipment that is not
hired is kept in top flight condition and is familiar to the personnel who constantly work with it.
In addition, space becomes extremely important where props and
sets must be quickly and readily
built. This is a time factor and
therefore is a savings in the cost
of production.
In my opinion, these are the
necessary ingredients that make
one commercial superior to another
from the same original script.
THEATRE TV
Acquires Garden Rights
RIGHTS to select major sports
events at Madison Square Garden
for telecasts in theatres outside the
Metropolitan New York Area were
acquired from the Madison Square
Garden Corp. last week by Theatre
Network Television Inc., it was
announced Wednesday.
WPIX(TV), Daily News station
in Manhattan, has local television
rights castsforfrom Garden
and tele-of
the arenaevents
a minimum
five nights each week.
First events to be shown via
theatre television will be college
basketball games, starting in
December and continuing through
the end of the season. National
invitation tournament and Olympic
games playoffs are expected to be
widely distributed segments of this
coverage, according to a TNT
spokesman, while other events will
be distributed on a basis of regional and local interest.
Most recent figure released by
TNT indicated that some 25 theatres throughout the country were
equipped forandlarge-screen
television,
the numbertheatre
participating in coverage of Garden
events will be announced in a week
or two, after telecast schedules
have been set up.
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THE

SAGA

of

NBC

TELEVISION

in the U. S. really
ISION
TELEV
in 1928, when W2XBS,
started
ntal video staexperimeimages
RCA's
began sending
of Felix
tion,
the Cat by means of mechanical
scanning discs.
W2XBS was located in Van Cortlandt Park in New York City. In
1930, NBC moved the W2XBS
equipment to the New Amsterdam
Theatre Bldg., broadcasting 60-line
pictures from an experimental TV
antenna and transmitter atop the
Empire State Bldg.

In the few years following, the
field-test transmissions continued,
using ever - improving scanners,
ranging from 120 lines to 343. It
was not until 1936 that NBC made
the firstmentalorganized
experitransmissionsvideo
between
the
station and the few 'receivers in
New
In 1937, and
a 441-line
scannerYorkwasCity.introduced
NBC
actually began attempts to program.
In mid-1938,
actress inGertrude
Lawrence
was televised
scenes

21
ago, "Felix
played
role equipment
in this particular
NBCYEARS
experiment.
On The
tableCat"
to the
left anof important
the scanning
is the
complete transmitter of W2XBS, predecessor of WNBT New York.
Page
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IN APRIL, 1939, NBC-TV televised the dedication of the RCA building at
New board)
York World's
by David
then president
(now began
chairmanto
ofthe the
of RCA. FairAbout
this Sarnoff,
time commercial
television
develop, but World War II was destined to interrupt it.
from
'and God" OnfromApril
NBC's30,
Radio "Susan
City studios.
1939, ratedPresident
Roosevelt
inauguthe opening of the New York
World's
by being
over NBC.FairIn the
spring televised
of 1939,
the first
baseball
game
vised and later that year was
the telefirst
professional
major-league
baseball
game was telecast. In the fall of
1939, the initial telecast of a college football game was made.
saw more asTVthey"firsts"
NBC1940videocasters
initiallyby
televised hockey, basketball and a
track meet from Madison Square
Garden. The circus also was telecast from the Garden that year.
The most important milestone was
the pickup of the Republican National Convention from Philadelphia by means of coaxial cable.
On tionJuly
1941,broadcasting
television sta-as
WNBT 1,began
the first commercially-licensed TV
station in the U. S. The first TV
rate card for advertisers was put
out and four sponsors led off the
programming. WNBT then had a
staff of less than 100 people and
there were only about 65 hours of
programming a month. There were
only 5,000 TV receivers in New
York City in 1941.
Following a wartime hiatus of
TV activities, NBC went back into
television strongly in 1945. For the
first time, the highly-sensitive,
newly-developed image orthicon
tubes were used for TV pickups,
revolutionizing the industry insoas picture clarity and lighting
were far concerned.
Postwar Expansion Rapid
The surge of postwar TV activity brought TV to eastern seaboard
cities rapidly as the coaxial cable
was extended. By 1946, six cities
had
a total of eight operating video
stations.
In Jan. 1947, NBC-TV cameras
made the
of Congressional first
activitiespickup
at the opening of
the 80th Congress. In June, the
network's
secondWNBW
owned-and-operated TV station,
Washington,
began
regular
commercial basis. operation on a
Extension of the coaxial cable
continued so that by early 1948,
the NBC Television Network was
composed of 25 stations. It was

during this yearstations
that NBC's
ownedand-operated
in Chicago
(WNBQ)
(WNBK)
went
on theandair.Cleveland
In January
1949,
the cable between Chicago, hub of
the midwest network, and New
York, center of the eastern TV
activities, was opened, linking the
major cities of more than half of
the country by television. By the
end of 1949, the NBC Television
Network comprised 55 stations. One
ofowned
theseandwasoperated
KNBH, station
the network's
in Hollywood.
Great advances were made in
programming in 1949. This was
the year that saw the TV debut of
Arturo Toscanini and the NBC
Symphony.
Kukla, Fran
Ollie
made
their network
advent andin 1949.
Big-time sporting events, operas,
Shakesperean plays and many othwere brought
viewers who
had ersnever
seen themto before.
Advances Continue in '50
The growth of the new entertainment and advertising medium continued unabated in 1950. The big
names of show business appeared
before the NBC cameras for the
first time. The unprecedented Saturday Night Revue made its apNBC Silver Jubilee
pearance. The new concept of utilizing the talents of top stars on a
rotating basis in regular program
series was inaugurated by NBC.
The TV network operations expanded ofphysically
in 1950,
the
conversion
Studio
8H inwithRadio
City,
formerly
the
world's
largest
radio studio, into a mammoth TV
studio. NBC also acquired for TV
the Hudson and Center Theatres
New York and the Studebaker
in Chicago.
The biggest event of TV history
in 1951 was
opening of coastto-coast videothefacilities.
The signing in San Francisco on Sept. 4 of
the Japanese Peace Treaty marked
the historic occasion. Utilizing a
combined coaxial cable and microwave relay system, television has
now spanned the continent,
bringing to millions of viewers simultaneously,
the
best
and
latest
entertainment, news, education andin
culture.

ii

tetetMoirs

first

ten

It's really Radio's party — but no one should
mind if Television pipes up too. You know
how ten-year-olds are.
Commercial television was born ten years ago
in an NBC studio. The faith of the advertisers
was obvious — NBC had four sponsors
the first day. .
In the dramatic war-and-peace decade
that followed, the faith of the public in
Television was also vindicated. Competition
for that public's favor has steadily
raised the level of TV entertainment.
But NBC had never intended its growing
TV network to be merely an instrument for
public, recreation. Fine comedy and variety,
great drama, top sports — of course. But in news,
in public affairs, in cultural development and
public service, NBC Television also intended
to lead the way ...

the record speaks for itself

ten

years

tv

of

leadership

1944 Eoosevelt-Dewey election returns covere
by NBC Television. Today many predict ths
future elections will be decided by television

1945 With only candlelight for illumination
NBC demonstrates RCA-developed "Image Oi
thicon" tube— solving major problem in illumins
tion of TV programs and outdoor pick-ups.

1946 The dramatic opening sessions of the UN
Security Council at Hunter College, New York,
ire televised by NBC.

1959 NBC launches a succession of rc
ary
concepts Comedy
— Saturday
Revue,programming
Four Star Revue,
Hour,Night
The
Kate Smith Show. They worked.

and on
NBC Television cameras enter halls of
ongress for first time to show opening cerelonies of 80th Congress.

1950 NBC-RCA begin first regular schedule of
compatible, all-electronic color television broadcasts experimentally in Washington, D. C.

NBC

TELEVISION

...the greatest

array of stars

—

in the history
^48 Maestro Arturo Toscanini conducts NBC
symphony Orchestra in first major musical telecast—an all-Wagner program.

1951 Viewers share the full excitement of world
diplomacy at the Japanese Peace Conference. As
usual, NBC Television was there.
of show business.. .

'48 Historic screening by NBC cameramen of
ttle maneuvers on aircraft carrier U.S.S.
yte 30 miles at sea.

1951 NBC books three of the sports world's
greatest attractions— the World Series for the
next four years, the Rose Bowl games for three,
and NCAA Saturday football.

►

The biggest stars . .
ABBOTT & COSTELLO
LOLA ALBRIGHT
FRED ALLEN
MEL ALLEN
HOWARD BARLOW
JACK BARRY
ROBERT BARRY
GERTRUDE BERG
MILTON BERLE
VIVIAN BLAINE
VICTOR BORGE
BILL "HOPALONG" BOYD
JULES BUFFANO
CACTUS JIM
SID CAESAR
EDDIE CANTOR
JACK CARSON
JACK CARTER
BETTE CHAPEL
IMOGENE COCA
DOROTHY COLLINS
TED COLLINS
BUD COLLYER
BOB CONSIDINE
JOHN CONTE
FRANK DANE
DENNIS DAY
HOWDY DOODY
OLIVER DRAGON
JACK DREES
JIMMY DURANTE
RALPH EDWARDS
BOB ELLIOTT
DALE EVANS
BERNADINE FLYNN
FRANK GALLOP
WILLIAM GARGAN
HENRY GARRARD
DAVE GARROWAY
MARJORIE GATESON

.
JACKIE GLEASON
BILL GOODWIN
RAY GOULDING
TED GRANIK
WALTER GREAZA
JACK HASKELL
BILL HAYES
GABBY HAYES
DON HERBERT
ED HERLIHY
HONEY BROTHERS
BOB HOPE
TED HUSING
EDDIE JACKSON
DENNIS JAMES
JUDY JOHNSON
JUNE JOHNSON
SPIKE JONES
ROOTIE KAZOOTIE
JACKIE KELK
NICK KENNY
WAYNE KING
KUKLA, FRAN & OLLIE
SNOOKY LANSON
PINKY LEE
JERRY LESTER
BUNNY LEWBELL
RUTH LYONS
BERT LYTELL
MAGGI McNELLIS
TED MACK
DR. ROY K. MARSHALL
MARTIN & LEWIS
TONY MARTIN
GROUCHO MARX
SOMERSET MAUGHAM
MARTY MAY
JAMES MELTON
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
LLOYD NOLAN

DONALD O'CONNOR
OLSEN & JOHNSON
J. C. OLSEN
BERT PARKS
R. MARLIN PERKINS
SUSAN PETERS
MARGUERITE PIAZZA
EZIO PINZA
JIMMY POWERS
ROBERTA QUINLAN
MARTHA RAYE
ROY ROGERS
JACK ROTH
MARTHA ROUNTREE
CONNIE RUSSELL
TODD RUSSELL
RAYMOND SCOTT
DAN SEYMOUR
DINAH SHORE
RED SKELTON
SKY KING
BOB SLOANE
BOB SMITH
KATE SMITH
LAWRENCE SPIVAK
KAY STARR
JOHN STEELMAN
BILL STERN
SID STONE
JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE
DANNY THOMAS
BURR TILLSTROM
ARTURO TOSCANINI
ROBERT TROUT
MARGARET TRUMAN
DOROTHY WARENSKJOLD
EILEEN WILSON
PAUL WINCHELL JERRY MAHONEY
ED WYNN

. . . the biggest audiences!
^CT television
ISand NBC
SOLD
It's you
true canour nighttime
daytimeTELEVISION
availabilities are
all butOUT?
gone. But
still
get
NBC's
formidable
talent
parade
on
your
a few
current opportunities like The Goldbergs; Kukla,sideFranvia and
Ollie;
William
Gargan;
Ruth
Lyons'
50
Club;
Horvdy
Doody;
NBC Opera; Gabby Hayes; Nature of Things; Mr. Wizard;
Battle Report— Washington, and other highpowered properties.
Contact NBC Television Sales, .10 Rockefeller Plaza.
New York 20, N. Y. -Circle 7-8300.

America's No. 1 TV Network
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

Over Two Decades of Technical Strides
DURING
the roaring Twenties NEER
stal ed in studio
3H for live pro- kinescope was held. Earlier, RCA
NBC'
grammingING
and two in studio 5F had demonstrated publicly its
when
radio wasSstill aENGI
baby, the
projection of both 35mm and screen projection. Remote pickups
scientists and engineers of RCA for
16mm motion picture film. Master employing mobile units was instiwere experimenting on a new elec- control
and monitoring
tuted in Marchwas1938.
The 441-line
tronic gadget to transmit and re- facilitiesswitching
and equipment for field transmission
increased
to its
ceive motion pictures in addition pickups were
also incorporated in- present standard, 525 lines.
to sound. In 1928, as a result of.
to the new plant. The programs
With ever-increasing importance
its laboratory research and devel- were transmitted to the main trans- put on remote pickups, new and
mitter atop the Empire State by a more efficient portable field equipopment, RCA established a 500 w
experimental television station in radio link as well as coaxial cable.
was developed. The orthicon
Turning
their attention to studio camerament was
one of the earliest and
New York City.
and
program
operations
the
netmost
useful
products of this effort.
Although the techniques were
engineers experimented and It's greater sensitivity permitted
the best of the day, they were ex- developedwork'smany
of the basic tech- the televising of indoor sporting
tremely crude by modern standniques
still
employed today. Cor- events and similar activities.
ards. For example, the transmitrect
studio
lighting
was one of
In March 1940, NBC conducted
ter was operated on approximately their fundamental objectives.
The the first successful telecast from a
2 mc, which would be entirely un- use of film for program material plane flying over New York City.
suited for the present-day system. was another. Work was initiated During this period, a variety of
Two years later, on July 30, to develop suitable studio cameras
effects was first demonstrat1930, NBC engineers took over the with all the pertinent elements, visual
ed by network engineers — such as
operation of the pioneer TV station such as lens, view finders and pick- image
super-imposition;
the dou(W2XBS), moving it to the New
up tubes. Background projection
ble mirror
for low angle electronic
Amsterdam Theatre Bldg., where was initiated to improve program dissolves,
and news programs using
they continued the experiments operation.
until 1932.
In 1941, programs were relayed
The picture quality was im- photographs.
With knowledge gained from
proved with the advent of a 441- from Camp Upton, N. Y. to Radio
their early experimentations, the line picture in 1937. In coopera- City. Large screen (15 x 20 ft.)
tion with the Bell Telephone Co., theatre television was publicly demvisionary engineering team of NBC
and RCA pioneered in the use of NBC engineers conducted tests to
onstrated atthe New Yorker Theatre and included remote pickups
determine
the requirements for line
very high frequencies for television broadcasting. Realizing even transmission, realizing the future from a Radio City studio and Madthen the brilliant future of this prospect of having to use telephone
ison Square Garden.
new visual medium, NBC leased lines to link widely separate staOn station
July 1,became
1941, WNBT
NBC's (TV),
New
tions in a network.
York
space and roof rights in the EmViewing tubes were also studied the first commercially licensed stapire State Bldg. and constructed
a TV plant employing much higher by the NBC engineers and in Oction to go on the* air. It was a historic occasion, the culmination of
power than previously attempted.
tober 1937, the first public demonExperimental transmissions from
stration of the black-and-white many years of experimentation and
this new site were begun Oct. 30,
1931.
The studio, located on the 85th
4. Bldg.
NBC's Antennas Atop The Empire State
floor of Empire State, employed
what was then the most advanced 1931 — First permanent 1939 — Two-layer turncasting on Channel
stile antenna, seven 1951 — Steeplejack
TV antennas erected
type of flying spot scanning. In
on
12-foot
poles
on
1933, NBC engineers succeeded in
feet
high,
with
horiworking onstructure
multiple
top.
zontal elements as
relaying a 120-line picture from the 1936the— tower
antenna
Second instalEmpire State, via Arneys Mount,
from which five TV
radiators
and a vert
i
c
e
s
I
element
for
lation
with
three
triN. J., to Camden, N. J., a distance
stations
angular antennas
of 86 miles.
WCBS-TV,— WNBT,
WABD,
lightning
supported
was
addedprotection,
to main
Later when the RCA completely
and
rods. by poles
antenna
structure
for
WPIX,
WJZ-TV
—
will
transmit
simulelectronic system became available, 1938 — A 35-foot mast
taneously.
Special
experimental
NBC engineers designed and built
with ring-shaped dicasting at 288 telemc.
Minneapolis
Honeyat Radio City (1936) the first compoles asments upper
ele- 1946 — Super - turnstile
electronic
and a video
antenna, 61 feet
ingwelldevice
will heatkeep
plete plant using a 343 line systurnstile below was
tem with iconoscope cameras.
antennas de-iced
high, erected when
the
third
installaduring cold weather.
Three of these cameras were inWNBT began teletion.
1938
1931
1936
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development
in which NBC engineers led the way.
When World War II broke out,
NBC put all its television resources at mentthefor further
disposaldevelopment
of the governand
for use as a public service. Accordingly, civilian defense protionsgrams
were including
adoptedairin raid
the precauregular
operating
schedule.
As the war came to an end, the
NBC engineering department renewed its efforts to improve existingcon equipment.
image orthicamera wasThedeveloped
and
used for the first time to televise
the Joe Louis-Billy Conn heavyweight fight at Yankee Stadium in
1946. Compact
microwave
trans-on
mitters and receivers
operating
NBC Silver Jubilee
9000 mg. were used to relay programs from the field to the studio.
The development of kinescope
photography also was initiated in
1946. On this project, the network's engineers worked closely
with film and camera manufacturers in developing the equipment.
In 1947, NBC began to expand
its TV facilities in earnest.
WNBW (TV) Washington, D. C,
became the second NBC-owned
video outlet to go on the air, to be
followed
WNBK(TV)(TV)
Cleve-in
land and by
WNBQ
Chicago
1948 and KNBH (TV) Hollywood
in January 1949. New and larger
studios were added in New York,
Chicago and Hollywood.
The network today is telecasting
from a total of 21 studios, with
two more expected to be added in
the near future. Thirteen studios
are
functioning
York
operation
alone.in NBC's
Six areNewlocated
in Radio City — the largest, 8H,
measures 132 ft. long, 78 ft. wide,
and
30 ft. high
are housed
in the— and
RKO three
Pathestudios
Bldg.
at 106th St. In addition, comedy,
musical and variety programs are
(Continued on page 156)
1951
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BETWEEN <w
COMMERCIALS
BHL»BV KAY MULV1HILL

KPIX's tele-version o£ Margo
Trumbull's popular radio series—
"Top o£ the Mark" has proved to
beproductions.
one of San Francisco's top TV
Televised directly, from the world
famous Top of the Mark,
half
hour theweekly
program features Margo's
interviews
with the
world's
known best
fig
ures in enter
tainment, po
litical, liter
ary and procir
Margo Trumbull fessional
cles. Such
celebrities as Celeste Holm, Dorothy Thompson, Vincent Price.
Pierre Monteux, Marsha Hunt,
Warden Clinton Duffy, Andre
Previn, Arch Obler, Yehudi Menuhin, Arthur Fiedler, Opera and
Ballet stars, and numerous others
have guested with Margo in the
glamourous Nob Hill setting.
The interesting visitors . . . the
scenic "Top of the Mark" . . .
and the well-paced performance
of hostess Margo Trumbull, who
has acquired a widespread reputation for her interviewing techniques, combine to make for a
smooth production.
WINTER CONCERT SERIES
KSFO'sSeries
thirdhasannual
Concert
resumedWinter
once
again and is now featuring two full
hours of classical and operatic music each Sunday afternoon.
Musical host, Bill Hillman, also
brings KSFO listeners interviews
with leading concert artists appearing in San Francisco.

Represented by The Kafz Agency, Inc.
KSFO
Repreiented by Wm. G. Rcmbeau Co,
SAN FRANCISCO
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TRICK SHOTS WITH 'THENewGIZMO'
Effects Possible, Costs Cut
A NEW TYPE of instrument has "took place" on a planet still
been invented for television com- roamed by prehistoric animals. Mr.
had his actors scurrying over
production ancalled
"The Gould
the hulk of a dinosaur in a jungle
Gizmo." mercial
It enables
advertiser
to use aanimated
"live," setting. Hollywood would have
and
producercommercials
to superimpose
$10,000 constructing such an
shots without other mechanical de- spent
animal,usedit was
said, whilepaperMr.vices, yet saves in production costs. Gould
inexpensive
The electronic device was con- mache model anbarely
two feet long
ceived, developed and built by and let "The Gizmo" do the rest.
George Gould, director of Tom
On vicestillenabled
another
program
deCorbett, Space Cadet, with the aid
two men
in a therocket
of two ABC video engineers, Rolph ship to rise from the floor, do a
Drucker and David Fee.
It costs less than $100 to build, midair flip and tumble to the
spokesmen said. Simply, it dupli- ground. Helps Commercials
cates the filmland '"process shot"
and,
In the "The
commercials
for Kellogg's
shots.like it, can create a myriad of cereals,
Gizmo" allows
flying,
jumping,
self-pouring
For example, on a recent pro- dancing,
cereal
boxes
to
be
reproduced
gram Mr. Gould from inside a de- "live" at little more cost than the Creating effects like this on televiparting rocket ship and through
sion programs is made easy and
itself,Such
and animated
each commerone
of
the aportholes
"shot" aprehisscene TV time
cial is new.
com- economical with 'The Gizmo'. And
depicting
live, clawing
it
works
on 'live' commercials, too.
mercials
usually
done
on
film
are
toric monster trying to plunge inand hence are used over
side the ship. The men and the expensive
and over.
ship
were enabled
of normalthesizedirector
but "Theto
Other producers are said to be AUTHORS TALKS
Gizmo"
asking Mr. Gould for advice and
Reinstated in New York
"blow up."
a
baby
alligator
to
impermission
to use the new device. NEGOTIATIONS to cover televimense proportions and have it Currently he
is
working
out
a
superimposed
the ship'sthewindow.
sion have been fully reinstated beIn another on script,
action "trick" scene for another producer
tween National Television Commitwhere vatora man
falling
down
an eletee of the Authors League of
shaft
while
he
is
tracked
by
America
and the major networks,
SMALL CITY TV
the camera from the moment he
with advertising agencies sitting
Herzog Sees None Soon falls until he hits the bottom.
in
as
observers.
Sessions are being
THERE is little prospect of TV
Kellogg's Tom Corbett, Space held Monday and
Thursday to
emerging in the smaller Wisconsin Cadet is a Rockhill Productions formulate
are expected to
cities in the near future, L. W. package and is heard three times be involvedwhat
contractural arrangeHerzog, assistant general manager weekly on ABC-TV, 6:30-6:45 p.m. ments.
of radio-television for the Journal
Problem of framing first such
Co. (WTMJ-AM-FM-TV Milwau- VANDA TOUR
agreement is heightened by fact
kee), said in a speech Nov. 15.
work of authors — unlike that
Reviews Circus Talent that
Addressing the Wisconsin Utiliin live television shows
ties Assn. at the Schroeder Hotel, CHARLES VANDA, vice presi- —of canactors
be used repeatedly, so secondMr. Herzog outlined two ways in
dent in charge of television for use rights
and similar problems
which cities may obtain video serv- WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia and must be considered.
ice: (1) high power stations in president of the Television Assn. were interrupted lastNegotiations
July after
metropolitan areas, and (2) smaller of Philadelphia, sailed for Europe about 40 meetings when
Radio
power outlets in the smaller areas. on the He de France fortnight ago. Writers Guild filed NLRB petition
WTMJ-TV hopes to increase its Mr. Vanda, the creator and pro- to settle jurisdictional dispute
of The Big Top, television within the League.
coverage
a 1,000-ft.
tow- circus ducershow,
er when bytheadding
TV freeze
is lifted
has been making a
sometime next year. This would month's survey of circus acts in
France and Spain.
increase
the
station's
range
from
40 or 45 miles to between 80 and 85
Meetings have been arranged ABC-TV EXPANSION
miles, he explained.
with the directors of the Cirque
Underbill Begins Talks
Medrano, Cirque D. Hiver and CHARLES UNDERHILL, national
Pinder
in
Paris,
as
well
as
the
TVA Delegates
of the television program
Price in Madrid and the director
ELECTED last week as West Coast Circo
department
was scheduled to arriveforonABC,
the West
Coast
representatives to the national Circo Trebol in Barcelona, for
of
Europe's
top
attracTelevision Authority convention in previews
today
(Monday)
to
confer
with
tions
suitable
for
television.
officials there on expandNew York Dec. 7-9 were Don WilMr. Vanda also set up film network
son, Bob Bruce, in announcers cate- coverage
of ABC's Television
of the United Nations Centering theinuseHollywood
as the origigory; Stanley Farrar, Lee Millar,
nation point for transcontinental
Eve McVeagh, Lee Hogan, Peter meetings
in Paris
for the station's
Philadelphia
clients.
Prouse, Martha Shaw, Tyler
McVey, actors; Vince Townsend
This is Mr. Vanda's first trip programs.
Explaining
he is to"particularly eagerthat
to utilize
the
Jr., Bob Stevens, solo singers; Ray aboard since he served as a lieutenant colonel in charge of Balkan utmost" the West Coast facilities,
Linn, Harry Stanton, chorus sing- operations
during World War II. Mr. Underhill also planned to iners; Gloria Dea, dancers; Harry
spect KECA-TV Hollywood and
Mendoza, specialty acts. Another
San Francisco, both ABCwill be chosen from this category. ABC-TV midwest program, Hail the KGO-TV
owned
and to confer with
Tie existed between two members Champ, sponsored by F. W. Amend station outlets,
executives.
Co., Chicago (Chuckles candy),
late last week. From these 16 mem- through
Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
bers, approximately 10 delegates
city, expanding 10,number
sta- ABC-TV Lorraine Cugat Show moves
will be decided upon by the whole same tions
effectiveof Dec.
to new time spot on KECA-TV Los
group to attend the convention. 22. Show from— onthreethreeto midwest
stations
Also attending will be the 16 TVA since Sept. 22 — moves to new time Angeles Sat., 8-9 p.m. (PST). Proboard members, coast executives expansion
slot: 6-6:30 goes
p.m. into
EST, effect.
Saturday, when 11 p.m. gram formerly was heard Tues., 10and chief counsel.
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Here is the signpost pointing to a new era — a vast challenge to creative imagination.
Hours on end each day it offers a parade of news, tragedy, comedy — life as it passes, in uninterrupted flow.
To help the creative TV producer, writer, and advertiser achieve fuller flexibility in
production and greater versatility in programming, the Eastman Kodak Company provides a full line of
motion-picture films, motion-picture cameras, projection equipment, and lenses. From its
offices in principal motion-picture centers is available a highly specialized staff of motion-picture
engineers and technicians ready to assist in any film problem.
For helpful information about your problems, write or phone the Motion Picture Film Department,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y.; East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.;
Midwest Division, 137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois; West Coast Division,
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California.

WSAZTV
CAawie£

^

of TH
y

■market
ABC— CBS— NBC— DTN
Represented hy
THE KATZ AGENCY

WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
One if thi Nation's Oldest Stations

MORE LISTENERS
THAN
ALL STATIONS
COMBINED*
•by C. E. HOOPER 1951
5000 WATTS— 930 KC
ABC PROGRAMS
Represented by
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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any action may have been taken
TV Code Survey
against any station by the review
(Continued from page 139)
board ofC. theWatters,
TV code."vice president
ance by individual stations. WDAF- empty shell which only the con- andM. general
manager
TV is answerable only to the public
TV
Cincinnati,
declaredoftheWCPOcode,
scientious
operator
will
pay
any
atand the FCC .for its performance
tention
to.
No
code,
not
even
a
in the public interest and would perfect document, will please every- though
not
perfect,
"is
the
closest
answer to a very serious problem
not accept any plan of policing by
one but I'm sure the board will affecting our industry." He is opother stations. Such a plan would
to further delay, recalling
be neither legal nor American in give weight to all sound criticisms stationposed endorsement
in Chicago
of E.the K.proposed
document."
Jett, vice
president and where "some 60 or 70 stations
...
A station which has given the director of WMAR-TV Baltimore, voted unanimously that the code
principle."
code considerable study is not yet agrees the code, as adopted in prin- as presented should be adopted.
ready to endorse it, pointing to a
ciple at Chicago, was the result of
number of specific points raised by considerable study and hard work They did more than agree to the
a station department head (see and added he had heard nothing principle of the code; they agreed
below) . The station felt there had but praise in regard to the main to Heeveryfavors
articlerevisions,
in it." even major
first asstep,anyandthat
perhaps
He raised a note of warning, on ones, but wants adoption now with
isto beas "agood
could thisbe provisions.
major amendments considered at
taken." It advocates discussion
ward thehand,
end, wesaying,
are "Down
invited to-to the NARTB convention in April.
and changes before adoption by the the other
industry.
become a paid subscriber to the "By
that time," he noted, "all of
of the code. Thus, us will have had a chance to have
Among those strongly in favor of penal provisions
we are advised that we lived under the code and to make
the code, P. A. Sugg, manager of incan effect,
real not
moneyexist
to take
chances
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, believes that paymight
if we
pay any suggestions that we deem adthe industry
accept few
the minor
code's nothing at all." He felt the points
Walker View
tenets
with "will
relatively
by radio attorneys should
changes in wording. The enforce- beraised
answered in detail by NARTB. visable."
Larry
Walker, secretary-treasurer
and
assistant
general manager
ment procedures probably will
George M. Burbach, general of WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
prove troublesome, but responsible manager
of KSD-TV St. Louis, called it "a very beautifulN. andC,
management can solve this problem
the codeeffort
"represents
as it has many others during past said
cooperative
ever put the
forthbestby idealistic thing — a move which was
our industry, and basically it is sorely needed in TV."
Mr. Walker said he is no purist
Another code proponent con- good. Of course, it would be impos ible to obtain 100% approval.
studied it but figis starting
to worry girls,
over "the
years."uredceded"ithe ishadn't
impact
of undressed
hipa great thing for the Some opposition undoubtedly stems but
from
honest
convictions,
but
there
shakers."
He
said
the
station
was
industry."
Lee Ruwitch, vice president and probably are a few who place sel- about to do something on its own
fish interests ahead of all else. The if it was not done nationally.
general manager of WTVJ (TV)
Miami, feels the code needs changes code may need some minor revi"I hope
the networks
vidual stations
can and and
will inditake
and has made some suggestions to
sions but in my opinion the overall
the
Swezey
committee.
"As
far
as
result
is
excellent."
this
thing
seriously,"
he
said.
"I'm
the criticism, by Washington attorof
the
opinion
it
will
not
cost
us
Self-Regulation Preferred
Eloise Smith Hanna, president money but in many cases will save
is concerned,"
he said,
"it
never neysentered
our minds
that the
Birmingham, feels us Patrick
headachesJ. and
buildpresident
audiences."of
code would be put into final form itof isWBRC-TV
Goode,
better for the industry to
in such lay terms as the original
its own code ad- WNHC-TV
draft. Naturally, it would require operate "under
ily in favor ofNewthe Haven,
adoptionis of"heartsome
mitting, and regardless of, its in- reasonable
the legalistic scrutiny and wording
plan of regulation
adequacies, rather than operate
which would afford proper protec- under government
censorship.
which would tend to eliminate sugtion to the stations and the indus"The
sense
of the
TV code paralgestive remarks
actions" andas
try. We think the code is basically
which would
coverandcommercials
lels
that
of
the
broadcasting
code,
a good one and certainly greatly also the code under which many
well
as
programs.
"I
believe
the
networks now operate. I think you code has gone a long way
to corneeded."Need Clearing House
rect some of the evils of televiwill agree that in the past the
sion," he said. "If it does not fully
of broadcasters have
WTVJ staff members agreed a majority
abided by the broadcasting code satisfy all elements of the induscentral clearing house is needed to without
serious
effects.
And
I
try
it
could be amended from time
check new products and claims, think the same will be true of the
in an effort to perfect it."
local and national; wants specific TV code. It is impossible to fully to Atimemanager
not to be
changes cernedinabouttime
con- comment on the objections cited by named said, "Ipreferring
film standards;
commercialsis used
do not inrecall
that
the
Washington
radio
attorneys
the
code
was
approved
over and over, pointing to audience since the end results arising from at Chicago. My recollectionprinciple
objections when films are repeated. the objections cited have not been the resolution asked that isitthatbe
set forth.
Campbellan Arnoux,
before the board of directors
Norfolk,
NARTB WTAR-TV
TV board completely
"Affiliated stations should be held placed
they has
couldnever
promulgate
it."
for any violations of the soThethatstation
subscribed
member, is convinced a "sound, blameless
virile" code is a "must," not only code committed on programs fed to to industry codes, having its own
"for
the articulate
critic,whobutmust
for such stations by the networks, since operating standards.
the inarticulate
millions
at thetionspresent
time affiliated staare the observations
have no means
whereby they of Following
perforce look or turn the switch." may censor
a TV station department head
network
shows.
"The proposed code is a start as
rmore, in replying to one who was asked, "Do you think it
I see it," Mr. Arnoux said. "It is of "Furthe
the citations set forth, it is my TELESCklPTIONS
not
a perfect has
document
the underst
Constitution
been— even
amended
anding that the board will
have no judicial authority in the ANIMATED AND
many times — and as experience true
sense of the word. Rather
gives us the answer, this television
code will, without doubt, be also their authority will be limited to LIVE ACTION
revised.
disciplinary action as prescribed
agreed to by the broadcasters
"As to the
penaltyto provisions
for and
themselves. Thus FCC application 823 VICTOR BLDG.
violation,
it seems
me a code for
with the question
forms
as dynamic a medium of mass influ- coveringdealing
convictions and violations
ence
on
peoples'
life
and
thinking
applicab
be
not
would
le in the event
without penalities would be an
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[the code] should be approved without changes?" The answer was, TV Fire Alarm
SALT LAKE CITY firemen
"No," accompanied
by these recom endations and observations
:
didn't need the plea of "fire1. Under Section 4, "Suspension of
my out
child."
saw fireman, save
break
on a They
local
Subscription" —
a. "If hearingscriber, it shall
is requested
by subTV
program
in
a
KSL-TV
be designated
studio Nov. 5, when an illumias promptly as possible and at
ignited a cur-of
such timevisionand
place
as
the
Teletainnating
duringlampperformance
Board of Directors may
Televisio n Sweepstakes.
specify."
Watching show over their
This is arbitrary, allowing the
sets, the firemen turned up
accused no voice in establishing
at the studio ready to fight
particularly the place of hearing.
a fire to which they were not
Whenever possible the scene of
the alleged violation should be
called. Station employes had
designated as the place of the
extinguished
the blaze
behearing in order that the defense
fore they arrived.
Damage
v atmayminimum
present cost.
maximum evidence
was estimated at $100.
b. and
". . .theshallTelevision
notify theCodesubscriber
Review Board or Board of DirecReview
tors who, it might be proved,
Board in writing of the decision.
could
be prejudiced against the
Suchcases
decision
be final."
accused.
In
whenshall
punitive
action
e. No
provision
is madean accused
in this
verdicts are returned by the
section which assures
Board,
shall the
that there will be no Board
still remain
finalBoard's
if the decision
accused
can later prove that the exact
changes
hearing without his during
express a approval.
same violation by one or more
fellow subscribers went unchal- 2. Under Section 6, "Termination of
lenged? Also,demandcana anrehearing
exiled subscriber
and
a.Contracts"
Does not insure amnesty for
possible reinstatement if a Code
maximum— of 52 weeks from date
of Code acceptance.
change
subsequent
to
his
dennouement negates the section(s) 3. Under Paragraph 6, "Time Standoriginally violated ?
ards for Advertising
c. This section fails to state
a. "On Camera"
shots ofCopy"
such— mawhether or not the Board must
terials
(stationary
backdrops
or
identify all known complainants
properties) should be fleeting,
in any violation bill of particnot
too
frequent
and
.
.
."
ulars.
Treating this matter from a
time rather than a propriety
d. This section gives the accused no
standpoint militates against the
right to challenge members of the
REELS
REAL

OF

QUALITY!

Not only Madam, but the
entire family are spellbound by such films as
our historical dramas featuring TOM KEENE and
RITA HAYWORTH
I CONQUER THE SEA
with DENNIS MORGAN
— FLAMING HEARTS
-UNSUNG HEROES —
SAVAGE GOLD, and
THRILLER from the
JUNGLES OF EQUADOR. These are some of our exciting features, T. V.
proved commercially and sustaining wire by top T. V.
stations.
FILMS FOR TELEVISION!
Full length feature mysteries — dramas — historicals — ■
adventure & westerns — serial — short series in sports
and nature — travel — novelties to fit any type of program.
Information and prices on equest. write, wire
Salute
or phone now for new cla ified film brochure.
NBC
TELECAST FILMS
TFI-TV
I BROADCASTING

1 1 2 W. 48rh Srreer New York 1 9, N.Y.
JUdson 6-5480
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user of discreet desk cards and
other inoffensive props.
4. Under Paragraph 1(c), "Presentation of Advertising"
The word
"disparage"— is too weak.
The dictionary says it means "speak
slightingly
were
accepted,of."muchIf this
of thedefinition
current
cigarette advertising would have
to he lign"
turned
down.
Perhaps
"mawould be better.
5. Under "Premiums and Offers" —
a. Paragraph 1. "Full details of
proposed
offers . .and.," isforces
too general a statement
the
broadcaster to usurp power
rightfully
belonging
to
the
Federal Trade Commission.
b. permits
Paragraphno 2.extension
"A finalofdate
. ."
end .date
by client.
c. Paragraph 3. "Willingness to
honor incomplaints
. . .,"untenable
puts the
client
a completely
position. It does not state that,
inthethepremium
event of or"dissatisfaction,"
offer must be
returned
refunded. before money can be
d. Paragraph 5. "Assurances should
be obtained,"
is too noncommittal. Is assurances
the necessity
for obtaining
dependent
upon
the individual case? Must the
assurances be written? Can the
broadcaster
be held
culpable for
failure to obtain
assurances?
6. An addendum to the code should
make it clear that no station subscriber shall be held responsible
for any code violation occurring in
any live or transcribed program
originated by a network subscriber.
7. Under Section 3, "Authority and
a.Responsibility"
Part 6 fails —to■ establish liaison
between review
board and advertising groups such as AAAA.
b. Part 9 does notmendations." Ifthis
clarify
"recom-to
is meant
encompass
the
issuance
of
warn-it
ings to alleged violators,
should so- state. In this regard
it might improve the intent and
workability of the Code to insist
that Rules and Procedures contain assurance that alleged violators receive at least one warning before charges are preferred,
and that no charges will be preferred unless alleged violation
is repeated after receipt and
acknowledgment of said warning(s).

MR.

SPONSOR

...MEETS FRIENDS
These are but a few of the
many hundreds of Central New
York youngsters who turned
out to greet BOB EHLE, the
WHEN
"Singing
Teller"
at a recent
public Story
appearance.
The smiling gentleman in the
picture is a satisfied Bob Ehle
sponsor.BUNKHOUSE" is Cen"THE
tral New York's most popular
gathering place, every day
from 5:00 to 6:00.

TO YOUR NEAREST
QUESTIONS
1. Can the board
of directors render KATZ AGENCY MAN
unbiased decisions on charges levelled against a board member's AND PUT "MYSTERY
operation?
2. How
will the public be able to dis- THEATRE" TO WORK
tinguish between disbarred members and non-members operating in FOR YOU!
good faith ?
3. What happens
if non-members
establish a competitive
code which
offers similar rules minus the controversial sore-points?
4. the
Can strength
charges beof preferred
testimony solely
given onby
persons other than members of the
TELEVISION
review board.
SYRACUSE
UPT Dividend
UNITED Paramount Theatres Inc.
— in process of merger with ABC
(See storythat
pagethe 35)UPT— last
announced
boardweekof CBS*ABC*DUMONT
directors has declared a dividend of
OWNED BY THE
50 cents per share on outstanding
common stock, payable Dec. 18 to MEREDITH PUILISHING CO.
holders of record at close of business Nov. 30.
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YESTERDAY
and
TODAY
in
Central Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday ....
On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today ....
there are

187,250
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6
"JiaaL in. QndiarvoL
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Live Shows Preferred,
Survey Indicates
(Report 191)

telestatus
LIVE shows are more popular than
filmed, and dramatic type entertainment isfavored over any other
form in television by program buyers. So says the fourth annual
national TV poll concluded early
this month by Gordon Levoy, head
of General Television Enterprises,
Hollywood.
Conducted among 400 leading advertising agency executives, station program directors and sponsor advertising managers, responses indicated preference with
respect to content, length, type and
method of programming.
Majority
Favor60%'Live'of agenOf those
replying,
cies, 90% of sponsors and 53% of
station program directors cast their
votes for live entertainment. Old
movies and kinescopes received
only a negligible vote. In previous
polls
conducted
by ahead
Mr. Levoy,
filmed shows
ran well
of live
telecasts.
Dramatic type shows were prefer ed by all groups, with 97% of
agencies, 84% of sponsors and 80%
of stations voting them first. Variety shows came second in favor,
with comedy and sports next in
order. Concert music and panel
shows were favored over old movies
films and westerns. The half hour
show was given as preferred length.
City

Berle Heads
Pulse List
TOP 10 network TV programs for
Week of Oct. 11-17 were released
last week in a multi-market survey
published by the Pulse Inc. They
are:
ONCE-A-WEEK SHOWS Average
Program
Rating
Texaco
Star ofTheatre
(NBC)
40.4
Your
Show
Shows
(NBC)
30.2
TV Playhouse
(NBC)
28.1
Comedy
Hour
(Abbott
&
Costello)
(NBC)
28.0
Godfrey
& His Friends
(CBS) 27.7
Fireside
Theatre
(NBC)
26.8
Toast of(CBS)
the Town (CBS) 26.1
26.8
Mama
Red
Skelton
(NBC)
26.0
Football (Redskins vs. Browns) (DuMont)
26.0
Rating
MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS Average
Program
Howdy
13.8
Cactus JimDoody(NBC)(NBC)
12.3
Camel
News
Caravan
(NBC)
Kukla,
Fran
&
Ollie
(NBC)
10.9
13.5
Perry Smith
Como (NBC)
(CBS)
10.8
Kate
10.69.0
CBS-TV
News
(CBS)
The Stork Club (CBS)
9.1
Captain
Video
(DuMont)
Mohawk Showroom (NBC)
9.58.8
Set Ownership in L. A.
Area Surveyed
THERE IS one television set for
each tion1.5
or 66%
in thefamilies
Los Angeles
signalsaturaarea,
according to the Electric League of
Los Angeles, Kern, Riverside, San
Bernardino and Ventura Counties.
Survey further revealed that

321,916 of these (1.5) families own
sets with
screenof size
Total
number
sets 12"in ortheunder.
area
as of the end of October was 1,097,459, an increase of 11,362 over
September's
figure.
tion figures were
basedSeton distribureports
by 27 distributors in the area over
the September-October
* * * period.
Talent Scouts' Tops
November Trendex
ARTHUR
Scouts headsGODFREY'S
list of top 10Talent
TV
shows released by Trendex Inc. in
its November TV Program Popularity Report. The report, covering
10 cities served by three or more
TV station, follows:
Program
Rating
Talent Scouts
(CBS)
Texaco
Star Lewis
Theatre
(NBC) 47.7
44.5
Martin
and
(NBC)
42.9
Red
Skelton
(NBC)
40.8
Show
of
Shows
(NBC)
40.3
Jimmy
Durante
(NBC)
39.0
Godfrey
&
Friends
(CBS)
38.3
Fireside
Theatre
(NBC)
37.7
Man
Against
Crime
(CBS)
37.4
Jack Benny (CBS)
36.3
* * *
Children Request
TV Brands
RISING power of television was
indicated again last week by a
survey of mothers in metropolitan
(Continued on page 171)
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Sets in109,835
Area
Sets in Area City Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
11,200 Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Matamoras
(Mexico),
KOB-TV
Albu
165,000
Ames
71,125
WMCT
11,100
WOI-TV WSB-TV, WLTV
XELD-TV
104,129
WAGA-TV,
337,687 Brownsville, Tex. WTVJ
Atlanta
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Miami
44,750
Milwaukee
280,113
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
275,600
89,300
65,000 Minn.-St.
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
Birmingham
125,000
KSTP-TV,
WTTV
Nashville Paul WSM-TV
Bloomington
43,393
809,004 New
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
Haven
232,494
Boston
200,000
New
Orlean*
Buffalo
WBTV
WBEN-TV
WNHC-TV
100,230 New York
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
995,630
67,817
Chicago
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBKB,
WGN-TV, WNBQ
310,000 Newark WOR-TV,
WCPO-TV,WENR-TV,
WKRC-TV,
Cincinnati
529,548
WATV
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXELWTVNWLWT
Cleveland
299,000
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
Columbus
o5,742
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
103,217
140,808 Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
102,369
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Ft. Worth WOC-TV
DallasPhiladelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
74,014
939,800
215,000
Davenport
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
Include Davenport,
Rock Ise., E. Moline
342,300
44,700
Pittsburgh WDTV
Quad Citie: WHIO-TV,
WLWD Moline,
705,323 Providenco
Dayton
170,000
WJAR-TV
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Richmond WTVR
WICU
Erie
76,875
95,071
WHAM-TV
140,808 Rochester
93,260
Ft.Dallas
WorthRock Quad
Island
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., Moline74,014
160,413
Grand
Rapids- WOOD-TV
Salt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
San
Antonio
Kalamazoo
Diego
84,049
59,400
Greensboro
57,137
111,985
WFMY-TV
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
Francisco KEYL,
Houston
247,000
KGO-TV,
98,902 San
KPRC-TV
WRGB KPIX, KRON-TV
Albany-Troy
SchenectadyHuntingtonCharleston
180,500
WSAZ-TV
Seattle
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
KING-TV
St. Louis
107,300
327,000
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
KSD-TV
Toledo
Johnstown
143,494
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
WJAC-TV
WSPD-TV
Syracuse
160,413
Tulsa
127,000
KOTV
157,251
WKTV
WKZO-TV
Grand CityRapids WDAF-TV
Utica-Rome
117,280 Washington
Kansas
301,000
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
Lancaster
WGAl-TV
Wilmington
56,200
89,263
WDEL-TV
67,000
WJIM-TV
84,063
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Estimated
Sets
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
Use 14,559,000
Total Stations on Air 109*
narket represent estimated sets
Editor's Note: Totals for
successive summaries. Total sets in all areas
partially
duplicated. Since
Soui of ,e. estimates are based on data from 'dSafe«7 dSributorT
wTrcXioT?om3,l°£ "1 T"H may ^
d manufacturers.
Bcessarily
approximate. many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive "u^riJ ^^Lj^'^, e_°m_panie?
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WMAR-TV
gives

you

when

MORE

you

buy

BALTIMORE/

More than 300 towns and communities within 90 miles of Baltimore
report good reception from
WMAR-TV.
Those were 337,687 TV receivers within approximately 30 miles of Baltimore on Nov. 1, 1951

"*
IN

MARYLAND

MOST

PEOPLE

—
WATCH

— '

— ^ -

WMAR-TV

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES * TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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NBC's Engineering
(Continued from page U9)
being telecast from the Centre by 0. B. Hanson, NBC's engineerTheatre, the International and
ing vice president, the parabola
Hudson Theatres and the New Am- measures six feet in diameter and
sterdam Roof. NBC engineers cur- can pick up high quality sound
rently are converting the Warner from distances as far away as 35
Bros. Studio in Brooklyn into one ft. It will eliminate the need for
of the largest and most completely boom mikes and allow performers
equipped TV studios in the World, greater freedom of movement.
measuring 185 ft. by 85 ft.
To meet the requirements of
Four TV studios are operating NBC's expanding program activities, the engineering department
in Hollywood, three in the network's studio building. The other is currently engaged in an extensive
is the El Capitan Theatre, which rebuilding program of its master
recently began originating the big control, film studio and kinescope
musical comedy shows. In Chicago, recording room in Radio City. The
control is being enlarged
the engineering department is pres- master
ently converting a radio studio in and completely rebuilt to meet all
the Merchandise Mart for TV, up-to-date network requirements.
Construction is underway on a new
making three studios in all. Wash- film
studio to be equipped with
ington and Cleveland both have
single studio plants.
eight film chains — each consisting
of a camera, 16mm projector, 35The vision
phenomenal
growth
tele- mm
projector and telop projector
during the past
threeof years
was fostered in no small measure (for still pictures). Two additional
by the engineering genius of NBC sets of recording equipment are
in the newly enwho continued to develop new elec- being installed
larged kinescope recording room.
tronic techniques and improve exTechnically, as well as programisting equipment.
wise, television has made great
Better Programming Gear
strides in the last few years. Much
credit is due to the foresight
Briefly, here are some of the ofandtheengineering
brilliance of NBC
more outstanding examples:
and
RCA.
it has come
% The video announcer, a unit a long way, Although
TV
has a long
which clamps on the front of a TV road to travel beforestillachieving
the
field camera permitting the trans- technical greatness it portends.
mis ion of 35mm film announcegoal, the network's
ments — thereby eliminating the Towards thisdepartment
conneed for card stands or switching engineering
devote all its will
technical
back to the studio for commercial skill andtinue toknow-how.
inserts.
# The Pocket Ear, which allows technicians in the studio free- THEATRE TV
dom of movement while still being
Second CD Showing
able to receive cues from the control booth. It consists of a small PLANS for a second excursion into
receiver box fastened to the waist closed
circuit theatre TV were
with an ear plug attachment.
being wrapped up by Federal Civil
# Various optical effects such Defense Administration officials
as the high shot mirror device last week.
Tentative blue print for a secwere developed. By using this mirond demonstration — this time earror device, program directors can
marked for the New England area
simulate high camera angles with- — was revealed
a fortnight ago by
out raising the camera off the floor.
civil
defense
authorities [B*T,
% Kinescope recordings have
been improved immeasurably, not Nov.Final19]. arrangements are to be
only in the methods, but techniques. announced this week, with names
# The
in- and number of cities participating.
stal ed in the"big
Centrescreen"
Theatrewasto afBoston has been definitely set
ford studio audiences the pleasure asOnlya key
for another showing,
of seeing the program as it is being designed area
to train volunteer persontelecast in addition to how it is benel
in
civil
defense
techniques. Subing produced on the stage. The
ject will be welfare services.
screen, measuring 15 by 20 ft., AT&T
reportedly
is offering fahangs above the stage.
cilities on the hourly basis of $1
% The parabolic microphone, per mile for video lines (one-way),
15 cents per mile for first
dubbed ne rs,the
ear" by forthe useengi-on plus
isbeing"bigdeveloped
audio line to the theatre and an
TV programs. Employing a prin- additional 15 cents per mile for the
ciple first developed and patented second audio line from the theatre.
The project is another in the
series launched
AudioVisual
Division byto FCDA's
mass instruct
TELEFILM, INC.
some 15 million workers within a
COMPLETE FILM
comparatively short period of time.
FOR PRODUCTION
First demonstration was held in
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
September in Washington, with inAll Production Steps
struction channeled through theaIn One Organization
tre television to Baltimore, New
6039 Hollywood
Blvd.,
Hollywood
28,
Calif.
York
and
Philadelphia [B*T, Sept.
HOLLYWOOD 9-720S
24, 10].
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PREPARING X-ray forms during drive against tuberculosis are these KMTV
(TV) Omaha executives (I to r): Owen Saddler, general manager; Ray
Schroeder, chief engineer; Howard Peterson, sales manager, and Glenn
Harris, program director.
was parked
in front
for 10 daysMobile
whileunitstation
supported
drive.of KMTV studios

GOVERNMENT curtailment of availability of mica, used in iconoscopes,
was subject
for discussion
TV
New Orleans
among at(IWDSUto r)
Lindseyneer;Riddle,
WDSU-TV
chief engiComr. Paul A. Walker,
FCC
vice chairman, who was visiting the
station, and Robert D. Swezey, station exec, v.p.-gen.-mgr.

ADMIRING new Miller High Life
beer identification card are (seated,
I to r) C. V. Niderost, southwestern
division mgr.. Miller Brewing Co.,
sponsor of Los Angeles Rams pro
football telecasts on KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles; Wilbur Edwards, KNXT
gsn.
(standing, I Bob
to r) Bill
Symes,mgr.;
sportscaster,
station sis.and
mgr. Hoag,

DISCUSSING media situation are (I to r) John J.
v.p. instar;
chargeMerlof
CBS Radio Network Saks; Gene Autry, CBS radio Karol,
id television
Jones, v.p. in charge of stations and general services division for CBS Television, and Howard S. Meighan, pres., CBS Radio Div.
ATTENDING party following premiere of Frank Sinatra Show are (I to r)
Earle Ludgin, Pres., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago; J. J. Van Volkenburg, pres.,
CBS Television Div.; Maxine Andrews of the Andrews Sisters; Perry Como,
singer; Patty Andrews, of singing trio; Benjamin A. Ragir, president, Ekco
Products Co., Chicago, sponsor of first quarter-hour; Frank Sinatra, star of
show; LaVerne Andrews, third member of trio; Frankie Laine, singer, and
Hubbell Robinson Jr., v.p. in charge of network programs, CBS Television Div.

Cost No Deterrent
APPEAL of television is
really demonstrated in San
Bernardino, Calif., where the
purchase of a TV set is no
small consideration. In this
city, approximately 60 miles
from Los Angeles, the nearest television receiving point,
the average height of antennas is 65 feet, and sometimes
must be raised to 80 feet.
Average price of installing
the antenna and booster is
almost $300 above the cost of
the set. In spite of this, the
San Bernardino area boasts
. approximately 6500 TV sets,
with new ones being installed
at the rate of 375 per month.
TORGE NAMED
Manager of WBEN-TV
GEORGE R. TORGE, program
director of WBEN-TV Buffalo
since 1948, has been appointed station manager, according to an ant byr,A.
nouncemen
i H.
i»* tfc
ofe
!j■|Mppr
chh
Kir
\
ent of
sid
e
pre
vic
J|
VI.
EN Torge,
Inc. in
* "fifr.I WBMr.
■jHHHHjjH
addition
his
*' *
new
dutiesto will
also continue to
supervise TV program ing. Mr.
Torge
Torge entered raillI dio in 1932 as a singer. He joined
9, jthe Buffalo Evening News stations
_j_in 1936, serving successively as announcer, chief announcer and program director.
During World War II he served
as a combat sergeant in General
Patton's Third
Army. In 1946, dihe
rejoined
rector WBEN
of both theas AMprogram
and FM
operations.
XELD-TV Set Drive
ENTHUSIASM of dealers for TV
in the Rio Grande Valley was
demonstrated following a meeting
called by XELD-TV Matamoros,
,fjMexico-Brownsville, Tex., Nov. 9.
In|iOver 300 TV dealers and distriattendedandconference
I Jardin butors
Hotel
signed upat forEl
J isix-week cooperative advertising
. campaign to promote set sales in
Drivestreamers,
features and
radio-TV
:oo',j.the
spots,area.
window
newsojlpaper
advertising.
Meeting
ineluded talks by Monte Kleban,
v|,[XELD-TV
generalprogram
manager,
and
Justin Duncan,
director
• of WOAI-TV San Antonio. Technijical problems were aired.
uDenison Community TV
DENISON, Tex., city council passed
an ordinance last week giving Better Television Inc. a 20-year franchise for operation of a community
television tower. Company plans
to set up a central aerial for use of
TV
owners, promising improved
reception.
BROADCASTING
• Tele.

Radio-TV Highlight KRLD-TV's Tree
Paris Meet
UN COVERAGE
KRLD-TV's
towersoonin become
downtown Dallas will
THE UNITED NATIONS' General Assembly in Paris is providing
a 400-foot
Christmas of"tree,"
with
a festooning
gay
virtually
coverage. unlimited opportunity for radio-TV public interest and news
lights
on
cables.
The
"bigDaily reports are being carried over the CBS Television Network with
gest-tree-on-earth," as it is
the first program,
a summary
*
called, will be visible on the
conferences
preliminaries,
carriedof listing
Dallas skyline for miles
since
July
and
has
been
cararound. KRLD studios, at
3:30-4 p.m. (EST) Nov. 11.
by the TBC Radio Network
Weekday CBS TV programs are since riedMay
1950.
the
base, andBldg.,
the
covering all Assembly meetings as
Dal'astower's
Times-Herald
ABC Radio's Foreign Reporter
well as committee sessions, with started
adjacent
in
Herald
Square,
coverage of the
telecasts in the U. S. following by General on-the-spot
will be festively decorated.
Assembly Nov. 8, 10:15one day the time of actual sessions 10:30 p.m.
EST,
Apex ofof the
will be-be
in Paris. The Sunday programs — with UN reports whenandthe continued
formed
neon "tree"
stars' just
program
moved to a 3-3:30 p.m. time period shifted to 9:45-10 p.m. recently.
low the antenna, which will
rise another 100 feet like a
Nov. 18 — feature edited digests Robert Sturdevant, ABC corresChristmas tree spike.
of the full week's coverage.
pondent, is reporter.
Described as establishing someMutual devoted a full hour to the
thing of a record for international
fortnight ago when it broadcast
sight-and-sound journalism, the UN
Windows on the World, a Norman Halley Leaves Show
telecasts are result of three-party Corwin documentary produced in RUDOLPH HALLEY, newly-electagreement between the UN, Para- association with UN Radio. The
ed president of the New York city
mount Pictures Corp. and CBS.
taped broadcast started with a tour council, bowed out of CBS-TV's
of
the
38-floor
Secretariat
Bldg.
Actual TV coverage is being hanwith last Tuesdled by UN technical personnel. from the ground up and featured Crime Syndicated
having obtained release
The signal is fed into a Paramount spontaneous interviews with UN from day'shisshow, contract.
The lawyerInter-Film unit — the same used to employes.
politician's
transmit TV pictures to movie
tions every contract
13 weeks,called
with for
first op-to
screens in theatre TV— where pic- ANNOUNCING new list of distribu- fall after Dec. 11 program. He will
ture and sound are developed, fixed,
for its line of television and be replaced this Tuesday by Sen.
dried and recorded on 35mm film radio torsreceivers,
R. D. Payne, sales Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.), who
within 30 seconds after the event manager
succeeded Rep. Estes Kefauver
of facturing
CBS-Columbia
occurs, it was explained. The
subsidiary of Inc.,
CBS,manuhas (D-Tenn.) as head of the Crime
equipment, handled by Paramount statedtern that
Investigating Committee. It was
"the
distribution
patwhich had been set at the time unknown
recording engineers, was flown to
at CBS-TV Division last
France for these programs with the of the merger with CBS is now almost week whether Sen. O'Conor would
ahead of sched- appear the following week or
help of the Dept. of State. Finished complete,ule. Thismanynewmonths
pattern gives
films will be flown to the U.S., ar- Columbia a key distributing
outletCBS-in whether the program would finish
riving— if good flying conditions each television area throughout
the its
tors. season with guest commentaprevail
— -for telecasting
overafter
the
CBS network
within 24 hours
country."
they have been made.
Directed by Mickelson
Emery Kelen, TV officer of the
UN Radio Division, is supervising
coverage in Paris, and Albert Chesnes, recently appointed manager, of
Paramount Theatre television operations, is in charge of his company's
CBS through
TV operations areparticipation.
being managed
Sig Mickelson, director of CBS-TV
news and public affairs.
NBC's Assembly
coverageareofon the
sixth
General
a weekly
basis with telecasts of 12 halfhour documentaries produced by
the Ford Foundation [B»T, Nov.
5]. First of the series started Saturday, Nov. 10, 7-7:30 p.m. EST.
ABC-TV focused on the United
Nations when news
Unitedconference
— or Not?,withan
unrehearsed
members of the UN Correspondents
Assn. interviewing world leaders
and UN delegates, resumed Nov. 13,
Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m. EST over the
network. Program had not been
aired since Oct. 30, although the
It's absolutely nothing for KSL-TV to put on any show from a
radio version (Tuesday, 10:30-11
p.m.) has continued without lapse.
pot to a circus. Studios with room enough for
Interviews are Vitapixed in
ie; elevator huge enough for an elephant;
Paris and flown to New York for
telecasting. John MacVane, press
auditorium to seatit over 200; two complete kitchens; camera
attache of the U. S. Mission to
the UN, is acting as moderator,
with Emery Kelen as director. The
television version — which for now
Whatever you need it's yours at
KSL-TV
will originate at the temporary UN
building next to the Palais de Chaillot — has been a regular ABC-TV
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film

and ready to
serve you!
We do ONE THING— and
we think we do it exceptionally well:
We are PRODUCERS of high
quality
SOUND MOTION
PICTURES
TV COMMERCIALS
SOUND RECORDINGS
SLIDE FILMS
FILM STRIPS
Our permanent staff includes speamong cameramen,
script writers,soundartists,cialists
directors,
technicians and lighting experts.

report

quarter
onsfilmsING
showinofg 22conditi
CAST
TELEhour
in Israel began last week over
KLAC-TV Los Angeles. The films
were recorded by Clete Roberts
during a three-week stay in the
country, and consist of interviews,
eye-witness accounts of recent happenings, living conditions and other
appropriate subjects.
— Nigel Bruce has been signed
by G. Ralph Branton, president of
Interstate Television Corp., Los
Angeles, for top supporting role in
forthcoming Raffles television film
series scheduled to start production
today (Monday). Programs will
be filmed at Monogram Pictures
Corp. studios, of which Interstate
is a subsidiary. Lee Savin will
produce,
and television
George Brant
starred. The
films areis
based
on the "Raffles" gentleman
robber
19). stories (Film Report, Nov.
— Dick Jones, featured in the
Range Rider television films being
produced
by Gene
Flying byA
Productions,
has Autry's
been signed
Mr. Autry to a seven-year contract.
Present plans call for him to star
in a new television series based on
the character he portrays in Range
Rider.
—Peter
McCabe,Cezon
Stephen
erts and Connie
have Robbeen
signed
by
Jerry
Fairbanks
Produc; tions, Hollywood, for roles in
[The Plugged Nickel, a new pro|[Detective
gram in the
films.series of Front Page

.

.

.

films for Cribben & Sexton through
Christiansen Adv., Chicago. The
series will introduce new 1952
model range in three 60-second and
three 20-second spots. The original
Sarra series for Universal received
the only TV film spot award given
that
Adv. year
Club. by Chicago Federated
Sarra also is filming 23 spots for
Mystik Tape, through George H.
Hartman Adv., Chicago. The seseven 60-second
and 16to 20-be
secondries of commercials
is slated
telecast during the next year.
JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCHollywood, plans organizato establish tion
a newTIONS,
with national
branch sales
offices in key
cities. Ralph Cattell, formerly
vice president in charge of sales
and a member of the board of
Wilding Picture Productions, will
head the new sales division as vice,
president.
STERLING TELEVISION Co.
names Mignon Meyer sales managersionforof the
firm. 16 mm film sales diviCHARLES MICHELSON Inc., New
York, American agent for EMI
(British) sound effects and mood
music libraries, names Cheshire &
Assoc., Hollywood transcription
program firm, as exclusive West
Coast distributor to television, radio and motion* picture
* * markets.
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
Inc., Los Angeles, has started production of new group of six programs in Rebound television film
series. Twelve of the series have
already been completed. Bernard
Girard is producer-director.

CHICAGO SUIT
B&K, CBS Reply Pends
BALABAN & KATZ, Chicago
movie chain, and CBS have two
more weeks in which to file an
answer to the $100,000 damage suit
filed in Federal District Court by
Cribben &facturerSexton,
manuof UniversalChicago
gas ranges.
Company
charges
the
B&K
videois
station, WBKB Chicago, which
affiliated with CBS, broke a contract for a time period not subject to network pre-emption by reUniversal'sfrom
local New
show York.
with
a networkplacingfeature
Cribben & Sexton set the damage
figure on the basis of its lost time
franchise, an audience built up
since December 1950 and cost of
commercials
additional
productionand
investment.
The initial
contract, according to Christiansen
Adv., which handles the Universal
account, was for 52 shows starting
Dec. 10, 1950. Only pre-emptions
provided for in the contract were
for double-header baseball games
running over into the 5 to 6 p.m.
Sunday time slot.
Agency claims it was notified 30
days in advance of Oct. 14 that
Universal's Blue Flame Theatre
would be cancelled at that time.
Attorneys for the plaintiff are
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin
& Ellis.
Cribben & Sexton has bought
Foreign Intrigue on WGN-TV
Chicago, Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m.

O'BRIAN PROMOTED
Takes UA Western Post
—
gs
j
Sales
and
Production
.
.
.
rdin
reco
ROBERT
(PAT)by United
O'BRIANArtists
has
nd requirements. n
finesteversouyour
been promoted
iUNITED TELEVISION PROwhat
to be western representative of
the audio-visual the facih
i
GRAMS
Inc.,
New
York,
has
sold
the television department in a step
has the teen
board pmen
j Old American Barn Dance to
be, Sea
t, wn.c
equi inter
toward further expansion of the
ties,ans,the and
West End Brewing Co., Utica, N. Y.
nh
est whic
interest
the ucti
nicilts,ns,
a
at
resu
!
(Utica
Club
Beer
&
Ale),
for
26
ons
company's video activities, John
cost Itsconsinisteprod
weeks. Program will be televised
Mitchell, nounced
director
nt with the highMonday. of UA-TV, anon WKTV (TV) Utica, WSYR-TV
Formerly
in
charge of the southSyracuse,
WRGB
(TV)
SchenecCASKaTHESE
CLIENTS
os is producing
Seaboard Studibusin
tady and WNBF-TV Binghamton. S N A D E R TELESCRIPTIONS
ern territory,in Mr.
O 'Brian
edIn addition, American Snuff Co., Corp., Los Angeles, has completed headquarter
Chicago
with will
full
films for TV,ucational showingsessforandthese
two
groups
of
TV
filmed
musical
Memphis,
Tenn.,
has
renewed
sponons:
izati
supervision
over
the
company's
organ
tive
senta
repre
Co.
shorts.
One
features
Frances
Mcmidwestern
television
operations.
s
o
r
s
h
i
p
o
f
Barn
Dance
in
seven
Robber
States
United r Refining Co.
Sinclai
southern cities for total of 52 Cann, musical comedy singer, and The young executive entered teleFastener
Slide Times
Talon
weeks.
the
other stars Bob Mitchell and his
vision in 1945 as supervisor of sales
New York
choirboys.
* * *
promotion and publicity for WRGB
A. R.al EBroadcasting Co.
C.Nation
Young & Rubicam,
ALEXANDER FILM Co., Colorado
(TV), the General Electric station
sonlnc- eCo.& Osborn,
ThompDurstin
J. WalterBarton,
Springs, completed recently TV Alter at Sao Paulo
in Schenectady,
was vice presiBatten,
dent of AtlasandTelevision,
New
commercials
for
the
following
Department
of StateInc.
York independent producer, before
companies:
Cecil
&
Presbrey,
INTERNATIONAL
Standard
Hicks
&
Greist,
Inc
joining
United
Artists.
Motorola Inc., Chicago, seven 20- Electric, IT&T subsidiary, holds
Lennen & Mitchell,& Ganger,
Inc. Inc.
second, three 46-second and two contract for installation of the Fed- WWDC Washington, informed trade
NewellNew" TV Program
Geyer,
"Something
50-second
films through Ruthraff &
eral transmitter and microwave
1«
in
Products
Brand
21majorNational
out broadcast
commersponsored by lead.n Ryan. Lennox Furnace Co., Mar- for Radio Televisao Paulista, Sao last weekcially"itduringhasthe"sold
marketsstores.
department
shalltown, Iowa, 24 46-second films Paulo, Brazil. Federal engineer day. It was reportednormal
the station
through Henri, Hurst & McDonald. supervising the installation for doesn't expect to take that
Fisk Tire & Rubber Co., New York, ISE is Robert Alter and not Joe until after Christmas. new advertisers
17 46-second films. Fisher Brew- Herold, as incorrectly reported in
Three Stages & Coaxial
connection to all TV Stations
Lake City,
20- the Nov. 12 issue of Broadcasting
seconding Co.,filmsSaltthrough
GillhamsixAdv.
• Telecasting. Mr. Herold is
Agency.
Arden
Ice
Cream
Co.,
RAZORS?
supervising installation of DuMont
SEABOARD
San Diego, one 15-second film equipment. Latter company is subUR
STRiECH
PR
contractor supplying the studio
STUDIOS, Inc. through Phillips-Ramsey Co.
equipment and Telecruiser. Sao
157 East 69th St., N. Y. 21, N. Y. SARRA Inc., Chicago, has been Paulo
1 TV F 1L M COM M ERCIA ODUCTIO'NSI
firm had expected programUDSOS 2-3616]
Telephone Regent 7-9200
by Nov. 15 but that date was
signed to produce a new series of moved mingahead.
1697
Universal Gas Range television
•1
BROADCASTING BROADWAY,
• N.Y.
Telecasting
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TV ANTENNAS
RTMA Seeks Materials
J MATERIALS for TV receiving ant tennas will be sought of National
Authority
j'I Production
Television Mfrs.
Assn. sobytheRadiofour
jlmillion TV sets to be turned out
in 1952 will be matched by an1"
tennas.
RTMA's Antenna Section, under
1 Chairman Larry H. Kline, of Ward
1 Products Corp., proposes that NPA
• classify military antennas as "A"
ijthe
and controlle
civilian dantennas
materialass "B"
plan.under
The
1 section found that NPA has not
n
j made ample provisio for allocation of critical materials to equip
the anticipated production of reNew Steps Taken
Steps to expand production of
aluminum, cobalt and other critical materials used in general electronic production have been taken
by government agencies, according to Robert C. Sprague, RTMA
board chairman and acting chairman of the RTMA TV Committee.
Nickel and copper shortages remain acute.
Field tests of the proposed National Television System Committee standards are proceeding satisfactorily, David B. Smith, Philco
Corp., told RTMA's industry meeting in Chicago Nov. 14-16 in his
capacity as NTSC vice chairman.
RTMA's Sports
committee, underPromotion
Chairman SubDan
D. Halpin of RCA, has taken steps
to speed up the creation of local
promotion groups among dealers
and distributors in TV areas. These
committees are cooperating with
sports organizations in the promotion of attendance at sports con-

tests. Key distributors will set up TV TAPE UNIT
the local committees.
Ampex to Make For Crosby
RTMA's
board appropriated
funds
for publication
of a new AMPEX Electric Corp., Redwood
study showing the effect of tele- City, Calif., expects to have the
vision on sports attendance. The
tape recording sysstudy is being conducted by Jerry new temmagnetic
fortronicTV,divisiondeveloped
the elecN. Jordan, whose previous surveys
of Bing byCrosby
Enof sports attendance have been the
terprises
[B*T,
Nov.
19],
in promost
thorough
in
the
athletic
duction
within
the
next
six
world.
months.
This indication was given by
Progress in aiding RTMA memAlexander M. Poniatoff, president
berinesscompanies
in the
category has
been small-busmade by of Ampex, in a news interview.
the association, which is actively His
remarks were made coincident
working to help them obtain mili- with the national release by Bing
tary contracts. Small companies Crosby Enterprises that the new
have underbid big firms on 80% system to take sight and sound at
of contracts for items they are the same time has been perfected.
qualified to make, according to
In an interview printed in the
Kennard Weddell, chief of the Nov. 12 San Mateo Times, Mr. PonOffice of Small Business, Dept. of
iatoff said the quality of sound and
the Air Force. He said most large
will be improved with time.
prime contracts must be placed picture
He said agreement was reached
with big companies because of the more than two years ago with the
equipment and engineering needed tion.
Crosby firm to handle the producto fill them.

JLatlnfl

for all TV Cameras

^4dioJ

BALANCED"

COVIDEO ANSWERS
Denies FTC Complaint
GOVERNMENT complaint charging Covideo Inc., New York, with
falsely representing that it manufactures the coin-operated TV sets
it sells has been denied in an
Complete 360° pan without ragged or
answer filed by the firm with the
jerky movement is accomplished with efFederal Trade Commission [B»T,
fortless control. It is impossible to get
Oct. 8].
anything
but perfectly smooth pan and
The company and its officers, Sidtilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
ney I. Horwatt and Louis Brown,
claimed that their receivers are
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
separate and distinct from ordinary
into position desired by operator with no
TV sets and that Covideo operates
no differently from other radio"play"
between pan handle and tripod
TV set manufacturers.
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
The respondents also denied
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtclaims attributed to them that they
inhandle.
spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
maintain a staff of competent engineers and technicians, with adequate TV research facilities. OfWrite for further particulars
ficers of the firm have done considerable research in production
and operation of coin-operated TV
and radio sets, however, they told
the
New FTC.
York Hearings
Nov. 5. were held in
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BARRETT NAMED
Takes Consolidated Post
HALSEY V. BARRETT, formerly
with DuMont network sales, has
been appointed eastern sales manager for Consolidated Television
Sales Inc., Peter M. Roebeck, sales
manager of the
firm's Hollywood
headquarters,
announced
last week.
Already in his
new position, Mr.
Barrett has set
up
eastern offices
for
at 44 Consolidated
W. 56th St.,
New York.
Associated with
DuMont since
1948, heofheldsalesa
series
Mr. Barrett
posts.
joining Prior
DuMont,to
Mr. Barrett was sales promotion
manager
and before
that had for
been CBS-TV
with WNEW
New
York.

TV

TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.
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W. YOUNGSTEADT, director of advertising and sales promotion
WPTF Raleigh, N. C, appointed sales manager. Mr. Youngsteadt
* succeeds OLLIE
who has resigned
the position
due to CARPENTER,
illness. Mr. Carpenter
will
assume other duties at station.
RICHARD E. SHIREMAN, local sales
manager WISN Milwaukee, Wis., appointed national sales manager.
DAVID M. PLATT, director of public affairs, chief announcer and newscaster WKLV Blackstone, Va., appointed general manager. He will con[r. Carpenter
Mr. Youngsteadt tinue to handle his present duties.
FELIX
general ADAMS
manager. Jr., news editor WFRX West Frankfort, 111., appointed
R

ROBERT C. PAYNE to KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kans., as sales promotion
manager.
Mr. Payne
was advertising and public relations manager with
local automotive
company.
BOB eralJ.salesRODGERS,
manager. account executive WCAV Norfolk, Va., named genELIZABETH J. PEERY transfers from San Francisco office of Blackburn-Hamilton Co., station brokers, to Chicago office.
NELSON (Jack) BOSWELL to sales staff WGN-TV Chicago. He was
with WBBM Chicago.
LEONARD H. LEVITT, WTTM Trenton, to sales staff of WOV New
York.

On the job!
Our volunteer speakers are
saving thousands of lives today ... in factories and offices,
at neighborhood centers and
at organization meetings all
over this land . . . showing people what they can do to protect themselves and their families against death from cancer.
For information just telephone
the American Cancer Society
or address a letter to "Cancer,"
care of your local Post Office.
American Cancer Society
Page 160 • Nc

GRAY SUCCESSOR
May Be Raymond Allen
A REPORT that Raymond B. Allen, former chairman of the Salary
Stabilization Board, may succeed
Gordon Gray as director of the
President's new Psychological
Strategy Board was heard in Washington government circles last
week.
Mr. Allen, president of the U. of
Washington, conferred in Washington, D. C, with members of the
board, according to authoritative
sources. He stepped down as
SSB chairman earlier this month
in favor of Justin Miller, NARTB
board chairman and general counsel [B*T, Nov. 19, 12].
Mr. Gray, president of the U. of
North Carolina and owner of
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, plans
to return to the university sometime before Jan. 1. He originally
had agreed to accept the post on
an interim basis that would enable
him to retain direction of the college but has headquartered in the
nation's
months. capital the past two
A former Secretary of the Army,
Mr. Gray also is president of Piedmont Pub. Co., publisher of the
Winston-Salem Journal and Twin
City Sentinel. He left the Pentagon post in April 1950.

HUGH
staff.
JOHN
Lima,
PETE
KPMO

GRAY, announcing staff WDZ Decatur, 111., appointment to sales

GASKILL, WJW Cleveland, appointed account executive WIMA
Ohio.
LOMBARDO, announcer-disc jockey KOCS Ontario, Calif., to
Pomona, as sales representative. THOMAS McCLOWREY replaces him at KOCS.
MARSHALL F. KIZER and JAMES H. NEU, former CBS attorney in
Washington and New York, announce formation of partnership Kizer
& Neu, with offices at 117 West Garro St., Plymouth, Ind.
MAURICE MORTON, radio-TV producer, named assistant to director
of business affairs CBS Television, Hollywood.
TOM HAWLEY named account executive to network sales staff, CBS
Radio, Hollywood.
PeUonaU • • •
ARTHUR C. McCRACKEN, manager WGPA Bethlehem, Pa., awarded
"Dr. Benjamin Rush" medallion by Northampton County Medical Society,
of State ofdisplayed
Pennsylvania.
awardandwaswasmade
in "recognition
of the
activities
by a layTheperson,
recognized
by the medical
profession for the part played by station WGPA and Art McCracken
during the 1950 polio epidemic." .... RICHARD B. HULL, director of
IowaS. State
Collegeonstations
U.
Commission
UNESCO.(WOI-AM-FM-TV Ames, Iowa), named to
JOHN PATTISON WILLIAMS, executive vice-president Great Trails
Broadcasting Corp., (owners of WING Dayton and WIZE Springfield,
Ohio), elected to board of directors of Ohio Chamber of Commerce, representing radio. . . . GEORGE H. LENNING, director of sales WING
Dayton, Ohio, elected first vice president of Dayton Food Trade Assn.
. . . GERALD A. VERNON, manager network sales ABC-TV, Chicago,
father of boy, Gerald Jr., Nov. 14.
JULIAN F. HAAS, commercial manager WARK Little Rock, appointed
chairman of radio activities for Arkansas March of Dimes campaign.
HAROLD J. FRANK, secretary-treasurer St. Lawrence Broadcasting
Corp., and manager WSLB-AM-FM Ogdensburg, N. Y., elected Alderman,
third ward, Ogdensburg, in recent election .... ROBERT SINNETT,
account
Nov. 7. executive WEEI Boston, father of daughter, Deborah Helen,
SHERRIL TAYLOR, sales promotion manager Columbia Pacific and
KNX Hollywood, father of boy, Kevin, Nov. 7 CHARLES WARREN,
general manager WCMI Ashland, Ky., elected city commissioner.
PAUL H. GOLDMAN, vice president and general manager KNOE Monroe,
La., appointed member of Monroe Recreation Board. . . . BOB JAWER,
sales representative WPTZ Philadelphia, father of boy, Bruce. HARRY
D. GOODWIN, general manager of WNJR Newark, N. J., spoke on
"Radiotionsandcommittee
TV ofas Medical
Aids toSociety
Medicalof New
Progress"
the public
relaJersey before
in Trenton.
Mr. Goodwin was also named to a committee of Radio, TV, and press representamedia.tives to study means of improving relations between physicians and mass
PROTECT YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising
Editorializing,
Speeches,
Newscasts, AdMan-on-the-street
libs, Financial
Comment,fromMystery
Plots, Gossipy
Announcements,
Interviews.
Hundreds
of
Broadcasters
and
Newspapers
guard
this
continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION — LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—
Kansas City, Mo.
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More Cutbacks
(Continued from page 52)
ions for succeeding quarters — projects. They may anticipate
starting Jan. 1 [B»T, Nov. 5, Oct. denial of any building requests, in
29, 22].
any event, unless their projects are
Briefly, CBS-Columbia is modi- "at least
ties agree.20% completed," authorifying its appeal to call for a greater
Nevertheless, the radio-TV inquantity of materials than, heredustry stands to fare better than
tofore allotted to Air King Products Co., which CBS Inc. absorbed commercial (in which broadcasting
in its purchase of manufacturing originally was classed) and recreafacilities last summer.
tional fields, for which "only minor
Though CBS purchased the quantities
of structural steel" will
facilities of Hytron Radio & Elec- be distributed.
tronics Corp., allocations for this
Reviewing 1951 fourth-quarter
company are not involved in the breakdowns, NPA noted generally
that station operators and other
"•current
appeal, itis was
understood.
CBS-Columbia
seeking
a larger entertainment groups were allowed
quota of materials than that issued to proceed with building because
to Air King but substantially less of "extreme hardships." This catethan originally asked before the
gory received only 2% of the availcolor TV blackout. The firm still
able steel supply — or 13% of the
wants to obtain a goodly supply of quantity sought. While nearly
steel, copper and aluminum to en- 60% of applications for broadcastable it to produce monochrome
ing,
and otherfacilities
"entertainreceivers.
ment andtheatre
recreation"
were
On another front, the govern- given authorization, indications
ment announced a Dec. 15 dead- point to a larger percentage of
line on applications (Form CMP denials early next year, the agency
4-C) for materials allotments to said.
The 91 ton ceiling for industry,
construction for the second quarter
beginning April 1, 1952.
to
be allotted
through
NPA's Electronics Division,
is understandable
Earlier,
DPA announced
ments of structural
steel forallotthe when related to MRO orders only.
first quarter of 1952. Construction Radio-TV broadcasters now are
will remain generally at the same permitted to self-authorize up to
level as during the present period, 25 tons of steel, plus certain
it was said.
amounts of copper and aluminum
Of a requested 418 tons of steel for small building, alteration or
remodeling projects.
for
NPA's
Electronics
Division,
91
tons (or 21.8%) will be siphoned
NPA is currently processing apoff to industry. This relative small
plications for the first quarter of
amount will be used chiefly for pur- next year. Broadcasters who were
poses of maintenance, repair and denied this quarter are allowed —
operation, it was understood.
encouraged — to apply again
Broadcasters who would build even
for allotments.
new facilities or continue those
already under construction draw New Ziv Sales
materials from the quota set aside
for NPA's Facilities and Construc- SALES in 10 additional markets
tion Bureau — or a percentage of were announced last week for
the 360,000 tons allotted, assuming Bright Star, transcribed syndicated
they obtain government authoriza- radio series starring Irene Dunne
tion. Bulk of this and subsequent
Fred MacMurray, by Frederic
allocations will be channeled into and
W. Ziv. Co., New York, although
industrial plants.
intensified sales effort ended more
Broadcasters are now classified than a month ago. Spokesmen
with newspapers in the industry said all sales — in markets from
category, but may be expected to the East to the West Coast and
command lower priority than es- from Texas to Wisconsin — were for
sential defense industry expansion 52 weeks, Ziv reported.
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I
STATION WITH THE
FABULOUS PERSONALITIES AND
ASTRONOMICAL HOOPERS
K R N T — Des Moines
CBS- Represented by The Katz Agency
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RCA tubes and ge
RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
HARRISON, N.J.
ELECTRON TUBES
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$14 MILLION

N*
GAI
EN
WISL
Primary Area
RETAIL SALES
TOTAL
RETAIL SALES
$161,194,000
FOOD
$42,984,000
GEN'L. MDSE,
$15,628,000
APPAREL
$12,611,000
DRUG
$4,085,000
Serving the Largest
Concentrated Market
area between
Harrisburg and
Wilkes-Barre, Penna.

WISL
Shamokin, Pa.
1000 WATTS— FULL TIME
A Mutual Affiliate
*Source: Standard Rate and Data Service
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CHARLESager BLACK,
production
manWSAI Cincinnati,
appointed
director,
■a—
gs— program
Mr.
Black
succeeds
RICHARD E.
FISCHER, resigned
to take over duties
as program direcWJBK-AMFM-TVtorDetroit.
BOB McDEMOTT,
promotion
WANE Fort director
Wayne,
Ind., appointed
production
. Black WIMA Lima, director
Ohio.
FRANK NOLAN to
ncing staff WIMA.
ELBERT WALKER, production staff
KNXT(TV)
Angeles, tosupervisor.
KHJ-TV
Los Angeles, Los
as production
Mr. Walker was associated in production capacity with former Don Lee
station KTSL(TV) (now KNXT).
PHIL BERLE, director of talent exploitation KNBH(TV) Hollywood, recuperating following emergency appendectomy Nov. 14.
BILL KARN, director of NBC The
Whisperer, takes on added duties of
writing the series.
MILTON KLEIN, traffic manager
KLAC-TV Hollywood, named manager
of newlyment. Hecreated
will be operations
in charge departtraffic,
commercial production and commercial
scheduling
departments.
GINI
ERS and LU CASEY will head MEYtraffic
and commercial
scheduling
depart-of
ments. JACK MILLER,
director
commercial
production,
named director of promotion
and merchandising.
CLAUDE C. MORRIS appointed production director WFIL Philadelphia.
Mr. dioMorris,
of 21asyears
in rabusiness,veteran
has served
announcer,
producer and writer at several stations
and agencies.
AL ROBERTS, staff announcer WHNC
Henderson, N. C, appointed to anaf WSJS staff
Winston-Salem,
N. C. JACKnouncing stMcKEE,
announcer
WKPT Kingsport, Tenn., to announcing staff WSJS.
Miss LUCKEY NORTH, staff announcer WBKB(TV) Chicago, to Chicago Musical
College, as teacher of
television
courses.
ALLAN MORGAN, traffic and scheduling department WBBM Chicago, called
toLakes,
active111. duty with Navy at Great
ANNA SIEGELBAUM, graduate Stephto production department
KWK ens.College,
St. Louis.
JACK GRISWOLD, Armed Forces
Radio Service, Korea, to WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., as sportscaster after
discharge from Army in October.
FRANKIE PACELLI named assistant
director NBC-TV Chicago.
MILLER
asSUSAN
assistant
to filmto WGN-TV
director. Chicago,
JUDITH WALLER, director of public
affairs and education NBC Chicago,
named as only member of broadcasting
industry
distinguishedU.
Americans among
to receive100Northwestern
Centennial
Award
at
Dec.
2 convocation.
CHARLES SCULLY, WAAT and
WATVfTV) Newark, N. J., appointed
director of public relations WPAT
Paterson, N. J.
ART BROWN, personality and morning man WWDC-AM-FM Washington,
Nov. 21 opened eight-day engagement,
as organist at Capitol Theatre, Washington.

air-casters
BUD COULSON, publicity director
KHJ Los
Don Leeresearch
Network, andAngeles
JOSEPH andCOFFIN,
director KLAC-TV Los Angeles, have
organized
to discuss
evaluation
radio and TV
programs
before oflocal
Parent-Teacher
Assn. councils.
Cpl. JACK E. REICH, former producer
KMTV(TV) Omaha, Neb., now serving asfantryradio
specialist
for 40thJapan.
InDiv. station
at Sendai,
He
is
recording
voice
of
soldiers
division for use by their hometownin
stations.
JACK WOOD, WTAX Springfield, 111.,
named catutor, 1 1. announcing staff WDZ DeBOB
KNCM McFADDEN,
Moberly, Mo.,announcer-engineer
to KGAK Gallup,
N. M., as assistant program director.
CARYL COLEMAN, screenwriter, to
KGO-TV San Francisco, as producer.
GENE MERLINO, featured vocalist
with
Dick Foy's
band, tostarKCBSon San
Francisco,
as singing
Bill
Weaver Show.
WILLIAM CASSIE, field supervisor
WENR-TV Chicago, father of daughter, Doreen, Nov. 14.
KEN FINLEY, production manager
KEX Portland, Ore., to KECA Los
Angeles, as writer-producer.
MARILYN HARE to KLAC-TV Los
Angeles.
NO

TV

CARMEN DRAGON, musical director
of NBC Railroad Hour, father of girl,
Kathryn.
CAROLYN MORGAN, producer
WTOP-TV
Washington,
and Warrant
Officer Howard
Wayne Crabtree,
U.S.
Army, married, Nov. 10.
ROBERTmotionHARTNETT,
assistant
prodirector Don Lee Broadcasting
12.
System, father of twin boys born Nov.
STEVE LIBBY, promotion publicity
manager WIS Columbia, S. C, father
of girl, Susan Thurston, Nov. 12.
Mauri DAVIS,
• • • WHBT Harriman,
FRED
Tenn.,
appointed
KGWA Enid, Okla. sports
RALPH director
MILLS
appointed new director.
JIM HENDRICKS appointed to news
and special events staff KFBI Wichita,
Kan.
DAVE KEES, production manager
KPIX(TV) San Francisco, to CBS
Television
Network,events.
New York, as director of special
TERRY FLYNN, news director WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati,
spoke
"Television'sdinner
Place in themeeting
News" onatof recent
quarterly
Ohio
Writers Guild.

ANTENNA'S

HERE

and WE
SATURATE, TOO!
Just
like
we cover
markets
.to. buy
. and—

atheblanket
homes ofinrain
these—
with A.M. radio
when buy!
we ask 'em
they

Ksns
KHBO

SPOT THESE, TOO!
Buy in a Package . . One Order —
One
the home-town
folks Billing.
in these Sell
markets!

Represented by— JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
Owned and Operated by SOUTHWESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
Don W. Reynolds, President
Publishers of: Southwest Times-Record, Fort Smith, Arkansas; Examiner-Enterprise, Bartlesville, Oklahoma; and The Daily Times, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
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206 CBS Affiliqtes '" Marathon
DRIVE
BLOOD
ALMOST all 206 affiliates of CBS special programs during the day,
fused because of such reasons as
Radio Network, reaching from as well as making 50-second appeals their advanced age.
Florida to Alaska, cooperated with during the one-minute program inWISN Milwaukee's 18-hour camter uptions. Local announcers utand participated in the network's
paign, also part of the national
ilized the other 10 seconds to give CBS effort,
, 15-hour blood pledge marathon local blood
pledges for
collection information. more than 850evoked
held in the last fortnight to help
pints of blood.
insure a steady 300,000-pint-a- Mr. Godfrey's special broadcasts —
In keeping with the CBS cammonth supply of whole blood for heard at 4:15-4:30 p.m., 6:15-6:30
,national needs.
paign, WTAG, the Mass.,
network's
affilip.m., and 10-11 p.m. — originated
Worcester,
instructed
A corps of 350 volunteers of the from CBS Studio 21 where, for the everyate in member
of its 60-man staff
New York Red Cross answered 100 day, a Red Cross blood collection how
pledges. Final
telephones
up in and
a hotel
ball- unit was in operation. Some 20 tally tohadtakenotphone
been reported at
room to takesetnames
addresses
members of the Godfrey staff do- deadline.
of people who pledged donations. day. nated their blood during their work
Morenatedthan
2,300to Chicagoans
do!Similar telephone units were set up
their blood
the Red Cross
in Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland,
Considering
Gen.
Hoyt
S.
Vanresult marathon
of WBBM'S
21-hourby
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, and
statement that there is as a pledge
conducted
Los Angeles, while WTOP Wash- nodenberg's
reserve plasma supply either in blood
CBS stations nationally. Calls from
ington enlisted telephone answer- Korea
or
the
U.
S.
and
that
there
personsCrosspledging
blood went
the
ing services from Shy Inc., newly
office from
5 a.m.,intowhen
formed group of professional mod- is none at all for national emerg- Red
WBBM
broadcast
its
Country
els, whose members took over the is fun,encybutuse, Mr.
Godfrey
said, "Fun
as adult
Americans,
this Hour, until 2 a.m. after the Mati12:30-2 a.m. shift.
Midnight program, at the
; A transportation company in At- is one responsibility we'd better rate neeofat 120
calls per hour. Two of
lantic
City,
N.
J.,
joined
the
camnot
laugh
off
—
for
our
own
good."
the itiesstation's
leadingandpersonalpaign by painting advertisements
Local Efforts
— Paul Gibson
George
of the blood pledge marathon on
Watson
—
gave
blood
on their pro■one
of
its
streetcars
to
describe
the
In
addition
to
its
own
local
apCBS Radio drive and give local
[B»T, Oct. 29], KLRA Little grams.
Around the nation, other stations
phone numbers to would-be honors. Rock, pealArk.,
with the continued
Six affiliates in Alaska sent as- CBS drive andcooperated
their public service efwas
credited
with
forts by staging their own blood
surances oftheir cooperation in the
130 pints of blood.
drives.
In
addition to those previblood drive, an around-the clock ef- collecting
Efforts of the CBS affiliate in
ously reportedwere
[B»T,received
Nov. 12],
fort that utilized all station-break
accounts
last
time and that was given one minute Washington, WTOP, brought these
of all network programs during the pledges for 707 pints of blood. It week:
WAIM
Anderson,
S.
C,
and
its
full broadcast day.
reported 100 other persons phoned
WCAC (FM), were able
Arthur Godfrey conducted three with offers but were gratefully re- toaffiliate,
raise 478 pints of blood for the
U. S. Armed Forces in a three-day
drive.
The stations promoted the
WE SIT ON OUR CONVICTION!
drive
donor. by offering $100 to a lucky
When it appeared that the local
Gets Renewals because
quota would not be reached,
Christie Thomsen of WBEL Beloit,
WARD Gets Results
(Continued on page 169)
For Example: These daily 15-minute strips have been
continuously sponsored by the same
WGAR VS. WJR
local advertisers since the day they
Contest Aids Blood Drive
started.
AN INTRA-MURAL blood donor
contest in which WGAR Cleveland
and WJR Detroit competed during
NOONDAY NEWS— Economy Stores
the CBS network campaign wound
up with WJR ahead on points and
HEADLINES and HILITES — Glosser's Dept. Store
WGAR bleeding slightly from an
"altercation" with Cleveland's maSPORTS SCENE — Chrysler-Plymouth
yor, Thomas A. Burke.
When the mayor didn't appear
TOMORROW'S NEWS TODAY — Fort Pitt Brewing
on WGAR, Newscaster Charles
Day left a 25-second silent period
(Aggregate Total 19 — Happy Years)
in his program. Mayor Burke
then threatened to file a complaint
with the FCC, contending his office had heard nothing about a
JOHNSTOWN'S NUMBER-ONE STATION
WGAR date until 90 minutes before his scheduled appearance.
Carl George, WGAR general
manager, apologized to the mayor
and offered time to reply. The
mayor refused but dropped the
WARDlWVAM
whole matter when Mr. Day also
apologized on his newscast.
In the contest, WGAR received
JOHNSTOWN lip ALTOONA
1,377 pledges compared to 1,432
for WJR, but WJR also had 1,200
group pledges for a grand total of
Represented by We e d and Company
2,977.
ROADCASTING
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If it's ears you are need'n
The kind that are heed'n

Why
is WOOD
terrific?
Ask Katz
to get specific.
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . the
most ears are WOODpecked
• WOOD appeals to
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audimarket larg'jfc, • est
Coversinland
Michigan's
tBCTS
• Gives you lowest cost
MfSBS i .4• Gives
per thousand
Mt^MM
you best local
^B^HP^r programming and pro* Is Greater Grand Rap^hT
ids' only 5000 watt
For the best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids ...

5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE
and WOOD-TVMICHIGAN
GRAND RAPIDS,
•
Also
Mich., WEOA
— Evansville,
Ind.,WFDF
WFMB— andFlint,WFMB-TV,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Representatives
Katz Agency, National
488 Madison
Ave., New York, N.Y.
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PROMOTION BONUS
FOR SPONSORS...
FOUR EXTRA
SHOTS FOR
EXTRA SALES!

programs promo|
jol1

SKI SHOW
WPTR Albany, Ski Scoops, Fri.
6:15 to 6:30 p.m., started Nov. 23
beginning fourth year. Lloyd T.
Lambert, station ski expert, will
present latest snow conditions and
reports, interviews and news notes
about ski personalities and groups.
WPTR presents show for entire
skiing season.
•— •— •
CONFERENCE COVERAGE
WGH cialNorfolk,
presented
spebroadcasts Va.,
of Third
Virginia
World Trade Conference, Nov. 15
and 16. Station set up news desk
in lobby of hotel where conference
was held toterviews.present
and two
inStation alsonews
carried
special broadcasts with additional
reports and bulletins on regular
newscasts during days of meeting.
•— •— •
VOD BROADCAST
KNOE Monroe, La., Nov. 12,
broadcast via tape finals of Voice
of Democracy contest held at local
Junior Chamber of Commerce
CAR CARDS with
luncheon. Station recorded event
sponsor credit appear
throughout
the
year
for
presentation later in evening.
and cover the entire
Paul H. Goldman, vice president
city.
and general manager KNOE, acted
as judge in contest.
24-SHEET BILLBOARDS
blanket the complete
PROGRAM
PITCH
Philadelphia Market
WNBW (TV) Washington, sending
area, promoting WIBG
advertisers tear sheet of program
programs.
review, Battle Report — Washington
that was in Broadcasting • TeleWINDOW DISPLAYS
casting last month. Piece tells adoffacesponsor's
products
Battle
directly on Walnut
Washingtonvertisers
can "Nowmake
newsReport
for you—
Street — downtown —
as an advertiser. . . . Take advanthe only such display
tage of this opportunity by calling
on this busy thorofare.
your nearest NBC Spot Sales office
or the WNBW sales department.
DIRECT MAIL goes out
.sheets
. . Now."
Station about
is alsoother
usingshows
tear
regularly to selected
of stories
dealer lists. Hard-hitfeatured
in
other
trade
journals.
ting broadsides pro•— •— •
motepaign andsponsor's
DUCK SEASON
urge camstore
cooperation.
KLRA Little Rock, during week of
Nov. 19 aired series of programs
praisinglimitedservices
Ducks Un-at
and WildlifeofFederation
opening of duck season in Arkansas. Two special shows called listeners attention to work of associations. Station also used spot
announcements urging hunters to
observe rules of good sportsmanship and safety.
10,000 Watts
PUBLIC SERVICE MARATHON
Philadelphia's
WCOP Boston recently broadcast
Most
24-hour fund-raising marathon,
Powerful
"Real American Breakfasts", for
needy persons overseas. Breakfast
Independent
sponsored by local chamber of
1
commerce offered free breakfast of
pancakes, bacon, syrup and coffee
REPRESENTED BY
which were served every hour onRadio
the-hour, for a donation of two
dollars. WCOP volunteered its
Representatives
Inc.
0
facilities for entire promotion. Disc
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premiums
jockeys, newscasters
and otherdirect
enfrom hotel tertainers
where presented
eventshow
was being
held. Gov. Paul A. Devers, and
other civic leaders praised station
and Craig Lawrence, WCOP general manager, for the public service presentation.
GREATEST
ON comes
EARTH'
WTMJ-TV SHOW
Milwaukee
up
answer
to "Movietime,with
U.S.A."
campaign,
with
full page ads in local papers
headed "Five seats down
front . . . for the greatest
show on earth." Accompanying copy lists TV program
attractions,
comfortable
easychair viewing,
and handy
kitchen refreshments.
BEST WISHES
WQUA Moline, 111., mailing early
holiday
time wishes
buyers forin
area. Cardgreetings
containsto best
holiday season and reminder to
advertisers to use WQUA facilities
to
tell people of Christmas merchandise.

HOUSTON'S HUGO
KXYZ Houston, Tex., got into the
animal
when station's
H.
Nolanactinterviewed
baby Robert
gorilla
"Hugo" during United Fund publicity broadcast. Hugo, formerly
known
no-name,"
was
capturedas in"little
French
Equatorial
Africa by Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
Greer, Houston. He received his
name,icle"Hugo"
in Houston
contest that
attractedChron7,000
entries.
PUBLIC SERVICE
WNJR Newark, N. J., in observance of Oil
Week leaders
broadcast
luncheonProgress
of industry
and speeches that were presented.
Broadcast was sponsored by New
Jersey Oil Industry Information
Committe, New Jersey Oil Trade
Assn. and Fuel Oil Distributors
Assn. of New Jersey.
•— • — •
OPEN LETTER
LIBERTY Broadcasting System,
Dallas, Tex., sending trade and
advertisers reprint of ad which appearedcasting.
in Broadcasting
• Tele-to
Reprint is open letter
American radio stations based on
new NBC rates plan [B»T, Nov.
12],
from LBS Letter
President,
Gordon
B. McLendon.
is entitled,
"Are You A Sucker."
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

1922

30 Years Later 1951
BUSINESS BETTER THAN EVER
WOC Carried
is the oldest
radio station
west ofof thea Presidential
Mississippi
River.
1st network
broadcast
Inauguration
west
of
the
Mississippi
—
Calvin
March, 1925. Carried 1st network broadcast of Coolidge,
a World
Series west of the Mississippi — Cardinals vs Yankees,
1926.
It
has
scored
many
other
Ists
—
including
1st stations west of the Mississippi affiliated with one
NBC.of
Today,EVER.
WOC can point to local BUSINESS BETTER
THAN
24.2% more local advertisers bought time on this station July 1, 1950 to June 30, 1951, than in any previous
12 month period.
Local advertisers spent i 1 J ^
more
on Ithan
T'.TV0in
WOC money
during forthistimeperiod,
12 months.
Get the facts about any
this previous
radio station
where BUSINESS
IS BETTER
THAN
them from your nearest F & P office
... EVER.
or from Get
us direct.
Col.
Ernest B. C.J. Palmer,
Sanders,president
manager
Davenport, Iowa
Basic NBC Affiliate
5000 W.— 1420 Kc.
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

We Pay Our Respects
(Continued from page 56)
field and in 1932 served as summer battle against colonies of insects
announcer at WMAS in the same whose appreciation of his crops
city. That vacation assignment is seldom deterred by the ferocity
had more appeal than the Alabama of
frequent application of inseccampus so he stayed on at WMAS, ticides.
After
session in the garden,
becoming program manager in less Mr. Davisa generally
can be found
than a year.
tinkering
with
the latest in UHF
In 1935 he moved to WNBC New converters in pursuit
his thesis
Britain, Conn., as general man- that UHF is about toofbecome
the
ager. He built the station from a
250-w daytime outlet to 5 kw un- television applicant's best friend.
limited in nine years, and moved it
to Hartford. He pioneered long- HADACOL CASE
distance remotes at Hartford, including high school football games
Hearings Off Until Dec. 5
from Miami and New Orleans.
FURTHER hearing on the Le
When Col. Harry C. Wilder ob- Blanc Corp., manufacturer of the
tained control of WELI in 1944 he dietary supplement, Hadacol, was
acquired Mr. Davis as general postponed by Federal Judge Wilmanager. As a station executive
liam Bondy last week until Dec. 5.
Mr. Davis has definite ideas.
Confirmation of Milton F. Rosenthal, New York attorney, as trus!the"Istation
believeandin thesticking
close
to
staff and their
tee for reorganization was to be
argued, with a group of southern
problems,"
he
said.
"I
have
tried
to surround myself with qualified creditors — some of whom are mempeople, giving them enough responbers of the Le Blanc family — opsibility to encourage individual
posing on the basis that it lies beaction, yet applying enough direcyond jurisdiction of the court,
which administers the southern
tion
to
bring
about
unified
effort."
When he takes time off from New York district [B*T, Nov. 12].
WELI comesanda weekend
UHF, Mr.
be- Support of the appointment was to
sailorDavis
on his
be argued on behalf of the credcabin cruiser San-Jan, named for
itors' committee,
representatives
creditors.
Hearing dateof
his two daughters, Sandra and the major
Janice. With Mrs. Davis, the was initially established at convenience of the lawyers involved
former Barbara Spence of Springfield, he conducts a summer-long and was postponed at their request.

I

Good

Morning ... you bet!

March, April, May, 1951
Hooper in Chattanooga
WDEF
Monday thru Friday Station
Station
2.0
B
C
11.0
7:30 to 8:00 A.M.
3.2
2.8
13.0
8:00 to 8:15
2.8
8:15 to 8:30
1.4
2.1
11.0
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
B
WDEF
12.2C
33.5%
8:00 A.M.— 12:00 Noon 9.3

Station
2.3D
3.1
3.3
D
21.1

Station
E
1.0
2.8
3.0
22.3E

1370 KC
5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, Presi dent

WDEF
CHATTANOOGA
REPRESENTED BY BRAN
ROADCASTING
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HAM

G-E PROMOTIONS
Morlock, Sullivan Elevated
PROMOTIONS
lock and PatrickofE.William
SullivanJ. Morwere
announced by General Electric,
Syracuse, N. Y., last week.
Mr. Morlock, who before his new WHEN
appointment was assistant man(SELLING) IN
ager of themercialernment
&ComGovDept.,
has become
eral managergen-of ST. LOUIS.
that department
in Mr.
Syracuse.
Sullivan,
works engineer at
the Buffalo G-E
tube plant since
1947, has been
Mr. Morlock
appointed
ant manager of the Buffalo assistTube
Works.
The commercial products of Mr.
Morlock's department include twoway
radio,transmitters
microwave, andradiostation
and
television
equipment, commercial radar, electronicmaniumheating
equipment and gerproducts.
Native of McKeesport, Pa., and
an Ohio State U. graduate, Mr. At the present time KWK is
Morlock has been with G-E since
1948. Before World War II, he was
manager of distributive products serving over 100 Local
Advertisers !
engineering for RCA.
Mr. Sullivan, a native of Detroit,
was a 1942 graduate of the U. of
Detroit. He was appointed assist- Local Advertisers have an
ant works engineer in 1946 and
works engineer in 1947. He is a almost daily check on their
member of the Institute of Radio
radio advertising, and they
Engineers.
know KWK DOES SELL
ANTI-MONOPOLY MOVE
merchandise! This accounts
FTC Staff to Enforce
for
the overwhelming
CHAIRMAN James M. Mead of
the Federal Trade Commission last advantage KWK enjoys in
Tuesday called on staff members to
the local advertising field!
"proceedment promptly"
with enforceprocedures against
certain
firms which purchase assets or
capital stock of other companies. And that's one of the big
Move is intended to stem the "tide
reasons more and more
of illegal mergers" in the U. S.
Attorneys of FTC's Bureau of smart National Advertisers
Anti-monopoly
were askedeffects
to "de-of
termine the competitive
corporate
mergers
or
acquisitions"
effected subsequent to enactment are using KWK yearof the amended Clayton Act. after-year!
Amended legislation became effective Dec. 29, 1950. It was deGlobe-Democrat Tower Bldg.
signed to closeact."loopholes" under
the original
Saint Louis
WBS Feature
WORLD Broadcasting System,
transcription library and commercial-feature packagers, has released
special eight-feature Christmas
package to affiliated stations. Packagepaign;
includes:
Clausjingles;
camChristmasSanta
shopping
Christmas shopping bag; Christmas Carol background music;
Thomas Mitchell in "The Miracle
atChristmas
Christmas";
four music
holiday selection
scripts;
holiday
tinuity.
list and holiday-theme weekly con-

<JU KATZ AGENCY
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KOPR
Butte, Mont.
J

-FIRST CH0IC6
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder
all the flexibility, high fidelity offers
and features
you i
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Amplifier
the other. Easy
handling —in compact!
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTI

— wttle:
^For new catalog
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.

read ads, too. And
so advertising in
Printers' Ink is read by
the leadingEBH
Snot
only because they are
interested in the
nmMIHand
markets they might use,
but also because they
have a professional interest in
your copy, layout, etc.
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November 19 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By
Hearing Pictures
Examiner Inc.,
Leo etResnick
Paramount
al, ar||
American
Bcstg.
Co.,
et
al.
—
Pre-heai
ing
conference
by commi:!
sion
order
of Nov.scheduled
7 to will
be held
Nov.
21,Nov.Washington,
be Rm.onheldWee
Tues.,
20,
10:00
a.m.,
in
270o
Temporary
T
Bldg.,
Washington.
WJDX
Jackson,
Miss.—
Granted
pet
tion for advancement of dates to tak
depositions
reGainesville,
its application
and the
of WGGA
merce
at Starkville,
Miss.Ga.,Jan.to 17,corre
Raymond,
Miss,
on
Jan.
19,
Jackson, Miss, on Jan. 21, 1952.and c
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
Tefft Jr. toBigamend
Rapids,applica
Midi
— Frank
GrantedD. petition
tion
to
show
additional
informatio'
concerning
of proposed
sta
tion.
Also,offinancing
granted
tinuance
furtherpetition
hearingforre conhi
application
from
Nov.
19
to
Jan.
22
1952, in Washington.
By
Hearing
Examiner
James D. Cunningham
KJEF
Jennings, ofLa.hearing
— Grantedre its
motiotap
for
continuance
plication
and Nov.
that 20of toWVOW
W.in Washington.
Va. from
Jan. 29,Logan
1952
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchisor
WQAN Scranton,
Pursuant
memorandum
opinion Pa.—
and order,
adopttc
ed November
8, reopening
record r(tc
WQAN
and
remanding
proceeding
hearing
examiner
for further
ordered that
a further
hearing hearing
be helc
in Washington
Nov.
16
for
purpose of permitting applicantlimited
to make
showingwork affiliation
upon record
of WSCRre national
Scranton, netPa
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Lakewoodpetition
Bcstg. forCo.,continuance
Dallas, Tex.—oi
Granted
hearing
fromre Nov.
15 to Nov.
19 in
Washington
application,
also, grant
ed
petition
to amend
application
to
change
transmitter
site,
reduce
powe
atDA night
from 1inkwa clockwise
to 500 w anddirection
rotate
8 degrees
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WALT
Tampa,application
Fla.— Granted
petition to amend
to change
assignment
1DA-DN.
kw D, to requested
920 kc 5 kwfromD, 11110
kw kcN,

FCC actions
NOVEMBER 16 THROUGH NOVEMBER 21
CP-construction
permit D-day
ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
mod. -modification
ERP-effective
radiated
power
STL-studio-transmitter link N-night
aur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear atandthetransfer
end of this
department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station
applications.
KSEYTex.;Seymour,
Tex.; KCMC
November 16 Applications . . . Tenn.;
Texarkana,
WNOR Norfolk,
Va.;
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
KREW
Sunnyside,
Wash.; Auburn,
WAJR Morgantown,
W.
Va.;
WAUD
Ala.;
Modification of CP
KSUN
Bisbee,
Ariz.;
WRIZ
Phoenix,
Ariz.; KGFJ
Los Angeles,
Calif.;
Syracuse,
N. Y. — Mod.
Melbourne,
PennewWHEN
TV plestation
for extention
of com-CP WMMB
sacola, Fla.;
WTCJ Fla.;
Tell WEAR
City, Ind.;
t
i
o
n
d
a
t
e
.
WBOW
Terre
Haute,
Ind.;
KSLO
OpelWHJC
Matewan,
W.
Va.—
Mod.
CP
ousas,
La.;
WBSM
New
Bedford,
Mass.;
new AM pletistation
extension of com- WNEB Worcester, Mass.; WIKB Iron
on datLicense
e. forRenewal
River,
Mich.; Mankato,
KGDE Fergus
Falls,
Minn.;
KYSM
WSSO
Starkville,
Miss.;
KANAMinn.;
Anaconda,
Following
stations
request
renewal
Mont.;
KHAS
Hastings,
Neb.;
WISE
of license: WBHP Hunts ville, Ala.; Asheville, N. C; WMFR High Point,
KGPH
Flagstaff,
Ariz.; KWGFla.;Stockton,
C; WLOE Leaksville, N. C; WCBT
Calif.;
WCNH
Quincy,
WFRP N.Roanoke
C; WEEB
South-N.
Savannah,
Ga.; KRXK
ern Pines,Rapids,
N. C; N.WSTP
Salisbury,
WQUA
Moline,
111.;Rexburg,
WJEF Idaho;
Grand
C;
WCPO
Rapids,
Mich.;
KLWT
Lebanon,
Mo.;
bus, Ohio; Cincinnati;
WBBZ PoncaWCOL
City, ColumOkla.;
KELY
Ely,
Nev.;
WMOU
Berlin,
N.
H.;
KODL The DalWFAS, Haven,
White Pa.;
Plains,WHBT
N. Y.;Harriman,
WBPZ KOOS les,CoosOre.; Bay,
WHOLOre.;
Allentown,
Pa.;
Lock
WJOY
Burlington,
Vt.;
WPUV
Pulaski,
Va.; WCOM Parkersburg, W. Va.;
WBBB-FM
Burlington,
N.
C;
WLYCFeature of Week
FM
Williamsport,
KECA-TVWTVN
Los
Angeles;
WENR-TVPa.;Chicago,
(Continued from page 16)
(TV) Columbus,
Ohio;NewWOI-TV
Ames,
Iowa;
WNBT
(TV)
York.
WKYW commercial manager.
Applications Returned
Edwin Weldon, WKYW vice president, revealed the prescription for WLBL Auburndale, Wis.— RETURNED
application
lithe present drive: "The campaign
cense from Statefortoof assignment
Wisconsin, ofDept.
hammersand onaddresses
the local
of Agriculture,
Wisconsin
State
names
withdealers'
every Radio
Council.
announcement. A blend of the WBLJ Dalton, Ga. — RETURNED application for renewal of license..
Philco factory jingles with punch,
localized copy for a tag is the keyMr. Bettinger, who planted the
seed for the radio spot campaign,
SERVICE DIRECTORY
note."
indicated he is now gathering for
his firm a harvest of increased
sales.
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Custom-Built Equipment
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
U.
S.
RECORDING
CO.
EMPLOYE AWARDS
Engineer on duty all night every night
Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
RCA Victor Ups to $7,500 1121 VermontLincoln
JACKSON 5302
3-2705
EMPLOYE ideas at RCA Victor
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Div. are now worth as high as
$7,500 for each adopted suggestion,
the company announced last TuesQUINCY,
day. New plan, boosting the
awards ceiling 1,500% from $500
limit, was made to urge employe
ILLINOIS
GATES
ideas for the conservation of scarce
metals and other materials of critition. cal importance to defense producIndividual awards are based on
a percentage of actual savings effected during a year, it was announced. A. F. Watters, RCA
Victor Div. personnel director,
THESE
OFFICES
"^iliij;
TO
SERVE
YOU
noted there is no limit to the number of suggestions any one employe
QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
may submit nor to the number of
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATYVOOD 8536
awards he may win. All employes,
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
except those on executive level, are
eligible. The conservation camMONTREAL, QUE
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
paign
already
has
paid
out
$64,NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
566 in awards the first six months
of 1951, $55,030 for the year, 1950.
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

A— US-year
background
Established
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bidg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
| Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buclcner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner

E . C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
,; BOND BLDG.
WASHINGTON EXECUTIVE
5, D. C. 5670
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Cotton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Lane,
Television
One LeFevre
New Systems
Rochelle, N
New Rochelle 6-1620

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
Quarter Consulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TeievisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*
Replace CP
KNXTplace (TV)
Hollywood—
reexpired CP,
as mod.,CPforto new
TV station.
License Renewal
request renewal
of Following
license: stations
WIRB Enterprise,
Ala.;
WHTB
Talladega,
WAYX Pa.WayMember AFCCE
cross, Ga.;
WCRO Ala.;
Johnstown,
Applications Returned
KGLN Glenwood
Col. — REapplicationSprings,
forSlopeassignment
November 19 Applications . . . license fromTURNEDWestern
Bcstg. Co.of
to KGLN Inc.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
KOSA Odessa,
Tex.—renewal.
RETURNED apModification of CP
plication for license
WJZ-FM New York— Mod. CP new November 20 Decisions . . .
'Mlate.station for extension of completion
BY THE SECRETARY
WCBS-FM New York— Mod. CP auLicenses
horizing changes in FM station to WGAL-FM Granted
Pa.— Granted
hange ant. gain and power output license new FMLancaster,
station;
101.3
ma, 3.8
but ERP remains the same).
kw, 250 ft. ant.
License for CP
KTSA-FM
San
Antonio,
Tex.—
Granted
license
new
FM
station;
101.5
ma,
15 kw, 310 ft. ant.
orKRXK-FM
CP new FMRexburg,
station Idaho— License license
WTRW newTwoAMRivers,
Wis.
—
Granted
station;
1590
kc
500
WBGU (FM) Bowling Green, Ohio—
D.
license for CP new non-commercial w WONW
Defiance,
Ohio—
Granted
ducational FM station.
cense covering change in operationliSROADCASTING
• Telecasting
LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

kchours500 and
w. installation of DA-N; 1280
KMBL Junction, Tex. — Granted lifulltime.cense new AM station; 1450 kc 100 w
KNPTcenseNewport,
Ore. — change;
Granted 1310licovering fulltime;
facilities
kcWNXT
1 kw DA-N
cond.— Granted
Portsmouth,
Ohio
licensefulltime;
new AM cond.
station; 1260 kc 1 kw
DA-1
KOOKcense newBillings,
Mont.—970Granted
AM cond.
station;
kc 5 kwliDA-N fulltime;
Granted Mod. V.CP'sI.— Granted
WIVI Christiansted,
mod.
of completion
date toCP60 fordaysextension
after grant;
cond.
Following
granted mod.
CP'sas for
ext
e
n
s
i
o
n
o
f
completion
dates
shown:
WINR
Binghamton,
New
York,
1-30-52,
cond.;cond.;
KUSD WABA
Vermillion,
S. D.,to
to
2-1-52,
Aquadilla,
P.ford,R.,N.toC,12-1-51,
cond.; WSNS Santo 5-28-52.
November 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KBOX
Modesto,
Calif.—station.
License for
CP,KNCM
as mod.,
new Mo.AM
Moberly,
—
License
for CP
which replaced expired CP authorizing

frequency
change, etc. change, operating hours
KOZYcense for(FM)
Rapid City, changes
S. D. — Li-in
CP authorizing
FM station. FM— 99.7 mc
WMCF ERP(FM)from
Memphis,
Tenn.— CPkw,to
change
ant.
heightterrain,
from etc.
590 260ft. kw
to 515to ft.321above
average
TV— Ch. 4
WMCT ERP(TV)fromMemphis,
Tenn. — CP to
change
change ant. system,7 kwetc.to 6.5 kw aur.,
License Renewal
Following : stations
renewalFla.;of
license
WGGGN. C;request
Gainesville,
WEGO
Concord,
WSSB
N.Greensboro,
C; WFLB
Fayetteville,
N.
C;Durham.
WCOG
N. C; WEWO Laurinburg,
N.
C;
WMNC
Morgantown,
N. WilC;
WMPM
Smithfield,
N.
C;
WIAM
liamston, N. C; WLAT Conway, S. C.
Applications Returned
Applications for renewal of license
submitted byTURNED:following
stationsMinn.;
REWKLK Cloquet,
WNNC Newton, N. C; KEVT Kerr(Continued on page 172)
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
Na charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
tocustody
box numbers
or return.are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their
Help Wanted
Lifetimewide saleopportunity.
Handlefeaturing
nationtranscribed
show
internationally
famous Must
personality
for
percentage
of
gross.
be
closer.
574L, BROADCASTING.
Managerial
Promotion Manager to handle all AM
and TVlicity,promotion,
air merchandising.
promos, pubdisplays,
product
Excellent
working
and
living
tions.
Send
resume,
photo
and condisalary
desired WOOD, Grand Rapids.
Salesman
Salesman-announcer
for southern
net-in
workCar
station.necessary.
Must have
experience
sales.
Only
station.
Established
accounts.
$50
per
week
plus
15% commission.
Send possible.
complete Box
details. $600 per month
472L, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity
for experienced,
aggressive
radioagedsalesman
ideas
and ketknowhow
30 to 45,000,
45.with
Topmarket
marin
east
Texas,
city
135,000.
MBS,
established
20
years.
An
opportunity
to
make
real
money
and
advance.radio
No hot-shots.
Needvaluemanof who
knows
and
realizes
account servicing. KGKB, Tyler, Texas.
Wanted
and
override.— Sales
Write manager.
or wire KenSalary
Palmer,
KVER,
Mexico. Box 1388, Albuquerque, New
Salesman:
Experienced,
littleagainst
announcing. Car needed,
$65be draw
20%
commission,
must
permanent.
1000
watt
independent
with
good
future,
WIVY, Jacksonville, Fla.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer
station in Minnesota, Iowa,Write
SouthBoxfor
Dakota
Salary open.
249L,area.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — announcer
with
good
hard
punching
commercialSend
voice.audition
Large midwestern
market.
disc
and
all
details
first
letter.
Box
367L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman:
be experienced, solid involved.
staff man.Must
No personality
or DJ work
Salary
m
i
s
i
o
n
w
i
l
total
guarantee
ofand65 comto 75
topresent
start earnings.
depending Topon experience
independent andin
one-station
town
of
25,000,
Chicago
area. Personal interview and audition
necessary.
call you containing
upon receipt of letterWe ofwillapplication
complete
and professional
data. Box personal
520L, BROADCASTING.
Five tive,
kw hardVirginia
wants cooperahitting
airindiesalesman.
Six day,
forty
week,
Raytheon
board.
orletter
dischour
plus
photo
and
full
details Tape
first
including
salary
expected.
Box
541L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: FourFirstcombination
announcersengineers.
phone.
Must
beregion.
good
mike
men. Box
Rocky
mountain
Permanent.
555L,
BROADCASTING.
How about joining
announcing
staff ofin
consistently
top rated
independent
midsouth?
Good
working
conditions,
good
pay,
secure
future
in
AM
and
TV.
Must havephotoexperience
and stability.
Audition,
and563L,
references.
Replies
confidential.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster,
experienced
recreation,
baseball,
football,
also news,
staffWrite
for
employment
nextreferences,
spring.
Hawaii.
full
details,
Box
564L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
wanted.
forannouncer-engineer
50 hourMontana.
week, 250 w
ind.
KAN $66.00
A, Anaconda,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Need good
night man.
Prefer experienced
personality,
but unusual
ability
can be desired.
deciding
factor.
Copywriting
ability
Send
disc,
photo,Tyler,
full
information
first
letter.
KGKB,
Texas.
Immediatenouncer, $60opening
experienced
. -$70. start.
Air mail andetails KTFS, Texarkana,
Texas.
50,000
watt with
CBS affiliate
a staff
announcer
deep andneeds
goodcongenial.
quality
voice.letter
Must outlining
be astable
Send
background
and
furnish
reference.
Also send
photo. Also
send types
audition
tape orrecent
disc
covering
several
of commercials
and tion
complete
No applicaconsidered repertoire.
without audition,
photo
and
letter.
Apply
to
KWKH,
Shreveport, Louisiana.
Wanted,one January
two combo22. men,
onehourimmediweek,
salary,ate,ability.
$45.00 toWACA,
$65.00Forty
commensurate
with
Camden,
South
Carolina.
Announcer-engineer,
to $80 dependannouncing $70Fulltime
ability.
Modem
studios,ing ontransmitter.
Mutual.
Housing
available,
car
unnecessary.
Send
details
with
disc
or
tape
to
WCRK, Morristown, Tenn.
Immediatewriter. Goodopening,
salaryupstate
forannouncer,
the New
right copyman.
1 kw submit
daytimer,
York.
Please
background, disc,
sample
copy, salary requirements and photo.
Radio
York. Station WDLA, Walton, New

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted
— and
Transmitter
operatorExperience
with car
for
AM
FM$50.00
station.
unnecessary.
for forty hours
plus
time
and
one-half
for
overtime.
Box 291L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer station.
or combination
Georgia
AM-FM
40 forhours,
plus
time
one-half$50forfor overtime.
Box
556L, and
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:cense. $Engineer
with timefirstandclassa halfli50 for Car
40 hours;
for
overtime.
Wisconsin
station.necessary.
Write BoxNorthern
561L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, nouncer,
first salesman,
phone, combination
anhours local.
plus
commission. improvement.
New Yorkfortynetwork
Consistent
Immediate
opening. Box 571L, BROADCASTING.
Want
combination
engineer-announcer,
first
Good voice
required. State
salaryphone.
required
terville,
Iowa. first reply. KCOG, CenWanted:
with 21first
5000
watt Engineer
CBS station
yearsphone.
old.
Good
hunting
and
fishing
and conNebr. genial staff. Station KOLT, Scottsbluff,
Engineer-announcer.
Details
exsalary first letter.
KWBMand Williston, N.pectedDak.
Immediate
opening other
engineer-announcer.
Send disc,
particularsMon-to
tana.
Marlin
Obie,photo,
KXLO, Lewistown,
First class engineer. No experience
necessary.
Tennessee. Contact WCOR, Lebanon,
Immediate opening,
chief New
engineerannouncer.
kw
daytimer.
Top1 engineer.
salaryupstate
to theComplete
right York
man.
Also,
straight
deand disc please.
Radio Station
WDLA,tailsWalton,
New York.
Immediate
opening for
engineer
first
class license.
Contact
AllenwithB.
Jones,ton, N.Radio
C. Station WGNI, WilmingTwo engineers—
wanted
transmitter
work,
40 hours, Kentucky.
$1.00 perforhour.
WIEL,
Elizabethtown,
Wanted—cense.Engineer
first phoneneedlifor 40with
hours.
combo man. $50.00 WJAY,
Mullins,Also,
S. C.
Wanted.
Engineer,
first
phone.
40
hour
week.
Contact
Chief
Engineer,
WKXL, Concord, N. H.
ChiefMutual
engineer
wantedsmallat town.
once. RCA250
watt
equipment
allstation
new.Edin Good
future
right
man.
Contact
Damron,
WPKE,for
Pikeville, Kentucky.
Engineer pwanted,
first class license; exington, Vear.ience not necessary. WREL, Lex-

WGCM,
Gulfport, Mississippi,
ing for experienced
announcer.has openCombination
announcer-engineer.
WJON,
Cloud,
Minnesota, or Wire
call
1240. ABCSt. affiliate.
Dual network station, TV application,
has teropening
for staff
announcer. Send
Betthan and
average
audition
resumeopportunities.
WMOX, Meridian,
Miss.to J. W. Carson,
Announcer-engineer,
outstanding
stain tidewater
Virginia
add
combotion man.
Must
beposition
strongwill
on fine
announcing.
Excellent
with
staff.
Send
background
and
audition
to Jack Black, WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia.
Announcer
middlewest
regional
radio
and leading
television
station.
Prefer
personality
with
diversified
experience.
State age,cation,family,
military
status,
eduprevious
experience,
references.
Reply
writingInclude
Merrillphoto.
Workhoven,
WOW, inOmaha.
Announcer-control
room operator,
are
additional
toreguourwe
staff.laradding
Start
atanof$230
a month manwith
schedule
increases.
This
is
CBS regional
station
in thebackground,
Mississippia
Valley.
Send
complete
references
and
audition
disc
Merritt
Milligan, Program Director,to WTAD,
First ing.
ClassContactengineer.
Immediate
openRaQuincy, Illinois.
Network,James
WVCV,Trewin,
CherryRuralValley
New dioYork.
Wanted, cense.engineer
firsttimeclassand li-a
$50.00 forContact
40with
hours,Radio
Technical
half
overtime.
Station
WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Wanted. Radio operators holding 1st Production-Programming, Others
class ence
radiounnecessary.
telephoneCarlicenses.
Experirequired.
Upstate New York. Box
180L,
BROADProgram erablydirector,
some type,
air work,
CASTING.
musical man
clock
good prefjob
for dependable
with
fresh
ideas
willing
to
work
hard
in
Mass.
indeEngineer,
experienced
5
kw
RCA
eqpt.,
pendent.
Write
full
details
in
confi44 hour week $75.00, KGVO, Missoula,
dence. Box 527L, BROADCASTING.
Montana

Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted:Help
news man,
write.Experienced
Excellent opportunity
for manrewith writing
ability
news judgment. Air work
not and
essential.
Send
ga
letter
of qualifications,
including exn
.
perience,
background
and
salary
expected to Station WFDF, Flint, MichiWKY,
Oklahoma
City,
expanding
tory
combined AM-TV writers staff. Sendits
your qualifications to Continuity DirecProgram pendent.
Director opportunity
for 1000 wattfor indeman
capable idea
of Excellent
assuming
responsibility.
Requires
man
and good
air work.
Send
letter
including
qualifications,
photo Arbor,
and salary
expected to WPAG,
Ann
Michigan.
Wanted
—
Partner
to
invest instation
growingin
AM-FM network affiliated
Piedmont, North Carolina. Box 569L,BROADCASTING.
Television
Technical
Wanted—
must
be able toTVtakechiefoverengineer.
operatingMan station
completely.
Box 580L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Television mentechnicians
— Need experiforwith
expanding
Prefer encedmen
actual operations.
television
broadcasting
background.
several years AM experienceMenwillwithbe
given consideration.
Technical condibackgroundReplyessential.
tions.
letterGood
with working
full details toof
Chief
Engineer,
Commerce
Bldg., WDTV,
PittsburghChamber
19, Pa.
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted—
TVcan production
chief.
live.
Man
handle
phasesbe Noofwilling
film,
slide who
scheduling,
etc. allMust
dig in,unlimited
work hard.
Right Box
man 579L,
can
have
opportunity.
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager-sales
manager1000nowwatt employed
commercial
manager
network
seeks connection community
under
30,000. 20paperyears
background
radio-newssales
and
experience
opening
three stations. Versed administrative,
sales, promotion,
programming,
continuity. Prefer midwest
areas. Available
two consider
weeks. other
Offer
maturetion, hostjudgment,
economical
operaLet's get acquainted.
Box 484L, ideas.
BROADCASTING.
Able to handle management, programming,nounpromotion,
ancing. Nine yearsnewscasting,
experience. Will
consider allied arts. Box 568L, BROADCASTING.
Station manager
lookingsaleforof position
because
of impending
present
outlet.outstanding
Young,
energetic,
with
record
in experienced,
midwestern
market. Write 573L, BROADCASTING.
Commercialsales and
or executive
general record
manager.of
Proved
ability.
Now
general
manager
in 350,000 market.
commercial
manager
in top Five
easternyears
markets.
Desire
eitherket general
manager
in
medium
maror commercial manager of large
operation.
Know
the
answers
to
successful
management
and
sales
operation. 47 years,
healthy,
married
20in sales,
years
and
have
long
record
of
success
loyalty, moral
and
personality.
References
are
offiberthe
highest.
Avail- ,
able
in
30
days.
Box
578L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcerg
Experienced
announcer.
news, DJ. considered.
Eastern
shore.Commercials,
All replies
BROADCASTING.
carefully
Box
493L,
Sports announcer 29. veteran, seven
years experiencebasketball,
in metropolitan area.
Play-by-play
and
football.
Seek station AM orbaseball
TV, strong
on
sports,
especially
basketball.
All
offers
considered.
Excellent
references.
Box 514L, BROADCASTING.
Basketball play-by-play
man available
immediately.
Have broadcast
football
and basketball
in one
ofa state
country's
leading
conferences
over
wide
network.
Thoroughly
experienced
minor league baseball. 9 years radioin
experience.
Desire
permanent
connecwith sports
minded
station.availAir
check tionable.and
excellent
references
Let my
air checks
speak for
ING.
themselves. Box 545L, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Con't)
For Sale (Con't)
1 kilowatt UTCtransmitter
composite
Topnotchsires midwestern
sportscaster
de- standard
change.
Five
years
extensive
Collinslinear
40E
background
including
professional
exciter,
833Aattransformers
final
and Hurry
modulators.
baseball.
Big
Ten
basketball,
college
Real
bargain
$1250.00.
before
football.
Colorful,
accurate.
Contact
this
one
is
gone.
Contact
W.
L.
Braun,
Box 572L, BROADCASTING.
Radio Station
WSVA, Harrisonburg,
V
a.
Maturefour
delivery,
education,
background
For sale quency
— General
Primary
freand
years
experience,
desires
standard.KentRadio
Immediate
delivery.
opening. Box 576L, BROADCASTING. Chief Engineer,
Engineering
Co.,
5743
W.
North
Ave.,
Chicago.
Phone
Inexperienced
conscientious
announcer
Tuxedo 9-6569.
promises
to
sincerely
reward
station
Wanted to Buy
that will accept and train beginner.
Start
Stations
evenings.immediately. NYC— OR. 9-2683
Will
pay station
good market
price seaboard.
for CBS
Announcer,
disc jockey.
Thoroughly
network
eastern
trained.
Graduate
SRT,
Chicago.
Disc,
All cash or termsonfavorable
to seller.
photo on request. Harry F. Callson, References
before
negotiation
if de3502 S. 55 Ct., Cicero, 111.
sired. Confidential. Box 559L, BROAD' r Young
man,
draft exempt
desires
to CASTING.
train
as
announcer.
Some
air
time,
but
boardGeorgia.
experience.
PrefertapeFlorida
Etc.
orlittle
south
Audition
and Wanted 1Equipment,
kwState
amplitude
picture
price, modulated
condition,
Quincy. upon
Florida.request. C. W. Elkins, transmitter.
age. AlsoBoxneed488L,CAA-A3
beacon and
flasher.
BROADCASTING.
ISchool
get ideas.
Announcer-first
phone.
experience,
28,
married,
one
Used 200'
child,
draft exempt,
B. A. English.
lights;
tuning(approx.)
equipment;tower;
250
Permanent
future
Jim wWanted—
AM flasher;
transmitter;
frequency
and
McAvey, 211 with
E. Neely
St., desired.
Dallas, Texas.
modulation
monitors;
limiter;
audio
equipment.
State BROADCASTING.
age, condition and
Technical
price.
Box 565L,
Wanted:
Self Does
supporting
towerto 300be feet
First
phone,
43,i
years
experience.
State
or
350
feet.
not
have
salary,
conditions first letter.
sulated. Prefer wide,Co.,
heavy
tower.inBox 562L,working
BROADCASTING.
Tower
Construction
107 Fourth
St.,
Sioux
City,
Iowa.
Chief engineer, AM-FM. 41, married.
Miscellaneous
Ham since
'27. 3Two
yearsyears
operator
Merchantone
Marine.
broadcast
engineer,
yearstation.
chief. Expert
Supervised
Commercialplacement
crystals crystals
and newfor orBliley
reconstruction
FM
preWesternservice.
Electric,broadcast
RCAmonitor
holders,
etc.,
ventive
maintenance.
References.
Avail- fastest
Also
and
freable
now.
Box
566L,
BROADCASTING.
measuring service.
Eidson 3-3901.
Electronquency
ic Co., Temple,
Texas, phone
Wanted10 — years
Chief experience.
engineers jobReferences.
AM-FMTV.
Help
Wanted
Box 567L, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
I would like to do console board work
in the south. Box 577L, BROADCASTING.
EMPORIA, Kansas
KTSW-Mutual
Production-Programming, Others
WANTS GOOD EXPERIENCED
ANNOUNCER
Copy -continuity
-jingleair writer
(free
to assume responsible position
lance).
Outstanding
credits
4A
Moderate
rates. for
Write29
all replies dential.
kept Immediate
confiBox agencies.
309L. BROADCASTING.
opening.
Radiogenic
woman.
Writing
copy.
Craves certificate.
mike work.Disc33, oncollege
Radio
request.degree.
Will
For Sale
write.
Available after
Christmas.
Box
546L, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Television
For sale.mit er, ROne
kilowatt, monitor.
approved General
transCA modulation
Managerial
Radio,
frequency
and deviation
monitor,
RCA
limiting
amplifier,
remote
equipment.
Presto turntables.
of fact,500
Planning
midwest byTV utilizing
operation?my Save
complete
equipment Asfor aonematter
kilowatt,
time
and— money
exor
250
operation,
in
top
shape.
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
.
A
l
phases
of
TV-AM
operaable fBox
or immediate
delivery at right Availprice.
tion.rently
Desireemployed
to manage
and basic
invest.operaCur570L, BROADCASTING.
inBROADCASTING
major
tion.
Box
575L,
•
TELECASTING.
For Sale
Employment Service
Stations
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
Wanted—
Experienced
broadcaster
within
capital
to
consider
buying
interest
placing agers,
qualified,
experienced mancommercial
established
plant
in
promising
field
in
gram directors,
chiefmanagers,
engineers proand
which choice of three affiliations has
disc
jockeys.
Inquiries
become
available.
Box
258L,
BROADCASTING.
applicants and employers.invited from
Howard
S.
Frazieb
Southwest
1000
watts.
TV &BondRadioBldg.,Management
month
net.portunitystate.
$130,000.
Ideal$2000
op728
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C.
iAsking
n a fast growing
area.
Box
558L. BROADCASTING.
Radio stations — 250 watters,
day or full
time.
Box 396,Bailey-Krehbiel
Salina, Kansas. Radio Service, Repair Prices
AUTHORITY to make price adEquipment etc.
justments in the radio TV repair
Have for immediate sale, brand new and other service fields will be del5 kw"beAMfactory
transmitter.
Still atfrequency.
factory.
egated "in the near future" to reCan
tuned to your
gional
Priceindicated
StabilBox
560L,6-N BROADCASTING.
MichaelOPS offices,
V. DiSalle
Presto
recorder
1-D head
and in a izerfield
memorandum Nov. 16.
floor cabinet,
and with
Western
Electric
9-A izerreproducer
with inequalcoversunder
thoseCeiling
servrepeat coil,
twoassembly
heads.
good The delegation
ices now falling
condition.
Contact
KLAS, All
Las Vegas,
Nevada.
Price
Regulation
34.
Previously,
For
sale: Slightly usedPrimary
Sola Constant authority of regional offices was
voltage
95/190 totransformer.
125/250. Rated V.A.: volts:
5000. generally limited to giving informa60age:cycles,
single
phase.
Secondary
amperage: colt43.5. CPR tion34.and promoting compliance with
$350. 115.
WLET,Secondary
Toccoa, Georgia.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Blood Drive
(Continued from page 163)
Wis., moved her Coffee with
Christie into a donation center,
broadcast the program while giving blood. After the show, Red
Cross phones began ringing, with
the final result that the quota was
over-subscribed more than 100
pints. Station staffers signed up
100% to visit the blood-mobile.
Johnny Mahan, WDAS Philadelphia's Mohan
Aboutblood
Town,at
broadcast while
donating
the Red Cross blood center to open
the
November-long
the Easy's
One Thou-ofdonorstation's
drive. Station
also took blood
full- EXAMINING
sand Club Award
of Gratitude,
page
drive. newspaper ad to promote
feredteningon Easy
Gwynn's
(1),
Easy Lis-on
and Easy Does It programs
WIBC Indianapolis, is Richard M.
Capitol Records Sales
Fairbanks, station's
and
Awardpresident
is presented
SALES and earnings of Capitol general manager.
listener who donates blood
Records Inc., and subsidiaries for toto each
the Armed Forces through the
12 months ending Sept. 30, 1951,
were higher than in corresponding
American Red Cross."
period of last year, according to C-P-P Agency Changes
report by Glenn E. Wallichs, president. He pointed out that sales COLGATE -PALMOLIVE-PEET,
increased from $12,660,372 to $13,- New York, will shift its products
243,844. Net incomes for 12 in three agencies effective March 1.
months ending Sept. 30 last totaled At that time Super Suds, currently
$477,737, equal, after providing for handled by William Esty Co., will
preferred dividends, to 88 cents a be serviced by Cunningham &
share on the 476,230 shares of com- Walsh, New York. Latter agency,
mon stock outstanding. This com- which currently has the Kirkman
pared with the net income of $280,- brands account, will relinquish that
023 for the 12 months ended Sept. to the Charles W. Hoyt Agency.
30, 1950, which was equal to 42 William Esty Co. will be named to
cents a share on the same number handle a new product which is soon
of common shares.
expected to go into test areas.
NEED

AN

ANNOUNCER?

• looking for a job
• equipment for sale
• need an engineer
• want to buy a station
The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is tomen
placewhoan make
ad in the
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
. . . where
the
decisions meet
every Monday
morning.all
Situations
20tf per word ($2.00
minimumwanted,
)
Help wanted, 25# per word ($2.00 minimum)
All minimum
other classifications
30^ per word ($4.00
)
Display ads, $15.00 per inch
If transcriptions or bulk packages
submitted, $1.00 extra charge
for mailing.
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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allied arts

GRAFF, sales manaE # JOHNN
ager YSnader Telescriptions
Sales,
N.
Y.,
elected vice president in charge of sales.
nt InG. RALPHterstateBRANTO
Television N,
Corp.,preside
L. A., and
member of board Monogramry,Pictures,
of which former is subsidia named
vice president of Monogram Pictures.
JEAN FOSS, business survey manager,
Chicago Sun Times, named field supervisorketingGould,consultant,
Gleiss Chicago.
& Benn Inc., marHELEN ISRAEL, DORIS JACOBSON
and ELSYE MORRIS have formed Attractions Inc., Phila. Organization
supplies talent for TV programs. They
are forming a TV stock
company that
will
act as showcase for agencies and
TV stations.
m^uipment • • •
GEORGE
I. LONG,
president City,
Ampex Electric
Corp.,viceRedwood
Calif., elected vice
president
and general manager.
KEN W. TROUT,
member of special
activities
promotion staff, Crosley
Div., Avco Mfg.
Corp., Cincinnati,
appointed member
of Farm and Rural Market Development CommitMr. Long
tee of National
facturers As n. Electrical ManuRICHARD H. SCHNEBERGER, Coolerator Corp., Duluth, Minn., named
general service manager, Crosley Div.,
Avcoing H.Mfg.
Corp., Cincinnati,
A. NEWELL,
resigned. replacJ. F. LINCOLN, president Lincoln
Electricdent National
Co., Cleveland,
presiElectrical elected
Manufacturers Assn. Vice presidents elected
were: dentARTHUR
BERARD,Co.,presiWard LeonardA. Electric
Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.; J. W. COREY, vice
president Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh;
J. H. Wire
JEWELL,& Cable
vice president Kennecott
Co.,
Phillipsdale, R. I.; HOYT POST

Northwest

STEELE,jamin executive
BenElectric Mfg.viceCo.,president
Des Plaines,
111. L. G. HALL, president Stackpole
Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa., elected
treasurer.
MERVIN MARCUS, assistant to the
president
Kirch-New inJersey
Inc., RCA
Victor distributors
northern
New
Jersey,
appointed
operations
of radio and TV department. manager
EDWARD
WILDER, account
executive WHLIJ. Hempstead,
Long Island,
N.AudioY., &appointed
field
representative
Video Products Corp., N. Y.
LAFAYETTE RADIO, N. Y., announces
release of new 1951-1952 "High FiGuide." Illustrated
and
catalog delity
contains
listing of manual
High Fidelity components
of
all
leading
manufacturers, complete radio-phonograph
and television
systems,
home installations and finished
cabinetry.
ALDEN PRODUCTS Co., Brockton,
Mass.,
announces
connector,
209FEC,newandoctal
plug type
109C,9-pin
for
use with veTVrters, or wherever
color adapters,
UHF
consmall
connector
is needed.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady,nounces
N. Y.,production
Tubeof Department
an6AF4, miniature
receiving tube for use in UHF recepa 7-pin
triode for
designed
for usetion. asTube islocal
oscillator
new
UHF channels from 470 to 890mcs.
Company also announces TV jumper
cord, new service aid designed to speed
home servicing of television receivers,
now available. Cord serves as connector between
two parts
interlock
after back
has been
removedof from
the
TV set, automatically disconnecting
power.
"Technical
• • • engineering
PHILIP
G. CALDWELL,
director ABC Western Div., named
chairman
of the newly-formed
Broad-of
cast Transmission
Group, auxiliary
the Institute of Radio Engineers. Other
officers include MAL MOBELY, KMPC
Hollywood,CBS,
secretary-treasurer;
Gerald
Beranek,
chairman of the papers
committee.
AL SCARLETT, lighting engineer
NBC-TV
Hollywood. Chicago, transfers to NBC

Fulltime Independent
$65,000.00

This is an old established property located in one of the
great major markets of the northwest. It is operating profitably and offers an unusual opportunity to get into a large
market at a low cost. Financing arranged.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO
M. Smith St.
James
W.
Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
235Lester
Montgomery
Washington Bide. Delaware
Tribune Tower
Exbroek
2-5672
7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
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AT PARTY marking the appointment by WGAN Portland and WGUY-AMFM Bangor, Me., of Avery-Knodel Inc. as national representative effective
Nov. 1 [B»T, Oct. 26], are (I to r): Creighton E. Gatchell, WGAN general
manager; Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Knodel; Guy P. Gannett, president, Guy
Gannett Broadcasting Services; Lawrence H. Stubbs, vice president and general manager, Guy Gannett Publishing Co.; J. W. Knodel, Avery-Knodel;
Elizabeth Black, Joseph Katz Co.; Ralph C. Robertson, Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., and Edward Aleshire, Harry B. Cohen Adv. Co.
FM GROWTH
Noted in Middle Mass.
FM is accelerating its growth in
the Springfield,
according to a surveyMass.,
there.area,
For the
entire area — Hampden, Hampshire
and Franklin Counties in Massachuset s— ownership has increased
to 36% of total families, a 7% rise
over last year.
The 1951 FM set ownership was
conducted by Springfield stations
WBZA-FM (NBC); WMAS-FM
(CBS); WSPR - FM (ABC);
WJKO-FM (Independent), and
WHYN-FM Holyoke, Mass. (Yankee-MBS). Successive fall surveys, which started in 1947 with
7% of families owning FM sets,
were 1948, 12%; 1949, 20%; 1950,
29%, and 1951, 36%.
Also noted was that the further
away from the location of AM
transmitters, the more likely are
listeners to turn to FM to avoid
interference. Survey found the
highestship in Franklin
percentageCounty,
of FM which
owner-is
the most remote from the Springfield AM transmitters. It has 41%
FM ownership, 5% more than the
three-county average.

Too Much Success
WHENence gets
a radio
show's watch
auditoo large,
out.
KLRA That's
Little the
Rockadvice
which from
had
to cancel a broadcast of its
hillbilly show, Barnyard
Frolic, when over 8,000 people tried toshowroom
crowd intofortnight
Dutch
O'Neal's
ago. ersCapacity
the carInsurdealshowroom ofis 1,700.
ance agents called the sponsor and told
they coverage
couldn't
furnish
himhimwith
with a crowd that large;
police
two-shifts
handlehadtheto use
traffic
problem.to
Result was a shift in location
to the Municipal Auditorium,
which,
when unavailable
for
the following
Saturday
night's
one-week program,
hiatus. caused a

HUGGINS NAMED
Takes Air Force Post
APPOINTMENT of Edwin V. Huggins, executive vice president of
Westinghouse
Electric
Interna-of
tional Co., as assistant
secretary
the Air Force, was announced by
President Truman last Monday.
Mr. Hug-gins'
appointment
a reKVOR Rate Card
cess nomination
subject to isSenate
NEW RATE card, No. 10, effec- confirmation in January.
tive Dec. 1, has been issued by
Working
under ofThomas
FinSecretary
the Air K.Force,
KVOR Colorado Springs, setting letter,
Mr.
Huggins
will
be
placed
in
the hourly Class A one-time rate
at $90; 30-minutes, $54; quarter- charge of the material procurement program for that branch, inhour,
$27; fiveminutes,$36;$18;10-minutes,
announcements*
$10.
cluding installations. He is exClass B one-time rate respectively
cted to assume succeeding
his duties Roswell
tomorrow pe(Tuesday),
isIn $50,
$30,
$20,
$15,
$10
and
$6.
Gilpatric, promoted to Air Force
announcing the new card, James L.Undersecretary.
D. Russell, president and general
manager, noted the increase in
Mr. hoHuggins
to Westinguse in 1943. went
Last May
he was
population and of radio sets in use
in the market area. Current ad- appointed vice president. Earlier
vertisers will be given 52-week this year he was a consultant to
protection on Rate Card No. 9 from the Defense Production Adminisdate of the increase, Mr. Russell
tration. He is president of the Nasaid.
tional Society of Industrial Assns.
BROADCASTING
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 154)
areas: 60% said their children ask
for products as advertised on video.
Survey was conducted for InChildren's
Teens' Ward
Wear
Buyers fants',
Assn.
by and
Patrician
Co., research organization, to bring
out facts useful to the buyers
group. Mothers of children from
4 weeks to 14 years old were interviewed in all boroughs of New York
City, Westchester, Nassau and
Bergen Counties and Philadelphia
and its suburbs.
In all homes — TV-equipped or
not — 40% of the parents said
'HowdyoriteDoody
character.is the children's favNielsen Lists Berle,
Godfrey, Skelton
NBC-TV's Red Skelton Show became No. 3 of the "big three" of
TV — led
by Milton
Texaco
Star
Theatre,
also Berle's
on NBC-TV—
in the national Nielsen ratings for
the top 10 shows presented during
the two weeks ending Oct. 27. CBS
Television's
Arthurwas Godfrey
and
His
Talent Scouts
second place
holder. Ratings:
% of TV
1 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC)
23 Arthur
Godfrey's
Scouts
(CBS)
Red Skelton
(NBC)
45 Gillette
Your(Participating)
ShowCavalcade
of Shows(NBC)(NBC)
6 Your(Reynolds,
Show of R.Shows
(NBC)
J., Tobacco)
78 Mama
(CBS)
Philco TVGodfrey
Playhouse
(NBC)
9 Arthur
(LiggettLucy & (CBS)
Myers& Friends
Tobacco)(CBS)
10 I Love
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co

WOV

LINED up for coffee are these callers (I to r): Dave Bremmer, president.
Grocers Biscuit Co.; H. C. Cushenberry, Jelke Div., Lever Bros.; Tommy
Tucker, Tommy Tucker Cheese Co.; Lee DeMuth, sales manager. Grocers
Biscuit; Jim Rogers, territory sales manager. General Foods, and Jim Walton, m.c. Occasion was third birthday celebration of Coffee Call, audienceparticipation show on WHAS Louisville, presided over by Mr. Walton.

DEFENSE TEST
Eastern Stations Join
SOME 400 radio stations in the 19state area of the Eastern Air Defense Force participated in an
early morning exercise Nov. 17 designed to test a method for confusing enemy aircraft that might
seek wartime targets by following
beams from commercial radio
transmitters.
Developed by the FCC, the plan
called for intermittent changes in
transmitting operations so that a
plane trying to ride a commercial
radio beam to Buffalo, N. Y., for
example, might find itself over the
mountains of western Massachusetts. Exercise was conducted between 1:30-5 a.m., with stations
normally
the air returning to
Higher Income, More Sets broadcast off
the single test program
from either a very high or a very
Guide-Post Finds
area of the kilocycle band.
TESTING of Allegheny County in low
of the Eastern Air Defense
Pennsylvania by Guide-Post Re- Planes
search, Pittsburgh, found 66% of Force, commanded by Maj. Gen.
homes with annual incomes over Frederic H. Smith Jr., circulated in
$5,000 have. TV sets. Family the test area to check results.
population of county is 416,000. Of
Transmission Sites Changed
these, 220,000 have sets, Guide-Post
said. Further breakdown: 52% of
As
far as the public was conhomes in the $2,500-3,500 income
cerned,
radiofavorite
listenlevel have sets, 37% of families
ers
could
havemetropolitan
found their
earning under $2,500 a year have stations were
broadcasting at a
television receivers.
different frequency. After ranging
the lower or upper levels of the
dial, the listener could have found
the one program being aired and
heard it without interruption although transmission sites were
constantly being changed.
Stations normally on the air
during the test period did not, for
the greater part, participate in the
test, although
a fewso were
under-a
sto d to have done
by using
second transmitter for test operations, while their primary transmitter continued to operate as
usual.
The eastern test of the air defense method followed earlier tests
conducted
by the Western and Cenfor ova jilobittti*
tral Air Defense Commands, but
d
te
e*
es
pr
was the largest such exercise to
Re
RaVTrieT
have been held.
BROADCASTING
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Edgar Bergen Tour
EDGAR BERGEN and Charlie
McCarthy launched "Operation
SantavisitsClaus"
Friday,Navy,whichand calls
for
to Army,
Air
Force try.hospitals
across will
the counThe performers
pass
out gifts to hospitalized war veterans. Starting on the West Coast
Dec. 13 and ending in the East
by Dec. ducted
22,through
the auspices
trip willofbeCamp
conShows Inc. Besides distributing
gifts — to be sent in by radio listeners— the ventriloquist and his
dummy will give a series of shows,
at bedside and in auditoriums.

TRAVELOGUE
Plans Radio, TV Series
NEW TRAVELOGUE series— incorporating radio, TV and photohas York
been through
inaugurated bygraphic
WOVmedia — New
mobile units operating out of its
Rome studios. Sponsor for new
series is B. Filippone & Co., New
York (La Perla foods), through
Pettinella Agency, New York.
Radio series is to be broadcast upon
completion from WOV New York.
Mobile units will travel to localities in Italy which have had
heaviest emigration to the United
States and record interviews with
the mayor, police chief, village
priest, local personalities and private citizens plus the "voice of the
town
itself," Simultaneously,
according to a station
spokesman.
movie
and still cameras will photograph
visual highlights including littleknown points of interest for marketing later as a 15-minute travepackage.venture
This will
WOV's logue
second
intomark
TV
production and packaging.
Additional merchandising feature— photographic profiles of each
vicinity in brochure form offered
on premium
basis — willof be
marketed under auspices
program
Production in Italy is being
sponsor.
handled by Vera Fontanella of station's Rome staff. Miss Fontanella
was formerly
with New
National Export associated
Adv. Agency,
York.

CHIEF

MARKET

's

io
* Oh
e
v
o
C

STATION
CLEVELAND'S
Top talent, vigorous sales promotion, plus
Greater Cleveland's strongest signal make
WJW tiesyour
NOW. best buy. Get facts, availabili-

5000 W.
BASIC ABC
WJW BUILDING CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 167)
Nov. 21 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Granted Application
KMYC
Marysville,
Calif.
Granted
application
from —1450
kc 250
w to 1410 kcto Granted
1change
kw DA-N;
CP cond.
CentralCity,City-Greenville
Co.,
Central
CPBcstg.
newcond.
AM
station
1380 kcKy.—500Granted
w daytime;
Designated for Hearing
WVCH inChester,
Pa.— Designated
hearing
Washington,
on date
to forbe
determined
later,
application
toD increase
power
from
250
w
to
1
kw
740
made WBMD Baltimore and WGSMkc,
Huntington.
N. Y., parties to proceedings.
To Remain Silent
WSKB thoritMcComb,
Miss.— additional
Granted au-90
days
from y to remain
Nov.
25,silent
pending
action onin
assignment
of
license
to
trustee
bankruptcy and sale of station.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. E. M. Webster
KFFA
Helena, Ark.— Granted petition
for
dismissal
application. without prejudice of its
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Shore
Bcstg.to amend
Co., Evanston,
111.
—to North
Granted
petition
correctgraphic
typographical
errorapplication
intransgeocoordinates
of
proposed
mit er site, to submit revised program
log analysis and supplemental statestation.ment concerning financing of proposed
Winnebagopetition
Bcstg.to Co.,
Rockford,
111.
amend
application
to—1330Granted
change
frequency
requested
from
kc toremoved
1600 kc from
and hearing
application,
amended,
docket.as—
John C.petition
Pomeroy,
Pontiac,application
Mich.
Granted
to
amend
toCommission
reflect pertinent
data requiredsite.by
re new transmitter

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH NOVEMBER
21
Cond'l Pending
Appls. Hearing
Grants
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
107
130
AM
Stations 2,309
2,288
*1 45311
FM
Stations
639
296
TV Stations
108 55391
* On the air.
vice president
Dermott
StateThomas
Bank,
New Applications . . .
Dermott,
and a farm
operator,
AM APPLICATIONS
Cliftonager Trigg
(10.99%),
general
manand 50% owner Courtney-Trigg
Franklin, Pa.— Venango Bcstrs., 1370 Co. (general
other persons. merchandise),
Filed Nov. 21. and five
kc, 500tionw,cost daytime;
estimated first
construc$18,450,
estimated
year
FM APPLICATIONS
operating
cost $42,000,Partners
estimated
first
year
arein HarAugusta,
103.7
(Ch.ft.
risrevenue
G. Breth, $50,000.
a representative
theJ. 279),
ERP
9.2Ga.—
kw, WAUG,
antennaestimated
heightmc 100conPennsylvania
Legislature,
William
Thomas
W. Stauffer,
each above average
struction costerrain;
t about $9,722
(certain
ofBarnesboro,
whom andownPa.LeRoy
20%Filedinterest
in
WNCC
WAUG
equipment, first
studios,
will be
Nov. 16.
used), estimated
yearetc.,operating
McGee,Inc.,Ala.1220— kc,
Southeast
Arkansas
cost $25,000,
estimated
firstholdsyearCP,reve-as
Bcstrs.
1
kw,
daytime;
nue
$28,500.
Applicant
estimated construction cost $34,794.64, modified, for new AM station, WAUG,
estimated
first first
year operating
$35,- 1050 kc,
250 w,fulltime.
daytime; Applicant
the FM station
000,
estimated
revenuecost$40,000.
operate
holds
Stockholders
includeyearPresident
Abbott will
interest
Nov. 20. in WOLS Florence, S. C. Filed
L.in Kinney
(32.97%),
life
insurance
agent
Dermott,
Ark.,
and
50%
owner
Crawfordsville,
Ind. — First Baptist
Hamm's
Puddin' House,
Dermott Dale
(frozenC. Church,
non-commercial
dairy products),
Vice President
station, 106.3
mc (Ch. 292), educational
ERP 1 kw,
Loyd (5.49%),
manager
and
35%
stockantenna
height
38
ft.
above average
terholder W. B. Loyd & Sons, McGee
rain; estimated construction
cost $5,000
(farm
implements),
Secretary-Treasurer
(equipment
will
be
bought
from
Wrona Floyd Pierce (4.4%), executive Crawfordsville), estimated firstWFMU
year
cost $2,000, estimated first
plemental petition to amend, filed Nov. operating
year revenue
$2,500
donations).Filed
Pastor ofNov.
church21.(through
is Rev. George
13 to show terference
mutually
objectionable
inT.
King.
wouldofnotKJEFattendand simultaneous
operation
WVOW
TRANSFER
REQUESTS
Logan, W. Va., on 1290 kc.
KFMV of
(FM)positive
Hollywood,
WEEK Tampa, application
Fla. — Granted
Transfer
controlCalif.
Union—
(a) petiwith Bcstg.
KJEFtion to amend,
Jennings,filedLa.Aug.
— Granted
Corp.,Jennie
licensee,
from Frederick
15, and petisup- respecttion totoamend
plans
for
financing
construcF.
Umhey,
M.
Charters
and
Intionposalscontemplated
and program
ternational Ladies'Maizlish
Garment(51%)
Workers
,inand (b)lieuto ofspecify
1300
kckw1prokwD, Union
toC. Harry
and
daytime,
1590
kc
1
David
Baird
(49%)
for
$26,000
500 w DA-N;
as amended, sale
(amountKFMV
remaining
to be paid
afterto
removed
from application,
hearing docket.
Sunset
studiosCalif.
Time Buyers, NOTE!
KBIGof Avalon,
CatalinaBlvd.Island,
[B T, Nov. 19, 12]). Transferee is liRadio
Sumter,
Sumter, S. ofC. — hearing
Grant- Nov. 16. cense of KFWB Los Angeles. Filed
NO
TV
ed petition
for tocontinuance
WRMN Elgin,
111. —andAssignment
from
Nov.
26
Jan.
28,
1952.
construction
permit
license
fromof
Stations within
George
A. Ralston
andCo.,Jerry
C.F.,Miller,
d/b
as
Elgin
Bcstg.
to
F.
John
November
21
Applications
.
.
.
60 miles of
T., William
D. and Joseph E. McNaughACCEPTED FOR FILING
ton
for $60,000.
interest
in KOBEF. F.LasMcNaughton
Cruces, N.holds
M.,
Modification of License
and
is
owner-publisher
Pekin Dailyis
WSTR
Sturgis,
Mich.—
Mod.
license
Times,
Pekin,
111.;
J.
E.
McNaughton
toD onincrease
power
from
500
w
to
1
kw
YOUNGSTOWN, 0.
manager
and
stockholder
of
WCRA
1460 kc.
Effingham,
111., 3.andT. publisher
of EffingLicense for CP
ham DailyinNews;
holds
interest
KOBE
andMcNaughton
Effingham
Daily
WVKO
Columbus,
Ohio—
License
for
News,
and
W.
D.
McNaughton
also
holds
CP new AM station.
Ohio's 3rd
interest
in
Effingham
Daily
News.
Each
of
WKNA-FM
Charleston,
W.
Va.—
Liwill Nov.
hold 16.25% interLargest Buy
Trade Area
in WRMN. Filed
tion. cense for CP, as mod., new FM sta- the estMcNaughtons
License Renewal
KREM
Spokane,
— Assignment
license for
from$255,000.
Cole Wash.
E. Mr.
Wylie
to Louisis
Following
stations
requestCalif.;
renewal
of ofWasmer
Wasmer
license:
KWTC
Barstow,
WMAP
owner
of
KSPO,
and
former
Monroe, Calif.; WUSN Charleston, S. C; KHQ and KGA, all in Spokaneowner[B#T,of
Waco, (TV)
Tex.; Tulsa,
WPTF-FM Raleigh,
Nov. 19, Oct. 22]. Filed Nov. 16.
N.KWTX
KOTV
KGSF from
Oakland,
WFMJ
(TV)C; York.
Charlotte,
N. C; Okla.;
WNBT WBTV
(TV) license
E. N.Calif.—
WarnerAssignment
and S. W.of
New
Warner,
d/bHoward
as Warner
Bros., tod/bS. A.as
Cisler
and
A.
Shuman,
Application Returned
The Only ABC
Electronic Service Corp., for $30,000.
KID IdahoforFalls,
RETURNED
application
licenseIdaho—
for CP,
as mod., Transferee is licensee of WXLW Indiannew transmitter.
Station Serving
apolis, Ind., has interest in WKYW
This Market
5000
WATTS
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
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Louisville,
Ky., and is applicant for
purchase
Filed Nov. of16.KSMO San Mateo, Calif.
— Transfer
of KWFC
control Hot
Spa Springs,
Bcstg. Co.Ark.from
Dr. N.
B. Burch,
A. toBrown
Catherine
BurchFrank
Brown
WalterandE. (22%),
Hussman
(21.5%),
Betty
Hussman
L.(10%),R. Mrs.
CurryC. E.(20%),
Alden
Mooney
Palmer, trustee
and sixden Radio
otherInc.,
stockholders
d/b as (10%),
plus 70 shares
toCam-be
purchased
by
Dr.
Burch;
consideration
$60,000.
Transferee
is Nov.
licensee20. of KAMD
Camden,
Ark. FiledSt.
WMIN-AM-FM
Paul,Bcstg.
Minn. Co.—
Transfer
from
Mortof control
Bentson WMIN
and Marion
E.
Newman
executors
and administrators CTA asof estate
of Edward
Hoffman,
deceased, asto trustees
Mort Bentson
and N. L.
Bentson
of testamentary
trust
of Edward
Hoffman,
deceased.
No monetary
consideration.
Filed
Nov.
20.
KODI
Cody,Bcstg.
Wyo. —Co.,Transfer
of from
control
Asaroka
licensee,
William J.L.,andLorna
Dorothy
GarlowPeterto
Milward
Kooi,R. and
Kooi Simpson
through
sale
of
100%
terest for $25,000. Milward L. SimpsoninisSimpson
Mr. Simpson's
Kooi
is(KODI
studentiswife,
at U.andsilent
of Peter
Wyoming,
Laramie.
now
pending
FCC
approval
of
sale.)
Refiled
Nov.
21
(originally filed Nov. 2).
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AMWKAP-FM
26, FM 65,Allentown,
TV 1. NewPa.,deletions:
license,
Nov. 14. Licensee
requested deletion
because
of
lack
of listeners' interest
in WPIT-FM
FM.
Pittsburgh,
license, Nov.
20. Lack of listener
interest.
Pittsburgh, license, Nov. 20.
NoKQV-FM
reason
given.
Tyler, Tex., CP, Nov. 20.
NoKGKB-FM
reason given.
WOOK SHIFT
Acquires WINX Assignment
WOOK Silver Spring, Md., operated by United Broadcasting Co.,
will change its assignment today
(Monday) to 1340 kc with 250 w,
the former assignment of WINX
Washington. It will move to Washington where it has maintained
studios. WINX was acquired recently by United from Billy and
Dolly Banks.
The WINX call letters will be
transferred to a new station to be
operated at Rockville, Md., by
United. It will have 1 kw on 1600
kc, daytime. WOOK had been opwith 250erated wby United
on 1590in kc.Silver Spring
Richard Eaton is president of
United, which also operates WSID
Baltimore and WARK Hagerstown.
In addition he is general manager
of WOOK. Arnold B. Fort, former WOOK production director,
becomes WOOK station manager,
with Clifton D. Holland as program
director. Harvey Glascock is assistant president of United. Richard C. Scheele becomes general
manager of WINX at Rockville
with Mrs. Phyllis Johnson as program director.
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Extra Time Buys
(Continued from page 27)
will be renewed, effective early in
1 January. Firm will continue to
sponsor its quarter-hour twice
iveekly programs on the Don Lee
Network and the Yankee Network.
In television, Nabisco will sponsor
\Kukla, Fran & Ollie Tuesday and
Thursday, 7-7:15 p.m. starting
Dec. 1, instead of the former halfhour weekly. McCann-Erickson,
New York, is the agency.
I Speidel Watch Co., currently
I!Monday,
sponsoring
What's
Name,
8-8:30
p.m. onMyNBC-TV,
lias just renewed the program for
Another 13 weeks. The network
igreed to find an additional sponsor for alternate weeks so that the
contract will extend to 26 weeks.
Speidel is suffering from material
shortages but is understood to be
reluctant to let the show go, thus
the agreement to share sponsorship. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
fe Bayles, New York, is the agency.
|shows
Year-end
of network
includebuyers
such major
clients
as Reynolds Metals Co., Emerson
Drug canCo.,
Shulton
Inc.
and
AmeriOil Co.
Reynolds Buys
Reynolds Metals Co., Louisville,
signed to sponsor the Golden West
Trot and the Golden West Pace
over CBS Radio in two separate
pickups from Hollywood Park, La.,
on two Saturdays — last Saturday,
and Dec. 1, respectively. Charles
Hinkle will describe both events.
Reynolds also sponsored the CBS
fladio
coverage Race
of the
r.onian Trotting
last HambleAugust.
Agency is Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
' Emerson Drug Co., New York
j(Bromo Seltzer), through BBDO,
3same city, will sponsor the first
f-alf
and Shulton
(OldAssoc.,
Spice
toiletries),
through Inc.
Wesley
New York, the second half of AllAmerican Preview on NBC-TV on
Saturday, Dec. 1, starting about
.3:45 p.m. The one-time program
'will feature Herman Hickman,
Yale's
football
coach. ofIn 1951
addition
to his own
selections
college football greats, Mr. Hickman will present such noted football personalities as Fritz Crisler,
U. of Michigan; Clarence L. (Biggie) Munn, Michigan State U.;

Paul Bryant, Kentucky, and Jack
Lavelle, Yale.
American Oil Co. will sponsor
Years of Crises on CBS Radio,
Sunday, Dec. 30, 4-5 p.m. The
show will present top members of
the CBS Radio staff of foreign
correspondents who will fly to New
York shortly after mid-December
to join Edward R. Murrow in the
1951 annual year-end global report to America. Those participating in the discussion, which will
be chairmanned by Mr. Murrow,
will be the following: Howard K.
Smith, CBS Radio European news
chief; Richard C. Hottelet, from
Germany; David Schoenbrun, from
Paris; Alexander Kendrick, from
Vienna; Ned Calmer, Rome; Bill
Costello, Far East, and Eric
Sevareid, CBS Radio chief Washington correspondent.
American Oil Co. also will sponsor a separate television version
of Year of Crises on Tuesday, Jan.
1 from 3 to 4 p.m. on CBS-TV.
Joseph Katz Agency, Baltimore,
handles the American Oil account.
B. C. Headache Powder (Tablets), Durham, N. C, through Harvey Massengale Co., Durham, has
increased its frequencies on its
presentpaign onspot
most announcement
of the stations camwith
its leftover end-of-the-year advertising budget starting end of November through the end of December.
Kaiser-Frazer (cars) through
William H. Weintraub Co., N. Y.,
are extending renewals to its programs and spots to absorb its 1951
budget.
Other broadcast advertisers
whose plans were being formulated
last week included the following:
Whitehall Pharmacal Co., New
York (Anacin), whose current
budget is being made up by John
Murraysto d to Agency,
N. Y.,
is under-of
be planning
a renewal
its present schedule.
The 1952 budget of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes), through William Esty,
New York, is also understood to
be similar to its 1951 campaign.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet C o.,
Jersey City (Fab, Super Suds, and
Vel), handled by William Esty, and
currently in the midst of year-end
planning, is expected to renew its
radio and TV spot schedule.

immediate revenue produced
with
regional promotion
(
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER Company

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, Genera/ Manager
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THOS. LEE WILL
Estate Given Merrill
WITH
a supposedly
secondprobate
will —
mentioned
in a surprise
hearing
[B»T,
Nov.
19]—
failing
to materialize, full custodianship
of the late
$12.5
million
estateThomas
is todayS.inLee's
the hands
ofSeattle
R. Dwight
Merrill,
82
year-old
lumberman, who announced
he will distribute it in accordance
with wishes of his nephew-bymarriage, the late Mr. Lee.
Superior Judge Newcomb Condee inwill
Los ofAngeles
upheld
26word
Mr. Lee,
datedthe Dec.
6, 1934, which gave Mr. Merrill the
estate "to divide as he sees fit."
The
"eleventh
hour" judge
attemptrejected
to halt andistribution.
Mr. Merrill said Mr. Lee
asked that nothing go to his aunt,
Mrs. Nora Patee, or to himself
(Merrill). He proposed to give
half of the estate, which will net
$6,743,000
taxes,of inhisequal
shares to 10after
relatives
late
nephew and the other half in equal
shares
to
his
own
five
grandchildren.
Merrill's Promise
Immediate distribution of the
first $1,500,000 was directed by the
court when Mr. Merrill testified
he had promised his nephew not
tohimself.
take any part of the estate for
The court order was made over
opposition of Hal Craig who
claimed a later will was drawn up
inCondee
his and
favor.
ruledothers'
that Mr.
CraigJudge
had
no legal support for his allegation.
Prior to presenting his plan of
distribution,
Mr. Merrilleachmadeon two
settlements of $150,000
adopted daughters of the late Don
Lee,
founderRieber
of theandfortune
Mrs.
Christine
Mrs. —Elizabeth Fry. He also had settled the
will contest filed by Mrs. Patee by
promising
29% She
of thereportedly
remainder of the her
estate.
obtained $2 million as her share.
Tommy Lee died Jan. 13, 1950,
in a fall from the 12th story of a
Los Angeles building. He had been
in ill-health for some years and
guardians for his person and estate
had been appointed by the court.
Met Auditions
THE Metropolitan Opera Auditions
of thecastAiryear when
will begin
its 13thtobroadit returns
ABC
Radio network Tuesday, Dec. 18,
at 8:30 p.m. EST. Applicants from
all over the country will be screened
as in the past, and two contestants
will be chosen to sing on each program of the 18-week series. From
six semi-finalists, two will be selected for scholarships for further musical study. Applications for auditions, which were scheduled to
begin today
(Monday),thecanprogram,
be obtained by addressing
ABC,
30
Rockefeller
Plaza,
New
York City.

Mr. John Ward
Laughlin, Wilson, Baxter, and Persons
Memphis, Tennessee
Dear Johnny:

W C H S
Charleston, W. Va

The high scale of nf"the
businessricher]
ac^
the $76,057,000 in sales chalked up
in
This figure
Bay is indicate
J,i?VGr
li. the
was
een stores.
d by
wellntslocal
over
represe
.0542the percity'scentquota.
of theIt
.0349 per busines
cent thats— more
should than
be prothe
^q115
SSn °n the basis °f PQPjr«wtfie
income,
after taxes^of
.$77,951,000.
Itobtained
represented
an average
income,
straight
division, of $5,095 per byfamily.
This was higher than the $4,521
earnings per family nationally and
than the
$4,910EastperNorth
familyCentral
averaged in the
^tates^In Wisconsin it was $4,452.
that of the rest
the
country.
Isofabove
placed
123,Green
oraverage.
23Bay'sper index
centA
the atgeneral
THE
WAY
TO
REACH
THIS RICHER MARKET IS

"Mote ReaAasU %
liAtev, Mote OjjUti'
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MBS Status
(Continued from page 29)
that Lee Enterprises is paying 1951. The New England network
$1,200,000 for WOR Program Serv- was bought from the Shepard deice Inc., entertainment and talent
partment store family about five
bureau and producer of recorded years ago for $2,100,000.
Lee
Enterprises
the 1950
programs; $1,300,000 for the mer- calendar year had a for
net income of
ger; $1,350,000 for indebtedness
of General Teleradio to R. H. Macy. $1,041,153.26 before federal taxes,
R. H. Macy also gets 732 shares the application showed.
General Tire & Rubber Co.,
of Lee Enterprises stock, which
makes it a 10% stockholder in the which not only manufactures tires
company. The stock has a declared and other rubber products but also
value of $120 per share, or $87,840. owns a jet engine plant in CaliMacy interests are not selling
fornia and a woolen mill in BarnesWOR land, buildings or equipment. ville, Ga., had net sales of $135,434,These will be leased to Lee Enter- 618 and a profit after taxes of
prises for 25 years at $315,000 per
the Application
fiscal year endyear. After 25 years, the rent will $8,557,616
ing Nov. 30,for1950.
also
drop to $78,750 a year.
revealed that General Tire will advance $3 million to Lee Enterprises
Option to purchase land, buildings and equipment carries the to consummate the merger if apfollowing schedule of prices:
proved by the FCC.
If bought before Jan. 1, 1957,
R. H. Macy & Co. took in $350,$4,600,000; before 1962, $4,000,000; 841,569, had a net profit after
before 1967, $3,300,000; before taxes of $5,265,924 for the fiscal
1972, $2,500,000. If bought after year ending June 28, 1951. Income
1977 — end of the 25-year-lease from broadcasting - telecasting
amounted to $585,994, according to
term — the
chased forproperties
$1,400,000. may be pur- the 1951 statement of earnings.
Included in the sale are net
As a result of the merger with
quick assets of WOR properties Lee Enterprises, a capital gain
valued at present at $574,500.
amounting to more than $1.50 per
As 10% stockholder, Macy will share on Macy stock will result,
I. Straus, president of R. H.
be represented on the Lee Enter- Jack
Macy & Co., told stockholders at a
prises'
board
of
directors
by
Jack
I. Straus, president, and Edwin F. Nov. 13 meeting. Macy stockholders approved the merger at that
Chinlund, vice president and treas- meeting.
urer, of the Macy company. Lee
Enterprises board will be increased
Application also stated that no
totives.14 to seat the Macy representa- changes in WOR program policies
or personnel would result from the
Total Assets Given
merger. In addition to Mr. Straus,
is chairman of General TeleTotal assets of Lee Enterprises, who
radio, Theodore C. Streibert is
as of the end of 1951, were esti- president
and general manager;
mated at $9,534,783.17, including Rufus C. Maddux
is vice president
$1,679,349.66 in current assets.
of sales ; Jack R. Poppele,
Current liabilities total $792,389.92, invicecharge
president
and
chief engineer;
plus an earned surplus of $1,384,- Julius F. Seebach Jr.,
921.87.
vice president
and
program
Mr.
Total assets of General Tele- Streibert is a formerdirector.
MBS chairradio as of Nov. 10 are listed as man.
$5,192,000,assets.
including
$1,489,800
current
Current
liabilitiesin
Macy stations are 50-kw WOR
are given as $719,100, plus an on 710 kc, WOR-FM and WOR-TV
earned surplus of $1,841,440. Bal- on Channel
tions include:9. Lee Enterprises staance sheet also indicates that $2,Yankee Network Division, com459,870 was spent to put WORprising 5-kw WNAC on 1260 kc,
TV on between
the air.67thWOR-TV's
studios
and 68th new
Sts. WNAC-FM
and WNAC-TV on
and Columbus Ave., New York, due Channel 7 in Boston, 5-kw WONS
for completion by the end of the on 1410 kc in Hartford, 5-kw
WEAN on 790 kc in Providence,
year, are valued at $1,421,700.
Net income of Yankee Network 1-kw WICC on 600 kc in Bridgeport and WGTR (FM) Worcester.
for the fiscal year ending Nov. 30,
Don Lee Division stations con1950, is given as $464,667.39 before
federal taxes. Yankee was merged
sist of 5-kw KHJ on 930 kc, KHJinto Lee Enterprises on May 7, FM and KHJ-TV on Channel 9 in

Los Angeles; 5-kw KFRC on 610 kc
in San
on
1360 Francisco
kc in San and
Diego.1-kw KGB
Application indicated that WICC
Bridgeport is to be sold (see story
this page). Prior to the merger of
Don
withinterests,
GeneralDon TireYankee Lee
Network
Lee
had San Francisco TV Channel 2
reserved by the FCC.
When General Tire bought Don
Lee Network last year for $12,300,000
the estate
the lateon
Thomas from
S. Lee,
KTSL of(TV)
Channel 2 was sold to CBS for
$3,500,000. Early this year Lee
Enterprises,
the holding
subsequent
Yankee-Don Lee
company,
bought
KFI-TV
on
9 from
Earle C. Anthony Channel
for $2,500,000
and changed its call to KHJ-TV.
Executive Lineup
President of General Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, is William
O'Neil. His son, 36 - year - old
Thomasdent of General
F. O'Neil,
vice presi-of
Tire,ispresident
Lee Enterprises and chairman of
MBS. Another son, William F.
O'Neil, owns 5-kw WJW on 850
kcownsin Cleveland.
O'Neil family
about 20% Theof General
Tire,
making it the principal stockholder.
Heading
Yankee
Network
Division of Lee Enterprises is the
seniorLinus
Mr. Travers
O'Neil asas president,
with
executive
vice president and operating head.
The West Coast Don Lee Network
Division is headed by Willet Brown
as president.
Application for merger was filed
by the Washington law firm of
Pierson & Ball. Blyth & Co. acted
as broker in the transaction.

WICC SALE
WLIZ Owner Acquires
BECAUSE General Tire will have
more than the FCC limit of seven
AM stations when the merger of
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises and
General Teleradio Inc. is consum
mated (see main story, page 29)
WICC Bridgeport is being sold for
$200,000 to the Bridgeport Broad
casting Co., owner of WLIZ in that
city. Sale is contingent on FCC apof the Leemerger.
EnterprisesGeneral provalTeleradio
Bridgeport station, 1 kw on 600
kc, is owned by a group of a dozen
stockholders, principals of whom
are engineer-broadcaster Philip ft
Merryman, as president and gen
eral manager, investment broker
G. Gresham Griggs and Manning pta
Slater, who is commercial manaIn order to buy WICC, Bridgeport Broadcasting Co. is increasing |»a
its present 965 snares of outstanding stock by another 900 shares.
These dents
areincluding
beingJ. sold
to local
resiger.
Kenneth
Bradley,
Fairfield County attorney and Republican leader; Adam
J". Young
Jr., radio-television
station
representative;
Sargeant
F.
Eaton,
lands Dry Goods Co.; BenjaminHow-M.
Leipner,andattorney
Democratic
leader,
Andrew andEstok,
Dayton
& Edwards Co. Mr. Bradley will
join Mr. Merryman and Mr.
Griggsa voting
as a principal
and
trustee. stockholder
In announcing the purchase, Mr.
Merryman said that WICC would
continue as a full-time affiliate of
Yankee Network and MBS. He
Radio Tastes Sweet
also announced that a citizens' ad
visory
council
(Continued from page 32)
to advise
the would
stationbe onestablished!?'1
its program
and
public
service policies.
handle commercial copy on their
Terms of the transaction
call for
programs on the theory that they $75,000
payment when the sale is
can do a more effective job because
approved by the FCC, with the re
of their large personal followings. maining
$125,000 payable in five
The two make personal appearances around the territory and
When the purchase of WICC is
carry
along
sample
bottles
of
syrup
consummated,
presently -owned
for free distribution.
years. (1 kw daytimer
WLIZ
on 1300 kc)
will
be sold.
A _ Syrup
Soppers'
Contestappearis a
special
feature
on these
ances, with children out of the audi- been tieups between three KWKH
ence competing for prizes by eating
Pillsbury Mills, MeadJohnnie Fair Syrup. Red Sovine is advertisers—
olake Margarine and Johnnie Fair.
always introduced as The Old At
the
1951
Louisiana State Fair
Syrup Sopper, both on broacasts Pillsbury pancakes
were buttered
and appearances. In addition he with
Meadolake
is introduced this way on the Johnnie Fair. and topped with
KWKH Saturday night Louisiana
feature
of theisformatl8"
HayAmong
ride. special promotions have of Atheregular
Louisiana
Hayride
"Beat B;
The Band."
Contestants
selected
from the theatre audience try to
identify selections played by a
band, within a set time limit. Then,|f
after each contestant has had his
try, all compete for the grand prize |* 1
by seeing who can first identify the
mystery tune.
ONE
OF AMERICA'S
8/66i
And so it goes with Johnnie Fair,
now that the dark days of the midADVERTISING
BARGAIN
'40s have been brightened by intel igent use of the medium that
gives the most contacts and best
CBS in
results
per
dollar spent. After all,
Represented by
1947-48-49 and part of 1950 were
Des Moines
KRNT
The Katz Agency
declining years, generally speaking, in the syrup market.
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WHLI BUSINESS
Best in 4-Year History
^HEAVIEST advertising schedule
in WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, Long
^fsland's
history ispresire- ported by four-year
Elias I. Godofsky,
:"' 2nt4 dentNoting
and general
manager.
that "the SRO sign is
:?;4up again at WHLI," Mr. Godofsky
-,--)! said every quarter hour available
"Mjifor commercial sponsorship has
-'•44partment.
been sold byHeading
the station's
sales dethe department
- Wis Joseph A. Lenn, vice president.
Rambeau Co. is the station's reprejsentative.
"WHLI has reflected higher bill: z-'i ings each month since we first went
on the air in 1947," he said. "We
r's%attribute
acceptance service
to a
strong localourprogramming
rokerKn an area which is experiencing a
: ^ phenomenal growth in population
Mu-liand
business.
providing
listeners
and We're
advertisers
withoura
"iige- good local service that they need,
a-ifswant and depend upon."

RADIO ITALIAN!)

FM Believed Destined to Supplant AM

ALTHOUGH Italy now has two
AM networks as against only one
FM network, Radio Italiano officials believe that FM will completely replace AM before many
years have passed.
This interesting intelligence was
furnished by Sam L. Huffman, general manager of WCMW Canton,
Ohio, who last spring visited
Europe.
"The nerve center of the Italian
radio system is in a handsome sixfloor stone building in the Prati
District of Rome," explained Mr.
Huffman. "This mother plant presides over 14 sub-stations strategically located throughout Italy
and feeds program through three
networks
Three simultaneously."
Networks Function
Mr. Huffman pointed out that
the
three
networks,
Red, Blue and
KFAB BUYS ZIV SHOWS
5
Florida Stations Purchase Green, are parts of the one government-control ed radio organization,
]llp-KFAB Omaha made a seven-pro- Radio Italiano.
-;. . ifram purchase last week from the
"The Red network home transCTJ. Frederic W. Ziv Co., transcribedmitter feeds six to nine sub-sta51hsyndicated program firm, when the
time. The Blue network
^station bought Bold Venture, Guy feeds ttoions at awhatever
stations are not
-tXLombardo Show, Barry Wood
^Show, Sincerely, Kenny Baker, using the Red network."
Here Mr. Huffman explained
V[ Showtime From Hollywood, Pleas&pre Parade and Meet the Menjous. that programming is so arranged
Other multiple show sales were that one network is feeding light
jg made by Ziv salesmen last week to entertainment while the other is
l0jithree Florida outlets. WLAK offering
classical, educational or
0f Lakeland bought Easy Aces, Barry
Qt,Wood Show, Pleasure Parade, Guy political subject matter. Biggest
producers outside Rome
J \Lombardo Show and Wayne King program
the stations at Milan and
yjS/iow. WFLA Tampa signed for are
Turin.
JpPfewo Vance, Boston Blackie, and
| Wayne. King Show, while WSPB
"It's the Green network, how-•or}Sarasota purchased Favorite Story,
ever, of which the Italian broad,| Wayne King Show, Showtime From
casters are most proud," Mr. Huff.^.Hollywood,
Barry
Wood
Show
and
man noted. "This new FM netMjOne for the Book.
work boasts 10 stations with power
ranging from 50 w to 3 kw and freRobert H. Cain
quencies from 88 to 108 mc."
nedp
:i ROBERT H. CAIN, 39, account exFuture on FM
Bcutive with Laughlin-Wilson-BaxAccording
to Mr. Huffman,
—rfflidied
pter &Nov.Persons,
since 1945,
19 of aDallas,
heart attack.
He Francesco Formosa, Radio
Italiano's
manager
was to have become a vice presi- Relations, believes thatof FMForeign
will
Fair. dent of the agency Dec. 1.
Fail
completely
replace
AM
broadcasting in Italy before many years.
teiedji'THIS
Is Your
FBI" (ABC,England
Fri.,
Radio Italiano is controlled
^1^:30-9
shortly p.m.
whenEST)the willBBC reachpresents
a through government ownership of
jf-British edition of the American radio stock, he said.
how. Hoskins,
Program — to be Daily
produced by
Annual budget of $8 million is
E;• '. Percy
collection of listener
ime reporter —London
will use theExpress
same met through fees
with only a minor
scripts heard in America, based on subscription
: a ':ases taken from FBI files. Test run income from the sale of time to
| : f the show on BBC television indi- advertisers, the Ohio broadcaster
. $ -:ated widespread enthusiasm among reported. Less than 109c of Radio
•a ;:he British public and reaped good Italiano's time is devoted to paid
* jiotices from English critics.
commercials, he added.
Mr. Huffman declared Radio Italiano employes receive comparatively
good pay,plusthe bonuses,
average being
takehome
salary,
WEOK
about $130 perministratomonth.
Senior
adrs make as much as $600
POUGHKEEPSIE
per month.
represented BV OEVNEY
Television was described by Mr.
Huffman as being only in the exBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Mr. Huffman (I) is shown the
standard $60 Simens AM receiver
and its $30 FM converter by
Alberto Minnecucci, Radio Italiano
official.
perimental stages
Italy. Administrators ofRadioin Italiano,
Mr.
Huffman
reported,
say,
"We'll
the other countries do the
expen-let
sive groundwork and we'll profit
by their experience."
McGill to India
RALPH E. McGILL, editor of the
Atlanta Constitution (WSB-AMFM-TV), was scheduled to leave
for New Delhi, India, last Tuesday.
He is participating in a community
exchange farm project launched by
the New York Herald-Tribune in
cooperation with Carroll County,
Ga. Mr. McGill was given a travel
grant
under the State
Dept.'s exchange-of-persons
program.

Guaranteed Listenership
(Continued from page 27)
in this fashion to advertisers.
The three shows selected to inaugurate the plan were picked for
appealence.toTo meet
different
types ofweekly
audithe 5,300,000
guarantee, they must maintain
average ratings of at least 4.3. In
addition to their own appeal, two
of the three initially chosen are
slotted following
mercial shows. Thewell-rated
three: Thecom$6i
Question,, to be inserted at 10-10:30
p.m. ris'Sunday
following
MorEddie Cantor
Show; Philip
Nightbeat,
10-10:30 p.m. Friday, following
You Can'tand Take
It With Love
You, Story,
a sustainer;
Hollywood
11:30-12 noon Saturday, following
Tintair's
Theatre. Somerset M au g h a m
Mr. Herbert reported that Robert Elder, research specialist and
a consultant to NBC, contributed
to the planning and execution of
the Guaranteed
Advertising
Attention Plan. Mr. Elder
also conferred
at lengthfiliates
with Committee
the all-industry
just prior Af-to
that
committee's
blast
at NBC's
basic economic plan [B*T,
Nov.
12]. Committee sources reported,
however, that they had not consulted with Mr. Elder on any subject on which he had consulted
with NBC.
Jacob A. Evans, NBC manager
of radio advertising and promotion,
who also was credited by Mr. Herbert with a part in development
of GAAP, outlined its basic features and advantages in the conMonday. ference unveiling it to newsmen on
The Guaranteed Advertising Attention Plan is offered on a 13week, full-network basis. Spokesmen said plans for similar offers
on other shows probably would
await the outcome of this initial
test.

I'liH'l.l

WELLES
IS

BACK!

52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
[famous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition.
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New Yor
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FALSTAFF SIGNS
MBS to Aid Baseball Plans
SIGNING of agreement providing
for Mutual to "work with" Falstaff
Brewing Corp., St. Louis, in development of Falstaff's
ball broadcasting
plans1952
was baseannounced
by
brewing
company's
president, Alvin K. Griesedieck.
Though announcement did not say
so, it was assumed agreement — under discussion for some time [B*T,
Oct. 15] — looks toward Falstaff's
sponsoring
Mutual's
of the
Day if network
succeedsGamein getting
rights
to
next
year's
games.
MBS
President Frank White said after
conferring with Falstaff officials
that details of Falstaff plans will
be announced "within the next few
weeks."
Mr. Griesedieck
said "selection
Mutual
was prompted
by reasonsof
of their long experience in the field
of sports broadcasting and particularly because of the fine record
achieved by the Mutual Game of
the Day broadcasts during the past
two years." MBS President White
cited Falstaff's long record of baseball sponsorship and voiced "gratification at Falstaff's recognition of
Mutual's experience in that field."
Mutual's Game of the Day during the past season was sponsored
partially by Gillette and partially
on co-op basis, while Falstaff sponsowork
red adaily
Stations.game on Liberty NetRalph W. Williams
RALPH W. WILLIAMS, 64, chairman of the board for Lewin, Williams, & Saylor, New York advertising agency, died in Lawrence
Hospital, Bronxville, N. Y.,
Wednesday after a brief illness.
After serving
successively
as personnel director
and advertising
and sales promotion manager for R.
H. Macy & Co., Mr. Williams with
Henry Saylor formed the advertising agency that bore their names in
1921, to merge with A. W. Lewin
& Co. last January. Mr. Williams
is survived by his wife, the former
Alline Speer, and a daughter.
SALES for the first nine months of
1951 totaled $228,431,000 as compared
to $229,205,000, for the same period
last year,
according
an announcement by Philco
Corp.to This
amounts
to $2.18 per share of common stock
outstanding on Sept. 30.

Vie

CHATTING with Robert E. Kintner (c), ABC president, are (I to r) Ernest Lee
Jahncke Jr., vice president in charge of ABC Radio Network; Roger W. Clipp,
general manager of WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia; K. H. Berkeley, vice president and general manager of WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, and William
A. Wylie, ABC national director of station relations. Meeting of ABC's
District 1 affiliated stations' executives
took place in Philadelphia's RitzCarlton Hotel.
NEWSPRINT
Industry Now 'Essential'
THE GOVERNMENT
last week
classified newsprint as an "essential industry" by making newsprint firms eligible for tax writeoffs— but there was little prospect
for
increased
production before
mid-1953.
The action, taken by the Defense
Production Administration, was a
followup to a recommendation
made last month by Sen. Joseph
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.) as a means
ofOct.meeting
29]. paper shortages [B*T,
According to DPA, however, actual construction of newsprint
plants will be deferred until toppriority defense needs are met.
This could mean a delay of up to
a year and a half, depending on
scarcity of materials.
The announcement has the effect
of placing newsprint firms (not
newspapers) in the same category
as electronic manufacturers. They
may apply for tax amortization
over a five-year period instead of
the customary 20 or 25 years.
When the tax writeoff drive
starts rolling, the government
hopes to jump U. S. newsprint output by vnearly
50%. Program
isions aproduction
expansion en-of
over 490,000 tons per year — or

profit

Viehm

Mrs. Bruce Barton
MRS. BRUCE BARTON, 64, wife
of the board chairman of Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn and
former New York Republican congressman, died early Tuesday in
her New York home. The former
Esther Randall, she married Mr.
Barton Oct. 2, 1913. Besides her
husband, she is survived by three
children, Randall Barton of
Phoenix, Ariz., Betsey Barton and
Bruce Jr. of New York, a brother,
and several grandchildren. Funeral
services were held Wednesday with
burial in Foxboro, Mass.
DuMONT Television Network will
carry the 27th annual charity Shrine
East-West football game, Dec. 29,
from Kezar Municipal Stadium, San
Francisco. Motorola Inc., Chicago,
will sponsor contest. DuMont anticitelecastpated thatof 51thecities
event.will carry the first

Says:

-.NBC
WAZL
ON ITS SILVER JUBILEE
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roughly
one half more than present capacity.
Growing consumption dictates a
drop ofmand 340,000
deand about tons
490,000fromtons1952off for
the following year. Some six U. S.
newsprint firms have applied for
tax certificates, DPA said. Newspapers willservation
havetechniques
to continue
conuntil relief
looms in sight about mid-'53.

POLITICAL CODE
Weighed for Conventions
A SUGGESTED code outlining
conditions and standards for radioTV sponsorship
of the 1952
political party conventions
has been
processed mitteesbyand the
two national
comreturned
to network
representatives for their approval,
it was learned last week.
The stoproposed
draft
was underd to fcontain
only minor
ications of a technical
natureclariand
will be announced soon, perhaps
within the next fortnight, assuming the major
networksform.agree on'
the code
in its present
The blueprint originally was
drawn tivesup following
by network
representaa conference
with
national committee radio-TV and
publicity
chiefs
last
summer.
its revised form, it now has theIn
blessing of GOP Committee Chair
man Guy Gabrielson and Demo
cratic Chairman Frank McKinney,
on
tions.the basis of staff recommenda
The code involves a multiplicity
of factors, including type of spon
sor, extent of coverage, exclusivity
of sponsor rights and coverage
techniques. Generally, the stand
ards are understood to conform
substantially to recommendations
laid down for telecasting of Con
gressional committee hearings last
September.
Fry, radio-TV
forKenneth
the Democratic
Nationaldirector
Com
mittee, is expected to confer with
network representatives early this
week on the revised standards. In
the event there is no major opposi
try.
tion from the networks, the code
will be adopted by both national
groups and released to the indus
Disagreement on any aspects
probably
necessitate
discussionswould
among
industryfurther
mem
bers and committee officials.
Ray Arnold
MASONIC
funeral services were
conducted Tuesday for Ray Arnold
WTMJ Milwaukee local salesman
who had been on leave since Nov.
4 preparatory to retiring per
manently on his 65th birthday Feb.
4. Mr.kee Arnold
joined the Milwau-ir
Journal (WTMJ-AM-TV)
1925, leaving a year later to sell
newspaperapolis. In 1931
advertising
in Indianhe returned
to the
Journal, switching to WTMJ sales
two years later. Mr. Arnold was
active forgroups.
many years in Shrine
musical

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of schools
the leadingand
oldest
of Radio
Technolog-y
offerstech-Its
dustry.
trained RadioIn andAmerica,
Television
nicians to the Broadcasting- InAddress inquiries
to
DirectorINC.
RCAPlacement
INSTITUTES,
A Service of Radio Corporation
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
of America
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WISL 'Sells' Requests
WISL Shamokin, Pa., spurred a
iiejllag in the Salvation Army camcou^paign in the community by clearhvor|jing evening time Nov. 1 and sellroval !m£
for a minimum
each.requests
Announcers
donated ofserv-$1
ices for the evening to help put
the drive across. Some listeners
said they would pay $5 for each
Salvation Army doughnut delivered, $10 for coffee to go with it.
Announcers took listeners up on
the request. Of the needed money,
98% or nearly $1,000 was collected
by station.
Aiding College Drive
anil SEVEN employes of WDRC HartI"J ford are personally aiding the drive
tnepfor
$130,000
conducted
by Hillyer
College,
that city.
The money
will
be used for general operating expenses. Among those aiding the
drive are Harvey Olson, program
manager; Russ Naughton, chief
announcer; Bill Sheehan, announcer; AliceEleanor
Rothwell,Nickerson,
women's
commentator;
chief bookkeeper; Ken Cooper,
Isales representative, and Larry
formfrrCurtis, control room operator.
Broadcast Auction
KIWANIS Club of Weirton, W. Va.,
raised $2,300 during a five-hour
auction over WEIR Weirton. Merchandise donated by local stores
was described by a number of the
merchants. Kiwanis Youth Proton gram activities will get the money.
Program was handled on the air
'todeljby
club WEIR
officialsgeneral
with Frank
onafiShaffer,
manager,E.
and Harry Birrell, station program
director. Listeners kept four telephones busy, station reports.
Escaped-Convict Alarm
AN ESCAPED convict from a
Tennessee State prison shot and
killed two prison officials near Somerset, Ky., and drove off in their
automobile. In 40 minutes, WSFC
Somerset had flashed the story.
Thereafter, WSFC listeners were
able to follow closely the progress
of the hunt. Residents of neighbor-

SJnteteit
hoods where the convict was seen,
were alerted. Parents in homes
without telephones in these
alerted areas were advised by
WSFC of the danger. Five minutes
after the convict surrendered,
WSFC aired the news.
Invalid Fan
IN AN attempt to determine
listenership to its football broadcasts, WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.,
asked fans during half-time of a
game to write telling the station
how
enjoyed
FM they
received
lettergame.
from WRBLinvalid
grandmother of two boys playing
on Jordan High School team. Station then arranged to have woman
see game, calling on local Girls
Scouts group to arrange transportation. WRBL - FM secured
necessary seats, placing woman,
Mrs. R. E. Leonard, at a good
vantage point where she could see
her grandsons play.
Gets Wrestling Equipment
STUDENTS at the State School
for the Blind in Ohio now have
suitable wrestling equipment,
thanks to Central Ohio's response
to a plea for funds from Sportscaster Bill Brown, WTVN Columbus, and Wrestler Ruffy Silverstein. Several months ago Mr.
Silverstein
was aDuring
guest on
Sports
Picture.
the Bill's
program, he told of his volunteer work
at the school and how it was handicapped because of lack of wrestling
mats and shoes. Listeners' contributions began pouring in. A new
mat and cover plus 100 pairs of
gym shoes were purchased from
the donations. There was enough
money left over to buy ice cream
and
cake for the presentation ceremonies.
For Posterity
WMOK Metropolis, 111., received
a request Nov. 12 to tape record
the funeral services for a local
woman. Her only daughter was hospitalized and did not know of her
mother'scorded thedeath.
station
reentire The
service
and the
tape will be played for the daughter when her health improves. Since

T'EVTO PKE3K A5
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CONTRACT is okayed by Jack Winer, president. Dynamic Stores, New York
City, granting General Electric appliances exclusive broadcasting rights over
WJZ New York to the new Lang-Worth radio series. The Lives of Harry Lime,
starring
Orson sales
Welles.
L to r:Lang-Worth;
Ray Diaz, WJZ's
chief; Mr. contract
Winer;
John Langlois,
manager,
Ad Amor,program
who negotiated
for Lang-Worth.
then, WMOK has received requests
to record weddings. James H.
Firmin, general manager, commented, "Recording weddings
might be a pleasantly profitable
Telecasts
sideline."Citizenship
WMAR-TV
Baltimore yesterday
(Sunday) was to have begun a
series of broadcasts on citizenship
and the Constitution. Series is to
be presented by the American Citizenship Committee of the MarylandwideBar movement
Assn. asbypartthe ofmore
a nationthan
40,000 members of the American
Bar Assn. While each program will
begin as a telecast, each will be
recorded
rebroadcast atat WMAR-TV
a later hourfor over
WCAO Baltimore.
KSL-TV Salt Lake City, awarded citation from U. S. Army and Air Force
Recruiting Service for promotional
support.

Luxury'
"LUXURY"TV TVHit sets apparently are classed with
"passenger limousines"
non-essential
at least in theas
opinion of Sen. Lyndon B.
Johnson (D- Tex.). He made
the implication in a statement warning that these
items will not stop a Russian
attack. Sen. Johnson, chairman of the Senate Preparedness Committee, said U. S.
manpower and materials are
being wasted on non-essential
goods and that munitions
production is proceeding "at
too slow a pace." The Senator, together with his wife
Claudia, owns KTBC Austin,
Tex.

WJBW BIRTHDAY
25 Yrs. in New Orleans
TWENTY-FIVE years of broadcasting was chalked up last week
by WJBW New Orleans. Special
shows and interviews are planned
for tomorrow (Tuesday).
WJBW, owned by Mrs. Louise C.
Carlson, also the general manager,
was founded
former
husband in 1926. byIt ishera 250
w outlet
on 1230 kc. Mrs. Carlson claims
to be the only woman in the U. S.
to be licensee, owner and general ■ 4 Reasons Why
manager
of a station.
foremostusenational
local after
adWEVD andyear
An independent
for its 25 years, B■ Thevertisers
WJBW offers music as its main * year to reach the vast
format for the listener. Festivities •
Jewish Market
will include a testimonial luncheon m of Metropolitan New York
and a two-hour program on the air ^5 1. Top adult programming
called, / Hear Music, spanning the
2. 3.Strong
audience impact
station's history.
4.Inherent
Potentiallistener
buying loyalty
power
DIVIDEND of 37% cents on common ^^^i Send for a copy of
stock was declared by directors of
Magnavox Co.,of payable
15, ofto SS
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
stockholders
record atDec.close
i^^* Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
business
Nov.
24.
They
also
declared
a dividend of 25 cents a share of
—■
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St..
Class A preference stock payable Dec.
New Yorl< 19
1, to stockholders of record Nov. 15.
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TRANSFERS TO RIVERS
FAMILY APPROVED
SALES of three stations to members of Rivers
family approved Friday by FCC after it was
persuaded that no common ownership was
threatened [B»T, Oct. 8, Sept. 17].
Stations involved are WMIE Miami, bought
for $1,541 in stock and $218,459 for outstanding notes from Arthur McBride and Daniel
Sherby by former Georgia Gov. E. D. Rivers;
KWEM West Memphis, Ark., bought for
$73,500 from West Memphis Broadcasting
Corp. by E. D. Rivers Jr., son of senior Mr.
Rivers; control of WACL Waycross, Ga., by
purchase of 67r of stock for $400 to give
51% ownership by James Rivers, brother of
former Georgia governor.
Commission set the transfer applications for
hearing because it feared "undue concentration of control
of broadcasting
facilities."
However,
Rivers petitions
and affidavits
stressing no broadcasting, business, property or
other bonds among three members of family
convinced FCC its fears were unjustified. Accordingly, itremoved applications from hearing status, and granted transfers.
With approval of transfers, Rivers' interests
are: Ex-Gov. Rivers now owns WMIE Miami,
WLBS Birmingham, WOBS Jacksonville, has
minority interest in WGAA-AM-FM Cedertown, Ga. Mr. Rivers plans to apply for TV
in Miami in association with Elliott Roosevelt,
son of late President, and others [B»T, Aug.
20]. Junior Mr. Rivers now owns KWEM West
Memphis, Ark.; WE AS Decatur, Ga.; WJIVAM-FM Savannah, Ga.; WGOV-AM-FM
Valdosta, all in Georgia. He is TV applicant
for Atlanta. James Rivers now controls WACL
Waycross, and WTHJ East Point, owns
WMJM Cordele, all in Georgia.
JOHNSON DROPS SPORTS JOB
WITH WESTERN LEAGUE
SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON (D-Col.) announced he plans to give up presidency of
Western Baseball League because of work load
in Washington. He is serving fifth one-year
term as league president, adding that new
president will be chosen at Dec. 1 meeting of
club officials. Sen. Johnson is chairman of
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
MAY "LARGE SCREEN" PLAY
UNITED PARAMOUNT THEATRES and
Theatre Guild, producers of Broadway's current
"Saint ported
Joan"
Hagen inon lead,
Friday with
to be Uta
negotiating
plans re-to
telecast play via closed circuits to some 10-12
large-screen theatres outside New York area.
ABC INTEGRATES PUBLICITY
EXPANDING and integrating its publicity
staff for more complete service to daily newspapers and consumer publications, ABC announced formation of new prers department
unit Friday. De Ward Jones will specialize
in feature and column publicity and Nancy
Hamburger will be general magazine contact
for both ABC radio and television, with Robert
E. Cooper assigned to specific network shows.
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PEOPLE...
SAMUEL H. NORTHCROSS, with William !
Esty since 1949, named vice president and busi- \
ness manager of agency's television department.
FIELD TEST COLOR
DETAILED technical specifications for
field tests of national television system
committee's "composite" compatible color
TV- system being distributed to NTSC
members, panels and sub-panels by committee chairman W. R. G. Baker of General Electric Co. Purpose is to acquaint
industry with specifications, so all who
wish may field-test system. Cities where
field-testing definitely planned include
New York, Chicago, Washington, Philadelphia, Syracuse.
NCAA Denial
(Continued from page 5)
they explained that initial plan, adopted by
majority cluding
of major
— inSoutheasternconferences
(of which ofbothNCAA
Kentucky
and Tennessee are members) — adopted resolution completely banning TV this season. Nineman committee subsequently was appointed to
conduct TV program, which was approved
almost unanimously (161-7) at June convention. Final evaluation of this experiment will
be made at 1952 convention in Cincinnati.
Saturday blackout in Lexington was issued
as part of the association-wide plan, which has
affected some 52 TV markets. For ten games
in each area, three were to be blacked out, and
New York, like Lexington, had no telecast
games over the weekend, it was pointed out.
Changes in other schedules — objected to in
Kentucky protest — were rearrangements of
blackout dates, not cancellations, and could
have been effected in Lexington, had prior
notice been given. Chairman pointed out that
Kentucky TV schedule had not been protested
when dates were originally established.
Gov. Wetherby, who asserted that he asked
help of United States District Attorney General in breaking up "illegal
Kentucky-Tennessee
game conspiracy"
was answeredagainst
with
simple statement that department has been
and will continue to be completely informed
of association's activities.
In sending third warning to NCAA, Dept. of
Justice understood to have stated it considers
college
group's monopoly
violative
of antitrust
laws. Professional
football
league
already
charged formally with antitrust violations because of telecast restrictions.
Victor Kramer, chief of Litigation Section of
denartment's
Anti-Trust
Friday
with Neville
Miller. Division,
Washingtonconferred
attorney representing WHAS-TV. Also at conference was Jerome Fink, of the department.
Protest filed at department by Gov. Wetherby termed
"illegal
conspiracy"
demandedban
immediate
action.
Sen. C.andClements (D-Ky.) and Reo. Thurston Morton (RKy.) also wired complaints to Dept. of Justice.
First efforts to obtain TV rights for Kentucky-Ten es e game were made Nov. 16 by
Mr. Sholis in telegrams to NCAA
and Southeastern College presidents [B*T, Nov. 19].
Game has been sellout for weeks and there
were no other games scheduled in Louisville
area Nov. 24, he explained.

GEORGE JENNINGS, director of Radio Council of Chicago Board of Education and leader
in education radio and TV groups, takes on
commercial assignment at WGN-TV Chicago.
He is handling commentary on western lore,
his hobby,
duringfeature
Saturday
casts of western
films. afternoon telePAT LOMBARD named vice president and genmanager of Chicago office of General
ArtistseralCorp.
MAXIMILIAN- B. BRYER, DuMont Network,
to Benton & Bowles, N. Y., on TV production
staff.
DOUGLAS C. GARDNER, with International
Business Machines in sales and sales promotion four years, appointed account executive
with New York studios of Jerry Fairbanks Inc.
J. HUGH DAVIS, executive vice president of
Foote, Cone & Belding, will discuss future of
Chicago as television origination center at
luncheon meeting of Chicago Television Council
Wednesday in Sheraton Hotel.
KUKLA, FRAN & OLLIE
CUT TO 15 MINUTES
REDUCTION
Kukla, [Closed
Fran, andCircuit,
Ollie from
half-hour
to 15 ofminutes
Nov. '
12] officially announced by NBC-TV Friday.
Show, featuring its same lineup of performers,
will be heard'from 7-7:15 p.m. Monday through
Friday, starting today (Monday).
Change had been discussed for some timeever since sponsors had dropped three of program's five weekly
Local stations,
it was said,
would showings.
have been forced
to drop
show entirely rather than carry it on a sustaining basis — even temporarily — due to
"strong pressure" exerted by local sponsors
who had been doing business with stations and
wanted popular early-evening time bracket.
STEWART ELECTED TO
DuMONT BOARD
PERCY M. STEWART, partner in Kuhn, Loeb
& Co., New York investment banking firm,
elected to board of directors of Allen B. DuMont
Labs. He is former governor of New York
Stock Exchange,
and has served
board ofgovernors
of Investment
Bankerson Assn.
of
America and
as
chairman
of
association's
dustrial and railroad securities committees.inDuMont board meanwhile declared regular
quarterly dividends of 25 cents per share on
outstanding preferred stock, payable Jan. 1 to
stockholders of record on Dec. 15.
CBS-TV PRESENTATION
NEW CBS-TV presentation on summer television to be outlined by Lorin S. Myers, CBS
TV market research counsel, at luncheon in
New York today (Monday). Titled "It Takes !
Four Quarters to Make a Dollar," it stresses
importance of advertising throughout all four
quarters of year.
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Successful

advertisers

a lot of people
AND

must

reach

— a lot of people
AT

LOW

WLW does just that! "Television," says the
national advertiser, "is affecting AM radio."
—Yes, we agree— but, how much?— where?
—to what extent?
In the WLW Merchandiseable Area, WLW,
with television going full blast, delivers advertising impressions at a lower cost per
thousand than any other radio station—
combination of radio stations — newspapers
— national magazines — any TV station or
combination of TV stations . . . your lowest
cost per advertising impression in "1/lOth

people —
OFTEN!!!

COST!!!

of America" — virtually the same cost per
thousand in 1946 (before television).
The whole study is completely and graphically explained in WLWs latest analysis of
"1/I0th of America" (WLWs Merchandiseable Area), entitled "What Price People?"
Our national offices are currently presenting
this outstanding fact-packed film. If you
have not had a showing, call or write one of
our offices, and a date will be arranged.
THE NATION'S STATION

German crowd, part of the 1,250,000 from East and West Berlin, sees a typical RCA television program

Freedoms
window
It was installed in
and putthe
to work byIron
RCA in theCurtain"
You've
read thein story
summer's
TV record-breaking
demonstrations
Berlin. ofIt last
attracted
a million
time of 85 hours!
Programs witnessed by Berliners included live
and a quarter Germans— including thousands
who slipped through the Iron Curtain to see talent shows, sports events, news commentaries, and
dramatizations of the Marshall Plan. Observers proWestern progress at work.
nounced reception fully up to American standards
Behind this is another story: How RCA engi- — another impressive demonstration of democracy's
neers and technicians broke all records in setting technical ingenuity and leadership.
* * *
up these Berlin facilities. The project called for
Part of the 401 cases of RCA television
a TV station and studio, a lofty batwing antenna, See the latest wonders of radio, television and elecand the installation of 110 television receivers at
equipment shipped
Berlin forhailed
the
tronics atRCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street,
demonstrations.
Berlinto viewers
strategic points. Such a program of construction New York. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of
the
programs
which
opened
a
new
window
in
the
Iron
Curtain.
would normally take several months to complete. America, RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y. 20, N. Y.
jvupjo

corporation

of JiMEnjcji

IVor/c/ Leac/er in 'Rac/io — farst- in ~7e/ewsion
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BUSTER
CRABBE
Hollywood's
cowboy
star in acanlive,afford.
full-hour, 5-a-week WOR-tv series
gets results ...great
at prices
any sponsor
"The Buster Crabbe Show" delivers almost one million commercial
impressions per week. A spot announcement reaches 180,640 viewers*
per day for only 65c per 1,000.
Audience-winning Buster Crabbe is dynamic on tv. When he tells
people to go out and buy, they go out and buy. One Crabbe
commercial — and only one — pulled responses totaling $528,000
worth of potential business! (He was selling $8,000 Florida homes.)
No matter what it is cowboy Crabbe can sell it. He has sold .
for Standard Brands, Schneider Beverages, Paramount
Spaghetti, Chuckles Candy ... to name a few.
This low-cost, sales-tested WORrtv show is now
available for full sponsorship or minute participation.

• • • •
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From soft, melodious renditions to gay musical humor, Captain Stubby and the
Buccaneers constantly delight Midwest audiences with their STUMPUS comedy
and song.
WLS listeners know the products advertised on this
powerful participation program will be dependable,
for they have followed WLS advice for more than
a quarter century. Participation announcements in
STUMPUS are available at regular one-minute rates.
For rates and availabilities contact your Blair man.

Listener-Confide*
and in ©e#mrre-SaIe>v^^^its"
WLS STUMPUS continuously^ odliceS^the one definite proof
of listening — letters from /z?l^w^?>^rfiis^ollicking musical
program is averaging 9,000 listerHr-letters^a- week (1,500 per
program) — and has been doing so for more than three years.
Now aired 1:30-2:00 P.M. Monday thru Friday, 6:30-7:00
P.M. Saturday, it features Captain Stubby and the Buccaneers,
one of the top musical groups in the Midwest. The program
offers prizes to listeners for tune titles which the musical group
cannot play or sing. It's listening fun — typical of the clean
wholesome entertainment WLS provides. STUMPUS response
is further typical of the way radio's most loyal audience . . . the
substantial folks in Chicago's Midwest . . . respond to words
from WLS and buy WLS-advertised products. Listener loyalty
predicates advertising results.

»uiiuuui»iimmiiHimiw
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK- REPRESE

5 ah

^mmm
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OFFICES in
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

Today selling must be more effective than ever if it is to produce
the rising sales needed to offset higher costs and higher taxes. If your
representation isn't shouldering this load, you'll be interested
in the eye-opening results below achieved for its stations by the
present management of HEADLEY-REED COMPANY since 1949.
(Substantiating data are in our files.)
/

y
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Delaware

Teachers

Participate
National

in

Experiment

in TV Art Instruction

One hundred Delaware art teachers made state education history and participated in a national experiment
when they watched a special program over WDEL-TV on
October 26, during the two-day session of the Delaware
State Education Association.
The forty-five minute program was the first in the state
and one of the first in the nation in video -teacher instruction. Seated in the library of the Wilmington Harlan
School, teachers watched a demonstration of teaching
methods to hold the attention of class members and to
secure pupil participation in group discussions of art. Miss
Helen Parkhurst, Editor of the Child's World Publishing
Company of New York, conducted the program from the
studios of WDEL-TV.
WDEL-TV facilities are constantly
available for educational purposes as
well as to all public service agencies.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,
DELAWARE

ML;!
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Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

i FCC ON VERGE of full-dress inquiry into
I broadcasting of horse race results. Procedure
■ to be followed still unsettled, but one course
consideredmore
possible
cause"whichhearing
involving
than isdozen"show
stations
have
carried or are carrying race results.
SALE OF WINS New York by Crosley to
syndicate including Elliott Roosevelt, scheduled for consideration by Crosley-Avco (parent
company) board Friday, Dec. 7. Price offered
understood to be $520,000 cash. Liberty (McLendon) also understood to have bid with
offer of $600,000, of which $100,000 would be
cash.
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Buick Division,
Detroit, placing spot announcement campaign
in more than 100 markets for three days, Jan.
16 to 19, in addition to network short term
buys. Kudner Agency, N. Y., handles account.
WHILE FIGURES aren't disclosed, it's
learned that NBC in October enjoyed its biggest monthtaxes
in history
angles — gross,
net before
and netfrom
afteralltaxes.
TV BUSINESS TIP: Practically all big league
clubs are shopping around to find bidders for
baseball telecasting rights in 1952 despite oftheard growlings about effect on gate receipts.
WHILE NARTB's television code is strictly
matter for TV Board decision this week, there's
talk of supporting document with added approval of Radio Board as well. Association
has told its TV members that it's likely only
minor changes, if any, will be made from Chicago version.
N. W. AYER & SON, N. Y., will run spot announcement radio campaign in Illinois for
Illinois Bell Telephone Co., during Christmas
season to ask subscribers to cut down on toll
calls and will also place spot campaign starting
Dec. 15 through March in that state, for Rubin
H. Donnelly Corp., publishers of classified
telephone directory.
CROSLEY DIV. of Avco Mfg. Corp., N. Y.,
expected to pick up sponsorship of every other
[ NBC-TV,
Monday telecasts
of alternating
What's My with
Name?
8:30-9 p.m.,
Spiedelon
Corp. Benton & Bowles, N. Y., is Crosley
agency.
PLAGUED BY constantly increasing backlog
of broadcast applications, FCC Broadcast Bureau is seeking means of simplifying its socalleding "processing
lines."in considering
Means of eliminatmeaningless factors
applications being devised and plans shortly will be
submitted to FCC for action, it's understood.
CANADIAN ADVERTISERS can look for
rate increase on Canadian network programs,
following survey made by Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters and presented to top executives
of CBC,' showing
how onlittle
radio
(Continued
pageCanadian
6)
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MAGAZINES NEXT TARGET
OF BAB CAMPAIGN
BAB board of directors Friday approved
"aggressive"
promotion
cluding national
campaignplansto for
sell 1952,
radio in-in
competition with magazines. BAB in past
has promoted radio against newspapers on
local level [B»T, Nov. 19]. Details of "comprehensive and complicated"
schedule will be divulged
Dec. 12 at promotion
news conference.
All present officers were re-elected: Edgar
Kobak, management consultant and owner of
WTWA Thomson, Ga., chairman; William B.
Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, secretary; Allen
M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga., treasurer.
William B. Ryan remains as president, director under his five-year contract.
Directors elected Friday, in addition to officers, were: William J. Beaton. KWKW Pasadena; Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls;
Gene L. Cagle, KFIZ Ft. Worth; Charles C.
Caley, WMBD Peoria; Martin B. Campbell,
WFAA Dallas; Robert E. Dunville, WLW Cincinnati; Walter Evans, Westinghouse Radio
Stations; Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown,
N. Y.; George C. Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City;
Eugene Katz, Katz Agency; Robert E. Kintner,
ABC; William B. McGrath, WHDH Boston;
John F. Meagher, KYSN Mankato, Minn.;
Howard Meighan, CBS; J. Archie Morton, KJR
Seattle; John Patt, Goodwill Stations; H.
Preston Peters, Free & Peters; George B.
Storer, Fort Industry Co.; Theodore C. Streibert, WOR New York; Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU New Orleans; Donald W. Thornburgh,
WCAU Philadelphia; Niles Trammell, NBC;
FrankCo. White, MBS; Frederic Ziv, Frederic
Ziv
GILLETTE BOWL SCHEDULE
GILLETTE SAFETY Razor Co., Boston, for
ninth consecutive year sponsoring Sugar Bowl,
Rose Bowl and Orange Bowl game broadcasts
on Newcast on ABC
Year'sRadio
Day. andSugartelecast
Bowl onwillWDSU-TV
be broadNew Orleans, Orange Bowl on CBS Radio and
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Rose Bowl game on
Radio and NBC-TV. Maxon Inc., N. Y.,
isNBCagency.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
FORJOE NAMED ® Metropolitan Network,
groupton, D.ofC, six
stations
has perimeter
named Forjoe
& Co.inasWashingnational
representative. Network plans rate increase
effective Jan. 1.
ROCKWOOD AGENCY $ Rockwood & Co.,
Brooklyn (chocolate products), names Young
& Rubicam, N. Y., to handle advertising.
FOOD PARTICIPATIONS • Hotel Bar
Foods Inc. (butter) today (Dec. 3) starts
New York radio campaign using early morning
participations. Agency, Al Paul Lefton, N. Y.
RADIO SOLICITATION # Petroleum Chemical Inc., Kearny, N. J., planning use of radio
in nationwide campaign soliciting mail orders
for its products.
JOHNSON DRAMA ® S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, Wis. (wax) , to sponsor Robert Montgomery Presents on alternate Mondays, 9:3010:30 p.m.,Jan.on NBC-TV
when program
weekly
7. American
Tobacco becomes
(Lucky
Strikes) to sponsor other Mondays. Agencies,
Needham, Lewis & Brorby, Chicago, for Johnson; BBDO, N. Y., for American Tobacco.
BI-SO-DOL TEST 9 Whitehall Pharmacal
Co., N. Y. (BiSoDol),
placing
eight-week
announcement
test in four
markets
startingspotin
mid-December. Agency, Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.
LEVER BUYS BIG TOWN • Lever Bros.
Co., New York (Lifebuoy), on Jan. 2 starts
Big Town on CBS Radio, Wednesday, 8-8:25
p.m. Network giving program preview broadcasts four preceding Wednesdays while show
winds up its current contract on NBC Radio
(Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m.). Agency: Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.
BLOUSES USE TV • Susquehanna Waist
Co., New York (Ship and Shore blouses), to
use TV for first time Dec. 18 when it sponsors
for one time only 8:15-8:30 p.m. EST segment
of CBS Television Frank Sinatra Show as
pre-Christmas promotion. Agency: Mervin
& Jesse Levine, N. Y.

NBCAFFILIATES
Stations
Reject
'Guarantee'
NBC's
turned thumbs
down in field
of network operations andPlan
calls on
Friday afternoon on the network's new "guar- stations for nothing extra. Affiliates disapanteed advertising attention plan" and on its
proval of "market basket plan" based on aseven newerchandised
"market
plan" of unanmersumption theyand
wouldMr.payMcConnell
cost of one-minute
advertising, basket
while approving
local
cut-ins,
said NBC
imously its establishment of a merchandiswould try to add these cut-in costs to bills of
ing department.
of these programs. If sponsors won't
Faced with
resolution
for sponsors
pay them,
he added, asked
NBC will
re-examineanalysis
plan.
abeyance
on newaffiliates'
rate plan
(early asking
story page
TV, affiliates
for detailed
23), NBC President Joseph H. McConnell said of Incable
costs. Mr. McConnell said that for
he
was NBC
"quitewillshocked"
out, NBC these costs would total $4 million for
though
not closeand
its pointed
eyes to new
In response to affiliates protests against
ideas, many months of work have gone into 1951.
summer hiatus privileges for TV advertisers,
development
of
basic
economic
plan
and
rate
he
said
new hiatus plan is now in preparation.
formula.
In answer to another affiliate complaint —
He said NBC will go ahead with "guaranteed -which like most
protestson was
of
(Continued
pagere-statement
6)
advertisingvertiserattention
plan"to— receive
under which
ads are guaranteed
5,300,000
advertising impressions per week at cost of
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
$2.75 per 1000 [B*T, Nov. 19]— since it lies
December 3, 1951 • Page 5

NBC STATIONS
(Continued from page 5)
views
expressed at[B»T,
"rump"Oct.
meeting
in mid-October
22] — inNBCChicago
disclosed new streamlined plan which, beginning
Jan. 1, anticipates paying TV affiliates within
48 hours after monthly bill is submitted.
To be taken under advisement, officials reported, were requests that, so long as it remains sustaining, one-minute periods of new
Today show be allotted for local sale at 7:30,
8:00 and 8:30 a.m., in addition to 15-second
breaks at 7:15, 7:45, 8:15 and 8:45 a.m., and
that 15 minutes of same two-hour show be
made available for sale locally.
Affiliates also passed resolution urging RCA,
NBC and FCC to "take all necessary steps required tcolor
o make
(RCA's)available
compatible,
tronic
(television)
to theall-elecpublic
at earliest possible date."
Just as affiliates-network meeting adjourned,
R. B. Hanna, of WGY Schenectady; told network officials he wanted it made plain that
affiliates'
oppositionagainst
to NBC's
economic
plan was directed
idea basic
of tieing
radio
rates to television. Paul W. Morency, of
WTIC Hartford, chairman of All-Industry Affiliates Committee, said BMB data on radio
circulation are now three years old and A.
C. Neilsen Co. figures employed do not reflect
full extent of set ownership within individual
homes.
Resolutions adopted by affiliates, aside from
one asking more research before executing
rate formula, included one commending NBC
officials for "leadership and aggressiveness"
and re-affirming affiliates' faith in NBC; one
praising NBC
TV for
"outstanding"
coverage
and for
scheduling
morningsports
and
afternoon TV programs; one commending network for progress in integrating hitchhike and
cowcatcher commercials into program body,
and for expansion of traffic department so
that notice of program changes, etc., is communicated more quickly, and one asking for
assurance that good taste will be maintained
on all TV shows.
On latter suggestion, Mr. McConnell reassured affiliates that NBC is following program
of rigid self-discipline. Affiliates also were
told that earlier complaint against use of spotlight on performers in TV shows had been
satisfactorily resolved, and that NBC officials
agree with their view that second or rotating
commercial on alternate week shows would be
integrated into program.
Affiliates endorsed resolution thanking NBC
and others for convention, courtesies, information and "splendid treatment" throughout convention.
Officials said Colorado Springs had been
tentatively
selected
for next
year'sRaton
convention
but
that large
turnout
at Boca
— more
than
450
persons
—
might
make
it
necessary
to
seek another site.
Entertainment program included water
carnival, program featuring Sid Caesar and
Friday night banquet show topped by Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis.
WRITER'S SUIT DISMISSED
SUIT against Milton Berle for $250,000 by
writer who claimed he wrote book bearing
Milton Supreme
Berle's name
New
York
Court dismissed
by JusticeFriday
Morrisin Eder.
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In this IssueNBC affiliates, at Boca Raton convention, request delay in application of
new network rate plan pending further
research, but network urges adoption
by next July 1. Page 23. Other news
of NBC convention, Pages 26, 27.
"Will
Adoptedno, This
Week?"to
SomeTV sayCodeyes,Beothers
according
a Broadcasting • Telecasting survey. The code's the biggest item on
the agenda
annual NARTB
bined boardsof the
meetings.
Page 25. comGross time sales in October were $14,966,436 for four radio networks (Page
29) andworks$14,469,284
(Page 73). on four TV netHere's a survey that shows "secondary"
radio set listening heretofore unmeasured. Se "The Biggest Crowd
in the Parlor."
Page 28. Licenses
TheIsn'tRichards
case is closed.
of all three Goodwill stations renewed.
Page Cone
23. & Belding vice president
Foote,
charges networks with responsibility
for making Chicago a TV programorigination ghost town. Page 75.
FCC slaps WDSU for censoring political candidate's
and violations
in policy
statement
warns speech,
that future
of anti-censorship
provisions
of fed29. eral law will not go unpunished. Page
Christmas is coming, and the Yuletide
P.I. offers are already deluging broadcasters. Page 38.
Summer shouldn't be vacation time for
TV advertisers, and CBS Television
has figures to prove it. Page 92.
New Jordan survey shows that television
didn't hurt the 1951 baseball gate.
Page 73.
FCC Chairman Coy tells Baptists the
Commission will carry out plans for
a big conference on public service responsib lit es oftelevision. Page 90.
General Sarnoff gets a patent for an
intricate
defense
warning system.
Page 74.
Field tests of National Television System
Committee's compatible color system
begin. Page 78.
Two-thirds of the U. S. population are
city folks, according to U. S. Census
analysis. Page 32.
National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors, at annual convention, explores
means sors.ofPageserving
44. audience and sponThree-day School Broadcast Conference,
in Chicago this week, will split sessions
between radio and television. Page 87.
Upcoming
Dec. 3: Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
Dec.15th4-6:annual
Schoolmeeting.
Broadcast
HotelConference,
Sherman,
Chicago.
Dec. 5-7:NARTB Board of Directors, Washington.
Dec.Park7-9:Sheraton
TelevisionHotel,
Authority
Convention,
New York.
(Other Upcomings page 38)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
advertising rates have increased since 1946
compared
to other media, especially newspapers
and
DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE, N. Y.,
has recommended television and radio spot announcement schedule to begin in mid-January
in about 18 markets for American Chicle Co.,
N. Y. (Clorets).
BEST FOODS INC., N. Y. (Nucoa), placing
five minute TV show featuring comedian Cliff \
Norton on film, in 40 markets on a spot basis
starting Jan. 1. Benton & Bowles, N. Y., is
agency.
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co., N. Y., has
picked up option on half of Thursday 9-10 p.m.
hour on NBC-TV dropped by Ford Motor Co.,
cutting Ford Festival to half hour. L & M
will preview film of Dragnet Sunday, Dec. 16,
in the Sound-Off time, 7-7:30 p.m. on NBC-TV.
If successful, Dragnet to be placed in Thursday half hour. Radio version currently heard
Thursdays 9-9:30 p.m., NBC radio, advertising
L & M's Fatimas.
NARTB STARTS PROCEDURE
FOR DIRECTORATE VOTING
FORMS for certification of NARTB member
station officials authorized to cast ballots in
upcoming elections to board of directors were
mailed
Friday
returnable
Jan.from
1. Washington headquarters,
Election results to be announced Feb. 22 for
directorates in even-numbered districts and
one director in each of at-large classifications.
Nominating
to be mailed
7, returnable Jan. 21.forms
Nominees
will beJan.notified
Jan.
22 and given chance to withdraw by Jan. 28
or to make choice if individual is nominated for
more tiothan
one post.
for final
ns to be mailed
Feb. 1,Ballots
returnable
Feb. 18.elecTerms ending with 1952 NARTB convention
and coming within balloting procedure include
those of William A. Fay, WHAM Rochester,
District 2; Harold Essex, WSJS WinstonSalem, N. C, District 4; Harold Wheelahan,
WSMB New Orleans, District 6; Richard M.
Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis, District 8;
William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids,
District 10; Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita, District 12; William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo., District 14; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC
Los Angeles, District 16; James D. Shouse,
WLW Cincinnati, large stations ; A. D. Willard
Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga., medium stations;
Patt McDonald, small stations; Michael R.
Hanna, WHCU-FM Ithaca, N. Y., FM stations.
Messrs. Quarton, Smith and Shouse have
served two consecutive terms and are not
eligible to run for re-election, according to
NARTB headquarters. Mr. McDonald, elected
to board from WHHM Memphis as small-station director-at-large, is now at WNOE New
Orleans, in large-station category.
FANS PROTEST 'KUKLA' CUT
STRONG protest over slicing of Kukla, Fran
& Ollie, NBC-TV feature, from half-hour to
15 minutes received by network's New York
and
Chicago
offices.but"Sizable
mail
received
by NBC
not yet amount"
tabulated.of Mail
mostly critical of change in format, as were
couple of hundred phone calls received in New
York.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 106 ^
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So they don 7 believe
as an index

Well,
same

in Hooperatings

on radio listening in the Atlanta

The

PULSE,

overwhelming
for the
"The

Inc. shows
audience

programs

Voice

of the

Here is a re-cap on The Pulse, Inc., findings
for September-October 1951 radio listening:
DAYTIME 6 oo AM - 6:oo PM, Monday - Friday inclusive
QUARTER-HOUR MEASUREMENTS
WSB
FIRST in 40 periods
Station B. . . . FIRST in 6 periods
Station C. . . . FIRST in 2 periods
EVENING 6 o o PM - 12 Midnight, Monday - Friday inclusive
QUARTER-HOUR MEASUREMENTS
WSB
FIRST in 22 periods
Station B. . . . FIRST in 2 periods

heard

market

the

preference
on

South"

The method of measuring radio listening preference makes little difference in
Atlanta. The answer remains the same :
In any recognized audience survey of
Atlanta radio homes, the dominant first
is WSB.

wsb
The Voice of the South

50,000 watts • 750 kilocycles
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta
Constitution. Represented by Edw. Petry & Co., Inc.
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they say it's a
television age, BUT

Indiana's first
and only 50 KW
radio station
has increased its share
of nighttime audiences

No doubt about it, television has grown rapidly
here in Indiana. But WIBC's share of nighttime
audiences has done a heap of growing, too!
WIBC's share of this "A-time" audience shows
a gain of 36.8% over the comparable period in
1950, according to the latest Hooper (Feb.-April,
1951).
By contrast, all other Indianapolis radio stations
showed a drop in percentage of the nighttime
audience of the Hoosier capital.
So, before you buy time or television in Indiana,
investigate the solid evening lineup of good
listening on WIBC ... the only Indianapolis
radio
station that gives you an out-of-state "bonus"
coverage.
Ask your JOHN BLAIR man for particulars on
these excellent nighttime availabilities.

WIBC

1070

KC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana

WIBC. Inc. • 30 West Washington Street • Indianapolis 6, Indiana
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
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How

many

people does

\t take

to produce a steak ?
1 1 . The blacksmith who shoes the horses
1. looks
The cowboy
range hand who
When you plank the cash on the counafter the orcattle.
and repairs ranch machinery.
ter for a slice of sirloin, some of it may
12. The airplane pilot who sprays ranges
2. The banker who finances land, herd
and fields, destroying pests.
and equipment.
represent your own pay for the part you
13. The lumberman who provides the
3. The chemist who makes insecticides,
wood for corrals and barns and pens.
played in getting that steak to your
serums and fertilizers.
14. The windmiller who makes the matable.
4. The oil refiner who provides the fuel
chinery that working.
keeps man-made ranch
water holes
for
the
power
machinery
so
manyranchers use.
We'll make ourselves clear.
1
5.
The
feeder
who
takes lean range cat5. The steelmaker
tle andbyputsintensive
about 25%
more beef on
It takes a lot of people to help protitude of items,whofromprovides
fencinga muland
them
feeding.
duce that steak in this mid-20th-cenbranding irons to filing cabinets.
who furnish
atrketto
tury economy of ours. .
and tlemtoema
some of the by6. The brewer
ake prothe
ducts used 18. The stockyards man who provides
The people we've put in the picture
livestock feeds
"room
board" for the
above, for instance. And many, many
7.8. The sugar
cotton refiner
ginner 'l with
which
and theandcommission
manlivestock,
who is
9. The flour miller \ ranchers and
others. Though you may not realize it,
sales agent for the producer.
I
feeders
supple19.
The
meat
packer
who
processes
and
some product you, yourself, help make
distributes the beef.
ment grass.
or sell or service may play a part in 10. The veterinary who/ looks
after
the
20.
The
retailer
who
is
the
final
link
behealth of the cattle.
twe n al these people . . . ando hayou.ul catproducing steaks.
h
w
!
you.
American Meat Institute
Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U.S.
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Gateway

JOHN T AGLIEBER, Grocer— Residents from
miles around and Norristown's 38,000 citizens
of assorted
bles buy
each $10,794,000
year
from worth
152 food
stores edilike
Taglieber's
Markets.

to

NORRISTOWN

ELIZABETH A. MYERS, Housewife— Women
like Mrs. Myers prefer to shop near home.
Their
families
purchase
$5,000,000
worth
of clothes
a year innearly
Norristown's
62
busy apparel
shops.

.

.

HAROLD Wt CARE, Pharmacist— WFIL spot
announcements help sell a lot of goods in
Norristown's
29 drug stores (like Care's
Pharmacy) awhere
$1,232,000
year. 11,000 families spend

It's Not the Size . . .
Bustling Norristown . . . just a medium-sized
city . . . but its effective buying income of $5,083
per family is 14 per cent above the national
average, typical of the 1,167,520 radio families
in Philadelphia's 14-County Retail Trading Area.
You can reach more than three-fourths of Norristown's prosperous homes just as effectively and
less expensively on WFIL's 5,000-watt signal
as on 50,000 watts. And WFIL outpulls local
county stations here, as in 10 of the 14 counties.
Schedule WFIL.
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and

ALL

of

America's

3rd

Market

detail

Memorial
nearbyArch,Valleya landmark
Forge. ,

It's the Selling Power !
You can't judge Norristown's buying power
by its population. Nor can you judge WFIL's
selling power by its power output. For WFIL's
penetrating voice reaches 2 out of 3 radio homes
in every corner of America's third largest market.
WFDL is a sure thing . . . your best bet to
reach all of a market whose combined buying
power is $6,638,759,000 ... and far beyond
into a tremendous bonus area. Total WFIL
coverage: 6,800,000 people with more than
$9 billion in purchasing power.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WHL
560 kc.

Snqtrirer Station
An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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New Radio Show
By Orson Welles
Moving to U. S.

CLEVELAND

PLAIN

®be

iliami

Hrral

HiP
Lyons
Den
By Leonard Lyc

r
p e
3
Orsons
Welles* p
return to American Radio was greeted with loud
and prolonged cheers by the Press. Newspapers know that
their readers rate Orson Welles as their No. 1 radio attraction
and rushed to spread the news that Orson Welles is Back!

lies v. iij be' heaVR >rhe transcribed prog
^ Harry Alan^ Tc *
w» of Harry Lime » itV^
ft'-SK^
I

Orson. WeUes
'€ back on the air ^

|

-

- -
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1
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The name Orson Welles is MAGIC. It is a guarantee of
SRO in the Theatre and top ratings in Radio. Critics are
of the opinion that this new Orson Welles series is his
best — best in program content and best in publicity impact.

I

ON
IE HOUST

CHRI

This new series of 52 half-hour transcribed prograi
entitled The Lives of Harry Lime. Supported by su]
dramatic cast, Orson Welles is starred in the role of Harry
Lime, the fabulous rogue made famous by him in The Third
Man. Every show is a complete episode — every show stars
Orson Welles. Suspense, Intrigue, Danger and Romance run
high throughout the series. It is Orson Welles at his very best.
Zither music by ANTON KARAS, composer of
The Third Man theme, together with full concert orchestra under the direction of SIDNEY
TORCH provide background music for the series.
Produced by
HARRY ALAN TOWERS

113 West
it«rn Sales Repress:
Walter 6. Davison
14 5 79 Benefit St., Sherman Oaks, Cat.

DISTRIBUTING CORP.
w York 19, N. Y.
Canadian Sales Representative
1S.50 W.
SimcoeCaldwell
Street West, Ltd.
Toronto

24
Out

sail*

ALLAN
N. Y.,of tomarket
Hewitt,and Oglivy,
BensonCOOPER,
& MatherFoote,
Inc., Cone
same &city,Belding,
as director
media
latterL planning.
agency. FRANK CHIPPERFIELD continues as media director for

Million

ED FELDMAN named executive supervisor on all Philip Morris & Co.
production on West Coast for Biow Co. Inc., L. A. MARY MORRISS
named supervisor. CHARLES DAVIES, program operations NBC Hollywo d, to agency, as assistant program supervisor for Philip Morris.
NORMAN W. GLENN, network sales department NBC, to Doherty,
Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., as executive assistant to media director.

of

the

Homes
Woods

There's enough timber in Canada's forests
to build 24 million homes.
And Canadians are building homes
at an unprecedented rate,
Hundreds of thousands completed in the last few years.
Canadian lumber production
is growing with Canada . . .
the world's fastest growing market.
As Canadian Lumber
goes into new Canadian homes,
so do new products.
And THERE'S the point !
If you're looking for
a bustling, expanding market,
look to Canada !
Some of these new homes
will have double garages,
more will have pianos,
most will have phones, but . . .
nearly ALL will have radios !
In Canada, over 95% of Canadian homes
are radio homes !
Radio is the key salesman in Canada . . .
reaches more Canadians, more often
and more economically
than any other sales medium.
"In Canada, you sell 'em when you tell 'em !"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian
108 Sparks St,
OttcrwG.

Association of Broadcasters
37 Bloor St. West.
Toronto.
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DONAL
O'BRIEN, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to Biow Co., N. Y.,
as
accountJ. executive.
JOHN KEESHAN, J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., as Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Assn. regional account executive for
eastern region.

He and his six-mantsstaff adhere
oun
all
to theseacc
general
rules for TV commercials: (1) Keep it simple. You
offend no one by making it easy
for all to understand. (2) Show it
big. Display the product to best
advantage. (3) Demonstrate the
productatize itswherever
possible.
Dramadvantages.
(4) Sell
the
viewer on the benefits it will bring.
He has a fresh
of TV's
effectconcept
on present
users.chaser o"The
purf a product
oftentimes views
commercials on that
productfully after
morehe buys.
careTV spots, loaded
with factual
mation and sell,inforgive
Mr. LeGrand's
TV
him reasons to justophilosophy
formulate instarted
1948,
tify his selection.
when
Milwaukee
—a
Factual tising
TVnot adverone-station
market
only
— was a no-station
makes
a
salesman
market. He, and
out of atomer,present
9,999 others there,
it makes cushim
owned sets in order
aSince
repeat
to receive Chicago
the purchaser.
growth of
After three years,
Mr. LeGRAND
programs.
a business
is dependent on holding
he concludes TV
present
customers
"has bred a nation of critics, quick
well as adding new customers,
to spot a fluff in a program (and as
TV can do more than its share in
generally excuse it) and quicker
still to detect a flimsy commercial achieving this goal."
Rogtive ofLeGrand,
and lose interest in the product
Milwaukee,a 35-year-old
has worked na-at
Cramer-Krasselt
since
1946, servadvertised."
Mr. LeGrand believes a "good
of radio and TV
number" of TV commercials fall for ingtheas director
past
year.
The
agency,
shy of the mark because they are
too cute, clever or arty, because which claims to bill more broadcast business than any other in
they place undue emphasis on
phony, unrealistic situations, and Milwaukee, has serviced 23 radiobecause
they
are
insincere
and
unTV
clients
in the past three years.
convincing.
Mr. LeGrand joined the agency as
BROADCASTING
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ion,
televis
ofof the
tising worth
on
®
adverELeGra
AWAR
L ft
WELRoger
nd, sselt
radioW.
TV director of Cramer-Kra
Agency, Milwaukee, nevertheless
knows the weakness of the medium and the strength of a wellestablished opponent, radio.
On a recent limited schedule for
a C-K client, radio polled a fourtimes better result than TV "on a
virtual dollar - for dollar basis." And
eight
spots "simple"
in one radio
day
brought a 400%
greater return than
a newspaper ad at
comparable
cost, he
stated.

term of HOLLAND TAYLOR. Mr. Taylor recently transferred to
FC&B's New York office.
*
t
J. J. FRANZ Jr., advertising manager Santa Fe Railway Co., Western
?
Div., appointed production director Creamer & Co., Hollywood, Calif.
beat
EUGENE G. NEWMAN, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., to Hanly Hicks
& Montgomery, same city, in copy department.
Ltd.,
JOHN G. BURNETT appointed account executive Rogers & Smith
SEYMOUR MARGULES, Carstairs Div. of Calvert Distillers Corp., Adv., Dallas. He was with Braniff International Airways, Dallas, and
i N. Y., to Biow Co., same city, as account executive.
Life Saver Corp., N. Y.
ROY LANG, Gardner Adv., St. Louis, to Leo Burnett Agency, Chicago, THOMAS L. MARCHANT named radio director Walsh Adv. Co.
as account executive.
Montreal.
! JOHN E. SHEPHERD, director of marketing Esquire and Coronet SELIG ALKON, William Filene & Sons, Boston, to Rand Adv. Agency,
magazines, appointed director of research and merchandising Fletcher N. Y., as merchandising director. Mrs. TOMMI REDMAN, publicity
£ D. Richards Inc., N. Y.
director, Shappe-Wilkes Inc., N. Y., also to staff of Rand Adv.
HENRY MADDEN KANE, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to Lennen & DON COLE appointed director of promotion Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
, Mitchell, N. Y., as copywriter.
WRIGHT to William Hart Adler Agency, Chicago, as account
I LUCY BENDER SOKOLE, William Douglas McAdams, Inc., N. Y., THORPE
executive and member of creative staff.
j rejoins Young & Rubicam, N. Y., as TV copywriter.
vice president Storm & Klein Inc., N. Y.,
HAROLD H. WEBBER, vice president in charge of media and research EDWARD KLEIN,of executive
advertising division for Federation of Jewish PhiFoote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, named to board of governors of Cen- named chairman
lanthropies ofNew York, which is conducting a $20 million campaign
1 1 tral Council, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, filling unexpired in support of 116 medical and welfare institutions.
copywriter and account executive.
He handled his first video show
in 1948 by writing a half -hour live
Salute to Wisconsin and its famous industries for the Marine National Exchange Bank. Since then,
he's created TV and radio shows
and spots for such clients as Rolfs
Personal Leather Goods, Charmin
tissues, ABC-O-Matic washers,
Plankinton meat products, Phoenix hosiery, the Wisconsin Telephone Co. and the Milwaukee Gas
LACK
OF
Light Co.
Cramer-Krasselt has another
singular claim to fame. In the city
that beer made famous, it has no
brewing account.
COVERAGE
Mr. LeGrand entered advertising
in 1939 as assistant to the publisher of Church Property Administration after graduation from the
U. of Wisconsin with a degree in
journalism and advertising. At
school, he worked in the university
bakery, as a publicist in the speech
school and as paid executive editor
of the Daily Cardinal. He is a
This particular coverage problem can be fixed in a jiffy with just
member of Sigma Delta Chi.
a tug and a tightening of the safety pin. It's as simple as that.
He was assistant advertising
And your advertising coverage problems in the Middle West
manager of Weyenberg Shoes before entering the Navy. From 1943
can be solved just as easily by making WGN your basic buy.
to 1945 he served as a lieutenant
on the staff of the commander of
No Chicago station can match WGN's coverage ... no station
reaches as many homes per week.
Naval forces for Europe in London, surviving 735 air raids.
Get the most for your advertising dollar
call your WGN
In 1944, while on leave, he marrepresentative for top availabilities.
ried the former Ruth J. Harrington of Boston. His primary hobby
is his children, Roger Jr., 5%;
Kathy, 3%; Mark, 1%, and David,
3 months. Next in personal prefVv%(
erences are television, which he
Chicago 11
watches avidly, and mystery and
Illinois
A
Clear
Channel
Station
.
.
.
western novels.
50.000 Watts
Mr. LeGrand is a member of the
Serving the Middle West
720
MBS
Navy League and the Milwaukee
On Your Dial
Athletic and Milwaukee AdvertisChicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
ing Clubs. He is on the board of
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street. New York 17, N. Y. for New York City, Philadelphia and Bos
governors of the latter. During the
Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
past several years he has been acAdvertising Solicitors for All Other Cities
Los Angeles
—
411
W.
5th
Street
•
New York• — San500 Francisco
5th Avenue— 400• Montgomery
Atlanta — 223 Street
Peach Street
tive in the Community Chest and
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue
Red Cross campaigns, the cancer
drive and the 32d Division recruiting campaign.
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feature of the week
nsibleDesfor
SEtion respo
Moinethes
of WHO
opera
THOare
wreathed in smiles these
, forhedthe stamightwreat
Wellreportstheyitself
days. tion
with
ls
— all in one
times
three
laure
month.
In November, WHO first was
cited by the National Assn. of
Radio nualNews
Directors
at its14 an-in
convention
held Nov.
Chicago. NARND named WHO
"the best radio news operation in
the United States in 1951."
Flicking the star-dust from that
award, WHO again found itself
lauded during the Nov. 25 meeting
of the National Assn. of Radio
Farm Directors (see story page
44), whennounced the
anas the station
winner was
of two
covetedizensawards,
'given
by
the.
CitCommittee for the Hoover
Report and the National Safety
Council, respectively.
The three-time winner got its
third accolade at the NARFD
luncheon meeting that same day.
WHO was named one of 14 stations and networks in the country
to be honored in the National
Safety Council awards (also in
NARFD story). This award raen-

R. M. Seybold, Director of Sales,
DERST BAKING COMPANY, *
Says —
"Following our policy of the
past decade we plan to place
again 79% of our Savannah
area advertising budget on
WTOC.
We have found that in this
six station market WTOC is
by far the best buy. WTOC
reaches more people in this
area and thus more people
in this area reach for our

7
strictly business

bread."
* the
Largest
South Independent Bakery in

WTOC
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
5000 W 1290 KC CBS
Represented by
The Kat-z Agency, Inc.
I
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WHO News Bureau Manager Jack
Shelley (r) receives Medill School
of Journalism, trophy from Baskett
Mosse, chairman of NARND's
judges, at news* directors'
meeting.
* *
tioned the station "for exceptional
safety in farm safety," and the
safety council added that the station had thein "longest
record
achievement
farm safety
of anyof
The latter safety award was old
news
at WHO, which has won it
station."
five
times during the six years it
has been presented.

CHARLES ZURHORST
urriHE GRAND and glorious
I mistake made in industrial
radio advertising is that
most companies try to bludgeon
their policies down the public's
throat,"
saysin,Charles
who
has been
around, Zurhorst,
and with
radio for the past 14 years.
The director of special projects
for the Oil Industry Information
Committee of the American Petroleum Institute has three sugges-

Do you want to kqow whether1
you can take a dog into Canada
on a hunting trip? Or the cost
of a hunting license in Ohio? Or
how to cook blowfish?
Or do you want to know how to
sell more fishing tackle and
hunting equipment, or beer, or
potato chips, or soft drinks?
If you have a product which appeals to the outdoorsman, young

old, man or woman, "Ludtions for industrial associations or
lam's Lodge" can answer these
producing
programs
for
local
sponsors: First, radio should be looked
ateffort.
as a continuous,
not a one-shot,
Putting a message
across, questions.
In the 5-5:30 p.m. Saturday spot
Mr. Zurhorst says, "is a matter of
plug,
plug,
plug
—
that's
why
Lucky
WRC for over a year, "LudStrike doesn't have only one show a on
lam's Lodge" is now available to
national advertisers. Kennedy
Serving
as
a
dollar-a-year
radio
consultant to the Treasury Dept.
during the war, Mr. Zurhorst Ludlam solves problems in the
learned the value of established field of outdoor sports for all his
audiences through radio participation in war bond drives. A 30- listeners. He's also the man who
year."
second spot on an established pro- can solve your selling problems
gram— such as the Bop Hope Show
— sold more bonds than a full half- in the Washington market — so
hour broadcast sponsored exclu- why not call your nearest NBC
sively by the Treasury Dept.
Industrial organizations which Spot Sales office now for details?
cannot participate in radio continuously bythemselves might utilize already-established audiences
with spot participation in pro- FIRST in WASHINGTON
grams regularly sponsored by member companies, he points out. His
second suggestion is that after a
radio campaign has been drafted WRC
by association members, experts
within their own industry, actual
production — especially . script5,000 Watts . 980 KC
writing — should be turned over to
professionals who can package the Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
(Continued on page 96)
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And in time for Christmas, too!
* This free offer
may never be repeated!

Now

You

Can

-Absolutely

Have

Free-

A Bag of
Colored

Popcorn:

rjlHIS entISN'T
a bag popcorn
of ordinaryas color
popcorn.
as differfrom ordinary
is fromIt'sblack
and
white. We first thought of saving this idea for the time
when radio waves would be available in color but decided
what the hell this is too good to postpone. All our friends
in the radio business deserve it right now.
This popcorn not only pops, but it pops in color.
(Whoa, that's not quite right. It pops white, but the
kernels are green, blue, red, orange, tan, purple and yellow. )
Think what an impression you can make on your friends!
Think how the kiddies will adore you! Think what a damn
fool stunt this is, offering colored popcorn just because we
happen to be a radio station in the corn country. Why do
we do it? Once you pop it and eat it, what have you

Cedar Rapids
5000 watts, 600 kc
Basic CBS Radio Network
Represented nationally by The Katz Agency

BROADCASTING
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got? Will you remember where it came from? Will it
make you put WMT on your next schedule? Will it get
youWea raise?
don't know. But we do know this — the first
50,000* requests we get for colored popcorn we'll take
care of — no strings attached. (You'll have to string it
yourself if you expect to decorate any Christmas trees.)
Mail the coupon today.
Merry Christmas.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Send me the corn, I can go along with a gag.
Name
Firm
Street Address
City

Zone State

* If weSol get
50,000 requests
fromthatBroadcasting's
circulation,
tell
Taishoff.
Think what
would do to15,768
his rate
structure!we'll never
"member 3, 1951 • Page 17

new business
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• • •
Spot
BROCKLES FOOD Co., Dallas (salad dressings), appointed Grant Adv.
Dallas, for a regional campaign. Radio spots in key markets of
Texas and Oklahoma are planned. Schedule of stations is being
completed.
GENERAL MOTORS, Detroit (Buick Div.), currently buying short term
contracts for week of Jan. 13-18 for number of network shows. Contract
has already been signed with MBS for sponsorship either of Fulton
Lewis jr. or Mutual Newsreel (whichever show can be cleared during
that week). Advertiser also is negotiating with NBC for Operation
Tandem and CBS Radio for its short-term network shows. Agency:
Kudner Agency, N. Y.
ADAM HATS (Canada) Ltd., Long Branch, Ont., starts pre-Christmas
spot announcement campaign on six Canadian major market stations.
Agency: J. M. Bingham Agency, Toronto.
A/tturotk • • •
STERLING DRUG Inc., N. Y., to sponsor The John J. Anthony Hour,
series of broadcasts in which anonymous listeners bring personal problems to Mr. Anthony for advice and guidance on Mutual Sun., Dec. 2,
9:30-10 p.m. EST. Four problems per broadcast have been scheduled
for weekly series. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, same city.
PONTIAC MOTORS, Div. of General Motors Corp., Detroit, sponsored
Kukla, Fran & Ollie on one-time basis Nov. 30. Pontiac's one-time
sponsorship ofcampaign
show on to35-station
network
1952
advertising
announceTV new
line isofpart
cars.of company's
Agency: MacManus, John & Adams, Detroit.
CENTRAL OHIO HAS A BIG APPETITE
and WBNS, Columbus is first
with listeners and advertisers
Healthy appetites call for big food
orders. And last year, Central Ohioarts consumed $223,633,000* worth
of food! Why not sell your brand via
WBNS? Latest Hooperatings show
that WBNS has more Central Ohio
listeners than any other station. That's
why WBNS is first choice with advertisers, too. Write us for latest ratings
or ask your John Blair representative.
Then watch your sales figures grow
fat when you sell through WBNS.

FRED W. AMEND Co., Danville, 111. (Chuckles), expands its ABC-TV
Hail the Champ, Sat., 5:30-6 p.m. CST, from three stations to 13 from
Dec. 22. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
KRAFT FOODS, Chicago, renews Kraft Television Theatre on NBCTV, terWed.,
8-9 p.m.
Thompson,
same CST,
city. for 52 weeks from Jan. 2. Agency: J. "WalQUAKER OATS, Chicago, renews The Gabby Hayes Show, Mon.-Fri.,
4:15-4:30 p.m. CST on NBC-TV for 52 weeks from Dec. 10. Agency:
Sherman-Marquette, same city.
HOFFMAN RADIO Corp., L. A., names Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A.
Expanded promotion planned for firm's Hoffman Easy- Vision television
sets for 1952. Firm's advertising budget is over $1,000,000.
DUVAL MANOR, Germantown, Pa. (apartment house), appoints
Weightman Inc., Phila. Radio and TV will be used.
VITAMIN CORP. OF AMERICA, N. Y. (Rybutol, Juvenal and Vyons),
which was resigned last week by Harry B. Cohen Agency, N. Y. [B«T,
Nov. 26], names Duane Jones Co., N. Y., effective Dec. 1.
city.
FELTON-SIBLEY PAINT Co., Phila appoints Lamb & Keen Inc., same
ALLEN PRODUCTS Co., Allentown, Pa., (Al-Po, all meat dog and cat
food), appoints Weightman Inc., Phila. Radio and TV will be used
regionally.
NORWICH PHARMACAL Co., Norwich, N. Y. (Pepto-Bismal, Amolin,
Norforms & other products), names National Export Adv. Service Inc.,
N. Y.
■fldjaeojale
PAUL HUTH, manager of media department Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, named director of media. In his new post he will be responof space and time for all of company's printed word,
radio sibleandfor purchase
TV advertising.
FOR FOOD!

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY CBS OUTLET

* Source: 795 7 SM Survey of Buying Power
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POWER WBNS 5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
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more

New

n

°

Englanders

WP
than
anyR
other
O
Rhode

Island

station

TOP Ratings! Top Share of Audience! Sure! But,
equally important to the buyer of radio are COVERAGE
and AUDIENCE characteristics. So, advertisers looking for RESULTS buy WPRO because they want and
get ratings PLUS:
The

ieoson
U£!i^ 15 Motion *«*

lQ5i Hooped

"
Radio

TO REACH
MOST

• COVERAGE — 5000 watts (full time) on 630 kc,
blanketing NEW ENGLAND'S SECOND LARGEST
MARKET, and also covering the important Fall
River-New Bedford, Mass., marketing area with
a signal greater than 2 millivolts.
• AUDIENCE — an attentive, active audience to
which WPRO beams a balanced schedule of
topflight programs . . . programs designed for
PRIMARY listening attention. Important because .. . listeners who LISTEN, are buyers who
BUY!

THE

BUYERS,

AM
BUY

BASIC

WPRO
PROVIDENCE

REPRESENTED
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& FM
630 KC 5000W
W

BY

RAYMER
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iffl-iw' future!
h
wit
.
Mew
operating convenience -Mew operating economy

3. Power tube costs reduced
Just read these exclusive features . . .
O It is a 5-kw AM transmitter you can increase to 10 kw — easily — inexpensively —
quickly. No lost air time for conversion.
One simple kit makes it easy to increase
power overnight. (Yes, you can buy this
transmitter ready-built for 10 kw, too).

4. l/60th second arc-back protection

€^ It requires less "operating" floor space
than other 5 kw's — saves up to 40% floor,
area.
Entire 32y2"
transmitter
130" wide,
deep. is only 84" high,
It's the ONLY
costs. Power
the new small
— costing less

"5 kw" with such low tube
and modulator stages use
size, lightweight RCA-5762
than half that of power types

in most "5 kw's".
O overload
It's the ONLY
"5 kw" protection—
with "split-cycle"
and voltage
using
thyratron-controlled rectifiers. Circuits
work
so fast audiences cannot detect "offair" breaks.
5. Lower power bills

0 It holds power bills to the LOWEST in
the "5-kw" field— through smaller power
tubes,
fewer8 different
stages, fewer
tubes and
types).tubes (only 24
It's the ONLY "5 kw" with horizontallysliding doors front and back. Benefits:
V Saves over 60 square feet of floor area
V Provides more elbow room for operator
V Makes it easier to get at transmitter

6. Sliding
front anddoors—
rear

For all the facts about this basically new transmit er .. . newest of nearly three hundred RCA
"5-kw's" now on the air . . . call your RCA Sales
Representative.

RADIO
CORPORA
TtOM
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

af AMERICA
CAMDEN N.J.

Everybody's trying to stretch that advertising dollar these
days, trying to make each one do double duty. In Baltimore, it's easy. You just buy WITH, the BIG independent
with the BIG audience.
WITH is the biggest bargain buy in Baltimore. Week
in, week out— year in, year out, WITH delivers more
listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or TV
station in town.
Here's proof: WITH carries the advertising
of more than twice as many retail merchants as any other station in town!
For just one good reason — WITH
produces low-cost results! Get your
Headley-Reed man to give you
the whole story today.

THE RESULTS STATION
lAf

| X

If

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT— REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED
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ATES
ILICRATER
AFF
By RUFUS
NBC'S RADIO affiliates capped the
network'sventionSilver
at Boca Anniversary
Raton, Fla., Conlast
week by voting 72-to-22 to ask the
network to delay its controversial
new rate formula until "present
day radio values" can be researched
anew.
The affiliates' action on the only
really stormy issue of the network's fifth annual convention
came just before noon Friday in
overtime deliberations which had
started — and,
to NBC's
timetable,
had according
been scheduled
for
completion — Thursday afternoon.
The meeting was still in session
Friday afternoon (for later developments se At Deadline, page 5).
Despite
affiliates'
the economictheplan,
it was stand
apparenton
before hand that NBC was prepared to hold the line — or in any
event to
hold fast
to the plan's
broad
features
but perhaps
make
concessions on subsidiary points.
Affiliates in most of the markets
which NBC regards as essential,
it was learned, already had given
their approval.
July 1 had been set as the date
for putting the new network rates
of the affiliates into effect.
Fundamental issues among the
affiliates, it was known, are (1) the
rate formula, which is based on radio circulation market-by-market
but gives effect to TV penetration
and
(2) thehournetwork's
bid for
additional
of daytime
optionan
time, to bring NBC abreast of CBS
and ABC in this respect.
The affiliates meeting followed a
day and a half of formal presentations by NBC officialdom in
which it was made clear that NBC
intends to make money any way it
rightfully can.
McConnell Speaks
President Joseph H. McConnell
told the opening session that NBC
radio expects to make half a million dollars this year but to lose a
million in "rebuilding" the network.
The plans, as detailed by top officials, include strong programming, strong merchandising — on
which NBC expects to spend half
a million dollars next year, starting
with radio merchandising and moving then into TV (also see story
page 27) — and strong selling.
The
sloganby for
was putnetwork's
in these words
John1952K.
BROADCASTING

NBC Urges July 1 plan Ado^,on
SEEK DELAY
p.m.
Show,
2-2:30daily;
p.m. Ralph
daily; Edwards
Howdy Doody,
TEXTsupport
of theof affiliates'
resolution,
which was
said astolocal
have stations
drawn
8:30-9:30 a.m. Saturday; Bill Stem
the
clear channel
and regional
as well
in the voting (four stations abstained in the balloting) is as follows:
Show, 6:30-6:45 p.m.; H. V. Kaltenborn News, 6:15-6:30 p.m. SatWhereas, the affiliates join with NBC in the confidence they
urday; Texas Rangers, 6-6:30 p.m.,
have expressed in the continuing effectiveness of radio, and with
Sunday, and Dangerous Assignthat in view recognize the importance of a sound reappraisal of the
ment,
10:30-11 p.m. Monday.
rate structure of network radio, and commend NBC for its initiative and leadership in undertaking studies in that field, and
Morning
Expansion
Whereas, the affiliates have examined the fundamental aspects
In television the affiliates were
of the NBC economic plan, and
told plans include an expansion of
Whereas, radio values are dependent solely upon the effectiveness
morning programming by 25 hours
of radio itself, the measurement of which involves many complex
and highly variable factors,
a week;
a new "magazine
of
advertising;
a major concept"
station
Therefore be it resolved that the affiliates be given an opporbreak series of promotion pieces;
tunity to develop immediately with NBC further pertinent data
extensive new research; "flying
essential to the determination of present-day radio values and
boxcars" and other versions of
the affiliates pledge themselves to financially support such research;
airborne TV, and a robot-like remotely controlled camera. AddiBe it further resolved that pending the completion of this research, the adoption of new rate formula be held in abeyance.
dictedtionally,
that byPresident
1955McConnell
TV will bepre-a
billion dollar advertising medium.
Mr. McConnell made clear in his
Herbert, vice president and direc- to the affiliates, along with NBC's keynote
address that NBC plans to
Advertising
Attor of radio sales: "Time, plus tal- new Guaranteed
tention Plan. It was also disclosed go ahead with its basic economic
ent, plus merchandising equals inthe "Minute Man" programs program. And if it succeeds, he
creased sales." Basket" plan of that
to be offered to stations on a pay- said NBC Radio will make money
His "Market
radio advertising — a Tandem type as-you-sell basis, will be available in 1953. NBC's financial sacrific(Continued
es in establishingon itspage
TV 26)
network,
sponsorship series tieing in with within two weeks and will consist
local merchandising — was detailed of Kate Smith Show, 12:15-12:45

' ease
RICHARDS
THREE-YEAR-OLD
Richards
came to an end last week when the
FCC accepted the assurances of
Mrs. G. A. Richards that the three
Goodwill Stations would operate in
accordance with a code of principles that eschew the broadcasting
of slanted and biased news.
In its order the Commission
granted the license renewals of
stations WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles
and also approved the transfer of
control of the three stations to
Mrs. Richards.
The celebrated case — which
brought cution
charges
of political
from some
membersperse-of
Congress and countercharges of
attempts to whitewash from other
Congressmen — ended with the FCC
accepting Hearing Examiner James
D.
Cunningham'sdismissal
initial decision
recommending
of the
case on the ground that the death
of Mr. Richards last May rendered
the issues moot [B«T, June 18].
Decision was made by the entire
Commission, with only Comr. Paul
• Telecasting

™> !a ^
WALS
RENE
A. Walker dissenting.
Chairman FCC
of the stations under her control."
Wayne Coy and Comr. Frieda B.
Comr. Walker's dissent was
Hennock issued a joint concurring based on the ground that the hearing examiner exceeded his authority
opinion.
recommending
Comr.
The Commission's decision re- byWalker
felt the dismissal.
examiner should
fer ed to Mrs. Richards' responses have made
findings of facts and
to its inquiry last September [B«T,
and the Commission
Sept. 24]
constituting
re- conclusions
should have judged whether Mr.
jection of theas alleged
practices"a and
policies which led to the institution Richards' death eliminated the
of the renewal proceedings and a charges
thereforeas left
no ques-to
tion of hisand conduct
a licensee
positive representation, upon which
determined.
we rely, that the alleged practices be Ever
since Mr. Richards died
and policies of the type under inCunningham
quiry in the renewal proceedings and Examiner
mended dismissal
of the case,recomFCC
will not occur in the future."
General
Counsel
Benedict
Cottone and Broadcast BureauP. Chief
Coy, Hennock Disapprove
Curtis
B.
Plummer
have
fought
Comrs. Coy and Hennock, in
ending the case without a
their joint concurring opinion, ex- against
finding on the testimony of the 290
pressed their disapproval of the witnesses
the 113 days of
alleged news slanting and bias and the hearing.during
The Commission, apemphasized that they voted to
parently, thought otherwise when
terminate the procedings "in reaccepted
as final the examiner's
Richards'
decision.
tionliance
of theupon Mrs.
conduct
under repudiainquiry itinitial
Richards hearing filled 18,. . . and her representation that it The(Continued
on page 104)
would not occur in the operation
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B-M NAMES THREE
Van Nostrand Appointed
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., products
division, New York, last week announced changes in advertising personnel with Richard K. Van Nostrand, advertising department of
Borden Co., New York, being named
advertising manager on the Vitalis,
Vitalis
Hair Cream and Sal Hepatica
accounts.
Other appointments were: Walter P. Lantz, manager of advertisassistingant todepartment,
Robert B.as executive
Brown, division
president; and Lee H. Bristol Jr.
was appointed assistant advertising manager in charge of advertising on Ammens Medicated Powder, Minit-Rub and Trushay accounts. ___
RCA VICTOR
Regional Shifts Announced
TWO regional appointments were
announced last week in Camden,
N. J., by RCA Victor. W. L. Rothenberger was named manager of
the eastern region. A new region,
to be known as the northeastern
region, also was delineated with
R. M. MacRae as manager.
Mr. Rothenberger succeeds J. R.
Little Jr., who resigned to accept
the presidency of a West Coast
dairy firm. An RCA veteran of

Mr. Rothenberger Mr. MacRae
30
years' continuous
Rothenberger
has beenservice,
serving Mr.as
manager of sales operations for the
RCA Tube Dept. Mr. MacRae,
prior to his new appointment, had
been assistant manager of the
eastern region. He joined RCA in
1945 after being detached from the
Army.

HEARST RADIO REVAMP
REVAMP of top posts at Hearst Radio Inc. was announced last week
WBALas manager
C. Burke and
resignationandof asHarold
following
director ofof Hearst
vice president
AM-FM-TVthe Baltimore
Nov. 26].
stations'
Radio
LeslieInc.,H. thePeard
assistant [B*T,
Jr., licensee
WBAL-TV the past year.
to the manager
Mr.
Peard has been associated
of WBAL-AMwith radio stations since 1933, when
TV,
was
named
he joined WFBR Baltimore. A
manager
year later he moved to WBAL,
outlets. of the
where he quickly became one of the
VictorbellF.wasCampstation's chief sales executives. He
made
was named sales manager in July
program
director
1940 but left in December 1944 to
and Arnold
take a similar post with KTBS
Wilkes was apShreveport. In 1948 he returned
to Baltimore as assistant manager
pointed educapublic affairs
of WCAO, and the following year
tionalanddirector
of
Mr. Peard
he Herejoined
WBAL.of Baltimore and
Hearst Radio Inc.
is a native
D. L.dent of(Tony)
Provost,
vice
presiwas
a
member
of the Princeton U.
Hearst Radio Inc., said the
1933.
appointments were designed to class ofAssist
Mr. Provost
"maintain a programming continuity in the public interest for all
Messrs. Wilkes and Campbell
Hearst
properties."
"supervisory and adHearstRadioRadio
Inc. operates will act in acapacity"
for WBAL-AMand
WBAL-AM-TV and WISN-AM- TV andvisoryWISN-AM-FM-TV
FM Milwaukee and also is as- their appointments "will in no way
sociated with WCAE - AM - FM interfere with local control of proPittsburgh.
gramming." They will
serve
as direct assistants
to Mr.bothProvost.
Mr. Campbell, a veteran radioProgram
control
will
be
retained
TV writer, had been serving as locally in Baltimore and Milwauassistant business manager for the
kee, with program managers and
Baltimore radio-TV properties. He public affair-educational chiefs
joined WBAL-TV in September working under the direction of
1949 and later was named program local station managers, Mr. Provost
director. He is credited by the sta- said.Mr. Campbell also will set up a
tion with originally having created
syndication service under
such network programs as Howdy- radio-TV Radio
Inc., using WBALDoody and the weekly Triple B Hearst
AM-TV
programs
as United
Ranch.
States Newsreel as such
a nucleus.
Mr. Wilkes was public service
director for WBAL and WBALTV. An educator with previous Wight Named V. P.
faculty associations, he has super- READ HAMILTON WIGHT,
vised an educational TV creative rector of radio and television, J.
staff provided by various univer- Mathes Inc., New York, has b
sities. He also directed public serv- elected a vice president of
ice programming for WBAL and agency.

Town Hall, ABC Renew
TOWN HALL INC., New York,
and ABCnewalhave
52-week
contractsigned
effective
first re-of
the year
America's
ing of thefor Air,
heard Town
on theMeetnetwork Tuesday, 9-9:45 p.m. EST.
Program — heard on 220 network
stations — is offered on co-op basis
and sponsored locally on approximately 50 of those stations. Amalgamated Clothing Workers of
America, New York, through Ben
Sackheim Co., same city, sponsors
program over WJZ New York and
WMAL Washington.
Sugar Bowl on ABC
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co.,
Boston, will sponsor broadcast of
the
New game
Year'son Day
Bowl
football
the Sugar
ABC Radio
network. Agency is Maxon Inc.,
New York.
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Drawn for Broadcasting
"Boo!"

NARTB BOARD
Meetings Start Today
FIVE NARTB board committees
will start meetings today as the
association's combined boards conWashington
for their
nualverge onsessions
[B»T, Nov.
26]. anMeeting
today willCommittees
be the By-of
Laws
and Finance
the board. The Finance Committee
will meet tomorrow morning with
the Membership Committee, after
which the latter group will hold a
separate session. The Legal &
Legislative Committee will meet
Tuesday afternoon.
A dinner meeting of the board's
Convention
Thursday. Committee is scheduled
Starting Wednesday morning the
radio and television boards will
hold separate meetings at NARTB
headquarters. They will meet again
Thursday morning, continuing in
separate sessions. A meeting of
the combined boards is scheduled
Thursday noon at the Statler
Hotel. They are expected to wind
up joint sessions by Friday noon,
according to NARTB headquarters.
Attention of the TV board will
be centered on the proposed TV
Code.stated
NARTB's
organization
has
that onlyTVminor
changes,
ifinasmuch
any, willas be
made
code
the draft inof the
the code
is described as having been unanimously approved by the TV
membership meeting, held Oct. 19
in Chicago (see Code stories on
opposite page).
Harris Elected V. P.
JACK HARRIS, general manager
FM-TV
of KPRC Houston,
- AM has been elected
aof vice
the president
Houston
Post Co.,
lisher ofpubthe
Houston Post as
well as licensee
of the tions.
KPRC
staMr. Harris
already was a Mr. Harris
member of the board of directors of
the radio-newspaper company. He
also is chairman
of NBC'sCommittee.
Stations
Planning
& Advisory

Fiebert Appointed
MURRAY FIEBERT has been apGovernment pointed
Contractmanager
Div. ofof the
CBS-Columbia, manufacturing subsidiary of
CBS, D. H. Cogan, president of
CBS-Columbia, announced Wednesday. Mr. Fiebert, who will be responsible for allhas military
production activities,
been associated
with the electronic industry for
many years in both private and
governmental capacities. He is a
former contracting officer and chief
of a government procurement division, a vice president of Lanagan
manufacturers of preciTelecasting by Sid Hix & Hoke,
sion test equipment, and has headed
his own consulting firm.
BROADCASTING
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WILL

TV

Adherents Explain
Proposed Procedure
STATIONS filing complaints
against specified stations under
the NARTB Code would be required to postbe aforfeited
"good will"
which would
if the bond,
complaint proved groundless, it was
revealed Wednesday at the American Television Society meeting in
New York.
Point was raised in a question
and answer period following
speeches on the code by Thad H.
Brown, NARTB director of TV,
and James L. Caddigan, director
of programming and production
for the DuMont Television Network. Mr. Brown also explained
that although the code was supported virtually unanimously at
the NARTB Chicago meeting Oct.
19, the board which drew it up
can and will amend the structure
as needed without waiting for approval from individual members.
Although not new in statement
or principle, the NARTB Code is
television's Declaration of Independence — a declaration which
shows the
industry's ability
handle
its responsibilities
to theto
community — the television audisaid. A which
memberence,of Mr.theCaddigan
subcommittee
drew up programming and pro-

CODE

BE

ADOPTED

THIS

COMBINED boards of the NARTB hold their annual meeting this week
in Washington. Membership, finance, by-laws, legislation and other
topics of general interest will be treated in detail, but the biggest interest
will be focused on the proposed Television Code, up for adoption (and
probable revision) by the TV board.
duction sections of the code, Mr.
Caddigan said he thought one of
the most important facets of the
committee's work was that final
results combined station and network attitudes and did not represent the single viewpoint of any
one interest-group.
Observing that the final document was "not pulled out of the
blue,"
that
study Mr.
was Caddigan
made of explained
similar codes
established in the motion picture
industry, in radio and by networks
themselves. "No broadcaster would
intentionally telecast a program
that would offend the standards of
good taste or morals of any segment of his audience," he said,
"yet, becausein force,
of pressures
are
increasing
we mustthatwatch
the
exception
rather
than
the
rule."
He explained that the code must
nevertheless
tion and couldcover
not abe general
broken situadown
to make special allowances for
different standards of morals and
taste in various areas throughout
the country.
Protests against the film indus-

BmT

WEEK?
Poll Reveals

Opinions Differ
LESS THAN half of the TV stations contacted in a sample survey
by Broadcasting • Telecasting
favor quick adoption of the proposed NARTB TV code provided
try have often come only from necessary
changes are made, acsmall
minority
groups
—
or
in
some
cording tofinal tabulation of replies
cases only from individuals, Mr. [B»T, Nov.
26].
Caddigan explained, basing his
A bare majority oppose the code
remarks on his experience within
that industry. Saying that he had outright or will not go along with
observed the same pattern within
document
be contelevision on at least three dif- the typesideredofnext week
by theto NARTB
ferent occasions, he pointed out board.
the dangers of such complaints and
telecasters opposed to the
the resulting need for an industry- codeSomerefused
to let their names be
protecting
code.
The
NARTB
document indicates the industry is used, claiming they did not dare
mature enough to fill the need it- let their position be a matter of
self, he observed.
record. They feared any opposiMr. Brown referred to the histion might be damaging in relatory behind the code-writing projwith regulatory and legislativetionsbodies.
ect, alluding to FCC's proposed TV
program
investigation,
"nervousIn two cases, code opponents conon Capitol Hill and the Bentended that adoption
of theactually
docutonness"legislation.
time would
Concern for the juvenile audi- hasten menttheat this
passage
of
the
very
legence is a prime factor, he said.
islation and procedural clubs it
Recalling the committee split over
was designed
offset.be Oneeasytele-to
"stationary backdrops or proper- caster
said ittowould
ties" showinghe thesaidsponsor's
name
or product,
the proposed
compile
a
list
of
definite
borderviolations against anyor station,
code
is "leftexperience
very broadis due line
and language
flexible while
to the specific items laid out
(Continued on page 104)
(Continued on page 82)

You
Can't
Sayon That
spent in preparing the document now under
IN
A sound
film sequence
Edward R. Murthere is all too much evidence in
row's
distinguished
new
Televisionplatoon
show, consideration,
See It Now, for Nov. 18CBS
an infantry
it that it was prepared in haste. The flaws
which
came
of
hasty preparation are mostly
leader, who had led a combat patrol to a perilous position on a Korean hill-top, advised a in those areas which, we may call, the precise
CBS correspondent who was inquiring whether
do'sDespite
and don't's.
the imperfections in such a concept,
there might be hostile action:
the
NARTB
television board is scheduled to
"If I was you, I'd get the hell back and meet in Washington
Dec. 5-7 to draw up and
start digging me a hole."
ratify a comprehensive document of television
It
doesn't
seem
to
us
that
anyone
in
his
right
morality
modeled
on
proposed code and
mind would find fault with that bit of dialogue, addendum that a generalthe assembly
of telecasteven though it did contain a swear word, but
ers approved in principle a month ago.
the incident is worth mention because the line
We
suggest
that
the
assignment
is too big
would have had to be censored if the proposed
to be accomplished suctelevision code and its addendum were in effect and too ceimportant
s
f
u
l
y
i
n
so
short
a
time.
and CBS Television a code subscriber.
it not be more practical for the board
Among a number of words to which an ad- to Would
ignore the necessarily painstaking job of
dendum of the code says "no approval shall spelling out the detailed do's and don't's and
be given"
"hell." The that
word thecanaddendum
be used instead concentrate on writing a relatively
under
some iscircumstances
code that establishes general policies and
tries to describe, but none of the permissible brief
on designing the apparatus of a Board of
conditions seems to apply in this instance.
Review that will administer the code and reThis illustrates the utter futility of trying
to compose, within the framework of a code cation?duce its broad policies to day-to-day appliand addenda, a detailed set of instructions as
The do's and don't's do not belong in a code.
to what can and cannot go on the air. There They
cannot spring full-grown from the heads
are some things that just do not go well on of the board of directors before the Board of
paper. It is almost impossible to set down in Review is even formed. The do's and don't's —
writing an adequate description of situations if they are to be created intelligently — will
of an evolutionary process inherent in the
in whichin "hell"
offensive usage and come
others
which might
it mightbe not.
administration of the code by the Board of
And such a job is particularly difficult if Review. They should not be inflexibly fixed in
done in haste. Notwithstanding the care and a code which is a formal, basic document.
energies that the television code committee
Our suggestion to the NARTB television
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

an a thoughtful,
editorial
board is first to prepare
succinct
statementcastingofand letdesirable
policies
that stand as tothegovern
code, teleand,
second,tem to tomakeset the
up acode
strongfunction.
administrative
sysThis system
might eventually evolve into a Code Authority
with a man of recognized stature as its fulltime chief, but whatever its form, it should
have the power to enforce the code and the
good sense and taste to interpret it properly.
As totainethe
and we
don't's
now that
cond in theexplicit
proposeddo'scode,
suggest
the NARTB TV board extract them from the
code, if the board insists on taking notice of
them, and set them up in an independent document organized and presented as a guide to
telecasters and to the Board of Review.
Such sections as those dealing with advertising limitations, acceptability of program
material, the enforcement provisions and the
issuance (and withdrawal) of seals of approval
do not belong in the code. All are matters that
probably will need revision from time to time
and hence should repose in a guide, which can
be
more readily than the basic code
can changed
be.
It would be a pity if, in their haste to police
themselves, the telecasters adopted a shortsighted and constricting set of fixed rules in a
code that would discourage the development of
the art.
Telecasters have enough to do without attempting to write restrictions to wash the
er's mouth.
natural
language out of a combat platoon leadDecember 3, 1951 • Page 25

Affiliates Seek Delay
(Continued from page 23)
he said, already are beginning to
payTheoff. closed affiliates sessions,
presided over by Jack Harris,
KPRC-AM-TV Houston, devoted
nearly eight hours to the economic
issue alone. Mr. Harris, chairman
of the Stations Planning and Adwas understood visory
to favorCommittee,
the overall
plan.
Primary objection was voiced
against the use of "television penetration" as the base for the rate
adjustments, limited to 20% up or
down at this stage.
In the affiliates debate over the
economic plan, leaders of the opposition included Paul W. Morency,
of WTIC Hartford, who is chairman of the all-industry Affiliates
Committee which recently condemned the NBC plan or any like
it which may be developed; Clair
R. McCollough, Steinman Stations,
and G. Richard Shafto, WIS
Columbia, S. C, both of whom are
also members
of Mr. Morency's
Affiliates
Committee.
The affiliates meeting reached a
stalemate late Thursday, after the
group had heard — at their own request— NBC Executive Vice President Charles R. Denny explain
points which were troubling them.
The affiliates also requested and
heard details from Station Relations Vice President Carleton D.
Smith, Hugh M. Beville, NBC
plans and research director, and
David Adams, assistant to the executive vice president. Mr. Denny,
who
NBC'sof the
radioquestioning.
operations,
bore heads
the brunt
All meetings in the Wednesday
through Friday convention were
closed, but portions of the talks
were supplied to newsmen by NBC.
President McConnell held a news
conference to review developments
after the close of the official presentations Thursday. Approximately
450 persons, including affiliates,
wives and network officials attended
the convention.
President McConnell also told
the affiliates NBC intends to move
three ways on the radio front — to
sell it harder, to program it better

CAVORTING with a stunt elephant as the fifth annual NBC affiliates convention got under way at Boca Raton, Fla., are S. S. Fox (I), president and
general manager of KDYL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City, and Joseph V.
Heffernan, NBC financial vice president.
s news service, bolstering
and to merchandise it on an un- its musiclarging itschedules
and planning
precedented scale.
From the radio network stand- to present a talent array comparpoint, it was reported, NBC has
ableableto prices.
the old days but at reasonnetted half a million dollars this
year but expects to lose one million
Turning
to thepagesubject
of televidollars next year in rebuilding the
sion (also see
27), President
NBC Radio Network. Even so, Mr. McConnell urged his listeners to
McConnell said NBC has "complete take a close look at UHF.
"If there is a prospect for deconfidence in radio," and he appeared confident that if the nettelevision
operavtelioopinngianprofitable
your market,
find out
work's basic economic plan succeeds then NBC's radio operations about it and make the right decision," he said. "It will probably
will "make money" in 1953.
"I havefidence imore
optimismof and
con- be the most important business den the future
network
cision
you will ever amount
have to make."
A considerable
of the
radio
than McConnell
I have ever said,
had before,"
President
adding convention time was open to UHF
observation,
with
pickups
from
the
that inghe patterns
thoughtthatNBCwill iskeep
"developradio luncheon and dinner areas plus
kinescope
showings
of
top-ranking
strong
for the future."
He continued:
NBC-TV programs. The UHF
"We're finally selling radio on its shows,tractobviously
atbroadcastersdesigned
into thistofield,
solid advertising values in moving
merchandise, instead of on a show- were commended highly for their
business basis alone. To do this, reproduction quality.
Mr. McConnell said the sum-total
we've established dollar-and-cents
comparisons, so that the values of of NBC-TV's operating experience
NBC Radio can be stacked up is available to affiliated stations for
their guidance. He also expressed
against
those of thesaidother
Mr. McConnell
NBC media."
is en- confidence that it can be sold to ad-

vertisers solong as it continues to
sell audiences.
NBC is determined to keep out
bad taste, he continued, noting that
the network is following a program of self-discipline in addicode. tion to subscribing to the industry
The task of sketching broad features of the new economic plan was
assigned to Executive Vice President Charles R. Denny, who devoted most of his Wednesday afternoon speech to it.
He said NBC expects to have
completed rate negotiations with
stations in time for the new rates
to become effective about next
July"Realistic"
1.
rates, as envisioned
in the plan, are essential to effectuating other features of the overhe declared.
Heall program,
made clear,
however, that
NBC's formula for determining individual stations' network rates
should have no effect on an affiliate's local or national spot rate.
These rates are based on local
competitive factors and should not
depend on the network rate, he explained.
Cites CBS' Option Time
On the subject of network option
time, Mr. Denny alluded to CBS
having registered higher gross
time sales and pointed out that
CBS ablehasthan more
NBC. option time availNBC, heditionalnoted,
seeking anoption
adhour of ismorning
time — 30 minutes at the first of
next year, and another 30 minutes
by the following October, when the
first half-hour will have been sold.
Reviewing the mechanics and
objectives of the economic plan,
Mr. Denny declared that "at NBC
we have
great
in network radio
bothconfidence
for the present
and for the long-range future.
"We are proud that our network
has taken the leadership in rolling up its sleeves and tackling
these basic problems," he said.
NBC's
planhetosaid,
strengthen
radio network,
has sevenits key

Commends NBC
Progress
TRUMAN LETTER
THE GROWTH of radio and television, and of their importance in
(1) To enlarge the network by
American life, are reflected in NBC's development during its first quar- points
stations, it has been estiter-century, President Harry S. Truman said last week in a silver 100 to :200
mated, in order to give advertisers
anniversary
message.
★ —
"unequalled" breadth and depth of
to our well-being.
The Presidential
message, ad- greatly
Radio and television are important coverage; (2) to get an "adequate
dres ed to NBC President Joseph
NBC PLAQUES
of network option time;
becauseto the
they growth
have contribSix 25 Yr. Outlets Cited H. McConnell and read by him to not only
uted so much
of our amount"
the network's convention at Boca economy
(3) future,"
to offer concentrating
programs "geared
and our entertainment, but the
on thatto
Raton,
asserted:
THE SIX 25-year affiliates of NBC
especially because of what they have which radio does best and also
capand are doing, in providing
received plaques in honor of this
The 25th anniversary of the Na- done,
italizing on NBC-TV's top talent;
of direct concern to the people.
tional Broadcasting Company nat- news
uninterrupted quarter-century of
It is necessary that people have easy (4) "fair
urally brings toprogressmind
and realistic"
pricessales
for
association last Wednesday from
and talent;
(5) sound
made theby truly
radio re-in access to authentic unbiased infor- time
NBC Board Chairman Niles Tram- a quarter markable
mation and then draw their own con- policies to hold present advertisers
century.
An
industry
which
mell at Boca Raton.
clusions.
and on trial with the
and attract new ones; (6) strong
Cited for merit in broadcasting: was still25 new
Democracy will flourish and this merchandising in support of netyears ago, has grown to be
WWJ Detroit, on whose behalf public
country
will
remain
vigorous
and
one
of
the
most
important
industries
(7) developing
strong as long as Americans are well- revenueswork toadvertising;
WWJ-TV General Manager Willard in the country.
network radio's
and free to speak and vote value to theextend
Walbridge accepted the plaque;
When people sometimes bemoan the asinformed
public.
as well as worship and
KSD St. Louis, accepted by Gen- loss of our geographic frontier areas workwe asplease,
we please.
Mr. Denny said the new rate
have great new
eral Manager George M. Burbach; and say we no Ilonger
We would certainly not be in good formula is based market-by-market
think
they
should
be
WDAF Kansas City, by General opportunities,
shape
if
we
had
access
only
to
unreminded
of
the
creation
of
new
radio homes circulaManager Dean Fitzer; WTIC Hart- wealth in your industry, and many
truths and slanted, biased news. NBC on current
with adjustment for TV
ford, by Vice President and Gena vitally important public where tion,
industries, in recent years. We performs
TV
is
local factor. While
eral Manager Paul W. Morency; other
service
when
it
presents
facts
and
an inventive, creative people. different points of view on political, the formula awill
raise some staWCSH Portland, Me., by Managing are
to progress in the atomic, economic and social affairs.
tions'
network
rates
and lower othDirector William H. Rines; and Thanks
medical, agricultural, industrial and
ers,
it
will
result
overall in an!
Very
sincerely
yours,
WJAR Providence, by President other fields, we are on the threshold
(Continued on page 3U)
of still other wonders which will add
George O. Griffith.
(Signed) Harry S. Truman.
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Outlined at Affiliates' Florida Meeting
five-second
network
identification
PRESENT
and
future
plans
for
world
and accomplish its mission films back to the studios first.
NBC'S TV FUTU
be used for promotion, before this decade is out."
Noting that NBC has telecast
NBC-TV, starting with a 25-hours- breaks to RE
programs from planes on several
affiliates'
aid Mr.
in carryinga-week expansion of morning pro- with approximately 7,800 chime outWithnetwork
plans,
Weaver
occasions,
Mr. Shelby said the probreaks
to
be
produced
in
the
next
gramming and extending to such
12 months representing a worth said, then "your children in five
posed
flying
box-carmobile
would unit
be comenvisioned developments as disas- of
posed
of
a
small
and
$2,200 each in network time. years can tell you every states- a plane capable
ter mobile units and airborne TV,
of
transporting
it
man's
name
on
sight,
what
counwere unveiled for NBC affiliates . These won't be mere slides, he
to
scenes
of
immediate
interest.
try
he
comes
from,
what
he
does,
said, but will constitute the short- what he's like, and then tell you arrival, it would relay its programOn
Thursday
morning
at
the
network's
est
full-length
feature
films
ever
Boca Raton convention.
about his country, its people and to the home station either directly
made.
At the same time President
their customs, dress and geogra- or via an airborne transmitter in
Edward
D.
Madden,
vice
presithe "mother" plane, he said.
Joseph H. McConnell predicted that
dent in charge of television sales
TV's influence on "men, mores newMr.master
by 1955 television alone will account and operations, reported in an adShelby control
also described
room inNBC's
New
and survivial,"
he said, isofgreater
for one billion dollars worth of addres to the affiliates that approxi- "than
the discovery
print, York, now nearing completion, as
mately 66% of sponsored radio the onlywas invention
vertising, counting time and talent
comparable in the most important of its kind in
for network, national spot, and local time is bought by the same adverexistence, designed to coordinate
tisers, whereas in TV the same
advertising. At the rate it is pro- money would
the operation of 18 studios and
On Planning Boards
buy 33% of the adgressing today, he continued, radio
distribute eight programs at once.
vertising time.
potential."
Onphy."
the planning boards of NBC,
advertising in 1955 will fall short
Discussing other research and
NBC Television's future effects according to Robert E. Shelby, development projects, Mr. Shelby
of that predicted for TV.
upon
the
public
were
appraised
director
of
television
technical
said
both NBC and RCA are at
Mr. McConnell also ventured that by Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.,
are
a
d;saster
mobile
work
on a "Videograph" — a means
this year's network and national NBC vice president in charge of operations,
box-car
and a remote
spot advertising — not including lo- television, who called upon affiliates unit,
electronic
"recordings"
controla flying
camera
operated
like a of
of making
TV pictures
— pursuant
to the
cal—wil total $325 million for tele- to cooperate with the network to robot
plane, along with airborne recent request of Brig. Gen. David
vision as compared with $350 mil- develop an enlightened, alert and television.
Sarnoff,
RCA
board
chairman.
lion for radio.
mature public opinion.
The projected disaster mobile
invention which Gen. Sarunit, he said, will be a complete Another requested
''Television
can clarify
The plans include a "Magazine issues
— a "Magnalux," or
of our times
and bethea great
force broadcasting unit which is not light noff
Concept"
of
selling
advertising,
so
amplifieroutdoors
— would orpermit
easy
that advertisers may buy into TV for good, a force for broad public dependent on external wire con- TV viewing
in brightly
nections and which will have, lighted rooms, he added.
shows in much the same way they action unique in world history,"
buy into different magazines, and he asserted. ' NBC Television by aside from complete TV facilities,
In the field of programming, the
chime-break promotion material itself, and I exaggerate only motion picture equipment includ- affiliates
were told by Robert W.
estimated at $17 million worth of slightly, can be the most important
ing
an
instantaneous
film
developer.
Sarr.off, vice president in charge of
network time.
sinple influence for a better ad- The latter wouM enable the unit unit
productions
for television,
justed, more mature, more stable, to make delayed telecasts of film
In the field of fact rather than
(Continued on page 38)
plans, the affiliates were told that more enlightened, more peaceful shots without having to take the
advertisers will spend approximately $30 million on NBC-packaged programs — currently repreBows at Boca Raton
senting two-thirds of sponsored
MERCHANDISING
NBC-TV time and 787c of NBC- NBC
TV advertisers — during the next
head the new department. these have not yet been selected,
12 months. Where the second net- NBC'S PLANS for a department whoMr.willDodge
said the department nor have Mr. Dodge and his assowork has 19 hours of sponsored of merchandising experts to bolwill
be "superior media
to anything
ciates completely finished the task
ster theations
radio
network's
sales
operprogramswork, packaged
by
the
netthe
advertising
field andin of laying
(see
story
page
23)
were
out the country into the
according to Ruddick C.
Lawrence, network director of TV disclosed
to
the
network's
affiliates
tops
in
radio
broadcasting."
He will be assisted, he said, by geographical areas — presumably
convention at Boca Raton, Fla.,
sales
development,
NBC-TV
has
12
—
in
which
these experts will oplast Wednesday by Fred N. Dodge, 12 expert merchandisers. Most of erate.
33% hours.
NBC's merchandising team, he
Describes 'Magazine Concept'
said, will operate throughout the
Mr. Lawrence outlined the
nation, helping network advertis"Magazine
TV answer
adverers to get retailer cooperation and
tising, Concept"
describing it asof one
assisting NBC affiliates with their
to the problem of selling large proown
merchandising problems. The
grams at relatively small costs.
department also will offer adverAdvertisers, he said, "will have a
choice of large or small show segtisers retail survey and spot-checkments and will be able to get for
ing opportunities, Mr. Dodge retheir dollars greater frequency and
continuity than is possible with
network's
representative
ported.
traditional formats."
eachThe area,
he said,
will serve asin
He said NBC has research
the merchandising consultant for
studies under way "of even greater
NBC affiliates and will organize
scope" than the network's "Telemerchandising departments for the
vision Today" analysis, which he
stations upon request.
said has stimulated "a traceable
Additionally, Mr. Dodge deflow of advertising money."
will offerformonthly
"Our sales
goal is,
to show dollar
how
leticlared,
ns to itsNBC stations
mailingbul-to
many
thefirst,
television
the
food
and
drug
trade;
will subwill produce compared to that dolmit "how-to" merchandising matelar spent in printed media," he ELEPHANTINE fun was had by (I to r) President Joseph H. McConnell;
for use by the network's field
asserted, "and second, to deter- Ted Taylor Jr., whose father is owner of KANS Wichita, KRGV Weslaco, Tex., men, rialadvertisers'
and assta-a
mine what new and improved comtion personnel, andsalesmen
will serve
mercial techniques will help ad- and KTOK Oklahoma City and head of O. L. Taylor Co., station representative
for
stations
on mervertisers get the most for their firm; and Niles Trammell, NBC board chairman. NBC's press department pro- clearing house
chandising problems.
duced the elephant to demontrate the volume of its newspaper and magazine
money."
"In
return
for
these
services,"
promotion
of
NBC
programs
—
more
per
day,
spokesmen
claimed,
than
the
Now in preparation, Mr. Lawr(Continued on page 105)
ence reported, is a new series of
elephant's 20,000 square inches of hide.
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HAS RADIO been given a short count by audience
surveys which fail to disclose the volume of listening to "secondary" sets? Judging by this report
the answer is yes. This special survey found out
that more than half the total listening is done
elsewhere than the living room in non-television
homes, more than three-fourths the total listening
away from the living room in TV homes. Some
other findings of significance : radio-TV homes contain more radio sets than radio-only homes do;
the average person spends three times as much
time listening to the radio as he does reading newspapers and five times as much as reading magazines. Itall adds up to the fact that . . .

THE

BIGGEST
CROWD
in the adjoining tables may be
THE ing"BIG
in thethefamily
room isSET"
no longer
point liv-of higher in August than they would
most radio listening, according to be in December, when the out-ofa survey made last August by doors is not an inviting listening
American Research Bureau under location in much of the country.
the joint sponsorship of CBS and
The joint NBC-CBS study also
NBC.
revealed that radio-TV homes have
Out-of-the-living-room listening more radio receivers on the averis particularly marked in television
age than radio-only homes — 253
homes (where presumably the TV radios in working order in 100
homes
with television to 219 in raset is the living room's focal point),
which reported 77% of radio listen- families dio-only
The nation's
alsohomes.include
46% video
with
on "secondary"
even ingindone radio-only
homes,sets.
51% Butof three or more radios, while only
all listening occurred outside the 35% of the radio-only families own
living room.
three or more sets.
Listeners to a morning show, for
Radios in TV Homes
instance, were found 43% in the
kitchen, 39% in the living room,
Radio-only homes have more liv11% in bedrooms, 2% in the dining
ing room radios than are found in
room and 5% out of the home. But radio-TV homes (85% to 73%),
the living room is not entirely dis- but in all other locations the
placed as a listening point. Audiwith television have more
ence of a Sunday evening musical families Bedroom
(66% for radioprogram was distributed 63% in radios:
homes, 48% for radio-only
the living room, 11% in bedrooms, TV
homes),
kitchen
(45% to 33%),
10% in the kitchen, 2% in the den,
2% in the dining room and 12% auto (44% to 36%), portable sets
to 8%), others (20% to 15%).
away from home. The away-from (12%
In more than half of the homes
home figures in these examples and
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO LISTENING
BY LOCATION OF SETS
MORNING. 6 AM- 12 NOON
Radio-only families RADIO-TV FAMILIES
ROOM |

; BB u|
ROW Q>»
B
3,| AUTofe«
HHHHI
Page 28 • De

DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO LISTENING
BY LOCATION OF SETS AFTERNOON, 12 NOON - 6 PM
RADIO-ONLY FAMILIES RAOIO-TV FAMILIES

RADIO-TV FAMILIES HAVE MORE RADIOS IN WORKING ORDER
THAN RADIO-ONLY FAMILIESRADIO-TV
HAVE FAMILIES
RADIO-ONLY FAMILIES

ISN'T IN THE
PARLOR
with video as well as radio re- said, in answer to a question.
Data were collected by ARB
ceivers, the mother was found to
use radio the most (52%), with through diaries distributed to 3,600
21% reporting father as the top persons throughout the country,
listener, 13% daughter, 10% son each asked to report on his indiviand 4% other. Comparable figures
dual listening by quarter-hours
for
radio-only homes were not throughout
the survey week. A
divulged.
total
of
(87%) were usable
Analysis of the time spent listen- for final 3,120
tabulation, of which 34%
ing to radio, reading magazines and
newspapers, in all U. S. homes represented individuals in radioshows that the average individual homes.
TV homes and 66% in radio-only
(not family
including
indivi-19
duals of allandages)
devotes
Multiple Sets
minutes a day to reading magazines, 35 minutes to reading newsResults, showing 68% of radiopapers and 109 minutes a day to only homes and 77% of radio-TV
listening to the radio.
homes with two or more radios,
Presenting the study at a news 35% of radio-only and 46% of rafconference Tuesday, George Bristol, dio-TV homes with three or more,
manager of sales promotion and 14% and 22% respectively with
advertising, CBS Radio, said that four or more and 5% and 10%
the survey was made in August with five or more radios, are in
primarily
to provide
its sponsors
the
NBC and
CBS radio
networks— line with other studies of set
— with ammunition on summer ownership. They indicate that the
selling. for use in next summer's Nielsen surveys, based on 2,000
listening
Audimeters in 1,500 homes, may
ABC and MBS were invited to
full justice to secondparticipate but did not do so, he not arybeset doing
listening, it was pointed out.
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO LISTENING
BY LOCATION OF SETS
t -.' f 1 ; : ; . , ,
RADIO-ONLY FAMILIES RADIO-TV FAMILIES

ROOM
BaBT-sa
WTO

DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO LISTENING
BY LOCATION OF SETS 1
TOTAL -B2s|
DAY. & AM TO MI&NIGHT
RADIO-ONLY FAMILIES RADIO-TV FAMILIES
22,9 %
5.o*A
9,6
62

IS| AUTO 5.0
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Don t Censor' FCC Reminds
TIME
appearcampaign.
to him to Webe libelous
dates after a non-candidate had that a might
political
are all
made political charges in what was infamiliar
with
the
kind
of ispolitical
cam-lipcense
aigns wethathave.
There
a
certain
billed
as
a
non-political
speech.
candidates
take
The Commission renewed the and that otherpolitical
people
take
in
speaking
license of WHLS, but propounded of political candidates. For the most
are
not
suthe theory that radio stations were part, politicalpersencandidates
take
immune to libel suits since Section it as well as dishsitive; theity know
out; how
and toItodocurtail
not
we
should
do
anything
315 of the Act forbids censorship think
a political campaign.
It is this leniency expressed by
of Comr.
candidates'
Jones speeches.
dissented from the Chairman
in 1948 that last
Port Huron decision on the ground week's FCC Coy
ruling retracts.
that it included dicta which the
Best bet for the broadcasting inCommission was not qualified to
according topressure
most obpropound in the case in question.
sdustry,
ervers, is continued
by
He took the same position in dis- station owners to get Congress
senting
from
last
week's
WDSU
to act or states to enact "limited
decision.
liability" libel laws. A proposed
During the course of his testi- state law has been worked up by
mony before a House Select Com- the legal department of NARTB.
mittee investigating the FCC in
State Laws Enacted
August 1948, FCC Chairman Coy
expressed the belief that:
As ingofstatesSeptember
had this 1949
kind theof followlaw on
No broadcaster
is going
to getin into
serious
trouble by
who
operates
the their statute
books, according to
public
interest
carrying
speeches
an NARTB compilation: Colorado,
by
the
political
candidates,
and
who
treats
political
candidates
all parties
Georgia, Iowa, Kansas,
fairly
and does
not atry,public
byof one
devicea Florida,
Nebraska, North Carolina, Oregon,
orradioanother,
to
use
facility,
frequency,
to
give
advantage
to
Virginia
and
Wyoming. In addiasagainst
against
another,Whenor
tion, California relieves stations
toone
onecandidate
party asusing
another.
aradio
broadcaster
a
public
facility,
a
from
responsibility
for libel in ad
frequency, toattempts
to use ofthata lib remarks and network
originaradio frequency
the oradvantage
particular
candidate
a
particular
tions.
Washington
does the same
party,
trouble.he is likely to have very serious if the libel is expressed without
the fault of the
Rep. Forest Harness (R-Ind.), the knowledgeIn orMontana
and Utah,
chairman of the Select Committee, broadcaster.
the law requires proof of actual
interjected at this point:
For the time being, at least, until the malice on the part of the broadmatter is settled,
the honest
and ordiconcaster. Earlier this year, Louisiscientioussense
broadcaster
ana enacted a limited liability law
naryobscene
common
in who
tryingoruseslibelous
to prevent
or slanderous
protecting
broadcasters from libel
statements
need not fearfromany going
action? over the air suits due to political candidates'
speeches
over
the year.
Mr. Coy replied:
Of one thing broadcasters may
Any
capricious
action;
that
is
right.
I think
a broadcaster
to most lawyers:
tion, in a situation
of thishaskind,an toobligatake be sure, according
themselvesby
someing speculative
rather everything
than lean- Although
cannot be candidates
censored, speeches
over backward riskto delete

CAL
POLITIare
BROADCASTERS
still in the
dark aboutsibilities
theirunder rights
and laws
respon-as
the libel
far as political broadcasts are concerned. Only sure thing, radiomen now know, following last
week's
FCC
renewing the pronouncement
license of WDSUin
New Orleans [Closed Circuit,
Nov. 26, 19], is that they cannot
censor
speeches. political candidates'
In fact, the FCC made it clear
that even though the political campaign-libel situation still is unsettled, the Commission will no
longer be sympathetic to the woes
of broadcasters faced with law
suits due to defamatory remarks
made on the air by political candidates. Previously the Commission had gone lightly on stations
charged with censorship of politicalsettledspeeches
state ofbecause
the law.of the unIn its Nov. 21 memorandum
opinion and order (released Nov.
26) the Commission
"We,
therefore,
think there stated:
is no longer
any reason to defer application of
what we believe Section 315 [of
the Communications Act] to require
in any case of censorship of political broadcasts, and hereafter we
will not accept the plea of doubt
and uncertainty in the state of the
law as a reason for not administering the law as we read it."
Found Censorship
The FCC renewed the license of
WDSU even though it found that
the station had attempted to censor
the broadcast of unsuccessful 1950
Mayoralty candidate Alvin A.
Cobb. Station asked Mr. Cobb to
delete a portion of his speech
which it considered libelous. When
he refused, the station refused him
air time. The license was renewed
because, the Commission found,
the station "had acted in good faith
and on the basis of legal advice" NETWORK
and "it cannot
said that
conduct
of the belicensee
was thein
deliberate or willful violation of COMBINED gross time sales of
Section 315 . . ."
radio networks
Disappointed broadcasters, who four nationwide
October totaled $14,966,436,
thought they would have a clearer during
a drop of 7.4% below the $16,169,guide to the looming 1952 cam- 808
gross for the same
paign, were thus put on notice that monthcombined
of 1950, Publishers Inforcandidates'
speeches
are
sacromation
Bureau
reported last week.
sanct— no matter what. Some radio (ABC, CBS, MBS
and NBC are
legal observers fear that the Com- covered
by
PIB,
which does not as
mission's
latest
expression
may
yet
report
on
Liberty
Broadcastplay into the hands of unscrupulous
ing System.)
politicians who will assume they
Individually,
ABC
and
Mutual
have
the air.license to say anything over show higher gross sales for Oct
o
b
e
r
o
f
this
year
than
of
last,
with
Other observers consider the
WDSU decision more a censure of CBS and NBC showing smaller
These comCongress than of the station. They time sales thisre notOctober.
completely valid,
point to the 1948 Port Huron deci- however, pasarisons aNBC
and CBS on July
sion which held out hope that Con- 1 instituted overall
discounts of
would enact
specific legislgress
ation to relieve
broadcasters
from approximately 10% in their card
rates
which
are
reflected
in the PIB
responsibility for libel uttered over
the air by political candidates but figures.
ABC and MBS concurrently
which still has not been done [B»T, made
similar concessions but did
July 5, 1948].
The Port Huron case involved a so as added discounts instead of
1945 municipal election in Port rate cuts. These discounts do not
Huron, Mich., during which WHLS affect gross billings and so do not
forbade its facilities to all candi- show up in the PIB tables.
ROADCASTING
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supporters can be. This was established in the 1949 Felix v. Westinghouse Radio Stations case in
which the U. S. Court of Appeals
ruled that stations can be held responsible for broadcast utterances
of non-candidates in a political
campaign [B«T, March 20, 1950].
The Supreme Court refused to review the case when it denied a request for a writ of certiorari last
April [B*T, April 23].
The Felix case was the result
of a $50,000 libel action against
Philadelphia stations KYA, WCAU
and WFIL individually as a result
of a speech by William F. Meade,
chairman of the Republican City
Committee, during the 1949 municipal election there. Mr. Meade
was alleged to have maligned
David H. Felix, a local attorney,
by implying
he was defended
a communist. that
The stations
themselves by declaring that Sec.
(Continued on -page 38)

PIB Issues Oct. Report

GROSS

ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC

Sec. 315 of Act
SECTION 315municatof
ions Act the
readsCom-as
follows :
If any licensee shall permit
any person who is a legally
qualified candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting
station, he shall afford equal
opportunities
other insuch
candidates for tothatall office
the
use of such broadcasting station, and the Commission shall
make rules and regulations to
carry this provision into effect:
Provided, That such licensee
shall have no power of censorship over the material broadcast under the provisions of
this section. No obligation is
hereby imposed upon any licensee to allow the use of its station by any such candidate.

NETWORK RADIO
Jan.1950
- Oct.
1950
Jan. - Oct.
October
1951
$ 3,013,938 $ 27,209,667
$ 3,180,514
$ 29,431,370
6,676,037
57,744,701
58,248,614
5,615,074
14,620,653
1,759,468
13,422,055
1,534,526
51,293,402
4,411,380
4,945,307
45,662,244
$14,966,436 $16,169,808 $145,741,178 $151,891328
NETWORK RADIO TOTALS TO DATE
NBC
ABC
MBS
CBS
October
1951

TOTAL

January
May
February
March
July
April
June

$ 2,702,721
3,099,418
5,215,947
$ 1,426,705
1,542,887 $ 4,731,626
1,648,006
2,891,339 $ 6,833,626*
5,085,636
2,980,183
4,897,882
1,539,801
6,097,737*
1,510,818
2,991,227
5,329,752
6,793,966*
4,739,193
2,720,268
1,191,691
6,487,717*
2,267,674
1,347,841
3,728,687
6,744,098*
August
2,210,352
1,329,375
6,201,963*
3,808,906
3,713,235
1,324,061
2,165,971
September
4,387,193*
4,411,380
October
3,180,514
4,440,261*
1,759,468
5,615,074
TOTAL
4,645,979* $15,348,653 $45,662,244
Revised as of Nov.$27,209,667
27, 1951. $58,247,614
December 3, 1951 •
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New Census Data Shows 64% in Urban Areas
CITY DWELLERS
RANK
Urbanized
Area
194,925
owa-Rock
NEARLY two-thirds (64.0%) of itants or more plus the surroundArea • •Population
Island-Moline,
III
the population of continental
20 Seattle, Urbanized
Wash
"1,509 RANK
ing
closely-settled
urban
fringe.
194,047
6465 Wichita,
Kans
R.
1
583,346
United States, 96,467,686 out of Its boundaries are not political but 2122 Providence,
Trenton, N. J
187,359
Dallas,
Tex
538,924
189,321
182,963
150,697,361, lived in city territory based on such features as roads, 2423 Atlanta,
Ga
IVAV.
6667 Wilmington,
Del
179,335
Portland,
Ore
512,643
Mobile, Ala
when the 1950 Census was taken, streets, railroads, streams and
ndianapolis, Ind.
502,375 68 Tampa,
Fla
176,473
Louisville,
Ky
according to an analysis just com- other clearly defined lines. Maps of 2726 Den
69
San
Jose,
Cal
verT Colo
498,743
472,736 70 Spokane, Wash
176,004
173,917
pleted by the U. S. Census Bureau. many urbanized areas have been 28 Miami,
Fla
45*'tiZ
71
Canton,
Ohio
29
San
Antonio,
Tex
41!'5,2I
173,536
prepared by the bureau.
169,646
72
Stamford-Norwalk,
Conn.
Of
the
urban
population,
69,249,73
Harrisburg,
Pa
168,165
30
Birmingham,
Ala
445,314
148 or 71.8% was concentrated in
156,2
31
Columbus,
Ohio
^VJ".
167,764
Urban places include all in- 32 San Diego, Calif
74
South
Bend,
Ind
432'?^
157 urbanized areas around central
75
Chattanooga,
Tenn
corporated places of 2,500 or more 33 Rochester, N. Y
409,149
76
Tacoma,
Wash
Ashland,
Ky.
cities of 50,000 or more popula- population, and all unincorporated 34 Memphis, Tenn
167,667
406,034
tion. The remaining 27,218,538 places of 2,500 or more for which 35 Norfolk-Portsmouth,
Va
385,111 77 Huntington, W. Va.Ohio
366,765
(28.2%) lived in other urban the Census Bureau has established 3637 Akron.
154,539
Toledo,
Ohio
364,344
78
Reading,
Pa
154,931
79
Peoria,
III.
boundaries.
356,908 80 Little Rock-North Little
38 Springfield-Holyoke, Mass
placessideofthese2,500
more located
153,643
151,710
157 orurbanized
areas. out3940 Dayton,
Ohio
346,864
Ark
RANK OF URBANIZED AREAS
150,208
Fort Worth,
Tex
315,578 8182 Shreveport,
Erie,Rock,Pa
la
Neb
310,291
Final figures showing the popu- RANK Urbanized Area Population 4142 Omaha,
148,166
Hartford,
Conn
300,788
143,028
83
Knoxville,
Tenn
lation by cities, with breakdowns
1 NewNewYork-Northeastern
144,011
4344 Youngstown,
Ohio
298,051 84 Binghamton, N. Y
12,296,117
by urban and rural population in 2 Chicago, Jersey
140,930
Albany-Troy,
N.
Y
291,897
85
Duluth,
Minn.-Superior,
Wis.
III
4,920,816
140,314
4546 Wilkes-Barre,
Oklahoma City,Pa
Okla
275,091
86
Charlotte,
N.
C.
.
the vicinity of larger cities, can
34 Los
Angeles,
Calif
3,996,946
271,589
87
Fort
Wayne,
Ind
Philadelphia,
Pa
2,922,470
be obtained from Frank R. Wilson,
4748 Syracuse,
N.Tenn
Y
265,286
8889 Baton-Rouge,
La
138,864
Mich
2,659,398
Evansville,
Ind
Nashville,
258,887
137,573
information assistant to the direc- 56 Detroit,
Boston,Francisco-Oakland,
Mass Calif.. 2,022,078
2,233,448 49 Richmond, Va
136,918
257,995 90 El Paso, Tex
135,971
7 San
tor, Bureau of the Census, Wash5051 Jacksonville,
New Haven, Conn
244,836
9192 Austin,
Tex
135,770
Pa.
1,532,953
Fla
242,909
ington 25, D. C. This study also 89 Pittsburgh,
134,052
Bernardino,
Calif
Louis, Mo
1,400,058 52 Bridgeport, Conn
237,435
9394 San
Lansing,
Mich
includes rank of urbanized areas 10 St.
Cleveland,
Ohio
1,383,599
53
Scranton,
Pa
236,076
131,707
Waterbury,
Conn
130,914
11
Washington,
D.
C
1,287,333
54
Salt
Lake
City,
Utah
227,368
130,592
W. Va
according to population (see table 12 Baltimore, Md
1,161,852 5655 Allentown-Bethlehen
Grand Rapids, Mich
226,817
Fresno,
Calif
225,962 969597 Charleston,
13
Minneapolis-Si.
Paul,
Minn.
..
985,101
below) latand
urban
and
rural
popu125,495
Savannah,
Ga
128,196
Mass. . . Pa.
1415 Milwaukee,
Wis.
829,495
ion of states.
219,330
813,292 5758 Worcester,
98
New
Bedford,
Mass
Cincinnati,
Ohio
123,273
Phoenix,
Ariz.
216,038
99 Schenectady, N. Y
5960 Sacramento,
Calif.
N.Tex.
Y. ...
211,777
123,079
Here is a summary of popula- 1617 Buffalo,
798,043
Tulsa,
Okla
00
New
Britain-Bristol,
Conn.
Houston,
206,31
1
700,508 61 Des Moines, Iowa
199,934
tion and percentages for the United 18 Kansas City, Mo.
101
Corpus
Christi,
Tex
122,956
197,631 102 Rockford, III
698,350
659,768 62 Flint, Mich
122,226
States by urban and rural cate- 19 New Orleans, La.
103
Columbia,
S.
C
120,808
gories :
104
Charleston,
S.
C
120,289
105
Columbus,
Ga
118,485
Areas
Number %U. ofS.
106
Fall
River,
Mass
118,120
64.0
Urban,
total
107
Utica,
N.
Y
117,424
96,467,686
46.0
157In urbanized
area
108
St.
Petersburg,
Fla
114,596
69,249,148
central
cities
48,377,240
109
Portland,
Maine
113,499
For Over-Scale Group 110 Stockton, Calif
13.9
In urban
fringes
20,871
,908 32.1
112,834
18.0
27,218,538
Other
urban
places
111
Lawrence,
Mass
112,309
Rural, total
54,229,675 36.0 SALARY POLICY
112
Madison,
Wis
110,111
May Be Set Soon
113
Montgomery,
Ala
109,468
Mr. Wilson explained that many GOVERNMENT policy governing salary increases for over-scale per- 114
Roanoke,
Va
106,682
Lowell,
106,661
of the larger cities are confronted
formers in radio, TV and other entertainment fields may be issued 115
116
Wheeling,Mass
W. Va
106,650
with problems that arise out of the shortly, setting
117
Saginaw,
Mich
105,939
the
pattern
for
the
broadcasting
industry.
118
Atlantic
City,
N.
J
105,083
daytime congestion in downtown
A
three-man
panel
of
the
Salary
Stabilization
Board
last
Thursday
119
Jackson,
Miss
100,261
areas, loss in tax values due to the submitted to the full board a
120
Lincoln,
Neb
99,509
121
Niagara
Falls,
N.
Y
97,620
deterioration
of
once
highly
prevision
which
recommends
against
122
Springfield,
III
97,371
ferred residential areas abandoned port recommending a flexible controls when they would reverse
(Continued
on
page
38)
formula
covering
entertainers
who
by former owners for suburban de- do not fall under the jurisdiction existing business practice.
velopments and loss of downtown
Another would contravene regubusiness to suburban commercial of the wage control policies.
lations of the Office of Price Stabilcenters.
The report was based on hearization allowing exemption for in- ommendations to which dissenting
ings held by the panel in New York
New Problems
dependent packagers on amounts opinions were filed last week.
last month when industry, network paid for program
elements.
He said their suburbs are con- and union representatives testified
Thesidestudy
covered
"outWith respect to wages, WSB has
salesman"
and so-called
others receivfronted with new problems arising on talent salary problems during taken
no
action
which
would square
ing individual compensation and
from the need for more schools, a three-day closed hearing.
little effect in broadcastwith tionthe
price-exempfire and police protection, sanitaGenerally,
withandminor
differstatus,industry's
as well as that
of other will inghaveand allied
tion and other health facilities,
fields, it was felt.
ences,
industry
such
labor
fields.
The
board
has
been
acting
Most
salesmen
in the trade are asstreet improvements, extension of groups as AFRA, RTDG, SAG and on the premise that radio-TV worksociated
with
interests
under colpublic utilities and expansion of TVA agreed that controls for such
ers are entitled to roughly 10% fees. lective bargaining agreements
other public services.
talent cawould
be
impracticable
bewage
boosts
within
a
designated
unions.
Report
does
not
applywithto
use of the nature of their work.
The Census Bureau has specific
of time.
definitions for Standard metro- It also was pointed out that the period
The board is now headed by
The wage-price issue drew fire
politan area as well as urbanized broadcasting industry is exempt Justin
Miller, NARTB board chairareas.
week on two fronts — from the
from price controls on rates
man and general counsel. The re- last
U. S. Chamber of Commerce and
A standard metropolitan area charged [B*T, Oct. 29].
port
was
prepared
by
Roy
F.
Hento
for Economic Deincludes a city with 50,000 inhabdrickson, National Federation of the Committeevelopment's
Contract Renewals
Research and Policy
itants or more in 1950 and may inGrain Cooperatives; Philip F. Siff, unit.
Management has proceeded
clude more than one city of such continue
investment
banker,
and
Neal
or renew contracts with Agnew, consultant to the IndeThe chamber called for abolition
size. Conversely, each city of such
size is included in a standard individual performers on the basis
pendent Motion Picture Distribu- of all controls, claiming price ceilings "never worked in the face of
metropolitan area. The county in of an earlier SSB ruling without tors.
which the city of 50,000 or more is regard to the 10% increase ceiling
The
report
delves into question strong inflationary pressures" and
imposed
on
wage-earning
employes
located is by definition included in
wage
controls "largely
set
how they should be that
the Wage Stabilization of exemptions, what
the individual
negotiation
personnel they aside
the standard metropolitan area. under
These options negotiated by administered,
and collective bargaining built up
shall
cover
and
a
host
of
other
Contiguous counties are included Board.
stations, advertisers and
overCEDthe made
past decades."
if they are an integrated economic networks,
a similar proposal,
agencies.
Problem of setting policy for advocating
unit with a large volume of daily production
monetary fiscal and
Perhaps
most significant points.
commission
earnings
under
the
travel and communication between straw in thethe
wind
on
forthcoming
wage
stabilization
program
also
savings
policies
inflation.
the central city or cities and the policy to be issued by the board hangs fire. The WSB has received Such controls, theto control
committee
held,
outlying parts of the area.
is the fact that such controls would a report similar to that filed for reduce "the freedom of the market"
An urbanized area includes at not be consistent with the Defense the talent field. It carries 15 rec- and "tend to distort production"
and may even reduce it.
least one city with 50,000 inhab- Production Act. Included is a proBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Advertisers who participate in The Yankee Network News Service have one idea in common — they
want their broadcasts inside each local area . . .
from home-town station to home-town audience
... for maximum local effectiveness. For example:
FIRST NATIONAL STORES
is one of thirty clients regularly using the
Who better than they know the Home-town
Yankee Network News Service to reach the
pattern? Who better than they, from their many
Home-town audience.
years' experience in radio, know that it pays off
to use the Yankee station nearest the First
* Firs! National Stores participate in the Yankee Network News
five days a week, Monday through Friday in the 8:00 A.M. —
National Store in any community. First National
1:00 P.M. — 6:00 P.M. editions.
Go Yankee with the Yankee Network News Service
8 A.M.
9 A.M.
1 P.M.
6 P.M.
11 P.M.
A crowning achievement in home town acceptance

THE

YANKEE

NETWORK

DIVISION OF THOMAS S. LEE ENTERPRISES, INC.
21 BROOKLINE AVE., BOSTON 15, MASS. Represented Nationally By EDWARD PETRY&CO., INC.
BROADCASTING
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Affiliates Sesk Delay
(Continued from page 26)
increase in the total network rate
for morning and afternoon time
and average out to little change
the
said. full-network evening rate, he
Citing the greater flexibility afforded advertisers by dropping the
"must-buy"
of stations
and requiringcategory
instead that
advertisers use enough stations to equal,
in expenditure, at least 75% of the
full-network rate, he said the new
rate formula will result in a slight
increase or decrease for advertisers, depending on what particular
group of stations they order.
Rate discussions with approximately 50 affiliates thus far have
resulted in general acceptance of
the new rate plan, he said.
When all the new rates go into
effect, he said, NBC will have
"broken loose from an obsolete rate
structure; will have taken leadership in coming up with a formula
that reflects current realities; will
have taken the initiative away
from one-sided approaches which
gained support because they were
the only approaches before the industry; by basing rates on marketby-market circulation, will have established asound pattei-n and gotten away from the flat across-theboard device recently introduced;
will have unlatched daytime rates
from evening rates so that each
segment of the day is priced in accordance with its own values, market by market."
He
continued:
"The system
very fact
that we have a rational
underlying our rate structure gives
our medium more stability, increases advertisers' confidence in
it, and puts us in a better position
to lead a movement away from the
deal basis of doing business."
Trammell's Plea
Niles Trammell, NBC board
chairman,: called upon affiliates
for more solid planning, more intelligent study and more selfanalysis to insure expansion in
both radio and TV.
Apparently,
foreseeing
ities of dissension
within possibilthe affiliates' ranks, he pointed out that
all of NBC's forward moves heretofore haddifferences
been gi'eeted
at the
outset by
of opinion.
But in the long run, he added, the
changes eventually worked to the
benefit of both affiliates and network.
In the field of history, Mr. Trammelltuticited
especially
NBC's forsubstion of written
contracts
gentlemen's
agreements
affiliates; the formation with
of theits Stations Planning and Advisory Committee; regional station meetings;
the national network convention,
and the policy of duplicating AM
programs on FM.
All are now accepted, he noted,
adding: "When you think back, I
know you'll
the and
big decisions haveagree
been that
logical
realistic and have operated to our
advantage."
The features of NBC's new basic
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plan,
Fairfax supporting
Cone of Foote,
Cone and& byBelding
the
Market Basket Plan.
Market Basket offers three shows
to three advertisers, each of which
pays time
talent The
costsprograms
for onethird
of eachand show.
are Man Called X, on Thursdays;
the second half of Screen Directors
Playhouse on Fridays, and My
Secret Story on Saturday mornings.
Local Promotion
Under the plan, NBC will program each show for 28 minutes 40
seconds, and
this time
each advertiser willinhave
a one-minute
commercial a la the "Tandem
Plan." Then 60 seconds will be devoted locally, if the plan is accepted, to announcement of the localuctsstorementioned
which onhandles
the show,the etc.prodThe local store in these cases, it
WHILE their husbands canvassed network-affiliate problems, this threesome is envisioned, will be super-marunlimbercd golf clubs. Left to right: Mrs. Harold Essex, wife of the vice
Herbert noted,
president and managing director of WSJS-AM-FM Winston-Salem; Mrs. handle kets38%(which,of Mr.
the sale and distriCarleton Smith, whose husband is NBC station relations vice president, and
bution
of
package
grocery prodMrs. Niles Trammell, wife of the NBC board chairman.
local local
announcements.
Officialsucts") in their
said the
stores will
economic plan, he said, are in his
Attention Guaranteed be limited only in that they may
opinion essential to a sound future Plan" which vertising
he had made known 10 not advertise other nationally adfor broadcasting and the forerun- days earlier [B*T, Nov. 19].
vertised products that might logicner of a pattern that will benefit
ally be boosted on a network basis
Mr. Herbert
presented
radio.
corded messagesalso
by Ben
Duffy re-of via Market Basket.
The "Market Basket Plan" of ad- BBDO and Stanley Resor of J. WalOverall, Mr. Herbert said, Marvertising was outlined by Mr. Herter Thompson Co. lauding the
ket Basket will enable network stations and advertiser together to
bert, who also explained the "Ad- Advertising Attention-Guarant e e d
"bring to the selling of grocery
products the tremendous force and
economical advantage of radio adRegistration at Boca Raton
In the field of radio generally,
Mr. Herbert said, NBC already has
Mr.
& Mrs.Calif.
Gene DeYoung, KERO vertising."
Mr. & Mrs.risonbuF.rg, Va.;L.Mr.Allman,
WSVA
HarBakersfield,
& Mrs.RayCampbell
begun to feel "more inquiry" and
Mr. & Mrs. Victor
Diehm, WAZL
Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk;
Baker, Hazleton,
R. O.C. Dunning,
KHQ "a better appreciation of radio's
KOMO Seattle;
Mr. & Mrs.Pa.;David
Bal-G. Spokane; R.Pa.;E. Dunville,
timore,
WSCR
Scranton,
Louis
WLW
Cincinflexibility
and economy."
n
a
t
i
;
T
.
W.
Duvall,
KGBX
Springfield,
Contributors
to this feeling, he
Baltimore,
Pa.; Mo.; Mr. & Mrs. W. M. Eikner, KRIS
Tom Bartlett,
Barnes, WERE
WD AY Wilkes-Barre,
Fargo, N. D.;Calif.;
Paul
said, were rising newspaper and
R.Mr.
KERO
Bakersfield,
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Harold
Essex,
WSJS
Winston-Salem,
N.
C;
magazine
advertising
costs, more
&
Mrs.
Joseph
Baudino,
Westinghouse ter,Stations;
Mr. & Mrs.
E. V.Mr.Bax-& Mr. & port,Mrs.Iowa; Ralph
and aggressive
unified stands
by ra-by
Mr.
& Evans,
Mrs. Miss.;
P.WOCK. DavenEwing& articulate
KOAM Black,
Pittsburg,
Kans.;
dio
itself
and
selling
Sr.,
WGRM
Greenwood,
Mr.
Mrs.
Ernest
WBML
Macon,
Ga.;
S.William
Fantle Fay,
Jr., KELO
Sioux
Falls, the NBC network.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Bowry Jr., WMBG Mrs.
S.
D.
;
WHAM
Rochester,
Richmond;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Douglass
BradProgramming was seen by
ham, WTMA
Charleston,
S. C; Mr.
W. C.& N.stone,Y.;WCRS
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas
FeatherBridges,
WEBCBurbach,
Duluth,KSDMinn.;
C. Barry,of NBC
presiFitflar, WIOD Greenwood,
Miami, Fla. S. C; Robert Charlesdent in charge
Mrs.
George
St. Louis;
radio vice
programs,
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Harry
C.
Butcher,
KIST
Mr. & Mich.;
Mrs. Howard
Finch, KOMO
WJIM
Santa Barbara,
Calif.;
& Mrs. Lansing,
O.
W.
Fisher,
as
the
key
to
keeping
radio
where
Martin
B. Campbell,
WFAAMr. Dallas.
Seattle; Mr.
Mrs. Dean
City,& KFYR
Mo.;
Mr.
&Fitzer,
Mrs. N.WDAF
F. E. it is. Radio's future, he said, lies
James dCarmine,
WPTZC. C.(TV)Clements,
Phila- Kansas
Fitzsimonds,
Bismarck,
elphia; Mr. & Mrs.
wise use of TV talMr.
&
Mrs.
Horace
Fitzpatrick,
WSLSD.; in newent andtalent,
KSYM
Mankato,
Minn.;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
properties and employVa.;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
James
George Clinton, WGKV Clarksburg, Roanoke,
Fletcher,
KFAR
Fairbanks,
Alaska;
Mr.
ment
of
star
names in low-cost
W. Va.;
H
Quenton
Cox
KGW
Port& Mrs. Frank Fogarty, WOW Omaha;
land,wo Ore.;
WCRS Greend, S. C;Dan Mr.
J.Crosland,
Roy
Dabadie,
WJBO
Mr. & Mrs.
Milton
Fox,
KSYL
Alexpackages.
Baton
Rouge;
&
Mrs.
Howard
Dall,
andria,
La.;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
S.
S.
Fox,
Lake WHO
City; Des
Mr. Moines;
& Mrs. HarWKBH Milwaukee;
Lacrosse, Wis.;
Damm, KDYLold W.Salt
Cites Radio's Uniqueness
WTMJ
Mr. &Walter
Mrs. Harben
Fulton,
Mr.
He said:
&
Mrs.
J.
B.
Fuqua,
WJBF
Daniel,
WSAV
Savannah;
A.
W.
DanGa.;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
George
P.Augusta,
Gable,
nenbaum,
WPTZ
PhiladelDhia;
Mr.
&
WFBG
Altoona,
Pa.
Mrs.
Aldo DonDeDominicis,
New
are certain things radio
Haven;
DeGroot, WNHC-TV
WWJ
Mr. & Mrs. Minn.;
G. DavidEarle
Gentling,
KROC does"There
better than any other medium.
Mr. & DeWitt
Mrs. Lyle
WOW Detroit;
Omaha;
G. &Gluck,
John
Jr., DeMoss,
WSM Nashville,
Tenn.; Rochester,
WSOC
Charlotte,
N.
C;
Mr.
Mrs.
It
moves
faster,
it gets there quickPaul
Goldman,
KNOEGraham,
Monroe,WHIZ
La.;
er, it tells
the accurately,
story of thequickly,
news
Mr.
&H. Mrs.
Clarence
bulletin
or flash
Zanesville,
Ohio;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
John
Sears Roebuck Spots
Graham,
WHIZ
Zanesville.
Ohio;
TruGreen, WFLA
Tampa, WSAM
Fla.; Mr.Sag-& message
easily. Itofbrings
the government's
SEARS-ROEBUCK & Co., through Mrs. manMilton
Greenebaum,
information
with uninaw, Mich.; Mr.
George
O. Griffith,
WJAR
paralleled speed and facility. It
its local outlets, has planned satura- Providence;
&
Mrs.
Harold
Gross,
tion campaigns for five stations, WJIM Lansing, Mich.
presents the great music of all
Mr. & Mrs.Pa.;J. Allen
RobertHaid,
Gulick,
all of which will use World Broad- Lancaster,
time. It uses the eye of imaginaWSPDWGAL
tion in the ancient art of storycasting System productions, durledo; Payson
Hall,Birmingham;
WOW Omaha;
C.To-P.
WBRC
Charles
ing next three weeks. WJON St. Hamann,
telling with felicity
and radio
grace."must
F.
Hamilton,
KFI
Los
Angeles;
Mrs
Mr. Barry
felt that
Cloud, Minn.; WNDB Daytona Eloise S. Hanna, WBRC; R. B. Hanna,
learn to share the home with TV,
Schenectady;
Vernon
Hanson,
Beach, Fla., and WKST New WGY
KCRAIndustry
Sacramento;
Castle, Pa., will carry Christmas Fort
that "no single medium can
Co.; Mr.Thomas
& Mrs.WHarker,
Jack but
ever completely hold the interest
Houston;
George
Harshopping day jingles, while WBSR Harris,vey,KPRC
WFLA
Tampa;
Mr.
&
Pensacola, Fla., will broadcast M. Havens, WMBG Richmond,Mrs.Va.;Wilbur
of
everybody,
it be TV,
Mr bridge, baseball whether
or radio. And raSanta Claus jingles. KODY North & Mrs. Carl Raymond, Yakima, Wash.;
Herman,
WBAP
Fort
Worth;
Mr.
dio's
future
will
be
secure
with the
Platte, Neb., will carry the Christ- Abe
shopping bag series of 21 half- & Mrs. Eugene D. Hill, WORZ Orlando; aggressive programming we intend
hour masprograms.
to
continue
and
expand."
(Continued on page 78BROA
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THE

FORT

announces

INDUSTRY

the appointment

ROBERT
as Midwest
MIDWEST

CO.

of

C. WOOD

National

Sales Manager

NATIONAL
SALES HEADQUARTERS:
230 NORTH MICHIGAN
FRANKLIN

2-6498

THE
FORT
INDUSTRY
COMPANY
WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
WGBS, Miami, Fla. • W J B K , De t roi t , M i ch. • WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS;
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

Advertising

Never before has an advertising medium guarthat your
tion . anteed
. until
now.message would receive attenFor decades, advertisers have bought media
on the basis of the number of times that an advertisement might be read (or heard) . . . not
the number of times that it would be.
"guaranteed
but Publications
no guarantee offer
of the
attention circulation"
that will be
given to your ad.
Today, NBC Radio invites your participation in a plan which guarantees that your
advertisement will be heard in American homes
5,300,000 times each week at the low, low cost
of $2.75 per thousand.

* Based on Nielsen Radio Index ... a measurement of the specific minute your advertisement is on the air.
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attention

eed

guarant

Significantly, this announcement is made
let .as NBC begins its second quarter-century of
leadership in the industry.
There is no if, and, or but about this plan.
The Nielsen Audit Bureau,* a division of the
jA.. C. Nielsen Company, will audit and certify
the number of times your commercial is heard
sach week.
If, according to Nielsen's audit, your commercial is heard less than an average of
5,300,000 times weekly, you get a pro-rata
refund at the end of 13 weeks. Delivered messages in excess of 5,300,000 are bonus.
The "guaranteed circulation" of the nation's biggest weekly magazine is 5,200,000

cost to you
for just
the "opportunity"
toandgettheattention
in this
magazine
is $3.48 per
thousand for a black-and-white page. You pay
$3.48 for 1000 chances to have your ad read.
Compare
this adwithwillNBCbe heard.
Radio's $2.75 guarantee that your
Three leading network programs are yours to
sponsor in this plan. Your cost of sponsoring
all three jointly with two other advertisers is
only $14,600 per week, including time and
talent. You get a one-minute commercial plus
opening and closing "billboards" in each show.
Only three advertisers can participate at
this time . . . the first three that sign.

NBC
radio network
Where people sell better than paper
a service of Radio Corporation of America
BROADCASTING
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Political Time
(Continued from page 29)
315 of the Communications Act
forbids political censorship. This
view was
upheld
by the U. S. District Court
in Philadelphia,
but
reversed by the U. S. Court of Appeals.
Several weeks ago the Commission made clear that when Section 315 referred to a "legally
qualified candidate for any public
office," it meant a candidate who
could be voted for [B°T, Nov. 19].
The definition was made in a letter to Arnold Peterson, national
secretary of the Socialist Labor
Party, who had complained that
WHBC Canton, Ohio, refused to
permit its candidate on the air in
the 1950 election. The Commission said that since the Socialist
Labor candidate was not on the
ballot and that if his name was
written in, the ballot would be invalidated, he was not a "legally
qualified candidate."
Generally
speaking,
the broadFCC's
latest
on the
political
castsruling
still leaves
broadcaster
in a quandary. If he permits a
candidate to speak over his station, he must not only permit all
other candidates the same privilege
under the same conditions, but he
cannot censor any of them. He
can, if he wants to, forbid all candidates the use of his station — but
he is not sure this is the best means
of handling the problem. Just how
far to go and still meet his "public
service
is as much
becloudedresponsibilities"
as it was before.
[See
"How
to
Stay
Out
of
Jail,"
B*T,
Nov. 19].

Dec. 3:ers,Tennessee
Assn.Hotel,
of BroadcastAndrew Jackson
Nashville.
Dec.15th4-6:annual
Schoolmeeting,
Broadcast
Conference,
Hotel
Sherman,
Chicago.
Dec.
5-7: NARTB Board of Directors,
Washington.
Dec. 7-9:tion, Television
Park Sheraton Authority
Hotel, NewConvenYork.
Dec.
10: meeting,
ColumbiaDistricts
Affiliates4, 5,Advisory
Board
and
Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans. 8,
Dec. 13: Columbia Affiliates Advisory
Board Hotel,
meeting,
bach
KansasDistrict
City. 7, MuehleDec.winter
27-29:conference,
American Marketing
Assn.,
Hotel Kenmore,
Boston.
1952
Jan.annual
7-10: Retail Dry Goods Assn., 41st
York. convention, Hotel Statler, New
Jan. 8: Second
sessionbegins.
of the 82d Congres of the U.S.
Jan.ington.
15: FCC-Paramount hearing, WashJan. 19-20: National Advertising Agencying,Network,
Regional MeetNicollet Western
Hotel, Minneapolis.
Jan. 21-26: American Institute of Electrical
Engineers,
winter
ing, Hotel Statler, New general
York. meetDefense Drill
NEW York City broadcasters gave
full
cooperation
to the during
city's civil
defense
organization
the
city-wide aid raid drill last Wednesday morning. Alerted at 10:33
a.m. by a series of beeps sent over
a special
to all the
radio
and
TV line
stations
fromcity'sWNYC,
municipally owned station, they
all faded out their regular programs for the ten-minute duration
of the drill, substituting a special
broadcast including address by
Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri.

City Dwellers
(Continued from page 32)
RANK Urbanized Area Population
123
Beaumont,Ga
Tex
94,169
124
Macon,
93,499
125
Johnstown,
Pa
93,354
MAS
126
Waco,
Tex
92,834
CHRIST
127
Pontiac,
Mich
92,573 "CHRISTMAS
is just around the
128
Winston-Salem,
N.
C
92,477
corner,"
the
Hollywood
firm of Inc.,
Pet129
Brockton,
Mass
92,116
erson, Schafer & Buck Agency
130
Sioux City,Kans
Iowa
90,101
wants
a
vast
number
of
listeners
131
Topeka,
89,104
132 Augusta,
87,733 to know.
133
Altoona, Ga
Pa
86,614
134
Muskegon,
Mich
85,245
And if they'll dish up one little
135
Manchester,
N.
H
84,918
136
Waterloo,
Iowa
84,386
coffersterms
will
137
Greensboro,
N.
C
83,412
bedollar,
richera radio
by 25station's
cents, under
138
Kalamazoo,
Mich
83,332
of an offer by the agency.
139
St.
Joseph,
Mo
82,290
140
Springfield,
Ohio
82,284
All stations need do for this P. I.
141 York,
Port Arthur,
Tex
82,150
142
Pa
78,796 fortune is run a terse 650-word an143
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa
78,212
nouncement about an "introductory
144 Terre Haute, Ind
78,028 offer" of Hollywood
Records. The
145
76,537
146 Racine,
Lancaster,Wis
Pa
76,280 listener is promised a set of records
147
Springfield,
Mo
75,549
containing
eight
Christmas
carols
148
Tex
74,443
sung by the Hollywood Choraliers
149 Amarillo,
Decatur, III
73,713 and
the
Cheerleaders.
150 Durham, N. C
73,368
151 Pueblo, Colo
73,247
expectfor toa pay
152 Orlando, Fla
73,163 as "Ordinarily
much as fiveyou'ddollars
set
153
Galveston,
Tex
71,527
like
this,"
the
offer
explains well
154
Raleigh,
N.
C
68,743
155
Hamilton, Ohio
63,270 up
front in the terse 650-word announcement.
156
C
58,437
157 Asheville,
Fort Smith. N.Ark
56,046
Then there's this unique bonus:
"Pack masthem
away each
with year
your and
Christtrimmings
the
ALL-CHICAGO finals of "I Speak for
Democracy"
contest
were
conducted
in
next
year
you'll
have
them
studios of WLS Chicago, which acted ready to play through anotherall
as host to contestants, judges and the
sponsor, the Chicago Junior Assn. of Christmas
season."
For lovers
of unique offers,
Commerce and Industry. The Illinois
winner will compete in the national Lewin, Williams & Saylor, New
Voice of Democracy contest.
York, has a plan that brought
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NBCs TV Future
(Continued from page 27)
that NBC-TV plans both to acquire
more box-office personalities and to
develop
future. new talent as stars of the
"NBC-TV from the start has
soughtthisthesearch
best," has
he said,
notingto
that
extended
new talent and to established name
stars.
"In order to attract this vast
array
of topmoremarquee
talentoffer
we
have done
than just
money," Mr. Sarnoff declared. "We
have laedeveloped
and for
formuthat make vehicles
it possible
the
artists to perform to their best
advantage."
Turning to color television, NBC
Financial Vice President Joseph
V. Heffernan let it be known that
the RCA-NBC drive for a compatible system "is by no means
Current tests in New York and
Washington,
he said, have
strated the soundness
of thedemoncompatible
system
and
have
over." comment as to "theelicited
favorable
high
quality
our color"
the fleshoftones,
and thereproduction,
quality of
outdoor
all kindslight-of
weather pickups
without "inartificial
He said that when RCA advertised in New York newspapers asking the public to judge the compatibility of the RCA color sysing." tem, the response "was striking."
He reported that "thousands and
thousands of postcards were received saying that the picture the
public saw on their own sets from
our color signal was as good or
better than the pictures they ordi-

narily saw from standard blackand-white
transmission."
Mr. Heffernan
continued:
"We have had our arduous period
of experimentation. But we have
had our accomplishments, too. I
want to say a . . . word of my pride
in these accomplishments. The
RCA compatible color television
system itself is the outstanding
one. And the RCA tri-color tube
is its brilliant counterpart. . . .
But most of all I am proud of the
courage our people have displayed
in Mr.
the color
fight." voiced confidence
Heffernan
that "color will attract new advertisers whose products cannot now <
be fullyandappreciated
in black-andwhite"
that "present
sponsors
will welcome the fresh and original
appeal
that color
will offer."
Meanwhile,
NBC-TV's
plans for
opening up additional morning
hours for black-and-white programmingfiliwere
announcedW. toWile
the Jr.,
af- i
ates by Frederic
vice president in charge of television production.
said bethe asnewfollows:
morning Monday
sched- I[
uleHe will
through Friday, starting Jan. 7, I
10-10:30 a.m., Mel Martin Show
from WLWT (TV) Cincinnati;
10:30-11:30 a.m., film drama with |
new male personality as host;
11 :30-ll :45 a.m., Dave Willock and
Cliff Arquette from Hollywood;
11:45-12
Harkness12
newscast noon,
from Richard
Washington;
noon-12:30 p.m., Ruth Lyons from
WLWT, already on the air; 12:30-1
wood. Ralph Edwards from Hollyp.m.,
This schedule is in addition to
the recently announced new 2%hour morning schedule.

Deals Underway Again
f.S
P.
varied
reactions from Jerome Sill, of financing clients, which is about
general
your deal adds up to. In
waukee. manager of WMIL Mil- what
second place, as far as we are
Under this plan, Telegift Inc. the
concerned,
we do not accept P. I.
has teamed up with Western Union deals. In the
place, you talk
and about a hundred department about running third
spots in open
stores to send gifts by wire. Tele- time. It would these
have
to be a pretty
gift Inc. found in a test campaign sorry radio station that
had open
placed by Lewin, Williams & Saylor
at this
period
of
the
that "radio outpulled newspapers timeCurtis
O. Liles of WMLSyear."
Sylaby Telegift
a wide margin."
Inc., according to the cauga, Ala.,servations had
some pointed
obo
n
a
proposal
of
Walker
agency's letter, has authorized it Saussy Adv., New Orleans. He
to paytail price
the ofstation
7V2%
of
the
reeach sale produced by wrote the agency in this vein:
the station.
"Have
the
fact thatyou ifstopped
I showedto consider
my present
In writingviceWMIL,
the agency's
advertisers and any advertiser who
executive
president,
Sidney has
on my station within the
Matthew Weiss, said in the second last been
18 months (the last schedule
paragraph,
"We
have
neither
placed
with
us by your agency was
sought nor would we handle the
18 months ago) the courtesy
type of account that paid for its over
request,
it would be18 necessary
advertising
on a P. I.the
basis."Telegift you
for me
to broadcast
hours on
After explaining
formula, Mr. Weiss then devotes six Christmas day and that would be
quite
impossible
since
I
operate
a
paragraphs
station
would benefitto,from"Howa P.your
I. arrangedaytime station."
subscriber to services of the
Mr. Sill
"several things NEW
Broadcast Advertising Bureau is
wrong"
withfound
the letter.
WIRE
Indianapolis. All five Indiana"In station
the firstisplace,"
radio
not in hethe wrote,
business"a group. polis stations are now members of the
ment."
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Christmas
subscription
gift
form

gift a subscription
rates*
$7.00 for
one-year subscription
$13.00 for two subscriptions
$19.00 for three subscriptions
$25.00 for four subscriptions
$30.00 for five subscriptions
$5.00 each for six or more subscriptions
The 1952 BROADCASTING or TELECASTING Yearbook may
be included with each subscription for an additional $2.00 each.
Yearbooks to be mailed upon publication in February.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING: Please enter the gift
subscriptions
listed on reverse side and send announcement
cards.
$
City

enclosed

( ) Please bill

Name
Company
Address

Sign Gift Card
TURN

Zor

PAGE FOR GIFT SUBSCRIPTION FORMS
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NAME
FIRM

... to pay $3,000 for a fa*
1914 automobile.
Yet once upon a
Tpau'w
dttiasit...
time some models did cost that much . . . and they were
worth it — then!
Radio time buying, too, is a new science today — at
least in Milwaukee. Rates have changed and audiences,
too. Be sure you are getting a modern value in the Milwaukee market. Buy WEMP!
For $50, $75, $100, $150 or more you can buy
2 times the audience of Network Station #1
2Vi times the audience of Network Station #2
WEMP
Net Station #1
Net Station #2

NUMBER
14 100-Word Spots
5 100- Word Spots
5 100-Word Spots

COST PER WEEK
$108.00
$122.50
$116.20

TOT. WEEKLY HOOPER
57.3
33.0
24.0

Join other shrewd national advertisers using highrated, low cost saturation schedules on one of the nation's
strongest independent stations!
'Based
rated periods,
to 6:00 p.m.,
accordingon best
to Oct.-Feb.,
1951, 8:00
Hoopera.m. Comprehensive.
WEI A P
DIAL
1340 ON YOUR
CHANNEL
WEMP-FM
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KSL REVAMPS
Halliday, Murdoch Named
IN AN expansion of Radio Service Corp. of Utah (KSL-AM-TV
Salt Lake City), the posts of top
executives have been realigned, according to Ivor Sharp, executive
vice president, and C. Richard
Evans, vice president.
Eugene M. Halliday, KSL-TV
sales manager, has been named
manager of KSL, and D. Lennox
Murdoch, director of TV operations, has been appointed manager
of KSL-TV.
Frank B.hasMcLatchy,
sales
manager,
been madeKSL's
manager
of a regional network now under
formation by Radio Service, it
was announced. Melvin B. Wright
was named merchandising director
for the network. He is also merchandising director of KSL.
In other changes, Joseph A.
Kjar was named program director
of KSL; Curtis C. Neilson, chief
engineer, and Alfred I. Biorge,
sales manager. Former posts held
were assistant program director,
assistant chief engineer and account executive, respectively.
Further Promotions
At KSL-TV, Edward B. (Ted)
Kimball, program director of the
AM operation, and Scott R. Clawson, director of TV film services,
were appointed sales manager and
production director, respectively.
Unchanged are the posts of Paul
S. Dixon,Kearl,
corporation's
Wayne
promotioncomptroller,
manager
of KSL, and Elvon W. Orme, the
regional network's farm director.
STEPHAN RAISED
To A & R Partnership
MILTON J. STEPHAN, radio and
television director of Allen &
Reynolds, Omaha, has been made
a partner in the
advertising
agency upon
retirement of Earl
H. Allen, it was
announced last
week.
Mr. Stephan
joined A & R in
1948 from KBON
Omaha where he
was continuity Mr. Stephan
director. In the
new partnership, he continues in
charge
of all of the agency's radio
and television.
Original and senior partners in
the agency are Milton H. Reynolds
and Karl M. JoenS. Additional executives named as partners were
Robert H. Reynolds, Quentin H.
Moore and Helen Moeller. The firm
continues under its current name
at its present offices, 1300 Woodmen of the World Bldg., Omaha.
Mr. Allen, a senior partner, retires after having been with the
agency he founded since 1931.
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NEW TEX. GROUP
'TeePee' Stations Formed
FORMATION of a new three-stapackage"lastinweekWestby
Texas tion
was"sales
announced
James E. Stanton, general manger of KFDL toFloydada.
In aaddition
KFDL, the group
will include KPAN Hereford and
KVMC Colorado City. The trio
will be known as the Texas Plains
(TeePee)
Stations.
The TeePee
rate card will be
in the form of a tepee and will
carry market statistics on the 42
counties that lie within the prisignal range
of the marythree
stations.of one of more
TeePee rates will be about 20%
lower than the sum of the individual rates of the three stations
and all availabilities, contracts,
performance affidavits, billing and
traffic on spot schedules will be
handled through the KFDL office,
P. O. Box 955, Floydada, Tex.
Robert S. Keller Inc., New York
City, will handle national sales
Principal owners of the TeePee
promotion.
stations
are Marshall Formby, of
KPAN and KFLD, and Eldon
Mahon,agersofare Clint
KVMC.Formby,
StationKPAN;
manLen Sucher, KFLD, and Walter
Grubbs, KVMC.

Craig
Files
'New Again
Will' Plea
LEE ESTATE
TWO DOCUMENTS
to block distribution
Thomasa 1945
S. Lee's
$12,500,000
estate untildesigned
full investigation
determines 0f
whether
will
exists [B«T, Nov. 19], is on file in Los Angeles Superior Court.
They were filed Nov. 20 in behalf of Hal Craig, who earlier declared
that
he, were
along mentioned
with severalas other
*
persons,
heirs name
recall,
in the missing will.
benefithebycouldn't
$10,000.
Mr. wasCraigto
Mr. Craig was identified as a added the will contained a $25,000
Honolulu automobile distributor bequest in his own favor.
and friend for many years of
Remainder of the estate, after
Thomas Lee and his late father all specific bequests to friends and
Don Lee, founder of the broadcast- relatives, was left to the Children's
and automobile distributing for- Hospital
"on Sunset Blvd," the
tune. Mr. Craig made a futile at- affidavit further set forth.
tempt Nov. 16 in Superior Judge
The missing will, Mr. Craig conNewcomb Condee's
block trust department
cluded, named California
Bank's
as executor.
No
distribution
of the court
estate,to which
was left to R. Dwight Merrill, 82- mention was made in the 1945 will,
Craig assured the court, of
year-old Seattle lumberman and Mr.
Merrill or Mrs. Nora Patee, Trade Rules
uncle-by-marriage of Mr. Lee in a Mr.
aunt of Mr. Lee.
26-word will dated Dec. 6, 1934, "to maternal
practice rules governing
Legal
move to halt distribution TRADE
divide
as
he
sees
fit."
othercosmetic
media representaMr. Merrill was in court to re- of the estate was made by Mr. radio and
tions
in
the
and toilet
ceive permission to distribute the Craig through his attorney, John
estate in accordance with wishes E. Prater, who appeared in court preparations industry were issued
by
the
Federal
Trade
Commission
for
the
first
time
Nov.
16.
Mr.
of Mr. Lee [B*T, Nov. 26]. Taking
nothing for himself, Mr. Merrill, Prater said that in event existence last Thursday. The proposed rules
received court sanction to give of a later will can be shown, peti- would make it an "unfair trade
tion will be filed for its admission practice to use . . . any false, unhalf of the estate in equal shares
true or deceptive statement,
repreto 10 relatives of his late nephew to probate.
guarantee, warranty,
When Mr. Craig, through his at- testimonial, sentation,
and the other half in equal shares
or endorsement, by
torney Nov. 16 requested more
to his own five grandchildren.
time to search for the missing will, way of advertising (through radio
Asks Investigation
Judge Condee held that sufficient or any medium) " which would mislead purchasers.
Documents
in Mr.
Craig'sto time had already been accorded
behalf,
however,filedasked
the court
anyone wishing to take such action.
halt all distribution, including $1,- He
rejected
Mr.
Craig's
"eleventh
YULE PROJECT
hour" plea.
500,000 already
approved.
He demanded further that
the court
inWRUN Makes Tapes for GIs
struct Public Administrator Ben
H. Brown, who has been adminis- DROPS 20-YR. SHOW
TAPE recordings for Christmas
trating the estate, to conduct an
to 40 Korean serviceinvestigation and search for the
'Carnation Contented Hour' will bemen ofsent
the Mohawk Valley area
missing will.
of its adver- under a drive set in motion by
In an affidavit filed with the peti- IN A "realignment"
tising budget, the Carnation Co., WRUN Utica-Rome, N. Y.
tion, Mr. Craig declared he Saw the Los Angeles
Evap-its
Parents of the GIs are being
orated
last(Carnation
week cancelled
will,
written
entirely
in
Mr.
Lee's
asked to make the recordings at
hand and dated about Jan. 15, 1945. 20-year-oldMilk) ,CBS
Carnation
ConIt was shown to him by Mr. Lee,
for shiptented Hour, effective Dec. 30. The WRUNment to studios
Korea. inCivictimeleaders
also
he declared.
Sunday half-hour musical program are encouraged
to
participate.
Two
Mr. Craig recalled that some two represented
an
expenditure
of
aptapes will accompany each
dozen persons were named benefiproximately $15,000 weekly by the blank
tape — one for personal messages
ciaries under this missing will. He firm.
from
servicemen
loved ones, the
said in the affidavit he could only
According to a spokesman for other for public topresentation.
recall offhand-,
tioned. Includedabout
was eight
Willetmen-H. the Carnation agency, Erwin,
The idea was pressed into action
& Co., Los Angeles, no after appeals for collection of toys
Brown, now president of Don Lee Wasey
definite plans have been set for to
be distributed to Korean chil, Broadcasting System, who was left the
channelling
of these funds, aldren at Christmas time. A captain
$1,500,000. Others he identified as
ugh it is thought that a good in Korea
made the request, which
Jim Lee and a Mr. Musgrave, who portion thoof
it will go into tele- was
were bequeathed $175,000 each.
given
wide display in Rome
and
Utica.
vision. The firm currently sponAffidavit further declared Mr.
the CBS Burns and Allen
and Mrs. Sy Hunt, household em- show sors
WRUN
hopes
launch a longon alternate weeks on behalf range tape plan tocovering
ployes, were to receive $30,000
in Korea if successful. all men
each, and a housekeeper, whose of its evaporated milk.
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Highlighting Significant Facts about Bituminous Coal

36 MILLION TONS THIS YEAR VS. 3 MILLION TONS LAST YEAR.
Overseas exports of U. S. coal, principally to Europe, exceeded 24 million net tons for
the first 9 months this year, and are continuing to climb. In September, overseas coal
loadings passed the 4-million-ton mark. The total for the year is now expected to reach
36 million net tons exported to destinations overseas. Last year, exports overseas of U. S.
coal amounted to less than 3 million tons. The enormous difference bespeaks the coal
deficiencies in the Atlantic Pact countries, which the United States is being called upon
to make up.
TVA'S NEW ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS TO BURN COAL.
TVA is embarking upon a construction program designed to double its electric power
capacity. At present only about 14 per cent of TVA power comes from steam-generating
plants; the rest is water power. But of the new capacity aggregating almost 3 million
kilowatt-hours which are to be added in the next 2 years, about 2 million will be steamcapacity fueled with coal. The Federal Power Commission has vetoed a gas pipeline
proposal that was intended to supply natural gas as part of the fuel for TVA's huge new
plant now being built at Johnsonville, Tenn. The FPC held that the coal available was
ample.
STEEL CAPACITY INCREASED 17 MILLION TONS A YEAR.
Since Korea, America has increased its steel output by 17 million tons a year. Only part
of this greater capacity is due to new steel mills. Much of the increased tonnage has come
through manufacturing developments, including the use of better coking coal. Great
advances have been made in coal preparation, and studies show that this better-prepared
coal produces a coke that makes steel faster and more economically. Other coal users,
such as industrial power and commercial heating plants, have also increased their
efficiency and economy by using coal specifically tailored for their needs by modern
preparation plants.
FIRST LIGNITE RESEARCH LABORATORY OPENED.
The nation's first lignite research laboratory was recently opened at Grand Forks, North
Dakota— forecasting lignite's future as one of America's most valuable resources. As
better ways of processing and utilizing lignite are found, lignite's importance will grow,
both as a fuel and as a source of synthetic petroleum products and chemicals. North
Dakota alone has over 300 billion tons of recoverable lignite.

The 1951 edition of the Bituminous Coal Annual is
just off the press— authoritative, complete, factual
—recognized as one oi the nation's finest industrial
publications.
If you haven't yet received your,
copy, write today.

BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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It takes roots of a different kind, for the youngest
tree in the grove to become the largest of all.
Mutual, largest of all radio networks for the past
12 years, owes its stature to a unique root- structure:
552 affiliated stations in 48 states— nearly
twice the size of the next-largest network.
During the heavy weather of the past three years, the
penetrating grip of these roots has provided Mutual clients
with plus-benefits available in no other medium.

root-structure

in all advertising
To present and prospective clients, Mutual promises
an ever-greater yield from this thriving root-system.
(Already, Nielsen reports more family-listening to
sponsored shows on MBS, 1st 8 months of '51 vs. '50.)
To the individual stations that make this promise

possible, Mutual pledges ever-stronger network service.
(We are now adding 10 M-G-M all-star shows, full network,
6 evening hours every week, starting December, '51.)
And to other networks lately engrossed in plans for
adoption of the Mutual pattern, we offer all good wishes.
(All rights reserved, however, on unmatchable combination
of MBS plusses: flexibility, economy, TV-resistance, etc.)
THE 552 AFFILIATED STATIONS OF
the

mutual

network

client as to what the farm director
isair.doing after the show is on the
"We seek direct contact with you,
because you can be the eyes and
ears of a commercial company, particularly asmall one," Mr. Gillie
said.
Both
he
and Mr.recommended
Smith of Gardner Advertising
that
farm
directors
meetrepresentatives.
the sponsor's
field and
district
Mr. Smith
salesmen
know
much claimed
about farm
service"don't
program ing and the personality they
are
selling."
Seeking
a
working
relationship between the radio farm
director
and theMr. salesmen
farm 1
service shows,
Smith alsoon asked
the
farm
director
to
"help
keep
the
Mich.;
Harbor,
Benton
WHFB
Chase,
RADIO FARM directors winning safety awards from the TV Boston; John
sold." He accused salesmen
Oscar Cooley, con- showforgetting
KUOM onMinneapolis;
Raymondof Wolf,
conven- ductor
annualPlambeck,
sixth Herb
Safety Council
National
about an account
tion
in Chicago
included during
(I to r,their
seated)
Farm Bureau
WIBC Indianapolis; Harold J. of
WHO Des Moines; Pete Peterson, WNAX Yankton; Edwin Schmitz, KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.; Paul Visser, NBC Chi- after the contract is signed.
saw astructure
"lack of ofnewfarm
ideas"serv-in '
Slusarczyk,
Utica, WIBC
N. Y.; Indianapolis;
Alvin Bauer, Bob
KPOJNance,
Port- cago,
and presented
Paul Jones,awards.
Council Twelve
director ofof the
public14 informaland. Ore.; WIBX
Dix Harper,
tion who
winners theHeentire
WIOU Kokomo, Ind.; (standing, I to r) Lloyd Evans, are pictured. Others are KLBM La Grande, Ore., and KELD
ice programming and asked for
KWTO Springfield, Mo.; Malcolm McCormack, WBZ-AMEl Dorado, Ark.
"new approaches" which will add
to the standard farm program features of weather-markets-government bulletins. He reported telev
ision as "making inroads on large
ng
mmi
Study Service Pr°grg
ORS
with the
RECT
DIagreed
l directors
FARN
RADIO
FARM
in commercial as well as editorial regional
that Classstations,"
A time periods
are result
openpromotion
for
Gardner
Advertising, St. Louis, and James Gillie, matter, claiming the best results
ing
up
for
farm
broadcasts.
last week to work astride a "three- advertising
manager,
Thurston
for
either
come
between
six
months
Two
farm
couples
from
Illinois
legged stool" in the interests of the Chemical Co., Joplin, Mo.
earlier in the afterand a year after the message has and Wisconsin
sponsor, the agricultural and home
noon outlined their reaction to
economics colleges, and the farmer
Charging that most radio peo- been introduced.
broadcasts
for
the farmer and the
and homemaker.
ple "seem to think farmers prefer
"The big people in the advertis- homemaker, charging
radio farm
usable ining business keep the same mesMeeting
Conradannual
Hil- hillbilly musicformatitoon," Mr.solid,
ton Hotel inforChicago's
their sixth
sage,
selling
the
same
point.
The
Meyerhoff
said amateurs want a new idea every directors too often "look down"
people themselves
are more
upon
the
farmer
and
consider
convention, the radio farm directors radio
interested in such entertainment day. An idea can't take hold with a different "breed" from a him
heard farmers, housewives, college than
city
in farm information because only a few exposures." He sug- dweller. They seek more factual
professors, agency men and spon- they are
information which can be used to
mainly in show business.
sors suggest how they might best
gested
farm
directors
"take
a
couple
"Listening to entertainment is of simple informational themes make more money, less generalities,
serve each element within the busi- superficial,
and the commercial and pound away," choosing data no talking down, guest speakers
ness of farm service and product
is needed and can be used with practical as well as academic
brings
the same response. I would which
selling via radio and television pro- rather settle
for a smaller but more by the listener.
experience and data which can be
grams.
Selling
is a part of the radio digested quickly and easily without
Some 150 of the 250 National effective audience sales-wise, comthe broadcast of long, complicated
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors
biningmercialinformational
talk
with
comfarm
director's
job,
in
the
opinion
talk rather than music of Mr. Gillie of Thurston Chemical. government bulletins.
members met for a two-day conthat many station salesvention Nov. 24-25 as they visited with
a
spoken
Radio does itscommercial."
best selling job Asserting
men and advertising agency repreSuggest Selling Job
Chicago for the International Live- when
sentatives know little about farmthe farmer is given informaKathleen E. Stephenson, a home
tion he can use, Mr. Meyerhoff said,
atre. stock Exposition at the Amphitheing or the product which sponsors demonstration
agent for Wetzel
he suggested the farm County, West Virginia,
Election of Officers
adding "it is not easy to get the a farm show,work
and John
closely with the Murray, farm program director
Sam Schneider of KVOO Tulsa idea over to the farmer, but it pays directors
sales staff in the initial sales pres- WILL Urbana, suggested the radioat
off when you
do."
He
recommended
was elected president of the group, constant
entation and report directly to the farm director sell himself and his
repetition of a basic idea,
in which he was a charter member,
services to the county agricultural
succeeding Phil Alampi, WJZ New
York. Mr. Schneider has been at
and home economics agents. Frank
KVOO 10 years and in radio 14
Atwood, a farm program director
of WTIC Hartford, suggested the
years. He operates three ranches
farm director sell ideas as well as
and one farm, totalling 11,600
acres, for KVOO near Tulsa.
products and help bring the city
Working with him for a year are
and
country tocloser
together. but
"Keeplet
on talking
the farmers,
Bob Miller of WRFD Worthington,
Ohio, vice president, and Mai Hanthe
city
people
listen
in."
The panels were moderated by
sen,urer.
WOW Mr.Omaha,
secretary-treasJack Jackson, KCMO Kansas City,
Schneider
served as
and Roy Battles, WLW Cincinnati.
secretary-treasurer during the past
Herb Plambeck, WHO Des
year.
The week-end session came to a
Moines,
chairman of the wire servclose Sunday afternoon with a
ices
suggested
his report thatcommittee,
the services
makein several
panel discussion centering on the
improvements
in
farm
and
market
theme,ers better
"Howserve
can the
farmsponsor,
broadcastthe
coverage.
his recommendations wereAmong
that they
shorten wire
college of agriculture and home
economics, and the farmer and
copy, send out more local and regional
backhomemaker?"
groundstories,
materialgiveon additional
market trends,
The sponsor-agency panel was
move market material earlier, give
moderated by Larry Haeg, WCCO
Minneapolis, who introduced Ar- NEW OFFICERS of the National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors for a one-year coverage to all national farm meetthur Meyerhoff, owner of the Chi- term are (I to r) Mai Hansen, WOW Omaha, secretary-treasurer, Sam Schneiings,
much ofandtheU."re-S.
hash" ofeliminate
Washington
der, KVOO Tulsa, president, and Bob Miller, WRFD Worthington, Ohio, vice
cago agency of the same name;
(Continued on page 68)
president. They were elected at the annual convention in Chicago.
Marshall Smith, director of radio
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WORLDS

BIGGEST

SQUEEZE!

If you drive a car, a truck or a bus—
You're

in the middle

of the world's

biggest

squeeze.

You know what they say . . .
"The U.S.A.'s a nation on wheels."
No argument there. Fifty million motor vehiclesall
trying onto wheels.
get somewhere— certainly makes us
a nation
Trouble is— we're trying to roll those vehicles over main
roads designed for less than half the traffic.
So, from coast to coast, you're in the middle of
the world's biggest squeeze.
Millions of times a day, the wheels of our vehicles are
stopped dead. Locked in the greatest traffic jam on earth.
And as it gets worse instead of better, the toll of deaths,
injuries and accidents is rocketing to shocking levels.
What's the answer, then? Stop building cars, trucks
and busses? Naturally not. Unless we want
to halt all progress.
The answer is adequate highways to keep
pace with our growth. Highways
designed
today's
Main
roadsforthat
let usmodern
move thevehicles.
way we
want to move— comfortably, at reasonable
speeds, in safety. Main roads that give us
a reasonable return on our investment.
Highways that let us get the most for the
billions of dollars we put into our cars,
trucks and busses.
We have the world's finest highway
departments;
world'sandmostwe efficient
road-building the
industry;
assess
motor vehicles the taxes to pay for the
world's most modern highway system.
If we all get together and plan for action-"
for highway improvement— lot roads
we can use— we'll get them. But it needs
everybody who uses the highways.
And that's just about all of us.
It Can Be Done By Making as a National and State Project— Adequate Roads
THE American
Trucking
INDUSTRY
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
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AGENCY CHANGE
A M & W to Realign
NAME of Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Agency, Chicago, will be
changed Jan. 1 to Aubrey, Finlay,
Marley & Hodgson Inc., coupled
withJames
a change
in executives'
status.of
T. Aubrey,
president
the agency since it was established
in 1923,comesaid
week heandwillchief
beboard last
chairman
executive officer, with John Finlay,
who has been with the agency since
1925 and a vice president since
1933, serving as president.
Robert C. Marley, H. Earl
Hodgson, Leonard Krick, Richard
Fechheimer and D. R. Collins, all
employed now by the agency, have
been named vice presidents. A. E.
Ferngren,
now Mr.
secretary,
will also
become treasurer.
Krick will
continue as general manager. Mr.
Aubrey said no other changes are
planned.
The agency was incorporated by
Mr. Aubrey and John C. Moore in
1923, with L. T. Wallace joining
them in 1933 when the name became Aubrey, Moore & Wallace.
He withdrew in 1943, with Mr.
Moore doing the same in 1947, but
the name remained the same. Offices are on two floors of the Carbide and Carbon Bldg., 230 N.
Michigan Ave.
IKE TO RUN?
Definitely — NBC's Beatty
GENERAL of the Army Dwight
D. Eisenhower will leave his European command no later than February "to seek and accept" the
Republican nomination for President, according to a report carried
on
News network
of the
WorldMorgan
over theBeatty
NBC's radio
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday.
The information was attributed
toBegon
NBC'swhoRome
Jack
has correspondent,
been in the Italian
Capital since the end of the Second
World War and who formerly published The Rome Daily American.
Mr. Begon said the "hard and fast"
decision was learned on "good authority" aftertotheintimate
general gave
the
information
military
associates. A public announcement is expected in Lisbon at the
January meeting of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, he
added.
Another NBC correspondent,
John Rich, beat wire services when
he reported
cease-fire
news
in time thefor Korean
8 a.m. broadcast
Wednesday. At 7 :30 p.m. the same
day, he said the fighting was still
in progress, and at 11:55 p.m., the
network carried a tape he recorded
of an American lieutenant relating
the controversial cease-fire order
to his troops.

1912

2*lias &

ELIAS I. GODOFSKY, 39, president and general manager WHLIAM-FM Hempstead, L. I., died suddenly last Tuesday of a heart attack while drivcar on
Sunriseing hisHighway,
Lynbrook, Long
Island. His brother Paul Godofsky, executive vice
president
the
station, wasof with
Mr. Godofsky him when he was
stricken.
Mr. Godofsky was instrumental
in the founding of WHLI — said to
bein Long
station —
July Island's
1947 andfirsthasFM personally
supervised
each
phase
of
its
opera-in
tion since then. His interest
community affairs and attempts to
better local conditions led to several radio "editorial" campaigns
in the form of documentary broadcasts, specifically with regard to
appeals for improvement of conroad. ditions on the Long Island RailHe first entered radio in 1940
when he became general manager
of WCNW, 250 w Brooklyn independent. Whenitsthelocation
station's were
call
letters and
changed to WLIB New York in
1942— power having been increased
to 1 kw — Mr. Godofsky was the
moving factor behind the change.
He remained president and general manager of WLIB until 1944
when he sold his holdings to the
New York Post. From 1944 until
1945 he remained with the station,
although he had relinquished his
management titles.
Born in Brooklyn, Mr. Godofsky
attended St. John's and New York
U.'s. Beginning his career as re-

N.M. AD TAX
Stations Must Pay
BROADCAST stations in New
Mexico are now required to pay a
2% sales tax on all intra-state advertising receipts, according to Advertising Federation of America.
The tax became effective Sept. 15
under terms of a long-pending
New Mexico Supreme Court ruling
in February 1950.
The court ruling reversed a
lower Court decision holding broadcasting exempt from the tax because of its inter-state characteristic. The upper court took the
position that a tax should be paid
by stations on local advertising.
Newspapers have been paying the
tax on their total advertising
revenue.
BOARD of Directors of Philco Corp.,
Rule-of-thumb formula for payPhiladelphia
declared
ment of the tax, it is understood, is
lar quarterly have
dividend
of 40 the
centsreguper
based
that if the
share ableonDec.company's
common
stock pay12 to holder
of record
Dec. sponsoronisthelocaltheory
the program
1. Board also declared regular quar- locally originated,or then
the tax
terly dividend of 93% cents per share must be paid.
on company's preferred stock.
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NAME AFA JUDGES
For Achievements Awards
(5odofskg 1951
JUDGES for the twelfth annual
club achievement awards, sponsored
the Advertising Federation of
porter for Standard News Assn., by
he was successively a reporter for America, were announced Tuesday
New York Journal and New York to be William K. Beard Jr., president of Associated Business PubliEvening Graphic, then editor and
cations; Reginald T. Clough, pubpublisher of er-Guide,
King's Brooklyn
Countycommunity
Observlisher of Tide magazine; Edward
weekly,
where
he
remained
until
N.
Mayer
Jr., president of James
1940.
George A. Phillips, adFuneral services were held Gray Inc.;vertising
for Cluett, PeaThursday. Surviving are his wife, body & Co., andmanagerWilliam
Ryan,
Mrs. Miriam Newman Godofsky of Broadcast Advertising B.Bureau
Brooklyn; two daughters, Laura
and Marilyn; his brother, Paul, president.
Competition for club achievement
and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. in
advertising education, public
Bennie G. Godofsky. Interment was
for and
adat Wellwood Cementery, Pine- service andvertisingpublic
closes Mayrelations
5, 1952,
lawn, L. I.
Wednesday Estelle M. Stern- awards will be presented at the
berger, commentator WLIB, broad- 48th AFA convention, to be held in
cast a eulogy to Mr. Godofsky on
daily news show. The following New York June 8-11.
day WHLI cancelled its regularlyscheduled shows from 2-3 p.m. to
present a memorial broadcast to Johnson Co. Signs
the station's late president, includ- S. C. JOHNSON Co., Racine, Wis.
ing biographical material, special
music, tributes from local com- (wax products), through Needham,
munity leaders, and a special Louis & Brorby, Chicago, has pureulogy presented by Rabbi Harold
chased Bright Star, radio series
I. Saperstein of Temple Beth-El, starring Irene Dunne and Fred
Lynbrook.
MacMurray
Frederic W. Zivproduced
Co., forby the
broadcast
throughout Canada during the next
52 weeks.
SET OUTPUT
Lower This Year No Name Calling
PRODUCTION of radio receivers
THERE'S
in the first 10 months of 1951
Bankhead only
and one
the Tallulah
star of
totaled 10,953,201 sets, compared
NBC's Big Show and her atto 11,974,300 for the same 1950
torneys are determined to
period, according to the monthly
keep it that way. Last week
analysis for the industry by RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn.
they won the second of what
appears to be a continuing
Output of TV sets was 4,382,724
series of battles when Nacompared to 5,872,000 for the same
tional Newspaper Service
10 months last year, according to
agreed to select another name
RTMA, whose estimates include
for
the
stenographer
heroine
both member and non-member comof an NNS comic strip.
Nearly two years ago the
October production of radios
panies.
intrepid
totaled
874,723 sets compared to
squelched Miss
a soapBankhead
company
1,229,900 a year ago, with TV outwith
the
temerity
to put out
put of 411,867 sets compared to
a shampoo bearing her first
838,300 a year ago.
name. Her latest victory
Of radio sets produced in
was
made particularly sweet
October, an estimated 50,065 had
when she learned that the
FM tuning facilities. Another 17,comic strip gal will hence109 FM tuning circuits were inforth beacalled
"Jezebel,"
name of
character
porceivers. cluded in the production of TV retrayed in the movies by
Here are radio-TV production
Tallulah's
best
hated
friend,
figures
Bette Davis.
1951: for the first 10 months of
Television Home Radios
Portables Auto Sets
Jan.
645,716
750,289
May
Feb.
679,319
346,799
75,294
764,679
March (5 Weeks)
437,779
874,634
79,859
147,037
988,078
545,297
469,157
619,651
July
150,494
339,132
542,021
April
581,557
164,171
June (5 Weeks)
603,534
346,135
326,547
494,202
228,454
Aug.
152,306
184,002
70,538
146,705
293,955
295,587
77,568
190,252
603,055
103,355
Sept.
(5
Weeks)
337,341
393,836
411,867
Oct.
513,609
94,053
267,061
Total 4,382,724 5,646,642 1,191,823
4,114,736
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Advertisemant
NEWS
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and

VIEWS

AUTOMOBILES

THOSE TEEN-AGE DRIVERS
Washington, D. C. — Don't scoff at teen-aged drivers until you take a look in
your back yard. Maybe you're one of the millions who own teen-aged or near-teen-aged
automobiles.
Today more than 18 million cars are nine years or more old — and more
than nine million are 12 years old or older. Mature enough, certainly, to need
replacement or good care — dealer care.
And Those Taxes. That new car you're planning to buy actually hasn't gone
up as much as you might think. It may shock you to know that 29$ of every dollar you'll
spend goes to taxes. . .Federal , State and local.
Want a Trip to the Moon? Let the rocket experts dream about space travel.
You've had it. In one year, Americans put 316 billion miles on the speedometers of the
nation's cars — an average of 9,340 miles a year.
That would equal a trip to the moon
for every passenger car in the city of Los Angeles.
Or Just Staying at Home. You can roll up a lot of milage just staying inside
mtyst city limits, as a matter of fact. The average car in a metropolitan area has 41,000
miles on its speedometer, and 67% of that total went into trips for shopping and making
a living — not pleasure driving.
For a Spry Old Age.

It's a big world and cars are essential in it.
Actually, a car with that kind of mileage is old, even

though nominally teen-aged.
And it's due to the skills of the new car dealer's
factory-trained mechanics that these cars are still running.
More than half of allAmerican car owners prefer to take their cars to "their new car dealers" for
maintenance and repair, according to a recent study.
Without Social Security.
Mature cars go into the essential supply lines of
the used car market, but the really old ones have no graceful old age.
Three million
were actually junked last year, a record high, 58% above pre-war levels.
That means
more people are driving cars that are in their prime and, better still, it means more
driving security.

one of a series from the N ational Automobile Dealers Association —
Any material contained herein may be reproduced without permission.
for further information or research material on New Car Dealers write or phone
Director of Public Relations, N.A.D.A.
1026 17th St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Republic 6946

open mike

CLOSEUP[B*T,
of WJRNov.Detroit's
stag this
football
party for
over L 150to advertisers
clients
26] finds
congenial
group.
r: Seated, and
Lee
Marshall, Continental Baking Co.; Edgar P. Small, Ted Bates & Co.; Leonard
V. Colson, Mennen Co.; Frank Coulter Jr., Young & Rubicam; standing.
Worth Kramer, vice president and general manager, WJR; Edward Petry,
president, Petry & Co.; John F. Patt, president of Goodwill Stations; Gordon
Gray, Goodwill's vice president in charge of the eastern sales office. Feted
were friends in radio and advertising
years in field
radio. developed during station's 25
AFRA

WMGM-LIBERTY
Affiliation Seen Near
NEGOTIATIONS between Liberty
Broadcasting System and WMGM
New York aimed at an affiliation of
the
stationMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
as the New York outletradioof
Liberty were in progress last week,
with foreanthe end
agreement
beof this anticipated
week.
Neither James Foster, executive
vice president of Liberty, who is
handling negotiations for the network, nor Bertram Lebhar Jr., director of WMGM, who is representing the station, would comment last
week on details of the proposed affiliation contract. It was learned,
however, that discussions to date
have dealt with the networking of
certain WMGM programs by Liberty to its other affiliated stations
as well as with WMGM's broadNew York.casting of Liberty programs in
Recent contract between MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and MBS for the
broadcast of a block of 10 nighttime programs on that network
would have no bearing on the afof the movie
New Yorkfiliationradio
station company's
with Liberty or any other network, an
MBS executive said. The MBSMGM deal, he stated, is exclusively
concerned with the 10 programs the
network has secured from the motion picture company and does not
touch on the possible networking
of programs on other networks.
One potential stumbling block
to WMGM's affiliation with Liberty— a change in classification of
the station by the New York Local (802) of the American Federation of Musicians, with a concomitant rise in the rate of pay for
the
staff musicians
was station's
removed12 when
the union—
agreed to allow WMGM to retain
its class B status on condition that
its staff musicians be paid the class
A rate for any musical commercials
programs fed by WMGM to LBS.
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VS. KCBQ
NLRB Probe Continues
LOCAL NLRB investigation into
unfair labor practices charges
which were filed against KCBQ San
Diego by AFRA last week were
continuing with no decision yet
handed down.
The union filed charges last
month [B«T, Nov. 12] asserting
that Charles S. Salik, KCBQ president-general manager, told the station program director and only
non-AFRA announcer at station
not to join the union. This act, the
union stated, violated the AFRA
union shop contract clause held
with the station.
Furthermore, the union charged
Mr. Salik told staff announcers at
a meeting to insist on May, 1954, as
date for the length of the newlynegotiated contract, implying unfavorable consequences might result if his wishes were not complied
with.
The union originally had asked
for an October 1954 duration date.
A Jan. 31, 1954, date was later
agreed on by the four San Diego
network stations, including KCBQ.
This agreement reportedly preceded Mr. Salik's alleged unfair
practices.
Union charges were turned over
to the local NLRB hearing officer
for investigation.
CBS Grid Rights
CBS has acquired exclusive radio
and television rights to the Senior
Bowl football games for three
years. First Senior Bowl broadcast
will be aired Jan. 5, 1952, from
Ladd Memorial Stadium in Mobile,
Ala., with lack of video transmission facilities from Mobile preventingersa telecast
of this game.
in these annual
contestsPlayare
graduating members of senior
classes throughout the country who
are no longer eligible for intercollegiate football.

blames it all on. Regardless of
why the copy is bad, the announcer,
poor boy, is the sitting duck. The
public doesn't say, "His copy writer
isn't any good." . . . The public
says,
. . . takes the
If "He
the stinks."
announcer
liberty of changing the copy so it
makes sense (if it doesn't make
sense totohim,
isn't
going
makeit sure
senseas toheckanyone
else) or so that it is deliverable
(spoken word vs. written word)
there are repercussions rivalling
those on Frenchman's Flat . . .
However, aisperson's
value towhenan
organization
not enhanced
he (or she) looks at his (her) fellow employes and says, "Everybody gets worked,
gravy underpaid
but me;andI'm unapoverpreciated." Ifthis is true, which
is very unlikely, there is usually
a very good reason why, and the
reason probably lies nestled in that
Fellows Has a Friend
person's own outlook.
EDITOR:
Bob McFadden
The fantasy by Mr. Harold FelAssistant Program Director
lows [B*T, Nov. 12] was one of
KGAK Gallup, N. M.
the finest pieces I have seen this
year. I am sending the page to the
editor of Torch, the Milwaukee Ad Recommended Reading
Club magazine. Along with my
suggestion that it be reprinted in EDITOR:
our paper,
I'm available
suggestingby that
. . . We here"
in the
[FCC]
copies
be made
the
depended
on(lo,BroadMilwaukee Ad Club for mailing library have
casting • Telecasting
these
to all advertisers in the Wisconsin
area.
many years)
only offormaterials
its accuracy but fornotchoice
PerhapscastingBroadcasting
• Tele...
would like to suggest
the and realRuthsparkle
Bredekamp
same thing for other advertising
Arlington, Va.
agencies across the country.
[EDITOR'S assistant
NOTE: Miss FCC
Bredekamp,
H. Ellis Saxton
legislative
library,
The Saxton Agency
retired
Dec. 1 after in17theyears
with
the
Commission.]
Milwaukee
[EDITOR'Sthe NOTE:
Mr. chaos
Fellows'
forecast
that fantasy
would
result suddenly
if alleconomic
advertising
were
suspended.]in the U. S. Objection
Overruled
EDITOR:
In your recent article which apDon#t Stop Now
peared in the Nov. 19 issue of
EDITOR:
Broadcasting • Telecasting enCongratulations to Bruce Ander- you make
titled "How to Stay Out of Jail,"
son on his [B»T,
article, Nov.
"The 12].
Writer'sIt to wit: the following statement,
Lament"
makes sound sense and should be
"A worse, and probably less preread by every manager of every
dictable, fate awaits the broadstation.
And,
Mr.
Editor,
don't
caster who, in conforming to fedstop with one article on this suberal
law,
puts a political candiject. Advertising is salesmanship,
date's libelous speech on the air
but too few know it.
and
is
sued
in a state or local court.
Edgar
Kobak
In such courts federal laws do not
New York

Ray of Sunshine
EDITOR:
I want to . . . thank you for
bringing a lot of cheer to a great
guy manypartmiles
away inon the
the
northern
of England
cold,
bleak
shores
of
the
North
Sea. I received a letter from Stan
Jr., the junior member of our
firm,
which nohe idea,
. . . Dad,
said: what a
"Youin have
lift this magazine gives me; and
it actually keeps me up-to-date on
what's happening in the radio
world
so that
go stale again
until
I can get
back Iindon't
the harness
after I have completed my hitch
in the Air Force." . . .
Stanley G. Boynton
Stanley
G. Boynton
Birmingham,
Mich. Adv.

apply."
. my impression that
It [has]. . been
state and local laws were subPity the Announcer
o
r
d
i
n
a
t
e to federal statutes which
EDITOR:
contradicted or abrogated same
This letter is in regard to "The and that, although a state court
Writer's. .Lament"
in your ofNov.copy12 might have jurisdiction over a
issue
. The position
under the laws of libel or
writer is by no means the only one case
it must, nevertheless, take
in radio with disadvantages in slander,
cognizance
of and interpret, if
both pay and working conditions.
(Continued on page 95)
Take a look at the man the public
BROADCASTING
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Jimmy

said

two billion prayers
'"God bless everybody'.' he said . . .short and sweet.
"Then I kissed him goodnight, tucked him
in, put out the light and went downstairs.
"Thatthis was
Two billion
people
on
eartha big
. . .order!
and Jimmy
was praying
for them all!
"Now ... if you were going to have that
many people blessed, what one big blessing
would you wish for them all?
"Freedom!
What offiner
Freedom
for
all the peoples
the thing
world?thanWhy,
anybody
who knows what our Freedom really means
would give his eyeteeth to be an American
citizen. Let's see why:
"Here wepapers chave
freedom oftheyreligion.
Our sonewsan say anything
want and
can
we, short of libel, slander or sedition. Our
kids are taught Freedom from kindergarten
up. Here we have a free choice of places to
live in, businesses to go into or jobs to work
at, like mine at Republic (you ought to see
the steel we're producing down at the plant! )
"Come
us mark
our
ballots voting
. . . nortime,
can nobody
he knowseeswhom
we vote
for. And we can squawk our heads off in town
meetings or write what we think to our Congresmn. . . and nobody puts us in jail for it.
"As
long
as
don't step are
on the
Freedom, weweAmericans
the other
freest fellow's
people
in the world. But there are plenty of people
trying to rob us of those Freedoms and run
things their way. Outside enemies . . . but we
have plenty inside, too. They sneak into
our schools, businesses, unions, social clubs
. . . everywhere !
"Let's keep. . an. while
eye Jimmy
on thoseprays
whoforattack
our
Freedoms
the other
two billion whose greatest blessing would be
the Freedoms we already have!"
REPUBLIC STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio

LIKE GOLD, SCRAP IS WHERE YOU FIND IT! And
there" cannot
s scarcelyyieldan aindustry,
storageDo yard
that
rich loadbusiness
of Scrapor Iron.
you
kno-w
that
it
takes
100
tons
of
Scrap
Iron
tohowproduce
200
tons
of
new
steel?
Of
course,
you
know
badly
America
needs ForthatProduction.
new steel today.
Defense.needs.
For
Construction.
And forForCivilian
Prospect
aroundor your
placeequipment,
for all the tools
discarded,
broken, worn
obsolete
and
machines
today. And! sell it to your local "junk" dealer
for Scrap tomorrow
, and in nei a series appearing
nes
magazi
ic
ubl
ls,rint,minores permission
Rep
and offices arebroadcast
located,
l, wri
ful
coloter milrep
casthi
of Steel,to Cleveland
Dept.
e t.is M,one RiRepublic
smessagDep
(T
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DALLAS PROPOSAL
AM Grant Recommended
INITIAL DECISION proposing
grant of application for an AM
outlet in Dallas, Tex., to Lakewood
Broadcasting Co. for 1480 kc, 1 kw
day, 500 w night, was issued by
FCC Hearing Examiner Fanney N.
Litvin last week.
Examiner found that benefits to
the public
outweighed
tial deviations
from the"unsubstan[engineering] standards"
with reference
minmum
field intensity
of 5 to 10to
mv/m over all residential sections
of the city. The proposed station
falls slightly short of FCC standards in this instance, but meets all
other requirements, the examiner
found.
Question of interference to any
foreign stations protected under
terms of the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
was resolved in favor of the proposed station when the applicant
amended application to change directional antenna pattern to avoid
conflict with XEAR Monterrey,
Mexico.
Partners in Lakeland Broadcasting Co. are Eldridge C. Harrell and
Delbert
men. Davison, Dallas business-

TO AID replenishment of blood
supplies in Korea, stations have
continued their concentrated efforts. In addition to those individual station accounts previously
reported [B*T, Nov. 26], still more
reports came in last week.
Pledges totaling 1,559 pints of
blood for servicemen fighting in
Korea were received within 45
minutes after KING Seattle Disc
Jockey Gil Henry made a plea for
"a gift of life" on his regular aftKING'S
House. Inernoona program,
dramatic
episodeOpenon
a KING-TV show, March On, a
Marine private who had received
blood in Korea after being wounded
made a donation. This program
was presented over KING-TV by
the Armed Forces Public Information
west Office
Area. for the Pacific NorthPleas over KOOK Billings,
Mont., in cooperation with the CBS
Radio Network nation-wide campaign, evoked more than 7,000
pledges, involving one-sixth of the

A. EARL CULLUM SR.
Consulting Engineer Dies
A. EARL CULLUM, Sr., 65, Dallas consulting radio engineer, died
Nov. 21 after a six-month illness.
Mr. Cullum had been in the consultant engineering business with
his son, A. Earl Cullum Jr., for
fifteen years.
He was born in Weatherford,
Tex. Mr. Cullum Sr. in 1936 left
the Texas highway department to
join his neering
son incompanya consulting
engias the business
partner.
Mr. Cullum is survived by his
wife; a daughter, Mrs. C. E.
Reed, and his son. Mr. Cullum
Jr. has interest in KB YE Oklahoma City, Okla., KCMC Texarkana,
Tex. Tex., and KFDM Beaumont,
MISSOURI Farm Bureau Federation
has signed for Bright Star, transcribed-syndicated
duced by Frederic radio
W. Zivseries
Co., profor
broadcast in Clinton, Carthage, Kennett, and Chillicothe, Mo.

DUPONT DENIED
On Stock Purchase in CHLP
ON GROUNDS that he already
owned one broadcasting station in
the Montreal area, Arthur Dupont,
CJAD chaseMontreal,
was denied
of 52% common
sharespur-of
CHLP Montreal at the Nov. 23
meeting of the board of governors
of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. at Ottawa. The board ruled
"that such extension of multiple
ownership is not in the interest of
broadcasting
the public."
While the or CBC
board ruled
favorably on share transfers of 10
other stations, it denied the request
of CFCA-FM Kitchener to temporarily discontinue broadcasting
and retain its license. In the case
of CHLN Three Rivers, the CBC
board ruled favorably on a change
in ownership from Hon. Jacob
Nicol to Honore Dansereau stating
"that this transaction represents
a reduction in multiple ownership
of stations."

BLOOD DONATIONS

SIX YEARS OF
LEADERSHIP IN CINCINNATI
— ^ See Center spread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
509000

WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER
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Korean Needs Stir Station Action
city's 43,000 residents.
In addition to the CBS all-day
marathon Nov. 15, KMOX St. Louis
produced
jamboree
behalf of theitsRedown Cross
blood ondrive.
More than 2,000 pints of blood
were pledged.
Staff Donors
Staff members of WAAM (TV)
Baltimore gave blood on the Nov.
20 edition of the Johns Hopkins
Science Review which dealt with
the topic, "The Blood Bank Pays
During a WMT Cedar Rapids
Dividends."
promotion
of the blood campaign,
Newsman Bill Roberts played a
tapeCleveland
recordingstations
of his WEWS
own donation.
(TV)
and WXEL
(TV)
combined
services last week to spur donations
for the Cleveland Regional Blood
Bank drive. The two stations presented aTV project in which "Mr.
Average
Clevelander"
appeals to fellow
citizens.made
Stations
reported that the non-professional
appeal was effective. Stations also
produced a new series of spots
which each outlet aired.
WILDROOT REPLY
Denies FTC Complaint
AN ANSWER denying charges
that it violated the law by making
certain advertising and promotional allowances to retail drug
customers has been filed by Wildroot
Co.,
Buffalo, with the Federal
Trade Commission.
The reply said that allowances
for advertising and promoting
Wildroot hair tonic and shampoo
were made available to all customers on "proportionally equal
terms" and conform with established custom in the drug trade.
The firm asked the commission to
dismiss the complaint.
Payments were made for cooperative advertising, special promotional sales and for maintenance
of window and counter displays,
Wildroot said. Advertising included radio-TV commercials, FTC
said in filing the complaint last
October [B»T, Oct. 29].

AFL BOOKLET
Shows Anti-Red Stand
IN ITS latest booklet issued to radio and television workers in the
attempt to keep them within the
fold of the AFL, the Radio and
Television Organizing Committee
of the Los Angeles Central Labor
Council (AFL) offers assurance
that on the basis of its history
there is no danger of Communist
infiltration into the AFL union.
Entitled Our Record Is Not Red,
the booklet
the conspirunion's
"defeat
of the reviews
Communist
acy to control the motion picture
industry." It noted its crushing
of the strikes by the Conference of
Studio Unions against the motion
picture studios.
Although the Communist camto control
turepaignindustry
has the
been motion
routed, picthe
booklet dence"
points
out,
"substantial
evibefore
the
House
Un-American Activities Committee in Los
Angeles hearings shows that Communists invaded
and "ardent the
fellow
ers" have
radiotraveland
television
fields.
Historycludes,proves,
conthat the the
bestbooklet
insurance
against the need for some future
investigation of radio and television
in Hollywood is for workers in the
radio andfective
TV anti-Communist
field "to joinAFLthe unefions in the amusement industries."

Guyer to WMOA
R. SANFORD GUYER, former
generalville, manager
WBTM general
DanVa., has beenof named
manager of WMOA Marietta,
Ohio, according to William G.
Wells, WMOA president. Mr.
Guyer had operated a consulting
practice after resigning from
WBTM some weeks ago. He has
been active in NARTB affairs and
served on the former Small Market
Stations Executive Committee. He
took over the new post Dec. 1.
Enters Priesthood
DR. MAX JORDAN, former
NBC foreign correspondent,
will be ordained a Roman
Catholic priest on Dec. 8 at
the Abbey of Beuron in
Wurtemberg, Germany. He
WIBK Operation
OPERATION of WIBK Knoxville
will say his first mass the
following day. Dr. Jordan
was extended by the FCC until
Feb. 1, 1952, or until 30 days after
joinedent in 1931,
NBC becoming
as a corresponddirector
entry of U. S. Court of Appeals
of religious programs for
decision on pending petitions of the
network
in
1943.
He accepted
applicant and the Commission,
whichever is sooner. Last October,
appointment
as correspondent for the National
Catholic
Court upheld FCC decision refusWelfare Conference in Switzing a license to Rev. J. Harold
erland in 1945, and held that
Smith because of misrepresentation
post up to the present time.
[B»T, Oct.
29]. Rev.
Smith petiAccording to an NBC spokestioned the court
for reconsideraman, Dr.broadcast
Jordan,fromin Berne,
exclution, and the FCC filed an opposisive
tion to this petition. Until these
was
first
to
announce
Japapetitions are decided, the Comnese acceptance of armistice
mission has extended temporary
terms
which
ended
World
authority to continue operating
War II on Aug. 14, 1945.
the station.
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Your CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM is telling the minestruth
. . . the truth
the communist
lie. that
Via underRadio
Free Europe, you, and all the freedom
loving world, are bringing to the people
of Czechoslovakia the truth that gives
them hope of eventual liberation . . .
the hope that respect for human dignity will triumph over a godless tyranny. Radio Free Europe is helping the
people of Czechoslovakia by telling them
where missing friends now are. Identifies by name the quislings and informers. And RFE sends messages from escapees to their families and friends
voiced in their own language by their
own countrymen.
Your Crusade for Freedom hurts the
Communist dictators because RFE tells
the truth behind the Iron Curtain where
truth is an alien freedom. Freedom is indivisible. Where some men have lost
freedom, the freedom of men everywhere is in danger. The Crusade for our
freedoms may be beginning in Munich
today. You and 25,000,000 freedom loving Americans — with your dollars and
cents are setting up more transmitters
beamed to more communist dominated
countries
in Europeis aandcontinuing
Asia. Theagency
Crusade for Freedom
for piercing
the
Iron
Curtains.
Its
dress is: Crusade for Freedom adEmpire State Building, New York 1,
New York.
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Broadcasting Towers
were selected for RFE Munich to permit it to
beam the truth that hurts the communist line
in Czechoslovakia.
It is these four Wincharger Towers and their
scientifically engineered arrangement that keeps
RFE Munich on the air in the homes of freedomloving Czechs.
Each of these towers, type 300, rises 350 feet from
ground level. At these heights^ Wincharger Towers
will withstand winds of 100 M.P.H. velocity. Each side
of these triangular cross section towers is only 28 1 2
inches wide. Heavy hot-dipped galvanized high carbon
steel is used throughout all Wincharger Towers. Three
insulated guys at 50 foot intervals add to the strength
of the type 300 tower.
Strengthsoidalplus
easy keeps
to tune,the easy
to hold,,135,000
sinucurrentaccurate,
distribution
powerful
Watt Radio Free Europe installation tuned to Czechoslovakia.
The Wincharger Corporation engineering skill can help
every
station, problems.
commercial,Letpolice
— or you
freedom,
with
their antenna
us help
keep your
station on the beam.
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MANSON NAMED
Chosen CBC Gen. Mgr.
DONALD MANSON, since 1944
assistant general manager of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., last
week was named general manager,
succeeding Dr. Augustin Frigon.
Dr. Frigon relinquished that post
because of ill health. However CBC
announced Dr. Frigon will assume
a new post of director of planning
for CBC. He will handle senior
planning and advisory work.
Also appointed
jgl^M^» -J, Ouimet,
was J. Alphonse
who has
been serving as
:aSflflHjK*. coordinator of
, \ JKj
television and
| Vg^H^VF
engineer.
^HHHL_ chief
Both
Messrs.
A| Manson and OuiA^jJKA
met have
"^■^^^B
with
CBC been
since
_.
its beginning in
Mr.
Manson
1936 and with
CBC's predecessor, Canadian Radio
Broadcasting
Ouimet started Commission.
with CRBC Mr.
in 1934
after two years with an experimentreal.tal Canadian TV company in MonMr. Manson, a native of Wick,
Scotland, first entered radio in
1906. He took part in the first
trans-Atlantic transmissions, working with Guglielmo Marconi at
Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, shortly
after going to Canada.

CBC FUTURE
More Funds Requested
FEWER daytime serials and plans
for TV development throughout
Canada were announced by A. D.
Dunton, chairman of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., during investigation of CBC operations and
financingmit e abyt Ottawa
a Parliamentary
last week. comMr. Dunton told the members
of Parliament that daytime serials
are here to stay. He said if CBC
were given enough financial aid by
the government, the number of
serials would be reduced, but the
CBC had no intention of dropping
them all at any time.
A number of the serials would
THREE officers of American Women in Radio and Television greeted Gov. be taken off the networks when
and Mrs. Thomas E. Dewey when they arrived to attend New York State the CBC has the money to develop
Chapter meeting in Albany last month. (L to r): Doris Corwith, vice president
to replace the
of AWRT eastern region; Edythe Meserand, national AWRT president; Gov. good programs
Dunton thetoldserials
the comand Mrs. Dewey; and Gertrude Grover, AWRT New York State chairman. serials, Mr.
mittee. He noted
are
The New York Governor addressed a luncheon meeting of the New York chap- popular with women listeners.
How CBC obtains its news and
ter, meeting Nov. 16-18, describing radio-TV women as "the most dominant
factor in public life" because of their influence on women voters.
the possibilities of the CBC setting
up its own newsgathering organization including members in the
HITS
CBC
CONTROL
DUNTON DEFENDS
Parliamentary Press Gallery, were
Chandler Cites Evils discussed at sessions on Nov. 22.
CBC Freedom of Views
Mr. Dunton stated he was satisfied
BROADCASTING of unconven- "JUST so long as the Canadian with
services provided by Canational or unpopular views on Broadcasting Corp. has the power
dian Press, British United Press
ethical and other controversial to control private broadcasting sta- and Agence
Presse. CBC
tions, it is in its interests, in its rewrites the France
news obtained from
problems by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., was defended by A. interest of survival, that it use these services at its central newsD. Dunton, CBC chairman, before
regulations in a manner so
room at Toronto and regional
the Canadian Parliamentary radio these
operated broadcast- newsrooms across Canada, to fit
committee at Ottawa on Nov. 20 that ingprivately
cannot
look
too
good
in
relaCBC
newscasts.
Unless the agencies
on grounds of freedom of radio.
tion to the CBC," stated George charge more, now $147,000 a year,
Members of Parliament had criti- Chandler,
Oppose CBC Controls
for
the
services
CBC would not
owner
of
CJOR
Vancized the CBC for a recent series on
RESOLUTIONS against further
uver, in a talk on "The Case for operate its own newsgathering
control of broadcasting and tele- these controversial topics, as be- Private coBroadcasting."
organization,
he
said.
vision in Canada by the Canadian
ing improper, irreligious and even
Mr. Dunton told the committee
Mr. Chandler reviewed broadBroadcasting Corp., and license aiding communism.
after Toronto and Montreal
casting in Canada since its incep- that
fees for TV receivers were passed
Mr.
Dunton
pointed
out
that
TV
are in operation,
tion,
showed
how
the
bureaucratic
what the members asked of the elements have hindered the growth Ottawa,stations
at the dian
annual
meeting
of
the
Canaand Quebec City
Chambers of Commerce last CBC was a form of censorship to of broadcasting and now television would beWindsor,
next
on the list for TV
protectthethemembers
public believed
from views
month at Quebec. The organiza- which
stations.
Ottawa
would
be on the
to be in Canada and hampered freedom
tion will present its resolutions to
relay system now being
the Canadian government calling harmful. He stated that the pro- of speech. He recommends that microwave
built falobyvia Toronto
Bell Telephone
from Buffor entry of private enterprise into
grams were the responsibility of a regulatory
to Montreal.
Exregulate body
both "be
the empowered
CBC and
TV development in Canada; that the CBC, and not any one person to
t
e
n
s
i
o
n
o
f
the
system
to
privately
operated
stations,
that
its
TV licenses for receivers be con- or group. Mr. Dunton further de- regulations be as few as are abso- opposite Detroit, and toWindsor,
Quebec
fined only to those areas where
claredsiibtiwas
CBC's public
responlutely essential [and] should have City, east of Montreal, would follity to broadcast
all different
Canadian TV stations are in operano
aim
at
curtailing
freedom
of
low.
tion;mit edthatin British
more stations
per- main points of view as expressed speech, or freedom of expression or
Later, western cities, Vancouver
Columbia bewhere
by informed persons on questions
and Winnipeg, would have CBC
reception of Canadian stations is in which a section of the public freedom of use."
with programs supMr. Chandler pointed out that TV stations
not good in daytime; and that day- was interested. Some of the pro- control
pliedandfrom Montreal,
national byoutlets
of network operations by
light saving time be on a uniform
grams were rebroadcasts of a series
film. at
basis.
by the British Broadcasting Corp. CBC benefited American companies Toronto
Some
commercial
TV
programs
and subsidiaries in Canada of
be carried, Mr. Dunton stated.
American companies and hampered will
development of talent since private No discussion was held on the role
stations could not compete with of private
enterprise in TV station development.
programs
by the financial
Mr. Dunton also told the comresources ofbought
a network.
He also
mittee that logs of independent
pointed out that the most popular
would be produced to show
STUM?
US
programs on Canadian networks stations
these could use more live
were commercial programs, not that
talent
shows.
He also pointed out
produced by the CBC, and that that new program
. . . AVERAGING OVER
cultural programs favored by the were needed at Toronto,headquarters
better
Massey Commission catered only facilities were needed atthat
Winnipeg
9,000 LETTERS
to a small minority.
and
Vancouver,
that
a
FrenchA WEEK
language station should be built by
CBC in the Atlantic coast provKLRA Little Rock, Ark., was cited by inces.
(see inside front cover)
J.Agricultural
L. Wright, Mobilization
chairman ofCommittee,
Arkansas'
The Parliamentary committee
also is to hear the Canadian Assn.
as being an outstanding contributor of
Broadcasters, representing 104
in the publicity campaign of the Farm
Scrap Drive. The station has collect- independent stations, and to listen
ed
over
3,500
tons
of
scrap
metal
for
to representations for an indethe defense effort.
pendent broadcasting tribunal.
BROADCASTING
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► TODAY (Dec. 3) WQXR New
York, tion,Gotham's
goodyearmusic
staenters its 16th
of commercial operation. On Dec. 3, 1936,
John V. L. Hogan and Elliott M.
Sanger, formed the Interstate
Broadcasting Co., to present the
people of New York alone "the best
in music." The station and its staff
are still adhering to its original
policy of presenting the best in
classical, semi-classical and light
music. Its library contains upwards
of 25,000 recordings and includes
major works by many well known
artists. The station, now owned by
The New York Times, operates
18y2 hours daily.
► NBC program, Grand Ole Opry,
sponsored by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., celebrated its 26th anniversary last Saturday with a
number of special features on its
regular broadcast from Nashville,
Tenn. It is aired each week, 9:3010 p.m.
► KMO Tacoma spotlighted its
25th anniversary with outdoor posters in the station's listening area.
► WGAY Silver Spring, Md., enters its sixth year of broadcasting
Dec. 5. For the event, the suburban
Maryland station on the fringe of
"Washington,
D. C, will
play Press
host
to the Montgomery
County
Assn. with a buffet luncheon at the
studios. From Dec. 1 on, the station has been airing greetings from
leading citizens of the Silver Spring
area. John W. Kluge, WGAY
president, and Joseph L. Brechner,
general
signedago.theErnie
station on themanager,
air five years
Tannen,
WGAY's
tor, joined
station program
one day direcafter
its debut.
► CAROLINE CABOT, conductor
of Shopping Service over WEEI
Boston,
of servicecelebrates
at stationquarter-century
this week and
retires Friday (Dec. 7) from broadcasting activities. Miss Cabot, in
private life Genevieve S. Ricketts,
went to Boston from Syracuse, N.
Y., as sales representative of store
window
store solddisplay
her onfixtures.
doing a Kennedy's
radio program which won her the loyalty of
listeners and sponsors alike. Pro-

milestones...
gram a.m.
is heard daily on WEEI, 8:158:30
► RAY GIRARDIN, WEEI Boston
program director, was presented a
watch from General Manager
Harvey J. Struthers, marking his
20th anniversary with the station.
► TO MARK the 50th anniversary
of the first radio signal across the
Atlantic Ocean on Dec. 12, 1901,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
is using three talks on the event
the first three Sundays in Decemon Marconi's
Kite, ber.andThe first
the will
earlybe experiments;
the second, Sparks Takes His Place,
deals with Marconi's
Cape Bretonof
experiments
and development
radio to 1918. The third in the
series, Pounding Brass on Sable

WSOK TAKES AIR
Opening Set This Month
WSOK Nashville, Tenn., takes the
air the first part of December, according to the station, which is
owned and operated by the Nashville Broadcasting Co. It will
operate from sunrise to sunset on
1470 kc with 1 kw,
Station's
president
is H.director,
Calvin
Young,
former
program
WMAK Nashville. Other executives are Dean W. J. Faulkner,
Fisk U., vice president; Larry
Dean Faulkner, former assistant
program director of WERD Atlanta, program director, and
Charles H. Webster, of National
Baptist Sunday School Publishing
Board. Station is interracial and
aims forence. the
listening offices
audiTHE
StudiosNegro
and executive
are located in the Boray Bldg.,
419 4th Ave. North.
BROADCASTING
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Island, will deal with the experiences of a radio operator on this
Atlantic Ocean radio watchtower.
► MORE than a half century of
combined service has been rounded
out this month by five staff memWLAW outlet.
Lawrence,
Greaterbers of Boston
NamesABC's
and
length of service of each: Chief
Announcer Arthur Flynn, 11 years;
Engineers James H. Riley, 13
years, Ernest A. Pfeiffer, 11 years,
Alden
years, and
George M.P. Doughty,Jowdy, 5 11years.
► WDAS Philadelphia Sportscaster Sherry O'Brien begins his 23d
year on the air this month.
► JERRY ELLIS, manager of Columbia Transcriptions in Chicago,
last month marked his 25th year in

BRANHAM

radio. Mr. Ellis has worked at
Columbia Transcriptions 14 years.
► ELEVENTH year of broadcasting over WSTV Steubenville was
celebrated Nov. 14 by The Neapolitan Serenade, Sunday, 11:30 a.m.1 p.m. with a special show presented at the
school auditorium.local
Guests high
of honor
were
Mayor Walter C. Sterling and
WSTV's manager, John J. Laux.
► WILLIAM SHEEHAN, WDRC
Hartford announcer, observed his
sixth anniversary with the station
during November.
► DAILY pre-Christmas program
for children, Billie the Brownie,
starts its 21st year on WTMJ, the
Milwaukee Journal outlet. Presented 4:45-5 p.m., the program has
been sponsored throughout its
broadcast history by Ed Schuster
& Co., Milwaukee, owner of three
department stores. Larry Teich
is writer-producer.
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In Cincinnati, The Daily Hit Parade gives you higher evening ratings
than such network shows as Lowell Thomas, Three Star Extra, Lone
Ranger, One Man's Family, the Beulah Show, Contented Hour, Stop the
Music.
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MGM PICTURES
STANBACK
GROVES LABS.

ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE
24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
CALL COLLECT:
Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
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CROSLEY
HUDEPOHL
BEER
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HIT PARADE
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False Whiskers
ON OUR WAY to work the other morning
we noticed a seedy Santa Claus listlessly tolling a corroded bell on a windswept street corner, the advance guard of thousands who soon
will be at their posts, gladdening the hearts
of young children and costume renters.
Immediately we made a mental note to sound
an alarm to broadcasters. Christmas is coming, gentlemen, and with it the hazards of
mail order offerings of Christmas trinkets.
We may expect that some office-in-their-hats
promoters will try to use broadcast advertising, on either a P.I. or straight contract basis,
to sell special merchandise, ornaments, decorations, toys and such. Unless history chooses
not to repeat itself, some of these offers will
shake
lot of topeople's
faithlastin year
Santaat Claus.
It is atimely
recall that
least
two outfits left stations holding the bag on
such deals. In both cases the promoters not
only failed to pay some stations for their advertising but also failed to deliver some merchandise that listeners had paid for in advance. Messrs. Cowan and Whitmore, of Los
Angeles, the operators of one of these enterprises, are now awaiting federal trial for
fraud. So far as we know, the other outfit,
which called itself Midland Advertising, New
York, but which had no connection whatever
with the reputable Midland agency of Cincinnati, is scot free.
We suggest that broadcasters who are invited to do Christmas business with any unfamiliar mail order operation investigate the
organization's
haveNota
look
at samplescredit
of therating
stuff and
beingalsosold.
everybody who wears a Santa Claus suit is
Santa Claus.
End of An Era
LAST SATURDAY, Transradio Press Service
signed off after 17 years of operation. It had
been formed to provide a radio news wire when
the old-line press associations, because of newspaper commitments, looked with disdain upon
radio as a news medium.
Transradio folded because three press associations now supply radio (and TV) with full
news wire service, in recognition of the status
of broadcasting as a news vehicle.
In its day — before the breakdown of the
Press-Radio Agreement of 1934 — Transradio
performed yeoman service to radio. It was
this service that led primarily to the breakdown of the Agreement. In its founder,
Herbert Moore, TR had a brilliant and courageous operator. Perhaps he was too militant.
Until he turned over the reins of Transradio
to his brother, Robert E. Lee Moore, a few
years ago, Herb was fighting his battles on
any pitched front.
Transradio actually was the second to enter
the radio news field. No. 1 was Consolidated
Press Assn., headed by David Lawrence, now
the publisher of U. S. News and World Re
port. Mr. Lawrence began serving radio in the
late '20's. That was far ahead of his time,
and typical of his vision. Radio wasn't ready.
So Mr. Lawrence wound up the CPA in 1934 —
the very year in which the Press-Radio Agreement (which had supplied a watered-down
news tionreport
processed
wires) broke
down.from the press-associaWhatever the reasons, Transradio Press
sent initsradio.
"30" last Saturday. Thus ended an
era
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Port Huron Revisited
THE FCC last week issued an order which it
advertised as intended to clarify the rules
governing political broadcasting but which
only added confusion to a regulatory record
that already was a model of legalistic doubletalk.
In the order the Commission rebuked WDSU
New Orleans for violating Section 315 of the
Communications Act by censoring what the
station regarded as libelous material from a
mayoralty
As far as that
part
of thecandidate's
order went,speech.
the Commission
was
on clear ground. But the Commission did not
stop there. It plunged on into a jungle of its
own cultivation by adding that in the future it
would not deal so leniently with broadcasters
who censor "political broadcasts."
Less than a year ago the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals ruled that Section 315 was limited to political candidates and had no application whatever to political broadcasts by
anybody else. The court held that therefore
broadcasters were prohibited from censoring
candidates'
speechesscripts.
but were
all other political
The free
FCC tohascensor
not
always been that explicit, as pointed out by
this publication three weeks ago ("How to
Stay Out of Jail," B«T, Nov. 19).
FCC's order last week referred to its Port
Huron decision of several years ago as the
basis of its future review of political censorship. The Port Huron decision unfortunately
was hopelessly inarticulate on the question of
whether Section 315 applied to candidates only
or to all kinds of political broadcasts.
Last week the Commission had the chance
to clear up its interpretations of this question.
It missed its chance, perhaps out of typically
bureaucratic unwillingness to simplify anything, and failed to state explicitly that its
order applied exclusively to broadcasts by
candidates themselves and not to political
broadcasts in general.
Now unless the FCC is beginning to write its
own federal statutes, a power which mercifully
the Congress has not yet delegated, it can no
more make a ruling including all kinds of
political broadcasts in its censorship prohibitions than it can pass and enforce a law making
it a crime for a broadcaster to vote Republican.
The Commission owes it to the cause of good
government and to the broadcasters it polices
to clarify its WDSU order of last week. Once
and for all, it should admit that its interpretations are at odds with those of high courts,
and should say, in so many words, that the
broadcaster must live with Section 315 only
when dealing with candidates and not with
anybody else.
At Last
AFTER nearly four years of tortuous investigation, the expenditure of millions of dollars,
and the accumulation of thousands of pages
of testimony the Richards case has been closed.
The FCC last week found that the operation
of KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and
WGAR Cleveland under the revised management structure created after G. A. Richards'
death would "serve the public interest."
It has been our contention all along that
this same interest was being served before he
died. No conclusive evidence was ever prethat Mr. Richards'
actuallysentedbroadcast
over hispersonal
stations.views were
But that point, like all the others in the
case, hasmission been
"rendered
Comhad no choice
but to moot."
renew theThelicenses
which have so long been in jeopardy.

^- our respects to:

WINSLOW PERCY LEIGHTON
SCHENECTADY
business
are being bombarded
with firms
mailingcurrently
pieces
which state, "WSNY is just the tonic your
business
needs now."
These mortar
shells, in the form of six letters and four cards, pound recalcitrant attitudes. Then the foot soldiers— the WSNY
salesmen — move in.
Terms of surrender — in the parlance of
WSNY salesmen — simply is willingness to see
the light: That radio is the best, low-cost mass
medium and that WSNY is the station bestsuited to the Schenectady market.
The general officer directing this campaign
is Winslow Percy Leighton, president and general manager of the Western Gateway Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WSNY Schenectady.
Mr. Leighton points out through these mailing pieces that in the Schenectady market there
are 60,000 radio homes with 120,000 radios, plus
25,000 automobile radios. There are four times
as many radio as TV sets, he adds.
The WSNY executive wants prospective accounts to realize that for the price of a single
two-column, seven-inch ad in just one Schenecnewspaper,onthey
can buy six five-minute
news tady
programs
WSNY.
His mailing pieces ask prospective clients:
"Isn't it time for you to investigate this powerful low-cost medium? ... or to re-examine
WSNY in the light of new, proven sales experience, 100% increased newspaper costs and
increasing
values?"
Always WSNY
a strong
believer in promotion,
merchandising and exploitation, Mr. Leighton
personally directs all such activities for the
station.
Although maintaining a staff of 22, which is
above average for a 250-w local, he continues
to write copy and continuity, produce and
supervise programs and sell.
At 45, he is one of the few 20-year radio men
who
have spentfield.all their working lives in the
broadcasting
Born in New Haven May 17, 1906, Mr.
Leighton was schooled in Bermuda, Florida
and
He was graduated from Yale
U. inCalifornia.
1929.
First job immediately after graduation was
as an announcer for WGY Schenectady. An
announcer's
in those
he relates,
meant
also writingjobcopy
and days,
continuity,
producing
programs, selling, answering fan mail and
actually sweeping the floor on occasion.
Within a year, he created the position and
became quired
WGY's
firststandard
sales manager.
This resetting
up
(Continued
on pagerates
65) and sales
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Top

Programing
means

Top

Listening

on

These Loyal Audience
Shows Reach All Types of
Listeners At An Amazing
Low Cost Per Thousand

(6:30 to 9 a.m.

111 BO
LUB

WAKE UP NEW YORK - with genial,
sunny Max Cole, who literally wakes up
thousands upon thousands of listeners
in a soothing, pleasant, musical way —
a program with long years of success.

(10 to 12 p.m.)

PRAIRIE STARS - featuring America's
unchallenged queen of American Folk,
Western and Mountain Music. Elected
No. 1 feminine disc jockey in 1950 . . .
Rosalie Allen.

(12 to 3 a.m.)

THE RALPH COOPER SHOW - studded with guest stars and popular music.
Loved and listened to by the insomniacs
and the late working shifts.

1 280 CLUB with Phil Gordon has been

(7:30 to 9 p.m.)

the spear head of WOV's nighttime programing with a loyal "buying" audience
for over 12 years.

(9 to 10 p.m.)

YOUR BEST GIRL - with Cecelia,
clever, scintillating mistress of ceremonies — the male audience loves her —
the women are intrigued.

NEW

YORK

5000

WATTS

National Representative: John E. Pearson Co.
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Radio has a long, long reach.
Long enough to give you complete coverage ... to pull in mass
returns not only from metropolitan areas but from hundreds
of "outside" communities and
rural areas as well.

example #1: Blue CrossTypical
Blue Shield wanted new
subscribers in the Northwest.
Using 15-second Class A station
breaks only on WCCO, they
pulled 12,000 mail and phone
requests for applications in
three weeks. From 500 different
communities in Minnesota—
and 180 communities in seven
neighboring states.
VALE 1, J «LAS

Typical example #2: French
Market Coffee decided to test
the pulling power of its WBT
show. So they offered a "Bible

reminder coin" to the first 5,000
listeners who wrote in. After
three broadcasts the offer was
hastily withdrawn, because 6,137
requests flooded in from 244
communities in North Carolina
and 142 in South Carolina.
Whenever and wherever you
want to reach customers
throughout a wide area, Radio
can get you there. Economical y And
! in each of thirteen
of your most important
markets, the top-rated, most
sales-effective Radio station is
the station represented by
CBS Radio Spot Sales/
kRepresenting:
WAPI, Birmingham
WCBS, New York
WBT,
Charlotte
WRVA,
Richmond
WCCO,
WEEI, Boston
KMOX, St.Minneapolis
Louis
KCBS,SaltSanLakeFrancisco
WTOP, Washington KSL,
City
KNX, Los Angeles
WCAU, Chicago
Philadelphia and the Columbia
WBBM,
Pacific Network

and for the best in radio, tall CBS RADIO SPOT SALIS

FLY, SHUEBRUK & BLUME law firm, Washington office, moves to
new offices in the Wyatt Bldg. Telephone remains MEtropolitan €190.
EVERETT-McKINNEY Inc., N. Y., appointed national representative
KSYL Alexandria, La.
front offic
e

jggf

ARTHUR B. DONEGAN named manager of publicity department
. ABC, New York. Mr. Donegan entered radio and TV publicity when
he joined NBC in 1941. He was named assistant director of publicity for
ABC when the then Blue Network was separated from NBC the following
RICHARD T. SAMPSON, chief engineer KBIS and KMAR(FM) Bakersfield, Calif., returns to KXO El Centro, Calif., as general manager. He
replaces RILEY GIBSON who is now manager of KOME Tulsa, Okla.
HAROLD FRANKLIN, program director Institute For Democratic Education Inc., has resigned to join staff of Television Programming Dept.
of William Morris Agency, N. Y.
BOB LEE, manager CHUM Toronto, appointed to board of directors
of York Broadcasters Ltd. (owners of CHUM).
JOHN C. GILMORE, director of sales for western Pennsylvania, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Radio Attractions, appointed sales
manager WARD Johnstown, Pa.
IRVING SMITH, production manager WIP Philadelphia, named sales and program director WCMC Wildwood, N. J.
MARK N. FUNK Jr., news director WMGW-AM-FM
Meadville, Pa., appointed assistant manager WAKU
Latrobe, Pa.
Mr. Gilmore
HARRISON M. DUNHAM, former manager KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, opens Los Angeles law offices with
MAURICE J. HINDIN to handle radio, television and motion picture
clients. Offices are at 111 West 7th St.
ARTHUR STONE appointed merchandising director and major account
executive KXYZ Houston. Mr. Stone, well known in
the food wholesale industry, operated a food brokerage
firm until his present appointment.
B. M. PRENDERGAST, sales staff KXOK-FM St.
Louis, transfers to national sales staff KXPK-AM.
FORJOE & Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WMIN St. Paul, Minn.
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WJON St. Cloud, Minn. Mr. Stone
H. M. EDGAR, manager CJKL Kirkland Lakes, Ont., named manager
of national
paper chain.advertising sales Thomson Dailies, Toronto, affiliated newsSIX YEARS OF
LEADERSHIP IX CINCINNATI
See Center spread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000 WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER
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PetionaLi • • •
SIMON GOLDMAN, vice president and general manager WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., named chairman of business development commission of
local Chamber of Commerce. . . . LOUIS WOLFSON, account executive WTVJ (TV) Miami, and Lynn Rabin, married Nov. 21. . . . JAMES
H. QUELLO, advertising and public relations director WJR Detroit,
elected monthly chairman of United Detroit Radio Committee. WENDELL PARMELEE, sales manager WWJ Detroit, elected vice chairman. . . . BRUCE BARRINGTON, assistant to the general manager
KXOK St. Louis, named chairman of legislative committee of Missouri
Broadcasters Assn.
JIM THOMPSON, Chicago manager of Taylor Co., returns to work
after being hospitalized with pneumonia. . . . CARL WARD, general
manager WCBS New York, father of son, Nov. 11. . . . ARTHUR E.
GERBEL Jr., assistant manager KJR Seattle, elected chairman of
board
Catholic
Children's
Bureau, manager
Diocese ofWPTR
Seattle.
. . . MORGAN
RYAN, ofvice
president
and general
Albany,
father of
boy, Steven Hobdey, Nov. 13. . . .
PUTNAM NAMED
Heads Wage-Price Control
ROGER LOWELL PUTNAM,
Massachusetts industrialist and
prominent Democrat, was named
by President Truman last Monday
to
direct theprogram.
nation's wage-price
stabilization
Mr. Putnam, three times mayor
of Springfield, Mass., was to have
been sworn in last Saturday as
Economic Stabilization director
succeeding Eric Johnston, who returns to private life as president
of the Motion Picture Assn.
As chief of the Economic Stabilization Administration, the New
England industrialist will rank
second only to Defense Mobilizer
Charles E. Wilson, with responsibility for setting wage and price
policies for all industries.
Mr. Putnam is the nephew of
the late A. Lawrence Lowell, president of Harvard U. and a member
of the prominent New England
Lowell family. He is president of
the Package Machinery Co.,
Springfield. Harvard U. and
Lowell Institute, a philanthropic
organization, are among a halfdozen colleges and universities
comprising the Lowell Institute
Cooperative Broadcasting Council,
which has sponsored the "Adult
Education by Radio" movement the
past five years and operates WLLH
(FM) there.

UNESCO SURVEY
Covers Communication Media
SURVEY of munications
the world's
mass commedia has been
completed
by
UNESCO
(United
tions Educational, Scientific Naand
Culturallished Organization)
pubin a new volume,and Press,
Film, Radio,
1950. UNESCO's
National Commission
has announced.
A 606-page report, representing
the fourth annual UNESCO communications study, delves into the
technical structure, operation and
facilities of radio, news agencies,
press and film in some 44 countries.
Programs are reported in relation
to the quest for
understandinginternational
and the historical
development of each medium.
The survey is divided into 150
separate reports and is available
from Columbia
U. Press,
International Documents
Service,
2960
Broadway,
New
York
27,
N. Y.
Cost is $3.50 per copy.
SEVEN packaged Christmas shows
have beenscribedsent
SESAC to Shipment
its tranlibrary bysubscribers.
includesgins Rabbit
a half-hour
of
the
Mr.
series. Several ofMugthe
programs feature the Trinity Choir
of St. Paul's Chapel, New York.

Hooper to Speak
C. E. HOOPER, audience measurement expert, will present "A Case
for
Radio survey,
Advertising,"
a recent
at thebased
Dec. on6
luncheon meeting of the Radio Executives Club of New York at that
city's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
WGBI Scranton, Pa., awarded $175 in BUY CHRISTMAS SEALS
U. S. Defense Bonds to three top
Lackawanna
racy contest County's
winners. Voice of Democ- FIGHT TUBERCULOSIS
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

PREPAREDNESS
LAG
parts)
and
number
of sets to be
IS thenessnation's
military
preparedprogram being sacrificed at turned out.
Substitutes have been devised for
the expense of a healthy civilian
economy for essential durables selenium in rectifiers in the wake
such as radio-TV sets and other of shortages of that metal and
appliances?
it was explained. SubThat question was raised on aluminum,
ject also was posed by a Selenium
Capitol Hill last week in hearings Rectifiers Industry Advisory group
held by a Joint Congressional Com- with NPA last Thursday. The inmit e set up to oversee the U. S.
dustry is operating on a shortage
re-armament drive.
having to service nearly 30
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. basis,
million
rectifiers now in use, priWilson and Defense Production
marily in smaller radio-TV sets.
I Administrator Manly Fleischmann
Attending the radio-TV protold
Senate-House
ducers session were representagroup a that
the blame "watchdog"
should not
tives of Emerson Radio & Phonobe placed on maintenance of the
graph Corp., John Meek Indusconsumer goods industry but
tries, Motorola Corp., Philco Corp.,
rather on design problems and re- Trav-Ler Radio Corp., Zenith
to ling of industries, as well as Radio Corp., Radio Craftsmen and
scarcity of materials.
Fada Radio & Electric Co. Leon
Shortly afterward, a Senate Pre- Golden, NPA Electronics Division,
paredness Subcommittee scored the presided over the meeting.
nation's top two mobilization-proThere was some amplication of
duction officials foroutput
a "dangerous"
NPA-DPA's formalization of the
lag in military
and held color
TV equipment ban last week.
that civilian cutbacks had not been Circuitry
loomed as the basic criimposed
"soon
enough."
as to whether materials
Almost simultaneously electronic would beterionallotted
manufacture
industry representatives warned of color television forequipment.
the National Production AuthorDistinction
was
drawn
between
ity that radio-TV set inventories — color-only receivers and black-andonce
bulging
on
dealers'
shelves
—
white
sets
which
could
be
equipped
are now low and future output will
house the color tube. Materials
hinge on allotments of controlled toearmarked
solely for color are
materials.
flatly
prohibited, NPA officials exMeeting with NPA officials, the
metals to be used in
Radio and Television Set Manu- circuitry plained,forwhile installation
facturing Industry Advisory Com- tubes in monochrome sets Mmaycolorbe
mittee recommended a re-evaluation of allotment levels taking granted.
Exception Noted
cognizance of the seasonal upsurge
in sales September through Decemthe government's
ber each year. About 60% of ban,Under
no prohibition
would be formal
placed
annual sales of receivers are made
manufacture of color telein this period. NPA has set a Dec. on "the vision
equipment
for
use
22 deadline on applications for closed circuit for industrial onpur-a
second quarter (April - June)
poses, or institutions
by hospitals
or educaquotas to be used in receivers,
tional
for instructional
transmitters and other Class B
purposes" [B«T, Nov. 26].
electronic products.
NPA officials speculated that the
Industry members urged the regulation
in its present
agency to obtain reports on pro- form, thatmeans
Pictures
duction of various type radio, TV Corp. would Paramount
be
permitted
to oband combination sets instead of on
tain
materials
to
incorporate
the
quantity of materials used in these so-called Lawrence tri-color tube,
products. They also reported that for example, into existing blacksuppliers of metals are requiring and-white receivers. Other methods
aandlonger
lead-time on components requiring extensive change of cirmaterials.
cuitry would not be as fortunate,
On the government side NPA: however.
# Advised that copper will reAnother method touching on
main scarce throughout 1952, as color TV is the Eidophor-CBS
will nickel, tungsten, cobalt and large
screen TV unit which 20th
selenium. Aluminum shortage may Century Fox Film Corp. plans to
demonstrate in New York this
ease, however, by July 1, 1952.
# Told manufacturers should month. The materials outlook for
file immediately, if they have not this enterprise, under 20th Cendone so, for second quarter quotas.
tury's Chromatic
Television
Labs,
is unknown.
It was
understood,
# Stressed the urgency of re- however,
that 20th Century attorturning unused allotments. This
neys plan from
to seekNPA.
a clarification of
will not work to the hardship of the order
manufacturers in obtaining subNPA was besieged with queries
sequent allocations, which are
based on the average use of usage from manufacturers seeking a
during ofthe1950.
base period — first six clarification of its order (M-90),
months
pointing out that in most instances
# Sought more data looking only small amounts of materials
toward a better balance between are needed compared to metals for
tubes and components (in fact, all monochrome set production.
BROADCASTING
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One issue involved the future of
color theatre TV equipment which
would,
by implication
underNPA
the
NPA directive,
be banned.
officials conceded that as commercial institutions, such enterprises
may fall under the ban, though the
agency has not set a policy.
The exemption
for
"experiuses was
regarded
limited inmental"NPA
circles,
referringas
largely to defense-supporting programs
factoryandfirms.frankly industrial OlTestifying on Capitol Hill,
Mobilizer Wilson told the joint
committee that military production
has not been "substantially affected" byfor
maintenance
of reasonable levels
civilian hard
goods.
But shortage of nickel may necessitate areduction in products next
year. He also cited strikes as a
reason for production lags.
Mr. Fleischmann declared that
"if you cut out civilian production
completely, it would not increase
the production of planes one bit
Preparedness Comin The
1952."Senate
mittee, headed by Sen. Lyndon
Johnson (D-Texas), had other
ideas, however, which it expressed
in an interim report. It urged a
"procurement czar" to speed up
the re-armament program.

RD I
IA/
Iff UDJ

ARMED and bewhiskered Westerner
isAM-FM
Ray Livesay,
WLBHMattoon, president,
III., and president,
Illinois Broadcasters Assn., returned
from his sixth annual deer hunting
trip in the Colorado mountains. Mr.
Livesay took along a small motor
generator to operate a tape recorder
with which he taped 10 quarter-hour
shows on his hunting experiences for
sale to a local sporting goods store.
As a mittee
casenotedinthat
point,electronics
the subcomdeliveries during April-June 1951
were
30% compiled
"behind onthe thetarget."
Data was
basis
of figures provided by defense
agencies. Another complaint was
that small business is not getting
its share of defense orders.

AND
ROAN
FORHWES
T OKE
VIRGINIA
SOUT

The million people in WDBJ's coverage
area will earn nearly a billion dollars
this year. Here's WDBJ's family coverage, according to the 1949 BMB:
Day — 110,590 families in 36 counties
Night — 85,830 families in 31 counties
and 3 to 7 days weekly
Day — 90,320 families

Night — 66,230 families

For further information:
Write WDBJ or Ask FREE & PETERS!
Established 1924
CBS Since 1929
WDBJ
AM — 50 00 WATTS — 9 60 Kc.
FM — 41 .000 WATTS — 94.9 Mc.
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S Pottee* RADIO STATION
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Hearing Studies
Possible Changes
CAPEHART PLAN
BATTLE lines were drawn anew last week between government price
stabilization officials and proponents of the controversial Capehart formula for allowing advertising and other overhead costs.
Tempers flared again on Capitol Hill before a Joint Defense Production
Committeerehearsal
in what forappeared
to be a dress
an ad- *
set manufacturers will be
ministrative move to repeal or radio-TV
issuance of tailmodify the formula next January. exempt
19]. oredpending
regulations
[B»T, Nov. 26,
Chief protagonists on the Congressional firing line were Price
Even as OPS put teeth into the
Stabilizer Michael V. DiSalle and Capehart
option, administration
Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.),
complained that they had
author of the plan which since has forces
no
other
choice,
despite the prosbecome law.
pect of higher prices on many
Sessions were called by the com- products
and theplan.
"unworkability"
mittee under the chairmanship of
the allowance
Sen. Burnet Maybank (D-S. C.) of This
complaint was renewed
for the purpose of reviewing the again
by Mr. DiSalle,
existing Defense Production Act who toldlastthe week
committee it has been
and studying possible changes
hard" to hold the price line.
when Congress reconvenes next "very
He expressed hope, however, that
month.
once costs are absorbed, the price
Under regulations issued by the level
may remain steady.
Office of Price Stabilization last
Sen. Capehart accused Mr. Dimonth, manufacturers may selfSalle of defying his plan, which
authorize price boosts based on
for advertising and other
GPR 22 — the general industry or- provided
der— as implemented by the Cape- allowances for the first time, and
hart formula. They may compute charged that OPS had "sat around
new ceilings, taking into consider- for
four months and done nothing."
ation advertising, selling, research, Price officials had taken no action,
administration of the
administration and other "reason- contending
Capehart amendment would be
able" costs incurred
1951 [B*T,
Nov. 12].to July 26, "unwieldy" and waiting for Congres to modify the formula along
GPR 22 becomes mandatorily effective Dec. 19. Producers of multi- administration lines — that is, general y on industry-wide bases.
product lines also may take advanIn other developments last week
tage of these new allowances, but

Limiting
Collins
26W-1
Amplifier

Wow

to add to your coverage
AM, FM and TV stations can employ the Collins
26W-1 limiting amplifier to their great advantage.
It limits loud audio passages, thus preventing overmodulation and the accompanying distortion and
adjacent channel interference. This limiting action
permits a higher average modulation level, and
consequently a stronger transmitted signal.
The 26W-1 performs with equal satisfaction in
recording operations. It regulates the audio level and
prevents overloading the cutting head, and by raising
the average audio level it improves signal to noise
level.
Write your nearest Collins office for further infoi>
mation.
For broadcast quality, it's . .
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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Dogwood
Road
Fountain
KNOXVILLECity

IBEW STAFF
Radio-TV Unit Realigned
BROADCASTING
of International Brotherhoodstaff
of Electrical
Workers has been realigned, President D. W. Tracy announced last
week.
With thefield,
union'she growth
the
broadcast
said, a inmore
clearly defined division devoting
its attention exclusively to radio
been created. The divif- f- and TVsionhas
will handle recording and
allied fields as well.
Albert O. Hardy, former business manager of Local 1215, Washington, national
D. C, hasrepresentative
been named
interCITATION of Merit goes to Fred
in charge
Nahas, vice president and general of broadcasting
and recording. He
manager,
KXYZ
Houston,
from
the
Disabled American Veterans. Bronze resigned from WTOP Washington
plaque urdawas
a Sat-L and has just completed a threey at the presented
Shamrock during
broadcast.
union. special assignment for the
to r: Comdr. Edward Boehner, com- month
er of DAV's
4th Region,
on beHarold J. Becker, past president
half ofmandthe
national
organization;
Mr. Nahas, and Frankie Laine, who and former business manager of
offers congratulations. Citation Local 1217, St. Louis, has been
marked toMr.the veterans
Nahas' organization.
"outstanding named an international representaservice"
tive assigned exclusively to broadcasting. He is currently on special
OPS took these actions:
assignment
For several years hein the
was West.
at KMOX
St.
(1) Issued a simple pricing
method permitting smaller manu- Louis.
facturers
(with
net
sales
of
$1
milLawson
Wimberly,
who
has
dilion or less for the last complete
rected and supervised radio and
fiscal year ended July 31) to adjust TV activities at IBEW since 1940,
ceilings in accordance with the will devote more time, as assistant
Capehart option. Manufacturers to the international president, to
who showed a 15% net sales jump the TV set servicing field. During
the first half of 1951 over a simi- Mr. Wimberly's regime IBEW's
lar period last year are not eli- station list increased from 70 to
more than 600 AM and FM outlets, with the number of locals
(2)ers filing
Reported
that 22manufacturunder GPR
must ap- growing
gible.
from six to 65. IBEW
ply by Dec. 19 regardless of currently has a national contract
whether they also filed for adjust- with RCA Service Co. for TV servment on Form 100 under the Capeicing and already has 40 locals in
hart plan. They no longer will be this field.
required to wait 15 days before imposing new ceilings.
New ACLU Report
REPORT of American Civil LiAAAA EXAMS
Union on blacklisting in
Set for Feb. 16, 23 the radioberties
and television industries
SIXTH annual examinations for will be published early in 1952 by
advertising to be conducted by Doubleday & Co. Novelist Merle
American Assn. of Advertising Miller, an ACLU board member,
Agencies will be held in leading
the report after a yearmarkets throughout the country prepared
long study of the problem, with
Feb. 16 and 23, Sydney H. Giel- Red Channels and its companion
lerup of Marschalk & Pratt Inc. newsletter Counterattack his major
and chairman of the AAAA exam- subject of investigation.
Wednesday. inations committee, announced
Scheduled so far for 13 cities, GREENVILLE is
the examinations will test aptitudeSOUTH CAROLINA'S
METROPOLITAN
AREA LARGEST
...
temperament and practical knowledge of various facets of advertisIn RETAIL SALES
ing, with appraisal of scores based
on a study of some 4,500 people GREENVILLE $151,050,000
actually working in advertising.
Applications for the tests may be Columbia 136,965,000
made through AAAA headquarters,
420 Lexington Ave., New York.
Charleston 125,097,000
Sales Management, 1951
WPIL Philadelphia is making available to bar association of Ohio, North
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
Carolina and Tennessee speciallypackaged
transcriptions
of station's
prize-winning
What America
Means
togroups
Me program
series.
The
lawyers'
NBC affiliate for the
have requested the recorded
5000
programs in response to a WFIL offer
WF
GreenBC
ville-Andersonto furnish the transcriptions at cost
to such organizations and to more
Spartanburg Markets
than 3,000 AM, FM, and TV stations
Represented by Avery-Knodel
throughout the country.
ROADCASTING
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PATENT DATA
FCC Would Require Filing
TO FILL a hole in the information
it gets from licensees, FCC last
week proposed to require patent
information from all who hold
broadcast authority [Closed Circuit, Oct. 29].
Proposed rule would require all
patent holders, or those licensed
by a patent holder, to annually
furnish the FCC with such information as numerical listing of
patents, rights of persons using
them, Patent Office classification
and sub-classification numbers, fil"*ing
and expiration
or services
for whichdates,
the service
patent
is being used, names of patent
holders, agreements involving patents and patent licensing policies.
Comments on the proposal are
called for by Jan. 5, 1952.
FCC for some time has been
interested in patent information
in the communication and broadcast field. In the common carrier
services it has for many years been
getting this type of information
voluntarily. This has been less
true in the broadcast field — including safety and special services
(police, amateurs, industrial, etc.).
Most recent instance of patent
requirements by the FCC was during the TV color hearing when all
parties were requested to disclose
patent information. Earlier there
had been patent disclosures during
the 1946 FM hearings.
The Commission apparently is
relying on the "new uses" and
1 anti-trust provisions
of the303,Communications Act (Sections
311
and 313) as well as other provisions for its power to require the
filing of patent information.

FCC MONITORS
Heroes in 'SEP' Story
CRACKING good man-hunt story
— with FCC Field Engineering &
Monitoring Service engineers as
heroes — is contained in Dec. 1 Saturday Evening Post. First of twopart series, entitled "They Track
Down Outlaw Broadcasters" by
SEP lates
Editor
M. Yoder,
rehow FCCRobert
technicians
tracked
down two illegal transmitters used
to broadcast race track results —
so that accomplice with receiver
could put down a bet on a horse
that had already won.
describes
how big "fix"
is Article
made from
main monitoring
stations and how regional and local
FCC engineers close in on the il-

WCRB TRANSFER BID
Jones and Paine Acquire
UNDER terms of a stock transfer
application filed with FCC last
week, Theodore Jones and Stephen
Paine will purchase WCRB Waltham, Mass., from Richard C.
O'Hareis $40,000.
and Deuel Richardson.
Price
Mr. Jones, executive manager
and one-third owner, will acquire
more stock and become president,
treasurer and general manager of
station. Mr. Paine, who is with
the Boston investment brokerage
firm of Paine, Webber, Jackson &
Curtis, is buying Mr. Richardson's
one-third interest for $20,000, and
he and Mr. Jones are each paying
$10,000 forThis
Mr. was
O'Hare's
interest.
one ofone-third
the six
transfer applications filed with the
FCC last week, (see FCC Roundup,
page 103).

legal transmitting site through use
of direction finding equipment Starts Them Young
mounted in automobiles, in suitcases and even in pockets.
WTTM, NBC affiliate in
Trenton, N. J., believes in
FCC tracks down 150 illegal
breaking them in as soon as
transmitters a year, the article
possible.
Priscilla Mark, for
says. It also states that there are
example, is only 5 years old,
430,000 transmitters on the air —
but made her debut as a radio
of which only 4,600 are broadcast
announcer on WTTM Thanksstations (AM-FM-TV and auxiliaries). It also describes how exgivingthedayarrival
when ofsheSanta
described
tensively radio is used today — by
Claus at a local department
cattlemen, movie directors, doctors,
store's toyland, climax of a
railroads, even cemeteries.
pre-Christmas parade held
in Trenton. Miss Mark's comOPERATIONS and staff of KRLDmentary was under
tion of her
father,theS. direcCarl
AM-FM-TV, Dallas, were covered with
stories and pictures in Dallas Times
Mark,
station's
general
manHerald's
Nov. 25. 75th anniversary edition
ager.

We go OUT OF OUR

WAY

to find the facts

At The Mutual Life we are very anxious to know what people really think
of us. And — because public confidence is important to the success of a life
insurance business — we go out of our way to find out.
We conduct surveys among different groups of people . . . our policyholders, our own home office employees, branch office employees and salesmen out in the field. We even solicit the opinions of strangers, such as the
salesmen of competing life insurance companies and the general public.
From our policyholders we seek opinions on the quality of the services
we offer. Our employees have a chance to tell us what they think about
working conditions and the various personnel programs carried on for their
benefit. We invite our salesmen to comment on virtually every phase of
Home Office activity because their criticism or suggestions for improvement are welcome.
These periodic surveys help direct our efforts to improve service to our
policyholders and the public.
WEATHER — >£- STAR ATOP

SHE OFFICE FLASHES OFFICIAL WEATHER FORECASTS
THE MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK

1740 BROADWAY AT 55TH STREET
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1

COLOSSUS
of
the
CAROUNAS

WBT
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
THE BIGGEST SINGLE
ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN
THE TWO CAROLINAS
JEFFERSON STANDARD
BROADCASTING COMPANY
Represented Nationally by
CBS Radio Spot Sales
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work's Mon. through Sat., 10:15 p.m.
newscast,
relievingALCOTT.
network Mr.
news Alcott
analyst CARROLL
continues preparing and broadcasting
six weekly The World Today news
analysis.
CHET HUNTLEY, newscaster and
news
analystLosABC,
electedPress
to board
air-casters ^||S
of Greater
Angeles
Club,
as radio-television representative.
W. MOSS, promotion and
ANDERSON, newscaster NBC
ALAN CUMMIN
disc EUGENE
morningpromotion managerGSand named
advertising department, WOR New DAVID
Hollywood,
father of girl, Janet Gail,
and JACQUELINE EISENBERG, Nov.
Mr. CumSeattle.Washingt
KRSC WWDC
16.
on York,
was with
mingsjockey
Lester Harrison Inc., N. Y., advertis- ELEANOR HENSHAW, secretary to
and WSCR Scranton, Pa.
ing agency, married Nov. 20.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY appointed GUY LeBOW signed to one-year con- BILL WHITLEY, director of public
to announcing staff WGAR Cleveland,
tract as emcee of Six-Gun Playhouse affairs, CBSistrativeHollywood,
adminassistant to Mr.named
Whitley.
replacing BUD HAWKINS, now with on
p.m.). (TV) New York (Sat. 6WJER Dover, Ohio, in same capacity. 6:30WABD
BUD BOWERS, announcer WWIN JERRY GRAY, orchestra leader on
CBS Radio
Baltimore,
same capacity.to WBAL Baltimore in were
marriedClubDec.15,1. and Gail Denby, WBUD Double Duty
WHEN it came to football
CHARLES HAMILTON, director of
EGAN, program director WGTM
coverage last Thanksgiving
public service and supervisor of music, JOHN
N. C, to announcing staff
Day, WBUD Morrisville, Pa.,
KFI Los Angeles, takes on additional Wilson,
WONS
Hartford,
Conn.
HELEN
blossomed.
Challenge was
duties of publicity director.
MORRIS,Middletown,
women's commentator
the scheduled broadcast by
WCNX
Conn.,
named
BOB BROWN, WGEM Quincy, 111., re- women's page editor WONS.
Bus Saidt,rector, WBUD
sportshigh
dijoins announcing staff KGGM Albu- JANE LAMBERT, production staff
of two local
querque, N. M.
school games whose contests
NBC
Chicago,
and
DON
HASSLER,
were 90 miles away from each
LOU MORTON,
WLW staff
Cin- director of transcription department
cinnati, named announcer
to announcing
other. First game — MorrisWTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee. Mr. Mor- ABC Chicago, married, Nov. 10.
ville High vs. Bristol High —
ton succeeds DAVE CHASE, resigned.
got
at 10:30
a.m.
MILT GRANT, disc jockey WINX
with underway
final whistle
at 12:30
Washington, to WOL Washington in JOHN McCUTCHEON RALEIGH,
p.m.
— Trenton
same capacity. Mr. Grant replaces noted war correspondent news analyst
CatholicThevs. other
Stepinac
High
HAROLD JACKSON, resigned.
and author, named Inside Philadelphia
(at White Plains, N. Y.,)—
reporter
on
KYW
Philadelphia.
Mr.
was
a 1:30
JOYCE
directorNewof women's
succeeds JERRY WARREN,
off. set
Mr. forSaidt,
afterp.m.closekick-of
programsSMITH,
WDSU-TV
Orleans, Raleighannouncer
who has been reasthe Morrisville game, flew
presented citation by local commis- staff
signed.
sioner of safety for her "untiring ef- GLEN BROUGHMAN, newscaster
to Westchester County Airforts osafety.
n her television show" to pro- KWWL Waterloo, Iowa, appointed
mote
flight, then
motoredport, a30-minute
to the stadium
in a
news
director
WQUA
Moline,
111.
RUTH TALLEY, record librarian DICK COOK, news department WLWD
25-minute
trip.
Result:
Mr.
WMID Atlantic City, N. J., to WIP (TV) Dayton, to news staff WMCT
Saidt
arrived
20
minutes
late
Philadelphia, in same capacity. Miss
but
was
on
the
air
at
2
p.m.
Talley replaces GEORGE HART, who (TV) Memphis.
JEFFRIES, newscaster WIRE
taking over from his standleaves to join announcing staff ALLEN
in,
sportswriter.
WHAT Philadelphia.
Indianapolis,standingreceived
an "Osa,"
outHe awasTrenton
back home
for his
safety
award,
from
the
VIKI VOLA, featured on ABC's Mr. Indianapolis Safety Council and Cham6 p.m. sports show that night.
District
Attorney
as
"Miss
Miller"
who
of Commerce "in appreciation
was recently appointed chairman of your bercontinuous
to curtail theof
Unitedweek
Hospital
Fund radio
radio actresses
division, mounting slaughterefforts
of our fellow citi- RCA Institutes, one of the country's
last
named
zens on thewasstreets
and highways."
CLAUDIA MORGAN and ALICE The award
radio technical training schools,
a statuette
likeness of oldestTuesday
FROST
and DAN
announcers
BUD COL-to Mr. Jeffries,
graduated 184 students,
complete with micro- last
LYER and
DONALDSON
including four members of the U. S.
serve
with
her
during
fund's
1951
at commencement exercampaign. Volunteer radio stars will phone.
sportscaster KFJI Kla- Coast cisesGuard,
in the Western Union Bldg. audiaid in current appeal for $3,500,000 by BOB McVAY,
math Falls, Ore., convalescing at home
torium in New York. Ivan S. Coggesappearing in program in behalf of following injuries sustained when he hall, Western
Union general traffic
Fund. KATHI NORRIS, daytime tele- was struck by a skidding automobile. manager, delivered
address
vision personality, appointed chairman
KENNEALLY, newscaster, on "Radioelectronicsthe— main
Opportunity
of television division of United Hos- WILLIAM
pital Fund. Miss Norris will direct CBS-KNX Hollywood, takes over net- with Some Obligations."
and coordinate all TV activities during fund's on73rdbehalf
annual ofmoney-raising
campaign
its 82 nonprofit, member hospitals.
LYAL BROWN, announcer CKGB
In Greater Grand Rapids
Timmins, to CKCK Regina, in same
capacity. JERRY BARBER, reporter
CKCK Regina, named librarian.
. . . the most ears
DON TREMAINE, announcer CHNS
Halifax, to CBI Sydney, N. S. JOHN
MacEWEN, announcer of CBI Sydney,
are WOODpecked!
to CBH Halifax. NORM McBAIN,
war correspondent Canadian Broadcasting Corp., in Korea, father of boy.
BILL GILMOUR, relief announcer
CBX Edmonton, to CJCA Edmonton.
DICK DIESPECKER, commentator
Also:
CJOR Vancouver, appointed promotion
WFDF
manager of Vancouver Daily Province.
WEOA —— Flint
Evansvill*
WFBM
and WFBM-TV 5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE
ROBERT FALLON, Hollywood TV proIndianapolis
ducer, and Marie Wilson, film and
AND WOOD-TV
stage actress, to be married in Santa
KATZ AGENCY
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Barbara, Calif., Dec. 14.
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IERT AWARDS
Set by Radio-TV Institute
INSTITUTE for Education by
Radio-Television at Ohio State U.
will give awards to networks and
stations in 14 radio and six television categories in its 16th annual
competition, Director I. Keith
Tyler announced last week.
Basis for program evaluation, he
said,significance,
will be "educational
value
and
production quality
and interest and appeal to the
audience to which it is directed."
The number
of entries
by any station or network
is unlimited.
Nominations will be made between now and Jan. 1 by industry
groups and civic and educational
organizations, as well as stations
and networks. Announcement of
the awards will be made April 14,
1952,beandavailable
prize-winning
will
for reviewprograms
at the
22d annual Institute meeting in
Columbus April 17-20.
Radio entries will be judged cooperatively throughout the country, but all TV nominations will
be evaluated at Columbus, Dr.
Tyler said.

We Pay Our Respects
(Continued from page 56)
sales need that cannot be matched by Why WFBR is
policies and launching
promotion program.
any other
devised,"
he
In 1935, he was appointed New feels,
and medium
this is theyet basis
for his
York State sales representative of optimism.
NBC and in 1936 he founded a raShouldering the civic respondio advertising agency where he
sibility which any station manager
continued to write copy and con- feels, Mr.
Leighton sees that his
tinuity, announce, sell, produce station performs
its share of public service.
programs
and
—
sweep
the
floor
occasionally.
Helic believes
that allone local
form stations
of pubMr. Leighton in 1939 organized
service which
the Western Gateway Broadcast- should perform is to campaign and
ing Corp. and became its first and editorialize for the elimination of
only president. The company put crime
and the exposure of undue
WSNY on the air July 15, 1942.
influence, on the local level.
He has been active in the sta- political
He practices what he preaches.
tion's
management
from
its
inWSNY andnews
commentator's
ception and now handles the duties A"vigorous
fearless
attacks on
of treasurer and general manager local
crime
and
possible
political
in addition to being president.
Outside of his wife and four influence have coincided with a in Baltimore
special
grand
jury
investigation
children, radio is the most im- which has lasted for many months
in Mr.time
Leighton's
life. and is expected to bring in a numBut he portant
stillthingfinds
and energy
to be active in community life, a
ber of indictments."
matter he considers important for
"My ambition," says Mr. Leighall station managers.
ton,
is merelyyears,
the isdesire
the "which
necessary
to seeto
He is or has been a member of live complete
acceptance of the fact
Rotary, the Schenectady Chamber the
be a itfarevermorehaspowerof Commerce, Better Business Bu- that fulradio
influencecanthan
been.
reau,
the
Mohawk
Club
and
the
All
media
for
communication
KYW 'BUNDLING'
Mohawk Golf Club of Schenectady, of ideas have the
CLUB 1300 is the big
Local Tie- Ins Set the
their
own
special
YMCA, the Radio Executives advantages. Television will no
Club, the Community Chest, Red more
destroy
radio
than
radio
"BUNDLING" has taken on new
participating program in
the St. Clare's Hospital destroyed newspapers. I want to
significance for KYW Philadelphia. Cross and director
of the Schenec- see the complete acceptance of this
the Baltimore area! Big"Bundling" is KYW's version of Drives;tady aCounty
Committee
Tuberback-to-back
programming
the
culosis and Public
Healthon and
the fact. I am encouraged that the
local level. Faced
with the onnecesgest average ratings for
means of establishing it are so imRetail
Merchants
Bureau;
vice
sity of holding local audiences with
of the Army Advisory
medsmile,
iately at hand."he will tell you
the
full seventy-five
programs that have little or no chairman
With
a
Committee for the U. S. Army First that in trying to do justice to all
relation to each other, the "bun- Army
minutes, biggest mail pull,
Headquarters
Command.
his
multiple
activities,
he
just
aimed ofat shows
pullTelevision Views
ing dling
these technique"
differentis types
seem to find time — even
biggest studio audiences,
together.
Mr. Leighton frankly admits he doesn't
occasionally — to sweep the floor
biggest in every way.
was "scared silly" about television anymore.
KYW's
entire
two-hour
period
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. is named competition three years ago but now
"Two
features Gene
WSNY's
in both
CLUB 1300 success stories
listenersto and
revenuegainsduring
the
Graves,A Day"
KYW andpersonality
who points
opens andliverscloses
the
package,
deperiod
of
TV's
greatest
growth
in
MBS
GRID
SCHEDULE
are legion. Ticket requests
station breaks between Schenectady as proof that competishows, and exchanges friendly witare fabulous. Audience
Airs
East-West,
Blue-Gray
tion
begets
the
answers
to
comticism at the beginning and ending petition.
football conof every
show with the personaliHe confidently expects that TWO YEAR-END
loyalty is tremendous! Get
— Blue-Gray (North-South)
ties involved.
WSNY will continue to be a strong from teststhe
Cramton
Bowl, Montaboard CLUB 1300 for
The effect of this presentation, community influence as well as a
gomery, Ala., and East-West from
profitable business 20 years from Kezar Stadium,
it isshows
felt, will
resultso inthat"bundling"
San Francisco — the
together
listeners now.
exclusively
your share!
will be willingly guided from one
"WSNY occupies a position in will be broadcast
on MBS Dec.
29. coastshow to another.
the community and fulfills a definite to-coast
Ask your John Blair man
Play-by-play coverage will begin
with the Blue-Gray game schedor contact any account
uled to begin at 2:30 p.m. EST.
It will be followed immediately by
executive of . . .
the East- West contest. Games will
be sponsored by Gillette Safety
FARM
STATION?
Razor Co., through Maxon Inc.,
both New York, and Motorola Inc.,
Chicago, through Ruthrauff & ABC BASIC NETWORK
Yes! For almost a quarter-century our
Ryan, New York, respectively.
entertainment and services have been
Proceeds from both games will go
to charity — an orphanage, and
planned for farmers in Kansas and
Shriners Hospital for crippled
adjoining states.
children. MBS has carried the
broadcast of the Blue-Gray classic
since
1945, and East-West games
since 1942.
WIBW
ROADCASTING

TheVoice^/Kansas
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CFDA Victoriaville, Que., new 1 kw
on 1380 kc, is now on the air. Station is represented by Radio & Television Sales Inc., Toronto and Montreal.
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Star discjockey Paul
e rIin o b iined 1,760
donations for the Southwest
Blood Bank on his recent broadcast marathon. Starting midnight October 4, Paul was on
the air continuously for 18 hours
and 16 minutes, emceeing all
regularly scheduled broadcasts,
spinning records, and urging
the public to give blood.
KNUZ, now as in the past, leads
inHouston.
public service promotion in

"WEST'S BEST"
Featuring Tall & Thinly Al
McKinley 1:15 - 1:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
*Tied
Marketfor No. 1 Hooper in
"SPINNER SANCTUM"
Featuring Walt (Joe) Colvin
3:30 - 3:45 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
'No. 2 Hooper in Market
♦August, 1951 Hooper
For information call
FORJOE
National Representative
or DAVE MORRIS
Genera/ Manager
at KEystone 2581
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LABOR MARKET
HOLIDAY FOR ROMANCE
Tobin Gives Area Report
WJOB Couple Marks Anniversary With Award SURVEY of major production centers by the Dept. of Labor revealed
FIRST anniversary of Mr. and do an inspiration program on last week
that roughly one-third —
Mrs. Jerry Mitchell, husband-wife WJOB from their North Shore or 66 out of 174 — have either a
team at WJOB Hammond, Ind., suburban home. "My own experi- balanced
labor supply or labor
shortages.
was observed by a celebration
ences help me understand other
marking award of a silver cup by people's problems," Mrs. Mitchell
"The outlook is for progresthe Citizens Committee for the said. Besides radio and house
labor markets in
she writes magazine stories many ofsivelythetighternation's
Hoover Report. The cup was pre- work,
major mancensented to the couple Nov. 25 at a and has a book under way. Mr.
ters
of
population
as defense
Mitchell
is
an
announcer
at
WJOB.
breakfast held at the Conrad Hilpower
requirements
expand,"
ton Hotel by the Hoover committee.
Once a week — Broadcasting •
bor Secretary Maurice Tobin LadeMrs. Mitchell is the former Telecasting
arrives at the Mitchell
clared. He said there are serious
Bonnie Bonhiver, who fought par- home, says Bonnie, adding, "Then unemployment
problems
in
many
tial paralysis following a fall nine I almost wonder which he loves areas.
years ago. She has progressed most, Broadcasting • Telecast"Despite uncertainties stemming
since 1942 from bed to wheelchair
from tightening materials controls
to crutches to a cane.
The
romance
started
on
Valening
or
me."
and
the continued undermined
The Hoover award was based on
tine's Day 1950 when Jerry taped status of the market for many
a WJOB program by the couple in an inspirational-type
interview civilian products, employer-hiring
which they discussed need for re- with Bonnie Bonhiver. Afterward
anticipations indicated increased
organization ofthe Dept. of Agri- he stayed to chat.
factory employment by January in
culture according to recommenda"We
toasted
marshmallows
and
a total of 138 areas, Mr. Tobin rehot dogs in the fireplace, and
Threetions in the
dayscommittee's
a week the report.
Mitchells talked,"
she recalls. Then Jerry ported. Most Critical Points
observed, "I'm not handicapped,
Areas with the greatest shortBonnie, butspirationIand courage
want to tobring
inTECHNICAL MEET
people,
age— orcludefacing
inHartford labor
(Conn.),scarcity
Aiken— (S.
Held on Defense Needs too." He came other evenings. On
Thanksgiving
Day,
1950,
they
were
C),
Augusta
(Ga.),
Davenport
INDUSTRIAL dispersion and married.
(Iowa), Rock Island and Moline
other facets of mobilization were
(111.), Indianapolis (Ind.), Wichita
reviewed by government officials
(Kan.)
and San Diego (Calif.).
and planning authorities from 41 Benjamin Singer
In addition to these, 60 other
states in a three-day conference
held in Washington, D. C, last BENJAMIN SINGER, 44, mana- areas were cited as having a
week.
labor supply"; 93 as
of special engineering products "balanced
The fifth annual Technical for gerEmerson
Radio & Phonograph having "moderate labor surplus,"
Seminar for Planning and Devel- Corp., New York, died last Wed- and 15 with a "substantial labor
opment Agencies was arranged by
nesday in Memorial Hospital,
Tightening materials controls
the Dept. of Commerce at the re- Brooklyn. Before joining Emerquest of the Assn. of State Planson,
Mr.
Singer
had been chief en- and
lagging
civilian
resurplus."
ning and Development Agencies.
sulted inconsumer
goodsdemand
unemploygineer
for
Teletone
Radio
and
Air
It was designed to coordinate state King Radio Corp. (now CBS-Coment
in
such
states
as
Kentucky,
and federal planning. Other topics
Inc.). He was a member Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana
included small business problems of the lumbia
Radio Club of America. and
Wisconsin.
and forecast, availability of ma- Surviving are his wife, two sons,
terials, American resources, and his parents, four brothers, and two
census data.
sisters. Funeral service was held
Manly Fleischmann, administra- Thursday at Riverside Memorial,
tor for the Defense Production Ad- New York, and interment was at GREYSTONE
Greystone'sPRESS,
Musical
New York
ministration and National Produc- Cedar Park cemetery.
(American Recording Society),
tion Authority, addressed a dinner
session at the National Press Club WHAT is considered largest single quiz through Huber Hoge & Sons, same
Tuesday. Philip Coombs, execu- contest prize ever won in Canada was city, sponsored a one-time musical
tive director of the President's Ma- awarded to Miss Carmen Gauthier of program starring Jacques Fray,
terials Policy Commission, disRivers, Que. Program Casino which immediately followed the
cussed "Future of Our Resources" Three
de la Chanson originated at CKAC Metropolitan Opera broadcast, last
last Thursday. Commission direc- Montreal,
and the prize money totalled ABC
Saturday,
tor is William S. Paley, CBS board
Radio.5:30-5:45 p.m. EST, over
chairman.
Other addresses were given by
officials of the Munitions Board $3,950.
(which handles military electronics
procurement), the National Security Resources Board (security and
censorship), Bureau of the Census,
STUMPUS
Small Defense Plants Administration and the Office of Business
Economics.
. . . AVERAGING OVER
Presley Lancaster, NSRB deputy
director, reviewed industrial dis9^000 LETTERS
persion. Upwards of 60 areas have
launched such a program, with at
A
WEEK
least 10 major cities reporting substantial progress.
(see
inside front cover)
Existing industry plants are not
affected under the NSRB dispersal
blueprint. Policy is to construct
new plants within reasonable areas
of marketing and production cen- [CLEAR CHANNEL Home of the NATIONAL Barn Dance
ters. Electronics firms which expand would fall under this policy.
BROADCASTING
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NCAB INQUIRY
'Run Around' Charges Probed
CHARGES by two North Carolina
stations that they were given a
"run around"
regard
to broadcasting ahigh inschool
championship
football game were being investiby the North CarolinagatedAssn.last week
of Broadcasters.
Jack S. Younts, general manager
of WEEB Southern Pines and
NCAB executive secretary-treasurer, revealed Thursday that complaints had been filed by James
McNeil, general manager of WTSB
Lumberton, and Nathan Frank,
general manager of WHNC Henderson.
The complaints stemmed from
broadcast arrangements of the
Henderson-Lumberton high school
championship football game.
Mr. Younts said that the station
managers told them that the high
school coaches had agreed not to
permit live broadcasts of the contest. They had reportedly agreed
to a tape recording — to be played
back after the game.
Then, according to Messrs. McNeil and Frank, five minutes before kickoff time, WHNC was given
permission to carry the game live.
The Lumberton coach denied
making any such agreement and
declared, "There was no school plan
to squeeze the station out."
Messrs. McNeil and Frank wired
NCAB asking that the legality of
high schools barring local radio
stations from broadcasting athletic
contests live be established. Mr.
Frank suggested the matter be
taken up by the North Carolina
High School Athletic Assn.
Reading Bid
INITIAL decision proposing to
deny the application of John J.
Keel and Lloyd W. Dennis for a
new station in Reading, Pa., on
1510 kc with 1 kw fulltime, directional, was issued last week by
FCC Hearing Examiner Basil P.
Cooper. The examiner, among
other things, found the new station would cause interference to
WLAC Nashville in an area covering 332,000 sq. mi. with a population of more than 12-million.
IJWMf

imbl
IW"

WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
One of tht Nation's Oldest Stations

ZENITH Radio Corp. marks 25 years service of two veteran members in its
organization. L to r: Comdr. E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith president; John
Kuhajek, assistant treasurer who joined the company in 1926 as an office
boy; Johnduction lPrentiss,
hearingtechnical
aid engineer,
on firm's
proine and attended
schoolswhoat once
night; worked
and Hugh
Robertson,
executive vice president of Zenith, who attended gift presentation. Comdr.
McDonald gave each veteran a self-winding
service pin. gold watch and diamond-studded
WIP DISCOUNT PLAN
Issued For Saturation Ads
WIP Philadelphia has announced a
new "Dollar Volume Discount
Plan" to accommodate advertisers
who want saturation advertising
campaigns that involve large
amounts of money spent over a
comparatively short time. It was
effective last Saturday.
The plan offers a dollar volume
discount ranging from 15% after
frequency discount for expenditures
of $425-$999 per week, 20% for
$1,000 to $1,499 per week, and 25%
for $1,500 pernouncweek
or over. may
Anements and programs
be combined to earn this discount,
which applies to time charges only.
Benedict Gimbel Jr., president and
general manager of WIP, in commenting on the new discount strucsaid: "Thisattract
new discount
WIP tureshould
advertiserson
who wish to spend large amounts
of money for short campaigns,
using programs, announcements, or
GENERAL hasELECTRIC
both."
division,
announcedCo.'sthatelectronic
it will
use two buildings and a part of a
third at Bridgeport, Conn., for the
manufacture of military equipment.
carries the weight

l'n 'he Oregon Market
DAY or NIGHT

YTIME 35oBo30
DA
TOTASurLveyBM
FAmMI19"LI? ES"MB
Fro BC ..-•• • ,,5,,2,630
Station
470
Station
1
PORTLAND, OREGON 1N,5HTT,MEB67.B,0
Station
B . • •• |„,
Slotion
205 970
440 ■■
Station DCP .- .^^^^m
KIlWV
on the efficient 620 frequency 1Station
'
" AFFILIATED WITH NBC EDWARD RETRY * CO.
BROADCASTING
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WINX TRANSFER
IBEW Asks Reconsideration
IBEW Local 1215, Washington,
D. C, last Thursday asked the FCC
to reconsider its grant of consent
for assignment of license of WINX
Washington to United Broadcasting Co., operating WOOK Washington and a new station in Rockville, Md., which carries the WINX
call letters.
The union charged that its contract with WINX under Banks Independent Broadcasting
Co. owner-to
ship has another
5% months
run, but the IBEW technicians
have been replaced by non-union
employes of United.
FCC has power to grant relief
to the union
the since
"public this
interest"under
requirement,
protects the rights of station emthe union owner
contended.notified
The
former ployes,WINX
IBEW last Nov. 16 that the station had sold physical assets to
Unitedness and
Nov. 27.would discontinue busiWOOK changed its Washington assignment last Monday midnight to 1340 kc, 250 w fulltime,
the former WINX assignment
under Banks ownership. WOOK
had operated as a Silver Spring,
Md., station. The WINX call letters
were transferred to a new Rockville station with 1 kw on 1600
kc daytime.
IBEW points out it notified the
FCC, United and Banks interests
last Aug. 22 that it was raising the
question
of its members'
in the WINX
transfer. interests
Another
letter was sent to FCC Sept. 24,
the union added.
Counsel for United told Broadcasting •Telecasting the union's
petition was without precedent in
FCC records. United is preparing
an answer to IBEW in which it
will be argued that the petition is
out of order since the transaction
has been completed. United will
contend the FCC never intervenes
in privatetionshipdisputes
of employesinvolving
and thatrelathe
action should be filed in court.

MORE LISTENERS
THAN
ALL STATIONS
•by C. E. HOOPER 1951
COMBINED*
5000 WATTS— 930 KC
ABC PROGRAMS
Represented by
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

WSAZTV
CAanjte£ ^

OF THE^f

gARLESTON

©MARKET
ABC — CBS — NBC — DTN
Represented ky
THE KATZ AGENCY
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Farm Directors
(Continued from page 4i)
Dept. of Agriculture information, WCCO and KSTP Minneapolis.
recognize farmers as producers as
KWTO
Springfield,
"exceptionally fruitful"
contest Mo.,
among
Futureto
well as consumers and cooperate Farmers
of America,
reference
locally with NARFD on stories.
on 900 regular shows and 50
NBC and 13 stations received safety
special farm broadcasts plus 400
awards from the National Safety spots.
Council at the Sunday luncheon,
WBZ-AM-FM-TV Boston, all-round
500 regular
broadcasts.
when Paul Jones, director of pub- coverage
WHFB onBenton
Harbor,
Me., a
lic information, cited them for series
of
interviews
with
"exceptional service to farm victims, consistent coverage. accident
safety."
WHO Des Moines, all-year proThe winners, with some of the
gram, farm safety contest, annual
activities for which they were fire prevention
contest,
concited, are:
test
and a system
for plowing
broadcasting
NBC, sponsoring a National Farm all available
farm accident reports
in
the
state.
and Home Hour (Allis-Chalmers)
survey in Miami County, Ohio, with
WIBC Indianapolis, a farm safety
a kickoff broadcast during National
Farm Safety Week followed by four quiz.
WIBX Utica, N. Y., reference to
on all regular farm broadcasts,
quarterly
reports from
and aLima,
summary
work broadcast
Ohio.net- 92safety
special farm safety programs, use
KELD El Dorado, Ark., 120 spe- of Polish and Italian safety jingles,
cial
safetyonprograms
and sev- devoting the entire Farm and Home
eralfarmreferences
regular shows.
to safety
KFEQ St. telephone
Joseph,interviews,
Mo., consistent
50 radio- Showingtwo
NationalhoursFarmdailySafety
Week. durWIOU
Kokomo,
Ind.,
radio-telecoverage on farm safety, an essay
phone reference
interviews towithsafety
accident
and safety slogan contest.
tims,
on vic924
KLBM program,
LaGrande,andOre.,20 year-round
programs, 29 farm safety
safety
sponsored regular
and "hundreds" of spots.
spots daily during National Farm shows
WNAX Yankton, S. inD., Accidental
"original"
Safety Week.
KPOJ Portland, Ore., year-round programming
Jones, first aididea
kit campaign, 1,400
program,
and 34 special shows.
show to 23sending
Oregon 15-minute
stations. safety spots
The annual banquet speaker
KUOM St. Paul, Minn., servicing Sunday
James E. McCarthy,
tape-recorded
to 14shorts
Min- dean of was
the College of Commerce
nesota stations,interviews
sending radio
to 45 stations and arranging for at Notre Dame. The luncheon
safety specialists from the U. of speaker Saturday was Tom SwearMichigan to appear on 10 shows on ingen,
public relations counsel for

LA"
"MOO- ftP
t*
Boys f

WKOW
makes holidays happier for you!
Holiday time and any time, here
in America's rich dairyland,
Bossy's "MOO -LA" moves your
WKOW-CBS
1070 k.c.
product off the counter. WKOW's
powerful, concentrated coverage
WISCONSIN'S
reaches a big, half-millivolt area
MOST POWERFUL
— the wealthiest farm homes —
RADIO STATION
the largest cities. Here are
No station in the state gives you
greater
coverage than WKOW,
people who WANT — and can
blanketing the capital and the
afford — your product!
prosperous counties in central
and southern Wisconsin. That's
Represented by Headley-Reed Company
why
biggestWKOW-CBS
advertising isbuy!Wisconsin's
WKOW-CBS
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MADISON, WISCONSIN

the Water Resources Corp., DenGene Flack,
sales counselver,andwhile
director
of advertising
for
Sunshine Biscuit Co., Long Island
City,
gave
the
address
at
dinner
that night.
Mr.tionAlampi
openedthethefollowing
convenand introduced
committee chairmen:
Paul Visser, NBC Chicago, and Roy
Battles, WLW Cincinnati, convention
program;
Jerry Milwaukee,
Seaman, Bert convention
S. Gittins
Advertising,
facilities;
Don
Huckle,
Park
&
Pollard
Feed
Buffalo, WMT
extension
Chuck Co.,Worcester,
Cedarrelations;
Rapids,
professional
Bond, Washington Stateguidance;
College, Alhandbook.
Herb Plambeck,
WHO DesKFEQ
Moines,St.
historian;
Harold Schmitz,
Joseph, Yankton,
Mo., research;
Chris Mack,
WNAX
public
service;
Jack
Jackson,
Kansas KVOO
City, USDA
relations; KCMO
Sam Schneider,
Tulsa,
spring
meeting;television;
Merl Galusha,
WGY
Schenectady,
Mai Hansen,
WOW
Omaha,
Chats; finance;
Homer
Martz,
KDKA
Pittsburgh,
Frank
Atwood,
Yearbook;
Eric Lund,WTICWLVAHartford,
Lynchburg,
Va.,
awards;olis,Larry
Haeg, WCCOBobMinneappublic
relations;
Miller,
WRFD Worthington, Ohio.
Also reporting were the regional
chairmen:
Hartford; HomerFrank
Martz,Atwood,
KDKA WTIC
Pittsburgh;
Ted Hyman,
VPI Va.;
College
of Agriculture,
Blacksburg,
Marshall
Wells,
WJR Detroit; Bill MacDonald, KFAB
Lincoln, Neb.; George Roesner, KTRH
Spokane,
Wash.; Henry Schacht, KNBC
San Francisco.
VICTOR BELL DIES
Was Gillham Radio-TV Head
VICTOR VAN DYKE BELL, 40,
vice president inand
chargetelevision
of radio
Gillham AdvertisAgency, died
Salt
Lakeing City,
Nov. 20pital in that
in a city.
hosHe was stricken
at his office two
hours before his
death.
Well-known in
the radio field in
Mr. Bell
that section of
the country, Mr. Bell was program
director at KLMP Minot, N. D., in
1936, later at KRMC Jamestown,
N. D., and at KUTA Salt Lake
City in 1938. In 1939, he was
writer-producer
and assistant
director of sales service
at KSL Salt
Lake City.
He joined the Gillham Agency in
1941 as an account executive and
radio director. He became vice
president
of radio-TV
in 1950. inHe charge
directed
radio-TV
placements for some of the section's largest business firms.

NATIONAL
RATINGS
TOP RADIONIELSEN
PROGRAMS
(Total Urban
U. S. Area,
Including
Small-Town,
Farm
and
Homes
and
including
and Non-Telephone Homes)Telephone
EXTRA WEEK OCTOBER 14-20, 1951
Current
NIELSEN-RATING*
Rank
Program Homes
%
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK (Average for
All Programs)
1 Lux Radio Theater (CBS) 14.9
Benny
14.8
324 Jack
Amos
VMcCarthy
Andy(CBS)
(CBS)
Charlie
(CBS) 14.1
12.8
56 Mr.
Walter& Mrs.
Winchell
(ABC)
North
(CBS) 10.3
10.3
78 You
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC)
Fibber McGee (CBS)
& Molly (NBC) 10.3
10.2
9
Gangbusters
10 Bing Crosby Show (CBS) 10.19.9
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by apg the "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,903,000
—plyinthe
1951 estimate of Total
States Radio
Homes.
(*)
Homes
reached
during
all
or
any
part
of the program, except for homes listening
only Copyright
1 to 5 minutes.
1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
NEW SYLVANIA PLANT
Opens at Shawnee, Okla.
SYLVANIA
Electric
Products'Okla.,
new
radio
tube plant
in Shawnee,
was officially opened last week,
with Nov.Week"
24-30 designated
as "Sylvania
by the company.
During that period, the new tube
plant observed open house and
conducted plant tours for Oklahoma City, Tulsa and Shawnee
Chambers of Commerce, with special tour for dealers and distributors of Sylvania products.
Newly constructed Shawnee
plant is brick building with apsq. ft.sq.offt.pro-of
duction area proximately
and 34,297
171,150
property
area.
Plant
will specialize
in manufacture of miniature
radio
tubes to supplement output of
tubes from other Sylvania plants.
W. J. (Tiny) Turner
FUNERAL services were held Nov.
25 for William Jasper (Tiny)
Turner, 33, WFRC Reidsville, N.
C, announcer and entertainer, who
died Nov. 23 after a short illness.
In 1944-45 he was with the Grand
Ole Opry company of WSM Nashville, and one of the first performers to appear Greensboro.
before the camera
WFMY-TV
He wasat
with WFRC since July 1948. Surviving are his mother, a sister, his
widow, and two step-children.
In
Altoona, Pa.,

ROY F. and
THOMPSON
Tom Edwards
TOM EDWARDS,
27, Tex.,
chief was
announcer, KOSA Odessa,
found shot to death Thanksgiving
It's
Day morning at the studio with a
pistol lying near the body. John
Guffey,rector,station's
continuity
diwho was tuned
to the staA prize radio combination in
tion, rushed to KOSA to take over
the rich industrial market of
the announcing task when Mr. EdCentral Pennsylvania.
wards, only announcer on duty,
Represented by
failed to come on the air. Mr.
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Edwards' family are all of Los
Angeles.
ROADCASTING
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PULSE RATINGS
Issue for Sept. -Oct.
THE Lux Radio Theatre, Arthur
Godfrey and Theatre of Today,
respectively, lead top 10 radio network programs in evening, Monday-Friday daytime and SaturdaySunday tember
daytime
periods
for Sep-to
and October,
according
The Pulse Inc. report issued last
week. Listing included:
MULTI-MARKET TOP
TEN NETWORK RADIO
PROGRAMS
EVENING
ProgramRatingAverage
July
Sept.
Aug.
Oct.
Lux Theatre
(CBS)(ABC)
10.59.1
Walter
Winchell
7.5
7.2
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts (CBS) 7.5
7.9
Bob
Hawk
(CBS) (CBS)
Life
With
Luigi
6.6
FBI
In PeacePlayhouse
& War (CBS)
(CBS) 7.0
6.9
Hallmark
Suspense
(CBS)
6.9
6.8
6.7
Big
Town
(NBC)
Dragnet
(NBC) (ABC)
6.5
Louella& Mrs.
Parsons
6.5
Mr.
North (CBS)
MONDAY-FRIDAY DAYTIME 6.3July
ProgramRatingAverage
Sept.
Aug.
Oct.
7.7
Arthur
Godfrey
(CBS)
8.5
7.6
7.26.8
Helen
Trent
(CBS)
Grand
Slam
(CBS)
7.5
6.8
Our
Gal
Sunday
(CBS)
7.5
7.2
6.8
Big Sister
(CBS)
7.2
6.8
Ma
Perkins
(CBS)
7.2
6.7
Rosemary
(CBS)
7.17.0
6.8
Aunt
Jenny
(CBS)(CBS)
7.0
Wendy
Warren
6.7
Young Dr. Malone (CBS)
SATURDAY & SUNDAY DAYTIME
July
Program Average
Sept.
Aug.
Oct.
5.6
4.7
Theatre
of Today
(CBS) (MBS) 5.8
4.7
True Detective
Mysteries
5.14.9
Let's Shadow
Pretend (MBS)
(CBS)
4.9
4.5
The
Music With the Girls
3.9
3.8
(Sat.)
(CBS)
3.6
Martin
Kane (NBC)
3.5
The
Whisperer
(NBC)
3.2
My
Secret
Story
(NBC)
3.2
The
Saint (NBC)
Hollywood
Love Story (NBC) 2.9
* ular
Weighted
Pulse program
markets. averages for 18 reg-

allied ar
ts

CHARLES
ENDE,
vice American
president
and general
manager
Press Assn., and sales manager
of Greater Weeklies, named sales
manager and account executive of
Pact Finders, Assoc. Inc., N. Y. LUCIEN C. RONDOT, account executive
named production manager in charge
of internal
operations
and
will
continueandasfield
account
executive.
MISS FIDA MASPERO, director of
corporation, elected secretary of corporation. FRANK R. COUTANT, company president and treasurer, cont
i
n
u
e
s
to direct planning as firm's
chief consultant.
JAME M. ORCHARD, program director KOTV (TV) Tulsa, appointed sales
and account executive Paramount Television Productions Inc., N. Y.
HOWARD BACK named to editorial
staff Telenews Production, N. Y. He
was with WERC Erie, Pa., and WOHI
East Liverpool, Ohio.
ORIN M. JACOBSON, international
representative of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes,
elected eighth vice president to fill
vacancy left by death last may of third
international vice president FLOYD M.
B1LLINGSLEY.
IVAN F. BETTS named president of
newly-formed
Hollywood
ReligiousinFilm Foundation.
Other officers
clude OREN W. EVANS, West Coast
director, mission,
Broadcasting
& Film
ComNational Churches
of Christ,
USA, vice president in charge of production; PORTER HALL, vice-president; Atty. PALMER JOHNSON, secretary; HERMAN E. WARD, treasurer.
MINDLIN & LEVY, L. A. law firm appointed counsel Producers.
for National VICTOR
Society
of Television
MINDLIN and MAURICE LEVY Jr.
DEFENSE of advertising was carried are firm principals.
in a dramatized program on Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. network recently,
in its weekly Cross Section network SZ^uipmeni • • •
public affairj program. Story started H. BRAINARD FRANCHER, assistant
with uninformed citizens discussing division engineer of commercial products of Commercial and Government
their opinions on advertising, when an
agency man came into the conversa- Dept. General Electric Co., Syracuse,
tion and showed what an advertising appointed manager of engineering for
agency man does and the part played
CLARE C.inLASHER,
by advertising in the modern economy. department.
sistant superintendent
CommercialasThe
program
originated
at
CBL
and
Government
Dept.,
appointed
manToronto.
ager of manufacturing for department.

All the radio listening surveys indicate
erence in thisa strong
area preffor
WJDX and its popular programs.
With this exceptional listening
loyalty,
message
is sure. .to.
win
salesyour
success
on WJDX
the "Voice of Mississippi".
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CARL E. SCHOLZ, vice president and
chief
American Cable
CablesCo.,&
Radio engineer
Inc. and AllCommercial
subsidaries of American Cable & Radio
Corp., N. Y., elected vice president and
Corp.
chief engineer American Cable & Radio
WARD PRODUCTS Corp., Div. of The
Gabriel Co.,
announcesantenproduction of twoCleveland,
new directional
nas for the 450-470 me band. Models
SPP-161 and SPP-172 are designed for
point-to-point communications. Free
bulletin can be had by writing the company at 1523 E. 45th St., Cleveland
3,ALTEC
Ohio. LANSING Corp., Beverly
Hills, Calif., has introduced new 220A
portable mixer, developed to fulfill all
requirements of high quality broadcast
mixer for field use in AM, FM and TV
remote pickup. Company reports it is
also ideal for public address systems
as it can be quickly moved to various
locations.
ANDREW Corp., Chicago, announces
starting Dec. 1 all California business
will be handled
by ANDREW
FORNIA Corp., Simi,
Calif. CALIJOHN S. MECK, president of Scott
Radio Labs, Chicago, appointed to NaProduction Authority's
televisiontional
manufacturers'
committee.
Mr. Meekindustry
also headsadvisory
John
Meek Industries, Plymouth, Ind., which
recently
became
a
division
of
Scott
in
a merger.
MILTONdent andR. national
BENJAMIN,
vice
presisales manager
Majestic Radio & Television, Brooklyn,
Div. of Wilcox-Gap Corp., Charlotte,
Mich., announces his resignation from
firm. Mr. Benjamin will reveal his
future plans at a later date.
JAMES T. CHATTERTON, vice presidetions
nt in charge
of West
Coast operaMackay Radio
& Telegraph
Co.,
named regional director of Pacific area.
Mr. Chatterton will supervise services
at Honolulu, Manila, Tokyo and other
points in the Far East for company.
He will make his headquarters in San
Francisco.
AUDIO DEVICES Inc., N. Y., announces publication of new 50-page
handbook on Fundamentals of Magnetic Recording. Handbook contains information on recording methods, magnetic relationships, tape characteristics, AC and DC bias, erasure, freresponse,features
noise level,
distortion,quencymachine
and helpful
hints on machine selection, operation
and maintenance.
JOHN B. TUBERGEN named president Los Angeles chapter, Representatives, InOther
c., subsidiary
Radio JOHN
Parts
Mfrs. Inc.
officers ofinclude
J. HILL, vice president; GEORGE
DAVIS, secretary-treasurer; E. V.
ROBERTS, retiring president who becomesernors.
chairman
of the board
of govDr. RALPH
L. POWER,
executive secretary-treasurer, re-appointed.
"Tecknlcal • • •
GEORGE M. IVES, television maintenance supervisor ABC-TV Chicago,
elected
Kiwanis president
Club. of Brookfield (111.)
DORE MALMBERG, transmitter operatormontonCJOC
Lethbridge,
, in same
capacity.to CBX Ed-

jz * Z £z *
o > o— Z
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POLITICAL PLANS
Demos to Select Ad Agency
DEMOCRATIC National Committee within the next fortnight will
select an advertising agency to
handle its 1952 political commitments in radio, television and other
media.
This was indicated after it was
learned that National Chairman
Frank McKinney had studied a
list of three or four agencies as
possible choices last week.
Mr. McKinney addressed the
third annual Democratic National
Committee dinner in New York
last Monday evening. His speech
was carried as a simulcast by
ABC Radio and Television. The
national committee is distributing
kinescope film recordings to stations unable to carry the telecast
live and to party workers throughout the country.
The organization is not expected
to swing into broadcasting commitments until after the state primaries early next year and until
after President Truman indicates
whether he will run for office again.
No such limitations obtain, however, at Republican National Committee headquarters. Chairman
Guy Gabrielson has thrown open
the organization's
ities to avowed or complete
potential facilGOP
candidates for the presidency. The
committee promised to aid Sen.
Robert Taft (R-Ohio), Gov. Earl

Warren of California, and campaign managersandforHarold
Gen. Stassen.
Dwight
D. Eisenhower
They will be offered assistance
in arranging radio and television
time and use of mailing lists and
research materials, as well as help
in setting up headquarters at the
Chicago convention next July.
Broadcast commitments had not
been explored yet.
Still hanging fire is a proposed
code or standards of practice to
guide the radio-TV industry in
handling convention coverage. Network representatives have not yet
submitted comments on the revised
draft submitted by both national
committees [B*T, Nov. 26].
Thomas Velotta, ABC, is coordinating the network presentation.
Ad Film Gift
WOMEN'S
Chicago has Advertising
given propertyClub
rightsof
to the film "Do You Belong in Ading" tothe Advertising
FederationveOrftisAmerica
for exclusive
distribution. It will be sold and/or
rented to high schools, colleges, advertising agencies, media organizations, and firms with advertising
training programs.
MORE than one million American
Telephone
Telegraph
Co. shareholders were&informed
last week
of the
company's
123rd
consecutive
dividend at $2.25 per share, quarterly
declared
by directors Nov. 21. Dividend will
berecord
payable
Dec. Jan.
17. 15 to shareowners of

Clebar
the stop watch of
split second accuracy

WEIR Weirton, W. Va., boasts two
successful politicians on its staff.
Harry Cochran (I), news editor, just
elected clerk of township trustees for
Steubenville, Ohio, shakes hands
with Dick Jackson, sportscaster, who
has been named Weirton councilman.
PEARL HARBOR
Anniversary Programs Set
SPECIAL network broadcast marking 10th anniversary of Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor will be
carried by MBS Friday, 8:30-8:55
p.m. EST from the Hawaiian naval
base.
Webley
Edwards, who
Mutualbroadcast
Honolulu correspondent
original news of attack on Dec. 7,
1941, will narrate program, conducting listeners on tour of Pearl
Harbor. Mr. Edwards — who was
chosen by Adm. Chester Nimitz to
broadcast surrender ceremonies
from U.S.S. Missouri on Sept. 2,
1945 — will interview various members of the armed forces who were
on the base during the attack, including officers, enlisted men,
chaplains, and prisoners of war.
Special a cappella choir argement of "America"
will beof
background ranmusic
for reading
memorial plaque on U.S.S. Arizona.
U. S. invasion by cosmic forces —
Pearl Harbor Day of 1962— will be
depicted morrow
on forABC-TV's
of Tothe Dec. 7Tales
broadcast,
Producers George Foley and Richard Gordon said last week. Screen
Actor Zachary Scott will be starred
in the Mel Goldberg script, based
on the story, "What Would You
Do?" by Russell V. Ritchie.

OHIO INQUIRY
Radio Role Is Noted
RADIO has a big part in political
contests. Of this both Sen. Robert
A. Taft (R-Ohio) and Ohio State
Auditor Joseph T. Ferguson are
convinced.
However, they differ about which
radio commentator is on what side
of the fence — that is, assuming that
the commentators
straddled either side of inthequestion
fence during
the Ohio election campaign last
year featthat
soundTaft.
deof Mr.resulted
Fergusonin the
by Sen.
During a Senate subcommittee
hearing on the Ohio election last
week, Sen. Taft declared that his
opponents failed to report expenses of $750,000 which were paid
to
MBS of"for
the Frankwhich
Edwards
series
broadcasts
were
devoted principally to attacks on
me Asandearly
against
my re-election."
last
March, reported
Broadcasting •asTelecasting
that
Sen.
Taft's
Washington
office
had set up a policy of not placing
any
time for
the Senator's
12].
addresses
on MBS
because ofradio
Mr.
Edwards' broadcasts. [B»T, March
Green Charges Error
American Federation of Labor
President William Green (AFL
sponsors
broadcasts)
countered Mr.thatEdwards'
the Senator
was in
error. He reminded the Senator
that Mr. Edwards had been on the
air for the union not only in 1950
but this year as well.
Again, Mr. Ferguson retored
that Sen. Taft "did not mention
that great number of radio newsmen and columnists he had spreadingtioned
propaganda
him." Menamong otherforcolumnists
was
MBS Radio
Lewis
jr. Commentator Fulton
As testimony continued to mount
at the week's end, Chairman Guy
Gillettemit e(D-Iowa)
Subcomon Elections ofandthePrivileges,
surmised that since Sen. Taft reported personal campaign receipts
of only $1,800 and Mr. Ferguson
only $2,270,
was asystem
"farcical
nature"
to thethere
reporting
for
political candidates.

#650
1/5 second timer for
general timing, 7 jewels
Clebar quality, nonBoost for VOA
magnetic, 30 minute
FOREIGN language radio stations
register-start, stop and WBZ Is Host
U. S. have been requested
WBZ-AM-TV Boston was to be in the
fly-back from crown.
the Advertising Council Inc., on
host this past weekend to an en- by
behalf
of the Dept. of State, to
listed Air Force serviceman who
their listeners to mention
had been chosen "Airman of the urge
Voice
of
radio series when
Month." The honored airman and they writeAmerica
to friends and relatives
There is a Clebar stop watch for his
wife were to be presented on abroad. International
Voice broadWBZ-TV's
Talk
casts will have special Christmas
every precision timing purpose. Write and later the Tucker
same day on theFriday
WBZ programming,
it
was
Dick Tucker radio show.
in an effort
to increase pointed
audiencesout,in
for new FREE catalog which illusforeign
countries.
trates more than a score of models. WQXR-AM-FM New York, AM and
FM outlet of The New York Times,
will include up-to-the-minute driving
conditions in the metropolitan area in
its 7:28 a.m. and 6:28 p.m. weather
broadcasts from now on, to be proCLEBAR WATCH AGENCY
vided in cooperation with the Automobile Club of New York.
521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17
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Christmas
subscription
gift
form

gift a subscription
rates*
$7.00 for
one-year subscription
$13.00 for two subscriptions
$19.00 for three subscriptions
$25.00 for four subscriptions
five subscriptions
subscriptions
$5.00 each for$30.00
six orformore
The 1952 BROADCASTING or TELECASTING Yearbook may
be included with each subscription for an additional $2.00 each.
Yearbooks to be mailed upon publication in February.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING: Please enter the gift
subscriptions listed on reverse side and send announcement
cards.
$
enclosed ( ) Please bill
City
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Address
Zone
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Reviews Role
Religious TV
Page 90
I

ROAD

OF AMERICA...

PRODUCED

NEWSCASTS

TELEVISION

What better medium for selling a product or an idea to
America? They provide the answer to every person's craving
for news and informed opinion. They do it through
the two strongest human senses, aural and visual. They
include regional, community and local news in their
content. As a rule, they rate considerably higher
than network newscasts. Just four of the many reasons
why Spot TV newscasts on these twelve leading
stations should be included in your Advertising plans.

They can help make 1952 your "sellingest" year.
in our

WSB-TV
Atlanta
WBAL-TV Baltimore
WFAA-TV
Dallas
KPRC-TV Houston
KHJ-TV Los Angeles
WHAS-TV Louisville
KSTP-TV . . .M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV Nashville
WTAR-TV Norfolk
KPHO-TV Phoenix
WOAI-TV San Antonio
KOTV
Tulsa
REPRESENTED BY

7

year

EDWARD

PETRY
& CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • DALLAS

A YEAR AGO they said it was impossible. People just
wouldn't watch television between 7:00 and 9:00 in the
morning.
WPTZ, Philadelphia, didn't believe them. It programmed
"3 TotoGet9:00.Ready," starring Ernie Kovacs, every morning from
7:00
Now 1 year later "3 To Get Ready" is television's best and
most successful early morning show. Plenty of audience,
plenty of sponsors, plenty of entertainment are its ingredients.
Ernie Kovacs clowns, spins records, auditions goats, campaigns for office on the street— and does just about everything

else to keep conservative Philadelphia laughing, and watching.
Lovely Edythe Adams and the music of Tony DeSimone keep
the viewers
humming over breakfast. It's fast, it's fun and it's
here
on WPTZ.
Give us a call here at WPTZ, Philadelphia, or see your
nearest NBC Spot Sales Representative for the full story on "3
To Get Ready." Its ratings will surprise you. Its list of top
name advertisers will prove that early morning television is
good time, big time, television.
"
Philadelphia,
^ morning television isn't only
hereAt— WPTZ,
it's growing
up ! early

WPTZ
NBC
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TV Ball Clubs Up Attendance
JORDAN
SURVEY
Group A
Group B
NINE major league baseball clubs
that televised all home games or all
Clubs which maintained their regular TV schedules of Clubs which reduced their regular television — restricted
day games in 1951 showed in- all home games — or all day games.
it or eliminated it entirely.
creased paid admissions, accordGain or Loss-1951 TV Schedule
Club Gain or Loss-1951
TV Schedule
ing to the third annual TV base- ChicagoClub
All day games Cincinnati
White Sox 546,670
Reds 49,474
ball
survey
conducted
by
Jerry
All day games St. Louis Browns
Weekdays-Sats.
Phila. Athletics 155,664
46,639
Jordan.
No Regular TV
All home games Wash. Senators
Dodgers 143,535
43,052 Reduced TV
All home games
On the other hand, the seven Brooklyn
New York Giants 132,989
All home games St. Louis Cardinals
clubs which reduced, restricted or Cleveland Indians — 22,480 All
79,982
No regular TV
home games Pittsburgh Pirates
allowed no television had a loss in Boston Red Rox
— 41,387
182,411 No regular TV
home games Boston Braves
attendance, the survey shows.
New York Yankees —129,916 All
456,911 Reduced night TV
home games
—271,529 All
The nine clubs that had regular Chicago Cubs
All day games Detroit Tigers
818,827 Weekdays-Sats.
TV played to an increase of 234,169 Phila. Phillies —279,377
paid admissions, he found, whereas
Net
for
Group
A
—
A
gain
of
234,169
paid
admissions
Net
for
Group
B
—
A
loss
of
1,485,070 paid admissions
the seven clubs that curtailed or
banned TV had a loss of 1,485,070. set owners on Sundays, prove that
clusively just what has caused this nature must be affecting the minors.
Mr. Jordan said these figures it is interesting them. And inter- abnormal decline in minor league Economic conditions, in the opinion
est is the forerunner of attendance. attendance," he said. "Television of some, may be the cause. People
must be weighed in the light of
have been an important had fewer 'real' dollars to spend
team records. "These figures would metropolitan
"If every person
area of inour thebig normal
league could notfactor,
offer substantial evidence of TV's
because less than the first eight months of this year.
promotion value except for the fact cities came out to see just one game over-all
10%
of
the
are near enough Undoubtedly, this situation has had
that the clubs televising consist- a season, there would not be enough to any TV clubs
area
to be affected. an adverse effect on all attendance,
ently had a better performance capacity in the parks to seat them.
it cannot account for the sharp
instance, could per- but
No matter how many games people Neither, informanthis
record as aformangroup,"
he
said.
"Perc
e
b
e
the
cause.
With over decline peculiar to the minors alone.
ce in all entertainment is
usually the major factor at the enjoy moteat athome,
"Majorby league
broadcasts
least TV
a fewshould
tripshelpto prothe 400 clubs, gains and losses due to blamed
many owners
for are
the
park each year. If and when it performance would tend to cancel drop in attendance.
Over
gate."
does, atendance records will again out. Also, many teams with excel- radio stations carried baseball 1,000
As TV moves forward it "de- be
last
lent
performance
have
dropped
off
broken
with
added
millions
in
ly ispayingto itstheway"
in baseyear. Whether this influx of major
ball,finiteaccording
Philadelphia
sharply. Wilkes-Barre is a good league
broadcasts has harmed
The fees."
disappointing trend in minor example, losing 50% in attendance minor
analyst. He noted that major rights
attendance has not
league clubs received $4,562,312 for league attendance during 1951, a while winning two consecutive pen- yet beenleague
determined conclusively.
nants. There is no major league No adequate
sportscasting rights in 1951, nearly good sports year, was "widespread
has been
equal to the total gate receipts of and severe," Mr. Jordon said. He (or minor league) TV here and undertaken as research
It would be
the entire National League in its feai'ed
the structure of organized performance is certainly top-flight very valuable toyet.
baseball
if some
— yet landitto move
was necessary
for Cleve- systematic plan for studying
biggest pre-war year. The TV baseball
willtrend
be seriously
the
the franchise.
ened if this
continues. threatrightssion fees
guarantee
(Continued
on
page
80)
and welfare
funds. player pen"Something else of a very broad
"It is difficult to determine configures
that that
"regular
TV Thedid not
hurt show
the teams
were
putting on an exciting performance, and eliminating or reducing it didsaid.not help the others," Mr.
z Million, Says PIB
ot $14'/
TELEVISION
Jordan
Networks NETWORK
GROSS
of the SS
four TV
, salesGRO
OCTtime
networks
in
October
1951
totaled
OCT. '50 JAN.-OCT. '51 JAN.-OCT. '50
"The future looks bright, too,"
$ OCT.
1,846,408
he
continued.in "Television
already $14,469,284, Publishers Information ABC
'51 $ 2,211,898
14,643,504
4,086,497
1,221,773 $ 33,102,526
is bringing
a very satisfactory
CBS
4,704,775
Bureau reported last week.
8,444,185
new source of revenue. And this
Sum is more than double the DUMONT 752,876
5,960,450
14,840,925
7,165,225
46,147,808
is not the peak; the intake will gross of $6,441,442 for three net- NBC
3,007,771 $ 99,854,288 $ 27,371,607
increase. Theatre television is deTOTAL $14,469,284 $ 6,441,442
works (ABC, CBS, NBC) during
veloping and hundreds of new TV October 1950 when DuMont data Figures for 1950 not available
stations are going to be built. It
TOTALS TO OCTOBER 1 ?S1
figures for Even
this when
year Duare January NETWORK TELEVISION
is entirely possible that very large was notMontreported.
DUMONT
ABC
NBC
deleted to make a direct compari- May
fees
for
big
events
and
'hot
games'
CBS
may swell the total far beyond
February
2,601,165
son,
the
three-network
gross
for
J
4,187,222
406,079
3,949,360
$
1,328,719
2,600,339 $ 457,811
this October is well over twice the March
1,254,851
435,527
; anything we know today.
4,654,063
1,539,470
2,993,902
574,025
"In addition
rightspromofees, figure for the same month of last July
4,758,309
1,432,319
2,906,891
television
serves toas the
a great
622,646
4,946,338
April
1,385,901
3,066,249
tional medium. Along with news- year.
For the ten-month period, Janu- June
1,437,593
564,478
4,244,240
2,900,782
645,359
papers and radio it reaches many
a
r
y
O
c
t
o
b
e
r
1
9
5
1
,
gross
TV
net3,477,952
3,434,659
1,351,168
work time sales are more than three
millions of people — especially wom3,359,856
1,444,593
4,159,213f 763,071
3,734,551
738,578 5,405,243f
en and out-of-towners who may times the gross for the like period August
1,622,482
752,876
October
7,165,225
never have seen a big league game. of 1950, again even after the 1951 September
4,704,775
1,846,408
The high audience ratings, from DuMont figure is deducted from the
TOTAL
$14,643,504 $33,102,526 $5,960,450 $46,147,808
11% on weekday games to 33% of four-network total.
fRevised as of Nov. 27, 1951
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ACCOMPANYING
Gen. Sarnoff's
patent application,
which was airgranted
last
October,
was this technical
representation
of his recommended
relay and
detection system (Fig. 1). Other diagrams show perspective view of communication radiation patterns, a shore station and two aircraft of the system being
shown (Fig. 2); plane view of detection coverage of several airplanes (Fig. 2a),
and section view of detection coverage of a typical plane (Fig. 2b).
DuMONT MOVE
Plans Central Division
DuMONT TV Network is establishing acentral division in Chicago and plans to originate at least
25% of its network TV programs
from that city. Plans were revealed in a wire sent by Gerald
Lyons, DuMont public relations director, to Irving Kupcinet, columnist of the Chicago Sun Times, who
on Nov. 7 reported that Down You
Go would originate in New York at
the insistence of DuMont executives.
"Quite to the contrary," Mr.
Lyons
"Christhat
J. Witting,
director,wired,
insisted
it stay ourin
Chicago ... in addition to Down
You Go, we move They Stand Accused out of Chicago from 10-11
every Sunday night and likewise
telecast wrestling from Marigold
Gardens from 9:30-11 every Saturday night. . . . More important than
that, however, Witting is actually
in thetralprocess
cendivision of ofoursetting
networkup awhose
single purpose is to take advantage
of the television ability and talent
made available to us in Chicago
through WGN-TV."
'Breakfast' on TV
RADIO, television and subsidiary
rights to Breakfast in Hollywood
have been purchased by George
Foley and Richard Gordon Inc. for
daily presentation as a live TV
show. To be seen in the East
sometime before noon, the TV version will be budgeted at $10,000 a
week and will originate from
either a Hollywood restaurant or
hotel. Most original features of
the radio version will be retained,
but several new contest ideas will
be added, including one in which
winners and their families would
get a free trip to the West Coast.
Former owners of the show are
John Masterson, Billy Breneman
and Ray Morgan.
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THROWER NAMED
Takes CBS-TV Sales Post
SALES department of CBS Television Network last week undernelwent
when changes
Fred inM. executive personThrower, vice
president in
charge visionoffor ABC,
telewas named vice
president in
charge of sales
for CBS-TV,fective today
ef(Monday), re- Mr. Thrower
placing David V.
Sutton, resigned.
Arthur E. Duram, assistant sales
manager, CBS Television, has also
resigned to join Fuller & Smith &
Ross, New York, in newly created
position of director of TV and radio activities, effective immediately.
Mr. Sutton's future plans are expected to be announced shortly.

Would Aid U. S.
Air Defense
SARNOFF PATENT
PRINCIPLES of television, radar and microwave relay are incorporated
in an automatic warning system — designed to detect planes, missiles and
ships
the United
— for which
Brig.it Gen.
Sarnoff,
RCA approaching
board chairman,
has beenStates
granted
a patent,
was David
disclosed
last
week.
planes a continuous flow of signals
Specifications call for an air- giving positions, speeds and direcborne radar net, in which a succestions of enemy craft. Fighter
sion of planes leaving shore on a
of tothetakeinforpredetermined course search a planes, upon
mation, bases
wouldreceipt
be able
off
from
land
or
carriers, fly
specifiedment.area
with
radar
equipInformation thus compiled directly toward the intruders
and
is relayed automatically from the intercept them before their mislead plane successively through
sions are accomplished.
trailing
planes atandthe finally
It was suggested that the same
control center
home to
base.a
could television
be used programs
in peaceThus the radar net is moved con- principle
time to relay
tinuously across vast distances,
a chain of planes and thus
covering possible invasion routes through
a trans-oceanic TV system.
and effecting protection for a achieve
Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, vice
greater area of national frontiers.
president
in charge of RCA Labs
Television camera, added to the
"The system proplane's equipment, relays radar Division,posed bysaid,
Generalat Sarnoff
would
information — plus data on air- enable detection
much greater
speed,
compass
bearing,
and
altitude— to the control center by distances than is now feasible. At
means of lightweight, low-power the same time it would transmit
microwave relay apparatus, which the information to a control center
that could act immediately. By this
would not affect
the plane's new
freight-carrying
capacity.
method, countermeasures will
Patent also describes a means have a greater opportunity to deal
for intercepting enemy signals, with enemy planes or guided mistransmitted to or from a guided
that might be carrying atomic
missile, andtransmission
provides a method
for bombssiles and
to destroy them at sea
immediate
of identical
signals to take over control of that before they can reach targets on
missile. In this way, the enemy
equipment could be directed to a
Utilizing equipment already dewas
new path, which would be contin- describedvelopedinand intheuse,U. theS. system
Patent Ofued untilhaustedfuel
supply
were
exand the missile fell over
fice's official gazette for October
the sea or an uninhabited land 1951.
land." Gen. Sarnoff has assigned his
area.
patent — No. 2571386— to RCA.
A variation of the same principle
The board chairman had preallows for the control center to disviously patented a secret signalling
patch fighter planes to meet and system in 1948, in which ordinary
destroy guided missiles or enemy messages are converted to arbiplanes long before they are able to
trary signals and transmitted by
reach their objective. Aircraft on facsimile or television to a decodpatrol would be equipped with
ingcrecyterminal,
separasite planes, equipped with
even whenthus
the ensuring
message has
radar and radio to send back to the been transmitted
by a common
nearest group of defensive fighter radio carrier.

Oral Hearing Bids Pend
ALLOCATIONS
recommendations
may stySTILL awaiting FCC action, folmiesion's
processing
of applications
by 4 operation was requested by WKYl
o
w
i
n
g
t
h
e
deadline
for
the
"paper"
the
Commission
after
freeze
is TV ratherChannel
than changing toNov.FCC's
TV allocations procedings Nov. 28,
5].
only in the areas in- proposed
The Oklahoma City7 [B»T,
station urged
are oppositions to the Commis- thawed, vobut
l
v
e
d
.
I
t
is
not
believed
to
ension's recommendations to change
the Commission's
VHF
danger lifting of the freeze.
to thatproposed
city, Tulsa
frequencies by WSAZ-TV HuntingWSAZ-TV refused to change allocation
ton,homaW. Va.,
and unsettled
WKY-TV isOklaMuskogee
be
revised
to
retain
its present Channel 5 to and
City. Also
the from
4 where it now is. Neither
Channel 8 because it stated in its ofChannel
the other cities would receive
qualifiedto"yes"
by WNKC-TV
Haven
changing
its channelNewin objections [B*T, Sept. 17] it would fewer
VHF
channels than proposed
a cost of $1 million to the
line with the Commission's sugges- entail
by the Commission, the WKY-TV
tions.
public in its area to change an- presentation
said. In a brief filed
tenna installations from present
Deadline saw 1,490 documents
week, the station not only
filed by midnight of last Monday, low band to proposed high band. last
stood firm on its refusal to switch
leaving the FCC reviewing staff of Also, said the Huntington Herald- channels;
it also asked for an oral
and Advertiser station,
attorneys,
engineers
and mountain
account- Dispatch
ants with the
end of the
it would cost $38,540 to make hearing on the subject.
of filings in view. Hope continues changes in its transmitter and anTangle WOR-TV,
with ABC'sboth
WJZ-TV
and
ten a to make the switch. Station Macy's
high that the Commission can end
in New
the three-year-old TV freeze by asked that it be changed to Chan- York, is at the root of WNHC-TV's
nel 3. which would cost it $23,000 troubles. The FCC recommended
February [B»T, Nov. 5].
Refusal of WSAZ-TV and WKY- and the public nothing.
it switch from
present80)ChanRetention of its present Channel that (Continued
on page
TV to go along with the CommisBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Davis Blames Networks

CHICAGO
TV LOSS
NETWORKS— specifically NBC- given. "Either the production when it went to New York and it
are to blame for the lack of TV net- bosses in New York want the was done more cheaply here." The
work originations in Chicago, which credit, or they have convinced Ransom Sherman Show "never
themselves their product generally even had a chance," he said.
often are cheaper
Referring to the Garroway at
and as good as
is Discussing
better."
network in specific
New York ductproShow Davis
as theretold
most the"famous
ions. This
rather than broad terms, the Large
case," Mr.
story
was the assertion
FC & B executive eliminated Du- of how Armour had bought the
of J. Hugh E.
Mont, ABC and CBS from his program which was slotted into an
Davis, executive
-time
periodcould
for which
only nine
charges. ABC, he said, has "very, off
stations
be cleared.
He
vice president of
very fine" facilities in Chicago, but live
said
Armour
was
offered
that
time
Foote, Cone &
no
"gold
mine"
to
work
with
alBelding, Chicago,
period only, despite the fact NBC
though "it could have done better." was
planning the Kate Smith Show
as he spoke at a
DuMont has noperimentationmoney
for "ex(on which no sales had been made)
joint luncheon
and emergence
into for
Davis
a better hour, and put The
meeting of the
has no proChicago Television Council and the big time."
into Hea good
half-hour
duction facilitiesCBSin Chicago,
al- aGoldbergs
sustainer.
pointed
out theas
Radio Management Club Wednest
h
o
u
g
h
"
i
t
might
have
found
a
way
Garroivay
Show
and
talent
are
day in the Sheraton Hotel.
really wanted
by NBC.
is ownedto."by (WBKB,
Balaban owned
Denying the oft-repeated Chi- ifCBSit affiliate,
Additional
costs
of
New
York
cago charge that agencies and ad- & Katz Movie chain, and the proproductions are passed on to the
vertisers are primarily responsible
posed acquisition of WENR-TV, client,
Mr. Davis said. FC & B
for production swings from the now owned
by ABC, has not been
Midwest to both coasts, Mr. Davis approved by the FCC.)
has no Chicago originations, however,
because of a lack of network
said agencies are interested first
Names NBC
in bettering business for their
cooperation, and there is no chance
clients.
Naming NBC as the network when the program is an established New York property, when
TV network sponsor interests, most responsible for the fate of
he charged, can frequently be Chicago originations, Mr. Davis the time slot a client seeks goes
served more cheaply with Chicago cited its removal of the Jack with a specific show, or when the
wants to remain in
originations because of lower pro- Carter portion of the Saturday personality
duction costs there. He spoke to Night Review, "which had a high New York or Hollywood, he said.
Referring to The College Show,
a capacity audience of some 300 rating
which was not improved
persons, all of whom have been
debating the issue because of the
industry hubbub about Dave GarMagazines
Claim
Least Injury
roway and Kakla, Fran & Ollie TV EFFECT
(both
NBC-TV)
during
the
past
few months.
SERENE outlook for the magazine business is given in a fall report on
Claiming TV network origina- "Readership of Magazine Advertisements vs. the Growth of Television"
survey by Daniel Starch & Staff, consultant in business research.
tions
are
"practically
dead"
in
Chicago, but can perhaps be reThe charted upswing or downswing of movies, radio, and magazines,
vived if the networks choose, Mr. including a breakdown on magazine stands with a 13 % rating as against
Davis said there were 16 network advertisement classifications, shows the
12-13 million TV sets installed.
shows out of Chicago in January, radio and the movies as the chief
Total circulation of magazines
victims of TV growth, according during
10
now.
"The
powerful
little
the fromfive
yearmoreperiod
Goliath of Chicago television is to the Starch report.
a little
than in-30
now without life except for a few
The survey takes in the past five million creased
in
1947
to
a
healthy
wriggling toes, with all the rest yesr, during which the Starch firm million in 1947, the Starch report32
being clubbed and beaten insensible said "the number of television sets claims. News stand sales of magaby the New York production giants installed grew from virtually none pines were shown as only slightly
— and they will probably take up to over 12 million." [For A. C. lower but still within the 10-13
Nielsen, president of A. C. Nielsen
whacking the toes, too."
Speculating as to why shows Co., statement on the Starch report millions bracket.
Magazines Untouched
see
B*T, Nov. 12.]
have been taken from Chicago and
others never started, Mr. Davis
Taken section by section, here
The obvious conclusion, accordsaid he could find only one reason is what the report says in effect.
ing totional
Starch's
is that unnaAs TV sets were installed in
magszinesfigures,
were virtually
which "makes sense" but is never
t
o
u
c
h
e
d
b
y
the
climbing
installagreater numbers there was untion of TV sets.
stemmed decline in movie attendELECTRIC FIRMS
ance. In 1949, for example, when
Magazines surveyed included Colthere
were
some
2Vz
million
TV
Plan TV Series on 37
Good Housekeeping, Ladies'
installed, according to the Home lier's,
Journal, Life, Look, McELECTRIC COMPANIES Adver- sets
St?rch
report,
there
was
a
decline
C
all's,
Saturday
Evening Post,
tising Program, New York, will
in movie at- Time, Woman's Home Companion.
sponsor a series of half -hour filmed of some 15tendance million
per week as compared Date of comparison is March 1951.
shows
("Closed
Circuit,
Nov.start19] with movie-going in late 1946.
Breakdown in "one page blackcalled The
Electric
Theatre
that movie at- and-white and four-color advering the laststations.
week in January on 31 Starch estimated
tendance figures would come to the
tisements" for readership
showeda
television
increasing
their numbers
Show is produced and packaged number of TV sets installed in lat- women
of million, the men about
ter 1951 — that is, to about 16 mil- couple
by Screen Televideo Productions of
their own (compared to TV
goersinstalled.
to about 12-13 holding
Hollywood. Format of the pro- millionlionTVmoviesets
set installation) for both those
gram will range from comedy to
A comparison of radio to TV was "noted" and for those "read most."
melodrama, from science fiction to
westerns. Each film is an original, arranged by Starch by taking the Other categories were similarly
produced by Gil Ralston.
top ing10the radio
program
dur- broken down — that is food, autofive years
(basedratings
on Nielsen
Electric Companies Advertising
motive, tobacco, toilet articles —
ratings)
and
comparing
those
to and in each case, the Starch report
3ro<-ram's
series,onMeet
Archer, willradio
continue
CBS Corliss
Radio the number of TV sets installed. asserts readership was about the
despite the increase in TV
Sunday, 9-9:30 p.m. N. W. Ayer According to Starch, radio's top same
10 slumped continuously and now set installation.
fe Son, New York, is agency.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

a network feature planned by the
agency early
this year Dorsey,
with college
talent
and Tommy
Mr.
Davis said CBS Chicago refused
to make
Chicago
able and plans
werefacilities
dropped availwhen
it was discovered production costs
would have been $1,500 more per
week for a New York origination.
He pointed to specific programs
which could best originate in Chicago, saying top-level dramatic
and variety
programs
continue to emanate
from should
the coasts.
Among the types he recommended
for Chicago were situation comedy
panel, audience participation, soap
opera
casts. and mystery, all with static
Cites Remaining Shows
Referring to the fact that production know-how is available in
Chicago and many Chicagoans
have been exported to New York
for
Davis
citedhigh-paying
several ofjobs,
the Mr.
remaining
shows, each of which he considers
distinctive. They included Zoo
Parade,
Fran to& 15Ollieminutes
("the
cut
fromKukla,
half-hour
was good and will help prolong its
life"),
and TheSuper
WayneCircus,
King Studs
Shoiv Place
(the
latter two on partial networks).
Hawkins Falls, "the top-rated soap
opera,"
ratings,Years
he said,
than ThegetsFirstbetter
Hundred
out
of New York and Miss Susan from
Philadelphia which cost, respectively, $6,000
and $3,000
week than
Hawkins
Falls. more per
Networks also have an obligation
to their clients, Mr. Davis charged.
"If a show can be done more
cheaply and as well in Chicago,
they should try it." Some are
beginning
to "make
an about face"
as costs rise
and advertisers
start
reducing the length and frequency
of their time periods, he concluded.
MACY'S PARADE
Draws High WJZ-TV Rating
ALMOST 89% of the television
sets in New York operating between 10:30 a.m. and noon Thanksgiving day were tuned to WJZ-TV
New York which carried exclusively
Macy's Pre-Christmas parade, according to a special Trendex rating report. rating for the full hour
Overall
and a45.2%
half oftelecast
with
sets in was
use. 40.1r<-,
Halfhour breakdown gave a 36.6 rating
with a 79.3 % share of audience for
first segment; 42.9 rating with
96.5% of the audience for the 1111:30 a.m. segment; a 40.7 rating
with 91 .1% of the audience for the
last half hour.
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, has borrowed $7V2 million from Prudential
Insurance Co. to pay an earlier debt
to company of $1,335,000 and to provide additional working capital. This
was reported in Chicago last week by
Paul Galvin, executive vice president.
He said the sum will be repaid on a
15-year note at 3%% interest.
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Your eyes, too, would reflect theuncomplicated charm of "Betsy
and the Magic Key."
You'd live eveiy magic moment
of all 260 of these quarter-hour
film fables... know as well as your
own name bright-eyed, light-hearted
puppet characters like Betsy, Texas
Ranger, Mr. and Mrs. Bear, Tommy
the Bumblebee, "Dumb" Bunny,
Sir Anthony the Elephant...
As an advertiser, you already know
that this kind of spell — with its
wide-eyed fascination and day-inand-out devotion — will help you
sell more of your product.
"Betsy and the Magic Key"* will
open new doors for you. For
first- run rights in your television
markets, subject of course to prior
sale, just get in touch with...
•Written and produced by Elizabeth Raines, with the
famous Sue Hastings Marionettes.
CBS

TELEVISION

SPOT SALES-*
offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Memphis, Detroit and San Francisco

Boca Raton Registration
(Continued from page 3U)
John
T. Hough,
Hopkins,WBAP;
WJAX Mr.
Jacksonville;
Harold
Stanley
Hubbard,
KSTP
St. WEBC
Paul.& Mrs.
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Harry
Hyett,
Duluth;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Walter
Johnson,
Hartford:
EddieMr. E.& Jones,
WSOC J.WTIC
Charl
o
t
e
,
N
.
C;
Mrs.
Myron
Kallett,
WKTV
TJtica, KCRA
N. Y. ; Sacramento;
Mr. & Mrs.
Ewing
C. Kelly,
Mr.
& Mrs.
William
F.& Kiley,
WOOD
Grand
Rapids;
Mr.
Mrs.
Walter
Krebs. Tom
WJACKritser,
Johnstown,
Mr. &
Mrs.
KGNC Pa.;Amarillo;
Mr. & folk,Mrs.Va.; Mr.
Robert& Mrs.
Lambe,T. WTAR
NorB.
Lanford,
KPLC
Lake Charles,
La.; James
M.Leich,
LeGate,
WIOD
Miami,
Fla.;
Martin
WGBF
Evansville, Ind.; R. O. Lewis,
KTAR
Phoenix.
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Littick, Mr. &
Mrs. lClay
Littick,WHIZ
and Zanesville,
Mr. & Mrs. Ohio;
Wiliam O. Littick,
Mr. & Mrs.
Walker
Long, Lord,
WSAZ WAVE
Hunti
n
g
t
o
n
,
W
.
Va.;
Nathan
Louisville; WPTZ
J. J. Louis,
KTAR;
Ernest
Loveman,
(TV)
Philadelphia;
Mr.
& Mrs.
Paul
A.Mrs.
Loyet,
WHOLutken,
Des
Moines;
Mr.
and
P.
K.
WJDXMacNeilly,
Jackson, WKTV;
Miss.; Mr.Jim & Manning,
Mrs. W.
T.
Z-Bar-Net,Manship,
Butte, Charles
Mont.; Mr.
& Mrs.
Douglas
P. Manship
Jr., WJBO
Baton
Rouge,N.La.;
S.Dwight
Carl
Mark,
WTTM
Trenton,
J.;
Martin, WLW Cincinnati; H. K. Martin,
WALAard H. Mobile,
& Mrs. Mr.Rich-&
Mason, Ala.;
WPTF Mr.Raleigh;
Mrs. Clair
McCollough, WGAL Lanc
a
s
t
e
r
,
P
a
.
Mr. & Mrs.
John Mr.F. Meagher,
KYSM
Mankato,
Minn.;
& Mrs.
T.P. W.J.
Metzger,KFYR
WMRF
Lewiston,
Pa.;
Meyer,
Bismarck,
N.
D.;
Mr. &
Mrs.
James
H.
Moore,
WSLS
Roanoke,
Va.;
Mr. & Paul
Mrs. P.Mountcastle,
W. Morency, WROL
WTIC
Hartford;
Knoxville;
M.& A.Mrs.Mulrony,
KGUMurphy,
Honolulu;
Mr.
John
T.
WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati; K. T. Murphy,
Murphy,
WLW
Cincinnati;
WEBC;
Mr. & & Mrs.Mrs.W.Morgan
W.O. Murrell
O. Murrell
Sr.
and
Mr.
Jr.,
WORZ Allentown,
Orlando; Pa.;
B. Ralph
B. Musselman,
WSAN
Nimmons,
WFAA-TV
Dallas;
Gov.
James
A.
Noe,
KNOEnon A. Nolte,
Monroe,WHIZ
La.; Zanesville;
Mr. & Mrs.George
VerW.& Mrs.
NortonByron
Jr., W.WAVEOgle,
Louisville;
Mr.
KRGV
Weslaco,
Tex.;
Mr. &Paul
Mrs. Overbay,
J. M. OutlerWKPTJr.,
WSB
Atlanta;
Kingsport,Mr. Tenn.;
W.JackB.Parker,
Pape, WSAM
WALA
Mobile;
& Mrs.Edwin
Saginaw,Paducah,
Mich.;
J.H.Paxton
Jr.,
WKYB
Ky.;
B.
Peace
Jr.
and
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Roger
C.
Peace,
WFBC
Greenville,
S.
C.
Mr. & Mrs.Ala.;
HowardA. E.pixley,
Pill, WLOK
WSFA
Montgomery,
Lima, Ohio;
Mr. & L.Louis
Mrs. D.Read,
L. Provost,
WBAL
Baltimore;
WDSU
Mr.N. &D.;Mrs.Mr.E. &C.Mrs.
Reineke,
WDNew AYOrleans;
Fargo,
WilliamMrs.
H. Rines,
WCSH
Portland,WBOW
Me.;
Mr.
&
William
F.
Rippetoe,
Terre
Haute;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
L.
H.
Rogers,
WSAZ WGY
Huntington,
W. Va.; B.Run-J.
Rowan,
Schenectady;
nerstrom,(TV)WLOK
Lima; LeeRobert
Ruwitch,
WTVJ
Miami.
Mr.
&
Mrs.
E.
C.
Sanders.
WOC
Davenport,
Iowa;
J. D. Saumenig,
WIS
Columbia,
S.
C;
Arthur
W.
Scharfeld,
WSAN
Allentown,
Pa.;
Mr. &Wis.;
Mrs. Mr.K.
F.& Mrs.
Schmitt,
WIBA
Madison,
D. Schrott,
WJAC Johnstown,Alvin
Sharp,
San
Diego;
Mr.Pa.; Thomas
& Mrs.
HughMr.KFSD
Shott
Jr.,
WHIS
Bluefield,
W.
Va.;
& Mrs.
James
D.
Shouse,
WLW
Cincinnati;
John
W.
Schulz,
WMVA
Martinsville,
Va.;
Mr. &Charles
Mrs. H.Smith,
W. Slavick,
WMC
Memphis;
WTBO
Cumberland; Mr. & Mrs.Harry
T. F.Mason
Smith, Smith,
KRIS
Corpus
Christi;
WLW
Cincinnati;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
George
B.Steen,
Storer,Westinghouse
Fort IndustryStations;
Co.; John
Mr.City;W.&
Mrs.
P.
A.
Sugg,
WKY
Oklahoma
Mr.
& Stations;
Mrs. W. Mr.
C. Swartley,
Westing-D.
house
Mrs. Robert
Swezey,
WDSU
New &J.Orleans.
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Archie
Taylor,
KANS
Wichita;
Dale
WENY
N.Weslaco,
Y.; Mr.Tex.;
& Mrs.Taylor,
O. L. Thomas,
Taylor, Elmira,
KRGV
George
KVOL
Lafayette, WBEN
La.; Mr.
& Mrs.
C.Thor-R.
Thompson,
Buffalo;
John
wald.
WCOA
Pensacola;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
L.
P.Tooke,
Thurston,
KGU
Honolulu;
Roland
WPTZWBEN(TV)Buffalo;
Philadelphia;
George
Torge,
Haan
J.
Tyler,
Los Angeles.
Mr. KFI
&Syracuse,
Mrs.
E.N.R.Y.;Vadeboncoeur,
WSYR
J.
Holliday
Veal,
Pensacola,
Fla.;
Mr. &
Mrs.
R.WCOA
M.Mr.Venable,
WGKV
W.
Va.;
& Mrs.
W. Mr.
D.Charleston,
Wagner,
WOC
Davenport,
Iowa;
&
Mrs.
Walter
Wagstaff,
Boise,
Ida.;
Lee
B. E.Wailes,
Fort KIDO
Industry
Co.;
Mr.
&Mich.;
Mrs.
W.
Walbridge,
WWJ
Detroit,
& Mrs. Wis.;
W. E.J. Walker,
WMAM Mr.
Marinette,
Gordon
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Cisco; Frank Young; Phil Hirsch.
RCA Carl
PERSONNEL(Carl Byoir
Mr. & Mrs.
Associates);
Sheldon Byoir
Coons; Mr. & Mrs.
Orrin
Dunlap;
C. N. M.
Hoyler; Trainor;
Mannie
Sacks; Wally
Watts;
Richard
Hooper;
W.
Y.
Pan; A.Beers.
Dr. George
Brown;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
George
|r
Frank Vierling; John Norell; Irving
Sobel; George Robinson; E. C. Wilbur.
FCC PROPOSAL
To Take Hawaiian Channels
NO GREAT loss to TV or FM is
believed occasioned by the FCC
SAT.
C4S
• %
action last week proposing to
change the allocation of TV Channels 5 and 6 (76-88 mc) and FM
MfASWCU*/
\
Channels 251-300 (98-108 mc) in
the Hawaiian Islands to common
STYMIED by the NCAA in its attempt to carry the Kentucky-Tennessee grid carrier inter-island communications.calls
FCC's proposed
rule-makclash Nov. 24 [B»T, Nov. 26], WHAS-TV Louisville used this balop at
ing notice
for comments
from
game time to tell viewers of its frustrated effort.
interested parties by Jan. 11, 1952.
Proposed
change
in
TV
and
KGBXWaugh,
Springfield,
Mo.; Mr. Dodge; Harriet Egan; Frances Kline; allocations in Hawaii followedFMa
&Wardell,
Mrs. Irving
WSM Nashville,
Sullivan;
Lacomara;& petition last June by Mutual TeleTenn.;
Gilbert
A.
Wellington,
KENI Agnes
Jacob
Evans;
HenryMiriam
Shepard;
Anchorage,
Alaska;
Keith
Wells, KGBX
phone Co. Telephone company
Mrs.
George
Frey;
Mr.Guy.
& Mrs. Mr.
James
Gaines;
Raymond
F.
Springfield,
Mo.;
R.
W.
Welpott,
WGY
claimed that it was impossible to
Schenectady,
N.
Y.;
Harold
Wheelahan,
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Paul
Hancock;
O.
B.
HanKSYL
La.; B.Thomas
White,
submarine cable among the
son; Heffernan;
Mr. & Mrs.JohnWilliam
Hedges;
Jos- use
WBAL Alexandria,
Baltimore, Ml;
T. Whitmire,
Cahill;
Mr. &Mr.Mrs.
of Hawaii due to the heavy
WFBC der,Greenville,
S. C;N.Harry
C. Wil- Mrs.
Jack ephEugene
Herbert;Juster;
SheldonTom
Hickox;
& islands
WSYR
Syracuse,
Y.;
Mitchell
surf
pounding cable against coral
Knode;
Harry
Wolfson,
WTVJ
(TV)
Miami;
Allen
John McCormick.
reefs. Also that the use of the 30Woodall,J. S.WDAK
Columbus, Lewistown,
Ga.; Mr. & Kopf;
W. Marshall
Keeling;Mr. Rud& Mrs.
Lawrence;
Mrs.
50 mc common carrier band caused
James
V. McConnell;
Joseph interference
Pa.; Mr.
& Woods,
Mrs. W. WMRF
Woods, WHO Des McConnell;
to broadcast stations
Tom
McFadden,
KNBH
HolMoines,
Iowa;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
E.
Newton
lywood; Edward Madden; Mr. & Mrs. in the Islands and also in the conWray,
KTBS
Shreveport,
La.;
Mr.
&
Mrs. George
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Don
Mert
i
n
e
n
t
a
l
U
.
S.
And that the 3700port; Mrs. BessD. Wray,
Marsh KTBS
Wyse, ShreveKWBW Gustavcer;Margraf;
Lyman Munson; James Nelson;
Hutchinson,
& Mrs. Ed Yo- Ray
O'Connell;
Mrs. Russell;
Richard mc
4200, common
5925-6425carrier
and 10,700-11,700
cum,
KGHL Kan.;
Billings,Mr. Mont.
Pinkham;
Mr. andMr.Mrs.& Frank
microwave
John Mr.
Royal;& Mrs.
Mr. Walter
& Mrs. Scott;
RobertMr.Sar-& bands are unable to properly
NBC PERSONNEL
carry
noff;:
Mr.
&
Mrs.
David
Adams;
Doris
Ann;
across
the
long
water
hauls
among
Mrs.
Fred
Shawn;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Hamilton
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Charles
Barry;
Mr.
&
Mrs.
& Mrs. Robert
Hugh Beville; Mr. & Mrs. Charles &Shea;Mrs.Mr. Carleton
Smith; Shelby;
Mr. & Mr.Mrs.& theInIslands.
Bevis,liam KOA
Denver;
Mr.Cassidy;
& Mrs.Mr.Wil-& Carl Stanton.
tests of frequencies over 460
F. Brooks;
Henry
Mrs.
Jack
Cleary;
Ted
Cott,
WNBC
New
Davidson
Taylor;
Charles
Townsend; mc, Mutual said it found that they
York;
Tom McCray; Mr. & Mrs. Niles Trammell;
Albert
showed
variations in signal level
Edward Allan
Daly; Courtney;
Ogden Knapp.
& Mrs.
Weaver;
excess of acceptable commercial
Mr. Mr.& Mrs.
CharlesJosefDenny;
SidMr.Des-& Walker;
Mr. & Mrs.Mr.John
West;Sylvester
Mr. & Mrs.
Fred instandards
for;
&
Mrs.
Dine;
over water paths of 60
Mrs. Sydney Eiges; Mr. & Mrs. Fred Wile; Lloyd Yoder, KNBC San Fran- or more miles.
Maximum distance between adField Tests Start
jacent islands in the Hawaiian
group is 72 miles, according to the
This
Week
NTSC COLOR
telephone company. Separations
from nine miles between
FIELD TESTS of tentative standards for a compatible color TV sys- range
adjacent islands Lanai and Maui to
tem recommended last week by the National Television System Com- 250
miles between the non-admittee should be in full swing by the end of this week. Target date
jacent islands of Hawaii and Kauai.
for completion of the tests is March 1952, after which NTSC hopes to Transmission
distances contembe abletions ttoo thepresent
its
recommendaof the horizontal synchronizing
FCC.
plisting
ated by Mutual
based on and
extransmitterarelocations
Tests for the next four months pulse to provide the color synchronsignal. The second group sets range from 42 miles to 92 miles.
will be conducted by RCA and Du- forth izing
the specifications of the color
Mont in New York, Philco in
In bolstering
its pleaMutual
for the also
additional frequencies,
Philadelphia, Zenith in Chicago, signal, which are added to the
General Electric in Syracuse and basic black-and-white standards.
pointed to the four-fold increase in
Among those who contributed inter-island radio communication
RCA-NBC in Washington.
traffic that has occurred in Hawaii
In releasing the technical speci- materially to the recommended test since
World War II.
fications of the signal to be used specifications were RCA, Hazelin the field tests, Dr. W. R. G. tine, Philco and GE. The NTSC,
the FCC's proposed table of
Baker, GE Electronics Division however, is composed of represent- TVIn allocations
to Hawaii, Chanvice president and chairman of
atives of all segments of the radionels 5and 6 are not assigned anyNTSC, stated they were unani- TV manufacturing and broadcastwhere on the Islands. In both TV
mously adopted by the committee.
ing industry.
and FM there is felt to be a surplus
NTSC said it is looking for parDevelopment of a compatible
there. Thus, neither
ticipation in the tests by all seg- TV color system is more in the ofthewavelengths
nor broadcasters should
ments of the radio-television in- nature of a technical advance than sufferpublic
hardship, it is believed.
dustry— manufacturers, consulting
import in the im- Comr. any
Robert Jones dissented.
engineers, broadcasters, service- of commercial
mediate future, due to the governmen, amateurs and experimenters.
ban on the manufacture of FREE auditions for television packReports of those participating were color TVment's receivers
public sale.
offered when
by WENR-TV
solicited by the committee, which The ban was firstforrequested
Chicagoagers inwill beJanuary
Showcase
asked that comments be sent to Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wil-by takes
the air Tuesday from 10-10:30
Dr. Baker in Syracuse.
CST. Live video programs
son in October and was officially p.m.
The test specifications are divided
produced
into two groups. The first set re- promulgated by the National Pro- independently
be showcasedcreated
to videoandaudience
and
duction Authority two weeks ago will
also to clients and agencies in regular
peats the present black-and-white
standards, except for modification [B*T, Nov. 26, Oct. 29, 22].
weeklying the series,
with
the
station
donattime.
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Money-maker of your TV station,
the film camera channel is the key
to your operation from a profit standpoint. But areequipment
you sure you're
using the
best camera
available?
Note these features of the new G-E
units, now available from stock: high intensity edge lights and special cylindrical
lenses to diminish shading and edge
flare . . . automatic set-up control to maintain proper background without continual readjustment by operator . . . special built-in sweep failure protection to
reduce the possibility of expensive cam-

r

era tube replacement. The high-quality
16mm with
Synchrolite
projector
above
the film camera
is theshown
latest
item of G-E studio equipment. Its high
optical capabilities and audio fidelity
make it worth your attention.
Your G-E broadcast man at our office
near you is prepared to discuss this in
detail. Why not call him today?

GENERAL

FITS ANY TV SYSTEM
OR PROJECTOR.

GET THIS BULLETIN
FOR YOUR G-E FILE
Complete
specifications
and
photographs
of Type
PE-5-A film camera channel. Write today: General
Electric Company, Section
2121-3, Electronics Park,
Syracuse, New York.
ELECTRIC

houses
the famous
G-E aiuminized
tube
. . . gives you dual
waveform presentacuittion andstability.
unusual cir-

era delivers few
lion and pictv
Iquality unturpos
in the industry tod
All plug nand
cable conection! are factory
-cut
and mounted to your
specific
required
lengths
before delivery.

Allocations
(Continued from page 7U)
nel 6 to Channel 8. It said it would TV assignments [B*T, Nov. 12,
be glad to do so, provided present Oct. 29]. Affirmative filings thus
proposed rules remain unchanged — far received in this category ini.e. stations going to full 100 kw or
dicate no problems with original
presentations. DuMont made some
200
kw powers
Commission's
proposals
would under
be required
to re- changes in its master allocation
duce their powers if their signals
cut into the Grade A service of proposal,siderednone
significant.of which is conanother station [B*T, Sept. 10].
This is exactly what would happen
if WJZ-TV on Channel 7 and WOR- KSL-TV MOVE
TV on Channel 9 were allowed to
Would Use Only 2.5 w
go to the power limit permitted
power of 2.5 w for
by the proposed FCC rules. Both aPIPSQUEAK
station is not as strange as
New York stations are striving to it TV
might
seem
at
blush. In an
get the FCC limitation removed. application filed first
with FCC last
Also still awaiting FCC action week KSL-TV Salt
Lake City
are the requests for oral hearing
for just that. Reason is this :
by KROW Oakland, Calif. [B*T, asked
KSL-TV plans to move to Coon
Oct. 15]; Daily News Television Peak
in the Quirrh Range, 15
Corp., comprising WIBG-Phila- miles outside
Lake City. This
delphia Daily News [B»T, Oct. 22] would make Salt
antenna height
and
DuMont
5], amongto above averageitsterrain
3,450 ft.,
others.
These[B»T,
are Nov.
in addition
to present minus 416 ft.
the WKY-TV request. Last week compared
(minus
average
height
is
due to
FCC denied request of Southern the fact that Salt Lake City
is
Illinois U. for oral hearing.
surrounded
by
mountain
ranges).
Still pending also is a request
Since
FCC
rules
prohibit
any
by Zenith asking for an FCC ruling station from covering more area
on its
Chan- than it does with its pre-freeze
nel 2 forrights
whichforit Chicago's
is an applicant
facility, KSL-TV has to cut its
[B*T, Aug. 6]. Under the FCC present
kw effective radiated
proposals, WBKB in that city will power to 18.4
2.5 w in order to continue
change
from
Channel
4
to
Chanserving its present 650 sq. mi. If
nel 2.
were to continue radiatAdditional documents are trick- the station
ing 18.4 kw, it would cover 8,829
ling in until Dec. 15, due to the sq. mi.
After
the freeze is lifted,
allocation changes made in the
is permitting 100 kw radiaU. S. — Mexico agreement on border FCC tion
from low-band TV stations.
At that time, KSL-TV could cover
not only the entire northern half
of Utah, but parts of Idaho and
Wyoming as well.
FOR
SALE
For television micro-wave
relay use — one 200 foot
"Skyline" double guyed
tower complete with required obstruction lighting.
Also, four reflecting
screens which permit the
mounting of micro-wave
dishes on ground.
FOR DETAILS,
WRITE j. m. Mcdonald,
Assistant Director of
Engineering
Crosley Broadcasting
Corporation
Crosley Square,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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TELEMETER TEST
Being Conducted in L. A.
FIELD tests of International Telemeter. Corp. — Paramount Pictures
"Telemeter" subscription-TV device— currently is being conducted
over KTLA (TV) Hollywood, with
short subject
and test work
patterns used in films
experimental
during tween
station's
after
hours,
bemidnight and 9 a.m. Tests
are under special FCC permission
[B«T, Sept. 3].
Engineers installed Telemeter
equipment
coin box
attachments on sixwith
standard
TV receiver
sets of various manufacture and
are shifting them to different areas
around Los Angeles in the test.
Although
great secrecy
is maintained and denial
was made
that
the tests are being conducted, one
purpose of experimental work, it
was understood, is to determine if
technically-minded viewers can successfully adjust sets to unscramble
picture signals without telemeter
equipment attachment.
Following the 90-day experimental field tests, which started in
early October, it is expected that
International Telemeter Corp. and
Paramount Pictures (51% stockholder in the firm), will apply for
FCC permission to install pay-asyou see system equipment on sets
in a substantial number of Los Angeles area homes on a trial basis.
KTLA (TV), licensed to Paramount Television Production Inc.,
would be the releasing station.
Test would be similar to that
conducted by Zenith for Phonevision earlier this year in Chicago.

Jordan Survey
(Continued from page 73)
true effect of this condition was
instituted this season.
personalis opinion
that the
real"Myproblem
what I iscalled
the
'Major
League
Frame
of
Mind'
the 1950 Analysis of Baseball At-in
tendance. So much emphasis has
been placed on major league ball
that the local players are getting
far
serve.less attention than they de"There
is only one Itwayis tonotcom-by
bat this condition.
seeking to restrict the majors, but
by putting on a hard, aggressive,
continuous program of selling the
local teams in their communities.
Anniversary Promotion
"George Trautman (president,
National Assn. of Professional
Baseball Leagues) did an excellent
job in arranging for widespread
cooperation in promoting the golden anniversary of baseball. That
was a fine start and achieved good
national visibility. But to achieve
maximum benefit for the minors
such fiedcooperation
be intensi-by
in the local must
community,
plans similar to the one offered by
the
Sports Committee
Radio-to
Television
Mfrs. Assn.of the
It has
grow out of the local towns where
minor league baseball is played,
and it must be a joint effort between the local club, local -newspapers, radio and TV interests and
business people who recognize basebal as a strong community asset —
one that should be preserved as a
valuable
part ofsurvey
neighborhood
The Jordan
is being life."
published by RTMA. Mr. Jordan is
now serving in the Army. He is
the son of Clarence L. Jordan, executive vice president of N. W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia.
In announcing results of the survey, Glen McDaniel, RTMA president, emphasized that the association is conducting a national camto promote
baseballpaigngames
and attendance
is organizingat
Nov. 26].
local
distributor groups [B»T,
Basic findings of the survey are
given in tables on page 73.

Standard Form Mulled
At New York Meet
TV CONTRACT
THE PROPOSED standard television contract form will follow in
essence the already adopted standard radio contract between agencies
and stations, it was established after an all-day meeting of committees
of NARTB and American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies in New York
last Wednesday.
The television version is expected named on the face of the contract,
to have several additions and some although the station can permit it
changes, but is supposed to be a bit if it wants to. This clause is expected to prevent an advertiser
easier to read, with subtitles dividfrom double plugging on one spot
clauses under the highlighted with
two products.
lead ingparagraphs.
Television contract will include a
The TV standard contract will
rate protection clause of six months include 10 major paragraphs under
instead of a year as in radio. It the following heads: (1) Payment
will also contain a 13-week firm and billing (agencies will pay on
contract. Although a cancellation the 15th of the month and stations
period of 28 days must be given it will bill monthly as is the general RCA TV Clinic
cannot become effective until 13 practice); (2) termination; (3) reweeks after the start of telecast.
newal; (4) effect of breach; (5) SIXTY engineers from Canada
Another clause will state that if inability to telecast; (6) substitu- and the United States attended
stations do not receive the material
tion
of
programs
of public signifitelevision technical
for a telecast 72 hours before show
cance; (7) rates and charges; (8) RCA's ninth
clinic to acquaint broadtime, on notifying the agency the program production ; (9) broadcast training
cast
engineers
with the latest TV
and (10) general miscelstation may substitute another pro- liabilities
equipment.
The
gram and bill the agency. How- laneous.
day in Camden, N.clinic
J. MoreendedthanFri-50
Two members of the committee,
ever, if a commercial program is
pre-empted for a public service or George Kern, Benton & Bowles, of RCA's leading engineers and de-|
special event and sold to another and Don Kearney, ABC-TV, have signers of equipment cooperated in
sponsor, the station must pay the been assigned to design the format conducting the week-long clinic.
agency
for costs.
out-of-pocket production of the first page of the contract. Among those attending was a Monand talent
The project is expected to be ready
treal delegation representing the
Another important factor is that within
the next 10 days. Another
It inthe contract will not be required to meeting will probably be held be- Canadiancluded J. H.Broadcasting
Roy Co.Machum^
fore standard contract is approved J. Gilmour, R. Jones,
be enforced, for the benefit of any
Santo, R. J. Norone other than the advertiser by all parties.
ton and N. J. E.Pappas.
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THAT

MAKE

AN

Intercom Gain
Sync Amplitude
itching
Picture Monitor Control

^<jm .

Oscilloscope
Input Select Button
WITCH ER
GPL VIDE(
• Sound interlock switching for
• Studio switching flexibility
remotes and 2 cameras
anywhere
• Two open panel positions,
• Panel and active buttons
internally illuminated
120°removable,
• 90°
Switchandpanel
• Portable, self-contained —
Panel enclosed for transit
operable to 5 feet
• Twin fading levers for
• Monitor views 5 camera
fades,
dissolves
inputs, 2 remotes,
• Two "effects" buses
outgoing line
• Styled to match all GPL TV equipment
For the new station, for the expanding station,
GPL's andchampion
team of Video
Switcher
Master
Monitor affords a new high in
quality, in field flexibility, in rehearsal and programming control.
Both units are packaged for easy
portability, with self-contained
power supplies. Either can be
integrated into your present in-

stal ation, can accommodate your
particular
operating
conditions.
The Switcher
and Monitor
team
isachievement
another example
of
GPL's
unique
in the production of
high quality, high utility equipment for TV stations — another
reason why GPL is THE INDUSTRY'S LEADING LINE - IN
QUALITY, IN DESIGN,

WRITE, WIRE or PHONE FOR DETAILS TODAY
GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY
Pleasantville

ROADCASTING
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New York

GPL MASTER MONITOR
• Selection of 3 pre-set inputs
• 8y2" Monitoring tube
• 3" Oscilloscope, also providing
test facilities
• Meter readings of line voltage
and power supply outputs
• Fast sweep for observing vertical
block
• sync
Quick-reference
calibration
voltage button
• and
Automatic
sync sweeps
of oscilloscope
kinescope
atfrequency
half-line or half-field
• Regulated pulse high voltage
supply circuits
isolated from
sweep
• High impedance bridging input
• Compact, portable
• Ready accessibility of all
controls, tubes, circuits
TV TVCamera
Chains • TV Equipment
Film Chains
Field
Theatreand TVStudio
Equipment
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B«T Poll on Code
(Continued from page 25)
in the provisions.
fore the meeting we still had no
Then the advocates of. the Ben- advance information as to the contents of the proposed code, yet at
ton civilian advisory board proposal, with its censorship threats, the meeting we knew we were going
could claim that telecasters had to be high-pressured by a committee into taking action which, to us,
demonstrated inability to regulate
themselves and hence the Benton was certainly not in public interest.
bill should be passed, according to
"Our greatest single responsithis position.
bility is to operate in the public
Final compilation of the 25 re- interest, so fundamentally the
plies received by Broadcasting* principal reason for the creation
Telecasting in its survey show and adoption of a code is to pro12 stations in favor of quick code
tect the public — that is, the viewers. The code, therefore, becomes
adoption, six flatly against it and
seven unwilling to go along with of the greatest importance and
should not be adopted after only
anything resembling the code as re- brief
consideration and discussion.
vised in Chicago Oct. 19 [B«T,
Oct. 22].
"All component parts of the proposal should be discussed with all
This tabulation does not include
elements of station pertelecasters who expressed their significant
sonnel, constructive criticism of the
opposition verbally instead of reproposal
be weighed
caresponding with a written reply.
fully, andshould
the entire
matter should
Based On Platitudes
be thoroughly digested well in adHoward L. Chernoff, general
vance of a final meeting and adopmanager of KFMB San Diego, tion.
Calif., said he considered the code
"In most cases, the operating
station has a responsitoo general and based on plati- head ofbility tothe
a board of directors which
tudes. He posed this question, "Do would naturally
with
we needvision
a code
to tell
tele- the contents of a becodeconcerned
because it is
broadcaster
and ushis'a staff
up
to
this
managing
group
to
see
occupy a position of responsibility
in the community and should con- that the station operates in the
scientiously endeavor to be acof the people."
quainted fully with its needs and best interests
Favors Fast Action
characteristics in order better to
a flat stand in favor of
serve the welfare of its citizens?' " fastTaking
action was John Fetzer, presi"Should a man who doesn't know
dent
of
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo,
this be given a license in the first Mich. "I believe
the NARTB board
place,"pens to he
continued.
"What
hapthe station that violates the should approve the code now," he
said.
"It
is
impossible
to write a
code but has the largest audience?
Will agencies and sponsors refuse set of standards that will prove to
satisfactory
all eleto place business on such a station be equallyof the
televisiontoindustry.
or merely point a finger at it? I I believements some
of the criticisms by
think the code should be stripped of the bar association
and others are
its superfluities and reduced to a excellent as well as timely.
number of points which TV opera"On the other hand, let's modify
tors shouldhowever,
live up how
to. itI still
imagine,
will can't
ever the code based on administrative
experience
the instrube enforced?"
ment as the perfecting
result of experimental
Charge that some telecasters ob- evidence.
In
the
meantime,
we
jected to the methods used in for- will be solving our own problems
mulating the code was made by without too much vulnerability
Stanley E. Hubbard, presidentour critics."
general manager of KSTP-TV St. from
Harry
M. Bitner Jr., general
Paul. "Several of us decided to de- manager
of WFBM-TV, is in favor
liberately pas up the code meeting of "adoption
now, coming
with changes
in Chicago," he said. "The day be- and amendments
later,
when it is evident they are needed."
He
adds this counsel
qualification,
Washington
gives "Ifit ouran
okay, I think we will agree to abide
■1 SRT-TV I by
the provisions.
well23|Pis<> INTENSIVE PROFESSIONAL H founded
criticisms of Despite
various parts
of
the
code,
the
need
for
a
code
is
~^ in TELEVISION
COURSES g
I still the most important factor we
BROADCASTING R have to consider."
H. Rogers, general manager
by top-ranking
alsInstruction
under actual
broadcast professionconditions 0W of L.WSAZ
(TV) Huntington, W.
Complete TV Station Equipment
Va.,
feels
some of the criticisms
Co-Educational
or Evening QPi leveled at the
code are justifiable.
Approved for• DayVeterans
"As the number of stations in any
one market increases, so the difficulty of adhering to the code
£ Wk ^B //Radio
(SchoolTechnique) E strictly also increases," he said.
*^
"However,
put myself in
TELEVISION STUDIOS E the position I ofcannot
recommending that
Broadcasting
316America's
West 57Oldest
St., New
York 19,School
N. Y. Ej
I we remove the licenses of some
stations where there are, by my
opinion, too many stations for the
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available supply of programming.
"Personally, I go along with the
objection that advertising should
be given equal strength with program ing in the penal clause. I
feel very strongly that making a
program
commercial
duce its public
service does
value not
if itre-is
inherently a public service program. On the other hand, I feel
equally strongly that many exces es in language,
lengthbadof taste,
commercials, and just plain
are tolerated in commercials in the
rush for a buck that would not
otherwise be tolerated as program
material. We do not draw this
distinction on WSAZ-TV and I do
not
think it should be present in
the code.

THEATRE TV
Another CD Show Planned
FEDERAL civil defense planners
will take to key theatres again Dec.
14 for mass instruction of volunteer workers via closed circuit TV.
Enthusiastic over its first venture into theatre television for
training
the Federal
Defense purposes,
Administration
will Civil
hold
another demonstration next week,
with Boston, Mass., as the focal
A full-hour program will be fed
from the studios of WMAL-TV
Washington to the Pilgrim Theatre
point.
in Boston, and relayed to theatres
in Philadelphia and Richmond, Va.
The demonstration will be held
from 10 to 11 a.m.
Arrangements were completed
and revealed by Jesse Butcher,
chief of FCDA's Audio- Visual Division, which
prepared thewith
demonstration in cooperation
the
agency's
Education
&
Training
Section. Harold Azine, FCDA TV
director, produced the show.
The presentation will be viewed
in
the inWarner
Bros.' and
Stanley
Theatre
Philadelphia
the
National Theatre in Richmond, Va.,
but only those trainees present in
the Boston theatre will be able to
participate
in thestudents
hourlong
show. actively
Some 6,000
will view it in the three theatres.
Once again the movie houses are
donating their services to the program, while AT&T is furnishing
cable facilities at prevalent rates
[B*T, Nov. 26].
In a ficers
meeting
of thein Training
OfConference
Washington,
D. C, last Tuesday, officials from
many government agencies (who
make up the group) were briefed
on the use of theatre television by
Federal CD authorities at the Dept.
of Agriculture. All were reported
"enthusiastic"
over its weapon.
possibilities as a mass training
Talks were delivered by Jack J.
Johnson, assistant administrator,
FCDA Training & Education Section; Harold Goodwin, deputy director, Public Affairs Division ; and
Mr. Azine.
Mr. Azine reviewed cost aspects
and industry
in donating facilities.cooperation
He estimated
cost
at 10tf per seat — or a maximum of
204 per seat, with inclusion of
long lines provided by AT&T, production expenses and theatre costs.
Mr. Goodwin traced development
ofwhenthe theproject
last September
initialsince
demonstration
was
given [B«T, Sept. 24, 10].

Principal Objection
"My principal objection is that
there tailarecovered
manyin fine
dethe points
code ofwhich
could be encompassed by broader
language in fewer sections. Some
things are accepted as evil, per se;
among them, drunkedness, drug
addiction, illicit love affairs, adultery and many others which are
treated specifically by the code.
Frankly, I think it is a sad commentary on our intelligence that
we must impose restrictions on
material that no self-respecting
broadcaster should use in any case.
"If it is necessary to forbid the
portraying of these and other evils
as desirable in the course of presenting most television dramas,
then I will go along with it, but
personally my interpretation of
general language forbidding the
condoning of evil by implication in
the plot of a play should save a lot
of paper, ink and problems of interpretation.
"As for the matter of the withdrawal of seal being tantamount
to loss of station license, I think
that speaks well for the acceptance
of the NARTB. If the seal is that
highly thought of, it may be just
the answer to eliminating the excesses that we know are present in
television."Mastin's Views
Cecil D. Mastin, general manager
of WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y.,
believes that
the been
constructive "in
criticismview
whichof has
given by competent people, the
committee, in light of new information, should re-examine its work
and could quite probably come up
with a modified code that is better
than the present one. On my part,
it is certainly more desirable that
we come up with a good code than
that we come up with a code in a KNXT Issues Rates
RATE Card No. 1 KNXT (TV)
hurry."
Los Angeles (formerly KTSL), effective Dec. 1, lists base rate of
Buy TV Systems
$1,500 per hour for Class A evening,
ADOLPHUS, Baker and Stone- time, $300 for an announcement
leigh Hotels in Dallas and the during Class A time. Studio re-'
sal fees are $225 an hour ($250
Barringer at Charlotte, N. C, have hear
purchased RCA central television after eight hours) with camera
$150 an hour with audio
systems— patterned after that re- facilities;
cently installed —in from
New Master
York's facilities only ($175 after eight
Waldorf-Astoria
hours);
$100
an facilities.
hour with Remotes
neither
audio$1,250
nor video
Video Systems Inc.
are
per pickup.
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COMPARATIVE NETWORK SHOWSHEET

El I N G
FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

THURSDAY
_£E5 , DuMONT

)NpDAY
JJwMQNT

NBC

ABC

Cadet
Space L
Satl. Biscuit
?ranKukla,
& Ollie
i d Ray
L
TMT
Camel
News L
Caravan
Reynolds
3.T.Metals
Babbitt
CongoleumNairn,
Kate
Norge
Smith '
Krafts
Foods
Television
Theatre
L

General
Foods
Capt.
Video

"Patima
Oldsmobile
News
GMStClorubk
Carnation
iurns
Allen
(alt.)
S.C.Johnson
Garry Moore
Blatz
Brewing
Andy
Amos 'n'
Cluett
Peabody
Kroger
Man
Herb
Shriner
ShowYoung
L

General
Mills
Lone
Ranger
F
>rom.
Prods
H. Stop
Bishop
(alt.) L
The
Music
Stop
Lorillard
The
Music
L

Philip
BristolMorris
Myers
Racket
Break
Bank theL
Squad
laslnd
Son;
AtShowHomeL Carter
Toni
(alt.)
Carmel
Crime
Myers
PhotogL
rapher

|IME
SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

AInventory
merican
L
Battle
Report

nited
itions
F-L
m.ItlcoaNow
Co.

Bohn
Alum.
American
Forum
L
ManJohnsFairville
Meadows
USAL
Mining
Mfg. &
Juvenile
Jury
Revere
Meet the

tal in
World

2uakerZoo Oats
Parade
L
Quaker
Oats
Gabby
Hayes
)erby
Foods
SkyThtr.,King
F
alternate
Lmer.
ForumYouth

Georgetown
University
Forum
Headline
Tydol
to
Clues
Broadway
Hollywood

SanfordCo.
BigelowCarpet
Bigelow
Theatre

Kukla,
Time
ran & Ollie

Uum
^at Ck
Jnited
Waring Fruit
Pr.
Homemakers Ex.
United
inNations
Action
{Film)

Kukla,—
~TMi
an & Ollie

lomeBetterShow
L

Question

Mr. Wizard
L

Lambert
The
Sammy
Soap
Pharmacal
Kaye Show
ireen
Giant Oldsmobile
Chevrolet
Jnkletter
)inah
Shore Brown
ThoseL Two The Jerry
Family
The
News
Perry
Manhattan
ActingShoeF •Chesterfield
L
Beat
Colonna
Sylvania
~>et Milk
Show
News
y It With
News
Clock
Caravan L Sterling
Caravan L tion)
(alt.) L General
GMKellogg
RCA Kelvinator
Mermen
Foods
One
Twenty
Mystery House
Victor -8:30 PorCo.
Snow Man's
Crop
Plymouth
Groucho Theatre Maxwell
Anheuser
Whiteman
Coffee
F
Busch
Marx
TV
Teen
NashMama
Show
Budweiser
Questions
Club
R.J.
Borden in General
L
T-Men
Mills Reynolds
Action Stu Erwin WanCrime
Against
F
L
Crime
OldDownGold Cig.
An & Cig.
with
Pepsi-Cola
Father
You
Libby
L
Go
Reynolds
S.O.S.
Schlitz
Benrus
Kreisler
Playhouse
American
Tales of of Stars
safety
Razor
Tomorrow
Evejsh^rp
Show
offTheGoes12/8/51)
L
On
Collegiale
(alt.)
Basketball
TBA Gen. Mills
,ehn
.& Fink
Inter- Songs
Carter
Drugfor
Songs
Dell o (ah. wks.)
U.S.
Tobacco
Wrestling
Sale
DellK
Live
Like a
Martin
from
Millionaire
Kane
Cavalcade
Sterling Chicago
of
King
Standard
Pearson
American
Film Pharmacal
Sports
OU
Tobacco
Songs for
hesebrough
Wayne orIndustries
Opening
America Hollywood
Your
Sale
Greatest
ParadeHit
Night
Fights
Longines
scope
TV Opera
Song Time
month)a
(once
ChronoL
General
Foods
Video
Capt.

FRIDAY
MONDAY
CBS
DuMONT
BestG.E.Foods
Labs,
P&G
Hansen's
Qkr.
Oats
Reynolds
Standard
Brands
Corn Prods.
JarryShowMoore
FirstP&G100
Years
Mike $
Buff Show

:00 PM

The Big

Kellogg

Foods
Capt.
Video

DECEMBER 1951
SATURDAY
CBS
DuMONT NBC
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15PM

SATURDAY
CBS
DuMONT
Explanation: Programs in italics, sustaining;
Time, EDT.
L, live;network;
F, film; K, kinescopic recording; E, Eastern
non - i nterconnected
stations. M, Midwestern; NI,
ABC — 12-1 p.m., Frances Langford-Don Ameche
Show
sponsoredTues.MWF,& Thurs..
12:45-112.45-1
p.m. byp.m.War-by
Cory Corp.
ner-Hudnut;
1-1:30 p.m., Tues..
TV (L)Notebook,
(participating).CloroHauser,
xJessie's
& CrosleyMinute
; 1-1:15 p.m..
Wed., same
Gaylord
Fri.,
time, sustaining)
(L). Maid (also
Looking
At You
(MWF)
Gen.
Foods
BertHere's
Parks
(TuTh)
G.E.
iill Goodwin

3—2:45-3
Paper Co. p.m., Th., Bride & Groom: Hudson
ec. 9 only — 5-6 p.m.. Musical Variety Show;
Kaufmann Brothers & Bondy Inc.; 6-6:15
p.m., Sarah Churchill; Hall Bros.; 6:15-6:30
p.m., CBS News.

i Kate
ngParticipatSponsors
Smith
Hour

N BC— 'Quaker Oats— Mon. & Fri. ; Peter Paul— Th.

LeverFalls
Iwkns.
L
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Velch, C-P-P
Klog.
dars,
Int.
ShoeDdy.
Wander
lowdy

Nature
Things
Mutual
J. Benefit
Considine

It took a 12-foot telegram to
tell our New York office just
the bare details of the fabulous new

K

f

Ind lit
is noon- hour programming
on NBC-TV that will make
Hellzapoppin look like a New
England church social.
At 12:30 on January 7 the
fun begins (Not so funny for
advertisers who miss the
bus). Stars, stunts; gags, gimmicks; tears, tirades; prizes
ind performers... every crazy
caper that ever kept an audience fastened to a TV set
a solid half-hour !
lound like the same ol
words ? Perhaps. But the
music's changed ! This is all
lew; this is different ! . . .
his is pure edwards pulling
ill the stops from Hollywood,
lis is the master-showman

§

mo made "Truth or Consequences"national
a
pastime.
This is television that will pay
)ff in pure profit for sponirs who get in early.
Better talk to us right away
about a most reasonably

NBC
TELEVISION
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

ropens
AGENDA
of the 15thRAD
annual School Broadcast
which
°&
TV Conference,
inSCH
ChicagoOOL
Tuesday for three IOdays, is evenly divided this year between
radio and television because of increased educator interest in TV.
Numerous panels, speeches and general discussions on TV have been
scheduled
the SBCof session,
★
of Educational Broadcasters
well
as forformembers
the Assn.as Assn.
for Education by Radio and the listening posts by Don Horton of
Illinois Congress of Parents and the sociology department at the
Teachers, meeting concurrently at U. of Chicago. Members of the
the Hotel Sherman.
National Television Review Board,
George Probst, director of radio Chicago, which releases "approved"
and television for the U. of Chi- and
"objectionable"
programs will
for
and adults regularly,
cago, will lead discussion at the children
general session Thursday morning be guests at the noon luncheon.
with members of the committee
The Wednesday luncheon will
who are working on development be presided over by Judith Waller,
of the use of educational Channel director of public affairs and education at NBC Chicago, who will
2 in Chicago. The U. of Chicago,
which pioneered in educational introduce the guest, John Harvey
radio with the U. of Chicago
on "CommunicaRound-table, has been given money Furbay,tions forspeaking
World Understanding."
Other sessions
follow:
from the Ford Foundation for its
television plans.
Tuesday
opening session
— Why Ra-of
dio in Education?;
demonstration
Lester J. Schloerb, director of
to American
History"of with
the Bureau of Pupil Welfare and "Gateways
Speaker caHarold
Hand,
professor
edution, U. of Illinois,
panelists,
chairman of the general super- Boston
Robert Schimmel,
radioandcoordinator,
Schools;
Orrin
intendent's television committee Thompson,Public
superintendent,
(111.)G.
for the Chicago public schools, will Public Schools;
Sister Cedar
MaryElginLorenz,
MountAnnaMercy
College,
Rapids,
preside at the three-part meeting la.;
W. Ludlow, state president,
on "Television Is Everybody's ICPT, antandsuperintendent,
Thaddeus J.Chicago
Lubera, Public
assistBusiness."
Schools.
The second portion will outline
Tuesdaytellingafternoon
elementary
storyhow "American educators accept
broadcastPatriciaand—Edgeworth,
utilizationWBEZdemonstration,
the
challenge
of television."
Board
of
Education
staSteetle,
executive
secretary ofRalph
the FM, Chicago
tion,
with
Ellen
M.
Olson,
specialist
Joint Committee on Educational kindergarten-primary education, Chi-in
Teachers College,
presiding.
High
Television, established this year by schoolcagoliterature
broadcast, production
utilization demonstration
of a short
the Ford Foundation, will appear and
with VarianDist.
M. Shea,
high school
with these panelists: Dr. Franklin story
superintendent,
4, Chicago.
Dunham, chief of radio, U. S. Ofsession — "New Techfice of Education; Richard S. ICPTLudlow
niqugeneral
es for Parent-Teacher
presiding, withPrograms,"
Elizabeth
Lambert, educational director, Anna
E.
Marshall,
state
radio-TV chairman
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. ; for the ICPT.
Work study
group, "Op-E.
erating
Low-Power
FM
Stations,"
Myrtle Stahl, educational direc- C. Waggoner, WEPS and Elgin Public
membership meettor, WGN-AM-TV Chicago; Edgar Schools.
ing, John AER-TV
C. Crabbe,
Fuller, chief, State School Officers,
morning, president.
general session
Washington, and Robert B. Saudek, — Wednesday
"Organizing
Schoolwide
Radio UtiliUtilizatzation
ion at the demonstration
Elementaryon Level."
director of the Ford Foundation's
"The
FernTV Workshop, New York.
wood
Revue" thewithBureau
Edwin J. Lederer, Radio
director
Instruction ofMaterial,
Chicago ofPublic
NAEB TV Reports
Schools.
General
session,
"Organizing
Schoolwide
Radio
Utilization
the
The third portion of the morn- High School Level," with Davidat Hefassistant
superintendent,
Cook
ing session will be a report on tele- fernan,
(111.)
Schools, audio-visual
and panelists,edu-S.
vision programming from National E.County
Alkire,cation,
director
State Dept. of111.
of Public
tion, Springfield,
ICPT Instrucgeneral
session, tional
"Radio-Music
— anddemonstration
the ExcepChild."
Student
with Mary E. Courtenay and Mrs. J.
vice president
and pannaook review W. Heylmun,
tional music chairman,
NCPT and
elists.
Wednesday
afternoon
—
"Dynamic
ROADCAST
OPERATOR'S
HAND-E. with
Education
Recording"
E. R. Through
Moses Jr.,Tape
Central
Hlinois
OOK (Second
by Harold
Ennes.
John 440F. p.edition)
Rider
State Recording,"
College; "HowE. J.to Carrington,
Make a Good
New York.
S5.40.Publisher Inc., Tape
Allied
Radio
Corp.;
"Increasing
Teaching
BECAUSE there have been many Effectiveness With Tape Recording";
changes in the broadcasting art Hippel,
"Putting Ampro
Personality
on
Tape,"
G.
W.
since 1947, date of publication of ICPT generalCorp.
session
— "Why Wiener,
Radio
for Your
PTA?,"
Mrs.
Milton
the first edition of Broadcast Oper- vice
president, John Harvey Furbay,
ator'svolume
Handbook, the
new these
Haroldto director
Air Worldassistant
Education;
Eliza-of
beth E. Marshall,
director
E. Ennes
brings
Chicago
Public
Schools.
Genthe attention of veteran and new- radioTV,
eral session, "Four
Ways
Drama,"
byJ. the
U. oftodirector
California
comer alike in work-a-day, how- film produced
Armand
Hunter,
lo-do-it fashion. Operating prac- with
Michigan State College. of
tices in the control room, at the television,
Thursday
morning, Your
ICPT PTA,"
general Adesession— "Broadcasting
master control, outside the studio
laide
radio-TV
chairman, afterChiand at the transmitter are precagonoon, Reidl,
region,
PTA.
Thursday
TV film production by educasented in detail, plus technical data
Chinecessary for maintenance and Jennings,
cagotionalPublicinstitutions,
Schools"Excerpts
TV radio-television,
Film,"FromGeorge
director,
proper operation of station equip- Chicago Public
Schools.
ment. As staff engineer at WIRE
Work Workshop,"
study group,
"Organizing the
Gertrude
Indianapolis and technical director Radio
specialist
in radioCommittee,
education,Broderick,
WAJC (FM) there, Jordan Col- Radio
Education
U. Federal
S. Off
i
c
e
o
f
Education.
ICPT
forum,
ge of Music outlet, Mr. Ennes "Parent-Teacher Projects open
and Probites from experience.
lems."
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On the doited line
WILLIAM F. WARREN, sales mgr., Groveton Paper Co. (Vanity Fair tissues)
signs with WABI Bangor, Me., TV applicant for Bangor and Portland, for
first 15 minutes of TV time when available. Seated, left, is Lee Gorman Jr.,
WABI operations mgr. Standing (I to r): Boutelle Savage, pres., T. R. Savage
Co.; Murray Carpenter, WABI gen. mgr.; C. Everett Page, Bangor C. of C;
Milton Chapman, WABI local sis. mgr.; James Hughes, City Council; Forrest
W. Allingham, mgr., Milliken-Tomlinson Co.

CADBURY and Fry Chocolate Candies
takes Singer
Wishing
Well Guyon Cherney's
KPIX (TV)weekly
San
Francisco. L. to r.: Bernard Schnitzer,
Bernard Schnitzer agency; Marcus
Glaser, pres.,
candycoml.
distributor;Glaser
Lou Simon,Bros.,KPIX
mgr.; Mr. Cherney.

EXTENSIVE spot schedule of American Brewery Inc., Baltimore, is ren e w e d on WBAL-TV Baltimore.
Seated: Claude Fitz Simons (I), firm
pres., and Leiter Fitz Simmons, vice
pres. sales,
Standing:andMerritt
Force,
TV
ElmerAdv.
Free,WBALpres.,
Elmer Free

BUYING March of Time Through the NEW YEAR'S Mummer Day Parade
WCAU-TV Philadelphia will be
Years on WTVJ (TV) Miami is Na- on
by AdamPlanning
Scheidt coverage
Brewing
tional Airlines. Seated: Jack Stod- sponsored
Co.,
dard (I), National adv. mgr., and (seated,Norristown.
I to r): Karl F. Scheidt, firm
John S. Allen, station business and pres.,
W. Thornburgh,
sis. mgr. Standing: William Ryder pres. andandgen.Donald
mgr., WCAU. Looking
(I), Grant Adv. Agency, who placed on: R. M. McGredy
(I), WCAU-TV
account, andnatl.Arthur
L. Gray, WTVJ sis. mgr., and T. C. Gleysteen,
Ward
sis. mgr.
Wheelock Co.
RED TOP Brewing Co. buys weekly Live It Again on WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
Seated: John T. Murphy (I), vice pres. charge TV operations, Crosley Broadcasting, and Edgar T. Mack Jr., firm vice pres. charge adv. Standing (I to
r): Bernard
Neal VanWLWT
Ellis, salesman;
show star Alan
and
prog.
dir. of Barth,
WLWD Mr.(TV)Murphy's
Dayton; assistant;
Donald Dahlman,
Thurston, exec, vice pres. of firm.

Saturday-Sunday Grid
Viewing Compared
(Report 192)

telesfafus

THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET . .

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500
NOW

tli ere are

AM-FM-TV
a
is your Lest Luu
I be TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
Page
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TELEVISION audiences— for a
sample week in October — were
greater for Sunday telecasts of pro
football than for Saturday college
games,
to multi-market
Telepulseaccording
and Videodex
surveys,
the DuMont network — which carries pro games — claimed last week.
Telepulse gave DuMont coverage
of National Football League games
a 26.1 rating, while Saturday college games — telecast under the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
experiment — received a 21.1 rating
from Telepulse. Videodex ratings
for October gave the pro games a
20.1
listing and put college games
at 12.9.
Sample was taken for college
football Saturday, Oct. 6, when the
Big Ten conference clash between
Illinois and Wisconsin went to 38
cities. Professional football ratings
were based on the Chicago BearsChicago Cardinals game the following day, carried to 12 cities.
DuMont coverage of the National pro league continues every
Sunday through Dec. 23, and is
completed with the East-West

Shrine cisco,charity
Dec. 29. game in San FranComedy-Variety
In October Favorite
TOP TEN TV program types for
Oct. 11-17 as compiled by Pulse Inc.,
N. Y., shows 14.4% increase over
September
quarterhours
devotedin tonumber
networkof telecasts,
and a 14.2 increase over October
1950. Time in daytime variety
shows doubled compared to September, with increases also recorded
by
variety and drama
shows.comedy,
The report:
Avg.
Rtg.
Comedy
Variety
Boxing
Westerns
Football
Drama & Mysteries
Talent
Comedy Situation
Music
Musical Variety

20.9
19.9
17.3
15.6
14.5
14.2
14.1
13.1
12.1

New GE Amplifiers
Provide More Power
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. last
week announced the development
of new amplifiers which the firm
said will enable TV stations to
boost their power, thus improving
both sound and picture in weak
reception areas.
The new amplifiers, one for low
channel and one for high channel
transmitters, may be added to
existing transmitters or may be
included with those purchased by
prospective station operators,
Frank Barnes, GE broadcast equipment sales manager, said. Although
FCC can be expected to make new
power
limitsis effective
the
TV freeze
lifted, Mr.after
Barnes,
pointed out that because reception!
distances are limited to line-ofsight from the transmitting
antenna, the higher powers will
only slightly extend the range of
reception, but will improve reception quality in areas presently
receiving poor pictures.

December 3, 1951 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary—
Sets in Area
Sets in Area City Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
116,662
11,200 Matamoros
KOB-TV
(Mexico)WOI-TV
165,000
Brownsvilfe,
Tex.
XELD-TV
WMCT
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
71,125
11,100
Memphis
337,687 Miami
WTVJ
104,129
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
44,750 Milwaukee
WNBF-TV WBRCTV
WAFM-TV,
WTMJ-TV
89,300
280,113
Minn.-St.
Paul
70,000
275,600
125,000
WTTV
/
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
809,004 Nashville
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
43,393
New Haven WSM-TV
WNHC-TV
WBEN-TV
232,494
200,000
New York
Orleans WDSU-TV
WBTV
100,230 New
995,630
67,817
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
310,000 Newark
WATV
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Norfolk
529,548
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
WTAR-TV
191,000
85,742
WBNS-TV, WIWC, WTVN
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
103,217
140,808 Omaha KMTV, WOW-TV
103,865
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
939,800
74,014 Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
44,700
Phoenix KPHO-TV
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Pittsburgh
WDTV
342,300
215,000
170,000
705,323 Providence WJAR-TV
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Richmond WTVR
WICU
76,875 Rochester WHAM-TV
95,071
140,808 Rock Island WHBF-TV
93,260
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline74,014
160,413 Salt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
WOOD-TV
San
Antonio
San Diego
84,049
WFMY-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
98,902 San Francisco KFMB-TV
K PRC-TV
58,000
111,985
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Schenectady.
59,'
267,500
Albany-Troy
WSAZ-TV
63,167
WRGB
192,500
WFBM-TV
180,500
Seattle
46,000
KING-TV
St.
Louis
WMBR-TV
107,300
120,000
KSD-TV
WJAC-TV
Toledo
327,000
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Syracuse
160,413
Tulsa
WKZO-TV
WSPD-TV
143,494
157,251
KOTV
WKTV
WDAF-TV
117,280 Utica-Roma
127,000
WGAL-TV
Washington
67,000
56,200
WJIM-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
KECA-TV,
301,000
WDEL-TV
89,263
1,334,899
KXNT, KTLA,KFI-TV,
KTTV KLAC-TV, KNBH
84,263
Total
Markets
on
Air
64*
Estimated
Sets
in
Use
14,489,000
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may
and maynufa±Crere.
SinTmanv* aVe !I*'Tuh
^ some°" dt",a
*'»m. balers,
distributors,
TV drxutatton
comP,,ed monthly,
"cessarSiy
approximate
Total setselectric
in all comp^nie,
may remain
summaries. «mmK
in successive
areas are
unchanged
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Ifiott yet

BIG

a

S
ONU

B

IN

IDIANAPOLI!
WFBM-TV

S
SET

INDIANAPOLIS
WFBM-TV
VI NCENNES,

Says T. L. TADE, Manager
GOODRICH TIRE AND RUBBER
COMPANY STORE
Vincennes, Indiana

"In Vincennes, we get WFBM-TV

best!"

# When we interviewed Mr. Tade and other leading television set retailers inVincennes, they estimated some 500 sets were already installed
in Vincennes and Knox County . . . and, without exception they said
"WFBM-TV is the station in this area!"
That's why WFBM-TV is a big BONUS buy! On Indiana's famous
"first station" you're selling the heavily populated heart of the State,
with its 192,500* TV sets — and you also reach an additional well-monied
audience you can count in thousands. They are the folks in large towns,
small communities and on the farms outside our 60-mile area who
regularly tune in the only station they can get — WFBM-TV !
Your clients distributing in Indiana will appreciate your telling
them this story!
♦Source: BROADCASTING -TELECASTING, December 3, 1951
WFBM Radio Is First in Listening, Too!
i -k First in the morning! ★ First in the afternoon !
* and a Great Big First at Night! 50% more 1
teners at night than any other Indianapolis station.
Hooper Ratings, February through April, 1951.
0*
i
REPRESENTED

(gurnet 6, *)ndi€Utfrfi6li4,
NATIONALLY
BY THE

K A T Z

AGENCY

Coy Addresses B°ptist Meet
TV
ON Coy IN
LIGI
REChairman
FCC
Wayne
re- chairman said. He scoffed at those Convention, presented results of a
vived the plan for a Commission
chargeto "that
to speech
forbid toa survey of religious telecasting,
broadcaster
deny free
conference on the public service of who
states.fromAll 65butTVonesta-of
TV stations in an address Tuesday the various segments of his com- based tioonns in 26replies
munity is to abridge freedom of these stations have regular relito the Southern Baptist Conventhe broadcaster, particularly his
tion's TV clinic
in Washington.
gious programs, totaling 130 proThe subject
had been
given little freedom of speech."
grams, he said.
Chairman Coy urged the Baptist
Of the
130 programs, 70 are
public attention since its announcement early this year.
group to ultilize TV facilities and presented locally with 60 coming
Religious groups should take to acquaint the FCC with their from networks. The average relipart in the proposed conference, views when station licenses come months,giousthe
program has been
on TVwith11
showed,
Chairman Coy
up for renewal. He cited the grow- several stationssurvey
said. At the same
ing movement toward creation of several years old.having broadcasts SENDOFF is given William R.
McAndrew, newly-appointed director \
time he referred
local listener-viewer organizations.
of NBC TV news, special events and
to the NARTB
Davidson Taylor, NBC general
DuPree
Jordan, commission,
associate direcpublic affairs, at this party for the
move to draft a
tor
of
the
Baptist
said
production
executive,
said
NBC
television code
general
WRC-AMthe TV industry shows a very former
"for
the
time
being
does
not
proWNBWmanager
(TV) ofWashington.,
though referring
pose to carry sponsored religious sympathetic attitude toward reli- LFMto and
r:
Frank
M.
Russell,
NBC vice
gious
programs,
with
most
feeling
to "skeptics who
Juster,
suctelecasts."Asks Equal Right
a responsibility in the field and president;ceeded Eugene
pointure toof earlier
the failaswhogeneral
desiring more and better programs. manager ofMr. McAndrew
the
stations,
and
Mr.
This brought the observation by They look to churches and church
codes for standMessrs. Russell and Juster
Mr. Coy
ard broadcastDr. Percy Crawford, director of leaders to meet this need, he said. McAndrew. were
the
hosts.
ABC sponsored telecast, Youth
The survey showed that 71 proboard- ing."
meetsNARTB's
Wednesday to act on the
grams are in the weekly half-hour
on the March, that religious groups
a revised draft of the TV code.
category,
18 daily quarter- ing services from churches, and
should have "the chance to buy TV hours and with
three weekly quarter- 22 present telecasts on special reliThe chairman reviewed at con- time
on
an
equal
basis
with
the
hours.
Length
was
not designated
gious occasions. Seven stations
siderable length the 448 complaints
and cigarette
companies."
Dr. in the case of 32 telecasts. Four- open and close with devotional
received last month from listeners. beer
Crawford
said
ABC
was
the
only
features.
teen stations carry Sunday mornThese complaints cover both radio TV network that would sell time
and television. He said alcoholic
Enters TV
beverage advertising drew 240 out to churches.
California Firmj
Dr. George B. Crothers, CBS
of 299 radio complaints, or 83%,
followed by complaints on alleged director of religious broadcasting, STANDARD OIL
false advertising, indecency, ob- said many ministers are not coscenity or profanity.
operative in producing TV and
OIL CO. of California, a major radio user on the Wei
In TV the indecency classification radio programs. James Caddigan, STANDARD
for 25 years, will enter television with a weekly dramatic show
drew 76 out of 149 complaints, DuMont TV Network program inCoast
six
western
markets next month, Anthony Mattes, Standard's advertis51%, he said.
ing director, announced last week. *
production director, advised minisThe series, to be called The refused to divulge the company's
Only nine radio complaints perters to understand the medium, Chevron
Theatre, will be launched actual investment.
tained to granting of time for ex- realizing their programs compete
pres ion of particular points of
professional productions. He on KTLA Los Angeles January 4.
to the series already have
view and only four alleged attacks with
At approximately the same time the beenRights
and
Mr.
Taylor
both
urged
reliby MCA in other parts
on religious faiths, he said. There
show will be on stations in San of thesold
gious speakers to use a conversa- Francisco,
country
and Sears Roebuck
San Diego, Seattle, Salt is currently carrying
were five TV complaints who altional tone instead of using a publeged refusal to grant time for
Lake City and Phoenix. Stations WENR-TV Chicago. the show on
lic
speaking
manner.
Such
a
tone
expression of a point of view, with "is not adopted with ease by many to be used and the exact starting
Standard Oil entered radio 25
no criticism in the religious cate- ministers," Mr. Taylor added.
date in these cities has not yet been
gory. A third of TV complaints
years
ago
the Standard
decided, Mr. Mattes said.
In a religious panel
on
local
TV,
oldest
hourwith
of music
on radio.Hour
Ex
dealt with alcoholics.
J. Leonard
Standard Has Contracted
cept
for
brief
test
with special
Reinsch, managCensorship Forbidden
The film series is now in pro- programs and some limited sports
director of said
the
Chairman Coy recalled that the
duction by Review Productions of coverage, it has stayed out of tele
Cox ingstations,
FCC is forbidden by law to exercise
Hollywood.
The series is being re- vision. The series starting next
that to ignore the
censorship so has no control over
leased by MCA and Standard has week marks the company's first
possibilities
o
f
contracted
for
run western regular use of the newer medium.
advertising of alcoholics. He added
TV, religious or rights for 52 first
that the U. S. Criminal Code makes
half-hour weekly
otherwise,
"is
beit a crime to utter any obscene,
having like the shows. The oil company also has an
option on second run rights but CBS COLOR TV
indecent or profane language by
proverbial ostrich does
not expect to utilize the films
radio communication, with fine of Mr. Reinsch with head in the second
Dentists to Witness
Mr. Mattes said.
$10,000 or two years imprisonment
sand." He sug- He saidruntheitself,
company only is in- CBS COLOR television will be used
or both. He referred to the difficulty
gested
TV
"may
terested in having a voice in de- to demonstrate dental operation
of determining whether a remark help us attain world peace and
termining who might be granted and techniques at the 27th annual
or scene is merely bad taste or brotherhood."
second
run
rights.
actually indecent.
of the Greater New York
Bryson Rash, special events
The
series
is being placed by session
director
of
WMAL-TV
WashingDental
Meeting to be held this
Looking
into
TV's
future,
Chairton, advocated the use of brief Standard's agency, BBDO.
man Coy said 1,000 applications
are ExecuMorrie week.
are expected soon after the TV devotional programs such as sign- Baker tivesandon theJohnaccount
Thomas.
Demonstrations,
scheduled for
freeze is lifted, which means that on and sign-off features. Arnold
The films are based on original today (Monday), will be sponsored
Wilkes, director of public affairs
"almostreadyabeen billion
dollars
has
alearmarked by various and education for Hearst Radio, storie's and run from mysteries to by E. R. Squibb & Sons, drug con Re
Cost of production for cern, and will be transmitted by
corporations and individuals to opposed recreation of church serv- romance.
ices on TV and cautioned ministers each half-hour film runs $15,000 to "Vericolor" equipment, manufac
construct our new television stato
become
familiar
with
elementary
$25,000, but Mr. Mattes said stand- tured and sold for industrial and
mighton principles of showmanship.
be 1,200tions."toHe predicted
1,500 TV there
stations
ard Oil is paying only a fraction hospital use by Remington Rani
of thatrights.
amount for the western first Inc. Operations— including place
the air in five years, and 2,500
Participants
in
a
panel
with
run
within a decade.
Chairman Coy were Carl E. Widement of a denture and plastic fill
The FCC has always held a well- berg, AT&T, and A. R. Hopkins,
He flatly denied a Hollywood re- ings — will be performed in a speport that Standard had invested
rounded program service should in- RCA.
set up in the Statlei
clude adequate time for religious
S. F. Lowe, director of the Radio half a million dollars in the first Hotel cialandstudiowill
by visit
activities of the community, the Commission,
Southern Baptist half (26 weeks) of the series, but ing dentists on betheviewed
18th floor.
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fULL YEAR
SUMMER telecasting this past
year was a profitable venture for
a number of advertisers on CBS
Television, according to a brochure
issued last week by the network
titled, "It Takes Four Quarters to
Make a Dollar."
The reasons cited: Year-round
program continuity, decreased summertime competition and, of major
importance, a 10% annual discount
in time costs, which later equalled
a 65% discount in time costs for
the eight summer weeks, it was
noted.
Lincoln-Mercury's Toast of the
Town, for example, drew JulyAugust viewers at a cost-perthousand of $1.92 as compared with
a cost of $3 per thousand during
the previous October-April season.
For Rinso's Big Town, the summer average per-thousand viewers
was $2.77 against a winter average
of $2.98.
Camel'sas well
Man inAgainst
Crimeas didin
almost
the summer
the cooler months— $2.41 to $2.22.
Gross time-and-talent costs are
used for the October-April season
vs. gross talent and 35% of gross
time costs for the summer months.
Special Inducement
These figures do not include the
network's
33%%
program costs
offeredabsorption
last summerof
as a special inducement which J. L.
Van Volkenburg, president, CBS
Television Division, said is unlikely
to be repeated again next summer.
Answering a question last Monday at a news luncheon in New
York's
Room at which
the
brochureBarberry
was previewed,
Mr. Van
Volkenburg
said,
"It
is
doubtful
that we will pick up part of the
program costs again in 1952. I
think we proved our case last summer."
Lorin Myers, CBS-TV market
research counsel, who made the
pre-luncheon presentation, noted
that spendable income, factory
TEMPLE BUDGET
Flo. Growers Allot $3,500
GROWERS of Florida temples will
spend $3,500 during 1951-52 season to advertise this special variety
of citrus fruit on TV. Amount augments the state advertising budget
already placed by the Florida
Citrus Commission through J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.
The new funds are the result of
an increase in the state advertising
tax from three to five cents per
box on temples.
Beginning in mid-January participations wil be used once a
week for eight weeks in New York
on WNBT (TV) and WJZ-TV
and in Cleveland on WEWS (TV)
and WNBK (TV). Advertising
theme will stress that while
temples look like oranges and peel
like tangerines,
it's a distinctly
different
citrus fruit.
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CBS
TV
payrolls and retail sales are all
bigger in summer than during
either the winter or spring quarters, with summer the No. 1 season formobile
durable
goodsfilling
stores,stations.
autodealers and
Like income and sales, TV, too,
maintains a high level during the
summer season, Mr. Myers reported. He cited an Advertest Research survey made Aug. 3-11 in
767 TV homes in the New YorkNew Jersey area which showed
that the average individual on the
average summer day spent 2.21
hours watching television to 1.14
hours listening to the radio,
0.92 hours reading newspapers and
0.28 hours reading magazines.
Reach More Homes
In nual
addition
andiscounts to
whichearning
enabledthethem
to reach more homes per dollar
during the summer months than
during the rest of the year, most
CBS-TV summer clients also retained all their stations and in
many cases picked up additional
markets for their live station lineups, the presentation pointed out.
These advertisers also maintained
audience viewing habits in their
time periods "for the big fall season" and reached audiences that in
many cases exceeded the OctoberApril average.
American Research Bureau data
showed that 11 CBS-TV shows
staying on the air throughout the
summer in the same evening time
periods suffered a drop in average
ratings of only 8% in the summer
months (from 27.4 to 25.2);
reached 13.8% more homes in the
summer (2,557 compared to 2,246
the previous October- April) .
The average number of viewers
per set dropped 6.7% in the sum-

Shows It's Profitable
mer (from 3.0 to 2.8) and the
average number of viewers reached
increased
8.9% (from 6,833 the
mer).
previous winter to 7,439 last sumCBS-TV summer replacement
programs
faredandalmost
well as
the holdovers
new asprograms
started in the late spring or early
summer showed growing audiences,
with higher ratings in August than
July in every case.
Just as there is "no summer
vacation — no 'missing quarter' —
insummer
the selling
year,"— there
is "no
vacation
no 'missing
quarter'
—
in
television's
year,"
CBS-TV pointed out, concluding,
"it's important [for advertisers]
to remember that four quarters
make a dollar — in your business —
in your use of television."
NBC-TV Adds Shows
NBC-TV will make another step
toward full-time video network
Jan. three
5, 1952,
when
itprogramming
will inaugurate
programs
to be telecast on the network Saturdayeric W.mornings
from NBC
10-12:30.
FredWile Jr.,
vice president and director of TV production, who made the announcement,
said that the programs will be
10-10:30 a.m., Rootie Kazootie,
puppet show now telecast on
WNBT (TV) New York MondayFriday evenings; 10:30-11:30 a.m.,
Cactus Jim, western films with live
commentary currently on WNBQ
(TV) Chicago Monday-Friday evenings;western
11:30 a.m.-12:30
MidHayride, rusticp.m.,musical
variety show originating at WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati. Plans for weekday morning programming on
NBC-TV will be announced shortly,
Mr. Wile said.

Quarter
Bonuscovering the
NEWSMEN
CBS Television luncheon
Monday got more than a
story and a lunch. At each
place was a copy of the presentation, "It Takes Four
Quarters
Make copy
a Dollar,"
and
atopto each
were
four new silver quarters.
BLAKE PROTEST
No Legal Action Taken Yet
NO LEGAL action has yet been,
taken against Republic Pictures by
former child star Bobby Blake on
the release to television of Red)
Ryder
films, pendingsettlement.
the possibility: \
of a satisfactory
Mr. Blake, through his attorneys
Arkin & Weissman, Los Angelesv
in a letter to Republic, demanded
that the studio cease the sale ok
leasing to television of the series
of 28 Red Ryder films in which he
had a featured role, according to
the terms of his Republic contract
[B*T,thatNov.held19].
Contract
like
by Roy
Rogersclause,
who
recently won decision against the
studio over similar case, gives the
actor the right to control association of his name with any commercial product or advertising.
In a letter reply to the actor,
the studio announced its refusal
to cease the sale of the films h
television.
Mr. some
Blake'ssolution
attorneys
still hope that
be worked out short of legal actio
AIEE WINTER MEET
Color TV Study on Agenda
COLOR TELEVISION will be on
the agenda for the American Instiof Electrical
tertutegeneral
meetingEngineers'
to be heldwin-in
New
York's
Hotel
Statler
Jan. 2126.
A session on "Color Tubes for
Television"
paperscoloron
both the RCAwillandinclude
Lawrence
tubes for TV receivers. In conjunction with the paper presentation,
a .demonstration will be held on the
RCA color tube and the Lawrence
tube will be exhibited. Other papers
on color TV will include one on
colorimetry and another on color
phosphors for TV picture tubes
Four
papers
on latefordevelopments
electron
emitters
tubes also arein
scheduled.

TV Headache Box
GENERAL ELECTRIC field engi
neers are using an especially-de
signed device
to demonstrate
T"V
troubles
to distributors
and dealers
throughout the country. Designed
GROUP with Dallas Advertising League tune in WFAA-TV Dallas, which at Electronics Park, Syracuse, the
played host to the league in its studios when it telecast a league program device is officially called a Telev
sion Dynamic Demonstrator.
Nov. 26.the Watching
show in WFAA's
studios
Manager
Ralph W. Nimmons
tunes
program
(I to r):head
L. ofR. —Dallas
Shaw,
Dallas
manager,
By using
GE Some
lecture!3:
Alexander
Film Co.;in —DonareBaxter,
office, branch
Laughlin-Wilsonthrowsit,a the
switch.
Baxter & Parsons; Paul Franke, account executive, Rogers & Smith Adv.; simply
different
types
of
trouble
can b(
Randall Brooks, executive vice president and manager, Dallas office, Rogers &
instantly. The cause oi
Smith; Mr. Nimmons; Roger Bacon, Dallas manager, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Alex produced
Keese, WFAA-AM-TV assistant manager; James M. Moroney, vice president each effect is fully explained ir
in charge of radio properties, dent,
DallasTaylor-Norsworthy
Morning News,
chart prepared for use with th<!
Inc. and J. B. Taylor, presi- ademonstrator.
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New

skyway

spans

nation

On September 4, the Japanese Peace Treaty Conference at San Francisco was flashed by gRtu/io-g/te/aif
and coaxial cable facilities to viewers throughout the
nation, and coast-to-coast television was a reality.
This transmission of pictures across the United
States has been made possible by the new transcontinental 0tculio=0iela^ system of the Long Lines
Department of the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

with

words

and

pictures

Behind this system are years of research and millions
of dollars. Special equipment had to be designed and
built. Personnel had to be trained in its special use.
Today, the value of the Bell System's television network stands close to $85,000,000. Yet the charges for
the use of this network are low — averaging about 10
cents a mile for a half-hour program. This includes
both video and audio channels, all station connections,
switching and local channel charges.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Providing transmission channels for the radio and television industries today and tomorrow.
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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■

film

ROGER W. CLIPP, general manager
of WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, spoke
attraffic
opening
annual "Silly
Willie"by
safetyof 3dcampaign,
sponsored
WFIL-AM-TV in cooperation with
Philadelphia Highway Traffic Board
and other civic agencies. In background (Ito r) are Silly Willie and
Daffie Dilly.
REPUBLIC'S
PLANSfor TV Film
$1 Million
MAKING no direct comment on
Republic Pictures plans to produce
motion pictures for television,
Herbert J. Yates, president, has
revealed that the studio will spend
more than $15 million next year on
top-budget films.
He declared the studio will "not
be caught napping on any market
which can return revenue." Studio
expects to start its TV film production in January [B*T, Nov.
12]. Republic reportedly has $1
million ear-marked for the initial
venture, with additional money
available later.
Hollywood Television Service
Inc., headed by Earl Collins as
president,sidiary, and
a Republic
wil handle
all sales suband
rental deals of product.
Gleason Signed
COMEDIAN Jackie Gleason has
agreed to sign exclusive contract
with CBS Television, it was announced last week. Contract, which
will be drawn up at a later date,
calls for comedian's services on
weekly full-hour television series
to begin in fall of 1952. According
to network spokesman, Mr. Gleason will appear 44 weeks yearly.
At present he is starred on DuMont's
of Stars and will
continueworkCavalcade
said.there until next June, netTOP WAUTYncC
erms
793* vUp-to-date
Sinceon
moti
:
completely^
equipped;
New York:]
studios oil
Video Varieties
CORPORATION
Office: 41 E. 50th St., N.Y. 22 MU 8-1162
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report

AN ESTIMATED 48 short subi\ jects will
be offeredFilms
for television by Pictorial
Inc.,
which has been acquired by Milton
J. Salzburg, one of the founders
and a past president of the organization, and Frank Soule, now president of the company, it was announced last week. Purchase involved rights to 375 features and
250 shorts, which will be released in
the 16mm field within the next few
months.
The company, one of the largest
firms dealing with 16mm productionsiveanddistribution
distribution,
plans extenof features
and
westerns, in addition to short subjects for television, after organizational changes have been put into
effect, Mr. Soule said.
— INS-Telenews is completing
two half-hour programs for telecasting at the end of the year —
Exit
a dramatic
news ofreview,
and '51,
Sports
Highlights
1951.
Shows will be shipped before Dec.
25. Latest station purchasers of
the programs are KMTV (TV)
Omaha and WAAM (TV) Baltimore, both shows, and WNAC-TV
Boston,
Exit '51.
— Majestic
Pictures Corp., Hollywood and San Francisco, has
started production on The Difference Between . . ., a picture documenting merchandised advertising
and demonstrating values available to national and local advertisers who carefully merchandise their
ad schedules.
The story opens with an embryo
advertising man applying at a public library for an advertising book,
and the story line goes on to show
most effective methods that can be
used by clients and their agencies
to get maximum benefits from wellorganizedtributor
media,
jobber
discooperation.
FrankandParke
Wright, of Frank Wright Corp.
(marketing, merchandising and advertising consultant), is directing
film.
— International Film Bureau announces availability of the quarterhour motion picture, Korean Backgrounds, photographed in Korea by
American cameramen. Film shows
Korean people and their chief economic activities. Foreign influences on the country are traced and
the background of present struggle
depicted. Film may be used as a
whole or in part, with or without
its sound track, which has speech
and no music.
International also is distributing
Jordan Valley, a geographical
background of the Scriptures. A
trip along
Jordan
tine to thetheDead
Sea from
unifiesPalesthe
film. Numerous places of Biblical
importance
— theWalled
JerusalemJericho
Road,appear
Jericho,
Pools
of Elisha and the shrine commemorating the baptism of Christ.
Herdsmen, farmers, weavers, salt

.

.

.

plpanies
oyes in the
televisionsigned
film comhave already
with
PCC. Sid Rogell, vice president
of Jerry Fairbanks Productions, is
chairman of drive in TV film field.
Sales and Production . . .
SARRA, Inc., Chicago, has finished
production on a series of spots for
Ekco Products and the Frank Sinatra Show on CBS-TV. Products
featured in five commercials, 60
to 80 seconds long, are Flint cutlery, kitchen tools and Best Mixer,
placed through Earle Ludgin Agency, Chicago. Mrs. Florence G.
Murdoch, account executive, supervised productions.
Sarra also has completed a group
of one-minute spots, providing for
local dealer tie-ins, for Phoenix
Hosiery
handled
by CramerKrasselt Co.,
agency,
Milwaukee.

workers and fishermen are shown,
and modern methods appear alongside customs 2,000 years old. The
picture has been accepted and apProtestants
and
Catholicsprovedinby both
England
where it was
first shown.
Inquiries on either film may be
addressed to ternational
Television
Dept.,6 In-N.
Film Bureau,
Michigan Ave., Chicago 2.
— June Clayworth, actress, has
been signed by Jerry Fairbanks
Productions,
featured role inHollywood,
The StolenforLetter,
new program among group of
Front Page Detective films [Film
Report, Nov. 26].
— Toni and Jan Arden, singers, FIVE STAR PRODUCTIONS,
have completed a series of shorts Hollywood, producing television
for Snader Telescriptions Corp., film commercials for Union Electric, the Tea Council, Pet Milk Co.,
Beverly Hills. The musical films
are the first made by the brother Kellogg Co. for Rice Krispies and
and sister as a team.
Sugar Pops, S.O.S., Lucky Lager
and
— The title of Jerry Fairbanks Brewing
Mars Inc. Co.,
(candyAlka-Seltzer
bars).
Productions'
television film
Make Mine Manhattan
has series
been
changed to Meet Me in Manhattan.
Tom Drake and Trudy Marshall are WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS, Los
starred [Film Report, Oct. 29].
Angeles, has started production on
— Vic Hunter, vice president of 10 more programs of its quarterhour
Invitation
televi-26
Television Productions Co., Hollysion film series.Playhouse
Eventually
wo d, isin Chicago for trade showing of The
ScarletChicago
Hawk stop,
film programs tribwill
be on film, Television
to be disuted by Syndicated
stories.
Following
Los
Angeles.
William
Asher
he goes to New York Dec. 10 for Corp.,
is director of the
week's showings there.
— Claire Windsor has been signed
by Williams Productions, Los Angeles, to star in The Last Act, pro- MOSKOVICS TALK
gram in Invitation Playhouse TV
film series currently in production.
Briefs Denverites on TV
Six of the quarter-hour films will
of a held
seriesin ofDenver
TV Preparabe put together into one feature FIRSTtion Clinics
by KLZ
motion picture. Guy Roe, cameraman, will shoot ten programs of was presented
Nov.
20
in theSavoy
Empire
Room
of
the
Shirley
the series. Ray Heinz has been Hotel with 200 Denver business
signed as production manager for leaders and advertising agency
the programs.
— Ben Pivar & Assoc. has been executives in attendance.
formed in Los Angeles by Ben
Speaker
was ofGeorge
L. Mosmanager
TV development
Pivar, former producer at Univer- kovics,
CBS Television, Hollywood
sal-International. Al phases of for
spoke for an hour and con .1
television film production will be who
a question and answer ses
handled by the company, with ducted
for the Denver audience. Hugh
headquarters at the Hal Roach sion
Terry, KLZ general manager
Studios, Culver City. The new B.
said the large turnout was amaz
firm has acquired controlling in- ing
but demonstrative of interest
terest in Independent Film Li- in television
non-TVmonthly
a:
more than
two- Clinics will be inhelda twice
million brary,
feetwhichofhascatalogued
footage.
with authorities in the television
— Earl McEvoy, former director
invited to Denver by the sta
at Columbia Pictures, will direct field
Next meeting is tomorrow
the first three in the group of 13 tion.
(Tuesday)
when Edward
half-hour Raffles television film television director
of the Codel
Katj
stories. Maria Palmer, screen ac- Agency, New York, is scheduled tc
the femininetress,leadhas inbeenthesigned
series.for Programs
are being produced by Interstate speak.
Television Corp., Los Angeles
STOVES? S
[Film Report, Nov. 26, 19].
— Alliance of Television Film
WILBUR
STREECH
PRODUCTIONS
Producers, Hollywood, has voted
to support the current drive of the
TV FILM COMMERCIALS
Permanent Charities Committee of
the motion picture industry. The
1697 BROADWAY, N.Y. ■ JUDSON 2-38181
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Open Mike
(Continued from page U8)
era in a form all can
fold j necessary, a federal statute having turbulent
understand.
' ' reference thereto . . .
PEOPLE — who buy the most inAlfred S. Landry
tangible thing on earth — TIME.
jsy I Attorney at Law
PEOPLE—
who buy the products
La.
Iberia,
3 fox 1■ New
these listen
people— advertise.
Sisa.
[EDITOR'S spotted
NOTE: aMr.sweeping
Landry's statelegal who
the unseenPEOPLE
and un-—
i is . ment.
eagle-eye
helawis intechnically
heard audience — without whom
, iillI there
correctis,But
asas towethough
federal
general,
would cease to exist . . .
said in the
no RADIO
decisive
judicial
as 315
toarticle,
possible
RADIO — ELECTRONICS —
conflicts
between history
Section
of theor WIZARDRY
— PEOPLE — all
U.state
S. Communications
Act
and
local
laws.]
workingmon together
forge common
a comdestiny forto the
good ■ . Armine
..
H. Wood
Semantics Lesson
Program Director
EDITOR:
WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga.
Thank
you Nov.
for . .5 . issue
the publication in the
of an
article on the research work I did
on listener preference and radio Sporting Life
programming in the state of Iowa. EDITOR:
Your rewrite man generally did
We note your article on page 118
tahegood
job. Itinis the
unfortunate
included
next to that
last of the Nov. 26 issue on WPPA
paragraph a statement which [Pottsville, Pa.] and its sport schedkeads: "He (Starlin) said he in- ule.We may not be the most pigskin
Lagei ierviewed
. . .". minded station, but we would like
II did not over
say 68,000
that Ilisteners
interviewed
to point out that we will have
that many listeners. I said that carried
58 high school, college and
'program
preferences
reports
used
for comparison in the study were professional football games come
2, 1952
. . and
5 abased on the expressed likes of over Jan. ball
schedule .calls
for our
112 basketgames
tionoij^8,000 listeners reached by per- in addition
to
the
state,
regional,
sonal interview in Iowa."
sectional
and
district
tournaments
televi i The reference for this statement
carries in March.
^ 2CJ(is the Iowa Radio Audience Sur- thisIn station
addition we carry major
veys which was mentioned in a preleague baseball every summer and
Itviqoi
/i-eding'These
sentence
in the copy
sent for
the past two summers have
^enyou.
interviews
were Imade
}y numerous interviewers who par- also carried district, regional and
ticipated inthe annual Iowa Radio state American Legion junior baseball tournaments. And in addition
Audience Surveys conducted by Dr.
Forest L. Whan. I did personally these past two years we broadcast
;abulate the quarter-hours of pro- the junior league games from
gram offerings but the statement Dickinson, S. D., Mitchell, S. D.,
Springfield, 111. . . .
on indicating
that / listeners
said that Isounds
inter- and from
/iewed 68,000
Don C. Wirth
omewhat far-fetched and makes
Vice President
WNAM-AM-FM
:^Lfne lookD. a Glenn
little ridiculous
Neenah,
Wis
Starlin
Director
of
Radio
busines :>
U.
of
Oregon
agencj f EDITOR'S NOTE: . . . And us look
:ven sillier. For clumsily putting his
Recognition
J v oot in Mr. Starlin's mouth, a B«T Agency
' :i leclarative
ewriteman sentence.]
is boning up on the simple, EDITOR:
)ltoW0#
D
The Castro success story which
iHywcooolldJi
appeared in your issue of Nov. 19
was
with great interest by
us. . received
..
SStikes His Work
However, there was one important point you omitted, and in all
'f2fcDiT°R:
rifie-a The following is my opinion of fairness,
we feel it should be
•r areapadio . . .
brought
to your attention. The ad,,,-jiitbW.i lews,
RADIOmusic,
— serving
the
world
with
vertising agency for Castro is
entertainment and
whose president, Mr. Berna. nformation — has taken its right- Newton,
ard
E.
Karlen,
has guided this
ul place in our way of life by
in its televir vleluvorking constantly to make that accountsion andsuccessfully
radio
ventures
from its
v &tj:vay of life better,
very
inception.
[eduledtiiirt;
RADIO
is
electronics;
RADIO
is
Mr. Karlen, preparing and buyRADIO is the combined proing particular spots only after careluctive genius of the world's great
ful analysis, has succeeded in gain■alents, distilled into a pile of
ing valuable time franchises for
ubes, wires, metal and power.
thus getting the maxiIADIO is PEOPLE— people who Castro mumand
result out of every advertisbrovide the wizardry that makes
ing
dollar
spent.
...
''our daily habits more pleasant —
Ted Bergman
ivizardry
Director of Sales
treat men that
and brings
women theintoworld's
your
DuMont TV Network
jving room — WIZARDRY that
New York
presents the pageantry of our
JROADC ASTING
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Telecast
'Greatest1
PROGRAM
The Greatest
Story Ever Told (ABC Radio,
Sunday, 5:30-6 p.m. EST)
for first time in its five-year
history will be seen on two
special telecasts, Dec. 2 and
23, 7-7:30 p.m., on ABC-TV.
Show is sponsored as public
service by Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. with no commercial announcements except
sponsor identification. First
telecast will be "The Story
of Lazarus." and on Dec. 23
"No Room at the Inn," story
of the Nativity that has been
presented on the radio program in former years.
Brazil Tests Begin
RADIO TELEVISAO PAULISTA, Sao Paulo, Brazil, inaugurated test programming Nov. 22
[B*T, Nov. 26]. First reports indicated "excellent coverage," according tothose assisting in installation of equipment at the Sao
Paulo operation. Two U. S. enginers have been supervising installation: Joe Herold, contractor, DuMont International Standard Electric, and Robert Alter, Federal engineer. Regular
has not been
set. programming date

DuMONT TELECRUISER
Second Unit Sold for S. A.
SALE of the second Telecruiser
for inexport
to South was
America
withthree months
announced
Monday by James B. Tharpe, sales
managerB. DuMont
of transmitter
Allen
Labs. division,
The completely equipped mobile
television studio was sold to the
Federal Telephone and Radio
Corp.,
Nutley, N.TheJ., new
for unit
use inis
South America.
equipped
with chain,
triple image
orthicon camera
a 7,000-mc
microwave relay, audio console
with four channel remote amplifier,
video distribution patch panel and
eight-channel picture distribution
amplifier and five motor-driven
cable reels, each accommodating
250 feet of cables for cameras,
relays and AC power.
Grange Views TV
PUBLIC attributes of television
were saluted by The National
Grange at an annual meeting last
week. It adopted a resolution, calling upon the telecast of legislative
functions "wherever practicable . . .
for the general public to hear and
see." Delegates representing some
800,000 farmers, paid special
tribute to TV because of its potentialities inproviding entertainment,
cultural development and general
education to the rural population.

KSL-TV is as up and coming as the booming market it serves.
In the past year KSL-TV's staff has increased over 150% and at
the same time plenty of valuable know-how has been gained
by KSL-TV's personnel. It is this experience that's prompted
many advertising executives to enthusiastically comment on a
group of people who can and will do a television job the way
you need it done — the staff at . . . |^5L*T^^
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
program
agent until 1937 when he joined
terms. in radio, not industrial, the
sales staff of WOL WashingHis third
thathave
an in-to ton.He went from sales into promodustrialpoint
associationiswill
tion, from promotion into publicity
handle its own program sales, if
its series is prepared for only a and promotion, and wound up in
delimited length of time. Any sta- the station'spartmentpublic
. He becamerelations
acquainted
tion sales manager, in talking to with Fulton Lewis
jr.
at
that
time
prospective sponsors, would obviously give greater attention to a and
now ofrecalls,
"Whether
it wasin
a matter
his being
interested
transcribed series that, for exam- me
or of my being interested in
ple, starred a well known personality in a popular mystery format, working for him, I'm not sure, but
and could thus be depended upon I found myself working more and
for an almost indefinite run.
more on his broadcasts."
the Cowles Broadcasting
The whole problem is one of Co.When
WOL, Mr. Zurhorst left
commercial operations, Mr. Zur- the bought
station
horst emphasizes, and industrial Mr. Lewis. to work exclusively for
organizations must remember they
During the war, he found himhave to meet professional standself taking on extra responsibiliards, producing their shows well
ties. To arrange all the requests
and offering them for sponsorship for benefits
and drives to be proat competitive rates. If they fail
moted via radio, he worked with
to do this, they may find the local Art Stringer
of NAB to draw up
sponsor they are trying to sign — the first allocation
charts in the
perhaps one of their member com- field. He became radio
panies— will be buying the sure- to the Treasury Dept. consultant
was a
fire detective series instead of pro- member of the Motion HePictures
grams designed for his own field. War Activities Committee and the
Mr. Zurhorst's own organization,
Ball Comthe Oil Industry Information Com- President'smittee. HeBirthday
pinch-hit, as he demittee, has a radio series planned
s
c
r
i
b
e
d
i
t
,
as
producer
for Amerfor release early in the year.
ican Forum of the Air broadcasts
Born Dec. 3, 1913, Mr. Zurhorst and he found time to handle adattended St. Albans Preparatory
vertising and public relations for
School, Washington, D. C, and St. the U. S. Recording Co.
Johns College, Annapolis. After
He
remembers
period as a
college, he was a freelance press wonderful one the
to have gone
through and a wonderful one to
have survived: "We seemed to be
working 24 hours a day, but it
also seemed that everything we did
was helpful — and fun to do."
To Present Position
ROCK ISLAND ° MOLINE
EAST MOLINE » DAVENPORT
Although
he Zurhorst
hasn't yetcontends
found
the reason, Mr.
o unique combination of <^ cities
that the older one grows in public
in £ states ■ on the Mississippi River ,
relations for the entertainment
field, the more he grows out of
that field, while the opposite is
for industrial public relations.
The Quad-City trading radius of 3 5 0,- true
000 people is a well balanced urban- One morning in 1948, he decided
rural market — classified by the Depart- he was growing old and so left Mr.
ment of Agriculture
highestHe became
level-of-living
bracket. inTo the
support
this Lewis' organization.
the American
Pehigh level are the wages and income associatedtroleumwith
Institute.
from farms;facturing;farm
equipment
manuRadio
—
which
this
charter
memRock Islandfactories.
Arsenal And
and
300 other diversified
ber of the American Television Soso, the Quad-Cities ranks 14th in Efciety thinks is better off as a result of television — was and still is
fective Buying Income per Capita — a
good market with balance and stabil- his first love. He even lists it as
ity.
his hobby, since he devises his own
humorous programs by means of
a five-band Hallicrafter set and a
tape recorder.
His other hobby is a 100-acre
estate in Duchess County, N. Y.,
where he has, so far, only a gate
house
the midst
"Hickories,
Maples,in Oaks,
rocks,ofstreams
and
overflows." There are also deer,
fox and mink on his mountain-top
site, which overlooks the Hudson
River Valley. Although it is less
than 55 minutes from Times
Square,, there is no electricity,
telephone,
television
reports. When
not in— orthe radio,
country,he
Les Johnson,
Mr. Zurhorst lives in Bronxville,
Vice President and Manager
N. Y.
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Fisherman's Luck
WILLIAM I. MOORE, vice
president
and general
manager of WBNX
New York,
who has seen the value of
persistence demonstrated in
radio, now testifies to the
worth of this virtue when applied in another field. Each
year, for the last five, Mr.
Moore has gone to Florida
in quest of a sailfish. Each
year hethishas year.
been luckless
until
Fortnight—
ago,
persistence
paid
He
caught a 6 ft. 7 in. off.
sailfish
off Boynton Beach, Fla. '
PROMOTING RADIO
WGAR to Launch Campaign
RADIO faces an "exciting new
challenge"
television
in competing for from
the families
time
andbutattention
of American
it will
"always play an important part in
people'sdentlives,"
J. Patt,Stations
presiof the John
Goodwill
(WGAR Cleveland, WJR Detroit
and KMPC Los Angeles), told the
Ohio State News Service last week.
"Since radio appeals solely to
the
ear, itandrequires
attention
can be less
usedof inone's
accompaniment with other things,"
he
declared.
"For
this
reason,
believe it will always play an im-I
portant partmade
in people's
Mr. Patt
these lives."
observations as WGAR prepared to launch
adrivenewthis"Radio
week. inCopyEvery
to beRoom"
read
by station's
announcers stresses
that
radio offers:
(1) A million dollars worth of
entertainment "at your fingertips."
(2) The news the minute it happens, i
(3)
A
means
of
blending
one's
workStation
with "music
and fun."
also will
use these
sample
irk
out slogans:
of work. "Radio
A car takes
radio theis
a wonderful traveling companion.
Radio makes every room a living
The campaign is timed to tie in
with a General Electric spot series
on
the sale of clock radios and
room."
other Christmas gifts.

RADIO DOLLARS
Uliman Named Sales Rep.
APPOINTMENT of Richard H.
Uliman Inc., Buffalo, as exclusive
sales representative
"Radio
Dollars"
merchandise forpremium
plan was announced Thursday.
Ben Strouse, president of Radio
Dollars Inc., Washington, D. C,
announced also that franchises
have been issued to 13 stations and
ating.
that 150 other stations are negotiStations which already have received franchises were listed as
WORC Worcester, Mass.; WJHO
Opelika, Ala.; WARL Arlington,
Va.; WTRF Bellaire, Ohio; WING
Dayton,
Ohio;Paul;
WITHKFMJBaltimore;
WMIN St.
Tulsa;
WLEE Richmond, Va.; WWDC
Washington ; WROV Roanoke, Va.,
and WRAW Reading, Pa.
As explained by Mr. Strouse,
here's how the plan works:
1. Radio Dollars Inc. franchises
only one station in each community;
2. Participating stations, in turn,
franchises its own advertisers. The
advertiser
agrees
to purchase
mum amount
of station
time; a mini3. Radio Dollars Inc. then supplies
the dioparticipating
advertiser
with cataRaDollar
Radio emblems
Dollar
logue and coupons,
Radio Dollar
for
his place of business;
4. The merchant gives Radio Dollars to his
patronspurchases;
in the same proportion as their
5. Radio
Dollars
coupons are red
e
m
e
d
f
o
r
more
than
advertised products. 100 nationally
Radio Dollars Inc. is incorporated
in Maryland and has offices at 1627
K St., N. W., Washington, and at
125 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore
Home office of Richard H. Uliman
Inc., is 295 Delaware Ave., Buffalo,
Psychological Warfare
TECHNIQUE of psychological
warfare utilizing radio and other
means was topic of discussion
for
on DuMont Pentagon-Washington
Television Network Nov.
25.
Program explored air-borne loudspeaker techniques, public address
systems and leaflets, all designed
forces.
to encourage surrender of enemy

SIX YEARS OF
LEADERSHIP IN CINCINNATI
See Centerspread This Issue ^

ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
509000 WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER

BROADCASTING
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AUTO LISTENING
WOAI San Antonio, sending trade
and- advertisers promotion piece
calling their attention to large number of auto radios "being neglected" in station's area. Piece
headed
. 72,232 radio"In areBexar
tiredCounty
... of. . being
neglected!"
Promotion
gives
and figures on auto sets in use facts
and
how they are rated.
FARM INTERVIEWS
WD3W Topeka broadcast recorded
interviews with agriculture leadars, exhibitors and guests at Interlational Livestock Exposition, held
in Chicago. WIBW Farm Director
Wes Seyler, and Engineer Dale
Wing, flew to Chicago to record
avents at festivities.
COVERAGE MAPS
FOHN BLAIR & Co., N. Y., has
•eleased first in series of combinaion availibility-coverage maps for
:ach radio station they represent,
^heet maps are printed in blue on
fray stock and are specifically deigned to meet the requirements of
joth the salesman and agency
imebuyer. Availability data is
>rinted in black and appears at
■ide of map. The new maps are the
irst of several projects planned by
epresentative
firm to promote spot
adio.
Ml- -HOW PAYS OFF
VTOR Torrington, Conn., presented winter sports enthusiasts
n ) irtime three years ago when it
tarted broadcasts of Along the
ltd ights
'*? Trailof With
Ellis. Highthe Frank
evening-time
proj jkrams were the snow reports,
■-;! honed in just before broadcast~;.;ime from major skiing areas,
• ,-iped,
played Ellis,
to the an
radio ardent
audince. andEmcee
kier
when
he's
not
before
Aerophone, got such a listenera
> i esponse that this year he also is
tarting his own Snow Service
:i >ureau, in which anyone can dial
:- he telephone number and get a
-j- -rsthand telephone report on snow
-■■ onditions anywhere in the state.
Sjieil remain on the air, however,
•"> interview ski celebrities — and
revive weather reports — with his
": ord
rogram carried
by WTHT Hartord and
Times.sponsored by The Hart-

Pr°9rams prom
otion

premiums
BIG RESPONSE
KING-TV Seattle reports splendid
audience response to it announcement on morning public service
program, Community Workshop.
Brief audio-only announcement at
11:30 a.m. sign-on time offered copy
of booklet, "How to Wrap Christmas Packages." Immediate remail. sponse was over 1,000 pieces of
FLOOD AID
WERI Westerly, R. I., Blue
Waves, hour long Italian program, featuring Margaret
and Attillio Russo, broadcast
appeal for victims of recent
Po River Valley flood in
Italy. Show was directed
toward large Italo-American
population in area. Station
reports that listeners telephoned their pledges to
WERI following broadcast.
RADIO PROVES IT
WTMJ Milwaukee recently ran ad
in Milwaukee Journal entitled
"Radio is still as new as each day
and WTMJ
provesbrings
it." brand
Piece new
explains that radio
entertainment every day along
with name performers. Last line
in piece reads "Radio is thrillingly
new every day . . . via WTMJ."
'ON THE RISE'
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM, N. Y., is distributing to trade
and advertisers blotter-cards featuring their "Mister Plus." Card
also contains two-verse jingle
pointing
up audience gain through
out network.
'IN GOOD COMPANY'
KMO proclaims
Tacoma'sstation
newest
mailing
piece
to have
not
only "the vigor of youth . . . but
the wisdom
of age."
Six top with
station executives
are pictured

mmediate revenue produced
I wilfh regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER Company

radio experience of over 100 years.
Back page reminder is that KMO
"Sells, Tells, Covers, Pulls."
BIG TOWN
WMCA New York has started Inside New York, Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.,
weekly dramatizations of health
and welfare problems in New York
City. tionShow
produced inof cooperawith Federation
Jewish
Philanthropies.
TIP TOP PROMOTION
IN THE heaviest promotion campaign in the station's history,
WMAQ (NBC) Chicago has
spotted 174 billboards throughout
city and north shore area plugging
various network and local features.
Sales Promotion and Advertising
Manager John M. Keys claims
billboards alone will garner 80
million impressions during November and December. Caricature-billboards in color are supplemented
by 1,400 on-air plugs monthly,
ranging from 5 to 20 seconds in
length, and by 80,000 lines of newspaper space in four Chicago dailies
and in 56 other papers throughout
WMAQ listening area, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Indiana and Michigan.
Although part of money came from
the network on a cooperative basis,
most of funds are from local promotion budget. Station is also using a mechanical exhibit on second
floor of its Merchandise Mart headquarters, past which an estimated
20,000 persons walk daily.
SCRAWNY BULL
WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City sponsored "1951 with
Scrub Southwest
Bull Contest"Live-in
connection
stock Clinic. The exhibitor showing the "scrawniest, scrubbiest,
most slick-sided, knock-need (or
bowlegged), and pintailed bull in
the cash,
southwest,"
won prizes
of S100
in
a trophy,
and purebred
bull in exchange for scrawny chamscrub bull. Purpose
of contest
was topion encourage
use of good
bulls
by
showing
up
bad
features
and
economic disadvantages of scrub
bulls.
originatedColiseum
direct
telecastWKY-TV
from Livestock
wmen judging took place.
A CHAS. MICHELSON HIT!

CLOTHING APPEAL
WOV New York, bilingual station,
and LAI Italian Air Lines combined efforts to make a cozier
Christmas for more than 2,000
maimed war orphans of Italy.
Lucio
Basco ofappeal
WOV's Rome
studios
used
clothing made
in daily taped for
program,
Small Talk. LAI Italian Air Lines
offered to fly mercy gifts from
New York to Rome free of charge,
and Italian Welfare League offered
WOV their facilities as depot.
BALTIMORE SYMPHONY
WAAM (TV) Baltimore televised
opening of Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra 1951-52 concert season
direct from stage of Lyric Theatre last week. WAAM remote unit
handled telecast, covering with two
cameras .on stage and one in balcony, with Paul Kane directing
camera pickup. Arrangements for
special telecast were made with
Reginald Stewart, conductor of
symphony.
PLENTY CF RADIO
WKBN Youngstown, Ohio, sending
out
facts — notin
'claims'folder,
about "Straight
radio advertising
Youngstown." Folder shows high
percentage of Hooperated programs carried by station. Insert
reminder points out "Youngstown
is not a TV town."
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page
are available
by writing to
the individual
companies.

Your greatest
sales asset is
advertiser H
Your advertising
in Printers' Ink
ce
acceptan among
the leading
and so helps

3 your
you sell more
advertising to them.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, General Manager
OADCASTING
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application involving
for transferapplication
of control WFTC
from
proceeding
Kinston, denied
N. C, andpetition
retainedinsofar
on hearing
docket;
as it
requests dismissal to be without prejudice.
KIRO Seattle, Wash.—of Granted
petihearing from
Dec. tion12 fortocontinuance
March 12 in Washington,
re
fCC actions
its application.
#
KTOEtion to Mankato,
Minn. — Granted
petiNOVEMBER 23 THROUGH NOVEMBER 29
amend application
to request
power tinue
increase
to 5DA-N.
kw day Application,
and to conCP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
with
1
kw
LS-local sunset
as amended, removed from hearing
DA-directional antenna D-day
docket.
mod. -modification
ERP-effective
radiated power
Craven motion
Bcstg. Co.,
New Bern,
N. C—
STL-studio-transmitter
link N-night
aur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
Granted
amend
application
unl.-unlimited hours
to include
(1) torevised
partnership
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
agreement,
(2)
sections
V-A
and
V-G
of FCC Form 301 and an engineering
affidavit fidaexecuted
10/19/51, reandfinancing
(3) afGrants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
vits of two of partners
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
their projectspondence ofand
certain bank corre11/19/51.
station and transfer applications.
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
WOL
Washington
—hearing
Grantedfrompetition
November 23 Decisions . . . FM
Youngstown,
Ohio;
WGNC-FM
for
Dec.
Gastonia,
N. C; WHBL-FM
Sheboygan,
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
10 tocontinuance
March
10 inof Wasington
reofappliWis.;
WHTN-FM
Huntington,
W.
Va.;
c
a
t
i
o
n
f
o
r
renewal
of
license
synE.
D.
Rivers
Sr.,
E.
D.
Rivers
Jr.
and
WKST-FM
New
Castle,
Pa.;
WLBJ-FM
chronous
amplifier
in
Silver
Spring,
BowlingWMAQ-FM
Green, KyChicago;
; WLET-FMWMGW-FM
Toccoa,
James hearing
S. Rivers—
On petition
removed
Md.
Ga.;
from
docket
and
granted
apMeadville,
Pa.; WNBF-FM
Binghamton,
plicWest
ations (1) for Memphis,
assignment Ark.,
of license
By Hearing Examiner
Smith Elizabeth C.
of KWEM
from FM
N. Y.;Pottsville,
WNOW-FM
York,
Pa.; Quincy,
WPPAPa.; Williamsport,
WQDI-FM
West
Memphis
Bcstg. toCorp.
to KWEM
KCNI insofar
Broken asBow,
Neb. — Granted
111.;
WRAK-FM
Pa.;
Inc.;
(2)
for
consent
acquisition
of
petition
requests
leave to
control ofWaycross,
TeletronicsGa„Inc.,by licensee
ofS. ville,
WRAL-FM
Raleigh;
WREV-FM
Reidsamend application toit request
frequency
N.
C;
WRFS-FM
Alexander
City,
WACL
James
1280 kcmovalinof application,
lieu of 1430as kcamended,
and forfrom
reRivers;
and
(3)
for
transfer
of
control
Ala.;
WRNL-FM
Richmond,
Va.;
WRRDallas; WSOY-FM Decatur, HI.;
of Sun Miami,
Coast Bcstg.
Corp.,
licensee
hearingtion insofar
docket;
dismissed
asreconsideramoot petiWMIE
Fla.,
from Sr.
Arthur
B.of FM
WSRK Shelbyville,
Ind.;E. WTJS-FM
as
it
requests
McBride
to
E.
D.
Rivers
(Comr.
Jackson,
Tenn.;
WTMV-FM
St.
Louis,
tion and grant without hearing.
Jones dissented). (See FCC Roundup, 111.;
WTRC-FMOhio;Elkhart,
FM Bellaire,
WTRI Ind.;
Troy, WTRFN, Y.;
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
pg. 103.) License Renewal
WTSP-FM
St.
Petersburg,
Fla.;
WXYZWLIZ
Bridgeport,
Granted
Mich.;Bellingham,
WKAT Wash
Miami ;
petitionance of insofar
asbutit Conn.
requests—insofar
continuFollowing
granted
renewal FM
Beach,Detroit,
Fla.; KPUG
hearing
denied
as
ofKTRH-FM
licenses forstations
regular
period:
WRIA
Caguas,
Puerto
Rico;
KHJ-FM
it
requests
continuance
for
indefinite
Houston,
Tex.;
KVCI Hollywood, Calif.; KLX-FM Oakland,
period
andto Jan.
hearing8 inwasWashington.
continued from
Chico,
Calif.;
KXOA-FM
Sacramento;
Nov.
27
Calif.;
WJPG-FM
Green
Bay.
Wis.;
KYBS
Dallas; WBOW-FM
Terre
Haute, KBEE Modesto, Calif.; KDTH-FM DuFrequency Bcstg. System, Inc.,
Ind.; WCBS-FM
New York;
WCED-FM
KFH-FM Wichita,
Kans.;
Shreveport,
La. — Granted
petition
DuBois,
Pa.; Connersville,
WCLT-FM
Newark,
Ohio; KFMY Ft.buque;Dodge,
Iowa; KOIN-FM
amend
application
so as tosheet
bringand up-toto
WCNB-FM
Ind.;
WDXY
Portland.
Ore.:
WATG-FM
Ashland,
to-date
proposed
balance
Spartanburg,
S.
C;
WELL-FM
Battle
Ohio:
WBAP-FM
Fort
Worth,
Texas;
substitute
new
stock
subscriber
in lieu
Creek, Mich.; WFDR (FM) New York; WLDS-FM Jacksonville, 111.
ofeffective
subscriber
in thewasapplication;
WFIL-FMOhio;
Philadelphia;
WFIN-FM
datenamed
of order
Oct. 29,
Findlay,
WFJS Freeport,
111.;
Temporary Renewals
date on bywhichexaminer
petitionin toopenamend
was
WFMA Rocky Mount, N. O; WFMJ- of Following
granted
granted
hearing.
licenses
onstations
temporary
basis renewal
for the
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
period
ending
March
1:
Bcstg. toCo.,amend
Rockford,
111.
KDKAland, Ore.;
Pittsburgh,Philadelphia;
Pa.; KEX PortWBZ
— Winnebago
Granted
applicaBoston;
WBZAKYW
Springfield,
Mass.; WGY
ttionion soonas1600petition
to kcrequest
full-time
operaSchenectady:
WOWO
Ft.
Wayne,
Ind.;
with
1
kw
DA-DN;
KARM-FM Fresno,
Calif,: KERN-FM
application,
as amended, removed from
C
KSLM/j
hearing
docket.
Bakersfield,
Calif.; KLZ-FM
Denver,
Colo.: KOKX-FM
Keokuk,
Iowa:
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
WDEM-FM
Providence,
R.
I.;
WFMN
KNOX forGrand
Forks, N.to D.—
Granted
N. J.; Michigan
WICA-FM City,
Ashtabula,
petition
late apWT
Salem, Ore. J'M Alpine,
Ohio; WIMS
Ind.:
pearance inpermission
proceeding
re file
application.
WEAU-FM
Eau
Claire,
Wis.;(formerly
KFMV
Granted
petition
for
continuance
Hollywood,
Calif.;
WKFM
hearing,
now
scheduled
for
Nov.
30.of ■V
WCBT-FM)
Roanoke Rapids,
N. C;
Hearing continued indefinitely.
WNDR-FM
Syracuse,
N.
Y.;
WRJNFM
Racine,
WSMB-FM New
BY COMMISSION
EN BANC
Orleans:
WBKBSanWis.;
Chicago;
License Renewal
York;
KPIX
Francisco.WABD New
Following
stations
granted
(Commissioners
Jones
and
Sterling
of license for regular period: renewal
voted
to ofgrant
the onfollowing
stations
renewal
licenses
aonregular
basis,
KWOEton, Mo.;Clinton,
ClayWINS Okla.;
New KXLW
York; WTIL
but
they
were
extended
a
temporary
Mayaguez,
P.
R.;
KDRO-FM
Sedalia,
basis to March 1.)
Mo.; WCFM
Washington;Jacksonville,
WISR-FM
KBON-FMMo.;Omaha;
KCMO-FM
KanButler,
Pa.; Fort
WJAX-FM
KXOK-FM
Louis;
Fla.; Scranton,
WKJG
WGBI
WAJLsas City.Flint,
Mich.;
WGTRSt.Paxton,
FM
Pa.;Wayne,
WLWA Ind.;
Cincinnati
Mass.;
WLYN-FM
Lynn,
Mass.;
WTOA
WROV-FM
Roanoke,
Va.;
WOL-FM
Trenton.
N.
J.;
WEAW
Evanston,
HI.;
Washington; Mason
KFDA-FM
Tex.:
WEHS
Chicago: WMMW-FM
Meriden,
KGLO-FM
City, Amarillo,
Iowa; KAYL
Conn.:
KRKD-FM
Angeles:
WLDM
FM Storm
Lake,WEOL-FM
Iowa; KTRB-FM
Mo- DC
Oak Park.
Mich.; LosWKJF
Pittsburgh,
desto,
Calif.;
Elyria,
Ohio
Pa.;
WWDC-FM
Washington;
WLRD
WLAG-FM
LaGrange,
Ga.;
WAKE
Miami Beach, Fla,
Greenville,
S.
C;
WALD
Walterboro
Only Magnecorder
all the flexS.Greensboro,
C; WANS N.Anderson,
S. C;Kingstree,
WCOG
ibility, high fidelity offers
and features
you
C; WDKDPines,
November 23 Applications . . . November 28 Decisions . . .
S. C; WEEB
Southern
N. C.
require — at a price you want to pay!
ACCEPTED
FOR
FILING
ACTIONS
ON
MOTIONS
WEGO
Concord,
N.
C;
WELP
Easley
License for CP
S. C; WEV/O Laurinburg, N. C; WFBC 'tFITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE
By Comr. E. M. Webster
Greenville,
S,
C;
WFLB
Fayetteville.
WELStion insofar
Kinston,
C— Granted
N. M.station.
— License
S. C;Hickory,
WHIP
as it N.requests
dismissalpeti-of N. C.; WGCDN. Chester,
forKVBC
CP. asFarmington,
mod., new AM
PORTABLE - LIGHTWEIGHT
C; WHKY
WEWO-FM
Laurinburg,reinstatement
N. C. — Li- application for CP and severance of its Mooresville,
N. C; WJAY Mullins, S. C; WLAT
c
e
n
s
e
f
o
r
CP,
authorizing
of WTOL-FM
CP, new FM station.Ohio— License for
CP, as mod., Toledo.
new FM station.
QUICKLY
RACK
MOUNTED
License Renewal
Units
be combined
SERVICE DIRECTORY
studio conoperation
of portablefor
Following
stations
request S.renewal
of
license:
KMUU
Greenville.
C;
KOSF
Nacogdoches,
Tex.; WCFV Clifton
CONSOLE OR CONSOIETT
Forge,
Tex. Va.; KEYL (TV) San Antonio,
GpMratlon o-i
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Ifi.
Applications
Returnedapplication
Custom-Built Equipment
MONITORING COMPANY
Cocoa,Bcstg.
Fla.—Co.RETURNED
Cocoa
for
new
AM
station,
U. S. RECORDING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
1050 kc, 250 w, daytime.
Engineer em duty all night every night
WCPM Cumberland,
Ky.—
RETURNED
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
application
for
license
for
CP
new
AM
JACKSON 5302
Lincoln 3-2705
station.
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
WPBC Minneapolis,
Minn.
—RE-for
TURNED
application
for
license
change in ant., etc.
BROADCASTING
• Telec asting'it
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November 26 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WTJH East
Ga.— Mod.
thorizingPoint,
power increase
fromCP,1 aukw
daytime tetonsion of 5completion
kw daytime,date.etc., for exWFAA Dallas, Tex. —Mod. CP, as
mod.,
authorizing
change
fromof DA-N
to DA-DN,
extension
completion datLicense
eetc.,
. for for
CP
KOSY
Texarkana,
Ark.—
License
for
CP,WFMC
as mod.,
new AMN. C—
station.
Goldsboro,
License
for
CP,WFMW-FM
as mod., new
AM station.Ky. — License for CP Madisonville,
authorizing changes
in
FM station.
Modification of License
KAFYcense to change
Bakersfield,
Calif. — toMod.
from DA-DN
DA-N.liCP to Replace CP
WGNR-FM
New
Rochelle,
N.
Y.
CP
to replace
CP, as mod.,
new FM — station. (CP expired
FM— 105.7Nov.mc.9.)
KXEL-FM
Waterloo,
change
ERP from
17.5 kwIowato —10.33CP kw,to
increase
aboveft., average
rain fromant,60 height
ft. to 487
etc. terApplication
Returned
KCNA Tucson, Ariz. — RETURNED
applicationthorizing
for license to cover CP aucrease, DA, etc.frequency change, power inNovember 27 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WNJR-FMfor Newark,
N. J.— Granted
mod.
date toCPJune
7,extension
1952. of completion
WSYR-TV
Syracuse,
license TV station. N. Y.— Granted
WFAKcense newMemphis,
Tenn.1480
— Granted
AM station,
kc 1 kw,lidaytime;
cond.
KSIL
Silver
City,
N.
M.—
extension of time to Jan. 1 inGranted
which
to carry
outDunbar
assignment
of license from
A.
Carl Best,
Mexico
Corp. to Southwest New
granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown
KBIG:toAvalon,
Calif.,
June 10,Santa
cond.;Catalina
WSBA Island,
York,
Pa.,
to Feb.
11; WJZ-TVMilwaukee,
New York,
to March
31; WTMJ-TV
June
1; WHEN
Syracuse, to June 12.to
November 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WSAY
Rochester,power
N. Y. —increase
Mod. CP,fromas
mod., authorizing
1 kw toetc.,5 kw,for change
DA-DN to
date.
DA-N,
extensionfromof completion
WBAP
Fort
Worth,
Tex.—
Mod.DA-N
CP,
change
from
toas mod.,
DA-DN,pleauthorizing
etc.,
for
extension
of
comtion datLicense
e.
for CP
Valdosta,
License for
CP,WGAF
as mod,,
new AMGa. —station.
Applications
Returned
WLOS Asheville,
N. C. — RETURNED
application
for assignment
of license
from
Skyway
Bcstg.
Co. Bcstg. Corp. to Skyway
WLCM
Lancaster,
S.
C—
RETURNED
applicationWilson
for assignment
of CP from
Arthur
Davis to himself
plus
Morgan
boro. J. Craig and Milton D. ScarWJBB
Haleyville,
Ala.—
RETURNED
application for renewal of license.

CONSULTING

-v:ile
■-.s;!i
ivcocp

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

A— US-year
Establishedbackground
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch. N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas,S. Texas
Seattle,
Wash.
4212
Buckner Blvd. 4742
W. Ruffner

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE «

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE »

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
Quarter Consulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Lane,
Television
One LeFevre
New Systems
Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

Of. H. 3ilter
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

Member AFCCE '

KVSM San Mateo, Calif.;
Conway,
S. C; WLOE
Leaksville,
MAP
Monroe,
WMNC N,N.Mor-C;C; Francisco;
WBNXhem, Pa.;New
York;
WGPA
fanton, N.Greenville,
C; WMPMN.S. C;Smithfield,
WMEX
Boston;
WRIB BethleProvidence;
KRKLC; Kirkland,
Wash.;
WELS
AHVIUU
C;
WSAT
SalisKinston,
N.
WKOW
Madison,
Wis.;
>ury,
N.
C;
WSKY
Asheville,
N.
C;
VSTP Salisbury, N. C; WTIK Durham, WWWW
Rio
Piedras,
P.
R.;
WMGM-AMNew York;
KFXD-FMWMORNampa,Chicago;
Ida.;
•J.:harleston,
C; WTND S.Orangeburg,
S. C;Ballinger,
WUSN FM
C;
KRUN
WKRC-FM
Cincinnati;
7exas;
KTAN111.;Sherman,
Texas; WCRA
WPLH-FM
Huntington.
W.
Va.;
WAVUiffingham,
WHHH
Warren,
Ohio;
FM Albertville,
Ala.; WCTW
New Miss.;
CasVNVA
WRNOPa.;Orangetle, Ind.; WGCM-FM
Gulfport,
>urg, S. Norton,
C; WVAM Va.;Altoona,
WINK WIMA-FM
Lima,
Ohio;
WMRI-FM
Marion,
Ind.;
KBTM-FM
Jonesboro,
'ort
Myers,
Fla.;
WABB-FM
Mobile;
VJJD
Chicago;
WCAO-FM Ga.;Baltimore;
KMFMWFMFMonroe,
La.;WGHF
WJW-FM
VSAV-FM
WJMW Ark.;
Cleveland;
Chicago;
New
Lthens,
Ala.;Savannah,
WWNY-FM
Watertown,
York;
KWEM West
Memphis,
Ark.;
ST.J. Y.;
WVCV
Cherry
Valley
Township,
WBBB-FM
Burlington,
N.
C;
WLYCY.;
KFMB-TV
San
Diego,
Calif.
Licenses
for following
stations ex- FM Williamsport,
Pa.; WBML-FM
Maended
on temporary
con, Ga.; Utah;
KCSJ KTHS
Pueblo,
Col.;Springs,
KSVS
nding Mar.
1, 1952: basis for period Richfield,
Hot
KJBS San Francisco; KSAN San Ark.; KTXC Big Spring, Texas; KXLA
IROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Pasadena, Calif.; WJVA South Bend,
Ind.; WOL
amp.
only)BreckenWashington; WOW(synch,
Omaha;
KBMW
ridge,
KBOK
Waterloo,
Iowa;
KBUC age,Minn.;
Corona,
Calif.;
KBYR
AnchorAlaska; KHBR
Hillsboro,
Tex.;
KHIT Lampasas,
Tex.;
KIND
Independence,
Kan.; KLPR
Oklahoma
City;
KWC
Ventura,
Calif.;
KXA
Seattle;
WACR Columbus,
Miss.; WIBG
Philadelphia;
WLOI
LaPorte,
Ind.;
WMUS
Muskegon,
Mich.;R. WREX
WRJM
Newport,
I.; WRJN Duluth;
Racine,
Wis.; side,KREO
Indio,
Calif.;
KPRO
RiverCalif.;
KYOR
Blythe,
Calif.;
WSYB
Rutland,Sitka,
Vt.; WIAM
N. C;
KALA
Alaska; Williamston,
WCAC Anderson,
S,Muskogee,
C; WRGBOkla.;Schenectady;
KMUS-FM
WLOA Braddock, Pa.;
WANN Fla.
Annapolis, Md.; WWPB-FM
Miami,
(Comrs. Jones and Sterling voted for
regular renewals for stations KFXDFM Nampa,
Idaho;
WKRC-FM
Cincinnati;ingWMOR
Chicago;
WPLH-FM
Huntt
o
n
,
W
.
Va.;
WFMF
Chicago,
and
WGHF New York, listed in foregoing.)

Member AFCCE *

as mod.,increase,
authorizing
change,
power
DA, frequency
etc.
WFNC
Fayetteville,
N.
C—
License
CP, as mod., authorizing frequencyfor
change,
increase,
WLCM power
Lancaster,
S. C—DA-N,
Licenseetc. for
CP, as mod., new AM station..
License Renewals
of KOTV
license. (TV) Tulsa, Okla.— Renewal
of WKRC-TV
license. Cincinnati, Ohio— Renewal
TV— Ch. 5
KSL-TV Salt Lake City— Amended
application
to
ERP from 18.4
kw
9.2 kw change
and vis.,
1.25 watts
aur.aur.,Ch. to6 2.5 watts vis.
TV—
WTVR
(TV) Richmond,
Va.— Amendedkwapplication
2.04
vis.,
1.02to aur.
kwchange
aur., ERP
to 2.3from
kw
vis. and
1.15 kw
Application Dismissed
KUMO Columbia,
Mo. —asDISMISSED
application
for mod. CP,
mod., new
station, to change
fromlocation
DA-DNfromto
non-directional,
change
November 28 Applications . . . AM
Boone
County,
Mo.,
to
Columbia,
Mo.,
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
etc.
License for CP
(Continued on page 103)
KCNA Tucson, Ariz. — License for CP,
December 3, 1951 • Page 99

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
20tf per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum
SituationsAll Wanted,
other classifications 30tf per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
Na charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
sent
photos, etc.,
transcriptions,
for mailing.any Allliability
charge repudiates
$1.00 extraexpressly
bulk atpackages
transcriptions
tor tneir
or responsibility
risk. Broadcasting
owner's submitted,
numbers areor sent
toIf box
Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted:cessfulStation
managerareawith
record in trading
20,000suc-to
50,000.wants
We want
a man onewithplusa goodchance
job
who
a
better
to make some real money. $5,200.00
guaranteed.
Percentage
of
profits
that
will
make $15,000
to $20,000
anStation
easy
possibility
right
man.
located
in for
Chesapeak
Bay country.
Box 622L, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager
with strong
selling background, small station
experience,
enthusiasm
persistence.
Oneideas,
station, 90,000 and
population.
New England.
$100 able
salary
plus.permanent.
Friendly staff,
likecommunity,
Box 633L,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Salesman-announcer
for southern
work
station.
Must
have
experiencenet-in
sales. Car accounts.
necessary.
Established
$50 Only
per weekstation.
plus
15% commission.
Send possible.
complete Box
details. $600 per month
472L, BROADCASTING.
Serious
minded
salesman
who
knows
radio.
Goodin opportunity
formarket.
wide
awake
man
single
One
thousand
wEngland.
daytime,station
independent,
southern
New
Send
picture,
background,
experience.
know of this ad.
Box 591L,Employees
BROADCASTING.
Salesman,
experienced,
must
know
thatto
you can$10,000
closepercontracts
and
want15%,
make
yearper onweek
straight
will
carry
at
$65
until
there,
station,
heavymidwest,
sports,up
isolatednetwork
market,
family
man300,000
early thirties
without war
duty fears.
Box 621L, BROADCASTI
NG
.
Wanted nouncer
combination
Illinois station salesman
dominant- an-in
primarylationmarket
(BMB)
of 400,000
popuwants
good
morning
announcer
and afternoon salesman. Salary
and
liberal matcommission.
Startcould
approxie
l
y
$
7
5
per
week
and
earn
$125.
Car confidence
needed. wanted.
Experience,No hard
work and
high
pressureing. Sendor full
drifters.
Emphasis
on sellparticulars
in first
letter and photograph if possible.
Box
648L, BROADCASTING.
Excellent
openingGuarantee,
experienced
market for
salesman.
draw small
and
bonus
out-of-town
business.
Can
assigning conditions.
accounts
for
service.
Good
livCall
KBRS,
Springdale,
Arkansas.
Excellent
for experienced,
aggressive opportunity
radio salesman
with ideas
and ketknowhow
aged city
30 to 45,000,
45. Topmarket
marin
east
Texas,
135,000,
MBS,
established
20
years. and
An
opportunity
to
make
real
money
advance.
No
hot-shots.
Need
man
who
knows count
radioservicing.
and KGKB,
realizes Tyler,
value Texas.
of acWanted,
salesman.
If
you
would
like
tomoreworkmoney
with than
a mostyou congenial
staffnow,
for
arenotmaking
atsolda station
that
does
have
to
be
to
advertisers
on
every
contact,
phone
or
write
John
Conwell,
KNCN,
Moberly, Mo.
Excellentradio
opportunity
for salesman
who
knows
and value
of account
servicing.
Salary
and
commission.
Send
complete
details,
air
mail.
KPOW,
Powell, Wyoming.
We have
expanded
group
ofSalesmen:
successful
services
usedtwoourby single
radio
stations
and wewith
canMid-City
use
men, familiar
programm
i
n
g
,
t
o
travel
by
car
—
one
with
near
IllinoisYou
— the other
Texasbase
Colorado.
sell near
inour person
andor
bysales,
long programming
distance willphone,
successful
and
continuity
service andSalary
our 7and
new expense
continuousarrangescript
shows.
ment with opportunity
to National
grow. Write
Merchandising
Division,
ReChicago search
10, Bureau,
Illinois.Inc., NRB Building,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Mutualman.station
needs Plainview,
commercial Texas.
salesApply KVOP,
Announeers
Wanted — announcer with good hard
punching
commercialSend
voice. Large midwestern
market.
disc
and
all details
first letter.audition
Box 367L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Four combination
announcersengineers.
phone.
Must
beregion.
good
mike
men. First
Rocky
mountain
Permanent. Box 555L, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster,
who and
gathers
local, writes
with
wire news
airs,
have
experience,
good
newsmidwest
voice,must
minimum
two
years
college,
network
station,
$60
per
week
starting.
Box
619L, BROADCASTING.
Leading
north
midwest
5
kw
network
affiliate has immediate opening for
ambitiousality.announcer
real personChallenging with
assignment
with
wide open
opportunity
for
and full advanceinformation.ment.Box Send629L,tapeBROADCASTING.
Wanted:
firstupper
class operator.
250
watt Announcer,
independent,
midwest.
All-round
versatility desirable.
Will
pay
accordingly.
Box
632L,
BROADCASTING.
Combination
morning
personality
and
staff
for market.
NBC
affiliate
majorannouncer
northeast
Preferin
homey-like,
southern
style
delivery.
and audition disc
toSendBoxpicture,
638L, history
BROADCASTING.
Western
New York independent
looking for experienced
announcer.
Must
be
outstanding
on tops
news
andthe deejay
work.
Wages
are
for
man. Box 642L, BROADCASTING.right
Announcer-engineer
needed
by CBS
outlet
in the information
southwest
immediately,
send complete
Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver
City, N.to Mex.
enced
but unusual
ability
can bepersonality,
deciding Send
factor.
Copywriting
ability
desired.
disc,KGKB,
photo,Tyler.
full
information
first
letter.
Texas.
Wanted:
Announcer-engineer.
Emphasis
onto right
announcing.
Good Monroe,
pay withLouisiana,
increase
man. KLIC,
Phone Dr. Cerniglia, 3-4617. Owner,
Announcer-salesman
immediately by CBS outlet
in needed
southwest.
Send
full
to Jim
Duncan, KSIL,
Silverparticulars
City, N. Mex.
Immediatenouncer,opening
an$60-$70 start.experienced
Air mail details KTFS, Texarkana,
Texas.
Announcer-engineer,
to $80 depending ontransmitter.
announcing $70Fulltime
ability.
Modern
studios,
Mutual.
Housing
available,
car
unnecessary.
Send
details
with
disc
or
tape
to
WCRK, Morristown, Tenn.
WGCM,
Gulfport,
Mississippi,
has
opening for experienced announcer.
Morning
man — Hard need
hittingapply.
announcer.
Only
experienced
Prefer
man
state
Wisconsin,
near health
middlewest.
Reasonable
starting
salary,
benefits.
Send
disc,
tape,
complete
letter
program director, WHBY, Appleton,
Wisconsin.
WJPD, Ishpeming,
wants will
announcer. AbilityMichigan
and interest
compensate
experience.
Send auditionforand lack
full ofdetails.
Newsman,nounce localtonews.
gather,Sendwrite
antape and
or disc,
photo, background
and salary N.requirements. WSLB, Ogdensburg,
Y,

Help Wantedroom(Cont'd)
Announcer-control
operator, we
are adding
an additional
to our
staff.
Start
a month manwith
lar scheduleat of$230increases.
This reguis a
CBS
regional
station
in
the
Mississippi
Valley.
completediscbackground,
references Send
and audition
to Merritt
Milligan, Program Director, WTAD,
Quincy, Illinois.
Opportunity
announcer want
-writerambitious
with or
without
experience,
worker, good
voice and education.
Send
photo,
audition
details.
WYVE,
Wytheville, Va.
Technical
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia network
station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:cense, $Engineer
with time
firstandclassa halfli50 for 40Carhours;
for
overtime.
necessary.
Wisconsin
station.
Write
BoxNorthern
561L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, nouncer,
first salesman,
phone, forty
combination
anhours local.
plus
commission. improvement.
New York network
Consistent
Immediate
opening. Box 571L, BROADCASTING.
Need
combination
announcer-engineer
for
Minnesota
Want man Good
able
to work
into station.
chief engineer.
salary. Mail details. Box 624L, BROADCASTING.
Opening
availablewithin middlewest
stationtrolforroomengineer
conexperience. license
Must and
be good
audio production
man.
Exceptional
opportunity fAM-TV
or right manoperation.
to grow State
into
combination
salary,
experience,
send
photo
first
ING.
letter. Reply Box 627L, BROADCASTengineer5 kwto take
completeExcellent
charge
ofChiefmidwest
directional.
salary plus
bonus.
Willfullfileparticulars.
for TV at
freeze
end.
Send
Only BROADCASTING.
qualified engineers apply. Box
634L,
Minnesota network affiliate needs announcer with firstto class
engineer's
license.
right man.
Send
disc or Top
tape salary
first letter.
Box 639L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: nounCombination
engineer-an. Best of east
working
conditions.
Located
80 cermiles
of Yellowstone
Park.
Good
pay.
Air
KPOW, Powell, Wyoming. mail disc.
First class Contact
engineer.WCOR,
No experience
necessary.
Lebanon,
Tennessee.
Immediatenouncer. 1kwopening,
engineer
- dayanupstate WDLA,
New
YorkWalton,
time Radio Station
New York.
Immediate
opening for
engineer
first class license.
Contact
AllenwithB.
Jones,ton, N.Radio
Station
WGNI,
WilmingC,
Two engineers—
wanted
transmitter
work,
40
hours, Kentucky.
$1.00 perforhour.
WIEL,
Elizabethtown,
Help
wanted
—
First
class
engineer
modern station, new equipment, good
working ienceconditions,
experdesirable butgood
notpay,essential.
WJWL, Georgetown,
Delaware.
Wanted— cense,
Engineer
with first class
some announcing.
ContactliWNVA, Norton,
Virginia.
Chiefdirectional
engineer old
established
one Exkw
non
AMconditions
one kw inFM.
cellent working
pleasant
community,
immediate
opening
WPAG,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Radio
with 1st class WPOE,
phone
license announcer
wanted
immediately.
Elizabeth,
New Jersey.

Help Wanted
(Cont'd)
Chief engineer
needed for
station
with
combined
consider
combinationoperation.
man, but Would
not necessary.
WPRS, Paris, Illinois.
First class phone
Experience
not transmitter
necessary.operator.
WSSV,
Petersburg, Virginia.
First Class engineer. Immediate opening.Network,
Contact James
RaWVCV,Trewin,
CherryRuralValley,
New dioYork.
Engineer,
County,or
New
Jersey.residing
Either inon Essex
fee basis,
flat salary.
Must
be available
on Sunday
only.
Capable
of
directing
the
maintenance
Western
Electric 5 kw and
and servicing
Raytheon of1 kw.
Call
South Orange 3-1146 after 6:00 P. M.
Radio test technicians and radio test
engineers for alignment,
test radio
and
trouble-shooting
of complicated
equipment.
These
jobs
require
thorough theoretical
andradio.
exexperienceknowledge
in practical
Pay
is tensive
excellent
earn up
to $120.00 (many
a week),technicians
working
conditionstunities forare
of the finest,
advancement
are goodopporand
you'll
likethethe opportunity
employee benefits.
Allin
this
plus
to workWrite
the
finest
city
in
the
midwest!
for
an
interview
or
send
resume
of
qualifications
to B. V. 909Mayrhauser,
The Turner Company,
17th St.,
N, E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Production-Programming, Others
Program erablydirector,
some type,
air work,
musical clock
goodprefjob
for dependable man with fresh ideas
willing to pendent.
workWrite full
hard details
in Mass.
indein confidence. Box 527L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
Partner
to
invest
in
growingin
AM-FM network
affiliated Box
station
Piedmont,
North Carolina.
569L,
BROADCASTING.
Major midwest radio-TV operation with
large news staff
director. Muneeds
st have aggressive
experience.
Not
looking
fortor-edibroadcaster.
Box 608L,
BROADCASTING.
Assistant librarian with experience,
large
market, network
blanket
licenses,
start, musicstation,
background.
Box 620L,$42.50
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: write.Experienced
news man,
Excellent opportunity
for manrewith writing
ability
and
news
ment. Air work not essential. judgSend
letter of qualifications, including experience,
background
and
salary
expected to Station WFDF, Flint, MichiTelevision
gan.
Technical
Wanted—
TV
chief
must
be able to take overengineer.
operatingMan station
completely.
Box 580L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Live equable
in Beautiful
most
climate.Sanand
FourDiego,
men nation's
needed
for TV transmitter
studio
work.
TV experience
not
necessary
butreferpreferred.
Send
full
background,
ences,
salary
requirement,
late
picture
first San
letter.
TV,
Diego.Thornton Chew, KFMBProduction-Programming, Others
Wanted
— TVcan production
chief.
live.
Man
handle
phasesbe Noofwilling
film,
slide who
scheduling,
etc. allMust
dig in,unlimited
work hard.
Right Box
man 579L,
can «t
have
opportunity.
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Thoroughly
experienced
manager
can S»p
make small market pay big
dividends
or put newsmall
stationmarket
on in location.
black. Want
«j
midsouth
Not
a "low dollar" man, but sound aggres- tatioui
ING.
sive manager. Box 600L, BROADCASTSalesmen
Time salesman
experienced
kets, desires new
position in in43 marNew ui=
York City. Box 614L, BROADCASTING. ~

Situations
(Cont'd)bring
: Combine
sales andWanted
programming,
-' the
two
together
with
an
experienced
hand. 5 years Boxsales,61 5L,writing,
program
management.
BROADCASTING^
Attention
station
owner,director,
if yourtwelve
billActive
sales
yearsing is low!
highstrong
saleslocal
in very
competitive
- market—
record—
will
anywhere
for high income. Box 617L,go
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Experienced
announcer.
news.
DJ.
Eastern
shore.Commercials,
All replies
carefullv considered.
Box
493L,
BROADCASTING.
Sports
announcer
29,
veteran,
seven
years experiencebasketball,
in metropolitan
area.
Plav-bv-play
and
station AMbasketball.
orbaseball
TV, strong
j football.
on sports,Seekespecially
All
~ .Box
offers 514L.
considered.
Excellent references.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, position
married, northeast.
family. Desires
permanent
Box
595L. BROADCASTING.
Good
staff
announcer
with
solid
commercial and news delivery. Three
J years
Now in upper
west. experience.
Married,Boxdraft
with midtop
1j-: ING.
references.
597L,exempt
BROADCAST■ board.
Experienced
announcer.
Can operate
Looking
for job with
future.
£flr Phone
after 5collect.
P.M. Ludlow
Veteran. 9-3239
Box N.Y.C.
598L,
f BROADCASTING.
iI Network
play-by-play
sportscaster
available immediately. One of counfinest basketball,Topfootball
: baseballtry'ssential.
announcers.
money and
esInterested only in metropolitan
[.areas. Box 601L, BROADCASTING.
[Combo ience,mangood voice,
— net, capable
independent
of chief,experbest
j'Tupper
recommendations,
married,
draft proof,
midwest
only.
Box
610L,
, BROADCASTING.
;;Announcer-engineer
— Four —years
exTape,
references
request.
IEperience.
^Dependable,
all phases
includingBROADservILcASTING.
icing accounts.
Box 611L,
Experienced, versatile announcer,
single,opportunity
age 22. draft
exemptspecial
vet. aptiDesires
develop
• tude
show. delivery.
Smooth
board news,
and teamsports,
man. disc
Effective
check available. Box 612L, BROAD. . |Air
^CASTING.
Experienced
— Announcing,
most26,phases,
Itwo; vet,
engineering.
3M> further
years.
mar—■lot
med,
car. Desire
training
good
announcing
abilities
and/or
— • opportunity
to
become
chief
engineer.
Air check available. Box613L, BROAD;:: CASTING.
'■ 3TAre you searching for a staff an"nouncer
in news,
sports,
DJ and experienced
control board
operation?
Presently employed. 27, married, de"""rferred.
Seeking
permanent
affiliation
vvith progressive
— resume,
disc on station.
request. References,
Box 623L,
BROADCASTING.
—rjfi-Proven
sales
record:
On
10
sponsored
newscasts
4 hourspots.
personality
r.jCfDJ
show. weekly,
Production
Warm,
;-.57t:asual
delivery.
Heavy worker.
class "A" Now
staff
experience.
Congenial
— onlection.
S100 plus
basis.
Seek
solid
conBox 625L, BROADCASTING.
" Versatile,
conscientious
announcersalesman.
Four 26,years
experience
zhases.style.Single,
exempt.ability.
Easyall
.. going
Proven draft
disc jockey
- Tops
College andmetropolitan
TV back:.__.Tiarket
|Tound.on race.
Looking
future for
Excellent
referenceswithincluding
lastTV.station.
All
inquiries answered.
minimum.
—"'I Available
immediately. S70 Box
62CL,
or call 3-3588, Sa• 53b-BROADCASTING
»annah, Ga.
Topnotch,
exempt First
announcer,
lewscaster, draft
disc jockey.
phone
- icense.locateNow
Desire Box
renear NYC.working.
Audition.
^")35L,
BROAannouncer.
DCASTING
. of
Jlxperienced
All
types
;taif
College
of Music,
SBC work.
announcing
course.
Family,B.U.;
de-aendable.
Box 636L, BROADCAST:
:
t
N
_.
Available after twoG
weeks
notice. Anlouncer-program
years
background,
heavydirector,
voice, 11currently
■:'■{-. ?D;ire with
New climate.
York State
station.age De-32,
warmer
Married,
jvo children. Box 637L, BROADCAST"(Experienced
~|T
NGdesires
. position
announcer
— T.A'ith
station in Draft
N. C.-Va.
irea. progressive
Presently employed.
ex■ jmpt. Box 641L, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Morning man on console. Presently
employed.
Experienced.
Direct program schedule,
play-by-play
Available
trial also
period.
Base paysports.
S70.
ING.
Forty hours. Box 643L, BROADCASTAnnouncer, good voice, single, draft
exempt, perience
overwants position
5 yearswithall-round
exmidwest
Availableprogressive
January
1st. Box station.
645L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 5 years staff experience.
Presently
Best offer accepted. Box employed.
646L. BROADCASTING.
Looking for perienced
sports play-by-play
minded instation.
Exfootball,
basketball,
track.now Exhandling
newscaster at 50 baseball,
kw midwest,
sports publicity.
JournalismBoxNorthwestern. Tape onMS request.
647L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
disc
jockey.
Thoroughly
trained. Graduate SRT,
Disc,
photo
HarryChicago.
F. Callson,
3502 S.on55 request.
Ct., Cicero,
111.
Announcer,
continuity
writer.
Strong
dj. 21,Graduate
leadingSingle.
radio Free
school.
Vet,
draft
exempt.
travel.
Johnny
Hunt,
3067
49th
St.,to
Long Island City 3, New York. Astoria
4-9038.
Announcer-engineer, 1st phone. Draft
exempt.ience.Independent
network Strong
experannouncing.
news.available.
HaveAccentjustonWillleft
10 kw Billaffiliates.
Am
travel.
Rogel,
N.1275Y. Grant Avenue, New York City,
Announcer;
eight
experience toat
independent,
wantmonths
more;
work.
uponwilling
request.
Stewart Tape,
Wickett,photo
177 Wilbraham
Ave.,
Springfield, Mass.
Technical
First
phone, 4?4 years
experience.
State
salary,
conditions
first letter.
Box 562L,working
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
Chief experience.
engineers job AM-FMTV.
10 — years
Box 567L,
BROADCASTING. References.
Engineer, twelve years experience, all
phases,watt,some
college,
now at position.
50 kilochiefmonth
engineer
Available desires
on one
notice. Box
590L, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
kw directional
change.
Young, 5 ambitious,
familydesires
man.
Thoroughly
experienced.
Desire
position
with
established
station
withEight
TV
plans
in
city
100,000
or
larger.
years
with
present
employer.
Box
595L, BROADCASTING.
Four
years broadcast:
control
and
xmtr duties.
Married.
first phone.
Prefer
far west.
Now 28,employed
city
one million. Box 603L, BROADCASTING^
Engineer
— experienced,
transmitter
and
controluate of operator,
draft
exempt,
gradaWillleading
radio
and television
school.
travel
anywhere
for
good
opportunity.
Single, 27, have car. Box
607L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
recently
Experienced short timereleased
as chief,reserve.
have
car,
graduate
of a leading
school,
prefer
middle
west,
willradio-TV
travel
for
interview.
Box
630L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
1st class
engineer,
single,
draft 644L,
free, willing
to learn
announcing.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Children are a good market. Need
children's
programs
that sell?
Then
I'm
your
gal.
Triple
threat
with
women's programs
and station
promotion.
Young,
experienced,
likeable
college
grad. Present employer knows of and
approvestion.desire
to move toorlarge
operaPrefer
midwest
southwest.
Box 593L.
BROADCASTING.
Newsman,
capable,
responsible,
news judgment,
seeking
staff spotgoodor
newsroom porting,
directorship.
3y2 years
rerewriting,
editing.
Former
transradio
staffer.
27, married,
B.A.,
non
reserve
veteran.
Box
599L,
BROADCASTING.
My copy
sells —Experienced,
my programsdraftentertainempt,and29, married.
sell!
exPresently employed.
Box 604L,
BROADCASTING.
Woman
producer,
emceeon Chicago
and writer.
Seven years
experience
stations. Advertising
and package firm
experience.
Excellent
references
—
ChiING. cago, only. Box 605L, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Program
year
background,director,
matureannouncer,
voice, soundfive ideas.
Wants
permanency. Box 606L, BROADCASTING.
Attention: nounDo
you experience.
need a P. D.Have
-anbeen P.D. ofcer. 6 years
250 watter
and 1000 kw.
Now ingannouncer
at oneLooking
of south's
leadNBC.
toideas.
settle500026.kw
andsingle,
use atdraft
leastexempt.
somefor ofplace
my
Box
609L, BROADCASTING.
Infanticipating.
Need permanent
location. ming,
5yearsexploitation,
experience
sales, programmanagement.
Be a
Godfather
today. Box
616L, BROADCASTING.
Young woman
with network
indein copy and
and
wants topendent
sellexperience
advertising.
Has news
sold
newspaper
advertising.
Available
after
ING.
December 25. Box 649L, BROADCASTBuilding
accounts? Increasing majorChristmas
accounteasy-to-read
advertising?
graduate
writes
copyCollege
that
sells! Excellent
voice — will create,
deliver
women's
programs.
Eleanor
122 E. 34th St., New York City. Muser,
Television
Managerial
Planning—
midwest byTV utilizing
operation?my Save
time
and money
exientoce. Al phases
ofandTV-AM
operation.rently
Desireperemployed
manage
invest.
Curmajor basic opera-•
tion. Box 575L, inBROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Salesmen
TV salesman;
draft exempt,
writes
commercials,
shows;employed;
young;
family;
car;
ambitious.
Prefer west.
TV,
agency,
film
connection
south,
Box
594L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Movie cartoon research director who
isgagman,
combined story
plotter, re-writer,
artist,
position
in TV, Newsketch
Box desires
618L, BROADCASTINGYork.
e TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Westernket. Priced
coastlow.
state.S8750Idealhandles.
future marhusband
and wife operation. Good
Box
628L,
BROADCASTING.
For
sale
—
broadcasting
stations.
Leonard
J.Champaign,
Sehrader,HI. 509^
PhoneEast9094.Green St.,
Equipment etc.
Truscon
H-30. 295 monitor
foot tower,and 1 limiter,
kw GE
FM
transmitter,
Magnecorder
PT6A and Collins
PT6R. remote
W. E.
arms
and
reproducers.
single andment. G.double
speech and
input preamp
equipE.
program
amplifiers. All
year andBoxhalf.419L,
No
reasonable
offerusedrefused.
BROADCASTING.
For sale:
375 foot
40-tonnowself standing.
supporting Lehigh
tower
Stressed
towithcarry
FMlighting
or TVandor 8both.
Complete
A-4
bay
W.E. FM antenna. Priced to sell. Box
602L, BROADCASTING.
New, ET-4250
220 ft. Stainless
towertransmitter.
and used
RCA
- 250Boxwatt
S3100
takes both.
631L, BROADCASTING.
Dummy loadserialand183.
wattmeter, power
Bird,
model
scales; 2567,watt,
100 watt Three
and 500 watt.
Perfect
condition. line
Complete
with RG17/U transmission
and connectors,
instruction
book and calibration
chart.
S200.00.
Contact
Chief
Engineer,
WFMYTV, Greensboro, N. C.
1 kilowatt UTCtransmitter
composite
standard
Collinslinear
40E
exciter,
833Aattransformers
final
and Hurry
modulators.
Real
bargain
$1250.00.
before
this
one
is
gone.
Contact
W.
L.
Braun,
Radio Station WSVA, Harrisonburg,
Va.
For sale quency
— General
Primary
frestandard.KentRadio
Immediate
delivery.
Chief W.Engineer,
Engineering
Co.,
5743
North
Ave.,
Chicago.
Phone
Tuxedo 9-6569.

Wanted to Buy
FM transmitters, monitors, limiting
amplifier,WJOC,
studioJamestown,
console. NewMustYork.be
bargain.
Miscellaneous
Antenna resistance measurements and
antennaat coupling
made
reasonablecircuit
rates.adjustments
All work
guaranteed. Edward Goodberlet ComMissouri.pany, 6378 Smiley Ave., St. Louis 9,
Help Wanted
Salesmen
SALES ENGINEERS
LargeEastelectronic
equipment
the
has several
desirablemanufacturer
openings forinin
Sales
No traveling.
Experience
broadcastEngineers.
transmitters
or audiodesiredequipment
sential.
Engineering
degree
but equiv-esalent experience
mayincluding
be substituted.
Give full
details,
age.
education,
experience and salary desired.
BOX 651 L, BROADCASTING
Announcers
KTSW-Mutual affiliate - EMPORIA, Kansas
WANTS GOOD EXPERIENCED
ANNOUNCER
to assume responsible position
all replies dential.
kept Immediate
confiopening.
Situations Wanted
Announcers
HILLBILLY MAIL-PULL
SPECIALIST
20ITC,years
nation'sand topsongstations.
Deejay,
musician
writer.sold
Pulled24,
2,848babystrawberry
plant
orders,
975
chicks
in
two
weeks.
Let
him
SELL
for
you.
Consider
only
topnotch
P.I.
stationwrite
operation.
the FULLCASTING.
storywire,
Box 392L,Get BROAX)
For Sale
Equipment, Etc.

• Federal 8-bay square loop
antenna
• REL model 518-DL-l kw.
transmitter and modulator.
• REL model 520-DL-10 kw
quadriline amplifier.
• Doolittle model FD-11 fremonitors. quency and modulation
• Composite high - voltage
power supply.
Write Fred M. Andrews, Chief Engr.
WROL
Knoxville, Tennessee
FOR SALE
892R
Tubes: 889R— 891 R—
$195.00 each
We have a large stock of specia
tubes available.
Co.
purpose
393 Compass
Greenwich Communications
St., New York 13, N.Y.
(Continued on next page)

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Stations
TV..

Schools
JOBS IN RADIO!
Becomeducer anor salesannouncer,
manager. writer, proNearly
fifty jobs Write
now available
trainedtionpersonnel.
for informa-for
about -professional
and correspondence
courses. accelerated
3338 16th St., N.W., Wash., D. C.

TAXES .
RISK
May encourage you to disperse
of half or more of your radio
operation.
If you are a CBS or NBC
Affiliate, your reply to this ad
placed by principals will be treated
in the fullest confidence.
Box 650L, BROADCASTING

NBS

GRADUATES

are in DEMAND
NBS help
has more
II radio
than itrequests
can fill!forJobstra
' graduates.
waiting rightGet now
your for
first NBS-trained
class license
in a tionfewtraining
months;
complete
in
a
year
or less.combinaCourse
includes announcing, writing,
selling,
drama, newsgram inediting,
production,
g, disc jockey technique. proWrite Today lor Details

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
experienced mancommercial
gram directors,
chiefmanagers,
engineers proand
disc
jockeys.
Inquiries
applicants and employers.invited from
Howard S. Fbaziib
TV728 &BondRadioBldg.,Management
WashingtonConsultant!
5, D. C.

NEED

4

AN

"One of the Nation's Great
531 S. W. Radio-TV
12th Ave.,Schools"
Portland S, Ore.
NINE of the home basketball games
scheduled by Army and Navy teams
will be telecast over CBS-TV, Saturdays at 2 p.m., game
beginning
Navy-U.at
of Virginia
to bewithplayed
Annapolis Dec. 8. As yet games are
not sponsored but are being offered
for sale, network spokesman said.
ENGINEER?

• need an engineer
# looking for a job
# equipment for sale
• want to buy a station

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations
minimum)wanted, 20c1 per word ($2.00
Help wanted, 25tf per word ($2.00 minimum)
All minimum)
other classifications 30^ per word ($4.00
Display ads, $15.00 per inch
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge
for mailing.
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

KTUL APPEAL
Helps Homeless Family
APPEALS on two newscasts by
KTUL Tulsa were enough to bolster a family of 11 children and
their parents left homeless and
destitute by an early morning fire.
Station reports that Newscaster
Ed Neibling aired the first appeal
on
10 p.m. news
show andon
the KTUL's
night following
the fire
another plea was made 7 a.m. the
next morning on News Chief Jack
Morris' show. Reaction was swift.
KTUL borrowed a truck and collected contributions of bedding
furniture, clothing and food. More
than 50 pick-ups were made. Many
Tulsans brought clothing and
money directly to the studios.
Two days after the fire, KTUL
notes, the station was instrumental
in locating a temporary home for
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Goodman and
their children ; had delivered
enoughtials to furniture
other house.
essenfurnish a and
five-room
The family also was provided with
a generous supply of groceries and
nearly $100 in cash.

KTUL
staffers toloadstation
truck asappeal
conA tributions
T mount.Drive Cited
Blood
CBS Radio's 15-hour blood pledge
marathon Nov. 15 — led by Arthur
Godfrey— was credited by Acting
Secretary of Defense William G.
Foster with
"tremendous bringing
collections for about
the Armed
Forces
blood
donor
program."
Mr.
Foster sent a congratulatory telegram to Stuart Novins, CBS Radio
associate director of public affairs.
Drive
in whichandall program
the network's
radio —affiliates
sponsors
cooperated
—
will
produce
estimated 300,000 one-pint pledges,an

WBA MEMBERSHIP
Sets Up Associates Status
ASSOCIATE membership in the or equivalent of a month's collec
Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn. is tion, CBS spokesman said.
now open to transcription companies, news service, networks,
equipment firms, broadcast trade Quick KQV Thinking
papers and other radio-TV allied
KQV Pittsburgh
disorganizations.
covered there can behasdollars
Action has been taken by the
in call letters. When the adWBA's board of directors in establishing an associate
promotion for
MGM's
"Quo vance
Vadis,"
technicolor
classification.
Annual non-voting
dues for
movie extravaganzas, hit
associate members was set at $25
Pittsburgh,partmentKQV's
sales deby the board. Applications for
membership can be forwarded to
Charles Elder,got together
managerwithof
WBA's
treasurer,
Mrs.
Jeanne
Heal,
the local Loew's
Penn, theaWTCH Shawano, Wis.
film
in thetre which
Steelpremiered
City. Theythe came
up with a contract for 250
MORE than 80 agricultural leaders
and workers from Pennsylvania, Ohio
station
breaks,Wesaying
: "KQV
Pittsburgh.
suggest
you
and West Virginia area took part in
the 10th Annual KDKA Pittsburgh
see Q V . . . 'Quo Vadis,' at
Farm Radio Conference. It was held
in the Grant Bldg.
the Loew's Penn."
New England
$75,000.00
A well with
established
fulltimevolume
networkof
station
a consistent
business that has always produced a
good return
owner.
Locatedfor in^theonenon-active
of New
England's
bestinteresting
markets TVthispotential.
facility
also
has
an
Liberal financing
arranged.

Rocky Mountain

I ..
$50,000.00
A fulltime
independent
located
in
one
of
the
very
attractive
smaller
and, isolatedarea.
marketsThisin the
Rockyis
Mountain
station
showing ownership.
a modest Well
profitequipped
under
absentee
and valuable real estate, including
anthis apartment
will
be
delivered
at
price.
7
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
SAN FRANCISCO
James
W.
Blackburn
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
Tower
Washington Bldg.
M. Smith St.
235Lester
Montgomery
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 99)
November 29 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Granted License Renewal
I WSSBnewal ofDurham,
C— Granted
license forN. regular
period. reExtend Authority
WIBK tenKnoxville,
Tenn.
—
Granted
exsion of temporary authority to Feb.
Jl or siuntil
days after
entry forof D.deci-C.
on by U. S.30 Court
of Appeals
on pending petitions of FCC and applicant, whichever date is sooner.
November 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KPOO
Mod.extension
CP, as
Biod,,
newSanAM Francisco—
station, for
3fKLIX
completion
date.
Falls, frequency
Idaho— Mod.
CP,
as mod., Twin
authorizing
change,
oower increase,
DA-DN,date.etc., for ext
e
n
s
i
o
n
o
f
completion
WKBZ Muskegon,
Mod. ant.
CP,
authorizing
power Mich.—
increase,
:hanges,
tion date.etc., for extension of complej WRJW Picayune, Miss.— Mod. CP, as
'nod.,
authorizing power increase, ant.
Changes,
tion date.etc., for extension of compleWEDK
Springfield, Mass.— Mod.
new (FM)
non-commercial
FM^P, station,
for extension of educational
completion
^ate.
License for CP
*pp,WCMC
Wildwood,
N. J.— License for
new AM
station.
WBOW-FM
Terre
Haute, changes
Ind. — Li-in
ense
for
CP,
authorizing
; spot- M station. CP for CP
WRCMCP New
Orleans,
iedga ?>lace
which
expiredCPLa.—
Aug.CP 27.to reTo Amend
Tenn.—Pulaski
AmendedBcstg.
CP
oWKSR
changePulaski,
name from
:o.
Richland
Bcstg.
Co.to (CP
authorzes tochange
from
730
kc
1420
kc,
increase power etc.)
from 250 w to 1 kw fullime, DA-N,
Application Dismissed
KVOB Alexandria,
La.— DISMISSED
ipplication
forLouisiana
assignment
ofCorp.
licenseto
rom Central
Bcstg.sale
Dudley
J,
LeBlanc
through
of 70%
nterest for $58,000.
TENDERED FOR FDL.ING
AM— 1070 kc
WAPI creaseBirmingham,
inpower
from 5 kwAla. D— CPto 10to kw
D, etc.
["ranum,
Markey
Named
TED BALDWIN
INC., New
York
mblic relations firm, last week anlounced appointment of two new
nee presidents in connection with
|;he company's
into and
the
4-elevision
field — expansion
including live
^hlm television production and sales,
""film
syndication,
reprelentation.
Charlesand talent
B. Tranum,
vith the DuMont TV Network for
;he past six years, will act as executive producer on live and film proand talent formerly
administrator,
jlohn R. duction,Markey,
with
J^BC Hollywood in an executive capacity andonmoretelevision
recently for
author
i survey
Davidof
j). Selznick, will be director of sales.
Firm will continue to function as
iations
separate
field. unit in the public reWhy buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO BALTIMORE "
WBAL
tROADCASTING
• Tel

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH NOVEMBER
29
Sox Sicote
Pending
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
Appls.
129
AM
Stations
2,309
55391
FM
Stations
,639
2,289
17
TV Stations
108
* On the air.
89
CALL ASSIGNMENTS:
KWSL
Lake Charles,
La. 1290
(KWSL
1400 kc WSLM
250 w
fulltime);
WEYE
Sanford,
N.
C.
(Waldo
W.
Primm,
kc 1 kwInc.,Silver
daytime);
Salem,
Did.
(Don
H.
Martin,
1220
kc
250
w
daytime);
WNCA
City,
N. C.
(Chatham
Co., 1570 WRAP
kc 1 kwNorfolk,
daytime);Va. KVOZ
Laredo,
(Uvalde
Bcstrs.,
1490
kc 250Bcstg.
w fulltime);
(Rollins
Bcstg.1470Tex.
Inc.,
1050kw kcfulltime
500 w
daytime);
WCLC
Flint,
Mich.
(Adelaide
Lillian
CarreU,
kc
1
DA-1);
KCAR(changed
Clarksville,
Tex.
(TexoWINX
Bcstg.Silver
Co., 1350 kc (changed
500 w daytime);
WOOK
Washington
WINX);
from
WOOK);
KGW-FMWTNBPortland,
Ore.from
(Pioneer
Bcstrs. Columbus,
Inc.); WILDSpring
Birmingham,
Ala. (changed
from
effective
Jan.
16);
WVKO
Ohio
(changed
from
WRLY);
WVKO-FM
Columbus,
(changed
from
WVKO); fromWHILWELK);
Medford, Mass.
(changedN. C.from(changed
WIBL);fromOhio
WIFMWIFM),
Elkin,andN.KSWI-FM
C. (changed
Elkin,
Council Bluffs, Iowa WIFM-FM
(changed .
from KFMX).
John
H. isThatcher
for $22,000.
Mr.
Docket Actions . . .
Thatcher
electrician
for Calif.,
ParaFINAL DECISION
gonformerly
Plywood chief
Corp.,
Cresent
City,
and
was
chief
engineer
for
Sacramento,FCCCalif.
Capitol affirmRadio . KSEM Moses Lake, Wash., KPUG BelEnterprises.
issued— decision
lingham,
Wash.,
KBIO
Burley,
Idaho,
ing
hearing
examiner's
recommendation
and
KAVR
Havre,
Mont.;
he
owned
25%
for
of daytime,
new AM DA;
stationconditions.
on 1380 common stock KSEM and $8,000 worth
kc, grant
1 kw,Nov.
preferred stock KPUG. Granted Nov.
Decision
23.
ORDERS
Athens,of control
Ala.— Granted
con23.WJMW
t to transfer
Athens
Bcstg.
Wausau,
Wis.—
John
R.
Tomek.
FCC
Co., senlicensee,
fromby Wilson
T. White,
by order granted motion filed by Mr. former
partner,
three
remaining
Tomek requesting
his apHomer F., for
Lawson
E. and Robplication for new AMdismissal
station,of 1230
kc, partners
ert V. Dunnavant,
undisclosed
con250 w,dent fulltime.
Tomek isinpresisideratioDunnavants
n. Before transfer
Mr. 16.17%
White
and majority(Mr.stockholder
firm and each of the
held
applying
for
purchase
of
WSAU
Wauinterest;
after
transfer
Homer
F.
and
NOV. sau23.from the Milwaukee Journal.) Order Lawson tereE.st, and Dunnavant
hold 20.83% coninRobert
V.
Dunnavant
E.
D.
Rivers
Jr.
(for
purchase
of
tinues to hold 16.67%. Granted Nov. 23.
KWEM West Memphis, Ark.), James
KWEM Westto Memphis,
Ark.— license
GrantRivers
(for and
purchase
ofRivers
WACLSr.Wayassignment
cross, Ga.)
E. D.Miami,
(for fromed consent
West
Memphis
Bcstg. ofPrincipals
Corp. to
purchase
of
WMIE
Fla.)—
FCC
KWEM
Inc.
for
$73,468.01.
granted
Messrs.
to in transferee are President E. D. Rivbuy interest
in orRivers'
controlapplications
of aforemeners Jr.cat(99.99%),
licensee of WEGa.,ASappliDestations
individually
sincetheseno
, Ga., WJIV
common tioned
ownership
exists between
cant tourbuy
WGOVSavannah,
Valdosta, Ga., and
persons. casting,
FCC business,
found property
there is noor broadfor new TVWilliam
station H.in Atlanother applicant
ta; Vice President
Kellar
bond
Order among
Nov. 27.the Rivers [B«T, Nov. 26]. (0.01%),
engineer,
and
Secretary-Treasu
r
e
r
H
.
E.
Ulmer,
CPA.
Granted
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
27 [B«T, Nov. 26, Oct. 8, Sept. 17].Nov.
KMPC Cleveland,
Los Angeles,
WJRS. Richards
Detroit, WACL
Waycross,
Ga. — Granted
consent to transfer
Telectronics
WGAR
Frances
licensee,
fromof control
Mrs.
Virginia
Price
—order
FCC issued
memorandum
opinionregular
and Die,
Bowen
to
James
S.
Rivers,
present
granting
renewal
for
owner
of
247
shares,
through
transfer
period
of licensesconsent
of KMPC
WJR and
shares, consideration consisting
WGAR;
to involuntary
release
Granted
transfer granted
of control KMPC,
WJR and ofofNov.four
27 [B»T,fromNov.obligations.
26, Oct. 8, Sept.
17].
WGARtrix oftoestate
Frances
S.
Richards,
execuof
G.
A.
Richards,
deWMIE
Miami,
Fla.
—
Granted
consent
to
transfer
of
control
Sun
Coast
Bcstg.
ceased;
denied
petition
to
set
aside
inChief, Broadcast
Co., Daniel
licensee,Sherby
from toArthur
McBride
Bureauitial decision
and filed
FCC byGeneral
Counsel; and
E.Ga.,D. B.part
Rivers
Sr.,
WGOV
Valdosta,Fla.
owner
grantedcantscounter-petition
filedimmediate
by appli- owner
insofar
as
it
requests
WOBS
Jacksonville,
Mr.
Rivers
grant
of
renewal
applications;
dismissed
buys
1541
shares
for
$1
per
share
and
asBroadcast
moot certain
exceptions
ofGeneral
Chief, notes
purchases
worth$218,459
of demand
Bureau
andstrike
FCCexceptions
from $227,500
sellers for
[B • T,
Counsel
and
motion
to
July
9].
Granted
Nov.
27
[B«T,
Nov.
26,
Oct.
8,
Sept.
17].
filed
by
applicants.
(Comrs.
Coy
and
Hennock
concurred
inissued
separate
opin- KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and
ion;
Comr.
Walker
dissenting
opinion.)
issue). Order Nov. 28 (see story this
WDSUCorp.
New FCCOrleans,
La. application
— WDSU
Bcstg.
for
renewal ofCIRCUIT,
licensegranted
forNov.
regular
[CLOSED
26,period
19].
(Comr.
Jones
dissented
to
decision
concurred in grant.) Decision Nov. but26.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Dallas, Examiner
Tex. — Lakewood
Hearing
Fanney N.Bcstg.
Litvin Co.isgrant ofsued initial
new decision
AM stationlooking
on 1480toward
kc, 1
kw, day,tions.500Decisionw Nov.
night, 27.fulltime; condiReading,
Pa.—Basil
Radio P.Reading.
Hearing decision
Examiner
Cooper issued
initial
looking
toward
denialon
of1510application
for
new
AM
station
Nov. kc,29. 1 kw, DA, fulltime. Decision
Non-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
KBMX
Coalinga, Calif.—
Granted
cons
e
n
t
t
o
assignment
of license
from
Rea
B. Bowman and Benjamin
Bowman,
d/b as Pleasant Valley Bcstg. Co., to.

WGAR Cleveland
— Granted
consent toto
involuntary
transfer
of control
Frances
S. A.Richards,
executrix
of est
a
t
e
o
f
G.
Richards,
deceased.
No
monetary
28 (see storyconsideration.
this issue). Granted Nov.
New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Knoxville,
Ra-Tel
Inc.,
860
kc,
1Tenn^Knoxville
kw,$10,000,
daytime;
estimated
construction
cost
estimated
first
year
operating
cost
$48,000,
estimated
first
revenue $60,000.
includeyearPresident
Roy S. Stockholders
Carr (31%),
Savannah,
Ga., city
treasurer andAssn.,director Chatham
Savings
Vice President
Mrs.
Roy &S. Loan
Carr (30%),
Vice President Thomas W. Gamble
(34%),
owner
"The
Review
Co." (office
supply
and Drinting), Ben
Savannah,
and
Secretary-Treasurer
Akerman
(5%),
chief
engineer
WGST
Atlanta
and
a
consulting
engineer.
Filed
Nov.
27.
Raleigh,
C. — kc,
Merchants
Farmers Station,N.1440
500 w, &daytime;
estimatedtimateconstruction
cost $14,275,
esd
f
i
r
s
t
year
operating
cost
$24,000,
estimated
first
year
revenue
$36,000. merApplicant
is B. H. WFVG
Ingle Sr.,
forstockholder
Springs,&50%N.Sons
C, (roofing
and newofandowner
ofFuquay
B. H.
Ingle
sheet
metal
fabricators). Filed Nov. 29.
Arthur
Westlund,
1340Lafayette,
kc, 250structiow,n cosCalif.—
fulltime;
estimated
cont
$14,629.20,
estimated
first
year
operating
cost$32,000.
$30,000,Applicant
estimated
first
year
revenue
manager
of KRE
Berkeley, Calif., andis
owns Nov.
Royal
Filed
28.Recording Co., Berkeley.
Meyersdale,
Pa.—estimated
WJAC Inc.,
560 kc,
500
daytime;
cost w,$39,750,
estimated
firstconstruction
year
operating
cost
$39,860,
estimated
first
year
revenue,
$42,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
ofNov.WJAC-AM-FM
Johnstown,
Pa.
Filed
28.
Covington, La. — A. R. Blossman Inc.,
900 kc, 1 kw,
struction cosdaytime;
t $16,275, estimated
estimated confirst
year
operating
cost$36,000.
$24,000,Stockholders
estimated
first
year
revenue
inE. applicant
corporation
include
A.
R.,
C. and
Blossman,
R. S. Blossman
Sr. W.,andcers D.orJr.,
D. ofHollander,
all offiemployes
A.
R.
Blossman
Inc.,
CovingtonFiled(home
fuel
distributor).
Nov. appliances,
28.
TV APPLICATIONS
Rochester, Ch.Minn.10, —ERPSouthern
Minn.
Bcstg.
kw visual,
10.1 kwCo.,aural,
antenna 20height
above
average terrain
597
ft.;
estimated
struction cost $181,742.15, estimated confirst
year
operating
cost $120,000.
$100,000, Applicant
estimated
first
year
revenue
is licensee
Nov.
27. of KROC Rochester. Filed
Minneapolis,
Family
Corp.,
Ch. 9, ERPMinn.
68 kw— above
visual,average
34Bcstg.
kw
aural,
height
terrain antenna
454 ft.; estimated
construction
cost $280,700,
estimated
first
year
operating cost $480,000, Applicant
estimated first
year
revenue
licensee
of KEYD $600,000.
Minneapolis. Filedis Nov.
27.
Paducah,
Ky. — 10.8
Paducah
Newspapers
Inc.,
Ch.antenna
6, ERP
kw above
visual,
5.4 kw
aural,
height
average
terrain 373 ft.; estimated construction
cost $171,150,
estimated
first year
operating cost$80,000.
$90,000,
estimated
year
revenue
Applicant
isfirst
licensee
of
WKYB-AM-FM
Paducah
and
has
25%
interest
in
WFRX
West
Frankfort,
HI. Filed Nov. 28.
Odessa, Tex. — Ectar County Bcstg.
(Continued on page 10 U)
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(Continued from page 103)
Co., aural,
Ch. 7,antenna
ERP 2.25height
kw visual, aver1.125
kw
agetionterrain
360 ft.; estimated
estimatedabove
construccost
$137,047,
first
operating cost $55,002, estimated year
first
year revenue
cense of KECK$67,460.
Odessa.Applicant
Filed Nov.is 29.liSpringfield,
sionkwInc.,aural,
Ch. Mo.—
3,antenna
ERPSpringfield
60.7height
kw Televivisual,
30.35
above
average
terrain
544%
ft.;
estimated
construction
cost
$224,250,
estimated
first
year
operating
cost
$100,000,
estimated
first year ofrevenue
$100,000.
ApplicantFiledis
licensee
KGBX
Springfield.
Nov. 30.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
Pensacola,
Fla.
ofWEAR
control
Gulfport
Bcstg.— Acquisition
Co., licensee, by Charles
W.O. Smith,
from
Gene
L.Fletcher,
Cagle,
Lewis
Seibert
and
Earle
through
purchase
of
255transfer,
shares
ofMr. stock
for
$18,000.
Before
has 127*4
shares
(25%), Mr.
CagleSmith
has 127H
shares,
Mr. Seibert
has
25*1
Mr. Fletcher
102
shares.shares
Afterandtransfer,
Mr. Smithhas will
haveWSFC382i/2Somerset,
shares (75%).
Filed
Nov.
26.
Ky.Bcstg.
— Transfer
controlsee, fromSoutheastern
Co.,
licen-of
W.
Hawes
Meade
to
Meyer
Layman through sale of 700 shares
(70%) agerforof WSFC.
$54,000. Mr. Layman
is maninally filed Oct. Refiled
13). Nov. 26 (origWKHM
Jackson,
Mich.—
Assignment
of CP &fromTelevision
WKMH Corp.
Inc. toto simplify
Jackson
Bcstg.
administrative,
financial
and
other
related problems
arising
of stations
in& twoTelevision
differentfromCo.
citiesoperation
(Jackson
Bcstg.
operates
WKMH
WKHM). Dearborn
Filed Nov.and 26.holds a CP for
KTRY from
Bastrop,
La.— Assignment
license
Bcstg. Inc.d/bofto
Nathan Bolton Morehouse
and A. R. McCleary,
as Morehouse
Bcstg.
Co.,
through
liquidation of stock held
by Messrs.
Bolton
and
McCleary
for
equal
partnership
interests ineration.firm.
Filed Nov.No 28.monetary considWCRB fromWaltham,
Mass.— Bcstg.
Transfer toof
control
Charles
Theodore purchase
Jones andofRiverstock
StephenheldCo.
Paine
through
Richardson. Mr.C.Paine
O'Hareis buying
and Deuel
Richard-by
Mr.
Richardsen's y3 and
interestJones
for $20,000
and Messrs.
Paine
are buying
Mr.
O'Hare's
y3 already
interest holds
for $10,000
each.
Mr.
Jones
y3years
interest,
bought
from
L.
P.
Liles
two
ago.
Filed Nov. 28.
Bridgeport,
Conn. S.— Assignment
of WICC
licenseprises
from
Thomas
EnterInc.,forlicensee,
to Lee
Bridgeport
Bcstg.
Co.
$200,000
(contingent
on
grant
of
WOR-AM-FM-TV
New
to Thomas S. Lee Enterprises, York
B«T,
Nov. 26).censeeBridgeport
Bcstg.
Co.
is
liNov. 29. of WLIZ Bridgeport. Filed
WICC
Bridgeport—
Transfer
of
control BridgeportPhilip
Bcstg.Merryman
Co. to G. andGres-J.
ham
KennethGriggs,
Bradley,
voting trustees
(cont
i
n
g
e
n
t
o
n
assignment
from
Thomas Bcstg.
S. Lee Enterprisesgrant
to BridgeNov. port
29. Co., B*T, Nov. 26). Filed
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 27, FM 65, TV 1. New deletion:
KUMOCo.,Columbia,
Bcstg.
CP, Nov. Mo.23. — Boone County

GOODWILL STATIONS
Pott Issues Statement
JOHN F. PATT, president of the
Goodwill Stations, issued the following1 statement last week following FCC's
renewing WGAR
the licenses of action
WJR Detroit,
Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles:
We sionarehas disposed
gratifiedofthat
the
Commisthisgratefully
matter.
We
will
always
remember
and
loyally
all
who
offered
and
gave
us
their
support.
We look
eagerly
and confidently
to theforward
future
ofopportunities
our stations
—as and
particularly
to
the
as the obligations
ofhighest
operating
thesewellofstations
under
the
standards
publicour
service.
We
intend
to
demonstrate
sloganas
ofwell"The
Goodwill
Stations"
in
fact
as in name.
WJR, respective
WGAR andwideKMPC,
reaching
their
areas
around
Detroit,
Cleveland
and the
Losconfidence
Angeles,
will
endeavor
to
deserve
of
their
listeners,
and
to
exhibit
leadership in making radio increasingly
effective asmation,
a medium
of
public
inforand inspiration. enlightment, understanding

Adherents Explain
(Continued from page 25)
acquired. He cited the difficulty of
drawing up language for political
telecasts and asked how a station
would handle the situation that
arose in Philadelphia where a candidate brought in a stuffed skunk
and directed his replies on his opponent's statements to the animal.
He added that the telecaster "has
no right or authority of censorThe penal provision is "probably
the
controversial,"
said,
ship."
beingmost
an innovation
thoughhe benefiting from experience of other
industries. He called the five-man
review board a clearing house for
complaints, public relations agency, sounding board and grand jury
if necessary. Procedural changes
will
week.be submitted to the board this
As to the code seal, Mr. Brown
said stations will have the right
to exploit it, and to surrender it
if they wish. At the same time, the
TV board will have the right to
enjoin its Use.
He denied charges the code will
frustrate creative effort or baffle
good taste. "Would it regiment?"
he
asked side
rhetorically.
"Well,tothea
negative
would limit
degree — the positive should do anything but that."
QU1NCY,
ILLINOIS
GATES
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Richards Renewals
(Continued from page 23)
might be necessary
265 pages of testimony plus 1,200 and schedulesto asimprove
the operation
exhibits. Only the two-year TV orof desirable
the stations and their service in
allocations-color-UHF proceedings the
public
interest;
and
did
are believed to have taken more not intend to state or implythatthatshethere
testimony — 1900 pages of testi- would not be such changes in the promony but only 700 exhibits. The
gram occur
schedulesin"asthe necessarily
operation ofanda
case reportedly cost Mr. Richards normally
properly conducted broadcast station
$2 Initial
million.charges in February 1948 in the public interest."
Continuing,
there wereMrs.not Richards
in effect declares
on June
by forme*
newscasters
leged that KMPC
Mr. Richards
orderedal- that
23,
1951,
or
at
any
time since then,
newscasters to slant their broad- and that there will not
be in the fucasts inline with his personal polititure, anyrectivespolicies,
ditoofficers orinstructions
employees ofor the
cal and social opinions. Within the
three stations or any actions or atnext 30 days,vestigationrequests
for
an
intempts otending
f any inkind,
were received by the
rectly
any directly
way: (1) orto indipreFCC from the American Jewish
sent news broadcasts in a manner
Congress,
CIO,
Americans
for
designed
to
give
a
biased
or
a
oneDemocratic Action, National Assn.
sided presentation of the news . . .;
of Radio News Directors, American (2) to broadcast false news concerning particular issues or persons . . .;
Federation of Radio Artists and
California Democratic State Cen- newspapers
(3) to broadcast
da'ly
as newseditorials
items andof withtral Committee (whose chairman
out identification of such items as
was James Roosevelt, eldest son of editorials
. . .: (4) to discriminate
the late President).
and other broadcasts in favor
Late in March the FCC ordered inof news
any political
groups ofor other
candidates asagainstcauses,
the interest
an investigation and in November
1948 it ordered a public hearing on political causes, groups or candidates
or in any private
manner political,
to prothe
charges [B*T, March 8, 1948 . . .; mote(5)or further
et seq.].
or economicanyviews
and interests psl
During the course of the heated ofsocial
any
officer,
director,
stockholder
hearing, which ended in December employee of the three stations. . .or.
1950, the case became a cause
contrary, she stated, there
celebre — with allegations of perT wereOn intheeffect
on June
time since then,
and 23,
there1951,willat all
be mi*
secution,
deception,
anti-semitism
and dictatorship freely and publicly in the future, the policies set forth
traded among opposing counsel.
in the "Statement of General Polithe exhibits
answerscies,".attached
. . to(which
embodiesto heran
Counsel in Case
code for the operation of
Representing FCC were Mr. aexemplary
broadcast station) ; and all officers,
Cottone and Frederick W. Ford, employees
othersare,concerned
now chief of the Hearing Division on
June 23,and1951,
and will"were
conof the FCC's Broadcast Bureau.
tinue to be, under instructions that
Representing Mr. Richards was they must strictly adhere both to the
Hugh Fulton of the New York
the letter of the foregoHalley.
law firm of Fulton, Walter & spiriting, asand
well as of all other provisions
in said 'Statement of General Poli- I*'
cies,' copies of which have been, and
Rudolph Halley is the newlyelected president of the New York will continue to be, furnished to all
City Council,
who toattained
promiWith further relation to the issues
nence as counsel
the Kefauver
inof thethem."
Committee [B»T, Nov. 12].
ardsrenewal
avers: thatproceedings,
on June 23,Mrs.
1951,Richand
all times since then and in the
Salient portions of the Commis- atfuture,
no disciplinary action has
sion's decision follow:
been, is being, or will be taken against
The assertions in the Supplemen- any
officer or employee of the three sited
tarymentsStatements
[Mrs.
Richards'
state- stations
for failure or refusal to do liiyi
i
n
answer
to
the
FCC's
inquiry
regarding
program
policies
of
the
stations] are drafted with reference
to the alleged conduct and activities
of Mr. Richards which were specified
in the designated issues in the rem ******
newal proceeding. Preliminarily, however, Mrs. Richards states that in her
answer . . ., she understood and asCHNS
that the wordto the"present"
the
riquestionsumedreferred
date shein subscribed and swore to the transfer apHALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
plications, June 23, 1951; that her
answer was intended to cover policies
Our List of NATIONAL
and schedules in effect on and after
ADVERTISERS Looks Like
June 23, 1951, and not those in effect
WHO'S WHO!
prior thereto;
that and
by "phrasing
her
answer
as broadly
unqualifiedly
as possible, and by not limiting its
THEY
wantAsk the BEST!
scope andticulareffect
matters, by[she]reference
intendedto parthat
the Commission be given adequate
JOS. WEED & CO.,
assurance of full compliance by the
licensee corporation, its officers and 350 Madison Ave., New York
About the
employees with all applicable statutes
and Commission rules, regulations and
Maritimes Busiest Station
decisions";
that
she
did
not
intend
to
state or imply that there would be no
5000 WATTS — NOW!
such changes in the program policies
BROADCASTING
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my of the things set forth in (1) to
5) above . . ., but that, onthetheofficers
conduring suchhaveperiod
rary,
nd employees
been and will
ontinue to be subject to disciplinary
ction
adere to forthe failure
policiesorsetrefusal
forth toin the
Statement
of
General
Policies";
that
either on June 23, 1951, nor at any
ime since then, have the facilities of
he stations been used, nor will they
e used in the future, to do any of
le things set forth jn (1) to (5)
bove . . ., but that, on the contrary,
le facilities have been and will be
sed in accordance with the policies
?t forth in the "Statement of Genral Policies"; and that neithersinceon
at any time
une 23, 1951, nor time
in the future
ten, nor at any
repreany
be, by inaccurate
HI there made
;ntations
or on behalf of
le corporate licensees, or any of itsto
employees . or. . stockholders
fleers,
le Commission.
letters
of the6, Commission's
Copies
1951, were furnished
September
of the CommisCounsel
General
n, and to others in interest. On
October 5, 1951, there was filed with
e Commission a document entitled
omments of General Counsel and
tief of the Broadcast Bureau con-of
rning Supplementary Statements
iecutrix."
In these Comments the General
•unsel
and reiterate
the Chief their
of theobjection
Broad:st
Bureau
"a
decision
on
the
renewal
applica>ns without following the normal
ocedures for disposition of formal
in their opinstate thatStatements
tiieiLoceedings";
i the Supplementary
are
Commission's
the
to
responsive
trtquest
for clarification in the letters
September 6, 1951; contend that
the record herein and
light ofrepeatedly
t0hel,netheposition
taken by the
applicants,
] irporate
;-y Statements do notthegiveSupplemenadequate
that the applicants' concept
f ei jsurance
operation
"in
the
public
interest"
d "in accordance with applicable
"totkLtutes,
rules from
and decim!(Lns" is Commission
at all different
the
riiionl-licies and practices which occamaintain
ip0|j|»ned these proceedings;
conduct
the pastofficials
in the light
anlpt actions
.j(0a|lli
of the ofpresent
of
{: stations, substantial doubt exists
,js;jepto the reliance which can properly
upon the representations
placedaffidavits,
(jljjjj^li
,4, their
especially since, as
officials have not
lk|jy assert, these
i,|,tt»quivocally
repudiated past objec3„ai,J)tiable practices; and argue that the
.^Xceedings should not be terminated
|IdJ: hout a "decision containing find! |_s
upon rulings
all the facts
i ,"based
including
on theof recmo-

tives and credibility of various persons upon which a cloud has been cast
by the tactics of the applicants in the
renewal proceedings.
Accordingly, they request that the
Commission (1) grant their motion to
direct the Examiner to issue an Initial Decision containing findings and
conclusions upon the entire record,
orthe (2)
their exceptions
with
viewconsider
to the issuance
of a decision
by the Commission itself; and pending the issuance
of a decision that
by the
Examiner
or the Commission
the
Commission reject the Supplementary
Statements or defer consideration
thereof.
We areaminerof properly
the opinion
that that
the Exconcluded
the
death of Mr. Richards rendered moot
the questions presented under the
issues of the renewal proceeding, as
the only subject of inquiry was the
qualifications of the licensees while
undertion orMr.
Richards'
personal
control.
To arrive
at thisdirecdet
e
r
m
i
n
a
t
i
o
n
i
t
was
obviously
unneces ary for him to make the detailed
findings and conclusions requested by
the General Counsel, as they were no
longer material.
We cannot agree with the General
Counsel and the Chief of the Broadcast Bureau that the transcript reference cited by them [Answers of John
Patt, president of the stations, to
questions regarding past and future
policies of the stations] indicates
that Mr. Richards' death did not mark
a terminating point in the proceedCHRONOLOGY

ings; therethatis nothe connotation
in that
testimony
allegedly improper
practices
under
Mr.
Richards'
regime
would continue.
However, the Examiner did not rule
on the ultimate issue upon which the
matter was designated for hearing —
whether duced"inunderthethelightforegoing
of the factsissues
ad[relating to the role of Mr. Richards]
to determine the qualifications of
KMPC, The Station of the Stars, Inc.;
WJR, The Goodwill Station, Inc.; and
WGAR Broadcasting Company ... a
grant of the said applications would
serve the public interest, convenience
and necessity" . . . Despite the fact
that dismissal, as such, without passing upon the designated material issues, is not
prerogativeagainst
of an Examiner, anya strictures
the
proprietyare ofof nothemoment
Examiner's
herein
in the ruling
light
of the action we ourselves are taking
today.
Wetion tohave
given careful Statements
considerathe Supplementary
and the Comments of the General
CounselcastandBureau.
the The
Chief Supplementary
of the BroadStatements,sponsive to our
in our
opinion,
are reletters of September
6, 1951, and constitute a rejection of
the
and policies
whichalleged
led to practices
the institution
of the
renewal proceeding and a positive
representation, upon which we rely,
that the alleged practices and policies
of the newal
type proceeding
under will
inquirynot inoccur
the re-in
the future.

NBC Merchandising
(Continued from page 27)
he told the affiliates, "we want you
... to provide the means for ceoperations imenting
n theour merchandising
interest of network
advertisers at the local level. This
means that we want you to provide the manpower for the allimportant follow-up.
"NBC merchandisers will arrange for the cooperation of the
big chain organizations, as well as
the important department stores
and other key outlets, but it is
vital to the success of this plan that
some means be provided for implementing the job at the local level."
The firstseries
strictlyadvanced
"merchandised"
program
by NBC
is its "Market
Basket
consisting of three shows toPlan,"
be offered
Tandem style but with affiliates
also asked to devote one minute
per half-hour show to their local
super-market
products
advertised on handling
the showsthe(see
story
page 23). NBC's Belief
NBC,recognized
Mr. Dodge
fully
the reported,
significance"hasof
merchandising and firmly believes
that this vital force is absolutely
essential to a hard-hitting sales
operation in today's market."
He thought his network's service
would correct
"misunder-by
standing" aboutexistent
merchandising
helping stations to offer advertisers
a rounded and effective merchandising service.
Stations, he continued, cannot be
"unprepared
for years
the sales
battlesor
of 1952 and the
beyond,
oblivious to the growing competiand the sales
Mr.tion Dodge
said: facts of life."
"Merchandising will force a
closer relationship between us and
the sponsors and their advertising
mediums. At the same time it will
build trade acceptance for radio as
a medium on the part of large and
important retail organizations in
all fields and thereby strengthen
your
position But
withabove
local all,
and when
spot
advertisers.
this work is properly done, it will
act as insurance on the good will
of present sponsors, help sell new
advertisers and, most importantly,
stabilize and maintain rates."

OF RICHARDS CASE
eral Counsel.
FEB. 28, 1948: Clete Roberts and
George E. Lewin, former employes of
MAY 28, 1951:
G. A. Richards,
of stations
and subjectprin-of
KMPC Los Angeles, charge news charges,cipal owner
dies in Detroit.
slanting by that station.
JUNE 14, 1951: dismissal
Initialof decision,
MARCH 6, 1948: Maurie Starrels,
case duerec-to
formerly of KMPC, files deposition death of Mr. ommending
Richards, issued by Hearwith FCC charging news slanting by
ing Examiner Cunningham.
that station. Joining in demand for
JUNE
General Bureau
Counhearing are American Jewish Consel and 15,
Chief1951:of FCC
Broadcast
gress, CIO, Americans for Democratic petition
FCC
to
set
aside
initial
decision.
Action, National Assn. of Radio News
Directors, American Federation of
JUNE
25,
1951:
Stations'
counsel
Rad'o craticArtists
and
California
DemoState Central Committee (James opposes above petition.
JUNE 29, 1951: Applications for inRoosevelt, chairman).
transfer of control
staMARCH 11, 1948: American Jewish
tions to Mrs.voluntaryRichards
filed withof FCC.
Congresscense of KMPC.
petitions FCC to revoke liSEPT.
7,
1951:
FCC
asks
Mrs.
Richclarification of program poliMARCH 24, 1948: CIO asks FCC to
ciardses offorstations.
hold
SEPT. 17, 1951: Mrs. Richards recharges.hearings on news slanting
MARCH 24, 1948: FCC announces cies. plies to FCC letter on program poliinvestigation into charges.
NOV. 28, 1951: FCC renews licenses
NOV. 12, 1948: FCC orders public of stations,
trol to Mrs. approves
Richards. transfer of conhearings on charges.
SEPT. 28, 1949: FCC designates
hearing on license renewal applicaWJR Detroit,
WGAR Clevelandtionsandfor KMPC
Los Angeles.
WDRC
MARCH 13, 1950: Hearings begin
Los Angeles before FCC Hearing
F M It inExaminer
J. Fred Johnson.
WDRC
MAY
Johnson 2,dies.1950: Hearing Examiner
Another BMl "Pin l/P" Hit-Published by Marks
MAY 4, 1950: FCC appoints FCC
Hearingham to replace
ExaminerlateJames
CunningMr. D.Johnson.
MANHATTAN— Vic.
MAY 23, 1950: FCC strikes record
of proceedings held before late Mr.
Records: Dinah Shore-Tony Martin
On
Johnson, orders hearing de novo
I
— MGM 30170; Jimmy
20-4315; Mickey RooneyColumb
Rates,The 3Resu*'lt* *
(anew) in Los Angeles.
ia 39578; Lee
Dorsey-Pat O'Connor —
JUNE
14-OCT.
19,
1950:
Hearing
60612.
held in Los Angeles.
Wiley_Col. 39202; George Auld— CoralOrch.
21-DEC.and21,record
1950: closed.
Hearing
—
ription: Cocoanut Grove
Transc
On
heldNOV.in Detroit
Standard.
APRIL 30, 1951: Proposed findings
for ewaw
and conclusions filed by applicants.
Repres
MAY 14, 1951: Proposed findings
and conclusions filed by FCC GenDecember 3, 1951 • Page 105
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NEW APPOINTMENTS
ANNOUNCED BY FCC
APPOINTMENTS to head branches of FCC
officially andivisions were new
Broadcast Bureau Following
chiefs:
are
nounced Friday.
Barr,
Aural Facilities Division, James& W.Changed
chief-David S. Stevens, New
E. Johnson, ExistFacilities Branch; WallaceBruce
S. Longfellow,
Branch;
ing Facilities
ns Branch.
Allocatio
Cyril M.
Television Facilities Division,Applica
tions
Braum, chief-Joseph N. Nelson,
thwait, Technical
Cowper.
Hart S.
Branch; an
ch
Br
. •
t D.
Renewal & Transfer Division,Jr.Dwigh
er
Transf
R. Powell
Doty, chief-Walter hause,
Renewal Branch,
Branch; Sol ,Schild
LeRoy Schaaff Compliance Branch. Ford, chief
Hearing Division, Frederick W.
Rjde* *
ant chief
assistDobm,
Rawsoon,n, Paul
-Robert". Divisi
f^f-Arthur
Standards
Admin
as
Named
chief.
assistant of Broadcast Bureau isScheiner,trative
was
Assistant
Broadcast Bureau is
Lavelle W. Hughes.Plumm
er, with Joseph M.
d by Curtis B.
heade
Kittner as assistant chief.
NEW COLOR TUBE
announced by Lee
NEW COLOR TV tube
ent of WKBS Oyster
IllVngsworth, presid
to description small
Bay N Y. Accordhasing mercur
y, oil _ or other
cathode ray tube s end. From
outside tube,
liquid within bulbou
mzain syncho
triggered
d lights,
colorecolor
three with
beam to
direct
,
camera
TV
tion
producing color
strike liquid in tube, thus
bed as mainly for
picture. Invention descri
screen color TV Use
amplification for large
Eidophor
of liquid indicates kinship with Swiss
Century20th
which
for
TV,
e
theatr
of
system
Nov. 19]. Use of
Fox has U. S. rights [B*T,
r to
simila
also sounds
outside light source
Skiatron system of large-screen TV.

WBKB (TV), IBEW AGREE
1220
o and IBEW Local week.
WBKB (TV) Chicag
t last
came to agreement on new contraczation
Board.
Stabili
Wage
by
Signing delayed
on
Will convene Wednesday to consider reducti
and onefrom four to three maximu
in escalator clauseworker
m
to receive
half years for
t, when signed, will be retrowages.active Contrac
to May 1 and will expire Sept. 1, 1952.
g wage of $80 instead
It provides for startin
ians, three
rs and technic
of $72.50of fortwoenginee
weeks vacation and extra pay
instead
s
at $137.50
remain
um
Maxim
ys.
holida
for
weekly.
WCOL SALE HEARING
HEARING on sale of WCOL Columbus, Ohio,
from Pixleys Inc. to Secretary of Commerce
Charles Sawyer was postponed from Dec. 6 to
Jan. 10 Friday. FCC acted on motion of both
FCC's
reconsideration
parties.
last month,ofavowed
order wasfor filed
hearing Petition
WIZE
that overlap among Sawyer-owned
Springfield and WING Dayton and WCOL were
for
negligible, should not be considered ofreason
Pixleys
$100,000 purchase
questioning
Columbus station [B*T, Oct. 29].
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TV HELPS FOOTBALL GATE
THREE times as many men in families
having TV sets attended professional and
college football games in Pittsburgh than
attended from families without TV sets,
according to a survey conducted by
Guide-Post Research, Pittsburgh.
Survey showed that 32% of men in
families with TV sets attended at least
one game of Pittsburgh Steelers in 1950
comparedIn tocase11%of college
of men games,
in non-TV
homes.
24%
of men in TV families attended a game
compared
in non-TVSteeler
families.game,
Of men towho8% attended
62% also watched team on TV with 32%
ofOf non-attenders
TV. •
men attendingwatching
collegegames
game,on 75%
also watched college games on TV, with
60% of non-attenders seeing college
games on TV. Some of reported viewing
on TV includes films shown several days
later.
NCAA FOOTBALL TEST
SUCCESS, SAYS FUREY
EXPERIMENTAL football TV program of
National Collegiate Athletic Assn. was success
despite efforts of pressure groups to wreck it,
Ralph Furey, Columbia U. athletic director,
and
member of NCAA TV committee, asserted
Friday.
Dept. of Justice claim that plan violated antitrust laws constitutes reversal of Dept.'s 1949
stand in baseball case, he said, adding that results ofvensurvey
will be ready for NCAA contion in January.
Robert Hall, Yale U. athletic director also
member of NCAA committee, refused to divulge names of pressure groups but said he
would like to see list of phone calls to Dept. of
Justice between February and September of
this year.
NAM BROADCAST
SPECIAL broadcast from Dec. 7 Congress of
American Industry, under auspices of National Assn. of Manufacturers and featuring
interview with newly elected NAM president,
scheduled for 5:15-5:30 p.m. (EST) over ABC
radio network as culmination of three-day 56th
annual NAM congress.
NBC CODE CONSCIOUS
TOP NBC television performers have
received letters from President Joseph
H. McConnell in which he urged them to
be on guard against "borderline material" and to feel personally free to
bring possible instances to his personal
attention. Citing criticisms of industry
for violations of good taste, he wrote,
"My honest belief is that in the main,
NBC programs do not constitute targets
at which shots can be aimed justifiably.
Unfortunately, however, there are exceptions which have occurred as the result of bad judgment here and there."

PEOPLE...
SCOTT EDDY, of Badger & Browning & Hersey where he was American Chicle account
executive,
to New York radio sales staff of
The Katz Agency.
RALPH DENNIS, ABC-TV network sales,
slated to join The Katz Agency, New York, as
video salesman effective Dec. 17.
SAMUEL MENDLESON, director of advertising and sales promotion, MOAR Inc., Omaha,
to B. T. Babbitt Inc. (BAB-0 and Glim),
N.
Y.,
as director of advertising and merchandising.
DWAYNE MOORE, NBC, to Lennen & Mitch
ell,
N. Y., as analyst on radio and television
ratings.
WILLIAM KING Jr., general sales manager
International Milling Co., Minneapolis, to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., as account executive
DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT, president of Allen
B. DuMont Labs, will be principal speaker
annual convention of National Appliance arid
RadioHotel
Dealers
ton
Jan. Assn.
13-15. in Chicago's Conrad H
GERTRUDE BERG, creator of The Goldberisl
both as author and actress, Thursday appointed chairman, women's
division,
Kenny Foundation.
Mrs. Berg
will Sister
dirett
women's
activities
for
1951
fund
drive,
Dec. II |
through 15.
IRV R. RILL, specialist in food and drug ad- 1
vertising, formerly with Grant Adv., has
joined Duane Jones Co. New York, to handle
Vitamin Corp. of America, fourth account announced by Jones since re-opening agencf.
Billing of account reported at rate of sev^n j
figures.
MILTON E. KRENTS, producer, Eter
Light, Brandt & Brandt Productions, named
story consultant on Robert Montgomery Pre
sents on NBC-TV.
JOSEPH WARD, president of Advertising Reml
search Bureau Inc., Seattle, has accepted in
vitation to address January meeting of Chicag<
Radio Management Club.
KSYL TO BUY KVOB
CONTRACT has been signed by Louisiana
Baptist Convention officials to sell KVOB to
owners of KSYL, both in Alexandria, La. Own
ers of KSYL will sell that station if KVOB
purchase is approved. Price about $58,000,
same amount which Louisiana Sen. Dudley J.
LeBlanc had contracted to pay for station.
Sen.
LeBlanc's
was
dismissed
at hisapplication
request byforFCCtransfer
earlierlin
week. KSYL, on 1400 kc with 250 w, is jointly
owned by Harold Wheelahan, general manager of WSMB New Orleans and Milton Fox,
KSYL manager. KVOB is licensed for 970
kc with 1 kw and has FCC approval to remain
silent pending sale. Sen. LeBlanc, in petition to
cancel purchase,
as reasons
difficulties, politicalgave
ambitions,
and financial
trouble with
government.
SWIFT CANCELS
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, for Jewel shortening
and oil, cancels Red Foley Show on NBC from
WSM Nashville Dec. 21. J. Walter Thompson
Chicago, considering use of regional networks
and spot programming for same show.
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Wholeheartedly reliable . . .
In the course of more than thirty
years of broadcasting, Arthur B.
Church, president and founder of the
KMBC-KFRM Team, has taught the
folks in the Heart of America a great
lesson. That lesson is the fact that
wherever they go there will be radio —
and— if it's KMBC-KFRM, it will be
good radio.
This earnest policy of reliability
spreads both ways. Listeners in the
rich Kansas City Primary Trade Area
look to The KMBC-KFRM Team as
they have for years, for the latest and
greatest in broadcasting. They name
The Team their favorite source for
news, sports, special events, educational programs and fine wholesome entertainment day in, day out, year after
At the same time, advertisers find
year.
that radio schedules placed on The
Team get results. They know that they
can depend on KMBC-KFRM for reliable service, and be sure that their
sales messages are reaching the major
share of the radio audience.
Yes indeed, The KMBC-KFRM Team
is wholeheartedly reliable. That's why
KMBC-KFRM has and holds the audience
and why to sell the whole Heart of America,
wholeheartedly, it's . . .
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For the SECOND TIME the Grocery Manufacturers of America
have chosen Kay West of KEX as FIRST PLACE AWARD WINNER in
their "Life-Line of America" competition. This second GMA award is pr
of the programming excellence of this outstanding KEX women's progran
And — proof of KEX^MffilMl/ by the women of the Pacific Northw
is shown by the fact that Kay West consistently sells her sponsors' products
For details, check KEX Sales or Free &: Peters today.

Oregon's #^50,000 Watt Stati
ABC AFFILIATE IN PORTLAN
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KDKA . WBZ . WBZA . WOWO • KEX . KYW.WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; tor WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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Elected... by a landslide!
Campaigning on a platform of 50,000 watts,
the best programming and clear, powerful reception for 9 out of every 10
Northern Californians, KCBS swept to
an overwhelming Election Day victory at
the San Francisco polls, according to a
special Pulse study.
Taken at a time (10: 15 pm to 12:15 am)
when all San Francisco stations were
presenting election programs and bulletins
throughout the evening, this Pulse study
(which consisted of better than twice the
normal San Francisco sample) proved
that 50,000-watt KCBS won more audience
than the next two stations combined.
Want a recount? Sure. The whole story
is yours just for the asking.
San Francisco KCBS
Represented by
CBS Radio Spot Sales

WHAS-TV.

. quality

makes

the

of programming

difference!

Thursdays,
9:30-10:00

Bill Pickett,
featured baritone on
The Herbie Koch Show.

50,000

P.M.

"The Herbie Koch Show" is a musical variety program starring two of Louisville's outstanding
musical performers, organist Herbie Koch and baritone Bill Pickett. It's Louisville's number
one live musical show— first in audience size, first in audience acceptance.
As a top show at a premium time, "The Herbie Koch Show" enables sponsors to reach a large
nighttime audience with the kind of sales effectiveness offered only by a local program,
featuring established local personalities. The show has been a regular Thursday night feature
on WHAS-TV since March, 1950, and has a proved ability to maintain and sell a large audience
in the Louisville Market.

Watts

WHASTV
Serving a market of more than 105,000 television homes
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

•

NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Dint

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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Christmas

subscription
gift
form

on rates'"
riptisubscription
$7.00 for
one-year
gifta subsc
$13.00 for two subscriptions
$19.00 for three subscriptions
$25.00 for four subscriptions
$30.00 for five subscriptions
$5.00 each for six or more subscriptions
The 1952 BROADCASTING or TELECASTING Yearbook may
be included with each subscription for an additional 32.00 each.
Yearbooks to be mailed upon publication in February.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING: Please enter the gift
subscriptions listed on reverse side and send announcement
cards.
$
enclosed ( ) Please bill
City

Company
Address
State

Sign Gift Card
TURN

PAGE FOR GIFT SUBSCRIPTION FORMS

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING GIFT SUBSCRIPTION FORMS
(Special reduced rates not good after December 31, 1951]
NAME .„.,□□
• I NAME
FIRM ............
e • FIRM
ADDRESS
• ADDRESS
CITY
.ZONE STATE
...ZONE, STATE, I CITY
,
□ BROADCASTING Yearbook
□ TELECASTING Yearbook
□ TELECASTING Yearbook • □ BROADCASTING Yearbook
NAME,
FIRM..
ADDRESS
CITY
□ BROADCASTING Yearbook

NAME.
FIRM.
. ZONE , STATE ,
□ TELECASTING Yearbook

NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
CITY
□ BROADCASTING Yearbook

ADDRESS
CITY
□ BROADCASTING Yearbook

..ZONE, , STATE,
□ TELECASTING Yearbook

. ; NAME
I FIRM
• ADDRESS

ZONE STATE, •• CITY,
□ TELECASTING Yearbook J □ BROADCASTING Yearbook

ZONE STATE
□ TELECASTING Yearbook

mail to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING national press building, Washington a, d. c.
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American Oil Company
Anahist
Atlantic Refining
Bayer Aspirin
Borden's
Evaporated
Milk
Chase & Sanborn
Coffee
Chlorodent
Coffee Time Beverage
Crosley TV
Diamond Match
Downey Flake Waffles
Edison Batteries
H-0 Oats
Presto Flour
Habitant's Soup
Histoplus
Howard Clothes

Kellogg's
Bran
Kirkman's AllSoap
Eskimo Anti Freeze
Motorola
Musterole
Nucoa
Old Spice
Omega Oil
Pepto
Bismol
Pertussin
Red Cap Refresher
Red Devil Soot Remover
Rem
Silver Dust
Stoppers
Tenderleaf Tea
vv onder Salve

tadia buy udtest they iee it.

Compton Advertising
Young & Rubicam
Sullivan Stauffer Colwell
& Bayles
Dancer Fitzgerald &
Sample
Cunningham & Walsh
J. W. Thompson

4fOU . . .
Benton & Bowles
BBD & 0
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Donahue & Coe
Peck Advertising
Joseph Katz Co.
N. W. Ayer

1000
1000

Erwin Wasey
Dowd Redfield &
Johnstone
Wesley
Ted BatesAssociates
Chambers & Wiswell
Wills Burgess
Ruthrauff & Rvan

WATTS
1110
WATTS
WHIM
,110
Providence, Rhode Island

KK c

National Representatives Headley-Reed Co.
lished every Washington
Monday, 53rd4, D.and C.54thEntered
issues as(Yearbook
Numbers)
and February
by BroadcastingD. C.Publications,
870 National
second Class
matterpublished
iViaich 14,in January
1933, at Pest
Office at Washington.
under act Inc.,
of March
3, 1879. Press Building,

KRLD SOARS TO NEW HIGH
IN MORNING AUDIENCE RATING!
136% more listeners than the second highest
rated Dallas Station for the period May through
September,
station 15.1. Hooper says: KRLD 35.9; Second
KRLD's rates have been increased only moderately
the samegrowth.
period, but not comparable totheduring market
RADIO and KRLD, Dallas, are clearly and conclusively bet er buys than ever, based on cost
and audience.
KRLD is tops at night, too!

EXCLUSIVE DALLAS -FORT WORTH OUTLET FOR CBS RADIO PROGRAMS
The Branham Company
Owners and Operators of
Exclusive Representative
KRLD-TV CHANNEL 4
Clyde W. Rembeht, General Manager
John W. Runyon, President
Page 4 • Decern be" 10, 1951

KRLD
is your best buy
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CC IS TAKING preliminary look into new
etwork contracts with affiliates to determine
hether suppression of competition in any wise
involved by tying rates of one medium into
lose of another (radio and TV). Study initi;ed by Commissioners rather than staff level,
ad would be used as foundation for inquiry,
1 that course is decided upon to determine
hether in end result, dual operation of radio
id TV networks serves public interest.
ONG PENDING issue of specialized FM
;rvices (Transitcasting, Storecasting, Muzak,
unctional Music, etc.) appears headed for
irther inquiry rather than final decision. Door
ill beofkept
open, atit's which
understood,
through
ng
hearing
questions
will set-be
•opounded
as
to
legality
and
desirability
tch services and whether regulations actuallyof
m be complied
with by "beep" and other
>ecialized
operations.
V FREEZE was subject of two all-day FCC
eetings Thursday and Friday, with virtually
iitire attorney-engineer-accountant task force
tting in with Commissioners while aspects
scussed and decided. One source averred
lings were going along much faster than he
lought possible — indicating pretty general
?reement as issues were brought up. Feb. 1
still target date for release of allocations,
ret
>48. step in thawing of freeze in force since
THIS WRITING
it's doubted
whetherto any
:T hundreds
of indicated
TV hearings
folw thawing of freeze expected in February
in be held in field. Unless FCC gets more
it's argued,
it willareas
be impossible
mdoney,examiners
into home
for hearings,to
lternative is to haul them all to Washington.
HERE'S
that held
NBC'sat Fifth
Dnvention even
withmoney
affiliates,
Boca Annual
Raton,
la., Nov. 28-Dec. 1, will be last with formal
isiness
agenda.
Network,
however,
hasn't
iached decision. Boca convention, incidentally,
as generally regarded as best conducted of
.1, despite critical nature of agenda. Copious
edit given Frank Young, public relations
d to Vice President William Brooks, who
mdled arrangements.
BC REPORTEDLY in quest of top-flight
roadcast executive to take over station relaons job in radio vacated by Norman Cash, who
lis joined Crosley-TV [B*T, Nov. 12]. Since
2twork's new rate plan, despite 3-1 opposition
ote, is slated for July 1 adoption, NBC offi! als and station relations people intend to
jiunch
individual
tes in key
marketsnegotiations
at once. with some affiliEW CHRISTMAS COMPANY, Cowboy
uits Inc., with at least one employe from last
aar's
Adv. used
Agency
oeratingdisappearing
out of New Midland
York address
last
ear by Forty Toys Inc., maker of some of $1
iail-ovder items for which now defunct Midind placed time. When agency closed, number
(Continued on page 6)
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Mcdonald nbc treasurer
effective january 1
ELECTION of Joseph A. McDonald as treasurer of NBC, effective Jan. 1, was announced
by NBC President Joseph H. McConnell Friday
afternoon following regular meeting of NBC
board.
Appointment of Mr. McDonald, vice president, secretary and general attorney of ABC,
to
"importantlateexecutive"
NBC
was anannounced
last month,postbutwith
his exact
assignment was not disclosed pending board
meeting. There was speculation at outset,
however, that he might be slated for treasurership [B*T, Nov. 26].
As treasurer, he will report to Joseph V.
Heffernan, NBC financial vice president.
In new assignment he succeeds John H. MacDonald,
who resigned
and
treasurer
last June.as NBC vice president
ANGELES
IN to'53be held
NARTBLOSconvention
scheduled
in Los Angeles in 1953, under decision of
board of directors. Just before adjourning in Washington Friday noon, board
selected West Coast site provided satisfactory arrangements can be made. Upcoming 1952 meeting March 31-April 2
will be held again at Conrad Hilton (formerly
Stevens)atHotel,
tion was held
Los Chicago.
Angeles inConvenMay,
1948.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
LEVENSON FOR LEVER # Lever Brothers,
N. Y., interested in half-hour television show
featuring Sam Levenson. Format not set yet
nor has definite time period been worked out.
NEW YEAR TEA DRIVE • Teltely Tea Co.,
N. Y., through Earl Bothwell, N. Y., placing
campaign in several markets in January. Additional campaign will probably be forthcoming
after budget planning meeting in mid-January.
PACKARD BUYS FILM • Packard cars,
through Maxon Inc., scheduled to sponsor half
hour television show on film, Reboimd, on spot
basis starting first week in February.
AMERICAN CHICLE PRODUCT • New
product in tablet form expected to be introduced by American Chicle Co. through DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., in spot radio campaign starting in February.
AGENCY FOR PUROXIN # Liberty Vitamin
Corp., N. Y. (Puroxin tablets), names Advertisers Broadcasting Co., N. Y., as its advertisingBarrymore
agency. Firmfivesponsors
At Home
With
Lionel
times weekly
on WMGM
New York.
OIL CO. WANTS TV SHOW • Cities Service
Co. (petroleum) understood to be looking for
television show, through its agency, Ellington
& Co., N. Y.

NEW RCA V.P/s
RICHARD L. WARNER, general attorney,
and ERNEST B. GORIN, treasurer, were
elected vice presidents of RCA Friday. Mr.
Warner, who becomes vice president and general attorney, joined RCA in 1947 as first asMr. Gorin joinedassistant
organiza-to
tion insistant
1944attorney.
as administrative
Frank Folsem, then vice president in charge
of RCA Victor Div.

TRY
TV uses
FIRSTnetwork
TIME TV• for
O'Cedar
Chicago,
first Corp.,
time
Dec. 31 when it begins sponsorship of final
quarter hour Mondays of Garry Moore Show
afternoon strip on CBS. Products are DriGlo and Sponge Mop. Agency: Young and
Rubicam, Chicago.
LLD CHEMICAL AGENCY # LLD Chemical
Corp., N. Y. (Topper,
and
reconditioner),
to Rand leather
Adv., N. refinisher
Y.

By-Law Change Would
NATIONAL radio networks will be admitted
to membership on NARTB Radio Board provided membership ratifies series of by-laws
changes adopted in Washington Friday by
combined boards (see Radio Board story, page
27; TV Code story page 23).
Total membership of combined board would
be limited to 48 — 30 radio and 18 TV directors
— under plan. National radio networks have
choice of active or associate membership, and
can appoint own board member.
Under by-laws change adopted last winter
TV networks have been eligible for active or
associate
membership.
Similarthough
choicenetwork
available in case
of Radio Board
can't
have
director
if
it
chooses
to
be
associate.
Networks were active members of NARTB,
with ownlimited
board them
members,
in early membership,
'40s. Later
change
to associate
with no directors. Whether active or associate,
radio networks would pay $5,000 annual radio

Vote
Networks
Give
dues;
TV networks
now pay $1,200 TV dues.
Next meeting of board will be held Feb.
13-15 at Lost Valley Ranch, San Antonio.
Combined board ratified action of Radio
Board calling for naming by president of
special copyright committee representative of
industry.
System of combination dues for multiplestation interests favored by Membership Commit e in report to board. President instructed
to prepare dues plan for February meeting,
effective next April 1. Discounts would be
given if all stations in group belonged to
XARTB.
Other changes in by-laws, subject to ratifiprovision
90-daygranted
resigna-in
tioncation,
notice,includewith
month forlaxity
certain cases. Election procedure for directors
was clarified. New paragraph adopted cover(Continued on page 114)
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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THYAVALS STARTS
CAMPAIGN IN CHICAGO
THYAVALS INC., new corporation licensed
to sell Thyavals, Orvita and Formula 621 by
defunct American Vitamin Assoc., will begin
advertising in Chicago Jan. 1, it was announced
Friday by Jack Scott, president of Schwimmer and Scott, Chicago agency to which AVA
owes $290,000. This was amount contracted
for by S. & S. before the Los Angeles vitamin
firm "overextended" itself financially, and
which agency is paying creditors (mainly radio
and TV stations) over 30-month period.
Under new exclusive sales arrangement,
50AVA
r , offor
Thyavals
net profitto will
be returned
distribution
creditors.
AVA,to
which will continue to manufacture three items,
will sell merchandise to Thyavals Inc. for 30%
more than prices it received previously. This
30% also will be divided among creditors.
Mr. Scott said television and newspapers will
be used in Chicago, but no details have been
worked out. His agency will handle all
Midwest billing, while West Coast business will
go through Craig & Maudsley of Seattle. No
advertising planned for East.
Thyavals Inc. was formed to handle all selling, advertising and merchandising of three
products by group of station men in WashState including
J. Elroy
dent ofington
KRSC
Seattle and
ArchieMcCaw,
G. TaftpresiJr.,
general and commercial manager of KOL
Seattle.
KINTNER SUGGESTS RADIO
RATES DIP WITH RATINGS
SUGGESTION that radio rates be reduced
proportionately in TV areas where programs
dip in ratings offered Friday by ABC President
Robert Kintner to ABC Midwest Affiliates
meeting in Chicago.
Hope also was held out for larger spot
adjacencies among affiliates. Network may
offer block programming of afternoon serials,
Mr. Kintner revealed. It was suggested that
hourly segments of five programs be initiated.
Mr. Kintner also described reports he would
move to another large network as "unfounded."
Session
was John
held Norton,
at Chicago's
Ambassador
East Hotel.
ABC Central
Div.
vice president,
also
presided,
with
other network executives.
BAB ADDS 18 MEMBERS
ADDITION of 18 new members in past two
weeks brings BAB ranks of member stations
to 955, President William B. Ryan said Friday. New members: KBRO Bremerton, Wash.;
KBUR Burlington, Iowa; KFVD Los Angeles,
Calif.; KLOK San Jose, Calif.; KMLB Monroe, La.; KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.; WSIW
Woodward, Okla.; KVAN Vancouver, Wash.;
KVON Vallejo, Calif.; KVOS Bellingham,
Wash.; WCAU Philadelphia, Pa.; WGAP
Maryville, Tenn.; WIRE Indianapolis, Ind.;
WKPT Kingsport, Tenn.; WPLA Plant City,
Fla.; WPUV Pulaski, Va.; WRAY Princeton,
Ind.; WTVB Coldwater, Mich.
NEW BOLLING OFFICE
THE BOLLING CO., New York, station representative firm, announce opening of Boston
office at 80 Boyleston St. with James McCann
as manager.
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In Radio
this
IssueCBS
announces
"Selective Facilities Plan," permitting clients to use
"any
reasonable
minimum"
affiliates, if programs are number
availableof
to other outlets and subject to sale to
non-competitive advertisers through
CBS Radio. Page 23.
STIFF regulations, backed by penal provisions, are backbone of revised Television Code, adopted last Thursday in
revised23.formFullbytext
NARTB's
Board.
Page
of Code,TVpage
81.
MINOR'S
financial
plight
may
erect
more barriers to baseball broadcasters
in '52. Minor League Prexy George
M. Trautman takes another swing at
majors'tionalradio-TV;
bar nabroadcasts nextYankees
year. Page
25.
CHAIRMAN Olin Teague, chairman,
House Select Committee investigating
G.I. loan irregularities, lauds radio,
TV for "honest-to-God job of good
reporting." Committee testimony told
of KFMB-TV San Diego's cancellation of a sponsored newscast when adinsisted 25.
on suppressing certain facts.vertiserPage
PROCTER & GAMBLE was No. 1 buyer
of network time during September for
both radio and TV. Radio billings
grossed $1.3 million. Page 27. In TV,
P&G passed $800,000 mark. Page 78.
BAB members will take part in NARTB
annual convention next year, though
divorced from association next April
1, NARTB Radio Board decides.
Page 27.
"RADIO'S comparison should be with
other
not withRadio
its past,"
C. E.
Hoopermedia,
counsels
Executives
Club meeting. Page 28.
NEW YORK Better Business Bureau
warns of pre-Christmas per inquiry
solicitation, urges avoidance of misleading advertising for direct mail
offerings. Page 29.
"CLEAN out the small percentage of advertising which oversteps the* bounds
ofBorton
truthtells
or good
AFA'sadding
Elon
Denverfaith,"
Ad Club,
that self-policing will stem increasing
tide of legislation against advertising.
Page 30.
ALMOST $2.5 million will be expended
in first year for Chicago TV educational channel 11, applicant group of
12 colleges and cultural organizations,
tells School Broadcast Conference.
Page 72.
IS handwriting already on the wall for
TV set equipment makers and television station applicants? It becomes
more burning question this week as the
cry increases
duction. Pagefor
79. more military proUpcoming
Dec. 10: Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board
meeting Districts 4, 5 and 8, Hotel
Roosevelt, New Orleans.
Dec. 13: Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board
meeting,
District 7, Muehlebach Hotel,
Kansas City.
(Other Upcomings page 30)

of stations
pai
and
listenerssquawked"
complainedtheyof hadn't
quality been
(or noi
delivery) of items ordered. Post Office Dep
inspectors investigated and made report nc
yet acted on by government attorneys. Com
boy
Inc., offering
"plastic"
cowbo
outfit Suits
punchouts,
apparently$1 using
newspaper
more than radio, however, though some st;
tions have been solicited and at least one wa
used for short time on PI basis.
COMMUNICATIONS
followsnafued
to President's
pla
for
national civil defense
within Fe<!
eral Civil Defense Administration. Author
ties say two biggest roadblocks are: (1) lac
of FCC rules for amateur radio operatoi
(frequencies already have been designated
and (2) more definitive blueprint for broac
cast station participation. It's speculated tha
radio-TV phase may be omitted from fortl:
coming technical manual and incorporated i
later report.
LOOK for voluminous report by Bill Paley
Materials Policy Commission sometime ne?
month. Study, underway for past six month
is long-range blueprint for getting most mil<
age
out ofnegotiations.
nation's resources,
including
inte
national
Mr. Paley,
CBS boai
chairman, still dividing time between Ne
York and Washington.
CHAIRMANSHIPS in "unintegration" c
BAB's research-promotion committee slated t
go to WCAU Philadelphia President Donald W
Thornburgh (promotion committee) and Cros
ley Broadcasting System President Robert E
Dunville (research). Memberships of separat
committees now nearing completion.
NETWORK representatives expected to conf<
today on standards of practice proposal b
Democratic and GOP National Committees fo
'52 radio-TV convention coverage. Thomt
Velotta, ABC, is coordinator.
BOOKLET suggesting ways of best utilizin
radio-TV techniques being prepared for GO]
political candidates by Republican Nationa
Committee. It's to be released within next fej
weeks.
Incidentally,
GOP won't agency
set up medi!
budget and
select advertising
unti
after nominating convention in Chicago nex
July. Democrats have deferred agency choic
until January when executive committee meet:
FIRST RESULT of indication [Closed Cih
cuit,
3] that
FCC contemplates
cause" Dec
hearing
on handling
of horse race"shovre
suits by stations has been informal advic
given FCC that WWDC Washington will dro]
handling of racing returns. Station, affiliate
with Mutual, understood to feel that this pro
gram service now is expendable.
DEC. 23 to mark last TV appearance of Bo
Hope for Liggett & Myers Tobacco p(
(Chesterfields) as comedian has rejected offe.
to
appearnight
everyhalffourth
week in by
NBC-T1
Thursday
-hour purchased
L&lj
for Dragnet video series. He will contin
Tuesday evening NBC radio program for sam
sponsor.
LINCOLN-MERCURY, through Kenyon
Eckhardt, N. Y., understood to be preparin
aafter
spot Christmas
announcement
radio 400campaign
in about
markets.to stai
more AT DEADLINE see page 114
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Tulsan

s

Enjoy

a
L
THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C
Telephone ME 1022

Standard

of

Living

Tulsans enjoy a higher standard of living than do
citizens of Oklahoma City, San Antonio, and New
Orleans, according to Sales Management's Survey
of Buying Power.
The Southwest average income per family is
$3,784.00. The average per Tulsa family is $5,292.00. Since markets are people with spendable
income it makes good sense to put your advertising
dollars where they can gain sales for your product.
KVOO, alone, covers all of the rich Tulsa market
area plus bonus counties in Oklahoma, Kansas,
Missouri and Arkansas.
For greater results at lowest cost per family put
your schedules on Oklahoma's Greatest Station,
KVOO, in Tulsa!

KVOO
Oklahoma's Greatest Station
50,000 WATTS 1170 KC
NBC AFFILIATE
TULSA, OKLAHOMA
National Representatives — Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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JAMES,
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get the

NEW

WORD

in the Carolinas

WORD

of Spartanburg
NOW

910

Serving over a quarter million people in the thickly
populated Piedmont Section of the Carolinas.
1000 WATTS DAY & NIGHT

• WDXY-FM

12,000 WATTS

owned and operated by
THE

SPARTAN

RADIOCASTING

COMPANY

Spartanburg, South Carolina
WALTER J. BROWN,
Represented Nationally by GEORGE

ABC

ROADCASTING
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&

NBC

President
P. HOLLINGBERY
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MR. SPONSOR:

business

\^

new

Record

Shew!
New Orleans' Top Afternoon Show
Is Setting New Records
for Sponsors!

• It's the "Hit Parade" of New Orleans . . .
two hours of popular platters . . . interspersed with
breezy comments by genial Bob Hamilton.
For sales-a-plenty, buy "Top Twenty" . . .
the perfect combination for spot participation!

• Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!
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RSCHIFFMAN
L. A. on
(Asthmador),
Nov. 25 area
startedstations.
three
week radio spot& Co.,
campaign
five Los Angeles
* Minute recorded spots to run 12 weekly each on KHJ Los Angeles,
KWKW Pasadena; six weekly on KFWB; five on KMPC; two on KECA,
all Los Angeles. Agency: Philip J. Meany Co., L. A. CARL TESTER,1
agency president, is account executive.
CORBY DISTILLER Ltd., Montreal (anti-freeze), starts dramatized
spot berannouncements
five nights
weeklyStevenson
for three& months
on large
numof Canadian stations.
Agency:
Scott Ltd.,
Montreal.
MARVEN'S
Ltd., Moncton,
B. (biscuits),
spot campaign
23
eastern Canadian
stations.N. Agency:
Haroldstarts
F. Stanfield,
Montreal.on
A/etwotk • • •
CROSLEY DIV., Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, Jan. 10 begins sponsorship of Father Knows Best, Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m. EST, on NBC, for 13
weeks. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET, N. Y., renews Mr. & Mrs. North on
CBS Radio, Tues., 8:30-9 p.m. Program, which had been taped for a
period, will return to live broadcasts effective Jan. 1. Agency: Sherman
& Marquette, N. Y.
JACQUES KREISLER Mfg. Co., N. Y., renews Tales of Tomorrow on
ABC-TV, Fri., 9:30-10 p.m., until July 1952. Agency: Hirshon Garfield, N. Y.
MARS CANDY Co., Chicago, (Mars, Forever Yours candy bars), sponsoring Art Linkletter CBS Radio People Are Funny on alternate weeks,
Jan. 1 takes over full sponsorship of transcribed program for 13 weeks,
Tuesdays, 7-7:30 p.m. (PST). Program now running sustaining on
alternate weeks. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., L. A. John Guedel Productions, Hollywood, packages program.
AMERICAN
Co., N.WillY., Rogers
(Dentyne,
Gum), renewsCHICLE
twice weekly
Show,Chiclets
on 180andABCBeeman's
Radio
network
stations,
Tues.
and
Thurs.,
5:55-6
p.m.
Agency: Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.
PHILCO Corp., Phila., renews 9:45-10 a.m. EST (Mon.-Fri.) segment of
The Breakfast Club, over ABC Radio for 52 weeks, effective Dec. 31.
Agency: Hutchins Adv. Co., Phila. Other sponsors of show are General
Foods (9-9:15 a.m.) and Swift & Co. (9:15-945 a.m.).
FRIGIDAIRE Div. of General Motors Corp., Detroit, to sponsor Pulitzer
Prize Playhouse, bi-weekly over ABC-TV, 10-11 p.m. EST, effective Dec.
19. Program will alternate with Celanese Theatre Wednesdays. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
■flgencsf -Qpjaoin tm an ti • • •
LINDSAY RIPE Olive Co., Lindsay, Calif., names Mogge-Privett Inc,
L. A. Two television participations weekly being used on KNBH(T
Los Angeles with plans to extend to eastern markets after first of year.
GOLD ARROW TRADING Co., L. A., appoints Walter McCreery Inc.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. Radio and TV will be used.
GIUSEPPI FROZEN PIZZA PIE, Phila., appoints Weightman Inc.,
Phila. Spot radio and TV will be used.
CHAMBERS & ROBINSON, Seguin, Texas, (packers of Texas Taverr
brand complete Mexican dinners in cans), appoints Ley & Livingston,
S. F. Radio and TV will be used. JACK LEY is account executive.
SEAMPRUFE Inc., N. Y. (manufacturers of lingerie and hosiery), names
Joseph Katz Co., same city.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Look

who's

batting

WSAV
the appointment

on

our

team!

is pleased to announce
of JOHN

BLAIR

& COMPANY

as exclusive national representatives,
effective January 1st, 1952.
HARRY E. CUMMINGS, SOUTHEASTERN REPRESENTATIVE

630 kc.
5,000 watts

ROADCASTING

in Savannah WSAV
REPRESENTED
• Telecasting

JOHN
BLAIR
£ COMPANY
BY
December 10, 1951
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»

The

plus

St. Louis

♦

»

agency

HENRY T. STANTON, senior vice president, director and manager J
Walterwhere
Thompson
western
operation,
moving to toSanthe Fran
cisco
he will Co.'s
continue
to give
overall issupervision
acti
vities of the Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Seattle offices
GEORGE
C.
REEVES,
vice
president,
director,
creative
head
of
ageny's
Chicago organization since 1943, named manager of Chicago office
MERTON V. WIELAND, vice president and director, will assume overall
function of senior consultant and will work with Mr. Reeves on general
operation problems.
ROISEN Adv. Agency, Buffalo, N. Y., changes its name to Roizen &
Rich Inc. ARTHUR H. RICH, account executive Comstock & Co.,
Buffalo, elected vice president and secretary.
DOUGLAS B. WALL, assistant account executive Allen & Reynolds
Adv., Omaha, appointed media director. ROBERT SANFORD, assistant
to EARL ALLEN, retiring partner of firm, appointed account executive.
FRED E. GERBERDING, vice president M. R. Kopmeyer Co., Louisville, Ky., assumes post of director of merchandising and promotion.
EDWARD LOVETON appointed media director Creamer & Co., Hollywood. He was with Keenan & Eickelberg, L. A., and Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
REGINA J. HAUG, director of accounting department Grant Adv.
Chicago, to Factor-Breyer Inc., L. A., as comptroller.

in

Radio

is the

"St. L
ouis

Ba'lroom

on all accounts

.0*
KXOK is St. Louis'
promotion station. KXOK
builds extra audience for the
"St. Louis Ballroom," through allmedia promotion . . . billboards, exterior
bus and streetcar cards, interior bus and streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper display ads, promotion announcements on KXOK, special mail
promotions and personal appearances of outstanding KXOK
personalities. It's a plus that pays off for advertisers...
makes KXOK a bigger buy for effective selling in
the St. Louis market. Ask now about availabilities. See the John Blair man or KXOK today.
^■^^

St. Louis' ABC Station, 1 2th & Delmar, CHestnut 3700
630 KC • 5000 Watts • Full Time
Represented by John Blair & Co.
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was promoted to salesbuyer
of PAMEN
radio TAL,
and television instantly
man, remaining with the firm foi
GEFletcher
GEORfor
D. Richards media
Inc., 15 years.
For the first few years
New York, is a tenaciously honest he sold newspapers and in 1934
turned
to
radio.
s
fellow who exercise a simply ruleof-policy in his purAfterfroma two-yea
hiatus
industr;
chases: "Neveryou
buy
anything
during World Wa
II, he D.joined
wouldn'
sell." works
The t rule
Fletcher
Richardth
especially well in
Company as medic
his case because for
buyer television
for both radi
15 years he had
and
carefully observed
Among
the account
the other side of the
he currently
place
coin as salesman for
time for are: U. S
the Branham Co.,
Rubber Co., Easteri
station representAirlines, Peter Fo
ative. In that caBrewing Co., Dixo:
Pencils, and Quakei|K
p
a
c
i
t
y
i
t
was
a
trade
fact that George
Sugar.
billin i
Pamental would
for
these The
accounts
never willingly sell
understood to b
Mr. PAMENTAL
annually.
an entity
he wouldn't
buy
himself
under
more than $1 million'
similar circumThe Pamentals—
stances.
the formei
Mr. Pamental began his career in Rita McMahon —shehaveis been
marriec lOfi
industry as a bank runner for since Sept. 26, 1936. They have tw
the Chemical Bank and Trust Co. children, George Laurence, 13 year
old, and Naomi, 10. The famil*U
as a college student taking evening lives
advertising and selling courses at N. J. in its own home in Hillsdalefoln
New York U.
For hobbies, Mr. Pamental singfAt
In 1927 he joined the Branham in a church choir and likes U onj
Co. as an office boy, and almost "putter about" in woodcarving,
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WASHINGTON
Washington

SCREEN

Viewers

Get "EXCLUSIVES"
'.LLA HOWARD,
CBS department.
Radio, N. Y., to
Ellington
& Co., N.senior
Y., inpresentation
publicity andspecialist
promotion
OHN M. WHITE, vice president Laughlin- Wilson-Baxter & Persons,
ransf erred from Houston to Dallas office.
rOHN BARXETSON Fuller & Smith & Ross, and DAX MacMILLAX,
'- feorge
Hartman
both department.
Chicago, to Fitzgerald Adv. agency, same
fcy, as H.group
heads Co.,
in copy

Jack

With

Olsen

News!

' [ARK
manager General Electric Supply Co.,
. F., toPARXELL,
Biow Co., S.advertising
F.
XGUS BABCOCK, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli S. F., to Kelso Norman
=,dv., S. F., as television director.
... ICHARD JOHXSTOX, advertising production manager, United Air
ines, Chicago, to Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., Milwaukee.
" RADKIX Adv., X. Y., moves to new and larger offices at 114 E. 40th St.
_ [ILDRED M. LOGUE, graduate home economist, appointed to TV staff
:" '.etchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc.. Pittsburgh.
RAFT Adv. Agency, Seattle, moves to new quarters at 4507 University
,Tay. Telephone remains MElrose 6037.
[acWILKIXS, COLE & WEBER, Seattle, announces opening of service
nee in Tacoma. DAX GERBER, account executive is in charge of
—ftce.
HARRISOX,
reductionROBERT
department
in Seattle agency's
office. Portland office, transfers to
ORMAX H. MEYER, copy chief R. E. Lovekin Corp., Phila., to copy
:aff Gray & Rogers, Phila. HEXRY R. HALLOWELL Jr., Xeal D.
rey Co., Phila., to contact department Gray & Rogers. JAMES S.
EIFSXYDER, Geare-Marston Inc., Phila., to media department Gray
Rogers.
AX LADD, sales staff Parade Magazine, X. Y., to Cecil & Presbrey,
. Y., as account executive.
ICHARD MARYIX, Grey Adv., X. Y. to William Morris Agency, N. Y.,
• T. radio programming department.
;ACK RUXYOX, manager of Hollywood office Biow Co., and RUTH
ARTIX, XBC singer, married Nov. 24.
IRGIXIA RUSSET, J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, to radio-TV depart.-. ent Russel M. Seeds, Chicago.
alii
AROLD FRAXKLIX, program director Institute for Democratic
•| ducation and producer of Lest We Forget radio and TV series, named
radio and TV programming department William Morris Agency, N. Y.
. '-lEAX
Gimbel ofBrothers,
N. Y., to William H. Weintraub &
d., thatXELSON,
city, as member
copy staff.
ICHEXER
& O'COXXOR
Inc., Harrisburg,
Pa., elected to memberlip
in American
Assn. of Advertising
Agencies.
AXCE FAWCETT Assoc., Honolulu, T. H., appointed to handle
!98,000 fund raising campaign for Kuakini Japanese Hospital.
\.CK EARLY, account executive Wank & Wank Adv., S. F., resigns.
Mature plans to be announced at later date.
OROTHY ORRICK, Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., to media department
)sby & Cooper, S. F.
RANK COX, partner J. Cunningham Cox Adv., Phila., and Patricia
Dberts, married.
. AUL-TAYLOR-PHELAX Ltd., Toronto, newly formed agency at 169
onge
sters. St., has been enfranchised by Canadian Association of BroadROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Monday
U

thra

to 11:10

Friday
m

I ACK OLSEN is a top-notch news reporter who
gets behind the scenes and digs for news. His
by-line stories have appeared in Scripps-Howard
newspapers all over the country, as well as
numerous other publications, including This Week
Magazine. He has won the Scripps-Howard "Best
Story of the Month" award.
Now a Page-One feature writer for the Washington Daily News and news editor and commentator for WMAL, Mr. Olsen broke three important
EXCLUSIVE stories the very first week he was
on WMAL-TV!

The

Call or Wire
KATZ AGENCY,

WMAL

Inc.
WMAL-FM

The
Evening
Stations
V
-T
ALStar
WM
WASHINGTON, D. C.
December 10, 1951
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Mother Parker, chief cook and homemaking expert of
WEEI's Food Fair, stacks up an average rating of 4.7 at
9:30 in the morning.* It amounts to a hearty 68% higher
average daily rating than the second-best food program"
in Boston! So, if you would like to be served up the biggest
breakfast audience in the entire Greater Boston market . . .

■
.
The fact is, Mother Parker's program is so good and so
effective that her audience keeps expanding (it's grown
24.1% bigger since 1948) . Last year, she won two coveted
awards: the Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc. "Lifeline of America" trophy (for the second time) , and a scroll
from the Grocery Manufacturers' Representatives of New
England, Inc. (the first of its kind awarded to a woman
in 21 years) for her "outstanding ability as a
salesman of food." This praise is echoed, too,
by the dozens of advertisers who keep renewing their participations on WEEI's Food
Fair year after year.
We'll make room for you at Mother
Parker's table tomorrow morning, if
Wf y°u hurry. There's nothing like a
W participation on her program for meeting customers and cooking up big sales.
Remember,
in Boston...
is the station

CBS OWNED
REPRESENTED BY
CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

'Pulse of Boston, Monday through Saturday
'^Broadcast only Monday through Friday

IN
ORLANDO
FLORIDA

WLOF

GETS

BIG

RESULTS!

FOR SPOT AVAILABILITIES CONTACT:
Paul H. Raymer Company, inc.

WLOF
"FLORIDA'S SWEET MUSIC STATION"
5000 WATTS • 950 KC • MBS NETWORK
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
J. ALLEN BROWN
VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
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after the FCCas voted
tous,dismiss
tl
moot.that6-1Todoes
he seen
toproceedings
draw
a parallel
not
exi 1
Our
editorial
observation,
to
which
objects,as waswe inunderstand
precise accord
with tl
facts,
Richards
case, that
therewhich
wasthem.
no Inpubl
protest
against
was
mitted
over
microphones
oftranh1
stations.
In thethe
case
of theRev.microphor
Smith,
has
a
record
of
using
and a newspaper * to *expound
* his views,
NBC Anniversary
EDITOR:
Your entire record story will
down inM. history.
It's a classic.
H. Aylesworth
Rockefeller
New York Plaza
* * *
EDITOR:
As a long-time admirer of yox
NBC, and others of the official fan
ily, I was greatly pleased to se
this significant anniversary so ade
quately covered. We are preservin
this issue in our library and makin
it required reading for our radi
majors.John E. Drewry
Dean
Henry W. Grady School o
Journalism
U.
of Georgia
Athens
* * *
EDITOR:
The pagesof dealing
withjampacke
the "Sil
ver
NBC" pleasant
are
withJubilee
history, firsts,
mem
ories and tradition. I was elated t
see the name and photographs o
my good friend and former class
mate, Rudy Vallee. Rudy was re
sponsible for many of the firsts
who are now big time, and his taj
ents have contributed greatly to th\
history of broadcasting in America
Inshowman
my booksof them
he is all.
still the greates1
David R. Milsten
Milsten, Milsten, Johnston
& Morehead
Tulsa * * *
Code Comment
EDITOR:
. . . Our feelings regarding th
proposed code are the same as thej
were during the meeting in Chidon't think
mcago.
ent is Weperfect
but the
we docufee
strongly that there is no time t< JO
wait for a perfect document. . .
don't think we can wait until sucl
time as all the lawyers involvec
would
agree that
all their
clients
could operate
without
jeopardy
Otto Brandt
V. P. & Gen. Mgr.
KING-TV Seattle
EDITOR:
... As the existing structur
stands,(Continued
subscription
to the110)
code bj
on page
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Final Word
EDITOR:
There is one sentence in the
editorial on the Richards' case in
your
Dec. 3 issue which
of Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
makes one
wonder again whether your magazine shapes
its facts
suit its
editorial
attitude.
It is theto sentence
stating:
"No
conclusive
evidence
was ever presented that Mr.
Richards' personal views were
actually broadcast over his staThere are literally thousands of
pages
uncontradicted
evidence
in the ofrecord
which belies
your
statement. To learn how untrue
tion."
this statement is, if you did not
already know it, all you had to do
was to consult the news accounts
of the hearing appearing in your
own magazine.
The quoted
is anwhich
assertion made ofsentence
whole cloth
was invented by those who sought
to use the public press to mislead
the public as to the true facts and
issues involved in the proceedings.
You could even have read the
Proposed Findings of KMPC, WJR
and WGAR in this case, which
failed to contradict this overwhelming amount of evidence, and
the Proposed
the General Counsel,Findings
to have offound
out
furtherment is. how untrue your stateBut even if it had been true
that the efforts which were made
to procure the broadcast of slanted
news and other one-sided programon KMPC, personal
"WJR andviews
"WGAR
which mingreflected
and
attitudes of Mr. Richards were unsuc es ful, Ifind it impossible to
see how you reconcile your editorial
attitude in behalf of these stations
with the thundering sense of
righteousness with which you rejoiced over the action of the Commission and the courts in the case
of one J. Harold Smith, who you
thought was unqualified to hold
a license for a small daytime station in Knoxville, Tenn., because
of acts and views showing that
Smith had been responsible for
acts of racial and religious prejudice prior to the time he received
a These
permit.were acts and views which
you thought
disqualified
poration of which
Smith thewascor-a
stockholder from holding a license
even though, unlike the situation
in the KMPC, WJR and WGAR
case, they had been committed by
Smith not in connection with the
operation of a radio broadcast station. How could you consistently
have been bleeding in the cause of
righteousness in both cases?
Benedict P. Cottone
General Counsel, FCC

when it comes to placing your
television programs, remember

yau

can

better

da

with

much

Spat

. . .

better.

5fc Free choice of markets.
H< No "must" stations or minimum
group requirements.
5fc Wholehearted station cooperation.
Better picture quality than kinescopes.
% Savings in time costs — enough to cover
film prints, their distribution
and other costs.
full details from any Katz representative.

THE

K A T Z

NEW YORK • CHICAGO

ROADCASTING

• DETROIT

• Telecasting

A G E N C
• LOS ANGELES

INC.

• SAN FRANCISCO

Station Representatives
• ATLANTA

• DALLAS

• KANSAS CITY
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LOOK

IN THE WASHINGTON
MARKET

f-J feature of
the
meek
man Herbert
F. Geisler
moved the
will
go
Chica
ful
council
suspend
the
and vote
)
weappower
most
its
use
(NBC— in an effort to on the resolutionrules
WMAQon— radio
immediately,
get a reversal on the city council rather than referring it to the
order banning tape recordings of rules committee. The matter was
1952 budget hearings.
subsequently to that comNBC Chicago News Director Bill referred mittee,
which, however, cannot act
Ray, chairman of the Freedom of on it before budget hearings begin.
Information Committee of the Na- Two years ago a similar resolution
tional Assn. of Radio News Di- initiated by WMAQ was referred to
group and buried.
wil publicize
council's theMr.rules
Geisler, who supported the
failure torectors, permit
tapetherecordings
resolution,
and Alderman Clarence
on the hotly-debated civic issue.
The station report to the public via T. Wagner, head of the finance
special broadcast mentions will in- committee and an opponent of radio reporting, were interviewed via
clude listing of the names of all
aldermen who voted for and against tape by station newsman Leonard
the move.
O'Connor on News on the Spot.
The council's continuing case of Alderman Wagner said radio cov"mike fright" cropped up again
erage would "delay
the hearings"
and encourage
uninformed
persons
Nov. 30 when the proposed tape re- to
attend the hearings and ask
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
o
f
budget
discussion
was
defeated in a 28 to 13 vote. After statements which would "confuse
Mr. Ray's petition was read, Alderthe public."
•

7 A. M. NEWS
WITH
HOLLY WRIGHT
Here is another WRC program-personality combination
doing a consistently solid selling job for over six years.
Holly Wright clearly leads the
field, Monday thru Friday at
7:00 each morning.*
This is NOT an availability.
We merely point to this record
as an example of the "salesprogramming" WRC can do
for you. Top-rated shows with
selling power dominate the
programming pattern.
WRC pays out, not alone in
top audience ratings in the
rich District, Maryland and
Virginia area — but in hard
"over-the-counter" retail sales.
Research Bureau
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON
WRC
5,100 Watts * 980 KC
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
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IF YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR POWER ... WE
HAVE THE KIND
THAT COUNTS!
THE POWER OF
THE LARGEST
LISTENING AUDIENCE
IN WILKES-BARRE
. . . WYOMING
VALLEY AREA.

strictly business
Of
that
l, busy—adverBRAIN
is Y,
Dorothybeautifu
E. Schlect,
tising director ofBrewingthe Cleveland-Sandusky Corp.
Miss Schlect not only directs the
• • •
corporation's
ties, but also advertising
has developedactiviinto
A
recent
Conlan Audience
one of Cleveland's
more popular
microphone
personalities.
Survey showed WBRE proHow she happened to step begrams ranked FIRST. FIRST
hind a microphone involves her
in the morning . . . FIRST
most interesting radio deal.
in the afternoon and FIRST
For Gold Bond beer, the brewery's product,
in the evening. Aside from
developed
a radioMissshowSchlect
aimed hadat
women, since she had learned from
the fact that WBRE's listenership to nearly every NBC
a survey that 75% of all purchases
in beverage stores are made by
program stood far above
women.
the national average for
An audition was set up, using a
the same shows, it was
man as the star. Directors, however, wanted women to audition.
proven that WBRE had the
Miss Schlect put her voice on tape,
Miss SCHLECT
TOP THIRTEEN daytime propresented it, and was selected.
*
*
*
Under the radio name of Dottie
grams in listener popularthe commercial
Gay, she took over the show which creative
ity and THREE of the top
field. rather than the
was entitled For Women Only.
TEN were our own local
She attended John Marshall
On the program, the superiority
of women over men was pointed High School in Cleveland, the
shows.
You just can't go
Cleveland
Advertising
School
and
up with a set of facts to prove it.
wrong on WBRE.
A man was permitted to present a Cleveland College night school.
Her
business
career
began
in
pet peeve against his wife. These December 1936 as secretary to the
• • o
pet peeves
lis- advertising director of the Great
teners and awere
localsubmitted
announcer byaired
Lakes Exposition in Cleveland. She
the complaint.
editor of the daily proAfter 18 months on the air, this also was
gram and newspaper.
daily, half-serious, half -humorous
In 1938 she joined the Trinity
program held the largest Hooper Universal
Insurance Co., Cleverating of any show presented on
land, as office manager. During
any Cleveland station, except one
1939
Miss
Schlect was with the
national daytime serial.
Although she has become an Glidden Paint Co. there as copy
writer
and
secretary
to the98)adveroutstanding radio personality,
(Continued on page
Miss Schlect's training paralleled
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting,

...as impossible
Bonanza

as covering
Beeline

California's
with

The Beeline is no small sapling,
either. In length, it measures over
500 miles — from the tip of southern
California to the base of Oregon. In
width, it spreads across the inland
part of California into western Nevada. It's a populous, prosperous market, too — with more people than
Philadelphia . . . more buying power
than Detroit.*
you'retheoutBeeline
on a with
limb outside
if you
tryButto cover
stations — even far-reaching San
Francisco and Los Angeles stations.
Because the inland Beeline is an independent market where people
naturally prefer their own strong
stations.

outside

radio

Make sure, then, that you carry
the five on-the-spot BEELINE stations. Together, they blanket the
whole 3-billion-dollar market. Indi
vidually, each does a top job for you
in a major Beeline trading area. Fo:
example . . .
KMJ FRESNO
It's the No. 1 station in the 4-count;
660-million-dollar Fresno trading
area — with a BMB total weekly
audience of 92% daytime, 91% at
night. In fact, KMJ'S "day after
day" audience
(72% of theis area's
143,030
radio families)
%ths
larger than that of the second best
station !
'Sales Management's 1951 Copyrighted

M'Clatchy
Broadcasting
Company
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
KOH
KFBK
KERN
KWG
(ABC)
Reno (NBC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Fresno
Stockton (ABC)
KMJ(NBC)580 kc.
5MSacramento
50,000
watts 1530 kc. 5000 watts, day;
250 watts 1230 kc.
1000 watts, night 1000 watts 1410 kc.
5000 watts
630 kc.
OADCASTING
• Teleca,
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How

to

TAKE

ONE

TV

OF

get

any

THESE

TRANSMITTERS...

500 watts, for VHP
Type
TT-500 A /B
(All Air-Cooled)

KO * for VHF
(All Air-Cooled)
Type
TT-IOAL/H

10 kw, for UHF
Type TTU-IOA

50 kw, for VHF
Type TT-50AI/H

TV

.no

ask

if-and -or- but

your

about

Headley-Reed

December 10, 1951

it, the

man

big

to prove

it!
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Projected by CBS Radio
must agree to make his program PLAN'
By RUFUS CRATER
gross weekly billing for time and
'SELECTIVE
FACILITIES
to the full 200-plus sta- allowed
INTRODUCING a new con- available
follows:on 13-week-cycle contracts
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
network
and
to
permit
cept of network advertising, it to be sold through CBS Radio as Less
$2,750 a week, net;
CBS Radio will let advertisers to non - competitive advertisers $2,750 upthanto $6,000
a week, 2y2%;
use any reasonable minimum without repayment to the initial $6,000 up to $15,000 a week, 5%;
numbor of affiliates they wish, advertiser — in markets the original $15,000 or more per week, 7y2%.
Wherebe thecarried
pro- more
provided the programs also sponsorgram idoesn't
It was network
pointed contracts
out that "two
s unsold, use.
it may
for theor
are made available in all other
with the original ad- same advertiser may be combined
markets and subject to sale sustaining,vertiser's
commercials cued out.
CBS Radio did not undertake to in computing dollar volume disthere to non-competitive advertisers through CBS Radio. speculate officially on what patThe countabsence
of changes in the
rate." itself
This projected venture, desigwas not unexterns might develop in this field of rate structure
nated "Selective Facilities Plan" "subsidiary" selling but one repected. Two
and
effective
Jan.
1,
is
the
strikingsult, it was thought, might be a
weeks ago,
obfeature of a series of policy
viously referring
of co-op sales in the markets
changes being announced today form
to
NBC's
current
not
used
by
the
original
advertiser.
(Monday) by CBS Radio President
reappraisal
of theof
network rates
Howard S. Meighan in an obvious Another might be the evolution of
networks with, say, recounter-move to keep CBS Radio special gional
its
affiliates,
Presadvertisers regularly buyi d e n t Meighan
competitive with NBC under NBC's
ing a series of stations not taken
new basic economic plan of opera- by the
labeled rate
refirst sponsor. Or, it was
evaluation
at this
tions [B*T, Oct. 8, et seq.].
Other departures announced by said, aworksubsidiary
"national"
nettime
as
"premaconceivably could develop for
ture" [B*T, Nov.
Mr. Meighan, also effective Jan. 1: certain programs.
Meighan 26]. Readjust9 For non-users of the SelecThe
new
dollar
volume
discounts,
now would
tive Facilites Plan, a new "Stand- to be substituted for station hour have to be made on thements basis
of
ard
Facilities
Plan"
liberalizing
discounts,
will
be
computed
on
"obsolete"
data,
he
declared.
But
network group requirements to
per
purchase ofof stations
any "satisfactory"
combination
so long as
the
26-station
"basic" group is
used.
ADOPTED
9 Substitution of dollar volume TV CODE
ing time standards and program
discounts for station hour disBy J. FRANK BEATTY
counts, "in line with the practice of TELEVISION stations must con- practices.
form to a stiff set of advertising
© Subscription to seal by both
other
remain networks."
the same. Otherwise, rates and program
regulations, backed members and non-members.
©
Recommendation against
up
by
penal
powers,
if
they
wish
CBS Continues Offer
charging churches and religious
NARTB's
newly-adopted
Additionally, Mr. Meighan said toTV carry
bodies
for TV time.
Seal
of
Approval
after
next
CBS Radio will continue to offer March 1.
@ Annual revision of code to
specially packaged facilities-plusThe TV code was adopted in re- meet changing conditions.
program services at specified rates,
Thursday as the
® Power
for TVsealboard
reincluding "alternate-week and NARTB visedTVformBoard
wound un two
move or suspend
afterto due
shared-sponsorship programs, foot- days of code discussion
in Wash- hearing procedure.
ball roundups, special holiday and
ington and prepared to meet jointcompleted the code in a
seasonal programs, summer satly with the NARTB Radio Board. littHaving
e over five months, the TV
juration
drives,
The
Red
Skelton
As
finally
approved by the TV
Show available for individual
board
now
faces the job of "sellboard, the code carries new laning" the seal stations
to both member
and
guage designed to protect stations non-member
Idates,
Both etc."
the Selective and Stand- by revising
and making
the penal provisions as it stick. This will be done,
ard Facilities Plans are available
it
was
ion 13-week cycle contracts — which, originally approved by the TV
by a promotion camI it was noted, represents 98.3% membership at Chicago last Oct. indicated,
paign althoughto the
nature of this
[B«T, Oct. 22].
drive remains
be determined.
of CBS Radio's current time 19 Briefly,
the
TV
code
provides:
schedule. In addition, programs in
NARTB
plans
an
esthe Selective Facilities Plan must
© Five-man review board to
tablish the seal in the effort
public tomind
be at least 15 minutes in length. review programming, screen and
Chief objective of the Selective clear complaints, prefer charges
Facilities Plan, officials said, is to for action by NARTB TV Board,
FULL vised
TEXTNARTBofTelevision
the remaintain maximum audience for and propose code changes.
each show while giving advertisers
%
List
of
specific
do's
and
Code
is
on
page
81.
flexibility in choice of markets.
Under the plan, the advertiser dont's.
@ List of suggested advertis^BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

he said CBS Radio is subscribing
to the new circulation measurement project of Standard Audit &
Measurement
Services
Inc. when
"because we believe
that only
the new data are available can
stations and networks take constructive steps in a thoroughly
realistic re-evaluation of radio."
Details Policy Changes
The
policy changes
in a statement
sent were
out detailed
by Mr.
Meighan over
the
weekend
advertisers, agencies and CBS toRadio
affiliates. Members of the Columbia
Affiliates Advisory Board were apprised of the new plan in advance.
First real chance for affiliate reaction to manifest itself may come
at the CBS district meeting in
New Orleans today.
Both the selective and the standard facilities plans differ from NBC
Radio's method of increasing advertiser's flexibility in picking and
choosing
markets.
plan
eliminates "must
buys"NBC's
altogether,
but requires the advertiser to use
(Continued on page 3U)
Effective March

1

as a symbol of program and advertising purity. It hopes that
fear of withdrawal of the seal will
be a "powerful
moral weapon,"
according to Robert
D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman
of the code-writing committee. The
group started its writing job last
July after a June 22 Washington
meeting of representatives from
NARTB
member and non-member"
TV
stations.
By setting
1, 1952,NARTB
as effective date ofMarch
the code,
is permitting an interim period
"during which the review board will
be selected, and providing an opportunity for subscribing stations
rnd networks to become acquainted
with the code in order that all
operations may be adjusted to its
proposals
for procedure,"
Eugene S. Thomas,
WOR-TVsaid New
York, chairman of the NARTB
TV Board.
A subscription fee will be levied
against all stations subscribing to
the code to defray administrative
(Continued on page 77)
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TAKES KOB POST
Meyerson Leaves KOME
J. I. MEYERSON announced last
Thursday that he has resigned the
general managership of KOME
Tulsa to become general manager
of KOB AlbuJan. 1. querque, effective
At KOB he will
succeed Phil
Hoffman, who resigned last
month to become
manager of
KECA-TV Hollywood [B • T
Mr. Meyerson Nov. 12].
Riley R. Gibson,
for three years manager of KXO El
Centro, Calif., has been named
KOME manager to succeed Mr.
Meyerson.
Mr. Meyerson accepted the post
of general manager at KOME last
March [B»T, March 19]. Previously he was assistant to the publisher of the Muskogee Phoenix &
Times Democrat, and KBIX Muskogee, Okla. At that time he reDick Campbell,
who wasin invitedplacedto remain
at KOME
an
executive capacity.
In March, 1949, Mr. Meyerson
resigned from the position of sales
and promotion manager of the Oklahoma Publishing Co. and vice
president-director of WKY Oklahoma City [B • T, March 14, 1949].
He thereby ended an association
of nearly 30 years with the publishing company and associated enterprises, including KLZ Denver
and KVOR Colorado Springs.
From 1928 to 1935 he was advertising manager of the Daily
Oklahoman and Times and was
manager
of KLZhas from
Mr. Gibson
been 1935-1936.
in radio
since 1941
when
he
opened
erated abranch studio for and
KUOAopSiloam Springs, Ark. Following
overseas service with AFRS stations during the war, Mr. Gibson
built and managed KREO Indio,
Calif. He joined KXO in 1949.
STOKELY SIGNS ABC
Trys Radio in Lieu of TV
STOKELY VAN CAMP Inc., Indianapolis (canned foods) will use
radio for the first time when it
sponsors John Conte, 9:55-10 a.m.
on ABC Radio, effective Dec. 31.
In addition, firm will sponsor the
Friday 2:15-2:30 p.m. segment of
the Garry Moore Show on CBS
Television effective Jan. 4.
Stokely had been sponsoring John
Conte for the past two years, three
quarter-hours weekly on NBC-TV,
but dropped the show in October.
Calkins, Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, N. Y., is agency.
Buys NBC News Review
FOR second successive year,
Travelers Insurance Co., Hartford,
will sponsor a year-end review of
news on NBC Radio, Sunday, Dec.
30, 5-6 p.m. Young & Rubicam,
New York, is the agency.
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SWEENEY NAMED
Elected V. P. of BAB
ELECTION of Kevin B. Sweeney
as vice president in charge of pro
motion and sales
for BAB was
announced
W e d n e s daylastby

Drawn for Broadcasting Telecasting by Sid Hix
and don't come back until you give me the vme P.I. deal you give
those mail order people."
No Radio Money
To Press
ARMY AD FUNDS
ARMY expenditures for advertising have been cut to shreds under rulings
by the Dept. of Defense, based on Congressional action last October, but
none of the money taken away from radio will go into printed media.
This policy was given Broadcasting • Telecasting last week by an
official Army source familiar with
little more for TV production and
the confused advertising situation. asponsored
clips.
Already defense officials are layMuch of the $700,000 will be used
ing plans for the 1953 military appropriation. They intend to ask for posters through thepublicity
Governor's
buCongress to appropriate adequate Island recruitment
includingmonths.
personnel costs for
funds for radio, TV and other the nextreau,three
advertising and to rescind the
The radio plans had included
recent anti-advertising policy such
as Frankie Laine
which wrecked the plans for heavy and Billprograms
Stern, but these drew some
media expenditures [B»T, Oct. 22]. Congressional
protest.
In reply the
Even before that, they will ask
for removal of the advertising ban, Army ing tohadrecruit
explained
it wasn't
trySenators
was
a last-minute monstrosity that looking for young people but
through
crept into
the
Military
Appropriabroadcasts
that
would
reach
them
tions Act following suggestion of
basis. The proSen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D- on a nationwide
grams had to be cancelled suddenly
Wyo.),
chairman
of
the
militai'y
after
Congress
laid
down its ban.
appropriations subcommittee. The
advertising media now used
policy became snarled in the pre- areOnlynurses
magazines
and books.
adjournment crush.
women's
magazines
are
Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, Assistant Even
barred
though
the
Army
Secretary of Defense, is understood offer an attractive mediumfeelsin they
the
to be in favor of sponsored radio
for recruitment purposes but is search for nurses.
forced to operate under legal inter- ANAHIST PLANS
pretations ofwhat is construed as
intent of Congress.
To Use National Spots
With a fund of something above ANAHIST Co., New York, is pre$700,000 currently
available
for
reparing to market nationally its new
cruitment activities, originally
tablet, Hist-O-Plus, using
bracketed for expenditure through anti-cold
national
spot radio and local newsGrant Adv., recruitment officials
s the result
of a successhave been given permission to use
ful salespapers, arecord
compiled
by the
funds without working through the product
in
two
major
test
markets.
agency
in
cases
where
advertising
J. S. Hewitt, executive vice presiis not to be used because of the
dent of Anahist, said Hist-O-Plus
Congressional ban.
captured
of the anti-histamine-in
About $70,000 of the fund, rough- based cold20%preparation
ly 10%,signed forhad
originally
beentime,
as- Western New York and market
the New
purchase
of radio
areas.
with $57,000 going to other adver- England
The new spot radio campaign is
Now tising
the media.
recruitment officials will expected to start Jan. 1 through the
firm's
agency, Ted
use a small sum for a minor nation- Bates & advertising
Co., New York.
wide radio spot campaign and spend
BROA

P r e sliami B.dent
Ryan.WilHis election
came little over a
month after he
joined tional
BAB as jyjr Sweeney
director of promotion
na[B*T, Oct. 29].
He has since been assigned the
duties of director of promotion
and sales, the post he held imme
diately prior to election as a vice
In the vice presidency, reporting
president.
directly to Mr. Ryan, he will supervise the activities of five major
promotion
— localsales,
promore
tion, nationaldivisions
promotion,
search, and production.
has long
a definiteof
need"There
and desire
for been
the creation
this position within the organizational framework of the BAB,:
Mr. Ryan
said, until
"but such
it hastimebeenas
held
in abeyance
most of the major personnel steps
had been accomplished. That time
has arrived and in Kevin Sweeney
we have a man ideally suited for
the
post.beenDuring
he has
with the
us heshorthastime
al
ready formulated and put into ac
tion a 17-project plan designed to
promote full and continued use of
radio advertising by national and
regional and chain store adverDetails This Week
Details
of theRyan"17-project"
plan
totisers."
which Mr.
referred have
not been revealed, but are ex
pected to be released this week.
Mr. Sweeney entered radio ii
1938 via the CBS Pacific Coast
sales promotion department. He
was named sales promotion man
ager and assistant to the Western
Division vice president of ABC
in 1942 and then, after two years
wartime service, was manager of
Housewives Protective League
programs until 1948, when he
joined KFI Los Angeles. He wa:
general sales manager of KFI and
KFI-TV for three years, and then
moved to Don Lee Television a few
months ago as sales manager, the
post he left to join BAB.
Pan American Names
PAN AMERICAN Coffee Bureau
New York, has appointed two ad
vertising agencies to handle its! tie
advertising and promotion effective fan
April 1. Cunningham & Walsh
N. Y., has been named to handl
the radio and television account
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 26] an<
Robert W. Orr and Assoc. wi]
handle printed media advertising.
DC ASTING
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tion with minor league clubs. At
the same time, such organizations
as Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
and NARTB had been pledging future cooperation with both majors
and minors
tional sport. in promoting the naWhat the change in baseball
rules meant was that broadcasters
desiring to broadcast games had
to dicker with the home team in
each case instead of with the respective leagues. This loosening
of the rules was set off by Justice
Dept. pressure.
Only last week,
Broadcasting
Telecasting
reported
the results•
of the third annual TV baseball
survey conducted by Jerry Jordan
which showed nine major league
baseball clubs that telecast all home
games or all day games in 1951
coming up with
admissions.increased
Also reportedpaidwere
losses for seven clubs which reduced, restricted or allowed no
television.
Mr. White's statement noted that
Mutual had not received a formal
response from the Yankees in refor to1952
Game plyofto MBS'
the Dayproposal
series sent
the
New York club as well as to other
major
league
teams.
But
since
Mutual feels that the series has
and coming
that it season,
can be
anhelped
assetbaseball
during the
"we feel that many of the major
league clubs will accept the pro. and hope
that the
(Continned
on page
36) Yan-

Radio, TV Headache Growing
Bab 0
Kiev : BASEBALL
tion that he has had Justice Dept.
BIG LEAGUE baseball, with the to congratulate George M. Trautminor leagues calling the signals,
man for his authoritative, clear-cut heads wagging on baseball's legal
threatened last week to catch some and courageous
presentation of the rights, that:
"Nobody has suggested to me
broadcasters hugging, if not hold- radio and television problem as it
pertains to minor league baseball. that any major league club, acting, the bag.
ing solely on its own, could be
Warm-up for what might become
"The
picture
presented
by
him
a contest between the radio-TV in- in his president's report to the as- charged with an evil motive in deciding toplace reasonable restraints
sociation coincides with the finddustry on the one hand and baseupon the broadcasting of its own
ball on the other began in Columings of the Yankees in their pri- games.
The solution is squarely in
vate
surveys
of
the
situation.
In
bus, Ohio, where George M. Trautman, head of the minor leagues, his conclusions, Mr. Trautman cor- the hands of the individual club,
rectly
states
this
is
a
matter
for
took a heavy swing at major league
Mr. and
Trautman
minor." also:
q tradio and television coverage which, decision by individual major major
he asserted, was hurting minor league clubs."
0
Blamed
league attendance.
broadcasts "whichmajor
saturate leagues'
the naWholesale Invasion
Although this argument had
for pushing down minor
Mr. Trautman had said in his league tion"attendance
in 1951 which
been made periodically in the past
report, delivered in Columbus to totaled 27,500,000 as compared to
vice|j by Mr. cident
Trautman,
it wasYorka coinaction in New
that the Minor League Assn. conven- 43,700,000 in 1949.
made headlines. In sequence:
£ Asserted minor league
tion, that this
the minors
"long
wholesalecan'tinvasion
# The New York Yankees an- withstand
have become
"drug
nounced areduction in the broad- from the outside. Loss of patronage broadcasts
the market."
Local astations
means financial fail- on
have
"traded
local
enthusiasm
for
casting of their games. Specifical- to theure minors
and many leagues and clubs dramatic voice or an action picly, the tional
worldnetworkchampions
nabroadcastsbarred
of their
have already ceased to exist befrom some distant
# turePresented
figuresplace."
showing
, games, such as the Game of the
cause of this radio umbrella."
Of television, he said, its impact 59 leagues with 444 clubs in 1949
^ J V by
Day MBS
seriesandwhicha similar
has beenseries
carriedby
but
only
49
leagues
with
356
clubs
upon
"professional
baseball
and in 1951.
other sports
has already
generated
LBS.
S
Baseball
restrictive
practices
a
chilling
fear
in
the
hearts
of
iT'L' ^ Gordon McLendon, president most club officials." Then, Mr. suffered a set-back last October
'm: of Liberty, noted it appeared that Trautman threw his Sunday punch
when the major league teams de■a" "the altruism of the Yankees is
somewhat short-sighted" and he by asserting that the majors were
to drop cramped
their "territorial"
radio-TV
:nitol cited the LBS contract with the cutting their own throats by not rules cidedwhich
restricting their radio-TV.
rightstion [B*T,
Oct.
15]. consultaThis aceeM|
Chicago
White
Sox
to
broadcast
was taken without
He explained, with an implicaid is ii their games for three years.
■w-j. £ Frank White, president of
as al-1 Mutual, commented that his netbroadcasts
"helpedin
Radio, TV Win Praise
ledto at-m ') work's
rather baseball
than hindered
baseball
CONTROL
useiiancbi
w the
the past,"
and
added
that
he
hoped NEWS
Yankees would reconsider
OFFICIAL recognition of radio-TV insistence on control of material in of responsibility in the case of live
adverji "their attitude as reflected by the newscasts was given Wednesday in San Diego by Rep. Olin Teague on-the-spot coverage of public affairs
stories
in
the
newspapers."
and predetermine
sports events.theThere's
no wayor
But in St. Louis, before Mr. (D-Tex.), chairman of the House Select Committee investigating G. I. to
behavior
Trautman took his cut at radio, loanRep.irregularities.
language
of
individuals.
All
that
can
publicly lauded
later withwhothe loan
done is to adopt such safeguards
plan the Browns signed for broadcasts radio andTeague
television in general for ing
president,
had association's
been Capt.
sub- beas may
be
available.
I have >■ ofaway,all onitsKXOK
games,St.both
home
and
p
o
e
n
a
e
d
i
n
the
investigation,
Louis. Falstaff their "honest-to-God job of good Kennedy explained the news had to But responsibility for studio pronews programs
Brewing Corp. is the sponsor (see reporting."
The tribute was made following be given without bias and without cannot gramsandand especially
should not be avoided
b Story, page 70).
suppressing
any
facts.
The
presitestimony
by
Capt.
John
A.
Kenunder
any
circumstances.
Yankee Announcement
dent ordered cancellation but denedy, chairman of the board of
of news agency
by a sponsor
cided to return to the air the fol- or Suppression
directors of KFMB-AM-TV San
advertising
is as
The
Yankees,
after
a
high-level
Diego.
Capt.
Kennedy
had
been
lowing night with the understand- evilbyasancounterfeiting
conference between President Dan
of news or
ing
the
station
would
have
comby
the
com"angling"
of
it.
Within
the
necesTopping and General Manager called
mittee to tell
plete control over news content.
sary time limitations, news should be
George Weiss, announced :
about his refusal
Agency handling the account for presented
fully.
"Home
games
will
be
telecast
San
Diego
Federal is Barnes Chase
five-min-go
In
this
case we felt that elimination
over one station, WPIX, in New to letutea newscast
Co.,
San
Diego.
the would
sponsor'sconstitute
name fromdistortion.
a news
York. Road and home games will on KFMB-TV
The House committee invited ofstory
be broadcast over WINS.
Monday evening
an entirely
Capt. Kennedy to testify or else be Editorially
connection and
our inradio
station different
had said
without naming
"Road
and
home
games
and
subpoenaed
later
for
a
hearing
in
home day games (only) will be officials of the
Washington. On the committee just two or three days before, "Good
broadcast over the stations of a
with Chairman Teague are Rep. identification is good journalism."
San
limited New York network re- sponsoring
We sincerely believe in that precept
Diego Savings &
Earl Chudoff (D-Pa.) and Rep.
and gladly assume it as an obligation.
■ strictedtionaltoterritory
the (part
Yankees'
promo- Loan Assn., under Capt. Kennedy Hubert Scudder (R-Calif.).
of PennsylWe'll
go further and say that a sponquestioning
at
the
Capt. Kennedy said he saw
vania, Connecticut and New York).
sor, in relations
the longbyrun,having
bettershishis name
pubby the committee.
"nothing
unusual"
in the insistence
lic
And an attempt will be made to timePrior
of
KFMB-TV
on
control
of
news
to
the
Monday
newscast
cut this network into a smaller Capt. Kennedy asked the announcer content. He told Broadcasting • mentioned in a program even when
the mention may not at the time aparea than it covered in 1951.
if his report on the investigation Telecasting :
pear favorable.
"The Yankees will not license contained names of officials of the
responsibility
Capt. Kennedy further stated:
the broadcasting of its Stadium sponsoring loan company and their whatManagement's
goes out on the
air either onfora
At any rate, we are happy that the
games on any national network proper identification with the firm. television or radio station is implicit issue
arisen, perhaps
for thealsofirstbe
on a game-of-the-day basis or any The announcer, Rex May, said he and absolute. Technically, of course, time inhastelevision.
It should
no programs.
way to Management
pre-edit live nethad been directed by the sponsor there's work
other basis."
the
last
time.
The
television
broadcan
Last year the top American not to mention the names. Mr. only see to it that all are viewed and
caster
mustnews
havethatfullgoes
editorial
League censedclub
in
the
standings
liMay
is
an
employe
of
the
loan
firm
t
r
o
l
o
f
the
out
on conhis
heard
by
experienced
employes
and
the broadcasts.
assigned channel and in my judgment
and is not employed by KFMB-TV. that valid criticism be passed along his
acceptance
of
that
responsibility
Capt. Kennedy promptly ordered promptly
to
the
offending
network.
The Yankees' policy statement
There are other technical problems is both a duty and a privilege.
also asserted the club "would like cancellation of the program. TalkDecember 10, 1951 • Page 25
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NBC 5th Annual Convention
AFFILIATE and network executives found time for play as well as work at
Boca Raton as these typical candid photos prove. (Also see story, page 79)
TOP LEFT: (I to r) Charles R. Denny, executive v. p., NBC; Aldo De
Dominicis, WNHC New Haven; Walker Long, WSAZ Huntington, W.
Va.; Walter Damm, WTMJ Huntington,
Milwaukee; W.L. Va.
H. (Bud) Rogers, WSAZ-TV
TOP CENTER : Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. McConnell in a relaxed moment.
TOP RIGHT: Syd Eiges, v. p., NBC; Mrs. Eiges; Niles Trammell,
chairman of board, NBC; Don DeGroot, WW J Detroit; Mrs. W. C.
Swartley, WBZ Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. John Murphy, Cros- Mr. and Mrs. George Burbach,
KSD St. Louis >
■<
ley TV Cincinnati.

John McCormick, WTAM Cleve- >
land; Gen. Lyman Munson, vice
president, NBC; Sid Desfor, NBC
photographer, who took pictures on
this page with exception of this
one.
< Martin Campbell, WFAA Dallas;
Charles (Bud) Barry, v. p., NBCDavid Adams, tive assistant
v. p., NBC. to execu-

Paul Hancock, NBC; Irving Waugh, WSM Nashville; Mrs. Hancock;
Dale Taylor, WENY Elmira, N. Y.; Walter Krebs, WJAC Johnstown,
Pa.; Mrs. Alvin D. Schrott, Walter
WJAC-TVKrebs.Johnstown; Mr. Schrott; Mrs.

James V. McConnell, NBC; Ray Welpott, WGY Schenectady,
Hanna, WGY Schenectady ; Schenectady.
Jake Evans, NBC; B. J. Rowan

si ta- - b&
GROSS
TOPS
P&G & GAMBLE
Table I
Table II
PROCTER
Co. again NETWORK
in September was the largest user TOP TEN RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS
TOP
RADIO
NETWORK
ADVERTISERS
BY
PRODUCT GROUPS FOR SEPTEMBER 1951
FOR SEPTEMBER 1951
of network radio, with gross time
AgricultureFootwear
& Farming
Allis-Chalmers
Mfg. Co
$ 38,036
Procter & Gamble Co
$1,300,449 Apparel,
purchases on the national radio 2.1. Miles
&
Access
Brown
Shoe
Co
17,557
538,246 Automotive, Auto. Access. & Equip. Electric Auto-Lite
Co
69,880
networks of $1,300,449, more than 3. GeneralLabs
Mills
437,377
Beer
&
Wine
Schenley
Industries
96,437
twice the sum spent by the second 4. Lever Brothers Co
436,872 Confectionery
Bldg.
Materials,
Equip.
&
Fixtures
.
Johns-Manville
Corp
98,012
& Soft Drinks William
Wrigley Jr.Adv.Co
152,145
ranking network client, Miles Labs 5. American Home Products ... 406,847 Consumer Services
Electric Labs
Companies
Program
79,615
Campbell Foods
Soup Corp
Co
397,303 Drugs & Remedies
(see Table I). Compiled from the 7.6. General
Miles
538,246
394,457
Entertainment
&
Amusements
Shipstad
&
Johnson
5,723
records of individual sponsored 8. Sterling Drug
331,289
Foods & Food
Products& Other Fuels. . .General
437,377
program time costs, the data is 9. American Tobacco Co
326,249 Horticulture
Gasoline,
Lubricants
Standard Mills
OilPerkins
Co. of Co
Indiana
93,177
Jackson
&
1,500
10. Gillette Safety Razor Co
280,209 Household
published
by
Publishers
InformaEquip
Philco
Corp
121,817
tion Bureau.
Household
Furnishings
Armstrong
Cork
Co
41,420
Industrial
Materials
U. S. Steel Insurance
Corp
120,600
September's
top
10
radio
netInsurance
Prudential
Co.
of
America
102,049
nation
in
part
is
the
10%
reducwork advertisers included three
Optical
Goods
&
Cameras
Longines-Wittnauer
Watch
Co
98,027
tions in gross rates instituted Jewelry,
Equip., Stationery & Writing Hall Brothers
food companies, three drug con- July 1 by CBS and NBC (ABC Office
Supplies
n
64,608
cerns, two soap manufacturers, one and MBS achieved the same result Publishing
&
Media
Book
Associates
30,530
Sets, Phonographs,
Musi- RCA
cigarette company and one toiletry by increasing discounts without Radios,calTVInstruments
&
Access
227,610
producer, coinciding exactly with altering their basic rates, these Smoking
Retail Stores
& Direct by Mail Dr.
Hiss Shoes
Inc
1,185
Materials
American
Co
326,249
time purchase rankings of the five
not being reflected in the Toiletries
Soaps, Cleansers
& Goods
Polishes
Procter
&& Tobacco
Gamble
Co
859,817
leading classes of advertisers dur- changes
&
Toilet
Procter
Gamble
Co
340,331
PIB
figures
which
are
based
on
Transportation, Hotels & Resorts
Assn.
60,894
ery
ing September (Table III).
one-time network rates).
Miscellaneous
Americanof American
FederationRailroads
of Labor
90,454
III
Four Move Up
Four of the 10 leaders in SepSEPT. AND JAN.-SEPT., 1951 COMPARED TO 1
GROSS RADIOJon. -Sept.
NETWORK TIME SALES FORTable
tember were not on the comparable
Group
Jan.1950-Sept. Product
Sept.
Sept.
Office Equip.,
1950
August list [B*T, Oct. 29]— Camp- Product Group
1951 Jan-Sept.
1951
Sept.
1951
1951
bell Soup Co., General Foods Corp., Agriculture
Farming & $ 68,420 $ 485,135
Writing
Sup782,425
American Tobacco Co. and Gillette
$
97,159
$
wear &FootAccess.
plies & Station981,653 Political
Safety Razor Co. going in to re- Apparel,
17,557 519,588
Publishing
&
164,747
Auto.
place Liggett & Myers Tobacco Automotive,
299,004
325,003
Media
Equip.
&
Access.
3,113,596
3,916,558
179,915
Beer
&
Wine
Co., William Wrigley Jr. Co., Bldg. Materials,
Radios,
TV
Sets,
130,486 2,636,355
Phonographs,
1 ,909,464
Schenley Industries and Philip
109,352
Equip.
&
Fixtures
993,920
Morrisuct class
Ltd.of Leader
in
each
prodMusical
In1,053,510
100,137
Access. struments &
network business is Confectionery
679,430
Soft Drinks &
310,950 4,940,021 Retail
293,990 2,143,839
322,640 4,618,585
listed in Table II.
Consumer
DirectStores
by Mail&
65,627
Services&
160,886 2,072,698
28,286
27,928
188,434 1 ,390,068
Comparison of September 1951 Drugs
Remedies & 1,331,130 16,777,832 1,863,209 18,145,038 Smoking Matewith the same month of 1950, and Entertainment
1,185 15,120,444 ,539,752
1,350 17,057,568
,269,225
Amusements
the similar comparison of the Jan- Foods
5,723
& Food
5,723
5,619 33,168,753
uai-y-September
network
Products
,274,944 13,340,141 ,663,922 15,205,700
2,930,006 31 ,876,460 3,531,794
5,619
of this year and
last, time
listedsalesin
Table III, shows an overall decline
29,614
Toiletries
&
cants
'&
Other
Fuels
469,255
401 ,878 4,305,544
Toilet Goods
1,753,644 19,700,414 2,016,358 18,730,623
Horticulture
over the 12-month period. Expla- Household
105,696 Transportation
87,894 246,956 3,895,407
1,500
Equip.
242,299
2,459,985
720,659
Household
Furns.
81,285 2,111,100
48,191
375,435
Travel & ReIndustrial
sorts
Materials
172,662 1 ,555,344 Miscellaneous
PACKAGE FIRM
190,784 1,512,697
Insurance
236,304
2,387,678
263,406
Total
$11,860,646 $130,904,666 $13,931,561 $135,722,285
2,154,701
Jewelry,
Optical
CBS Radio Acquires Stock
Goods
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
Cameras &
873,341
109,947
1
,035,730
75,022
CBS stock
Radioowned
Network's
purchase
all
by James
Sauterof
in Air Features, independent producer of program packages, was
announced Wednesday.
Invited to NARTB '52 Meets
Network acquired first option on BAB MEMBERS
all Air Features shows — most pro- MEMBERS of Broadcast Advertis- part both in the annual convention
WSOY Decatur,handling
111., chairman
duced by Frank and Anne Humof thesay, committee
sports
ing Bureau, which will be com- and the 1952 district meetings was activities
mert, who currently have 12 profor the board. Decision
pletely
divorced
from
NARTB
next
offered
by
A.
D.
Willard
Jr.,
WGAC
was reached to send an observer
grams on the air — although shows April 1, will be invited to take part
Ga., director-at-large for to major and minor league basenow owned by other networks will in the NARTB annual convention Augusta,
remain where they are. Air Fea- in Chicago next April, under a de- medium stations.
ball meetings. Directors discussed
The
district
meeting series will the new policy of the New York
tures can be used by CBS Radio,
NARTB Radio Board
however, for sale of its own pack- taken catision of the
get under way next Aug. 18, run- Yankees restricting radio coverage
its
Wednesday-Thursday
ages— even to rival networks.
ning in three brackets through Oct. to its own area and banning nain Washington. (See TV
tionwide coverage of its games.
Mr. Sauter resigned presidency meeting
Board
story
page
23.)
21.
Meetings will start in DisThe Radio Board voted to set up
of the company immediately and
trict 7 (Ky., Ohio) and conclude in
NARTB and BAB will be in ac- District
announced that he will start his
committee
representa1 (New England). Order a copyright
competition for members in
tive of the entire
industry
to keep
own packaging agency, specializ- April.tiveBAB
solicited membership of district meetings follows: Dis- in touch
ing public service features, after
with
activiti.es
in the mut
r
i
c
t
s
7
,
8,
11,
17,
15,
16,
14,
12,
the first of the year. Meanwhile, pledges during NARTB's annual
sic
licensing
field.
The
action
was
meeting series which end- 13, 10, 9, 4, 5, 6, 3, 2, 1.
as president of USO Camp Shows, district
referred to the full board for Fried in mid-November.
he leaves for the West Coast to
day
consideration.
The
full
board,
Second
Day
Agenda
At present, NARTB members
supervise
production
comprising the combined Radio
for
Christmas
tours. of four units who joined before last summer are
During
1951 district
and TV directors, assembled after
ings BABthePresident
Williammeet-B. the
receiving
service through
New owners, besides CBS Radio, 30% of theirBABNARTB
days. groups had met for
membership Ryan took over the afternoon of two separate
are understood to include Maurice
Scopp, who succeeds Mr. Sauter dues, though they can take a rebate promotion
the
second
day's
agenda
for
sales
action originated in
and advertising clinics, theCopyright
as head of Air Features, and the and stay outside BAB if they wish.
Legal & Legislative Advisory
Non-NARTB members pay BAB aided by members of his staff.
Hummerts, who will continue their
Committee,
headed
by Robert T.
association with the business. half the highest hourly rate per
At its two-day separate session
WMRN Marion, Ohio.
NARTB's Radio Board covered a Mason,
Amount of stock owned by Mr. month tomotionbelong
to
the
sales
proThe Radio Board reviewed a seassociation.
wide range of association problems.
Sauter and price paid for it was
(Continued on page 36)
Motion to invite BAB to take It heard a report by Merrill Lindnot revealed.
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SSB Charts Plan
OVER-SCALE
A COURSE whereby the radiotelevision industry would be permitted to self-administer government regulations covering overscale performer salaries was charted by a Salary Stabilization Board
official last week.
The
self-administering
procedureto
was offered
as an alternative
adoption of a voluntary code by
radio,
fields. TV, motion picture and stage
The plan was presented in a talk
before the National Assn. of Manufacturers byV. Henry Rothschild,
SSB chief counsel and board member. It was a harbinger of action
to be taken by the board itself after
consideration of recommendations
prepared by a special entertainNAM CONGRESS
Radio, TV Speakers Heard
SIX representatives of radio and
television spoke at the 56th annual
Congress of American Industry,
held by National Assn. of Manufacturers at the Waldorf-Astoria
in New York Wednesday, Thursday and Friday last week.
Setting the theme of the sessions, "The Course of Human
Events,"
Kennedy, WPIXTV New Kevin
York commentator,
and
Bob Wilson of NBC-TV narrated
films which showed the industrial
organization which lies behind national activity, as represented by
the Korean warfront. Their feature opened Congress meetings.
Thursday morning, George
Hicks, NBC commentator, narrated another feature, a panel of four
investors, to answer "Who Are the
Capitalists?"
Ted Malone, roving reporter for
ABC, conducted an audience question period the same morning, following a demonstration on "Your
Money is What You Make It" given
atReedthe of
women's
William
NAM session
PublicbyRelations
Div.
College Forum Group
CBS Radio Network was represented by Commentator Dwight
Cooke, who moderated a forum
Friday morning of 49 college students and 12 industrial apprentices
as they quizzed industrialists on
earlier meetings, as well as sessions
of the first International Conference of Manufacturers held by
NAM in New York earlier in the
week.
Final representative of the
broadcasting world to speak at the
congress was Robert Montgomery,
NBC-TV producer-director and radio commentator. Mr. Montgomery
was a featured speaker at the annual dinner Friday night.
Most radio networks taped segments of the Congress for broadcast throughout the week, and all
meetings national
were transmission
recordedviaforVoice
inter-of
America.
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mentTALENT
salary panel [B»T, Dec. 3,
Oct. 29]. Mr. Rothschild addressed
NAM's annual Conference of
American
Industry at the WaldorfAstoria
Thursday.Hotel in New York last
Anticipating that an announcement about over - scale salaries
would be made soon, Mr. Rothschild
said that "any policy adopted would
probably take the form of a regulation issued by the board subject
to compliance and enforcement procedures applicable to salary stabilization regulations generally."
Board Regulations
Recommendations will be asked
of members in these entertainment
industries but, if adopted, "will
represent regulations issued by the
board rather than a purely voluntary code," the SSB board member
explained. Policing by self-administration conforms substantially to
board practice, it was noted.
Mr. Rothschild specifically denied
that a ruling, similar to the NRA
voluntary code for motion pictures
and other industries, would be effected. It also is recalled that radio, newspapers and other media
operated under a voluntary code

during World War II.
Essentially,
there's acodepractical
difference:
a voluntary
would
be drawn by industry and abided
atadministered
the request ofdirectives
the agency;imply
selfpromulgation of rules by SSB, with
provision for enforcement by 14
SSB regional offices. There is hope
that the latter method would reduce
the bulk
of casesitself.
which come before the board
Policy for professional sports
also will be set under any regulations evolved by SSB. Mr. Rothschild thought it possible that one
regulation would govern both fields.
SSB now has before it the report
compiled by entertainment salary
panel and another group which
looked into the sports field. Release
is expected shortly, perhaps this
week. It is believed, however, that
SSB would not act in the immediate future. The board comprises
industry members and functions on
a part-time basis, meeting only
weekly under the chairmanship of
Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman and general counsel.
There was speculation that each
industry — radio, TV, etc. — would
set up a coordinating committee
through which the problems pecu-

DURING coast-to-coast ABC broadcast. Variety Club of Houston pays
homage to Frankie Laine (r) for previous personal appearances for Variety Boys' Club. Bill Williams (I),
presents solid gold medallion to the
singer. Fred Nahas (c), vice presidentgeneral manager of KXYZ Houston,
beams approval.
liar to each field would be chan
neled. There was no indication late
Thursday,
however,
action
would
be taken
in thewhatbroadcast
industry.
The regulations are expected to
provide a flexible formula taking
cognizance of different criteria
within each entertainment category. The panel report touches on
(Continued on page 113)

ivql Medio by Hooper
WithR
ED
PAR
COMthe
IOhas "spoiled"
RADwhich
per
homeandaveraged
2 hours,
59
RADIO,
serted. "Broadcasting advertising
minutes
10
seconds.
advertiser by being "too productive
the media, is de"Each of two Philadelphia sta- alone among
of results for too little investment,"
s
i
g
n
e
yes control, that
tions got more consumer time than essentiald to supply,
ingredient,
commercial
today
"may
look
streamlined
in
spots compared with its own lush all magazines put together. One exposure time.
station got five times the consumer
past,
but
radio's
comparisons
"A
potential
broadcast
should be with its competition, not time of the two leading magazines
tiser should be told, and sold, adveragain
with its past," C. E. Hooper said
and
again,
that
with
radio
and
Citing
a magazine advertising television he obtains that precious
Thursday in a talk on "The Case put
together."
bureau
report
that
magazines
in
For Radio"
before
the
Radio
ExThe voluntarily isoecutives Club of New York.
October had the largest month in ingredient:captivated
consumer — his to
Noting that "the radio competi- their history, with billings for all impresslated,
for
the
period of his spontion involving most of you is na- general and farm magazines totals
o
r
s
h
i
p
,
h
i
s
to
'sell'
a manner
ing $56,600,000, Mr. Hooper de- no other medium can induplicate.
tional, which
means measurement
magazines,"
the veteran
audience
clared:
"The
adequate
merchandising
of
researcher declared that "to make
"Thatsumerisradiohappening
while con- this one idea alone could turn the
time is dominating
the sale, radio needs direct comradio,"
Mr. between
Hooper 1929
deparative, competitive information." magazine time five to one in Amer- tide for clared.
Noting that
ica's top television city. In the
Mr. Hooper
said his
organization's
newly
developed
Media-Meter,
us- face of this, magazines raise rates, and 1950, "while broadcasting was
growing income
up," the percent
ofadverthe
ing the familiar concidental tele- while in places radio is reducing national
phone interview technique long its rates in spite of its five to one
tising fell from spent
4% tofor2.3%,
he
used in radio audience measureattributed "much of this reduction
ments, now measures the amount advantage."
No
'Fleeting'
Exposure
to broadcasting's selling efficiency."
of time the members of the typical
American family devotes each day
Turningtising andto tooutdoor
radio Hooper
adverFurthermore, he stated, the "exthe new
p
o
s
u
r
e
"
t
o
broadcasting
advertisto reading newspapers and magaof measuring listening in
ing is not fleeting; a 15 minute pro- method
zines, viewing television and listengram holds its listeners or lookers automobiles which since the war
ing to the radios.
are 75% radio equipped, Mr. HoopA recent Media-Meter survey in for
isolated
as a "captivated
15
minutes.
Noting audience"
that only
er reported that an outdoor radio
Philadelphia, a top TV city, in
survey made in Salt Lake City
the
shortest
spot
announcement
apJuly ("one of the two lowestfound daytime use of sets in cars
proximates the "fleeting
listeningvealed
months
of the
rement exposure
typical ofadvertiseprinted ing.
averaging 24.2% and during one
minutes of
use year")
of radio
period hitting 30.9 %, figures never
media,"
he
pointed
out
that
"no
toppingzines by better
minutesthanof five
use toofone,magabroadcaster
has
ever
been
guilty
duplicated in daytime home listenMr.
of double spotting in a manner that
Hooper stated.
He noted that the outdoor ting
radio
the competitive adver- audience
"The total minutes of listening approaches
can be reached without
tising typically crowded upon the
per home per week averaged 15
any special
the
hours, 40 minutes and 54 seconds consumer by printed media."
audienceappropriation
appropriationas buys
"It takes time to do work on the "home(Continued
per
reported.reading
"The
on
page
72)
total family,"
minutes ofhe magazine
consumer's mind," Mr. Hooper asROADCASTING
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New York BBB Issues Warnin
P IS
Y of all radio
HOLIDA
EXECUTIVE
heads
"treasure chests" were advertised postal increase is a barrier for such
and TV stations in metropolitan for children as attractive packages
New York received letters last containing 40-50 exciting toys, promotion.
The company will pay $4 for
week dentfrom
Jackson,Business
presi- games and puzzles. What the par- each qualified lead and believes
of theHugh
local R.Better
"by have
using you
all will
the extra
received were
"junk"and items
that you
be abletimeto
of paper,
cardboard
thin that
Bureau, urging avoidance of mis- made ents
leading advertising for pre-Christ- plastic, many of which were ir- fare very well."
A holiday item is being promoted
mas direct mail offerings.
reparably damaged in delivery.
by John Harder Fenstermacher,
Observing that the volume of
"Calendar
banks"
were
advertised as a wonderful device for Corry, Pa.,
consumer complaints has increased
lationscustomer
consultant. and
Thedealer
firm re-is
I in recent years, Mr. Jackson said keeping track of the date and
a $3.50 lacing shoe for
the main fault lies in overselling, savings at the same time. In promoting
the kiddies to learn the art of shoepes which may range anywhere from actuality, they were round plastic lacing.
pii- slightly ridiculous superlatives to boxes containing a spiral cardCowboy Suits Inc., enclosing rewhich turned up consecutive
Vo-j. actual misrepresentation. "Unless numbersboard when
productions ofpaid advertising in
coins were inserted.
i, fadlj;the
product
looks
and
'works'
and
New
York newspapers, has three
lasts the way he is led to believe
Pre-Holiday Rush
kinds of deals: (1) per inquiry
it will, the consumer decides, as
All over the nation the pre-holi(2) guaranteed
many he complainants
report to us, day rush of P. I. and mail order (40%)
("we ;require
2 ordersorderperbasis$1
!!"'' that
'neveronagain
thingwilladvertised
radio buyor anytele- projects continues.
spent");
(3)
time
purchase availA number of stations have proabilitsure
ies. The offer
concludes:
"P.
~~ vision,' " the BBB president wrote.
t
e
s
t
e
d
a
n
offer
from
S.
P.
MiddleSi
We
are
that
you can earn
™- The fact that most Christmas
Co., Beverly Hills, Calif., the most revenue on a P. I. basis.
- offers are intended for use as gifts which manexplains
that it is thinking
runs were very success■"'J: —an particularly
children's
gifts — tois of switching back to radio on be- The fultest
and during the holiday season
additional
hazard,
according
half
of
Air
Conditioning
Training
the letter. If the merchandise is Co., Youngstown, Ohio, once an thisThewill Carson
prove a Agency,
sensationalChicago,
offer."
ito ^not in adequate supply the would- active
account. In recent wants stations to know that "doing
. be consumer finds that he must years theradio
has spent most of business by mail today is as much
[eria iinake last-minute revisions of his its budget firm
on direct mail but the a part of the American scene as
te. gift plans, and items not delivered
son iby Christmas later lose their value
and purpose. Offers that run too
,late in December may risk either
W
oradvised.
both these conditions, the bureau COOPER TO MPA?
EDWARD
COOPER,
regarded
as
Capitol
Hill's
most
informed
in com2| For the station to retain listener
munications'
regulatory
matters
for Picture
many years,
was slated last week
for
a
key
TV
spot
with
the
Motion
Assn.
'good
will,
the
New
York
bureau
recommends that the broadcaster
This was the consensus in Washington, although a formal decision
himself
of the responsible
reliability wasSpeculation
not expected
this week.
*
resigned that post Feb. 1 to join
, '; ofassure
the firm
or agency
had until
mounted
that He
Sen. McFarland, who had become
for the offer; that the actual item
Mr. Cooper would Majority
in the Senate. Mr.
KJ 'be examined in the light of claims
join MPA when Cooper wasLeader
succeeded by Nicholas
made in the copy, and the copy be
Eric
Johnston
reZapple
on
the
commerce
group.
edited accordingly to insure acassumed leaderThe communications expert, who
=~ curacy and to avoid exaggeration;
ship
of
the
mohis 48th birthday last
1 that the station require the distion picture or- celebrated
is known
broad; tributing
agencyallto orders
provide can
amplebe
ganization. Mr. October,
cast circles.
He was widely
formallyin named
evidence that
I Johnston resigned
communications
specialist
on
filled and completed in time for
"*?r*$P^^B ag Administrator Senate Commerce Committee thein
pre-Christmas delivery; that the
S t atheb i 1Economic
i z a tion 1948 although he had been the ex■ closing date of the offer on the air
°f
I 9
pert on communications regulation
be early enough to assure preunder three committee chairmen,
Agency night agoa tofortCooper
Mr.
% oftic'Christmas
delivery;
that
the
stare- beginning in 1938.
tion
J check whether arrangements
turndent
to private
life 3].
as MPA's presiA Montana newspaperman, Mr.
:• have been made by agency or ad[B»T, Dec.
went to Washington in 1934
vertiser for handling any refunds
At
the
week's
end,
Mr. Cooper asCooper
^as;that may be requested in accord- had not yet announced his
reporter, writer and then manresignaaging editor of the Intelligencer.
tie <ance with terms of the offer.
tion as executive assistant to
Senate Majority Leader Ernest W. He joined the committee staff to
Cites Many Examples
head up a two-year investigation
McFarland
(D-Ariz.),
a
post
that
' . L theComplaint
at thenumerous
Bureau, he has held for the past year [B*T, of domestic telegraph companies.
letter said,filescontain
Grew With Field
22, also see Our Respects To,
examples of Christmas offers that Jan.
Feb. 5]. When he became Sen.
Through the years, as the broadresulted in mass complaints:
cast
media
grew, Mr. Cooper acMcFarland's
top staff man,thatit was
cumulated knowledge in the field.
the understanding
Mr.
;'r| Christmas
tree decorations
some-as with
times were described
on the air
From
1942-45,
he served in the
Cooper would serve only one year
; fabulous, glowing ornaments, when and
be free to accept an industry commander.
Navy, coming Heout served
as a lieutenant
what the consumer actually rewith the
ceived were thin cardboard cut- offer
by exact
New Year's.
Director of Naval Communications.
The
designation
of
Mr.
outs, edged with a narrow strip of Cooper's post at MPA was not
During his tenure as communicaluminous substance. Certain spon- known but it was expected that he
specialist, Mr. Cooper was
sors of this offer were ultimately would be attached to the Television active tions
in the efforts to change the
1 indicted on charges of mail fraud. Committee. With Congress in re- Communications Act as contained
Mr. Cooper was in Indiana in the original Wheeler- White bill
!Wj In another case, balloon "ani- for a cess,
brief rest and is expected to in 1939, later known as the White
j mals"ber— animals
advertised
inflated rubbill, and still later revised as the
— were asordinary
bal- return to his desk today.
i loons, which the consumer was
McFarland Bill (S 658).
Mr. Cooper was the Communica- so-called
instructed to inflate and twist into
In the early 40s, Mr. Cooper was
tions expert on the Senate Inter-,'A animal shapes.
by the FCC as an assiststate & Foreign Commerce Com- considered
ant secretary of the Commission.
mittee staff for the past decade.
"Christmas stockings" and
BROADCASTING
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pie." Nursery
The account
isapple
Gardner
Co., ainvolved
perennial P. I. user now offering 35
cents of every dollar on inside
King's Men Toiletries is offering
plants.
gifts of its products to radio newsmen for use as awards in a suggested mail pull idea. Firm suggests newscasters
selectphone
listeners'
postcards
at random,
the
writer and read a free plug on the
air.
The
lucky
listeners
get
free
toiletries.
Writing the company, Jim Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis, president of the National Assn. of Radio
News Directors, said he resented
"the implication . . . inherent in
your letter. And I predict that
although some plug-happy announcers may be spineless enough
to help you chisel radio advertising for next to nothing, the bona
fide radio newsmen of America will
give you the back of their hands.
As an officer of the NARND, I
can assure you that as a breed,
newsmen resist any tampering with
the content of their newscasts.
Several have written me about
RESEARCH GROUP
Names Geyer Head
B. B. GEYER, president of Geyer,
Newell & Ganger, was elected
this."
chairman of the board of directors
for the reconstituted Advertising
Research Foundation at an organizational meeting of ARF subscribers Monday.
Participating
— 89
representatives ofsubscribers
advertisers,
agencies and media — unanimously
agreed to make the board of directors tri-partite,
six
directors
each toproviding
representforagencies, advertisers and media for one
yearTheterms!
following were elected to
the board:
Mr. denGeyer;
Marion Harper Frederic
Jr., presi-R.
t of McCann-Erickson;
Gamble,
president
of American
Assn.
ofExecutive
Advertising
Agencies;
F.
B.
Manchee,
vice& president,
Batten,
Barton, Durstine
Osborn; Fergus
Mead,
vice
presidentagencies.
of the Buchen Co.— all
representing
Johnger of Black
F. Apsey& Decker
Jr., advertising
Mfg.comptroller,
Co.; manaLowryGeneral
H. Crites,
advertising
Mills;
W.
B.
Potter,
director
of
advertising
operations,
Eastman
Kodak
Co.; D. P. Smelser, manager of market
research
Gamble,tional
and department,
Paul B. presidents-all
West,Procter
Assn. & ofrepreNasentingAdvertisers
advertisers.
Paul Montgomery,
vice
president
McGraw-Hil Pub. Co., and John C. Sterpublisher of "This
zine—ling,
representing
media. Week" MagaSome board vacancies were maintained in order to fill them, by mail
ballot, when more subscriptions to
ARF are received. There are: One
vacancy each for agencies and advertisers, four for media. Though
membership is open to the broadcast media, the new membership
list included none in this category
as yet.
The reconstituted ARF seeks
three things, Mr. Geyer explained:
Accuracysearch in
of refindings,presentation
greater acceptance
of those findings within the advertising field and a program that will
continue contributions to the effective use of advertising.
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Centers On MGM Shows
MS
PROMOTION
MUTUAL opened up an extensive promotion campaign last week for its
out, Monday through Friexpanded and realigned 1952 nighttime program schedule centered around roundedday, with
from 9-9:05 Bill
each Henry
evening,newscasts
plus the
the
six
hours
of
"Star
Entertainment"
to
be
supplied
each
week
by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios [B*T, Nov. 12].
following: Monday, Crime FightThe campaign was launched via through Friday will be Gabriel
ers, 9:05-9:30 p.m., and War
distribution — to advertisers, agen- Heatter newscasts (7:30-7:45 Front-Home Front, 9:30-10 p.m.;
cies and radio editors — of boxes of
Tuesday, Official Detective and
gingerbread men in the shape of p.m.) , Mutual Newsreel (7:45-7:55 Mysterious Traveler; Wednesday,
p.m.),
and
Robert
Hurleigh
newsHidden
Truth and Family TheaMutual's "Mr. Plus" trademarks
casts (7:55-8 p.m.). The MGM
tre;
Thursday, Rod
and GunFriday,
Club
and MGM's
Lion," along productions
and
Reporters
Roundup;
will
come
8-9
p.m.,
as
with
details "Leo
of thethe Mutual-MGM
follows :
Magazine
Theatre
and
Armed
program tie-up. The pact will add
Forces Review.
Bette Davis Show
an hour of programs featuring
On Saturday the MGM show will
Monday,
Woman
of
the
Year
Hollywood stars
to
Mutual's
programming each night Monday
of the Air, 8:30Bette Davis, 8-8:30 p.m., and be9:30MGMp.m.Theatre
It will by
be preceded,
through Saturday, starting Dec. 31. with
Crime Does Not Pay, 8:30-9 p.m.; the new lineup,
Comedy inof Robert A. Schmid, New York, MBS
The campaign will continue with Tuesday, The Black Museum, with Errors,
7:30-7:55
p.m.;
Cecil
national magazine advertising, ex- Orson Welles, 8-8:30 p.m., and Brown, 7:55-8 p.m., and Twenty
president in charge of adver^
tensive promotional activities by Story of Dr. Kildare with Lionel Questions, 8-8:30 p.m., and will be vice tising,
publicity, research and
planning,
Barrymore
and
Lew
Ayres,
8:30-9
Mutual
and "continuous
by Lombardoland USA, ■< bread man. samples a ginger
broadcaststations,
of reminder
announce- p.m.; Wednesday, MGM Musical followed
9:30-10
p.m.
ments, from breakfast to bedtime, Comedy Theatre of the Air, 8-9
Three of the six weekly MGM
over Mutual's full network of 552 p.m.; Thursday, Modern Adven- hours are available for local sale
tures of Casanova with Errol 8:30-9 p.m. Monday, Tuesday,
stations,"
according
to
Dick
Dorrance, director of public relations Flynn, 8-8:30 p.m., and The Hardy Thursday, Friday and Saturday
and press information.
Family with Mickey Rooney and night hour. The others are being
Lewis Stone, 8:30-9 p.m.; Friday, offered to national advertisers on
More fthan
100 toHollywood
per- Adventures
upcoming
of Maisie with Ann
ormers are slated
be heard oyer
Mutual under the MGM agreement. Sothern, 8-8:30 p.m., and Grade Mutual's "Multi-Message Plan" Dec. 10: Columbia Affiliates Advisory
Board Roosevelt,
meeting, Districts
4, 5, and 8
of
sponsorship, plan
similarandto NBC's
Bette Davis will initiate the "Star Fields Show, 8:30-9 p.m.
"Tandem"
ABC's
Hotel
New
Orleans.
Dec.
13: meeting,
Columbia District
Affiliates
Advisory
The 7:30-10 p.m. block will be "Pyramid."
Entertainment" at 8 p.m. on New
Board
Eve with
first program
bach Hotel, Kansas City. 7, Muehie
inYear's
her first
regularthe radio
series.
Dec. 20-22, 27-29: Canadian Copyright
Coinciding with the launching of
meeting,
Ottawa.Assn.
Self Policing Needed, Dec.Appeal
27-29:Board
American
Marketing
the MGM programming, Mutual
winter
conference,
Boston.
1952 Hotel Kenmore
will realign other shows to offer AD CLEANUP
what itpossible
terms "aentertainment
solid block offrom
the
AFA'scan Borton
7-10:convention,
Retail Dry Hotel
GoodsStatler,
Assn., New
41st
finest
INCREASING TIDE of legislation againstSays
advertising
be halted Jan.annual
7:30-10 p.m. EST, Monday through only through more self -policing within the field and by helping law- York.
m
a
k
e
r
s
t
o
understand
the
industry
better,
Elon
G.
Borton,
president
of
Jan.
8:
Second
session
of
the
82d
ConSaturday."
U.S. begins.
Opening the block Monday the Advertising Federation of America, told the Advertising Club of Jan. 13-15:gres of the
National
Appliance
and RaDenver Thursday.
dio Dealers
Assn.,Hotel,
annualChicago.
convention
Conrad
Hilton
from three sources — laws Jan. 15: FCC-Paramount hearing,
The first thing advertisers must coming
Wash
by
national,
state,
and
local
bodies;
J. M. PATT ELECTED
ington.
do, Mr. Borton regulations established by boards Jan.
18: Washington
State
Assn.
of
said in a luncheon
Broadcasters
Radio
Sales
Clinic,
President of WALL
and interpretaWash.
address,lice istheirto field
po- and commissions,
tions of legislation or precedent Jan.Tacoma,
JAMES M. PATT has been elected
19-20: National Advertising Agenpresident of WALL Middletown,
cying,Network,
Regional Meetmore effectively cases by court judges.
Nicollet Western
Hotel, Minneapolis.
N. Y., succeeding John Morgan
and clean out the
Jan.
21-23:
Newspaper
AdvertisingEdgeExecutives
Assn.,
convention,
Davis, who has resigned to be Judge
small
percentage
DALLAS ADMEN
water Beach Hotel Chicago.
of the Court of Common Pleas No.
of adver t i s i n g
Americanwinter
Institute
of meet
Elec
Attack Lucky Campaign Jan.trical21-26:
Engineers,
general
4 in Philadelphia. Mr. Davis, who
which
oversteps
RESOLUTION adopted by the Jan.ing, 24-25:
Hotel
Statler,
New
York.
was elected to the bench last month
the bounds of Dallas
Advertising Assn. of the
Advertising League at its West, Midwinter
truth or good membership
[B*T,officeNov.Jan.19],7, 1952.
will assume his
Oakluncheon Nov. 30 in Jan. 25-26:
land, Calif. Assn. ofConference,
new
Mr.
Borton
taste.
TransgresMr. Patt, who was vice president
sors of these the Hotel Adolphus condemned ad- Managers, St. Louis. Railroad Adv.
Jan. 26-27: National Advertising Agenand general manager of WALL, will principles, he observed, justifiably
which "imputesor, dishonesty to allvertising
advertising
by incontinue as general manager. He irritate influential groups and give
cy Network,
Eastern
Regional
MeetWeston
Hotel,Radio
NewandYork.
nuendo
or
otherwise,
disparages
is one of the four Patt brothers, those who would hamper adverFeb. 9-29ing, :NewInternational
Electronics
Exhibition,
Bombay,
India.
the
integrity
of
the
advertising
all of whom are in broadcasting
(Further information
obtainable
from
tising a ready-made excuse for
Consulate
General
of
India,
3
E.
64th
[B*T, Nov. 20, 1950].
their activities.
messages
of
American
business."
St., New York 21, N. Y.)
Cited by the league was the cur- Feb.
WALL, on 1340 kc with 250 w,
10-15:
NARTB
Radio
and
TV
The
second
need
is
for
advertisr
e
n
t
"
'
Now!
Facts!
Not
Claims!'
"
is jointly owned by Mr. Davis and
Boards,
San
Antonio,
Tex.
ing lators
peopleand inform
to contact
their
legis- campaign of Lucky Strike ciga- Feb. 25: FCC-Theatre Television hearRoger W. Clipp, general manager
them
of
advering, Washington.
rettes, which the resolution as- Mar. 3-6:
of WFIL Philadelphia.
Institute of Radio Engineers
role in this,
our economy.
The
convention,
serted "leaves the public the imNew
York. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
best timetising'sfor
he suggested,
plication that all other advertisis before a law comes up, and the
constitutes mere 'claims' rather
Le Blanc Co. Case
best people to do it are local ad- thaning 'facts'
clouds NBC Shows Begin
vertising groups, since they con- general credenceandin thereby
JURISDICTION of U. S. Court,
advertising.
. ." NBC officially announced last week
tain
the
voters
to
whom
every
Resolution
called
upon
the
league
Southern New York District, to
that the radio Kate Smith Show
listens. The lawmaker, to request the American Tobacco will
rule in reorganization of the Le legislator
today (Monday) to be
often
uninformed,
has
no
time
to
Blanc Corps, of Louisiana and investigate when plausible restric- Co., makers of Lucky Strikes, to heardstartMonday
through Friday
Maryland, manufacturer of Hadadiscontinue
its
campaign
"since
in
(WNBC
New
York only, 12:05
tions— such as threatening taxes- the long run to the extent Lucky
col, remains questioned until law- are proposed,
12:15 p.m.
EST; network
he said, and giving
advertising gen- WNBC,
yers file briefs and present oral
12:15-12:45
p.m. ESS)anc
information will do them a Strike erdiscredits
al y in the public mind will it Radio version of television's Howdy
arguments, Friday, Dec. 14. Pre- them
service
as
well
as
protect
the
insiding Judge William Bondy set dustry.
weaken the power of its future ad- Doody is scheduled for 8:30-9 a.m
vertising campaigns on which the
the argument date last WednesMr. Borton gave numerous illus- company is spending and will spend Saturday, beginning Dec. 15. Both
day, after brief hearing in New
trations ofthe flood of restrictions
York's Federal Courthouse.
programs
part of NBC'splan."Min
ute
Man" are
pay-as-you-sell
millions of dollars."
BROADCASTING
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IOWA
VAST

is

MARKET

FOR
DISH

WASHERS

AND

CLOTHES

DRIERS!

THE 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey*, just off
the presses, reports the enormously significant fact
that 98.4% of all Iowa homes are now electrified — that
99.5% of all Iowa's radio homes now have electric power !
Yet only 1.7% of Iowa's radio homes have electric
dish washers . . . and only 2.7% have electric
clothes driers!
Sales of dish washers and clothes driers are booming in
the State, however. 41.7% more Iowa homes
have dish washers now than in 1950 — 42.1%
more now have clothes driers. And the surface
has hardly been scratched!
WIKI®
This interesting opportunity is only one of
many that any advertising man can find in the
1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey. This au+ for Iowa PLUS +
thentic, dependable annual study has long been
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
considered one of America's finest radio-research
projects — a "must" for literally hundreds of
leading advertising, sales and marketing men
P. A. Loyet, Resident Mr
who are interested in radio in general, and the
Iowa market in particular. A copy is yours on
request. Write direct or ask Free & Peters, today.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives
The 1951 Survey proves again that WHO
continues to be your best radio approach
*Thevey is1951
Iowa Radioannual
Audience
to the Iowa market. With its 50,000-watt,
the fourteenth
studySur-ofIt
radio
listening
habits
inL. Iowa.
Clear Channel voice, its top-grade prowas
conducted
by
Dr.
F.
Whan
Wichita University and his staff. ofIt
gramming and its enlightened Public SerisMarch
basedandon April,
personal1951,interviews
during
with9,180Iowa
vice attitude, WHO is Iowa's greatest
families
— all scientifically
selected from
radio outlet — listened to by more Iowans
Iowa's
cities,
towns,
villages
and
farms,
true and inaccurate
night and day than any other station in
picture toof present
the radioa audience
Iowa.
the State.
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to Sell

the

Southern

Belle?

BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

Sells to More
Than

"Southern-hers"

Any Other

Advertising

Medium!

Every day is bargain day on WWL! Here's how WWL makes
your advertising dollar go a long, long way toward wooing
women customers in the deep South:

WWL

delights her with
Wonderful, Wonderful Listening.
Sparkling CBS stars — Benny, Beulah, Godfrey, Bing!
Outstanding home-grown personalities. Heartwarming daytime dramas. Music. Mystery. Homemaking. And she listens — highest ratings prove it!
WWL

WWL reaches her with 50,000 watt clear channel intensive coverage over a 4-state area. More
coverage than any other medium can offer— in a
market still unquestionably radio dominated.

IROADCASTING

• Telecasting

sells her with a liberal bonus of unexcelled, multi-medium advertising. Store displays,
24-sheet posters, streetcar and bus dash signs, newspaper ads and personal calls on jobbers and distributors make her remember, help you sell her. No
other station South gives advertisers such all-out
support.
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Selective Facilities Plan
official announcement to advertis- PROPAGANDA CHIEF
ers, agencies and affiliates:
(Continued from page 23)
"Effective Jan. 1, 1952, we are
Urged for U. S. Cabinet
a Sufficient number of stations to ments. Under the new Standard creating new marketing flexibility
our advertisers in their use of PROPOSAL that the U. S. should
make his expenditure equivalent at Facilities Plan advertisers need buy for
appointcabinet
a Secretary
least to 75% of the rate for the only a network of a size and com- CBS Radio Network facilities by with
rank oftoPropaganda
Supervise
position satisfactory to CBS Radio, modifying our current group refull network. Neither CBS Radio
q
u
i
r
e
m
e
n
t
s
a
n
d
by
pioneering
a
Voice
of
America
and
other overprovided
it
includes
Basic
group.
plan has such a financial floor, and If Pacific Coast stations are used
seas
information
activities
was
in the purchase of ra- made by an ECA representative
the Standard Facilities Plan in- they must be purchased as a group new dioconcept
network facilities.
last
Thursday.
cludes certain "must-buys."
[KSL] Salt Lake City and
"In addition to introducing unThe combination of stations plus
usual use flexibility, these new
Thomas J. Deegan Jr., who vis- j
[KLZ] Denver, as stated in Rate
ited Europe to evaluate American
-which CBS Radio would consider Card No. 34 [current card].
plans
serve
our
sponsors'
primary
efforts, told a Boston
"The Selective and Standard Fa- advertising interests. They insure propaganda
"acceptable" in either the Selective
nationwide audi- U. meeting that the U. S. lacks
or Standard Plans was expected to
cilities Plans concern 13-week cycle the substantial
ence leadership which the industry "skilled propagandists to counter
vary according to the broadcast contracts which constitute 98.3%
of the current CBS Radio Network had grown to expect of the CBS communism's 'big lie'." Mr. Deeperiod involved.
Radio Network through continuity
gan, who is vice president of the
The official description of the time schedule . . ."
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, said
the radio.
strongest program Schedule he
Selective Facilities Plan:
On the subject
of rates,
an- inof all
made the recommendation to
nouncement had this
to saytheaside
"It is clear that the maximum the State Dept. The idea had
"[It] offers for quarter-hour or
of the new dollar vol- audience
for any single program, been vsuggested
longer programs the facilities of from umedetails
discounts:
to the Voicein ofhearings
America deon
the network's more than 200 staand accordingly
the maximum
use- Capitol otedHill
"CBS
Radio
Network
rates,
as
last
year
and
by other
f
u
l
n
e
s
t
o
its
sponsor,
depends
upon
tions to 13-week cycle advertisers detailed in Rate Card No. 34 dated
in any combination acceptable to July 1, 1951, and subsequent amend- the support of big-audience pro- industry leaders.
CBS Radio without sectional or
grams throughout the day and the
ments, continue to prevail subject
and on the largest possible
quantity group requirements, with to traditional methods of announc- week
RFE Head to Speak
number
of stations.
two provisos.
ingtaichanges.
as de"I believe you will be pleased to ROBERT E. LANG, general direcled in Rate All
Carddiscounts
No. 34 remain
"(1)
The
advertiser
is
to
make
his program available to the entire unchanged except the station hour note that these new policies deRadio Free Europe, is to speak
scribed in the attached statement, on tor,
CBS Radio Network; and
discount, will be replaced by a dol"The Story of Radio Free
insure
this
essential
audience-supEurope"
Dec. 12 (Wednesday) at
lar
volume
discount
.
.
."
"(2)tiser In
wherethetheprogram,
adverport to all CBS Radio Network the New School for Social Redoes notareassponsor
Following is the text of President
he is to allow his program to be Meighan's letter accompanying the
search, 6 W. 12th St., New York.
sold through CBS Radio to other
non-competitive advertisers withsponsors."
out recompense to him."
Under this plan, the statement
continued, advertisers are permitJones c*es Justice °^
ted "to take leadership
fullest adventage
CASE
MO
PAofRA
the audience
of the CBSof LACK
cooperation
by theUN
JusticeT are open to FCC investigators, but month former Assistant Attorney
Radio Network" and are allowed Dept. in the FCC's Paramount case just how extensively and with what General Herbert A. Bergson, who
assistance nobody at FCC will dis- headed the Justice Dept.'s anti"full flexibility in their choice of was implied by Comr. Robert F. close.
Jones last week.
markets."
activities, Nov.
was one
26]. of UPT's |
The
Ohio
Commissioner
made
Fact that the other Commission- counseltrust [B«T,
Plan Protects Stake
Petition to intervene by Gordon
ers did not take the same viewpoint
that
point
in
his
dissent
from
a
The announcement termed it "a Commission order upholding the ac- as Comr. Jones would indicate that Brown, WSAY Rochester, N. Y.
tion of Comr. George E. Sterling tion. are satisfied with the coopera- [B*T, Nov. 12], is still pending
significant feature" of the plan that
itpublic,
"protects
the stakeandwhich
the denying theatre-owners Fanchon & they
before the FCC. A long-time foe
the advertiser
the staMarco
the right to intervene in the
of networks, Mr. Brown claimed he
Denial of Petition
tions have in a fully rounded sched- case [B»T,
has proof of monopolistic practices
Oct.
8].
ule of top-quality programs availby ABC. Last week, in answer
"We are here faced," Comr. Jones petition
Denialto ofintervene
Fanchonmeans,
& Marco's
all stations."
Additionally, said,
Comr. oppositions by ABC and UPT to
"with aofsituation
whereup theto Jones said,
it wasable tosaid
:
that the Commission his
Department
Justice has
petition to intervene, Mr. Brown
"The listener will continue to en- this date neither intervened nor in- would not be getting all the infor- claimed that he needs the right to
mation it needed to decide the cross-examine and to subpoena
joy the opportunity to hear subdicated
that
it
intends
to
particistantial y al the network-origithis proceeding in any Paramount case — particularly first ABC records to prove his allega
nated programs over the local sta- mannerpate inwhatsoever.
hand knowledge
of Paramount per- tions. He also claimed that the U.S.
tion to which he habitually tunes.
sonalities and practices.
Court of Appeals misinterpretec
Failed to Aid
"Theceive theadvertiser
continues
to
rethe
FCC's position regarding net
Last week's
action
by
the
Combenefits of the substantial
mission upheld the ruling of Comr. work regulation. The Supreme
"Where
the toDepartment
tice has failed
participate ofto Jusaid Sterling that Fanchon & Marco Court in 1948 denied his appeal for
listening audiences of all the programs which fortify the entire stain securing inforto show sufficient "interest a writ of certiorari when he tried
tion schedule, as well as those the Commission
mation relevant to Issue 9 [the anti- failed
Court of Appeals de... in the proceedings," or how to takecisiothe
which specifically bracket his own
trust issue], there is no reason for their
n to the higher court. The
"participation
assist the
determination
program. (It is this program sched- the Commission to refuse to permit Commission in the will
Court
of
Appeals
dismissed his suit
ule which has delivered to adver- the participation of the only per- of the issues in question" to war- against all four networks
for treble
tisers the audiences of the network
sons who have come forward in an
rant intervention under Section damages under the anti-trust
laws,
most of the people listen to most. effort to aid the Commission to se- 1.388 of the Commission's rules.
CBS Radio 35.1% of the time; Netcure all the facts that may be ad- The Commission reiterated the Mowork B 30.2%; Network C 17.8%;
tions that
Commissioner's
on this called
issue," forhe assurance
added.
the fact
Fanchonreference
& Marcoto Thomas Murphy Sr.
Mr. ducedJones
Network D 16.9%.)"
The announcement said CBS Ra- that the Justice Dept. will cooper- could come into the case as a public FUNERAL services were con
ate with the Commission in the witness and tell its story. Fan- ducted in Chicago Thursday for
dio officials recognize that certain
chon & Marco owns theatres in St. Thomas E. Murphy Sr., 74, law
advertisers may not be able, or may Paramount hearings scheduled to
not want,
to
qualify
for
participabegin
Jan. 15, by furnishing it with Louis and Los Angeles.
for Pub.
WLS Co.Chicago
PrairiiHe
tion in the Selective Facilities Plan facts that
the Justice Dept. used in
FCC hearings are on renewal of yer
Farmer
for 35 and
years.
by making their programs avail- the motion picture anti-trust trials licenses for Paramount Pictures' was
a
member
of
the
board
of
able to other sponsors, or on a sus- — as well as those facts which Jus- KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, United companies and of the law firmbothof
taining basis, in the markets they
tice has which might not have been Paramount Theatres' WBKB (TV) Boyle, Murphy & Nelson. Mr.
themselves do not elect to use. Ac- used in the anti-trust suit.
Chicago, merger of ABC with UPT Murphy was executor of the estate
cordingly, the announcement said:
Degree of cooperation by the Jus- and control of Allen B. DuMont of
the late Burridge D. Butler,
tice Dept. is apparently what is Labs, by Paramount Pictures president
"For these advertisers CBS Raand publisher
of WLS-of
dio has increased the flexibility of bothering Comr. Jones. It is no se- [B*T, Sept. 3, Aug. 13].
Prairie
Farmer,
and a trustee
its current network group requireAt a pre-hearing conference last the Butler Trust Co.
cret that the Justice Dept.'s files
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Now

Your
for The
The

Advertising
Market

Dollar Buys

More

Is Greater

Listening

Audience

Is Larger

AND
WREC
is a more
Advertising

effective
Medium

than

ever before— at less cost.
Not only has the rich 76 county Memphis market more people than ever
before — but according to the 1950
Census those people earn more and
spend more than ever before.
CBS. 600 Kc. 5,000 WATTS
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BAB Members
(Continued from page 27)
ries of resolutions adopted at the
1951 district meetings, including
such topics as NARBA, ASCAP,
rate-cutting, SESAC and legislative matters. District 14 (Mountain States) adopted a resolution
praising the NARTB board for its
action last summer in criticizing
pressures to beat down radio rates.
Funds for NARTB participation
in Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters were increased from $4,000
to $6,000.
The Finance Committee reported
a substantial bank balance, believed to be around $100,000, since
Harold E. Fellows assumed the
presidency in the spring.
Tower Insurance
Mr. Fellows reported on the proposal to obtain industrywide tower
insurance and was authorized to
negotiate
with insurance
companies. Inclusion
of libel insurance
was proposed.
A series
bylaws went toofthechanges
combinedin the
boards.
These changes resolve discrepancies in the rewriting process intions. volving membership for TV staPreliminary report was reviewed
on rate changes, including a package rate for owners of more than
one station.

AAAA UNIT FORMS
Elects Neal Chairman
WILLIAM W. NEAL, partner of
Liller, Neale & Battle, Atlanta advertising new
agency, wasAmerican
elected chairman of the
Assn.
of Advertising
Agencies'
Southeast Chapter, in an organizational
meeting
AAAA Hotel,
regionalAtlanta,
members at theof Ansley
Nov. 30.
Mr. Neal was elected chairman
by a seven-member board of governors, composed of participating
representatives. Henry Quednau,
Tampa, Fla., was elected vice
chairman, and Tucker Wayne,
Atlanta,
secretarytreasurer. was
Termsnamed
run until
March
1952.
Thecies new
member
agenare Ayerchapter's
& Gillett,
Charlotte,
N. C; Campbell-Ewald Co.
(Atlanta
Co.
(Atlantabranch)
branch); D'Arcy
; Liller, Adv.
Neal
& Battle; Henry Quednau Inc.,
Tampa; J. Walter Thompson Co.
(Atlanta office), and Tucker
Wayne & Co., Atlanta. Kenyon
& Eckhardt (Atlanta office) had
no representative at the organizational meeting but voiced interest
in membership. Also applying for
membership were Lindsey & Co.,
Richmond, and Keegan Adv. Agency, Birmingham, Ala.
Elected to the 4A's Southeast
Chapter's
on examinations werecommittee
Mr. Quednau;
Douglas
Connah of Tucker Wayne, and
Richard Hodges Jr., of Liller, Neal
Camels Switch Monroe
& Battle. Richard Joel, associate
R. J. REYNOLDS Co., Winston- professor, Emory U., was named
Salem, (Camel cigarettes) will an associate member of the committee that is to conduct advertismove its Saturday 7:30-8 p.m. show
featuring Vaughn Monroe from
ing aptitude and knowledge tests
for
persons
interested in entering
CBS
Radio
to
NBC,
Saturday,
1010:30 effective Jan. 5. William advertising.
Esty, New York, is the agency.
Among those present at the
++++

organization meeting were:
Frederic R. Gamble, New York,
AAAA,
Mackarness
Goode,andNewW.president;
York,
AAAA;
Lewis
M.H.
Ayer
B.
Wright,
Ayer
&
Gillett,
Charlotte;
G. Thorn,
Ewald
Co., C.Atlanta;
J. H. CampbellKinsella,
D'Arcy
Adv.
Co.,
Atlanta; Larry
E.
Davis,
Dixie
Advertisers,
Jackson,
Miss.;
J.NewH. Epstein,
Fitzgerald
Adv.
Agency,
Orleans;
John
J.
Keegan,
Keegan
Adv. C.Agency,
Birmingham;
W.
W. Liller,
Neal,
J. L.
Battle,
NealK.Jr.,& Liller
Battle,andAtlanta;
Dan
W.
Lindsey
Lindsey
Co.,
Richmond; Henry Quednau, &Henry
Quednau
Inc.,Thompson
Tampa; T.Co.,R. Paulson,
J.
Walter
Atlanta;
Tucker
Wayne &andCo.,Douglas
Tucker Wayne
Atlanta. Connah,
WVOP HEARING
Requests Daytime Only
REQUEST to change from fulltime
to daytime-only was argued before
FCC Examiner Elizabeth Z. Smith
last week in Vidalia, Ga. The applicant is WVOP, now on 1450 kc
with 250 w, seeking 970 kc with 1
kw, daytime.
Main argument of station was
that it needs better coverage in the
daytime to serve its market — primarily agriculture and livestock.
Proposed
operation,at according
exhibits introduced
the hearing,to
will
position of the
stationhelpas financial
well.
The station maintained that present low-powered coverage cannot
adequately cover the 45,000 people
in the area. Service rendered by
proposed
to market's
advantage,1 kwnotwould
only becommercially
but from public service responsibility aspect as well, station pointed
out. Night time audience is practically non-existent, it submitted.
The station made $2,877 on sales
of $34,841 for the first nine months
of 1951, according to its balance
sheet. It proposes to establish a
$30 per Class A hour rate to bring
in $4,640 a month, compared to
present income of $3,624, it stated.

Baseball
(Continued from page 25)
kees also will reconsider their atThis tseries
been on the net." has
worki uforde. . two
full seasons attracting some 7,000 local and regional
advertisers. Scheduled for two
hours, seven days a week, the programs provide a live baseball
broadcast whenever possible as
standby crews in two or three cities
can fill in should the scheduled
game be rained out. Mutual has
been selling five-minute periods prior to and after the game to national advertisers (Camels and Gillet e in the past season). Falstaff
Brewingchase theCo.
expected
purserieswas rights
this tocoming
McLendon's Views
Mr. McLendon was quoted as
saying that
that the
it was
"the Yankees
greatest
irony
New ofYork
propose to protect the minor
leagues everywhere except in their
own 'Home
of Champions'
network. More than
50% of this net
work is located in minor league
The LBS president, who said his
network's
game-of-the-day
would
continue,
felt that ifseries
the
Yankees
were
"sincere
in their ob
cities."
jective,ownlet 'champion'
them abolish"network.
the Yan
kees'
Citing hand-in-hand promotion
of baseball by radio, Mr. McLendon
said brought
the sportmillions
via radio
and
of fans"created
to the
Gabe Paul,
baseball
parks."general manager of
the Cincinnati Reds, pointed out
that unless all the majors follow
suit, the Yankee action would not
help the minors very much.
Another baseball man, Frank
Lane, cago
general
manager
the Chi-by
White Sox,
was ofquoted
Matty Brescia, newly-appointed
director
of press
and asbaseball
lic relations
for LBS,
saying pubthe
Chicago team
associated
with was
Mr. "happy"
McLendon to and
LBS . . . which has done a tremen
dous job in promoting baseball.
Mr. Brescia also said Park Carroll, president of the Kansas City
Blues, of the American Assn.
League (triple A), felt that net
work radio never "bothered him.'

+
+
+
+
+
Ballooning high, our Mister PLUS
+
+
Surveys a wide terrain:
+
+
+
Says he: "No one compares with us
+
+
In actual audience gain!"
+
Rule Amendment
+
+
ALL
stations on the air must keep
+
It's ON THE RISE, from coast to coast,
+
a regular station log whether or
+
This
listener-ship
of
ours,
not they
are operating
under li+
cense or special
program authority.
+
Despite TV, our sponsors boast
That is nub of FCC rule amend+
ment, made official
week,3
+
Millions more tune-in hours!
which revised
sections last
of Part
+
+
of the
rules govern+
ing radioCommission's
broadcast
services.
+
is
effective
Jan.
21
and
appliesRuleto
+
AM, noncommercial
FM (includingstations)
commercial
+
and
and
-the difference is MUTUAL!
+
TV. Many radio-TV stations go
+
on the air with programs during
+
+
.j. program
or under
+
authority tests
before
officialspecial
licenseFCCis
+ + + + + + + FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM NEW YORK 15 N.Y. + + + + + +-f granted.
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You

Wherever

in

And

go

Radio

There's

Tulsa,

It's

KTUL
2 -JUST
STRICKEN

2

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GOODMAN

Tulsa's Heart
Amazes Fire
Victim Family
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Goodman,;
who with their seven children wereij
left homeless Monday by fire which;
destroyed
home, marvelled
today at thetheirgenerosity
of Tulsansj
who
ralliedfurniture
to theirandaid money.
with food.'
clothing,
Following
be-,
half
Jack appeals
Morris, InKTULtheir
news|
chief, byand
Neibling.i
KTUL
staff Newscaster
members haveEd been
busy
since early tribuTuesday
picking sort.
up contions ofevery usuable
KTUL
also
was
instrumental
In finding
a temporary home
for
the
a small
houseGoodman
at 2144 N.family—
Harvard
av„
owned by nMr.
and
Mrs.
Ross
Penngton. nominal
The Pennlngtons
rent at aiwill
figuretosetwork
andthe
Goodman
beAj allowed
part
of
It
out
soon
as
possible,
the
family will movecompletely
into another
home,
with
furniture,outfitted
collected
byclothing
KTUL. and bedding
KTUL
staffers,
using
a
truck 1
contributed
bywillthehaveBakermadeRent-aTruck
Co.,
morei
than
SO
calls
by
the
time
the
drive
ends
tostoves,
pick mattresses
up gifts ranging
from
beds,
and
assorted
furniture
to clothes range
for tinyfromchildren.
The
children
3 |
17 years
in age.estimated Wednesday
Morris
||
therehousehold
would beequipment
enough furniture
and
to outfit |

FAMILY

TO

AID

THE

BROUGHT:

• A temporary home.
• Enough furniture and bedding to completely furnish a
five-room house.
• More than enough clothing
to outfit the entire family of
nine — children and adults.
• An ample supply of kitchen
utensils, china and silverware.
• Sufficient groceries to feed
the family for two weeks.
• More than $100.00 in cash!

hou " —

KTUL

CBS
in
TULSA

JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres.-Gen. Mgr. • AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Radio Representative
Affiliated with KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark., and KOMA, Oklahoma City
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DAIRIES of varying size in
all
sfullysuccescountry
usedof the
haveparts
almost every type of radio
program to meet their advertising needs. From Ohio come
the stories of two relatively
small firms which feel that
their broadcast policies are
particularly effective.
$ The Isaly Dairy Co., Youngstown,
has aReads
"natural"
in itsbelieves
Sisterit Sue
the
Funnies, Mon.-Sat., 6-6:15 p.m.
and Sun. 8:30-9 a.m. on WFMJ.
(Parents have even written to the
station offering to pay a weekly
fee to keep the program if it ever
lost its sponsor.)
0 The Riverside Dairy, of
Woodville, gets its prospect list
from a jackpot telephone program
Cash
the Line,
Mon.-Fri.,Fremont.
10:3010:45 ona.m.
on WFRO
The dairy uses no other advertising and has expanded its small
operation
to cover a 30-mile area
around Woodville.
Format of both programs is
simplicity itself.
Islay Sponsorship
Over 5 -year Span
The Isaly firm has sponsored the
WFMJ program for the past five
years. Beamed directly to the
younger set — from 3 to 8 years of
age — Sister Sue reads the comics
which appear in the Youngstown
Vindicator selecting only those
which appeal to her audience.
The popular following in the
area is terrific. Children open the
newspaper to the comics, spread
themselves on the floor in front of
the radio and follow Sister Sue as
she reads and explains in the children's language. Children celebratPage 38 • December 10, 1951

Each evening an audience of boys
and girls, with their parents, hears
Sister Sue read the funnies in
WFMJ's largest studio.
AND TWO
OHIO DAIRIES
ber and use their products as they
grow older. No agency is used for
LIKE THE SALtS RESULTS
the program. Dudley Hawkins,
advertising manager, and Walter
general manager of the
children and adults regularly H. Paulo,
ing a birthday
the of
plan
the program
with the
line the street to see the Santa dairy,
broadcast.
Sisterparticipate
Sue oftenin tells
account
executive
of the station.
them where they will find their Claus parade.
This
year
the
Isaly
birthday presents when they get
commercials
are young
short added a half hour Sundaycompany
afterandIsaly's
constantly
remind the
back home.
Proof of audience comes from listeners that they should drink
noon program, Wayne King Seren
a
d
e
,
t
o
promote
the
sale
of
Dunthe newspaper which reports that Isaly's milk and eat Isaly's ice
can Hines ice cream, for which
More than 50 neighborhood they are
late delivery in any neighborhood cream.
distributors.
Aimed
at
the
stores
in
the
WFMJ
area
are
brings a deluge of anguished calls
adult audience the program atfrom parents and children who served by the dairy.
Sister Sue is always a popular
one ofinthethe highest
feai* that it will not arrive in time
noontractsratings
area. afterguest at kindergarten and grade
for the program.
Full Credit Given
adult
organizaIsaly Dairy ties in other promo- schools,tions likeandtheeven
various civic clubs
tion activities with the radio prosend special invitations for her to To Radio's Impact
Throughout
the year parties
are heldgram.for
the children
in the take part in their Christmas
The Riverside Dairy, of Woodville, gives WFRO Fremont full
large auditorium at the plant.
for its increasing business
Celebrations are held on St. parties.
The program is broadcast from credit
during
past year. Starting
WFMJ's largest studio and each some 15 the
Patrick's
Day,
Easter,
Halloween
months ago, the dairy has
and at other specified times. At evening an audience of boys and
used
the
station's
Cash on the Live
Christmas Isaly sponsors a six- girls, with tendance.
theirEach oneparents,
atreceivesis ina gift
jackpot
program to give it a list
week,
15-minute-a-day
of new prospects.
connection
with the campaign
arrival ofin from the dairy.
Santa Claus in Youngstown. On
The program follows the simple!
Isaly's believes that the youthful
the day of his arrival thousands Isaly fans will continue to remem- jackpot telephone format and calls,
are made at random throughout
the area. If the person called
with the name of a RiverONLY a few well-guarded pennies and an occasional crum- answers
side product heThere
or sheisis aawarded1;
pled
play
dollar
bill
can
be
found
in
the
jeans
of
today's
the
jackpot.
double;
youngster. But salesmen know well the market that can prize if they have registered
with
the station by mail. All callers
be
reached
through
the
junior-sized
"Hoppy"
and
his
sister.
The above picture exemplifies how faithful an audience are
given
a
consolation
award
oi
these tots are. And in the background are the housewives a Riverside product.
and mothers, with buying habits greatly influenced by their
Art Giesbiehler, owner and operator of the dairy, credits the prooffsprings' preferences.
gram with a large part of the inn
Two Ohio dairies are good examples of this shrewd radio creasing business which is now!
by 12 routes covering towns!
selling and promotion. And here is the story of how they do it. served
and
of thecities
dairy.within a 30 mile radius^
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WJR
COVERAGE

MAP

The coverage map shows WJR's primary coverage area. The area includes all counties within the Y2 millivolt per meter contour, as compiled by the WJR Engineering Department with approved field
strength measuring equipment, plus some Northern Michigan counties
outside the contour, determined as within the WJR listening area by
authentic surveys and mail data.

FREE SPEECH MIKE

WJR

WJR
COVERAGE
AREA

GREATER
DETROIT MARKET
(Wayne, Oakland, and
Macomb Counties)

CANADIAN
COVERAGE

MARKET

DATA

Population
12,601,300
Radio Homes
3,784,170
Retail Sales
$13,613,431,000
Food Sales
$ 3,266,766,000
Drug Sales
$ 464,447,000
Filling Station Sales . . .$ 739,614,000
Passenger Car
Registrations
4,116,934

Population
2,991,200
Radio Homes
856,640
Retail Sales
$ 3,550,832,000
Food Sales
$ 804,135,000
Drug Sales
$ 153,060,000
Filling Station Sales . . .$ 174,774,000
Passenger Car
Registrations
1,007,627

8.3%
8.1%
9.3%
WJR SHARE
OF
TOTAL U.S.9.4%
MARKET
10.3%
10.1%

10.24%
1.9%
1.9%
2.4%
WJR SHARE OF
TOTAL U.S.2.3%
MARKET
3.4%
2.3%

2.5%

In addition to the United States market figures, WJR's
Vi MV/M contour includes a Canadian area with a
population of approximately 2,667,000 people and
721,900 radio homes. All the major cities of Ontario
are within the WJR V2 MV/M contour.

WJR
NIGHTTIME
COVERAGE

Because of WJR's 50,000 Watt, Clear Channel signal,
you pick up a tremendous bonus audience at night.
WJR's nighttime signal covers all or part of 36
states and reaches an estimated population of over
ofi nnn nnn
1~

ties)
WJ

R

M AR

K E T

DA

TA

[By

COUNTY
MICHIGAN
Alcona
Alpena
Antrim
Arenac
Barry
Bay
Branch
Calhoun
Charlevoix
Cheboygan
Clare
Clinton
Crawford
Eaton
Emmet

POPULATION
Est. 1951

RADIO
Est.HOMES
1951

6,000
22,900
11,000
ot10,000
inn
2/, 100

3,680
6,890
4,720
3,900
10,670

91,600
31,200
ioi
nnn
121,000
13,900
13,900

271,400
9,800
34,600
oo nnn
33,000
34,300
173,700
39,500
on11,200
nnn
110/,800
n~73U,UUU
onn

26,830
or10,640
nnn
36,090
5,960
6,420
5,260
9,520
2,320
12,870
7,590
80,200
4,320
10,500
10,940
11,790
51,040
11,860
7,710
oo8,340
ccn

Lenawee
Livingston
Luce
Mackinac
Macomb

126,800
c /inn
4,700
0,400
37,000
8,900
66,900
27,700
8,400
9,500
186,500

38,510
2,330
3,820
10,500
3,870
21,600
11,670
1,860
4,920
52,440

Mecosta
Midland
Missaukee
Monroe
Montcalm

18,600
36,900
7,700
78,200
32,100

6,870
10,530
2,650
24,160
11,820

Genesee
Gladwin
Gratiot
Hillsdale
Huron
Ingham
Ionia
Iosco
Isabella
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Kalkaska
Lake
Lapeer
Leelanau

oo10,600
onn
32,300
4,300
41,500
17,000

Consumer Markets— 1951.

FARM
RADIO
HOMES
Est. 1951
790
1,110
930
1,270
2,710
2,880
2,570
860
3,090
950
940
3,020
85090
3,530
4,660
1,200
3,170
3,470
3,760
3,030
2,740
710
2,590
2,890
2,790
470
440
3,340
880
3,110
2,260
250
400
4,210
1,770
2,120
930
3,810
3,110

AUTOMOBILE
STORE
SALES
1950

FILLING
STATION
SALES
1950

0 A710,000
A O AAA
$ 3,648,000
OPf AAA
366,000
1 O A 1 AAA
o1,841,000
0*71 nnn
3,2/1,000
12,462,000
C AAA AAA
1C5,009,000
All AAA
25,032,000
1 A£"C AAA
11,665,000
A A VI AAA
1,294,000
a "71OA AVI AAA
AAA
1,453,000
4,320,000
A 734,000
1 ^ A AAA
6,174,000
4,159,000
61,421,000
r1,334,000
AAA AAA
r /to AAA
5,980,000
5,453,000
^ OAA AAA
7,396,000
43,570,000
C 00~7 AAA
6,237,000
1 CCO AAA
1,563,000
C AA"7 AAA
5,097,000
OA 1 A~7 AAA
20,107,000

11 7 AAA
$ 11,317,000
487,000
OJ*1 AAA
842,000
1 ATA AAA
11,050,000
cci nnn
1,557,000

23,186,000
OA1
AAA
281,000
A OAT AAA
6,287,000
A AT AAA
425,000

9,003,000
356,000
254,000
1,921,000
513,000

12,786,000
5,239,000
1,059,000
669,000
30,171,000

4,985,000
2,124,000
310,000
596,000
13,206,000

8,481,000
3,286,000
6,167,000
28,937,000
33,032,000
1,016,000
1,178,000
7,754,000
1,538,000
17,954,000
5,874,000
1,742,000
2,833,000
45,109,000

2,148,000
6,485,000
487,000
12,410,000
6,014,000

1,670,000
1,888,000
610,000
6,185,000
3,018,000

4,083,000
8,168,000
1,186,000
17,299,000
8,242,000

6,254,000
O 11A AAA
2,339,000
o T*ICi
on AAA
8,817,000
778,000
1 "7AO AAA
1,768,000
1,050,000
1,698,000
505,000
2,725,000
1,333,000
19,008,000
600,000
1 1 Af\ AAA
2,443,000
2,140,000
3,754,000
11,546,000
1 OO/I AAA
2,384,000
1 1 AA AAA
-t1,108,000
r/*-t
11,534,000
PA M AAA
AAA
7,561,000

C o u n

TOTAL
PASSENGER
CAR
1-1-50
TOTAL
TION
RETAILSALESSTORE REGISTRAEst. 1950

FOOD
SALES
1950

DRUG
SALES
1950

r All AAA
$ O1,213,000
vlAA AAA
5,933,000
AAA
2,469,000
c1 OCl
"7cc nnn
1,857,000
5,755,000
22,781,000
A TOO AAA
OC6,728,000
OlA AAA
35,336,000
1 "711 OOA AAA
AAA
13,188,000
3,712,000

£1A AAA
629,000
IOC88,000
AAA
$ 285,000
1 1 A AAA
219,000
nnn
676,000

11"7 A11"71A AAA
$ 21,271,000
3,950,000
O7,614,000
OAO AAA
1A8,808,000
AC 1 AAA
20,651,000

1,877
6,936
3,116

OAA AAA
3,237,000
809,000
roil
AAA
lOA AAA
5,813,000
380,000
512,000
449,000
437,000
—

IT88,848,000
"7CA AAA
1 0"727,756,000
TAC AAA
137,705,000
1 A *7AO AAA
10,708,000
12,835,000

3,117
8,550
27,064
10,315
39,550
41,000

2,599,000
4,671,000
1,231,000
8,758,000
4,938,000
79,550,000
1,638,000
8,025,000
5,848,000
•51,917,000
6,332,000

1,202,000
677,000

9,093,000
19,588,000
4,107,000
32,720,000
22,285,000

11,864,000
806,000
534,000
695,000

305,148,000
6,423,000
31,549,000
27,124,000
32,643,000

7,080,000
1,109,000
515,000
472,000
4,753,000

212,370,000
31,305,000
11,232,000
22,887,000
118,507,000

5,934,000
*
—
716,000
153,000

140,056,000
2,727,000
3,330,000
29,247,000
4,684,000
69,110,000
24,762,000
5,631,000
7,798,000
150,565,000

2,125,000
649,000
172,000
5,542,000
634,000
1,015,000
2,340,000
960,000

Automobile Facts & Figures— A.M.A.
State Auto Registration Bureaus— Michigan, Ohio, Indiana,i, Pennsylvania.

15,259,000
27,241,000
4,968,000
65,727,000
31,930,000

3,559
3,582
9,970
13,849
1,272
5,100
96,132
11,210
2,881
11,220
11,610
59,171
12,525
3,608
35,81()
8,749
42,141
l,460j
11,068
1,601
23,355
2,958
9,645
2,067
1,696
12,018
6^,450
5,621
26,245
2,239
11,-150

WJR

MARKET

DATA

(By

Counties)
FOOD
SALES
1950

DRUG
SALES
1950

TOTAL
RETAIL STORE
SALES
Est. 1950

$381,375,000
3,782,000
9,198,000
10,761,000
2,111,000
6,221,000
8,823,000
1lDo,DoZ,UUU
CO7,710,000
COO AAA
100,584,000

POPULATION
Est. 1951

RADIO
HOMES
Est. 1951

FARM
RADIO
HOMES
Est. 1951

MICHIGAN
Montmorency
Oakland
Ogeman
Osceola
Oscoda

4,300
397,400

2,570
118,000

9,600
14,300
3,200

$81,502,000
598,000
1,658,000
1,672,000
—

$28,461,000
264,000
835,000
1,507,000
409,000

$103,817,000
1,001,000
2,580,000
2,863,000
899.000

13,779,000
298,000
289,000
—

Otsego
Presque Isle
Roscommon
Saginaw
St. Clair

4,810
4,900
2,630

340
4,310
1,000
1,570
250

6,600
12,300
1It)o,4UU
co6,000
A(\r\
94,700

400
910
110
c i on

936,000
1,224,000
OjI 693,000
010 AAA
16,754,000

807,000
667,000
01,149,000
OJ!0 AAA
6,217,000

1,509,000
2,785,000
OA2,323,000
OOA AAA
26,886,000

$216,000~
C 337,000
/1 0/1 AAA
D,4£4,UUU
2,934,000

St. Joseph
Sanilac
Shiawassee
Tuscola
Washtenau

36,200
31,900
47,500
39,600
134,600

2,950
4,250
5,590
43,940
30,500
13,360
12,140
14,460
11,960
36,820
686,200
6,600
1,591,950

6,390,000
3,182,000
2,220
2,174,000
5,902,000
4,480
8,834,000
2,588,000
3,100
4,028,000
6,381,000
4,430
23,519,000
9,049,000
3,100
631,354,000 133,107,000
930
3,530
2,632,000
1,609,000
123,320 $1,152,204,000 $336,132,000

9,014,000
6,798,000
11,826,000
8,355,000
36,087,000
655,209,000
4,321,000
$1,383,861,000

1,156,000
693,000
1,333,000
866,000
7,209,000
133,739,000
632,000

36,952,000
27,287,000
43,576,000
33,377,000
142,139,000

878,000
$ 2,462,000
1,987,000
498,000

$ 100,015,000
34,524,000
78,464,000
31,585,000
148,997,000
24,373,000
118,252,000
29,145,000
41,383,000

COUNTY

Wayne
Wexford

2,407,300
19,200
5,273,000

OHIO
Allen
Ashland
Ashtabula
Auglaize
Butler
Champaign
Clark
Clinton
Crawford

89,800
33,700
79,600
31,300
147,500
27,300
111,400
26,100
39,500

26,690
10,660
27,000
9,550
41,440
8,180
32,870

Cuyahoga
Darke
Defiance
Delaware
Erie

1,382,300
42,600
26,500
30,900
53,400

419,040
12,940
8,010
8,990
17,890

Fayette
Franklin
Fulton
Geauga
Greene

23,000
505,400
26,100
27,200
58,000

6,820
147,520
7,910
8,350
15,910

8,050
12,310

— Withheld to avoid disclosure.

3,820

AUTOMOBILE
STORE
SALES
1950

FILLING
STATION
SALES
1950

2,610 $ 15,641,000
5,882,000
2,190
13,248,000
4,060
5,367,000
2,280
24,283,000
2,910
4,016,000
2,360
21,041,000
2,540
4,925,000
2,170
7,552,000
1,920
247,556,000
2,280
8,660,000
4,460
6,340,000
2,060
4,136,000
2,830
7,928,000
1,470
1,780
3,530
2,660
2,420
2,440

4,021,000
93,433,000
5,352,000
3,131,000
7,889,000
No data available.

$ 4,781,000
2,578,000
5,003,000
2,615,000
6,977,000
1,462,000
6,534,000
1,358,000
2,411,000
65,083,000
2,607,000
1,431,000
1,628,000
3441,000
1,203,000
25,719,000
1,830,000
1,342,000
3,008,000

$ 22,809,000
7,688,000
19,106,000
6,837,000
39,193,000
5,275,000
28,479,000
5,900,000
9,639,000
426,995,000
8,125,000
5,909,000
5,338,000
14,181,000
4,764,000
122,829,000
5,625,000
4,775,000
9,446,000

TOTAL
PASSENG
1-1-50
CAR
REGISTR)
TION

147,38(
1,311
2,92?
94!
4,46t
2,17!
3,49;
2,38(
4y,zio,
31,01:
13,32i
10,95;
13,18
AO OO*
41,74
16,041
797,79

3,018,892,000
18,284,000
$232,386,000 $5,814,766,000 1,791,54
5,67

3,842,000
666,000
3,816,000
416,000
904,000
59,807,000
739,000
589,000
385,000
2,122,000
432,000
18,346,000
544,000
317,000
1,489,000

1,646,265,000
42,788,000
27,387,000
26,309,000
55,536,000
23,404,000
571,809,000
27,429,000
18,181,000
42,619,000

28,73!
27,28!
11.67i
10,76
44,05
34,19
9,07
8,42
426,74
14,63
13,69:
18,07
9,16
9,95
153,99
7,24
9,39
9,15

1

WJR

COUNTY
)HIO
Hancock
Hardin
Henry
Holmes
Huron
knnv
i\nox
Lake
Licking
Logan
Lorain
Lucas
Madison
Mahoning
Marion
Medina

MARKET

POPULATION
Est. 1951
/ir o.nn
29,300
22,900
19,200
40,200
9,^ QfYl
77,200
72,100
31,900
147,500
OQA Of\(\

Kicniana
Sandusky
Seneca
Shelby
Stark

22,800
257,300
51,000
41,200
ooZo,yuU
o.nn
62,600
399,700
17,500
30,000
1 1; /inn
30,000
65,200
27,600
25,800
Q9 onn
yz,yuu
44,200
54,200
29,100
283,500

Summit
Trumbull
Union
Van Wert
Warren

410,000
162,100
21,300
27,600
39,300

Wayne
Williams
Wood
Wyandot

59,900
26,800
60,800
20,200
6,084,200

Mercer
Miami
Montgomery
Morrow
Ottawa
Paulding
Pickaway
Portage
Preble
Putnam

DATA

(By

Counties)
TOTAL
RETAIL STORE
SALES
Est. 1950

FARM
RADIO
HOMES
Est. 1951

AUTOMOBILE
STORE
195.0
SALES

FILLING
STATION
SALES
1950

FOOD
1950
SALES

DRUG
SALES
1950

\A

9 89n

9,030
7,030
4,880
12,110
m Qin
24,180
23,060
12,520
42,510
1 1 0 QA[\

2,300
2,500
2,000
2,340
9 R9n

t q 71 a nnn
4,537,000
3,815,000
1,224,000
6,696,000
c r\co aaa
D,UDo,UUU
11,081,000
10,338,000
6,250,000
22,430,000
qiyi,oyo,uuu
&Q7 nnn

t 9 R7i nnn
$ Z,b/l,UUU
1,616,000
1,622,000
704,000
2,939,000
9 a 1 1 nnn
Z,41i,UUU
4,860,000
4,580,000
2,092,000
oo7,853,000
qqi nnn

t i mc nnn
•4> I,iUD,UUU
657,000
501,000
226,000
1,871,000
779
nnn
//Z,UUU
1,781,000
1,523,000
638,000
it4,298,000
o/io
nnn

5,990
70,600
15,380
12,860
q cnn
o,bUU
19,460
119,400
5,180
10,670
A Q3n

1,820
2,590
1,810
93,010
Kon

7,590
18,680
8,150
7,260
97 i ic\
14,450
15,790
8,610
82,170
121,480
45,780
6,390
8,780
11,100

2,350
3,220
2,650
2,720
9 am
z,yiu
2,400
2,730
2,810
4,390

4,648,000
46,485,000
9,766,000
c6,654,000
cnc nnn
o,bub,UUU
11,821,000
70,621,000
1,625,000
4,755,000
9 9nn nnn
Z,ZUU,UUU
3,234,000
10,428,000
3,712,000
3,787,000
i r noz nnn
7,561,000
9,439,000
5,363,000
46,588,000

1,407,000
12,042,000
2,495,000
3,400,000
1 qcc nnn
i,ybo,uuu
4,495,000
23,032,000
944,000
1,868,000
i 9on nnn
1,519,000
3,296,000
1,688,000
c1,255,000
C7c nnn
O,D/0,UUU
3,568,000
3,266,000
1,347,000
14,417,000

t i n non nnn
$ iu,uyu,uuu
5,533,000
4,637,000
1,849,000
9,919,000
c (\ia nnn
o,U/4,UUU
18,759,000
16,352,000
7,544,000
39,983,000
iiib,u/i,uuu
ir n7i nnn
4,451,000
75,529,000
13,054,000
9,209,000
a oAi nnn
4,o4/,UUU
14,730,000
109,651,000
2,271,000
6,566,000
£,D4b,UUU
4,954,000
13,005,000

80,975,000
21,526,000
2,960,000
4,724,000
4,141,000

20,797,000
7,772,000
1,642,000
2,519,000
2,280,000

RADIO
HOMES
Est.
1951

16,480
8,800
17,610
6,120
1,815,100

1,710
3,780
2,460
3,140
9 97n

2,730
3,700
2,290
1,610
1 Q9n

2,810
4,190
2,400
2,280
2,470
9,148,000
3,510
4,225,000
2,390
9,701,000
3,450
3,283,000
1,830 $1,075,450,000
152,390

Consumer Markets— 1951.

3,308,000
2,255,000
4,136,000
1,260,000
$330,868,000

4,529,000
3,949,000
oi 990 nnn
Zi,ooy,UUU
10,385,000
11,922,000
6,848,000
75,821,000
116,069,000
37,840,000
3,295,000
6,231,000
7,191,000
11,683,000
6,070,000
12,551,000
3,752,000
$1,592,012,000

540,000
6,644,000
1,527,000
1,060,000
907 nnn
oo/,l)UU
1,672,000
17,488,000
150,000
431,000
on/t nnn
ZU4,UUU
427,000
1,286,000
403,000
322,000
o 979 nnn
Z,Z7Z,UUU
983,000
1,354,000
584,000
7,780,000
13,042,000
3,142,000
373,000
532,000
678,000
1,360,000
580,000
1,167,000
418,000
$195,760,000

Automobile Facts & Figures— A.M.A.
State Auto Registration Bureaus— Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania.

TOTAL
PASSENGER
CAR
1-1-50
TION
REGISTRA-

t ar a(\c\ nnn
ir n79
>p 4b,4UU,UUU
23,464,000
22,664,000
10,504,000
9,464
39,001,000
4,389
8,171
13,704
9.R aao nnn
11
jO,44Z,UUU
28,846
67,494,000
23,252
65,047,000
10,739
35,125,000
146,081,000
48,820
o.n rr/i
AQ7 Qn7 nnn iloU,bb4
4yo,yu/,uuu
25,409,000
284,141,000
73,714
6,439
16,625
57,230,000
40,849,000
14,577
9q oc7 nnn
O 1AC
zy,ob/,uuu
60,558,000
20,618
y,/4b
460,532,000 127,530
10,331,000
11,005
25,931^000
n ooi nnn
C5,811
1QC
y,yoi,uuu
23,141,000
j,iyo
49,899,000
20,501
8,116
19,703,000
21,532,000
9,248
no98,456,000
vine Ann
8,685
30,935
16,619
46,455,000
17,859
53,685,000
25^958,000
303397|000
87^658
9,851
452 941 000 128,590
132,718,000
51068
16,973,000
27,032,000
6,927
12,401
29,670,000
9,776
60,159,000
19,227
27,242,000
47,222,000
9,739
20,099
16,951,000
$6,532,007,000 1,936,445
7,124

e s )
WJ

COUNTY
t
INDIANA
Adsrns
Allen
Blackford
DeKalb
Delaware
rPawdyeottolie
Grant
Henry
Huntington
Jay
Ldgldflgc
Madison
Noble
Randolph
Steuben
Union
Wayne
Wells
Whitley
PENNSYLVANIA
Crawford
Erie
Mercer

R

MA

RK

DAT. A

ET

POPULATION
Est. 1951

RADIO
HOMES
E*l. 1951

FARM
RADIO
HOMES
Est. 1951

22 700
183,600
14,200
26,400
91,400
93 7nn
62,900
46,100
31,700
23,400
15 500
105,300
25,400
27,500
17,300

fi 3Qn
55,990
4,470
8,240
28,090
r son
19,410
13,770
10,000
7,580
5 550
32,860
8,870
8,870
7,840
9 nm
20,540

1 QRf)

AUTOMOBILE
STORE
SALES
1950

0,v)UU
69,500
19,900
19,100
832,100

6,310
6,320
260,000

2,160
2,290
71 n
1,990
39,590

^ 0,tij,UUU
36,960,000
2,850,000
3,250,000
15,657,000
a 4R4 nnn
9,794,000
7,185,000
4,189,000
3,844,000
i 7rk nnn
19,775,000
6,126,000
4,033,000
4,144,000
47R nnn
15,760,000
3,249,000
3,398,000
$150,314,000

79,600
219,500
112,900
412,000

24,960
62,600
30,930
118,490

4,980
4,520
4,190
13,690

$14,195,000
39,027,000
18,739,000
$71,961,000

— Withheld to avoid disclosure.

900
3,910
2,050
2,400
1 000
2,460
2,320
2,130
2,030
1 Rfif)
2,950
2,250
2,710
1,500

* No data available.

(B

FILLING
STATION
SALES
1950
t 1 3Q4 nnn
12,155,000
903,000
1,744,000
4,413,000
i 33Q nnn
3,798,000
2,622,000
2,642,000
1,491,000
739 nnn

>y

C o u n ti
TOTAL
PASSENGER
TOTAL
RETAILSALESSTORE
CAR
1-1-50
REGISTRATION
Est. 1950

FOOD
1950
SALES

DRUG
SALES
1950
t 418 nnn
7,430,000
468,000
547,000
2,973,000
787 nnn

2,527,000
330,000
400,000
$26,529,000

58,625,000
40,238,000
30,404,000
19,775,000
i n 38fi nnn
103,993,000
26,325,000
28,961,000
19,557,000
r R3Q nnn
78,573,000
17,355,000
17,690,000
$843,656,000

$ 5,256,000
1,595,000
2,921,000
$ 9,772,000

$236,399,000
76,847,000
109,756,000
$423,002,000

5,607,000
2,332,000
1,938,000
1,523,000
Rnfi nnn
4,326,000
1,358,000
1,916,000
$52,739,000

t 4 3fifi nnn
45,474,000
3,242,000
5,796,000
19,549,000
r 48 1 nnn
3,401 ,UUU
13,031,000
11,096,000
7,440,000
4,574,000
9 44Q nnn
23,980,000
5,130,000
4,990,000
4,000,000
i 3n^ nnn
15,856,000
3,840,000
3,625,000
$185,214,000

$ 11,050,000
3,851,000
4,974,000
$19,875,000

$ 59,786,000
18,506,000
27,387,000
$105,679,000

<t iq ofio nnn

2,041,000
1,136,000
927,000
500,000
943 nnn
3,861,000
579,000
716,000
477,000
i rq nnn

218,666,000
14,255,000
22,916,000
87,204,000
93 39R nnn

7 315
58^570
4,485
28,551
9,503
fi 898
18,331
14,724
10,802
7,966
4 284
32^651
11,834
8,619
9 naR
6,125
21,425
7,096
268,089
6,895
22,971
65,205
32,680
120,856

Asbury Park Attorney
CITY COUNCILS
Supports News Media
BROADCASTING and telecasting city council meetings and other legislative proceedings of public interest was endorsed as a facet of press
freedom last week when Abraham Frankel, city attorney of Asbury Park,
JN. J., spoke at the closing session of National Institute of Municipal Law
Officers annual conference in New +
York.
tion from barring the broadcast.
Radio and television companies, As city attorney, Mr. Frankel had
as agents for the dissemination of to defend the Council. In his
information, are entitled to the speech last week, he quoted the
same privileges of access as tra- opinion of Superior Court Judge
ditionally have been accorded to C. Thomas Schettino : "We progress
newspapers, he said.
with civilization's
discoveries,
is press in 1800
may stillandbe
is my conclusion
that latest
radio what
in 2C00, but meanwhile the word
and"Ittelevision
are the very
vehicles and media of the press. press and its mechanical devices
Their freedom in a democracy -must may have increased tremendously."
The court also held, it was rebe protected zealously. The imported, that it is one thing to say a
pact of radio and television on the
public, subject to legitimate re- mayor and council can control the
strictions under constitutional gov- mechanics of a meeting and something else to say that they have a
ernment, can only serve to
strengthen democracy, expose its right as public officials to exclude
abuses and stimulate democracy the dissemination and distribution
of news or public interest in a
into a truly dynamic force in a mechanical
manner that is new.
threatened
world," Mr. Frankel declared.
Makes
Distinction
"The men and women in public
Mr. Frankel distinguished, howoffice,"
he
said,
"should
be
observed
in bold relief by the electorate
ever, between judicial and legisand judged for their fairness and
lative proceedings, reminding his
ability, or discovered by the people audience that public trials are infor their dictatorial methods and
tended, not to promote intrusion
of public opinion into jury findings,
utter mediocrity."
but to protect the accused from
■ Speakingporationbefore
some
350
corcounsels at the Roosevelt corrupt proceedings.
question of broadcasting
Hotel, Mr.heFrankel's
was theto andThetelecasting
opposite
had beenstand
required
meetings of the
take professionally last summer. New York City Council is exThe City Council at Asbury Park,
pected to be brought up soon by
having denied the local radio sta- Rudolph Halley, newly elected
tion permission to broadcast a council president, who included his
public hearing on a 3% luxury tax, belief in such procedure in his
had received a preliminary injunc- campaign platform.
BRAND NAMES DAY PRODUCTION NEEDS
Herbert to Head Planners
Reviewed by AMA Group
JOHN K. HERBERT, vice presi- A FOUR-POINT plan calling for
dent in charge of NBC Radio Net- flexibility of operation that would
work sales, will head the planning enable any manufacturer to meet
committee for the
seventh annual civilian production needs while participating in national defense
Brand Names
Day Conference activities has been outlined to the
April 16 at the American Management Assn.
Waldorf-Astoria.
The blueprint was unveiled at an
This mentannounceconference in Chiwas made AMA production
cago by Fred J. Walters, vice
last week by
John W. Hubbell, president and defense coordinator
of Hotpoint Inc. Four-point plan
vice
president
Simmons
Co. andof calls for minimum dislocation of
Mr. Herbert
chairman of the each organization, best utilization
Brand Names Foundation Board of personnel, adherence to economy
of directors. Names of other plan- of operation and assurance of
ning committee members are to be
announced later this month.
company's ability to shift from
Brand Names Day is sponsored mobilization
present "dualor economy"
to total
back to peacetime
by the Foundation in conjunction
with its annual membership meet- civilian output.
ing and election of officers. At a
dinner in the grand ballroom of
the Waldorf-Astoria, the Founda- Opens Law Office
tion will present "Brand Name ROBERT J. WINBURN, formerly
Retailer
Year" awards
and of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
citations ofto themerchants
and dealers in 20 fields of retailing.
Washington radio law firm, last
Mr. Herbert joined NBC in 1950 week announced the opening of
as assistant to the president. He law offices in the Kass Bldg., 711
has had extensive experience in 14th St., N. W., Washington 5,
magazine advertising.
D. C. Telephone: District 6495.
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CHICAGO chapter of American Women in Radio and Television greet Ray
Livesay, pres., WLBH AM-FM Mattoon, III., and III. Broadcasters Assn., when
heFernspoke
during WXYZ
all-day Detroit
session atandWGNAWRT
Chicago.
to r.: Betty
Mr. Livesay;
Edythe
Melrose,
vice L.pres.;
Ross, WMAQ
Chicago and III. chapter pres.; Frank P. Schreiber, mgr., WGN Inc.; Kay
Middleton, Myrtle Stahl and Gloria Workmaster, all WGN; and Josephine
Wetzler, WLS Chicago and vice pres. of III. chapter.

NEW OFFICERS& ofTelecasters
Maryland-D.Assn.C.
Broadcasters
[B»T,
Nov.
26],
include
(I to r):
Charles J. Truitt, WBOC Salisbury,
Md.,
vice
pres.;
John
E.
WFBR Baltimore, pres.; C. E.Surrick,
Smith,
WTBO Cumberland, secy.-treas.

FURLOUGHING Sgt. Richard Smith,
formerly
with WFBR Pa.,Baltimore
and
WHUN Huntingdon,
during early
morning
tells WFBR's
Jim
Crist
aboutinterview
his job directing
programs
for Armed Forces
Radio Services in
the Azores.

SPONSORSHIP of 10 winter concerts by the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra
on WGR Buffalo, completed by J. N. Adam & Co., department store, and
two suppliers, Youngstown Kitchens and RCA Victor Distributing Co. of
Buffalo. At signing (seated I to r): Wilson F. Marks, western New York sis.
mgr., Youngstown Kitchens; John W. Kimberly, adv. mgr. J. N. Adam & Co.;
Paul C. Batt, sis. mgr., distributing company. Standing: Ralph Black,
orchestra mgr.; David Cheskin, music director, WGR; James G. Kelly, pres.,
J. G. Kelly Adv.; Nat Cohen, sis. mgr., WGR; Paschall Swift, acct. exec, WGR.
GUESTS at Keystone Broadcasting System party marking opening of new
Chicago offices included (I to r): Gen Lemper, Foote, Cone & Belding;
Paul
Shelby, McCann-Erickson; Merle Myers,
Adv.; JimJ. Walter
McCluer,
Russel M. Geoffrey
Seeds; EdWade
Fitzgerald,
Thompson; Gwen Dargel, FC&B.

'TEEN PROGRAM
WCSC Develops Paying Show
ONLY

ONE

STATION

COVERS

Jan Guerry,
Charleston's Generalrepresenting
William Moultree
High School,
a turn on WA
'Teen takes
Time.
The SEVENTEENTH STATE*

_ nn CIF
,J»Joc
•
ieS

0 428 tOWnS
• 54 counties

*acounties
compactin market
Eastern ofNew54
York and Western New
whoseof population
England that
exceeds
32 states

• 2,980,100 citizens
• 840,040 radio families
• only NBC station
• more people than 32 states
• more goods purchased than 34 states
• more spendable income than 36 states

state
THE CAPITAL of the 17th
Y
Q STATION
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES
A GENERAL ELECTRIC
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HUMAN RIGHTS
Special Shows Planned
THIRD anniversary celebration of
Human servedRights
Day is toby -be
obtoday (Monday)
a special broadcast from the Kiel Opera
House, St. Louis, to be carried by
the ABC Radio Network from
10:30 p.m. to midnight.
Produced through UN Radio,
the
to feature
the 1%-hour
St. Louis program
Symphonyis Orchestra,
under the direction of Dr. Valadimir Golschmann, and artists of
many nations. Lynn Fontaine and
Jose Ferrer, stars of the legitimate
theatre,
were Henriot,
announced
as narraters; Nicoli
pianist,
and
Uta Graf, Elena Nikolaidi, Robert
Rounseville and William Warned,
as vocal soloists. Actor Walter
Able is to be m.c.
Messages
from and
the Mrs.
General
Assembly President
Eleanor
Roosevelt, recorded in Paris, will
be broadcast.
Program will be rebroadcast in
New York Dec. 16 at 3 p.m. by
WNYC and will be released subsequently over the NAEB Educaica. tional Network and Voice of AmerAnother special UNESCO human
rights program, Our Present Duty,
is scheduled to be carried by the
Liberty Network today at 2:15
p.m. EST for eastern and central
time zones and at 11:15 p.m. EST
mountain and Pacific zones.
Liberty
cast of the also
New will
Yorkcarry
Timesa broadYouth
Forum, "How Important Are
Human Relations," to be moderated
by
Gordon,
after it New
has
beenDorothy
broadcast
by WQXR
York, Saturday 10:15 a.m.
Spot announcements on Human
have beenby distributed
toRights
all U.DayS. stations
UN Radio
and
special
programs
are scheduled
to be broadcast from
stations
throughout the world.

WHENsor'sa advertising
programmanager
has thesinging
sponits praises, the station has done a
good job. That's why WCSC
Charleston, S. C, likes its 'teen'Teen centers
Time. around a
Theage show,
program
group of girls representing nine
local high schools. In turn, each
girl plans her own program, selects
talent from her school, personalities
to interview and compiles a hit
parade
by pollingmorning,
fellow students.
Come Saturday
with the
aid of Bob Tamblyn, WCSC announcer, the girl serves as her own
mistress-of-ceremonies on the air.
After 12 weeks on the air, Edward C. Powers, ad manager for
the sponsor, Condon's Dept. Store,
commented, "The show really sells
Mr. Powers said that not only
merchandise."
has he found a new radio medium
to'teen-age
sell his show
goods but created
that WCSC's
an invaluable number has
of potential buyers
among
citizens.
'BOZO'theSUyounger
IT
Hearing Docketed Jan. 11
HEARING of the $500,000 suit
filed against Capitol Records Inc.,
Hollywood, by Larry Valli, known
professionally
as "Bozo
will
be held Jan.
10th theor Clown,"
11th in
Los Angeles Superior Court, it was
reported last week.
In the suit, filed early in Novem
ber
[B*T,
12], Mr.
Valli
charged
that Nov.
the record
company
had used the "Bozo" name on a
series of children's recordings without his permission
remuneration
to him.
Mr. Valli orclaimed
further
that Capitol licensed various toy
manufacturers to make toys carrying "Bozo" label. An accounting
of profits derived from both sources
reportedly was being asked.
Christmas Eve Show
GLEE CLUBS and choirs com
posed exclusively of employes of
five major industrial organizations
will join forces with ABC to pre
sent a new kind of program from
11 p.m.
midnight
Eve
over toABC
Radio.Christmas
Groups
will represent Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co.,
Insurance Co. ofPrudential
America, Life
General
Motors Corp., Sylvania Electric
Products and Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U. S. "In
planning a Christmas Eve program with the traditional theme
of good-will
between men,"
Leonard Reeg, vice
in charge
of ABC
Radiopresident
programs,
said,
"ABC felt that this year the best
possible opportunity lay in revtivities
ealing one ofexistingtheamong
many social
acemployes

FTC Cites Precision
PRECISION Apparatus Co., Brooklyn,eralN. Y..TradehasCommission
been asked toby cease
Fedmisrepresentation of its radio tube
testing instruments. FTC charged
the instruments are not "mutual
conductance"
testers
as represented by thetubebrand
names
and
in various advertising statements.
of great American industries."
BROADCASTING
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Advertisement

..and

now

a word

his year of 1951, has been, for us, a
It's so,ourto BIGGEST
YEAR,
in"Nifty
many One."
ways, and
give our thanks
and
praise, we've bought a page in this Magazine,
soseen.our "Message of Thanks" could be properly
For years, our station has been a "BIG
TEAGUER."
Year Our
afterNational
year, we've
bigger and bigger.
Spotgrown
Sales
get better and better — and so, as we start off
our
"Thank You"energy
letter,andwe pep,
are displayed
grateful forby
the enthusiasm,
our
wide-awake
Rep." weFor paytelling
our story,
every "National
day, everywhere,
our
respects to the boys at JOHN BLAIR.
They've brought us new business ! Every Blair
"Rep" you see, says "WASHINGTON'S
BEST BUY IS WWDC."
In expressing our thanks, we particularly
desire to include every Agency, every Time
Buyer, and all Account Executives on our
year's business list. (If you placed any, hope
your name isn't missed.) We'd list personal
names, with a "Cut" of each face, but since
we're restricted by limited space, we thank,
INDIVIDUALLY, all you fine "gals" and
"guys," as your Agency names we "alphabetize."
NATIONALLY— under "A"— for accounts that we get, we send our thanks to
Aitkin-Kynett. Also another important one
— referring to N. W. Ayer & Son.
Underten, "B,"
B. B. &D. Osborn,
& O. (BatBarton,there's
Durstine
you
know), also Benton & Bowles, and likewise
Ted Bates, while the Biow Company a
vote
thanks
rates. ifIn welisting
the B'sBerthe
Boss ofwould
be fierce,
overlooked
MINGHAM, CASTLEMAN & PlERCE.
a lot of,Cunningham
big Agencies we andsee
. As. .forfor"C,"example,
Walsh,
I-N-C.
There's
Campbell-Ewald,
then Harry B. Cohen, while
to Cecil and
Presbrey further thanks should be goin'.
Next,to Donahue
to the letter
"D" Then
we go,
with a
salute
& Coe.
Herschel
Z. Deutsch, and Deutsch & Shea . . .
next Duane Jones . . . (Oops! That's comes
under
"J"). And
other wecontracts
that haveto
been signed
and for
sealed,
are grateful
Doherty,
Clifford
& Shenfield.
We'reto
glad our supply
of rhymes
is still ample,
mention Dancer-Fitzgerald & Sample . . .
and also Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone,
"Ink"
(which just about winds up the D's,
we
think.)
Underof course),
"E," we also
thankErwin,
Esty Wasey
(William
Esty,
and
all of their force. And for West Coast business, it's Daly
easy to& determine,
Elliott,
Sherman. why we thank
And while Agency names in tribute we're
"welding,"
we express appreciation to Foote,
Cone
& Belding.
Then Grey Advertising we sal ute in our
BROADCASTING
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"ditty,"
also Grant Advertising in the
"Windy City."
Under "H," we're having one "H" of a
time, getting our "H's" to properly rhyme.
There's Harvey-Massengale in our "H"
summary — then Hanley, Hicks & Montgomery. To the Ray Hirsh Company, a
polite bow is due . . . and to the Herman
Advertising Agency, too. Two other
Agencies, smart and adroit, are Hixson &
Jorgenson, and Charles W. Hoyt.
Then there's Stewart Jordan under the
"J" . . . with three topnotch Agencies start"K." There's
the KudnerIn giving
Agencyus
. . . ingandwith Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
business, they both played a part. As for the
other Agency starting with "K," the Joseph
Katz Company thinks we're "O.K."
To Al Paul Lefton, in Philadelphia,
P-A., we send lots of "Brotherly Love" your
way.
UnderMcCreery
"M" there .is .Mar. while
free . Morse
. . and
Walter
International helps keep us "cheery." Then
there's Allan Marin, and John F. Murwhile forinMaxon
we getray,results
a hurry. (ifAndyou're
to our"axin")
chain
of thanks, another big link, as we add Morey,
Humm & Johnstone, Inc.
We come next to Needham, Louis &
Brorby. (The best word to rhyme with
BRORBY is BRORBY.)
"O,"& weChappell,
really OWEand thanks
. Under
. . Owen
Robertgalore
W.
Orr, also& R.McMahon,
T. O'Connell,
O'Neil,
Larson
and alsoandin Chicago,
thanks a lot — Olian.
Three Agencies we love "A Bushel and a
Peck"
Picard Advertising, Piedmont
. . . andarePeck.
And for their good judgment in radio
&buyin',
Ryan.we're thankful indeed to Ruthrauff
Do we have more acknowledgments? Yes
indeed,
Simmonds& Finney.
& Simmonds, many!
and of There's
course, Street
There's
"S.
S.
C.
&
B."
(if
memory
fails)
means Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwellthat&
Bayles,
our finalsalute
"S" istoimportant,
bet
... and
a thankful
Sherman you&
Marquette.
Under "T," we're glad to mention
"J. W. T." (That's. easier to rhyme with than
Thompson, you see.) To ThompsonKoch and J. B. Taylor thanks we extend ;
while under "V" there's "Vic"- Van Der
Linde. And under this letter, we next proudly hail the neighboring agency of Van Sant,
Dugdale.
As we near the end of the alphabet, Weiss
&Wesley
GellerAssociates
we couldn't
nor The
. . forget,
. also Geoffrey
Wade . . . who were all in our '51 Business
Parade. And too
for a. double
there's
Ward&
Wheelock,
. . and "W"
finally,
Young
Rubicam . . . our best thanks to you!

sponsors

While we're RECOGNITION
happy and thrilled we
for this
NATIONAL
are
proud and thankful for our LOCAL POSITION. More listeners than ever! A Rating
we
thanks go to "PULSE" for
theirtreasure!
accurate Our
measure.
To the Mutual Network, and its President,
Frank White, our appreciation and sincere
delight, for fine shows, plus promotion, so
people still know— that "WHEREVER
YOU
And GO,
last, THERE'S
but not least,RADIO."
our sincere salutations to all Local ADVERTISING ORGANIZATIONS. The business they give us,
day in and day out ... is something to truly
be thankful
They're
"Backbone" in ourabout.
operation,
and thewe real
pledge
our
continued co-operation. If we had space, a
verse them
about alphabetically
each one we'd(fromwrite,
we'll
thank
left tobutright.)
(Ad Masters, Inc. — Advertising, Inc.
— Art Ads — A. W. & L. Advertising —
Azrael Advertising Agency — James S.
Beattie Agency — Maurice Chessler
Agency — Cohen & Miller Agency —
Robert J. Enders Advertising, Inc. — Alvin Epstein Agency — Courtland D. Ferguson Agency — Paul Lynn Heller, Inc.
— Ernest S. Johnston Agency — Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick — Henry J. Kaufman &
Associates — Kronstadt Agency — The
Lewis Agency — J. Gordon Manchester
Advertising — Harwood Martin Agency
— Mellor & Wallace — Wm. D. Murdock Agency — Lewis Edwin Ryan Agency— M. Belmont Ver Standig — Williams, Stark & Hinkle.)
Resuming our rhyme, THANKS from
"A" thru to "Z" . . . for thinking of us at
WWDC. (If our verses were feeble, and
brother, you know it, just place the blame on
our Station Staff Poet.) If you're on our '51
business list, here's hoping, once more, your
name wasn't missed.
A REMINDER — FOR RESULTS,
YOU'LL BE THANKFUL TOO, IF
YOU'LL KEEP PLACING ORDERS
THROUGHOUT '52.

National Representatives: John Blair & Co.
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The 20 eye-catching poster designs on these pages represent
WMAQ's strong outdoor
advertisingvember andpromotion
NoDecember.forThey
appeared
on
87
Chicago
area
billboards and represented
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40,716,000 potential reminder
impressions per month!
This is just another example
of the strong promotional supits adver
tisers port
to WMAQ
buildgives
its dominant
audience.
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Via WMAQ's
new higher
transmitter tower —brand
250 feet
than
previous
— the
WMAQthe signal
now onereaches
17,500,000
people—
an
addition
of 300,000 to the WMAQ
"family".
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person to make three appearances
on WOR-TV Press Conference,
7:30-8 p.m., every Monday. The
NX'S THREATENED
Union, TRANSIT
Public Turn toSTRIKE
Radio and Television man who had first appeared last
spring, shortly after the program
NEW YORKERS kept abreast of originally called for a strike vote, was inaugurated, returned to face
the strike threatened by the Trans- but Mr. Quill said the ballot would reporters and discuss his union's
port Workers Union last week seek only approval of executive policies.
The following Friday, Nov. 30,
through
reliablewhilesources,
ra- board action. TWU nevertheless Mr. Quill was back at WOR-TV
dio and their
television,
the CIO
purchased the 9-9:30 p.m. time studios for the Between the Lines
union itself bought telecast time slot on WJZ-TV, and offered co- weekly show in a discussion that
to make sure the public was in on
operation with other stations want- stretched the informal format alits mass meeting Tuesday night.
ing on-the-scene reports. CBS-TV
most to the point of elasticity.
TWU President Michael J. Quill newsmen recorded about ten min- Court's restraining order had been
said his union would obey the court
utes of the meeting, during the ac- issued just two hours before the
tual vote, for an 11 p.m. telecast,
injunction forbidding a strike
airtime
and newsagainst the Third Avenue Transit and NBC's Tex and Jinx McCrary show'smen, 7unablep.m.
to reach
the busy
union
—
who
had been covering TWU ac- leader, could again have written
Corp. when he appeared on WNBT
tivity all week — were to set up their stories by staying at home
(TV) New York Close-up 6:30-7
tapeinformation
recordertheyto glean
p.m. Monday, and promised to use their ever
might whatwant and watching television.
his influence to prevent wildcat ac- to broadcast
Further Appearances
on
their
morning
show
tion.
The
union
leader's
telecast
statements were widely quoted by the next day.
The next Monday, Dec. 3, Mr.
Broadcast journalism of the Quill telecast his policy statements
metropolitan papers the following
TWU story got its start Nov. 26
morning.
and JinxandMcCrary's
Mass meeting Tuesday night was when Mr. Quill became the only on
YorkTexClose-up
appearedNewon

their morning radio show — by telephone— Tuesday when Mr. Mction,Crary,
asked reviewing
him tothecallstrike
if he situawere
listening.
Aside from such direct participation in the strike development,
the one million New Yorkers whose
transportation was involved also
heard details of the matter on
regularlyvisionscheduled
newscasts. radio and tele-

ATOMIC DEFENSE
Shown by 'Bert thebooklet
Turtle'
AN ILLUSTRATED
titled Duck and Cover and featuring Bert The Turtle as chief protagonist in the drama of atomic
self-defense, was introduced last
week
by
the
Administration.Federal Civil Defense
An original cartoon character in j
his own right, Bert also will demonstrate basic principles of atomic
self-protection on radio, television
and in other media.
Radio plans call for issuance of
a quarter-hour transcription to be
distributed to over 2,500 of the nation's AM and independent FM
outlets. The transcriptions are
skits featuring the turtle, children
andTheappropriate
discs alsosound
will effects.
be sent to
state civil defense directors for
use by local units at the community
level where station coverage is not
feasible. Steve McCormick, radio
chief, was responsible for production.
Film Versions
A 10-minute film version, to be
distributed
by Castle
sion of United
World Films
Films, DiviNew
York, is tabbed for use by the 100plus video outlets. Prints will be
Sent out on a non-exclusive basis to
THIS
RICH
MARKET
film dealers, camera supply stores
and other sources which in turn will
rent them out. The 16mm sound
No other signal covers the South Bend market
print sells for $17.50 and other
types are priced in proportion.
like WSBT. Radio sets in use are up to an allProducing firm is Archer Productions, New York, which collabtime high of 32.8! WSBT's share of audience
orated with the National Eduat 66.6 is way above the national average. And
cation Assn. and FCDA. TV stause the cost.
films Subsequent
on a onetimetionsbasismay without
here television is insignificant because no conshowings
would
be
available
for
sistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South
commercial sponsorship.
The
new
series
is
part
of
a
conBend. Don't sell this rich market short. Wrap
tinuing program
launchedof byFCDAthe
Audio-Visual
Division
it up with WSBT radio.
undertionJesse
with producvested
inButcher,
the respective
radio
and TV
sections.
A recent example of its activity
was the appearance of federal civil
defense
authorities
CBSweek.
Radio's
You andcorded
theexcerpts
Worldwereonlastprepared
Re-by
FCDA and played Monday through
Friday, 6:15-6:30 p.m.
The TV section, under Harold
Azine, has released a series of
programs and spot announcements
on kinescope
recent months. film
The recordings
Duck and inCover
22].
film is the latest of a series, slated
to be incorporated into a package
PAUL
H. RAYMER COMPANY
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
presentation [B»T, Nov. 5, Oct.
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...in recognition

of

Outstanding

Achievement

in Public

Relations

KLZ is the only station selected in
1951 for excellence in public relations
by the American Public Relations
Association. This high honor is
acknowledged most gratefully.

Few, if any, stations can equal
KLZ's award-winning record . . .
consistent proof of leadership
during 30 years of broadcasting
in the public interest.

KLZ
5000WATTS-560 KC
CBS RADIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
ROADCASTING
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WCCO's popular local personalities are not
the fellows to stay at home and rest on
their laurels. These favorite sons of the Northwest—like Cedric Adams, George Grim, Bob
DeHaven, Larry Haeg, Whoopee John, and
the cast of Checkerboard Quiz— get out and
win more friends (every one a listener) !
Last year, for example, they barnstormed
from dawn 'til dusk through 153 Northwest
towns (typical town : Waconia, Minnesota,
where 1,500 out of a total population of 1,569
turned out to see farm expert Larry Haeg) ,
putting on shows, shaking hands with
the local folk . . . and talking about WCCO,
its programs, its sponsors and products.
It all added up to a junket of almost 62,000
miles . . . 230 personal appearances.
And how do these campaign trips affect
listening? That's an easy one. Any way you
check the popular vote, WCCO is the
first choice of listeners in its 118-county
area.* In fact, virtually one out of every
two families listening in this tremendous
territory— day or night— is tuned to WCCO!*
To be sure your sales messages are carried
and listened to throughout the great
Northwest market, ask us to suggest the right
candidate to take your case to the people
and win sales for you . . . every time.
WCCO
Minneapolis — St. Paul
Represented by
CBS Radio Spot Sales
tBMB Daytime 50-100% Area. 1949.
►WCCO Listener Diary.
Fall 1950:6 am— 12 mid.. 7 days.

LABOR

COVERAGE

ALONE ISN'T ENOUGH

Here's why WGST is the ideal Xmas gift to
sales managers the year round: (1) Complete coverage of the ever expanding
Atlanta market; (2) Top ABC and locally
produced shows geared to the buying habits
of Atlanta listeners; (3) High-powered merchandising support to wholesalers, retailers.
Let the WGST staff gift wrap Atlanta for
your product by contacting us or our national reps for availabilities.

GENEVA MEET
Frequency Plan Set
ANOTHER step in the long road
to put into effect the 1947 Atlantic
City
frequency
the nations
of theallocations
world was among
taken
last week as the 70-nation Extraordinary Administrative Radio
Conference ended its deliberations
in Geneva.
Agreement signed by all nations
but U.S.S.R. and its satellites provided for a gradual period for
changing over fixed, mai'itime and
tropicaltionsbroadcast
and communicastations. Nations
also agreed
to review in 1955 the progress
made. Efforts will be continued
to draw up an acceptable high frequency broadcasting plan — relating
mostly to international broadcasting
(6-27 inmc)U.S.S.R.,
which
are also frequencies
used internally
India, Central and South America.
Conference just ended, which ran
August-December,
was successor
the
Provisional Frequency
Boardto
meeting in Geneva which ran from
1948 to 1950, but which was unsucces ful in getting the nations to
agree tioon
changesas for
stans to beSpecific
transferred
a result
of the Atlantic City treaty. The
Atlantic City convention allocated
service usages from 10 kc to 30,000
mc. In 1948 and 1949, aeronautical
bands were successfully worked out,
but other changes have run up
against the intransigeance of the
Soviet Union and its satellites — as
well as the uncompromising requirements of other nations.
540 kc Crowded
Future of 540 kc as a broadcast
wavelength in the United States is
at stake in this latest agreement.
At the Atlantic City conference,
540 kc was allocated to broadcast
service in the North American region. Under pending NARBA
treaty, 540 kc is allocated to Canada as a Class 1-A frequency. CBK
Watrous, Saskatchewan, is already
on this frequency with 50 kw.
There is a 1-kw station on this frequency at Victoria de las Tunas,
Cuba. XEWA at San Luis Potosi,
Mexico, was reported on this frequency withit150is kw
— butthisthere
doubt that
using
muchis
power. The U.S. could put Class
II stations on this frequency provided they protect the dominant
Canadian station. Also to be evaluated are the effects of 540 kc on
the international distress frequency
of 500 kc.
Bymart Move
GENERAL offices — including advertising and promotion — of Bymart-Tintair Inc., manufacturer of
the home hair coloring, were moved
from New York last week to the
company's
recentlyN. acquired
factory in Newark,
J. Research,
quality control,
production,
accounting and shipping departments
moved into the six-story, 80,000sq.-ft. structure during the summer.
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STRIKES
Hit Electronic Firms
STRIKES called by the CIO electrical workers' union last week
paralyzed sizable segments of two
of the nation's largest electronic
manufacturing firms.
The two companies were the
Westinghouse Electric Corp., whose
Buffalo plant has been tied up in
a 10-week old strike, and the General Electric Co., with nine upstate
New York plants idled. The union
is the CIO-IUE (International
Union chine
of Workers).
Electrical, Radio & MaThe CIO union previously had
filed a $200,000 suit in Federal
District
againstcharging
Westing-a
house of Court
Louisville,
lockout of 180 union members at
its Bowling Green, Ky. plant. The
company later closed down the
plant [B*T, Nov. 26].
More than 3,500 employes were
idled at the GE plants as production workersPark
walked
GE's
Electronics
and out
otherof plants
in a protest move involving seniority rights.
A teamsters
strikeshut
involving a second
union also
down construction work at. the
main GE building and research
lab at Syracuse, N. Y.
Federal mediators met WednesThursday withandWestinghouseday andrepresentatives
union
officials in Washington in an attempt to resolve a dispute in which
some 5,600 Buffalo production employes walked out last Sept. 24.
Meanwhile, CIO-IUE President
James B. Carey warned that he
may ingcall
a general
strike workers
involvsome 45,000
electrical
in Westinghouse plants across the
nation. Again, seniority issues
were involved. Mediation Cyrus
Ching presided over discussions.
WKHM MAKES DEBUT
Sister to WKMH Dearborn
WITH inverse call letter, WKMH
Dearborn,
Mich.'s
new Mich.,
sister took
station, WKHM
Jackson,
the air last Friday, the first new
AM station in Jackson in nearly
25 years.
The outlet, which operates on
970 kc with
1 kw fulltime,
is licensed to WKMH
Inc. Walter
Patterson is managing director.
It is affiliated with MBS and LBS.
An inaugural dinner was held Friday at the Hayes Hotel with 250
people attending, including the
Michigan Governor.
Sarnoff at REC
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF,
chairman of the board of RCA,
will be the featured speaker at the
Dec. 20 luncheon meeting of the
Radio Executives Club of New
York at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Meeting will commemorate the
fiftieth anniversary of transoceanic
wireless.
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"What do you want for 37*7"
37 'i won't stretch very far at your local meat counter these days.
But on WAVE radio — 37 'i will make 1000 sales
impressions for you!
(1000 television impressions would cost you 99 i — 1000 by
newspapers would cost you $8.94!)
Check Free & Peters for availabilities on WAVE radio!
Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (head of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WAVE area, July, 1951. Copy on request.
5000

WATTS

^^j^H^*
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WAVE
LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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CAB VIEWS
Wants Separate Control
to the CaAdvertisement RECOMMENDATION
nadian Parliamentary Committee
on Radio Broadcasting that a
separate regulatory body be set up
for radio control has been made
the Canadian Assn. of BroadFrom where I sit by
casting.
casters during hearings on broadCAB also urged that the listener
license fee of $2.50 a year be
abolished,
control of bynewsMarsh
6y Joe
casting andthat
programming
the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. be TULSA sale is completed as Broadcaster Harry Schwartz (I) receives
eliminated and that only Canadian
citizens be permitted to own TV check in the $200,000 sale of KOME
Tulsa
to
John Brown U, of Siloar
and broadcasting stations there.
Springs,
Ark.,andlicenseee
of KUOAWith casters
leading
Canadian
broadAM-FM
there
KGER Long
Beach,
and counsel for the 104
members of the CAB appearing Calif. [B*T, Sept. 24]. KOME is to
Specs And I See
be operated commercially as part of
before the Radio Committee, mem- endowment
properties
bers of Parliament were given
institution. L.of tothe r:educaMr.
answers nadian
to many
questions on Ca- Schwartz;tionalStorm
Whaley, vice presibroadcasting.
Eye To Eye
dent for radio, and John E. Brown, Jr.,
T. J. Allard, CAB general man- president of the Brown school interager,arepointedanxious
out Canadian
station
ests. Control of station was assumed
owners
to obtain
TV
Asked Specs Allen to go hunting
Nov. 16.
station licenses because TV would
last week. Known him all my life, so I
cripple AM and FM broadcasting stitute the revenue with a governwhen it comes into operation in
ment grant. He pointed to the
Canada. He estimated Canadian
wasn't surprised when he showed up
broadcasters could be on the air expense, between $600,000 and
with no guns. Specs doesn't like to
$700,000, of collecting the annual
within
12
to
18
months
after
rekill anything.
money which comes out of
ceiving their licenses and would fee, general
treasury and which
be financed in their operations the
casting.
could be better used for broadthrough sale of advertising.
Couldn't ask for a better hunting
companion, though. We tramp around
Same Situation Exists
the woods, and whenever the dogs
Mr. Allard stated, that before
CBC and its predecessor came onto CANADIAN MUSIC
flush a bird, I blaze away while Specs
the scene the bulk of Canadian staCopyright Hearing Set
just watches.
tions were not located in the major
cities and few had connections with CANADIAN broadcasters are exTold him once I was surprised he
p
e
c
t
e
d to know how much they will
U. S. networks. Today the same be paying
for use of copyright
situation prevails, he said, and the music,
went along . . . feeling the way he does
other
BMI music, early
privately-owned
stations
cover The
the in 1951, it than
is expected following
small
communities
of
Canada.
about shooting anything. "Well, Joe,"
the
preliminary
of the
private stations could operate a Canadian Copyrighthearings
Appeal Board
national service without cost to at Ottawa late in November.
he says, "you go ahead and do what
the taxpayer, he noted.
The board set Dec. 20-22 and
you think is right and I'll stick to
Toronto,
toldHarry
the Sedgwick,
committee CFRB
members
that Dec. 27-29 for hearings at which
what I think is right. I've no call to
Composers,
Authors & Publishers
it
would
cost
about
$150,000
to
put
dislike you for not seeing everything
a TV station on the air. He said Assn. of Canada (CAPAC), the
the
cost
had
come
down
considerDominion's ASCAP, will first prethe way I see it."
ably
his first
its brief asking more than
tion since
for aheTVmadelicense
someapplicayears doublesentthe
From where I sit, open-mindedness
present Canadian copyago.
He
had
estimated
cost
then
is a wonderful quality. There are plenty
right fees plus a percentage of
at $750,000.
This is the first time
Joseph Sedgewick, Toronto, gross15 profits.
of things Specs admires that J don't
years that the board has
counsel for CAB, urged abolition in
care for. Like his fondness for butterasked
CAPAC
to present its case
first.
of the annual $2.50 license fee
which now goes to the Canadian
milk. I'd rather have a glass of beer
Canadian
broadcasters,
through
Broadcasting Corp. He would subanytime . . . but Specs Allen and I
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcastdon't let little differences get in the
ers, feel that under this proceGil Iin Awards
dure it is possible that fees will
way of something big like friendship.
be
announced
by the board for 1952
CANADIAN ASSN. of Broadcasters is asking member stations to early in January, rather than late
submit presentations in quadrup- in the year as in other years.
licate on community services during 1951 for the second annual
"Radio Night" dinner of the
John J. Gillin Jr. Memorial Award. ANNUAL
Southern California chapter, American
Judging is to be done during Feb- Assn. of Advertising Agencies will be
Dec.Hotel.11 Highlighting
at the Hollywood
Rooseruary and awards will be made at held velt
the evening
the March annual meeting of the
Copyright, 1949, United States Brewers Foundation
will
be
the
presentation
by
the
South-of
CAB at Toronto. Reports on comern California Broadcasters Assn.
munity services of stations are to six case histories of current radio
be made to the CAB at 108 Sparks success stories in local, spot and regional network categories.
St., Ottawa, by Feb. 1.
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It Will Pay You to do some INDEPENDENT

-Using only 5

THINKING

If you have been hearing dire predictions about the fate of radio
in general, just cast an eye at' the leading independent radio stations!
Competition has kept them toughened up, made them today's best
buy when you really want profitable results. You owe it to yourself
to get the facts. Just write to any AIMS member listed below.

THESE

ARE

THE

WCUE- -Akron, OhioMaryland
WBMD- -Baltimore,
New York
WBNY- -Buffalo,
Ohio
WJMO- -Cleveland,
-Columbus,
Ohio
WVKO-Denver,
Colorado
KMYR - -Des Moines, Iowa
KCBC - -Evansville, Indiana
WIKY -- -Hartford, Connecticut
WCCC
WXLW -Indianapolis, Indiana
WJXN
Mississippi
KLMS -Jackson,
-Lincoln, Nebraska
WKYW -Louisville, Kentucky

LEADING
WMIE WMIL
WKDA -WBOK
KXL WWSWWXGI
KSTL
WMIN
KNAK
KITE

INDEPENDENT

RADIO

-Miami, Florida
-Milwaukee, Wisconsin
-Nashville, Tennessee
-New Orleans, Louisiana
-Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
-Portland, Oregon
-Richmond, Virginia
-St. Louis, Missouri
-Minneapolis-St. Paul
-Salt Lake City, Utah
-San Antonio, Texas

KSON
KYA
KING
KREM
WACE
KSTN
WOLF
KFMJ
WNEB
WBBW

d„la ol a coeivmmedenfrom
ed rec
Paramount
STATIONS:

-San Diego, California
-San Francisco, California
-Seattle, Washington
-Spokane, Washington
-Springfield,
Massachusetts
-Stockton, California
-Syracuse,Oklahoma
New York
-Tulsa.
-Worcester, Massachusetts
-Youngstown, Ohio

They are all members of AIMS — Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations— each the outstanding independent station in a city.

Aim for BULL'S-EYE
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He rings a bell
with cash-register echoes
The miniature Liberty Bell on his mantel symbolizes a
point of view shared by millions of his listeners. That's
one reason why his nightly analyses of the news from
Washington establish a rapport with his audience which
rings cash-registers for his sponsors . . . and brings in
folding money too !
As Mr. Joseph P. Wortz, vice-president of the Security
Trust Company, wrote to Station WAMS, both of Wilmington, Delaware:
"We have received letters of commendation regarding
our sponsoring of the Fulton Lewis, Jr. program and
we feel that We have written considerable new busines as a result of this particular program."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, currently sponsored on
more than 370 stations by more than 570 advertisers,
offers local advertisers a ready-made audience at local
time cost. There may be an opening in your locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
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UNION MERGER
UCLA, Cornell to Study
ACTORS and Chorus Equities took
definitive stand on the proposed
merger of American Federation of
Radio Artists and Television Authority— scheduled for consideration at the
three-day
ventionlatter's
which started
Fridaycon-in
New York, by announcing Thursday they convention
will sponsor calculated
a resolutionto
at the
solve problems of merger of all
performers' unions and TVA.
Accepting atan Los
offer Angeles
by the U.andof
California
Cornell U. to make a study of the
problems and to blueprint a solution, the equity councils have
pledged to follow the suggestion
through until a merger is effected
and to recommend like action to
TVA and Associated Actors and
Artists of America, parent body
of entertainers' unions.
Study was offered by the colleges as a public service and will
be supervised by E. L. Warren,
dean of the Institute of Industrial
Relations at UCLA; M. P. Catherwood, dean of the New York State
School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell; L. P. Adams,
director of research at Cornell,
and others.
Councils of the two equities
adopted the resolution unanimously
and asserted that, in rejecting previous offers to merge, they have
always been on record as supporting such action. This surprise
move, which came on eve of TVA
convention, was announced in New
York by Louis M. Simon, executive
secretary of Actors Equity Association.

FLOOD AID
Stations Help Italians
MORE lected THAN
was col-in
in 10 days $21,000
from listeners
the New York area by WOV, bilingual independent
which daily,
broadcasts
in Italian
10% hours
when
the
Italy.station asked for donations to
help flood victims in Northern
After the first appeal, it was
no longer
necessary
to ask Americans to help,
but merely
to tell
them how, Arnold Hartley, WOV
vice president, told Italians via
a Voicecast. ofIn several
Americainstances,
goodwill hebroadsaid,
self-appointed
chairmen
solicited
funds
from their
neighbors
and
brought
money— —to and
signatures of thethedonors
the station
in person.
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, Nov.
25 appealed on its oldest weekly
radio show, Neapolitan Serenade,
for contributions for victims of
Italy's
Po River
Valley.
Listenersflooded
responded
with pledges
of contributions amounting to
$1,411 two hours after the first
appeal was aired.
So great was the response that
WSTVtil Dec.extended
campaign
un2. An the
Italian
language
program aired Sunday at 11 a.m.,
Neapolitan Serenade celebrated its
11th anniversary last month. Star
of the show is Camillo DeLucia,
its originator and former Victor
recording artist. Mr. DeLucia
launched his appeal following a request from the Italian Embassy.

CROSLEY PRODUCTS
New York Division Set
CREATION of two new divisions
within the Crosley Distributing
D. C. NETWORK
Yorkall— anradioelectronics
Names For joe, Ups Spot Corp.
divisionof toNewhandle
and TV
METROPOLITAN Network has set sales and an appliance division
to
handle
sales
of
refrigerators,
appointed
joe & Co. as its
national salesForrepresentative,
it was
kitchens, air conannounced Wednesday by Joseph electric ranges,
ditioners, disposers
and freezers —
last week.
Brechner, WGAY Silver Spring, was announced
C. Conley Jr., vice president
Md., announced
chairman was
of the
network. of W.Crosley
Also
an increased
Distributing Corp. in
national spot rate.
charge of branches, said Paul A.
Hilton, former assistant branch
The network is made up of in- manager
of CDC, New York, is
dependents located in suburban
Washington, D. C. They are manager of the electronics diviW. J. O'Brien,
WARL Arlington, Va.; WFAX branch sion.
manager
of CDC,former
New
Falls Church, Va.; WGAY; WPIK
York,
heads
appliance
division.
Alexandria, Va., and WUST BeThe
entire
New
York
operation
thesda-Washington. Effective Jan. is supervised by Lloyd Dopkins,
1, the national spot rate goes up
from $24 to $30.
for several years national manager of direct deajer sales for
be purchased the Crosley
as Stations'
a unit fortime
eithercanannouncements
Division of Avco
or programs. The network was Mfg. Corp., who was named genformed in 1950 as a joint sales branch.eral manager of CDC's New York
effort of the daytime-only outlets.
The reorganization, part of an
In announcing the appointment of
Forjoe, the network pointed out expansion of retailing operation
that WWDC Washington, formerly in the New
fective Dec.York
1. area, became efindependent and now affiliated with
MBS, had been represented by the
firm and that Forjoe "was credited EXIT 51, news review of the year,
1951 are bewith a large portion of the phe- and ingSports
offered asHighlights
half-hourofproductionsnomenal success" of WWDC in de- open-ended
for
commercial
by television department of inserts
INS. —
ll veloping national spot business.
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editorial
Boca Raton Postlude
ALTHOUGH it doesn't show on the onrecord
one
books, there was complete agreement
salient point at the Boca Raton Convention of
inthe
on
1. That was
NBC, Nov. 28-Dec.
terdependence and mutuality of interest of
networks and affiliates.
Because a majority of the affiliates either
or were opposed to NBC's
did not understand
new rate plan, they voted better than 3-1 that
it be held in abeyance pending further re, search.
Originally NBC had talked about Jan. 1 as
a target date. The fact that even before the
proceedings started it announced July 1 as
that the netdate wouldmoreindicate
the effective
time in which to
work itself desired
evolve its final plan.
Despite the vote of affiliates, NBC will seek
negotiaby individual
task contact
its will
to accomplish
tion. Its officials
stations in key
markets beginning at once.
Before the
was
confident
thatmeeting,
the planNBC's
wouldtopwinechelon
approval.
It developed, however, that they were overoptimistic. NBC President Joseph H. Mcj Connell, who won the approbation even of
those affiliates who opposed the plan, was forthright in his told
exposition
proposals.
He frankly
affiliatesof atNBC's
the concluding
: I| reaction.
sessions that he was "quite shocked" at the
The fact
is that only
of NBC's
nearly
200 affiliates
knew ahowhandful
the plan
would
I affect them. They could not understand why
j radio rates should be tied into television
penetration. They objected also to the use of
BMB data as the circulation
[ three-year-old
base.
There was little disagreement about the
desirability of evolving a scientific economic
base for rate-making purposes. The rub was
over the ingredients used and the methods
employed. There was strong disapproval of
I the negative approach which some felt was
I tantamount
worth as muchto anas itadmission
used to bethatandradio
this isn't
at a
time when set ownership is at its highest peak.
Among the most outspoken in opposing use
of the TV penetration factor were the operators
of both radio and TV stations. They argued,
in some instances, that they are enjoying unprecedented radio business despite having TV
under the same roof.
In contrast with the joint network-affiliate
radio sessions, the television meeting was short
and sweet. TV, the glamor medium, is riding on
j momentum. Radio, perforce, finds itself
at the hard rock stage in network relationi ship. It now is being sold as the lowest cost
mass medium.
wasn't all
radio sack-cloth
and ashes
at But
Boca it Raton.
Affiliates
were impressed
with
' Jack
the vigor
of
NBC's
new
radio
selling
team
Herbert and Fred Dodge. They bristled—
with ideas. They intend to use selling gimmicks. The new merchandising plan was
voted unanimously, introducing at the network
level a tool employed effectively over the years
by individual stations, notably WLW Cincinnati.
Whatever the emotions, that which emerged
at Boca Raton proved enlightening to both
sides. There was the recognition that network
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operation is a two-way street. And the eyes
of
some onofa NBC's
brass must have been
opened
number top
of counts.
Somewhere along the line there will be
hammered out an equitable plan. It must be a
plan assuring the networks a return. It must
provide affiliates with the tools that will allow
them to receive adequate compensation for
their facilities from local and national spot
advertisers, and in sufficient volume and at
rates that will be justly compensatory and
absorb constantly increasing operating costs.
It must take into account the truism that no
medium ever progressed by retreating.
A network is no stronger than the sum total
of its affiliates. The network in turn, provides
indispensable service to the affiliates. They
must work together, make sacrifices together,
thrive together.
They must sell their medium for all its
worth. And, as we have been saying all along,
radio is worth more than it's selling for.
Blind Spot
NATIONAL SPOT net time sales in 1950
reached a total of $120 million. In 1951 they
promise to surpass even that record total.
Compare this with the network net figure for
1950 of $121 million and the probability that
network totals will be less in 1951 and you
see
how important national spot has become
in radio.
Yet nearly every study prepared by, and
for, the printed media during 1951 has blandly
chosen to ignore national spot, actually a
major
lar. segment of the "millionaires' " radio dolMost recent case in point is the current
series in Printer's Ink intended to show how
the 222 leading advertisers spend their advertising dollars. The articles are based, insofar as radio and television are concerned,
on Publishers Information Bureau figures,
which estimate network gross billings before
frequency discounts and allowances. PIB does
not cover national spot billings.
Yet this series bypasses the national spot
segment
of national
advertisers'
spending
while
accepting
Media Records
for newspapers.
Using this wholly inaccurate base it comes
up with the conclusion that newspaper is the
major medium used by leading advertisers,
magazine is second and radio comes in a poor
third. It seems logical to believe that if this
researcher had included national spot as well
as network figures the conclusions reached
would, inevitably, have given radio a figure
twice as large as is credited in this article.
Broadcasting would have led all media — far
out in front of both newspapers and magazines.
We have no quarrel with the editors of
Printer's
to point
their
researcher Ink
has except
fallen into
the oldouttrapthatof using
the easily available PIB figures while ignoring
the less publicized national spot totals. But
we do feel that it is time for broadcasters to
verbally
point with pride to their imposing
all-time record.
go there's
and"Wherever
more timesyouthan
not thatradio"
radio indeed
is spon-—
soredtionebyd inone
of
the
222
big
advertisers
menthis article.
In 1951 radio's net time sales will rise well
above the $425 million total of 1950. They will
reach this new peak in spite of a probable declining network volume caused by rate adjustments. Booming national spot and local volume
will make up the difference.
Major advertisers long ago discovered the
power of national spot and have poured more
and more of their advertising dollars into the
medium. It is time the advertising world gives
that fact the attention it deserves.

jf - our respects to:

GEORGE WILKINS HARVEY
THEis oneRADIO
story pens.
of George
of fountain
For itW. hasHarvey
been
these instruments which have played the
greatest part in placing Mr. Harvey in his new
post
general
WFLA-AM-FM
Tampa,of Fla.,
and manager
his name of
on the
lips of those
who pursue the broadcast arts.
Mr. Harvey's fountain pen got its first big
workout 16 years ago. As a member of the
sales
Chicago
Tribune's
Harveystaffcutofhisthe teeth
in radio
selling.WGN, Mr.
During his association with WGN, Mr. Harvey was "loaned out" with fountain pen to
MBS's newly-formed midwest office. There, he
sold such network shows as Keep Thin to Music
(calisthenics), American Radio Warblers and
Wheeling
Steel Mr.
Co.'sHarvey
Steelmakers.
WGN called
and fountain pen
back. And with them came some of the station's most enduring and largest accounts:
The Walgreen Co., which started nine hours
a week of news; the Nelson Bros. Furniture
Co., the Hirsch Clothing Co., and the Local
Loan Co. These are only a few blue chip accounts started 15 years ago and still on the
station today. Mr. Harvey and fountain pen
were responsible for selling over a million
dollars of local and national billings.
These inseparables, who seemed made for
each other, turned up again in 1942, the year
Mr. Harvey was sent to New York to head up
WGN's eastern sales office. For 4% years the
ink flowed — and so did large national accounts
in New York and Philadelphia to the home
office in Chicago. For his first IV2 years in
New York Mr. Harvey was on his own. During
that time he developed the business until it
represented
one-third
of thethrust,
station's
total
revenue. After
that initial
a salesman was panding
addednationalto business.
help keep abreast of the exMr. Harvey also has been active in the good
fellowship phase of the broadcast business.
In New York, he was an associate member of
the Radio Executives Club, member of the
Yale Club and belonged to the Huguenot Yacht
where he radio
kept apeople
34-ft. weekends.
cruiser on which
heClubentertained
In Gotham,
television
and sprouted.
Mr. Harvey's
interest in the new
medium,
In late
1946 and early 1947, the WGN sales executive visited the New York stations then operating to learn all he could about the electronics
baby. Not content to keep facts and figures
to himself, Mr. Harvey authored a detailed
report on the television industry. Reprints of
(Continued on page 68)
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. . . the new WFAA-570 transmitter
brings to the Dallas -Ft. Worth metropolitan and
surrounding coverage areas a superior, high-fidelity signal . . .
it exemplifies the faith of WFAA in the future of radio
and in this rich, expanding market.
Martin B. Campbell: Gen'IMgr.
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.: National Representative
ABC—TQN Affiliate

GUEDEL AWARDS
Offered in Radio, TV
AIMING to make radio and television more aware of its obligation to the public,
Guedel's
Dinky
Foundation
will offer
two awards
of $1,000 each to the sponsored
transcontinental radio and television programs with the best public
service message during 1951.
The foundation, organized for
charitable purposes three years ago
by John Guedel, head of John
Guedel Productions, Hollywood
radio and TV packaging firm, has
devoted considerable effort cooperating with government agencies
in combatting communism.
To be eligible, program producers must send scripts, recordings orsiderfilmtheirclips
what theyto conbestof efforts
the
Guedel office, 1680 N. Vine Street,
Hollywood, before Dec. 31. The
awards will be made by March 1.
Mr. Guedel hopes the awards
may give new importance to radio
and
TV's asobligation
such selling
public
projects
collecting toblood,
the Community Chest and combatting communism.
Project has the approval of the
Advertising Council.
COLOSSUS
of
the
CAROUNAS

WBT
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
THE BIGGEST SINGLE
ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN
THE TWO CAROUNAS
JEFFERSON STANDARD
BROADCASTING COMPANY
Represented Nationally by
CBS Radio Spot Sales
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ABC SOUND EFFECTS
IATSE Wins Election
RADIO AND TV sound-effects
technicians of ABC in New York
have voted the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
(AFL) as their bargaining agent.
Only one vote was cast for National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers
and Technicians (CIO), which had
represented the employes until
their contract expired Oct. 31.
In tiongranting
the theIATSE
for an election,
NLRB petihad
rejected the NABET contention
that sound - effects technicians
should be merged with an existing
unit of engineers. "The sound effects personnel constitutes a division of the program department,
which is concerned with the artistic quality of broadcasts," the
NLRB decision
said.... "The
engiis responsible forneering
the department
transmission
of the
artistic effects through the electronic process" [B»T, Nov. 26].
ABC Day Serials
A BLOCK of five quarter-hours of
daytime dramas will be carried in
ABC Radio's afternoon schedule
starting today (Monday), when
Lever Bros.' Joyce Jordan, M.D.
commences in the 3:30-3:45 p.m.
slot. Mary Marlin, a sustainer
formerly heard 3:30-3:45 p.m.,
moves
back drama
to the lineup
3:15-3:30following
period
while the
Joyce Jordan remains unchanged:
3 :45-4 p.m.,
Strangesponsored
Romance byof
Evelyn
Winters,
Philip Morris & Co.'s 4-4:45 p.m.,
Valiant Lady, sustainer, and 4:154:30 p.m., Marriage for Two, also
sustainer.

HUGH

D. McKAY
Ad Executive Dies
HUGH DEANE McKAY, 55, since
1947 a vice president of the L. H.
Hartman Inc., New York advertising agency, died Nov. 30 in New
York's
Roosevelt hospital after a
heart attack.
An advertising
man Mr.
with McKay
international experience,
started with Frank Seaman Inc. in
1919. He became copy chief with
Lord & Thomas, working in New
York and Chicago offices of that
company from 1922 to 1930, and
spent the next four years with
Joseph Katz Co., where he was
general manager. He was advertising director for ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., working chiefly
in Europe from 1934 to 1939 and
in New York from 1939 to 1941.
Later, he handled accounts for the
Institute of Public Relations and
founded Brand Names Research
Foundation in 1943. From 1945
to 1947, Mr. McKay was executive
vice
York. president of Maxon Inc., New
He is survived by his wife, the
former Catherine Gardner, and two
sons, Hugh Jr, and George Gardner
McKay.
services
held
in NewFuneral
York Dec.
2. were

Rating
Current
Current
Rank
Program Homes
%
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average for (7.0)
All
Programs)
Lux Radio
(CBS) 13.2
15.6
21 Jack
Benny Theatre
(CBS)
34 Amos
Arthur VGodfrey's
Scouts
(CBS)
12.4
Andy (CBS)
12.3
56 Mr.
CharlieandMcCarthy
Show(CBS)
(CBS) 11.4
11.7
Mrs. Life
North
78 You
Bet
Your
(NBC)
11.3
Bob
Hawk
(CBS)
11.0
PeoplewithAreLuigiFunny(CBS)
(CBS) 10.9
11.0
109 Life
EVENING,All Programs)
MULTI-WEEKLY (Average for (4.7)
(CBS)
7.5
231 Beulah
Lone
(ABC)
News Ranger
of the World
(NBC) 6.9
6.7
WEEKDAY
(Average
for
All
Programs)
(4.5)
Romance
Helen (CBS)
Trent (CBS) 8.0
8.1
21 Our
Gal, ofSunday
34 MaPepperPerkins
Young's
Family (NBC) 7.7
(CBS)
5 Arthur Godfrey
(Liggett & 7.6
Myers)
(CBS)
7.5
67 Guiding
Big SisterLight
(CBS)
7.4
8 Wendy Warren (CBS)
and the News 7.3
Road(CBS)
of Life(CBS)
(NBC) 7.3
7.17.0
109 Aunt
Jenny
DAY, SUNDAY (Average for All Pro- grams) (2.3)
1 True
Detective (MBS)
Mysteries (MBS) 6.3
The Shadow
32 Martin
Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 5.3
4.7
DAY, SATURDAY (Average for All Pro- grams) (3.9)
TheatreOverof Today
(CBS)
231 Stars
(CBS) 7.0
6.9
Grand CentralHollywood
Station (CBS)
6.8
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by app
l
y
i
n
g
t
h
e
"NIELSEN-RATING"
(%)
to
41,903,000-the
States Radio 1951
Homes. estimate of Total United
(*)
Homes
reached
all orlistening
any partonlyof
the
except during
for homes
1 to program,
age5 minutes.
Audience basisFor is5-minute
used. programs, averCopyright by A. C. Nielsen Co.

LUELLA HOSKINS, formerly with
U. S. occupation forces in Japan on
an advisory basis supervising scripts
has
joinedof staff
of Junior
Leagues
Americaof Assn.
Inc., New
York,
as consultant on radio and television.

BEFORE
DECIDE

ON

YOU
YOUR

NEXT
SCHEDULE
in the DETROIT Area

See How Much MORE

You Get Using

CKLW
and its 50,000 watts
AT THE LOWEST RATE OF ANY
MAJOR STATION IN THIS MARKET
Detroit 26,
Guardian Bldg.
AdamNational
J. Young,Rep.Jr., Inc.
J. E. Campeau
President
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Where
did this car
come

from?

Most of us think that new cars come
from big auto-making cities.
But the fact is, new automobiles are
assembled in these cities— but their hundreds of parts come from every state in
the union!
Bringing in these parts involves plenty
of expert timing. A few missing pieces
BROADCASTING
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can slow up production seriously. A few
missing
line! doorhandles can stop an assembly
But the auto makers never let that line
stop. They keep their cars rolling by using
the speed of planes. They bring in needed
parts by Air Express!
Today, with increased production for
defense, Air Express speed helps keep the
tanks and planes rolling, too. Whatever
your business, here are the unique advantages you can enjoy with regular use
of Air Express:
IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick
up and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT -One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency arranges everything.

IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making
opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of Railway Express Agency.

AIR fXP/lfSS
GETS THERE FIRST
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For an
EFFECTIVE
IMPRESSION

To get the
BIGGEST BITE
of the
ST. LOUIS
AUDIENCE At the
LOWEST

COST

PER 1000-

KWK!
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We Pay Our Respects
(Continued from page 6U)
the reports circulated among agen- Chicago Television Council, for
cies there and were used exten- example, was getting up steam in
sively to acquaint their media de- 1948, and Mr. Harvey, a member
partments and account executives of the executive committee, was inwith video.
strumental in choosing speakers
With this background, Mr. Har- for the 1949 three-day convention.
In 1949, he invited NAB officials
vey easily assumed the post of sales
to attend a council luncheon plump
manager
WGN-TV
when that ofstation
took theChicago
air in
the middle of the broadcasters'
1948. But before returning to inconvention
in Chicago. This shirtsleeves session was the first naChicago, Mr. Harvey got out his
tional television sales managers
fountain pen and annexed the sale
for the Chicago Cubs and White committee meeting. He headed the
Sox baseball schedules as well as council in 1950, and was called up- SPECIAL luncheon was held to mark
on to be its vice president in 1952.
Big Ten Conference football conEsso Standard Oil Co.
Mr. Harvey was named general opening ofin new
tests. That was a big cash regisWilmington, Del., where
ter number that year for Chicago, manager of WFLA-AM-FM last station
Roger Holmes (c) is Esso Reporter on
and only this spring, Mr. Harvey, October, taking over duties Nov. 5. WDEL.
Chatting with Mr. Holmes
who doesn'tformance,
blinkconcludedat aa half
repeatmillion
per- WFLA is a 5-kw NBC affiliate, and Judson
C. Dimling (r), Wilmingowned and operated by The Triton
Esso
manager, is Stanley
dollar sale, including baseball as
bune Co., which also publishes The C. Hope,district
Esso
president. Regular
well as six half-hour Class A peri- Tampa Tribune.
WDEL
Esso
broadcast
at 12:55 p. m.
ods, to a West Coast manufacturer.
When he was appointed, it was was held at the luncheon, with 50
Mr. Harvey and his fountain pen announced: "In Tampa he [Mr. guests attending. New Esso station
were needed at WGN-TV, for those Harvey] will be expected to increase service of the WFLA radio is locatedMerchandise
in city's newMart.$20 million
were the days of continuing losses.
His cure was the novel and the stations as well as prepare for
daring. He injected a plan for opening of television when the
daytime television. He conjured FCC 'freeze' is lifted." That calls KXLR Little Rock, Ark., has signed
the tie-in of a production-talent for another filled fountain pen.
with Charles Michelson Inc., New York,
contract reimbursing good showMr. Harvey married Elizabeth producers of radio and TV transcripman ideas with a percentage of the Drake,
tithe
ons, to carry
hour2-3of p.m.
mysteries
daughter of John B. Drake,
participations sold. Still other
board anfrom
daily.
fresh ideas blossomed and WGN- one of the builders of the Chicago across
Transcribed
shows
—
to
be
offered
for
Hotel of that name, in 1935. They local spot sales — include The Avenger,
TV sales expanded.
The Sealed Book, Danger Dr. Danfield,
Mr. Harvey was born on Chi- have two sons, George W. Harvey and
Wills. Emil Pouzar of
10, and John Williams, 5. His KXLRStrange
cago's South
Aug.S. 3,Harvey,
1903. Jr.,
completed arrangements with
hobbies
are
salty
—
chiefly
sailing
His father,
Dr. Side
William
Charles Michelson,
president of tranwas a prominent physician. His and yachting.
scription firm.
mother, Alice F. Harvey, was of
Mobile and New Orleans.
U. of Chicago Graduate
He was educated at the Organic
School, Fairhope, Ala., the Todd
School, Woodstock, 111., the Phillips
Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H.,
"till
forbid..."
Seventy percent of WLAV
advertisers remain on WLAV — so
and the U. of Chicago (with a
long that we'll wager they've forgotten the date of signing.
Ph.B., 1925). He was a member of
We're listing a few here because they deserve our national
the track team, was active in
dramatics and a member of the
And,oftoo,
the truest
the power
ofthanks.
radio and
WLAVthey're
to deliver
more testimonial
listeners andto more
sales
Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
for
each
dollar
invested.
More
than
incidentally,
it's a list
Mr. Harvey was one of 20 colon which you belong. And soon.
■
lege graduates selected by the National Cash Register Co. to attend
8 YEARS
11 YEARS
training in Dayton, Ohio. After
Boston Store
Central Reformed Church A C Spark Plugs
six months, he was sent to MilMich.
Co.
Children's Bible Hour
waukee, where he handled the
HolsumGasBread
General Brewing
Mills
business end of the office. Later, he
Goebel
10 YEARS
became a salesman, specializing in
Hickok Oil Company
Bennett
Fuel
the installation of bank accounting
Burkholder Chevr
6 YEARS
machine systems.
Fox
Baxter Laundry
HerrodJewelers
Packing
Wurzburg
In 1928, he joined the advertisAtlas Brewing
Chase & Sanborn
ing staff of Motor Magazine, an
Galewood Outfittin
Cody
Elston Cafeteria
Storage
9 YEARS
international trade journal, as
Griffin
Shoe Polish
salesman in the Chicago office.
Economy
ShoesCo.
Frost Pack
Lever Brothers
Fox
Brewing
Jerqens
From there he went to the WilkenP. Lorillard
Sears Roebuck
Texas
Company
ing Mfg. Co., Philadelphia (Pedrick piston rings) where he sold
in the western office; then, he advanced to the New York City territory. Three years later, he was
. . . but never
forbid
helping the Behr-Manning Corp.
open up the area from Pittsburgh
to Denver.
Two years later, Mr. Harvey inGrand
Mich.
AM-FMRapids,
• ABC for
troduced himself to radio by taking
a sales job with WGN.
WLflV
Michigan's Second Market
As a purveyor of information
in the broadcast media, Mr. Harvey is a self-made expert. The
ROADCASTING
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
Since this is the traditional year-end round-up time for the
Fourth Estate, here's a brief word-picture of the Oil Industry Information
Committee, its objective and its plans for 1952.
To begin with, the OIIC is the public relations arm of the
American Petroleum Institute, a non-profit organization.
It is composed
of more than 20,000 volunteer oilmen in every state of the Union. These
volunteers function under the guidance of 12 district offices.
Their sole
objective is: "To help reaffirm the faith of the American people that their
individual interests, as well as those of the nation, in peace or war, are best
served by competitive, privately-managed oil businesses."
They have faith in this country's system of free enterprise. They
want to spread that gospel from coast to coast, and from border to border
— to remind the American people that our high standards of living are the
fruits of freedom; that this freedom of men and enterprise must continue
to prevail if future generations are to be enriched with the increasing
blessings that have made this country the envy of the world.
To help carry that message to the American people in the coming
year, the Committee members will seek to reach four major audiences
through special emphasis during quarterly intervals.
The first three months of the year will be devoted to the farmers
and the rural audience, stressing how the integration of oil and agriculture
have helped to keep this country's bread-basket overflowing.
The role of
oil in the women's world - what it has done to help free them from the
drudgery of the past — will be emphasized in the second quarter.
The third
quarter will be used to prepare for the fifth annual observance of
Oil Progress Week - the seven day period in which oilmen make direct reports
to their communities on their progress and the economic climate which
makes it possible.
The final 90 days of the year will be devoted to analysis
and clarification of the industry's major economic and social problems for
the nation's educators and community leaders.
National advertising in 1952 will follow the 1951 news-and-photo pattern
in magazines, the trade press and in advertising and professional periodicals.
Special kits of mats and copy will be made available again to the nation's
newspapers for spring and fall tie-in campaigns. These kits resulted in millions
of lines of industry advertising in the current year. All 1952 copy will be
themed strongly to the Committee's basic message - that free men and free
enterprise have made this country the stronghold of democracy, and that all
future social, economic and civic progress must have the same climate if it is
to be continued.
For further information about the OIIC program, or about the oil
business itself, please write to me.

H. B. Miller, Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
BROADCASTING
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front office

fggf
Va., appointed asWNORwasNorfolk,
director
program
JACK BLACK,
recently elected to station
Mr. Black
manager.
sistant togeneral
board of directors.
JOHN TILLMAN, supervisor of night operations WPIX-TV New York,
named night manager.
HAROLD G. PRICE, technical director and assistant manager of Rounsaville Stations (WBAC Cleveland, WBEJ Elizabethton- Johnson City,
Tenn., WQXI Atlanta, Ga., and WLOU Louisville, Ky.), recalled to
active duty as Lt. Colonel in Army Signal Corps. He reports to Ft.
Monmouth, N. J. PAUL CRAM, chief engineer WAGA-AM-FM-TV
Atlanta, succeeds Mr. Price as technical director.
HOWARD J. SILBAR, promotion director WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich., appointed sales service manager, directly assisting the general
manager. DAVE HOYLE will succeed Mr. Silbar, as promotion director.
B. M. PRENDERGAST, sales department KXOK-FM St. Louis, transfer ed to sales staff KXOK-AM.
DON GOLDBERGER appointed to sales staff WERE Cleveland. He
was with WBNS (TV) Columbus.
W. H. CLARK, sales representative Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, named supervisor of commercial acceptance, succeeding W. R.
JOHNSTON, who was appointed assistant commercial manager recently.
W. G. CARPENTIER, sales representative CBC Winnipeg, moved to
same post at Toronto.

Musical Commercials for Radio and TV
PHIL
DAVIS NEW
MUSICAL
INC
1650 BROADWAY.
YORK 19. ENTERPRISES,
N. Y. • COIumbus 5-8148
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GENE coordinator,
CLARK, LosKHJAngeles
free lance
radioLeewriter,
named ' programsales
Hollywood
and Don
Broadcasting
System.
JOHN W. McQUIRE, director of advertising for Anahist Co., and official
of American Newspaper Advertising Network, named account executive in television sales department ABC-TV.
JOHN P. MEAGHER, account executive KYW Philadelphia, named radio
information officer in public liaison office of Public Affairs Div. of the
Dept. of State, Washington, D. C. WILLIAM F. SHERRY, commercial
manager WKDN Camden, succeeds Mr. Meagher on station sales staff.
JEAN DESY, Canadian ambassador to Italy, appointed director general
of International Service of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., for limited
time, starting Jan. 1. Mr. Desy, a career diplomat of the Canadian Department of External Affairs, will remain Canadian Ambassador to
Italy, and will advise CBC on type of shortwave programs to direct to
European countries.
JAMES SWEET, manager KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D., named to network
sales staff CBS Radio, Chicago.
BARRY FARQUHAR, export sales of type-setting machines Intertype
Corp., N. Y., named advertising sales representative WMTR Morristown,
N. J. He succeeds CLEM T. LOWDEN, who resigned to take an advertising sales post with WBBM Chicago.
TOM EWING, KING Seattle, to Alaska Broadcasting System, as account
executive servicing accounts in Seattle and northwest areas. Appointment is in line with "tremendous increase in national business," ABS
spokesman said last week.
ROBERT A. MONROE, sales staff WKEV Griffin, Ga., to World Broadcasting System Inc. as field sales representative, effective immediately.
WALTER RUBENS named promotion manager WIND Chicago, succeeding GRETA MORGAN, resigned to be married.
fictional* • • •
ROBERT FORKER, regional sales manager, and JULIUS GLASS, promotion manager WGAR Cleveland, elected to board of directors Associated Grocery Manufacturers' Representatives. . . . CLARK L.
DOZER, station manager WCMW Canton, Ohio, appeared as guest
speaker recent luncheon meeting of Advertising Club of Canton. . . .
JOHN ELWOOD, director of Radio Free Asia, S. F., appointed to California State College Council, newly formed body to study efficient administration of California's 11 State colleges. . . . G. RICHARD
SHAFTO, general manager WIS Columbia, S. C, named chairman of
campaign committee for local Community Chest.
VIR N. JAMES, owner and operator KVRH Salida, Colo., accepted
award on behalf of station from President's committee on employment
of the handicapped. Award was made in "recognition of the outstanding
efforts in promoting equal opportunity in employment for the physically
handicapped."
52 BASEBALL
KXOK to Air Browns
KXOK St. Louis will broadcast all
the St. Louis Browns games during the upcoming season, C. L.
Thomas, KXOK Inc. general manager, announced last week. The
Falstaff Brewing Corp. has signed
as sponsor.
All road games, as well as home
games, will be aired. Mr. Thomas
said this will be the first time in
the baseball club's history that all
road games are aired from the
playing
fields. has been signed
Bud Blattner
again as regular announcer. Dizzy
Dean will share the KXOX announcer's booth from time to time.
In addition to the 154 regular
season games, KXOK is to carry
35 pre-season Browns' games.
BROADCASTING
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WNHC SEPARATION
Splits AM, TV Stations
WNHC-AM-TV New Haven, Conn.,
separated its radio and television
operations last week when the station formally opened its new radio
building, located next to its former
studios, which will be retained for
TV purposes only.
New building is a converted fourstory tains
brownstone
contwo studios house.
and a Itcontrol
room on ground floor, a news and
programming department on the
second and third floors, and publicity and photographic departments on the top floor. An adjoining building has been acquired
by WNHC and will be renovated
and added to the radio building
early tivenext
to provide clerical
execuoffices year
and additional
space.

Graybar
ADVANCED

announces
SERIES

400

the
TAPE

AMPEX
RECORDERS

Here are the newest additions to the
weD-known line of Ampex magnetic tape
-recording and playback machines :
Model 400-A
—with half-track head
Model 401 -A
—with full-track head
Graybar-distributed Ampex units are
available in both portable styles or for
studio rack-mounted installations. Popularly priced, yet providing complete electronic control of all operations, they offer
new highs in both fidelity and economy
of operation.
Here are some of the more outstanding
features of the new Series 4-00:
•
•
•
•
•

PUSH
BUTTON OPERATION
- solenoid-operated
mechanisms
for all mechanical
motions.
FULL REMOTE CONTROL
SIMULTANEOUS ERASE RECORD PLAYBACK
4 TO 1 SAVINGS IN TAPE COST
UNIFORM
second. RESPONSE - up to 15,000 cycles per

• SELECTIVE TAPE SPEEDS - 15 and 7Yz ips with
conveniently-located motor-speed change
and equalization switches.

Now, one reel of tape does the work of four! Ampex Advanced Series 400 recorders
offer remarkable tape-saving economies. In the photograph above, you see only four
tape reels now needed to record the identical program contained in the sixteen rolls
shown on the table — a saving of 75%. Thanks to 15,000 cycle performance at 7% ips
on but half the tape width, only Ampex recorders permit such a drastic reduction
in tape consumption.
• LOW NOISE DISTORTION LEVELS - signal-to-noise
ratio over 55 db at either tape speed.
• INSTANTANEOUS STARTING
• INTERCHANGEABLE TAPES - Ampex-recorded
tapes can be played back on any other
Ampex (of like speed) without sacrifice of
fidelity or timing.
GET ALL THE FACTS
on the new Ampex Series 400 recorders
Ask your near-by Graybar Broadcast Equip-

ment Representative
for
up-to-the-minute
information
on the
Series U00 Ampex
Magneticcorders.Tape
Or, send Refor
Bulletin A-211 which
gives complete specifications and performance data — write: Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building,
New York 17, N. Y.
1C4-H2

u
Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . .
PLUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting your
entire station and grounds. Whatever your requirements, call your nearest Graybarof more
Broadcast
Representative.
Graybar's
nation-wide
network
than Equipment
100youoffices
and 19warehouses
assures you
of convenient service wherever
are. The
Graybar Broadcast
Equipment
Representatives are located in the following cities:
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
JACKSONVILLE
J.CHICAGO
P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
W. C. Winfree,
Jacksonville 6-7611
E.CINCINNATI
H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
W.CLEVELAND
H. Hansher, Main 0600
LOS ANGELES
B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
A.DALLAS
C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360 R.MINNEAPOLIS
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
C.DETROIT
C. Ross, Randolph 6454
NEW YORK
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
J. J. Connolly, Exeter 2-2000
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PHILADELPHIA
G.PITTSBURGH
I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-410
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700

IN OVER
100 PRINCIPAL CITIES
Broadcasting'sand Best
. . . Amplifiers
• AttenuatorsStands,
• Cabinets
• Consoles
Loudspeakers
Accessories
• Microphones,
and Accessories
Monitors • Recorders and Accessories • Speech Input Equipment • Test
Equipment • Towers (Vertical Radiators) • Tower Lighting Equipment
Transmission Line and Accessories • Transmitters, AM and TV • Tubes
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories • Wiring Supplies and Devices
Manufactured
By . . Products
. Altec Lansing
• AmpexElectronics
• Blaw-Knox
• Bryant
Cannon
• Communication
• Continental
• Crouse-Hinds
Daven • Fairchild • General Cable • General Electric • General Radio • Hubbell
Hugh Lyons
• Karp Metal • Machlett
• Meletron • National Electric Products
Presto
• •Standard
Weston
Whitney Electronics
Blake • Triangle • Webster Electric • Western Electric
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Chicago Meet Gets Report
SCHOOL
RADIO, TV
Terming the difference between
ALMOST $2.5 million will be spent by IIT, representing the group, and
during the first year of operation the working committee was formed the CBC and American broadcastfor educational TV Channel 11 in Sept. 9.
ing companies "merely one of emThe operation would be carried
Chicago if FCC approves the apphasis," Mr. are
Lambert
said commercial shows
accepted
because
by a non-profit corporation in
plication from 12 colleges and cul- on
all probability, Mr. Armsey said, they defray costs of expensive nontural organizations there.
commercial
shows.
CBC,
he
said,
with the station operating nonThis was
Thursday- commercially.
Cultural institutions, insists that all programming, enmorning
at therevealed
School Broadcast
tertainment oreducational, be perArt Institute, the MuConference by James Armsey, di- such asseum ofthe
Science and Industry and
formed and produced by profesrector of the department of public
relations at the Illinois Institute the Chicago Historical Society,
sionals
meeting
a single "high set
cooperate with local colleges
of Technology, which signed the would
and universities as well as with the of Although
standards."Canada is not likely to
FCC application.
Mr. Armsey issued a progress Chicago Board of Education in have educational television "in the
foreseeable future," the governreport of the working committee presentation of programs.
Group Is Working
for developing the use of Channel
its use.ment is making extensive plans for
11. He appeared in a television
In the interim, the group is
Citations were presented at the
symposium, a major feature of the working on details of financing, annual
luncheon Wednesday for
three-day annual convention of the construction, programming and the
SBC, Assn. for Education by
SBC in Chicago's Hotel Sherman overall purposes. One tentative Radio-Television
and the National
Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thurs- plan is to have in-school programs Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters.
day.
telecast
during
the
day.
Mr.
ArmCommendations
the SBC
Mr. Armsey said about $1 million
sey appeared with representatives went to 11 stations,from
three
will be spent on plant facilities and from cooperating agencies, includ- and the United Nations.programs
Judith
another $650,000 on equipment if
ing George Jennings, director of
director of public affairs
the allocation is made. He esti- the Radio Council, Chicago Public Waller,
and
education
at
NBC
Chicago,
mates on-air costs for the first year Schools; The Rev. E. J. Kammer
will be $750,000. The building of DePaul U., and Charles Fabens presided.
The UN Radio Division was
would be constructed on a plot do- Kelley, Art Institute.
The session was moderated by cited for its Citizens of the World
by the and
schoolwould
on the
city's Lester
South natedSide
comprise
J. Schloerb of the Chicago series. One network feature singled
for special mention was Mama
1,350,000 sq. ft.
Publictee,School's
TelevisionRichard
Commit-S. out
on CBS Television and its star,
who introduced
Although "we have reason to be- Lambert,
supervisor
of
school
would lievenotwe will
go onget theChannel
air for11,"
threeit broadcasts for the Canadian Broad- Peggy
"NeverWood.
in the many months this
years, the speaker said. The peticasting Corp. He outlined pros- program has been on the air has
it lapsed from its high standards
tion was filed with FCC Sept. 10
pective telecasting in Canada.

OFFER

TEN

$25.00

DAILY!
V^ndsse
U.S.
6 DAYS EVERY WEEK
WE PAY
AUDIENCES SKYROCKET!
(TOTAL FREE OFFER
ALL
TIME SALES CLIMB WITH
WINNERS
THIS . . .
$1500— PER WEEK)
AND GUARANTEE
WINNERS AT LEAST AT LOW COST OF ONLY
NEW LUCKY
EVERY 8 DAYS
4 WAY PAY-OFF
NUMBERS feature
ON MATCHING
ESPECIALLY PLANNED FOR
• Social Security Cards
• Armed Forces Serial
Numbers
• Drivers Permit
SMALL
• Matching Numbers
On Any $1.00 Bill
LISTENERS HAVE ALL
MARKETS
4 WAYS TO WIN ON
EVERY NUMBER.
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
AZRAEL ADVERTISING AGENCY Copyright Owners
PER WEEK
lOOO N. CHARLES ST. • LEXINGTON 7575 • BALTIMORE 1, MD.
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of acting and good taste. The show
proves the sponsor [Maxwell House
coffee] need not compromise with
good taste in order to promote his
product,"
said. telecast on
CelaneseSBCTheatre,
ABC-TV, was commended for "pro"Although
newcomergram excellence."
to television,
it provesa
there is a vast audience hungry for
the best in American theatre. Television isstill cutting its milk teeth
on comedy and variety shows — the
Celanese Theatre promises television may one day cut its wisdom
teeth on great drama, well-proFulfills Program Need
The third program was Science
in
on KGO-TV
duced."
San Action,
Franciscotelecast
and produced
by the
California Academy of Sciences.
"Fulfilling a distinct program need
in its area, this program has consistently maintained high standards, yet retains a large and loyal
audiencetional in the
of best
all ages.
is educasense Itof the
word,
butStations
also is andsponsored."
personnel, with the
programs for which they were
cited, follow:
WLS Chicago
— Theof schooltime
series
feature,
New World
Atomic Energy,
produced by Education Director
Josephine
to be
commended Wetzler.
for bringingTheyto "are
the schools
of the Middle West this up to the
minute, authoritative program on a
current problem of interest to every
WABE-FM— Atlanta Board of Education station and producer Margaret
.A,
Kilian — For Tell It Again series,
citizen."
Radio Compared
(Continued from page 28)
both the space and the commercials for outdoor radio." But he
suggested
that the"more
copyaudi-be
slanted toward
outdoor
ence" which for many programs is
larger than the audience at home.
In conclusion Mr. Hooper said:
"Radio has been so economical for
advertisers to use, so productive of
results, so profitable to own that it
has defied comparison with other
media. In failing to make those
comparisons it has failed to learn
of its strength. The healthiest
sign in radio is its own current, if
belated, demand for comparisons
with other media. Radio can stand
comparison."

WBAL on 24-Hours
ROUND-THE-CLOCK operation
was announced last week by WBAL
Baltimore. The 50 kw, 1090 kc
Hearst Radio Inc. property has
been designated one of the key civil
defense stations for the Maryland
area. The 24-hour-a-day basis of
broadcasting goes into effect today
(Monday)
in order
that the sta-to
tion can give
full cooperation
defense needs, WBAL said.
BROADCASTING
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regional iarize
program
designed
familchildren with
the tocultural
heritage of the area.
KCMO Kansas City — For the series
Today's Woman
Hayes,
"an
excellent
programwithof Anne
its kind,
serving
community
needs."
WBBM Chicago — For its series,
The Untouchables,
"in which
itin performs a distinct
public
service
informing the community
of narcotics
problems
of
concern
to
all
citizens."
WMEZ Boston and Robert Schimmel,
radio
director,onBoston
Public Schools
For Cricket
the Hearth,
one in —a
series
designed
to
"bring
outstanding
but seldom-heard classics of literature
to WILL,
the classroom
generalstation
public."at
U. of andIllinois
Urbana — For the series, Stories V
, Stuff,
"which
disproves
the theory
sometimes
educationalheld
stations that
operateuniversity
in the cloud
. . . This has appeal for every youngster."
WDWS Champaign, 111., and Isabel
Schwalbe,
parent-teacher
Dist.
10, Illinois
Congress ofchairman,
Parents
and Teachers — For The Tassell Family.
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., and Joseph A.
Short, station assistant production
manager and teacher at Ithaca High
School — For the series Accent on
Youth, presented by students of the
high school radio workship, and for
Behind the Eight Ball.
WJBC Bloomington, 111., and Mrs.
Lewis Guess, radio-TV chairman, Dist.
6, ICPT— For WJBC Radio Club of
the Air and for PTA-Schooltime programs.
WNBQas (TV)
well
Don Chicago
HerbertandandNBC,Julesas
Pewowar, star and producer of Mr.
Wizardgramonseems the
"This track
proto benetwork
on the— right
insofar as education is concerned,
presenting as it does basic science information in a highly entertaining
fashion."
WTCN (TV) Minneapolis and
Madeline Long, consultant in radio-TV
education, Minneapolis Public Schools
'■of
— Fora school
Video situation
School, anwhich
"outgrowth
proves
television can teach."
WGN, AFRA CASE
Panel Favors Station
THREE-MAN arbitration board
consideration of a dispute between
American Federation of Radio
Artists and WGN Chicago was decided last week in favor of the
station and its sick leave policy.
The opinion, written by John W.
Curran, law professor at DePaul
U., Judge Julius H. Miner and
John F. Sullivan, pointed out WGN
"has conformed" to the AFRAChicago basic minimum agreement
for announcers and sound effects
men and has not breached the contract, as AFRA charged.
AFRA'stration second
for arbiwith WGN petition
on jurisdiction
over TV sound effects men will be
studied this week by a similar
board.

stations m

them Lionel Barrymore, Margaret
O'Brien and Thomas Mitchell.
KLX-AM-FM Oakland, Calif.,
will offer several religious programs Christmas Eve and ChristDay. Included will be a 75has an arrangement with a cab minutemas broadcast
from San Francisco's Grace Cathedral, seat of the
company by which cabs will help
in collecting contributions.
Episcopal
Diocese
The stations reported ofthatCalifornia.
they are
WBEN Buffalo presented several the
first to be granted permission
programs
from
an
armory
decoto
air
the
Christmas
Eve
service
rated to make the fourth annual from the Cathedral.
"Christmas
Wonderland,"
a
mammoth carnival for children.
WHAN Charleston, S. C, since
Nov. 23 has had Santa himself WPAW CHANGE
broadcasting. Before Christmas,
Examiner Would Approve
Santa will give away hundreds of INITIAL decision proposing grant
prizes
to youngsters
the best
Christmas sending
letters toin tucket,
of application
WPAW change
PawR. I., for offrequency
WHAN. The station also handled from
1380 kc to 550 kc and power
500 w to 1 kw, dayinarrangements
a Christmas for
paradeSanta's
Dec. 5.arrival increasetime, wasfrom
issued last week by FCC
Off to Good Start
Hearing
Examiner
Resnick.
Examiner
foundLeo the
station
WJBK-TV Detroit is helping Dewould
cause
no
objectionable
introit's
Old
Newsboys
(The
Goodt
e
r
f
e
r
e
n
c
e
w
i
t
h
any
other
station.
fellows) live up to their slogan,
WPAW
proved,
by
citing
results
"No Kiddie Without a Christmas." of extensive field intensity measEach year, however, since 1914, the
urements, that no interference
job of raising funds has become would be involved
WGAN
tougher. The goal this year was Portland, Me.; CFNB with
Fredericton,
set at $250,000. WJBK-TV got
the campaign off to a good start by New Brunswick, Canada; WDEV
raising $25,000 through an all- Waterbury, Vt., and WHYN Holnight telethon.
yoke,
Mass. WPAW and WHIM
Originally
WIP Philadelphia has scheduled Providence,
R. I., had applications
more than 30 special Christmas for the 550 kc facilities and were
scheduled
for
hearing together,
programs between Dec. 8-25. Many
WHIM withdrew its applicaHollywood celebrities will be heard but
tion.
in the special programs, among

santa CLAUS
Accent Is on Needy Children as Holiday Nears

STATIONS throughout the nation
last week were giving Santa Claus
a helping hand, with accent on aiding needy children. With Christmas only two weeks away, a diversity of Yuletide activities was in
full swing.
ceived were: Among reports reWMGM New York will give its
sixth annual Christmas party for
some 250 children from local settlement houses and welfare organizations Dec. 21. The party is
scheduled aboard the USS Prairie
State, World War I battleship now
docked in the East River and used
as a training ship.
WOR-AM-TV New York's seventh annual children's Christmas
fund, a money-raising campaign to
buy toys, clothing and necessities
for more than 10,000 children in
74 New York hospitals in the
metropolitan area, got underway
Nov. 17. Last year, 11,415 persons
contributed $37,124.
WOL Washington has set up on
one ofnuesthe
city's wagon
fashionable
a covered
whichave-is
being used tasributions oaf clothing,
receptaclefood
for conand
toys. In conjunction, WOL is promoting aChristmas caravan drive
which began Nov. 24 at a special
broadcast featuring Supreme Court
Justice Tom Clark. The station

OFFER

U.S.

TEN

$50.00

VoTdV

DAILY!
6 DAYS EVERY WEEK

RADIO, TV STATIONS . . .
ADVERTISING AGENCIES
Find Out How
NEW

LUCKY

WE PAY
ALL
WINNERS
AND GUARANTEE
WINNERS AT LEAST
EVERY 8 DAYS

(TOTAL FREE OFFER
($3000— PER WEEK)
AT LOW COST OF ONLY

NUMBERS

4 WAY PAY-OFF
ON MATCHING
• Social Security Cards
v*YbS" Audiences
• Armed Forces Serial
Numbers
SKYROCKET
• Drivers Permit
• Matching Numbers
your SALES
On Any $1.00 Bill
LISTENERS HAVE ALL
4 WAYS TO WIN ON
C-L-l-M-B!
MBS Hollywood staff has moved from
EVERY NUMBER.
the Don Lee Building, Vine Street, to
new
offices
in
the
Equitable
Building,
FOR
EXCLUSIVE
FRANCHISE
OPTION
WRITE,
WIRE, OR PHONE
6253 Hollywood Blvd. Staff includes
Ned Tollinger, MBS West Coast pro- AZRAEL ADVERTISING AGENCY Copyright Owners
gram co-ordinator; Gerry Carson, assistant; Harriet Crouse, director of lOOO N. CHARLES ST. • LEXINGTON 7575 • BALTIMORE 1, MD.
publicity, MBS Hollywood.
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D, operator,
T HAYWAR
ROBER
Hayward
Productions, S. F., to
KTTV
(TV)
Los
Angeles,
rector of program development,as newdiprogram department division.
JOHN HOLBROOK signed as new announcer on NBC Radio's Double or
Nothing ginning
to replace
Monday, Dec.LOU24. CROSBY beH. KENNETH MURRAY, former Air
Force lieutenant colonel, to WVNJ
Newark, N. J., as promotion manager.
COURTNEY McLEOD, traffic operator
ABC Hollywood,
appointed
supervisor for Western
Div., ABCtrafficRadio.
BOB HESS, staff announcer KYBS-FM
Dallas,tor KPAN
Tex., Herford,
appointedTex.
program
Mr. direcHess,
and RUTH TUCKER, news editor
KYBS, married.
MANUEL (Mike) MICHAELSON, program department WWDC Washington,
to House Radio Gallery, U. S. Capitol,
as an assistant superintendent.
HOWARD BURNETT, assistant director WCAU-TV Philadelphia, named
production manager WIP Philadelphia.
He replaces IRVING SMITH, now director ofWCMC
salesWildwood,
and program
ment
New departJersey.
RICHLAND WELCH, mail room
KLAC-TV Los Angeles, named to
stage crew.
DON SIMS, announcing staff WHFC
Cicero, to WGN Chicago, in same capacity.
ADELE ZIMMER, continuity department WHKC Columbus, Ohio, appointed continuity director WLWC
(TV) Columbus.
RALPH CAREY,
KOIL Omaha,
to announcing staf KMTV
(TV) Omaha.

DICK JOY, free lancenouncer-newscastHollywood
aner and formerlyCalif.,
coowner KCMJ Palm Springs,
named news director KFAC Los AnBOGGS. geles. He succeeds the late MURRAY
WILLIAM
O'HALLAREN,
Tommy. Hollywood,
KECA-TV
fathernewsroom
of boy,

air-casters

HERBERT SELTZ, prop department
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, named to
production staff.
JOSH ronto,
KING,
ToOnt., and1.announcer
Joan FriedaCHUM
Lackner,
married Dec.
BILL
announcer
AM-TV FOUNTAIN,
Oklahoma City,
father ofWKYboy,
Christopher Todd, Nov. 23.
DICK RICHARDS and Mrs. JULE C.
FERGUSON appointed to staff WESC
Greenville, S. C. Mr. Richards will
handle assignments on announcing
staff and in continuity department.
Mrs. Ferguson will write and conduct
Women's Page program.
RALPH T. BRAUN, staff WMAR-TV
Baltimore, appointed promotion manager. WYATT, disc jockey KSFO San
JIM
Francisco, to KGO San Francisco, as
star of Jim Wyatt Show.
FRANK FELLMER, WHNC Henderson,~N.
C, to N.announcing
staff WMTR
Morristown,
J.
JIM CLENDENIN, supervisor of mail
and messenger service NBC Chicago,
to TV production facilities staff. He
is replaced by JOHN SCHOLFIELD.
RICHARD WEINBERG, TV production floor manager NBC-TV Chicago,
transfers to NBC Hollywood.
NORMAN GRANT, director of staging
services
New York,NBC-TV
as art Chicago,
director. to NBC-TV
BENJAMIN ROSEMAN, RICHARD
JOHNSON and CARL EBERT to production staff NBC-TV Chicago.
CHARLIE ANDREWS, writer of Dial
Dave
on NBC-TV,
and Jean
Heine, Garroway
married Dec.
8.
CHIEF MARKET
PARKE LEVY, head writer CBS Radio MytorialFriend
chores forIrma,
show.takes over direcs
hio'
HELENE SATINOVER to traffic deO
*
partment WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
fat
NORMAN GRANT, manager of staging
services
Chicago, innamed
NBC network NBC-TV
TV art director
New
York, effective today (Monday). He
succeeds M. M. ELWELL, resigned,
and will be responsible for set and
costume designing, make-up, titles and
graphicsnated infor
NBC-TV shows origiNewallYork.
JACK LAURENCE, disc jockey WINX
Washington, appointed to announcing
staff WMAL-AM-TV Washington.
CAROL DUVALL, station personality
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., appointed women'sresigned.
director, succeeding
KAY RUNYON,
NORMA SHEALY named program
librarian WIS Columbia, S. C. RUTH
WOLFE to WIS, as receptionist.
JERRY JOHNSON named to announcing staff WSB-TV Atlanta. He was
with WAGA-TV Atlanta.
DICK ROSSETT, former announcer
WCUE U.S.S.
Akron, Franklin
Ohio, now
serving
aboard
D. Roosevelt
in Mediterranean waters.
BILL
WAGNER,
WTVN (TV)
Columbus,producer-director
Ohio, spoke on
"Television
as
a Career," atat biennial
Men's
Career
Conference
Oberlin
College.
WILLIAM
BROWN,LARRY
producerCARL,
WMAL-TV
TV Washington,
producer, and PAUL VON HAGEL,
WITH Baltimore, named to faculty
National Academy of Broadcasting.
ART PETERSON, freelance announcer in New York, appointed to anN. Y. nouncing staf WHEN (TV) Syracuse,
BILL SEAMAN, staff. announcer KVOC
inCasper,
same Wyo.,
capacity.to KOPR Butte, Mont.,

STATION
CLEVELAND'S
Top talent, vigorous sales promotion, plus
Greater Cleveland's strongest signal make
WJW your best buy. Get facts, availabilities NOW.

5000 W.
BASIC ABC
WJW BUILDING CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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HUBERT HOLLOWAY, Washington
news correspondent, named to news
staff
WLW /Cincinnati.
Holloway
will handle
See Today Mr.
By Holloway,
five minute show each evening.
IRA BLUE, sports editor KGO San
Francisco, named favorite West Coast
sportscaster and commentator in Bantam Books' Previews of Entertainment.
WILLIAM WARRICK, newswriter
WCCO Minneapolis, to NBC Chicago
news staff, replacing ROBERT TAYLOR, resigned.
GENE FARINET, newswriter ABC
Chicago,
transfers
to ABC's
New
York
newsroom.
STEPHEN
C. FLANDERS, radio news desk of New York
Herald Tribune, also added to ABC
New York newsroom.

JIM ARKISON, sports directoror WALE
Fall
Mass., elected to Fa
schoolRiver,
committee.
NAME

McCONNELL
To Head Relief Drive
JOSEPH H. McCONNELL, president of the National Broadcasting
1952
Salvation
Army drive
Co., has
been named
head inof New
the'
York to raise $1,250,000, Walter
Hoving, president of Salvation
Army Assn.
nounced early oflast New
week. York, anFunds from the annual appeal,
which will be conducted from Jan.
8 through March 7, will be used to
support 60 welfare centers and opations ingreater New
dio and ertelevision
will York.
be usedRa-in
the campaign, according to one organization spokesman, with air
time donated
by cooperating
networks and stations,
as in the past.
Salvation Army is currently conducting its annual Christmas kettlecastappeal
by thewith
Armya 15-minute
band and broada talk
by
the
territorial
scheduled for WNBC commander
New York,
with a half-hour musical prograr
by the band and the Temple
Chorus slated for WNYC New
York. Program dates have not
been set.
WLW Show Honored
CONGRATULATIONS
wereState
extended last week by a high
Dept. official to James Shouse,
board chairman of Crosley Broad^
casting Corp., on the occasion of
WLW Cincinnati's 10th anniver-j
sary of its World Front news pro-]
grani. Edward Barrett, Assistant
Secretary of State for Public Af-|
fairs, paid tribute to Mr. Shouse
for "maintaining the high stand-]
ards" of the news panel and cited
the radio industry for always be-j
ing "in the forefront in offering
its facilities" for such discussions J
Program earlier was cited by the
Adult
cinnati Education
[B»T, Nov.Council
26]. of Cin-J
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were received by "DOWN YOU GO" in only 27 weeks!

"DOWN YOU GO" is a fascinating game
quiz program for the entire family, produced
by LOUIS G. COWAN and originating in
the studios of WGN-TV, Chicago.
It is presented each Friday 9:00-9:30 P. M. (EST)
by Old Gold Cigarettes over the

year
DuMont
TELEVISION NETWORK
A DIVISION OF ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC • 515 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N. Y. • MU 8-2600

f e MTU RE

Special Events films . . . interesting, historical documentaries . . . faithfully recording the highlights in the lives of the people in
the many communities which WGAL-TV
serves.
WGAL-TV Special Events cover many and
varied activities, for example: a benefit horse
show, a high school band contest, a cornerstone laying, a speech by Pennsylvania's
Senator Duff, a Defense Bond award, and
the awarding of a college doctorate.
Through a continuing program of public
service, WGAL-TV constantly endeavors to
serve and enrich the lives of its viewers.
WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
Clair R. McCollough, Pres. • A Steinman Station

ROBERT
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MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles
San Francisco
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TV CODE
ADOPTED
(Continued from page 23)
covering programs and commer- action should not be taken except
cials are worded so they are mere- for "a continuing, willful or gross
costs, Mr. Thomas said. NARTB
TV members will be given a credit tions.ly suggestions or recommenda- violation." The penalty — suspension or loss of seal — requires twotoward payment of the fee, thus receiving the seal privilege at a lowOne all-important question arises thirds vote of the TV board. Preer cost than non-member stations. as the new code enters the previously, however,
seal subscriber will have
been thenotified
by regAt present 72 TV stations and
istered mail of any charges pretwo networks (NBC, DuMont) are enforcement period: "How tough is
television members of NARTB.
ferred;
have
right
to
hearing
or an
plenty
tough,
once aand
station
answer; face oral argument.
Non-members had no part in the is It's
cited
in
a
complaint,
the
As adopted at Chicago the code
code-writing process. Mr. Swezey case is considered by the review
specified that any board
said Thursday the committee had board.
it?" However, final decision on language would
be
"final."provision
In the
received "no reaction from non- withdrawal of the code from a decision
revised
version,
however,
member stations" and "three or member or non-member station is was made for appeal.
four reactions" from members fol- up to the NARTB TV Board.
lowing approval of the code in prinCare was taken to provide comIn the words of Chairman
ciple by NARTB members at their Swezey:
plete secrecy in case of complaints.
Oct. 19 meeting. Copies of the
Mr. Swezey indicated, in reply to
"It's a long walk from first vio- a query, that NARTB might pubChicago-approved version of the
code were not circulated by NARTB
lation to loss of the seal."
licize the full list of code subscribThe TV board felt that board
but the text appeared in the Oct.
ers but he doubted if any pub22 Broadcasting • Telecasting.
While NARTB had only a few
copies of the newly revised code
Strong Medicine
available late Thursday, it planned
to give the
circu(An Editorial)
lation.document
NARTB Boardwide
Chairman
Justin Miller said 25,000 copies TELEVISION today has a code, effective March 1. It was
were to be printed.
by a representative group of television broadMr. Swezey stressed the flexi- carefully cdrawn
asters. Ithad been endorsed in principle six weeks ago by a
bility of the new TV code, pointing general assembly
of telecasters.
to the proposed annual review of
It is a more realistic document than that sweated out origthe provisions as the TV industry
inally
by
the
NARTB
TV board and ratified at the Chicago
grows. Replying to questions, he
said the radio Standards of Prac- session. There are still those long lists of specific "do's and
tice are less specific and do not con- don'ts," although some of them are now couched in more careful language.
tain an enforcement provision. "We
drew on the experience of the raAnd
there
"Seal ofsubscribing
Approval,"to which
can beof disdio and movie codes," he said.
played only byis the
thoseboldstations
the letter
the
Amended Language
code.
It
is
acceptance
of
this
proviso
that
will
entail
a
superWhile the penal provisions of selling job.
By providing for annual revision of the document, the
the code are still stringent, NARTB
amended some of the code language framers of the code assure a high degree of flexibility, to meet
and in addition drew up a 1,200conditions.
code practices
appropriately
"suggests"
comword appendix in which the proce- changing mercial
standards and The
program
; it does
not command
dure is carefully explained in de- them.
tail. This was done following
It is not the kind of self -regulation credo advocated by some
criticism last October by a group identified
with TV, including this journal.
of Washington radio attorneys
It is the code that those subscribing telecasters — whether or
who pointed out legal loopholes
not NARTB members — must live with. It represents the best
[B«T, Nov. 5].
Fewer than half the stations re- judgment of the men selected by a majority of their fellow
sponding to an informal Broad- telecasters to guide the destinies and the morality of their individual enterprises.
casting • Telecasting survey
had indicated they approved the
Uppermost
in the
minds voluntarily
of these mensubscribe
has beento the
detercode as endorsed at Chicago Oct.
mination tohave
television
operating
19 [B»T, Dec. 3, Nov. 26].
standards which otherwise might be imposed legislatively or
Only a few changes were made in
a regulatory way. They want to block the Bentons and the
the programming and advertising in
who would saddle this new medium with anything
standards in the code. Language blue-nosers
was refined to make certain that short of direct censorship that they could conjure up.
This, we think, the NARTB has done. These men worked
the enforcement powers of the
code can be invoked for both pro- hard — and fast. No one can question their diligence or sincerity. Our concern is that the medicine is stronger than the
gram and advertising violations.
Many of the specific paragraphs patient requires.
BROADCASTING
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Effective March

1

licity
seal.
The would
reviewattend
board loss
is toofbethenamed
from representative
industry
ments in the near future segby
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows,
TV board
confirmation. Itsubject
will toconsist
of five
members. NARTB TV Board members
will not be eligible to serve on the
review body but those appointed
must be NARTB members, the
codeReview
specifies.board members will
serve until the NARTB convention in ■ Chicago next April. After
that the terms will be for one
year. Members are not to be paid,
under present plans. They may
delegate duties to the NARTB
staff. Review Board Powers
As view
outlined
the code, the reboard is inempowered:
(1) viewToof allmaintain
a continuing
television
programming,reespecially
of subscribers to the
code of thethatNARTB.
(2) To receive, screen and clear
complaints
gramming. concerning television pro(3) To define and interpret words
and phrases in the Television Code.
(4) To develop and maintain appropriate liaison with governmental
agencies and with responsible and
accountable organizations and institutions.
(5) To inform, expeditiously and
properly,visionaCodesubscriber
to theor Telecomplaints
com-all
mendofations, as well
as to advise
subscribers concerning the attitude
and desires program-wise of accountable organizations and institutions,
and of the American public in general.
(6) To review and monitor, if necessary, any certain series of programs, daily programming, or any
other program presentations of a
subscriber, as well as to request recordings, aural or kinescope, or script
or copy, with regard to any certain
program presented by a subscriber.
(7) To reach conclusions, and to
make recommendations or prefer
charges to the Television Board of
Directors concerning violations and
breaches of the Television Code by a
subscriber.
(8) sionToBoardrecommend
the Televiof Directorsto amendments
to the Television Code.
In commenting on the work of
the committee, NARTB members
(Continued on page 89)
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P&G Continues as Top User
SEPT. NETWORK
GROSS
TABLE II
MORE turesthan
for TV doubling
network itstimeexpendifrom
NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
FOR SEPTEMBER 1951
August ($352,550) when it ranked
International Shoe Co.
Industrial Materials
in fourth place among video net- Apparel,
AccessoriesFootwear &
$110,532 Jewelry,
Optical Goods
Ford
Motor
Co.
Auto.
work advertisers, Procter & Gam- Automotive,
71,775
254,025
& Cameras
&
Equip.
ble Co. leaped into first place in BeerAccessories
&
Wine
Anheuser
Busch
Inc.
Office
Equipment,
Stationery Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co. 172,775
146,600
86,380
Time
Inc.
September ($802,420), according Confectionery & Soft Drinks Arthur
Pepsi-Cola
Co.
Publishing
&
Med
Philco Corp.
90,150 Radios, TV Sets,
Murray
Services
to Broadcasting • Telecasting's Consumer
Miles Labs.
Phonographs,
Musical
&
Remedies
calculations based on the individ- Drugs
8,940
Instruments & Access. Drugstore Television Productions 140,848
49,140 Retail
GeneralCo.Foods Corp.
608,290
&
ual program time cost data com- Foods & Food Prods.
Texas
DirectStores
by Mail
72,250
piled
by
Publishers
Information
Smoking
Materials
Bureau.
Household Equipment & General Electric Co.
256,430
Soaps,
&
PolishesCleansers
Supplies Furnishings
Nine of the top 10 for Septem- Household
Toiletries
& Toilet Goods Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Mohawk Carpet Mills
Miscellaneous
ber were also on the August leadYoung People's Church of the
General
Electric Co.,
eighthers' list.
place
in September,
is thein 410,957 spent (at gross rates) by
newcomer, replacing Admiral this group accounting for more
1950
Corp., which ranked tenth in than a fifth of all video network
1951
August. See Table I for the top time
III). sales in that month (Table Product Group
January-Sept.
September
September
September TV network clients and
$107,353 January-Sept
$ 516,244
Footwear
& Accessories
$ 965,553
397,684
Advertising of cigarettes and Apparel,
their time purchases (at gross
Automotive,
Auto.
Access.
&
Equip.
7,600,451
798,384
386,552
2,986,938
$
2,102,767
Beer &Materials
Wine
614,974
66,031
rates) . Top advertiser in each class other smokers' supplies ranked sec- Bldg.
4,014,461
4,200
29,180
1 1 ,890 166,007
of business is shown in Table II.
43,830
ond in point of TV network time Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
391,661
866,494
198,545
165,495
2,186,194
Consumer& Remedies
Services 186,935
8,940
336,562
with ad- Drugs
32,385
Food advertisers made up the purchases vinertising ofSeptember,
1,493,174 639,303
30,885
toiletries third, of Foods & Food Products 2,410,957 17,915,462
largest single class of TV network soaps and cleansers
787,438
1,847,232 149,248 3,232,607
and Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels 236,937
users during September, the $2,- automotive advertising fourth
fifth. Next Horticulture
Household
Eqpt.
&
Supplies
758,184
1,183,886
249,078
1,140
Household
Furnishings
323,570
five advertised groups, in descend- Industrial Materials 155,235
5,256,268 228,175
130,520 1 ,279,551
476,757
2,497,249
ing order, were: household equip- Insurance
TABLE I
42,360
289,350
2,133,199
ment and supplies, beer and wine, Jewelry,Eqpt.,
OpticalStationery
Goods && Cameras
TOP 10 TV SEPTEMBER
NETWORK ADVERTISERS
IN
85,691
1 ,370,020
413,130
Writing Supplies 122,461
120,510
1951
apparel, confectionery and soft Office
644,258
152,401
PublishingTV Sets,
& Media
113,100
13,230
drinks, radios and TV sets.
1.2. General
Procter &Foods
GambleCorp
Co
$802,420
Radios,
Musical
Instruments
&
Access.
362,1
608,290
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
165,988
19,696
Food, tobacco and toiletry ad- Smoking
3,596,536
1,524,634
1,943,618
3.4. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co
540,490
Materials
12,044,459
vertising also ranked one, two,
J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co 444,350
276,945
Cleansers
Polishes
11,665,155
,072,554
66,075 3,794,056
5.6. R.American
323,825
Sporting
Goods
& &ToysGoods
for the January-September Soaps,
14,670
6,939,621
14,670 1,942,395
P. LorillardTobacco
CoCo
282,920 three
Toiletries
&
Toilet
nine-month
period,
for
which
auto348,182
100,804
Liggett & Electric
Myers Tobacco
Co. . . 273,720
Miscellaneous
8.7.9. General
Co
256,430
motive
advertising
ranked
fourth
TOTALS:
Bros. Co
254,190
1,080 $20,880,815
soap and cleanser advertising
10. Lever
Ford Motor
Co
254,025 and
Publishers Information Bureau $11,920,131 $85,379,619 $3,516,897
fifth, followed by advertising of Source: data
covers all four TV networks 1950 covers only ABC, CBS, NBC, with DuMont figures
household equipment, beer and not* 1951included.
wine, radio and TV sets, household furnishings and candy and the 1950 figures do not include time
HAL ROACH JR.
drinks, in that order.
purchases on the DuMont Net- ARMY TV SHOW
Forms Film Company softTable
work, which are included with
III also shows the comHAL ROACH, Jr. Productions has
parative expenditures of the vari- ABC, CBS and NBC in the 1951
'Big Picture' in Production
direct dollar comparisons
ous advertising classes for TV net- figures,
been formed in Los Angeles by Hal
work time for September and should not be made of one year NEW ARMY television program,
Roach Jr. for the production of
motion pictures for television and January-September of 1950. As to the other.
The Big Picture,
production for use hasby gone
TV into
stations.
theatrical distriAlready a score of stations have
bution.
been placed
on the
by the RaIn announcing
dio-TV Branch,
Publiclist Information
his new firm, Mr.
Division, Dept. of the Army.
Roach made it
The weekly series is being proclear thatmationitswould forduced jointly by the branch and
not
the
Signal Corps Photographic
affect his position
Center.
It developed from a local
as
vice president
series originally presented live on
and
executive
WTOP-TV
Washington. The new
producer for Hal
series is on film. It is being proRoach by Studios,
duced
by
Lt.
Carl Bruton, formerly
Hal Roach Jr. headed
his faof WTVJ (TV) Miami.
ther, Hal E. Roach.
Col.
E.
M.
Kirby, head of the
N. Gayle Gitterman, television
Radio-TV Branch, is in charge of
film producer, has been signed as
distribution
to
TV stations. Capt.
story supervisor for the new firm.
Carl
Zimmermann,
waukee
radio
writer,
isformer
writer Miland
Expansion
of Mr.result
Roach's
ities is a direct
of hisactivreannouncer. Production supervisor
is William Brown and director is
cently-signed contract with Official
Lt. Carl Flint, both of the Signal
Films for an "extensive program
Corps.
of television
programs"
for dis-in
tribution by Official.
Currently
The film is a report from the
production are two half-hour weekArmy
on operations in Korea, inly shows, Trouble With Father,
cluding
combat Zimmermann
shots. Durstarring Stuart Erwin and June
ing
the
showactual Capt.
on the successful telecast of Electric Theatre's presentation interviews soldiers who take part
Collyer; and Racket Squad, featur- ofPOST"Theconference
of Sleepy Hollow" agency
on WXYZ-TV
Detroit isTheheldDetroit
by: (LEdison
to r) in the campaigns. Audition film
ing Reed Hadley. Scheduled to go Reginald Legend
Carey, Campbell-Ewald,
for the sponsor.
can be obtained from Col. Kirby.
into production are a Passport to Co.;
Paul Penfield, advertising manager, Detroit Edison; William Merrill,
Future releases will include maDanger, series starring Cesar Ro- director of the telecast; Bill Hendricks, WXYZ-TV salesman, and Paul
obtained by camera crews
mero, and an as yet untitled series VanderMeer, assistant director of public information, Detroit Edison. Live tele- now in terial
Europe.
Seven
weekly 30-in
cast, presenting known dramatic talent from the Detroit area, was first of a minute
co-starring Zasu Pitts and Virginia
programs
are already
the
cans.
series scheduled each Wednesday.
Grey.
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Officials Deny Reports

SET FREEZE?
the National Production Authority. he had met with DPA officials
By JOHN OSBON
report was based in part on Thursday afternoon to weigh the
IS HANDWRITING already on a Theweekend
conference in Key best means of assuring the radios the wall for the nation's TV setWest, manFla.,
betweenMobilizer
PresidentCharles
Tru- TV receiver industry of sufficient
i;equipment
manufacturers
and Defense
materials to guide set-makers
station applicants
in 1952?and video
the second quarter of 1952.
Meanwhile, the ap- through
That was a burning question in E. Wilson,
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. was
parent disparity in thinking among
Washington last week amid conprone to. discount the reports as
and Con- untrue.
flicting reports on the future of top government,
gressional leadersindustry
continued.
consumer goods and commercial
A close associate of Mr. Wilson
There has been some speculation
broadcast equipment.
denied that such a prohibition that monochrome television set
Government procurement au- flatly
is
either
imminent
or
contemplated
production
may be pared apprethorities and Congressional "watchthis time. Andrew Berding,
ciably— or even banned outright —
dogs" were putting a new face on at
ever
since
Mr. Wilson first anODM
information
chief,
told
^an old question — "How high is Broadcasting • Telecasting:
nounced the color TV manufacturup?" — in discussing the possibility
ing
blackout
"The report is 100% untrue.
of all-out conversion to military
22]. last October [B«T,
production by next summer.
We plan to go along with the three- Oct.At 29,
that
time Sen. Ed C. Johnson
year
mobilization
program
as
at
Once again, there seemed to be
no clear-cut indication how far the present. There may be some fur- (D-Col.), chairman of the Senate
ther reductions in civilian goods Interstate & Foreign Commerce
set industry would be cut back, if
at all, during the coming year. but we hope to maintain TV set Committee, expressed fear that the
Most plausible belief was that full- and automobile production at rea- move may lead to a general freeze
all TV. Such a manufacturing
scale rearmament would hinge
sonable levels." and the President on
Mr. Wilson
largely on:
freeze, he asserted, would be a
talked
mostly
in
general
terms
on
# The international situation
It willdisaster."
be recalled that CBSand requirements of the atomic the need for speeding up the de- "major
fense program, he revealed.
Columbia Inc. had requested 250,i energy and aircraft construction
Donald
Parris,
deputy
director
000
fractional
horsepower motors
5 project.
I # The availability of controlled of NPA's Electronics Division, said for color sets and had been rei material, particularly copper and
Ji ceivers.
nickel, for radio and television rejf Washington
Published that
reports
TV setcirculated
production,in NBC-TV
SALES
POUCY
i automobiles and other products NBC
officialdom, having just fin- order to retain their franchises on
'! using
these
scarce
metals
may
be
these
periods,
especially
ished
eliminating
its
policy
that
scrapped in favor of total war con- advertisers must include certain valuable, they considered
must remain on the
version next year.
air
next
summer
with
these
shows
The story drew vigorous denials, specific stations in any radio net- or replacements.
work
purchase,
already
is
looking
— ■ however,
from
top
officials
of
the
Mr. Madden reported that gross
Office of Defense Mobilization and ahead to the time when its "mustsales for NBC-TV this year will
buy"
policy
in
television
may
also
amount
to about $75 million, inhave to be revised.
DUNHAM NAMED
cluding package
producThe
time
of
re-examination
will
tion
facilities
andprograms,
film syndication.
To WCBS-TV Sales Post come, according to Edward D.
This, he said, is triple last year's
• GEOEGE R. DUNHAM Jr. has Madden, vice president in charge volume
been appointed general Sales man- of TV operations and sales, when networks.and well ahead of other
ager
of
WCBS-TV,
key
CBSFCC's the
licensing
been
George Frey, vice president and
owned video station in New York lifted,
number freeze
of TV hasstations
director of TV network sales, mean; City, effective Jan. 1.
on
the
air
has
reached
several
huntold sales
the convenThis announcedred, and isthe minimum.
number of one-station
tionwhile
that reportedly
gross time
would
ment was made markets
Estimated approximate
$50 million this year.
late last week by date: 1955.
He
described
it
as
being
almost
Merle S. Jones,
of the total being spent by all
CBS Television allNBC's
present TV policy
marksas half
advertisers in network TV this
cable-connected
markets
vice president in
trend which recharge of stations "must-buys." examinatThe
policy will take,
Otherwise, the conventioners
and general serv- when the timeion ofthecomes,
apparently were
that NBC Radio will
ices, and G . must wait until little nearer
year. told
that make
half a million dollars this
Richard Swift, time to be discerned.
year but expects to lose a million
WCBS-TV general manager.
Speech To Delegates
Mr. Dunham
next year
in "rebuilding"
the net-to
work (though
officials expect
Mr.
Dunham's
Madden's views on the must- make money
appointment, said Mr. Jones, is a buyMr.situation
again in 1953 if their
were
contained
in
a
basic economic plan succeeds),
key
in the expansion
ownedsteptelevision
stations. of CBS- speech delivered to delegates to while NBC-TV was said to be in
Entering broadcasting in 1937, NBC's Boca Raton convention can- the black this year by more than
vassing TV's present situation exMr. Dunham became sales promohaustively and projecting its fution
manager
for
WEEI,
CBSNBC Radio officials meanwhile
ture,
with most of the projections $600,000.
owned Boston outlet. He has been
were reported going ahead last
on
1955.
eastern sales manager of CBS-TV pegged
week with their basic economic
The
sales
and
operations
head
Spot Sales, sentCBS-TV's
repre- also was reported to have told the
ative, since 1948. station
His successor
plan, despite the affiliates' 72-to-22
in this post will be named shortly. affiliates that NBC-TV already is vote the previous week asking that
re-examining its entire summer the plan's new rate formula be held
In 1940, Mr. Dunham trans- hiatus
policy. He was said to have up pending further research [B*T,
ferred from WEEI to CBS' New
was said to be planYork headquarters as supervisor of reported that the advertisers on its Dec. 3].ning toNBC
with individual
multiple-sponsored shows — negotiationsproceed
CBS-owned stations promotion. He three
with
the stations, as
went to Radio Sales, CBS Radio Show of Shows, All. Star Revue, before.
and
the
Kate
Smith
daytime
proStationscountRepresentative,
as
an
acexecutive in 1943.
gram— have been notified that, in
In the TV projections, Mr. MadBROADCASTING
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jected because of the drain on
copper. The request reportedly
prompted Mr. Wilson to impose the
color TV ban. CBS-Columbia has
not yet agreed on a new date for
its appeal before NPA on an adjusted base period for
for monochrome
setsmetal
and quotas
other
equipment.
But fensedespite
the were
denialssignsof that
deofficials, there
the
possibility
of
an
overall
TV
set
ban could easily develop.
Manly Fleischmann, Defense
Production Administrator, warned
that "the handwriting is already
on thecommercial
wall" with respect
and
usage ofto civilian
.copper
and nickel. He made these points:
• There may be more steel and
aluminum next year but copper will
be extremely short. The nickel situation is "most desperate." As a result,
civilian production (presumably automobiles and TV sets) may "be held
• "We have had some difficulty in
meeting duction
someschedules,
of our
military
probut that
difficulty
is not due to shortages of steel, copback."
aluminum. . . hinted
."
Mr.per andFleischmann
strongly
that these metals may be prohibited
(Continued on page 91 )
Told at Boca Raton
den said NBC estimates a total of
$775 million
will be spentinfor1955,
national TV advertising
counting expenditures for both time
and talent
tional spot.in both network and naFor networks, national spot and
local, also counting both time and
talent,
President Joseph H. McConnell
billion.placed the 1955 estimate at $1
Mr. Madden said that after the
TV freeze is lifted, there will be
63 major
tiser willmarkets
need to which
reach anwithadverhis
national television advertising. He
estimated that a nighttime halfhour reaching these 63 markets
would cost an advertiser around
$35,000, or better than $1.5 million
on a 52-week basis.
126 Stations
He would
consider 'Ideal'
a network of
stations
"ideal" for NBC-TV
in1261955,
he said.
With TV costs already "straining the seams" of many advertising budgets, he thought it would
be impossible for sponsors five
years from now to use TV on a
scale anywhere near that which
they have been accustomed to in
radio,denteven
was confiTV ratesthough
can be hejustified
on a
cost-per-thousand basis.
Where the average NBC nighttime half-hour show today costs
$29,000 for time and talent, for example, he estimated the average
would be $56,000 in 1955— or $2,200,000 for 39 weeks in 50 largest
markets. For daytime shows, he
figured(Continued
the averageon forpagea half91)-hour,
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TYPICAL of the store promotion
is this
Pittsburgh
store.SpooKe counter in Murphy's

1. r:
SPOOUE'S
. . .WITH
INVESTMENT of $1,300 by
the Weaver Products Co. for
time on WDTV(TV) Pittsburgh sold $63,000 worth of
Spoolie Curlers.
The J. L. Hudson Co., of
Detroit, received 1,300 telephone orders for the $1.50
packages of Spoolies after just
two telecasts on WJBK-TV
Detroit.
The switchboard at WTCN-TV
Minneapolis was tied up each time
Arlie Haberle's Around the Town
demonstrated Spoolies and offered
them
as a "television
special" at
the regular
price of $1.50.
Similar successes were the rule
on other stations used in various
parts of the country.
Spoolie Curlers, an all rubber
hair curler, packed in an attractive
transparent polyethylene plastic
bag, are not a new item. They
have been on the market for several years. But their big success
did not come until they tried television promotions.
The campaign, conceived by Erwin-Wasey and Co. of Minneapolis,
was first tried on WTCN-TV Min-

*tf AIR-CURLING'
SELLING

CREDITS

neapolis inthe spring of 1950. The
Around the Town show was selected for the experiment because it
appealed to the right audience, was
well established, and offered an opchandise. portunity to demonstrate the merThe campaign was an immediate
success with calls coming in so
fast that the WTCN-TV switchboard had difficulty handling them.
Each time the offer was repeated
the same thing happened.
Pleased with their success, Erwin-Wasey and Weaver Products
decided to extend the campaign.
A basic two weeks drive of comtelevision for
and most
storemarkets.
promotionbined
was chosen
In some cases this campaign has
been extended when sales seemed
to warrant.
In all cases, Erwin-Wasey reports, stations were quick to cooperate with tie-ins, merchandising and other types of sales aids.
The agency has found afternoon
participation shows directed to the
women'stive. audience
effecThe Weaverto beCo.veryprovides
trained professional talent to conduct the demonstrations and play
the key roles in all promotions. No
other media but television is being

BILL BRANT (left) of WDTV (TV) discusses the Pittsburgh Spoolie
sales, which exceeded $60,000, with Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Weaver.
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used, except limited space in trade promotion in eastern cities as well.
publications.
Curlone ofoutthe that
few Spoolie
items stocked
In addition to the aforemen- Theyers arepoint
tioned, stations also have been used country.
by
chain
stores
throughout
the
throughout the East, including
"Television is indeed an effective
WAAM (TV) Baltimore and
WEWS
medium,"
J. J. Weaver,
stations (TV)
in theCleveland.
South wereSeveral
used the
WeaverMr.Products
Co. said ofin
during the winter months.
describing
his
firm's
gained by
The outstanding success of the "Its effectiveness is not experience.
Pittsburgh demonstration resulted merely sponsoring a commercial
in net sales of $63,000, not count- and expecting the audience to come
re-orders,used
whichon were
frequent.
for the new
The ingshow
WDTV
was to your dooryoulooking
just built. When
Studio Control with Bill Brant as mousetrap
television
is
used
as
a
merchandismaster of ceremonies.
inging antool,interested
and as a audience,
means of success
reachThe Weaver Co. plans to extend
its promotions to Los Angeles and enjoyed is limited only by the effort
San Francisco and other western
cities in 1952 and to continue active put forth . . . and the cooperation
of the stations is essential."

Text of NARTB Television Code
(See story, page 23)
PREAMBLE
menting the educational and cultural influences of schools, instituTelevision is seen and heard in
tions of higher learning, the home,
jvery type of American home. the church,
museums, foundations,
These homes include children and and other institutions
idults of all ages, embrace all education and culture. devoted to
races and all varieties of religious
2. It is the responsibility of a
"aith, and cational
reachbackground.
those Itof every
broadcaster to call upon
is the edure- television
such institutions for counsel and
sponsibility of television to bear cooperation
and to work with them
constantly in mind that the audithe best methods of presenting
mce is primarily a home audience, on
educational
and cultural materials
■md consequently
television's
is further the reRelationship
to the that
viewers
is that by television.sponsibilityItof stations,
networks,
Detween guest and host.
The revenues from advertising advertising agencies and sponsors
consciously
to
seek
opportunities
support the free, competitive American system of telecasting, and for introducing
into telecasts
tual materials which
will aidfac-in
make available to the eyes and
ears of the American people the the enlightenment of the American
finest programs of information, public.
Education via television may
aducation, culture and entertain- be 3.taken
to mean that process by
ment. By law the television broadthe individual is brought tocaster is responsible for the pro- which ward
informed adjustment to his
gram ing of his station. He, howTelevision is also responever, is obligated to bring his posi- society.
sible for the presentation of overtly
tive responsibility for excellence
and good taste in programming to instructional and cultural probear upon all who have a hand in
grams, scheduled so as to reach the
the production of programs, includ- viewers who are naturally drawn
ing networks, sponsors, producers to such programs, and produced so
to attract the largest possible
of film and of live programs, adver- as
audience.
cies. tising agencies, and talent agenIn furthering this realization,
The American businesses which the4. television
broadcaster:
utilize television for conveying
a)
Should be thoroughly convertheir advertising messages to the
sant with the educational and culhome by pictures with sound, seen
tural needs and desires of the comj.free-of -charge on the home screen,
munity served.
are reminded
that
their
responsiShould affirmatively seek
bilities are not limited to the sale outb) responsible
and accountable
of goods and the creation of a
and cultural institufavorable attitude toward the spon- educational
tions
of
the
community
with a
sor by the presentation of enter- view toward providing opportunitainment. They include, as well,
ties for the instruction and en■responsibility
televilightenment ofthe viewers.
sion to bring for
the utilizing
best programs,
c)
Should provide for reasonable
]:regardless
of
kind,
into
American
homes.
experimentation in the developmentrectofed tprograms
specifically
di! Television,
all who
particio the advancement
of the
pate in it, areandjointly
accountable
community's culture and education.
'tofor thetheAmerican
public
for
respect
Special needs of children,
OF PROGRAM
'for community responsibility, for ACCEPTABILITY
MATERIAL
'the advancement of education and
! culture, for the acceptability of the
Program materials should enlarge the horizons of the viewer,
1 program materials chosen, for de' cency and decorum in production, provide him with wholesome entertainment, af ord helpful stimu' and for propriety in advertising.
"This responsibility cannot be dislation, and remind him of the responsibilities which the citizen has
' charged by any given group of protowards his society. Furthermore:
1i through
grams, butthecanhighest
be discharged
standardsonlyof a) (i) Profanity, obscenity, smut
respect for the American home, ap- and vulgarity are forbidden, even
plied to every moment of every
likely to be understood only
program presented by television. when
part of the audience. From
In order that television program- by
time
to
time, words which have
ming may best serve the public
acquire undesirinterest, viewers should be en- been acceptable,
meanings, and telecasters
couraged to make their criticisms should able
be
alert
to
eliminate such
and positive suggestions known to
the television broadcasters. Parents words.
(ii) The Television Code Review
in particular should be urged to Board
V, Section 3) shall
see to it that out of the richness maintain(see
issue to subscribers,
of television fare, the best pro- from time and
to
time,
a continuing list
are brought
tion of grams
their
children. to the atten- of specific words and phrases, the
use of which should not be used
ADVANCEMENT OF
in keeping with this subsection.
EDUCATION AND CULTURE
This list, however, shall not be
1. Commercial television pro- considered as all-inclusive.
b) (i) Attacks on religion and
vides a valuable means of augBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

religious faiths are not allowed.
(ii) Reverence is to mark any
mention of the name of God, His
attributes and powers.
(iii) clWhen
rites areproinuded in otherreligious
than religious
grams, the rites are accurately
presented, and the ministers,
priests and rabbis portrayed in
their callings are vested with the
dignity of their office and under no
circumstances are to be held up to
ridicule.
c) (i)
Contests may not constitute a lottery.
(ii) Any telecasting designed to
"buy" the television audience by
requiring it to listen and /or view
in hope of reward, rather than for
the quality of the program, should
be avoided. (Reference, Contests)
d) Respect is maintained for the
sanctity of marriage and the value
of the home. Divorce is not treated
casually nor justified as a solution
for marital problems.
e) Illicit sex relations are not
treated as commendable.
f) Sex crimes and abnormalities
are generally unacceptable as program material.
g) Drunkenness and narcotic addsiicrtabiloenoarrprevalent.
e never presented as deh) The administration of illegal
drugs will not be displayed.
i) The use of liquor in program
content shall be de-emphasized. The
consumption of liquor in American
life, when not required by the plot
or for proper characterization,
shall not be shown.
j) The use of gambling devices
or scenes necessary to the development of plot or as appropriate
background is acceptable only
when presented with discretion
and nerin which
moderation,
a manwould not and
excitein interest
in, or foster,
betting
nor
be in-of
structional innature. Telecasts
actual
sport
programs
at
which
the-scene betting is permitted on-by
law should be presented in a manner in keeping with federal, state
and local laws, and should concentrate on the subject as a public
sporting event.
k) In reference to physical or
mental afflictions and deformities,
special precautions must be taken
to avoid ridiculing sufferers from
similar ailments and offending
them or members of their families.
1) Exhibitions of fortune-telling, astrology, phrenology, palmreading, and numerology are acceptable only when required by a
plot or the theme of a program,
and then the presentation should
be developed
the manner
designed not to infoster
superstition
or excite interest or belief in these
subjects.
m) Televised drama shall not
simulate news or special events in
such a way as to mislead or alarm.
Reference is made to the section
of the Code on News.
n) Legal, medical and other pro-

fessional advice, diagnosis and
treatment will be permitted only
in conformity with law and recogstandards.nized ethical and professional
o) The presentation of cruelty,
greed
and selfishness
as worthy
motivations
is to be avoided.
p) Unfair exploitation of others
for personal
gain shall not be presented as praiseworthy.
q) Criminality
shalland beunsympresented as undesirable
pathetic. The condoning of crime
and siontheof crime
treatment
of the commisin a frivolous,
cynical
or callous manner is unacceptable.
r) The of crime
presentation
techinshall
suchbe of
detail
to inviteniquesimitation
avoided.as
The beuse eliminated;
of horror forthe itsuseownof
sakes) will
visual or aural effects which would
shock or alarm the viewer, and the
detailed presentation of brutality
or physical agony by sight or by
sound are not permissible.
t) Law
upheld, and enforcement
the officers shall
of thebe law
are todignity.
be portrayed with respect
and
u) The presentation of murder
or revenge as a motive for murder
shall not be presented as justifiable.
v) Suicide as an acceptable soluhibited.tion for human problems is proexposition of sex crimes
willw) beTheavoided.
x) The
appearances
or indramatization of persons
actual
crime news
will befeatured
permitted
only
. in suchment orlight
as
to
aid
law
enforceto report the news event.
RESPONSIBILITY TOWARD
CHILDREN
1. The education of children involves giving them a sense of the
world at large. Crime, violence and
sex are a part of the world they
will be called upon to meet, and a
certain amount of proper presentation of such is helpful in orienting
the child to his social surroundings.
However, violence and illicit sex
shall tive
notmanner,
be presented
an attracnor to an inextent
such
as will lead a child to believe that
they
play
a
greater
part
in
than they do. They should not lifebe
presented without indications of
the
resultant retribution and punishment.
2. It is not enough that only
those programs which are intended
for viewing by children shall be
suitable to the young and immature. (Attention is called to the
general items listed under "AcceptTelevisionability isof Program
responsibleMaterials.")
for insuring that programs of all sorts
which occur during the times of
day when children may normally
be expected to have the opportunity of viewing television shall
(Continued on page 82)
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exercise care in the following regards :
a) In affording opportunities for
cultural growth as well as for
wholesome entertainment.
b) In developing programs to
foster and promote the commonly
accepted moral, social and ethical
ideals characteristic of American
life.
c) In reflecting respect for parents, for honorable behavior, and
for the constituted authorities of
the American community.
d) In eliminating reference to
kidnapping of children or threats
of kidnapping.
e) In avoiding material which is
excessively violent or would create
morbidablesuspense,
other undesirreactions in orchildren.
f) In exercising particular restraint and care in crime or mystery episodes involving children or
minors.
DECENCY AND DECORUM IN
PRODUCTION
1. ersTheshall costuming
perform-of
be within oftheallbounds
propriety, and shall avoid such expotomical
sure or such
on anadetail as emphasis
would embarrass
or offend home viewers.
2. The movements of dancers,
actors, or other performers shall be
kept within the bounds of decency,
and lewdness and impropriety shall
not be suggested in the positions
assumed by performers.
3. Camera angles shall avoid
such views of performers as to
emphasize anatomical details indecently.
4. Racial or nationality types
shall not be shown on television in
such a manner as to ridicule the
race or nationality.
5. The use of locations closely
associated with sexual life or with
sexual sin must be governed by ,
good taste and delicacy.
COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY
A television broadcaster and his
staff occupy a position of responsibility in the community and should
conscientiously endeavor to be acquainted fully with its needs and
characteristics in order better to
serve the welfare of its citizens.
TREATMENT OF NEWS AND
PUBLIC EVENTS
News
1.
A
television
schedule should be station's
adequate news
and
well-balanced.
2. News reporting should be factual, fair and without bias.
3. Commentary and analysis
should be clearly identified as such.
4. Good taste should prevail in
the selection and handling of news:
Morbid, sensational alarming details not essential to the factual report, especially in connection with
stories of crime or sex, should be
avoided. News should be telecast
in such a manner as to avoid panic
and unnecessary alarm.
5. At all times, pictorial and
verbal material for both news and
comment should conform to other
sections of these standards, wherePage 82 • December 10, 1951

time to time, to review and revise
the presently suggested practices.
Text of NARTB Television Code
) Advertising
(Continued from page 81)
be (apresented
withmessages
courtesyshould
and
good
taste;
disturbing
or
annoying
material
should
be
avoided;
ever such sections are reasonably
tribution which the use requested
would make to the public interest, every effort should be made to keep
applicable.
6. Pictorial material should be and to a well-balanced program the advertising message in harchosen with care and not presented structure.
mony with the content and general tone of the program in which
in a misleading manner.
b. Programs devoted to the dis- it appears.
7. A television broadcaster should
us ion of controversial
isexercise due care in his supervision
sues cshould
be identified public
as such,
(b) A should
sponsor's
advertising
be confined
within
and should not be presented in a messages
of content,
format,
and
presentation of newscasts originated by manner which would mislead lis- the framework of the sponsor's
teners or viewers to believe that program structure. A television
his station; and in his selection of
newscasters, commentators, and the program is purely of an enter- broadacster should seek to avoid
announceanalysts.
tainment, news, or other character. the usementsofwhich commercial
are divorced from the
8. A television broadcaster should
POLITICAL TELECASTS
program either by preceding the
exercise particular discrimination
Political telecasts should be introduction of the program (as1
in the acceptance, placement and
presentation of advertising in clearly identified as such, and in the case of so-called "cowcatcher" announcements) or by folnews programs so that such adver- should not
presented
a telelowing the apparent sign-off of!
visionbebroadcaster
in aby manner
clearlycontent.
distinguish- which would
abletisingfromshouldthebenews
mislead listeners or the program (as in the case of so-!
9. A television broadcaster viewers to believe that the program called "trailer" announcements).
To this end, the program itself
should not present fictional events is of any other character.
should be announced and clearly
or other non-news material as auRELIGIOUS PROGRAMS
thentic news telecasts or announceidentified before
the issponsor's
advertising material
first used,
1. It is the responsibility of a
ments nor should he permit dramatizations in any program which television bi-oadcaster to make and should be signed off after the
would give the false impression available to the community as part last
used. advertising material is1
that the dramatized material con- of a well-balanced program Sched- sponsor's
stitutes news. Expletives (preule
adequate
opportunity
for
re(c)
copy shouldto consented aurally or pictorially), such
tainAdvertising
no claims intended
dispresentations.principles
2. Theligious
following
as "flash" or "bulletin" and stateparage competitors, competing
other industries, proments such as "we interrupt this should be followed in the treatment products, fes iorons or institutions.
of such programs:
program
to bring
you . . for
." should
be
reserved
specifically
news
a. Telecasting which reaches men
(d) Since
advertising
by tele-a
room use. However, a television of all creeds simultaneously should
vision is a dynamic
technique,
broadcaster may properly exercise avoid attacks upon religion.
television broadcaster should keepP
discretion in the use in non-news
b. Religious programs should be under surveillance new advertisinj
programs of words or phrases presented respectfully and accu- devices so that the spirit and pur
which do not necessarily imply that
rately and without prejudice or pose
filled. of these standards are ful
the material following is a news ridicule.
release.
c. Religious programs should be
(e) Television
broadcaster:
exercise the utmost
care
presented by responsible individu- should
PUBLIC EVENTS
als, groups, and organizations.
and
discrimination
with
to
1. A television broadcaster has
d. Religious programs should advertising material, regard
including
an affirmative responsibility at all place emphasis on broad religious content, placement and presenta
times to be informed of public truths, excluding the presentation tion, near or adjacent to programs
events, and to provide coverage of controversial or partisan views
for children. No consider
consonant with the ends of an in- not directly or necessarily related designed
ations of expediency should be
formed and enlightened citizenry. to religion or morality.
to impinge upon the vital
2. Because of the nature of
3. In the allocation of time for permitted
towards children and
of religious programs it responsibility which
events open to the public, the treat- telecasts
is inherent in
ment of such events by a television is recommended that the television adolescents,
television,
and
which must be
broadcaster should be effected in station use its best efforts to ap- recognized and accepted
by all ad
a manner to provide for adequate
portion such time fairly among the
and informed coverage as well as community.
representative faith groups of its vertisers employing television.
) Television toadvertisers
should
good taste in presentation.
be (fencouraged
devote portions
PRESENTATION OF
CONTROVERSIAL PUBLIC
of their allotted advertising mes
ADVERTISING
ISSUES
sages and program time to the sup
of worthy
causeswithin the
1. Ever mindful of the role of port
1. Television provides a valuable
interest
in keeping
the public
high
television
as
a
guest
in
the
home,
forum for the expression of responsible views on public issues of a television broadcaster should est ideals of the free competitive
a controversial nature. In keeping exercise unceasing care to supertherewith the television broadvise the form in which advertising system. A charge for television time
churches and religious bodies is
caster should seek out and de- material is presented over his facil- to (g)
velop with accountable individuals,
ities. Since television is a develop- not recommended.
ing medium, involving methods and
groups and organizations, proACCEPTABILITY OF
grams relating to controversial techniques distinct from those of
public issues of import to its fel- radio, it may be desirable, from ADVERTISERS and PRODUCTS
General
low citizens; and to give fair representation to opposing sides of
1. A caster
commercial
televisionavailable
broadissues which materially affect the No V in TV
makes his facilities
life or welfare of a substantial
for the advertising of products andftfrs
HOW
far
will
the
new
TV
segment of the public.
services and accepts commercial
code go in keeping up neck2. The provision of time for this
presentations for such advertising.
lines? Asked this question
purpose should be guided by the
However, a television broadcaster
after adoption of the code,
following principles:
should, in recognition of his re
Robert D. Swezey, WDSUsponsibility
a. Requests of individuals, groups
TV New Orleans, chairman
the
facilities toof the
his public,
station refuse
to an
or organizations
for
time
to
disof the code-writing commitcuss their views on controversial
advertiser
wherethe heintegrity
has goodof reatee, offered this observation:
son
to
doubt
the
public issues, should be considered
"We think we've covered
on the basis of their individual
advertiser, the truth of the adver(Continued on page
merits, and in the light of the conDagmar."
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*)*t *7evie 'Tfauie, lade***,:

-TV"
but WFBM
nothingOLTEAN,
get GEORGE
Vie Soys
Owner-Manager
WABASH APPLIANCE CO.
819 Wabash Avenue
Terre Haute, Indiana

V
J

IN

S

VltAn

VFBM-TV,

SETS

ON

INDIANAPOLIS
WFBM-TV

Indianapolis

is the only station we
can get consistently"
Soys MRS. D. C. PELTON
132 South 25th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana

• When both the local people who sell TV and those
who watch TV say there's one station everybody watches
in their populous city, that station's a good bet for any
advertiser ! In Terre Haute, and West Terre Haute (approximately 70,000 population), the TV station is
WFBM-TV — just as it is throughout all of Vigo County
and its neighboring counties in Indiana and Illinois— far
as they are from Indianapolis.
In Vigo County, Indiana, at least 2000 TV sets are
installed, and thousands of others outside WFBM-TV's
60-mile radius are tuned to Indiana's First Station regularly. Televiewers in city homes and commercial establishments, and on the farms of this big area, are high-

income, product-buying prospects well worth cultivating.
Set your sights on this big bonus market, where not only
the 192,500* TV sets in Indianapolis and its 60-mile
area are tuned to this station, but also those of additional thousands of buyers in a broad fringe area are
set on Channel 6.
♦Source: BROADCASTING -TELECASTING, December 10, 1951

f VFBM Radio Is First in Listening, Too!
First in the morning! ★ First in the afternoon!
and a Great Big First at Night! 50% more lissners at night than any other Indianapolis station.
Hooper Ratings, February through April, 1951.
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[WFBM-TV
REPRESENTED
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AGENCY
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^

After
it's the only
in town.
So weall,dispense
aboutoneeverything
everybody wants to see and hear.
That
500,00013
viewers."everybody"
They just issit aatvast
Channel
and capture the best from all four
television networks :
NBC • CBS • ABC • DTN
and bless our
faithful...

TOLEDO TV TUNERS
.in. . asbut bonus
we don'tcoverage
stop there.viewers
We tossin
Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
Our advertisers are as faithful as our
viewers. We've got 'em by the scads,
but there's always room for "just
one
stance.more." Room for you, for in-

TELEVISION sets are owned by
3 out of 10 American families as
of October, according to information gathered by Industrial Surveys Co. from the firm's "national
consumer panel" that included
4,000 families.
Data, released by Sam Barton,
Industrial's
rise over last president,
July when showed
a similara
survey found 27% of American
families were TV set owners. However, in comparison with other
quarterly
the July-October
buildup inperiods,
ownership
was smaller
than any other period surveyed.
The survey pointed up that about
6 out of 10 families or 57% own
sets in cities with more than 500,000 population but that there is
only a 9% ownership among farm
families. Higher income families
have more sets than those with
lower income, while a higher rate
of ownership is shown in families
headed by high school graduates
than in families headed by either
college or grade school educated.
Skilled laborers take first place
among set owners with a percentage of 40 over all families headed
by other occupational groups, according to Industrial Surveys. Also
found: The greater the family up
to five members, the more likely
the family owns a set. Thereafter,

It

Industrial Surveys Analyzes
Set Ownership Data
(Report 193)

the median declines.
Percent of group27% with TV29%
48Sets
July October
1951
13
Type
of
Family
1951
United States Total
Regions:
Northeast
45
29
North Central
Mountain
& Southwest 1026
28
9
Farm
27
Under 2,500
111012
2,500
to
50,000
28
50,000 to& 500,000
20
Total500,000
Family Over
Income:
33
36
23
32
Next
fourth
Upper
fourth
2818
Next
57
Lowestfourth
fourth
Education
of Family Head:
25
Grade
School
College
High School
2434
293136
Occupation:
Professional & Executive 30
333440
Clerical,
sales
& services
Craftsmen
&
foremen
29
Laborer & operators
8
317
Size1Farmer
2133
&of 2Families:
members
37
30
34 &members
31
5 members
6 members
& Over
23
19
Presence
of Children:
34
6-12
years
513-20
yearsyears& Under
33
3739
2720
27
No children
29
NBC Shows Take27
Nielsen First Five
NBC's Texaco Star Theatre in the
Tuesday 8-9 p.m. time period, re-

mains on top of the first 10 TV
shows reported by A. C. Nielsen
Co. for the two weeks ending Nov.
10. Newcomer, the Red Skelton
Show, also on NBC, continued as
runner-up. Nielsen rating follow:
Rank
Program
Star Theatre
21 Texaco
Red Skelton
(NBC) (NBC)
3 Your(Participating)
Show of Shows
(NBC)
45 Colgate
Comedyof Shows
Hour (NBC)
YourR. J.,Show
Tobacco) (NBC) (Reynolds,
76 Mama
(CBS) Scouts (CBS)
Arthur Godfrey's
8 Arthur Godfrey & Friends (Liggett
Copyright 1951* by *A. *C. Nielsen Co.
Rate Card No. 11
Issued by WTMJ-TV
RATE CARD No. 11, effective
Jan. 1, has been announced by
WTMJ-TVwaukee Journal
Milwaukee,
the card
Milstation. The
sets new rates for one-time hourly
basis,
6-11 p.m.
Sun. 12-11
p.m. Mon.-Fri.
at $800. and Sat.Second choice time, Mon.-Fri. 5p.m., and
is $600;
Mon.-Fri.
12p.m.
dailyforon11 page
p.m.-midnight
(Continued
113)
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Outlets On Air
Sets in Area City Outlets On Air
KOB-TV
1 1 ,200 Matamoros
Louisville
71,125
(Mexico)- WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WOI-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
116,662
Brownsville,
XELD-TV
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, W MAR-TV
MemphisTex. WTVJ
WMCT
Miami
WNBF-TV
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRCTV
108.78CK
70,000
Minn.-St.
Paul
WTMJ-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
16,800 Nashville
280,1
KSTP-TV,
809,004
Boston
WSM-TV WTCN-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
93,80C
New Haven
11,10C:
232,494
275,600
Buffalo
106,158
New
Orleans
WBEN-TV
WBTV
WNHC-TV
New York
Charlott*
Chicago
WDSU-TV
200,000
48,269
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
1
,027,738
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
310,000 Newark
WOR-TV, WPIX
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV, WLWT
Just say the word . . . Cincinnati
529,548
Norfolk City WATV
WEWS, WNBK,
Cleveland
191,000 Oklahoma
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
Columbus
WTAR-TV
67,817
WKY-TV
DallasFt. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
85,741
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
Davenport
WOCTV
103,217
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
Quad Cities WHIO-TV, WLWD
215,000
105,843
342,3
705,323 Pittsburgh WDTV
5,000 watts
Dayton
939,800
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Providence WTVR
WJAR-TV
Detroit
Erie
WICU
76,875 Richmond
145,412 Rochester
WHAM-TV
Ft.Dallas
Worth170,000
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Rock
Island
WHBF-TV
160,413 Salt
Lake City
Quad
Cities Include
Davenport,
Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
Grand
Rapids- WOOD-TV
Kalamaioo
San
Antonio
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
Diego
74,011
WSPD
84,049
95,071
Greensboro
98,1 2C
WFMY-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
98,902 SchenectadyKPRC-TV
Houston
KFMB-TV KPIX, KRON-TV
Albany-Troy
KGO-TV,
HuntingtonTOLEDO, OHIO
Charleston WSAZ-TV
63,167 Seattle
192,500
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
WRGB
18
Jacksonville
120,000
46,000 Toledo
WMBR-TV
St. Louis
KING-TV
107,300
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
KSD-TV
327,00C
Rep. by The Katz Agency, Inc.
Syracuse
Tulsa
Kalamazoo160,413
WHEN, WSYR-TV
143,494
Grand CityRapids WDAF-TV
WKZO-TV
WSPD-TV
127,000
157,251
Kansas
123,055 Utica-Rome
KOTV
89,265
WGAUTV
Lancaster
Washington
Lansing
WKTV
60,000
Wilmington
67,000
W
JIMTV
KFI-TV, K LAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
WDEL-TV
84,264
WMAL-TV,
WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG 312,1"
KNXT,
KTLA,
KTTV
1,334,899
WSPD-TV
Stations on Air
CHANNEL - 13
Total Markets on Air 64*
Estimated Sets in Use 14,539,001
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico.
Editor's Note:
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representareestimated
setsdatawithfr television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may It
duplicated.
set
estimates
based
on
dealers,
distributors,
TV
circulation
Nat. Sales Hq. 488 Madison Avenue, partially
and
manufacturers.
unchanged in successive summaries.committees,
Total sotselectric
in all eotnpaniel
— *
New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
necessarily
approximate.Since many are compiled monthly, same may
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tising representations, or the compliance of the advertiser with the
spirit and purpose of all applicable
legal requirements. Moreover, in
consideration of the laws and customs of the communities served,
each television broadcaster should
refuse his facilities to the advertisement of products and services,
or the use of advertising scripts,
which the station has good reason
to believe would be objectionable
to a substantial and responsible
segment of the community. The
foregoing principles should be applied with judgment and flexibility,
taking into consideration the
characteristics of the medium and
the form and content of the particular presentation. In general,
because a television broadcast is designed for the home and the family,
including children, the following
principles
should govern
the business classifications
listed below:
(a) The advertising of hard
liquor should not be accepted.
(b) The advertising of beer and
wines is acceptable only when presented in the best of good taste and
discretion, and is acceptable subject to federal and local laws.
(c) Advertising by institutions
or enterprises which in their offers
of instruction imply promises of
employment or make exaggerated
claims for the opportunities awaiting those who enroll for courses is
generally unacceptable.
(d) The advertising of firearms
and fireworks is acceptable only
subject to federal and local laws.
(e) The advertising of fortunetelling, occultism, spiritualism,
astrology, phrenology, palm-reading, numerology, mind-reading or
character-reading is not acceptable.
(f) Because all products of a
personal nature create special problems, such products, when accepted,
should be treated with especial emphasis on ethics and the canons of
good taste; however, the advertising of intimately personal products
which are generally regarded as
unsuitable conversational topics in
mixed social groups are not acceptable.
(g) The advertising of tip sheets,
race track publications, or organizations seeking to advertise for
the purpose of giving odds or promoting betting or lotteries is unacceptable.
2. Diligence should be exercised
to the end that advertising copy
accepted for telecasting complies
with
pertinent federal, state and
local laws.
3. An advertiser who markets
more than one product should not
be permitted to use advertising
copy devoted to an acceptable
product for purposes of publicizing the brand name or other identification of a product which is not
acceptable.
ADVERTISING OF MEDICAL
PRODUCTS
1. The advertising of medical
products presents considerations of
intimate and far-reaching importance to the consumer, and the following principles and procedures
Page 86 • December 10, 1951

gram
for station break and spot announcements.
3. Announcement programs are
designed to accommodate a designumber of individualgenerally
live or fo*
recordednatedannouncements,
one minute in length, which are |Jro:
carried within the body of the program and are available for sale to
individual advertisers. Normally
not more than 3 one-minute announcements (which should not exceed approximately 125 words if
presented live) should be scheduled
within than
a 15-minute
and not
more
six such period
announcements
should be scheduled within a 30minute period in local announcement programs;ofhowever,
announcements
greater fewer1
individual length may be scheduled
provided, that the aggregate length
of the announcements approximates
three minutes in a 15-minute program or six minutes in a 30-minute
program.
grams otherInthanannouncement
15 minutes orpro-30
minutes in length, the proportion
of one minute of announcement
within every five minutes of program ing isnormally applied. The
announcements must be presented
within the framework of the properiod indesignated
use andgramkept
harmony for
withtheir
the
content of the program in which
they are placed.
4. Programs
services,
features,presenting
shopping women's
guides,
market information, and similar
material, provide a special service
to the listening and viewing public
in which advertising material is an
informative and integral part of
the program content. Because of
these special characteristics the
time standards set forth above may
be waived to a reasonable extent.
In the present state of experimentation inprogramming and advertising techniques in television
programs
no definite
limitations ofto this
thesetype
exceptions
are
set forth at this time.
5. Any casual reference in a proto another's
productnajne
or serv-or
icegram under
any trade
language sufficiently descriptive to
identify it should, except for
normal guest identifications, be
TV Code Chronology
condemned and discouraged.
6. Stationary backdrops or prop8 — Committee 2 met in Milerties in television presentations
June 22, 1951, Washington — All- Aug.
waukee.
industry television meeting ad- Aug. 10 — Committee 3 met in New showing the sponsor's name or
dressed by Wayne Coy, chairproduct, the name of his product,
Orleans.
man, FCC, and Sen. Edwin C.
his trade mark or slogan may be
Johnson (D-Col.), chairman, Sen- Sept. 6-7 — Television Board, meet- used only incidentally. They should
ing at Virginia Beach, Va., re- not obtrude on program interest
ate Interstate
& Foreign
merce Committee.
Present:Com103
viewed preliminary work of Code
Committee.
television broadcasters representor
"On should
Camera"be
shotsentertainment.
of such materials
ing 65 stations,
four national
Washington—
networks.
Resolution
asking Oct. 2-3, mittee
completed finalCode
draftComfor fleeting, not too frequent, and
NARTB to supervise developpresentation
to NARTB televi- mindful of the need of maintainsion membership.
ment of Code adopted.
ing a proper program balance.
JulyTV12—New
Robert Orleans,
D. Swezey,appointed
WDSU- Oct. 19, Chicago — Television memDRAMATIZED APPEALS
bership
of
NARTB
endorsed
AND ADVERTISING
chairman of Television Program
code with suggestions for
Standards Committee by Harold
changes. Resolution urging
Appeals
to help programs
fictitious bycharacE. Fellows, NARTB president.
Board to promulgate document
ters in television
purJuly 30,ing ofWashington
—
First
meetc
h
a
s
i
n
g
t
h
e
advertiser's
the Television Program Dec. 6, Washington — Code promul- service or sending for aproduct
premiumor
Standards committees
Committee.
Subgated by Television Board.
should not be permitted, and such
formed.
1, 1952 — Code becomes ef- fictitious characters should not be
Aug.
York.6 — Committee 1 met in New March
fective.
introduced into the advertising
BROADCASTING
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Text of NARTB Television Code
(Continued from page 82)
should apply in the advertising should be required by the televithereof.
sion broadcaster for investigation
(a) A television broadcaster
ofthe offertheis first
made an-to
should not accept advertising ma- and approvalnouncementbefore
terial which in his opinion offen- the public.
2. A final date for the terminasively describes or dramatizes distress or morbid situations involvtion of an offer should be aning
ailments,
by
spoken
word,
sound or visual effects.
sible. nounced as far in advance as pos3. Before accepting for telecast
(b)tureBecause
of the personal
naof the advertising
of medical
offers involving a monetary consideration, television
a
broadcaster
products, claims that a product will
effect a cure and the indiscrimi- should satisfy himself as to the integrity of the advertiser and the
nate use of such words as "safe",
"without
risk", meaning
"harmless",
willingness to honor
terms
of similar
shouldor advertiser's indicating
tion with the premium bydissatisfacreturning
not be accepted in the advertising complaints
consideration.
of
medical products on television the4. monetary
stations.
There should be no misleading
CONTESTS
descriptions
visual representaof anyor premiums
or gifts
1. Contests should offer the op- which tionswould
or enlarge
portunity to all contestants to win their value in thedistort
minds of the lison the basis of ability and skill, teners.
rather than chance.
5. Assurances should be obtained
2. All contest details, including
the advertiser that premiums
rules, eligibility requirements, op- from
offered
are not harmful to person
ening and termination dates should or property.
be clearly
and
completely
an6. Premiums should not be apnounced and/or shown or easily
proved which appeal to superstition
accessible to the viewing public,
on
of "luck-bearing"
and the winners' names should be powersthe orbasis
otherwise.
released and prizes awarded as soon
as possible after the close of the
TIME STANDARDS FOR
contest.
ADVERTISING COPY
3. When advertising is accepted
1.
As
guidetelecast
to the advertising
determinawhich requests contestants to subtion of agood
mit items of- product identification practice,
the time standards for
or other evidence of purchase of advertising
copy, presently sugproduct, reasonable facsimiles
gested, are as follows:
thereof should be made acceptable.
Length
of Advertising
Message
4. All copy pertaining to any
(minutes
and seconds)
News
contest (except that which is re- Length Programs
All Other Programs
quired by law) associated with the of Day Class
"A" All Other
Program and Time
Hrs.
exploitation
or
sale
of
the
sponsor's
(min.)
Night
productences toorprizes
service,
and
all
refer5
1:00
1:00
1:15
or gifts offered in 15
10 2:15
1:45 2:00
2:10
2:30
3:00
such connection should be consid- 25
2:50 4:00
ered a part of and included in the 45
3:00
4:30 4:15
5:45
total time allowances as herein 30
60
6:00
7:00
provided.
(See
Time
Standards
for
2.
The
times
set
forth
above do
Advertising Copy.)
not
affect
the
established
practice
PREMIUMS AND OFFERS
for the ofstation's
use
1. Full details of proposed offers of
the reserving
last 30 seconds
each pro-

message for such purposes. When
[ramatized advertising material
nvolves statements by doctors,
lentists, nurses or other profeslional people, the material should
>e presented by members of such
profession reciting actual experience or it should be made apparent
rom the presentation itself that
he portrayal is dramatized.
SPONSOR IDENTIFICATION
Identification of sponsorship
must be made in all sponsored programs in accordance with the requirements ofthe Communications
Vet of 1934 and the Rules and
Regulations ofmunications
theCommission.
Federal Com-

registered seal to be provided in
the form of a certificate, a slide
and/or a film, signifying that the
recipient thereof is a subscriber in
good standing to the Television
Code of the NARTB. The seal and
its significance shall be appropriately publicized by the NARTB.
Section 3. DURATION OF SUBSCRIPTION
Subscription shall continue in
full force and effect until thirty
days after the first of the month
following receipt of notice of written resignation. Subscription to the
Code shall be effective from the
date of application subject to the
approval of the Television Board
of Directors; provided, that the
' REGULATIONS
PROCEDURES AND
subscription of a television station
going on the air for the first time
(AND
The PROCEDURES
following REGULATIONS
shall obtain shall, for the first six months of
such
subscription, be probationary,
an sionintegral
partNARTB:
of the TeleviCode of the
during which time its subscription
can be summarily revoked by an
affirmative two-thirds vote of the
NAME
Television Board of Directors withThe Name of this Code shall be
out the usual process specified
below.
<;he Television Code of the
iNTARTB*.
Section 4. SUSPENSION OF
' "Television
Board.authorized:
The Television
SUBSCRIPTION
3oard
is
hereby
—
(4)
to
,;nact,ards oamend
promulgate
Any subscription, and /or the auf practiceandorandcodes
for its standTeleto establish
such
thority to utilize and show the
nethodsvisiontomembers,
secure observance
thereof
seal, may be voided,
may deem
advisable;
— ". By-Laws
Ofis itNARTB,
Article
VII Section
2, B. (4). above-noted
revoked or temporarily suspended
II
for television programming including commercial copy which, by
! PURPOSE OF THE CODE
theme, treatment or incident, in the
i The purpose of this Code is co- judgment of the Television Board
operatively tomaintain a level of constitutes a continuing, willful or
television programming which gross
violation of any of the pro:?ives full consideration to the eduvisions ofthe Television Code, by an
cational, informational, cultural, affirmative
two-thirds vote of the
economic, moral and entertainment Television Board
Directors at
ieeds of the American public to a regular or specialof meeting;
pro•the
end
that
more
and
more
people
vided,
however,
that
the
following
■will be better served.
conditions precedent shall apply:
(1) The subscriber shall be advised
Ill
in writing by Registered Mail of
SUBSCRIBERS
the charges preferred; (2) Such
Section 1. ELIGIBILITY
subscriber shall have a right to a
Any individual, firm or corpora- hearing and may exercise same by
filing
an answer within 10 days of
tion which is engaged in the opera"tltion of a television broadcast sta- the date of such notification; (3)
tion or network, or which holds Failure to request a hearing shall
be deemed a waiver of the subscrib'a construction
a television broadcastpermit
station for
within
the
er's right thereto;
If hearingit
by the (4)subscriber,
United States or its dependencies, is requested
•shall, subject to the approval of the shall be designated as promptly as
television Board of Directors as possible and at such time and place
as the Television Board may
hereinafter
be eligible
subscribe to provided,
the Television
Code toof specify. Oral and written evidence
NARTB to the extent of one sub- may be introduced by the subscriber and by the Television Code
scription for each such station
Review Board (hereinafter provided
network
whicha construction
it operates for).
WE'and/or
for which
it holds
Oral argument may be had
at the hearing and written memo"permit; provided,
that a non
randa or briefs may be submitted
vision-member ofNARTB
shall telenot
and byBoard.
the Tele[become eligible via code subscrip- by the subscriber
vision Code Review
The
tion to receive any of the member
services or to exercise any of the Television Board of Directors may
admit such evidence as it deems
rating privileges of a member.
material, and competent
Section 2. CERTIFICATION OF relevant,
and may determine the nature and
SUBSCRIPTION
length of the oral argument and
Upon subscribing to the Code, the written argument or briefs to
subject to the approval of the Tele- be submitted. The Television Board
vision Board of Directors, there of Directors shall decide the case
Ishall be granted forthwith to each as expeditiously as possible and
such subscribing station authority shall notify the subscriber and the
,co use the "NARTB Television Seal Television Code Review Board in
)f Approval," a copyrighted and writing of the decision. Such deBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

cision shall be final.
Section
CEDURES 5. ADDITIONAL PROThe Television Board of Directors shall, from time to time, establish such
rules may
of pro-be
cedure as,additional
in its opinion,
necessarytration of for
the
proper
administhe Code; provided, that
special considerations shall be
given to the procedures for receipt
and processing of complaints and
to necessary rules to be adopted
from time
to time,and taking
account the source
nature into
of such
complaints; such rules to include
precautionary measures such as the
posting of bonds to cover costs and
expenses of processing same; and
further provided, that the Board of
Directors shall take the steps
necessary to insure the confidential
status of any proceedings before
it. Section 6. AMENDMENT AND
REVIEW
Because of the new and dynamic
aspects inherent in television
broadcast, the Television Code, as a
living, flexible and continuing document, may be amended from time
to time by the Television Board of
Directors; provided that said Board
is specifically charged with review
and reconsideration of the entire
Code, uresits
appendices
, at least
once eachandyear.procedSection . 7. TERMINATION ON
CONTRACTS
All subscribers on the air at the
time of subscription to the Code
shall be permitted that period prior
to and including the earliest legal
cancellation date to terminate any
contracts, then outstanding, calling for program presentations
which would not be in conformity
with the Television Code, provided,
however, that in no event shall
such
period be longer than fiftytwo weeks.
IV
RATES
Each subscriber
pay "administrative" rateshall
s in accordance
with such schedule at such time,
and under such conditions as may
be determined from time to time
by the
Board(3) (see
cle VIITelevision
Section 2.B
and Arti(4),
By-Laws of the NARTB); provided, that appropriate credit shall
be afforded to a television member
of the NARTB against the regular
dues which he or it pays to
NARTB-TV.
THE TELEVISION CODE
REVIEW BOARD
Section 1. COMPOSITION
The Television Board of Directors shall establish a continuing
committee entitled the Television
Code Review Board, upon the promulgation of the television Code.
The Review Board shall be composed of five members all of whom
shall be from the Television membership of NARTB. Members of
the Television Board of Directors
(Continued on page 88)
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shall not be eligible on the above
specified Review Board. Members
of the Review Board shall be appointed by the President of the
NARTB, subject to confirmation by
the Television Board of Directors.
Due consideration shall be given,
in making such appointments, to
factors of diversification, of geographical
company
representation anlocation,
d network
affiliation.
Those members appointed, following promulgation of the Code, shall
serve until immediately following
the annual NARTB Convention of
1952. Thereafter a term shall be
for one year.
A. LIMITATION OF SERVICE
A person shall not serve consecutively as aformember
the two
Review Board
more ofthan
years.
Section 2. QUORUM
majority
of theCode
membership
ofA the
Television
Review
Board shall constitute a quorum
for all purposes unless herein
otherwise provided.
Section 3. AUTHORITY and RESPONSIBILITIES
The Television Code Review
Board is authorized and dh*ected:
(1) To maintain a continuing
review of all television programming, especially that of subscribers
to the television code of the
NARTB; (2) to receive, screen and
clear complaints concerning television programming; (3) to define
and interpret words and phases in
the Television Code; (4) to develop
and maintain appropriate liaison
with govermental agencies and
with responsible and accountable
organizations and institutions; (5)
to inform, expeditiously and properly, a subscriber to the Television Code of complaints or commendations, as well as to advise
all subscribers concerning the attitude and desires program-wise
of accountable organizations and
institutions, and of the American
public in general; (6) to review
and monitor, if necessary, any certain series of programs, daily program ing, or any other program
presentations of a subscriber, as
well as to request recordings, aural
or kinescope, or script and copy,
with regard to any certain program
presented by a subscriber; (7) to
reach conclusions, and to make
recommendations or prefer charges
to the Television Board of Directors concerning violations and
breaches of the Television Code by
a subscriber; (8) to recommend
to the Television Board of Directors, amendments to the Television
Code.
A. DELEGATION OF POWERS
and RESPONSIBILITIES
The Television Code Review
Board may delegate, from time to
time, such of its above-specified
responsibilities, as it may deem
necessary and desirable, to a Staff
Group of the NARTB-TV.
B. MEETINGS
The Television Code Review
Board shall meet regularly at
least four times a year at a date
Page 88 • December 10, 1951

amination shall specifically obtain.
Text of NARTB Television Code
Where procedure has been by deposition or interrogatory, the use
of cross - interrogatories, shall
(Continued from -page 87)
satisfy this right.
Section 8: The presiding officer
to be determined by it in the cified in its statement of charges
shall rule upon all interlocutory
months of January, March, June
matters,
such as, but not limited
and September. The chairman of preferred.
Section 2: CONFIDENTIAL to, the admissibility
the Review Board may at any STATUS:
of evidence,
the
qualifications
of witnesses, etc.
time
on
at
least
five
days'
written
On
all
other
matters,
authority to
Hearings
shall
be
closed;
and
all
notice call a special meeting of
the Board.
shall be vested in a majority
correspondence
sub- act
scriber and the between
Televisiona Code
of
the
Television
Board
unless
APPENDIX A
Review Board and /or the Tele- otherwise provided.
ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES
vision Board of Directors concern- (Reference : Television Code.
RELATING TO
ing the specific programming shall Regulations & Procedures, III,
confidential; provided, however, Sec. 4).
ADMINISTRATION, HEARINGS be
that the confidential status of these
Section 9: Films, kinescopes,
AND DECISIONS*
procedures
subscriber. may be waived by a records, transcriptions, or other
THE TELEVISION CODE
mechanical reproductions of teleREVIEW BOARD— AUTHORITY
Section 3: THE CHARGES:
vision programs, properly identiAND RESPONSIBILITIES
shall be accepted into evidence
The charges preferred by the when fied,relevant.
Television
Code
Review
Board
to
(Reference
Television
Code,
ReguSection 10: Continuance and exthe Television Board of Directors
lations & Procedures V Sec. 3)
proceeding or for
the grounds and rea- the timetensionofof anyfiling
or performing
Section 1— PREFERRING OF shall include
sons
therefor
together
with
speany
act
required
or allowed to be
CHARGES— CONDITIONS PREcific references to the Television
CEDENT:
Code. The charges shall contain done within a specific time may be
upon request, for a good
Prior to the preferring of a statement that the conditions granted
herein before described, cause shown. The Board or the
charges to the Television Board of precedent,
presiding
officer may
recesstime
or ad-as
Directors concerning violation of have been met.
journ a hearing
for such
the Code visionby Codea Review
subscriber,Board
the TeleAND
DECISIONSmay
be
deemed
necessary,
and
(1) HEARINGS
TELEVISION BOARD OF
may change the place thereof.
shall have appropriately, and in
DIRECTORS
Section
11:
The
decision
of
the
good time, informed and advised (References: Television Code, Television Board of Directors shall
such subscriber of any and all Regulations
&
Procedures,
III,
Sec.
4)
contain findings
with con-or
complaints and information coming
clusions, as well ofas fact
the reasons
to the attention of the Television
therefor. Findings of fact
following additional rules bases
Code Review Board and relating and(The
procedures shall obtain in such shall set out in detail and with
to the programming
of ' said
sub- hearings as may be held pursuant particularity all basic evidentiary
scriber; (2) shall have
reported
to
the
Television Code, Regulations facts developed on the record (with
to, and advised, said subscriber by
Procedures, III, Sec. 4) :,
analysis, interpretation, recom- & Section
citations
to the relied
tran1 : A subscriber shall be appropriate
script of record
or exhibit
mendation orotherwise, of the posin writing by registered on for each evidentiary fact) sup
sibility of a violation or breach of advised
of the charges preferred, porting the conclusion reached.
the Television Code by the sub- mail
Section 12: A request for re
scriber and (3) shall have served which notice shall include a statement of the grounds and reasons consideration or rehearing may be
upon the subscriber by registered for such
charges,
together
with
mail a notice of intent to prefer
filed by parties to the hearing. Re
charges, at least 20 days prior to appropriate
quests for reconsideration or
vision Code. reference to the Tele- hearing
the filing of any such charges with
shall state with particular
the Television Board of Directors.
Section 2: A subscriber against ity in what respect the decision or
charges have been preferred, any matter determined therein
During this period the Television whom
who has exercised his right to claimed to be unjust, unwarranted
Code Review Board may, within its and hearing,
shall be entitled to
sole discretion, reconsider its pro- aeffect
presentation of his case per- oranyerroneous,
posed
action,
based
upon
such
writfinding ofandfactwithshallrespect
specifyto1!1-"
s
o
n
a
l
y
,
b
y
agent,
by attorney, or
ten reply as the subscriber may
deposition and interrogatory. the pages of record relied on.
care to make, or upon any such by Section
3: Upon request by the the existence of any newly-dis
action as the subscriber may care
or the Teleto take program-wise in conform- subscriber-respondent
vision
Code Review Board, the
ance with the analysis, interpretation or recommendation of the Tele- Television Board of Directors, in NARTB Adopts Seal
its discretion,
invision Code Review Board.
tervention ofmay
one orpermit
more theother
NARTB 's TV board adopted
A. NOTICE OF INTENT:
a Seal of Approval to go
subscribers as parties-in-interest.
along
with its new TV code,
Section 4: A stenographic tranThe Notice of Intent shall inrecord shall be taken and
promulgated
Thursday in
clude a statement of the -grounds shall bescriptcertified
by the chairman
Washington.
An toartist
and reasons for the proposed
be
commissioned
draw will
the
of
the
Television
Board
of
Direccharges, erencincluding
appropriate
final seal. As approved, the
tors to the office of the secretary
es to the Television
Code. refseal
will
consist
of
an
open
of
the
NARTB,
where
it
shall
be
B. TIME:
laural wreath, points up, with
maintained. The transcript shall
these words underneath:
be open to inspection unless
In the event that the nature of not
otherwise
provided
by
the
party
"Entertainment,
Education,
the program in question is such respondent in the proceeding.
that time is of the essence, the
Culture,
Information."
A ribSection
5:
The
Television
Code
bon
will
appear
across
the
Television Code Review Board may
wreath above the words:
may, at its discreprefer charges within less than the Reviewtion, Board
"Seal of NARTB
Good Practice."
The
utilize the services of an at20 days above specified, provided
initials
will appear
torney from the staff of the
that a certain time in which reply
in block letters. Will the defor the purpose of effectmay be made is included in its NARTB
sign cover color television?
ing its presentation in a hearing
Notice of Intent, and provided that matter.
"Ask Charley Wilson of the
its reasons therefor must be speNPA," suggested Robert D.
Section 6:Code AtReview
hearing,Board
the Teleshall
Swezey, WDSU-TV New Or*References:
By-Laws
of(4);theTelevision
NARTB open andvisionclose.
leans,
chairman of the codeArticle
VII
Sec.
2
B
writing
committee.
Code,
Regulations
&
Procedures,
III,
Section 7: The right of cross-exSec. 5.
BROADCASTING
• Tel ec as tin

Dvered evidence is claimed the reuest shall be accompanied by a
erified statement of the facts
ogether with the facts relied on to
how that the party, with due
iligence, could not have known or
iscovered such facts at the time
;f the hearing. The request for
[ehearing
may seek: b. Additional
a. Reconsideration;
ral argument; c. Reopening of the
roceedings; d. Amendment of any
Tidings, or e. Other relief.
Section 13: Requests for reconideration or rehearing shall be
led within 10 days after receipt
y the respondent of the decision,
•pposition thereto may be filed
dthin five days after the filing of
tie request.
14: AtBoard,
the discretion
he^Section
Television
applicationof
f any penalty provided for in the
ecision may be suspended until the
oard makes final disposition of
he request for reconsideration or
ehearing.
4 Section 15: Any member of the
;'elevision Board may disqualify
simself, or upon good cause shown
!yisqualified
any interested
party, may
by a majority
vote beof
he Television Board.

source" instead
of citing
all the
affiliates
that carried
the program.
Would the code induce FCC to
call off its threatened hearing on
TV practices? "Ask Wayne Coy
(FCC Chairman)," Mr. Swezey
suggested.
When the TV board convened
Wednesday morning at NARTB
headquarters it went quickly into
the substantive provisions of the
code. By the end of the day the
directors had adopted a number
of changes in the document, including aplan to require posting
of bond in complaints. All day
Thursday they worked on the appendix, which is designed to specify
details of the enforcement procedure and to answer charges of
some radio attorneys that the penal
framework had "kangaroo court"
aspects.
Decisions of the TV board in
the case of violations are to contain findings of fact, in detail, in
support of the conclusion reached.
Rehearing may be asked, seeking
reconsideration, additional oral argument, reopening of proceedings,
amendment of findings etc.
All hearings will be closed and
correspondence will be confidential
except that the subscriber cited
TV Code Adopted
may waive this secrecy if he wishes.
TV board members may disqual.yjy
from page
77)
con.-nd(Continued
the TV Board,
Mr. Swezey
ify themselves in hearings or an
is oiiiaid :
interested party may be disqualified
fact* The unanimity with which the na- by majority board vote.
•; ion's telecasters
have self-regulation
acted in deThis clause, like the bonding
>;OT7eloping
rules for
procedure, is aimed at possible
gjAUhould
reassure
all
of
those
among
by competitors or nui. he public, in the government and complaints
sance complaints.
. Associated with special groups who
The board envisions general
: J ave expressed concern about present showing
of the seal on TV screens
:jP"haracter
and instrument
future development
his powerful
of commu-of along with other visual display.
re--.ications. Lawyers, doctors, educa- Suitable copies in the form of film,
tors, and many other professional
and other reproductions will
pe.jToups, older in experience than tele- beslideprepared
after the final design
vision
broadcasters,
have
established
has
been
drawn.
j he traditional practice of profesSections
of Code
ional self-regulation
as aobligations,
means of
LaS atisfying
public interest
The code is divided into: Preaminrto£isppe
television
broadcasters
now
have
ble, Programming, Advertising,
taken action in this pattern. The
. j^;'usiness-like
this Rules and Procedures for Observode has beenmanner
written inandwhich
adopted,
ance, and Appendix.
Section I includes preamble,
"•,t-^ad
he sincerity
of those
a hand inofthealljob,
reflectswhothehave
de- rules
of program behavior, adii;-iermination
vancement of education and culiroadcasters ofto America's
fulfill the television
command
ture, responsibility toward chil— -mplicit
in
the
Code's
preamble
itself
dren, decency and decorum in pro-that they represent and manage a
duction, community responsibility,
family
While medium."
a lot of problems facing treatment of news and public
events,
controversial
70 stations in conforming to the and religious programs.public issues
I ioard
ode remain
the that
TV
Section II covers advertising
membersunanswered,
made it clear
he document is designed to grow practices,mended with
of recomlimits on table
commercial
copy.
nth the industry and is subject
. o change as experience dictates. Language is not mandatory in
Asked if non-subscribing TV many of the advertising provisions,
tations could display the seal in giving stations latitude in the early
! onnection with programs fed by stage of TV's growth.
review board procedure is
"r i subscribing network, President in The
Section III.
l, '"ellows
explained
that
the
code
is
ipplied to stations and networks
The writers of the document exather than to stations. It was
plain the intent in these words:
onceded non-subscribing stations "The purpose of this Code is cooperatively tomaintain a level of
night get aincluded
"free ride"
network
>rograms
the ifseal.
Mr. television programming which gives
< jwezey noted, on the other hand, full consideration to the educational, informational, cultural,
hat NARTB can go to the courts
economic, moral and entertainment
q f use of the seal is abused.
needs
of
American public to
How about
status ofprograms
affiliate the end thatthemore
and more people
..' tations
when thenetwork
: iolate the seal, Mr. Swezey said will be better served."
Members
of
the
four committees
i,he review board would "go to the
• in I iROADCASTING
• Telecasting

that drew up the document were:
Committee
1 (Categories
— advancement ofsibility
education
and culture,
respontoward children,
acceptability
of program
material,
decency
and Taydec
o
r
u
m
i
n
production)
:
Davidson
lor, NBC,Network;
chairman; Clair
JamesR. L.McCullough,
Caddigan,
DuMont
WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
Pa.;
Paul DonRaibourn,
(TV) LosWCAU-TV
Angeles;
ald W. KTLA
Thornburgh,
Philadelphia.
2 (Categories
— Treatment
ofof Committee
news
and public
events,responsibility,
presentation
religion,
community
presentation
of controversial
issues):
Harold Hough,
WBAP-TV
FortWSB-TV
Worth,
chairman;
Leonard
Reinsch,
Atlanta;
Henry
W.
Slavick,
WMCT
(TV)
Memphis;
Mr.
Swezey.
Committee 3 (Category — Advertising

practices):
Walterchairman;
J. Damm,
TV Milwaukee,
HarryD.WTMJBannister,
WWJ-TV Cleveland.
Detroit; James
Hanrahan,
WEWS
Committee
4
(Category
—
Observance):
Mr. Raibourn,
chairman; Mr. Bannister
and
Mr. Thornburgh.
Thad visH.ion at NARTB
Brown Jr.,
ofto teleand director
the
television
board,andacted
ascounsel
secretary
all
committees
participated
in theto
drafting
of language.
Members
of thechairman;
TelevisionMr.BoardSwezey,
are:
Mr.
Thomas,
vice
chairman;
Campbell
Arnoux,
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; Mr. Bannister;
Mr. Hough;
McCollough;
Mr. Raibourn; W. D.Mr.Rogers,
Jr., KEYL
San
Antonio;
George B. Storer,
FortFrank
Indus-M.
try
Co.,
Birmingham,
Mich.;
Russell,
NBC;
Chris
J.
Witting,
DuMont
Network.

5 star participation
shows in a top TV sales market
At low participation rates, these top-rated programs
offer you ready-made and responsive audiences in America's fastest-growing TV area. All 5 shows have proven sales
records for national advertisers. Phone Blair TV or write
direct for program resumes.
"Armchair Theater" 11:10 P. M.
Top-rated
dailyTVlaterunsevening
show
featuring first
of outstanding
films by famous stars. Offers top value
for your TV advertising dollar.

"SharpSharp
Comments"
Fern
3:30 P. with
M.
A unique variety program for women
by a leadersenting for
over 12andyearshomemaking
in prenews to womenfashion, offoodcentral
Ohio.

"Homemakert
10:00
A. M. Hob Neb"
From "Slick- Tricks" to "Buying
Tips"
Tom features
Gleba and
cast of Jeanne
4 blendShea,
the best
offast-moving
the "Women's
Page"program.
into this
popular

COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10
CBJ-TV Network. Affiliated with Colombut Dispatch and
WBNS-AM.
Cene'ral-t
Jalei Office:
v 33 North High Jtrtel
mbns
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200-kw
UHF BID
WHUM Request
Denied
FEARING a "Foot-In-Door" for
commercial operation if it granted
request of WHUM Reading, Pa.,
for a 200-kw experimental TV station, FCC last week turned down
WHUM's bid for a $380,000 experimental outlet [B»T, Aug. 20].
In a Dec. 5 letter to WHUM,
FCC stated that in its opinion the
proposed experimental station
would not be constructed prior to
the lifting of the freeze and the
"net
your construction
would effect
be the ofcompletion
of a station having all the characteristics
of a commercial TV station and
one which, to a substantial degree,
is intended to be used as such by
you." permit a station of this type
to "To
be constructed at this time under an experimental authorization
would be contrary to the spirit and
purposes of the Commission's
'freeze' order," it added.
Opposition to the granting of the
WHUM application came from
WEEU, alsowerein Reading.
WEEU's
objections
that authorization
would be tantamount to a commercial grant, prohibited by the TV
freeze order [B*T, Sept. 24]. Both
WHUM and WEEU are commercial TV applicants in Reading.
WHUM had planned to put a
Channel 55 station at Summit Station, Pa., with antenna on 1,019-ft.
tower, giving it an antenna height
above average terrain of 1,800 ft.
Commission letter stated that if
WHUM wanted a hearing it should
request one by Dec. 26. If request
is not received by then, Commission said, it would dismiss the application.
EAST-WEST COLOR
AMA Show Put on Relay
THE FIRST transcontinental color
telecast was staged last Friday at
the American Medical Assn. convention in Los Angeles. It was
microwaved and cabled closed circuit to groups of doctors at the U.
of Chicago and at CBS color laboratories in New York City. CBS
and Smith, Kline & French participated in the venture.
Telecast was the operation for a
rare heart ailment on a 20-year-old
patient at Los Angeles County
General Hospital. The operation,
performed by Dr. John C. Jones of
the U. of Southern California
Medical School, required cutting
open of the man's chest and removal of restricting tissues surrounding and impeding the flow of
blood through the aorta, principal
vessel feeding blood to the body
from the heart.
TELEVISION
Sound film studios
Sound
proof
AM 3 phasescreening,
power.
Separate
roomsstagefor600projection,
cutting
storage. shop, dressing, lounge, office and
155 East 40thH. MUK.St.,Goodkind
New York, N. Y.
6-1970
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film

report

A CTRESS-AUTHOR Ilka Chase
J\ will beninestarred
The FemiAngle,film
a inquarter-hour
weekly television
series to be
distributed by United Artists Television, New York. Miss Chase will
interview a prominent personality
on each program and choose five
women-of-the-week for a story on
their professions.
The series will be filmed in New
York and released each Tuesday
in time for telecasting the following day.announced
In addition,
ists
that MissUnited
Chase Artwill
make individual announcements for
sponsors
inal cost. of the program at nom— Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, will re-release its hourlong Christmas television film, The
Joyful Hour, produced last year,
for showing again this year on TV
stations. It will be offered to stations without charge. The story is
about the Nativity and features
Ruth Hussey, Nelson Leigh, Pat
O'Brien and his family and Cecil
Cunningham.
Frank McDonald directed the program.
— Television distribution rights
to more thanmentaries40from Julian
Bryan docuInternational
Film
Foundation has been acquired by
Sterling Television Co., New York.
Four international prize-winners
are in the group: Boundary Lines,
Picture In Your Mind, Sampan
Family and Japanese Family.
— The Princeton Film Center,
Princeton, N. J., has been selected
by
Flanagan's
Home,
BoysFather
Town,
Neb., toBoy's
distribute
their
new
21-minute
color
Place Called Home. Prints willfilm,be
available for distribution after
Jan. 1.
— Marking its first year of operation, the Educational Film Sales
Department of U. of California
Extension announces the availability of nine new 16 mm films of
interest to educators and school
administrators.
The nine are part of a series of
motion pictures on the various
crafts within the dramatic arts
and were produced by the Theatre
ONE-CHANNEL
CITIES Listed
Reservations
FOLLOWING cities have only one
channel proposed by the FCC to be
allocated to that city and reserved
for noncommercial, educational
use:
VHF —College,
University, Ala.;
Orono, Me.;
State
H.;
Chapel
Hill, N. Miss.;
C. UHF Durham,
— Auburn,N.Ala.;
Storrs,sity, Miss.;
Conn.;
Moscow,
Ida.;
UniverOxford, Va.;
Ohio; State College,
Pa.; Morgantown,
Blacksburg,
Va.;
W. Va.Charlottesville,
Cities which have the only VHF
channel reserved for educational
use are:
Fayetteville,
Ark.;
Boulder,
Col.;
Gainesville,
Fla.;Iowa;
Athens,
Ga.; Urbana,
111.;
Iowa City,
Lawrence,
Kan.;
Manhattan,
Columbia,
Bozeman,
Mont.; Kan.;
Corvallis,
Ore.; Mo.;
Brookings,
S. D.; tion,
Vermillion,
S. D.;Tex.;College
StaTex.;
Denton,
Pullman,
Wash.; Laramie, wyo,

Arts Dept. on the Los Angeles
campus of the University. The nine
current titles include Four Ways
to Drama, One Way to Build a
Flat, Make-up for the Theatre,
Color and Light, Making Theatrical
Wigs,
Projecting
Motion Pictures,
Bird Hunt,
Introduction
to Jazz
and Perspective Drawing.
For more information write the
Educational Film Sales Dept., University Extension, U. of California,
Los Angeles 24. Complete study
guides are available on each film.
Preview prints are also available
on request, according to William
Jordan, head of the Film Sales
Department.
— Exclusive distribution contract
has
beenPrograms
signed by and
UnitedParsonett
Televivision
Studios for a new series of halfhour programs, according to Gerald King, president of United.
Actor Melvyn Douglas stars in

the series, titled Hollywood Affair
He plays
sue ,,
ceeds
wherea super-sleuth
others fail inwhosolving
unusual situations.
Production plans call for com'
pletion of Hollywood Affair in iam] I;
for telecasting early in February
Rip Van Runkle, author of motior Ljj
picture Destination Moon, is writ ingThethe Hollywood
series. Affair programs »
are first of several contemplatec
films which Marion Parsonett, pres
ident of Parsonett Studios, wil
produce in his Long Island studios
EightDetroit,
markets,Chicago,
including
Ne-wfc!
York,
Cincinnat
and Buffalo,
have already
pur,
chased the series, said Aaron Beck
with, sales director for United N
Parsonett
televisior1bj jPF'"
film companyis the
to beeighth
represented
United for exclusive distribution I keytltt
Sales and Production . . .
KELLOGG
Creek, Mich
commercials Co.,
on Battle
Tom Corbett,
Spac
Cadet
program,
ABC-TV,
feature a Pep Honor Rollcurrentl
of Je
(Continued on page 113)

Education-Only TV
PROGRAM ISSUE
Raised by JCET
WHAT
HAPPENS
to
FCC's
"well-rounded"
service
requirement wheijei :
the only TV station in a town is an educational outlet?
That question was raised and answered by the Joint Committee oMm
Educational Television in one of the last filings' in the current "paper'
*proceedings.
allocations
Taylor, was announced b?Jjm
Its recommendation
: Let the non- Telford
commercial, educational station JCET last week. Gen. Taylor wa
carry commercial programs on a recently appointed Administrate) or te
temporarymercial basis
regular
com- of the Small Defense Plants Ad| | o
TV serviceuntilcomes
to town.
ministration [B*T, Oct. 22, 15]1 i
Mr. Landis was a member of th
Strongly toemphasized
is JCET's
opposition
any
relaxation
of
the
noncommercial rules which forbid Federal Trade Commission, 1933
selling time. What JCET has in
Securities
Com jjj
mission.
1934-37and Exchange
(and chairmai|
mind is an interim measure only. 34;
According to the proposed FCC 1935-37); dean of the Harvard La\,
allocations cational
plan,centers"14 —cities
— all "edu- School, 1937-46. During Worl
are
only one TV channel.
It is assigned
reserved War II he was Director of Civi n
for educational broadcasters. In Defense, 1942-43; Economic Minis
addition, there are 17 cities, also ter to the Middle East 1943-45. A [
primarily educational centers, in present he is a member of th
which the only VHF channel is New York law firm of Landi
reserved for educational use.
Taylor & Scoll and of the Wash ^
Include Commercial Programs
ington law firm of Landis, Coher
Rubin, Schwartz & Gewirtz. Sey
Since,tionalinstationboth
may cases,
supplythetheeducaonly mour Krieger. of the Washingto
TV service to the community for a law firm of Krieger & Jorgensei
long
time, JCET should
wondered
whether will continue as JCET associat
the Commission
not consider
making it possible for it to include counsel.
In the release announcing M
commercial programs temporarily.
Exhibits attached to the JCET Landis' appointment, JCET sai
brief showed that each of the cities that 552 educational institution! >,
to which a single noncommercial filed comments during the recerj iy
station had been proposed would
be served ultimately by a number proceedings.
JCET, which is partially finance
of signals from stations outside
its own confines.
the Education,
Ford Foundation's
Adult
is madeFund
up fo
In the instances where the only by
VHF channel is reserved, commer- American Council on Educatio*^
cial UHF stations will come along Assn. for Education by Radio-T\ |
of Land-Grant Colleges an
subsequently to furnish "well- Assn.
rounded service," the brief indi- Universities, National Assn.
cated.
JCET's
thinking
here
is
Educational
Broadcasters, National;
that VHF stations can get going
of State Universities, Nj m
much earlier than those granted a Assn.
tional
Council
of Chief State Scho< |
UHF channel.
Officers
Appointment of James M. Landis tion
Assn.and the National Educs
as counsel, succeeding Brig. Gen.
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in civilian goods — say, 10% or
TV Set Freeze?
more — may eliminate profit margins of manufacturers, upset the
(Continued from page 79)
balance between consumer
or civilian use after next July 1. delicate
and military allotments and lead
Allocations for the first half of to
total
conversion.
952 appear safe, he added.
© The difficulty in meeting milNickel is urgently needed for jet
itary orders has been due less to
•ngines and copper for atomic en- materials
shortages and meeting
ergy plants, he pointed out. Civilian
iroducers already have been cut civilian needs than to lack of machine tools, accelerated arms ship)ack up to about 60%, and other
•eductions will not release substan- factors. ments abroad, strikes and other
ial quantities of steel and brass
@ Fulfillment of essential cinill products.
for radio-TV
' If athetotalrepercussions
TV blackout would
material-be receiversvilianandrequirements
other higher priorzes,
ity
goods
is
not
endangering
the
elt throughout broadcast and reated industries — starting with rearmament program.
The progress of electronics is
SCC's announced intent to lift the
tV station freeze by next spring, being studied almost daily in relation to the defense drive. Meetivisii ot would come as no surprise to
ings are scheduled today (Monday)
ted t nany informed authorities, though
for:
:>utio- i-heyichave
not generally
given pub(1) The Electronics Production
expression
to this feeling.
The reasoning is along these Board, under E. T. Morris, to evaluate the military-civilian production
anes:
balance.
vcBt ; While industry has practiced con(2)
The Electronics Parts &
■jJ ,ervation and subsituted other Components
Distributors Industry
netals, some copper and nickel are Advisory Committee
ritally essential for radio-TV re- variety of subjects. to discuss a
eivers. Radio coverage has reached
The Electronics board has been
Tj it point closely akin to saturation — meeting quietly at least every fort™ir^CCat still
leasthasmore
closely
than TV.on
night. Consensus is that the elecin effect
its freeze
tronics bottleneck has been retew TV stations. When it is lifted,
solved
and that aircraft producMHiew stations would not take the air
tion represents the No. 1 problem.
>efore 1953 anyway. The role of The board
to weigh the
to (television is not on as high a plane preparednessis expected
program in relation
papetjijf essentiality for civil defense to the statements
by Mr. Wilson
Mr. Fleischmann, and two
stations at saving
the present
l$jj~is
ime.radio
could and
Congressional committees.
orwa)s)e
madeA substantial
in materials earmarked
The distributors group will view
state
sets — more basis
comparaprogress of maints & pjor
)ly television
on a quantitative
than metal shortages,
tenance, repair and operation or2 ,,ij,:rom
i5"n;hat the
whichcolormay
be
anticipated
ders
(providing
materials for
TV set manufacture amateur radio operators),
difficulty
Aoan.
in
obtaining
tubes,
copper wiring
T Different lines of thinking and switches, a report
on
testing
. Among top government, industry equipment and the recent color
TV
auMrind Congressional leaders contin- manufacturing ban. Nelson MilriLaTile(j to point up confusion over the
ler of the National Production
Worl Progress of the rearmament pro- Authority's Office of Civilian Requirements wil preside.
: Cir|"'?ram.
Minispi Conflict was raised initially by
80% To Military
15, Affifae Senate Preparedness SubcomA similar session was held
• ttn.nittee which criticized the "lag"
La„|ji|ji.n the preparedness drive and by NPA last Wednesday for a
m.iVook Mr. Wilson to task for jeop- magnet manufacturers' industry
ardizing military production by group. Committee reported that
oermitting civilian industry to 80% of its output goes for military or defense-supporting orders
'unction
a reasonable
tive levelat[B»T,
Dec. 3]. or opera- and the remainder is channeled to
. On the basis of developments last radio-TV manufacturers. NPA
outlined procedures for obtaining
;i:iaf veek
these further conclusions materials
vere suggested:
ter of 1952.during the second quar%
Government
procurement
oficials are more concerned over the
A piano-makers industry unit
NPA, protesting the
ag in aircraft output per se than also called on of
that instrument
my deficiency in electronic pro- classification
with
less
essential
consumer-type
luction, which has held up very products. Members felt
the agency
veil.
struck
a
sour
note,
pointing out
® The administration may ap- that radios and TV receivers
are
point a procurement czar for the
trmed forces in a bid to eliminate bunched in the "A" subgroup of
service disputes and speed up the civilian class "B" product listetting of contracts once contracts
ings [B*T, Nov. 26]. This means,
lire obligated on paper. Procure- they said, that "education and
family
life in the home is nonnent during July-October for aircraft, ships, tanks, weapons and essential."
'lectronics was roughly $10.5 bil- committee,
A Congressional
"watchdog"
headed by Sen.
Burnet
Mr. Fleischmann made these Maybank (D-S. C), praised the
mobilization effort and slapped
loints:
© A further additional cutback obliquely at the companion Senate
IROADCASTING
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NBC-TV Sales Policy
(Continued from page 79)
time and talent, would rise from
$12,000 to $19,500.
Multiple
Madden felt, is sponsorship,
one answer Mr.
to rising
costs. He thought it will also be
necessary to provide for exchange
of commercial time among sponsors
of programs on alternate-week
every-third-week
basis, in orderor
that each will get the benefit of
having
weekly. its name before the public
With respect to theatre TV, he
saw no reason for broadcast television to be afraid. By 1955, he
estimated there will be 28 million
TV homes, which, assuming three
viewers per home, would mean an
audience of 84 million persons.
Comparatively, he expected 4,300
theatres to be TV-equipped by 1955,
with seating capacities averaging
1,000 each for a total theatre TV
capacity of 4.3 million. Even if all
these theatre seats were filled with
people from TV homes, it was noted, more than 79 million others
from
TV homesif they
couldn'twanted
get into
the theatres
to.
Accordingly, NBC-TV is expected
totheatre
developtelevision.
some programming for
Preparedness Subcommittee under
Sen. Lyndon Johnson (D — Texas).
The Maybank group made these
points:
cannothasreasonably
conclude
that• "We
the nation
failed to maintain
its minimum military strength in an
effort
to place butter
before are
guns."to
• Mobilization
authorities
be lauded for choosing a "middle
road" between "converting the entire
economy to an all-out production effort" and bestowing "merely token
recognition
to military
needs."
•
"The
first
extreme
would have
caused widespread
unemployment
and
would have precipitated economic
crises
of
all
kinds."
The
other
would
have courted national disaster.
Industry and other defense leaders also got into the act. Philip
D. Reed, board chairman of General Electric Co., declared that
"the peak
of the rearmament
gram as presently
projected isprotoo
high
and
comes
too
soon."be He
recommended the program
reduced or at least projected over a
longer range.
Secretary of Defense Robert
Lovetttion,rejected
Reed'sforposiclaiming it Mr.
is urgent
the
U. S. to rearm as speedily as possible.
In other developments NPA:
• Placed outdoor advertising firms
wholly tounder
its Classmaterials
"B" listings
subject
the controlled
plan..
The
regulation
brackets
frameworks
and supports
with
displays,
posters,
signs andcluded in the
othergroup.
parts previously in© Permitted manufacturers using less
than bonspecified
amounts
(30 tons
carsteel,
8 tons ofsteel,
alloy
steel,of 1,500
pounds
of stainless
of aluminum
and 3,000 pounds2,000of pounds
copper
and base alloy) per quarter to selfauthorize
their orders
for Class
"B"
products
(radio-TV
receivers,
ters, andequipment).
other consumer
and transmitcommercial
•
Made
plain
that
machine
tools
may
not
be diverted
priority
or civilianafter
uses.Feb. 1 toon non• Announced
rubber
may be that
liftedrestrictions
after Jan. 1. new

LommonujEflLTH
723 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
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HYMAN
Grayson's
and Appliance
52-week GRAYSON,
contract forpres.,
Country
Fair Furniture
on WBAL-TV
BaltimoreCenter,
Lookingfinalizes
on (I
toproducer;
r): Jack Herb
Burk,Metzier,
station GEsalesSupply
exec; Co.;
FrankGeorge
Seager,Avis,Grayson's;
Bert Agency.
Claster,
Azrael Adv.

CINCINNATI'S
Fourth Previews
Street Areaon
Assn.
takes Fashion
WCPO-TV Cincinnati. Wm. Newbold
Sr., pres.,before
Newbold's
completes
contract
(I to r)Inc.,
Reuben
Herzfeld,
vice
pres.
&
gen.
mgr.,
Jenny's;
Pat Crafton, station acct. exec;
Tim
Kilduff, adv. -prom, mgr., Pogue's.

HANSORD Pontiac Co. of Minneapolis
Sportseach
DigestSunday
featuringbuysFredweekly
Vant Hull
onto KSTP-TV
Minneapolis-St.
Paul.
r: Mr. Vant Hull; Bob Nicolin,L
Mullen-Nicolin Agency; Rudy Luther,
Hansord Pontiac; and Karl Kaufmann,
KSTP-TV acct. exec.

RHODES Pharmacol Co. takes The ROBERT M. GANGER (seated), exec,
Clock on ABC-TV. L to r: Walter vice pres., P. Lorillard Co., finalizes
Zivi,
radio-TV agency;
dir., O'Neal,
Larson Old Gold sponsorship of Down You Go
& McMahon,
Ed Friendly,
on WABD (TV) New York and Dueastern television sis. mgr. of ABC; Mont
Network. H. A. Kent, (left) comNelson J. McMahon, agency pres.;
pres., and Chris. J. Witting,
and Jerome Rhodes, pres. of sponsor- DuMontpany dir.
and gen. mgr., look on.
ing firm.
THREE-YEAR contract for Boston Blackie, Ziv Television production, is signed
by Ervin Weinberger, prom, dir.. Ward Drug Co., Dallas. Watching (I to r):
Jack Blake, KRLD-TV Dallas acct. exec.; O. J. Reiss, Ziv representative; Bill
Meeks, Pams Adv.; William Roberts, asst. gen. mgr. ehg. sis., KRLD-TV.

'DISTRIBUTION'
MEDIUM
ZZ.
TELEVISION
may become "an even more
important distribution
medium,
than a communications medium" but its distribution features cannot be! I
exploited
arrangements
are made
to collecttoldat thethe 42dreceiving
end,"j tomc
Millard C.until
Faught,
public relations
consultant,
anniversary;
dinner of the Radio Club of America last Tuesday in a speech laud- with red ink; even the premium
stadium sports, like baseball and
ing box office TV.
Dr. Faught, president of the football, are suffering from rustingj t
Faught
Co.,
New
York
—
one
of
turnstile; the book publish- ^
whose clients is Zenith Radio Corp., ofingthebusiness
is languishing; and
developer of Phonevision — said altogether too many church edithat "by solving the prosaic probfices
are
falling
into disrepair fa
lem of 'how to collect the admission albeit man is in a notably
resurgent- «
ticket'
any
such
workable
box
office
home-television service automati- mood for religious sustenance.'
cally makes the family living room
On the other hand, he said, TV or
into a potential movie house, legitimate theatre, sports stadium, class uct"
— comfortably,
his prod-'
owr Vat!
"takes
the customer into the
room or even church — complete
home. Despite the "tacit assump^ L
withThe collection
plate."
question now is up to FCC, tion" that broadcast programs!'!1
he pointed
that "it decimay continued,
should be freetelevision
to the set-owner,
he"
additionally^
well
be theout,mostadding
portentious
"still has forall delivering
of its uniqueprograms
poten*
sion in the history" of the Commis- tialities
sion.He also suggested a number of of a sort people are demonstrably
to pay for . . . these wouk
new uses for radio and TV — use of willing
the same kinds of programs foi
small FM stations as electronic bewhich
people
now pay when thej
house organs
by industrial
cerns, for instance,
and usecon-of go out of the home to 'consume
small stations by "local clubs, Boy
Via subscription TV he saw #
Scout troops,
of commerce, unions, chambers
churches, etc.,
for "potential quadrupling of the mo
those typesnicationsofwhichcommunity
commupicture market," plus service'
make up the very tiongreat
of shut-ins
wh(j*1T
to the theatre
anyway
them." gonumbers
life blood of a democratic society." tocannot
And theatrical first nights, on box ^
Is Guest Speaker
office TV, might provide the pro Tl
Dr. Faught was guest speaker at ducer with "revenue equivalent tc hi
the birthday dinner of the club, an that of a year's ordinary run," he Bcni
organization of leading engineers. continued, noting that subscriptioi k\
0. J. Morelock, Weston Electrical television similarly can be a finan
Instrument Corp., is president. cial boon in many other fields, in M
Harry Sadenwater, Radio Engi- eluding education.
neering Labs, was toastmaster for
the dinner, held at the Advertising
Club of New York and attended by
approximately 200 persons.
PRODUCTION TAX H
Speaking on "Radio and TeleSeek Change in L.A ^
vis on .. . Why?",
Dr. Faught said
at least
four subscription
TV
seeking lowering hit
methods now are being developed AMENDMENT
of city license fees for televisioi h s
and
that
one
of
these
—
Zenith's
film
producers
will
be presented t< sib
Phonovision — has completed its
first commercial test. The others, Los Angeles City Council at th1 ik,
session.
propose" tlxted
he noted, are Skiatron's Subscriber- group's
action, next
which
would The
Vision, Paramount's Telemeter, fees
TV producers
tocut50 orlicensi
759 §tr
and "the subscription system that of thatfor required
producers o L
RCA reports as taking form in its theatrical motionfrom
pictures, is th, SeD
of meetings between repre, L
Though he felt that TV may be- result
sentatives of the National Societ) [ (
come most important as a distribu- of
Television
and th! [ f
tion medium, he said he also Revenue and TaxProducers
Committee of thI |]
thought
achieve its true po- council.
y,
labs." it te"will
ntials" byand
servingcommunications
in both the
distribution
NSTP maintains that profits de m
fields.
rived from TV film production ar! h
less than those fror er i;
Many fields that depend on "mov- considerably
motion picture production, so tha L
the consumer
to the
product," license
fees for TV producei] fe,
Dr. ingFaught
said, are
experiencing
trouble. He said:
should be less than those for mq fe-j
producers,
rather tha:j k,fa
"Our colleges and universities tion
at
thepicture
same level
as at present,
(distribution vehicles for ideas and
education) are running critically
Scales under proposed amend m
in the red; motion picture theatres ment calls for $25 yearly fee fo L
production costs of $25,00 fe
by the hundreds have closed in re- gross
many revenue
more sub-as or less, with additional dollar pel m
sistcenton months,
such and
tenuous
$1,000 of gross costs over $25,000 |[
Present scales are $50 per yea Is
popcorn
atre hassales;
shrunktheto legitimate
islands of thede- minimum for production of $25,00 ll
fense in three or four of the largest gross or less to maximum of $70 |(
metropoli; cultural distribution fa- yearly for .500,000 gross produe ^
cilities, like the Met, are awash tion or more.
Met
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Who Got the Pictures?
!PH0NEVISI0N
FILMS
JENITH OFFICIALS — probably of his clients, said that movie wood producers that their collective ban on supplying films veered
'resident Eugene F. McDonald Jr. producers made films available to
;md Attorney Irving Herriott — Zenith after he complained to the close to violation of the laws, H.
Justice Dept. that their refusal to Graham Morison, chief of the
-pll
be
recalled
this
week
before
,he St. Louis grand jury investi- do sotrustwas
anti-trust
division, told
laws. contrary to the anti- Dept.'s
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
last
g the activitiesRevenue
of former
ector ofgatinInternal
JamesCol-P.
week. By June 15 several had
The
Zenith
president's
state•Mnnegan.
by
September
pracment was issued immediately after agreed, ticaand
l y al had given assurances,
The long-pending study of Mr. his appearance before the grand that they
would comply with
jury in St. Louis two weeks ago.
"Mnnegan's
alleged
irregularities
request, he said. Mr.
inearthed a new angle last week
Last week, also, the grand jury Zenith's
Morison
said
nor anyvhen it was discovered he had heard
Paul Raibourn, vice presione else in hisneither
divisionhe knew
Mr.
i>een retained by Zenith Radio
dent of Paramount Pictures (and Finnegan.
Sorp. for $50,000 to help get films head of its TV activities), and J.
or the Chicago radio-TV manu- Robert Rubin, vice president and
Morison Explains
acturer's
Phonevision test [B*T, general counsel of Loew's-MGM.
In answer to the question why
Tan.
22 et seq.].
The session was short lived, last- Zenith
felt it had to hire Mr. Fin: Late last week, former Sen. Buring only 15 minutes, with one obnegan when the Justice Dept.
server describing it as "highly un- virtually had secured the film com'.on K. Wheeler (D-Mont.), said
*Ir. Finnegan "apparently sold a productive."
cooperation, Mr. Morison
Most of the movie executives explained panies'
)ill of goods" to Zenith. The former
that his agency was interMontana
Senator,with
now Zenith
in Washingare understood to have
ested only in questions of law and
on law practice
as one queried
said they did not know Mr. Fin- shied away from any activity that
negan and to have denied it was
dealings.make it a party to business
through his efforts that films were would
obtained. The major reason for
Mr. Finnegan was hired by
to cooperation in sup- Zenith in November 1950.
SUBSCRIPTION TV the switch
plying films is agreed by many to
Producers claimed that Phonevi'Box Office' Need Cited be the complaint filed with the
sion was competitive to theatre exSENITH is about to petition FCC Justice Dept. by ex-Senator
hibition of films and at first reWheeler.
lor
the
establishment
of
subscripfused to supply any of their prod;ion television as a commercial
uct to Zenith for its FCC-approved
Hollywood Informed
j>ervice and for the approval of its
90-day test in Chicago early this
Beginning in June 1950, the year
Phonevision as one practical meth[B*T, Jan. 22 et seq.].
Justice Dept. informed the Holly)d of operating subscription TV.
Phonevision is a system of subThese disclosures were made last
scription-TV whereby a scrambled
Wednesday in a speech by Henry C.
picture is sent over the air and
3onfig, vice president, Zenith Radio WTMJ-TV CODE
cleared up by a device connected to
dorp. Mr. Bonfig spoke at a dinNew Program Policies Set the telephone. Fee, usually menler meeting of the Sales Executive WTMJ-TV
tioned at $1, is charged to the subMilwaukee last week
ds.fe Z!lub in Los Angeles.
scriber's telephone bill.
released its new standards of proStory
of the Zenith-FinneganMr.
Bonfig's
speech,
"The
Growgram policies.
motion
picture
broke the
ng Need for Subscription TeleviR. G. Winnie, station manager, weekend of Dec.liaison
2 when the St.
sion," executives
outlined a practical
side for commented
that the new policies Louis Globe-Democrat printed the
;he sales
to consider.
He said survey after survey has "reflect the feeling of this station report of the $50,000 fee.
Comdr. McDonald, in a state^hown that viewers are willing to that there is a special responsiment issued the following day, said
bility placed upon television staoay extra to see special events. The
<5enith vice president said TV costs
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
a
single
station
market."
that
by September
arSix
basic
policies
which
were
rangements had been 1950
made all
to test
are so heavy that advertising canlot bear the entire brunt. That is described as guide posts to future the Phonevision system, "but
ivhy, he added, that television needs follows
programming
are paraphrased as Zenith had no films from the eight
:
i "boxplied office"
which could
be supmajor
by subscription
television.
(1)
All
provisions
of theareproposed
He film
went producers."
on: "We were aptelevision code
to be
Striking home at the Los An- NARTB
inrigidly
adhered
to.
dipvrioduaaclhsedin,bory attorneys
connectedandwith,by the
cers fceles area, he said "Here you have
Dramatic programs dealing film industry, each one seeking to
ttfeeven television stations. Last year, with(2) crime,
and mystery are represent us, and each one assuring
iccording to the FCC report, only not acceptablehorror
prior to 9 p.m. and us
he could help get the needed
i -'one
operated
at
a
profit.
Under
then
only
if
they
do
overstep the
he proposed allocation plan there bounds of decency andnotdecorum.
Among
those who approached
nittjlivill be three UHF channels made
(3) A synopsis of certain types of Zenith on this
matter was Mr. Finj ivailable here, and numerous other program
to
be
presented
prior
to
negan,
the
Zenith president said.
^ stations in the surrounding cities. 9 p.m. such as psychological dramas films."
We agreed to retain him as
„a:|iDo you believe it possible for ad- and experimental-theatre type pro- ".our. .attorney
we believed
ductions mustthebestation
presented
in ad-on that he would because
-ertising
revenues
to support
be able to help us
vance so that
may pass
n Los Angeles
and alone
the immediately
,.,ce| surrounding area the number of acceptability.
get the films in time for our test,"
„,„!television stations that can, from
continued.
"Within
(4) WTMJ-TV
will not repeat pro- Mr.
a fewMcDonald
weeks after
we retained
grams within a year.
am* standpoint of technical availabil(5) Each program is accepted on Finnegan we received assurances
,nt j ties, be operated here?
of its content, public in- from several of the major proainenit" Phonevision were available the basis
ducers that they would make films
terest andWhenacceptability
of itschanges
spon; oday in Los Angeles, and your
sor.
an advertiser
to us.Mr.I don't
know did
what,in
, 'iji1 elevision set owners patronized it format, talent or advertising, the pro- available
if anything,
Finnegan
,: peb it the same rate as our test f armgram
immediately
becomes
subject
connection
with
persuading
the
ies [in Chicago], the station show- to review by the station as to its producers to make their films
further acceptability.
available
to
us
.
.
.
incidentally
'J vould
ng a movie
from
9:30
to
11
p.m.
net three times as much as
(6) Should any of these principles
rentalpresident
charges."stated that
i,-he gross time charge of all Los be violated, WTMJ-TV reserves the without
The Zenith
\ngeles television stations com- right tolationcancel,
without usual cancelnotice.
(Continued
on page 111)
>ined !"
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WHEN
TELEVISION
SELLS...

FURNITURE
IN
SYRACUSE

Brothers Chet and Stanley Sagenkahn
ofhavethe been
Sagenkahn
Furniture
Galleriesfor
on WHEN
television
over two years. They attribute the
year-round
successChair
of the
BARCA-TV
LOUNGER Heart
to their
promotion of this item which retails
at an average price of $165. WHEN
television sells for Sagenkahn!

TO YOUR NEAREST KATZ
AGENCY MAN AND GET THE
FACTS ON CENTRAL NEW
YORK'S BEST TIME BUYS.
CBS»ABODUMONT

OWNED BY THE
MEREDITH PUBLISHING CO.
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Gf

IN

TV

25

COMMEMORATING the 25th anrsary of General Electric
entry into nivetelevision,
Dr. E. F.Co.'s
W.
Alexanderson, TV pioneer and for
45 yearsventor, GE's
mostwillprolific
innext Sunday
make his
debut before the video cameras on
the GE Fred Waring Show on CBS
Television.
Exactly 25 years before, on Dec.
16, 1926,reports
the nation's
newspapers
carried
of a historic
address by Dr. Alexanderson, now
retired but then consulting engine r to GE, which he had made the
previous evening at a meeting of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in St. Louis. In that
talk he had announced the development of a system for transmitting moving pictures by radio.
For days afterwards the press
devoted columns to pictures of Dr.
Alexanderson and his machine,
which used revolving mirrors to
project a video image on a screen.
He was quoted as envisioning the
time when
"the onworldparade,
may view
the
Tajah
of India
a future
"world
championship
boxing
match,
or heads of nations may hold a
-conference
by television."
Old hat today,
but hot news in
1926.
Mirror Replaced
The mirrors in Dr. Alexanderson's initial
Teplaced
withTV a set-up
Nipkowweredisc,soona
solid metal disc about the size of a
"bicycle
spiral ofwheel,
48 smallperforated
holes, whichwithwasa
placed between the brilliantly
•lighted
a bank in
of photo
cells. Assubject
the and
variations
light
impulses reflected from the object
through the holes in the disc (which
scanned the complete picture 20
times a second) hit the photo cells,
they were changed into radio impulses ready for broadcasting.
Concurrently, Dr. Alexanderson
was working on the first American
home television receiver, a cabinet
about the size of the old style console phonograph, containing a disc
similar to that used in the transmitter. The radio impulses received
through the air were changed back
into light by a specially built highfrequency gas-filled neon tube and
projected through the holes in the
disc to produce a picture about
three inches square.
This first TV home receiver was
publicly demonstrated to GE officials and newsmen on Jan. 13, 1928.
An improved model, with larger
Tioles, each containing a magnifying lens, resulting in a received
picture 14 inches square, was a
center of interest at the New York

Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
WBAL
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YEARS

Dr. Alexanderson Notes

broadcasting picture signals three
afternoon half-hours a week. On
Aug.
22, 1928, was
Dr. installed
Alexanderson's
TV equipment
on the
steps of the state capitol in Albany,
15 miles from Schenectady, to pick
up the first remote telecast, of Gov.
Alfred E. Smith as he accepted the
Presidential nomination of the
Democratic Party.
Theatre Showing
An inside look at the inventor'i
In April 1929 the Nipkow disc receiver
which incorporated scanwas discarded in favor of a cathning disc and loudspeaker. It waikni
an
outstanding
attraction at the
ray tube, forerunner
of today's
videoode picture
tubes. A year
later,
in May 1930, Dr. Alexanderson 1928 New York Radio Show andl'w
Historic glimpse of Dr. Alexander- made his next important contribu- was
seen again a year later at both ilcl
tion to television when he produced Chicago and New York Radii
son as he poses with his first television transmitter. Each of the 2U a picture seven feet square on the
* Shows.
★ *
mirrors mounted on the wheel of screen of Proctor's Theatre in
that
many
amateursin and
adoptee-!
the machine is at a different angle. Schenectady. For the unprece- found
the habit of listening
oui ^
Seven distinct light sources used
dented feat of projecting a TV pic- noon hour of radio became the firsl g]
painted a crude image of picture
ture on a large screen, Dr. Alexan- regular broadcasting. But we ha
telecast before seven photo cells. using adersonlight
idea what it would lead to
built a cell
new developed
type of receiverby Dr. no "Our
* ★ *
idea was to telephone acros
August
Karolus
to
change
the
rathe ocean and so we did at th
Radio Show the following Septemdio
impulses
back
into
light.
close
of
the war [World War I]
ber and in 1929 it was displayed
At that first theatre demonstra- but we failed
to see the great socia
again at both the New York and
tion,
Dr.
Alexanderson
said:
significance of broadcasting. Tele
Chicago Radio Shows.
"For
15
years
radio
was
simply
vision
is
today
in the same state
Meanwhile, on May 10, 1928, an auxiliary to navigation. In 1915
radio telephony was in 1915
GE's radio station in Schenectady, and 1916, we held daily communi- as "Whether
the
general publi
WGY, made television a regular
cation by radio telephone from
be enough interested or gei|y
part of its program schedule, Schenectady to New York. We will
sufficient satisfaction out of tele
vision is still to be seen. A new\
Planned Soon technique of entertainment will SCF
As a supplement
In New York required.
SKIATRON TEST
broadcasting it can make a realit? to ti
of
the
radio
drama. Political an
TESTS
Skiatron
Visionhomes
systemwithin
for the
pay-as-youwatch TVof will
start inCorp.'s
some Subscriber300 New York
next 60 educational speakers may use it a
a
medium
and
entertaining person
to 90 days if FCC approves, Skiatron President Arthur Levy said
Thursday.
alities like Will Rogers will tell th
latest
wisecracks
and comment oi
The 90-day tests will utilize both
If the Skiatron system is ulti- the news of the day. It is likel
live and film shows, with the latmately
adopted,
the
company
will,
ter expected to account for 75%
moving picture theatri
like any sponsor, buy air time from thattheevery
of the programming, to be sched- the
citiesa will
to b< *a!
station to transmit its scram- equippedlarge
uled during peak audience hours
to give
shorthave
televisio
bled sight and sound. The com- act.
of 6-9 p.m. To get first-run Hollywood features, Skiatron, at the
Saw Great Potential
pany hopes ultimately to apply for
its own frequencies and establish
suggestion of West Coast pro- its
"The
new inven
own transmitters, however.
ducers, wrote Eric Johnston
tions in possibilities
this art of fortelevision
J. R. Poppele, vice president of inspiring. Just think of it, when yo
Wednesday requesting that an industry-wide conference be held to WOR-TV New York, through can put an elective eye whereve
discuss the matter. Society of In- whose facilities Skiatron's after- you wish and you can see througl
dependent Motion Picture Produc- broadcast-hours tests were run a this eye just as if you were there
ers— including Samuel Goldwyn year ago, cited subscriber TV as An airplane with a news reporte
and Walt Disney — had previously an answer to good sports coverage. will fly to see whatever is of inter, Lj
promised cooperation during the If 50% of the 50 million families est and the whole [television] aud
with TV could subNew York testing [B»T, Oct. 15]. to be equipped
will be with him seeing wha [
scribe to the World Series for $1 encesees,
New York tests, identified as
and yet the audience wi
Phase II of the Skiatron schedule per set, the TV gate would amount he
be
perfectly
safe and comfortable B
to $25 million, he said, with a
(Phase
I
was
testing
held
primarDr. Alexanderson
ily for FCC about a year ago) will seven-game series costing the 4- at Today,
his
brainchild
in a slightlylook
dif
not offer so many performances as member family 4 cents per person ferent light. Now retired, aftei L
the Zenith Phonevision test held
45
years
of
active
service
with
game. the Skiatron system during which he was the companyGl t;;r
last year in Chicago with its three perDescribing
as the most flexible yet devised, most
shows per day. Mr. Levy said.
prolific inventor, with a paten k
Shanahan, engineer for
on the average of ever
It is also planned to present le- William
Skiatron Corp., said that the issued
gitimate plays — perhaps one act the
seven
weeks for the entire period i%
cards, to be inserted in
only — from Broadway theatres, IBM-type
sees for
television
as a powerfu1 Sfii
under auspices of such charities as a box attached to the TV set, he
world peace.
the Red Cross and the USO. Start would have a laminated code-pat- weapon
"Although
languages
sound difj
tern
imprinted
between
layers
of
of the tests is dependent on lining
pictures are the same to a
with program informa- ferent,
up programming, with first-rate cardboard,
of
us,"
he
said
recently.
tion listed on the exterior. Sub- we see things or situations"Whe
offerings being the prime requirewit
ment, Mr. Levy explained. FCC
"skeleton
keys" our own eyes it is hard for som
on a weeklyscribers orcould buy
monthly
basis, which
approval of the tests, he said, is would
agitatoror tostatements,
upset our asbeliefs
by his
them to watch all talks
happens
expected to be granted without ob- Skiatronallow
productions.
jection.
often today." • Telecastin
BROADCASTING

TV DENTISTRY
CBS Color Is Shown
*ot AN
ESTIMATED
at the 27th annual 2,500
session dentists
of the TV Equipment to Cuba
film telecasting equipGreater New York Dental Meeting COMPLETE
has been shipped to Circuito
watched new operating techniques S. A., mentHavana,
Cuba, for use in a
via CBS color television Monday. trans-Cuban chain
of television
Operations — taking place in a
dental office in the Statler Hotel — stations, James B. Tharpe, sales
transmitter
were transmitted by closed circuit manager
sion, Allenof B.theDuMont
Labs diviInc.,
to six receivers set up in a convention room at the same hotel. Dem- has announced. Equipment for telec
a
s
t
i
n
g
o
f
films
and
Teletranscriponstrations showed replacement of
two complete iconoa full set of teeth, a new technique tions includes
scope film chains with 16mm
for plastic fillings and the indirect
projectors, console and monitoring
copper band method for taking facilities,
film dolly and power
impressions. Sponsored by E. R.
Squibb & Sons, demonstrations supplies.
were transmitted by Vericolor
WHITEMAN'S TV Teen Club,
squipment designed by engineers of PAUL
by Nash-Kelvinator
Corp.,&
CBS Labs. Division and manufac- sponsored
Detroit,
through
Geyer, Newell
over ABC-TV,
Tnc. tured and sold by Remington Rand Ganger,
has been N.cutY.,to weekly
a half hour.
Effective
Dr. Percy T. Phillips, speaker of
8 showdateis network
seen fromstarted
8-8:30 ABC
p.m.
On that
the house of delegates of the Amer- Dec.
ican Dental Assn., commended the Sports Review in remaining halfdisplay.
hour slot, 8:30-9 p.m.
3ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

And getting personal is one of those important extras that
KSL-TV gives for that added punch — that important sales-plus
merchandising! Promotion where it counts, at the point of sale.
Hundreds of personal calls are made by our merchandising
department which Sponsor Magazine said was one of the best
systems in operation today. If your product calls for that added
merchandising plus — you need .
L*T^^
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH • REPRESENTED BY TELEVISION SPOT SALES * CBS • ABC • DUMONT
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Power

SCHOOL AID
•I
WTMJ-TV Gives Report
VHF TRANSMITTER COSTS
Commercial Radio Equipment Issues Comparison POWER of television as an educational vehicle was demonstrated
APPROXIMATE costs of VHF proximate effectuated radiated in Milwaukee when polio delayed
television transmitters have been powers to be expected of an aver- opening of elementary grades of
compiled by Commercial Radio
age installation. Below are the ap- Milwaukee schools. WTMJ-TV
Equipmentneering
Co.,consultant,
Washington
there offered a 10-day demonstraproximate transmitter prices:
for useengi-in
tion series on science over its prois
•
estimating
the
cost
of
average
ingram, Man Next Door. Radio sta0
stallations.
E
tions, too, offered educational proZb
5 ZS
The prices are those in effect in
July 1951, according to Everett L.
The curriculum department of
i7-13
2-6i 1 Ji
Dillard, head of Commercial, who
E=
Milwaukee Public Schools surveyed
TT-500A < a. grams.
pointed out that costs fluctuate 500 w 7-13
UcS
TT-500B
1,119 elementary school teachers on
from time to time and the figures 500 w 7-13
RCA
DuMont 6000
$ 32,500
27,500
results of the radio-video effort.
500 ww 2-6 RCA
are for use only in estimates and 500
5000
DuMont
35,750 the
TT-2AL
2-6 RCA
7-13
In turn, the teachers queried
38,450
TT-2AH
are
not
to
be
construed
as
quota2
kw
44,200
tions.
2 kw 2-6
49,200
7-13 DuMont
65,450
DuMont
It was learned that 92% of the
The firm also has computed ap- 55 kwkw 2-6
7-13 G.E.
69,250 pupils
had access to radio; 71%
TT-10-A
7-13
G.E.
pupils.
RCA
65,000
5
kw
TT-6-E
TT-10AL
RCA
had
access to television. An
2-6
10
7-13
69,000
TT-10AH
79,000
SUMMER PLAN
10 kw
average
of 4% heard
or more
RCA
Amp
84,000 of the educational
20 kw
TT-6-E Plus 160,500
7000'
G.E.
radioonebroadcasts
8000'
Crosley Remedies
for '52
RCA
TT-20BH3
while
an
average
of
15%
saw
one
OPERATION
Sunburst 1952
will 20 kw 2-6
TF-4-A Plus 144,000
25 kw 2-6
155,500 or more telecasts.
TT-10-A
replace vision
thesummer
WLWdiscount
Cincinnati
teleG.E.
35
kw
school official found
plan, R. E.
TT-25-BL*
TF-3-A 145,000 as Aa leading
result of the survey that in
Dunville, president of the Crosley mitter) combin
Broadcasting Corp., has announced.
as TT-22-A trans- nearlya~ all cases where there was
Operation Sunburst was the (When
to a broadl) a directcast, school
television response
was responsible
for
packaging plan initiated by the 'DuMont
Visua
its 500 inw the
transmitter
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. last drive its employs
5 kw amplifier
Type No.to( the response.
Further
proposed
power
insummer which gave advertisers a 7000-8000creaseseries.
In other works, WTMJ-TV res are to be obtained by additional
selection of spot and program
ported, pupils
amplifier.
of
specimens
or brought
examples collections
to school,
packages
from
May
through
Sep"The
RCA
25/20
kw
units,
TT-25BL
and
TTtember.
20BH,
respectively,
consist
of
the
standard
or
actually
conducted
simple exRCA TT-10AL
and
TT-10AH
transmitters,
with
The elimination of the summer either
periments after seeing a TV show.
25 kw (ChsThus,
2-6) orRCA20 10kw kw(Chs trans7-13)
discount plan and incorporation of linear aamplifier.
later increased
toappropriate
25/20 kw
A teacher
television sciencecommented,
shows were "The
the most
this into an all-inclusive promotion- output mitbyers can beaddition
of
the
merchandising - exploitation effort amplifiers.
(Note:
In thisto 5modification
the popular even though not all the
driver
output
is
reduced
kw.)
mitter)
will be tangibly allied with a pro- (When combined known as TT-23-A trans- children understood all of the congram or spot
packagein onCincinnati,
WLW's
television
stations
Dayton and Columbus, he said.
"This course was determined as
a result ofmertime
highly
successful
sumsponsorships
on WLW
television." Mr. Dunville extent."
plained.
"Operation Sunburst was directly responsible for the introduction
of 123 new advertisers to television
in WLW television cities. It
proved that wise purchase of time
in the summer months can be reschandise
ponsible for retail
movementsales
equalandto merthe
volume
achieved
he
pointed
out. in cool months,"

Transmit

>AG CONTRACTS
Signed With 25 Film Firms
CREEN ACTORS Guild last
veek signed collective bargaining
ontracts with 14 Hollywood teleision film producers. Similar
ontracts, all of which carry the
uild'ssigned
standard
vere
at theunion
sameshoptimeclause,
with
1 motion picture producers.
TV firms include Aladdin Teleision Productions; Pegasus Producions; B-M-D Productions; C.G.S.
roductions;
D.N.S.Productions;
Television Productions;Desilu
Des
loines Enterprises; Fidelity- Vogue
ictures; Raymond R. Morgan Co.
advertising agency producing TV
ilms) ; Primrose Productions; Screen
^levideo Productions; Television
•roductions;Westminster
Edmund J. Productions.
Tingley Proluctions;
Motion
picture
firms
signing
conracts were Allart Pictures Corp.;
Lspen
Productions;
Broadway
Roadhow Attractions; Celebrated Film
?orp.; Howco Productions; Jewel
lifficc Productions
; Melaby Silver
Pictures
)boler Productions;
Mine; Arch
Pro
re ha tactions;
Story
Films;
W.
F. Pro
luctions.
acroi
it i
-a l TVA-SAG DISPUTE
Guild Asks Clarification
Telf3CREEN ACTORS GUILD ad•;a!{ nsed the American Assn. of Ad10 j/ertising Agencies on Dec. 2 that
pwm would cooperate as soon as
1 ?f AAAA "clearly recognized" the
'*!'Drinciple of the separation of baririlltregaining
CV films.units between live TV and
nt to SAG specifically wants AAAA
ditto
take toaction
limit TVA's
jurisj addiction
live totelevision
plus enter; itfjitainment film inserts and kinewkgopes incidental to live television.
imfijk
also wants
4 A's to ofgiveSAGan
. • affirmed
basis the
jurisdiction
Mpyer actors in the motion picture
•;,Seld. The SAG letter was in reply
tot,;to an AAAA original grant of TV
!TjJ(ifilm jurisdiction to TVA and the
organization of a committee to settle differences between SAG and
I
TVA
in video fields.
iiveifi

LASLEY NAMED
Heads DuMont Chicago
APPOINTMENT of David Lasley,
former account executive with NBC
Chicago, as the DuMont Television
Network's central division sales
manager nounwas
anced last week
by
DuMont
Sales
Director Ted
Bergmann.
Thement is appointpart of
plans to establish
a full-scale central division office [B*T, Dec.
Lasley 3]. Robert W.
Miller, formerly
DuMont's
the
Chicago only
office,representative
remains as salesin
representative for the network and
its key station, WABD (TV) New
York, working with Mr. Lasley.
Mr. Lasley joined NBC in 1938
as assistant
and pro-of
motion for theadvertisingwestern division
what were then the Red and Blue
Networks. Later he headed the
department for the Blue Network,
when separate organizations were
set up.
His career also includes service
as advertising and promotion manager for KNBC San Francisco and
two years as advertising and promotion manager for NBC Central
Division.
In the Army during the war, he
reached the rank of captain, serving as a battery commander and
intelligence officer, and, later, with
the bureau of public relations in
Washington. He is married and
the father of two children, and resides in Hinsdale, 111., Chicago
suburb.
Commenting on adverse criticism
about the network trend to originate fewer programs in Chicago,
Chris J. Witting, director, of the
DuMont Television Network, said
much of this criticism "is contrary
toDuMont.
the views,
policypolicy,
and plan"
DuMont
he said,of
is to originate 25% of its programs
in Chicago and develop as many
others
stations."as possible" from affiliated
Two additional programs were
added to the DuMont schedule at

or
BE
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s
and
THEN you'll
need our
UNIQUE
INSURANCE
covering
thisof hazard.
ItPlagiarism,
covers also
Invasion
Privacy,
Piracy and Copyright. It is
ADEQUATE,
SURPRISINGLY
INEXPENSIVE.
In use Nation-wide.
GET IT IN TIME!
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WGN-TV Chicago last week, bringing the total midwest originations
to six programs and 7% hours per
week. They are This Is Music,
Thursday 7-7:30 p.m. CST, and
The Pet Shop, a Louis G. Cowan
package, Saturday 6:30-7 p.m.
Frank P. Schreiber, general
manager of WGN Inc., said,
"Whenever New York desires . . .
good television programs from Chicago, this city can provide them.
ThroughMont, Iour
with Duthinkassociation
we are beginning

RCA FIELD MEET
Defense Aid Reviewed
RCA Service Co. field managers
and supervisors
in charge
of electronics instruction
and assistance
to the U. S. Armed Forces in
Europe, Asia and domestic bases
met late in November with company officials in Camden to review
technical aid given the Armed
Forces during the past six months.
Meeting was called by P. B. Reed,
vice president of the service comcharge of the government
servicepany indivision.
Attending were: J. A. Hatchwell,
RCA
Far East
Airmanager,
Force,
Tokyo;manager,
H.
J. Mills,
Europe,
Brussels;
H. P.RCALaessle,
RCA
manager, Air Defense Command, Coloradio Springs; L. J. DePass, RCA suCommand, pervisor,
HamiltonWestern
Air AirForceDefense
Base, Calif.;
S.AirD. Defense
Heller, RCACommand,
supervisor,Newburgh,
Eastern
N.Central
Y.; D.Air J.Defense
Lawler, Command,
RCA supervisor,
Kansas
City; Coast
S. H.Naval
Schultz,
RCA supervisor,
West
Command,
San superFrancvisor,isco; EastR. V.Coast
Zimmerman,
RCA
Naval Command, Norfolk.

TV OUTLOOK
Previewed by Siragusc
TV STATIONS and networks will
bill $250 million this year, compared with less than $35 million in
1949. This was the prediction of
Ross D. Siragusa, president and
board chairman of Admiral Radio
Corp., conference
as he spokeoftothetheAmerican
national
credit
Bankers Assn. in the La Salle Hotel
there last Monday.
Mr. Siragusa
also saidabout
TV one
into prove this."
ventories have dropped
million
sets
since
the
"subnormal"
DuMont Warehouse
sales slump last spring, predicting
WEST COAST DuMont distribuproduction
balance withwillsalesmaintain
for the an
threeeven'to
tors cantoriesnow
replenish
invensix months after the peak Christand also
receivetheir
shipments
of the more unusual picture tubes
mas toriesbuying.
He said total distrib-i
invenof retailers
manufacturers,
with minimum delay and maxiutors and
now are about
mum savings, since the Allen B.
IV2 million units contrasted with
DuMont Labs Inc. has established
more than 2% million earlier this'
warehouses in Los Angeles and
San Francisco, Bill C. Scales, sales
year. mentThe
industry's
" is almost
completed"readjustand set
manager of the Cathode-Ray Tube
Div., has announced.
prices
are
now
at
"an
irreducible
minimum,"
said. bottom in June
"Productionhe hit
and dragged along at a low level
until late August when it turned
WASH. STATE CRIME HEARING
sharply upward. Since then it
TV Airing Recalls Kefauver Success has leveled off at approximately
400,000 sets a month. This is the
capacity under present
LIVE telecasting of legislative the hearings throughout the day. industry's
crime hearings is having an impact
Unlike some of the Kefauver restrictions on the use of critical
Mr. Siragusa estimated.
on the Pacific Northwest compara- witnesses, one of the key figures in materials,"
Yearly
production
total
ble to the explosive Kefauver in- the Tacoma crime investigation, the about
5 million
units, thewillAdmiral
city's
public
safety
commissioner,
quiry.
executive
said.
He
expects
auT. Kerr, demanded the same
The the
vice last
inquiry,
in Ta- James
thorization ofabout 80 new TV stacoma
week started
in November
television audience his critics had
tions
by
July
1
if
the
video
freeze
by the Washington State Legisla- received during sessions earlier in is lifted by the FCC in the early
tive Crime Investigating Commit- the week. The telecasts had orig- part of next year. The freeze, he
scheduled to skip the
tee, was televised for five days run- Thursdayinally beenhearing,
but in response said, has -been a "deterrent" to
ning
on
the
Pacific
Northwest's
to Commissioner Kerr's request, further growth of the industry.
only
outlet, KING-TV
Seattle.video
The programs
captured and with the support of the Legis- backlog
Admiral government
has a "substantial"
orders f01
record audiences, slowed retail
lative Committee, coverage con- electronic ofequipment,
he said, which
business and attracted newspaper tinued.
should
take
up
production
comment.
At one day's sessions, some of caused by material shortagesslacks
and
As a sidelight, the five days of the testimony on vice conditions cutbacks.
Defense work was termed
that juvetelecasts represented the longest- becamenilessounder sensational
18
were
barred
from
as
"close
margin
business"
and
the
distance live remotes KING-TV has
aired. In charge of the production the hearing room. Video coverage company
president
and boardtwice
chair-as
man
estimated
it
requires
crew was Lee Schulman, the sta- continued, but State Senator Albert much floor space per dollar as does
D. Rosellini, chairman of the in- civilian production.
tion's program director.
vestigating committee, urged parRobert E. Priebe, KING-TV opto keep their children away
erations manager, reported an from entstelevision
This factor, combined with "rescreens.
negotearnings
iation and present ontaxes"
reearly measure of the telecasts' apdefense
Several Seattle and Tacoma ra- orders tostricts netabout
three cents perj
peal:
"We
had
a
little
technical
dio stations also provided extensive sales dollar, compared
trouble the first day and the way
with
average
special coverage of the inquiry.
people
our sets
switchboard
6V2 centsinperthedollar21
with callsdeluged
when their
flickered Stub Nelson, political reporter for net earnings
civilian ofbusiness
off for a few minutes proved the the Seattle Post - Intelligencer, on
months
ending
Sept. 20, Mr. Siramorning Hearst daily, was comhearings have a big audience."
mentator for both KING-AM and
gusa
said.
KING-TV. Hearst Radio Inc. has a
Merchants' Complaint
At the end of the week, the 25% interest in King Broadcast- 'Pentagon' Program
Seattle Daily Times reported:
ing Co.
"Since the hearing began Monday
When the Tacoma hearings con- SHIFT of Pentagon-Washingtoii)
morning, the radio and television
Senator Rosellini on DuMont TV Network from Sunaudience has grown so large that announcedcluded Nov.that30,there
would be furMonday evening, effective
Tacoma merchants complained the
ther hearings in Seattle and other todayday to(Monday),
was announced
'big show' was ruining their nor- Washington cities during 1952. The by the Dept. of Defense
week.
A number of DuMont lastaffiliated)
mal pre-Christmas business."
committee's
assignment
continues
The Tacoma Chamber of Com- until the next regular session of stations, which have been carrying
merce reported that businessmen the state legislature in January the program on a delayed basis,
will announce their own changes.
were asking in mid-week when the 1953.
hearing would end so that the city
Program
be telecast 8-8 :3C
could get back to normal. Seattle A SECOND comic book based on p.m.
EST.will Simultaneously,
Lt
appliance dealers drew large
Comdr. Samuel S. Stratton, former
crowds when they switched on their WCAU Philadelphia-originated CBS- news commentator at WRGB (TV *
display TV receivers, and in other TV show, The Big Top was just placed and WSNY Schenectady was namec
retail stores, radios were tuned to on sale.
reporter for the series.
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For

a better

minimize

picture- now

jitter, roll, tearing,

Your customer— the viewer— deserves a received picture that's
sharp, stable, free of the ailments that
go with a poor incoming signal. The
new G-E type TV-16-B, different from
all other stabilizing amplifiers, will
do much to eliminate these nuisances.

you

can

humbars!

New General Electric circuitry wipes
out hum. Old sync is taken off, reshaped
and reinserted in the proper amount to
assure a standard signal and to diminish
jitter, roll, and tearing. Examine the
comparison chart at lower left. It tells
the complete story.

Your G-E broadcast representative
... is loaded with Information on the
new General Electric television station
Performance chart— you check- the difference!
m
equipment line. A phone call to thecG-E
office near you will get quick action; or
G-E TV-16-B MANUFACTURER MANUFACTURER write General Electric Company, Section
2121-10, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
Feedback Output Stage
DirectOutput
Monitoring
Signals of
Local(withBlanking
Input
sync lock)
Bridging
ControlInput Le

oa can
RAL

ELECTRIC

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
WHBQExaminer
LABOR
IssuesCASE
Rulim
tising manager. In
she bethe Women's Advertising Club, the
came secretary to the 1941
president
of Bay
FINDING that WHBQ Memphi
Village
Women's
Club,
the
the Ohio Tool Co., also in Cleve- Bay Players and the Women's City has engaged in unfair labor prac
land. Here she was editor of a 60- Club.
filed last Thursday by
She lives with her mother and tices was
page employe publication, Ohio
examiner of the Nationa
Tool Topics, which she developed. sister in Bay Village, Ohio. When trial
Labor
Relations
Board. Station i
Her industriousness was rewarded she has an hour or two of free time owned and operated
by Hardin?
and Miss Schlect was moved up to she likes to play golf, read or use College.
become advertising manager.
Examiner
Lee
J.
Best
chargec
her
private
pilot's
license.
Her philosphy is simply this:
Continuing as editor of the emWHBQ, a commercial outlet
ployes publication, Miss Schlect "There isn't anything, not any- that
and
agents
and
trustees
of th
thing, one can not do, if the proper
still had enough energy remaining
had discriminated wit!
to be active in editors groups and amount of time, interest and effort college,
regard
to
the
employment
of
Fran!
she became
the first woman
presi- is devoted to the subject."
T. Edwards, described as having
dent of the Northern
Ohio Editors
paved
way for union activitie
Assn. and the first woman presi- JIM THORPE FUND
at the the
station.
dent of the American Assn. of International
The chargeBrotherhood
was made byoftheElecIn'
WDUZ Sparks Drive trical
ization. dustrial Editors, a national organWorkers (AFL) in Novem
In this capacity, Miss Schlect A LOCAL promotion snowballed ber 1950 and filed in a subsequen
lectured to editors groups all over at WDUZ Green Bay, Wis. in just complaint last August. The com
country. She also formed the
a brief air men- plaint charges that the college dis
5000watts the
Cleveland chapter of the American three days Benafter
Laird, president of charged Mr. Edwards and refusec
Council on Public Relations and as WDUZ, tion.
him because he joinec
and
Bob
Macaulay,
sports- tothe reinstate
a representative of the council writer, established a Jim Thorpe
union. Hearings were held ir
toured
the
U.
S.
and
Mexico,
lecFund which would collect money
580k.,
WHBQ is given 20 working day
turing on "The Woman's Angle in and provide an annuity for the September.
Public
Relations."
former
ail-American football to cease the alleged "unfair labo
In 1946, Miss Schlect took a
practices," reinstate Mr. Edward
leave-of-absence from the Ohio player.
service publicity in three and otherwise cease to discourage
Tool Co. to become instructor in daysWirebrought
the key station
membership
in the AFL union,
in
a
check
for
$5,000
public relations and advertising at from Warner Bros, studios in
The college station operates with
of the keystone
Fenn College in Cleveland and to Hollywood while Bill Stern, NBC 5 kw day, 1 kw night on 560 kc
state . . .
conduct a market research project
is located in the Gayoso Hotel
started a collection on and
Harrishurg, Pa.
It is affiliated with MBS and de
for the Cleveland-Sandusky Brew- newscaster,
his program. Since then, separate votes
ing Corp. The company had been funds
approximately 15% of it
have been organized by Tom broadcast
spending very little in advertising Morehead,
time to network pro
sports director at WFIL
and was lowest in sales of the five Philadelphia;
according
recordsto
KFI Los Angeles; grams,
local breweries.
Present
outlet
isto aNLRB
successor
Bob Mays, sports director at KLIF
Inc.,
Memphis,
which
Drastically Increase Budget
Dallas, and George Trautman, WHBQ
rendered its charter on Dec.sur9
of the minor leagues.
After three months of research, president
1946, with operation and manage
More
than
an
additional
$4,000
Miss Schlect presented an adver- has been collected thus far, all ment delegated to John H. Clegtising program with a budget 7V2
horn, general
manager,
times greater than that previously having been forwarded to the fund trustees
of Harding
College.by the
Box 148, Green Bay.
spent.ditionIt— that
was Miss
acceptedSchlect
on onewould
con- headquarters,
Harding
College
was
organized
Successful marketing
Mr. Laird is president of the fund,
a corporation under the laws
carry it out for a year. That was which has been incorporated; Don as
of Arkansas, with principal of
is an
operation. nearly six years ago, and all ad- Arthur is secretary and S. M. Greil- fices at Searcy, Ark. Domestica
in Tennessee was effected ir
banker,
re- ing,
Other local
stations
have isbeentreasurer.
invited tion
search vertising,
are stillpublic relations
handled byandMiss
May 1946 with filing of a charter
Schlect.
to take part in the collection.
Printers' Ink stands
in
that
stateagent.
and appointment of
a resident
Miss Schlect continues to do
radio work for Gold Bond Beer. At PIPE organ presented to United
alone as the one
Military Academy by NBC was
present she is on the air 12 times toStates
net income of Amerbe dedicated Dec. 2 at ceremony in CONSOLIDATED
ican Cablesidiaries& during
Radiothe Corp.
and itsmonths
suba day (six appearances on WHK chapel
with ofchaplain
(Lt.
Col.)
John
publication thatBfffffl
first nine
Cleveland and six on WGAR Cleve- P. Fellows
Scott Air Force Base
$1,659,506
before
fedland), with a five-minute disc and George M. Nixon, manager of of 1951eraltotaled
income taxes, compared with
jockey
division, NBC Engineering $567,860 for
every phase of
the same period of 1950,
a Miss. show called Two Hits and technical
Dept., as speakers.
the company reported last week.
In addition to her radio appearances and her executive position
completely,
|]]JJjmJ|
with the brewing corporation, Miss
Schlect is public relations director
that integrates all
immediate revenue produced
of Hommel Wine, Sandusky, lecand men's
ith regional promotion
the complexities of
at leasttures to women's
twice a week,
and groups
is now
in the process of syndicating the
campaigns
Dottie Gay shows which include
marketing for the
Two Hits and a Miss, For Women
experienced sales
South American Saturpersonnel will sell community
advertising, management, Only dayandnighta show.
23
years
of
service
to
the
The brewing
adprograms throughout
to Two Hitscorporation,
and a Miss,in uses
broadcasting industry
sales and agency executives a polkadition show
your coverage area
Saturday nights over
WJMO Cleveland, a sports show
HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company
on WJW Cleveland, a syndicated
who are the leading
Ziv show, Bright Star, over
WGAR, outdoor advertising, news66 ACACIA DRIVE
ads, point
of salespotspromotionspaperand also
television
over
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
WEWS (TV), WXEL (TV) and
WNBK (TV), all Cleveland.
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, Genera/ Mc
Miss Schlect also is member of
Page 98 •
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>PEN HOUSE
^WDC Washington will open its
tudios to public Dec. 14 from 6
a.m., celebrating
birthday
emph"Idtf 9:30
its morning
personality
Art
Prat jrown. Event will tie in with
rfcy tations promotion drive to raise
atiotii jioney for local home of aged and
nfirm and needy families in
aiii! Tea. Admission to the "Art
irown
Party" towillChristbe a
onationBirthday
of any amount
las Fund. Top station personallies will be on hand to greet all
omers. Week preceding party Mr.
Fit Irown
offeredwhocanary
listeners
sent and
card cage
and
i ll: est name for bird.
y 1EWS COVERAGE
6 f[TLN
carriedcommanding
broadcast
awardDenver,
presented
fficer of Air Force finance cenDenver. Georgia Neese
i ar
Ilark,intreasurer
of U. S., presented Minute Man Flag in recognijion
of
purchase
of Defense
Bondsat
y over 92% of
personnel
daj enter.
labo o
OWN CRIERw " "
jfTCN
AM - future
FM - TVcontacts
Minneapolis
m, leports - that
with
;#||ublic will be tied in with "Town
10 Mhjrier of the Northwest" theme.
3ot(WTCN
"Town ofCrier
ded Aided onsaidbecause
its was
natural
if it iie-in with the station's programpit diing philosophy, calling for
•mii jriendly, welcome voices which are
» i ifell-known and strongly believed
sum by the public."
tje
•— •— •
WV FOR CHRISTMAS'
tPRC-TV Huston, Tex., followed
p sale of 100,000 TV sets in area
rith full page ads in local papers
■icturing television stars and
listing program advantages. Ads
/ere part of series by station pronoting "Buy Television for Christnas" campaign. Other ads are
plugging
for quick
completion
oaxial cable
by July,
1952, soof
iewers may sit in on political
.onventions.
JPSTATE MARATHON
VIBX Utica, N. Y., Ralph Allin;er recently conducted a day-long
ted Cross Blood Pledge Marahon. Starting on the 5 a. m.

programs proni0
|jon

TV MOUNTAIN
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, along
with other television stations in
area, got big play in Television
Special section of Los Angeles Mirrortionfor Oct.
Sixteen-page
secheadlined29.KNXT
transmitter
move to Mt. Wilson, and featured
programming on area's TV stations.
•— •— •
'MILE-HIGH' SERIES
KOA Denver, Colorado University,
series designed to give information
regardingtions.public
instituMusic by andthestate
University
Choir, nent
Concert
Band,
and
promisoloists will be featured
throughout musical and informational series, with spotlight on such
university research projects as
cancer,trial polio,
health. nutrition and indus-

premiums
the KVOE
Newsroom inaretime
distributed to restaurants
for
luncheon trade.
BIG EYE
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y., noon
newscaster Jack Hooley recently
gave his audience a look at pictaken by aby70-mm
X-ray
camera.turesInvented
Drs. George
H. Ramsey and James S. Watson
Jr., of U. of Rochester Medical
Center, camera is believed to be
largest motion picture camera in
current use. It is designed for use
in showing X-ray motion pictures BIG LEAGUER
of various parts of human body
in action, and was demonstrated KTRE Lufkin, Tex., salesman
for first time last week at annual Murphy Martin recently assisted
meeting of Radiological Society in launching "Pete Runnells' Day,"
of North America in Chicago.
celebration honoring home town
Major League ball player. Mr.
'GOOD EGG' CLUB
Runnells,
Senators'
infielder,
hadWashington
day proclaimed
for
PRAYERS FOR PEACE'
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, is col- him by Mayor
KQV Pittsburgh Station Manof Lufkin, and atlecting
nickels,
pennies,
dimes,
and
tended
banquet
in
his
honor
which
ageritiatedJames
F.
Murray
inleft-overs from the piggy bank
four times daily profrom all who want to become mem- was broadcast by KTRE.
gram,
"Prayers
For
Peace,"
bers of Mary Lou Pfeiffer's "Good
in order
"families
take
a fewthat
moments
each may
day
Egg" Club. Miss Pfeiffer, direc- QUEEN CITY' DRESSER
to unite in a solemn prayer
tor of Women's Activities at
Cincinnati upped business
WRFD, recently introduced idea WSAI few
for peace."
Clergymen of allin
months with contest befor interested listeners who want in last tween
faiths
and denominations
executives. New suit
to help bring cheer to the sick was prize account
the Pittsburgh district are
for
man who sold most
uniting to compose prayers
and
happiness
to
the
shut-ins.
volume and new hat went
Everybody is invited to join, and todollar
offered for success of the Kowinner
of
most
Best
contributors get bright yellow egg- dressed man at stationaccounts.
rean armistice talks. Broadnow is Jack
shaped membership card and lapel Whitehead, who won both
casts will continue throughprizes.
pin bearing station call letters and
tions. out the armistice negotiasaying, "I'm
Good toEgg."
collected
are aused
buy Funds
wheel Further ideas or samples of the
SKI TIME
chairs, crutches, sick room sup- promotion items mentioned on this
plies, books, radios,
KLAC-TV Los Angeles, Ski Tips, items welcomed
by theandsick other
and page are available by writing to
10-10:30 p.m. (PST), presents in- shut-ins.
the individual companies.
formation on ski conditions, snow
reports, instructors giving lessons in sport. Program will offer
special ski instructions to a "Ski
Girl"
chosenalsoby receive
resort instructors.
Girl will
a complete
winter sports outfit plus a trip
to a top resort. Jack Slattery is
emcee. Joe Landis directs; Hank
Gilbert produces.
l'l;H'i:i
•— • — •
BEANS THAT JUMP
FOUR jumping beans are supplied
by WGPA Bethlehem, Pa., with
coverage map and appropriate
descriptive material. The game is
to warm up the beans and put them
W P R C — F M
WELLES
on the coverage map. "Last bean
out
of
the
coverage
area
loses,"
says WGPA, urging players not
to bet on the beans "because we
IS
BACK!
can't fix them. However, we can
fix you up with some good avail•— • — •
abilities."
Rot... Res°,U ' ,„ *•
NEW NEWS MEDIA
KVOE Santa Ana, Calif., hat
52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
added
another "medium"
its
news broadcasts.
Daily at to11:30
famous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition. J
I
a.m.
some
500
two-color
printed
Represented Ml _
dodgers containing news highlights
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New York
and headed Latest Headlines from
ROADCASTING
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Farm and Home Show and continuing all day until sign-off at midnight, Allinger made his appeal
on every
Station's
ities wereprogram.
tied in with
CBS activnetwork drive which also had Arthur
Godfrey asking for volunteers on
spots. sTelephone
lines towere
intal ed in WIBX studios
receive
calls from Utica and neighboring
cities of Little Falls, Herkimer,
and Rome, N. Y., to be sent to
CBS headquarters in N.Y.C. for
their records. Mr. Allinger played
tape recording of his donation at
Syracuse Red Cross regional headquarters which included his reactions, and five-minute interviews
with Korean veterans, doctors, and
Red Cross officials. Final figures
showed grand total of pledges well
over 2,000 mark.

OTTO H. SUTTER, Vicicam Pictures Corp., appointed vice president in charge of sales Seaboard Studios Inc., N. Y.
DAVID KAPP, vice president in charge
of recording Decca Records, appointed
director of popular artists and repertoire in RCA Victor record department. In his new position, Mr. Kapp
will be responsible for all popular
recording activities, including selection
ofandmaterial
for RCA
artists,R.
will work
withpopular
GEORGE
MAREK, director of all RCA Victor
artists and repertoire activities. Mr.
Kapp became an artists representative
in 1931, after operating a music store
in Chicago. In 1932, he became program director
remaining untilforhe WJJD
joined Chicago,
Decca two
years later. At Decca, he first served
as manager
music department and wasof country
made director
of all
recording activities in 1941. He was
advanced
to
a
vice
presidency
in
and became director of the firm1945in
1949.
ELRICK, LAVIDGE & Co., Chicago,
has been formed to help appliance and
equipment concerns find profitable
markets,nities
products
and selling research.
opportuthrough marketing
Offices are located at 176 W. Adams St.
ROBERT F. ELRICK, management
consultant, and ROBERT J. LAVIDGE,
market analylist, direct firm.
D. E. LARSON, advertising manager
Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A., named
publicity chairman for 1952 Electronics
Show
and Convention,
Municipal
Auditorium, Aug.
Long27-29
Beach,in
Calif.
ALLIANCE OF TELEVISION FILM
PRODUCERS, Hollywood, has set up
offices at 6912 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone is Gladstone 5711.
r
NORTHEASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA'S
POWERFUL
%nnn

watt
STATION

Wilkes-Ham, Pa.

«
your Best *«*'
IA'S
PENNSYLVAN
3*5 LARGEST
MARKET
9805000Kilocycles
• AM-FM
W (d) 1000W
(n)
ABC Affiliate
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
608 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
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allied arts
WALTER THOMPSON to Williams
Productions, L. A., as film editor for
10 quarter-hour
filmsseries
in the now
Invitation
Playhouse
TV film
under
production at Goldwyn Studios.
PHIL DAVIS, head of Phil Davis Musical Enterprises'Inc, N. Y., is author
ofthemethe song
"United RedCommunity
Feather March,"
and Councils ofof theAmerica.
He wasChests
the
guest of honor at a luncheon on Dec. 6
given by the Public Relations Advisorynition oCommittee
CC of byA his
in recogf the partof played
music
indrivemaking
bigger. the year's Red Feather
JULIAN STREET Jr., correspondent
who was associated with NBC, named
special
on NewStates
York Steel.
public
relationsassistant
staff United
LES GARSIDE, Inland Broadcasting
Services, Winnipeg, appointed regional
representative
S. W. distributor.
Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, transcription
pment CORP., Redwood
£<fiuiELECTRIC
AMPEX
City, Calif., announces new magnetic
tape recorder, Model 307, especially
designed metered
for fromrecording
signalsmissiles.
teleaircraft and
New recorder has frequency range of
from 100 to 100,000 cycles per second,
and is designed for three tape speeds;
15, 30, and 60 inches per second.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC Co., North
Adams,
Mass. announces
new "shirtstud"
for coupling
circuits capacitor
in TV receivers
and other UHF
electronic equipment.
one-quarter
inch diameter
ceramicTiny,
capacitor,
Type
is fitted withleads
hollowor connections
to502C,accommodate
pins from
subminiature electron tubes have available capacitance value range up to
22mmf. at 500 volts d-c working.
PAUL HINES, director of antenna
group Raytheon Mfg., Co., appointed
director of engineering Workshop Assoc.,landDiv.. He will
of The
GaberielofficesCo.,at Clevemaintain
plant
at Natick, Mass.
Brig. Gen. TOM C. RIVES, assistant
to manager
of commercial
and General
government equipment
department
Electric, Syracuse, appointed manager
of newly Electronics
established Center
Generalat Electric
Advanced
Cornell
U., Ithaca, N. Y.
BROOKS A. KAFKA, supervisor of
procedures
department
General ElectricforCo.,tubeSyracuse,
appointed
supervisor of purchasing for cathode
ray tube operations.
A. K. NEFF, sales department Stackpole Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa., appointed sales manager for electronic
components
division.
V. E. GERBER
named assistant
to sales
manager.
DON L. ALMQUIST named assistant
to manager.
ALLAN G. WILLIAMS, regional sales
manager Motorola Co., N. Y., appointed
vice president in charge of operations.
ALBERT W. McCARTY, personnel
manager General Foods Corp., appointed personnel manager Clarostat
Mfg. Co., Dover, N. H.
JOHN A. WORTMAN, law depart-

Borden Co., named trade-mark
attorneyment RCA.
ALEX BRODSKY
appointed
dising manager Allied
RadiomerchanCorp.,
Chicago. S. H. LEVEY named sales
manager. J. W. RUBIN named sales
promotion
and advertising
manager.
L. M. DEZETTEL
named purchasing
agent.
DORMAN D. ISRAEL, executive vice
president Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp, Phila.,
RTMA Industry
Advisoryappointed
Committee.to
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, N. Y., announces new 80-page
catalog
for
first time(GEC-1016),
under one summarizing
cover all company's
testing
and
measuring
equipment for laboratory and production
line use. Catalog, to be used primarily
as reference to apparatus available for
complex measurements to be made in
industry, contains over 150 photos,
and diagrams,
and describes
features, specifications
and pricesuses,
of more
than
130
G-E
testing
and
measuring
devices.
"Technical •

N.Y. DEFENSE
Communications Role Told
AIR-RAID alarm system in New
York City will take full advantage!
of radio and television, Seymour
N. Siegel, general manager o!
WNYC and director of civil defense communication, said Dec.
with
calling employment
for interstate
radio plans
connections,
ham operators,
and defense instruction via television.
Full radio communications are
planned
each of nine within
emergencythe '
divisionsforestablished
city and including such units as
the police,
fire, and
water departments, for whom
installations
have:
already been completed. Special
air frequencies have been assigned
by thesion,FCChealth for
worksservices
diviand public
medical
and control and report centers, for
which equipment is pending.
Radio connections with correof the
state but sponding
nearunits, located
enough out
to supply
emergency aid, are also being established, for use in case of a communications break-down.
Some 1,400 ham operators have
enlisted in Civil Defense, with about
300 now sworn in, Mr. Siegel reported. An amateur operator and
his radio will be installed in each
of the city's 178 hospitals, while
the majority of the remainder will
be assigned to emergency medical
units
mobileemergency.
operation at the
scene for
of any
Civil defense broadcasts have
been carried on both radio and TV
for New York, telling the public
what to do and expect in case of
wartime attacks. All radio and TV
stations in New York immediately
volunteered their services and have
been participating with the utmost
cooperation since, Mr. Siegel
ported. Results of their cooperation, after
month's
city-wide
air raid
drilllast[B»T,
most
satisfactory,
he Dec.
added.3], were*

GRANVILLE KLINK Jr., assistant director engineering
WTOP-AM-FM-TV
Washington,
appointed
chief engineer.
WILLIAM BLAINE, graduate Indiana
Technical College, and ROBERT
SLAUGHER, graduate Georgia Tech,
named to engineering department WSB
Atlanta. Mr. Blaine has been assigned
to transmitter staff.
OSCAR (Bud) LUNDGREN, KENI
Anchorage,
Alaska, to enginering staff
KFAR
Fairbanks.
LEONARD BUCKWELTER named to
engineering staff WDNE Elkins, W.
Va. He will
nouncing dutalso
ies. handle special anCHARLES BOHN, KSD-TV St. Louis,
named to engineering staff KWK St.
Louis.
RCA announced that it has increased
HAL FLOOD named audio director its
cash payments for employe sugon new NBC-TV Ralph Edwards progestions to a top of $7,500. The previous maximum was $500. RCA explained the 1,500% increase is deJAMES
LAWHON,
technical
director,
gram.
to stimulate
will
WMAZ Macon, Ga., father of boy, Dan. conservesignedscarce
metalsideas
and which
save time.

10;

;0U$I
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RCA-5671's — the high-power triodes with thoriated-tungsten filaments.
For unusual

economy

and

long life • • • use

RCA

thoriated-tungsten filament tubes
pounds. The new radiator fits the same air jacket as used
\ 'The remarkable performance of RCA-5671's at WGAR
illustrates the reliability of RCA thoriated-tungsten fila- for the former radiator.
ment construction in power tubes for broadcast and industrial
RCA-developed thoriated-tungsten filaments are also used
services.
in types 5762, 5770, 5771, 5786, and 5831 for broadcast
In addition to providing long life and dependability, the and industrial services, resulting in dependable performance
RCA thoriated-tungsten filament in the 5671 consumes and substantial savings in filament power.
60 per cent less power than a conventional pure-tungsten
To get all the performance and life you pay for . . . buy
filament . . . making possible savings of $1300 or more a
RCA
tubes. orThey're
local information
RCA Tube
direct available
from RCA.from
For your
technical
year in filament power alone in a typical 50-kw AM trans- Distributor
on any of these types, write RCA, Commercial Engineering,
The RCA- 5 671 now employs an improved, lighter- weight Section 37LP, Harrison, New Jersey.
radiator that reduces the weight of the tube by about 100
THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA
"AS OF OCT. 31, 1951
RA DiO
CORPORA
ELECTRON TUBES
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16-

and, we ipetuL
It giAMtg.

to- &&bea

Our
programs
are "Made
Bay"
and merit
and have
the earsin ofGreen
the whole
GreentestBaymarkets.
market . . . one of America's
best
ASK McGILLVRA Chicago or New York

Miss Jean Lawlor
Benton and Bowles
New York City
Dear Jeanie:
Arr girl, Marjorie Ramsey, who won
th' big WCHS defense bond sellin'
contest got back
frum
terday !Europe
Yessir,
Jj oeanie
Marr i e ,near
sold
durned
fifty-thousand
dollarsbonds
worthuv
durin'
th'
drive
an'
herself
a won
trip
ter
She Europe.
lookt over
th' defenses in
frien'ly
cou-ntries, an'
now
she's
a gonna
tell folks
'bout
how theirall
defense
bond
dollar
spent!
Th' siscontest
wuz a big succes ! D uperiod
ri n',
th' driveVirginny
West
sold
nearly
two
milyun
worth uv dollars
bonds
OVER
th'th'
school
quota, got
an''pupils
alone
ders fer half-a-ormilyun!
goes ter Jest
show,
Jeanie,
whut'll
happen
in
West
when WCHS gits behind
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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Programming, Sales
TAB MEET
Techniques Stressed
STRENGTHENING of the radio program and sales structures were
advocated by John Esau, KTUL Tulsa, in an address to the Tennessee
Assn.
of Broadcasters
TAB'sforDec.stations
3 meeting
Nashville.
He offered
a series ofat steps
duringin the
period of adjustment
and
scoffed
at
the
defeatist
*
emphasis
on
projattitude shown by some operators. with ects.
He described legislative
the long, losing
The association elected Parry
Sheftall, WJZM Clarksville, as fight to have stations exempted
on the rental of tranpresident,
Frank officers
Proc- from use tax
scription libraries and syndicated
tor, WTJS succeeding
Jackson. Other
transcribed programs. The state
are Henry W. Slavick, WMC Mem- law
went into effect in 1947. Mr.
phis, vice president, and Mrs. Ruth
Clinard, WMAK Nashville, secre- Proctor urged TAB to continue
tary-treasurer. Board members re- the fight,
citing operators
the successful
ef- PROMINENT in the presentation ot
fort of threatre
to have
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra
elected included A. D. Smith Jr.,
recordings to the Library of Congress
WCDT Winchester; F. C. Sowell film rentals exempted through pas- were
(I to r) Hal Maag, RCA vice
sage of a law.
WLAC Nashville, and Earl Wingpresident
andDiv.,western
managsr
er, WDOD Chattanooga.
A
four-point
panel
covered
sevRCA
Victor
who holds
sampleol
In a series of resolutions, TAB
eral key problems of broadcast recordings; Pierre
Monteux,
orche;
endorsed the McFarland Bill to operation.
Taking part were Bob tra's conductor who is retiring th
amend the .Communications Act; Rounsaville, WQXI Atlanta, re- year,
andKNBCLloyd
Yoder, manager
San Francisco.
commended BMI on its 25% cut
sistance to rate-cutting pressures;
in fees for November; opposed the Robert McKay Jr., WKRM CoBenton legislation in Congress;
lumbia, Tenn., use of Broadcast RADIO-TV BILLING
commended Southern Bell Tele- Advertising Bureau co-op cards;
phone for recognizing the merit of F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville, bet- ANDERSON
Agency& Cites
Increase
CAIRNS,
Nev
ter relations with local and state
radio as an advertising medium;
York agency, has more than dou
voiced appreciation of talks by governments; Mr. Sheftall, effect bled
its
billing
in
radio
and
tele
speakers and for banquet enter- of newtions of all
network
sizes. policies on sta- vision in 1951, John A. Cairns
tainment provided by WSM Nashpresident,
ville.
The winner of the state Voice He
said an announced
increase of last
more week
thar
Mr. Esau, a former NARTB di- of Democracy contest, Betty Wea- 100%
over
1950
was
acquired.
rector, said the No. 1 problem for
ver
of
Chattanooga,
was
present"This
growth
reflects
the
stations is to improve programed at the dinner.
creasing importance of televisioi
ming, criticizing operators who
rely mostly on recordings and
as
an advertising
Mi
Cairns
said. "At themedium,"
same time
news pulled right off the wires. He
it is interesting to note that oui
contended stations should take LBS BASKETBALL
radio billing also increased. Per
every possible step to find new
Schedules 112 Hoop Games haps that shows that our clients
talent and fresh program formats,
are
not yet ready to consign radk
urging a revival of special com- BROADCAST of 112 leading col- to the
graveyard. Of all our de
munity events. Radio is the only
lege basketball games, beginning partments,
radio and
medium that can make last-min- Dec. 1 and concluding March 10, showed the greatest
rate oftelevisioi
growtl
ute copy changes, he said, point- 1952, was announced by Gordon B. in the past year.
ing to this advantage in com- McLendon, president of Liberty
The
agency
handles
the
At
petitive selling. He advocated Broadcasting System. LBS is air- Show sponsored by Masland Homt
car
editorializing on the local civic
ing The Basketball Game of the pets on ABC Radio. In additior
on its 435 station hookup, it buys radio and TV time foi
improvements level and called for Night
Mr. McLendon said.
use of open forum programs.
Rootes Motors, General Shoe Corp
Tulsa Plan Cited
(Friendly shoes), Columbia Tobac
Lindsey Nelson,
LBS' football
sportscaster
;
Jerry
Doggett,
known
co
(du Maurier cigarettes)
The Tulsa Associated Broad- in the Southwest for sports an- and Co.
National Home Furnishings.
casters plan, with six AM stations
nouncing;
Bob
Murphy,
Woody
cooperating for mutual promotion, Woodhouse, Bob Leach, Vince Bag- U. S. OVERSEAS installations wil l
is a highly effective device, he said. li, Jack Quinn, Allen Stout, Jim hear Miracle at Christmas, half-hour
Finally, he said the industry has Mclntyre, Frank Sims, Frank Cro- which
transcription for theMitchell,
holiday through,
season'
been
"terribly
in failure
are among those announcers facilitiesstarsof Thomas
the Armed Forces Radic
to raise
rates negligent"
with increased
im- siar,
chosen
by
Mr.
McLendon
to
air
the
Service.
World
Broadcasting
System
pact of the medium, adding that it Liberty schedule.
donated program, on request.
still isn't too late.
Maurice B. Mitchell, vice president and general manager of Associated Program Service, offered
carries the weight
tips to salesmen. He suggested as
a sale-closing device that relucin the Oregon Market
tant sponsors be urged to sign
with the understanding they can
DAYjor NIGHT
cancel in two weeks. He proposed
"stiff, vised
aggressive
and with
admanagers to selling"
make calls
salesmen. He also called for better
staffing.
His final tip, "If you need a good
salesman,
look downGoreat your
feet."
Survey
Rep. Albert
(D-Tenn.)
called Voice of America "vital to
TAL BMB
TO
democracy"on and
FAMILIES
emphasis
the called
project.forHegreater
listed
from 1949 BMB
PORTLAND, OREGON
examples
of
the
"great
work"
the
Voice is doing.
on the efficient 620 frequency DAYTIME
In his report as retiring presiAFFILIATED WITH NBC
dent, Mr. Proctor listed activities
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARB PITHY A CO
of the association during the year
BROADCASTING •

\WVAM EQUIPMENT
Buys WJSW Facilities
|WVAM Altoona, which suffered a
disastrous fire last month [B*T,
Nov. 19], is buying the equipment
bf WJSW in that city for $55,000,
It was announced last week. WJSW
is surrendering its license for 1290
fcc with 1 kw day, 500 w night,
j Equipment purchase is to be paid
for by debentures, which may be
turned in for stock in WVAM.
However, even if entire $55,000
Worth of notes is turned in, control
of WVAM will remain in same
'Tlhands — George D. Gartland, major
"*3tockholder, and Emanuel S. Leo\ ",jt]pold,
Firepresident.
destroyed
all WVAM
samrfiment
and
virtually
entire equipstudio
«lw night of Nov. 13, but the 1-kw
H CBS-station on 1430 kc was back
bn the air the next night with
temporary equipment set up in undamaged portion of studio. All loNG cal stations
cooperated in getting
creoiigutted station back on the air.
Ne|Loss was put at $87,000.
a k : WJSW began operation in 1947.
idtelliThe MBS affiliate is headed by
Cain Herbert Wolf, president.
WCPO RATE CHANGE
Day, Night on Equal Basis
WCPO Cincinnati has issued a new
rate card that sets identical rates
,for day or night radio announcements and programs, local and national, according to Mort C. Watters, vice president and general
manager.
said the action, regrowti Mr. Watters
troactive to Dec. 1, was taken as
flMjLa result of a Hooper radio report
j cJjOn Cincinnati which showed the
Iditiofecity's
nighttime
radiosets
sets inin use.
use
u fololess than
daytime
CorjlfTherefore, he said, the station "no
Mutponger
any rates
justification"
etteslichargingseeshigher
for night-in
m. time radio. WCPO-AM-FM-TV is
licensed to Scripps-Howard Radio
i wif Inc. and is affiliated with MBS.
,WTVJ (TV) Miami, presented resolution thanking station for coverage
, which station extended to National ExBeach. change Club convention in Miami

CLEVELAND RADIO POLL
CBS, WGAR Capture 22 of 36 Leading Places
CBS Radio and WGAR Cleveland
stars won 22 out of 36 top places
in the 1951 Cleveland Plain Dealer
annual radio poll. Listener balloting was the heaviest in the 22-year
history
ble that ofof the
last poll,
year.more than douMost notable upset was scored
by a religious program, The Rosary
Hour, still a relative newcomer to
Cleveland radio. This program,
aired five times weekly from 7 :45-8
p.m. over WERE, was voted
"Favorite Program" and "Favorite
Cleveland
Another Program."
upset gave Bill Gordon
of WHK a victory in the "Favorite
Disc
Jockey"
classification.
Gordon placed fifth
last year. Mr.
Arthur Godfrey remained the
leading individual entertainer,
capturing two first places in the
"Favorite Entertainer" and "Best
Variety
year
Mr. Show"
Godfrey categories.
also placed Last
first
in the classification won this year
by Other
The Rosary
Hour.
winners included Lowell
Thomas for the best network
(CBS) news program; Suspense
(CBS) for the best mystery show;
Lux Theatre (CBS), best dramatic
show, and WGAR's Fairytale
Theatre,
show. with
WTAM best
also children's
took two spots
the Voice of Firestone (NBC) as
the best musical program and William Tompkins with the best local
news program.
Dudley Repeat Winner
Jim Dudley repeated his 1950
triumph by winning most votes
for the best sportscaster.
Arthur Godfrey won second
place
in the
"Favorite
category,
followed
by HallsProgram"
of Ivy,
Family Theatre and Dragnet.
Runners-up to Mr. Godfrey as
the "Favorite Entertainer" were
Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Mr. Gordon
and Bing Crosby.
Following Mr. Thomas in the
best network news programs were
Edward R. Murrow, Fulton Lewis
jr., Walter Winchell and Gabriel
Heatter.
Following Mr. Gordon in the
"Best Local News Show" place-

FRIENDS
"To make a friend, you must be one."
Twenty years of service to farmers in
Kansas and adjoining states have
made us their friend.

WIBW
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TheVoice^/Kansas
in TOPE K A
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ment were Charles Day. WGAR;
Jim Martin, WGAR; Edward Wallace, WTAM, and Wayne Johnson,
WERE.
Next in line in the "Best Variety
Show" the
classification
The Stop
Big
Show,
Jack BennywereShow,
the Music and the Bing Crosby
Show.
Suspense was followed by Dragnet, Mr. District Attorney, The
Shadow and the FBI in Peace and
War"Best
as theMusical
"Best Mystery
Shows."
Show" runnersup were the Railroad Hour, Ten
O'Clock Tunes (WHK and WGAR
record program), the Telephone
Hour andgram ofRudolph
prorecordedRingwall's
music over
WGAR.
Lux Theatre, a perennial best
drama winner, was followed by
Theatre Guild on the Air, the Hour
of St. Francis, Halls of Ivy and
One Mail's Family.
"FavoritegaveCleveland
Program"
tabulation
places also
to the
Ohio Story, WTAM series; Mr.
Gordon, Ten
O'Clock Tunes and
Fairytale
Theatre.
Also placing in the "Best Disc
Jockey"
were WGAR;
Bill Randle,
WERE; category
Bill Meyer,
Joe
Mulvehill, WTAM, and Hal MorWGAR. won his top rating
Mr. gan,Dudley
for his work with the Cleveland
Indians baseball team. Other winners in the sports niche were Bob
Neal, WERE; Tom Manning,
WTAM; Jack Graney, WERE, and
Bill Stern, NBC.
In the "Best Children's Show"
category, runners-up were Toddler
Time,
WGAR;WERE
Kousin; Let's
Kay,Pretend,
WDOK, CBSand
the Lone Ranger, ABC-WJW.
LABOR-MANAGEMENT
ABC Carries '51 Reviews
ROUNDUP of labor and management in 1951 was to be featured
in the program, Year End Reviews,
scheduled for last Saturday on
ABC Radio. The consecutive 15minute programs were sponsored
individually by the American Federation of Labor and the National
Assn. of Mfrs.
The 6:45-7 p.m. segment was to
originatefiliate in Washington,
from WMAL, with
ABC'sa disafcus ion of 1951 in retrospect and
labor prospects for the future.
Second segment, 7-7:15 p.m. was to
feature NAM presentation of interviews and excerpts from the
56th annual conference of American Industries, reviewing management during the past year.

• you bet !
(Zood 'Morning

HOOPER IN CHATTANOOGA
Mon.30 tothruMarch,
Fri. April,
Sta.EC Sta.MayWDEF1951Sta.D Sta.E
0000 toa.m.8:15 3.2
2.0 11.0 3.1
2.3 1.0
15 to 8:30 2.8
2.1 2.81.4 13.0
11.0 3.3 2.8
3.0
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
B C WDEF D E
] 370 KC • 5000 WATTS

Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
IN MONTREAL

it's
CFCF
Ask the man who knows best — the
local advertiser on CFCF.
Best proof that he gets prompt action
at the cash register is the fact that
Over a 3-year period
local advertising on CFCF
has increased 260%National advertisers, too, can bank on
CFCF. For Canada's FIRST station has
the coverage, the listener ship, to do a
real selling job in the rich Montreal
market area.

THE New RCA
JerseyMicrowave
Super-Highway
installing
system tois
facilitate traffic control, accident handling, and road maintenance. The
microwaveTyperelayCW-5B
equipment
is RCA's U S. Representative — Weed & Co.
latest
960-megacycle
equipment.
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RAYMOND COLLINS
Set Makers' Filings
WFAA Official Dies Dec.
Waived for Now
PRICE RULES
What a Buy!
MANUFACTURERS of radio-TV receivers and certain related products RAYMOND COLLINS, 44, assist
have been relieved of the necessity of filing under new price regulations ant
AM-TVgeneral
Dallasmanager
in chargeof WFAAof techpending issuance of tailored instructions early next year.
nical operations, died Dec. 3. H<
N
This was assured by the Office of Price Stabilization in a directive
had
been
ill since
covering radio, automobile and *
suffering
a cere
portable and television sets, phono- manufacturers desire a mandatory
bral
hemorrhage
last
July.
graph records, phonographs and ceiling price on warranties as a
ABC
phonograph
combinations
and
elec
member ol
tronic tubes for receivers and sound means of solving a perplexing probtheA Institute
lem. But the Radio-Television
recording or reproducing devices.
C
Radio Engineers
The action exempts producers Mfrs. Assn. has pointed out the
Mr. Collins hac
from filing under General Price difficulty of defending such a stand
PROGRAMS
been with WFA.A
its undertones of trade reRegulation 22, effective Dec. 19, with
since
straint.
At 1928.
WFAA hdf
and again under tailored regulaWhether OPS would proceed to
tions to be promulgated for the
For "Minutes"
Mr.
Collins
helped
install
set
such
ceilings
was
held
moot
in
electronics
industry
within
the
50
-kw
transmit
& Chain Breaks
next two months [B»T, Nov. 19]. both manufacturing trade and ter at Grapevine, Tex., and directec
In
effect,
this
means
that
set
price
stabilization
quarters.
IN
makers and other producers may
General manufacturers (other installation of FM and facsimile!
(both forsincethe discontinued)
opera-1
continue to use ceiling prices set than radio-TV set makers) of multi- tions
station.
forth under GPR 22 as of Jan. 26, product lines may take advantage
YOUNGSTOWN, 0.
During World War II he tool*
1951, effect.
when the price freeze went of the Capehart formula (for al- leave-of
into
-absence to engage in radai
advertising, research,
and research at the
Taken literally, the ruling is
ing andlowing
administration
costs)sellby development
academic since set manufacturers filing Public Form 8 (for GPR 22) Radio Research Lab at Harvard
5000
U. Later Mr. Collins was one oi
and
Form
100
(for
the
Capehart
have
been
selling
goods
below
auWATTS
16 engineers chosen to perfect
thorized ceilings because of stiff plan) by the Dec. 19 deadline. Price countermeasure
radar equipment
competition and, until recently, boosts
are
self
-executed
[B«T,
Nov.
26,
12].
for the French invasion at the reabundant inventories.
q
u
e
s
t
o
f
General
Eisenhower.
Serving America's
OPS' announcement retains for
Record and phonograph-player
Surviving is his wife, the formel
the manufacturer the option of producers
34th Market
will be bracketed with
using general price regulations or radio-TV set makers under spe- Velma
Boyce,
secretaryUnit-at1
and nowone-time
in the Dallas
GPR 22, which carries with it a
cially tailored directives. They also WFAA
ed Press bureau.
further provision for obtaining ad- are exempt from dual filing reWFMJ
justed ceilings on the basis of the
nouncement. quirements under the recent anCapehart
advertising
REPRESENTATIVES
formula. Set
makers - allowance
generally
Meanwhile, OPS signified its in- WASH. SALES CLINIC
have shied away from taking adHeadley-Reed Co.
tent tional
to launch
a "vigorous"
Set Jan. 18 at Tacomc
vantage of the Capehart method
enforcement
probe of nathe
at this time.
service trades to determine the WASHINGTON State Assn. o:
degree of compliance with other Broadcasters has scheduled a secTimesaving Method
Radio-TV service and
ond statewide radio sales clinic
In another action, OPS offered regulations.
There's More
repair
shops are among the trades to be held in Tacoma Jan. 18, ac
manufacturers an optional, time- earmarked
for
the survey.
cording to an announcement last
savingheadmethod
for
computing
overcosts. An amended order now
week
Carl Downing, WSAB ex^
ecutiveby secretary.
SELL
permits them to calculate directly
The first sales clinic, held if
the overhead adjustment percentSeattle early in November, atJ
age for their entire business. Here- Sen. Johnson 'Drafted'
on .
tofore, they were required to figure SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.) tracted 53 sales executives fron;
individual dollars-and-cents ad- has been drafted for a sixth-term 25 stations. A third gathering
justments for each commodity.
planned for eastern Washington
the chairman
Western ofBaseAgain, the new order applies to presidency
ball League.of The
the following the Tacoma meeting.
manufacturers in general and not Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee had announced
to set-makers unless they may have
IURIU
filed for relief under the plan de- he was not a candidate for the EIGHT U. of Pennsylvania basketbal
vised by Sen. Homer Capehart post because of his workload in games
are onseason.
ABC's telecasting
sched-,
ule this
The Maryland,
(R-Ind.).
Washington
[B®T,
Nov.
26].
But
Swarthmore,
Columbia
and
Cornell
RICHMOND
Inherent in the regulation is the the Senator was elected despite his games are definite; others will depenc
alternative method for adjusting unwillingness.
on the Red and Blue's win-loss record
new ceiling prices under GPR
S\ VIRGINIA
22 rather than pre-Korean or base
w£\
910KC-5KW period levels [B*T, Nov. 26].
Looking toward the issuance of
ABC
custom-made regulations, OPS has
set
in motion a sample survey of
AFFILIATE
prices and other factors through a
radio-TV set industry advisory
committee.
WMtL
OPS is said to be beset with a
number of problems in formulating tries.
policy Question
for the
related indusmeans
of warranties
has
NATIONAL been raised,
along with warehouse
inventories, it was learned.
The warranties factor is a maMILWAUKEE
since the industry
EDWARD
REP.— has nojor roadblock
set standard as yet among
its manufacturers. Policy as it
PETRY
governs
REPRESENTED BY FORJOE
has arisen.retailers' practices also
_ & CO., INC. One OPS authority claimed that
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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EPRESENTATIVES of stations attending first meeting of Good Music Broadisters included (I to r, around table): Calvin Smith, KFAC Los Angeles;
lliott M. Sanger, WQXR New York; Paul Alger, WSNJ Bridgeton, N. J.;
aymond S. Green, WFLN Philadelphia; Robert Rogers, WGMS Washington;
homas Massey, KIXL Dallas; John R. Thornton, WXHR Cambridge, Mass.;
jorman S. McGee, WQXR; and Sol Chain, WBIB New Haven. Other stations
{filiated with WEW
the group
include
Baltimore,
WEAW Chicago, ^W
St. Louis
and WWIN
KSMO San
Fransico.

GOOD MUSIC MEET
Group Sets Joint-Sales Plan
REPRESENTATIVES of station
members of Good Music Broadcasters [B*T, Nov. 12 ] held their
WMRY
first meeting Nov. 30 in New York
and, as a result of rate discussions,
SELLS
can now operate the joint-sales
organization on a national basis,
spokesmen reported last week.
NEW ORLEANS
Meeting, called
to discuss
programming and selling
methods,
resulted in establishment of naGREAT
tional as well as local rates by
I NEGRO
each participating station, which
reflect approximately the same
cost per thousand homes in each
I MARKET I
market. Although no actual rates
were revealed, Good Music Broadcasters will sell time on an indiviWMRY
programspeople
to morethroughout
than Ya
dual station or a group of stations
million
for a chaseregular
discount,
purSouthernColored
Louisiana, Mississippi,
of time on
all Goodand Music
Alabama and Northwest Florida.
stations will bring an additional
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
10% reduction.
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
Programming will be handled individual y by each station, how600KC- "THE SEPIA STATION '
ever, and will follow the pattern
of WQXR New York, with accent
on classical music. Good Music sta- WMRY
tions will not operate on any netNEW ORLEANS. LA.
work tie-up, it was pointed out, as
far as programming is concerned; MORT SILVERMAN, General Manager
the organization was established
for joint sales of time only.
Zenith, GE Sponsorship
Zenith Radio and General Electric, named as Good Music sponsors when the organization was
first announced, bought time on a
regional, not national basis, according to Elliott M. Sanger,
WQXR executive vice president,
who instituted the Good Music
For some
organization with Raymond S.
Green,
vice president of WFLN
Philadelphia.
Representatives attending the
all-day session Friday included
interesting
Calvin Smith, KFAC Los Angeles;
Sol Chain, WBIB New Haven,
Conn.; Robert Rogers, WGMS
Washington, D. C. ; John R. Thorninformation
ton, WXHR Cambridge, Mass.;
Paul Alger, WSNJ Bridgeton,
N. J.; Norman S. McGee, WQXR;
Thomas Massey, KIXL Dallas;
Mr. Sanger, and Mr. Green. Other
on radio in
stations affiliated with Good Music
Broadcasters are WWIN Baltimore, WEAW Chicago, WEW St.
Louis, and KSMO San Francisco.
Headquarters of the group are
in WQXR offices, where sales and
IOWA.
market research are under supervision of Mr. McGee, vice president in charge of WQXR sales.

VCOP REPORT
SEEDS FOR FREEDOM
Radio Listening Gains
Radio Aid Helps Drive
ADIO still is tops in Boston, re- COMMITTEE for a Free Asia Inc.
orts Craig Lawrence, WCOP Bossays U. S. radio is doing its part
m :.,)n general manager, in releasing to
plant a little goodwill and
study and analysis of the Sepmber-October Pulse Reports of democracy in foreign soil. In par947 compared with 1951. Former
ticular, it cites active participaear was taken because TV had
tion in local Seeds for Democracy
ot yet arrived in the Hub area. drives, by such stations as WMLS
Study, Mr. Lawrence reports, Sylacauga, Ala. — population 1,909.
iiows 44.6% more radio sets in use
WMLS conducted a local campaign that resulted in more than
a.m.
to noon,
lore radio
sets inMon.-Fri.;
use from 20.6%
noon 100 individual packages of vegetable seeds received by the station.
J 6 p.m., Mon.-Fri.; 12.5% more
sts in use 6 p.m. -midnight, Mon.- The seeds are sent to the Philippines to meet a critical food pro"f'ri.
entirepercentage
week, fromof
duction shortage. They are disjidgn-onForto the
sign-off,
tributed without charge and planted
;ec| lore sets in use was 15.1, he said,
individuals
and families in the
i While some evening hours have by
iss people listening to radio now islands.
Other stations mentioned by the
lasfman before television, three of the
ax evening hours have a larger committee, which is financed by the
adio percentage and there are now Crusade for Freedom and dedicated
jiji greater number of radio homes, to the combat of communism in the
Ir. Lawrence reports. From Mon.- Far East, are WRFD Worthington,,
ronVri. 6-7 p.m. there were 33.2% Ohio; WKNE Keene, N. H.; WTOP
jjuore radio sets in use; 10-11 p.m., Washington; WHDH Boston; KXL
Portland, Ore., and KFVD Los
.oi)ii6.7%
more125%sets more
in use,
lidnight,
sets11in p.m.use. Angeles. The committee also sponsors Radio Free Asia, which has
I n addition, he said, a Pulse survey
! oints up in a July 1951 study that been broadcasting daily since Sept.
4. Through radio and other media,
3,11ut-of -home listening, a postwar more
than 100,000 packages of
:i|
evelopment,
to the
seeds have been contributed by
A verage
quarteraddshour15.6%
audience
to- Americans
and sent to Manila.
,nl i
THE GEORGIA PURCHASE
only
WAGA
ATLANTA
+ ATLANTA
combination
stations
can. °f
cover
WLAU
Miss., ABc
will become
MACON
Join
rgia's
geomajor
WLAU Laurel,
WMA
affiliated
witht0ABC
effective Jan. 1,
1 0,000
wCBS Z940kc
markets
bringing the number of the radio
network's nounced
affiliates
anlast week.to 299,
TheABCstation
will also continue its Mutual affiliaTHE GEORGIA
TRIO
WT0C
"well into nextsaid.
year,"Operating
at least,
MBS tionspokesmen
SAVANNAH
on 1490 kc with 250 w, it is owned
represented
individually and THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
by the Southland Broadcasting Co.
as a group by
Mrs. Norma H. Leggett is general
manager.
IROADCASTING
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RESEARCH NEEDS
To Be Discussed by Zeisel
NEW TYPES of research, which
should be undertaken by major
media to put an end to confusion
about comparative media values,
will be discussed by Hans Zeisel,
research director for the Tea Bureau, at a radio-TV group meeting of the New York Chapter of
American Marketing Assn. on
Thursday,nouncedchapter
last week. spokesmen anThe announcement said Dr.
Zeisel also will "described a new
formula he has developed to assist
advertisers in estimating television's effect on radio," as well as
discuss "particularly
failure of
magazines
to providethe advertisers
with any information about TV's
effect on that medium."
Described as an outspoken critic
of superficial or misleading research in advertising, Dr. Zeisel is
former director of developmental
research for McCann-Erickson. He
will speak at a luncheon meeting
of the AMA radio and television
group at the Hotel Shelton.

fCC actions

Returned
WSWN Applications
Bellefor Glade,
Fla.
— RETURN]
application
relinquishment
of cc
trol
by
J.
Tom
Watson
Jr., and
Samuel
Looney
Jr.,
Douglas
Silver
R.
Nelson
to
Dr.
C.
Harvard,
Mrs.
Foy,
Dr. Ralph J. Pipes and ConradMa!
Clemans.
WTTN WATERTOWN,
—R
TURNED
application
for Wis.
volunta
of and
license
fromV. Albert
B.to GaC
J.transfer
H,
Yeo
Carl
Kolata
V.
VerneKolata,
H. Halle.Marcella E. Kolata a
TENDERED
ModificationFOR ofFILING
CP
KCLV
Clovis,
N. M.—
Mod.to 250CPw i
power
increase
from
100
w
1240 kc.
December 4 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
To Remain Silent
KODI Cody, Wyo. — Granted author

NOVEMBER 30 THROUGH DECEMBER 6
CP-construction
permit D-day
ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
mod.-modification
ERP-effective
radiated
power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited
hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
Illinois U., proceedings.
Carbondale, 111., in current
November 30 Decisions . . . television
License Extension
General Electric Co. Syracuse, N
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
FM Plan Amended
—
Granted
temporary licer
Granted CP for CP
Commission
amended
forfurther
developmental
tive allocation
plan channel
for revised
Class225BtentaFM extension
station KE2XCV
to March 1. broadc
KNXT Hollywood,
Calif .—Granted
to delete
from
application
for CP to replace
expired Stations
BY THE SECRETARY
and Tuscola,
and asCP authorizing
change in power,
in- Harrisburg
sign it to234Olney,
also111.,transferred
stal ation of non-directional
ant., etc.
Granted License
channel
from 111.;Indianapolis,
Ind.,
To Remain Silent
toSt. Tuscola,
111.,
and
channel
236
from
KORKnewLasAMVegas,
Nev.— Granted
Louis,
Mo.,
to
Harrisburg,
111.,
to
KVOB tenAlexandria,
La.—
Granted
excense
become
effective
Jan.
7.
sion of authority
to4 pending
remain silent
fulltime; cond, station, 1340 kc 250
four
months
from
Dec.
filing
Granted
Changes
and
action on application for license
WFOB Fostoria,changes
Ohio— Granted
Following
FM :stations granted cense
assignment.
96.7 mccovering
(Ch. 244) 1 kw. in FM static
changes
in facilities
Extension of Authorization
RCA Tube Book
KITE-FM
San
Antonio,
Tex.—
Change
WBGU license
Bowling
Green, Ohio!ed
Granted
noncommercial
KFAR extension
Fairbanks,of Alaska—
Granted
ERP from 9.2 kw to 8.2 kw; cond.
specialbasis
service
RCA TUBE Department has an- further
WDLP-FM
Panama
City,
Fla.—
10cational
w. FM station, 88.1 mc (Ch. 2Cl~
onJan.temporary
foron Change
ERP
from
8.2
kw
to
4.8
kw,
ant.
nounced publication of the 1952 60authorization
days
ending
31
to
operate
from 290 ft. to 300 ft.; cond.
kc with
KCRA covering
Sacramento,power
Calif.— increa:
Grant
edition of its yearly reference 660
license
further
study 10of kw,
rulingfulltime,
of U. S.pending
Circuit ERPWJZ-FM
book on RCA tubes, electronic Court
from
6.5Newkwft.;York,
tocond.
1.5 N.kw,Y.—ant.Change
from changes in DA, etc.
ofCircuitAppeals
forof District
of Colum700
ft.
to
1,270
bia
in
case
American
BroadWJPRcovering
Greenville,
Miss—change,
Granted D*b
components,
test equipment,
cense
facilities
casting Co. vs. FCC, decided July 19.
WQAM-FM
Fla.—ant.Change
teries, and miniature
lamDS. batThe
from
60360kwft. toMiami,
8.2 kw,
from ERP350 etc., cond,
WNYC extension
New York,of N.special
Y.— Granted
ft.
to
service
RCA Pocket Reference Book is further
WOKE
Oak
Ridge,
Tenn.—
basis foron
new AM station, 1430 kcGrant1 1
WFOW.93 kwMadison,
Wis.—
Change
ERP100 license
available from all RCA distrib- 60authorization
days endingonJan.temporary
31 to operate
daytime,
cond.
from
to
7.5
kw,
ant.
from
utors.
830 kcing further
with 1study
kw, limited
time,
pendto 80 ft,; cond.
WBGE-FM
of rulingfor ofDistrict
U. S. ft.WIFU
cense
new FMAtlanta,
station,Ga.—95.5Granted
mc (C
Bloomington,
Ind.
—
Change
Circuit
Court
of
Appeals
educational
sta-B 238) 1.85 kw.
of Columbia
CircuitCo. invs.caseFCC,of decided
Ameri- from tionnon-commercial
on
90.9
mc
(Ch.
215)
to
Class
can
Broadcasting
Granted Mod. CP
station
on
103.7
mc
(Ch.
279)
with
ERP
July 19. Denied Request
33 kw and ant. 300 ft.; cond.
WFAA
Dallas, Tex.
— Granted mc
for extension
KTBS
m forBy oral
opinion
and order
request December 3 Applications . . . toCP 2-15-52;
cond. of completion ds
argument
fileddenied
by Southern
WBAP
Ft.
Worth,
Tex.— Grant
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
veport, La. f/M
mod.
for extension
date toCP2-15-52;
cond. of completi
Modification
of
CP
WJZ-FM
York, N.of Y.—completi
Grant*,
TUBE MAKING
CP forNewextension
Ste. Genevieve,
Mo.— Mod.
CP, mod.
as KSGM
mod., authorizing
frequency
change,
date
to
2-29-52.
DA-DN,
etc.,
for
exGE Sees 20 Million by '53 power increase,
tension of completion date.
By Comr. E. M. Webster
PLANS to build "reliability of KJEF-FM
Grand
Rapids,station,
Mich.—forMod.
WHDHfor Boston,
tion
waiver Mass.—
of Sec.Granted
1.854(d)pe
electronic
equipment"
used
by
the
CP,
as
mod.,
new
FM
extension of completion date.
armed forces were outlined to miliCommission's
Rules toandappear
acceptance
notice
of
intention
KWHP
Near
Cushing,
Okla.—
Mod.
tary electronics experts in Wash- CP, as mod., new AM station, for power ticipate in oral argument in and
procee;pa m
ington last Wednesday by the Gen- increase from 500 w to 1 kw on 1600 kc. ingResort
re itsBcstg.
application.
Co.
Hot
Spring,
Ark.
eral Electric Co. GE's program
License for CP
Granted from
petition
for11 continuance
was described as "multi-million
hearing
Dec.
to
Jan.
16 i
KBND
Bend,
Ore.—
License
for
CP
Washingtonand inthatproceeding
re itsBest
authorizing frequency change, DA, etc. plication
of Springhill
Brunt of the program will fall WAFMcense for (FM)
Birmingham,
Ala.—
LiCo.,
Springhill,
La.
dollars."
CP, as mod., new FM station.
on improving the quality of the rePixleys
Inc. Columbus,
Ohio — ofGrant
petition
ceiving tube. According to E. F. forWJBY-FM
CP, as mod.,Gadsden,
new FM Ala.—
station.License joint
ing from
Dec.for6 continuance
to Jan.
10 in Was
Peterson, manager of sales for tion.WLAV-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.— ington
in proceeding
re assignment
license of stations WCOL-AM-F
GE's tube department, his company License for CP, as mod., new FM sta- Columbus.
can produce 20 million "high-reliWWHG Hornell,
New toYork—
petition
authority
take Grant;
depo:
tions in for
proceeding
re application.
military ability"
usetubesbypertheyearenddestined
of 1953.for
License Renewal
Mr. Peterson and other GE tube
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Coop,
experts huddled at the Pentagon
in a meeting arranged by M. Barry
Carlton of the Research Development Board. Among those attending were representatives of the
SERVICE DIRECTORY
services'
of staff,
joint
chiefs of chiefs
staff, the
Defensethe Dept.,
government and industry personnel.
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Custom-Built Equipment
MONITORING COMPANY
RCA has added a new television set
U.
S.
RECORDING
CO.
PRECISION
to its line of TV Super Sets. It is an
Engineer onFREQUENCY
duty all nightMEASUREMENT*
every night |
open-faced console with a rectangular 1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
JACKSON 5302
17-inch picture tube. The Caldwell
Lincoln 3-2705
(Modelin limed
17-T-162)
will list at $349.50
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Met
and
oak $359.50.
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
executive Offices
National Press Building
Jffiees and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A— 43-year
Establishedbackground
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
ifc it Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
«i INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

GE
c- PARADIO
ECONSULTING
ENGINEERS
10ND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
m 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
eels 1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
Quarter Consulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 —Lockwood
Executive6,5-1819)
5851
(Nights-holidays,
Member AFCCE *
By Hearing Examiner Fanny N. Litvin
The Rural
Co ofpetition
Ohio Oakfor
Harbor,
Ohio Bcstg.
— Granted
extension
to Feb.findings
18 within
which
to offiletime
proposed
and
tion.
conclusions in proceeding re applicaBy Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Basil Anderson
111.
— George
By memorandum
opinionRockford,
and order
denied petitions of Oct. 26 and Nov. 2
to amend application so as to change
engineering data and corporate setup,

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Lane,
Television
One LeFevre
New Systems
Rochelle, N
New Rochelle 6-1620

4

Member AFCCE"

3ma inDec.
7 to March
11 in Washingproceeding
re application.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Columbia Bcstg. System New York— December 4 Applications . . .
■anted
to amend upapplication
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
as respect
to petition
bringto the
application
to date
Modification of CP
thicant
corporation. stockholders in apWTVB-FM
Coldwater, Mich.— Mod.
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
CP, as mod.,
new FM date.
station, for exSmith
tension of completion
Grand Island Bcstg Co. Grand Island,
KGMO-FM
Cape
Girardeau,
'b. — granted
By memorandum
opinionappliand Mod. CP, as mod., new FM station,Mo.—for
der
petition
to amend
completion date.
tion
to
specify
operation
from
a
dif- extension ofLicense
for CP
rent
transmitter
site;retention
denied ofpetition
;ofar
as
it
requests
appliWSUN
St.
Petersburg,
Fla—change
Licensein
tion,
as amended,
in hearing
status. for CP, as mod.,
authorizing
>plication,
as
amended,
was
removed
DA, etc.
>m hearing docket.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST.. N. W. HUDSON
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

License Renewal
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark., KRAI Craig,
Col.,
WJBF
Augusta, Lewistown,
Ga., WAZF Mont.,
Yazoo
City,
Miss.,
KGAK
Gallup,KXLO
N. M., Ohio,
KDIX KADA
Dickinson,
N.Okla.,
D., WTOL
Toledo,
Ada,
Houston,Appleton,
Tex., KPAT
Pampa, KNUZ
Tex., WHBY
Wis.,
KVOC
Casper,
Wyo.,
WMBD-FM
Peoria,
111., and WGUY-FM Bangor, Maine.
December 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Marquette, frequency
Mich.— Mod.change,
CP,
as WDMJ
mod., authorizing
power increase,
DA-N,date.etc., for extension of completion
License Renewal
WMLLnewal of license.
(FM) Evansville, Ind. — ReWFBC Applications
Greenville, S.Returned
C— RETURNED
application for license to cover CP
authorizing new transmitter.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

KALT Atlanta, Tex.— RETURNED application for assignment of license
from H.andH. R.Wommack
Wommack
S. BielohJr.,to D.theA. Messrs.
Wommack
d/b
as
Ark-La-Tex
Bcstg.
Co.
WCAT Rapid City, S. D . — RETURNED
application for renewal of license.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 960
WATS Sayre, Pa.— CP to change frequency from 1470
AM— kc1150to 950
kc kc.
KNED McAIester, Okla. — CP to
change operating hours from daytime
toon fulltime,
1150 kc. 1 kw D 500 w N, DA-N,
Modification of CP
KDSX Denison, Tex.— Mod. CP to
change DA-N.
Extension of SSA
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Extension
of special service authorization to
operate on 770 kc 50 kw D 25 kw N.
(Continued on page 112)
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 25<p per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
Nq charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
tocustody
box numbers
or return.are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their
Help Wanted
Managerial
Generalradiomanager
Knows
and willingdesires
to work.change.
Best
references.
Write
Box
667L,
CASTING^BROADStationtral manager
cenIndiana city forduemedium
to ultrasizeliberal
bonus plan.
Thislifetime
could forbe qualified,
the opp
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
o
f
a
ambitious,
go-getter.
Send picture,
biographicalnumber.
details,Position
references
and
telephone
filled by 25th of December.
Boxmust672L,be
BROADCASTING.
5000 watt ABC affiliate needs traffic
manager,
experienced
in network
schedules,
along
withAlsoprogram
and
production
training.
will have
opening
for
secretary
with
merchandising experience
in
national
sales
department.Address
Both positions
available
January
First.
applications
to
Robert
R.
Feagin,
WPDQ,
Jacksonville,
Florida.
Salesman
Excellentradio
opportunity
for salesman
who
knows
and value
of account
servicing.
commission.
Send completeSalary
details,and
air mail.
KPOW,
Powell, Wyoming.
Salesmen:
We have expanded
ourby group
ofstations
successful
usedtwo
radio
and weservices
can use
single
men, familiar
with
Mid-City
programming, to travel
by other
car — near
one with
near Illinois
— thewill
Texasbase
Colorado.
You
sell our
in person
andor
by
long
distance
phone,
successful
sales,
and continuity
service programming
and our 7 new continuous
script
shows.ment withSalary
and expense
opportunity
to grow.arrangeWrite
Merchandising
Division,
National
ReBureau, Inc., NRB Building,
Chicago search
10, Illinois.
Announcers
Wanted
—
announcer
with
hard
punching
commercialSend
voice. good
Large midwestern
market.
disc
and all details
first letter.audition
Box 367L,
BROADCASTING.
Leading
north
midwest 5 opening
kw networkfor
affiliate
hasannouncer
immediate
ambitiousality.
with real personChallenging
assignment
with
wide open
for advanceSendopportunity
tapeBROADCASTING.
and full
information.ment.Box 629L,
Reliable
announcer
at central
New York,
networkwanted
affiliate.
Some
control work,
fine opening.
opportunity,
permanent,
immediate
Box 655L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
Experienced
young
announcer wanted:
looking for
his big break.
For staffpolitanof areaprogressive
Detroit
metrodetails
in first ST
letterstation.
to Box Send
663L, allBROADCA
ING.
Immediate opening, combination
man,
must be good
staff announcer. $80.00experienced
weeklystation.
guarantee.
Western Pennsylvania
Box
687L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-first
phone.
To
fill
first
opening in 3 years. To do DJ, news.
Play-by-play
sports
desired,
but not
essential.
P.
O.
Box
2431,
Sarasota,
Florida.
Announcer-engineer.
Startweek.
at $300Time
per
month
based on 48 hour
and one-half
over
40
hours.
Experience desirable.affiliate.
Progressive,
sports
minded,
ContactKBMY,
Ted
Hildebrand,MBSChief
Engineer,
Billings, Montana.
Experienced
announcer
with New
first
phone. Station
Combined
studios.
numberoperation.
one in market
and prosperous.
Staff ofCallfifteen
Salary open.
collectem-or
write Jim ployees.
Bradner,
KGBC, Galveston,
Texas.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-engineer
needed
by CBS
outlet
in the information
southwest
immediately,
send can,
complete
Jim DunKSIL, Silver City, N. toMex.
Announcer-first
ticket. $300announcing
monthly
and more
depending
ability.
conditions
using
3approximately
tickets Ideal
daytimeworking
operation.
Announce
20 hoursand weekly.
6 day
week. Send details
voice audition
Manager, KTFY, Brownfield, Texas.
Announcer-engineer,
to $80 depending on transmitter.
announcing $70Fulltime
ability.
Modern
studios,
Mutual.
Housing
available,
car
unnecessary.
Send details
with disc
WCRK,
Morristown,
Tenn. or tape to
Immediate opening for qualified announcer in leading
of nation's
fastest
city.station
Send details
and
auditiongrowing
toGeorgia.
Program
Director,
WGAC,
Augusta,
Announcernouncer forwanted,
interested inprefer
anresidence
of regular
N. C,Wannamaker,
S.staffC, work,
or Virginia.
Contact
Allan
Radio
Station WGTM, Wilson, N. C.
Immediate openingnouncer-eng—ine rs 1stphone,
2 combo
anannouncing.
Start
$60photo,
for emphasis
40resume.
hour
week.
Send
disc,
WHBS, Huntsville, Alabama,
Morning
man — Hardneed
hitting announcer.
Only
experienced
Prefer
man state
Wisconsin, nearapply.
middlewest.
Reasonable
starting
salary,
health benefits.
Send
disc,
tape,
complete
letter
Program
Wisconsin. Director, WHBY, Appleton,
Combination
announcer-engineer.
WJON,
Cloud,
Minnesota, or Wire
call
1240. ABCSt. affiliate.
WJPD, Ishpeming,
wants will
announcer. AbilityMichigan
and interest
compensate
experience.
Send
auditionforandlack
full ofdetails.
Announcer-engineer,
first phone. State
experience
first
letter. and
WMLT,salary
Dublin,requirements
Georgia.
Topnotch announcer;
staff disc.
and WOKY,
DJ exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
.
S
e
n
d
letter
and
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Announcer-salesman
needed immediately by CBS outlet
Send
full
to Jimin southwest.
Duncan, KSIL,
Silverparticulars
City, N. Mex.
We polish
announcers
for production
big time.
This
lownear
powered
but does
big
station
Chicago
17 hours
local
programming.
If
you
have
goodof
voice;
and you.
knowledge
board,ceptgood
wetwo staff
canEnglish
develop
Canif exacmen
now
even
limited. Good salaries. WSDR,
Sterling, perience
Illinois.
Personality
deejaysix for
AM; 1-4Light
PM
show.
staff
days6-9weekly.
morningnoonNotouch.
Popular
stuff for aftersegment.
Send
immediately
disc
or tape,quired photo,
background,
salaryHotel
reto ToddIndiana.
Branson,
WWCA,
Gary, Gary,
Technical
Need
combination
announcer-engineer
for
Minnesota
station.
Want man Good
able
tosalary.
work
chiefBoxengineer.
CASTING.
Mailintodetails.
624L, BROADOpening
availablewithin middlewest
station forroomengineer
license
conexperience.
Must and
be good
audio trolproduction
man.
Exceptional
opportunity AM-TV
for right manoperation.
to grow State
into
combination
salary,
experience,
photo first
letter. Reply
Box 627L,sendBROADCASTING.

Helpnetwork
Wanted affiliate
(Cont'd)needs anMinnesota
nouncer
with
first
class
engineer's
license.or Top
right man.
Send
disc
tape salary
first toletter.
Box 639L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — First
engineer for
transmitter
duty.phone
Car required.
$50
for 44 hours. Box 678L, BROADCASTING.
engineer
needed immediately
for
5Chief
kw clear
daytimer
fulltime
FM.
Plans
for
TV.
Large with
southern
market.
Must
be
experienced
in
transmitter
operation
and studio
maintenance.
State
qualifications
and salary
expected.
Box 696L,
BROADCASTING.
Iffreshyouwater
like hunting,in thesaltland
waterof sunand
shine and thefishing
salary,
of course,
there
isa first
an opportunity
for
you
if
you
have
class
voice. Send
tape orBROADCASTING.
disc andticket
full and
information.
Box
697L,
Experienced
chief
engineer-announcer.
Salary open.
Fifteen
employees,Station
excellentinworking
conditions.
number
one
market
andJimprosperous.
Call
collect
or
write
Bradner,
KGBC, Galveston, Texas.
Wantedsibleimmediately,
engineer with posboro, Texas.announcing ability, KHBR, HillsWanted: noCombination
engineer-aner. Best of east
working
conditions.
Located
80 uncmiles
of Yellowstone
Park.
Good
pay.
Air
KPOW, Powell, Wyoming. mail disc.
Immediate opening,
chief New
engineerannouncer.
kw upstate
daytimer.
Top1 engineer.
salary
to theComplete
right York
man.
Also,
straight
deand disc please.
Radio Station
WDLA,tails Walton,
New York.
Immediate license.
opening for
engineer
first
Contact
AllenwithB.
Jones.ton,class
N.Radio
C. Station WGNI, WilmingGood car.
start forNo single,
first class
operator
with
experience
$55
base plus
six month
raises,needed.
plus profit
sharing.
WSNY,
Schenectady.
First
class phone
Experience
not transmitter
necessary.operator.
WSSV,
Petersburg, Virginia,
First ing.
ClassContactengineer.
Immediate
James Trewin, RuralopenRaRadio test technicians and radio test
engineers for alignment,
test and
trouble-shooting
complicated
equipment.
Theseofknowledge
jobs
requireand radio
thoroughtensive
theoretical
exexperience (many
in practical
radio.
Pay
is
excellent
technicians
earn
up
to
$120.00
a
week),
working
conditionstunities forare
of the finest,
advancement
are goodopporand
you'll
like
the
employee
benefits.
Allin
this finest
plus the
opportunity
to workWrite
the
city
in
the
midwest!
for
an
interview
or
send
resume
of
qualifications
to B. V. 909Mayrhauser,
The
Turner
Company,
17th
St.,
N. E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Production-Programming, Others
Secretary:
are a secretary
considerableIf you
midwestern
station with
experience, there's position
open executive
January
First
as
secretary
to
program
of
Chicago
station.
Send
complete
qualifications,
photoBROADCASTING.
and salary expected. Box 658L,
Wanted: write.Experienced
news man,
Excellent
opportunity
manrewith writing
ability
newsfor judgment. Air work
not and
essential.
Send
letter of perience,
qualifications,andincluding
exsalaryMichiexpected to Stationbackground
WFDF, Flint,
gan.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced
copywriti
Also
do
traffic commercial
work. photo,
In reply
inclu p
sample
commercials,
details
experience. WVSC, Somerset, Pa.
Television
Technical
Wanted
—
TV
chief
engineer.
becompletely.
able to takeBox over580L,
operatingMan statimi
ING
• TELECASTING. BROADCAS
Production-Programming, Othe\ Lj
Wanted
— TVcan production
chief.
Man who
handle
phasesbe NoofwillifiJliv , W[
slide
scheduling,
etc. allMust
dig in,unlimited
work hard.
Right Box
man 579c [— i
have
opportunity.
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING
W
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Station manager now employed d
sires
change twenty
due to change
in owne ^
ship.
years experien
in all Over
phases of broadcasting.
Go< Z,
reputation
with
too
references.
B>
692L, BROADCASTING.
Eight
years
of
experience
in
radio
ha,
helped
me bringbasis,
two onestations
back w k
sound financial
of which
Dperating
in the now
red. I'dthelikenorth
to u
that
irest experience
where I have
I wantgoodintojob,
settle
manently.
but wape Lj
security earned
bybe hard
work.
Stai fa
ing
must for
good future.
and potenti
mustsalary
be there
the
Rep jjj
Box 694L, BROADCASTING.
Successful
manager
with
outstandi)
record seeking challenging
posits
with
to salerealof opportunity.
present station.ChangeMandi $?;
highest
and active toin civ
affairs. integrity
Your opportunity
hi | j
proven south,
ability.but Age
39, with
famil fc.
Prefer
all offers
considere
Box 695L, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Sales
New England.
New New
York York—
experience.
Presently4 yeaei) inL
ployed.
Available
January
1. Pref
rep or network affiliate. Box
661 RrI
BROADCASTING.
Have "loused-up" one station— Hoop oer
up
50%,meIncome
tripled!to How
abo1 rt-t
giving
a chance
"louse-u]
yours.
Box 668L,
BROADCASTING.
Former Ziv
salesman-salB
manager
wantsandgoodlocalopportunity.
690L, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Topnotch, draft
exempt First
announce
newscaster,
disc jockey.
phoi ™
license.
Desire B{r ?"
locate nearNow NYC.working.Audition.
635L, BROADCASTING.
Basketball play-by-play man availab
immediately.
One
of nation's
Seven
yearsExcelexperience
in metropobe! \tt
tan
in basketball,
and area.
football.
Excellent
voice.baseb;
Fine
references.
Desires Veteran,
AM or TV30, collej
statii
strong onConfident
sports.
grad.
my
air
checks
convince
All offers considerew
Box
657L, you.
BROADCASTING.
Two
years4 years
with inpresent
hg
affiliate,
radio. formidwest
Wish
locate.
staff man
newsto a:
commercialTop work.
Best referencf
Hillybilly immediately.
DJ, entertainer,Informal
control stym
available
No
news-sports.
Good
sales
"reco;
Single,
27, draft proof,
cleanBROA1
livii
good
references.
Box 662L,
CASTING.
Announcer-engineer,
experien
desires job located3 years
Connecticut
vicinity.
Strong
on
news,
commercl
copy.
Presently
employed.
Draft t & 1
empt vet. Box 664L, BROADCASTINl
Announcer-copywriter. Experience J
Available
Good veteran.
commerdUiB W;~.
DJ, sports,
etc.
offer.
BoxJanuary.
670L, Married
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
4ve years announcing. Accent on
vmmercial
delivery,
proaction shows.
Draftnewscasting,
Emaoyed.
Connecticut,
Newexempt.
York
pre■ired.
Personal
interview.
Box
671L,
— -ROADCASTING.
combofor manadvancement,
in marginalsecurity.
station
_ op
oking
!arried
veteran.
Air
check
tape
;quest. $75, Rockies or west. Boxon
'3L, BROADCASTING.
desires work
,S11 xperienced
hicago area.announcer
Full or parttime.
Box
L| "4L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer
doing
straight
JllfJUtPDwouldwithlikestation
announcer-copy local
writing
771 i^est. In southwestholding
Virginia now,in'Carried. Tape qualifications, travel
Jfff'imediately.
Box 679L, BROADCAST 4 JG.
i-f 'vywhere
x years forexperience
all phases.
Go
right price.
Would
:royed.TV station.
well preemBox 681L,Presently
BROADCASTING.
Kcellent
announcer,
relocate, superb
commercials,
DJ, personality,
news.
J lcperienced,
eteran
4A, married,
reliable,
sincere,
no
ticket.
ox 682L, BROADCASTING.Start $60.00.
™JGiferiter,
vailableproducer,
immediately,
announcer,
program
with third
ticket.director,
Mar_Jlf aerator
ed, 30, draft
exempt,classreferences
and
"TT
jcommendations
on request.
Pres'"fntly
employed.
Interview
if
necess#ity. Box 688L, BROADCASTING.
l" f nnouncer-D
J, five
years experience,
;t, presentlyBox
employed.
Excellent
Preferences.
689L, BROADCASTsfe
le4,lportscaster.
If you are a inbaseball,
H*iotball,
I arket andbasketball
want a topstation
man with good
out-4fTanding
record
excellent referices. Write 693L,andBROADCASTING.
e 'toff announcer S.R.T. graduate, will
lani crli.il,
I j staff work, play-by-play,
sports, disc,
can
references,
tf'pe, excellent
will travel,
allHallonen,
repliesphoto,
answered,
iawtest
offer..
Gary
Republic,
Wichigan.
— tDortscaster
3 years6
ay-by-play, and
strongnewsman,
on basketball..
newspaper
report—iyttDllege
rgI! onthsand experience,
news
gathering-announcing.
graduate,
now minded
announcing,
vdbteran,
prefers
sports
midFTrtsestern
station.or write
References!
Livable
Kit age. Call
Tom Hamlin,
ranklin, Ohio. Franklin 952 J-l.
irtfiptsperienced
announcer
deep Single,
voice
atrj
;wscaster,
good
staffanywhere.
man.
te.ik-aft
Bill
N'G,!1
arvin, exempt,
4919 Troost,go Kansas
City, Misjlgnnouncer:
29 yearsshows,
old. 5news,
years ex1 ;rience. Morning
lercials.
Good mature
voice. comFree
j|need inarea.New Steve
York, Phillips,
will travel,540 metroJbn)litanAvenue,
New York
33, New AuduYork,
"T/Adworth 7-8931.
nnouncer-engineer,
phone. experDraft
repl«|f-iempt.
Independent 1stnetwork
*J-nce.
Accent juston left
announcing.
Strong
jws.
Have
10 kwBillaffiliates.
m75 available.
Will
travel.
Rogel,
. Y. Grant Avenue, New York City,
sti ireer broadcaster. Experienced staffer
fi|
ith
crisp
decisive
deliveryposi—a
■itl
llingwith
voice,
desires news
permanent
iilif71 mation.
progressive,
production-wise
Twenty-three,
single.
Prefer
is*I aw
iwever,England-middle
all returns Atlantic
carefully area;
eonlered.Personal
Auditionaudition
materialwithin
on rejJj-I lest.
250
;'™J.I iles
of NewAve.,
York.NewHenry
C. Semple,
3
Sickles
Rochelle,
N.
Y.
■'I lew Rochelle 6-0731)
cperienced
announcer,
1st phone,H.
/ailable
January
1st
Write-wire:
5wnith,York.1224 Clay Avenue, Bronx 56,
Technical
rst
phone,
43/4
years
experience.
State
lary,
conditions
first letter.
>x 562L,working
BROADCASTING.
anted
Chief experience.
engineer's job AM-FMT.>x 567L,
10— years
BROADCASTING. References.
rst
Desires
so class
threephone.
months
boomexperience,
CBS-TV.
References.
Boxoperator,
669L,
tOADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer,
ten years.
years Desire
250 w permanent
to 5 kw.
Chief kw, two
connection
progressive
station.
Available
immediately.
Box
680L,
BROADCASTING.
First phone licensee,noucer-ngier,months
desiresexperience.
work anDisc,
H.9 Massingale,
763rd St.,photo.
Astoria,Geo.Oregon.
Production-Programming , Others
Copy - continuity
- jingle credits
writer for(free29
lance).
Outstanding
4A agencies.
Moderateair rates.
Write
Box
309L, BROADCASTING.
Newsman,
capable,
responsible,
news
judgment,
seeking
staff spotgoodor
newsroom porting,
directorship.
3Vz years
rerewriting,
editing.
Former
Transradio
staffer.veteran.
27, married,
B.A.,
non
reserve
Box
599L,
BROADCASTING.
My copy
sells —Experienced,
my programsdraftentertainempt,and29, married.
sell!
exPresently employed.
Box 604L,
BROADCASTING.
Woman director.
Commentary,
commercial,Service
interview,
news. Top
copywriter.
accounts.
Food,
apparels,
merchandising.
Good
voice,
Details, disc,
photo on aprequest. pearance.
Box 675L,
BROADCASTING.
News
writer-broadcaster,
seeking
first
professional
3 years
phases26.
college radio job.
degree.
Single,all vet,
Qualified
CASTING.references. Box 683L, BROADWriter,
credits. Broadcasting degreenetwork
1951.Desires
Dramatic,
continuity,
commercial.
writing
and/or
general
production,
local station. Box
684L, BROADCASTING.
Floor
Graduateof 20Radioweekand—
500
hourmanager:
course
Television,
New atYorkSchool
Courses
directing
producing
ofCity.
and RCA
filmin
TVaudioshows.
Operation
of live
DuMont,
and video
equipment.
Age 31.
Single. Will travel. Box 685L, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-editor,
new toin first
newspaper
work desires return
love.
Widely
experienced
all
phases,
local
legwork
to
air
presentation.
Prefer
station accenting local news needing
top announcer-writer-editor.
No
transcription butreasonable
available personal
inter-Or
distance.
send
forview within
writing
samples.
Draft child.
proof
veteran,
32,
married
with
small
All correspondence answered but
prefer
northeast.
Box
686L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
program director
whoshortis
also
topPlease
announcer,
available
notice.
state
salary.
Will
travel
anywhere
inWilliam
northeast.
All WATS,
letters
answered.
R.
Lawson,
Sayre, Penna,
Television
Managerial
Planning—
midwest
operation?my Save
time and money
byTV ofutilizing
exrientoce. Al phases
TV invest.
-AM operation.rently
Desirepeemployed
manage
and
Curin
major
basic
operation. Box 575L, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Technical
Engineer, presently employed, 15 years
with network
TV
intelevision
New York technical
experienced al phases
operations,
development
and motion
picture
techniques.
Will
consider
post
freeze
opportunities. Box 677L, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Accept this challenge.
ideal
southwestern
city. 1000Located
watts.in Good
accounts.
Needs659L,goodBROADCASTING.
operator. $15,000 down. Box
For
sale: 250
wattdown,
fulltime;
net $2000
apermonth;
$25,000
balance
$1000
month; one
sale station,
price, $80,000;
location,
midwest;
25,000
populaING.
tion market. Box 666L, BROADCASTFor sale. Well
500 watt affiliatedPrincipals
daytime
station.
only. Box 691L,equipped.
BROADCASTING.
For
sale
— broadcasting
stations. Leonard
J.
Schrader,
Champaign,
111.509V2
PhoneEast9094.Green St.,

For Sale (Cont'd)
Equipment etc.
For sale:
375
foot
40-tonnowself standing.
supporting Lehigh
tower
Stressed
to
carry
FM
or
TV
or 8both.
Complete
with A-4 Priced
lightingto and
bay
W.E.
FM
antenna.
sell.
Box
602L, BROADCASTING.
One kilowatt Western Electric AM
transmitter
443-A-l,
changed frommodel
Western
Electricfinalto tubes
RCA
type
A. A Western
limiter
model833-1126-C
includes Electric
126-C limiter
amplifier,
298-A
control
panel
and
20B rectifier. A Wincharger tower type
300 triangular,
heightbeacon
260', assembly,
complete
with
type
300
M.M.
lighting
wire,
conduits lineandand375tuning
feet
open
wire
transmission
CA
ST
IN
house
components.
Box G.
665L, BROADFor sale: 1 Rel Model 600 FM broadcast,Likemodulation
and frequency
moninew.
Frequency
of monitor,
100.3 tor.mc.Contact
Cost L.$750.
Will
sacrifice
for
$350,
C.
Sigmon,
KMPC,
Los Angeles 28, California.
For sale—
watt Gates —GYlike transmitter used250only
new.
5tubes
amp inremote
meter15100%months
and thermocouple,
Calif.
service,
cluded. KWSO, P. O. Boxspares
366, are
Wasco,inDummy load
wattmeter, power
Bird,
model
serialand
scales; 2567,watt,
100 183.
watt Three
and 500 watt.
Perfect
condition.
Complete
with
RG17/U transmission
and connectors,
instruction
book andlinecalibration
chart.
$200.00.
Contact Chief
TV, Greensboro,
N. C.Engineer, WFMYFor sale:ameter, 1Andrews
— 3Va" di0 ft. incratefiveCo-Ax
New, in Muskegon,
original
at 20$3.75ft, perlengths.
foot,
f.o.b.
Michigan.
Write
Manager, WKBZ.
Complete
for 860bid,250 Gerald
wattsall
RCA equipment
selling best
O'Grady, North Adams, Massachusetts.
For sale: 101One— 170usedft. Windcharger
towernumber
withrefused.
base insulator.
No
reasonable
offer
U.Bldg.,S.
Tower
Co.,
219
Union
Trust
Petersburg, Virginia.
Help Wanted
Announcers
IF YOU ARE SINGLE
and
Want to Spend
In The the Winter
VIRGIN ISLANDS
If you're a combo man with a first
phone
—
announcing
post for accent
you atonWSTA.
Stay —asthere's
long asa
you likethebuticicles
you'll are
like hanging
it especiallylow wellup
while
North. Openings for three.
throw rocks
seeYou'll
St. Thomas.
Writeat to:Florida after you
Bill Greer
WSTA
St. Thomas, V. I.

$1.00

MUST

Help Wanted
Salesmen(Cont'd)
SALES ENGINEERS
Large
electronic
equipment
the East
has several
desirablemanufacturer
openings forinIn
Sales
Engineers.
No traveling.
Experience
broadcast sential.
transmitters
or
audio
equipment
Engineering
degree
desired but equiv-esmayincluding
be substituted.
Give fullalentpeexperience
details,
age,
rience and salary desired. education, exBOX 6511, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted
Announcers
SPORTS ANNOUNCER
Play-by-play.
Onein ofmetropolitan
Nation's Best.area.SevenExyears
celexperience
in basketball,
and football.
Excellent
voice. Finestbaseball
references.
Desires
weekly.
AM oreranTV, 30. Available
station strong
on sports.$150.00
Vetimmediately.
BOX 656L, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
For
sale. Raytheon -Packard
FM 250 335-B
watt
transmitter.
frequencytypeandHewelett
modulation
monitor.550
Andrews
1200
FM
antenna.
ft. coaxialfor cable,
RG-17U.
2 setsEx-of
crystals
106.3
and
100.7 Mc.
cellent
condition.
Complete
set of
tubes
and spares.
reasonable
offer. Will consider any
BOX 676L, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE16 inch tranCompletelyscriprefmished
filing cabinets $30 each
crated F.O.B.tionHollywood
16 inchabletranscription
cabinets workcondition
F.O.B. Hollywood $10 each uncrated
Standard Radio140 Transcription
N. La Brea Services.lnc.
Hollywood 36, Calif.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent
commercial managers,
managers, program
directors, chief engineers,
disc jockeys.
Reliable,service.
confidential,
nation-wide
Send for Howard
full
information
S. Frazids today.
TV <fcBondRadioBldg.,
Management
728
WashingtonConsvltanti
5, D. O.

to cover handling
BE REMITTED
when submitting

CLASSIFIED application material
(transcriptions, bulk packages, etc. Regular Letters Excluded)
BROADCASTING
The Newsweekly of Radio and Tele
TELECASTING

cannot be responsible
for delay
in forwarding
such
material,
arriving
tance. necessary remitwithout

Schools
JOBS IN RADIO!
Becomeducer anor salesannouncer,
writer, promanager.
Nearly
fifty
jobs
now
available
trainedtionpersonnel.
Write foraccelerated
informa-for
about professional
and correspondence
courses.
of Broadcasting
3338National
16th Academy
St., N.W.,
Wash., D.Inc. C.
Open Mike
(Continued from page 16)
local stations would seem to be
short-sighted wisdom, however sincere the station intent. If memship intheof code
is going
to portendberloss
license
or network
affiliation, through ill-defined
powers of code enforcement, then,
for its own security, the station
must lean to home rule rather than
industry conformity. . . .
The worth of this or any revised
code depends on integrity of application and strength of enforcement. The present code is worded
so elastically that both of these
qualities are open to individual interpretation al the way down the
line. There is no dam to prevent
flow of business from one station
to another whose interpretation of
the code is more lenient. . . .
Roger Clipp
General Manager
WFIL-TV* *Philadelphia
*
EDITOR:
A self-imposed television code
should be adopted immediately.

EQUIPMENT

Some of the details of the code
it's written
but
itas would
be betterare forover-strict,
the industry
to adopt the code and fix it later
than to take too much time in fixing it before adoption. Otherwise,
the people who are screaming
'there way.
ought to be a law' may get
their
We took it upon ourselves to invite the competing television station in Salt Lake City and the Intermountain Radio Council, representing the PTA and other imto a meeting
to discuss thisportantnewgroups,code.
You may
be
interested to know that this publicspirited group considered a real
danger in too strict a code. They
didn't want to see television robbed
of reasonable expression.
We have invited the Intermountain Radio Council, after more consideration of the code, to make
known their feelings in detail. We
will be happy to pass this on to you
as soon as it is available.
C. Richard Evans
General Manager
KSL Salt Lake City
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Earlier
by
TV
station
onandthecomment
peared in themanagers
Nov. • 19TELECASTING.]
26 code
issues ap-of
BROADCASTING
* * *
Flexible Flyer
EDITOR:
. . . How about a plan for real
simplification of radio rates and
radio advertising? Newspapers sell
their space at so much per line or
so much per inch. How about selling radio space at so much per
FOR

SALE?

• equipment for sale
• need an engineer
• looking for a job
• want to buy a station

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations wanted, 20^ per word ($2.00
Help wanted, 25tf per word ($2.00 minimum)
All minimum
other classifications
304 per word ($4.00
)
Display ads, $15.00 per inch
If transcriptions or bulk packages
submitted, $1.00 extra charge
for mailing.
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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minute? Contract with an advertiser for the use of a certain number of minutes in a year. He can
use those minutes to make up "display" advertising
in programs
"'saturation
campaigns."
Or he canor
use
them
for
"spot
ads."
Minutes
could be purchased in established
"features" such as news, sports, or
big productions, perhaps at a highor plus a "production
as erinratenewspaper
color inserts,cost"
the
comics
tions. or Sunday magazine sec"Features" purchased in entirety by one advertiser would reremoval of "spots"
them
just asquirenewspapers
move insmaller
ads to make room for big display
jobs. . . . Use the newspaper technique of starting advertisers at the
open rate for one minute of time
and giving
them earn
retroactive
discounts as they
the lower
rate ... a real encouragement to
usage. . . .
Thistiserplan
give thetoadvergreaterwould
opportunity
keep
his radio investment in line with
business fluctuations through the
year . . . Our present contracts and
selling techniques reduce the flexibility of the one medium where
flexibility is a prime asset. . . .
Bob
Irwin
Milwaukee
* * *
Big-Time P. I.?
EDITOR:
. . . The cutest P. I. deal I have
seen in a long time is the one you
reported on page 19 of your issue
of Nov. 19. The P. I.'er in this
case being the eminent National
Broadcasting Co. and its "guaranteed cost perSillthousand" deal.
Jerome
General Manager
WMIL *Milwaukee
* *
The Helping Hands
EDITOR:
Since we broadcast the Villanova
football schedule this year, and
since almost all of their games
were away games, I was forced to
secure color-commercial men from
these remote cities by mail and
phone to work with our play-by-

man, Jim Learning.
The playcooperation
I received front
the men in broadcasting that
called was truly heartwarming.
I should like to pay public tribute ^
to the following for their excellen
cooperation all the way through:
andTulsa,
Perry Okla.,
Ward, Carl
KOTV.Janssen, KTUI. !s
Shreveport,
La., Logan,
Steve KWKH.
Sheppard
KWKH
Horace
Houston,and Tex.
Dick Gottlieb,
KPRC
TV and Kern Tips, Wilkinson, Schiwet
& Tips, Inc.
Ted Grizzard, WKLJ i:
andLexington,
Ed Mills, Ky.,
WHAS.
Alabama, Lou Garris, and Chas. Mc
Gee,
WTNB,
Birmingham.
Les Quailey, N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia
My main reason for writing t<
you is that this is just another in
dication
why I wouldn't
be in an;
other business
than broadcasting
for
anything
world.
wonderful
and inthe the
people
in it It';
an
wonderful.
Murray Arnold
Prog. Dir.
WIP Philadelphia
* * *
It Started in Boston
EDITOR:
This is in reference to your iter
on news for children being broad
cast by KFBI Wichita with grea
success.
It may interest you to know thai
we have had this kind of prograr
on the air since the inception o
our station early in 1950. It
true that we are an educationa
noncommercial FM station and ar
very deliberately interested in thi
type of educational news prograr
for children. We too have had a
excellent response from these pre
grams.
This .in. . effect may drive horn
the fact that educational station
are able to educate and entertai
at the same time, when the argt
ment of educational TV chann<
allocations comes up. . . .
Louis Ford
Program Director
Boston
WBUR (FM) Boston U

5000 Watt
Network Property
$200,000.00
A very clean and well operated network facility located in an attractive eastern market. Profits are substantial and will justify the sales price. This station has
a favorable TV potential and has made definite television plans including financing.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing

Eastern

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton Lester M. Smith
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

Phonevision Film
(Continued from page 93)
tdien Mr. Finnegan approached
he company he said he intended
esigning from his position as tax
ollector, whether or not Zenith
R etained him.
Comdr. McDonald said the $50,00 was paid in installments beinning in November 1950 and endrig in June 1951, and that the sum
tsi /as
the company's
ooks entered
as legal on
expense.
Comdr. McDonald also stressed
Hat Zenith has had no dealings
nth the Reconstruction Finance
!orp. or with any federal agency,
ther than the FCC. He also said
here are no current or past income
til sax difficulties for the company or
It :s officials.
a- 1 In his statement, Comdr. McDonld declared Zenith spent approxmately $500,000 to build a new
.'hannel 2 station on top of the
'ield Bldg.
in Chicago,
installanda
pecial
telephone
exchange
elect and equip 300 families with
pecially adapated TV receivers
or the test.
Results of the January-March
est are being readied for release
jJLoon by the National Opinion Research Center at the U. of Chi_ Ty
j ago.Jan.They1. are
to be completed
Testduetelecasts
included
■ 1 films from Columbia Pictures,
'■'4 hree Walt
Disney, Goldwyn,
three EagleSamuel
inpif'iion,
11GM, 16fiveParamount,
one J. Arthur20
II J.ank,
16 RKOforandcommercialization
15 Warner Bros.
ioouB
Petition
ufcf the Phonevision idea was reitMtffirted ready for submission to the
^i/CC
lasthasSeptember
[B*T,filed.Sept.
jTj4], but
not yet been
,-L Mr. Finnegan resigned last April
i fter
im. Hecharges
was were
later brought
indicted against
on five
™jLounts of accepting money from
i!10:fax delinquents and others in
^'rouble with the government.
aW!% •
:

This is WFBM-AM-TV's new home
THEATRE TV
Broadway Interest Seen
THEATRE television was in an experimental mood last week, with
interest being shown in such diverse possibilities as telecasts of
the Radio City Music Hall Christmas Pageant, the Judy Garland
vaudeville revival at the Palace
Theatre and Broadway's "Saint
Although the two New York orJoan."
ganizations which so far have been
the only entrants in the largescreen field, United Paramount
Theatres and Theatre Network
Television Inc., had no official announcements to make, it seemed
possible that non-New Yorkers
might share some of the city's majorsion inentertainment
hits — by televitheir local theatres.
Theatre TV was one of the issues
in the management fight among
RKO Theatres Corp. stockholders,
whose annual meeting took place
Dec. 5. Athatstockholders'
committee
charged
the RKO management
was lax in meeting competitive inroads of TV, pointed to proposed
ABC-United Paramount Theatres
merger as one action taken by
theatre company to protect itself.
The RKO management countered
by asserting it was among the first
to install large-screen TV in theatres, is cooperating in the theatre
exhibitors bid for theatre-TV frequencies and has reinstituted
WTAD's Previews
25 YEARS
TV Plans vaudeville at the Palace Theatre
in
New
York
Judy Garland
. : l FOUR-DAY closed-circuit TV two-a-day show— with
its latest feature.
" |reek
emonstration
was
slated
late
last
at WTAD Quincy, 111., in
Celebration
completion
f 25 years ofof WTAD's
radio service.
Oppose KSOX Grant
The demonstration, Thursday REVOCATION of a 50-kw dayhrough Sunday, was staged by
time grant to KSOX Harlingen,
VTAD in cooperation with the Tex., was sought by WCKY Cindlen B. DuMont Labs Transmitcinnati and KFBK Sacramento,
er Div. which shipped more than Calif., last week in a petition to
25,000 worth of electronic equip- the FCC. Both stations also asked
lent from its plant at Clifton, that the FCC rescind KSOX's proJ. J., for the event.
gram authority, set its application
hearing and permit them to
Plans were announced by Walter for
intervene. KSOX was granted the
tothschild, WTAD manager, and boost
in daytime power last month
ames B. Tharpe, transmitter divigot program authority two
ion sales manager. Local officials and
weeks
ago. It operates on 1530 kc,
nd businessmen were to view the
emonstrations on Thursday and a Class 1-B channel. WCKY and
KFBK, the dominant stations on
^riday,
the public on Satur- that
frequency, claimed that KSOX
ay and and
Sunday.
WTAD has ordered complete 50-kw daytime operation would
)uMont TV transmitting equipskywave innent in anticipation of television produce "substantial"
terference tothem for a period before
local
sunset
and
after local
>roadcasting
after FCC's freeze
3 lifted.
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WFBM-AM-TV CENTER
Costs Under $300,000
A NEW building, combining radio
and television operations, now
houses WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis. Cost of the building was under
$300,000, including architectural
and
engineering
services, landscaping. ing, lot development,
interior decoration and complete air conditionDesigned and constructed by
Lewis C. Bowers & Sons, Princeton, N. J., especially for the adminas sketched by the designers. >"
istration and operation of radioTV, the two-story building integrates
for rooms
radio
and TV withlarge-size
offices,studios
dressing
and control centers.
PROTEST
Unions KSTP-TV
Write to FCC
MORE than a hundred letters have
been received by the FCC in the TRACK MEETS
last month from labor unions in
Garden Policy Explained
Wisconsin and Minnesota asking
the Commission not to grant KSTP- NEW YORK newspaper report
TV Minneapolis-St. Paul its ap- that no track events at Madison
plication for power increase nor a Square Garden would be telecast
renewal of license next February. this
season was denied by a Garden
Most of the letters claim the spokesman
last week who reported
station has not reached agreement that track and
field event coverage
with the St. Paul Electrical Work- just has not been sold as yet.
ers Union Local 1216 (IBEW) and
A Garden representative was
allege that KSTP is "not using supposed to have told a basketball
luncheon held earlier in
In addition
union
help." to the comments by writers'
the week that track meet directors,
unions, ceivedseveral
were re- allotted $500 from TV receipts
at FCC letters
from individuals
last year, sought greater payment
or blackout of the TV camera to
protesting
the station's
labor attitude.
A number "unfair"
of the take
care of their depressed gates.
letters were nearly identical in
Garden President John Reed
content and postmarked on the Kilpatrick
said Thursday that TV
same date and at the same time,
coverage might be considered
FCC records show.
"uncertain,"
but only because
One letter asserts the station
has been having union trouble for sales had not been made. He refused to comment on increased de16 months, another says 20 months.
by meet directors for TV
Most of the unions seemed to think, coveragemands of
their events, saying
however, that there had been union that
was
a matter between the
difficulties for about 18 months.
Garden
and
its tenants, not of
By late last week FCC had not
concern. Garden meets
decided on disposition of the let- public
start
this
year,
as usual, with the
ters, but one Commission spokesman indicated the complaints prob- Millrose games, scheduled Jan. 26.
ably would be considered.
TV Jobs Open
'RAFFLES' DISPUTE
Production Is Delayed NEW YORK City's Municipal Civil
Commission
last weekfor is-ra
DISPUTE between Samuel Gold- Service
sued notices
of examinations
wyn and Interstate Television Corp. television
supervisor, two television
over rights to "Raffles" stories has script writers and a television film
indefinitely
Interstate's
Broadproduction ofpostponed
the television
film editor forcastingitsSystemMunicipal
which operates
series based on the stories until WNYC - AM
FM.
Applications
extent of disputed rights are in- must be secured and filed in pervestigated.
Filming scheduled to start Nov.
sontion,(Commission's
Application
Sec96 Duane St.)
with 4 p.m.
26 was called off at the last minute when Goldwyn representatives, Dec. 20 as deadline for filing. Salwho claim certain rights to series
aries: TV supervisor, $7,250 a
for Mrs. Goldwyn, threatened to year; script writers, $3,750 and
take action "to protect those $2,961; film editor, $3,850. All
rights" ifduction.Interstate
Mrs. Goldwynstarted
claims proshe include $250 cost-of-living adjustacquired certain rights to the series ments.
from her husband, based on his
motion
"Raffles" picture
in 1940. production of
IES
Interstate subsidiary, Monogram
AAMIDLIO J WE0K
F
Pictures, claims all other rights
R
7 POUGHKEEPSIE
to series,chased including
,21 } BV DEVNEY
from the widowTV, ofwere
the purman
93EPRESENTtO
who
them from
the "Raff.es" acquired
author, Ernest
W. Hoinung.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 107)
December 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Change Location
WARL
Arlington,
Va.— CP tolocations
change
main
and
transmitter
to(site5232ofstudio
Lee
Highway,
Arlington,
Va.
WOOK
(WINX)
Washington
transmitter
which
was
moved
to
Eighth
and Eye Streets,
LicenseWashington).
Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license:
WDRC-FM Hartford, Conn., WKYB
(FM) Paducah,
Ky., WLAW-FM
LawMass., WJTN-FM
Jamestown,
N.WKBN-FM
Y., rence,
WHNC-FM
Henderson,
N.KTULC,
Youngstown,
Ohio,
Tulsa,
Tenn. Okla., and WBIR-FM Knoxville,
December 6 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Log Rule Amended
Commission
finalizedof proposal
ofRules
Feb.
28Governing
amending Radio
sections
Part 3 ofServices
Broadcast
concerning station logs
by licensees
of
AM, cial
FM educational),
(commercial
and international
noncommerTV
and
stations,
to
make
such
rules
applicable
to
permitteesareas effective
well asJan.licensees.
Amendments
21.
FM Change
Commission
proposed
to
amend
retentative allocation
plan forCh.Class
BfromFM vised
stations
byto Orangeburg,
transferring
274.
Florence
S..
C.
Granted CP
WCFL DA-N;
Chicagocond.— Granted CP to
change
KTOK
Okla.— Granted CP toOklahoma
increase City,
nighttime
power
from 1 toGranted
5 kw andSpecified
change Hours
DA-N; cond.
KIFW cation tSitka,
Alaska— Granted toapplio change
5 to 11fromp.m.fulltime
weekdays speand
1 to 11cifiedp.m.hours, Sundays.
Consolidated Hearing
WWOC Manitowoc, Wis., WOBT
Rhinelander,
—WWOC
Designated
for consolidatedWis.
hearingfrom
increase power
500application
w to 1 kwto
daytimetion to change
on 980 kc,
and
WOBT
applicafrom 1240
980 kc 1 kw fulltime,
DA, kc 250 w to
To Remain Silent
WNAW
Northof Adams,
Mass.— Granted extension
authority
silent
for additional
30reorganization.
days tofromremain
Dec.
8 pending
financial
License Renewal
stations
granted
renewal
ofFollowing
licensesDes forMoines;
regularWGAT
period:
KRNT
New KXGI
Hartf
o
r
d
,
N
.
Y.;
WHIO
Dayton,
Ohio;
Fort Madison, Iowa.
Granted Petition
WEAStion requesting
Decatur, Ga—WEAS
Granted
petibe made
party
to accept
currentitsthat
television
proceeding
and
to
late
comment
and
evidenceBY in THE
proceeding.
SECRETARY
Granted Mod. STA
WBZ-TVstandingBoston—
Grantedauthority
mod. out-to
special temporary
operate
commercially
with
facilities
specified
in
CP,
except
for
vis.
trans, output power
of 5 kwwithandand
2.5 aur.
kw
respectively,
beginning
date
grant and ending no later than Jan. 26.of

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

man eachWhisnand
own 50% isof commercial
WKDA Nashvill
and Mr.
mai
ager
WKDA Dec.
[CLOSED
5]. Granted
6. CIRCUIT, No
New Applications
...
AM APPLICATIONS
Yuba
City,
Calif.
—
John
Steventor
1450 kc, 250costw, $11,900
fulltime;(equipment
estimated
conwi! «
struction
beley,
purchased
from
KGFN
Grass
Val .
Calif.), estimated first year oper
ating
-cost
$30,000,
estimated
first
yea
revenue
$36,000.
Applicant
is
license
ofon KMOR
Oroville,
Calif. change
(Contingenfo "':'
of frequency
KMYCgrantMarysville,
Calif.) Filed
Dec,
Plainfield, N. J. — WXNJ Inc., 1580
1operating
kw, daytime;
estimated
first
cost $30,000.
$25,000, Applicant
estimated isyea
firsli
year
revenue
censee
of
WXNJ
(FM)
Plainfield.
Ac
cepted Dec. 5.
Portland,860 Ore.
—500William
Edwin Rich
ardson,
kc,
w,
daytime;
estimated construction
cost $15,000,
esti
mated
first
year year
operating
cost $46,00i|
$35,001
estimated
first
revenue
Applicant
is
consulting
engineer,
Port
,j
land,
former Filed
manager
KWJJ andPortland.
Dec. KPDQ
5. anj h
Bishop, Calif.— Inyo Bcstg. Co., 123)
kc,
250costw, $14,915,
fulltime; estimated
estimated first
construe
tion
yea
operating
cost $30,000.
$24,000, Applicant
estimated com
fir
year
revenue
pany
is
partnership
of
James
R.
Olive
owner Bcstrs. Network Studios, Bev i
erly Hills,andCalif.,
and radioconsultant,
station an
agement
personnel
Cisler,
owner
y3 interes
inStephen
WKYW A. Louisville,
Ky., ofWXGI
Rich
mond, Va., and WILB Williamsburg
Va.,
55%
interest
in
KSMO
San
Matec Was
Calif.,
25%
interest
in
WXLW
Indian
apolis,
Ind., 100%
interestin inMonterej1
applica iol
tion
AM station
Calif.,forof50%new
interest
in proposed
assign H
ment
KGSF
(FM)
San
FranciscC
50%
interest
in
Electronic
Service
Louisville,
interestNeb.in Corp'
Bcs< ■
Dec.
5. and
Equipment
Corp.,25%Lincoln,
Filei
TV APPLICATIONS
Co.,SanCh.Antonio,
35, ERP Tex.
187 —kwAlamo
visual,Televisio
93.5 k
aural,
antenna
height
above
averag
terrain
425
ft.;
estimated
construct!©:
cost
$372,500,
estimated
first year
ope:
ating
cost$300,000.
$140,000,
estimated
revenue
Applicant
isfirstW.yea
Lechner,
owner
W.
W.
Lechner
IncW
oil
andapplicant
gas exploration
and productio
and
for
TV
stations
in
Hous
ton and Dallas. Filed Dec. 3.
Hendersonville,
N.27, C—
Radio
sonville
Inc.,kw Ch.aural,
ERPantenna
23.9 Hender
kw vis
ual,
11.95
above
average
terrain
982*4
ft.;heigh
esti
mated
construction
cost
$176,800,
esti
mated
first
year
operating
cost
$96.00
Applicant
licensee
dersonville. is Filed
Dec. of4. WHKP Hen
111. — (mother
Grace S.andRodger
andCarbondale,
C. W. Rodgers
son; P
Ch. w34 aural,
(626-632antenna
mc), ERPheight
1.33 kwto bevisuade
602
termined;
estimated
construction
co:
$191,960,
estimated
first first
year year
operatin
cost
$135,000,
estimated
reve
nue
$100,000.
The
Rodgers
have
intere:
inR. Rodgers
Theatres Blytheville,
Inc., Cairo, 111
G. R.Investment
Theatres,
Rodgers
Co.Dec.and4. GraceArk
Rodgers
Corp.
Fjled
Butte, Mont.— Copper Bcstg. Co., CI
4kw(66-72
mc),antenna
ERP 14.85
visual,avei7.5
aural,
heightkw above
age
terrain
267 ft.; estimated
construe
tion
cost
$100,961.75,
estimated
first ye<fir
operating
cost $110,000.
$100,000, Applicant
estimated
year
revenue
censee of KOPR Butte. Filed Dec.is 1
Chambersburg,
Pa.(662-668
— Chambersbur
Bcstg.
EE
100 kw Co.,
visual,Ch.average
45.646 kw
aural,mc),
antenn
height
above
terrain
1153
ft
estimated
construction
cost
$230,531.5
estimated
first first
year year
operating
$72 h.
000,
estimated
revenuecost$60,001
Applicant
is licensee of Dec.
WCHA-AM-F?
Chambersburg.
5. Ch.
Charleston, S. Filed
C— WCSC Inc.,
(76-82
mc),
ERP
28.2
kw
visual,
14.1 k J*
aural, antenna height above averagj
terrain
311 ft.;estimated
estimatedfirstconstructio
cost $215,000,
year opei »•
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of schools
the leading
and
oldest
of Radio
Technology
in
America,
offers
Its
trained Radio
Television techdustry.
nicians to theandBroadcasting
InAddress inquiries
to
DirectorINC.
RCAPlacement
INSTITUTES,
A Service of Radio Corporation
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. Y.
of America

SUMMARY THROUGH DEC.
6
Sox Scote
Pending Hearing
CPs17 Grants
Class
On Air
107
305
12985
AM
Stations
2,311
2,291
Appls.
FM
Stations
644
In1712
Cond'l 46411
TV Stations
108 55991
* On the air.
* *
mittee will not commence program tests
Docket Actions . . .
until gramKXLR
begins
FINAL DECISIONS
testsuntil
on Little
1150
kcRockand
will notpro-onbe
licensed
KXLR
is6. licensed
Wausau,
Wis.
—
Lakeland
Bcstg.
Corp.
1150
kc.
Granted
Dec.
FCC tionissued
granting applicaHollywood,
Fla.—1 Circle
Bcstg. Corp.
for ditions.
1230 decision
kc, 250
Decision
Dec.w,6. fulltime; con- Granted
1320 Granted
kc,
ditions.
Dec.kw,6. daytime; conOPINIONS AND ORDERS
WTTJX Wilmington,
Del.— Port Frereto Dawson, Ga.FM —GRANTS
Co.
Bcstg.
FCC granted
Granted 101.1 mc Dawson
(Ch. 266),Bcstg.
11 kw,
continue Co.temporary
operationauthority
until Feb. antenna
15 pending
on petition
6. 225 ft.; conditions. Granted
hearing and action
other relief
filed by for
WTUXre- Dec.Charlotte,
N. C—
Co. 284),
of the50
against
104.7Bcstg.
mc (Ch.
ofdirected
Oct. 12,
1950 Commission's
[B»T, Oct. 16,decision
1950] South. Granted
390 ft. Granted
denying
Nov.
30. renewal of license. Order kw, antenna
TRANSFER
GRANTS Dec. 6.
KCIL Jr.
Houma,
La.granted
— Charles
Wilburfor WMNB North Adams, Mass.— Granted
Lamar
FCC until
consent B.to Clark,
assignment
license from
additional
time
Dec.request
17 toCP file
Herbert
Robertof Hardman
and
amendment
to
application
for
Keyworth,
aBcstg.
partnerchange from 1490 kc 250 w, fulltime,to Jamesship, toGordon
Northern
Berkshire
Co.,
to 630ate problem
kc, 1 kw,
fulltime,
DA,
to
obvia
corporation
in
which
each
of
the
partnersconsideration.
will have y3 interest.
Order Dec. 6.arising from new NARBA. former
No
monetary
Granted
Dec.
4.
On petition
by commissioner's
Petmar Corp. foraction
re- WRMN Elgin, 111.— Granted consent
ofin Paramount
Oct.view of5motions
denying
petition
toetintervene
toGeorge
assignment
of license
and CP Miller
from
Pictures
Inc.,
al.,
proand Jerry
ceeding,order
Commissiondenied
by memorandum
toE. F.McNaughton,
F., A.JohnRalston
T., aWilliam
D. andC.forJoseph
opinion
and
subsequent
partnership,
$60,petition without prejudice to further 000. F. F. McNaughton holds interest
inownerKOBE- publisher
Las Cruces,
N. Daily
M., and
is
showing
that ofpetitioner's
participation,
beyond
that
a
witness,
will
assist
Pekin
Times,
FCC
determination
J. E. McNaughton
isEffingmancase. inOrder
Dec. 5. of issues in this Pekin,agerHI.;
and
stockholder
of
WCRA
INITIAL DECISION
ham, 111., andJ. publisher
of Effingham
Daily News;
McNaughton
WPAWliams Pawtucket,
R. I.— Roger
Wil- interest
in KOBET. and
Effingham holds
Daily
Bcstg.
Co.
Hearing
Examiner
News,
and
W.
D.
McNaughton
also holds
Leo Resnick
issued
initial
decisionto interest in Effingham Daily News.
Each
looking
toward
grant
of
application
will holdDec.25%6. inchange from 1380 kc, 500 w, daytime, to of the teMcNaughtons
rest in WRMN. Granted
550 kc, cision1 Dec.kw,4. daytime; condition. DeKDAS
Malvern, Ark.
— Granted
cons
e
n
t
t
o
assignment
of
Segalemployes
to Malverntolicense
Bcstg.from
Co.Da-toin
Non-DocketAM Actions
enablevid M. key
have
share
GRANTS . . .
business; employe
Searcy, Granted
Ark. — 1450
Mrs. kc, Edith
assignment
of permitincentive
and no reason
monetaryfor
Sweezy.
250 w, Wood
fulltime;
conditions, including
proviso
per- consideration
ment interestinvolved.
is held byAfterMr. assignSegal
(51%),ager oThomas
F. Alford (20%),
manf Abrahamson
KTFS Texarkana,
Tex.,
Leslie
Grant is subject to condition that it is Eugene
(10%),
announcer
without mission
prejudice
to anyrespect
actiontoComKTFS,agerEdward
M.
Guss
(10%),
may
take
with
outWGVM Greenville,
Miss., andmanErAppen-of
nest rector
W. Hackworth
dices proposed
A, B,standingC proposals
and ruleDconcerning
ofmaking
third notice
KTFS. Granted(9%),Dec.program
6. difurther
and
that
WSHB
Stillwater,
Minn.
—
Granted
such fiauthorization
will
either
be
modiconsent toF. Johns
assignment
of license
from
ed to conform
withby anyCommission
final deter-or William
William
F.William
Johns
minations reached
and Penrose
H.Sr., Johns
toJohns
will bether condition
cancelled,
and,
subject
toprejufur- Jr.
H.as St.
Johns
Jr.
and
Penrose
H.
d/b
that
it
is
without
Bcstg.
for $37,000,
dice towithanyrespect
actionto taken
by orCommisableCroix
$250terest.or Granted
moreDec.Co.
a month
at 3% pay-insion
existing
future
6.
applications
or authorizations
WSIPent to assignment
Paintsville, ofKy.license"
— Granted
con-W.
inghouse Radio
Stations Inc. of WestfromSilvert
HowessEscom
MeadeChandler
to Ted forArnold
and
$75,000.
Mr.
Silvert hasKy.,8.75%
interest
in WSFC
QUINCY,
Somerset,
and Mr.
Chandler
owns
25% ersinterest
in Paintsville Drywhich
Clean-he
ILLINOIS
operates.& Laundry,
GrantedPaintsville,
Dec. 6.
GATES
WGWR-AM-FM
Asheboro,
N. C. —of
Granted
consent
to
relinquishment
negative
control
W. C.(20%)
Lucas tothrough
transfer
100 byshares
J. R.is
Marlowe,atofstation
manager.
Stock
pledged
First
National
Bank,
Ashesecurity
for $10,000
bank byboro, asMr.
Marlowe.
GrantednoteDec.due6.
E SOURinCEg
KODI
Cody,
Wyo.— Granted
consentJ.
Your ON
to
transfer
of
control
from
William
st
co
ad
ro OFFICES
and
Dorothy
R. Garlow
toKooiMilward
L.,
THESE
Lorna
Kooi
and
Peter
Simpson
DS
for
$25,000.
Milward
L. Simpson
is a
lawyer
in
Cody,
a
director
of
Husky
TO SERVE YOU SPEE
Oil
Co., aCody,
and ofCalgary,
Canada,
director
Gate CityAlberta,
Steel
QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
Co.,
Omaha,
Neb.,
and
co-partner
in
Cody
Inn,
Cody;
Lorna
Kooi
Simpson
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
isSimpson
Mr. Simpson's
Kooi
is(KODI
studentiswife,
at U.andsilent
of Peter
Wyoming,
WASHINGTON, D. C. . . . TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
Laramie.
now
pending
completion
of sale.)Boston—
GrantedGranted
Dec. 6.conMONTREAL, QUE
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
WCOP-AM-FM
sent
to
assignment
of
license
from
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
Bcstg. Co.and toRoyT. B.V. Baker
Jr.,
A.Cowles
G. Beaman
Whisnand
for $150,000. Messrs. Baker and BeaPage 112 • December 10, 1951
BROADCASTING

• Te I e c a s t in l:

1,11R lting
$205,000, Applicant
estimated isfirst
year
evenuecost$265,000.
licensee
" fec. WCSC-AM-FM
Charleston. Filed
7.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
1WTTN
Watertown,
Transfer
cense
from
Albert
B.Wis.—
GaleMarcella
and J. H.E.of
eo toand
CarlVerne
V. H.Kolata,
iolata
Halle through
sale
i»1"f
130 outMr.of Kolata
200 shares of stock
for
V, 52,955.
Jjmres
and will acquirealready
ten more;ownshe 70is
L'rogram
director ofandstation.
Mrs.
Ko-is
■enJ-ita
is
housewife
Verne
Halle
estate broker. New
FiledYork—
Dec. Assign3.
tmjjisal
e ; lent
jWOR-AM-FM-TV
of license from
General
Teleradio
snJic.
(subsidiary
of
R.
H.
Macy
&
„.f> Thomas($1,200,000
S. Lee for
Enterprises
for Co.)
$3,WOR $1,350,000
program
,1(,{ifjy50,000
:rvice,
$1,300,000
for
merger,
indebtedness
of
General
Teleradio
re. [1>*R.
jives H.732Macy);
shares inof addition,
Lee stockMacy
(valued
"ft
$87,840)
for include
10% interest
in Lee.
eitf"Price
does
not
land,
buildings
..'jjf'r
which will be leased
'Pee equipment
for 2525 years
yearto
Wild
after
years atat $315,000
$78,750 perper year.)
™fhomas
S.
Lee
Enterprises
owns
!*NAC-AM-FM-TV
Boston, WGTR
WONS
Jiartford, WEAN Providence,
FM) Worcester,
Los
Itu1!)ingeles,
KFRC SanKHJ-AM-FM-TV
Francisco and KGB
Diego Dec.
[B«T,3. Nov. 26, 19, Oct. 15].
1 Mi4 anccepted
3 WGBH (FM) Boston— Assignment of
"R,, P from Lowell
Institute
to WGBHadFoundation
to simplify
rzi° Educational
Ministration
station;
jnsidoration.ofFiled
Dec. no4. monetary
pjl,ensacola,
WJPH-AM-FM
WCOA
(tai
WTMC Jacksonville,
OcalaAssignment
and WDLPHitfl
M-FM
Panama
City—
idiAcense
(WJPH (WTMC
and WCOA)
and trans-toof
ipliSisr
control
WDLP)
iltrrt,ewofcorporation
of sameandstockholders
«igfr»rirship
purpose
of preserving
ofEnterownjtistS
and
control
of alltounity
Perry
Corjlhrises
andfinancing
eventually
provide
for
[ftommon
of
properties
through
H]Jingle
of debt securities.
i|lonetaryissueconsideration.
Filed Dec. No4.
Charleston,
W. Va.—E. Transfer
IfWCHS
control
Laurence
TierneyS.
,.Tr.,
Lewis from
C. Tierney
and Albert
"Xemper
Jr.
to
Lewis
C.
Tierney,
voth!f ig trustee.
""Tiled
Dec. 5.No monetary consideration.
tIfv(i!;Af KTNM
Tucumcari,
N.
M.
—
Transfer
control from Grady F. Maples and
4 Over Scale Talent
wvifi (Continued from page 28)
''Salary
for onradio-TV
f'1formers policy
appearing
network perand
*HJ,)cal
station
programs.
Other proemloyes include cameramen,
ducers,
directors,
script-writers
ristfed designers. The relation to independent program packagers, now
ritiijiKempt from price regulations, also
j^Xangs in the balance, with claims
"Vpat
Allfime employers
exemptions. should have the
1 Question of a different treatment
I'Spt
television industry,
ivtrjif itsthe phenomenal
growth, because
also is
°*Sosed. Mr. Rothschild said the
Vwoard is prepared to take action
"subsidiary policies" providing
"the proper treatment of
1i/ijor
EE|rowth
M; It wascompanies."
recalled that the Radios
!.it elevision Directors Guild had ob•| ;cted to the proposed use of Jan* I ary 1950 as base period for salaries, claiming this was an experi'j'^jpental
cycle the
for video.
the past
nittil,ivo years,
industryIn has
ma"P!| ired
and
talent
in
production
and
irection of shows should receive

Radio Mayor
Film Report
(Continued from page 90 )
ALLAN LAMPORT, mayorelect
of Toronto,
was
Pilots, with interviews of famous Rubber Co. several years ago, The
elected
Dec. 3 byOntario,
using only
jet pilots as well as a film clip Juggler waslustrativeproduced
in the byilradio for his campaign talks
technique developed
showing them in action.
and advertising. Newspaper
has a narrative backProject has had the cooperation Illustrate. andItutilizes
advertising was confined to
more than 200
of Republic, Gruman, Bell Air- drawingsground by
calling attention to his broadSterling Sturdevent.
craft, Pratt- Whitney and other The running time
cast schedules on various
is
ten
minutes.
Toronto stations. He is the
jet-plane
manufacturers
who
have
made their top test pilots available
first
Toronto
mayor elected
to the producer of the commercials. ADRIAN WEISS PRODUCTIONS,
by using only radio.
Campaign was created by Elliot Hollywood, has sold its 13-week
Kennedy Criminoligist film
Sanders, Kenyon & Eckhart pro- Craig
series to two additional sponsors.
Telestarus
on the program.
Mr. ofSanders ducercommented
that children
the
Crown Drug Co., Kansas City,
(Continued from page 8U)
starts weekly telecasting of the
pilots gramwho
appeared
on
the
proare usually Tom Corbett fans half -hour programs tomorrow (Dec.
Sat., Sun. sign-on to noon, the
and are much more impressed by 11) on WDAF-TV Kansas City. and
and for Mon.-Fri. midTom Corbett and his cadets than Virginia Dare, Chicago, has signed rate is night$480,
and Sat. and Sun.
for the programs in Chicago, to midnight to noon
the appearance of their fathers.
to
the rate is
* * *
be telecast on WENR-TV starting $320. Station,sign-off,
has been on
ILLUSTRATE Inc. has sold Our Dec. 14. The series also is cur- the air since Dec.which
3,
1947,
is reprerently being telecast on WEWS
sented by Harrington, Righter &
Lady's
based on
the (TV) Cleveland
Anatole Juggler,
France classic,
to five
and
KING-TV
Parsons.
markets. Stations include KPIX Seattle, under the sponsorship of
(TV) San Francisco, WEWS (TV) Rybutol in both* cities.
* *
'Star Theatre' Tops
Cleveland, WJZ-TV New York,
WMAL-TV Washington and a TEE-VEE Co., Beverly Hills, Calif., American Research List
has
started
production
of
a
new
Los Angeles
nounced later. station to be an- series of 26 five-minute films for TOP TEN national television proTheatre television series.
Originally produced for the U. S. Little
the week of Nov. 1-7, as
The Little Theatre programs, a reportedgrams forby
American Research
R.
B.
McAlister,
d/b
as
The
McMa
quarter-hour
in
length,
comprise
Agency,Hawkins,
to partnership
composed
of two of the five-minute films, each a Bureau, led off with NBC-TV's
Lloyd
Ted
Lawson,
D.
A.
BenTexaco
Star
Theatre.
Rating was
ton,R.Murphy
M. May,
G. C.Opheim,
complete story. The first group of
David
Worley
and Don
Bruce
Zorns,
58.6. Complete listing follows:
13 programs
now
are
being
teled/b
as
Quay
County
Bcstg.
Co.,
for
cast on about 15 stations in various Program
$80,000,
termsper ofmonth
$30,000forcash
and
Rating
paymentswithof $633
8 years,
parts of the country.
Texaco Star Theatre (NBC)
58.6
interestkins at(20%) 6%is general
per annum.
Mr. HawTalent Scouts (CBS)
49.2
Marc
Frederic,
vice
president
and
manager
KLTI
48.6
Longview,
Tex.,
Mr.G. Lawson
(10%)Co.,is general manager of the firm, leaves Your Show of Shows (NBC)
accountant
for
R.
LeTourneau
licensee of KLTI, Mr. Benton (10%) is for the East today (Monday) on a Comedy
President Hour
Truman(NBC)
(All networks Nov. 7) 48.6
47.4
officeingmanager
for W.(15%)
B. Johnson
Drill-of ten-day selling trip to Washington, You
Bet Your life (NBC) 44.2
Co.,
Mr.
May
is
owner
Jack
Benny
Show
(CBS, Nov. 4) 43.S
New
York,
Baltimore,
Philadelphia
Magnolia Petroleum Co., Mr. Opheim
Skelton (NBC)
43.2
(10%) isCity,announcer
for
KUMC(20%)Colo-is and Chicago. He plans to establish Red
Col., Mr.
Worley
42.9
generalrado manager
of KTFY
Brownfield, sales offices in Chicago. A similar Godfrey and Friends (CBS)
office
was
set
up
previously
in
New
Tex., andident Mr.
Zorns
(15%)
is
vice
presand
minority
stockholder
of
Brownfield
State Yoakum
Bank andCounty
Trust Co., York.
* * *
Brownfield,
ABC Blood Special
Bank,
DenverandCity,
Tex. Filed Dec.State5. JERRY FAIRBANKS
Productions,
KGLN Glenwood
Springs,
Col.—
Asthe need for ins
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
from
R.
G.
and
Hollywood, has purchased The Will- STRESSING
Charlespartnership
Howell to KGLN
Inc., a change
creased blood donations, ABC
ing Victim, an original television
from
to
corporation
and
allow resident manager, Jerry Fitch, to play, as the 39th program in its Radio presented a special halfacquireof y3$2,008interest
$6,733.34promwith Front Page Detective TV film hour documentary, The Long Red
terms
cash Dec.
andfor $4,733.34
issory note. Filed
5.
series. Frank Jenks and Margaret Line, from, 10:30-11 p.m. last
KBTJC
Corona,
Calif.
—
Assignment
license from American Pacific Radioof Spahr have major roles in the play. Thursday, the eve of Pearl HarBcstg.
Co.,
a
limited
partnership,
to
bor Day. Program traced the need
Radion
Bcstg.indebtedness.
Inc., a corporation
formed
toconsideration.
reduce
part-time
station for blood donation from the time
Filed Dec.No5. monetary WLS
sharing CHICAGO,
ABC affiliation
with WENR,
of
the
Harbor attack and
is carrying three additional network included Pearl
interviews with wounded
Deletion . . .
features. They are Victor Lindlahr,
Jordan and Evelyn Winters. veterans of Korean war and stateTOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1: Joyce programs
ments by Red Cross and Defense
AM 27, FM 66, TV 1. New deletion: Local
accommodate the were
networkrearranged
shows. to Dept. officials
WFMU
(FM)
Crawfordsville,
Ind.
—
and others.
Journal Review,
thorizing changes),license
Dec. (and
4. CP aua higher salary rate. Most salaries
were stabilized last Jan. 25, 1951,
with provision made for a so-called
10% "catchup" salary raise.
W<Uh lu. BMI
With respect to the self-adminissert d : tration aspect Mr. Rothschild asAnother BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Published by Mellon
We have
lations whichattempted
will permitto adopt
industryregu-to
operate in accordance with past
CRV
practice
upon a itself-administering
basis. Obviously,
is essential that
11113; Johnnie Kay — UKen
lurM
ii
there be effective compliance and
„f,.
enforcement machinery to protect
companieslationsthat
comply
against the
few with
whichthedoregunot.
Once major
policy
has
been de-of
termined, Ienvisage the functions
salary stabilization as primarily
directed toward securing compliance
Henderson— Dec. 48254.
with
have the
been regulations
issued. and policies that
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By-Law Change
(Continued f rom page 5)
ing cessation of board service by members
who no longer are eligible to sit on board
because of change in status, with provision
for filling vacancies. Some technical changes
made in dues setup. New definition adopted
for national networks, as distinguished from
regional,
networks. area, state, transcription and film
Board voiced opposition to copyright legislation (HR-3589) which would require payment
of fees for reading stories, poems etc. on air.
Bill has been reported out of committee.
Danger of violation by political candidates
pointed out.
Fund of $5,000 will be made available for
careful study of sales and use tax situations
in Arkansas, New Mexico, Hawaii and other
areas. Board voiced concern over spread of
such taxes.
Full board indorsed in principle Horan Bill
(HR 5470) which would hold broadcasters free
from
libel in suits growing out of political
broadcasts.
Board adopted resolution looking toward
broadcasters'
hearing,on
in cases whereparticipation,
internationalthrough
agreements
radio
American
affect
allocations
TV frequency
and.
public.
This grew out of Dist. 13 and 16 meetings
where tweenbroadcasters
protested
negotiations
U. S. and Mexico
unfairly
affecting beTV
viewers in Southwest. State Dept. recently
completed
theseDetroit,
negotiations.
Harry Bannister, WWJ-TV
offered resolution
which
asks government agencies to give broadcasters
chance to be heard in future negotiations.
Report on excess profits tax negotiations
given board by John H. Poole, tax attorney for
Fort Industry Co., who said recent law means
savings to telecasters.
George B. Storer, Fort Industry president
and chairman of special TV tax committee,
also spoke on tax matters. Committee was
commended by board.
All members but two attended three-day
board sessions. Absent were W. D. Rogers Jr.,
KEYL-TV San Antonio; and Paul Raibourn,
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
Long list of new radio members approved by
board. List includes:
KALE KALE-FM Richland, Washington; KAPA
Raymond,
Wash.;
Ames, Iowa;
KBRO BremerKBYEKASIOklahoma
City;
Palm
Springs,ton-banksWashCalif.;
Calif.; KCMJ
KFAR
Alaska; KECC
KIMA Pittsburg,
Yakima, Wash.;
KIUP FairDurango"
Colo.;
KLEE
Houston;
KOLE
Port
Arthur,
Texas- KOWH Omaha; KREW Sunnyside, Wash.;
KSON
Diego;Minn.;
KTBSKVOL
Shreveport,
LaKSET'El
• Lafayette,
KTRFPaso;
ThiefLouisiana;
RiverSanFalls,
KVOLFM
KVWO Cheyenne,
Wyo.;
KWOA
Renton, Wash.
WAKN Worthington,
Aiken, S. C;Minn.;
WAYBKXRNWaynesboro,
Va.;
WBUT
WBUT-FM
Butler,
Pa.;
WCBT
WCBT-FM
Roanoke
Rapids, N.
C; WCOW
South
St.WOMC
Paul;
WESC
WESC-FM
Greenville,
S.
C;
WEXL
(FM) RoyalN. Oak
Mich.; Portland,
WFAK Memphis;
WFMC
Goldsboro,
C;WEQRIFM)
WGAN
Me.; N.WGBH(FM)
BostonWGBR
Goldsboro,
C;
WGBS-FM
Miami;
WGET
Gettysburg,
Pa.; WGBS
WGN
WGNB(FM)
Chicago,
Illinois;
WGNS
Murfreesboro,
Tenn
'
WHJC
Matewan,
W.
Va.;
WHOL
Allentown,
Pa ■ WICH Norwich, Conn.; WILM Wilmington,
De'la
• WINC N.WRFL(FM)
Va.;
WJNC
Jacksonville,
C; WKBZN.Winchester,
WKBZ-FM
Muskegon.
Mich
• WKDN
Camden.
J.; WKJFIFM)
WKLJ Sparta,
Wis.; WKNY
Kingston, N.S.PittsY.;
WKOX burgh;
Framingham,
Mass.;
WLCM Lancaster,
C;
WMLN(FM)
Fairmont W Va.;Mount
WNBZ Clemens,
Saranac Mich.;
Lake, N.WMMN
Y.; WNGO
Mayfi'eld Manitowoc,
Ky.; WOL Wis.;
WOL-FMWOSCWashington,
C;
WOMT
Fulton, N.D. Y.;
WPAC Patchogue,
N. Y.;WPPA-FM
WPAG WPAG-FM
Ann
Arbor
Mich.;
WPPA
Pottsville.
Pa.;
WRLDAlbany
WRLD-FM
Alabama;
WROW
FM
N. Y.;Lanett.
WTKMWVMI
Hartford.
Wis.;WROWWTRC
WTRC-FM Elkhart,
Ind.;
Biloxi, Miss.;
WVNJ
Newark.
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RADIOS IN MOST CARS
MORE THAN three-quarters of automobiles in Salt Lake City equipped with
radios in working order, according to first
"outdoor radio Hooperatings report," reto city's
(KALL, leased
KDYL,
KSL,station
KUTA).subscribers
Survey,
from mid-October to mid-November,
found 78.1% of cars equipped, with daytime auto sets-in-use averaging 24.2%
with high of 30.9%.
DID NOT ASK DISCRIMINATION
SEN. O'MAHONEY SAYS
SEN. JOSEPH
declared Friday heC.hadO'MAHONEY
not approved (D-Wyo.)
any Defense
Dept. budgetary plan discriminating against
radio, TV or any other medium in spending of
current funds for recruitment advertising.
Defense Dept. had cancelled network campaigns in line with directive in Military Appropriations Act.
Majority of NARTB board members signed
strong statement of protest Friday on purported discrimination by Defense Dept., which
NARTB has been told is diverting current
funds from radio into other media on ground
this is in line with intent of Congress. Protest sent to Robert A. Lovett, Secretary of
Defense.
Sen.
he merelymedia
had felt
money O'Mahoney
spent in allsaid
advertising
was that
inef ective and the services could get the recruits
through the draft. Any statement that he
had reviewed expenditures and approved discrimination against radio and television in
favor of printed media is false, he declared.
Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, assistant Secretary
of Defense, told NARTB Friday that the
Dept.'srecruitment
policy of use
of unexpended
funds
for
advertising
was as1951follows:
"Unexpended 1951 funds may be used for advertising through any proper media, including
radio and television, which are designed to recruit specialists
and women."
NARTB
President
Harold E. Fellows issued
this statement Friday: "This instance demonstrates the need for concerted action among
broadcasters and the result of such action
when the cause is right. We are grateful to
Sen.theO'Mahoney
for correcting
record who
and
to
Department
of Defensetheofficials
have reversed their decision and recognized
radio and television in their proper perspectives" as great American advertising media."
NL&B CHICAGO BILLINGS UP
NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY, Chicago,
billed $15 million this year and expects to
handle $19 million worth of business in 1952,
President Maurice H. Needham, reported to
employes. He said 1951 reached "peak" surpas ing last year's figures by $4 million. Net
profit "hits another peak" equalling $230,000
"in
spite
compared ofto terrific
$75,000increase
in 1950.in federal taxes,"
WMGM-LBS CONTRACT
AFFILIATION contract of WMGM New York
with Liberty Broadcasting System [B»T. Dec.
3] will be signed today (Monday). Negotiations for network and station reached agreement late Friday with attorneys to draw up
legal document over weekend.

PEOPLE..
.|
GEORGE GRISWOLD Jr., for past five years
with public relations and advertising divisions
of AT&T's Long Lines Dept., has joined
Newsweek magazine as director of publicity.
WILLIAM R. BAKER Jr., president, Benton
& Bowles, N. Y., and JOHN P. CUNNINGHAM,
executive vice president, Cunningham &
Walsh, N. Y., inducted into George Burton
Hotchkiss chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma, national honorary advertising fraternity Friday.
Fred Gamble, president of American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, was toastmaster.
FRANK CARVEL, timebuyer, Biow Co., N. Y.;
to Marschalk & Pratt Co., N. Y., in same:
capacity.
REMHOLD W. SCHMIDT promoted to as||
tant manufacturing manager of Cathode-Ray!
Tube Div. Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc., to suc-|
ceed William Carlin, who has been namecj
manufacturing manager, it was announcec:
Friday. Another DuMont employe since 1948
ELLSWORTH S. DOE, was named supervisor
of mechanical and electrical maintenance, poslj
vacated by Mr. Schmidt.
HENRY TOBIAS named producer-director foi
CBS Television
comedy
type. programs of musical-variety
SCHEDULE APPROVED
FOR DISTRICT MEETINGS
ANNUAL series of NARTB district meetings
to be held in three groups, starting Aug. 1?
and ending Oct. 21, under schedule adoptee
Friday by combined NARTB boards. Series]
will be completed several weeks ahead of 195l|
meetings, which ran to Nov. 16.
Schedule follows: Aug. 18-19, District 7 (K;
Ohio); Aug. 21-22, 8 (Ind., Mich.); Aug. 25-26
11 (Minn., N. D., eastern S. D.); Aug. 28-29
17 (Alaska, Ore., Wash.); Sept. 4-5, 15 (No
Calif., No. Nev., Hawaii); Sept. 8-9, 16 (Ariz.
So. Calif., So. Nev.); Sept. 11-12, 14 (Colo,
Idaho, Mont., N. M., western S. D., Utah, Wyo.)
Sept. 15-16, 12 (Kan., Okla.); Sept. 18-19, 1!
(Texas); Sept. 22-23, 10 (la., Mo., Neb.); Sept
25-26, 9 (111., Wis.); Oct. 2-3, 4 (D. C, Md. ir
part, N. C, S. C, Va.); Oct. 6-7, 5 (Ala., Fla.
Ga. P. R.); Oct. 9-10, 6 (Ark., La., Miss.
Tenn.); Oct. 13-14, 3 (Del., Md. in part, Pa
W.
Oct. England).
16-17, 2 (N. Y., N. J.); Oct
20-21,Va.);
1 (New
MINORS' 'COMPENSATION'
MINOR LEAGUES unanimously passec
resolution Friday calling on majors to give
them 50% of their radio-TV receipts as com
pensation for loss of revenue (see earlier story
page 25). Resolution, drawn up by Sen. Edwii
C. Johnson (D-Colo.), president of Westen
League, would permit majors to broadcast o
telecast games without limitation, but would
according to Sen. Johnson, establish "th
principle
damage." Thearrangement
Colorado Senato:
also said ofshare-in-income
wou
comply
with
anti-trust
laws,
restraints might be illegal. whereas otfr
1951 TUBE SALES
RECEIVING tube sales in first 10 months
1951 totaled 314,932,857 tubes, Radio-Televisio
Mfrs. Assn. reported Friday. This compare
with
304,910,357
tubes 211,273,000
sold same 1950
Of
this
year'suse total,
tubesperio"
wer
shipped
for
in new sets; 78,940,247
placements; 5,681,734 government and 19,0
876 export. In October, 34,137,519 tubes wer
sold compared with 40,105,611 same 195
month, and 27,946,193 for September this yea
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Successful

advertisers

a lot of people
AND

must

reach

— a lot of people
AT

LOW

WLW does just that! "Television," says the
national advertiser, "is affecting AM radio."
—Yes, we agree— but, how much?— where?
—to what extent?
In the WLW Merchandiseable Area, WLW,
with television going full blast, delivers advertising impressions at a lower cost per
thousand than any other radio station—
combination of radio stations— newspapers
—national magazines— any TV station or
combination of TV stations . . . your lowest
cost per advertising impression in "1/1 Oth

people —
OFTEN!!!

COST!!!

of America" — virtually the same cost per
thousand in 1946 (before television).
The whole study is completely and graphically explained in WLW's latest analysis of
"l/10th of America" (WLW's Merchandiseable Area), entitled "What Price People?"
Our national offices are currently presenting
this outstanding fact-packed film. If you
have not had a showing, call or write one of
our offices, and a date will be arranged.
WLW
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ork Plans
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315 Review
Needed
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EC A ST ING
is on Page 69

New

York's youngest

York's

most

tv station -is

popular independent

tv station. In fact, it tops
a network

station!

In two years, WOR-tv has zoomed to the top . . . ranking, today, as the leading
independent station in the New York market.*
It delivers more audience than any other independent tv station in New York.
than
It pulls more viewers than one of New York's network stations.
"Trapped" — a station-built mystery drama — draws more viewers in New York
34 sponsored nighttime network shows.
Summer
is thethecity's
favorite
sports and
station. Itandwas winter,
tops inWOR-tv
sports with
Brooklyn
Dodgers
it's still tops . . . pulling more audience than Madison
Square Garden events on another station.
It's getting results for 77 national advertisers.
boosting power in August, WOR-tv has been delivering
aSince
PLUS audience of 1,000,000 potential viewers.
Rates have remained the same.
WOR-tv delivers viewers at low, low cost. A minute
commercial on the average sports show can sell 293,700
viewers for only $ 1 .33 per 1 ,000. Or — on the average
movie — it can sell 285,240 viewers for only $1.02 per 1,000*.
Keep these facts in mind when you are making your television
plans. For more sales at less cost put your message on . . .
•November 1951, Telepulse

In 1948 Havens & Martin dedicated Television Station
WTVR to the people of Virginia.
How well it's appreciated is expressed
by the fact that today there are over
95,000 sets installed in the WTVR area.
Yet as Christmas 1951 rolls around, WTVR,
now nearly four years old, is still the only
TV station operating in Richmond.
Nearly 25 years ago WMBG took the air as a pioneer
radio station. Its record is studded with firsts.
In this postwar era WCOD, the FM outlet,
was added to the Havens & Martin group
to provide Virginia's only complete broadcast advertising service.
Linked with NBC through the years, these First Stations
of Virginia have captured the fond loyalty
of a people who fully appreciate pioneering and public service.

WMBG

«*

WTVR

tv

WCODfm

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company
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DAYTIME
1000 WATTS NIGHTS

* IS NOW

NO. 3 STATION HEARD IN
DETROIT Monday thru Friday
-12 noon to 6 P.M.

* IS NOW

NO. 2

STATION HEARD IN
DETROIT on Saturday
Same Time

IS NOW

NO. 1 "BUY" IN THE GREAT
DETROIT MARKET (based
on cost per 1000)

* Detroit Pulse Report
Sept-Oct. 1951

•

Congratulations to our Sister Station

IrVKHM

Jackson, Mich. 1000

Full time, NOW/
970
• ...

SEE YOUR

ON

THE

watts

AIR . . .

on the dial

HEADLE Y-REE D REPRESENTATIVE

• • • •
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Monday, 53rd4, D.and C.54thEntered
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and February
by BroadcastingD. C,Publications,
870 National
as second class
matterpublished
March 14,in January
1933. at Post
Office at Washington,
under act Inc.,
of March
3, 1879. Press Building,

that each may

share with his neighbor.
First contributor to the Salvation Army
Christmas Fund is Mayor James F. Hearn
A familiar part of the holiday scene in Wilmington, the
smiling Salvation Army lassies with their tinkling bells and
Christmas kettles. This kettle collection, used for the city's
less fortunate families . . . food, clothing and toys . . . was
formally opened this year on WD EL -TV. Participating
in the telecast with Wilmington's Mayor Hearn are members
of the Salvation Army Board and Staff.
This WDEL-TV feature is indicative of the active, constructive
role the station plays throughout the year in assisting local
welfare agencies. Thus, WDEL-TV serves its communities and
contributes to and helps improve the lives of all the people in
its viewing area.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,
DELAWARE
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

WESTINGHOUSE last Friday notified NBC
it's
withhold
approvalimmediate
of new
radioconstrained
rate plan todespite
projected
increases for its four affiliates. Conversations
were between Walter Evans, WRS president,
and Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president.
Westinghouse stations are under temporary
license because of FCC study of parent company status under old anti-trust action. Thus,
in view of FCC's preliminary look at network
radio-TV rate situation, cessation of rate formula discussions was decreed for present.
THOUGH it's not common knowledge, Salary
Stabilization Board plans to overrule entertainment panel (radio, TV, theatre, motion
picture)
on overscale
performer
Latter recommended
voluntary
code forpolicy.
industry,
but SSB intends to set up self-administering
regulation machinery [B«T, Dec. 10]. Because of this — and similar sports study —
panel
report
may never be won't
issued. be released this month —
QUIET test runs under way by group proposing new radio news wire geared to serve
small stations on low-cost basis. Project grew
out of Transradio's recent demise.
NBC IS SEEKING not one but several top
broadcast
10].relations,
They're
looking forexecutives
top man in[B*T,
radio Dec.
station
owned and operated stations and radio spot
sales.
' TREMENDOUS
surgeis offoreseen
TV activity
out Latin America
with throughseveral
hundred installations likely within the next
year or two, if equipment is available. Virtual y al equipment will come from U. S. Sao
Paulo, Brazil, last month put its second TV
station on the air, and third is under preliminary construction.
IS SENATE Interstate Commerce Committee
still looking into Defense Production Chief
Charles E.duction?Wilson's
color-TV
There were bansignson last
week setthatpro-it
isn't satisfied with order which stopped CBS
set-production, dealing with end product for
prst time.
GLAD TO OBLIGE DEPT. : Copies of remarks
by Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.) on his
"advisory council" bills to be distributed by
NARTB
Benton. to its members — at request of Sen.
OLDSMOBILE Div., General Motors Corp.,
Detroit, understood considering retrenchment in TV budget by cutting down two
of its five-time-weekly sponsorship of Oldsmobile News, 7:30-7:45 p.m. on CBS-TV, through
D. P. Brother Inc., Detroit. Several advertis- ers understood to be willing to pick up the
i availability after February.
' pell's
SHARPanalysis
CRITICISM
of Dr. and
Matthew
Chapof coincidental
audience measurements
as revealed
inroster
summary
(Continued on page 6)
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FCC, BAR GROUP HONOR
LOUIS G. CALDWELL
TRIBUTES to Louis G. Caldwell, radio attorney, who died last Tuesday (see obituary
page eral
28), Communications
were paid Friday
by FCC and FedBar Assn.
FCC officially inscribed its "deep sorrow" at
Mr. CaldweH's death in its minutes, recaPed his
"vital and significant contributions to the
development of the [Federal Radio Commission's] procedures and to the general pattern
of
regulation
new industry."
general
counselforofa FRC.
Commissionas first
also
referred to him as a "brilliant and tireless
counsel" in radio broadcast field, said he would
be remembered for his "versatile and original
talents and for his great personal charm."
Bar group's Executive Committee adopted
resolution pointing to Mr. Caldwell's "great
contribution" to radio practice. Describing
him as "foremost authority on communications
law,"
committee
praisedas his
"unlimited
and energy
as well
ability
to risecapacity
to any
He
was
FCC's
"severest
critic
and
best
occasion."
friend,"
it was stated,
and fought
tolerance,
understanding
and free
speech.for Resolution
pointed to his work for American Bar Assn.
and numerous other bar groups and observed
that he had died on 50th anniversary of Marconi's introduction of trans-Atlantic radio communications.
GENERAL MILLS CHANGES
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis (Red
Band Flour), to sponsor recorded Joe Emerson's Hymn Time, 3-3:15 p.m. EST, Mon.-Fri.,
over ABC radio, effective Dec. 24 for 52 weeks.
Company also expanding sponsorship of Silver
Eagle adventures on ABC radio from Thursdays at 7:30-8 p.m. EST to Tuesdays and
Thursdays at that time, effective Jan. 1. On
that date Silver Eagle will replace Mr. Mercury series now heard Tuesday at that time.
Agency: Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.
Hands Off Rates, FCC .
THE FCC is taking a look at network-affiliate
contract negotiations. It apparently wants to
determine whether one medium (radio) will
suffer because of another medium (TV).
There is nothing in the law to prevent the
FCC — or perhaps any other agency— from
there's certainly
But precludes
takingthing ain thelook.
from
the FCC somelaw that
rates or business practices
the
with
tampering
of broadcast licensees. (The networks are not
except through 'their owned-andlicensed, stations.)
operated
The law specifically provides that broadcast
stations are not public utility common carriers.
Thus, the FCC is prevented from considering
or con-as
to time-charges
pertaining
matters tractual
relations — aside
from such factors
covered in the so-called networkoption-time
monopoly regulations.
It isworkperhaps
these netregulationsunder
that the
the guise
FCC ofis taking
its
look. Chairman Coy and Comr. Jones, in past

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
STEEL SPONSORS CAROL * U. S. Steel
becomes TV sponsor for first time Christmas
night
when Carol
it presents
Charles 9-9:30
Dickens'p.m.A
Christmas
on NBC-TV
EST. British actor Sir Ralph Richardson to
be
brought over for one-shot appearance as
Scrooge.
PABST BUYS BOWLING % Pabst Sales
Corp.,
and (bowling
Brunswick,
Balke,
CollenderChicago
Co. Inc.,(beer),
Chicago
products),
were
sponsor eleventh
allstar scheduled
bowling totournament
fromannual
Chicago
Coliseum Sunday over WENR-TV Chicago and
WXYZ-TV Detroit, both members of ABC-TV
network. Agency: Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
JOE DiMAGGIO FOR P. M. # Philip Morris
reportedly set to sponsor 10 minutes before
and after New York Yankees home baseball
games next year on WPIX (TV) New York,
presenting commentary by Joe DiMaggio, who
signed as Yankees' TV commentator (at salary
said to be about $50,000 and with no play-byplay duties) after announcing retirement as
player. Sponsorship of play-by-play, carried
last season by Ballantine Beer, still in negotiationKELLOG SCHEDULE # Kellogg's All-Bran,
Battle
Mich.,Jan.placing
radio
scheduleCreek,
starting
1 and one-minute
running through
June in number of markets. Agency, Kenyon
& Eckhardt, N. Y.
BEST FOODS RADIO # H & O Oats, unit
of Best Foods, N. Y., placing 22-week radio
campaign in several markets, starting Feb.
17. Agency, Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
POLIDENT SERIES • Block Drug Co.,
N. Y. (Polident), mapping 22-week schedule
(Continued on page 110)
An Editorial
utterances, have talked about the necessity of
up-dating these regulations.
NBC, the first network to project a new
rate-making formula, is in the process of negotiating new contracts with its affiliates. Because it is the first, it is exposed to the whiplash of opposition of some affiliates and the
scrutiny of the FCC, however preliminary.
When Comr. Jones speaks of "depressing
AM
TV's asimpact,"
he invades
a fieldrates
whichby weusingregard
being entirely
outside FCC jurisdiction. Contractual relations
of networks and affiliates, so long as they
comply
with theanywhere
general that
statutes
there's
no contention
they (and
do not)
are
the exclusive business of networks and their
affiliates. Congress specifically said so in the
Radio Act of 1927, and iterated it in the Communications Act of 1934.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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NCAA RESTRICTIONS WIN
SUPPORT OF EASTERN GROUP
TELEVISION was in spotlight at annual
meeting of Eastern College Athletic Conference held in New York Friday when delegates
hy almost unanimous vote opposed removal of
NCAA restrictions on telecasts and endorsed
proposal that NCAA adopt supervised-TV
program.
Cincinnati. NCAA convention is Jan. 10-12 in
Francis T. Murray, U. of Pennsylvania,
presented 7-point letter advocating each collegiate institution make such arrangement as
it wishes for TV in home stadium. Asserting
that
TV is good
"strong
ally"relations,
in promoting
and
establishing
public
he charged
NCAA resolutions about it were unconstitutional and, further, that control of TV rights
by the body is violation of U. S. anti-trust
laws. Number of paid admissions to U. of
Pennsylvania games has steadily decreased,
under controlled TV, he said, from 54,069 in
1949 to 49,364 in 1950, to 38,785 for 1951.
Ralph Furey of Columbia, co-chairman of
ECAC TV committee, opposed Pennsylvania
resolution, saying public, accustomed to free
TV coverage of college games, could most certainly have been expected to raise objections.
He insisted control of TV programs is not only
constitutional under NCAA terms, but is also
— clearly valid so far as Dept. of Justice
islegalconcerned.
Delegates almost unanimously rejected
Pennsylvania resolution to adopt one posed by
their TV committee to effect that NCAA adopt
a national program for supervised TV as soon
as results of National Opinion Research Center survey on the 1951 season have been fully
tabulated. Meanwhile, ECAC endorses interim
TV policy "for the protection of colleges"
which
any institution's
enteringpolicy
into
contractsprecludes
or commitments
until national
is effected.
WU ALLOWED TO LEASE
RACE WIRES, SAYS FCC
RADIO and television stations will be among
those permitted to lease Western Union facilities for transmission of horse and dog race
news under new tariff filed with FCC Friday.
Other legal customers for such news will be
press associations, newspapers or periodicals
with second class mailing privileges and
organizations engaged in collecting and transmitting such information to above clients.
New tariff, second move Western Union has
made to get it off gambling hook, automatically goes into effect Feb. 1 — unless
anyone complains to FCC. On Dec. 8, new
individual message tariff went into effect
prohibiting transmission of betting messages
or money orders. It applies in all states
except Nevada, where gambling is legal.
Meanwhile, Michigan State court issued
temporary
Thursday
Western Union,injunction
restraining
it fromagainst
furnishing
horse race results to WKMH Dearborn and
14 alleged handbooks in Detroit.
Frederick A- Knorr, WKMH president, said,
"This istinuedbeating
We disconthis servicea 90deaddayshorse.
ago when
there
was the first hint that the program even conceivably might not be in the public interest."
Programsponsored
was a 6:30
p.m. resume
day'sNews.
race
results
by Detroit
Daily ofSport
Mr. Knorr emphasized that program was
broadcast long after same information was
printed in daily papers.
Page 6 • December 17, 1951

In research
this is IssueRadio
always a lively topic
of discussion, > but last week it was
argued about in unusally serious
terms. One expert lambasted printed
media for failure to provide adequate
research, and another issued a comparative study of various radio research services. See "Research Headat Migraine
Stage."
Page 23.
And a achesnational
station
representative
made a survey of agency opinion of
existing services. "How Do the AgenRaters?"
The FCCcies Rateis the
casting
a curiousPageeye26.at network radio rate plans. Page 25.
ABC management criticizes NBC rate
plan, believes this no time to open up
rate question and that eventually it
will be possible to increase daytime
rates. Page 25.
CBSgenerally
Radio'sfavorable
new selling
schemesPagedraw
comment.
27.
There's
a
paradox
in
television
buying.
Some big advertisers are reducing
time to cut program costs, but prime
time periods still are in great demand.
Page 71.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau has big
plans for 1952. Page 27.
Winners of first annual BAB success
story contest. Page 4.8.
Will Congress try to clarify the perplexing laws governing political broadcasts? Maybe — if enough pressure is
brought to bear. Page 29.
Louis G. Caldwell, dean of radio law,
dies of heart disease at 60. Page 28.
In case of national emergency, broadcast stations will become part of the
defense
system.orderHere's
the new
eral executive
in detail.
Page fed30.
The longer a TV-owner has a television
set, thePagemore90. he's sure he wants radio
too.
U. S. Supreme Court affirms injunction
prohibiting Lorain (Ohio) Journal
from trying to destroy radio station
by depriving its advertisers of newspaper space. Page 29.
What will it cost to build a UHF TV
station? NARTB has the answers.
Page 71.
Joint Committee on Educational Television objects to consolidated FCC
hearings on TV, wants UHF and VHF
considered
separately. Page 75.
Ford
Foundation's Television - Radio
Workshop
starts first radio project
with ambitious series on CBS Radio.
Page 99.
>mmgfor radio-TV
More materials cutbacks
manufacturers next April,
Mobilizer Wilson says. Page Defense
30.

Dec. 20-22, Upcoi
Canadian
Appeal Board27-29:
meeting,
Ottawa. Copyright
Dee. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.,
winter
ton. conference. Hotel Kenmore, BosJan. 7-10, 1952: National Retail Dry Goods
Assn., 41st annual convention, Hotel
Statler,(Other
New York.
Upcomings page 36)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
released last week by C. E. Hooper (see storj,
page 23) to be sent advertisers, agencies an
broadcasters this week by Dr. Sydney Roshrw
director of Pulse Inc., who declares "half re
search is worse than no research."
PEPTO-BISMOL, made by Norwich Pharma
cal Co., Norwich, N. Y., preparing radio spc
announcement campaign starting Feb. 4 fq
13 weeks
in 100 markets. Benton & Bowie;
N.
Y., is agency.
ABC ENGINEERS reportedly sold now o:
aerial measurements of TV signal strengths
on basis of their helicopter tests of WJZ-T1
radiations from Empire State Bldg. towei
Airborne measurements understood to hav
disclosed clover-leaf pattern though groun
tests had indicated more uniform circle-lilt
pattern would result. Having made adjust
ments to affect more even coverage, they plai
soon to make data available to four other sta
tions using Empire State tower.
PETRILLO THREATENS FINES
FOR EXTRA WORK VIOLATORS
STAFF musicians at Chicago network station:
are threatened with suspension from Americai
Federation of Musicians Local 10 if they taki
any more outside jobs, James C. Petrillt
warned there.
in telegram to network music con
tractors
Mr. Petrillo, who is president of Chicag'
local as well as national union, was under
stood also to have imposed a possible $10,00(
fine on violators, although this was not verified
It was reported measure was taken aftei
several violations of agreement that stafJ
musicians taking outside jobs notify unior
and take day off so substitute could be sent
Telegram is understood to have gone only t(
Chicago network O & O outlets.
RADIO CLUB NOMINEES
NOMINEES for 1952 officers of Radio Club oj
America, 42-year-old organization of engineers, announced Friday: For president, Johr
H. Bose, Columbia U., and Robert M. Akin,
Hudson Wire Co.; vice president, Ralph R
Batcher, RTMA, and Bernard D. Loughlin
Hazeltine Electronics Corp.; corresponding
secretary, Percy B. Collison, Terminal Radio
and Rank H. Shepard, Shepard Labs; treasurer, incumbent Joseph J. Stantley (no consecretary,
William There
H. Offenhausertest) ;recording
Jr. and Frank
A. Guntheralsc
are 20 nominations for seven vacancies or
board of directors. Mail ballots going out
shortly, with returns tentatively set for announcement at club's Jan. 24 meeting.
FIELD SYSTEMS DENIED
CONSULTING engineers lost attempt to find
permanent place in 150 mc industrial radio
services frequency band for field communications system when FCC Thursday turned down
application of A. D. Ring & Co., Washington
consultants. Denial was made on ground consulting engineers provided service, while rules
held industrial radio services are for those
engaged
production,
construction,
tion,inmanufacturing
or similar
process.fabricaEngi
neers, who use radio communications extensively when making antenna field measureare provided use of 27 mc band, but
service.toments,take
have
interference as well as share

for more AT DEADLINE see page 110 ^
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%

53.6%
71.0%

Obviously
. no

head

y

for

figures

. . . but anyone with even the mildest comprehension of digits can see what WGBI's
Hooper ratings mean to the advertiser.
This is how faithfully the 674,000 spending people in the Scranton-Wilkes-Barre
Metropolitan Market listen to WGBI: 61.1% in the morning . . . 53.6% in the
afternoon . . . 71.0% in the evening*. What's more, WGBI heads all CBS stations
in the morning, afternoon and evening.
WGBI's time costs are extremely low, considering such deep penetration of an
important market. How low? Call your John Blair man today!
*Figures from Hooper Scranton Radio Audience Index, March- April 1951
WGBI George D. Coleman, General Manager
Mrs. M. E. Megargee, President
CBS Affiliate • 910 KC • 1000 Watts Day • 500 Watts Night
JOHN
:OADCASTING

• Telecasting
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
DEPARTMENTS
Agency
Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC
FeatureRoundup
of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 69

SCHUYLER
12
CHEMUNG ! TIOGA
BMB Nighttime Audience Families
WSYR

214,960

Station A

164,720

Station B

148,340

Station C

76,920

Station D

68,970

ACUSE
570 KC
WSYR
OnlyNew
Complete
Broadcast— AM-FM-TV
Institution in— The
Central
York
NBC Affiliate • Headley-Reed, National Repi
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58
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12
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16
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SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: Senior
ART KING,
Managing
Editor;
JAMES,
Editor;
J.Fred
FrankFitzgerald,
Beatty,EDWIN
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Editor;
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REPORT
ON

MAGGIE

WULFF

SPONSORS

•

Hills Brothers Coffee
Ladies Home Journal
Upton's
Du MaurierTeaCigarettes
La France Bluing
Sar-A-Lee Products
Sofskin Hand Creme
Downeyflake Frozen Waffles
Detroit Studios
Bowling Proprietors Association
Dura-Kleen Silver Polish
Cedar-Lux Mothproof Paint
Ideal Macaroni
Solicious Cheeries
Spang's
Bread Hollywood Health
Hamilton Gas Dryer

L. TAYLOR

5000 WATTS
\::
CLEVELAND,
ROADCASTING

WULFF

OF

Women's Advertising Club
Trustee & Secretary of the Press
Club of Cleveland
Cleveland Playhouse
Lakewood Little Theatre
Karamu House
Altrusa International (a service
organization of business and
professional women)
Publicity Chairman of UNESCO
Children's Book Fund
Honorary Member Fraternal
Order of Police

Federation
Women's (and
Clubs itsof
Greater ofCleveland
individual units)
Catholic
Clubs Federation of Women's
Jewish
Clubs Federation of Women's
Cleveland
of ParentTeacher Council
Associations
Catholic Parent-Teacher League
Cuyahoga
County League of
Women Voters
Metropolitan
YWCAand(including
its branches
branch
units)
Daughters ofvolutiothe
American
Ren (and their individual
chapters)
Daughters of American
Colonists

MAGGIE

O.

MEMBER

APPEARED BEFORE

will sell for you too!

COMPANY-National

Representatives

• 1300 KC
. ...
OHIO
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o our
friends

in radio,

to all who
to read
and

many

may

and

chance

this, our sincere

warm

good

wishes

for a joyous holiday season.

SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WGAR
WFAA
KSO
WJR
KARM
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WTMJ
KSTP
WSAA
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
WIP
KPHO
KGW
WEAN
WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
KVOO
KFH

RADIO LIST
NBC
Atlanta
NBC
Baltimore
Boston
—
MBS
Bridgeport
v,
MBS
NBC
Buffalo
Cleveland
CBS
NBC
/ Dallas ^
ABC
\Ft. Worth /
ABC
Des Moines
Detroit
CBS
Fresno
ABC
Houston
NBC
Kansas City
NBC
ABC
Lincoln
Little Rock
NBC
NBC
Los Angeles
Louisville
CBS
Milwaukee
NBC
Mpls.-St.
NBC
Nashville Paul
NBC
ABC
New Orleans
Norfolk
NBC
ABC
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix, Ariz.
MBS
ABC
Portland, Ore.
NBC
Providence
ABC
Richmond
MBS
San Antonio
NBC
NBC
Seattle
NBC
Shreveport
ABC
Spokane
CBS
NBC
Springfield
Tulsa
Wichita
CBS

THE YANKEE NETWORK
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK
REPRESENTED BY

Maybe

they've got;
METAL WORK
POPULATION RANK METALS,
1948 WHOLESALE
SALES—
AMARILLO
162
$ 1,909,000
SPOKANE
. 86
1,298,000
FORT WORTH
46
1,203,000
NASHVILLE
54
853,000
ALLENTOWNBETHLEHEM
38
657,000
•figures From Printers' Ink, May 25, 1951
Where there's money, there's a market! . . . And
KGNC is the only medium that reaches and delivers
the green-backed Amarillo market!
P. S. The AMARILLO WHOLESALE MARKET is
the
non-TV market in Texas, New Mexico
and largest
Oklahoma.

A/etut&tk • • •
ARS Inc., Chicago (candy), which sponsors People Are Funny,
8-8:30 p.m., on CBS Radio on alternate-week basis, will beM Tues.,gin weekly
sponsorship Jan. 1. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, to sponsor five-minute, Mon.-through-Fri.
series of hillbilly songs, featuring Carl Smith, on CBS Radio, 3:45-3:50
p.m., effective Jan. 3. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
HALLMARK GREETING CARDS, Kansas City, to sponsor world premiere performance on Christmas Eve of Gian-Carlo Menotti's opera
"Amahl
and &theBelding,
Night Visitors"
Poote, Cone
Chicago. on NBC-TV, 9:30-10:30 p.m. Agency:
R. J. REYNOLDS, Winston-Salem (Cavalier Cigarettes), starts sponsorship of series of four dramas on NBC-TV, Wed., 10:30-11 p.m.,
effective Dec. 5. At conclusion of series, firm's Camel Cigarettes will
pick up time and place quiz type format. Agency: William Esty &
Co., N. Y.
ARTHUR MURRAY Inc., N. Y., will increase its telecast of The Arthur
Murray Party, every other week on ABC-TV, to once a week effective
Jan. 6. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS Inc., Westfield, Mass., will sponsor the
Boys' Town Chorus on special program on ABC Radio Network, Sun.,
Dec. 23, 6:30-7 p.m. In addition to the choral concert, Msgr. Wegner
deliver Beveridge,
brief Christmas
message
and greeting
Boys'willTowndeliver
and
F.willStanley
president
of Stanley
Home from
Products,
Christmas message. Agency: Charles W. Hoyt & Co., N. Y.

STERLING DRUG Inc., N. Y. (Bayer Aspirin), plans 10 announcements weekly on Metropolitan Network for 1952, Washington, D. C,
Sjaat
group of perimeter stations. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
CHALLENGE CREAM AND BUTTER Assn., L. A. (dairy products),
will spend $87,516 over 26 week period for three hours weekly programming each on three Don Lee network stations in same number of
California markets starting Jan. 1, 1952. Stations are KHJ Los Angeles;
KGB San Diego; KFRC San Francisco. Included in the time purchase
are five transcribed MGM Radio Attractions, consisting of four halfhour programs, Story of Dr. Kildare; Grade Fields Show; The Hardy
Family; Crime Does Not Pay; to be aired on stations Tues. through Fri.,
8:30-9 p.m. (PST) ; and hour-long MGM Theatre of the Air, Sat., 8-9
p.m. (PST). Agency: Ross Sawyer Adv., Pasadena, Calif.
-@<jencif -tfjajaoin tmen U • • •
McCORMICK & Co., Baltimore (spices, extracts and teas), appoints
Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y. TAYLOR S. CASTELL is account executive.
ALLIED FLORISTS of GREATER WASHINGTON, Washington, D. C,
appoints Kal,
Erlich & Merrick,
Washington.
JOSEPH
WEINSTEIN
is account
executive. Radio and TV will be used.
LEJON FRERES Inc., Phila. (Neckline Beauty Cream), appoints Weightman Inc., same city. Radio and TV will be used.
a •
JOSEPH F. KINSLEY, sales supervisor, New York district, J. C. John(Johnson'sin Wax),
appointed
regional JOHN
sales manager
Pacificson & Son
area,toInc.
headquarters
Honolulu,
T. H., replacing
VAUGHN,of
returning
U. S.

Represented Nationally by the O. L. Taylor Company
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PAUL idenH.t in charge
HILL, ofdirector
sales. of sales Nesco Inc., Chicago, elected vice presBROADCASTING
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For the best radio buy in the wealthy Detroit market, check with your KATZ man.

NATIONAL

IROADCASTING

SALES

W The
J Station
B K
DETROIT
with afMillion
Friends
HEADQUARTERS: 48* MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 23, ELDORADO 9.2455
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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What

goes on in a clam-bed

gulfs apart from
and

goes without

saying. They're

people: there's no exchange,

no buying

selling. . . . Sellers talk—

their minds.
that

does

And
most

the medium
for sound

is radio. In the whole

wide world, no other voice holds

many

listeners. Or persuades

more

people

listen™ and

so many. . . . And

listen longer-to

so

in all radio,
CBS

Radio

than

to any other network.
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^

than
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all other
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" ^
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the largest volume
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For new

sors this leadership
greater

returns

start than on any other network... .If you have
to sell, you
customers
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something
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from

the

something

to say. Say it where

your
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W

R

C

'eicomei

feature of the meek

The P. J. Nee Co.
and its
"HOUR OF DREAMS'
with Lee Dayton

Starting this week
11:15-11:45 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.
It is with pride that WRC
adds the P. J. Nee Company to its ever-growing
and ever-loyal Nst of local
advertisers.
"The Hour of Dreams,"
presided over by Lee Dayton on another Washington station continuously
since Jan. 17, 1944, is an
outstanding addition to
WRC's
late evening
ule of music
and news.schedThe P. J. Nee Company's
decision to place its "Hour
of Dreams" on WRC bears
out the station's 28-year
reputation for top shows
in a top marked
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5.IM Watts . 980 KC
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
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a stuntby
radio,sfully
OTISt Moffbysucces
HYPNbrough
KYA San Francisco, paid off
with some of the largest promotion
dividends ever collected by the station.
■ The dividends were split six
ways. Gashing in, in addition to
KYA,
wereCenter
Zenithin San
Radio,
Klor's
Television
Francisco,
"The
Great
Franquin,"
English
hypnotist, and Dr. J. C. Geiger,
director of public health for San
Francisco.
The idea was conceived and the
experiment handled by Harrison
Wooley, KYA promotion manager.
Mr. Franquin was appearing at a
San Francisco theatre, his first
American appearance, and business
was bad. He needed some unusual
promotion to boost attendance. Mr.
Wooley provided it.
Klor's and Zenith were sold on
the idea and agreed to sponsor the
show. The public demonstration
was conducted
Klor's store
window in the busyin Mission
shopping
district. Two models were used —
Lorraine Clements, a young psychiatric nurse, and Matilda Thomas,
an airline hostess.
Mr. Franquin, broadcasting from
KYA studios on top of Nob Hill
several miles from the store, completely mesmerized the two girls
for
18 minutes during a half-hour
broadcast.
The girls
sat inandKlor's
window"to
facing
a receiver
listening
Mr.
Franquin's
voice.
Traffic
was
blocked by the crowds of Christmas
shoppers who gathered on the
street outside to watch and hear

'The Great
the Franquin'
two subjects.mesmerizes
the demonstration.
For the full 18 minutes the girls
were kept in the trance, Dr. Geiger
used every test known to check and
confirm their condition.
Before the girls were awakened.,
Mr. Franquin ordered them to embrace and kiss when coming out of
the trance. Then he asked them
casually to wake up. They did. They
looked wide-eyed and puzzled at
the crowds, then immediately threw
their
kissed. arms about each other and
The program was carried at
noon. By nightfall mail and telephone calls began pouring in to the
KYA studios, the Department of
Some agencies and advertise]
Health and Klor's. More than 1,000 have been unwittingly turning up
telephone
calls
were
"received
by
the
wrong
answers through methods
KYA alone, Mr. Wooley said. He
described the mail response as
of interpreting B M B figures
"mountainous." The sponsors, Ze- which fail to eliminate the frequent
nith and Klor's,
also declared
the
misleading popularity factor.
promotion
and outstanding
success.
This organization has develop
a method of using B M
figures which keeps the record
straight on this important point
— and is therefore uniformly fair
to all types of stations, whether
strictly business
J£
NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual
or Independent.
ADIO SPOT has never been
or
better,
and
this
R bigger
trend will continue in the
We will welcome tl
opinion of James D. Bowden, Minopportunity to demonstrate
neapolis manager of the John E.
the value and soundness
Pearson Co., station representative
of this meth
firm. Mr. Bowden, who opened comto agencies and
pany offices there last September,
advertisers anywhere
has little direct contact with television because "we're not in that
business yet and our AM stations
are in non-TV markets.
An advertising man who has
never worked at anything else, he
STATION REPRESEN TAT I V
was hired on his first job as an 22RADIO
office boy and inter-departmental EAST 40»h STREET • NEW YORK 16, N,
NEW YORK • ST. LOUIS
"snooper" (in an effort to learn
what everybody else did, and why) CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISC
at BBDO in Chicago. He had just
returned from two years of service
with the Third Army, 65th Divi[r. BOWDEN
(Continued on page 106)
BROADCASTING
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Affiliated with The Charleston Evening Post and The News and
Courier, WTMA represents an unusually solid market for the advertiser. Here population is rapidly expanding . . . net effective buying
income is considerably higher than the national average . . . retail
sales show the largest gain of any city in the State. Your John Blair
man will show you how these imposing upward trends tie in with
WTMA's audience figures, and will give you the full story of the
results you can expect over this station.

WTMA
CHARLESTON, S. C.
NBC Affiliate
1250 KC
5000 Watts Day, 1000 Watts Night
HARRY E. CUMMINGS, SOUTHEASTERN REPRESENTATIVE

ROADCASTING
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apcy

WARDChicago.
L. WEIST
vice president
Walter1943,Thompson
Cc
He has named
been personnel
directorJ. since
and in 194
was named assistant secretary of the company.
JOHN B. BISSELL, vice president and account executive Benton .
Bowles,
N. Y.,N. resigns
effective ofDec.board.
31, toIn join
Productions,
Y., as chairman
that Charles
capacity King
he willRad'a<
as a consultant to advertising agencies and assist in the creation c
advertising and merchandising ideas in print and radio and TV medii
RICHARD BELLAMY, director of publicity Benton & Bowles, N. Y
father of boy, Paul, Dec. 4.
LUCILLE WEBSTER, named business manager of TV and radio pri
gramming department Biow Co., N. Y., in addition to her duties i
charge of legal and budget control.
KARL SCHULLINGER, radio and TV supervisor, Young & Rubicar
N. Y., named manager of production under NAT WOLFF, vice preside!
in charge of radio and TV production. ELIZABETH HART, productic
assistant in TV, named casting director.

on all accounts

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest. For availabilities and rates, write, wire or phone our
representatives.
National Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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of the
leadin
d gin
arrive
WHENBoston TVone first
agencywilling
pioneer
was ready,
ands ableofto radio
help
prospective
video clients map their
campaigns.
The agency is David Malkiel Advertising. Its president is Julian
(Julie) Malkiel, who joined his late
father's
company
from school, to theupon
greatgraduation
surprise
of no one. Mr. Malkiel stayed on to
become president of the firm, sharingdiohisandfather's
enthusiasm for rasion withbranching
equal vigor.off into televiAdvance planning for TV recently won recognition in the form
of the Gold Award presented annual y by the Affiliated Advertising
Agencies Network. The Malkiel organization won the coveted award
for its TV campaign on behalf of
Serta-White
TV Boston. Cross Co., over WBZMr. Malkiel evaluates the two
media in this capsule comment:
"Radio, of course, is here to stay,
but TV has already proven itself
a dynamic revolutionary force
equalled only by the development
of Hethe likes
automobile.
." the claim
to recall,. .too,
that the agency founded by his
father was first in radio history to
use dramatic radio transcriptions
for one -minute commercials. In
1932, he says, Kasper-Gordon Studios of Boston conceived "Minute
Dramas" and produced them in collaboration with the Malkiel organization. He has continued to emphasize radio advertising despite TV's
growth.

But Mr. MalkiePs current pric
and
joy are the
Serta-White
Crosscommercials
Co. (Perfecfc
Sleeper Mattress), consisting of 5
seconds of sound film and 10 se;
onds of silent footage. Price ar,
dealer identification slides ai
superimposed over footage — a ne;
TV technique, he believes.
Mr. Malkiel attributes the agei
cy's readiness for TV to AAAi
membership.
tel |
vision came to"Even
Bostonthough
long aft<
it was in operation, we were able
use it for our clients immediate I
due
to advance
cooperation" wil
affiliates
in Philadelphia,
Ch n
cago, and New York, he explain ll
A nativetheof U.Boston,
Mr. Malki ?5P
attended
of Massachuset
and majored in English. Equippe,
with creative talents, he direct*
and
acted wrote
in theatrical
production
He also
continuity
and d j,1
rected broadcasting activities f<
the campus radio station.
those days,a hemajor
reminisces,
wasIn considered
triumph "[ It%
we just got the program on the ai
sponsor
glue shadow
his ear <' 91II
aTheradio
withinhadtheto very
the transmitter if he was to he< &]
his commercials."
agency
is a meii
berTheof the
Bostonpresident
Advertising
Chj *f
and
Brookline
Chamber
of
Cor'
merce. He is the exclusive Mass I
chusetts member of the AAAN.
Occasionally
from
business heandtakesgoesa breathi
fishirJ "ft
There's always a portable radio
his
boat so hehecanreports.
hear his clien: |
advertising,

WILLIAM T. CRAGO, staff announcer ABC Hollywood, to Leonard
Shane Agency, Los Angeles, as radio-TV director effective Jan. 2. Mr.
Crago will continue special talent assignments for television programs
packaged by agency.
:.. jEORGE I. BUSHFIELD, vice president and account executive, BBDO,
ft. Y., resigns from agency Jan. 1 to establish personal consulting business on advertising and public relations problems among firms not now
employing advertising agencies in his home town area, Hunterdon
County, N. J.
L. C. BARLOW, vice president and member of executive planning compttee count
Brooke,
supervisor.Smith, French & Dorrance Inc., Detroit, appointed acRICKARD & Co., N. Y., moves to new office at 11 E. 36th Street. Telephone MUrray Hill 6-4870.
C. W. (Bill) BAILEY, to Chicago office Marstellei-, Gebhardt & Reed.
4 l-fe was with Allied Radio Corp., Chicago, and NBC in Cleveland and
jC3f New York.
\ BING & HAAS Co., Cleveland, has changed name to RALPH BING ADV.
[CO.,
by RALPH
! sherefollowing
will be nopurchase
change ofinfirmpersonnel
and BING.
accounts.Mr. Bing reports that
I ROGER BOWMAN, radio and TV producer-director, appointed director
}f radio and TV, Turner & Dyson, N. Y. He will supervise procurement of all talent and program direction.
LOUIS BLOCK Adv. Agency, Chicago, moves to offices in First Federal
Bldg. at 7 S. Dearborn St. Telephone RAndolph 6-5986.
SIL FLEISCHMAN, radio-TV director Sidney Clayton Assoc., Chicago,
apens his own Chicago agency at 188 W. Randolph St.
ED PATTEN, sales manager R. H. Donnelly Corp., Chicago, to Marvin
E. Tench Agency, Chicago, as account executive.
B. B. GEYER, president Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., elected
:hairman
Foundation.of board of directors for Reconstituted Advertising Research
A .1!EDWARD H. BENEDICT, assistant to television network sales manjfager ABC, to J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y., as contact man on Canada Dry
rS Inc., account.
u| CHARLES McCORMACK, treasurer Compton Adv., N. Y., elected to
:rj'Doard
of directors.
{
;j DLIVE JENNINGS, radio director Grant Adv. of Canada Ltd., Toronto,
named account executive and radio director Harold F. Stanfield Ltd.,
T3 Toronto.
;|f ROBERT
McNELL,
radio city,
and asTV director
department,
BiowandCo.,TV N.department.
Y., to W.
Earl Bothwell
Inc., same
of radio
| \LLAN
SILLSof Co.,
Toronto, enfranchised as advertising agency by
Canadian R.Assn.
Broadcasters.
\RTHUR O. WURTMAN, St. Georges & Keyes, N. Y., to Marschalk &
Pratt Co., N. Y., in creative capacity in radio and TV department.
iOBERT KIBRICK, business manager of research department Kenyon
Eckhardt, N. Y., named director of media research and statistical
malysis, succeeding JAY ELIASBERG, resigned.
:omdr. EDWARD W. FOSTER, USN (Ret.), named technical and engileering specialist Haight & Welsh, Hartford, Conn.
-VIL ROBERTS Adv., Phila., moves to new offices at 1524 Chestnut St.
THOMAS R. COOPER, J. Walter Thompson Co., S. F., transfers to
irm's Los Angeles office, as account supervisor.
^RANK
LOUGEE,executive.
N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila., to Wank & Wank Adv.,
>. F., as account
IROADCASTING
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'"Soothing" is the word most often used by listeners to
describe Diane — WBEN's Lady of the Evening. Among
the hundreds of fan letters she receives every week a large
number are from swing shift workers and other folks who
catch her show on their car radios, and at home, too ! They
say Diane is so nice to come home to.

Diane spins restful records, gives special attention to requests
and reads romantic poetry. She's on Monday thru Friday
from 11:20 P. M. till midnight. So if you want to catch
listener-buyers in their most relaxed moments, grab a
segment of this popular show.
Ask Petry about availabilities . . .

NBC

WBEN
B A S
BUFFALO
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to

match

your

Idcai

audio

far

;Jill Jill r

' , front
NEAT inANDeasySIMPLE—
reach. , with everything up
-4 RCA TYPE BTA-250M. Same size as an audio rack.
^3

Now YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE
of the surest, swiftest method known for staying on the air — regardless of what happens to
your main transmitter. The answer— a standby
station within the four walls of your control
room, including a complete transmitter and
FCC-required monitoring equipment!
"Feather-quiet" in operation — with no air
blowers or A-C contactors —Type BTA-250M
is the ideal transmitter for this "security" service. It is a single unit — same size as your audio
cabinets — and can be installed in almost any
control room set up. Installation is easy, too.
// was planned that way!
Operation of the BTA-250M is simple. Just
one control for tuning, and one for power out-

Be ready for the long pull ahead — with a
advancement
inreliable
plant BTA-250M.
economy forIt'slocala major
broadcast
stations.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
RADIO
CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT, CAMDEN, N.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

NORTH

CAROLINA

SOUTH'S

IS THE
No.

1 STATE
AND

i

North Carolina
Rates More Firsts In
Sales Management Survey
Than Any Other Southern State.

NORTH
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I

More North Carolinians Listen
to WPTF Than to Any
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HEADACHE

AT

MIGRAINE
STAGE
stallations, respectively. Charts
Chappell's for
full publication
report is nowbybeing
prepared
the A and B, illustrating "systematic" Are Printed Media
Chappell Describes
differences found in San Francisco,
Hooperwhile isorganization,
which
meanreleasing today (Monday) were said to represent similar find- Hiding TV Facts?
Rating Conflicts
ings for New York and Chicago as
a 13-page digest consisting largely
PRIMARY source of differences of "industry" questions which are well.
A STINGING REBUKE to magbetween Pulse program ratings and answered with quotes taken from
azine publishers and researchers
Describing the coincidental and
roster methods, Dr. Chappell said: for failing to make available the
Hooperatings of identical programs the Chappell manuscript.
same
statistics about the effect
is the inclusion in the Pulse roster
"Both are designed to measure
In Four Parts
of the names of many programs
of
television
on magazine circulapsychological
behavior
—
listening.
The full Chappell report is in The coincidental method, as a
not heard by the respondent.
tions and readership ■— as are
That is the conclusion of Dr. four parts. Part I compares Nielsen measure of behavior, has much to readily obtainable for radio — was
Matthew Chappell, head of the Radio Ratings with U. S. Hoope- recommend it. It involves no delivered Thursday by Dr. Hans
director of research of .the
department of psychology, Hofstra
ratings, finding, the Hooper re- significant span of retention and Zeisel,
College, in a study just completed
no stimuli which could Tea Bureau.
lease states, "high correlation." presents
to confusion in recognition. It
for C. E. Hooper Inc. He was en- Part II compares roster radio lead
Speaking ononOther
"TheMedia"
Effectsat ofa
gaged to;provide an answer to the ratings (Pulse) with coincidental requires of the respondent only
question raised more than a year radio ratings (Hooper), finding that he report on what was being Television
luncheon meeting
of the New York
ago by Stanley Breyer, commercial "low correlation." Part III com- listened to just prior to answering chapter of American Marketing
the telephone. On the fact of it, it Assn., Dr. Ziesel distributed a
manager of KJBS San Francisco.
"Duplexof Coincidental"
system
providing reports(a seems highly probable that the modicum of Christmas cheer to
In a full-page advertisement in Hooper pares
Broadcasting • Telecasting on both radio and TV audiences) method is capable of yielding a radio broadcasters in TV cities by
(July 3, 1950) Mr. Breyer declared, with both radio and TV coinci- more accurate measure of the stating that so far as they are
behavior of listening concerned "the worst is over."
"Two umpires behind the plate
dental, finding "high correlation." psychological
telephone
any other
isn't any good in broadcasting, Part IV compares "Duplex Coinci- inmethod
Cites Research
that homes
has beenthandevised.
dental" with roster on TV ratings,
either,"
and
proposed
that
the
Hooper and Pulse organizations reporting "same variable difference
"The roster requires considerably
Nobody doubts that TV has had
jointly finance a house-to-house found in radio ratings is found in more psychologically of the re- an effect on radio, he said,
coincidental survey whose findings television."
spondent than does the coincidental.
the radio rate rewould be compared to the regular
The respondent is presented with a especially afterwhich made
The comparison
it "official."
dental and rosterbetween
ratingscoinciwas list of program names, classified The only ductions
Pulse and Hooper ratings to deremaining question,
as to
station and time period for all the magnitude of this effect, can
termine which "umpire," if either, made from reports on three cities, by
the
major
stations
in
a
given
area.
was
giving
the
more
reliable
inNew York, Chicago and the San
easily be answered for the present
formation.
Francisco Bay Area, chosen to He may, therefore, report his and predicted for the future, he
A committee of executives rep- represent low, medium and high listening for any given time period said, citing the results of research
(Continued on page 108)
resenting the various groups inconducted by Foote, Cone & Beldterested in radio research — adver- percentage of home telephone ining on which he was a consultant.
tisers, agencies, broadcasters, reThe traditional formula for comsearchers— was organized to estabputing TV's effect on radio, Dr.
lish rules for the test survey sug- THERE WERE clear indications last week that the radio reZeisel
stated,hourgoesradiolikelistening
this: "Ifin
gested by KJBS. Instead, the
at a certain
search
muddle
had
reached
the
point
of
desperation.
It
was
group which was known as the Test a situation that had been growing progressively complex for TV homes is 20% of the radio
Survey Committee broadened the
volume at that hour in radio homes,
scope of the survey to include all 25 years as both sellers and buyers of radio time sought to then
conclusion was drawn:
types of audience measurement and measure that elusive quantity, the radio audience. But the radio this
loses listeners at the rate
to cover other market areas in ad80% of the homes which it loses
dition to San Francisco.
problem was made the more acute by television. When TV ofto TV
— because the remaining 20%
came along, so many different services were measuring radio, are still devoted to radio listenNo Action Taken
each
in
its
own
way,
that
radio
was,
and
still
is,
in
danger
of
ing. Hence, the radio loss can be,
The committee deliberated for
months and completed a set of being measured to death. How critical the condition had be- at worst, as great as the loss of
recommendations for the expanded
come was evident last week in several ways: A survey of ad- homes to TV, but never greater."
test survey, then adjourned. Their
But, the
he pointed
facts
vertising agencies showed alarming lack of agreement among show
opposite.out,At"thea point
recommendations have not been
acted on.
them as to which if any existing rating service was depend- where 20% of all homes had TV,
ratings were down some 30%.
In the absence of industry action,
able (see page 26). Dr. Hans Zeisel, a leading research ex- radio
The interesting solution of this
C. E. Hooper Inc. retained Dr.
the printed media for failing to provide up- puzzle
excoriated
Chappell, formerly associated with to-datepert,and
is the fact that the homes
accurate information on what TV has done to who switch
first to TV are the
the Hooper organization, and who
had been a member of the Test them (see this page). Dr. Matthew Chappell, another re- heavy radio listeners, causing raresearch
of
comparison
Survey Committee (proposed, inpainstaking
dio's
loss
to
be heavy and out of
a
up
wound
search expert,
cidental y by Dr. Sydney Roslow,
that showed, if nothing else, that wide discrepandirector of the Pulse), to attempt techniques
The relationship between TV
cies exist among radio rating services (see this page).
to provide answers to the still open
(Continued on page 90)
questions posed by Mr. Breyer. Dr.
proportion."
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Sales Realignment
Is Announced
KATZ AGENCY
A REALIGNMENT of sales management of The Katz Agency is being
announced today (Monday) by George W. Brett, vice president and
AM-TV sales manager, who will become director of radio and television sales policy when the changes become effective Jan. 1.
a * *
Other changes in the representation firm's executive lineup:
Morris S. Kellner, assistant
sales manager for radio, to be
sales manager with complete
autonomy in radio sales management.
Scott Donahue Jr., assistant sales
manager for television, will be
sales manager with complete
autonomy in TV sales management.
Margaret Alcott will be sales
service manager for radio and TV.
Earlier in the week, the agency
announced that Ralph E. Dennis,
former manager of ABC Radio Spot
Sales and later of ABC TV Spot
Sales has been appointed to the
TV sales staff of
the Katz Agency
effective today
(Monday).
Miss Alcott
Explaining the
changes
and his
BLAIR CHANGES
own role in the
Chicago and Detroit Shifts realignment, Mr.
asserted:
FOUR major changes in the Chi- Brett
"I shall concago and Detroit offices of John
Dennis
tinue to be active
Blair & Co., national radio station
in sales, but not
representatives, were announced in
its administration. There are
Friday
Chairman
Charlesby F.
Dilcher John
was Blair.
named basic industry problems in both
manager of the Chicago office and radio and television demanding concentrated and continuing attention
Gale Blocki Jr. will undertake spe- but impossible
to give under daily
cial assignment of creative sales
work with advertisers and agencies. priority pressures.
Harry B. Simmons, formerly
"The Katz
sales enable
manwith the Paul H. Raymer Co., was
agementAgency's
realignment will
appointed to head the Blair office me to devote the necessary time to
in Detroit. George Rapp, former press for standards of practice inaccount executive for Moloney,
fluencing the long-range developRegan & Schmitt, newspaper reprement of national spot radio and
sentatives,
joined
the
Blair
Chiencago office as account executive television, tocroachmenresist
t and other network
attenuation
Dec. 1, Mr. Blair also reported.
of national spot revenue.
Mr. Dilcher, prior to joining
"These changes are to meet the
Blair as account executive in 1937,
had been associated with the
Western Advertising Dept. of
Scripps-Howard newspapers both
in Chicago and as manager of the
Dallas office for five years.
Mr. Blocki has been a Chicago
account executive since 1936 and a
Blair vice president since he has
had agency experience with Erwin,
Wasey & Co. and media representative work with American Boy
magazine Good Housekeeping, and
General Outdoor Advertising.
C&W Names Gort
NORMAN G. GORT, in charge of
public relations for Liggett &
Myers Co. at Cunningham & Walsh,
New York, has been made director
of radio and television for Chesterfield cigarette advertising. He will
be assisted by Moulton Sawin, manager of radio and TV copy, and
R. P. Dunnell, associate producer,
named manager of radio and TV
production. D. E. Provost will be
in charge of public relations activities for the account at the agency.
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FINESHRIBER
Becomes MBS Exec. V.
WILLIAM H. FINESHRIBER J
MBS vice president in charge
programs since July 1949, has be
appointed
executive Frank
vice preside
of the network,
Whii
president, announced Thursday f
lowing a quarterly meeting of
Mutual board which approved
Mr. Fineshriber succeeds to
appointment.
post left vacant since Robert
Swezey, now general manager
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans,
signed as executive vice preside
in 1947. He will continue
charge
of programs,
stated last
week. it was furtl
After
graduation
from Princet
in 1931 and some advanced
stu
FINESHRIBER
at the Sorbonne in Paris, Mr. Fi;
shriber
on
his
return
to
Amer
expansion needs and plans of The
Katz Agency and its radio and joined the public relations staff
CBS, which he left after thi
television
stations."
Mr. Kellner
has been with Katz years to serve temporarily as
for more than 19 years, having manager of Carnegie Hall in N
joined the representative firm in York.
1932 following graduation from
Rejoining CBS, he was succ
Rutgers U.
sivelyof network
producer-director
a nu
Mr. Donahue was identified with ber
programs, ofcomms
WPIX (TV) New York from its tator, director for shortwave p:
inception and previously served in grams during the war, director
the advertising department of the operations and from 1946 to 19
New York Daily News, which general manager of the CBS p
owns two
WPIX.
He joined Katz gram department. From there
about
years ago.
went to MBS.
14-Year Career
Miss Alcott's
includes
14 yearsadvertising
with Katzcareer
and, HOWARD MEYERS
formerly, with the Barron Collier
car card organization.
Joins Taylor Offi
Mr. Brett is a veteran of many
of Hows
years with Katz and he formerly APPOINTMENT
Mevers, sales manaj;
was with the Frank Seaman Adv. of(Howdee)
NBC's WMAQ
Agency. With Katz he progressed
Chicago,
asChicago
head
to vice president, director, and then of
general sales manager. He is office the
and midwest
credited
guidingfarm
the paper,
firm's territory of the
sales of with
newspaper,
O. L. Taylor Co.
radio and TV advertising during was
all of the company's transition last weekannounced
by 0. L.
growth.
(Ted) Taylor,
president of the
stationativerepresentfirm.
Mr. Meyer
Mr. Meyers will
succeed James Thompson, who
leaving the Taylor organization,
join the new station representati
firm of Henry I. Christal Co. (.<
story
page 29).
is effective
Jan. 2.The appointme
Mr.
Meyers,
who is president
the Radio Management
Club
Chicago,
with and
WGN Chica'
from
1938was
to 1942,
1942was radio
director
of thein Chica
Office of Civilian Defense. In
infantry from 1943 until the e
of World War II, he rose fr<
private
first became
lieutenant,
after the to
armistice
progr)
director of the Armed Forces N
work. He returned to the U.
in 1946,he joining
ChicEjp
where
served NBC
first inin the
gram department and then in NI
Spot Sales. He was made sr.
1950.
manager
of WMAQ in Decemi

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
'Are you still looking for a seal of approval?"
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FCC Study Is Underway AmLl%?S££ Plan
NETWORK
RATES
areas so that the TV dollar is
work operations. From time to ANY LINGERING doubts that
By EARL ABRAMS
time he has mentioned that the NBC intends to go ahead with its
NETWORK radio rate plans are easier to garner than the sound FCC
taking a new basic economic plan for radio
broadcasting
dollar,thethenwhistle
the net-on look atwastheconsidering
getting
once over wants
from thetoFCC.
works can blow
chain network rules.
were dispelled last week as officials
The the
Commission
see
reported that affiliates will be given
every
network-affiliated
sound
whether networks are building up broadcaster by merely refusing to
One ofmarks onMr.
re- notice
the Coy's
subject,earliest
and one
ofcoming ratetheir
respective
the visual broadcast medium at renew
standings
by theforthfirst
that
illustrates
his
thinking
best,
the
affiliation
contract
exthe expense of sound broadcasting
of the year.
many
feel,
was
made
at
Amherst
cept
at
a
lower
rate.
.
.
."
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 10].
Changes dictated by the netHe alsocasters arsaid
"You with
broad-a College in 1949. During the course
Thus far Broadcasting • Telee not then,
confronted
work's formula for reappraising inof his speech there, he told the
casting has confirmed that:
dividual stations' network rates are
competitor who is primarily inter- students:
slated
become effective July 1.
e
s
t
e
d
t
o
see
this
medium
live,
but
| # FCC
GeneralhasCounsel
Almost a decade has elapsed since Officialstopointed
out that in giving
dict P. Cottone
been Beneasked one who may be interested in see- that
network
investigation.
There
to look into the NBC plan, so far
ing it live long enough to make have been far-reaching developments written notice by Jan. 1 the netw
o
r
k
i
s
acting
more
than 180 days
the
transition
to
the
new
medium
in all phases of broadcasting since
the only
one announced,
to deterof the effective date, whereas
mine whether
the Commission
has
that time. In view of those develop- ahead
affiliation
contracts
require only
is not always necessary for
longthe power to stop it — if it decides it theIt Commission
realized mentsthethe Commission
desirability ofhasanother
to
act
formally
in
is not good for broadcasting.
90
days'
notice.
[TV]."matters. Sometimes by just survey of network practices — not
This was taken to mean that
# FCC Economics Chief these
to determine how the regulations more than half of the NBC radio
the broadcaster to know only
Hyman H. Goldin has prepared a permitting
are
working
with
respect
to
standard
affiliates
are in line for downward
that
it
is
slightly
doubtful
of
his
memorandum on the NBC plan actions it can force him to back- broadcasting, but also to examine
which is a detailed exposition on
some of the problems concerning the rate adjustments, since the conwater,
observers
noted.
relationship of the networks to talent
tracts provide for 90 days' notice
the subject.
The memorandum conbureaus and recording companies and ofon rate
tains no recommendations.
cuts only
when area "majority"
all NBC
stations
being cut.
Scans 'Show of Shows'
also
to
examine
carefully
the
effect
0 No formal motion for an inpower was exemplified early of the regulations
Overall,
the balance
individual
reducin the FM and teleTquiry, however, has been adopted. lastThatyear
vision
fields.
tions
and
raises
each
other
Saturday
I Comr. Robert F. Jones, who was night Show when
When FM and television emerged, to a point where the total rate for
of ShowsNBC's
extravaganza
T instrumental in having the eco- ran into the shoals of FCC's du- the chain regulations were applied the full network is little changed,
in toto without a sepa- officials have explained.
biety [B*T, Jan. 2, 1950 et seq.]. to themrate almost
"f7 weeks
nomicsago,study
instituted
severalup
investigation. It is entirely poslast Friday
summed
There had not
been much
Withoutthority toputting
the revised
FCC's au-its
sible
that
the
conditions
in FM and
test,
NBC
network
would expectahold up
J; his
view on in
NBC's
are sufficiently different on thetion thatnewthe rate
adjustments
theseproposed
words : rate plans for the Saturday night show television
plan,
even though
from
those
in
AM
that
other
or
adaffiliates
at
the
NBC
convention
"If NBC is trying to depress to comply with Commission thinkditional regulations are needed to at Boca Raton little more than a
issue was the manner in protect against
monopoly.
AM by using TV's impact on radio whiching. TheNBC
planned
to
sell
the
tothinkcut weitsshould
affiliates'
rates,
then
I
fortnight
agokeptvoted
72-to-22 until
that
take a look at it. show, involving time orders to its
Subject
of
Commission's
plan bestudies
ancould
abeyance
chain network the
regulations
thun- the
After all, we are the umpire for affiliates.
further
be
made
dered through FCC hearings begin- [B*T, Dec. 3].
The Saturday night issue was
broadcasting and we are responand ended in 1943
sible for AM as well as TV."
raised by DuMont Television Net- when ningthein 1941
Supreme Court upheld famous duopoly rule.
He, assioners,well
as
other
Commiswork,
which
protested
to
the
Comstress that what they are
mis ion. So far as can be learned, FCC's rights to promulgate such
Up to the present, FCC has acdoing is only a look-see and that no official complaints have been rules.
cepted the presumption that ownIt was in the same year that the
the current study might result in made to the FCC by any NBC afingtionsingle
and does
TV stas in the AM,
same FMmarket
not
filiate on the matter of its eco- Commission put into effect a pre- not fall
m 'nothing being done.
under the duopoly ban.
viously passed regulation forbidnomic plan.
NBC's Economic Plan
ding the ownership of more than But, that is no sign that it could
Additionally, Chairman Coy has one broadcast
station in the same not change its mind if it so desired,
| The NBC
economicenvisages
plan, the
an- made
no bones about the CommisBBnounced
last month,
market
area. This is the FCC's it was noted.
sion's
intention
to
look
into
net!M[ weighting of several factors in
fkA making
up its
networkis
VI
radio rates.
One affiliates'
of the factors
« I the number of TV sets in a market
■|l[B»T,
Nov. has
5]. been keenly aware
fjk
That FCC
Reqdiustments Held Untimely
Jfof the play of economic forces
EW
j?AF
dicate what TV's effect is or is not,
contends NBC's
stationErate VI
)between AM and TV is no secret. ABC
reappraising
the
station's
The
ABC
affiliates
also haverates.been for
one thing, and ABC also shares
adjustment not only is untimely
: Item: FCC Chairman Wayne and unwise, but that the time is told that NBC's formula is "wrong" CBS Radio's view that BMB data
the
at
speech
wind"
"big
Coy's
radio circulation are too old to
1951 NARTB Chicago convention foreseeable when radio will be for other reasons — because ade- beon meaningful
today.
quate data are not available to in"properly"
last April [B*T, April 24].
rates can beappraised
raised. and daytime
On ing the
rate
question,
Broadcast-re• Telecasting erroneously
P0I Item: Comr. Robert F. Jones'
These views, it was learned last
Ohio
to
speech
foxes"
the
.•„II "beware
p
o
r
t
e
d
i
n
the
Dec.
10
that
have been stressed repeatedly
Assn. of Broadcasters last year week,
President Kintner had issue
suggested
by ABC officials in a series of
ll[B*T, May 29, 1950].
to
an
affiliates
meeting
in
Chicago
that radio rates be reduced in TV
n\< ^ *s S0*11^ to be the No. 1 closed meetings — now nearing comwith thethenetwork's
:| broadcast medium, Chairman Coy
ratings.in proportion to declines in
areas
atespletion— throughout
country. affili] declaimed to NARTB members, and
In
these
sessions,
President
"H radio broadcasters better get ready Robert E. Kintner and his execuABC in has
beenstudies
— and
'-51i for that day. He urged more and
stillActually,
is — engaged
special
associates have made clear that
'"J better local programming as one they tivethink
of
the
rate
question
and
its
offi"opening up" the rate
re,| means of maintaining a radio sta- question at this
cials feel they must await the outtime
will
automatig in the community.
standin
| tion's
c
o
m
e
o
f
these
before
advancing
decally subject rates to pressures for
Big, bad wolf of aural broadcast- downward
finite proposals. They feel the
adjustments.
ers is the multiple-interest broadcaster, Comr. Jones charged in his
They also have gone on record
rate
issue tois inthea views
time ofthey
"crisis,"
according
have
speech. He referred, he said, to as holding that the NBC rate regiven affiliates, and that decisions
;hose who had bigger investments
adjustment
formula,
aside
from
besting
should
be
delayed
until
more
comor
in TV broadca
5r incomes
ing untimely, omits an important
nanufacture.
President Robert- Kintner (r)
plete information has been comfactor — the quality of station man- ABC
conducted
ABC
affiliates
meeting
in
one network
point he decides
warned:that"Whenagement. Management of each staand "emotion"
abated.assured
ABC piledstations
have been
iverAt the
there
tion, they contend, must always be Chicago, among whom was Thomas
(Continued on page 36)
ire enough TV sets in the mass among the factors considered in L. Evans (I), KCMO Kansas City.
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DO THE BUYERS of broadcast advertising have
faith in present audience measurement services?
This ambitious survey, conducted by the Paul H.
Raymer Co., indicates they don't. Or at least
such faith as is expressed certainly isn't absolute.
Both buyers and sellers of broadcast time will
find provocative reading in this article which describes the most definitive study recently made
into the question. . . .

COHLAH?

****

**

HOW

DO

«iaiE

»

AGENCIES

By ARTHUR C. SCHOFIELD
Director, Promotion and Research
Paul H. Raymer Co.
Some
years ago I in
heardan aattempt
streetcorner missionary,
to cast doubt upon the larger,
better established denominations,
say there
this: is"They
can't be right,
and
a greatall possibility
they
areTheall wrong."
same could be said about
the present methods of audience
measurements.
Last year, $453,605,722 was spent
for the purchase of radio time;
with, of course, the larger share
going to those time segments with
the best ratings.
Whose ratings? What did the
rating mean ? How much of a staservice were
area did
the surveys
cover. tion'sWhy
certain
ratings
used, while others were rejected?
Withlars at stake
over $453
million-odd
dolthe answer
to those
questions are important. Accordingly Imailed to over 1000 timebuyers and agency executives, representing al types of agencies in
every section of the country, a
simple, three-part questionnaire:
Question 1. Do you believe, accept and use audience data (share
of audience, composition of audience, time segments, ratings, etc.)
of:
ARB
yes no
Conlan yes no
Hooper yes no
Nielsen yes no
Pulse yes no
Tele-que yes no
Trendex yes no
Videodex yes no
Question 2. Please rate the services in the order of your preference (1-2 etc.)
ARB
Conlan
Hooper
Nielsen
Pulse
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Tele-Que
Trendex
Videodex
Question
For total station audience do you3. accept:
BMB
yes no
% contour
MV/M
yes no
either yes no map
Prefer BMB %
MV/M
contour
Respondents were asked to
check spaces best expressing "your
and yournaturesagency's
opinions."
were requested,
but allSigrespondents and agencies involved
were guaranteed their names would
not be divulged. Realizing what
might happen I made one further
request:
"No has
cuss ledwords,
please;
my secretary
a cloistered
Big Agencies Replied
life."
Returns from the agencies far
exceeded my most optimistic expectations with more than 18%
returns. I knew those interested in
timebuying
were concerned withactivities
the confusion
now
present in the industry, but I was
delightfully surprised at the cooperation Ireceived. Every one
of
the country's
largest agencies
returned
the questionnaire
or, in
some cases, two-page letters explaining their feelings on the "muddle"clcreated
by claims
and counteraims of various
services.
In fact,
the comments accompanying the
Questionnaires proved invaluable in
the appraisal of the entire rating
picture.
Because respondents were assured of complete anonymity, they
spoke honestly and freely. Reflecting the spirit and sentiment of
many was this from an eastern
agency:
"You'll probably get this re-

RATE

THE

RATERS?

action from every quarter, but ... I as sales promotion manager of
might as well get in my two cents 50,000 watt NBC affiliate, 7 wa
shocked to receive a rating repoi
worth.
I'm ready
to accept
the threeWhilesurveys
checked,
how indicating "no listeners found
much more useful any one of this
sample" in one segment of ou
these alone would be! This idea long-established,
highly-successfi
of 10 rating services is a fiasco. woman's program.
As show
the war
nouncement rate on this
The smallest
'coffeepot'
in
existence, by selective quoting from the highest on the station, every
various findings could 'conclusively one involved examined the situa
prove
see etc.
whathas Conlan,
thoroughly. First we dis
Nielsen, (just
Trendex,
to say tion
covered the program received moi
about us) that ours is the best sta- mail than the rating service mad
tion in the market.' When there
calls; and secondly, advei
are that many rating services in phone
tisers, fully satisfied with the pre
existence,
they
cease
to
be
a
servgram,
reported
sales were up. Nc
ice and become a racket. While the
advertiser cancelled — thei
government is so busy slapping an
SALES
proved
the program ha
ceilings on everything, I wish more than an audience;
it had
they'd
direct
their
attention
to
receptive
audience.
this. The situation is completely
agencies have confidenc
out of hand and gets worse every in Dothethepresent
rating services?
year. If things are to progress as
Replies
to question 1 clearl
they are going now, and you were indicate opinion
to be divided <
to send me this questionnaire five the subject. However,
not one
yearsanswer
from "NO"
now, toI'mmy pretty
sure the
eight
services
listed asreceived
I'd
acceptance
"YES" from as many
85%
of any service you might list. And
(Continued on page 96)
that's about all I dare say on this
subject without offending the shelllike ear of your cloistered secre- THE author is a veteran of 26 yeai
advertising. H
To those stations who fail to in broadcasting andstarted
out in pr
merchandise, or publicize, their
SALES results and rely heavily
gramming
on Phi
on
published
ratings,
let
me
point
adelphia
station
totary."
several comments, among many
later was assistai
advertising
received, that prove sales are important. feel
Here's one:that every ratager
the hon
receiverof division
"Definitely
ing service has its drawbacks and
RCA
Victor,
adve
that they can be used only as a
rising and sa!
trend at best. Past and present
promotion mar
sales results much more imporager of WFILdirectPh
Mr. Schofield adelphia,
tant." Here's another:
of advertising
a?
"We do not believe any of the
rating systems are 100% accurate. sales promotion for KYW Philade
We accept and use the audience phia and advertising and sa
data only because the client wants promotion chief of the DuMoi
ratings. We always indicate to TV Network. For the past year I
our client the discrepancies. Sales has been director of promotion 07
are the best answer to a program's research at Paul H. Raymer Co., sti
tion representative.
Some years ago, while serving
popularity."
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AFFILIATES
Agency, Advertiser,
Station Reactions
NEW plan of CBS Radio to let advertisers use any reasonable number of affiliates
favorable commentdrewlastgenerally
week from
CBS affiliates. The CBS "Selective
| facilities Plan" and "Standard Fagreatly liberalize
the
purchasecilitiesofPlan" network
time [B»T,
Dec. 10].
Endorsement of the project came
from many of the CBS affiliate representatives who attended a joint
meeting of CBS Districts 4, 5 and
8, held last Monday in New Orleans
(see story, column four).
First advertiser reaction to the
CBS Radio plan, based on preliminary study, appeared to be favorable to the move to increase the
flexibility of network advertising —
a key feature of both the "Selective Facilities Plan" and the liberalized "Standard Facilities Plan."
Pro-Rated Costs Seen
It appeared certain, however,
that advertisers buying time under
the "selective" plan — which requires a sponsor to make his program available to all CBS Radio
affiliates and allow it to be sold
through CBS Radio to non-competitive advertisers in markets he
i himself does not use — would insist
that a formula be provided for prorating program costs.
' What
the new
policies wouldeffect
actually
have sales
on adver'tigers'
buying
habits
remained
be seen. One observer, at least,to
took occasion to express the view
that advertisers traditionally insist
they should be granted privileges —
but often fail to take advantage of
them when they are offered.
Agency spokesmen offered no
comment on the play pro or con,
apparently preferring to wait until
they have received a direct bid before formulating final judgments.
In some quarters there was speculation that CBS Radio will enyujp counter difficulty in implementing
the "selective" plan, in that it may
be hard to make "subsidiary" contracts coincide exactly with the
13-week cycles of the "original"
advertiser.
The National Assn. of Radio &
Television Station Representatives
similarly had no comment. In
NARTSR's
case, however,
the was
absence of a statement
of views
attributed by a spokesman to the
el| feeling that
members'These
interests areNARTSR
not affected.
spokesmen looked upon the plan as
strictly a network sales device
which has no bearing on spot broadcasting.
Nor did leaders of the all-industry Affiliates Committee choose to
BROADCASTING
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GENERALLY

ENDORSE

PLAN

OF

CBS

New Orleans Meet

CORRIDOR discussion at the CAAB meeting in New Orleans last week is
held by (I to r): David Smiley, WDAE Tampa; Howard Summerville, WWL
New Orleans; Glenn Marshall, WMBR Jacksonville; Howard S. Meighan,
CBS Radio president; and Spencer Mitchell, WDAE.
pass upon the proposal immedi- had to digest it and find out exactly
ately. Observers noted, however, what its effect is going to be. The
that CBS Radio's elimination of fact that the programs are going
"must buy" status under the "se- to be guaranteed to the stations,
lective' plan,theforrange
instance,
may either on a commercial or sustaincome within
of gunfire
ing basis,
a goodup thing
cerreleased by the committee in its
tainly willis hold
CBS andratings
protest again NBC's basic economic and audience."
John S. Hayes, WTOP-AM-rV
At that time the committee said, Washington—
plan.
"The CBS Selective
in part:
Facilities Plan represents a for"The istbasic
reason
for
the
exward-lo king step for network adence of national networks is to
vertising." He feels it should be
provide national coverage. Any clarified in its
to difsteps which tend to break down
ferent situationsapplication
and also endorsed
this concept will redound to the the liberalized Standard Facilities
injury of the network, the affiliate, Plan.
andFollowing
the public".
12].
William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar
are [B«T,
views Nov.
expressed
Rapids, Iowa.
hope to
to bemeproven
to Broadcasting • Telecasting wrong
but it— "Ilooks
like
by
and CBS
others: affiliates, CBS officials another step in the wrong direcClyde Rembert, KRLD Dallas—
Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria,
"On the selective plan, I think it's
(Continued on page 109)
good. However, I really haven't
tion."

Expresses Approval
WORK of the all-industry Affiliates
Committee
work ratesinandconnection
evaluationwithof netthe
medium
was
"heartily
endorsed"
byin Districts
representatives
4, 5 andof 8.CBSTheaffiliates
action
was taken during the regular joint
session of the districts, held last
Monday in New Orleans.
Chief interest in the meeting centered around the new plan of CBS
Radio
permitting
advertisers
buy
on
selective basis
(see story,to
column aone).
Text of the resolution approving
work of the all-industry group
follows :
"Resolved that the affiliates of
the CBS Radio Network of Districts 4,5 and 8, meeting at New
Orleans Dec. 10, 1951, do hereby
heartily endorse the work of the
Affiliates Committee and are particularly desirous of recording
their wholehearted approval of the
recent report submitted by the
Affiliates Committee in connection
with the evaluation of radio.
"It is further resolved that a
copy of this resolution be sent to
Paul Morency, chairman of the
Affiliates Committee, for the inofthe committee."
In otherformationresolutions
the joint
meeting thanked Howard Summerville, WWL New Orleans, for arranging the session and serving as
(Continued on page 87)
BAB Gives Details

SELL RADIO DRIVE
DETAILS of an extensive 17-pro- of the extra-set market, auto
ject radio promotion campaign for listening, and other out-of-home
1952, calculated to promote the sale listening — will be one of the proof radio on an overall basis as well
jects in promotion at the national
as to help stations to help them- level.
While the studies in some inselves, were announced by BAB
last Wednesday.
stances will include bringing toalready collected in
The program
the na-of individualgether data
markets, Mr. Sweeney
tional promotionincludes,
level, a atseries
said,
the
project
also includes
special studies and presentation,
studies. For instance, he
regular contacts with advertisers original
said,
Pulse
Inc.
is
conducting a
and agencies, and basic research on
pilot study
in
20
areas
deterradio's power
and
penetration,
inmine the extent of the toextra-set
cluding research on competing market.
Another
feature,
slated
media; and, at the local level,
March, is a 50,000-interview
regular issuance of a variety of for
sales aids, an annual sales op- survey on listening in automobiles.
Effectiveness Tests
portunities calendar, and a blueprint for joint promotion of radio
Plans
also
envision tests to measby groupsdividualofmarkets.stations within inagainst
that ureofradio's
(1) effectiveness
television and
(2)
Thelined acampaign
plans
were
outmagazines
for
national
advertisers
t a news conference by BAB in the packaged goods and heavy
President William B. Ryan; Kevin appliance fields if arrangements
B. Sweeney, vice president in can be worked out with advertisers
charge of promotion and sales, and stations. These tests would be
and Johnmotion director.
F. Hardesty, local pro- similar to the American Research
Bureau Inc.'s radio-vs. -newspaper
Compilation
of data— onautomobile
"radio's ' tests — 50 of which have been comuncounted
audience"
by BAB under the title
sets, radio sets in TV homes, size "Count piledYour
Customers," further

exploitation of which is another
part of BAB's 1952 plans.
Also in the radio-vs.-competitors
category, BAB is planning a report on magazine penetration and
circulation; a second edition of an
earlier BAB breakdown on magazine circulation, county-by-county,
with radio-magazine comparisons
on a national basis; compilation of
data to show that TV penetration is
slowing down,
and a readership.
salesmen's
handbook
on newspaper
Specialas presentations
on radio's
values
specific
dustriesapplied
already are inunder
way in-in
the automotive, tire, and paint
fields, and will be followed in the
spring with one dealing with the
farm market.
To urge that they give radio a
chance to prove its worth, BAB
representatives are making sales
calls on national chains and associations, national-local advertisers, andtisers.strictly
These callsnational
already adverhave
been
started and will continue in
January.
Regular
contacton will
(Continued
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FINAL tribute to Louis Goldsborough Caldwell, 60, often called
the dean of radio law, was paid
Friday at a small, private funeral
service held in Tecumseh, Mich.
This ceremony was in accord with
his wish, as was omission of services in Washington, D. C.
Known throughout the world for
his achievements in the fields of
communications law and regulation,
Mr. Caldwell had been active
almost to the day of his death,
last Tuesday. He was found dead
in his bedroom by a servant bringing his supper. Immediate cause
of death was a heart condition,
from which he had suffered several
I years.
\suffered
A fortnight
Mr. and
Caldwell
a heartagoattack
had
been under a doctor's care. He had
worked up to the time of the attack. His last appearance at the
office was Dec. 6, when he took
part in a meeting.
He had been advised for some
time to avoid activity, but held a
private belief that complete rest
would cut down efficiency of his
circulatory system and aggravate
high blood pressure. For several
weeks he had grieved the death of
his younger brother, Edward C.
Caldwell, also a member of the
Chicago law firm of Kirkland,
Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis.
Surviving are his mother, Mrs.
John D. Caldwell, Oak Park, 111.;
one daughter, Mrs. G. K. Brobeck
Jr., Holyoke, Mass.; a sister, Mrs.
Margaret Dall, Libertyville, 111.,
and three grandchildren.
The body rested in the Gawler
funeral home, Washington, until
Thursday afternoon when it was
moved to Tecumseh for the services. The family requested omission of flowers, suggesting gifts to
Children's Hospital, Washington.
First General Counsel
To a considerable extent, Mr.
Caldwell was a martyr to the radio
regulatory pattern he personally
outlined when the old Federal
Radio Commission drafted him in
the summer of 1928 to serve as its
first general counsel. The threemonth draft lasted a full eight
months, a period in which he
worked night after night and freoffice. quently slept on a couch at his
He gave so much of his body
and mind to the critical task of
shaping
radio's that
regulatory
legal framework
he left and
the
job in a state of near physical
collapse. He rested several months
before returning to private practice.
A shock of prematurely white,
wavy hair was a trademark known
in many nations. His hair had
turned snow white while he was
still a young man, at that time
giving him an appearance of maturity that belied his years.
Besides his worldwide fame in
communications, Mr. Caldwell was
a prominent figure in national and
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international legal circles. His
hobbies included documentary
studies of World War I, international law and music. For years
he had planned to write a book on
the background of the first war
but was never able to find time for
the undertaking.
His collection of documents on
the subject is one of the finest in
the world. He often obtained relaxation at the piano, and in addition played violin and accordion.
He enjoyed composing ditties and
skits, some of which were performed at legal functions, and at
Washington's
Mr. Caldwellfamed
went Gridiron
to work Club.
with
the Kirkland, Fleming law firm
in 1916. Shortly after getting his
salary raised from $10 to $12 a
week he was turned down by the
Army because .of his sight, but
got into the European proceedings
via the ambulance service and then
the Foreign Legion where he won
a lieutenancy and the Croix de
Guerre.
His radio career grew out of the
1926 breakdown of regulation
under the Dept. of Commerce, of
which Herbert Hoover was secretary. At the time WGES Chicago
decided to squat on a frequency
near that of WGN Chicago, a Kirkland, Fleming client. Mr. Caldwell
took the case to court, winning a
temporary injunction before the
disputeFRC.was referred to the then
new
Set Up Law Department
His pleading led the FRC to set
up a law department instead of
using lawyers assigned by Dept.
of Justice. FRC prevailed on him
to be its first general counsel. In
the eight months as general counsel
he and a small group of attorneys
around him operated almost without furniture, even purloining a
stack of wastebaskets to use as
files.
That brief regime produced a
complete set of FRC regulations,
along with many reports and decisions. Besides, Mr. Caldwell
aided in the general and shortwave
broadcast allocations and successfully defended the Radio Act

Kirkland, Fleming. After World
War I he lectured at Northwestern.
In 1921 he married Irene Buysse
from eralwhom
years ago.he was divorced sevality.
The list of posts he held
against charges of unconstitutionand radio world is long
At FRC he became convinced the legal
imposing.
Among them
that the Radio Law limited the and
chairman
of American
Bar were:
Assn.
Committee
on
Radio
Law,
government's
licensing
powers
and
he opposed use of the licensing chairman, ABA Committee 1928-29;
on Communications, 1929-33; member of
system as aHedevicebecame
to extend
FRC's Washington Committee
controls.
an ardent
of ABA
advocate of free speech and op- first president of Federal Commun
Assn., 1936-37, and exposedsorship
any regulation
aspects. Thesecarrying
beliefscen-he ications Bar committee
member 1937-40
held and fought for to the very member ecutive
of
Illinois and Chicago :
last.
bars,
Assn.
of
Practitioners
before
Returning to Kirkland, Fleming
American Judiciary Section;
in 1929, he made so many trips to ICC;
American Society on International
Washington that the firm opened a
American Law Institute; In
capital office and later named him Law;
stitute of Radio Engineers.
resident partner. In the 1930
Clubs and fraternities included
50-kw hearings he fought on be- Delta Upsilon, Phi Delta Phi
half of the clear-channel principle.
National Press Glub
In 1934 a group of clears asked Metropolitan,
and Order of Coif. He was found
him to represent them in the then er and president of Inquiriendo
current FCC inquiry.
Club, which met at his home, 2900
He took an active part in de- Cleveland Ave., Northwest. Durveloping the first data on nighttime
War II he provided
skywave, still used by FCC and homesingforWorldsome
three-score service
part of the first NARBA. In sub- people to help meet the capital
sequent hearings he fought the housing shortage, and was forced
clear-channel battle in the belief to take a license as a rooming
the clears could provide needed house operator. The house was
service to many areas not ade- known as "Malay Club" after
outlets. quately served by smaller-power some trophies left by a British
At the time of his death, Mr.
Acted in Advisory Capacity
Caldwell was defense counsel for
At most of the international ra- the
guest.
Washington Times Herald in a
dio conferences Mr. Caldwell was
$5,100,000 suit brought against the :-.
active in an advisory capacity and newspaper
and others by Drew
he was considered by many to be
the outstanding authority in such Pearson,
Theradio-newspaper
Times-Herald is columowned
matters. He had tried during the by Col.nist.Robert
McCormick, also
Madrid conference of 1932 to add owner of the R.Chicago
Tribune,
broadcast
in the
400- (WGN-AM-FM-TV) and the New
500
kc bandfrequencies
but this was
scuttled
York Daily News (WPIX (TV)).
by the military.
He
felt
such
freServed Without Fees
quencies would have cured many
of
Many times Mr. Caldwell served
bles.broadcasting's allocation trou- without
fee as counsel in radio
Both Press Wireless and Aero- cases involving questions of gennautical Radio Inc. were formed by
eral
industry
interest. He was
Mr. Caldwell to meet service needs Washington counsel
for two G. A.
Richards
stations
and served in the
of newspapers and aviation. He
devoted much time to their early legal battle to protect the Richactivities. Through his career he
ards property from deletion by
was the author of a large number FCC. Similarly,
in the FCC's news-a
of articles on radio law and he
paper heownership
edited the Journal of Radio Law decade ago
foughtproceedings
bitterly any
and George Washington Law Re- attempt to prevent newspapers
view. He was known as an au- from owning radio stations. On
thority on administrative law.
the other hand, he supported FCC
He corresponded with leaders of in its network monopoly regulathe bar in other nations and wrote for Mutual.
tions of the early 40s, as counsel
a number of articles on radioUnder terms of the will, written
copyright law. Reading and
speaking German and French flu- last Oct. 21, Mr. Caldwell's entire
ently, he translated countless estate goes to Mrs. Brobeck. Named
works into English.
executors and trustees were Kelley
Never active in politics, he nev- Griffith, Chauncey P. Carter Jr. and
ertheles was the friend and con- R. Russell Eagan, associates in
fidante of many persons high in the law firm. No estimate of thefc;oi
Washington life.
property value could be made at
time. The will stipulates that fcr
Mr. Caldwell was a native of this
Brobeck is to receive at least
Oak Park, 111., attending public Mrs.
$6,000 a year income from the %r
schools in that city. He received property
for the
ten years
an AB. degree in 1913 at Amherst, at which time
she next
will receive
the
where he was named to Phi Beta principal.
In case buying power
Kappa. Later he became a trus- of the dollar is reduced, the $6,000 J
tee of the college. He received MA.
to be increased.
and LL.B degrees at Northwestern. ischildren
would receiveMrs.the Brobeck's
estate if
U. Law School, going directly to she died during the 10-year
period.
ecasting
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Low N«ds Ch-nge CHRBTAL FIRM
POLITICS ON AIR
Set for N. Y., Chicago
CONGRESS, which long has con- gia, Louisiana, Virginia and Wyo- bring any person "authorized" by HENRY I. CHRISTAL Co., new
ming. Hawaii limits its protection a political candidate to speak for station representation firm now in
.idered the political broadcast isand on his behalf under the same
a candidate only.
aie
a "hot potato,"
apparently has to States
of formation, is openlot changed
its attitude.
which have similar exemp- coverage of the Act as it pertains the process
at 300 Park Ave., New
are California, Colorado, to the political candidate; that is, York,ing offices
Asked whether Congress might Maine, tionsNebraska
and
will
open shortly at 333
and
Michigan.
no censorship by the broadcaster N. Michigan Ave.,
xplore the problem in the second
Chicago.
session of Congress that opens next Montana -and Florida have laws and no liability. A companion bill
Mr. Christal, a veteran in the
nonth, Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D- which are "fairly close" to in the House (HR 4240) was spon- sales field, heads the new company
statute, section 2,
sored by Rep. Mike Mansfield (D- and will headquarter in New York.
jol.), chairman of the radio-active NARTB's model
with political broad- Mont.).
senate Interstate & Foreign Com- which castdeals
Chicago office is to be headed by
s
.
I
n
Montana
and
Utah,
malice
However, the Horan bill, goes James
nerce Committee, told BroadcastThompson, who is resigning
must
be
proved
to
hold
the
broadfurther
by
(1)
denoting
legally
ng • Telecasting: "I have my
caster liable.
loubts."
qualified
candidates
"in
a
primary,
States which include "on behalf general or other election," (2)
Reminding that Congress could
California, Maine,
Geor- specifying that an authorization to
•asily look into political broadcast of candidates"
gia, Colorado,areLouisiana,
in behalf of a candidate must
ibel if it so desires, Sen. Johnson
Michigan and Virginia. bespeakin writing
and (3) directing that
;aid the committee has no advance Nebraska
However, it is emphasized that the broadcaster
would have no
)lans to take up the subject.
laws
may
vary
to
a
great
extent
power
to
censor
or in any
But, he said, should there be from one state to another and that manner control orthealtermaterial
so
broadcast.
the above classifications are "genjljjstrong
"expressions"
for in"elarificaion"
of
broadcast
libel,
light
of
eral"
[also
see
B«T,
Dec.
3
for
>ec. 315 of the Communications data on state libel laws].
Importantly, the bill would not
make the broadcaster liable in any
\.ct, then the committee would
Favor Enaction
civil or criminal action in any local,
schedule the legislation. He noted
legislators who met state or federal court for the
hetateproximity
of the elections,
"red-hot" which
local, withMaryland
the broadcasters in Baltimore broadcast of the material. (For text
and national
rill be held next November.
of pertinent
last Wednesday indicated they B*T
Oct. 1) part of Horan bill see
favor its enaction.
There are three political broad- might
A committee to expedite the
ast bills now before the Senate and
In making their request of the
Maryland legislature, Mr. Surrick
louse Interstate & Foreign Com- bill'satefuture
and Housein the
was Maryland
appointedSen-by said the association had in mind
merce Committees. Two of them,
John
E.
Surrick,
WFBR
Baltimore,
the
FCC pronouncement in renew'■ne
in each
are identical;
he third
is a branch,
more recent
bill (HR president of the Maryland-D. C.
ing the license of WDSU New
Mr. CHRISTAL
1470) drawn by Rep. Walt Horan group. They are Robert Embry, Orleans. FCC said broadcasters can
R-Wash.). All of them are de- WITH Baltimore, chairman ;
from the O, L. Taylor Co. (story
censor
political
candidates'
igned to clarify Sec. 315.
Charles J. Truitt, WBOC Salis- not
[B*T, Dec. 3]. But under
bury; Karl Steinmann, WCUM aspeeches.
24).Taylor
Irvingorganization,
Gross, formerly
On the state level, meanwhile, the Cumberland;
court ruling (Felix v. Westing- page
with the
will
H. Philip Nesbitt,
,iewly
- formed& Maryland
WNAV Annapolis; Jason Pate, house Radio Stations, B»T, March hold a key post in the new Christal
broadcasters
Telecasters- D.Assn.C. WASA
Havre
de
Grace.
20, 1950) speeches by supporters of firm. Mr. Christal is a former parts working for libel protection of
In Congress, the bill (S 1379) political candidatessored, i may be cenner oftainEdward
Petry &inCo.thatandfirm.
rehe broadcaster who carries politi- introduced
s a stock interest
by Sen. Johnson would
al talks on his station in the Free
istate.
Asks Libel-Proof Bill
The association last week asked
SCOWS Upholds
he state legislature to take up a
ibel-proof bill when it meets in a
ent telephone company. It was
February session. That session is SUPREME
COURTNheld last
week RNA
findings
that ".CAS
. . the pub-E established
'LORAI
,o take up emergency legislation. that
in 1948 and operates
(Ohio) JOU
Journal court's
lisher'sL
attempt
to destroyto end
WEOLthe on 930 kc with
Jill, forwarded by the Maryland- violatedthe theLorain
was in fact
an attempt
Elyria is
anti-trust
laws
when
M C. group, would amend the libel it refused to sell advertising to invasion by radio of the Lorain eight miles south 1ofkw.
Lorain, which
aws of the state. It would exempt local advertisers who bought time newspaper's monopoly of inter- is on the shores of Lake
Erie.
Its
broadcasters from libel or defama- on WEOL Elyria, Ohio [B°T, Oct.
gross
income
in
its
first
full
year
as well asdismissed
local commerce,"
ion damages in cases where they 22, 1, Jan. 8]. In a unanimous JusticestateBurton
the news- of operation in 1949 was $175,000.
re unable
censor315 a ofcandidate's
decision, the high court upheld
paper's contention
that
as ato pria treble damage suit pendSpeech
underto Sec.
the Com- the
decision
of
the
U.
S.
District
vate
business
it
had
a
right
se- It hasing against
lunications Act.
the Lorain Journal for
lect its customers or refuse adverCourt for Northern Ohio in Clevetising from whomever it pleased $300,000 damages due to the newsland last January.
The bill is drawn up according to
he model defamation statute preDecision was written by Justice by stating:
About paper's
30-40boycott.advertisers were afpared by the NARTB. NARTB's
H. Burton, former Ohio
"The right claimed by the publodel bill also would exempt broad- Harold
lisher is neither absolute nor exSenator.
Justices
Tom
C.
Clark
fected
policyfromof
asters from libel damages if they and Sherman Minton did not paracceptJournal's
advertising
empt from regulation. Its exercise refusing toby the
xercise "due care."
merchants
who
used
WEOL.
as
a
purposeful
means
of
monopticipate. The former was AttorLegal sources in Washington
olizing interstate commerce is proGeneral when the action
Department of Justice filed a
greed that about a third of the againstney the
the Sherman Act. The complaint
against the Mansfield
newspaper was initi- operatorhibited byof
tates now have laws which do not
the radio station, (Ohio) Journal
ated;
the
latter
was
ill
when
the
last May. The
old the broadcaster liable if he court heard oral argument in Oc- equally with the publisher of the
charged that the Mansxercises due care. These are: tober.
newspaper, is entitled to the pro- complaint
field
newspaper
practiced
the same
Vyoming, Virginia, California,
Besides finding that the Lorain
f that Act."
Justicetection oBurton
also found that tactics against WMAN in that
lolorado, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Journal's practices were contrary
as the Lorain Journal did
lansas, Louisiana, Maine, Michi- to the Sherman Act, the court also the injunction granted by the lower city
WEOL. Both the Lorain
gan (this year), Nebraska, South held that a local newspaper is en- court forbidding the Journal from against
and the Mansfield Journal are
continuing to discriminate against owned
•akota, Utah, Oregon and Nevada
gaged
in
interstate
commerce.
by
the same people, Samuel
this year).
majornotcon-be WEOL advertisers by refusing to A. and Isadore Horvitz.
was that it could
States which exempt the broad- One of thetentionsnewspaper's
sell
space
to
them
"does
not
violate
Significance
seen in the
aster from libel for material con- prosecuted under the anti-trust any guaranteed freedom of the application of isthealso
decision to the
ained in a political broadcast by a laws since it was not engaged in
Dept. anti-trust
WEOL is owned by Roy Ammel, Justice(Continued
andidate, or by a non-candidate interstate commerce.
on page complaint
88)
n behalf of a candidate, are GeorAfter referring to the lower also owner of the local, independDecember
17,
1951
•
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EMERGENCY
MACHINERY to put broadcast
stations under emergency operation
in case of attack is being set up
by FCC and other federal agencies
under a revised executive order
providing a number of protective
conditions inserted at industry suggestion.
At the weekend it appeared FCC
had made little progress on appointment of a broadcast advisory
committee, as authorized under the
new order. Specific authority for
FCC to name such a committee had
been urged by Broadcast Advisory
Council at a meeting with White
House and other federal representatives last Nov. 2 [B»T, Nov.
5].
It was assumed FCC would confer on committee membership with
the. council, headed by Judge Justin
Miller, NARTB board chairman.
The council is representative of
broadcasting, TV, manufacturing
and related industry segments.
Conelrad Formula
Basis of the broadcast shutdown
is the Conelrad formula. Under
this plan all stations not joining
the Conelrad project will be
silenced in case of emergency.
Stations subscribing to Conelrad
will notify listeners to tune their
broadcast receivers to two specified
frequencies.
TV and FM stations probably
will be completely silenced, under
present thinking.
Stations will be notified by an
automatic alarm system that an
emergency has arisen. When they
go into the Conelrad operation they
will use civil defense programming,
recorded in advance, though it is
possible live material may be used
in some cases. The civil defense
programming tells the public what
to do. Conelrad provides sequential
broadcasting under a specific formula.
A number of important changes
KBA

RESOLUTION
Would Limit Tax Use
KENTUCKY Broadcasters Assn.
last week voted 25-3 in favor of a
resolution opposing use of public
tax fundscationalforstations.
noncommercial, eduThe resolution had been submit ed by Steve A. Cisler Jr., vice
president in charge of operations,
WKYW Louisville, at the NARTB
District 7 meeting in Louisville,
Nov.
8-9 follows:
[B*T, Nov. 12]. The
resolution
Be it resolved, that the KBA opposes
the use of strany
public taxof funds
for state
conuction or operation
federal,
or local television
or radio
stations;
and
further,
that
the
representatives
of
Kentuckybe requested
in the Congress
of thetheUnited
States
to oppose
effort
by any latorylegislative
or government
bodyoftotelevision
reserve
any
numberregu-foror
percentage
on channels
the
use
of
any
special
interest
any
basis; and
further
thatavailable
thegroup
FCC TVonbe
petitioned
to
set
up
all
channels
for assignment
to best freeze
qualified applicants
whenanythe reservation
current
is ended
without
for
future possible uses.
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Executive Order Issued
PLAN
implements Sec. 606 (c) of the
appear inDec.
the 10.
executive
issued
The order
revisedas Communications Act as amended
language limits the silencing of last Oct. 24.
transmitters to those between 10
FCC has power to draft rules
for broadcast stations, but these
kc
and 100,000
mc, if "capable
emitting
electromagnetic
radiationsof do not become effective until ap. . . suitable for use as a naviga- and chairman
proved by the Secretarytheof National
Defense
al aid beyond eliminates
five miles." a long Security Resourcesof Board.
This tionlanguage
list of electrical and electronic
Language in the executive order
devices, despite printed stories to forbids the FCC from exercising
the contrary. At BAC and NARTB any control over content of station
suggestion, the final executive programs.
prevents
Commission fromIttaking
over the
and using
order tionspecifies
for radiacontrol in that
event plans
of attack
shall any station or removing any apparatus or equipment.
be drawn upernment
by "the
head" involved,
of govdepartments
FCC
Authority Limited
emphasizing the importance of any
Instead, the FCC's authority is
interference
with normal opera- mainly
limited to requiring a stations.
tion to cease operation or reduce
Similarly, the FCC originally
had objected to a requirement that its power in emergencies.
Specific language in the order
the full Commission issue rules
the desirability of mainand regulations for emergency mentions taining
normal conditions under
operation. The final order specifies
radio stations are operated.
that the chairman may issue rules which
In
addition,
it is provided that
and regulations in case of hostile
action or imminent threat.
when a station's operation has
"such station
The provision
for advisory
com- been
shall interfered
be allowed with,
to resume
operamittees was accepted
by White
ttiioonnss,, oars return
to
normal
House spokesmen during the Nov.
the case may be, atoperathe
2 conference.
Joseph Short, White House earliest possible time consistent
press-radio secretary, emphasized with the national security."
in announcing issuance of the
Plans for the Conelrad emerorder that the radio silencing plan
gencyferencesformula
out 26,
of with
conheld lastgrewMarch
goes into effect only in event of an
air attack or threat. The order some several hundred broadcasters

TOBACCO
NETWORK,
Hon North Carolina
regionaleight-sta.
group
names John E. Pearson Co., Nev
York, as national representativt
effective Jan. 1. Confirming ap
pointment are (I to r) John E. Pear
son, head of the representative firm
and A. Hartwell Campbell, WGTC
Greenville, N. C, and TN president!
meeting in Washington with gov
ernment officials. A second indus
try-government
was held April defense
16 duringsessioith
NARTB convention.
At the convention meeting, civi
defense officials said radio is thi
best means of getting essential in
formation to the public and tht
only means of reaching a largt
section of the populace instan
taneously.
Text of the executive order as
(Continued on page 6

Wilson Sees More Cutbacks
PRODUCTION
"THERE will be many more guns substitute. . . ." The aluminum and atomic energy schedules — a
situation is expected to ease by veiled priority system assuring a
and
much lessallocations
butter" infor 1952
and materials
radio-— mid-1952.
flow of component parts to cerTV manufacturers and broadcast1953 production should reach civiliantainorders
industrieswhere
and necessary.
"bumping'
ers will be cut back further start- itsBypeak
and demand will accrue
ing next April 1.
for
automobiles,
radio-TV
sets
and
Focal
point
of
the
week's
activThat forecast was offered by other appliances, he said. This
ity was the government's operating
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wil- will avert any possibility of a production
agency,
the
National
depression some time in 1954 when Production Authority, which: ,f
sonforein thea National
hard-hitting
Pressspeech
Club be-in the
production
fulReported
that tubes
the shortage
Washington last Thursday.
filled, Mr. Wilsonprogram
added. Byis that
of #radio
receiving
is due
Mr. Wilson's remarks served to time, additional aluminum markets largely to production for othef
douse speculation, temporarily at should be in full swing.
uses, insufficient skilled labor and
least, that the civilian economy —
inadequate producing facilities.
Speaks at Opening
and particularly television receiver
# Placed all domestic selenium
Mr. Wilson spoke at the open- (used
output — would be scrapped early
institutesrectifiers,
though under
subing of a new Kaiser Aluminum Co.
have been devised)
next
year.
It
was
Mr.
Wilson's
at Chalmette,
located on
first major address in the capital plant
of NewI^a.,Orleans.
complete
allocation,
with
the
necessince his conference with Presi- theTheoutskirts
sity of agency authorization.
obvious conclusion is that
dent Truman in Key West, Fla.
# Noted antennas
that the scarcities of
the consumer goods market is radio-TV
[B*T, Dec. 10].
slowly being squeezed out in favor slightly in recent weeks.have eased
Mr. Wilson made no direct refer- of
increased military production,
ence to television in the Press
Blueprinted
an additional
Club speech. But earlier, in a over and above the materials 10%# cutback
in copper,
steel and
dedication address, he expressed shortage. As a result, severe cut- aluminum
for most civilian g<
backs in radio-TV set turnout will
belief that television set produc- be severely
beginning
with
the
second
quarter
felt
after
next
July
1.
tion could get by "in the post
Pinpointing
this course were (April- June).
emergency
period"
by
substituting
these
other
facts:
But the general course was
certain metals, notably aluminum
(1) About 80% of structural charted by Mobilizer Wilson. He
for copper.sumably is 1953
"Post-emergency"
pre- steel
or 1954.
during
the
first
quarter
of
told
newsmen
that 10%
"someof copper
indusThe defense chief recalled that 1952 will be siphoned off to militries" will get only
and 20% of aluminum they used
shortage of copper led to the govtary
and
defense-supporting
industries. Radio-TV broadcasters will in January 1950. Overall, cuternment's recent blackout of color
backs for civilian goods will]
TV manufacturing [B»T, Oct. 29, be cramped accordingly on new
construction projects.
amount to about 50%. The radio22].
But,
he
pointed
out,
"even
if
copper continues scarce, there will
(2) The government set up new TV manufacturing industry gen-j
be ample aluminum to serve as a procedures
for meeting military
(Continued on page 62)
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More for yOUr ITIOney There's just one radio station in Baltimore that's
a real bargain buy— that really gives you more for your money. And that station is WITH,
the BIG independent with the BIG audience. From WITH you get MORE listeners-perdollar than from any other radio or TV station in town.
Here's proof : WITH regularly carries the advertising of more than twice as many Baltimore merchants than any other station in town! Just because WITH produces low-cost
results! See your Headley-Reed man today for the whole WITH story.
The results station in Baltimore

ROADCASTING

W-hT-H
TOM TINSLEY, President • Represented by HEADLEY-REED
• Telecasting
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duPONT AWARDS
Jan. 31 Is Deadline
ALFRED I. duPONT Awards
Foundation today (Monday) issued
an invitation to all radio stations,
television stations and news commentators tosubmit entries for the
annual duPont "outstanding public service" awards.
Invitation
was extended by O. W.
Riegel, curator of the foundation
and director of the Lee Memorial
Journalism Foundation of Washington and Lee U., Lexington, Va.
The university has just been
named to supervise administration of duPont awards [B»T,
Nov. 19].
Mr. Riegel said entries would
be accepted through Jan. 31. A
committee of awards will examine
each entry and announce three
winners in early spring.
Explaining more fully, Mr.
Riegel said "the committee will
honor a vision
largestationradio
teleandstation
smallor radio
station fortoriousoutstanding
and
meriservice in encouraging,
fostering, promoting and developing American ideals of freedom,
and for loyal and devoted service to the nation and to the communities served by them."
The commentator
award, it was
added, either video or radio, will
be to a commentator for "distinguished and meritorious performance of public service by aggressive, consistently excellent and accurate gathering and reporting of
news."
Each of the three winners, Mr.
Riegel said, will receive a cash
award of $1,000 and a plaque bearwon. ing the purpose for which it was
New provisions of the awards
will permit use of the cash awards
to establish scholarships for deserving students wishing to specialize in somemunicationsbranch
of the comfield.
LEAVES LBS
Koste Rejoins Indie Sales
JACK KOSTE, vice president and
director of national sales for
Liberty Broadcasting
nounced late last week System,
that hean-is
resigning, effective Dec. 31.
Mr Koste said he intends first
to take a short vacation, and then
to return to Indie Sales Inc., radio
station
representative
tion which
he established,organizain the
post of president.
Mr. Koste joined Liberty last
July.
He formed
Indie Sales
three
MBBWBk
years ago, and
WKm before that was
JH New York
' sales
io
manager of ForWS^^^Wi
JH about
three years.
i;..:,.. .
. Ui
H^r-fl
War
* *
which IIhe— during
served
in
— -he
Mr. Koste
was thewithArmy
William
Esty Co. for more than 10 years.
His successor with LBS has not
been disclosed.
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SEATON CHOSEN
As Wherry Successoi
FRED A. SEATON of Nebraska
who succeeds the late Kenneth S.
Wherry
as U. S. Senator, has radio holdings.

FRANK WHITE, MBS president, was guest of honor while visiting Detroit,
with CKLW Windsor-Detroit host at a reception to introduce Mr. White to
the Motor City's industrial and advertising leaders. Among those attending
were (I to r) J. E. (Ted) Campeau, CKLW president; Ben R, Donaldson, advertising manager. Ford Motor Co.; Mr. White, and E. W. Warded, CKLW
commercial manager.

Gov.
Val Peterson appointed
Seaton
to Mr.
the
can vacancy,
Senate
Republicaused by the
death of Sen.
Wherry,leader,
minority
floor
who
died two weeks
Sen. Seaton
- desigago.Senator
nate Seaton
is of the same state
which was represented by the late
"Radio Congressman," Karl Stefar
(R).
[B«T, Rep.
Oct. Stefan
8]. died in October
Mr. Seaton,. who is 42, will take
his oath of office when the Senate
convenes Jan. 8. When named,
Mr. Seaton said he did not intend
to seek re-election after January
1953. Sen- Wherry's term expires
inrunning
1955. forMr.theSeaton's
office willplanleaveof not
the
door open for Gov. Peterson, who
said
he
may
seek
the
office
next
November.
Mr. Seaton is known in radio,
particularly
the Midwest.
His
familiarity inwith
broadcasting
stems from his association in
ownership
with andhis hisbrother,
ard M. Seaton,
father, RichFay
N. Seaton of KGGF Coffeyville,
KMAN Manhattan, both in Kansas,
and KHAS Hastings, Neb.
He is president of KHAS, with
which he has been associated since
1939, and is also president of
KMAN and vice president of
KGGF. The Seatons purchased
KGGF in 1947 and built KMAN
in 1950. Other interests are seven
daily newspapers and a farm maga-

To Stress UHF, VHF
And TV Film
NARTB MEET
PLANS for a record exhibition of new broadcast and TV equipment, with
emphasis on UHF and VHF television transmitters as well as TV film
products, are already under way for the annual NARTB convention in
* speaker 30- April 2.
Chicago
is scheduled at
ArthurMarch
C. Stringer,
who has featured
luncheon. In the afternoon
managed the exhibits for many the
radio
and
TV
operators
get
years, has been retained by together, with telecasterswillgiving
NARTB as exposition manager. broadcasters the benefit of their
Heavy exhibits will be shown in
the basement of the Conrad Hilton experiences.
Wednesday morning will be
Hotel (formerly Stevens), with
light exhibits on the fifth floor, strictly TV, followed by a luncheon with a featured speaker. Confollowing customary convention
vention business proceedings wind
pattern.
up
with
and TV workshop
C. E. Arney Jr., NARTB secre- meetings radio
in the afternoon. The
tary-treasurer, was in Chicago last annual banquet
week arranging with the hotel for Wednesday night. will be held
expositiontractorsspace
and lining
conThe Engineering Conference is
and suppliers
for theupshow,
expected to draw unusual attention
one
of
the
nation's
large
industrial
this year as TV enters a new phase
displays.
end of theNARTB
FCC's
Mr. Stringer said that prospect with
freeze.anticipated
Neal McNaughten,
of an early
the FCC'sinterest
tele- engineering director, and a special
vision freezeendhasofwhetted
committee will map the
in TV equipment, ranging from program
agenda with emphasis on UHF
transmitters
and
antennas
to
lightand
other
technical developments
er items such as turntables and
growing out of TV's imminent exfilm equipment.
Engineering interest is being McCANN-ERICKSON
pansion.
Register on Sunday
and conThe show will open Sunday, shown invertersTVbecausereceivers
of the additional
International Meeting Held
March 30, and remain open through UHF channels about
to
be
opened.
International Advertising
the four-day convention period.
Community antenna systems may FIRST
Conference was held by a single
Sunday, as usual, will include be included in the conference pro- advertising
agency in New York
special committee meetings and
as papers on remote last week when
135 top executives
side sessions. Registration opens controlgram ofas welltransmitters.
at that time.
of McCann-Erickson gathered together from 26 offices in various
Monday morning will mark the Trout to CBS Radio
parts of the world. The conference
opening of formal convention
day.
started Monday at the Waldorfevents, with two sessions scheduled. ROBERT TROUT, veteran news- Astoria
office and concluded SaturOne will be devoted to discussion
caster
who
left
CBS
for
NBC
in
of FM problems. The others will
Marion Harper Jr., president,
be a closed TV session for member 1947, returns to CBS Radio Jan.
4 under an exclusive, long-term explained at the opening session
stations.
that while
82 ofStates
its clients
Entertainment features are con- radio-TV contract. Mr. Trout got were
in theonlyUnited
they
templated for the Monday luncheon. his start as script writer for
were
responsible
for
three-quai
WJSV
(now
WTOP)
Washington,
The afternoon belongs to Broadof the $80,000,000
agency's current
cast Advertising Bureau, with the working his way to an announcer's ters about
a year.billings
meeting to be held in the Grand position and acquiring fame as of' Mr.
Harper said that reports
Ballroom.
"Iron Man of Radio" during his from Europe
little growth
The annual Engineering Confer- repeated ad lib descriptions of im- in radio and indicated
television. However,
portant Washington events. Asence starts Monday afternoon, runboth
radio
and
television
advertisNew York from 1935 to
ning simultaneously with the broad- 1947, Mr.signed to Trout
became a political
ing in scLatin
Americarapidly.
were decaster-telecaster meetings.
r
i
b
e
d
a
s
developing
He
Title of the Tuesday morning specialist and coverage of presitoo,
thatbe Canada
andas Brazil
dential conventions in 1952 will said,
session
will
be
"NARTB-Radio."
might
well
described
boom
As the topic indicates, the meeting be one of his major assignments
rapidly inwill be confined to radio issues. A for CBS Radio and TV divisions. areas withcreasingadvertising
there.
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Behind its varied and widely publicized activities,
WOR — that power-full station — does things for its
sponsors that are not generally known.

Here for the benefit of the thousands of people
who read WOR's advertisements, is a list of
things that this great station does for its sponsors,
their agencies and many others.

They're some reasons why WOR is the greatest
salesmaker of American radio.

S.

the words that follow are taken from a pamphlet mailed or sent with all
contracts, new or renewal, from WOR's offices.
continued

wor

^

that

station

sells more

to more

more

people

often

than

any

other

station

in

&

the

United

States

This is merely a mirror reflection of the broad scope of special
promotion that WOR puts behind the product or service of
every sponsor, or non-sponsor, and his advertising agency and
company and company affiliates.
For instance . . .
WOR, in cases where the product and sponsor merit it, will
obtain the personal endorsement of its top personalities who

are known and loved and listened to by hundreds of thousands
of buyers every day of every year.
WOR will add the power of its skilled promotion department to the preparation of letters, folders, etc.
WOR will contribute the skilled help of its research and
publicity staffs.
WOR
will gatherings.
have its talent appear at special sales, conventions or other

would

like to have

you

know

that . . .

To keep your product moving across the counter; to keep wholesalers, distributors, dealers and employees happy,
to make the public — the buying public — more and more aware of every WOR sponsor's product or service . . .
L WOR

Conducts Product Polls —

These are privately and industriously coordinated station services showing the status of 12 basic products.
Beer
Coffee
Hair Shampoo Scouring Powder
Cereals
Dentifrices Laundry Aids
Tea
Cigarettes Facial Tissues Packaged Soaps White Bread
& Detergents
These are the only free services providing advertisers with semi-annual information for the New York area.
2. WOR

Conducts Consumer Panels —

Listeners are invited by WOR to its studios at regular periods so that the station can frankly determine
just how they — the buying public — feel about the sponsors' products or services. Information covers such
facts as — taste; packaging, regularity of buying habits, etc.
Advertisers who have used this panel to their financial benefit are . . .
Libby, McNeill, Libby
The S.O.S. Company
Carter Products
Armour and Company
The Nestle Company
Wheatena Corporation
Frank G. Shattuck Company
Welch Grape Juice Company
This money-saving service is available to all advertisers and their agencies, whether they're on WOR or not
And it's exclusively a WOR sponsor or advertiser service in New York.
3. Special Habit Studies —
How are buying habits in New York — the nation's #1 market? WOR knows and makes sure it's right at
regular intervals. Studies are now on file and new ones are being prepared regularly as for one or all of them
according to what field you're interested in.

WOR's out to make sales for you.
WOR's out to build goodwill for you.
WOR's done this for more than a quarter of a century
for thousands of people and their products and services.
wor
WOR can and will do it for you.
—that power-full station
at 1440 Broadway, in New York
LOngacre 4-8000

ABC Rate Policy
(Continued from page 25)
that their network will not take
the lead in making rate adjustupcoming
ments— but that if other networks
make the plunge, then ABC will
Dec.Board27-29:meeting,
Canadian
Copyight Appeal
Ottawa.
take whatever steps it considers
Dec.
27-29:
American
Marketing
Assn.,
winter
conference.
necessary to "meet the competiBoston.
1952 Hotel Kenmore,
tion."
stand onpolicy
the rate
Jan.annual
7-10: Retail Dry Goods Assn., 41st
is ABC's
one of several
issuesquestion
which
York. convention, Hotel Statler, New
have been outlined, along with netJan. 8: Second
sessionbegins,
of the 82d Conwork plans and prospects, in disgres of the
U.S.
trict meetings with affiliates — apJan.dio 13-15:
National
Appliance
and Ra
Dealers
Assn.,
annual
conventii
proximately 235 thus far — at Los
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Angeles, Boston, Philadelphia, AtJan.
15:
FCC-Paramount
hearing,
Wash
lanta and Chicago. One other disIn eton.
Jan.
18:
Washington
State
Assn.
of
trict
meeting
remains.
It
is
schedBroadcasters
uled to be held in Fort Worth in
Tacoma, Wash. Radio Sales Clinic,
February.
Jan.
19-20:
National
Advertising
AgenFUTURE plans of ABC are discussed during day-long meeting in Chicago by
Network, Western
Regional Me
(I to r) William J. McNally, president, WTCN Minneapolis; Ernest Lee ing,cyNicollet
Hotel, Minneapolis
21-23: Newspaper
Advertising
Ex
Jahncke Jr., vice president in charge of radio for ABC, and F. Van Konynen- Jan.ecutives
Assn.,
convention
water Beach Hotel, Chicago, ising Exberg, WTCN general manager.
Jan.trical21-26:
Americanwinter
Institute a,
polis.EdgeEngineers,
Sarnoff,50TH
Others Note on 11.74 and 15.35 kc. It is one of Midget Grid Game
RADIO'S
:rk.of meetElecing, Hotel
Statler, New general
York;ral
seven
U.
Sinternational
stations
l.
Jan.
24-25:
Advertising
Assn.
FIFTIETH anniversary of the first broadcasting to all parts of the MBS will carry the Santa Claus
West, land,midwinter
conference,ofOak-the
trans-Atlantic radio signal was world
Calif.
national championship foot- Jan. 25-26: Assn. of Railroad Adv.
only one privately Bowl ball
celebrated by international radio owned —andtheoperated.
from Lakeland, Fla., Managers, St. Louis.
S. Dec. 28, game
station WRUL Boston Dec. 12. Lemmon is president Walter
from 8 to 9 p.m., it was
of
World
Among those commemorating wire- Wide Broadcasting Corp., licensee announced last week. Paul Jonas,
Guglielmo
Marconi's
Mutual's director of sports, will GANNETT BOARD
feat less
halfinventor
a century
ago was
Brig. of WRUL.
handle the play-by-play coverage.
General first
Sarnoff's
message
was
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board broadcast
Tripp, Miller Promoted
This
will be the first nationwide
to Europe and then
chairman.
FRANK E. TRIPP, general>.. mancoverage of the midget event.
It was Dec. 12, 1901, that Marconi rebroadcast to Latin America.
a
g
e
r
o
f
the
Gannett
group of radio
at St. Johns, Newfoundland, picked
stations and
newspapers,
was
up from the air three dots (Morse
Sit Tight On elected first chairman of the board
code for the letter S). They came BIG LEAGUES
last
week
in
Rochester,
N.
Y.
Radio-TV
from Marconi's transmitter at
Among other executive, changes I
Poldhu, England.
JOINT meeting of American and National Baseball Leagues in New was
the
election
of
Paul
Miller,
Since then, according to an FCC York the weekend of Dec. 8 resulted in "no action" regarding radio and vice president and director, as ex- I
television, although the New York Yankees had announced earlier that
release trieslastand U.
week,S. 82territories
foreign counecutive vice president.
are they will follow a curtailment policy toward radio and TV coverage of
Radio stations controlled by the
served by American radiotele- their play [B*T, Nov. 10]. telecasting
*of major league games Gannett Co. include WHEC Roches- |
graph companies, 88 countries
Resolution from minor leagues
ter, WE NY Elmira; WDHL Olean, j
counting all such communication asking that the majors split half in minor league territory.
WDAN N.Dan-Y.,
carriers. In the U. S. there are 60 their radio-TV profit with the
Sen. Johnson was quoted as say- N. Y. ville,(minority)
111., WABY ;Albany,
different kinds of radio services, minors was received by the major
and WTHT Hartford, Conn.
ing
he
had
been
told
"by
the
best
not including military and govern- leagues and acknowledged but drew minds in the Dept. of Justice" that
ment. Domestic radio operation a "no comment" from Comr. Ford such a policy would be in restraint
comprises 4,700 broadcast (AM- C. Frick. It had been offered to the of trade, and only 33 of the neces- Joins Representative
sary 36 votes Were cast for re- JACK HETHERINGTON, former
FM-TV and auxiliaries), 33,000 minors, meeting the previous week striction.
marine, 32,000 aeronautical, 11,000 at Columbus, by Sen. Ed C. Johntimebuyer
industrial, 10,000 public safety,
Defeat came as a surprise, espeson (D-Col.), chairman of the SenGardner
Agency,of
5,200 land transportation, 800 comate Interstate & Foreign Comcially
since
some
of
the
leagues'
St.
Louis,
and
mon carrier, 450 experimental and
own
lawyers
had
said
such
an
merce Committee and president amendment violated no laws they
almost 100,000 amateur stations.
commercial
manAnd there are more than 700,000 of the Western League.
knew toof,test
and it.if it did, this was the
ager of KWFC
Sen. Johnson's proposal was time
authorizations to individuals, the
voted by Columbus delegates after
FCC reported.
House
Monopoly Sub-committee
Ark.,
been 1
Hot has
Springs,
International station WRUL was battle was fought — and narrowly in Washington
showed that major
established in 1935 and operates lost — to restrict broadcasting and league clubs received
$3,364,000
ager
of
the
St.
appointed
manLouis J.office
in 1950 and $3,377,000 last season
Adam
Youngof
from sale of radio and TV rights.
If majors were forced to yield 50%
of the take to minor leagues, fund Mr.
radio station
Hetherington Jr->
representative
would
be administered by Minor organization.
tktem$
ike Hew (feat
League President George M. Trautman and the executive committee. Emma Gertrude Rogers
Payments would be distributed on
with a record based on
pro-rata basis to those clubs that PRIVATE funeral services were
Friday for Mrs. Emma
could prove attendance cuts re- conducted
Gertrude Rogers, 59, wife of
AGGRESSIVE
sulting
from
major
league
broadcasts in their area.
Naylor
Rogers,
executive System,
director
Keystone
Broadcasting
Late last week, the proposal to ofin Chicago
at the chapel adjoining
GROWING
split profits was being hot-potatoed. St. Luke's Hospital. Mrs. Rogers
Comr. Frick's office said it lay died Thursday at her Chicago homei
beyond
their interest, and it was after a five-month illness. She
skou*
RADIO
a matter for the leagues to decide served as station relations director
for themselves. League members for Keystone from 1948 until the
had nothing to add, insisting only time of her death. Surviving, in
Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
to Mr. Rogers, are a son)
that no decisions had been made. addition
and a daughter.
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he
1?

clear

inthe

picture

Tort

Worih-Dallas

cities

OCTOBER, 1951, HOOPER TELEVISION AUDIENCE INDEX
OF THE COMBINED FORT WORTH-DALLAS AUDIENCE
SHARE OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE

AP-TV
STAR-TELEGRAM
STATION

Sunday through Saturday Eve.
6:00 P. M.- 11:00 P. M.

first clear

Sta. B

Sta. C

50.3

22.3

27.4

44.3

36.6

WBAP-TV

Monday through Friday
12:00 Noon to 6:00 P. M.

he

of theTVaudience

picture

19.0

of thef/audience

Outside
the
metropolitan
cities
21
(Over 22% of the audience fs outside of the two-city corporate limits.)
SEPTEMBER 1951 BELDEN* SURVEY-SHARE OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE
Station
WBAP-TV
Sta. "B" ;

DON'T BE SPOTTY
WITH YOUR SPOTS
. . . REACH
all ALL ALL
The Fabulously Rich
Fort Worth-Dallas
Market

• Telecasting

Nighttime
54%
33%
13%

Sta. "C"
*Joe Belden & Associates is a
pioneer research firm of the
Southwest and numbers among
its clients advertisers and

Channel
WBAP'™S

agencies from coast to coast.

TAR-TELEGRAM STATION .
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
OADCASTING

Daytime
60%
29%
11%

E & PETERS INC.
xctusive National
Representatives

AMON CARTER, President
HAROLD HOUGH, Director

GEORGE CRANSTON, /Manage
ROY BACUS, Commercial Mgt
Dfgember 17, 1951
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3%

Sfoulct

Ifott

&

Xhe other day one of our Colonels was quite surprised and gratified
when an agency friend told him that the F&P Profit-Share Plan,
now in its seventh year of successful application, is "a big plus to
F&P customers" .
This is the way he figured it, and it makes sense to us:
" After all is said and done, one of the most important things
a media salesman can do for us agencies and advertisers is
to deliver the hardest, most intelligent solicitation possible
for his particular medium.
"Until we agencies know we've had that kind of solicitation
from every medium, how can we be sure we'll select the best?
"So — good salesmen are a boon to us.
"But everybody knows that it takes good money to buy good
salesmen. Hence I, for one, am glad to hear of your ProfitShare Plan. It's an enlightened and intelligent forward step
for us as well as for F&P".
*
*
*
#
Good men, well-paid men, have always been our key to success here
at F&P. Our Profit-Share Plan is only one of several "enlightened forward steps" we've taken to that end. We hope you see the results,
in every call we make.

J

REE

&

R
JTETERS

Since 1932 Station Representatives
Pioneer Radio and Television
NEW YORK
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REPRESENTING
RADIO
STATIONS:
EAST, SOUTHEAST
Boston-Springfield WBZ-WBZA
WGR
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
KYW
KDKA
WFBL
WCSC
Syracuse
WD
Charleston, S. C.
WISTBJ
Charlotte
WIS
Columbia, S. C.
WGH
Norfolk-Newport News
WPTF
Raleigh-Durham
Roanoke
MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST
WHO
Des Moines
woe
Davenport
Fargo
WDSM
Duluth-Superior
WDAY
Fort Wayne
WOWO
Kansas City KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
Louisville
WTCN
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
Omaha
KFAB
WMBD
Peoria
St. Louis
KSD

INC

HOLLYWOOD
ROADCASTING

SAN FRANCISCO
• Telecastin

KFDM
Beaumont
KRIS
Corpus Christi
WBAP
Ft.
Worth-Dallas
Houston
KXYZ
San Antonio
KTSA
MOUNTAIN AND WEST
KDSH
Boise
KVOD
Denver
KEX
Honolulu-Hilo KGMB-KHBC
Portland, Ore.
KIRO
Seattle
December 17, 1951
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Affiliation Pact
Is Formalized
WMGM
TO LBS
WMGM New York, 50-kw independent outlet of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
became a key affiliate of the Library Broadcasting System last week
[B*T, Dec. 3, 10], and is scheduled to start shortly to feed a substantial
number of live programs to the network.
Although WMGM did not com- *
mence network originations im- made to find new quarters for
mediately, spokesmen said the af- LBS as close as possible to WMGM
filiation was in effect, the station studios
at 711 Fifth Ave. An exwas receiving some sports broadof thewasnetwork's
casts from LBS, began identifying York staffpansionalso
anticipated.New
itself as a Liberty affiliate on staWMGM advertisers will not be
tion-breaks Wednesday and plans
time preemptions befor feeding programs to the net- subjectcausetoof Liberty
broadcasts, ofwork are being worked out.
ficials said.
In addition, an effort is being
The affiliation,
official
entry intomarking
the NewLiberty's
York
Coy, Sterling Trips
market, was announced jointly on
FCC CHAIRMAN Coy will vaca- Monday by Bertram Lebhar Jr.,
tion at St. Petersburg, Fla., with
WMGM, B.and McLendon
Liberty's
Presidentof Gordon
his family, from Dec. 20 to Jan. 3. director
Comr. George E. Sterling spent and Executive Vice President
James H. Foster.
last weektions atinspecting
radio in
installaoil refineries
New
The agreement gives Liberty
Orleans and Houston. In latter personnel access to WMGM's modern studios and transmission and
city, he sat as examiner in hearing
on revocation of amateur license recording equipment for development of new programs, but does
of Henry W. Menefee of Madison- not affect
the contract under which
ville, Tex., who allegedly operated
an unlicensed TV station rebroad- MGM Radio Attractions, starting
casting KPRC-TV Houston pro- Dec. 31, will provide Mutual with
grams [B*T, Nov. 26]. Upon his six hours a week of programs
return, Comr. Sterling is plan- featuring top motion picture stars.
The Mutual-MGM agreement
ning to take a short vacation. Accompanying Mr. Sterling was
remains
in effect, thatwhile
MGM itwill
not provide
Douglas Anello of the Industry and provides,
Commerce Div. of the Safety & any other network with a similar
Special Radio Services Bureau.
block of programs featuring movie
CENTRAL

Taking part in WMGM-LBS negotiations are (seated, I to r) : James H
Foster, executive vice president of LBS; Bertram, Lebhar Jr., WMGM
director; standing
B. R. McLendon,
McLendon, LBS
co-chairman
LBS, (Iandto r)Gordon
president.of the board of
stars and properties.
Liberty, it was pointed out, has
grown from a single station to a
430-station network in less than
four years. Its affiliates include
stations in Hawaii and Alaska as
well as the U. S. Now providing
16 hours of programming daily, it
has specialized to a great extent
in sports broadcasts.
First LBS program carried by

OHIO'S POPULATION
TO MORE
LISTENERS

WMGM under the affiliation
ment was the Detroit Lions-Los
Angeles Rams professional foot
ball game from Los Angeles on
Sunday,had Dec.
after the
agree
ment
been 9 —reached
but before
it had been formally signed.
WMGM was established in 1922
and in recent years has specialized
like
Liberty, in extensive sports
coverage.

INCREASE
ADDS
FOR
WBNS...

Latest Hooperatings
with more listeners

show

UP

WBNS

than any other station
moretwist
buying
than ever forin the
Central
NewThere's
arrivals
their power
dials exploring
best Ohio!
radio
entertainment. They find it ... as the life-long listeners
can tell them ... on WBNS Radio. Yes, twin statistics go
and 29.5%
grow hand
as Central
grows
in thein hand;
Columbus
area Ohio's
alone) population
so grows the
list
of(upWBNS
listeners!
For time availabilities and rates, write directly or contact
your John Blair representative.

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY CBS OUTLET
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WO

WO

>and-

a $383 million "supermarket"
for food sales!

Retail food sales in the 49-county WOWO area now surpass $383,000,000 a year.,
and leading food store operators use WOWO consistently to build their share of this
important market!
For example: Kroger has advertised on WOWO without interruption since 1932. Bluff—
ton Grocery, a regional wholesaler with 1,500 accounts, reaches its customers on
WOWO every night. Bursley Company, sponsor of a 660-unit voluntary chain, uses
both the WOWO Home Forum and a regular series of spot announcements. And there
are many other star names in the food field on WOWO's list of advertisers!
If you're not already using WOWO to influence housewives (and store operators) in this
BIG Midwestern market, better get the facts now. Check with WOWO or Free & Peters.

FORT WAYNE
Wn V
W
NBC AFFILIATE
VII
II n
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KYW • KDKA • KEX • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
RADIO — AMERICA'S
GREAT
ADVERTISING MEDIUM

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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-

with

a record

growing
RESULTS

based

radio
FOR

on

. . .with

aggressive

proven

ADVERTISERS!

Keep your commercial eye on WLS in 1952. For, as the new year
approaches, WLS continues to offer outstanding opportunities
for results, based on aggressive, growing radio.
The examples shown here partially tell the story of WLS in 1951.
Confidence in the New Year is based on the solid foundation of
past experience — with proof of increased listenership that comes
from consistently sound programming and that results
in greater sales records.
Keep your eye turned to WLS in 1952. Be a part of this aggressive,
growing radio service. See your John Blair man today for
complete information on how WLS can help you sell in the
rich Chicago Midwest market.
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EFFECTIVE MERCHANDISING
This summer, WLS inaugurated its highly
successful Summer Food Promotion Plan.
Thru cooperation with eight leading
Food Groups, WLS, was able to offer
food advertisers extensive merchandising cooperation in 2,300 grocery stores
in thetionChicago
Letters attest
of appreciafrom ChainArea.
executives
to the
effectiveness of WLS in moving goods.
Mr. E. J. Chapicki, Chicago Branch Manager of National Tea Company, wrote,
"You willof beourinterested
knowthethatfirsta
review
promotionto for
half of 1951 shows that our 'World
Leadership
tised brands,Sale,'
was sparking
One of theWLSmostadversuccessful sales and prestige building prowe've experienced
this year."
CentralmotionsStores,
another co-operating
group, reported an average increase of
25% in case lot movements of WLS adproducts* during their participation in thevertisedPlan!
It'ssultas to WLS
Plan food
that advertisers
brought concrete
in 1951-reand will be continued in 1952.

PROVEN MAIL RESULTS
During
periodearly
an
insecticidea typical
company,two-week
using eight
morning WLS programs a week, received
2,651 orders for their $2.98 direct mail
item! The cost-per-order received of 38<
represents sales
only 13%
the sales
traceable
resultsof from
WLS priceearly
morning advertising!
Another manufacturer sold 6,771
packages of his product at $2.95 each
thru the use of 72 early morning SMILEA-WHILE program (5:30-5:45 A.M.) $19,974.45
in traceable
A manufacturer
sellingsales!
thru grocery
outlets established distribution of his
product in various important Chicago
chain groups thru use of the Saturday
night NATIONAL BARN DANCE. The outstanding results obtained by this account
so impressed the local broker that he
has recommended WLS to other of his
food accounts!
Here is again proof of a responsive
audience ... the power to produce
tangible sales results! s=» j

BETTER PROGRAMS. ..MORE
LISTENERS... BETTER RESULTS
In keeping with its policy of using
every available means to help advertisers better knowto what
WLS subscribes
A. C.they're
Nielsenbuying,
Company's
Chicago
Station
Area
Reports.
More than a survey of Chicago listening,
these Nielsen Reports cover the entire
Midwest area. Invaluable to the station
in developing such outstanding participation programs as the RED BLANCHED SHOW, STUMPUS, FARM WORLD
TODAY— it also helps advertisers judge
the economy and effectiveness of their
WLS advertising. Further, thru NIELSEN
information WLS can gauge listening
trends . . . can uncover the fact that
MORE MIDWEST FAMILIES ARE LISTENING TO THEIR RADIOS NOW THAN
WERE LISTENING IN 1946 . . . growing
radio in a growing market!

WLS SPECIAL EVENTS
DRAW THRONGS
As in previous years, the WLS NATIONAL
BARN DANCE opened the Illinois State
Fair in 1951 . . . and played before one
of the biggest crowds ever to see the
program at the Fair! 1 2,331 people paid
to see the 27 year old NATIONAL BARN
DANCE broadcast from before the Fair
Ground Grandstand!
In October, WLS again sponsored the
INTERNATIONAL SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL. Gay crowds watched 1 ,700 spardancers basic
from to22 American
states "do-si-do"
to the klingmusic
culture.
WLS talent appeared before more
than a million people in personal appearances this year — indicative of the
acceptance enjoyed by the station and
its entertaining personalities!
the sameattending
. . . bigger,
moreEverywhere
enthusiasticit's crowds
WLS
special
events
—
and
watching
WLS talent perform.

TOP MAIL RESPONSE
A cough remedy company, using one
Saturday night WLS program, offered
listeners a free. sample of their product.
Listenersof were
required
to enclosethe
name
their local
druggist.
From this
one program 1 ,051 requests for samples
were obtained!
- One offer of a recipe
booklet onletters
WLS
FEATURE
and cards FOODS
from thebrought
Midwest1 ,554
Area!
STUMPUS, an afternoon WLS participation program, has been averaging
10,000 letters a week from listeners —
better than 1,500 per program!
A mail order account, using only WLS,
has received over 39,000 orders for a
$1.00 plastic item.
WLS listeners have written the station %
another million letters in 1951 . . . one
million
pieces of listening and respond-^,
ing
evidence!
CLEAR CHANNEL

FIRST

IN SERVICE

ENTERTAINMENT
IN THE

and RESULTS

CHICAGO

Home of the NATIONAL Barn
REPRESENTED IT
890 KILOCYCLES. 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK
BROADCASTING
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MIDWEST

CHICAGO

7

JOHN BLAIR S COMPANY
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We repeat: THIS FREE OFFER MAY NEVER BE REPEATED!

Now You Can Have-

Absolutely Free—
A Bag of Colored Popcorn!
And in time tor Christmas, too!
(if we all hurry)
This isn't a bag of ordinary popcorn. It's as different from ordinary
popcorn as color is from black and white. We first thought of saving
this idea for the time when radio waves would be available in color
but decided what the hell this is too good to postpone. All our
friends in the radio business deserve it right now.
This popcorn not only pops, but it pops in color. (Whoa, that's
not quite right. It pops white, but the kernels are green, blue, red,
orange, tan, purple and yellow.) Think what an impression you can
make on your friends ! Think how the kiddies will adore you ! Think
what a damn fool stunt this is, offering colored popcorn just because
we happen to be a radio station in the corn country. Why do we do
it? Once you pop it and eat it, what have you got? Will you remember where it came from? Will it make you put WMT on your
next schedule? Will it get you a raise?
We don't know. But we do know this — the first 50,000* requests
we get for colored popcorn we'll take care of — no strings attached.
(Youll have to string it yourself if you expect to decorate any
Christmas trees.)
Mail the coupon today.
Merry Christmas.

CEDAR

RAPIDS

5000 WATTS, 600 KC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY
BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK

WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Send me the corn, I can go along with a gag.
Name
~
—
Firm
Street Address
Zone State..
City.
'Ifneverwe tell
get Sol50,000Taishoff.
requestsThink
jromwhatBroadcasting's
we'll
that would do15,768
to hiscirculation,
rate structure!
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CBS NEWS POSTS
Wood, Kees Named
TWO KEY appointments — one of
them tioninvolving
separaof CBS Radioa complete
and TV network
operations
in
Washington
—
were
announced
Monday. by CBS Television last
DavidrectorKees,
former technical
and production
manager di-of
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, was
named special events director for
the CBS TV Network. He succeeds
Robert Bendick, who has resigned
to join Thomas-Todd Productions, OVERSEEING one weekly sportscast
New York, and will headquarter in of Bud Foster (center) on KNBC San
New York.
during a visit are Fred
Simultaneously, the appointment Francisco
Bloom (I) and Fred Alexanderson (r),
sales executives for Voit Rubber Co.,
of William
A.
Wood,
radio-television chief, Dept. of State, as
sponsor of the sportscasts.
director of CBS Television news
and public affairs for Washington industry for all department and
operations also was announced. He foreign affairs programs as chief
assumes his duties Jan. 1.
of its radio-television-visual media
Mr. Wood's appointment is a new activities. He also is assistant
one, laying the groundwork for a chief for the department's Public
complete separation of the net- Liaison Division. He has been acwork's radio-TV news functions in
tive for 13 years as announcer,
the nation's capitol. Ted Koop, news producer,
and special events director for CBS writer. news writer and script
Washington and the Washington
Post controlled WTOP-AM-FM-TV
CBS outlet will continue his present MEAGHER CHOSEN
duties, concentrating largely on
For State Dept. Post
CBS Radio news.
Inherent in the Wood appoint- APPOINTMENT of John P
ment and split of radio-TV news Meagher, KYW Philadelphia ac
functions is the eventual expansion count executive, as radio informa
officer for the Dept. of State
of television news and special tion
events for CBS Television in Wash- was announced last Monday.
Mr. Meagher, a veteran of 10
ington, though details had not
crystallized last week. The move years in broadcasting, reports as
implements a separation already assistant to William A. Wood, chief
realized for network sales, pro- vision
of the Branch.
department's
Radio becomes
& Tele
Mr. Wood
gramming and production in CBS
director of news and public affairs
Washington operations, and con- for
CBS Television in Washington
forms to a news pattern mapped for
CBS Radio and Television in New next Jan. 1 (see adjoining story)
York and other cities.
Mr. Meagher is slated to succeed
him as acting chief. The branch
Reports to Mickelson
within the Public Liaison Division,
It was understood that Mr. Wood
Mr. Meagher [pronounced
would report to Sig Mickelson, M-a-y-e-r; no relative to John F
CBS TV news and public affairs Meagher, general manager, KYSM
director, and Mr. Koop to Edmund Mankato, Minn.] entered radio in
Chester, CBS Radio news chief, on 1942, joining the publicity and spenetwork originations. Locally, both
cial events staff of WGN Chicago.
report to John S. Hayes, president After World War II he became
of WTOP Inc. (WTOP-AM-TV- public relations director of KYW
FM) Washington, owned 55% by
years theandpasthastwobeenyearsacthe Washington Post and 45% by for three
count executive
CBS Inc. On network activities,
A native of Chicago, Mr
Messrs. Wood and Koop are re- Meagher attended Loyola TJ., th<
sponsible overall to Earl Gammons,
Redlands and St. Joseph Colvice president in charge of CBS U. of lege.
During officer
the waron hethewasstaffradioof
Washington operations.
information
Mr. Kees has been with KPIX Adm. Chester W. Nimitz and later
since it began telecasting in De- attached to the office of the Sec
cember 1948. Prior to joining that retary of the Navy in Washington
station, he spent six years as engi- in similar capacity.
ne r in charge of special events for
KSFO San Francisco, operated by
Associated Broadcasters Inc.
Mr. Kees served as director of Sign No-Red Oaths
the Japanese Peace Treaty TV ALL members of the staff of
WJPB (FM) Faircoverage in September and earlier WWW mont, and
W. Va., have signed anti
coordinated the 11-station telecast Communist
affidavits, according to
of Gen. Douglas MacArthur's San J. Patrick Beacom, owner of Fair
1 Francisco arrival.
Co. personne
The staMr. Wood, a veteran of five years mont Broadcasting
has adopted a new
with the State Dept., has been serv- policytionproviding
that
only
Ameri
can
citizens
will
be
employed.
ing as liaison with the broadcasting
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting'

MIGHT

YOU

YOU

15'

7!"

-

NEED

THE
TO

CLEAR

FETZER

GO

OVER

IN WESTERN
If you're trying for the rich Western Michigan market,
WKZO-WJEF and WKZO-TV are far and away your
best radio and television values.
RADIO: WKZO and WJEF deliver about 57% more
city listeners than the next-best two-station combination in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids — yet cost 20%
less! In addition to acknowledged home-town superiority, WKZO-WJEF have also greatly increased their
unduplicated rural audiences over 1946 — up 46.7%
in the daytime, 52.9% at night, according to the 1949
BMB Report. In the Grand Rapids area alone, this

means an unduplicated coverage of 60,000 homes, day
and night !
TELEVISION: WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the official
Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand
Rapids. A new 24-county Videodex Diary study, employing the BMB technique, shows that WKZO-TV
delivers 54.7% more Western Michigan and Northern
Indiana homes than Western Michigan's other TV
station !
Get all the facts on WKZO-WJEF and WKZO-TV!
Write direct or ask Avery-Knodel, Inc.

* Cornelius Warmerdam of the San Francisco Olympic Club set this world's record on May 23, 1942.

WKZO
IN KALAMAZOO
and GREATER
WESTERN MICHIGAN
■^■■HH
(CBS RADIO)
THREE
OWNED
AND
OPERATED BY

WKZO-TV
WJEF
ftp* in GRAND RAPIDS toP* m WESTERN MICHIGAN
and NORTHERN INDIANA
and KENT COUNTY
(CBS RADIO)
■

ALL

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

BROADCASTING
COMPANY
INC., EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

the biggest
PLUS in
network radio
history: 10
all-star shows

the movie

stars are moving

to MUTUAL

BAB Nqmes Contest winners
EN
SA
RADIO winners
ANNOUNCING
ofLE
its SM
honorable - mention winners, in Milwaukee (Wisconsin Independent
Mention:
WCILN. Carfirst annual "Radio Gets Results" eight nerscategories.
To awardto those
win- Oil);
bondale,Honorable
111.; WKNE
Keene,
H.;
will go wall plaques;
contest, BAB reported last week
KSWO
Lawton,
Okla.;
KWNO
Winwho
won
honorable
mentions,
that the entries showed that apona;
WDVA
Danville,
Va.;
WTTM
parently there is nothing radio scrolls; and to all entrants a cita- Trenton, N. J.; WHBC Canton, Ohio.
cannot sell.
tion for participation.
BANKS-INSURANCE-LOANS: First
The contest to find the best radio
"We are well on our way to Prize: KSWO Lawton, Okla. (The
City National
Bank);(CitySecond
success stories drew 269 entries achieving the No. 1 objective of WEMP
Milwaukee
Loan Prize:
Co.);
from 34 states demonstrating ra- this
contest,"
Mr.
Ryan
said.for"The
Third Prize: KDYL Salt Lake City
returns
assure
us
of
a
base
the
dio's effectiveness for a great va- establishment of an extensive file (Forresters Underwriters Inc.) ; Honorable Mention: KOIL Omaha; WKBO
riety of sponsors. Among adver- of radio case histories for as
tisers cited by BAB to show raHarrisburg, Pa.; WDZ Decatur, 111.
many
different
classifications
of
CLOTHING:
First Prize: WOR
dio's versatility. were
New York (Bond Stores) ; Second
manufacturers
. .; a"Shuttlecock
cotton mill advertisers as possible."
. . .; a cattle auctioneer; a zoo; a
The material thus gathered will Prize: KTUL Tulsa (Clark's Clothiers); Third Prize: WJTN Jamesgame farm; a wire rope manufac- be released to BAB member statown, N. WTTS
Y. (Turner's)
; Honorable
tions on a continuing basis.
turer; ascenic cave; a home fencMention:
Bloomington,
Ind.;
ing contractor, and a manufacWinners were announced as fol- WGH Norfolk, Va.; WTTM Trenton;
turer of a product designed to put lows:
KCOW
Alliance,
Neb.;
WOR
New
AUTOMOTIVE: First Prize: KTUL York.
an BAB
end President
to 'chiggers'."
William B. Ryan Tulsa
DEPARTMENT STORES: First
(Oklahoma Tire & Supply);
announced 27 winners of first, sec- Second Prize: KWNO Winona, Minn. Prize: WSAM Saginaw, Mich. (Sears
ond and third place awards, plus (Winona Motor) ; Third Prize: WEMP Roebuck & Co.) ; Second Prize :

Personal Breaks
WKLV Blackstone, Va., has
cometion—uppersonal
with astation
novel promobreaks
by its ports
own increased
listeners
— and relistenership.
Station invites children and
adults, everyone from a high
school
Blackstone student
mayor, to tothe appear
throughning schedule
its daytime
and eveeach broadcast
day.
Person gives
name from
and
call letters.
Reaction
listeners has been enthusiastic, WKLV reports.

KOIL
(Philip's
Store); Omaha
Third Prize:
KNOEDepartment
Monroe,
La. (Delta Dept. Store); Honorable
Mention: WJTN Jamestown; WTTM
Trenton; WHAM Rochester, N. Y.;
KWNO Winona,
Brunswick,
N. J. Minn.; WCTC New
FOOD & DRUG PRODUCTS: First
Prize: WTTM Trenton (Trenton
Beverage);
Second(Shreveport
Prize: KWKH
Shreveport, La.
Syrup
Co.); Third Prize: KPDN Pampa,
Tex. (Sunshine
Dairy
Foods)
;
Honorable Mention: KTUL Tulsa, Okla.;
WGH Norfolk, Va.; KFDX Wichita
Falls, landTex.;
(3Wis.;
awards);
Richlisteners navei--'^
I BW
W
Center,WTRF
WTTSWRCO
Bloomington, Ind.;
Wheeling,
W. Va.
FOOD & DRUG STORES: First
Prize: KBKR Baker, Ore. (Henry
Levinger's
; Second Prize:Rexall
WTXLDrugW. Store)
Springfield,
Mass. (Memorial Supermarket) ;
Third Prize: WOC Davenport, la.
(Cal & Bob's
GroceryKSWO
Store):Lawton,
Honorable Mention:
Okla.; WTTS Bloomington, Ind.;
KWPC Muscatine, la.; WMT Cedar
Rapids,
KBON Omaha.
HOME la.;PRODUCTS:
First Prize:
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y. (Geo. B. Pitts
Co.); Second Prize: KFOR Lincoln,
mm
Neb. (Hardy Furniture Co.); Third
Prize KBRC Mt. Vernon, WasV
(Johnson Appliance Co.) ; Honorable
Mention: WKAB Mobile; KDYL Salt
Lake City; KNOE Monroe, La.;
KSWO Lawton,
Okla.;Mich.;
WTTMKSTLTren-St.
TO
WABJ Adrian,
Louis;ton;WMT
Cedar Rapids,
la.
SPECIAL PRODUCTS: First Prize:
WKNE elers);Keene,
N.Prize:
H. (Simon's
JewSecond Book
Lawton (Ratcliffe
& KSWO
Gift Store);
Third
Prize:
WGY
Schenectady,
N.
Y.
SPEND
(Catskill Game Farm) ; Honorable
\T ANSAS farmers raise most of their own food. Their cellars Mention: WWNC Asheville, N. C;
(2 awards); WTTM Trenton,
are bulging with home canned fruits and vegetables . . . N.KSWO
J.; WGY Schenectady, N. Y.
SPECIALIZED
SERVICES: First
lockers packed with #5 steaks and roasts. They have no bills
KXA Seattle,
Wash. (Ernie's
for milk, cream, poultry or eggs. Cash rent is almost unheard Prize:
Restaurant);
Second
KSTL ;
St. Louis (White LinePrize:
Laundry)
of. WIBW listeners' income is SPENDABLE!
Third Prize: WTTM Trenton, (Hotel
Hildebreght)-; Honorable Mention:
WIBW gets outstanding results for advertisers because we're a WHK
Cleveland,
Ohio; WNMP
Evanfarm station . . . programmed for farm listeners . . . the station Lincoln,
ston, 111.;
WOC Davenport,
la.; KFOR
Neb.
that Kansas farm families listen to most.*
(Five stations: WEMP Milwaukee,
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.;
When WIBW tells these able-to-buy families about your product Wis.;
WTTM
Trenton;
KSWOdoubleLawton
and
... you get ACTION.
KTUL Tulsa
received
awards.)
Contest judges were:
* Kansas Radio Audience '51
R. E. Anderson,
editor,Magazine;
National
Automotive
Dealers Assn.
Roscoedent,R.National
Rau,Retail
executive
vice
presiFurniture Assn.;
John B. Mack Jr., director, Public
Relations Council of the American
Bankers Assn.; Edgar S. Bellis, past
president, National Retail Druggists
Assn.; Mort Farr, president, National
Appliances & Radio Dealers Assn.,
and Paulof America.
S. Willis, president, Grocery
Mfrs.
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. a steady source of income."

15%-20%

of

income

fro,

Cordon Allen
President
KGAL, Lebanon, Ore.
"66 AP news programs sponsored!"

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride "THIS
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"AP service pays its way for us," says WBTM General Manager
Gardner. "We carry 56 Associated Press news shows each week,
every one sponsored. Biggest sponsor is the First National
Bank with a daily 15 minute AP program. They've had this show
for 10 soiid years. In surveys it pulls an astounding 72% share
of audience. Nearest competition has 22%. No wonder AP news
sells itself! Year after year it provides us with a steady source
of income. In the past 10 years we calculate AP has been responsible for15% of our local income."
Says Ben Booth, Jr., Vice President of the First National
Bank of Danville: "Our AP newscasts over WBTM do a fine job.
We ran a special promotion on savings accounts. We were
swamped with responses. The results far exceeded even our
most optimistic expectations."

Figures talk! Figures prove AP
news pays off . . . in profits ... to
station and sponsor! Authoritative,
alert, concise news coverage attracts listeners ... and holds
them. Sales messages beamed to
AP news audiences produce
results ... and profits.
For additional case histories or
information on how you can profit
with AP news . . . write

RADIO
P

NEWS

Reports President Allen of KGAL: "AN our 66 AP news programs are sponsored. KGAL derives 20% of its income from
newscasts sold to year-round sponsors. We go heavy on our
own staff's good local coverage along with AP. This is an
unbeatable combination. Of our audience, 75% prefers news
over all other programs. When I saw the percentage of gross
gained from news, I took one salesman off . . . made him News
and Public Relations Director. We have no trouble at ad selling
AP news."
Delmar Clem, owner of Deimar Clem Men's Clothes, KGAL's
largest sponsor of AP news, says: "I've sold suits to people
from all over the Willamette-land area who listen to my 7:15
A.M. newscast. KGAL's AP news is tops!"

I THE ASSOCIATED

"ROADCASTING

DIVISION

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours!
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone!
• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits!
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.!
• offices throughout the world!
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newsmore than 100,000
daily! andpaers. . .women
men
contributing

PRESS.
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In
Even

Canada

Beavers

the

are

on

Increase!

Though rabbits, oddly enough,
are merely holding their own.
[according to the Dept. of Lands and Forests]
Almost everything in Canada is getting bigger, more
abundant, more prosperous. For instance :
Lumber production is booming.
There's
24 millionenough
homes.timber in Canada's forests to build
There's
dollarandfishing
off
each
coasta 200
and million
in the lakes
riversindustry
in between.
Last year, we produced about $150 millions worth of
gold. Perhaps best of all, 1 in 4 gallons of gas
consumed in Canada now comes from our own oilfields ;
production was up 30% this year.
Even the population has risen 22% in the last ten years
— more than 14 million people now against 11.5. No
other country is growing so fast !
This is a rich market, located in a vast, widespread
country — 4,280 miles from coast to coast, nearly
4 million sq. miles in area. The problems of
transportation — and communication — are immense.
With 3.57 persons per sq. mile (45.1 in the States)
the people are too spread out for shouting. And with
nearly half of them living in rural areas, the most
economical,
RADIO. most effective way to reach 'em is—
Radio offers far more complete coverage than any other
medium, or combination of media.
Radio is your salesman-in-the-hearth, a welcome
visitor and a permanent guest in every home in the
fastest growing market in the world.
"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em !"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian
108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.

Association of Broadcasters
37 Bloor St.. West.
Toronto.
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Junk Heap
EDITOR:
This is the time of year when
most radio stations are flooded
with Christmas ornaments, toy
packages, balloons, etc., accompanied
by advertising
copy deed to mislead
listeners.
of this signmerchandise
is not Most
good
value, but it is described in such
glowingto terms
thatpitch
listeners
fall
victim
the sales
and then
of course,ceivingblame
the
station
for
dethem. . . .
I have personally examined a
considerable number of items of
this sort and found none of them
acceptable.
It is my humble opinion that if
we as radio station operators do
not become more vigilant in protecting our listeners from some of
these ridiculous offers, the matter
may
be
taken
completely out of our
hands.
Richard E. Jones
V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit
[EDITOR'S Jones
NOTE: forThanks
to ablea
Broadcaster
B»T thateditorial
Dec. 3 underscoring
which
pointed
out
not
everybody
who
wears
Santa Claus suit is Santa Claus.] a

ing the matter appeared in no way
to consider
question
of the existence of a the
contract
as important
but rather treated the problem
solely as one of application of Sec
tion 315. And, as pointed out by,
Mr. James, the court, in ordering
that the station make time available to the committee for the
candidate, ignored the case of
Felix v. Westinghouse Radio StaHons decided by the Third Circuit
Court of Appeals last year.
Peter Shuebruck
Fly,
& Blume
New Shuebruck
York
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Attorney
Shuebruck's
interpretation
is correct.
The
article scriptwent
to press before
the tranwas available.]
Razor's Edge
EDITOR:
In the Nov. 19 and Dec. 3 issues
of Broadcasting • Telecasting
you have had articles on political
broadcasts, and the title in the first
issue was "How To Stay Out of
Jail." I read these articles and
took your magazine to my lawyers
and had them check it. The article
was very well written and I think
worth the time of any manager
sit down and read it.
I would appreciate your sending
five reprints of these two articles
so I might send them to some
friends in Washington and in our
state legislature to see what can be
accomplished to help the broadcasters get off the
razor's edge. . .
William
H. Cole
Owner-Manager
WHOC Philadelphia, Miss

Legal Footnote
EDITOR:
I have had an opportunity to
read the transcript of the hearing
on the San Francisco case involving station KSFO since publication
of the very interesting article on
political broadcasts by Edwin H.
James ["How To Stay Out of
Jail"] incasting Broadcasting
Tele-to
of Nov. 19 and I •want
correct one statement which he
made about that case on the basis The "H" Was Silent
of the news reports . . .
EDITOR:
It [was] stated that the action
In your Nov. 26 issue under FCC
for the temporary restraining
order to compel the station to Roundup on page 172, you listed
furnish time to the representative under new AM applications our apof the Communist candidate was
as "McGee,
Ala."Ark.This
McGehee,
brought to enforce a contract should haveplicationbeen
which had been made with the staSince the error has caused some
tion and which the station was try- mixup in my mail, I thought I
ing to cancel. It was accordingly would advise you as you might pos
concluded in the article that the sibly be able to make a correction.
Abbott F. Kinney
legal issue in that case did not
President
hinge exactly on the application
Southeast Arkansas
of Section
tions Act]. 315 [of the CommunicaBroadcasters Inc.
Although the committee representing the plaintiff signed the
usual contract form and took the Hand in Glove
position at the hearing that there
was a contract, actually the form EDITOR:
contained the standard provision
On Dec. 3, the Town Crier, a local
requiring that a request for time
newscast sponsored by the Atlantic
be accepted by the company, and Refining
Co. on WBBQ Augusta,
the management, after investigareported the apprehension of
case. tion, rejected the request in this aGa,.one-armed
man onwanted
(Continued
page for95) pass
In any event, the court in decidBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

THE

NEW

20-PAGE

Vbuir -for #?e asking-

S5:

TRADE 1

HAND

BOOK

of glass-bonded mica
ELECTRICAL
INSULATION
with special section on
MINIATURE
LOW-LOSS
TUBE

A valuable addition
to your technical library
COSTS YOU NOTHING -CAN MEAN
REAL SAVINGS IN TIME AND MONEY
You'll find this 20-page compilation of technical data
and manufacturing criteria a veritable gold-mine of
hard-to-get electrical insulation information. Complete in content, it not only encompasses the wide
range of MYCALEX Insulation in all its various
grades and characteristics, but includes comparative
data on other important dielectric materials as well.
Write today. Your copy will be forwarded promptly.
FOR QUICK REFERENCE -CONSULT
THE 1950 IRE YEARBOOK
For your added convenience the entire MYCALEX
20-page catalog appeared as a section in the 1950
IRE Yearbook. It's the seventh catalog in the special
manufacturers catalog section at the back of the
1950 issue.

SOCKETS

TABLE OF CONTENTS
THE STORY OF MYCALEX
Its origin and history
TYPES OF MYCALEX
Injection
molded-Compression
molded
CHARACTERISTICS OF MYCALEX
Comparison
to
other
insulators
PROPERTIES OF DIELECTRICS
A handy comparative chart for the engineer
MYCALEX 410: Injection Molded
MYCALEXIts qualities
41 OX and engineering specifications
Engineering specifications as compared
DESIGN OFto Mycalex
MOLDED 410INSULATORS
For the engineer
MYCALEX TUBE SOCKETS
9-pin,
7-pin
and
MYCALEX 400: Compression Moldedsubminiatures
Applicationsfication aand
uses, engineering
nd qualities,
machining speciand
recommended fabricating methods
DESIGN OF MACHINED INSULATORS
Design criteria for insulators
MYCALEX K: Capacitor Dielectrics
Uses and Engineering data
MYCALEX ADVISORY SERVICE
Customer service available

Mycalex Corporation of America!
Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents and Trade-Marks
Executive Offices: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20 - Plant & General Offices: CLIFTON, N.J.
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McKinney, McGrath
Present Views
FEDERAL QUIZ
CURRENT investigations into the conduct of government personnel
touched a broadcasting official and Phonevision last week.
Democratic National Committee Chairman Frank E. McKinney refer ed to his 21% interest in Universal Broadcasting Co. (WISH Indianapolis)1 at a press conference when
profit of $68,000 (or $74,000) he
he told reporters that "somebody made
in the purchase of stock in
is snooping
around"
in connection
with
a television
application
he and the Empire Tractor Co. He inIndianapolis associates have on file
vested $1,000, sold out 10 months
with the FCC.
later for a reported $75,000. According to Mr. McKinney, the
WISH is a TV applicant in Indianapolis. In addition Universal profit was $68,000, not $74,000.
also owns the licensees of WANE
Frank M. McHale, Indiana DemFort Wayne, WHBU Anderson,
ocratic leader and political mentor
WHOT South Bend, all in Indiana. of Mr. McKinney also profited to
the same amount on the Empire
"I
personally
will
never
set
my
foot inside the FCC, which I am Tractor buy. He is associated with
sure will give all applications for Mr. McKinney in Universal Broadcasting Co. He owns less than 1%
TV
licensesdeclared.
close scrutiny," Mr. of the voting
stock. Mr. McKinney
McKinney
Mr. McKinney called the press is a personal
friend of FCC Chairman
Wayne
Coy.
conference to refute implications of
skullduggery in connection with a
U. S. Attorney General J. Howard

McGrath told the House Ways &
Means subcommittee investigating
the Internal Revenue Bureau scandals that James P. Finnegan, indicted former St. Louis Collector,
was
"selling
took $50,000 influence"
from ZenithwhenRadiohe
Corp. totestsgetearly
films this
for year
its Phonevision
[B*T,
Dec. 10]. Mr. McGrath said that
the Justice Dept. already was working on an anti-trust complaint
against the movie companies who
refused to give films to Zenith. He
also said Mr. Finnegan never apmatter. proached the Justice Dept. in the
In response to a question from
Rep. Robert W. Kean (R-N.J.) asking if the fee paid Zenith was
"money down the drain," Mr. McGrath answered,
Rep.
John W.
Byrnes"Absolutely."
(R-Wis.) asked,
"Was he trying to sell political influence?" Mr. McGrath answered,
"Yes, what else could it have
been?"

n
910 Kilocycles
WFDF
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FLINT
MICH.

WFDF del ivers more BMB families, day
and night, than any other Michigan radio
station outside Detroit — 115,780 families,
day, and 99,230 families,
|SfD/?$>
night (BMB Study No. 2).

ft
V

CUTTING up birthday cake thai
marks fifth anniversary of Centei
Shops'
on Va.,
Woman']
World onparticipation
WTAR Norfolk,
is P.
H. Rose (I), president of suburban
department store. Alice Brewer,
fashion and women's director of station, watches Mr. Rose's form.
IAAB MEMBERSHIP
Mestre Extends Invitation
RADIO and TV transmitter manufacturers have been invited to join
Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters as associate members to
help temspread
free enterprise
in the the
American
nations. sysInvitation was extended Monday
night at a dinner held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York,
with Goar Mestre, IAAB president,
as host. Mr. Mestre is owner of
CMQ Havana and associated sta
tions.
Several large manufacturers in
dicated an interest in the idea and
are expected to enter the IAAB
fold. At the Monday dinner were
prominent American and Latin
American broadcasters as well as
manufacturer representatives.
ThoseJustin
attending
were:
Mr.E. Mestre;
Judge
HaroldNARTB;
Fellows
and Robert
K.Miller,
Richards,
Jose
Ramon
Quinones,
WAPA
San A.JuanM.
P.
R.;
Dudley
Wood,
RCA;
Martinez,
manufacturers
representa
tive;
Donald Wolford,
Westinghouse
Intl.;
Fernando
Eletaservices,
Parara,
director
of
radio
program
Panama
M.
J. Fein,General
G. H. Stratton,
Frank
P.
Barnes,
Electric;
Gilmore
Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky.; H. E.
Taylor,
Allen
B.
DuMont
Labs.;
W.
M.
Adams,
Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn.
and Sprague
Electric Co.; Robert
Tate,
Stromberg-Carlson Co.; E. D. VanTurbergen,inghouseIT&T;
D. A.H.Myer,
WestRadio
Stations;
G.
Penfold,
Collins Radio Co.

McCarthy Libel Suit
SUIT for $500,000 in damages has
been filed against the Syracuse
(N. Y.) Post Standard and its
BASIC
owner,tor,S.Robert
I. Newhouse,
ediL. Voorhees,and byits Sen.
Joseph
R.
McCarthy
(R-Wis.).
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
Mr. Newhouse also owns Central
Represented by the Katz Agency
New York Broadcasting Co., licenAssociated with WOOD & WOOD-TV,
see of WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse. Attorneys served a sumGrand Rapids— WFBM & WFBM-TV,
mons and complaint last WednesIndianapolis — WEOA, Evansville.
Suit alleges
tionday.of the
Senatorlibelinandan defamaOct. 19
editorial.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

For uninterrupted operation in all kinds of weather, WHAS-TV at Louisville
and WSM-TV in Nashville linked themselves together with an inexpensive
but efficient microwave relay that enables them to telecast each other's
programs. For positive targeting between screen and parabolic reflector,
Blaw-Knox was called in to design, fabricate and erect all towers for this
temporary video hookup . . . Should your plans call for a similar project
avail yourself of Blaw-Knox experience.
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING • PITTSBURGH 22, PA.

BLAW-KNOX

BROADCASTING

LOWERS
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NTON

("Q ") COX

-

KGW,

Portland,

Ore

"Here's another feather for Allan's hat. Congratulations on your
new Allan Jones package — it is an excellent musical show of
extremely high standing. KGW is using The Allan Jones Show as
part of the Monday night music festival which includes such important NBC shows as The Voice of Firestone, Mario Lanza, The Railroad Hour and The Telephone Hour. The Allan Jones Show stands
up beautifully with these stellar network attractions."

ALLAN

JONES

SHOW

Rare indeed is the opportunity given a local station to secure a big-time
musical production of network calibre at a cost well within its sponsor's
budget. The opportunity is now! Investigate The Allan Jones Show,
1
Complete half-hour audition, sales brochure and price
will be sent you, at no charge, upon your request.

ATURE PROGRAMS,
13 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N Y.
»rn Sales Representative
Walter B. Davison
6087 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California

Inc.

Canadian Sales Representative
S. W. Caldwell Ltd.
ISO Simcec Strttt Toronto

editorial

4

Now Comes CBS
NOW COMES CBS Radio with a brace of new
sales policy plans, effective Jan. 1. The plans,
as reported elsewhere, win the approbation of
a majority of the affiliates offering comment.
Others,
in thedoes
main,notwant
"wait and see."
The plan
affectto individual
station
compensation. It meticulously avoids the explosive "television
penetration"
not impinge
upon spot
placement.issue. It does
It is a plan designed to give the advertiser
what
CBS allterms
"marketing
flexibility,"
but
it assures
affiliates
of continuity
of program
service, available for secondary sponsorship
if the original sponsor, who foots the program
bill, does not buy the full network.
CBS defers consideration of possible rate
revisions until it has available up-to-date coverage and cost data — a position bound to win
the plaudits of affiliates. Meanwhile, it offers
its advertisers a new dollar discount based on
volume, to entice use of a maximum number
of markets. It is an attractive approach, born
' which
of the tax
stresses
strains in network radio
sellingandingenuity.
It is evident that the networks have now sold
themselves on radio as the economical mass
selling
medium. ofThey
insist,Somewhere
however, upon
f' the
inevitability
change.
they
■ radio
must find
the
equitable
formula
sell
short. It will come when that
the won't
networks
1 sell against other media, notably magazines
! (which are quaking in their four-color presses
■ ■] over TV penetration) and not against radio. It
■j< will
radio sells fixing
againstrates
localagainst
newspapercome
and when
TV competition,
| local competition,
rather
than
what
the
work thinks the station should charge. netCorns (Boldsborough Caltell
FREE RADIO lost a valiant warrior last week
with the death of Louis G. Caldwell. He had
spent a quarter-century in radio law. He was
the dean, respected for his integrity, his genius
and his good-fellowship.
Mr. Caldwell was the first general counsel
of the Federal Radio Commission, assuming
office at the behest of the then temporary body
after the five Commissioners had read a brief
he had written and spotted their man. In the
eight months that he served, he laid much
of the ground work for radio regulation. Many
of his original concepts remain on the books.
As a practicing attorney (and an indefatigable one) he resisted government encroachupon radio's
with the
fervorin
and thementpassion
of a freedom
Peter Zenger.
He was
the thick of almost every case involving a
basic issue (sometimes without fee), until
forced to slow down a few years ago because
of a heart ailment. It was because he wouldn't
slow down enough that the end came.
Louis Caldwell loved people. He loathed
anything phoney. He was a poet, a scholar
and musician. He probably should have been
a top law school dean — a life suited to his temperament. That would have been radio's loss.
Louis Caldwell elected to practice radio law
inBritish
those haduncertain
Across the sea,radio.
the
decided '20s.
on state-controlled
If there had been no Louis Caldwell in U. S.
radio, it might have gone the way of BBC.
One day the law schools of the nation will
record and teach the Caldwellian thesis of
communications jurisprudence — a deserved
memorial to one of radio's greatest names.
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Lorain Precedent
THE SUPREME COURT'S affirmation of an
injunction prohibiting the Lorain (Ohio)
Journal from trying to put WEOL-AM-FM
Elyria, Ohio, out of business by refusing to
take advertising from anyone who bought time
on the station establishes sound and resounding precedent for conduct of competition
among the various advertising media.
Particularly, we believe, the court is to be
commended for saying that the injunction in
no way abrogated the basic freedom of the
press (which includes freedom of broadcasting). For freedom of the press does not also
mean freedom from responsibility or freedom
from laws that have repeatedly withstood
court test — in this case the Anti-Trust Act.
What the Lorain Journal had in mind in
refusing to sell space to advertisers who used
WEOL was, quite plainly, the destruction of
the station and the re-establishment of a
monopoly that the paper had enjoyed before
the station went on the air. It would be
stretching the protection of press freedom
too far to apply it here.
Commercial competition between newspapers
and radio is and should be vigorous, but for
the good of the public it must not degenerate
into a vendetta in violation of anti-monopoly
laws.better
Citizens
of thetheLorain-Elyria
area today
are
off for
SCOTUS decision.
Air Raid Channels
WHEN PRESIDENT Truman last week signed
an executive order to authorize silencing or
curtailment of emissions of all kinds of radio
stations to thwart enemy planes or guided
missiles
from was
usingunderscored
such signals
"homing"
beams, there
againas the
sensitive role of broadcasting in this emergency.
The executive order, and the legislation enabling itadopted last fall by Congress, should
cause no real alarm. It is far less stringent
than that proposed originally by the Air Force,
which would have given the military— rather
than the executive branch — control over all
electromagnetic communications, which means
everything on the air. Actually, the new
order simply implements the authority given
the President under Section 606(c) of the Communications Act, in force since 1934.
As a matter of fact, the executive order,
evolved in collaboration with the FCC, the technical control authority, and the Broadcast Advisory Council of NARTB, actually spells out
the degree of government authority. It precludes, for example, the exercise of any authority over content of programs. It prevents
the taking over of equipment silenced. It specifies the return of stations to "normal operations' as soon as is possible.
What should cause the station operator concern is that
isn't deals
coveredonlyin with
the executive
order. which
The order
technical operation under the duress of war.
The program responsibility devolves upon
the station licensee. Programs are produced
by people. And people, notably in so esthetic
and artistic a field as radio and TV, have all
shades of opinions and views. Doubtless, 99%
plus are loyal Americans.
This is no Red-scare. It is a grim, realistic
recognition of what could happen. One has
but
Orson ofWelles'
Marsto toremember
grasp thethepower
radio Men
(and from
even
more so of TV) to incite a nation into panic.
The responsibility of the broadcaster, the
program director, the newscaster, the engineer
(and secondarily of the advertiser and the
agency) in this atomic age, is frightening. No
more important job devolves upon the executive than constant screening of those people
who have access to the microphone.

jf - our respects to:

WILLIAM DWIGHT SHAW
might make for
the ordinary week's
young
A 98work
mancentstoppaycheck
to reconsider thehis first
choice of a
career. To William Dwight Shaw, general
manager of KNX Hollywood and Columbia
Pacific, however, it represented a challenging
starting point in the field of his choice.
From that fall day in 1938 when he received
his first radio pay as an NBC Hollywood usher,
Bill Shaw has met the challenge with a
characteristic flair for hard work.
Born in Los Angeles on Jan. 6, 1915, Mr.
Shaw grew up in neighboring Pasadena, where
his parents, Leon V. and Mate Shaw, moved
during his early youth.
Working nights and vacations as a clothing
store salesman and gas station attendant,
young Shaw graduated from Pasadena High
School in the spring of 1933. Despite his heavy
schedule, he was active in high school sports,
winning letters in both track and football.
Young Shaw enrolled in UCLA in the fall of
1933, but missing a semester while working
with a survey crew on Hoover Dam constructionceived adelayed
until 1938. He reB. S. graduation
in business administration.
First taste of advertising came from his
campus job as business manager of The Claw,
collegiatetained hishumor
magazine. by
He working
also main-as
sales background
campus
for and
Desmond's,
Los
Angeles representative
department store,
Ambassador
Hotel's night spot, Cocoanut Grove.
Succinct advice of Don Francisco, then executive vice president of the old Lord & Thomas
(now Foote, Cone & Belding) supplied the
trigger formination oyoung
detern a careerMr.inShaw's
radio. growing
Mr. Francisco
isvicenowpresident.
J. Walter Thompson Co.'s New York
Answering the youth's questions about the
medium,
Mr. Francisco
him: "Youngjoinman,an
if you want
to go intotoldadvertising,
advertising firm; if you want to go into radio,
then take any job you can get with a radio
That advice he followed. After two weeks as
an
NBC Hollywood usher, Bill Shaw on Oct,
station."
4, 1938, shifted over to the CBS guide staff, a
training ground sponsored by Donald W. Thornburgh,president
then theand network's
Western
vice
now president
and Division
general
manager of WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia.
His first year was spent on the guide staff
and in tour promotion, where he planned and
arranged Columbia Square trips for convention groups, business executives, service clubs
(Continued on page 92)
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Chorus
with

JIM

BOYS

EN

of

at the

To over 800 independent grocers in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul Market who sponsor Jim Boysen's
show
on WTCN
— there afternoon
is no musicradio
so sweet
as the hundred thousand pairs of feet
that walked into their stores in recent
months — to register in person for a
prize! Jim Boysen, on his Carnival of
Foods program, told them to!
Before
pet turkey
requiredThanksgiving
a name. In Jim's
one week
2205

'They knew his bell.

National Ktprtttnlalir.t
FREE AND PETERS

BROADCASTING
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100,000...
mighty

Cash

Register

people tried to win one of five turkeys
offered for the best name!
He also has a program, "At Home with
Boysen", on week days — 6 to 7 a.m.
The Boysen kids — obviously unrehearsed— help Jim and Mrs.
Tops in uncalculating selling! Several
mornings currently open for sponsorship. More about it from our representatives?

oice: and so the friendship of a voice with many people was formed'''
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the
orthwest
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WILLIAM PEAVEY and JAMES RICHARDS, co-managers John Blair
& Co., S. F., radio station representatives, announce organization change
in firm. Mr. Richards is now sole manager of radio, while Mr. Peavey
joins
Blair & Co., S. F., television representatives, as associate to LINDSEY SPIGHT.
front offic
MAX LERNER to television division, legal department, ABC JAMES
e
j|gp
A. STABILE named to legal staff for
network. Mr. Lerner is a graduate of
Brooklyn Law School. He was with
TOM CAMPBELL, radio and TV account executive Branham Co.,
The Legal Aid Society from 1946 unN. Y., to New York office of Blair-TV Inc., as account executive.
til August of this year, and in 1949
Mr. Campbell started in radio in 1937 with station
he wasdate forthe
relations department of NBC. In 1941 he became timeCityRepublican-Fusion
Councilman in thecandi18th
buyer at Paris & Peart, moving to Branham Co. in
Senatorial District. Mr. Stabile is a
1942 He served for three years as skipper of a PT.
graduate
of
St.
Johns
Law
School.
boat in the Pacific theatre during World War II.
He Y.was with William Morris Agency,
N.
PAUL ANTHONY, WBZ Boston, named sales repreLerner
sentative WCCM Lawrence, Mass.
W. B. TAYLOR ELDON, co-op sales
department ABC, to radio and TV department, Branham Co., N
LYNN MORROW, promotion manager WTVJ (TV) tion representatives.
Miami, Fla., named public relations director and adMr. Campbell
ministrative assistant to general manager.
YVONNE SUMMA to commercial department WTAG Worcester, Mass.
She was with WAAB Worcester.
DAVID M. GRIFFITH named to sales staff WJMO Cleveland.
JOHN E. PEARSON Co., N. Y., named national representative for
BRUCE COMPTON and BILL ELLIS to sales staff WTVN (TV) Colum- WCEC Rocky Mount, N. C.
bus, Ohio. Mr. Compton was in advertising and promotion in Philadelphia. Mr. Ellis was with United Film Corp., N. Y.
RILEY R. GIBSON, manager KXO El Centro, Calif., appointed manKOME Tulsa [B*T,
Dec. 10]. Mr. Gibson succeeds
J. T. ager
MEYERSON,
resigned.
ALLAN ROGERSON, secretary-treasurer CKSM Shawinigan Falls, Que.,
named manager and managing director.
ROBERT W. WARD, sales department WJJD Chicago,
PAUL H. MARTIN, general manager WSKI Montpelier, Vt., appointed
named sales manager.
national sales manager KFXM San Bernardino, Calif.
JOSEPH McQUAY, formerly WWVA Wheeling, named
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA, Chicago, named national representaTV planning consultant and program director WWW
tive for WOPA Oak Park, 111.
and WJPB (FM) Fairmont, W. Va.
WALTER HOLOHAN, radio network sales ABC Chicago, to spot and
JERRY ELLIOTT, news director WCBT Roanoke
local sales staff ABC-TV Chicago.
Rapids, N. C, appointed assistant manager.
Mr. Gibson
JOHN
I. HYATT, south-central manager Johnston
Publishing Co., N. Y., named
to local sales staff KMOX St. Louis.
GOING
MARY CORRIGAN, secretary to general manager LLOYD E. YODER,
KNBC San Francisco, rejoins her former boss, JOHN W. ELWOOD,
now
directorat KOA
of RadioDenver,
Free Asia.
JEANto STRUBEL,
Mr. Yoder's former
5000
secretary
to KNBC
rejoin Mr. Yoder.
WATTS
JANUARY

LANSING
MICH.
SEE R4MBEAU
New York — Chicago —
Los Angeles —
Impact
Detroit Radio Sales,

PetionaU • • •
ROY F. THOMPSON, owner and general manager WRTA Altoona, Pa.,
re-elected chairman of Blair County Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
. . . ARTHUR HULL HAYES, general manager KCBS San Francisco,
named radio chairman for 1952 March of Dimes in San Francisco
area. ... J. B. CONLEY, general manager KEX Portland, Ore., elected
to board of directors Portland Chamber of Commerce. . . . LLOYD E.
YODER, general manager KNBC San Francisco, elected to 1952 Board
of directors San Francisco Chamber of Commerce. . . . RALPH McKINNIE, sales manager Paul H. Raymer Co., Chicago, re-elected president of the Colonnade Corp., and vice president of the Sheridan Willows
Corp., Chicago real estate properties.
Capt. WARREN C. PARKINSON, former commercial manager WHLF
South Boston, Va., now stationed at headquarters of U. S. Air Forces in
Europe, Wiesbaden, Germany. . . . HARRY SYLK, vice president WPEN
Philadelphia,
recentlyon received
contri-or
butions to charity
national the
basis"Torch
withoutof Hope"
regard award
to race,forcolor
creed from City of Hope, nationally known sanatorium located near
Los Angeles. . . . DONN B. TATUM, director of television ABC Western Div., nominated for membership to board of directors, Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce. . . . KEN NELSON, salesman, WMAQ Chicago,
father of daughter, Denise Annette, Dec. 4. . . . MILT KLEIN, operations manager KLAC-TV Hollywood, and JACQUE REID, married
Dec. 8. . . . JACK MULLIGANS, account executive KLAC Los Angeles,
father of daughter, Christine, Dec. 2. . . . DAN PARK, general sales
manager WIRE Indianapolis, named Indiana radio chairman for 1951
March of Dimes. . . . PATRICK RASTALL, sales service manager ABC
Chicago, father of boy, Patrick William, born Nov. 23. . . . LEONARD
THORNTON, network salesman ABC-TV Chicago, father of daughter,
Mary Sheila. . . . JOHN H. NORTON Jr., vice president ABC Central
Div., elected to board of directors of the Chicago Electric Club.
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AnotUen

Maltenfuece o£ ^tuticon Cnfi^iee^Utf Skill

UNIFORM CROSS-SECTION
GUYED RADIO TOWER
HERE again is another example of Truscon leadership in antenna
design— another example of skill gained by nearly a half-century
of experience in the fabrication of structural steel products.
Truscon
Type "G-W"
Radio Towers
are ofinparticular
interest and
to thestrength
buyer
who is desirous
of obtaining
the utmost
antenna quality
at a cost representing only a nominal premium above the cost of secondary
types of construction. These guyed towers are available in shop-welded
unit lengths for tower heights up to 528 feet, and include these features:
TRIANGULAR— because this design resists distortion with greater efficiency
than any other form and is so recognized by the engineering profession.
UNIFORM IN CROSS SECTION - because
radio engineers proclaim this feature a
distinct asset in broadcasting.
STRONG — because these towers and all
component parts are designed to resist
a minimum wind load of 30 pounds per
foot which is accepted as a design
Typical central pier square
for most geographical areas
arrangement for adequate
non-insulated tower. not subject to frequent cyclone visitation.
Other arrangements The Type "G-W" guyed tower can be
are possible to meet adapted to a number of services. When
specific conditions. base and guy insulated, it is an ideal
antenna tower. It can also simultaneously
support one or more cables or co-axial
transmission lines having 3 Ms" aggregate
diameter and one or more whip-type
UHF antennas or a side -mounted FM
antenna, with some applications requiring nominal height reduction.
Although the Type "G-W" tower is rated
to resist 30 pound per square foot minimum wind pressure, under certain
conditions, such as an AM radiator not
Base insulated supporting superstructure for other
it may be capable of safely
central pier show- services,
resisting 40 or more pounds per square
ing "Mast- Base"
or "Pivot"
type foot of wind pressure.
base insulator When non- insulated, the Type "G-W"
with Spark-Gap. tower is suitable for a number of services, such as an FM or UHF Antenna
Support for Railroads; Public Utilities;
Industry; Municipal, County, and State
Police; and Communications Networks.

FREE
CATALOG
Write for illustrated literature
giving complete description,
mechanical details, installation
photos, and other important
information on the new
Truscon
Radio"G-W"
Towers.Guyed

ROADCASTING

TRUSCON
fm
SELF-S
UPPORT
-^D-^
AND UNIFOING
RM TO^ M/E
\
i
CROSS SECTION GUYED # %J WWLittJ
TRUSCON COPPER MESH GROUND SCREEN
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TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
Page 61

COLOSSUS
of
the
CAROLINES

WBT
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
THE BIGGEST SINGLE
ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN
THE TWO CAROLINAS
JEFFERSON STANDARD
BROADCASTING COMPANY
Represented Nationally by
CBS Radio Spot Sales
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Production
KTOK Adventure
(Continued from page 30)
AN "escaped" application
was recaptured by the FCC
erally has been cut back about 40%. DPA Administrator Manly Fleischlast week and shoved back
"There was no point in cutting mann acknowledged the procedure
into
the processing line. The
back civilian production until the as one of "bumping" civilian
application
KTOKin nightOklamilitary production was ready to goods, through expediting operahoma Citypowerforoffrom
boost
tions rather than cutbacks of matime
1 kw to 5
pick it up," Mr. Wilson explained.
"Now that designing and prokw
accidentally
was
granted
terials. It's designed to break
duction planning of military equip- bottlenecks, he said.
on Dec. 5, although it was
forty-ninth in the processing
mtionent is stage,
progressing
to
the
producMr.
Fleischmann
also scored rewe are applying the
line. vokedLast
week,and FCC
reports that some
major itemsTV—
the grant
put the
and, presumably,
necessary civilian cutbacks," he automobiles
said.
station back in line. The
would
be
wiped
off
the
marRadio-TV sets and other elec- sets — ket.
The new procedure, he said,
KTOK application had been
tronics products are classified as would "delay"
considered along with that
and not cut back
of WCFL Chicago for change
Class
B
under
the
government's
There
will
be
furControlled Materials Plan. But consumerther goods.
of appliances,
in nighttime
directional
patunder a priority system set up last however, hereductions
tern, since both
are on 1000
conceded, adding that
kc.
The
WCFL
change
was
month, theysentialienjoy
a
greater
"esisitself
a "butter
and guns"
granted in proper sequence
ty" than many hard goods. nickel
story
of
and
critically
short.
"If we had fallen for the clamor
in theweek
processing
line and
The receiving tube and antenna
last
the Commission
to close down plants and drasti- situation
by the
cally curtail civilian production, ElectronicswasPartsreviewed
made
its
grant
subject
to
Components
the results would have been mil- Distributors industry& group,
interference
that
may
re-of
sult
from
a
later
grant
lions of unemployed and a shat- met with NPA officials last which
MonKTOK.
day. The distributors told NPA
declared.tered public morale," Mr. Wilson
that:
(1)
wire
cable
and
special
Expanded aircraft output will tubes are hard to secure; (2) it
drain the economy even more next would inform manufacturers about IMDRIN FIRM FINED
summer, he predicted. He termed shortages of each type of tube at
electronics
expansion
"magnifi- their level in the hope of obtainAd
cent" with
other industries.
FINE ofCourt
$500 wasCites
levied'False'
last week
ing more tubes to meet demand.
Atomic
energy
requirements
also
against
Rhodes
Pharmacal
C°->
were cited.
Tube Shortages
by the U. S. District
With respect to steel quotas, the
NPA authorities advised the Chicago,
for disseminatlargest allocation was given to representatives
that it had studied Court,ing Philadelphia,
mentan allegedly
on behalf offalse
its advertisemedicinal
NPA's Facilities and Expansion tube shortages and doubted it
Branch (360,000 tons) for indus- could be attributed to scarcity of preparation, Imdrin.
trial expansion. Broadcasters materials.
The government charged that an
may anticipate only a trickle of
issue had been posed Imdrin advertisement made certain
materials for new construction, lastAntenna
month
by
a
committee
of
the
to aCourt
dehowever, beginning in January. Radio - Television Mfrs. Assn., aspersions
cision of thewithU. respect
S. District
Rule of thumb will be instances of which hopes for assurance that in Chicago
last February. Rhodes
hardship.
million TV sets earmarked claimed that in dismissing an inRadio-TV stations will get a the four
production next year will be
junction request by Federal Trade
better idea this week when NPA for
accompanied
issues its first construction list of antennas. by a like number of Commission, the Chicago court in
effect
cleared
Imdrin of "false and
grants and denials for the first
While distributors reported an misleading advertising" and
quarter of 1952. They fared well
NPA authoriduring the present quarter [BaT, easingtiesofappearshortages,
FTC charges appearing
as "untrue."in
The advertisement
unable to extend that branded
Sept. 24].
assurance, claiming it will depend Drug Topics, a trade publication,
Will Fare Better
of materials, led to the fine. The original comThey still will fare better than on the availability
there already is a priplaint
mentioned broadcast conticommercial and entertainment en- moreover,
nuities as well.
ority system governing military
terfication.
prises in the Broadcasters
industry are
reclassicivilian antennas within the
FTC obtained a reversal of the
now and
Class 'B' products classification. Chicago court decision and the inlumped under the industrial cate- RTMA's
Antenna Section sugnow is in effect. The
gory with publishing firms, enagested that they be broken down appeal wasjunctiongranted
by the Court of
bling them to self-authorize great- into
"A"
and
"B"
groups
[B»T,
Nov.
26].
Appeals
for
the Seventh Circuit
er quantities of metals on small
in
September
[B*T,
Oct. 1].
projects [B»T, Oct. 29]. But esUnder present procedure, matesential defense or military conrials
are
allotted
to
the
Electronics
struction wil receive the right of Products Division for both military
way.
AUDIOGRAPH STUDIOS
civilian uses. Consumer goods
NPA's Electronics Div. received and
Ben Loewy Named Head
get
the
balance
of
materials
not
97.8% of steel quotas to support
its program for defense and civil- taken for defense requirements. BEN LOEWY, former production
ian users (other than construction). The same holds true for radio-TV manager of Columbia Records,
Roughly, this amounts to 4,620 sets and component parts. Alumi- has been named president of Audiotons.
num is used in TV antennas.
graph Studios Inc., newly formed
organization specializing in TV
To eliminate bottlenecks on comfilming
and sound
recording, it
ponents for essential production,
was announced
Monday.
the Defense Production Adminis- Paul Cram Post
Crews
of
experts
recruited
from
tration isenlarging its electronics,
and the film industry are
general industry, and components PAUL CRAM, new technical direc- TV
already
at
work
at
Audiograph
units. Sections will study comtor of the Rounsaville Stations
ponent shortages.
(WBAC Cleveland, WBEJ Eliza- Studios, located at 846 Seventh
Briefly, the new system is de- bethton-Johnson City, WQXI At- Ave., New York. Sound facilities
used by record comlanta and WLOU Louisville) is not are being
signed to assure delivery of companies, while TV film assignments
ponents for the defense program chief engineer of WAGA Atlanta as for commercials
as well as comwas
listed
in
Broadcasting
•
by spot-scheduling orders and he
plete packages are being handled
swapping schedule dates where Telecasting December 10. He was for
stated.
agencies and producers, it was
delay develops for lack of parts. formerly in that position.
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added
information
for busy

buyers

of space
and time

publishers and
station operators are
providing another
source of timely
media information

Getting standard media information fast poses
no problem . . . you have Standard Rate & Data
and CONSUMER MARKETS handy.
It's the media information that is not standard
that is harder to keep up with . . . trends— market coverage data— by trading areas— by class
or type or age.
Many publishers and station operators appreciate that media buyers do not always have time
to call for help; or even for careful study of all
filed literature. Last year 1,041 of them put
supplementary information about their publications and stations near their listings in
SRDS, and near the appropriate market data
in CONSUMER MARKETS.
Media buyers tell us they appreciate finding
helpful "non-standard" information right there
when they are referring to standard market or
media data. They say it often helps them select
media; sometimes helps them defend their
selections.
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In the course of your daily use of SRDS monthly
publications
and CONSUMERlike MARKETS,
forget
— in Service-Ads
these theredon'tis
added information for busy media buyers.

S
STANDARD RATEWalter E.&Botthof.DATA
Publisher SERVICE, INC.
the national
authority
serving
the
media-buying
1740 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON,
ILLINOISfunction
SALES OFFICES: CHICAGO • NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES • LONDON
publishers ofnetwork
consumerradiomagazine
advertising
data • business
advertising rates androlesdataand •datanational/
regional
anddolatelevision
service*rotesradioendadvertising
advertising
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data• •A.B.C.
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weeklyadvertising
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air-casters

IKLX
LEADS ALL

OAKLANDSAN FRANCISCO
INDEPENDENT
Radio
Stations

9

OUT OF

12

Hooper
Periods!
Hooper Share of Audience,
May through September,
Oakland

KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND. CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by
BURN-SMITH.. INC.
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announce
DON WCBTCOLLINS,
N. C,r
Rapids,
Roanokechief
. He
named program director
succeeds DOYLE SATTERTHWAITE,
now with WCPS Tarboro.
JANE HAGAN named to new post of
supervisor of television sustaining
network traffic, ABC.
ARTHUR JACOBSON, program manager,lywood
Centralnetwork
Div.,staff,
NBC-TV,
to Holas production
director. He replaces BILL KARN,
resigned to join Don Sharpe organization.
BURT TOPPAN, publicity director
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., appointed
promotion manager, succeeding LYNN
MORROW (See Front Office).
ROBERT PACKHAM, floor manager
KNBHtor. JACK
(TV)SMIGHT,
Hollywood,
direcfilm named
room, named
floor manager.
FRANCES WYATT, bookkeeping department KXOKtoSt.be Louis,
liam Fleischman,
marriedandDec.Wil-29.
PATRICIA ALOE named assistant to
IRVING LICHTENSTEIN, publicity
and promotion
WWDC J. Washington. She wasdirector
with Sidney
Wain
Inc., New York, public relations firm.
She succeeds LEE WALKER, named
traffic assistant, succeeding CAROL
KAUFMAN, resigned to be married.
BOB FAIRBANKS, graduate of U. of
San Francisco, to KCBS San Francisco, as apprentice.
JOE GUIDI, production manager
WCAV
announcer.Norfolk, Va., appointed chief
BUD HAWKINS, WGAR Cleveland,
named
to announcing staff WJER
Dover, Ohio.
CARL HOHEN GARTEN, director of
musical arrangements for St. Louis
MunicipalductioOpera,
n staf KMOXto program
St. Louis.and proHOWARD BROWN, WFIL Philadelphia, named to announcing staff
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla. ROBERT
ALSHOUSE, RAPHAEL GABER and
WILSON GRIFFITH, formerly with
WTTT Miami, to WTVJ, as studio apprentices. CHESTER H. BEAL, Floridacian inBroadcasting
Co., named
techni-E.
film
department.
VERNON
FISHER named
cameraman.
MARY
LEE RINNER, graduate Mt. Union
College, Canton,
Ohio,
named
counting department. THALIAto ac-C.
TOLAN to copywriting staff. She
was with KIDO and KGEM Boise.
JOHN VANDERLAAN named to film
department, as laboratory technician.
ART GOODWIN, chief announcer
WKOP Binghamton, N. Y., appointed
to announcing staff WAGE Syracuse.
NORMAN HOPPS, advertising and
promotion department KNBH (TV)
Hollywood, father of boy, Kevin Crosby, Dec. 2.
C. G. (Tiny) RENIER, program director KLAC Los Angeles, named executive producer KLAC-TV Hollywood on Television program. He replaces CY MILLER, resigned. FELIX
A. ADAMS Jr., one-time program director, WISH Indianapolis, and KMBC
Kansas City, joins station as program director.

WALLY HUTCHINSON, advertising
and promotion
NBC Dean.
Hollywood, father ofdepartment
boy, Timothy
H. W. RISSER, manager of scenic
construction NBC-TV Chicago, named
manager of TV Staging Services, reNORMANinGRANT,
now NBCTV art placing
director
New York.
CHARLES HAMILTON, public service and publicity director KFI Los
Angeles, named chairman education
and
publicCalifornia
service committee
Southern
Broadcastersof
Assn. He succeeds ALAN COURTNEY, NBC Hollywood.
DARYL MCALLISTER, producer NBC
radio to KNBH (TV) Hollywood, as
floor manager.
ARTHUR MUNCH, Radio prop deCBS Hollywood,
ColumbiapartmentWorkshop
president, and
appointed chairman Board of Directors Associated Net-Workshops for December and January. Chairmanship rotates among four Net-Workshops.
A/eur± • • •
VINCENT EVANS named London
correspondent
for
WLW
Cincinnati.
Mr. Evans
was
chief ton
of bureau
Washing-of
London Daily ExBOB SILL named
toABC
staff
press.publicity
He was Hollywood.
with Los
Angeles
Times.
Mr. Evans
DICK
JACOBS,
ABC Chicago,
named to news staff WHHM Memphis, Tenn.
HAL SINGER, commercial department
KGGM Santa Fe, N. M., appointed
sportscaster.
AL JOSEPH, announcing staff WCBT
Roanoke Rapids, N. C, appointed
sports director and record librarian.
PHIL WILSON appointed to news
staff WQUA Moline, 111. Mr. Wilson
has just completed short tour of duty
with Air Force. Prior to his military
service he was with WIRL Peoria.
ROBERT STURDEVANT, manager of
Paris bureau ABC, father of girl,
Roberta Noyes, Dec. 9.
BILL NIETFELD, news director KCBS
San Francisco,
to station
after
extensive returned
cruise aboard
U. S.
Navy
aircraft
carrier
in
Sea where he observed NavyPhilippine
jet air
operations.
DON MOZLEY, KCBS San Francisco
newsman, was featured speaker at
San Francisco-Oakland
tions Club. He discussed Public
KCBS Relanews
set-up and operations of funnelling
Koreanciscopickups
through
Franstation to CBS
Radio SanNetwork.

MARKET
Booklet Gives Statistics
WJR Detroit has compiled coverage and market statistics which it
is offering upon request.
An eight-page booklet, it gives
data on populations, radio homes,
retail sales, food sales, drug sales,
filling station sales and passenger
car registration.
Figures
are tabulated by counties
in Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana and Pennsylvania
WJR comments,
"The ofdata
provided
for the purpose
aiding
evaluation
of sales
advertising'
efforts in the
WJR andmarket
area.
It is designed to save hours of re
search." Booklet may be obtained
from
Dept. 10, Fisher Bldg,
DetroitWJR,
2, Mich.
COMMERCIAL CUT
by CBC
Duntonof
PLANSPlanned
to reduce
the —number
commercial network programs in
Canada are to be put into operation
soon, according to A. D. Dunton,
chairman of the board of governors of the Canadian BroadcastingtaryCorp.RadioHeCommittee
told the Parliamenat Ottawa
Dec. 4 that with the annual grant
ofCBC$6,250,000
by
Parliament
the
for the next five years,to the
number of commercial network
shows will be reduced.
This will mean primarily day
time shows from previous statements by Mr. Dunton and recom
mendations by the Massey Royal
Commission. The Parliamentary
Committee approved the bill granting the CBC the money, which now
goes to Parliament where it is not
expected to have much opposition
Mr. Dunton also told the committee that the CBC will build
French-language station in the
Moncton, N. B., area, and will drop
local advertising on its stations in
areas where there are private sta
tions. CBC will improve program
ming with more talks, originating
more
programshe outside
and Montreal,
said. Toronto

CBC Engineers
ENGINEERING promotions ii
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Montreal, following move of Chief
Engineer J. A. Ouimet to post of
assistant general manager [B#T,
Dec. 3] have „been announced. W
G. Richardson,engineer,
ti-ansmission
and
development
has been
moved to assistant to Gordon Olive,
director-general of engineering,
and will be concerned with sound
broadcasting.
E. Hayes,
assistant to chief J.engineer,
is moved
to assistant to director-general of
engineering
with TV concern.
technical E.mat-C.
ters his primary
Stewart, assistant project engine r, is promoted to co-ordinator
JEANdio Dr. HERSHOLT,
CBS over
Ra- of projects
and services. Andre
Christian showstarhas ofturned
to di-is
first section of his collection of Hans Ouimet, rectorformerly
of
TV
forassistant
Montreal,
worksD. toC. Library
ofChristian
Congress,Andersen's
Washington,
Group moved to assistant to co-ordinator
J. A. Ouimet [no relation to
comprises 30 volumes, a collection of ofAsst.TV, General
Manager Ouimet].
letters and 12 presentation copies.
ROADCASTING
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WSB

SPLIT
Bolsters AM, TV Units
DISTINCT radio and TV operations at WSB-AM-TV Atlanta with
a station manager at the head of
each was announced last week by
J. Leonard Reinsch, managing
director, Cox radio and TV enterprises.
Marcus Bartlett becomes station
manager of WSB-TV and Frank
Gaither station manager of WSB.
They were former program director and commercial manager of
■■both
respectively.
report stations,
to John M.
Outler Jr., They
general manager of the stations.
Also affected by the change is
Elmo Ellis, who was assistant to
M. K. Toalson, production manager of WSB-TV. Mr. Ellis was
named program director of WSB.
fMr. "Toalson continues in his TV
post.
Streamlining Functions
According to Mr. Outler, the
realignment "means increased efficiency of operation and a greater
capacity for service to this area
in both our radio and TV operations. These men are seasoned and
experienced with a fine sense of
public responsibility and an intimate knowledge of policies and
program techniques which have
made WSB and WSB-TV the
dominant factors in the community
that they are."

What's

WSB-AM-TV executives in new organizational move are (I to r) Me
<
Toalson, Bartlet, Ellis and Gaither.
TRANSITCASTING
RFA Postpones
RADIO Free Asia last week postNumber Reduced
— Pollakof
poned a scheduled expansion of LITIGATION
in a succession
broadcasts
to
Red-occupied
China.
Washington
courts
has
to
Director John W. Elwood said it reduce the number of served
cities in
was decided to withhold the ex- which
transitcasting
operates
and
plans untilin more
transmittransit companies they
ters are pansion
available
the Far
East. convinced
should defer future installations
He said his organization has been until
settlement of the issue.
negotiating for some time for new
This belief was expressed by
transmitters to be placed in stra- Franklin
S. Pollak, Washington
tegic locations in the Orient but attorney and
principal in the
the necessary facilities have not transit radio dispute
now pending
yet been secured. The postpone- before the U. S. Supreme
Court.
ment was announced the day be- He addressed the Progressive
fore the anti-Communist propa- Citizens Assn. in Washington fortganda radio network was schednight ago.
uled to double its broadcasting
Mr. Pollak said that the 13 cities
activities in China.
with transit FM service are considerably fewer than before the
courts entered
and have
estimated that 50 the
citiescase,would
had the service by now. Mr. Pollak
was one of the two original comto court. plainants who brought the issue
The Public Utilities Commission
he looking at?
for D. C. two years ago set aside
a complaint on grounds the service is not "inconsistent with the
public safety,
comfort." A U. S. convenience
district courtandbacked
up PUC but was overruled by the
U. S. Court of Appeals. The
Supreme Court has agreed to hear
the case next year. Petition names
Washington Transit Radio Inc.
(WWDC-FM),
Capital Transit Co.
and
PUC as respondents.

FRANK SILVERNAIL
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn . .
. is looking at your advertisement
in the Broadcasting Yearbook
BROADCASTING

WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
One ti till Niton's eldest Stations

• Tel

Supports CAB View
SIX MAN liaison body of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and private
broadcasting representatives was
advocated by Canadian Marconi
Co., Montreal, to the Canadian
Parliamentary Committee on
Broadcasting at Ottawa Dec. 3.
Their function would be to keep
private stations posted on new
CBC problems and policies and
keep CBC posted on problems as
seen by station operators. Canadian Marconi Co. operates CFCF
Montreal, oldest Canadian station.
Company also
supportedAssn.
recom-of
mendations of Canadian
Broadcasters for an independent
regulatory body.

MORE LISTENERS
THAN
ALL STATIONS
"by C. E. HOOPER 1951
COMBINED*
5000 WATTS— 930 KC
ABC PROGRAMS
Represented by
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

WSAZTV

SIVE
ECXHCLU
ARLESTO
Hl

©MARKET
ABC— CBS— NBC— DTN
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY
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Emergency Plan
(Continued from page 30)
use such
fresigned by President Truman is as the Unitedquencies asStates
betheshallassigned
to each
follows:
or WHEREAS
to each classshall
by
President;
the hasexistence
of a naEXECUTIVE ORDER
emergency
been proclaimed
PROVIDING FOR EMERGENCY by the tional
No.
CONTROLMENTOVER
CERTAIN
GOVERN- 2914 of President
December by16, Proclamation
1950;
AND
NON
GOVERNMENT
WHEREAS
itnational
is necessary,
in and
the deinSTATIONSCATIONENGAGED
IN
COMMUNIt
e
r
e
s
t
o
f
the
security
fense, that plans
be prepared
and and
imOF ENERGY. OR RADIO TRANSMISSION
plemented
whereby
government
WHEREAS section
606(c)
of the non-government
radioto stations
may be
Communications
of 1934,
required
manner orconsistent
withbe theoperated
needs inof
amended
by the actAct
of October
24, 1951,as asilenced
national
security
and
defense
in the
Public videsLaw
200, 82d Congress, pro- event of hostile action endangering
as follows:
Presidentof the nation, or imminent threat thereof;
that"Uponthereproclamation
exists war byor thea threat
andWHEREAS it is desirable, so far as
war, oraster oraother
state national
of publicemergency,
peril or dis-or possible
and practicable,
to preserve
and maintain
normal conditions
and
inthe order
to
preserve
the
neutrality
of
under which
States, inthethePresident,
if na-he relationships
stations
are
operated
while
atsuch
the radio
same
deemsUnited
ittionalnecessary
interest
of
security
or
defense,
may
suspend
time
furthering
the
expeditious
implem nta ion ofthe saidby plans:
or amend,
suchregulations
time as heapplicable
may see
NOW, THEREFORE,
virtue
of said
the
fit,
the
rulesorforand
authority
vested
in
me
by
the
to
any
all
stations
or
devices
capable ofwithin
emitting
electromagnetic
sections 305 muand
606(c)
ofas the
Comn
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
A
c
t
of
1934,
amended,
radiations
the
jurisdiction
of
the United States as prescribed by the 8,and1950,
by section
1 419,
of theand actas ofPresident
August
64 Stat.States
Commission,
and formayradio
causecommunicathe clos- of the United
andforces
Commander
ing otfionany
station
in
Chief
of
the
armed
of theas
, or any deviceradiations
capable between
of emitting10 United States, it is hereby ordered
electromagnetic
follows:
kilocycles
and
100,000
megacycles,
which
Section
1. The
authority606(c)vested
isaid suitable
for miles,
use asanda navigational
the
President
by section
of theasin
beyond offive
theand removal
Communications
Actdelegated
of 1934,
therefrom
its apparatus
equip-or amended,
is
hereby
to
the
m
e
n
t
,
o
r
he
may
authorize
the
use
Communications
control
any such andstation
or deviceby toFederal
the extent
necessary forCommission
preparing
and/ordepartment
itsof apparatus
equipment,
any
of
the
Government
and
putting
into
effect
plans
with
respect5to radio
asthose
defined
under such
regulations
as he mayto presectionoperated
hereof,bystations
except
ownedorin
scribe uponThe
justauthority
compensation
theto and
owners.
granted
any
department
the
President,
under ofthis
subsection,
the United
States theGoverntodevice
cause
the theclosing
anytherefrom
station orof agency ment,ofto minimize
the
elecand
removal
tromagnetic
radiationsuseorofofof such
staits
apparatus
and
equipment,
or
to
t
i
o
n
s
,
i
n
event
of
attack
imminent
authorize
the
use
or
control
of
any
stathreat
thereof,
as
an
aid
to
the
navigation
or
device
and/or
its
apparatus
t
i
o
n
o
f
hostile
aircraft,
guided
missiles,
and equipment, may be exercised in and other
capable States.
of direct Theattack uponsodevices
the
United
theWHEREAS
Canal Zone.";
section
305 ofas theamended
Com- authority
delegated
tosubject
the Commission
shall
be
exercised
to the
m
u
n
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
A
c
t
of
1934,
limitations:
(47 U.S.C.belonging
305), provides,
part, thatby following
stations
to and inoperated
(a) Nothing
in this order shall be

for
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construed
as authorizing
the Commission to exercise
any authority
with
respect to the content of station pro(b) Nothingto authorize
in this order
shall be
grams.
constructed
Commisand the
usethe any
radio
stationsion to ortaketo over
remove
apparatus
and equipment of any radio station.
(c) The plans
of the Commission
for
exercising
its
under until
this
order
shall been
not authority
become
effective
they
have
concurred
in
by
the
Secretary
of DefenseSecurity
and the Resources
Chairman
of the National
Board.
Section
2. Withto respect
to radioby stations belonging
and operated
any
department
or agencythe ofheadthe ofUnited
States
Government,
each
government
department
or
agency
the
stations ofto the
whichauthority
are involved
pursuant
vested inshall,
the
President by municsection
305 ofas the
Coma
t
i
o
n
s
A
c
t
of
1934,
amended,
and
put into effect
such plans
asprepare
beelectromagnetic
necessary
to minimize
theof
usemayofstations
radiation
these
in
event
of
attack
or
imminent
threat
thereof
as
an
aid
hostile
aircraft,capable
guidedof missiles,
andto
other
devices
direct
attack
upon
the become
United States.
shall not
effective Such
until plans
they
have tabeen
concurred
in byChairman
the Secre-of
r
y
o
f
Defense
and
the
the National Security Resources Board.
Section 3. Whenever, pursuant to the
provisions
of thisbeenorder,required
any radio
station shall have
cease
operations
or any
whenever
the tonormal
operations
of
radio
station
have
been
interferedto with,
suchoperations
station shallor
be
allowed
resume
return
to be,
normal
operations,
as the
case
may
at
the
earliest
possible
time
consistent
with the
the authority
national
security.
In exercising
delegatedshall beby given
this order,
considerato civildue
defense
and
othertionnational-security
requirements.
Section
4.
The
Federal
Communications
Secretary
of Defense, Commission,
anddepartment
the headthe
each the
government
or ofagency
stat
i
o
n
s
o
f
which
are
involved,
are
hereby
authorized to issue appropriate rules,
regulations,
orders,
and
instructions,
and
to take such
other the
action as may
beeffective
necessary,
to assure
operation
of the timely
plans and
and
for carrying
out
their
respective
func-to
tions full
hereunder,compliance
and are authorized
require
with
their
respective plans.
Sectiontion" or 5."radio
Wherever
station"the arewordsused"sta-in
this order,
they shall
be deemed
to include
any
station
radio
communication, and also anyfor device
capable of
emittingtwe n 1electromagnetic
radiations
bemegacycles,0 kilocycles
suitable
useandas a100,000
navigational
aid beyond
fiveformiles.
6. (a) Communications
Any reference herein
to Section
the Federal
Comshall,
except
the purpose
ofdeemed
issuingmission
rules
andtheforregulations,
beor
to
include
Chairman
any
member may
of thedesignate;
Commission
asreference
theother
Commission
any
to the toSecretary
shall be deemed
include ofthe Defense
Secretary or such
person
as he mayto designate;
and
any
reference
the
Chairmansourcesof Boardtheshall
National
Security
be such
deemedperson
to Rein-as
clude
the
Chairman
or
he may designate.
(b)
Such
rules
and
regulations
as
the
Federal
may
issueCommunications
pursuant
to this Commission
orderexcept
shall
be
issued
by
the
Commission,
that
the event
Commission
may action
provideagainst
that,
inthe theUnited
of
hostile
States
or imminent
thereof,
rulesChairman.
and
regulationsthreat
may
be issuedsuch
by the
Section pa7.
Every
government
der
t
m
e
n
t
a
n
d
agency
shall
give
such
aid
and assistance
to the such
Secretary
of
Defense,
and
shall
render
cooperationsary twitho accomplish
one another,the aspurpose
may be ofnecesthis
order.
Section
8.Commission
The Federal
Communications
is
hereby
authorized
toas itappoint
such advisory
committees
may
consider
orComdesmiirsabiloen tino the
advise
and necessary
assistof the
performance
its duties
hereunder.
HARRY S. TRUMAN
THEDecember
WHITE HOUSE,
10, 1951.

EDUCATION SHOW
Audience Building Studie
PROPER promotion of education
programs can increase both th
number
of listeners and the amour!
of listening.
This conclusion was drawn afte;
more than two years of researcl
by C. H. Sandage, chairman, divi,
sion of advertising, School
Journalism and Communication, I
of Illinois at Urbana.
Mr. Sandage released his fine
ings in a booklet entitled, Buildin.
Audiences for Educational Radl
Programs.
"Evidence supports the idea the
programs
developed
ized
audiences
can beforbuiltspecial
to
profitable size, if adequate atter
tion is given to promoting thos
programs,"
It seemed Mr.
to Mr.Sandage
Sandagesaid.
that £
the future, radio will find it ir
ereasingly important to cultivat
specialized audiences rather tha
to seek the mass audience as in th
"The most effective promotion
this
study,"
"seemed
to be Mr.
that Sandage
which was sai«de
past.
tailed and specific in character an
attractively presented.
"Distribution of promotional m?
terial bythan
directdistribution
mail -was more
fective
througel
other channels although perhap
not more effective on a 'cost pe
listener' basis," he added.
Mr. Sandage particularly hope
his study will catch the eye of
cational broadcasters who believ
their responsibility stops at th
microphone; that once the prograi
is on the air, it is entirely up to th
listener to find the educational pre
gram.
Ad Club Awards
1952 awards banquet of the Sal!
Lake Advertising Club will be hell
April 2. Deadline for entries ij
Feb. 15. Dates were announced bj
Chairman S. John Schile, cor
mercial manager of KUTA Sal|
Lake City. Mr. Schile added tha
judges for
the Lake-Prepare
"Performanc I
Awards
for Salt
Advertising"
again be CM
fror|
the ClevelandwillAdvertising
Committee members in addition
Mr. Schile are: Thomas Kearnsl
Salt Lake Tribune-Telegram, a]
club president; Kay Richins, KAL;|
Salt T.Lake
City;Agency;
Keith Montagucj
R.
Harris
Cory
Clark, Axelson Agency; LeRol
Condie, Sears Roebuck; John Ar|
derson, Quality Press; Wayr
Kearl, KSL Salt Lake City, an]
Joanne Farr, KUTA, secretary.

ALTANTA, Advertising Club becar
anaffiliate
Advertising
of Amerii
when C.Federation
James Proud,
assis
WFIL-TV will televise the annual ant
to
the
AFA
president,
Christmas ballet presented by the the charter of membershippresente
John Wanamaker store. This is the Wednesday. Accepting on behalf
third consecutive year for the pro- the new unit's 105 members w
gram. This year's
offering
is "A Arthur E. Burdge of the Coca Co
Mother Goose
Christmas
Festival."
Co., president of the Atlanta groupJ
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CRUTCHFIELD
Declines VOA Post
CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD,
vice president and general manager
of WBT and WBTV (TV) Charlot e, N. C, has declined an offer
A 1toYorkjoinstaff
the but
Voicehasof offered
America's
New
ea'f
his services in an advisory, non-remunerative capacity.
This was disclosed after release
of an exchange of correspondence
by Fay D. Kohler,
chief of VOA's
I International
Broadcasting
Div.,
W| 'and Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
ISecretary of State for Public Afi mi airs, with Mr. Crutchfield comletiJ.menting on the broadcaster's report
to]ion his mission to Greece,
atttf j Mr. Crutchfield toured Greece
tklas a grantee to study communist
I I propaganda and to evaluate the
y jinformation
service
the U. HisS.
Government and
Greekof radio.
tJlreport on the mission abroad was
to the toState
inth'imade
ifi Invitation
Mr. Dept.
Crutchfield to
I lend his services to the VOA New
: j York office came from Mr. Kohler
...|who
added: "I would
like you
to take
,this opportunity
to thank
...
for the obviously outstanding contribution you have made in the general improvement of radio as a
'medium in Greece and for your
Successful efforts to really pin-point the problems and to solve
'manylowofthrough
them. on Weyourintend
to folsuggestions
and objectives. Your approach is
direct and refreshing. The Inforimation Program was indeed most
'fortunate to have had you in
[Greece as a Smith-Mundt Leader
^Grantee."
!J Secretary Barrett also applauded
i'Mr. Crutchfield's efforts, saying in
part, "special thanks . . . for the
good job you did as a grantee in
! Greece."

TAKING a leaf from its own book, Cohen & Miller Adv., Washington, has
bought a weekly radio show to advertise its agency. The program. Report
to the People, is heard 7-7:15 p.m. Saturday over WWDC Washington and
features D.C. Comr. F. Joseph Donohue interviewed by two Washington newspapermen. Shown are (seated, I to r), I. T. Cohen, Comr. Donohue and Alvin
I. Miller. Standing is Ben Strouse, WWDC vice president-general manager.

NEWS JUNKETS
Asks Radio-TV Inclusion
RADIO-TV newsmen should be included in State and Defense Dept.
special inspections of foreign inaccording to Ben
field, WMAZstallationsMacon,
Ga., Chatpast
president
of
the
National
Radio News Directors. Assn. of
"Radio news is an integral part
of the American system of public
information . . . the government
owes as much to the radio audience
as they do to any newspaper
reader," Mr. Chatfield said.
His and NARND's views were
contained in letters to State Secretaryretary
Dean Robert
Acheson;
SecLovett;Defense
Gen. Omar
Bradley, chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff; and to the individual heads
of the services, Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg,
Gen. Lawton
Adm. William
Fechtler.Collins and
Mr. Chatfield pointed out that on
several occasions in the past year
newspaper people were taken on
inspection trips abroad but that
radio
looked. and TV newsmen were overHe said
of directors hasNARND's
offered the board
government
full cooperation in helping select
men and women to attend future
inspection tours. Mr. Chatfield also
pointed to offers from radio-TV
newsmen in the past to assist governmentoverseas
agencies in during
public their
relations work
vacation periods.

RADIO-TV COVERAGE
OF Win
CHICAGO
COUNCIL
Broadcasters
Consent for
First Time
FOR the first time in Chicago, the the rules and finance committees,
city council has permitted radio at the final meeting Dec. 12 said
and lartelevision
coverageAfter
of aa regufavored
broadcasts
of today's
council meeting.
long he
session.
Hemis ion of the
asked
received
fullandcouncil
for perhis
battle by local stations, headed by
News Chief Bill Ray of NBC rules group to decide on the issue
[WMAQ committee
and WNBQof the
(TV)],
the without consulting the council
finance
council
authorized broadcast of a budget again.
hearing
Dec. 10]. today (Monday). [B*T,
Mr. Ray, who is also chairman
of the Freedom of Information
Committee of the National Assn.
of Radio News Directors, petitioned the council in November,
requesting
permission
cast hearings
today on tothebroad1952 • RADIO
ONLY
budget. This move followed unsuc es ful talks with Mayor Martin Kennelly and the council rules
CRIDER SIGNED
over a two-year period.
Sorry, No TV!
Will Be WEEI News Analyst committee
At the Nov. 30 council session, .
Alderman
Herbert Geisler moved
%
That's right! Television is still a "thing-toPULITZER - PRIZE editorialist
come" in these markets .. . . SO — here,
an imlohn H. Crider has been signed by suspension ofvote the
couldrulesbe sotabulated
a, Greater Boston firm to a 13- granting mediate
q
you've
got Radio Listeners — who listen to- —
the broadweek news analysis and commencast. Hispermission
motion wasforvoted
down
tary on WEEI Boston, it was an- 28 to 13, after which NBC Chicago
Great locally!
nounced last week.
the
Mr. Crider was in the news Nov. publicized
air. Radio the
and turn-down
TV shows on
carried
19 when he resigned as an editor full news stories, including a list
1 the Boston Herald (WHDH). He of all aldermen voting for and
KfSA,
tlaimed at that time the newspaper against the motion.
Geisler, Wagner Taped
vould not permit his review of Sen.
interviews were made 4
lobert A. Taft's (R-Ohio) book, withRecorded
Alderman Geisler and Alderforeign Policy For Americans.
man Clarence Wagner, the opposiMr. Crider, who is being spontion leader. Although Alderman
PLUS
sored by R. S. Robie Inc. for Hertz
W OKLAHO^
Wagner
opposedcharging
of the public
hearABC
Driv-Ur-Self (auto rental), will
ings
initially,
they
would
$3$
inalyze New England news and "confuse the public," he agreed
he effect of national and world finally that actual council meetings
Represented Nationally by
should be broadcast.
lews on the region.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
Another proposal for adoption of
Owned
&
Operafed
by
Mr. Dec.
Ray's 12suggestion
was
made
at
VORLD premiere of the new Gian- the
meeting by Alderman
larlo Menotti opera, "Amahl and the Alan Freeman.
SOUTHWESTERN
PUBLISHING
CO.
The
pro-radio
light Visitors," will occur on NBC councilmen demanded a roll call
'elevision
during Opera,
the coming
Christ-50 vote, resulting in a vote of 28 to
Don W. Reynolds, President
mas holidays.
running
linutes, was commissioned by NBC 17, in which the broadcast media
jblishers
of: Southwest
Times-Record,
ise, Bartlesville,
Oklahoma;
and The Fort
Daily Smith,
Times,Arkansas;
Okmulgee, Examiner-Enter
Oklahoma.
woentation.
years ago specially for video pre- picked up four votes.
Alderman Wagner, chairman of
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Why

WFBR

is
allied arts

in Baltimore

CLUB 1300 is the big
participating program in
the Baltimore area! Biggest average ratings for
the full seventy-five
minutes, biggest mail pull,
biggest studio audiences,
biggest in every way.
CLUB 1300 success stories
are legion. Ticket requests
are fabulous. Audience
loyalty is tremendous! Get
aboard CLUB 1300 for
your share!
Ask your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .
ABC BASIC NETWORK

5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MC
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XEO, XEOR SALES
Mexican Billings Increase
A GAIN of more than 700% in
national billings during the last
two years was reported last week
by two Mexican border stations,
XEO Matamoros and XEOR Reynosa, located across the border
from Brownsville and McAUen,
Tex., respectively.
The announcement was made in
connectionservancewith
obof their the
fifthstations'
year of operation, which National Time Sales,
New East,
York, their representative
the
was their mostin'
successful reported
yet.
"Though our audience has grown
in1950sizethatand national
loyalty, advertisers
it wasn't until
became aware of the profit potentiality of Spanish-speaking MexicanAmericans general
as a manager
market,"of Bob
Pinkerton,
the
stations, was quoted as saying in
presenting
a
plaque
to
Juan
Salazar, Mexican manager and one of
the founders of the outlets, on the
occasion of the fifth anniversary.
Harlan G. Oakes & Assoc., Los
Angeles,
represents
XEOR in the
West. XEO and

WILLIAM M. LANA named director
of newly formed application engineering office, Sprague Electric Co., in
Dayton, Ohio.
NATIONAL VIDEO Corp., Chicago,
announces
development
of new toblackand-white TV
tube designed
save
four to four-and-a-half tons of copper
awithout
year. use
New of tube
permits
focusing
focus coil.
GUS W. WALLIN, Motorola Inc., ChiCorp., Chi-of
ing. cacago,go, to inWebster-Chicago
newly created position
vice president in charge of engineerMICHAEL KORY elected president of
Emerson-New Jersey Inc., distributors for Emerson TV and radio receivers. Mr. Kory succeeds SAMUEL
GROSS, retired.
HERMAN S. SACKS, Hudson-Ross,
Chicago, retail stores specializing in
TV, radio and phonograph records,
to Bendix Television and Broadcast
Receiver Division of Bendix Aviation
Corp.,eral Baltimore,
sales manager. as assistant genTECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORP.,
Sherburne, N. Y., announces Tacoplex Cat. No. 1582 master TV anten- VOTING REFORM
na system coupler
for useconstruction
in conduit
WAVZ Airs Editorials
installations
in new
work. Coupler is designed to fill the
need
for a tap-off device along the WAVZ New Haven has begun an
main
conduits.transmission lines housed in editorial campaign to clear up the
of Connecticut.inProblemtheofstate
clarification,
CLIFFORD E. GRUBE, Chicago prod- election laws
uct designer, to Webster-Chicago according to the station, followed
Corp., Chicago, in new post of prod- the mayoralty election in New
uct stylist. Mr. Grube was previouswith disputes arising out
ly with Manbee Equipment Co., and Haven
the contest now in the courts.
Belmont Radio Corp., Chicago. He of Daniel
W. Kops, vice president
will work with A. S. JOHNSON, and general
manager of WAVZ,
product manager of Webster-Chicago,
with responsibility for design and which calls itself "Newspaper of
development of new products.
the Air," furthered the campaign
nt • general attor- LOUIS I. POKRASS, chairman of Dec. 2 by bringing a prominent
£<fiuipme
ROBERT
L. WERNER,
for Tele King Corp., N. Y., versed
and toantheequally
wellney RCA, and ERNEST B. GORIN, board
Democrat
microphone
named chairman of radio and TV Republican
manufacturers and distributors di- at his regular forum broadcast,
vision in current drive of National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis Face the Issue, which he moderates.
AtIn Greater New York. MARTIN SHER, The GOP spokesman,
torney-General George C.State's
Conway,
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.. and the Democrat,
former city
N. Y., named to assist him.
Judge Charles Henschel, discussed
MILTON R. BENJAMIN, vice presi- the need for codifying the state
dent and national sales manager Ma- election laws, tightening the abjestic Radio & Television, N. Y., apsentee ballot system and simplifypointed general sales manager Jewel
ing recount methods.
Radio Corp., Long Island City, N. Y.
Mr. Gorin
In addition,
Mr. Kopsurging
has state
been'
Mr. Werner
airing
daily editorials
Technical • • •
officers to reform the election laws.
Treasurer
RCA,
elected
vice
presiEDWARD E. BENHAM, assistant
dents.
KTTV (TV) Holly- DOLLAR volume of direct mail adHAROLD WEINBURG and SIDNEY chief engineer
wood, named chief engineer.
KRINETZ,
electronic
technicians,
vertising during first upten 14%%
monthsoverof
named to sales staff Hudson Radio VANCE JOHNSON Jr., WFBC Green- 1951 was $878,754,746,
& Television Corp., N. Y.
v
i
l
e
,
S
.
C,
and
DICK
TAYLOR,
1950;
for
October
1951
was
$102,049,WUSN Charleston, S. C, named to 878, up 19% over October of last
year,
D. C. (Dick) STUBER, manager of control
staff
WIS
Columbia,
S.
C.
according
to
figures
released
last week
western division, Air Assoc., appointFrank
Frazier,
executive
director,
ed head of two-way radio division HARVEY SMITH, staff engineer by
Direct
Mail
Advertising
Assn.
Avia Products Co., L. A. He succeeds KWK St. Louis, appointed studio suthe late W. W. (Bill) HAMILTON.
pervisor, replacing KEN HILDENWARREN E. ALBRIGHT, manager of BRAND, resigned.
general material division of Home CHARLES MEARES, chief engineer
Instrument Dept., RCA Victor, Cam- WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C, reden, appointed general plant manager
signs to take government position in
of department. JOHN B. DAVIDSON, Washington.
assistant purchasing
agent,
Home
InWARREN
E. EBERT, WGBS Miami,
strument Dept., appointed manager of named transmitter
engineer WTVJ
department's
newly
formed
purchas(TV) Miami.
ing division.
ROADCASTING
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presivice branch
S. McKEAN,
GILBERTdent London
Records and
manager for Decca, named merof masterwo
ColumbiamanagerRecords
N. Y.diInc., rks
visionchandise
H ISHLON, Columbia Rec-t
DEBORA
ords Press Dept., named departmen
director.
DICK STONE, assistant national
sales manager Hiram Walker Inc.,
appointed sales representative with
Audio-Video Recording Co., N. Y.
ROBERT J. BRIZZOLARA, newsstand promotion manager for Esquire
and Coronet magazines, Chicago, to
Chicago gramsstaff
Television
ProInc., asUnited
advertising
director.
BOB LONGINI and ED AHBE to motion picture-television division Kling
Studios, Chicago, as director and
member of camera department, respectively. . .
Lt. Comdr. W. H. KIMMELL, USNR,
radio andmation office
TV U.officer
inforS. Navalin public
Air Reserve,
discharged
from
service.
Mr.
mell plans to move to Hollywood.Kim-He
will announce further plans later.
LEONORE
SILVIAN,department
magazine ABC,
editor in publicity
named
radio
and
TV
editor
Look
Magazine.
BECKY B. BARNES, BBDO, HollyappointedTelevision
sales representative
United wood,
Artists
Corp., N. Y.
She will handle West Coast and
southwest areas.
OLIVER A. UNGER, national sales
director Snader Sales Corp., L. A.,
resigns as treasurer Fine Arts Theatre Co. Inc., to devote time exclusively to Snader.
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KTLA Studios 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • HOIIywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices • 1501 Broadway, New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700
PAUl H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
KEY STATION OF THE PARAMOUNT TELEVISION NETWORK
KTLA - THE BEST ADVERTISING BUY IN LOS ANGELES
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INDIANAPOLIS
WFBM-TV

IN

WFBMTV
INDIANAPOLIS

Says W. R. Taylor, Partner
STAUB & TAYLOR APPLIANCE COMPANY
107 North 7th Street, Marshall, Illinois

"MARSHALL,

ILLINOIS

is a WFBM-TV

town!"

• It's 90 miles from Indianapolis to Marshall, Illinois — but the
Hoosier capital's first station — WFBM-TV — is the station in Marshall
just the same!
And Marshall's only one community outside the WFBM-TV 60mile area where enthusiastic televiewers depend on this great station.
In addition, thousands of farm families, like their town and city
cousins, tune in WFBM-TV regularly!

WFBM

Radio Is First

in Listening, Too!
* First in the morning !
•k First in the afternoon !
* and a Great Big First at Night !
50% more listeners at night than
any other Indianapolis station.

It couldn't happen in a finer market! And it couldn't happen to
more deserving people than the advertisers on WFBM-TV! For the
cost of reaching the compact, money-loaded heart of the Hoosier
State they get a rich bonus in high-income families living 75, 100, and
even more miles away from WFBM-TV's transmitter. 1952 will be a
bigger, better, more sales producing year for your clients if they're
on WFBM-TV, too!

*?0i4t <#t Indiana

■* Hooper Ratings, February through April, 1951
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Time
TV PARADOX
By FLORENCE SMALL
been filling that alternate Thursday with the Garry Moore Show,
OUT OF the welter of television
drop that program to sponactivity last week, both spot and will sor,
every other week, the hournetwork, two paradoxical facts long Robert
Montgomery Show on
■emerged: (1) The demand for pre- NBC-TV, Monday,
p.m.,
mium time is growing, and (2) the marking increased 9:30-10:30
expenditure in
f cost of filling that time is causing TV for the wax company.
many an original sponsor to cut
In another move to cut talent
back on his commitment to those costs,
Speidel watch bands has
time periods.
dropped
sponsorship of
Advertisers who are curtailing- What's My weekly
Name? toweeksharebasis
the with
pronetwork shows because of poor ratgram
on
alternate
ing and in some instances because Crosley radio and TV sets, Monof high cost of talent, are finding
p.m., on NBC-TV.
that the time they relinquished is Speidelday,is8-8:30handled
through Sulbeing
up almost instantly by
livan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
other picked
advertisers.
New
York,
and
Crosley
through
P. Lorillard & Co. (Old Gold
& Bowles, New York.
cigarettes), for example, is cut- Benton
On a spot basis, many another
ting back 15 minutes of its hour
is following the cost-cutshow on NBC-TV, Tuesday, 10-11 advertiser
ting trend by sponsoring film packp.m., but Pontiac cars, which hithage shows in a tailor-made set of
erto had been buying one-time net- markets.
Among these, Packard
work shots, will pick up the last
through Maxon Inc., New
fifteen minutes. McManus, John & cars,
York,
stands
out with its buy of
Adams, New York, agency for
a mystery thriller schedPontiac, is currently looking over Rebound,
uled
to
start
Feb. 1 in selected
shows for placement in that period. markets.
Cutback on
Old
Gold's
part
is
understo d to be a move toward savAnother toisplace
Piel's Police
beer, which
planning
Story, isa
ing on production costs.
Chesterfield cigarettes, through
Cunningham & Walsh, dropped its
Sunday 7-7:30 p.m. time on NBCTV because of low ratings despite
COSTS
the high budget for comics featured UHF
on the show, and the time was incomplete UHF televistantly purchased by U. S. Rubber COSTsion ofstationa will
from $230,through Fletcher D. Richards Co. 000 to $500,000, range
somewhat higher
Although the format of the new than the cost of VHF
stations,
acprogram has not been decided, it
cording to an analysis of construcis understood that the network is
tion
costs
to
be
published
by
pitching Bob Hope and Abbott & NARTB.
Costello on alternate weeks as talanalysis will be completed in
ent prospects for the show. Mean- theThenear
future by the NARTB
while, Chesterfield has recovered
Television
Dept. It is being preI;the half -hour of Ford Festival
pared
by NealNARTB
McNaughten, direcdropped because of low ratings,
tor
of
the
Thursday 9-10 p.m. on NBC-TV, Dept. Mr. McNaughtenEngineering
will comand
will
present
Dragnet
in
that
time.
pile final figures in the next fortnight.
Ronson Moves
NARTB
's complete
ing cost factors
in greatstudy,
detail,showwill
Another advertiser, affected by
low ratings and in this case, sta- be based on latest figures obtained
tion clearance, is Ronson Art Metal from existing VHF stations, transWorks (Ronson lighters) through
mitter and other equipment manuGrey Adv., New York, which has
d those supplying material to TVfacturers, anstations.
decided to move its Star of the
Basic information is difficult to
Family on CBS Television, featuring Peter Lind Hayes and Mary obtain on the cost of UHF television stations, according to
Healy, from Sunday, 6:30-7 p.m. to
the alternate Thursday, 8-8:30 NARTB, because manufacturers
p.m. premium time, with an in- still are in the developmental stage.
crease in the number of stations, New techniques are being worked
sharing the show with Carnation out constantly, it is explained, leading to operational economies.
Milk's Burns and Allen Show.
The S. C. Johnson Co., which had Transmitter quotations for UHF
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

Sales Up Despite Sponsor Retrenchments
half-hour film, in New York and
Philadelphia. Others understood
to be interested in similar campaigns are Rheingold beer through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Miller
Brewing Co. through Mathisson
& Assoc., Milwaukee.
Best Foods Inc., New York, has
bought a five-minute film featuring comic Cliff Norton and is placing it on a spot basis throughout
the country, through Benton &
Bowles, New York [B*T, Dec. 3].
Introduces Drama Series
Standard Oil Co. of California,
in behalf of independent Chevron
Dealers, will introduce a dramatic
program series filmed in Hollywood
especially for television, called
Chevron Theatre, starting throughout the West the first week in
January. The show will be seen
on the following stations: KTLA
(TV) Los KFMB-TV
Angeles, KGO-TV
San
Francisco,
San Diego,
KSL-TV Salt Lake City and
KPHO-TV Phoenix.
Commercial messages on the
shows also have been filmed and
will feature its gasoline and motor
oil products in addition to spotSeen Higher
stations cover power of 100 w,
400 w, 1 kw, 10 kw and 12 kw.
With end of the freeze in sight,
NARTB has prepared its figures
to meet numerous inquiries.
Several years ago NARTB made
a series of detailed cost studies
at the time TV stations were just
starting to take the air. These
figures are obsolete, it was stated.
Antenna Gains Vary
The UHF powers are influenced
by antenna gains ranging from 5
to 28 times, whereas VHF transmitters, from 500 w to 50 kw, have
antenna gains ranging from 3 to 14.
Cost of VHF stations was estimated, subject to revision, as follows (self-supporting antennas) :
Under 50,000
S21274,000
9,000
50,000-250,000
250,000-1
,000,000
332,250
Over 1,000,000
433,250
•Maximum
100 kw, Ch. 2-6, $593,000;
200
Ch.power
7-13,
500
forkw, guyed
tower.$587,500. Subtract $38,Cost of UHF stations, subject to
revision, as follows (self-supporting antennas) :

lighting the special facilities of
Chevron Dealers.
Francisco,
is agency. BBDO, San
Two special Christmas advertisers are using the same spot
basis for their television coverage.
AT&T Co., New York (Long Line
Dept.), is sponsoring telecasts of
The Spirit of Christmas on some
80 TV stations in 66 cities shortly
before Dec. 25. Half-hour film
program, placed through N. W.
Ayer & Son, retells familiar stories
of "The Nativity" and "The Night
Before
Christmas."as a part of the
It is presented
telephone
company's
annual
effort
to encourage
the public
to spread
their Christmas long distance calls
over several days instead of bunching them all on Christmas itself.
Telecasts are being promoted
locally by the various telephone
companies affiliated with the Bell
Hamilton Watch Co., in its tradiSystem.
tional presentation of Screen Gems
"To Peggy"
Jim"succescommercials, wil and
for the"Tothird
sive year be placed in 50 markets
throughout the U. S.
Than VHF— NARTB
Population
Cost*
Under
50,000
$248,000
50,000-250,000
319,750
250,000-1
,000,000
378,250
Over 1,000,000 509,750
'Deduct from
to $38,000
antenna
ispower.
used,$13,000
depending
onfigures
sizeifprovide
ofguyed
station
and
Above
UHF
1 kw power 10(ERP)kw,under250,000-1,000,000;
50,000; 2 kw 50,-50
widely.
000-250,000;
kw, over 1,000,0000. Many expenses vary
Typicalegories inoftheindividual
UHF fieldexpense
is thatcat-of
the small station serving population
under 50,000. The total (using
guyed antenna) figures about this
way:
Transmitter
and control,
$40,500; antenna
and diplexer,
$18,000;
miscellaneous items, $30,000; control items, $20,500; program
source-film-slide-opaques and network, $25,500; transmitter installaor a sub-total
of $136,500. tion,Add$2,000,$2,500
for procurement
of site;alterations,
$15,000 for$15,000;
site, building
and/or
margin
of safety, $6,500, totaling $160,500;
dual camera studio, $60,000, a total
of $220,500; guyed antenna adds
$15,000, a total of $235,000; selfsupporting
antenna, $27,500, brings
total
to $248,000.
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WXEL

Ends Second

of Cleveland
land
(TV)endCleve
L the
WXE
AS compl
etes
of its
second year of telecasting
today (Monday), the onstation can
reflect with satisfacti upon its
progress and continuing growth
and expansion.
Construction now approaching
completion includes the station's
studio-office quarters in downtown
Cleveland's Playhouse Square and
a 15,000 sq. ft. addition to its present studio-transmitter building at
Pleasant Valley and State Roads
in Parma, Ohio, 10 miles southwest
of downtown Cleveland. This combination of facilities will provide
WXEL with one of the most complete, modern TV operating productry. tion units in this part of the counThe completion of these new
television centers represents result
of careful planning by Herbert
Mayer, president of Empire Coil
Co., sole owner of WXEL, in his
efforts to provide facilities second
to none so that Vice-President-Station Manager Franklin Snyder and
his staff can serve the Northeastern Ohio television audience with
fine programming and set the pace
in this rapidly growing exciting
new industry.
But first a brief resume of the
history of WXEL and its founder,
Mr. Mayer.

Year

Service
Mr. Mayer
and his
television enthusiasts
for family,
many years,
were among the first in New York
to have a television receiver in
their home. Their interest went
even further and in 1944 Mr.
Mayer
up the practice of
establish
laww to gave
Empire
Coil
Co.,
mpire
Coil Co.,
manufacturer
anufacturer
of m^Mm"",. \
set %1
1
telRevision
>mponents.
components.
S
During'postwar
the
early
period Mr. Mayer
began
in terms ofthinking
televi- Jg|
sion
broadcasting
*
and filed
an apMr. Mayer
plication for a
station construction permit in
Cleveland. In November 1947, Empire Coilonwastopographical
authoi-ized tosurveys,
build.
Based
property was purchased on the
highest terrain available in Cuyahoga County. The services of Ben
Adler, radio and television consulting engineer, were enlisted and
equipment and construction plans
were carefully prepared. Today at
Pleasant Valley and State Roads
in Parma, Ohio, stands the specially
planned studio and transmitter building.
Immediately adjacent to the
transmitter building stands the

Popular Alice Weston
Show also
through Friday, 1-1 :30
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rogram is aired Monday
fed to WSPD-TV Toledo.

Artist's conception of present WXEL studio-transmitter building at
4501 Pleasant Valley and State Roads, Parma, Ohio, 10 miles southwest of downtown Cleveland.
437 ft. tower antenna structure.
neer of the station. He was onThe six bay superturnstile antenna the-job
supervisor
construe
the timeof its
ground
was
has the highest power gain of any tion from
television antenna in the North- broken. sultant
A before
radiojoining
engineering
WXEL, conMr.
eastern Ohio area. Radiated power
at present is 25.6 kw visual, 13 kw Friedman
also designed
and supervised construction
of WCUO
(FM)
aural
on
Channel
9
(186-192
mc).
WXEL covers an area some 50 Cleveland.
miles in all directions from CleveRowley,
news di-at
rector,
formerly WXEL's
was newscaster
land, reaching, according to latest WJRBob Detroit
and news director of
figures, 529,548 TV receivers.
On Dec. 17, 1949, WXEL was WSYR Syracuse.
Special events director is Sidney
dedicated
the people ofOhio,
Cleve-at Andorn,
veteran newspaperman
land andtoNortheastern
which time commercial operation and columnist, who formerly was
events director of WGAR
began. Since that time, WXEL has special
and consultant director
expanded in all directions — the ofCleveland
WERE there.
station, on its birthdate, numbered
WXEL's
film director is Nich28 employees on its staff — it now
olas Boris, for 15 years in the art,
employs 90gramming. have. increased
. hours from
of pro-49
photography and film field, who
hours per week to 100 hours per formerly was executive producer
week with a further increase in for Trans Video Corp., TV film
programming planned with the oc- commercial producer.
The addition todio-transmitter
the station's
stucupancy of WXEL's downtown stubuilding is pracdio and the addition to the station's
tically ready for occupancy and
present
studio-transmitter
building
in Parma.
the facilities are vast and efficient.
The entire building will have 22,Snyder Heads Staff
space and
infor will
station
Day-to-day supervision of this 000 sq.cludeft.office offacilities
constantly expanding operation is personnel, a 55 x 55 ft. studio two
the charge of Station Manager stories in height with large overSnyder, who joined Empire Coil in
head doorsmobiles,
which
will props
permit toauto-be
early 1949 and assumed managetrucks and
wheeled into the studio. There will
ment of WXEL
prior
to
its
commencement ofcommercial telecast- be audition and conference rooms,
ing. The major portion of Mr. a visitor's lounge with a large winSnyder's
business
was in&
dow allowing a view of the show
the steel industry career
with Jones
being staged in the main studio, a
Laughlin and Magnetic Metals Co. music
library, film library, dark
He was president of his own manufacturing business in Pittsburgh
prior to World War II.
Heading
WXEL's
business
activities isRichard
Wright,
commercial
manager. He previously was media
director at Ward Wheelock Co.,
Philadelphia.
Station's program director is
Harry Black, who began his career
as apprentice script writer for
NBC New York while also acting
and producing for WEVD there.
He was assistant director of literature for the National Assn. of
Manufacturers and associate editor of Television magazine prior
to joining WXEL in December
1949 as producer-director. He be- Remote truck has its own 10 kw
ruary.
came program director last Feb- generator, RCA microwave transmitter, three camera chains plus
Thomas Friedman is chief engi- Zoomar lens. It's air-conditioned.
BROADCASTING
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Projection room features two com~^\-olete film chains with 16mm Syncrolite projectors,
slide projectors and 2x2
Balopticon.
room, a large news room, engineering shop and dressing rooms
for talent. The smaller studios in
the present building also will be
in operation.
|.I facilities
WXEL byhas acquiring
further expanded
the Esquireits
ITheatre, located at 1630 Euclid Ave.
I on Playhouse Square, on a longI term lease basis. These quarters
[;will be converted into a television
[.studio
I ly 44 xwhere
50 ft.a stage
will beapproximateerected to
] provide facilities for the most elabJ,orate type of television programs.
|i The auditorium also will include
Iseats for studio audiences up to
|;375
a studio
room
I and people,
the latest
in filmcontrol
projection
I equipment. The rest of the building
[ will be remodeled to provide spa[rcious reception rooms, dressing
Irooms,
clients'
observation offices.
rooms
[and
sales
and
Conversion
of theexecutive
theatre into a
television studio is underway and
it is estimated that it should be
possible to have the premises ready
to1952.begin programming in February
Many Local Shows
Already assigning approximately
59% of its air time to local programming (5% of which is devoted
to remotes and special events), remaining 41% is network programming from ABC, CBS and DuMont
Television Networks. With the expectation ofearly completion of its
additional studio facilities, WXEL
plans to increase its daily local programming schedule extensively.
Sign-on now at 11 a.m. will be
backed up to 9 a.m. and sign-off
will be extended for the benefit of
late night viewers.
The nature of WXEL's two new
studios will permit it to undertake
many types of local programs
WXEL Officials: Messrs.

heretofore impossible because of
space requirements. Musical and
variety shows, dramatic half hours,
panel programs, audience participation programs — all built around
Cleveland personalities for Cleveland audiences — can be produced
easily and effectively within these
elaborate production units. In conjunction with this type of programming, groundwork is underway
to
utilize
the studio'sclassroom;
audience
capacity as a television
instructors from local universities
and colleges will teach their regularly enrolled classes in the studio
along
studentswithat their
home. "correspondence"
WXEL plans, too, to offer civic
and other representative community groups broader opportunities
to present their programs and
ideas on topical issues, using its
studio facilities to foster the "town
hall" type of public discussion.
WXEL's investment in building
and equipment will be over a million dollars when its present expansion program is completed early
in 1952. The station equipment has
been supplied by a number of manufacturers and carefully integrated
into the operation set up.
The 5 kw transmitter, antenna,
film camera chains and syncrolite
projectors
and original
audio Eleven
equipment is General
Electric.
image orthicon studio and field
camera chains are now on hand, as
compared to the two chains with
which operation commenced two
years ago. Eight of these chains
are RCA and three are General
Precision Laboratory cameras,
manufactured by Pye Ltd. of Great
Britain.
The new master control facilities are being designed and constructed by Adler Communications
Labs.,
Rochelle,
Y. Latest
ideas inNewmaster
controlN. and
studio
control design are being incorporated,
with
all
studio
camera
controls located in master control
rooms. Remote operated vacuumtube video switchers, manufactured
by Adler Communications, switch
all studio and film cameras, network and remotes, at master control.
WXEL's downtown studio is
equipped with three image orthicon
cameras and an RCA flying spot
scanner for slides. Film is projected into one of the image orthicon
cameras from a General Precision
Lab. portable 3-2 pulldown 16mm
projector.
Complete
instal ed in theKliegl
Parmalighting
studiosis and
the theatre studio. Rotolector
panel boards and autostat dimmer
. . .

. . . Snyder . . . Wright . . . Black . . . Friedman
ROADCASTING
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Rowley

Here's WXEL control
room and
withcamera
(I to r)control
audio man.
man, film control man,
switcher
controls afford extreme versatility
in lighting control.
Baseball and football pickups
have been carried from the Cleveland Stadium for the past two
seasons. The control room is located immediately behind the press
box on the upper deck, close to
the baseball camera positions. Two
cameras directly behind home plate
are mounted on a special balcony
installed by WXEL for the purpose.
A third camera is located on a
balcony along the third base side
of the upper deck. Football pickups of the Cleveland Browns
games, work,made
the DuMontone Netuse fourfor cameras,
low
and two high on the 50 yard line
and a fourth camera behind one
goal post on the baseball balcony.
Dopp Directs Games
Clayton
Dopp onis theproducer-director for WXEL
Cleveland
Indians' baseball and Cleveland
Browns' football games. He was
assistant sports director of WJBK
Detroit in 1946 and covered all
sports events for WJBK-TV prior
to joining WXEL.
In January 1951, WXEL accepted delivery of a specially designed mobile television truck
which during this year enabled
WXEL toeastern
bring
into the NorthOhio television
homes
many newsworthy special events.
Among thesenationalhave
the InterTennis been
Matches,
the
Armed Forces Day Parade, dedication of Cleveland's Hopkins AirDouglas backstage
MacArthur'sinarrival port,in Gen.Cleveland,
terviews and a portion of the 1951

Andorn

Ice-Capades. All Cleveland Indians
at-home baseball games throughout
the season were televised by
WXEL for the second consecutive
year. A number of these games
were fed to Columbus, Erie, Buffalo
and Johnstown, Pa.
The Cleveland
football
games wereBrowns'
televisedhometo
a network of 17 cities. All out-oftown games were fed to WXEL
and the Cleveland television audience by the DuMont Network.
The Alice Weston Cooking Show
is fed to WSPD-TV Toledo and
Sohio Reporter with News Commentator Dr. Warren Guthrie, head
of the Speech Dept. at Western
Reserve U., is fed Monday through
Friday to a full regional Ohio network.
Another top local program developed by WXELfeatures
is Today's
Top
Story, which
Shepherd
Witman, professor of political
science at Western Reserve and
executive director of world affairs
in Cleveland.
WXEL has and will continue to
carry many public service programs. The most outstanding
program brought to televiewers
during the year was the Senate
Crime Investigating hearings during March. Special United Nation
Council meetings throughout the
year also have been telecast. Network programs designed to serve
the public interest at all times
are given full consideration and
(Continued on page 7U)

. Dopp
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Telefile: WXEL (TV)
(Continued from page 73)
T°i* protection in WXEL program
G™p
f°°<
SS
GRO
K
WOR
scheduling.
OCT.buyer NET
HEAVIEST
of TV network
TABLE I
time in October was Procter &
TOP 10 TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS IN OCTOBER 1951
The news department, under the
direction of Mr. Rowley, has be
Gamble Co which from gross pur- Procter & Gamb|e Co
$1,058,065
chases of $352,550
worth of TV 2 General Foods Corp
come
progressively more important
652,630
network time m August, increased 3. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
546,263
the station's operation in the
to $802,420 in September and 4. Gillette Safety Razor Corp
525,006 to
18 months. This is because
topped the million dollar mark by 5. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
505,940 past
ever since WXEL began operations
spending $1,058,065 (before dis- 6. Westinghouse Electric Corp
400,175 public
value news has been
counts) in October, according to 7. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
375,185 stronglyservice
emphasized in all news
Publishers Information Bureau 8. P. Lorillard Co.
£46,015
figures on individual TV program General Electric Co
programs.
News has been regarded as a
'
''V "V
"must" on WXEL's daily program
as combined by Broad- 10- Lever Bros- Co
time costs• Telecasting.
casting
schedule with or without sponsor
ship. WXEL has attempted tc
jr PRODUCT GROUPS
™P TV NETWORK F0RADVERTISERS
l
present the type of news program
inZ^J
OCTOBER 1951
Raz
SafetyElectric
Gillette^fi^Z
companies—
Co. and Westinghouse
Apparel,or
Footwear & Access.
International Shoe Co.
$91,650 that a state legislator once described as "clean," in other words
Corp.,
sponsors
of the
World's
Series and
collegiate
football,
re- Automotive,
Eflu'P- Auto. Access. & ford Motor Co.
227,100 news programs free of unimportant
crime
and
horror accounts — free
14°'3°°
Co.
Brewing
itz
I
Sch
Joseph
,
.
W*ne
J.&
spectively— which were not on the
also of news items that are merely
sensational
in
ze^
iM.10]™included
^
top s-aj^jr'u
Drinks Arthur
Mer.,lcCorp10
[B*T,
Dec.
Services
cant otherwise. type and insignifi30,990
can
Tobacco
Co. and Ford AmenMotor Consumer
Drugs & Rernedies
AmericanMurray
Home
Products
128,420
Co., which did not make the October Gasoline,
Foods & Food
Prods. & Other Fuels General
Foods Corp.
652,630
News Preparation
list.
Lubricants
Texas Co.
182,125
In preparing news programs
Top advertiser among each class Household Equip. & Supplies
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 400,175
Mohawk Carpet Mills 16*'44° WXEL works on the premise that
of advertising on the four TV net- Household Furnishings
content should be informative in a
TTII. Total
„ in, October
. expenditures
„ Table
, Insurance
Mutual
Health & Accident
works
is,., listed in
"J"*"0'
Mate"a,s
SiBenefit H
A -a . 69,255 constructive
way. Station believes
of each
Assn
33
320
strongly in liberal use of pictures
class
for
TV
network
time
are
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
&
Cameras
Gruen
Watch
Co.
44^910
in television news programs. Pic
shown in Table III, which affords Office Equip., Stationery & Writcomparisons of October 19J51 with ting Supplies
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co 60,300 ture sources at the present time
the same month of 1950 and of the Publishing & Media
Time Inc.
55,140 are Telenews, Associated Press and
first 10 months of this year with Radio, TV Sets, Phonographs, Mustaff artist who prethe like period of last.
sie°'Stores
Instruments
RCA
109,140 WXEL'spares own
whatever
charts
and cartoons
. , „ „Retail
& Direct &byAccess.
Mail Drugstore
Television Productions 162,840
are
needed
for
news use.
Food advertising accounted for Smoking Materials
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 505,940
With the expanded quarters and
the
use followed
of TV netSoaps, Cleansers
Polishes
Procter &Safety
GambleRazor
Co.
worklargest
time ingroup
October,
by Toiletries
& Toilet& Goods
Gillette
Co. 879,345
525,006 added
facilities, WXEL
advertising of toilet goods, smok- Miscellaneous
Quaker Oats Co.
68,460 hopes to studio
do an ever improving job
ing materials, soaps and house* * *
of covering spot news.
hold equipment, in that order. For
TABLE III
The staff of WXEL is looking
the first 10 months of 1951, the GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR OCTOBER
forward
eagerly to its third year
five leading groups were foods, AND JANUARY-OCTOBER 1951 COMPARED TO SAME PERIODS OF 1950* of telecasting.
The acquisition of
smoking materials, toiletries, auto1951
1950*
the centrally located downtown
motive and soaps.
Januar
y.
January_
quarters,
in
addition
to the new
1950's advertised
top five classes
Product Group
October
October
October October
studio, offices and engineering faof October
TV network
goods Apparel,
Footwear &
cilities at WXEL's present opera
were foods, smoking materials, Acces.
$ 403,248 $ 2,506,015 $ 120,952 $ 638,726 tion site,
will provide Cleveland
toiletries, automotive and house- Automotive, Auto.
hold equipment. For the January- Access. & Equip.
1,136,347 8,736,798
786,424 3,779,042 with one of the most complete and
elaborate
television
station pro
October 1950 period the five lead- Beer & Wine
547,473 4,561,934
249,078 1,047,462
duction units between Cleveland
ing classes were smoking materials, Blda/ Materials
4,200 16,090
27,120 70,950 and
New York.
foods, automotive, toiletries, radios Co£Vl2'0ne,y & S°"
375 864 2
0cR
, ono AM
and
Absence
Future Plans
Services
^ISS
'loT^!
'Vsflt
time TVsalesets.figures
'1
fromoftheDuMont
1950 corner
Drugs & Remedies
419,113
1,936,992
75,920
241 415
tabulations
make directbetween
Planning for the future, WXEL
dollar comFoods & Food
Products
991,132 4,184'644
parisons impossible
that Gasoline,
Lubricants
& 2,635,342 20,550,804
progressively to enrich its
year and 1951, it should be remem- Other Fuels
372,227 2,219,459
268,767 1,052,245 "seeks
bered, although for general pur- Horticulture _
1^140 service to its viewers in every
noses, the relationships shown in Household Equip. &
phase of television programming —
Table III are not very far from „ Supplies
\.*YI.*1A 6,468,592
500,468 1,672,618 education, entertainment, public
what they would be if the 1950 Household Furnishings
4f4,100 2.951,349
261,518 1,541,069 service, news and special events —
DuMont data had been included. ™ Jewelry, Optical Goods
'»g
«g»J
220,336 697,093 by utilizing to the fullest its news
service potential, by understanding this greater opportunity to
kiMrS. 1LlZZie
• . \ki
1
.
*
Came.rasc
.
203,065
1,573,085
100,195 185,886
Equip., Stationery
W. Jett Office
& Writing
Supplies 112,560
525,690 15,060 28 290 serve means a far greater responsi- (ati
MRS. LIZZIE W. JETT, 89, died Political
^840 ^84q
to serve."
WXEL's
basic hourly rates are
Dec. 6 at her home in Baltimore. Publishing & Media
70,948
715,206
152*401 bility
Mrs Jett was the mother of Ewell ^^i^^
$800 for one-time Class A time;
K. Jett, vice president of A. S. ments 8, Access.
$600
for
one-time
B time,
343,740 3,940,276
477,709
2 421 327 and $375 for one-timeClass
Abell Co., publisher of the Sun- Retail Stores & Direct
Class C time.
Papers and licensee of WMAR- , bv Moil
187,980 1,712,614
22,178 41,874 Class A time on the station is
as 7-11 p.m. Monday825,808 4,619,864 classified
13,936,414
1'891'955
Irp^Cle^nlerTft
a
was
Jett
Mrs.
TV Baltimore.
Saturday and 4-11 p.m. Sunday;
native
of Wilmington. Survivors Polishes
1,403,479 8,343,100
163,675
include her husband, John Coving- Sporting Goods & Toys
31,680 440,620
46 350 Class B, 6-7 p.m. Monday-Saturday,
ton Jett, insurance man and vice Toiletries & Toilet Goods 2,323,803 12,575,402
796^064 2,735,'279 11-11:30 p.m. Sunday-Saturday,
president of the Waldorf Building M'*«NaneouS
149,100 1.040,883
107,842 207,566 and 1-4 n.m., Sunday; Class C includes al other time periods. The
&sonsLoanotherAssn.,
TOTAL Publishers Information
$14,466,568
thantwoE. daughters,
K. Jett, andtwo
a Source:
Bureau. $99,851,572 $6,405,912 $27,272,512 Agency.
station is represented by The Katz
gros^Um^ales oTMS? TVUSorkI NetW°rk °me Sal6S; 1951 figUr6S inclUde
^ster.
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CONSOLIDATED
HEARINGS
which the FCBA has denied.
DISGRUNTLED broadcast attor- well
operations
quickly,
the from
delay which
"may The nels,
deliver
it a blow
organization answered that
neys, not satisfied with the Federal
the
Commission
ruled it does
Communications Bar Assn. recom- it may never recover," JCET direly have the legal has
right to allocate
mendations that the FCC lump all predicted.
TV applicants for particular cities
That FCBA members aren't en- practically
[B«T, July acknowledged
16] and members
have
that right
tirely in accord
withPractice
the recominto one pot [B«T, Nov. 26], got
mendations of their
and
a surprise — and to them startling Procedure Committee
was made by
filing^which
during
hearings
ended the
Nov. "paper"
26.
— ally last week.
The other objection was that a
lastaskedweek
when thecomments
organiThe Joint Committee on Educa- known zation
for adverse
consolidated hearing of all applitional Television told the FCC it
the suggestions in a letter to its
cants for a particular city will pro.objected
to VHF
the and
"one UHF
pot" appliidea, onmembers.
long such a hearing excessively,
urged cantsthat
frequency - by - frequency
be treated
separately.
After listing the recommenda- whereas
tions, which had been passed by the consideration could speed up grants
In this they meet partly the de- executive
committee
and
forwarded
in
many
cases.
Objection was also
sire of a minority of radio lawyers
that the FCC take up each TV to the FCC, the FCBA cited two voiced to the fact that an applicant
make his case in a consoliapplicant on a frequency-by-fre- major
made. objections which have been might dated
hearing on one set of engiquency basis.
neering facts, only to be granted
One
was
that
the
recommendaEducators'
reasons
for
objecting
a
different
channel. This would
tions
acknowledged
the
Commisto the consolidated hearing idea
are two: (1) Consolidated hearings
sion's right to allocate TV chan- not only cause added expense to
might
or threewould
years,"be
during take
which"two
no grants
made to anyone. And, (2) if UHF
applicants are treated separately,
it might be possible to make grants
without
thus of"stimulate
the earlierhearings,
development
the UHF
service."
Consideration Would Separate
Consideration of UHF applicants
apart from VHF seekers would
remove
tag"
from the the
UHF"experimental
band, said JCET
letter to the FCC, and permit early
operation of such stations.
such stations
. ."The
. willoperation
also giveofmanufacturers
who attended the ninth RCA television clinic in Camthe necessary incentive to produce AMONGden, N. J.,broadcasters
month were (I to r) Charles Sakoski, WBRE Wilkes-Barre,
and market UHF converters and Pa.; Frank last
Hales, WBRY Waterbury, Conn.; George Andrewsky, WBRE;
all - band television receivers," George Hixenbaugh,
WMT Cedar Rapids; E. T. Griffith, manager in charge
JCET continued. "Without the of broadcast field sales
RCA Camden, N. J.; Robert Booth, TV
mass production of such UHF con- engineer, Washington, D.operations,
Walter Allen, KALB Alexandria, La., and
verters and all-band receivers, the Edgar Bell, KTOK OklahomaC; City.
TV clinic features demonstrations and
development of the UHF band
instruction in use of new UHF transmitters and antennas, new video
might very well be inhibited for classcontrol
and
program
switching
equipment
and other RCA developments.
many years."
Then JCET pointed to the posiNARTB Maps
tion of FM broadcasting, which it
claimed is "effectively throttled by CODE COMPLIANCE
Final Form
a shortage of FM receivers."
NARTB
last
week
started
mapping
the
job
of
TV
code
compliance as a
If, through long hearings, UHF
stations are kept from beginning result of the TV Board's Dec. 13 approval of the new television code
[B*T, Dec. 10] and heartened by generally favorable reaction to this
major step in the life of the young industry.
TV TASK FORCE
Legal action was started to sur- *
seal of compliance.
Underway at FCC round the code and the seal of ap- theSubscribing
will be
proval with every available copy- charged fees forstations
HARD at work on TV allocations
and
The seal is being use of the seal, withcompliance
problems for the rest of the coun- redrawnrightinsafeguard.
NARTB TV
line
with
board
action
try is the FCC staff, following last suggesting changes, mostly of a members given a credit toward this
fee because of their membership.
week's probationary commission minor nature.
Mr. Brown is preparing an
approval cation
of itsrecommendations.
northeastern These
alloUntil full protection is secured
NARTB refuses to permit any operating
department basedbudget
on thefornewthefunctions
involve some changes, but not many. reproduction of the seal but hopes
Plan fundamentally remains the to make it public within a fort- arising from the code and its
same, with number of reserved eduwill include
cational channels unchanged. Area slides, filmnight.andCopyright
Editorial comment on the code
all other forms of operation.
includes
such
"hot
spots"
as
Boston,
was
generally favorable, accordProvidence, Worcester, Hartford, reproduction.
Discussions Under Way
ing to Robert K. Richards, NARTB
Holyoke among others.
public affairs director. The code
First
discussions
of
such
proceExtra talent has been brought in
dural details as subscription forms action attracted wide newspaper
to aid FCC allocations teams in and fees
under way at the and magazine interest, he said.
their grind toward meeting the NARTB TVgotDept.,
of which Thad
Two church groups, both, Catholic, voiced deep interest in
Feb. 1 freeze lifting deadline. Ex- Brown is director. Mr. Brown said
ample is that Joseph Nelson, chief subscription forms probably would NARTB 's television code. The
of the applications branch, Tele- be sent out in late January. These Catholic
Men's Club
of Washing-as
ton commended
the association
vision Division, Broadcast Bureau, forms will be signed by member
now is spending all his time with and non-member stations desiring well as TV broadcasters "for takthe allocations task force.
to conform to the code and carry
ing this forward step" and offered
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

the applicant, the opposition lawyers claimed, but would deny proper
cross examination.
FCBA answered by pointing out
that in most instances there probably would be hearings for specific
channels under that procedure and
this would result in a number of
hearings in a particular city rather
than
one big
one. Also,
the "one
pot" idea
forecloses
the possibility
that an applicant might lose out
completely
any TV was
channelbetter
because his for
competitor
qualified for a specific frequency.
Comments by Members
However, FCBA asked members
to write their comments by Dec. 21
to Secretary R. Russell Eaganr
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin
& Ellis. FCBA plans to submit a
minority report on the recommendations, ifthere should be enough obance. jectors, to the FCC for its guidEssence of the FCBA plan, as
recommended to the FCC, calls for
consolidated hearings for each
market area, 60-day "breathingspell" forvisions onew
applications
and the
ref existing
ones after
freeze is lifted, and a cutoff date
until
set forapplications
hearing. are processed or
In addition, FCBA asked that
rule beprohibits
raised
tothe 40present
days. "20-day"
Present rule
a new applicant from getting into
a hearing if the application is filed
date.
less than 20 days before a hearingMeanwhile, the FCC was also
active on the allocations legal
front. Last week it turned thumbs
down on requests for oral hearing
from KROW Oakland, Calif.; WIP
Philadelphia, WFOX Milwaukee
and the. Daily News Television Co.
News)
(WIBG and the Philadelphia Daily
Commission turned down their
requests for oral hearing [B*Tr
Dec. 3] on the ground that their
"paper"ficient topresentations
wereIt also
sufmake a decision.
dismissed their contentions that because they had gone through a
pre-freeze
hearingon they
(Continued
page were
87) en"full cooperation and moral supThe Catholic Standard, Washington's 7arehdiocesan
in its Dec.
issue newspaper,
carried a
photograph of two girls presenting
a petition
for better
moral tostandards on network
TV shows
John
S. Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington.
The petition was described as bearing signatures of 500 TV viewers.
Theport."
girls were unable to offer
specific criticisms of programs
other than comments on low necka TV linesset.and one said she didn't have
Mr. Hayes asked if they had any
criticism of any locally produced
TV
programs
but no criticism
was
offered.
He suggested
the petition
signers
join
in
a
common
effort
toward improvement of programs
rather than merely mention vague
generalities of a critical nature.
He added that telecasters are anxious mtoentsjoin
constructive
moveto raisein program
standards.
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ALEDO, III. • ARCADIA, Calif.
ARLINGTON, Va. • ATLANTIC
CITY, N. J. • AUSTIN, Tex.
BALTIMORE, Md. • BEACON, N.Y.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. • BROCKTON,
Mass. • BRUSSELS, Belgium
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
BUFFALO, N. Y. • CAIRO, Egypt
CHARLESTON, S. C. • CHESTER
HEIGHTS, Pa. • CHICAGO, III.
COATESVILLE, Pa. • CONCORD,
N.H. • DALLAS, Tex. • DAMASCUS,
Syria • DECATUR, III. • DENVER,
Colo. • DETROIT, Mich.
EVANSTON, Wyo. * FORT BELVOIR,
Va. • FORT BENNING, Ga. • FORT
DIX, N. J. • FORT HOOD, Tex.
FORT WAYNE, Ind. • FRENCHMAN'S
FLAT, Nev. • GARY, Ind. • GENEVA,
N.Y. • GERMANTOWN, Pa.
GLASGOW, Scotland • HAMBURG,
Germany • HAMMOND, Ind.
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
HOMESTEAD, Fla. • HUDSON, N.Y.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. • KEY WEST,
Fla. • KNOX VILLE, Tenn. • LANGLEY
FIELD, Va. • LANSING, Mich.
LAWRENCE, Mass. • LONDON,
England • LONG BEACH, Calif.
LOS ANGELES, Calif. • LOUISVILLE,
Ky. • MANITOWOC, Wis.
MELBOURNE, Australia • MEMPHIS,
Tenn. • MIAMI BEACH, Fla.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. • MINNEAPOLIS,
Minn. • MOUNT CARMEL, III.
MUNICH, Germany • NASHVILLE,
Tenn. • NEWARK, N. J. • NEW
YORK, N.Y. • NIAGARA FALLS, Ont.
NORFOLK, Va. • OAK RIDGE, Tenn.
OAKLAND, Calif. • OGDEN, Utah
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.
ORCHARD, Idaho • PANMUNJOM,
Korea • PARIS, France
PASADENA, Calif. • PERRYOPOLIS,
Pa. • PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
PHOENIX, Ariz. • PITTSBURGH,
Pa. • PRINCETON, N. J.
QUANTICO, Va. • RIVERSIDE, Calif.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. • ROME, Italy
ROOSEVELT, L. I. • ROUSES POINT,
N.Y. • SACRAMENTO, Calif.
ST. PAUL, Minn. • SAN ANTONIO,
Tex. • SAN DIEGO, Calif. • SAN
FRANCISCO, Calif. • SANTA
BARBARA, Calif. • SCHENECTADY,
N.Y. • SCRANTON, Pa. • SEATTLE,
Wash. • SHELL LAKE, Wis.
SOUTHAMPTON, England
SPRINGFIELD, III. • SPRINGFIELD,
Mass. • STOCKHOLM, Sweden
STRASBOURG, France
TALLADEGA, Ala. • TOKYO, Japan
TUCSON, Ariz. • UNIONTOWN,
Pa. • UVALDE, Tex. • VATICAN
CITY, Italy • VIDALIA, La.
WAIKIKI, T. H. * WASHINGTON,
D. C. • WAUKEGAN, III.
WINDSOR, Ont. • YORK, Pa.

FOR
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UNITED

PRESS

To its lengthening list of television clients, United Press Movietone News
is delivering:
Six hundred to 1200 feet of 16 mm. news film footage a day — two or
three times as much as from any other service.
Many more big stories from many more different places. At the left,
some datelines.
Far faster service. The big beats shown at the right are typical of the
spectacular series.
Clients say:
"Greatest volume of good film in television'" — John Madigan, director of
news and special events, WJZ-TV, New York . . .
"Far better than any" — Walter Engels, news director, WPIX, New York . . .
"Broadest single advance in TV programming" — Harold Baker, director
of news and special events, WSM-TV, Nashville . . .
"Top notch. Congratulations" — Don Perris,news editor, WEWS, Cleveland.
The combined forces and facilities of the world's leading news service and
the world's leading news film company make possible the performance to
warrant such appreciation. United Press Movietone News alone is doing it.
United Press Movietone News alone can do it.
With newspapers and radio Unjted Press long has stood for "the world's
best coverage of the world's biggest news." In the few weeks since it
started, United Press Movietone News already has reached the same top
rank with television.

United

Press

THE WORLD'S BEST COVERAGE OF THE WORLD'S BIGGEST NEWS

MOVIETONE

TOKYO — Rear Adm. Sadatoshi Tomioka reveals
exclusively
to U.P.'sattackEarnest
Hoberecht
story of Japanese
on Pearl
Harbor. inside

FORT LEE, N.J. — Through wire fence guarding
his mansion, underworld big shot Albert Anastasia talks about his defiance of gangland
threats.

CHESTER, Pa.-Colin Kelly III, son of World
War ll's first air hero, says he'll take advantage
of FDR's offer to go to West Point.

TWO

NEWS

CAIRO,
Gamal,Shepbelly-dancing
bride of Egypt
Texas —oilSamia
millionaire
King, does
her torrid number to the strains of Egyptian

NEW YORK— Two Ukrainian priests, masked to
thwart reprisals against relatives, tell how they
escaped from behind Iron Curtain.

Complete
9pm"
GRILLED
PORK Dinntrs
CHOPS mvm3pm 55'
3READE0 VEAL CUTLETS sause 50'
ROAST FRESH HAM sdressinc 55'
I ISH CHIPS £ TARTER 5AUSE . 45'
FRIED FRESH SHRIMP mm vm60'
ROAST CHICKEN i dressing. 75'
DETROIT— Restaurant advertising 1939 prices for
meals marked-down
draws day-longmenucrushsavedof diners.
Proprietor
said
his business.

DAKOTA, III. -Parents of Lt. Judd Hodgson,
Navy flier Russians shot down over Siberian
Sea, urge all-out war to end Red Power.

LEONARD, Mich.— Grandmother of 11 children
orphaned by car crash which killed Mr. and Mrs.
Murray Moore, tells story of tragedy.

UVALDE, Tex.— During interview on his 83rd
birthday, former Vice-President John Nance
Garner shells pecans on lawn of his ranch.

BIG

YEAR-END
CAVALCADES!

yf,re tor h

^

TV Set Owner Is No
Movie's 'Lost Audience
(Report 194)
ma;

telestatus

p

= DALLAS

THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET..

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . : r%
920,500
NOW

tk ere are

I 145,412

in KRLD

the
is notaudiOWNEe'sR "lost
THEmovieTV theatr
t Dichter,
Dr.
Ernes
ence,"
psychological consultant, declares
in a report on a test study on the
relationship between television and
motion pictures.
Rather,
he states,
"It is
movie
industry
that has
lostthea
channel of communications with
the TV viewer and has failed to
keep pace with
chologicalhisattitudechange
towardof psythe
selection
entertainment."
Report ofwas
released by the
Demby Co., TV package firm which
produces
What'sthree-a-week
Playing?, WJZTV New York
quarter-hour show featuring scenes
from new motion pictures, which
was utilized in the pilot study.
Findings of this study, while
tentative, suggest areas for further
concrete research, Dr. Dichter rewhich "should
to a
practicalports,program
for lead
the future
relationship between these imporentertainment
Thetantbasic
problem,media."
Dr. Dichter
declares,
is not "TV Itversus
motion
picture theatres.
is actually:
(1) the dividual
needs
of
the
modern
inliving in a troubled world
and how TV and motion pictures
can satisfy these needs; (2) the
ability of the motion picture to
re-establish points of contact with
the TV viewer; (3) the importance

I City

TV's

Effective
Coverage Area
Dlie CBS Station
for DALLAS and
FORT WORTH
lliii id iv/iu
AM-FM-TV
is ijour Lesl buy
i he TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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of understanding
that certain
emotional changes have
taken place
in the individual who has purWhen chasheed a TVgoesset."to the movies, the
"TV set owner is acutely aware
that he makes an investment in
time and money," Dr. Dichter
states,comeand
he therefore
bemore selective
and "has
demands
more information than the nonTV set owner about the movie he
may want to see . . . unlike the
non-TV set owner who may go to
any movie, the TV set owner is
confrontedfilmbyfare
the offered
'misery atof various
choice'
between
theatres and the programs offered
free on TV."
Each Has Place
Pointing out that TV does not
fulfill the specific functions of the
motion picture theatre and that
each has its place in modern life,
Dr. Dichter charges the film industry withimportant
failing to sell
"one ofof
the most
appeals
theatre attendance — the 'festival
atmosphere' of movie-going." Just
as "popcorn is an essential part
of a movie evening," so the film
industry "must now use 'psychopopcorn'
in its
salesfurther
approach."
The pilot
study
showed,
Dr. Dichter reports, that the TV
set owner is ready to accept the
movie theatre as a "neutral gatherCity

ing
place" whose
"dark, pleasant
comfortable
atmosphere
provide
a flight from everyday reality" one.anc
as
a
community
center
theatre is prepared to act as"ifone,thi
More interested in visual ente:
tainment than ever before,
set owner
"believes
bevideomissing
something
by nothe goinj
to the movies, but he is not cer
tain
what ofhe TV
is missing."
members
families Younger
find th
theatre
an
"extra
livingabode,
room ;
away from the parental
setting for romance.
But, Dr. Dichter notes, the stud;
also showed that separated news
paper
listings ofguilt
TV andfeelings
movie eno;
tertainment,
spending
money
for
movies
the set has been paid for andunti
"less blind adulation of movit
stars"as than
before tohe the
got TV
his set
act
deterrants
owner's movie attendance, although
he does realize that the movie cai
give him "more lavish" entertain
ment.
Designed to "provide TV with i
with audience
toshow"provide
the motionappeal"
picture ancin
dustry with a dynamic channel oj
communications
on nearly
TV," What'
Playing?
in 13 weeks
triplec
its audience against long-established competition,on Dr.pageDichter
(Continued
89) re11,lf
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Weekly Television Summary —
Sets in Area Louisville
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
11,200 Matamoros (Mexico)KOB-TV
Ames
116,66^
WOI-TV
73,441
Atlanta
Brownsville,
Tex.
XELD-TV
165,000
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV, WMAR-TV
WLTV
Memphis
WMCT
Baltimore
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
337,687
WTVJ
47,200
Binghamten
WNBF-TV
Milwaukee
Birmingham
WTMJ-TV
WBRC-TV
70,000 Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
108,781
Bloomington WAFM-TV,
WTTV
125,000
93,8<K
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
New Haven WSM-TV
832,670 Nashville
Buffalo
232,494
280,11:
WBEN-TV
New
Orleans
WNHC-TV
106,158 New York
WBTV
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
Chicago
280,201
WBKB,
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
1 ,027,738
Cincinnati
WOR-TV,
WCPO-TV,WENR-TV,
WKRC-TV,WGN-TV,
WLWT WNBQ
310,000 Norfolk
WATV WPIX
Newark
WEWS,
Cleveland
547,790
212,00(
48,26!
191,000 Oklahoma
WBNS-TV,WNBK,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
Columbus
City
WTAR-TV
Omaha
WKY-TV
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
145,412
67,817
DallasPhiladelphia
2,750,00(
KMTV,
WOW-TV
103,217
Davenport
74,014
WOC-TV
Phoenix
WCAU-TV, WFIl-TV, WPTZ
Pittsburgh
Include Davenport,
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
KPHO-TV
WLWD Moline, Rock ls»., Moline220,000
Dayton
WDTV
Providence
Detroit
705,323
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
WICU
91,191
WTVR
Richmond
Erie
WJAR-TV
80,379 Rochester
107,66*
Ft.Dallas
Worth939,801
Rock Island WHAM-TV
WHBF-TV
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
47,10*
342,30t
170,0OC
Grand
RapidsLake
Quad City
Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.,
160,413 Salt
Kalamazoo
WOOD-TV
E. Moline
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Antonio KEYL,
89,138 San Diego
Greensboro
107,500
WFMY-TV
Houston
WOAI-TV
KPRC-TV
95,071
San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Huntington74.0K2C
98,1
Albany-Troy
Charleston WSAZ-TV
63,167 SchenectadyIndianapolis
192,500
64,60t
WFBM-TV
WRGB
Seattle
11
9,50(
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
59,86!
St.
Louis
Johnstown
KING-TV
267,50*
WJAC-TV
KSD-TV
KalamazooGrand
Rapids
Toledo
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Syracuse
160,413 Tulsa
WKZO-TV
187,200
Kansas City WDAF-TV
170,457
WSPD-TV
WKTV
KOTV
Lancaster
Utica-Rome
Lansing
107,30(1
Washington
WGAL-TV
123,055 Wilmington
WJIM-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Los Angeles KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
143,494
127,000
348,000
WDEL-TV
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
tions1 ,334,899
on Air
89,263
Total Markets on Air 64*
Estimated Sets in Use 14,809,000
60,000
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
312,100
87,376be
-.
—.
Where
coverage
areas
overlap
sets
counts
may
data
from
dealers,
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
television
partially
duplicated. Since
Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric
and
manufacturers.
necessarily
approximate. many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries Total sets in all
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CONCRETE
" •'
..of

(What
that's

have
hard

Station

you

got

to sell)

9
Construction companies buy most of the concrete building blocks made in this country . . .
except in Dayton (Ohio), that is. Here, concrete blocks have become "consumer" products.
Here's how they got that way:
Back in late February, 1951, Price Brothers
sponsored a 10-minute, 5-days-a-week program
on WHIO-TV called "Story of the Weather."
(Price Brothers is nationally represented; makes
concrete building blocks, sanitary pipe, pressure pipe, Flexicore and similar concrete products. WHIO-TV is nationally represented by
George P. Hollingbery Company, and is Dayton's first TV station*.) "Story of the Weather"
offered 5 -minutes of the national weather picture and 5 -minutes of institutional commercial

EXAMPLE
•• • ,
Pulling

Power

until April. Then Price Brothers switched to
selling commercials for concrete blocks. That's
when the lines started to form — long lines of
cars, borrowed trucks and rented trailers — right
at the block plant entrance. Hundreds of people
paid for and picked up anywhere from 1 to
1,000 concrete blocks each. Hundreds of others
did their concrete block shopping by telephone.
Price Brothers' block business today is 60%
consumer — 40% construction company. Total
sales are half-again higher than for last year
and still climbing. If you've got a tougher task
for television than selling concrete building
blocks to the general public, we'd like to take
a try at it. We've got pulling power we haven't
used yet.
*Pulse for November shows 7 out of top 10
weekly shows were aired via WHIO-TV.

CHANNEL
o-tv
DAYTON,
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The results? That means people.
We got millions of 'em.
For 50,000,000 viewers - NBC alone offers

the biggest stars . . . programs ...
network — the biggest opportunity for the
biggest sales results.

Not if you're thinking of profits . . .

Like the 15.6 extra customers per month for each
TV dollar invested in the average program
(And it's 19.5 for high-budgeted shows
like Jimmy's.)

for television — now — is the most profitable
advertising medium ever evolved.

Like what really counts in successful
advertising: results.

These facts are based on the remarkable study,
"Television Today." If you haven't seen the
booklet about Television's impact on people and
products, or if yours is worn out with use,
write or call NBC-TV Sales — where you can
also learn about NBC availabilities for selling.
NBC

Want to get into the act? There are still
opportunities for selling on NBC by big
advertisers — and by small advertisers who think
and plan big, too.

The network where success is a habit

It

Today'
Seen Habits
Changing
American
NBC-TV 7-9 AM.
A PREVIEW of plans and format for its forthcoming two-hour-earlymorningGarroway
TV showas —communicator
a "communications"
programby called
with
Dave
— was presented
NBC-TVToday,
to advertising and agency representatives in New York last Wednesday [B»T,
Nov. 12].
*
The program, now scheduled to given by George H. Frey, NBC-TV
start Jan. 14, will offer news, play vice president in charge of sales.
and book reviews, interviews, re- Edward D. Madden, NBC-TV vice
cordings, record reviews and simi- president for sales and operations,
sketched the overall sales pattern
lar material
"keep Americans
informed
on tohappenings
around and
presented a film in which Mr.
the world," NBC reported. It will Weaver explained the news coverbe seen 7-9 a.m., Monday through
age devices to be used, and RudFriday.
dick C. Lawrence, director of TV
Officials estimated that sponsor- sales development, presented sellship of a quarter-hour per week
ing plans for the program.
would cost approximately $90,A "Studio
built
in the ofRCATomorrow"
Exhibitionis being
Hall
000
per
13-week
cycle
for
time
and
talent.
in Rockefeller Center, New York,
from
which
to
originate
the
show,
The announcement said "every
known tool of communications" one of several programs being inwill be used, including the new
ing lineup. corporated inNBC-TV's new mornUltrafax, though spokesmen reported that use of this millionThe
morning schedule will be:
words-a-minute record transmis7-9 a.m., Today (starting Jan.
sion medium will be ultimate rather
; 9-10, no network service; 10than immediate, pending further 14)
10:30, Mel Martin Show from Cinrefinements of the system.
cinnati; 10:30-11:30, film drama;
The breakfast meeting with ad- 11:30-11:45,
Cliff Arquette from
vertisers and agencies was told by Hollywood; 11:45-12
noon, Richard
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., Harkness newscast from
WashingNBC vice president in charge of
ton; 12-12:30 p.m., Ruth Lyons
television,
that
"Today
will
be
a
Show;
12:30-1
p.m.,
Ralph
milestone in the social history of Show. Except for the RuthEdwards
Lyons
Show, which already is on the air,
this country."
The welcoming address at the and Today, all of these are scheduled to start Jan. 7.
advertiser-agency meeting was

Figures are way up with 150% more sets than last year in the
very "heart" of the rapidly growing Salt Lake City distribution
area and KSL-TV has a penetration percentage of 53.8 . . . one
of the nation's largest!* These percentages are steadily zooming higher and higher now that coast to coast video has come
to this area. Get on the bandwagon for a double barrel
shot at this bustling Western IfCI^TV
I W
I%^1b
market
SALT
LAKE CITY,by UTAHusing
• REPRESENTED BY TELEVISION SPOT SALES • CBS • ABC • DUMONT
Page 82 • December 17, 1951

DISCUSSING sales aspects of Today, new NBC-TV 7-9 a.m. show to begi
Jan. 14 are (seated, I to r) S. L. Weaver Jr., NBC vice president in charge
of TV; Dave Garroway, star of show, and Edward D. Madden, NBC-TV vice
president in charge of sales and operations; standing (I to r) are Mort
Werner, NBC-TV producer; Ruddick C. Lawrence, NBC-TV director, TV sales
development, and Charles Speer, writer of Today.
O' Far rills Are Investing
MEXICAN TV
$10 Million in Chain
DEVELOPMENT of a $10 million television empire in Mexico is proby Romulo O'Farrill,
under
way for jectedconstruction
of 18 videobroadcaster-publisher,
outlets from the U. S.with
borderplans
to Mexico
City [B*T, Aug. 6]. Interchange of programming and production between the two nations is contem- *
life. We regard television as the
With
son, Romulo
O'Farrillof finest medium ever devised to knit
plated.
Jr.,
he ishis owner
and operator
together
the lives of people sepXHTV (TV) Mexico City, and
by geographic
XELD-TV Matamoros, Tamaulipas,
The arated
O 'Far
rills are distances."
building a
on the Texas border. Other prop- third TV outlet at Cortez Pass,
erties include XEX Mexico, 500 kw Mexico, with a fourth scheduled to
AM station on 730 kc; Novedades, start soon at Tiajuana. Design will
a Mexican newspaper, and The be similar to XELD-TV, using RCA
News, Mexico City English lan- equipment, Mr. Kleban said.
guage newspaper; Packard Motor
Co. assembly and distribution in
Mexico, and other industrial enter- SUNDAY LAW
Prompts Md. Appeal
Monte Kleban, general manager COURT of Appeals in Annapolis,
prises.
of
the O'Farrillin Md., has been asked to take up a
TV XELD-TV,
properties heads
as administrator
broadcast advertischarge
of
Inter-American
TV andat case inginvolving
and the Baltimore blue laws on
film activities with offices
sales
during
its
sessionis anext
month.by
Alfonso Herrera 67, Mexico, D. F., Case in question
charge
Mexico. He has been in U. S. radio, Assistant Attorney General Robert
recently as planning and advisory M. Thomas that Baltimore blue
consultant to KTRH Houston. He laws forbid merchants from sellfirst became interested in Latinmerchandise on Sunday.
American broadcasting while at WAAMing any(TV)
WOAI San Antonio. During the claimed it wasBaltimore,
legal. however,
war he served as a public relations
Mr.
Thomas
said
certain Baltiofficer under Gen. Douglas Macmore merchants "advertise either
Arthur as well as a troop com- by newspaper,
radiowish
or television
mander in an infantry division in that if customers
to place
the Southwest Pacific.
orders for merchandise on Sunday,
Mr. O'Farrill considers TV a they may call a certain telephone
powerful medium for promotion of number and place the order on SunMexican-U.
day, said order to be filled Monand
industrialS. cultural,
relations. educational
This, according to Mr.
"Our station at Matamoros," he Thomas,day."means
"dealing
in mersaid, "which
is operated
on the the law. chandise on Sunday"
thus violating
highest
standards
of both Mexican
and U. S. regulations, has become
The case came up before Judge
a tie between the United States and Robert
in a Baltimore
cir-i
Mexico, just as U. S. stations on cuit
courtFrance
last Tuesday.
The Judge
the Mexican border act as connect- sustained
the opinion of the Assistries. ing links between our two countant Attorney General. WAAM appealed the case.
"By the interchange of network,
A point in question, it was re- j
kinescope and film programs to the ported,
whether the client who j
interiors of the two countries, we allegedlywastransacted
on
can create better understanding of Sunday should be thebusiness
defendant]
each other's culture and ways of since it is more directly concerned.
BROADCASTING
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I© the housetops

comes

a

Here is the signpost pointing to a new era — a vast challenge to creative imagination.
Hours on end each day it offers a parade of news, tragedy, comedy — life as it passes, in uninterrupted flow.
To help the creative TV producer, writer, and advertiser achieve fuller flexibility in
production and greater versatility in programming, the Eastman Kodak Company provides a full line of
motion- picture films, motion-picture cameras, projection equipment, and lenses. From its
offices in principal motion-picture centers is available a highly specialized staff of motion-picture
engineers and technicians ready to assist in any film problem.
For helpful information about your problems, write or phone the Motion Picture Film Department,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.; East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Midwest Division, 137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois; West Coast Division,
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California.

urged that the 4A resolution to retain all film-TV jurisdiction bei
altered and that a 4A meeting — \
including SAG and SEG— be held
subsequently to find an equitable
agreement on the matter.
The convention also acted to increase the national board by 10
members — four from New York,
four from the West Coast, and two
from the Midwest. It also acted to
discourage charity tie-ins on sponsoredformersshowsget their
to assure
that percustomary
fee,
not just scale compensation or no
pay,
pro-'
grams thus
as theeliminating
recent AGVAsuchbenefit
on the Colgate Comedy Hour.

ET Total Merger s"pp°rted
ORITY bers who ME
TV AUTH
will in turn name the the group would forthwith seek to
TELEVISION
AUTHORITY
other half from non-board mem- establish itself as a separate union.
strongly endorses total merger of bers.
Besides AFRA, AAAA includes
all
performers'
unions
but
has
served notice that it plans to unite
Emphasizing great advantages Actors Equity Assn., Chorus
with American Federation of Radio in bargaining strength, administra- Equity, American Guild of Variety
tive economics and the nationwide Artists, and American Guild of
Artists July 1 if total merger, often
referred to but seldom acted upon, organization of television, TVA re- Musical Artists.
solved that if merger of TVA and
is not completed by that date.
Convention
also passed
a resolution on blacklisting
in which
TVA
If the alternative fusion with one or more AAAA branches plus
condemned
the
practice
in
all its
AFRA into an all-broadcasting AFRA has not been "completed forms and asserted its intention
to
and finally approved"
union fails to carry by July 15 — and
will join July
forces1, TVA
that help members obtain fair and imconsidered highly improbable since date. AFRA
partial hearings on any charges
Deadline will not hold in the
AFRA initiated the invitation to
may be brought against them.
merge — TVA plans another con- event that AFRA is only unit re- that
committee was estabvention before Sept. 15 to establish
jecting five-branch merger or if A five-man
lished to investigate such matters.
any branch is in process of memitself as an independent union.
Meanwhile,
TVA states its posi- SWG-ATFP PACT
bership
referendum
regarding
such
This was the future mapped for
tion as opposed to communism, fasTVA at its three-day convention merger.
Strike Threat Hinted
cism,
any
and
all other forms of
Committee Set Up
held in New York's Park Sheraton
subversive acts and ideologies, and INDICATION that the Screen
hotel Dec. 7-9. The meet had been
To
make
certain
that
TVA
can
all blacklisting — including that
scheduled when the representative act on July 1, a committee of 33 to
might use a strike
in which a person suffers because Writers asGuild
of all video performers was estab- members
aAlliance
last measure
to per— 19 from New York, 7 of his opposition to subversive ac- threat suade
the
of Television
lished as a trusteeship of Asso- from Chicago
tivities and ideologies.
and 7 from Los Anciated Actors and Artists of AmerFilm
Producers
to
begin
negotiaOne exception was made: TVA
geles— was established to draft a
ica about two years ago.
constitution for the AFRA-TVA will not defend any member from
tions television
were givenreport.
in the Guild's annual
"July 1 deadline will serve as im- merger.
blacklisting
who has been proved
Meeting
in
the
three
secaccording to George
Heller,of
SWG, which originally requested
tions on a deferred agenda basis, a member of a subversive organnationalpetus,"executive
secretary
an opening of discussions in early
committee will report periodically ization.
TVA, what
"to seetheyif say
otherwhen4A they
members
to TVA membership as well as the
HopingGuild
on and
paperScreen
that Extras
Screen November [B*T, Nov. 19], was
mean
give universities
Actors
asked
by the producers to wait
studying
5-branch
vocal support to merger."
must be com- Guild would return to the AAAA until they had completed current
The video group has "no lack of merger. pletedTheby Feb.document
negotiations
with IATSE.
1, withbefore
mail March
refer- fold, TVA also looked toward setfaith" in a five-branch merger and
endum to be started
SWG now feels that ATFP is
tlement of the jurisdictional dis"is
not
expressing
skepticism"
by
finished by the first of April.
pute over film-television. Listing stalling and believes more of a
posting alternate plans, he said, 2Twoand thirds
some points which must be settled showing of willingness to meet
"but we are being realistic about must approve offorTVAthe membership
constitution first — mostly about questions of with SWG negotiators should be
be adopted.
overlap between TVA and SAG
if only
the extent of meetTVA has negotiations with net- to The
it."
themto occasionally.
convention passed a special jurisdiction — the video convention made,ing with
works coming up in November, he
added, and wants its status clearly resolution that any constitution
a no-discrimidenned before those meetings start. covering nationTVclausecontain
that a similar
In supporting the idea of total clause be made and
a bargaining point
merger, TVA accepted the proposal
presented to the convention by in negotiations next fall.
film report . . .
Actors and Chorus Equities that
TVA's final alternative — in case
blueprints be drawn by Institute of no merger of any kind has been
Industrial Relations at the U. of effected by July 15 — is to hold anis a series of 26 films with storyother national convention no later
California and the School of Induseign rights, totheatre
more and
than for-40
linesmobiledescribing
autotrial and Labor Relations at Cornell than Sept. 15 to establish a posi- TELEV
and motor championship
boat speed events.
filmsISION
owned by Cathedral Retive course of action. At such conleasing Corp. have been purchased Speed Classics is the 500th film
[B*T,
Dec.
10].
The
study,
to
be
release by Dynamic.
financed by the universities, carries
vention, first consideration would by Producers Representatives Inc.,
New York,
Irvingweek.
Lesser, president,
The company has just completed
no deadline, but is expected to take be given to any merger or affilia- announc
ed
last
no more than three months.
its third expansion within the last
tion plan proposed by a 4A member,
The 16 and 35 mm film library, two years, Mr. Zucker announced.
To lend support to total merger on condition that final decision on
plan be made by all con- with an estimated total value in ex- Dynamic studios include sound
prospects, TVA elected a "watch- such a cerned
within 90 days. If no merger
dog" committee of of10 furthering
"charged with
studios and animation departments.
includespictures,
'color stages, recording
the responsibility
the plan is approved by the convention as wellcess asof $2,000,000,
black-and-white
— Eighty-six
television
stationsa
or if an approved plan is rejected previously released only for non- have
progress"
of
merger
plans.
Half
booked The Joyful Hour,
the committee will be board mem- by referendum of TVA members, theatrical use. Subjects have been
taken from both Old and New special Christmas film for teleTestament and include The Life of
ision. It is beingcharge
offeredby forJerry
rerelease vwithout
Christ, series of 13 half -hour films, Fairbanks
Productions, Hollywood
Here's help for small TV BUDGETS/
and Life
sode
series.of Saint Paul, a 12-epi- [Film Report,
Dec. 10].
First of Cathedral pictures to be
— Gordon S. Heehan has joined
released to television will be Holy Sarra Inc., Chicago, as animation
Night,
Christmas film marketed director in the creative and film
"It's refreshing"
for the a holidays.
planningin motion
department.
has
advertiser told
All television properties will be worked
pictures He
19 years,
handled by George T. Shupert, vice and his screen credits include
i
recently,
"to
discover
a source for TV film spots
president of Peerless Television Gulliver's Travels and Mr. Bug
Productions Inc., company recently Goes to Town. Mr. Heehan is a
i is so easy ontoo small
formed by Edward and Sol Lesser. graduate of Pratt Institute, BrookLarge advertisers
like thebudgets"
showmanship we pack into TV spots and the
lyn, and a member
— Celebrating
15 years'
as- Cartoonists
Guild. of the Screen
sociation in filmtheirmaking,
Henry
for economy
details. our "know-how" assures. Write
Morley and Nathan Zucker, presi— Harris-Tuchman Productions,
dent and board chairman, re- Hollywood, moves to new offices at
what
spectively, ofDynamic Films Inc., 6355 Hollywood Blvd. Phone is
V~* • W
JF
Aft- No matter wha
New York, released their 12th Hillside
5133. Principals of the
series
on
film
for television last film producing
organization are
week.
Fran
Harris,
director and
M
studios
/Hp
i**0'™0'?"
The new release, Speed Classics, Ralph Tuchman,creative
/ 1 \ tres-16or 35mir
1331 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
sales director.
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TV

FILMS

Hollywood Newsreel
HOLLYWOOD NOTABLES PAY
HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL: A
S100 K8 TO CHARITY weekly
15-minute syndicated
FETE:
R
OWNE
NBO
film program produced in HoliT MOCi
lywo d, the entertainment capital of the nation, especially for
TV. Each issue features behindthe-scenes activities of top star
personalities of movies, radio,
Screen Gems, Inc.
72?
SEVENTH
AVENUE
and
television. No other proNEW CIRCLE
YORK 5-5044
19, N. Y.
gram on the air can offer so
many
names for so little money!
WILL BALTIN, NAT'L. SALES MGR.

Specialty
Television
Films
1501
BROADWAY
NEW
YORK
CITY
LU 2-471B. 7-LO
JULES
WEILL, 4-5592
PRES.

NEW TV FIRSTS . . . Hollywood
features with well known stars
are now available, CAGED
FURY, FEAR IN THE NIGHT,
SHAGGY, TAKE IT BIG, SWAMP
FIRE, TORNADO, WRECKING
CREW, WILDCAT , FOLLOW
THAT WOMAN. Other available
features are MAN IN BLACK,
ROOM LERTO SAW,LET, CONGORI
WHAT THE LLA,
BUTBORNEO,
BABOONA,
I
MARRIED ADVENTURE.

Films of The Nations
62 WEST 45TH STREET
NEW
Murray YORK,
Hill N.2-0040Y.

ANIMALS UNLIMITED and some
100 other top-notch 13 and 26
minute films for up-to-date
programs.
Preview andTV music
stand-byclearance.
prints
supplied.
Up-to-date
subjects.
American narrations. Requests
filled well in advance of play
dates.

AND

FEATURES

Explorers
Pictures
1501
NEW2-471BROADWAY
YORK
CITY
LUJULES
7-LO
B. WEILL, 4-5592
PRES.

THE BIG GAME HUNT . . . HAS
SCORED TREMENDOUS RATING
IN LOS ANGELES MARKET BEING SHOWN. WEDNESDAYS
7:30 to 8:00 P.M. A Package
of twenty-six half-hour subjects featuring the thrilling
jungleson,adventures
of Osato Johnaimed to appeal
every
member
of
the
family,
this series hits its mark.

Screen
Gems, AVENUE
Inc.
729 SEVENTH
NEW CIRCLE
YORK 5-5044
19, N. Y.
WILL BALTIN, NAT'L. SALES MGR.

TV DISC JOCKEY TOONS: A series of films made especially to
synchronize with popular and
standard phonograph recordings. The intriguing
perfect solution
TV's most
problem,to
"How to convert radio's disc
jockeyhaveto been
TV?"successful
Preliminary
runs
in 22
of the signation's
markets.
De-to
n
e
d
a
s
a
library
service
TV stations.

Post Pictures Corp.
115
W.YORK45TH19, STREET
NEW
N. Y.
Luxemburg
2-4870

GOIN' TO TOWN . . . another
of the 6 BIG FEATURES in our
success-tested
LUMof 'n'
ABNER
series!now17 getyearsyour
buffolas
TVradio
audience
ready to roar! Barbara Hale
supports
this hilarity
fun-and-music
film
that
onoil thewellway
from gathers
a backwoods
to
night club high-jinks.

For more information please write direct to the distributors.
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TV

FILMS

AO

FEATURES

"

ri"

ry

s

r

e

y
u
PLEASE
NOTE
B

Telecast Films, Inc.
48th NewStreetYork
Jew112YorkW. 36,
JUdson 6-5480

A SERIES of 25 mystery and
crime detection features, starring such names as Dean Jagger in "Revolt of the Zombies,"
"Ginger Rogers in "Shriek in
the Night," Melvyn Douglas in
"Vampire Bat" plus other titles
with Lyle Talbot, Donald Cook,
Ralph
DorothyGraves,
Stone. Paul Lukas &
ing

TV FILMS
NEW

AND

FEATURES

ADVERTISING
OF

IS A

SERVICE

TELECASTING.

>
TV FILMS
SERVE

AND

FEATURES

AS A RUNNING
TORY OF THE

FEATURE

FILMS

AVAILABLE

FOR

WILL

DIREC-

CURRENT

Dynamic
Films, STREET,
Inc.
112
WEST
NEW
YORK 89th
24, N. Y.
TRafalgor 3-6221

"SPEED CLASSICS"
new program of sports
films made expressly for TV.
Initial series of twenty-sixExcit-Vt
hour spectacular shows, each a
complete dramatic story of
championship automobile or
motorboat classic in speed and
thrills. A ready-made audience
from the fourth largest paidattendance sport.

& PROGRAMS
SHOWINGS.

Every month you will find the
newest and best TV films in
TELECASTING, the weekly
market place of all the television executives who make all
the decisions all of the time.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
870 NATIONAL PRESS BUILDING
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
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KING'S CROSSROADS— 26 half
hour programs
on film
. . . Fea-TV
tures Carl King,
popular
host, with
selection
unusual film his
subjects
. . .ofMore
than tion
$2,000,000
in
film
producprogrammed properly for
TV for the first time. TailorSterling
Television
Co.,
Inc.
made
for
inserPRODUCED
SAUL J.STREET
TURELL,
tion— never a commercial
break in program
316
WESTBY: 57TH
Sample
programs
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.-JU. 6-3750 continuity.
available for screening.
For more information please
write direct to the distributors
BROADCASTING
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New Orleans
(Continued from page 27)
ost. The delegates also voiced ap(reciation to CBS officials for ats
wding the meeting and explaining
le new "Selective Facilities Plan"
nd "Standard Facilities Plan."
Clyde Rembert, KRLD Dallas,
jrved as chairman of the New Or;ans meeting, attended by 50 of
le 54 affiliates in the 10 southern
tates (S. C, Ga., Fla., Ala., Okla.,
,a., Tex., N. C, Miss., Tenn.).
ixty-two delegates were officially
egistered.
took part
he''CBS
Newofficials
Orleanswhosessions,
all ofin
/hich were closed, explained the
etwork's
policiesAfter
in their
nth.
affiliates.
the relations
meeting
hey authorized the following
uotations summarizing their statements during the meeting :
Howard Meighan, president, CBS
ii in ;ladio — "There is a reallocation
iii!M jnetamorphosis among the general
:0ok, >ublic, the national advertiser, tal, 4t;nt and radio executives. The pubjic is reallocating its leisure time
!vith respect to radio, TV, movie
ind readingis habits.
The his
national
Ijidvertiser
reallocating
time
magaTV,
radio,
to
t
respec
Ivith
zines and newspapers. Talent is reillocating its interests among ralio, TV, stage and movies. The
cating his
ive
radio vs. TV.
in termsis ofreallo
;hinkingexecut
|•adio
J "The stage has never been replaced by the movies; magazines
jind newspapers have never re, j;Dlaced each other ; TV will never
t is finding its
"'Replaceonalradio. Talen
,f";iEmoti sion, groove with respect to
radio and the stage. The
N i|;elevi
: ijinational advertiser isy. evaluating
:ha all media qualitativel The radio
of ! executive is appraising TV in a
the
ershipandof isthe findi
two ngmedia
partnlight
juasi tic
mjorjji realis
AfS workable."
^.J Louis Hausman, administrative
01 (j vice
CBS Radio
re2ent president,
advertest survey
made — in"ANew
j|York City with 512 TV families as
i|a sample (see story of survey, page
j 90) showed TV viewing decreasand radio
increasing."
5UngWilliam
B. Lodge,
vice president
in charge of technical operations,
ijjiCBS—
"Affiliates
should
equipment
and get
it incheck
the their
best
J possible working condition. Those
jaffiliates planning TV operations
ijcould make many short cuts by
doing advanced planning while
P waiting for grants — such matters
J as site details."
!\1 Lester Gottlieb, program direcDU ST RIAL FILMS
TV SPOTS . . .
PROGRAMS

tor,
"TV is the
best
thingCBS
that Radio—
has happened
to radio
programming because it has lifted
it out of its complacency. It has
forced radio to bring its programs
to a realistic
price level."
announced that effective
Dec. 13He CBS
was offering two separate halfhours on the new Screen Guild series with a talent price of $4,750
gross per week, featuring name
Hollywood
stars. "According
the
latest Nielsen,
CBS has nineto
of the first 10 rated shows," he
said.

Sell Radio Drive
(Continued from page 27)
tained with advertisers and agencies, Mr. Sweeney said, via two
twice-monthly direct mail pieces —
aradio"Kiplinger-type-newsletter"
advertising activities, whichon
will go to agencies, and a sales letter outlining pertinent radio sales
data which will be sent to advertisers.
In the area of local promotion,
Mr. Hardesty reported, there will
be stepped-up schedules on the
issuance of existing sales-aid services to stations, plus new projects
to promote radio and help boost
time sales — including an outline of
plans by which groups of stations
may band together, as they already
have done in some cities, for joint
promotion of the medium under
the banner "Radio United."
Aside from the "Radio United"
project, he said, new services will
include a master radio presentation
onannually
radio's summarizing
effectiveness, reasons
to be issued
why
local merchants should use radio,
and
a revised
Member'smaterial
Kit,"
giving
new "New
members
which has been issued in the past
in order that they may start with
complete
of kit
sales-aid
ta rials.
Cost file
of the
project,ma-he
estimated, in itself would be equivalent to an average
dues
for a month
or month station's
and a half.
Seek Extra Copies
Mr. Hardesty also reported that
distribution of the "Count Your
Customers" collection of ARBI radio-vs. -newspapers studies, completed the preceding week, already
had brought approximately 200
requests for additional copies for
members tovertisers,supply
to agencies, adetc.
A compilation of all BAB sales
aids will be sent to members in
January, he asserted.
Other plans include monthly
calendar of top merchandising
events, astunities;a release
guideof toreturns
sales from
oppor-a
special merchandising study, now
being tabulated,
and regular
suance of the following
sales aidsisto members:
"BAB Salesman," weekly; co-op
cards, 15 new ones a month in addition to 154 active ones already
issued; retail information folders,
twice monthly; local business sales
aids, monthly; "Sales Opportunities," monthly; library bulletin,
^^^ 025 Madison
monthly; "Radio Gets Results"
success
stories, monthly; "CopyN.Y. 22, N.Y. • PLaia
Minded Selling Aids," monthly.
JROADCASTING
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TV BOOSTER
WSM-TV Files Request
FIRST concrete proposal to soup
up
stations'
cameTV into
the fringe
ECC area
last signals
week.
WSM-TV Nashville asked the Commis ion for permission to put up a
10 to 20 w booster station at
Lawrenceburg, Tenn., 67 miles
southwest of Nashville and 18
miles
contour.outside WSM-TV's 100 uv/m
At the same time, the Nashville
stationtion would
emphasized,
booster operamake it unnecessary
for
set owners in that area to pay a
fee under community antenna and
wire - distribution systems. It
would obviate also the need for
special antennas, boosters, etc., in
those areas, WSM-TV said.
Application requested use of
same Channel 4 now assigned to
main station. It proposed erection of a high-gain receiving and
directional transmitting antennas
on high ground near the 7,000population Tennessee town.
Best of all, according to the apuse of thechannel
boosteras station on theplication,same
the
mother
station,
fits
into
thewillFCC's
proposed
allocation
plan,
not
cause interference to any existing
or proposed operation.
In asking for an experimental
grant, WSM-TV asserted that its
purpose
and
prove thewouldvaluebe "to
of adevelop
television
booster system which . . . can be
used in many places over the
country to increase greatly effective coverage of standard television
Lawrenceburg
set owners now
stations."
receive co-channel interference
from WMCT (TV) Memphis, 153
miles away, and from WBRC-TV
Birmingham, 122 miles away.
Cost of the proposed booster
station was listed as $1,000 for the
transmitter, $1,000 for the antenna,
$2,500 for frequency measuring
equipment and service personnel.
Operation for one year was given
as $5,000. Booster station would
operate 84 hours a week, according to present plan.

Consolidated Hearings
(Continued from page 75)
titled to an oral argument.
Hearings commenced or were
completed
pre-freeze
cities,26
WFOX brief
divulged.in Itninecited
applicants who had gone through
hearings for VHF channels in Milwaukee, San Francisco-Oakland,
Detroit, Philadelphia, San Diego,
Atlantic City, Reading, Harrisburg,
Easton. and Allentown-BethlehemIn allpointed
but theout,lastproposals
four, WFOX'
brief
were
submitted asking for restoration
of the VHF channels deleted — in
whole or in part. After mentioning the "hundreds of thousands of
dollars" expended and the time and
energy of the applicants and the
FCC staff in going through the
hearings, WFOX concluded:
cases
have". .been. applicants
heard are whose
in a special
category and should be afforded
where feasible treatment approaching that given existing licensees
. . . wherement the
principles separation
of assignand mileage
minimawere not rigidly
to."
fj^ adhered
Argues 20-Day Rule
WFOX hinged its oral argument
plea on the ground also that the
Commission's
20-day rule
prohibited any further
applicants
from getting into hearings. But
the FCC did not answer that point
in denying oral hearings.
Still to be decided are DuMont
and WKY-TV Oklahoma City requests for oral hearing. Latter is
one of the three existing stations
refusing to change to the fresuggested byallocation
the Commission in itsquencies
proposed
plan.
The other two are WSAZ-TV
Huntington,
Va., and
WTARTV Norfolk,W. Va.
In addition
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn.,
has given only a qualified yes to
the
proposal [B«T,
Dec. Commission's
3].
RCA now has more than 1,200 employes who service
have 25 with
or more
years of
continuous
the company.
The totaldition thiswasmonth
achieved
with
adof 154 menthe and
women to the RCA 25-Year Club at
dinner ceremonies held in various
plants locations.
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DuMONT INCOME
$52 Million Sales Seen
SALES for the Allen B. DuMont
Labs, during 1951 will reach an
estimated $52 million, Dr. Allen B.
DuMont, corporation president,
predicted Tuesday when he spoke
to the Assn. of Customer Brokers
in New York. Net profit is expected to be in the vicinity of
$500,000, he said.
He also predicted the FCC will
end its freeze on television station
construction sometime in February
or March and labeled the threeyear old building
ban as operations
a "major
deterrent
to profitable
by Reported
the TV industry."
to have told of refusing $16 million for the three video
outlets on
nowtheowned
carried
books byas DuMont
valued —at
$1.5 million — Dr. DuMont Thursday denied the statement. His remark, he said, was that the corporation had, from time to time,
been approached about selling the
stations individually. TV stations
will eventually become the company's "greatest
earners,"
and DuMont
Labs,
would helikesaid,to
acquire two more, preferably in
Chicago and Los Angeles.
DuMont Labs, showed a net loss
of $319,547 for the first 40 weeks
of 1951, he said [B*T, Nov. 19],
a 30% drop from 1950 when the
comparable period resulted in sales
as high as those predicted for all
1951.
Observing that the industry at
FOR
SALE
For television micro-wave
relay use — one 200 foot
"Skyline" double guyed
tower complete with required obstruction lighting.
Also, four reflecting
screens which permit the
mounting of micro-wave
dishes on ground.
FOR DETAILS.
WRITE j. m. Mcdonald,
Assistant Director of
Engineering
Crosley Broadcasting
Corporation
Crosley Square,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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large is too optimistic about the
materials situation, he reported
that DuMont Labs, has gone all
out for defense contracts and currently has $68 million worth of
such projects
on itsof books.
Another $47 million
commercial
work is expected for 1952, to make
it a record sales year, he said.
He reported DuMont inventories
as small, saying the corporation
took losses earlier in the year when
it cut prices to lower inventories
and maintain production. He estimatedtributorsthat andmanufacturers,
disdealers still hold
some 1,500,000 sets of all kinds,
however.

PCC GATES
Report Not Indicative
ATTENDANCE at West Coast
football games has increased more
than 13% in television areas this
year
and areas,
has decreased
in non-in
television
it was revealed
a report issued to Pacific Coast
Conference representatives meeting in Carmel, Calif., last week.
But the representatives refused
to see thedication ofigures
as any
clear inf the effects
of television
on football attendance and agreed
to withhold any action or recommendation on the television controversy until after the NCAA
meeting in Cincinnati next month.
Delegates
agreed
however that the
resultsinformally
of the survey
would carry considerable weight
in discussions scheduled for the
NCAA meet.
The attendance report showed
that attendance in television areas
had increased 13.6% during the
1951 season, while attendance in
non-TV areas had decreased 2.5%.
Although only selected games
were telecast under the NCAA test
plan, riedprofessional
games
carin the areas and
manywereschools
had complained during the season
that these pro telecasts were also
a threat to the college game gates.
Several representatives at the
conference
the fact
increase couldmeeting
be tracedsaid
to the
that college games were telecast
without restriction in 1950 but such

argument could not explain the
crease
attendance in areas n
served byin TV.
Others attributed the increase 1
attendance to better competitioi j
better weather and many oth
minor effects. As an example
the competitive situation, th
cstrength
j t e d California's
in the league outstandii
last ye£, u
which cut down competitive i
terest. This year Stanford emerg
to topple California as the confe
ence leader and bring a better b£
ance to conference competitions.

DAVID & BARBEAL
New TV Consulting Fir, [
DiMAGGlO TV
A NEW firm of television proje
consultants, David & Barbeau, h
Signs for Yankees
been organized by W. Russe
JOE DiMAGGlO, former New
David Sr. and Ernest A. Barbej
York Yankee outfielder, Thursday
with
headquarters in Schenectad k
signed
a
one-year
contract
with
the
club to conduct a TV show before
N.
Y.
The
firm will offer profession
and after every Yankee home game.
guidance for video project pla
He will not handle play-by-play
ning to those wishing to establi:
and is limited to 10-minute comnew TV stations. Initial oper
mentaries and interviews. He suctions will be limited to the East bi
ceeds Dizzy Dean, who will be
a national service is planned.
heard in St. Louis.
Both Mr. David and Mr. Ba
New York Giants announced they
beau have designed, built ar
would not participate in game-ofoperated AM and FM station
the-day broadcasts in 1952, or any
other radio program carrying
For many years Mr. David ws
games on national basis. Giants
employed
by General
in radio and
TV salesElectric
and engC
will be heard on a small network
covering nearby areas and not conneering sales
work.manager
He wasforGE's
tional
sevenns
flicting with minor league games.
years on broadcast equipment b
WMCA and WPIX (TV) New
fore joining WPTR Albany, N. Y
York
Grounds.will carry games at Polo
where he is a stockholder, diret
tor and vice president.
Mr. Barbeau was sales engines
several years with the Generj
Hooper Releases for
Electric Co. in Chicago, Clevelan
Nine
Area
Study
POPULARITY DATA
Minneapolis and Schenectady. Dui
POPULARITY ratings for programs aired in nine television markets ing World War II he was projec
with a minimum of three stations were released last week by the A. C. manager of certain governmer
Nielsen Co., Chicago market research firm, for the first time. The new radar developments. Since then h
ratings designed to judge program performance from at least three net- has been a radio station consultan
works under "nearly identical com for The Somerset Maugham Theapetitive
conditions,"
are a feature
After the show, about 700,000
of the Nielsen
Television
Index, homestre. rejoined
'Lorain Journal'
CBS One.for the secPresident A. C. Nielsen said.
(Continued from page 29)
ond
half
of Studio
A subscriber to the new service
Comparisons among the leading
receives data on audience size by shows
(network and total against theand New
StatesOrleans
(WTPS)Timesan
networks during the average min- stationsfollow
carrying show given in Picayune
the
Western
Newspaper
Unio:
ute of telecast as expressed in per- parentheses)
:
centage of all TV homes in the
(John
H.
Perry
stations—
WCOi
All Station
Nine
nine cities. Corresponding minute- Program
Pensacola,
WJHP
Jacksonville
Areas City).
Station
by-minute records also are availAreas
able.
37.8 27.0 WTMC Ocala, WDLP Panami
Lone Ranger
(ABC-41)
Kraft
Television
Theatre
The new service, Mr. Nielsen
Justice Dept. charged that th
27.3
(NBC-42)
35.6
Young
Show Bouts
(CBS-39) 29.5
34.5 28.2 New Orleans publisher insistei
said,
"givesa broadcasters
for theof Alan
Pabst
Blue Ribbon
first time
sensitive record
(CBS-53)
that
advertisers bu;
28.8 space classified
Amateur Hour
actual audience movement directly Original
in both morning and eve
34.1
22.0
28.3
(NBC-54)
traceable to program factors, such Studio
19.6
One (CBS-51)
ning
newspapers
at all
as talent, commercial treatment, Speidel
Show (NBC-45)
(NBC-38)
Case was
heard in orU. not
S. Distric
26.5 22.4
18.3
Ford Festival
11.0
18.1 Court
in
New
Orleans
beginninf
timeAreas
of day
and
competition."
25.9
We,
the
People
(NBC-36)
covered in the initial re- Plainclothesman
last April. No decision has beei
Celebrity(DuM-14)
Time
15.4
24.5 8.2 rendered.
port were Chicago, New York, Goodrich
23.8
(CBS-37)
Washington, Philadelphia, Detroit, Voice
of Firestone (NBC -40) 14.0
Western Newspaper Union i;
Cleveland, Baltimore, Cincinnati
monopoly of sup
To show the shift in audience
9.1 chargedand with
and Columbus.
Others may be
news services to rura
added
later.
between two networks, NBC and plies
newspapers in the U. S
CBS, Nielsen issued this Monday weekly
Portions of the first report on evening
price fixing, trade agree
: table for the nine station through
popularity showed, for example, areas
ments and buying out competition
that about 3% million homes were
Share of Viewing
watching
Scouts1 New York Time
TV 71.7%
Homes
from
8:30 Godfrey's
to 9 p.m. Talent
At 9, about
NBC
Using71.3
Sets
CBS
9:00
p.m.
million homes shifted from God- 8:309:00- 9:30 p.m.
p.m.
70%—
Godfrey'sSquadScouts 3010%—-Lights
Voice ofOutFirestcn
71.6
50 —Racket
frey on CBS to Lights Out on 10:00-10:30
9:30-10:00
26 -News toOneMe
65.5
NBC. Half an hour later, an- 10:30-11:00 p.m.
Maugham Thto
Thtc
p.m.
545324 ——-Local
S.S. Maugham
other million homes tuned in NBC
4524 —Studio
—Studio One
56.5
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SAO PAULO TV
New Outlet In Readiness
REGULAR commercial telecasting
of Sao Paulo's second television
Jj^broadcast service is scheduled to
begin Christmas Eve.
Radio Televisao Paulista S. A.
began test programming its first
TV station with live and film programs. These tests will continue
until Dec. 24.
Cost of the station reportedly
was listed at approximately $1.5
million.
First TV station in the Brazilian
k{ Iindustrial center, Radio Tupi
y (PRF-3-TV) has been on the air
" ''about 1% years. It is estimated
irojljthat
there receivers
are now insome
television
the 15,000
area.
!; : Studios and transmitter are located
irk sin the 12-story Radio Televisao
?cta iPaulista Bldg. at Avenida Reboucas
58-62, Sao Paulo,
isifl ii Equipment consists of an RCA
p!i tantenna, Federal 5 kw transmitter,
« Federal microwave, DuMont studio
°ptf equipment and a DuMont teleistlipcruiser. Elaborate film processing
^ 1 facilities are planned [B»T, Dec.
W3, Nov. 26].
'■V Fonseca
OfficersdeofSouza
the licensee
Luiz
Meireiles,are presi] Tdent; Mario Monteiro Diniz JunKYqueira,
director; Victor
Fonseca managing
de Souza Meireiles,
treasurer;
Alfio
Reis
d'Avilia,
manager, and Celso G. business
Arantes
°din|c Nogueira.

TELECENSUS FAVORS PAY-AS-SEE TV
Radio Also Rates in Survey on West Coast
CALIFORNIA set owners are de- door survey covered a two week
ending Nov. 30. It was
cisive about "pay as you see" tele- period
under direction of Prof. Hal Evry.
vision,ofaccording
to semi-annual
telecensus
Woodbury
College, About 1,000 students from WoodLos Angeles, released last week.
bury College, Valley College, U.
It reveals that 60% of those in- of Redlands, San Jose State Colterviewed would pay $1 a program telecensus.
lege and Stanford U. conducted the
to see top-grade unsponsored TV
entertainment in their home pro- ies.Movies showed a gain in popularviding it was billed to their teleity over previous Woodbury studphone or received by coin meter
arrangement.
Survey
found that TV as an adHowever, the telecensus states
vertising medium still needs support
of
other
media as indicated
that those same set owners wouldn't
pay $1 per person to see high grade by purchases of cigarettes, gasoline
entertainment, such as major and beer. In no case is the leadsports events, or first quality
ing TV advertiser (in dollar
movies, at a local theatre if it were volume) also the leader in sales,
not available over home receivers. the telecensus states.
TV set owners listen to radio
Covering some 5,000 TV set
owners in metropolitan San Diego, on an average of an hour and 50
Los Angeles and San Francisco minutes daily it was shown. However, some 10.7% said they do not
and adjacent areas, the door-to-

Telestatus
els: i (Continued from page 78)
elai 3
ports. The the
program
he states,of
I,,[i 1 influenced
movie also,
attendance
^its viewers, who considered it a
"major source of movie information."
Dr. Dichter winds up his report
with the following conclusions:
1. Our pilot study definitely shows
Ithat TV and the motion picture industry are compatible under certain
conditions.
2. By expanding this pilot study
If 'into a full-fledged national project,
M<' ' controlled
utilizing both
depth research
and
experiments,
the motion
picture industry should be able to
:! developplish thea following:
positive program to accom(A) Re-establish muchannels
nication with the ofTV comset
owner.
(B) Integrate the entertainment
sections
that
the
TV fanof ais newspaper
not isolatedso from
the motion picture section
when he folds the newspaper
to the TV program listings.
(C) Establish the motion picture
j theatre as a community center.
(D) Minimize the "misery of
choice" as it pertains to film
fare.
(E) Establish that the movie industry belongs to both the TV set
owner
owner. and the non-TV set
(F) Utilize more modern semantic
and illustrative devices in selling the basic appeals of indi* vidual motionderstanpictures
by unding the real reasons
people go to the movies.
BROADCASTING
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flefiis TV

listen,
to radio
at all. the favoriate
Sunday
continues
viewing day, with an average of
five tonhours
givenlisted
overas totheTV.favorite
MilBerle was
program with wrestling and Red
Skelton Shorn occupying runner-up
The telecensus shows that the
spots. Peace Treaty signing in
Japanese
San Francisco, Gen. Douglas MacArthur's
return, Worldin Series,
Kefauver Investigation,
that order,
were
video's
outstanding
events
of
the past year.
L&M Changes
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co.,
New York, will drop sponsorship of
its Sunday Soundoff series featuring Bob Hope, Fred Allen and
Jerry Lester, 7-7:30 p.m. on NBCTV effective
6, butof will
sponsor a TV Jan.
version
Dragnet,
Thursdays, 9-9:30 p.m. [Closed
Circuit, Dec. 3]. Cunningham &
Walsh, New York, is agency.

(JmMfe. . .

A WGN-TV advertiser made an introductory offer
on his first program ... a one minute announcement
at 11:45 p.m. Sunday night. Within 24 hours, more
than 2300 cards were received from
•
•
•
•

91 Cities in Illinois
25 Cities in Indiana
3 Cities in Wisconsin
2 Cities in Michigan

Early or late if you want results . . .
ill your WGN-TV representative for availabilities

{Khe Chicago tErtbune Celebtfiion Station
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LOS AA/CELES
0$ facctAe,
a dollar won't
stretch this far,
but it will buy
a cent-sational
number of
listeners on KWK.

your Katz
man about the
low-in-cost,
high-in-selling
job KWK can
do for you.

Globe-Democrat
Tower Bldg.
Saint
Louis

KATZ AGENCY
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Printed Media
(Continued from page 23)
penetration and radio's loss is, he
explained,line"not
by a
straight
but byrepresented
a concave curve
which is steep at the beginning but
becomes
flatter effect
as timehasgoesalready
on."
The heaviest
been felt in present TV markets,
but will be repeated as new TV
markets open up, he said, when a
new downward kink will appear
on the national radio listening
graph.
Displaying other charts which
showed appreciable average declines in radio sets-in-use during
the evening hours and less sharp
declines during the daytime, Dr.
Zeisel commented that these averages could not be applied equally
to all radio programs nor to all
types of programs. But he said
that through use of this general
principle the present audience
loss of any program to TV and
its probable loss in the future
can be computed. In fairness to
radio, he noted that his computations had disregarded out-of-home
listening, shortchanging radio at
certain hours and seasons of as
much as 15% of its true value, and
that radio was further unfairly
discounted because not enough
attention has yet been given to
"the
ever increasing
TV homes
with threenumber
or moreof
radios." No Circulation Loss
Wishing that such a clear picture of TV's
impact media,
were also
available
for other
Dr.
Zeisel reported that comparison
of newspaper circulation figures
for TV and non-TV areas shows
no evidence of circulation loss.
Readership surveys made by the
Bureau of Advertising, he reported,
show the same page traffic for TVowners as for non TV-owners, but
he noted that this comparison is
not
conclusive
"just remains
how muchan
is read
on eachas page
open
question."
He
expressed
opinion that there is some loss thein
intensity of newspaper reading by
people in TV homes, although
agreeing in the main that newspapers are probably least affected
by When
TV. he tried to get information about magazine readership, he
reported, he was referred to ■ a
brochure,
"The Readership
Magazine Advertisements
vs. theof
Growth of Television," which depicted TV's effect on radio and the
movies but failed to compare magazine readership in TV and non-TV
areas or, as it might have done
as figures were available, in TV
homes and non-TV homes.
However, he stated, "in some
less-publicized corner of the research organization which produced
this booklet, a comparison such as
I have indicated was made;
matched samples of TV owners
and non-TV owners. This showed,
he said, that "ad noting by men

declined by 12%, that of women
Why, he asked
bitterly,
this
information
permitted
to fall"isunder
by 13%."
the
table? Why does such correct analysis not show up in the
brochure and only such stuff is
presented which is poor in research
design and only rich in propaganda
No Data Released
value
When?" he requested comparisons
of newsstand sales for TV areas
and non-TV areas, "not one single
publisherthoughreleased
these data"
althey are readily
available,
Dr. Zeisel declared. Instead, he
said, they told him that they had
looked at these data and they
showed no significant pattern.
And when he attempted to check
county-by-county ABC circulation
data of magazines sold entirely
through newsstands, he found that
the latest detailed circulation books
were over two years old, he deaccident
this one clared.
set"By ofa curious
data which
has
been readily produced by radio,
movies and newspapers, which the
book publishers are now producing
themselves, has not been produced
by magazines. It seems to me
that to produce these data is a challenge to their and to the Audit
Bureau
Until thisof isCirculation's
done I shallintegrity.
remain
suspicious. If, on the other hand,
this research evidence looks as
good for magazines as we are told,
believe me, I shall be very happy
to change my mind."
In addition
to the publishers'
reluctance to reveal
the evidence,
suspicion is justified on the basis
of surveys of TV families who report less time spent in magazine
reading since acquiring a TV set,
Dr. Zeisel said. He cited a survey
made by Good Housekeeping, which
he praised for releasing the results, showing that 34% of all respondents spent less time reading
magazines and 18% of the balance
devoted
less time to magazine ads.
"It that
has
beenDr. saidZeisel
by theconcluded:
radio people
their medium is now being penalized for having done too much and
too good research — because their
cards are on the table."

with

RADIO NEED
Enchanced by Television
THE LONGER one owns a TV set
the more sure he is that he needs
radio, too.
That is the conclusion from three
interviews with the same group of
approximately 500 TV families in
the New York-New Jersey area
(the world's first television market)
over a 30-month period by Advertest Research. In May 1949
November 1950 and November
1951, Advertest interviewers asked
this question:
"Do you think that you will con
tinue to listen to the radio, or do
you think that television will en
tirely replace radio listening in the
In May 1949 less than half
(47.7%) of those interviewed expected to go on listening to the
radio, while 52.3% felt that tele
home?"
vision would supplant radio en
tirely. The following year, 61.3%
thought they would go on using
their radios a while longer, while
38.7%
radio'sThisdemise
at
the anticipated
hands of TV.
fall,
more than three quarters of the
groupdio is here
(76.8%)
are only
sure 23.2%
that exrato stay;
pect TV to replace it completely.
The original interview was made
with 512 TV owners. The repeats
were made with the same group,
except for those who had moved,
who refused to be interviewed, etc.;
488 in the second survey, 452 in
the third.
ARTHUR CAPPER,
former U. S.
Capper
Is
Senator from Kansas and head of
CapperCity, Publications
Kansas
WIBW Topeka)(KCKN
, was
in a critical condition late last
week after suffering an attack of
pneumonia.
TOM MOOREHEAD, sports director
WFIL Philadelphia, will entertain five
hundred children at his fourth annual
Christmas party on December 15.
Each child will have a Christmas
dinner and receive toys and games.
The children come from various
churches,
Philadelpia.schools and orphanages in

a record

based

on

AGGRESSIVE
GROWING
RADIO

- s%°eT

Clear Channel Home of the National Bain Cancel
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NOW READY FOR DESIGNERS AND USERS!
General Electric's pace-setting A-TR tube
licks slow recovery time by employing a longlife deionizing agent.
MEANS A BETTER SCREEN IMAGE! The fast
recovery of the GL-6038, by levelling off the
radar-response curve, helps produce a screen
image that is steady and complete, with no
fadeout tendencies. Your equipment "sees"
more dependably.

BE SAFE, BE SURE . . . SPECIFY G-E! Broadband gas switching tubes for microwave
applications were pioneered by G-E. This research and extensive know-how stand squarely
back of the new GL-6038's performance, as
with other TR, A-TR, and Pre-TR types
bearing the G-E name. Get up-to-the-minute
information! Wire or write for Bulletin ETD158. General Electric Company, Electronics
Division, Section 9, Schenectady 5, New York.

G.E. OFFERS THESE HIGH-PERFORMANCE GAS SWITCHING TUBES TO MEET YOUR MICROWAVE NEEDS
GROUP
TR
A-TR

PRE-TR

TYPE NO.
GL-1B63-A
GL-6038
GL-1B35
GL-1B37
GL-1B44
GL-1B56
GL-1B38

FREQ. RANGE
8490-9578 mc
9000-9600
9000-9600
8500-9000
2680-2820
2775-2925
2700-2910

mc
mc
mc
mc
mc
mc

GENERAL!®

3ADCASTING
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MAX PEAK
POWER
250 kw
100
250
250
1000
1000
1000

kw
kw
kw
kw
kw
kw

LEAKAGE
POWER
mw
MIN30FIRING
POWER
5 kw
5 kw
205 kwkw
20 kw
100 kw

RECOVERY
TIME, MAX
4 mu LOADED
sec at —a, 3 db
TYPICAL
4
4
4
.4
LEAKAGE ENERGY
.0002 joules

ELECTRIC
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what an advertiser wanted
sell, how
he hewanted
what
audience
wantedtoto dore;
and then came up with a progr
or schedule tailored especis
for
stated.his requirements," Mr. Sh
"The day you really begin
work for a client is the day
show goes
the on,
air,"the hejob c
tinued.
"Fromon then
program
does
for
him
is to supp
a la
part determined by the
and promotion designed for it
both the client and radio."
ULTRA-MODERN studio building, first step in the development of the 260Mrs. Parkinson
Shaw is theofformer
Jacq!
Sacramen
acre WRFD Radio Farm, to be dedicated with week-long ceremonies shortly line
after the first of year. The WRFD Worthington, Ohio, building is located whom he met while stationed thj
during the war. Married in t
on Route 23, 14 miles north of downtown Columbus.
city on July 6, 1943, the She
have
two sons, William D. Jr.,
general manager, 12 years and 11
unabashed champion- 6, and John P., age 4. They mi
months from the day he joined Mr. shipShaw's
of the West during his stay in their
today in Encino, Cal
Valley.home
the network's staff as a guide.
which
is located in San Fernai
New commerce"
York, earnedlabel
him around
a "chamber
of
485
Since CBSsiderablepolicy
requires
a
condegree of autonomy in Madison Ave. It also earned him an
Hobbies are closely connect
the operations of regional and local outstanding sales record for the
units, his area of responsibility is Columbia Pacific Network and with Mr. Shaw's business
Of prime importance
quite comprehensive. In addition western stations represented by family.
him is the time he spends with
to supervising operations of 50 CBS Radio Spot Sales.
family
at
home or the beach. Ss
"I've never believed in selling
kw KNX, he also supervises reprogramming
sales forin radio by anybody's ratings," Mr. ing and golf are favorite outd>
the 41 gional
affiliated
radioandstations
Most of his reading he
Shaw says, "but rather by its ef- pastimes.
the 11 western states.
ever isindustry,
closely connected
fect on moving the advertiser's radio
although with
biog
Part of his enthusiasm for re- merchandise.
turning to his native West and
tion.
phies often compete with trs
"It's
better,
I
believe,
to
prove
"western living" is engendered by
publications for Mr. Shaw's att,
belief that radio is particularly sales results,
point with
than radio's
to have excellent
ratings
well adapted to the sprawling, rich, your
Having recently rejoined
alone
take
the
client's
eye
away
growing and constantly changing from the fact that his wares are Hollywood
and Los Angeles
Pacific Coast market.
Club,
Mr. Shaw also is a meml
A dyed-in-the-wool Californian, moving better than ever."
of
Alpha
Delta
Sigma, national
A firm believer in the effective- vertising fraternity
and Delta 1
ness ofsiders
localas another
talent, which
he
conextension of Delta, national college fraterni
radio's invaluable community and
public
Shaw to also
stresses service,
the value Bill
of service
the Antenna Materials
advertiser.
THREE firms have been gran]
and KCMC-FM
His tainsownthe basic
saleselements
philosophy
con- adjustments of their alumin
of hard
quotas for the nearly-ended fou
work and service which are the es- quarter to manufacture radioreceiving antennas. The cc
sentials of most selling.
are Berks Electric Servi
"I've found my most successful panies
Pa.; Antenna Produc
7
selling was when I determined Temple,
1 bxcrkcc
Chicago; Charles A. Laurei
Orange,
N.
was gran
from Nov. J.27 Relief
allotments
on
RUSS ESCAPEES
basis
of
"hardship."
rang
Appear on WEMP Program ceived extra quantitiesFirms
from 1,800 to 7,800 pounds,
EXCLUSIVE interview-type broadcast featuring four escaped Russians highlighted WEMP Milwaukee's observance of Freedom Week
inSchool
the city's
1,500-seat
Vocational
Auditorium
last Friday.
General theme was "If You
Lived in Soviet Russia," with
views expressed by a Russian enCHNS
housewife, Newsman
teacher andDona HALIFAX NOVA SCOT!
worker.gineer,
WEMP
O'Connor introduced the program
A CAPITAL Station
and conducted the narration. Milwaukee celebrated Freedom Week
In A CAPITAL City gets
Dec. 7-15, with the twin dates
marking the anniversaries of
You CAPITAL Results!
Pearl
Bill ofHarbor
Rights. and adoption of the

Respects
(Continued from page 58)
and tour services.
In late fall of 1939, Art Kemp,
then Columbia Pacific sales manager, and now a McCann-Erickson
vice president in New York, sent
Mr. Shaw to San Francisco with
assignments to call on food brokers
and company representatives and
convince
them of Heradio's
sales support.
did powerful
convince
many of them. As a result, he also
convinced Mr. Kemp that he had
good material on hand for a future
salesman. As result, Mr. Shaw in
May 1940, was named Columbia
Pacific account executive, a post he
held until enlistment in the Army
Air Force 18 months later.
After four years as a twin-engine
pilot and instructor, Mr. Shaw rejoined CBS in November 1945 as
a KNX-Columbia Pacific account
executive in Hollywood. It was
three years later that he was named
assistant sales manager.
He was transferred to New York
on Aprilcount1,executive
1950, toforbecome
acRadio anSales
Inc., predecessor of the present
CBS Radio and CBS Television spot
sales organizations.
Three months after he arrived in
New York, Mr. Shaw became
eastern sales manager of Radio
Sales Inc. He held that post until
his present appointment on Sept.
4, 1951. It brought him back to
Columbia Square in Hollywod as

KCMC
TEXARKANA,
TEXAS

manufacturing, live-.
stock. Dollars to buy
your products!
Represented by
O.L.TAYLOR CO.
Frank O.
Myers, Mgr.

Co*"1

In advance of the special program, the station
spot announcementsaired
urging attendance
and also scheduled newspaper ads
encouraging observance of the
week. Program was heard 8-8:30

JOS. WEED
Ask & CO.
350 Madison Ave., N«w York
P.S. W« now hav* our 5000 W<
Transmitter in operation!
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I
q„ .VGAR Cleveland was instrumental
o„ Possible
n uniting relative
a European
who orphan
is nowanda
Cleveland businessman. The
,! >rphan, Hanka Traub, 11, was
j'ound
in the
prison
famp after
WorldAuschwitz
War II. Hanka
-: vas then only 6. It v/as believed
|ier parents
been liquidated.
e2' (The
Clevelandhadmerchant,
George
1 I Traub, a refugee from Prague a
•> lozen years ago, heard Hanka
; I speak over WGAR and phoned the
' 4 $tl.
cousins of and
Mr.
Traub,Shewhoresembles
were liquidated,
jjujightly resembles Mr. Traub. The
j Cleveland merchant is making ar,jd -angements to adopt Hanka if no
iD|:lose
be located
J .Prague.relatives
Hanka can
is touring
the U. inS.
jrJ mder the auspices of the Foster
"Barents Plan.

ANTI-NARCOTICS
3n

the

PuUic

KMTV. First prize was an RCA
table-model TV set. Second and
third prizes were RCA 45 rpm
record players. Safety officials
termed the contest an outstanding
success in that it made "hundreds
of families home-safety conscious
which will pay off in years to come
in a minimum * of* home
* accidents."
Classical Music Library
WDRC Hartford is donating to
the Hartford School of Music a
library of more than a thousand
classical orchestrations and which
is valued at several thousand dollars. In addition, WDRC is donating more than a thousand records
to the Hartford Tuberculosis
Society and the Trinity College
radio station, *WRTC.
* *

J7nteteit

Red Feather fund was given an
opportunity to hear his voice over
the air. Station sent out three announcers— Mardi Lyles, Pat Chamburs
MiltonTape
Spencer
■— for
street and
interviews.
recordings
were played back on two successive
days nadeduring
Gulf Coast
Sereand ShawtheBusiness
programs.

CBC Holiday Policy
CANADIAN Broadcasting
Corp.,
Trans-Canada
and
French networks
will carry
no commercials, except institutional announcements in
mt\
Auction for Hospital
connection with network pro,VILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa., in cograms, on either Christmas
operation with the Wilkes-Barre
Day or Good Friday, accord>s i iiwanis Club, sold more than
ing
to
a
new will
ruling.
Dominion network
be allowed
: ;(!,()()() of merchandise to over 5,000
In Wake of Tragedy
ri!!1j;)idders during a radio auction from TRAFFIC death of a Milwaukee
to carry commercials on
k % p.m. to midnight, Dec. 1. Entire policeman during civil defense
Christmas Day but not on
catekgt proceeds went to build a new maneuvers had its brighter side,
Good Friday. This gives
!°"Children's ward at the Wyoming thanks to WEMP Milwaukee's Bob
listeners a choice, as some
™.j /alley Hospital, Wilkes-Barre. This Larsen, conductor of the Coffee
Canadian listeners have ob"was the second consecutive year Club show. Mr. Larsen mentioned
jected to commercials on
# hat WILK and its staff, and Ki#vanians, donated time and facilities the death of the patrolman, known
Christmas Day. Independent
as
"Whitey",
and
received
a
$1
stations are not covered by
j ;o the radio auction. Last year contribution from a listener with
ruling and make their own
id |>roceeds were used to remodel the
suggestion
that
Milwaukee's
lea i hildren's ward at Wilkes-Barre the
children start a fund for the widow
policies.
nemjjjreneral
Hospital.ads,Billboards,
car- and four children. WEMP received
nal i:ards, newspaper
window cards
Maid spot announcements over WILK a stream of nickels, dimes and
iencoromoted the auction.
quarters
from the patrolman's
young friends.
* * *
Home Safety
KFMB Fund Raising
£MTV (TV) Omaha, under the
■upervision of the Omaha Safety KFMB San Diego aired a six-hour
irnitjjiCouncil, conducted a contest en- show
to raise Chest
money for
the city's
Drive.
The
fojiitled "Home
Safety Pays
Be- Community
show, The Navy Goes to Town,
iiio|-:ause
. . ." Viewers
wereOffasked
was
designed
and
staged
by
statf'-o complete
contestentries
sentenceto
Senknd
forwardthetheir
editor,talent
Paulfrom
W.
■ami
White tion's
and executive
featured
seven area Navy and Marine bases.
Pledges already have gone over
the $2,000 mark.* * *
Station Scholarships
KITO San Bernardino, Calif., has
established a scholarship fund at
U. of Redlands for deserving young
men and women wanting higher
education. J. J. Flanigan, president
and general manager KITO, in
•■'•
setting up $2,000 scholarship award
•'HB
/Jfl Why
said,
much life
a partof
i4 Reasons
of the"Radio
civic isandverycultural
JIII
IIIad- every community and should do
The foremost national and local
vertisers use WEVD year after everything possible to promote betyear to reach the vast
ter communities." First award went
Jewish Market
to local girl graduate of San BerHigh School. Station also
1 of Metropolitan New York presents nardino
weekly program featuring
1 1. Top adult programming
president
of
University, to further
m 2. Strong audience impact
interest and appreciation in edu0 3. Inherent listener loyalty
cation.
0
4. Potential buying power
* * *
Send for a copy of
Voice
Recordings
•»
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
IN A MOVE to boost the sagging
^* Hinry Greenfield, Managing Director local Community Chest drive,
wm
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St..
WFLA Tampa, Fla., came up with
a novel idea. Every person who
New York 19
contributed $1 or more to the
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NILES TRAMMELL, NBC board
chairman, set the- public service
keynote
NBC'sseries
Life Thursday
Can Be
Beautifulofradio
afternoon when he introduced three
leaders
who asarea
scheduledof towomen's
discuss groups
narcotics
social problem on subsequent proParticipating in the serial drama
grams.
are
Mrs. Hiram C. Houghton, president of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs, who appeared
Thursday and Friday; Mrs. Her
Campbell, national
the
American
Legion president
Auxiliary,of and
Mrs. Helen
chairman of radioCassidy,
and TVnational
department
for Veterans of Foreign Wars
Auxiliary, both of whom are scheduled for broadcasts today (Monday) andU.tomorrow.
An Bureau
official
from the
S. Narcotics
will appear later in the month.
Crosley Buys Building
PURCHASE of a 2%-story brick
building in
announced lastCincinnati
week by was
Crosley
Broadcasting Co. The building,
within 50 feet from the main entrance to the present Crosley
Square and
Bldg.,
will be
for
WLW
WLWT
(TV)usedoffices.
Several offices are expected to move
into the building this month.
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WIDE OPEN SPACES
WCKY Cincinnati presenting listener-participation show, America
Outdoors, Sat., 5:30-6 p.m. Sportsmen and sportswomen are invited
to send outdoors questions, tips,
oddities and tall tales. Writers of
letters used on program awarded
gifts of sportsman equipment. An
outstanding sportsman, conservationist, or outdoors organization is
saluted on the program each week
by Jim Thomas and John Murphy,
veteran outdoorsmen, handling the
show.
RCA BOOKLET
"THE STORY OF TELEVISION," week
40-page glossy
booklet, was
issued last
as a progress
report on industry by RCA. With
an introduction by RCA Board
Chairman David Sarnoff, booklet
considers
television's
new horizons,
its phenomenal
postwar
growth,
RCA television research, RCA
color television, and RCA-NBC
"firsts" trated
in the
field.
Widely illusbrochure,
in showing
performance and proportions of television, indicates that video has become major art and industry, with
promise of even wider service than
it now provides.
YOUTH PROBLEMS
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, Ask
the Experts, Mon., 4:30 p.m., features high school students discussing problems of youth with experts in various fields. Using a forr-

Advertising is bought
by theBMIof
executives who plan
EMEU strategy
and tactics.
Printers' Ink is
read by the whole
marketing group
of advertising, management, sales and
agency executives
who are the leading
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programs promot
jon

um-type
format,
half -hour
program
is creation
of Carol
Levene,
San
Francisco freelance producer, and
is presented by Junior League of
San Francisco.
CHRISTMAS CAROLS
WIBW Topeka, and KCKN
Kansas City, sending trade
and advertisers promotion
brochures with book of
Christmas carols enclosed.
Cover has message carried
over to second page from General Manager Ben Ludy, saying "To wish
you a merrier
Christmas
. . . WIBW
Topeka
and KCKN Kansas City send
you this book of 'Christmas
Carols' with the sincere hope
that it may add to your enjoyment of this and many
other Christmas seasons."
TEAR SHEET PROMOTION
WCBS-TV New York and KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles distributing tear
sheets of full page newspaper ads
to the industry plugging new Edward R. Murrow show, See It Now,
Sun., 3:30-4 p.m., EST. Ad consists of picture of Murrow and
copy reading in part, "a . . . reof theof week's
events, portsome
it on film,significant
some of
it happening before your eyes . . .
From your own armchair, you will
witness the world."
CIVIL DEFENSE SHOW
WFMY(TV) Greensboro, N. C,
Dec. 8, presented program explaining operations of ground observer
corps of state civil defense. Program featured special exhibit flown
directly from Kansas City, Mo.,
for show.
TOP NEWS COVERAGE
WTTG (TV) Washington, Dec. 10,
began presenting top world news
coverage through facilities of 20th
Century Fox and United Press.
Film will be delivered to station
three times daily with wire open
from UP and Washington City
News Service for further coverage.
AUTO RADIO TAGS
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, distributed 25,000 two-cclor tags for
car radios to Columbus auto dealers. Tags are tied to knobs of
radios to remind listeners "This
ladio is in tune with 880kc for Ohio
Motors, Inc., News presented Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8
a.m. on WRFD."

NEW FOR OLD
MECK Div. of Scott Radio Lab
which sponsors Wendell Hall
WBKB (TV) Chicago, giving o
of
big-screen
"Re
Head"company's
TV sets each
week to own
of oldest television set as report
to
dealers
in
area.
John
S.
Mec
premiums
president, said offer is being ma
to stimulate replacement set ma
TEEN-AGE TREAT
ket by focusing attention on old
WERE Cleveland disc jockey Bill sets still in use. He said tw
of million-plus sets in ar
Randle has been taking the moun- thirds
tain to Mahomet recently with his were bought within the last
scheme of taking popular night months. The Hall show is teleca
club acts around to canteens, Mondays through Fridays at 10
church groups and high schools.
Since most of the acts appear in
'CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM'
nite spots where teen-agers can- WENT
N. Y., in c
and the operationGloversville,
effortsnot venture,
of the Bill's
stars heefforts,
has escorted,
with Crusade For Fre
which include such headliners as p.m.
dom, recently staged six-hour di
Tony Bennett, Johnnie Ray, and marathon. Entire station staff ai
several local officials took part
the Four somely.
Aces,Since the
has program
paid off handkeeps affair which lasted from 8 p.m.
the high schoolers from trying to 2 a.m. Results were very gratif
get into places not for them, yet ing as final tabulation showed
1,870 phone calls
brings their favorite artists around proximately
and local campaign fui
for them to see, letters from stu- ceived
dents, teachers and directors of the swelled by several hundred dollai
schools have poured in. The artists BIRD CONTEST
don't mind,
It's the teenagers who buyeither.
their
records.
WHK
Bill Color
GordonBreeus(
•— •
a tie-inCleveland's
with the Ohio
RECORDING SERVICE
ers (birds) to start another of h
the his
Birdlisteners
Contest
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore offering contests,
Gordon"Getasked
complete modern recording service Mr.
name
a
canary
and
give
the
to local advertisers and agencies reasons for wanting bird. Aft
who previously went out of town one week of appearing with M
for the job. Pamphlet states new Gordon on his show, whistling ai
recording facilities are unmatched chirping, the canary and the co
in the city and lists advantages test
drew 2,500 pieces of mail. Tl
under Creation,
headings Master
of "Equipment,
received her prize at M
Sound
Pressings, winner
Gordon's
personal
appearance
Individual Pressings, Reference Color Breeders
Annual
Show.
Service, Audition Service, and
Packing & Shipping."
SUPER HOT-ROD
KRON-TV San Francisco recent
PUPPET SHOW
public chance to view XPKNBH (TV)
Hollywood,newThe daily
Ad- gave
General
MotorsCharles
Co., "million
ventures of Patches,
lar
hot-rod."
A. Chayndc
6-6:15 p.m. puppet program, writ- GM vice president in charge of e:
ten and produced by Charles Shows.
explained features
He has worked with PTA to pro- gineering
model on the Lu Hu
mote character building stories. experimental
ley
show.
View
KRON-TV an;w:
"Patches" concerns orphan whose first television onappearance
life is dull until his fantastic imag- where of car.
ination offers escape. Invented
polka dot rabbit provides many ex- Further ideas or samples of tl
citing adventures. Don Messick and promotion items mentioned on th
Larry Harmon are featured. Trent page are available by writing
Christman directs.
the individual companies.
immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
sales
personnelexperienced
will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company

23
serviceyears
to theof
broadcasting industry

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, General Manager
BROADCASTING
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 52)
ng bad bills in several cities rang- conscientiously accept business
ng all the way from Detroit to which competes with our adverlugusta.
Iguess the
we'lldesire
have and
to continuetisers. creating
deA follow up of the story by the
mandE. andAnson
let youThomas
sell the records."
■'own Crier disclosed that Charley
'ond, one of the principal Atlantic
Manager
defining Co. dealers in Augusta
KFXJ Grand Junction, Col.
nd a co-sponsor of the program,
« fas the man who had caught the
wanted man].
How close can sponsor-station Bad Connection
Rations get?
EDITOR:
John W. Watkins
Manager
In aTVreport
concerning
JanWBBQ Augusta, Ga.
anese
network
project the
on page
82 of your Nov. 19 issue, two er* * *
roneous, and rather embarrassing,
statements were made.
Author, Author
In referring to the two members
EDITOR:
the planning group who, with
Several months ago you ran a of
Major
had drawn up
mall article about a book about the plansHolthusen,
for the Japanese TV network and who have returned reo be published. It was called "Disc
cently from Japan, it was stated
ockeywasShowmanship"
the auhor
said to be Ben.andJ. Murray
"One of the representatives,
f Showmanship Co., 630 Ninth that:
presumably
an engineer, is assoive., New York 19, N. Y.
ciated with RCA." And "another
On June 5, 1951, I wrote to Mr. member of the Holthusen unit is
lurray and he asked me to send a representative of Philips-Eindle. f 9.85theas book,
the "pre-publication
price" oven,
,J;f
which was promised
The Dutch
fact is manufacturer."
that the two persons,
J or about Aug. 10, 1951.
Dr. Walter Duschinsky, who was
for the studio planning
thjjiI sent the $9.85 on June 19, 1951, responsible
in Tokyo, and the writer, who
iff ut, up to date, have neither re- work
ceived the book nor even a reply to drafted the network system plan,
are independent consultants, with
J'kiy many letters of inquiry.
no affiliation whatsoever with either
% erPlease
tell
me
whether
any
memof your staff knows anything RCA or Philips.
Dr. Duschinsky and the writer
bout Murray or his outfit ....
are associated with Murray G.
Charles F. Mayer
Crosby, president of Crosby Labs.
Mayer & Mayer, Attys.
Inc., Mineola, N. Y., as partners in
Dallas
Consultants,
EDITOR'S
Mr. Mayer
and Telecommunications
New York. . . .
thers with NOTE:
his problem
may reach
Ir.
Murray
at
his
home
address,
52-30
William S. Halstead
9th Ave., Woodside, L. I., N. Y. Mr.
New York
lurray's
wife told areporter
BROADCASTING
i TELECASTING
last week
hat
Mr.
Murray
had
been
"out
of
town"
nd that aproduction
lire at hisofpublishers
'Ostponed
his book.] had Banzai
EDITOR:
How to Use P.l.s
. . . We are very grateful for
useful informations appearing in
your magazine. . . . They are very
helpful for our study of American
broadcasting
in gen-in
eral. Among and
them,television
the article
Sept. 24, 1951 issue of your magazine under the caption "Foreign
TV" proved
to beit particularly
useful
to us, because
provided us
with recent data on television in
various countries of the world,
which we have been anxious to
know about.
Shigeru Nakamura
Head
Radio Culture Research
Institute Broadcasting
Corp. of Japan
Tokyo, Japan

ROADCASTING

ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs announced
last week
it is 100%
now giving
ceiver that
manufacturers
protectionreon DuMont cathode-ray picture tubes
for a period of six months from the
date the set is installed in the conhome. The
formerthe guarantee
period ransumer'sfrom
the date
tube was
purchased from the tube manufacturer.
• Telecasting

ATTENDING party marking opening of new KCBQ San Diego studios in a San
Diego resort hotel Nov. 30 are (I to r): Harry Mitchell, KCBQ all-night disc
jockey; Charles E. Salik, KCBQ owner-manager; Harry Babbitt, CBS vocalist;
William D. Shaw, general manager of Columbia Pacific Network; Billy Wardell, CBS artist, and Ole Morby, head of Western Div., CBS station relations.
KCBQ has converted 7,500 sq. ft. of the hotel into an ultra-modern radio
station.
openingdedication
coincidedbroadcast.
with KCBQ's
anniversary.
Party was
climaxed Official
by half-hour
Civicfifth
leaders,
450 businessmen
and advertising men also were on hand.
NABET CHOSEN
Wins KEX Election
NATIONAL Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers and Technicians was
named bargaining representative
for engineers at KEX Portland,
Ore., in NLRB elections held last
week. neersApproximately
were involved at 13
the engiABC
affiliate, which formerly held a

contract erhowith
International
d of Electrical
Workers.BrothNABET also has filed petitions
with NLRB seeking jurisdiction at
five other Portland stations currepresented(NBC),
by IBEW.
Stations rently
are KGW
KOIN
(CBS), KPOJ (MBS), and KPDQ
and KWJJ, independents. A total
of about 45 engineers and technitions. cians are employed at these sta-

BONUS AREA
WREN'S
Retail merchants 30 miles from
Topeka buy
productive salesWREN
resultsto get
in their
own
BONUStown.
AREA! CHECK WREN'S

WREN
TOPEKA
5000 WATTS— ABC
Weed and Company, National Representatives
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won the confidence of the agen
field. Three services share in 88
of first choices, with the top o
receiving only 35% of total fii
choices,
As the research services measu
only a small part of a strong st
tion's actual audience and usual
warn against projecting publish
ratings to entire coverage area,
asked in question 3 for an indie
tion of the method preferred
obtaining the total audience.
Questiondo 3.you For
total stati
audience,
accept:
Percentage of Repl:
BMB
72
y2 MV/M contour map 3034
Either
Prefer
70
Prefer V2BMB
MV/M
contour (11 respondent
HARRY BURKE, general manager of KFAB Omaha, gives visiting Russel
Thus, it majority.
was BMB by an ove
Woodward,
Free Burke
& Peters
a previewisofmore
the station's
campaign. Mr.
saidvicehe president,
found advertising
effective 1952
when adit whelming
Surprising as it may be to son
follows a basic theme. KFAB's 1952 menpromotion
of respondents stat
ts" as its theme.will use "blue ribbon achieve- atheynumber
preferred a mail map of tl
station's audience. One of the mo
only 35 percent rated Hooper thought-provoking comments i
centage theless
of total
included inreturns,
the sixneverare ever,
the number
23 per-to this
is this :we"If study
mail mabo
cent rated one
the choice
serviceandsecond
are question
not available,
several ofofradio
the and
country's
BMB and % MV/M contour map
buyers
televisionheaviest
time. some other.
Clearly the entire blame for the The former are purely indicati
Question 1 asked only if the
services were believed, etc. How- rating situation cannot be shifted and mean very little to us. Tl
ever, in question 2, I asked for to the local station and networks — millivolt maps show us where
specific
of thechoices
raters.ofHere
merely furnish the material can expect results IF WE AR
are the ratings
first two
the they
ENOUGH TO PRODUC
requested by agency and adver- ASMART
tiser.
SHOW PEOPLE LIKE. Th
agencies :
Criticism
of
the
rating
services
do
not
mean
a station hi
Question 2. Please rate the serv- was just as sharp in question 2 listeners in thatthatarea,
but mere
ices in the order of your preferas in the previous one. One serv- that
we may
expectKNOW
to winHOW
liste:
ence (1-2-3 etc.).
era
there
IF
WE
ice, however, drew more unfavorFIRST SECOND
able
comment
than
the
others
comAnother
wrote:
"We
accept
yoi
CHOICE CHOICE
bined. Typical of the reaction of listed factors to as much extei
Percent Percent the agencies
to this one are;
accept a What
newspaper's
of replies of replies
we arecircul;
mo:
". . . Usually favors sponsor of astionwe figures.
HOOPER
35
23
interested in are the EFFECTIV
PULSE
30
18
"We note great discrepancies at AUDIENCE figures, andH;hose v
NIELSEN
23
15
times
and suspect favoritism.. This can relate only, through sal
survey."
service has a bad reputation it
Remainder of firsts and seconds seems
to me and ratings are taken
Well, there is the reaction
divided among other services.
the country's leading agencies
Thus, the agencies themselves, with 'lots of salt'."
"My only opinion is that ... is the
have not been able to choose one
present
rating-audience
results."
urement
free-for-all.
Perhapsmeayc
least onreliable."
service by an overwhelming major- the"Last
any
list."
disagree
with
their
selections
ity. In fact, returns have shown
Comments on other services comments. I do, in several respectar
that within a single agency a dif- ranged
from :
However, this survey was co
ference of opinion exists. How
"More accurate now than in ducted
to learn their thoughts, an
then, can we, who sell the time, past"
(after
checking
one).
I believe it has succeeded. Whei
prepare intelligent sales presenta"Probably
low."
do we go from here? I, for on
tions for our stations. For example,
"Inflated."
our report shows 82.3 percent of
I'm certainly not alone, wou)
Another, after marking one serv- and
the respondents said they believed,
like
see the industry run — n
ice No. 2, wrote, "would be No. 1 if walk —to straight
accepted and used Hooper. How- greater
sample." After the No. 1 tion system. to a total circul
this morning,
note, "except
Does it make sense for the broac
tochoice
lack was
of early
late object
night, casting
industry to submit ii
and no toll-call measurement."
Although many respondents re- formation purporting to prove "X
frained
from
appending
their
per26 YEARS
number ofannouncement
listeners heardwithin
a om'
sonal thoughts or reasons for their minute
selections, it is apparent no single time segment, when across the hal
OF SERVICE
in another
part of (for
the agency,
research service has completely door
to the
advertising
example) ou*
purchased on a mere statemei
that "500,000 people pass th
er Estatelate president corner
Brisach
BRISACHER,
/ EMIL
every the
month"?
MADISON
THE AREA
is
numberNoofmentio
peot)
of the advertising agency of Bris- whomaderaiseof their
eyes to see th
OCTOBER 1951 HOOPER
acher, Wheeler & Staff, left an sign, much less the
number
estate worth $570,175, it was re- actually read the message. wft
NOW AVAILABLE
vealed in an inventory filed in San
Write or Call . . .
Or, how the
manyone-inch
people ad,do 19yoltj]
Francisco Superior Court last week. think
Mr. Brisacher died last January at inches read
from the top in column
the age of 54. He left his entire
Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
estate to his widow, Isabelle Bris- onTimes?
page 57 in today's New belov;
Yo
acher, who held a joint tenancy in The ad Theto adtheimmediately
Badger Broadcasting Comp
right?
Nobodfft
the
property
and
other
assets
of
the
knows,
and
nobody
asks.
estate.
5000 WATTS ON 1310 . . . ESTABLISHED 19251
But, how many listeners do y o JJi
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Agencies Rate Raters
(Continued from page 26)
the respondents. As there were
really three parts to question 1
("do you believe, accept and
use...")ments in Ithereceived
followingmany
vein: state"Use in emergency, do not believe or accept."
"Thoseare marked
with ofa doubtful
question
mark
sometimes
value or have been open to considerableno.
question atWetimes."
"Yes and
use it— I
don't believe it."
"All services must be improved
and expanded before they are accepted as believable. We believe
them as indication; we accept them
because there is nothing more expansive sample-wise to accept; we
use them, based on our belief and
acceptance evaluation only. Their
very differences expose weaknesses
which could be booby-traps if accepted without reservations."
(After a "no" for one service):
"Had unfortunate experience with
one special survey."
(Underscored word "accept")
"This
is a guide
strongandword.
We use
them for
comparative
purposes,
but
recognize
the inherent limitations in each method.
We believe stations and networks
must work on this rating muddle
which is getting worse and having
a terrific bad effect."
Respondents marked question 1
as follows:
Question 1. Do you believe, accept and use audience data (share
of audience, composition of audience, time segments, ratings, etc.)
of:
YES NO
Percentage Percentage
of Replies of Replies
ARB
35.8 15.5
CONLAN 32.6 19.2
HOOPER 82.3
(3 replies)
NIELSEN 70.5 5.8
PULSE 77.5 4.2
TELE-QUE
TRENDEX 27.2
12.3 17.0
18.7
VIDEODEX
32.0 11.7
It should be noted that six questionnaires were returned with
statements to the effect that not
one of the eight services listed was
believed to be accurate. Although
six represents only a small per-

ve inat 4:29
your p.m.?
participation proam
At 4:29 p.m.? (without a mount's hesitation) At 4:29 we have
2.9! You're
killingMass.,
me. Daily
Why
s\A North
Overshoe,
WTO* gives me 10,000 guaranteed
culation; their research depart;nt tells me most people take the
per home where the average
mily numbers 3 % members above
j,000
age circulation.
of 12; that'sTheir
an additional
surveys
Rep[ aiion
licate along
that 40%
pass
to friends the
wherepub-it
read by 2% more people (nonbscriber'sThen,
families
are always
laller).
a special
survey
sy recently made proves the chilen take the papers to school
lere they
are used
the class-50
Sms.
Classes
now innumber
ildren; here the janitor collects
4m and sells them to the junk
in . . . he reads them, his chilen (etc. etc. ad infinitum). Now
st how does your 2.9 stack up
ainst that 452,000 circulation of
'b North Overshoe Daily Post?
,But how many read your ad?
at /)Why, a-a-a-a-a.
'Too often the size of the ratings
termine the amount of commerAjflil business placed on a station.
DU( 'lis is one of the greatest evils
ijthe entire method of rating in•pretation. Let me give you an
ample of a rating open to quesm, and yet, because of it, the stain probably lost business.
Several months ago, while analing a rating service, I found
e station with five consecutive
ir ytime quarter-hours with "no
this sample."
leteners
stationfound
is a innetwork
affiliate,
s!f'kw
on
a
610
frequency,
broad-of
sting in a metropolitan area
proximately half-million popula>n. And yet, according to the re;rt,
no audience
r anthehourstation
and ahadquarter
during
'at part of the schedule when
't-in-use
?hest of thewereentirereported
broadcastsecond
day.
ft Everyone knows — or should
ow — that every station has an
dience every minute it is on the
P . . . that a station would have
'Tj,
broadcastwithnothing
lM taudience
a solo on ifa itbagpipe
sticky
sss pipes. Somebody would listen.
Happily, from the comments on
■*r; horizon.
survey, I Agencies
detect a glimmer
apparentlyon
e becoming more aware of a
id circulation figure, rather than
ctuating ratings. Perhaps the
y will come when radio and teleiion time will be sold exclusively
circulation figures and their
rious projections and interpreta[ say sold, for I believe the indust itself should initiate the plan.
2 should talk circulation, think
culation and, most important,
ssent circulation figures when
ling our stations.

WABB ORPHAN FUND GROWS UP
ABC Carries 'Jaycee' Appeal Nationwide
ORPHANS throughout the country Crosby, Smiley Burnette, Don Mcwere given a boost earlier this
Neill, Johnny Desmond, Patsy Lee,
month in a nationwide program
Lee Price, president
over ABC as an outgrowth of a ofSamtheCowling,
chamber, and Johnny Long
local public
service
program
inand
orchestra.
Buck Long, WABB
itiated in Mobile, Ala., last year
by WABB in cooperation with the staffer, was announcer.
A week-long drive following the
local Junior Chamber of Commerce.
program raised money that was
Last year's Mobile drive proved equally distributed to youngsters
so gratifying
to the ofJunior
Jaycees esber and the citizens
MobileChamthat in eachcorted community.
the children through stores
the
national
businessmen's
group in groups for their holiday shopdecided
to extend
its Christmas
spirit to other cities, WABB notes. ping.
The program, Jaycee Christmas
Tour, was aired by ABC Dec. 8, TOSCANINI-NBC Symphony orches7 :30-8 p.m. in each town where, at
tra concert for benefit of the Italian
the some time, disc jockeys teamed Welfare League on Dec. 22 will be
up with the local Junior Chamber under patronage of Italian ambassador
of Commerce chapter to create to the United States, Albert Tarchiani
shopping funds for orphans and and Mrs. Tarchiani and of the Italian
underprivileged children.
The show starred Jimmy Du- consul general in New York, Aldo
rante, "chief foster father," Bob Mazio, and Mrs. Mazio.

RMAL ceremonies dedicating the
;-mile New Jersey Turnpike were
■adcast Dec. 7 in hour-long program,
10-7:30 p.m., by WNJR Newark.
IOADCASTING
• Telecasting

AM-TV COVERAGE
Tigers Announce Expansion
IN THE midst of the current dispute over what damage TV and
radio broadcasts of baseball games
do to attendance, the Detroit Tigers
announced
1952 facilities.an expansion of their
All games, at home and away,
will
broadcastCo."live,"
with the
Goebelbe Brewing
sponsoring
the
broadcasts. WJBK Detroit will be
key station for the Goebel Baseball
Network, consisting of 36 stations
in Michigan, Ohio and Canada.
At the same time, there will be
no reduction in the Tigers' TV coverage, with WWJ-TV bringing the
games to Detroit viewers, also under Goebel sponsorship. Announcer
Van Patrick will travel with the
team and do both AM and TV playby-play.
KLAC Hollywood now on 24 hour
ule.
daily Monday through Saturday sched-
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WFAA Ceremony
Hears Jahncke
RADIO FUTURE
A STRONG vote of confidence for the future of radio was registered at
dedication ceremonies Dec. 6 of the new $250,000 transmitter of WFAA
(570 kc) Dallas.
Ernest Lee Jahncke, ABC vice president for radio, keynoted his speech
by saying, "We haven't had any 650-ft. steel towers. The plant now
fire sales on radio sets."
at Grapevine. Tex., having been
Executives of the Dallas Morn- isswitched
from Arlington, Tex.
ing News, headed by President E.
Grapevine
is the location
M. (Ted) Dealey, joined with offi- for WFAA's also
820 kc transmitter
cials of the News-owned WFAA
(570 kc-ABC, 820 kc-NBC) and and isFortequi-distant
Worth. between Dallas
WFAA-TV to be hosts to more andWFAA
WBAP share the two
than 100 area advertising repre- frequencies,and each
operating half
Hotel Baker.sentatives at a luncheon in Dallas' the time on one frequency, then
other channel to
Martin B. Campbell, WFAA shifting tothe the
broadcast day.
general manager, seconded Mr. complete
George
Cranston,
WBAP manJahncke's thoughts on radio's outager, and Roy Bacus, WBAP comlook. "We here at WFAA have inmercial
manager,
also
vested a quarter of a million dol- dedication ceremonies. attended the
lars
in
radio installation," Mr.
Campbella said.
"This monialisIknow
the tomostaffirmconcrete
testi-in KUOW(FM) SEATTLE
our faith
Takes Air Jan. 14
radio as a continuing medium that
reaches more people at more times KUOW (FM) Seattle, new radio
than any other single medium at station and radio training ground
for the U. of Washington, will start
the advertiser's disposal," he broadcasting
added.
January 14, it was
Attack Recalled
announced last week by Prof.
Edwin
H.
Adams,
director of the
Lorrin Thurston, publisher, Honolulu Advertiser and owner of university's
division of Itradio
andbe
television
broadcasting.
KGU Honolulu, recalled the 10-day the second non-commercial, will
educablackout of KGU after the 1941
in the state, which
bombing of Pearl Harbor. "I now hastional FMa outlet
total of eight FM staknow," commented Mr. Thurston, tions.
"what a country can be like withKUOW will start with a schedout radio."
ule of Monday through Friday, 5Reporting that ABC is "making 10:15 p.m. Most of the programaJahncke
pretty stated
strong that
bet" hison network
radio, Mr.is
ming will be live. In addition,
will use the libraries of
making an investment of about KUOW
SESAC, Lang- Worth, plus 6%
$2,500,000
for next
"a basic
hours weekly of tape releases from
plant for the
25 orpermanent
30 years the
National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters.
in radio."
"We believe in radio," Jahncke
KUOW will operate on Channel
declared, "and we'll continue to 213 (90.5 mc) with effective radiimprove it. There's no trouble with
ated power of 3.3 kw.
Professional staff of the station
radio,
but with
don't yetit
know how
big, us.
howWeeffective
will include Prof. Adams as stareallyuntil
is. now.
We haven't
to find
tion manager; Bruce Calhoun, proout
When wehad find
the
gram director; Ken Kager, productrue measure of radio, we won't
tion manager, and Allen Roberts,
have anything to worry about."
chief engineer. The rest of the staff
will be drawn from among students
WFAA's shared
new 570withkc transmitting
facilities,
WBAP Fort in radio, journalism and other deWorth (570 kc), includes three
partments of the university.
carries the weight
i the Oregon Market
DAX«or NIGHT
L eyBMB
TOTASurv
ESBMB
FAMILI
1(0From
. V1949 337,330
DAYTIME
... 350.030

PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency NIGHTTIME
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO
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<Messrs.
Engrossed
in talk
about Campbell
radio's bright
Dealey,
Jahncke,
and future
James are
M. (seated,
Moroney,I toN
vice president in charge of radio properties; (standing, I to r) Mes
Cranston and Thurston.
EXPLOSION VICTIM
KSTP Aid Drive Success

LUCKY NUMBERS
Azrael Revises Pri
FORMAT of the Lucky Numt
contest conducted by Azrael A
Agency,to Baltimore,
vised
provide as has
manybeenas
consolation prizes per day in
tion to the defense bond or c
prize awards, according to M
rice Azrael, agency president.
Whereas the contest procec
awards large prizes for se\
digit numbers on social secu:
cards, armed forces serial numb
drivers' permits or $1 bills,
solation merchandise prizes
given
for four-digit
this formula
brings winners.
at least Si
consolation award with each m
ber announced, the first persor
claim the prize is the winner.
The plan has been tested
Indianapolis, Mr. Azrael
Other versions of the Lucky Ni
bers contest include a $500
$1,000
club, with ornumbers
bunc
in a half-hour
hour progi
instead of being spotted 10 til
through the day, six days a w<
In addition there is a jackpot ^
sion used on some stations, he s
A number of advertising agen/
are
their planning
clients. to use the idea

A THREE-DAY promotion effort
by
Minneapolis-St.
Paul KSTP-AM-TV
on behalf of an
injured gas
station operator was an unqualified success, the station has
reported.
When the operator of a Shell
Oil station was hospitalized by a
gas explosion, KSTP immediately
went to work and set up a vast
promotion drive with the theme,
"Fill radio
Your and
Tanktelevision.
for Hank," on
both
Hank Troje's injury was told on
Shell's Street,
Horner'sthe Corner,
on KSTP's
Main
Clockwatcher
and
three TV news and sports programs. On the third day, Jack
Horner, KSTP sports director, appeared in uniform to man the
pumps himself. Later a 21-car
caravan
at the filling station forarrived
ceremonies.
The trend of business was excellent, KSTP reported.
The day's
cash receipts
were $569.22,
representing the sale of 2,022 gallons
of gasoline, oil changes and other
services. All KSTP personalities
mentioned
"Hank Co.Day"
and
the
Tri-StatetheDisplay
donated
a special banner for the filling
station. KSTP claimed it was the MBS Gross
only source to promote the drive. MUTUAL Broadcasting Sys<
gross October time sales were $
620,000, Publishers Information
WLIB Honored
reau
has reported, correct
ONLY radio award given by the Dec.
earlier3].figure of $15,348,653 [B
Negro Actors Guild has been voted
to WLIB, independent AM station
in New York, it was announced
Dec.
Citation,
readingfor "To
WLIB, 6.the Voice
of Liberty,
the
wonderful work in opening avenues
of opportunity for members of our
group insented to General
radio," was
to beHarry
preManager
Novik by Nobel Sissle, Guild presiin New night.
York's Imperial
Theatredent,Sunday
ROADCASTING
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Workshop Series Outlined
FOUNDATION
D production
OR
RST
radio
of the at Penn State, headed by Ray H. Moore and Av Westin, who also
k rd Foundation's Television- Smith, educational director of the worked with him on production of
H.dio Workshop, a 25-minute committee, to develop a list of CBS Radio's recent Nation's Nightekly series called The People referrals in all parts of the counmare documentary series on syndicated crime. Music for People
try to counsel listeners who inquire
U [B»T, Aug. 13], will not be
has been composed by Norman
about local applications of the pro- Act
piweeks
to sponsorship
for
the
first
grams. The list now stands at 615 Lockwood and will be conducted
but may then be made
ailable to advertisers, Robert persons, Dr. Eisenhower said.
by Alfredo Antonini.
To help promote the self-help
udek, nted last
workshop
People Act is the second broadweek. director, re- thesis
of community action, he asproject of the workshop. The
recordings of the People first, casta weekly
The series, consisting of tape- Act showsserted,will
be made available series of filmedhalf-hour
resumes television
of activhorded
"actuality"
broadcasts
mailing how communities or to stations, schools, study groups,
ities at the United Nations Gen■ sups of people tackled and and the like, and also will be broaderal
Assembly
in
Paris,
started
on
NBC-TV on Nov. 10.
cast by the Voice of America.
I ved specific problems, will be
Dr. Eisenhower saw the series
Bird on CBS Radio on Sunday,
in thedomestic
inter1:05-10:30
p.m. EST, starting as a significant
B n. 6.
national as wellforce
as the
KDMA Joins ABC
field,
by
providing
people
of
other KDMA Montevideo, Minn., became
jj Objectives
of the
programs were
and nations with a picture of democ;ails of their
preparation
300th ABC radio affiliate last
dined at a news conference at
racy in action at the grass-roots the
Saturday (Dec. 15). Owned by
— a picture which he felt will Midwest
[i Ford Foundation's New York level
Broadcasting Corp.,
revelation" to other countries KDMA operates
idquarters Monday by Dr. Mil- beand"ahelpful
full time with
to them.
l S. Eisenhower, president of
100
w
on
1450
Amongwillthebe:first programs of the is manager. kc. Williard Linder
— nnsylvania State College and series
lirman of the national commitOne in Arlington, Va., showing
: for The People Act; Mr.
adek; Elmore McKee, who orig- how "suburban commuters co- NEWS SOURCES
*ted the series and is supervisa political
chineoperaandte to defeat
win new
schools mafor
» the research on it for the workKVOO Wins Cooperation
p;
and
Irving
Gitlin,
producertheir children — and their area"; in
iter.
Blairsville,
Ga.,
where
"average
WHEN
a Tulsa judge gave a propeople in an isolated area discover
May Be Extended
bationary sentence Nov. 23 to a
their
own
leadership
and
remake
Mr. Saudek said 26 People Act their community and relate it to young prisoner, KVOO Tulsa mi)grams are planned and that the the outside world"; in Gary, Ind.,
crophones were on the judge's
bench talk
to tape-record
the heart-toies may be extended. He estiof howthe "10,000
women heart
which accompanied
the
ted program cost at $6,000 to the
unitestory
to lead
fight against
,000 each. CBS Radio is provid- crime and corruption in a vigorous sentence.
KVOO News Director Ken Miller
il the time, but if the series is
d at the end of the first 13 industrial city."
aired the tape recording on his
Labor-Management Show
News and' Views show.
;Sks — and Mr. Saudek said proOther programs include one
sctive sponsors had made inThe occasion, which drew nationries — then, under workshop from Chicago showing how "labor
publicity, was the sentencing
>cedure, the network will re- and management in a steel fabri- of a wide
youth, convicted
ve time costs and the workshop
cating plant find a way toward on an19-year-old
armed robbery charge.
[1 recover production expense, harmony and cooperation after Earlier, the
judge
had sent the
proximately 15 persons are
of bitterness and suspicion." youth on a one-day visit to the
rking on the show apart from years
The
story
of
the
"Tupelo
(Miss.)
Oklahoma State Penitentiary at
for diversified
d.national committee, Mr. Saudek plan"
diversified
industry is farming
the basisandof McAlester.
iDr. Eisenhower explained that another
The judge commented that if
show. The formation of
purpose of People Act is to a community by 33 farm families the boy "came back sufficiently impressed with prison life and suffiw how communities solve prob- in the area
stitutes ofanother.Tin Top, Tex., conciently determined to go straight,"
;s through self-help — and to inProducer-writer Gitlin is being he would suspend the five-year senre other communities and groups
tence and place the boy on proba:ollow suit. He said the national assisted in the research work for
tion for five years instead.
imittee is setting up an office the series by field reporters David
Talking with penitentiary inmates, sitting in the electric chair
[KCMO Gives You a Actual annual purchasing power of and eating with the convicts, did
KCMO's larger audience is $50 impress the youth. On the day
million higher than the next nearest after Thanksgiving, the judge
Kansas City station. KCMO helps handed down the suspended sentence and the boy was free to beyou reach more customers with
gin lifesummer,
anew. KVOO newsmen
t
°
o
<
Last
o
money
to
spend.
Get
proof
—
o
o
get the facts on Mid -America were successful in gaining full
city commission meetdio coverage from the Conlan accessingstoand now
are permitted to
"Study
of
Listening
Habits"
in
the
record
all
proceedings
in the times,
comMid-America area. Parts 1 and 2 of
mission room. Several
KVOO recording reporters have
the 3-part continuing study are ready. visited
prisoners in jail.
Write on your letterhead to
When 16 southern governors
convened in Hot Springs, Ark., last
month, KVOO claimed it was the
only radio
newstheagency
Oklahoma covering
event. inDuring
CMO
the three-day meeting, KVOO re50,000 WATTS
corded portions of every session,
25 E. 31st. St. Kansas City, Mo.
giving listeners an on-the-scene
or The KATZ AGENCY
report.
OADCASTING
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RAYMOND LLOYD (r), WIP Philadelphia, ishonored on completion of
25 years of service with anniversary
cake. At celebration party also were
Benedict Gimbel Jr. (I), WIP president-general manager, and Clifford
C. Harris, WIP technical supervisor.
Mr. Lloyd is the oldest WIP employe
in point of service.
African Directory
FIRST edition of the Commercial
Directory of Africa, three years in
preparation, is now being offered.
Directory contains 280 pages and
is bound with stiff cloth. The entire
continent of Africa is grouped togethedings.under
simple tradeis H.head-R.
London distributor
Vaughan, 167 Strand, London,
England.

THE
MIDWEST
ADDRESS
OF
CBS

WNAX
570
YANKTON ■— SIOUX CITY
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CANADA SET FEES
Collection Cha
RADIO receiving set licenses
no longer be collected in Can
through
door-to-door
C.G.W. Browne,
directorcanvass
of t
communications in the Departn:
of Transport, Ottawa, told
Parliamentary Radio Committei
Ottawa Dec. 6. This will mea
saving of $100,000 in collecting
annual $2.50 license fees, but
money will go to pay an additic,
50 inspectors who will check t
all
Canadians buy their anr
licenses.
In future, licenses will be
through post offices, banks
radio dealers, who will continue
receive a 15% commission. D
culty reason
in obtaining
canvassers!
main
for dropping
this s
tem. Mr. Browne suggested t
fines for non-payment of licer
should be $10 instead of the a
trary small sums now set by 1
magistrates.
wc1
NEW OFFICERS of the Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters include (seated, I to do
away withA thelarger
11,000fineprose
r) Mrs. Ruth Clinard, of WMAK Nashville, secretary-treasurer; J. Parry tions the department now has e
Sheftall, WJMZ Clarksville, president, and Henry Slavick, WMC-WMCT(TV) year for non-payment of fees.
Memphis, chester,
vicedirector;
president.
to r) are Chattanooga,
A. D. Smith Jr.,
WCDT Frank
WinEarl W.Standing
Winger,(I WDOD
director;
Proctor, WJTX Jackson, retiring president,
and
F.
C.
Sowell,
WLAC
NashTIMELY BEAR
ville, director.
Joins Law Firm
Is WSVA's News B
PARKER D. (BUD) HANCOCK,
A TIMELY incident of man she
chief of FCC Office of Formal
bear proved WSVA Harrisonbi
Hearing Assistants, has resigned to
Va., Newsman George Thurst'
join the Washington law firm of
case while debating with a B
Hogan & Hartson. Mr. Hancock
received his LL.B. from Indiana U.
risonburg Daily News Record
in 1937, practiced law in Indiana
porter
on the'
relative with
advantane
of radio
compared
until he joined the Army in 1941.
During the war he was assistant
That is how WSVA report
theatre judge advocate, China Thenews beat
atre. He joined FCC after release
papers.
when
a bearit says
was itshotscored
and De<ki
from military service in 1946, was
at 3 a.m. by a policeman in ear^
chief of the review branch of the
of the two newsmen who were b
law department 1948-49, becoming
ing early morning coffee at
a member of the special legal and
time. The 226-pound animal
technical group in June 1949. He
been
rummaging through rubl
was
cans
in an alley in downto
1950. named to his last post in March
Harrisonburg.
Mr. Thurston reported the st
FIRST award of the sixth annual rewhich was carried on the sigr
ligious radio workshop, conducted by
broadcast. A later broadc
at recent meeting of Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters included news
the broadcast and film commission of GUESTS
of a taped interview with
(standing,
I
to
r)
J.
T.
Ward,
WLAC
Nashville;
Hoyt
Wooten,
WREC
Memphis;
the National Council of Churches of Earl Moreland, WMC Memphis; Jack Stapp, WSM Nashville; Henry Gillespie, policeman
who discovered the a
Christ,
End, bydevotional
Cleghorn, WHBQ Memphis; seated (I to r) ward bear was rebroadcast a
programwentairedto Day's
Sundays
WMAQ RCA Thesaurus, Atlanta; John John
Esau, KTUL Tulsa; Ken Sparnon, BMI, result of listener requests, the
(NBC) Chicago. Church Federation E. S. Tanner, NewWSIXYork,Nashville;
and Clarence Beaman, WKGN Knoxville.
of Greater Chicago cooperates in the
tion
adding
production.
paperreports,
headlined
the that
storythethene1
lowing
morning — 24 hours a
the
shooting.
QUINCY,
Buffalo Cooperation
BUFFALO'S radio and television NBC is originating a new netwj
ILLINOIS
stations
cooperated with the U. of musical feature, America's
GATES
Buffalo to bring coverage of the from
Chicago each Sun. from
Niagara Frontier Convocation to 2:30 p.m. CST. Lois Ray, 22-yJ
the widest audience possible in that winner
old singer
first-place
in theandMarion
Andersonscholar|
awa
city. Stations listed as joining to- competition,
appears
Bariij
gether for this event were WBEN- Bill Snary and Joseph with
Gallicchio
AM-TV,
WKBW
orchestra. Henry Cooke is em|
and
WBNY.WGR,The WEBR,
Convocation
was his
with Ralph Knowles directing.
THESE OFFICES
held Dec. 7-8.
TO SERVE YOU
CAPITOL RECORDS Inc., Hollywood,
QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
,
more.jo
announces
dividend
on com2 orsales
Why dobuy
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL ATWOOD 8536
1 big
mon stockyear-end
of 25 cents,
record
date
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
Dec.
10,
payable
Dec.
20.
1950
dividend
on
"RADIO
BAL
7IMOR&
on common stock was 12% cents.
MONTREAL, QUE
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
Regular
dividendRecord
on preferred
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
stock also65 cents
declared.
date is
Dec. 15, payable Jan. 1, 1952.
WBA
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DOMINION SURVEY
Canada Places 3 in Top 10
THREE Canadian programs have
made the first 10 most popular programs in Canada for November by
the national rating survey of Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto.
Standings of the first 10 evening
programs are Radio Theatre with
rating of 29, Charlie McCarthy 27.7,
Amos V Andy 26.9, Our Miss
Brooks 25.2, Great Gildersleeve
18.8, Ford Theatre (Canadian) 18.3,
NHL Hockey (Canadian) 17.6, Father Knows Best 17.4, Suspense
17.1, and Don Wright Chorus (Canadian) 16.6. Daytime leading five
programs in November were Ma
Perkins 19.3, Big Sister 11 A, Pepper Young's Family
Can
Be Beautiful
15.2, and16.8,
RoadLifeof Life
14.7. French-language evening leading shows were Un Homme et Son
Peche 34.9, Radio Carabin 26.5,
Metropole
L'Epervier
and
Jouez Double25, 23.2.
French 23.6,
daytime
leading programs were Jeunesse
Doree 27.5, Rue Principale 25.3,
Grande Soeur 23.4, Maman Jeanne
22.4, and Tante Lucie 21.5.

OGERS RULING
Clarification Asked
LARIFICATION and interpretapn of various points in the ruling
1 ndered by Federal Judge Peirson
J . Hall in the decision handed
jIiwn in favor of Roy Rogers, film,
J dio and TV singing cowboy star
J ;ainst Republic Pictures, is being
S|;;ked.
Mr. Rogers sued to prevent Reiblic from releasing his old
ovies to TV. The five week trial
; aed in his favor [B»T, Oct. 29].
oe Herman Salvin, film studio atife rney, challenging the interpretam has filed objections to certain
a. [flirts of findings of fact and conssajmsions of law filed by Frederic H.
urdy, who with Samuel 0. Pru,, represented the cowboy star,
r. Selvin is asking a hearing
ised on his objections.
Judge Hall, it was pointed out,
prK ;n■prove
eitherfindings
hold such
a hearing,to
as presented
m, or modify them.
appealheldto
eMeanwhile
appellate Republic's
court is being
i. It cannot be filed until Judge
$all
ent. has signed a formal judgGene Autry, radio, TV and
Dvie cowboy singing star [B*T,
:t. 29] and Bobby Blake, former
ild actor who portrayed Little
iaver in Red Ryder feature films,
!»T. Dec. 3, Nov. 19] have also
reatened similar suits against
ipublic should their old movies be
leased to TV.
w
\i
! istructors Needed
TSTRUCTORS in military elecinics and communications sub:ts
"critically
needed"
zilianareworkers
for the
openingas
Camp San Luis Obispo, Calif.,
a Signal Corps training center
15, the Dept. of Army has
latiii ;c.
nouncea.
nounced.
A replacement trainithI ? center and signal school will
he if/: set up aas part of the installa:t |;»n, to be manned by some 450
'ilian employes. Brig. Gen. Harry
;ichelderfer, now commanding
>rt Monmouth, N. J., will comind the new post.

ATOP his yacht off Santa Carolina Island is John Poole (I), president of John
Poole Broadcasting Co., licensee of KBIG Avalon, and Jay Tapp, partner in
T&T Radio Measurement Co., Long Beach, Calif. They are testing the signal
of KBIG, new daytimer under construction on the island. Yacht will be used
for marine events after station begins operating in early '52.
B. T. BABBITT SALES MEET
Radio and TV Play Roles
RADIO and television played a
unique part in the B. T. Babbitt
sales convention held in New York
last Wednesday at the St. Regis
Hotel.
B. T. Babbitt, manufacturer and
distributor of BAB-0 and Glim,
called together its key salesmen
from all parts of the nation via a
closed circuit broadcast through
the cooperation of MBS, whereby
top executives of various grocery
chains reported to the salesmen.
Television played its role at the
convention when Edward D. Madden, vice president in charge of TV
operations and sales, NBC-TV,
made a special address to the convention, revealing the plans being
formulated for the Kate Smith
TV show and projected the future
of television as a potent sales
force.
In addition, Babbitt, sponsor of
part of the Kate Smith Evening
Hour on NBC-TV, planned the production of a special film detailing
the operation of the show. Various excerpts from the shows of
stars who have or will appear were
included on the TV film, including Milton Berle, Ezio Pinza, Rex
Harrison, Jimmy Durante, Martin
and Lewis, etc.
Among the speakers at the con-

tkiemftUeHewlfeM
with

a record

based

on

AGGRESSIVE
GROWING

RADIO

stcowi,

Hear Channel Home of the National Ban Dance
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vention were Samuel Mendeleson,
president of B. T. Babbitt; William H. Weintraub, president of
William H. Weintraub Inc., N. Y.,
agency for Babbitt, and George
Friedland, president of Food Fair
Stores.
After the business meeting the
group of salesmen attended a
party at the Center Theatre.
AFA Campaign
OVER 6,300 radio transcriptions
are in use throughout the U. S.
and Canada for the fourth Advertising Federation of America campaign for public understanding of
advertising, AFA has reported.
For first time since inception in
1946, campaign has reached international proportions, spokesman
said. Theme is "Advertising Gives
you More for Your Money."
NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total
Area, Homes
Including
Farm U.andS.Urban
and Small-Town,
Including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK
October 28-November 3, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK Rating
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Homes
Rank
%
Program
jack Benny (CBS)
14.2
Lux
Theatre(CBS)(CBS)
15.5
12.4
AmosRadio
V Andy
13.8
Gangbusters (CBS)
Dragnet (NBC)
12.1
Mr.Persons
Keen, (NBC)
Tracer of Lost
Charlie
McCarthy
Gene Autry
(CBS) Show (CI
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
Father Knows Best (NBC) 11.8
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by 11.6
applyinthe
g the "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,903,000
—
1951
estimate
of
Total
States Radio Homes.
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of
the
1 to program,
5 minutes.except for homes listening only
Copyright by A. C. Nielsen Co.

DuMONT PAY RAISES
8% Given to 3,500
SOME 3,500 production, clerical
and junior executive employes of
Allen B. DuMont Labs got an
across-the-board
pay increase
week,
effective today
(Monday).last
HarrytionsHousten,
industrial
reladirector, said
production
workers will receive an eight-centsan-hour boost; — maximum allowed
under the Wage Stabilization
Board formula — and that DuMont
plans totional 2cents
petitionan WSB
an addihour for
so the
raise
can be tionate
a flatincreases
10 were
cents.announced
Proporfor the clerical, supervisory, and
professional employes.
Employes affected by the move
are
the company's
East Paterson, inClifton,
and Passaic,
N. J.,
Mr. Housten said the rate
plants.
changes
are a continuation of DuMont's announced policy of paying wages on a par with, or better
than, the average for the industry
and area. They constitute the
fifth general raise DuMont has
volunteered since 1945.
MOTOROLA Inc. Chicago, (radio and
TV sets), through Ruthrauff & Ryan
will
footballDec.game29.
over sponsor
Mutual East-West
radio network
Company had previously signed for
coast-to-coast television sponsorship
with DuMont network.
KROD has helped.
ElDryPOPULAR
Paso,GoodsT9xatCo.

for years in building sales volume
The
largest
between
San department
Antonio and store
Los
Angeles is a believer in radio
advertising for retail stores.
The fact that The Popular has
been a consistent sponsor of
programs and user of spots on
KROD for many years is the
best proof that we get results.
We can get results for YOU,
too!
CBS Radio Network in El Paso
KROD
5.000 watts 600 K. C.
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick, President
Val Lawrence, V. Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED
BY THE O. L. NATIONALLY
TAYLOR CO.
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FCC actions H

MILITARY inspection trip to the Memphis area was well-covered by WMC
and WMPS there. Shown during WMPS studio gathering are (I to r) Rear
Adm. Lucian A. Moebus, chief of Naval Air Reserve Training; Col. Joe A.
Smoak, chief of staff to commander of Marine Air Reserve Training; and Bill
Crump, announcer, W. B. Rudner, station director, and C. G. Simmons,
engineer, all WMPS.
to know, without trying to tell the
AD TEACHER AIDS
instructors how to teach. Of some
AAAA Undertakes Program 1,200 teachers to whom samples
TEACHER cooperation program of the tests were offered this year,
has been undertaken by American nearly 700 requested copies, it was
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, pointed
Purposeout. of the program is to
which is advising its 255 member assure
advertising students —
agencies to offer practical help to future that
employes of AAAA ageninstructors of advertising classes
cies— get sound instruction and
in local schools and colleges.
The program includes 14 specific learn the role of the agency within
structure. The prosuggestions of help, ranging from the advertising
is being handled by the
offering speakers to providing AAAA gramCommittee
on Government,
samples of agency work. Emphasis Public, and Educator
is put on the annual AAAA adver- with William Reydel of Relations,
Cunningtising aptitude examinations, which
ham & Walsh as chairman.
show the teachers what advertising employers want young people
Far East Plans
OPERATIONAL program for
Voice of America radio transmissions to Far Eastern countries, in
1952 were outlined last week in
the Philippines by Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State
for Public Affairs. He conferred
with Far Eastern information officers Dec. 10-14, the State Dept.
announced. Department programs
about 18 hours per week, including
repeats, to the Far East.

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Mognecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE —EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE LIGHTWEIGHT
the other, 'Easy
#
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units
be combined
studio tonoperation
of portablefor';
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WSTV Calms Public
AN AUTOMOBILE ploughed
into a high-tension electric
line pole and short circuited
virtually all electric lines for
10 miles around Steubenville,
Ohio, Nov. 30 at 11:20 p.m.
Five hours passed before electricity was restored to most
of the area. Even the police
short-wave radio was off the
air. WSTV Steubenville's
power, however, did not fail
and the station was the only
vehicle for radio communication during the blackout.
Disc Jockey Eddie Dee on
WSTV's news
Nite Club
of theevery
Air
flashed
bulletins
five minutes throughout the
blackout to anxious listeners.
Civic and civil defense officials lauded WSTV's efforts
to calm a war-jittery public,
many of whom feared the
blackout was caused by enemy
attack, the station reported.

DECEMBER 7 THROUGH DECEMBER 13
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective
radiated power
trans.
-transmitteiho
STL-studio-transmitter
link N-night
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and trans)
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of
station and transfer applications.
December 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Matewan,
W.newVa.—AMMod.station,
CP,
asforWHJC
mod.,
authorizing
extension of completion
date.
(FM) Berkeley, newCalif.—
CP,KPFA
as mod.,
FM Mod.
stato changeauthorizing
frequency,
height,tion,studio
location,
etc. ERP, ant.
WOTJI Athens, Ohio— Mod. CP, authorizing
in non-commercial
educational
FM changes
station,
to change fremc (Ch. quency218).from 88.1 mc (Ch. 201) to 91.5
Amendment of CP
Garden City Bcstg. Co., Augusta, Ga.
— Amend
CP,
new FM stachangetorequesting
frequency
mc (Ch.tion, to 279)
105.7
mc (Ch.from289).103.7
CP for CP
KOKH CP,Oklahoma
City,authorizing
Okla.— CPnewto
replace
as
mod.,
non-commercial
educational
FM station.
License for CP
Calif. —newLicense
CP,
as KCHJ
mod., Delano,
authorizing
AM for
station.
WTIX
New
Orleans,
La.—
License
for
tion.
CP, as mod., authorizing new AM staPatchogue,
N. Y. —newLicense
for
CP,WPAC
as mod.,
authorizing
AM station..
WHJC Matewan, W. Va. — License for
CP, as mod., authorizing new AM station.
WNBC-FM New York— License for
CP, station.
as mod., authorizing changes in
FM
KOKHcense for CP,
Oklahoma
City, authorizing
Okla.— Lias reinstated,
new
station.non-commercial educational FM
AM— 1070 kc
WAPI
Birmingham,
1070 kc. crease power from 5kwAla.—to CP10 kwto in-on
License Renewal
WJBK-FM Detroit— Renewal of license.
of WIBM-FM
license. Jackson, Mich.— Renewal
Application Returned
Ky.—newLicense
forWCPM
CP, as Cumberland,
mod., authorizing
AM

SERVICE

December 1 1 Decision .
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted License
WBOW-FM
Terre
Granted
license
coveringHaute,changes
FM
ant. station,
230 ft. 101.1 mc (Ch. 266), 20
WGBRcovering
Goldsboro,
N. C— Grantee
cense
new DA-DN,
cond.facilities change
WSYD
Mt.
Airy,
N.
cense new AM station, C—
1240 Granted
kc, 25C
fulltime.
WTOL-FM
Toledo,
Ohio—
cense new FM station, 104.7Grantee
mc
284),
1.3 kw, ant.
156 ft. S. C— Grai
WCOS-FM
Columbia,
license
new FM
station, 97.9 mc
250),
5.3 kw, ant.
260 ft.
WWGP-FM
Grai
license
CP Sanford,
as105.5mod.mcN.and(Ch.C—reinst
for
FM for
station,
288),
w, ant. 340 ft.
To Reduce Hours
WSTJI toIowa
Iowa— Granted
thority
reduceCity,operating
hours f
fulltime
to
minimum
from
Dec.
20
to
Jan.
26y4 tohrs.
Christmas and New ofYears
\ obse'
period. Granted Modifications
Following
granted
tension
ofSt.completion
KSGM
Genevieve,mod.dates:
Mo.,CP'stotoforMs1
15;
WKBZ
Muskegon,
Mich.,
15; KPOOPicayune,
San Francisco
June
WRJW
totoMarch
WJEF-FM
Grand Miss.,
Rapids,
Mich.Mi
June
27;
WTVB-FM
Coldwater,
to June 18; WEDK Springfield,
to June 1;March
KGMO-FM WSAY
Cape Girardc
Mo.,
RochesPo
N.Ga.,Y.,tototoApril
June 4.1, 14;
and WTJH East
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr.County
Frieda Bcstg.
B. Hennock
Lawrence
Co.
renceburg, scheduled
Tenn. — Ordered
proceeding
for
Dec.hearing
31 (h
day
for
government
employes)
tinued to Jan. 9 in Washington. be c
WBBB toBurlington,
N. C— Cto s
petition
amend
cify
5 DA-2,
kw, application
daytime,
in lieu
950WWHG
kc,920 1 kc,kw,
fulltime.
and WLEA Hornell, N.
Granted
joint
petition
for
continual
fromin Jan.
22 to March
inof hearing
Washington
proceeding
re tl
WLEA
Hornell,
N.
Y.
Granted p
applications.
tion for order to take — depositions
proceeding re its application.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bone
WINX (WOOK)
Gran
petition
amendWashington—
application
toestablish
changetosynch,
main
trans,
locationforna h
amp.
to change

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT Sfit
Engineer on ditty all night every nigVl
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, M
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

CONSULTING

RAD IO

&

TELEV ISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
0 Washington,Member
D. C. AFCCE ADams 2414

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

A—Established
US-year background
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
'Aember AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
fvereff L. Oil lard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
?. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
' Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
10ND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
;gistered Professional Engineer"
3311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century
Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
Wash. 6, 5851
D. C.
Executive 1230W.,
— Executive
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Lane,
Television
One LeFevre
New Systems
Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

WEIR
Weirton,
W. andVa.—place
Designated
for
hearing
at time
to be
later
application
studio specified,
location from
Weirton,to W.change
Va.,
to Weirton, W. Va., and Steubenville,
Ohio.
Set Aside Action
KTOK — Set
Oklahoma
City and ofWCFL
Chicago
FCC
Dec.
5nighttime
granting power
CPasidetofrom
KTOK1 action
totoreturn
5 increase
kw said
and
make
changes
in
DA-N
and
application
to inprocessing
line toAt await
consideration
proper
turn.
same
time,
the ofCommission
Dec.
5th grant
WCFL to modified
make changes
in the ditionDA-N
subject
to
further
con-inthatterfapplicant
acceptfrom
suchlater
erence as may result
grantter ofto KTOK,
application
of
KTOK.
In
letCommission
explains:
"The inadvertent
action granting
yourin accordance
application
was
and
not
with Section 1.373 of Commission Rules
in thatapplications
there are senior
approximately
fortyeight
to yours, which
are on processing line awaiting consideration." Granted Waiver
KWTX Waco, Texas — Granted waiver
ofpermit
Sec. 3.30 of inCommission's
to
mainWaco,
studiotoRules
location
to 46th change
andMay 1.Bosque,
be effective

December 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KMMO Marshall,
Mo.— Mod.andCP, new
authorizing power increase
trans., for extension
of completion date.
WSGN-FM Birmingham, Ala.— Mod.
CP, astion, mod.,
authorizing
new FM date.
stafor extension
of completion
Oklahoma
City—FM Mod.
CP,
asforKOMA-FM
mod.,
authorizing
new
station,
extension of completion date.
WPEN-FM
Philadelphia
—
Mod.
CP,
authorizing
in FMdate.station, for
extension of changes
completion
WJHL-FM Johnson City, Mass.— Mod.
CP, astion, mod.,
authorizing new FM date.
stafor extension
License offorcompletion
CP
CP,
as WNPT
mod., Northport,
authorizing Ala.—
new Lie.
AM for
station.
WGBH (FM) Boston— License for CP
authorizing
new non-commercial education FM station.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1320
KCRA creaseSacramento,
Calif. — toCP 5 tokw-Ninpower from 1 kw-N
and change
DA-N. on page 107)
(Continued
December 17, 1951 • Page 103

December 11 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WBUD
Trenton, N.frequency
J. — Mod. change,
CP, as
mod., authorizing
power increase,
DA-DN,
change transmitter
and
main
studio
locations,
for extension of completion date. etc.,
KCLV Clovis, N.newM. AM
— Mod. CP, foras
Member AFCCE'
mod.,
power authorizing
increase
from for100 CPw station,
to 250 w.
License
United Bcstg.
Inc.
KPUY
Puyallup,
Wash.—
License
for
romapplicant
Banks toIndependent
Bcstag.Co. Co.).
CP, as mod., authorizing new AM staAlabama-Gulf
Foley, Ala. —of tion.
ranted petitionRadio,
for assignment
raring date
proceeding
its ap- December 12 Decisions . . .
ication
and inthat
of Gulfre Beaches
COMMISSION EN BANC
:stg. Co., St. Petersburg Beach, Fla.;
Granted Application
'Plications
WLAW-AM-FM
Lawrence,
Massashington onassigned
Feb. 11. for hearing in Granted
applications
maintain
additional
main studio intoBoston.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Designated
for
Hearing
West Side Radio, Tracy, Calif.—
WPIN Clearwater,
Fla. —place
Designated
for
at application
time and
to be
"anted
petition for
■aring
11 to continuance
Jan.and10 that
in pro-ofof studio
laterhearing
specified
to change
location
from
Clearwater
to
eding from
re itsDec.
application
Petersburg,
Fla.
estern Bcstg. Assoc., Modesto, Calif.. Clearwater-St.
Wewoka,
Okla.—
Designated
Lee County Bcstg. Co., Bishopville, forKWSH
hearing
at
time
and
place
to
be
C. — Continued
hearing from Dec. 5 later specified
application
to changeto
of station
from Wewoka
rJan.
CP. 3 in Washington re application location
Wewoka-Seminole,
Okla.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas,S. Texas
Seattle,
Wash.
4212
Buckner Blvd. 4742
W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25<S per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
totheirboxcustody
numbersor return.
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted: radio
Generalstation.
manager35,000
for town.
midwestern
One whoin wants
to community.
locate and rearSalary
his
family
a
small
and
share necessary.
in profits. Answers
Educationstrictly
and
experience
confidential.
Box 721L, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Salesman offers
with salary
provenplussales
record.
Position
commission
in quarter
million
midwest
market.to
Radio
sales
at
outset
with
chance
work is into
TV.to get
Prefer
married
man
who
anxious
aheadSend
in a rapidly
growing
organization.
recent
snapshot Address
and complete
historyBROADin first
letter.
Box 707L,
CASTING.
Excellent
opportunity
for salesman
who
knows radio
value
of account
servicing.
Goodand
draw
against
15%.O.
Send
complete
details,
air
mail.
P.
Box 112, Gloversville, New York.
Wanted
— By oldest
radioaggressive,
station west
of Mississippi
River,
salesman. Vacancy
due ex-to
change inperienced
personnel
to accomodate
station's TV
operation.
Job
is
permanent;plan.
good salary
plus conditions
profitable
incentive
Working
ideal. Station
staffed
to support
hard
workingpaignssalesman
camand copyinformation
thatwithare ideas,
productive.
Send
complete
1st Brady,
letter
to:
Sales
Manager,
WOC,
805
Davenport, Iowa.
Announcers
Wanted
—
announcer
with
good
hard
punching
commercialSend
voice.audition
Large midwestern
market.
disc
and
all
details
first
letter.
Box
357L,
BROADCASTING.
Act
quick.ticket,
Announcer-engineer,
with
first class
on announcing.
Growing
250northern
wattaccent
network
station$240in
beautiful
Virginia.
month
to start,
automatic raises.
disc and
qualifications.
Box Send
710L,
BROADCASTING.
Upper midwest 1 kw CBS affiliate needs
staff announcer.
Preferphoto,
1-2' years
exence. Send letter,
audition
recording. periImmediate
opening.
Box
712L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Good announcer with ticket.
There Willamette
is a good jobValley.
for youAirin mail
Oregon's
great
disc,
picture
history and salary
desired.
Box
720L,and BROADCASTING.
Arizona
combo DJ, station
$400.00. wants
Box 724L,outstanding
BROADCASTING.
Five
kw
eastern
Ohio
network
desiressports
versatile
man with Send
strongaffiliate
news
and
background.
picture
and
full
information.
BROADCASTING. Box 725L,
Immediate
openingsoutheastern
for qualifiedstation.
staff
announcer
Operate cellent
RCAwith
board,
news, Send
DJ. disc
Exworking
conditions.
or tape Eoxalong732L,withBROADCASTING.
full details first
letter.
Five tion
kw announcer-engineer.
CBS station needsAccent
combinaannouncing.
Apply KOOK, Billings,on
Montana.
Announcer-first
ticket. $300announcing
monthly
and
more working
depending
ability.
conditions
using
3approximately
tickets Ideal
daytime20 hours
operation.
Announce
weekly.
6 day
week.
Send
details
and
voice
audition
Manager, KTFY, Brownfield, Texas.
Wanted, combo
man for with
good KWJBpaying,
permanent
NBC,collect.
Globe, association
Arizona, telephone
Globe
41,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-salesman,
workpersonality
confined
6:00-8:30
Must doair top
DJcommission.
morninga.m.show.
guarantee
plus
Network$250 affiliate,
strong
on sports,Want
DJ shows,
highlywithsaleable
market.
announcer
talent
plus ability
sell. orFulldisc.
detailsKWSL,
first
letter,
includetoLa.tape
Lake Charles,
Wanted — TwoOnecombo
one firstfortyof
December.
end ofmen,
December,
hour
week. Salary
$45.00
to WACA,
$65.00,
commensurate
with
ability.
Camden, South Carolina.
Announcer-engineer
for new station
New
York metropolitan
Patchogue,
Long Island. area. WALK,
Announcernouncer forwanted,
interested inprefer
anresidence
of regular
N. C,Wannamaker,
S.staffC, work,
or Virginia.
Contact
Allan
Radio
Station WGTM, Wilson, N. C.
Immediate openingnouncer-eng—ine rs 1st2phone,combo
anannouncing.
Start
$60photo,
for emphasis
40resume.
hour
week.
Send
disc,
WHBS, Huntsville, Alabama.
Morningexperienced
man — Hard hitting announcer.
Only
Prefer
man
state Wisconsin,neednearapply.
middlewest.
Reasonable
starting
salary,complete
health benefits.
Send
disc,
tape,
letter
program director, WHBY, Appleton,
Wisconsin.
Combination
announcer-engineer.
WJON,
Cloud,
Minnesota, or Wire
call
1240. ABCSt. affiliate.
All-round
announcer.
Prefer
experience,radio
will accept
qualified
manstatistics,
fresh
from
school.
Send
draft
status,
audition
of
news,
spots,
DJ work, to Dave Kane, WLAU, Laurel,
Mississippi.
Immediatenouncer withopening
morning500 an-W
first classforlicense.
regional station.
Congenial
staff; permanent
position,
pay
$60
WMIK, Middlesboro, Kentucky.minimum..
Announcer-engineer,
first phone. State
experience
and salary
first
letter. WMLT,
Dublin,requirements
Georgia.
announcer-engineer.
Wire
li
orCombination
write WOXF,
North
CaronaOxford,
.
News, special
via
telephone,
write, requiring
airevents,
local gather
news.
Program
assignments
ad libpreferred.
and interview
experience.
Typist
Advancement
$240
a month,
regularopportunity.
raises. WSMI,StartLitchfield,
Illinois.
Wanted:ticket.
Announcer
with 1st class
phone
Mississippi
StateOpportunity
College on tooff attend
hours.
Needed
Mississippi.at once. WSSO, Starkville,
Program
expansion 5000
by theW Personality
Stations—
ABC
Charleston,WKNA
W. Va. and WJLS
1000 Win
CBS
in
Beckley,
W.
Va.—
has
created
new staff nopenings
for with
qualified
anouncers. Men familiar
ABC
and
CBS schedules
preferred,
but
not
necessarily
required.
These
positions
present
opportunity intotwogrowof West
with
progressivefine organization
Virginia's
radio markets.
Send
disc and leading
full
particulars
to Program
Director,
Personality
Box 3106, Charleston,
W.Stations,
Va. P. O.
Wanted:
withnew1ststation
class
phone
ticketAnnouncer
to Mississippi.
open with
at
Aberdeen,
Available
approximately
15th
of
January.
Contact Joe Phillips, Starkville, Mississippi.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience reSi1,.1,1",?"'BROADCASTING.
Virginia network station. Box
238K,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
NeedMinnesota
combination
announcer-engineer
for
station.
Want man Good
able
tosalary.
workMailintodetails.
chiefBoxengineer.
624L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— First
engineer for
transmitter
duty.phone
Car required.
$50
ING.
for 44 hours. Box 678L, BROADCAST'Iffreshyouwater
like hunting,in thesaltlandwaterof sunand
shine and thefishing
salary,
of course,
there
isa first
an opportunity
for
you
if
you
have
class
voice. Send
tape orBROADCASTING.
disc andticket
full and
information.
Box
697L,
Opening foravailable
southern engineer
AM-TV
station
an alert,inandlicensed
with
maintenance
control room
experience.
Reply
Box
728L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer,
experienced adcom-lib
binationto man,handle
good personality
type ingable
nite
salary betweenability.
$280 andshift.
$320 Startbased
announcing
Opportunity
toon
sell
on
commission
also.
Network
affiliate,
strong
on
sports,
DJ
shows,
highly
saleable market.
Full details
first letter,
Lake
Charles,include
La. tape or disc. KWSL,
Chief Engineer. New station New York
metropolitanportunity.
area. Good salary opLong Island. Station WALK, Patchogue,
Engineer,Contact
first WBYS,
class ticket,
combo
work.
Canton,no Illinois.
First classquired,engineer,
no
experience
WCDT, Winchester, Tennessee.reImmediate
opening
engineer
first class license. for
Contact
AllenwithB
Jones,ton, N.Radio
C. Station WGNI, WilmingHave immediate
opening
for firstwork.
class
operator,
studio
and
transmitter
Experience
not necessary.
Write WHDL,
Olean, New York, for further information.
Will train
enine r for 6inexperienced
a.m.
to guaranteed
noon licensed
announcing
shift. ing.gGood
future,near
hous250
Mutual
seashore,
good
hunting,
fishing.WHIT,
Immediate
Air
mail details
New Bern,opening.
N. C.
Modern
progressive
station
inpermanent
heart of
Lake
Erie
vacation
land
has
position
for engineer. Excellent
salary
and generous
plan. Contact
Chief
Engineer, vacation
WLEC, Sandusky,
Ohio,
immediately.
Wanted:
Engineer
with
first phone;Contact
plus
topnotch
radioRadio
salesman.
John
Struckell,
WOND
at Pleasantville
3971 inStation
Pleasantville,
New
Jersey.
WOSC, mitter
Fulton,
NewExperience
York needsunnecestransengineer.Dick
2-2255. sary.
Contact
Horan,
Chief
Engineer, WOSC, Fulton, New York,
Engineer mediateor opening,
announcer-engineer,
WVOS, Liberty, N. im-Y.
Radio
test
technicians
and radio
test
engineers for alignment,
test radio
and
trouble-shooting
of
complicated
equipment.
These jobs requireand thoroughtensive
theoretical
exexperienceknowledge
in practical
radio.
Pay
is
excellent
(many
technicians
earn
up
to
$120.00
a
week),
working
conditionstunities forare
of the finest,
advancement
are goodopporand
you'llpluslike thethe opportunity
employee benefits.
Allin
this
to workWrite
the
finest
city
in
the
midwest!
for
an
interview
or
send
resume
qualifications Company,
to B. V. Mayrhauser,of
The
N. E.,Turner
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.909 17th St.,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Othe uu
Wanted:to Experienced,
personal
.
woman
television
cooki
program
in conduct
southern
city. Send
det;
on
experience
and
recent
photogr;
ING.
in first letter. Box 716L, BROADCA!
Seasoned newsman. Assist news edil
Rewrite, good
gather,future
edit, right
broadcast.
manent,
man. Pi5 , B
watts. CBSBox affiliate,
northern N v
England.
738L, BROADCAST!?
Maturetraffic
youngworkwoman
for daytime
tion
and some
copyrig
ing.
Include
in replyWANN,
detailsBoxof
perience
and
photo
Annapolis, Maryland.
Woman
copywriter,
experienced,
tractive
and capableworking
of calling
clients.continuous
Excellent
conditii faI
and
chance
promotio
Wire or write WDYK,for Cumberla
Maryland.
Wanted: Excellent
Experienced
news man,
write.
opportunity
with
writing
ability
and
newsfor jutSe
ment.
Airqualifications,
work not essential.
letter
of
including
perience,
salaryMic
pected to background
Station WFDF,andFlint,
Copywriter, immediate opening,
perience including
necessary. photo
Send andfullsalsp;§ijf
ticulars,
required.
WGEM, Quincy, Illinois.
gan.
Experienced
copywrit
Also
do commercials,
traffic commercial
work. photo,
In reply
inclu
sample
experience. WVSC, Somerset,details
Pa.
Television
Technical
Wanted—
chiefoverengineer.
Manstatimi |(
becompletely.
able toTV take
Box 580L,operating
BROADCAS
ING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Othei
Wanted—
TVcan production
chief.
li\ 1Ei!
Man
handle
phasesbe Noofwillifihf
slide who
scheduling,
etc. allMust
dig
in,
work
hard.
Right
man
have unlimited opportunity.
Box 57S
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTINC
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Eight years
of experience
in radiobackha
helped
me
bring
two onestations
sound financial basis,
of which wr
operating
in the now
red. inI'dthelikenorth
to
that
experience
west
where
I
want
to
settle
manently.
I
have
good
job,
but
wape
security
earned
by
hard
work.
Stai
ing salary
must forbe the
good future.
and potenti
must
be there
Rep
Box 694L, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager of small market st
tion
change
to2 children.
metropolitij"
market
inBoxmidwest.
Veteran.desires
713L, BROADCASTINC,;
Young
station
manager
interested
change.
No hurry.
Prefer prove
soutifeity
Civic minded,
conscientious,
ability, excellent references, no b;
habits.
experience.
pulled Organizational
two
out
of Have
red Ha'tc Er
money
makingstations
operations.
rated
morning
program.
Personal
terview
can be arranged. Write Be
719L, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Local
salesman-salesmanager,
trai
scriptionopportunity.
representative
wants
paying
Box 690L,
BROAhi ii rCASTING.
Announcers
Topnotch, draft
exempt First
announce IJ
newscaster,
disc
jockey.
license. near
Now NYC.
working.
Desirephor tij
locate
Audition.
635L, BROADCASTING.
Basketball play-by-play man availabl bsj
immediately.
One of nation's
bes ens
Seven
yearsExcelexperience
in metropol:
tan
area.
in basketball,
baseba
s
and
football.
Excellent
voice.
Fin
references. Desires AM or TV static3! jjp
strong
on
sports.
Veteran,
30,
colle
grad.
Confident Allmy offers
air checks wi ^2J
convince
Box
657L, you.
BROADCASTING. considered;r ■

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
satile announcer,
33, withselling
talentvoice
for
>ersonations
and good
ires
permanent
Florida
position,
ployed
past
27
months
top
midwest
work
Strong
on DJ, Draft
news,
lege station.
graduate.
Married.
mpt.
Box 706L. BROADCASTING.
nouncer-newsman.
anincing experience. Seven
News, years
IV2 years,
gle, age 27. Box 709L, BROADSTING^^
lilable at once. Far better than
sportsman.
quali|rage
handle
every Completely
sports
detail
and
onto staff.
Handle
board,
have
rected
ticket.
Past
1V2
years
in
sales.
;ire
straight
announcing
anywhere
hter chance
for
advancement.
No
or drifter,
butwillsettled
family
&, draft
consider
all
:rs.
Box exempt,
714L, BROADCASTING.
Derienced staff announcer. Radio
ool graduate.
Single.718L,References.
;ellent
voice. Box
BROADSTING.
0ribined
man news
sports
package.
years
experience:
past 5 years13results,
back
jack twice
daily, outstanding
tings
and
full
background
on
re:st.)
Presently
in
400,000
listener
rket. Desire larger market. $15,000
limumWill annual
guarantee
for
packindividual
;rs. Box not722L. consider
BROADCASTING.
alined,
conscientious
announcer.
:cial
events, news gathering
and
ting,
background
sic
andcomprehensive
its programming.
Married,27in
ft deferred,
university graduate,
,rsience.
old. Only
More than
eight years
expermanent
positions
h equitable
salary
considered.
Box
L, BROADCASTING.
nouncer-BA
English, copy
light
jerience, all Degree
phases program
eluding
sports)exempt.
con1 board. play-by-play
Veteran, draft
* 727L, BROADCASTING.
nouncer,
scriptannouncing
writer. Wants
posi1 good voice
all phases,
nmercial
Veteran.
Single
(ege.
Box writing.
730L. BROADCASTING.
five desires
years.
waouncer-general
employed, 250staff,
watter,
?er
market. Box 735L, BROADSTING.
ladian
announcer-producer,
net-in
ck experienced.
southwith
mary.
Looking
forMoving
good job
gressive
major
market
station
ich
can use top
man withat ideas,
ift
exempt.
Experienced
netrk
and transcribed
commercials,
vs,
special
events
other Write
type
grams. No regionalandaccent.
{ 737L, BROADCASTING.
nouncer,
copywriter.3 years
Diploma.college,
Exienced,
married,
noellent
tuner,character
play piano,andbassreferences.
and sing,
;tnegro
exaltedElks.
ruler Excellent
and specialsalesman,
deputy
:esman.
Diplomat
wife capable of
idling
women's
Availe at once.
Will program.
mop studio
floor
managers
shoes.
Will even
,e1 ashine
Republican.
over
look
negro and give Please
me a break.
Box
U;ireBROADCASTING.
combo
work
in
southwest.
Colwriter, musician.immediately.
Wish creative
,fk.
Hal
vard, Available
5219 S. W. Corbett, Portland
Or
eg
on
.
■rtscaster desires eastern location,
y-by-play
all background
sports, staff inannounc,aryexcellent
work. 3. 24,
veteran,Rollie
3A, music
availi January
Contact
Scott,
IN,
Findlay,
Ohio.
ffs announcer.
Recent
graduate,
destaff news.
work. Strongvoice.
on commers/el.and
Free to
Box 471L,DeepBROADCASTING.
louncer:
all exempt.
phases,
old.Experienced
Single,Write,draftwire
)dyears
mature
Id,
26-11 25thvoice.
Street, L. I. C. 2,Marty
New
Technical
;try,phone,
43,i years
experience.
State
working
conditions
first letter.
: 562L, BROADCASTING.
ited10— years
Chief experience.
engineers jobReferences
AM-FM:eran,
567L, 1st
BROADCASTING.
phone radio engineer,
ires
position.
2\'2 years 34-31
technical
erience.
Kunstadt,
;et, JacksonRaoulHeights,
New York.72nd
ibination
chief
engineer-announcer,
>ndary
market,hours.
3 yearsDraftexperience.
minimum
exempt,
Tied,
car, 40available
January
1st.
.Minneapolis,
Wischmeyer,
3305 40th
Avenue,
Minn,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, perience
first phone,
three years
exFM, studio.
Married
veteran
with AM, dependents,
car.
Desire permanent
position. have
Presently
employed.
working conditions andState
housingsalary,
availability.
Will
accept best offer. Box 717L, BROADCASTING.
First class ticket wants job in Fla.,
Texas or California. Box 739L, BROADCASTING.
Veteran, colored, first class license,
wish permanent
position, 15 engineering
years technical radio experience,
graduate, will
travel,
available
imm
e
d
i
a
t
e
l
y
.
W
i
r
e
or
write
Karl
584 Kosciusko Street, Brooklyn, N.Vann,
Y.
Production-Programming, Others
Program director, 8 years experience
includingmotioannouncing,
production,
pron, sales aid training.
Will change
for
better salary. Box 708L, BROADCASTING^
Program
director.in Married
man, eight
years
experience
writing,
announcing
for production,
small station.cellentTop record
airavailable
work,
play-by-play,
exin radio and civic affairs.
Box 715L, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter-scenarist-producer.
Topflight. AM and/or TV. Station, agency.
Samples to specifications.
Details,
remuneration first letter, please
to Box
729L, BROADCASTING.
Program
desiresTop position
with
progressivedirector
station.
announcing
experience,
news most
editorphases
3-man broadstaff,
plus
experience
casting, radio-journalism degree. Box
731L, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer, 26, vet,
married,
5 years radio,
PD.
Availableencescollege,
Best 2>/2refer. Boimmediately.
x 183, Butler, Penna.
Television
Production-Programming , Others
Versatile man for busy TV operation,
aiming tion.
for Varied
responsible
executive
posibackground
in radio,
theatre, agency
TVactor,department.
Announcer,
writer,
director.
Box
723L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
1000
watts.
Fulltime.
grossing
$115,000 but can be upped Now
considerable.
Good
net.
$300,000.
Box
705L,
BROADCASTING.
Southwestern 250 watt fulltime station
for
sale.good,
Priceretail
$31,000
quick sale.
Locality
salesAllforhigh.
have
other interests.
repliesOwners
kept
confidential.
Box
711L,
BROADCASTING.
Fulltime net affiliate in near west.
Second
largest
single Nostation
in state.anywhere
Profitable.
TV ormarket
high
power
$36,000
largely
cash. Box 734L, near.
BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
For sale:
375 foot
40-tonnowself standing.
supporting
Lehigh
tower
Stressed
to
carry
FM
or
TV
or both.
Complete
with A-4 Priced
lightingto and
bay
W.E. FM antenna.
sell.8 Box
602L, BROADCASTING.
One kilowatt Western Electric AM
transmitter
443-A-l,
tubes
changed833- A.
frommodel
Western
Electricfinaltolimiter
RCA
type
model 1126-CA Western
includes Electric
126-C limiter
amplifier,
298-A
control
panel
and
20B rectifier. A Wincharger tower type
300 triangular,
heightbeacon
260', assembly,
complete
with
type
300
M.M.
lighting
wire,
conduitslineandand375tuning
feet
open
transmission
house wire
components.
Box 665L, BROADCASTING.
For sale:ameter, 10Andrews
ZVs" dift. incratefiveCo-Ax—
New, in Muskegon,
original
at 20$3.75ft. perlengths.
foot,
f.o.b.
Michigan.
Write
Manager, WKBZ.
Complete
for 860
wattsall
RCA equipment
selling best
bid.250 Gerald
O'Grady, North Adams, Massachusetts.
General Radio distortion and noise
meter,
type 1932-A.
New 1011
condition,
$395. Robert
M. Silliman,
New
Hampshire
ton, D. C. Avenue, N. W., Washing-

For Sale (Cont'd)
Truscon
H-30, 295 monitor
foot tower,and 1 limiter,
kw GE
FM
transmitter,
Magnecorder
PT6A and Collins
PT6R. remote
W. E.
arms
and
reproducers.
single andment. G.double
speech and
input preamp
equipE.
program
amplifiers. All
year andBoxhalf.419L,
No
reasonable
offerusedrefused.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
Wanted:
1 kwStateamplitude
modulated
transmitter.
price,
age.
Also
need CAA-A3
beaconcondition,
and flasher.
Box 733L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:price,1 kwcondition,
or 3 kw age.
FM Lee
transmitter,
state
Radio Station WCPS, Tarboro,
N.Hodges,
C.
Wanted:
3
kw
FM
transmitter,
antenna,
monitors,
transmission
line,
other
equipment
complete forFM cash.
installation.
Must
be realfor Co.,
bargain
Dixie
Broadcasting
Jackson, Tennessee.
Will paymitter,cashmodulation
for and
goodfrequency
one kw transmoniandWrite
recordC. L.library.
What tor,dotwoham,turntables
you
have?
Gra1145
Walnut
Street,
Gadsden,
Alabama.
Miscellaneous
Radio
package
will consider
scripts,Irving
all kinds.houseSoundstage,
Inc.,
2225
California. Street, San Francisco,
Help Wanted
Salesmen
SALES ENGINEERS
Large
electronic
equipment
the East
has several
desirablemanufacturer
openings forinIn
Sales
Engineers.
No traveling.
Experience
broadcast sential.
transmitters
or
audio
equipment
Engineering
degree
desired but equiv-esalent experience
mayincluding
be substituted.
Give full
details,
age.
perience and salary desired. education, exBOX 651 L, BROADCASTING
Announcers
IF YOU ARE SINGLE
and
Want to Spend
In The the Winter
VIRGIN ISLANDS
If
you're
a comboannouncing
man with
a first
phone
post for— accent
you atonWSTA.
Stay —asthere's
long asa
you likethebuticicles
you'll are
like hanging
it especiallylow wellup
while
North. Openings
for three.
throw rocks
seeYou'll
St. Thomas.
Writeat to:Florida after you
Bill Greer
WSTA
St. Thomas, V. I.

$1.00

Situations Wanted
Managerial
NOW!
STATION OR NETWORK MANAGER
AVAILABLE
Man with push andin imagination
telecaster-broadcaster
need of freshfor
energy and knowledge of cost cutting to
spark
operations
and public -relations
major
city. Unique
TV,selling,
AMin
& newspapers.
Knowsbackground
planning,
operations
and
production:
all
phases
commercials, live & film. Would be topsTV
for
ad agency
radio-TVcompany.
departmentAgeor 40;ad
manager
for large
P.married:
O. Box Two5812,colleens.
Cleveland,Start
Ohio.$15,000.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
5KWAMTR
Now available West Coast station. Model 355-E-l Western
Electric transmitter in good
operating condition. Good stock
spare parts and new tubes. WE
Model 1-C frequency meter and
RCA 96A modulation monitor.
#10,000 and you take it from
our transmitter building. Box
736L, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Completelyscriprefinished
16 inch
t
i
filing cabinets
$30 traneach
crated F.O.B. onHollywood
16 inchabletranscription
cabinets
workcondition
$10
each
uncratad
F.O.B. Hollywood
Standard Radio140 Transcription
N. La Brea Services.lnc
Hollywood 36, Calif.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT! SERVICE
havemercial and Program
selected Managers
General, ; ComChief
;ineers, DiscDelaysJockeys
and other
specialists.
are
your needs today. costly; tell
Howard S. FnAzrER
& RadioBldg.,Management
728TV Bond
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C.
(Continued on next page)

to cover handling
MUST
BE REMITTED
when submitting

CLASSIFIED application material
(transcriptions, bulk packages, etc. Regular Letters Excluded)
BROADCASTING
The Newsweekly of Radio and Television
TELECASTING

cannot be responsible
for delay
in forwarding
such
material,
arriving
tance. necessary remitwithout

Strictly Business
(Continued fr om page 16)
sion,
Chicago's
north Park,
shore
stria. in France, Germany and Au- took
and inplacethe onsuburb
Highland
Before entering the Army, he at- where he was born 28 years ago.
BBDO in "snooping"
Benedict's
radio, and fostered
he left
Atchison,tended St.Kan.
EarlierCollege
schoolingin anHisinterest
after two years to join Montgomery,
Ward
and
Co.
as
a
radio
School
buyer. After meeting a scoretime-of
time salesmen — "who sold me on
JOBS IN RADIO!
their b u s i n e s s" — Mr. Bowden
Becomeducer anor salesannouncer,
writer, projoined Taylor-Borroff (now the
manager.
Taylor Co.) station representative
Nearly fifty jobs now available for
trainedtionpersonnel.
Write foraccelerated
informafirm
1949radio
whenbusiness."
Ward's
about
professional
"went inoutApril
of the
and correspondence courses.
For
a
year
before
joining
the
PearNitiinil
Academy
of
Broadcasting,
Inc.
3338 16th St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
son company he headed the Chicago agency, Louis A. Smith Co.
Eagerin toadvertising
back-up his
work
with practical
theory,
Mr. Bowden took professional night
courses
for
two
years
at
NorthI SRT-Radio I
western U. and Loyola U. while
AMERICA'S OLDEST BROADCASTING SCHOOL
working
in
Chicago.
Jnfensive full or part time
He is married to the former Betty
Jane Ruark of Kansas City, Mo.,
COURSES
and they have a son, James David,
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
almost 3. After a successful and
swift transplanting to Minneapolis,
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
they are hibernating this winter
Outstanding Faculty of
with
house plans, which they hope
Network Professionals
to carry out next year. Mr. BowCo-Educational
•
Day
or
Evening
den's den,project
the yard
and garSmall Classes
while hisiswife
supervises
the
Approved for Veterans
color
and
fabrics
planning.
Write lorDEPT.Prospectus
H
School of Radio Technique
KNX Hollywood and Columbia Pacific
RKO Bldg., Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
Sales and Sales Promotion departments movebuilding
to new offices in newly228 South Wobash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois.
renovated
Sunset
Blvd. studios. adjoining CBS
NEED

AN

ANNOUNCER?

• looking for a job
• equipment for sale
• need an engineer
• want to buy a station
The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations
minimum)wanted, 20tf per word ($2.00
Help wanted, 25tf- per word ($2.00 minimum)
All minimum)
other classifications 30tf per word ($4.00
Display ads, $15.00 per inch
If transcriptions or bulk packages
submitted, $1.00 extra charge
for mailing.
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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JEAN HERSHOLT (I), president. Motion Picture Relief Fund, and Howard
S. MeigHan, president of CBS Radio,
complete negotiations for presentation by CBS Radio of two half-hour
weekly dramaticthe shows
Fund. on behalf of
GRAFTON B. PERKINS
Lever Executive Dies
GRAFTON B. PERKINS, 68, retired vice president and advertising
manager of Lever Bros., died at his
home in Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 6.
Mr. Perkins, who had majored in
chemistry at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was a veteran
of 38 years'vertisingexperience
in the adfield. After association
with McGraw-Hill as promotion
manager and the Boston Post as
advertising manager, he joined
Lever Bros, in 1924, serving there
until his retirement in 1946. He
was a colonel in Army Intelligence
during World War I and public relations adviser to Rubber AdminWorld Waristrator
II. Bradley Dewey during
Mr. Perkins is survived by his
wife, a son, a daughter and his
mother.
Covers Crash
NEW remote pickup of KMYR
Denver got its first official workout
enabling on-the-scene coverage of
B-29 bomber crash into several east
Denver homes fortnight ago. Dick
Leonard, station news director, has
the
in histwo-way
car. FM system installed

CHARLES HOWELl
Dies Dec. 8 in Co/om
CHARLES R. HOWELL, 70, se.
tary-treasurer of Western SI
Broadcasting Co., licensee of K
Grand Junction, Col., died at
home Dec.
8 following an illness
of a year.
BornIowa,
in Nov.
Laconia,
ents werehisamong
9, 1882,
parearly settlers
eastern
Colorado,of
homesteading in
Kit Carson
County.himself,
Mr. Mr Howe,
Howell,
homesteaded in that area in IS
He -married Laura Evans in 1!
Early years were spent in teaks!
ing, farming
ranching.
World
War I and
he moved
to DenAl ,u
so that his son, Rex, could ei
school there and at the same t:
could take up further study
radio for which Rex had showj
preference.
When Rex established KFXJ:
Edgewater, Col. in 1926,
Howell helped to operate the
tion on the side while continu
work as a mortician. In 1928,
resigned
position and devofj'
full time his
to radio.
In 1930, he entered business
partner with his son and KFXJ
moved to Grand Junction.
Western Slope Broadcasting
was
father-and-son
partners!
which a pioneered
broadcasting
ice to western Colorado. In 19E5
it was incorporated
anotfl131
member
of the familyandjoined
firm. Ruth Howell, oldest dauj
ter of Rex, was named vice pit
dent. Thus the company beca j
a three-generation family firm.
1950, a second station, KGLN, v
founded at Glenwood Springs, C
by Mr. Howell and his son.
Mr. Howell progr,
on Last
the May,
25th anniversary
of KFXJ with his son and grai
daughter. Mr. Howell had
active in community life, partii
larly church work.
He is survived by his wife,
son, three brothers and a sister

Radio Station and Newspaper
Tax, estate andAppraisals
many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn-Hamilton Company
in minimum
time.to make accurate, authoritative appraisals
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON,
D. C. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
James
W.
Blackburn
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg.
Lester M. Smitb
Tower
235Exbro«k
Montgomery
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
2-5672 St.
BROADCASTING
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license
H. H. Wommack
and
ocket Actions . . .
David andA.to 25%
Wommack,
whorespectively,
nowJr. hold
FINAL DECISIONS
51%
of
stock
from Robert S. Bielch who now holds
24%
whichWommack
will be transferred
towiththeofthestock,
Messrs.
for $9,266,
ed decision
granting
application
of
fCC roundup
24theshares
to be divided
LCS
for
change
in
facilities
from
1400
between
Wommacks.
Afterholdevenly
trans250
w,
fulltime,
to
910
kc,
1
kw,
fer,
Mr.
Wommack
Jr.
will
63%
lltime;of conditions.
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
interest
and Mr.FiledWommack
will hold
.tion
KJAN for newFCC AMdenied
stationappli-on
37%
interest.
Dec.
10.
0 kc, 5 kw, fulltime. Decision Dec. 7.
WCLI Corning,
N. Y., and
WELM from
ElFCC
deniedWash.
petition(Bremerton
filed by KBRO
mira,
Y.Leader
— Assignment
of license
emerton,
CorningN.Corp.
Inc.purposes
to Elmira-Corning
.), requesting
continuance
ofBcstg.
oralits Sox Scote
SUMMARY THROUGH DEC. 13 Bcstg.
for
of
adminisgument
scheduled
for
Dec.
11
on
plicationWash.
and that of KTNT
(FM)
CPs Cond'l
tinue to tration
hold (samesamestockholders
control andwilltherecon-is
Appls. Hearing
In
tcoma,
ants Pending
On Air Licensed 12815
no monetary
Filed
Dec. 11. consideration involved).
); designated (Tribune
for oral Publishing
argument AMClassStations
310
107
*1 11 2 of KWSH
BRO'sand petition
forparties
reopening
of recWewoka,
Okla.— Assignment
647
82
562
directed
to petition
address
2,312
license Bcstg.
from KADA
Inc. toof
466 171 Tri-City
108
guments
to issues
raisedin byaddition
2,29293
Co., forBcstg.
purposes
rose
reopening
of
record
to
separate
administration
of station.
*
On
the
air.
raised
by
exception.
Stock
to
be
held
in
substantially
*
INITIAL DECISION
manner as before transfer. Filed same
Dec.
11.WAYB Waynesboro, Va. — Relinquishoperation.
No
monetary
consideration.
FCC
issued
initial
decision
holding
Equipment
Co.,
Ch.
4
(66-72
mc),
ERP
Filed
Dec.
10.
100
kw
visual,
50
kw
aural,
antenna
atC,A. does
D. Ring
&
Co.,
Washington,
ment
of
control
Waynesboro
Bcstg.
average terrain
795 ft.; license
WMFT Tri-Cities
Florence, Bcstg.
Ala. — Assignment
of Corp. by Judson T. Phillips and William
not
basic
eligibility
estimatedabove
construction
cost $604,681.60,
Co., licensee,
ovisions
ofindustrial
Sec. meet
11.501radio
(a) ofservices
the rulesin height
Gallahernow through
45 sharesto
verningauthorization
to100%Daylight
Bcstg.$10,000
Co., cash
through
sale
of R.of stock
estimated
first year
operating
cost $144,held who
by sale
Mr. ofGallaher
stock
for
and
$6,000
eking
to
operate
station
000,
estimated
first
year
revenue
$160,N.
Wilbur
Kidd,
000. Applicant
is licensee
of KARK payable
special industrial
radioin services
for Little
$100ofa expenses
month forof 5 current
years, and
shares,
for $4,950.
Filed now
Dec. holds
11. 79
Rock.
Filed
Dec.
12.
mmunication
purposes
adjustment
assumption
opdirectional
antennas
of& standard
WIGM from
Medford,
Wis.—
Assignment
of
eration. Richard
Principal stockholders
informer
Day- license
TRANSFER REQUESTS
George
F.
Meyer
to
Radio
light
include
B.
Biddle,
oadcast
stations.
Ring
Co.
had
WTNTment of control
Tallahassee,
Fla.— RelinquishInc.
for
$30,000.
Prin-R.
managerTuscaloosa,
WLAY Sheffield,
Ala., and
and StationcipalsWIGM
eratedservice
station authorization.
under Class 2 experiTallahassee
Appliance
WJRD
Ala.
(33%%),
ental
o
f
WIGM
Inc.
include
Harold
Corp., licensee,of by18% Frank
W. Hazelton
seven other Pennsylvania
Murphy (46%%
interest),
president
OPINION AND ORDER
through
stock37%to businessmen.
Filed Dec. 10.and Alabama Northshore
Milwaukee,
Wis.,
Frank W.salePepper
forshares
$3,650of and
Charles Pub.
NelsonCo., (33%%),
salesman
Byest opinion
andpresentation
order FCC indenied
re- shares
KWJJ
Portland,
for
oral
current
license
KWJJ
Best.Ore.Co.— Assignment
to Wilbur ofJ. and
tofor the
licensee
corporation's
for
WNAM
Marinette,
Wis.,
and
mantreasury
$7,500.
After
transfer,
Mr.
levision
proceeding
filed
by
Daily
who holdsNo allmonetary
outstanding
ager of WBEV Beaver
Dam,
Wis.,other
and
Hazelton willwill hold
shares (36.6%)
(50%), Jerman,
iws
Television
Co. and Pennsylvania
and Dec.
two
stock of corporation.
con- WIGN
hold 93%
68%willshares
sideration. Filed Dec. 10.
WisconsinMadison,
residents.Wis.,Filed
11.
stg.
Co.,Calif.,
Philadelphia;
KROW Bcstg.
Die, Mr.
and Pepper
Emanuel Jones
continue to KWJJ Portland,
kland,
and
Wisconsin
Ore.
—
Assignment
of
WDHL
Bradenton,
Fla.—
Assignment
hold 25 shares (13.4%). Filed Dec. 10. license from Wilbur J. Jerman to Rod- of license from Manatee Bcstg. Co. to
stem Inc., Milwaukee.
Johnsonof the
for $200,000.
Mr. JohnWLBLment of license
Stevensfrom
Point,StateWis.of— WisconAssignTrail Bcstg. Corp., for $55,000. Trail
sonneyisF.owner
Recording
Co.,
on-Docket Actions . . .
wholly Bcstg.
ownedCorp.,
subsid-liand Dec.
also12.Rexa technician
for Bcstg.iary ofCorp.
sin, Dept. ofState
Agriculture,
to State forof Portland,
TRANSFER GRANTS
Land isO'Lakes
KWJJ. Filed
Wisconsin,
Radio
Council,
iVKHM
Jackson,
Mich.WKMH
— Granted
as-to reasons of economy and efficiency of KALT Atlanta, Tex.— Assignment of Dec. 13.cense of WILE Cambridge, Ohio. Filed
nment
of
CP
from
Inc.
ckson
Bcstg.
& Telecasting
Corp.andto
uplify
administrative,
financial
ler
related
problems
arising
from
eration
of stations in consideration,
two different
New Joint Facility
FCC Actions
ies.
anted No
Dec. monetary
11.
Starts This Week
(Continued from page 103)
rVMIN-AM-FM
St.
Paul,
Minn.
—
anted transfer of control WMIN WIST- AM - FM
stg.Marion
Co., licensee,
fromas Mort
Bentson
13 Decisions . . .
dministrator
E. CTA
Newman
executor
and WIST and WIST-FM Charlotte, N. C, go on the air for the first time December
of estate
of Edward
COMMISSION
EN BANC
as a team sometime this week.
Extend
Authority
ffman,
deceased,
to
Mort
Bentson
For WIST it will be the premiere, WIST-FM will be returning to the WHYN-FM Holyoke,
d N. L. Bentson as trustees of testaMass.— Granted
ntary No
trust of Edward consideration,
Hoffman, de- air after ceasing operations last February so that personnel could extension of special experimental
auised.
thorifrom
ty to operateWHYN
WHYN-FM
by remote
anted
Dec. monetary
13.
devote energies to activating WIST.
control
transmitter
site,
*
for
period
ending
March
1,
with
same
WIST will operate under the was granted Dec. 5.
sw Applications . . .
WIST's transmitter is located at conditions as those in original grant.
supervision of Ray A. Furr, man- Thomasboro,
AM APPLICATIONS
N. C, using Gates December 13 Applications . . .
aging director. It will be on 930
iouth
Hill,
Va.—
Mecklenburg
Bcstg.
rp., 1370 kc,cost1 kw,§10,750,
daytime;
estimated
with day power of 5 kw and 1 equipment and three 241-foot TrusACCEPTED FOR FILING
istruction
estimated
first kc
kw directional at night.
con self-supporting towers for its
ir;t year
operating
cost
$36,000,
estimated
License Renewal
revenue
§48,000.
Principals
directional
pattern.
Assisting
Mr.
Furr
will
be
Tom
Following
applicant
corporation
include
John Mitchell, commercial manager;
The AM station will be affiliated license : stations request renewal of
Shultz
(49%),
general
manager
iTVA
and Philip
MBS, will use Thesaurus and
WASH
(FM) Iowa;
Washington;
KBURParker, chief engineer; with
drick Martinsville,
(49%), chiefVa.,engineer
WSJS-F. John N.A. Frazer,
Burlington,
Boston; WFRS (FM)
GrandWHDH-FM
Rapids,
Mich.;
program director, Associated Press services. Free FM
I-FM
Winston-Salem,
C, and
ler stockholders.
FiledN. Dec.
10. two James
WCAL-FM
Northfield,
Minn.,
and
&
Peters
will
be
national
representand Pat McGuinness, news director. atives.
WAIR-FM
Winston-Salem,
N.
C.
lartselle,
Ala.
—
Dorsey
Eugene
NewThe stations are licensed to the
n, 860 kc, cost
250 w,$7,400,
daytime;
estimated
istruction
estimated
first Broadcasting Company of the
WIST-FM will use the same
Returned
irt year
operating
cost$25,000.
$15,000,
estimated
WKLX Application
Lexington,
Ky.—of RETURNED
equipment
it did previously. It application
revenue
Mr.
Newman
forstudio
mod. location.
license to
South
which
operates
WIS
Columinlool,instructor
at
Shades
Valley
High
will
transmit
from
atop
the
Liberty
change
main
b
i
a
,
S
.
C,
and
WSPA
Spartanburg,
Birmingham,
Ala.,
and
partLife
Bldg.
The
FM
outlet
will
S.
C.
Richard
G.
Shafto
is
general
leed announcer
at
WVOK
Birmingham,
Application
Dismissed
Dec. 11.
KDON Palmapplication
Beach, modification
Calif. — DIS-of
of the company.
operate on 104.7 mc with 50 kw
_ Vp.,
'restonburg,
Ky. daytime;
— Elkhornestimated
Bcstg. manager
810 kc,cost1 kw,
license toMISSED
change mainfor studio
location.
WIST(FM) originally went on effective radiated power.
istruction
$10,360,
estimated
first
the air in 1948. At that time the
irt year
operating
cost $35,000,
estimated
revenue
$42,500.
Principal
company
had
an
AM
application
ckholder is DuRan Moore, County pending for 930 kc. Permit for the
irt
Clerk, areFloyd
County,
Preston- AM operation was granted by FCC
•g;
there
other Kentucky
in nine
corporation.
Filed last Jan. 23. Last February, when
3.inessmen
12.
:oanoke,
Va.
—
Rollins
Bcstg.
Die,
570 WIST(EM) ceased operation to
daytime; estimated
estimated first
construchelp get WIST on the air, it
1500costw, $22,890,
year
notified FCC it would reapply for
crating
cost
$60,000,
estimated
first
rseerevenue
$60,000.
Applicant
is
lia broadcast permit. Authority for
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Hill & Range
id Dec.of 13.WJWL Georgetown, Del. WIST(FM) to return to the air
ero
Beach,
Fla.
—
Indian
River
Bcstg.
, 1490 kc, cost
1 kw,$10,689,
fulltime;
estimated
istruction
estimated
first
r year
operating
cost$36,000.
$30,000,
estimated
ANYTIME
t;nsee
revenue
Applicant
of
WIRA
Fort
Pierce,
Fla.is
;d Dec. 13.
On Records: Eddie Fisher — 20 - 4359; Dick
TV APPLICATIONS
Helen O'Connell— Cap.
.sheville, N. C— Skyway Bcstg. Co.,
Haymes — Dec. 27885;
13kw(210-216
ERP 200
kw visual,
aural, mc),
antenna
height
above
Eddy Arnold— Vic. 20-2715.
1896;
•rage
terrain
2,087 ft.; estimated
estimated conlction
cost $323,450,
first
On Transcription: Spade Cooley— Standard.
r year
operating
cost$60,000.
$60,000,Applicant
estimated
tposed
revenue
is
leville. assignee
Filed Dec.of 11.WLOS-AM-FM
Mr. Furr
ittle Rock, Ark.— Arkansas Radio &
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Chappell
(Continued from page 23)
either by program name or by station. If he reports by program
name, he must:
"(a) Have known the name of
the program when he was listening.
"(b) Remember it well enough
for a period varying from a few
minutes to 22 or 23 hours so that
he can recognize it correctly in a
list which may contain other names
similar to it.
"The roster resembles some of
the methods used in the psychological laboratory in the study of
memory, but it is difficult to classify
it exactly in these terms. To
the extent to which the respondent
reports in terms of program names,
the method might be thought of as
symbolic recognition. In straight
recognition, he is re-presented with
the entire program. In the roster,
he is presented with a written
— the printed name — which
hesymbol
must recognize as standing for
the program and name he originally experienced."
Dr. Chappell reports "high" daytime correlation (0.87) and "very
high" evening correlation (0.95)
between NRI and U. S. Hooperatings.
Comparing coincidental with
roster, he states: "For programs
obtaining coincidentals less than
. 2.0, the correlations are low." He
notes that "the large majority of
the ratings were concentrated

the key station
of the keystone
state . . •
Harrisburg, Pa.
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SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND
Rosier Ratings Expressed as Per Cent of Corresponding Coincidental Ratings
Analysed by Size of Coincidental Rating
DaytimeMonday8:00through
A.M.-6:00
Friday P.M.
January-April 1950

8.0Ovar6- 6.0-7.9 4.0-5.9 2.0-19 1.0- 1.9 0.5.0.90.0- 0.4
(146) (67) (101) (99) (102) (154) (143)
within rating intervals 0.0-0.9 and
In the roster procedure, Dr.
1.0-1.9."
Chappell
reports,to "the
is instructed
get interviewer
a certain
number of interviews in each socioeconomic group, each geographic
division,
etc.," visited
but he himself
selects and
the
specific homes
"no adjustment is made for 'not
at home' . . . No probable errors,
standard deviation, significant differences or any other statistical
measures
of variability
accuracycan be calculated
for orfigures
obtained by quota samples. The
theory of probability underlying all
such measures does not apply to
quota samples.
"Because of the inability to control the 'not-at-home-now' and 'notat-home-then' biases in the roster
sample, which vary independent of
each other from time period to
time period, it represents no definite
and fixed population.
if interviewers were sent Even
to specific
addresses selected mathematically,
these two sources of variable bias
would still operate to produce,
within the roster findings themselves, variations from time period
to time period.
"It must be concluded from these
facts that the roster sample cannot yield ratings equally accurate
forContrariwise,
all time periods."
Dr. Chappell points
out that in coincidental surveys
"the interviewer exercises no choice
. . . dwelling units to be interviewed are all determined mathematical y by application of the
probability
theory." gratis, not a
AT&T "provides
pre-listed sample but a pre-listed
census of telephone homes throughnation," tohe develop
said. "All
that outisthe required
the
finest type of probability sample of
telephone homes is that interviewers, in selecting numbers to be
called, use
mathematical
procedure some
which will
eliminate bias
of race or national origin that
might come from alphabetical
Mean roster and coincidental
listing."
ratings are "fairly close" for more

(28) (12) (35)
(65) (92) (103)
powerful stations, Dr. Chappell
states, but stations
"the lesswithpowerful
independent
lower
mean ratings obtain roster ratings
many times as great as their mean
coincidental ratings ... as the
size of the coincidental decreases,
the ratio of mean roster to mean
coincidental increases until in the
case
the '0.0
to 0.4'eight
grouptimes
the
mean ofrating
is about
that of the coincidental."
The systematic difference between roster and coincidental ratings is notcludes,due,
Dr. Chappell
conto differences
between
"total audience" and "average
audience," nor between telephone
and non-telephone homes, nor between geographic areas. Neither
does it seem to be caused by the
influence of the variable size of the
roster sample's
"not ofat memory
home,"
portion
nor by that
variation, he reports.
Psychological research has
shown, Dr. Chappell states, that
the introduction into a recall interview of items not previously experienced by the respondent produces
In the case "measurable
of printed'confusion'."
advertisements," he notes, "more than 50%

of the respondents sometimes
port that they have seen a p
ticularly
'confusing'
advertisemTh
before it has
been published.
seems to be no good reason
supposing
phenomenon
would
not that
occur thein the
recognit
of Asprogram
names
a roste u
illustration, Dr. onChappell
the following hypothetical exam
(see table heon says,
opposite page1
"Suppose,"
"1. That respondents were
sented with a list containing
five hypothetical program nan
shown below.
"2. That the 'average audien
ratings
(coincidental)
were
shown in Column
1.
"3. That the actual 'total an |;
ence' sizes were shown in Colui
2 and (as audimeter data seem
indicate) these vary from 2 f
greater
the programs
'average audie
for
highthan
rating
to 7(
greater for low rating programs
"4. That 30% of the people 1
have listened to each of these ]
grams areall 'confused'
when they
counter
five programs.
"The total listeners to these f
programs
(sum isof 10.52.
the 'actual'
audience size)
Of thotolg
30%,
or
3.16,
represent
'confusic
If the 'confusion' is distribu
about equally over the five
grams,
each will
gain one-fifth
the confused
recognitions
or 0,
This is shown in Column 3. Es
program will also lose 30% of
'actual total audience' to the e<
fused group. The quantity lost
shown in Column 4. The quant
measured by this hypotheti
roster is a result of the
fusion'
rn columngains
5. and losses is sho"Comparison of Column 5 w
Column 1 shows conditions simi
to those found when coinciden
or Duplex Coincidental are c
pared with roster results. The
sultant 'Total Audience' rating
the high rating program is
pressed
Audience'slightly
ratingbelow
and its
the 'Avert
'Rest
ant Total Audience' ratings
lower
rating
programs
incre."
rapidly in proportion to their av

SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND
Roster Ratings Expressed as Per Cent of Corresponding Coincidental Ratings
Analysed by Stations
■ning
6;00through
P.M.-IO:00
P.M.
DaytimeMonday
8:00through
A.M.-6:00
Sunday
Saturday
Friday P.M. 278%
January-April
I95Q
January-April
1950

li
1

KNBC KFRC KGO KCBS KSFO
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selling field network-wise, accord- mensurate with their value. I think
Dr. Chappell's Hypothetical Example
ing to the sales executives of CBS. the CBS Selective Facilities Plan
(1) (2)
A)
(5)
It is entirely possible that their meets with this test."
.oss Resultant proximity
'Average 'Actual
to the situation in New
To
'Total
AudiKatz, The
Agencythat—
Audience'
Total
usion' ence' Rating York and Chicago
gram Name
Rating Audienc
may strengthen "It'sGenefortunate
for theKatzindustry
0.63
2.25
5.88
their
feeling
with
regard
to
this
the
FCC
in
its
report
on chain
lay's Around
World theNews World
6.0
7.50
0.63
0.45
11 .68.21 plan but to this broadcaster, en- broadcasting had the foresight
1.0 1.50
to
0.63
0.27
UpAboutof World
News
0.5
0.85
0.63
0.15
0.98
the
World
0.3
0.50
joying the finest year of broad- define chain broadcasting as 'simul0.63 0.05 0.75
lie and Foreign News 0.1 0.17
taneous broadcasting of an identical
casting in the history of a 29-yearold station, it is hard to believe program by two or more connected
ee audience
as the aver- tails, his hard-hitting talk delivered that such changes in economic stations.' Otherwise, a network sale
audience ratings
size decreases.
to a receptive group — forecast no standards are necessary."
might consist of fewer than two
of doom — but enunciated an
W. V. Hutt, KLRA Little Roch,
•'It
seems probable
from these6 threat
encouraging program — pointing to — "The selective programming
isiderations
that Hypothesis
Frank King, WMBR Jacksoniv not safely be rejected. Rather, not only smart survival for today services plan of CBS should prove stations."
vil e, Fla. — "In my opinion Howard
—
but
to
a
timely
concept
of
tomorto
be
a
real
help
to
the
affiliates.
Meighan
andmade his
aswould appear to be the only hysociates
the CBS
most Radio
masterful
row's problems which must be It will also help in bringing to
£hesis examined here which gives
national attention talent of affil- presentation of radio's present-day
omise of accounting for the
iated stations worthy of recogni- problems that I have heard or read
John Esau, KTUL-KFPW Tulsa
stematic variable differences ob- faced."
tion. We anticipate fresh talent — and will, if followed through, re—of "Radio
is in butits itgreatest
<cved in the comparisons."
adjustment
will comeperiod
out discovered in this plan will materialize in new programming
Charlesvitalize H.
radio." Crutchfield, WBT
healthier due to the present physical checkup. CBS, I think, is doCharlotte
"Having
been20 associeactions to CBS Plan
ated with—CBS
more than
years,
ing its very best to adjust itself. strength." Praises Plan
(Continued from page 27)
Sure, it will make mistakes but
I
approve
of
the
Selective
Faciliit
will
continue
to
be
a
winner
ties
Plan,
particularly
since
HowHoyt Wooten, WREC Memphis—
. — "Basic
ard Meighan, a man in whom I have
alwrays
been
a ofstaunch
ad>uld
appear elements
sound in ofthe the
effortplanto and continue to grow. I'll buy their "I have vocate
of
any
rule
payment
the
utmost
confidence,
has
now
lintain program structures, the CBS thinking."
been named to guide the destiny
which
woulda circulation.
evaluate a Any
station's
Henry Clay Commends
oduct
is
selling.
However,
I
canworth
upon
plan
of CBS. I have watched Mr.
t understand at this time how
Henry B. Clay, KWKH Shreve- which will accomplish this meets Meighan for many years and, in
i whole plan will operate and be port,
La. — "I think CBS Radio has my approval. I don't have a com- my personal opinion, no network
dntained. I believe this is only exceptionally
outstanding personment to make until the present in radio today is endowed with
step
the long-range ofre-evaluaselling network
— for Theits evaluation (CBS) is proven."
n andin reconstruction
network real nelvalue
such masterful leadership."
based onradio
facts.
Holt, WAPI Birmingham—
ho. I am happy that CBS is Selective Facilities Plan forced on
F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville— "I Thad
have confidence that CBS will at
stponing rate revisions pending CBS as a result of network compe- "It has always
been
my
underall times sell the best possible prostanding
that
advertisers
wanted
ether sound study and evaluation
tition which first yielded to de- first of all sales results — and it is
gratmifsiead.t Iasam high
a rateto asgo isalong
justhe strength and potential of ramands of advertisers who are takwilling
) as a separate and independent
my
opinion
stations
which
can
proing
money
out
of
radio
for
the
with
them
on
the
new
sales
policy
;dium which is and will continue purpose of supplementing TV budduce sales satisfactory to the advertiser should merit rates com- if they think it is sound."
serve the American people right
gets—
and
this
without
basis
of
>ngside of television throughout fact but mostly on emotional buy; foreseeable future."
50 Local Leaders Attend
ing— is a necessary and workable
making network radio more
Harry M. Bitner Jr., WFBM In- plan
Dedication Broadcast
mapolis — CBS should permit sta- flexible. CBS Radio still delivers WORD BOOST
ns not purchased by a Selective more listeners per dollar than any
cilities Plan advertiser to sell the other network and this plan will DEDICATION broadcast of WORD Spartanburg, S. C.'s increased power
frequency was attended by more than 50 prominent civic, busijgrams on a co-op basis. Other- bring more advertising into CBS." on a nessnewand political
the morning of Dec. 9. Station now operates on
se I believe most affiliates asJohn F. Patt, president, G. A. 910 kc with 1 kw leaders
from its previous 1400 kc with 250 w.
red of at least 13 weeks protec- Richards stations — "I would prefer
those who took part
n of periods in choice option to comment on the plan after it has theAmong
your station
broadcast were Gov. James F. service
Sen. Johnston
said istherendering";
people of
le will program and sell on a
in operation for several Byrnes, Rep. Joseph R- Bryson Spartanburg
bt basis the Selective Facilities been
were proud of the stamonths,
when
results
may
be
bet(D-S.
C.)
;
Federal
Judge
C.
C.
in, if it works. It may be a good
ter analyzed. Unquestionably it
tion; Rep.in Richards
Mayor Thomas Whiteside, milestone
. . . (your)noted
record"thisof
'ast
for some of thethe transcribed
network's is an attempt to provide adver- Wyche;
C. Clark of the Spartanef competitors,
tisers with some freedom of choice, and W. burg
Chamber of Commerce.
Chairman Coy, in sending his
and at the same time give the Walter J. Brown,
)gram peddlers."
president, Spar- congratulations,
said the increase
stations a continuation of national
Approves Realistic Approach
tan Broadcasting Co., which owns progress."
in power "will greatly enhance
to whichaffiliates
they areof the
en- and operates WORD and WDXY your
jee Wailes, Fort Industry Co.— programs
opportunities
for service to
t
i
t
l
e
d
a
s
exclusive
(FM), introduced the speakers.
lthough time has not permitted a
Spartanburg
area." willHe now
said:
Congratulations also came from theMany
■rough study of the new plan of CBS network.
new
listeners
Burton R. Maybank (D-S. C.) able to benefit from your broadcast-be
work commercial broadcasting
"The proof of the pudding will Sens.
and
Olin
D.
Johnston
(D-S.
C.)
;
recently announced by CBS, it finally be determined by whether
news, of forum discussions,
the stations receive enough income Rep. J. P. Richards (D-S. C), and ingofof theexpert
uld seem that a realistic ap- from
and rapid information
this association to warrant chairman, House Foreign Affairs on the varied activities
lisal of network radio as an adof your region,
Committee,
and FCC Chairman including education, agriculture,
tising medium is now in order, their optioning of a majority of Wayne
comCoy.
merce, industry, social welfare and
the extent that CBS soundly their best hours."
Program opened with a message political campaigns.
iraises the effectiveness of each
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita delivered
by Gov. Byrnes, followThe FCC chairman said he was
rertising medium we go along, Falls, Tex. — "The Selective Facilof the speech made sure people in the enlarged covert we disagree that any new adities Plan on first impression by ingthean excerpt
then
Sen.
Byrnes
when
tising medium should be conage area "will look increasingly to
a lot of sense to me."
went on the air in 19402red to affect radio — be it tele- makes
you for . . . information as well as
A. Sholis, vice president WORD
Commending the station on its for
ion or anything else. Radio andVictor
wholesome
entertainment."
director, WHAS - AM - TV new service opening it as a regionst continue to be evaluated on Louisville
American people
place great
"The full answer can
al,
Gov.
Byrnes
said
in
part:
".
.
.
merits — it is still the world's only come,— however,
reliance
on
radio,
he
notedWORD
"and
WORD
has
continued
to
move
forwTith
the
plan's
dynamic times,
t means of reaching the mass actual operation. It sounds good in
ward- and with its FM affiliate in these
serve as an energizing force
the presentation but it can also WDXY has given splendid service can
larold P. Danforth, WDBO Or- spell real danger, not merely to to the Spartanburg area . . . Your whose impact will be felt in every
stations, but also to network radio new $100,000 transmitter with its
do,Meighan,
Fla. — "Instellar
my opinion,
After
the dedication
broadcast,
performerHow-of
of andyour
area." were
we have Crowther
known it."(Red Cross), increased power and your improved part
dignitaries
taken
meeting, has delivered in sin- as Frank
position on the dial should be a guests
to
the
new
WORD
transmitting
9 language, the first compre- WMAZ Macon, Ga. — "Introduction great boon to your public service." plant where the transmitted operasive plan for competitive net- of the new CBS sales plans seems
Sen. Maybank
said splendid
it "is a fitting
tion was detailed.
of the
radio
•k radio. Spelling out the de- to be required in the competitive recognition
December
17, 1951 • Page 109
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GIANTS RESTRICT RADIO,
TV, HITS GAME-OF-DAY
NEW YORK GIANTS baseball club, through
Pres. Horace Stoneham, announced Thursday
night castiton national
will not basis
permitduring
gamescoming
to be season,
broadbut will restrict coverage to WMCA New York
for home and road game broadcasts and to
WPIX (TV) for home game telecasts only.
Small radio network of stations in adjacent
territories — such as Connecticut and New
jersey — will be organized to provide daily
coverage for potential customers, however.
drops Game-of-theAnnouncement, in effect,
and Mutual
carried »«^"by Liberty
broadcasts
Day
iieiwums
iciot oca^uii,
— — ~i
said had "no direct benefit to us. The effect
He
not noticeable."
on our box office was decision
came as result
specifically denied thatheld
weekend,
previous
of league meetings
where minors asked split of broadcasting
story, page 36), or that it was
(see
revenue
result of any minor league action.
was made of broadAlthough no estimate
casting "take" last season, it was indicated
result in "no decided
would
current policy
that
change" in revenue. Radio-TV rights last
season were sold as one package with Liggett
& Myers as sponsors.
COMMISSION FORMED
TO PROMOTE TOLERANCE
on Mass Comof Commission
FORMATION munications
headed by NARTB President
by media
Friday
announced
Harold E. Fellows,
conference in New York. Purpose: To aid
better underconference's work in creating, Catholics
and
standing among Protestants
Jews. Commission includes representatives of
New
radio, TV, press, movies, advertising. schedcommission will operate on year-round
ule.
Radio and TV representatives: Mr. Fellows; James L. Caddigan, DuMont; Sig
Mickelson, CBS-TV; William H. Fineshriber
Jr., Mutual; Edgar Kobak, consultant; Harry
Alvarez,
KFWB
Ma'izlish,
CBS
Chester,
Edmund ; A.Helen
Tulsa;Hollywood
KOTV (TV)
Radio; Edward Stanley, NBC; John W. Pacey,
ABC, and William R. McAndrew, NBC-TV.
BBB REPORT ON 'CONTEST
contest conREPORT on "mystery" viamelodies
radio commercials
ducted by TV dealers
Business
Better
York's
by New
issued Friday
Offering $100 credit certificate to first
Bureau.
20 who identify song, TV dealer tries to apply
this $100 toward purchase of his own brand
TV set which, to best BBB knowledge, is not
for sale elsewhere. Original price fixed before
credit certificontest by same dealer offering
cate, BBB said, asserting its findings have
debeen turned over to stations to help them
termine whether continuance of such ads con-of
tributes to public interest and credibility
radio commercials. Investigating shoppers
have found several variations on same theme,
BBB said.
TV SPOT TIME RELEASED
said
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO., New York, with
to be releasing its television spot time,
Lever Brothers picking up availabilities.
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GARROWAY THREE HOURS
IN last-minute change, format of Dave
Garroway's new morning NBC-TV program, Today (see earlier story page 82),
expanded from 7 to 10 a.m. EST instead
of 7 to sioned9 bya.m.
Change network
presumably
midwestern
feed.occaAs
it stands now, 7 to 8 a.m. EST portion
will be seen in East only and 8 to 9 a.m.
CST segment will be telecast only to
midwestern
stations.willWNBQ
NBC's
Chicago station,
begin (TV),
its telecast
schedule when show starts at 7 a.m.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
five-weekly, in 6:30-8 a.m. time, starting Jan.
1 in several markets. Agency, Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
NESTLE PLAN • Nestle Co., New York
(Ever-Ready chocolate), planning spot radio
campaign starting Jan. 1. Agency, Cecil &
Presbrey, N. Y.
DISC DRIVE # Fastabs (reducing product)
placing
show, first
thrice-of
weekly, quarter-hour
in several radiotranscribed
markets after
year. Agency, TV Assoc., Baltimore.
C-P-P SPOTS • Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Jersey City (Cashmere Bouquet soap), preparing radio spot announcement series starting
Jan. 1, 52 weeks, in several markets. Agency,
Sherman & Marquette, N. Y.
OLYMPIA NEWS $ Olympia Brewing Co.,
Olympia, Wash., Jan. 5 starts for 52 weeks
news on 30 Don Lee stations in Calif., Ore.,
Wash., Idaho, Sat., 9-9:15 p.m. (PST). Agency,
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Seattle.
QUAKER RENEWAL # Quaker Oats Co.,
Chicago (Aunt Jemima mixes), Jan. 1 renews for 13 weeks The Breakfast Gang on full
Don Lee Network, Tues., Thurs., 7:15-7:30 a.m.
(PST).
Chicago. Agency, Price, Robinson & Frank,
CANDY CARNIVAL # M&M Ltd., Newark,
to sponsor M&M Candy Carnival, effective Jan.
6, Sunday 12:30-1 p.m., on CBS-TV. M&M also
sponsors Esty
Super& Circus
William
Co., N. onY. ABC-TV. Agency:
SILK ASSN. AGENCY • International Silk
Assn., N. Y., names Anderson & Cairns, that
city, to handle advertising, effective Jan. 1.
Catherine P. Finerty is account executive.
AVERAGE AMERICAN
AVERAGE male in U. S. was 30 years
old, owned
home with
kids
undoubtedly
are mortgage
pestering andhim"histo
buy
a
television
set
Census Bureau said in for
studyChristmas,"
based on
1950 census data. Average age in 1940
was 28. Bureau says he earned $3,000
in 1950 compared to $1,200 in 1940 but
consumer prices went up 70%. Other
traits: He had telephone, mechanical refrigerator, radio and auto besides having wife and two children.

PEOPLE..
ELLIOTT EAKIN, advertising promotion ma
ager of Sales Management magazine for pa
six years, named assistant manager of a
vertising and promotion, spot sales depai
ment of NBC to replace Martin Werner, i
cently resigned.
ROBERT A. RICHARDSON, Fuller & Smi
& Ross, N. Y., elected vice president.
DALLAS TOWNSEND, CBS radio news wee
end editor, appointed special events produc
for CBS Radio. ROBERT SKEDGELL, ove
night editor for network, becomes weeken
editor, and newswriter MORT DANK succee
Mr. Skedgell.
HENRY M. SCHACHTE, national advertisin
manager of Borden Co., N. Y., named directo
of advertising for company succeeding Stuar
Peabody, who has held post since 1933. M)
Peabody will continue as assistant vice pres
vertising.
ident with executive authority over firm's ad
JOHN DERR, assistant director of sports fo
CBS-AM-TV for past two years, named dire)
tor of sports for CBS Radio, with Red Barbei
who has been sports director for both radj
and television since July 1946, to become CB!
Radio's
counselor
directorship
not yeton set.sports. CBS-TV sport
HERBERT J. TEISON named public relation
director of Schwerin Research Corp., Ne\
York. He formerly was in tourist business I
San Antonio and Mexico City.
WILLIAM E. BERCHTOLD, executive vie
president and chairman of plans board o:
Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., joins McCann
Erickson, Chicago, as vice president and gen
eral executive. His duties will include serving
as chairman of advisory committee on adver
tising plans in Chicago.
HOWARD H. BELL, executive assistant t<
NARTB TV director, father of girl, Mar;
Elizabeth.
FM DRIVE TO START
JOINT NARTB-Radio Television Mfrs. Assn
program to promote FM radio set sales tc
open Jan. 21 in North Carolina. Wisconsir
campaign will start Feb. 4 and District oi
Columbia campaign March 1. Test campaigns
will have cooperation of broadcasters, set
makers, distributors, dealers. In charge are
RTMA FM Policy Committee under Chairman
John W. Craig, Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Co.,
NARTB FM Committee under Chairman Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington. RTMA Advertising
Committee also
tion
being taking
preparedpart.by PromoRTMA
Radiodisplay
Corp. material
subcommittee
headed by David Grigsby, Zenith

|
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AFM WARNS STATIONS
REMINDER that AFM-Motion Picture Pro- I
ducers'
agreement
prohibitsofTVAFM
use ofmusicians
musical I
sound tracks
or scenes
without written permission from AFM was
sent by union Friday in telegrams to more
than 100 TV stations, agencies, and film package firms. Spokesmen said it was second such
reminder (first: last January), that it stemmed
from instances of unauthorized film use on
television but was sent also to non-violators,
and
it contained
no "threat."
ducersthatagreement,
originated
in 1946 AFM-proand since
renewed, currently extends to Aug. 31, 1952.
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Christmas

subscription
gift
form

gift subscription rates
$7.00 for a one-year subscription
$ 13.00 for two subscriptions
$19.00 for three subscriptions
$25.00 for four subscriptions
$30.00 for five subscriptions
$5.00 each for six or more subscriptions
The 1952 BROADCASTING or TELECASTING Yearbook may
be included with each subscription for an additional $2.00 each.
Yearbooks to be mailed upon publication in February.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING: Please enter the gift
subscriptions listed on reverse side and send announcement
cards.
$
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THE 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey*, just off
the presses, reports the enormously significant fact
*The 1951
Iowa Radioannual
Audience
the fourteenth
studySur-ofIt
radiovey is listening
habits in Iowa.
that 98.4% of all Iowa homes are now electrified — that
was conducted
by Dr. F. hisL. Whan
ofIt
Wichita
staff.
99.5% of all Iowa's radio homes now have electric power!
isMarch
basedandonUniversity
personal1951,and
interviews
during
April,
with
9,180
Iowa
families — all scientifically selected from
Yet only 1.7% °f Iowa's radio homes have electric
Iowa's
cities, towns,
villages
and
dish washers . . . and only 2.7% have electric
farms,
and inaccurate
clothes driers!
picture toof present
the radioa true
audience
Iowa.
Sales of dish washers and clothes driers are booming in
the State, however. 41.7% more Iowa homes
have dish washers now than in 1950 — 42.1%
more now have clothes driers. And the surface
has hardly been scratched!
This interesting opportunity is only one of
WIHI©
many that any advertising man can find in the
1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey. This au+/or Iowa PLUS +
thentic, dependable annual study has long been
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
considered one of America's finest radio-research
projects — a "must" for literally hundreds of
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
leading advertising, sales and marketing men
P.
A. Loyet, Resident Manager
who are interested in radio in general, and the
Iowa market in particular. A copy is yours on
FREE & PETERS, INC.
request. Write direct or ask Free & Peters, today.
National Representatives
The 1951 Survey proves again that WHO
and its enlightened Public Service attitude,
continues to be your best radio approach to
WHO
—
the Iowa market. With its 50,000-watt, Clear
listened isto Iowa's
by moregreatest
Iowans radio
night outlet
and day
than any other station in the State.
Channel voice, its top-grade programming

All

the

rich

knows

Kentuckiana

Market

its "3-R's".

•

Qualify
S PROGRAMMING

THE RED RIVER RAMBLERS are a
basic part of the line-up of local and
live early morning shows on WHAS, tailored to draw and please the Kentuckiana
audience. In this predominately rural area,
WHAS has long supplied authentic farm
information, up-to-the-minute news of the
world,
and folkIndiana
music people
Kentucky
and Southern
want toin hear.
At 6:15 A.M., the Ramblers entertain
with fifteen minutes of old-fashion folk
music . . . 7:15 brings "The Randy Atcher
Show"
Atcher, with
in the everyone's
feature spotfavorite,
. . . andRandy
7:45
is time for Janie Workman, attractive
sweetheart of the Red River Ramblers, to
sing
another fifteen minute
show and
withemcee
the Ramblers.
It is established as the strongest early
morning
any radio station in theprogramming
Kentuckiana ofarea.
The Red River Ramblers include Shorty
Chesser, Bernie Smith, George Workman, Tiny Thomale and Sleepy Marline,
twice National Champion Fiddler. Stars
of the group are popular Randy Atcher
and lovable Janie Workman.
Basle Affiliate
of tke CBS
Radio

INCORPORATED

network

The only radio station serving and selling
all of the rich Kentuckiana Market

• ESTABLISHED 1922

^

VICTOR A. SHOUS, Dir«cfor

NEIL D. CUNE, Safes D

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO. • ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

Pennies

Save

Lives

To help stimulate the sale of Christmas
Seals, WGAL-TV facilities were made
available to the York County AntiTuberculosis Society. Officials explained
the great work being done in the constant
fight against "TB." This important
national endeavor is now in its 44th year.
Prior to 1907 there was no organized
effort to assist the victims of tuberculosis
nor to carry on research in their behalf.
Today, through the pennies secured from
these bright little seals, tuberculosis has

dropped from first to sixth place in the
ranks of dread national killers.
Giving assistance to the work of the
York County Anti-Tuberculosis Society,
is but one example of the WGAL-TV
year-round community service effort.
Pictured are Mrs. George Hay Kain, Jr.
and Mr. John Lowry Ruth of the AntiTuberculosis Society of York County, Pa.
WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
Clair R. McCollough, Pres. • A Steinman Station

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER Associates • Chicago • San Francisco • New York • Los Angele
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CIRCUIT

SALE OF WMAW Milwaukee, to Lou Poller,
owner WPWA Chester, Pa., and partner in
WARL Arlington, Va. (Washington area),
his brother-in-law, Cy Blumenthal, and Alex
Rosenman, former executive vice president
of WCAU Philadelphia and afterward with
Official Films Inc., New York, consummated
last week. Price in excess of $200,000, through
Blackburn-Hamilton Co. Sellers, subject to
customary FCC approval, are Clifford Randall,
Milwaukee attorney, Ray Borchert, contractor,
Uline Estate, and other minority holders. Mr.
Rosenman to reside in Milwaukee and assume
active direction.
AS IF TO anticipate tug-of-war ahead, applicants or prospective applicants for TV are
having tough time seeing certain individual
members of FCC. Chairman Coy, among
others, has adopted policy of refusing to discuss allocations involving individual markets
and other Commissioners are following suit.
One highly placed university president last
week was unable to make engagement with
Chairman Coy because of pendency of educational TV application.
FCC WON'T resume its consideration of stepby-step phases of new TV allocations until
after it reconvenes with full membership followingwhich
New Year.
Staff has itsbeentimegiven
ments
will consume
untilassignthen.
No work regarded final until allocation task
is completed — with target date remaining
February 1.
WHAT'S CBS doing about rates? At this
writing
it's standing
presumably
ing outcome
of NBC pat,
approach
on itsawaitnew
economic plan. CBS has announced it will
await more detailed research, having been first
network
subscribe to Ken
Baker's Standard
Audience toMeasurement
Service.
WILL EDWARD L. NORTON, chairman of
board of WAPI and WAFM (FM) and
WAFM-TV Birmingham, and of WMBR-AMFM-TV Jacksonville, continue as member of
Federal Reserve Board? Highly successful as
practical business man member of board, he
committed himself for one year but already is
three months beyond that limit. It's reported
he's been asked to accept presidency of U. of
Alabama,
that he'snot likely
to remain
Washington,butalthough
in present
post. in
CODE conundrum facing NARTB-Television :
How can subscribing networks show seal so
non-subscribing affiliates won't get free ride?
JOB of enforcing code, incidentally, looming
larger every
day as problems
multiply.around
Extensive legal safeguards
will be thrown
seal to prevent pirating. Personnel needed to
administer code getting serious study.
UNIQUE among Holiday Greetings: "Warmj! est
for an early spring — and TV thaw!"
. . .wishes
George
tion, FCC. Gillingham, Director of InformaFORD MOTOR CO., through J. Walter Thomp(Continued on -page 6)
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105.7 MILLION RADIO SETS
IN USE, CBS RADIO FINDS
RADIO set sales during 1951 totaled 10,953,201, according to yearend review issued Friday
by CBS, which also reports yearend total of
42.7 million radio homes in United States, increase of 800,000 over January 1951. Counradios now
use in
homes,try'sautos
and total
other 105.7
places,million
up 9.7in million
during
year.
Only
3%
of
population
is
without radio at home.
CBS Radio network started 1951 with 196
AM and 95 FM stations; it starts 1952 with
206 AM and 93 FM affiliates. During first ten
months of 1951, 103 sponsors paid it gross inof $58,249,713,
more than
half-million
dollarscomemore
than comparable
period
of 1950.
Nielsen ratings, CBS reported, gave it 23
of 29 top-rated programs for week of Nov.
4- 10; also showed CBS Radio with nine of top
ten evening shows, three out of three in multiweekly evening shows category, eight of top
ten weekday daytime shows and three of
three Saturday daytime shows.
RONSON TO ENLARGE
AD BUDGET IN 1952
RONSON ART METAL WORKS will have
"advertising
largerHarris,
than ever"
during monthsappropriations
ahead, Alexander
president,stricteddeclared
Friday.
Commenting
"resupply of essential metals hasthat
induced
us to use our heads," Mr. Harris reported that
"we are coming through with beautiful lines,
using metals at a minimum, other materials
at a maximum.
"And while we keep the colors flying we intend to continue to beat the drums," Mr. Harwill risbe stated.
larger"Our
than advertising
ever and we appropriations
will continue
to make such things as are worthy to tell the
world about." Ronson currently advertises its
cigarette lighters by sponsoring Hollywood
Stars on Stage on ABC Radio network, Sun.,
9:30-9:55 p.m. and Star of the Family on
5-CBS-TV,
8:30 p.m. moving to alternate Thursdays,
TWO ABC PROGRAMS
PLACED ON CO-OP BASIS
TWO ABC quarter-hour afternoon radio shows
being made available for cooperative sponsorship, Mondays through Fridays, Cooperative
Program Sales Manager Frank Atkinson announced Friday. Programs are Big Jon &
Sparkie,
children's
show which
Dec. 31 will be cut half-hour
to 15 minutes
in 5-5:15on
p.m. spot and which will become cooperative
availability Jan. 7, and Marriage for Two,
which on Jan. 14 moves from 4:15-30 p.m. to
3-3:15 p.m. and will be offered as cooperative
program beginning Jan. 28.
In other program changes, Mark Trail returns to ABC afternoon schedule in 5:15-30
p.m. spot vacated by shortening of Big Jon &
Sparkie,
and period
Thy Neighbor's
gees into
4:15-30 p.m.
now occupiedVoiceby Marriage
for Two.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
FERTILIZER ACCOUNT • Davison Chemical Corp., N. Y. (fertilizer), recommending
limited spot schedule in radio to start after
first of year. Agency, St. Georges & Keyes,
N. Y.
HALO
Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co.,CONSIDERS
N. Y. (Halo •shampoo),
considering
spot ingradio
campaign
in
scattered
markets
usfive daytime spots per week. Agency,
Sherman & Marquette, N. Y.
AGENCY RECOMMENDS * Charles W.
Hoyt Co., N. Y., has recommended radio campaign for Kentucky Club Smoking Tobacco to
parent Co., Mail Pouch Tobacco, Wheeling,
W. Va.
GRIFFIN STARTING • Griffin Mfg. Co.,
Brooklyn (shoe polish), starting annual spot
campaign in Florida in late January, following
warm season around country. Agency, Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
RENUZIT ADDING • Renuzit Home Products, Philadelphia, adding several markets to
its spot and women participation shows, startin early January. Agency, McKee & Albright,
N. Y.
LEVER ON ABC • Lever Bros, buying three
quarter-hours
ABC-TV's
Langford-Don weekly
Ameche onshow
(Mon. Frances
through
Fri., 12-1 p.m.). Effective Feb. 5, firm will
sponsor 12-12:15 p.m. segment Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays. Agency, N. W. Ayer
& Son, N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS TV # General Mills has
purchased 15-minute segment, Monday through
Friday, on CBS-TV immediately following
Arthur
Godfrey's
program,
10:3010:45 a.m.,
effectivemorning
first part
of January.
Product to be announced.
PERSONNA TO CONTINUE # Advertising of Personna blades will continue during
1952 in radio, TV, magazines and newspapers,
Otto E. Kraus,. president, Personna Blade Co.,
announced Friday in a yearend statement.
Mr.
Krausis even
reported
company's
sales made
outlookin
for 1952
brighter
than record
1951, its best year with nine times the volume
obtained in 1950.
B&B ADDS TRIO
BENTON & BOWLES, N. Y., has added three
persons to its publicity staff. They are Marian
Read, formerly
of Manufacturers,with
Patrick National
Sweeny, Assn.
formerly
with
Daneer-Fitzgerald-Sample, and John Astengo,
who joined Hollywood office and had been with
Los Angeles Community Chest.
MBS 'GATOR COVERAGE
MUTUAL's coverage of 'Gator Bowl football
game
Jacksonville,to MBS
Fla., onaffiliates
New Year's
Day
will beat available
for local
co-op selling, officials announced last week.
Broadcast
Clemson vs. Miami, will
begin
at 1:45of game,
p.m. (EST).
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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MULTITAPE ANNOUNCED
BY RAWDON SMITH ASSOC.
NEW PROCESS of duplicating tape-recorded
prog-rams announced last week by Rawdon
Smith Assoc., Washington, following years of
development. Process described as adaptable
to television, also motion pictures.
Machine can turn out 40 copies of half-hour
tape program in one hour without coupling
two or more standard tape recorders under
current techniques.
Co-developers of method are L. S. Toogood,
Chicago, and Rawdon Smith, Washington consulting engineer. New process permits duplication described as indistinguishable from original tape, or even better if equalizing techniques are used to overcome flaws.
TEST PAY-AS-YOU-SEE
PERMIT to test its pay-as-you-see subscription TV system in Palm Springs, Calif., asked
by International Telemeter Corp. in petition
to city council. Telemeter would install special equipment to feed programs into desert
community from KTLA (TV) Los Angeles
(Paramount Pictures subsidiary) via system
of cable and antenna facilities costing over
$100,000. Equipment installation would be
ready by
early fall. Paramount heavy stockholder in ITC.
CREDIT ROLE REVISED
TECHNICAL change in Regulation W governing consumer credit, reconciling provisions
with Office of Price Stabilization changes,
made by Board of Governors, Federal Reserve
System. Maximum loan value percentages are
unchanged, being 85% for household appliances, radios and TV.
MISS. STATION JOINS ABC
AFFILIATION of WABG Greenwood, Miss.,
with ABC Radio network announced Friday by
network, boosting ABC Radio affiliates total
to 304. On 960 kc with 1 kw-D and 500 w-N,
station is owned by Greenwood Broadcasting
Co., with Cy N. Bahakel as general manager.
DALY IN CHICAGO
NEW office opened in Chicago at 135 S. La
Salle St. by Harry J. Daly, attorney, in association with Downs, Johnson & Zahler. Thomas
J. Downs, head of firm, is specialist in corporation, tax and transportation law. Mr. Daly
will continue office in Metropolitan Bank Bldg.,
Washington.
ABC TO CARRY AWARD
DINNER honoring football "Coach of the
Year," Chuck
Taylor,
Stanfordfrom
U., Cincinwill be
broadcast
by ABC
radioof network
nati 10:30-11 p.m. (EST) Jan. 10. Harry
Wismer, ABC sports broadcaster, will emcee
broadcast and Scripps-Howard Columnist Joe
Williams will present awards.
CALIF. DENIAL PROPOSED
INITIAL DECISION, denying by default application ofElwood R. Horwinski tr/as Radio
Tahoe for 1240 kc with 100 w for Tahoe Valley, Calif., was issued by FCC Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison Friday. Denial was
based on fact neither Mr. Horwinski nor
counsel
Oct. 2. appeared when hearing was called
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In this IssueA BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
special year-end survey finds radio
business prospects for 1952 not only
better than some gloomy prophets had
been predicting but actually the best
of all time. TV's future is unpredictably big. Both media are riding the
crest of the national economic wave.
The survey begins on Page 23. For
complete index to special features in
the survey see Page 3UFive advertisers are preparing big radio
spot campaigns. Page 25.
Total gross billings of four national radio.networks were $14,970,355 in October,
tionaccording
Bureau, toP&GPublishers
was top Informanetwork
spender.
Page
25.
Radio and TV turn over big chunks of
time to reports of U. S. prisoners of
war held by Communists in Korea.
Page 30.
Associated Program Service will set up
TV film operation to distribute Encyclopedia Britannica films and pictures
owned by Films Inc., which has rights
to 16mm films made by Warner Bros,
and 20th Century-Fox. Page 47.
Dr. Roslow, chief of Pulse, issues scathing criticism of Chappell report that
found low correlation between Pulse
and Hooper ratings. Page 80.
CBS-TV and two owned TV stations become NARTB Television members.
Page 49.
New York State Bar Assn. condemns
broadcasting and telecasting of Congressional hearings like famed Kefauver crime committee sessions. Page 81.
Government okays broadcasting construction projects worth $9.8 million, rejects
another $3.1 million worth. Page 61.
Jurisdictional scrap by three unions is
shaping up at CBS Radio and CBS
Television operations in New York and
Los Angeles. Page 69.
Movie interests want exclusive frequencies for theatre TV. Page 56.
NBC-TV will increase network rates by
10% next July 1. Page 49.
Abe Schechter returns to NBC as general TV executive. Page 49.
Industry must take stand against personnel costs which will make profitable
operation prohibitive, says Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president. Page 54.
Expansion
State primary
Dept.'s broadcasting
operations,of with
emphasis on
TV services for foreign countries, seen
as fresh possibility. Page 57.
Upcoming
Dee. 27-29: Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board meeting, Ottawa.
Dec.winter
27-29: American Marketing Assn.,
ton. conference, Hotel Kenmore, BosJan.Assn.,
7-10, 41st
1952: annual
Nationalconvention.
Retail Dry Goods
Hotel
Statler, New York.
(Other Upcomings page 35)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
son Co., N. Y., currently preparing radio ai
TV campaign to start around Feb. 1.
STANDARD Oil Co. of California, who
Standard Hour is venerable institution
Pacific Coast radio, filming new series
hour-long musical shows for TV, using tc
talent in classical field. Company expected
place new TV series beginning next fall «
same western TV stations it is now using ft
new dramatic series that starts in January.
HADACOL MAY RESUME;
COURT RULING AWAITED
LE BLANC Corp., under reorganization, wi
start advertising "shortly after the first of tl
year,"
approval
of trustee New
is grants
by
thatproviding
time, Milton
F. Rosenthal,
Yoi
attorney selected for that position, announce
Friday. Approval of Mr. Rosenthal as trusts
expected
be grantedCourt,
automatically
N. 1
Southernto District
which byinitial;
nominated him, once its jurisdiction over I
Blanc Corp. is established. After oral argi
ments on jurisdiction, challenged by group e
southern creditors, were presented to hi]
previous week, Judge William Bondy promise
quick ruling, although in similar cases prev
ously that has meant lapse of some months.
Advertising budget for Le Blanc Corp
manufacturer of Hadacol, will depend o
availability of ready cash, Mr. Rosenthal sail
a difficult thing to estimate since it will I
controlled largely by court order. Comparin
it with previous Le Blanc budgets, Mr. Roser
thai
at begira
ning, said
but ithe would
hoped beit "attenuated"
would be expanded
business warranted. Expenditures will b
divided about equally between radio and news
paper advertising and will be mostly in Sout
and Southwest. Corporation officials have nc
seriously considered television, as yet, he saie
TOP '51 NEWS STORIES
REVIEWED BY ABC
TEN biggest news stories of year are to be re
viewed from 3-3:30 p.m. EST Sunday whe
ABC radio network presents This Year Aroun
the World, with John Daly narrating journal
istic special
feature events
as recorded
by network's new
and
department.
Included in radio-roundup will be recall o
Gen. MacArthur, peace talks in Korea
Kefauver Crime Hearings, expulsion of Britisi
from Iran, Midwest floods, West Point cribbin;
scandal, European
Churchill's
election,
building
defenses,
firing Eisenhower'
of T. Lama
Caudle and Woodbridge, N. J., train wreck
'SPACE PATROL' CHANGED
RALSTON PURINA Co.'s Space Patrol oi
ABC-TV, now carried alternate Sundays 6-6 :3(
p.m. (EST) instead of 4:30-5 p.m., to be fee
live from KECA-TV Hollywood to networl
starting Jan. 13, ABC-TV announced Friday
WDIA MEMPHIS ASKS BOOST
INCREASE in power to 50 kw-D and 10 kw-|
on 1070 kc asked by WDIA Memphis in apJ
plication filed Friday at FCC by Harry Daly
attorney. Station now operating on 730 to
with 250 w-D.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 82 |
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„
Rev.
Harold M. Gilmore
Denver Council of Churches
w. . . countless thousands
of shut-ins inspired!'
"Countless thousands of the sick,
shut-ins and those who for some reason could
not attend church have been inspired
through this gracious consideration of the
broadcasting hosts," says Rev. Gilmore,
Exec. Sec'y, Denver Council of Churches.
For 15 years KLZ has withheld
from sale Sunday morning 11:00 to 12:00
for exclusive use of Denver Protestant,
Catholic and Jewish churches. KLZ provides
the time, lines and facilities as a contribution to the religious life of its community.
The KLZ Church Hour is one of
many KLZ public service participations in
the community life of the Rocky Mountain
West.

KLZ
5000 WATTS-560 KC
CBS RADIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY ]HE KAT2 h
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The

bigger

we

grow

the

smaller

we

get!

!• Today, Union Oil Company does an annual
business of over $250 million. This seems like a
whale of a lot of business when you consider that
back in 1910 (when we were 20 years old) we did
an annual business of $12 million.

2. But back in 1910 there were only 468,500 cars
in the U. S. and the average American used only
one
of petroleum
products
therequart
are over
44 million cars
in the aU.day.
S. andToday
the
averageleum American
uses
1
9/10
gallons
of petroproducts every day.

4*corporations
Today we andare areamong
the asnation's
largestin
20 times
big as 100
we were
1910.
But
here's
the
important
point:
42
years
ago
we did about 23% of the oil business in the 5 western states— our major marketing area. Today, in
spite of our growth, we do only 13% of the oil
business in the 5 western states !

3. To supply this steadily increasing demand for
petroleum
products,
long-established
companies
had to expand
and many
new companies
have
entered the
field.
As
a
result,
competition
has in-oil
creased. In1951 there were 4Ms times as many
companies
there were in 1910 — all
in competitionin thefor U.yourS. asbusiness.
(OADCASTING

• Telecasting

5* In view of all this, it seems rather strange to
hear soviduamuch
talk about
bigness. They
Of course,
l oil companies
are bigger.
have toindi-be
bigger to serve the bigger need. But the vast maaren't aswerebig 42in years
proportion
the totaltheybusinesjorityas they
ago. Into fact,
are
getting ' 'smaller "all the time.

UIIOI

OH
eOMPAIY
OF CALIFORNIA
INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1690
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion
why American
business functions.
hope Write:
you'll feel
free to sendof inhowanyandsuggestions
or criticisms
you have toWeoffer.
The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple motor oil
December 24, 1951
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Oklahoma

City's

Only 50,000 1 Watt

Station

BBOTT KIMBALL, president Abbott Kimball Co., N. Y., elect<| |j
chairman of board of directors. WILLIAM C. MATHEWS, vi.pj
'president and director, elected president.
HENRY BOKHOF, EDWARD J. COLLINS, RAYMOND J. MAYWOR>|
copy supervisors, and JOHN B. BREUNIG, art director, elected vi<
presidents Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
BUD GRANOFF elected vice president in charge of newly opened Ne
York offices of Lohmeyer-Adleman Inc., Phila. JAMES S. MONTGOR
ERY appointed copy chief and member of plans board in Philadelph
headquarters.
L. BARTON WILSON, account executive Edward W. Robotham & Cc
Hartford elected vice president Wilson, Haight & Welsh Inc., Har
ford. JOHN BERRYMAN named art director of New York office Wilso:
Haight & Welch. G. THOMAS GALANTI named production manage

II
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& Chocolate
Co., currently
ts partic
accoun
on all
ft®
TIRRI
in life BRADY's
is that shechief
"hasn'tregret
ac- pating on ABC Pacific Networ
complished much."that the life Lucky-TJ -Ranch, a Raymond Mo
When you consider
package;
the newly-ai
of the be-dimpled timebuyer of gan
Victory and
Packing
Co., Vei
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Holly- quired
non
(Calif.)
(Thoro-Fed
dog foot
wood, has so far consisted of only KalKan horse meat), which
25 years, that in the 21st of those rently is working on plans for cuirf
she started in advertising as a dio and television on regional spc
script girl and now, four years basis.
later, answers to the title of timeTo do a thorough job as a tim<
buyer
one of the agencies,
West Coast's
buyer, peronese,can't
a tim<Or
leadingforadvertising
that buyer
Miss just
Brady besays.
concern would apmust be f amilia
with other media
p e a r to be unfounded.
well as aware of tb
The modest Miss
client's merchandi
Brady isn't wholly
ing and productio
dependent on her
problems. All phase
talent, ambition and
of these problem:
a love of advertisshe feels, must t
ing, either. Of no
taken into considei
ation to do a con
toapparent
her or thehandicap
agency
ing.
plete job m ine the
ticular
d pai
is the hazel
5' 10"eyesof
height,
which she is worl
and long
wavy
brown hair that presents a most attracof ALosgenuine
Angeles,nativsh
tive picture
was born Theres
itating client.to a hesAccounts that Miss
Brady, June 11, 192( 1}
Brady represents refrom John Mai
iADY tion
Following
gionally for the
shall High gradua
Schoo girl.
agency include J. A.
Los ofAngeles,
in 194:a
Folger & Co., San Francisco (cof- she attended U.
California
fee); White King Soap Co., Los
Angeles, majoring in Englisl M
Angeles, which sponsor on an alter- Los
nating basis the 15-minute Frank While attending the university, sh PW
Hemingway newscasts, Monday paper
satisfiedreporting
a desire byto working
get into atnewsth 1(1 "
through Saturday on the full Don Los Angeles
ExamAner.
Lee Network, plus the Arizona and
replacing this love wit
Intermountain Networks, in addi- oneLater
for advertising which sh
tion to radio spots; Planter's Nut thought would prove not only ju
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FRANZ J. SERDAHELY, industrial copywriter A. E. Aldridge Assoc.,
f Phila., named publicity director.
MOLLY ARMSTRONG appointed co-copy chief in charge of profesPhila. &MARY
WALLIS,in consumer
formerly
with. N.sionalW.copy Lee
AyerRamsdell
agency, &toCo.,
Ramsdell
Co., toP. assist
division.
THOMAS M. PATTERSON ORGANIZATION, Phila., moves to new
offices at 1715 Walnut St.
ROBERT GURVITZ, former associate editor Central Feature News,
and ROBERT BUSH, senior editor General Electric News Bureau, named
to public relations and promotion staff Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
CRAWFORD & PORTER Adv., Atlanta, Ga., elected to membership in
ills jAmerican Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
JEROME H. SCOTT appointed account executive Guenther, Brown &
Berne Inc., Cincinnati. Mr. Scott was with Al Herr Adv., Milwaukee.
ROBERT H. ANDERSON, Moloney, Regan & Schmitt, N. Y., named
account executive in TV department Free & Peters, Chicago.
LLOYD B. MYERS, vice-president Hoist, Cummings & Myers Ltd., S. F.,
resigns as president of Art Directors Club of San Francisco. His successor will be named shortly.
JOSEPH KELLER, account executive Dove Adv. Agency, Sioux City,
Iowa, to Wank & Wank Adv., S. F-, as assistant account representative.
JOHN K. CHURCHILL, associate research director in charge of media
research and markets analysis Benton & Bowles, N. Y., resigns. His
future plans are expected to be announced shortly.
ROGER F. MORAN, radio-TV copywriter and producer Young & Rubicam, Chicago, to creative staff Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago.
H. VICTOR GROHMANN, president Needham & Grohmann Inc., N. Y.,
^elected to board of governors for New York Council of American Assn.
iof Advertising Agencies, to fill unexpired term of WALTER WEIR.
Jiiof
CARL
presidentCalifornia
Heintz &Chapter,
Co., elected
boardM.of HEINTZ
governors Sr.,
of Southern
Americanchairman
Assn.
of Advertising Agencies. Others elected included LEE RINGER, president of Lee Ringer Co., vice-chairman; JACK PRIVETT, vice-president
IMogge-Privett Inc., secretary-treasurer. Outgoing chairman is RICHARD C. FRANCIS, vice-president in charge of Pacific Coast for Camp!bell-Ewald Co.
DOROTHY M. HALLER, William H. Weintraub, N. Y., to Compton Adv.,
N. Y., as member of radio-TV copy department.
GEORGE PATTON, Roche-Eckhoff & Assoc., L. A., opens own agency,
George Patton Co.
FRANK WOODRUFF, director of Bigelow Theatre productions for
J ; Young & Rubicam, resigns to do free lancing.
as interesting but perhaps more makes her home in Los Angeles.
rewarding, she joined the Dan B. Though she lives pretty much on
Miner Co., Los Angeles, as script her own cooking, she would hesitate to recommend her work.
girl. Within a year she had proHobbies include her record colgres ed to the timebuying department while still continuing her
lection, arather sizable one that
production duties on various radio runs from classical to jazz; swimshows. In 1950 she left that agency
ming; horseback riding; dancing,
to join Walter McCreery Inc., Bev- which she adores, and housework,
erly Hills, in its radio and tele- which she feels she can live withvision department. In September
>of this year, she joined Raymond out.Miss Brady also is a member of
R. Morgan Co.
Angeles Advertising WomStill among the eligibles of the the enLos
Inc.
Hollywood glamour set, Miss Brady
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Obviously
OUTSTANDING

. . .

WMBD
DISTINGUISHED
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD
for excellence of
general news
operation
In competition with radio stations throughout the nation, WMBD was
recently named one of the 3 winners of Distinguished Achievement Awards
for overall news operation. The results were announced by The National
Association of Radio News Directors, at its Chicago Meeting in November.
Peorians are not surprised. The high caliber of
WMBD news coverage is reflected in the consistently high audience ratings the newscasts maintain. The 5 members of WMBD's news staff,
headed by Brooks Watson, have a combined background of some 75 years experience in factual
reporting of local and national news. All newscasts are sponsored, many by the same advertisers
for over 10 years!
OBVIOUSLY OUTSTANDING— THE NO. 1 BUY IN
THE MIDWEST'S NO. 1 TEST MARKET!
CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice
President
General
Managerand
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales
See Free & Peters

FIRST in the
D
MofB
W
Heart
Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts
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WANT TO TALK RADIO ON HILL?
New U. S. Sen. Seaton Will Be 'At Home'
IF ITS radio you want to talk printing shop. "Radio came along,"
about to Fred A. Seaton, Nebras- he First
recalls,association
"and I got with
into that
radiotoo."
for
ka's new U. S. Senator to succeed Sen. Seaton
was at college where
Minority Leader Kenneth S. he
broadcast
over
KSAC
ManWherry [B*T, Dec. 17], Sen. Seahattan (Kansas State College).
ton will not be found lacking.
he free-lanced covering footWhile essentially a newspaper- Later ball
for KMBC Kansas
man, as he told a news conference City and games
provided voice for netlast week, he's also a newsman
work participations.
who has had his share of experiRadio legislation? Sen. Seaton
ences before the microphone. He
that hetocan't
help but hegiveis
has holdings in both radio and answers
his attention
something
newspapers. He is president of interested in personally.
KHAS Hastings, Neb., of KMAN
However, the Senate is not the
Manhattan, Kan., and vice presi- career that the newly-appointed
Senator expects to follow. He
dent of KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.
The Senator told Broadcasting makes it clear that he accepted the
• Telecasting that his newspaper appointment on the condition that
experience dates back 35 years ago he be permitted to step aside after
when as a seven-year-old, he put- one year (1953) and return to the
tered about his father's newspaper radio-newspaper business.

ATTENDING
radio clinic
luncheonmanaging
at New director,
York's Biltmore
1 1 were (I tospotr) Murray
Grabhorn,
NationalHotel
Assn.Decc
Radio & TV Station Representatives; Fred Hague, George P. Hollingbery Co
Robert Durham, general advertising manager of the Metropolitan Life Insur
ance Co., who was honored guest; Russell Walker, John E. Pearson Co
and Jerry C. Lyons, Weed & Co., and chairman of the spot radio clinic
committee.

milestones
► KYA San Francisco celebrated
its 25th year of broadcasting last
Tuesday. The event was marked
by
a combination
Christmas
party at theanniversaryFairmont
Hotel, where the station now maintains its studios. Civic and business leaders in the area joined the
station staff in celebrating the
event.
► Informal party feted Raymond
J. Lloyd on his 25th anniversary
with WIP Philadelphia as a memof theLloyd
station's
staff.ber Mr.
was engineering
honored by
Benedict Gimbel Jr., president and
general manager of WIP, on Dec. 1.
Special cake with a large silver
WIP microphone as a center piece,
and a gift
from the
highlighted the party
for station
Mr. Lloyd.
► WIS Columbia, S. C, has
awarded five-year-service pins to
Frank Harden, program director;
Ed Hodgens, transmitter engineer,
and Jimmie Lee Wise, porter. Now
14 employes—
36% of the staff—
have
five orbeen
morewith
years.the NBC affiliate

# BASED ON HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
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► ON-THE-AIR festivities helped
signify the second anniversary of
WOAI-TV San Antonio Dec. 11
when
the celebration
station presented
a halfhour TV
featuring
its
own talent. Background set for
W
L AC
program
was anformally
enlarged proclaimed
reproduction of T-Day
50,000 WATTS -CBS
by Mayor Jack White two years
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
ago
became city's
first when
video WOAI-TV
outlet. Concluding
part
Represented by the
of show featured NBC-TV stars
on network programs. Ed Hyman
PAUL H. RAYMER
acted as m. c. for local program,
CO.
produced and directed by W. Perry
Dickey, WOAI-TV program manOCT. 1951
departmentager.
sent toStation's
the promotion
trade a four-page,
three-color souvenir program schedule in observance of anniversary.
ROADCASTING
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HOW

TO

GET
TOP-OF-COUNTER

POSITION

in the Middle Atlantic market

Case history shows point-of-purchase
exposure quadrupled by KYW
"FEATURE DRUGS" advertiser
Recently, the manufacturer of an oral hygiene
product
began tosales
use KYW's
"Feature Drugs"
plan to promote
in the Philadelphia
area.
Before the "Feature Drugs" merchandising
representatives went into action, the product
was displayed on the counters of only 32
stores out of a group checked. Afterwards,
the
movedstores.
to top-of-counter position
in 94product
additional
Cases of multiple exposure increased from two
to 122. Distribution jumped to 100 percent!
That's the kind of action you can expect when
you participate in KYW's "Feature Drugs."

It's more than a radio show. . it's a complete
program of advertising, merchandising and
sales!
You get point-of-sale contacts, handled by a
group of experienced drug merchandisers.
You get pin-point promotions in hundreds of
leading stores, with distribution of literature
and samples where appropriate. You get regular reports on distribution, out-of-stock conditions, package visibility, shelf positions, rate of
sale, competitive situations. In fact, KYW's
"Feature Drugs" becomes a high-power extension ofyour own sales force in this important market! For availabilities and costs,
check KYW or Free & Peters.

KYW

PHILADELPHIA
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

a Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc
S33 WBZ • WBZA • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV ; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
RADIO - AMERICA'S GREAT ADVERTISING MEDIUM
BROADCASTING
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business

\^

new

reasons
WISH

why

is your

best

buy in '52!
Full Merchandising Support
Integrated Promotion for every Advertiser
Follow-thru with wholesaler, retailer and
customer contacts
Time-tested dealer-support program
Year-round success stories by the scores

Thorough Understanding of your particular Problem!
W holehearted Cooperation down to the
smallest detail
0wned and operated by Indiana people
who Know and understand the great
Indiana Market.
GET COMPLETE FACTS FROM YOUR BOLLING MAN — Or from WISH "The Station that never out-promises
BUT ALWAYS OUT-PERFORMS"

T j WHOT- South Bend
rtfe WANE — Fort Wayne
WHBU-Anderson
1310 kc<
Represented Nationally by The BOLLING COMPANY
Page 14 • December 24, 1951

McCORMICKpointed Cecil& &CO.,
Baltimore
and extracts),
which ap-a
N. Y.,(spices
a fortnight
ago, is preparing
Spot radio campaign Presbrey,
using minutes and participations, daytime only,
starting Jan. 1 in a number of markets for 39 weeks.
AMERICAN SNUFF Co., Memphis, to sponsor additional 13 Old American Bam Dance TV films as well as for a re-run of entire series of 26.
Stations carrying the show, produced by Kling-United, Chicago, are
WAGA-TV Atlanta, WBT V Charlotte, WFMY Greensboro, WMBR Jacksonville, WMCT Memphis and WSM-TV Nashville. WEST END BREW
ING Co., Utica, N. Y., will sponsor the program on four New York stations, WNBF-TV Binghamton, WRGB Schenectady, WSYR-TV Syracuse
and WKTV Utica. Sales were made by United Television Programs.
Agency for American Snuff is Simon & Gwynn, Memphis, and Harry B.
Cohen, N. Y., is agency for West End Brewing.
A/eturotk • • •
PLANTER NUT & CHOCOLATE Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Planter Salted
Peanuts), starts sponsorship of Lucky U Ranch, Mon. through Fri.,
12:30-1 p.m., on ABC Radio. Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
GENERAL FOODS, N. Y. (Swansdown Cake Mixes, Instant Maxwell
House Coffee), to sponsor Claudia: Story of a Marriage on NBC-TV,
effective Jan. 6, in Sun. 6:30-7 p.m. period heretofore occupied by last
half of Hopalong Cassidy, which has been under General Foods spon
sorship. Agencies: Young & Rubicam, N. Y., for Swansdown Mixes
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., for Instant Coffee.
MILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee (beer), scheduled to sponsor Na
tional Football League championship coverage when DuMont Network
carried Cleveland Browns-Los Angeles Rams playoff Sunday. Agency:
Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee.
REYNOLDS METALS Co., Richmond, to sponsor Dec. 29 simulcast of
Arturo Toscanini and NBC Symphony Orchestra on NBC-Radio-TV,
6:30-7:30 p.m. EST. Agency: Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111., to sponsor Sunday News Special
with newsman Ron Cochran over CBS Radio, Sun. 5:55-6 p.m., starting Jan. 6. Firm also sponsors five-minute Saturday newscast on CBS
Radio, 11-11:05 a.m. Agency: Wallace-Ferry-Hanly Co., Chicago.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET, Jersey City, renews sponsorship of three
half -hours of Strike It Rich on CBS-TV, 11:30-12 noon five times weekly
plus the half -hour nighttime version on Wed., 9-9:30 p.m. Agencies
for
are William Esty, Sherman & Marquette, and Ted Bates,
all ofaccount
New York.
■Ogancy -fijapointmenti • • •
EKCO PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, names Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, same
city, to handle advertising for its Minute Mop division. Media plans are
being made now. Sewell Gardner, head of the Chicago office, is account
executive. Earle Ludgin agency, also Chicago, handles rest of account.
VICTORY PACKING Co., Vernon, Calif., names Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood. Regional radio and TV spots planned.
QUAKER OATS, Chicago, names Price, Robinson & Frank, Chicago, to
handle advertising on its macaroni and flour products effective Jan. 1.
Media
are being made now. Vice President Robert Everett is
account plans
executive.
DAN
& Co.,T.S.CASSIDY,
F. Radio SanwillFrancisco,
be used. drapery dealer, appoints H. M. Leete
AIRBORNE FLOWER & FREIGHT TRAFFIC Inc., with offices in 12
major U. S. markets, appoints Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F.
BROADCASTING
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DOUBLE

AWARD

for

KTUL

RESULTS

^VcLEM SPERRY, Advertising Manager, OKLAHOMA
^ TIRE and SUPPLY COMPANY: "By our own study, we
have found radio to be the BEST MEDIUM we can use,
day in and day out, to sell all types of merchandise at
the lowest possible cost per impact. KTUL has done a
fine job for us."
Both OTASCO
and consistent
CLARKE'S
are
KTUL
ADVERTISERS

VIOLA NOBLE, Advertising manager, CLARKE'S GOOD
CLOTHES: "Clarke's has sponsored the 10 p.m. news
on KTUL nightly without a break for 13 years. We
don't need a Hooper to determine what this program
does for us."
• THANKS TO THE "SUCCESS STORIES" OF THESE LOYAL
SPONSORS, KTUL WON FIRST AND SECOND IN THE
AUTOMOTIVE AND CLOTHING CATEGORIES, RESPECTIVELY, IN THE

BAB "RADIO

GETS RESULTS" CONTEST.

KTUL WAS ONE OF ONLY FIVE
STATIONS
IN THE NATION TO
WIN TWO AWARDS — Plus an
HONORABLE MENTION!
KTUL IS THE RESULTS
STATION
IN TULSA!

in
CBS
KTUL

TULSA

JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres.-Gen. Mgr. • AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Radio Representative
Affiliated with KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark., and KOMA, Oklahoma City
IROADCASTING
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jw s*p 9* m- 55* J%*
Did

you

week
WANTJ-f
to find yourfeat
coverage?ure of the
KRLD-TV Dallas did and received
the "right answer," according to
W. A. (Bill) Roberts, assistant
general manager in charge of sales
for KRLD-AM-TV.
"Best way to get answers was
to
go toreflected.
the grass-roots,"
Mr.
Roberts
Two months
ago
the
station
sent
questionnaires
to 750 dealers in North Texas who
sell and service television sets.
They were asked whether the pic- Mr. Roberts (I) explains color map
ture and signal in the dealer's
coverage inby charge
counarea was "good, fair or tertiary of KRLD-TV's
ties to Clifton Blackmon,
You'll Find That
(occasional)."
and director of pub- Promo t i o n-Wise
A third of those questioned of advertising
lic
relations,
First
National
Bank.
answered, and, KRLD-TV points
out,
. . . showed
enabled "actual
us to getperformance
a graphic increased power to 27.3 kw visual WISN Will Continue
breakdown of KRLD-TV coverage and 13.6 kw audio improved its
Over 90% of the
has beenshowing
trans- performance.
Be Milwaukee's
Try to buiZd an ad mound a piece by counties,
returns, the station asserts, proved To
lated into a which
map-picture,
Most Productive
of art?
good,
fair
and
tertiary."
Also
the
power
increase
"definitely
imIt's like writing a spot from a asked was whether the station's
Station During The
proved reception . . ."
sound effects start!
But now that we have him on the
New Year.
page this way,
Let's hear what Santa has to say.
"I've just stopped off at WRC,
Where the folks wanted to chat
with me.
~/t
strictagency
J. Walter
Thompson
They gave me a message to pass
ly isbus
ine
ss Co.,a
New York,
which
maintains
on to you,
We Wish
Lakeland
office
for
close
liaison You ay
All you timebuyers, clients and
and Yours A
with the Citrus Commission.
office force too.
Mr. Henry was named head of Year Filled With
the Commission's
advertising
"You've all been so swell, the stapartment last October
because de-of
tion folk said,
his first-hand experience in the Real Success And
citrus industry as well as knowl- True Happiness.
That we're eagerly awaiting the
edge of the merchandising and
year ahead
selling
value of radio, newspapers
When
and
magazines
once we'll
more be ready to serve you
market basis. from an individual
With the good radio buys we
Starting his career with the
have always in store.
Florida Citrus Commission in the
spring of 1942 at Cleveland, Mr.
ou'U Like Doing
"The
last thing I heard down in
Henry through the succeeding
Washington
years worked with citrus advertising and sales in Cincinnati,
Was this parting word for each
Philadelphia and New York. As BusinessWithWISN.
and every one—
director
of the
chandisingCommission's
division for the merpast
'Thanks
here, a million from all of us
RALPH HENRY
five years, he has directed the important tie-ins of fruit sales in inBest wishes for Christmas and
dividual markets with both nathe
to fightwhen
doesn't have budget"
HE "battle
tional and local advertising placed
ing the
the New Year' "
it comesof tothedetermin
the Commission's
advertising
advertising allocation for each by
agency.
He hired and
trained
ns—
com- practically every one of the Comandthe this
operatio
year's
year
spending
direct
will
he
ing
FIRST in WASHINGTON
representatives
That'sof now workingmis ion's 30infieldnortheastern,
$2 million.
thanunique
of more
cenfeatures
of the
one
tral,
western,
and
Canadian
markets.
ing
advertis
as
job
Henry's
Ralph
manager of the Florida Citrus
Commission.
Ralph McDougall Henry was born
The main function of the Florida in Amesville, Ohio. He went to high
Citrus Commission, a state agency school in nearby Athens and at5.0(H) Watts * 980 KC
with headquarters in Lakeland,
tended Ohio U. in that city, where
termed the "World's Citrus Cen- he obtained a B.S. in commerce in
advertise and promote 1918. A job in the merchandising
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES the saleter," is ofto Florida
citrus through(Continued on page 20)
out the U. S. and Canada. The
BROADCASTING
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INDEPENDENT

RADIO

GIVES

THE

HOME

WHAT

JUST READ WHAT
THESE INDEPENDENT
THINKERS SAY:

FOLKS

LIKE

Pr0rrOiV "King Size
Stant
Gas Buyv^
) * excellen
^t, and
^ j
the dealers . • _ iation.
d their appr
pr
ansek you
Thes
ation.
splendid coKaaopl0er Station
To
|
Paul, MinnesotOial
dard I
Fr0m StanHndiana)
Company s,in JwMinneapoli

t.
lent results odi
ting it mlldlJimte your stathe larget
tion
is gftins advertismg
^^etttg

ANOTHER
INDEPENDENT

REASON WHY

RADIO PAYS OFF FOR ADVERTISERS

In one city, folks prefer hill-billy ... in another, the choice is long-hair. Independent Radio programming caters to "home town" tastes . . . gives the folks
just what they like . . . not whatever the network happens to supply. Result:
Independent Radio builds listener loyalty . . . which, in turn, becomes product
loyalty for Independent advertisers. It will pay you to schedule the leading
Independent Radio Stations. Write to any AIMS station for all the facts.

THESE ARE THE LEADING INDEPENDENT
WMIE
Florida
WCUE — Akron, Ohio
WMIL —— Miami,
WBMD — Baltimore, Maryland
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WKDA — Nashville, Tennessee
WBNY —Buffalo, New York
WBOK
WJMO — Cleveland, Ohio
Orleans, Louisiana
WWSW —— New
WVKO — Columbus, Ohio
Pennsylvania
— Pittsburgh,
Portland, Oregon
KMYR — Denver, Colorado
KXL
WXGI — Richmond, Virginia
KCBC ■— Des Moines, Iowa
KSTL
WIKY
— St. Louis, Missouri
Indiana
WMIN
WCCC —— Evansville,
- — Minneapolis — St. Paul
KITE,
Hartford,
Connecticut
KNAK —Salt
WXLW — Indianapolis, Indiana
Lake City, Utah
WJXN — Jackson, Mississippi
— San Antonio, Texas
KLMS ■— Lincoln, Nebraska
WKYW — Louisville, Kentucky

RADIO STATIONS:
KSON —San Diego, California
KYA —San Francisco, California
KING -Seattle, Washington
KREM —Spokane, Washington
WACE —Springfield, Massachusetts
KSTN —Stockton, California
WOLF —Syracuse, New York
KFMJ -Tulsa, Oklahoma
WNEB —Worcester, Massachusetts
WBBW-Youngstown, Ohio

They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan Stations— each
the outstanding independent station in a city*

Aim for BULL'S-EYE
ROADCASTING
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results. ..with the AIMS

GROUP
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^Jke Predtiye Static
71
of tine (^arohnas
GREENSBORO,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Look at part of WBIG's potential out-ofhome audience! In addition to 186,870
radio homes in WBIG's Sixteen County
Market,* there were 279,436 cars Sept.
30, 1951. f The composite result of 4 spot
checks** in Greensboro and High Point,
N. C., covering 6,474 cars revealed
6,474% equipped with radios.
SOURCES:
* BMB Study No. 2
t N. C. Dept. of Motor Vehicles
Va. Dept. of Highways
** Greensboro & High Point Police Depts.
Member, High Point Fire Dept.
Hege, Middleton & Neal

Represented by Hollingbery
5000
Watts
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CBS
Affiliate

Spot Removers
EDITOR:
... I appreciated . . . your
editorial called "Blind Spot" [B*T,
Dec. 10]. There is an amazing
number of very smart people who
are completely misled by the PIB
figures and I have heard some
fantastic statements made in
speeches because of the omission of
the spot revenue in the radio side
of the picture. The whole thing
seems especially ludicrous when
you realize that, in the case of the
newspapers,
nearlyis all
of the spot
national business
actually
business . . .
Kenneth H. Baker
President
Standard Audit &
Measurement Services
New York

jury
but not radio and tel
vision duty,
reporters.
Newspapermen may sue fo
damages for assault, but radio an
TV newsmen cannot do so.
Official news releases to news
papers,
but not to radio and tele
vision stations.
Local laws that will not perm
radio and TV coverage of cour
procedure.
rightthe ofsource
newspapermen
to The
reveal
of their storno
P
o
s
y
... a right denied to radio an
TV news reporters . . .
Stuart Strand
News Director
WHIO-TV Dayton
EDITOR:
Your Yearbook is most valuable
in our work here at Fort Benning
We use it daily to locate radio sta
tions to whom we send tape record
ing of voices of men who are sta
tioned bookhere.
your Yearwe wouldWithout
undoubtedly
have
difficulty in determing these sta
tions.
So
you
see
it
is
invaluable
to us.
Louis
E. Holz
Capt. Inf.
Public Information Officer
Ft. Benning, Ga.
* * *
Still Around
EDITOR:
Are you still publishing the
magazine
entitled Broadcasting
Telecasting?
T. D. Phillips
Instructor,
Fulton HighRadio-TV
School
Knoxville, Tenn.

Pedal Pushers
EDITOR:
The worst automobile driver in
the world knows that he has to step
on the brake if he wants to stop.
But how many accidents have been
caused by a driver becoming
panicky and tramping hard on the
accelerator, or perhaps depressing
the clutch instead of the brake
pedal? . . .
In the period of uncertainty facing the [radio] industry today,
how many of the men in the
driver's seat are pushing the
wrong pedals . . .
But which are the right pedals
and which the wrong? Programtoward radio's
onlydeveloping
dramatic
strongmingpoint,
that is,
the program of illusion, the crea- Colonels All
tion of a picture in the mind, is,
CHICAGO radio staff of
as any commercial program direcFree & Peters has been
tor knows, the right pedal. Ratecollectively
named F & P
cutting, as any successful busi"Colonel of the Year" for
ness executive except the radio
1951.
Honor
is normally
executive knows, is the wrong
awarded to the individual
who "combines sales achievepedal. Blair
. . . Kelly
ments, companyincontribution
and growth
personal
Staff
WGAL Announcer
Lancaster, Pa.
stature to a truly notable degree," H. Preston Peters,
president of the
representativestation
firm explained
Underprivileged Classes
Monday,
when
he
presented
EDITOR:
the scroll of colonelcy to John
A. Cory, manager.
vice president
and
. . . For many years newspapermidwest
No man
men have enjoyed rights and
combined
these
qualities
sufprivileges not extended to radio
ficiently to earn the award
and television newsmen. And you
in 1951, Mr. Peters said,
must admit, radio and TV news"but
the
Chicago
Radio Team
casts are definitely here to stay.
has turned in a sales record
These rights and privileges are
far above 1950 — that deserves some special recognias follows:
Newspapermen are exempt from
BROADCASTING
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
department of a large mail order
ritory as a field for Florida citrus
house, the Chas. Williams Stores, promotion.
lured him to New York, where he
In his present position, Mr.
pursued
works closely with CommisSchool ofstudies
FinanceatatColumbia
night. U.'s Henry sion
Manager Robert C. Evans
Then Mr. Henry centered his and with
the five-commissioner Admanaging and selling efforts on
Committee headed by 0.
the Ford as manager of the F. R. C. Minton vertising
of Ft. Pierce. TV and
Beasley Ford dealership in Nelson- radio are credited with the sucville, Ohio, for 12 years and as
cess of a special six-week campaign
partner in a New Lexington, Ohio, this past
to move what was
dealership for three years. He consideredsummer
too large a backlog of
later was employed by the Good- processed citrus juices.
year Tire & Rubber Co. in CleveDuring the 1951-52 citrus sealand when citrus suddenly became
son, the Commission will spend
the focus of his attention.
$253,000 for radio advertising and
Within 24 hours a representa- $410,500 for TV [B»T, Dec. 3, Oct.
tive of the Florida citrus agency
total of $663,500 rephired him, telling him he would 8, 1]. The
resents a huge increase over the
have to learn the grocery business, $213,000 spent during the last
authorizing him to set up a Cin- season.
cinnati office for the Commission,
Of television, Ralph Henry says,
and handing him a five-state ter- "Our products lend themselves to

demonstration. We can show the
housewife just how to prepare and
serve
citrus Chairman
in the home."
and
Commission
W. F.He(Red)
Robinson of Leesburg firmly believe that because citrus represents
an expenditure of $650 million per
year by consumers, the industry
should spend money for advertising in proportion to income, approaching the amounts allocated
by
producers
cold cereals. of prepared flour and
On April 30, 1945, Mr. Henry
married Mildred Raines of Columbus, Ohio. They have no children.
The Henrys are Presbyterians.
Mr. Henry belongs to the Rotary
International, the Masonic Lodge
and the Elks. His fraternity is
Delta Tau Delta.
He says he has no hobbies, but
at thattary nods
remark
towardMr.a Henry's
stack of secretrade
magazines. He takes home an
armful every night.

Buffalo's
WGR
Reaches

This

Extra

Market

Canadian

"Duty-Free"

WGR's powerful signal knows no
international boundary line. It penetrates the
two-billion dollar Toronto- Ontario marketing
area just as intensively as the rich industrial and
farming areas of Western New York.
So, when you "buy" Buffalo on WGR, you get
one of the biggest "pluses" ever offered

ALuminescence
SURVEY on theReport
theories of
luminescence — the property
some
materials have of giving off light
when trons—hit
by acompleted
stream byof Navy
elechas been
research experts looking toward
better television tubes and other
products. These materials make
possible TV tubes, fluorescent
lamps and other objects, according
toTechnical
the Commerce
Dept.'s
Services.
TheOffice
reportof
(PB 102 597 — A Survey of the
Theoretical Aspects of the Luminescene of Inorganic Crystalline
Solids) merceis Dept.,
available
at OTS,
at $1 per
copy. ComAM SUCCESS
Advertiser Wins Contest

L. F. PUTNAM, a heavy radio advertiser for his home appliance
store in Marysville, Calif., has won
a
General
Electric sales contest
CBS Radio Network
which entitles him to an all-expense
paid trip to New York in February.
Mr. Putnam, who placed the great
bulk of his advertising over KMYC
Marysville,
took District
first honors
San Francisco
duringin the
the
contest period, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1.
Marysville
and
adjoining
Yuba
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
City form a community with fewer
National Representative*: Free & Peters. Inc.
than nam20,000
Putattributesinhabitants.
to radio his Mr.
winning
Leo J. ("Fiiz") Fitzpairick
out
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
areas.over dealers in metropolitan
BROADCASTING
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by any broadcasting station.
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NATIONAL
RATINGS
TOP RADIONIELSEN
PROGRAMS
Rating
(TotalUrban
U. S. Area,
Including
Small-Town,
Far n
and
Homes
and
including
and Non-Telephone Homes) Telephone
REGULAR WEEK NOVEMBER 4-10, Current
1951
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Rank Program Homes%
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK (Average for (7.6)
Programs)
Lux Radio
Theatre
(CBS) 17.2
231 Jack
Benny
(CBS)
1615.09
'n' Andy
(CBS)
45 Amos
Our
Miss
Brooks
(CBS)
13 2
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC) 12.9
Arthur Godfrey's
Scouts
(CBS) 12.2
12.6
768 Charlie
McCarthy
Show
(CBS)
Suspense
(CBS)
12V
9
People
Are
Funny
(CBS)
11 .8
10
Mr.
and
Mrs.
North
(CBS)
11.8
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average for
AllBeulah
Programs)
(59417
(CBS)
231 Tide
(CBS)
LowellShowThomas
(CBS) 87.90
WEEKDAY
Programs)
1 Arthur(Average
Godfreyfor All(Liggett
& (5.0)
Myers) of(CBS)
9.,
23 MaRomance
Helen
Trent
(CBS)
Perkins (CBS) 8.380
45 Pepper
Young's
Family
(NBC)
8.0
Arthur
(Nabisco)
(CBS) 7.97.8
Our Sister
Gal,Godfrey
Sunday
(CBS)
786 Big
(CBS)
76
Road
of
Life
(NBC)
9 Arthur Godfrey (Pillsbury) (CBS) 7.475
10 Wendy
Warren and the News 7.2
(CBS)
DAY, SUNDAY,
(Averaae for All Programs)
True Detective Mysteries (MBS) (3.3)7.5
23 The
Shadow
(MBS)
Martin Kane, Private
Eye (NBC) 6.07.0
DAY, SATURDAY (Average for All Pro- grams) (3.8)
Stars Overof Today
Hollywood
(CBS) 8.0
231 Theatre
(CBS)
Grand Central Station
(CBS) 7.26.1
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "Nielsen-Rating"
to 41,903,000
-the
estimate of Total(%) United
States
Radio 1951
Homes.
(*)
Homes
reached
during
all
or
any
part
the
except
for homes listening onlyof
1 to program,
For 5-minute
age5 minutes.
Audience basis
is used. programs, AverCopyright by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Vic

pRom

Viehm

Says:

WAZL
*
WHOL
*
WHLM
HAZLETON, PA. NBC-MBS
ALLENTOWN, PA. CBS
BLOOMSBURG, PA. LIBERTY
(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates).
(Owned and Operated by Harry L. Magee).
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"The

agency

knew,

when

picked

they

"

KH

KW

Says GRAY
McCRAW
President, McCraw Distributing Co., Shreveport
IMPORTANT LOUISIANA FEED DISTRIBUTOR
McCraw Distributing Co. is one of the largest and
most successful farm-feed distributors in the LouisianaArkansas-Texas area. Their President is therefore in a
perfect position to appraise KWKH's impact in rural
areas. Here's what he recently wrote us:
few months ago I was named distributor for
Nutrena Feeds in the Shreveport area, and I was
rather amazed to learn that the manufacturer, Cargill,
Inc., was using only one radio station, KWKH, to
cover this area. Now I know why. This station
reaches most of the farm families in my territory.
They are thoroughly familiar with the product and
with the radio program. Also, I have found this radio
advertising helps me a lot in lining up new dealers.
Those boys at the Bruce B. Brewer agency certainly
knew what they were doing when they picked
KWKH.
(Signed) Gray McCraw

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners".
(Nighttime
BMB Texas,
Map shows
268,590 Mississippi
families in
112
Louisiana,
Arkansas,
New Mexico,
and Oklahoma
counties.)

KWKH
Texas
■>i:i:u'jjj»nr

50,000

Watts
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Representatives
Henry Clay, General Managei
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BEST
for 1952
IN ALL broadcasting history taken seriously; the novelty appeal
begun to wear off, and both
there was never a year like had
advertisers and radio broadcasters
11951.
began
to look at TV in more sober
For radio it was a year of
reappraisal. Until the growth perspective.
The question that broadcasters
of television, radio had never naturally asked was: What has rareally paused to measure its,
dio, got thathadTV found
hasn't a? lotBy ofyear's
anown strength or, much less, to end they
swers. Two of them were:
Economy
recognize a serious need to dis- and Size. These and other advanplay it. By the end of 1951,
tages were being sold to the hilt
broadcasters had begun to fully by broadcasters, as they had never
comprehend the power of their sold before.
medium, and from that recognition
Probably
one event
drew such confidence that they
tallized radiotheaction
more that
than crysany
were expecting 1952 to be the best other was the rate reductions made
year ever in their business.
by leading networks in July, a
For television 1951 was a year choice made not by the networks
of fantastic growth. Network bill- but by their big advertisers.
ings increased by nearly 185%
What followed the network acover billings the year before (see
tion was a spontaneous formation
story page 46). Though time sales of an Affiliates Committee charged
in other categories had not yet been (and financed) to prevent further
rate depression in the medium and
'computed,
waswerereasonable
predict that itthey
up accord-to to stimulate research that would
ingly.
than the techBoth radio and television were be more equitable
that customers were using
riding the crest of the wave in a to driveniquesrates
down.
national economy which was reachSurge in Selling
ing flood tide. Employment was at
record peaks; so was national inWhat also followed was an invigorated sales effort on the part
come. Despite the changing em[phasis from civilian to defense of radio in most parts of the counproduction, there were plenty of
try. Broadcasters in many cities
consumer goods to go around — and joined together to sell radio in
plenty which manufacturers had to competition with other media and
advertise.
not just with itself. All these efforts were paying off at the end of
Though scarcities in some consumer lines were expected to de- 1951, and, unless almost every
velop in 1952, few broadcasters or prophet in the country was entirely
*f their customers were worrying wrong, they would pay off even betmuch about them. The overwhelmter next year.
Meanwhile, the networks were
\ \ ing majority of business leaders
whom Broadcasting • Telecast- making changes in operations to
ing talked to in compiling this accommodate changing patterns in
year-endbusiness
survey ahead
saw nothing
but radio. The object of most of these
better
in the first
was flexibility,
to givethanthehitherto
advertiser wider latitude
quarter of 1952.
In the view of many, what hap- possible in choosing how many stapened in 1951 was a settling down
would buy over what periodtionsof hetime.
process in radio and television.
TV had grown big enough to be
The growth of television revenue
BROADCASTING
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EVER

FOR

far outstripped the growth of TV
facilities. Frozen tight in the FCC
ice, TV added only one station to
the 107 that were on the air at
the end of 1950. The major
facility expansion of the year was
the completion
of the
microwavecoaxial
cable links
connecting
the
West Coast to the East.
ADVERTISERS: Most will maintain and some will expand their
1952 radio budgets. Only slight
evidence of declining spending in
radio appears. More will boost
TV budgets than radio budgets; a
lot" of them will hold TV to 1951
levels.
None 28.)
expects to retrench
in TV. (Page
AGENCIES:
of them29%will will
increase radio 58%
spending;
stick to 1951 levels; 13% will cut
back somewhat. 77% will spend
more in TV, 22% will spend the
same. Virtually
vision. (Page 29.)none will cut teleAM STATIONS: Worth noting is
the fact that AM stations in TV
markets are more optimistic than
those outside the competitive range
of TV. Both kinds, however, think
prospects excellent for the first
quarter creaof
1952. inAn total
average
inse of 12.65%
billings
for all stations is anticipated.
(Page STATIONS:
27.)
TV
Everything is
rosy. Stations
increases in firstexpect
quarteraverage
of 1952,
compared with first quarter of 1951,
of 53% in total billings; 67% in
network billings; 61% in national
spot, and 48% in local. (Page 46).
FM STATIONS: Those that are
FM-only and separately programmed report steady upward
trend. They look for total billings
to rise 31% in the first quarter, local business to be up 29% and national spot up 11%. (Page 35.)
RADIO NETWORKS: 1951 billings
will be slightly under levels of

RADIO,

TV

For both radio and television,
1952 promises nothing but expansion, bigger revenue for radio,
bigger revenue and perhaps more
stations for TV.
(For complete
index ofleaders
year-end
statements
by industry
see
page 3h)
1950, but network chiefs think the
situation is stabilizing and that
the future looks good. (Page 26).
TV NETWORKS: 1951 billings will
increase by nearly 185% over those
of 1950. The curve may settle down
somewhat next year, but not if ambitious expansion of schedules into
new daytime hours can help it.
(Page 46).
NATIONAL REPRESENTAoptimisticalthough
about
both radioTIVES:andThey're
television,
the biggest
increases
they
anticipate are in TV. Some note a trend
"back to radio" by sponsors who
took too deep a plunge into TV.
They especially
applaud
the "sell
radio"
drive of AM
stations
that
developed during 1951. (Page 30).
FILM PRODUCERS: Some say
business will double in 1952. Others
say it will triple. They believe
film will comprise 65-80% of all
TV programming (Page 48).
IN ITS Dec.
31 issue, Broadcasting • Telecasting
will
survey 1951 accomplishments
and 1952 prospects of other
elements of the industry including TRANSCRIPTION
FIRMS, REGIONAL NETRESEARCH SYSTEMS, WORKS,
BROADCAST
MUSIC INC., NATIONAL
ASSN. OF RADIO FARM
DIRECTORS, and will also
publish a specialACTION.
report on
LEGISLATIVE
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BAB ADVISORS
Two Groups Are Named
MEMBERSHIPS of two new BAB
advisory committees — promotion,
headed by President Donald W.
Thornburgh of WCAU Philadelphia, and research, headed by Crosley Broadcasting Corp. President
Robert E. Dunville [Closed Circuit, Dec. 10] — were announced
last Thursday by BAB President
William B. Ryan.
The functions of the committees
formerly were combined in a single six-man Research-Promotion
Committee. Each will counsel with
President Ryan and his staff on
projects dealing with its particular
field. • First individual committee
meetings of 1952 are tentatively
scheduled at BAB offices in New
York during the second or third
week in January.
Namedsearchto committees
the promotion
were: and rePromotion — Mr. Thornburgh,
chairman; Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y.; Louis Hausman,
CBS; Paul Kesten, radio consultant; William McGrath, WHDH
Boston; William McGuineas, WGN
Chicago; Arden Pangborn, WOAI
San Antonio; H. Preston Peters,
Free & Peters, New York; Robert
Schmid, Mutual.
Research — Mr. Dunville, chairman; Stanley Breyer, KJBS San
Francisco ; Martin Campbell,
WFAA Dallas; George Higgins,
KMBC Kansas City; Ernest Lee
Jahncke, ABC ; Henry P. Johnston,
WSGN Birmingham; Eugene Katz,
Katz Agency, New York; Walter
Scott, NBC.
Yankee Appoints
YANKEE Network will be represented nationally by H-R Representatives Inc., effective Jan. 1,
the network announced Thursday. Yankee has been represented
by Edward Petry & Co. In addition to representing Yankee's
regional
H-R as
Representative Inc.network
will serve
national
representative"
by twoProvidence
Yankeeowned
stations, WEAN
and WONS Hartford.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Shall we leave the comedy to Milton Berle, Dr. Kratzmeyer, and get
on with the operation?"
WINS POWER BOOST KFRM Joins CBS
Concordia, Kan., daytime
Now 50 kw Night KFRM
station owned and operated by the
WINS New York reported last licensee
Kansas City, has
week that it commenced operations joined theof KMBC
CBS Radio Network as
with 50 kw nighttime power — an a bonus station to KMBC, William
increase from 10 kw — on Wednes- A. Schudt Jr., national director of
station relations for CBS Radio,
following
from dayFCCnight,that
a licensenotification
had been announced
last Wednesday. The
issued covering the power boost.
affiliation, effective Dec. 16, brought
the
total
of
CBS Radio affiliates to
Spokesmen said the station had
been engaged in program tests for 207. KFRM, operating with 5 kw
50 kw for approximately two on 550 kc, daytime only, and
on 980 kc with 5 kw fullmonths pending receipt of the li- KMBC,
cense. Owned by Crosley Broad- time, are licensed to Midland
casting Corp., WINS operates on Broadcasting Co., headed by Arthur B. Church as president with
1010 kc with 50 kw day and has
had a construction permit for 50 George Higgins as vice president
and general manager.
kw at night for some time.

ARTHUR CAPPER, 86, died last
Wednesday in Topeka, Kans. The
former U. S. Senator and midwest
publisher and station owner had
been in ill health, suffering three
pneumonia attacks in the past
The former Senator was head of
year.
Capper Publications Inc., which
publishes
Kansas City Kansan and
Avery-Knodel for WSLS
Capital.
CapperTopeka
PubWSLS Roanoke, Va., will be rep- Topeka Dailylications
controls the
resented national by Avery-Knodel
Inc. starting Jan. 1, according to Broadcasting Assn. Inc. (WIBW
Topeka) Co.and(KCKN
the KCKN
Horace Fitzpatrick, WSLS assist- Casting
Kansas BroadCity).
ant manager. The station had
Although not active in radio legbeen represented since 1947 by
islative matters during his tenure
Weed & Co.
in the Senate, which was continuous from 1919 to 1948, he was
WWSC Names Rambeau author of the Capper Bill to prohibited liquor advertising.
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y., andry bill was a perennial,
nounced last week that it has ap- theTheformer
Senator having intropointed William G. Rambeau Co.
duced anti-liquor legislation in
as national representative.
some eight sessions of Congress.
However, the bill got only as far as
Burn-Smith for WESB
obtaining a hearing before the
WESB Bradford, Pa., has named Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee in 1947 [B»T,
Burn-Smith Co. as national representative, effective Dec. 20, ac- April 19, 1947].
Outstanding
in business and polcording to Joseph
■ M. Cleary,
itics, the Kansan had only a high
WESB general
manager.
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WEED ELECTED
Is President of NARTS
ELECTION of Joseph J. Weed,
Weed
Co., asof president
National& Assn.
Radio and ofTeltl
vision Station Representative
was announced last week followir
annual
elections.
the association's
He succeeds
Robert D. C. Meeker,
of Robert Meeker
Assoc.,
in the
dency.
NARTSR presiOther officers
loting:
named in the balKatz, of
theEugene
Katz Agency,
Mr. Weed
was elected vice
president. Adam J. Young J
of Adam J. Young Jr. Inc., wa
named secretary and William
Weldon, of Blair-TV Inc., wa
chosen for treasurer. Joseph 1
Timlin, of Branham Co., was elec
ed to a two-year term on the boar
of directors.
Mr. Meeker, as retiring presi
dent, automatically becomes a d
rector for a one-year term whe
the new slate takes office Jan. 1
The directorate held by Russel
Woodward, of Free & Peters, ha
two more years to run and was no
involved in the elections. Murra
Grabhorn
director. is NARTSR's managin;
First NARTSR board meeting i
1952 is scheduled for January am
the first membership meeting, fo
March.
Two Join ABC
ABC RADIO announced last Thurs
day it is adding two North Caro
lina affiliates— WFRC Reidsvill
and WGAI Elizabeth City— whicl
will boost its affiliation total to 30:
stations when the new contract
become effective Jan. 1 (see earlj
story page Carolina
77). WFRC,Broadcastin;
owned bj
Piedmont
Co.,
operates
on
1600
kc
with
1 kv.
and is under the general manager
ship of Steve Woodson. WGAI
560 kc with 1 kw day and 500 w
night, is licensed to WGAI Radio
Co. with Aulden Baker as general
manager.

school education. He worked in a
printing shop and rose to owner
of 10 midwestern newspapers and
magazines whose circulation was
more than 4.5 million.
When 49, Mr. Capper was elected
Kansas'he first
born Senate
governor,in
then
wentnative
to the
Washington. He was a Republican.
He is survived by a sister, Mrs. A.
L. Eustice, Evanston, 111.
Funeral services -were held last
Saturday at the First Methodist
Church in Topeka. Burial was to
be in the Topeka Cemetery.
ROAD

Appliance Makers Buy
APPLIANCE manufacturers are
concentrating on aggressive local
radio advertising campaigns, ac
cording to Frederic W. Ziv Co
which reported that during the
past month General Electric and
Hotpoint dealers— often with co-op
money — have bought Ziv program:
for sponsorship in 18 cities. Al
though contracts have been signec
in the pre-Christmas shopping season, most itof was
themreported.
are for a firir.
52 weeks,
CASTING
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Five New

Accounts Sign

6-6:15 p.m.,
Young Foods,
& Rubicam, New through
York; General
Renfro Valley Sunday Morning
Gathering,Benton
Sunday,& 8:30-9:15
through
Bowles, a.m.,
New
York; Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Life
With Luigi
Tuesday,
9-9:30& p.m.,
through
Arthur
Meyerhoff
Co.,
Chicago; Sterling Drug, Pursuit,
Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m., through
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, New
York; tionToni
Co., 1-1:30
Grand p.m.,
CentralandSta-It
Saturday,
Happens Every Day, through
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago,
and
Bros.,simulcast
Arthur Godfrey's
TalentLeverScouts
Monday,
8:30-9 p.m.,
through
Young
& Rubicam, New York.
ABC Radio— Philco Corp. has
renewed 9-9:15 a.m. segment of
Monday-through-Friday Breakfast
Club, through Hutchins Adv. Co.,
Philadelphia; American Chicle Co.,
Will Rogers Show, Tuesday, Thursday, 5:55-7Colwell
p.m., through
Sullivan,
Stauffer,
& Bayles,
New
York, plus ticipati"Pyramid
Plan" parons inTop Guy Wednesday,
8:30-9 p.m., and Defense Attorney
Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m., through
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, New
York; and Warner-Hudnut Inc.,
Walter Winchell newscasts Sunday, 9-9:15 p.m., through Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York.
Mutual — American Federation of
Labor has renewed Frank Edwards
and the News, Monday through
Friday, 10-10:15 p.m., through
Furman-Feiner Co., New York;
Kraft Foods, 11:30-45 a.m. Tuesday and Thursday portion of Queen
for a Day, through J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago; P. Lorillard & Co., 11:45-12 noon Mondaythrough-Friday segment of Queen
for a Day, through Lennen &
Mitchell, New York; and Pal Blade
Co., Rod & Gun Club of the Air,
Thursday, 9:05-9:30 p.m., through
Al Paul Lefton Agency, New York.

SPOT
RADIO
Churches on 60 stations, effective understood to be reviewing its list.
By FLORENCE SMALL
1. Contract is for 52 weeks,
Other renewing advertisers in
THE STATE of spot radio is Jan.
through Dancer-Fitzgerald- spot radio are Continental Baking
strong and the prospects are for placed
Sample,
New
York.
Co.,
Brands,
Boncontinued good health, according
netStandard
Margarine and
RoyalBlue
Desserts,
Chicle Co., New York,
toTelecasting
a survey madelastbyweek.
Broadcasting* forAmerican
its Clorets, renewed for 26 all through Ted Bates & Co.
complete list of 48 staOf all the major radio spot adFive new and rather formidable weeks its
tions, effective Jan. 1. Dancerrs, only two, Time and Life
campaigns are currently in prep- Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, is magazinesvertiseand
Birdseye Frozen
aration, more than compensating agency.
Foods, both through Young &
vfor the momentarily baleful effects
Ward
Baking
Co.,
New
York,
Rubicam,
New
York,
have not yet
of the departure of two advertisers starting the first of the year, will made their renewal decisions.
from the spot arena: Surf, through resume all its radio spot in all of
Renewals of network radio conN. W. Ayer & Son, and Blue Star its plant cities, through J. Walter
tracts
last past
week,fortnight,
or comBlades, BBDO.
Thompson Co., New York.
pleted reported
within the
Mhroring the bullish temper in
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet has re- include the following:
spots was the announcement last
newed its present Palmolive and
Tandem Plan
week of renewals of a large num- Colgate Dental Cream schedule but
ber of network radio contracts.
NBC Radio — The three shows ofhas cut back temporarily on some
fered under "Tandem Plan" — the
of its Octagon renewals, through
Significant Campaign
Bates Co., New York. C-P-P 7:30-8 p.m. segment of Sunday eveMost significant of the new cam- Ted
through
William
Esty
Co.,
New
ning's
Show, Martin
paigns in spot radio is that of
Show on BigFriday
8:30-9 and
p.m.,Lewis
and
on most sta- Mr.
Brown & Williamson, Louisville, York, tionshasfor Velrenewed
Keene on Thursday 8:30-9 p.m.
and
Fab.
All
con—
have
been
renewed
by
Liggett
&
which is currently preparing a ratracts are for 52 weeks.
dio spot schedule in regional and
Myers, Whitehall Pharmacal Co.
B. C. Headache Powder through and
smaller markets, outside of TV Harvey-Massengale
American
Chicle
Co.
AddiCo., Durham,
J. Reynolds Tobacco
areas, for its Kool and Viceroy has renewed its schedule.
The Co., throughtional y, R.William
Esty Co., has
cigarettes, starting on varying same is true of Stanback through
renewed Grand Ole Opry, Saturdates from Jan. 1 to Jan. 15. Con- Piedmont Adv., Salisbury, N. C.
tracts range from 13 to 52 weeks
day,
9:30-10
p.m.;
Mutual
General Electric (Lamp Div.), of Omaha, On the Line WithBenefit
Bob
and are being placed by Ted Bates through
BBDO, effective Jan. 1, Considine, Saturday 5:45-6 p.m.,
Co., New York.
renews
its
20-week
schedule
on
70
through
Bozell
&
Jacobs,
Omaha;
Another new radio spot an- stations.
DuPont, Cavalcade of America,
nouncement schedule is being
Esso Standard Oil Co., through Tuesday 8-8:30 p.m., through
placed by Foremost Dairy for its Marschalk
New York, and Reynolds
&
Pratt,
is
understood
milk, ice cream and frozen orange to be continuing its list of radio BBDO,
Metals, the 6:30-7 p.m. segment of
juice products through Fletcher D. stations for its news programs Big
Show,
Richards Inc., New York. Fore- with 52-week contracts effective New York. through Buchanan & Co.,
most will use 50 stations starting Jan. 1.
CBS Radio— Procter & Gamble
early in January for 26 weeks.
Anacin Aspirin through John F. has renewed Rosemary Monday
A third entry in spot radio is Murray
Agency, has picked up all through Friday, 11:45-12 noon,
McCormick & Co., Baltimore of its availabilities
for the new through Benton & Bowles, New
(spices
and
extracts),
through
CeYork; anceMetropolitan
Life Insurcil & Presbrey, New York, using year.
Co., Allan Jackson
and
Ex-Lax, through its new agency,
minutes and participations, day- Warwick & Legler, New York, is the News, Monday through Friday,
time only, starting Jan. 1 in a
number of markets (see New
Business page 14). Contract is
for 39 weeks.
The fourth newcomer is BallanNeqr $1-5 Million
SpendsGillette
P&G
S
OS
tine Ale through J. Walter Thomp- SPEARHEADED
Safety Razor Corp., which
OCTOBEbyRProcterGR
time
in
October
(Table
I)
were
&
son Co., New York, which is pre- Gamble Co., which increased its also in the top 10 list for Sep- had appeared in the September list.
paring a spot, news and sport
Leading
advertiser in each product
tember. Liggett & Myers Tobacco class of network
schedule in major and smaller gross purchases of network radio
client is shown in
markets, mostly on the Eastern time from $1,300,449 in September Co. and Philip Morris Co. joined Table II.
Seaboard, to start after the first of to $1,483,852 in October, combined this select group in October, reFood
advertisers
as a group were
time purchases of all clients of
the year. Contracts are for 52 four
(Z9 aBvd uo panuiiuoj)
placing American Tobacco Co. and
national radio networks in
weeks. This marks an emphasis in
TABLE II
radio for this advertiser, since October totaled $14,970,355, well
Ballantine is not cutting its TV ahead of September's $11,860,646,
TOP
RADIO
NETWORK
ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR OCTOBER 1951
schedule but placing additional according to data compiled by Pub- Agriculture & Farming
Allis-Chalmers
Mfg. Co
money in radio.
lishers Information Bureau on net- Apparel, Footwear & Access Brown
Shoe
Co
14,045
75,269
Automotive,
Auto.
Access.
&
Equip.
.
Electric
Auto-Lite
Co
87,350
$ 112,462
30,429
work advertising expenditures.
The fifth is Best Foods' Nucoa's
Beer
Wine
Pabst Brewing Co
Bldg. &Materials,
Equip.
&
Fixtures
.
.
.
.
Johns-Manville
Corp
33-week campaign as well as its
PIB reports on time sales of Confectionery
& Soft Drinks AWm.T &Wrigley
Jr.
Co
148,578
75,857
H & 0 Oats' 22-week schedule NBC, CBS, ABC and MBS, does Consumer Services
Co
623,629
Remedies
Miles
LabsT Foods
..
starting Feb. 17, both placed
yet include figures for Liberty Drugs
Foods && Food
Prods
General
Corp
547^307
through Benton & Bowles, New not
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
other
Fuels.
...
Standard
Oil
Co.
of
Indiana
107,606Broadcasting
System.
York.
...Jackson
& Perkins Co
8,557
Household
Equip
Philco
Corp.
Eight of the top 10 users of Horticulture
Renewals Recorded
Household
Furn
Armstrong
Cork
Co
96,480
33,136
Industrial
Materials
U.
S.
Steel
Corp
TABLE
I
134,525
Insurance
Prudential Insurance Co. of America .
But significant as this new busi- TOP TEN RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS Jewelry,
OpticalStationery
Goods && Cameras
.. Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co
ness in radio spots may be, per91 ,422
OCTOBER 1951
Office
Equip.,
Writing
haps the firmest indication of the 1. Procter DURING
Supplies
Hall
Bros
64,608
& Gamble
Co
$1,483,852
Publishing & Media
Book Assoc
12,972
Lever Bros.
Co
647,772
good health of the industry is re- 2.3. Sterling
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Phonographs,
MusiDrug
.
.
639,307
cal
Instruments
&
Access
RCA
133,863.
flenewals
cted in therecorded
number
of
major
re4.
Miles
Labs
623,269
Retail & Materials
Direct by Mail
Dr.
Inc
948
last week.
5. General Mills
Foods Corp
547,307
LiggettHiss && Shoes
Myers
Tobacco
487,063
504,654 Smoking
One of the most important of 6. General
Soaps, Cleaners
& Polishes
Procter
GambleRazor
Co. Co.
. . Co.
.V
979360'
Liggett
Myers
Tobacco
Toiletries
&
Toilet
Goods
..
Gillette
Safety
419,135
these was General Mills Gold Medal 8.7.9. American
Campbell& Home
Soup Co.Products
. Co. 487,063
470,056
Transportation, Hotels & Resorts . .... Assn.
76,307
426,473
Americanof American
FederationRailroads
of Labor
104,604
flour renewal of Hymns of All 10. Philip Morris Co. . . :
423,384 Miscellaneous
December
24,
1951
•
Page
25
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AM
NETWORKS
TV's
Network sting •byTelecasting
network, theestimates
BroadONE BIG question
confronting their times to findANSWER
fighting trimCHALLENGE
a way
ex- of mind and better
t e n ofd ing
radio networks at the close of
than they had entered 1951. Part for 1951 caand
PIB
totals
for
1950
of
the
revitalization
came
from
the
1950 is whether, or how long, time
their
use- awareness that 1951 had not been were:
fulness
rates can be kept from collapsing.
Pc».
into
1951 1950 Charge
bad be.
as some had preheal thya nearly dictas
Broadcasting • Telecasting
ed it would
ABC
$32,600,000
$35,270,845
—7.6
Dec. 25, 1950
future.
CBS Radio 70,000,000 70,744,669 —1.1
It looked as though the total MBS
16,091,977 +10.3
It was
billings of the four radio NBC 17,750,000
THE QUESTION was answered
55,000,000 61,411,546 —10.4
not an gross
networks whose figures are rethis year.
easy job. Last week Frank White,
by Publishers Information
$175,350,000 $183,519,037 —4.4
All four old-line networks drop- president of Mutual (the only one Bureau ported
would be about 4.4% below Total
(Note: CBS Radio and NBC rate
ped their prices from 10 to 15% of four networks whose year's bill- billings for 1950.
cuts effective July 1, were made in
in time periods most affected by
ings increased) summed up the
gross card rates and hence are re$175,350,000 Gross
television viewing. It was an network problem this way:
which are
emergency measure to alleviate the
Although PIB reports are com- computedflectedonin PIBthe figures
"Like Alice's Looking-Glass
basis of gross card
clamor of advertisers for even characters,
we have to run hard to
plete
only
through
October,
a
prorates.
ABC
and
Mutual
readjustlower rates.
jectioncastingand• Telecasting
estimate by indicate
Broadthe same place. . . ."
ments were in the form of extra
But as 1951 drew to a close, stayButinthough
the
job
wasn't
easy,
discounts,
and
since
their
was not so hard as to defy that total gross billings in 1951 card rates remain unchanged, gross
emergency tactics had been re- itachievement.
There were plenty of will be $175,350,000, compared with reductions are not indicated in their
placed by long-range strategy. signs that networks
PIB
were entering the $183,519,037 that PIB reported reports.)
The fulnetworks
all takingandcare-of
measure ofwerethemselves
1952 in a far more vigorous state for the year of 1950.
Network Presidents Look to 7952
—HowardCBS
Radio
—
S. Meighan,
president:
"Ineralmybasic problems
opinion radio
sevin itsfaces
economic
progress
toward
the
future.
Among
them:
"1. The reallocation of leisure
time by the newspaper and magazine-reading, movie-going and radio-listening public which is now
addingmentTVfare. viewing to its entertain"2. The reallocation of advertising dollars by the magazine, newspaper and radio advertising user
who is now experimenting with
costly TV.
"3. The reallocation of emotional
interest on the part of the movie,
legit and radio artist and artisan
to whom TV is the biggest thing
since sex and Shakespeare.
"Each of inthese
problems fashion
can be
illustrated
spectacular
as we all know. Viewed with a
myopic eye, the full nature of any
one of the problems could be completely depressing.
"A calm, long-range analysis,
however, indicates strong hypotheses that might well end up as
accomplished facts. It seems as
little likely that television will kill
(Continued on page 37)

Mr. Kintner

Mr. White

Mr. McLendon Mr. McConnell Mr. Meighan

MBS
did not become fully visible until
Frank White, president:
In short, we had pio"Certain years in this business this year.
ne red in many of the advances
seem, in retrospect, to mark spe- which the
whole industry has
cial milestones for broadcasters,
toward the common goal of
while other years have mostly taken,
vehicle for moving
made history for advertisers. I an even-better
goods;
and isthewhat
over-all
think 1951 will go down in the rec- customers'
shape
of
this
advance
disord books as a year of turningtinguishes the year now closing.
point significance
for both broad"One
of
the
biggest
facts
of
casters and advertisers.
was the form in which TV emerged'51
"My own book rates 1951 as the as an advertising medium . . . with
year in which the radio industry — aspects other than its novelty and
and a great many of its clients glamor coming clear for the first
— woke up and faced facts. It is time. There was evidence of new
audience highs for certain shows
true
that Mutual's
awakening
took place
some timeownbefore
but the in certain
areas, onand page
certain36) spon(Continued
main evidence of our fact-facing

ABC
selves and we believe that nowhere
Robert E. Kitner, president:
will those results be more in
"Thissuccessful
past year
has history
been theof evidence
than on the television
most
in the
ABC. In both radio and television, network of ABC. In its Hollywood
our network registered notable ABC-TV Center, our network already has the largest, most comgains — in the acquisition of new,
outstanding programs and in the
pletely equipped and most modern
utilization of our facilities by many television production site on the
West
Coast.
From it, drawing upon
more
of
the
nation's
top
advertisers.
the wealth of talent and technicians
available
we
"During
1951,
television
took
the
giant stride to the Pacific Coast plan to bring toinABCHollywood,
televiewers
which the entire industry had so top productions, both live
and on
long awaited. [For story on tele- film.
vision networks, see page 46.] During the coming year the results of "Similarly, the completion of the
(Continued on page 35 )
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NBC
Joseph H. McConnell, president,
"A little over a year ago, we at
NBC decided that the time had
come to emphasize and utilize
radio's strong points to the fullest.
We felt then, and subsequent developments have proved us correct,
that the investment of funds, more
specific tailoring of programs and
new intensified sales approaches
would benefit the radio network
greatly. We have acted upon our
beliefs.
"Today, wevalue
sell toradio
on its
fundamental
advertisers.
We have formulated techniques
that have made the NBC radio network one of the most compelling
and attractive buys offered advertisers by any medium. Our news
service is in the process of calculated expansion and our musical
programming is being augmented
to appeal to all tastes. Our current
plans include bringing to NBC listeners, at low cost to advertisers,
the greatest
in the entertainment fieldnames
.
"As a result, we feel that we
have adopted a realistic policy
towards
radio's
in and
the
broadcasting
worldposition
of today,
(Continued on page 81 )

LBS
The year 1951 also saw the rise newspapers, AM, FM and TV.
of a fifth national network, Liberty
"I predict that in 1952 many
Broadcasting System,
which at
the Federal Comyear's end was busting out all people, including
over.
munications Commission, will arrive at the conclusion that compeGordon B. McLendon, LBS
tition in the communications field
president:
is
being
to death. If
"Having never put across a point nothing isstrangled
done, within 10 years
by Ibeing
as
knowvague,
how. I shall be as blunt economic circumstances will have
a monopoly of communi"Withcision inthe
Court'scase,
de- created cations
within this country that has
the Supreme
Lorain Journal
there is obviously an increasing been exceeded only in dictatorships. With the advent of TV,
legal and judicial concern with the
possibility of monopoly inherent in there began the formation of a hor(Continued on page 81)
competitive relationships between
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AM
STATIONS
AM STATIONS in both TV and time predictions were freely made
non-TV markets expect their total that radio was doomed to wilt away
billings to increase in 1952.
day by day. All available signs
the year-old survey estiEven more surprising to the por- show that
mates were well founded though
tion of the advertising world that
station
income
was struck by a
still hasn't discovered radio is here
network-instigated flush of rateto stay is the revelation in a cutting.
Broadcasting • Telecasting yearend survey that AM stations in
A yearhaslaterbeenthe dissipated
shock of rateTV markets expect total billings cutting
to a
to go up even more than their considerable extent but stations are
brother stations in areas not hav- expecting their network income to
be a little lower than it was in
ing any television.
Reduced to digits, the situation 1951 — down 5.60% according to the
looks this way:
estimate of all AM outlets participating in the survey.
0 AM stations in TV markets
believe total billings will increase
TV Hasn't Hurt
13.09% in 1952.
Looking at individual estimates,
# AM stations in non-TV mar- only
AM station
in non-TV
kets expect total billings to go up marketsone looked
for a drop
in total
12.32%.
billings
and
that
was
a
10%
deQ Average increase in total
cline.
Small
decline
was
forecast
billings for all AM stations will in local business by one station and
be 12.65%.
two outlets predicted national spot
The estimate of a 12.65% aver- would
be down slightly. Nearly a
in - third of stations figured network
crease agefor
would increase in 1952. In
all AM billings
TV markets the situation almost
sta t ions exactly
paralleled the non-TV
m a tches
closely 3 areas.
Isolated instances of unusual opSeptember
timism were apparent in both TV
regions. Highest inprediction that and non-TV
c
r
e
ase in non-TV areas was an esautumn business would go up
timated
25%.
On the other hand, a
14.53% over autumn of 1950 [B*T, number of estimates
in TV areas
Sept. 17].
Forecast estimates are based on were 25% or over, with one lookreturns from substantial lists of ings. ing for a 50% boost in total billstations in both TV and non-TV
Interesting aspect of the broadai-eas. The stations are believed to
cast study lies in the scarcity of
represent
a true cross-section in television
comments. Judging by
each category.
comments
of radio executives TV
Breakdown of Responses
has not hit them hard enough to
Not all types of billings will in- hurt. At the same time, TV stacrease in 1952, AM stations indiriding an upward
cate. In non-TV markets the AM wave tionsandhave been
a high percentage of
stations expect:
them are operating in the black or
9 Local billings will increase are close to that point.
an average of 12.79%.
Some cities are enjoying better
% National spot billings will relations with large retailers,
increase 13.74%.
historically the softest phase of
Q Network billings will go broadcast operation. Apparently
down 6.82%.
industrywide fight to persuade
The AM situations in TV markets the
retailers that radio can sell for
judging
by this:
the station forecasts, them
is beginning to leave its imwill be like
Q Local billings will increase pact.
See Good Year
an average of 15%.
Added up, the comments of
Q National spot billings will go
broadcasters give the idea that
up 9.55%.
# Network billings will drop 1952 will be a fine radio year, px-ob2.75%.
ably the best in the medium's 31
Taking the average changes years.
Typical broadcaster comments
forecast by all AM stations, both follow:
TV and non-TV markets, the combined results figure this way:
Hugh K. Boice, general manager,
Q Local billings will increase WEMP Milwaukee: "We expect
radio business in Milwaukee to be
13.66%.
as good or better than 1951 — an
# National
crease 11.72%. spot billings will in- all-time high. Radio continues to
meet
its competition from within —
% Network billings will drop television,
and its ability to produce
5.60%.
good
sales results against other
Roughly the same trends were
(Continued
on page 65)
forecast just one year ago, at a
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Life Can Be Beautiful Despite TV

WHAT'S AHEAD IN '52 FOR AM RADIO?
Prospective First Quarter, 1952
Compared with First Quarter, 1951
TOTAL BILLINGS
Radio in
All Markets
Radio in
Non-TV Markets ^^^^^

12.65% up

Radio in
TV Markets
LOCAL BILLINGS
Radio in
All Markets
Radio in
Non-TV Markets
Radio in
TV Markets
NATIONAL

SPOT

Radio in
All Markets
Radio in
Non-TV Markets
Radio in
TV Markets
9.55% up

^^^H
NETWORK

down

Radio in
\ All Markets

: Radio in
2.75 %|fe j Non-TV Markets
down ^tP-^ Radio in
TV Markets
down
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Scant 6% Will Reduce Budgets]
ADVERTISERS
rate on a fiscal year basis and
New York, advised that the comAN OVERWHELMING percentconfidence and optimism."
age of national advertisers will could not give specific data on "with
users for a decade,
Another leader in the media field, proposespany, bigtoradioswitch
increase radio expenditures during their 1952 budgets. Others said Procter
its advertising
& Gamble Co., plans no from radio to newspapers.
the coming year or else hold them they would not give any informa- radical changes
A co-op
its advertising
at the same level.
tion and a number submitted activity during thein first
program
will
be
available
Richsix
months
field distributors, he said,to giving
This same favorable trend — a figures for use in compilations but of 1952 but can make no predictions
them a chance to use local radio
little more so, in fact — will appear not for publication.
about
the
last
half
of
the
year
as in past years.
in thetional
television
In some cases the expanded TV because of its fiscal-year basis.
advertisers. budgets of naare based on rising costs
Esso creaseStandard
inOn the other hand, S. C. Johnson
Only slight evidence of declining budgets
both radio Oil
and Co.
TV will
slightly
or
on
use
of
a
larger
number
of
radio expenditures appeared in stations. Cost increases appeared & Son plans TV and radio commit- in 1952, said Robert Gray, director
ments "considerably greater than of advertising and promotion. With
final tabulations of a Broadcast- both in the program itself and in
inConnolly,
1951," advertising
according to William HeN. business outlook excellent, Esso
ing • Telecasting survey con- the rates of stations.
ducted among leading advertisers
about $1,300,000 in radio
The list of major advertisers believes 1952 will be director.
a generally will spend
spending a heavy share of the planning
$1,500,000 in TV next year.
to
raise
their
radio
for
good year for business, with a and"Radio
total national figure.
1951 covers a diversified field and highly
and
TV should become
competitive situation among
The survey results showed:
is not tconcentrated
in any par- soft goods
increasingly important media for
manufacturers. Total Trans
i
c
u
l
a
r
l
i
n
e
.
World
Airlines
in reaching
0 tional
Fifty-three
percent
of nais expected
to inSome of the highlights among personalcrease,income
advertisers plan
to increase
with a slight
rise in prices
broader markets for air travel," in
their radio expenditures next year; the advertisers' returns follow:
the opinion of S. J. Henry Jr., asNorwich Pharmacal Co. is opti- probable. Triples TV Budget
41% plan to spend the same amount
sistant advertising director. TWA
mistic over business prospects
on radio and 6% will reduce exiscoach
planning
$99 coast-to-coast
skyGeorge
Oliva,
advertising
dithough recognizing uncertainties
and transatlantic
penditures.
rector of National Biscuit Co., said tourist service
and
tax
problems.
The
company
service
early
in
1952,
sub£ Fifty-six
of national
1 milject to federaltraffic.
approval,
and
looks
advertisers
planpercent
to increase
their will spend about the same amount TV expenditures
triplewillthereach
1951 ffigure.
for
increased
The
company
but increase TV ex- Radiolion in 1952,
television expenditures in 1952; for spot radiopenditures
will remain
somewhat due largely around expenditures
44% will spend the same amount. to rising rates, according
the $1,600,000 point next spent a half-million in radio and
to John
No advertiser indicated intent to
TV during 1951 but hasn't made
Alden,
vice president in charge of
reduce TV expenditures.
plans for 1952.
advertising.
Both radio and TV will be in- specific
While the survey results are on
Oil Co. plans "to spend
Silver Co. hopes to year. creased over 1951, said George J. moreShellmoney
in radio plus television
a sample basis, replies came from useInternational
both
radio
and
TV
next
year,
Abrams,
advertising
manager
of
a substantial share of major ad- said George Morrison, advertising Block Drug Co., Jersey City. Spot next year than in 1951," said D. C.
vertisers who buy national radio manager. Plans are not yet radio will account for a third of the Marschner, advertising and sales
and TV in large amounts and the settled. Business prospects look $3 million radio-TV budget, with promotion manager. The share
returns are believed typical of "reasonably good."
to each medium will depend
television getting the rest. Busi- going
"upon how far radio costs go down
large-company budgets.
ness
prospects
are
considered
enRadio
expenditures
of
General
and
how
much television costs inOptimism predominated the re- Mills will remain about the same
couragingclimbing,"
"particularly with Amcrease." He said Shell intends "to
plies compared to the feeling of un- but TV will be "up substantially," Abrams
m-i-dent
still
Mr.
added.
remain flexible," and described the
certainty that prevailed just a L. H. Crites, radio-TV program diyear ago when memories of milioutlookadvertising
as "good."manager
Ben N. Pollack, sales promotion businessDebow,
disclosed. The company is
tary reverses in Korea were still looking rector,
forward to the new year manager of Richfield Oil Corp. of of Tom
fresh.
Cities Service, said total radioTV expenditures in 1952 will exLastcloseyear's
survey
failedthat
to disceed $1,250,000 compared to $1,Advertising Faces Bigger
any specific
evidence
national sponsors were enamored of
133,000 spent in 1951. The comTV and would discard radio. At MEDIA ROLE
pany useswith
network
Responsibility — West
dio along
TV. and local rathat time 57% of advertisers
PAULof National
B. WESTAdvertisers
President, ByAssn.
Toni Co. is unready to give deplanned to increase radio appropriations in 1951. The 1952
tails of its 1952 budget "but it will
figure is practically the same — ADVERTISING over the years has been called on to carry a larger be the highest in Toni history and
56%. However there was a little credit
share ofof the
American
industry's
overall
selling
job.
It
is
greatly
to
the
a
new
high in the cosmetics inefficiency of radio, and now to television, as well as to the
evidence that radio might be cut other advertising
said R. N. W. Harris,
media, that this advertising job is being done well president.dustry,"Radio,
TV and printed
but this amounted to only 6%.
while
the
overall
media
"will
share
almost equally,"
Few pessimists were found
dustry and the country at large
expenditure for
company has examong major radio and TV adadvertising as will be even greater as regards he noted.tensiveThemerchandising
for
vertisers as they disclosed 1952
compared to total both its primary role of moving 1952 and anticipates "itsplans
biggest
advertising plans and tried to
sales
expense
is
merchandise at lower cost and in
declining.
look into the general economic picH. Gies, sales and advertising
ture. Many fear that shortages
Next year — and its public service function as ex- viceV. president
of Mars Inc., said
of raw materials may cut into
inthe campaigns of the year ever."
particularly
the future wheni n Advertisingemplified Council.
civilian production but there is no
the company "expects to spend apOn
this
score,
p
r
o
x
i
m
a
t
e
l
y 10% more in advertisevidence of panicky thinking as
the artificial con- I feel confident that the broadcastditions resulting
was the case a year ago when one
ing in 1952
than
in 1951,"for anticing
industry
will
make
a
growing
ipating increased volume
qualadvertiser could not predict "even
ity merchandise. While he would
end and increasingly effective contriMr. West from thezation effort
mobilifuture existence for 1951."
(Continued on page 73)
bution to these important tasks.
Some national advertisers ope- -advertising's responsibility to in-

B. Abrams Mr. Henry G. Abrams
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Mr. Knight
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Mr. Stewart

Mr. Belding Mr. Chalmers Miss Gilbert

Expect to Place More Radio and TV in J 952
AGENCIES
TV freeze lift and addition of new effect on current business. "Crystal- vice president in charge of radio
OVERTONE of an energetic activ- markets.
For this year 18% exity in radio and television billings
he notes, "for the indus- and television, Dancer-Fitzgeraldpected same spending in television, balling,"
in tune with a predicted good adtry at large"
is "downward
trend Sample, which is hiking TV by 25in
radio
will
continue
at a lesser
vertising year is pointed up in forOther
next trends
year it'sunderlined
more than in22%.
comments:
will bein
the rate. TV billings will be split 50%.
brighterHe than
ever. We"1952believe
Broadcasting • Telecasting's agency
radio as a good advertising medium
survey are:
yearend
survey
of
advertising
agenamong
more
advertisers.
.
.
."
# Daytime hours in radio in
cies.
Harold L. McClinton, president and see no reason to cut back." The
market centers, particularly of Calkins, Holden, Carlock, Mc- agency handles more than $10 milJ A majority of those surveyed, key
lion in radio-TV billings.
some 58%, 1% more than last year, where TV is present, are enticing
Clinton & Smith, which handles
William Von Zehle, president,
dollars.
volume in the $1-5 million category,
plan to increase radio budgets; advertisers'
$
West
Coast
agencies
are
very
radio will be up 100% at William Von Zehle Co., thinks ra13% ex- conscious of out-of-home listening. predicts
his agency, television down 10%.
cut
dio and television
and
thempect to (by
# Midwest looks to a hand-in- His comment: "It looks to me like the agency
estimatesare a "terrific"
boost of 25%
hand radio-TV billings increase.
both radio and television will be radio, 40% television.
an averTypical comments from agency excellent in 1952. I personally think
age 10%)
John A. Cairns, president, AnTRENDS
while 29% spokesmen:
radio is on its way to recovery,
derson & Cairns, says his agency
look
for
for 1952
especially if it's sold right as to expects to double radio-TV billings
the same
rates, frequency and size of pro- the next year's quarter (100% inNEW YORK
volume of
gram segments. Television obviouscrease). Agency handles billings
business as last year.
in the $1-5 million category.
ly is going to keep on rolling."
Arthur Pryor, vice president in
An
agency
that
places
more
than
In television, 77% predict allot- charge
of radio and television, $5 million in time, Benton & Bowles, of Ofmore
this than
he remarks
ments will be increased, a little
100% :in"An1951increase
radio
BBDO,
says: "Iincrease
believe inthere
will expects "substantial" increases in and television
more than 22% believe spending be
billing reflects the
a
normal
expendwill stay on an even keel and far
both
AM
and
TV
next
year.
Estiincreasing
importance
of
TV
as
itures in both
radio Harry
and TV."
mates come from Walter Craig, advertising medium. At the samean
less than 1% expect to cut back.
Edward
Aleshire,
B. Cohen vice president
in charge of radio time, it is interesting to note that
'agency
Factors
which
stand
out
in
Agency, observes : "It's going to be and television.
executive opinion:
our radio billing has also increased.
even
better
than
this
year."
Agency
9 Radio is still a good buy for places billings in the $1-5 million
Although he predicts "1952 will Perhaps that shows that our clients
the client. Reason for the expected class
and expects radio to be up be a bigger radio and TV year than are not yet ready to consign radio
upsurge
in radio buying is a two- 25% in the first quarter next year '51 in line with general business to the graveyard."
fold pattern:
Maxwell Dane, vice president
and president
outlook," inWilliam
as compared with the same period forecasts
Chalmers, vice
charge and general manager, Doyle, Dane
(1) Local advertiser, finding him- last year. Same for TV.
of
radio
and
TV,
Grey
Adv.,
estiself jockeyed out of the TV picture
& Bernback, sees 15% increases in
James E. Hanna, vice president
mates the agency will spend the both media — "in many areas the
because of growing production costs in New York for N. W. Ayer &
or higher station rates, wants radio. Son, says in his "shop" radio bill- same in both media next year's first downward trend in radio has been
He's attracted by the low-cost.
ings will remain level and TV bill- quarter as in the same period this stopped and radio will hold its own
ings will increase, the latter as a
(2) National advertiser, crowded
'52. . Gilday,
. ." vice president and
Another even keel prediction for in Frank
by high TV costs or lack of avail- result of both new business already radio
abilities, wants radio mostly on a booked and rate increases taking year. comes from Adrian Samish, business manager of Cecil & Presspot basis.
brey's radio and TV department,
0 Agencies, located in New
Cost Conscious Sponsors thinks next year will bring a conYork, Chicago and Los Angeles,
tinuation ofthe "selectivity" trend
in television.
Expected in New Year
handling most radio-TV dollars, AAAA
William B. Lewis, president,
see a comeback in radio and plan
By
FREDERIC
R.
GAMBLE
budgets accordingly. Reasons vary.
Kenyon
Eckhardt,
President, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
Two basic ones are:
dio will be& down
10%, estimates
television ra-up
(1) Radio is now selling itself BROADCASTING enters 1952 with some new assets to its credit.
25%, at his agency and finds a chalThere is the recomposition of the national organization, as the NARTB,
and shows signs of promoting its
lenge to both
— "it canevident
take
of theradioweakness
under new leadership. And there is the reconstitution of Broadcast advantage
low-cost sales appeal.
Advertising
Bureau, with an aggressive sales program and under new in the present structure of tele(2) In addition, growth of outvision"; itneeds "showmanlike sellof-home listening, such as portables leadership.
There is also the reconstitution *—
and auto radio, is beginning to tick
casting, on the part of many adingvisandion— "its
merchandising" — and
teleof Advertising
with the advertiser.
imvertisers and broadcasters — a
prove and beprogramming
fresh enough must
to keep
FounComparisons with the trends re- Research
healthy
tendency
to
review
time
d
a
t
i
o
n
a
s
a
fully
and talent costs in relation to viewing
ported last year in agency business
to pastis levels."
Similarup trend
predicted by
tri-partite organare summarized as follows:
general program effectiveness. It Everard W. Meade, vice president
ization open to
• RADIO— Some 57% of agen- broadcasters
is healthy, I think, because busi- and director of radio-television,
and
cies had planned to increase budg- other media as
ness will be increasingly cost con- Young & Rubicam, who says his
ets this year, 58% next year. Six- participating subscious about advertising as a whole agency plans radio to be down 10%,
teen per cent had expected to detelevision up 50%. Agency places
scribers.
Given
during
1952.
crease budgets in 1951, only 13% strong support by
more
than $10 million in radio-TV.
The
coming
year
is
not
one
when
in 1952.
broadcasters,
we can be complacent about the
Mr. Meade turns prophet with:
• TELEVISION— While 82% there is oppor- Mr. Gamble
country's advertising effort. The "1952: The year of expanding new
this year looked to bigger budgets tunity here for
volume of advertising is not keep- techniques (look at Ed Murrow,
in TV, the percentage for next year good and constructive action.
(Continued on page 38 )
(Continued on page 81)
is down 5%, although hinging on
There is also — throughout broadDecember
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Radio-TV Prospects Gooc
REPRESENTATIVES
'51 was considerably ahead of con:
the international situation should enjoy their most prosperous parable
PROSPECTS for both radio and ing tounexpected
period in 1950 for radk
upheavals in the year in 1952.
television national spot business and
I
look for substantial gains in firs
domestic
economy.
"Prospects
for
increased
billings
seem bright for the new year in
for radio in Canada
'52. itself
Radio'shassuccessfu
spot field are par- quarter
the view of most station repre- wereProspects
effort toofsell
brough
brighter than the U. S., if the in the national
sentatives offering comment last estimates
encouraging.
With shortabout the realization that it is stii
of executives there bear
ages ticularly
threatened,
advertisers
will the
week.
medium
to
reach
the
mas
true. Strong swing to local station
their campaigns into areas
Approximately 10 to 15% in-crease in programs and local spots was direct
where now they enjoy the greatest audience at the lowest cost per im
radio noted. More business for the locals distribution. In fields not affected
"Television, still enjoying a
billings also was predicted as the Canadian by cutbacks or curtailed produc- pression.
Broadcasting Corp. puts into effect
ing curve,towill
tion, advertising will be appropri- vertisers
was
prethe introduce
medium. new
Becausad
dicted by its plans to reduce commercial proated for particular markets where
TREND$E#
potential
is
greatest.
Thus,
the
grams,
particularly
in
the
daytime.
production
costs
are,
in
some
cases
some for
Paul H. Raymer, head of the flexibility of national spot will be beyond the reach of moderate ad
for 1952
the first
New York firm bearing his name, utilized more than ever before to vertisers, spot television will wit
quarter
ness its greatest quarter in the
of 1952 as compared to the
same observed that "the impetus gen- meet
changing theconditions."
Comparing
first quarter of
period of 1951, while estimates for campaignerated by the
aggressive
'sellreflected
radio'
of 1952."
is
certain
to
be
'52 with said:
first quarter of '51, Mr. first
Johnquarter
E. Pearson,
head of John E
TV ranged widely from "about the all through the broadcasting indus- Raymer
(Continued on page 70)
same"
to
as
much
as
33%
increase.
try.
Both
radio
and
television
"Although the first quarter of
Many declined to estimate TV
prospects specifically. A few see
radio dropping in the first quarter
while tinueothers
Radio TV Cover Fully
the same.expect billings to con- POW
REPORTS
Interesting trend noted by sev- CONTINUOUS service to the
tween reports of the list from the
eral representatives, particularly
The Prayerful Night
on the West Coast, is a swing by American public by both Radio Pentagon, which gave serial numbers, next of kin and addresses of
advertisers "back to radio" after and TV networks — lasting well be- prisoners,
A
radio drama that had no
and the list received by
spending major portions of their
yond normal broadcasting hours —
playwright, actors or plot
budgets in TV. They noted loss of was provided Tuesday night when wire from Tokyo, which was not
and
yet
was the most moving
sales especially in fringe areas of the Communist list of 3,198 Ameri- verified by the U.S. Government.
within memory was enacted
TV markets and the smaller noncan prisoners of war in Korea was The Jack Smith-Dinah Shoreon
Tuesday
night. It was the
TV markets where they had eased released through Tokyo and Wash- Ginny Simms Show was interreadingican prisoners
of the lists
of Amerrupted at 7:22 p.m. EST with a
ington sources.
their
radio
spending
in
favor
of
in Communist
video.
and broken into again two
Radio programming for the last bulletin
minutes
later,
with
the
first
six
hands,
and
no
one
who lis-it
Similarly, some representatives evening was almost exclusively
tened could have heard
reported increasing acceptance by given over to reading the lists, with names.
without
a
squeezing
of the
Three switches were made to
national advertisers of local pro- CBS Radio broadcasting all night Washington
heart. For those waiting for
on Edward R. Murgrams on local stations in smaller and into the first scheduled proone
name
among
thousands
grams for Wednesday, ABC Radio row's CBS Radio news broadcast
it must have been an agony
markets in lieu of attempting
continuing until 5:36 a.m. and NBC from 7:45-8 p.m. to read names just
that ended either in prayers
blanket
coverage
via
"powerhouse"
received
from
the
Pentagon,
and
devoting substantial time to the when lists were available from both
stations in the major markets.
answered or hope deferred.
news
break
up
to
its
usual
1
a.m.
Others who had no direct
Network "flexibility" and "selec- signoff. Television coverage, too, Washington and Tokyo at 11:15
personal
stake thought of
tive"ments,plans,drew asfirewell
as
rate
adjustp.m.,
the
CBS
Radio
news
staff
was
a
costly
and
hour-consuming
in several quarters
these people with compassion,
over to keep the station on the
in defense of network affiliates. process, with ABC-TV cameras at took
could
picture
them watching
air all night, with final names
2:03 a.m.; CBS-Tele- broadcast
through the long night before
One executive predicted a swing to work until
shortly
after
9
a.m.
the
vision
until
4:13
a.m.
and
NBC-TV
the
radio
as
if
it could change
following
day.
independent status by some affili- until 5:10 a.m. The DuMont TV
ates when the chips are down be- Network also ran over its usual
the
world
for
them — as inWork
was
supervised
by
Edmund
d
e
d
i
t
could.
cause of the noted strength and
A. Chester, director of CBS Radio
The unadorned reading of
success of many independents to- schedule.
names and serial numbers,
and Wells Church, editorMutual program executives de- news,
day. Another, however, thought
that the listing of unverified in-chief — both of whom worked
next of kin and addresses had
many affiliates would just "knuckle names cided"might
never been so poignant, so
night^while corcause greater
con- throughout the
down."
Affiliates'
selectivity
of
fusion
and
contribute
still
further
r
e
s
p
o
n
d
e
n
t
s
B
i
l
Downs,
Bill
Cosnetwork programs also was precharged with emotion. Nothtello and Bill Shadel worked from
dicted as competition stiffens.
to public
anxiety."release
MBS ofnewsmen,
ing fore.likeTo itshare
had glad
happened
tidings be-is
reporting
names, the Pentagon all night, supported
Several executives praised the while
advised
listeners
to
telephone
MBS
in
keeping
with
the
spirit of
by
a
staff
of
announcers
in
New
"sell
radio" this
drivepast
undertaken
affiliates in each community to York who worked in shifts.
the season, and for thousands
broadcasters
year as re-by check
on
idividuals
for
whom
they
of
people
Christmas
came
Radio started coverage at
sponsible for the more healthy inover the radio on Tuesday
concerned and network 1 ABC
p.m. EST Tuesday when Paul
dustry condition, while others sug- were
spokesmen
reported
thousands
of
night.
For
those
who
waited
Harvey reported on his news show
gested abetter state would ensue if calls were received.
in vain, the rest of us can only
that a list was about to be released
radio and TV sold against other
Via
CBS
Radio
continuous
broadprayerfully
that Christmas is still hope
to come.
media and not against each other.
by the enemy. Spot announcements
casts
started
at
11:15
p.m.
EST
and
Editorial from Washington
Several executives modified their lasted for the succeeding 10 hours repeated the information through(Continued on page 60)
Evening Star Dec. 20.
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AUTO

DEALER

A large Richmond automobile dealer tested WLEE with
a few spots.

Results were so good that he signed up for a

daily news broadcast for thirteen weeks.

After that,

he tripled his schedule on WLEE for a one-year contract!
Local merchants buy WLEE for just one good reason:
WLEE produces low-cost results! More and more national
advertisers are following the Richmond folks, and buying WLEE. Get WLEE on your schedule in Richmond!

WLEE
MUTUAL IN RICHMOND

See your For joe man for the whole story.
TOM TINSLEY, President
3ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

FORJOE & CO., Representatives
December 24, 1951 • Page 31

. you can probably blame us.
We just wanted to make stay-up -late
set-owners happy. So we put "The
Late Show" on the air with TV's best
movies, every night of the week.
The result? Telepulse says "The Late
Show" has the highest rating of any
multi-weekly local program seen on
any New York TV station !
And Santa's already been seeing "The
Late Show's" advertisers. (Ask the
frozen juice canner who doubled his
sales in just two months !)
Let us show you how every night
can be Christmas Eve. Ask WCBS-TV
or your CBS Television Spot Sales
representative about participation
in "The Late Show" today.

CBS Owned
• Represented
by Y
BS-T
WC
CBS Television Spot Sales

Abel,Assoc
Jeffrey A., Henry J. Kaufman & 38
Abrams,
Benjamin,
Emerson Radio & 73
Phonograph
Corp
Abrams,John,
GeorgeNorwich
J., Block
Drug Co 2828
Alden,
Pharmacol
Aleshire, Edward,
Harry
B. Cohen Co
Agency 29
Alexander,
J.
L,
J.
L.
Alexander
Armstrong,
Sherwood, Foote, Cone & 4073
Belding
Autry,
Gene, Reincke,
Flying A Meyer
Pictures
77
Baker, Dr.
Frank,
&Electric
Finn....
Baker,
W. R.Bertha
G., General
Co. 473971
Bannan,
Bertha,
Bannan
Barnes,
Clark,
Co 71
Baxter,
Don L,Headley-Reed
laughlin-Wilson-Baxter
& Persons
Beckwith,
Aaron,
United
Television
.... 773948
Behrend, Morris,
Sarra ConeInc
Belding,
Don,
Foote,
&
Belding..
4044
Bernstein,KirkGeorge
A., WCFMDrug(FM)
Billings,
L,
Emerson
Co
73
Blink, Milton
United Television 4827
Boice,
Hugh K.,M.,WEMP
Bolas,
George,
Tarham-Laird
Boiling,
George
W.,
Boiling Co
703965
Bondurant,
Hale,National
KFBI
Bormann,
Jim,
Assn.
of
Radio
News Directors
64
Bowman, Phil,
Young
& Rubicam 3965
Brechner,
Joseph
L.,
WGAY
Broidy, William F., William F. Broidy 78
Bull,Productions
Frank,A. Smith
& Bull Adv
39
Cadwell,
M., Anderson
KOAT
Cairns,
JohnS. W.,A.,
& Cairns
297865
Caldwell,
S.
W.
Caldwell
Ltd
Campbell, Martin, WFAA
65
Campbell,
Campbeil-Cahill
Caperton,
A.Jerry,
H.,WIND
Dr.
Pepper CoStudio 787365
Carey,
John
T.,
Carpenter,
Murray, WABI
Chalmers,
William,
Grey Adv
296565
Clay,
Henry
B.,WMAZ
KWKH
Cobb,
Wilton,
6565
Colbourn,
E.George
L, KTOK
Coleman,
D.,
WGBI
Collins,
Earl
R., Hollywood Television 6578
ServiceFairfax
Inc
Cone,
M.,
& Belding
Connolly,
N.,Foote,
S. C.Cone
Johnson
Son 2839
Cox,Agency
FrankWilliam
J., Cunningham
Cox & Adv.
38
Craig,
Benton Mills
& Bowles
Crites, Walter,
L.Wilson,
H., General
282939
Crook,
Crook
Adv
Crosbie,
John, J. Doyle,
Walter Dane
Thompson
Ltd. . . 4129
Dane,
Maxwell,
& Bernback
Debow,
Tom,
CitiesDeFrenes
Service
DeFrer.es,
Joseph,
Co
7828
Dephoure,
Joseph,
Dephoure
Studios
.
.
.
.
78
Dietrich,
George, L.,Keenon
& Eickelberg
71
Dillard, Everett
(FM)Pen ....
Dinnauer,
Karl F.,B.,W.WASH
A. Sheaffer
Co. 734465
Dolph, William
WMT

Index to Yearend Statements by Industry Executives
Donaldson,
Ben R.,Erwin,
Ford Motor
Douglass,
James,
Wasey Co
& Co. ... 733851
DuMont,
Dr.
Allen
B.,
DuMont
Labs
Duvall,
Helen,
Edwards,
John WKBZ
I. (Bud), John I. Edwards 6540
& Assoc
Ehrlich,
Alvin
Q.,
Kal,NutEhr'ich
& Merrick
English, Robert
F. A., Planters
& Chocolate
Co. 733865
Enoch,
D.. WXLW
Esau,
John,
KTUL
Evans,
Trevor,
Pacific
Adv 654041
Ewing,
Sam,H.,SamFactor-Breyer
EwingNational
Adv
Factor,
Ted
Inc
Fairbanks,S. Jr.,
Jerry,KELO
Jerry Fairbanks Inc 654048
Fantle,
Fast,
H.
E.,
WKRC
Ferguson, guson
Courtland D., Courtland
D. Fer- 3865
Inc
Flint,
Frank, McKim
Adv
Foster,
William
Esty Co Co. 413840
Francis, Kendall,
Richard
C, (FM)
Campbell-Ewold
Frankel,
Lou,
WFDR
4472
French,
Carlin,
H-R Representatives
Frederic,
Marc,
Tee-Vee
Co
78
Fried,
Ad,
Ad
Fried
Adv
Fuqua,
J. B.,D., WJBF
657140
Gale,
John
Paul
H.
Raymer
Co
Gamble,
Frederic
AAAA
29
Gardner,
F. Sewall,R., Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
3965
Gentling,
G.
David,
KROC
Gibson,V. Riley
R., KOME
Gies,
H.,
Mars
Inc
286529
Gilday,
Frank, A.,CecilHarold
& Presbrey
Gilbert,
Janet
Cabot
&
Co
38
Gleeson,
Glenn,
RayW. William,
K.,L., KPRO
GlennOfficial
Adv
397765
Goodheart,
Films
Grabhorn,
Grant,
W. Murray,
S., W. S.NARTSR
Grant Co Inc. 724037
Granz,
Graver, Charles
Richard B.,
A., Walter
Admiral McCreery
Corp 73
Gray, Robert,
James, Gray-O'Reilly
7728
Gray,
Esso Standard Studio
Oil Co
Grillo,
Basil, BingGuild,Crosby
Guild,
Walter,
BascomEnterprises
S Bonfigli. . .
Gunst,
Hanna, Gerald
James E.,N., N.KatzW. Agency
Ayer & Son .

Many '52 Problems Seen
Calling for Joint Action
By HAROLD FELLOWS
President, National Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters
IT ALWAYS seemed to me that the practice of year end statements was
something
like way
looking
shoulder
you've
which
is a good
to runoverintoyoura tree
in frontat oftheyou.tracks
So here
are amade,
few
predictions,
or
"year-ahead"
glimpses,
for
1952.
William his
Bentoncontroversial
(D-Conn.) broadcasters
* will be introduced in
will1. Sen.
withdraw
Thayer,
Jr., Roland Reed Pro- ductio~ns 78
Terry, HughGuy B.,V. KLZ
legislation which would set up a the Congress.
C. L., KXOK
67
9. There will be no new wage or Thomas,
national review board for radio
Thompson,
Paul,
Thompson
Film Services 7844
and television.
salary regulations, or regulations Tillerton,
Tighe, Thomas
B.,
WJLK-FM
Lewis R.,
H., WNAX
Compton Adv 38
2. All of t h e of any kind for that matter, to Tincher, Robert
broadcast operations.
Tison,
W.R. Walter,
WALT
67
problems between hamstring
Torian,
B.,
KNOB
(FM)
Ltd.
Now,
of
course,
none
of
these
the American So- things is likely to happen.
Tregale, John, All-Canada Radio Fa
73
of Composmy safest prediction Unger,
Maurice, Frederic Ziv Co., West
ers,ciety Authors
and is Therefore
Coast
that many more broadcasters
Publishers
and
Fred
L„ O.J. L.L.,Taylor
Co . 72
the radio and will join NARTB in order to solve Vance,
Van
Volkenburg,
CBS
Television
Venard,
Lloyd
George,
O.
L.
their
common
problems
together.
televisioncastersbroadVon Zehle, Walter
William,E.,William
VonTaylor
Zehle Co.
Co. 702967
In a serious mood, some 25,000 Wagstaff,
will be
KIDO
Wakely,
R.,
Harry
E.
Foster
Adv
41
miles
of
travel
throughout
the
nasettled to satisfaction
the enComr. Paul
A., Co
FCC
tion during the district meetings Walker,
Walker, Wvthe,
Walker
706071
Fellows of bothtireparties.
William
L.,
Adam
J.
Young
Jr.
and numberless inspiring conversa- Wallace,
Wasdon,
Robert S., L.WLOW
67
tions withbroadcasters
the nation's have
radio conand Weinlraub.
Weaver, Sylvester
Jr., NBC-TV
3. The government will not at- television
William,
William
Weintraub
Co. 405638
tempt to raise taxes.
Weiser,
John
H.,
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan
vinced me that we're heading for Weiss,
Adrian,
Adrian
Productions
4. Newspapers and magazines
Wermen,Paul
David,
Harry Weiss
Feigenbaum
Adv 78
year ever in the his- West,
B., ANA
will issue a joint statement ac- the biggest
tory
of
the
air
media
—
barring
inWheeler,
Edward
A.,
WEAW
(FM)
44
g that radio andmedia.
teleFrank, MBS .
ternational developments which White,
vision are betterknowledginadvertising
Whiting, LeeBeverly
L., KEYD
67
T.. WFBC
5. No state government will try would shackle the whole economy. Whitmire,
This "bigness" will not be meas- Williams,
Wile, Jules,Rene,
Masterpiece
Productions
.... . 784;
to set up a system for censoring
Williams
Productions
ured
only
in
upward
business
television programs.
Paul S.,
Grocery
America 73
curves, either. Radio and television Willis,
Wise, Harry
H. Jr.,
GeorgeMfrs.P. ofHollingbery
6. No
doing busi71
ness withlabor
radio unions
and television
will again will demonstrate their tre- Witt,Co
Harry
W.,
Calkins
&
Holden,
Carlock,
impact upon the American
seek higher wages and/or shorter mind in mendous
McClinton
&
Smith
39
the
coverage
of
the
nahours for their members.
Witt, Vernon G., Criterion Films Inc 7S
tional elections. In this and other Witting,
Chris,
DuMont
Television Network 6756
7. Priorities on everything will
Wray,
E.
Newton,
KTBS
ways, millions
they willwhojustify
be lifted.
John Marsh,
M., Wyatt & Schuebel 3:67
listen the
and faith
look Wyatt,
8. Absolutely no proposed legis- ofeachthe day.
Wyse,
lation contrary to the interests of
Young, Bess
Adam J. Jr.,KWBW
Adam J. Young Jr. . . 70
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NARTB

RCA TRANSMITTER
New 1-kw Model Announced
A NEW 1-kw AM broadcast
transmitter less than half the size
of former models is now in commercial production by RCA and
will be available early next year,
the Broadcast Equipment Sales
Section of the RCA Engineering
Products Dept. announced last
week.
Housed in a single lightweight
aluminum cabinet with steel base
and designated the RCA Model
BTA-1M, it introduces superior
circuit design and performance, the
announcement said. Power consumption iscut by about 25%, with
savings in operating and maintenance costs as well as in space,
through streamlined mechanical
construction and improved circuits
and components, authorities reported.
Among design features listed
were the small size, a single tuning control, fewer electron tubes,
use of screen grid tubes in all R-F
stages, and circuit changes which
result in higher fidelity, better frequency stability, and elimination
of neutralizing. There are only 15
tubes of four common transmitting
types. Maximum power output
capacity is 1,100 w, while power
consumption is reported at 3,200 w
at zero modulation and 4,250 w
at 100 'a modulation.
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Hanna, Michael R., WHCU
65
Harding,R.George
Co
Harris,
N.Whitney,
W.,T.,ToniBranham
Co
287240
Hartshorne,
Erwin,
Wasey
&
Co.
Hasbrook,
Richard,
Avery-Knodel .... 7139
Havermale,Frank
Homer,
Headley,
M.,Trans
H-RMcCann-Erickson
Representatives
Henry,
S.
J.
Jr.,
World AirlinesInc. 286670
Higgins,
Joseph
H., WTHI
Hill,
Eugene
D.,
WORZ
Hixson,
Robert A.,M.,Wallace
Hixson Mackay
& Jorgensen..
406641
Hoeck,
Gerald
Co
Holman,
Hal,
Hal WRVA
Holman Co
7266
Howard,
Barron,
Hult,
Adolf
N., M.MBS
36
Hunt,
Snowden
Jr.,
Mogge-Privett
Inc.
Hutchinson,
Charles F., Chambers & Wis- 4038
well
Hutchinson,Ernest
W. E.,Lee,WAAF
Jahncke,
ABCFilm Co 356678
Jamieson, Olive,
Hugh Sr.,
Jamieson
Jennings,
Grant
Adv
Jett, E. Rogan,
K., WMARKVOS
(TV)
466641
Jones,
Jordan,
Ray
P.,
WDBJ
Judge,
Ralph, H.WIKB
N. Stovin & Co 667266
Kauper,
Kellman, J.LouisE., W.,
News Reel Lab 78
Kettell,Jan,Elmer,WEAV
Kettell-Carter 7166
King,
Kintner,
Robert
E.,
ABC
Knight,
Frank,
RichardKnightA. Foley
Adv 382640
Knight,
Vick,
Vick
Adv
Krasner,
LawrenceM., B.,Boiling
ForjoeCo
& Co 7171
Laughlin,
Lesser,
Sol,JessPeerless
Television
Productions 7729
Lewis,
William
B.,
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt...
Lindow,
Lester
W., Atlas
WFDF
Lindquist,
Norman,
Film
Co 666678
Livesay,andJ. R.,QUICK
WLBH
LOOK
Magazines
Lord, Nathan,
WAVE-TV
466673
Ludy,
Ben, D.WIBW
Marschner,
C,
Shell
Oil
Co
28
Mason,
H.,MasterWPTF
Master, Richard
Maurice,
Motion
Picture
Co. 6678
McClinton,
Harold
L.,
Calkins,
Holden,
Carlock, McClintonH., &NBC
Smith
29
McConnell,
McDermott, Joseph
A. A., Radio & Television Sales 2672

MeDaniel, Glen, RTMA
62
McHugh,
L.,W.,Tracy-Locke
Co
3977
McMahan, Philip
Harry
Five Television
Star Productions
McNamara,
Don,
Dudley
Corp.
78
Meade,
Everard
W.,
Young
&
Rubicam..
Meeker,
Robert,
Robert
MeekerRadio
Assoc 297026
Meighan,
Howard
S.,
CBS
Melville,
Clyde H.,B., WPOR
Clyde B. Melville . . 7266
Meyer,
Milbourne,HaroldL. Waters,
WCAO
66
Mitchell,
John,
UnitedInternational
Artists TV Silver
Corp. Co.. . 4828
Morrison,
George,
Mosby,
J., KGVO
66
Mulligan,R.A. Mark
L., BBDO
Myers,
J., KLRA
664066
Nasman,
Leonard,
WFMJ
Needham,
Maurice H., Needham, Louis & 39
Brorby
Norton,
John H. A.,Jr., WHIZ
ABC
Nolte,
Vernon
663571
Noyes, Norman
E., Branham
Co
Oakes,
Harlan
G.,
Harland
G.
Oakes
&
. .Assoc
O'Connell,
Lee F.,National
Lee F. O'Connell
Oliva,
George,
Biscuit
Co
Patt,
John
F., GoodPaviaWillAgency
Stations
Pavia,
Katherine,
Pearson,
John
E.,
John
E.
Pearson
Percival, A. F., Ronalds Adv Co. . .
Piggott, R.Mervin,
J., Grove Labs
Pollack,
Productions.
Price,
Gwilym A.,Pathescope
Westinghouse
Electric. 73
Corp
Pryor,
Arthur,
BBDO
Purpus, D.Gil,M.,Screen
Western
Auto Supply
Co. 297378
Ralston,
Televideo
Productions
Rawlins,
L.
R.,
KYW
Raymer,
Paul
H., Paul
H. Raymer
Co
Reulman,
Stanley
J.,H. Katz
Agency
Rhodes,
Ray,
Paul
Raymer
Co. . ... ...
Roach,
Hal
E.,
Hal
Roach
Studios
Robeck,
Peter M., Consolidated Telev
Sales
Rogers, E.James
H., Gray KVOR
& Rogers
Russell,
Rutledge, David,D.,Katz
Agency
Ryan,
William
B.,
BAB
Ryder,
J.
Maxim,
WBRY
Ryhlick, Adrian,
Frank, Ross,
Gardner & White 4029
Samish,
Sanders,
Ernest Dan
C,Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
WOC
Sanders,
Hilly,
B.
Miner Co 676740
Sanders,
Wayne,
KCNA
Sarnoff,
Gen.Interstate
David, Television
RCA Corp. ... 4778
Savin,
Schafer,Lee,Harold
L., WOOD
Gold Seal Co
73
Schroeder,
Willard,
Scott,
Jack,
Schwimmer
& Scott
3967
Shaw,
L.
R.,
Alexander
Film
Co.
.
Shiell, John, Lambert Pharmacol Co 73
Sholis, VictorMort,A., WMRY
WHAS-TV
4667
Silverman,
Simond,
Lincoln
P., TVWeedPrograms
& Co. Inc
.
Sinn,
John
L.,
Ziv
Slatter,
Jack,
Representatives
Ltd. 4873
Snader,
Louis Radio
D., Snader
Telescriptions
Corp
Sowell,
F.Weldon,
C, WLAC
67
Stamps,
KFSA
Stewart,
Phil, Roche,
Williams & Cleary 6739
Stewart,
William
V.,
WPBC
Stimpson,
Irving E., Frederick E. Baker &
Assoc
Stromberger,
T. L., West-Marquis
Stronach,
Alexander,
ABC-TV Inc. . . 4667
Strouse, Lawson,
Ben,
WWDC
Taylor,
KFMJ
67
Taylor,
L. (Ted),
KANS
Temple, O.Robert
C, Raymond
R. Morgan Co. 4067

ABC — AM Networks Answer
(Continued from, 'page 26)
coaxial-microwave link to the West periods, amounting to a total of
Coast will enable us to present to 17 hours and 55 minutes. During
western audiences many of our fine 1951 we used the slogan, 'America
New York-originated programs Is Sold on ABC,' in our newspasuch as Celanese Theatre, Herb
per, magazine
and quite
on-the-air
advertising. Itcould
properly
Shriner, Pulitzer Prize Playhouse
and the Paul Whiteman programs. have
been,
'Advertisers
Are
Sold
"The opportunity for the adver- on ABC
tiser, through such television atthe and
advertisers
on ABC
accountedthatfor were
that
tractions, toreach new, large and sold"And
growing markets will undoubtedly SRO sign across the morning board
accelerate the allocation of large
such names as, Bristoladvertising budgets specifically for include
Myers Co.; General Foods Corp.;
General Mills Inc.; Lever Brothers
*the
new
medium.
The
trend
toward
this was definitely established dur- Co.; Philip Morris & Company,
ing 1951 with the result that tele- Ltd.; The Philco Corp.; Prudential
vision finally began to pay its own Life Insurance Co. of America;
bills.
Serutan Co.; Sterling Drug Inc.;
End of Year Sales
Stokely-Van Camp, Inc., and Swift
& Co. tional
Proofadvertisers
beyondstilldoubt
that netna"In
radio,
the
year
was
a
very
consider
productive one for ABC. Since
work
radio
the
Number
One
October, the network has been sold
on a cost basis that no
out during the forenoon period. medium
other medium can equal insofar as
Our afternoon and evening pro- reaching
a mass audience is congram structure has been revised to
offer more attractive opportunities cerned.
for the advertiser seeking to reach
"Expectations are that the year
mass audiences at lowest dollar ahead
will maintain the same high
cost. The acquisition by our net- level of productivity for radio. Rework of new, top radio attractions
newals already indicate a bright
saw many of those leading adver- outlook for 1952 and with the ABC
tisers either starting to use our radio network comprising over 300
network radio facilities or return- stations (the largest in its history) ,
ing to thespot
roster
ABC'ssalesclients.
National
and oflocal
have there is every reason to expect
that, with the re-appreciation by
maintained an encouraging level.
radio's basic im"We look forward to 1952 as an advertisersportanceofand potency
that next
opportunity to enhance the steady
progress ABC maintained during year will be an even more successthe past year; as a period during
ful one for ABC's radio network."
which to offer greater proof of our
John H. Norton Jr., ABC Cenadvertising slogan that "America
tral Division vice president:
Is Sold On ABC."
"We
Central Division and
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., Vice at WENRat the
AM-TV Chicago look to
President for Radio, ABC:
1952 for our finest commercial and
"When
you must
hangbe out
SRO programming year. A studio resign,
business
prettyan good.
alignment in both radio and teleSince
October
1,
1951,
ABC's
radio
vision, plus some new and novel
network has displayed just such programming
ventures and solid
a sign.
commercial potentials for these
"From
8:55
a.m.
to
12:30
p.m.,
Monday through Friday, ABC was ventures, should bring a banner
sold out in its morning radio time year during 1952. . . ."
Local
m
0UTUTS
FM STATIONS are looking for a
agers did not indulge in flights of
much better year in 1952 than was fanciful statistics in comparison
to
the
bold forecasts of past years.
the case in 1951, according to information from a cross-section of Those who have survived on the
FM-only, separately programmed merits of their programming and
and duplicated operations.
signals appeared to be spending
Judging by present prospects, less time denouncing their "enemies" and more time improving
these stations figure business will their service,
business
increase an average of 31% above entities that establishing
occupy a place of
1951 during the first quarter of growing importance
in
the
overall
1952. Their predictions range from
a modest 10% increase up to a
doubling of business over last
year.
Actually, the number of stations in the FM-only and separately programmed brackets constitutes only a relatively small portion of the FM picture. A heavy
share of FM stations are merely
duplicating AM programs.
Traditionally cheerful in their
Mr. Dillard
Mr. Wheeler
public comments, FM station manBROADCASTING
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upcoming
Dec.Board27-29:meeting,
Canadian
Copyight Appeal
Ottawa.
Dec.winter
27-29:conference.
American Marketing
Assn.,
Hotel Kenmore,
Boston.
1952
Jan.annual
7-10: Retail Dry Goods Assn., 41st
York. convention, Hotel Statler, New
Jan. 8: Second
sessionbegins.
of the 82d Congres of the U.S.
Jan. 13-15:
National
Appliance
and Radio
Dealers
Assn.,
annual
convention,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Jan.ington.
15: FCC-Paramount hearing, WashJan.
18: Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters
Tacoma, Wash. Radio Sales Clinic,
Jan. 19-20: National Advertising Agencying,Network,
Regional MeetNicollet Western
Hotel, Minneapolis.
Jan. 21-23: Newspaper
AdvertisingEdgeExecutives
Assn.,
convention,
water Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Jan. 21-26: American Institute of Elecing,tricalHotelEngineers,
Statler,winter
New general
York. meetJan.West,24-25:midwinter
Advertising
Assn. ofOakthe
conference,
land, Calif.
Jan.
2S-26: St.
Assn.Louis.of Railroad Adv.
Managers,
Jan. 26-27:
National
Advertising Agencying,Network,
Eastern
MeetNew Weston
Hotel,Regional
New York.
Feb. 9-29 : International
Radio and India.
Electronics
Exhibition,
Bombay,
(Further information
obtainable
from
Consulate
General
of
India,
3
E.
64th
St., New York 21, N. Y.)
Feb.
10-15:
NARTB
Radio
and
TV
Boards, San Antonio, Tex.
Feb. 25: FCC-Theatre Television hearing, Washington.
Mar.convention,
3-6: Institute of Radio Engineers
New York. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
Mar.
6: Chicago
International
Trade,22-April
Fair, Navy
Pier, Chicago.
Mar.
30-April 2:Conrad
NARTB Hilton
30th Annual
Convention,
Hotel,
Chicago.
April
Brand Day"
Namesconference,
Foundation's
"Brand16: Names
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April
17-20:
Ohio
State
U.
Institute
for
Education
by Radio-Television,
22d
annualColumbus,
meeting,
Deshler - Wallick
Hotel,
Ohio.
April
19: Cincinnati
section.
Institute
ofconference,
Radio
Engineers,
Spring technical
Cincinnati.
June
8-11:
Adv.
Federation
of
America
48th
Annual Convention
and Exhibit,
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New
June
Advertising
Assn.York.
of the
West,22-26:
Annual
Convention,
Olympic
Hotel. Seattle.
Business Looks Best
electronic world.
Every FM station responding to
the Broadcasting • Telecasting
questionnaire anticipated an increase in first quarter billings.
They expect an average increase of
29% in local business. The individual station figures run almost
parallel in the total and local business brackets, showing
(Continued
on page theUU) domi--

and maybe we could continue the parallel with
"from this day forward."
Once they're wooed and
won as a W L A V client,
they live with us happily
ever after.
The truest testimony to
the power of radio and
W L A V is this partial
list of long- time clients:
9 YEARS
II YEARS
Economy Shoes
Boston Store
Fox Brewing Co.
Mich. Gas Co.
Sears Roebuck
Texas
Company
Holsum Bread
10 YEARS
Bennett Fuel
Burkholder
Chevrolet
Fox Jewelers
Wurzburg
Herrud Packing

8 YEARS
Central
Reformed Church
Bible Hour
General Mills
Goebel Brewing
Children's
Hickok Oil Co.

"from this day

once
foron
warWd .L . A. "V,
always on WLAV,
Represented by JOHN E. PEARSON

UJLflV
Grand Rapids, Mich.
AM-FM
ABC for
Mr. Frankel

Mr. Tighe

Michigan's Second Market
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MBS
(Continued from page 26)
sors were able to trace sizable
sales gains to TV. And there also
was evidence of new limitations in
TV, through clearance problems,
rising talent costs, etc. Viewed in
broad daylight these plusses and
minusses gave all observers — including network radio and its
sponsors — their first really lifelike picture of this newest medium.
broadradio
daylight
of '51
has
also"The
revealed
in a new
clarity.
Like Alice's
Looking-Glass
characters, we have to run hard to stay
in the same place; we have to exert
every effort (mental as well as
physical) to make radio still more
effective
— in order
to keep
it theto
most effective
medium
known
man. And the fact that radio is
that Number One medium is the
most1951.important fact to be faced
in
New Developments
"To keep it so and make it better, has meant developing new opies for thenetwork
nationalandadvertiser, at bothportunitthe
local
levels. It has meant strengthening
our outposts in those vast areas
where other media fail to penetrate. It has meant building new
programs, and new sales techniques, to bring these uniquely mass
audiences within easier reach of
sponsors.
at Mutual,
at least,
that
is "Here
what 1951
has meant.
And here
at Mutual, the signs of what it has
meant to advertisers are equally
plain. We close the year with a
sales gain of nearly 30% for December, compared with 1950, and
a 12-month increase of over 11%.
"Crystal-gazing is no purpose of
this piece, but I am convinced that
if the radio networks continue in
1952 to work toward the common
goal we have set up in 1951, the
new year will rank with the one
just past as a year of positive benefit to listeners, advertisers, and
stations alike."
Adolf N. Hult, MBS vice president in charge of sales:
"The revival of radio as an important, low-cost advertising medium has been particularly evident
in the Midwest during 1951. This
has been strongly reflected by increased activity on the part of both
broadcasters and advertisers.
"Radio's progress in the midwest area seems to have stemmed
from realistic and comparative appraisals of both broadcasting and
telecasting, leading in a number
of noteworthy cases to the return
of major advertisers to the extensive use of radio. Sales activity
has been on a steady increase
throughout the Midwest. And
Mutual's sales staff in this area
established new records in 1951
under the direction of Carroll
Marts, MBS midwestern sales
manager. . . ."

Even Greater Plans Detailed
BAB

For Radio in '52
By WILLIAM B. RYAN
President, Broadcast Advertising Bureau Inc.
THIS coming year radio will continue to reign as the leader among
advertising media.
It will continue to be the most accessible means of mass communication for news, music, entertainment, education and public information —
but with a greater acknowledged
Fruitless searching? Not by a
superiority than ever
tofore.enjoyed here- farNBCsight.research reports that 46.9%
This greater of the automobiles in the United
superiority
has States are radio-equipped. That
been
ever present
represents 19,100,000 uncounted
but never ana- sets.
that the 5,000,000 sets
lyzed, much less locatedAddintopublic
places and you
fully acknowl- have a tremendous distribution
edged.
Radio needs, that still doesn't embrace all outset possibilities.
and cast
the Advertising
Broad- of-home
As for the extra-set audience,
Bureau intends Tele-Tech magazine reveals that
Mr. Ryan
to provide, a 47% of the American homes have
two radio sets; 10% three and 5%
comprehensive
into radio's
so-called "bonus"insight
audience
— the four. 'Bonus' Audience
extra-set market plus out-of-home
listening — including the much discussed automobile-radio coverage.
The true story of radio's impact
To accomplish
this the BAB in- cannot be established until all of
tends to:
this "bonus" audience has been
(1) Issue an interim report on all evaluated and incorporated into
material now extant on out-of-home already established listenership
listening
and automobile-radio cover- figures. Radio cannot afford to con
age.
(2) Conduct a national sampling of tinue giving away, and in many in
automobile-radio listening.
stances failing to even call atten(3) Make a pilot study to determine
tion to, an audience greater than
the size of the extra-set market.
that comprising total circulation of
WVAM—

CBS

and
WJSW—
Combine

MBS
for a greater

WVAM
The merger of WJSW and WVAM means better
facilities, better programs for WVAM. It now means
WVAM is:
1st in Power
1st in Programs
1st in Popularity
in the Altoona, Penna. area

WARDlWVAM
JOHNSTOWN

W)

ALTOONA

Represented by W e e d and Company
BROADCASTING
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major individual components of
other media.
When these facts are available
radio will not be solely evaluated
by ratings indicating listenership
but, instead, will also be bought
and sold on the long overdue basis
of "results."
'52 is earmarked in BAB's books
as the real year of awakening to
both radio's coverage and impact.
They're
an unbeatable combination!

allocate among leisure pursuits
like radio listening.
"There towill
be more
goodspeople
and
services
be sold
to more
in the home. The growth of super
marketing indicates a coincident
growth of pre-selling rather than
point-of-purchase
selling.
advertisers must and
will Thus
allocate
more advertising — and selling —
money
through channels
reach - them
athome-at-low-cost
than - the
American selling system has ever
used before.
Each Area Different
"At stand
somethat each
point oftalent
the will
four undergreat
areas of the theatre — legit, motion
pictures, radio and television — is
different. That each demands different artistic characteristics of its
artisans. That each provides a
distinctly different form of satisfaction of the public, none entirely
replacing another. That a star or
pre-eminent artisan of one area of
the theatre is only rarely more than
second best in another. That radio
offers to the masters of theatrical
illusion challenges and satisfactions
that visual theatre can not.
"DuringCBSthe current
period
Radio transitional
intends to
broaden its relative and substantial
lead over the other networks in size
of audiences and in consequent advertising billing. It intends to
further its efficiency in keeping up
with the changing times in our
business. And it intends, with its
traditional mental and physical
vigor, to make the most effective
possible adjustment to television —
to the mum
endsatisfaction
that listeners
gain maxiand advertisers
maximum values in the new radio
medium that results."

CBS Radio
nited !
That
(Continued from page 26)
infed
se| off radio any more than radio
off newspapers, magazines,
yon killed
movies, the legit stage or phonograph records. Radio changed, in
some respects temporarily, all of
these forms of communication and
entertainment. But each has a
place of its own, basically unduplicated by any of the others.
"Each has
of the
problems I which
have
outlined
characteristics
will solve themselves in the right
atmosphere. But all will be governed by two broad factors one of
which, if true, will be found distinctly unpalatable.
Expansion Problem
"If the number of radio stations
has greatly over-expanded, as
many people
reduction in totalthink,
hoursthe ofcurrent
listening,
and a coincident lessening of available advertising dollars, will not
support, as in the past, the present
number of radio stations.
"On the population
other hand,andoureconomy
vastly
increasing
can and will support in the future
an additional time-consuming and NBC Pay Boost
sales-producing medium like tele- NBC EMPLOYES will receive a
vision with less impact on like but
competitive media.
5% cost of living increase, effectivetifiedon Jan.
1, 1952, they were no"There
will time
be moreper people
last week.
more
leisure
capitaandto

Will Continue Crusade
On Threats to Spot
By MURRAY GRABHORN
Managing Director, National Assn. of Radio & Television Station
Representatives Inc.
IN REFLECTING upon the turbulent months of 1951, it is gratifying
to be able to look ahead with confidence and optimism.
The past year saw radio reborn with the discovery of a true set of
values which, while always existent, were temporarily forgotten by many
in the fear of television; like a ★
grown man who and TV, enjoyed the most prospersuddenly becomes
in its 15 years of
afraid of the steady,ous year
uninterrupted, and phedark untilmemberhes to turn
renomenal growth. Ever mindful of
the importance of this revenue to
on the light.
stations, NARTSR has waged a
The storm has militant
crusade against certain
not been weath- new network policies which threatered entirely, but
ened this revenue at the station
the ship
is ridcontinue to do so,
ing it out,
and level. Ititswill
voice whenever it bewith stations raising comes
(r. Grabhorn more
apparent
that stations will
determined
than ever, to hold to a straight suffer if they accept the adoption
of any fear-born network policy
course, without careless exploring which
undermines the basic concept
of uncharted waters, she will sail
of radio broadcasting under the
on safely to a calm future.
Spot broadcasting, both in AM American System.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NARTSR

Advertisement
From

where

6y Joe

I sit

Marsh

"Fireman, Save My— "
Volunteer Chief Wilson was telling
a few of us about some of the extra
jobs firemen do. Like rescuing treeclimbing cats — and kids who get stuck
almost any place.
"Take last week," he says. "Mrs.
Campbell called up from Balesville
where she was shopping. Asked if we'd
go to her house and see if she'd left
the fire on under the potatoes!
"Dusty Jones drives the five miles
to Campbell's place, and it turns out
she had left that fire on. But don't
get the idea we're complaining about
those odd jobs. We're always glad to
co-operate."
From where I sit, these boys — and
volunteer firemen everywhere— stand
for something mighty important to
this nation. Most things seem to work
out better when they're done voluntarily. Whether it's a ballplayer or a
beverage you're choosing, whether it's
the way to run a newspaper or how to
• practicevidual
a freedom
profession,
it's that
the indiof choice
has
made America great.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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$14 MILLION
IN*
GAEN

Mr. Cone
WISL
Primary Area
RETAIL

SALES

TOTAL
RETAIL SALES
$161,194,000
FOOD
$42#984#000
GEN'L. MDSE.
$15,628,000
APPAREL
$12,611,000
DRUG
$4,085,000
Serving the Largest
Concentrated Market
area between
Harrisburg and
Wilkes-Barre, Penna.

WISL
Shamokin,

Pa.

1000 WATTS— FULL TIME
A Mutual Affiliate
*Sourct: Standard Rate and Data Service
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Mr. Evans

Mr. Rogers

Mr. Foster

Mr. Weintraub

Mr. Scott

Mr. Ferguson

sparking an increase of some 20 %
Agencies in 1952
Charles F. Hutchinson, executivl
(Continued from page 29)
vice president, Chambers & Wis
well, although predicting radio wil
look at We, the People) ; the year aboard . . . cooperative program- be down some 10% in the firs
of big Hollywood stars taking the
mingtive.
shouldRadiobe should
increasingly
attrac-to quarter
the sameof next
periodyearin compared
1951, say:ti
continue
plunge on film with their pet writ"there
is
a
good
possibility
tha
ers, cameramen, make-up artists; flourish handsomely for some time
the year of top TV money shows
radio will hold its own," adding
radio
becoming available because of the tocostscome,willbuthaveliketotelevision,
respond more "of course, I refer to daytime ra
heavy budget burden; the year of
todio."
up TVHe bynotes20%.the agency expect: v
more and more alternating spon- readily to changing conditions."
sorships (Goodyear and Philco
Janet A. Gilbert, director of me
PHILADELPHIA
sharing
Sundia, Harold Cabot & Co., note:
day night)Fred; theCoe's
year genius
that TVon elects
that
both media will be increasec
Comments are enthusiastic from
a President; the year that I left
Philadelphia. The Quaker City during the year.
forBigTibet."
shapes up as an active radio and
TV expansion — over 100% — TV
market for 1952. Percentageis the vice
prediction
of Lewis
H. Tiller-of
WASHINGTON
wise, all agencies responding see
ton,
president
in charge
radio and television, Compton Adv., an average 15% increase in radio,
who also sees radio down 15% in and double that figure for TV.
In the nation's capital, radi<
the first quarter of 1952 compared
spending the first quarter nex
Frank
Cunningwith the same period in 1951.
ham Cox Cox,
Adv. partner,
Agency, J.reports
the year over the same period las
Compton Adv. handles more than
year, will average 15-20% highei
agency
$10 million in radio-TV billings.
success has
• in had
TV such
with "tremendous"
its accounts with a similar percentage upswing
Kendall Foster, vice president that "we expect to go all out in the in television.
and director of television, William coming year." Mr. Cox also finds
Jeffrey A. Abel, radio and tele
is onmost
the vision
director, Henry J. Kaufmai
Esty Co., says TV has "arrived" "radio
increasedaytime
due to audience
the fact that
and
that
his
agency's
clients
"are
&
thinks radio-TV prosj
reaching prospects at costs as low people still prefer radio to tele- pectsAssoc.,
in general will be better thai
as 164 per thousand." He adds,
last
year.
He
sees some turnbacl
"agency has not abandoned radio
E. H. Rogers, partner, Gray &
radio particularly because of in
as a medium for profitable adver- Rogers, says, "We look forward to tocreased
costs
in
time an<
tising. Overall radio expenditures vision." sales in our agency in program content. television
The agency plan;
for 1952 are at a higher level than increased
both radio (10%) and television to increase radio in the quarte
(30%)." Radio
continue
to be some 20-25%, TV the same.
a year
Erwin,ago."Wasey & Co., which important
in thewillGray
& Rogers
Courtland D. Ferguson, head o
places more than $5 million in blueprint because of its large mar- Courtland
D. Ferguson Inc., be
radio-TV billings, looks to similar et and low cost, he says. He lieves his firm
the sam
budgets next year as this year, ac- warns, however, of TV station rate in radio for thewillfirstspend
quarter nex
cording to James Douglass, vice increases shouldering out the local
year as the first quarter this yeai
president in charge of radio and advertisers.
but that TV will be up 20-25 %
television, who notes, however:
Frank
Knight,
radio-TV
director,
year, he says, will be good fo
"Radio picture is brighter for Richard A. Foley Adv., agrees to The
both media. TV will be excellent
next year than this. Reduced pro- this, adding that his agency looks Mr.
Ferguson asserts, unless pol
gram and facilities
costs, and
"tailored"
radio (15%) and TV bill- icy of TV stations of increasin
networks,
and TV costs
clear- for both
rates
continues to a greater ex
ings
(20%)
to
increase
appreciaproblemsandaremore
important
facbly during 1952.
tent. There may be some mone
torsanceto more
advertisers
Echoing
the
sentiments
on
climbgoing
radio that otherwis
re-examining radio's place in their
ing station rates in TV, David would beintoplaced
with television b
Wermen, partner, Harry Feigen- cause of this, he notes.
TV, he said,
is "can
budget."
baum Adv., warns "more and more,
theQuestion
smaller inadvertiser
afford
the the
Q. Ehrlich, vice presiden
pioneers among television ad- in Alvin
loss of frequency of impact by goof radio and televisioi
vertisers are dropping by the way- Kal,charge
ing to an every other week or once
Ehrlich
& Merrick Advertis
unable to pay
the
'freight.'
a month operation in order to stay In ourside,opinion,
will K,holdE its
television adver- aters,hispredicts
within the budget or the markets
agency.radio
In fact,
& Mow i
tising will soon price most of the increasing
radio (10-15%) an
small and medium size advertisers
covered by TV?"
television (same). He warn
"Wonderful
the judg-of right out of the market." Agency also
that Washington, D. C, is a re
ment of John M.year"
Wyatt,is partner
is considering a return to radio for tail
market
and for this reaso
Wyatt & Schuebel, who sees "tran- some of the accounts which dropped some TV stations
pricing them
sition
adver-of out earlier in the year. For 1952, selves out of the are
market.
tising period"
because inof American
new methods
increase is
measuring media, growing science Feigenbaum's
radio by 207c, expected
TV by 30%.
of package design and shifting
CHICAGO
problems of distribution and merBOSTON
chandising, and television.
William Weintraub, president,
In this market, there are no rt
New England's hub city expects
William Weintraub Co., sees a "repessimists. Good busines
alistic re-appraisal of (TV) costs radio spending in the main to keep dio-TV
conditions
wind, accorc.
to allow the smaller sponsors a steady level, with television ing to thosearewhoin the
handle the time
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

buying in the midwest citadel.
Chicago office of Young & Rubicam via Phil Bowman, radio-TV
director, reports more broadcast
business in 1951 than for the previous year. TV in his opinion is
nearing the point where it is too
expensive for many advertisers,
thus setting off a trend to cut time
commitments.
Maurice H. Needham, president,
Needham, Louis & Brorby, estimates total radio and TV billing
for the agency in 1951 was about
$4% million and that anticipated
billing for 1952 will be in excess of
'$6 million.
Jack Scott, president, Schwimmer & Scott, says he believes his
agency will have a better year in
"overall billings as well as thai
media." He exHie for thepectsbroadcast
spot placement to increase
the most, both in radio and in
television.
The vice president and manager
of midwest operations for McCannErickson, Homer Havermale, says
budgets are up in both media for
the agency. The spokesman, noting that it was the highest amount
ofseesbilling
in the
history,to
its radio
and agency's
TV operation
bewithstilla larger
in
1952
"particularly
swing to television and to
the use of radio in non-TV markets."
"We like television and these
past four years have used it succes ful y tosell, but we are finding
radio still best for some clients and
likely to continue so for some
time," according
to Frank director,
Baker,
radio
and television
Reincke, Meyer & Finn.
The year 1952 "will be our greatest for radio and television" is the
report of George Bolas radio and
television supervisor, TathamLaird. Reasons for this "all-time
high"
are swing
into TV
by more
advertisers
by trends
to alternateweek basis of sponsorship, and
more radio use because of newer,
flexible plans.
Phil Stewart, radio-television director, Roche, Williams & Cleary,
sees a bigger peak in television and
radio
morea strongly
defend apits
position"willwith
more realistic
proach to programming, sales
techniques and promotion."
Fairfax M. Cone, chairman of the
board, Foote, Cone & Belding, predicts advertising next year will
have a larger job to do to increase
sales. In view of this, he says,
"broadcasting via— television,
and particularly
broadcasting
should
see an increase over 1951."
"We have added four new accounts this year and expect to do
much
more
of theGardner,
same nextmanager,
year,"
says F. Sewall
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. "All of
our billing — including that for the
broadcast
— iscontinue
up, andin the
we
are confidentmedia
it will
same manner next year."
J
SOUTHWEST

Also increasing radio (15%)
and television (65%) is TracyLocke Co. in Dallas, whose radio
and TV director, Philip L. McHugh,
sees the biggest year in the media
for his firm. Biggest gains are in
spot business for both with more
development
expected in this direction next year.

port radio placement on the rise an
average 12%, TV fluctuating but
high.
Ray K. Glenn, president, Glenn
Adv., Fort Worth-Dallas, Tex.,
says his agency has not sold radio
short since it "reaches people aurally and there's more of them."
TV, he says, is having a "terrific
impact,
the fact
planning astowitness
spend twice
as we're
much
on it." For radio, the percentage
increase
is
"10
or
12%."
Less enthusiastic, Wilson Crook,
owner, Crook Adv., also Dallas,
sees radio not as productive and
losingto"its
glamor."
hard
handle,
he says,AndandTVhighis
in cost. His firm is not changing
itsInbudgets
from ofthisexpanding
year's level.
the process
its
radio department, Laughlin-WilsonBaxter & Persons, says of its clients, "many are thinking of enhancing their position in radio."
Agency, according to Don L. Baxter, in charge of the Dallas office,
will increase both its media budgets in 1952.

Radio billings are going up and
so is television in the Southwest,
according to returns. Agencies reBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

LOS ANGELES
Some 55% of agencies reporting
in the survey expect to up radio
billings in the first quarter of next
year in comparison with the same
period this year. They predict budgets will be 21% higher with one
asagency
70%. forecasting a rise as high
Another money
22% sayon they'll
advertiser
radio atspend
the
same rate as they did before. About
a like number look for radio billings
to slump an average 10-20%.
The West
Coast's television
prediction is confident.
Seventy-eight

per cent of the agencies queried believe they
more isin 31%
television.willAveragespend
increase
with one agency going as high as
60%. The remaining answers
(22%)level
see asTVtheexpenditures
the
same
first quarter at1951.
Comments generally point up the
trendexpressed
of advertisers
to be "choosy."
As
by Harry
W. Witt,
western manager, Calkins & Holden,"Both
Carlock,
McClinton
&
Smith:
radio and certainly
TV
billings will increase during 1952.
Selective
buying
in
each
medium
will more than ever be the order of
And terest
he of warns,
the bestthere
inthe TV "forstations,
business."
should be a leveling off of rate increases." Hisofagency
dio expansion
70%, predicts
TV 60%.ra"Prosperous
year"
for
both Bull,
media is predicted by Frank
partner, Smith & Bull Adv., Holsentimentlywood,thatwho echoes
the TV theclimbincreased
brings
(Continued on 'page 40)

tlie appointment of
H-R

REPRESENTATIVES,

Inc.

as exclusive
na tionat dales representatives

WNOE
50,000 watts day
5,000 watts night

KNOE
5,000 watts day & night

in New Orleans
Patt McDonald,
V-P & General Manager

in Monroe, La.
Paul Goldman,
G<
V-P
V-P && <General Manager
NBC
for

MBS

The James A. Noe Stations
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Agencies in 1952
(Continued from page 39)
with it the threat of pricing local the "plight of the small local adadvertisers out of the market.
vertiser." In the aggregate, Mr.
"1952," he thinks, "will bring the Edwards reminds, the local adverautomobile radio, long a taken-fortiser
"represents
millions in revegranted radio plus, into the limenuecosts
which the
TV brought
stations within
won't
get
if
are
not
light."
Outlook for radio-TV in 1952 a range he can afford." The Edwards agency expects to increase
looks "especially
to me,"
comments
Richard bright
C. Francis,
vice radio 30%, TV 20%.
Don Belding, chairman of the expresident and Pacific Coast mancommittee, Foote, Cone &
Campbell-Ewald
"Radioit Belding, ecutive
sees TV volume following
should ager,
benefit
not only Co.
because
the
pattern
set
by radio in its early
continues to do a good, strong selling job with the bulk of the popu- days and TV production gradually
lation,
because oftimethe and
in- moving to Hollywood. FC&B's Los
creasedbutcostsalsoof television
office reports radio spendprogramming, and the scarcity of Angeles
good availabilities, both on the TV up. ing will be down and TV billings
networks and local stations."
Inc., Los Angeles,
Mark L. Mulligan, media direc- is Mogge-Privett
blueprinting an increase for rator, BBDO, Los Angeles, sums up
dio
(10%)
and
television
(25%).
with: tain"Broadcasting
main-of Snowden M. Hunt Jr., director
of
and increase itsshould
position
importance. AM radio with 42 mil- media and research warns, as did
lion radio homes has long ago been others in the Los Angeles area,
TV is pricing itself out of
successfully established." Take off that
the FCC freeze, add the "settling normal budgets.
Erwin,
Wasey & Co. finds radio
down"listening
process habits,
of adjusting
and
and youviewing
come expectations 30% off the volume of
up with "effective and satisfactory 1951 but TV up 50%. Despite this
use of each medium by advertisers," first quarter forecast, Whitney
according to Mr. Mulligan.
Hartshorne, general media direcWhat TV "strategists" have yet
tor, says he believes radio "is still
to solve, according to John I. (Bud) a most
economical mass medium"
Edwards, president, John I. Ed- and that radio prospects "are exwards & Assoc., Los Angeles, is
cellent for 1952, especially as re-

His agency expects to keep its 1951
Both gardsradio
and TV business will volume in radio, increase TV billspot radio."
ings by 25%.
be up at Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Vick Knight, president, Vick
Hollywood,
reports
Robert
C.
TemKnight
says his agency plans
ple, executive vice president. He to boost Adv.,
radio billings 25% but TV
notes: "TV has nothing yet to make volume
will
be
the same. Reason:
it profitable to the advertisers who
are and always have been the back- auto radios, portables, radio-TV
bone of the radio business — the ad- the
combinations
— "if you don't
public corroborates
this think
right
vertisers who must talk to customers five, six and seven times a in their own living rooms, check up
on the expanding sales volume of
Upsurge in radio (25%) and TV-radio combinations. The people
television (50% ) predicted at Ruth- want both. Competent 'doctors of
rauff & Ryan's West Coast office, advertising' will prescribe both."
week."
brings this comment from Vice
T. L. Stromberger,
Inc., vice
Los president,'
Angeles,
President and Pacific Coast Man- West-Marquis
also reports his firm is increasing
ager John H. Weiser:
radio
(10%).
There
were
more
". . . Radio billing will go up;
for radio has demonstrated its con- radio sets than TV sets sold during the fopast
year in Southern Calitinued ability
a good adver-in
rnia, he reminds.
tising
mediumto. .be. particularly
such locales as Los Angeles where
SAN FRANCISCO
the area boasts of more automobiles and radios than any other section of the country. . . ."
Barring full-scale war, radio and
TV will be greater in the Bay Area,
TV, Mr.comingWeiser,
"is beincreasinglyasserts,
important
ev- according to Ad Fried, president,
ery day . . . offers constantly
greater audiences . . . we expect Ad Fried Adv., Oakland, whose
television business for our clients agency
budgets isnextincreasing
year. both media's
"Radio will still gain new adverto Charles
be at a B.newGranz,
high insecretary
1952." and
t
i
s
e
r
s
—
more
for
spots, less as protreasurer, Walter McCreery Inc.,
gram sponsors. Already in this
Beverly Hills, Calif., sees a radio- area,
is muchharder
soughttc
after good
and TV
will time
be still
TV
"Regardless
of theprosperous
continued1952.
upsurge
in tele- obtain in 1952." Local and revision, radio in many instances is
gional advertisers "get bouncec
stillalso
a better
per dollar
balls" sponsors
by netshows rubber
and national
He
cites buy
automobile
radio,spent."
pre- aroundworklike
dicts his radio clients will spend who
take
up
TV
availabilities,
he
5% more in the first quarter, TV notes.
Radio and TV are up 15% eacr
10% more.
Hard selling and tough compe- in the 1952 plans of Foote, Cone &
tition isahead, says Frank Ryhlick, Belding, San
Francisco Armstrong
office, acing to Sherwood
radio and TV director, Ross, Gard- radio-TV corddirector.
is still z
ner & White, Los Angeles, which 'plus' medium in San "TV
foi
is budgeting 10% more for radio most clients, added toFrancisco
other
and 20% more for TV. More ad- for extra impact," he believes.medis
Anc
vertising wil be coming as a result radio, "continues strong, especially
of these factors, and hence, more
radio
good transcribed
marizes.and TV, Mr. Ryhlick sum- spots
"Weandanticipate
that ourshows.'
radic
will remain about th«
Robert M. Hixson, president, billings
same.
If
any
change
is
shown
Hixson & Jorgensen, says his agen- will be an increase, because wc-ii
cy expects radio to be down 10% are actively working radio intc
but TV up 50%. Daytime radio every
budget, wherever pos
will become the more desirable for sible. client
same situation hold;
clients. He mentions auto radio, true ofThetelevision,"
accordingPavistc
Katherine
Pavia,
owner,
saying
"it
is
unfortunate
that
radio
did not include out-of-home listen- Agency, San Francisco.
ing in its surveys during the lush
Walter Guild, president, Guild
years. The total tune-in figures
Bascom will& Bonfigli
"In 1952 totelebf
would not have taken such a shake- vision
probably— continue
down as they are showing today." oversold, exasperating, and un
"We believe 1952 will be a rec- profitable to agencies. Radio, espe
ord breaking year not only for this daily in non-TV markets shouk
agency
spendsin from
a bonanza
year." 25%, tele:
million in[which
radio-TV]
radio $1-5
and haveSeeing
television, but for both of those in- vision
75% radio
in his down
agency, Sam Ev I
commentin charge
of Hillyof ing, owner of the San Francisccl
Sanders, vicedustries," isthe
president
agency
bearing
his
notes
radio and television, Dan B. Miner "Television prospects name,
for 1952 lool
Co. Feeling is advertisers with especially good, and we
intend
small to medium budgets will stick
on TV package show:t(
to radio and spend more in the concentrate
and
spots
for
our accounts a:
medium to offset TV advertising of
against
radio
advertising."
their derslarger
competitors,
Miss
Sanadds.
NORTHWEST
Ted H. Factor, president, FactorBreyer uaInc.,
sees
continued
re-evaltion of radio as a selling weapon
Trend is to TV in the Nortli
but that radio "still affords a low- west,
with agencies giving th
cost method of reaching buyers." medium a 100% vote of confident
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of the area's 1951 forecast
aa repeat
year ago.
Judging from returns, increased
TV activity should hover about
the 25% level.
Radio, agency executives note,
will hold its own despite this video
expansion.
Trevor Evans, vice president,
Pacific National Adv., Seattle, although fearful that radio is facing
"tough competition," notes that
"it
continues
in fringe buying
areas
. . . with moregoodsaturation
and some indications of better
>merchandising by stations, we expect to place as much radio business in 1952 as in 1951, perhaps a
little shipmore."
Improved should
set ownerand programming
give
the
advertiser
"better buy"
than TVa year
ago, hea says.
A spokesman for MacWilkins,
Cole
& Weber's
Seattle radio
office timefinds
stimulus
to additional
buying hinging upon TV expansion
since radio
many asadvertisers
use
a stop-gap"areuntilapt TVto
is available."
Irving E. Stimpson, partner,
Frederick E. Baker & Assoc., Seattle, whose agency plans to keep
first quarter radio spending at the
same pace as this year, warns:
"With
much time
attention
at the sopresent
thereon isTVa
tendency to overlook the fact that
radio produces results. We endeavor to discourage the 'either
television sidering
or radio'
attitude
in conmedia and
recommend

requires excessive time and money.
To do an average job is to enconcludes.danger aclient's good money," he
CANADA

Northern neighbor agencies, at
the rate of three out of four
queried, will increase their radio
percentages.
of increase is13% .Average
There arerate
no reports
of Canadian agencies cutting radio
billings for 1952.
Where television can be placed
(in U. S. markets), the picture is
ATTENDING WRVA Richmond buffet the same with agencies at a rate
supper were (I to r) Mahlon Burton, of two to one increasing TV billings; only one agency will keep TV
Richmond food broker; George Castleman, CBS Radio Sales, New York; expenditures at the 1951 level.
Frank Flint, radio director, McJames Clark, WRVA sales manager,
and Edloe Snead, Richmond food Kim Adv., Toronto, sees "an upswing in radio interest in Canada.
broker. Guests inspected station, met
staff, learned market served.
An aggressive campaign by the industry could double the volume now
both for the individual jobs they being done.
Canadian rates are too
low, and could be increased to the
Combination radio-TV is noted advantage of more radio advertisby Gerald A. Hoeck, partner and
ing. This is the golden age of
radio-TV director, Wallace Mackay radio advertising in Canada, but
Co.,do."
who says this type of selling is the industry must pull together."
Two spokesmen, Olive Jennings,
preferred by local accounts for
mass coverage. TV is getting the radio director, Grant Adv. of Canaextra dollars, he observes, and
da, and John Crosbie, radio direcnewspapers are feeling the
tor, J. Walter Thompson Ltd., have
"squeeze more than any other one one
eye on future
actions governs
by • the
government
which closely
the broadcast media.
medium."
"TV mingproduction
and
programcontinue to be the major
Miss Jennings sees no change in
headaches. To do a top-notch job radio, although it's been going "uphill the past few years. There are
more advertisers interested in radio than ever before, both big and
Echoing this sentiment, Mr.
Crosbie adds that "there is every
small."
prospect
Canada will expect continuance of the previous intelligent approach to radio advertisSpot radio activity for Canada
radioing inis1952."
predicted by R. Wakely,
radio director, Harry E. Foster
Adv., ofToronto,
says: "For
some
our largewhoadvertisers
we
are picking up local shows right
across Canada, and we use major
market as well as small market
stations." His agency, expecting
10 7c increase in radio in the first
quarter
next year over
this year's
first
to handle
less
radio quarter,
network plans
business.
.
Cleveland's
CHIEF
A. F. Percival, radio director,
Station moves merchandise
Ronalds Adv., also Toronto, is
radio-enthusiastic, pin-pointing an
from dealer's shelves. Top talent,
expected
25% increase in the first
top promotion,
quarter over the same period this
strongest
signal sellsplusfor Greater
WJW Cleveland's
advertisers.
year because of increased budget,
Got a merchandise moving job? Get availaadded broadcast time and increased
bilities NOW from—
station rates. Bulk still goes into
nighttime network, he says.
STATION
CLEVELAND'S
Mrs. Amanda Russell
MRS. AMANDA RUSSELL,
mother of Frank M. Russell, NBC
Washington vice president, died
last week at the age of 80. She was
a native of Ohio and lived during
her last years in Virginia. Surviving in addition to Mr. Russell are
BASIC ABC
two other sons, Ted Russell of
5000 W.
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
Washington and Marvin Russell of
WJW BUILDING
Cleveland, and a daughter, Mrs.
tEPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
Lois Test, Elba, N. Y.
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WTAX
The latest Hooper shows
WTAX Delivers
(Oct.-'51)
36.8
MORNING
Monday through friday

40.2
AFTERNOON
Monday through Friday

44.1
EVENING
Sunday through Saturday
•WTAX has more daytime audience thancombined.
other stations in Springfield
•WTAX has THREE TIMES the
afternoon audience of the nextranking station.
•WTAX has an evening audience
twice
as great as the next ranking
station
combined.and more than the others
IN
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

WTAX
IT'S
AM and FM
CBS IN SPRINGFIELD
Weed i Co., Nat'l. Representatives
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Radio,LOT TV
Romp
Into
FOR
ofyear-end
years
we've
been
doing'52
the
kind ofA annual
business
survey
that
appears in this issue, and on most of those
occasions, after assembling predictions from
the best
brains
just
a little
scared.in broadcasting, 'we've been
We have been afraid that the predictions,
which invariably have been optimistic, will not
be borne out when the balance sheets come in.
Happily not only for us but for broadcasters,
events have corroborated forecasts. Each year
since we began keeping these figures 14 years
ago, total broadcasting business has increased.
Well, here we go again, and, as usual, we
have that out-on-a-limb feeling. As you will
notice in several places in this issue, the people
in broadcasting think 1952 will be a big year,
bigger
than radio
1951 and
for both
radio and
For both
television?
Howtelevision.
can this
be when radio is supposed to be drawing its
last breath?
Well, we have news for you. That breath
radio wind.
is drawing
not the
its last;
athatsecond
Unlessis for
first it's
timejustin
history everybody in broadcasting is wrong,
total radio business will start out in 1952 at
much higher levels than it started this year.
The only type of radio that is the exception
is national network which, according to the
forecasts, will continue the downward trend
that has obtained the past three years. It is
significant, however, that the amount of decline that most of our sources anticipate for
networks is by no means as much as some
pessimistic executives, including network people, have at times expected.
It is important to realize that though the
total billings of the four networks will be down
somewhat in 1951, according to our estimates,
one of them will have bigger billings in 1951
than in 1950 and another will just about equal
its record year of 1950. The favorable 1951
records of two networks justify optimism for
all four in 1952, we believe. A general revitalization of network activity can be expected.
Television, of course, is expected to continue
its
big phenomenal
that boy cangrowth.
get. There's no telling how
We'retions as bynotsome
as scared
by these
rosy comfort
predicin the past.
We take
in knowing that they are made by the most
responsible leaders of the media and their
customers. We have awfully good company
on our limb, and we're very sure the limb
won't
be sawed
these 14
years. off. It never has been in lo,
TV Pork-Barrel
AMID ALL the stench over corruption in government, there is considerable concern that
some of it might dip into radio, or at least the
broad communications-electronics field. Thus
far, the only public disclosure touching broadcasting isthat involving Zenith, which retained
former Collector of Internal Revenue James
P. Finnegan, who was paid $50,000 to help
get films for the Zenith Phonevision experiments a year ago.
Over the years, radio has been singularly
devoid of scandal and influence-peddling. That
is not to say that political influence, betimes,
hasn't been tried. It has been attempted, and
will continue to be, so long as our government is set up along party lines. But the
FCC, except for an isolated instance or two,
hasn't
used as that
a patronage
pay-off.
Will been
it continue
way? Here
we take
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pause. What about television? The battle
royal soon will begin, coincident with the thawing of the freeze, earmarked for February.
The FCC is playing it straight. If there have
been any pressures, the FCC has ignored them.
Until the new allocation plan is formalized
nothing could be done anyway.
TV is the new bonanza. Stories of fabulous
profits have whetted the ardor of the politicans.
The influence peddlers soon will be on the
prowl. They swarm to the government easy
money areas like flies to sugar.
Already inquiries are being made about
"good political lawyers." One of the newer
that they're
togagsbuildin apolitical
subway circles
from theis White
House togoing
the
FCC to expedite annointed TV applications.
This is the sort of nonsense that is heard
as the freeze deadline draws closer. It will
gather intensity as conflicting situations develop— for example, more applicants than
there are facilities in a given city. Enter the
guy, who knows another guy who has four
votes
his vestcashpocket.
The "right
must bein hired,
in advance.
Lots oflawyer"
people
are going to get burned.
The only way to prosecute a TV application is through competent legal and engineering preparation.
There's support
bound toof beparticusome
politics,
i.e., the vigorous
lar applicants by Senators and Congressmen.
It has always been thus. The current FCC
makes a practice of appending such comons tothe applicant's
It shouldof
continue thatmunicatipractice,
even to file.
the extent
memoranda covering telephone calls.
obviously
adhereof
to Ittheis spirit
and thethe FCC's
letter intention
of the lawto and
its regulations. It is just as obvious that,
because of the scarcity factor, and the
grandiose stories of the stakes involved, the
to the spirit and the letter of the law and of
time in the history of licensed broadcasting.
The disclosures of corruption in RFC, Internal Revenue and Dept. of Justice, could well
have a salutary effect on the upcoming TV
battle royal. It will focus attention on the
proceedings.
Thereby
the FCC's
should
beTV eased,
along with
the tasks
of the job
legitimate
applicants and their lawyers and engineers.
Even with those possible benefits, it should
be evident that efforts to establish a TV
patronage pork-barrel are in high gear.
Noel, Noel
WE ARE about to put the cover on our typewriter, which suffers the fragilities of great
age and is apt to take a paralyzing chill if
left exposed to drafts, and join our exuberant
fellows at the Annual Office Christmas Party.
We suspect that thousands of others in and
around broadcasting are doing likewise. By
the time this is read, millions of paper cups
will have wilted in a drenching of warm
whisky, many executives will be finding it
hard to get back on a last-name basis with their
secretaries, and at least a few intemperates
who took advantage of the chance to tell the
boss how to run the company will be scouting
around for positions with other firms. All this
has become an expected, indeed ritualistic, element in the intricate tribal ceremony that
marks
the business community's observance of
Christmas.
But the Christmas spirit is indomitable and
seems always to survive the ravages of corporate celebration. Accordingly, we go forth
with cheer in our heart, a lilt in our voice and,
not to be totally impractical, a vial of olive
oil which we shall gulp when we reach the
water cooler down the hall. It is the gay
Yuletide, faithful reader. . .
ftappg ftolidaji Reason

our respects to:

JOSEPH EDWARD BAUDINO
bunches to Josephproblems
Baudino. come in
MANAGEMENT
As vice president and director of
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., as well as
general manager, he controls the destinies of
six broadcast stations with their FM components and one TV station, plus numerous
operating segments and experimental units.
That's enough to keep the average executive
in a state of managerial epilepsy, but the reeasily.
assuring Baudino smile doesn't disappear
Just to make certain the excitement of office
activity is matched by a lively pace at his home
in Bethesda, Washington suburb, he spends
the evening directing a lively brood of five
daughters ranging from 4 to 21.
The two jobs are major management undertakings, but Mr. Baudino takes both in stride
with the help of experienced and able aides at
the
office
Baudino at and
home.the calm efficiency of Mrs.
Only known competitor in the field of radio
genealogy
is Eddie when
Cantor,AnnewhoseDenise
five-girl
record was matched
Baudino
was born in 1947. The event inspired the
comedian
to wire Mrs.
Mercy Hos-on 1
pital, Pittsburgh,
that Baudino
he had aincopyright
the suit
five-daughter
technique and planned to |
file
for infringement.
In line with tradition, the Baudino family !
has a female collie, Bonnie. A few days ago I
a WRS co-worker in Washington observed that
"Joe Baudino's salary goes into six figures —
astatement
wife and five daughters," a partial under- 1
fodder. at the present high cost of collie
The Baudino romance, incidentally, was
radio inspired. It developed when the young
Illinois U.inghousengineering
graduate
Weste in 1927 and was
assignedjoined
to KDKA
Pittsburgh where he quickly became speech
equipment
manager.
KDKA heA met
Rosalind Shields,
a staff Atsecretary.
friendship
developed and they were married July 27, 192P.
The KDKA assignment lasted until 1931
when Mr. Baudino was transferred to WBZ,
Boston as chief engineer. By 1936 he was back |
in Pittsburgh at "KD," as the station is known |
in Westinghouse parlance, this time as chief!
engineer.
He soon found all the outlets an engineer!!
could desire for his technical proclivities. Wes :- I
inghouse was working on a dream — the finest II
plant that could be built. Most of the problen sjl
known to the engineering profession developed fl
before the new project was completed atop II
(Continued on page 68)
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In
Washington,
D.C.
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THE WASHINGTON
POST- CBS RADIO
STATION

REPRESENTED BY
CBS RADIO SPOT
SALES

FM Outlets
(Continued from page 35)
nance of local sponsorship, in FM.
While an average increase of 11%
is expected in national spot, there
also were signs that this segment
of FM business might fall off in
some cases.
No figures were available on the
business of FM networks, most of
which are loosely tied regional or
state groups.
Among eratorscomments
of station
opwere indications
that FM
listening is continuing to increase,
with FM set circulation moving upward at a steady pace.
FM outlets featuring good music
have established solid places in
many communities. Some of this
service is fed to regional hookups.
Edward A. Wheeler, WEAW
(FM) Evanston, 111., a suburb of
Chicago, said revenue from local
accounts "is at the highest level
in our five years of operation."
WEAW's income from store broadcasting activities is at a three-year
peak. Mr. Wheeler commented
particularly on the fact that percentage of renewals on all busines is the highest ever, along with
the number of advertisers.
Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM)
Washington, like Mr. Wheeler a
pioneer in FM broadcasting, said
1951 business was up nicely from
1950 and he predicted a further
gain in 1952. "The trend is steadily upward,"FM-only
he said.station operaAnother

tor in Washington,
George joins
A. Bernstein of WCFM (FM),
Mr.
Dillard in looking for a substantial
if not spectacular increase.
Raymond S. Green, WFLN (FM)
Philadelphia, said the station has
felt "a positive
increase
acceptance of our good
music inpolicy
in this market. It is our opinion
that
1952 year.
will produce
FM's busibest
business
The general
ness prospects look good for this
Lou Frankel, of WFDR (FM)
New
area." York, also FM-only, said the
station has just made a survey infield AM
"can sta-be
cracked." dicatingHethe FM
contended
tions are not programming creatively and aggressively, therefore
suffering from TV and printed media competition. He called participating spot business failure
"classifiedto
space"
build andandsell criticized
programs.
Thomas B. Tighe, WJLK-FM Asbury Park, N. J., duplicating WJLK
AM programs,
looks forandanmoreincrease in local business
national munityspot,
contending
"the iscomstation in TV markets
the
favorite now for radio listeners."
He argued that local business provides "a safe base and can be sold
on R.yearly
contracts."
B. Torian,
KNOB (FM) Long
Beach,
Calif.,
"Radio andin this
area continuessaid,
to grow
FM
listening is up. Our billings are up
100% over 1950 which is proof
that radio and the FM medium
are getting bigger all the time."

GOING
5000
WATTS
JANUARY

LANSING
MICH.
SEE RAMBEAU
New York — Chicago
Los Angeles
—
Impact
Detroit Radio Sales,
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DONALD G. BUCK, manager of TV station clearance ABC, appointed
regional manager of television stations department succeeding KARL
CANNON, resigned. Mr. Buck first joined ABC Sales Service Dept.
in 1944, after having served four years in Army. Shortly after joining
network, he was promoted to assistant sales service manager and named
manager of TV station clearance. He will be succeeded by MALCOLM
(Bud) LAING, assistant manager of NBC TV Station Clearance Dept.
PAUL GODOFSKY, executive vice president and station manager
WHLI and WHLI-FM Hempstead, L. I., elected president and general
manager. Mr. Godofsky announced that he will continue the policies and
operation which have established WHLI as an integral part of the Long
Island community. He succeeds his brother, ELIAS I. GODOFSKY,
who died last month [B*T, Dec. 3].
MARVIN R. BRIGGS, account executive ABC-TV Hollywood, returns to
_ KGFJ Hollywood, as commercial manager. He succeeds JAMES STRAIN who joins Capitol Records Inc.,
Hollywood.
CHARLES
COLLINS HeJr.wasappointed
account
executive WFBR R.Baltimore.
with WITH
Baltimore.
KETTELL-CARTER Co., Boston, named New England
representative for KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex.
O. GRADY COOPER Jr. named sales manager WMJM
Mr. Briggs
Cordele, Ga.
WILLIAM F. SCHNAUDT appointed general manager WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., succeeding CECIL WOODLAND, resigned to become genAlbany.eral manager WQAN Scranton, Pa. Mr. Schnaudt was with WPTR
FORJOE
Lexington, & Ky.Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WLEX
CAROL EWING, controller KNBH (TV) Hollywood, named business
manager NBC-TV Hollywood. JAMES F. TURNER, assistant controller
KNBH,
assistant. named controller. MARVIN BIERS remains Mr. Turner's
CAL CASS, recent dischargee of U. S. Marine Corps, named to sales
force
New York, to succeed ROBERT ADAMS who has joined
Raven WINS
Adv. Corp.
Petien&U • • •
THEODORE C. STREIBERT, president WOR-AM-TV New York, was
chairman of speakers panel at Wesleyan U.'s second annual vocational
clinic held Dec. 7-9. . . . SAM ALTDOEFFER, vice president WLAN
Lancaster, Pa., father of daughter, Nancy Jo. . . . DAVID M. SEGAL,
owner KTFS Texarkana and KDMS El Dorado, Ark., and president
WGVM Greenville, Miss., KDAS Malvern, Ark., and KDKD Clinton, Mo.,
has applied to Civil Aeronautics Board for authority to operate a feeder
airline in Texas and Oklahoma. . . . JOSEPH STAMLER, WMGM New
York sales staff, father of son, Gary Marc, Dec. 12. . . .
SUIT SETTLED
WCKY paid part of attorneys fees
In SESAC v. WCKY as well as court costs.
SESAC counsel also included
SETTLEMENT was reached be- Victor
Whitlock, general counsel,
tween SESAC and WCKY Cin- and Murray
Seasongood, Paxton &
cinnati last Monday in a SESAC
Seasongood,
Cincinnati.
suit charging 11 infringements of Covington,
senting
WCKY
was Sawyer RepreSmith,
Ky.
its catalog. The proceedings were
dropped during the trial under
way before Judge John H. Druffel,
U. S. District Court in Cincinnati.
David R. Milsten, of Milsten,
Milsten, Johnston & Morehead,
SESAC counsel, said WCKY took
out a five-year SESAC license as
of Jan. 1, 1951. Suit was filed in
November 1949. It was understood
BROADCASTING
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TV

buys
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foot you-

of '52!
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Your nearest NBC
Spot Sales office or
the WNBW Sales
Department will be
to "wrap
ahappy
contract
for youup"on
any of these choice
availabilities and several others not listed.

WNBW

And agewhat
coverarea witha "package"
1,717,200 WNBW
population,canan deliver:
effective a buying
income of $2,588,621,000, and 312,000 television sets.
Channel Four
NBC-TV IN WASHINGTON
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Billings Increase 184.9% Over 1950
NETWORK
TV
"In addition to the value of this
NETWORK television in 1951 had
select group of facilities to a spon
troubles, but none of them had
sor, the ABC-TV network has prime
anything to do with money. Gross
locations from which to originate
billings increased by a whopping
network programming. We have
184.9% over 1950.
some of the finest studio facilities
The biggest problem in 1951 was
in
New York. Our Chicago sta
the same one
tion has always been a source of
that beset the
network programming. The ad
networks the
vent of the transcontinental cableyear tobefore
how
clear—
Mr. Weaver Mr. Stronach Mr. Van Volkenburg
Mr. Witting micro-wave television relay allows
for* the transmission of prestige
time on enough
stations to
programming
fromintocoast-to-coast
and has brought
television
satisfy adverwere asking at the end of
fold the film capital of the world,
vision now is on a profitable basis. wherein
tisers. And that was a problem people
1951 was: How high can TV rates
is
concentrated
one of the
"Here
at
ABC-TV
the
long
range
that would last as long as the FCC go without pricing TV out of the prospects are bright. The ABC greatest talent pools of all
times
freeze.
market?
television network as of this time
"The 23 acre motion picture lot
Following are year-end state- comprises 63 outlets, five of which owned
At
year's
end
there
were
108
by
the
ABC-TV
network
is
stations on the air (one more than
ments by television network chief are owned by the network. These
the finest television plant in existat the end of 1950) in 67 cities, executives :
five
owned
stations,
WJZ-TV
New
ence today. It assures an exchange
and nearly 15 million television
Alexander
Stronach,
York, WENR-TV Chicago, WXYZdent for television,
ABC: vice presi- TV
sets in operation, half again as
Detroit, KECA-TV Los Angeles of programs from coast-to-coast
many as at the end of the year
"The
trial
runs
for
television
are
during
the coming year that will
and
KGO-TV
San
Francisco,
repbefore.
over; shakedown cruises a thing
resent guaranteed outlets in five ming.
exceed all expectations of the pres
of
the
past.
This
does
not
mean
of
the
seven
major
markets
in
the
Pressed by advertiser demand,
experimental TV will not go United States. A purchase in ent concept of network program
networks in 1951 were opening up that
on. It should and will. But it does these
markets is one of the most
new program periods in daytime mean
"During 1951, ABC-TV offered
that television has entered valuable assets any advertiser can
hours which a year before had its productive
new shows as The Celanesc
commercial
era
and
secure in today's difficult clearance such (Continued
been thought to be useless for tele- is now able to support itself. Tele- situation.
on page 56)
vision. The most ambitious exploration scheduled in that line was
NBC-TV's Today, an across-theTrend Seen Up, Up, Up
board three-hour show beginning
atgoes7 o'clock
on the inairtheJan.morning,
14. Allwhich
the TV STATIONS
from 15% to 120%. As for tor A. Sholis, WHAS-TV, said TV
others also had big plans for day- TV STATIONS, generally loaded range
to the gunwales with business, en- local TV business, the average is business in the market will contime expansion.
48%
based
on a spread of 20% to
joyed
vastly
improved
business
in
tinue to grow rapidly in 1952 ir N
Gross billings gains in 1951 al- 1951 and look for an average jump 100%.
comparison to older TV cities
most defied any reasonable account- of more than 50% in their 1952
If there is anyone in TV who ex- "General business prospects for the k\
ancy. Broadcasting • Telecastpects adecline in any phase of staing estimates that billings will
area are will
quite bebright,'
With an approximate 50% jump
tion business, that person cannot Kentucky
total $129,000,000. They were $45,- ingross.
he said. "Earnings
down
circulation
to
a
peak
of
around
be
found
in
the
questionnaire
rehowever,
because
of
taxes anc
278,885 lishers
in 1950,
according
to
Pub15 million video receivers, stations
Information Bureau.
in many cases adjusted their rates
operating
For the most part the more spec- higher
In the
same costs."
market Nathar
Network Breakdown
upward. Use of daylight hours, es- plies.
tacular estimates came from cities Lord, WAVE-TV, indicated markec
pecially
afternoon,
attracted
many
where
TV
is
not
yet
a
medium
of
optimism
as
he
looked
into the com
Here's
the
way
it
breaks
down,
and 1952 is expected several years' existence. The rate
network by network. The figures advertisersa lot
more sponsors into of expansion in set sales is much ingStations
year. in the Eastern Seaboarc
for 1951 are Broadcasting • tothebring
substantial audiences enjoy- more rapid in communities re- area are completely optimistic
Telecasting estimates, based on
ing the daylight time segments.
latively new to TV.
projections of PIB figures which
though
well-established
Compilation
of increases in total
are complete only through October business anticipated
most ofTVtheis cities.
E. K. Jett
AT&T Link Helps
in 1952 shows
and on information from networks
WMAR
(TV)
Baltimore, said
53% for stations rethemselves. The 1950 figures are an average spondiofng to the
"Television
is
now
available
Spread of AT&T inter-connecBroadcasting •
PIB's.
tion facilities to new areas, in- most every major market and wil
questionnaire.
1951 1950 Pet. Change Telecasting
cluding the West Coast, has been continue as the most effective arc
Topping
the
separate
business
ABC-TV $18,300,000 $ 6,628,662 +176.05% brackets is network business, with a stimulus to stations benefiting by most profitable medium for mass
CBS-TV
$42,500,000
12,964,531
+227.8
%
the
hookups.
Additional cities will communication. In short, it looks
DuMont 7,700,000 4,500,000 + 71.1 % a 67% average boost expected in be linked in 1952.
like 1952 is going to be a grea
NBC-TV 60,500,000 21,185,692 +185.5 % the first quarter of the year. The
The
questionnaires
reflect year for television with lifting o:
estimates range from anticipated end of the doFCCnot station
Total $129,000,000 $45,278,885 +184.9 % individual
the freeze; beginning of new cor>
10% to 175%.
Not quite matching the network freeze, since this influence will not struction in new markets; powei ;,
The big billings increase stemmed
important before the last increases for better reception an( i; s
not only from the expansion of figure is national spot with a 61% become
schedules into daytime hours but average increase in the first quar- half of the year.
political elections." He observec ^
also from substantial rate inAmong markets still below a that the summer political convenj^
ter over the same period a year
(Continued on page 57)
creases. One question that a lot of ago. Here the individual estimates saturation point is Louisville. VicPage 46 • December 24, 1951
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SARNOFF
DURING the past year, television
established itself as such a vital
force in the life of America that
in 1952 it promises to be a decisive
factor in the nomination and election of the next President, Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of
the board of RCA, declared in his
year end statement.
Gen. Sarnoff said:
"Bybeelection
day [in 1952]
there
will
18 million
3 television approximately
sets in the United States,
with a potential audience of more
than 60 million persons — exceeding
the total population of the United
States when Grover Cleveland campaigned for the presidency in 1884.
For the first time coast-to-coast
network facilities will be available
for the national campaigns.
Widespread Impact
"No other force, in so short a
time, has ever exerted such a widespread impact on the home, on entertainment, education, politics, advertising, news and sports.
"The power of such a medium
for moulding public opinion is unprecedented. Itprovides an open
forum in which every home has a
front-row seat in the discussion of
national and international problems. The leaders, as they speak,
become living personalities whose
emotions and appearance are
viewed directly by millions of people. This new art brings sincerity
or insincerity into focus and has
an intimate way of portraying the
distinguishing characteristics of a
natural leader.
of today,
only"Television
the prelude
to thehowever,
televisionis
of tomorrow. It will change its

Sees TV in Top Election Role
format from time to time to keep
pace with new program trends
and new inventions. It is a live
and flexible medium. In the process of its evolution it will develop
its own art form, distinct from
radio, motion pictures, stage and
press. It will create and develop
new entertainers
and newscreen.
personalities for the television
"Already television has revealed
its tremendous impact as an advertising medium. Based on the
financial results of the first ten
months, the 1951 time billings of
four TV networks and 109 stations should reach at least 250
million dollars. This year, for the
first time, television surpassed network radio in revenue. Today
there are 15 million television sets
in the United States. About 40
theatres are television-equipped."
Gen. Sarnoff pointed out a number of important TV advances in
1951. Among them:
TV stations proved they could
operate within the accepted economic framework of the U. S. broadcasting system.
TV manufacturers survived a
period of dwindling sales, and now
receiver sales are on the upswing.
RCA worked up plans to ask the
FCC to consider its compatible
color TV system before mass production of color sets, stopped by
Defense
sumed. Mobilizer Wilson, is reTV Expansion
Coast-to-coast TV became a
reality.
TV expansion into UHF was
proven to be possible and practical
in extensive tests by RCA-NBC engine rs at Bridgeport, Conn.
Gen. Sarnoff pointed out that

while television has thus advanced,
radio also has continued to move
forward. He said:
there are in2,400the AMUnited
and
680"Today
FM stations
States. Daily broadcasts cover 95%
of the country. Approximately 12
million new radio sets were sold by
the industry in 1951, lifting the
total in this country close to the
100 million mark, including about
24 million automobile radios. There
are 43 million radio equipped
homes. . .
Golden Anniversary
"Measured from the date of
Marconi's first transatlantic wireless signal in 1901, radio in 1951,
celebrated a Golden Anniversary.
Throughout its half century of
progress dustry,asithasa met
Science,
art and
inthe tests
of ups
and downs in business. The constant invigoration of science has
given radio a perennial vitality and
versatility. Its Golden Age is still
General Sarnoff said that the
radio industry looks forward with
ahead." to each new year as one
confidence
of increasing promise and progress. He continued:
"The year 1952 will be no excepfor the field
electronicsare— -ofa
which tion;radio
and oftelevision
vital part — is on the threshold of
many new developments. These include the harnessing of electrons
in solids for useful work, instead
of subjecting them to incandescent
heat inside a vacuum tube.
"Tiny devices, known as transistors, have been developed for
use as detectors, amplifiers and
oscillators for radio, wire and cable
communications. These use ger-

y-

SET DEMAND
Greater Than Supply — Baker
DEMAND for General Electric
radio and TV sets will far exceed
TV
ability to produce, Dr. W. R. G. APS TO ENTER
In anticipation of the move
Baker, vice president and general ASSOCIATED Program Service, field.
into TV, EBF has stepped up
m a n a g e r, GE radio library organization, will an- its
production schedule in recent
nounce shortly its entry into the
Electronics Divitelevision film field with exclusive months and is now turning out a
sion,
predicted
in
a forecast of 1952 distribution rights to the extensive film a week. EBF also has acquired
developments in backlog of educational and docu- Films Inc., said to be the largest
electronics.
mentary features of Encyclopaedia organization in the 16mm entertainment film field, which has exReplacement Britannica Films, it was learned
clusive 16mm rights to Warner
purchases by last week.
Bros, and 20th Century-Fox Films.
owners of smallAt
work
on
the
projected
expanefforts will be made to
sion for more than a year, APS Presumably
picture TV sets
extend these rights to include TV
and removal of has invested approximately $150,- use.
Dr. Baker
public
the purchase of other films,
Far-Ranging Backlog
over colorconfusion
will aid 000 in from
commencing the rehowever, APS expects
the demand, he said, plus increased aside
editing of EBF features to fit TV to Primarily,
concentrate
on educational and
sale in fringe areas as receivers needs, and expects soon to be ready
become more sensitive and trans- to set up a special TV division documentary programs. EBF's
mitter power increases.
backlog in this field is far-ranging,
apart from the radio library serv- including
Demand for TV and broadcast ice.
specially produced feasuch diverse subjects as
equipment has been fairly substanAPS, headed by Vice President nationaltures onand
world affairs, sports,
tial despite the freeze, according to and General Manager Maurice B. communications,
social sciences,
Dr. Baker. With lifting of the Mitchell, is a division of the Muzak home economics, geography,
arts
freeze he foresees a rush for TV Corp., whose owners also own the
and
crafts,
development
modern
construction permits plus expansion Encyclopaedia Britannica and En- industry, conservation,of physics,
of existing studio facilities. He
Films,in the
de- child psychology, agriculture, and
predicted GE business in these lines
scribed as thecyclopaedia
largestBritannicaservice
would double in 1952.
educational and institutional film history among others.
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Gen. SARNOFF
* * *
manium crystals as small as a
match head. They will play an important role in the future of many
forms of communications.
"Today, communication is only
one facet of the future of electrbedded
onics, thine roots
whichtelevision.
are imradio ofand
There are limitless possibilities
also for electronic inventions in
new and broader fields, especially
in the field of home appliances.
"On the threshold of 1952, it is
difficult to imagine a world without
radio, or homes without broadcast
receivers and television sets. This
record of accomplishment and public service is the result of the freedom we enjoy in America to research, invent, develop and progress under a democratic system of
competitive private enterprise that
surpasses in achievement any other
system in the world."
Will Offer Films
They were specially produced for
use primarily by schools and colleges. The task of rearranging, reeditingtures forandpresentation
packagingas these
feaTV series
has been in progress for the past
year.
Some may be re-edited as
film commercials.
Among the early offerings being
planned is a documented series on
atomic
energyever— said
to be the
first
of its kind
released.
Another
dramatic production probably will
deal with narcotics.
The APS TV division will be
entirely separate from the APS
radio library
service, Manager
which, according to General
Mitchell, is now completing its
most successful year.
Muzak President Harry E.
Houghton reported that Muzak too
is completing its most successful
year, and also has completed techimprovements
which willareas
enablenical
it to extend
its franchise
from 200 to 500 cities next year.
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FILM
PROSPECTS
BUSINESS prospects for film com- many advertising agency executives
panies in 1952 could scarcely be may be expected to transfer their
brighter, judging by the comments operations to Hollywood.
of TV film package and motion picTelevision will play a greater
ture producers to the annual year- role in world affairs and in enterend
survey by Broadcasting •
taining people, largely through film,
Telecasting.
according to Louis D. Snader, president, Snader Telescriptions Corp.
This optimism far transcends
of telesuch apparent obstacles
FCC's He reiterated
vision will be that
on film"80%
by the
end
TV asstation
of
the
year"
and
cited
interest
freeze,
material shortages, films of the Korean war and forth-in
cost factors
coming coverage of the GOP and
TRENDSgt
and union Democratic party conventions.
jurisdicti
on
"It is my feeling that we can
for 1952
function by entersquabbles. Potentialities are best servetaining our
Mr. Snader
described as limitless when FCC asserted. "Bythe people,"
ment we draw providing
into the entertainperiphery
lifts the freeze, though this probably will not be reflected in 1952. of our viewing audience the greatVirtually without exception, film
est number of people."
producers are unanimous in their
Television will prove to be both
conviction that demand and output a lure and training ground for
for film will double— even triple — Hollywood film stars, Hal E. Roach,
in the forthcoming year.
president of Hal Roach Studios,
Perhaps the best barometer is Culver City, Calif., told Broadcasting •Telecasting.
the numerical emergence of film
companies which have hopped on
personalities
wait
the television bandwagon, firm in too"Many
long before
entering will
television.
the belief that film will dominate By the
time
they're
ready
for
the
the visual medium in the near fu- move they will discover that teleture.
vision already has its own popular
Ever since motion picture com- favorites."
panies on the West Coast adopted
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Hollywo d, for sees 1952 as the first
-the time-worn adage— "if you can't
golden
for motion pictures in
beat 'em, join 'em" — the gold rush video, year
according to Basil Grillo,
to television has been in full swing.
executive
vice
president. Firm
The key to this situation is their
in film TV with the Firebelief that TV eventually will be pioneered
side
Theatre
and
is shooting other
wed to motion pictures after di- programs for sponsors.
vorcing sound broadcasting — an ab"Not only is production of good
horrent thought in many industry television
films increasing in 1952,"
.quarters.
Mr. Grillotosaid,important
"but salesnational,
of this
Emerging from the year-end sur- product
regional and local advertisers is
vey are these highlights:
pace with our production."
£ Film will comprise from 65% keeping
Even greater progress in the
to 80% of telecasting by the end film-for-TV
industry than this past
of 1952, or within a reasonably year is predicted
by Jerry Fairshort time thereafter.
banks, president and executive producer,
Jerry
Fairbanks
Inc. Out• The films-for-TV industry
double that of 1951, he
will record upwards of $10 million states,put should
explaining:
in revenue next year, with a sizable
"Sponsors,
agencies
and film
net
part of that for film commercials. works
finally have
recognized
% More and more motion pic- for what it can be — the one sure
ture stars and executives will chan- way of achieving professional perfection in program presentation
nel their time and efforts to films
the best method of solving the
for video; in addition, the TV in- and
problem
of time differences across
dustry will spawn a growing crop the nation.
Already well repreof stars for the movie industry.
sented on all video popularity
# Film production may well surveys, filmed programs this
centralize on the West Coast and coming year may capture as many

Mr. Lesser Mr. Sinn . Mr. Robeck Mr. McNamara Mr. Thayer
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Demand
as six out of the ten top ratings.
And its
by independent
tions foruse
quality
programming sta-at
costs local and regional sponsors
canTheafford
manifold."
new willyearincrease
will usher
in a
"sponsors' goldrush" to TV film
productions, following the lead of
Procter & Gamble, General Mills,
Philip Morris and others, according to Milton M. Blink, executive
vice president of United Television
Programs.
"But it is the regional and local
sponsors who come into their own
with films, as only with film can
they
with the
shows compete
at a fraction
of thebestcostof ofTVa
nationwide show. We are extremely high on film and TV in
'52," Mr. Blink stated.
Aaron Beckwith, sales manager
of United Television, same firm,
said that new year production is
"accelerated, with new shows being
planned by United TV." Prospects
for 1952, he said, "are great beadopting
policiescausethatnetworks
make aretime
clearances
easier." And small stations are
being attracted to the bigger and
better shows being made by film
packagers, which also improves the
outlook.
John L. Sinn, president of Ziv
TV Programs Inc., said spot television of the filmed-syndicated variety is. destined for greater importance for the same reason spot
radio has increased in use.
Swing to Film
More and more national advertisers are turning to filmed programs— such as Boston Blackie
and Cisco Kid — to do their selling
job in specific individual communities, he said. So too, are regional
and local advertisers, who find such
a flexible programming tool a valuable means of getting through to
the public.
With the quality of film and of
film transmission having become
so top grade that resistance to
using filmed shows has passed out
of existence, the filmed-syndicated
television industry is on the verge
of a boom paralleling that enjoyed
by the transcribed-syndicated radio
industry during the past five years,
Mr. Sinn predicted. Top names are
becoming increasingly easy to
bring into the field — top actors,
writers, technicians.
John Mitchell, vice president and

Mr. Autry

Mr. Ralston

May Double in '52
general manager of United Artists
TV Corp., sees business going "way
up" for 1952 to reach a volume
about three times that for 1951.
Sales, too, will increase, he adds.
Network Resistence
"Film business will get bigger
and bigger and bigger, and 1952
should be a great year" Mr
Mitchell said, adding the qualification,
Network "unless
resistancethere's
to filma war."
has finally
broken down, he said, and this has
opened things up all the way
around, setting a pattern for na
tional, regional, and local adver
tisers.
The end of 1951 also brings an
end to red-ink operations, Mr
Mitchell reports, with film companies now starting to make money
in television.
Jules Wile, president of Master- 1 »
piece Productions, sees greater
production during 1952 with an in
crease of at least 25%. Sales
should have a proportionate rise.
Mr. Wile predicts that, while
much more film will be used during 1;
1952, more effort will be directed
toward producing half-hour pro
grams, rather than feature-length
films for television, primarily be
cause of time costs. Advertisers
will want features trimmed to TV
time schedules with 54 minutes :
playing
an hour's programs
telecast
Half
-hourtimeand inhour-long
will amount to at least 50% of the
film business during the year, he
said, adding, "1952 will be a good
year, a very good year."
Production Increase
Mervin Pollack, vice president
and general counsel of Pathescope
Productions, sees a production in
crease of 40% — not because of
business
asgreatly
becauseincreased
Pathescope
has soto much'
date
somewhat neglected TV for industrial films and plans to rectify
that.
Mr. Pollack also sees greater use,
(Continued on page 77)

Mr. Roach Mr. Snader Mr. Collins
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Rejoins NBC; Is TV
General Executive
SCHECHTER
A. A. (Abe) SCHECHTER, widely known news executive, will return
to NBC as a general executive in the television network department on
or about the first of the year, it was learned last week.
Mr. Schechter, director of news and special events for NBC before
World War II and vice president
of Mutual in charge of news, special events and- publicity after the
war, is now a vice president of
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.
- In his new post, it was understo d, he will be available for special assignments, the first of which
will be to take charge of the television network's ambitious new
morning
"communications" program, Today.
•■ As part of this assignment he
;will have the responsibility of
organizing, operating and supervising an international news and
feature service to provide material
"for
the program.
Today
to start
Jan. 14 and
will isbeslated
seen
i Mondays through Fridays from
, 7 to 9 a.m. (both EST and CST),
with Dave Garroway in the role
Mr. SCHECHTER
ofalso"communicator"
Dec. 17;
see other story [B#T,
this issue].
Assumes Post Jan. 1
' Mr. Schechter will assume his
;! new
understood,
Jan. post,
1 or atit anwasearlier
date if onit NBC-TV RATES
Go Up 10% July 1
is possible for him to wind up his
duties with Crowell-Collier before DETAILS of a new NBC-TV rate
- that time.
increase, averaging out to about
1 It is expected the announcement 10% for the full network and to
of Mr. Schechter's appointment will become effective July 1, are bebe made this
S. L. (Pat)in
enstt j Weaver,
ing completed by network officials
NBC weekviceby president
and will be given to advertisers,
charge of television operations.
agencies and stations by the first
the year.
Most of Mr. Schechter's profes- of The
last rate boost, last July 1,
' sional career has been spent in the
pursuit and recounting of major put the Class A gross hourly rate
I news events. His entrance into for 36 interconnected stations at
the art of reporting came at the $31,150, and for all 63 stations on
at $45,425.
'Providence
I.) Journal,
fol- theThenetwork
lowed by the(R.Newark
Star-Eagle
new increase, spokesmen reand finally the famed New York
follows NBC-TV's
formula
, World.
of makingported, boosts
by a percentage
After tours at AP and INS he equal to half of the percentage by
has inwent to the NBC press department which TVcreasedsetsince circulation
last increase.
in 1932, rising by 1936 to director Thus, the rate the
boost
on
a
100%
jjof news and special events. He
was responsible for many innovations in newscasting, and is credI ited with having sold the Esso Re- BCE SERIES
13 Films Planned
porter, which pioneered network
newscasting under commercial BING CROSBY Enterprises, Hollysponsorship. In 1940 he wrote a
wood,ductwillion of agonewintoTVimmediate
film seriespro-of
book, I Live on Air, published by
F. A. Stokes Co. He went to the 13 half-hour programs, spokesman
Office of War Information in 1942, announced Tuesday. This was
on leave from NBC. Within a few said to be the first time a producer
months he was a captain in the Air has completed a series without first
submitting a pilot film for sponsorForce and later chief of radio un- ship.
der Gen. Douglas MacArthur, beTo be called Coronet Theatre,
ing discharged as a lieutenant series
will emphasize warm, human
colonel.
interest stories rather than the
After the war he joined MBS as suspense and mystery format of
vice president in charge of news BCE's Rebound series, recently
and special events. A year ago he sold to Packard Motor Car Co. for
joined Crowell-Collier Pub. Co. telecast about Feb. 1.
Explaining
investment
capiand since last April had been vice
full series
before ofoffering
president
in charge of public rela- sales,tal inBasil
Grillo, executive vice
tions.
president
said, "we sponsor
felt it
Mr. Schechter was born Aug. was
fairerof toBCE,
a potential
10, 1907, in Central Falls, R. I. He to show him a completed series of
completed schooling at Boston U.
13 films."
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MPAA

EYES TV
Cooper Is Named
INDICATION that the Motion Picture Assn. of America will be giving TV careful study could be seen
last week in the formal appointment of Edward Cooper as director
of its Television Dept.
Mr. Cooper's appointment was
in the negotiation stage a fort10]. Heof was
servingnight agoas[B«T,
staff Dec.
director
the
Senate Majority Policy Committee.
He takes over his new duties
Jan. 2.
Mr. Cooper had been engaged in
communications'
regulatory
ters from 1939, when
he joinedmatthe
staff of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, until he left Feb. 1, 1951, to join Sen.
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
the Majority Leader in the Senate.
From 1942-45, Mr. Cooper served
with the Navy in the Office of the
Director of Naval Communications,
retiring
with the rank of lieutenant commander.
Mr. Cooper, who is 48, will headquarter in the Washington office of
the MPAA.
increase in sets would be 50%.
NBC-TV estimates the gain in
sets since
last 20%,
July'sso rate
increase at about
that the
overall 10% increase in the fullnetwork rate is in line with the
formula, spokesmen pointed out.
Serving notice by Jan. 1 gives advertisers the customary sixmonth protection, it was noted.
CBS-TV SIGNS
New NARTB Member
CBS has joined NARTB Television,
bringingtions, with
it two owned
stathe association
announced
last week. This brings TV membership to 75 stations and three
networks.
According to J. L. Van Volkenburg, president of CBS Television
Division, WCBS-TV New York and
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, both
owned tionsstations,
have filed applicawith the association.
It was understood the network
will
monthpayin NARTB
dues. around $1,100 a
Membership activity continued
on an expanded scale in the radio
segment of NARTB. Eighteen
broadcasters in the Philadelphia
area met at luncheon Wednesday
with NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows to discuss industry problems and association affairs. WilT. Stubblefield,
stationliam relations
director, NARTB
accompanied
Mr. Fellows.
William K. Treynor, assistant
director, returned last week from
a two-week swing through eastern
and southern states. New NARTB
radio members signed in the last
fortnight include WPIK Alexandria, Va.; WEIM Fitchburg,
Mass.; WCPM Cumberland, Ky.;
WISE Asheville, N. C; WIEL

KLETTER TO DTN
To Head Sponsor Service
DuMONT Television Network has
instituted a merchandising and
business development department
as an additional service to its
sponsors and has named Edward
Kletter, president
Product
Advertising Corp. to ofhead
the unit,
DuMont General Manager Chris J.
Witting announced last week.
Mr. Kletter, who resigned as
president of Product Advertising
Corp. and as vice president of
United Cigar-Whelan Stores Corp.
to accept his new position, brings
many years chandising,
of experience
meradvertising, andin sales
promotion to the network. He
started his career with United
Cigar-Whelan Stores in New York
in 1925, ultimately becoming
regional manager of the eastern
territory. In 1945 he was transfer ed to California as president of
the Whelan Drug Co. of California
to expand the Western Division of
the organization. He returned to
New York in 1950 to assume
presidency of Product Advertising
which, among other activities,
handled two major network TV
programs and sales promotion for
some 4,000 chain and 15,000 indedrug stores. was set up,
The newpendentdepartment
Mr. Witting explained, to create
and administer merchandising and
point-of-sales promotional activities for products of DuMont sponWDTV (TV)
INNOVATION
Rotates
Berle, Sinatra
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh last week
initiated — with the Texas Co.'s
approval,
spokesmen
— an
alternate-week
schedulereported
for Texaco's weekly Milton Berle show
(NBC-TV, Tues., 8-9 p.m.).
Every other Tuesday in this time
period the DuMont-owned station
intends to carry the first half of
the Frank Sinatra Show from CBS
TV, followed by the Saturday Evening Post's program, Keep Posted
8:30-9 p.m., from the DuMont network. First quarter-hour of the
Sinatra show is sponsored by Ekco
Products.
Elizabethtown, Ky.; WLCK Campbellsville, Ky.; WAIN Columbia,
Ky.; WOPI-AM-FM Bristol, Tenn.;
WFHGford, Va.Bristol, Va.; WBLT BedAccording to a highly placed
CBS Radio source, the question of
re-entry into NARTB Radio has
not been considered. At the time
CBS pulled out of the old NAB in
May 1950 the network was paying
$5,000 dues as an associate, or a
total of around $40,000 a year includingwas owned
stations.to The
withdrawal
attributed
the belief
that the association largely duplicated services performed by the
network on its own behalf.
ABCtion at withdrew
associathe same from
time asthe CBS
and
has not rejoined.
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Trends Seen in Bids
For New TV Outlets
CHANNEL PLAN
THREE discernible trends have become apparent in TV applications
during the past few weeks.
# Applicants have begun champing at the bit. Although TV
applications have not been impressive in weekly numbers, there have
—
been 17 filed so far this month. *
This compares with four in Novem- station's answer to that viewpoint.
9 Combinations of existing
ber and 10 in October. In December 1950, only 10 TV applications radio stations in one TV applicawere filed for the whole month.
tion— long talked about as a possible answer to (1) competitive
TV application activity began
soon after FCC Chairman Wayne hearings for good markets and (2)
Coy, Comr. George E. Sterling and
of TV installations — beBroadcast Bureau Chief Curtis B. high cost
came a fact last week with an apPlummer estimated that the TV
plication for Fargo, N. D. In that
freeze would be thawed by Feb. 1 city, KFGO Fargo and KVOX
[B«T, Nov. 5]. They also estimated Moorhead, Minn., joined forces
name of Red River Telethat after a period for new applica- under the
vision Corp. for Channel 6. Cities
tions to be filed and old ones re- are across
the river from each
has been most men- other. Commission
vised tioned),
(60 daysprocessing
proposed only
would start. No
VHF
channels
for the FargoTV applications for new stations two
Moorhead
area.
have berbeen
1948. processed since SeptemPreviously, same type of consolidation was involved for WaterNo secret is it among Washington attorneys and consulting engi- bury, megConn.,
where applicant
State Broadcasting
Co. Nutwas
neers that they are under increascorporate setup for WBRY, WATR
ing pressure by many of their and
the
Banbury
News-Times.
clients
application
combination is to be dissolved,
Althoughto "get
they that
themselves
are in."
not This
it is understood.
counseling
haste,
clients'
hurry-up
attitude
is
beginning
to
prove
infectious.
# UHF
the accoladeRadio
last WLWT (TV) SHOWS
week
when got
Westinghouse
Augment NBC-TV Schedule
Stations revealed that its KYW WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati says it
Philadelphia was applying for a
UHF channel there. Application will be the "independent NBC-TV
point" shortly after the
has been prepared and was due to originating
be filed late last week or early this first of the year. Robert E. Dunweek.
ville, president of Crosley BroadCorp., notes
that the stationcasting
already
is supplying
2%
Philadelphia 'Hot Spot'
Philadelphia, ranking fourth in hours of weekly network producU. S. Metropolitan Areas, is one
tion withweekly
the Ruthnetwork
Lyons' time
50 Club.
Total
supof
the "hotTVspots"
in the
FCC's
plied will be six hours in January,
proposed
channel
allocation
it
is
pointed
out,
after
Midwestern
plan. It originally had four VHF Hayride returns for one hour
channels assigned, but under the
proposed plan, the FCC deleted weekly 11 a.m. Saturday (starting
Channel 12 and substituted four Jan. 5), and Mel Martin's Breakfast Party, audience participation,
UHF channels. One of the UHF
NBC-TV at 10 a.m. Mon.channels is reserved for education- joins
al TV. The three VHF channels are Fri. (starting Jan. 7).
already occupied—
by WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV
and WPTZ
(TV).
TV applicants WIP and Daily
News Television Co. (WIBG-Philadelphia Daily News) have waged
a strenuous fight to have Channel
12 restored — primarily on the
ground that it would be unfair, if
not impossible for a long time, for
a UHF station to compete with the
three existing VHF stations.
Westinghouse UHF application
may be presumed one Philadelphia
OSU TV Bid
NONCOMMERCIAL, educational
TV station is sought by Ohio State
U. in an application filed with FCC
last week for Channel 12 — which
is not proposed for Columbus.
OSU application stated that Channel 12 could be allocated to Columbus without upsetting allocation
plan, which proposes to reserve
UHF Channel 34 for educational
use. OSU operates noncommercial
radio station WOSU Columbus.
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Santa at FCC
FCC staffers gave Cyril M.
Braum, chief of Broadcast
Bureau's TV Division, box of
matches "to thaw the TV
freeze" as a gag Christmas
present
lastof week.
Paul Dobin,
the Div.,
Allocations
and chief
Standards
got a
rubber ruler; he's charged
with working
out final
allocations of TV
channels
throughout country.
OLYMPIC

TV
Bids Are Asked
AGENCIES billing more than $5
million business in 1951 and all
the television networks have been
invited mibyt e to submit
the U. bids
S. Olympic
Comon exclusive
television rights to films of the
Olympic
gamesevent
next will
year.takeTheplace
annual athletic
into Helsinki,
Finland,
from
July
19
Aug. 3.
Two weeks ago the U. S. committee, which headquarters in Chicago, mailed letters detailing the
plan to 102 agencies and networks.
"Several" responses had come in
by Thursday, according to J.
Lyman Bingham, executive director.
He explained the Finnish Olympic organizing committee, which
handles the international event, retains the right to accept or reject
any bid. Proposals will be screened
by the U. S. group and then fortion. warded to the Finnish organizaNegotiations for radio rights are
being handled direct. Details of
the TV plan are being worked out
now by Mr. Bingham and his staff,
and should
readyweek.
for The
presentation sometimebe this
U. S.
committee, which has the exclusive
TV sales rights, is working on a
percentage basis. This money will
be used to help send the American
Team to the Olympics, estimated
cost of which is $850,000.

CBS TV SPOT
Staff Changes Announcec
CBS TELEVISION Spot Sales de
partment was the scene of two pro
motions and one staff addition las
week. They were announcec
Wednesday by Merle S. Jones
CBS-TV vice president in charg
of stations and general services
and Thomas H. Dawson, genera
sales manager of CBS-TV Spo
Sales.
Sam midwestern
Cook Digges,sales
CBS-TV
Spo
Sales
managei
was named eastern sales manage
effective Jan. 1, to replace Georg<
R. Dunham Jr., recently appointee
general sales manager of WCBS
TV New York, key station of th<
network's video division.
After spending five years wit!
the retail advertising departmen
of the Washington Daily News
broadcasting
asMr.a Digges
salesmanentered
for WMAL
Wash
ington,
D.
C,
in
1942.
sav
service with the Merchant HeMarint
during the war and joined CBS ii
1949, first as New York salesmai
for TV Dept. of Radio Sales, thei
as CBS station representative fo
both radio and TV, He was namei
cago manager
office inof1950.
TV
Radio Sales' Chit""
MacLean Chandler, accoun
executive in the Chicago office, wa.
simultaneously appointed midwest
ern sales manager, and Theodon
F. Shaker was named his successor
Mr. Chandler was associatec
with Leo Burnett Co. in Chicag<
for 12 years, where he was via
president in charge of radio an
TV. He interrupted his career fo
service
the Navy
from as1941-4
and stillwithretains
his rank
lieu
tenant commander. He joined CB
as account executive in Radii
Sales' TV Dept. in 1950.
Mr. Shaker joins CBS TV Spo
Sales after association with th
TV Sales Dept. of the Katz Agency
His previous record includes repre
senting nine drug manufacturei
in Michigan, selling for Lorenzei
& Thompson, newspaper and radii
representative, and for the Fam
& Ranch Southern Agriculturalist

PULSE RATINGS
New TV Service Offeree
PULSE has announced a new TAl
program rating service, the net ii
work Popularity TelePulse, whicl •
will combine "individual rating j;
of TV network shows in nine citie
by weighting proportionate to T\ %}
population to yield a single meas
urement." This measure, Puis
stated, can be taken as a popularitj
gauge as network programs
telecast inandthesestandard
markets patterns.
"in mor uniform
Markets are Atlanta, Chicago^
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbia
Detroit, New York, Philadelphia!^
DISCUSSING camera locations for WFIL-TV Philadelphia's coverage of the added
in January. Baltimore will '
Washington.
Mummers' New Year's Day parade (I to r) Edward Gardiner, treasurer, C. andPulse
warned against confusir.;
Schmidt & Sons, brewing firm sponsor; John Gardiner Jr., vice president and
sales manager of firm; James C. Gibson, account executive, Al Paul Lefton these ratings with the multi-mark;
TelePulse
which inclu.ll.?
Co., and Roger W. Clipp, general manager, WFIL-AM-FM-TV. Group is shown one-station figures,
as well as multi-sts . .
outside City Hall.
tion TV markets.
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NCAA POLICY
To Decide TV Jan. 10-12
A POSITIVE television policy for
1952 will be established by the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
at its annual convention in Cincinnati Jan. 10-12, but a firm control over all live telecasts of games
^ is expected to continue indefinitely.
This was the report which came
last week after a special two-day FINAL PLANS for the building of a new, larger Television Center were
I meeting of the NCAA Television announced last week by Edward Lamb, owner of WTVN Columbus, Ohio.
; Committee in Chicago. Operational Plans were drafted by Al Tynan & Assoc., Columbus architects. Contract has
! developments of the controlled "ex- been let to the Altman-Coady Co. Construction will begin immediately and
it is hoped that the bulding may be finished by mid-May.
perimental"were
telecasting
of gamesby
! this past season
discussed
f-the
group,
which
refrained
from
I making specific recommendations
TV Impact Seen
i on policy.
r The decision will be made by the DuMONT LABS
Imembership after a convention reBy DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT Greater in '52
| port on ductedtheby the$50,000
surveyOpinion
conPresident, Allen B. DuMont Labs
National
^Research Center, Chicago, on the THE BIG role that television is to play in our lives' is still in the making
this will become more and more evident in 1952. Television should
Sffect of game telecasts on gate at- and
tendance. Results
will be compiled not be placed into the fixed category of entertainment . . . [It] is just a
I ;he first week
in January.
part of the function and place in our lives that television will play.
We look for more attention to *
J Television committee members
to video
enter- transmitted over the air. Industry
' said there was talk of scheduling be given not
tainment butalone
to areas
of interest
1?3aturday
'ootball telecasts
next rather
year from
officials contend
that television's
to Saturday,
than in the domain of public relations, commercial
and professional
uses
to the development of electronic
'I mtirely
in advance,
in order
overshadow its role in bringivoid conflict
and inequities
amongto journalism, to sight and sound ex- will ing
entertainment
into
the
living
.he stations and viewing areas.
ploration inthe realm of everyday room.
T Ralph Furey of Columbia U., co- politics, to adult education, to the
is already bridging
^•hairman of the TV committee, illustration of how the tenets of theTelevision
gap between worker and manreligion can and should be applied
.aid
the
policy
of
"blackouts"
which
agement. It is used for smoke
Ivent into effect during the 1952 to everyday life.
York City. Steel
The year 1952 will see television controlandin New
Treason 'wasn't restrictive at all,
automobile plants are
Tompared to what most confer- playing its most important role as mills
using
television
for
closeups of opences had previously planned. If America's voters go to the polls to
erations which might be impossible
I t hadn't been for the NCAA pro- elect or reject the candidates who or hazardous
for
a
human
gram, the general public would will represent them in our govern- Television is being used inobserver.
oil well
liave seen little or no college foot- ment.
operations, and several department
" ons
fall.
last
on
visi
tele
on
Television's
quality
of
honesty,
l
}a\
stores
have
viewing
screens
at key
Mr. Furey said the limitati
which separates the wheat from points to allow customers to
see
n telecasting were "completely the chaff, picks out the sheep from merchandise
being
offered
on
other
sgal." He tsaid "pressure" for more the goats, and differentiates the floors.
s , from
erenn gamestry
:J.r
diffisio
the phony from the genuine, had its
The government
is making
1 slev
indu came
newspapers
effect in the recent November
merous uses of television,
many nu-of
ions and people "in elections.
.[ wning TV
stat
which are being kept secret for
J he trade."
securitythat
reasons.
To Aid Government
r\_ Tom Hamilton of Pittsburgh is
televisionHowever
is useditforis
In 1952 the inherent honesty of known
D-chairman with Mr. Furey.
ommittee members are Bob Hall, television will be put to work in rocket and guided missiles studies,
and other military opale; Max Farrington, George earnest in the cause of good, clean robot planeserations.
Stereo or three-dimenWashington; Edward Krause, government and a return to the
sional
television
is presently in use
otre Dame; Reaves Peters, Big fundamentals of the American enin
the
Atomic
Energy Commiseven; Howard Grubbs, Southterprise
system.
sion's Argonne Laboratoiies for
est Conference; E. L. Romney,
It is conceivable that in the
handling
materials
which are danfountain States Commissioner; working of that accomplishment,
gerously
radioactive by remote connd W. O. Hunter, Southern Cali- television at its efficient best will
trolled
devices.
>rnia. Others attending were fill our halls of Congress with
The outlook for the television inCAA President Hugh Willet, sub- statesmen, and our state and local
dustry inwith1952
interituting for Mr. Hunter; Joseph offices with men whose greatest detwined
thatisofclosely
the defense
. Rauh, NCAA attorney in Washsire is to serve completely the
igton; Edwin Reynolds, New York, public interest and welfare by effort.
With electronics playing an inCAA TV program director.
means of the application of honcreasingly important role in the
esty and sincerity.
: T&Ts Holiday Show
of our military and naWe will also see television mov- blueprints
val
planners,
electronics, next to
ing ness
at anand increased
into busi-is steel and aircraft,
will play inindustry. rate
Television
3ECIAL holiday film program
lecast last week by some 80 sta- rapidly becoming the eyes for man- our national
dustry'srearmament
most important program.
role in
>ns under sponsorship of AT&T
agement to check on operations
). was placed by Cunningham & and a valuable
By the end of 1952 the electronics
new
tool
for
workalsh, New York, and not by
will be producing at an
ers to perform difficult tasks with industry
annual rate of $4.5 billion which
W. Ayer & Son, New York, as greater
safety.
roneously reported [B»T, Dec.
Already more than 150 business equals the peak industry production
]. This was an exception to the and industrial TV units are in op- figure in World War II.
eration around the country. They
rmal set-up, which continues, of
Because of this tremendous man/er handling the telephone com- are private television systems opufacturing effort for the national
erated over closed circuits on ca- defense, the production of televiny's
institutional
advertising
d C & W advertising of the
sion
receivers,
will, of necessity
bles,
directly
from
camera
to
receivers with no signals being have to be curtailed.
ossified telephone directories.
The industry
tOADCASTING
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TALENT COSTS
Sullivan Gives Figures
LINCOLN-MERCURY Division of
Ford Motor Co. is spending $3,500,000 a year for its TV show, Toast
of the Town, Ed Sullivan, that program's m.c,Advertising
said Wednesday
talk
the
Womenin ofa
New toYork.
Speaking party
at theat ad
Christmas
New women's
York's
Waldorf-Astoria,
Mr. Sullivan
said
that some $900,000 of the total goes
for talent, the remainder for time
and for the 86 employes other than
talent — stagehands, technicians,
etc. — who work regularly on the
show.
TV talent costs are high, Mr.
Sullivan admitted, noting that
chorus girls who for a Broadway
show would get $85 to $100 a week
are paid $170
single TV time.
performance,for
includinga rehearsal
Top
fee
paid
to
any
single
star
Toast of the Town was $6,500, onhe
recollected.
Complete talent costs for the
program's first broadcast in 1948
were $800,
cluding $100Mr.for Sullivan
a young said,
comedyinteam, Martin & Lewis, and $80 for
the singer, Monica Lewis. Rogers
& Hammerstein, who also were
featured
the series'
broadcast, on
performed
withoutinitial
pay,
he recalled. In contrast, he said
that a recent Toast of the Town
telecast,
Sherwood
Story,"
had
a talent"Thebudget
of $23,000.
Some such adaptation of the
usual variety formula as that used
in that program and others in his
series which have reviewed highlights in the lives and careers of
well-known personalities is absolutely essential to the survival of
video variety shows, Mr. Sullivan
declared. The vaudeville formula,
which gave TV its first big audience ratings, is doomed today without some new factor to give these
programs an "appeal to the mind
and the heart," he stated.
When Toast of the Town first
started on the air it was broadcast
opposite
Playhouse,
which soonthe
movedPhilco
to another
time
period,
"I'd
be
scaredMr. toSullivan
death reported.
to have that
kind ed,of noting
competition
today,"
he
addthat as pure variety
shows have slipped on TV there has
been a corresponding increase in
the ticpopularity
telecasts. of the better dramawhich manufactured upwards of
5,000,000lowing anreceivers
in 1951,
folunprecedented
7,500,000
figure in 1950, will produce approximately 4,000,000 sets, due to
shortages of critical materials.
In the DuMont organization already 60(7c ofwork
the firm's
on defense
with business
a militaryis
backlog of over $60 million. The
company will be in full defense
production by early spring 1952.
We anticipate that our total sales,
which were around $50 million in
1951, will reach a company high
water mark in 1952, of between
$100-$125 million.
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Television is the most profitable advertising
medium ever evolved.

Its costs are big by irrelevant comparisons to
halfway media —

the biggest stars on the biggest programs
in television . . .

slight in relation to what makes it big:

the biggest audience on the biggest network

For every advertising dollar invested today,
television delivers more people . . . customers . . .
sales than any other medium.

Results. Such as, for our own Show of Shows —
36.8 extra customers per month for each TV dollar.

And that is the measure of its success.
Specifically, among program viewers,
the average show raises sales by 37%.

And for advertisers who plan big to sell big,
NBC offers

Fresh time periods are being opened by
NBC-TV, with low budget shows and high budget
shows, to place the selling force of television
within the reach of all advertisers.
Write or call NBC-TV Sales.
The results figures are from the remarkable study, "Television
Today." If you haven't seen this booklet about television's
impact, or if yours is worn out with use, write us.

the biggest opportunity for the biggest
sales results!
The network where success is a habit

PLANE CRASH
Radio, TV Give Coverage
RADIO and television coverage of
the New Jersey plane crash Sunday, Dec. 16, became an immediate
and impressive demonstration of
broadcasting journalism last week
with almost all stations in the metropolitan New York area sending
special crews and equipment to the
scene for on-the-spot visual and
audio reports.
WNJR Newark said it aired the
first bulletin at 3:21 p.m. Sunday,
less than 10 minutes after the
Florida-bound airliner crashed at
Elizabeth, N. J., with a loss of 56
lives.
First word of the tragedy was
flashed to the WNJR newsroom by
Engineer Robert Wirtick, who saw
the plane's smoking engine burst
into flames from his post at the station's transmitter in Union, N. J.
After a check with Civil Aeronautics Administration headquarters
at Newark, Newsman Arthur J.
Hedges put the first crash bulletin
on the air at 3:21 p.m. and the
station
Wirtick'son account,
recordedhadby Mr.
telephone,
the air
at 3:49 p.m.
Sends Mobile Unit
With details pouring into the
WNJR newsroom from Newark
News reporters, the station also
dispatched a mobile unit to the
accident scene with Announcer
Chris Cunningham and Engineer
Ivan Eisenberg, whose on-the-spot
report was broadcast during the
6:30 p.m. Prudential Insurance Co.
of America broadcast. WNJR rebroadcast its eye-witness coverage
late Sunday and early Monday.
WOR-TV New York, whose
transmitter is also located on the
Jersey side of the Hudson River,
carried its first announcement at
3:30 p.m. and sent its special crew
to the crash scene to record interviews with three eye-witnesses.
Charles Singer, assistant chief engineer for WOR, was on the scene
to help interview three additional
eyewitnesses for AM broadcast at
7:30 and 11 p.m. that day.
WPIX(TV)'sFrankveteran
Cameraman
HurleyNewsreel
rushed
to the crash site and, with portable
lights and camera equipment, shot
film which was delivered in New
York at 5:57 p.m. Thus, WPIX
had a two-minute film segment,
shot at the scene, on the air at
6:30 p.m., which it claimed was
four hours ahead of other TV stations. Other footage was included
for a special TV edition of Telepix
at 8:55 p.m. — when a five-minute
sequence was used — and at 10:25
p.m.CBS Television carried film
strips of the disaster on Don Hollenbeck's
SundayDivision
News ofSpecial
11 p.m. Radio
CBS putat
two bulletins on the air shortly
after the crash occurred, following
with the full story on the 4:15 p.m.
newscast. Henry Wefing, news editor; Dick Aldwin, news staff member; and Dallas Townsend, cornPage 54 • December 24, 1951

mentator, and three CBS Radio engineers took portable equipment to
the accident location and recorded
interviews with eye witnesses for
11 p.m. broadcast.
Mutual carried on-the-spot coverage of the plane crash with an
insert made by World Telegram
Reporter Gabe Pressman for the
MBS 11 p.m. newscast.
CLARK RESIGNS
To Form Own Rep Firm
NEW STATION representative
firm was incorporated in Illinois
last week as George W. Clark resigned as Chicago manager of the
John E. Pearson
Co. tiverepresentafirm to head
his own company.
The firm will be
known as George
W. Clark Inc., and
will headquarter
in Chicago. Ofwill beJan.op-2
enedficesthere
Clark
at 333 N. MichiAve., and a
New York office will beganestablished
shortly thereafter.
Chicago manager of the Pearson
firm for two years, Mr. Clark
worked previously as an account
executive at Grant Adv. and a network salesman for Mutual, both
Chicago. He was Chicago manager
for WLW Cincinnati two years, and
co-manager
the station's New
York
office oneof year.
McCALL'S
Seven Women 'MIKE1
Win Awards
SEVEN women in radio and video
have been named winners of McCall's "Mike," broadcasting honor
for outstanding public service. The
selections are to be officially
nounced in anthe
January issue, to
reach
newsstands
Wednesday.
Top nerhonor
winElizabeth E. was
Marshall,
assistant radioTV director, Chicago board
education andofstate
Mrs. Marshall radio chairman,
Illinois Congress
of Parents & Teachers.
Over WIND and WBEZ (FM)
Chicago, Mrs. Marshall aired a
children's citizenship program entitled, Lady Make-Believe. Judges
opined Mrs.
Marshall "worked
effectively to strengthen
local PTAs
as Other
forces winners
in education."
were :
Kit casts
Fox,for WLW
directorCincinnati,
of specialforbroadher
series, The 13th Man.
Sister
Mary
St.
Clara,
BVM,
chairman of economics department, Clarke
College, for her kitchen radio program
on WKBB and WDBQ (FM) Dubuque,
Iowa.
Edythe J. Meserand, assistant director of news and special features for
WOR-AM-TV New York, for her fundraising efforts to provide clothing and

AGENCY DISSOLVES
Rosenberg Adv. Files
ARTHUR ROSENBERG Co., 32year-old advertising agency, has
dissolved
filed proceedings
ing for an andextension
of time to askpay
its debts.
A notice was placed in Thursday's New York Times indicating
that the agency voluntarily proceeded under Chapter XI of the
Chandler Act listing liabilities as
$100,047 and assets as $116,503. A
settlement of 30% is proposed.
The agency has handled WEVD
New York plus a number of mail
order can
accounts,
well as AmeriChristmasas Decoration
and
Christmas Wrapping Corp. The
latter two accounts have been using
an extensive radio spot campaign.
Another account, Myer 1890 Beverage, had been using a television
spot schedule since last summer.
Harold Chartow is president and
Sam Rubenstein is vice president
of the firm.
A meeting of all creditors is expected to take place sometime early
in January. Isadore Leinwand is
attorney for the agency.

LABOR COSTS
Must Set Limit — Fellows
INDUSTRY must take a stand
"somewhere along the line, setting
up. intelligent barricades against
personnel costs that will make
profitable
operationNARTB
prohibitive,1
Harold E. Fellows,
presi
dent, said Wednesday in addressing
Television
Assn.
of
Philadelphia
at
a dinner meeting.
Mr. Fellows recalled the agonies
suffered by the motion picture in
dustry as studios became enmeshed
in labor difficulties.
Reminding that a standard rate
card will soon be ready, through
cooperative development by
NARTB and AAAA, Mr. Fellows
said TV
hopes to"to avoid
mis
take
of failing
price radio's
itself prof
itably."
exist
in TV andManythesetypes
mustof beratesreduced
to uniformity, he said.
In discussing the NARTB Tele
vision
am not
among code,
those he
who said,
believe"I telecast
ers developed a code only under
the compulsion of government
pressure and the threat of such ^
sound and fury as Senator Benton
utters. I believe television broad
casters
wrote and adopted a code
STRATEGY BOARD
because inherently, like their fel
Allen Will Remain lowmen
whom they serve, they are
DR. RAYMOND B. ALLEN, new decent,
self-respecting,
God-fearingchief of the Psychological Strategy citizens. Television is going to be
Board, and Gordon R. Gray, former as good as you are — no more, and
PSB chairman, conferred briefly
less;
your asabsence,
it's goingbe asin bad
the government
with President Truman last week. noto
can make it— and that can be, as
Dr. Allen, former chairman of we
have witnessed in other areas
the Salary Stabilization Board and
who has resigned as president of of Growth
the
world,
pretty bad."hinges on
of television
the U. of Washington, told the
President he would remain at the which
three factors,
he said,to finance
"Businessit
Strategy Board at least until next you, whomustmustcontinue
continue
to
produce
September.
it, to will
make measure
it work, its
and success
the publicby
Mr. Gray leaves the PSB chair- who
manship Jan. 1 to return to the
U. of North Carolina, of which he
He was optimistic on ability of
is president, but will be retained as responsiveness."
to finance "an enterprise
a consultant to the board [B*T, asbusiness
as television," sound
Nov. 26]. Mr. Gray owns WSJS ing expensive
this
warning,
busi j,t|
Winston-Salem, N. C. Dr. Allen ness is such that it"Wherever
cannot support
was succeeded at SSB by Judge television,
in whatever nation that
Justin Miller, NARTB board chair- might be true, one of two thing:
man and general counsel.
will happen; the people will be en
slaved or the economy will col
JWT Coast Move
PLANNING expansion of its Los
Angeles area staff and facilities, Caldwell Estate
J. Walter Thompson Co. will con- ENTIRE estate of Louis G. Cald- ft
solidate its Los Angeles and Holly- lapse." Washington radio attorney
wood offices into one central office well,
died Dec. 11 [B»T, Dec. 17],
at 6399 Wilshire Blvd., Los who
left to his daughter, Mrs. Bar
Angeles, effective Jan. 1. Corn- was
bara
C. Brobeck, under terms of his
well Jackson, agency vice presi- will filed
District of. Columbia jS
dent, is manager of the Hollywood court last inWednesday.
Mrs. Bro- issii
office; James L. Thompson heads beck is to receive a maximum
ol toin
Los Angeles branch.
$6,000entire
a year
for is10 toyears,
wher a
the
estate
be
turnec
toys for hospitalized children.
to her. Should she die before
Bee Baxter,
KSOO over
that
time,
it will go to her childrer
Sioux
Falls, S.women's
D., for director,
her successful
campaigning for a mental health clinic The petition listed personal prop
on her program, Toward Mental Health. erty, cash and securities at $285 ■
Helen Faith Keane, formerly with 200 and real estate holdings
WABD (TV) New York, for her infor- $148,000, a total of $433,200. Thffc il
mation-philosophical series, For Your
Information.
property
includes
share of assets
of theMr.firmCaldwell':
of Kirl
Dorothy
Gordon,
for
her WQXR-AMFleming, Green, Martin
FM New York moderation
of The New land,
Ellis,
of
which
he
was
Washingtor
York Times Youth Forum.
resident partner.
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PERSONAL RADIO
Envisaged by Sarnoff
PERSON-TO-PERSON radio communications, with every individual
carrying a miniature pocket transmit er-receiver ashe now carries
a watch and wallet, was predicted
Thursday by Brig. Gen. David SarAT COST of more than $200,noff, RCA board chairman, as the
ultimate development of the radio J\ 000, Jerry
Fairbanks
Productions, Hollywood,
has acquired
art.
NBC-TV all rights to more
Speaking at a luncheon session from
than
260
TV
films
the
production
of the Radio Executives Club of
firm originally made for the net\New York which commemorated work.
the 50th anniversary of the first
The purchase
fivetrans-Atlantic wireless communica- minute
animated includes
Crusader 195Rabbit,
tion, Gen. Sarnoff noted the devel- 26 Public
Prosecutor,
26
Going
opment of the radio art and science
With Uncle George and 13
from the early ship-to-shore stage Places
Jackson and Jill comedies. Four
'■ through point-to-point, nation-to- packages are to be re-edited.
nation, continent-to-continent and
Return to Fairbanks of the films
then to round-the-world transmisthe firm's stockpile of telesions. Then, he said, came the stage makes vision
programs largest in the in■ one
of mass
communications,
the company reports. It
individual
to address hisenabling
words now has dustry,more
than 500 television
' simultaneously to millions of listen- programs for syndication.
ers. Television is now adding sight
— Comic strip Terry and the Pi[ to sound in mass communications.
rates is being translated for teleBut, Gen. Sarnoff declared, "the
by script writers Arthur
fj destiny of radio will not have been Pearson,visionNorman
and Barney
[ fulfilled until there is the final step Sarecky, OdysseyHallPictures,
Los
f of person-to-person communication, Angeles, announced.
y Communications ought to be as
First
26
half-hour
programs
will
fjwatch
much aor part
of a person
as his go into production early in Januhis wallet.
. . . He should
ary. Casting is byunderway
in Holly[ be able to communicate with anyMr. Sarecky,
who
¥ one at any place in the world. And will bewood,in directed
I when there is no answer it will Odyssey. charge of production for
mean that the person being called
— Television distribution rights
is either dead or drunk."
42 Ruby Film Co. firms have
Envisaging how such a system for
been
secured by Sterling Television
would work, Gen. Sarnoff said that
New York.
each individual would have his own Co.,Films
range in length and type
frequency as he now has his own
telephone number. Not much power
would be needed, he pointed out, informal talk, delivered without
as no one would be very far from manuscript or notes, was in a reminiscentwithvein,Senator
dealing Marconi
with his from
assoa "radio highway" which would
ciation
^ • inchannel
his message to any point
the world.
the early days when he was Marconi's office was
boy delivering
and one ofcandy
his
Notes Miniature Tubes
main duties
Recent developments of miniature and other gifts to Marconi's girl
tubes and of transitors no bigger friends
in New York "and he had
than the head of a pin are a big quite a few in those days."
step toward the achievement of
Marconi was a very extraordiperson-to-person radio, Gen. Sarnary man, Gen. Sarnoff said, "modnoff said. The idea, strange as it
est, very nicative
quietexceptandto very
his uncommuintimates.
may seem to a layman, is "not at . . . He was
not
much
of a talker
| all
he said,
to those
havefantastic,"
watched and
worked
with who
the but a very profound thinker." Marconi was never greatly interested
development of radio communicain the apparatus at the ends of the
he has.tions during the past 45 years as radio
circuits "and never much of
Before he spoke, Gen. Sarnoff an expert at handling that ap- 1 reproduced the early trans-Atlantic
paratus," he reported, "but he was
deeply concerned with what hapJJl tor
signal,
the letter
"S" Dec
which12, SenaMarconi
received
1901,
pened between the transmitter and
n Newfoundland, after its trans- the receiver."
mission across 1,800 miles of ocean
Relating an incident from about
In. B«
1925, when Gen. Sarnoff from the
;rom
England.
reproduction
mproved
on the The
original,
however, Marconi
Wit
off the Coast of
ry traveling around the world after England, yacht,
had succeeded in talking
, m le had tapped it out and before it by radio to Australia, he said that
.m vas heard in the starlight roof of in discussing it later Senator Marhe Waldorf-Astoria Hotel where
conistandsaid:
"Youworks,
know,but Ibefore
under-I
how this
he REC luncheon was held. He
there's just one thing I'd like
ilso held a radio-telephone conver- todie know
and that's why it works."
ation with the Marchessa Marconi,
"He
without knowing and
vidow of the late inventor, and her I— and died
a number of others — live
laughter, in Rome.
without
knowing
why to this day,"
Major portion of Gen. Sarnoff's Gen. Sarnoff stated.
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drama. Gil Ralston produces,
Arthur Ripley directs and Rudy
Abel is production manager.

from 10-minute shorts to half-hour
documentaries and featurettes on
variety of subjects including travelogues of major European and
Eastern countries, and unusual
occupations and hobbies.
5
Production and Sales . . .
t
COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS,
Los Angeles, has signed Clyde
Beattytoforshoot
seriesat General
of 26 half-hour
films
Service
Studios, Hollywood. The adventure
stories will be filmed in color and
production schedule calls for 2 pictures weekly. Shirley Thomas, associate producer, produces the
Beatty Mutual network radio
series. George Blair directs and
storyley Farrar
tellerhasis been
Bill signed
Heath. to Stanplay
Mr. Beatty's friend in the series.

JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, to shoot America for Me,
television,
atrical, andspecial
commercial
film, thefor
Greyhound,
to
be
filmed
in
technicolor for theatrical and commercial
release and printed in black and
white for television. Half-hour film
planned for TV and commercial
release.
SARRA pleted a Inc.,
Chicago,
has spots
comnew series
of film
for Jules Montenier's (Stopette)
What's
Line? on CBS-TV.
minute Mycommercials
are keyedOneto
the show theme, and were supervised by Mrs. Florence Murdoch,
account executive at the Earle
Ludgin agency.
SIGHT-SOUND

TAPE

'53
NEW magneticReady
tape January
recording system that will take sight and sound
at the same time, now being developed by electronics division of
Bing Crosby Enterprises, will be
SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODUC- available commercially by January 1953 [B*T, Nov. 19].
TIONS, television
Hollywood, Electric
Theatre weekly
film series,
Frank Healey, executive director
begins Jan. 28 on 35 stations, spon- of the electronics division, while
sored by the local power companies
there still are some
in each of the areas. Contract calls admitting
"bugs" to be worked out, said demonstrations ofthe new process will
for 39 half-hour films with option
for 52. Each script is complete in be held in New York and Hollywood next June.
itself, varying from comedy to

Over 53 per cent of Utah's total population lives within the
KSL-TV coverage area . . . and it's growing fast having increased
almosto40 per cent in the past decade, as compared with the
national average of only 14.5 per cent. To deliver YOUR
advertising message to this rapidly — ._
expanding audience use ....
^ »
SAIT LAKE CITY, UTAH • REPRESENTED BY TELEVISION SPOT SALES • CBS • ABC • DUKONT
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Network TV
(Continued from page £6)
Theatre, sponsored by The Celanese confident anticipation of a further
Corp., and Pulitzer Prize Play- step up in business during the next
house, sponsored by Frigidaire 12 months, the DuMont Television
Division of General Motors Corp. Network is pressing a many
These quality programs captured faced program of development.
the imagination and tribute of the
"The growing cost-consciousness
public and critics as well. The
of sponsors and potencoming year will see the creation on thetial part
sponsors, the expressed authorof other programs of equal caliber.
itative questioning as to whether
TV is pricing itself out of reach of
"Television is at its triumphant enterprises
whose support is essenthreshold."
tial to its development comes as no
J. L. Van Volkenburg, President,
surprise to DuMont. From the first
CBS Television:
we have insisted that TV must sell
"I believe 1952 will see tele- competitively, that its cost per
vision operations assuming the thousand must be in line with the
proportions
main- cost of other mass media. So, durtain for thethey're
next likely
severalto years.
ing 1951, we have maintained our
Already we can clearly see that the policy
of featuring programs
"shakedown
cruise"
is
over,
and
low in cost, were capthat television is emerging as a which,able while
of
building
substantial, loyal
full-scale,
year-round, fully na- audiences.
tional medium.
"In fact, when we read about
"With tinental
the facilities
opening
transconnight time programs and
duringof 1951,
plus $100,000
the very substantial number
the indications that 1952 will see note
of
shows
for $25,000 to
a lifting of the freeze on new sta- $50,000 a calling
week in talent costs
tion construction, television be- alone, as well
as
$35,000
daytime
comes for the first time an advertising force that is able to make a offerings, we are proud of the fact
formidable competitive challenge that we have translated our 'low
of production' philosophy so
to other media. At this moment, cost
into this medium — and
the cost-per-thousand figures for effectively
achieved
such records for our sponCBS Television have already shown
the sharp downward trend that sors.
"We are confident that our recputs us squarely in the competiord in this area is largely respontive media picture. Already, there
sible for the increase of broadcastis abundant evidence that teleing revenues from approximately
vision can more than pay it way;
that its admittedly high costs can $6,000,000 last year to an anticiof broadcasting
be more than offset by its tre- revenuespatedfor$13,000,000
1951, and for the servmendous advertising effectiveness,
icing of 35 network accounts in 1951
and by its continually growing and as against
26 in the previous year.
almost incredibly
thusiastic audience. loyal and en"Weseveral
are currently
on
toeffecting
enhance plans
and
"The big news in 1951, in my support our fronts
ability to build audiview, covered two areas which we'll
e
n
c
e
s
a
t
low
cost.
see greatly expanded in '52: dayFacilities Expanding
time
and success,television's
which we growth
prophesied
last
In the first place, we are rushing
year, and the astonishing track work
on
major construction
record of summer television, which project,, theour new
DuMontcenter
multi-at
I believe none of us could have million dollar television
forecast so optimistically.
205 East 67th Street, Manhattan,
"The success of summer tele- as well as on new studio facilities
vision— the almost negligible drop for our Washington station,
in viewing, the record of many ad- WTTG (TV). The New York
vertisers who actually won larger project is being now expedited in
audiences at lower costs than ever the
hope that we may have the first
before — brings us to the realiza- of its five studios in operation by
tion that the old word "hiatus" early Spring, the rest by mid-year.
seems to be fading out of televi- Aside from localizing all of our
dictionary.
production, teletranitself insion's1951
as aTelevision
year-roundproved
sell- programming,
and engineering activiing medium; and I am convinced scription
ties under one roof, with its atthat 1952 will see many more adtendant efficiencies and economics,
vertisers remaining on the air this center will also embrace many
throughout the summer, either with 'in-built' money-saving production
their winter show or with a top- features, which will be reflected
flight substitution. For one thing immediately on program costs. . .
the 1951 season proved was that
"The growing attractiveness of
advertisers could not sell summer public
service programs emanating
viewers short — there were just too from the nation's capital, has dictated the wisdom of tripling
many of them!"
Chris J. Witting, Director and WTTG's space, and this construction project will give us two new
General Manager, DuMont Television Network:
and modern studios in Washington
during
the early spring.
"Encouraged
an 117%during
increase in broadcastby revenue
"The fresh and lively wit developed by the panel of midwesterners
1951 [including network and
owned-stations billings] and in in our Chicago program Down
Page 56 • December 24, 1951

You Go, has become increasingly
popular throughout the network,
brilliantly pointing up the potential for wide gramdiversification
in proing. We are now setting
up
a central division of the network,
primarily to realize more of that
potential in the Chicago area. . . .
"Similarly, the abundance of talenternandcitiesproducing
abilityYork,
in Eastoutside New
has
been exemplified by such programs
as Johns Hopkins Science Review,
produced by WAAM (TV) Baltimore, and winner of several more
awards and citations this year. To
take further advantage of such
affiliate resources [we plan] . . .
also to originate some programs in
studios being built by our Philadelphia affiliate, WFIL-TV. . .
New
Election' in the
"Television'sYork
performance
field
of
'electronic
journalism'
has
won it great applause during 1951
— given New York city a new president of City Council, in fact. With
a most significant national camup this
ium paign
will becomingcalled
on tofall,do thea jobmed-in
the history.
public service
second to none in
its
.
"Films tractivehave
atboth as proved
audiencehighly
builders
and revenue producers. We have,
therefore, just set up a department
whose purpose it will be to scour
not only Hollywood but world producing centers to sign the best
available footage of feature films
and to nativework
with the
mostgroup
imagi-of
and capable
of the
venturesome young organizations
producing exclusively for TV. This
production we will make available
to affiliates on an economical dependable basis. . .
"During 1951, DuMont, following its established policy of pioneering, took two moves to assure
top sports events on home screens.
Facing an organized effort on the
part of moving picture theatre
owners to wrap up major sports
events and limit their presentation
to theatre audience, the DuMont
Television Network, acting on its
own initiative, organized a group
of television receiver manufacturers to underwrite the Ezzard
Charles-Joe Walcott fight at Pittsburgh, establishing a pattern which
others have since sought to emulate and which DuMont itself plans
to utilize as the occasion warrants
in the future.
with theof NCAA
ban"So,on too,
the faced
telecasting
college
football this fall, DuMont, which
introduced this gridiron classic to
video with its coverage of the Notre Dame home schedules during
the last two seasons, fared forth
and introduced National Professional League football — then found
it drawing ratings, city for city, in
excess
of theL.college
. ."
Sylvester
Weaver,variety.
Jr., Vice
President in Charge of Television,
NBC:

THEATRE TV
Seek Exclusive Channel
EXCLUSIVE frequencies for the
atre TV are desired by the motion |et
picture
industry,
shared basis.
That not
point any
was made, (jj
by Motion Picture Assn
America,
Theatre
Owner
America and
National
Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee of
a joint comment filed with FCC jrf
last week on 20th Century-Fox
petition of last September to en
large
the 17].
theatre-TV ml
hearingissues
[B»T, inSept.
Agreeing with 20th Century thati
the FCC should consider, as one of
several alternatives, use of indus
trial radio service wavelengths foi
theatre TV, motion picture group;
stressed that: "Exclusive frequen
cies are necessary if a truly com- m
petitive,
nationwide
sion service
is to betheatre-televi-'
established. p.o\u
because of the inevitable expan
sion .and growth of the service
"It may not be possible, however
to offer to the public the full bene
fits of these achievements on
competitive, nationwide basis," the re
statement
channels ofdeclared,
sufficient"ifbandexclusiveft
widtr sd.
are not allocated to theatre tele

Arguing radio
againstservice
shared frequen
use o:
industrial
cies, the motion picture group sug^'-O
gested
the upCommission
lool'
vision."
into the that
setting
of an exclusive
theatre TV band as part of the in
dustrial radio service.
Theatre TV hearing is schedule
to begin Feb. 25.
isminds
Today,
the pattern
and but
dreams
of all of ofus th
NBC television is based on an eve
more exciting concept, "Tomori
"A year ends, another begins-^
another Tomorrow — so let me focu: $
your attention on the potential o
NBC
television
this ofimmediate
Tomorrow.
The inadvent
the pro
gram
Today willinkey1952.
the tenor
NBC television
With o
and row."
the other new morning net
work
nounced,programming
we will bringweto have
the puban
lie the initial concrete realizatioi
of the tremendous responsibilit
that is the burden of those of us
television — the stewardship of th
greatest
mechanism to influenc
men
isted. and mores that has ever ex
"At NBC we expect, through tb
presentation
of greatto entertain
ment for diversion,
keep ou ,
channel the hot channel which mosjjl
people
watch most
of the time, wit
our cultural
and information
nu
terial handled with skill and shov
manship. We will present the coi
stant procession of events, both p
litical and entertaining, wherei
the viewer will look out on his ow
world and see most of it withov
leaving his home.
"The anxious and fearful peric
ofthehistory
in whichthe wemenlive entruste
deserv<
from
"The title of our newest and with best
the
American
air.
The
best
greatest television venture for 1952
what we intend to deliver."
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TV Station
(Continued from page U6)
ions will be viewed by more people
iaH>han will vote in the November
u!,0!kections.
J" J On the West
Coast there
'lia'Tptimism.
A veteran
radio isandequal
TV
°|xecutive, Philip G. Lasky, KPIX
. °|TV) San Francisco, after observlll0t4jig that business in the area looks
M ood, added, "Television-wise, this
^M iarket is still growing, in view of
fo:i'jrie
that the set penetration
is
1E-Wiould
^j till fact
hovering
30%, and this
result inaround
greater
>cal advertisers.
KPIX interest
will haveby
'Mil operation its large, especiallyMoiuilt television studio plant, pro;- iding for the first time extensive
nd adequate live-production facil;roupMes for this community; this fac■i©r is expected to stimulate proram production."
Another fast-growing TV area is
Jbuquerque, according to George
ohnson, KOB-TV. He said the
larket is growing fast, with bank
learings
8% over in1950.
"Television advertising
Albuquerque
ontinues to attract and hold a
th|nore diverse list of accounts," he
luavdidded.
■k
width';
AENEFEE CASE
Record Kept Open
RECORD was kept open until Jan.
|oo|(ft,
for testimony
submission byof Henry
charijjjv
cter1952,
witness
V. Menefee, 24-year-old war vetran whose radio telephone and
tdule mateur radio license was revoked
y the FCC last May for allegedly
perating an unlicensed TV station
,ftdji Madisonville, Tex.
iii Mr. Menefee explained to Comr.
leorge E. Sterling, who heard the
ase in Houston two weeks ago
B«T, Nov. 26], that he had been
bid by the two principals in the
roposition that "everything had
een
taken tocareoperate
of" regarding
FCC
uthority
the booster
V station, 90 miles from Houston,
ihe booster was put into operation
icking up programs from KPRC'V inin Houston
in order to sell TV
tets
Madisonville.
Last September, the Federal
Irand Jury in Houston refused to
idict the three principals involved
-L.
W. Peayto and
H. Roberts,
l addition
Mr. J.Menefee.
Mr.
[enefee was the only one of the
iree
iction.over whom FCC had juris-

HOW
TIME

Lasky
Sholis
VOA TV SEEN
As New U. S. Venture
EXPANSION
of the StatewithDept.'s
broadcasting operations,
primary emphasis on TV services for
foreign countries, arose as a fresh
possibility last week.
While State Dept. authorities
declined comment on a report that
an autonomous television division
would formally be set up as a counterpart or branch of the Voice of
America, there were indications
that video operations will be accelerated in the forthcoming year.
The department's
motion picture
section
has been cooperating
with
the International Broadcasting Division on preparation of films and
kinescopes for distribution to those
nations overseas which maintain
TV operations.
A second straw in the wind is
the work which has been undertaken by Richard Hubbell, former
CBS executive
serving
sultant to IBD now
in New
York.as conMr.
Hubbell reportedly has been drawingtionup since
a blueprint
last spring.for a TV secUnder the coordinating unit authorized by Edward W. Barrett,
Assistant Secretary of State for
Public Affairs, members of both
IBD and IMP (International Motion Picture Division) have collaborated on film and kinescope
production. IMP prepares condensed film programs which may
be used on TV; IBD handles kinescope production. The points are
designed to combat communist
propaganda.
The project has been operating
on a limited basis thus far, but
there is hope that the films and
kinescopes eventually may be channeled into all European TV countries and South America, which already is receiving some output.

ertaif'
Theatre Video
Nielsen Set Survey
UPPORTING Foote, Cone & MORE than 50 motion picture
elding research showing heaviest theatres are now equipped or are
idio listeners to be first pur- being equipped with RCA theatre
lasers of TV sets [B*T, Dec. 17], TV systems, M. F. Bennett, sales
.. C. Nielsen Co. reports that a manager of RCA theatre equipaw study of homes in metropolitan
ment, said last week. During 1951
ceas showed that, before televi- RCA put its Model PT-100 instanon, 50% of the homes account
taneous system on a factory production schedule at Camden, while
>r 71% of the total radio listenig, with the other half responsible manufacture of the special highvoltage projection kinescope which
>r
29%. states,
Of the63%"heavy"
roup,onlyNielsen
have is the heart of the system was
night TV sets, while only 50% moved from the laboratory to RCA
' the "light" group have done so. tube plant at Lancaster, Pa.
ROADCASTING
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FILM PAY DISPUTE
SWG Plans to Act
FOLLOWING up complaints that
various producers are releasing for
theatrical showing films reportedly
made for television, Screen Writers
Guild last week announced it would
take action in securing adjustments in fees of its writers signed
by such producers.
Scales paid writers for television
films are considerably less than
those for theatrical films.
One producer, whose name was
withheld, will be called for a hearing before
the theSWGfirstgrievance
committee after
of the year.
SWG commented that it has all
facts needed for prosecution.
Failure of this producer or any
other ence
producer
to pay
the differbetween the
television
and
the theatrical film fee will be conin violation
SWG'sin basic
contractsidered and
will ofresult
such
producers
being put on the unfair
list.
Guild minimum for a half-hour
TV film show is $500; that for
writers of theatrical films costing
under $100,000 is $2,000.
On another front, SWG is still
marking time awaiting start of
contract
negotiationsFilmwithProducers.
the Alliance of Television
The guild has accused the progroup ofmight
stalling
and
hinted aducers'
strike
be used
against suade"
thethemproducers
to "perto meet with
the
guild [B«T, Dec. 17].

FLIES
It seems like only a matter of
months since WHEN television
began serving Central New
York. But, on December 1st,
day.
we celebrated our third birth-

AMAZING

HOW

TIME FLIES, ISN'T IT?
And speaking of how time
flies, that's exactly what's
happening at WHEN.
Choice time periods are flying
to progressive time buyers
using WHEN television,
o
WHEN is the only TV station
in Central New York with
complete studio and remote
facilities.
•
WHEN is now serving Syracuse
and Central New York with
outstanding programs from
•
morning 'til midnight,
seven4
FILM PRODUCERS
Pacts Effective Jan. 1 days a week.
CASTING aside concessions made
SEE YOUR NEAREST
earlier to television film producers.
KATZ AGENCY MAN
Screen Directors Guild last week
notified producers that as of Jan.
and say . . .
1 standard motion picture contracts
will go into effect. Later contract
calls for payment to directors of
$420 minimum per film. Assistant
directors would get completion of
WHEN
assignment pay plus vacation pay,
not received under present Setup.
TELEVISION
The guild previously requested
that TVtions withproducers
start next
negotia-30
them within
days on contract designed espeSYRACUSE
cially for TV films. Guild also is
drawingtractsupfor major
separateandtelevision
conindependent
CBS'ABODUMONT
motion picture producers.
Under concessions made over
OWNED BY THE
year ago directors of TV films are
permitted to make unlimited num- MEREDITH PUBLISHING CO.
mum. ber of films at $420 weekly miniDecember 24, 1951
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NAEB Releases
Los Angeles Surve

YESTERDAY
and
TODAY
in
Central Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday
On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today ....
there are

192,500
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6

telestatus
FCC
de with
television
coinciof
to ion
ED derat
TIMconsi
channel allocations, l the Nationa Broadtional Assn.has of Educa
casters released results of a
study of TV programming in Los
Angeles.
The study embraced programming of eight Los Angeles video
outlets May 23-29. A similar study
was made in New York last January [B»T, Jan. 29].
Advertising of all kinds, including both direct sales and background advertisements, occupied
19.3% of the total air time or almost one minute in five, the study
said. This excluded special event
reports of a Buena Park kidnapping, it was explained. Including
the special event time, total ad time
amounted to nearly 18% or one in
six minutes, the report stated.
"The different stations varied
substantially" the
as toreport
time devoted
commercials,
explained,to
with
one
station
"giving
26% of
its time to advertising as compared
to
other.approximately 14%" for anThe study said the "greatest proportion of time given to advertising was in the domestic-hours
[sign-on to 5 p.m.], closely followed by the adult-hours [7-11

p.m.]. Both of these periods devoted approximately one-fifth of
their time to advertising; the proone-fourthportion oiff domestic-hours
the Buena Park rises
broad-to
are excluded."
The castsstudy
disclosed that 26%
of the voted
total
program
was deto adult
dramatimeprograms.
In all,ableone-third
of
the
time
was devoted to drama, availmore
than 90% of which took the form
of motion
pictures
and
other
recorded material.
The next largest single portion
of the week was devoted to domestic programs (16%). This category included telecasts on cooking, shopping, personal care, variety program for housewives and
similar presentations.
News reports accounted for 12%
of the program time total, of which
an 8%cial portion
to spetelecasts bywastwodevoted
Los Angeles
stations in connection with the
Buena Park kidnapping which
shortly preceded the test week.
Children's programs and variety
programs
for general
each accounted
for 10%.audiences
Music
took 6% of the programming.
Entitled Study No. 2, the television monitoring survey was directed by Prof. Dallas
City W. Smythe,

(Report 195)
Institute of Communications Rt
search, U. of Illinois, and Pro
Angus Campbell, director, Surve
Research Center, U. of Michigai
Prof. Smythe is a former assii
tant chief accountant and chief
the economics and statistics branc
of FCC.
According to George E. Probs
chairman, Committee to Supervi
Monitoring
NAEBof
making theseStudies,
studies "the
because
interest in serving the entii
broadcasting industry, the FC
and the public by increasing tl
knowledge of current televisic
Other members of the commits
programming."
were listed as Richard Hull, dire
tor,
WOI-AM-FM-TV
Ames, WH
low;
Harold
McCarty, director,
Madison, Wis.; Parker Wheatle
general manager, WGBH (FIV
Boston,
NAEB President Se
mour N. and
Siegel.
WTVJ (TV) Issues
Rate Card No. 7
WTVJ (TV) Miami last week a
nounced Rate Card No. 7, effecti
Jan. 1. The new card reflects
9.1% increase in that the hour
time charge will be raised fro
$500 to $600, WTVJ added. 11,

December 24, 1951 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary—
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Sets in280,91,A
Louisville
12,100
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
116,i
(Mexico)Ames
108,)
WOI-TV WSB-TV WLTV
73,441 Matamoros
165,000
Atlanta
WAGA-TV,
Brownsville,
XELD-TV
WMCT
350,304
Memphis Tex. WTVJ
Baltimore
47,
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Miami
Binghamton
47,200 Milwaukee
93,1
WNBF-TV WBRC-TV
280,:
Birmingham
70,000 Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
48,:
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
WTTV
125,000
Bloomington WAFM-TV,
Nashville
WSM-TV
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
Boston
832,670
WNHC-TV
New
Haven
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
241,005
WBTV
New York
Orleans WDSU-TV
Charlotte
106,158 New
Chicago
212,1
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
1,027,738
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
WATV
108/72,.
Cincinnati
310,000
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
Newark
547,790
Cleveland
WEWS,
Norfolk City WTAR-TV
Columbus
191,000 Oklahoma
WBNS-TV,WNBK,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
109,
WKY-TV
98,
Omaha
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
145,412
DallasPhiladelphia
KMTV, WOW-TV
74,014 Pittsburgh
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
2,750,1
Davenport
Phoenix
WOC-TV
WDTV
E.
Moline
s
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.
KPHO-TV
970,1
Quad Citie WHIO-TV, WLWD
220,000 Providence
WTVR
Dayton
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WJAR-TV
Richmond
705,323
Erie
WICU
Rochester
80,379
145,412 Rock Island WHAM-TV
Ft.Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
WHBF-TV
342,:
Salt Lake
Quad CityCitie s KDYL-TV,
Include Davenport,
Grand
Rapids- WOOD-TV
160,413 San
Kalamazoo
KSL-TV Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline180,1
95,1
74,1
Antonio
Greensboro
89,138
San
Diego
WFMY-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
107,500 San Francisco KFMB-TV
59,1
Houston
KPRC-TV
64,1
KPIX, KRON-TV
87/
89/
119,!
HuntingtonAlbany-Troy KGO-TV,
Charleston WSAZ-TV
192,500
63,167 SchenectadyWRGB
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
SeattleLouis
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
KING-TV
46,000 St.
Johnstown
126,500
WJAC-TV
KSD-TV
187,!
Toledo
Syracuse
Kalamazoo160,413
Grand CityRapids WKZO-TV
WHEN, WSYR-TV
WSPD-TV
Kansas
170,457 Tulsa
WDAF-TV
KOTV
Utica-Rome
107,1
312,
WGAL-TV
Lancaster
WKTV
123,055
70,000 Washington
Wilmington
WJIM-TV
348,1
WMAL-TV,
KECA-TV,
WDEl-TV WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
127,1
KNXT, KTLA,KFI-TV,
KTTV KLAC-TV, KNBH
143,.
60,1
Total Markets on Air 64*
Stations o
Estimated Sets in Use 14,872,(|
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
267,'
area. Where coverage
Editor's
Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from televh
dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees,
overlapsetssetelectric
may f
and manufacturers.
incounts
all companl
areos
necessarily
approximate.Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total
City
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WMAR-TV
BALTIMORE
SAYS

FROM OLD ST. PAUL'S — Baltimore's Christmas tradition in Television has
come magnificent
to include themusic
famous
Old service
St. Paul's,
the heartfromof the
city.
The
and service
colorful from
worship
are intelevised
11 P.M.
to Midnight . . .
FROM THE BALTIMORE CATHEDRAL _ At Midnight, the Hour of the Advent,
the
changesas tothetheBasilica
Baltimore
Cathedral
— America's
Primalof Catholic
knownsceneformally
of the
Assumption
and Prince
Peace. See,
The
Solemn
Pontifical
High
Mass,
with
the
memorable
singing
of
the
St. Mary's
Seminarians, runs to its conclusion . . .
TWO
FULLY EQUIPPED
MOBILE
UNITS!
These
back-to-back
remotes
are
possible
only
through
WMAR-TV's
twin
mobile
units.
selfcontained, and can originate a telecast from almost any point within 25 miles of the city.EachThe isequipment includes five field cameras, three micro-wave transmitters and receivers, Zoomar and Reflectar
lenses, gasoline-driven power supplies, and associated necessary equipment.
IN MARYLAND
MOST
PEOPLE
WATCH

AR-TV*
WM
* CHANNEL 2 ★
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. new yokk • dbtkoit • Kansas city • san hancisco
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGiLBS ic TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA ■ IQADCASTINO SYSTEM
'ADCASTING
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TV Processing Hinges
FCC OUTLOOK
On Staff— Comr. Walker
By COMR. PAUL A. WALKER
Acting Chairman, FCC
AMERICAN radio has reason to be proud. Today there are 2,401 AM,
653 FM and 108 TV stations authorized to operate in the U. S., not to
mention about 1,500 other types of broadcast stations.
It has been estimated that there are more than 100 million AM, FM
and TV receivers in the hands of
during the early part of
the public, of which almost 15 mil- lifted
lion are TV re- 1952.
Following the lifting of the
ceivers.
will be a period alCommon carrier freeze, lowedthere
for the filing of new applimicrowave telecations. The speed with which
phone and video these TV applications are processed
relay facilities and
new stations authorized will
now operate on a depend mainly upon the supply of
coast-to-coast ba- manpower available to the Commissis. Applications
sion to meet its increasingly heavy
have been
load.
thorized or auare work
Obviously, additional personnel
will
be
required if the large number
such
for
g
Pen^n
Comr. Walker facilities on new
applications are to be handled
routes or to supplement existing of
promptly
and a sizable number of
routes totaling 27,500 channel new TV stations
are to be operatmiles, costing $32.4 million.
ing in the near future.
Certainly, no other country can
A recent development which
approachtronicthese
remarkable elec- holds promise for 1952 is the adopachievements.
tion by the NARTB of the TV proDespite all this, there still are
gramming code. This represents
vast areas of the country without a constructive
effort on the part
any TV or FM reception and where of industry to provide program
AM service is grossly inadequate. service that is more responsive to
It has been estimated roughly that the needs and wishes of the people.
22 million of our people are de- It is hoped that other cooperative
pendent upon nighttime sky wave efforts on the part of the industry
signals of clear channel stations and
the public will be made in 1952
for their only radio service.
raise the quality of broadcast
The Commission will continue to
service in the country.
to be concerned with the problem
Cites Defense Needs
of achieving maximum utilization
of AM and FM facilities to the
The
primary
concern of all in the
end that improved service to all
immediately ahead is that our
the people will be realized. It is days
defense
needs
be
promptly and
particularly important that none effectively. This met
will
require conof the gains achieved in the FM
certed
efforts
and
sacrifices
the
field be lost and that every effort part of the government, the onbroadbe made to give impetus to this
cast
industry
and
the
general
pubsuperior type of broadcasting.
lic. Obviously, more defense
During recent months the Com- weapons mittersmean
fewer new
and receivers.
But transin so
mission and its staff have been devoting agreat deal of energy and far as defense needs will permit,
time to the work of completing the we should strive cooperatively to
television assignment proceeding. extend and improve broadcasting
A sizable task force has been and operations to the end that we
is at present working diligently achieve "the larger and more efwith the Commission to the end
fective use of radio in the public
that the job may be soon completed and the television freeze interest."
1952 may well be one of the
PROTECT YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising fromMystery
Editorializing,
Speeches,
Newscasts,
Comment,
Plots, Gossipy
Announcement
Interviews.
USE CAUTION - LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
F or details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—
Kansas City, Mo.
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eventful years in the history of
radio and television. Certainly
greater demands than ever before
will be made upon them. With a
rapidly developing defense program, with national elections in the
offing and with a reasonable prospect of further development of
broadcastvision willfacilities,
be calledradio
upon andto teleplay
an increasingly greater and more
crucially
important part in the life
of the nation.

six hours beyond the usual netwo
schedule. Coverage started at 7:
p.m.
John Shafer
News when
With Douglas
Edwardson pt
gram switched to Walter Cronk
in Washington for reading of fii
names. A telephone interview w:
Mrs. William F. Dean, wife of t
captive
major program.
general, was carri
on the same
After another program intern
tion at 7:47 p.m., CBS TV cs
celled all regularly scheduled sho
and started coast-to-coast teleca
ing with names shown on screen
large-size type as they were
nounced. Scenes of the Pentag' ji
where name-checking was do
were shown from a special film
port
prepared
by Joe
the
See
Itin Now
series,Wershba
and
Cronkite
Washington
mapj J
locations
war
camps.of Korean prisoner
ABC-TV assigned Dorian
George and Bill Watson to man
their coverage, which became
tinuous from 11:30 p.m. until 2
p.m.
EST, when
the network
off after
telecasting
all sigr
nan
available at that point.
The DuMont Network broke ii
programs
to announcethroughout
all names asthetheyeveniwc wpe
released. Rather than show nan
on the screen, however, DuM
telecast filmed reaction shots.

POW Reports
(Continues from, page 30)
out theried byday.
carABC First
Radionames
on anwere8 p.m.
bulletin, shortly after they were
released, with subsequent reports
carried at 10 and 11 p.m. At midnight, the network gave over its
facilities to the listing and, after
a prayer by Dr. Charles Trexl of
the United Lutheran Church executive board, names were read until
they were all listed at 5:36 a.m.
Lists, flown by UN planes to
Tokyo, were relayed to ABC Radio
and TV news departments in New
York by wire.
NBC Radio attention was turned
to prisoners
of war
with theTuesday
regular Ray Sherer
broadcast
afternoon, when release of names
was expected to occur shortly.
Names from Tokyo were read upon
receipt,
were repeated
with BROKAW MOVES
additional andstations—
as soon as— veriReturns to Raymer-N.
fication had been established in RETURN
of Fred Brokaw to
Washington.
NBC listing
Radio atrebroadNew York office of the Paul
cast the complete
1 p.m. Raymer
Co.
as executive vice pre
Wednesday, after full checking had
dent in dir
been finished.
charge of all
Names Unchecked
announced 1
Decision
Mutual was
not tomade
broad-on
operations
week
by Paul1
cast specificby names
Raymer,
the basis that the names, originatdent of the pr<
ing from Communist sources, were
tion
represen
unchecked. Prisoners also were
tive company
listed without reference to state or
Mr. Brokaw
local community, initially, and, subdirected the m
sequently, inunordered manner that Mr. Brokaw
west and
made rialfor
poor
broadcasting
mate, it was felt. MBS spokesmen
Coastthe operate
of
compt
explained the third reason was that
errors in names or other mislead- for
thehispasthome25 years,
diedMoE ;®[
17
at
in
Upper
ing information would only raise
false hopes
the families
in- mains
general Gar
manager
of :i
Packard
volved. MBSfor
newscasters
notified
Vice asPresident
office.
listeners of up-to-the-minute prog- Chicago
Mr.
Brokaw
joined
the
Rayr
ress in the listing and covered all
in 1933 and beca
general news points without actu- aorganization
partner a short time later.
ally naming prisoners. Affiliated
stations were provided with specific information immediately after James J. Van Dyk
it was available, however, so opera- JAMES J. VAN DYK, 56, a
tors there could answer questions for the past 25 years, died J
phoned in locally.
17 at his home in Upper M
NBC Television contacted 43 af- clair, N. J. He had been on lc
filiates who cleared their schedules tion earlier in day in Connect
and were open for listing from 11 where he was playing an Am
can consul in Philco Playhoi
p.m. EST
on, giving
literally
na- film
version of the Robert Vogt
tional coverage
to prisoner
reports
in Hungary. A
until signoff at 5:10 a.m. News- imprisonment
eran
of the stage, films, radio,
man Ed Schneider and mobile TV TV, Mr.
Dyk had made
units were stationed in the Penta- pearances Van
on Armstrong Circle
gondiate
news room
to
provide
immeannouncements once names Chevrolet
Theatres,and the
StudiodrsRcll"fl
inMontgomery
TV and inshow,
such radio
were officially released.
Attorney.
Gangbusters and Mr. Dist f
CBS TV extended signoff time as
BROADCASTING
• Telecast

Total Exceeds $13,000,000

TV-RADIO
GOVERNMENT
production author-BUIL
ects are DING
a repetition of dollar evalities last week issued a compilation
uations reported on 1951 fourth
of grants, denials and exemptions quarter lists, though the new list
covering over $13 million worth of reflects decisions governing the
radio-TV construction or remodel- new quarter.
DuMont was allotted controlled
^ ingRadio-TV
projects. broadcasters fared
materials (steel, copper and aluminum) for a TV studio project at
well in total dollar value of projects for which they sought materi- WABD (TV) (New York) costing
als for the first quarter of 1952. $1,750,000. The company had been
But the denials far exceed the rejected in a similar bid for authoration in the present quarter [B»
grants in point of individual appli- T, Oct. iz15].
cants,
pointing
up
the
government's
WCAU
Inc. alterations
was given onpermisoft-repeated warning that construcsion to make
both
tion would tighten with the advent
radio
and
television
equipment,
of the new year.
at
point
of
transmitProjects valued at $9,820,000 presumably
ters. Location was Lower Marion
drew good tidings for three major
Township and amount of project
applicants — Allen B. DuMont Labs, was
placed at $2,740,000.
New York; WCAU Inc. (WCAUCBSter allocation
was assured
of a first-quarAM-FM-TV Philadelphia, Pa.),
to continue
work on
and CBS Television in Hollywood,
Calif.
its $5,330,000 Gilmore Stadium TV
studios,
which
also
received
fourthRejections amounted to $3,164,materials. Applicant is
414 for upwards of 15 radio-TV quarter
Vine
St.
Realty
Corp.,
Los
Angeles.
petitioners, while another $130,500
was recorded for NBC Inc., exNBC Is Exempted
empted from construction filing on
Exempted from NPA jurisdicone of a series of bids.
on projects was NBC Inc.,
The list was issued by the Na- which tionhad
permission to
tional Production Authority on the remodel radiosought
and video facilities
basis of decisions reached by its in New York and
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Construction Controls Division.
estimated value was $130,They reflect actions taken through Total
500
comprising
sums
of $92,000,
Nov. 30 for materials to be allotted
and $8,500.
rfl during the January- April period of $30,000
NBC was turned down, however,
1952. In some instances, the proj- on two other TV projects for the
same cities for amounts totaling
$190,000, and for a $67,000 Hollywood studio project (see adjoinCUBAN VIDEO
ing story). NBC-TV had received
during the fourth quarter
Network Operation Nears approval
allotments covering TV studio
FIRST TV network in Latin Amer- for
and
film
projection
in New
ica will be inaugurated next month, York and Chicago.projects
Network had
when Goar Mestre's Circuito CMQ received materials on construction
S.network
A. begins
feeding a five-station changes evaluated at $275,000,
in Cuba.
$108,000 and $229,000 [B«Network will consist of CMQ- T,$40,000,
Sept. 24].
TV Havana, and Mestre-owned
Permission to draw quotas of
stations in Matanzas, Santa Clara,
damaguey, Santiago de Cuba. The
Matanzas station will rebroadcast CBS FILM SALE
Havana originations, but the other
Series for Sao Paulo
stations will be fed via kinescopes.
TELEVISION Syndicated
Already completed are the Havana CBS
Sales last week announced its first
ind Camaguey stations. By the foreign
sale of Holiday in Paris,
;nd of December the Matanzas and
series of 13 half-hour TV musicalSanta Clara stations will be opera- variety
starring Dolores
tive. The Santiago de Cuba sta- Gray. Fredfilms
J. Mahlstedt, manager
ion will be in operation by the of
CBS-TV
Syndicated
Sales, said
?nd of January.
Cost of the stations will be over the series was sold to Radio-Televisao
Paulista
whose
new
TV sta!2 million; network operations will
tion in Sao Paulo, Brazil, is slated
idd $iy2 million to this sum.
to
stage
its
official
opening
on Dec.
Details of the five stations are
24 with the first program in the
ts follows:
Holiday
in
Paris
series
as
one of
Havana — Channel 6, 20.5 kw raliated power, 385 ft. antenna height the inaugural features.
CBS distribution operations were
bove sea level, RCA transmitter.
Matanzas — Channel 9, 3.4 kw ra- commenced approximately a year
iated power, 760 ft. antenna height and a half ago as part of RaHio
bove sea level, DuMont transmitter. Sales functions and more recently,
Santa Clara — Channel 7, 19 kw rathe separation of radio and
iated power, 1,020 ft. antenna height since
TV, as part of CBS Radio Spot
bove sea level, GE transmitter.
Sales.
It is expected, however, that
Camaguey — Channel 6, 2.5 kw rafirst of the year a comiated power, 650 ft. antenna height after thepletely
independent unit will be
bove sea level, DuMont transmitter. established within
the television
Santiago de Cuba — Channel 2, 16:5 division to handle these
operations.
w radiated power, 1,760 ft. antenna
eight above sea level, GE transmit- unit
Exact has"name
to be decided.
given the new
not been
ROADCASTING
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materials
for first-quarter
construction also was
withheld from
ABC,
both in New York and San Francisco, for "administrative offices"
and ly."radio-TV
studios,"wasrespectiveValue of projects
$600,000
in each case. The network had received materials for San Francisco
this past quarter.
List of denials for radio-TV
cases, complete with applicant, station, location, project description
and estimated value, follows:
• WHEC Inc. (WHEC Rochester,
N. • Y.),
8419,023.
Clark"broadcasting
Associates station,"
Inc. (WNBF-TV
Binghamton,
N. Y.), "office and TV
studios,"
$300,000.
• RockFeldman
City Broadcasters
— M. Falls,
R. &
Arthur
— WLFH, Little
N. • Y.,Eastern
"radio station,"
Radio 511,000.
Corp., (WHUM
NBC

TV CENTER
Sees January Start
WITH building
materials clearancepermit
from and
National
Production Authority in Washington expected by mid-January, NBC
will break ground for its proposed
new West Coast $25 million radioTV center in Burbank, Calif., late
next month, according to present
NBC has earmarked around $2
plans.
million for the first unit of the
projectmedawhich
will front
and California
Sts.,onit Alawas
said.

What's

Reading,mental TPa.)
— applicant
V station
filed withforFCCexperiAug.
15, 1951 near
"TV Summit,
station tower,"
(to be
located
S125.000.
(Eastern had received Pa.),
materials
for
fourth
quarter. Also is applicant for
commercial
Channel 5.) TV station in Reading on
Standard
Co.• Jefferson
(WBT-AM-FM
WBTV Broadcasting
(TV) Charlot e, N. C), "addition to radio station,"
S145.515.
• Review Publishing Co. (WFAH
(FM) Alliance, Ohio), "radio towers,"
550,000.
• The Journal
( WTMJ-AM-TV
Milwaukee,
Wis.), Co.
TV tower.
S307.936.
• Desert Television Co., Las Vegas.
Nev. (applicant
new commercial
TV
station,
filed withfor FCC
April 10, 1951.
on Channel
tion," $173,940.13 in Las Vegas), "TV staNPA also denied material allotments for an applicant described as
"Rockefeller Center Inc., New
York," which was earmarked for
"remodeling
of TV station."
Estimates were $85,000
and $90,000.
Theatre TV apparently arose in
the form of a bid denied RKO Keith
Orpheum Theatres Inc., New York,
for steel, copper and aluminum.
Firm had applied for materials.
for a "TV
but
it($135,000)
was presumed
that station"
the project
involved installation of equipment
for theatre telecasts.
A similar doubt was posed by a.
request from Anco Enterprises
Inc., New York, for a project of
costinging of $21,000
the wircertain involving
equipment.
was exempted.
The project Anco
was
described as "television broadcasting." FCC's Television License
Section reported no record of a
commercial or experimental TV applicant or licensee so named.

he looking

at?

Frank Coulter, Young & Rubicam, is looking
at figures on how much was spent last year by
a cigarette manufacturer . . .
OR, he is looking at your advertisement in the
BROADCASTING Yearbook.
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TABLE III
GROSS
RADIOANDNETWORK
TIME SALES 1951
BY PRODUCT
OCTOBER
JANUARY-OCTOBER,
COMPAREDGROUPS
TO 1950FOR
1950
1951
Jan.-Oct
October
October
Product
Group
Jan.-Oct.
Jan.-Oct.
October
58,278 $ 840,703 Insurance
289,355
220,231 2,374,932
540,402
Agriculture & Farm-$
542,993
Apparel,
Goods &Optical
Cameras
197,248 1,178,901 Jewelry,
& Access.Footwear
Office
Equip.,
Automotive,
Auto.
Stationery
4,255,376
ing SuppliesWrit-& 64,608
338,818
3,490,103
70,932 1,1 22,52*
& Access.
BeerEquip& Wine
121,255
Political
202,072
15,860 626,597
147,861
255,710
Bldg. Materials,
109,326 2,165,174
Publishing
&Sets,
Media 28,094
29,00$
118,067 2,838,427
1,171,577
Radios,
TV
1,103,246
Phonographs,
Equip
&
Fixtures
Confectionery
&
423,004
5,363,025
Soft
Drinks
MusicalStores
ments Instru& Access.
Consumer Services
190,037 1,580,105 Retail
Drugs
& Remedies
948
Direct by Mail&
2,119,147
Entertainment
&
29,234
20,263,449 Smoking
Amusements
1,080
Materials
1,854,811 16,975,255 1,853,026
Foods
Soaps,
Cleansers & 1,630,888
Toys
Polishers
Prods.& Food
14,971,029
1,876,550 18,910,59*
5,723
17,082,25(
35,446,392
37,086,543
5,619 Sporting Goods &
Gasoline,cants & LubriOther
Toiletries
&
Toilet
Fuels
459,279
4,764,823
136,625 21,837,619
Goods
Horticulture
Transportation,
Household Equip. & 8,557
96,451
21,244,101
Travel & Resorts
735,01 :
Miscellaneous
361,902
2,473,002
213,526
2,673,511
Supplies
,032,156 $16,153,627 $151,875,34
ings
4,132,531
Household FurnishTotal
29,61'
$14,970,355
$145,745,097
4,303,87:
84,431
805,090
414,721
Industrial Materials 215,323 1 ,728,020
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
,769,477
'52 Set Production LEE DEATH
Refuse to Reopen Case
RTMA
Seen
Below
'51
POLICE
have refused to re-oper
By GLEN McDANIEL
an investigation into the death
President, Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn.
Thomas
S. (Tommy)
Lee, heiranctc1
late Don
Lee broadcasting
THE YEAR 1951 was one of peaks and valleys for radio-television man- the
distribution fortune
ufacturers, but the industry emerged stronger and more stable than at automobile
the end of 1950 when a whirlwind of scare buying followed the outbreak despite evidence offered by Ha
Craig, Honolulu automobile distrib
of Wethe can
Korean
utor and longtime friend, that
face War.
the new year with ★
1951 byures the
year's
end. These
represent
a decline
from figthe may not have been an accident
more
optimism
7.4 million TV sets and 14.6 mil- suicide.
and confidence
Big Brother Citations
lion radios manufactured in 1950,
than we could a
Mr. Lee jumped or fell to hi; jg
BIG Brothers of America, volun- year ago because
death from the 12th floor of a Lo;
but meanwhile
the equipment
industry's outtary agency for prevention and the national reput of electronic
for Angeles „ building on January. 13
the armed services has more than 1950, leaving a $12,500,000 estate 2;
correction of delinquency among
armament prodoubled. Radio production this
boys, last week announced that
gram
now
apreportedly
merit citations would be awarded
year breaks down roughly into 6.7 as Mr.
pears inremoval
sharper
one Craig,
of several
heirs mentionec
in a 194
million
home sets, 4.5 million auto "missing
focus
and
to eight radio and advertising
will"
[B*T,
19]
receivers, and 1.3 million portables. mid-December asked thatNov.police
executives for service on the organ- of the roadre
Value-wise,
at
the
manufacturb
l
o
c
k
s
t
o
expanopen
the
case
and
investigate
public relations
of television Mr. McDaniel
er level, set production in 1951 will death as a possible murder tho:
committee.ization'sThose
cited are:advisory into asion nationwide
approximate $1.25 billion as com- grounds that Mr. Lee told member;
Harry A. Batten, board chairman of service appears imminent.
pared with about $1.7 billion in of his family that someone
N.
W. Ayer
Son; Thomas
D'arcy&
Brophy,
board &chairman
of Kenyon
military production durThe
year
1952
will
be
another
Eckhardt; H. L. McClinton, of Calkins period of limited civilian produc- 1950.ing But
the
same periods rose from trying to kill him.
&Donald
Holden,W. Carlock-McClinton
&
Smith;
$500
million
to more than $1 biltion
due
chiefly
to
material
shortThornbaugh, president of
lion, according to recent estimates. ANG-WQXR PACT
ages, but a higher tempo of deWCAU-AM-FM-TV
Philadelphia;
Jerry
liveries ofmilitary electronic equipMore Shortages Seen
Crowley, advertising and promotion
ment should step up employment
Guild Given Jurisdiction
manager of Metropolitan Life Insurance and absorb
As to probable set production in
much of the idle plant 1952,
Co.; Norman W. Geare, president of
was described as the firs *!
all authorities agree that ma- WHAT
Geare-Marston Inc.; Al Paul Lefton, capacity that plagued the industry
terial shortages will hold down the contract between American News
of Al Paul Lefton Co., and Philip in mid-1951.
paper Guild of New York, Loca
Klein of Philip Klein Adv. Agency Inc.
Present
indications
are
that
industry's
output
even
below
that
Big Brother Week has been set for
Mr. Edmund T. Morris 3 (CIO), and a radio station ha;
million television re- of 1951.
Jan. 6-13, and its support by advertisers about 5.25
signed with WQXR New York
director of the NPA Electronics been
ceivers and more than 12.5 million Jr.,
and media has the approval of the radios will
Division,
has
estimated TV set it was announced Friday.
have
been
produced
in
Advertising Council.
production in 1952 at between four
Signed under constitution^
and five million units. RTMA di- clause which gives ANG jurisdic
rectors, in an informal poll in No- tion in radio station where new;
broadcast, pact covers 14 montl
vember, "guess-estimated"
that isperiod
from Nov. 1 through nex
about 4.4 million
television receivimmediate revenue produced
ers
and
10.9
million
radios
will
be
year
and assures workers sue!
with regional promotion
turned out next year unless the things as a substantial wage in
crease now and further increase;
materials situation worsens.
campaigns
later, subject to Wage Stabiliza
Barring an all-out war, there is tion
Board approval; 35-hour
every reason for the radio-tele- two-week
experienced sales
23 years of
increasedweekt<
vision industry to look forward to three after vacation
personnel will sell community
five
years
service; n< It
service to the
a productive year in 1952.
programs throughout
dismissal
exceptContract
for justprovides
and sufti1
The radio-television industry has cient
cause.
your coverage area
broadcasting industry
made vast strides during the past $120 top minimum for continuitj
decade and is now one of our fore- and commercial copy writers. AN(
most industries, both in peace and has some members at WMCA Nev
HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company
war, but it has an even greater fu- York, according to Anthony Stel i •
ture. All of us who are a part of who negotiated contract witt <
66 ACACIA DRIVE
WQXR, forbut theno former
contract station
has beerj
this great industry can feel proud drawn
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
of its past achievements and look yet. The
union
lost
employes
forward with confidence to the vote at CBS last year when organ
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, G.
izing drive was held there.
years ahead.
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October Gross
(Continued from page 25)
the largest users of radio network
time in October, with toiletry advertising second, tobacco products
third, drugs fourth and soaps and
polishes fifth (Table III). For the
10-month January-through-October
period, the top five, in descending
order, were foods, toiletries, drugs,
smoking materials and soaps and
polishes. Same five were also the
leaders in October 1950 and for
January-October 1950, with foods
consistently
and toiletries
ond and somefirst
variation
in ordersec-of
the other three classes.
General Foods Corp., New York,
moving its thrice weekly sponsorship of The Bert Parks Show from
NBC-TV to twice weekly on CBSTelevision. 3:30-4 p.m., effective
Jan. 14, although the program will
be aired Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. General Foods for its
Jell-O, Swans Down cake mixes
arid Birdseye Frozen Foods will
underwrite the latter two days,
Wednesday and Friday. The Monday portion of the show will be
available to a new sponsor. Young
& Rubicam, New York, is agency
for General Foods.

ing

RELIGIOUS SHOWS
KRON-TV San Francisco, The
Holy
Sun. 12-12:30
StationHour,
furnishes
facilities noon.
and
proirams m\
production talent for programs to
m
be handled alternately by three
major faiths— Catholic, Protestant
and Jewish. Programs will feature
premiums
music
from various
churchesbyin choirs
area, religious
poetry,
INSIDE DOPE
NEW PROMOTION
news, dramatic sketches and disProduction arrangements
WEMP Milwaukee, during Free- KCBS San Francisco, used high- are directedcussions.
by the Bay Area Coundom Week broadcast interviews listener ratings during recent local
cil
of
Churches,
the San Francisco
with four escaped Russian refu- elections to plug station in arty Theological Seminary
and the
gees. The four revealed secrets of cardboard folder to trade. Frontis- Northern California Council
of
Rabbis.
life behind the Iron Curtain. Newspiece carries reproduction of preelection ad of station describing
1 SAFETY DRIVE
man Don O'Connor introduced pro- arrangements
for election coverage,
gram and handled narration.
H] WMTR
N. J., for
has aired
urging listeners to stay tuned to Further ideas or samples of the
appeals Morristown,
for safe driving
some
KCBS
and
the
pronouncement: promotion items mentioned on this
si Ltime, but Program Director Bob ONE MILLION
"And they did." Inside copy gives page
are available by writing to
sffVesel thought they lacked human
WMCA
New
York
prepared
comparative statistics on listeners the individual companies.
'^interest.
When touring
a grouptheof studios
school
children were
last week to interrupt schedcaptured by network and independent stations. Figures show KCBS
-*-one day, he decided to try the same
uled programs the day that
. traffic messages — to be recorded by
had twice as many listeners as the TOURIST BUDGET
the
National
Safety
Council
: children's voices. Accordingly,
averageworksfor
the than
three three
other times
netRadio to Receive 121/2%
announced the millionth traf0KF'when children now appear in the
and more
•rf studios, he makes his recordings,
fic
fatality
—
expected
to
have
as
many
as
the
independents.
WASHINGTON
• ;f which are aired two or three times
been Friday — for a series of
luring advertising State's
will puttouristabout
n daily during station breaks: "My
12y2%.
of
the
$70,000
budget for
Operation Accident broadis Jimmy
I live in
1952
into
radio,
Broadcasting
casts. Intended to emphasize
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
-vL-Ej.aame
Morristown.
PleaseSmith.
drive carefully,
Telecasting learned last week.•
the need for compulsory hightve love our parents."
KFI Los Angeles will present Agency handling the account of the
way compensation to protect
State Advertising Commission is
Christmas
to station's
accident victims and their
tional and gifts
local spot
accounts na-in Mac Wilkins, Cole & Weber, Seattle.
STATION REMINDER
Radio plans call for concentrated
the form of free announcements.
families, the broadcasts were
iVWDC Washington, distributing
campaigns on 22 stations in
prepared on records some
Ray Lewis will combine the an- 20spotmarkets
five western states,
Large cards to radio repair shops
nouncements with recorded Christ- the agency indisclosed.
weeks ago and feature statej md auto radio installers. Cards
Theme, as
mas music.
ments
by
WMCA
President
j -emindting workers
"When
you're
setin
past
years,
will
be
Cool,
push buttons . . . remember
Nathan Straus. Station feaIt's Green, It's Great in "It's
Washing|.;hese are the big four [stations]
t
u
r
e
d
a
series
of
accident
proSALES
LETTER
Schedules will be set for the
C." This
followed with list
grams last spring, titled The
)fn D.stations
and isfrequencies.
ton State."
and summer months.
WCBS-TV New York, sending ad-, spring
Killers, in which license numState
Advertising Commission
vertisers letter giving latest data
bers of traffic violators were
recently
reported that during 1949
on
TV
homes
reached
by
station
iADIO IN DETROIT
and
1950,
first years the paid
broadcast with on-the-scene
using new antenna on top of Em- advertising theprogram
was in effect,
interviews of accident vicVWJ-AM-FM Detroit, sending out
pire
State
Building.
Piece
signed
there were 4,400,000 visitors to the
tims.
\ olorful promotion booklet to trade
by G. Richard Swift, WCBS-TV state, spending a total of $246,' Ibout
ind advertisers
entitled Booklet
"What
general manager, cites figures of 000,000, of which $9,700,000 repreRadio in Detroit?"
GOLF LESSONS
sented gasoline, sales and admiswatching. of New York on homes
>oses prime question, "Is WWJ KGO-TV San Francisco, Golf Telepulse
sion taxes.
ime worth the price?" with three
Made
Easy,
Fri.
8:45-9
p.m.,
sponecondary question, "1. What is the
iictiffcnarket reached by radio in Detroit
sored by Robert S. Atkins (clothoday? 2. How far has TV cut
ing store) . New innovation on
nto the radio market? Has it program
is use of phosphorescent
urt the effectiveness of radio
studio to illusertising? 3. Will radio advertis- paint intrate darkened
correct body movements in
ng in Detroit continue to be
swing. Phosphoreood investment?" Then taking a goodscencegolf
outlines golf ball, club and
nto account factors of growth in
opulation, television circulation, essential body-joints of demon- I'liH'Ll
strator to emphasize important
stening habits, program policies,
ooklet proceeds in flashy red and features of swing. Ultra-violet
lights
are
used in darkened studio
ellow for 24 pages to answer the
uestions. Booklet concludes that to bring out necessary lights, speare used on cameras.
WWJ ... is the biggest bargain Idea cialis filters
based on use of black and
WELLES
i Detroit broadcasting."
white striped clothes used by Bobby
Jones in making golf instruction
movie in 1932.
AVORITE STATION
IS
BACK!
t^OAI San Antonio, Tex., placed PUBLIC SERVICE FEATURE
rst recently in poll asking, "What
i your favorite radio station?" KDYL Salt Lake City, Meet Your
orty-one out of 52 families named Governor, 6 to 6:15 p.m., Fri., unrehearsed question and answer
TOAI as their favorite in a "read•ship study conducted for the An- commentary featuring Utah Gov.
52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
l Herald, a county seat weekly J. Bracken Lee and Arthur Richiwspaper located in Hondo, Texas,
ardson, KDYL news analyst. Each I famous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition. ]
id released in booklet titled, week the governor discussed the
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 West 57th Street, New York
latest happenings.
Vhat Our Readers Think".
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TOP VALUES
KSL Salt Lake City, has provided
those who are "exploring advertisvalues in oftheitsMountain-West"
with ingcopies
Broadcasting
Yearbook ad, which gives the outlet's coverage, ratings, network,
merchandising, and prestige. Mountain-sized cal letters are crawling
with Alpinists, each roped to another, to illustrate the moral:
"You'll find it [KSL] measures up
j^ ,buy
as —thein biggest
value — America."
your best
Intermountain

Repeal of 'Gag' Orde
Is Target For '52
By JIM BORMANN
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSN. OF RADIO FARM DIRECTORS
RADIO news in America felt the impact of two major forces durin
1951 — one was technical; the other political. Both monopolized the atten
tion of radio newsmen at the Chicago convention of the NARND, No\
12-14.
First major development was the
REFUNL
arrival of television as a seriously MAY SEEKS
On '42-'45
Taxel t
competitive
medium in the news MAY Broadcasting Co., whicj
field during 1951. owns and operates KMA Shenan
The second was doah, Iowa, petitioned a federa
an awakening on court judge in Des Moines Mon
for a refund of almost $40,00)
the partmen ofeverywhere
news- day tax
money from the govern
to the urgent need in
ment.
May contends the amount of
to defend
radio's
right
to freedom
come tax was "injust, illegal an
of information.
It $7
Extension o f collectedoferroneously".
$5,466.70 for 1942,
Mr. Bormann network televi- refunds
for 1943, $15,819.95 for 194
sion from coast to 770.04
coast during the year and success- and $10,271.33 for 1945, totallin
ful coverage by TV of several out- $39,328.02.
The first witness for May Broac PJ
standing news events stimulated
was its secretary-treasure:
video's advance into the field of casting
R. H. Sawyer,
discussed
news. Because of this new com- transfer
KMAwho from
the Math
petition, radio news coverage was Feed and of Nursery
Co. to
intensified. Evidence of this healthy Broadcasting
Co. in 1939. He est%u
improvement in news coverage by mated the station
was worth
radio and television came into
clear focus at the convention. Over least
$500,000"
in 1949.partner
Ray
V.
Hamilton,
40 top flight entries (a record Blackburn-Hamilton Co., radio an
number) were submitted in the television station broker, said
NARND award competition, and his testimony that May Broadcast
judges triesdeclared
competing
en- ing today is worth between
better thanthe ever.
At the
$2% million because of it
convention itself, talk of news and
of KMTV (TV) Omah S
problems engendered by television ownership
as
well
as KMA. In 1937, he sai<
dominated the convention sessions. the station
was evaluated at $300
Newsmen already working in TV
to $325,000. He appeared a
were no more pre-occupied by these an000 expert
witness.
problems than were those who are
Paul A. Loyet, vice presider
competing with video.
resident manager of Centr;
President Truman's order re- and
Broadcasting
Co., licensee of WH
stricting the release of information Des Moines, outlined
how Centr; • ;
by government bureaus focused Broadcasting bought 25%
interei
NARND's attention on the re- in May Broadcasting in 1939
f<
sponsibility of newsmen everywhment
ere to safeguard
news
of
governTestimony was concluded la
from needless censorship. $100,000.
NARND President Ben Chatfield Monday night. The governmei
joined with leaders in other news has until Jan. 26 to file its brief
organizations to protest the clos- file
answerMaybefore
Feb. 1. wi j~
Broadcasting
ing of news channels — except when afteran which
national security was genuinely endangered. Press and radio closed
ranks in a common cause to guarantee the integrity of news and to
(TV) MOVE
safeguard its accessibility to the KSFO, KPIX
Planned Next Mon
At year's end, the executive or- PHILIP G. LASKY, vice preside!
public.
and general manager of KSFO ail
is stillrepeal
in force,
fightder for
has but
only NARND's
begun.
KPIX(TV) San Francisco, ai
nounced last week that the twl
stations are prepared to move inl
WEAM News Policy
their new quarters next monti
operation will move Jal
INTENSIVE news coverage will The radio
7 and the television facilitil
be maintained by WEAM Ar- uary
will
be
moved
January 21, he sail
lington, Va., under a new proThe new headquarters, a mode ji|
gram policy
effective
with
appointment of Charles Warren, three-story building constructed
former MBS White House corre- Van Ness Ave. and Greenwich I
spondent, as news director of the at a cost of about three-quarte
station. Daily program will be of a million dollars, took a year
broadcast at 12:45 p.m. direct build. Stations presently are
from Capitol Hill as well as Con- an annex building to the Mark He
gressional roundup at 5:45 p.m. kins Hotel atop Nob Hill in S
Other news features are planned. Francisco.
BROADCASTING
• Telecast! :i]
NARND

air-casters

productiond,manHARRY agerBUBECK,
NBC Radioprogram
Hollywoo appointed
director for
network'sceedswestern
division.
sucHOMER CANFIELD, Henamed
producer of television version of NBC
Bubeck's postwhoto
beRadio's
filledDragnet.
by KARELMr. PEARSON
will also supervisor.
continue as program operations
ALVIN G. FLANAGAN, program manager KECA-TV Los Angeles, named
program director KECA-TV. CECIL
BARKER, ABC's western division TV
directortion, ofcontinues
programming
and producin same capacity.
DAVE MANN named to announcing
staff WAGE Syracuse. He was with
WLYN Lynn, Mass.
DON BLAIR, staff announcer WBREAM-FM Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to WJLSAM-FM Beckley, W. Va., in same
capacity.
BILL GORDON, disc jockey WHK
Cleveland, voted "Cleveland's favorite
disc jockey"
Cleveland Plain Dealer
radio
and TV inpoll.
MARY LILLY named copywriter
WTMA Charleston, S. C. RED
MUNRO named morning man and
disc jockey WTMA. He was with
WCOG Greensboro, N. C.
DICK SHERBAHN named to announcing staff WLAN Lancaster, Pa. He
was with WGAL Lancaster.

THE
MIDWEST
ADDRESS
OF
CBS

WNAX
570
YANKTON — SIOUX CITY
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TED McKAY program director WMON
Montgomery, W. Va., named promoW. Va. tion manager WKNA Charleston,
TOM
emcee NBC
Talent GEORGE,
Search, Country
Style, Radio's
named
chairman of radio division for Franklin
Freedom Fair, planned to celebrate
patriot's
in 1956. 250th birthdate anniversary
DAVE BOGARD, promotion department KGO-AM-TV San Francisco, to
Space Patrol, L. A., sales department.
MARK LANGSBURGH Jr., promotion
and
merchandising
manager KLACTV Hollywood
married
Dec. 15. and Joyce Oldham,
JACK
star elected
KNXColumbiaOWENS,
Pacificsinging
Network,
president of Southern California
Youth Swimming Association.
JOHN BAIRD, director of public afAngeles,Sevilla
to beLee.marriedfairsFeb.KMPS9 toLos Norma
MARGARET
JANE BACHINGER
Lamb & Keen, Phila., named to program staff WIP Philadelphia.
FRANK
CASON, TVproducer
WSB-TV
Atlanta, named
traffic manager.
He will also continue his present
duties. HARL HOCKEBORN, projection room director, named producer-director. TAYLOR LUMPKIN,
prop department, named to production
staff.
Miss ARDYCE PFANSTIEL, promotion and publicity director KSIX
Corpus Christi, Tex., named promotion tonio.
director
KEYL (TV)
AnShe succeeds
Miss San
GERRY
FISHER, resigned.
A/aw& • • •
LARRY FINLEY, news director
WEEK Peoria, 111., to KCMO Kansas
City, Mo.
CHARLES F. HARRISON, news director WHBF and production supervisor WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.,
named director of news operations
WING Dayton, WIZE Springfield, and
WCOL Columbus, Ohio.
LES MAWHINNEY, West Coast director of news Mutual-Don Lee,
elected 1952 president of Los Angeles Astronomical Society.
New WLW Transmitter
R. J. ROCKWELL, vice president
in charge of engineering, WLW
Cincinnati, announced last week
that a new-type transmitter for the
station is planned for operation in
mid-1952. The almost distortionfree signal will result from utilization of four new patented ideas
in its design, Mr. Rockwell said.
The old transmitter will be rebuilt
to the same specifications of the
new one and kept as a stand-by,
he added.

AM Station Outlook
(Contintied from page 27 )
competing media becomes more ap- national advertisers, especially
parent each year. Radio set sales spot, are going to increase expenditures in radio in order to reach the
in Milwaukee continue at a healthy- tremendous
market without as well
rate. . . ."
as
within
the service range of TV
Hale Bondurant, general manager,
Wichita:
adver- stations."
tisingKFBIprospects
are . "All
. . looking
Murray Carpenter, co-owner and
aealthy and especially can radio manager, WABI Bangor, Me.:
ook for increased business in the "Business prospects are excellent.
irst quarter of 1952. Retailers and Radio, being the most efficient advertising medium in the area,
ixef ither firms are giving radio greater consideration because they have should grow and grow — if sold agearned how to use this powerful
gres ively bymen who have confinedium more and more effectively
dence in the power of their medium
is evidenced by more and larger and who know how to use it skil>rders currently running on
fully. The real problem is not how
to get business, but how to keep
SFBI."
Uncle
Sam from taking all our
Joseph L. Brechner, general maniger, WGAY Silver Spring, Md.: money away from us. We need added capital for expansion, but taxes
Most of the post war local indejendents have come of age . . . won't let us keep any."
^increasing profits have made it posHenry B. Clay, general manuAsible for these stations to begin
ager, KWKH Shreveport, La.:
jWanatching the longer established "Advertisers have been and continue to get results from radio in
:|tation in promotion and programfjjiUing budgets. This means better this area. With our hypoed inflationary economy, dollar volume
;,]tlocal radio for .the
" listener and bets,
jAer local advertising
impact
t for is bound to increase."
n
r
l
e
l
d
o
e
i
Wilton Cobb, general manager,
A. alM.onCasdawger, vice Tpres uquerand WMAZ Macon, Ga.: "With TV
en,er;p man his KtOA iniAnlgb r- penetration
about 1% daytime and
uet nNu.eouM. :an"T xpeencits a gahis reama o 3% night, we have no cause, as yet,
enrt—i y ctsr rees
tate af aint to worry about the business picove
ibe p
sr o g
ture. This is by far the best year
0j[|i e. a nnum vegrage of year ienw the tafieul- in our thirty-year history and local
clients took a 20% rate increase in
iciai|j. artlets A eratain onth ohfow 15 hnat ereopl"
December 1951 without a murmur.
d u cpip m
s ing t kpetr.,
Local advertising still constitutes
jfi |f re NoDahnnti . goarey,a gainales maaniraesge
about 45% of our gross income and
o #i 1§IJsto Tica C llitsh lmog
practically all to give us
)b in Ch
to we expect
r:e'"W , aapyos
green light between Christmas
s^ff/.M.' t C. es,'the rtablesalw to be sa.n the
and New Years — the week in which
tse
j^
eS sal po in TVau homes,
we make verbal contracts for the
Inalyze listening
nalyze radio listening hours ver- ensuing twelve months."
ns hours spent reading newspaGeorge D. Coleman, general man!eD$frers and magazines. Then to quote
Scranton: buy
"Radio
ffl familiar radio commercial 'most still theager,bestWGBI advertising
and isif
'-' -adio) folks say — Happy Days clients are sold intelligently by
iter* re Here Again.'"
broadcasters, they will continue on
11 t Martin Campbell, general man- the air for many years. Sell the
ner, WFAA Dallas— "Radio busi- right accounts, the right programs
si lifass, that is local business, has or announcements at the right
J aid up very well in the face of two times and they will continue for
ti«f alias and one Fort Worth tele- years. If radio stations are care'■'I sion station competition, and
ful incounts,
accepting
advertising
actheir losses due
to bad debts
I foresee
madeof gains.
|I ren
and can be kept exceptionally low. For
locally,a conthis trend
nuance
| am encouraging to believe that the second consecutive year, WGBI

SERVICE
Twenty-five years of faithful service
to American agriculture makes WIBW
the most-listened-to-station in Kansas
and adjoining states.

a 1*■
WIBW
lOADCASTING

TheVoice^Kansas
in TOPE K A

• Telecastini

will not charge off a nickel. This
speaks well for the type of radio
advertisers we have in NortheastE. ernL. Pennsylvania."
Colbourn, acting manager,
KTOK
Oklahoma
City: department
". . . All
major Oklahoma City
stores are using KTOK and other
radio stations simultaneously for
the first time. . . . the outlook for
1952 is very encouraging."
William B. Dolph, co-owner and
executive vice president, WMT
Cedar
Rapids, trend
Iowa:of "In
spite of
the downward
the network
revenue, increases in national spot,
regional and local business will
produce an all-time high in overall
revenue for 1952."
Helen Duvall, secretary, WKBZ
Muskegon,dication,
Mich.:
infinancial "From
prospectseveryin the
Western Michigan area and the
Greater Muskegon metropolitan
market for 1952 will continue to
improve. 1951 showed a steady
improvement which will average
out pretty close to 15% over 1950,
and the trend is still upwards. . . ."
Robert D. Enoch, general manager,quarter
WXLW Indianapolis:
The last
of 1951 has ".been. .
more difficult than expected. However, some of the confusion seems
to be subsiding as Indianapolis
business becomes accustomed to the
pinch and the extent of the pinch
. . . the first quarter of 1952 will
not be a gold mine, but will be
better than 1951."
John Esau, vice president, KTUL
Tulsa, Okla. : "Business nationally
and locallyNetwork
will be excellent,
positive.
business we're
looks
good, but unfortunate net rate cuts
reduce total income of that bracket.
We believe radio is entering a revitalized era."
S. Fantle Jr., president and general manager, KELO Sioux Falls,
S. D.: pects"The
business prosfor 1952general
are dependent
upon
more outside factors than ever previously encountered in our industry. Obviously, the growth of television will be the dominating factor and the lifting of the freeze,
if it occurs in early 1952, will have
the effect of forcing many advertisers and /or agencies to revise
their plans completely concerning
their budgets for the year. In our
particular area with our farm produce having enjoyed another peak
year, we feel very optimistic."
H. E. Fast, general manager,
WKRC
the
fact thatCincinnati:
this is the"Based
machineon tool
center of the country, employment
is rapidly reaching an all-time
peak. As a result, we think the
area will be very prosperous. Most
plants are working three shifts and
most of the workers have their radio in operation during working

plus the huge payrolls we expect
1952 to be a terrific year in AuG. David Gentling, general manKROC Rochester,
expect ager,
business
in 1952 Minn.:
to be en-"I
tirely satisfactory . . . our increase
in revenue is accounted for mainly
through
gusta." an increase in local busiRiley R. Gibson, general manager, ofKOMEtheTulsa,
Okla.: Tulsa
"The
fine work
Associated
Broadcasters
improved
position in thishasMagic
Empire radio's
area,
ness."
and it will continue to improve."
W. L. Gleeson, president and
general manager, KPRO Riverside,
Calif.: Our stations have shown a
9% increase over 1950 and 1952
looks very good. Businessmen are
slowly
to realize
that
televisionbeginning
is not hurting
our radio
audience. We have numerous
cases of outstanding success in use
of radio and they are slowly bringing business back to the medium.
Michael R. Hanna, General manIthaca,in some
N. Y. quarters
: "While
there ager,
are WHCU
rumors
predicting a general recession, I
can see nothing but a continued
rise in billings for both audio and
video. Employment and production
are at a peak and there is every
reason to believe that this condition will continue throughout 1952."
Tom Harker, vice president and
national
sales director,
(Continued
on pageFort66)Indus-

J. eral
B. manager,
Fuqua,WJBF
president
and Ga.
gen-:
Augusta,
hours."
"With a predicted population inease of 171,000
in ourthree
metropolitancrarea
in the next
years,

REPRESENTATIVES
Headley-Reed Co.

What

a Buy!

N
ABC
C
PROGRAMS
"Minutes"
&ForChain
Breaks
IN
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

5000
WATTS
Serving America's
34th Market
WFMJ
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Mr. Esau

Mr. Howard

Mr. Enoch

AM Stations
(Continued from page 65)
try
Co.:better
". . in. business
slightly
1952 than may
in 1951.be
While we are living in an artificial
economy based on huge expenditures of money, material and manpower for armament which keeps
industry humming, wages and
prices high, and business good, and
yields a stimulating feeling of boom
times, it still makes one fearful of
the day of reckoning. ... It appears that advertising budgets for
1952 may be equal to or slightly
better than 1951, unless lower
earnings because of the tax situation prove a deterrent."
Joseph H. Higgins, manager,
WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.: "We
have analyzed all the current contracts in force for the first quarter
of 1952 and they show 10% increase
over lastsirable
yearavailable
in spite
detime offorlesslocal
sales ... we are optimistic for
1952 . . ."
Eugene D. Hill, general manager,
Miss Holly Shively
Ruthrauff and Ryan, Inc.
Chicago, III.
Dear Holly:
yer
Since termorry isjestChri.struckus meand thet
this ud be a
good time ter
■wish
all aone veryan'
mus!
has
Merry binHitChris'shore
nice
aworkin' with
all
durin'arrth'fr'ens
past
here WCHS
at goodis
ole
reely Bizness
ahuminmiri .Charleston,
West
Virginny,
is
better'neven
hit wuz
last year — an'
Charleston,
Holly, and
WCHS
ius tops in—is thisal-in
market
fact,
dives yuhWCHS
more
lisseners
then
all th' other
intergether!
town Jest
put
keep
het in
mind, thollyday
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va
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Mr. Fast

Mr. Milbourne Mr. Strouse

WORZ Orlando,
". . than
. business
prospects
. . . areFla.:
better
ever
for this winter, barring a general
recession, which most folks here
feel, is still possible."
Barron Howard, business manager, the
WRVA Richmond,
Va.: it"Weis
will get
business, but
harder work."
W. E. Hutchinson, general manager, WAAF market
Chicago:with"Inplenty
a largeof
metropolitan
television service, our radio station shows a 22% increase in billing for the first ten months of
1951 over the same period in 1950.
Assuming
consumers
disposable
come in 1952
will equal
or exceedinthat of 1951,
we
look
for
further
increases in radio billing in the
coming
Rogan year."
Jones, president, KVOS
Bellingham, Wash. — Radio is not
yet selling its local potential by
50% to 100%. It lacks faith, and
the right approach but is beginning
to realize needs. In another year
or
two much improvement will be
noted.
Ray P. Jordan, manager, WDBJ
Roanoke, Va. : "We believe that the
principal industries in the Roanoke
area will be active in 1952."
J. E. Kauper, station manager,
WIKB Iron River, Mich.: "We have
every works
hope
majorfor netwill notthatmaketheplans
the
invasion of the spot radio field.
Such a move on the part of the networks would, I am afraid, seriously
affect our national and regional
spot business . . . we have every
hope for a good year in 1952. . ."
Jan King, assistant manager,
WEAV
"We ata
WEAV Plattsburg,
feel that N.1952Y.: being
national election year will reflect
in business conditions remaining
the same or slightly better."
Lester W. Lindow, general manager,prospects
WFDF Flint,
ness
for theMich.:
Flint"Busiarea
during 1952 are bright. General
Motors is concentrating almost
half of their plant expansion for
defense purposes in the Flint area
... a good portion of these new facilities should be finished by mid1952 and with them will come another boom period in their market
Retail business . . . will be somewhat quieter the first few months
of next year. However, experience
has always shown that a lull in
retail selling stimulates the use of
radio by the local merchant since
such a time causes him to more
carefully assess his advertising
results and expenditures. This in-

Mr. Patt

Mr. Carpenter

variably results in increased radio
J. R. Livesay president and general manager of WLBH Mattoon,
buying."
111.—
be about
the
same "Ias expect
1951. 1952
Thereto may
be a 2%
to 3% increase in gross billings
due to political business. I can
see no serious drop. World tension
will keep national income high."
Ben Ludy, general manager,
WIBW
Kan.:ever"National
spot looksTopeka,
bigger than
for the
farm market — farmers have more
money than ever. Network is
slipping,tionalbut
find theto large
naaccountsI looking
the farm
and small town market more than

Mr. Thomas

Mr. Boice

those that will throw away th
'basket' and dig for a change."
Vernon A. Nolte, general man
ager, WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio
". . . throughout 1951 WHIZ ex
perienced a growing interest
radio advertising. . . . this interes;
and faith in radio has resulted
higher billings. ... we expect thi:
trend to continue and increase dui,
ingJohn
1952.F. . Patt,
. ." president, WGA
Cleveland: ". . . the sales slump
experienced last summer and t
early fall and the rate decrease^
were the combined result of frigh
psychology
unwarranted
pres
sure
from aandminority
combinatio
of advertisers.
This psychology
slowly giving way, I believe, to
resumption of confidence in radio
essential values as a mass sellin
medium at the lowest cost of an
... on a cost basis or a coveraj
basis, radio cannot be equalled."
L. R. Rawlins, general manage
KYW Philadelphia: "We approac
the year 1952 with more optimisi
than we have experienced for som<
time. The trends unfolded durin
1951, plus the promotion,
institutionandof mei
ne'
programming,
chandising
that radio cantechniques
and will convince
do a biggev,
andJames
betterD.job."
Russell, president an
general manager, KVOR Colorao
Springs, Colo.
: "Radiocontinue
and generabusiness
prospects
to k
excellent in the expanding econom
of Colorado Springs. . . ."
J. Maxim Ryder, general an
promotion manager, WBRY Wate
bury,
improvefi
radio Conn.:
business"Anticipate
in immediate
ture. Local manufacturing, larg<
ly brass factories, operating
90% capacity and expect to coi

Richard H. Mason, vice president
and general manager, WPTF Raleigh, N. C:
"The inprospects
for
ever." and
radio
business
general appear favorable for Raleigh and
eastern North Carolina in 1952."
L. Waters Milbourne, president,
WCAO Baltimore: "Believe that
general business will be a shade off
in 1952 unless government spending is increased. The advertising
business does not always get worse
paralleling general business. Sometimes it gets better when the merpresses harder
for sales."
A. J.chantMosby,
manager,
KGVO
Missoula,
Mont.:
"I
was
pessimistic last yearend as to 1951 business
which surprised me with a 12%
increase in local sales, a 20% increase in national spot, but with a
10% decrease in network. The
outlook for 1952 appears to be a
20% increase in local sales, a 25%
increase in national spot and another 10% decrease in network."
Harold H. Meyer, president,
WPOR Portland, Me.: "WPOR's
present
billings highest
in station's
history.
after
ChristmasExpect
but itsome
will drop-off
remain about
20% ahead of last year."
R. J. Myers, administrative assistant, KLRA Little Rock, Ark. :
RESULTS
"Prospects in the local and national
PROVEN HAVE
OVER AND
spot fields look extremely good for
OVER THAT KSEL
the first quarter of 1952. Many
IS
RADIOS
BEST
factors are responsible; but probBUY IN THE
ably the increasingly attractive
LUBBOCK
MARKET
features of the market to national
advertisers is primarily responsiKSEL
ble. Network outlook is not too
PROGRAMMING
bright. Rate cuts hurt but loss of
CLICKS
business by network has hurt far
more. If, by imaginative selling
and programming, networks can
beat back; '52 could be a record
Leonard Nasman, sales manager,
/LUBBOCK
WFMJ
Youngstown,
people have
gone to Ohio:
work "Radio
again.
More advertising is available for
year."
ROADCASTING
• Telecastia io

Mr. Dolph

Mr. Nolte

Mr.Mason

tinue this rate, at least through 1st
quarter 1952."
Ernest C. Sanders, manager,
the
& WOC
amountDavenport,
of defenseIowa:
work"With
in this
area, productivity should remain
high. We look for business to be
as good or slightly better than
1951. Radio prospects look good
'M'for 1952."
Wayne Sanders, manager, KCNA
"I'Tucson, Ariz.: "Tucson is gearing
for a Ipopulation
250,000
;;ti;Vbyitself1955
am sure thatof KCNA,
.""Vihrough
its
recent
power
increase,
twill enjoy its greatest year in his:i :ory."
?1 Willard Schroeder, general maniger. WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.:
[" :ij 1952
'General
prospects
continuebusiness
excellent.
Activity forof
mrchasing radio advertising seems
HWSb continue the same except on netti ! vork level."
Mort Silverman, general manf*j>ger,
WMRY be New
Orleans:
L952 should
a banner
year.". We. .
;fJl|;xpect
will
™T|
off cooperative
considerablyadvertising
for at least
; | he first six months of 1952 due to
1Ej shortages of certain materials . . .
jfj national spot business should be at
• Imhat allin 1952,
time the
highlocal. . situation
. we expect
will
„ti|jflarify with all stations profiting
;|.iy taking more realistic attitudes
n evaluating their facilities."
F. C. Sowell, general manager,
VLAC Nashville: "Responsiveness
'f listeners to radio advertising
t| ias been consistently on the rise
or the past two years. At our staion this is shown in a substantial
ncrease in mail, and more volunary reports than ever before from
i dvertisers telling of their suc-

Mr. Coleman Mr.Bondurant Mr. Whiting

cessful results from using our medium. With radio doing such a
swell selling job for its clients,
neither TV nor Hooperatings can
hinder its continued march."
Weldon Stamps, manager, KFSA
Fort Smith,
Ark.: in"While
some
uncertainty
some there
specificis
lines due to shortages, we do not
find it much different from 1942.
After momentary lulls, business
comes back stronger than ever.
Some tax dollars, of course, but
largely straight selling advertisWilliam V. Stewart, president
ing."
and general manager, WPBC Minneapolis :"Prospects
in thegoodTwinto
Cities area
for 1952 look
me. Although the business may not
'glide' through the door, it is there
for developing. . . ."
Ben Strouse, vice president and
general manager, WWDC Wash"We seemanifested
a continuing
the trend ington:
which
itself ofin
our operation during the last
quarter of 1951 — an increase in
billings over the previous year."
Lawson Taylor, general manager, KFMJ Tulsa: "Radio is goaway,'be and
showing toitstop
still'giving
is andit will
for
sometime the best advertising buy
in America."
O. L. (Ted) Taylor, president,
Taylor Radio & Television Corp.,
Dallas
— "Each
quarter
'51 has
continued
to show
gainsof over
the
preceding quarter and over the
preceding period of 1950. I am
very optimistic about local and national business on radio throughout 1952."
carries the weight

in the Oregon Market
DAYLor NIGHT

PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Mr. Lindow

Mr. Hanna

Hugh B. Terry, general manager,
KLZ Denver: "Denver and Colomarket showing
every indicatiorado
n of continued
prosperity.
Steady
increase in population, virtual absence of unemployment, peak business activity, all point to maintaining high level of local and spot
business. This condition also emphasized by lack of television in
thisC. area."
L. Thomas, general manager,
KXOK St. Louis: "Local business
in 1951 is the highest in the stahistory. isNational
spot and
networktion'sbilling
off considerably.
The overall, therefore, is down
versus 1949. We do, however, look
forward to a better showing in
1952. Not as good as 1948-49, but
better than 1950."
Robert R. Tincher, vice president
and general manager, WNAX
Yankton, S. D.: "1952 should see
a healthy condition in non-TV markets particularly as more and more
advertisers become aware of the
fact that TV simply does not give
any coverage in the tremendous
Mid-West market areas. Business
in general will maintain high levels
in 1952, because of the high levels
and stabilities of farm income as
the basic economy."
W. Walter Tison, owner and manager, WALT Tampa, Fla.:
A lot of people are contributing towards killing off radio. . . here we
find a lot of people who still like
the sound of voices, who like simple
programs, who have multiple radio
sets in their homes, who enjoy a
portable at the beach, and a radio
in their car. To these people radio
is still exciting, glamorous and
friendly. . ."
Walter E. Wagstaff, vice president and general manager, KIDO
Boise, Ida.: "The last year has seen
a settling-down process in national buying which puts radio and
TV more nearly in. proper perspective. I believe that during 1952
there will be more buying of 'radio
and TV,' on a logical and co-ordinated basis, and less of the 'radio
or TV buying which, in some quarters, has characterized 1951."
Robert S. Wasdon, vice president,
WLOWthe last
Norfolk,
Va.: of"If1951the are
salesa
for
quarter
barometer for 1952 conditions, Norfolk will have an exceptionally
good year in '52."
Lee L. Whiting, general manager, inventories
KEYD Minneapolis:
retailers'
in far "With
better

Mr. Harker

Mr. Ludy

shape than a year ago, and with
the novelty impact of television
disappearing, we feel that our radio
business will be better in 1952."
Beverly T. Whitmire, general
manager, WFBC Greenville, S. C:
"Radio is OK. It took television to
show just how big it really is."
E. Newton Wray, president and
general manager, KTBS Shreveport, La. : "Radio continues to show
great inherent
strength
as an the
advertising medium.
It is within
budget of every advertiser and acordingly wil continue
to getwith
results and cmaintain
its vigor,
regard to both local and national
spot. The networks must increase
their radio sales efforts in an endeavor to enlist smaller advertisers, while maintaining their existBessing billings."
Marsh Wyse, owner, KWBW
Hutchinson,
the
radio
businessKans.
in this: "We
area feel
is going
to be better than it has been for
the past two years."

it gi/iMtg.
mate
mate
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Our merit
programs
are "Made
Bay"
and
and have
the earsin ofGreen
the whole
GreentestBaymarkets.
market . . . one oof -America's
best
ASK McGILLVRA Chicagotor New York
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allied arts
boarders chairHOGAN
ARTHUR manB.Universa
l ,Record
Inc.,
" Hollywood, has also assumeds
duties of president. He succeed
WILL H. VOELLER, who resigned
recently to form his own radio and
television production firm.
BOB SCHULTZ, Frank Cooper Assoc.,
rs, and Gloria
N. Y., program packagemarrie
d Dec. 23.
Mamber, were to be
T,ABC televisionco,account exED HEWIT
ecutive San Francis to Motion
Picture Advertising Bureau, S. F., as
West Coast manager.

GEORGE J. BEIER named merchandising manager Scott Radio Labs,
Chicago. He was advertising and
manager Philco Dissales promotion
tributors of Chicago.
GUY W. WALLIN elected vice president in charge of engineering for the
Webster-Chicago Corp. He formerly
took charge of military engineering
Motorola Inc., Chicago.
RICHARD SCOTT, staff salesman
Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A., named
assistant sales manager. JAMES

Advertisers frequently
considergjjjj^
BliBfli Your
advertising in
Printers' ink
strengthens your
with the leading

so keeps them
sold on you.
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DALE,
project Radio
engineerCorp.,
Motorola
Inc.
and Belmont
Chicago,
appointed chief television and radio
engineer Hoffman.
CATHODE-RAY TUBE Div., Allen B.
DuMont Labs, is offering all TV servicemen aTele-lead as premium on Du
Mont Teletrons purchased between
Jan. 1 and Feb. 29. Tele-lead serves
a two-fold purpose: it can be used
as a jumper from the AC power outlet to the
the protective backTVof chassis
receiver when
is opened
and
safety switch is broken, and also
serves
as
a
trouble
light
of
convenient
size. Premium is latest item offered
in the DuMont replacement campaign,
announced at the recent National
Electronic Distributors Assn. Show
in Cleveland.
SAUL DECKER, assistant chief engineer CBS-Columbia Inc., N. Y.,
manufacturing subsidiary of CBS,
named chief television engineer. Mr.
Decker succeeds SAVA JACOBSON,
who recently resigned, and will be
responsible
development of all TVfor anddesign
radioandchassis,
the
model shop, quality test laboratory,
and prototype
sections. HewithhasGarod
previously been associated
Radio Corp., Allen B. DuMont Labs,
General TV Corp., Weston Products,
and Kinetic Electronics Co.
J. GRADY SMITH, factory representative Tele King Corp.,
Kaye-as
Halbert Distributors
Inc., L.to A.,
district sales representative. H. L.
LEESON, CPA with Fordyce, Keets
& Co., L. A., to Kaye-Halbert, as
comptroller. JOHN FISH, art director
Pacific Pathways Magazine, to KayeHalbert,
duction. as director of art and proANTHONY H. LAMB, vice president,
Tagliabue Instrument Div., Weston
Electrical Instrument Corp., Newark,
N. J., appointed vice president in
charge of manufacturing. He succeeds
REGINALD R. LAMBE, retired.
GEORGE T. DEANEY, purchasing
agent and defense coordinator, named
general turing.
superintendent
of manufacRAYMOND T. PIERCE,
sales
division manager, appointed chief
production superintendent.
JAMES SMITH and ROBERT SONNENBERG appointed to sales staff
Andrea Sales Corp., N. Y.
JOHN H. RIDDEL named manager
Market Research Dept., CapehartFarnsworth Corp. Mr. Riddel was
with market
miral Corp. research division AdS. M. LAWSON, salesman, Baton
Rouge branch, Graybar Electric Co.,
appointed manager of branch.
H. A. GUMZ, production manager
Webster-Chicago Corp., elected vice
president. He will be in charge of
all
government orders placed with
company.
"Technical
RUSSELL O. BECKER, engineer
KXOK
Dec. 8. St. Louis, father of boy, Bruce,
ROLLY COURTAD, engineer WGAR
Cleveland, father of daughter, Nancy
Jane.

Our Respects To
(Continued from page 42)
der of the Order of Phoeni
aKDKA
peak isinstillnearby
Allison from
Park.a from the manGreek
government; silve
broadcasting
W,
certificate
merit, Westing
718-ft. tower, serving a vast and house Electric of
Corp.
rugged terrain with its 50 kw
He was born in Herrin, 111., Fel
1904. In high
he becam
signal.
By 1941 Mr. Baudino had become 2,interested
radio,school
leading
to a
technical manager and assistant engineeringin course
at
Illinois
to the general manager of West- He lectured at Carnegie Tech Io
inghouse
in the late '20s. His politic
43 period Radio
must Stations.
be identifiedThe by1941the radio Republican
and his religio
Baudino biographer as the Travel are
Era. The parent Westinghouse Catholic.
company,
its diversified
trical andwith
electronic
interests, elechad
developed a process of plating tin NARBA STATIONS
by high-frequency radio. Selected
FCC Reports Change «
to supervise
the firstspent
majorhisinstallation, Mr. Baudino
time BOTH Canada and Mexico ha\
commuting from Philadelphia to reported changes in their station
Pittsburgh to Weirton, W. Va., to facilities, and new stations soo
Washington to Philadelphia, and to go on the air, under terms c
on and on around the circuit.
the 1941 North American Region
In May 1943, when James B. Broadcasting Agreement.
Rock entered the service, Mr.
The changes and additions ai
Baudino was named to replace him (with
as general manager of KDKA. dates in probable
parenthesis)commencemer
:
The transition from engineering
to business was negotiated with CANADA
London,
Ontario,
new
II (Ocst W
ease as he quickly became a tion, 1110 kc 1 kw fulltimeClass
1952). New Brunswick, DA-1
prominent civic figure in Pitts- 1, Moncton,
new Clai .
burgh. He got into charitable
station,
1300 kc 5 kw fulltime DA-fS
movements, bond drives and other II(Aug.
15, 1952),
local activities. Soon he was a Windsor.
Ontario, new Class II st;
tion, 550
kw-D 1 kw-N fulltur
member of the crusty Duquesne DA-1
(Nov.kc 1,5 1952).
Club, Pittsburgh Field Club, CJON St. John's, Newfoundland, neClass
II
station,
930 kc 5 kw fulltin j.f
Rotary,
Ad
Club
and
Radio
&
(now in operation).
Television Club. He has since DA-N
Vancouver, British Columbia, ne
added a Radio Pioneers button.
Class II station,
1070 kc15,5 kw-D
fulltime
DA-N (Nov.
1952). 1 kwTechnical Accomplishments
CFDA Victoriaville,
Quebec,(temporal
Class ! JJpj
station,
1380
kc
1
kw-D
Once an engineer, always an operation).
Vancouver,
ne' LB
Class
II(Jan.station,
690 kc Columbia,
10 kw fulltur.
engineer,
goes, Baudino.
and it's DA-1
15, British
1952).
true
in thethecasesaying
of Joseph
CHWK Chilliwack, British Columbi p
While general manager he was Class
1230
kc 250 w 1270
fulltim'
consulted on numerous military ChangeIV tostation,
III(now
station,
kc
and industrial technical problems. kw fulltime Class
DA-1
in operation
Fort
Frances,
Ontario,
Cla:
His career includes developmental IVCKFI
station,
1340
kc
250
w
fulltinv
roles in early broadcasts from kw-D
Change1 kw-N
to Classfulltime
II station,
kc
(now in800oper?
planes, dirigibles, coal mines, ships tion).
and many television projects, in- MEXICO
cluding the famed Stratovision
XEON Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapa
technique of linking TV stations Class
and serving a national audience Deleted.III station, 920 kc 1 kw fulltime-p:XEFX Poza Rica, Veracruz, 5 k
via
fixedhigh-flying
courses. planes cruising over DA-N fulltime— Deleted.
XEBY 1340
Tuxpan,
Class(FelI
Once he climbed the 718-ft. station,
kc 250Veracruz,
w fulltime
1952). H. del Parral, Chihuahu
KDKA tower to change some equip- 20,XEGD
ment. Looking around the far- Class fulltime
IV station,
1520 1,kc1952).
1 kw-D 2!
(April
spreading hills he figured he might w-N
as well do a broadcast — and did.
Last summer when Walter E.
Evans, vice president of the parent
Westinghouse corporation and
president of the station group,
needed a man to replace Walter E.
Benoit as head of the stations, the
decision was not difficult though
the shoes were hard to fill. Mr. _ W D R C - F M a
Benoit was drafted to direct the
new Westinghouse Air-Armament
Div. at Baltimore, with title of vice
president and general manager,
and Mr. Baudino became his successor.
th Result*.- • • the
His engineering and managerial
careers have brought him many
honors. He is a member of Tau
Beta Pi, Sigma Tau and Eta Kappa
Nu engineering fraternities and Pi
Mu Epsilon, mathematics fraterUnl., *
nity; holds decoration of ComBROADCASTING
• Telecastiii

Ordered by NRLB;
3 Unions Involved
CBS ELECTIONS
A THREE-WAY fight for labor representation of certain CBS Radio
and
employes
shaping up last week at the network's
New Television
York and Los
Angeleswasoperations.
This was assured following a directive of election handed down by
National Labor Relations Board in +
Washington. Three unions — the tors of the U. S. and Canada).
IBEW (AFL), NABET (CIO) and Hearings were held in Los Anmotion picture film editors of
IATSE Local 776 sought to carve
IATSE Local 776 (AFL)— are in- geles.
out a unit of film editors and cervolved in the proceedings.
The board charted elections
tain magnetic tape cutters at
among three groups:
KNXT and CBS Hollywood— those
(1) All technicians employed by who edit and synchronize it with
film. Such a sepaCBS in its technical operations de- motionrate picture
be inappropriate,
J jpartments and the engineering re- accordingunit would
to
NABET
and IBEW,
ig||Search
and
development
departj ment in New York and elsewhere, which claim them as part of the
technicians'
•'^including
edi- CBSCameramen
and unit.
film editors have
sltors at CBScamermen
Televisionandand film
WCBSbeen represented a.t CBS New York
isI TV New York.
ionin (2) All film editors and cutters by IBEW since 1946. In Los Anat KNXT (TV) Los Angeles
geles, however, editors were expressly excluded from IBEW conj^(formerly KTSL (TV) and CBS
tracts
signed in June 1950, NLRB
MfHollywood studios.
! (3) All employes on the CBS said. CBS Inc. opposed inclusion
of tape cutters, claiming they were
j•^.New
engineering,
» searchYorkand general
development
staffs —re-if not excluded from the IBEW conr,jihey desire to hold elections. They tract.
Distinction was drawn between
DAiiesign equipment and handle retape cutters who work for film purch
ar
'e
J)
ilMi Excluded from the elections are
poses and those whose duties involve audio portions of radio projjlffim editors in Los Angeles ; sound
m effects men employed at WBBM grams.
Chicago (represented by AFRA) ; Thus, film editors and tape cutters for film in Los Angeles may
;urntable operators at WBBM and
, j iMOX St. Louis (represented by vote to determine whether they desire to set up a separate unit.
- -VAFM) ; and lighting directors and
i .ispecial visual effect employes in
CBS New York general engine ring and research employes will
--:|•-'j 'few
York inandtheLosformer
Angeles
)resented
city (reby be asked whether, as professional
*FATSE).
workers, they wish to be brackf The case was divided into two
eted with technical men and wheth4)hases. One petition involved CBS
er they desire to choose NABET,
lime, and CBS Inc. of California, IBEW or IATSE. If they vote for
f [escribed as a wholly-owned sub- inclusion with technical personnel
idiary, and the National Assn. of and for a union representative,
, J broadcast Engineers and Techni- their
will be counted along
4 ians. Hearings were in New York with ballots
those of film editors in the
nd Chicago.
Los
Angeles
group
to determine the
NABET had sought to establish union for a CBS-wide
unit of the
unit comprising design-construc- latter.
ion-maintenance workers for all
Should they vote against incluIBS radio-TV operations, includpersonnel, their
ng film editors and motion pic- ballotssion withwilltechnical
be counted to deterure cameramen and engineering,
mine "whether and which" labor
esearch
and
development
engieers. NABET made no bid to organization they wish to representsionalthemunit.inElections
a separate
ioned
esens t the above-ment
Cepr
will beprofesheld
now
, 'orker
. under AFRA, AFM within 30 days.
nd IATSE
I The International Brotherhood
fflrfft f Electrical Workers, which pressents some CBS tion
repre
|rWtitillyemplo
yes,
took no excep technito Seattle Ad Club
ABET's position and asked to THREE executives closely idention. IATS
the radio-TV industry are
electi
in theeditor
j2ldinclud
s and
cutterEs amongfied withnewly-elected
thated film
officers of the
id camramen should be excluded. Advertising
& Sales
SeatCBS Inc. held out for the same
tle. New officers
are : Club
Peter ofLyman,
telusion, plus omission of engi- radio-TV director, Frederick Baker
seringsts.employes, draftsmen and & Assoc., first vice president; John
It asked NLRB to set
achini
account executive of KINGunit by functions rather than Pindell,
TV Seattle, second vice president,
assifications or job titles.
and
Hugh
Feltis,BMB
radio-TV
consultant anM.d former
president,
The second case involved CBS
ic and IATSE (International Al- named to board of directors. Mr.
was president of the club
ical Stage
Em-- inFeltis
of Theatr
1941.
e Opera
Moving Pictur
oyes and
■I mce
Telecasting
^1I HOADCAST NG

To ourtion friends,
valuedwebroadcast
express staour
warm
appreciation
for
your
confidence in us during 1951.
We hope to retain that faith by
continuing to earn it.
To that end, we pledge our
earnest efforts to bring you the
finest tubes ever made.
A Merry Christmas and a
Prosperous New Year.

CORPORATION
RADIO
ELECTRON TUBES

of AMERICA
HARRISON. M.J.
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Representatives'
Prospects
(Continued from page
30)
Pearson Co., New York, predicts advertisers have been making tests
that radio billings of his firm will with spot radio programs this year
be about the same for the first and results have amazed them.
Mills, Pillsbury, Internaquarter
compared
with TVlastbillings
year's General tional
Milling, Lucky Strikes,
first quarter.
He sees
Standard
Oil,other
Esso,have
Phillips
'66'
going "right to town."
and
many
learned
"In spite of the efforts of the
experience that spot radio
major networks to capture every through
available dollar with an array of delivers the greatest wallop of any
type of radio today. They know
rate-chiseling gimmicks unprece- from
experience that radio today is
dented in the history of radio," Mr. reaching
new heights of effectivePearson stated, "national spot busness,
TV markets, and they
iness may do an outstanding come- are goingeven toin take
full advantage of
back
in
1952."
it.
He continued:
"Television
is
bound
to make a
"Clients are fast learning that
impact in new markets and
no matter how attractive the net- terrific
works may make their sales gim- more competition undoubtedly will
micks sound, the end result must change the picture in certain major
accomplish sales at a lower cost markets. However, it doesn't look
per thousand. In no instance can as though very many new TV stations, if any, will be able to go on
any network show prove faster or
more direct results than spot radio the air in 1952, unless the freeze is
can. Field men, distributors and lifted before spring. Even then the
dealers alike have gone to bat for FCC will have its hands full procspot radio as they are in a position
essing applications and making
to know what will get the best
results
in
their
respective
terrifinal
grants."
Mr.
Pearson
continued:
tories.
political year is always a
"Grass roots stations and re- good"A year
for radio and 1952 should
gional networks should enjoy a big
year in 1952 because they have prove the best in recent history for
stations
throughout
the country.
been proved more flexible than
split network arrangements and Another very encouraging factor
in most cases will not face TV is the increased interest on the
competition for three to five years part of large advertisers in racial
or more.
and foreign language programming. We look for 1952 to be a
"Many of the nation's biggest

What's

he looking

at?

Stanley Pulver, Lever Brothers, is looking at the personnel lists of radio stations
... OR, at your advertisement in the
BROADCASTING Yearbook.
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banner
year programming.
for stations specializ- volume, we will be 20% ahead f cl"
ing in such
theLloyd
first George
quarter Venard,
of 1952."vice pres
"Finally, local radio stations
0. L. Taylor Co., New Yorl
have awakened to the fact that rid- dent,
media will hav
ing the coat-tails of a network stated "Both billing,
but local an
doesn't pay off any more and they greater total
spot will provide this i ., .
have set to work in earnest to re- national
radio.
This
is
particularly
true imf
capture audience through good
local programming. Proof that this TV cities. In TV cities the increa;
can and will get the job done is will go to well-managed AM st;
contained in the fact that some of tions and to TV. There will be
the highest-rated stations in the higher percentage of both rad
nation today are independents and and TV in TV cities, but radio wi
those who have rejected network show the greater percentage ir
programming at certain times in
favor of local programs that have
Mr. Venard predicts radio bil
more interest to the listeners in ings
in the first quarter will t .
their areas.
crease."
15%
above those for last year '
"Theworkcoming
year willevensee more
net- first
affiliates battling
"1952quarter.
looks like another goo, (]
with the networks over encroach- year for radio as well as for thos
ments into station option time and television stations on the air, d<
attempting to change option hours. spite much the same problems a [t
As a result of these hassles, we
1951," headaccording
Robei |j
look for quite a few stations in inMeeker,
of Robertto Meeke
L||
major to small markets to go en- Assoc., New York. He predicte
tirely independent.
radio billings for the first quarte
"All in all, we feel very opti- compared to the same period las^
mistic over spot radio's chances of year (a "good first quarter,
hanging up a banner year in 1952. noted), will remain the same. H
And, even if TV should get on the
television to increase 25 %
air in some of the grass roots or expects
"Defense spending should ce
major markets in 1952, the added tainly
keep our entire economy i
competition
advertiser's
gear lines
in 1952not with
shortage !fl
dollars shouldfornottheprevent
spot high
in certain
too damaging
radio from more than holding its to advertising," he said.
own,
if properly sold," Mr. Pearson
"At the national spot radlned
concluded.
level,"forward
Mr. Meeker
continued,
look
to as good
a year"v>i
Headley Cites Evaluation
1951
though
we
and
our
statioi
Frank M. Headley, president of
considerable revem \
H-R Representatives Inc., New tostandtheto lose
networks'
newlybothfourr; Lj
York, stated
Regardless,
favorable"
signsonefor ofradiothe and"most
TV 'flexibility.'
dio and TV spot should have a X
in 1952tional
"is advertisers
the factandthatagencies
many nawith election can f
are excellentas year
an additional boost.
beginning to examine more criti- paigns
"The
end
of
TV freeze wij:
cally the comparative values of cause considerablethe activity
and e:
radio-TV versus newspapers and citement
but will have little effe<
magazines. Constantly rising costs on 1952 advertising
budgets.
of print media coupled with falling ever, we do believe that withHcvtl
attention to space advertising are imminent prospect of TV becomii
being more widely noted.
a fairly sati
"Heretofore," Mr. Headley said, a nationalandmedium,
workable solution 1
"attention was focused on televi- factory
radio
and
TV
rate
problems wi
sion versus radio. Now it embraces
other media, too, and in compara- be accomplished in 1952."
Diversified Small Accounts
tive analysis, the lower costs and
better values of radio-TV adver"Volume will be up on the Bol ft
tising cannot help but keep these ing stations in 1951," George T
budgets healthy, while other media Boiling, head of The Boiling C
may suffer. Therefore, we expect
"We asloc
forwardYork,to predicted.
the new year
spot radio-television to continue New
very strong into 1952, barring wonderful opportunity for oi
well-managed stations to captu:
economic upheavals."
a greater share of new busine
Comparing the first quarter esti- because
the vast improvemei
mate for 1952 with that of 1951, in audienceof ratings,
which so mar
Mr. Headley predicted radio bill- of them are enjoying
during tl
ings will be down 10% while TV
will be "way up."
current
season." estimated that I
Mr. Boiling
Expecting the over-all picture in 1952 new business "will emana
broadcasting in 1952 to be com- from
a much more diversified li
parable to 1951, Adam J. Young of smaller accounts, which we b
Jr., head of the New York firm lieve will more than offset the i
bearing his name, observed that roads made on the old line natior
"so far as our own stations are spot accounts by network sales a
concerned, I suspect that business television sales."
Wythe Walker, head of T
will be approximately 20% over
1951 for the first quarter. This is that
Walker
Co.,national
New York,
spot is obser"r«
the v
based upon substantial sales in- best "since
kind of advertising, there W
creases during the year 1951 and be more
of
it
next
year
than
even if we maintain our present before. But that doesn't mearev
BROADCASTING
• Telecast^

11 be a better quarter for radio
itions. What with the inability
the networks to sell programs,
e origin of their creation and the
ly excuse for their existence,
ey will keep on trying to sell spot
ne on their controlled hours and
id their affiliates for whatever
=y can get from advertisers.
"Most affiliates will knuckle
wn and, like a galley slave, love
iir chains. I once was told about
sheepherder who tried to make
ire money by teaching his sheep
t to eat. They died before they
. .rned how.
7 'The representative in 1952 will
Jj
and selling
naS 5pnal onspot;creating
the networks
will keep
I being 'mistletoe'," Mr. Walker
'! lcluded.
;i 'All indications in New England
I! i irnt than
toward19511952forbeing
stronger
both aradio
and
'•-^vision,"
according
to
Elmer
■;- ttell, partner, Kettell-Carter,
-fston. Noting '51 was the biggest
*f
far, he each
preII tedNewradioEngland
and TVso billings
laid be up 10% over last year.
tT think radio is in a stronger
''t ition today in New England
'fn ever before," he said, "with
" ] onger acceptance
among more
founts.
Rising newspaper
costs
r4d to put some business in radio
j ire newspapers before were
stored."
Tloting TV "is stronger too," Mr.
f .tellto observed
"its rising
costs
keep many
advertisers
"Wijer out of the medium, or use it
ringly."
: | riticism
I. account
broading was of P.lodged
by Bertha
nan, head of her own Boston
who predicted increases in
«ff l radio and TV billings.
[ deplore the fact that radio
ions are acting more and more
merchants',"
said. selling
"The
inal
function she
of radio
to move merchandise from the
er'swithshelf
consumer.
P. I.to andtheother
direct
ng deals, radio stations are
inating the local merchant who,
r all, has been their bread and
er since their inception."
arry H. Wise Jr., West Coast
ager of George P. Hollingbery
Los Angeles, said, "I can't
NEWS
om Binghamton, N. Y.

and are contingent on many intangibles," hepredictable
said, listing,
unadministration,"our
strikes,
continued inflation, threat of wars,

Mr. Holman Mr. Kettle Mr. Melville Mr. Boiling Mr. Vance
found that the loss of fringe
help but believe television billing have
will increase during 1952, but af markets and non-television areas
the same time I look to see radio have made noticeable changes in
patterns. Both national and
billing in 1952 at least equal the sales
regional advertisers know that all
1951 radio figure and possibly ex- markets
are still LOCAL and each
with its programming
Leece d iF.t." O'Connell, owner of firm radio station
to its individual community
bearing his name, Beverly Hills, geared
Calif., predicts radio billings will is still the way to tell them and
them at the local level."
be up 10% in first quarter com- sellRadio
billings will increase 10%
pared to last year's period. "All and TV will
remain about the same
indications," he said, "point to a
the first quarter, according to
very good sales picture in radio in
for 1952. Naturally, there will be prediction of John D. Gale, Los
Angeles
someallups
downs bebutup the15%over-in mer
Co. manager of Paul H. Rayaverageandshould
"The
problem with TV," he
spot "Radio,
billing." like other major said, "isonly
to find sufficient time to
sell. Radio billing continues to inmedia,
has
to
be
sold,"
is
reminder
crease because of this condition and
of George Dietrich, Los Angeles
for two other reasons: (1) many
manager, Keenan & Eickelberg.
"Having begun to sell itself small advertisers who cannot afford
again with renewed vigor, the re- to buy TV are finding that radio
will do a very effective job for them
sults areprospects
obvious,"
he noted.
"Busi- and
(2) advertisers using spot and
ness
for 1952
are brighter
than at any time during the past network TV are supplementing
12 months. The medium is far these campaigns with heavy spot
from standing at the post in spite radio schedules — programs as well
of the tremendous impact of tele- as announcements — in non-TV
vision. Radio listening is up and
the entire industry should enjoy
Slow Start Seen
a continued upsurge of new billing
Richard Hasbrook, manager of
areas."
throughout
1952." estimated radio Los Angeles office, Avery-Znodel,
Mr. Dietrich
billings would be up 30% for the observed, "1951 was an exceptionally good year for spot schedule
first quarter of 1952 over the first placements
from the Los Angeles
quarter of 1951.
area. We hit a peak in July, a
First Quarter Predicted
tapering off in August, September
and a slump
The new year "will definitely be and berOctober
and December.
As farin Novemas 1952
athebigger
radio
year
than
1951,"
in
prospects are concerned, we look
estimation of Lawrence B. for
a
slow
start,
an
acceleration
Krasner, manager of the Los An- April and a year-end totel of ap-in
geles office of For joe & Co. and
W. S. Grant Co. He predicted a
proximately the same asPacific
1951."Coast
Stanley J. Reulman,
40% increase in first quarter radio
billings over the comparable 1951 manager of The Katz Agency, said,
"According
present during
indications,
period.
and TVto volume
1952
"Many advertisers found radio radioremain
approximately the same
values in major markets better will
there is an importhan
TV values,"
"and as 1951tant unless
change in the international
went back
to radio. heThenoted,
secondary
markets are really coming into
their own, since most big city power situation."
He eral
continued,
"During 1951
sevSouthern California
accounts
stations no longer do an effective
confined
their
disjob in outside communities. All who, in thetribution past
to primarily the western
in all, after the TV scare, radio,
states, ofopened
distribution
in
both in primary and secondary number
eastern markets. If thisa
markets, made a terrific comeback
expansion
continues, on
in 1951 and will continue in 1952." the part of program
Southern
California will
acWilliam L. Wallace, West Coast
c
o
u
n
t
s
,
i
t
seems
apparent
manager of Adam J. Young Jr. Inc., be a noticeable increase inthere
the
volcommented,
"I feel
ume of business emanating from
1952 will show
at aconfident
minimumthata
10% greater increase in billing. Southern
CautiousCalifornia."
approach was taken by
Medium budget advertisers, after
Los Angeles manventuring into television, have Jess M.ager ofLaughlin,
The Boiling Co., although
found that radio is still the medium
predicted radio billings would
of the masses and in 1952 are again he
allocating larger budgets to radio increase 5% and TV 15%.
than they did in 1950-51.
"Any predictions I might make
"Other advertisers capable of are based solely on the steady gains
maintaining television schedules made by these two media in 1951
asting

"However, if our manufacturers
and retailers are to stay in busi"they musthaveadvertise.ness,"Radiohe said,
and television
long
since proved that they can move
Increase of 10% in radio and
merchandise."
25% in TV billings is expected by
etc." E. Noyes, Los Angeles
Norman
manager of The Branham Co.
"Drawing on all sources of authoritative information," he commented, "1952 should be the greatest umeperiod
for
production
volof business
ever and
realized.
Applyingvisionthis
to
our
radio
and
teleinterest, I believe we may
look forward *to a mighty big
Harlan G. Oakes, head of Harlan
G. Oakes & Assoc., Los Angeles,
specializing in Spanish-language
stations representation, predicted
billings in that field would be up
as much as 50%. Terming the
Spanish
year."cel language
ent," henoted thatprospects
"is not a "extrue
picture
for
radio
in
general"
however.
A 5% increase in radio and 20%
boost in TV billings are expected
by Clark Barnes, Los Angeles manager of Headley-Reed Co.
"In 1952, daytime selective radio
(Continued on page 72)
IN MONTREAL

it's
CFCF
Ask the man who knows best — the
local advertiser on CFCF.
Best proof that he gets prompt action
at the cash register is the fact that
Over a 3-year period
local advertising on CFCF
has increased 260%National advertisers, too, can bank on
CFCF. For Canada's FIRST station has
the coverage, the Ihtenership, to do a
real selling job in the rich Montreal
market area.

U S. Representative — Weed & Co.
December 24, 1951 • Page 71

Representatives7 Prospects
(Continued from page 71)
buying should more than offset the networks to enter the secondary
through affiliates will
decline in Class A sales, if any," markets
an important bearing on the
he said. "I also believe that TV have
strong increase in spot business
billing will continue to rise steadily which
we predict in the outside
as this new medium continues to
enlarge its audience."
markets."
Carlin French, vice president,
Radio billings for the first quar- H-R
Representatives, Chicago,
ter
will
be
up
5%
over
last
year's
noted
billings in 1951 were subinitial period, and TV will run
stantially larger than in the preabout the same, in the view of
vious
year. As one indication 1952
Lincoln P. Simonds, Pacific Coast
will
be
even
said, "I just
was
manager of Weed & Co. "It seems in the office onebetter
entirehe morning
likely,"
he said,
orders over the telephone!
will spend
more "that
media advertisers
money in taking
Chicago agency told me, for
'52 in anhigher
effortgrosses
to hypobeingsalesa One
example, that it will buy 20% more
volume;
'must' tained
forprofits.
higher taxes and sus- spot"Some
next advertisers
year."
are realizing
"Radio and TV should benefit that television is not the answer
most from increased expenditures, togoingall back
prayers,"
he
said
are
spot. "and
Reasons
as competitively, both media are for this are totheradio
lack
of
spots
and
getting increasingly stronger as the higher cost of TV. One of our
our industry sells itself and gets TV stations has four customers for
its 'light out from under the almost every spot available.
bushel.' "
"The tax situation also will have
Radio arebillings
first
quarter
expectedin to1952's
be up 10%
a
strong
year's busines , as aeffect
lot ofon next
advertisers
have
over that period in 1951, according to Ray Rhodes, Pacific Coast discovered they can't keep excess
manager of Paul H. Raymer Co., money and will get a direct beneSan tFrancisco.
TV boost predicfit from it by spending it on adverion is 20%.
tising.
"Television can be held back by
just one thing — lack of time to
Industry's Selling Job
sell,"morehe advertisers
said, continuing,
"One of the main reasons that
and
will buy "More
radio radio
made
more money this year,
on a selected market basis, in spite
of network package deals and rate in my opinion, is the selling job
cutting. Two factors will con- the industry did on its own medium
after the NARTB convention in
tribute to radio's
— growing Pacific
Coast increase
population
and Chicago last spring. They started
radio's new found faith in its own to fight and a lot of advertisers
sales ability."
were re-sold on radio and came
A 20% billing boost in radio is
expected by W. S. Grant, president backGerald
N. Gunst, manager, The
and general manager, W. S. Grant Katz in."
Agency, Chicago, noted:
Co.,
San
Francisco,
who
said,
"We
believe that radio and television
"Although 1950 was a peak year
AM spot, overall billings for
will both show
gains in '52conditions
provided for
1951 also have been extremely
political
and economic
remain approximately as is. Sec- good. There was a general and distinct pickup in spot starting late
ondary market stations stand to
show the largest gains in spot spring and early summer, with a
lot of buying. We expect this
while AM stations in the major volume
to continue in 1952.
markets where there are TV stations will be hard pressed to show
"Television, of course, is going
gains in our opinion.
like a house on fire, with no end
"The trend of the NBC and CBS in sight. Next year will be even
QUINCY,
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radio looks good because of 1 *
highRadio
cost billings
of TV." will be up 1( 0
and TV up 33% in view of Geoi K
T. Harding, manager, radio di 0
said:
sion, Branham Co., Dallas. ' n
"Unless arises,
some unfortunate
condition
it is believed wotl ref
radio good
and through
TV billings
tinue
1952.willThisci D;
particularly true in the Southw« b
where many new firms have be f
established and many new brand |i
of
national
concerns,
creased
sales staffs,
shouldwith
be g<' flpi
insurance of better radio and ' ia
billings
in 1952."
Previewing
the Canadian m
ket,
managp
H. N.Ralph
StovinJudge,
& Co.,sales
Toronto,
diets first quarter radio billii
will be above those of 1951's cc
parable period.
"All the usual indications," :
said, forpoint
"to asalemostof radio
successti
year
national
in 1952. Our future bookings
relation to first quarter of 1952
Southwest Outlook
gramming."
comfortably in excess of se
period
of 1951.
In theville,Southwest,
B. MelnumberTheof fact
clientstha »
owner of firmClyde
bearing
his considerable
to
radio
have
been
sold
name,
prospects
for medium within the past yearon v
'52 . . said,
. are "Overall
for increased
business
satisfactory results is c
in the radio field. As between ra- highly
dio and TV, there has developed a tributing to the optimistic outl f
more balanced viewpoint, rather renewals
1952. ofInthese
almostoriginal
every contrj
insta1 FIc
than a former tendency to throw for
have been secured.
all dollars into TV.
"Tangible evidence of exten
"Markets of so-called secondary
consideration are receiving more schedules embracing additional
study and more volume of business more heavily concentrated pi;
ments give assurance of conti
in Mr.
AM Melville
radio." noted many AM dol- ance of the trend. National
lars "are coming back that were vertisers are placing increas ;
in TV." He saw "definitely an reliance and confidence in loc 61
up trend in AM as far as money produced shows. They have r1
to be spent next year compared alized the logic of the suggesti '
and tailormade productions be 1;
withHe this
last year."
predicted
radio billings would on tested and proven accepta *
gainedlisteners,
throughchoice
consideration
be up 10-15% for the first quarter the
in each s NS
with
amount.TV up an undetermined cific region.
"There isn't any question but
Steady Contracts
what advertisers are reaffirming
"Many of the locally prodi i
their faith in radio by continuing
their schedules and in many cases programs on Stovin-represei increasing them, both in TV mar- stations have been airing < ;
kets and non-TV markets where tinuously for years and are
cuts had been made to permit bigsponsored by the original
certainlyspons
cor 1
ger
in TV,"
according
Fred L.budgets
Vance,
manager
of theto This procedure
to steady bookings for .
Dallas office of O. L. Taylor Co. butes
"Also," he noted, "radio adver- stations.
"There are very few signs oi
tisers are beginning to appreciate
deterring effect for ;_
more and more the advantages immediate
dio by TV in Canada. It is
they can receive by using radio in interest
of
the
public is now ke<
secondary markets, like Abilene,
a great part
of thiT\
Tex., and Austin, Tex., instead of instillTV,in but
the
curiosity
stage.
depending on powerhouse stations appears to be no burning
desire
inradio
cities." a 10% increase in this new medium which even mi
Hebig billings.
predicted
approaches the fever of r
throughout
most of >
Radio billings will continue the listening
existence.
is improbable
same but TV will be up about 50%, TV in CanadaIt will
become a sen
according to David Rutledge, man- threat to commercial radio wi |
ager of the Dallas office of The the next few years at any rateHI
Katz Agency.
Radio billings for the first qW
"TV looks awfully good," he ter are expected to be up to :■
over
the initial period of last ml
said,
and primarily
"radio doesn't
so good,
becauselook
of quite
TV. according to A. A. McDermott, »
Indications
are network
business
ager of Radio & Television sflj
II
will drop in radio and spot will in- Toronto.
crease. In the Southwest, with
"Metropolitan
radio
busiHk
the regional and small advertisers, should
be up at least 20% in 1£H|
BROADCASTING
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better than this," he stated.
Hal Holman, Hal Holman Co.,
Chicago, observed:
"It is a known fact that since
the early days of publishing and
advertising, no new advertising
medium . . . has ever displaced another existing medium and each
medium has taken its particular
niche in the national economic
scene. It seems now that television
tion.
will fall into the same classifica"Based on 1951 experience, radio
broadcasters who fear serious inroads by television, can feel that
AM is not only here to stay but
has increased in many instances
over 1950. This has been virtually
true of every year since radio was
founded. Many stations this year
showed an increase in both local
and national business.
"The outlook for 1952 is more
of the same, depending of course
on the efficiency of station operation by management and good pro-

leThere
said,are"based
1951.
many onbigincrease
radio inbudgets
iow being discussed because firms
ire beginning to realize they have
0 go out and sell today. British
irms moving into Canada are also
onvinced that radio is the way to
■reak into the Canadian market
nd this accounts for some new
usiness in 1952.
"With
CBC commercial
planning to
drop
ome
daytime
network
hows, there is more inquiry for
egional daytime networks and spot
ysiness. The largest food and soap
a dvertisers are buying more time
I nd looking for new local shows."
"There is a terrific swing to se-factive radio," according to John
;iTision,
'regale,All-Canada
manager, Radio
station Facilities
time diJ td., Toronto, "with agencies be: - inning to realize they can do a
jtter job for their clients through
as ilective placement of programs
id announcements. It will not be
li x ng till the SRO sign is out in
■' anadian major market stations."
; • There is more attention to better
*J -ogramming for the listener benftub
'it. past
There year
has been
in usean ofincrease
selectivein
" -ograms over spot announcements
' ' r Canadian advertisers.
. According to Jack Slatter, man,'.7„7.>ronto,
r:er of Radio
Representatives
Ltd.,
has been
ar and "1951
everything
pointstheto boom
1952
ntinuing as good. There is a tend71 cy for advertisers to use more
tail live local talent shows, cater.Jti to local demand which the sta'.."■T>n
operators onknowshowsbest,picked
ratherby
J an depending
'J Xitions
city agency
executives.
Smaller
have come into their own
. :ause more and more national
;:.....ionsors
are lookingto for
ich pin-point
localprograms
tastes.
■ ere is a shortage of time on
1 ger market stations. In spot anj ancements, dramatized spots are
[ s popular and there is more
I thright selling in announcents today."
V 25% boost in radio billings for
first quarter over that of last
ir's
period wasownerestimated
L. Alexander,
of Torontoby
resentative bearing his name,
dications are that business next
.r will be over 1951," he said,
cording to existing commitits. Small market stations are
7 being used in greater numbers
ause of community distribution.
: idea that major market stais cover the province is now out,
advertisers are noting a drop
ales when they do not use local
ions. The small market stations,
which I represent 12 througheastern Canada, are about 80%
out locally and nationally."

1

DAYTON (Ohio) Advertising Club
heard a local boy who made good
when Frank Stanton (seated), CBS
president, spoke before the club
earlier this month. Mr. Stanton was
introduced by J. Leonard Reinsch,
managing director, James M. Cox
stations, which include WHIO-AMFM-TV Dayton.

Advertisers
(Continued from page 28)
not give
any figures,
it iscompany
understo d in trade
circles the
spent well over $1 million for advertising in 1951, with radio getting an overwhelming share.
R. J. Piggott, advertising manager of Grove Labs., said prospects
for 1952 are excellent but radioTV
plans
aren'tendsavailable
the fiscal year
in April.because
Dr. Pepper Co. looks for a good
year and "use of radio will be up
sharply,"
A. H.
Caperton, according
advertisingto manager.
The company has renewed Ted
Husing on CBS and starting Dec.
28 will be on the air Fridays at
8 p.m. Dr. Pepper is limiting use
of TV to spots and special local
shows in selected markets.
Look and Quick magazines plan
identical circulation budgets with
those of 1951 but no advertising
figures are available.
F. A. English, vice president of
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co.,
proposes to spend $1,300,000 on
advertising in 1952, same as in
1951. The bulk will go to national
magazines, with four-color copy,
with "some portion going to radio
and television."
for completed,
radio and
TV Greyhound's
in 1952 are plans
not fully
according
to
its
agency,
Beaumont
& Hohman.
Kirk recL.tor of Emerson
Billings, Drug
advertising
diCo., said
the diosponsor
will
increase
spot
raand TV expenditures in the first
70 markets. No network radio or
TV will be used, however.
Admiral Corp. sent $2 million
for television advertising in 1951
and 1952 expenditure will be about
the same, with $2,500,000 going to
national magazines and $3 million
to newspapers. Richard A. Braver,
vice president-electronics, said 1952
a
TV output should match 1950, with
about 5 million units to be produced barring all-out war or
further restrictions on supplies of
IS KLICKIN
raw materials. In that event, the
3ADCASTING
• Telecasting

firm's military business would take
up any slack, he explained.
Benjamin Abrams, president of
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., sees a ready market for all
TV and radio sets produced in 1952.
Greatly increased demand for TV
is expected when the freeze ends
along with steady improvement in
the art. Mr. Abrams expects 1952
to be a better year than 1951.
Lambert Pharmacal Co. looks
for an excellent year in 1952, said
John Shiell, sales manager. A
fourth of the national advertising
budget will go to TV and 75% to
magazines. Lambert sponsors So
You Want to Lead a Band for
Listerine toothpaste. Total admillion. vertising budget runs about $3
Ford Plans Increase
Ben R. Donaldson, director of advertising and sales promotion, Ford
Motor Co., indicated the company
will increase overall advertising
budget to provide for extra coverage needed in introducing three
completely
new linesit has
of automobiles. In addition
started
an institutional campaign, "The
American Road," supplementing
regular product advertising.
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co. looks for
increased sales in 1952 but has no
radio or TV plans at the moment,
said Karl F. Dinnauer, advertising manager.
D. agerM.of Western
Purpus, Auto
advertising
Supply manCo.,

What's

said the company is using radio
and TV with
only $10,000
"on a very
selected
basis"
covering
the
1951 expenditure. Plans for 1952
will follow the same formula.
Harold L. Schafer, president of
Gold Seal Co., said the company
spent about $75,000 for radio and
TV in 1951 but.has no commitments
for
in 1952. He desteady.the media
scribed business prospects as
Paul S. Willis, president of
Groceryclared theMfrs.
of America,
dewar situation,
inflation,
tax trends and price controls are
uncertainties having a very definite bearing on the food industry
next year. On the whole, 1951 was
a good year in the food and grocery
industry from the standpoint of
the farmer, manufacturer and consumer, he said.
Gwilym A. Price, president of
Westinghouse Electric Corp., anticipates deeper cutbacks on civilian
goods output in the first six months
of 1952, with the situation starting
to improve by fall as scarce materials become more readily available or substitutes are developed,
barring all-out war. Westinghouse
has been expanding its plant
rapidly.
of consumer
ducts wasOutput
down only
10% from prothe
record year of 1950, he said, despite the fact that 40% of unneeds. filled orders are for direct defense

he looking

at?

Charles Wilds, N. W. Ayer, is looking
at a list of radio advertisers . . .
OR, your advertisement in the
BROADCASTING Yearbook.
December 24, 1951
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TRANSIT RADIO
SCOTUS to Hear in March
ARGUMENT on the legality of
transit radio will be heard by
the
Court the week of
MarchSupreme
3.
Briefs by the interested parties
must be filed the week of Feb. 11,
with answers required the week of
Feb. 18.
Parties in the case are Washington Transit Radio Inc. (WWDCFM), Capital Transit Co. and the
District of Columbia Public Utilities Commission. Opposing them
are linWashington
S. Pollak and attorneys
Guy Martin.FrankOn
appeal
is
last
by the U. S. Court of June's
Appealsruling
that
transitcast commercials and announcements are illegal [B • T,
June 18, 11]. Also at issue is the
broadcasting ofcommercial
musicannouncements
and non-to
transportation vehicles. The Supreme Court included those issues
when it granted writ of certiorari
last October [B*T, Oct. 22].
Decision is expected near the
end of the Supreme Court session
early next summer.
Fortnight ago SCOTUS denied a
petition to enter the case amici
curiae presented by WKRC-FM
Cincinnati, KCMO - FM Kansas
City and KXOK-FM St. Louis.
Attorney Robert W. Patterson, exSecretary of War, represented the
unsuccessful petitioners.

fCC actions £

ment of CP for FM station; 96.5 n
(Ch. 243), 9.2 kw, 215 ft.
December 17 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
Cumberland,
License
CP,WCPM
as mod.,
new AM Ky.—
station.
Latrobe,
Pa.—
License
for
as WAKU
mod., new
AM
station.
AM— 960 kc
WATS from
Sayre,1470Pa.—kc CPto to960change
quency
kc.
December 18 Decisions . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
Annual Financial Report
FCC authorized filing with Comm|
sion
only
one 324copyfor of1951.annualFormfinanc:
report
Form
is
quired
to be licensee
filed for having
each station
inone
addition,
morerepcthj
station
must
file
combined
Action taken does not change pres
requirements
persons
who
fileasorwilltoas carry
to information
berequired
filed. toForm
instructk1
reading
copy' to instruct
be filei
instead "Only
of theoneprevious
which read "All reports must
inwithduplicate."
Copies
of
form,
for fil
Commission
and for retention
respondent,
within
a fewwilldays.be mailed to licen
Granted Authority
KERN-FM
Bakersfield, Calif.—
Gra
ed
special
experimental
authority
operate
remote licensed
control opfr
trans, ofstation
KERN bywithout
ator period
in attendance
at KERN-FM
for
ending March
1; cond.tra:
KPFA
(FM)
Berkeley,
Calif.—
Gr
ed special
temporary
riod
endingservice
Marchusing
12authority
toformer
provideforKS!
program
facilities,
94.1 ft.mc. (Ch. 2'
ERP
15.8 askw,follows:
ant. 1,330
KYBS (FM)
Dallas, toTexas—
Gran
extension
of
authority
additional period of 30 daysremain
from sil.
26to pending
reorganization.
Station
resume broadcasting
withoutres:
authorization
reorganization
in transfer of ifcontrol.
WEXI (FM)
St. Charles,to remain
111.— Gran*,
extension
authority
90zation
days and
fromofformulation
Dec. 17, pending
reorgasil
of
for station. Station not future
to resupi
broadcasting without
reorganization
resultsFCCin authority
transfer
control. Granted
Changes
Following stations were gran
changes in existing facilities as shoi
ERPKXEL-FM
from 17.5Waterloo,
kw to 10.5Iowa
kw; —antCha
60 ft. to 490 ft.
WMCF (FM) Memphis, Tenn.— Cha
590 ft.fromto 520
ERP
260 ft.kw to 320 kw; ant "
Following were
granted
reinstatem
Granted
CP's
ofchannels
expiredformerly
CP's
for
FM stations
assigned
and mor
eacl
bear
expiration
dates
of
six
from date of grant:
WGNR-FM
New
Rochelle,
WRCM New Orleans, La., and NWI
Yancey' County, N. C.
WOKY
Wis.—1 Granted
tokw-D
increaseMilwaukee,
from
kw-D e
920power
kc with
1 kw-N;
neeringonconditions
including
perm
accept full responsibility for insta
tion
and
adjustment
of
such
filter
tems or and/or
other equipmentMilwaukee,
necessar; i'
WOKY
eliminate adverseWISN,
effects on either
tion
by cross modulation
eff
and/orcaused
re-radiation
problems
dueM
proximity
of trans,
sites,
and permi
agrees
to
make
field
measurements
other
checksto oncommencement
operation of W
both
prior
completion
of construction as areand i

DECEMBER 14 THROUGH DECEMBER 20
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna D-day
mod. modification
ERP-effective radiated power
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter
link N-night
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
cial toeducational
FM station
December 14 Applications . . . mc.
91.5 mc. (Ch.
218). from 88.1
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
KLIX
Twin
Falls,
Idaho
— Granted
mod.
for extension
Modification of CP
date toCP 12-15-51;
cond. of completion
KDSX Denison,
Tex.—
Mod.
CP
auWDMJCP Marquette,
Granted
thorizing frequency DA,
change,
for extensionMich.of —completion
hours of operation,
etc. change in mod.
cond.STA
Beverly
Hills,
Calif.—
Mod. CP, date to 12-31-51;
Granted
asof KSKT
mod.,
new
FM
station,
for
extension
completion date.
WCBS-TV
New operation
York— Granted
STA
AM— 1150 kc
for
commercial
Empire
State
Bldg. invis.accordance
withat ofcurrent
KNED
McAlester,
Okla.
—
CP
to
CP,
except
trans,
output
5
kw
change from daytime to fulltime with and aur. of 2.5 kw; with nominal car1 kw D, 500 w N, DA-N.
rier carrier
frequenciesfrequencies
to be 10.5 forkc'schannel
above
Renewal of License
normal
period ending no later than June 14;
subject tomis ion infinal
actionproceedings.
taken by Comtelevision
KMJ-FM
Fresno,
Calif.,
WAAT-FM
Also, and
granted
CP to install new
Newark, chesN.ter, Va. J., and WRFL(FM) Win- trans,
extendmod.commencement
and
completion dates to 2-12-52 and 8-12-52,
respectively.
Application Returned
Granted Modifications
KRAI catCraig,
Col.— RETURNED
appliiwestern
on for transfer
of control
NorthKE2XHY
(Edwin
Armstrong),
AlColorado Bcstg.
Co. to George
p
i
n
e
,
N
.
GrantedH. mod.
exO.of common
Cory through
sale
of
16,000
shares
stock (50%).
tensJ.—
ion of completion
date CPto for
6-19-52.
WKINcense Kingsport,
Tenn.—
new AM station;
1320Granted
kc, 1 kw,liDecember 17 Decisions . . .
daytime.
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted CP
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga.— Granted CP
Granted CP for CP
to
change
trans,
and main studio locaKOKH
Oklahoma
Granttion; cond.
ed cial
CP toeducational
replace FMCPCity.
new Okla.—
noncommerPut
in
Pending
File
station
which
exK
KTRN I I
piredGranted
Nov. 13. Modifications
Radio inNorwich
Inc.,fileNorwich,
N. Y.for—
Placed
pending
application
new AMtimestation
on
1010
kc.
500
w,
WCBS-FM
New
York—
Granted
mod.
WT
Wichita
Falls,
Tex.
I'M
pending ratification of daynew
r__^
~
III CPant. forgainchanges
in FM output
station toto2.45change
and trans,
kw. NARBA. Granted License
WOTJI
Athens,
Ohio
—
Granted
mod.
CP to change frequency of noncommer- Granted
WOOD-TV
Rapids,and Mich.
licenseGrand
TVof station
to indi-—
cate designation
trans, location.
KOB-TV
Albuquerque,
N.
M.—
GrantJOIN ZIV SALES
ed license
and to designate
and TVtrans,station
locations.
Four Are Appointed studio
WLAV-FM
Grand Rapids, Mich. —
Granted
FOUR new sales representatives mc,
1.75 license
kw, ant.new210 ft.FM station; 96.9
have been appointed by Frederic
Rapid
City, S.FMD.—station;
Granted lichanges
W. Ziv Co., producer of tran- mc.KOZY
(Ch.cense for234),
25 kw,in ant.
390 ft. 94.7
scribed-syndicated radio programs
KFUO-FM
Clayton,
Mo.—
Granted
lifor local and regional sponsorship.
new FMant.station:
260 ft. 99.1 mc. (Ch.
Frank L. Sheehan, Seattle, has 256), 6.7censekw,
Moberly,
Mo.— Granted
been named to the Oregon and forKNCM
FIRST CHOICE
CP which
replaced
expiredof CPlicense
for
OF ENGINEERS!
Washington territory. Mr. Sheehan frequency
change
andfulltime;
hours
tion;
1230
kc,
250
w
cond.operaat
one
time
was
executive
with
Only Magnecorder offers all the fle>
WIRO
Ironton,
Ohio—
Granted
license
Baseball Club and acibility,
featuresto pay!
you J| the Seattle
time. AM station; 1230 kc, 250 w, fullcount executive with Totem Broad- new
require —highat afidelity
price and
you want
c
a
s
t
e
r
s
I
n
c
.
WFMW-FM
GrantFITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
license(Ch.
forMadisonville,
changesERPin 2.5Ky.—
FM kw,station;
William R. Dothard, assistant 375
93.9 edft.mc.
230),
ant.
sales
director
for
WFBR
Baltimore,
PORTABLE
- LIGHTWEIGHT;
WEWO-FM
Laurinburg,
N.
C—
GrantRecorder
in
one
case
has
been
named
for
the
Baltimoreed license for CP authorizing reinstateAmplifier
the other. Easy,
Washington, D. C, area.
handling —in compact!
Morton G. Brandes, assistant to
the publisher of the Philadelphia
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED^ Daily
News, will handle the eastern
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Pennsylvania region. Previously he
was
a
salesman with R. H. DonCONSOLE OR,
nelley Corp. for 10 years.
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Harold Winther, sales manager
Custom-Built Equipment
of KEYD Minneapolis, will handle
MONITORING COMPANY
U.
S.
RECORDING
CO.
southeastern
Minnesota.
Mr.
WinPRECISION
for new cafalog — «mt:
ther has been salesman for WDGY
Engineer onFREQUENCY
duty all nightMEASUREME
every mi «l
Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Minneapolis, sales manager for 1121 VermontLincoln
JACKSON
5302
3-2705
KVCV Redding, Calif., and general
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, *
manager of KWNO Winona, Minn.
ROADCASTING
• Telecast
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCB *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A—Established
US-year background
1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
•lember AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas,S. Texas
Seattle,
4212
Buckner Blvd. 4742
W. RuffWash.
nor

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE 9

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST.. N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic !
WASHINGTON, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
Quarter Century
Professional
Experience
FCC
& FIELD ENGINEERING
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
6,
D.
C.
III. 7-2153
Executive 1230 —Lockwood
Executive 5-1819)
5851
(Nights-holidays,
(A Chicago suburb)
Member AFCCE *
ifcontrol.
reorganization results in transfer of Council Bluffs, Iowa, and WIS-FM ColuApplication
mbia, S. C."
Returned
& RETURNED
Farmers Station,
RaDecember 18 Applications . . . Merchants
leigh,AM
N. C. —station
application
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
for
new
requesting
1440 kc,
Modification of CP
w-D.
VVRSW authorizing
Warsaw, Ind.
Mod.
CP, foras 500
December 19 Decisions . . .
mod.,
new —AM date.
station,
extension
of completion
Member AFCCE '
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
KTBI authorizing
Tacoma, Wash.—
Mod. change,
CP, as
mod.,
frequency
KWEM
Memphis, Ark.— Grantpowersion change,
DA-N,date.etc., for exten•ssary
to show
operation
ofaffected,
ant. system
ed renewalWestof license.
ofModification
completion
las
been
unaffected,
or
if
has
WASH renewal
(FM) Washington,
of License
ieen satisfactorily adjusted.
Granted
of license. D. C. —
KTBS
Shreveport,
La.—Radio
Mod. Station
license
KLIF toOakchange
Cliff, Tex.—
Granted
appliBy Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
ation
location
from
Oak
to
change
name
from
Western
Bcstg.
Modesto,dismissal
Calif.
KTBS Inc.Extension
to KTBS ofInc.SSA
:liff to Dallas, Tex.
—without
Grantedprejudice
petitionAssoc.,
requesting
KTOE
Mankato,
CP5
ow-D
increase
powerkc Minn.—
from 11 Granted
kw-D toand
Southland Bcstg.application.
Co., Frequency
KOB
Albuquerque,
N.
M.—
Extension
on
1420
with
kw-N,
Shreveport,
La. —
service
authorization
oper- Bcstg. System
nstall new trans., subject to applicant of special
petitionInc.,insofar
as it requests
ate on 770using
kc with
kw-D, 25to kw-N,
greeing oftoblanket
satisfy interference
all legitimate occurcom- fulltime,
trans,501.authorized
under Granted
dismissal
ofKCIJ
application
for assignment
laints
CP, beginning
Mar.
of
CP
of
and
denied
insofar
as
ing
within
250
mv/m
contour.
AM— 550 kc
Brightmoor
Pentacostal
Tabernacle,to
it requests dismissal to be without
•ransmit
etroit,
Mich.
—
Granted
authority
WELL
Battle
Creek,
Mich.
—
CP
to
programs Canada,
to station CKLW change frequency from 1400 kc to 550 prejudice.
Resort Bcstg.
Co.,requesting
Hot Springs,CommisArk. —
Windsor,
increaseDA, power
from 250 w to Granted
rom 7:30 Ontario,
to 8:00 p.m., EST.each Sun. kc1 kw,and install
sion upon
acceptpetition
lateapplication
appearance and
in proceedetc.
ing
its
that
KGIB
Bremerton,
Wash.
—
Granted
Renewal
Bcstg. Co.,
Springhill,
La. of,
of authority
to remain salesilentof Following License
stations request renewal of Springhill
0xtension
days Station
from
Dec.not 7topending
Radio
Reading,
Reading,
Pa.—
Grantlicense:
ed
petition
for
extension
of
time
from
tation.
resume
broadasting without prior FCC authorization
WSB-FM Atlanta, Ga., KSWI-FM Dec. 14 to Feb. 1 in which to file exROADCASTING
• Telecasting
LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Lane,
Television
One LeFevre
New Systems
Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
ceptions to initial decision released in
proceeding
upon its application.
WBBBof Dec.
Burlington,
C— Corrected
order
showN.application
removed
from 7 tohearing
docket. was
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith
KJAYtion of Nov.
Topeka,27, Kan.
— Granted peti-on
as hearing
supplemented
Dec.
7, to rereopen
record
proceeding
its application
for CP;in
stipulation
as
to
engineering
facts
ached to supplemental
madeatpart of trecord
and record petition
again closed.
WVOP
Vidalia,
Ga.—
Granted
petition
toin construction
amend application programming
to show changes
and
staffing plans forcosts,operation
proposed.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WFTCther hearing
Kinston,
N. C— Ordered
furin application
of WFTC
for
ington.CP be held on Dec. 20 in WashBy HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
WKOW
Madison,
Granted peti-in
tion to accept
noticeWis.—
of appearance
proceeding
re application
filed
Nov.pro-30
four
days
after
expiration
of time
vidnotice
ed in Commission's
rules;
petitioner's(Continued
of appearance
accepted.
on page 79)
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
totheirboxcustody
numbersor return.
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted:
General
manager35,000
for town.
midwestern
station.
One whoin radio
wants
to community.
locate and rearSalary
his
family
a
small
and
share necessary.
in profits. Answers
Educationstrictly
and
experience
confidential. Box 721L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
StationSendmanager
with successful record.
biography
to H. R.picture,
Winsor,references,
WBYS,
Canton, Illinois.
Salesman
Salesman-commercial
manager,
single
station
southern
market,
1000 wattincome.
dayCommission
on gross
Box 770L,time..BROADCASTING.
Outstanding
opportunity
for a successful,
imaginative
andqualified
aggressive
mancomewhose
record
him5000tosalesbesales
manager
of
this
watt
basic
network
affiliate
in
northeastern market. The amanmajorwe
want staff
will butnot will,
only himself,
help andbecome
directtopa
sales
producer.
Personal
interview
necessary.
Write
full
details
to
Box
775L,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent
opportunity
for
salesman
who
knows
radioGoodand draw
valueagainst
of account
servicing.
15%,O.
Send
complete
details,
air
mail.
P.
Box 112, Gloversville, New York.
Salesman, fordependent.
southern
California
Excellentman.
spot
for con-inscientious,KCSB,
cooperative
Unlimited
opportunity.
Box
269,
San
Bernardino, California.
Salesman
—
Opening
in
rich
Fox
River
Valley area.
Prefer man Salary
state Wisconsin, near middlewest.
plus
commission.
Send complete
letter
Commercial
ton,
Wisconsin.Manager, WHBY, AppleAnnouncers
Wanted— announcer with good hard
punching market.
commercial voice.audition
Large midwestern
disc
and all details firstSend
letter. Box 367L,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster,
experienced
recreation,
baseball,
football,
also news,
staffWrite
for
employment
nextreferences,
spring.
Hawaii.
full
details,
Box
564L,
BROADCASTING.
Upper midwest 1 kw CBS affiliate needs
staff announcer.
Preferphoto,
1-2 years
experiImmediate
ence. Send letter,
audition
recording.
opening.
Box
712L, BROADCASTING.
Morning man
neededaffiliate.
for 5000 Need
watt midwestern
network
man
who ingcanman leaves
take offandwhere
present
mornbuild
still
One who has personality, sellingfurther.
ability
on thesic, control
air, complete
knowledgeOneof who
muboard
operation.
can
cooperate
withbackground,
management.
Write
giving
complete
photo
and
disc
or tape sample
of work,
replies
confidential.
Write Box
752L, allBROADCASTING.
You'll
more andgoodreceive
radio good
than you
thoughtlearn
possible
pay
if you'reoped intoa good
deejay
or can beonly
devel-in
one.
One
opening
important
market
and
audience
leader
station.
Send disc, photo, tape to Box
755L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
good replying,
staff and
deejay,
$60.00experienced,
weekly.
When
give experience
and educational
resume,
phone
number.
Box
767L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer
southerntails. Bstation.
Send for
disc 1000
and watt
deox 771L, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate
opening,
two combination
men,
strong
onstart,announcing,
salary
$80.00
weekly
to
days,
50 hour week. 1 kw $90.00
fulltimein 60Mutual
outlet,ager,callKIOX,or Bay
wire City,
CleveTexas.
Griffin, ManLong pay
—mostshort
hours! small
One market
of nation'sindependent
prosperous
daytime
stations
located
in
booming
west Texas
eight thousand population
willannouncer
havecityopening
after
January
15
for
with
first
ticket. Six day work week requiring
fifteen to twenty-five
announcing.
We maintainhours
threeassisting
tickets
for twelve
daily microphone
operating schedule and six hour
qualified
men.
Preference
given
applicants
now
employed
southwest.
Salary
scaleandminimum
three
hundred
monthly
up
depending
application
on
job.
This
five station
opportu-is
nity exists forconnection
those whowhere
are congenial,
wish to nentlyapply
themselves,
permaand grow
with us.IfstayAll
letters
of
inquiryexpenses
answered.
acceptable
traveling
paid.
Send
details
and audition
wire or tape
ager, KTFY, disc,
Brownfield,
Texas.to ManWanted:
Two
combo
men
Januaryto
22.
Fortycommensurate
hour week. Salaryby $45.00
$65.00,
WACA,
Camden, South with
Carolina.ability.
for Mutual
40Announcer-engineer
milestails.Atlanta.
Send
discGa. andoutlet,
deWBHF, Cartersville,
Announcernouncer fowanted,
interested
in
anprefer
residence
of r regular
N. C,Wannamaker,
S.staffC, work,
or Virginia.
Contact
Allan
Station WGTM,
Wilson, N. C. Radio
Need
experienced
announcer.
Start
$60.00
per for
weekrightwith
Good place
man.advancement.
No drifter,
capable,
clean,immediately
sober, goodWMGR,
fish'n phone
hunting, contact
777, Bainbridge,
Ga.
Announcer-engineer,
first phone. State
experience
and salary
first letter. WMLT,
Dublin,requirements
Georgia.
Dual network station, TV application,
has teropening
for staff
announcer. Send
Betaverage
auditionthanMeridian,
and
resumeopportunities.
WMOX,
Miss,to J. W. Carson,
Wanted: Announcer with 1st class
phoneAberdeen,
ticket to Mississippi,
open with newAvailable
station
at
approximately
of January.
Contact Joe Phillips,15thStarkville,
Mississippi.
Wanted:neer.Combination
announcer-engiwattJanuary
modern1st. station
goingweek.
on airNewCar1000
about
$70.00
per
necessary.
Moyer, WTIM, Taylorville,Contact
Illinois,Keith
Wanted: Announcer with 1st class
phone ticket.
Mississippi
StateOpportunity
College on tooff attend
hours.
Needed
Mississippi.at once. WSSO, Starkville,
Technical
wantedtionforin Hawaii.
chief engineer's
job
by staGood,
permanent
position
for the right
man. andExperience
inessential.
maintenance
of
speech
RF
gear
given toSendexperienced
smallPreference
station chiefs.
full
details
plus
audition
tape
to
Box
765L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineers,
class ticket. Call Cloverdale
7-0172 1stBrooklyn.
First
class
engineer,
opening,
$65.00 for Contact
40 hourPaulimmediate
week.
Permanent
position.
C.
Kelley,
WCSI,
Columbus, Indiana.
Wanted— cense.
engineer
with
first
class
Contact WDAR, Savannah,liGeorgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Have immediate opening for transmitter sary.
operator.
Experience
not necesPrefer single
WEPM, Martinsburg,
W.man.
Va. Call 5252,
Engineer-announcer
first class
license.AccentGood onpay announcing.
andwithworking
If condiyou're
aWrite
top tions.
announcer,
you
are
our
man.
full Garrison,
details, experience,
salary,
Ala.
etc. John
WFUN, Huntsville,
Immediate
opening for
engineer
first class license.
Contact
AllenwithB.
Jones,ton, N.Radio
C. Station WGNI, WilmingHave immediate and
opening
for first work.
class
operator,
transmitter
Experience studio
not necessary.
Write WHDL,
Olean,
tion. New York, for further informaWill train
engine r for 6inexperienced
a.m. to noon licensed
announcing
shift. ing.Good
future,nearguaranteed
hous250
Mutual
seashore,
good
hunting,
fishing.WHIT,
Immediate
Air mail details
New Bern,opening.
N. C.
Wanted
engineer,$1.50AMperandhour,FM KingsNBC
affiliate
WKPT,
port, Tennessee.
Modern
station
heart of
Lake
Erieprogressive
land
has inpermanent
position
forvacation
engineer.
Excellent
salary
and
generous
vacation
plan.
Chief Engineer, WLEC, Sandusky,Contact
Ohio,
immediately.
Wanted:
Engineer
with
first
phone;
plus
topnotch
radioRadio
salesman.
Contact
John
Struckell,
Station
WOND
at Pleasantville
3971 in Pleasantville,
New
Jersey.
Engineer mediateor opening,
announcer-engineer,
im-Y.
WVOS, and
Liberty,
N.test
Radio
test for
technicians
radio
engineers
alignment,
test
and
trouble-shooting
complicated
equipment.
Theseofknowledge
jobs
requireand radio
thoroughtensive
theoretical
exexperience
in
practical
radio.
Pay
is
excellent
(many
technicians
earn
up
to
$120.00
a
week),
working
conditionstunities forare
of the finest,
advancement
are goodopporand
you'llpluslike thethe opportunity
employee benefits.
Allin
this
to workWrite
the
finest
city
in
the
midwest!
for
an interview
or send
resume of
qualifications
to
B.
V.
Mayrhauser,
Company,
N.TheE.,Turner
Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.909 17th St.,
Production-Programming, Others
Seasoned newsman. Assist news editor.
Rewrite, manent,
gather,
edit, right
broadcast.
Pergood future
man. New
5000
watts.
northern
England. CBSBox affiliate,
738L, BROADCASTING.
Have
immediate
openingor forfemale.
good sound
continuity
Want
person
whowriter
will male
stayThisput.job Salary
line
with
ability.
in Iowa.in
Answer Box 762L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
station:
Younging newsmanbyandWisconsin
orcontinuity.
woman network
capable
writSomenotofexperiencesary.preferred.
Air
work
necesHeavy
on
continuity.
Box
764L
BROADCASTING.
Program
director
for
1000
watt
southern
daytimetails. station.
Send disc and deBox 772L, BROADCASTING.
Woman copywriter,
experienced,
attractive and capable
of calling
clients.
Excellent
working
conditionson
and
continuous
chance
for
promotions.
Wire or write WDYK, Cumberland,
Maryland.

Help ABC
Wanted
(Cont'd)
5000 watt
affiliate
traf mtr.i
manager,
experienced
inneedsnetwo
schedules,
along
with
program
production
training.
Also
will
haa: —
opening
for secretary
with merchand:
ing
experience
in
national
sales
partment.
Both Address
positionsapplications
availal;d| moja
January
First.
Robert R. Feagin, WPDQ, Jacksonvil.
Florida.
Wanted: Excellent
Experienced
news man,
write.
opportunity
for mir
ment.
Air
work
not
essential.
Sei 'C-J
with
writing
ability
and
news
jud
letter
perience,of qualifications,
background andincluding
salary de
pected to Station WFDF, Flint, Micl fExperienced
copywritl
Also
do commercials,
traffic commercial
work. photo,
In reply
inclu
sample
details
experience.
WVSC,
Somerset,
Pa.
gan.
Television
Technical
Wanted—
be able toTVtakechiefoverengineer.
operatingMan statimv
completely.
Box 580L. BROADCAS'
ING
• TELECASTING.
First class
operatorlicense.
for television. Ml
have
first class
portunity.
Contact D. T. Wonderful
Layton, Chi
Engineer,
WKTV,
Utica.'
Production-Programming, Othe
Wanted— TV production chief. No liv
Man
who
can handleetc. allMust
phases ofwilliifih
slide in,
scheduling,
dig
work hard.
Right beBox
man
have
unlimited
opportunity.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.579
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General-commercial manager with s
years
experience,
interested inor 250low
1000 watt Must
south,be southwest,
midwest.
able to invest. No
employed. Box 753L, BROADCASTIN*
Announcers
Basketball play-by-play man availat
immediately.
One of nation's
be;
Seven
yearsExcelexperience
in metropo:
tan
area.
in basketball,
baseb;
and
football.
Excellent
voice.
Fine
references.
Desires Veteran,
AM or TV30, colle;
static
strong
onConfident
sports.
grad.
my offers
air checks
convince
you.
All
considere
Box 657L, BROADCASTING.
Korean combat
correspondent
wan
western
morning
job.
25,records,
marrie
Booming
voice sells
news,
years
experience,
best
references.
Be
754L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
24,
veteran,
draft
exemf
three
years experience.
College
grai
CASTING,
uate.
Experienced
phases.
Current
employed
5 kw1. allnetwork.
after January
Box 756L, Availab
BROA:
Discaster - now.
announcer,
experience!
available
Showmanly,
eastei
net
affiliate preferred.
BROADCASTING.
- Box 757:
Fully
experienced announcer desirl
advancement.
hon
ING.
state
Wisconsin.NowHaveemployed
major mark
personality
Have ticka
References. and
Box voice.
761L, BROADCAST
Announcer.
First phone
license.employs
Strorj
on sports,Hollywood
news.
Presently
KLAC,
asmorewriter,
parttirr|
announcer.
Desires
air
time,
BROADCASTING.
anywhere for good deal. Box 7631
Metropolitan Long
areas. list
Versatile,
first raJ
announcer.
of commerci]
successes.
Excellent
background,
perience,
Doing well,
bile:J
seek largereferences.
station
break.
Friendll
"personality"
type,
specialize
in
D|
sports,
emcee.
HighestExecutive
ratings inexperl
are!
Worth
top salary.
ence. Write
Box 766L,
ING.
' BROADCAST]_]
Baseballor TV.
play-by-play
radio
10 years announcer
experience ffl]
minor
majorthatleague
are threeandthings
I can ball.
promiseTheiyol
from
my bepastsatisified
experience.
Theplay-M
listeir
ers
will
with
my
play
accounts
of the games.
spcil
sor will
be satisfied
with theThemanni
in which
I "sell"be satisfied
his merchandise.
Til
ball
club
will
with
the
I sell baseball to the public. TriplewiJ
ormation
major
leagues
only.
For
full
infofl
and discs write Box 768fl
BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
nnouncer-engineer,
first
phone.
Voicead
Equipment etc.
rong
and
pleasant.
Good
on
DJ,
news Boxand769L,commercials.
Tape Wanted:
1 kwStateamplitude
modulated
MMa,/ailable.
BROADCASTING.
transmitter.
price,
condition,
age.
Also
need
CAA-A3
beacon
and
Box 733L, BROADCASTING. flasher.
{
nnouncer,
draft
exempt,
3y2
years
exr^j91 Brience,
with thirdHere'sclassyourlicense.
Can Wanted: 1 kw or 3 kw FM transmitter,
jerate morning
console.
personalstate price,
age, Lee N,Hodges,
man,baseball
news, andcommercial
Radio
Stationcondition,
WCPS, Tarboro,
C.
_J■lflso
id ity
play-by-play
football,
direct
programperiod.
schedule.
AvailWanted
:
3
kw
FM
transmitter,
antenna,
: 14 ole
on
trial
Box
776L,
monitors,
transmission
line,
other
ROADC ASTING .
equipment
complete forFM cash.
installation.
be realfor Co.,
bargain
Dixie
iSsielp!
Young
announcer
posi- Must
Broadcasting
Jackson, Tennessee.
Proficient
instraight
sports,desires
DJ work,
MM •1 on.
jwscasting
and
announcing.
an a'so handle control board. Good Will pay cash for good one kw trans— iucation. Veteran, draft exempt.
modulation andandfrequency
monitor,dotwomitter,
turntables
recordC. L.library.
Wffc 777L, BROADCASTING,
youWalnut
have? Street,
Write
Graham,
1145
Gadsden,
^ nnouncer. License. Experienced. Live What
'; haaranteed.
ail only. Transportation
must
be Alabama.
D.
Kent,
care
Malagon,
4 Amsterdam Avenue, New York City.
Help Wanted
— rnnouncer
— Hollywood
single, 28,
attended
Announcers
.M.S.R.A.
and
RCA
In— -itute, New York. Disc available.
]statml .n^edsHeights
Scofield,72, 33-40
81st Street, JackNew
York.
DJ PERSONALITY
CAS1?
Technical
WANTED
irst class phone: Desires experience
by
Cleveland's
news and
music station. only
Here 24-hour
is an outstand'M-FM
station.
25. draft
Place,exempt.
Bronx
kdney
New Epstein,
York. 111AgeTudor
ing opportunity for personable DJ
on air, develop proAttention
midwest
stations: who cangram,pitch
make personal appearances,
\-jiLth
rst fifteen
classprogressive
engineer,
chief engineer
promote himself and station. Salary
years
experience
desires
^sponsible
plus talent. Applicants must be in
CASTING. position. Box 760L, BROADby January 15.
we but
want iswants
undoubtedlyManemployed
'roduction-Programming, Others
greater
opportunities.
Full
information to:
•ogram director,
8 years
experience
^eluding
announcing,
production,
proSam
: otion, sales
aid training.
Will change
RadioSague,
StationPresident
WSRS
he better salary. Box 708L, BROADCleveland, Ohio
■ ASTING,
ir3)pcurrently
employed
in
5
station
city,
Hooper. Same city 3 years. 5
For Sale
kjjirs
announcing,
program experience.
-raft
exempt.
Interested
in joining
iod sales
or production
team.
Box
Equipment etc.
JL, BROADCASTING.
eative copywriter,
scriptwriter,
proficer
promoter,
open
for east coast
FOR SALE
WStion.and Box
774L, BROADCASTING.
Completelyscriptrefinished
16 inch
i
o
filing cabinets
$30 traneach
For Sale
crated F.O.B. nHollywood
16 inchabletranscription
cabinets
workStations
condition
$10
each
uncrated
F.O.B. Hollywood
1)uthwestern
watt with signal
to 1000.
state. equivalent
New equipment.
Standard Radio Transcription Services.lnc.
140 N. La Brea
"2,500.
Should
pay
for
itself
in
3
years.
■x>cal 750L,
BROADCASTING.
Hollywood 36, Calif.
fulltime
network
station
heavy
in
Sntracts,
good
will
in
growing
exclude market.
Comfortably
in black
with
Employment Service
cellent
future.
Moderately
priced
for
mediate
sale.
Box
751L,
BROADiSTTNG.
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Equipment etc.
li kilowatt Western Electric AM
for competent
commercial managers,
managers, program
-msmitter
model
443A-l,
final
tubes
kanged
from A Western
Electric
tolimiter
RCA
directors, chief engineers,
oe
833-A.
Western
Electric
;idel 1126-C
includes
126-C and
limiter
disc jockeys.
Reliable,service.
conficontrol panel
20dential,
nation-wide
r lplifier,
rectifier.298-A
A Wincharger
tower type
Send
for
full
information
today.
f'l
triangular,
heightbeacon
260', assembly,
complete
Howard S. Frazier
' thhting
type 300 M.M.
conduits
feet
TV Bond
& RadioBldg.,Management
en wire wire,
transmission
lineandand375tuning
728
WashingtonConsultant!
5, D. C.
" use
components. Box 665L, BROAD.STTNG.
r Amplifier
sale : Twin-trax
magnetape
recorder
Corporation of America,
710-B.
Good as new. $298.00.
xdel759L,
BROADCASTING.
o Fairchild
turntables
completeKCOH,
less
JOBS IN RADIO!
)inets.
S275.
Engineer,
Becomeducer anor salesannouncer,
uston, TeChief
xa
manager. writer, pros.
ced tolighting;
sell: 300ground
foot Andrews
guide
Nearly
fifty jobs Write
now available
rer,
system,
48,000
trained
personnel.
foraccelerated
informa-for
te cooper
wire;
G. E. model-BTlal
tion about professional
BTla
FM
transmitter,
BM1A
type
and
correspondence
courses.
nitor;
of Broadcasting,
by Texas.
30parmetal
by 20; transmitter
consolette; cabinet;
KGKB,
3338National
16th Academy
St.. N.W.,
Wash., D.Inc. C.
er,
sale
or
trade:
250
watt
FM
Gates
ismitter
in excellent
Will
a fraction
of itscondition.
value.
Need
301st ABC Affiliate
eioforrecorder,
distortion
meter
and
oscillator
capable
of
AM
and
FM KMHL Marshall, Minn., has beisurements,
or
what
have
you?
te or call collect WCNT, Centralia,
come the 301st ABC radio affiliate
joined the network Dec. 15.
sale:fer complete.
500 W Contact
compositeC, BCChambertrans- It
Owned
by the KMHL Broadcasting
, WOHP, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
Co., the station operates fulltime
aplete
equipment
for
860
250
wattson
1400
kc with 250 w. Gil FrayRCA selling best bid. Gerald
1 rady, North Adams, Massachusetts. seth is station manager.
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

(Continued
page 48)
Film from,
in '52
of filmed programs and reports
the trend is strong enough to invite
participation.
He's optimistic
about
the
future because
of the things
going on and the people getting
into the field — television is getting
geared for high powered advances,
he feels. Pathescope Productions, in
light of this, is expanding a little,
but nevertheless wonders about one
possible pitfall
filmedhappen
TV pro-if
grams: Whatinwill
writers ask duplication of their
fees for repeats of a program?
Morris Behrend, general manager of Sarra Inc., reports 1952
production as up 10%, to estimate
it conservatively, and the year is
going to be "as good if not better than in1951."
Trend
commercials, as he sees
it, is toward simplification and
greater
dignity
omitting
the variety that makes— some
commercials
confusing.
"This
business
all types of photography ofinusing
one
commercial is on its way out," he
said, "You just cannot do it in 20
Although emphasis on greater
seconds."
dignity
may not be forthcoming so
soon, it is a matter of concern to
some producers, he said, and they
hope to see it develop as quickly
as possible. "The point remains,"
he observed,
the best commercial isstill "that
the commercial
that
Sees New Techniques
James Gray, vice president of
sells."
Gray-O'Reilly Studio, reports that
production of TV commercials for
1952 promises to increase between
15% and 20%. Observing the
trend toward greater use of film,
Mr. Gray anticipates new techniques and technical inventions to
facilitate that trend.
William Goodheart, president of
Official Films, sees more production
during 1952. Describing Official
Films as "a new business under a
new policy and a new management," Mr. Goodheart reports he
is "very optimistic about the future—
completely
company is goingoptimistic."
ahead on His
the

basis of complete volume, as a
result.
Gene Autry, vice president of
Flying A Pictures, Hollywood, said
he has almost $2 million invested
in the future of TV in the form of
two 52 half-hour western series
and another $500,000 in a new
building. Mr. Autry said:
"Yes,thatI when
believetheinFCC
TV, lifts
and itsI
think
freeze the growth . . . will be one
never equalled before by any entertainment form. However, I
don't concede radio to be dead. It
will still be a strong factor next
yearHollywood
as it wasturned
this. .out. ."over $4.5
million worth of TV film commercials this year and should produce about $10 million in 1952,
Harry W. McMahan, executive producer, Five Star Productions,
Hollywood, said.
"More commercials will be produced on film, higher budgets will
be allocated.
. . Qualityto ofimprove
commercials wil.continue
as agencies better understand the
potential of the audio-visual medium and producers better undersaid.
The stand
film advertising's
industry needs,"
could usehe more
advertising men in attaining this
millenium and at least 10 more "adcommercial filmto
production firmsvertising-wise"
are needed
lieves.
handle increasing business, he beSol Lesser, board chairman of
Peerless Television Productions,
Hollywood,
believes that
will
see
many important
motion"1952picture
people
joining
the
television
ranks
and their contribution will add
much to the rapidly developing
economic importance of the new
That talent will soon be an integral part of TV film production,
medium."
he predicts.
Price and quality are the two
factors which will serve to accelerate increased use of film on
TV,
in
the
estimation
Peter M.
Robeck, national
salesof manager,
Consolidated Television Sales (division of Consolidated Television
Productions). Film producers are
largely past the pioneering stage,
(Continued on page 78)

LIBERAL
FINANCING
Arranged for
Eastern Network
Midwest Independent
$25. OOO.OO MPotvm
$15*000.00 Down
A well established network
The only station in an attractive
operation, located in one of the midwest
city well removed from
very
good
radio
markets
in
the
television.
is basically
east. This situation is profitable agricultural Theandmarket
— countyof
but it is definitely under-developed retail sales aredairying
in excess
and offers a remarkable opportunity to an active owner-manager. $20,000,000.00.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
M Smith St.
James
W. Blackburn
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
235Lester
Montgomery
Washington
Bldg.
Tower
Exbrook
2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
December 24, 1951
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Film in '52
(Coyitinued from page 77)
he points out, continuing:
advertiser's
standpoint,
TV"From
film anoffers
these advantages:
Programs that can be beamed at
'wanted' markets and [those] that
can provide top talent and production at costs that are reasonably
stabilized while live program costs
are on the increase."
Growth of the film TV industry
in Seattle hinges heavily on the
current FCC television station
freeze, limiting the number of
clients who can use it on the city's
only video outlet, KING-TV. But
Vernon G. Witt, manager of Criterion Films Inc., Seattle, reports
larger '52 TV budgets in any event.
channelscenters,
open
in "When
Seattleadditional
and adjacent
commercial film production activity
will probably
reflect" more
tising opportunities,
Mr. adverWitt
pointedable interest
out. Meanwhile,
considerin commercial
films
of a public
relations
sales promotion nature
has beenand shown.
"Everything points to 1952 as
the biggest year yet for Hollywood's television film
producers,"
Don McNamara,
executive
vice
president of Dudley Television
Corp., said. He cited a current rush
of TV business and filming of 34
network TV shows in Hollywood
now. As a result, key agency personnel are shifting to the West
Coast and there is more production
of filmed commercials as well.
"Tremendousof steps
forward"
manufacture
film for
TV werein
predicted also by Lee Savin, executive producer, Interstate Television Corp. (subsidiary of Monogram Pictures Corp.). On advantages for sponsors, Mr. Savin said:
"Advantageous
timethebuying
simplified by giving
sponsoris
the choice of telecasting his show
when and where it is most desirable. Live shows and the unsuccessful kinescope can never offer
the sponsor this flexibility, nor can
the temporary lower costs of live
shows overcome the residual rights
of the producer and the sponsor
in filmed shows."
Reports Film Spot Gains
Norman Lindquist, vice president
and television director, Atlas Film
Co., Chicago, reported "exceptional
gains" for
in TVhisfilmfirm.
spot Trend
businessisthisto
year
shorter spots and chainbreaks because of more frequent availabilities of shorter time slots, he said.
Straight - selling commercials
rather than those using gimmicks
are more in favor. Additionally,
agencies are becoming more aware
of film's advantages, writing better scripts and are collaborating
more extensively with film firms,
Mr.
Linquist
adding, if"The
potential
will stated,
be unlimited
the
freeze goes off."
Jerry Campbell, partner in Campbell-Cahill Studio, Chicago, rePage 78 • December 24, 1951

situation with respect to TV i
commercials calls for a local
cost film service whereby 'spe<
for
the week'
or showings
limi
to two
or three
times may
used. . . . The value of TV is 1
by running the same commeri
W. Caldwell,
S. W. Cald^
tooS.long.
. ."
Ltd.,
Toronto,
Canada—
no TV business in Canada"There
as ;
but we are doing a certain amo
of
commercial
film
strips
for
nadian advertisers to be used 1

border
S. stations
CanadianU. market.
. . . Weto reach
are do 1 ~
an increasing amount of comir, I
cials. When Canadian TV sta*
we are equipped to handle ki
scope
. . ." DeFreneS
Josephshows.
DeFrenes,
SOUTH CAROLINA Gov. James F. Byrnes (c), former U. S. Secretary of State Philadelphia
— "We expect our bil
and U. S. Supreme Court justice, switches on the transmitter at WORD ness to be up 25 percent for
quarter of 1952. Based on
Spartanburg, S. C. Looking on are Walter J. Brown (I), WORD president-gen- first
demand of the past few mont
eral manager, and Federal Judge C. C. Wyche. Station now operates on new we
aim and expect to better
910 kc with 1 kw [B*T, Dec. 17]. It formerly used 1400 kc, 250 w. 1952 our percentage increase
compared to 1951. We expect t
est showmen in America are en- vision film advertising will
ported increased TV budgets, simple
selling messages requested by
gaged successfully in live tele- continue to increase in 1952."
clients and heavier demand for
film spots.
Quality Improved
Rene viWilliams,
Williams Producsion. .."
Louis W. Kellman, News
"Costs are about the same as last
". . toward
. I personally feeltions,thatHollywood
the —trend
film Lab, Philadelphia — "We expect
year, although there was a large
more and more per- business to be up 15% for
jump between 1949 and 1950. We will become
ceptible. . . Encouraged by the first quarter of 1952. I believe L
have seen no pressure from our
clients to put out cheaper work. dynamic payoff in the television will be very good for our film b\
Most of them and their agencies field, I look for a tendency on the ness. The quality of our mot
seem to want quality commercials, part of TV producers to raise their picture production for televisior
budgets considerably.
improved and we feel
even if they are not the cheapest." production
. . . there will be a defi- greatly
greater number advertis
Capsuled comments from state- Generally
nite trend toward concentrating aagencies
will be using more
ments
by
other
film
producers
follow:
pared films. Live shows are
more
production
in Hollywood."
William
F.
Broidy,
Wm.
F.
expensive
and complicated wl
Paul Thompson, Thompson Film
Broidy Productions, Hollywood — package film shows are simpler
Services,
Seattle
—
"I'd
venture
more
economical
and agencies
. . We believe that 1952 will see
there will be increased production a". definite
trend to more morning be using more all the time. .
in shorts for television. . . . The
early afternoon programming
advertising agencies are just be- and
Marc Frederic, Tee-Vee
and far-reachgin ing to wake
up tobe theobtained
astound-by ... ingatrendconstructive
Hills quality,
Calif.— cost
"Consider
that will satisfy the audi- Beverly
ing results
that can
the fact that
and
ence and advertiser alike . . ." have been given thorough thou
visual
advertising.
.
."
Adrian Weiss, Adrian Weiss
More Dominant Factor
from all facets, producers will
that their product will be sold m
Productions, Los Angeles — ". . . A
Earl R. Collins, Hollywood Tele- readily
product identified with poor enterin 1952 than any previ
vision Service Inc. (subsidiary of
tainment
'unsells'
the
public.
.
.
.
year.
. . . Because of rising co
Pictures
Corp.)
—
".
.
.
It
Sponsors are learning, too late, isRepublic
the concensus (of many leading sponsor position must be taken
that bad shows and commercials telecasters)
will more and greater consideration this com
are hurting their merchandise. more becomethatthe film
dominant factor. year.
If production can keep
Sponsors and advertising agencies Television and movies
proper ratio between cost
must realize that good entertain- should gain the respect ofinthe 1952
enment can'twilling
be produced
tire world — what a medium for quality, more film will be sold tl
they are
to pay. at. .prices
. TV
needs
top-notch
entertainment
Hughrelations!"
Jamieson Sr., Jamieson ever before."
1952 and
the future.
This isfora public
Film
Co.,
— "Wein expect
'must.' "
substantial Dallas
increase
TV filma WM. RICHARDSON
Guy V. Thayer Jr., Roland Reed business.
Dies in Auto Accid
.
.
.
The
business
outlook
Productions, Beverly Hills, Calif. —
WILLIAM RICHARDSON,
is L.favorable
.
.
."
"Television-on-film
production
in
R. Shaw, Alexander Film Co., general manager of WBYS-^
1952 will increase over that of
outlook is healthy FM Canton, 111., was fatally
1951. . . . Eventually 65% to 70% Dallas—". . . The
prospects most favor- jured in a head-on automo1
of all television programming will and business
able. There is every indication of collision near Canton Dec. 11.
be on film. . . . Only quality films
the time of the accident,
will have a lasting place in tele- a bright sales picture."
was en route to
vision and . . . producers who igJoseph Dephoure, Dephoure Stu- Richardson
home near
Lewistown.
dios, Boston — ". . . Our business services
nore this fact will not survive."
were
held in Salem,FuntKj
Gil Ralston, Screen Televideo will hold the same level for the
Mr. Richardson, native of G J
quarter of '52 as it has in
Productions, Hollywood — "... first
Tex.,Surviving
was a World
Television film production will ex- the past six months with an ex- ham,
veteran.
are hisWarwj
the former Jean Murphy, a s
pected rise thereafter . . .
pand materially in 1952. . . . (Yet)
Maurice Master, Master Motion John W., a brother and a sister,
I do not believe that any of us
should accept the locally fashion- Picture Co., Boston — ". . . Locally the same accident, a 15-year
able deprecation of live television we expect more film programs as killed
girl riding two
in the
othercompanij
car 1
of her
programming. Some of the great- against live or network shows. The seriouslyand injured.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastil

unii

fCC roundup
New Grants> Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH DECEMBER 20
«iox score
Condi Pending
Appls. Hearing
In
Grants
Class
On Air Licensed
JWM Stations
Stations
2,321
2,289
557
647
93
V Stations
108
'vOn the air.
isGranted
licensee
Jon-Docket Actions .
Dec. i KFWB Los Angeles.
AM GRANTS
WSFC
Somerset,
Ky.— Granted transfer of control
Co.,
licensee,
from Southeastern
W. Howessale Bcstg.
Meade
j"rranted
Ft. Myers,
Fla.
— kw,Robert
Hecksher.
1
1410
kc,
1
daytime;
estiMeyer
Layman,
through
of is70%man-toof
,f!Jlecksher
« lated construction
cost
$15,960.
Mr.
stock
for
$54,000.
Mr.
Layman
by Navy Dept.
ager of WSFC. Granted Dec. 19.
Jltkureau ofis employed
Ships, Electronics
Div.,
•r,r Washington, D. C. Granted Dec. 18.
New Applications
...
„J 50Iuka,
Miss.—
R.
W.
Towery.
Granted
TV APPLICATIONS
kc, 1 kw,
daytime;
estimated
conlj[3i.ruction
cost
$19,700,
estimated
first
Fargo,
N.
D.
—
Red
River
ValleyERPTele-39
H Ii rst
ear year
operating
cost$36,000.
$30,000,Mr.estimated
vision Corp.
6aural,
(82-88antenna
mc),
revenue
Towery
kwabovevisual,
19.5Ch.kwterrain
height
'ink
owner
of
weekly
newspaper
Vidette,
average
288
ft.
Estimated
. „ lka, Belmont Tri-County News, Iuka, and construction cost $199,000, estimated
first
:"ill 'Vl iones-Promoter,
Herrando,
Miss.
Grantyear
operating
cost
$160,000.
Applicant
Dec. 18.
corporation Minn.,
is jointlyandowned
by KVOX
FM GRANTS
Moorhead,
KFGO
Fargo.
Dec. 17.
Augusta,105.7Ga.mc— Garden
CityERPBcstg.
Co. Filed
Logan,
Utah — CacheERPValleyandBcstg.
Co.
ranted
(Ch. 289),
9.2 cost
kw,
Ch.
2
(54-60
antenna
at.
100
ft.;
estimated
construction
to beandmc),
determined.
Estimated
.. inbout $9,722 (certain WAUG equipment, height
construction
other
costs
not
given.
:eftT.ndios,
etc.,
will
be
used),
estimated
is licensee — ofCornbelt
KVNU Logan.
$25,000,$28,000.
esti- Applicant
Lincoln,
Bcstg.
.• . Ii rst
latedyearfirstoperating
year cost
revenue
Corp.
Ch.16.410Nebraska
(192-198
mc),antenna
ERP 32.8height
kw
I ranteehas isinterest
permiteeinof WOLS
WAUG Florence,
Augusta visual,
kw
aural,
"erIliad
above
average
terrain
248
ft.
Estimated
Dec. 18.
construction
cost
$199,611.85,
estimated
Granted
C.
mlj(.
molc TRANSFER GRANTS
first yearmated firstoperating
cost $104,760,
year revenue
$60,000. estiApfi-JI IW transfer
JNO West ofPalmcontrol
Beach,fromFla. —John
Grant-H.
p
l
i
c
a
n
t
i
s
licensee
of
KFOR-AM-FM
Lincoln,
KOIL
Omaha
and
WDGY Mineel
emingway,
Marshall
Hemingway,
n
e
a
p
o
l
i
s
.
F
i
l
e
d
Dec.
20.
Jj tephin
and WilliamH. Hylan,
Ohio — Ohioeducational
State UniverStanleyC.Willis
O'Neill,
Buck51%%
andto Columbus,
sity.Ch. 12Noncommercial
staiK 1I drian
Leiby forGeorge
$102,667 for
tion.
(204-210
mc),antenna
ERP 25.9height
kw
.„d I: stock.
Mr.
O'Neill
is
former
owner
visual,
13
kw
aural,
KTMC
McAlester,
Okla.,
Mr.
Buck
average
terrain
500
ft.
Estimated
i fl; president of Hackensack Water Co., above
construction
cost
$247,630,
estimated
„iJ
'eehawken,
N.
J.,
and
Mr.
Leiby
is
cost $100,000, to be
■M I' :cretary
of andHightstown
Rug and
Co. first year operating
3omrs.forHyde
JonesGranted
dissented
by University
funds. Applicant is licensee
ofalthough
WOSU-AM-FM
Co■ Jted
a hearing.)
Dec. 17. supported
l
u
m
b
u
s
.
(
C
h
.
12,
not allocated
,
KFYN
Bonham,
Tex.
—
Granted
asto
Columbus,
appears
to
befor most
suit£ « gnment
of
license
from
Fannin
Counable
since
it
is
indicated
operation
Bcstg. Co. to Bonham Publishing in Charlestown, W. Va., 134 miles disand Indianapolis,
Ind., C.167 Higgy,
miles
;i*f'o.
for $15,000.are Stockholders
r j j irporation
President inT.assignee
Frank distant,tant, according
to Robert
j
ewart
(49%), business
manager
Demodirector of WOSU-AM-FM.)
Filed Dec.
Slat
Publishing
Co.,
Durant,
Okla.,
Vice
20.
rA resident Mary Jane McPherson (25%),
TRANSFER REQUESTS
1,1:i{ ockholder
Durant National
Bank,(26%),
and
KVOB
La. — Assignment
;cretary-Treasurer
Clark Durant
Bass
licenseto Alexandria,
from
-esident
stockholder
Na- ofCorp.
KSYL Central
Inc. forLouisiana
$56,000 Bcstg.
cash.
fI 3nal
Bank.and Granted
Dec. 19.
Assignee
iswhich
licenseeis owned
of KSYL(49%%)
Alexan-by
i
WSAU
Wausau,
Wis.—
Granted
assigndria,
La.,
: I' "he
ent Milwaukee
of license Journal)
from Theto John
JournalR. T0Co. ofHarold
M.
Wheelahan,
vice
president
WSMB former
New Orleans,
andof Milton
Fox
•I ,ek (51%) and Charles Lemke (49%) (49%%),
operator
soft
drink
| /as
Inc. for in$160,000.
company,
now
with
no
interek isWSAU
an attorney
Wausau Mr.andTo-is bottling
ests except
in KSYL.
Central
jT nder,
ajorityWis.stockholder
Corp.
is ownedFiled
byDec.Louisiana
Louisiana
Mr. Lemkeof WOBT
is vice Rhinepresi- Bcstg.
Baptist
Convention.
17.
WBAL-AM-TV
Baltimore
and WISNfl :nt,
director
and
stockholder
in
Unirwood Vaneer Co., Wausau. Granted AM-FM Milwaukee — Assignment
ofThelicense
from
Hearst
Radio
Inc.
to
[ ec.
19.
Hearst Corp.
to institution
simplify corporate
KFMV transfer
(FM) Hollywood,
ranted
of controlCalif.
Union— structure
of
Hearst
as
whole
Corp. of F.Los Umhey,
Angeles,Jennie
licensee,M. and
facilitate financial and operating
II ;stg.
om
Frederick
Filed Dec. No17. monetary consideration.
larters
and International
Ladies'Maizlish
Gar- controls.
ent Workers
Union to Harry
WDLB-AM-FM Marshfield, Wis.— Acquisition of control
Dairyland's
" I 1%)
and
Davidremaining
C. Baird to(49%)
for Service Inc.
6,000
(amount
be paid
by Lloyd
FelkerBcstg.
andof
ter
sale
of
KFMV
Sunset
Blvd.
stuCorinne
A. Kraus
throughL. purchase
osilif.to[B*T,
KBIG Nov.
Avalon,
Catalina
Island,
50%_of
stock
from
estate
LymanH.
19, 12]). Transferee Alden Copps, deceased, andof Karl
November Box Score . . .
rATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
CC on Nov. 30 follows:
AM
>tal
authorized
2406 FM
647
ital
on
the
air
2321
635
censed
(all permits
on air)
2289
557
instruction
117
90
mditional
grants
1*
"tal
984
'questsapplications
for new pending
stations
302 178
10
;quest3
to
change
existing
facilities
205
16
Jletion of authorized stations in November
3
4
;letion of construction permits
0
3
3n the air.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 75 )
December
20 Applications
...
ACCEPTED
FOR of FILING
Modification
CP
Mich.—authorizing
Mod. CP,
asWCEN
mod. Mt.andPleasant,
reinstated
power atingincrease,
DA-N,
change
etc., for extension inof opercomplehours,
tion date. (Allen
KE2XDR
B.CP,DuMont
Labs)for
New
York
—
Mod.
as
mod.
change in facilities,
for extension of
completion
WBEN-FM date.
Buffalo— Mod. CP, as mod.,
authorizing
new
FM
station,
sion of completion date. for extenWMRC-FM
Greenville,
Mod.
CP,
authorizing
inS.FMC.date.—station,
forKALE
extension
of changes
completion
Richland,
Wash.—
Mod.
CP,
mod., authorizing frequency change,as
operating
hours, DA-Ndate.etc., for extension of completion
Change FM Station
WTOP-FM
CP to change
trans, location,Washington—
ant. height,
Amend
CP etc.
Co., Woonsocket,
— Friendly
CP new AMBcstg.station
on 820 kc, 1 R.kw,I.
daytime,quency toAMENDED
to location
change from
fre1380
kc,
trans,
Woonsocket
to North
Smithfield,
R. I.,
and
change
ant.
(contingent
on
WPAW
Pawtucket,
of
1380 kc). R.AM—I.1320relinquishment
kc
KCRA creaseSacramento,
Calif.—
CP
to
infrom 1 kw-N to 5 kw-N
and changepowerDA-N.
Applications Dismissed
Bcstg.
CP
newInyoAMDISMISSED.
station,Co.,1230Bishop,
kc, 250Calif.
w, —fulltime,
Bcstg.station,
Co., Carmel,
CPCarmel
new AM
1150 kc,Calif.
500 w,—
daytime, DISMISSED.
Applications Returned
WIGM Medford,
Wis. — RETURNED
application
forF. Meyer
assignment
license
from
George
to Radioof Station
WIGM
Inc. Valley Television
Red River
Corp.,
Fargo,
D.— RETURNED
application
new TVN. station
because notarial
seal
omitted.
Doege
Mr. Felker
Miss
Kraus for
now$45,000.
each own
25% ofandWDLBAM-FM
own 50%. andFiledafterDec.transfer
17. will each
KRCT BayBaytown,
Tex.
Transferfromof
control
Bcstg.(39%),
Co., —licensee,
C.(39%)Q. Alexander
O. J. (2%)
Howell
and
Sylvia
McKinstry
W. B. Bates (55%), G. G. Aldredgeto
(5%),
Roscoe
Cavitt
(5%),
Neuman
Dudley
Jr. (5%),
Arthur(5%)R. for
Reese$200(5%)
and Claudius
W. forRice
share
or $16,000
80 shares
(80%)by perH.of
stock
(20
shares
of
stock,
owned
Grobe,
is ofnot law
beingfirmsold).
Mr. Bates
isR.Crookef,
partnerFreeman
of Fulbright,
& Bates,
Houston,
and
the
other
buyers
are
all
Houston
businessmen.
KONO-AM-FM
San
Antonio,
Tex. —J.
Assignment of license from Eugene
Roth, siontr/as
Mission
Bcstg. Co., tohaving
MisBcstg.
Co.,
a
corporation
of its stock
owned by Mr. Roth.
No100%monetary
consideration.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 28, FM 65, TV 1. New deletion:
KRAO
dio Corp.,RedCP,Oak,
Dec. Iowa—
18. Red Oak Ra-

NARBA PACT
Cuba First to Ratify
FIRST country to ratify the new
North American Regional Broadcast Agreement (NARBA) is
Cuba.ate ratified
On Dec.
Senthe 17,
termsthe ofCuban
the North
American radio convention which
was signed Nov. 15, 1950 [B*T,
Nov. 20, 13, 6 Oct. 30].
NARBAfication in treaty
ratithe U. isS.awaiting
and Canada,
as well as the Dominican Republic,
Bahamas - Jamaica. Mexico and
Haiti did not participate in the
NARBA deliberations. Treaty is
before a subcommittee of the
Senate Foreign Relations Commit[B*T, Sept.Green
24], comprising
Sen. teeTheodore
(D-R. I.),
chairman, and Sens. Bourke Hickenlooper (R-Iowa) and John
Sparkman
).
According (D-Ala.
to the NARBA
treaty,
Cuba would be permitted to operate
on the following U. S. Class 1-A
frequencies, provided it protected
U. S. dominants :
640 kc (KFI Los Angeles), 660
kc (WNBC New York), 670 kc
(WMAQ 780
Chicago),
760 kc
(WJR
Detroit),
kc (WBBM
Chicago),
830 kc (WCCO Minneapolis).
Cubans would be granted future
"special
protection"
by the U.550,S.
on the following
wavelengths:
570, 590, 630, 640, 690, 730, 740,
860, 920 and 980 kc.
NARBA treaty was the object
of scathing objection by Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service,
which claimed that the U. S. delegation had prejudged the clear
channel proceedings begun in 1945
by "concessions" granted to Cuba.
NARBA treaty comes into force
when ratified by three out of the
following four major countries:
Canada, Cuba, Mexico and the U. S.
Uruguayan Visits
HECTOR M. LABORDE, general
manager ernment
of radiothenetwork
Uruguayan
gov(SODRE),
Montevideo,
is on installations
a four-monthin
tour
of radio-TV
the U. S. under the exchange-ofpersons program. Uruguary has
developed
special feature
broadcasts andfor children,
workmen,
dents
hefarmers,
said. stu-

the
TV108
10891
17
617
463
430
0
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Roslow Answers Chappell
CHARGE
that Dr. Matthew Chap- and small, in a local market.
'CORRELATIONS'
"It will doubtless surprise our
pell
resorted
to a "cute
statistical
trick" to discover
low correlation
that Pulse Multi-Market
between Pulse and Hooper ratings competitor
radio ratings of network programs
in individual cities in contrast to also correlate high with NRI," Dr.
high correlation between U. S. Hoo- Roslow notes. He reports that for
peratings and Nielsen Radio Index the period March-April, 1951, the
ratings was hurled last week by correlation between Pulse and NRI
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of was .82 for daytime programs,
The Pulse Inc.
compared with an .87 correlation
In an answer to the summary of between Hooper and NRI, with a
the Chappell report on the various Pulse-NRI correlation of .83 for
types of audience rating surveys evening programs, against a .95
released the previous week by C. Hooper-NRI
adds:Market
"Remember
the PulseandMulti
Radio
E. Hooperdeclares
Inc. [B«T,
17], Dr. that
is not national in the sense that the
Roslow
that theDec.differences
between Pulse and Hooper ratings NRI is and should not be expected
are due in considerable part to the to correlate so well."
Denying any admission that
unreliability of the telephone coincidental system employed by Hoo- Nielsen ratings should be "acceptper. He flatly denies Dr. Chaped as the gospel," Dr. Roslow
statesthat
thatthere
correlation
here "means
pell's
uses and
the only
is agreement
in the
quota charge
systemthatof Pulse
sampling
counter-charges the head of Hof- rank order of programs ratings."
He
asks
if
the
failure
of
the
Chapstra College's department of psychology with not troubling to read
pell report to cite actual U. S. Hoop
e
r
a
t
i
n
g
s
a
n
d
NRI
ratings
is
that
the explanation of the Pulse method printed in its reports.
"there is a wide gulf in actual size
between them" and notes the ChapRefutes Hooper i
audience
Further, he quotes Dr. Kenneth sizes pell
varycomment
fromthat25%"total
greater
than
Baker, chairman of the Test Sur- the average audience for high ratvey Committee, to refute Mr. Hooing programs to 70% greater for
per's statement
Dr. Chappell
rating programs as Audimeter
was added
to the that
committee
at Dr. low
data
seem to indicate."
Roslow's suggestion. Dr. Baker,
In contrast, Dr. Roslow lists the
as quoted by Dr. Roslow, recalled
comparison between
that several names were suggested following
Multi Market ratings and
from the roster of the New York Pulse
Radio Research Council and as Mr. NRI for March-April:
AVERAGE OF ALL PROGRAMS
Hooper and Dr. Roslow agreed on
PULSE NRI
aandname
stepped
to the and'phone
night
7.8
9.7
called"I the
individual
in- Monday
Tuesday
night
7.2
vited him to work with the com- Thursday
Wednesdaynight
night 7.2
7.5 9.5
9.8
8.3
mittee. Both Larry Deckinger and Friday night
7.5
Matt Chappell were selected in this Saturday night 6.5
6.5
8.4
Sunday
■
7.3 5.3
9.4
Saturday night
daytime
4.3
way."
daytime
3.5
4.1
Declaring that "half research is Sunday
Mon.-Fri.
multiweekly
daytime
5.5
5.9
worse than no research," Dr. Ros- Mon.-Fri. multiweekly nighttime 4.9 5.1
low states that "the national U S
Dr. Roslow quotes from the
Hooperatings used in the correla- Chappell report the following cortion [with NRI] are not the same
relations obtained between "Pulse
kind of ratings now issued locally ratings and
the so-called coinciby our competitor [Hooper]. The
for three markets":
The U. S. Hooperatings were based Coefficient dofentals Correlation
BetweenRatingsRoster and
on about 50% diary returns and
Telephone Coincidental
50% telephone coincidentals. The
San
present system employed by our Daytime New York Chicago FranciscoOakland
competitor is over 50% unaided coincidental
telephone recall — a system long ago 0.0-0.9
0.41 0.51
0.57
abandoned by the broadcasting in- 1.0-1.9
dustry with our competitor helping
2.0 and over 0.28
0.82 0.41
0.84 0.42
0.63
San
to make this decision. The data
employed in these correlations are Evening
New York Chicago Oakland
the ratings of national network coincidental
rating:
programs. They are not based on
0.36 0.24 0.21
1.0-1.9and over 0.51
the ratings of all stations, large 0.0-0.9
2.0
0.84 0.45
0.76 0.36
0.86
"The low correlations," Dr.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
declares, "are trick.
obtainedNoteby
aRoslow
cute psychological
One
of schools
the leading
and
that instead of computing one
oldest
of
Radio
coefficient to cover the complete
Technology
In America,
offerstech-Its
trained Radio
Television
range of ratings from 0.0 up to
nicians to theandBroadcasting
Industry. Address
the
highest, the range has been
Placementinquiries
Directorto
divided into three categories and
RCA
INSTITUTES.
INC.
the correlation coefficients comA Service ofof America
Radio Corporation
puted within each range. Every ele330 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
mentary statistical student knows
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that within a partial range minimum correlation will be found compared to maximum correlation
when the complete range was em"Why," he asks, "was not such
ployed.
an analysis made comparing U. S.
Hooperatings with NRI? Would
the .95 and .87 correlations be considerably reduced? Why is the
correlation high between Pulse and
the so-called telephone coincidentals
for programs whose ratings go
from 2.0 up to the maximum and
low for the low rated programs 0.0
to 0.9 and 1.0 to 1.9?
"If Pulse ratings and telephone
coincidentals for the same programs were correlated," Dr. Roslow
states, "the
degree
of agreement
between
the two
measures
could be
very high if all programs were inthe analysis."
But he
notes
thatcluded inwith
programs
no correlation
canlow-rated
be demonstrated
because the difference between such
low ratings is not reliable.
Cites One Answer
One answer to that unreliability
is the fore-shortened range, Dr.
Roslow points out. The other is
the "unreliability of these low
ratings obtained by the so-called
telephone coincidental system," he
charges,phonestating
"thesearetele-so
coincidentalthatratings
unreliable — based on insufficient
samples and inadequate samples —
that they could hardly be expected
to correlate with anything at all.
"For example," he avers, "in San
Francisco the base for daytime midweek Hooperatings per quarterhour is 750 and nighttime quarterhours about 250, as compared respectively with 1,000 and 400 for
Pulse. Now you see again why I
say 'half research is worse than
no Stating
research.'that" "the Chappell report tries to create the impression
that Pulse employs quota system
sampling and that the so-called
telephone coincidental system employs probability sampling," Dr.
Roslow declares: "Had Dr. Chappell bothered to read the explanation of the Pulse sampling method
in the
reportsknow
'borrowed'
for
his
study,Pulsehe would
that Pulse
is using probability sampling-

cluster design. But apparem
thisNoting
was toothatmucha true
trouble."
probabili
sample for telephone surveys
quires
"that
every
telephone
fam
has an equal chance of being
terviewed," Dr. Roslow says tl
does
apply when
are au w
listednotnumbers,
busy there
signals
party lines, when interviewers
from theirunlimited
homes "because
allowed
calls they
over a
restricted number of exchang
withina the
single number
toll zone,"
when
prescribed
of rin
is employed for all calls, regai
less of type of house or of respor
ent or of activity of respondent
the time of the call. "Once mon
he
"may isI remind
thatconcludes,
'half research
worse th
no' research'."
WLWT FILM BUY
Gets New Run Featu
NEW FILM purchase has be
made by WLWT (TV) Cincinn:
of 18 feature films being releas
by Snader Productions. Ben
Barth, assistant to the vice pre
dent in charge of TV for Crosl
Broadcasting Corp., station
censee,
pointed
the purcha
will
enable
WLWTout viewers
to
current films within a few weeks
their release to first run theatr
Films will be shown on Fami
Theatre.
groupor ofwill1950-51
films eitr
haveThe been
be released
wit
in the next few months to first r
theatres around the country
atavailable
the sameto time
are beingitma'w
TV stations,
stated.
Those films already releasi
have been issued within the p£
18 months, Mr. Barth said. Th
the films, which include 13 Ale
ander Korda pictures, two J.
thur Rank films and an all-st
RKO release, could possibly
playing
at a time
neighborhood
theal
at the same
they are showi
on WLW television, he explain<

CBS PUBLICISTS
Guild Asks Wage Bo
WEEKLY wage increase of $77 w
asked by Publicists Guild for CI
Hollywood Radio and TV publici;
during
opening tonegotiations
week in attempt
bring salariesla
line with those of motion pictun
Derby Signs Chertok
DERBY FOODS Inc., Chicago, an- The guild on behalf of the
nounced last week it had signed work's 13 publicists, who avera
Jack Chertok Productions Holly- $89 per week with $77 as
wood to produce a series of 26 mum, asks $140 plus $14 (10^
half-hour video films entitled, Sky cost of living (latter to fiuctu?
King. Transaction is reported to with
Proposed sum
involve about $500,000. Series will medianchanges).
of salaries paid out by
be based on the MBS radio series
pictures for junior and senj
entitled, Sky King, which also is tion
sponsored by Derby Foods. The scale wages.
food company will promote its Peter
CBS'
with the guild
Pan Peanut Butter on TV shows. pires Dec.contract
as does that of A3
Filming is slated to get underway Networks 31,haveapproached i
early in February. Agency for
Derby Foods is Needham, Louis & guild
on
subject
of
joint nego<;
tions, but guild reaction,
at tl
Brorby, Chicago.
point, is not favorable.
BROADCASTING
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LBS
(Continued from page 26 )
zontal monopoly extending from
lewspapers to high power radio
tations to the older networks to
he only available television chanels and to their networks. In one
ommunity I can mention, there are
'jhree powerful daily newspapers
fPpuch possess the only three clearr !hannel 50 kw stations, the three
"post
the three
.Tiost famous
desirablenetworks,
FM channels
and
"I re operating the only three VHF
Revision stations that community
all ever have. It is hardly necesary to point out the difficulty of
le competition against such horimtal monopolies. It is important
lat we realize that this newspaperlM-TV combination
is ever
preading and that within the
>reseeable future the major powr of all communications in Amera will be in the hands of 300
ten. However fine are these men,
ich an unchangeable concentraon of power violates the princi!es
rise. of competitive free enterReturn to Radio
ithrill
1 "I seefurther
predict number
that 1?52of
an increasing
Ivertisers priced back from TV
■ AM. The trend has already bean. An honest appraisal of costs
;r thousand will in 1952 show
any more advertisers the econ^ ny of AM radio particularly for
ass consumption products needg repetitive mention. I predict
at in 1952 TV network costs will
se to such staggering figures
iat Phonevision, Skiatron and
milar home payment, non-ada-tising
will for
be seen
evitable devices
necessity
TV. as TVan
• here to stay and, in one network
rm or another, to expand, but
52 will see more national adversers weary of its effective but
0 expensive novelty.
"I predict
produce
jajor
changesthatin1952
the will
relationship
tween radio and sports. Sports
?hts fees, blackouts, sports reactions upon the freedom of
dio, discrimination as between
ess and radio as well as viola(ms of the statute law will in 1952
ing the first strong reaction from
angry and awakening radio instry.

Coverage Is Opposed
HEARINGS
By N. Y. State Bar
NEW YORK State Bar Assn.'s Committee on Civil Rights went on
record «last week — and asked the association to follow suit — condemning
the broadcasting and telecasting of Congressional or executive hearings
while any witness is testifying, "except at public hearings on pending
legislation."
The Committee also held that no
legislation — the "danger
such hearings should be commer- pending
that a witness' rights will be incially sponsored. It asked the asvaded isrelatively slight," the committee concluded. But it felt "the
sociation to urge that all Congressional and executive hearings be danger
of abuse
exists,"beanddevised
that
a
coverage
code should
governed
by a "code" embodying
minimize
as
far
as
possible
the
its
recommendations.
The asso- "to
ciation will vote on the proposals disturbing influence of cameras,
flash
bulbs,
and
microphones."
Furat
its
annual
meeting
Jan.
24-26
ther, the committee held:
in New York.
In addition the code should insure a
The bans proposed by the 30-man witness
reputation
may commitbe incommittee extended to still photojured bwhose
y testimony
before the
to rehabilitate
himself.
graphs and moving pictures (news- And teeifa chance
the
witness
in
the
unusual
caseto
shouldCommittee
desire towithout
expressthehisadded
viewspubreels) as well as radio and TV. the
The "code"
which
the
group
advol
i
c
i
t
y
o
f
television,
radio,
and
newsreel,
wishes andshouldmicrophones
be respectedshould
and thebe
cated to govern coverage which his
cameras
off.
it felt may properly be allowed — shut
in hearings on pending legislaSpecial Instances
tion— would include a provision to
In the case of hearings on admake sureparatusthat
"the
necessary
apministrative investigation, the comfor photographs, moving
felt the question of radio,
pictures, television, and radio TV andmitteeother
coverage hinges on
broadcasting should be as inconthe typesofar asof[thehearing
involved:
"Ins
p
i
c
u
o
u
s
a
s
possible."
hearings]
are judiThe proposed prohibitions were
cial
or
quasi-judicial
in
nature
attributed to a desire to protect in- believe they should be conductedwe
dividual rights and to assist comtelevision, newsreel, cammit e s in performing their tasks without
era or radio." But "where the
as efficiently as possible. Report hearings
are not quasi-judicial in
said:
character . . . there will unIt
is
often
asserted
that
Congress
has
doubtedly be instances where full
the
job of soenlightening
educating
the public
as to create and
an intelligent
coverage instances,
is desirable."
in the
public opinion.
This
may
be
an
inlatter
the Even
committee
cidental and often valuable
by-product
ofquestionable
the legislative
process,
but
it
is
thought "there should be adequate
whether of education
is a rules
of procedure for their conConstitutiontofunction
the legislature
sufficient
sustain procedures
of
duct, procedures that will protect
doubtfulcially whenvalueweighed
in eliciting
facts,
espethe rights of individuals involved
against
the
danger
to individual rights.
and prevent our government from
Nor tional
do basisweforfindthe any
sound sometimes
Constitu- being
assertion
held up to ridicule and conmade
that
television,
newsreels,
radio
orby thethe camera
have
rights
guaranteed
In
the
of hearings to find
Amendment
record facts and case
recommend legislation,
proceedingsFirstwhich
are a part toof Equally
official
governmental
investigations.
tempt."
is theto existence
of any rightor to inform the public, etc., the comindoubtful
the public
hear the legislative
mittee held that "mike" fright or
fright
inexecutive
progress.proceedings while they are "stage"
ability
to
answer impair
clearly,a andwitness'
that,
Schedule Problem
additionally,
"widespread
public
coverage
of
such
a
hearing
through
andTheTV"precise"
make itschedules
difficult ofto radio
give television, radio, and newsreel may
full coverage, the committee said, violate the most basic rights of a
witness being questioned about inand
in addition
"the danger
timate details of his personal and
legislators
[or witnesses]
may that
use
the tremendous national audience business life." Further, it was
for personal advantage at the cost said, such hearings must necesof a dignified and fair proceeding
sarily be "selective," and are not
cannot
to determine incontinuedbe: ignored." The report primarily nocendesigned
"I11 for
predict
that
in
1952
America
ce or guilt. The report asthe first time realize that
Moreover,
where
the
accuracy
of
the
s
e
r
t
e
d
:
suffers, there is increased
sre is a new giant in the land — testimony
makes himself
it still harder
men's
reputations
and ca- forAnything
1 Liberty Broadcasting System, danger reersthat
a witnesswhich
to defend
while
willis bethis
blasted.
And involving
unfortun
a
t
e
l
y
i
t
very process
increasing the damage to him due to
'ter
a
year
of
quiet
preparation,
reputations,
particularly
when
they
are
inadequate
opportunities
for selfis huge newcomer within the last under attack, which furnishes the best his
defense
only
multiplies
the
unfairness.
days has closed its last major popular entertainment and creates the Television and radio coverage have just
of theandprestrket, with the signing of 50 kw loudest clamor for further broadcasting. such suare of tendency
timebecause
schedules
the
The committee noted that legis- necessityprecise
ttions WMGM, WCFL and
satisfying the public curihearings generally fall into
osity and ofthink
interest.
tIPC in New York, Chicago and one oflativefour
We
also
there
is
no
real
defense
categories: (1) on for allowing these hearings to be broads Angeles respectively. Liberty pending legislation;
(2) on the
cast or telecast. Such sponsorship
under commercial
sponhelp
already America's second larg- administration of governmental
afimpairsorshipthe
dignity
of a cannot
awitness,
sovereign
• network. A new giant is in
proceeding.
It
may
force
at
fairs, dealing with such questions but
a
crucial
point
in
his
life,
to
testify
! land."
as the honesty or ability of admin- under compulsion for the financial benI
istrative officials; (3) on particu- cern. efit of a purely private business conproblems, attempting to elicit A serious constitutional question
G. (Jock) FERNHEAD, general factslar and
recommend legislation, subpoena
when refuses
a witnessto appearing
testify onunder
the
nager of KYA San Francisco and (4) hearings to inform the arises
grounds
that him
television,
radiomental
and newsrented KYA staffers with 15-pound public, etc.
reel
subject
to
severe
and
keys for Christmas.
In the first type — hearings on physical strain and he is unable to
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NBC
(Continued from page 26)
that we are evolving sound profor radio.cedures to assure a healthy future
"Our television activities this
year have, we feel, more firmly
entrenched NBC as the leading network of creased
the themedium.
have innumber We
of program
hours and will continue to do so.
We have added great talents to our
entertainment roster, and this
policy, too, will endure. We have
proven the worth of sales methods
once viewed as radical departures
from tradition. In conjunction with
other members of the broadcasting
industry, we television.
have helped realize
cost-to-coast
"Two words — faith and confidence— best sum up our attitude at
NBC. We have unbounded faith in
both radio and television and their
future existence as complementary
media, existing side by side, each
serving the American public best
in its particular manner. And we
have confidence in our own ability
to bring this concept to complete
realization."
AAAA
(Continued from page 29)
ing pace with the needs of the
times.
Agencies and media will need to
work closely together. They must
work creatively, to make advertising more effective and to bolster
advertisers' confidence in their advertising expenditures. We must
strengthen our business relationship— in such fundamentals as rate
cards and contracts, to facilitate
time-buying — in improving billing
practices, in speeding up collections
and in warding off credit losses.
And we must work with a high
sense of public responsibility, to
allay program criticism.
Individually and through our organizations, we have a full docket.
To have a full pocket too, it will
be a busy year.
think
clearly —andthatrecording
the lights,devices,
cameras,
microphones
the
thought
of
millions
of
watchers
and
listeners, and the heat and confusion,
make
a
hearing
as
to
him
a
"third
degree."
The "third degree"
of
eliciting information
has beenmethod
roundly
and
condemned
Bar
andof
Benchuniversally
as inimical
to the byinterest
justice and violative of due process.
The Committee, headed by Louis
Waldman of New York City, said
its
report dealthearings,
"primarily"
Congressional
but with
also
applies "to executive proceedings
of an analogous nature, and on a
state as well as a federal level."

2 or more...
Why dobuy
1 big sales job
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
Contact
EDWARD
PETRY CO.
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'MAMA' FAVORITE PROGRAM
IN 'PLAIN DEALER' POLL
THIRD annual TV program popularity poll
conducted by Cleveland Plain Dealer shows
as favorite proMama (CBS) in first byplaceGeorge
E. Condon,
gram. Poll conducted
radio editor of newspaper which has conducted
Results
years.
23
for
contest
radio
of the popularity
TV poll follow:
Favorite Programs:
WEWS
1.2. Mama
WEWS
Godfreyof(CBS)
(CBS)
WNBK
3. Show
Shows (NBC)
Favorite Entertainer:
WEWS
Godfrey (CBS)(NBC)
WNBK
2.3.1. Red
WNBK
MartinSkelton
& Lewis (NBC)
Network. News Program:
WNBK
(NBC)
WEWS
)
(CBS
Edwards Swazey
Doug Cameron
2.1. John
Local News Program:
1. Dorothy Guth
Fuldheim
™
WXEL
rie
2. Warren
Best Variety Show:
1.2. Toast
of
the
Town
(CBS)
S£WJ
Show of Shows (NBC)
S5S£
WEWS
3. Godfrey (CBS)
Favorite Mystery Program:
WEWS
)_
Suspense (CBS
2.1. Lights
(NBC)
WEWS
The WebOut (CBS)
Favorite Musical Show:
WEWS
Waring(NBC)
(CBS)
WNBK
2.1.3. Fred
Hit
WEWS
Paul Parade
Whiteman
(ABC)
Best Dramatic Show:
WEWS
One (CBS)
WEWS
2.3.1. Studio
Mama
(CBS)
WNBK
Kraft Theatre
(NBC)
Favorite Cleveland Program:
WEWS
Gene Dale
Carroll
WEWS
2.1. Bob
WXEL
3. Soupy Hines
Favorite Sports Program:
1.2. Baseball
WXEL
Program
by(Cleveland
Bobinterview)
Neal Indians) WEWS
(news and
3. Wrestling
(no station specified)
Favorite Children's Program:
Jake's &House
WEWS
2.3.1. Uncle
Kukla,
(NBC) WNBK
Hcwdy Fran
Doody Ollie
(NBC)
WNBK
BROWN BUYS KBIS
CONTROL of KBIS Bakersfield, Calif., is being bought for $38,250 by veteran broadcaster
Harold Brown from Guy, Fred and Reno
Marchetti, according to application filed with
FCC Friday. Mr. Brown, at present KBIS
commercial manager, was formerly with KMJ
Fresno and KERN Bakersfield. After FCC
approvesgeneral
Mr. Brown's
ownership,
he will
become
manager51%of station.
Associated
with KBIS is KMAR (FM).
EDWARDS SHOW SHIFT
Ralph Edwards Show to start on NBC-TV
Monday, Jan. 14, instead of Jan. 7, as previously announced. Program will be aired thereafter Mon., Wed., and Fri. from 3:30-4 p.m.
EST
rather
12:30-1
p.m. starting
EST, Mon.-Fri.
Latter time than
slot will
be filled,
Jan. 7,
by
NBC-TV's
Luncheon
Date,
musical-variety
program emanating from Chicago.
DIETRICH ON SUNDAY
ABC
RADIO'S
Dietrich
will goCafeon Istanbul
air everystarring
SundayMarlene
night
from 9:15-9:45 p.m. beginning Jan. 6. Pref show bewith
highlights
careerview owill
broadcast
Dec.of 30.Miss Dietrich's
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WINTER HAVEN PAYS
ENTIRE cost of originating MBS Ladies
Fair in Winter Haven, Fla., for 13-week
period underwritten by local businessmen
and city commission though Florida state
advertising officials had authorized $14,300 in state funds to aid in paying $28,600 cost of moving show. Broadcasts
originate in Florida Citrus Bldg. In past
years
been during
originatedannual
one
week program
in WinterhadHaven
Florida Citrus Exposition.
BARTON YARBOROUGH
FUNERAL services held Dec. 24 in Glendale,
Calif.,
Barton
50, radio-TV
actor whofor died
Dec. Yarborough,
19 of blood clot
on brain.
He had been known since 1932 as Cliff Barbour
on NBC-Radio's One Man's Family. He made
TV debut on NBC-TV Dragnet Dec. 16, recreating role in NBC-Radio version. Surviving
are his widow, former Janet Warren, and
daughter Joan.
PICTORIAL MOVING
PICTORIAL FILMS INC., motion picture
producer and distributor, moves general offices
from 105 East 106th St., New York, to Paramount Bldg., 1501 Broadway, suite 1506. New
telephone
numbers:its Pennsylvania
Effective Friday,
shipping and 6-3756-7-8.
warehouse
moving to Candler Bldg., 220 West 42nd St.,
suite 816.
WOR-TV USING NEW SITE
WOR-TV New York is originating most of
its studio programs from its new building at
101 W. 67th St. and Theodore C. Streibert,
president of General Teleradio, operator of
WOR-AM-FM-TV, is making his headquarters there for two or three weeks while finishing touches are being put on property. Formal
opening planned for early in 1952, with Jan. 10
tentatively selected as date.
FIFTH TV APPLICATION
FIFTH television application in week filed
with FCC late Friday. It raises number of
applications filed this month to 18 (see story
page 50). Latest request for TV outlet from
KWWL Waterloo, Iowa, which asks for channel 7. FCC already has one application for
Waterloo
nel 7. from KXEL, also requesting chan'FORBIDDEN WORD'
WITH word "spot" being kicked around
for many years, local sales staff of
WTAD Quincy, 111., decided to eliminate
it. On Dec. 1, 1951, a 10<- fine was
enacted every time salesmen heard another mention
First hands
week
to 10 days
dimesword
were "spot".
exchanging
frequently
as
forbidden
word
was
uttered. Now it is rare occassion to hear
word "spot" used in sales offices or in
sales presentations. "Spots" are no
longer "For Sale" on WTAD; however,
"announcements, good times, terrific
adjacencies, etc." are selling good.

PEOPLE..
THOMAS P. HOIER, 74, radio and TV, staj
and vaudeville actor, died Thursday in Pol
clinic Hospital, New York. In recent yeai
he had played character roles in several afte
noon radio serials, including Young Widd
Brown. He is survived by his widow, Mr
Esther Boggs Hoier.
SAMUEL RUBENSTEIN, a founder and vi
president
of Arthur
dissolved last
week Rosenberg
(see story, Co.,
pagewhich
54), whi
resigned to join Miller Adv. Agency, N. 1
as vice president and account executive.
DICK WINTERS named director of promoti.
and publicity, WINS New York, to succe
Joseph G. Besch, recently appointed assista
general manager.
BEN SCHANZER voted executive vice pre:
dent by board of directors for Air Music In
New York, last week in series of promotio
which included naming William E. Husto
Jerome K. Levy, Ford Harp and Leslie I
W. Neville as vice presidents.
WILLIAM B. RYAN, president of Broadca
Advertising Bureau, will speak at first 19
luncheon of Radio Executives Club of Ne
York, to be held Jan. 10 at Waldorf-Astoria.
JACK I. STRAUS, president of R. H. Macy
Co. and board chairman of WOR-AM-FM-T
New York, made knight in Legion of Honor i
French government Thursday in New Yo
for
work France
in fostering
close economic
between
and United
States. relatio
EARLE K. ANGSTADT Jr., buyer at Macy
N. Y., and Oscar B. Lubow, assistant me
chandising director of William H. Weintrai
Co., N. Y., to Young & Rubicam as mercha
dising executives.
SIDNEY A. WELLS, vice president of McCan
Erickson, Chicago, succeeds Homer Haverma
as Chicago manager Jan. 1. Mr. Haverma
who is retiring, continues as adviser and co
sultant. Mr. Wells joined McCann-Ericksi
in 1926, going to Chicago office in 1938. I
was named vice president in 1945.
ALAN SWEETOW resigns as vice preside
of Sander-Rodkin Agency, Chicago, to opi
own package company, Television Featur
Inc. Firm, located at 159 E. Chicago Av
specializes in television shows, production
commercials, motion pictures and radio pr
duction. Telephone Mohawk 4-7050. .
RAY F. MCCARTHY, formerly of Berry Mot
Co., St. Louis, and Blue Cross, named direct
of public affairs and publications of KMO
CBS-owned station in St. Louis. At one tir
he was head of Community Chest in Was
ington.
GEORGE H. SANDEFER, controller f
NBC's radio-TV interests in Washington, a
pointed to staff of U. S. Chamber of Commer
to direct chamber's radio-TV activities. Arth
Hamilton, of NBC New York O&O divisio
named by WRC-WNBW (TV) Manag
Eugene Juster as successor to Mr. Sandefer
HOLLIS D. BRADBURY, formerly easte
manager and later sales engineering supe
visor of RCA Engineering Products Dept.
recording sales, named national manager
film section. He has been with RCA 24 yea
JOE GANS, vice president in charge of rad
and television,
Thwing & Altman, N. Y ,
father
of girl, Laurie.
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In 1900, a very familiar sign among hundreds of others was this one pictured above. Yes, the metal
sign tacked to the tree and the ad painted on a barn were a major part of America's advertising
effort in 1900. And in those years it was successful advertising— it reached people!
From this form of advertising, many companies grew to be today's largest manufacturers.
Twenty-five years ago, radio had its beginning and soon had its place next to newspapers and magazines.
Radio itself built great companies and made them even greater because it gave the advertisers
a new method of reaching more people more frequently and more efficiently.
Today, television has been added and with its added impetus of sight and motion, together with
the spoken word, has already taken its place in the American "scheme of advertising." The basis of
today's successful advertising is the more modern media . . . and television is the most modern
of them all. Its full potency has not yet been determined.
In WLW-Land we have found, however, that the combination of television and radio reaches
more people more often and more economically than any other combination of media. The technique is
as new and modern as television itself.

WLW

WLW
THE

TELEVISION

NATION'S

STATION

AND

ITS

TV

SERVICE

Three dots in Morse Code — sent from
England and received by Marconi in
Newfoundland— proved that wireless
signals could span the Atiantic.
Three

that

opened

When Marconi, on December 12, 1901, heard a
"3-dot" radio signal— the letter "S" in Morse Code
—from across 1,800 miles of sea, it was an experimental triumph that opened a new era in the art
of communications.
Before this historic event, wireless telegraphy had
been limited primarily to communications between
the shore
at sea.ofMarconi's
success,
however, was and
the ships
forerunner
many other
important
developments which led eventually to RCA worldwide radiotelegraph service that now operates more
than 80 direct circuits to 67 countries.
As radio progressed, its usefulness was expanded by
invention and development of the electron tube, the

dots

a

new

era

!

harnessing of short waves which made world-wide transmis ion areality, and the automatic transmission and reception ofmessages at high speed.
Radio, with its magic of spoken words and music broadcast over the world . . . television, the miracle of pictures
in motion transmitted through the air . . . these mediums
of modern communication have added notable links in the
chain of electronic advances first forged in 1901 from the
mere sound of three dots.
See the latest wonders in radio, television, and electronics
at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St., New York.
Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America, RCA
Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

Today
RCA about
Communications
and receives
81 million
each year across the Atlantic; the me |
sages are automatically recorded
tape, for error-free transmission.
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CLEVELAND

WERE
Cleveland

Wins

PLAIN

Double

Station Alert

DEALER

Victory
To

Local

TOPS

In

Heavy

Programming

POLL

Voting
Needs

IN the heaviest voting ever recorded Cleveland
listeners voted the Rosary their "Favorite Program," topping every other local and network program in Cleveland. Listeners also voted the show
their "Favorite Cleveland Originated Program."
The Rosary is a live locally originated WERE public service program broadcast seven nights a week
at 7 :45-8:oo.
This sweeping victory points up the sensitivity of
this 5000 watt Cleveland independent to the programming tastes of Greater Cleveland.

.ECASTING
on Page 47

WERE delivers the programs that Cleveland wants
to hear — news, music and sports . . . Cleveland Indians, Browns and Barons — programs vital to the
community.
O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
National Representatives

Your sales message gets across — on the station that
gets across to Greater Cleveland — WERE, 5000
watts at 1300 on the dial.

A

WISE

Young

Man

of

3

A fellow matures rapidly in Television. KPIX, San
Francisco's pioneer station, went on the air on
December 22, 1948. Now, three years later, KPIX has
the wisdom that characterizes Television's veterans
... the wisdom, among other things, to recognize that
in Television you can't stay young ... and you must
never grow old!

CBS and DUMONT
TELEVISION
Represented by The Katz Agency

NETWORKS

870 National
by BroadcastingD. C,Publications,
and February
Numbers)
issues as(Yearbook
Monday, 53rd4, D.and C.54thEntered
every Washington
3, 1879.
of March
under act Inc.,
Office at Washington,
l: 33, at Post
March 14,in January
matterpublished
second class

Sunday afternoons at two, time on WDEL-TV
for the Wilmington, Delaware, Public School
half-hour show, "School Report." Under the
general supervision of John Hunt, Public Relations
Director of the Wilmington Schools, the program
content is kept pertinent and timely . . . aims
to interpret present-day schools to the community,
and to assist teachers to understand community
needs and reactions.
A recent "School Report" program in
the 1951-52 series, a parent-teacher problem
clinic, is pictured here. Parents dramatized some
of the questions being asked about modern
educational methods. A panel composed of six
supervisors and teachers then explained and
discussed the questions posed.
"School Report" typifies the many public
service telecasts carried by WDEL-TV in its
continuing endeavor to serve its viewers and to
help make its coverage area a better place in
which to live.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,
DEL AWARE

Represented by
WDEL 5 ROBERT MEEKER
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ASSOCIATED PRESS, which has been making its plans quietly, has privately advised
number of TV stations that it shortly will announce news service on film for its TV station
membership. Prospects were told by Oliver
Gramling, asst. general manager for radio-TV
operations, that news service will be "something different."
Announcement likely to be
forthcoming
in January.
UNHAPPINESS of NBC radio network top
executives over affiliates' brusque rejection of
some proposed sales strategies is not lessened
by0 &preliminary
accountant's
reports during
that NBC's
O radio station
operations
1951
made net profit before taxes of some four
times that of NBC radio network — figures
being roughly $7.5 million for 0 & O stations
to less than $2 million for network.
CHICAGO office of one of top station representative firms reports that radio billings as
of Oct. 1 this year equalled all of 1950 billings,
and that business since then has been "phenomenal." Most representatives during normally slowed-down holiday season were busy
delivering availabilities up to 6 p.m. Monday
before Christmas.
FABULOUS Glenn H. McCarthy, Texas oil
millionaire, hosteler (Shamrock) and broadcaster (KXYZ Houston) contemplates going
into Latin American TV in big way. On drawing
boards,
reliablythree
reported,
are halfdozen VHF it'sstations—
in Venezuela,
where he holds oil interests, and three in
Guatemala.
CBS will designate Herbert V. Akerberg, vice
president in charge of station relations, as its
member of NARTB TV Board. This follows
network action last week in joining NARTB
TV for network and two owned and operated
stations— WCBS-TV New York and KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles [B*T, Dec. 24].
YOUNG & RUBICAM, N. Y., currently studying advertising plans for Time and Life magazines' 1952 campaign. Radio and TV schedulesinitearedecision
expected
to be continued,
with defforthcoming
within fortnight.
FACED WITH probable biggest deluge of
work in its history, FCC will seek at least
another $2 million appropriation for upcoming fiscal year over present $6 million budget
which runs until June 30. At that time Commission should be well in throes of TV cityby-city hearings.
IN RE FCC financial plight, it's no secret that
it's
looking
of getting
additional
hearing
officersfor tomeans
supplement
seven examiners
available for TV hearings. Delays in individual city proceedings, it feels, will make
it more costly for both taxpayers (via government) and applicants.
WITH TRANSFER of WCOP Boston to new
Baker-Beaman ownership (Closed Circuit
(Continued on page 6)
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GOTTLIEB, DELLA CIOPPA
NEW CBS RADIO V. P.'s
LESTER GOTTLIEB, director of CBS Radio
network programs since July, and Guy della
Cioppa, director of CBS network programs in
Hollywood for both radio and television since
August, appointed vice presidents of CBS
Radio,dent,Howard
Meighan,
CBS Radio presiannounced S.today
(Monday).
Mr. Gottlieb becomes vice president in charge
of network programs CBS Radio. Mr. della
Cioppa becomes vice president in charge of
network programs — Hollywood, CBS Radio,
succeeding Harry S. Ackerman who has been
Hollywood vice president in charge of network
programs for both CBS Radio and Television
and continues
program vice president there for asCBSnetwork
Television.
STREIBERT CHAIRMAN
THEODORE C. STREIBERT, president of
WOR AM-FM-TV New York, appointed chairman of Radio Advisory Commission on Information, U. S. State Dept., which he had previously served as chairman of subcommittee
investigating Voice of America's facilities
planning and development program and member of subcommittee on management and personnel. Radio advisory commission is one of
four; others represent press, motion pictures
and general business.
LAN IG AN TO JOIN ABC-TV
JOHN B. LANIGAN, specialist in consumer
advertising for Time magazine, will join ABC
as vice president in charge of television sales
effective Feb. 1. Mr. Lanigan succeeds Fred M.
Thrower, who resigned last month to join
CBS-TV as vice president in charge of sales
[B»T, Dec. 3].

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CAMPANA AGENCY • Campana Sales Co.,
Batavia, 111. (Italian Balm), names Tim Morrow Agency, Chicago, to handle its account,
which includes network radio. Frank Duggan
is account executive.
PURINA HOOKUP $ Ralston Purina Co.,
Feed Division, to sponsor transcribed Eddy
Arnold show on 11-station NBC western hookup, starting Jan. 5 for 52 weeks. Package,
owned by Brown Radio Productions, to be aired
Sat., 8-8:30 p.m. (PST). Agency, Gardner
Adv., St. Louis.
VALENTINE SPECIAL © Elgin American
Division of Illinois Watch Case Co., Elgin, 111.
(compacts,
one-time
ment of Thejewelry),
Big Showto onsponsor
NBC Sun.,
Feb. seg10,
6-6:15 p.m., as Valentine promotion. Agency,
Russel M. Seeds, Chicago.
KRAFT BUYS £ Kraft Foods, Chicago, buys
last open time period in MBS child strip series,
signing Bobby Benson Show Mon., 4-4:30 p.m.
(CST) from Dec. 31 on full network plus
Hawaii, 52 weeks. Malted milk and caramels
to be promoted. Kraft has ordered another
segment of (Continued
Queen for aonDay,
Tues.pageswitching
82)
CARPET FIRM BUYS TV
JAMES LEE AND SONS Co., Bridgeport,
Penn., will sponsor series of half-hour TV
shows entitled Meet the Masters, featuring
such artists as Arthur Rubinstein, Jascha
Heifetz, Marion Anderson and others to start
in 35 cities, coast to coast. D'Arcy Agency, New
York, placing programs, mostly for Sundays
but specific times and station list not yet com-

pleted.
Westinghouse to Sponsor Conventions
campaign designed to inform electorate
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC Corp. to spon- sor
stimulate voting. Equal time will be
sor $3 million Presidential election package on and
provided both parties to present campaign
CBS Radio and CBS Television, including sum- issues
through candidates and other leading
mer political conventions, 13-week get-out-thevote campaign and election results. Agency
figures.
J.
M.
McKibbin, Westinghouse vice president
handling account is Ketchum, MacLeod &
in charge ofinghouse iconsumer
said: "WestGrove, Pittsburgh.
s bringing products,
the conventions,
the
Campaign will cover 100 major markets,
elections, the candidates and the campaign
coast-to-coast. CBS will use all intercon- issues
to the American people to stimulate
nected cities for TV coverage, reaching balance
in the world's
greatest
by radio. Only Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and maximum
demonstrationinterest
of Democracy
at its best.
We
New York to have simultaneous radio-TV
planned this program to help produce the
service. TV network will be expanded as have
biggest
turnout
of
well-informed
voters
in
the
fast as new cities are added to interconnected
facilities.
history
of American
elections."
Handling
TV-radio
project
for
Ketchum,
Westinghouse and Ketchum, MacLeod &
& Grove are George Ketchum, presiGrove have been working three months on MacLeod
dent; Edward Parrack, vice president in charge
project.
Both
CBS
and
NBC
had
made
presof
Westinghouse
account, and Lansing Lindentations.
quist,
radio-TV director.
Westinghouse
recently completed nationwide
Under cratic
jointcommittees,
policy sponsorship
of Republican ofand Chicago
Demo- work,
coverage of college football on NBC-TV netPresidential nominating conventions is perTotal cost of entire political radio-TV covermitted on dignified basis. Republican conage, including merchandising and promotion,
ventionJulyopens21.JulyConvention
7 and Democratic
convention
coverage rights
expected to pass $3 million figure.
are not exclusive and provide 20-hour minimum
for each (see early story, page 52).
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
Starting Aug. 11 Westinghouse will sponDecember 31, 1951 • page 5

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
N. C. GROUPS PREPARE
FM PROMOTION PLANS
FIRST FM promotion campaign under joint
auspices of NARTB and Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. will get under way Jan. 21 in
North Carolina. Similar month-long drives
start in Wisconsin Feb. 4 and District of
Columbia March 1.
Project conceived last summer to stimulate
FM receiver sales and given impetus at Aug.
22 meeting in Roanoke, Va. [B*T, Aug. 27].
Final plans for North Carolina FM drive
were drawn up last Thursday at Charlotte
meeting attended by 45 broadcasters and distributors.
John H. Smith Jr., NARTB FM director, told
meeting that 41 N. C. stations are offering FM
service. James D. Secrest, RTMA secretary-general manager, credited NARTB President Harold E. Fellows with fathering NARTBRTMA teamwork idea in promoting FM set
sales.
E. Z. Jones, WBBB-FM Burlington, is chairman of North Carolina special FM promotion
campaign committee. He said FM stations will
carry 10 or more spots per day, mentioning
dealers names. Special programs, promotional
material for dealers and newspapers as well
as other projects will be provided. Earl Gluck,
WSOC-FM Charlotte, president of North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, pledged support of
that body.
RTMA's FM Promotion Committee is headed
by Don Whiting, who said packets of promomaterial will be supplied stations, dealers andtionaldistributors.
ATLASS PETITION
ATLASS Amusement Co. petitioned FCC Friday for permission to intervene in license renewal hearings of WKOW Madison, Wis.,
scheduled to be heard Jan. 21 before FCC
Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
[B#T, Nov.plication12].
licenseon renewal
apwas set Station's
for hearing
implication
that Madison CBS outlet got its network affiliation by hiring Atlass company as management consultants, and that licensees have
abdicated control of station to Atlass firm. Firm
gets 50%
profits of WKOW under its contract withofstation.
Management firm is headed by H. Leslie
Atlass Jr., son of H. Leslie Atlass Sr., CBS
Central Division vice president and general
manager of CBS-owned WBBM Chicago.
Senior Mr. Atlass also owns 19% of WIND
Chicago. Ralph Atlass, brother of H. Leslie
Atlass Sr., is vice president and general manager of WIND, controls WLOL Minneapolis,
KIOA Des Moines and has management contract with WMCA New York. H. Leslie Atlass
Jr. is also program director of WIND.
Pre-hearing conference of attorneys is
scheduled to take place Jan. 3 before Examiner
Cunningham in Washington.
RESEARCH AWARD
EDWARD L. BERNAYS Foundation RadioTelevision Award, $1,000 U. S. bond, to be
presented by American Sociological Society to
individual or group contributing best piece
of research on effects of radio and/or TV on
American society. Reports must be submitted
before June 15 to F. Stuart Chapin, chairman of judging committee, at U. of Minnesota
Dept. of Sociology, Minneapolis. Information
available at society in care of New York U.,
Washington Square, New York 3.
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In this IssueA B»T projection of new U. S. Census
Bureau figures shows 42,427,000 radio
homes in the U. S. as of Jan. 1, 1952.
Here'saccurate
a list ofestimates
the mostavailable
up-to-dateon
and
the number of radio homes in all U. S.
metropolitan areas. Page 23.
NBC tells affiliates
it won't
use controversial radio rate
formula,
now
planned to become effective in mid1952, a second time. Re-evaluation of
whole rate question is promised after
present plan adopted. Page 23.
Second part of B*T Trends for 1952
survey is in this issue. Transcription
and program packaging firms expect
gains: Page 25. Research experts see
trend toward more critical measurement than mere program ratings:
Page 25. Regional networks are optimistic: Page 26. Congressional leaders tell where broadcasting legislation
stands on eve of new Senate and House
sessions: Page 28. The progress of
Broadcast Music Inc: Page 68. Index
of year-end statements: Page 25.
Radio network gross billings last November were $14,377,151, 9% below billings of year before : Page 29. TV network gross billings last November were
$13,919,327,
twiceU9.as big as in November, 1950: Page
ASCAP got $12 million from radio and
TV broadcasting in 1951 — about 85%
of its total income from music licensing.
Page 29.
Gian-Carlo Menotti's new opera, composedviewed.especially
Page 32. for television, is reXavier U. of Cincinnati says TV has no
effect
in schools.
Resultson ofchildren's
a study learning
of 1,000 Cincinnati
youngsters. Page 50.
Details of new NBC-TV network rate increase. Rates up 9%, but cost per
thousand down to $1.71, says NBC.
Page U9.
It was Christmas on the air for U. S.
broadcasters. Page 70.
Federal Civil Defense Administration
briefs communications delegates on
radio-TV silence plan for emergency.
Page 78.
New test case challenging legality of
state gross receipts tax on station goes
to
this weekPagein 3U.suit filed by
KPOAcourtHonolulu.
Upcoming
Jan. 7-10: National Retail Dry Goods
Assn., 41st annual convention. Hotel
Statler, New York.
Jan.of 8:theSecond
U. S. session
begins. of the 82d Congress
Jan. 10: Radio Executives Club of New
York, luncheon meeting, Waldorf Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Jan.Assn.10-12:
National
Collegiate
meeting,
Cincinnati,
Ohio. Athletic
(Other Upcomings page 34)

Dec. 10; Nov. 12, 5) Roy V. Whisnand,
commerc
ial manager of WKDA Nashville ha*
assume
general
manager
tion, m d which
sta"
he acquire
d ship
10% of Boston'
. Simultaneously Craig Lawrenc
e, viceinterest
president and
general manager under Cowles'
ownersh
ip
and
veteran of 19 years with that organization,
announced his resignation but has not disclosed
future plans. Others on WCOP executive staff
including A. N. (Bud) Armstrong, national:
sales manager,
Wheeler, local sale
manager, remainandwithHarry
organization.
HIGH COST of network TV
resulted in one
large national advertiser has
taries-cosmetics) cancelling 124 pages (proprie
newspaper magazine section. in national weekly

THERE'S little present danger of material
shortages holding up new TV station when
FCC freeze is lifted. Government and sprivate
sources indicate substantial
of TV
transmitters in production with number
existing schedules calling for steady flow.
WITH EACH passing day it becomes increasingly evident that one of toughest nuts FCC
will have to crack on TV
allocations will
lumping of VHF and UHF in city-by-citybe
hearings (see Cisler Open Mike, page 15).
Increasing pressure both for and against lumping procedure points
up. Meanwhile it's
expected that FCC's this
response to Mr. Cisler
will be merely to acknowledge receipt
of complaint against lumping and state
matter
will be considered at appropriate that
time
final allocations are announced in February)(after
.
PENICK & FORD (My-T-Fine Dessert),
through BBDO, N. Y., expected to buy women's
participati
on showsy on radio and television,
starting mid-Januar
for 13 weeks in about 40
markets.
THERE ARE many buyers but practically no
sellers in TV station sphere. Last week one
active searcher reported that TV station
market is "frozen solid."
GENERAL BAKING CO. (Bond Bread), N,
Y., preparing to place one-hour television
show, Hopalong Cassidy, once-week, in about
18 TV markets starting late January. Contracts
through BBDO, N. Y., expected to be for 52
weeks.
GENERAL FOODS (Birdseye foods), buying:
established
radio, startingwomen's
early inparticipation
January, in shows
approx in
mately 50 markets for 13 weeks. Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.
UP IN PICTURE FIELD
UNITED PRESS enters spot news picture field
Jan. 1, serving
newspapers andFriday
television,
according to joint announcement
by Hugh
Baillie, UP president, and Fred S. Ferguson
Newspaper Enterprise Assn. president. New
service headed by Mims Thompson, former UP
central division manager. TV service known
as United Press Movietone News. UP purchased world resources of Acme Newspictures,
NEA division.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 82
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The

Yankee

announces

Network

the appointment
of

f{-(| REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.

as its

National

Radio

Effective

Representative

January

1, 1952

REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.

will also represent
Local Stations
WNAC

Boston

WEAN

Providence

WONS

Hartford

The
Yankee
Network
DIVISION OF THOMAS S. LEE ENTERPRISES, INC
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.

they say it's a
television age, BUT...

Indiana's first
and only 50 KW
BC radio station
has increased its share
of nighttime audiences
0

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
DEPARTMENTS
Agency
Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC
FeatureRoundup
of Week
Film Report
Front
Office
New Business
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Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Upcoming
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66
44
74
7918
6046
10
19
15
44
69
18
34

36.8
No doubt about it, television has grown rapidly
here in Indiana. But WIBC's share of nighttime
audiences has done a heap of growing, too!
WIBC's share of this "A-time" audience shows
a gain of 36.8% over the comparable period in
1950, according to the latest Hooper (Feb.- April,
1951).
By contrast, all other Indianapolis radio stations
showed a drop in percentage of the nighttime
audience of the Hoosier capital.
So, before you buy time or television in Indiana,
investigate the solid evening lineup of good
listening on WIBC . . . the only Indianapolis
radio
station that gives you an out-of-state "bonus"
coverage.
Ask your JOHN BLAIR man for particulars on
these excellent nighttime availabilities.

WIBC

1070

KC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana
30 West Washington Street • Indianapolis 6, Indiana
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
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Tl

Makes

Pork

Than

Cost Less in December

It Does

in September?

This chart shows the relationship between pork production and pork prices based on figures for 1947-49, which
the government is now using as the index-base period.
The good old law of supply and demand. With
pork, it works like this:
More than half the pigs are born in spring
— also according to law, the law of nature.
They spend the summer and early fall growing
to pork- chop size.
Then, along about the time the first leaves
fall, all these pigs begin to come to market.
And the same thing happens that happens with
any other perishable commodity (strawberries

or eggs or oranges) when there is suddenly a
lot more than there was.
The price just naturally goes down!
That chart at the top shows how the cycle
goes. More pork — lower prices through the
winter months; less pork — higher prices through
the summer.
But summertime is always the time when
a big new meat crop is "growing up" on
America's farms and ranches.

AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE
Headquarters, Chicago •
Members throughout the U. S.
ROADCASTING
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new

business

Attorney, effective Dec. 31, for Clorets. Agency: Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N. Y.
S. C. JOHNSON & SONS, Racine, Wis., to sponsor Robert Montgomery
Presents, Mon., 8:30-9 p.m. CST, on full NBC-TV Network on alternate
weeks. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

■Qgency
-tfjajaointment*
SUNNY SALLY
VEGETABLE GROWERS, L. A. (packaged fresh
vegetables), names Davis & Co., L. A. Regional radio and TV will
be used.
ROBERT WILLIAM FOODS Co., L. A. (macaroni products), appoints
Davis & Co., L. A. Media will include radio and TV.
LEHON Co., Chicago (asphalt roofing products), names Ewell &
Thurber, same city. Radio is used. Account executive is E. E. SPROUL.
RING-IN
DISTRIBUTING Co., S. F., appoints Richard N. Meltzer Adv.
A/ctwotk • • •
Inc., S. F., to handle regional advertising for Ring-In, automotive chemical
product.
Radio and TV will be used.
WARNER-HUDNUT Inc., N. Y., renews Walter Winchell, Sun., 9-9:15
p.m., on ABC Radio, for 52 weeks. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y. KERN FOOD PRODUCTS Inc., L. A. (preserves and jellies), names
FRIGIDAIRE DIV., General Motors Corp., Dayton, Ohio, sponsoring Davis & Co., L. A. TV being used.
Pulitzer
EST. Prize Playhouse on ABC-TV. Started Wed., Dec. 19, 10-11 p.m., PURE FROZEN Lemon Juice Corp. of America (Nilcar), Chicago,
names Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city. ROBERT ARCHER is account
AMERICAN CHICLE Co. renews two shows, The Top Guy and Defense executive.
■fldjaeople
FRANK A. DUNN, Los Angeles
branch manager Libby, McNeill &
Libby, S. F., named sales manager
of western division.
HAROLD C. KAVALARIS, grocery
LACK
OF
products promotion manager,
Sperry Div. of General Mills Inc.,
S. F., named national promotion
manager of General Mills Inc., [
Minneapolis. He is succeeded in
COVERAGE
S. F. by RICHARD N. CONFER,
formerly with Minneapolis office.
Spot
OLYMPIA BREWING Co., Olympia, Wash., planning spot campaign
on eight Alaska stations. Contracts are for 52 weeks. Company
also starts sponsorship of 9-9:15, Sat., newscast on 32 stations of
Western Mutual-Don Lee Network. Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Seattle.

You wouldn't go to bed in the dead of winter and use a towel as a
cover — you'd use a blanket or two. Why ? Naturally, it's to keep
warm — but basically it's a question of coverage.
The same thing is true in advertising. In Chicago and the Middle
West, you're out in the cold in thousands of Middle Western radio
homes if you're not using WGN.
WGN blankets the Middle West like no other station — WGN
reaches more radio homes per week than any other Chicago
station. Why use a towel sized medium when WGN offers such
tremendous coverage.
Get the most for your money — make WGN YOUR BASIC BUY.
Chicago
Illinois 11
A Clear Channel Station . . .
50,000 Watts
720
Serving the Middle West
On Your Dial
MBS
Chicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, Geo.
New P.YorkHollingbery
17, N. Y. forCo. New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
Advertising Solicitors
for All Other Cities
Los Angeles—
New York—
5th Avenue 400• Montgomery
Atlanta — 223 Street
Peach Street
Chicago411— W.3075thN. Street
Michigan• Avenue
• San500 Francisco—
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ROBERT BEATTIE, general sales
manager; CLARK PETTIT, advertising and sales promotion manand FRED
assistantager,general
sales TWINING,
manager, Golden
State Co., S. F., have formed partnership to purchase entire stock
of Robison's Dog Food Inc., S. F.
Mr. Twining has resigned from
Golden State to head dog food comOther partners
ing inpany.
present
positions.are remainJOSEPH E.GRIESEDIECK elected
vice
assistant
general president
manager and
Falstaff
Brewing]
Corp., St. Louis. KARL K. VOLL
MER elected
vice marketing
■ president and
named
director
de
partment. HERBERT A. GOOD
WIN, vice president in charge of
sales, resigns to join Blatz Brewing Co., Milwaukee. R. B. WIGHTMANtor Falstaff.
appointed advertising direcEDWARD H. SMYTHE, sales and
advertising manager, Branded
Goods Div., Rockwood & Co., assumes same position for grocery
store products of Walter Baker
Chocolate & .Cocoa Div. of General
Foods, ceeds
Dorchester,
Mass. Henamed
sucANDREW C. QUALE,
sales manager for bulk products.
BROADCASTING
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Kaltenborn.
Service
S
S
8:1Bill 5-5:45
1:15-1:45
6:30
NBC
Symphony
Stern
Bill
Stern
Roundup
Soldiers
Bill
Stern
«
■
■
Co-op
No Network
No Network
Sports(MM)Renew
Serenade
Sports(MM)Review
(MM)Review Harry Wismer
Orchestra
PiG-lvory
Sports
Co-op
Sun
Oil
Co.
PSG-lvory
Sun
Oil
Co.
Sun OilExtra60. Management
3-Star Extra
■
■
3-Star
■
»
«
Lowell(185)Thomas
J-Star(WExtra
Co-opS
Music
LarrySports
NewsLeseoer Organ
6:45
Co-op Lowell(185)Thomas
(3!)Oil Co.
Pure
Pure
Oil
Co.
Lava
P&G
Oxyd.
Lava
Co-op
LaborFulton
Lewis
Jr.
"
Fulton
Lewis
Jr.
Fulton Lewis Jr. PureNews OilTimeCo. Headline PSG-6xy.
This
1
Believe
Headline
News
Time
Dreft-Beufah
Drett—
Beolah
Saturday
at
News
Time
7:00
(320)
(W)
Al
Heifer
m
Edition
(W
Edition
(30)
*OT
The Chase
Co-op
(114) R
(310)
Network
Twin
Uiews
Network Elmer Davis JackP4G-Tide
»
Network Elmer Davis JackP4G-Tide
Smith Show Dinner Date NoService
Dinner Date No Service
(U4)
Smith RShow DinnerCo-opDate NoService
of
the
News
Bert Andrews
(151) R
Errors of Archie Andrews 7:15
Mills Peggy
Mills Campbell
- Chance
Comedy
072)
NoxzemaHeader NewsMilesof LabsWorld General
(152)
Labs.HeaderInc. NewsMilesof LabsWorld General
Lone Ranger
Silver Eagle
ShowS Lee VCA
(7:30-7:55)
Club 15RSoup Gabriel Heatter NewsMiles(161)
PartyS of a Underground
Labs
Lifetime
Co-op
S
of
World
Gabriel
Gabriel
aw
(153)
Dr.Operation
Pepper
7:30
(137)«
Co-op
Miles
Labs
(1S5)
R
Miles
Labs
Miles
Labs
*OT
Am.Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
StateIns.FarmCo.
"
"
7:45-7:55 1 Man's Family Dancing
•J"? Family
1
Wngley
Am.Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
Auto
Murrow
7:45-7:55
1
Man's
Family
7:45-7:55
1
Man's
Sports
Roundup
Murrow
(See
footnote)
Mutual
Newsreel
7:45
Mutual Newsreel Schlitz
(188)
Mutual
Newsreel
OWh
r
Aveo
Crosley
Disc
Jockey
Gene
Autry
C.
Brown
(160) Knows
H R Richard
Brewing Hollywood F.B.I.Wildroot
MGM Musical
R. J. Reynolds
Modern Father
Musicland Adventures
Jane Ace
of Maisie General
HFoodsR
Comedy
S
Casanova Best (157)
S
ol the Theatre
Air Halls(175)of Ivy Star Playhouse
War In(155)PeaceR & ofAdventures
(178)
(115)Diamond USA
Royaw Rogers
20 Questions
8:00
"
■
■
■
«
■
«
«
•
■
«
Bob & Ray 8:15
The ■ Big
Hardy Mr. Keen Tracer
GF-Post Cereal MGM Theatre
American
Chicle Hall Bros. TheFamily
The Martin &
Kraft
Gracie
Fields
Tine
■
Equitable
Life
Defense
Attorney
Gildersleeve
ol
Lost
Persons
This Is Your FBI
Lewis Show
HopalongCassidy ol the Air
8:30
aw
(183) R
(287) Hallmarkhouse PlayThe "Judy~ (170)
Show*
(118) R
■
■
■
■
«
■
•
(155) RR
•(151)
8:45
Fatima
Plymouth Lorillard Hearthstone
GF-Grape-Nuts
Theatre Duffy's Tavern , «
CanovaS Show 9:00
the Rod Pal& GunBladeClub L&MDragnet
Hidden Troth DeSoto
Dealers,
Ozzic Heinz
& Harriet PaulShowWeston Magazine
Gangbusters
Your LifeYon(1!3)Bet Amateur(MS) Hour Deathand Squad
(ZSS)
9:15
(171) R
"
■
■
■
■
*
"
Co-op
Broadway
Grand
Ole
Opry
Gulf
Refining
R.
J.
Reynolds
Counterspy
Armed
Forces
Family Am.The Cig.Big &StoryCig.
Bristol-MyersArty. Waxworks
Lombardofand
U.S.A.
Short^Story
*
•
Roundup
Theatre
TheStarsAirin
Review
9:30
S
(163)
S
OW
aw Mr. District
(171)
Is
My
Beat
Foreign
Robert
Q's
Reporter's
"
"
■
"
»
■
"
■
■
"
9:45
Reporter
S
Co-op
(see
footnote)
R.
J.
Reynolds
Saturday
at (10-10:05) Bob Chicago Theatre
News of Hollywood FrankA. Co-op
Amer.HitTob.ParadeCo. Gillette (10-10:05) Bob FrankA. F.Edwards
F.
ol
L.
of
L.
Barrie
Craig
10:00
Edwards
Your
FrankA.F.01L
Edwards
Shamrock
Trout
News
Cavalcade
of
Trout News
Tomorrow
Sound Stage
of theS Air /aughan Monroe
NightS Beat
S
aw
OB
S
S
(118)
(1W Conf. Investigator
Sports (283) Capitol
Co-op
Waxworks
■
■
"
■
•
-Cloakrm. 1Mystery
■
Club CanS Do
Love A
1Mystery
Love A
1Mystery
Love A
10:15
Robert Q's
Hotel
Hotel
Edison
Dance
Meredith
Willsen
Music
Dance
Dance
Dance
•
«
Orchestra
Orchestra
Music
Room
10:30
Claremont
Orchestra
Waxworks
Portraits
in
Sports
Musical
Album
Orchestra
Orchestra
Robert Q's
S
S
S
S
S
AmericanPageSports
AlNewsGoodman's
"
■ from , 10:45
"
"
"
BillPro Stern's
"
■
»
SS Con
News
News
Baukhage
Talking
Co-op
Baukhage
NewsNBCfrom
NewsS
BandS
News
NewsS
NewsNBCfrom
Talking
11:00
NewsNBCfrom
News
Baukhage
Talking
News
ol
News
of
News
of
U.N.
Dance
Dante
Buddy
Weed
Dance
U.N.
U.N.
the WorldBeatty Sports Report Orchestra Highlights Morgan
TBA
Dance
the WorldBeatty TrioS
the WorldBeatty Sperts^Report Orchestra Highlights Morgan
Orchestra Orchestra
Highlights Morgan
11.13 rM
TIME
SATL JRDAYMBS
EST.
NBC
broadcast West Coast ; TBA toNBC
be announced.
Time
ABC MONDAY
CBS - FRIDAY
MBS NBC
1
CBSSUNDAY MBS NBC
ABC
CBS
Carter
Co-op
News
PSG
Crisco
Vincent
Lopez
Lutheran
Coast
Guard
ABC—John8:55-9
a.m.,ShowM-F.(295).Stokely-Yan Camp, The
U.Roundtable
of Chicago Not In Service Dr. Malone withLuncheon
MusicYou For
Lopez George Hicks
Hour
Conte
Cadets
on
Parade
City
Hospital
(Lutheran)
Symp. for Youth
9:55-10
Show
Eoundupa.m.,(293).F, General Foods, Sanka Xews
PSG DuzLight
Wesson Oil
(1:30-2:25) 1
Guiding
10:25-10:30
Dr. Paul
Storyteller,a.m.,(91).M-F, Gen. Mills, Arnold(155)
Co-op
Texas
Co.
Hormel
S
60.
Coffee
in
2:30-2:35
John (49).H. Dulaney & Son.
Washington
Dulaneyp.m.,DailyM-F,Double.
Dixieland
RalphShow
Catholic M. M. MeBride Mrs.GF Swan-Cal.
(58)Edwards Met Opera Music
Longines- TopwithTunes The Hour
S.
C.
Johnson
with
H.
Girls
(118)
Burton
(78
Wittnauer
Matinee
News
(2:25-3)
5:55-6 p.m., Tu.-Th. Amer. Chicle, W. Rogers
S
S
(151)
GradyPSGColeTide (40
m
Symphonette Trendler
Bakeries (southeast).
(154)
7:30-8 p.m.,Ranger.M-W-F,
The
TBA
CBS—Lone8:30-9:15
a.m.
(See footnote,) Perry(158)Mason
Gen. Foods, Sun.
C«p
184)
General
Mills
Morning
Gatherin
Seeman
Trucking
New York Bill Cunninghan Amer.
Family
Circle Toni,
Dunn on Discs
10.25-10:30a.m.a.m.Sat.,Sat.,Ci
Live
Like
A
Nora
Drake
Amer.
Forom
of
Philharmonic
(2:35-3:80)
Chicagoans
Say
It
with
Music
11-11:05
Millionaire
(74)
the Air (175)
(166)Ivory ft Co-op
Orchestra
(78)
del p.m., M-F, Kellogg Co., Carl Smith, (155).
General Mills PSGBrighter
Day
Amer. PSGTob. Co.
4:15-5
Report
PentagonFrom
5:55-6
p.m.Special.
Sun..(188).Campana Sales Co., Sunday
(142)Labs
Joe Emerson's
Hymn
Time
(25
Banghart 2:55
Xews
Co-op
The
Downhomers
Miles
Bandstand
Bandstand
11:30-11:35
a.m..
Sun..
Shadel-Xews.
Life-Beautiful
Music Marriage for Twi Hilltop House
Over Seas
U.S.A,
Report
From
S
America's
U.S.A.
12:55-1
p.m..
M-F,
Adams (161).
Plilsbury Paradise
S
Co-op
Sat.,Plilsbury,
Gen.EconCedric
Fds,
(3:25-3:30) U. S. Army
Labs, Shadel-Xews
Adventure
1
105
1
(184)
House•KelloPartygg Poole's -figRoad of Life
News
:30
In Science S. C. Johnson
Drake
(M)
Band
f4-4:05Stewart,p.m. FanSun..Mail
Amer. OffTan 1/13.Lines, Jay
Lever Jordan,
Bros.
Sat.No. (178).
Farm News
AirHoarForce EarlWashington
Pepper
Young
Godwin's "Joyce
M.D." (278)
4:55-5 p.m.,
M-F. Kellogg Co., Carl Smith (155).
Sports Parade
5:55-6
BelmontC. Swayze
Radio Philip
Xews p.m.SpecialSun.,(188).Campana Sales Co., Sunday
Morrisof Winner
-m(151,
John
Romance
MBS—
7:55-S
p.m. Reynolds
M-F. Miller
Brew.KenXews.CarsonRight PSGtonesHappiE.
Winters
(243
Music
Ta
All
(135)
ke
8:55-9 a.m., M-F
Tobacco,
Bobby
Valiant Lady
Caribbean
Miscellaneous
The
Falcon
TBA
(4:05-15)
Belton
Backstage
Wife
-11:30 a.m., M-F, S. C. Johns. & Son
Crossroads
S
S
El C. Hill (141 Benson
Programs Sterling(148) Drug
2:25-2:30 p.m..M-F,M-F.Xews.S. C.Sustaining.
Johnson & Son Xews.
(4:15-30)News
Thy Voice
Neighbors
12:25-12:30,
World
4:25
News
S
Stella
Dallas
S
9-9:05
p.m..
M-F,
Johns-Manville
Corp. Bill
Sterling
Drug
Treasury
Mert's Record
S. tobacco
Perfect
CrossU.S.A.Section
Co-op
Under U.Martin
11:30-12
TBA
TBA
It'sSunday
Always
Kane TheHusband
Young
Brown Widder
(149;
Queennoonfor Tu-Th,
a Day. Kraft Foods Co., co-sponsors
Bandstand Adventures
Arrest
M-F
4:30-5
Manhtn.
Soap
NBC Chicle,
— *OT Liggett
Operation& Myers.
Tandem, Whitehall Amer.
M— B. Benson i Woman in My
(187)
Big Jon S
Quaker House (177)
8-8:15
a.m.,
SkellyBus.Oil, M-F, Xews (28): Sat,
Big City
4:55-5 News SsjLTuThPreston
S
Sparkie
This
Farming
'•=•>
of
Whitehall
Whitehall
Matinee
at
10:45-11
a.m. HymnMan"Time,Programs.
Gen. Mills, (10).
Yukon Just Plain Bill Tea & Crumpets Serattb Pad Meadowbrook Serenade
Wildroot
Mark S Trail Tu-Musie WF OrangeCmsi
* Mil — "Minute
1212S
ArthurKingan
(145)
(85)Godfrey The Shadow
Green Hornet
Correspondents'
MWThFBy Antonini
Chicagoan
Whitehall
StanlDougherty
5:30-5:55
Tu S Front
Page
SL
Louis
Kellogg
Tb,
Derby
Presents
Treasury
Matinee
Sky King Farrell (140)
America!
Silent MenJr Kellogg Co. Top Tune (5:30-5:55 MWF Lorenzo Jones Pan Union
Mr. Chameleon Mysteries
TrueWilliamson
Detective(515 D.TheFairbanks
(5:5M)
Bandstand
PSG 1
ProgramsBenefit
SpacefMWF)Cadet(223) MilesTineLabs Wild Bill Hickok 1 Boh(105)
S
Tu&Th
Mutual
Special
& Ray Club Aluminum
S. C. Johnsoi Considioe(178)
Fun Factory Curt Massey Johnson * Son
*
Club
Time
Copyright 1951
January 1952
S
Time (147) R Capitoltary.Commen(»)
iapitol Commen- lu. Bob
M-F 5:55-1

MARRIAGE FOR TWO.
Newest dramatic success
of veteran scripter Elaine
Carrington! This engrossing
tale is now available to
local and/or national
advertisers as an ABC
Radio Co-op JProgram. 4 pm.
What

a

block...

What

a

buy !

mtmttmmmti

SAL*

Any one of these great
shows offers an advertiser
a large, ready-made
audience of receptive listeners.
Blocked together, the pulling
five afternoon
power
of each ofdramas
ABC's
is multiplied by five. They exert
more influence, more pressure
on housewives than any
other advertising medium
of comparable cost.
Don't delay! Contact your
ABC Radio representative today!

merican

C
RADIO
Broadcasting Company

THE

Oh, No
EDITOR:
Your proof-reader appears to be
as confused as we buyers of radio
and TV time when it comes to
Hooper, Pulse, Nielsen, et al acceptances.
page a 88news
of lastitemweek's
Dec.On 17]
which[B»T,
was
headed "Popularity Data — Hooper
Releases Nine Area Study" went
on to describe A. C. Nielsen's new
popularity TV ratings for programs aired in markets with a
minimum of three stations.
This being the season for forgivenes and good will toward men,
no more will be said except to wish
you and your staff ... a happy
New Year.
Herbert Gruber
Chief Timebuyer
Cecil E. Presbrey
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The forgiveness of
Messrs.
solicited.] Hooper and Nielsen is also

best" in line, a UHF channel.
(3) The next inevitable result
would be "law" to death many
small applicants
match
the legal who
costs simply
of thecan't
big
money applicants. This is an old
dodge with many a rich corporation being sued by an individual.
And the legal dodges and expenses
involved in even AM radio today
can surely wear out and break many
a little fellow. Thus, control passes
by
cant.default to the big money appli(4) If TV is to be the property
of the big money people, individuals or corporations, God help this
country. Radio was built on the
work of hundreds of small operators. TV deserves the same spark
of initiative and personal perspiration and personality. Mere money
alone does not insure a successful
business in any line. If the TV
grants are to go to the big money
applicants, I predict a demand by
many small folks for Congress to
step in and stop the whole proceedings.
(5) Opposition should also be
registered to the proposal advanced
by Comr. [George E.] Sterling that
networks and others be given the
right to hold up to 7 TV grants, 2
of which would be in UHF. Here
is a grab of more power for the big
operators, and in a field where even
the FCC admits there are not
enough channels to go around.
Why, with such Scarcity, should
networks and group operators be
given more grants?
It is now a fact of electronic
life that the limited spectrum
makesing a UHF
"must" for
truly anational
TV developsystem.
If such is the case, and there are
enough willing applicants of a localized nature for UHF, why open the
doors to more grants to networks
and chain operators? I personally
think the number of grants to be
held by any one individual or group
or corporation, major or minor interests, should be three, and not
five as at present.
S. A. Cisler
Vice President
WKYW Louisville
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Broadcaster-Owner
Cisler
has
been
an
independent
radioa crusader
cause.here,
Hisforalso
TVmanyviews,
largely
as expressed
wereto
communicated
to
the
FCC
in
a
letter
Chairman Wayne Coy.]

Big Boys' Bonanza?
EDITOR:
Immediate opposition should be
registered by all prospective UHF
applicants direct to the [FCC]
against
proposal Bar
of the
eral the
Communications
Assn.Fed-in
urging the FCC to "lump" all TV
applicants in an area into one general hearing, regardless of whether
applicants wanted only VHF
orthe UHF.
Little has been said in the trade
press about the following situaing. tions that anyone can see develop(1) New applicants, especially
those in the operating business,
are being staggered by the fantastic legal fee estimates being
handed out in Washington to prospective TV applicants. I have
friends who are long-time station
owners and who have been quoted
fees as high as $60,000 in a metropolitan market! This is based on
long, expensive legal hassles, hearj mgs, transcripts, high powered
witnesses, counsel, etc. How many
remember the long and bitter and
expensive fight to get FM channels in New York City?
(2) Were the Commission to
grant the FCBA request the natural result would be that people
who were willing to go into UHF L.A. Ad Tests
right now, would be blocked by SIXTH annual examinations for
being lumped with applicants whose advertising to be conducted by
primary interest is VHF. These
Southern California chapter of
applicants are willing to fight it American
Assn. of Advertising
out for
VHF
but
don't
want
anyone to get UHF started until the Agencies, will be held in Los
Angeles,
Feb.
16. Application
VHF channels are passed out. blanks may be obtained
Jack
These applicants are banking on Waterman, c/o Dudley from
L. Logan
the belief that if they lose out on
VHF then they can take "second Adv., 448 S. Hill St., Los Angeles 3.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NEEDLE!

Vice-Pres. Genl. Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 46th, N.Y. 19
GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS
... at year's
all ourfriends
subscribers and end,
otherto good
... to the dozens of broadcasters
who've told us: "Ask anybody to
to call us — we'll tell 'em what a
got!" . .of.
tograndthe service
officers you've
and members
the many state
sociations who broadcasters'
have invited asus,
past-present-and future, to work
with them ... to our many helpful informants in the retail and
economic fields for invaluable
help
in makingsource
"Theof Needle"
unparalleled
selling .in-an. .
spiration for radio salesmen
to our newest subscribers:
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; WMCT V.Memphis;Huntington,
KING-TV, W.Seattle:
WSAZ-TV,
Va.;
WCUE,
Akron;
Harrisburg, Pa.; KFJZ,WKBO,
Ft. Worth;
KIEM-KRED, Eureka, Cal.;
WSOO, Sault Ste. Marie; KATE,
Albert Lea; KXL, Portland . . .
to some nice folks in our own
field, like Milt Blink and Alex
Sherwood of Standard; Nat
Donato of C. P. MacGregor;
Cliff Ogden of Capitol . . . and
others !
WHAT THE APS RELEASE
LOOKS LIKE
Every month each APS full library
subscriber-station (and many subspecial
rsacrriiebesr,s ttoo the
)broadcast
receive
a material.
bigsmall
cartonli-A
of fresh bnew
glance at the release for January
'52 will give
you acontains.
good ideaFirst,of
what
there this
are package
seven discs
. . . six
containing music and one containing Mitch's transcribed sales meeting (No.tition11),
titled "FacingEightCompefromstandingTelevision."
artists are featured, out-all
of them adding to the already deep
list of selections under their names
inOsser
the and
APS his
catalog.
There's. . Glenn
Orchestra
. the
Ted
Dale
Strings
.
.
and His Orchestra . . .. AlVic Goodman
Damone
. . . Mindy Carson . . . Buddy Weed
. . . George Wright at the N. Y.
Paramount Organ . . . and the
Hank D'Amico Sextette. Five categories of music are covered in this
release: Light and Popular Concert
(we also call
it "Radio
Music")
. . . Popular
. . . Solo
NoveltyInstrumental
.Vocal
. . Piano
...
and Organ Solo.

What about the music itself? It
covers an astounding variety of
tastes, of standard and contemporary titles. There are 47 different selections,
a partial
crosssection:and Byhere's
Goodman;
Waltzes
from
"Der
Rosenkavalier"
. . . Hora Staccato . . . Fantasie
. . . Impromptu in C Sharp Minor,
Op.
By GlenAutumn
Osser; Slow
. . .66.Another
(from Poke
the
new hit musical "Paint Your
Wagon")
.
.
.
It's
All
Over
But
the
Memories.
Dale; Indio
Penthouse
Serenade .By. Ted
. Canto
...
Play, Fiddle, Play ... La Rosita.
a Book
.By. .Damone;
The BirthI Could
of theWrite
Blues.
By
Mindy
Carson;
. . . Many
HappyI'll remember
Returns ofApril
the
Day
. . . Gee, But Star
You'reDustSwell.
By
George
. . With
. My
Gal Sal... Wright;
.If. I. Love
FallingAgain.
In Love
Love
By Buddy
Weed; The Dancer . . . Ballerina's
Dream.
Is this a special release? Nope.
The APS December package was
just as large (all our releases
containturedseven
discs) and
and feaHis
Orchestra Ralph
. . .Flanagan
Dick Jurgens
and
His Orchestra . . . Denny
Vaughan and His Orchestra
(also featuring selections from
"Paint Your Wagon") . . . Kay
Armen . . . Edward Linzel in
sacred tions ..instrumental
organ selec. the Westminster
Choir
. . . Earlchestra . .Sheldon
His Or. and theandSatisfiers.
The December transcribed sales
meeting: "Creative Radio SellTHIS MUSIC BUSINESS . . .
... is no simple matter, if you
take it seriously and approach it
easy to ...
"fake"or
aconscientiously.
monthly libraryIt's release
a ing."
whole library, for that matter.
"Unknowns" will work for scale,
and there
plenty
iof "big
aroundarewhofor
willa fast
knock
out
anames"
few selections
buck.
But
you
can't
program
that
kind
junk, and most of it comes alongof
on free phonograph records (drat
'em!) anyhow. Building a library
and keeping it fresh and useful
and sparkling with new releases is
a planned,
project
and
we
thank ourlong-range
lucky stars
at APS
that a master like Andy Wiswell
is available to do our planning in
this field. Nobody in our industry
can touch him!

ASSOCIATED
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what

happens

when

goes

to

MONTANA?

The XL Stations Make LIFE the LEADER in Montana in the short span of weeks.
Let the proven "Sales Power" of the
XL STATIONS make your PRODUCT
the leader in the Pacific Northwest.
,,
Che
XL
Stations

KXL
KXLY
KXLF
KXLL
KXU
KXLK KXLQ
Eastern Sales Manager - Wythe Walker - New York
Western Sales Manager - Tracy Moore - Los Angeles

John
W. Hollow
HELENA
NEWS
AGENCY
Helena

Peg
Robertson
SILVER
BOW
NEWS Butte
COMPANY

Julius E. Hilgard
HILGARD
AGENCYNEWS
Great Falls

Floyd E. Green
GALLATIN
VALLEY
NEWS AGENCY
Bozeman

Percv Frazier Jr.
FRAZIER
NEWS
AGENCY
Missoula

MESSAGES FROM THE MEN WHO SELL LIFE
"The picture changed when LIFE had the advantages of advertising on KXLJ as
clearly proven by LIFE outselling magazine X by 436 copies." John W. Hollow
"Sales were up an average of 10% over the same period a year ago. We feel that
this increase is directly attributable to the radio advertising done Peg
on Robertson
KXLF . . ."
"For a period of nine weeks in 1950, magazine X sold 8,191 copies as against 7,832
for
It's a little
different
story XsincesoldLIFE'S
campaign
the LIFE.
same period
in 1951
magazine
8,239 spot
as against
8,607on forKXLK.
LIFE. During
LIFE
outsold mazagine X by 368."
Julius E Hilgard
"The recent spot announcements on KXLQ for LIFE definitely held up the sale
through a period which normally shows a slump in magazine sales ... an average
gain of 80 copies per issue."
Floyd E Green
"Figures
on
our
sales
of
LIFE,
since
the
spot
announcements
on
KXLL
that
with the issue of March 26, we had 202 copies unsold, . . . April 16, show
one copy
unsold. On the May 14 issue, sales increased by 115 copies over our
Percyoriginal
Frazier, quota."
Jr.

K-NUZ

feature if the meek

WOOPS

!I

Just to catch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more than marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell
the wonderful success of WRC's
dominant position in this rich,
always-growing market.
WRC listening is up — way up,
Some very choice availabilities
in spots and programs are keyed
to the listening tastes of the capital city. You see, we know this
market, and we know what we
can accomplish for a product.
We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.

and
ors have
TVADEL
ownersPHIA
operatradio
and 'S
PHIL
inaugurated the opening of
their own central office at 1900
Rittenhouse Sq., Philadelphia, and
nted a fulltime executive
appoi
secretary.
Ruth Chilton Burns has been appointed executive secretary of the
Philadelphia Radio and TV Broadcasters Assn. Mrs. Burns, the former Ruth Chilton, who has been
active in practically every phase of
the industry in the past 26 years,
began her career in New England.
Along with Dorothy Lewis, she
helped set up the Assn. of Women
Broadcasters of the NAB and subsequently became its first national
president.
The announcement of the appointment of a full-time executive
secretary and opening of their own
office
was made
at theat association's
December
meeting
the Midday
Club in Philadelphia.
President of the new organization is Benedict Gimbel Jr., president and general manager of WIP.
Patrick J. Stanton, owner of
WJMJ, is secretary and Max Leon,
president of WDAS, is treasurer.

9
strictly business
says, professionally
represents journey's
for
him
speaking,endpending the time when he will retire,
buy that small Texas dream ranch,
and pass the years with gun and
rod.

The latest American Research
Bureau report tells the story.
We'll stand on that!
IN THE
YOURNATION'S
BEST BUYCAPITAL
IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON
WRC
5,000 Watts « 980 KC
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
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The , Advisory Committee is
headed by Roger Clipp, general
manager of WFIL, with Benedict
Gimbel tee.Jr.The serving
on the committhird member
of the
committee will be rotated throughout the year. Mr. Stanton is the
first to serve in this capacity.
The association plans to serve as
a clearing house for all public service campaigns
programming,
aid charitable
usingtoradio
and TV
and to tionassure
maximum
. It will also sift andcooperamake
recommendations to the member
stations as to which campaigns
should receive priorities.
Through regular bulletins and
monthly
the broadcasters will bemeetings,
kept abreast
of major
changes affecting the industry.
Members of the Philadelphia Kadio
and TVliam A. Broadcasters
are: Clipp,
WilBanks, WHAT;Assn.Roger
WFIL and WFIL-TV; William Caskey, WPEN; Benedict Gimbel Jr.,
WIP; Paul F. Harron, WIBG; E. Douglass Hibbs, WTEL; Max M. Leon,
WDAS; Lawrence M. C. Smith,
WFLN; Patrick J. Stanton, WJMJ;
and Donald Thornburgh, WCAU and
WCAU-TV.

GEORGE T. HARDING
f I| ^HE
radio career
Georgeentire
T. Harding,
radio di-of
vision manager in the Dallas
office of Branham Co., has been
spent in Texas. Since 1928 he has
ranged from the then 50 w KGDR
San Antonio through Austin, Dallas and Corpus Christi stations,
and then to Branham seven years
ago.His Branham job, Mr. Harding

This "Branham
network"takes
juris-in
diction in the Southwest
not only his native Lone Star
State, but Oklahoma, New Mexico,
Colorado and Louisiana as well. He
estimates he travels some 20,000
miles wick
a year
his far-flung
from thein Gulf
of Mexicobaili-to
the Rockies (he makes Denver two
or three times a year), from the
Mississippi River to the Rio Grande.
As a radio-TV representative, he
has to keep in close touch with
leading Southwest agencies and accounts, plus division managers of
the many national companies with
regional
in Texas
and neighborheadquarters
states.
He became a Radio Pioneer at
the recent New Orleans NARTB
meeting when Henry Slavick, WMC
Memphis, and Ralph Wentworth,
BMI, suggested he sign.
His tonentry
Anio in 1928 into
has radio
a kindin ofSanclassic
quality. A younger George Harding((he's
now 52)onwaspageassisting
Continued
67) in

Dood

it

Again!

...WINS
AWARD FOR 1951
AS

IN 1950

Yes# for the second time
K-NUZ is winner of the
Nabisco Promotion
Award for outstanding
sales promotion of Nabisco Milk Dog Biscuits.
K-NUZ again demonstrates itsability to pull
and keep on pulling.

For information call
FORJOE
National Representa
tive
or DAVE MORRIS
General Manager
at KEystone 2581
P. O. Box 2135
TWX HO 414

HOUSTON'S LEADING
INDEPENDENT
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti»

*

f

Over

»

Will

a Million
Meet

Joe

People
Sprague

cy ^e
ageJr.nelected
^PAUL C. HARPER
MAX D. ANWYL
to board of
i and
$
directors Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago. Mr. Anwyl is secretary-treasurer, and Mr. Harper is an account executive and also
directs the agency's training program.
JOHN RIDER, co-owner KATY San Luis Obispo, Calif., named general manager Vick Knight Inc., L. A. Agency has erected own building
at 812 N. Fairfax Ave., Hollywood, where operations will be headquartered.
ROLAND H. CRAMER, service group head of Chicago office, G. LESTER WILLIAMS Jr., manager of Cincinnati office, and WILLIAM J.
BREEN, service group head at New York offices of McCann-Erickson,
elected vice presidents.
WILLIAM E. BERCHTOLD to McCann-Erickson, as vice president and
chairman of advisory committee on advertising plans for Chicago office.
He is former executive vice president and chairman of plans board
Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
CAR R. GIEGERICH, account
executive
on E.6U)R. Squibb & Sons, Araer(Continued
on page

on all accounts
ef- various and sundry tasks that face
FLORENCE MURD
personalitany who that busy Chicago agency.
fervescentOCH,
Born in Louisville, Mrs. Murdoch
f as "a cre- attended
describes hersel
the U. of Chicago, in
ative type dishwasher who gets
fashion breaking a family
real dreamy when the dishes are violent
tradition
that
all the girls go to
,"
uses inanytelevis
and ion.all Vassar. During
very greasy
vacations, she
of detergents
kinds
worked as a general reporter on
Tracking back and forth be- the
Louisville Courier-Journal, and,
tween an ivory tower and the
front office at Earle Ludgin after graduation, as a movie
critic
concen
agency, Chicago, she
the andsameassistant
paper. woman's editor
trates her poodle-clipped head on on After
her marriage (she met Mr.
video problems confronting Ekco
Murdoch when he
Products, Stopette
deodorant and Mcwas vivisiting
l e on business)Louisshe
moved to Chicago
House coffee. Laughlin's Manor
and joined Aubrey,
These clients buy
Moore and Wallace
such workpopular
features as netthe
agency.
Frank Sinatra Show,
Convinced that too
What's My Line?
many printed ideas
originate an overall
and Stud's
that
order,Place,
all ofin
campaign and are
which are her
then transposed into
the TV medium, Mrs.
"babies." A television specialist, in
Murdoch
thinks ideas
original television
spite of herself and
are needed, along
a natural affinity f or
with a swing away
the simplicity of
black and white,
from ular
theconcept
oftenamong
popFlorence Murdoch
advertising people
has been entrenched
Mrs. MURDOCH
in the visual medium
that those in printed
media are the real
since 1946.
Mrs. Murdoch (her husband, thinkers.
Bill, has an advertising specialty
A proponent - of the integrated
firm) supervises commercials approach
to advertising
(scripting and production), often the individual
combines— wherein
account
writes them, and helps plan overall planning with creative production
campaign and show tactics. With — Mrs. Murdoch "knows what
the Ludgin agency seven years, makes the watch work, but pershe has served as writer, contact
haps has sacrificed some of the
woman and planner on appliance,
in the discovery."
home economics and consumer creative
She andimpulse
her husband,
who are in
products accounts, along with the
(Continued on page 75)
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WHAM

AMBASSADOR
for

Radio!

There are no "forgotten listeners" in the vast territory
of WHAM-land.
Glenn (Joe) Sprague sees to that. Joe has just been
appointed Area Co-ordinator for WHAM. His fulltime job is to travel up and down the 23 counties of
our primary area to "make friends and influence
people" on behalf of the station and its sponsors.
He knows that there are nearly 500,000 WHAM listeners who have no TV service, or very poor TV service.
RADIO via WHAM is their basic medium. Joe's job
is to find out every day what our listeners want, and
see that the station gives it to them.
It's another WHAM "plus" . . . another reason why
WHAM continues to be Western New York's most
influential radio medium.
The Strom berg-Carlson
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

Basic NBC — 50,006 watts— clear channel— 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
December 31, 1951 • Page 1<

TV power

up

to

*

200kw!

2-kw range,
TV station
forTypital
VHF (ERP
2 to 20layout
kw)
A low-cost arrangement for
getting up to 20 kw ERP
with
RCA installation
high-gain
antenna.an The
includes: an RCA 2-kw transmitter, control console, transmitter monitoring equipment, audio equipment, sync
generator, video equipment,
and power supplies.

The drawings spread across these pages are layouts
of typical TV transmitter rooms using RCA equipment. They are prepared expressly for TV station
planners in accordance with the best engineering
practice known today. Each plan represents the basic
or minimum TV transmitter room equipment needed
to get "on the air" for a specific power. Each indicates
the approximate space needed for the equipment—
including approximate weights of individual units.
Each provides wide flexibility for equipment rear angements to meet the special or future requirements of individual stations.
"Ready-to-use" plans like these are just one of
RCA's many television services now available to you
—through your RCA Sales Representative. For a
complete engineering analysis of your station requirements, cal this expert. He can show you exactly
what you will need to get "on the air" for a minimum
investment.
Effective radiated power

Just one word tells the story of
WITH in Baltimore— BARGAIN !
You get more for your money on
WITH! Here's why: WITH delivers
more listeners-per-dollar than any
other radio or TV station in town.
Here's proof : WITH regularly
carries the advertising of more than
twice as many retail merchants as any
other station in Baltimore. Just
because WITH produces low-cost
results. Get the whole story from
your Headley-Reed man.

THE RESULTS STATION

WIT
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT— REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED
Page 22 • December 31, 1951
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43 Million Radio Market Is Open to Advertisers
IADI0 HOMES
By J. FRANK BEATTY
by states, cities and counties. These Census Bureau. Its Nov. 1, 1951, of medium size— 250,000 to 750,will come out one state at a time,
of 155,-in 000 — with those in areas of 50,HE NATION'S broadcasting sta- with Delaware slated to head the total
356,000population
increased estimate
to 155,800,000
000-250,000 increasing 32.5%. In
ions are serving more than 42,- parade. All 48 states will be avail- the
Jan.
1,
1952,
estimate
supplied
cities27.6%.
of 750,000 or more the rate
was
27,000 radio homes as the new
Broadcasting
•
Telecasting.
able
by
summer,
it
is
believed.
ear opens.
The
bureau
has
been
delayed
in
The total
This record figure showing the
As of April 1950, when the deseveralpopulation
hundred estimates
thousand
ize of the radio market available assembling the radio set figures include
census was
taken,
milmembers of the armed forces servlion or cennial
57.2%
of the
42.924.5million
by
pressure
of
high-priority
work
o advertisers is based on:defense and other government
ing on foreign territory. In esti- households were in standard metro(1) An official Jan. 1, 1952, esti- for
total households at 44,380,mate by Director Eoy V. Peel of agencies.
politanthe
areas. nation as a whole,
Thus these new radio homes 000 as ofmating Jan.
1, 1952,
he U. S. Census Bureau that the figures
Bureau
used
Aprilthe1,Census
1950, theTaking
by
cities
are
based
on
data
bureau found 8 million or
ation has 155,800,000 persons who nearly two years old, no other figure of 3.516 the
persons per house- 23.0% more households in 1950
ive in 44,380,000 households (oc- figures being available. The Census
that a established
preponder- than in 1940. The increase ran
upied dwellings) .
anthold,
ratio explaining
of households
Bureau
explained
that
since
the
inthe tofast-growing
c
r
e
a
s
e
i
n
number
of
households
is
(2)
The
Census
Bureau's
official
since
that
date
were
in
the hus- from
Pacific51.1%
statesfordown
12.6% in
15.6%
radiothesaturation
factorcensus
com- not at all uniform it cannot localize
band-wife
or
husband-wife-one
liled from
last decennial
the
West
Nortih
Central area.
the
national
estimates.
child
category.
This
would
tend
(April 1950).
offset any discrepancy caused by South Atlantic and Mountain areas
The new city figures are revi- toservice
Actually the number of radio
showed tionalgains
in the armed forces.
average. higher than the nasions of the radio set data publomes can be estimated at around
The
Census Bureau found that
lished in the Broadcasting • Tele- the number
13,000,000 by adjusting upward the
The bureau noted that increases
of
households
increased
casting
1951
Marketbook
(Aug.
>5.6% saturation figure, nearly two 20).
the number of households are
areas be-to in
fears old, to present set ownership.
generally greater than increases
and 1950, compared
Population of the United States 30.3% tweenin1940metropolitan
According to Radio-Television increased
between 14.3% in other areas.
in population
the continued drop in because
average ofpopulation
tffrs. Assn. figures, 13,056,000 April 1950 byand4,224,000
Nov. 1, 1951, a
Fastest growth in number of
lome radio receivers have been gain of 2.8%, according
household,
35.2%,
occurred
in
cities
to
the
per
household.
nanufactured since the census was
A household is defined by the
;aken in April 1950. Most of these
bureau as including all of the perire now in service.
sons who occupy a house, apartHouseholds and Radio Homes 1950
The estimate of 44,380,000 houseor other group of rooms, or
are from just-released
Census figures.
Radio homes are a room ment,that
lolds in the United States, com- (1950 HouseholdsBROADCASTING
constitutes a dwelling
•
TELECASTING
estimates)
piled for Broadcasting • Teleunit.
A
standard metropolitan
asting by the Census Bureau, is
area, except in the case of New
%
Radio1950Homes
lased on the bureau's estimated Standard Metropolitan Area
England, is defined generally as
1950
1940 Increase
otal population of 155,800,000 and Akron, Ohio
16.5
a county or group of contiguous
117,289
in average of 3.516 persons per Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N. Y. . 150,190
119,317
counties which contains at least
91,561
154,199 132,309 123.2
lousehold (as of April 1950).
40,346 18,079 30.3
N. M
one city of 50,000 or more. In New
122,599
37,966
In a preliminary estimate last Albuquerque,
118,308
19.3
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton,
Pa
102,767
9.4 England standard metropolitan
summer the Census Bureau placed Altoona, Pa
39,683
37,659
36,284
57.6 areas are defined on a town rather
the number of radio homes in April Amarillo, Texas (Continued on25,784
page 80) 26,886 17,058
than county basis.
L950 at 40,093,000 out of an estinated 42,520,000 occupied dwellngs. This radio homes figure was
)ased on the bureau's 95.6 % radio
NBC Refutes Radical Revisions
saturation factor [B«T, June 11]. RATI FORMULA
Just last week the Census Bu'eau revised its estimate of the
target date did not indicate that NBC does not intend to keep the
By RUFUS CRATER
lumber of households (occupied REPORTS
circulated late last the rate adjustments would not formula — or its provision taking
Iwellings)
in
April
1950
to
42,be
made. Other officials had set TV penetration into account in apweek that NBC President Joseph
556,051.
had said the net- Jan. 1 as target date for getting
Revised 1950 data on the number H. McConnell
praising radio
so "rigid"
controversial new rate out the notices and July 1 for mak- that it could
notrates
be —changed
"as
of radio homes in large cities have formula work's
ing the adjustments effective.
will be abandoned or rethe
necessities
dictate." toHerevise
said
he made
no commitment
been
compiled
by
Broadcasting
•
vised
after
the
round
of
rate
adReports
of
contemplated
abanTelecasting (see table). These
donment or revision of the rate the formula at any given time.
justments which has been planned formula arose
figures are based on the number for effectuation
an unheralded
in mid-1952. But conference on after
Meanwhile, at least one affiliate
of households in these cities as of they were discounted
at which predicted
by Mr. Mc- Mr. McConnell Thursday
there
willdis-affiliations
be a subApril 1950 and latest BMB radio
and
Executive
Vice
C
o
n
e
l
a
s
a
misinterpretation.
stantial
number of
homes percentages.
President
Charles
R.
Denny
disif
NBC
goes
through
with
its plan
He
also
told
Broadcasting
•
The Census Bureau said it could Telecasting that he was not sure
cus ed the rate question with three
apply the formula even once.
not break down its new national when
affiliates would be notified prominent affiliates opposed to the to Affiliates
participating
in the
total of 44,380,000 households by how the formula will affect their formula.
Thursday conference were Paul W.
states, counties or cities.
own
rates,
but
that
he
would
send
Mr.
McConnell
told
BroadcastMorency
of
WTIC
Hartford,
who
ing • Telecasting that what he heads the all-radio Affiliates ComWithin a few weeks the Census the notifications "at an appropriate
told thetion trio
was
actually
a
reiteraBureauficial will
start
releasing
its
of(Continued on page 62)
of earlier statements that
1950 radio and TV set figures
He said his lack of a definite
time."
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JENNINGS
To Assume ABC Post
WARREN JENNINGS, account
executive, radio spot sales division
of ABC, cember
since1950, has
Debeen appointed
national spot
sales manager for
ABC's owned radiotivestations,
Jan. 1. effecMr. Jennings'
background
i ncludes work with
and conMr. Jennings trade
s u m e r publications, advertising
n d TransAmerican
agencies,
Broadcasting & Television Corp.
From 1941 to 1950 he served as
eastern sales manager in the New
York office of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. He is former presiDrawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
dent and secretary of the Radio
Executives Club of New York.
"John wanted an heir. He's afraid he'll be too old to run a TV station
by the time his application is thawed."
JACKSON PROMOTED
Elected McGillvra V. P.
Operations Are
HUB JACKSON, manager of the WFAA-AM-TV
Separated
Chicago office of Joseph Hershey SEPARATION of the radio and television operations of WFAA Dallas,
McGillvra Inc., has been elected and appointment of Martin B. Campbell, general manager, to the new
vice
presidentof
position of supervisor of radio and TV properties for the Dallas Morning
and director
News, with his office at the News, effective Jan. 1, has been announced
the stationsentatirepreve firm.
*•
by E. M. (Ted) Dealey, News' "tying
the three separate entities ■
president.
A veteran of 18
Alex
Keese
will
become
manager
years of station
top." vice presiJames atM. theMoroney,
of WFAA-AM and Ralph Nimmons together
and advertising
dent of the News, who formerly
will continue as manager of
experience, Mr.
supervised
radio
properties, will
WFAA-TV. Mr. Keese's former devote his entire attention
Jackson has preto intitle was assistant general manviously served at
creased
duties
with
the paper.
ager for sales (AM & TV). WFAAWGAC Augusta,
At
a
staff
meeting,
Mr.
Moroney
AM,
WFAA-TV
and
the
News
all
Ga.; KABC San
Jackson are in separate locations.
took occasion to emphasize the fuAntonio; KTHS
ture of WFAA-AM.
"This whole organization," Mr.
Hot Springs, Ark., and the Russel
"I for one," he said, "have never
Dealey stated,
"is too
big for
a believed
M. Seeds Agency in Chicago. It combined
operation.
It
makes
sense
is goingI think
downhillit will
beis planned that Mr. Jackson will
cause oradio
f television.
run them separately.
advise McGillvra-represented sta- to "TV
continue to go uphill and this
is
in
its
infancy
to
some
extions in programming and will entent and may be compared now to separation should help it. . . . AM
deavor to increase their billings the position
radio occupied in the radio will continue to grow, but
from the national spot field.
late 1920s. Radio grew rapidly, and will find its own niche as an adverit was necessary to give radio manmedium." commenting he
Mr. tising
Campbell,
Neubauer Named
agement the authority and responto fulfill its possibilities. would "miss the rat race we've
RUDI NEUBAUER has been When TVsibilitycame
along, its manage- been in," said: "With the team we
named sales manager of WMAQ,
was placed with radio, but have at each station, we can't exNBC owned and operated station, now itmentrequires
separate manageanythingwasbut formerly
the best."in the
effective today (Monday) . He sucHispectoffice
ceeds Howard B. Meyers who reMr.
Campbell,
said Mr. Dealey, Santa Fe Bldg. WFAA studios will
signed to join The Taylor Co., sta- ment."
a position at the News be
in the News' new building,
tion representative firm, as Chicago will be inin touch
with both the AM, across from Dallas Union Terminal.
manager. Mr. Neubauer has been toTV keep
WFAA-TV
is in its own building on
publishing
operations
and
take
employed by NBC Chicago since to each the thinking of the others, Hines Blvd. (see page 50).
June 1929 when he joined the press
department as an office boy. In 1942
he entered spot sales, returning to
it early this year after a stint in
AM network sales. Among the
NBC accounts with which he is
credited are International Harvester, Standard Oil of Indiana and
Pabst Sales Co.
King Midas Appoints
KING MIDAS Flour Mills, Minneapolis, has named Cruttenden &
Eger, Chicago, to handle its advertising. Radio spot is used regionally. Account executive is T. W.
Blakeslee.
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Mr. NIMMONS

Mr. CAMPBELL

HANNA NAMED
To Head All GE Station
ROBERT B. HANNA Jr. has beej
appointed manager of the newl;
established broadcasting stations
depar
t m Electric,
e n t of
General
Schenectady.
Mr. Hanna
formerly managed
stations,
W
G
Y,
the
compan y's
WGFM
and WRGB (FM)
(TV)
Schenectady.
In his new posi- Mr. Hanna
tion he will be responsible for all activities in th
company's AM, FM and TV oper
tions
the company's
five intei
nationaland short
wave stations.
REED APPOINTED
By John Pearson Cc
APPOINTMENT of Frank M
Reed, midwest advertising execu
tive, as manager of the Chicag
office of the Joh
E. Pearson Co
radio
and televi
sion station
re;
resentative firn
wlast
a s week
announceb :
President John E
Pearson.
Mr. George
Reed su
ceeds
Mr. Reed
Clark, who
ha
resigned
to opei
his own representation compan;
Dec. Jan.
24]. 7.The appointmen
is[B«T,
effective
In the advertising field for 2!
years, with experience in all type
of media, Mr. Reed started witl
Stack Adv. Agency (later Stack
Goble) in Chicago in 1923 as ai
office boy. He remained with the
agency, most of the time as a spac*
buyer, until it was dissolved ii
1942. He then joined WIND Chi
cago
as a salesman
and later
move(
to William
G. Rambeau
Co., statioi
representative.
He next joined Hill Blackett o
Blackett-Sample-Hummert as di
rector of media and in 1949 wen
with Mr. Blackett as head of medi;
in the merger with Grant Adv
Agency. About a year later h>
joined MacFadden Publications h
Chicago as a space salesman.

Pinex Ups AM Spot
PINEX Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., addi
to its AM spot schedule for Pine?
cough one-minutes
syrup starting
witJ
three
and Jan.
two 2cha^n
breaks weekly for nine weeks in 11
markets. They are Milwaukee
Burlington, Iowa; Joplin, Mo.
South Bend, Yankton, Sioux City
Akron, Indianapolis, Rock Island
Toledo, Cedar Rapids, Topeka an(
Mr. KEESE
St. Seeds,
Joseph,Chicago.
Mo. Agency is Russe
M.
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Business Looks Good
WITH no visible barrier standing made plans to expand
activselling job in specific cities or
ities to meet the IN
needtheir
for'52
both areas,
AM and FIRMS
were leaning more and more
inPROGR
their way, transcription
program packaging firms are con- radio and television transcriptions. toward the flexible open-end tool,
fident they will show profitable Most believe that if they offer which permitted maximum freedom in the selection of time, day
talent, prorevenue gains in 1952. The opti- better programming,
duction and technical achievements
and station, with which to capture
mistic view is due mostly to the
their
billings
will
top
previous
heavy use of spot radio throughthe greatest possible listening audiout the country.
ence city-by-city."
Looking
optimistically toward
During the past year the tran- years.
Several of the companies are go- 1952,
Mr. Ziv has planned bigger
ing to supply subscribers with
scription
industry's
billings
reached
a high peak because of spot pro- extra services. Some are going to and better open-end programs espegram ing. Amajority of the firms offer publicity and promotional
cial y for national and regional adthink this will continue into 1952 services, while others have planned vertisers.
low
cost
features
for
local
and
Maurice
B. Mitchell, vice presion a more extensive nation- regional markets.
dent and general manager of AsBusiness
forecast
for
the
comsociated
Program Service, reports
al and regional
basis.
ing year by regions follows:
that
the
firm's
new what
plan they
to present
broadcasters with
need,
The general
want and can afford, will be carried
NEW YORK
consensus of
into 1952. Commenting on the
the transcripplan, Mr. Mitchell said it has
industry's
The business prospects for the "rolled
up sales records in 1951 far
executives, answering ation Broadcoming
year
in
New
York
look
casting • Telecasting question- very bright. Many of the firms in excess of anything we had done
naire, was that the billings will rise think that the open-end type of in With
previousshipments
years." running well
about 16% over 1951.
Only one company felt it had transcription
1952 billings. will greatly increase
suffered a bad year, several
Firms have made plans for new
thought their business had re- service
better programming
mained the same and would con- in 1952, and
pointing to both national
tinue to do so through 1952. Some and regional
advertisers. Most
felt that television had curbed
are well ahead of their
business, while others felt that TV companies
1951 schedules and expect further
had given
the boost.
transcription busi- increases before the end of 1952.
ness a needed
Expressing confidence in the
Many of the companies have open-end
transcription, Frederic
W. Ziv, president of Frederic W.
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Ziv
Ziv Productions, feels that if adIndex to Yearend Statements
v
e
r
t
i
s
e
r
s
u
s
e
it
as
the
"tool"
they
will gain the most from their ad- ahead of their manufacturing facilBy Industry Executives
ities, he expressed optimism that
vertising expenditures.
[This week Broadcasting • Telethe main reasons that 1952 would "be a top year." The
casting presents the second part localOneandof regional
advertisers have company plans to bring into use a
of its Trends for 1952, a survey of
using these open-end shows, new service heretofore unavailable
broadcasting business prospects. been
been the utilization of top grade to radio stations. Mr. Mitchell
The first part appeared Dec. 24.] has
talent, scripting, production and thinks this undisclosed plan should
Blink, Milton,
Programs. 36 technical
contribute to higher revenues and
Boggs,
Norman,UnitedDon Television
Lee Broadcasting
Ziv. know-how, according to better service to subscribers durSystem
29
Brechner, Joseph
L.,Allied
Metropolitan
Network
26 Mr."Television
ing the coming campaign.
advertisers who
Broadhead,
D.K.,
Record
Mfg.
Co..
36
Caldwell, Robert
Spence, J.,S. Columbia
W Caldwell
Ltd. 37 needed radio to do a supplemental
Robert J. Clarkson, general manClarkson,
Transcript
i
o
n
s
2
5
Craney, Rep.
Ed B.,Robert
XL Stations
26
Crosser,
Davidson,George
WalterC, B.,AFCCE
Lang- Worth 742836
Davis,
Experts Eye TV
Ermeling,
William
K Network
, Representative . . 2936 RESEARCH
Fitkin,
M.,
Aloha
Folsom, R.Frank
M.,RCA RCA
27 HIGH COSTS of television and James W. Seiler, director, American
Headly,
Len,
Victor
Recording
Studios, Paul,
Toronto
to measure more accur- Research Bureau.
Heinecke,
Sesac Inc
2737 the need
Mr. Sindlinger commented,
ately the relative strength of radio
Hessel, ing
Gene, Air-Tone
Sound
&
RecordCo
37 and TV are influencing sponsors "Broadcasting's present evaluator,
Hogan,
Arthur
B.,
Universal
Recorders
...
25
and
agencies
concept, reminds us of
Hogg,
John L,C, Arizona
Network
26
to seek closer the 'rating'
Hornburg,
Texas State
Network
blind man managing a rollerJacobs, LeeD.Morton,
W., Oregon
NetworkPro-.. .. 2629
tabulation on the
skating
rink.
He can hear the
Jacobson,
MortonTrail Radio
the listener 'noise' of the skaters,
but he can't
Johnson,E. Sen.
CEells & Assoc. ... 28d36uctions 36
- f consumer dol- see to count them.
Jones,
Lloyd,Ed Bruce
"Broadcasting is beginning to
lar potential.
King, Gerald,
Standard
Radio Transcrip- 25
tion
Services
These inSindlinger,with"that
Koepke, Edwin
it cannot said
remainMr. profitable
its
MacGregor,
C. P.,E.,
C. Columbine
P. W
MacGregorNetwork
Co.. 263628
sights were realize,"
McForland,
Sen.
Ernest
seen
in
reflections
of
representacontinued use of the 'popularity
Meyer, Lynn
L., Intermountain
Network
. 26
tives
of
the
radio-video
research
Mitchell,
Maurice
B.,
Associated
Program
rating'
which
only
indicates
the
Service
field who responded to queries from 'rating' noise of the skaters.
Morris,
Brown,
Network
Inc. . 252625 Broadcasting
• Telecasting.
"When the economics of television
Nielsen,
A. C, Oklahoma
C. Nielsen
CoBroadOgden, cast
Clifford
E.,A. Capitol
Records
Among the respondents were demand that 'blind-man' rating
Div
3674 Albert
management be fired and replaced
Porter,
William
A.,
FCBA
E.
Sindlinger,
president,
Reichenbach,
& Assoc
Sindlinger
& Co.;
Charles G.JayCal-& by management who can 'see
Rines,
H.,Bob,MaineCheshire
Broadcasting
System 362637 lard,
director
of research,
Robinson,W. William
P.,NARFD
Robinson Recording
through
may
realizecirculation,'
that it shouldradio
have been
Schneider,
Sam
B.,
64
Graham Inc., publishers of Video- also
Sellers,
JamesAlbertE., The
Sellers Co
37 dex;
a billion dollar industry this year,
A.
C.
Nielsen,
president,
A.
C.
Sindlinger,
E.,
Sindlinger
&
Co...
25
Spellman, John W., Trans-Radio Record- ings 37 Nielsen Co.; C. E. Hooper, presi- instead
dustry. of being a half-billion indent, C. E. Hooper Inc.; Joseph B.
Wagner,Frederic
Wm., Alaska
Broadcasting
System
29
Ziv,
W.,
Frederic
W.
Ziv
managing
director,Inc.,
AdverProductions
25 Ward, tising
"We contend," added "Mr. SindResearch Bureau
and
linger, "that broadcasting's basic
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ager of Columbia Transcriptions,
thinkstion hasthestrengthened
use of thespottranscripradio a
great deal. "This is reflected by
the
openend tremendous
transcribed volume
featuresof being
placed
throughout
country."
He feels
that thetheindustry
will
see expanded and increased business during 1952. He thinks the
microgrove record and tape recorderducewillrs to move
enable into
agencies
proa newandsphere
of transcribed programming.
HOLLYWOOD
Transcription firms in Hollywood, with the exception of one,
have experienced an excellent year,
business-wise.
The majority of them anticipate
expanded activity and increased
billings during 1952, with both national and local spot business contributing to a higher volume of
business.
Gerald
president ofServices,
Standard RadioKing,
Transcription
Sees more use of library music by
stations.
". . .antranscription
libraries He
will said
become
even more
important part in smart operation
of radio stations, where music
Arthursupreme."
B. Hogan, president of
reigns
Universal Recorders, expects business to continue its rapid climb.
The firm is making ready for the
". . . strong demand for recording
services in the television field. . . .
Television represents the growth
factor while radio is still the bread
and butter of the recording busi"The continuing percentage in(Continued on page 36)
ness."
Costs, Rating Data
evaluation should be 'cumulative
circulation,' and that ratings should
only be used as instantaneous, minute-by-minute program profiles."
Looking to the future, Mr. Sindthat, "Ifin broadcasters linger
haven'tforesawrealized
1951 that
the
present
'rating'
concept is(rate
the
root of most of their problems
slashing and the trend toward
'more of the same' in programwill discoverming),thisweinbelieve
1952, they
for television
has inherited from radio the 'ratTaking
stock of the past year,
ing' concept."
Mr.
Nielsen
industry
witnessed duringsaid,1951"The
a noteworthy
emphasis on detailed analytical
data, enabling it to observe, as it
never had before, all the dimensions of radio and television audiences.
"As advertisers, agencies and
(Continued on page 37)
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Benefits
saits.
NETWORKS
REGIONAL
System, the Oklahoma Network
THE NATION'S
plemental stations has been "spotworks, capitalizing onregional
the desirenet-of Inc. and the Metropolitan Netty" thus far, but its 1952 adverwork in the District of Columbia
spot and area clients for reduced
tising
outlook
is "somewhat better
advertising costs per message, look area — are concentrated in video than it has been
for some
time."
Mr. Boggs
to 1952 with a great measure of markets. They foresee sizable This
report
was
given
by Brown
enthusiasm.
gains in billings early next year Morris, KADA Ada, secretaryMr. Craney
and
refuse
to
believe
that
radio
is
treasurer
of
the
network.
Without
exception,
execu-to
tives who banded
theirthese
stations
dying.
"Our network is composed of the Phoenix commercial manager. In
Optimism is the byword at the
facilitate concentrated sales camtime, well-established stations addition to KOY, other stations
paigns for particular markets or 41-station Intermountain Network, old
in
and with advertisers are KTUC Tucson, KSUN Bisbee
areas, predict a sizable boost in Lynn L. Meyer, vice president in moreOklahoma,
more buying time on and KYMA Yuma.
their billings. charge of sales, informed Broad- better and
secondary
market stations,
The billings of the Oregon Trail
In a sense,
casting • Telecasting. He pre(KSRV Ontario, KBKR
dicts a surge of from 10% to 15% we feel sure that our billings will Network
|I the
regional
Baker,
KLBM LaGrande) should
in 1952,"radioMr.generally
Morris
networks are in the network's total billings the increase
stated.
Oklahoma
jump
about
5% during the Januf handling
some next three months over the 1951 should prosper, he added.
ary-Marchyear.
quarter over
that pe-on
business from
riod
this
past
Reporting
Basic
network
stations
are
KADA
quarter.
for 1952
a d v e r tisers
Hard Line Cutbacks
Ada, KWSH Seminole, KBIX Muskogee, prospects was Lee W. Jacobs, netMcAIester, KVSO Ardmore,
caught in the
work general manager.
"We realize
that inthere
is a pos-of KTMC
KSWO Lawton
Supconfusion over competitive media
sibility ofcutbacks
production
On the East Coast, the situaplemental outletsandareKCRC
KXOK Enid.
Oklahoma
costs, work
television
and
the
major
nethard lines and electrical appli- City and ROME Tulsa.
tion billingswise probably will rerate situation.
main stable for the Maine BroadA 10% surge in billings for the
ances," Mr. Meyer
said. "However,
Saturation buying of selected we feel that
any
curtailment
on
the
Columbine
Network
(16
stations)
casting System, according to W. H,
markets is the theme, with accent part of automobile manufacturers in 1951-52 first quarter compari- Rines, manager.
on the better secondary market and appliances will be more than
The
five
station (5 AM, 2 FM)
foreseen by Edwin E.
stations. In the case of regional
by increased schedules from Koepke,sons wassales
Network, fanning out
chains, provision is made for basic offset
manager of Colum- Metropolitan
.
.
.
foods,
drugs,
farm
machinery
over the Washington, D. C. metrobine and KMYR Denver, Col.
and supplemental outlets covered
politan
area,
views the first quarand
equipment
and
farm
seeds."
under single contracts.
Little change in billings was
The Oklahoma Network Inc. reter of 1952 with unbridled optiThose regionals reporting in the
foreseen
for
the
Arizona
Network
ports
that
increase
in
billings
mism.
Total
billings
should mount
annual yearend roundup compiled among its seven basic and two sup- by President John L. Hogg, KOY about 25% over the corresponding
by
Broadcasting
•
Telecasting
period this past year, according to
number well over 150 stations. The
Joseph L. Brechner, WGAY Silver
coverage range extends over into
Army, Air Force stated:
such states as Arizona, California,
Setting Policy Spring, Md., network chairman. He
Washington, Nevada, Montana, RECRUITING ADS
Cites Pulse Ratings
Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, New RECRUITING planners for the U. S. Army and Air Force are picking
"Radio and general business
Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Maine up the threads and crocheting a new pattern for media advertising.
and the District of Columbia.
are excellent in and
This was learned last Thursday following a meeting of top military prospects
Highlights of the survey are
around the growth
nation'sof capital.
The
tremendous
the suburban
these:
personnel
procurement
authorities
in"
the
Pentagon.
A
definitive
policy
govern
future recruiting
pro- * —
£ Cutbacks in automobiles and to
tionate use of each media have communities in Maryland and Virgrams
is
expected
to
crystallize
electrical appliances will be more sometime in January.
increased
been determined as yet for the
nessginifora . . the. means
individual
stationsbusi-as
than offset by food, drug and other
Army-Air Force policy had been $700,000 now in reserve, and will
billings.
be set until campaigns have well as the network."
shredded under the impetus of Con- not
Citing Pulse ratings for Metrogressional criticism last October, been devised.
£ Spurt in population and reThe original 1950-51 budget this new polpattern
tail sales figures has been phe- with the result that radio, TV and
itan, Mr. Brechner
reasons: buy"As
of saturation
nomenal in many markets.
other advertising media were de- called for $901,000 in radio expening
in
one
Metropolitan
market,
ditures
covering
the
ambitious
netprived
of
monies
for
recruiting
Q Many advertisers are expect- drives.
one contract delivering
work shows planned through Grant through
ed to alter budgets earmarked for
AM and two FM stations, is
Later the Defense Dept. reas- Advertising Inc. About $70,000 — five
other media — while deferring TV
more
firmly
national
industry or 10% — of the $700,000 reserve spot advertisersestablished,
plans — in favor of regional net- that nonesured theof broadcasting
will begin to see
the money lifted from was earmarked for radio, with a the
work placements.
advantage of this saturation
would go into printed media small sum ticketed for a minor coverage
While regional network execu- radio
at low cost and begin
[B»T, Dec. 10].
spot campaign and for TV produc- urging similar
tion.
tives
neglected
to
mention
FCC's
sales networks in
Seek Overall Policy
continuing TV station freeze, it
The 1951-52 budget makes no other major metropolitan markets."
was a foregone conclusion that
Last week's conference was held provision
The
XL
stations
of the Pacific
for
radio
purchases
and
they felt removed from this prob- to devise an overall policy for re- only $45,000 for television on the Northwest cite a population
lem until such time as more stacruiting, without immediate regard ground that the previous $900,000- of 40% and increased retail jump
to media but eventually touching plus allocation included sound of 200% in the past 10 yearssalesas
tions go on the air.
for individual camIt is not without significance, on advertising
The 1952-53 a barometer for general business
About $700,000 out of 1951 broadcast
ary. will money.
that a heavy bulk of regional oper- military paigns.
be submitted in Janu- prospects. Billings during the first
funds
remain intact after budget
! ation is centralized in present TV- cancellation of radio
quarter of 1952 should at least keep
network plans
Shortly after Congress recon- pace with those for the same period
'.less diamarkets.
Thus, devoid
choice ofof meinvolving Frankie Laine, Bill Stern,
here
is
virtually
any
venes
Jan.
8,
the
Defense
Dept.
and the football Game of the Week. also will take official steps on this year, according to Ed B. Cratelevision consideration.
Pentagon policy also will Capitol Hill to thaw the freeze on statedney,inpresident
part: of XL stations. He
Yet, three of the larger region- bearFuture
a $3.1 million outlay for the
$3.1
million
fund
for
advertisals— the Don Lee Broadcasting fiscal on1951-52,
now frozen because
"We no longer just sell announceing-recruiting. Itwas this ban
ments and program time. Our sales
of the Congressional rider which
actually persuaded the mili- are built on the theory that some
attached all advertising funds. which tary
to drop radio programs, people get their information from
About $2.1 million of that was ear- though funds
committed the printed word while others get
marked for national advertising before last Julyhad1. been
This procedure their information from what they
[B»T, Oct. 22].
will
involve
consultations
with the hear on the radio. The problem for
In evolving policy, personnel pro- Senate and House Appropriations
the merchant to solve to his own
curement officers are concerned Committees.
satisfaction is the percentage of
themselves with type of campaigns
to be used (based on manpower
It was explained that the De- his budget to place in the 'those
needs), as well as funds for fiscal
fense
Dept.
—
and
not
the
Military
market. ..."
1952-53. Despite reports to the Personnel Procurement Service — whoThehear'
XL group onreaches
(Continued
page into
29) OreMr. Meyer Mr. Jacobs
contrary, no estimates on propor- will handle this matter.
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THE AMERICAN public purchased approximately 5 million TV
receivers during 1951, bringing
the total in use through the country to more than 15 million video
sets, Frank M. Folsom, RCA president, said in a yearend statement.
He noted that these sales, plus
installation and service
costs,
added more
than $1,500
million to the
national
income.
But, Mr.
Folsom stated,
"the glamour
o f television
sometimes overshadows the fact
that the radio and phonograph busines es are also in a very healthy
condition. As a matter of fact, production of radio receivers and radio-phonograph combinations during the year was approximately 12
million units — more than twice the
figure for television sales. As a result, the number of radio sets in
use throughout the United States
at the yearend is more than 100
million, or an average of more than
two sets per family. No other
medium of communications reaches
so Production
many persons."
of radio and TV sets
during 1952lower
"is than
expected
to bein
somewhat
it was
1951,"
Mr.
Folsom
said,
due
to a
scheduled sharp increase in military business. He anticipated that
"the industry
whole4% willmillion
produce between as4 aand
television receivers and 9 to 10
SESAC VIEW
Good Year Is Seen
PAUL HEINECKE, president of
SESAC Inc., last week foresaw
"another
great inyear"
tion libraries
1952. for transcrip"We
believe
that
libraries will be moretranscription
in demand
than ever," Mr. Heinecke stated.
"Stations
acrossthatthecomes
countryto them
need
the
fine music
only in libraries.
"Libraries
givenottheavailable
stationsin
musical
attractions
any other form, but also sales aids,
scripts and valuable other specialized services," he continued.
Expressing confidence, Mr. Heinsaid the "SESAC
Serviceecke includes
commercialLibrary
sales
aids of many varied kinds with
suggestions for selling shows to
sponsors. There are unique stripes
in quantity for local markets. We
also regularly send out disc jockey
tips, to be used as audience build-

Sees Military Production Up
million radio sets and radio-phonograph combinations."
Government
contracts for scientific research, engineering development and production of military
equipment"
acceptedincreasing
by RCA
during 1951 were
in rapidly
numbers, Mr. Folsom reported.
of work,to besubstantial
in"This
1951,volume
is expected
three or
four times greater in 1952 and will
reach record levels during 1953.
Next year's
probably
equal military
in dollar output
volume will
the
1942 rate, when RCA plants were
devoted
100%in totransmitting
war production."
Increases
power
expanded the service areas of many
TV stations and, coupled with improvement in receiver design,
stepped up the distribution of TV
sets in those areas, Mr. Folsom
said. tions
Noting
condiindicate that
that "present
public demand
for TV and radio sets will continue
at relatively high levels during
1952," Mr. Folsom said that if the
TV freeze is lifted "10 or more
new
stations may
go onmarkets
the air."to
He expected
present
be developed further and looked
for a growing replacement business. "The trend,"
"is
increasingly
in favorhe ofsaid,
larger
screen
sizes."
Anticipating the shortage of

supplies
non-military
production to beformost
acute during
the
first half of 1952, Mr. Folsom
looked for this condition to ease
during the latter months of the
year, when "expanded production
of suppliers begins to reach manufacturers." RCA Victor, he stated,
"expects
produce toboththetelevision
and radiotoreceivers
full extent of its material allocations
throughout
Increased 1952."
manufacturing facilities during the past year, added
to
those
built
earlier "under
the
impetus of television,
give RCA
the greatest production potential
of its 32-year history," the RCA
president tsaid.
He citedas "miniaurization ofequipment"
one of
his company's
outstanding
engineering contributions to military
requirements.
Cites UHF Progress
In addition to introducing a new
line of ceivers
"superpowered"
rewhich through TV
greater
selectivity, picture stability and
freedom from noise interference in
sound reception give improved
service to many communities, RCA
also has developed better equipment for UHF television transmission and reception, Mr. Folsom
said. He noted that the RCA-NBC

TOP 10 RADIO-TV ACHIEVEMENTS
RCA's Dr. Jolliffe Lists for 1951
TEN MAJOR radio-TV achieve- electron tubes and play an important
ments of 1951 were listed by Dr. role in communications of the future."
6. "Development
of new and
C. B. Jolliffe, vice president and
proved electronic equipment
for imthe
technical director of RCA, in a armed forces.
An important example
year-end summary issued last is 'miniaturization,'
or
diminishing
Thursday. His selections:
the size of electronic instruments
1. Field-testing of RCA's com- through development of smaller components; also, the development of
patible
color
TV
"under
regular
broadcasting conditions, showing the special electron
tubes to meet the
public and industry its potentialities exacting demands of military applicafor
service,"
and
including
showings
on a 9-by-12-ft. screen at a Broadway
7. "Super-electronic
theatre. Tests also included transsigned and built by RCAcomputer,
scientists de-in
with the U. S. Navy, as
mis ions from New York to San Fran- cooperations
tions."
cisco and Los Angeles and back — a 'Project Typhoon', conducted 1,000
test runs of proposed guided missiles
distance
Oct.
16, 17 ofand almost
18. 8,000 miles — on at an enormous saving to the govern2. National Television System Comment in expendedtelevision,
materials."which be8. "Theatre
adoption of field-tested
standards formittee's
a compatible
color system,
came a new industry and service
and
country
for inwhich were incorporated in the RCA- spread acrossdependenttheoperation
in networks
NBC equipment and field tests
started. Other companies also began linked by radio relays or coaxial
tests.
9. "Multiple transmitting antenna,
3. "Emergence of the practicality of
by RCA,by which
posthe UHF . . . portion of the broad- developed
sible broadcasts
five TVmadestations
casting
spectrum
for
television's
excable."
pansion into 70 new channels that and three FM stations simultaneously
can provide for more than 2,000 UHF from the tower atop the Empire State
stations and bring TV coverage within
in New York."
10. "Extension
range of nearly
Americantoward
com- Bldg.
industrial
TV, ofonethe ofusefulness
the mostof
munity. Majorevery
contribution
this goal resulted from operation by significant being the television microscope, which extends the range and
Fred T. Caldwell
RCA-NBC of America's first UHF experimental station onConn.,
regular
schedversatility of the light microscope."
FRED T. CALDWELL, 68, direcule,
at
Bridgeport,
which
has
Dr.
Jolliffe
noted that many of
tor of International Telephone &
the testing ground for the these achievements
represent fruiTelegraph Corp. and former presi- become
industry."
tion of research and pioneering
dent of its manufacturing asso- receiving-set
4.
"Inauguration
of
coast-to-coast
conducted
continuously
by RCA
ciate company, Federal Telephone
service employing micro- and the electronic industry
and
& Radio Corp., died Dec. 21 at television
wave
radio
relays."
expressed
the
view
that
1952
Memorial Hospital, New York. His
5. "Start aof tiny
pilot device
production
the see even greater productivity will
by
transistor,
whichof will
Wife,
the
former
Shirley
Osborne,
survives.
eventually replace certain types of radio-TV scientists and engineers.
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MR. FOLSOM
UHF TV transmitter near Bridgeport is "the first and only UHF
transmitter operating on a* reguThelar schedule."
vast volume of radio and
TV sets and other electronic apparatus has focused attention on
renewal tubes and parts, Mr. Folsom said. He reported "appreciable
progress"
development
of the
transistor,inanthe eventual
substitute
for certain tubes, during 1951.
Recorded music sales "rose
sharply"
year and
the trend
seems set last
to continue
through
1952,
Mr. Folsom noted. He also reported
that RCA Victor, after intensive
market research, "has finalized its
plans for entering the room air
conditioner field during the coming year." NAMED
MILLER
Bar Committee Head
APPOINTMENT of Neville Miller,
Washington radio attorney, as
chairman of the American Bar
Assn. Standing Committee on Communications was announced Thursday by ABA President Howard L.
Barkdull.
Mr. Miller will serve out the
three-year term of the late Louis
G. Caldwell, expiring in 1954. The
committee has jurisdiction over all
legal questions
involving arecommunications. Other members
Ben S.
Fisher, Eugene L. Gary, John C.
Kendall, John T. Quisenberry, Carl
I. Wheat and Barmore P. Gambrell.
Fleischl Named
M. M. FLEISCHL, acting general
manager of WMCA New York
since July 1, has been named vice
president and general manager,
Nathan Straus, president, announced last week. Mr. Fleischl
succeeds Norman Boggs, who
resigned in July to join Don Lee
network as vice president in
charge of sales. Mr. Fleischl has
been with the station since 1941,
serving as an account executive,
local sales manager and overall
head of the station.
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Leoders See Radi° qnd TV in Front Rqnks
OUTLOOK
SS
CONGRE
By SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.)
By REP. ROBERT CROSSER (D-Ohio)
CHAIRMAN, SENATE INTERSTATE & FOREIGN COMMERCE COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN, HOUSE INTERSTATE & FOREIGN COMMERCE COMMITTEE
RADIO and television have progressed to a point in this country where THE BILLS dealing with communications matters which have been reimmense benefits have accrued to practically all people, rich and poor,
fer ed to the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee reflect
country and city. No other country can boast of such a notable achieve- fairly accurately the problems which will be presented during the comment. Free enterprise and private initiative under our kind of democracy
ing year.
First of all, as in the case of
have brought about this spectacular
development and
every other aspect of our individual and communal lives, the commuTHERE
are
basic
issues
involving
radio
and
television
which
as
yet
have
not
■pr^^^ are entitled to been ironed out in the legislative mill on Capitol Hill. If tackled in the
nications industry will be affected
! '^HHIfe,
takeIts aphenomenal
low bow.
second session of the 82nd Congress, which convenes next week (Jan. 8),
by
differencesof
in theviewpoint
and breathtaking
legislative history in communications may be recorded. Views of three key leaders, who keep their
advances; its pothe
different
nations of the world.
tent capacity to
fingers
on the industry's
are printed
Sen.
convey messages;
Ed C. Johnson
(D-Col.), pulse,
chairman.
Senate here.
Interstate
Legislation
designed to
& Foreign Commerce Committee, points to the broadits growing
in- TRENDS
fluence on our
strengthen
the
cast arts as having been established as "the need
security
of
the
people, and its for 1952
ofhappen,
this hour."
posesaspect,
a question
of what
will
United States
from the Hedefense
when the
TV freeze
pracSen. Johnson impact on tically
with respect to
every
is lifted and gives the industry a pat on the back
radio communicaex- for its TV code. House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee Chairhas already
phase of life, has unleashedunerrCrosser been tions
man Robert Grosser (D-Ohio) also commends the industry's TV code efforts
which
acted upon
ingly, likepectancytheand hope
magnetic compass and expresses hope that the McFarland Bill — to modernize the Communica- by the committee during the first
which heads north, points to a
tions Act— will be processed by his committee, where it now rests for action.
this Congress (electrochanged social . . . cultural outlook. Senate Majority Leader Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) predicts electronics session ofmagnetic
control andradio
auIt should be recognized that the "will playwar,
a decisive
roleit incanthe contribute
days ahead"to lasting
whether understanding.
we are at peace or at
thorizradiation
ation for additional
and
that
confronting the
problems
monitoring stations).
many
radio and
television industry are
majorityto ofthis communications
not deliberately designed. They
billsA referred
committee deal
are a natural outgrowth of the
with one or more of the wide range
dynamic nature of the industry.
By
SEN.
ERNEST
W.
McFARLAND
(D-Ariz.)
of
problems
presented
by the triple
They are the logical forerunners
SENATE MAJORITY LEADER; CHAIRMAN, SENATE INTERSTATE &
relationship between American
any important development in
of
FOREIGN
COMMERCE
RADIO
SUBCOMMITTEE
broadcasters, the public interest
its early stages.
THE YEAR immediately ahead promises to be an important — even a and the Federal Government. These
The hectic and anxious days of vital
one
—
for
the
people
of
this
country
and
of
the
world.
Events
and
problems have been with us since
the past year have unquestionably decisions which may well affect the entire course of human events and the
inception of the broadcasting
established the communications in- world history are in the making. And in my judgment, electronics will
dustry, particularly television, as
industry and are proof of the vital—
the need of this hour. The rapidity ahead
*
ity
of this industry.
days
the
in
role
decisive
play a
of a global conflict. It is no
they are days of event
with which events appear on the war or— whether
secret that American inventive
One of the bills which has alpeace.
screen of life demanding accurate
and industrial enterprise in
ready passed the senate (S 658)
History will mark this period of genius
understanding, appreciation and
electronics are providing a trusty [McFarland Bill] deals generally
analysis makes us wonder what on world developshield
in
the
field
of
military
prefacets of this relationearth we would do without radio
ment as the elecparednes . In the air, under the with many
ship. It is the privilege of this
and television. They are truly
tronic age. Few
sea, and on the land our armed committee
to
during the
of us yet realize
democracy's greatest need.
forces become more and more de- second session continue
of the 82d Congress,
It is needless to emphasize that how intimately
p
e
n
d
e
n
t
o
n
the
amazing
advances
made in the art of electronics. Once, the study of this bill which was bethe heavy and abnormal demands and vitally some
gun late during the 81st Congress.
of the military program will play aspect tronicsofaffectselecsignaling or communications as it
our
was termed, was an auxiliary of a The House Committee on Interstate
a significant
role place
in thewithin
developdaily lives and
ment which takes
the our
&
Foreign
Commerce, in keeping
military
force;
today
it
is
the
heart
future. For
around which each arm of the mili- with its record of exercising the
radio and television industry durtary revolves. We fervently hope greatest of care in dealing with all
ing the coming year. Already color many years I Sen. McFarland
betelevision has become a casualty have earnestly
and pray that we will not have to legislation referred to it, is intent
that the
of the war, or at least rearmament part of lieved
the wizardry of electronics
concluding the study of this
electronics
deals with employ
in war, but it is good to know that on
has been used as an excuse to post- the transmission ofwhich
matter and hopes to make a lasting
and sound our
experts
lead the world in that contribution
pone all scientific development in — radio and televisionsight— can
in this difficult field.
be
the
field.
! the color television field. Just what
world wide under; short-range or far-reaching effect surest roadstanding toand peace.
Educational TV
I
hope
that
we
will
be
able
to
the military demands will have on
our efforts and attention to the
When men and women know and turn
Other bills referred to this Com'I television
and freeze
tele- understand
of purely domestic committee are concerned particularly
each other, a basic problems mercial
vision as a construction
whole when the
development
of
the
elecof troubles between them is
is lifted by the Commission is be- cause
tronics art. It will be a great deal with television programming, inremoved.
The
more
we
can
let
the
yond the realm of common-sense
comforting to all of us if we
cluding the presentation of educaconjecture. One thing is certain, other peoples of the world hear and more
tional television programs and the
afford to concern ourselves, for
see about us, the more surely we can
i it will have an effect. The ques- move
prevention
of violations of good
example,
with
such
matters
as
how
toward peace. I believe in
tion remains, to what extent and
extent the govern- taste in television programming. I
to whose advantage will it be used? breaking down every barrier and far andment toshouldwhat
be concerned with ra- am pleased to know that the teleiron curtain that prevents the
I cannot close this tribute with- world-wide
vision industry has voluntarily
dio and television programming; or
exchange of news beout commending the industry for
to cope with these probtween
the
peoples
of
the
world,
and
of allocation of tele- undertaken
its adoption of the Television Code. that is one reason I have earnestly the problem
lems and is seeking to set its own
vision channels for our cities and
Whether this voluntary plan of
censorship will prove effective or advocated building up a world- towns; or the problem of the use house in order without interference
the Federal Government. The
I not will only be determined by girdling American communications of such channels by various seg- by
ments of the entertainment indus- Committee on Interstate & Foreign
I time. This willingness to handle service capable of the cheap and
easy
interchange
of
ideas
between
Commerce
will be greatly interesttry.
These
are
important
problems
an obvious problem within the ined in observing what the results
but our concern and attention to
I dustry rather than to wait for mankind.
The
other
side
of
the
coin
deals
them will be determined largely by will
: governmental interference is in the
of thein television
industry's
own beefforts
this direction.
with the role of electronics in the time and future events.
I best American tradition.
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77 Months Down 4.5%

NETWORK
GROSS
NETWORK RADIO
■COMBINED gross time sales of
■four nationwide radio networks
Jan. -Nov.
Jan.-Nov.
November
November
1950
1950
for November totaled $14,377,151,
1951
1951
i decrease of 9% from the Novem- ABC
ber 1950 gross, Publishers Informa- CBS
$ 3,220,760 $ 2,940,967 $ 30,408,627
32,372,337
63,506,265 $ 64,200,179
tion Bureau reported last week.
5,257,454
6,455,478
14,779,584
16,203,944
1,357,529
1,583,291
For the 11-month period, this MBS
49,980,710
NBC
56,333,806
4,315,646
5,040,404
year's cumulative
099,546,
a drop of gross
4.5% was
below$160,the Total
$14,377,151 $15,794,378 $160,099,546 $167,685,906
gross for the same period of last
year.
NETWORK RADIO 1951 TOTALS TOMBS DATE
Individual network figures for
ABC
ABC, CBS, MBS and NBC (PIB
NBC
CBS
does not include Liberty data) are January
given in the following table. Sec- February
$ 2,702,721
3,099,418 $ 6,833,626
$
1,542,887
$
5,215,947
4,731,626
6,097,737
1,426,705
ond table gives monthly figures for March
2,891,339
5,085,636
1,648,006
each 26.network, corrected as of May
6,793,966
2,980,183
Dec.
1,539,801
4,897,882
6,487,717
April
2,991,227
1,510,818
5,329,752
July
June
2,720,268
6,201,963
4,739,193
1,191,691
6,745,098*
2,267,674
4,387,193
3,728,687
1,347,841
2,210,352
August
3,808,906
4,440,261
1,329,375
ASCAP MONEY
2,165,971
September
3,713,235
1,324,061
Tune Rights Get $12 Million October
1,759,468
4,645,527*
3,220,760
PAYMENTS from broadcasters November
1,583,291
4,315,646
5,257,454
3,158,714* 5,615,723*
4,414,200*
for the right to use ASCAP tunes Total
$30,408,627 $63,506,265
$16,203,944 $49,980,710
during 1951 aggregated in the * Revised as of Dec.
26.
neighborhood of $12 million, according to preliminary estimates.
Regional Networks
This sum, which includes both
(Continued from page 26)
radio and television rights fees, accounts for about 85% of the gross gon, Washington, Montana and rise as much as 10% in the next
income of $14 million which it is Idaho. Television will be added three
estimated ASCAP will receive from once the freeze is lifted, Mr. Cra- 1951. months over January-March
all sources for music licensed dur- ney added.
"Alaska has finally come into its
ing the past year.
Don Lee Broadcasting System
own as an imRadio stations and networks, by will go along with the conviction
far the largest source of revenue that "AM radio is here to stay,"
portant "Ramarket,"is
dio in Alaska
to the society, will pay some $9 mil- in the words of Norman Boggs,
he observes.
outstandingly the
lion for 1951 broadcast rights to vice president in charge of sales.
the tunes of ASCAP member writ- Stating that "our outlook is fine,"
best medium to
cover the market.
ers and publishers
when the
year's Mr. Boggs singles out a recent sale
accounts
are all settled,
according
of
four
half
hours
and
one
hour
per
The business outto calculations based on ASCAP week of Class A time in three Don
look is tremenrevenue
$6.5 mil-of Lee O&O markets — Los Angeles,
dous both genlion foroftheapproximately
first nine months
San
Francisco
and
San
Diego.
erally and for
the year.
Mr.
Wagner
radio."
"The
budget,
interestingly
Television networks and stations enough, came right out of money
work The
numbers netsix
with ASCAP licenses will contrib- earmarked for TV," Mr. Boggs stations.
ute another $2.75 million in ASCAP said. He predicts a 5% to 10%
Prospects
for
Hawaii
appear
royalty fees for 1951, that figure
in Don Lee billings next Janu- "slightly more favorable for 1952
being calculated from the three- rise ary
March over the same radio revenue," R. M. Fitkin, genquarters payments of $2 million by period through
eral manager of the Aloha Netyear. Don Lee has 45
this group. This figure does not stationsthiscovering
such states as
work, says. For Aloha, Mr. Fitinclude the interim payments being California, Washington,
Oregon, kin felt a 20% increase is indimade monthly by TV broadcasters Idaho and Nevada.
c
a
t
ed in 1952-51 first quarter comwho have not accepted licenses
Mr. Fitkin draws one
Radio should keep pace in the reservation parisons.
from the society but are using its Texas
:
market, according to D. C.
music under a special arrangement
"Our
economy
is dependent upon
pending court determination of the Hornburg,
Texas secretary-treasurer
State Network. Mr.of labor peace which is the largest
proper fees for such use. These the
problematical
condition
each year.
Hornburg, seeing radio spending at
interim fees, it was estimated, the
same level as in 1951, notes Steady growth in the territory is
would add another quarter-million
still
evident
and
anticipated
for the
"prospects for 1952 continue to be
to ASCAP's 1951 TV revenue.
There is considerable influx immediate future."
In accordance with its long- brie-ht.
Comprising the Aloha Network
standing custom, ASCAP mailed of industry into the state of Texas
checks for final quarter royalties that should stimulate general bus- are KIPA Hilo KTOH Lihue
iness
activity,
and
as
a
conseKHON Honolulu and KMVI Waito itsbers writer
memluku.
to reach and
them publisher
before Christquence, radio advertising."
mas, estimating the three-month
Business prospects are also lookrevenue, with adjustments to be
in two
U. —S. though
territories
made at the end of the first quarter Alaskaing up and
Hawaii
in the— KVWO to Go on Air
of 1952.
latter instance one reservation is WILLIAM T. KEMP, president of
Dividends for the final quarter of attached. Key regional operations
Cheyenne, Wyo., announced
1951 were said to total nearly $3 are Alaska Broadcasting System KVWO
last week that the new station is
and the Aloha Net- ready to go on the air in January
million, bringing the year's distri- (six stations)
work (four stations), headquarterbution to approximately $11 milFebruary. The new outlet
ing in Seattle, Wash., and Hono- orwillearly
lion. All of the
society's after
receipts
operate on 1370 kc with 1 kw
lulu, respectively.
are disbursed
to members
the
day.
It
will
be affiliated with MBS
William Wagner, president of
overhead and other expenses have
been cared for.
ABS, thinks network billings may and Intermountain Network.
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KBIG Signs KLAC
FIRST sponsor signed by
KBIG Avalon, Southern Calinewest daytime
stationfornia's
scheduled
for March
opening,
is
another
radio
tion. KLAC Los Angeles stawill
have daily series of 30-second
spots, Monday through Frioff atday,sunset.
preceding Make
KBIG'sBelieve
signBallroom is the KLAC show
nouncement.
to
benefit by KBIG's anBUICK DRIVE
To Use Networks, Spots
Ausing
RADIO
"saturation"
network
and spotscampaign
[Closed
Circuit, Dec. 3] will be launched
by
Buick's
models Friday
startingof
Sunday,
Jan. 1952
13, through
that week. Seven network shows
will be used on a total of 1,147
network stations, plus 410 local
stations for spot announcements.
Included in the plan is a segment
of The Big Show on NBC on Sunday, Jan. 13,by7-7:15
p.m., followed
on Monday
Big Hand,
mystery
show on ABC, 8:30-9 p.m.; on
Tuesday, the Peggy Lee show on
CBS, 7:30-7:45 p.m., and on
Wednesday,
8:30-9 p.m. Top Guy on ABC,
On Thursday, Jan. 17, two shows
will be used: Hollywood Playhouse,
8:30-9 p.m. on ABC, and the Peggy
Lee Show on CBS, 7:30-7:45 p.m.
On Friday, The Martin and Lewis
Show on NBC will continue an
extra 15 minutes beyond its usual
9 p.m. closing time for Buick, and
Mutual's Fulton Lewis news proat 7 p.m. towillthese
be sponsored.
In gramaddition
network
shows, Buick will use daytime spots
on 410 local stations.
Kudner Agency, New York,
handles the Buick account.
KMAC 25th Birthday
KMAC San Antonio celebrated its
25th anniversary last Wednesday
and at the same time observed
completion of a reconstruction program at its building, located at 222
W. Commerce St. General manager
of the station and its FM affiliate,
KISS, is Howard W. Davis, who
has been at the post since 1933.
KMAC is affiliated with CBS,
Mutual, Liberty and Texas State
Network. A special section of the
San Antonio Light carried tributes
to the station.
UBC N.Y. Office
NEW YORK office has been opened
at 507 Fifth Ave. by United
Broadcasting Co., headquartering in
Washington. Richard Eaton, UBC
president, announced that Robert
L. Wittig, formerly with Ra-Tel,
had been named New York manager. United stations are WOOK
Washington; WINX Rockville, Md.;
WSID Baltimore; WARK Hagerstown, Md.; WANT Richmond, Va.,
and WFAN
(FM) Washington.
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AMAHL AND THE NIGHT VISITORS, first
opera ever created for television,
as broadcast Christmas eve by
NBC-TV set a standard that will
be hard to match, let alone better. Composer, cast and production
crew licooperated
dever to the home admirably
viewers antohour
of entertainment that magically
combined the intimacy that is television at its best with the splendor
that is opera.
Gian-Carlo Menotti, commissioned by NBC to compose an opera
expressly for video presentation,
came through with a simple Christmas story inspired by the 15th century painting of Hieronymous
Bosch, "The Adoration of the
Magi." A lame shepherd boy,
Amahl, and his widowed mother
are visited in their humble cottage
by three magnificent kings, following the star in quest of the newborn saviour. While the mother rallies her neighbors to provide food
and entertainment for her regal
guests, Amahl talks with them and
is fascinated by their story of the
newborn babe who will rule the
world by love alone. As they depart, he offers his crutch as a gift
to the holy child and miraculously
is able to walk without it. Cautioning his mother to care for the
household pets, he bids her farewell and joins the Magi in following the star.
Mr. Menotti, who a dozen years
ago wrote an opera for radio, also
at NBC's commission, and who has
since won critical plaudits and the
public tribute of sold out houses
with The Medium and The Consul,
did not relax his skill nor relinquish his standards in composing
Amahl and the Night Visitors.
Chet Allen, 12-year-old soprano
who made his video debut in the
role of the peasant boy; Rosemary
Kuhlmann as his mother; Andrew
McKinley, David Aiken and Leon
Lishner as the three kings, and
Francis Monachino as their servant, both sang and acted their parts
to the hilt. And Mr. Menotti, who
before the opera began explained
that the characters were based on
his childish conception of the Magi,
gave them plenty of attractive
touches, such as the inclusion of
licorish
in aofking's
chest forlozenges
the delight
the boy.jewel
Samuel Chotzinoff, general music
director of NBC, who produced the
Program:
Amahl
and theDec.Night24.
Visitors.
NBC-TV.
(Special performance.)
Sponsor:ing Cards).
Hallmark Bros. (GreetComposer:
Menotti.
Cast:
ChetGian-Carlo
Allen, McKinley,
Rosemary
Kuhlmann,
Andrew
David
Aiken,
Leon
Lishner,
Francis Monachino.
Producer:
Samuel
Chotzinoff.
Associate
Producer: Charles
TVPolacheck.
Director: Kirk Browning.
Stage
Director:
Gian-Carlo
Menotti.
Production
designed hy Eugene
Berman.
Conductor:
Thomas
Choreographer:
John Schippers.
Butler.
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agreement
with this
reviewer's
feeling
Visitors that
ranksAmahl
with and
the the
bestNight
that WJOY CHOSEN
Is NYHT Contest Winner
television has offered to date. Hall
program, and Mr. Menotti, serving Brothers, who sponsored the pro- FIRST PRIZE in the 1951
as stage director for his own opera,
gram for Hallmark greeting
confined the action to limits suit- cards, appropriately confined the "Friendly Town" radio contest
able for the best TV reproduction. commercials to a simple statement conducted for the fourth consecutive year byFresh
the New
Eugene Berman's sets provided of sponsorship and a visual name Tribune
Air York
FundHerald
was
adequate background for the play- card.
awarded
Wednesday
to WJOY
ers.
John
Butler's
choreography
was keyed precisely in the right
Burlington,
Vt., year
"for toits provide
efforts
tone for the peasant dances. And Chirurg Dividend
during the last
Thomas Schippers, the conductor, BOARD of directors of the James vacations in the country for chilgot from each performer the right Thomas Chirurg Co., New York
effect at the right time.
New stations
York families."
Somedren of needy
275 local
in the
Boston, voted to pay an extra
The viewing public, by its re- and
13
eastern
states
from
to
year-end
dividend
of
$5
per
share.
sponse which completely clogged This is in addition to regular divi- West Virginia participatedMaine
in the
NBC's telephone
switchboard
folcontest.
Additional
prizes
were
dend
of
$5
per
share,
bringing
total
lowing the telecast, displayed payment for 1951 to $10 per share. awarded to other stations as follows:
WENE Endicott, N. Y., second
Change to Little Rock prize; WKNE Keene, N. H., and
KTHS MOVE
With 50 kw Proposed WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa., tied for
EIGHT- YEAR-LONG struggle of KTHS Hot Springs, Ark., to use 50 third toplace.
WNOBHonorable
Gardner,mentions
Mass.;
kw on its 1090 kc frequency moved a step closer to reality last week went
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt.; WSNJ
when FCC Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued an initial decision Bridgeton, N. J.; WHEB Portsmouth,
H.; WMSA Massena, N. Y.; WGY
proposing to grant the move of the station to Little Rock, Ark., permit- N.Schenectady;
WLAN Lancaster, Pa.;
50 kw operation
with a night- *
WSLB Ogdensburg,
N. Y., and WRAW
time tingdirectional
antenna.
Reading,
Pa.
interference
the
Arkansas
station
As a supplementary measure, the now gives to WBAL Baltimore and
In announcing WJOY as winner,
hearing
re- XERB Rosarito, Mexico — both Fund
new the examiner
license of proposed
KTHS atto Hot
officials pointed out that 246
class
1-B
stations
operating
with
invitations
for summer vacations
Springs
so
it
can
continue
to
oper50
kw
on
1090
kc.
ate on 1090 kc with 10 kw day, 1
area were exNARBA treaties since 1944 spe- in the tBurlington
e
n
d
e
d
t
o
New
York City youngkw night until it moves.
ied aClass 1-B operation on 1090
sters.
"We
at
WJOY
a real
Examiner's initial decision means kc in cifArkansas.
impossible thrill working to make had
Burlington
that much deserved
of areasthein notoriously
un- for Hot Springs Ittowassupport
a 50
Arkansas and
owners felt, par- the top Friendly Town,"
surrounding states will receive for kw station,ticularlyKTHS
managerAlbert
of sta-E.
in view of the elaborate Spokes,tion, saidgeneral
in a telegram to Fredthe first
time
a
primary
radio
servarray
that
would
have
been
neceserick H. Lewis, Herald Tribune
ice. The examiner found that KTHS
sary to protect WBAL and XERB. Fresh Air Fund director. "We
at Little Rock will furnish the only
consider the . . . campaign one of
In 1944,
KTHS
asked
for
perprimary daytime service to 4,644
mis ion to move to West Memphis, our most important and worthy
square miles with 90,233 persons, Ark., across
the river from Memand the first primary nighttime
phis,
Tenn. This was denied in publicExpresses
services .Appreciation
. ."
service to 13,348 square miles with 1950 on the
ground that such a
356,239 persons.
move
would
make
the
station
esEarle Pudney of WGY SchenecOperating as proposed at Little
sential y aTennessee, not an Artady, chairman of the Friendly
Rock, KTHStionablewillinterference
not receive
facility and NARBA terms Town Radio Committee, said "our
withinobjecits specifiedkansas,that
1090
kc
was
to
be
stations
appreciate the interest
normally protected groundwave used in Arkansas.
taken in them by the broadcasting
contours either day or night from
In
August
1950,
KTHS
asked
for
systems
whose
presidents judge the
any existing or proposed station,
to move to Little Rock,
the examiner found. During day- permission
and
that
is
the
application
which
Network
executives
serving as
time hours of operation, it will the hearing examiner proposed to judges were: Niles Trammell,
NBC
serve an area of 24,900 square grant
contest."
board chairman; Robert E. Kint
last week.
miles with a population of 885,874
ner,
ABC
president;
Frank
White,
Hearing
was
occasioned
by
two
within its 0.5 mv/m contour, he de- other applications for the same president of MBS, and Lawrence
termined. At night, KTHS will
Lowman, CBS vice president
serve an area of 14,580 square facilities, but both were withdrawn W.
the applicants. WNOE New and general executive.
miles with a population of 558,606 by
wanted to change from
within its 0.5 mv/m groundwave Orleans
1060 kc, 50 kw day, 5 kw night with
contour and 532,000 square miles directional
and KGRH Sweeney Named
with a population of 10,688,487 Fayetteville, antenna,
Ark., from 1450 kc, MICHAEL
within its 0.5 secondary, skywave 250 w.
SWEENEY, who has
contour.
engaged in the advertising
All of the skywave service area
KTHS is licensed to a subsidiary been
business
in
New
York and Chicago
will be interference-free if foreign of the Shreveport (La.) Times.
for some 20
stations give the proposed KTHS Same principals own KWKH
years, will join
Hearing Examiner
operation the protection contem- Shreveport.
Cooper found that the 0.5 mv/m
the New
fice of theYorkO. of-L
plated in the proposed North Am- daytime
contour of KTHS at Little
erican Regional Broadcasting
Agreement. If foreign stations Rock will serve 7.38% of the area
Taylor tionCo.,
stacontinue to operate as at present, and 6.7% of the population served
representsI; tive
tion firm,
effecthe 0.5 mv/m contour of \
examiner opined, the secondary sky- within
tomorrow
KWKH.
He
also
found
that
the
wave service area will be reduced
(Tuesday). Fc v
to 492,400 square miles with a 2 mv/m daytime contours of the
two stations do not overlap, nor Hft Sweeney
population of 9,672,716.
|fj|HH the
past year,
Mr.
Sweeney
has been
A major consideration in the does any part of the normally prowith
the
Frederic
t
e
c
t
e
d
0
.
5
mv/m
nighttime
groundhearingthatexaminer's
the wave contour. Therefore, the exW. Ziv Co.
fact
the move findings
of KTHSwasfrom
and served
Washington,
andsales
be-in
aminer found that the overlaps did Baltimore
Hot Springs to Little Rock will
fore
that
had
in
ABC
result in the elimination of the not violate the FCC's duopoly rule. in New York for eight years.
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WAGE

• Syracuse,

N.Y.

offers you a revolutionary concept of

MERCHANDISING
selling the rich Central New

York Market

Not merely satisfied to offer you a loyal audience of 184,000 families,
at the lowest cost per thousand in Central New York, WAGE tops off a
smart advertising buy by going all-out on that vital PLUS factor — merchandising. Afull-time merchandising department, actively supported
by the entire commercial staff, never stops developing new
merchandising approaches, tailored to your needs.
Just a few successful examples of WAGE'S unique merchandising: Jumbo postcards . . . letters . . . direct
mail folders . . . point of purchase posters . . . program
tie-ins . . . cross-courtesy plugs . . . window displays . . .
newspaper ads . . . WAGE State-Fair . . . personal
appearances . . . WAGE-Savers (home grocery lists) . . .
ticket tie-ins. No other station in the area offers so much !
GET FULL DETAILS FROM YOUR
WAGE's general manager, commercial manager, station representative
and full-time merchandising chief cook up new ideas to reinforce a
spot campaign. Put your problem before this WAGE Merchandising
Board and watch selling ideas spark, merchandise move!
BROADCASTING
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L. TAYLOR

MAN
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TAX

FIGHT

. NEW TEST CASE challenging the
legality of state gross-receipts
taxes on broadcasting stations goes
to trial Jan. 3 before the Territorial
[ Court of Hawaii, equivalent to a
I state court.
The action arose when KPOA
Honolulu filed suit to recover money
| itprotest.
had paid
underin
The totaxthelawterritory
was passed
I 1947.
NARTB is entering the trial as
a friend of the court. The association has long contended such taxes
| are unconstitutional and took a
part in the drawn-out litigation
surrounding the New Mexico gross
receipts tax case. Vincent Wasilewski, attorney, and Neal McNaughten, Engineering Dept. di; rector of NARTB, left Washington
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NARTB
Friday night for Honolulu.
Representing KPOA in the trial
is Attorney Kenneth C. Davis. The
station tried last winter to get
an injunction from the U. S. District Court, Hawaii, to restrain
collection of the tax on the ground
that radio is an instrument of interstate commerce and not subject
to such intrastate levy.
Appeal Pending
At that time the federal court
dismissed the suit without prejudice, holding that while it had
jurisdiction it would await decision
by a state court. KPOA has pending an appeal in the Ninth U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.
Mr. McNaughter is to testify as
an engineering witness. It is under-

Enters Hawaiian Suit
stood KPOA will contend it operates in interstate commerce despite
the 2,000-mile separation from the
mainland. The station's signals are
said to be picked up with regularity
in California and are heard even on
the East Coast of the United
States.
The Hawaiian tax case is deas similar
the New Blend
Mexico casescribedand
1935to Fishers
case. In the latter instance the U. S.
Supreme Court held a state tax
unconstitutional. New Mexico, however, is collecting its 2% gross
receipts tax on local advertising of
stations in the state but not on nacompromisetional
came advertising.
out of This
the intricate
maneuverings that marked the litigation there.

upcoming
Jan.York.
7-10: convention.
Retail Dry Hotel
GoodsStatler,
Assn., New
41st
annual
Jan. 8: Second
sessionbegins.
of the 82d Cones of the Executives
U.S.
Jan.York,
10: grRadio
Club of New
luncheon
meeting,
Astoria Hotel, New York. Waldorf
Jan.Assn.,
10-12:meeting,
NationalCincinnati,
Collegiate Ohio.
Athletic
Jan. 13-15:
National
Appliance
and Radio
Dealers
Assn.,
annual
convention,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Jan. 15: FCC-Paramount hearing, Washington.
Jan.
18: Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters
Tacoma, Wash. Radio Sales Clinic,
Jan. 18-19:
Carolina
Broadcasters Assn.South
winter
meeting,
Hotel
Columbia,
Columbia,
S. C.
Jan. 19-20: National Advertising Agencying,Network,
Regional MeetNicollet Western
Hotel, Minneapolis.
Jan. 21-23: Newspaper
AdvertisingEdgeExecutives
Assn.,
convention.
water Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Jan. 21-26:
American
Institute
of
Elecing,tricalHotelEngineers,
Statler,winter
New general
York. meetJan.West,24-25:midwinter
Advertising
Assn. ofOakthe
conference,
land, Calif.
Jan.
25-26:
Assn.
of
Railroad
Adv.
Managers, St. Louis.
Jan. 26-27: National Advertising Agency Network,
Eastern
Regional
MeetWeston
Hotel,
New York.
Feb. 4:ing, NewMaritime
Broadcasters
Assn.
meeting, Nova
Fort Scotia.
Cumberland Hotel,
Amherst,
Feb. 9-29: International
Radio and India.
ElecExhibition, Bombay,
(Further tronics
information
obtainable
from
Consulate
General
of
India,
3
E.
64th
St., New York 21, N. Y.)
Feb.
10-15:
NARTB
Radio
and
TV
Boards, San Antonio, Tex.

AUDIENCE DATA
Mailings by March — Baker
KENNETH H. BAKER, president
of Standard Audit & Measurement
Services Inc., reported last week
that work on the compilation and
processing of approximately 700,000
names
for thecoverage
company's
new
station
audience
measurement is nearing completion and
ballots will go into the mails the
first
schedule.of March according to
Test mailings to work out the
ballot form and the mechanics of
mailing have just been completed,
he said.
Approximately 350 stations and
one network — CBS Radio — have
signed up as subscribers for the
service, the third in radio history.
In addition to these, he said, new
contracts will be accepted but with
adeadline.
10% penalty fee for missing the
Compared to the BMB Study No.
2, conducted in 1949, the new survey will report
cities
separately
from 228
the "new"
reports
for
their
counties.
These
are cities
which had no stations at the time
of the last BMB study but do have
one or more outlets now. Twentyone other "new" cities will be reported because of population
changes bringing
them within
the
minimum
requirements,
while
around 40 cities will be deleted
becausetions, ethey
tc. no longer have staBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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50,000

WATT

RADIO

STATION

"J

:
t*

in the South'*

largest city

HOUSTON,
TEXAS
the 14th market in the nation

9
JOHN

BLAIR & COMPANY,

National representative

Program Firms
(Continued from page 25)
ager of Cheshire & Assoc., feels
crease in national spot sales
strongly indicates that phonograph
year has
a "rugged one for many
of thebeensupposedly
records and transcriptions are be- the closing
coming of increasing importance well established transcription operin competing for listening audiators." Commenting on the coming
ences," that is president
the commentof Allied
of D. year,fulhethinking
said, but
"Perhaps
it's wishwe believe
the
K. Broadhead,
Record Manufacturing Co. Mr. widespread cutting back of network program activities during
Broadhead feels that local program ing inmetropolitan and sec- 1951 can only stimulate the tranondary markets, via radio, will
n1952." He features
believes that
come about in 1952.
"low-cost"scription idramatic
are
in demand by advertisers.
"Every
indication
points
to
a
very big year in both media for
Expectations for expanded activities and higher billings are put
new
programming,"
Davidson,
West Coast Walter
representa-B. forward by Clifford E. Ogden, gentive of Lang-Worth Feature Proeral manager, Broadcast Div., Capitol Records, in his comment. Mr.
said "Broadcasters
and
telecastersgrams,are
demanding better
Ogden looks for more local and
programming and better service national spot business for radio,
increasing
list. The firmCapitol's
also planssubscribers
to enter
the TV field because of growing demand cialized
for film
programs
and
spemusic.
E. Lloyd Jones, vice president
and business manager, Bruce Eells
& Assoc., summed up the coming
year
this way;
"Although
will continue
to more
than holdradio
its
own during the coming year, that
Mr. King Mr. Davidson
stepchild television will blossom to
for 1952. A mighty healthy sign, full maturity with the inevitable
lifting of the freeze, thus resulting
and
Lang-Worth
is expanding
activities
in the West
as well it'sas in greatly increased revenues for
the East, to answer the growing all connected with the indusdemand for it's services."
Bob Reichenbach, general man"A bonanza year" is the anticitry "
THE
$6

RIGHT
MILLION*

APPROACH
CAR

AND

MacGregor, Co.presidentpofationC.of C.P.P. MacGregor
He
feels that TV will be no hindrance
to the transcription business dur1952, as there
some think.
"Across
the ingcountry
are countless
areas where the TV screen is
'blacked out', — and where transcribed radio spot programs still
remain the best possible medium

Mr. Broadhead Mr. MacGregor
for
the sponsors' sales promotion
campaign.
"Add to this fact the all important matter of tax-restricted advertising budget appropriation for
the merchants of the metropolitan
areas, and the answer is conclusive
that transcribed radio spot programs, for the local and regional
advertiser, will continue to be as
sure and permanent as death and
CHICAGO
taxes."
The majority
of Chicago's
scription firms feel
that 1952 tranwill
bring forward more Spot programTO

ming and better promotion and publicity service for clients.
All ofmistic those
about 1952,reporting are optibecause network
advertisers are
switching to spotradio
and television.Milton
Blink,
executive director
of United
Television Programs,
will conti
feels
1952 nue
billingsto
Mr BHnk
rise above the
company's $500,000 billed in 1951.
Amongtiation ofthe
goals isandthe proinia free1952publicity
motion service to all clients. One
of the prime
causes
for
Blink's
optimism
1952 isadvertisers
the Mr.
"eagerness
with whichfor small
have
greeted the UTP idea ... of providing them with relatively inexpensive but effective means of merhandising via Ermeling,
television." program
William cK.
representative for various transcriptions companies, looks for
"... a trend to more spot program ing, the main reason being
that spot is easily and completely
controlled. It also offers a highly
personalized
approach."president of
Morton Jacobson,
Morton Radio Productions, thinks
one of the main reasons for higher
billings
in 1952advertisers
is the "former
radio network
who have
put most of their money into tele-

CENTRAL

ACCESSORIES

OHIO'S
MARKET

You're riding high when you approach Central
Ohio's multi-million dollar car and accessories
market dominated by WBNS RADIO. Use the only
CBS outlet in a prosperous 24-county area to get
more listeners at a lower cost per prospect. WBNS
influences listening and buying habits with the 20
top-rated programs**. For time availabilities and
rates,
write directly or contact your John Blair Representative.

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY CBS OUTLET
PLUS

1

WELD-FM
k John Blair
POWER WBNS 5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
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*S.M. Survey
of Buying Power
"Latest
Hooperatlng
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vision and the rest into spots. . . .
Research Experts
Transcription companies have got(Continued ft om -page 25)
ten a lot of business in the past
couple of years from break-ups in
continue to base im- made radio as great as it is.
advertising budgets as clients left broadcasters
portant decisions on such data,
Mr. Hooper reasserted his confinetwork radio."
1952 will probably see this trend
dence in radio and opined that most
intensified;
accurate
program
ratof radio's difficulties are centered
DALLAS
ings are fundamental, but less and within itself.
less often will they be the sole criHe strongly advised the securing
In Dallas James E. Sellers,
of new facts on radio audience
teria of program
opined. performance," measurement and adoption of a
partner in The Sellers Co., expects Mr. Nielsen
that
keep rising.
"We
"Equally significant, this year," new form of hard, competitive sellhave billings
had all will
we could
do in 1951.
ing. "And the steps must be taken
Mr. Nielsen observed, "has been
It
hasn't
slackened
up
any.
The
the
growth of the concept of relat- in that order," advised Mr. Hooper;
only thing I see that would slow us
"first the facts, then their interdown next year is a lack of matepretation, then the solicitation.
rials. Other than that, I don't
"Radio has been so economical
see a thing to worry about."
for advertisers to use, so productive
of results, so profitable to own that
PHILADELPHIA
it has defied comparison with other
media.
In fact, to make those comGeneral consensus in Philadelparisons ithas failed to learn of
phia is that business will continue
its
strength.
The healthiest sign in
to increase. An increase of 17%
radio is its own current, if belated,
is expected during the coming year
demand
for
comparisons
with other
with many advertisers using more
Mr. Sindlinger media. Radio can stand comparitranscribed radio spots.
son," Mr. Hooper declared.
Gene Hessel, president of AirSeiler foresees expansion of
measurement
to year
con- TVMr.programming
Tone Sound & Recording Co., thinks ing audience
to include the ensumer
purchase
data.
Next
that billings will increase 15% should witness more general use of
tirebelong
day. "In
television,
1952
during 1952. He also feels that
should
to
daytime
programbusiness will be held down slightly, such data."
ming,"
he
asserted.
"Experimendue to the limited availabilities of
In conclusion, Mr. Nielsen said,
tation during the past year leaves
time on stations.
"Both these trends are vital to the no room for doubt that the TV set
William P. Robinson, owner and two top media: To TV, because its can
attract
commercially valuable
president of Robinson Recording increasing costs must be shrewdly
Labs., finds that many advertisers applied; to radio, because its proper
who turned, to TV, have found it use still can mean intense impact
expensive and have returned to
low cost."
radio. He expects business for his at Mr.
that "oneis change
firm will increase 20% over the that hasCallard
been saw
noticeable
the in1951 volume.
creased control of television exp
e
n
d
i
t
u
r
e
s
a
n
d
television
research
BOSTON
by the sponsor.
"This is due," explained Mr. CalIn Boston John W. Spellman,
lard, "to several quite basic and
sales manager, Trans-Radio Re- fundamental
Mr. Seiler
Dr. Roslow
reasons. TV costs repcordings, feels business for the
resent ahigh proportion of the adcoming year hinges on internafrom early morning
vertiser's appropriation and serious audiences
tional and national events. Should
consequences result fre- throughout the day.
the FCC unfreeze channels, and financial quently
when
mistakes
are
made.
with the coming political cam- With other media, mistakes may
"In many time periods," Mr.
paigns, TV set sales will increase, not be as noticeable, but in the case Seiler continued, "TV sets-in-use
have doubled and tripled during the
thus increasing transcription busi- of
errors
measure- past 12 months and other dormant
ness. Business in the area has re- abletelevision,
fact areare frequently
mained the same and he expects it obviousandtoinpractically
the
entire hours await only the proper prowill follow the same road in 1952.
industry.
As gram
forformula."
radio, Mr. Seiler also
"A second reason for increased seemed confident. "Radio also will
CANADA
control by the sponsor," continued
"involvesactivities
the coordiCanadian firms expect business Mr. Callard,
nation of television
with POLITICAL FEATURE
will continue to increase during other media
well as coordination
MBS Airs Both Parties
1952, with more spot radio being with dealer aspromotion.
This re- MBS was scheduled to serve as a
used in place of costly network proquires individual market data
grams. Business was very good
for political canin 1951, partly due to advertisers which are used to economize the "battle front"
nonading yesterday (Sunday) with
preparing for TV.
total
advertising
appropriation."
a
full-hour
broadcast,
Politics —
Mr. Ward said that although
Len Headly, manager of RCA
featuring key Democratic and
Victor Recording Studios, Toronto, radio is groggy from the impact of 1952,
Republican spokesmen.
"seems destined
thinks lective
"spot
se- betelevision,
Election strategy was the keya year of1952determined
action byto
radio ...broadcasting
is getting theor benof the program, with a halfefit of the change in preparation radio." He foresees a return "to hour notesegment
devoted to each
for TV."
the
battle
lines"
of
the
men
who
party — on free time, in the public
Spence Caldwell, president, S. W.
interest
—
from
10-11
p.m. EST.
Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, feels that
Frank E. McKinney, Democratic
transcribed spot business will conNational
Committee
chairman,
was
tinue to climb, due to the high price
moderator for the 10-10:30 p.m.
of network shows. "As far as raportion, presiding over key talks
dio is concerned in Canada, most
by Vice President Alben Barkley,
big stations are sold out to all inSenate Majority Leader Ernest
tents and purposes and could only
McFarland (D-Ariz.) and others.
better their business by increasing
Guy Gabrielson, GOP committee
their rates. Smaller stations are
chairman, was chief speaker for
getting an increasing amount of
the
supplementary business mostly on
half. minority party in the latter
Mr.
Hooper
Mr. Ward
transcription."
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prove its continuing worth in 1952.
Perhaps much listening may move
from the living room to other locations, but again, 1952 programming and radio's unique advantages
over any other medium will firmly
establish its value to both advertiser and listener."
Sydney
Roslow, director, The
Pulse
"At theof
close ofInc.,
the N.year,Y., ansaid:
indication
the present status of radio listening in relation to its past, a comparison of the average % hour
homes using radio should be of interest.
AVERAGE y4 HOUR HOMES USING RADIO, ENTIRE WEEK, 6
A.M.-12 MIDNIGHT
Weighted Average
All-Pulse Markets New York
1942
17.9
1943
20.2
1944
21.7
1945
23.3
1946
24.1
1947
24.0
1948
24.2
24.9
1949
24.1
23.5
1950
22.6 23.6
(1st 10 months) 1951 21.9 22.6
"The first 10 months of 1951
show a loss of only 9.5% from the
1948 high in the multi-market
weighted
9.2% inin New
York. Theaverage,
currentand level
New
York is still higher, however, than
the years before 1945.
"Complete Pulse TV data are
available in New York, Philadelphia and Chicago
from 1949
December
1951 showing
averageto
%entire
hoursweekhomes
using
TV
in these cities. for the
These data show "viewing has
held up remarkably well in these
markets considering the terrific
advances in TV ownership from
less than 25% in December 1949
to approximately 60 % in November 1951. In New York the percentage gain in average % hour
viewingtweenfrom
be1949 andnoon1951to ismidnight
17.5%, but
the actual number of homes reached
is many times greater."
McLENDON HONORED
In 'Sporting News' Grid Poll
GORDON B. McLENDON, LBS
president,
been named
the No.by
1 football has
broadcaster
for 1951
The Sporting News. Previous recipients ofthe anK/^jBH
were
HMpHHfl■ nual
Harryaward
Wismer,
■MBF^^M ABC sports direcif^
1947, CBS
1948
Red
:\1
^* M tor,
and inBarber,
1950,
and
"y
sports
Jt*
incovered
1949. counselor,
12,500
^
Mr. McLendon
footballcasting
Mr. McLendon miles to fill his
engagements, traveling by plane,
rented auto, taxicab and once when
his car developed trouble, by pickup truck. On one occasion, he was
forced to use a ski-equipped plane
to reach Green Bay, Wis.
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tion within the daytime service area
of WING, and 29.4% of the area HST's Car
and 7.67% of the population withNEW communications railin the daytime service area of
way car for
use byready
President
WCOL, tial yital ofwasthereported.
SubstanTruman
is about
to go
overlap occurs in
into
service,
according
to the
Columbus, petition pointed out.
White
House.
It
replaces
a
Columbus is 43 miles from
rebuilt baggage car first used
Springfield and 65 miles from Dayby President
Rooseveltin durton. Springfield is 24 miles from
ing the war. Changes
the
Dayton.
car,
made
at
the St. Louis
WING operates on 1410 kc with
Car
Co.,
are
being
made
at
5 kw; WIZE on 1340 kc with 250 w,
an Army Signa.1 Corps shop
and WCOL on 1230 kc with 250 w.
in Baltimore following a reMr. Sawyer and family own all of
cent shakedown run. EquipWING and WCOL, 52% of WIZE.
ment includes radio-teletype
and telephones that can be
cut into lines when the train
stops. The Signal Corps will
POLITICAL 'BIAS' CHARGE
Complaint- Names WALL
operate the car.
CHARGE of political bias has been
filed with FCC against WALL
Middletown, N. Y. Station is with- MAIL FRAUD TRIAL
holding comment pending its reply
Is Scheduled Jan. 75
tothe anstory.
FCC request for its side of
HAROLD COWAN and Ralph
Complaint against the station Whitmore, former partners in a
was filed by Thomas J. V. Cullen,
mail order agency bearchairman of the Orange County Hollywood
ing their name, go on trial Jan. 15
(N. Y.) Democratic Committee. to answer 17 counts of mail fraud.
Accused of misrepresenting
Mr. Cullen claimed that in the November elections,
WALL'S
Christmas
a yeartreeago,ornathe
Editor Charley
Zaimes
was onNews
the quality mentsof advertised
payroll of the Orange County Re- duo was indicted by a federal grand
publican Committee. All of the jury in Los Angeles last March
Democratic candidates were de- [B«T, March 5]. This followed
extensive investigation by postal
feated in last month's elections.
authorities and the U. S. Attorney's
CPCL is call letters of new 1 kw sta- office.
tion on 580 kc at Timmins, Ont., which
Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwill handle mainly French-language wich,
before whom they are schedprograms.
uled to appear, denied motion for
dismissal of the charges [B*T,
May 28]. After many delays, trial
was set for the mid-January date
[B»T,willNov.
It istrial.understood
they
waive5].jury
WDBJ
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA
The pair reportedly made more
than $100,000 in their pitch deal.
Stations throughout the country
received numerous complaints from
dissatisfied purchasers, it was reMessrs. Cowan and Whitmore as
ported.
individuals and as a company last
The million people in WDBJ's coverage
September filed petitions in bankarea will earn nearly a billion dollars
ruptcy [B»T, Oct. 1]. Mr. Cowan
totalled his liabilities as $338,826.98,
with assets $7,056.23. Mr.
this year. Here's WDBJ's family coverWhitmore gave total debts as $329,age, according to the 1949 BMB:
910.61, and assets $9,556.23. Company liabilities and assets were
exactly the same as those reported
by
Mr.
Whitmore.
Day — 110,590 families in 36 counties
Night — 85,830 families in 31 counties
and 3 to 7 days weekly
Opens Law Office
BERNARD KOTEEN will open
his own law office Jan. 1 in the
Day — 90,320 families
Night — 66,230 families
Wyatt Bldg. in Washington, engaging in administrative practice
For further information:
and
Mr.
Koteenspecializing
was withintheradio-TV.
FCC from
Write WDBJ or Ask FREE & PETERS!
January 1946 until June 1948, leaving as chief of the review section,
Legalton Dept.,
law firmtoofjoinCohnthe &WashingMarks.
1924
Established
D I CBS
I) Dd
Ill
During World War II he was a
Since 1929
II II
Navy lieutenant commander acting
AM — 5000 WATTS — 9 60 Kc.
as administrative
officerAdmiral
and per-J.
sonal assistant to Rear
FM — 41,000 WATTS — 94.9 Mc.
J. Broshek, director of the Navy
Dept.'s
division.
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S Pittee* RADIO STATION
He
a ship
1940 maintenance
graduate of Harvard
Law isSchool.

WCOL SALE
Sawyer Purchase Approved
SALE of WCOL Columbus from
the Pixleys to Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer for $100,000
[B*T,FCC Sept.
the
last 3]
week.was approved by
Action followed after the Commission had set the purchase for
a hearing on the question of overlap among WCOL and WING Dayton and WIZE Springfield, all Ohio
[B*T, Oct. 29]. The latter two
stations already were owned by
Mr. Sawyer.
Comr. Robert Jones dissented
without a written opinion.
In his petition for reconsideration [B*T, Dec. 3], Mr. Sawyer
pointed out that none of the stations overlapped during nighttime
hours. During daytime hours, his
petition pointed out, the 0.5 mv/m
of WING completely overlaps the
interference-free contour of WIZE
and the 2 mv/m contour of WING
covers substantially all of the 2
mv/m contour of WIZE.
During daytime hours, WCOL
and WIZE overlap to the extent of
two square miles, having a population of 75 persons, petition mentioned. This area is the only area
receiving signals from all three
stations, petition pointed out.
Daytime overlap between WING
and WCOL comprises an area of
774 square miles, with a population of 36,600. This is 6.85% of
the area and 3.47% of the popula-
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STATIONS SWITCH
WEEK, KTOK Involved
APPLICATION for the exchange
of WEEK Peoria, 111., for KTOK
Oklahoma City [B*T, Nov. 12]
was filed with the FCC last week.
Essence of the involved parlay
fs this: (1) O. L. (Ted) Taylor
transfers his KTOK to Sen. Robert
S. Kerr (D-Okla.)-Dean McGee
group. (2)itsTheWEEK
Kerr-McGee
transfers
to Mr. group
Taylor. (3) No money changes hands.
(4)
Mr.
Taylor
sells
WEEK
Fred L. Vance and family forto
$225,000. Mr. Vance is a former
employe of WEEK and spent his
youth in that city. He now is
manager of the Dallas office of the
O. L. Taylor Co., station represenPart of the agreement is a pledge
that a taive.-TV application for Peoria
will be filed by a new corporation
owned 55% by Mr. Vance, 30% by
Kerr-McGee group and 15% by Mr.
Taylor.
Total assets of WEEK, operating with 1 kw on 1350 kc, were
given asbilities,
$150,336.60;
$10,511.30. Totalcurrent
assets lia-of
KTOK, operating with 5 kw day, 1
kw night on 1000 kc, were listed
as $232,273.63; current liabilities
as $31,347.79. WEEK is an NBC
affiliate; KTOK is ABC.
Other Broadcast Holdings
Kerr-McGee group also owns
KRMG Tulsa, on 740 kc with 50 kw
day, 25 kw night. Tulsa is 98
miles from Oklahoma City. In addition, Sen. Kerr's brother, A. M.
Kerr, owns 15.3% of KMUS Muskogee, Okla., and 21.1% of KIHN
Hugo, Okla. KRMG is already a
TV applicant for Tulsa and it is
expected that an application for
Oklahoma City will be filed for
KTOK following FCC approval of
the transfer.
Mr. Taylor also owns KANS
Tex,
Wichita, Kan., and KRGV Weslaco,

CBC GRANT
Receives $25 Million
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.
has been granted $25 million by
Ottawa to aid in the financing of
CBC's operations for the next five
years. Grant for the current fiscal
year ending March 31, 1952,
amounts cludedtoin the$4,750,000,
which is intotal amount.
Money is to be spent for improving CBC services and for more sustaining
has will
announced that programming.
part of theCBCgrant
be used for new studios at various
locations, new stations and repeater
stations. In the Atlantic Coast provCBC willstudios
spend atabout
$2,500,-a
000 onincesnew
St. John,
new Franch-language transmitter
near Moncton, for increasing the
power
of CBH stations,
Halifax,andandfor also
Newfoundland
the
building of a number of small repeater stations in the Atlantic
Coast region.
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Bee

Baxter

McCall's

of KSOO

Mike

Wins

Award

for Outstanding Service to the
Community by a Woman Broadcaster

:;

0m••
00 #0 •* **

:m

Thank you, McCall's, for the nationwide award to
Bee Baxter for Outstanding Service to the Community by
a Woman Broadcaster. We are confident that the many
thousands of midwestern housewives in Bee's daily
audience join with KSOO in congratulating Bee on this
occasion. Bee Baxter is an example of the outstanding
local personalities who have maintained KSOO's leadership in Sioux Falls and its rich trading area.
KSOO now moves into its twenty-fifth year of
service on its established 1140 kc. clear channel
assignment with new and expanded 10,000 watt* facilities.
Now Bee Baxter and the other top KSOO personalities will
serve additional thousands of midwestern families.

KSOO
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0,000
— watts daytime
So1on
* 5,000 watts night time
ABC Affiliate
Inc.
Represented by AVERY-KNODEL,
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...CINCINNATI
. . . According to Pulse Reports

, . The percentage of
sets in use out of the home during the average quarter-hour period in
July m Cincy was 2.6. radio
Compare this with the percentage
of sets in use in the home in the average
quarter
hour,
which
was
19.8.
Thus,11.6thepersummer
the at-home audience, and about
cent ofout-of-home
the total. audience was about 3 per cent If
follows6 t0P °inCy Sh°WS fOT out-°f-home listening
DAYTIME during the summer of 1951, according to Pulse,
MONDAY-FRIDAY
I'
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.33.3.

ON

JAAlEBf • • •
WCPO
GAY 90'S
WCKY
VARSITY
RHYTHM
WCKY
BING CROSBY
WCKY
GUY LOMBARDO
WCKY
MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM ....WCKY
MARY MALONE
WCKY
NEWS
WCKY
SUPPER
SURPRISE
WCKY
WALTZ TIME
WCKY
NEWS
WCPO
THE

AIR

24 HOURS
7 DAYS

EVERYWHERE
A DAY
A WEEK

CALL COLLECT:
Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
or
C.WCKY
H. "Top"
Topmiller
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281

12:30- 4:30
5:00.
4-30- 5:30
5 00
12-30-12-45
12^45- 1^00
3'.00- 4-30
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Disbarred?
Assn.'s CommitState Bar
YORK wants
THEtee onNEW
to exclude television
Civil Rights
and radio (along with newsreels and still
cameras) from "public" hearings to protect the
rights of witnesses and maintain the dignity
of the proceedings.
But as far as the bar committee is concerned, newspapermen can go right in.
Just how
the press
tection to thedoeswitness
than offer
TV orgreater
radio?pro-It
doesn't. TV and radio report exactly what is
happening as it happens. They do not report
what a reporter thinks has happened or, more
to the point, what an editor thinks should have
greatis thatcanthehave
The ansimple
happened.
est protection
honesttruth
witness
is
accuracy in the reporting of his testimony.
Why should TV and radio be lumped with
newsreels and still cameras in the bar committee's list of objectionable instruments?
They shouldn't. They have none of the annoying characteristics — i. e. glaring lights —
that movie and still cameras have. In every instance that we know of, the lights to which
witnesses have objected have been kleigs placed
for newsreels or flash bulbs exploded by still
cameramen.
The have
arguments
of thebefore
New from
Yorkothers,
bar committee
been heard
and
for want of counter-arguments from more
imaginative minds they are apt to be adopted
policy.
time thesomeone
fighting
toas get
TV andIt'sradio
equalitybegan
they deserve.
Radio's
arf or m-1
OVER
THE longPI Christmas
holiday940-52
weekend,
we browsed through back issues of this journal
(then
carrying
the
bonnet:
Broadcasting
—
Broadcast Advertising). Our eyes lit on the
editorial page of the final issue of 1939.
The words had a familiar ring. We were discoursing on the year ahead, and how it behooved every person identified with radio to
take inventory. The theme was that, happily,
there are two basic components in American
radio — tween
the arepublic
and the broadcaster.
besuch essential
personages asIn the
client, the advertising agency and the federal
regulatory authority. Then the observation:
But as long as the broadcaster satisfies the
listener, he meets his service obligation.
There was a once-over lightly of the problems of the old year and of the traditions established byradio. We thought it advisable to
set down in type the immediate objectives of
radio, as a sort of creed in which it dedicates
itself not only to the public service but to a
vigorous defense of those principles for which
it must stand to perpetuate that service.
We then enunciated our "platform for American radio," which we said we would modify
asit was
conditions
The was
"platform,"
publishedwarranted.
the year 1940,
as followsas:
American radio as free as the press.
Maintenance of a free, competitive system of broadcasting.
Programs providing greatest good for
the greatest number.
Theout right
to render public service withundue restraint.
Maintenance of highest moral, social
and economic standards.
aloof from political partisanship
on Stand
the air.
Build radio circulation to saturation in
30,000,000 American homes, with radios
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in every classroom, office and automobile.
Keep abreast of modern technical developments.
Foster sound and progressive developsimile. ment of commercial television and facWith the passage of a dozen years, how
many of these tenets need revision?
There's the one seeking to build circulation
"to saturation in 30,000,000 homes." Today
there are 100 million sets in 42.4 million households (see story page 23) — covering better than
95% of the population. More than 75% of the
new automobiles
have radios,
and inequipment.
the classroom radio is virtually
standard
Better than par for that course.
Poster commercial television and facsimile?
TV okay. Facsimile is a fait accompli technical y, but is used for commercial rather than
mass distribution (broadcast) purposes. The
answer
mightdelivered
be that toit'syourstillfront
cheaper
get
a newspaper
door.to But
if15 newspaper
rates
keep
increasing
(they're
cents in Los Angeles) facsimile may still
beckon.
So, with these slight alterations, we commend to all persons identified with broadcasting
(which includes television broadcasting) a rededication
dozen
years.of Radio's Platform for the next
Comes the Congress Dawn
IN ANOTHER week Congress reconvenes.
Itopening
will begavel
a rip-snortin'
from gets
the
until the exhibition
electioneering
under way in the fall of this Presidential
campaigning year.
Never before in our generation, or perhaps
even in modern history, have there been so
many issues for the political spellbinders. And
with television yet! The Korean conflict, the
corruption scandals, the crime investigation
are but thegrist.
top-billings in a gigantic mosaic of
headline
You might think, under these circumstances,
that legislation pertaining to the broadcast
services would be lost in the melee. Perish that
thought. Those TV allocations are too enticing a political morsel. And remember, Sen.
William Benton, he of the huckster background
who has taken the reformer veil, is determined
to make what we choose to call his "Board of
Radio
and TV Censorship," his campaigning
cause celebre.
There are a score of legislative proposals
affecting the broadcast arts that probably
won't
see the connotations
light of day.thatIt'sconcern
these others
with political
us.
And while on the subject of Congress, we
would be remiss if we didn't take editorial note
of an mentimportant
isn't the
of a Senatorchange.
or theItempty
seatretireof a
Committee chairman. It is the resignation of
Edward Cooper as executive aide to the Majority Leader, who for ten years before had
served as the communications expert of the
Senate. Ed Cooper has joined the Motion Picture Assn. of America as the chief of its television department. The MPAA couldn't have
found a better informed or qualified expert.
Ed Cooper served his superiors and his
nation
well. What isn't
generally
that communications
in general
and known
radio inis
particular have been spared many a crisis by
virtue of the presence of Ed Cooper on the
Senate side. He commanded the respect of
both Republicans and Democrats. It was the
force of his logic and his knowledge of the
media that blocked many an abortive legislative
thrust. He sat as a 97th Senator insofar as
the communications services are concerned.
We wish Ed Cooper well. But we confess
we would feel better about a fair shake for
radio if he were still there in the Senate.

£

our respects to:

GEORGE RICHARD SWIFT
IROM apprentice to general manager of
WCBS-TV New York, the flagship station
of the CBS Television Network.
That, in capsule form, is the success story
of G. Richard (Dick) Swift, who began his
20th year in the field of broadcasting Dec. 30.
His first day in the business was the same
date in 1932 when, as an ambitious youngster
just out of high school, he brushed aside a job
his father had arranged for him on a trade
nev/spaper and went to work for CBS instead,
as a "Junior Assistant Production Man." It
was an impressive title— but it really meant
apprentice.
Opportunities for learning were plentiful
at CBS, then a comparatively new, yet boomand had
it wasn't
longandbefore
the
younging network,
Mr. Swift
absorbed
learned
enough
to
produce
and
direct
several
important network programs. His first step up the
ladder came when the Program Dept. put him
in charge of popular music, which permitted
him
to discover
of today's
headliners
in the and
fieldintroduce
— singers some
Nan Wynn
and
Barry Wood, for example.
While popular music director, Mr. Swift
spotted a vocal coach he thought showed promise as a conductor. He urged his superiors to
give the man an opportunity and finally succe ded in getting time on the network for a
variety show featuring a new maestro. Today
that former vocal coach is one of radio and
television's best-known conductors — Ray Bloch.
Later, Mr. Swift became producer of one of
CBS' bigger
shows,producing
Phil Cook's
manac, whichnetwork
he continued
and Aldirecting when Mr. Cook established his earlymorning program on WCBS.
Eager to acquire a working knowledge of
all facets of radio, Mr. Swift accepted a permanent appointment at WCBS under Arthur
Hull Hayes (now vice president in charge of
the network's San Francisco office) and began
oflearning
radio. the ins and outs of the business side
He was assistant program director for the
station. Later, on his own initiative and to
round out
his experience,
fer ed to the
sales staff. he asked to be transOn May 20, 1946, he was appointed assistant
general manager and program director. In
this capacity, he developed some of the station's most popular shows, including Arthur
Godfrey's, This Is New York, Phil Cook's and
Margaret
In MarchArlen's.
of 1949 he was named general
(Continued on page 81)
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THE

DISAPPEARING

WALL

Sometimes mental walls, too, need
to be removed. Radio can help.

Typical munity
of relations
industry's
attitude
toward com-of
js thenewgradual
disappearance
the unfriendly and forbidding factory wall.
Although a protective fence may sometimes be
needed for security reasons, industry has found that
friendship . . with neighbors as well as with customers. pays dividends. In labor supply, for example. In cooperation with local suppliers. And in
relations with local government.
It isn't always
wall, however,Sometimes
that standsan
between
a planta physical
and its community.
imaginary wall exists in the minds of the community's members . . a vestige, perhaps, of bygone
policies.
In removing mental walls, in improving liaison between plant and community, radio programs can
help tremendously. And at reasonable cost. Radio

ROADCASTING

• Tel ecastin

can be as informal as you like, as flexible as you
need, as friendly as only the human voice can be.
Does it take special circumstances or particularly
unique skill to use radio to good effect in community relations? No. Almost any company can
benefit. And in six of the nation's leading industrial
areas.. Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, and Portland, Oregon. . Westinghouse stations are ready to help. They are in
their 32nd year of helping industry make friends
with its neighbors.
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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Yes, sir,
such an excavator
moves a lot of earth
with each scoop.

And KWK
can supply a lot of
sales-drive to help
move your product in
the St. Louis area.
Contact your Katz man
to unearth the facts
about the
high power job
KWK can do for you.

G/obe-Louis
Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint

HEART FUND
Radio, TV Units Named
BRUCE BARTON, board chairman
of BBDO, who is national chairman of the 1952 Heart Fund Campaign, last week named Thomas M.
McDonnell, radio director of Poote,
Cone & tionalBelding
to head the
Radio Committee
for Nathe
fund drive and Rodney Erickson,
manager of Young & Rubicam
Radio and TV department, to head
the National Television Committee.
Mr. Barton also announced these
additional
committee appointments :
Radio Committee — Frank Stanton,
president, CBS; Frank White, president, Mutual; Theodore L. Bates,
president, Ted Bates & Co.; Theo
Gannon,
director,
radio-TV
program
development,
William
H. Weintraub
& Co.; William R. Joyce, William
Morris Agency; Frederick A. Long,
director of radio-TV, Geyer, Newell
& Ganger; Garth Montgomery, vice
president, director of radio-TV, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Arthur Pryor Jr.,
vice president, radio-TV, BBDO; and
Roy Winsor, Biow Co.
Television Committee — Robert E.
Kintner, president, ABC; Philip H.
Cohen, vice president, director of
radio-TV, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles; Myron P. Kirk, vice president, director of radio-TV, Kudner
Agency; P. A. Louis, director of radioTV,
D'Arcy
Adv.;Benton
Tom McDermott,
director of TV,
& Bowles;
Julius F. Seeback Jr., vice president,
WOR and WOR-TV New York; Lewis
H. Titterton, vice president, radio-TV
production, Compton Adv.; Willson
M. Tuttle, vice president, director of
radio-TV, Ruthrauff & Ryan; and
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., vice
president, television, NBC.
Harry R. Farrall
HARRY R. (Pat) FARRALL, 55,
assistant to the publisher and advertising director of the Warren
Tribune-Chronicle and vice president-general manager of the Tribune station, WHHH Warren,
Ohio, died Dec. 22 after a twoweek illness from a heart condition. Mr. Farrall started his newspaper career in East Liverpool,
Ohio. He went to Warren in 1934
when he joined the Tribune as advertising manager. Mr. Farrall had
served as president of the Warren
Chamber of Commerce for the year
ended last March 31 and was chairdeath. man of its board at the time of
Arthur Pollock
ARTHUR B. POLLOCK, 74, president of CFCA (FM) Kitchener,
Ont., and of Dominion Electrohome
Industries, died Dec. 17 at his
home after a lengthy illness. He
started making radio receivers in
1925 and a few years ago was
granted the first Canadian FM
license for a station not affiliated
with an AM station. He is survived by his wife, one son, and two
brothers.
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FRANK C. OSWALD, assistant to secretary-treasurer WGAR Cleveland, appointed administrative assistant to EDWARD LAMB, president Edward Lamb Enterprises (WTOD Toledo, WTVN(TV) Columbus, Ohio, WICU(TV) Erie, Pa.).
FRED K. LEO, publicity director, president and commissioner All American Girls Professional Baseball League, appointed public relations director and member of sales staff WHBFAM-TV Rock Island, 111. Mr. Leo has served with
WMRO Aurora, 111., and WMBD Peoria, 111.
CHARLES D. MELTON, acting manager WSIC-AMFM Statesville, N. C, appointed manager. He succeeds
EARL BOYLES, resigned.
PAUL ELLIS, merchandising specialist Kraft Foods
Corp. in Seattle-Tacoma area, named merchandising
Mr. Leo
supervisor KRSC Seattle.
X^at±»naU • • •
CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD, vice president and general manager
WBT and WBTV(TV) Charlotte, N. C, named to national radio and
television committee of Brotherhood Week. . . . PAUL H. GOLDMAN,
vice president and general manager KNOE Monroe, La., was selected
"highber ofman"
among . workers
on membership
committee
ChamCommerce.
. . ARTHUR
HULL HAYES,
CBS ofvicelocalpresident
and general manager KCBS San Francisco, appointed director Redwood
Empire Assn. . . . JOHN D. SCHEUER Jr., operations assistant to
general manager WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, named to serve on membership committee of American Public Relations Assn. . . . MURRAY
B. GRABHORN, managing director of NARTSR, named national chairman of radio and television committee for Good Neighbor Day.

1922

WOC
30 Years Later

1952

BUSINESS BETTER THAN EVER
WOC Carried
is the oldest
radio station
west ofof thea Presidential
Mississippi
River.
1st network
broadcast
Inauguration
west
of
the
Mississippi
—
Calvin
March, 1925. Carried 1st network broadcast of Coolidge,
a World
Series west of the Mississippi — Cardinals vs Yankees,
1926.
It
has
scored
many
other
lsts
—
including
1st stations west of the Mississippi affiliated with one
NBC.of
Today,EVER.
WOC can point to local BUSINESS BETTER
THAN
24i2% more local advertisers bought time on this station July 1,period.
1950 to June 30, 1951, than in any previous
12 month
Local advertisers spent 1 J
more
on Ithan
H.H i°in
WOC money
during forthistimeperiod,
any
previous
12
months.
Get the facts about this radio station where BUSINESS
IS BETTER
THAN
them from your nearest F & P office
... EVER.
or from Get
us direct.
Col. B. C.J. Palmer,
Ernest
Sanders,president
managei
Davenport, Iowa
Basic NBC Affiliate
«pW0C
5000 W.— 1420 Kc.
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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Slows in Nov.
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in our

WSB-TV
Atlanta
WFAA-TV
Dallas
WBAl-TV Baltimore
KPRC-TV LosAngolos
Houston
KHJ-TV
WHAS-TV Louisvillo
KSTP-TV . . .M'p'I's-St. Paul
WSM-TV Nashville
WTAR-TV Norfolk
KPHO-TV Phoonix
WOAI-TV San Antonio
KOTV
Tulsa
REPRESENTED BY

7

year

EDWARD

PETRY
& CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • DALLAS

Most people tune in liVFBM-TV!
Says P. H. CASTRUP, Radio and TV Sales
1014 East Franklin Street, Evansville, Indiana

WFBM-TV

gets a major

share of Evansville's

Inset shows the fine antenna
installation of the Bob Schaad
Company.

Soys AL BOSLER, in charge of
audience"
Radio-TV
Service for the
BOB SCHAAD CO.
3229 W. Franklin Street
Evansville, Indiana

• Way down in Evansville, Indiana — 164 miles from
Indianapolis — many viewers claim WFBM-TV as their
favorite station, not only because the programs are good
but also because it comes in best!
All of which points up the big BONUS you get when
you buy this great Hoosier station. In addition to the
192,500 TV sets installed within its 60-mile radius,
WFBM-TV, on channel 6, is doing a wonderful sales

your programs on WFBM-TV get a "free ride" over
the air waves to additional thousands of televiewers far

job for scores of profit-minded advertisers. You'll want
to be in on this truly big deal for a big 1952!
*Source: BROADCASTING -TELECASTING, December 31, 1951

and beyond the station's 60-mile area.
WFBM Radio Is First in Listening, Too!
it First in the morning! •*■ First in the afternoon!
■k and a Great Big First at Night! 50% more listeners atnight than any other Indianapolis station.
* Hooper Ratings, February through April, 1951.

WFBM-TV
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

KATZ

AGENCY

''950

NETWORK
RATES
The NBC rate increase amountA BOOST in NBC-TV time charges
[B»T, Dec. 24] and revisions in
ing to 9% for the total network, is
the frequency discount structure to effective Jan. 1 in the case of new
encourage year-around sponsor- advertisers and July 1 for adverships were announced last Thurstisers who have signed up before
day by George H. Frey, vice presi- Jan. 1. For an evening half-hour on
dent and director of TV network the network the new rate will be
sales.
$29,865 as compared to $27,405 now.
Rate raises by the other netAn increase in the frequency discount structure for 52-week adverworks, observers felt, would be
mainly a matter of timing.
tisers isbeing made, Mr. Frey said,
CBS Television officials said the so that they may take advantage
question is now under study.
TV's ail-season sales pull at
ABC-TV officials indicated of
measurablydiscount
reducedplancosts"
The
strongly
they
will
raise
rates
if
26-week
is being
others do.
eliminated, with the new structure
DuMont officials, while asserting to be based on 39- and 52-week conthat no immediate boost is planned tracts.
for the network rate or the rates of
The 9% overall rate hike compares with an 18% increase in TV
DuMont-owned stations, pointed out
that about half of the network's home circulation since the current
affiliates are raising rates about rates went into effect last July 1,
10%, with these increases, of it was pointed out.
course,worktoadvertisers.
be passed along to netMr. Frey also noted that there
will be more than 15 million TV
homes
Jan. 1, as against less
ABC-TV's
position
was
stated
by
President Robert E. Kintner: than oneon million
at the start of
1949.
Under
the
new
rates, he es"We're
watching
rate
developments
closely and if others go up I
timated that the cost-per-thousand
homes
will
have
dropped
from $4.88
wouldn't
be "surprised if we took
similar action."
1949 to $1.93 in JanuMr. Kintner also predicted that in January
and will have declined to
half of all TV shows will be on a newary 1952,
low of $1.71 by the time the
film by next fall.
new
rates
become effective for curDuMont Network Director Chris
rent advertisers next July 1.
J. Witting estimated that 75% of
New network rates for individual
the
stations
rates nation's
as of Jan.
1 by are
aboutraising
10%
but said DuMont's wholly owned
stations— WABD (TV) New York,
WTTG(TV) Washington, WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh — "are continuing NOVEMBER
to maintain 1951 rates."
GRADUAL slackening in the rate
He noted that WABD's basic of acceleration of TV network time
evening
hour
rate
is
$2,200
"as
compared with $4,000 and more sales can be noted from the folfigures compiled
by Publishfor the other network key stations
erslowingInformation
Bureau
which
in New York."
show November 1951 leading November 1950 by a margin of only
KECA SIGNS JARVIS slightly over two to one, compared
to
a
more
than three to one ratio
$2 Million Contract Reported
the first 11 months of this
AL JARVIS, highest paid disc between
and last. (Comparison is not
m. c. on West Coast, with reported year
exact as DuMont figures were not
annual salary of $100,000, has been included
in the 1950 totals, but as
signed to seven-year contract by
they are omitted from both the NoKECA-AM-TV
Los
Angeles,
effective Jan. 28.
vember and the January-November
Money involved is said to be $2 tables the generalization holds.)
million or more over seven-year
The first table gives individual TV network gross time sales
period based on percentage of income derived by stations.
for
November
and January-NovemMr. Jarvis joined KLAC Hollyber, this year and last. Second table
wood,
five
years
ago
with
his
daily
Make Believe Ballroom and started recapitulates monthly grosses of
varied TV programs on KLAC-TV each network for 1951, corrected
three years ago.
up to Dec. 26.
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NBC Boosts 9%; Others 'Watchinp'
550
Rate
affiliates,
withar< comparisons
Old
follows
the old rates
Rate
525
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
WTVJ Miami
750
750325 600
Rate
Old
WDSU-TV Dallas
New Orleansj
New
450
WFAA-TV
550
Rate
WNBT New
York
Fort Worth]
400 600
S4,000 S4 500 WBAP-TV
WRGB
Schenectady
KPRC-TV
Houston
WKTV
UticaSyracuse
500 400
WOAI-TV
San AntonioCity
375
WSYR-TV
WKY-TV Oklahoma
750
575 400
700 KOTV
WBZ-TV Boston
600 600
200
Tu/sa
WJAR-TV
Providence
Salt Lake City
525 KDYL-TV
475 1,750
300 500
375
WPTZ
Philadelphia
KOB-TV
Albuauerque
1,700
WDEL-TV
Wilmington
200
KPHO-TVLos Phoenix
WBAL-TV
Baltimore
300
300
550
KNBH
Angeles
500
WNBW
Washington
600
KRON-TV
San Diego
Francisco
*** This
Effect!r, San
WTVR Richmond
KFMB-TV
WTAR-TV
Norfolk
550
2,000 2,050
KING-TV
Seattle
400
475
WSB-TV Atlanta
575
475
850 1,000
WBRC-TV
Birmingham
550
WGAL-TV Johnstown
Lancaster
600 425
625
WJAC-TV
Jan. ill not become effecti1
625
WNBK
Cleveland
550
WBEN-TV
Buffalo
400*
600 1,425
900
WHAM-TV
Rochester
DuMont officials said the follow1,275
650
WSPD-TV
Toledo
725
WWJ-TV
Detroit
1,000
ing DuMont affiliates already have
WLWD
Dayton
1,350
625 1,525
675 announced rate card changes
WLWC Cincinnati
Columbus
725
WLWT
WKTV (TV) Utica, $375 to $400
500
925
975
WSAZ-TV
Huntington
Seattle, $600 to $650
425
425 KING-TV
675 575
WAVE-TV
Louisville
550
WJAC-TV Johnstown, $550 to $625
WSM-TV
Nashville
350
WNBQ
Chicago
WICU
(TV)
Erie, $500 to $550
2,200
KSD-TV
St. Louis
2,000
950 450
WNHC-TV New Haven, $800 to
WMCT
Memphis
375
1,100
625
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee
WAVE-TV Louisville, $500
450
550 to$900;
WOC-TV
Davenport
700 1,225
$575; WRGB (TV) Schenectady, 6
WOW-TV
WDAF-TV St.Omaha
Kansas
1,075
KSTP-TV
Paul City
800
$775
to
$825; WFBM-TV Indi375
400
850 900
WNHC-TV Greensboro
New Haven
anapolis, $700 to $800; KPRC-TV
400
800300
800 Houston, $550
WFMY-TV
to $600; WTAR-TV
400
WBTV
Charlotte
900 500 Norfolk, $475 to $500; KSD-TV St.
WMBR-TV
Jacksonville
WDTV
Pittsburgh
500
Louis,
$1,100
to $1,155; WMCT
WICU
900
500
WJIM-TVErie Lansing
500
550
(TV)
Memphis,
$550
200
425
475
WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo
The
increases
applyto to$625.
new ac700
WTTV
Bloomington
counts,
with
the
customary six500
500
200
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
400
400
800
WOOD-TV
Grand
Rapids
month
protection
to
current
adverWOI-TV Ames
tisers, itwas explained.

h Rgtio Slcckens
GROSS NETWORKGrowt
TELEVISION
November November Jan. -Nov. Jan. -Nov.
1951 1950 1951 1950
ABC
$ 1,911,243 $1,243,549 $ 16,605,766 $ 5,330,046
CBS
4,605,506 2,215,744 37,734,476 10,659,929
DuMont
847,3733,070,010
(*) 52,670,473
6,823,63117,910,935
(*)
NBC
6,555,205
Total
$13,919,327
$6,529,303
$113,834,346
$33,900,910
ABC TELEVISIONCBS1951 TOTALS TO DATE NBC
NETWORK
DuMONT
May
Jan.
4,187,222
435,527
1,328,719
Feb.
2,601,165
406,079
3,949,360
1,254,851
2,600,339
4,654,063
March
2,993,902
1,539,470
457,811
574,025
4,758,309
1,432,319
July
2,906,891
4,946,338
622,646
1,385,901
April
3,066,249
564,478
June
4,244,240
2,900,782
1,437,593
Aug.
645,359
3,477,952
1,351,168
3,434,659
763,071
3,359,856
1,444,593
3,734,551
768,6841
7,132,685f
4,159,213
738,578
5,405,243
1,622,482
Sept.
1,897,4271
4,731,219
847,373
Oct.
Nov.
6,555,205
1,911,243
4,605,506
* Figures
$16,605,766 $37,734,476 $6,823,631 $52,670,473
Total
for 1950 not available,
as of Dec. 26.
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Schooling Not Affected, Xavier U. Reports
TV & CHILDREN
they saw any at all. Those reported
Tuesday night Milton Berle Show, watching
"WHETHER or not children learn dren said they could watch what- seen
a mystery show at 11:15
by 86% of the children. Then Sunday night
programs
they
choose.
More
in school is not affected one way than ever
said they had
half of the children (58%) came three Westerns — Six Gun seen mysteriesalso
or the other by whether or not they
at 9:30, 10 and
reported watching Home Theatre Theatre, 85%; Six Gun Playhouse, 10:30 that evening.
have a television set at home.
was also
11:05 to well after midnight 83% ; Hopalong Cassidy, 70%. Cap- found that the lower theIt child's
"Nor is their learning affected from
IQ,
at
least
once
a
week,
with
13%
tain
Video
drew
78%
of
the
prethe
more
likely
he
was
to
watch
very much by the way parents con- stating they saw these late night
many
of
these
programs.
adolescents,
Arthur
Godfrey's
Taltrol televiewing."
ent Scouts, 69%; Stop The Music,
shows at least five times a week,
Wrestling
on televisionwithalsothose
atThose answers are "clearly indi- while
11% said they 62%, and Twenty Questions, 56%.
tracts these youngsters,
cated" by a study into the effects watchedanother
Cites Mystery Show Data
other
programs
at
the
who
see
one
wrestling
telecast
apt
of television on children's school same hours and 6% of the youngIn the Mystery-crime category
accomplishments
by Xav62% of the children watched Big toarewatch
all
on when they'
sters reported viewing the boxing Story,
in that
bed. areWrestling,
like
ier U. of Cincinnati.conducted
Funds ($2,500)
55% Lights Out, 49% Big crimenotshows,
matches
at
1
a.m.
Sundays.
were donated for that purpose
lower IQ group.appeals most to the
Town,
48%
Plainclothes
Man,
48%
Evening
dramatic
programs
deby Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
vs. Crime, 47% Martin Kane,
signed for adult audiences are Man
Children
viewing
con(WLW Cincinnati, WINS New
45% T-Men in Action, 41% The
trolled werewhose
largely
in thewashigher
York, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, watched
Web,
40% Hands of Mystery, 36%
by
a
"surprising"
number
WLWC (TV) Columbus, WLWD of children, the study found, with Suspense, 29% Famous Jury IQ group and their viewing followed a pattern for the once-ahalf offrom
the sample
(FM) Cin- more ingthan
Danger and 17% Mys- week programs
(TV) Dayton,
they were allowed
TV Theatre
9 to 10 viewp.m. Trials,tery20%
cinnati, WLWFWLWA
(FM) Columbus, Wednesdays
Playhouse.
and 22% watching
to
watch,
the survey found: MonWLWB (FM) Dayton). Conclusions Studio
The
pattern
in
mystery-crime
day
—
Godfrey's
Talent Scouts;
One
from
10
to
11
p.m.
Monare quoted from a report of the days.
showsurvey
watching
"significant,"
Milton Berle and Cavalthe
showed,is with
children Tuesdaycade —of Bands;
study issued last week by Xavier U.
Wednesday—
A rMost popular program was the apt to see all of these programs if thur Godfrey; Thursday — Stop The
Walter F. Clarke, assistant profes or of education, conducted this
Music;
Friday—
Twenty
Questions
study last spring, using nearly
Expansion Program or We, The People, Cavalcade of
1,000 children in the sixth and sevStars; Saturday — Big Top, Show of
Is Announced
enth
grades
of
16
public
and
paroShows; Sunday — Zoo Parade, Hopchial schools in the Cincinnati area. WFAA-TV
COMPLETION of a $150,000 expansion program by WFAA-TV has along Cassidy. Incidentally, children watching television less than
the child's men- been announced by Ralph W. Nimmons, manager of The Dallas Morning
included
Datatal used
age, his achievement in school News Channel 8 station in Dallas. He stated this has doubled the five hours a day on weekends, four
subjects and parental control of his station's floor space, to its present 12,238 sq. ft., thereby making it the hours a day on school days, were
considered to be controlled.
viewing of TV programs. Children
plant in the
Southwest de- by
*
from TV homes were matched with largest
voted exclusively
to television.
72 ft., with one half being
"The present study," Mr. Clarke
their mental equals from homes
A new studio, 23 by 35 ft., has divided equally between the film de- concluded, "is not offered as a final
without television.
been added to supplement the
partment and the art department. answer to the problems of television and its educational relationprevious studio which was 25 by Both these departments are comNotes Related Factors
ships. It is hoped, rather, that it
35 ft. Folding doors connect the
plete in themselves with the former
having
its
own
screening
rooms,
In reporting
a
lack
of
a
signifitwo
studios
and
allow
for
prowill
prove
to be but one of a numcant difference between learning
ber of studies that may clarify vaduction of shows in both, with complete film racks for circulation
progress of children with TV and cameras being taken from one lo- and office for the director of the
rious points and lead to constructhose without it, Dr. Clarke warned
cation to the other with maximum
that "it would be a gross misinter- use being obtained from each film
son. department, Howard Andertive
action."
pretation of the data to hold that
The art department, with Ben
in the case of a given child his studio.
A
new
set
storage
and
property
January
as
its
head,
has
a
complete
habits of watching television could room, measuring 25 by 35 ft., with production layout with facilities to PARAMOUNT CASE
not affect his school achievement. a complete set construction shop, prepare stills and slides in quantity.
FCC to Hear Jan. 15
The data gathered in this study re- has been added, plus a garage of
originally went on PARAMOUNT case begins as
veal that poorer television habits the same size, to house the station's theTheair station
Sept. 17, 1949, and changed scheduled Jan. 15 before FCC
and lower IQs, lower parental con- $95,000 telecruiser.
its call letters to WFAA-TV May Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick,
trol and poorer school achievement
An assembled office building has 22, 1950, three months after The with
tend to be found in the same child. been
Paramount
Pictures'
added next to the cream- News assumed operational control. in Allen
DuMont
Labs interest
first on
Like most recreations, television
brick building on Hines The station's production staff has the agendaB. [B»T,
can be used to excess which may colored
Nov. 26].
Blvd.
Overall
dimensions
are
32
tripled
to
its
present
73.
result in damage to physical wellFollowing that portion of the testimony, hearing will be recessed unbeing
alertness."
The and
reportmental
includes
a cautionary
til ment
Feb. reached
4, according
an agreelast week toamong
FCC
note — that the Xavier research
dealt with television only as it is —
and other parties' attorneys. Other
parties
are
ABC,
CBS
and
United
recreational
TV,
without
any
impliParamount Theatres.
cations as far as educational TV is
concerned.
Meanwhile, Paramount Pictures,
But if mental
the effect
studyof showed
detriUPT reauandfiled the
FCC's Broadcast
BuTV onno school
oppositions
to a Fanchon
achievement, it did contain "start& Marco petition for reconsideraling" implications
some
tion of the toCommission's
other effects
of this regarding
recent addition
its request
intervene in denial
the caseof
to many American homes. For
[B*T, Dec. 10, Oct. 8]. The St.
example: The children studied —
Louis Hollywood theatre owner
was denied intervention by FCC
mostly
and 13-year
olds —ofwere
found to12 spend
an average
3.7
Motions Comr. George E. Sterling
hours each school day in front of
on the ing.ground
legal bystandtheir TV sets, 30 hours a week, five
That viewit had
was noupheld
the
more than they spent in school,
full
Commission,
with
Comr.
Robif Saturdays and Sundays were
ert F. Jones dissenting.
counted.
Request of Gordon Brown,
An "appalling
N. Y., to interparents
apparently percentage"
do not care howof RALPH W. NIMMONS (center), manager of WFAA-TV Dallas, points WSAY vene inRochester,
opposition to the merger
long or how late their children out new assembled office building housing complete film and art depart- of ABC and
UPT
[B*T,
Nov. 12]
watch television or what programs
ments to Mrs. Jessie Southworth, public relations director of Sanger
submitted by Motions Comr.
they see, according to the report, Bros, department store, Dallas, and Harry L. Koenigsberg, publicity was
Paul A. Walker for decision to the
director, WFAA and WFAA-TV.
full Commission.
which stated that 52% of the chilPage 50 • December 31, 1951
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COE TO DuMONT
Heads Station Relations Dept.
APPOINTMENT of Robert L. Coe,
veteran of 28 years in radio and
television, as manager of the DuMont Television Network Station
Relations Department, effective
Jan. 2, was announced last Friday by Elmore B.
Lyford, station
relations director.
Mr. Coe, currently an independent management consultant,
was instrumental
in the building of
KSD-TV St. Louis and WPIX (TV)
New York, Mr. Lyford pointed out.
He said it was felt Mr. Coe would
be extremely helpful in counseling
applicants for television stations,
and operators of new stations,
when
FCC's licensing freeze has
been lifted.
A native of Missouri, Mr. Coe
entered radio with KSD in 1922.
Except for service as communications officer for the Air Force for
| China, Burma and India from 1941
| colonel,
to 1945 hewithwasrankwithof KSD
lieutenant
until
1947. Returning to the station
after the war, he was placed in
charge of new development, including the building of KSD-TV.
He was operating head of the TV
station when he left KSD in 1947.
He then joined WPIX as vice
president and general manager,
serving there until 1950 when he
becamement anconsultant.
independent
He is a managemember
of the Radio Executives Club of
New York, the Institute of Radio
Engineers and the Radio Pioneers
Club.

GRUEN BUDGET
90% Earmarked for TV
HENRY DORFF, director of advertising for Gruen Watch Co.,
Cincinnati, disclosed last week that
90% of Gruen's 1952 advertising
budget has been earmarked for television. This is about a 20% increase over the 1951 budget, Mr.
Dorff said.
"In radio," he added, "we plan
nothing except to continue certain
spot contracts in selected local markets that are a carry-over from the
past. This will not amount to much
as far as a budget percentage is GENERAL of Army Douglas MaeArthur
"Manof ofthe'51"
concerned."
by a poll(I) —of determined
the governors
48
states
conducted
by
CBS
Television's
Man
of
the
Week
program
—
receives
Hoag Transfers
plaque from J. L. Van Volkenburg,
ROBERT B. HOAG, general sales apresident
of the CBS Television division. The presentation was made at
manager of CBS-owned KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles since 1949, Gen. MacArthur's suite at the
transfers to CBS Television Spot Waldorf-Astoria. Event was filmed
on The Man of the
Sales as an account executive, ef- and broadcast
Week program Dec. 30.
fective Jan. 15.

McConnell Sees '52
As 'Breathing Spell'
FATE OF TV
TELEVISION,
ahead," cannot
properly said
assessed
today
or next "the
year,greatest
Joseph thing
H. McConnell,
NBC bepresident,
last
week in a yearend statement. "Perhaps the year 1955 will bring us a
breathing spell," he stated; "perhaps by then we will be able to—evaluate
★
the ultimate role of television in nearly
every community in America
the national scene."
enjoy only
television."
1955, as foreseen by Mr. McCon- to Wtih
channels
nell, will find 28 million TV homes available and only12 63VHF
major market
in this country, accommodating a areas
now toserved
TV, UHF
"we
viewing audience of 84 million peo- have got
open with
up the
ple, more than half the total na- band," Mr. McConnell declared.
population. Byas anthen,instrument
"we will Reporting that the FCC is "fully
think oftionaltelevision
of this
need" andto"action
[is]
of mass communications for all of aware
underway
unfreeze
America." Theatre TV, he noted, already
UHF,"
he
expressed
confidence
that
will add another 4.3 million persons "1955 will see TV stations dotting
to the video audience — with 4,300
regions now remote from any
TV-equipped theatres, each seating many
signal ... By 1955, Milton Berle
an
average
audience
of
1,000
—
WCBS-TV FILMS
may very well reach Broken Bow,
the total to nearly 90 milLeases Snader Group bringing
lion daily televiewers.
If the ban on color TV, presently
WCBS-TV New York announced
imposed because of defense requirelast week it had leased 16 feature
Sees
$8
Billion
in
'55
year and if
films — 10 of which have not been
Total national expenditures for Okla." ments, is lifted tonext
reopen the quesreleased to motion picture theatres advertising — $1,775 million in 1951 the FCCtion, heagrees
"1955system
might getting
see a
and which will become available to
will rise to $8 billion in 1955, Mr. compatiblesaid,color
the station immediately after their McConnell anticipates, adding that underway
with
the
solid
support
first-run showings on Broadway — with the present "leaping demand" the radio and television industry.of
from Snader Productions for ex- for
TV time, "it is probable that . . . Indeed, if compatible color
clusive TV use in the New York television
in 1955 will achieve bill- television becomes a reality, my
metropolitan area. Similar sale
of $1 billion, or one out of forecasts for '55 might fall short.
was made by Snader to WLWT every ingseight
dollars spent by Amer- Color television is the best product
(TV) Cincinnati [B»T, Dec. 24].
showcase within the dreams of any
ican advertisers in all media."
The films were produced by
advertiser. It is bound to stimulate
But,
Mr.
McConnell
"despite
English producer Sir Alexander the vast increases in said,
revenue,
the
industry's advertising revenues,
Korda between 1949 and 1951 and major networks will not record the
are the "newest ever to be shown large profits. Income will be plowed just as it is certain to attract more
on commercialnouncement stelevision,"
the an- into growth. It is possible, even and more viewers."
aid.
that losses
networks
con- Two Name Agency
tinue to show
in thiswillperiod
The six films which already have probable,
been shown in first-run New York of feverish expansion."
SOUTHWESTERN Fishing Rod
theatres will be available to
To make his prophecy come true, Co. and Athletic Shoe Co., both
more TV stations will be needed, Chicago,
WCBS-TV
after
Jan.
1,
the
effective date of the contract with Snader the NBC president stated, citing
samenamecity,Burlingame-Grossto handle their
IProductions, according to WCBS- the opening of the UHF band as the man,
advertising.
Brichta is account
TV General Manager G. Richard answer. "This," he said, "will give executive on Sid
both.
Southwestern is
Swift. In addition to the 16 Korda us 70 new television channels; it considering television
as media
films — whose production costs were will permit up to 2,000 new stations plans
areShoe may
beinguseworked
out. Athoperate; it will free the VHF
estimated at $11 million — the pack- to
letic
TV
spot
test
age includes one American picture, band from current restrictions. And markets for its new line of inShearit will offer an opportunity for
"Forever and a Day."
ling bedroom slippers.
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BOYD, NBC TALKS
'Hopalong' Asks $8 Million
NEGOTIATIONS were in progress
in Hollywood last week for NBC to
acquire William Boyd Enterprises
on a capital gains basis, with the
asking price reported in the vicinity
of $8 million.
In addition to obtaining the lifetime services of Mr. Boyd as "Hopalong Cassidy"
for radio would
and television, the transaction
include the various merchandising activities and other commercial activities which have sprouted from
Mr. character.
Boyd's success in portraying
the
Included would be the newspaper
comic strip and comic book rights,
outright purchase of 66 "Hopalong
Cassidy" movie films and possible
TV film series starring the movieTV star. NBC already holds distribution rights for films and also
first refusal rights on properties.
The decision to sell on a capital
gains basis, according to Robert
Stabler, Mr. Boyd's manager, is
based on the heavy taxes and expense burden involved. Despite
William Boyd Enterprises gross
over-all earnings, it has yet to recoup all of the $400,000 spent in
obtaining
TV now
rightsbeing
to oldshown
"Hopa-on
long" movies
TV, according to Mr. Stabler. He
said Mr. Boyd's gross 1951 income
was
that the net
after $2,032,000
taxes is onlybut$140,000.
Cites Low Net
Although
"Hopalong"
commercial tie-ups grossed
$25 million
this
year, net for Mr. Boyd is $1,200,000, Mr. Stabler revealed. He explained Mr. Boyd received $650,000
from the lease of his films to TV;
$120,000 from comic strip rights;
$55,000 from radio and about
$7,000 from Capitol Records. The
$650,000 from old movies to TV is
the gross figure with the net about
$350,000, Mr. Stabler said. After
various toexpenses,
Mr. Boyd'sof share
comes
about $728,000
ordinary income, but taxes cut that
down to an estimated $140,000, he
pointed
out. were begun several
Negotiations
weeks ago in New York. They are
still in preliminary stages and several weeks are expected before any
conclusions are reached, it was
said. Jack Crom, head of NBC-TV
film syndication department, heads
the
wood.network's delegation to HollyC-P-P Signs NBC-TV
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., -hours
Jersey ofCity,a five
will times
sponsora three
half
week
half-hour series called The Big
Payoff effective Tuesday, 3-3:30
p.m. on NBC-TV. The quiz show,
created and produced by Walt
Framer, will star Randy Merriman
as host and Bess Myerson, "Miss
Americaliam Esty
of 1945,"
hostess.
& Co.,as New
York,Wil-is
agency.
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Demos, GOP to Study
POLITICAL CODE
Industry Comments
CODE of standards designed to guide radio-TV networks in covering
the
1952 comments
political conventions
"generally
industry,
but
certain
were placedis before
the acceptable"
two major toparties,
it was
learned last week.
All major networks have been
sounded out on possible changes in torial and Congressional candithe standards of practice originally
dates. Shortly, own
President
politicalTruman's
aspiradrafted by industry representatives. decisiontions willon sethis the
pace.
The code and industry comments
were forwarded to the Democratic
Republican politicos at national
and Republican National Commit- headquarters already have offered
tees. They will be placed before their complete facilities to candidates for the Presidency — -Sen. Robtheir respective executive committe s in the next fortnight.
ert Taft (R-Ohio), Gov. Earl Warren of California, and Harold StasNetwork representatives had no
as campaign ground"objections" to the standards as sen as well
for Gen. Dwight Eisenrevised by both party groups, ac- clearers
cording to Ken Fry, radio-TV chief hower.
Mr. Stassen, president of the U.
of the Democratic National Committee.
of Pennsylvania, may be expected
to
make abundant use of radio-TV,
Industry members weighed sug- having
announced his GOP candigested code revisions in a New
dacy last Thursday. Gen. EisenYork meeting early in December.
have set up
Thomas Velotta, ABC vice presi- shop, willhower'spickbackers,up who
momentum once
dent in charge of news and special
events, is coordinating coverage the general declares himself.
The Republican National Complans.
mit e is preparing a booklet for
Spelled out in the code are such
GOP
candidates seeking re-election.
factors as type of sponsor, extent
of coverage, exclusivity of rights, Its Congressional Campaign Committee also will be active. Specucost of facilities [B*T, Nov. 26].
lation as to radio-TV commitments
It supposedly is patterned after
proposed standards recommended is regarded as premature at this
for coverage of Congressional time, however.
hearings.
Approximately 55 million people
are expected to witness convention
proceedings next summer on tele- SET RECEPTION
vision, according to best estimates,
with the usual projection of three
ARRL Backs Design Drive
viewers per set.
The GOP conclave gets under way POWERFUL American Radio Relay League has thrown its weight
July 7 and the Democratic convention July 21. Both will be held at into the campaign to "sell" TV set
the International Amphitheatre in manufacturers into improving the
Chicago, with extensive arrange- design of TV sets so reception will
ments for radio-TV coverage.
ruined by "ham" transmitOver 2,000 radio and virtually all not terbe operations.
TV outlets will participate.
In a letter to the presidents of
Mull Cost Question
all TV receiver manufacturing
Cost question involving use of companies, A. L. Budlong, general
manager
of the ARRL, called on
technical equipment and expense
of installation may prove to be them to provide "in normal design
thorny if the national committees processes, adequate protection in
hold out for the proposition that current and future models against
the networks should bear the total transmissions not in the television
cost. Usual practice has been for channels themselves." Pointing to
industry to pay a considerable part what he called receiver defects —
of technical equipment cost. In- "susceptibility to overload and lack
stallation expenses for radio-TV of adequate selectivity" — Mr. Budare estimated at roughly $500,000. long
emphasized that these "misBoth the Democratic and GOP
takes" should not be repeated in
party groups are straining to clear UHF.
the code hurdle as soon as possible,
Mr. Budlong indicated that the
paving the way for study of other RTMA Committee on Television
Receivers
was studying the probproblems. The Democratic National Committee also will act in
lem. He also pointed to an article
January on choice of an advertis- in the current issue of QST, journal of the ARRL, in which George
agencyhasfor deferred
'52 media this
activities.
The ingGOP
aspect S. Turner, chief of the FCC Field
until convention time. Extent of Engineering & Monitoring Division, reported substantial progress
budgets won't be known until agencies are selected [Closed Circuit, in setting up community committees and getting manufacturers to
Dec. 10].
State primaries will be another provide niters when their sets are
indicator for sizing up the ra- found
191. to be at fault [B*T, Nov.
dio-TV plans of individual SenaPage 52 • December 31, 1951

'Mrs.
DRIVE100,000'
held by WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, to up set
sales and mark the growth of
television selected a "Mrs.
100,000" — that is, the buyer
of the 100,000th TV set in the
Carolinas.
Winner, ofMrs.Chester,
Clarence C. Brown,
S.
C,
won
a
Hallicrafter
short-wave radio receiver and
a $100 Defense Bond. She,
and the Hallicrafter dealer,
appeared on WBTV Dec. 13 in
a special program climaxing
the month-long campaign, in
which distributors and retailers participated.
NFL ANSWERS
Government Charges
PROFESSIONAL football has
stated its case in the suit filed
against it by the government
[B*T, Oct. 15].
Suit was entered by the government in an attempt to restrain
the National Football League from
limiting radio and television broadcasts.
Gist of the NFL 35-page argument, filed Dec. 22, in U. S. DisCourt, ais:trade
Professional
footballtrictis not
or commerce
within the meaning of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, and therefore is not subject to its restraint.
Also asserted is the lack of any law
violation
league's radio
policyandof
limiting orin the
restricting
TV broadcasts to outside a certain
radius of the city in which the
home game is played.
While acknowledging that it follows a practice of limited broadcasting, the football league said it
is not an unreasonable restraint
and is imposed only on 12 days a
year
to protect
good club.
will and
franchise
of each thefootball
However, the brief continued, in
order to maintain good will and
advance the franchises' value, the
league permits radio broadcasts
and telecasts of games in cities
other
than played.
those in which games
are being
Suit is to be argued Jan. 8 before Judge Allen Grim.
Other points of the brief: Public
is not deprived of anything since
the game can be seen later in motion pictures which are telecast or
can hear broadcast recordings;
league has property right in radio
and TV and can select whomever
itcasts.
wants, whenever it wants, to
make radio broadcasts and tele-

LONG LINES
'52 Outlook Uncertain
REVIEW of growth during 1951
and an outlook for 1952 which
hinges on materials availability
was contained in a statement by
H. I. Romnes, director of operations, AT&T's Long Lines Div.
"During 1951 Long Lines added
6,500 miles of TV channels bringing the revealed.
total to over
Mr.
Romnes
"Four24,000,"
cities were(
added to the network during the
period making available live network programs to 14 stations not
served in 1950. Investment in facilities used for TV rose to $85 million," he added.
Thecityrapid
development
intervideo networks
sinceof World
War II, Mr. Romnes said, is best
illustrated by the fact that on Jan.
I, 1947, the Long Lines network
consisted of two channels interconnecting stations at New York and
Washington — a total of 476 miles.
Now, Mr. Romnes added, 24,000
channel miles provide service to 86
stations in 46 cities.
Theatre TV demands also have
been
on the
rise, he noted.
"Since
the first
theatreby
television commercial
service was furnished
the
Bell System on June 15, 1948, 33
theatres in 17 cities have received
service on a total of over 500 ocBecause of priorities for defense
construction
and of possible macasions."terial shortages,
Mr. Romnes said
next
year's
program
was difficult
to establish.
"Nevertheless," he added, "Long
Lines is moving along with its
plans and hopes during the year to
add Miami, New Orleans, Dallas,
Ft. Worth, San Antonio, Oklahoma
City and Tulsa to its network.
"Other plans," Mr. Romnes disclosed, "include the connection at
Buffalo with a proposed Canadian
link to Toronto and Montreal and
the provision of additional channels over existing routes."

SCHECHTER POST
Confirmed by Weaver
APPOINTMENT of A. A. (Abe)
Schechter
NBC generalnetwork
executive forasthean television
[B*T, Dec. 24] was confirmed last
Wednesday by Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver Jr., NBC vice president in
charge of television. Leaving a vice
presidency
Co. to take oftheCrowell-Collier
post, effective Pub.
Jan.
1, Mr. Schechter will supervise
various major NBC-TV projects,
Mr. Weaver said.
Crosley Cuts Prices
His first assignment will be to
REDUCTIONS ranging from $20
to $60. on designated 16, 17 and take complete charge of the new
20-inch receivers were announced two-hour early-morning communications show, Today.
by the Crosley Division of Avco
established
and Mr.
for Schechseveral
Manufacturing Corp. last week. yearsterwas
director of the NBC
Actually, officials said, the reduc- News and Special
Dept.,
tions, based on prices prevailing and, after World WarEvents
was vice
on Sept. 12, amount to $140-190 president of Mutual inII,charge
compared to prices established news, special events, publicity andof
when these sets originally were in- TV coordination from 1945 to 1950,
troduced.
when he joined Crowell-Collier.
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CANADIAN TV
Govt. Upholds CBC Plan
CANADA'S
Committee hasParliamentary
thrown out aRadio
plea
of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters for a separate regulatory
body and an opportunity for private stations to get into television
immediately.
Committee'snotedrecommendations
Parliament
there have beento
several investigations of radio
broadcasting in Canada in late
years and all of them found principles underlying the Canadian radio broadcasting system sound. It
proposed Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. continue to be the regulatory
body and that the Dept. of Transport still handle technical problems. However, closer liaison between CBC and private stations
was urged. Committee also asked
that CBC proceed as soon as possible with the extension of TV coverage for Canada.
During the debate on appropriations for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. fortnight ago, in the Canadian Parliament at Ottawa,
Socialist Leader M. J. Coldwell,
commended the government on its
TV policy.
He saiddevelop
that "totelevision
let private interests
would be a punishment on the Canadian people for the neglect of
this Parliament. I don't want to
see our people get the kind of punishment the Americans are getting
from commercial television. I am
convinced our people would rather
wait a while than have the kind of
television inflicted on them that
they have in the United States."
Donald M. Fleming, Conservative Party, upheld the right of private enterprise to get into TV. He
stated that Canada was without its
own TV because the government
was against licensing private TV
outlets. He did not see how the
government could justify its denial
of outlets to people who were perfectly willing .to risk and perhaps
lose money on TV stations. As a
result Canadians would not have
a great deal of TV for several
years, he said.
Meanwhile, an amendment to
Bill 17, which is pending before
the Canadian Parliament, has been
offered. It would widen the appeal
of Canadian independent broadcasting stations to the courts. Sen.
Arthur W. Roebuck (L-Toronto)
supported the amendment to widen
the grounds on which a privatelyowned station may appeal a CBC
decision to suspend its license. It
would allow stations to appeal to
the courts on questions of fact as
well as of law as had been originally proposed in the bill.

TELEVISION aid in New York's fund
campaigning for United Cerebral
Palsy has proven such a success,
other cities are reported planning to
use TV formula in coming year. Discussing program factors in New York
drive are (I to r) Jinx Falkenburg
and Tex McCrary, two of many TV,
radio and entertainment stars who
appeared, and Robert M. Weitman,
vice president of United Paramount
Theatres and chairman of UCP Talent
Committee.

ARMY SERIES SET
51 Outlets to Air Films
SERIES of 13 half -hour films, The
Big Picture, depicting the progress
of the Korean war from its outbreak on June 25, 1950, up to Aug.
20, 1951, will start running on 51
TV stations as a weekly series
sometime during January. Program,
jointly Information
by the Radio-TVproduced
Branch, Public
Div., Department of the Army, and
the Signal Corps Photographic
Center, utilizes
made byof cameramen of allfilms
branches
the
armed forces. It is on 16mm film
and is distributed by Col. E. M.
Kirby's Radio-TV Branch of the
Department of the Army in Washington.
Series is available for local sponsorship, with the Federation Bank
& Trust Co., which is sponsoring
the
on WCBS-TV
New
York program
each Sunday,
2-2:30 p.m.,
starting nyesterday
(Dec.
30),
ounced as the first advertiser an-to
sign for this program. Capt. Carl
Zimmermann,
f ormelyand' inannouncer
radio in
Milwaukee, is writer
of the series.
Uses Newsreel Style
The Big Picture, comprising War
and Its Masses, War and Its Men,
War and Its Machines, according
to the third episode previewed in
New York last Thursday, traces
the events of the Korean war in
newsreel style, each episode covering roughly a month of action. Lt.
Al Gannaway, representing Col.
Kirby, who was ill and unable to
attend the advance showing, said
that it is hoped that the series may
be extended beyond the 13-week
cycle. Ten of the 13 episodes have
been completed, he said; the other
three are now being edited and prepared for telecast at the Signal
Corps toria,
Photographic
CenterYork.at AsLong Island, New

LIGHT BEAM RELAYS
Dr. DuMont Sees Future
PROGRESS in development of TV
signal transmission by invisible
light rays is claimed by Dr. Allen
B. DuMont, head of the Allen B.
DuMont Labs. He has predicted
the method, first announced last
January, will be ready for network
relay use within two years and for
community service in five years.
Dr. DuMont holds a patent on
the process and has been working
on it several years. The Navy used
light
voice transmission in
'30s. for
Boston
harbor early in World War
II, he said. Tests of the technique
were shown to the public in the
Because solid objects between
transmitter and receiver would
blockice would
out besignals,
community
restricted
to areas servwith
uninterrupted
line-of^sight
central antenna to home.fromThata
limitation, Dr. DuMortt feels, is
more than offset by low cost of DON LEE TV
transmitting
and receiving equipment.
Marks 20 Years Dec. 23
Good reception via light beams
has been obtained a quarter-mile DON LEE Television. Dec. 23 celefrom the transmitter, he said, with
brated its 20th anniversary. In
extension to five miles adequate to observance
of the event the netcover
most
small
and
many
mediumwork's present Los Angeles stasize communities.
tion, KHJ-TV, carried a special
documentary program outlining
highlights of its activities over the
Nats' TV in '52
20 year period.
AMERICAN League's Washington
Harry Lubcke, formerly chief
Senators, which restricted the tele- engineer
for the network and now
casting of games to 21, less than
one third of its total home base- an independent
sultant, was guesttelevision
moderator con-on
ball games in the 1951 season, have
announced the same policy for the the program.
The western network began its
coming baseball season. The Sena- television
career Dec. 23, 1931,
tors finished in seventh place at
the end of the 1951 season. Chris- with experimental station W6XAO.
tian Heurich Brewery, which In May 1948, the station became
sponsored the games last season on officially known as KTSL. Two
WTTG (TV) Washington, and years later Don Lee was temKTTV Buys Films
also several
night has
games
porarily out of television when CBS
more televiewers,
takento upBaltiits
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles has purthe outlet renaming it
chased rights to six Hunt Strom- option on television and radio purchased
KNXT.
In June 1951, it was back
berg feature films for $50,000. rights. All 77 home games will be
with
the
purchase
of KFI-TV Los
on
radio
(WWDC
Washington
last
Over a two-year period, beginning
June 1, 1952, the station can show season). There were no provisions Angeles, whose call letters were
each film seven times.
for telecasts to Baltimore.
changed to KHJ-TV.
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SEATTLE LAW
Limits TV Dealer Promotion
A SEATTLE
enacted in 1924 iscitybeingordinance
interpreted
to restrict
the
promotion
of
telenot likevisionit.sets, and Seattle dealers do
Through their organization, the
Seattle
Appliance
MusictheDealers Assn.,
they haveandasked
city
council to amend the measure,
which
requires a $7-a-day fee for
"hawkers."
In at least one instance, the
measure, which calls for licensing
of merchants who use sound to
attract prospective purchasers, hag
been invoked against a TV set
dealer who had a receiver operating on his premises.
The dealers' association has met
with
the incity
council's
license
committee,
an effort
to have
the
law modified. The committe is currently studying the matter.
Broadly written, the measure
covers virtually all types of noises
which might have the effect of
causing crowds to collect in public
places. Sole exception written into
the ordinance is the street selling
of newspapers. That it was not intended to cover television, however, would seem indicated by the
date of its enactment, when television was not available to the pursource. chasing public, according to one

'BANK' TO CBS TELEVISION
Switches from NBC Spot
BRISTOL-MYERS Co. decided last
week to move its Break the Bank
television program from NBC-TV
to CBSmen saidTelevision,
spokesit will startwhere
on the
full
62-station network on Jan. 13,
in the Sunday 9 :30-10 p.m. spot
vacated by the shortening of the
F red Waring Show to 30 minutes.
The decision will mean approximately $600,000 in annual billings
to The
CBS-TV,
was estimated.
radio itversion
of Break the
Bank is carried on ABC and has
been a regular feature since 1946.
Simulcasting started in October
1948 entandTV version
a year later
independ-on
was anlaunched
NBC-TV. Agency for the account
is Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield,
New York.
The quiz show is one of several
programs
added13.to Others
the CBSTV schedulebeing
on Jan.
include the return of Mr. Imagination,vision
Quiz Kids
Woil-cshov,and Columbia TeleWTVJ Expansion
IN LTNE with expansion plans,
WTVJ nounced
(TV)
has an-a
that it Miami
is constructing
three-story
building
near
present facilities. The new itsaddition
will make more office space available in WTVJ's
building,
Mitchell
Wolfson; present
WTVJ president,
explained. Construction plans aim
for completion of the new building
by February.
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The rich heritage of over 12 years
experience in the design, manufacture
and use of telecasting equipment
is reflected in every piece of Du Mont
equipment today. This experience results in
equipment without peer for performance,
dependability and operating economies.
Du Mont-equipped stations were among
the first to "break into the black" a few
years ago. Today a roster of the most
successful stations in the, television world
shows an impressive percentage of partial
or 100% Du Mont-equipped operations.
It was Du Mont who first advocated the "Grow
As You Earn' ' basis of station equipment.
This has paid dividends to the many stations
who recently increased their transmitting
power through the Acorn-to-Oak Series
Transmitters. Such power increases were
achieved with noor loss
"time onequipment.
the air"
loss of
of former
Truly, a Du Mont-equipped TV station
exemplifies OPERATION SUCCESS!
START SMALL . . . GROW BIGGER

(500 Watt) ACORN

5 KW OAK TRANSMITTER
TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DIVISION,
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.
Clifton, New Jersey

TV Production Aided
telestatus

M

W DALLAS

THE LARGEST

MARKET

. .

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS *W TARRANT
COUNTIES ...
920,500
NOW

/A ere are

I 145,412

ts
g Produc
eerin
RCA hasEngin
THEDept.
oped
devel
a video
special effects amplifier which,
acRCA said, "can electricallysupercomplish fades, dissolves,
and
positions, wipes, insertions naother dramatic picture combi
." Aptions at microsound speedmount
rack- ed
paratus is a single
ts the two picunit which accep
together
mixed,
ture signals to be
ring
with a masking signal, delive
l. The
signa
site
the desired compo
the
ls
contro
,
which
signal
ng
maski
relationship between the two video
be delivered by virsignals,tuallymay
any type of TV camerator.or
genera
etic signal
synth
a
by
When the masking source scans
itted;
black, one signal is transm
when it scans white, the other is
transmitted. "Effects and mask
shapes are limited only by the
imagination of the producer or
program dictingdirect
ier prethat theor,"newRCA
amplifsaid,
will
t
ce
displa
soon
TV's
presen
s. l
and mechanical effects deviceoptica
* * *

'Regiscope' Helps
TV# Film Effects
CAL, remote conAN ELECTRI
trol system that brings flexible,
lifelike action to miniature characters, has been perfected and pati ented under trade name of "RegiI City

By New Devices
(Report 196)
scope" by Edward Nassour, independent Hollywood
motion picture
and television
producer.
Representing more than 10 years
of laboratory experimentation and
an expenditure of approximately
go into60 manufacit will
$75,000,
ture within
the next
days, according to Mr. Nassour. He and
conretain
will
William
his brother
trol of the manufacture and usage
of the Regiscope, producing films
for themselves and for other TV
and motion picture companies.
He pointed out caricature
that cost offilming
Regiscope-controlled
will be approximately one-third
pen-and-ink anithat of mationcurrent
and will revolutionize
use
of animation in live-action scenes.
Recent demonstration showed
that flexibility of facial expressions
and body movements, controlled at
suror slow movement,
high speed
methodsFirstof
animationpassesinany previous
many respects.
professional use. of the Regiscope
system will be in certain sequences
of the feature film Ring Around
Saturn, which Mr. Nassour will
The Nassour Bros, also have
produce.
started a new, as yet untitled telecharthat bywilltheutilize
vision
actersseriescontrolled
Regiscope
system. New studios equiped at
more than tab$200,000
eslished at 5833 have
SunsetbeenBlvd.

where
the "Regiscope"
sequences
and featurettes
will be produced.
'Out-of-Home' Viewing
Reported for N. Y.
"OUT of home" listening and viewing in New York area added 16.2%
to
regularly
measured
"at
home"theaudience
in radio
and 10.2%
for
television,
Pulse
Inc.
reported
last week.
out-ofprovided wasby greater
plus listening
The radio
home
during the daytime than at night.
mp.m. away-fro
a.m. to 6boosted
From 6listening
the radio
home
audience by 16.7% as compared
with 14.7% at night.
The opposite
holdsviewing
true forin pubtelevision. Nighttime
lic
places
or
in
the
homes
friends and relatives was moreof
than triple the daytime level. At
night,
this toout-of-home
viewing
added 11.3%
the video audience;
during the daytime, 7.0%.
'Howdy' and 'Foodini'
Termed Objectionable
SHOWS, Howdy Doody and Foodini
tabbed as by"objecthe Great, twere
ionable" for children
the
(Continued on page 60)
Survey

ting
Weekly Television Summary — December 3i, 1951-telecas
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area City Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
12,100 Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
(Mexico)Ames
73,441 Matamoros
WOI-TV WSB-TV WLTV
165,000
11,100
WAGA-TV,
Atlanta
Brownsville,
Memphis Tex. XELD-TV
WMCT
108,780
Baltimore
350,304
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
W
MAR-TV
WTVJ
Miami
47,200
Binghamton
Milwaukee
WNBF-TV
93,800
Birmingham
70,000
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
125,000 Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
WTTV
294,446
Bloomington
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
in KRLD-TV's
Boston
280,200
832,670
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
WSM-TV
241
,005 Nashville
Buffalo
212,000
106,158
WNHC-TV
WBEN-TV
48,269
Charlotte
WBTV
Chicago
WDSU-TV
72,643
Effective
1
,027,738
322,000
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WOR-TV,
WPIX
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
WATV
547,790
Cleveland
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
200,000
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
WTAR-TV
145,412 Philadelphia
Ft. Worth WOC-TV
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, 'WBAP-TV„ , ,
Coverage Area DallasDavenport
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
108,278
110,756
Phoenix
80,484 Pittsburgh
91,191
WDTV
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
Include Davenport,
Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline227,000
KPHO-TV
Dayton
WLWD
705,323
Providence
WTVR
970,000
Richmond
WJAR-TV
Z)he CBS Station Detroit
WHBF-TV
„
,
,
Erie WJBK-TV,
WICU WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
47,100
342,300
80,379
180,000
Ft.Dallas
Worth145,412 Rochester
Rock Island WHAM-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
for DALLAS and
d
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
line
Grand
RapidsKalamazoo WOOD-TV
FORT WORTH
160,413 San
95,071
Salt Antonio
Lake City KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
98,120
KEYL, WOAI-TV
Diego
89,138 San
107,500
Houston
KPRC-TV
80,484
San
Francisco
KFMB-TV
HuntingtonKGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
tltte ii why
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy WRGB
64,600
119,500
192,500
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
63,167 Seattle
62,047
298,000
Jacksonville
KING-TV
WMBR-TV
126,500
46,000 St.
Louis
KSD-TV
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
Toledo
160,413
KalamazooWHEN,
WSYR-TV
WSPD-TV
KOTV
Tulsa
Syracuse
KRLD
Grand City
Rapids WKZO-TV
170,457
Kansas
WDAF-TV
123,055 Utica-Rome
152,79
AM-FM-TV
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
89,26
70,000 Washington
127,000
Wilmington
Lansing
WJIM-TV
WMAL-TV,
WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Los
Angeles
KECA-TV,
KFI-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
WDEL-TV
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
diannet 4
312,100
Total Markets on Air 64*
60,000
Stations on Air 109*
Estimated Sets in Use 14,964,000
is uour Ledt Iruu
Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
87,37.
may
counts
set
overlap
areas
coverage
Where
area.
representareestimated
each market
Totals for
HERALD Sta/*'o« Editor's
TIMES Representatives
«'bs
W.
"ffiShtt
™
dealers, distributors,
from, television
based onsetsdatawithin
set estimates
Sour.Tof
dupHcoSlS
partially NoteI heKutional
areas
all
in
sets
Total
are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged m successive summaries.
many
Since
manufacturers.
and
necessarily
approximate.
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the world's TALLEST

tv tower!

Advertisers on WSB-TV picked up a big hunk
of additional market as of this past September 30th
That is when WSB-TV switched to
Channel 2 and began telecasting with 50,000
watts of radiated power from the world's
tallest television tower.
WSB-TV now carries your picture story,
clear and strong, to thousands of TV homes
never reached before — and still
unreached by other Atlanta stations.
If you want more for your money —
get on WSB-TV.

ws

tOADCASTING

k-tv

• Telecasting

Channel 2 — 50,000 watts.
Affiliated with The Atlanta
Journal and Constitution. Sj!^
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TAKES SSB POST
V. H. Rothschild Named
APPOINTMENT of V. Henry
Rothschild, New York attorney, as
vice chairman of the Salary Stabilization Board in a move to speed
up processing of cases has been
announced by Roger L. Putnam,
Economic Stabilization Administrator.
Mr. Rothschild, SSB general
counsel and board member, will
spell Justin Miller, salary board
chief, with authority to direct operating activities of the Office of
Salary Stabilization. Judge Miller, NARTB general counsel and
board chairman, has been loaded
with administrative responsibilities while serving on a parttime
basis, Mr. Putnam noted.
At the same time Mr. Putnam announced aseries of movies designed
to help SSB clean up a mounting
backlog of cases, including a decision touching on over-scale performers in radio, TV and other
entertainment fields. SSB is
"snowed under" with a backlog of
more than 3,000 cases, he added.
Mr. Putnam's program includes
steps to (1) clean out old cases
promptly by mobilizing a task force
from ESA;
(2) revamp
internal structure,
and (3) SSB's
organize
a nationwide information service
for employers, utilizing 70 field offices of the Wage-Hour Division of
the Dept. of Labor.
Mr. Rothschild, who assumes his

new post Jan. 2, will relinquish
the
counsel's
position.
As
vice general
chairman,
he will
work for
closer coordination between the
board and the Office of Salary Stabilization, its administrative arm.
Board members have been serving
in an advisory capacity.
It was Mr. Rothschild who
charted the board's course on the
salary question in the entertainment industry — urging that overscale talent adhere in each industry to self-administrating regulations drawn up by the government,
rather than to a voluntary code
promulgated
by industry [B»T,
Dec. 10].
The board has not yet formulatedbut itregulations
for entertainment,
was expected
that a
decision would be forthcoming more
quicklymentasaction.
a result
of
the
realignSports also will draw
a ruling from SSB.
A report has been submitted by a
special SSB panel, which reportedly advocated voluntary code procedure following talent hearings on
over-scale performers. The course
charted by Mr. Rothschild before
the National Assn. of Manufacturers has the effect of overriding
the panel's recommendation on this
aspect [Closed Circuit, Dec. 17].
HARRY J. HARMS, active in selling
to distributors since 1947, named
district sales manager for Nassau
and Suffolk Counties by New York
factory distributorship, receiver sales
division, Allen B. DuMont labs.

KSL-TV local shows get results!! The Saturday
Sat
night production
d nearly 2,000 letters a week,
"Amateur Sweepstakes" pulledcast,
"Telemart," an afternoon telecast, did the entire introductory
advertising job for a new margarine
largarineand
The public's
others, point
to one
buying reaction to these two shows,
ar product.
on KSL-TV! And
big conclusion: Local names are Big Names
N
KSL-TV boasts over forty hours of locc
a showcas
a week! forThere's
productionespecially
KSL-TV
designed
you on
.
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SET DEMAND
Increased Output Needed
INDUSTRY output of TV sets will
have to be increased "substantially" by the end of 1952 if there are
going to be enough sets to satisfy
demands of persons in newlyopened video areas.
This is the opinion of John S.
Meek, president of Scott Radio
Labs, Chicago, who predicted last
week that 12,600,000 sets will be
needed tomand" fill
the "immediate
for receivers
within desix
months after new stations take the
air in what now are non-TV areas.
Basing
his conclusions
on a survey conducted
by Scott
among
143
families
in Fort
Wayne,
Ind.,
Tampa, Tucson, Denver and PortOre. — the
all non-TV
— Mr.
Meek land,said
16,800,000areasfamilies
now living in non-TV areas will
buy sets faster than did residents
of TV markets. "It took about 4%
years
to put
million
sets into
homesjustof over
about13half
the
27,412,700 families now estimated
to be within reach of television.
If families in the new television
markets go for it as they indicate
they will, nearly three-quarters of
them willwithin
be storming
the dealers'
stores
six months
after
broadcasting
starts."
Mr. Meek said of the families
answering the survey questions,
2% already have TV, even though
they
beyond
100-mile
limit.
Of thearerest,
59% asaid
they would
buy a set as soon as telecasting
begins locally, with another 32%
saying they are undecided. Only
1% said they do not plan to buy.
Mr. Meek said TV set production
for 1952 is estimated as 4% million, which compares with 12,600,000 sets he says will be needed
after new stations go on the air.

TV IN EUROPE
Great Progress Reportec
TELEVISION
has made "tremen
dous strides throughout
Europi
within
the pastRosen,
months,"
accordingo
to Herbert
president
Broadcasting Program Service
New York, who has just returnee
from
there. a three-month business tri
"Besides France, England anc
one station in Germany, who al.
ready have a daily service, all othe:
countries in the Western part o
Europe from Scandinavia down t<
Italy have prepared the ground
work for extensive television serv
ice which will commence in ful
operation between April and Au
gustMr. ofRosen
1952,"alsosaidsaidMr.thatRosen.
most o
the shows are live and that he ar
ranged television
for the production
ferent
features inofcoundif
tries he visited to capitalize on eacl
country's
besthecontribution.
contributions
mentioned asThesiop
eras from Germany and Italy, mu
sicals and operettas from Vienna
variety acts and night life fron
Paris, etc. Mr. Rosen added tha
in order to maintain production a
American standards he has estab
lished his own production com
panies in Europe.

PASADENA SHOW
On Nationwide TV
FIRST nationwide telecast of tht
Tournament of Roses parade anc
Rose Bowl football game at Pasa
dena, Calif., Jan. 1 will feature
six Congressional Medal of Honoi
heroes selected by the U. S. Treasury to promote
the salewinners
of savings
bonds.
The medal
arc
serving
as
grand
marshals
of the
ABC-TV Signs Henrich
TOMMY HENRICH, who earned parade.
Sponsoring the parade is Wool
nicknames of "Old Reliable" and worth Co., with Gillette Safety Ra
"Mr. Clutch" during his 13 years in zor Co. taking the Illinois-Stanford
big league baseball, has been signed game. Escorting the medal winners for the Treasury is T. Harry
to long-term contract as TV sportscaster
by WJZ-TV
New York,
key Gatton, bond promotion specialist
video station
of ABC
Television
Network. Starting his new career of the Savings Bond Radio Section
Dec. 18 on the Russ Hodges KFMB-TV San Diego has joined Tele
Sports Show (11:10-11:20 p.m. vision Broadcasters of Southern Cali
EST, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, fornia.
and Friday) he will take over during Mr. Hodges'
towntelecast
trips.
RADIOProfits
and Depend
TV STATIONS
Program
is slatedout toof be
on 3k
five nights weekly after first of
Efficient
Personnel
year and plans call for the two
Our
sportsmen to have an early evening
CheckedGraduates
for . . .are
sports show as well.
Ability
and Enthusiasm
Appearance
Personality
Integrity
Trained
bv
.
. and
. andShowmanship
RCA Names Smith
TrainedNetwork
to . . Professionals
.
DOUGLAS Y. SMITH, with RCA
Do more than one job well
nearly
a
quarter-century,
was
Understand
your operational
named last week as manager of
Trained with . . .
sales operations for the RCA
problems
Complete
TV
and Radio
Victor tube department, according
Trained Commercial
under . . . Equipment
to L. S. Thees, general sales manActual
Broadcast
For Promot Free Conditions
Service
ager of the department. Earl M.
Call, Write,
Wood succeeds Mr. Smith as manDEPT. Hor Wire
ager of the Lancaster plant. W. L.
Personnel Division
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
Rothenberger,
Mr. manager
Smith's predecessor, was named
of the
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7-3212 0
RCA-Victor eastern division.
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My
When
you
invest
in
GPL
TV Every
studio GPL
equipment,
you're
buying field equipment as well.
unit provides
unparalleled flexibility, light weight, easy handling, precise
control. Let GPL engineer your station, from camera to antenna. Have The Industry's Leading Line — in quality, in design.

■HP
\ f♦
Precision^tjift, Push-button
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Professional TV Projector
Highest jector
quality
prodesigned16-mm
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steadyfilmpictures
foot
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 56)
National Television Review Board
in Chicago
the month
December. Howdyfor Doody
was ofdescribed
as "loud, confused, senseless, with
the clown's
feminine,"
while
FoodiniroleThetoo Great
was
"noisy,
with
malicious
derision
that is pointless and excessive
shouting."
Four programs were classed as
"objectionable"
for Eloise
the family
NTRB which said
Salutesby
The Stars "glamorizes false values"
and features a "lack of clothing";
Juvenile
bad should
taste," andbe
"smart Jury
aleckis "inkids
spanked instead of applauded"; on
Leave It to the Girls, "the gowns
are cut too low," it "ridicules marriage" and has
"excessive
frivolity
concerning
family
authority
and
customs";
Stork
Club
was
"boring,
tasteless and glamorizes false
values."
* * *
Godfrey Tops
Berle Show
TRENDEX Inc. has listed top 10
evening sponsored network TV programs for Dec. 1-7 — based on one
live performance during the week
— as follows:
RANK PROGRAM RATING
1 Star
Godfrey's
Talent Scouts(NBC)
(CBS) 43.9
44.9
Theatre
324 Comedy
Hour of(Berle)
(AGVA
Benefit)
(NBC) 41.4
Your
Show
Shows
(NBC)
56 Red
Skelton
Show
(NBC) 40.7
40.4
I
Love
Lucy
(CBS)
All
Star Theatre
Revue (Durante)
(NBC) 38.6
3S.9
897 Your
Fireside
(NBC)
35.3
Hit ParadeCrime(NBC)
33.7
10 Man Against
(CBS) 32.6
TV programs with a correctsponsor-identification index of 90.0
or more for October and November— based on field work conducted
the first seven days of both months
—Inc.:also were announced by Trendex
Don't
Mis. Know
Correct identified
1 Your Hit Parade
Tobacco) 95.7 4.3
2 (American
Kraft
TV
Theatre
95.5 4.5
3 (Kraft)
Ford
(Ford Festival
MotorFirestone
Co.) 92.5 7.5
4 Voice
of
(Firestone)
92.0 8.0
5 gate-Palmolive-Peet)
Comedy
Hour (Col- 91.7
2.8 5.5
Multi-Week
Perry
ComoProgram 95.3 4.7
(Chesterfields)

film report

ns
series ofJan.productio
ITSwillfirst
be started
15 when
Hollywood Television Service
Inc. begins shooting Commando
Cody — Sky Marshall of the Universe, Morton W. Scott, vice president of firm, announced. The Cody
series,tion which
been inwillpreparamore thanhasa year,
consist
of 39 subjects yearly tailored for
the half-hour TV periods. It will
on
produced
the supervisi
ofbe Mel
Tucker under
and Franklin
Adreon.
Hollywood Television Service
will aid stations in exploiting the
"Commando Cody" character by
merchandising programs in TV
cities, to include personal appearances of "Cody." Mr. Scott said
$100,000 has been set aside for this
purpose.
— A new program depicting people from all walks of life playing
"themselves" will soon be made
available by Louis Weiss & Co., Los
Angeles. Titled The Thrill of Your
Life, the film will be offered for
ship.
national,
regional or local sponsor— Senator Estes Kefauver, former Chairman of the Senate Committee on Organized Crime, and
long a crusader against gambling
in the United States, was filmed
fortnight ductioago
use in theprogram
intron of thefortelevision
Crime Syndicated.
Motion picture photography was
done by Seaboard Studios Inc. for
the Kudner Agency, under the direction of Eddie Sutherland, director and producer for the Kudner
Agency.
Senatorpearing Kefauver's
apwas donated to fee
the for
Cordell
Hull Foundation for World Peace.
Production and Sales . . .
ILLUSTRATE Inc., Hollywood, is
forming an association of nationally known magazine cartoonists, including Virgil Partch, Gardiner
Rea, Richard Decker and others, to

Here's help for smallTV BUDGETS'
refreshing"
1'It's
advertiser
told
us
recently,
"to
discover
a source for TV film spots
is so easy ontoo small
Large advertisers
like thebudgets"
showmanship we pack into TV spots and the
economy our "know-how" assures. Write_
for details.
No matter what
yourweFilm
are
can needs
supply
it for TVtres.16oror 35mm.
TheaSTUDIOS
1331 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
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promote use of their art styles in
TV film commercials. These services, to be available to both regional
and national
enable firms toadvertisers,
utilize saleswould
impact
and familiarity of the art styles.
Idea stems from series, produced
for General Mills,
Illusated. * * onPartch
# whichcollabotrate Inc. and rVirgil
JACK CHERTOK PRODUCTIONS,
Hollywood, in preparation to making series of 26 half -hour Sky King
video films for Derby Foods Inc.
sponsorship
[B*T,newDec.TV24]series,
and
two self-financed
moved entire production unit from
Hal Roach Studios to General Service Studios, taking over two story
building Pine-Thomas Productions
formerly occupied. Production on
Sky King scheduled to start Feb.
4., with Peter Pan Peanut Butter
to be promoted* on* TV* series.
FILM VISION Corp., New York,
has completed
series of Western production
half-hour TVof afilms
entitled The Buster Crabbe Show,
which will feature the western hero
introducingventuresa andgroup
of hisofownTexas
ada group
Ranger stories. The film corporato have with
26 half-hours
filmedtionbyplansJanuary
a release
date on or about February 1.
JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, to open first of
proposed
in Detroit
soon afterbranch
Jan. 1.offices
Richard
Bonds,
sales executive Ray Wolff Studios,
Chicago, tolishment ohead
new office.
Estab-in
f additional
branches
key cities to be* announced
soon.
* *
EXPLORERS* PICTURES Corp.
plans third series of its The Big
Game Hunt, President Jules B.
Weill announced. The first package of 13 films has been completed
and the second group of half-hour
programs is nearing completion.
Each film, complete in itself, is
based on the exploits of Osa and
Martin Johnson.
221 B. BAKER ST. FILM PRODUCTIONS Inc., Hollywood, formed by Irving Allen and Cubby
Broccoli, is readying plans for FebShootingbased
of 26on half-hour
televisionruaryfilms,
Sherlock
Holmes'
stories
by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle.

Tinling directs and Sidney S. Van
Leuren produces.
* * *
CBS Television, Hollywood, to begin another Amos V Andy halfhour TV film series of 26 in January. Freeman Gosden and Charles
Correll continue TV program supervision. Script writers are Robert
Ross and David R. Schwartz.
Writers Joseph Connelly and
Robert Mosher leave TV version to
write Amos 'n' Andy for CBS
Radio.
* * *
ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS,
Culver City, Calif., plans Feb. 1
shooting of one hour-40 minute
commercial color film, Freedom
from Housework, sponsored by
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh. Film will use promotion and
sales material concerned with company's household
appliances
and
will culminate
in a full
ballet finale
depicting
Freedom
from
Housework
idea. Arthur *Hoeri
* * is writer.
EDWARD LEWIS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, has begun
filming
new ofhalf-hour
series. First
26 is Skiptelevision
Tracer,
directed by and starring Richard
Hayden. Dan Duryea follows with
The Affairs of Capt. China. Each
film acts as pilot film for possible
independent series.
WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODUC
TIONS Inc., Los Angeles, is shoot
ing
series of Starring
13 half •
hour newfilmstelevision
as yet untitled.
Alan Hale Jr. and featuring Dick
Tyler
with LyleBobby
Talbot,Hyatt,
Duke Barry
York
Don Turner,
McCormick and Jim Flowers, the
adventure series depicts activities
ofdirector
a boy rangers'
Wesley group.
Barry Producerhas used
Big
Bear
(Calif.)
forSamlocation.
Series
is
scripted
by
Roeca
and John Marks.
* * *
PORTLAND PICTURES, Hollywood, has startedprograms
filming two
halfhour television
produced
by company's principals, James
Mason, Anandadventure
his wife, thriller,
Pamela writKellino.
ten by and starring
the duo,
Portrait of the Murderer, is first.
Duel at Dawn, an 18th century
costumerector isRoy
drama,
will follow.
DiKellino.
The pictures
are being filmed at Republic
Studios, Hollywood.
FLYING A PICTURES, Holly
wood, has started shooting Double
Cross Ranch, the 41st western in
The Range Rider series. This film
isnewbeing
producedsound
on thestage,
company's
television
which
is part of a recently-completed
$500,000 building project.

TELESCRIPTIONS
HAL E. ROACH PRODUCTIONS,
Culver City, Calif., is shooting an ANIMATED AND
hour-long television film, The Children's Hour. Geared for children,
the pilot film will be made up of
four
parts,
Clown,
Hal and
Roach's
23 EVICTORACBLDG
TION• ™ WASHFLM D C
Rascals, TheTheLittle
People,
The
LIV
Stray Lamb, a Bible story. Maureen O'Sullivan is narrator, James
BROADCASTING
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The Adventures

of Cyclone Malone''...

Acceptance! Consistently ranked among the
top 5 multi-weekly shows in Los Angeles*
highly competitive seven- station market.

Action! In just 24 hours, Cyclone Malone moved more than 10,000 self-liquidating
premiums for a single sponsor. . . and started a rush that netted over 106,000 tie-in sales ! *
* Curries Ice Cream & Candy Co., Los Angeles

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Available ! "The Adventures of Cyclone Malone"
is now available on film. Find out more about
this delightful musical marionette adventure
series . . . quarter-hour, five-a-week . . . ready to sell
for you today! For audition print and complete
information call or wire our nearest sales office:
44 West 56th Street, New York City 19, N. Y.
612 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, 111.
Sunset and Van Ness, Hollywood 28, California

CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION SALES
A Division of Consolidated Television Productions, Inc.
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N. Y.-D. C. LINK
AT&T to Supplement
APPLICATIONS for nine microwave relay stations between New
York and Washington have been
filed with the FCC by American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., New
York.
Purpose of the new microwave
links, which were announced in
August, boundis television
to provide
southcircuitstwobetween
New York and Washington, releasing two coaxial circuits for
telephone use.
Completion is scheduled for August 1952.
There will be no change in the
number of circuits available for
television except that there will be
two more microwave channels.
There are now, and will be after
the new link goes in, four circuits
southbound and one circuit northbound.
Cost of the nine-station link is
estimated at $2,480,000, which includes $1,620,000 for transmitting
and other equipment and $860,000
for land and buildings. Channel
requested is 3730-3810 mc. for
Class 2 stations, which will operate with 2 w power.
Total distance of the link is
nearly 230 miles.
Distance between the stations
ranges from 8V2 miles to more
than 33 miles.
Applications for terminal stations at each end of the link (New

York and Garden City, Va.) were
filed with the FCC last August.
Applications
units re-at
veal stationsforwillthe benewlocated
Atlantic, New Egypt, New Albany
and Swedesboro, N. J.; Philadelphia, and North East, Carney, Baltimore and Gambrills, Md.
Three Sign Cooley
THREE national firms will sponsor the hour-weekly Spade Cooley
Show on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
Participating in the 13 week contract are Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Co. (Chesterfield cigarettes), Minute Maid Corp. (frozen fruit
juices) and American Home Foods
(Duff'sstantMixes,
G. Washington
InCoffee), New
York. Agency
for Chesterfield is Cunningham &
Walsh; for other two firms, Ted
Bates & Co., all New York.
U. of C. on KRON-TV
FIRST accredited college course
reported
to beWestoffered
television in the
will via
be started
January 15 by the U. of California
Extension Division, Dept. of Correspondence Instruction. Course
will be in child psychology and
telecast by KRON-TV San Francisco Tuesday and Thursday mornings. Course will be under the direction of Dr. Mary Cover Jones
with a staff of instructors from
the
University's
Institute of Child
Welfare.

last
for

call
copy

TELECASTING
Yearbook
Deadline January 21
It's the onlyofbook
in the business
which packs
hundreds
references
and tabulations
between
two
covers.
It's
an
important
working
tool for TV people all through 1952.
Circulation: 16,000 guaranteed, covering
every agency and national advertiser of TV
consequence. Deadline is January 21. So
please air mail your reservation today.
THE

first

TELECASTING
YEARBOOK
Published Mid- February
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'WALKY-PUSHY'
Developed by KNBH (TV)
AN INDEPENDENTLY operated
TV camera unit, tested for a radius
of one-half mile from the receiver
with success, has been perfected by
KNBH (TV) Hollywood engineers,
headed by Jack Burrell, field engineer.
a "walky-pushy,"
unit
willTermed
be used
for the first time
during coverage of Pasadena Rose
Bowl football game tomorrow
(Jan. 1).
Operating without cables, the
mobile camera unit, mounted on a
three-wheeled platform approximately 4by 6 ft., can be pushed
in and out of crowds at will while
its camera shoots over their heads.

ROOF AERIALS
N. Y. Amendment Sought
NEW YORK Assemblyman Ludwig
Teller, last
Manhattan
announced
week thatDemocrat,
he will
ask the state legislature to amend
rent laws
so that
tinue to use
rooftenants
aerials mayfor conTV
and radio sets if they had previacquired landlord permission toously
do so.
Mr. Teller's action followed by
one day a decision of New York
Supreme Court Justice Murray
Hearn, who ruled that roof -use for
aerials could not fairly be considered among "essential
services"
to be provided
by landlords.
Mr.
Teller was reported as saying the
decision could cause 15% rent increases for those wanting TV.

NBC Formula
(Continued from page 23)
mittee which has attacked the NBC existing rate for the total network.
basic economic plan pointblank;
Mr. Shafto said afterward that
Clair R.Stations,
McCollough
Stein- "it was most disappointing to me
man
and ofG.theRichard
we left the conference with
Shafto of WIS Columbia, S. C, thatassurance
from Mr. McConnell
also members of the Affiliates Com- no
that
he
had been the least bit inmittee. At the conference, howfluenced to desist from his plan
ever, they appeared
not as representatives of the committee
but to invoke the new formula rate
rather as individual NBC affiliates. values upon all affiliates regardless
In the conference, Messrs. of their local popularity, their sales
Morency, McCollough and Shafto effectiveness, their promotional
took the position that radio rates activities — none of which are inshould not be cut at this time for
cluded in the formula. I hope it
any reason, on the grounds that will be apparent to Mr. McConnell
reductions now would precipitate that many affiliates cannot afford
another series of cuts and that
television specifically should be the reduction in their incomes
eliminated from consideration in which will result from the imposiany
tion of the NBC formula."
rates.formula for appraising radio
They contended that the rate ad- KHJ-TV and KFVD Los Angeles will
work together to encourage Southern
now proposed,
tuated, willjustmentsmean
that in ifat effecleast California's 100,000 Spanish-speaking
to viewRoseKHJ-TV's
one important market, and per- TV families
cast of Pasadena
Parade teleJan.
haps others, an NBC affiliate which
Eddie Rodriguez, commenting in
has long been a leader will be the 1.
Spanish
KFVD's toradio
lowest-priced
network affiliate in will
remindon listeners
watchversion,
it on
the
city.
KHJ-TV. West Coast Growers and
Mr. Morency, designated as Packers Inc., Fresno, will sponsor
spokesman for the trio, reported television version and RCA Victor,
Camden, N. J., will sponsor radio
afterwards
that President
McConnell
had indicated
that he too
felt version.
the present
is notits satisfactory, andformula
that after
first
application
further
studies
will beto
TV EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
made to devise a new method
Our move to the Empire State
measure radio on the basis of its
Building has left us with some
own strength. This was taken to
mean that TV penetration would
TRANSMITTING
be removed as a factor in appraisspares. EQUIPMENT
ing radio rates.
1 RCA TT-5A television transmitter
Mr. Morency and his associates
crystals-Channel
maintained that it would be
11 (coils,
side band
filter console11)
control
"illogical"
adjust rates
on theif
2 transmitter
racks transmitter
monitoring and
basis
of theto formula
even once
1 input
dummy equipment
load
NBC officialdom concedes the
formula should be changed.
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
1 RCA TF-6 B super turnstile antenna
"If it is bad for the future it is
diplexer
1
set
de-icing equipment
bad now," one affiliate insisted.
They strongly questioned why
STUDIO EQUIPMENT
NBC should insist on putting it
1 TD-5A studio camera dolly
22 MI-4928
73-B professional
into effect even once — especially
microscopes recorders
since, despite the fact that over
Contact Leavitt Pope
half of the stations will get reducWPIX
tions, the cuts and increases will
Murray Hill 2-1234, New York City
average out to approximately the
BROADCASTING
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CITY ANTENNAS
FCC TV Policy Awaited
FCC is expected to take a stand
soon regarding TV community
antenna systems — outgrowth of today's limited service from 108 staThe y ear-long
studyreport
is nearto
an end,tions.with
the staff
be handed to the Commission for
decision before the end of January.
Community antenna systems are
now in operation, or close to operation, in some 50 areas, according
to FCC and Bell System estimates.
The system, usually sparked by
f local TV set dealers, works this
way: Nearby high mountain top
is picked to erect high-gain, directional receiving antenna pointed at
nearest big-city TV station. Signals picked up are fed down mountain side via coaxial cable, piped
directly
subscribers'
also
through toclosed
circuit homes,
wire lines.
Fee is usually charged for installation and for monthly service.
Primary questions that the Commission will have to decide are
whether community antenna system fall under broadcasting or
common carrier category and
whether system is an interstate or
intrastate operation.
The Commission has a specific
ease to work on in application for
experimental microwave intercity
authorization filed bv J. E. Belknap
& Assoc. [B*T, Oct. 15]. This
group wants to feed cities in

Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky on a
community antenna basis, permitting local installation and servicing organizations to handle individual home hookups. The plan
is opposed by WMCT (TV)
Memphis and KSD-TV St. Louis,
the stations Belknap proposes to
pickup
[B*T, how
Nov.the12].Commission
No matter
decides, it is expected to claim
jurisdiction over such systems in
some degree. That 1 would be in
line with its authority over intrastate telephone companies.
Latest community antenna system is that reported planned for
Hancock, Md. In the mountainous
western part of Maryland, screened
by terrain from big city TV signals, acommittee has been formed
to establish TV service on fee basis.
Contract for installation has been
let to Electric & Telephone Construction Co. of Philadelphia.
Potential 3,500 viewers are estimated.
Hancock lies 60 miles airline

from Johnstown, Pa. (WJAC-TV) , PROGRAM DEPT.
about 90 miles from Lancaster, Pa.
KECA-TV Establishes Own
(WGAL-TV), Baltimore (WBALTV, WMAE-TV, WAAM) and KECA-TV Hollywood is establishWashington (WCBS-TV, WMALing its own programming departTV, WNBW,
ment, Phil Hoffman, new station
from
PittsburghWTTG),
(WDTV).105 miles
manager
nounced. [B»T, Nov. 12], has anHeretofore, programming of
ABC-owned KECA-TV and the
CBS THEATRE
Leases on West Coast ABC TV Network shows, with Hollywood origination, has been reCBS Television has leased the Earl
sponsibility ofCecil Barker, TV diCarroll Theatre on Sunset Blvd.
r
e
c
for Hollywood
originadtuocrtioonf, programming
for ABC Western and
Div., proand
tions effective Jan.network
1.
Alvin G. Flanagan, program manThe price, reported at about
ager for the Western Div. and
§125,000, includes cost of modifica- KECA-TV. Under the new arrangement, Mr. Flanagan will be
tions, which are to start immediately. Arrangements were made KECA-TV program director and
by CBS Television with Frank S. will devote full time to programHofues, who in 1950 bought the
ming that station. Mr. Barker
theatre for §1,025,000. Earl Car- continues as director of TV proroll Theatre will be used until comgram ing and production for ABC
Western Div., directly responsible
projectedBlvd.,
CBS itTelevisionpletionCityof theon Beverly
was to Donn B. Tatum, division TV director.
explained.

Jloatirif Action!
BALANCED

METER METHOD
Telemeter Tells Plans
INTERNATIONAL TELEMETER
Corp. has issued a booklet on the
future of Telemeter subscriptiontype system of TV. Telemeter is
the coin-box method of fee-TV.
Paramount Pictures Corp. owns
lhalf of the company, which just
finished testing on KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles [B*T, Dec. 3, Sept. 3].
, Booklet emphasizes heavily that
(Telemeter method is a strictly cash
[system — in fact the booklet carries
[the
only pay as TV."
you
Isee slogan
method "The
of subscription
[it
indicates
that
Telemeter
proImotors plan to lease coin boxes to
|TV set owners, to franchise more
[than one TV station in a market,
Complete 360° pan without ragged or
mot to sell advertising on programs.
I Telemeter has asked Palm
jerky movement
effortless control.isItaccomplished
is impossible with
to get
(Springs, Calif., city council for peranything but perfectly smooth pan and
mis ion to test the system by piping signals from KTLA (TV) Los
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
[Angeles, 100 miles away. ComQuick-release pan handle adjustment locks
pany plans to spend 8100,000 on the
into position desired by operator with no
■est if city authorities approve
■B«T, Dec. 24].
"play" between pan handle and tripod
: Of other subscription-TV syshead. Tripod head mechanism is rusttems, Skiatron's Subscriber-vision
proof, completely enclosed, never requires
is still being tested for "bugs" in
adjustments,
cleaning or lubrication. BuiltNew York, via WOR-TV [B»T,
in spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Dec. 10],pected tand
Zenith's
is
still
exo file with the FCC for
:ommercialization of its PhoneWrite for further particulars
rision [B»T, Dec. 10, Sept. 24].
Subscriber- Vision uses coded cards
io unscramble distorted picture;
Phonevision uses telephone lines
(TflnKRfl€Quipm€nT(o.
for the same purpose.
1600 BHOHDUIHH \ MUJ S0BK CITS_V^_
BROADCASTING
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for all TV Cameras
TV TRIPOD
This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.
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NARFD
air-casters
FOREST
program111.,director
WHBF COOKE,
Rock Island,
named
TV production supervisor WHBFTV. HARLAN RALSTON named assistant program director. FERN
HAWKS, publicity director, assumes
additional
duties of personnel director.
ARTHUR C. STRINGER Jr., sales
promotion manager WBTM Danville,
Va., named promotion and publicity
director WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C.
JACK GORDON, program director
WIRL Peoria, to KDAL Duluth, in
same capacity.
HOMER WELCH, program director
NBC-KGW Portland, to NBC Hollywo d, as associate director on The
Bob Hope Show, Tales of the Texas
Rangers, and' Double or Nothing.
RUTH SHELK named West Coast
sales Margaret
representative
Radio's
Mary
McBrideABC
program.
ALEX COOPER, disc jockey KXLA
Pasadena, Calif., to KLAC Los Angeles, in same capacity. He replaces
HAL time
GOODWIN
becomes dayannouncer forwhostation.
MORT COOK, freelance writer, to
KFI Los Angeles, on publicity staff.
JOHN MILLS appointed to announcing staff WTTG (TV) Washington.
He was with WGAY Silver Spring,
Md., and KLZ Denver.
EDDIE NEWMAN to WDAS Philadelphia, as disc jockey.
FRED HUSS, WCLX La Cross, Wis.,
named to announcing staff KFH
Wichita, Kan.
MAX EWING, WBAP-TV Fort Worth,
elected president of Dallas-Fort
Worth Press Photographers Assn.
HERB BALL, press photographer
NBC
Hollywood,
Van, Dec.
10. father of son, Craig
VIRGINIA WEST, publicity and program department KECA Hollywood,
named coordinator of program promotion
and public interest campaigns
for station.
RICK TERRY, staff announcer WEBC
Duluth, Minn., to KLAC Los Angeles,
in same capacity.
BARBARA
to traffic department KCBS YOUNG
San Francico.
1
OUT

TOPS
OF HOME

ELEANOR R. MORRISON, publicity
director WCOP-AM-FM Boston, reannounced.signs. No future plans have been
FRANK DARIEN Jr., disc jockey
KSJO San Jose, Calif., father of twins,
Blaire
Dec. 8. Marie and Benjamin John,
AtewA • • •
BARBARA KIMBRELL, amateur tennis star, to CBS-TV
Hollywood
Information
department,
as editorPressof
KNXT places
(TV)MARJORIE
program
logs.
She left
reOLOFSON who
to joinwo d, Capitol
Records
Inc.,
Hollyas publicity writer.
DICK SANDERS, announcer-newscaster WORD Spartanburg, S. C, appointed news editor.
HAL O'HALLORAN, WHBL Sheboygan, Wis., named sports editor KFI
Wichita, Kan. BRANDON CHASE to
KFI as newscaster. DON RICHARDSON,
Minn., named rewrite manKAUSonAustin,
news staff.
BOB WOLFF, sportscaster WWDC
Washington, selected to broadcast
play-by-play description of Gator
Bowl
footballnetwork.
game over coast-tocoast Mutual
RED DONLEY, sports editor and
sportscaster WSTV Steubenville, Ohio,
selected to speak at annual meeting
of District 22 HI-Y Clubs.
GORDON GRAHAM, news director
WIBC Indianapolis, elected president
of town board at Danville, Ind. Mr.
ofGraham
town. is also police commissioner
PAUL WILCOX, sportscaster WGAR
Cleveland, called to active duty with
Air Force. He reports to Mather
Field, Sacramento, Calif., Jan. 1.
HAL FISHER, news director WGFG
Kalamazoo, father of daughter, Diane
Melanie, Dec. 8.
BELL NIETFELD, director of news
and public affairs KCBS San Francisco, elected president of Northern
California Professional Chapter of
Sigma Delta Chi, national honorary
journalism fraternity.
IN
LISTENING

See Centerspread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000 WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER
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Will Stress Radio Value
In Farm Markets

By SAM B. SCHNEIDER
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSN. OF RADIO FARM DIRECTORS
"THE role of radio in reaching the farm market will be the 1952 theme
of the International
Association
of Radiofollowing
Farm Directors,"
it was announced by the executive
committee
the 1951 convention
(Chicago,
Nov.
24-25.)
nation
weakens
the
picture
During the past years, radio
Following this development,
farm directors generally have
uated fromgradthe farm directors began to look for
further
improvement.
role of service to It was professional
then that their direction
agriculture
with
n o commercial turned toward the fact that farm
connections, to ers were a market for not only
products, but for general
service including farm
consumer goods. In this light, the
executive
committee of the inter,
the
advertiser's
help. It is now national association
— recently ex
known,
that
a
panded
to
include Canada, Aus
farm director can
tralia, Japan and Europe — is pro
not only serve the gramming
committee work,
college and the showing that1952stations
with farm
Mr. Schneider farmer,
but that
he can serve the service programs are not only
advertiser at the same time.
the best means
In fact, it has been found that
farmthe RFD can help agriculture of selling
ers farm prodmore by serving all three as a unit,
ucts,
but
that
than he can by just serving any such stations
one or two of the trio. The farm- are the best
er has the labor and capital in- means of sellvestment, the college is the founing farmers
tain head of information, and the any type
merchandise.
In otherofwords,
radio as the key
advertiser is responsible for information on how modern technol- to the world's fastest growing mar
ogy and mechanization can serve ket — rural America, is the hue and
today's agriculture. Leaving any cry for the coming year in the
one of the three out of the combi- farm radio field.
Agency
(Continued
from Beat
page 19)
ican Export Lines and Italian Line at Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y,
named vice president.
JULIAN GERRARD, head of his own agency, and ROBERT P. WIL
SON, Duane Jones Agency, N. Y., appointed executives at W. Earl
Bothwell Inc., N. Y. HARRY TORP, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., ap
pointed media director at Bothwell agency.
RUDY RUDOLPH, account executive ABC Television, Hollywood, ap
pointed commercial manager Leonard Shane Agency, L. A.
RON BLODGETT, Beaver Engraving Co., Portland, Ore., named produc
tion manager Hal Short & Co., that city. He succeeds BILL PYLE
named
with Airaccount
Force. executive, succeeding JAY JONES, recalled to active duty
CLAYTON JUDY, account executive Adolph L. Bloch Adv., Portland
Ore., to Northwest Adv. Service, that city, in similar capacity.
ROBERT L. ZIMMERMAN to Doremus & Co., Chicago, as member of
copy and Chicago.
public relations staff. He was with Casler, Hempstead &
Hanford,
FREDERICK, FRANZ & MacCOWAN Agency, Chicago, dissolves as a
partnership Jan. 2, with HERBEY L. MacCOWAN handling business
as MacCowan Adv., at 20 N. Wacker Dr. ALEX T. FRANZ will continue to operate
under the full agency name at present offices in 221
N. LaSalle
St. Bldg.
CFCL Timmins, Ont., and CJNT Quebec City, Que., have been accepted as
members of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, bringing membership to 106
stations. Associate memberships have
been given to Press News Ltd. and
British UP.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING
IS KLICKIN'

FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
Most of the country's editors and publishers know about the Oil IndustryInformation Committee - what it is and how it operates.
Occasionally, however,
our letters indicate there are some editors who aren't too sure, and would like
to know more about the OIIC. Since this is the beginning of a new year, and the
Oil Industry Information Committee is going to be more active in 1952 than ever
before, we thought that perhaps a rundown on the OIIC and the reasons for its
creation would be helpful to all members of the Fourth Estate.
The OIIC was established in 1947 by the American Petroleum Institute, a
non-profit national trade association including all segments of the industry.
The industry wanted to help maintain the system of competitive enterprise which
has made this country great. As a first step in forming the OIIC, a public
opinion survey on the oil industry was made. It showed that far too many people
were uninformed about the industry.
This lack of understanding made them extremely susceptible to the claims and statements of false prophets, economic
planners, idealists, theorists and just plain dreamers.
Oil men agreed that the
vacuum should be filled with accurate information - for an informed public will
ward off regimentation, controls and other threats to the principles of our
forefathers.
To this purpose, the Oil Industry Information Committee has been dedicated. By word of mouch, by speeches, radio, television and motion pictures; by
booklets, pamphlets and leaflets; by every media and method possible, volunteer
oilmen (your friends and neighbors in every Hometown, U.S.A.) are explaining
the benefits of competitive enterprise ; of how the intense competition between
privately-managed companies works for the benefit of the public ; how this same
competition produces more and better products at reasonable prices ; how competitive research keeps every company on its toes and how the ultimate benefit
is reflected back to the American consumer.
In your area, there is an OIIC District Office.
There are 12 all told,
located in Atlanta, Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Cincinnati, Chicago, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Kansas City, Tulsa and Dallas.
On the west coast, the
Western Oil & Gas Association in Los Angeles sponsors this program.
The District Representatives, and your local OIIC Committee, will be more than glad to
help you obtain facts about oil. Write, wire or telephone them at any time.
We have a booklet entitled "What is the OIIC?" If you'd like to have a
copy of this, or any other information about the program or the oil industry,
don't hesitate to write to me.

H. B. Miller, Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
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SPORTS FEES
Iowa Group to Oppose
PAYMENT of fees for broadcast
rights to high school athletic
events Broadcasters
will be opposed
by the
newIdaho
Assn.
A committee has been named to take up
the problem
letic Assn. with the State AthChairman of the IBA school commit e is Charles Crabtree, KWIK
Pocatello. Other members are
Doyle Cain, KFXD Nampa; Dewayne Silvester, KVMV Twin
Falls; C. N. Layne, KID Idaho
Falls, and Frank C. Mclntyre,
KLIX Twin Falls.
President of IBA is Earl Glade
Jr., KDSH Boise, elected at a Dec.
8 sessionzation owhich
completed organif the association.
Other
officers include Henry H. Fletcher,
KSEI Pocatello, vice president, and
Florence M. Gardner, KTFI Twin
Falls, torssecretary-treasurer.
Direcare Bert McAllister, KRPL
Moscow; Walter E. Wagstaff,
KIDO Boise, and Messrs. Layne
and Mclntyre.
Mr. Wagstaff was elected chairman of a legislative committee
charged with working on behalf
of a state statute relieving broadcasters of libel responsibility in
political broadcasts over which
they have no censorship control.
On the committee with him are
Robert Binyon, KWAL Wallace,
and Messrs. Fletcher and Mclntyre.
manded for broadcasters in expen-

ft/AD-eims
ROCK
ISLANDo DAVENPORT
° M Oil N E
EAST MOLiNE
a unique combination of ^ cities
in £ states -on the Mississipp

diture of advertising funds by govture of advertising funds by government agencies, with criticism
directed at the Defense Dept. for
purported intent to transfer funds
from radio to printed media.
allied arts
Others who attended the organization meeting were K. Clark,
KBIO Burley; Ed Hurt, KFXD
Nampa; Hugh Shelly, KIDO Boise; "W7" B. (Brad) PERRIN named FRED GATELY appointed camera
Clayton S. Hale, KEYY Pocatello;
man NBC-TV's Dragnet series.
Milo Peterson, Henry Waterstone, \jm vice icepresident
client servdivision
inin Chicago
In- JOHN FILLMORE STUDWELL Jr.,
KGEM Boise, and H. R. McCosh,
dustry
Surveys
Co.
KECA-TV Los Angeles to ABC New
KCID Caldwell.
WILLIAM DIGNAM to New York York,
engineering staff. GEORGE
staff as public relations director. HILLAS of ABC Chicago, engineering
DWIGHT SPENCER named manager department, transfers to Hollywood
of retail audit operation in Chicago. Jan. 10.
BOOK GROUP CITED
FULLER, night engineer WCKY
GOULD,
BENN Inc.,opens
Chi- GIL
Named in FTC Complaint
Cincinnati, father of daughter.
cago,GLEISS
marketing &consultants,
branch office at Port Wayne, Ind. MARVIN FLOYD, engineering staff
DEVICE of using radio-TV pub- new
lic opinion polls as a wedge for RICHARD THELLMANN is manager. WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C, ap
gaining entrance to homes and then WILLIAM LINDSEY, vice president pointed chief engineer. He succeeds
selling encyclopedias cropped up in and sales manager Universal Re- CLAUD MEARS, who has entered
has resigned. government
service in Washington
a complaint
D. C.
ment Dec. 21. filed by the govern- KENNETHcorders InM.c., Hollywood,
FRIEDE,
formerly
pubThe Federal Trade Commission
lisher of Seventeen Magazine and New
charged Universal Educational York Morning Telegraph and more recently in public relations with Julius
Guild, a publisher, and nine other
Rogers & Cowan, N. Y., pub- INDUSTRY AID
corporations with using deception Klein,lic torelations
firm. URSULA HALin the sale of World Scope Ency- LORAN remains
Cited by State Dept
clopedia. The complaint was based as publicity director.with organization
PARTICIPATION of American inon practices stemming in part from
dustry and civic groups in the
an alleged contract between UniPresident's Campaign of Truth has
versal and Radio Best Inc., pubmore than doubled during 1951
lisher of Radio Best Magazine. It
was later changed to Radio and £<fiuijQment • • •
Dept. reports in a yearend State
statement.
Television Magazine and then TV AMPEX ELECTRIC Corp., Redwood the
Screen.
City, Calif., announces production of
Actual worth of more than 6(
Under the contract, according to new tape recorder for audio record- projects launched by the departing. Modelrecording
400-A offersup push-button
FTC, door-to-door salesmen of operation
ment's Private Enterprise Coopera
to 15,000
World Scope would undertake the cycles
per second at tape speed of tion Staff runs into the millions of
poll in accordance with question- TVz ips. Recorder is available with dollars. "Countless hours of free
naires prepared by Radio Best Inc. heads for either half-track or full- radio time and advertising space
Payments to Universal also were track recording.
in publications
cited in thein many
progresscountries"
report.
specified.
ROBERT E. LEE, manager of finance, were
Sole purpose of the poll is to
Acting in an advisory capacity,
Dept., General Electric, Syraenable the salesmen to get a foot Tube cuse,
appointed assistant manager of the staff was set up to "coordinate
in the door and sell the book, tne cathode ray
tube operations. RAN- and assist the efforts" of radio
DOLPH M. DUNCAN, traveling au- television,
complaint charges. Many people
magazines
ditor's
staff,
succeeds Mr. Lee, as and other newspapers,
would gladly register their radio- manager of finance.
media "in combatting
TV program preferences and thus
foreign misconceptions
regarding
would be less hostile to the salesmen, it was explained. The poll is "Tacknical • • •
American
life."
Radio's mental
roleeducation
underprogram
the funda-of|
not conducted on behalf of any radio and television program spon- FRED ALBIN, recording engineer UNESCO (United Nations Educa
sors, contrary to representations,
OrHollywood, elected presi- tional, Scientific
nor do sponsors assume part of the KECA-TV
ganization) also and
was Cultural
noted. The;
dent of Society of Television Enpurchase price of the encyclopedia,
gineers. ERNEST SCHRIEBER, Pacific program was launched recently in
FTC said.
Telegraph Co., Los An- Patzcuaro, Mexico, utilizing radio
Hearing was set for Jan. 16 in Telephonegeles,&engineer
elected secretary- programs,
and plays. films, film strips, charts
New York.
treasurer.

The Quad-City trading radius of 3 5 0,000 people is a well balanced urbanrural market — classified by the Department of Agriculture in the highestlevel-of -living bracket. To support this
high level are the wages and income
from farms; farm equipment manuRock Islandfactories.
Arsenal And
and
3 00 other facturing;
diversified
so, the Quad-Cities ranks 14th in Effective Buying Income per Capita — a
good
ity. market with balance and stabil- KPFA (FM) TO RESUME
Buys KSFH (FM) Equipment
KPFA (FM) Berkeley, Calif., listener-sponsored educational station
knocked off the air early this month
by
a
big
storm,
has purchased
the facilities of defunct
KSFH
(FM) San Francisco for $16,000
and was to resume operations of
the new station last week.
The KSFH transmitter, 16 kw,
has been out of use since the end
of
1950 when the licensee, Pacific
WHBF
Broadcasting Co., discontinued the
TEICO BUIIDIHG, BOCK ISUHD, IUIM0IS
operation. Richard Moore, general
Represented by Amy-KMflel,
manager of KPFA, said FCC has
approved
the sale and transfer.
Les Johnson,
The
new channel, he said,
Vice President and Manager
is 231station's
(94.1 mc).
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
a home construction project. His
boss, also owner of one-lung KGDR,
remarked that since George had
wantedSunday
him
to"thegetgifton ofthe gab,"
stationhe that
afternoon
and
stay
there
and
sell
houses.
There followed 2% years in San
Antonio, first with KGDR, then
with KONO. Thence, the trail led
to KNOW Austin and to WRR Dallas for a few years. Mr. Harding
was announcing, selling and copywriting in these early years. He
joined KRLD Dallas in 1937, the
start of a long friendship with
Clyde Rembert, KRLD managing
director.
In 1944, Mr. Harding became
commercial manager for KWBU
Corpus Christi, but soon left. That
October the Branham Co. out of
Chicago was casting about for a
fulltime radio man for the Dallas
office. Clyde Rembert suggested
George, and he was hired.
Born at Piano, Tex., 15 miles
from Dallas, his formal schooling
ended in his 'teens. He attained
a world outlook, however, by joining the Navy. In the first World
War he sailed Far Eastern, European and South American waters
with a gunboat, tender and submarine, in that order.
Mr. Harding today lives in DalUniversity Park Austin-stone
suburb in a
trim,las'lawn-bordered
house with his wife Cleo (an exschool teacher) and 9-year-old son
Tommy. Wife and boy share
George's enthusiasm for the outdoors.
An extracurricular activity in
radio helps keep up his mileage on
the road. He supervises broadcasts of Texas high school football
championship playoffs for Magnolia
Petroleum Co., aired over statewide
hookups. He formerly announced
Southwest Conference grid games
and other sport events. He is a
member of the Variety Club and
the Dallas Advertising League.
KWSO Wasco, managed by Theodore
G. Heinrichs, and KPRO Riverside,
owned
operatedSouthern
by William
Gleason, haveand joined
California
Broadcasters Assn.

LBS CONTEST
Sandsfrom Named Winner
THAD M. SANDSTROM, KSEK
Pittsburg, Kans., general manager,
leaves for Mexico City and Acapulco next month for an eight-day
voyage.
The tripto Mr.
and Sandstrom,
$500 cash
were the awards
winner of the Liberty Broadcasting System's
nationwide
baseball
contest,
conducted
during the
1951
baseball season.
Contest was open to its affiliates
June 1 and closed Oct. 1. It was
judged motion
on the
over-all
proconductedbest
by an
individual
station and manager during the
season. Announcement of the
winner was made Dec. 19 by
Gordon
dent. B. McLendon, LBS presiCONFINED to bed with injuries suffered in on auto accident, Cedric Adams,
WCCO Minneapolis commentator, continues all his shows by remote control.
Pictured here (inset) he chats with contestants and WCCO pianist-organist
Ramona Gerhard at the station via a loudspeaker during Phillip 66 Junior
Talent Parade. Similar arrangements have been made for his other shows
including his newscasts which are teletyped to his home.

Kellogg Spots
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., has signed eight western
singers
for group
of 39 transcribed
commercial
announcements
to be
aired Monday on MBS Wild Bill
Hickok show, starting Jan. 1 for
39 weeks. Commercials will plug
corn flakes, one of the three Kellogg productstranscribed
advertised on
the
three-weekly
Mutual
show, heard Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 5:305:55 p.m. (PST). Program also
advertises Kellogg Corn Pops and
Rice Krispies.
ArtistsEddie
signedDean,
include Tex Ritter,
Jimmy Dolan, Merle Travis, Red
Foley, Carl Smith, Roy Acuff and
Ernest Hubbs. Agency for Kellog is Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.

New Regulations
Now in Effect
mum
DEADLINE
NEW PROCEDURE requiring certain manufacturers to file under Ceiling Price Regulation 22 and price their commodities accordingly became
mandatorily effective Dec. 19.
Price Stabilizer Michael DiSalle thus scotched reports that the Office
of Price Stabilization was con- *
sidering a deadline extension for (R-Ind.). A company now is permit ed to file separate applications
those producers subject to CPR
22. New ceiling price calculations
Capehart adjustments "on a
were to be filed on Form 8 with for
unit or division" of its business
even though either falls within the
OPS by that date.
The regulations apply to man- same industrial classification.
Under current procedure, manuufacturers' general price ceilings
covering a number of durable goods
facturers could compute allowances
but excluding radio-TV sets and for advertising, selling, adminisother appliances. They are exempt
tration and research plus labor and
pending issuance of tailored direc- other factors, on an overall basis
tives early next year [B*T, Nov. for the entire company's operation
19, Dec. 10].
or on particular units. In the latMr. DiSalle explained also that
ter instance, not more than 10%
the deadline applied only to normal of a unit's production could be of
calculations and not those based on commodities in the same industry
the so-called Capehart formula pro- group as those in other units. The
viding for advertising
other for
al- 10% restriction is eliminated.
lowances. There is no and
deadline
Thus, makers of multiple lines —
in total share of
filing the latter (Form 100), which refrigerators
and other household
is optional with all companies.
appliances
which fall under CPR
OPS took another step last week 22, as against
radio-TV receivers, Washington audience
involving the allowance plan intro- phonograph records
recordduced by Sen. Homer E. Capehart players now exempted and
— could apply for relief. manufacturers were
Previously,
carries the weight
required to figure individual dollars-and-cents adjustments for each
commodity but they now may calin the Oregon Market
culate directly the overhead (advertising, etc.) adjustment percentDAX*or NIGHT
age for their entire business.
One exception to requirements
specifying that applications be filed
with OPS headquarters in Washington has been drawn. In the
case of producers whose gross sales
were less than $1 million for the
fiscal year ending last July 31,
they could file with field offices.
With respect to CPR 30 on maPORTLAND, OREGON
chinery, OPS redefined the term Ask your John Blair man for
on the effVen! 620 frequency
"manufacturer" to brand name prothe whole WWDC story
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
ducers
out commodities
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PITRY * CO. in their ownwho turn
plants or supply tools. * Pulse: May-August, 1954; 6 A.M. to Midnight
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for many groups of broadcasters.
More than 3,000 broadcasters —
with station managers and owners
accounting for as much as 50%
of the attendance — were present at
1951 sessions, all held in cooperation with state broadcasters associations or state committees, and it
is expected that the number will be
matched by 1952 results, when
clinics will be held in some 40
states.

Adds Four New Proiects
YEAR
field by first measuring the pub- by literary editor of the Chattalic appetite. An informal mail
nooga (Tenn.) Times, and a Chipoll, based on several hundred sta- smith. cago Tribune evaluation of Arrowtions, indicated that an average of
6V2 hours of concert music is being
Fourth new BMI project during
broadcast by each outlet weekly, 1951 was Benny Goodman's Music
and morecrease their
thanuse 80%
intend
to
inFestival,
of the noted jazz
of concert music musician'sprogram
comments on classical
within the next few months.
works which was inaugurated in ABA MEET
To sustain interest in the sub- October. Conceived by WNEW
To Admit Allied Groups
ject, BMI puts out a monthly port- New York, the program was broadfolio on concert music containing
cast by the independent station for
meeting,
Alaradio scripts, program material, a full season before it was adopted AT ITSbama FALL
Broadcasters
Assn. the
amended
"Today in Music" — an almanac of as a BMI project.
its
constitution
to
admit
associate
important events in music — and
Definitely
a "Pops"
broad- membership to persons, firms and
the Concert Pin Up Sheet, which
seriesnotfeatures
full-length
supplying goods and
selects the best of the recorded musicalcast, theselections,
chosen
and
de- corporations
to radio and television
classical music for the broadcaster.
scribed by the clarinetist to en- services
stations.
They
may be admitted
Broadcasters who cannot obtain
courage greater public appreciation
concert records locally can par- of the classics. Program is distri- rectors.
upon approval of the board of diticipate in a BMI discount purbuted to stations for sustaining or
The board of directors at a recent
chase plan, provided by the sta- commercial use at cost.
meeting set $35 as annual dues
tion service department.
BMI
Program
Clinics
—
widely
for
associate members. MemberA further boost to concert music and highly praised by broadcasters
ship at present includes 63 stations
is provided by the program ma- in attendance — were held in 35 in Alabama.
Brooks,
terial offered as "Your Concert states and Canada and Puerto Rico WEBJ Brewton,W. isEmmett
president of the
Hall," a half-hour schedule of during the 37 weeks starting March association.
favorite music chosen by outstand- 12. Carl Haverlin, BMI president,
Associate members, or their
ing personalities. In the initial
Dolberg, director of sta- representative,
may have the right
phase, programs were selected by and Glenn
tion
relations,
made
them
all.
The
of
attending all meetings of the
actor Alan Ladd, novelist Fannie 17th BMI program clinic in New
Hurst, musician Louis Armstrong, York was held in October, and an- group upon payment of the usual
fee. They can be exand cartoonist Walt Disney. All
other is scheduled for Jan. 28-29. registration
or execusuch BMI activity is wrapped to- Plans for 1952 call for a week-long
tivecluded
sessionfrom ofanythebusiness
ABA where
the
gether as the special project, clinic in Denver with simultaneous
officer deems it advisable.
"More Concert Music on the Air." series in centrally located and stra- presiding
Application
for
membership
may
tegic areas, to save time and travel be forwarded to the Alabama
Sets Up Competition
Broadcasters Assn., P.O. Box 477,
BMI also has established Young
U. of Alabama.
Composers Radio Awards, a con- WBAL Appoints
test in music composition — for
vocal or instrumental use — open APPOINTMENT of Ivan T. Sand- Political Coverage
to young concert composers in both
erson, author, lecturer and radiosecondary schools and colleges. TV personality,
scienceannounced
and re- BILL HENRY, veteran newscaster
search director hasas been
Final rules and regulations are to
Mutual, reported Dec. 20 that
THE
be announced shortly after the by WBAL Baltimore. Mr. Sander- for
for radio and TV coverson will write and conduct a new first plans
start of the year, but the contest
age of the this
Republican
will run until June with a total radio series, You and the Unknown, Convention
summer National
will be
on
WBAL,
Monday
through
Friday,
of
$7,400
in
prize
money
to
be
paid
presented
to
the
GOP Convention
MIDWEST
toward where
further
musical
study
anystarting
Jan.
7.
Program
will
deal
Committee
when
it
meets
in San
within the U. S.
with all facets of natural science
16. Mr. Henry, coAlready supported by music and will be designed for family Francisco Jan.
chairman of radio-TV
educators throughout the nation, appeal, combining education with committees ordinating
ADDRESS
for both political concompetition will be supervised by entertainment, according to WBAL.
ventions,
said
that
presentation
a steering committee of people Mr. Sanderson has appeared on also was being prepared
for the
prominent
in
the
field.
Plans
call
WNBC
New
York
(1948-49),
Democratic
National
OF
for annual repeats of the Young WNBT (TV), its video affiliate, and but that no date had beenCommittee,
set
to disComposers Awards, with future
cus it.
contests to extend over a greater on CBS color television telecasts.
span of time.
To increase teen-age book readCBS
ing and traffic in public libraries,
BMI is also sponsoring a nonimmediate revenue produced
Age Book
identifiedprofitby"TeenLuther
Evans,Parade,"
librarwith regional promotion
ian of Congress, as a "conspiracy
campaigns
against ignorance." More than 200
stations have announced their participation in the plan, formulated
I
experienced sales
WNAX
through 32 state broadcasters asmi
23
I personnel will sell community
serviceyears
to theof
sociations incooperation with out1
programs
throughout
standing
bookmen
throughout
the
broadcasting
industry
country.
1 your coverage area
One hundred noted book-review570
r
ers have been asked to review their
r HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company .
favorite volumes with an eye
A
whetting youthful appetites
]
^ANKTON — SIOUX CITY toward
66 ACACIA DRIVE
towards greater reading. First 13
reviews released for broadcast inATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
cluded Kon Tiki reviewed by book
DAVENPORT 3-3061
editor of St. Louis Post Dispatch,
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, Genera' Manager
Red Badge of Courage as discussed
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BUM
FOUR
NEW'S
projects BIG
adding to its
Program Clinics are included in
the major accomplishments — many
undertaken for public service or
building good will for broadcasters— byconsiders
Broadcast
which
1951 asMusic
one of Inc.,
the
most outstanding years in the
organization's 11-year history.
Focal point of the 12-month
period was BMI's "Independent
Source
of Supply
of Music,"
with
the licensing
organization
building
up popular song rights as well as
what it terms concert music, that
is, anything "classical" or "serious" or "good."
That the objective for popular
music was apparently more than
accomplished
is indicated
BMI'sof
jlding an average
of fourby out
.even tunes on the Lucky Strike
Hit Parade for the past several
months, with its newer songs
jockeying in to succeed other BMI
ballads disappearing from the list.
Sixth annual poll conducted
among juke box operators by "The
Cash
a BMI song
rating Box"
first resulted
in every inclassification:
Best record of the year, best country and western record, best folk
record and best jazz and blues
record.
The industry-owned licensing and
publishing organization started
building within the concert music

business. Mr. Hinman has warned
BIG PAY-OFF
listeners
throughout against
Kansasphony
and
WHO Des Moines, Your Favorite
northern Oklahoma
Hymns, featuring the Songfellows,
anti-freeze,
phony
oil
and
gold
programs promot
sponsored by Preferred Risk Mujon
stocks, religious rackets, medical
tual Insurance Co., Des Moines.
quackery,
fake The
salesmen
and have
fake
Company reports that results of
solicitations.
programs
programs have been very good.
premiums
urged table
people
to
trade
with
repuShow presents hymns giving backbusiness men and promoted
ground of author with interesting
changing collectors from political honesty and faith in legitimate
facts about him and hymn. Each LATE SANTA
civilto service
clas- doctors,dous and
broadcast offers pictures of SongNew York sending trade appointment to Question
influencehaveon exerted
listeners. tremenbe answered
fellows, religious narrator and WCBS-TV
and advertisers folder of ad ap- this week:sification."Which
Republican
story of hymn.
pearing in Broadcasting • Tele- should be nominated for president
reads,of results
"If Santa's
PUBLIC SERVICE
Late . . ."casting.
andFoldertells
and
EXPANDED OPERATION
rating of The Late Show, program in 1952?"
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles will carry
featuring
movies Final
for thepitchstay-upSaints and Sinners All-Star MaraWFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, will late
televiewers.
says, BIG DEAL IN DAKOTA
Sat., Jan. 12, 11:15 p.m.
expand its daytime operations after
WNAX Yankton, S. D., recently (PST) thonuntil
the first of the year, adding the "Let us show you how every night presented
Sam Manhuge
merchandising
and
nis
will
act
asconclusion.
master of ceremonies
CBS Arthur Godfrey morning se- can be Christmas Eve."
promotion tie-in that had over of public service telecast to raise
ries and placing more emphasis on
150 stores in 5 states participat- money for Saints and Sinners
early morning programming. Sta- WAVE ANNIVERSARY
tion recently increased power to
(philanthropic
local
ing. Using
With campaign
The Stars"is business
as
title
and"Sell
theme,
and organization
professionalof men)
16.7 kw. North Carolinians joined
WAVE Louisville, Ky., prebuilt
around
products
advertised
Milk
Fund.
Personalities
and
acts
the Christmas Eve celebration at
senting 18th Anniversary
on forty WNAX-CBS programs. from entertainment world will enthe
governor's
in Raleigh
Contest for retail druggists and
show, Mon., Dec. 31, 9:30tertain
and
accept
contributions
via TV,
with themansion
First Lady,
Mrs.
10 p.m. featuring voices of
grocers was first phase, with sta- from TV stage. Stanley Cowan will
W. Kerr Scott, a featured particition furnishing $1,500 in merchan- produce and Bob Hiestand will
WAVEties heard
andsince
NBC 1933.
personalipant along with Carroll Stoker,
dise prizes along with promotion direct.
New
WFMY-TV women's director.
kits
and
tie-in material. Each conYear's Eve show will spottestant conducted a store event
light
radio
personalities
of
tied
in
with WNAX - advertised Further ideas or samples of the
ICHRISTMAS AD
past and present such as
merchandise as first part of in- promotion
Rudy Vallee, Beri Bernie,
items mentioned on this
iWTMJ-TV Milwaukee, ran special
tensive, new point-of -purchase mer- page are available
Will Rogers, W. C. Fields,
Christmas ad in Milwaukee Jourby writing to
chandising program conducted by the individual companies.
President Roosevelt, Winston
nal, giving information on ChristWNAX
Promotion
Manager
Dick
Churchill, and General Macmas shows being presented by staHarris.
Event
garnered
sizable
Arthur. Recordings of other
ition. Ad points out viewers can
amount of newspaper, direct mail,
actual events and programs
stay at home and enjoy famous
handbill, and display advertising
heard
during the years, the
stories, choral groups and religious
for
WNAX and the forty programs Training Course Cited
Louisville Orchestra, Pearl
service via television. Station offeatured.
CEASE and desist order has been
Harbor bulletin, V-J Day
imi i fered 15 hours of Christmas profiled against Radio Training Assn.,
celebration,
and leaving
Louisville's
477. gramming over holidays.
Los
Angeles, by the Federal Trade
Marine Reserves
for
'DUTCH UNCLE'
Commission for alleged misrepreKorea, will give the listener
sentation of radio-TV correspondKFH-AM-FM
Wichita,
Kans.,
rea
chance
to
reminisce
over
LUNCH TIME NEWS
ence courses. Firm was ordered to
cently marked milestone with 500th
all the things that have hapcease
claims
that its course is caDutch
Uncle
Talk.
Ralph
Hinf KVOE Santa Ana, Calif., distribon the penedair.since WAVE first went
pable of training technicians or reman,Bureau
managerofofWichita
Business Chamber
Protecuting news bulletins to leading
tive
pairmen in radio and television.
Santa Ana restaurants just before
of Commerce, conducts series, Order also cited claim that persons
the lunch hour. Bulletins contain
which
features
information
to
liscompleting
the course become qualMUTUAL'S
BIG
MAPLE
a condensation of all local, regional
about swindle practices and
ified to hold high-salaried positions
and national news.
MUTUAL Broadcasting System, fosters teners
performances of legitimate in the industry.
New York, distributing to advertisers and the trade giant-size
folders likening its system to a big
maple tree. Front cover says:
"Mister Plus shows how to tap . . ."
Inside structure
folder claims,
strongest
root
in all"theadvertising.
Mutual, largest of all radio networks for the past 12 years, owes
its stature
to a unique
root-structure: 552 affiliated
stations
in 48 ■'liH'll
'•UIJ
P
states — ■." Accompanying letter
from Robert A. Schmid, vice president of the network,
"Any
resemblance
between thestates,
mammoth
■ 4 Reasons Why
see here
and the
largestyouradio
network
is world's
strictly
foremostusenational
local after
ad- maple
WELLES
■% Thevertisers
WEVDandyear
intentional."
vast
the
reach Market
|^e» year toJewish
■jl of Metropolitan New York NEW ANGLE
IS
BACK!
KGO San Francisco, Bay Area
T. Top adult programming
News, Mon.-Fri. noon, institutes
gajj
2.
Strong
audience
impact
ggel 3. 4.Inherent
new feature, "Question of the
e»*
Potentiallistener
buying loyalty
power
Week," which is gaining rapid
Send for a copy of
popularity
ence is askedwith
to maillisteners.
in opinionsAudi-on
5S
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
52 thrill-packed half-hour stories of the fabulous rogue made
question in the news asked each
■J* Htnry Greenfield. Managing Director week on program. Latest query: rfamous by Orson Welles in "The Third Man." Send for audition.
Should collectors of Internal Revmm
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
enue be placed under civil service?
mmmm^- New York 19
LANG-WORTH DISTRIBUTING CORP. 113 Wesi 57th Street, New York
Responses were 97.7% in favor of
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HOUDAY
SPIRIT
CBS Radio scheduled 18 choirs
THE HOLIDAY season has been a
and choruses
pre-Christmas
series of red-and-green letter days week
broadcast. for
Performing
choirs
on programming calendars of radio
and TV networks and local outlets included the Hampton Institute
Cappella group; the Boys Town
from coast-to-coast.
Choir, the Schola Cantorum
Many extra network shows were (Neb.)
the Saints Cyril and Methodius
scheduled as the industry gift to ofSeminary
at Detroit, composed of
the public, apart from regular 40
for the priesthood
commercial programs on which the who students
sang Gregorian chants.
holiday theme, as usual, has been
dominant.
CBSmas music
Radioof emphasized
all kinds forChristlate
Holiday concerts were carried afternoon
Dec.
24
to early Christalmost daily on the NBC Radio Netmas
morning.
Ancient
Christmas
work with programs leading to a
dated as far back as 500 A.D.
Christmas Eve climax when the carols
were sung on afternoon programs
Trappize in European
Family, singers
who
specialand
at
night. Madrigal singers —
folk tunes, gave a
accompaniment — perconcert. Music on other programs with harp
formed
polyphonic compositions for
was provided by college and indus- small vocal groups,
from the
trial choirs including those from U. 15th Century to thedating
present. The
of Michigan; Columbia U.; North- Boston
Society
of
Ancient
Instruwestern U.; Baltimore & Ohio Railments broadcast until midnight, at
road Co., and the duPont Co.
which time the Robert Chorale,
NBC Television's Christmas Eve
Eileen Farrell as soloist, sang
highlight was a program from with
standard Christmas carols for an
11 p.m. to midnight EST with hour.
Actor Charles Laughton giving
CBS Television presented two
holiday readings. From midnight special
religious broadcasts Christto 2 a.m., both NBC-TV and ABCmas Eve, both originating in
TV telecast pontifical midnight churches:
From 11 p.m. to 12:30
mass
at St. APatrick's
a.m. EST, services in St. John's
New York.
ProtestantCathedral
Episcopalin Episcopal
Washington,
Christmas Choral Communion Serv- D. C, were Church,
scheduled for network
ice, held in the National Cathedral coverage, followed
from
1-2 a.m.
in Washington, D. C. was telecast EST by the Roman Catholic
on NBC from 11 a.m. to noon Mass from Memorial ChapelHighin
Christmas Day.
Boys Town.
ABC Radio has been celebrating
the holidays with religious broadcasts, variety shows, special events,
dramas, comedy shows, and musical
programs. Christmas Eve broadcasts of The Story of the Nativity
were followed by a half-hour of
Christmas calls between American servicemen stationed overseas
helps Business .
and their families at home. A starfilled variety program, with
manufacture more
Edward Arnold as host, was aired
until 11 p.m. EST, when choirs,
customers at low cost.
glee clubs, choruses and orchestras
presented Christmas Carols.
The following day, a special proYour advertising in
gram, Christmas in Europe, was
broadcast
over ABC Radio from
Paris,
produced
through Marshall
Printers' Ink tells
Plan cooperation. The Joyful
Hour, produced by Father Patrick
the leading mj]^ of
PeytonRuthandHussey
starring Pat O'Brien
and
last year, was
rebroadcast
from
9-10 p.m. EST
Dec 25.
advertising how
MBS carried a full hour (2-3
p.m. EST) of conversations between soldiers of the Far East
battle zone and their relatives at
home
on
Mutual of Omaha Calling
help them manuon Christmas Day. Domestic origin
was handled through MBS studios
facture more customers
in New York, San Francisco and
Omaha while soldiers were heard
from Gen. Matthew Ridgway's
your market —
Tokyo headquarters and from special remote facilities in Tokyo Genat low cost.
eral Hospital, a long-distance
hookup involving some 22,000 miles
of facilities. The Christmas event
was sponsored for second consecutive year by Mutual Benefit Health
and Accident Association of
Omaha, Neb.
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Networks, Stations Stage Yuletide Events
Individual stations, too, celebrated the holidays by religious
public service and sale-boosting
programs and announcements.
In The East
WCCM tributed toLawrence,
conthe Yuletide Mass.,
atmosphere
by
piping
Christmas
carols
from
studio turntable to loudspeakersa
atop its building. Because George
H. Jaspert, WCCM president, believed dawn-to-dusk caroling would
be an annoyance to some persons
in the business district, the carols
were aired only at specific intervals.
WCOU-AM-TV Lewiston, Me.,
put on a Mammouth Command
Performance Christmas Party featuring local
stage
enter-to
tainment.
Listenersandwereradio
invited
call in and request a tune and
artist, donating money for underchildren. Local
Junior
Chamber ofprivileged
Commerce
distributed
funds. Over $500 was contributed
duringtionthree-hour
Stareports calls program.
were received
from all over state.
WCCC Hartford devoted its entire broadcast time on Christmas
Day to special music programs.
Also, throughout the day ministers
of various Christian faiths were
heard on recorded messages.
The John Gambling Club, heard
weekdays, 3-3:25 p.m. over WOR
New York, arranged system whereby children of listeners have been
getting
Santa
Claus. messages
Parents direct
sendingfromstamped
envelope
bearing
child's
name
Santa Claus Gambling, c/o WOR,to
New York 18, enable child to receive greetings postmarked Santa
Claus, Ind., where mail has been
flown free by Eastern Airlines.
From there messages were inserted in envelopes and mailed
back to children.
WQXR New York arranged special fare, including South American
folk songs observing the holiday.
WMGM New York, in addition
to its Christmas programs, co-sponsored with the U. S. Navy annual
Christmas party attended by some

OUT

TOPS
OF HOME

350 underprivileged children aboard
the USS Prairie State,
WNYCming included
New aYork's
programChristmas
Broadcast
of carol
singing by Evean
estimated 2,000 persons at the
Christmas tree in Washington
Square, Manhattan. The station
also broadcast portions of a Dec.
22 party given by the city for some
200 underprivileged and handicapped children.
Stars of radio, TV and theatre
entertained over 100 hospitalized
GI's at Mitchel Field Air Force
Base at a Christmas party given
Dec. 23 by WHLI Hempstead, Long
Island, N. Y. Program was taped
by station and broadcast the following day, 2-2:30 p.m. Broadcast
was heard by patients who were
unable to attend show in mess hall.
Arthur E. Paterson Jr., WHLI
public affairs director, supervised
production.
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y., provided toys for less fortunate children through
Santa's
Juke Box.
The itsshowprogram,
was originated
by
Ray Turner, WNBZ program
director.
WNJR Newark, N. J., aired 13
hours of special programs Dec. 2425.WFIL Philadelphia scheduled a
full evening of special Christmas
programs
for Dec.a 25.
WFIL-TV
Dec. 24 presented
dramatization
of The Story of Silent Night.
Teamsters Union, (AFL), Joint
Council, Local 463, presented over
WIP a series of 11 special Christmas programs, also to include two
special
programs.
More New
than Year's
30 special
Christmas j
programs were scheduled by
WIP Philadelphia for the Christmas season. Among the stars who
appeared were Charles Laughton,
in Charles Dickens' "Mr. Pickwick's
Christmas,"
Perryspecial
Como Christmas
was featured in his own
program
mas tale. telling an unusual ChristLarry
"theandmilkman"
at WPIC Caldwell,
Sharon, Pa.,
his listeners "adopted"on apagefamily
(Continued
72) for
IN
LISTENING
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A MONTHLY

REPORT

TO EDITORS

Highlighting Significant Facts about Bituminous Coal

U.S. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS MAY DOUBLE BY 1975!
Growing population, increasing production, and expanding needs for electric power all
may combine to double this nation's energy requirements by 1975. Weighing these factors, acoal industry magazine forecasts that when this occurs, America's coal mines will
have to produce coal at a rate of a billion tons a year! Even at such a rate— almost double
current output— America's coal reserves are enough to last for centuries. More than 90
per cent of our total fuel resources— coal, petroleum, oil shale, natural gas— are coal.
NEW MINES AND NEW MACHINES.
In the last five years America's coal industry has opened or placed in development over
800 new coal mines, more than enough to offset mines that have been worked out or
closed for other reasons in this period. On these new mines, and on new machines and
new preparation plants, the coal industry is spending hundreds of millions of dollars a
year. This testifies to the industry's efforts to strengthen its competitive position, give coal
users a better product at the lowest possible cost, and to earn a reasonable profit.
MANY OF EUROPE'S DOLLARS BEING SPENT ON COAL.
It became clear during the recent Rome meeting of the NATO Council that lagging European coal production is the number-one production bottleneck. A special dispatch to the
New York Times says that more time was spent discussing ways to get more coal than any
other subject except actual defense production. It is estimated that if Europe's mines
could produce 5% more coal it could get back on its own economic feet. As it is, a large
proportion of badly needed American dollars is now being returned to this country as
payment for U. S. coal required to meet Europe's fuel deficiencies. More than 32 million
net tons of U. S. bituminous went to Britain, France, Italy, and other European countries
in 1951, compared with less than a million tons in 1950. It looks now as if overseas shipments of U. S. coal in 1952 will be even greater.
STEEL AND ELECTRIC POWER-COAL'S BIGGEST CUSTOMERS.
Electric utilities and the steel industry are now running neck and neck for first place in
the roster of coal's customers. Steel output in 1951, reported as 105 million tons, required
105 million tons of coal, if the ton-for-ton yardstick is applied. Electric utilities used 102
million tons of bituminous coal in 1951, passing the 100-million-ton mark for the first time.
Both steel and the electric utilities will require considerably more coal in 1952.

If you have any questions about coal or
the coal industry, your inquiry to us will
receive prompt reply.
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BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
32Q So||thern Building/ Washington, D. C.
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Holiday Spirit
(Continued from
Christmas during his 8:05-9 a.m. and campaigns for Christmas Seals,
Army, CARE packages
show.
Mr. ofCaldwell's
campaignandfora Salvation
and highway safety.
a family
nine children
Mind father garnered $250 and
In addition, WBAL played Santa
quantities of canned goods, cloth- Claus to more than 400 children
ing, toys and a Christmas tree. He Christmas morning when it presented atwo-hour radio and video
also sponsored an "Adult Letters show direct
from a skating rink
to Santa Claus" contest for grownin
Baltimore's
Park. The
a man'stoaster.
wrist- children, invitedCarlin's
watch ups.andPrizesanwereautomatic
through the Salvation
Army,
were
given
WBUD Morrisville, Pa. sched- candy, prices and food while toys,
they
uled a three-day, 50-hour Christmas Caravan, which began Dec. 23. met
TV. stars of WBAL and WBALIn The South
Choir renditions of Christmas
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., music and season's messages from
altered its schedule on Christmas area pastors accented WSVS-AMYuletide programDay
to present
its annual
four-hour
Christmas
festival.
Production
was FM Crewe,ming. Va.'s
Fred Oginz
and station's
department
visited
handled by Ernie Tannen, program special events
director, and Chuck Dulane, news churches in adjoining towns and
tape-recorded unusual production
and special events director.
A contest was conducted by numbers of various choirs. ProWMAL Washington, Evening Star
masgramDay.was aired at 3:30 p.m. Christstation, with letters solicited by
WTVR (TV) Richmond reported
Jim Gibbons on "Why I should give
to the less fortunate at Christmas." huge
successwhich
with its
show,Saturday,
Santa's
began
Promotion was tied with appear- Workshop,
Dec. 1, and was repeated weekly
ance
of
Sammy
Kaye's
orchestra
at the National Guard Armory. until Dec. 22.
Top from
prize Nash
was a Kelvinator
$400 Sylvania
TV
WLAG La Grange, Ga., claimed
set
dealers.
highest
"Merry The
Christmas"
Large number of slogans were the
sign
in west Georgia.
station
sent to Mr. Gibbons along with has erected
three-foot
letters
high
■canned food for his annual yuletide on its FM tower. Entire project
Country Store in downtown Wash- was carried out by station perington.
sonnel.
WWDC Washington held a
WMBM Miami Beach, Fla., aired
Christmas
Party
with
entertainsix hour show entitled The
ment for the District of Columbia aChristmas
Card Dec. 25. Guest
Home for the Aged and Infirm Dec. stars appeared.
21. First half -hour was aired over
Thirty
Korean
war casualties,
WWDC. In addition to the show,
at Fort Campbell, Ky.,
gifts and $2 cash was distributed hospitalized
were able
to "get
Christto each resident of the home.
mas, thanks
to a home"
serviceforprovided
WOL Washington conducted by WHOP-AM-FM
Hopkinsville,
Operation Santa Claus, a special
tape-recorded
the
documentary on transportation of Ky. Station
of veterans,
enabling them
Korean and other wounded veterans voices
to
give
personal
messages
to
loved
from service hospitals to their ones and made them available to
homes for Christmas. Program the folks back home.
was heard Christmas Day.
In The Midwest
Novel public service promotion
was instituted by WBAL-TV BaltiChildren
in four
hospitals benefitted from
a Christmas
fund
more, which featured individual
station talent on eight-second sta- launched back in November by
tion break films. Seasonal spots WLW Cincinnati. Judy Perkins and
began Dec. 15, with personalities Ernie Lee of station's Morning
have counted some 32,000
wishing listeners a Merry Christ- Matinee
mas and urging support of charities pieces of mail and nearly $40,000
In Greater Grand Rapids
. . . the most ears
are WOODpecked!

Also:
WFDF — Flint
WEOA — Evansville
WFBM and WFBM-TV
KATZ AGENCY
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V5Z
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AND WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

from listeners. Props used were a WMBD Peoria, 111., Christi,
contest (asking listeners why they Party raised enough canned fc«
like the program) and a calendar to fill 850 baskets for distribm
of the pair, sent to all who con- to needy families. Entertainre
tributed $1or more.
includedtheWMBD's
Juvenile Thee
WLS Chicago
com
WLW liveredcorrespondents
abroadmesde- and
team, Homer and Jethro.
atotal of 53 Christmas
WJMO
Cleveland
General
sages from servicemen to loved ager Dave Baylor felt it waM
ones in the Ohio Valley. Spade- proper
sandwich such
work was done by London Corre- "Adesteto Fideles"
and hymns
spondent Vincent Evans and
in between "hot popul
Korean Reporter Robert Schakne. Night"
Mr. Baylor felt also that
Of total, seven were supplied by tunes.
Army informational services, the common practice of playing s
remainder from personal inter- music
the holiday'
from before
Christmas.
Acc«
views by WLW correspondents. tracts weeks
Families involved were alerted to ingly, WJMO did not play ser:
Christmas music until Dec. 23
broadcast time.
KWAD Wadena, Minn., rep
ClimaxingWLWD
its "help-a-needy"
annual Empty Stock
campaign,
(TV) Dayton, edFundthatforitsneedy
children in the a
Ohio, and the entire staff appeared
was
an
outstanding
su cc
on the Betty Ann Horstman pro- KWAD has won the cooperatioi
gram Dec. 21. Purpose was to wish
all viewers and clients a Merry local businessmen who perform
Christmas and express thanks for tions.
contributions. Drive got underway exchange for listeners' contr
WHBC Canton, Ohio, claim
with WLWD's adoption of a family
earlier in month but deluge of do- record in having the same ma;
"Santa Claus" for 20 years
nations
made
it
possible
for
station to take care of 12 families.
any other
station onCan
Gifts ranged from trees to baby challenges
score. Children
of young
food and were displayed in TV citizens listened to the
studios to viewers.
"Santa's" voice which their par
Bill Ingram, newscaster at did in many cases.
KSTP - AM - TV Minneapolis-St.
A Minneapolis father of
Paul, played Santa Claus to a
for desertion of his far
financially destitute family. He wanted
surrendered to police
brought $5,885.62 in cash and Island, 111., after hearing Ch:
$1,000
of food
to homeworth
of Mrs.
Ben andS. clothing
Sanchez mas carols over the public add
WHBF-TV
Isl
and four children, left fatherless system
KFH ofWichita,
Kan., Rock
enterta
by
stabbing.
Ingram
2,000
under-privileged
askeda fatal
donations
on hisMr.radio
and some
at a three-hour party Dec
TV shows. Condition of family dren
Project was co-sponsored by
was
discovered
by
KSTP's
soundvation
Army and local V
on-film department in covering Individuals
tragedy.
and firms don
truckloads
of toys
and foodsti
WTMJ - AM - TV, Milwaukee Entertainment
included
jugg
Journal outlet, got into the Christ- skaters, musicians, dancers
mas spirit on at least two levels — magicians. Don Anderson,
entertaining 1,000 children between chief announcer, was m. c.
ages of 8 and 12, and airing radioChristmas spirit also preva
TV coverage
of special
serv- at Luther Weaver & Assoc.
ices. Youngsters
from church
orphanages
Paul advertising agency, w
and civic groups were entertained
CARE to send pack;
in studios of Radio City by Foreman authorized
of food in the names of its cli
Tom, featured on daily TV western to the needy of other count
shows. Special church services Idea was conceived by Don G I?
were carried on radio-TV Dec. 22- ner, agency radio director. C4
25. Telecasts included midnight acknowledged the blanket
mass at St. Robert's Catholic
Church and candlelight service
from Evangelical Lutheran Church.
A roundup of church services
was a highlight of WIND ChiDayin schedule.
Program cago's
wasChristmas
inspired
part by
record snow which paralyzed traffic and was aired from 2:05-4 p.m.
C H N S
Portions of services originated
from the Salem Lutheran, First HALIFAX NOVA SCC
Presbyterian, Chicago Temple
Methodist, Great Bethesda Baptists
THE
SIGNBOARD
and St. Andrews Catholic churches.
KMTV (TV) Omaha on ChristmassidersEvethe originated
it con-of
SELLING POWER
first networkwhattelecast
IN OFTHE
a religious service from that city.
The station telecast Midnight
MARITIME PROVINCE}
Mass from Boys Town, founded by
the late Father Flanagan, just west
ASK & CO.
JOS. WEED
of Omaha. Nearly $40,000 worth
of technical equipment was set up 350 Madison Ave., New Yc
inside the Boys Town chapel for
He Has the Reasons Wkj
the event.
The third annual Lions Club5000 WATTS-NOW!
BROADCASTING
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had written
to the
agency's
ients
expressing
appreciation
ir the contribution.
In The West
More than 1,000 soldiers, sailors
id marines had a special Christas party (with more than 5,000
dividual presents) aboard the
oop transport, USS Jackson,
lanks to the efforts of Jane Todd,
CBS San Francisco.
KPIX (TV) San Francisco feaired the Walt Disney Christmas
low Dec. 25. TV receivers were
stalled in children's wards of
•ea hospitals.
jKYA San Francisco and 484
IBS stations carried Christmas
ve in San Francisco.
KRON-TV San Francisco scheded presentation of a 140-voice
loir in an hour-long production of
:he
Messiah"
23. aired a
KNBC
San Dec.
Francisco
! ecial Christmas show from the
>me of Luther Burbank in Santa
osa, Calif.
;KGO-TV San Francisco telecast
[idnight Mass from that city's
!t.as Mary's
Cathedral.
The station
twice before
won honors
from
\e San Francisco chapter of the
cademy of Television Arts &
fences for this telecast.
The men of the 40th California
ational Guard Division in Japan
ere recipients of a Christmas surrise, thanks to a project launched
n KITO San Bernardino. Station
^ranged series of phone calls ending parents, wives and sweetiarts to talk to GIs in Japan,
s'orty minutes of conversations
corded by KITO and aired twice
iristmas Day. Costs were borne
ij two local banks. KITO also
rried tapefromrecordings
season's
meetings
other 40thof Division
embers to their families.
KEX Portland, Ore., aired tranribed announcements each day
1'iich emphasized the number of
t opping days remaining before
iaristmas. The announcements,
j oadcast as a service to retail
|;srchants,
also made gift sugges>ns.
jKIST Santa Barbara, Calif.,
& ngled a wreath of mistletoe from
op its transmitter to invite
jmantically-inclined
listeners to be
I-S-T.
I KFEL Denver's Ray Perkins on

Equal Time Problem
Looms for Radio
POLITICS
THE PRACTICE of one political party demanding free network time
commensurate with that offered to another party for partisan speeches
loomed in the background of political circles last week.
The question was raised anew in connection with what was considered
a frankly political speech made by *
Frank E. McKinney, Democratic Universal Broadcasting Co. (WISH
National Committee chairman, be- Indianapolis, Ind.), had attacked
Tribune and its pubchapterfore inthe organization's
Chicago Dec. 13.midwest the ChicagoCol. Robert
R. McCormick,
Mr. McKinney, a stockholder in as well lisher,
as certain segments of the
Republican party.
Christmas afternoon aired special
The address was carried as a
recorded presentation of the opera, public
or free-time feature
"Hansel and Gretel." Presentation by the service
Mutual Network in which,
of this opera has come to be an paradoxically,
holds
annual Christmas Day broadcast of 19.3% interest.theThenewspaper
Tribune owns
the Ray Perkins Show.
WGN
Inc.
(WGN-AM-FM-TV
ChiThere was warm praise genercago), which broadcast the address
too, for radio
TV networks
and ally,
stations
who and
contributed
time "live."
questioning the propriety
for promotion of the 45th annual of While
an attack, GOP officials
Christmas Seal drive of the Na- saidsuch
they had no plans at present
tional Tuberculosis Assn. Camequalevent,
time from
paign opened Nov. 19 with broad to demand
work. In any
they the
saidnet-no
support from national and local
would
be
made
to
answer
sponsors, commentators and an- attempt
nouncers, producers and writers the attack.
and advertising agencies, as well
Mr. cratic
McKinney
told themidwest
DemoNational Committee
as stations and networks.
"All
participants
in
the
radio
delegates
that
he
"condemns
and television industries have been actions of those Republicansthe—
including
newspaper
exceptionally
year," who
according
to Dr.generous
James E.thisPerkins,
belittle
every publishers
constructive—
NTA managing director.
thing
accomplished
by
govern-on
An unusual Christmas touch was
ment of the greatest thenation
added by Art Schofield, director of earth." He bracketed the Tribune
research and promotion for Paul with Russia's Pravda, claiming both
H. Raymer Co. He sent out Christ- "edit the news to fit a party line."
mas cards postmarked at "Schofield,
The Democratic committee chairman earlier had called a news conRepresentatives of TV stations
to refute implications in
in Holland and Brazil sent home connectionference with
a profit he derived
Wis." recordings of Christmas from a stock purchase
video
Empire
greetings they made with Chris J. Tractor Co. He also toldinreporters
Witting, director and general man- that "somebody is snooping around"
ager of the DuMont Network in with respect to a television applicooperation
with the State Dept.'s
cation hehaveandfiledIndianapolis
Voice of America.
ciates
with the assoFCC
Interviewing Mr. Witting for [B»T, Dec. 17].
audiences in The Netherlands was
Free Time Problem
Joseph Stoppelman,
York Volk.
correspondent for HetNewVrije
is looking into the question
Present from Brazil were Crispin of FCC
libel in connection with political
Santos, the Brazilian voice of War- broadcasts
[B«T, Dec. 3], but the
ner Bros, newsreel; Alfio Reis- problem of free
time has never been
D'Avila, commercial
Television
Paulista in director
Sao Paulo,of successfully resolved.
general practice of networks
and Armando Nauerth, assistant andThestations
has been to grant free
commercial director.
time
for
political
speeches made"answering"
by each party.
The
chain of events does not cease there,
however, since each party prefers
to use the time, not for answering
charges but putting across its own
IT'S A HABIT!
For 25 years, farmers in Kansas and
A hint of the current disfavor
points.
at GOPtionalquarters
is a recentwhich
nanearby states have turned to WIBW
committee newsletter
calls President Truman to task for
for dependable service and preferred
making a political speech at the
entertainment.
taxpayers'
expense.
It editorial
cited a
Cleveland Plain
Dealer
charging that the Truman administration spends public funds for
radio, television and other media.
Mr. Truman had castigated the
GOP for trying to "buy" the next
TheVoice^/Kansas
election.
The latest Truman speech was
WIBW
in TOPE K A
aired free on ABC and LBS last
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month cratic
before
a women's
Demogroup when
returned briefly
fromMr.KeyTruman
West,
Fla. ABC had simulcast another
talk by Mr. McKenney last month
from New York.
The issue has been smoldering
beneath the surface for months. A
recent example was a charge by
Sen. Robert Taft (R-Ohio) before
the Senate Subcommittee on Elections & Privileges that his opponents spent — but failed to report —
$75,000 paid to MBS for a series
of broadcasts by Commentator
Frank Edwards. The broadcasts, he
"devoted
principally
tocharged,
attackswere
on me
and against
my
re-election" ( [B*T, Dec. 3].
Taft Refuses to Buy
Last
Senator's
reported spring
a policythewhereby
Sen. office
Taft
would not buy any time on Mutual
becausecasts of[B*T, Mr.
MarchEdwards'
12]. broadMr. Edwards originates his
broadcasts
nation's
capital.
Key stationsin oftheMBS
are WWDC
and WASH (FM). WWDC assumed
the network affiliation from WEAM
Arlington, Va.
Mr. Edwards is sponsored by
the American Federation of Labor
which, one station official reported
at the time, took a dim view of the
WEAM-Mutual affiliation because
of union issues. The labor union
spends a considerable amount for
the Edwards series.
In Canada
more people listen* to
CFRB
Toronto
regularly than to
any other station
jjcqp
HE 1950
BBM coverage
figures
JL show
CFRB's
as 619,050 daytime and 653,860
night time— more than one-fifth
of the homes in Canada, concentrated inthe market which
accountssales.for 40% of Canada's
retail

CFRB
Representatives:
United States — Adam J. Young Jr.
Incorporated
Canada — All-Canada Radio
Facilities Limited
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LBS AFFILIATES
Adds 7 7 New Outlets
ELEVEN stations in the tri-state
steel-producing area of Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio have
joined the Liberty Broadcasting
System, according to Gordon B.
McLendon, president of the network. Additions bring the total
LBS affiliates to 442.
New stations are WEDO McKeesport, WBVP Beaver Falls, WCVI
Connellsville, WABC Kittanning,
WKRZ Oil City, WESA Charleroi,
WCED Du Bois, WKJF (FM)
Pittsburgh, all Pa. ; WEIR Weirton
and WMOD Moundsville, W. Va.,
and WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio.
Negotiations for the signing
were handled by Bruce Collier,
LBS station relations director, and
Ed Hershberg, WBVP, who is
president of the Industrial Broadcasting System, which is composed
of the 11 outlets. The new link,
according to Liberty, will now give
the network an audience of more
than 5 million in the steel center
for its 16-hour daily schedule.
Thomas A. Ross
FUNERAL services for Thomas A.
Ross, 31, Beverly Hills advertising
agency executive, were held Dec.
23 at Recita, Calif. Mr. Ross, account executive of The Irwin Co.,
was killed when his automobile
went out of control while he was
en route to his Van Nuys home
early Dec. 22. Surviving are his
wife, Helen, and a son Kenneth, 3.

FIRST CHOICi
OF ENGINE
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE - LIGHTWEIGHT
Amplifier in the other. EasyJ
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
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SeesE Heavy
Workload
IN TV'52
AFCC
By GEORGE
C. DAVIS
President, Association of Federal
Communications Consulting Engineers
FOR 1952, I expect the television
hearings to be complex and intensely competitive on technical
as well as other
bases. neers'Therole willengi-be
to assist in the
most efficient allocation of television facilities
and I fully expect that well
th.e
consulting
over ofengiDavis
Mr. neers'
work inmatters
1952 willwithbe detailed
devoted
to allocation
constructionurement ofproblems
meascoverage and
occurring
principally in 1953 and thereafter.
New fields of exploration on
propagation information will be
open when UHF and VHF stations
operate from sites in the same
area. Studies presently made and
now on file in the record in the
current television allocation proceedings demonstrate the great disparity of UHF and VHF coverage
in rough and mountainous terrain.
These studies clearly indicate that
VHF should be used wherever possible for greater service to the
U. S. public.
I foresee a very active year in

fCC actions

DECEMBER 21 THROUGH DECEMBER 27
CP-construction
permit D-day
ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
med. -modification
ERP-effective
radiated
power
N-night
trans.-transmitter j*e
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited he.
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grantsat authorizing
new department,
stations, changes
in facilities,
and transf
appear
the end of this
accompanied
by a roundup
of ~
station and transfer applications.
December 26 Decisions . . .
to increase
power from 1 kw-D
kw-D
with 1 (operating
kw-N). fulltime on 93(
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Following
stations
granted
renewal
December
26 Applications
.
of KVOL
licensesLafayette,
for regularLa.;
period:
ACCEPTED
FOR ofFILING
KCORWDOK
San
Modification
CP
Antonio;
KXOL
Fort
Worth;
WERH Hamilton,
Ala.— Mod,
CP,
Cleveland;
thorizing
increase,
KOL
Seattle.WLOI LaPorte, Ind., and tension
ofpower
completion
date.etc., for
Granted CP
WROSauthorizing
Scottsboro,newAla.—
Mod. CP
WTAD Quincy,removed
111. — On from
petition for mod.,
extension
of completion AMdate.station
reconsideration,
docket and granted
application hearing
for CP CP,KXLRauthorizing
North Littlefrequency
Rock, Ark.—]cha
power
increase, etc.
DA-N, etc., to cha
trans, location,
KLIX authorizing
Twin Falls, Idaho—
Mod. CF
the broadcasting and telecasting mod.,
frequency
field which power increase, DA-DN,
changeofcha1 t y
location,
etc.,
for
extension
may well be pletion date.
WKNK Muskegon,
Mich.— Mod
TRENDS
compared t o authorizing
poweretc.,increase
at i
change
in
DA,
for
extension
the
proceedcompletion
date.
for I9§
ings
before
the
FCC following authorizing
KGEZ Kalispell,
frequencyofMont.—
change,Mod.DA <
the adoption of etc., for extension
completion
KDSJ Deadwood,
S.
D.— Mod.po
new methods authorizing
frequency change,
of interference measurements in increase, DA-N,
etc., for extension
date.
the AM field in February of 1947. completion
RACEauthorizing
Dallas, new
Tex.— Mod. CP
mod.,
extension
of completion AMdatestation
President Porter Looks CP,WFAN
(FM) Washington,
D. C— Tv
authorizing
changeetc.,offorERP,
location, date.
ant.,
exten
To TV Freeze Thawing studio
of WLEU-FM
completion
FCBA OUTLOOK
Erie, Pa.— Mod. CP
mod.,
authorizing
new FMdate.station
By WILLIAM A. PORTER
extension
of completion
KANTJ Lawrence,
Kan.— Mod. CP
PRESIDENT, FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS BAR ASSN.
mod.,
authorizing
new
non-commei
FM station, for
extensio
THE HEARING conducted by the Federal Communications Commission education
completion
date.
on its proposed television allocation plan, on the basis of written
License for CP
presentations in lieu of an oral hearing has resulted in the submission as WIFM
N. C—newLicense
for
mod., Elkin,
authorizing
AM stati
*
WORD
Spartanburg,powerS. change,
C. — Lic<
of approximately 1,500 documents. and
for
CP,
authorizing
the
time
required
to
hear
a
The Commis- case and prepare an initial decision N, etc., and trans, location change
sion has uniformCrystalauthorizing
City, Tex. new
— License
CP,KWTN
as mod.,
AM
ly denied requests thereon will be substantial.
tion.
If
the
Commission
arrives
at
a
for oral
presenta- decision on its allocation plan and authorizing
KGKB Tyler,
Tex.—
License
for
tion of testimony
new trans.
for CP
the freeze by Feb. 1, 1952, WBBZ PoncaCPCity,
in this proceed- lifts
Okla.—
CP
tc
if it allows a period of 60 placetrans,
CP authorizing
ing. Unquestion- and
locations. change in sti
days for the filing of new applica- andKWHT
ably,cedurethishasproWheatland,
Wyo.—
CP
tions, hearings might conceivably place CP authorizing
renew AM stat
License Renewal
sulstantial
ted in a savingsub-of commence in May.
Following
stations
request rene
license:
Since these hearings will be com- of KLVT
time and has
Tex.,
and WK
Mr. Porter
plex, and time-consuming, it is not FM NiagaraLevelland,
Falls,
N.
Y.
made possible a unreasonable
to anticipate that it
decision on the
Applications
Returned
applications for rene
of in- of Following
allocation plan within the next will requirework tomany
license HaleyviUe,
RETURNED:
bringmonths
the television
WJBB
Ala., and K
few weeks. With this decision will hearing tensivedocket
River Falls, Minn.
come a lifting of the freeze and current state. into a reasonably Thief (Continued
on page 79)
the acceptance of television applications by the Commission for
processing.
SERVICE DIRECTORY
In those instances where an application may be granted without
hearing, construction can be commenced at an early date. HowCOMMERCIAL RADIO
ever, relatively few applicants
Custom-Built Equipment
MONITORING COMPANY
whose applications are required to
PRECISION
FREQUENCY MEASUREMEN
U. S. RECORDING CO.
be heard can expect final decisions
Engineer on duty all night every ni§K
in time to get into operation dur- 1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
JACKSON 5302
ing 1952.
Lincoln 3-2705
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City,
examinersdocket
will
be The
facedCommission's
with a staggering
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A— US-year
background
Established
1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
I INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILUMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
Quarter Consulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Lane,
Television
One LeFevre
New Systems
Rochelle, N
New Rochelle 6-1620

UNION CONTRACT
WCFL, IBEW Agree on Terms
FINAL contract terms have been
settled between WCFL, Chicago
Federation of Labor station, and
the International Brotherhood of
Member AFCCE
Electrical Workers (IBEW), with
the latter gaining a liberal severance
convABS Honored
tract,clause.
effectiveThe
Nov. one-year
20, provides
that
any
technician
or
engineer
'LAQUE
for public
service activiies on behalf
of veterans
was who is fired, laid off or resigns,
■resented to Mutual by Disabled receives severance pay totalling one
salary for every year of
imerican Veterans during special week's
ocumentary broadcast, The Great- service.
Contracts, signed Monday, were
st Gift of All, at 10:30-11 P.M.
]ST last Monday. Award was ae- negotiated by Art Harre, WCFL
epted by Frank White, MBS pres- manager, and Walt Thompson,
ient, at conclusion of program, president, IBEW, Local 1220.
rtrich deals with supplying fresh Terms also provide for a $10 wage
lood and plasma for the wounded increase in two installments.
i Korea.
Wage Stabilization Board denial
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

of a joint petition of IBEW and
WBKBtion of the
(TV)escalator
Chicago, clause
for reducin a
new contract, will be appealed this
week. Board claims no precedent
for reducing the length of service
(proposal was from four to three
and one-half years) had been set
locally. It approved, however, contract stipulations providing for increases in starting and intermediate salary scales, and fringe beneincludingpay.
three-week vacations
and fits
holiday
WBKB (TV) contract is retroactive to May 1 and expires Sept.
1, 1952. It provides for a starting
wage of $80 instead of $72.50,
with the maximum remaining at
$137.50. An extension of contract
between Local 1220 and WLS carries with a new top scale of $145,
increased from $137.50.

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Avo.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffnor
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

On All Accounts
(Continued from "page 19)
Mexico for a three-week vacation
during the holidays, live on Chicago's near north side, complying
with a standing rule that the house
be within a 50-cent cab ride from
work.
A surrealistic painter by necessity, "because I can't paint anything recognizable although I want
tooffice
desperately,"
Florence
is replete
withMurdoch's
original
moderns lection,from
Mr.
Ludgin's
and she escapes from colthe
bustle of business into a somber,
peaceful country scene above her
desk. She ignores a raucous
composition on another wall, which
an office colleague terms " a joke
on too broad a canvas."
December 31, 1951 • Page 75

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
totheirboxcustody
numbersor return.
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
Help Wanted
Wanted:ager, Manager,
man-for
copywriter,
twocommercial
combo
new daytime
station
in defense
southernmen
resort
turned
boom
town
by
project.
Box 814L, BROADCASTING.
Openings
for
engineers,
announcers,
salesmen.
Starting
January.
Address
inquiries
withoperation
full
first
letter to WAKN,
Aiken,
Southdetails
Carolina.
Managerial
Wanted:
StationSendmanager
withreferences,
successful
record.
picture,
biography
to
H.
R.
Winsor,
WBYS,
Canton, Illinois.
Salesman
Salesman-commercial
manager,
single
station
southern
market,
1000 wattincome.
dayCommission
on gross
Box 770L,time.BROADCASTING.
Excellentradio
opportunity
for salesman
who
knows
value
of account
servicing.
Goodand
draw
against
15%.O.
Send
complete
details,
air
mail.
P.
Box 112, Gloversville, New York.
Oil! Gas!
We have
these up—
what
wenewAgriculture!
needstation
is salesman
to grow
with
inopportunities,
booming
smallno
town.
Unlimited
competition,
friendly
town,
substantial
market, $300
per month,
you
fromguaranteed
there.NewApply
KVBC,
Box take
1117, itFarmington,
Mexico.
Salesman
—
Opening
in
rich
Fox
Valley area.
Prefer man Salary
state River
Wisconsin, near middlewest.
plus
commission.
Send complete
letter
Commercial
Manager,
WHBY,
Appleton, Wisconsin.
Announcers
Wanted
—
announcer
with good
hard
punching
commercialSend
voice.
Large midwestern
market.
audition
disc
and
all
details
first
letter.
Box
367L,
BROADCASTING,
Morning man
neededaffiliate.
for 5000 Need
watt midwestern
network
man
who ingcanman leaves
take offandwhere
present
mornbuild
still
further.
One who has personality, selling ability
on thesic, control
air, complete
knowledgeOneof who
muboard
operation.
can
cooperate
withbackground,
management.
Write
giving
complete
photo
and
disc
or tape sample
of work,
replies
confidential.
Write Box
752L, allBROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer
southerntails. Bstation.
Send for
disc 1000
and watt
deox 771L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman:
opportunityin
for
dependable man Fine
experienced
competitive
market
selling.
No Good
pers
o
n
a
l
i
t
y
o
r
DJ
work
involved.
salary
and and
commission,
depending
on
experience
ability.
Fine
Kentucky
city.
Send all first letter. Box 787L,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate
openingaffiliate
combination
man,
Georgia network
near working
Atlanta.
Favorable
salary.
Excellent
conditions.
Write
or
wire
Box
788L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer
live wire
CBS
Write fullforparticulars,
send station.
voice
Joplin,
Mo. transcription to KSWM,
Wanted,
experienced
holding first
engineerannouncer
Emphstation.
asis onclass
announcing.
Newticket.
100048 hour
watt
Mutual
$70
for
six
day,
week.
No
phone
calls.
Do
not
send
auditionsWm. or T.other
Write
Kemp,returnable
KVWO, material.
Box 926,
Cheyenne,
Wyoming.
Wanted
— Two immediately.
announcers Forty
with hour
first
phone license
week
salary,mensurate
$45.00
to $65.00WACA,
comwith
ability.
Camden, South Carolina.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Long pay
—mostshort
hours! small
One market
of naprosperous
daytimetion'sindependent
stations located
in
booming
west Texas
eight thousand population
willannouncer
havecityopening
after
January
15
for
with
first
ticket.
day work week
requiring
fifteen
toSix twenty-five
announcing.
We maintainhours
threeassisting
tickets
for twelve
hour
daily
operating
ule and six qualified microphone schedmen.
Preference
given
applicants
now
emscaleandminimumployed
three southwest.
hundredSalary
monthly
up
depending
application
on
job.
This
five station
opportu-is
nity exists forconnection
those whowhere
are congenial,
wish to nentlyapply
themselves,
permaand grow
with us.IfstayAll
letters
of inquiryexpenses
answered.
acceptable
traveling
paid.
Send
details
and audition
disc,
wire
or
tape
to
ager, KTFY, Brownfield, Texas. ManAnnouncer-engineer
for Mutual
40 milestails.Atlanta.
Send
discGa. andoutlet,
deWBHF, Cartersville,
Experienced
announcer,
evening
shift.
Opportunity
for disc show,Lew1000Carter,
watt
CBS affiliate.
WFMD,
Frederick,Contact
Maryland.
Announcernouncer fowanted,
interested inprefer
anresidence
of r regular
N. C,Wannamaker,
S.staffC, work,
or Virginia.
Contact
Allan
Radio
Station WGTM, Wilson. N. C.
Wanted,
engineer-announcer
once.
Radio Station
WHLN, Harlan,at Kentucky.
Wanted,neer,combination,
announcer-engiemphasislicense,
on announcing.
have
1st Good
class
carconditions,
and be Must
draft
exempt.
working
MBS
network station. 48 hours, 6 day week,
salary tails,$300.00
per
month.
Send
full
dedisc,
snapshot
first
letter,
Manager WKWF, Key West, Florida.
Need
experienced
announcer.
Start
$60.00
per for
weekrightwith
Good place
man.advancement.
No drifter,
capable,
clean,immediately
sober, goodWMGR,
fish'n phone
hunting, contact
777, Bainbridge,
Ga.
Announcer-engineer,
first phone. State
experience
and salary
first
letter. WMLT,
Dublin,requirements
Georgia.
Dual network station, TV application,
has teropening
for staff
announcer. Send
BetauditionthanMeridian,
andaverage
resumeopportunities.
WMOX,
Miss.to J. W. Carson,
Announcer-engineer, first phone, send
disc, resume. WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
Immediate
opening
for experiencedon
combination
man
announcing.
Good with
pay. emphasis
RushLakeland,
photo,
disc
and data.
WONN
Florida.
New
England
has
opening
for fulltime
announcerindependent
with ticket.
Good ent,base
overtime,
tal-by
5 day for
week.40 hours,
Full information
contacting
Manager, WTWN, St. Johnsbury,
Vermont.
Technical
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia network
station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer - engineer
wantedtionfor
chief engineer's
job
by stainforHawaii.
Good,
permanent
position
the right
man. andExperience
in maintenance
of speech
RF gear
essential.
given toSendexperienced smallPreference
station chiefs.
full
details plus audition tape to Box 765L,
BROADCASTING.

WantedStarting
(Cont'd)salary $60
EngineerHelpwanted.
for 45 hours.
Experience
not necesGive information first
letter.
Box 799L,sary.BROADCASTING.
Need
combination
announcer-engineer
for Minnesota station. Want man technical y ablesalary.
to handleMailchiefdetails.
engineer's
job.
Box
809L, Good
BROADCASTING.
First class transmitter operator. No
experience
required.
Middle
Atlantic.
ReplyCar Boxessential.
813L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer network station, experience
preferred,steady
but employment,
not required.pleasant
Good
wages,
town. Write
Jack Breece, Manager,
KOVE, Lander, Wyo.
First
transmitter
controlphone
room.engineer
Pleasantforsurroundings.
Carl Meyer, WCMY, Ottawa, Illinois.
Engineer withdutyfirstneeded
phoneat license
transmitter
once. for
$50
for forty
hours.
mer hours.
Car Overtime
necessary.during
1000 sumwatt
daytime gineer,
operation.
Contact Penna.
Chief EnWCOJ, Coatesville,
Engineer.
First
class.
$240
40 hour Excellent
week. Time
and halfmonth.
paid.
Raises.
opportunity.
Phone
or wire now. WCVA, Culpeper, Virginia.
Wanted:rator. First
class transmitter
opeNo floaters.
full details
first
to WEEB, Apply
Southern
Pines,
North letter
Carolina.
Have terimmediate
opening fornottransmitoperator.
Experience
necesPrefer single
WEPM, sary.Martinsburg,
W.man.
Va. Call 5252,
Engineer-announcer
first class
cense. Good pay andwithworking
condi-liAccent on announcing.
If you're
aWrite
top tions.
announcer,
you
are
our
man.
full Garrison,
details, experience,
salary,
etc. John
WFUN, Huntsville,
Ala.
Immediate
opening for
engineer
first class license.
Contact
AllenwithB.
Jones,ton, N.Radio
C. Station WGNI, WilmingHave immediate opening for first class
operator, studio
and transmitter
work.
Experience
not necessary.
Write WHDL,
Olean, New York, for further information.
Will train
engine r for 6inexperienced
a.m. to noon licensed
announcing
shift. ing.Good
future,nearguaranteed
hous250
Mutual
seashore,
good
hunting,
fishing.WHIT,
Immediate
Air
mail details
New Bern,opening.
N. C.
Immediate
phoneWKWF,
qualified engineer.opening
Write first
Manager,
Key West, Florida.
Modern
station
heart of
Lake
Erieprogressive
land
has inpermanent
position
forvacation
engineer.
Excellent
salary
and
generous
vacation
plan.
Chief Engineer, WLEC, Sandusky,Contact
Ohio,
immediately.
Radio test technicians and radio test
engineers for alignment,
test radio
and
trouble-shooting
of complicated
equipment.
These
jobs
require
thoroughtensive
theoretical
andradio.
exexperienceknowledge
in practical
Pay
earn isup excellent
to $120.00 (many
a week),technicians
working
conditionstunities forare
of the finest,
advancement
are goodopporand
you'llplus
like thethe opportunity
employee benefits.
All
this
to
work
the finest
city in the
midwest!
Writeofin
for
an
interview
or
send
resume
qualifications Company,
to B. V. Mayrhauser,
The
N. E.,Turner
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.909 17th St.,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)

Engineeropening,
or announcer-engineer,
mediate
WVOS, Liberty, N
Production-Programming, Othe
Program
director forSend
1000 disc
watt south)
daytime
and
tails. Boxstation.
772L, BROADCASTING
Fulltime New England independ' !
looking for program director with gc P
"knowhow."
15goodon staff.
Will
personality,
voice,
and invo
two
station
package.
Excellent
oppra r"
tunity
in
unusual
setup.
Town
10,000. Box 786L, BROADCASTING
Experienced
copywriter,
totoph
department
andradio
service
several
counts. ManCopy
preferred.
Heavy
schedule.
aimed
at
mass
auw<
ence. arrangement
Starting salarybased$275-$300
bonus
on
at
and
experience.
Station
is top
dependent
application.
plete
detailswithfirstTVletter.
WBOK, CoN
Orleans.
Newsman,
writing and experience
broadcasting, into gatheriij
join ne
largest
market.
Send
samauth'
staff
of
leading
station
inletter,
Ohio's
news
copy,
photo
and
et
or
tape
tion to Program
Youngstown,
Ohio. Director, WKB
Experienced
copywrit
Also
do commercials,
traffic commercial
work. photo,
In reply
inclu
sample
experience. WVSC, Somerset,details
Pa.
Television
Production-Programming, Other g
Dynamic
promotion man,
opening,State
progressive
midwestImmedia
TVstartiist
tion.
qualifications,
salary.
Box
797L,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General-commercial manager with s: t
years
experience,
interested inor 250lowi <
1000 watt
south,be southwest,
midwest.
Must
able to invest. No
employed. Box 753L, BROADCASTTNC «
Announcers
Baseballor TV.
play-by-play
radio
10 years announcer
experience fci jj_
are threeandthings
thatleague
I can ball.
promiseTher*^
yo,
minor
major
from
experience.
liste jj
ers willmy bepastsatisified
with myTheplay-bj
play
accounts
of
the
games.
The
spor
sor will be satisfied with the manne
in which Iwill"sell"be his
merchandise,
ball
with Triple
the waff!
I sellclubbaseball
to satisfied
the public.
or major leagues only. For full infoi
mation and discs write Box w
BROADCASTING.
Help!
announcer
pos: *S
tion. Young
Proficient
instraight
sports,desires
DJ wor>
newscasting
and control
announcinf
Can
also
handle
board.
Goo
education.
Veteran, draft exemp *P
Box
777L, BROADCASTING,
Excellent announcer, experienced, edu
cated, now PD. Wants large station
ING.
city, salary. Box 790L, BROADCAST
Announcer-newsman-emcee.
dol
lars a week. Personal interview100 only
Box 793L, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch
midwestern sportscaste
available immediately.
7 years higle:<
tensive
including
school andbackground
Big Ten basketball,
colleg
football,
American
Association
Base
ball.
Colorful,
accurate,
excellen
voice,
30,
veteran.
Box
796L,
BROAD
CASTING.

Announcer,
control board operator
AMdisi ,"T'
FM.
Limited
News,
shows.
Deep experience.
SingleJanuary
veteran
27. Available
onvoice.or after
10 L
Box 801L, BROADCASTING.
Announcing
and selling, would prefe: ^.
southern
CASTING. state. Box 803L, BROAT 3T
4 years experience
ticket.
I'm your announcer
man. Boxwith804Llsl 6
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
tent
Southern
states !
d
Newion:girl,
York
City : New
I wantEngland
to see snow
4 1 lung
single,
iff announcing
at3 years
largeexperience
network
iliate. Deejay, actress, women's,
j1 ildren's
programs, candisc,sellphoto
on air,
31 'ite
quest.own Boxcopy.807L,Tape,
BROADCASTING.on
il-Jiented
all-round
announcer,
commercials,
adstrong
lib.
iorts,
DJ. grad.
Harvardexcellent
University
and
ClA dio
school
Some
experience.
-Jmarried,
new
car,
experienced
as
m1 terview
ne salesman
Disc orBoxpersonal
will too.
sell you.
808L,
;|\OADCASTING.
J':'
you need
a sports announcer
with
'AW| ?hyears
of college
andbe
schoolplay-by-play
sporting
events,
Imanmaywith
Tut man.
Also
top morning
Tt-ge
following.
Presently
employed
.f t seeking larger station. Box 815L,
PJ ;IOADCASTING.
a4;{ )minouncer-salesman
just discharged
Navy
position
of orpermanent naturedesires
as announcer
an?.j uncer-salesman.
Was announcer
and
l,'|lmmercial
manager
of small in-on
| !Spendent
and
announcer-salesman
before general
recalled announcing
into servTi. affiliate
Along with
iri[iterate
n be called
onandto write
do sports,
remotes,
board
copy.
Prefer
H'st good
but will
consider
anyandoffertwoaffordliving
for
wife
jacen.
Write S.TomE., Corcoran,
3316D.chilDu1Ep| isphone
Place,
Washington,
LUdlow 21669. C,
mbination announcer-engineer. First
tlw'.one.
Experienced,reward
trained,good,
married,
lilHiable.
con[ entious Ifworkyou with
a living wage,
-§-> minimum, contact Joe Covington,
sterprofessional
now availableballplayer,
for baseball,sportstoptoria, L. I. C, New York.
Technical
:
Intention progressive midwest stations:
class engineer,
chief engineer
I th~st fifteen
years experience
desires
"Tiponsible
position. Box 760L, BROADI .STING.
hirst phone wants job with good pay,
■"i]|itG.
combo. Box 794L, BROADCAST■ji|/.ief
or staff
engineer.
Experienced
-*-i cellent
phases.
Married,
car, draft
exempt,
previous
emI >yment. references,
All offers all
considered.
Box
-pL,
BROADCASTING.
II gineer-salesman
south,
ffme
announcing.desirous
$70.00 ofminimum
!Ifftrt. Box 802L, BROADCASTING.
r-iifcigineer,
fourtravel,
years available
experience.on Draft
will
short
A empt,
tice. Box
812L, BROADCASTING,
D ief engineer/announcer. Experienced
)|(| phases. 4 years chief. Married, car,
ri|
teran, draft exempt,
excellent
IjIKces.
west considered.
coast
or referupper
I dwest.Prefer
All offers
J. R.
-i-herty,
WHLF,
So. Boston, Virginia.
:*|
engineerHoldor first
light combo posiyj raight
n desired.
telelicenses. phone,
Experienced
31 aph
tworkandandhamindependent
operations.
" JI: -Navy
e 27, radio
single.operator.
Have Draft
car. exempt.
Travel.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Challengewatter,
wantedV/2by years
NBC newsman
at
50,000
experience.
Gather,
write,graduate
air localcumnews,
rewrite,
23,
veteran,
laude.
Box
810L, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Southwest$130,000.
state. 1000
Net $2,000.in
Asking
Idealwatts.
opportunity
CASTING^
fast
growing area. Box 785L, BROADFor sale: 250 watt fulltime network.
New
Western
Electric studios
equipmentgo
throughout.
Building
with
sell on inandterms.
than deal.
100,000 Will
audience
capitolBetter
city.
Box 791L, BROADCASTING.
New
England
AM
station
for
sale.
steal, $10,000.
Assets
valued overA
$10,000.
Box 800L,
BROADCASTING.
Will sell all or any partowner
of network
station.
wants
someone Non-resident
to move in as operator.
Minority trolling
interest
requires
$10,000;
conconfidential bointerest,
th ends.$20,000.
Write Keep
Box 811L,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
One kilowatt Western Electric AM
transmitter
443-A-l,
changed frommodel
Western
Electricfinalto tubes
RCA
type 833-A.
A Western
Electric
limiter
model
1126-C
includes
126-C and
limiter
amplifier,
298-A
control
panel
20B rectifier. A Wincharger tower type
300
triangular,
heightbeacon
260', assembly,
complete
with
type
300
M.M.
lighting
wire,
conduitslineandand375tuning
feet
open wire
transmission
house
components.
Box 665L, BROADCASTING.
Equipmentfrom
for atower
complete 250 watt AM
station
Everything
to go on the toair turntables.
with. Box
806L, BROADCASTING.
Studio
transmitter
link
equipment
940.5
megacycles
— FM radio and.
engineering
lab,
model
694 transmitter
704 receiver
used 2828RCAhoursCT-1A
— 2 dishandtypeCR-1A
antennas.
Also
radio
telephone sets with antennas 26.45
megacycles
828 hours. Rhode
Chief En-Island.
gineer, used
WHIM, Providence,
watt equipment.
Tower
toComplete
records.250Includes
251 foot Truscon
tower,
BTA-250LRCA transmitter,
monitors RCA
and limiter,
consolette
76-B4, equipment.
pickering arms
reproducers,
office
First andreasonable
offer
accepted.
Gerald O'Grady, North
Adams,
Massachusetts.
For sale: Auricon pro 16 mm sound
camera withNR241" amplifier
fl. 5 lenshigh2 — fidelity
200 ft.
magazines
mike for
paralax
range
finder local
like news
new.
Ideal
local
TV
station,
and
MotionMass,Picture
Co., interviews.
50 Piedmont Master
St., Boston,
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Interested
purchasingIf your
stationstation
in cityis
of 50,000 toin 200,000.
run
down,
loosing
money,aboutor it.
you're
afraid
of
TV,
let
us
know
No
broker,
deal letter
direct confidential.
with interested
buyer.
Your
Box
792L, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Will paymitter,cashmodulation
for good one kw transmonitor, two turntables andandfrequency
record library.
What do you have? Write C. L. GraAlabama.ham, 1145 Walnut Street, Gadsden,
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Antenna
tuning
and photoelectric
control. unit
Box flasher
805L, BROADCASTING.
Studio
console
WE
23-C
equal. Give
full particulars. Box 4554or Jacksonville,
Florida.

perienced
transmitter
availlewis
immediately.
Your operator
requirements?
nver, Sherlock,
Colorado. General Delivery,
ve
BS chief
in Electrical
Engineering,
uld station
like
orCalifornia,
other combo
job orin
inHave
!all
southwest.
car.
AnyTexassalary
1diately,
be considered.
I
am
available
phone, St.,
or write im-B.
?gart,
3124wire,Churchill
Brookhill
nta, Calif.,
9-6561. La Cre•oduction-Programming, Others Wanted— Studio control board, pref1 acurrently
employed
in 5 3station
erably two channel. Reply
Adviseto fully,
Hooper.
Sameprogram
city
years.city,5 make, condition,
P. O.
irs
announcing,
experience,
Box 748, Columbia,price.
S, C.
aft
exempt.
Interested
in
joining
>dL, BROADCASTING.
sales or production team. Box
Miscellaneous
pywnter
now vet,
attached tosouthwest
midwest Commercialplacement
crystals crystals
and newfor orBliley
retion,
married,
ation
with secondary.
friendly,desires
hard
working fastest
Westernservice.
Electric,broadcast
RCAmonitor
holders,
etc.,
ff.
Salary
Experienced
Also
and
freselling,BROADCASTING.
announcing, board work.
measuring service.
Eidson 3-3901.
ElecKime789L,
tronquency
ic Co., Temple,
Texas, phone
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

For Sale
Equipment etc.
FOR SALE
Completely refinished
16 inch
filing cabinets
$30 traneach
crated F.O.B.scriptionHollywood
16 inchabletranscription
cabinets
workcondition $10 each uncrated
F.O.B. Hollywood
Standard Radio Transcription Services,lnc.
140 N. La36,BreaCalif.
Hollywood
Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
WANTED
5 KW AM
TRANSMITTER
State price, condition and age.
Box 795L, BROADCASTING
Employment Service

PROCUREMENT
Top DPA Posts Change
REALIGNMENT of top government procurement and production
posts is underway, occasioned by
the return of two electronics officials to private industry.
Biggest change involves the post
of deputycurementadministrator
for proatthe Defense Production
Administration. Clay Bedford, previously with the Office of Defense
Mobilization, has been filling a vacancy created by the return of
Walter W. Watts, RCA vice president, to his firm.
Watts,
who inonlyrecent
hasMr.been
devoting
partweeks
time

toEngineering
DPA, is viceProducts
presidentDivision.
of RCA's
He
is being retained by DPA on a
consulting and special assignment
basis.
Mr. Bedford, Dec. 18, was named
special aide to Secretary of Defensesibility
Robertfor Lovett,
with military
responexpediting
production. He will be vested with
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
broad powers, fulfilling the request
We have
selected Managers
General, ; Commercial and Disc
Program
Chief
of the Senate Preparedness ComEngineers,
Jockeys
and
other
mittee, which called for appointspecialists.
us your needsDelays
today. are costly; tell
"procurement
Mr.
Bedfordment of aserved
as deputyczar."
to DPA
Howard S. Frazter
Administrator Manly Fleischmann.
TV & Radio Management Consultants
Mr.ant to Defense
Bedford Mobilizer
was special
assist-E.
728 Bond Bldg., Washington' 5, D. C.
Charles
Wilson and was associated with
School
Kaiser-Frazer Corp. before entergovernment
He Jan.
is slat-1,
eding
to leave
the service.
DPA post
JOBS IN RADIO!
vacating in favor of W. L. CampBecomeducer anor salesannouncer,
writer,
promanager.
bell, Food & Machinery & Chemical
Nearly
fifty jobs Write
now available
for
Corp., San Jose, Calif.
trainedtionpersonnel.
for
informaabout professional
Another
change
materialized was that
of A. which
S. Hawthorne,
and correspondence
courses. accelerated
also of RCA Engineering Products
Div., who left DPA fortnight ago
to return
to RCA.
Hawthorne has been
serving Mr.
as special
Science Exposition
assistant to Mr. Watts.
WFIL
WFIL-TV forPhiladelphia
Both Messrs. Watts and Hawserved asandcoordinator
radio and
thorne worked on assignments
television coverage of the Annual looking toward easing of procureExposition of Science and Industry
ment problems and touching on
held in that city Dec. 26-30. Most production bottlenecks in electronics and other industries.
Philadelphia stations participated
in convention coverage. John D.
Appointment of Al Lubin, deputy
Scheuer Jr., operations assistant director of public information for
to the general manager at WFIL- DPA, as public information chief
AM-TV, was a member of ex- for the Small minisDefense
Adtration also was Plants
announced.
position's publicity committee.
LIBERAL
FINANCING
Arranged for
Eastern Network
Midwest Independent
$25,000.00 lintvn
$15,000.00 n»uwi
A well established network
The only station in an attractive
operation, located in one of the midwest
removed from
very
in the television.cityThewell
market is basically
east. good
This radio
situationmarkets
is profitable
and dairying — county
but it is definitely under-developed agricultural
and offers a remarkable oppor- retail sales are in excess of
tunity to an active owner-manager. 120,000,000.00.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James
W. Blackburn
Lester M. Smith
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
Washington
Bldg.
Tower
235Exbrook
Montgomery
2-5672 St.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
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THIS is the limit! The number of ducks they could legally bag, that is. Shown
after a duck-hunting trip to Lake Okeechobee, Fla., are (I to r) Fred Thrower
Jr., vice president in charge of TV sales at CBS; Mark Woods, former ABC
vice chairman and now board chairman of Woods & Warwick Agency, and
John B. Browning, manager of WSPB, CBS affiliate in Sarasota, Fla.

THIS
QUARTETAriz.,reported
a "whale"
a time
duckbackhunt]
near Yuma,
earlier they
this had
month,
despite oftheir
not while
bringing
game. They are (I to r): John Hogg, president, KOY Phoenix; William
Lindsey, general manager, KYMA Yuma; Albert Johnson, manager of KC s
and Ward Ingrim, Don Lee executive vice president. Mr. Johnson is sha ion
drawing bead on a decoy.

FCC Alert Plans
Outlined at Meet
CIVIL DEFENSE
RADIOtions SILENCE
plan
whereby
all
standard,
FM ofandimminent
televisionattack
stawould be asked to leave the air in the event
in the next few weeks was unfolded to the nation's communications experts over a fortnight ago.
The plan originally was revealed the President "for preparing and
three months ago when the FCC putting into effect plans with
distributed instructions to all AM, respect to radio stations" under
FM and TV stations asking their the executive order.
voluntary
cooperation [B»T, Sept.
plan becomes
effectiveof after
10].
it Thereceives
concurrence
the
Communications leaders were Secretary of Defense and chairman of the National Resources
apprised of developments at a sixday meeting called by the Federal Board. Once the FCC issues defiCivil Defense Administration at
"Operation
Conelrad"
its Staff College in Olney, Md. would nitebeorders,
on stations
which
Over 130 delegates from RCA, subscribe binding
to it.
Motorola, General Electric, AT&T
It
was
learned
last
week
that
and other organizations attended approximately 400 stations have
the sessions, Dec. 10-15.
notified the Commission of their
Phases of the FCC's Conelrad intent to enter the plan and have
and interim plans for emergency completed
stations operation were bared in changes. or begun equipment
closed sessions to the experts by
Basis of total silencing of all
Col. William Talbot, director of stations
pending effectiveness of
FCDA'stionsWarning
CommunicaConelrad, it was learned reliably
Section. He &served
as co- last
week, is an FCC memorandum
chairman along with Glen E. Niel- (51-1154
— BC 2) to stations imsen of the
FCC's Commerce & Industry Division.
plementing last September's action.
It requests
radio-TVprocedure,
broadcast-to
FCC Memorandum
ers, under interim
off the air if the Air Force
Instructions asking stations to go
deems an attack imminent. FCC
leave the air in the event of at- would
transmit a prepared message
tack was implemented with an FCC so stating
this fact to stations.
memorandum to broadcasters last Stations would
after the
Nov. 23. This total blackout would attack has run itsreturn
course.
be essential only until such time
The
Federal
Civil
Defense
Adas the so-called Conelrad plan is
ministration ison the last leg of
ready to be placed
communication leadersintowereaction,
advised.
completing the interim plan insofar
it affects its own operations
One highly-placed authority esti- as
mated that this may be sometime and functions, it was learned.
within the next two weeks. Under
Among changes made by some
the Conelrad formula, which stations preparatory to subscribing to Conelrad formula are those
formed the basis for the Presitransmitter crystals,
recent executive
order,would
TV involving
and FMdent'sstations
probably
antenna modifications and provision for emergency standby power.
be silenced [B*T, Dec. 17]. The
executive order merely authorized
Conelrad employs two sets of
— but did not effectuate — the Conel- techniques — one for so-called clusrad plan.
ters of stations involving power
FCC is vested with authority by reduction in areas with three or
Page 78 • December 31, 1951

more outlets, and the other for procedure for broadcast static
single-station markets utilizing (use of different alerts, etc.)
not crystalized.
frequency changes.
Still another, it was understo
Under
thenotinterim
plan, save
stations would
be silenced
was the delay in issuance of an
as a last resort — when the mili- ecutive order spelling out cont
tary is positive that an attack is or silencing of broadcast statici^
forthcoming. Warning systems (in- in the event of attack. The ore!
cluding sirens) also would be was issued by President Trum,
Dec. 10.
pressed into action.
These and other phases re"It communications
appears that certain
radio
circuits ba
portedlymunications
were outlined
to
comexperts, though not in lice, fire, common carriers, et,
specific detail, by Col. Talbot, who cannot be provided unless ste
also cited radio's sentinel role in are taken to reallocate a cert^
providing
the public with vital number of channels in the medii
alert information.
and high frequency bands
The purpose of the conference Talbot told the delegates. He su
was to discuss a proposed civil gested additional circuits be us
defense communication system to activate key state civil defer
touchingices.largely
on mobile
serv- functions.
Radio facilities operated by thefmi
Participation
of amateur
radio operators and possible re- public or special services would
quest for additional medium and used only on a voluntary basis
high frequency bands also were at select times, he added.
weighed.
It was explained that the 2
Channel 7 Request Deferred
band local
in some
states by
is availalJJ,"
for
utilization
amate
FCDA has deferred a request
and
4
mc
for
long-ran
for use of the 7 mc band for CD operators,
A
maximum
of
just
over
3.5
communications pending exploration
of
the
whole
frequency
probsuggested.
lem.
Other topics
at t|»iJt
includedbrought
use ofupportal
FCC has designated frequencies meetings
transmitter-receiver
sets
and
for amateur use but has not prom- tablishment of contact poii sfr:
ulgated rules to govern operation, set
whereup. two-way radio cannot
equipment,
reportedly
been one ofetc.theThisfactors
cited has
for
the delay
in issuance
technical manual
designed ofto a advise
state civil defense directors on the Truman View
role of communications, including
broadcasting stations.
CHARGE that the Associated Pre;rfs'
Assn.the preferrcTop FCDA
communications
au- toManaging
"carp andEditors
criticize"
classify
thorities also have
confirmed that
information
order
of Sept.
25 v
radio-TV procedure would be omit- made Dec. 18 by President T;
ted fromcations
a forthcoming
communiman
in
a
letter
to
Herbert
F.
Coi
manual earmarked as a
Star, APME pres
followup to the President's national Washington
dent.
APME
had
informed
tl
plan for
cuit, Dec.civil
10].defense [Closed Cir- President its executive committccould not accept his invitation
A separate
bulletin
will bebroadcast
distributedmanual
to stateor write definitions for classifyir
directors as a separate publication. government
information
order itself"becaui
ere:
It is in the mill now. One reason it feels that the
for this decision is that the exact dangerous barriers between tb
people and their• government.''
BROADCASTING
Telecastii
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 7U)
>ecember 27 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted Licenses
WKNA-FM
Charleston, W. Va.97.5—
Iranted
license
ac (Ch. 248), ERPnew 9 FMkw, station;
ant. 124 ft.
WHJC
Mattawan,
W. Va.—
ense new AM station;
1360Granted
kc, 1 kwli3KBLInewBlackfoot,
Idaho 1490
— Granted
ense
AM station;
kc, 250 li-w
ulltime.
WPAC newPatchogue,
N. Y.1580— Granted
icense
AM
station;
250
if> KCHJ
day. Delano, Calif.— Granted kc,
license
liew
:ond. AM station; 1010 kc, 1 kw day,
KLVC Leadville, Col. — Granted li:ense
ulltime.new AM station; 1230 kc, 250 w
WCMC Wildwood, N. J.— Granted li:ense
ulltime.new AM station; 1230 kc, 100 w
WINS New York in— nighttime
Granted license
lovering
,nd new increase
DA; 1010 kc, 50 kw power
DA-1,
rond.
Granted CP Modification
WMFC
Monroeville,
Ala.
—
Granted
nod.
CP studio
for approval
ant., trans,
ind main
location,ofcond.
Silent Two Weeks
WSAJ Grove City,silent
Pa.— Granted
k i*hority
Dec. au-19
o Jan. 2toinremain
order to observefromChristmas
-acation
(non-commercial eduational AMperiodstation).
Cancelled CP
WORAto cancel
Mayaguez,
P. R.— had
Granted
[uest
CP which
author-rezed power
increase,
etc.
I
Completion Dates Extended
granted mod.
Ij orFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
dates,CP'sas
■Ibhown:
II ond.;
WRSWKE-2XDR
Warsaw, (Allen
Ind., toB. Feb.
29,
DuMont
|[-,abs)
New
York
to
July
1,
cond.;
I VLCS-FM Baton Rouge, La., to March
V!9;
Erie, J.,Pa.,to to90 March
VBUDWLEU-FM
days cond.;
after19;
•i ;rant
ofTrenton,
certainN. applications,
fVPEN-FM
Philadelphia
to
Feb.
iiVBT
Charlotte,Mich.,
N. C, toto Feb.
July 2; WCEN21;
irVJHL-FM
At. Pleasant,
Johnson City,
Tenn.,15,tocond.;
June
|; 5; WSGN-FM
Birmingham,
Ala., City
to Feb.to
and
KOMA-FM
Oklahoma
uly 1. ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Paul R. Walker
KSOXfor extension
Harlingen, ofTex.—
ion
time Granted
to ofDec.WCKY
21peti-to
ile oppositions
toKFBK
petitions
d% Cincinnati
and
Sacramento
re
pplication
for CP.
United Paramount
Theatres Inc.,
§ American
Bcstg.
Co.
and
American
Scstg.
Paramount
Theatres Inc.of —time
Grantd petition
extension
vhich
to fileforopposition
to motion forin
econsideration
petiion
to intervene offiledFCCby denial
Partmarof Corp.,
•t al., reInc.,
applications
Paramountto
'ictures
etc.; timeofextended
>ee. 27.
WSAY Rochester, N. Y.— Referred to
ull
Commission
WSAY'sre petition
ntervene
in proceeding
Paramountto
'ictures
Inc.,
et al. Bureau — Granted
Chief,
Broadcast
■etition for extension of time to Dec.
8 to file opposition to petition for reiew
of hearing
examiner's ruling re
pplication
irand
Island,of Grand
Neb. Island Bcstg. Co.,
By Hearing Examiner
Smith Elizabeth C.
Eastland County Bcstg. Co., Eastland,
'ex.
— Granted
petitionre for
acceptanceof
f,yman
late
appearance
application
Brown
Enterprises
and Eastmd's
application
in
same
proceeding.
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— Ordered hearing
eiec.WVOP's
application
scheduled
18 be continued to Dec. 20 forin
/ashington.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Miami,of Fla.—
>rWFEC
extension
time Granted
to Feb. 1petition
to file

fCC roundup Wf
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications WW
box score
Class
AM
Stations
FM
TV Stations
Stations

SUMMARY
On Air Licensed
2,327
2,295
648
108 55893

Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
Tahoe Examiner
Valley, Calif.—
Radio
Tahoe.
Hearing
Hughlooking
B. Hutchison
issued
initial
decision
towards
denial
by
default
application
for
new
AM
station,
Decision
Dec. 1240
21. kc, 100 w, fulltime.
Oklahoma
Okla. —Examiner
Johnnie Weston Crabtree.City,Hearing
Basil
P. Cooper
issued
initial
decision looking
toward
denial
of
application
for
new
AM
station,
1590
kc,
500
w,
day.
Decision Dec. 26.
KTHS
Hot
Springs,
Ark.—
Radio
Bcstg. Inc. Hearing Examiner Basil
P. Cooper
issued
decisionforlooking towardof license
grant with
ofinitial
application
represent
facilities
ofmove1090ofnewalkc,
10
kw-D
1
kw-N,
pending
station
to
Little
Rock,
Ark.;
and,move
grantstation
of application for authorityto
toLittle
Rock on 1090fromkc, 50Hotkw,Springs
fulltime,
DA-N,
conditions.
Decision
Dec. 26.W.
WGKV
and WCAW
Charleston,
Va.
—
Kanawha
Valley
Bcstg.
Co.
(WGKV)
and
Capitol
Bcstg.HughCorp.
(WCAW).
Hearing
examiner
Hutchison
issued
initial
decision look-ofB.
ing
toward
grant
of
application
WGKV to change from 1490 kc, 250 w,
fulltime,
to 1300 kc, 1 kw, location,
fulltime, conDADN, change
ditions; aofnd,transmitter
looking
toward
denialfromof
application
WCAW
to
change
1400 kc, 250 w, fulltime, to 1300 kc, 1
kw, fulltime,
mitter location.DA-DN,
Decisionchange
Dec. 27.transNon-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
WGBH (FM)
Mass.— Institute
Granted
assignment
ofEducational
CPBoston,
from Lowell
tosimplify
WGBH administration
Foundation
of station; toin
addition, gations
assignee
assume allCP obliincurred inwillobtaining
and
made
in connection
with toconstruction
of
station,
$29,939.08.
Granted
Dec. amounting
26.
WKBZ-AM-FM
Granted
transfer ofMuskegon,
control fromMich.Grant—
F.000.Ashbacker
to Arch
Shawd for $150,Mr.
Shawd
is
president
Industries Inc. Granted Dec. of26. Shawd
WTTN Watertown, Wis. — Granted
proposed
findings of fact and conclusions re application.
December 27 Applications . . .
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1070
WDIA Memphis, Tenn.— CP to change
frequencycrease power
from 730 250
kc tow to107050kc,kw-Dinand 10location,
kw-N, from
install
trans,
etc. DA-DN, change
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewals
Following
stations request renewal
of KBTM
license:Jonesboro,
Ark., Dalton,
KEXO Grand
Junction, Col., WBLJ
Ga.,
WINK Ft.leans,Myers,
Fla.,
WJBW
NewMinn.,
OrLa.,
WKLK
Cloquet,
WNNC Newton, N. C, KGON Oregon
City,
Ore.
WOLS
Florence,
S.
C,
WCAT
Rapid City.
KSIX Corpus
Christi,
KEVTS.Tex.D„Kerrville,
Tex.,
and KOSATex.,Odessa,
Applications Dismissed
KMMO Marshall,
Mo.— DISMISSED
Why buy 2 or more...
application
for
mod. CP,
authorized
power
increase,
etc., which
for extension
completion
date.
do 1 big sales job of WGAR
Cleveland, Ohio— DISMISSED
for CP to change from DA-1
on "RADIO BALTIMORE " toapplication
DA-2. Application
Returned
n
g
WMFT Florence,
Ala.
— RETURNED
application
for Bcstg.
assignment
license
WBAL
from
Tri-Cities
Co. toofDaylight
Bcstg. Co.
ROADCASTING
• Telecast!

THROUGH DECEMBER 27
CPs Grants Pending Hearing
15
Appls.
31011
107
111
Cond'l 475
In1712
89
transfer of control from Albert B. Gale
and
Yeo to Verne
H. Halle,
MarcellaJ. E.H.saleKolata
andout Carl
V.shares
Kolata
through
of
130
of
200
of
stock
for
$32,955.andMr.willKolata
already
owns
70
shares
acquire
ten
more; tion.
he Mrs.is Kolata
programis director
housewifeof staand
Verne
Granted Halle
Dec. 26.is real estate broker.
KDRS Paragould,
Ark.—
Granted
from ProgressiveasBcstg.Granted
Co. sigtonment of license
Daily
000.
Dec. 26.Press Inc. for $56,WCOL-AM-FM
Columbus,
Ohio—
petition
of Pixleys
Inc., and
LloydGrace
A. Pix-OnM.
ley,
Martha
P. Pixley
Pixley,
as
individuals,
and
Air
Inc., FCC removed
application
forTrails
ass
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
licenses
from
hearing
docket
and
(1)Pixleys
grantedInc.assignment
of
license
from
to
Lloyd
Pixley, Martha
P. Pixley and
Grace M.A.
Pixley,
as
individuals;
no
monetary
consideration since three own Pixleys
Inc.;
(2)threegranted
assignment
of licenseto
fromTrails
as individuals
Air
Inc.Pixleys
forPresident
$100,000.
Principals
in AirurerTrails
are
and
Sawyer and
(20%),owner
U. S.TreasSecretand
arCharles
y of Commerce
WING
Dayton
majority
stockholder
WIZE
Springfield,
Ohio;
Executive
Vice
Presidenutive
t J. Pattison
Williamsof (20%),
vice six
president
WINGSept.execand3;
WIZE,
and
others
[B«T,
FCC
ROUNDUP
Sept.
10].
Granted
Dec. 26 (Comr. Jones dissented).
New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATIONS
Knoxville, Tenn.— Mountcastle Bcstg.
Co., Ch.ual, 14.156 (82-88
mc), ERP
28.3 kwheight
visaural,
above
averagekw cost
terrain
551antenna
ft.; estimated
construction
$273,380,
estimated
first year
cost $78,500.
$125,000,Appliestitoperating
year revenue
cantmatedisfirslicensee
Knoxville.
Filed Dec.of 26.WROL-AM-FM
Waco, Tex.—
KWTX10 Bcstg.
Co., Ch.5 kwII
(198-204
mc), ERP
kwabove
visual,
aural,
antenna
height
average
terrain
590 ft.; estimated
construction
cost
$229,474.67,
estimated
first year
operating
cost
$114,600,
estimated
year revenue
$125,000. Applicant isfirstliDec. 26. cense of KWTX Waco, Tex. Filed
Iowa— Black
Hawk 28.9Bcstg.
Co.,Waterloo,
Ch.13.67 (174-180
ERP
kw
visual,
kwterrain
aural,mc),429antenna
height
above
average
ft.;
estimated
construction
cost
$160,844,
estimated
first
year operating
cost and revenueof
not given.
Applicant
KWWL
Waterloo.
Filed isDec.licensee
27.

Lafayette, La. — Evangeline Bcstg. Co.,
Ch. 5kw(76-82
ERP 51.6height
kw visual,
25.8
aural,mc),antenna
above
average terrain
406 ft.; estimated
struction cost $247,295,
estimated confirst
year
operating
cost
$150,000,
estimated
first
year revenue
$150,000. Lafayette,
Applicant
isLa. licensee
of
KVOL-AM-FM
Filed Dec. 28.
Oklahoma
City,andOkla.Bcstg.
— Oklahoma
County
Television
Co., Ch.
25aural;
(536-542
mc), ERP
18 kw visual,
9 kw
estimated
construction
cost
$166,541.37, estimated first year operating
cost $51,000,
estimated
first
year
revenue $90,000.
Applicantandis Clarence
partnershipE.
ofWilson,
Philip
D. Jackson
who
own KTMC
McAlester,
Okla.,Dec.and
Puyallup,
Wash.
Filed
28. KPUY
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KBIS— Assignment
and KMAR (FM)
Bakersfield,
Calif.
ofMarchetti,
license
from
James
L.
Mattly,
Guy
Fred
Marchetti,
Cantelmi andReno
JulianMarchetti,
Cantelmi, Umbert
d/b as
Marmat Radio Co., to Harold Brown
for $38,250.
Brown Bakersfield,
is former general manager Mr.of KERN
and,
later,27.managed KMJ Fresno. Filed
Dec.
KDONment of Palm
Beach,
Calif.—
Assignlicense from Salinas Newspapers Inc.,Grant
Salinas,
Calif., toMr.Charles
for $80,000.
Grant
isBlackwood
a
real
estate
Filed Dec. 27. broker in Carmel, Calif.
WPAC
Y. — Assignment
ofSarachek,
licensePatchogue,
from
Lee N.Morrison,
Julian
W. Frank
Short,
Leonard
Savage,
Harriet
Schoffel
Morrison
and
Herbert Morrison to Herbert
Morrison,
Harriet risonSchoffel
Morrison
and Lee Mor-as
because
of
the
resignation,
partners,
of Messrs. Short, inSavage
Sarachek,
order andtoin
be
relievedwhoof withdraw
further obligations
company,
and who receive
no moneRemaining
partners,tarywhoconsideration.
become
stockholders
in stock
new
and
resulting
corporation,
receive
inshares,
following
amounts:
Lee
Morrison,
54
Herbert
Morrison,
10
shares,
and
Harriet
Schoffel
Morrison,
654
shares,
with
no
stock
to
have
any
par
value. Filed Dec. 27.
WEEK fromPeoria
liRobert111.—
S.Assignment
Kerr,
D. A.ofMcGee, T.censeNational
M. Kerr,
Callie
B.Trust
Fentem
and
Liberty
Bank
&
Co.
(coexecutors
ofDeanestate
of T.Grayce
W. Fentem,
deceased),
B. Kerr
and
H.Terrill,
Kerr,
partnership
d/b asGeraldine
West Central
Bcstg.a Co.,
to O. L.
Taylor homainCity, exchange
KTOK KTOK
OklaOkla.,
now for
Inc., which
is owned
byownedO. L.by Taylor.
Mr. Taylor
is
licensee
of
KANS
WichKans., andissueKROVand Weslaco,
[See ita,story
B*T, Nov. Tex.
12].
Filed
Dec. this
27.
WEEKcense fromPeoria,
111.—
Assignment
ofSta-liO.
L.
Taylor
to
Radio
tion WEEK Inc.corporation
for $225,000.are Principals
inVanceassignee
Fred Mr.L.
and
members ofof Dallas
his family.
Vance
is
manager
office
of
O.firm,L. Taylor
Co., station
representative
and
former
employe
of
WEEK
[see storyassignment
this issue].of license
(Contingent
grant
to O.Co.)onL.
Taylor ofDec.
from27.West Central
Bcstg.
Filed
KTOKment ofOklahoma
City, KTOK
Okla.— Assignlicense from
Inc. to
O. L.tionTaylor.
No monetary
considerasince Mr.Dec.Taylor
Inc. Filed
27. is owner of KTOK
KTOKof Oklahoma
Assign-to
ment
license fromCity,O.Okla.—
L. Taylor
(Continued on page 80)

BMI

Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit—Signet

WHY
ME
TELL
4;
-Victor — 20-444
Fisher
Eddie
ds:
On Recor
Tunes V.c. 20Four Aces— Decca 27860;Mer.Four
5767; Norman Kaye
4427; Ralph Marterie—Lee—
Dec* ; Horace Bailey
1929; Roberta
—Cap.
Swallows — King*.
*SoonCoral*;
to beThereleased
'rton exclusively" licensed by BMI.
December 31, 1951
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Radio Homes — 43 Million Market
(Continued from page 23)
Households %
Radio Homes
1940 Increase
1950
1950
Standard Metropolitan Area 29,504 32,855 26,375
24.6
Asheville N C
Atlanta Ga '
164,043 185,779
135,448
37.2
16.0
34,640
40,185
37,854
N.'j
33,619 26.0
At antic City
34,774 42,356
Ga
Aueusta
51.7
28,070 31.5
42,584 280,230
37 900 368,399
Auftin Texas
357,715
Md
Baltimore
38,717 43,115 23,016 87.3
on Rouee La
Ba
28.0
19,325 45.1
24,741 39,163
24^21 56,822
Bav Citv Mi'ch
Arthur, Texas 51,765
i^mont-Port
43,739 21.0
52,932 119,034
51,344 153,529
Y
Binirhamton N.Ala.
29.0
136,948 645,464 558,175 15.6
BirminghamMms
637,718
Boston
30.3
56,868
74,099
210
73
Conn
Bri&ort
13.2
33,192 22.0
37,583 250,886
36,907 306,142
Brockton N Mass
300,019
Y
Buffalo
30.1
62,183
80,906
79,126
Canton' Ohio
21.4
26,378 34.5
32,013 31,907
31,213 42,911
Iowa '.
RapidsI C
Cedar
35,187
Charleston
30.5
64,726 44.9
070 84,477
7946,954
Va. i
esion N W C
Char
36,320
52,639 53,238
Charlotte Tenn
28.9
61,854 68,650
Chattanooga
21.6
227,579
276,700
269,506
Ohio
ancinnati
350,293 21.9
419 856 427,117
Ohio
S
30,527 35,332 24,210 45.9
Columbia S C
aiumous, Gac\:..::::::.
aw
jw
28,577 45.7
65.5
113,020 Hi
187,033 S
Sl^rS!0
832
"IIS
Texas TeXas : ::::::::: 1174,876
gXs?
Davenport (Iowa) — Rock Island„„„.„ 55,891 23.4
67,428 68,945
Moline (111)
42.6
91,800 26.2
128,278
Davton
30,727 24,349
30,051 130,896
111
Decatur Oho
43.2
120,119 24.0
168,524 171,963
Colo
DenverMoines,
68,519 70,060 56,516
Iowa
Des
818,873 829,659 616,510 34.6
Mich
Detroit
Duluth'(Minn.)-Superior
(Wis.)
.
.
73,915
8.8
19,898 31.1
26,081 69,485
23,499 75,578
Durham N C
42,578 48,165 31,604 52.4
El Paso Texas
pile
p.'
58,996 61,841
31.5
36,227 28.8
47,644 48,010
45,643
ind:
EvansviHe.
13.8
34,875
39,704
39,069
Mass
River
Fall
28.6
60,380
77,640
76,320
Flint Mich
Fort
Wayne',
Ind.
'.
53,959 109,137
54,892 42,223
69.2
64,512 30.0
101,061
Texas
Worth
Fort
Fresno! Cal f . .
78,285 80,375 50,012 60.7
Gadsden Ala
22,091 25,276 17,197 47.0
Calvesto'n
Texas
30,597 85,525
33,149 22,150
49.7
Grand
^
Rapids,
Mich.
:
84,071
Chfcago Green
27.8
20,506 23.6
26,208 69,220
25,658
111
Wis
Bay
'
Greensboro-High Point, N. C1,5
45,193 49,772 36,842 35.1
Greenville
S
C
40,199
45,066,
33,813
33.3
81
5
8
4
1,608,936 1,
Hamilton-Middletown, Ohio ........ 40,036
41,105
26.5
322,78432,496
Harrisburg, Pa
80,540
83,809
66,991
21.6 25.1
Hartford,
Conn
100,851
101,562
77,479
31.1
Houston/Texas
221,883 239,874 146,403 63.8
Huntington (W. Va.)— Ashland (Ky.) 58,589 67,344 55,225 21.9
Indianapolis,
Ind
163,544
167,737
131,660
27.4
Tackson Mich
30,140 30,692 25,148 22.0
Jackson',
Miss.
31,461
37,454 55,165
26,921 54.8
39.1
Tacksonville
Fla
76,073 85,379
Johnstown,
71,859
Kalamazoo, Pa.
Mich
36,017 76,364
36,677 68,935
27,564 10.8
33.1
Kansas City, Mo
248,839 256,535 203,941 25.8
Kenosha,
21,731 88,763
21,950 59,501
16,764 49.2
30.9
Knoxville Wis
Tenn
80,863
Lancaster, Pa
60,979 65,218 55,376 17.8
Lansing
Mich
48,755 49,447
'Laredo, Texas
12,794 36,894
10,025 34.0
27.6
Lawrence, Mass
36,378 36,932 32,838 12.5
Lexington, Ky
25,253 27,330 21,044 29.9
III Wk n A
Bf BI B B BB B _
_
BtJfiJSpwJSK™
^BTfirnilTrMBT'l
^1 yif p £ ^ —■ >'H«p ■
fl<t «A1
BB
\.
fti - BJ
BJ
^} o R'S° • • - Oot»n9s'
mode BJ
BJ
The ReSu\ts • • '.n the Uj
RO*es<
-st
cno'«ce
y/rUe
y/DRC . |^0*^e*' n,etc>°^ fl
B
Wot**0*K/VaVo.
C'0•^ob'^V»*',eS•r |■
y^1»jot
ovO»«
KA9T '
j by ^*
1
reseOte
II
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 79 )
West Central Bcstg. Co. in exchange
for
Peoria,
Principals
West WEEK
Central
Bcstg. T.111.
Co. are
RobertCallieinS.
D. A. andMcGee,
Kerr,
B.Kerr,Fentem
Liberty M.National
Bank
of estate
cutors Dean
T.& Trust
W. Fentem,
deceased),
Terrill,of
Co. (co-exe
Grayce B. Kerr and Geraldine H. Kerr,
a partnership [see story this issue].
West
Co. is Dec.
licensee
KRMG Central
Tulsa, Bcstg.
Okla. Filed
27. of
KSPO Spokane, Wash.— Assignment
ofGenelicense
from and
LouisDelbert
WasmerBertholf,
to D.
Williams
co-partners,
for
$55,000.
Mr.
Williams
isMr-nowBertholf
generalis employed
manager ofin production
KSPO and
and
program
department
of
KGA Spokane. [Mr. Wasmer has filed application
to buy KREM Spokane, B«T, Nov. 26,
19, Oct. 22.] Filed Dec. 28.

Radio Homes
1940 Incre
Standard Metropolitan Area 1950 1950
Lima, Ohio
25,440 25,959 20,255 i
Lincoln, Nebr
35,138 36,113 42,112
29,129 a2
Little Rock-North Little Rock, Ark. 50,211 56,671
Lorain-Elyria,
Ohio
40,713 1,439,403
41,459 30,228 %
Los
Angeles, Calif
1,420,691
934,629
124,814 5I
Louisville,
Ky.
157,689
166,163
Lowell,
36,132
Lubbock,Mass
Texas
26,030 36,204
28,293 31,537
13,819 1(1
Macon,
30,178 37,119
35,372 4S
Madison, Ga
Wis
45,495
46,094 25,816
Manchester, N. H
25,422 26,074 22,050 1
Memphis,Fla
Tenn
115,748 133,504
S
Miami,
144,442
154,815 96,769
75,934 1C1
Milwaukee, Wis
246,075 249,316 209,682
Minneapolis-St.
Paul,
Minn
323,953
328,220
Mobile, Ala
51,852 62,098 263,508 5
Montgomery,
Ala
30,206
Muncie, Ind
26,653 .37,663
27,308 29,520 55
Nashville, Tenn
81,425 88,698 21,719
66,923 c
New Bedford, Mass
40,598 41,258 36,841
New
Conn
41,239
31,978
21
New Britain-Bristol,
Haven, Conn
74,294 41,530
75,120 147,545
63,914
35,768 SJ] '
New Orleans, La
173,947 196,995 66,332
New York-Northeastern New Jersey 3,659,852 3,776,937 1,146,120 2
Norfolk-Portsmouth,
Va
103,584
Ogden, Utah
23,253 113,454
23,559 15,103 5
Oklahoma
City,
Okla
94,884 101,916
4
Omaha, Nebr
102,906
105,762 69,951
89,487 11
Orlando,111
Fla
32,081
Peoria,
72,441 35,725
74,146 20,413
59,365 2
Philadelphia, Pa
979,486 1,019,236 831,031
Phoenix, Ariz
90,900 96,497 50,455 9
Pittsburgh,
Pa
591,675
614,408
525,474
1
Pittsfield, Mass
18,667 19,048
1
Portland, Me
34,478 35,003 16,025
28,167
Portland,
222,793
42
Providence,Oreg
R. 1
209,150 228,975
211,476 161,443
1
Pueblo, Colo
23,627 24,484 177,761
Racine, Wis
31,086 31,400 18,232 32
Raleigh, N. C
29,941 33,305 24,992
24,330
3
Reading, Pa.
70,478 73,262 63,692 31
Richmond, Va
84,647 90,823 69,210
Roanoke, Va
34,375 36,647 121,086
27,949 13
Rochester,
N. Y
136,172
Rockford, 111
45,069 143,641
45,848
Sacramento, Calif
81,060 82,799 34,818
49,134 36
Saginaw,
42,046
34,542 2
St. Joseph,Mich
Mo
27,221 42,992
28,684 403,040
St. Louis, Mo
481,989 494,855 26,816 2
Salt Lake City, Utah
77,506 78,447 56,621 3
San
Angelo, Texas
15,228 16,977 84,692
10.503 65
San
Texas
116,102
San Antonio,
Bernardino,
Calif
83,710 130,745
85,945 47,666
90,179 885
San Diego, Calif
165,970 169,012 462,693
San
Francisco-Oakland,
Calif
698,193
707,389
San Jose, Calif
84,154 85,436 51,916 6
Savannah,
Ga
36,162
3
Scranton, Pa
67,949 43,050
71,828 31,718
72,347 3
Seattle, Wash
230,828 236,262 169,125
Shreveport, La
43,882 50,323 40,350 2
Sioux City, Iowa
30,272 31,273 28,394 1
15.504 3
Sioux
Falls,
S.
Dak
20,229
South Bend, Ind
57,762 20,748
59,122
Spokane, Wash
67,442 69,030 43,804
49,863 33
Springfield,
111
39,724
40,826
Springfield, Mo
31,351 33,176 33,207
26,611 22
Springfield, Ohio
32,055 32,877 26,653
95,216
Springfield-Holyoke,
Mass
112,934
113,730
Stamford-Norwalk,
Conn
54,923
55,590 37,991
Stockton, Calif.
56,506 57,955
36,569
80,630
Syracuse,
N.
Y
92,158
Tacoma, Wash
77,514 97,213
79,015 54,711
Tampa-St.
Petersburg,
Fla
120,756
131,543
78,830
Terre Haute, Ind
31,937 33,512 30,080
Toledo, Ohio
114,679 116,662 96,079
26,376
Topeka,
Kans
31,693
32,775
Trenton, N. J
57,262 59,339 48,501
Tulsa, Okla
73,234 77,991 54,645
Utica-Rome,
N. Y
76,863
27,326
Waco, Texas
33,540 80,401
37,855 237,609
69,195
Washington,
D.
C
392,145
Waterbury, Conn
43,488 405,108
43,972 35,825
Waterloo, Iowa
28,649 29,204 22,621
Wheeling
(W. Va.)—
Steubenville
(Ohio)
97,115 100,533 42,468
Wichita, Kans
67,016 69,447 92,298
19,954
Wichita Falls, Texas
24,003 26,119 102,117
Wilkes-Barre— Hazleton, Pa
101,848 106,647 57,406
Wilmington,
Del
72,734
75,061
Winston-Salem,
N. C
35,631
Worcester,
Mass
73,583 39,678
74,779 30,800
63,425
York, Pa
56,165 58,935 118,588
Youngstown, Ohio
141,880 145,967 48,252
*Radio set figures not available.
fective Jan. 1. Mr. Rorer has beei
Rorer Moves Office
an associate member of the
DWIGHT E. RORER, Washington, firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson
D. C. Mr. Rorer
D. C, radio attorney, has moved his Washington,
a firm member of Grant, Ex
office in the nation's capital to also
selsen
&
Rorer,
New York.
Suite 530, Washington Bldg., efBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Our Respects To
(Continued from page kh)
ianager of WCBS. In May of together on hundreds of other
)50, he became the first general broadcasts, the popular red-head
insisting during his first year on
ianager of a CBS-owned televi- WCBS
Mr. Swift be in the
on station, WCBS-TV, serving in studio that
during every
dual capacity as general man- broadcast.withThe him
two went on a twoner of both WCBS and WCBSV until August of this year, when month tour of South Pacific islands
le Columbia Broadcasting Sys- in 1944 for the Red Cross, in con;m was split into separate radio
with the "Give a Pint, Save
rid television divisions, and Mr. a Life" nectioncampaign,
in which
men had taken active
parts. both
wift
moved
into
his
current
posi<Jn.
Mr. Swift was born in Newark,
In his treasure of broadcasting N. J., on October 2, 1912. His
cperiences, there is one that Mr. family later moved to Montclair,
where he attended the Montwift will never forget. It hap- N. J.,clair
Academy and Montclair High
jned the night before WCBS be- School. His
father was a blanket
in broadcasting from its present
manufacturer,
gave up his
on Columbia
Island, own successful who
business to become
T■ansmitter
New Rochelle,
N. Y. Because
manager of the Blanket Division
rthur Godfrey's
early-morning
rogram
was scheduled
to be the of the American Woolen Co., and
est aired over the new transmitter was a vice president of Cannon
id because both Messrs. Swift Mills before his death.
id Godfrey thought it would be
During his second year at high
good stunt to originate the first school, Mr. Swift was introduced
rogram from the island itself, to the game of tennis by a young
le pair left early the preceding lady the day after they had met.
^ening, planning to get a good She beat him so badly that he made
his mind to master the game.
rest inat the
rsght'slocated
the engineers'
base of thequarnew up
By the time he was graduated from
ansmitting tower.
high school he was skillful enough
There was so much excitement, to teach others. The young lady —
Edith Morrell — later became Mrs.
nvover,
muchneither
last-minute
f| ork
goingandonso that
could Swift.
Leep a wink.
Now his game is golf (tennis is
too strenuous).
He says, my
"my abilen| Godfrey Takes Over
thusiasm for it outstrips
I, Mr. Swift talked Mr. Godfrey
ity."
He's
a
December-to-DecemIjtto taking over the bored en- ber man and golfs any good course
gineer's role, who was testing the from New Jersey to Pinehurst
a tiredup voice,
and whenever he can get away for a
t•■'■ansmitter
gether theyin rigged
a typical
iodfrey broadcast of records and few hours or a few days.
tiiitchat. In short order a long
REC Member
| stance collect call was received
Mr. Swift is not a joiner — the
[;om
a
man
at
Joe's
Bar
in
some
hio small town. Mr. Swift said only business club to which he belongs is the Radio Executives Club.
; could not accept the call.
But this gave him an idea, for "I don't have time for such activities," he says. "My job is as much
me fun and for an easy way of
my Mr.avocation
as it itis my
vocation."
itermining
the new
transmitter's
Swift feels
essential
that
fective
range.
He had
Mr. Godey say on the air that he had costs be kept to an absolute miniist received the call from the
mum if television is to be brought
within the reach of the local adhioan, and that if anyone else vertiser.
ould their
like names
to callmentioned
collect, they'd
;ar
over
"We have been able to provide
programs at com'CBS. Before the night was good television
paratively low costs," he points
rer, they had heard from every
ate in the Union, five provinces out, "by building our shows around
Canada and Mexico. Each was experienced veterans of radio and
collect call which, after getting promising young talent from elsewhere in the entertainment field."
;J :jj>te caller's
accept. name, Mr. Swift would
"Further economies," Mr. Swift
Next day, he did accept a call, notes, "have been brought about by
om a vice president of the tele- strip programming which, together
lone company, who declared that with our policy of participating
te of his jobs was to weed out sponsorships, results in the widest
.ckets against his organization, possible distribution of costs for
he Swift-Godfrey scheme, he said, the advertiser."
Mr. Swift was married to his
as an entirely new one.
Mr. Swift and Mr. Godfrey were high school sweetheart in 1935 and
they currently reside in Morristown, N. J., with their three children: Carol Ann, 12, G. Richard
Jr., 9, and Christopher Barry, 5.
"By the time the youngest came
along," he laughs, "we felt my job
here was permanent, so we had no
scruples about giving him the initials of C.B.S."
ROADCASTING
• Telecasti

Praises Rugged Drama
U. S. ASSISTANT Surgeon
General Mark Hollis praised
the ABC radio program, Mark
Trail, for its effectiveness as
an adventure drama base on
nature lore and cited, in particular, its work towards
eliminating water pollution.
Referring to the Monday,
We d n e s d a y, and Friday
afternoon program, he said,
"we of the United States Publicful Health
are grateto you Service
for telling
your
listeners about the important
work there is for everybody
to do in helping to make
America's waters clean."

NATURAL SCIENTIST
Is Named by WBAL
IVAN T. SANDERSON, well
known natural scientist, is joining
the staff of WBAL Baltimore as
science and research director.
Starting Jan. 7, he will write and
broadcast a daily program, You and
the Unknown, discussing all facets
of the sentednatural
with familysciences,
appeal. but preMr. Sanderson is an author of
seven books and has three more
in preparation, has led nine scientific expeditions to tropical countries, collected specimens and data
for museums all over the world
and has written many articles for
leading magazines.
He hasforan his
international reputation
ability to make natural sciences
fascinating to millions of persons,
WBAL said.
Join Sports Group
LOCAL campaigns to promote
public attendance at sports events
have been started in four cities,
J. B. Elliott, RCA Victor, has announced in his capacity as chairman of the Sports Broadcasting
Committee of Radio - Television
Mfrs. Assn.campaign
Directingis aRTMA's
nationwide
sports
subcommittee composed of sales
managers of 19 leading TV set
manufacturers.

OUT

TOPS
OF HOME

SHIP-BORNE VOA
To Use CG Vessel
THE VOICE of America will take
on a new pitch early next year
when the U. S. "Campaign of
Truth" moves out to high seas.
Ship-borne transmitters, deto penetrate
Curtainsignedcountries,
willthebe Iron
formally
pressed into action with the comis ioning of a Coast
sel in New mYork
City. Guard vesThe project has been under study
for more than a year and has been
tested as one phase of the State
Dept.'s campaign
step up broadcasting activitiesto overseas.
The
project is known as Operation
Vagabond.
The ship will be commissioned
the Courier in New York sometime
around next Feb. 15. If successful,
other units will be launched.
How will it work? The present
plan calls for the erection of a barrage balloon above a 338-ft. Coast
Guard vessel, with mounted antenna, and a deck-based antenna.
The plan
ship-laden
trans-as
mitters was for
devised
originally
an economical alternative to the
usual procedure of securing select
land sites in certain countries. Additional y, land sites are more difficult to protect.
Koy tional
D. Kohler,
InternaBroadcastingchief,
Division,
described the project this way last
March tions
before
a
House
Appropriasubcommittee:
"It will be rangements
put haveonbeen
a vessel.
Arcompleted
... to secure and man the vessel
and
is all worked
out with
the the
JointplanChiefs
of Staff.
.. .
Perhaps
as
many
as
three
to five
additional units can be so mounted.
. . . They can be operated with
their own antenna, or with ashoreinstalled
antenna."would cost roughly
The operation
$1 million a year to maintain. The
ship will be equipped with medium
and shortwave transmitters described as "several times more
powerful than any domestic transmitters
by thein the
FCC."
Funds wereauthorized
included
$97.5
million requested by President
Truman but cut 90% by Congress.
Budget called for money to finance
a ring-transmitter project.

IN
LISTENING

See Center spread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000 WATTS
OF
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RTMA HEADQUARTERS
MOVED TO NEW OFFICE
Radio-TeleviNATIONAL headquarters ofn moved
Satursion Mfrs. Assn. in Washingto
St. N.W.,
day to new Wyatt Bldg., 777 14th
Capital
NBC
from
street
across
n,
Washingto
studios. New telephone number is NAtional
3902.
Glen McDaniel, RTMA president, and James
D. Secrest, secretary-general manager, are
located with administrative Staff at Room 800.
Separate office for new RTMA Statistical
811. This office is oper-it
located at Room
Dept. ated
separately from headquarters since
n from manul informatioits
handles confidentia
officers will
facturers. RTMA explained
have no access whatever to statistical files.
RADIO-TV TO COVER
CIVIL DEFENSE CONVOY
EXTENSIVE radio-TV coverage planned for
official opening of Alert America D.civilC, defense
convoy, which hits Washington, ConvoyJan.will7
on first leg of nationwide tour.
locate at Interdepartmental Auditorium, with
local stations mapping lengthy pickups during
week. Convoy will tour key target areas in New
then southern and western
Midwest,shows
England,
also are planned.
states. Network
of Federal Civil Defense
project
is
Convoy
Administration and operated by Valley Forge
(Freedom train operator). AdverFoundation
tising Council Inc. expected to participate later.
FCDA anniversary will be marked with official
on of Jan. 13 as Civil Defense Week.
proclamati
Convoy features displays, exhibits, illustration
of CD services and talks by key speakers.
SALE OF WICC PROTESTED;
WANTS LICENSE TURNED IN
IF FCC approves sale of WOR-AM-FM-TV
& Rubber
to General
New YorkS. Lee
s (Yankee
Don
and Co.'s
EnterpriseTire
Thomas
Lee Networks), it should force that company to
hand in its WICC Bridgeport license, open
up 600 kc facility for new applicants.
That is essence of motion filed Friday with
FCC by Garo W. Ray, New England consulting engineer.
Mr. Ray's
thesisconflict
is thatwithwhenan
a licensee
is forced,
through
FCC rule, to dispose of a broadcast station,
it should be put back into "pot." In this
case Mr. Ray is referring to multiple ownership rule which limits single entity to seven
AM stations. If Commission approves purchase of Macy-owned New York properties, Lee
Enterprises has indicated it will sell WICC
to present owners of WLIZ Bridgeport for
$200,000 [B*T, Nov. 26, 19].
Tangible assets of WICC are less than
$10,000, Mr. Ray asserted, and the $200,000
purchase figure is, in effect, a lien against
future profits of the station. This means Lee
Enterprises would continue to control station,
and thus be in rule,
violation
sevento-a-customer
Mr. ofRayCommission's
stated.
Mr. Ray, who has interest in WNHC-AM-TV
New Haven, also declared he wanted to apply
for WICC facilities.
AGENCY OPENS S. F. OFFICE
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS to
open office at 235 Montgomery St. (Russ
Bldg.), San Francisco, effective Jan. 1, with
Frank Dougherty as manager.
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BUYING POWER RISES
BUYING power of individuals in United
States rose substantially in 1951 as result
of higher employment and rising wages,
Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer
said in yearend review. Gross national
product valued at $327 billion for year,
15% above 1950. Half of increase due
to higher prices, rest to volume increase.
Outstanding defense orders at yearend
amount to $40 billion. Personal income
totaled $251 billion for year compared to
$225 billion in 1950 and at yearend annual rate had reached $260 billion.
Prices averaged 12% above 1950.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
Thurs. schedule to Mon., Wed., Fri., 10:3010:45 a.m. (CST) from Dec. 31, 52 weeks on
same hookup for Kraft Dinner and malted
milk
products. Agency, J. Walter Thompson,
Chicago.
COLGATE
SPOTS to#be increasing
Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co. understood
present
spot schedule in number of radio markets,
starting Jan. 1. Agency, William Esty & Co.,
N. Y.
'HOLIDAY' BREAKS • Curtis Publishing
Co. preparing day and night chain-break radio schedule for Holiday magazine, Jan. 16-25.
Agency, BBDO, N. Y.
HALLMARK SIGNS • Hall Brothers,
Kansas City (Hallmark greeting cards), signs
for NBC-TV Sarah Churchill series, Sun.,
2:30-3selected.
p.m. (CST),
weeks.ConeStarting
date
not
Agency, 52Foote,
& Belding,
Chicago.
NEW YORK TEST # United Fruit Co., New
York, placing four-week radio campaign of
night and daytime chain breaks on New York
stations, with possible expansion of schedule
later. Agency, BBDO, New York.
MURINE ON MBS • Murine Co., Chicago
(eye solution), to sponsor Friday night portion
of Gabriel Heatter strip on full MBS network
from
Chicago.Feb. 29 for 13 weeks. Agency, BBDO,
LOTION CAMPAIGN • Chamberlain Sales
Corp., Des Moines (lotion), Jan. 7 starts spot
campaign
on 13125weeks,
independent
and 285Agency,
Keystone stations
thrice weekly.
BBDO, Chicago.
RADIO'S FUTURE
"IT off
SEEMS
will
kill
radio unlikely
any morethatthantelevision
radio killed
off newspapers, magazines, movies, the
legit
stageMeighan,
or phonograph
Howard
president, records,"
CBS Radio, said S.Friday.
"Our
vastly
increasing
population
economy can and will support in and
the
future an additional time-consuming and
sales producing medium like television
with less impact on like but competitive
media," he declared.

PEOPLE..!
DUDLEY FAUST, assistant western netwcl
sales manager for CBS radio in Chicago fr<
1945 to Sept. 1950, and since then in Cj
radio network sales in New York, to be namj
eastern
sales manager
CBS Radio urn'
Sales Manager
Eldon for
Hazard.
THOMAS BUCHANAN, formerly with KOI
(TV) Tulsa and also operator of own adve
tising agency, to WOR-TV New York sales <j
partment as account executive.
ROBERT R. PAULEY named WOR N.
York's
in Boston, wi
offices insales
Statlerrepresentative
Bldg.
ROLAND H. CRAMER elected vice preside
of McCann-Erickson Agency, Chicago. He h
been account executive since 1939, and w
transferred to Chicago after returning fro
four years of Navy service.
DONALD K. deNEUF appointed general ma
ager of 13-station Rural Radio Network I
Clifford E. Snyder, president. He succee.
Michael R. Hanna, who asked to be relieved
managerialradioduties
of Cornell
panding
and because
TV interests.
Mr. U.'s
deNeie:
joined RRN in 1947. Network covers New Yoi
state and Northern Pennsylvania by FM
OWEN STONER named president of Vic
Chemical Co., N. Y., effective Jan. 1. He ws
formerly vice president in charge of adve
tising and assistant general manager of Prin(
Matchabelli Inc., N. Y., subsidiary of Vick. M
Stoner succeeds H. R. Marschalk, who w
appointed chairman of Matchabelli and men
ber of Vick's management staff.
DWIGHT RORER is opening own law offi
in Washington Bldg., Washington, Jan. 1. B
has been with Dow, Lohnes & Albertson la
firm since 1945, served as head of the U. i
Army
Ordnance
dept. durin
World War
II, was Dept.'s
in privatelegal
Washington
prai
tice before then. Mr. Rorer retains his interef
in the New York law firm of Grant, Exselse
& Rorer, 1 Wall St.
PARAMOUNT POLICY
RESPONDING to request of Skiatron Coij
for permission to use its films in test telecast
of "Subscriber-Vision," company's method
pay-as-you-see TV, Paramount Picture Cori
last week notified Skiatron it would get sam
kind of cooperation given by Paramount t
Zenith
its "Phonevision"
experiment'ha
Paramountfor letter
noted that as Skiatron
not yet applied to FCC for permission to con
duct "Subscriber-Vision" tests, its reques
was premature. Paramount also warned th.
any implication by Skiatron that permissioi
to use Paramount films implied endorsement o
approval of this method of telecasting woul
lead to "reconsideration" of permission.
55 NEW CBS-TV ACCOUNTS
BUSINESS was good for CBS television ii
1951, J. L. van Volkenburg, president, sak
last week, with 55 companies placing new busi
ness on CBS-TV, of which 39 were new clients
and 85%broadcast
of all the
network's
usual
periods
duringclients
summer.retaining
MAGAZINES TOP $500 MILLION
TOTAL magazine advertising volume for 1951
will top $500 million, according to preliminary
estimate of Magazine Advertising Bureau
basedmagazines,
on ten-month
volume of$50.5$418.5
million1
for
not including
million
foi
advertising in Sunday newspaper supplements
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

2050
WILL BE A BIG YEAR
FOR PIONEERS

Every year is big for pioneers.
But even in a miraculous age, some years are
bigger than others.
Among the biggest years was 1 948, when a handful of
men put a handful of television stations on the air. The
cost was staggering, so was the effort. But the vision
was clear.
The South's first television station was WTVR,
which went on the air March 31 , 1 948. Four years earlier
(on March 8, 1 944) Wilbur M. Havens, president of
Havens & Martin, Inc., had filed formal application
for the station with the FCC.
WTVR's record of firsts is impressive. So are its
sister stations, WMBG (AM) and WCOD (FM). Pacing the field
is not only the mark of these stations— but a big tip
to timebuyers.
Your Blair sales contact will tell you more.

WMBG
WCOD

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

WTVR
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company
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